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THE VALUE OF TIME.

CONTENTS OF THE JUBILEE HERALD,

_Editorial:

- L Fifty years on the HERALD editorial staff. Rem-

We have received a letter of kindly criticism from
one whose identity we may not reveal. In p~rt it
is as follows :
Dear Brothei·:

I have become puzzled over the\ following

iniscences by President Joseph Smith, with statement as purported to have been made by you in an
, pictures of President Smith at various per- address given at Graceland College, November 30, 1909; and
therefore write hoping to get a more definite understanding
iods of his life.
of your view of the value of life:
·
2. Periodicals published by the church prior to
"It is worth fifty dollars a minute of any man's money
· .1844. An historical sketch of early church simply to be young, to be in the dawning of your young manpapers, by Elbert A. Smith.
hood and womanhood, full of vigor and life and hope, and
3. History of the SAINTS' HERALD from 1860 to with all the great future before y ..m. I am sure that Rockefeller would be wiEing to pay that much (fifty dollars a min1910, by Israel A. Smith (illustrated).
ute) if he could be young again, and he would raise the price ~ ,
Articles:
of oil until he could be young for ever."
l
1. The ·Amboy Conference. Remii1iscences by PaI have read the above several times. I have tried to fl ..,.
triarch E. C. Briggs, one of the two elders understand it; but though it looks good in print, and probably\ .~
now living who were present. With picture rnunds well in an address, still there constantly comes into ' ~
of-President Joseph Smith and Elder W. W. my mind the question, Is it true? and if so, In what sense? \ -:S
Fifty dollars per minute equals $3,000 ).Jer hour, or $30,- ~
.,Blair taken at the Amboy Conference.
000 for ten hours. Counting fon houi·s for a working day, ~ f/l
2. Biography of Elder Isaiw Sheen, first editor of and 313 working days in a year, would make time, at tliis 'l 0
the SAINTS' HERALD, by his son, John K. rate worth "of any man's money," $9,390,000 a year. '
I am quite sure that you a1·e not counting that a youlig man
Sheen, with pictures of Editor Sheen.
3. Fifty years of church growth, by Elder H. A. or a young woman can turn their time to account and make
it bring them a return in dollars that accumulate at this rate,
Stebbins, for many years Church Recorder therefore,
I am asking for a solution of the problem.
(illustrated).
Of course you do not mean that if an aged man was.worth·
4. Founding of Lamoni and removal of the Her- $50,000, and if he could purchase time, and be -as he was
ald Office to that place, by Elder -Asa S. _ when young, that the time so purchased would be worth
-Cochran, for many years secretary of the $50 dollars per minute to him; for if he should so spend the_
$50,000 it would purchase for him less than two workii1g:.
Herald Publishing House (illustrated).
days of life.
5. Joseph Smith as I first knew him, by ,~Postle
You can not mean that if a man has come to the last hour
Gomei· T. Griffiths (illustrated).
·- ·
of his earthly existence the short space of one hour as he
6. Sermon, "The Reorganization," delivered by lived when young, would be worth to him $3,000, for I opine
Church Historian Heman C. Smith dm·ing that it makes but little dift'e1;ence in what hour we draw 01\r
his -debate with sixteen Utah elders at La- last breath of mortal life.
You say it is worth this amount of any man's money simply - nioni, Iowa.
to be young, but why? Every life has its periods, and they
7. The church in Nauvoo, Illinois, by Elder Mark are ordained in infinite wisdom, and therefore must be what
R Siegfried, pastor of the church in Nau- is best.
Do you mean that the young man or woman enjoys more
voo and historian of ·th_e Nauvoo District.
- This is the last number of the SAINTS' HER- abundant life than the aged? if s<Y;"'a&'ain I ask, Why do you
think so? I ain on the verge of old age (fifty-nine). I have
'ALD.Historical Series, -illustrated with scenes - dreamed
dreams and have seen visions, in- life, as peradvenfrom Nauvoo as it was during the occupancy ture all men and women do. I stB!.,,dreain dreams and see •
of,the early church.
__
_
visions, and if you were to ask \vhat I would give to be
_(The Jubilee HERALD will be iSsued -I.am,iary 29 placed-back again where I was, apd as I was, when young, I
should have to answer, I do not care to go back. ' I prefer to
in honor of the fiftieth annivei·sary of its founding; look
for~vard. lVIy faith is that God knows what is hest .. I
- E.xfr~ copies may be seemed for ten cents, ortwelve -•-!;ave lived -my life th_us fa1;, and as a pilgrim I have_ traveled,
·• copies 'foi•_ sixty cents. Address· Hel'ald Publishing - and as a pilgrim I expect fo tl'ave! until.the King. shall say,
'}'°'1'!1y f ourriey is e1ided. The sum Of life is sealed. Tho_u House; Lamoni, Iowa.)
-
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shalt receive the reward that is fitting." With that verdic.t
I hope to be satisfied. I would not, if I could, buy time,-not
even that of youtli.

The statement referi:ed to was made in an address
to young people and was merely intended as a figure
-. of speech or. hyperbole calculated. to impress the
students with the value of life and the opportunities
before them in their particular period of life. At
first oh reading. the above mentioned criticism we
were inclined to think that we had been guilty of
gross exaggeration, as one sometimes is while under
the enthu-siasm of "speechmaking"; but after sober
second thought we are convinced that we were right.
We will suppose that such a thing as we are about
to picture were possible: Some one approaches one
of those young college students and says, "If you
will calculate yom· time until you are sixty years
old I will pay you at the rate of fifty dollars a minute,
and I will take your life. and youth and you will
immediately become an old man." Would the young
man make a good bargain to accept the offer?
Hardly. The experiences and opportunities of life
can not be valued in dollars and cents. The boy
suddenly turned old could not buy love, or devotion,
or character with his accumulated earning of nine
million dollars per year.
That which gives time its value, and more particularly perhaps during the formative period of life is
that the moments, the hours, the days, the years,
may be exchang~d for character; they may be spent
in establishing those ties of friendship and love that
make the later periods of life pleasant; in. securing
those stores of intelligence. that shall constitute one's
glory; in tasting· those lawful sweet pleasures that
are worth more than all the dividends of Standard
Oil from now until the last lamp burns dry.
When the factory system was first introduced in
England they herded little children from six to
twelve years of age into the factories and compelled
them to work thirteen or more hours each day the
year around. Even in New England, "the land of
the free and the home of the brave," children were
driven to work at half past four o'clock in the morning, and with the aid of the cowhide they were kept
at the looms for thirteen hours. These children were
old and broken down ere they were sixteen years of
age. No amount of money could ever repay them
for their lost youth. That fact is in no way altered
by the further fact that there are individuals who
have lived a full, rich, and varied life, and approach
old age with serenity, not caring to be young again,
·even if -such a. thing were 'possible.
Our language was -qualified, being made to apply
to those who are not only young but full of "vigor,
life, ·and hope," with "all tlfe great ·future before
them:." That is the no1.'mal condition of youth. It .·
. may be that there are those Who because of evil surroundings, -inherited poverty, dise~se, or sin, lack

.
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vigor and hope and have no great future before
them and consequently were better dead than alive.
Such have been robbed in some way by some one
and can have no proper understanding of the value
of lffe.
It is true that no man can sell his time for fifty
dollars a minute. But the man who is really living
finds that the pay envelope contains only a fraction
of his "value received" in exchange for life. What
was Jacob's time worth while he watched the angelf;'l
ascending and descending? What was Mary's time
worth while she listened to Jesus? What was Martin Luther's time worth while he nailed his ninetyfive propositions to the church door in Wittenberg?
What was John Alden's time worth while he heard
Priscilla say, "Why don't you speak for yourself,
John?" What is John Doe's time worth to-day while
he fights against the strong tides of commerce and
trade, earning the money to keep his boys in the
high school? Why, dollars and cents represent only
a small part of the things that a man gives his life
for.
If we erred it was not in :Jlacing the value of life
too high as compared with the value of money. If
we erred it was in unintentionally conveying the idea
that youth is the all important period of life. Another might argue that the closing moments of the
race, with the goal in sight, contain the crowning
experiences of life. With such we will not quarrel.
The sunrise has its glory; so has the sunset, and the
noon-tide.
Each period of Ufe brings its distinct joys and
opportunities as well as its burdens and sorrows.
Our calendar for the year 1910 has this motto in
large letters intended to confront one every day in
the year:
To-day begins a new year. The date on the calendar does
not matter. The earth starts every morning on its year-long
journey round the sun as truly as on the first day of January,
and each new dawn is therefore a fresh opportunity to begin
right. It is for us to determine what the year shall be. The
demand upon us is not that we succeed, but only that we try;
and to try manfully every day and all day long, is inevitably
to attain in the end to a supreme success.

E.A.S.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Bro. A. A. Reams writes from. Des Moines as follows : "The industrial department of Graceland College was we!l represented at the eighteenth annual
exhibition of the Iowa State Poultry Association,
held irt Des Moines, December 28, 1909, to January
1, 1910. Poultry Pointers, the journal now pub,.
lished by the Herald Publishing House in the inter'."
ests of the industrial department of the College, occupied a booth in the Coliseum, and was represented
by the editor, Bro. E. B. Blett, and advertising solicitor, Bro. W. H. Blair. ·Brother Blett has been attending a riumber of poultry exhibitions in differ- ·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ent.parts of the State the past few weeks, and is thus
getting acquainted with Iowa as rapidly as he could
·expect. · He impresses one.as being deeply in earnest
·in connection with his work as superintendent of the
farm in connection with the college; he is proud Of
the journal of which he is editor, and so)ie is successful in his w01·k among the poultry people of the
State, and those of other States whom he meets.
The four-day stay of the brethren in Des Moines
were days of successful work and business for the
journal, and they did much to advertise the college,
especially the industrial department. This department, as presented by. Editor Blett, appeals to all
classes, and met with substantial favors at the hands
of many. Some donations of poultry and poultry

fixtures were made by business men becoming acquainted with the· plans of work at Graceland~ some
liberal clubbing offers were made with State papers.
The poultry department of the State Agricultural
College at Ames, made a fine exhibit at the poultry
show, . and after being made acquainted with the
wodc of Graceland gave it an unqualified approval.
At the Amboy Conference, April 6, 1860, Joseph
Smith was accepted as President of the Reorganization. It was an affecting and memorable occasion
in the history of the church. Only two of the ministry who were then present are now living. One is
President Joseph Smith; the other Patriarch E. C.
Briggs. Brother Briggs will tell of his recollections
of that conference in the Jubilee HERALD.
The Associate Editor was called to Burlington,
Iowa, the scene of his former pastorate of three and
a half years, to solemnize the marriage of Bro.
George Edward Schweers and Sr. Sena C. Bierman,
December 29,
·Elder Charles Fry, pastor of the branch. at Burlington, Iowa, has arranged an informal debate with
the Utah 'elders now laboring at that place. We
understand that Elder 0. H. Bailey will represent
the Reorganization ; and Elder Pace the Utah faction, It is proposed to secure a hall in some prominent place in the business section. Brother Bailey
has also arranged a debate to be held between himself and Reverend Roberts, who met Elder S. W. L.
~cott in Independence· some time ago.
There never was a day _when the call for prophets
of the living God was so widespread, appealing, ar::
insistent ac,it is at present.-P1·of. Chm·les S. Nash,

- D. D., Pacific Theological Semina1·y, Berkeley, California, in Homiletic Review, Januq,ry, 1910.
· "No man KNOWS about the other world. But
many have faith; and to millions that have lived and
live' that faith alone makes life worth while."

will
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Hymns and Poems
Christian Love.

A Paraphrase ( 1 Co1~iuthiaus 13).
Though I had all the gifts of speech
That tongues of men ahd angels reach,
If Love .be not within me found
I am but brass or tinkling sound;
Though I could future things reveal,
The depths of knowledge could unseal,
Aud tl~ough my Faith could mountains move,
Yet I am nothing without Love.
Though all my goods to alms I turned·
Or gave my body to be burned,
'
If Love did not the loss inspire,
Vain hunger fed, or martyr's fire.
Love suffers long-is patient, kind;
Nurses not envy in its mind;
, Vaunts not itself-not puffed with pride;
Looks for its neighbors' brightest side;
Unselfish ; to compassion prone;
Seeks others' welfare, not its own.
Rejoices most in doing good, ·
Delights in trnth and rectitude,
Takes all things well, toth great and small,
Bears, hopes, believes, endures them all.
A prophecy may fals/e becomeThe tongue of orator grow dumbAnd knowledge pass, a vanished tale,
But Love alone can never fail.
We see in part, in part foreseeIn perfect light all doubts shall flee.
When as a child, as child I thought-A man, I treat child's things as naught.
Now through a glass dim forms we trace,
Then shall we see them face to face;
Now a small part is all I own,
Then shall I know as I am known.
Faith, Hope, and Love; blest triad ye!
But Love is greatest of the three,-E,.B. P.
~-"'

.~.. The Sweet Story.

(Tune, "0 that will be glory," in i·evival hymns.) .
Sweet was the message that came to my soul,
Christ by his mercy and love made me whole,
Joys most entrancing around ·me now roll,·
And I know there's waiting· a glory for me.
CHORUS:

0 tell the sweet story t11 me
Of that loved place I long to see,
Those realms of light, where all faith's lost in sight;
Tell the 8Weet story so precious to me.
The fields are all white but labornrs are few,
Reaping or gleaning for each one to do,
The Lord of the-harvest is calling for you,
To tell that story so precious to me.
When trials are o'er and earth fades away
And I reach those mansions of neavenly day,
When all their splendor with joy I survey,
There will be waiting a glory for me.
JAMES J:.. EDWARDS:
.

Ll
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God· has joined these two· ordinances in the 'new
birth. Has man a right to separate them? Could
- . JS THE BAPTIS\\f OF THE --HOLY GHOST NECESSARY
-either one alon~ constitute the new birth? Not if
T.0'-0AY?
Christ gave the right ·answer, and we believe in
him. Then if being born again is necessary to make
us fit subjects for the kingdom pf God, we must be
-born acco1·ding to the pattern, for Christ spake the
word of God. (John 3: 34.) Hence, we must be born
of the water and of the Spirit.
Can these two classes who dispense with one of
,.
these ordinances and clamor for the other, be in harmony with Christ? ·Do they not reflect upon the·
veracity of the· great Teacher sent from God? We
are forbidden to add or to take from the sacred word
of -God. (Deuteronomy 4: 2; Proverbs 30: 5, 6.)
Therefore, so sure as Christ gave utterance to these
words, we must undergo.this two-fold birth of the
water and of the Spirit or we can not enter into the
kingdom of God. Men authorized of God baptize.
with water, but the prerogative to baptize with
the Holy Spirit belongs to Christ, as · declared
by John ; and not until we put ourselves in a con di~
tion to receive the latter by obedience to the former,
are we entitled to receive the baptism from above.
Christ works according to the pattern given him by
the Father, and we must submit to be molded according to the pattern or the potter will cast us away, as
unworthy clay. This latter is the teaching of the
third class mentioned. Judge for yourselves which
of the three classes is right.
The baptism of the Holy Ghost is the seal of adoption. (Ephraim 1: 13, 14; Romans 8: 14, 17.) He
saved us by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost. (Titus 3: 5.) If we are not re~
CHARLES DERRY.
newed by tlie Holy Ghost, we are not saved. Christ
When John the Baptist came preaching in the promised the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost.
wilderness, he told the converts, "I indeed baptize (John 14: 16, 26; 15: 26; 16: 7, 15.) Peter says,
you with water unto repentance: but he that cometh "The promise is unto you and to your children, and
after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not to all that are afar off, even as many as· the Lord,
worthy to bear, he shall baptize you with the Holy our God, shall call."-Acts 2: 38, 39. So we see the·
Ghost and with fire.":._Matthew 3: 11. _There are Holy Ghost was not to be given to the apostles alone, _
two classes of professed followers of Christ. One and Peter declaresthat God has given the Holy Ghost . class claims to believe in the baptism of water, but to them that obey him. (Acts 5: 32.) The Samari- _
denies the baptism of. the Holy Spirit as being neces- tans rece.ived the baptism of the Holy Ghost _(Acts
sary to-day. Another class claims to believe in the 8: 5, 17). Paul received it (Acts 9: 17; 22: 16).
baptism of the Holy Ghost, but denies that the bap- The centurion received it (Acts 10: 11). The
tism of water is essential now. There is a third Ephesians received it (Acts 19). The Roman Saints
class, not nearly so numerous ,or so popular, that be- enjoyed it and were enabled to cry Abba Father. _
lieves that it is necessary to be baptized in water, All that were born of God were made partakers of
and also by the Holy Spirit. Let us try these classes that divine Spirit. Those who reject the baptism of
by the word of God: "It is written that man shall _ the Holy Spirit, reject the salvatiorr that God -has.:-not live by bread alone, but by every word that pro- prepared through his son, Jes us Christ.
ceedeth out of the mouth of God." It was the Christ
Reader, where do you stand? On the side of ~od;s _
'who declared, "Ye must be born again," and when word? Or do you choose to follow the theories and .
-questioned, "How can a man be born again?" he. vain traditions of men? "Verily, verily, l say unto ·
_-.·emphatically declared, "Verily, verily, I -say u?~O thee, except a man be born of water, and of the Spil'it .. ·.· :
• •-·<"thee, except a man be born of water and of the Sp1r1t he can not enter into the kingdom of Gqd." .
he can not enter the kingdom o! God.".:.....John 3: 5. _
·
CHARLES DERRY;
-
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the Writer as Well as the a,rticle; Jn OUi' magazine -.
t}).e name bf one. niay Be faniilfar li1lf not the person
•' . .· of'. the :writer. -Ot1r boi1d is suck that we am sure
' .._--_-' -w~ shall J~now ·.·him .as soon as we2have shal~en. his '
hand: Poes he. 11ot believe ill the whole glori0us
'. . gos~el, and.,has he not given oilt to
some of, his
.'
soul from the. printed p;tge? And are we not moi·e .
.-. . . · •· closely bound together with the cords of everlasting .
' .; kive as we thus view those who are' members of oar.·
-·, . Ill

~ A"'taste for solid·
reading niay be~ -··. ··
cultivated ·by. pe> .. rusiftg the articles ;;,.
':ftitnished .. as.· weil·
- as the~ editOrials{
Scarcely , a therne
thatis not touched
: upon in condensed .
- form,-'-pat:riotism,·
literature, . -._;art,
·music, edwfatiori ....
Love for the beau~
. tlftjl, the artistic;.--

us

_.--,-

:-~htil'ch?

· ,

- ARCHJEOLOGY.

,

· ,

::- From first.to iast\ve ~re give~ a wonderful am~unt: '.
of .th_e Bible and .the Doctrine and Covenants, of
.. Christ and. his teachings,. of the Book .of Mormon-·-

'is taught by the il-

. andits·systeinatic_ study,··of archreology,·.that most--

fascinating'.topJc, which int~rests and enlightens and
lustrations ·. and
confirms our faith. . We
decorations. The
learn of ·the ·American Ih.cove.I' desiius ·are
often very simple
dian, the "remnantS'.' in
North and South America,
indeed, but always
exico, and Central Amerbeautiful.
The
lea; . the remnant of that .
sprays of l~aves, - old• people, the menti_on of so suggestive, are always pleasing to the eye.·
which never fails to ·stir
Sp!ritriality is never lost sightof;the gospel, that,.
-. - our heai-ts ~nto life. For grandest of all themes, is neve1· left out of these
did they_ not believe as
pages lhave been trying to describe to yori~ Surely; ·.
. -.· .. ·.· - .. ·.-·· .·-.- _ .. believe?' · :And was not love for t~e.church is fostered by reading this maga-::
.Chri11_t amoli.g t@i.ii!f, cBlest people!~ And they have zine, a God-given instfact worked out by those who
( fyadeit socclear; so:real to us by their writings, pre- -were qualified to do God's work in this regard. The
served S? careJully a_nd ,~iven to l1S by the hand of trend -of it is broadening,,upliftfog.
- .
; 9pd; . . ·• .. < .-- _- ··. .~. -·
.
And if it shall mean 'as much to you as Fhave
·.• -'~T~JrH§f;.tb,~ $ttndaY school work falls to th~ lot -said~ go, dear liSten:h/real:lJ: ·1·:. · ..· · ::, . .:
q{gt,lier publicatiOns, but the Religio work has fo1~
· "' 1 HORTENSE ''Sil;rlti,oJ:ii "CRAMER
fu~~Yyears::fiee:n: veJ.'Y clmi_elyfollowed in the Autumn.
DEtiVER: COLORADO,; October 17,-1969. ''
.
Leaves/ helps and governments are. worked out by - . .
.
. .:competent.
. t·.h.mg-ta-k--t-'
~..-_..----,-,-- ·t J. ' -b R" ,..
: ,: · , ' p._. eop.l'e
: ... ·and
: given
- _ . to us fo'. completed
·
. form• ·_r - "E-very
es en
years, wro e aco
ns. -

<

we.

·

HOME DEPARTMENT;

qiJ:ie Daugl).ters,~fZion department is akin to the

in

Mothers' :Home Column
value to thfi home. It
keeps ·us irt touch ,with. the work of the society as
-,'\Vel_las.to giye t.o niany·a J:iu)l~ry_ mother ~houghts
·.satisfymg, beautiful, pure; helpful.. Tak~ this along,
- fr(j~ uhd~i:,tM heaging, ''Tr,uer P,arenthood, better
childten, happier homes, purer efociety."- And this:
' -. · · · - ·
-. ·•"A partrie1;shfp With (Jodis motherhood;
.
. What strength, what pudty, wh!it self-coritrol;
What love, what. Wisdom; should belong to hel;, . . -. Who helps- God fashion an iimriortal ..soul." ·

;-- ... _, ..

>

"~ ·.These eicpI~i~ th~ 6bject of th~ depa~tmel1t, and it is

What he meant was that.in any undertaking of magnitude, at least that mqch-time i,nust.· be ~lloweq
before you can expect to show results. How many
.of. us have fait?fully: worlrnd for te:1! years to accym-_., _ .._
p~1sh soll1e des:~l'.~d.:nd. ?r t? acq~ire som~:a~dm~re~ ,
virtue ~efore_~1~mg. ~Pm dlscoma?eme~JJ;. rr'hmgs,
:/
that are obtamed qu~ckly :and _easily are r~rely c>L : -··--·
perma:ri._ent value. W~eds grow faster than us~ful.
_
r>lants.-Selected.
· ·
·- J

"To go about doing good is the surest way th' find
k
Christ in modern. life, just as it w.ould have· been. in
:;~·;
G~lHee '\Vhile -he' was ·aiiV.e..•. The' BeQ.titlldes are i~~e
(cc
J?at;h)n,, which he. walks; ai1d as .(j~orge •Her1be!·t ? ';·:·•i
says :•i-"~lio_ goeth in tpe ;way~which Chris~ has 'g;o~t .} ~;~~;
~s prnch,;ql()l'~;sur~ tq meet him than11i1r?-~ ~l].ot~~yyls : ~-~- "ij'

..' --

_ high, worthy. We have had·someteaching fdfm.<ith~
:;.
:ers intHis'Clepartment,, soinefood for motliers'which
'•< :I second'. to ,none found elsewliere. · . . .. •'· . . , ..·
'>·. . • tf.you', COUld look over: a CQfii~l~te file Of the maga- . P~W~ys . ~ ~-~--,..
· -~
.tJst;rf.~u: ~~ ·- ._~ -:~
'Oc~_-,,,__"':
')-~-_"f;~
~.-}; -. zin,e.youiwcn1M-realize.that1_a1love-f<ir,gogd poetry-is
~-~;./ ~ng~P,d~red.:W~·havehad,soine.gems, selected-l\nd. - -· 'the faith thafis ,rteglect~d leaves the si>uI.~Doctor ,;_:i • ?~
-~~> ()riiiinlll!
·_ ·, ··
· ·_ · - · ·
·- '11h.omas:
.. .
.. .
: :' .
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. all.ct if his .burden wa~ very ;re~t some .of it ~ould .
·. have;to be U:~1loaded .before lie could. pass into the
. WHY NOT NOW.\'
··
city... Imagine now•a heavily loaded cameJ returning
.. < N:?t long since, as.a chui'cli .we'were commanded
fr?m a trip a~ross .the ~esett ...... He is hot and we0.r:Y~·
. ' .to. come up higher. We:.have been taughCthatJhe ~IS~ress hurries him on that he might be eased of
>\vh<M duty of man is to l{eep the cmnfuandments 0 :( · :,his burden; The. gate 'is reached ; he bends dowJ.?. to
.G9d. When we keep all the commaridments th~n we en.tel'; b.ut lo, his pack· is too bulky for ·the g~te~ ·.
can ~omeno higher:without new commandments. · ·Swi~~hing. ,forth hi.~ n:ck h~ beholds green grass .·..·
;So we ip.ust conclude· that w)1en we are to come up ":1thm which wopld satisfy his.hunger ;a clear, run-·
higl).er, we have not beenkeeping all ofthe command~ mng st:eam \Vhlch wouldquench his thirst; .shade .
.. merits .. .,According to' Matthew Christ has .said,"Let · tr~es stu·red by ·gentle-breezes beckoning him to lie · .
· yoµr ligp.t · ~o shine before men; that they m~y se'e do"'.n ~nd rest. · B~t these .are not .for him to ·e11j oy_ ·
··· . your good works, a~d .glorify your :Father which i's, un~11 he ha~ had,h1s burden reduced. He :may get
. in h.eayen." Do we not 'so:tnetime,s forget our duty a~grJ' and Jerk and twist, bu~ those w~lls ofsfone
·.· ·. in this regard? . The.missit>naty can. take the. gospel . •":ill not P~ moved ou~ of their place..· H~~~yer'. wh!'\n:.
to the world, but it is the duty. of the Saints :to show his mas_te1 s~w the d1~culty htrredu~ed ~1s packai;ld
what it has done for them. If we are
better. he entered i:nto ~he. city ..... ·.
.· .· .. '• .
than the members of other churches (and this has .. Our condition is about the same; , We have taken<
beeri said of.us), how can we expect the world to uponusthenameofJesus.:Weare.ihadesertofsin.'.
. see our light Let us live our·· religion at home ancl We have reached a City, Zion; We behold th\:\ bless~ ·
ahro~d and we will never be found amo:O:g the vir- ings withi~ where all men ai•e equal ill.detid, "7'h~re
gins that were fqolish. Let us take o.ff this bushel there are· no rich a.nd nq po'or, -Where.tnere'is no
that throws us i11 the shadow; obscurity. it has been place for the idler, where· he wllc) wilCnof:fake
.· said. that if a popular ~hui·ch 'had what'we have in up his sword against hiE! neighl>or Iliust needs fie~. ' ·,
1.•eligion, they would a_dvertise it in every Way pos- ~or safety, arid whe1~1:1 the glory_ ah& •power of God- •
sible;, Whehthe timecomes that we as a people wih IS. the fear of the nat~oris tha(:Would ~i:>rne against .. · ·.
live, .as We have been connnanded, I am confident . Z10n. .Christ }ias said that \Ve might have entered .
that our churchbuildings will not hold the incoming long ago, and why have we not.? . For th,e same.rea-·
members, and ,the redemption of Zion will be at son thatt'\'le call!el had. Let us exapiine o'urJmrden. _
hand, if .not achieved. '\VhY can we not leave off jeal- - Since we took.upon us the ni£1lle-of Christ we, have 11.
ousies, ba~kbiting, fau,Itffri:di~g, gossiping· light talk- picked ·up by.the wayside divers siris. We have for"'·
iµg,._and .many ot~er thinil'i:,o:f ~ik~ kind?. 'u seem,s to g.otten that our· j~urp.ey· tended towa.rd: ~<ci(v .~o.;-tne_ .c
me that..~~:W~iAEJ~:Ifiy;.e ~~~-.gpspel, no sacnfice, even to extent that we loitered .by the wayside. Instead
of1 /
11
laying down our;liveE!/woiilci be too great for us.
telling thos~ we met and passed whither ~e ~et~
• L_hav1:1heard sisters retur~ing f~om a conference bound, and try to induce tl:tem~to come 11lo:ilg.Wlth
talk abbut the. church on'e moment and some light' us, we ~toppedJ;o play with ~hem; These g~rments.
. foolishthing the; next. Again, i have heard of · W?re mce and the cost!Y treasures we were taking
- s()me complaining thabyhen they were visited by:the with .u~ ~e used to' buy eq_ually as fine.if -p.ot better ·
S_ain:ts, a~l they talked of. was di·ess. .These may J:ie w~armg apparel. 'W_hilewe. were thus IOitering our
exceptii:>ns, but they 'illustrate conditions to be children were becommg scattered and.some of them ..
avoided. Jesus has said that if a.man loved him he thotrght__tlJ.ey-would go some. other way. Their new
; would keep his words and that he did only the things ·~eader ~1dn't know that they were ·going to al!Y .place.
tMt :pleased. tbe Father, So if we continue in our m. particular, but that .tµey were on their way and.
?'N.ri way an~ ~o:not !na~e tl}.e effort to come higher, . ha_d ;been for a lqng tim_e; ·He sa}d his was pot the
.1t. is conclusive that we· ~ove neither the Fathei• n.qr ongmal t~eory or ro~d- to rea,ch that for w;h1ch th.e~
.t.h.eS_?n· Bein? in t~iScoilditicm we could expect no were see~mg, l>Ut that he.h~d branched offfrom·an"..: .·,
bl~ssmg at the1;L' hand. The statement that straight oth.er paity .t~at was .still the branchof anotl.ier.... ;,
.
is .the gate and narrow. is the way and few there be · This party claim~d, how~erf that" an the qifferent.:. •:.:~.
" • · tl).at' find it, bas been applied to' the world but it, branches would ~nally reaGh.theplace for \vhich th,ei <>~;~~'
.:;· .a::Ppli~s. equally as wellto us:, We have. Elnt~red the' ~ag:·s)a.r~~d, a,lthoug_h they_'YeretourI?-eyil}f;in,_diffef~°'~::~)~!·
;>_ : stt,~ight gate (the chlirch}'-an¢t'we have: fq~nd the, en,.t;d1.r~p~1011s. And tpus '\\'.e 'Wander,......... .. r ... :... : < · ·· ·•
(::'.. ~~rf?~ "Yay (full,oQedWnc_e}; ·buf we. ai~~-' like ·a; . Sain:t~i)etys thro'f..ofl:.this. pacl~ of sfos andJhus .: >o'
~; . · . C'B::rtieLo:f,..ol<.Ien· times~ . Iji those days Cities wei;e sur~ c'. be in a-condition tp enter inti:>. alid occupy that condi- . ·. ·'
1:::.·c· ·y_6ufad~d·~r.;iansiw~J:l··~()w,t.•.hwJ.m:>w· gates·. wnfoli tiop.,which shall;b.e Zi6;r;i> tktil;§d,;e:s~:;d(:lcetltly,•but·. ••:Y"
·..·
~°.ll .....e .as I ~-C()Se '\V.,,~n.c-.e city was attacked not possess eno1fahclothesto sta,l'fa Slhall1:sten:(l R}ld 'o • ·:•·
" . '; ~\ Pf'th~. ~n:e;niy, .,A·ca~elwith a}13.;rge ·. h'Urden up~m -::rival· a ldnd oi;o,?ai:adrse inattl'activ~'u~ss~ we>h.ave < .>~':
[·; :.tr<flS,~~ck f(j\lnd it dimcult to pass j;hr.oughtJwsE:J gates : been~ instructed ,to. }et. oui· .ga1'tii~nts b.e .plain.· ' Ort .. •, ···:j:
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~~? ·'.:the'9~h~i··-h~l1o; w{shou1d i~ot J5e_notic('laple .fQr our - pressed in his .1aws 6rcoll,stit11tion, -~n :unalt~ra~le.
'.? : · rags.and uncotithness. Let us 'mise up oitr•chHdren pledge tO.assist in establiShing the true brotherhooQ. ' · .
S{ · ;in:the faith and not di'ive them from~it by our harsh- of man throughout hfo realm~ _ _ __ _- -_- _______._- ·_
·s.<<--~--

'Y:..

, .< n~ss and )injust ways_ of dealing.: Be ffrm but kinif

-- -A-perfectly organized .system was issued by the

>

~- -:·<:-Our intentions were. good ·when we j oilled the faith, .Ki11g, which if adhered to wouid- brini perfection to. -

is _

,-£ -· · ~ JJiltc.we failec} to ·go on to perf~ction.-_ - The time
thf p1'pject. The King_ himself mil.de ch_oice of those
- << -~---- :n,ow ~t hand.' If wedo not lay hold of thethirtgs 'who wereto·l;)e his servants,jo whom.he intri,lSted
·.:
of. God and·· cast-off the things· of-the- world;wi{will · - the carrying ·out of his plans a13 reveaied through the :.
_/: - ~·-1ose what -iight we -_-hav~. .-Will •we; like· the children · -message given t0 them,-whfoh-they were to faithfl1llY ;
-: :~ ~ of Isi•ael; \varider in the world-.foi· yeai·s;, seeking to teach to theirfeilow~men. - _- -_· _ _-_ - . . - . . . '
'-? ._read;. Zion and-leave .itfo1· .another g:eneration:t?~- -Th.!) King was veryki~dto hi~ subjects, and 1Ha~~d· -'
· · · . entei·: into ~nd occupy? ·-"Oh Jeru~alem, Jerusalem; • - liefoi·e them every inducement t<{co(jperate with hilnC---·
"' : : how often would l have -gathered. thy children -to~ -'in the carrying -out of hls;._p1Jfposes, whfoh were < < _:';; i : gether as a hen gathereth .her chick:ens under he\' pui.ely for the blessing oi hiS subjects. Ihddstfy, < .~
...- -:wings, htityewoufd· riot.~· - -GEORGE>E.DAVIS. -- -frugality,~_ and hone§ty were erij~ifiea upo,n au: ·His: -- ,
- ' 0 .••~ !' ~~
servants sought diligently to foarhthefr: duty-fr'.oin'
___ ,
·_the ·constitution placed in- their hands. One -of the C-- ···•
· -_- PARABLE OF' THE GREAT KING. .
first decfees issued to these.subj:ects
they should
Sll:bscrib~ to the- SUppbt_t of the-f~m}lies of_ these se:fV~_<~~ "-,
-ants who surrendered the comforts and associations '
of home in the interests of their 'fellows.
-_ ,.
The King levied-a tax upon the: surplus of---each>- · \
subject, or citiz_en, of ten per cent. This was de7 - : --clared by the King to be due him, hence.became ..a·>
1
d~ot-- until
paid ; this debt
Ther~
-_ was -caile<Ltithing.
- -. -.. - - -- _-., --.- -..w-·_:\:-;::_
was a common treasury provided, from ·which ·all
the needs of the poor arid the expense of car,J:yinif
- _ · _-- _ -_-_ - _.
on the work were_ supplied.
Great -prosperity was .Promised by the Kirig_ to
_his subjects, provided they would willingly :n1cl :faith:~
fully comply with his plans, and, coopemte :With him / -in the carrying oui:o:(J:iis purposes. __ - .- _ 0·< -- . _·
- I~ process of time the kihgdbtii' gi1~w1,and waxed>_- • ;:
-strong, and 'although' ~here was'· iliuch:persecu,tion- -, _;
and hardship endured by the subjects: of this ·great, ·:;
King, they prospered and 'were greatly favored; in-.: <::•
somuch that the land yielded bountifully for t}ieni.-.·-=: -·
- a~d they bega,n to gei; rfoh, - Now when this prosi' ·~:; ,~f;
- perity -call1e to theip; mariy began to get careless ():(:..:-':~'.}~
. their paymentsto the King'-Whenthey-becaII1edqe,f"--:-·
.- '
-that _whi<eh ·was his by right •of _cont1•act- ajid cove~:)?;._~;
mmt, and insteid of payingthe King J:iis dues,-som:e\'~~:i:
·•~·· ·
bought fine and-rich Clothing ;ip.d•adorned thelJls~lves:'~/;":;;,;
. _with~costly rings and jewels; faying;upthe}:esidt{e\~f··~:'i'\~
;_·~-< \
-their ricQ.es :after the hlarinei' of the subfects;bf lheji ~·•.;1:~
: ___ ; · ·
l~ingdomof darkness.
- - - · - ·<·
)\:)~£
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·Long;J9ng ago, a· great King sought.to esta,blish
it:~Wr,•·a system of·laws and govermnent · thaf '\>Vould place
;$;•?\ .-his subjects - upon a basis of equality; where eB.ch
f~;~~·\·cotild ~nfoy the fruits)if his own labol', placed_ within

-' ·• - - cipl~ a)ltagonistie to hlS. pla]ls; the hea,rty '\VIlhngness · •• ovei: tbe.ab,tindan~ --in t}1.eu• 'hanQSj lil<POV~\t}i~f \V_l:ll(!h;: ~c'_ ~"
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. THE SAINTS' HERALD

9

1i:othing above their needs, nothing was demanded; duty, and a form of embezzlement became common
so that all things were established upon a righteous among them, insomuch that they took the King's
·basis. · But ere the foundation of. the .. city of Zion money and used it in ways unbecoming subjects of
...
was laid, thei·e began to be murmurings and dispu- ilieKin~
tations among the subjects of the King, and the
Some in extravagance of .dress, in the wearing of
sel'Vants' of the King were ignored and their plead- gold, silver, and precious stones, and indulging in
ings for help and cooperation were disregarded. the foolish pleasures and vices of the kingdom of
Therefore the kingdom was rent and weakened, and darkness; others in the dance pavilion, pleasure trips ..
their enemies came upon them and ill-treated them, upon the Lord's day, etc., and many became so enand spoiled their goods, and drove theriLfrom their tangled in the vanities of the kingdom of darkness
lands, and much suffering and bloodshed was that they failed to support the work intrusfed to
endm:ed.
them. Many were slow to receive the law as adminTheir leader was slain, and man,y turned h'aitors istered by the servant of the King ; and often dis· to their King, and made covenant with the kingdom puted h{s tight t6 urge upon them the prompt pay·
of darkness, and walked no more after the ordinances ment of their dues.
of the great King·. · The love of the King was so
All these disputations retarded the work,' and hingreat that he again sent his servants out to gather dered the King's purpose to bring about equality
together the remnant that was left from the spoilei·, throughout his kingdom. To end this jarring and.
and to urge upon them again the need of coopera- strife, the King would again and again speak to his' .
tion and the gathering together upon the land from subjects, calling their attention to the fact that the
whence they had been driven; and again prepare law as expounded .by his servant whom he had placed·
for the building up of the city of Zion. The King over his treasury, was as he had given it to them;
placed at the head of his work the son of his servant but many were slow to heed these messages, and in
who·was slain, and great was the joy of those who consequence the :poor were not considered, the work
1
• was :retarded because of these conditions, and a wanhad remained loyal to the King.
The King manifested· his approval of the return ton disregard of duty and prevailing dishonesty so
of his subjects, and blessed them abundantly, and retarded the work that the city is Mt yet built up
they were permitted to return to the place where the under the King.
Nevertheless, there are many of these citizens
city of Zion was to be builded, and here they dwelt
in peace. A decree was issued through his servants who are true and loyal to their King, and are making
that the King wished his work to be hastened, and great.sacrifice that the righteous designs and purall should remember his commands to do them. poses of their King may be carried out; and these
Therefore they v,rere. toil;:ie faithful in supplying the are receiving great favors and blessings, s6 much
. demand111.<;>f.1,th~,· '~m;li, PYt paying their debts which so that they are often found in communication>:with
we're long overdue in many instances. Special pro- their head, and great joy fills their hearts. Tli~H:Pur
visions were to be made for the enlightening and pose of the King is to procur~ for all his subject's
€ducating of his subjects. Homes were to be pro- an inheritance upon this most choic.e and beautiful
vided. for the aged and infirm, among his faithful spot of land whereon the city, the New Jerusalem,
subjects.· The sick and afflicted were to have a place shall be built. But this must needs be brought abm '
where comfort and help could be extended to them; thrm1gh a strict observation of his laws; none o.thers and the orphans and destitute children were to have can receive an inheritance there. Think you thP
a home where loving hands and hearts could tend dishonest subjects who have robbed their King, and
have acted so disloyally to him, will repent and bring'
them.
Tl1e servant .to whom had been intrusted the their tithes and offerings into the King's storehouse?
.carrying out of these orders of the King, sought ear- Let all the ·King's loyal subjects work to that end,
nestly the assistance and cooperation of all th_e citi- and answer, "We will do even as the Lord hath comzens, but many wei·e slow to respond to the dghteous _. mantled us, and hand to him all that he hath -comlaws of the King. Many robbed the King of the manded us to consecrate to his service."
RICHARD BULLARD.
small portion he had asked of them, i. e., the tenth of
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA.
their increase. The King reaffirmed to his subjects
the .demands-he had made. in the beginning to· their
:fathers, that his work must be built up' on the prin. DID YOU GET ONE?
ciples of righteousness as delivered to them in his
Last. week several. hundred copies of the DecemJaws'.. They were therefo\·e commanded to bdng all
tljeh;itithes and.offerings into his storehou:Se, fo.r,,the ber number of Autumn Leaves were maiied to those .
obj~ct was. to
.carryillg on of his work and for the redemption and ·who are 11-ot now s1ib~c_rihers:"
building up of Zion. But_ many sought to excuse· increase the circulation of the. magazine ·and its
themselves ip various ways from· performing· their field of usefulness. _Some of these sample copies may -

'.fHe
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haye reached those who. are receiving the Leaves in
their family and we extend a request that 'in such
cases they hand the copy to some ·one who should be
.interested. The Leaves is a powedul factor for
..good and the greater number it reaches the more
good ft will do. We will appreciate your help to accomplish the greater results.
Through our oversight there was omitted :from
the cataloguejust issued by the Herald Publishing
·House, the valuable booklet, •A Marvelous Work and
a Wonder, from the pen of Elder Daniel Macgregor. It is well worth a careful reading. No.
_230, paper cover, 10c; or 3 for 25c~
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"'-'Isn't it profane to use such words?' she said to me. So
I changed to skirt dancing, and would you b.elieve me, she had
never seen it?
·
"What can 'you do ·with a woman like that? Nothing
remains but religion ·and the nursery. Why do clever men
marry those impossible women?"
Trevor was gradually given to undilrstand, as by an atmosphere, that he was a brilliant man wedded to a dull wife, and
thei·e were hours~his worst hours-when he agreed.
"Cara mia, cara mia,'' sang the sailors; and his wife's face,
in its perfect refinement and sweet beauty, suddenly replaced
the Me.diterranean.
Had .he belittled his wife, with her wealth of sacrifice and
delicate nature, beside women in spectacles who wrote- on the
bondage of nia"rriage, and leaders of fashion who could talk
of ev~rything, fi·om horse-racing to palmistry?
He had only glanced at her last letter; now he read it carefully:
"The flowers were lovely, and it was so mindful of you to
send them, just like my husband. Bertie and I amused ourselves arranging and rearranging them in glasses, till we
had made our tea table .lovely. But I was just one little bit
disappointed not to get a letter-you see how exacting I am,
sir. ,I waited for every post, and Bertie said, 'Has father's
letter come yet?' When one is on holiday, writing letters is
an awful bore; but just a line to Bertie and me. We have
a map of the Riviera, and found out all the places you had
been at in the yacht; and we tried to imagine you sailing on
that azure sea, and landing among those silver olives. I am so
grateful to everyone for being kind to you, and I hope you
will enjoy yourself to the full. Bertie is a little stronger,
I'm sure; his cheeks are quite rosy to-day for him. It was
his birthday on Wednesday, and I gave him a little treat.
The sun was shining brightly in the forenoon, and we had
a walk in the gardens, and made believe that it was Italy!
Then we went to Oxford street, and Bertie chose a regiment
of soldiers for his· birthday present. He wished rnme guns
so much that I allowed-,him ·to. have: them as a present from
you. They only cost one~and-sixpence, and1,I thought you
would like him to have something/ .Jane and ·he had a
splendid game of hide-and-seek in the evening, and my couch '
was the den, so you see ·we have our own gayety in· Bloomsbury.
"Don't look sulky at this long scribble and say, 'What nonsense women write!' for it is almost the same as speaking to
you and I shall imagine the letter al.I the way till you open
it in the sumhine. •
"So smile and kiss my name, for this comes·with my heart's
love from
·
"Your devoted wife,

He received the telegram in a garden when he was gazing
on a vision of blue, set in the fronds of a palm, and listening
to the song of the fishers as it floated across the bay.
"You look so utterly satisfied," said his hostess, in the high,
· clear voice of English women, "that I know you are tasting
the luxury of a contrast. The Riviera is charming in Decem. ber; imagine London, and Cannes is paradise."
·
'As he smiled ?Ssent in the grateful laziness of a hardworked man, his mind was stung with the remembrance of a
y,oung wife swathed in the dreary fog, who, above all things,
loved the open air and the shining of the sun.
Her plea was that Bertie would weary alone, and that she
hated traveling; but it came to him qujte suddenly that this
was always the pi•ogram of their holidays-some Mediterranean villa full of clever people for him, and the awful dullness of that Bloomsbury street for her; or he went north to
a shooting lodge, where he told his best stories in the smoking room, after a long day on the purple heather; and she did
'her best for, Bertie at some watering-place, much frequented
"MAUD TREVOR.
on account of its railway facilities and economical lodgings.
Letters of invitation had generally a polite reference to his
"P. S.-Don't be alarmed because I have to rest; the doctor
wife-"If Mrs. Trevor can accompany you, I shall be still does not think that there is any danger, and I'll take great·
more .delighted"; but it was understood that she would not ca1·e."
accept.
"A telegram." It was the shattering of a dream. "How
· "We have quite a grudge· against Mrs. Trevor, because she wicked of soine horrid person! Business ought not to be
will never come with her husband; there is some bealitiful allowed to enter paradise. Let's hope its pleasure; perhaps - ·
child who monopolizes her,'' his hostess would explain on his some one has won a lot of nioney at ;Monte Carlo, and wishes
arrivaf; and Trevor allowed it- to be understood that his wife us to celebrate the affair."
was quite devoted to Bertie, and would be miserable without
"Whoni's it for? Oh! Mr. Edward Trevor; then it's a
him.
·
brief by teleg1:aph, I suppose. Some millionaire's wili case,
When-he left the room it was explained, "Mrs..Trevor is a and tlie Attorney-General can't manage it alone. What a
hopelessly quiet person, what is called a 'good wife,' you man heiis; to have briefs in _holiday time.
know.".·
·
"There it is, but remilmber before you open it that you
"The only time she: dined with us, Tottie Fribbyl-he was a are"bolind to re~ain- here over Christmas at any 'rate,''and
Theosophist then, it's two years ago-was too -amusing fqr .help us with our theatricals. My_ husband declares that. a
words; and told us what incarnation he was going through. success'ful baiTister must be a born actor."
"Mrs. Trevor, I believe, had never heard of Theosophy, and
An hour later Trevor was 'in the Paris etrpress, and for ·
looked quite hol'l'ified ·at the idea of poor Tottie's incarnation. thirty hours he prayed one petition, that she might live· till
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he arrived. He used to have a berth in the Wagon Lit as a
mattei~ of cotirse, and had begun to complain about the champag·ne in the di'ning car; but the thou.ght of comfort made him wince on this journey; and he twice ·changed his carriage,
once when an English party would not cease from badinage
that mo<lked his ears, and again bf)cause a woman had brown
eyt:ls with her expression of dog-like faithfu.lness. The darkness of the night after that sun-lit garden, and the monotonous roar of the train, and the fac.e of smiling France covered with snow, and the yeasty waters of the Channel, and
- the moaning of the wind, filled his heart with dread. Will that procession -of luggage at Dover never come to an
end? A French ·seaman-a fellow with earrings and a merry
face-appears ·and reappears with maddening regularity, each
time with a larger trunk. One had X. Y ..on ·it in big white
letters. Why not Z also? Who ·could have such a name?
That is a lady's box, black and brown, plastered with hotel
labels. Some bride, perhaps . . . th.ey are carrying the luggage over his heart. Have they no mercy?
The las.t piece is in, and the sailors m~ke a mei-ry group
at the top of the gangway. They look like Bretons, and
that fellow is laughing again-some story about a little
child; he can just hear "Ma petite." . . .
"Guard, is this train never to start? We're half an hom:
late already."
"Italian mail very heavy, sir; still bringing up bags; so
many people at Riviera in winter, writing home to their
friends." •.•
How cruel everyone is! He had not written for ten days.
Something always happened, an engagement of pleasure.
There was a half-finished letter; he had _left it to join a
Monte Carlo party.
"Writing letters-home, of course, to that idolized wife.
It's beautiful, and you are an example to us all; but M:rs.
Trevor will excme descriptions .of scenery; she knows you
a:re enj_oying yourself."
Had she been expecting that letter from post to post, calculating the hour of each delivery;· identifying the postman's
feet in thilt quiet street, holding her breath when he rang,
stretching her httnd for 1·letter, to let it drop unopened,
• and bury her face in the pillow? Had she . . . waiting for
a letter that never came? Those letters that he wrote from
the Northern Circuit in that first sweet year, a letter a day,
and one day tw0--it had given him a day's advantage. Careful· letters, too, though written between cases, with bits of
description and amusing scenes. Some little sameness towards.
the end, but she never complained of that, and even .said_
those words were the best. And that trick' he played_:the
thought of the postman must have brought it: up-how pleasant it was, and what a success! He would be his owrt. letter
one day and take her by surprise. "A letter, ma'am," the
girl said-quite a homely girl, who shared their little joys
and anxieties-aitd then he showed his face with apologies
for intrusion. . The flush of love in her face, will it be
like that to-night, or . . . What can be keeping the train
now? Is this a conspiracy to torment a miserable man?
He_ thrusts his head out o.f the window in despair, and
sees the guard trying to find a compartment for a family
that had.mistaken their train.
The husband is explaining, with English garrulity, all the
station hearing, what an inconvenience it would have been,
.had they ·gone in· the Holborn Viaduct carriages.
"Half an hour's longer drive, you know, and- it's very
importa~t·we should get home in time; we are expected ... "
Fo1' iwhat? Dinner, most likely. What did it ll.latter when
they got home, to-day or ne:Xt year? Yet he used to be angry
if he were made late for dinner. They' come into his com•
pirtment and· explaill the situ.ation at great length,- while
he pretends to listen.

a

11

A lmsbanC! and wife .returning from a month in Italy, full
of their experiences: the Corniche Road, the palaces of Genoa,
the ··pictures in the Pitti, Saint Peter's at Rome. Her first
.visit to the Continent, evidently; it reminded him of a certain tour round the Lakes in '80, and she withdrew her hand_
fr.om her husband's as the train came out froln the tunnel.
They were not smart peopll)-very pronounced middle-class
-but they were lovers, after fifteen years.
They ;forgot him, who was staring on the blea]r landscape
with white, pinched face.
"How ki~d to take ine this trip. I know how much you
denied yourself, but it has niade me young again"; and she
said "Edward." Were all these cqincidences arranged? Had
his purgatorial begun already? ·
"'Have you seen the 'Globe,' sir? Bosworth, M:. P. for·
Pedlington, has been made a judge, and there's to be a keen '
contest.
\~Trevor, I see, is na~ed as the Tory candidate-a clever
fej!ow, I've heard. Do you know about him? He's g·ot on
quicker than any man of his years.
"Some say that it's his manner; he's such a good sort, the
juries can not resist him, a man told me-a kind heart goes
for something even in a lawye·r. Would you like to look . . . .
"Veiy sorry; would you take a drop of brandy? No? The
passage was a little rough, and you don't look quite up to the·
mark."
Then they left him in peace and he drank his cup to the
dregs.
It was for Pedlington he had been working and saving, for
a seat meant society and the bench, perhaps. . . . What did
it matter now?
She was to come and sit within the cage when he made
his first speech, and hear all the remarks.
"Of course it will be a success, for you· do everything well,
and your wife will be the proudest woman in London.
"Sir Edward Trevor, M:. P. I know it's foolish, but it's
the foolishness ol love,' dear, so <lon't look cross; you are
everything to me, and no one loves you as I do."
What are they slowing for now? There's no station. · Did
ever train drag like this one?
.,,,;i · .;;
Off again, thank God . . . . If she only were conscious, an,d
he could ask her to forgive his selfishness.
At last, and :the train glides .into Victoria. No, he had
nothing to declare; would they let him go, or they might
keep his luggage altogether.
Some vision was ever coming up; and now he saw her,
kneeling on the floor _and packing that portmanteau, the droop
of her figure, her thin white hands.
He was so busy that she did these offices for hilllJ--:tried
to buckle- the straps even; but he insisted on doing that. I.t
gave him half an hour longer at the Club. What a brute he
had been . . . .
"Do anything you like with my things. I'll come to-morrow . . . as fast' as you can drive."
Huddled in a corner of the hansom so that you might have_
thought he slept, this man was calculating evety foot of the
way, gloating over a long stretch of open, glistening asphalt,
hating· unto murder the immovable drivers whose huge vans
blocked his passage. If they had known, there was no livi~g
man but would have made room for him . . . but he had
not known himself. . . . . Only one wo1~d to tell her he lq1ew
now.
~:
As the hansom turned into tlie street he bent forward,
straining his eyes to catch the first glimpse of home. Had it
been daytime the blinds .:would hav.e, told their tale; now it
was the light he watched. c •
Dark on the upper floors; no sick light buri1ing· . . . have
mercy . . . then the ..blood came back . to his heart with a ·
rush. How could he have forg_otten ?·
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"Well; if you insist. Expecting. a letter· ..• yei;; . . . let
. The room: was at the .bacl<: for quietness, and it might still
be- welL Some one had been watching, for the door was me recollect. . . . No, I am not hiding anything, but you
instantly· opened, but he could not see the servant'.s face.
must not let this get upon your mind.
"We would have deceived her, but she k~ew the hour of the
A doctor came f.orward and beckoned him to go into the
·study••• ,
Continental mai.ls, and could detect the postman's ring.
It seemed as if his whole nature had been ·smitten 'vith Once a letter came, and· she insisted on seeing it in case: of
h1sensibility, for he knew everything without wo1•ds, an.d yet any mistake. But it was only an invit<1tion for ·you, I think,
he hea1;d the driver (lemanding his fare, al1d noticed that the to some country house. ..
.
docto1; had been reading the evening paper while he waited;
"It can't be helped now, and you ought not·to vex yc:wrself;·
· he. saw the paragraph about that seat.
·
but I believe a letter would have done more for her than ...
What am I saying now?
·.
.
What work those doctors. have to do.
''As she grew weaker. she ·counted the hours, and I left her
. "An hour ago ;'., ·. we were amazed that she lived so long;
.with any other woman it would have been this morning; but at four full of hope. 'Two houi·s more and he'll be here,'~ imd .:
she was_ determined to live<till you came home.
by that time she had your telegram in her hand.
. "It was not "exactly. will ·power, :for she was the gentlest
"When I came back the change had ·come, and she said,·
. patient I ever had; it was"-the doctor hesitated-a per- 'It's not God's'will; bring .Bertie.'
. · . emptory Scotchman hiding a heart of fire beneath a coating
"so she kissed him, and said something to him, but we did
of·icec-"it was-<>imply love."
not listen. After the nurse had carried ·him out--for he. was
· When the doctor had folded up the evening· paper, and We!'ping bitterly, poor little·chap-E)le whispered to
to get
laid it on a side table, which took some time, he sat down a sheet of paper and sit down by the bedside. . . . I think
opposite that fixed, haggard face, which had not yet been it would be better ... very well, I will tell you all.
"I wrote what she dictated \vith her last breath,. and I
softened by a tear.
."Ye&, I'll tell you everything; perhaps it will relieve your promised you would receive it from her own hand, ai1d so you
will. She turned her face to the door and lay quite still .till
.mind; and Mrs. Trevor said you would wish to know, and I
· · "·must be here to receive you. Her patience and thoughtfulness about six, when i heard her say your name vel'y softly, and
··. were marvelous.
·
a. minute afterwards she was gone, without pain or strugf'I attend many very clever and ·Charming women, but I
gle.'' . . .
. tell you, Mr. Trevor, ·not one has so impressed me as your
She lay as· she had died, waiting for his coming, and the
~vife .. Ber self-forgetfulness passed words. She thought of smile with which she had said his name was still on her face.
everyone except herself. Why, one of the last things she did It was the first time rhe did not color with joy at his corningj
was to give directions about your room; she was afraid you that her. hand was cold to his touch. He kissed her, but his
might,.feel the change from the Riviera. But that is by the heart was numbed, and he could not weep.
Then he took her letter and read 'it beside that silence.
way, and these things are not my business.
"From the beginning I was alarmed, and urged that you be
"Dearest: They tell me now that I shall not live to see
sent fori but she pledged me not to write; you needed your you come in and to caEt my arms once more i·oqnd your neck
before we ·part. Be kind to Bertie, and remember that he is
holiday, she said, and it.must not be darkened with anxiety.
"She spoke every day about your devotion and unselfish- delicate and shy. He will miss me; and you will be patient
ness; how you \vished her to go \vith you, but she had to stay \vith him for my sake. Give him my watch, and do not let
him forget me. My locket with your likeness I would like
\vit)l, the boy.•.- •
;"The turn for the wone? ··It was yesterday morning, and left Oil my heart. You will neve1; know how .much I have
I ·haclc;.Sir Reginald at once. We agreed that recovery was loved you, for I could never speak. You· have been very good ,
to me, and I want you to know that I am grateful; but it is
hopeless, and I telegraphed to you without delay.
"We also consulted whether she ought to be told, and Sir be.tter perhaps that I should die, for I might hinder you in
Reginald said, 'Certainly; that woman has no fear, for she your future life. Forgive me because I came short o'I what
never thinks of herself, and she will want to leave mes- your wife Ehould have been. None can ever love you better.
You will take th~se poor. words from a dead hand, but I shall
sages.'
·
•
·"'If we can only keep her alive till to-morrow afternoon,' ·see you, and I shall never cease to love you, to follow your
he said; and you will like to remember that everything known life, to pray for you-my first, my only love.''
The fountains within him were broken, and he flung himto the best man in London was done. Sir Reginald came back
himself ·unasked to-day, because he remembered a l.'estorative self down by the bedside jn an agony of repentance.
"Oh, if I had known before; but now it is too late, too late_!"
that might sustain the. failing strength. Sh_e thai\ked him
For we' sin against our dearest not because· we do not love,
so sweetly that he was quite Ehaken; the fact is, that both
. ·:of us would soon have played the fool. But I ought not to but because we do not imagine.-Ian Maclaren in McClure's
trouble you with these tdfles at this time, only as you wanted Magazi1ur, April, 1895·.
to know all . . . .
"Yes, she µnderstood what we thought before I spoke; and
Many suppose those against. whom. they are pi·ejudiced to
only asl(ed when you would arrive. 'I want to say "Goodbe very unlovely, because they have neve1· come near E)nough
bye,'' and then I will be ready'; but perhaps
.
to know them. William Jay tells that, walking one day in an
" 'Tell you everything?' That is what I am trymg to do,
English fog, he saw a huge and terrible monster approaching··
and .I was here nearly all d_ay, for I had hoped to fulfill her
him. Coming nearer, it was a gigantie and frightful man;·
·.··Wish·.
nearer still, and it was his brother Jolrn.-John A. Broadus,
. ' "No, she did not speak much, for we· enjoined silence and ·LL. D.
"·.:
rest as the· only chance; bi:1t she had your photograph on her
. :PiHow, and some flowers you had sent.
.
·
Man reaches. the better; briirhter and nobler lifeAh_at the
"The'y' were witJi.ered, and the nurse removed them when ·gospel requires, not through what he has, nor thro~g;h ~vhat ·
:she was sleeping;' hiit 'she missed them; and we had •to put his parents have, but thl'ough what he does for God and man.
Every man can make his life_ a blessing if he sets beff)re
•them in.her hands. 'My husband was so thoughtful.'
,· "This is too much for you; I see; it is simply torture. Wait. him as his aim righteousness toward God· and helpfulness
t!nvard his fellow-men.
;tm ·to-niortow.•.•

me
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signs of the ~hues correctly, .Revelation 17: 16-18 is. being fulfilled in the Euro1)ean countries. Already there is a much
lern demand for the merchandise of Babylon, as dispensed by
HUNDLUND, DENMARK, November 26,. i909.
Edito1•s Herq,ld: Perhaps a few lines ·from this side of the her merchants, the priests. (Revelation 18: 11, 12.) In.
oceah might interest yo_ur readers. - I left my. liome in Cam- nearly all countries there is a growing sentiment in favor of
eron, Missouri, for this field the last day of September. using properties ·of the church for the purposes of the state
- Next day I arrived in Saint· Louis, where I spent the day and the old-time reverence for the church, religion; and th~
- very pleasantly in company with Brother and Sister Baf'l'a- priestl:ood is rapidly giving way.
I notice in Brother Hansen's letter from Utah that Presi~
clough, Sister La11dbery and Brother Burgess, attending the
Religio services at' Lansdowne at ·night. Next morning I dent Josep_h F. Smith has ordered all their houses of w01;ship ·
started for -Washington, :D. C., where I visited with Bro. close~ aga~nst all .-0f our elders. The same a11thority is being
a11d Sr. Wi!Iie Froyd· two days, seeing the sights, etc., and.· exercised m Europe, as the following incident will show:
had a very pleasant visit. October 5, I reached New York Along about February 1, 1903, I attended a Brighamite ~eet
and next ii1orning went on board the Cunard steamer Mauri- ing at Christiania one Sunday afternoon. One young man
tania. At 10 a. m. we pulled out and an hour later put on referred to the fact that houses of worship were closed against
full- speed to cross to Queenstown in a little over four days them.everywhere, and as a contrast, made the sweeping stateand a half. This is the quickest trip I have ever made across ment that their houses of -worship all over Utah were- open
to minist.ers of all denominations. I knew that the young man _
the Atlantic.
The lVfauritania is a fine steamer and the accommodations was either misinformed_ or was telling a deliberate falsehood,
all that could be expected, but the powerful propellers required and to prove this,- I decided to immediately put him to the _
to force the large boat threugh_the water with such l}'?eed, test. -·So at the close of their meeting I asked permission to.make it shake tremendously at times, especially where the speak in their hall. He referred me to the president and
second cabin is located, _aft· in the boat. At times the sensa-· stated that he thought permission would -be granted. Lat~r,
tion was almost similar to that caused in crossing a number I saw the president, a young man from near Salt Lake City.
of tracks in a street .car. In the first cabin and steerage as He gave his consent and a meeting was appointed. But· as
well, I was. ipformed that this unpleasant sensation was soon as the president of the Scandinavian mission heard of it
rarely felt. The great advantage of these new large boats, he wrote F. M. Lyman, at Liverpool, who at once telegraphed
·however, is getting there quickly. Passengers may breakfast him to order that young man at Christiania to cancel the
in New York, for instance, on W~dnesday morning, and appointment and not allow me to speak in their houses. 'Phis
bl'eakfast in Queenstown the next Monday morning, and take was done and I was not permitted to occupy.
But while I have the acts of Presi'dent J_oseph F. Smith in
supper in London the same eveping-a landing place having
been established on the west coast of Wales for the accommo- mind I want to make a statement in justice to Bro. R. C. ·
Evans. In the controversy between the latter and Joseph F.
dation of passengers to London and the south of England.
We did not reach Liverpool till Tuesday morning, making it Smith, jr., President Smith ma.lees a statement which is to
in just six days from the time we left New York. It will be the effect that Brother Evans had told a falsehood relative
understood that the record making is between Sandy Hook to the subject of their conversation during a visit to Salt
and Queenstown, the average speed in that distance being Lake City. I was surpris.ed to find this statement in his
about five hundred and eighty-six miles every twenty-four son's book, but during my visit to Salt Lake City a few years
ago, I spoke to Joseph F. Smith, jr., about it, and I sougll:t
hours. At Livew,?,91 ha? ti:! )~y over two days, which suited
I
me first rate, knowing that I had a rough voyage ahead of to meet President Smith with a view of talking it ove1•,did.
not
wish
to
take
advantage
of
him.
His
son
spolr~"to '
me across the North Sea. I reached here. October 16. I ha~e
preached a few times .in this neighborhood, and made a trip him about it, but returned the answer to me that his'father
to Copenhagen, conversing with people on the gospel and did not know when he could see me, but _preferred that I make
distributing tracts according to opportunities .. We wi11 need a written statement. I accordingly wrote him the following
letter after I returned home.
a good supply of tracts this winter as our present supply is
"STANBERRY, MISSOURI, March 14, 1907.
nearly. exhausted, and I wish that those interested in this
."PRESIDENT JOSEPH F. SMITH,
mission i.vould lend us a helping hand by sendi,ng us contributions, large or small, for this purpose. All such contribu- _ 1, "Dear Si?-: On my last visit to Salt Lake City, I sought
tions 'vill be greatly appreciated. Generally the best means through your rnn Joseph F: Smith, jr., to obtain an interview
of getting our claims and work before the people of these with you relative to the statement to your son in his contro:
countries is_ by private conversation and tract distribution, versy with Elder R. C. Evans. ··Your son informed me that
hence a large supply of t1'acts is needed. I hope all who are he had spoken to you about it, but that you had told him that
willing and able to help us in this good. work will send such you did not know of any time when you could me me. The
assistance at once, to the undersigned or to Bro. Peter Muceus, matter I wished to refer to is,. I think, of more concern to
J>orsgrund, Norway. ·we -have the satisfaction of ]mowing _you than to me, and befo1;e I make any pt1blic stateme"nt about
that as a rule our literature is being read. Thus the light of it I _wish to give you an opportunity to explain. This in· fairthe 'restored gospel may reach them and no doubt will leave ness to you.
its effect upon their minds. Most of the people with whom
"Perhaps you remember that I accompanied Brother_ Evans.
I have had conversation freely e:Nipress their dissatisfaction on his visit to your house. ThiS was on the 29th of October,
and disapproval of the established form of worship which we 1900. I spent the evening with you and· Elder Evans, takirigniay call the_ "image of the beast." They will admit that the but little part, however, in the conv.ersation.
.
sprinkling of infants and the so-called confirmation is mere
"On page 68 of your son's work you state th;at, 'He· and
humbug; but· it is the custom, and old, established customs ·1 did not discuss the doctrine of polygamy at all.' _Now let
· are harq to get rid -of. Ho~ever, there is a powerful agita- me say that I was present during the entire conversation the.
tion-'fo f!~!ivor of the separation of church and state, and a ab.ove-mentioned evening 1an.<,1,.that the ,Wain subject of the
desire ·for such . separation is growing :rapfdly among· - all conversation was -polyga_my. I distinctly Temember your
classes;.even some of the priests are in favor of it-:-providing teUing Brother Evans that the principle of polygamy hat!
,the- state still pays them' their wages. See? . If .I r"ad the been revealed to the Prophet Joseph along about_ i831 i. that
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he had informed one Johnson about· this, and that Johnson in pui•pose of swindling the Latter Day Saints out· of millions,"
tui·n had t.old Orson Pratt. Brothe1• ·Evans asked you the but "needless to say that the leaders did ·not agree to this
question, 'Do you not marry into polygamy?' to which you gigantic', swindling scheme.'' But the· above tells a different
replied, 'No, not in the United States.' In speaking of the· s't~ry. The leaders, that is, Brigham Young and his sympafows of Utah you remarked, 'It ·is our understanding that thizers among the leaders of the church, did ag·ree to this·
there is no law in this State against a man living with a swindling scheme. The schmie failed and they found it necplurality· of 'wives.'
essary to settle i.n the mountains. Perhaps this is tile real
excuse for their claim of fulfilling the Prophet Joseph's plans
'!In a. letter to the SAINTS' HERALD shortly afterwards, I
. • referred to this matter, as you will find in the issue. of March and prophecy so-called. They claim that the ·prophet organ6, 1901. In my letter to the HERALD I did. not mention your ized a company for the purpose Qf exploring the ·mountain
name, because I thought you spoke in a confidential manner i·~gions with, a view .of settling the Saints there, and propheand woul.d not like it. During the -conversation that evening sied that they would go there and become a mighty people;
you also spoke of the revelation on polygamy being presented A very nice story to fall back on after the gigantic swindling
scheme agreed to by members of Congress and a few memto the high council at Nauvoo, and that we (your church)
have the minutes of that meeting. Brother Evans at once - bers of the church, unbeknown to the Saints in general · had
' .
asked to see those minutes, to which you replied that he would failed. ,
In conclusion let me my that I am glad to be a rep1'esentahave to see President Snow. You are aware that we visited
President Snow next morning. You and George Q. Cannon tive of a cause that does not need to adopt the shut-door policy·
were present. During. the conversation at the office Brother as a means of self-protection or to make excuses f-or its mode
Evans referred to those minutes and asked President Snow of procedure. As was the first organization, so is the church
if he could see th~m. President Snow answered that it would as reorganized, based upon the word of God, and its policy is
take too fong to produce them. This and other matters, as the outlined and directed by his revealments to us. Every time
interview with Lucy Kimball, ,.~·ew out of the conversation of his word to us is based upon the foundation laid for the work
the evening before. I admit that you may have forgotten, in an early day and leads us step by step towards the fuiand in fairness to you write so that you may have an oppor- fillment of that which has been outlined for the church in
former years. As witness, for instance, the grand instructunity to explain before I mention the matter.
"I hope to hea1· from you at your earliest convenience. tions given us by the Lord at our last conference, and I EinI write with feelings of kindness and respect. Please give my cerely hope that we may go to work with full purpose of heart,
kindest regards to your son, Joseph F., whom I met several unitedly, and carry them out, that Zion may put on her beautiful garments (character) and shine. "Arise, shine, for thy
. times while in your city.
light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.""Very truly yours,
Isaiah 60: 1. And that she may do so even to the fulfillment
"PETER ANDERSON."
of verse 3: "And the Gentiles shall com·e to thy light, and
After so long a time no word has been received from Presi- kings to the brightness of thy rising.'' For then will our work
dent Smith. The reason, I do not know. But I do know that in the world be a greater success, truth triumph, and the
I was present that evening and heard the above-mentioned honest in heart come to and rejoice in the light. May God
conversation, and that President Joseph F. Smith, and not speed the day.
Yours in the faith,
R. C. Evans, is the one who falsifies in this instance. He
PETER ANDERSON.
may not have done so wittingly, but that does not change the

:facts.
'.,rl

WABASH, ONTARIO, ·November 28, 1909.
Iii the HERALD of October 27, I notice the following stateDeai· Hei1ald: I have been in the church eight years last
ment from the National Tribune attl'ibuted to Sr. Emeline J.
Davidson: "She understands through Brigham Young and August. I was baptized and confirmed by Elder Alvin
other Mormons that. it was only after they were at what is Knisley. I was so young then that I did not realize what I
known as 'winte1: quarters,' that they decided to go into the was doing, and have often wished that I had waited till I was
Salt Lake Valley. They were going ·to California, as they older. I have been isolated and away from any meetings,
supposed." This statement is corroborated by Brigham Young and have mingled with the world so long that I :find it hard
in a speech published in the Deseret News, October 14, 1863. to humble myself for God's work, but. I trust that the Saints
He says: "Before we left Nauvoo, members of Congress made will pray for me, that I may become more faithful and endure
a treaty with the Latter Day Saints and we agreed to leave to the end.
The Saints here have a lovely church and a few earnest
the United States entir.ely. - We did so and came to these
mountains, which were then Mexican Territory. When we workers. They have Sunday school and prayer meeting Sunwere ready to start on our pilgrimage west, a certain gen- day moming, preaching Sunday evening and Religio Friday·
. tleman _who signed himself 'Ba(!kwoodsmari' wished to know night. I enjoy the meetings very much .
Your sister in gospel bonds,
on what conditions we would overcome and settle California.
MINNIE DUNLAP.
He gave us to understand that he had his authority from
headquarters to treat with us on.this m~tter. I th<mght that
President Polk was our friend at that time; we have thought
WAMSLEY, OHIO, November 22, 1909.
so since and we think so now. We agTeed Jo survey and setEditors Herald: Our branch at Crabtree, known as the
tle California, we drawing .the odd numbers and the Govern- Pleasant Valley Branch, is in good condition. It was organment the even numbers; and I think the president was ized last February, by Elder G..T. Griffiths, and there are
precipitated into the Mexican War, and our prospective calcu- . at this time nearly seventy-five members. The writer held
lations fell through, otherwise we' should ·have gtlne to Cali, sacra'nierit meeting there the firEt Sunday in this month and
fornia and settled it. Many o:f you were not aware of this." the Saints took an a«;!tive part in the services. We have a
I am not aware'tliat this statem~rit has ever been published iive Sunday school, a good Religio, one deacon, two,,teacihers,
in ·our pape1·s, perhaps but feW kriow of'its existence; and I one elder, and a priest. Samuel W. Henry was· ordained an
,- thought it might be 0f some use and interest to the elders. elder last August at the conference at Crabtree.
· It is surely siow work to get the gospel before the people.
Several of the Utah church historians have referred to the
fact that' there ;was such a scene on foot at the time, "for .the There is a Union .church near Ftien:dship, Ohio, and. I think
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. I will, get Brother Henry, of Lucasville, Ohio, and hold· some
meetings. there sometime this winter. I do not think the
gospel was ever preached there. Brother Henry and myself
are young iii the work, but the command is to be doers of the
wo~·d and not· hearers only.
·
Yours in the ·conflict,
I. T. MITCHELL.
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brothers and sisters, in the gospel, that I present _some
thoughts that I believe will be of mutual interest to one
and all.
My labor for t'lle summer and _fall has riot been very
encouraging, yet the work ·of gathering in young a.nd old
continues quite regularly· in the city, and ~here are others
who are waiting till pleasanter weather to obey. Seve1;al
have accepted the privilege of the baptismal covenant within
the last few weeks, and others have been more deeply. c6nsidering the advantages and obligations of -the covenant previously made. While all this is true I see evidences that the
parable of the ten virgins will most likely be fulfilled, and
this pai·t of God's moral heritage will furnish the necessary
quota to its fulfillment. It seems that all have not the necessary spiritual power within to keep the peace of godliness and
brotherly kindness continually burning. We pray for such,
lest they lose those things which they have -already wrought,
and receive not a full reward.

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA, November 26, 1909.
Editoi·s Hm·ald: .The Columbia Encyclopedia of Useful
Knowledge, by Marshall Everett, contains a description of
the construction of lifeboats which are being propelled by the
use of gasoline, under the head of "Life saving by gasoline."
The description is as follows, on pages 143, 144.:
"Nearly a dozen of these boats are now in use in this
country, and every one has had a chance, and successfully
demonstrated its superiority for the work it does, over any
previous type of craft used foi· ·"'he same purpose. So successful are these boats that others are being built and inThe regular Christmas cheer is being shown in the enterstalled-old boats not too weatherworn are being changed to tainments preparing, but I have thought how much more lastmotor boats, and as soon as .appropriations allow, the work ing would be that cheer, and how much more of the Christwill be extended until the coasts are all supplied with these life would be represented if _.a large portion of the amounts
craft, wherever it is possible to use them. It seems odd wJ1en that are used in present prep.arations were spent to establish
one thinks of it, that little cockle shell thirty-four feet long the children's home, and care for the children of the missionshould live and ride -out seas and wind which are too much ary who _can not more extensively take the field of usefulness
for ·the huge bulk which wrecks and needs assistance. But till such care is rendered. The ·Christmas ch-eer should be
these little boats are built with one idea-safety-and all the seasoned by the sacrifice of. that thought to be the most pre~
skill and inventive ability of the builders are designed to this cious for the gospel's sake, as was so fully represented in the
one end. The boats are built of the most expensive materials sacrifices of Joseph and Mary, and as represented by the
which can be obtained-mahogany. Two layers are used, precious gifts of the wise men. Oh, how distorted is the world's
crossing each other on the slant, with fine canvas and water- _ views of the Christ-gift, 'yet in many ways God's children patproof paint between. They have a false bottom, through tern thereafter, and pure religion is not correctly represented.
which run eight-inch tubes, closed with valves, which keeps In the name of Christ institutions are beiJ1g builded for the
the water out. But let a wave fill the boat, and in less than avowed purpose of rnving the young, especially the Y. M.
half a minute, the water all runs out of' these tubes, back C. A. and the Y. W. C. A., and as. it was with the apostate
into the sea. The boats can not stay upset, and turn over conditions of the church in all-ages, they rose up to. play. In
with difficulty; on the bottom is a heavy keel of metal-gun the Y. M. C. A. the pool table is made' pron1inent, and in the
metal-because that does not rust easily. . . . This eighteen Y. W. C. A. the bowling alley is being introduced, and in the
hundred pounds of keel flops a boat right side up as often name of Christ men are standing in the pulpits and annoµr.~~
and a·s fast as a wave upsets the boat, and it must be a ing· that we should not be too restrictive on the dance halls
mighty wave indeed that accomplishes this feat.
or the Sunday theaters, and even some of the prominent club
"The boat can not sink, for• there are eight watertight women (I don't know whether they are mothers or no~). are
compartments in it; any one of which is sufficient to hold the favoring the Sunday theater and some other things equally as
boat on the surface full of men and women."
bad. It occurs to me that gradually the church and her peo. I copy this from the book and send it for publication, think- ple are being ·converted by the world, and the things of thQ
ing it ,might be advantageous to those who have to meet the world are finding their way_ ~nto tte lives and fortunes of
criticism that is so often brought against the barges which those who have professed to give thE!ir all for the sake of the
the Brother of Jared was commanded to build with a hole in Christ. May God's people not be drawn into this whirlpool
. the top and a hole in the bottom, as spoken of in the Book of of Christianized worldliness, so far that the- present preparaMormon, page 504. In the construction of these modern tion for the coming of the Christ and the gathering together
boats which are built for the express purpose of saving life of his people. may not be delayed.
in case of the wreckage of large vessels upon the sea, and we
Last Monday, at the Ministerial Ass,aciation, Mr. J. B.
are told that they can not sink, there is a false bottom,
Weaver, jr., the illustrious son of Hon. J. B. Weaver, sr.,
through which run eight-inch tubes closed with· valves, which
spoke of the church from a layman's viewpoint. The church,
keeps the water out: but let a wave fill the boat and in half said he, fills up that which science, as at present understood,
a minute the water all runs out through these tubes -back
may lack. Science represents that there ar<t two disharmonies
into the sea. The brother of Jared was commanded to build
in nat~1re that it should and will correct. 1. There is no
a boat- with a- hole in the bottom, but this safety vessel built
desire in the physical man for death, but something of a dread
in:·modern times has eight ho1es in the bottom, through which
therefor. 2. There sh.ould be no pain at birth. It is also
th~ water escapes back into the sea.
explained that the universal desire in the human heart for
F. M. SLOVER.
worship is but the aspiration that dwells tliere to answer the
unknown ,in nature, or those. things that lie beyond the physDES Mor.NES, IOWA, December 22, 1909.
Dear Herald Readm·s: For several months I have r:ot ical. Thi,s the church answers when she, through the Holy
writte~ tarJetter to our marvelously efficient literary exponent Spirit, illuminates the physjf!!ll, and thµ~ 1 g9,es,Jieyond science
of the progress of God's work in these latter days, although and fills up where she is lacking, because science is only dealI h~~e sent some items of incidental happenings, and I felt inn- with the material. He claims that the cause of the removal
denominationalisin· is the growth of uncertainty as to_ the
that it was due from me that I answer the request of my·
conscience, and tlie demands of my many sons !Ind _da.ughters, limitations of tlie divine mind. W~ile the chm:ches,. sectarian,
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had nearly become ·disrupted by. opposition to· future probation, no\v. the people being .more uncertain as to that point
make them less contentious, and the layman's view is that
God .had in. sonie way provided for future probation. In
speaking of the "Mormons" ~nd the evidences of a working
·faith as sho\vi1 by them in the deep ruts that still exist along
the trail made iii their crossing the State of Iowa, he said,
explanatorally, "the Book. of Mormon do.es ·not teach polygamy; it condemns it. That was a feature added to what
was .called ')\i[cirmonism' by Brigharn Young after they left
·Nauvoo."··. I said within my heart, "Thank God, for such men
·of.honor· and truth. I am glad that l am here." Some one
of the 111inisters· with whom I had a controversy over this
. very point some years ago, found a convenient ex~use not to
remain longer to hear what was said. Othel's of the ministers; and I wish to say the more promiiient ones, the more
influential ones, indorsed the statement.
He th 0 ught that the church of to-day should spend less
time in representing their denominationalism, and more time
in teaching the people how to live godly in this present world,
·and teach more about the present world and this world's
Creatoi·. While he was inclined to the gradual growth of the
world toward a better condition, and toward this condition
through- the pi:inciple of evolution through. the spiritual, yet.
in: the-main his t)lought showed a mind beyond the creeds of'
the churches. His explanation of the cause of pain at birth
.•was the ·overlooking of the curse pronounced upon woman.
"H:e claimed pain was always the result of stress, and stress
was· the legitimate result of gl.·owth, and in this way he
claimed all pain had been brought in birth. This. last thought
showed a mind tinctured by the "higher critics."
The .last i;eport of the State Anti-Saloon League, as given
'at their l'egular meeting last Friday night, , was the most
encouraging in its history. Out of debt in -every department,
and a small fund on hand, and the spread of its influence in
eliminating the saloon, and the passage of such laws as would
make the. exist~nce of the saloon harder, and the observance
of temperate practices easier; yet not a' pleasing prospect
for the adoption of a·constitutional amendment favoring prohibition. The aim this year will be to get rld of the mulct
law, thus leaving statutory prohibition, and work through the
coming constitutional convention for a. prohibitory amend. ment,.and see that men favorabl!J to prohibition were elected
this year ancl all the years to follow.
The . same headquarters 'committee ·was selected, and only
'one change in the officers of the le.ague, so that the present
officers are the same as last year, with the exception of the
.. -· selection of Henry Wallace, of the Wallace Farmer, as vicepresident. The t1·ustees of the.league are resolute and zealous
meri for the temperance c~use. So far we can afford to
indorse their work.,.
. Some weeks ago there were placed in my hands· all the
papers of Mi'. Aaron W. Harlan, uncle of the present curator
of the Historical Department of the State of Iowa. He was
born November 15, 1811, an{! still living near where he settled
in Iowa in 1834, a more complete sketch of whom will no
dou):>t lie given.later on; but a few items only· in relation to
his acquaintance with Joseph Smith and B1igham Young will
be. noted at the present. He was a skeptic along religious
lines and !Ooked upon the Latter Day Saints and their faith
as merely an investigator of facts. Of Joseph Smith he wrote
August 25, 1903; "I tried to understand him, but. to me he
was inco:mp1'eherisibl~." On the same date he wi:.ote of Brigham Young, "I had but little acquaintance with him, but he
·must have had a..)itrcn;ig hypnotic influence besides faith,
patience, and pe1•8riverance!' On March 20, 1891, he wrote to
me in reply to inquiries about Joseph Smith and the faith
he advocated as follows, from Croton, Iowa:
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"Sfr: . . . I will try to answer you1' questions. The Mormons commenced settling at Nauvoo in the spring of 1838.
Their teachings Were similar to the Campbellites and Baptists,
but in addition they believed the Book of Mormon, and was
as exemplary as other Christians, and -·seemed more willing
to assist one another. It was in 1840 that I made the acquaintance of Joseph S!nith, the so-called Moriiion prophet:
I visited him at his own-residence fa Nauvoo, ate with him
at his own table. The meal was prepared by ·his own wife,
Emma. I ate with 'him at his own ·t~ble and continued to
visit him about every six months ther!)after as long as he.
lived.
"The so-called spiritual wife doctrine was not talked of
until 1842, and it immediately produced a: schism in the.
church, Joseph and Hyrum Smith opposed to it, whilst William Smith, another brother, was said to· favor it.
"Joseph Smith always spoke against it as a heresy that
would prove the downfall of many. The names of Joseph_,
Smith and Sidney Rigdon in those days were inseparable. ·

"And on the day that the polyganious portion of the chvrch
chose Brigham Young as chief ruler, Sidney Rigdon with·
his anti-polygamous friends wei·e at the old stone house with
doors barred, reorganizing the church on ·its original princic
ples of purity.
"I was there on that day, but was not permitted to enter·
the house. There was quite a number of persons on the out- .
side that understood that Rigdon was reorganizing the church.
The name of Sidney Rigdon rnems almost forgotten. He
lived a pure Christian life, and died full in the faith ..
I was born in 1811, and of course am now well along.
in my eightieth year, and have always been known as a
skeptic since I was eighteen, but have always been lenient ·
towards all kinds of fanatics, and have at all times insisted
that the Mormons should have'•their constitutional privileges.
.
"A. w. HARLAN.
"P. S. I herewith make some suggestions of the people
that followed Brigham Young to Salt Lake. - Most of them.
were driven from Illinois, arid did ni>f at a11y time believe iii
polygamy. . . . "
"c,:1!.c •. ,-·
'''""
Weather has been adverrn to night rneetings the last two ·
months. November was a .rainy month, and 'December. has :
been a cold month. The roads were so muddy during. November that the people could not attend conveniently, and ·unles~
much interested would not attend, and since it has frozen up
it is so rough and icy that travel is done with difficulty and
danger. Cottage meetings were tried last week, but on
account of the cold and slippery walks but few attended.
Indifference had something to do with a small attendance, and
this condition seems to be on the increase. People that_ I
visit seem to te more fully wedded to their idols. .The
churches ai'e cecoming so liberal that people can be members ·
and live about as they _did before. But to accept the· gasp.el
as it is in Christ requires too much of a sacrifice foi· them
to make. But the witness of the gospel is th us being proclaimed to individuals and families, preparatory to the' wi~h
drawal of the Spirit from lhe Gentiles, which is rapidly oc.cU.r- ·
ring as I view it. To meet witli conditions as they now. elfist
among the people is at times discouyaging, yet when we.con.sider it properly it is but another evidence that the hastening
time is upon us, and-the gatheri11g .tiine is here. May God
hasten his worl{ in its time, and give me wisdom to . o.ccupy ·
till he comes, in th!) most efficient way. A Meri·y '.<l:hi'istmas
and a Happy New Year to all the readers of the HERALD/
·
In Chf'ist, ·
s
. J. F .. MINTUN.
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OMAHA; NEBRASJ{A, December 20, 1909.
Edito1·s Herald: The weather has been zero now foi' about
a we~k, but-the services have been quite well attended, and
the interest seems to· be hicreasing. The Sunday school has
- bee1i haviilg: a contest for a month or more. The school is
-divided into two parts and each. side is trying to bring the
most ne\v attendants. It is creating quite an interest and
: increasing· the att~nd~nce some. The Sunday school will give
an entertainment the eve of the 28th, entitled, "The waif's
Christmas." The Religio_ and normal classes are holdiitg· their
interest quite well.
We have a good offer coming from the citizens of Florence,
Nebraska, to .hold the next l"eunion there, but the locating
committee'has .not yet decided on the place to hold it.
A better place of worship is_still a subject of interest, but
the thing that is of _more interest than all else is our special
meetings to be held in th_e heart of the city in a public building
.._known· as the Lyric Theater, commencing February 13, and
lastillg _-through February 20, 1!)10, with the exception 0£
Wednesday evening. The building costs one hundred dollars, fifty of which are already paid. We expect to use·
one hundred dollars or more in advertising. If nothing
prevents, Bro. J. W. Wight, missionary in charge, and Bro.
Heman C. Smith, Church Historian, will be the speakers, with
a possibility of others to help .. We are very anxious to make
this a success. So far as we know this is the first effort of
the kind in the State. I want to correct a mistake that has
gotten started, about the character of this building. It is a
commercial college building and there are no cheap shows
of any kind held -in it. In fact, we were informed by the
man with whom we did the business that there were no shows
held'there except once in a while one of home talent.
They have just closed a series of ·meetings there by an
evangelist from Kansas City by the name of Doctor Woods.
It was said that at times there was not room to_ accommodate
· the people. This building is located on Nineteenth and Far- . num streets, and_ in fact we -have. nQt seen a better place in
the city to hold our meetings. We hope to have the prayers
of all that these meetings may be a success.
J. ·w. Wight was with us yesterday at eleven, and spoke
to a· very good audience. He gave us one of his earnest
efforts, ·to, we believe, the satisfaction of all.
3015 FRANKLIN STREET,
J. M. BAKER.

WATERE;ORD, ONTARIO, December 8, 19p!l_,
Editors Herald: I am still interested in the progress -of the
angel's message and_anxiously await the arrival of each issue.
-At this writing I wish to chronicle the death of Bro. Lo_i:enzo
Smith, youngest son of Bro. Amos and Sr. Elizabeth Smith,
of Trowbridge.
.The Reverend Mr.. Salton and some of the choir members
of the Methodist Church assisted the writer conduct the
funeral services. Our association was very agreeable, Mr.
·S~lton opening and closing the rnrvice, while I preached the
: sermon. At the conclusion of our remarks, which I felt were
· i:ilspired to some degree, 'Ml'~ S_alton commented very favor-. ably upon the sermon, statin'g that he was very' much inter- ested and that he felt· the consciences of all had been touched.
- He unhesitatingly stated that I had been "inspired" and that
I had· p1;esented the gosp.el in "power and demonstration."
We were pleased for the work's sake to hear this.acknowledg- _ ment and trust the .good Spirit our friend then felt and recc
~gui~lldi:r,nay continue with him, revealing the strength· ap.d
beauty qf our dochine,_;together with the_ many ·rich expe. riences of the Spil'it's presence and" power that have come
into the life of every trrre Saint.
- Bi'other and Sister· Smith sustain a great loss in theii' home
by .the de~t)l of their yourig SOil: , -They a1;e Saints always
.'····
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, alive to the interests of the church and we feel sure they will
be comforted by the hope of the gospel, They have the sympathy of all in their bereavement.
In bonds,
FREDE_RICK GREGORY.
PORTLAND, MAINE, December 1, 1909.
Editors Herald: Brother Macgregor is doing a 'good work
at Stonington, Maine. May the good work spread and in due time come to this f!lace. Portland is a city of about . fifty
thousand inhabitants. I am alone, so far as I know. Bro.
J. C. Foss' letter in the HERALD of November 24 reminds me
of a little incident that happened a few years ago. I was
building a house at Little Deer Isle, Maine. Brother Foss
came by and asked me .if I belonged to the church. I replied, .
No. , "Well, you ought to," he replied; and went his way. I
do. belong now, and am trying to live as a Saint should, but
I do not claim to haye reached perfection yet.
All the preaching I have is the church -papers and books.
Every Saint shoufd take the HERALD and Ensign at least. I
have just finished reading the Braden-Kelley Debate, and
I can,not )lelp feeling glad that I have accepted the angel's
message. The true gospel shows up fine when compared with
anything that men can get up in their own strength.
If anyone of our elders should happen to come to Portland,
they ~ill find me at work at Nathan Wood & Sons, 428 Fore
street. Do not forget to call and see me.
"
- W. S. POWERS~
DES MOINES, lowA, December 3, 1909.
Dear Herald: The holiday ~eason is again with us. We
have had our season of national Thanksgiving,_ and yet, with
the children of God, every season and every day is a day of
thanksghdng. And what of the holiday season-Christ, the
Son of God, the gieat gift of the Father to all his children?
All o:f, us will give gifts of some kind to some one·at this
holiday season, because the Father has ~;iven the great gift
of his Son to us.
What 'are we going to give to some one else, and what are
we going to give to ,_ourselves? Does every family in the
church have the HERALD, and if not we ought to give it to
ourselves, and if we do have it no more valuable -gift could
be made to some one who does not have it. Yes, our dear
HERALD; it ought to be in the home of every member of the
church. It comes to us weekly. Its dress is neat and clean.
In outward appearance it makes a fine showing, will stand
out with any religious publication that we know of. And
then, ·what do its pages contain? Food, the richest and
most nutritious for the spiritual man. Our editors and publishing house spare no pains to do their part in giving us a
valuable publication. It is but th~ duty of every reader of the
HERALD to do all he can to show to the editors and publishers that he appreciates our church paper.
Then there is Autunin Leaves, a magazine for the youth
of the church. It ought to be in every home, and it ought to.
be in every public library and reading room in the United
States. The current numbers of the Leaves as a magazine
are almost perfect. Those of us who read it- and know of its
almost 'perfect character, ought to_ place it in the hal).ds of
those, who_ do not _have it. Solicit a subscription for it, and
donate one if yoµ possibly can ..
Zion's Ifope is the paper for the children. It is our Sunday school paper. Its pages contain only w)lolesome food for
the children of the church~ The editor, good Sister· Walker,
· has long' held the editori~(:Pen for iii~ fiBpe;' and only that
'vhich is good is sent out through its columns. · Let Sunday
schools increase the number of their copies for. the comiJ1~
year, and by having a few more copies ext):lnd the influen~e
which the Hop~ will have. Place tfie Hope in -the isolated
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families of the church ·where there are children. It will do the church, and wishing the HERALD ~ Happy Christmas and
them good. Let the readers of the Hope do all they can to a joyful New Year, I am,
·Kindly,
·
extend the influence of their paper.
A. A. REAMS.
The Journal of History. When it was started two years
EROS, LOUISIANA, December t,-1909.
ago there were some· who thought there was 110 place for. it.
. Editors Herald: It is a .pleasure to me to read the many
Ou the contrary, it ought to be in: the home of every branch
officer in the church. Leading men in the church long. felt kind letters from the people of God in the HERALD. As this
the need of such a journal. In the publication of this quar- is the only branch in the State of Louisiana, I thought I
terly the church .is building for the futm:e more than in ;my would let you hear a word from us in the sunny South. The
other one thing, The good that the Journal is doing, and .work here is slowly moving onward. I rejoice. to see the
certainly must do, can not be estimated. Its influence is far- shadow.lifted that was thrown on it last year through debate.
reaching. Every member of the church could read it with It seemed that many preferred the dark side and they
profit;_ they ought to read it. And now that the subscription joined :with Utahism. against us. When Brn. James M. and
price is reduced to one dollar we hope to see many names Edgar H. Smi.th left here last year ·our branch was in a
added to the list. Every library in the church ought to have downcast condition. However, we battled on as· best we could.
it on file. Every library in the land ought to have it on file We have no place of worship, but we held .Sunday school and
with all the other magazines and periodicals that are found prayer service, and I preached all that I could in my weak
in the reading rooms. Every )1.istorical society in the United way under an arbor:· As I had just been ordained, my work
States ought to have our Journal of Histor11. The press of . was not very successful, although I baptized three.
· We looked for our appointed eldersthrough the summer,
the United States for many years has had much to say of the
work of the unlettered boy and his work' since 1830. His- but on account of their work elsewhere, they did not reach
to1ical facts and data published by those who know him best ·us till late fall. At last, Brri. J. T. Riley, Jesse M. Simmons,
should be sent out as far and as wide as have been sent the and James M. Smith reached us and found us in .a rugged
errors concerning him. We do not believe that there is any condition. Bro. James Smith was bothered with a tooth for
.work the church can do along some lines in the way of a few· days, but Brother Riley began meetings immediately
· extending a true knowledge of the faith than can be done by and Brother Simmons assisted him for a week. It looked
extending the circulation of The Journal of History, Its as though they could not raise any interest and that there was
. value to the church is not yet known and realized only to a no use to try .
Brother Riley had calls to· leave and left the other brethvery small number.
ren with us, and I am thankful to say that he could have left
There is still another of the church publications that has
no more faithful ones. They ·labored day and night for three
its own individual field-The Sunday School Exponent. It is
long weeks, and with the power of God helping them, they
pei'fect so far as typographical appearance is concerned. It
revived interest, and removed the dark vale to a great extent.
has its several departments, all well suited for the several
They broke into Mormonism and baptized <>ne of their
members and grades of the Sunday schools. It is a fact that
brightest members. The dust was brushed from Bibles that
Sunday school officers and teachers are not modern, tip-to-date,
had been there for years. Other preachers said that if they
and first-class, unless they have the Exponent. At the close
didn't stop their preaching they would break up their churches.
of each.volume the twelve numbers should be bound and added
They baptized eight sou)s and left others ready. A number
t? the libra·ry of evel·y branch ..,
expressed the wish that ~hey could· stay longer. It took two
.Jffon's Ensign, the "missionary· paper" of the church. . It large rooms and all outdoors to hold the crowds. I trust
has. I)lany readers, and many of these readers enjoy it so that they will be with us ag~in before conference and again
much that they are willing solicitors 'for it, and they could next summer, and I think they can accomplish a great deal.
do no better at this holiday season than to still further extend I rejoice to see this angel message spreading, and to know
its citculati9n.
that .it shall stand for ever.
·,
· Can we all name all the publications of the church? Have
Ever praying for the day when the laborer shall obtain his
we completed the list? Well, there is the Quarterly yet, sen-- reward,
w. H. FULLER.
ior, intermediate, primary, and first primary, and the ReUgiO
Qum·te1·ly. All of these text-books, small as they are, ought
NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA, December 8, 1909.
to be in the home of. every member of the church where. there
Editors Herald: This wiiting finds me, in action in· my
~re m_embers of the family who can use the several grades.
field to which I was transferred from South Dakota, where
Then there is the catalogue of the church books. If you Wf'\ spent the joyful summer months. Here we have been
do not have a copy of the last one issued by the Herald Pub- assigned the three cities, Wilber, Auburn, and Nebraska City,
lishing House, send and get one. There is such a list of to work between now and General Conference. District conholiday p1·esents to be selected from it that all can find what ference convenes in this city, I believe, fa January, but
they want. The churci)., since the building of the new office' of whether we will be permitted to attend or not depends on the
publication, has facilities for printing ·any number of papers, proximity and the .depth of interest in this point of labor;
and. they have a large stock of the books on.hand. Let us all for 'I think our single devotion to the work should beget in
buy one book, at least, and see what a swelling the bank us an incentive. to. forego s·o)lletimes that which amounts to
account with which the publishing house would have to begin little more than advertisemetit,and personal gratification.
the yeai.. 1910; see how they would clear off the debt that has
It is cold and snowy, more so than I have witnessed since
been incurred in the building, and when that was cleared my winter in Idaho. ·What a contrast is. a winter even· this ·
away how·they would use the surplus to further extend the far north with where we spent one year ago, sunny Arizona.
work of the publishing department.
· ."
And even there we were at an altitude of over five thousand'
We can not close without.a mention of Graceland. Poultry feet.
. -I can not remember when I had, the last Chi:ist1nns •horn:e;
Point&h is published for the benefit of Graceland.. Almost
evei'Y family iil.: ·the!~hui'ch has poultry; and Poultry Pointers This one ·will n:ot be an exception, though but orie "hundred
is a modern, first-class, up~fo:date'poulti'Y journal. We ought a.nd fifty miles away, save that in a sense I have home with
me. You can not all say tltat, and I won't alWf\YS·. I went
t~· order it, and thus contribute that ·much to Graceland.
Anxious for a. greater extension of the printfld matter of ·home in the ·fall; a rather novel _pr0<!midingin the case of the
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·writer, at. the instimce of· siclmess, and partly to prepare for
winter. As soon as such preparations were made and I could
~eave home and be humane, I left all and came thither and am
laboring the nearest I have for years.
This b,ranch is officered by Brethren Higgins and Myers,
both students, both young men, and indeed we have had . a
fine time colaboring. My permanent address remains 1037
West Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri. While not in
the papers so frequently as formerly, I endeavor to be as
active· as ever and to keep right with the Great Master.
.
ALVIN KNISLEY.
'.i\.LVARADO, TEXAS, December 4, 1909.
Editoi·s Herald: There are only a small number of Saints
here, but they seem very dear to me, and most of them are trying to Jive up to' the commandments the best they know how.
We have had some good meetings here, but the people are so
prejudiced that only a few would come out to hear us. i
·hope some day they will turn and see the light which was
delivered to the Saints. It is my prayer that I may let my
light shine, that I ~ay be an instrument in bringing others
· into the fold. He that doeth the will of the Father shall know
of the doctrine. I have' so many trials that it seems that I
can hardly overcome them; I feel this morning that I might
be the weakest of God's children. As I scan the letters in
the HERALD I find many interesting ones. I enjoyed Sister
Long's letter. It was cert;:tinly fine. I have seen the sick
healed many times instantly. There is nothing impossible
with God. -When -I look back and see what good times we
have had, it makes me rejoice in my soul to think how we
enjoy the many blessings of God. And then to think that some
of us are separated by death and some have moved away; it
makes me feel sad:
My prayer is that when I shall be called over the chilly
tide from this world of sorrow I will be prepared ·to go
and be permitted to reign with Christ a thousand years. We
ought to live humble and prayerful lives, for the end of time
is .not far distant.
Ever praying for the -upb'ailding of God's cause,
··''
:·_,; !1 "·"'
Your sister in Christ,
MISS LILLIE MCALISTER.
CRABTREE, OHIO; December 9, 1909.
Editors Herald: I nave been in this work about a year,
and have be~n receiving the HERALD about four months, and
often·when reading its columns, I have had a desire to beai·
a word of testimony and thanksgiving for this grand work. I
am huly glad that in these the last days I have had an
opportunity- to hear the gospel in its fullness, and I feel glad
indeed that I have obeyed the message. I can not help in this
work as much as others, but remember, dear brothers and
sisters, that the more we help in this work and the more we
do, the better it is for us in this life and in the life to. come.
May God bless us all and help us to see our whole duty, and
seeing it to obey. I often think ·we should strive to do more
and more, f01> we are not our own. Jesus bought us with his
precious l;>lood. How he has suffered and died that you and
. I might be redeemed through him if we only believe in the
pla:ii he has left sufficiently to be doers of the word and not
hearers only. Then he commanded ,.the disciples to pray
. earnestly that they enter not into temptation. You remember .how those- wicked ones took him, put a crown of thorns
on his head, blindfolded him, and smote him, and spat in his
face; :.ai:iduhe bore it all in patience and murmured. not._ So
we-should try to cultivate that spirit within us,:that if anyone trespass against us, we shall be like Him and willing to
·forgive. .
.
Then, too,- they .nailed him _to the cross, and left h_im there
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to die in the i:nost cruel way in which it was ·possible for him
to die.. This was all according to the Scriptures, and he suffered it all f_~n· you and me. Oh, that we could stand trials
and tribulations as he has stood them!
I wish to inform the readers of the HERALD that the members of the Pleasant Valley Branch of the Ohio District at
C1:abtree, Ohio, have decided to build· a house of worsh!p,
said house, when not in use by the·Saints, to be open to any
denomination, and that I have been appointed one of a
committee _to solicit for said building, and anything you can
donate will be received with many thanks. The Lord loves a
cheerful giver, and anything you give he will repay you
abundantly. Anyth1ng you wish to donate send to
DAVID E. ALTMAN.
R. F. D. No. 1, LUCASVILLE, OHIO.
DE9EMBER 2, 1909. Q
Editors Herald: After reading an article over the name of
"An observer" in the HERALD of November 17; I decided to
send my own experience in the m~tter of asking 'God for
guidance . in marrying. If it will help anyone I shall be
thankful that I di.d. not put the thought aside.
I came into the church October 23, 1892, being baptized
and confirmed by Elder H. J. Davison. The marriage question was something I did not care to discuss, as I was happy
in my school work and now thrice happy in the church. In
the early part of the summer of 1894, I had a very peculiar
dream. I will give a brief outline of it: A young man came
after me to go with him. His horse was headed toward the
west and when I turned to look in that direction, I could see,
as it were, a tunnel through the wilderness, so thick were the
trees on either side and i:µeeting overhead. He asked me three
times to· go- with him, and each ti111e a voice said, "Stay."
He drove into the tunnel, after saying to .me that the forest
to the east was full of peril. After he had gone out of hearing I started east and as I advanced the woods receded until
it disappeared and the golden glow of the rising sun appeared.
Presently I saw a person coming toward me, and as I attempted to pass by him, he stepped beside me and, taking my
hand, said, "Come with me, I will protect you." I hesitated,
and a voice .over my head said, "Go with him." I· thougl'lt'
he must have heard;' but seeing he did not, J said nothing,
but walked willingly on. Ho"". beautiful the landscape looked
in the clear light. ·We walked on until a slight turn in the
road brought us in front of a little white church. We werit
up the steps and went inside the door as it swung open for
us. Then I awoke to -find that I had overslept.
I told the dream to the sisters at Prayer Union a short time
after that, and then it left me. Of coui·se when that first
young mi'n came I said no very decidedly. In the fall of
1896 the1;c,• came a young man to our town from a place
directly; east of home. This young man after a time asked
1
me to b e his wife. I hesitated, and he asked me why I· did s9.
I made reply, "I am trying to, think what Jesus would say."
A voice above me said, "Say, Yes." I obeyed the voice, and
not until all arrangements had been made for our marriage
to be solemnized in the little white church around the corner,
and our invitations had been out·a week, did I think of the
dream I had had three years before.. After I had given my ·
promise I felt a doubt and began to pray over the matter. It·
was not because I did not love the young man sufficiently; far
from it. I wanted to &o God's. will. I ask~d God in the
humblest way to put dii!cance between us if he did not wish
us to marry; I was willing to part with life even· to do. right.
Do you think, dl)ar brother. or sister>':tlia.t,~:when Mr. S.
· came nearer by several mileti, "to work in·· a differenhplace,
that it was by chance? I have never had cause to believe
that God did hot inten'd tha:t I should marry the ma~ I did,
and- with whom a happy home is enjoyed.
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I could_ give more _and stronger evidences that our heavenly
The indlviduaL who keeps the entire gospel law is wholly
Father will guide, but my letter is long n·ow. Dear Saints, on one side of the line ahd so long as he keeps the law. pei·"
a happy home is not a thing to be ashamed of: Surely the - fectly,. it is impossible for him to commit &in; though_ such
Sain.ts, above all others, should have such a· reverence fo1; the · condition is no g·uarantee that the individual will .not fail in
marriage vow that they would-be very caro:iful and ask God keeping the law. "For whosoever keepeth the whole law, and
to guide. He is just as \villing to point out our life companion - yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all."-James 2: 10.
to-day as he .was _in Isaac'§ time. He is the same loving Notice that James says "whosoever keepeth the whole law." It.
Father and does not wish his children to have false modesty.- is unlikely that anyone would be expected to -keep the whole
Sui'ely ·God's commands are. holy and should not be. treated law, if such a thing were impossible. It is impossible for God
in a way that will bring repxoach from the world upon them. to lie or commit any manner of sin for the sole and shnple
We were commanMd to multiply and replenish the earth. reason that he never gets on the wrong side o,f the_ line._ Why,
The11 why not _ask God to guide in ·a -matter, at ·once_ so then, not as impossible for any individual who keeps _the whole
impoi'tant to ourselves and to the redemption_ of Zion?
law continually? I said that the people. ma.king such Claim
Your sister,
were correct in theory, but wish to withdraw the statement;~
becm1se of the fact 'that to be correct in theo:i;y requfres a _cor_
A. I. SCOTT.
rect lmowlecige of the law. It is readily seen that persons
making such_ claim and not knowing the law, do not under'
' CEDAR RAPIDS, IQWA, December 8, 1909.
_ Dear Herald: We do not ·have preaching here very often, stand the theory, nor can they. -Hoping this first effort at .
but we Jiave just closed !l series of about six days in -all, Bm. writing will be acceptable and some one will be benefited,
Yours for truth,
L. E._ Hills :;md Fred B. F-a1;r being the speakers. The meetJ. F. GRIMM.
ings were held at our house and we had qu!te a good turnout.
My son's mother~in-law was very anxious that he be converted at Billy Sunday's meetings while he was there, but he
WILBURTON, OKLAHOMA, December 6, 1909.
did not approve of Sunday and only went once or twice to
Editors Herald: We can not help but tell of the good
please them. She felt pretty bad about it, but I didn't. One things we have been feasting on for the past two weeks.
day- he asked me when we were. going to hav_e meetings again Brn. Lee Quick and Smith have been preaching here-to good _I'
-and I told him just as soon as Sunday left, and he requested audiences and we are loath to part with them after feeling. u_'_f,___ ,
that I ask Mrs. Miller, as he said she didn't know anything the Spirit of the Master so abundantly. Three were baptized it.
but that. Well, we had the meetings and the Spirit was there after the meetings, Sr. Wylie Wooter and M. ·O. Harder and
and some who were out of the church felt it also. This Mrs. wife. It does our souls good to see so· many of the young men
Miller rather spoke in favor of Sunday at the second meet- that we have associated with in the past coming to the front
ing, and one lady spoke UJ1 and said: "This man [Brother and pushing this latter-day work along to victory.
Hills] has preached more Bible than I have ever heard," and
This is a growing little town of twenty-five hundred people, with a branch of two hundred Saints, many of whornare
after that there was never a word he:frd.
Mrs. Miller said she didn't care what church iny son be- trying to live and advance to that higher life beyond.
Yours for the spreading of truth and the final triumph of:longed to, so it was a church, so she rather helped things
along by her presence and was even willing that he should the Saints,
DAVID 0. HARDER.
come to her house to hold meetings. I felt rather amused,
Jm,t) thought it was helping us all, even bringing us to where 'can hear. May the good work go on and may more souls
be brought in, . We are in need of some helpers, and if we
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
ha:d some we could start a Su,nday school. We will live in
Since last report we have received excellent c6unsel through -hopes -that the Lord Will raise up some one in our midst.
God's servants, which if heeded will yield good fruit for -the
,
MRS. L. DULIN.
Master. Patriarch Butterworth has been laboring ln the disCOLEMAN; MICHIGAN, December 1, 1909.
tdct, preaching and giving blessings which have _given
Editors.Herald: In a recent number- of the Ensign, a sister strength and caused many to rejoice in the love of God.
writes that she is 'isolated from the Saints, and being loneWe are pleased to note that. God's mercy and power have,
some, -she sometimes mingles with Free Methodists, who, she been manifested among God's afflicted children. Some who says, endeavoi· to persuade her that she is deceived. She says have been seriously ill have been r_aised to testify of _their
they. lay -great stress on holiness, aria also claim that- they Father's love in answer to the prayers of his-servants. Priest~
reach a condition in which it is impossible to commit sin. hood meetings· were held November 15 and December 20,· and She also expressed a desire-that some one would write, giving Tegular branch business meeting December '(. 'All officers
their views on holiness. While I do Iiot feel qualified to dis- were 'sustained except the presiding teacher, that office riow _.sect it, yet-I desire to give my views on the subject.
being filled by Brother Rhoades. .
_
It is understood by all religious bodies that it is impossible
District conference convened here. December 18 aridl9, arnic
for any manner of sih to enter the kingdom of heaven. If we received two. gospel sermons from. one,, of our missjona1;y·
thi& is ,true, then those who cl.aim that it is impossible for force, Brother Sparling. By request of th-e Lamoni Bi·anch,:
therrlto sin are correct in theory, but not haying accepted the special fasting and prayer were engaged in Sund.ay, D~iiem-·-
-true gospel, are necessarily wrong in practice. If we say we bei· 19, ih behalf o£°our beloved President, Bro. Joseph Smith,
keep the law, not having it or knowing it, we speak falsely-; who we ti·ust has received the benefit desired therefrom.
_and ·no_ amount of argument aside from obedience ·to the law
At ,the afternoo~ session. of conference four: of ou1; yining; _
can justify·anyone o1· i;ight the wrong. There ai~e, -however, men W!'lre ordaiited to offices in ·the priesthood, B_re. G. F,
certain condi~ions under which it is as impossible for man _ BarraclOtigh, of Landsdown; to the office of elder; If· J(l~rn\-lt,
to sin· as it. i~'fo1: God to lie, as is recqrded in Hebrews 6: 18. · of Landsdown,_priest; George Reeves, of Saint Louis;'].}i·lest; Jesus ·said-there w~s a great gulf fixed between the righteous · and H. C. Burgess, of Sairit LoUis, teacher. l\'.hich good coririand unrighteous,_and•so there is a lirie drawn'between·right sel was g·iven them through th1dnfl\1ence_of-the Spirit.__
. _,
and wi·ong. -:How is it possible for one to be wholly on. both
A con1mittee was appoip.ted by-_the conference to -solicit
funds and purchase a tent for the tise -of the distdct.- Let-sides of the gulf, or live at cine and the same time?
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ters of l'.emoval were granted Sister Roberts and family and
Bl'o. nnd Sr. J. M. Lloyd to the Independence Branch. ·
A .pretty marriage ceremony took place the evening of
December 22; when Brother Tanner pronounced the wo1;ds
that united Bro. Rob Lloyd and Sr.. Myrtle Peters, who will
walk the journey of life together. These young people are
esteemed very highly and we extend to them best wishes for
a long and prosperous life.
As another year is opening before us we enter upon it with
renewed desires for growth and diligent service and in behalf
of our district we extend to all best wishes of a happy and
prosperous new year.
Your sister in Chdst,
E. M. PATTERSON.
2739 DEJONG STREET.

-<Miscellaneous DepartJl).ent
Conference Minutes.
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LITTLE S1oux.-The district convened at Bigler's Grove at
10,30 a. m., fortified by a spiritual prayer meeting held at 9
a. m. District President Sidney Pitt was chosen to preside
and chose as his assistants Mark Jensen and W. A. Smith.
T. 0. Strand, assisted by Nellie Seeley, acted as clerk, and
Bert E. Fry chorister, assisted by Miriam Coffman, organist.
The president reported visiting all of the branches except
three, and found the work in good condition with some marks
o.f improvement. The Bishop's agent, A. M. Fyrando, reported $98.08 on hand at last reporting, received since in
tithes a_nd offerings, $1,450.55; expended, $386; remitted to
Bishop E. L. Kelley, $1,050; balance on hand October 1,
$112.63. Statistical reports from all branches excepting Evergreen were read. The totals, counting Evergreen as last reporting, are: Number at last reporting, 1,834; present number, 1,888; wihch includes 1patriarch,1 high counselor, 4 high
priests; 3 seventy, 44 elders, 32 priests, 32 teachers, and 20
deacons; gained by baptism, 40; by letter, 11; by certificate,
12; total gain, 63; lost by letter, 8; by death, 1; total loss, 9;
net gain, 54. Forty-eight ministerial reports were made,
showing much labor done in a- general way; 385 sermons,
545 times assisted, 61 priesthood meetings attended, 31 official visits made, and 1,685 other services attended. Also
reported 61 baptisms, 80 confirmations, 2 ordinations, 6 marriages, 19 children blessed; and 256 sick administered to. The
spiritual condition of the branches was encouraging. J. E.
Gunsolley was recommended to the conference by the Mondamin Branch for ordination to the office of elder, and the
recommendation was approved. At the Sunday morning
service the brother was ordained under the hands of Sidney
Pitt, sr., ·and Joseph W. Lane. A vote gave Logan 25 and
Moorhead 20 for next conference. A vote prevailed to make
Logan the choice. The time was left to the presidency of
the district. The reports qf the Sunday school and Religio
conventions showed advancement. A committee consisting of
W.W. Baker, W. A. Smith, and J. W. Lane, were appointed
to visit with the Persia Saints, with a view to increasing the
interest in the work. James D. Stuart, clerk.
EASTERN MICHIGAN.-The district convened with the 'McGregor, Michigan, Branch. at· 8 a. m., October 9, for social
service in cha1•ge of 0. J. Hawn and W. F. Smith. At 10.30
the Saints met in business session with William Grice, president, assisted by William F. Smith and William Davis; F. 0.
Benedict, secretary, assisted by R. Weaver, Sr. L. A. Terry,
organist; and William Davis, chorister. The chair appointed
William Campbell, Henry Campbell, and Fred McCullough,
ushers; Henry Sheffer, William Volz, and Joseph Carpenter
committee oh credentials. The i'emainder of the session was
occupied by William Davis, J. J. Bailey, R. Etzenhouser, and
William Grice in short addresses. At 2 p. m. credential committee reported the following branches represented: · Lebanon, Applegate, Minden City, Maple Valley, Pigeon River,
Flint, Saint Gideon, Second Detroit, Belle River, Saint Clair,
McGregor; Cass River, 11Jast Fremont, Laing, Huron Center,
Saint Thomas, Black RIVer, Cash, Port Huron, and Evergreen, and while some of the credentials were not propei·ly
filled, yet it recommended that the ?elegates named be given
voice and vote. The report was received and adopted. Elders,
priests, teachers, and deacons were given vr{{ce and vote. Statistical reports from the foregoing branches were read and
approved. The district president reported a summary of
the mip.isteiial labors performed in the district: Total serv-
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ices attended, 1,441; fellowship se1·vices conducted, 175; sacraments administered, 40; sermons preached, 194; number
baptized, 20; times administered to sick, 92. The Bishop's
agent's report:
'fotal receipts, $923.28; total expended,
$590.39; b11lance due, $332.89. James Mead, E. Wyman, and
G. R. McCoucha, auditors, reported favorably and both reports were adopted. A second resolution was adopted:.
"Whereas, the conferences of the Eastern Michigan District
are becoming considerably of a burden to branches sustaining them, and whereas, it is the opinion of a number that
the interests of the work in said district can best be conserved
by a change, therefore be it Resolved, That we institute reunion work in the Eastern Michigan District. Resolved further that the district officers be constituted a committee to
consider the advisability, location, etc., and report to June
conference. Be it further resolved that the fall conference
be held during reunion time. Resolved further that either
by this committee or another appointed at the next conference, the matter be perfected if then found practicable."
Sixty delegates were elected to the General Conference, and instructed to cast the vote for the district, also to cast majority
and minority vote in case of division. The conference voted to
pay district president's eicpenses to and from General Conference. At 7.30 p. m. Elder W. J. Smith, of Detroit, Michigan, preached, assisted by James Mead. At the close of the
sermon the following items of business were transacted: Fred
Simkirn was appointed a standing committee to audit the
Bishop's agent's books, he to choose his assistant. The manner of raising the money to defray the expenses of the district president to and from General Conference was discussed and a vote was taken authorizing the district secretary to confer with the various branches throughout the district as regards thereto. At 6.30 a. m. on Sunday a young
people's meeting was conducted by James Mead and R.
Weaver. At the close of this meeting· and at the beginning
of the regular social services the sacrament was administered. This part of the service was iri charge of R. Etzenhouser and 0. J. Hawn. The remainder of this service was
given over to the Saints and occupied in prayer, song, and
testimony. The gift of tongues and.interpretation was given
through Elder Hawn, in which words of cheer, counsel, and
encouragement were given the Saints, and to R. Etzenhouser
was given the blessed assurance that God had and would .be
with him in the work to which he had been assigned, and also
spoke in confirmation of the genuineness 0£ the rece,nt finds in
Michigan by urging him on to a continued diligence, as many
more things would be brought forth, and that his name would
be had in honorable remembrance by future generations. At
10.30 preaching in charge of William Davis, assisted by F. 0.
Benedict. At 2.30 p. m. · preaching by Elder 0. J. Hawn,
assisted by James E. Harriman. At 7 preaching by R. Etzenhouser, assisted by William Grice. A v-0te of thanks was
tendered the Saints and friends at McGregor for having so
royally .entertained the conference. A report from the Bishop's
agent, Elder A. Barr, that he had been unable to do any work
since the last conference on account of sickness of'himself and
companion, and asking the Saints to remember them in prayer,
was read and ordered spread upon the minutes of the ·conference. A collection was taken and the conference adjourned.
Time and place of the next conference were left to the district president and missionary in charge. F. 0. Benedict,
secretary, Applegate, Michigan: ·
LONDON, ONTARIO.-The district convened at the Saints
church, London, Saturday at 10 a. m., October 16, 1909, being
called to order by the president, Elder R. C. Longhurst, of
Vanessa, Ontario. A motion that the presidency of the distdct preside over this conference, with the privilege of choosi!ig- associates, prevailed. Brn. R. C. Russell and R. C.
Evans were chosen to assist. The usual routine of the conference business was carried on without friction, a good
spirit prevailing throughout. The speakers appointed for the
preaching services were Elders F. B. Blair, Saturday at. 8
p. m.; F'. Gregory, Sunday, 11 a. m.; R. C. Russell, Sunday,
2.30 p. m.; Bishop R. C. Evans, Sunday, 7 p. m. The preaching was exceptionally good throughout. We do not single
out either of the above-na:med brethren, and say hia, sermon
was- the best; this would/i>e difficult. Suffice it to say, these
are among the pulpit giants of latter-day Israel, and if the
Saints would live as well as the elders preach and teach tbe
gospel, the millennium would be here in a short time. Elder
R. C. Longhurst was sustained as president of the New
London District with Elder SamuelPearson, of Saint Thomas,
Ontario, and Elder John McKenzie vice-presidents. There
was some discussion as to the propriety of naming the two
assistants as first and second counselor; or as vice-preside!lts.
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It was decided that the proper and the only term g·iven in the
.law was vice-president-one or two. The .secretary and
treasurei' were sustained, and:cso also the Bishop's agents.
The Bishop) agent's report showed total receipts, $452.91;
expenditures, $265.41; bala11ce; $187.50. Delegates to General
Conference: Brn. R. C. RusBeU, R. C. Evans, Elders Farnfield,
K 0. Smith, and Elder and Sister Overholt. H .. 0. Smith
declined 'being appointed. The. president suggested the discussion of the question, "Shall we have a spring conference
as usual or a few two-day meetings where the presidency
decide the most good would be obtained?" Considerable dis
cussion followed, after-which a motion prevailed that when
we adjourn, we do so to meet airain in conference capacity
on the second Saturday and Sunday in October, 1910. FolIowing this motion, another one prevailed that the presidency
·be requested to arrange for several two-day meetings during
the months of June, July, and August, in the several branches
where they might deem it wise to hold them. Place for meeting in conference in 1910 was left to the missionary in charge
and the presidency. The conference was the smallest ever
witnessed in London, due, doubtless,·to the fact that it was
the first conference of the new district; but the· greatest
profit is not always derived where the largest audiences
obtain. We had an enjoyable and profitable time, and trust
that the same good Spii•it will characterize the next session
of the London District conference. P. H. Philippin, secretary.
0

Conference Notices.

Conference of the Des Moines, Iowa, District will meet at
Runnells, February 5 and 6, 1910. A. A. Reams, secretary.
The Pittsburg District conference will be held at the Wheeling church, co1J1er Forty-second and Jacob streets, Wheeling,
West Virginia, Saturday and Sunday, February 5 and 6. The
Sunday school convention will be held Friday at 2 p. m., and
an entertainment will be given in the evening. C. Edward
Miller, president ..
Convention Notices.

The convention of the Northeastern Illinois District Sunday school will meet with the Central Chicago Branch, Sixtysixth and Honore streets, Chicago, on Friday, January 28,
1910. Institute work at 11 a. m., business session with election of officers at 2 p. m. Trust aJI will respond who are
placed upon the program. Let all district officers, local superintendents, and secretaries send in their reports by January
15, 1910, to Mary Anderson, secretary, Seneca, Illinois, R. F.
D. No. 60.
Religians and Sunday school workers of the Chatham, Ontario, District; will meet in convention at Stevenson, Ontario,
January 29 and 30, 1910. Arrangements have been made
with all P. M. R. R. trains to stop at Stevenson on Saturday
to let off delegates, and on Monday to pick them up. Delegat.es from: east and 1101:th must, purchase tickets to Coatsworth, while those commg from. the west must purchase
tickets to Glenwood. Delegates from north of Chatham should
try to get to Chatham to catch the 8.45 a. m. train from that
place, as it is the only train which connects for Stevenson
until evening. All rnports and credentials should be sent to
Miss Anna Bacon, assistant secretary, Blenheim, Ontario, as
early as possible. Anthony R. Hewitt, secretary, Lamoni,
Iowa.
Noticeo.

Notice is hereby given that at the next General Convention
of the Sunday school the following amendment relating to
elections will be presented: In Article V under By-laws for
Sunday schools add the words: ''.o~· at such time as the sch~!
may designate." Star of Bethlehem Sunday School of Lamom,
Iowa, pe1; H. H. Gold, secretary.
Marrjages.

SMI.(H-SHUMATE.-Mr. Cyrus H. Smith and Sr. Sarah
Jane Shumate were united in mari:iage at the home of the
groom's brother, Mr. Reuben .B. Smith, in Union Township,
· . CraWford County, near Dow City, Iowa, Decembe1: 1~, 1909, at
10 30 a m. Elder Charles E. Butterworth officrntmg. The
nu'mber. of 'guests present was limited, though the. evidence
that all were· happy was ample. The young peo~li; enter upon
a united journey through life with the best wishes of all
present, and we believe by all who know them.
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BUTTERWORTH-PETERSEN.-At the- home of Elder J. L.
Butterworth, Dow City, Crawford County, fowa, Wednesday,
December 22, at 7.30 p. m., Elder James Leonard Butterworth·
and Sister Christina Petersen, of Gallands Grove, Iowa .were
united in marriage, Patriarch ·Charles E. Butterworth officiating. Bro. J. L. Butterworth is the highly respected president of the Gallands Grove District, and the Saints will be
glad to know that he has secured an excellent and worthy
sister as a. wife. There were but a few of the vei·-y near
relatives present. A very nice supper was served after the
ceremony. The congratulations were pleasant and heartfelt.
Died.

KIDDER.-=-Lovell Kidder was born April, 1828, at Weatherfield, Vermont; died at Fergus Falls, Minnesota, September
30, 1909. Married Jerntia Ann Brotherton, March 26, 1849.
.This union was blessed with eleven children, five of. whom
survive him. ·He was baptized by James J. Strang on Beaver
Island, 1853, and clung to the faith till death. He passed
through the dark and cloudy day and endured many trials
for the gospel's sake. Services were condm~ted by Elders
A. and L. Whiting at Clitherall, Minnesota, and the remains
were buried in the cemetery there.
KIDDER.-Jerntia Ann, wife of Lovell Kidder, was born at
Ellbridge, New York, May 10, 1830; died October 22, 1909,
at Fergus Falls, Minnesota. Baptized July, 1844, by Elder
Patton. Came in the Reorganization sixteen years ago. She
was a faithful worker and it may well be said of her, "She
hath done what she could." Her last request was for administration. She was a member of the Willing Workers at
Clitherall, Minnesota, and the services were held there by
Elders A. and L. Whiting.
GRAY.-Mary Ann, beloved wife of William H. Gray, died
at her home in Hilbert, Seutember 12, 1909. She was born
at Carlingford, July 11, 1848, and was married March 2, 1874.
She was the mother of eight children, two having died in
infancy; four girls and two boys survive her, three of the
girls being married. She was baptized at Carlingford by
Elder Samuel. Brown, December 9, 1879. Funeral was conducted by Bishop R. C. Evans. Burial in Mitchell Cemetery.
She leaves her husband, children, three brothers, three sisters,
and a host of friends to mourn.
SMITH.-Bro. Lorenzo, son of Bro. Amos and Sr. Elizabeth
Smith, of Trowbridge, Ontario, November 30, after an illness
of three weeks, aged 13 years, 9 months, and 23 days. La- .
grippe, followed by rheumatic fever and other complications;
was cause of death. Funeral service in charge of Elder
Frederick Gregory, assisted by Reverend ~r. Salton and choir
members of the M. E. Church. Deceased was of a quiet
nature and was well liked by all the community. On the Sunday before he died he told his father that he felt he must
soon leave them and said he was prepared to go, and asked
to meet his father on the other shoi'e. Inte11ment in Moles~
worth, cemetery.
,f
::~

Do Americans Hurry-or Merely Concentrate?

Henry Van Dyke recently delivered a series of notable and
widely discussed lectures on "The spirit of America," at the
Sorbonne, in Paris. The January Amerioan Magazine pub-·
lishes the fourth one of these in the form of an article: - Its
subject is, "Will power, work and wealth," in the course· of
which Professor Van Dyke has to say the following inTegard
to the prevailing impression in .Europe that Americans 'are
always in a rush:
. _
"The high stimulation of will power in America has had the
effect of quickening the general pace of life to a rate that
always astonishes and sometimes annoys the European visitor. - The movement of things and peoplle is rapid, incessant,
bewildering. There is a rushing tide in the streets, a ne1·vous·
tension in the air. Business is transacted with swift despatch
and close attention. The preliminary compliments and--courtesies are eliminated. Whether you want to buy a paper_ of
pins or a thousand shares of stock, it is done· quickly. _·1
remember waiting an hour in the Ottoman Bank at Damascus,
once, to get· a thousand fra.ncs on my _!etter of credit; · The
polite director gave me coffee and delightful talk. In New
Yol'k the transaction would not have taken five minut!Js, but
there would have been no coffee n.or conyersation. • ~ .. - "The American moves rapidly, but if you should _infer from
this that he is always in a hurry. you would make a-mistake. _
His fundamental philosophy is that you must be quick Mme-•
times, if you do not wish to· be hurried always: Yqff must.';·
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condense, you must eliminate, you must· save time on the
little things in order that you may have morn time for the
larger things. He systematizes his correspondence, his office
work, all the details of his business, not for the sake of
system, but for the sake of getting through with his work.
In his office hangs a printed motto, "This is my busy day."
He-does not arrive at the railway station fifteen minutes before the departure of his train, because he has something else
that he would rather do with those fifteen minutes. He does
not like to -spend an hour in the barber shop, because he wishes
to get out to his country club ill good time for a game of
golf and a shower bath afterward. ·He likes to have a full
life, in which one thing connects with another promptly and
neatly, without unnecessary intervals. His characteristic
attitude is not that of a man in a hurry, but that of a man
concentrated on the thing in hand to save time."

"It has long.· been a question," says John D. Adams in
Woman's Honie Companion for January, "for those of good
taste, as to where the average landlord obtained the ugly
mantelpieces which itre used in so many rented houses and
apart;1llents. What horro1:s of machine carving, scrollwork,
meanmgless curves, complicated shelves and brackets which
were apparently meant only to catch dust, together with an
absolute lack of fitness to the proportions of the room in
which it was located-how many people have groaned before
such a mantelpiece and reaHzed that it was impossible through
reasons of economy to replace it'?
"A mantelpiece ought to serve as a frame for the grate;
it ought to be one of the most attractive furnishings of the
room; it ought to be built on lines of simplicity and sound
proportion, and have an air of strength and stability about
it; it should have space to hold a chosen piece of pottery 01·
two and a copper jug, a few .books, perhaps a fiow~r-holder
and a small picture. Most important of all, it should be an
integral part of the room in which it is located, and not a
big, misplaced, bad-style ornament."

Herald ·Publishing House
$100000 Gold

nds~

bearing
interest at five per cent

Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable afj;er due notice iii given by the Herald Pub- lishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
.
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets -of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very moderate means to become purchasers.
(b) We· ask no premium-your· interest is clear.
n~ (c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
-"-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incul'l'ed in
adding improvements since the fire.
c

Lamoni Land & Loan Company
This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. Blair secretary. The
members of the firm have resided in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are therefore familiar with
the country in all its details, including
land values, fertility of the soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors. We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
.
We are also in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage farm loans . in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to sfx per
cent on the investment. No better security offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time business propositions
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we ·say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in ·regard to .this country, write. to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
.
·
Lamoni Land & Loan do. .
G. W. BLAlR, Secretary. Lamoni,
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to Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo. Proportionately as low rates to other points in
Eastern Colorado.
to Salt Lake and Ogden and other points in
Utah.
-

$38.65Cody, Basin, Powell, Worland and other
$27-• so· topoints
in the famous Big Horn Basin.
Similar low rates to hundreds of other points west and northwest. If
you have never seen the rich inigated farming districts of Wyoming
you should join one of our personally conducted excursions the first
and third Tuesdays of each month to the Yellowstone Valley and the
Big Horn Basin.
Let me give you further
information and folders.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R.

FOR SALE

j ·A well established General Mei·chandise

business in an Eastern Iowa town, doing
good business; will sell or. rent the build_.
ing. The town has good school, also: a
go'od live branch of Saints. Reasons for
selling: Senior partner wishes to retire
and the other partner wishes. t9 enter
missionary work. Address L. & S., in
care of Herald Publishing House.

FOR SALE
The Herald Publishing House has::1s
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' HERALD for sale. These are second-handed,
and in good condition. They are w6rth
$1 when new. The lot will be sol1ffor
$4.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership- about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable .information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.
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: parties seeking Investment in Jack- ~

: son County, Missouri, FIRST
A BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
I
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo : MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL
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State m the Uruon. State exammation and pubhc published statement reqmred.
: STOCKS.
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The State Savings Bani{ of Lamoni Presidency and Priesthood••••••
Lamoni, Iowa
Paid up Capital and Surplus, $45,000.00.
We pay Interest on time deposits for six or twelve months.
We encourage Banking by Mail and solicit your banking
business no matter where you live.

Our Stockholders are
Wm. Anderson
A. K. Anderson
Geo. H. Hilliard
W. A. Hopkins
Geo. W. Blair
Oscar Anderson
Address all letters to the

Anna A. Dancer
Alice P. Dancer
Lucy L. Resseguie
Ella D. Whitehead
Anna A. Dancer, Guardian of David
A. and Howard M. Dancer

STATE SAVINGS BANK
Lamoni, Iowa

This book has been enlarged· by the addition of over eighty pages.
No. 134-Cloth . • • $1.00
9

Religio s
Normal Book
A normal book containing. lessons
~upon the Book of Mormon and

Religio Society. Every student of
·the Book of Mormon should have
one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c
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.•·Official Publication of the Reo1·ganized Church of Jesus Christ of tatter Day Saints
Entered ns liecond·clnss mall-matter at Lamoni post-office.

. "'lf :y«:> continue. in my word, then are ye iny dis"
Cipfos indeed; and .ye shall kno_w tile truth, nnd the
truth shall 'ni:ake ~ou free."-John 8: 3l, 32;

VOLUME 57

"There shall not any man among you have o·nve it
be one wife; nnd concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jncob 2: 6.

LAMONI, IOWA, JANUARY 12, 1910

Editorial
THE GREAT MAN AND THE COMMON HERD.

There is an impression in the minds of some that
to be great one must be entirely different from that
which is sometimes contemptuously termed, "the
common herd" ; that he must have qualities that others do not have. But, in our opinion, to the contrary,
the really gr~at man is the man who has developed
to the fullest extent the good qualities that are common to humanity in general. The great poet is the
man who can adequately express the finer emotions
that other men feel but can not express. The great
statesman is the man' who can formulate laws .and
measures that the common man .recognizes to be
right and is willing to support and obey.
It is one of the easiest things in the world, and
one of the subtlest forms of pride, to consider one's
self different from and superior to all others. The
man who can amass wealth finally gets it into his
head that he is made of different clay from the common herd; that he has faculties that others have
not; that he is a man of destiny, set apart to enjoy
all the good things of life; that it is his divine right
to have yachts 'and temples and palaces, -while his
slow and blundering fellow men, made of coarser
clay, different creatures, in fact, must content themselves with leeks and onions and cottages. This is
the pride of materia1 things.
The student who has read a little biology, physiology, psychol~gy, theology, and other "ologies,"
knows smpething about the history ('if nations, can
natne the ·Jeological ages, and call tf I stars by their
names, feels an intellectual pride'. \hat is just as
absurd as that ente1'tained by the d~ ~er man.
The "reformer" who delves into '·principles and
imagines that he has the secret of human welfare
begins to feel the same feeling,-that he is the only ·
. - man who thinks, the only man who !'dares to think,"
the only one not bound by convention.
.. We may as well face the truth, that we, all of us,'
·are of the common herd. The genius is of the common her(l just the, same as the degenerate,--Only
in ·one instance the good and great man has developed the· good qualities common to the people, and
repressed the evil qualities; while the degenerate
has developed the evil qualities that al'e common to

NUMBER 2

all men, and has permitted the good qualities to die
out of his nature.
It is asked, How do you reconcii'i\ this with the
fact that in many instances where g~:eat inen have

advanced new ideas, the common people have rejected the idea for a time and have even murdered
the :;i.dvocate? It is urged that the masses of the
people have aways been against the geniuses who
would lift them up.· This appearance is only on the
surface. In fact, men have oqtained recognition for
greatness because they have proclaimed new ideas,
when, in fact, those ideas were not original with
them at all. The ideas were in the air; in the subconscious mind of the people everywhere. The men
in question were the first to sense great ideas that
were stirring and taking shape· in the popular mind.
In many instances great scientific discoveries have
been made simultaneously by individuals who were
far apart, and in the same way new political or
religious ideas have been propounded simultaneously
in many different parts of the world. Cel'tain men
who have developed their powers of discernment and
expression are the first to detect and announce the
dawn of a new era, the advent of new ideas. Later
on they become renowned as men of great minds,
entirely different from the "common herd" when in
fact, they were simply p.romulgating that ~hich was
gradually beginning to dawn upon the mind of humanity.
One writer has said :
A thought, like the tide, is confined to no shore. That we
are all part of t)rn one resistless energy moving toward the
same goal is made clear in the way truth emei:ges simultaneously in various parts of the world. When Nei.vton discovered
the principles of calculus, which linked his name with Euclid's,
it was found that Leibnitz was deciphering the same mystery. . . .
Clearly, thought knows no frontiers. In 1901 De Vries published his discovery of laws transforming the vegetable kingdom .and recreating the earth. The wonderment of this scientist and his colleagues was profound when they learned that
an Austrian monk, Grego1· Meridel, had had revealed to him .
the same revolutionary laws while studying obscurely in his
cloistered garden.
The advent of every invention discloses throughout the
world men of genius working in their several ways' upon the
same idea or principle, and the most fortunate must _needs
defend his rights and emoluments in tile courts. But no man
can patent, copyright, or monopolize' thought, which is uniyersal and the common property of mankind.
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We ca.n imprison a sunbeam, but we can not monopolize the
source of light;
.
·
Aeifal flight, communication without wires, and all electrical advance are the achievelll,ent of many minds quickened
by the interrelation of contemporary thought.

Immediately' upon the announcement of new ideas,
. the .ultraconservative element in society, which usually also has vested "interests that are threatened by
new ideas, makes an attack upcin the man or men
advocating them and stirs up the popular mind
against them, thus obscuring the real issue for a
time. In the days of Christ, we are told that at the
first the common people received him gladly; they
recognized in his teaching that which was in harmony with their best ideas; they saw in his character
their own best qualities fully developed. He was
not a different creature. He was a man like themselves, with characteristics such as they had, one of
the "common herd." But the priests, who represented the ultraconservative element, and whose
vested interests were at stake, began to stir up the
popular mind against. him, and were at the back of
his persecution.
. But in all cases, when the misrepresentation and
agitation has passed, and the common people have
had time to formulate their opinion carefully, they
have immediately decided in favor of the man who
had promulgated the new truth. This explains the
phenomenon so often noticed, that at first the masses
seem to be against the reformer, later on they are
...yith him, and reconciles that phenomenon with the
idea advocated in the Book of Mormon that when
the facts are fully set forth it is not ·common that
the majority of the people will decide in favor of
that which is wrong.
E.A.S.
"WE THANK THEE, 0 GOD, FOR A PROPHET,
TO GUIDE US IN THESE LATTER DAYS."

The hymn, of which the above quotation is the
opening line, was written a good many years ago.
It was one of the earliest hymns we remember of
hearing sung. At the time at which it was written
it undoubtedly expressed a sentiment of praise and
thanksgiving of the grateful people for the restoration of the gospel by means of instituting among men
the prophetic principle, by which men were to be
guided, and restored through the means of a prophet, the glad news of the salvation which the Lord
had prepared, "A light, to lighten the Gentiles and
the glory of thy people, Israel." As stated by good
old Simeon, while gazing upon the child in the far off
tem,ple of Jerusalem, it was then a swelling peon of
exultation and triumph, uttered from the souls of
redeemed people.
We have heard this hymn dm·ing the · last half
. . century under conditions very materially diffe1·ent
- than th.~!!e u11d~r '\\'~ic;h, it wa$ written and sung a~

J anua1'y 12, 1910

the first. When first uniting with the Reorganization movement, it used to be sung in something like
the .pathos and spirit of inspiration which accompanied its use when sung in earlier days, and at
times from that period until now, we have' heard it
when its pealing cadences carried the same exalting
influence that used to characterize it in those early
days; but we confess that we have heard it under
circumstances and in conditions when it seemed to be
an inconsistent and absurd travesty, almost bordering upon blasphemy.
We have made several tours· in the West beginning with 1876, especially in 1885 and in 1889, when
we traversed in connection with Brn. Joseph Luff
and R. J. Anthony some qf the settlements in Utah
from Beaver on the south to Richmond on the north
of Salt Lake City; and from there up into Montana
as far as Bozeman. In every instance ·where we
were permitted the use of the ward houses of the
dominant church in Utah, where we were privileged
to present our views to the people, and the singers
of the local congregation were invited to sing for
us, we were greeted with this hymn. It was too
apparent to be misunderstood for a single moment
that the motive which prompted the singing of this
hym.n, under the circumstances of the occasion, was
to exhibit a reverence for the father and deprecate
the son. While we clearly saw the motive, and recognized the implied reproof, we were always able to
sing the hymn with those who led the singing, without being opp1·essed in any sense by shame for the
part we were taking in presenting what we understood to be the teaching of the prophet, in whose
laudation the hymn was first sung. To us the incongruity of singing the l\ymil, under the existing conditions and in the presence of ,the son of the prophet,
was singularly notice~ble ; and the ·inconsistency of
the people who sung it with the apparent intention
to disparage the efforts of the son,. and to bemean
his character by implication of comparison, was singular and very striking.
The fa~t that the people who thus sung this hymn
were notoriously believing and practicing directly
contrary to the teaching of the prophet, in whose
laudation they were professedly singing it, and the
knowledge that this fact was known to the son of
the prophet, distinctly marked this incongruity and
inconsistency.
It was but a recurrence of the prophetic utterance of the Savior, "With their lips they do honor
me, but their hearts are far from me." For in'Stance, take the direct commandment to the church,
"Thou shalt love thy wife, and cling. unto her and
none else," came through the prophet of whom they
sung, "We thank thee, 0 God, for a prophet," and
was deliberately ignored in belief and practice, and
the memory of the prophet was outraged by the hollow expression, uttered from the lips of those who
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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sung it. It was a travesty upon sacred things, indeli- reons gone, and it shall be so ill the eternities to
cate and not justifiable.
come.
··
Again: "Thou shalt have no other gods before
We trust that President Joseph Smith shall live
me," and contrast it with the professions of this to further benefit mankind with exalted sentiment.
people through their leaders, "Adam is our God, the -Salt Lake Tribune, January 6, 1910,
only god with whom we have to deal"; the one being
the utterance of God through his prophets of long
ages agone, and the other by him who succeeded the
DEBATE WITH UTAH ELDERS,
prophet in modern days, in whose honor they prqElder Charles Fry writes from Burlington, Iowa,
fessed to sing, "We thank thee, 0 God, for a pro- regarding the debate recently held at that place, as
phet," and ~ho boastingly said, "I am neither a follows:
prophet, nor the .son of a prophet." Could we as the_'>.
BURLINGTON, Iow,A, January 8, 1910.
son of the prophet, in whose laudation the hymn was
Editors Hm·ald: Our debate with the Utah .elders closed
written, fail to see the hollow inconsistency of the last night and all the Saints are rejoicing in the strength and
utterance of the sentimer,t falling from the lips of purity of the principles of truth held by the Reorganized
those who avowed their belief and their practice dis- Church. Instead of being an "informal" discussion we succeeded in having signed propositions in which each church
tinctly contrary to . the words of God, received was given an equal showing. The propositions are as fol, through that prophet?
lows:
·
ANOTHER SORT OF SMITH.

The Kansas City Star of December 21, 1909, contains an illustrated interview with President Joseph
Smith of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints. We take from this interview the
following sentiment as expressed by the venerable
president:
"All of us must answer for our lives according to
our enlightenment. The more we are educated the
farther we are removed from harmful influences.
But the balance is even until the end. I, Joseph
Smith, must answer for my deeds."
Mr. Smith is over seventy-six years old. Reports
from his home have been to the effect that he is
fast failing, and the surmise is that his days are
not many. As is evidenced in the sentiment ex-..
pressed, he bas learned well the lesson of life; and
now that he is approaching the horizon of his career
he calmly overlooks the earth and the past, and
expresses his abiding faith in the eternal law of
compensation.
The thought is a beautiful one; and as reason for
its being it has abundant proof in all nature. Men
and things live and ·die, but there is no annihilation
of either. That which droops and dies to-day is
again in life to-morrow. Nothing is destroyed, but
merely undergoes its inevitable changes. Were it
not so, even the elements themselves would perish
and dissolve into nothingness, until finally the
almighty and incomprehensible universe would be. ··some one vast and frightful void.
It is good to believe in the law of compensationthat for the thing taken another is returned. In
it is eternal safety for humanity and comfort for the
soul. Wrong shall be atoned in right and evil re.placed with· good; and man shall answer according
to his own deeds and in the measure fixed by his
enlightened attainments, It, has been .thus in the

"Resolved, That the Chl':i:.:/o'cf,Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, with headquarters at·'salt Lake City, is in fact the
church of Jesus Christ, a.nd the legal succession of the church
organized April 6, 1830, and presided over by Joseph Smith,
jr., until his death in 1844." Elder Ira A. Pace, of the Utah
church, affirmed: Elder 0. H. Bailey, of th4? Reorganized
Church, denied.
"Resolved, That the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints with headquarters at Lamoni, Iowa, is in
fact the Church of Jesus Christ, and the legal succession of
the church organized April 6, 1830, and presided over by
Joseph Smith, jr., until his death in 1844.'' Elder 0. H.
Bailey, of the Reorganized Church, affirmed. Elder Ira A.
Pace, of the Utah church, denied.
The discussion lasted four nights, January 4 to 7 inclusive,
two nights being devoted to each proposition, and each speaker
having one speech of forty-five minutes each evening. Elder
Bailey was assisted by the w1iter and Elder Pace was assisted
by Elders Newel Call and Thomas B. Child, jr.
Quite a number of strangers have been to our church and
some are interested as the result of the discussion. The truth
has not suffered and the Saints have been confirmed in their
position, while the fact, that there is an .extreme difference
between the two organi.zations has been advertised .all over
town. One school teacher has been three nights/. and last
night there were two of the city teachers present in company
with our Sister Wooding·. Without going into details we will
say there was a grand victory for our cause. The Holy Spirit
and the truth, with
little help from the writer, sustained
Brother Bailey. We rejoice not for mere victory, but for the
truth and virtue which shine out in the pi.Ire gospel of Christ,
and many within and without rejoice with us.
Your brother in the gospel,

a

'CHARLES FRY.

1604 LOUISA STJJF.Ji''l'...
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NOTES AND COMMENTS •

It is said that the people of New York City pay
over ten thousand dollars each day as a tribute to a
thousand fortune. tellers, palmists, clairvoyants, astrologists, soothsayers, etc. This speaks volumes for
the gullibility of the American people and we believe
Barnum was right when he said the Americans liked
_to be humbugged.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Services at the Brick church in Lamoni, Janua1·y
· 9, were in charge of the stake Religio officers.
'j·:.

, There was. riever a disho~est thought without corresponding ill, and there was never a wrong act
without a corresponding sting. Stinging words are ·
as ·biting fi;osts, and they suppress the possibilities
· for good and in time they cause the fruit on the life
tree to.fall, unripened, to wither and decay iff the
scorching sands of disappointment. . A man's
thoughts about himself should be free of th~' trivial
and the impure. First of all he must have a healthy
body in order to have a healthy mind. His body
may ~e healthy, however, and his mind deceased.
Abouf the most important matter after all in the
many duties a ·man owes himself, the most potent
is a healthy mind. The most pitiable creature is the
moral cripple, he can not stand alone, ·neither does
he desire that othei:s should stand.---Selected.

Hymns and Poems
THE FAIR TO-MORROW.
Slowly the shades of night are fading,
Changing from darkness to twilight dim;
But out in the east the sky is glowing,
As sun rays touch the horizon's brim.
And as I gaze on the glowing splendor,
The growing splendor so fair to see,
My soul is wrapped in a dream of wonder, .
With a dawn so fair whB:t the day may be.
The day? Already the light is fading;
The Storm King marshals his army grim;
And the sable plumes of his troops parading
Keep time to the Wind's hoarse battle hymn.
I looked toward the west when the day was dying,
That wearisome day of storm cloud and rain;
When an unseen hand drew aside the dark curtains,
And, lo, the splendor of morning again.

"A sea of glass mingled with fire,"
Mountain tops gleaming with rose-tinted snow;
Luminous now in each hilltop and spite,
As into the ocean the sun dippeth low.
I feast my eyes on its changing glory
Till the lingering halo fades from view;
And I say, the day will be fair to-mo.rrow,
For the promise was w1itten in love's own hue.

J ariua1'Y 12, 19,lQ,

If the golden sheaves that were gleaned by the wayside,
·
The rich, red wine of life's sacrifice,
And the glowing coals from love's ·holy altar
Shall spread their glory o'er earth and skies,
Ah, then, we may say, " 'Twill be fair to-morrow,"
Aye, fairer than gi·ief-saddened eyes can behold;
Where the Lamb is the light, and no cloud of sorrow
Can veil· the crimson or tarnish the gold.
·
MARTHA BAILEY PROCTOR.
836 EAST SIXTY-SEVENTH STREET, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON •.

GLORIOUS LIGHT.
.Tune-"Beulah ·Land."
I've found the truth, 0 bless the Lord,
Which with the Bible doth accord,
No longer doubts will cause me fear,
The precious light of heaven .is here.
CHORUS:

0 truth sublime, 0 glorious light,
That bursts upon my raptured sight,
All doubts have fled, my soul's at p'eace,
My love for God now doth increase, .
And all my powers with one accord
Doth praise and magnify the Lord.
0 may our lives so brightly shine
To be a reflex, Lord, of thine,
That all we think, and do, or say,
May bear the searching light of day.
When I resign this fleeting breath
God's Saints shall never taste of death;
But fall asleep and sweetly be
For .evermore, dear Lord, with thee.
JAMES L. EDWARDS.

THE MISSION OF LIFE.
.The following poem was written by Sr. Emma Whitford to
the memory of Elder E. H. Durand, of Detroit, Michigan,
recently deceased :
Look not mournfully back to the past,
The present is the hour of duty;
.And life, be it ever so dark,
Has moments of sunshine and beauty.
Look up for the sun is still shining,
Although a dark cloud may be there;
Remembei· a bright silvery lining
· From under the cloud will appear.

And thus I ponder in life's glad morning,
When pulses are bounding with youth's 1·ed wine,
The glow in the east is a signal warning,
Lit by a spark from pleasure's shtine.

Sit not with tliy hands idly folded,
Each one has a duty to do;
And if life has ifs struggle for others,
Why have only pleasures :(or you?

For youthful pleasures at best are fleeting,
Though we clasp them closely they may not stay;
And we know that the ruddy glow of morning
No promise brings of a sun-lit day.

Seek out some cool spring in the ·desert
And give to the lips that are dry.
·
Speak a kind word of hope or of comfort,
To each sorrowing one who goes by.

B.ut, if, when the day of life is closing
And into death's sea the sun dips low,
The unseen hand shall lift the dark curtains,
And the sliy with a heavenly light shall. glow,

Look around on the highways and gather
Not only the flowers so· sweet,
:But take up'.th.e stones that are brnising
Some ,weary; worn traveler's .feet.
·
. - I
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the days of Joseph Smith and General Booth. Every
great reform-which has made for emancipation and
-· THE SOCIALISTIC CHURCH-PART I.
· freedom has been born in pain and anquish. "The
[EDITOR'S NoTE.-In this article Elder Ru~hton ~ttempts to kingdom luis been entered through ·great tribulashow wherein the airns and ideals of socialism and Chris" tion." The usual spectacle of bigotry gathering up the
tianity i.iay be considered identical. In part two he will define forces of ignorance and superstitution and charging
:~:,~!e ~~.~~~s~dh;Y ~~~;:~i~mofan~~h:S:Y~~ ;~s:;~~·~h;~~ down upon the little nuclei wherever they have taken
tianity, and show wherein one must fail and the othei· succeed. their stand, to annihilate or at least impede the progIt must not be supposed that we intend to give the HERALD ress of moral, social, and spiritual illumination, preover to a long continued discussion of socialism that will sents in every case the same characteristics. First; to
i·esu.lt in wea1inei:;s and perhaps· ill feeling. But the question · resolutely .refuse a hearing, then to assiduously misis one on which the Saints should be informed. ·Articles may
represent; and ·then deluge with slander every pinappear from time to time as the importance of the subject
and the merit of the articles may determine.]
nacle of truth that dares to raise its golden point to
heaven. Should these methods fail, then brutality
is summoned to reinforce the beaten battalions of
ignorance and slander; and from the summit of a
frowning Calvary the world's Savior is ignomini- ...
ously ejected and the clouds of death's dark night
close out the light of a foolish world's new day.
The pages of the world's history are filled with
these incidents and martyrdom is the only punctuation which appears in the triumphant march of the
race from the slavery of ignorance to the liberty
of the truth.
What is called socialism is to-day suffering very
largely this peculiar treatment and if there ·was no
other symptom to suggest the possible truth which
is enshrined, it is sufficient that the usual methods
herein alluded to are strongly in evidence.;
The purpose of this article is to find out if there
is or is not any ground for believing that the church
of Jesus Christ has a socialistic foundation, a socialistic message, and a socialistic ideal. Or in other
words, are there just and accurate reasons ,:for be.-. :,
lieving that the cause of Christ is essentiallyinimidaJ;:
APOSTLE JOHN W. RUSHTON.
to the economic and social" welfare of the people, '
as. many so-called socialists profess; or on the other
THE "RAISON D'ETRE."
hand, is socialism in principle opposed to the interThe words socialism, socialistic, and other cog- ests of Christianity, and, the impediment to the
- nates have bad reputations with many people. By establishment of the kingdom of God, as professed
the use of any one of these expressions it is easy by many so-called Christians? Is there any reason
to create nightmares and evil dreams in which the for believing that there exists a common ground of
blood-red flag of revolution waves threateningly, and agreement; a common inspiration to service, and a
the -fierce glare of the destroying fire lights up with common ideal to actualize, so far as the great forces
lurid glow the frenzied mob and the grim wreckage of labor on the one hand, and the great forces of
which takes up the foreground' of the terrifying religion on the other hand are concerned?
spectacle.
To answer these questions we must begin with
. As is usual, the majority of the public regulate
definitions, tedious, it is true, but necessary to our
their attitude towards any thing or person by the
task.
reputation· rather than by the actual value repreWe shall inquire, first, What is socialism? Let
sented ill principle and character. There is not any
cause which has aimed at the uplifting: of humanity; us allow those who cfaim to represent socialism to
either politkally, socially, or religiouf\ly, which, da~ have the privilege of. stating their own case, as we
in'g 'to ignore tradition and convention, has boldly should like to do if we were being examined.
Second" Is there any ,essential relationship between
proclaimed· its· :message, that has not .at once been
.
assailed as revolutionary and wicked. This was so socialism and .Christianity?
with the gentle Christ- and with the early apostles / Third, Is there any essetltial difference between
and every l.eader in religious i:eformation dowri to the objects and ideals of socialism and ChriStianity?
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Fourth, Wherein lies the difference between socialism and· Christianity?

needful things, and all the shops, markets, scales,
weights, and money used in selling or dividing need. ful things, shall be the property of (belong to), the
WHAT IS SOCIALISM?
Whole people (the nation).
To begjn with; regarding the nature of socialism,
"2. That the land, tools, machines, trains, rivers,
let us ·dispose of some of the foolish notions which shops, scales, money, and all other things belonging
are commonly held by -those who do not know or, to the people shall be worked, managed, divided, and
,who would misrepresent the case. Socialism does used by the whole in such way as the greater number
not mean pooling all the riches in the world and then of the whole people shall deem best."
Belfort Bax defines_socialism to mean: "The dishai•ing out to each individual his portion based upon
. a mathematical calculation. It does not mean coerc- rect aim of socialism to-day· is the transformation
.. ing every man to do the same kind of work for a of private ownership by individuals or syndicates of
given time regardless of adaptability or necessity. the means of production and exchange into their·
.It does not include the breaking up of the home and public ownership and control by the community at
the severing of domestic relationships in a uni- large." ·
versal orgy of free love. These are travesties and
Mr/ John Morley (now Lord Mofley), than whom
caricatures, which are used as.bogies to affright the there is not a finei· master of the English language .
timid and divert the. attention of the multitude.
in the world, says of socialism : "In general it has
~ It may be that there. are some who claim to be
for its ends the destruction of inequalities in -social
socialists who have held ideas which may be repre- conditions by eGonomic transformation."
sented in the above grotesque description, but it is
This then is the socialistic conception of socialno more just_ to say that such represents the "prin- ism and it may all be put in a nutshell. The transciple" of socialism, than to say that Henry the VIII mutation of the present state of living, in which the
represented the Christianity of the Episcopal "survival of the fittest" still insists that the weaker ·
Church, or that Brigham Young represented the shall inevitably go to the wall, into that state of
real message and mission of the Latter Day Saints living in which the love and intelligence of the race
or Joseph Smith.
will strike out that law of nature, "red in tooth and
The following quotatfons taken from the recog-. claw," and conduct its social and. economic affairs
nized leaders in the socialistic movement are what upon the law of universal brotherhood, in which win
justly claim our attention and should be accepted as be taken '.'from each according to his ability, to be
authoritative definitions of the term.
given to each according to his necessity."
When this is applied practically we, at once. dis~
Mr. Philip Snowden, M. B., says, "Socialism in
moral aspect is the development of the want of cover why socialism is rega1:ded .as •an ene,iny by so
equality." This is singularly familiar to Latter Day many whose vested interests. are menaced by the
Saints.· "All social and economic reform is included growth of the democratic intelligence and the devei~
in the propaganda of socialism." "Landlordism and opment of the socialistic pi·opagandar
capit.alism must be removed by socialism," and "so. It means that there shall be "taken out of the con·cialism proposes to regulate wealth by the moral trol of the private trader, company, syndicate, or
law." Again from Mr. Snowden, "Socialism, I de- trust the means by which all the wealth of the world
fine·as the organization of industry by society; the is produced; and they shall be controlled by the comsocial ownership of the land and the means of pro- munity at large, similarly to the civic contl:ol of
duction; those instruments of production to be con- tramways, gas and water, plants, wb.ich is ·in vogue
trolled by society for the purpose of producing things to-day in many towns or municipalities in Britain;
socially needed for social use."
'or the postal, telegraph, telephone, railways, and·
Robert Blachford, the editor of The Clarion, and other public utilities, under th_e control and manageauthor of-many works on social and economic ques- ment of the state, as in Britain and other countries ;
tions and one of the recognized leaders of the so- so that instead of the riches produced by these
c~alistic movement in Britain, says : "Here in plain means by the labor of the masses for the enrichment
words is the 'principle' or root idea on which all of the few, there shall be a more just distribution
socialists agree: That the country, and everything - of the produce to th,e benefit of the whole and not a
in the country, shall belong to the whole of the peo- few.
, .·
·
ple (nation), and ~hall be used by the people and for
' Socialism allege:=\ that in the comparatively small
the people. That principle or root idea of socialism ·class of people lu1own as landlords and capi~alist~
means two things:''
. ~
'
. . ' monopolizing
the means of production, as at the
"1. That the land and allthe mach_jnes 1 tools, and present, there is both a grave injustice and also
buffdfogs us~d in. making needfuf ~hhigs together_ a grave danger, for it insures the. already daligerwith all the canals, rivers, roads, railways, ships, ously rich becoming richer. every day and at ·the
and trains used in moving, :;\haring (distributing) - . same ·time the poverty .of the large mass of people

all
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becoming more intense and-severe. ~That this is not
WHAT WOULD JESUS DO?
a baseless fabrication it may be well to examine the
Is there anything contrary to "sound doctrine" or
following figures· and analyze the nie:.i.ning: "The to the communistic teaching of the New Testament
royal eommission ·which inquired into the conditions in thi~ hungering cry of the multitude?
of our aged pool\ reported that of the working classes
w·ould Christ'if he were with us to-day reject the
nearly one half of those who reach the. age of sixty- masses and their cause to ally himself with Mr.
five have no means of support. The average w~ge Rockefeller, for instance, and those represented by
of the manual worl~ers to-day, according to govern- such as he?
ment retu1•ns, and excluding the lowest paid workers,
Is there anything in this which is opposed to
such as agricultural labo1·ers, does not amount to the modern revelations of the divine will as con24 pence pei· week. In relation to the housing ac- tained in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants?
comodation .of the people, in spite of our enormous
.What is.so amazingly conspicuous, in my judgpower to produce the things we need, one third of
the populations are living in overcrowded conditions ment, is the marvelous accuracy with which the
illiterate man of the past generation has provided
where it is impossible for them to maintain the
for the very needs that are being voiced with tragedy
standard of health or efficiency."
and bitterness throughout the world and the provisRegarding the other end of the social scale, last
ion which has been made to meet the demand of
census the returns -disclosed the fact that there were
the present generation, a generation instinct with
_ 538,000 men -..vho returned themselves as being of
powers and influences that were not guessed at but
no occupation and living upon thefr incomes.
thirty years ago.
The i;eturns dealing with inland revenue show a
- continuous illc_rease in the wealth of a very small
CHRISTIANITY DEFINED.
section of the community, and during the last ten
It
will
be
seen
from what we have said so far,
year.s, according to this authority, the income of
that
the
vital
principles
of socialism are seltlessness,
about one million people assessed to income tax has
justice,
righteousness,
and
cooperation. Please obrisen by more than £200;000,000 per year. (That
serve
I
am
speaking
of
"soeialism
as an essential
means only one forty-fourth of the population has
enjoyed this increase of wealth and the rate is fabu- principle,'' and not the soci~listic· propaganda. The
lous ; and confessedly over one half do nothing for socialist may fail, nay must fail; but socialism will
abide for ever. It will abide because it is composed_
it.) Look, now, on the other side of the picture:
Yet, during that time, 1900-1905, according to of and exists only because of these principles which
the sfateme.nt made by the president of the board of are named. When these principles are applied to
trade fo:'thl:i House of Commons last December and th state or community, as a whole, then the ideal
since confirmed by the official return of the labor of socialism will lie realized and we shall have the
Department of the board of trade, in all of these collectivism of the socialist swallowed up .in the com~
years of unparalleled trade prosperity, at .a time munism of the Christ.
Is Christianity anything different to this? Can
when the income of a small section of .the population .
was increasing at the rate mentioned in these five a man be a Christian who refuses to live selflessly,
years, the wages of the working people were going justly, righteously, and unitedly?
Will the kingdom of God, which means the organdown.
This means that those who were producing the ization of humanity under the rule of God be anywealth were gradually getting less and less as their thing different to this? That in the whole"realm of
share of the produce for which they were responsi- that "golden age" will there be anything different
ble, and the small section of nonproducers were get- to selflessness, justice, righteousness, and coopera. tion?. If our Lord shall be any guide to the answer
ting more and more.
·
This unequal balance of power (richBs are power of this question then we may safely say,. No! All ··
and become wealth when applied to the wellbeing he did, all he asks you to do is, "To seek first the
of the community) is produced by the present system kingdom of God and his righteousness and all things
under which we live. Socialism therefore aims at· are yours."
the abolition of the landlord and the capitalist- as
ChriStianity itself can not exist unless the crisis
unnecessary middlemen, and proposes tnat this i_s reached, when the individual life as being lived ·
power represented in riches shall not be' apprbpriated for its own sal{e and benefit i~' abandoned; and in ..
by these parasites, but shall go 'fu Jhe people to b.e the spirit of an all-consuming love the individual
used by them in st~te and municipal organization, so interests are of value. only so far~ as they will_ conthat by bel1efiting the whole communlty the riches serve th~' iii'.terests of the Whole. . It 'f~ difficult to
shall become a power of -"wealth"--'-for the well-be- miike a' selecti6n of scdptures by which this'i~ mus-·
ing. of the people and not "illth" of, or _the ill-being trated, but the following will suffice:
.
of the people. ··
.
·'
"For none. of us liveth· unto ·himself and none of
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us dieth unto himself." The living and dying of the
individual life is of 116 count only so far as that living
and dying shall make for the benefit of others.
"Look every man not upon his own .things but
on the· things of others." It would be interesting
to hear Mr. Rockefeller preach a sermon from this
text. There certainly is a spirit abroad in the world
which looks upon the things of others and ·so magnetic is that look that it draws into the possession
of the looker whatever he fixes his eye upon. But
that is not the "looking" the apostle is speaking of.
In the next verse he reveals the principle in his
mind: "Let this mind be in you which was also
in Christ Jesus: who, being in the form of God,
counted it not a prize to be on an equality with God,
but emptied himself, for ye know the g-race of our
Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for
your sakes he became poor, that through his poverty
ye might become rich."
This is the ideal life he puts before the Corinthians for their emulation.
The highest reaches of spiritual ecstasy were attained by the apostle when in his testimony he could
say, "I live! Not I, but Christ which liveth in me."
See how he strains language to the utmost in
his description of the work he is doing for his Lord
and the people whom he serves.
"I now rejoice in my sufferings, and fill up that
which is behind of the afflictions of Christ in my
flesh for his body's sake, which is the church."
The resistless dynamic of the Christian life is
"love" and we are told, "Love seeketh not her own."
..The. only language which can articulate love is
''.self~sacrifice."

If we shall put first things first, then beyond all
question the first essential of a Christian life individually or collectively is selflessness.
JUSTICE.

Justice was regarded even in the days of stern
Judaism, as one of the essentials of a life which
God would recognize as being "good."
Ages ago the prophet Micah declared the standard
of right to the almost derelict race of Jews as follows: "He hath showed thee what is good, 0 man;
and what doth the Lord require of. thee but to do
justly, to 1ove mercy and to humble thyself to walk
with God."
The unjust steward was .made by our Lord the
standing example ·Of the fate which will overtake
the man who is «without justice, whether as the
"oppressor of the hireling in his wages'' or of the
poor; and, also :of the guilty laborer ,,v;ho 1.mjrnitly
took what he had not earned.
1•
The principle of eternal judgment, as revealed by
Jesus Chris.t, shows how inseparably justice is con-

nected with Christianity : and, he was careful to
emphasize that, "every man shall-be judged and rew&rded according to his works."
Our eternal· destiny is the result of the way we
·treat the truth in this life and none must expect to
reap what they have not sown, nor to escape the
harvest of that sowing whether good or ill.
There never was a more flagrant misrepresenta~
tion of the Christianity of Christ than to allege it
simply proposes to compensate the injustice of fate
by a system of rewards hereafter. As Bax says of
socialism so we say of Christianity:
"Almsgiving (charity) , whether good or bad, right or
wrong', under existing conditions not only is not
Christianity but has nothing to do with Christian-

ity."
RIGHTEOUSNESS.

Surely there can be no question as the place of
righteousness as one of the essential principles in
the gospel revealed by Christ. It was to vindicate
the righteousness of God that he devoted his life
and to which all his powers were applied. His triumph over death and evil is directly the· result of
his fidelity to the divine rule of right. He began his
teaching with the message, "Seek first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness and all these things
shall be added."
The Pauline conception of the value of the message of Christ, as revealed in the letter to the Ro-, ,
mans, is very significant.
"I am not ashamE;d, of the, .gospel of: God ; it )s
God's power which is, at',.wor.lc, for the. salvation of
eveiyone who believes-the Jew first and then the
Gentile. For in the good news a righteousness which
comes from God is being revealed, depending on
faith and tending to produce faith, as the scripture
has it, the righteous man shall live by faith. For
God's anger is being revealed from heaven against
all impiety and against the iniquity of men who
through iniquity suppress the truth." -Romans 1:
16-18, Weymouth's Modern Translation.
If this language has meaning at all, it certainly
shows that the message of the Christ reveals the
divine standard of right. And further; that salvation, individually and collectively, is predicted
upon our sincere adoption of that standard of right. eotJsness and faithful application of it to the individual and coUective life of the race. The whole
duty of, man accorc1~ng to Christ is therefore to seek
the organization. of hu111an society according tqthe
rule of God in right-doing; and then these inherit
all things needful to a complete and happy life here,
as well as hereafter. Surely this will be the kingdom of God, for God will reign when men will do
right.
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CO-OPERATION.

Generally speaking, this means that state of ·collective life in which all are laboring together for the
accomplishment of the common ends to the common
welfare. Or to quote an aphorism: "From each
according to his ability for the good of all, to all
according to their needs.'' Again it means the repudiation of the "law of the struggle for existence," in
which the "survival of the fittest" is guaranteed
·as surely as the crowding out of the unfit is assured
by this law of nature, "red in tooth and claw.'' That
thJs is the peculiar attraction of Christianity is too
well known to need stating. Nietzsche, the gifted
writer of a German philosophy, which urges ~he
rejection of .Christianity for the reason that Christianity holds out hope for those whom nature has
condemned; and therefore Christianity, he argued,
is unnatural. This despairing pessimism pressed so
heavily -upon Nietzsche himself that his sensitive
framework broke down and ·he died in an asylum
but a few years ago. When you get the principles
underlying the outstanding doctrines of the Christian religion of atonement, regeneratfon, and· salvation, it is discovered that in atonement the .strongest
, sacrificially identifies himself with the poorest and
the weakest and· from under burden "he makes intercession." By this process of a divine love he lifts
them in regeneration up to a new life, and so, the ·
baptism of repentance is a turning away from the
old life; and, the baptism in the Spirit is the introtluction of the· nature-condemned individual into a
new life of power and victory; in which the whole
fuaii or"b8d~;· so'ul;',andrfspirit 1lfl adjusted to proper
relations' and';pr91lucilng ''adcording to the divinely
appointed intent. , This is the cooperation that Christfanity calls for: "The Son of Man came to save
that which .is lost"; "Ye that are strong bear the
burdens of the weak" ; and, "We are laborers together with God."
The entire range of Christ's mission and the sublhlie heights of the ideal set before his followe:i·s,
is gathered up in the word altridsm. And the altruistic principle can only find expression in cooperation" in which, once again we say it, each is for all
and all for each.
SOCIALISM AND CHRISTIANITY.

It is clear, then, that socialism pure and simple
embraces the same ro~t principles as Christianity
pur~ and simple. It is apparent, therefore, that to
speak of socialism and Christiarlity, by wh1ch is
suggested disparity, if ncit oppositidn;<is a ihistake 1;
as' much so as to speak of science';and lchristianity.
Science is the measure of man's ability to discover
the laws of being by his own intelligence; religion
is the measure of God's revealment to humanity; and
Christianity or socialism therefore represents that
state of life -collectively under the laws of truth
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discovered and revealed in faithful obedience and
application thereto.
WHAT ARE 'fHE IDEALS OF SOCIALISM AND
CHRISTIANITY; AND ARE THEY
IDENTICAL?

Socialism says, First of all dev~lop the democratic
intelligence and cultivate the collective conscience.
While some of. the noisy and blatant. methods by.
which these-ends are being sought by the more mili-·
tant section of the so-called socialists are very distasteful ; yet it is not improbable .that such methods
may serve a good purpose in awakening the multitude; for it has been said with more pungency than
elegance, "It is no use trying to tickle an elephant
with a straw, you must use a scaffolding pole."
That this is precisely what our Lord made his
first business, no serious- Bible student wi~l deny.
The revelation of the divine through Jesus Christ
was to awaken the conscience of a man and then to
educate him. "Come unto me all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my
yoke upon you and learn of me; for I am meek and
lowly iri' heart: and ye shall find rest to your souls."
The Pauline understanding of the method of proselyting was certainly this as expressed in Collosians,
for instance, "Christ in you, the.hope of glory: whom
we preach, warning every man, and teaching every
man in all wisdom that we may present every man
perfect in Christ Jes us." One mistake many Christian people make is that they read into the Christian
philosophy another life and another world, abandoning this life and world to the selfishness' of inan
and the power of evil in the expectatfo'tl ':of; sbme~
thing beyond the bounds of time and space.
IGNORANCE AND LEGISLATION.

Ignorance is always a danger, a man without conscience not only purchasable by the highest bidder,
but a· professional traitor to every cause; and thus
his irnscrupulosity is a menace to the public weal
everywhere. '
Socialism and Christianity are therefore agreed ·
that man's future destiny depends upon his first being awakened to a sense of his responsibility; and
then he shall be taught that all true government,
whether of moral, political, commercial, or social
forces, must be by the people for the good of the
people. Legislation is not the cause of morality but ·
the reflection of the moral, social;· and commercial
intelligence crystalized into a code of laws enforced
by the weight of public opinion; expressed by t.he
maj.ority vdte. ·1,we shall see then that·in proportion
as mankind shall rise in the scale of'intelligeil:ee and
righteousness, the "voice of the people shall be _the
voic\:) of God.''
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they shall adopt the code of socialistic humanism,
and love justice, righteousness, and in the spirit of
selflessness each with . each cooperate in labor; so
shall i,ill "the kingdoms of this world · become the
kingdoms of our God and hiS Christ."
·
·
JOHN W. RUSHTON.

Another ideal in_ the attempt to realize which socialism an_d Christianity find themselves at one is, a
day that shall come when all men shall .be equal.
Not equal in stature, weight, color, same contour of
nose-or face, nor equal in ability, taste, or character.
(To.be continued.)
Not equal in that all shall live in the same kind of
. houses, have the same kind and amount of furniture,
and the same aµ10unt of garden, arid- produce-'the
same kind of produce. No, no, but the spirit of equalEDITED BY FRANCES.
ity in which there shall be recognized, universally, inAdvisory
Board, Daµghters of Zion.
dividual rights, but ih conjunction with equal opporMrs.
B.
C.
Smith,
president,
214 South Spring street, Inde._ -•tunity for every rrian to develop to pedection the
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lalatent power of his personality. and so -make the mo1ti,
Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
world the richer in the accumulation of genius, intel-· avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M: E. Hulmes, treas-

Mothers' Home Column

ligence, and labor. Then every man shall have his

just pdvilege of enjoying an equal share in the
-produce of either genius, brain, or muscle, according
to his needs.
.
That no longer shall it be possible for the out~
rageous piracy so characteristic of modern commerce, to appropriate another's invention; or to
victimize the poor man of genius; or to exploit the
gift and intelligence of a man to increase the riches
of the capitalist without just recompense fo both the
individual and the community, from whom and to
whom the individual genius is exetcised. That no
fonger will the poor man be cursed for his poverty
only, but that each and all using the power of mind
or strength.of muscle in the production of his best
for the benefit of the whole, shall also themselves
be guaranteed ample sufficiency to supply every reasonable need. But the day shall dawn when every
111an.. shall "live"; and the world to-day with its
superabundance of supplies minister to every man's
necessity and delight; when pain, sorrow, poverty;
and- tragedy shall no more defile the ea:rth, but as
the habitatiOn of the divine the whole earth shall
burst out into spontaneous doxologies of peace and
joy expressed in holy and brotherly activities. Then
shall the dream of the poet be crystalized in actuality, "Out of Zion the beauty of the Lord our God
Hath shined." Then shall the socialistic prayer of
the Christ which he taught his disciples to pray be
fully answered : "Thy kingdom come !" · And be
the day far or near, come when it will and how it
·will, at once and for ever it will he the realization
of the dream of socialism and the complete fulfillment of the glowing prophecies and visions of our
Christian philosophy.
We conclude, then, that the ideal of socialism for
all practical purposes is identical with the id'eal of
Christ for humanity._ The terms of expression may
-not lfo the same, but the heart and soul throbbing at
the center is unmistakably one. Whether men shall
accept the formiila of Jes us and "Seek first the
_kingdom of God arid his righte~usness," or whether

- urer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, -Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
Afterward•.
It was a tale of scarcely more than four pages. It appeared

in the columns of a magazine which the editorial taste may
prefer me to identify under the gauze veil of a footnote.*
Who has_ measured the invisible edition which multiplies
the "estimated circulation" of a great thing? I believ~ that
the subtle power of an ethical value whose importance :f'ew ·
of us un_derstand will already have taken the little story,- arid
will have begun to express through it, silently, the evangel
which I may make a mistake in trying to put into words.
It was but a few months ago that Ian Maclaren published
"Afterwards." I am not afraid to prophesy that it will be
read and loved for a generation of years.
I do not always "follow" the new writers, and know nothing
of the author of Beside the Bonny Briai· Btish·;' but it h~p
pened, as it ofter! does iri such mattei's, that the ·m'eie 'motive
of personal curiosity led me to riotice the story. Up~n the
pages of my own note-book, - Afterwards had long stood in
the limbo of titles waiting for their sto1'ies. It so happened,_
.indeed, that I had planned to treat· a situation not altogether
apart from the events of this. What noble_ uses we servants
of the pen may make of "the stories which. I did not write"! ·
The long breath of relief that one did not attempt a fine
thing so much more poorly than another has achieved it; the
grateful glow which appreciates how much better some one
else has done it; even the gentle, human sigh that wishes one
had done it->-all melt into the fervor of admiration for a
beautiful thing unapproachably done.
i have called "Afterwards" a great story, and have no
fear that I shall be called upon to retract the adjective.
.
The plot-but there is no plot. The desc1iption-but we
do not remember any. The fine writing-where is it? But the characterization is a mirror of dazzling veracity an·d
intensity. And the rnotif is a chatiot of holy fire.
_
The.story is elemental, not complex; it deals with one or•the
great situations too common in human life, and touches~this
with the simplicity ·and pathos that sometimes give immortality to an unconscious stroke of the pen.
Do we not all remember some remote sketch, some intaglio
carved by a delicate hand a quarter or a half a century ·~go,
forgotten by the many, but remembered by the few who lmew_
the less obtrusive precious stories. building into· the walls of the literature that formed our youth? Among such I_ recall_

*McClure's Magaz·ine, April, 1895-:
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a little:book-a very. little book-entitled,· Be Kind to Your It is a tragedy unmit!g11,ted; but tragedy_ with which no easy
Sister. Fancy it!. That was the fashion of the day. What optimist can quarrel.· - 'l'he shallowest dancer through life
a title for a real piece of good work, a vivid and strong. would no~ even pirouette to protest agafnst this terribly proba·
appeal to.the deepest"·foi·ce in human society-family tender- ble, piteous',:";Sman tale.
We read ·:t'fh our heart-strings snap, and then we ·read ·
ness I I think the little sister was struck by an a,ccident, in
a fit of_ temper. I know there was a stone or a push, and a · again. In this delicate etching· of home and love and simple
brook, "and death, and remorse enough to break the heart of a wifely tenderness and celestial wifely trust, of too natu.ral
child reader,- a~d to .haunt the' conscience and warn. the im- masculine neglect and selfishness such as break ·the hearts of '
pulses of a woman for the rest of her days. And I know thousands of woinen who never open their dumb lips to say
that I was but one of thousands of people to whom that tiny so, we find a verisimilitude so scathingly of nature that we
tale became immortal, for no othei·' reason in this world than forget it to be art. The story reads more like Oiography than
because it took hold with literary quality and dignity of one fiction, or like the diary of some remorseful man, or as if it
of the pure and tender and everlasting elements of human life; · were made of pages cut from family records, and, by accibecause it touched j;he sacredness of common ties, arid the dent, cast under a stranger's .eye. We read and sigh, our
possibilities of their blaspliemy among people who loved each consciences meanwhile excusing, or else accusing, one another.
other.
The mind leaps inevitably to that personal paraphrase of the
"Afterwards," as everybody remembers who has read it, is tale which is the surest criterion of its plausibility and mo].'al
the sto1'y of an English banister with the inevitable seat in mission.
the House irritating his ambition, and a family of two in his
Suppose that one of these terrible possibilities which await
home.
all human separations should befall us? Could any of the
Trevor -is a busy man with a· quiet wife. The frequent fate woeful chances of life expose her who is dearest to me to
of busy men and quiet wives falls upon the twain. They anguish and to solitude like that? Alas! could I leave in the
drift apaTt-for his sake. There are charming vacations (h!J soul of him who is nearest to me so sweet, so uncomplaining,
is overworked)-all for him. Jle goes; she stays-for his so divine a wraith as that?
sake. He is the petted guest of fashionable ladies, who feed
I call the story an evangel, and the more I study it the
him with honeyed phrases that men confidingly roll under their surer I grow that I have the name for it. It is a gospel, pure
tongues, with no moi·e suspicion that they are being duped and simple--a gospel of maTriage and of home.
than a lap-dog has that he i,s taking homooopathic medicine in
Nor do I hesitate at the words because of the tragedy. I
.. the form of sac lac tablets.
am so sure that the reading of "Afterwards" will prevent
- "'Wliting letters-home, of course, to that idolized wife. tragedy in hundreds of the homes which it will enter that I
It is beautiful, and you are an example to us all; but Mrs. regard its mission as wholly beneficent.
Trevor will excuse descriptions of. scenery; she knows you
It will be impossible for a sensitive man to read this
are enjoying yourself.' "
. story and ever again inflict upon his \vife the miseries so
"'We have quite a grudge against Mrs. Trevor, because she common in women's lives; impossible to offer neglect when he
never will come with her husband; th.ere is some beautiful . might give devotio111 to forget when he should remember; to
be cold when he could be tender. H;e never can say, "I did
child who monopolizes her.' '"
(Aside) "'Mi:s.
Trevor
is
a
hopelessly
quiet
person,
what
not
kp.ow how women feel about such things. I have never
1
is'' called "a, good wife,".yol1 know.'" ·"
thought or understood." He has had his lesson and his
"He,rece!'ved the telegi'ain in a gf!rden when he was gazing warning,
on a vision of blue, .set in the fronds of a palm. . . .'' .
It will be impossible for any once loving woman, in whom
" 'You look so utterly satisfied,' said his· hostess, in the self-indulgence has got the better of her tendernesk, afte!•
high; clear voice of English women, 'that I know you are tast- hearing this tale, to take her too dearly bought ease at the
ing the luxury of a contrast. -. . imagine London, and Cannes expense of one of those unrecognized angels who walk this
is paradise.'
earth under the name of "kind husbands"-one of those plain,
"As he smiJed assent in the grateful laziness of a hard- patient, self-effacing men who make of themselves galleyworked man, his mind was stung with the remembrance of a slaves at the oars of life to provide some little creatures,
young wife swathed in the dreary fog, who, above all things, some butterfly nature, with luxurii>us separation from home
loved the open air and the shfning of the sun."
and its demands. One such woman I knew, who received thi·ee
"Had he belittled his wife, with her wealth of sacrifice and telegrams from a sick husband, overcome at his office work.by
- delicate nature, beside women in spectaC!es who wrote on the the midsummer heat in Philadelphia, before she could be-inbondage of marriage, and leaders of fashion who could talk duced to leave her hotel piazza chair, where she lolled in the
of everything, from horse-raciri'g to palmistry?"
sea-breeze, and go to him.
·
"'A telegram.' It was the shattering of a dream."
This English story has pecmliar meanings of its own for
-"An hour later Trevor was in the Paris express, and for American readers. What is called the annual divorce of our
thirty hours he prayed one petition, that she might live till he watering-place life has taken grave hold upon American
families, and the end of· its consequences is not yet. Our wives
arrived.''
" 'Tell you. everything? That is what I am trying to do. are learning to be happy without their husbands, and our
.•. No, she did not speak much, for we enjoined silence and husbands are exposed to the discomforts and temptations of
rest as the only chance; but she had your photog'l'aph on her homele-ss summers without their wives. We au· know cases
pillow, and some flowers you had sent. They were withered, where the head of the family seems to be abandoned in the
and the nurse removed them when she was.sleeping; but she summer as heartlessly as the family cat. ·
Our clubs are mowing heavy swaths among neglected or
misse.d them, and we had to put them in her ·hands. "My
deserted homes. Our hysteria for traveling is breaking up
hu~bahd was so thoughtful.'''"
·
"'Well, if you insist. Expecting a letter . . . yes . . . let the home habit, which is t!ie essetice of domestic happiness.
me recollect. . . . It can't. be helped now, and yqu ought not Doctor Parkhu'l,'!lii, when asked \vhat he tho\lght- the chief
_to.vex yourself; _but I believe a letter would have done more dange1' now threat<ining American life, replied, "The decac
deuce of the home Jdea.'' The expert philanthropists who
for her than--' "
D_id I call the .story a mirror? Rathei", a Claude Lorraine. . are engaged in the crusades against divorce give -us. some
- All its beautiful outlines and soft tints are rnflectffd. in black. alarming facts and figures. We need nothing'. so much as
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invigoration of .the tie between husband and wife, J:ietween
iettei~
parent and child, between home and h~mrt. -Ian Maclaren's
story is an apotheosis of all that is sacred and sweet in the
SOUTH AUBURN, NEBRASKA, December 18, 1909.
marriage obligation. The beauty and benediction of the home
Editoi·s Herald: After the close of otir distiict,conference
relations thrill before us for a moment, only to tremble into which convened September 26, at Wilber, Nebraska, '1 came
.. t)1e blackness of remorse which their violation involves. For, to DeWitt, and visited with loved ones near that place for a
as the f;n:ewell words· of "Afterwards" have exquisitely told few days. Leaving home on O,ctober 7, I hied.away.to Swan·•us, "we neglect our dearest, not because we do not love, but ton, where I had effected a new opening and baptized. some
because we do not imagine."
,
five people. Upon reaching there, however, I found that
. I like to call this little tale an evangel for this still further prejudice was very strong, and that it was not on the part
reason: that I 'believe it to be the promise of things good and of wisdom to hold any services there at tlte present time, so
delicate to come in the wl'iting of our day.
after instructing the few Saints along the line of their duty,
What is called decadent writing has tainted the air in the -1 left Swanton on the 12th for Stoddard, Nebraska.
process of its dissolution long enough. It is not too much to
My oldest sister resided near that place and during my
believe _that its gTave is ready. Decent genius or -cleanly stay there I baptized her little girl. While there I received
-talent, too long accustomed to see its work out of the fashion, a lettei· from our missionary in charge, Elder J. R. Sutton,
if not out of the markets, may take heart and believe that asking me to meet Elder C. W. Prett0nan and himself at
tainted meat is not the only food which the palate of our day Franklin. Upon· arriving at the last named place, I was met
demands. It 'has too long- been a fact perfectly understood by the brethren above mentioned,. who were bo·arding· the
in "the trade" that a story must nowadays be a little wicked train for the West, and after a short consultation it was
to have the largest sale. I read last week the statement, decided that I should go with Brother Prettyman to ·Imperial.
made on what ought to be unimpeachable authority, that one We arrived at the latter place on the day following about
firm of New York publishers ·has been in the habit of paying noon, and were met at the depot ·by Bro. Ira Goddard, and
a reader ten thousand dollars a year for the express purpose after a ride of about twelve miles·we found ourselves seated
of seeing to it that manuscripts accepted by that house should in his genial home. Here we found Elder J. F. Grimes holdcome just within-never, imprudently, just without-the line ing the gospel banner aloft, preaching to good sized audiences.
of legalized indecency; but that the proportion of foulness We had continued but a short time when Brother Prettyman
should be mixed as the early Arabians made their first expe- was called away. Brother Grimes. and I continued our effo~·ts
at that place, and on the 27th the writer baptized a fine young ..
1iments in coffee, "as strong as they might suffer."
A reputable publisher, fully in position to know whereof he lady, Miss Arie Goddard, who we trust will prove a credit to
speaks, told me, within a month, that a moral earthquake had the work. We left Brother Goddard's on the 29th and drove
recently happened in the world of letters.. I replied that I to 0. D. Pierce's, a distance of thirteen miles. After holding
meetings a short time at Lamar, I started for home, and on
had heard no roar and seen no cataclysm.
"The upheaval has been entirely silent," he answered; "it is arriving there found some things that needed my immediate
not discurned. But it has absolutely occurred. Publishers and attention.
I Jeel indebted to Brethren Grimes and Prettyman, who
editors understand it perfectly. The day of bad books has
seemed willing and ready to help at all times, and tci,
gone by."
-If this be true-and what more likely?-we do not even encourage the young missionary. ,May the goo'd Fathei' l>f
need to pray, God speed the day! Moral goodness, in its all reward them is my ptayer. l' organized a Sunday school
at that place about a month ago and it seems to be prospering
VfffY essence; is swifter and more ab!e than evil, and, once
giyen a ·fair start, will win the race. Whatsoever things are at present under the skillful management of Sr. Etta Ellspure are dearer than the deadly or the doubtful to the Eng- worth, at whose genial home I am at present located. I
expect to join Brother Prettyma'!l in the western part of the·
lish and Ame1~ican nature.
State in the near future. I will close by asking your prayers·
One may venture to prophesy a time quite near at hand in
that I may prove faithful.
which the sacredness and the love of home and "all that is
Your brother in gospel bonds,
therein" shall be the gate of pearl through which our new
ROBERT E. BURGESS.
literary art shall be entered. "And the gates of it shall hot
be shut."
EASTERN MAINE, December 15, 1909.
Ian Maclaren may have beeil one of the unconscious foreEditorn Herald: I felt compelled to break the silence and i·unners of a noble moral revolution. And there may be an write to those who are interested in the Eastern. Maine DisAfterwards when he will be permitted to look back upon this trict that we are alive and that God is remembering us. Durstrong, pure little story as one of the delicate honors which ing the past three years there have been about forty additions
fate sometimes reserves for those who are greater than the to the Jonesport Branch, most of them at Jonesport. The
fashion of their day, and privileged to see their moral inde- human agents used a1·e Brn. R. Bullard, J. C.- Foss, S. F.
pendence recognized in literary form at the time when t~e Cushman, and U. W. Greene. Supplementing the m~ssionary
woi·ld had need of it and them.-Elizabeth Stuart Phelps m force, we have a squad of local workers .who are rehable and.
McClure's Magazine, September, 1895.
faithful. When I came here about two and a half -years ago,
the work was being carried on practically by a i'ew faithful
sisters, and Bro. Leman Woodward, who was branch p1:esiAll You Can.
dent, pri!Jst, teacher, deacon, etc. We needed men to carry
on the work, so we commenced_ to ask the Lord for men.,.
Do all the good you can.
We kept up the cry 1 for men. 'rhey began shortly afterBy all the means you can,
wards to drop into the ranks by baptism till we have four_{ .
In all the ways you can,
teen new, fun-grown fellows; who mean business. They are _all
Jn
all
the
places
you
can,
:a!·
f";
.,
At all-the times you can, , ,1.·:
very much alive.
'
-'
Brother Greene came to us November 14 and stayed four
To all the people you can,
t?.:::r
weeks,
preached
thirty
times,
baptize?
-twenty,
ordaine~
a
As long ·as ever you can.
!"'- r·
teacher ana a deacon, and left us with a: fully orgamze~ , .
-John
Wesley.
J.:~::.f1ff
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b1·anch.. Our congregations were large, the' interest fine, the
convictioi1 deep. Notice the addition of twenty in thirty days.
The end is .not yet. Others are at the door waiting to make
' proper adjustments. The truth and Spirit and preacher have
each done their work.
Brother Greene had great advantage over o_M;iers in being so
well acquainted with everybody. He got ir...r/i'the .homes and
hearts· of the people without an introducti\Ji;,;" He has practically grown up among them.
After Brother Greene was gone, a birthday gathering was
suddenly hatched, and it1- as did one a year ago, resulted in so
many cakes and dollars to me, that I am studying up a plan
to get more birthdays. Who lmows how to do it? I'll pay
postage, yes, and a bonus too. I mean for the one best plan.
I'll venture the assertion that if all the branches are sending for church publications as this one has for the pa.st year,
our publishing house will soon be .paid for.
We have a thriving Religio and Sunday school under the
efficient management of Sr. E. M. Walker. Both have grown
so that readjustment to present demands must soon be made.
A church history class will soon be organized.
~ As Bishop's ,agent I want to say to the Saints of this district, send in your tithing quick, for this year is nearly up.
S. F. CUSHMAN.
MOSLEYS JUNCTION, VIRGINIA, December 16, 1909.
Editors Herald: My sister and I arf', the only members of
the church within twenty-five miles of here, at Richmond, Virgmm. I was baptized by Elder Goodrich__ twelve years ago.
I know the work is true and I am doing all I can to help the
work along in this place. I think there could be good done
here if an elder would come oftener. It is rather discouraging for one person to try to do much alone in a place like this,
but I hope I will be able to do more in the future:· I believe
there is a work here for me to do, and I know that I have
been blessed in the past and I ask the prayers of the Saints
that I may be strengthened in the work.
·'·
· ·
Your brother in the faith,
'" • ;;. .,.,.
. '·
·''
WILLIAM TOPMAN.
.,1;

PORUM, OKLAHOMA, December 10, 1909.
Editors Hemld: We have just left the quiet little town of
Grannis; Arkansas, the scene of the recent conflict between
Elder J. F. Curtis, of the Reorganized Church, and Ben M.
Bogard, the champion debater of the Missionary Baptist
Church, of Arkansas. To say the people were stirred would
be putting it mildly. There was intense interest manifested
from the beginning. The p1·opositions were the usual church
propositions, each. affirming his church to be in harmony with
the New Testament scriptures, in origin, organization, doctrine, and practice.
Our proposition came-first. Brother Curtis showed in an
able way how the church or kingdom had its beginning with
John the Baptist, aud was organized by Christ. How the
· different:officei's were set in the church for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, until we all
come into the unity of the faith; and wherever the church is
to-day it must agree with the -one set up by Jesus Christ in
organic structure, faith, and practice; and if there was a succession of one officer, there must of a necessity be a succession
of all.
Bogard took the position that the apostolic office ceased·
with. the last witnesses of the resurrection; that one must be
a witness of the resurrection before he could be an apostl<l,
lJSing Acts 1: 22: '.'Must one be ordained to be a witness
with us pf his resurrection?"_ His position was that in order
for.one to be ordained, he must first be ih possession of this
knowledge.
--_--·J
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Brother Curtis showed that they were ordained to be a
witness, not because they·were a witness, and challenged him
to show-where. Judas ev:er saw Chdst after the resurrection,
showirig clearly that Judas was an apostle without this knowledge. (Matthew 10:,2-4.) Also no record of where Barnabas
was a witness of the resurrection (Acts 13: 2, 3) prior to his·
being ordained an apostle. Brother Curtis also showed that
there was to be a great apostasy or falling away, a complete
abrogatioJi' of authority for a period of twelve hundred and
sixty yea.J prior to the secop.d coming of Christ. (Revelation
12: 1-6; 2 Thessalonians 2: 3; Daniel 7: 25.) That the Saints would be worn out and overcome (Daniel 7: 21; 8: 24; Revelation 13: 7-15), that "as many as would not worship the
image of the beast should be killed."
Bogard's main play was on Ephesians 3: 21 and Matthew
28: 19, 20. Be glory in the church throughout all ages, "and
Io, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the .world."
Brother Curtis showed conclusively that this is true where
they "observe all things whatsoever I have commanded," but
that they ceased to obrnrve all things, hence the falling away,
as Paul predicted in 2 Timothy 4: 1-4: "For the time will
come when they"- will not endure sound doctrine; and they
shall turn away their ears from the truth."
Bogard made a savage attack upon the martyr's _character
and used the Utah witnesses to show that he "practiced
polygamy. Every witness he introduced was impeached and
.the women which testified to being sealed to him were shown
to be "sports in n"est hiding," according to Judge Phillips'
decision of the United States Court in the Temple Lot Suit.
His next attack was on J;he Book of Mormon. He gave garbled
statements from seven different editions, but did not -prove
anything out of harmony With the Bible. Having met defeat
here he next paid his respects to the war revelation. He first
read it and left out thirteen words, changed six, and added
one, and this was the way he had it in his printed article
against us. When this was shown up it killed the force of
his argument largely. The people could see him in his true
·light. Brother Curtis showed the prophecy to have been
literally fulfilled by history and subsequent events.
In the first speech of· his affirmation he continued his attack
on the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants; showing'
that he was not satisfied in his effo_rts to refute our position.·
His efforts were very weak indeed in trying to establish his
church. In fact he did all he could to evade the question and
to keep Brother Curtis off of his doctrine, but· his efforts were
futile. He was shown up in good style by the discipline or
manual by Hiscox, designed for use in all Baptist churches,
and accepted by them. Also a chart was used which showed
their defects in organization, doctrine and j:n;actice, and spir-,
itual gifts. His most stubborn fight was made to prove salvation by grace without works; and once in grace, always in
grace; and an unb~·oken line of succession from the days of
Christ to the present time. He introduced a new line that
he had used in several debates with the Campbellites and
others, but none had as yet broken it. But it, too, fell before
the light of true investigation, and was traced .back to the
reorganized church. So his cherished .bubble bursted before
the light of truth and facts of history. The debate ended with
. a good feeling. an_d many friends were made for the truth.
There were frequent outbursts of applause duriug Brother
Curtis' closing speech. Many outsiders complimented him on
his manly· deportment and his defense of the truth.
- The Saints at Grannis did their pai't nobly in caring for
the visiting Saints. No sacrifice seemed too great fo~\ them
to make in order that-all rriight be ca,red ior comfortably, an:d
we believe the work at that place will receive new life if the
Saints will do their work faithfully. 'May the Lord strengthen
and bless his covenant childreii everywhere is my prayei:,
JESSE M. SIMMONS;
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FAYETTE_CITY, PENNSYLVJ,1.NIA, Dcceihber 13, 1909.

Dea1• Herald: The Pittsburg District embraces the branches

fa;mily on a farm near Steubenville. Past hospitality is not
SQOU forgotten and while not as convenient as when in Wheel- ·
iug, the elders will soon find the home, where the latchstring
is always out, and a hearty welcome always in.
Glen Easton.-They say down in Arkanims they have such
steep hills that the hogs are trained. Every hog has a slit
cut in his ear, and when .he is at the top of the hill and wants
to go down, he slips his hind leg in the hole in his ea1; and
rough locks himself. , The Glen Easton Saints have the West·
Virginia ridges to overcome, but they have steadily subjugated them and year after year they have ·compelled them
to .bring forth the good things of Joseph's land, that which
is on top, and· that which coucheth beneath, for the Lord hid
· away in those everlasting hills precious oil, and some of the
Saints are receiving the benefit of God's goodness and care.
Bro. Joseph Dobbs has lately taken unto himself a wife. He
is one of the young men who are standing by the church,
and the Lord has a work for him to do, as he is progressive
· and teachable.
C.' ED MILLER.
72 Miller Street, PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA .

of Fayette CitY' and: Pittsbui·g, Pennsylvania-; Steubenville,
Ohio; Wheeling and Glen Easton, West Virginia. I will give
a condensec! sketch of late happenings in .the district.
. · Fayette City.-The president of the branch, James Raisbeck, has moved his family to Pittsburg, leaving· the branch
without a presiding officer, and Br9. Samuel Winship's name
will be presented Tuesday evening for ordination to the office
of elder. ··Brother Samuel is a man who can be relied on and
will steady the. work here. Brother Raisbeck and· family ar(l
. missed by the Saints here, but we are pleased to have them in
Pittsburg. The branch has suffered anothe1' loss· in the departure for the better world of Sister Ashton, who died November 8 of consumption. She had been failing for a year. She
leaves a.husband and six children, four of whom are married.
Sister Ashton was a consiste.nt Latter Day Saint, had a bright
mind and a good heart. She has earned a rest in God's para· dise. Her hu_sband, affectionately known as Teddy, while not
. a member of the church, is in sympathy with it, and had the
services conducted by the Saints. Bi·o. Richard Baldwin
officiated before a large gathei'ing of friends.
Monongahela City, Pennsylvania.-This place is located a
few miles from Fayette City. A branch will be organized there
on Wednesday evening with a membership of about twentyfive. Bro, Ebenezer Curry, lately ordained to the office of
elder, will act as president, and the Saints can congratulate
themselves on having him for their pastor.
Pittsbul'g,.:_This branch is·the mother o~ some of the other
congregations in the district, and on tlie first of th·e year we
are going to celebrate our forty-eighth anniversary ·as a
branch. We are gathering all the photos of old timers we
can get and will have them for the occasion. We have the
minutes of the meeting when the branch was organized, April
7, 1861. Several baptisms have taken place l~tely and the
work is in good condition. The church building is up for sale,
as we desire to build in the suburbs where the Saints can
gather around the church. We had a rally day the first of
the month, Bro. G. T. Griffiths being with us, and it was an
event that will not soon be forgotten. A number who had
n~f been with· us for some time we1'e thei·e and a beautiful
spfrit of brotherhood was over the meeting when we sang,
."Blest be the tie that binds."
Steubenville.-This is .the home branch of our very able
missioiiary in Wales, Rees T. Jenkins. The meetings are
· held· in the home of Bro. George Pace, where a room is fitt:ld
.. up for .church purposes. The branch numbers about thirty,
·
• but for the size of it they have been more able in the priest··; hood than any place I know of.
.,\ ·
Wheeling.-Eight or ten have been baptized lately among
the young people. The Sunday school is .doing a fine work
. under the able superintendency of Bro. Q. L. Martin and his
associates. Brother Martin is the president of the branch.
He was lately attacked with a stroke of paralysis, but is
recovering. Ris many friends are much concerned regarding
his ·future, as he is an earnest worker, and we hope for the
good of the work that he will recover ... A supper given for
the purpose of raising funds to make some . improvements
around the church netted over one hundred dollai•s, which
. ·gives evidence of the energy.of the .Saints in a good cause and·
.a good $upper. Some mouths ago the writer had the· pleasure
of uniting in marriage Bro. Myron E. Thomas and Sr.
~ Althea Hulmes. Brother Myron was known as the boy
preacher and ·has labored as a missionary, He, later was a
student•of Graceland College, and is now one of the officers
of·. the branch. He is au able young man_ and will be encour- ·
aged and aided byhis wife, who has'taleuts which make her
useful in God's. seryice. Bro. William Liston has moved his
'
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MITCHELL, SOUTH DAKOTA, December 14, 1909.

Editors Herald: Elder R. C. Longhurst has been laboring
in the Mitchell Branch for some time, and· preached some
doctrinal sermons that made an impression on the people
insomuch that they ask for our books and tracts to read,
and if they keep on investigating he may have the pleasure of baptizing some in the near future. We also ordained
Bro. George Levy to the office of priest. George is a man
of much promise and will be instrumental for good if he
lives for it. Our branch is pretty well officered now, as
we hava an elder, priest, and teacher, and we hope soort
to have a deacon.
Brother Longhurst also presided at our business meeting
and he conducted it in such a way that every officer ought
to understand his duty. He also held a priesthood meeting ·
at the home of W. H. Gray, teaching them along the lines
of duty -and exhorting them to be faithful to their calling.
I might say for the ber;efit of 'the missionaries passing
through that there will be public preaching every S,unday at
3 o'clock at the home of Brother Bla1;ry iii Mitchell, except
the first Sunday in the month. So come and occupy. There
ought to be some honest minded people in Mitchell and surrounding country, so come and lend a helping hanq in gathering them in.
WILLIAM H. GRAY.
SPERRY, OKLAHOMA, November 18; 1909.
I am gfad that I have heard the gospel
preached in its purity in these last days. I came into the
work in 1893, when I was thirteen years old, and· I am
glad of the step that I have taken. It fills my eyes with
tears when I read how the Saints were i;reated, but nevertheless, we will gain the victory. Dear Saints, I ask an
interest in your prayers for this Rock Creek Branch. We
live. on Brother Bailey's ranch; twelve miles northeast of
Tulsa. I also ask you to pray for me, that if it be the Lord's
will I may be healed, as I am afflicted.
.
,
MRS. DELLA WATSON.

Editors Herald:

MEADOW GROVE, NEBRASKA, December 10, 1909 .
While at Ainsw9rth, Nebraska, a sister
gave to me the following as a possible solution for the difference in the Lord's Prayer as appearing in the Book of
Mormon, and the Inspired Translation of the Bible. It· is
'at least feasible. The translator re~ching the._prayer:and
discovering that it started out the f;ame as in· the Aut:horized Vers!on, simply laid aside ·the Urim and Thummim .··
and quoted from ·memory.

Editors Herald:

·'
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This sister had gone to .Sunday school to ask why the
difference and after asking ·the question, answered it herseif, on the instant, with no prciyious thought of. such a solution. I feel that it is at least worth passing on.
· A. solid week of below zero weather now, reaching as low
as eighteen degrees, the coldest e,ver known at this time of
the. year, and yet., these Nebraska people came to meeting
nightly. We have held meetings evei·y ·night except four·
·since leaving home in October. Two nights we were rained
out ·and two were lost in travel. One -can't afford to be
slothfui'ill the Lord's work.
J. W. WIGHT.

39

ers. I never get tired of reading them~ We would be glad
to hear more letters and sermons froni Brother Roth. ·We
have a sermon he prl]ached on the resurrection that we have
read ~o so many. We ·have had it over three years. Hoping
and praying for victory everywhere,
Your si8ter in gospel bonds,
MRS. JENNIE PATRICK.

MERNA, NEBRASKA.
Editors Herald: I noticed in your issue of October 27,
page 1029, a letter from Edward Rannie, taking exception
to another brother because he had given .Paul as his. authorPINE GROVE, MICHIGAN, December 13, 1909.
ity for the- quotation, "The love of money is the root of al!
Dea1· Hm1ald: In October Bro. Ernest Burt, of- Comins, evil." Paul truly is dead, but I' do not think he would care
came to visit friends ·at Hubbarq Lake, and held a meeting to have Brother Rannie classed as his friend and defender,
-at the home of a Saint. Sevei·al from- our vicinity attended when he seems to be so ignorant of the words that Paul
and were so interested that he was invited to preach the has written. If you can not find those words in your Bible,
·. /gospel in our schoolhouse. About the middle of the week Brother Ed., the accusation is true, you have another Bible,
he baptized three, one of whom was the leader of the M. E. I take up my Bible, which is the King James Translation,
- .·~ t/ class of this place, and the next Sunday .he baptized three and turn to 1 Timothy 6: 10. There i read, "For the love
more. Nearly all were anxious to have the good work con- of money is the root of all evil." There seems to be tentinned, so Elders J. J. Bailey and G. W. Burt held a series dency on the part of some to have a little fun out of some
of meetings. Beth were able to defend and present the gos- ... weaker brother. Now this_should not be, brethren, we all
pel and with the aid of Bl'O. Ernest Burt, eleven more were need help spiritually and I feel that there are none weaker
baptized. Elder J. J. Bajley be8towed eighteen patriarchal than your humble servant. Let us work to sustain our republessings and six children were blessed.
tation· of having more scripture "at our finger ends," as
. I with many others fought the gospel as long as I could,
the old Scotch saying goes, than our sectarian friends.
but had to give up to the true light. During my confirmaBrother Ed., come out to .western Nebraska and we will
tion evidence came to me that this was the true church.
study the Bible together. I know you can help me a great
A branch of about twenty~five members was organized and deal and I believe I can help you a "wee mite." Let's join
was ·named The Earnest Working Branch of Pine Grove,
hands and sing, "A man's a man for a' that."
and it is our prayer that all will strive to be true to the
While I am writing I will give you report of the Lord's
caus·e and thus prove our name. Pray for the branch, as · work in this part of the vineyard. This .is a ne\V opening,
we are weak and need the prayers of the faithful 'Saints. the work having been opened by Bro. James E. Kelley, who
Yours in His service,
came here last January in response to an invitation by your
MRS. H. E. FARRAR.
servant. He held meetings here for over a week with the
SPRUCE, MICHIGAN.
finest of interest. He came back in February and baptized the wife of the writer. Elder C. W. Prettyman came here
from General Confe1·ence and held a week's meetings and
SPY HILL, SASKATCHEWAN, December 14, 1909.
Dea1· He1•aldf Our branch-is 'progressing slowly, as some_ would have baptized another, but sickness p!·evented, so
are moving out while others are investigating. I would he had to come back in May and attend to it. We had· Elder
pleased to know the addresses of some of the Saints west of Gamet here in October, who gave us meat in due season, ·for
Weyburn; also around Edgerton. Any letters they. write which we are truly. thankful. Bro. James Kelley has promwill be promptly answered. I would like to know particu- ised to visit us soon and I hope and pray that he may be
larly about the land around where they live. _
instrumental in bringing others. to a ki1owledge of the. light.
Now, brother editors, if you will kindly overlook the few
Our Religio is progressing slowly, due to the cold weather
and bad trails. It was the· first to be organized in the Scotch phrases that I have quoted, I will close. It is drawNorthwest, Was organized as a· home class in 1903 and as ing near to Christmas and my fancy seel]lS to see the hills
of Scotland under their mantle of snow as'I saw them last,
a local in i904.
sixteen years ago. It makes my heart ache when i think
Your brother in the gospel,
of the demoralized condition of the church in my native land,
JAMES EDWARD DORSETT.
but let us pray for "bonnie Scotland" that she may awake
from her slumber and listen to the angel's message in the
COLFAX, WASHINGTON, December 17, 1909.
Yours for truth,
Edit01· Herald: We are not lost, if we are-·isolated from near future.
WILLIAM KEILL.
ali the Saints. It will soon be two years since we came to
W a·shington. We live in Colfax. · There are no Saints living
Dem· Hemld: We are still in the faith and doing what lithete. AIL the comforts we get are the sermons and letters
through_ the papers. We take the Ensign, HERALD, and tle we can by talking, writing, and handing out church literaAutumn .Leaves, and we feel we could not do without them; ture. I have written several pieces for the newspaper, and
.., m:i'd words can not express -our thankfulness to you all for am preparing one now for the Burlington Gazette, \Vhich
your letters and sermons. But we could read more if we makes the third one for them, The subject is, "The two res-·
had them, and we are''· going to send· for. more soon. I urrections." We do not see or hear from any of the elders
have 1tried'to live a Christian for over fifty years, but never· except Brother Roth, except through the church papers. We
was satisfied, .for l '\}ever heard·. the gospel preached before take the HERALD, Autumn Leaves, Ensign, and.Hope. Sunday
I· heard the' Latter- Day Saints. I have rejoiced ever since is a great feast day for us. Our souls are filled to overflowc
· that the Lord had led us to the truth at last, and I know I ing by reading the .sermons and letters from the dear brothers
am in the true church, for - when our preachers speali: they and sisters. How any true Latter Day Saint can get along
without the church papers. is more than we can conceive.
speak the _words of God.
In a ·aream ·not 101ig ago, I thought l: was ii]. a long, narrow
- We love to.-read·the experiences of the old pioneer preachc

V,
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building, a row of seats on either side and facing the center
extended from one end to the other. Preachers of all denominations were seated 'on them. I walked, to the center of the
room1 being filled with the Spirit; and uttered· these words with
a loud voice: "Hear ye, hear ye, ye inhabitants of the earth,
I wa_rn you'. Repent ye, repent ye, for 1Jhe hour of God's
judgments is upon you."
Ever praying that.we may live more faithfully, clinging to
the rod of iron, I am,
· I. M. LANE.

BLOOMSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA, December 15, 1909.
Editors Herald: I desire to thank you for sending me the
bundle of tracts. I am making good use o{them, leaving one
kind at houses, then calling in a few days, collecting them and
leaving another kind. By this means I often receive an invitation to come in and talk over our· work. So far I have been
kindly received, having assisted the pastor 'of the Evangelical
Chui·ch, also the pa·stor of . the Pentecostal Church. I am
preaching at a private house at the present time, but hope to
secure a building in which I can reach more of the people. .I ·
have labored since June 1, in Scranton, Archi.bald,.New Park,
Philadelphia, and Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, and ·Elk Mills
. DOWNS, KANSAS, December 10, 1909.
Editors Herald: This date finds us at the above named and Girdletree, Maryland. Three months of the summei· was
point, having arrived last night. We have_· been making a spent at Scranton and Archibald in tent work, Eldel' A. E.
t\)ur of the Northwestern Kansas District, but owing to the Stone being my companion. We were ·privileged to talk to
severe storm that has been prevailing, the prevalence of small- many good and honest souls in that locality. I believe the
pox in one locality, an indifference on the part of some Saints fruits of ·our labors will be realized soon, as Brother Stone
and many outsiders, have been unable to do much. Held a is following up our tent work, being assisted by the Saints.:in
series of meetings near Edmund, then attended a conference that place. A number were baptized by Brother Stone while
of the district at Selden on the 4th. and 5th of the month. the tent work was in progress.
We assisted in special meetings at Elk Mills for about ten
The attendance was the smallest I ever saw at a district conference. The severe storm raging at that time, together with days, Elder William Anderson remaining there. ·I believe he
,has caused an awakening in that place, as he has baptized
other hindrances, were responsible.
There .are plenty of places where work should be done, but a number of precious souls. At Girdletree, a small place,
when we begin to make inquiry there are excuses, or, as is one hundred and sixty~three miles .south of Philadelphia, we
sometimes the case, no response at all. I have been trying labored for two weeks, Brn. W. W. Smith and William Anderfor the last three weeks to find some place where work could son having just opened up the work there, ·baptizing eight
'be done to advantage, but have been unsuccessful. Could adults. Many more are near the kingdom. New Park is a
have plenty to do in the Northeastern District, but the la- country place composed of Saints made through the efforts
borers are so few, and no wo1•k having been done in the north- of Bro. M. 0. Matthews. Most of his flock are members of
ern part of the Northeastern District for nearly one year, we his own household, although most of them have married· and
thought to offer a helping hand, sacrificing a preference, feel- have homes of their own. What a satisfaction it is to see
ing this was our duty. It seems that many of our brethren our children come into the work. If Saints save only their
and sisters, including many that hold the priesthood, have own families they have done a wonderful. work, and if they let
settled down to an unconcemed inactivity, while the Evil One their light shine so that others see, understand and accept,
rejoices and steadfastly continues his work. Is it not time how much greater will be their reward at the end of the race.
Two weeks were spent encouraging the Saints. and friendsto awake?
here, then I came on to Philadelphia, stopping ·for ·a osho1't
We thought to hold some meetings here till over Sunday,
time, and then took a one:hundred and forty-five mile ride and
th!l 12th, but.as yet have received no encouragement. Do not
landed in Bloomsburg, where I am now lodged at the home
l\r.ow wh_at we shall do in the event of failme here, unless we of. Bro. H. A. Cunningham, the only member in this place. I
g() 9n back .into the other district. This letter is not the find he and his wife have been letting their light shine, for
result of the "blues,11 but mildly describes conditions that they are well spoken of by all the people that know them.
exist. And we trust that when these lines are read by the This makes it easier for an elder coming to a new place, as
dear Saints of northwestern Kansas, that it may cause some people look at a person's religion by the life he lives--actions
to ask,· "Am I doing my duty?" We can not afford to give speak louder than words. I wish the Saints could understand
up; the effort and the conflict must be continuous until the this; people will forget sometimes what we 'say, but our life's
end. True, at this tim~, we have had hindrances, but we actions never. ·May the Lord bless his work in all places, is
notice that when· we have grown indifferent we seize readily the prayer of your humble servant,
E. B. HULL,
on most any excuse as a hindrance. We are still anxious to
assist in forwarding this work wherever our lot may be cast.
Two Marvelous Manifestations.
Bro. F. E. Taylor started with me on this tour, but after
our meetings near Cuba, he was detained at home on account
On September 17, I began a series of meetings in the
of the sickness of one of his children. But after we encoun- Lagonda Christian church, some fifteen miles south of Betered such conditions as we did, we did not encourage him to vier, Missouri. I continued two weeks. Having had go~d
join us. We remember with gratitude the kindness shown by attention, and learning that some were deeply interested, I
Brother Carl and ·sr. Dora Frank, Bro. and Sr. T. D. Greer, returned, but to learn that their synagogue was closed against
Bro. and Sr. J. J. Teeters,·and Sr. J. R. Sutton and family, us; some branded us as heretics, and deceivers of the blackall of whom have administered to our necessities. May God est dye. ~ot feeling satisfied to give up the work in that
bless· them -all.
part, we went to a school building near by and continued fo]>
W~ were glad to me~t the family of our Brother Sutton,, ten dayl'I, spea,~dng- t1>·: an overflowing house each evening.
who were former denizens of Holden. Of course there were As usual, some opposition, lies ch:culated against us . too,
many reminiscences o!.the past brought to mind to engage our numerous to mention, but amid the darkness burst. forth a . .· t...
f··..
conversation. Was sorry that we did not see t~' R. ,there too, light-hear Yf! the encouraging part. : 1
.
Sunday evening, November 21, four came forth and gave
.but 41l .Jlf1S "\\bout, his Father's businl\~~r'.'.: · Yj,e ..yere also
privileged to meet with Bro. Jphn A. Teet(\rs and .famHy, of their hands for baptism, but the strangest part is that'-the
Alexander, whom we fii;st met last May. May God bless and· audience says there were only three-one surely came spiritually. Some five or six of the ·Saints said they never saw
encourage all of his children iS our prayer.
·
but three. I told them who the fourth one 'was, so it. was
H. E. MOLER.
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phoned that there would be four baptized. The time for the. - ·of her place. I, the Lord, ha,ve spoken it." And another
baptism came· and the lady I saw catlle-:-I lcnew she would, . promise full of good cheer in Doctrine and Covenants 98: 4,
for I s.aw ·her come direct to me and give me .her hand, her "They that remain and are pure in heart shall return and
face shining wi~h the glory of heaven, arid to satisfy myself cqme to thefr inheritance; they and their children, with songs
in regard to her coming forward and giving me her hand, of everlasting 'joy; to build up the waste places of Zion." In
on the following day I drove over to her house and asked Doctrine and Covenants 100: 3, the promise of God to be with
her regardirtg it.· She replied that she did not come forth his people is made, and even the angels are to comfort and
· on thqt evening, but believed, and said it was strange. Yes, strengthen the Saints and be their leaders in their work.
it is strange, indeed. In one sense God's work is a· strange
3. We must have confidence in our leaders; we must be
work and miracles have not ceased.
willing to follow their lead; we must trust them and help and
Here is the second one: A gentleman and wife, members . encourage them in their arduous work; not as the ignorant,
of the Christian Church, had been investigating. On the Sun- blind fanatics, but as honest, intelligent, loyal, and God-loving
day evening spoken of, the lady gave her hand for baptfam, men and women, upholding them by our confidence, prayei·s,
The gentleman testifies that he had been praying regarding and means, because God has selected them.
the work for several days, and as he .drove home with his
They do'not want the Saints to think that they are infalwife,' children, and ·others, he i·ealizing that his companion lible; that would increase their burden and lessen their
would be baptized the following day, began to plead with chance~ of success. W~at does the law say in the matter?
God for an evidence of the angel's message, and it came. A
Let us see. "And unless the liberties of the people of the
light shone above their heads,· and illuminated their vehicle · church should be in jeopardy, the application of the law as
till, as one testified, a pin could easily have been picked up. stated by the bishopric should be acceded to."-Doctrine and
All in the vehicle saw it; those in the other vehicles did not. Covenants 126: 10. If anyone believes that the liberties of
Some exclaimed, What could it have been? The gentleman
the people are at stake now or in the future, the proper thing
continued to . pray if that was an evidence that it might to do is to lodge a complaint with the First Presidency, and
appear again, and it came the second and third time before
tne matter can be heard in an orderly way. In the most
they arrived home. He was -baptized.
recent revelation we have this: "The church has been directed
I visjted the family and questioned them regarding the
to a.ccede to the rendition of the bishoplic with respect to the
light, and with eyes filled with tears, he related it declaring
temporal law; and until such heed is paid to the word which
he knew it was from God, and while listening to it the.
has been given, and which is in accordance with other revel~
Spirit rested upon me in much power, testifying to the truthtions given to the church, which have been given before, tl).e
fulness of it. I have read of late in our church papers
church can not receive and enjoy the blessings which have
that angels had appeared to some and many are obeying the
been looked for when Zion should be fully redeemed."
gospel: ·Oh, Saints, how thankful we should be that we are
When we turn back to 128: 3, we learn who is to have
born again and can see the kingdom. My soul overflows
\vith joy to learn that God is pouring out his Spirit in charge of this wo_rk, and the Bishopric is named as the chief
abundance upon his servants this yeqr, and indeed it seems ones, "and they will be guided by the _spirit of wisdom and
the hastening time has come; and how diligent we should · revelatio:Q to do the work intrusted to their care.". In view
be; for the signs of the time surely indicate the near approach of these facts why can not ·we have faith in the law and in
of tlie .Maste'l'. •f,My soul's desire is to be prepared to meet those whom God has called to administer it? Let us not seek
the wisdom of. worldly men, for however earnest and honest
him.
·
<!•' l· . Hopefully,
they may be, the light of God's truth has not perme~ted
-:·_
0. R. MILLER,
to the inner recess of their hearts; it is struggling'' for aii'
entrance. If we heed God's word and give a faithfuf report
Confidence,
to God's servants and officers, the long night of darkness will
During the Civil War, in one of the very popular songs of
be ·dispelled, and happy and peaceful homes will be ours· to
that time, occurred these words:. "Many· are the hearts that
enjoy, and they will be a goodly heritage to transmit to our
are weary to-night, waiting for tP,e dawn of peace." I quote
children.
from memory and I may not have the exact words, but the\
The United Order of Enoch is instituted by God for the
sentiment is not lost. So often we have thought conce1'ning"
'the redemption of Zion. Many of the- Saints have struggled purpose set forth in article 3: "The purpose of this corporaunder. conditions hard to bear, and while they worked and tion shall be to aid the worthy needy and poor in obtaining
prayed and sang, the heart was often weary waiting for the employment and homes, help the sick and afflicted and unforclouds to d1ift away, so they could see the silver lining to tunate in times of need, promote temperance, morality and
the clouds.that would bling them show<Jrs of blessings. Now equality, and provide against the evils of selfishness, covetousthat the star of our hope has arisen in the form of the Order ness, anarchy and crime of every description."
In article 7 we are informed who shall be members of the
of Enoch, what. will we do? Will we follow it like the wise
men did and be led to where we can realize the hope of order: "Those who make a full compliance with the law of
latter-day Israel, or, like the Jews, reject the light tha.t comes Christ, both as relates to duties known as spiritual and those
•
to lead us out of darkness? There ·are three very important referred to as temporal."
things for the Saints to do, and unless they are faithfully done
Every Latter Day Saint should read the document with
·our work will fail and God will have to call some one else to · great care, get its truths firmly fixed in their minds, and pracdo it.
tice its precepts, and it will be the dawning of a glolious time
1. Have· faith in God. . Be not a doubtei· in his power to fo\_; our people and' the givin·g of light to' the world. Hereto-·
:fore· our people have looked to insuran!!e companies and frafulfill his promises.
2.' ·Have faith in his promises. "Search tliese command- ternal societies for aid in distress, arici' to P.1;ovide for the
ments, for they a1·e true and faithful and the prophecies and widow and children in case of premature death. What shall
promises that are iri them shall .all be fulfilled."-Doctrine we do now thii't Gotl's plan is put into operation? Will we be
and Covenants 1: 7. If we are willing to pin our faith to ~S fllithftil ;to 01:iil rteW l'eSpOnSibiJitieS aS ·we Were'Y•fu ~he
that promise, there arll. others of great importance that it will lodge? If we do the widow's and 01·phan's tears will be driecf
be. natural for. us to add. In Doctiine and Covenants 87: 8, .up and the helpless will.not appeal iri vain, and happy homes
'in r~ference to Zion, we find, "She shall onot be removed out will be the common heritage of !!ll our people.
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salv~tion

The Declaration of Indepe;1dence proclaimed the.·rights of tkospelof
and baptizin.g four p1:ecious .souls. Learn- men when it said that "all men are created equal; endowed. ing that the Saints at Sagle desired him to visit -them he
}>y their Creator with certain unalienable rights, among which departed thence, and preached to them on the Lord's day,
are.life, liberty,and the pursuit of happiness." The Consti- ready to depart on the morrow to go south into the com}try
tution of our country was ordained that we might be-protected called Washington, to the little city Of Pomeroy, whei_.e ·he .
in those ·rights, if nei;id be by force. The United Order of .tarried several days, preaching to those who desired to learn
Enoch come·s to us to secure those blessings in a laWful and more of the doctrine of Christ.
·
01:derly manner. All three were inspired of God; they are
And it came to pass while Andrew abode at Pomeroy, Silasthe trinity of liberty, wisdom, and power, to emancipate us
({;ondit) having passed through the upper western coasts,
from the lust for power, the cause of selfishness and the came to Freewater (Oregon) and filiding cei-tain disciples
misery of pove1-ty. There is nothing .. like it to be found there, he deCided to tarry and preach the gospel of Christ·to
among the literature of the past. It is as unique_as a proc- the inhabitants of that city, and try· more firmly to establish
. l.!ltilation of liberty to the' present generation, as was the great the Saints in the gospel of Christ. Learning that Andrew·
Magna Charta to the English people in the time of King would soon pass that way, he wrote hiln, requesting him to
John.
EDWARD' RANNJE.
stop at Freewater that they might consult together regarding.
their mission. ·Now when Andrew was come he and. Silas
labored together for wme days in the cities of Milton and
Chronicles by Saint A~drews.
Freewater. But the demands for the work of the - ministry
In the first year of the reign of Taft, over the united coun-· elsewhere being so great, Andi_.ew decided to go to Enterprise,
tries shadowed with wings, in the fifth month and the fifteenth Oregon, where he preached the word of God in the courtday of the month, it came to pass that Saint Andrew, whose house while he tarried. in that city. And learning that cer- whose surname was Layland, having been sent by the apostles tain· Saints dwelt in the regions about Troy, he visited them·
at La_moni, a stake of Zion, to labor in the country of Idaho also and preached the word of God. Departing thence, he
and the country round about which lieth to the west of the came to Leap, where dwelt a few who had •taken upon them
Rocky Mountains as thou goest from Zion toward the sea on the name of Christ, and calling them together he spoke to
the west, he having first visited his family in tlie western them the word of eternal life. Here he met Levi whose sur-·
border of that country called Wyoming for the space of two name was Wilson, who had been engaged for lo these many
weeks, went to the village of Hagerman, stopping by the way days in hunting men and women out from the canyons and
to visit Saints and friends at Pocatello, Minidoka, Caney, and lonely wilderness places, preaching to them the unsearchable ·
Haley. At Hagerµi.an he abode certain. days preaching· the riches of the kingdom of God.
And it came to pass after Andrew: had finished his labors_
gospel of Christ and baptizing five precious souls. When he
had ended ·his labors at Hagerman, he departed and went in that region of country, he departed thence and returned
unto the city of Boise, the same being the seat of government to Caldwell, and entering into the house of Anderson, whose
for the State of Idaho. Finding certain ·disciples there, he surname was Cox, he presented the words of eternal life to
abode with them for the space of a full month, preaching th~ those who assembled _to hear. And being not far from the
gospel,. counseling and encouragii:ig the Saints along the lines cities of Boise and Weiser he again visited those places and ·
preached the glad tidings of salvation to those who desii·ed to
of duty, also baptizing two at that place. And it came to
·pass that when he had ended his labors in the beautiful city know the truth regarding the restored gospel of° our Lord and
of Boise, he departed to go unto the Lamanites who dwell in Savior, Jesus Christ. And so endeth these chronicle& on this
the clear water country' as thou goest to the north, stopping 24th day of the eleventh month of'the year A. D. 1909.
.
,
A. J. LAYLAND.
by the way to preach to the inhabitants of the cities of Caldwell and Weiser, in the Great Snake River Valley.
Now it' came to pass that when An.drew arrived in the
DANVILLE, ALABAMA, November 22, 1909.
country of the Lamanites, and upon his going upon the mounEditors Herald: I do not feel like I could do without the
. tains where the Lamanites usually congregate in the eighth
month to gather the wild hucklebenies that grow thete in HERALD. The many good le'tters from the Saints all over the
abundance, he found them not, and after tarrying there for world are very encouraging to all who. read them. The conthe space of a week, visiting and instructing the Saints. who ference at Pleasant View November 13 and 14 was a -good
teside there, he. departed and went into the region of country one. The preaching by F'. M. Slover and T. C. Kelley brought
bordering on the Clearwater River, where he. visited Saints the people out. The attendance on Sunday was the largest
and friends and preachl)d the glad tidings of the restored that we have ever had at this place. The work in the Florida
gospel.
District is progressing n)cely artd all are. well, with very few
At a meeting held under some large trees at the junction of ' exceptions. Many people are trying to learn inore about tne
the Cottonwood Creek with the Clearwater River, he preached doctrine of Christ. Br·J. T. C. Kelley preached at- Jay, ·
. two sermons to a mixed audience ·of Lamanites and others. Florida, on the 21st, but tlo not know how the. attendance was.
Learning that his fo1mer labors in the Upper Clearwater I am pleased to state that the Sunday schools in the Florida:
country had resulted in the conversion of a man living near District are all alive and progressing µicely, and many are
Harpster, Idaho, he departed from Myrtle and went to Harp- taking an interest that have not heretofore. Brother Kelley·
. ster, .where he preached the word and baptized one precious' is teaching a singing school for ten days in the Santa Rosa
soul. He also preached in the town of Sti.tes. Here he learned Branch, 'and many of the progressive young people are taking
more of the.conditions among the Lamanite·s, of the know!- a live interest;
edge of which he detiirinined 'to make good use in the future.
I notice that. many of our people stand to pray. I wonder
From there he \vent to the city of Spokane, Washington, if this is justifiable in worship to the Lord. I as one think _
stopping to vi~it. Saints at Lewiston, Idaho. On arriving at · when we en:er our churches to worship t?e Lord we s~ould . ·
·the city of Spokane he foJ]nd all the elder$; except one, absent· kneel do:vn m as.humb~e a·ma:nneras possible. Je~us s~1d ~o
from the dty, and being invited he tar1ied certain days and · follow. him. I thmk this means th~t w_e sho~l~ be like him m
preached. the word and di.d such other work as seemed nee~ all thmgs and take pattern after him m :.ilLohmgs.
In-Li;ike's writing we find that the Savior lmee!ed. to pray. ,
<essary. Departing 'thence, he went_, to .the. Hood Valley in
northei·n Idaho, where he tarried for a: while, preaching the "When thou prayest thou sha,lt not be as the hyp.oci·ites are;· .
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·foi· they love to pra·y, standing in the synagogues and on the know what it meant1 and what the lights were for, if anyone
street corners that they may be seen of men." I understand can interpret it. _I am all alone pow. My husband died
that the synagogue is a Jewish: ·church. If these are the _;Tanuary 15, 1907; I am fai· away from any Latter Day
.Savioi"s instructions do' they ·not hold good. to-day? If they. Saints, and don't hear any preaching. But I enjoy the church
don't and we are not·con;imanded to kneel to pray in worship.- papers so much.
ing God, then I am in the dark and would like some light on
I am seventy-six years old, and have a small farm, a cow,
the subject of standing to pray in.worship.
some chickens, and hogs.
I believe that the Prophet Daniel was one of the best men
Your sister in bonds,
·· that evei·Iived. We find that when he prayed to his heavenly
MRS. H, M. STEEL.
· Fathei· .he lmeeled do\vi1 upon his knees. (Daniel 6: 10.)
·
Then let us examine ourselves and seai·ch the Scriptures
·-and see· if s~anding to pray is not in violation of the law,
_and is not one of the evils that doth so sorely beset· us, and
if it is, let· us try to overcome it as well as the largei' sins. If
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
_ we can arriv~ ·at the conclusion that the Lord Will grant us a
better opportunity to serve him than he did to the Pharisees,
Cleveland has had a geunine Christmastide so far as
-or scribes and publicans, then we can stand in our worship to · weather conditions are considered. Also we have had a
pray to him, but we can not come to the conclusion and be time for rejoicing in church matters. We have good, large
correct in it. Then we should be careful to worship God crowds at nearly all the different meetings during the holiarig;ht.
.
day tb;ne" Sunday school entertainment comes first in order
Ever hoping for the welfare of Zion,
and in number attending.
Your brother in Christ,
Bro. J. C. Famfield is home With us ·for the holidays and
SAM DIXON.
gave us two real fine sermons on Sunday. The Religio gave
a watch night service from 9 to 12. Opening with a lecture
by Bro. J. W. Topping, entitled, "Joseph's land," with a large
HARTBURG, TEXAS, December 13, 1909.
Dear Herald: I left home on December 8, for this place to selection of illustrations With lantern slides:
Sunday school started the new year with a larger number
hold a series of .meetings. I commenced last· Saturday night
in a schoolhouse, but the weather has been unfavorable on than usual present, also some new faces. Sacrament service
account of rain; yet we H~d fair turn.outs and good interest followed With Apostle U. W. Greene and Elder J.C. Farnfield
all the time. Last night a very large crowd and interest in charge and a g·ood attendance. The same two brethren
· bettfil", and I am hopeful of results. Some kicking has already had charge in the evening also, and Brother Greene occupy.commenced; a 1eading Baptist family are doing what they ing the hour to the interest and benefit of all present. Sister
can to keep people from attending our meetings, which is McNeil furnished a solo at the close.
Sunday school business meeting is a thing of the past, but
always a good sign, as where the Lord commences, there is
the work has just commenced anew and we are going to make
whei'e Satan rallies his forces to enter a protest.
·1 am domiciled with Bro. Ellis Ford, who -is a fine man progress in the near future. Bro. E. A. Wehbe was susFRANK C. WEBBE. .
and· has a nice family, although none of them except himself tained as superintendent.
belongs to. the church.· His Wife is a member of the Baptist
Church and is very conservative and kind. I am sorry she
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
can not attend the meetings; as we are making friends to the
cause, it seems. There are many preachers in this part of
Sunday, December 26 ... Cold ·and the snow quite deep, as
· the world. Iv,[ostly titled creatures, representing any kind of Christmas day we had quite a snowstorm. The Sunday school
religion and creed. More anon.. attendance so small that a motion prevailed to postpone elecYours in the conflict,
tion of officers until the folloWing Sunday. Elder Pement
E. W. NUNLEY.
occupied in the mormng to. the edification of all present, the

News From Brtanches

..

BELOIT, KANSAS, December 14, 1909.
Edito1·s Hm·ald: The HERALD is a great comfort to me, as
we live out here where there are no Saints. If there are any
Saints living around Beloit or Osborne, I would be glad if
·they would write me, as I know of only two living anywhere
neai· here. The people that we. have met do not seem so
prejudiced, but we just came here about six months ago and I
feel like a lost sheep; I ask the Saints to pray for me that
I niay liye faithfully and near to God.
Your sister in Christ,
CORA B. WHEATON.
HousTON, Missoum, December 9, 1909.
Editors Herald: Four years ago I began to see visions and
saw them for three months, both night and d·ay. I saw two
lights ,every· night by the side of the road for three months.
Then·there.wel'e three more would form \Vhere the corner11 of
· four farms join, one· of which was mine.' As I was looking· at
those lights one night, wondering what they meant;' it seemed
as.ff'.somethi:rig spoke and said on the 28th of November ,the
obsei·vations would cease. On November 2~ they went away
and I never sa~ them.again. Now I ,would like so well to

principal theme being that we should live the life we profess,
to obey the commandments and1,,admonitions of the Lord hour
by hour and day by day. Maiily have died for their· faith;
the Lord. may not require that of us; but we are surely expected to practice what we profess day by day.
Bro. Henry Kier gave us some good instruction in the ·evening. We are glad that all the brave members have not left
Chicago. Our Sister Robie, baptized a.week ago, came through
the snow and cold at night With h.er three-months old baby
witho1lt an escort to hear a sermon, and the Lo1;d surely looks
with love and compassion on such efforts. ·We feel that if all the Saints manifested such an earnest desire to comply with
the law, our churches would be overflowing instead-of so few .
at the ..services when there is dioagreeable weather. 'l'he visitors at the morning s!)rvice were Bro. Horace Bradbrook, Bro.
James Keir and his son Clarence, Brother and Sister Keown
With their two little sons, and James Schwartz, the youngest
brother of'the writer. Brother West, from-Pittsburg, Kansas,·
.i
worshiped .wjth us in the evening.
Sonie of ,om· people still have the idea that our location is
on· Cottage Grove, but this is: a mistake, as our new c~urch
is located on Sixty-sixth and Honore str~ets, south sidEl.
Bro. and Sr. J. J. Oliver·· and son are visiting in· Saint
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Thomas, Canada. Elder Arthur Allen is expected in Chicago
on Ne~v Year's Day.
.
·· The last day in the year, how few if any will feel satisfieq
with our record, how many dutil)s left undone, and have we
always lived as a fit example for Qthers? We feel that the
recording angel would not need much assistance in taking note
of the members present at the last preaching service and
prayer meeti'ng of the year, held at Siict;y-sixth and Honore
streets. Our prayer is that we may overcome by putting· our
mistakes under our feet, and be better and braver soldiers
~he coming year. "Happy New Year" to all.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD A VENUE.

London $14.77, Toronto $37.35, Winnipeg $2.65; Saslmtchewan $4.15.. Expended for dist1icts ~records, note books, etc.),
London, $15.62; Toronto, $23.96; Wmnipeg, $5.62; Saskatche.
wan, $5.92. Toronto has a balance of $13.39; London owes
85c; Winnipeg owes $2.91; Saskatchewan owes $1.75; balance on ha~d, $7.82; $1.86 being in the ha!J.dS of the sec.ret~1-y
and $5.96 m hands ·of the treasurer of old London D1str1ct.
Secretary's report was then referred to a committee of three, ·
A."F. McLean, James Pycock, and F. Gray, they to report on
disposition of money tQ this body._ Libra1ian reported that a
greater interest is manifested throughout the district than at any other time. Elder H. 0. Smith _reported: Since last
conference I have preached 13. sermons in Niagara ·Falls,
Ontario; 1 in Niagara Falls, -New York; and 10 at Low
Banks, Ontario; this with· such other duties as I was called
upon to perform, including one mariiage. It was moved that
Elde1· J. Shields be president of district; unanimously carried. Elders J. H. Taylor and E. Leader were chosen vicepresidents. Miss Hannah Leader was elected secretary; J. T.
Whitehead treasurer; and Floralice Miller librarian. Delegates to General Conference: R. C. Russell, R. C. Evans,
Conference Minutes.
J. T. Thompson, James Pycock, G. C. Tomlinson, J. Osborne,
ToRONTO.-The first conference of the Toronto, Ontario, R. G. Laidlaw, and Mrs. R. G.. Laidlaw. Delegates are emDistrict convened in Toronto, October 23 to 25, 1909. Apos- powered to cast majority and minority vote. .-It was sugtl~ R. p. Russell, missionary in cha1·ge, presided,· associated gested that no June conference be held, but that a series of
with Bishop R. C. Evans and Elders J. Shields and E. Leader, two-day meetings be held in charge of the missionary in
presidency of district.- Sr. Hannah Leader and Elder J. T. charge and district presidency. This suggestion was adopted.
Thompson were the secretaries. The presidency of the con- It was resolved that the time and place for the fall conference
ferei:ice appointed Sr. G. Campton, organist; John. Whitehead,· be subject to the call of the district presidency and missionary
chorister; G. C. Tomlinson, Hale Smith, and James Fillett, in charge; Resolved that a collection be taken after each
cre~ential~ committee; A. F. McLean, D. Pycock, and F. B.
preaching service, and that after bills were paid the remainder
Blan:,.aud1tors; James Pycock, S. G. St. John, J. L. Mortimer, go to the district treasury. Saturday at 8 a. m. the service
William Place and F. Mesle administering committee; the was in charge of Elder J. T. Thompson, Elder Blair being
deacons in the Toronto Branch with their own assistants to the speaker. At the prayer and t£stimony service at 8 a. m.,
act as ushers; A. F. McLean, Norman Martin, and Mrs. Sunday, Bishop Evans addressed the Saints. The -emblems
]floralice _Miller, press committee. Sununa1ized branch re- were passed by Priests Gillett, Whitehead, Whitworth, and
ports were then read and adopted with the exception of Cooper. At 11 a. m. the service was in charge of Elder G. C.
Smith Settlement report, which branch was declared to be Tomlinson, and Elder H. 0. Smith was the speaker. At 2.30
illegally organized. The district statistical report was given p. m. Elder J. L. Mortimer was in charge, and Apostle Rusas follows: Branches in district, 29; membership in Sep- sell occupied. Sister Liddard's infant, Earl Reginald, was
tember, 1908, 2,385; membership June 30, 1909, 2,523; ·gain blessed, under the hands of R. C. Evans, R. C. Russell, and
by baptism, 164; by baptism certificates, 4; by letter, 59; J. L. Mortimer. The evening service in charge of E. F. Mcby correction, 1; total gain, 228; Joss by letter, 65; expul- Lean, and Bishop Evans was the speaker. The total collecsion, 1; death, 16; correction, 8; total Joss, 90; net gain, tion amounted to $63.01. Monday morning a business session
138; ministry in district, 1 apostle, 1 bishop, 3 high priests, was held, Elder Shields in the chair. The report of committee
2 seventies, 47 elders, 36 p1iests, 34 teachers, and 28 deacons. -on secretary's financial statement was read and is as follows:
There were 15 ordinations and 13 mai"riages and 668 mem- To Toronto District conference: We your committee to whom
bers are in _a scattered condition. This report, with .the was referred the question of the proportion -Qf- aivfsiori of
.exception_ of_ the Smith Settlement items, and recommenda- money among the different djshicts, purchasing of. recoi·ds,
_,1tion ,_of _the secretary were adopted.· Credential committee etc., beg leave to report as follows: 1. According to the
'report was i"ead and approved; and it was resolved that all minutes of last conference, both London and Toronto made
· delegates having no credentials report to the committee. The provision to purchase their own supplies. 2. As this district's - ·
following resolution was adopted by the priesthood of the officers have been acting as agents in the purchasing of recdistrict: "Resolved, That this body of priesthood recom- ords, etc., for other districts (but, we believe, without aumend to the conference that the resolutions of the last Lon- tho1ity), and as books have been purchased for the other
don conference, re bishop's agent's reports, statements, and districts we would recommend that the other districts be
resolutions that were ordered published and were suppressed, requested to take the records that have been purchased for
be now published in the church publications with a state-- them and that they be notified at once. 3. Whereas Toronto
ment that they were ordered published at Saint Thomas last District's money has and -is being used to purchase these
June conference. (Signed) R. C. Russell, chairman, James records, etc., we recommend that you authorize its continued
Pycock, secretary." Zion's Religio-Literary Society associa- use until the purchasing is completed, and that those distion reports and the Sunday schooL association reports were tricts who take the books purchased _for them pay money to
read and approved. Auditors reported on Bishop's rnport Toronto district treasurer. 4. We recommend that the money
that they found all accounts of Bishop R. C. Evans to be in the treasury of the old London district at its· disorganizacorrect, also a statement from the Bank of Toronto verifying tion be paid over to the new districts in per cent to their
has been presented to us. Cash on hand last report, $940.36; membership at the time of the last reports prior to the disreceipts, $6,646.53; total, $7,586.89; expenditures, $4,661.86; organization of the district. 5. We recommend that the former
balance $2,925.03. This. report was adopted. The district treasurer of the old London District be requested to hand over president reported: Preached 34 times; in charge or assisted the books and money, if any on hand at the present, to the
a.t 55 other meetings; confirmed 3 persons; blessed 3 chil- Toronto district treasurer. The report was adopted; A
dren; administered 16 times; presided at 1 elders' court; recommendation from the priesthood that the. district go back _
attended Clavering, Redickville, and Gamfraxa two-day meet- · to the plan of having meals free at conferences was adopted,·
ings; visited Niagara Falls, Onta1io, Cedar Valley, Shel- Resolved that the bishopric of Canada be sustained. Resolved
borne, Owen Sound, Wh.irton, Arthur, and Proton branches; to reconsider the election of secretary. The original nomina- found some difficulties, but the general desire of the Saints tions were F. Miller and H. Leader. F. Miller was elected.
to be that of drawing nearer to God arid more fully observ- _ Resolved that we adopt the Canadian Mirror as the organ of
ing his law. Secretary's financial report, and auditor's re- the Canadian Mission according to the rules under -which it
. port upon it we1·e read and adopted. A resolution prevailed was published. _ Resolved that the name of Bishop· R. C. EVa~s
that in the future only the sum:mai"ized report of- bishop be be incorporated with those in charge of the two-day meetings·
read. - A statement from the. secretary .as -to the financial fo1' the summer of 1910. Resolved that the secretary be
standhig· of the old London District ;was given as foUows: given $10· for salary as secretary and also that the l'lltiring
On hand at disorganization of dist1ict; $58.92, which was to
be handed· over to the four new disti"icts according to their secretary be given $5 for salary.for past term. Resolved that
membership. From reports. from branches up to June 30, hereafter the district officer1> be pe1mitted to draw :on the-·
1909, the membership Is as follows: London l'H18, Toronto district trejlsury for legitimate expenses. Floralice Miller, ·
2,523, Winnipeg 178, Saskatchewan 281; amount due_ each, secreta1·y. !'· S.-The resolution that is referred to which has -

.Miscellaneous Department
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not yet' been published in the HERAW and was omitted from
the conference minutes is: "Saint Thomas, Ontario, June 12,
1909. · Whereas, we the Saints of the original London District
have· assembled in this the· last conference of . said district
prior to its being. subdivided and, whereas1 we have with us
to-day the one whom we can with a goodly degree of pride
look .up to, as we may say the father of the Canadian Mission, who has risen step by step from a ne\vsboy on the streets
of London 'in 1867, to ·office of priest in 1882, elder in Ul1S4,
·seventy in 1886, and in 1887 to apostle in charge of Canada,
while in 1902 he was honored with the highest possible honors
conferable by the Lord upon .any man by the Lord, aside from
- the pi·ophet of the church, even that of counselor to the President Joseph Smith, which position he has continued to hold
until the recent General Conference in 1909, when the seed
of the martyr came to his rightful place in the Presidency and
President Evans was ordained to the office of Bishop and
placed as such in charge of the finances of Canada. Therefore
be it Resolved, That we, the above-named- assembly, herewith
tender to our beloved and most highly esteemed brother this
an exl?ression of our continued confidence and esteem of the
integrity of his heart in his past administration spoken of in
the recent revelation from the Lord through the prophet as,
"He has been earnest and faithful in service and his reward
is sure,'" and to further assure Bishop Evans that he will not
only remain highly esteemed for his services of the past, but
. to express an unswerving fidelity and confidence of our anticipation of his continued integrity and fidelity."
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.-District conference met at J. J.
Teeters' residence near Seldon, December 5, at 2.30 p. m.,
President J. J. Teeters presiding. Mrs. J. R. Sutton was
chosen secretary. Minutes of the previous conference were
read and the president and secretary were ordered to correct
the errors therein. Elder H. E. Moler reported verbally, his
time having been mostly spent out of the district; preached
nine times in district. Elder J. A. Teeters preached five times,
attended forty services, acted as district and branch president
and Sunday· school superintendent; had done what local labor
he could, but had been· much hindered on account of sickness
in family and also in providing the necessaries of life for the
family. Elder Jake Jemison preached seven times, assisted in
some other meetings, but he also had been prevented from
laboring much on account of sickness. Elder James J. Teeters
preached several times as occasion permitted, acted as Sunday school superintendent, married one couple, administered
to the sick and labored as circumstances allowed. Elder John
A. Teeters reported the condition of the branches throughout
as being very poor spiritually. Bishop's Agent J. A. Teeters'
report was read and received and ordered to be held over till
next conference so as to be audited with the books. Standing
committee ·reported on the J. F. McClure case. Motion prevailed that the district president notify J. F. McClure that
thirty days be given him to make restitution and manifest true
repentance to the satisfaction of district authorities. Upon
failure so to do, he shall be expelled from the church. Moved
as a substitute to adopt the findings of elders' court in case
of J. F . .McClure relative to his guilt.. Carried. Elder J. A.
Teeters reported as having done nothing in regard to Brother
Scott's case, regarding his ordination. No action was taken
by conference. Motion prevailed to leave time and place of
next conference to distiict president. Delegates to General Conference: H. E. ,Moler, J. A. Teeters, J. R. Sutton,
... J. J. Teeters, F. E. Taylor, and Sr. J. R. Sutto.n. Mrs. J. R.
Sutton, secretary.
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ported that it is hard work to get schools to report at end of
quarter and had only received; ljeven reports for June quarter
and after an extra effort was successful in getting all but one
in for September quarter, 12 ·schools reporting, Treasurer's
report showed a small balance, on hand. Home class superintendent, Sr. Lucy Y erks, reported gain of 33 members since
June and everything seemed to be prospering. All financial
reports were referred to auditors after which they were
ordered· to be paid. Communications were read regarding
organization of West London school, and also regarding death
of Alexander Moore, secretary of Ellice Sabbath· School.
Bishop Evans spoke concerning records of old district, stating that he. forwarded them to General Secretai·y to avoid
any further trouble or confusion. Credential and auditors'
reports were received and adopted. Moved and seconded that
we discontinue to pay per capita tax to General Association.
Carried. Resolution regarding proposed home class quarterly
read and approved and carried. Moved and seconded that
we ask for Sunday afternoon for a Sabbath school to be in
charge of district officers. Carried. Bro. F. B. Blair was
requested to speak on Sunday school work and gave a soul~
stirring address, which was encouraging to all Sunday school
workers, to continue to press onward and upward. The following were elected delegates to General Conference: Bishop
Evans, Apostle R. C. Russell, H. 0. Smith, Elder Famfield,
Brother and Siste;i.· Overholt. The following are the' district
officers for ensuing term: Superintenden,t, John L. Burger,
Saint Thomas; assistant superintendent, 0. W. Cambridge,
London; secretary, Frank Gray, Loudon; treasurer, Mamie
Constable, London; librarian, R. J. Farthing, London; home
class super.intendent, Charlotte Pearson, Saint Thomas. The
evening program was interesting and consisted of speeches,
recitations, songs, duets, blackboard, and model talk, paper
on, "Who are the weeds?" All went off fine and a good
feeling existed all through each session. Special mention is
made of the model Sabbath school held on Sunday afternoon
in charge of district officers. This is a new feature and certainly was beneficial to all concerned, and no doubt will be
a special feature of the conventions in the future. The idea
was to give instruction to· all the different Sunday school
workers present, showing them how to conduct a session'
properly. The school was divided into classes as usual, and
though there was a large crowd to handle, everything went
smoothly and in order. The secretary was assisted by all
visiting secretaries and gave all information possible on that
work, showing how the proper records snould. be kept, and a
good scheme to make the reports interesting, impressing
thoroughly the importance of sending in their quarterly re.ports on time and regularly. The attention of different features of session were explained by Superintendent J. L.
Burger. Assistant Superintendent 0. W. Cambridge reviewed
school on the lesson, "True bread," having a loaf of bread
and model. We can say that all were pleased with the first
session of th:e district Sunday school and recommend that all
other districts take it up. Frank Gray, secretary.
Conference Notices.

Pottawattamie district conference will be held on Saturday
and Sunday, Februa1'Y 12 i;tnd 13, at CounciLBluffs. 'Election
of officers and the appointment of delegates to General Conference will occur at this meeting'. Please send all reports
and other business papers for conference action to the undersigned not later than Sunday, February 6. J, Charles
Jensen, secretai'J'. ·
The conference of the Little Sioux, Iowa, District will conConvention Minutes.
vene at Logan, Iowa, on Saturday, February 5, at 9 a. m. It
LONDON.-District Sunday school met in convention at Lon- is hoped that there may be as large an attendance as possible,
don, Ontario, on Friday, October 15. Assistant Superintend- and that all holding the priesthood will report either in perent O. W. Cambridge was; chosen to preside and requested son or by letter. Wishing you all a successful year I remain,
that Biilhop Evans and F. B. Blair assist him; this was your brother in the hope of etemal life. Sidney Pitt, sr.,
granted. Frank Gray was chosen secretary and J, L. Burger president.
assistant. At the afternoon session the presidency announced
The semiannual conference of the Northern California Dis· · the committees appointed as follows: Credential, N. Over- trict will convene at San Jose, California, February 26, 1910,
hoit, G;-Tomlinson, and T. B. Richardson; auditors, Apostle at 10 a. m., ·at the usual meeting place of said branch. StaRussell, Elder Shields; press, R. J. Farthing, Frank Gray; tistical reports are expected from each branch, also individual
·chorister, Sister Ethel Gray; organist, Ethel Camb1idge; reports from each one bea1ing the p1iesthood. We would be
ushers, R. Tomlinson and J. Winegarden. District Superin- pleased to have reports from any isolated one in regard to
the opportunities for gospel work in their neighborhood. Let
tendent Maggie Macgregor, who is at present at Stonington
Maine, with Elder Macgregor, sent her report, .an.d reported us make this a missionary conference, two points being emvisiting one school. Assistant Superintendent 0. W. Cam- phasized: 1. The maintaining and building up the work in
bridge was the most active al)d gave in the most complete the branches. 2. The planting of the gospel in new fields,
report of the convention; organized 1 school, visited abotjt 10 .and for this cause we ask again for reports or letters from
different towns and villages, . secured about 30 home class , the scattered ones regardless of priesthood. Let all reports
members, driving abo.ut 300 miles altogether. Secretary re- be sent a week in_ advance, to Mrs. J, A. Lawn, secretary, 48
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West avenue, San Francisco, Califomia, or if sent to me Will
be cared for. The conventions no doubt will convene the day
previous to conference. Let all··attend who can. J. M. Terry,
president, 1230 Magnolia street,, Oakland, California.
Nauvoo District will convene with the Burlington Branch,
February 12 and 13. Let all reports be sent to the secretary
promptly, that each branch may be properly represented and
.no delays caused. M. H. Siegfried, secretary.
The conference of the Central Nebraska Distlict will meet
with the Inman Branch on Saturday, February 5, at 10 a. m.
We hope all branch clerks will take notice and prepare reports in due time. We invite a liberal attendance of the
members of the various branches. Levi· Gamet, president.
The annual conference of the Southwestern Oregon District will convene at Myrtle Point, Oregon, in the new chapel,
Saturday, February 19, 1910, at 10 a. m. There will be
election of officers and other business. A good attendance is
desired. D .. W. Carpenter, clerk.
The Central Illinois District will c·onvene at Taylorville,
Illinois,·. on February 4 and 5. All branch secretalies are
requested to have their reports in so as to give the distiict
secretary time to make out a report. All are cordially invited
to attend. Charles C. Simpson, clerk, 920 East Oak street.
The next district conference of the Southern Wisconsin District will be held in the Saints' church three miles southeast
of Soldie'rs Grove, Wisconsin, February 19 and 20; Saints,
make an effort to attend. Drop a eard to Phil Davenport,
Soldiers Grove, in time and you will be met at the depot.
Send all reports to W. A. McDowell, president, Soldiers Grove,
Wisconsin, care William Harwood, R. F. D. ·
Convention Notices.

Sunday school association of the Northeastern Texas and
Choctaw Dist1ict will meet in convention at Wilburton, Oklahoma, Friday, February 11, at 10 a. m. Will also have a
session at 2 p. m. and an entertainment at night. We expect
Sr. Alice M. McGeorge to be with us and have charge of the
normal work. The district officers are to be selected for the
coming year also delegates to General Convention. Let all
schools please send delegates and help to make this meeting
a success. Lula Perkins, secretary.
The Southern Wisconsin District Religio association will
meet in convention with the Wheatville Branch at Soldiers
Grove, Wisconsin, on February 21, 1910, at 2 p. m. Let all
attending the co'n:ference at that place on the 19th and 20th
plan to remain over the 21st and attend the convention. District officers and· delegates to the General Convention will be
·elected at this time. Audrey B. Dutton, secretary.
Sunday school convention for the Southwestern Oregon District will convene at Myrtle Point, Oregon, in the new chapel,
Friday, February 18, 1910, at 10 a. m. Schools take notice
that it is election of officers and have delegates properly appointed and credentials sent to the secretary, Georgena Hayes,
Myrtle Point, Oregon.
'fhe New York and Philadelphia District Sunday school
association will meet in convention at Scranton, Penn.sylvania,
February 12, 1910, at 1.30 p. m. Send credentials and reports
to secretary E. B. Hull, 3856 North Fifteenth street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Northeastern Illinois Religio convention will be held
January 28, at 10 a. m., at Sixty-sixth and Honore streets,
Chicago, Illinois. Blanch Fairbanks, 1559 South Homan
avenue.
Religians and Sunday school workers of the Chatham, Ontario, District, will meet in convention at Stevenson, Ontario,
January 29 and 30; 1910. Arrangements have been made
with all P. M; R. R. trains to stop at Stevenson on Saturday
to let off delegates, and on Monday to pick them up. ·Delegates from east and north inust purchase tickets to Coatsworth, while those coming from the west must purchase ·
tickets to Glenwood. Delegates from north of Chatham should
try to get to Chatham to catch the 8.45 a. m. train from that
place, as it is the only train which connects for Stevenson
until ·evening. All reports and credentials for Religio should
he sent to Miss Anna Bacon, assistant secretary, Blenheim,
Ontario, as. early as possible. Officers are to be elected for
ensuing term, also delegates to General Convention. Anthony
R. Hewitt, secretary, Lamoni, Iowa.

J anunry 12, 1910

to set the time of the convening of the distiict conference,
we announce the following dates: Two-day meetings: Santa
Ana, Januar;,r 15 and 16. Los Angeles, January 22 and 23.
San Bernardmo, January 29 and 30. Garden Grov!l, February
5 and 6. Cucrimonga, February 12 and 13.
The district conference will convene with the Santa Ana
Branch on Saturday, February 26 and 27, 1909. The first
session will be held on Saturday at 10 a. m.
The order of the two-day meetings will be as follows:
Saturday, prayer meeting at 9 a. m.; preaching at 11, 2.30
and 7.30 p. m. Sunday, Sunday school at 9.45 a. m.; preaching at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.; social service at 2.30 p. m.
No special assignment of. speakers will be made for any of ·
these two-day meetings, but it is requested that all who possible can will attend all of these meetings.
Respectfully submitted,
T. W. WILLIAMS.
Two-day meeting of the Northern Wisconsin District: .Commencing at Appleton, the Fox River Branch January 15 and~
16; Searles Prairie Branch January 22 and 23; Valley Junction, January 29 and 30; Chetek, February 5 and 6. Dear
Saints, let us each one try to do our part to make these meetings a success. S. E. Livingston, president.
The Bishopric.
AGENTS' NOTICES.

To the Saints of Northern Califoi·nia District: As the time
of our distiict conference draws near (which. is in February)
and the committee on tent for the distlict is to report, I
am wondering·what kind of a report we are going to make.
Are we to confess that we have failed? It may be that most
people think it is so far off, but the sooner we are ready the
better. Some responded at once, and we have on hand $39.47,
about one third what we ought to have. When Stockton,
where there are only about three who are able to pay, gave
twenty dollars I thought we would have no trouble to get the
rest easily. We are to buy a tent, how are we to buy without money? Wake up!
·
.
Yours in the work,
CHAS. A. PARKIN, Bishop.
235 THIRD AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT.

The Saints and friends of the Clinton, Missouri, Dist1ict of
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
please take notice that upon the resignation of Elder G. W;
Beebe, sr., as Bishop's agent for said district, Elder A. C. ·
Silvers, of Walker, Missouri, has been duly appointed as
agent in and for the district of Clinton, Missouri.
We may
speak foi· Brother Silvers the good will and cooperation of
the Saints and friends in the district, and ask that they will
especially remember and ·help him in the work of Bishop's
agent in which he is engaged.
The Bishopric also extend special thanks .to Bro. George
W. Beebe, sr., for his faithfulness to duty and good wo:rk in
the di&trict as Bishop's agent in the past.
Commending all Saints and friends al).d helpers in the district to our heavenly Father and asking the cooperation of ··
all in extending his work of good will to men, I am in behaJf
of the Bishopric of the said church ..
Very respectfully in the truth,
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
Notice to First Seventy.

Brn. James M. Smith and Osc.ar W. Okerlind were chosen
to occupy in the first Quorum of Seventy, but as yet I have
no items of their ordination. Anyone in possession oJ- such
items will please send them to me by your earliest convenience.
Blanks for reporting will be sent to the members of the quorum February 1. Any who have changed their address since
conference who have not already notified me of such change
will send me your present address. It will be remembered
that dues are to be sent to the secretary by those not expecting ·
to be at the coming General Conference as soon as that fact
may be determined, and that they are now twenty-five cents
annm1,lly.
In the Master's service,
·
·
J. F. MINTUN, Secretary.

Two-Day Meetings.

In harmony with the decision of the last distiict conference
making provision that the district president should appoint
two-day meetings in ~he va1ious branches in the district, also

Addre•ses.

H. 0. Smith, 356 Grant street, Buffalo, New York.
D. L. Shinn, R. F. D. No. 1, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
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The Telescope that Floats in Water.

At the Harvard University Observatory a gigantic telescope
floats in a tank of water. It is one of the largest in the world,
the reflecting mirror being five feet wide. Mounted on a
water-tight cylindrical steel float, the telescope swings in a
concrete tank full of water, only slightly larger than the
cylinder, which is designed to fit it closely and serve as a
pivot for the telescope, instead of having it mounted on a
solid base. Machinery at each side holds and guides it. The
water bears the weight, and the movements of the telescope
are regulated by tiny electric motors; the gigantic mirror can
be easily removed and reversed, when it grows dim, although
two tons ·are indiCated when it is placed on the scales.
Through this telescope stars of the sixteenth and eighteenth
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·
Marriage, death, and birth notices : Marriages, $1 per· 100 words
or fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above tliat number, 50
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magnitude a:I~ ·revealed, and it seems to penetrate into the
very abysses of the heavens. While the instrument is mounted
in the open air, the image is reflected to an eye-piece, in an
adjoining building, where the astronomer sits and makes calculations in which millions of miles are dealt with as indifferently as the simpl&.'t sums in ordinary bookkeeping.
The first look through a great telescope is disappointing,
but the novice soon sees that the fiat appearance which the
heavens present to the naked eye is replaced by a culious concavity; the moon and stars seem to be hung in space rather
than spread_.out on a fiat surface. For a moment one feels
at the telescope like a child watching the swift-moving balls
kept in the air by a juggler, and expecting to see one of those
great, bright bodies fall. Then comes .the thought-"What
keeps them there, apparently suspended in space with absolutely nothing to hold them firm?" The explanation of the
learned astronomer causes the brain of the layman to ·whirl,
and he sees himself, perhaps for the first time, as a child
gathering pebbles on the great shores of the sea of knowledge,
or as "an mfant crying in the night; an infant crying for .the
light-and with no language but a cry."-January National
Magazine.
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.
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Editorial
WHAT DO JEWS BELIEVE?

From the Christian standpoint the· Jew is in a
peculiar position. Whether peculia1; or otherwise
he maintains it with characteristic persistency and
has· suffered enough in many lands at the hands of
· - many people to acquire a certain dignity and claim
a measure of respect.
For many years he was the light of the world
in a religious and intellectual sense. Yet when the
full culmination of his glory came in the form of
his own Messiah he turned from it. Because of this,
-himself rejected, he has been scattered and smitten.
Yet if we are to believe the prophets he has before
him another glorious period when the scales shall
fall from his eyes and he shall at last receive the
gospel from those to whom it has been committed.
In view of this fact it is of interest to discover his
present attitude of mind, to learn directly from him
concerning his present belief. Herewith in this connection we present an article written by Rabbi H.
G. Enelow, and issued as a tract by the Central
Conference of Rabbis, Cincinnati, Ohio. The article
shows a shifting of opinion among "reformed Jews"
from the idea of a personal Messiah, while "orthodox" Jews still cherish the old ideal.
What do Jews believe? Both Jews and non-Jews are often
heard to put. this question: the former to make sure where
they stand, to render to themselves what the old rabbis called
an "account of the soul"; the latter because they are eager
to know just why we remain Jews in the religious sense and
at all cost keep from merging with any other religious body.
Are there any beliefs at all that Jews are agreed upon and
that may be said to form the groundwo1;k of universal and
perennial Judaism? Such beliefs I think there 'are, and the
purpose of this paper is to describe them briefly.
The first belief of Judaism relates to God: It is as clear
as daylight that no matter how broad or liberal or advanced
one may be, one can not consider oneself a true Jew if one
does not believe in God. Religion. without God is a selfcontradiction, and altogether out of the question. In fact,
belief in God with us has not only been a matter of reason,
but also of intuition,_ of that side of our soul which the old
rabbis regarded as a phase of reason, and which after all
plays a very important part in the life of all. This is not
to say that Judaism had undervalued reason. Quite the contrary is true. Reason is invoked by both the Bible and the
Jewish thinkers of later times as confirming the truth of God's
existence.. But primarily the Jew has always felt the exist~
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ence of God as a basic truth in life. Not experience but his
own soul first taught him to exclaim: "Hear, 0 Israel, the ·
·Lord our God, the Lord is One," those stirring words which
from time immemorial have comprised the foremost motto
and epitome of the J ewiEh faith.
This, then, is our first belief.. Without it Judaism is impossible. Without it one may be descended of Jews, associate
with Jews, belong to a Jewish club or lodge, marry a Jewish
husband or wife-one may be Jewish in racial or social relations-but one is not a Jew in the true historic sense of the
term.
But, in relation to God, Judaism has always held another
characteristic belief, namely, as to his attributes, or qualities. Judaism lays stress on the oneness. of God, and, if I may
say so, the uniq!·~'i,S~ of God. Oneness, in the sense that
true Judaism ha~-'/ .. "._\,admitted the possibility of more than
one God, or of the ·u. ~ision of the deity into different parts,
powers, or forms. But God also is unique. "One, and there
is no unity like unto his unity," as the old Hebrew hymn has
it. The meaning of this assertion is that Judaism has invariably considered that God is perfect, and in this respect
different from all other gods. To put it i.n other words, the
Jews believe that God is not only one, but also free from
those infirmities and li:initations which have been associated
with the_ gods of other peoples. Such accounts of the contests, ambitions, rivalries, and moral imperfections of the
deities as may be found, for example, in the mythology of the
Babylonians, of the Greeks, or of the Teutons, are unthinkable in connection with the Jewish God idea. From earliest
times .we have been taught that God is holy, allwise, allpowerful, and that his sole plan in the universe is to cause within
it the triumph of holiness and righteousness. "Holy, holy,
holy," as we read in Isaiah, "is the Lord of hosts: the whole
earth is full of his glory." ( 6: 3.)
This leads us to another Jewish belief, and that is with regard to the world. "The whole earth is full of his glory."
It is well known that some people believe that the world as
such is tainted with sin, that, being matter, it is inherently
corrupt, that it is in reality but a place in which one is to
prepare for another life, and that those are the most pious
men and women who withdraw from it as much as possible.
This belief has given rise to morbid views of the world, as
well as to the various orders of monks and nuns. What do
Jews believe on this point? It may be said that the common
belief of, the Jews of all ages has been the contrary of the
idea just alluded to. We do not believe in a Devil, in the
corruption of the world, nor that to be in the center of the
world's activities and enjoyments means necessarily to subject oneself to the taint of ·sin. ·We believe in God as the
Creator of the worJ!'l; which, of course,. need not mean a
literal belief in the/lid accounts that he created the world in
six days. Whatev'.l~· process .he may- have used for bringing
it into being, we ascribe the origin of him. Without Godchaos. Having created the world, however, he has hot sent
it forth to run its course jn haphazard fashion. He. is not
an absentee God, contemplating creation from a distance and
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caring not how . the world wags. On the· contrary~ !Je .is not :wit!:i an eye on reward of any kind, but. ·i.·ather because
holiness ought to be the chief pu1:suit of'man. Said Antigoeverywhe~·e and 'in everything. ·No other power interfei;es
with his presence. "Whither shall I go from thy Spirit?" <nus of..'Soko, a Jewish teacher of the third centu1-y B.·.c.: .
: says the Psalmist, "or whither shall I flee from thy presence?· "Be not like slaves who serve theii'- master With ·a view· to·'-·'
IfTascen·d up into.heaven, thou ai·t there: if I }l'lake my bed receive recompense; but as servants that serve thefr mastei;
in hell, .behold, thou art there. If I take the wings of' the without a view to receive recompense." Or, a:s onc.e for .. all'·
niornirig,_ and dwell iri the uttermost parts of the sea; even this ,principle is summed up in LeViticus 19: 2: "Ye. sllall
· · the1'e. shall. thy hand leacl me, and thy 'right hand shall hold be holy, for.'I the Lord your. God am holy."
nie~ If I say, Surely the ,darlmess shall
cover me; even the night shall be light
about me. Yea, the darkness hideth not
from thee; but. the night shineth as the
. day; the- darkness and the light are both
· ·· _alik!) to thee." (Psalm 139 :'7-12.) Moreover, God govei'ns the l-World according·
to his law of righteous:hesil and goodness.
"He· loveth righteousness liind. judgment,"
says. the Psaimist, "the ,efirth is full of
·the.goodness of the Lord1H.c;1(3S: 5.) And
as to its inhabitants, their··'chief duty is
.not to turn their backs 'upo'IJ!cthe world
in. fear of· pollution, but rather to cling
.to it and work in such fuanner as to
help fulfill the divine plan- of beauty, .
. order, and goodness; ·artd thus .. become
· what the rabbis have calleda!!fellow la.bor~rs with the ''Holy One." f91'For thus
saith the Lord that created the heavens,"
· ,, says Isaiah, "God himself that formed the
earth and made it; he hath established
it, he created. it not as a waste, he formed _
it to be inhabited. I am the Lord; and ,
there is none else." ( 45: -18.)
Indeed, this is what gives man his
place in the world.- But that leads us to
another of our important beliefs, naniely,
with respect to man and human life.
What do we believe about man? To put
it negatively first, .we do not believe in
a great many of the doctrines that are
-_current among other people, as the doctrine of · original sin, the fall of man,
the need of vicarious atonement, and such.
Hke. · On the contrary it has been pointed.
Photo by Elder Paul M. Hanson.
· out that the idea of original virfoe, or
the virtue of the fathers, has played a
THE WAILING PLACE OF THE JEws:
more important part in Judaism than
John L. Stoddard, the traveler and lecturer, says that he found in Jerusalem a fragment of ~e
- old wall of Solomon s Temple to which the Jews gather everx Friday to wail and lament. l:le quoteS
that of original sin. As a matter of fact,
the words of a prayer that he_-heard uttered, lit that place: 'We are become a scorn and a derision
we believe that man, as the Bible tells
to our ne~ghbors. Oh. Lord! behold we are thy people. Re~emb~i;-':"not our iniquities for ever. -We
are brought very low. Oh, let thy teniler mercy i·edeem us."
'"'"
us, was created by God in his own image,
But,
it.
is
asked,
has
God
really
said
so?
Do
we
know
and amid all varieties of t;rend, desire, and power preserves
the stamp of divinity. He&e the Jewish idea of the brother- anything about his will? In other .wo1·ds, do we believe in .
hood of all men,. of the sanctity of even the humblest life, revelation? Religion, it has been. said ve1-y truly, is not
and of the emj:Jracement"6~ all in the divine plan, howsoever merely the belief in the existence of God, but l'.lither iii the
· they may differ in outwa'·f'cF·things. · All bear the impress''~;; possibility of man's approach of, and communion with' God.,
" ·the divine image in-the(iV'soul. Furtheimore, to realize this That God has communicatecJ, i·evealed his nature arid laws
divine nature ·and enact it in his life, is man's paramount to men, has always been one of our basic beliefs, "Surely
· duty and pui1Jose. In so~farcas he does this, his lifi! is what the Lord .God will do nothing, but he revealeth Ms secret
it is meant to be; otherwisey:it falls s}lort: Nothing, accord- unto. his servants the prophets." (Amos· 3: 7.) · This is not,.
fog to the great te.ache1·s·!JfrJii~·ael, can take the place of this to say that all Je\vish thinkers have been at olie in theiridea
indi".idual i·esponsibility;, of.,tWi:; personal duty, of this con• of the method or the process of revelation. Discussion of the
· secratiOn of life; neither''.rft~alism, n01' sacrifices, nor fasts, latter, however, belongs to the realm of metaphysics. Suffic~
nqr feasts, nor material' ch:lrity; neither the ·merit of the it to. say,. that we believe ~hat the Bible furnishes a faithful
fathers, nor the . medii#Wii bf. another person. Holiness, record of the great laws of life,-of the laws.of morality ~nd'.
• i~ighteousness,:.motality-.':H~'t morality. in the nai·row conven- religion, which. G~d revealed tJ> Israel; and ·moi·e especially to.
- ' . tional sense, bi°it, in the Wi'cie~l!Jkens~thjs is' the fundamental the prophets of· Israel. Technical disput~s as to b'.ow the . ,
cluty. Other things may:foifow; ai'id add grace and glory to revelation· occurred do not affect the. general. belief; noi· is . _
)~e; litit first there. must be ~~e ;tr~e. striving after holiness, it affected by whether. or no we hold that eve1-y let~er of the.
1
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Bible was in'spired. Though we may suppose that the actual
Writirig and editing of the Bible took place in the usual human fashion/we do not waver in our conviction that it contains the higliest revelation of God possessed by mankind.
Moreover, our belief in the choice of Israel for .the divine
revelation, does not preclude the view that God has spoken
- to other peoples as well. On the contrary, we believe in the
universality of revelatio1i. "The whole Tora was spoken in.
every tongue," we read in the Talmud. "Every word that
went forth from the mouth of the Holy One was divided into
seventy tongues." Other utterances of similar nature might
be cited from Jewish teachers of all ages, testifying to the
-Jewish belief that, though God may have revealed himself
particularly to Israel, he did not withhold his light and his
truth from the other peoples. "For from the rising. of the
sun unto the going down of the same my name is great among
the nations; and in every place incense is offered unto me,
and a pure offering: for my name is great among the nations,
saith the Lord of hosts." (Malachi 1: 11.)
As to what becomes of man after he has "shuffled off this
mortal coil," Judaism has never speculated very much. Yet
we must admit that this is one of the main questions that
men are apt to ask religion to answer. What becomes of our
soul? . Do we believe in a hereafter? Briefly speaking, we
certain)y believe that the soul survives the dissolution of the
body, but just what occurs after death> and what the state of
the soul is, the purest teaching of J: udaism has neve; attempted to define. Our attitude has found expression in the
biblical verse forming the opening words of the tradition.al
·burial service: "The Rock, his work is perfect, for all his
ways are judgment: a God of faithfulness and without iniquity, just and right is he." (Deuteronomy 32: 4.) We are
sure that the soul of man which, in biblical phrase, is a light
of God, is not put out altogether, and that our life, with its
struggles and sufferings and ·failures, will be rightly dealt
with by the Lord of right~ousness. More than this we can
not say. In this respect, the good Jew, rather than engage in
idle fancies and theories, is content to walk in faith, and,
in the words of the beautiful old hymn, he says:
"Into His hand I commend my spirit
When I sleep and when I wake;
And with my spirit, my body also:
The Lord is with me, and I will not fear."
But what do we believe about the Messiah? It is well
known that the Messiah idea has been closely connected with
Jewish thought and experience. Christianity, which is built
on this idea, sprang from Judaism. Jesus, the Messiah, or
the Christ, of the Christian world, -was a Jew, and it was
the question or his messiahship that created the cleft between
the two religions. No wonder it is ofttimes asked what
belief we hold on the subject. Now, on this point there is
now, as there always has been, difference of opinion. Doubtless some Jews still entertain the hope of a personal Messiah. Reform Jews, however, do not. They do not believe
in the miraculous Messiah. All Jews, however, agree in the
hope for the advent of a messianic age-an age . when humanity will enjoy the reign of righteousness, unity, and
peace, and all hearts"shall be united in the pure worship of
the one and only God. "And the Lord shall be king ove1' all
the earth: in that day shall there be one Lord, and his name
one."
(Zechaiiah 14: 9.)
This ·messianic ideal, toward
which it is the duty of all men -to work and aspire, we
regard as one of the most beneficent gifts Israel has made to
the spiritual riches of the race.
Moreover, Israel as a people, as a religious community,
. as a spiritual brotherhood, is in-duty bound to work unremitiilgly for the realization of this lofty ideaL· To him this ideal .
was i.'evealed of yore, to him the laws of its fulfillment were
Ii)

'

51

communicated by the. mouth of the. prophets{' and upon him
was the inviolable task laid of spre<iding and' furthering it
with all his heart and all his soul and all· his might; at the
price of no matter how much trial and suffe1ing. This, the call,
the election, the mission of Israel. This makes Israel what
the prophets have called him, the servant of God. This .is
why Israel has been "the man of sorrows" among the nations,
despised and rejected of men, stricken and afflicted and -acquainted with -grief, wounded and ·bruised, persecuted and
outlawed, humbled and maimed, in order that he might wit~
ness to the supreme ideal, to God· and righteousness, and cure
mankind of superstition and iniqqity, and bring nigh the age
of justice, of knowledge, and of peace. Well may humanity
say: "The chastisement of our peace is upon him; and in his
wounds there is healing for us!l:';o'.visaiah 53: 5.)
·We believe that the Jews will, h:;>ve to continue to stand
together, and toil, and suffer unl;\lo,the final .fulfillment of
their noble ideal. That is our fa.it.h, as to our futul.·ei Nor
has our work thus- far been in· wai)).~ "The righteous flourishes like the palm tree!" we a,r~i:told by the Psalmist, to
which the old rabbis add by w.<1y,,of comment: "When you
plant any other tree, it grows; ·fP.J' itself; but plant a palm,
and it will put forth roots Onul!H sides: so the righteous."
May we not apply this figure to Israel? Judaism has not
only flourished for itself, but has pnj; forth ro~ts for other
creeds. Israel's influence is fel1J. in the religious life of the
whole_ civilized world. It is felt not only in the old forms
of faith, but also in the new Jiberal spirit· which is abroad
in'. the land, and which in so far as it is a departure from certain old dogmas, ·marks a return to the pure faith of Judaism. But even where we have as yet failed of tangible proofs
of success, has our work been in vain, though seem- so it
may? Such work is never done in vain. It sleeps. in the
very bosom of things, of the universe, and only abides its time.
Come forth it shall. It is there. 'Tis much faith the great
prophet puts into the mouth of Israel: "Listen, 0 isles, ~nto
me; and hearken, ye peoples from afar; the Lord hath called
me Jrom the womb; from the bowels of my mother hath he
ma'de mention of my name. And he hath made my mouth
like a sharp sword: in the shadow of his hand hath he hid
me; he made me a polished shaft,-in his quiver hath h:e
hid me; and said unto me, Thou art my servant, 0 Israel,
in whom I' will be glorified. Then I said, I have labored in
vain, I have spent my strength for naught and in vain: yet
surely my judg!llent is with the Lord and my work with my
God." (Isaiah 59: 1-4.)
Such, in brief, are the Jewish beliefs. The unity and the
holiness of God, the goodness of the world, the divine nature
and the immortality of the human soul, and the possibility of
its communion \vith God, and the consecration of human life:
these ideas are the foundation on which Judaism has builded.
Moreover, we believe in the elec~~o_n of Israel as a means to
an end, the end being the diffusion of those ideas among all
men and the ultimate reform of 'lv;iman life in accord with
them. Whenever this has come trli'fF it s~all mean the kingdom of God on earth, the messiamc age, the fulfillment of
Israel's highest ideal.
0

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Fifty years ago man power;turned our presses.
Tallow candles lighted editorial sanctums. The old
fireplace gave heat. To~d~y)he Herald Office burns
tl{lee tons of coal aaily to '':fP,l'.nish steam heat and el~ctric light and power.n, 't,b,is is apropos of the ·
J ubliee HERALD to be issue!;lJ1ext week, celebrating
our fiftieth birthday as a-Jl.h:urch paper. Send for your e:idta copies ·at once.
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ister who has been invited to preach in a 'hall, or·
schoolhouse.
He observes a number of men and boys in groups
DEPOR'I'. IN THE HOUSE OF WORSHIP.
around the door and horse shed· talking, laughing,
At a meeting of the priesthood during a late reand some smol~ing. He says, "Good morning," to
unio;1, the above subject was brought up for disa few and passes on into the house where he finds
cussion with a view to investigating some much
men, women, and young people· are talking and
needed refoi·m along these lines. It has become a ·
laughing, the children running up and down the
recognized fact that Latter Day Saints have become
aisles, and some trying to play the organ. The floor ·
sadly lacking in house of worship courtesy, and far
is dirty and littered up and all is confusion. The ,
behind most any other body of worshipers iJi the
minister finds a seat for himself and waits until ten
land, while they should be, in. this, as in everything
or fifteen minutes after the appointed hour; then he
else, a pattern.
speaks to the officer ·in charge and calls his atten- .
To emphasize the subject and bring it before the tion to the lateness of the hour.
whole church g·enerftliy, one of the body was re"Oh, yes," he replies, "I wonder what we will
quesfed to write up an' article for pul;>lication, setting sing." Then he hunts up the chorister or organist
forth conditions as they exist, and inaking an appeal and he finally hunts up a list of tunes, and opens the
to every member of the church, male and female, service by telling a partial untruth, stating that the
the priesthood and· otherwise, for cooperation in a time had arrived, as though it had not arrived and
reform movement. It ii'! to be regretted that it departed a half hour ago. Then the old "coµie to
should become the duty of anybody to write upon order" is rung and the hymn is announced. By this
such a disagreeable subject. The redeerµing feature time the minister, ·unless he is an old war horse,
is that the offense is so 'general there is no danger is so nervous that he is wondering whether he can
of the writer being charged with personality. It preach at all or not. However, he begins, when
is to be hoped that this is the beginning of a reform soon babies begin to fret and cry and two or three·
that will reach every. branch and mission in the little tots are running around attracting attention.
church.
Nobody seems to own them, and yet the minister
It has been asked by those who have been brought is expected to preach a good sermon.
up to better things, "Why should it be necessary at
I have painted two pictures: which is the better,
the opening of a regular religious service in a civi- and which applies most accurately to Latter Day
lized land, to say, 'The time has arrived and if the Saints? Alas, it is too well known and the ·fact too
congregation will please come to order we will open often leads people to other churches to wonder who
the meeting'?" In answer, I ,might say that one is to blame for it and why it" obtains.
of the leading members has said : "There is no
The baby-at-church problem is a very delicate sublegitimate reason and it is a reflection upon the ject to touch upon and withal very hard to adjust.
raising of Saints, to say nothing about our: religion, No one loves to see the mother enjoy religious serthat such a condition should exist." Then, Saints, . vices more than the minister himself, "but let me
how long will it be before the time dishonored phrase mention a case : I once listened, or at least tried
will be relegated to archives of the dim, dusty, for- to listen, to a minister trying to preach. His face
gotten past?
was red, and he was sweating and striving to keep
We often hear of sectarian seclusiveness and re- tab on his subject, while two babies were making a
ligious formality. No doubt there may be an great deal more noise than he was and attracting
extreme in that regard, but let us draw a picture. more attention. One mother was trying" her best
A congregation is assembling for worship; they to regulate her child, the other did not seem to notice.
enter the building in a quiet, orderly manner, with During the week I took occasion to ask the first
a smile, a nod of recQ£;nition, and perhaps a hand- mentioned motheF how she enjoyed th~ discourse.
shake for those that':'are nearest, and take their "Well, I guess it was alright, but I did not hear
places. Presently a minister arrives, a stranger; more than ten words, baby was so cross. l would
the minister meets hiµi. at the door, takes his coat have taken him out but I wanted to hear the ser.:
and hat, and conducts' him to his place on the plat- mon so bad." Yet she did not; neither did she
form.. The minister observes that the floor is clean, realize that all the rest were deprived ·of the same
the furniture is free from dust, and the pulpit is, privilege, beside driving the preacher to.the point of
beautiful with flowers. 'He smiles his appreciation desperation.
· It is not the intention to be arbitrary or in any
and the audience becomes perfectly quiet. At the
appointed moment the'one who assists picks up the measure use dmstic measures, but it is the intenlist of hymns previously prepared and gives out the tion to ·redeem the name of Latter Day Saint in
opening song. We wU\Jeave them to go on with the above mentioned matter; knowing full well that
their service and call your attention to another min- it can not be done without a hearty cooperation on
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the part of all the members. What .do you think a powerful . stimulant, they . have . not the right
· about it, Saints? Will you all try?
perspective and "see men as trees walking."
Don't think that mothers are going to be deprived
But this chaotiC stage will soon pass and adjust. of going to church or even of taking their .children, ment based ·upon intelligent conceptions,· will ·soon
but let me relate ·something else. The writer once take -place between the new society .and the new
saw a Methodist lady with three little children, visit . range of ideas and once again · with marvelous
our services in a schoolhouse. She took them into adaiJtability men will fall into line. Let us not be
a seat and sat with them. Their deportment was either severe in our criticisms of mistaken methods
perfect. That evening~ I heard· an elder. ask the nor foolishly ignore the truth which is at 01:ir feet
question, "Why can not Latter Day Saint mothers because as yet its power has not been propedy har~
train their children to be as respe~tful anl quiet in nessed nor its legitimate place in our experience
church as do Methodist mothers?" Does this mean allocated. Let us remember that with the discovery
anything? We want the day to soon come when of new power and new truth reactionary influences
such a question will be entirely out of order.
begin to operate.
Here are some points which, if considered, would
THE· SOCIALISTIC METHOD.
help matters wonderfully: It is due the Lord to put
on our good behavior in his worship. Let the officers
The method which is favored by the socialist,·
open the service on time and close likewise; let
·generally speaking,. is the violent alteration of conthem not pray back to the audience; let them not
ditions by which we are surrounded, and readjustsay, "The time> has arrived,". especially when it has
ment of the circumstances in which we are condi. passed'; and let everyone help to make it unnecestioned. I do iiot say that they favor, generally
sary to think of saying, "Let us come to order."
speaking, a revolution of blood or physical violence,
Let us remember that it is written, "Let everything
but, I mean they are eager to take hold of the ponbe done decently and in order."
By order,
derous machinery out of which. have emerged laws
H. J. DAVISON.
and constitutions and ruthlessly abolish some, amend
others, and engraft upon these a new code, and enforce obedience thereto. This, I believe, is the aim
of all socialists both in America and Europe. To
deal with things and e'xte1'.nals and by acts of parliaTHE SOCIALISTIC CHURCH.-PART II.
ment bring into existence a. new order of society,.
so that every individual will be forced into communTHE PARTING OF THE WAYS.
By· what methods or means shall the -realization istic relationship. The change is to be brought about
by dealing with things and not with men.
of the ideal be effected?
It is here whe1·e the socialistic propaganda presents
A SELF-DESTRUCTIVE METHOD.
its "\Veak joint in the armor. It is at this point that
sooner or later it wiH be humiliated by failure and
That such a method contains the elements of suiexperience the need of the very thing which gives to cide scarcely needs arguing. Seeing that laws are
· Christianity its strengih. That after all the sacri- but the crystallization of popular opinions· precipi:l'ying sarcasm and supercilious contempt of what tated in the form of resolutions enacted by
they ·conceive to be worn-out superstition, Chris- majorities, it is clear. that before such laws could
tianity still has the only practical solution of the be enacted the work of education must precede every
problem.
other effort. Thl.s method is tediously slow and pain"
At the present men have seen a vision, they have ful, yet in the course of our evolutiona.ry progress
heard a voice; and they are trying to locate the we can not take short cuts to our desired goal.
vision and interpret the voice. But how to give
To do anything which will force men into subincarnation to the vision and to make music out of mission to any regime against their will is slavei·y;
the multitudinous sol)nds which have fallen upon the ' and slavery, whether physical or moral, is a turning
ear is the difficulty of to-day. The eye is not properly backward of the finger of life upon the dial of time.
able to focus, to get rectilinear definition: and the
In addition to the enormous expenditure in sus. ear as yet unaccustomed to the· strange medley of taining a force of men to k~ep' the unwilling ones
cryings surging within humanity's heart; it is only in line, there would always be the dang~r of treachto be expected therefore that men should go to ex- ery, and when the opportunity presented itself that ·
tremes in their ideas. Under the exuberance of bribery could effect an evasion, reversion to the old
·
this deiirious ·sense of power and freedom which method would be inevitable.
In the language of Henry George, "At the back of
- has.dawned upon the economic horizon, by which the
drooping soul of the foiling masses has been thrilled, the social 'prol;>lem yon have the problem of the indialmost into·xicated as though u~der the influence of . vidual." And as He1'bert Spence1· puts it, "There
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is ·no political alchemy :by means of Which you can
In a modern play upon the London stage called,
get golden conduct out of leaden instincts.".
"The Devil," hi.s Satanic majesty is inade to say,
We cal). not inalce men just and honorable by the ·"For my purpose give me a man with brains."
Is it consonant with our experience that only crimiscience of economics, (aiid that is what socialists
are aiming· at,) any more than by force of law. Such nals and sinners are to be found among the illitera course applied to the drink pl'oblem has been a ate and ungrammatical?
dismal failure, and no man can be made sober by
Have we encouragment to believe that by placing
act of parliament, nor a sinner into a saint by fear the unfortunate inhabitants of the East-end· slums
· of hell. The real source of all reformation is within ·Jp. the gilded mansions of Mayfair and Piccadilly,
and not without. We may cage beasts and discipline this change would produce better character in these
animals by the whip and we control machinery by _slummers?
the throttle,- but men wifl not be dealt with in that
It is worse than useless to have the environment
way, It would be exactly the same principle which unless you have the organism adapted to the environhas been operative in the age of the survival of the ment, so that the environment can be used by the
. fittest and reign of fodividualism; the only differ- intelligence of the man. It is interesting to remem-

ence would be in the channel or medium of opera-

tion, and for my part I prefer to be ruled· by an
intelligent aristocracy rather than by an ignorant
democracy.
SALVATION BY ENVIRONMENT IMPOSSIBLE.

ber at this point, according to the story of· the fall

a

in Genesis, when man fell he was not in slum but
in Paradise. As John Burns grnphically put it in
the House of Commons recently, "If Parliament
gives the working man better hours and better
houses who is going to give him a pair of legs ·to ·
carry him by the first public house?"

To put the burden of saving the individual upon
the environment is not in its real effect complimenMORAL LAWS;
tary to the individual, nor can it therefore be proIf, as Mr. Philip Snowden says, "Socialism pro•
ductive of the best results to him ill the long run.
poses
to regulate wealth by the moral law," then we
Surely we can not consider with seriousness the
splendid record of human achievement and realize may ask, Who is going to apply ·the law? To what.·
that man has scaled the heavens; and· delved into is it going to be applied? Moral law can not be apthe recesses of the earth; and wrested from the plied to irrational creatures, who are victimized by
·heart of Ndture some· of her profoundest secrets, circumstances, because they are incapable:of volition,
and employed these forces for commercial purposes, and this is precisely what is claimed for humanity
.the very powers which at no distant date were the by some of the foremost leaders in the socialistic
. dread ministers of deities or devils before which all propaganda. Kier Hardie, M. P ., asks if a man can
were prostrate in fear and awe. This all but God be Christian on a pound a week, and .decides to
(for he must be almoi;;t G_od who can use the powers answer the question in the negative. R. Blatchford
which it takes God to create) is the poor inverte- concludes the vicious, the criminal, the libertine, and
brate creature who whines for an environment in the sinner am not to be blamed or punished for
which to exist! Out upon such a miserable insult their wrongs, because they were made such by their
to the best traditions of our race and the monumental environment. Karl Marx and Kautsky demand a
testimonies of man's inherent greatness. All history recognition of the thesis that the economic and sois the record of man's power to make his environ- cial conditions are responsible for the morality and
,
ment and manufachme his circumstances. The so- intelligence of the people.
If these things are true of what use is the moral
cialistic clamor for better hours, better houses, better
education, is alright in its way, but the socialists are law?
Will not this despairing doctrine of determinism
not employing these things in the right way. Is
there any evidence that better houses will produce be equally as applicable to the capitalist, to the land~
·.better character? That better hours will increase' lord, and to the aristocrat, as to the laborer, the
the efficiency of the laborer? That education will pauper, the harlot, and the criminal?
minimize crime?
.
How, then, can such a thing as "moral law," whl.ch
Mrs. Besant in her autobiography says, "Educate implies "moral responsibility," be of service if·
·
the people and th~n sin '.and crime will disappear." "moral responsibility" is denied?
In a speech mad~''i:h' Leeds 'i•ecently the same lady
That these very leaders of the socialistic move·said, "Sin and crime are the fruits of ignorance." ment al'e co1npletely inadequate to deal with this
, Is it true that we find all our vfrtue, honor and matter, so far as method is concemed, is amply
saintliness in universities, colleges, and S~1Ylinaries? proven by the fact that while, a~ already pointed out, ...
Has there been a diminution of sin and· crime com- they seek to place the· responsibility for the ·misery
. and criirte and poverty which abound upon envh'on~
mensurate with the in~rease ·of. education?
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ri1ent ·and circumstances and write witli tui·gid -eloq1tence about dete1·thinism, they, nevertheless, have
· , to appeal to what Bl(ltchford himself calls 'the "al- ·
h'.uistic sentiment" in fuhii. And· what is this altruistic sentiment in man. upon which the modern
· apostle of the dismal doctriiie of determinism
depends for . the realization · of the .. socialistic
. dream? ·Hear . him: "Sever the socialistic move.. ment from the altruistic sentiment and it is a' lost
cause." "No, from the first, I have felt that without the altruistic ·sentiment socialism could never
prevaiil." "In the growth of love lies the hope of socialism; in the prevalence of selfishne~s lies its
menace and danger." "The true basis of soialism, it seems to nie, should be an ethical one."
"We should be equally resolved ·to do the thing .
which is ·right, and to do it because it is right,
whether it be economically sound or not." "We are
to give, not to take; to serve,. not to be served."
Finally, hear this question: "What are we to do?
Our duty it seems to me is to fan the divine embers
of love into a flame, to aid by every means in our
power to spread the altruistic sentime:\lt amongst
_ the people. Next to that it is our duty, by fah',
honest, and gentle means to make clear to all men
·the truth, the justice and the wisdom of socialism."
And this same "Numquam," this same Blatchford,
the same editor of the Clarion, this author of one
· of the most destructive booksi written in recent
years, to religion and moraJlity, defines only in 1902
this basic principle of socialism "altruism" as fol1.ows, "Christ's glorious gospel of love against man's
dismal science of greed." (See tract, "Altruism.")
Much could be quoted to show that while the socialist desires with all his power to place the.
responsibility of the evil, m.isery, and crime upon the
back of environment, yet the stern fact of human
nature every time wi'll force these modern "Balaams"
to ble_ss the thing (moral responsibility) that they
would curse.
·
Then, if as Belfort Bax says, "Socialism ·teaches
· that there is not salvation for the individual save
in- and though society," and the individual is not to
be credited with the power of moral responsibility,
we shall never see the day when, to quote Blatchford
once again, "If we could stand firm and fast together
in our millions, and declare that we would have
God's kingdom now, that we would have hope and
life for God's children here and to-day, who then
should stay us from our purpose or deny our right?"
_:_The Clarion, April 30, :f.909.
_
How are we to stand fast ht our millions unless
we get the ones; the units, ·to love -right and stand
fast ill fidelity? How is society, which is but the
agg1:egatiori of individuals living together with -a~l
• - the results of individual endeavor producing it.s har. vest, to ever aid in the salvability of the. human race
- , uniess the philosophy of Christ, which these social-

55

istic leaders would spui·n, is put ..into personal
operation?
we- can not forget the weighty and portentious
message of the Hebrew prophet: "I will bi'ing evil
upon this people; even the fruit of their own
thought."
Our troubles . and miseries and tragedies to-day
are but the devastating harvest of wrong thinking
and wrong desiring, 'Shall we sow and then expect to
dodge the reaping? That is precisely what the socialistic propaganda holds out to the great army of dupes.
We speak plainly because our socialistic wl'iters
love to talk to others in what they call very distast-·
fully, "a flat-footed maimer."
THE REAL METHOD.

First of all, may we say that though with straight
and plain language we have thus pronounced
adverse judgment upon the thoughtless and inconsistent scheme favored by modern socialists, we yet
see in the entire movement a glorious evidence of'
divine working. We see in this restless state of
humanity, that a condition has been attained in
which at least the aim of man and the purpose of
God in man are gradually blending and becoming
one. We can not interpret the hungering cry of humanity, voiced discordantly it may be, o,ther than an
inarticulate longing for God and the realization ·~f
the divine purpose. And as Carlyle in that wonderful work on the French Revolution says, "In the
great mass of evil as it rolls, good is ever working
to the top"; so in this apparent hour when the great
and sacred traditions' of the past are being ruthlessly shattered by the iconoCiasm of the new power
of humanism, it is still frue that "God is working
everything together for good." But now, as then,
this divine event is seen only to "them who love
him."
First then, we declare that the only way by which
the transmutation of the present economic state
with its concomitant evils, which have been already
briefly noticed, into the condition which is desired
by all i·ight thinking men, is 'to be effected,
is to begin w_ith the individual primarily. . Instead of being more concerned with what I do for
what I can get, which is-the dominant law of present.
endeavol' in social, political, commercial, and even
religiotis life, I niust seel~.to g~ve the best work and
exp1·ess the reality within, ''for th,at is the only duty
any man can perfonµ, and this duty, but nothing
less, is owed. to himself, to sodiety, and to God.. It
must not be performed for "whl:tt I can get" in the
spitit of commercialism; but as Ruskin puts it,
"The h611or of the thing sha11 be fir&t and the pay
secop.dary."
•
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'liEGENERATION.
pitals, ;;ind by no means the smallest item, the world
No matter what ni.ay be d~ne and no matter how of ·officialism, or to use Dickens' phrase, "Barna~
muCiqhe socialistic worker triesjo ignore or evade · cfoism," which is required to operate this machinery
'
thfa truth, it will always, with unerring regularity, to save people from themselves.
wreck every attempt to reach "the promised land"
THE HEART OF THINGS.
·of social reform; for,· to quote a well known aphor.:
ism, "The soul of all improvement· is the improveThen all our success depends upon; first, having
ment of the soul." The ·individual must learn first right aspirations, right motives, and right· methods
of all the power.of self-restraint, self limitation; this of employing the motives and directing them to the · .
is the very thing. that men do riot want to-day; any reaching ·of our aspirations. Regeneration is the
· · movement which is directed to the limiting of his op.ly word which expresses with anything like acpersonal wants or desires is resented as an inter- curacy the method by which this ideal can be atference with his liberty. But this disciplining of tained to. Just as surely as the man who serves
.the soul is the first thing to be accomplished; and God in a church for mere expectation of ''saving his
without this all else is simply impossible. The man soul," ·will end "by losing it," so the man who seeks
who says,· "I have a right to my glass of beer; I to serve socialism for what he can get will
shall not allow anyone to intei·fere with my rights," end by becoming the slave of his uncurbed selfishis the real hindrance to progression. The first thing ness. In social reform the effective law is the selfto be learned is this lesson : "That I have not any less dynamic expressed in the formula: "He that
right to do anything which can in any way prevent would save his life, shall lose it; and he that would
the ·development of my best for the good of the lose his life for my sake shall find it.''
whole." If therefore I will persist in doing those
The spiritual principle of the atonement is necesthings which hinder my best being produced, I am sary; not the effete, theological caricature of this .
·working injustice to others jn so working injustice central truth of Christianity', as understood by the
to myself. Therefore," for the sake of the whole, I evangelical schools, in ~rhich the son of God becomes .
have only the right to do what is right and I have the "substitute" of man to receive the punishment
not any right to do what is wrong. Take for illus- that man deserves; but the atonement in which the
tration the commonest source of the evils and pov- "strong" becomes indentified with the "weak";
erty in Great Britain to-day,-drink.
the "good man" with the "bad man"; th(l., rich "'.ith
the poor ; the guiltless .with the guilty; the god· with
THE DRINK PROBLEM.
the man, in order that the strong, the good, the rich,
The last annual drink bill totaled one hundred
the guiltless, the divine shall make, in the prophetic
and sixty-five million pounds [nearly eight hundred
language of Isaiah, "intercession for the transgr~s-.
and twenty-five million dollars]. Out of this it is
sors.'' Or as Paul states the case, "Him who knew ·
calculated that one hundred million pounds [five
· no sin he made to be sin that we may be made the
hundred million dollars] is subscribed by the workrighteousness of God." And again, "For your ·sakes
ing classes. To begin with, if economic conditions
he became poor, that ye throu&·h his poverty might
are to blame for the moral and intellectual state of
become rich."
the people, then here is an interesting problem: Who
To abandon the selfish purpose of life and :all
is responsible for the economic conditions? Econself-seeking and give up in the spirit of love myself
omy can only be defined as (a) the proper applicafor the good of all. Not to be seeking either, a
tion of labor; (b) the careful preserving of the
better state for myself here, or a heaven hereafter.
results of labor;. (c) the reasonable distribution of
This is not the spirit of the Christ nor is it associa~
the produce.
·
ted with his religion.
Is labor wisely applied or rationally applied in
But it is asked, "ls there nothing to be done but ·
the production ·of harmful commodities? Is the
wait
for the tedious and painful evolution of the
produce of that labor being preserved carefully when
individual character?"
.
·
spent in drink? Is drink a reasonable· or just disAssuredly thei·e is, but you can do nothing effecbitribution. of the produce of labor?
The present Lord Chief Justice says, "After thfrty ally until the first thing is done· first;
But the way the M~ster expresses the case to the
years at the bar and t.en years on the Circuit bench,
I have concludea"tha('nl:ri~'ty :Pei· cent of crime is teacher of law is very illuminative: "Except a"trian
. directly traceable t~ drink..''
is born again .he can not see the kingdom of God."
In addition to wasting laboi', think of the amount For, "That which is born of flesh is flesh, that which
of ~oney this ninety. per cent pf crime requires to is born of the spirit is spirit." Here we have the
· protect the victims of. this wastage of labor from witness of science in addition to experience;_.· ·Evo-,
the evil thus brought into existence. There are the lution of any organism is Gircumscribed by the law
asylums, the workho~ses, the prisons, arid the• hos- of involution.
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Out of fleshly life you can not get more than
corruption.
To develop the spiritual or· divine life, then, you
must have the spiritual power to begin with. And
life lived in degredation to fleshly purposes can not
escape the corruption that.. will be the inevitable
harvest. The ·life devoted to spirjtual purposes can
not fail to rea_p the god-life.
·THE PURPOSE-OF ENVIRONMENT.

As the soul progresses in its better and holier develQpment the environment must either change or be
changed in otder that the budding life will find congenial surrounding favorable to its growth; and
that perfection may at least be encouraged. .And,
it is at this point where we may profitably contrast
the relative weakness of the evangelical, Christian,
and socialistic method.
The environment, it will be obvious, can not be
changed only in proportion to the desire and then
the fidelity of the collective whole. The socialist
therefore is. confronted with an impossible task who
is agitating for "an environment." The so-called
.Chi<istian who would spend all his energy in "saving
men" without attending to the conditioning of the
new "creation," is inviting disaster also.
The terrible problem which has concerned many
religious bodies of "backsliding" is one of the most
glaring and discouraging testimonies to the ineffectiveness of that course. First of all there can not
be "the environment" until the "collective conscience" and "sense of honor" have been developed,
-by which agencies only can this be brought about.
Then, on the other hand, when the work of individual regeneration beg'ins to operate there must be
expected, as the first practical fruitage, the gradual
• development of the conditions favorable to the
growth of this new life.
To apply the language of Saint Paul will illuminate thls. part of the subject: "He died for all in
. order that the living may no longer live unto themselves. So that if anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation; the old· state of things has passed away,
a new state of things has come into existence."2 Corinthians 5: 15-17, Weymouth's.
The method therefore of the Bible, the Book of
Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants
is being daily sustained by evidences of history and
of modern experience. Indeed, it is very significant,
that with the restoration of the gospel to the earth
there synchronizes the dawning- of a new light and
· hope upon men: for social and economic redemption
in the philosophy of Fourier, Saint Simon, Aug·uste
Comte, and others, together with the practical ex~
pression ·of such philosophy in the great cooperative
movements which have developed both in the retail
and wholesale departments of modern commercial
life to' the extent that the followi.ng table- will show:
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Statistical position of the cooperative societies in
the United Kingdom, December 31, 1904: Number
of members; 2,320,116; share capital, £29,337,392;
loan capital, £14,255,546; sales for 1901, £96;263,322; net profits, £9,791,740; devoted to education,
1904, £79,693.
Statistical position of the Cooperative Wholesale
Society, December ~8, 1907:, Number of societies
holding shares, 1,139; representing 1,768,935 members; ·share capital paid. up, £1,476,021; loans and
deposits, £2,857,013; reserve and insurance, £1,074,086; sales for year 1907, £24,786,568; net profit for
1907, £488,571.
Here is remarkable evidence of the underlying
unanimity of the purpose of God and man. The growing union and solidarity of all labor, the growing·
disfavor to individual competition, trust, and syndicates in which organizations and combinations are
effected for selfish ends. The development of the
great agitations regarding the unrightful holding of
land, and the guilty absorption of the fabulous profits which ·the landlords acquire as the result of individual and collective enterprise and effort, are all
uniting to show that the entrance of Joseph Smith
and his philosophy, for which he claimed revelation,
so far from being either folly or anachronism is
indeed and in truth the divine anticipation of the
wol'ld's most urgent needs.
THE UNITY OF THE WHOLE.

It will be common knowledge to even the most

casual of Bible _students that in the Old Testament,
tne various prophets who gave the revelation of the
truth committed to them gradually began to develop
the national ideal of a comink Zion, which after
all is but a poetic term for the very condition of
affairs which we now call "Utopian." These economic ideas which are so conspicuous in Isaiah,
lVIicah, Hosea, and other prophets, and which largely
were ever in the minds of the Jewish people, as the
destiny of their race, were taken up by Jesus Christ
and charged with a spiritual value and instead of
being the ideal based upon a military supremacy,
became the ideal based upon moral and spiritual revolution.
It is extremely interesting to study the very brief
account of the immediate practical developments
which followed the dissemination of this teaching
by Christ and his apostles, contained in the Acts of
the. Apostles and the several epistles. No sooner
were the moral and spiritual conceptions of the
people clarified and adjusted than economic conditions immediately bega~ 't~'as§iimJ a new shape altogether; and an attempt was made to reaUze the Zion
of the prophets in what we now call cpmmunism.
The same features of economic evolution are ob~
served in the accounts we have. of the people on the,
Western Continent. These a:i:e also sustained by the
·
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ruins and discoveries .of the variOus archreologists.
Tl1e coming of Christian influence into the political
·andeconomic ·life of this people at once. found es:pressi<m in the same way as that noted in the New
·Testament.
It is therefore not surprising to find that when
God in this age sought to bring man into a nearness
with hhnself and fill J;iim with a sense of his own
nowe1· and potentialities, the ·same results are at
once noticeabllJ.
The modern revelations are filled with directions,
which for their saneness and general applicability
. are amazing wheii it is remembered that they emanated, according to the best explanation the world
can give, from the mind of an illiterate youth whose

. moral concepts were ·aberrated and whose

imp~lses
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kept from the land and not permitted to use it then
there is nothing upon which their strength may be
used, and so wealth is impossible. The modern cry
of the people, "Back to land," is here anticipated
an4 provided for.
· - ·
WHAT TO DO WITH THE LAND.

Explicit instructions regarding the acquisition of
the land by purchase were given, the locality and
time to purchase to the best advantage were also
given, and so sirigularly accurate were these instructions that subsequent developments show incontrovertibly that this was indeed "the psychic moment."
I need scarcely say that had the church been
obedient to the command, it is not possible to com-

pute the wealth that the church could have been

were perverse.
Is it not one of the subjects for lamentation by
most of the ministers who have studied the history
of the chur~h; that the people were so stupid and
blind .to their own interest, that all the benefits
which might have been enjoyed by a prosperous·
community as a standing monument of the practicability of the Christian ideal in social and economic
are discovering
life,. were let slip, and to-day
more and more how hard it is to i·ecover that which
ignorance and selfishness lost to us?
What. is even still more striking is the fact that
the tendency of modern thought and all the expression of. the most progressive aspirations is in the
ex~ct patl,lway that is so plainly defined in this agg1;egation of inspiration. And, furthermore, that
ill recent revelations we are all the time turned backward to this ideal and to these methods for the
realization of that ideal.

controlfing to-day.
The Saints then were commanded to send in their /
subscriptions, and wise men were to be appointed to
supervise the purchasing of land ; ·and then the
Bishop was commanded to appoi·tion the land as in- ·
heritances to the ·faithful people according to their
necessities and abilities.
Page 147, paragraph 12, Doctrine an.d Covenants,_
clearly shows that after these preliminaries had
been arranged, the land purchased and ·the people
brought·back to their natural heritage, all kinds of
workmen were then commanded to employ their
crafts to supply the needs of the church, and thus_,
give the ch,urch the Privilege of employing its own
labor and resources,'. thereby saving the workers
from being exploited and victin1ized· by the unscrupulous Grandgrinds and Bounderbys of the competitive commercialism characteristic of the world.

THINGS THAT WE OUGHT TO HAVE DONE.

As the mind of the Lord unfolds itself to .the
student who carefully reads the history of this "marvelous work and a wonder," we see provision being
made for a storehouse being built and managed ·by
the chmch through properly appointed officials for .
the receiving of the produce from those who porduced more than they needed to those who had produced less than they needed; and what profits accrued were to be employed in the acquiring of land
and the development of this_good news of the kingdom. This storehouse was to be the supply. stores
of the church, and the Bishop was instructed to provide for the needs of the people both by purchase as
well as by gift. (See pages 102; 103, 130,. and 176,
Doctrine and Covenants.)
The storehouse, it is quite obvious, was· the~·efo:ee ·
intended by the divine mind to be a pt1blic mart for
the receipt and disbursement of the, various- goods
and commodities needed by and· produced by the
church, and also by the sale. and purchase in., order
that the needs of the people should be provided for
by the church. .
' -

we

The first thing that should have been done of
. course was to prepare a people who would be the
right and proper organization to properly express
these pmposes and put them into practical operation. To give power to people not prepared to use
them would be suicidal and _disastrous. So the
church was commanded to prepare, educate, and discipline, and then in process of time the Lord's way
of realizing his purposes was gradually unfolded.
BACK TO THE LAND!

The first thing that was commanded thereafter
was that the church authorities should purchase, the
land. (See pages 122, 140, 146, 150, 260, 261, Doctrine and Covenants\ , . , , ..
These quotations justify. the 'conclusion that the
way to solve the economic difficulty, after the preparation of the people, is to begin to counteract the
divorcement . of the people from the land. 'l'he
reason is obvious : the land is the only source of
·wealth. So that if there is no land or the people are

SOLIDARITY AND CO-OPERATION.
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The only two words Which can be used· to ade- shall concern itself only with the spiritual needs of .
quately describe the ·principles upon which ·this the people and. prepare men for a coming heaven .
. economic and social salvation of the people would Such a position is inexcusable ignorance or cow.be worked· out are "solidarity" and "cooperation." a1;dice and is a general surrender of the whole ra1.son · By solidarity· we mean that from each is being _d' etre we as a church have. If we can not do. anyproduced the very best of which individually he is thing with humanity here, what evidence have you
capable and that all of these individual contribu- that you can do anything for him elsewhere? If
tions of genius, mentality, and strength are gathered the church has to surrender this beautiful earth to.
into a complete whole and utilized· for the forward the Devil and human selfishness, what proof have
movement of the entire community.
you that you can capture heaven? If the church
Cooperation is a similar word in some respects, has. nothing to do with the present of human experibut while solidarity provides for the work of the ence then as sure as the fruit is produced from the
great and powerful being united with the work of seed, and as the harvest is the outcome of the sowthe small and weak, cooperation rather desc,ribes ing of the grain, and as every effect is the chiid of
the -method of application in which all this united adequate causes, and. as sure as character is the
effort shall be utilized for the common good of the parent of eternal destiny, just as sure will it be
whole.
that the church can never have anything to do with
The statistics which have already been quoted are the future of mankind. The proof that the church
a monumental testimony to the possibility of such can send men and women to heaven in the future
principles being applied to the social and economic is the power of the church to demonstrate the salvaneeds of the multitude, and form a splendid and bility of the race by utilizing present powers, means,
. glowing tribute to the common sense and thrift and and opportunities.
honor qf manhood when properly developed and
It does seem singular that as a church we have
applied.
been so lax in these affairs from a practical point
If any will carefully read the history of the coop- of view, when we have a book· of instructions which
erative movement they will see quite easily that this -for completeness and effectiveness has never been
movement was called into existence by the prevail- approached; and, what is more, if we will keep our
ing difficulty, first of all, the consumer had to con- eyes and ears open, the very thing the heart of hutend with, in getting honest, unadulterated goods, manity is longing for we have the means of providthe vety'\ reason of which the l'evelations of the ing. _If it is argued that the people are not prepared
church make special· meiitiOn. Ill' 'the ·next place, for this, then how comes it that the wo:i"ld once again
- it was realized that much of the profit that was ac- is proving itself wiser in this generation than the
cumulated out of the manufacture and distribution "Children of the Light"? Is it the fault of God? Or
of the goods was exorbitant and ought to be saved, is it the selfishness of the people?
so the next thing was that besides aiming at producIt cannot be the fault of God ; if it is the fault of
ing honest goods, "they should be produced at honest the people then shame on us for such unforgivable
prices, and also that the consumers should ·have a stupidity and infidelity to the great ideal and magshare in the profits which were ·accumulated by this nificent destiny to which our profession calls us and 'commercial solidarity. To-day, as already pointed to which our great Commander leads us.
out, in this United Kingdom of Great Britain
Consider this and answer who can !
twenty-five million pounds worth of manufactured
What is there to hinder the church from adopting'
goods have been supplied in the year 1907 to meet the very principles we say we believe and applying
the demands of the cooperators of this country; by them to cmr every-day life? If the cooperative
which endeavor, the best quality of goods have been movement with the dynamic of love was inaugurated and·the storehouse 'established into which the
~served to the consumers at the best of prices and in
addition a profit of half a million pounds acquired ; produce of the clwrch was brought and out of which ·
the consumers have employed themselves in the pro- the demands of the people supplied, what is there~
ducing, and so solved the vexing problem of capital to prevent ·such being· successful immediately and
resulting in the transferring of the energies of the·
and labor to a very large extent.
Sm:ely if this is the result of honesty and com- church from the worldly channels of money making
mon sense, what could be done if men and women, for the increasing· of the riches of the already daniilspired by a love of God and a love of man, if they gerously rich, which furth.~rmore is resulting in the,
were only directed wisely and firmly to these splen- inevitable iinpoverishment'MthoiUi who are dangerdid -ideals; it is not possible to conceive. Do not say ously poor already; to the betterment of.the church
it is impossible ; the world hurrian society organized and the conserving of this wealth-producing power
apart from God have proven to a demonstration that in proper harness and so provide for the happiness
.it is possible. Do not say that the church and the of the community which as Ruskin points out is the
·.. · gospel have not~ing to do with these matters;· but evidence of i·ighteousness in the people.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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THE PRESEN'r NE,EJD.
Then we state the ne~ds categorically: .
First of all we need a new creation so far as
the individual is conce1:ned. A man who loves the
' :right better than he loves evil; who loves purity
better than he loves vice; who loves the truth better··
than he loves a lie; who loves principle better than
he loves dividend; who loves the national or collective honor better than he loves his own prosperity;
a. man who. loves his brother to the extent that
he can- not allow that brother to be laboring· in
such· condjtions that he dare not think of for himself or his son; in other words; we want first of all
the man born again not of flesh but of God; with
God-ward tendencies, and therefore able to value

all things- only in proportion to their ability to
"avail for H~e and to avail in life."
Secondly, we need the man who is willing, obedient, and faithful; who$e living will therefore be
expressed in selfless utilization of the forces and
means at his command.
Thirdly, there would then follow as a natural result this desirable st~te of -things in our- experience,
as a democratic community. All who work for the
interest of that community would voluntarily place
themselves upon a basis of equaiity and be satisfied if their needs were supplied. But this condition we have proved is only possible with men of
honor. To have the rule with men who are dishonorable i('l as injurious as to have no rule a.t all.
Fourthly; let tlfe community purchase the land
and put the people upon their natural heritage.
Fifthly, let the community employ itself in supplying its own needs so far as possible.
Sixthly, to do this let cooperation be at once
established by opening the "storehouse" in the community and then the law of consecration, tithing,
and offering would begin to produce equality and
the results of this accumulation of riches could be
utilized for the production of. wealth by being used
by the people, for the people.
I
.
CONCLUSION.
There is no need to wait for favorable opportunities and somethillg big· to commence with. Take
·what means you have now and prove your ability
.to handle great things because you can -deal faithfully with small things. That is the law of God and
therefore of nature.
The large cooperative movement of my native city,
Leeds, began in a smaH way and was content to
:Produce flour for;the:consµmption of its members.
When it proved that it could do that faithfully,
· then its power was increased and to-day anything
.that is needed to the building and furnishing of a
house can be done. The pioneer society of Roch-·
dale began in a small slum buildiiag, but to-day
is. the world's
object lesson in· cooperative
.
. enterprise.
...
.
-
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begin~ 'Qut where we get to;·.
it is not pedigree but destiny, which proves the
ultimate value of men and principles.
Let us begin to adjust ourselves to the law of God
and he will do for such what in nature he has done
for the faithful student of the forces which have
·now become the slaves of man and the ministers to
his needs. God has promised that he will give us· .
the desire of our hearts, if in all our ways we consider him.
JOHN W. RUSHTON ..

It is not where we.

UT AH

ELDERS

MISREPRESENT.

CONCERNING ISAAC $HEEN'S STATEMENT IN. FIRST
. NUMBER OF HERALD.

I have had reports from several localities since
the elders from Utah visited Lamoni last summer,
all pointing to the fact that these 'men are misrepresenting what they found in volume 1, number
1, of the SAINTS' HERALD. Though there are some variations in the story as
told in different places, the one related in the following letter from Bro. C. B. Brown, of Oskaloosa,
Iowa, is a fair sample. I offer it with my answer·
for publication in order to correct these misrepresentations in other places.
Respectfully,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
OSKALOOSA, IOWA, December 23, 1909.
MR. HEMAN C. SMITH, .
Dear Sir a1!d Brothm:: · Some of the elders of the Utah
church are telling here that th.e Reol'ganized Church in the
beginning of its existence admitted that Joseph the Seer gave
the reyelation on polygamy and that the revelation was published in number one, volume one, of the TRUE LATTER DAY
SAINTS' HERALD, and a statement was made in that number
that Joseph the Seer burned the revelation. They claim that
their elders read the revelation and statement in the paper
before mentioned which they found in the office of our Church
Librarian at Lamoni, hence I have taken the liberty of writing you. The Saints here would like to know how->much truth, ·
if any, there is in the statement.
In bonds,
816 SOUTH D STREET.
C. B. BROW,t./.

C, B. BROWN.
OSKALOOSA, Iow A.
Dear Brother: Replying to yours of the 23d
instant I will say the Reorganized Church, as a
church, has never said that Joseph Smith did. or
did not give the revelation on polygamy. It will be
readily seen that it is not the province of the body
to determine what Joseph Smith or any other man ·
did. It is the province of the church to take a
position on questions of right and wrong, and tlle
church is emphatically upon record, and has · 'be~n ··
from the beginning, that polygamy, without reference to where it came from, is a.false and corrupt
doctrine.
So far as Joseph Smith being connected with
the doctrine or its practice is· concerned the representatives of the church
have generally been
con.
.

.
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tent with demanding proof, and in examinfog such the world is opposed to; but I can deliver a prophecy upon it.
evidence as has been ·presented. The genetal ver- 'rhough that doctrine has not beeri preached by the elders,
diet upon the part of those giving the evidence con- this people_ have belleved in it for many years.
The original copy of this revelation was burnt up. William
.
sideration has been not guilty.
Clayton was the man who wrote it from the mouth of the
It is not true that the purported revelation on. pi·ophet. In the meantime it was in Bishop Whitney's p~s
.polygamy is published in the TRUE LATTER DAY sernion. He wished the privilege to copy it, which Brother
SAINTS' HERALD, volume 1, number 1. The state- Joseph granted. Sister Emma burnt the original. The reason
ment that anyone read it there is false, absolutely. why 1 mention this is because that ~he people who did know
of the revela.tion supposed it was not now in existence.
There is not so much· as a quotation from the document in said paper.
Upon the strength pf this Elder Sheen may h.ave,
· The statement referred to which these .elders read -in his own mind, connected Joseph Smith with the
is doubtless the following:
revelation, but at that time the perfidy of Young
The Salt Lake apostles also excuse tnemselves by saying was not so well known as it was subsequently.
that Joseph Smith taught the spiritual wife doctrine, ,
Isaac Sheen was not at the' time even a member
but this excuse is as weak as their excuse concerning the of the Reorganized Church.
ancient kings and patriarchs. Joseph Smith repented.of his
A part of this statement has been discredited ·by
connection with this doctrine, aild said that it was of the
h
Devil. He caused the l'evelations on the subject tO be burned, t e statement of Emma Smith, the widow of Joseph
and when he voluntai·ily came to Nauvoo and resigned himself Smith, whom Young says burned the original.
into the arms of his enemies, he said that he was going to
In April, 1867, Elder Jason W. Briggs sought·
Carthage to die. At that time he also said, ·that if it had and obtained an interview with Mrs. Emma Smith
not been ior that accursed spiritual wife doctrine, he would Bidamon. The part of the interview touching the
not have come to that. By his conduct at that time he proved point in question is as follows:
.the sincerity of his repentance, and of .his profession as a
J, W. Briggs.-Mrs. Bidamon, have you seen the revelation
prophet.
on polygamy, published by Orson Pratt, in the Seer, in 1852?
This article was not written for the HERALD, but
Mrs. B.-I have.
·
was copied from the Saturday Evening Post of OcJ. w. B.-Have you read it?
tober 9, 1852. You will notice that the writer,
Mrs. B.-I have read it, and heard it read.
Isaa~ Sheen, does not here say that Joseph Smith
J. W. B.-Did you ever see that document in manuscript,
gave the revelation, or practiced polygamy. He p1'evious to its publication, by Pratt?
Mrs. B.-I never did.
says he repented of his connection with this docJ. W. B.-Did you ever see any document of that kind, purtrine without being specific as fo what his connec- porting to be a revelation to authorize polygiuhy?
·
tion was.
Mrs. B.-No; I never did.
You will also observe that the word polygamy
.1. W. B.-Did Joseph Smith ever teach you the doctrines of
does· not occur in the passage. Why do those Utah polygamy, as being revealed to him, or as a coi'rect and righteous principle?
men interpret the term, "spiritual wife doctrine,"
Mrs. B.-He never did.
as used here, to mean polygamy when if used in
J. w. B.-What about the statement of Brigham Young,
regard to their own practice since the manifesto that you burnt the original manuscript of that revelation?
they make a distincti~n and say the spiritual wife
Mrs. B.-It is false in all its parts, made out of whole cloth,
doctrine means marrying for eternity and applies without any foundation in truth.
to monogamic marriages as well as others ; while
The most that can be said about this statement
polygamy means plurality of wives?
. is that Isaac Sheen was led to a wrong conclusion
It may he true though that Mr. Sheen at the time by the false statement of Brigham Young. And
of writing this held the opinion that Joseph Smith to reach this conclusion we have to suppose that
received the revelation on polygamy, though he Elder Sheen referred to something he failed to mendoes not say .so.
tion. Your informants misrepresented in the folMr. Sheen however knew nothing about it. He lowing essential points:
was not in a position to testify and made no attempt
1. In representing that the church acknowledged
to do so. It was less than two months after Brig- that Joseph Smith gave the revelation on polygamy ..
ham Young made that revelation, so-called, public
2. In representing that the said revelation was
in Salt Lake City, Utah, August 29, 1852.
· published in HERALD, volume 1, number 1.
Mr. Sheen wrote this statement about the time
3. In representing that the statement in said HERthe news from the salt land reached him, and probALD
had reference"to 1Jthe"revelation on polygamy,
' libiy accepted the statement of Brigham Young and
when polygamy is not mentforied therein. ·
upon it, without taking time for investigation, made
4. In representing the term, "spiritual wife dochis statement. The statement of Young is as foltrine," to mean polygamy contrary to their own.
lows:
You heard Brother Pratt state, this morning, that a reve- definition of the term .. The supposition upon which lation would be read this afternoon which was given previous this last is based may· be' correct as in those early
to Joseph's de.ath. It contains a doctrine a small portion of~ days those niM distinctiop.s had not been inti'owww.LatterDayTruth.org
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· duc~d, btit these Utah elders have cut themselves off
from the benefit of this by introducing their, present
EDITED BY FRANCES;
definitions.
Advisory
Board, Daught1>ra of Zion •.
If these definitions were not known to Mr. Sheen
- Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Indethen he was evidently misled by Brigbam Young.
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A: Stebbins, vice-president, Laif these champions of lust had really wanted to moni,
Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
Imow what Joseph Smith's attitude toward po- avenue,Iowa;
Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treas. lygamy was just before his death they should Ii.ave urer, 909 ·Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
read the words of William Marks who at the time of Etzenhomer, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
Jqseph's death wa.s the presid~nt of the High Coun- West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
cH hi Nauvoo. These words are in the HERALD,
volume 1, nnmber 1, on the page next preceding the
February Reading for Daughters of Zion •
. statement of Sheen to which they have referred
CARE OF THE TEETH.
you, and reads as follows :
·As it is true tnat nothing adds so much to the beauty of the

Mothers' Home Column

A few days after this occurrence, ~ met with Brother Joseph.
· He.s~id that he wanted to converse with me on the affairs of·
the church, and we retired by ourselves. I will give his words
verbatim, for they are indelibly stamped upon my mind. He
.said he had desired for a long time to have a talk with me on
· · the subject of polygamy.· He said it would. eventually prove
the overthrow of the church, and we should soon be obliged to
leave the United States, unless it could speedily be put down.
He was satisfied that it was a cursed doctrine, and that there
must be every exertion made to put it down. He said that he
would go before the congregation and proclaim against it, and
I must go into the High Council, and he would prefer charges
against those in transgression, and I must sever them from the
church, unless they made ample satisfaction. There was much
.more said, but this was the· substance. The mob commenced
to gather about Carthage in a few days after, therefore tl~ere
was nothing done concerning it. After the Prophet's death, I
made mention of this conversation to several, hoping and believing that it would have a good effect, but to my great disappointment, it was rumored about that Brother Marks was
about to apostatize, and tliat all he ·said about the conversation with the Prophet was a tissue of lies. From that time I
was satisfied that the church would be disorganized, and the
death of the Prophet ~nd Patriarch tended to confirm me in.
that opinion. From that time I was looking·for a reorganization of the church and kingdom of God. I feel thankful- that I
-have lived to again behold the day, when the basis of the
church is the revelation of Jesus Christ, which is the only
sure foundation to build upon. I feel to invite an ·my brethren to become-identified with us, for the Lord is truly in our
midst.
WILLIAM MARKS.

Trusting this will serve to correct any false impressions made by the misrepresentations to which
Sincerely yours,
·
you refer, I am,
HEMAN C. SMITH.
-

'.

DON'T LET FAILURE DISCOURAGE YOU.

"Almost all the brilliantly sucGessful characters of
history have known early trials and reverses. The
· · great philosopher, Epictetus, was a slave. Alfred
the Great wandered through the swamps as a fugitive and got cuffed ,on; the,ea:llS for letting the cakes
· burn. · Columbus went from court to court like a
_· beggar to try to raise money for the discovery of the
New World, aild- when he finally won the favor of
the Spanish Queen he was so poor that he could not
go- to. court until Isabella had advanced him money
enough. to buy decent clothes."

face as nice teeth, so it is equally true that nothing so much
detracts from the beauty as bad teeth.
When should the care of the teeth begin? ·
With the appearance of the first tooth, we would say; nay,
we will go farther and declare that even before the baby's
advent into this world, the prospective mother should make.
use of .such articles of food as contain properties necessa~y
for tooth formation. Then the infant may be given, from
time to time; small doses of limewater during the period of
dentation which usually begins at from four to seven months·
and continues during the third year~
During all this time the little one's mouth should be rinsed
out daily with clean water in· which a ·bit of boracic acid has
been put.
.
It is just as necessary that a child have good, sound, -sweet ·
teeth as that an adult should. It needs them for the purpose
of eating; and, unless they are able to masticate well, the health of. the child suffers;
At the age •of three, the little one' may be given a soft
bruEh and taught its use.
Teeth should not only be kept sweet and clean for their own
sake, but, if allowed to collect particles of food, they will
become breeding ground for disease germs or bacteria which
in turn will be carried into the stomach and intestines and
there be absorbed and carried into the entire system.
Decayed teeth are teeth attacked by these living organisms
or bacteria.
We advise the use of salt in small quantities because of its
antiseptic properties. Many dentifrices are also antiseptic .
and hence germ destroying.
Hut not antiseptic can restpre a decayed tooth. It is
time for the dentist to get in his work· and by cleaning and
filling such an one, preserve it for the possessor- as long as
possible.
·
It is often a question \vith mothers whether the temporaryteeth should be given dental care. We ·should say, yes, by all
means, have the little one's temporary teeth not only cleaned
but filled by a dentist and kept as long as possible.
It will keep the mouth in good shape until the .permanent
teeth are ready to come through.
And when they are ready to come they· will absorb- the
entire roots of the first teeth, if they are not in a diseased
condition, and then the taking out of the crown or shell will
be quite painless. Thus, it will be seen that the retention <;>.:f
good temporary teeth not only gives the chi_ld the use of tli~hl
and thus benefits its health, but it makes the second teeth
stronger from the absorption of their. sound roots.·
·
The tooth consists of th1;ee parts-the outside coat.ing,
called· the enamel, the interior filling of porous bone a1ld. the
nerve. The enamel is quite hard and does not easily decay
unless cracked or injured. Metallic. toothpicks arid the U:se of
very hot or cold drinks should be ltvoided on this account.
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Dental floss, drawn between the teeth, will remove particles
of food.
The interior soft filling once exposed, decays very rapidly,
and when_ the_ air reaches the nerve, tooth-ache is the result.
There are ~nany remedies, such as clove oil, creosote, etc.,
. resorted to when this painfur affliction sets in; but we would
,advise a visit to-·the dentist at once so that he may do what
-he can to save the tooth.
As we said before, all the milk teeth will have appeared by
- the time the child is about four years old. Then the permanent teeth begin to come on -at the age of about six, and continue to come in pairs until the seventeenth year; except the
four wisdom teeth, which often come as late as the thirtieth
year.
In some instances where the jaws have become shrunken
by the early loss of the milk teeth, the wisdom teeth do l1ot
appear at all. These wisdom teeth, although they come so
late, are often, strange to say, the first ones to decay and
should be given special attention.
There are thirty-tw:o teeth in the permanent set, sixteen
in each jaw.
The health and good looks of an adult are as much hurt
by bad teeth as are those of a child. What we said about the
care of ·the temporary teeth is equally applicable to the permanent teeth.
.
Good masticatic;m depends on good teeth, and good health
depends on good mastication. Where, for any reason, the
food is swallowed without chewing well and permitting the
free action of the saliva, it is found that the stomach and
intestines, by the excessive labor which thus falls to their
share, become enfeebled.
Is it any wonder that all sorts of gastric and bowel trouhies result? This condition of affairs again reacts upon the
teeth.
Eating sweets and acids, the taking. of certain medicines,
cracking n~ts and picking the teeth with pins, all tend to
hurt ·the enamel. Crooked teeth,_ teeth too far apart, projecting teeth as well as decayed and discolored teeth, will be
much benefited by a dentist's care.
·A cream-white tooth shows a better state of health
-than a peitrl-white; but there is no excuse for the yellow,
discolored one. If the cause is internal, consult a physician;
if local in the mouth, use a good antiseptic wash or tooth
powder.
A little powdered pumice and oris root, once a month, will
remove tartar. Rinsing the mouth daily, or, better, three or
four times a day, in tepid water, and using the brush as. well,
will do wonders in keeping teeth nice.
Foods which contain limy deposits and bone material should
form an important part of the diet, in order that the teeth be
properly nourished. The act of chewing bulky and coarse
foods is also good exercise .for the teeth. The constant use
of liquid and soft foods gives the teeth so little to do, that
from t_he- inexorable law of disuse they will crumble away
and· become gradually less and less.
No one who values health and good looks can afford to
- neglect the teeth.-J9sephine Weatherly in American Mother-
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tist? Should the temporary teeth b!l given dental care?
Why? What benefit do the temporary teeth afforc! the permanent ones? Of what do the teeth consist? What may
injure the. enamel? - What is better than a toothpick for
removing food particles from the teeth? What 'is the cause of
toothache? When do the last of the temporal'Y teeth appear?
At what time do the- permanent set begin to come through?.
What is said of the wisdom teeth? In case the othE)r teeth are crowded by the wisdom ·teeth, what is best to do? What
is the number of the pe1•manent teeth? Why is it important
to preserve the permanent teeth? What results from lack
of thorough mastication? What things are injurious to theenamel? What will remove_ tartar? What constitutes good
exercise fo1· the' teeth? Who can· afford to neglect the teeth?
-Program.

Hymn No. - , ·saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading from the
Home Column with discussion; paper, "The duty of caring
for the health"; roll-call; business; closiIJ-g hy1im and prayer.
Special Request for Prayer.

Bro. Frank Thomas, of Standish, Michigan, request prayers
that he may be restored to health. He .is beyond medical
assistance and can not withstand long. He is at 1804 Wheeler
street, Saginaw, Michigan, and would like to have any of the
Saints come and pray with him. This request came too late
for insertion in last week's issue, but was placed before the_
Saints of Lamoni at their mid-week prayer service.
,
-----~-----

LetteJI' Depal·tment
~

ii
--

CENTERVILLE, IOWA, December 9, 1909.
Editors Herald: Utah Mormonism is not dead. Elders
Edward V. Bunderson, of Mayfield, Utah, .and Ira· A. Pace,
of Parley's Park, Utah, visited Hiteman, 'Iowa, lately, and
of course felt some special .interest in the members of
the Reorganized Church.
They attended our meetings
and asked - the privilege of holding meetings in our
church building. The -president of the branch granted
the privilege of them occupying when not occupied by our
people. I was in the meeting and I asked that they be
granted the privilege -of occupying proVided I be permitted
to reply and review their remarks, and that we preach
or discuss every alternate evening. Elder Bunderson had
been there accompanied by another of their .missionaries
last September, and told the writer that they were going to
be there about' two weeks and were goirig to visit our memhers. I told them to go right ahead. I suggested that possibly the branch would give them the use of our church building
if they would ask forit and that I would reply to them. Elder
Bunderson stated that he would be glad to do so. However,
he did not ask for the church but preached upon the streets.
Our brethren, Elders Rowley and Hall, got after them and- discussed with them after their sermons. So they made two
efforts and quitted the field. They visited several of the homes
hooa.
of our people and_ distributed their literatm'e freely. They
spent one evening in the home of one of our members, disQuestions on February Reading.
cussing differences, and several of our brethren met them by
, How does the_condition of one's teeth affect his appearance? ag'l'eement. They admitted that they were not so well ·versed_
Wp,en should the care of the teeth begin? What may be on church his_tory as our 'PeolJledwere, :and left the locality
done for the .teeth of the child before birth? What· cai·e without any further effDl't on their part.
should be given them during the period of dentation? What
However, Elder Bunderson came back, and Elder Pace, misis dependent on the ability to masticate well? How early sionary in charge for this field, came 'vith him as kind of a
should_ the child begin the use of"a toothbrush? When the s1Jeeialist in the line.of questions that make the chasm bir
tee.th are not kept clean, what evil effects follow? What 'tween their church and ours. They -asked for the_ church
-causes the decay of teeth? What is the effect of salt upon right away and got it upon 'the coi1ditions previously stated,
· -the teeth? When does a tooth i·equire the service of a den- . So Elder Pace commenced hi:;; effort November 4, aild occu"
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pied an hour and a half to show us that there is no intimation
in any pince that God would reject-the church; He commenced
by referi'ing to the martyrdom of the prophet and his b1'.other
Hyrum, and· of how many things the two organizations have·
in common, im'cl how strange it is that we show such a bitter
feeling towa):d each other. I don't want to burden your
~olumns with a rehearsal of all he said, but in his first speech
he tried to make his case that the Twelve were equal to the
First Presidency and that they held every key that President
Joseph ·held at #'e time of his death, and further they held
keys that the books never mentioned. Of course,· this is very
interesting, and let me say right here that the books never
will mention them except to condemn the practice that results
from those secret keys that are held to bind the souls of men
and women to a covenant with death and he!_!.
He dwelt largely on baptism for the dead and tried to make
Brother Joseph's and Alexander's statements regarding the
incompleteness of the Nauvoo Temple as of no avail. That
·seeing t!rn revelation was given January, 1841, and the baptismal font was dedicated November 8, 1841, and that baptisms were performed in the font November 21, 1841, would
attest that· the church had not been rejected. The fact that
this is the dispensation of the fullness of times would preclude
any possibility of a rejection of the church. He seemed to
carry the idea that :the baptismal font having been dedicated
carried with it the evidence of God's approval of the work,
and that the goal of their security had b.een reached. He
thought God would not reject the church because there .were
some staircases and window blinds that were not finished or
placed there. He would not count it of sufficient importance
to' reject the church.
He compared Joseph Smith to King David and said that
Joseph Smith had his privileges like David had, and that we
know what the Prophet Nathan told David. Near the close
of his speech he would ask repeatedly, Where did young Joseph
get his authority? claiming that neither William Marks nor
Gurley had any authority to ordain him. Says he, "Yon've
got nothing, not even a pretense, but we have." He tried to
push his claims quite forcibly for Brother Brigham. He had
. used Apostle Wight's. statement as found in True Succession,
by Apostle Heman C. Smith, and tried to fasten me by it to
a date in which the apostasy or the rejection of the church
.. took place.
I refused to place any date as to the time of their rejection
as a church. The statement referred to was simply Lyman
Wight's opinion. The fact that the baptismal font had been
dedicated and baptisms performed in it three years and a
half before the Prophet Joseph's death and his continued
· · effort to get the temple finished show plainly that he did not
regard the church as rejected, not even up to the time of his
death, for the work of the temple continued unabated and
Apostle Wight himself continued working in getting material
toward completing the temple. What I regard as a better
solution of their rejection is found in' Doctrine and Covenants
107: 13, commencing with the latter part of the. paragraph:
"If ye labor with all your mights, I will consecrate that spot
that it shall be made holy; and if my people will hearken
·unto my voice, and unto the voice of my servants whom I
have appointed to .lead my people, behold, verily I say unto
you they shall not be moved out of their place. But if they
will' not hearken urtt.o my v6ice', nor unto the :voice of these
men whom I have appoint~d, they shall not be blessed, because
they pollute mine holy grounds, and mine holy ordinances and
charters, and my holy words, which I give unto them."
The elders seemed to think, as nearly all Utah Mormons do,
th~t if the temple was completed sufficiently so as to permit
.of the performance of the ordinance of baptism for the de'ad
that would be sufficient to prove their ~PJ,Jroval of the Lord,
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and that a rejection· of the church later than that time did not
take place.
.
.
We see by paragraph 12 of the same section that thel:e were
quite a number of other blessings to be obtained in the temple besides baptism for the dead. We read: "And again,
verily I my i.mto you, how shall your washings be acceptable
unto me, except ye pei·form them in an house which you have
built unto my name? For, for this cause I commanded Moses
that he build a tabernacle, that they should bear it with themin the wilderness, and to build an home in the land of promise,
that those ordina.nces might be re.vealed, which had been hid
from before the world was; therefore, verily I say unto you,
that ~'our anointings and washings and your baptisn'zs for
the dead, and yo111· soJenin assembl-ies, and your memorials for
your sacrifice, by the sons of Levi, and for your oracles in your
most h'oly places, wherein you receive conversations and your
statutes and judgments, for, the beginning of the revelations
and foundation of Zion, and for the gloty, hono1" and. endowment of all her municipals, are ordained by the ordin'ance of
my holy house, which my people are always commanded to
build unto my holy name."
The above would indicate then that those tlrnt built the
temple would needs be a holy people, wholly consecrated unto
God; that the mere putting of stone, wood, and mortar together would be a small matter in comparison to the consecration necessary to the receiving of such extraordinary conferment of such an endowment as here promised. If we_turn to
paragraph 14 of this same section we read as follows: "And
·it shall come to pass that if ye build an house unto my name,
and do not the things that I say, I will not perform the oath
which I make imto yon, neithm; fulfill the promise which ye
expect at my hands, saith the Lord; for instead of.blessings,
ye, by yonr own woi·ks, bring cursings, wrath, indignations
and judgments upon yoiw own hea.ds, by your follies, and by
all your a.bominations, which you practice before me, saith the
Lord."
The elders of the Reorganization are accused of saying hard
things against the dominant church in Utah in proving their
apostasy, but we have never said anything harder than the
accusations made against the church in the above quoted revelation. In paragraph 13, as quoted, if the church would
hearken unto the voice of the Lord am! of his servants whom
he had appointed to lead' them, the promise was that they
should not be moved out of their place. Were they moved out
of their place? What took place .makes an answer unnecessary.
If ·space would permit I would like to deal more fully witli
the differences that exist between us and the Mormon church ..Elder Pace in his second speech became a little more forceful,
admitted that the people of Utah persecute our missionaries,
because if the things read the evening before by Elder Morgan
had been read in Utah the peoplo could not stand for it, but
would rise in their indignation, because they are flesh and·
blood. He said there were doctrines and things that the leaders in Utah did not want the people to hear, and that is why
their people will not come to hear our elders preach.
·
I must close this communication. Elder Pace read statements that he alleges Brotlier Joseph made in Chicago, Illinois,
in 1882; also statements made by- Elder R. C. Evans. .I. !;ad
no means of denying what he said Was Brother Joseph's statement, but confessed that if he had been correctly quoted, jJ
was rather a hard. statement. Since that time I have wi.:itte:ri.
Brother Joseph regarding it, and he claims that he was misquoted, and that he tried his best to get the T1·ibune to correct
·the statement, but had failed to get them to do so. As President Smith's letter was private, I do not 'feel ·at liberty to
give it vei·bat-i?n. For the good of all elders that have to meet
this statement, it would be well if he would tell :us through
the columns of the HERALD just what he did say. .
· · -
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Elder Pace preached .blood. atonement and said Paul
preached it before.Brigham Young did, and quoted: "Without
· the shedding of blood there is no remission of sins." He
preached polygamy, stating that it was a doctrine of their
· . church and that they are proud of it That Jacob was a
polygamist, and that he will be in the kingdom of heaven and
the celestial glory. Admitted what Elder Morgan. had said
that Brigham Young had· lifted his bowie knife· swearing
vengeance on the Gentiles; also that there are many in Utah
living· in polygamy at the present tiine. He bo~11,ted that they
had resisted the law as long as they could. Although many
had gone to the penitentiary for practicing polygamy, they
had never deserted one woman or child. He tried to blacken
Elder William Marks' and Zenos H. Gurley's testimony.
i'hey are distributing two tracts entitled, "Baptism for the
dead vs. the Reorganization," and "The corner stone of the
Reorganization." Eldei• Pace is a pleasant talker and was not
given' to misrepresenting the true condition that exists in
Utah, as some of their missionaries are wont to do. I have
been in .Utah several times and k:now something of the true
situation, and this may have had some effect in preventing a
miscolorfhg'. They were treated kindly and respectfully by our
people.
A few words of advice to close: I would say .that we should
treat their ministry as kindly and as considerately as we
would have the Utah people treat our elders who labor there.
-. I have known our people to give their. elders what I con:
sidered unkind treatment. Secondly, I would advise letting
them have the use of our churches with the underst~nding
that we be permitted to reply and review their statements.
They maraud among our members with a view to-getting some
6f the dirnffected ones, those who are weak and unacquainted
with church history, and especially with the question of authority. My experience has taught me that those questions
had bettifr be treated in public' to·· the edification of all:
Thirdly, I° ~ould advise all who undertl).ke·' to discuss these
- questions to get Bro. Charles Derry's Manual of· the Priest. hood, also Bro. Heman C. Smith's True Succession in Church
Presidency, twenty-five cents an!i fifty cents respectively. The
Instructor and Parson's Note Book, are all helpful in a way.
I.f you have those books and read them you may be able to
tell why our President should not go out to Utah to be ordained under the unhallowed hands of their leade1is; and why
a Moses man was promised to the church; and why the successor of the martyred prophet should come in at the gate, and
be ordained, ete.
·
Yours fraternally,
..
E. B. MORGAN.
CHICAGO, ILLINOiS, December 18, 1909.
Dea11· Sirs: I have read the HERALD for a year with much
interest and profit. I am not a Latter Day Saint, but I
believe I am one of the Lord's saints. I was converted in
l868 in a mission in New York. Soon after my conversion
my attention was called to the prophetic text of the scripture,
and by a vision I had in which I saw the Lord himself in
1872. He made· known to me at that time that the Gentile
time would be ·up soon, and by standing on that line for many
years, I can tell you we stand on the threshold of a new
dispensation. The day of the Lord as_ spoken of by' Luke in
the 17th chapter, is at hand and kingdoms, principalities, and
ecclesiastical systems will tumble down and there will be
nothing left of them.
I believe tl1e Lord's people are in all the sects, mixed up
with the tares, and soon the Lord will call on them to come
out of Babylon. ' That includes the Latter Day Saints with
other churches. I know ther~ are some of the Lord's people
.among .you, as there are in other churches, and. some that
have the gift of prophecy; indeed your papers are full of
it, but I do not believe that you know what is ~oming for
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sure. The Lord has not 'made that clear to you ye~. Of
course, you will think, another crank, but be on the lookout.
A few years more and heaven and earth shall shake. I am a
member of the Methodist Church. I took the HERALD a year to
find ou_t what you stood for.
JOHN RASMUSSEN.
106 EAST WASHINGTON STREET.
STUART; NEBRASKA.
De@· Sfrs: In the HERALD of December 8, I saw the notice
of a home wanted for a boy of thirteen years of age, handy
on farm and around horses.
I am a member of the church and of the Inman, Nebraska,
Branch. My wife is also a member. Our district president
and Bishop's agent is Bro. Levi Gamet, of Inman. I am
twenty-five years of age, and a ranchman.
On what terms is the boy to be taken? Are his parents
dead? Is he unruleable, sickly, or just a _common boy.
I should like a boy to be a companion to my wife and do
light chores, etc. I would treat him as a brother and educate him. We live one mile from a good rural school and·
eight miles from our railway station. We have one child, a
g'irl of fifteen months. My wife and I are fond of children.
She was formerly a teacher.
Please write all particulars.
Box 33.
MR. WALTER K. SMITH.
ALT DOBERN, PROV. BRANDENBERG, GERMANY,
November 24, 1909.
Dear Brother Stebbins: Parpon me for delaying so. long
in answering yours of July 31. I had mislaid your letter for
some time, and I have been very busy since coming back to
Germany. The good Lord has directed us to those who were
seeking the truth, and by his help we were able to conduct
eleven precious souls into his kingdom. We have twenty.-two
mem,bers now. There were twenty-three baptized altogether,
but one died last week. He was an old brother about· seventy years old. I had baptized him about thiee weeks before. We also had difficulties to meet. We were expelled
from the province Silesia- in· August, by the.authorities there.
They thought I was· a Utah elder. They are not pei·mitted.
to labor as missionaries in Germany. I have appealed to the
American ambassador and he has taken up my case, but up
to this time no decision has been made; but we are confident
that the matter will be adjusted favorably to us. The Lord
has blessed us with friends and places to stay. We have good
health and a goodly porti'on of his Spirit for which we are
thankful to him.
I hope this will find you all well. Give my regards to Sister Stebbins and Saints.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
C, C. JOEHNIL
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Editors Herald: It has· been some time since. I contributed anything to your valuable and interesting pages.
I had a desire to write, but was really u~able to put in anything of much interest on account of sickness and disability.
I have not been able to do much, consequently have but little
to report. I wish to say that I am still in the faith of the
gospel, and rejoicing pail~~. in,.,th,~ enjoy~nent of the blessing
that comes to thorn who 'ea1;nestly stdve to keep the commandments.
My heart swells within me with1joy and gratitude to God
the Father· fof! his matchless power and wondrous love manffested to me, from"the days of childhood to the present in all
the labors of my ministerial work. His arm of power has
bee11 over me for good, helping me, and · my life has been
preserved .through all the peculiar conditions of life through
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which; I have passed, and I still feei t~ praise his holy name.
· I wish to say to those with whom I have labored .and toiled
EO mahy years ju my past ministry, I am still hopeful, ;.ind
have within 1rie the hope of immortality artd eternal life, which
has cheered my heart and enabled 'me to endure this far. I
greatly i;ejoice to know that Jesus is the Christ. Bless his
holy nan1e for ever!
Dear brothers and sisters, let us hold onto the rod of iron,
the word of God, closely, until we ge"t to the end and gain
· the priz!l--;-€terual life, with all of its environments. How I
love to read the letters and inspil'ing remarks, and sound
· doctrine, penned by those old veterans of the cross; those I
!).ave known for ·over forty years, ever since the first elders
came to Utah, and twenty years of experience before that in
the old church. I.rejoice to.. live in this wonderful dispensation of God's eternal truth revealed to mortals on earth, and
to bear testimony with others that .Jesus is the Christ fills
my heart with urispe~kable joy.
Your colaborer with God and his people,
-404. GRAND A VENUE.
HENRY. KEMP.
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home so empty and silent, and hei·· who shared the joys and
soi-rows of that mission so lonely.
I did not -realize at firs.t that it was a final separation.
How could I? He had been. going away more or. less fo1'
fifty-eight years, but 'had always come back, and during: his
life the things that would be impossibilities to some would be
only obstacles to him. Therefore, I instinctively felt that he
would.come back. But as the dull days pass one by .one and
he does not come back, I begin to- realize that J: ·am alone in
this world without ears to hear, and with no one in the
house to speak to. But I must rise above this dull feeling and be cheerful, fo1; if I can not bear my· part of the sacrifice belonging to his great work, I am not worthy of. him. ,
Since there was nothing said in Brother May's or Brother
Lake's letter about how the nativ.es felt when they heard 9f
the death of their "Oromathea"- I will copy some· from
Alberta's letter to me:
"When I opened your letter, our worst fears were· i·ealized;
We had said among ourselves in the morning, that we must
not be surprised if we heard that Uncle Joe had passed away.
And how we dreaded to tell the natives. They, too, had· their
fears, and the mail had not been in the house long, when Tena
and Roo Vahina went to Turatahi's house and got him to come
over to see while they waited. He came almost over, but
Mauna from Tiona had been ahead, and so met him on the
way, and together they went back to the waiting sisters.
Then Manna went on to Tiona to tell them there.
"At the evening prayer service it was the theme, of course.
There were no dry eyes there, and all were united in saying
that though he was gone, his words.would always live in their
hearts and that his last words to them were fulfilled, which
were, that if he never met them again here on earth, he wanted ,.
to meet them all in paradise. They said he had gone on and
met Metuaore and Alexander, and they were rejoicing together, and it i·erµained for·them here to be.faithful' and they;
. .
. .
.
.
too, would meet them bye and bye.
"Matahira spoke of her last baptism, and said that Uncle
was hei; true father in the gospel. ... She also testified that
it was through his ceaseless efforts with her that she got disentangled from sin. Roo was crying all the evening. Alfred
did not speak. Turantahi spoke very nicely, bearing testimony
to his (Uncle Joe's) righteous life and worthy example while
he was in ·this mission. Next Sunday is set apart for a
memorial service. Tiona and Tarona branches a1'e :to meet·
together. Alfred advised the Saints to put on black for the
day, and if they felt like it, to keep wearfng it. The chapels
· are already draped; had not been removed since placed ·there
for Metuaore."
EMMA BURTON.

COLTON, CALIFORNIA, December, 1909.
Editors Herald: I feel an impulse to express the great
·interests I felt in Bro. Charles May's letter from Papeete.
I read it with a lump in my throat and tears in my eyes, for
it recaHed the scenes· that are past, and brought a yearning to
see again those beautiful islands, that for years were more
like home to me than any place on earth, and to see that people from ·whom I can never feel entirely separated, and to
see again the dear one whose helper I was.
My· sympathies are with them in joy or in sorrow and all
that comes to us to America from that field is of interest to
me, both concerning the people and the missionaries, their
labor and ~heir progress, or even their discouragements.
.M~ p~·e~ious liu,sband laid down his life, willingly so; for
- that people, and can I ever be indifferent towards them?
It is the sentiineut of some that if he had uot gone out to the
iElands the last time, he would have been, iu all probability,
_alive and well to-day, I, too, have thought so. I could uot
fathom the mystery, and dared _.not question the overruling
• · in:'ovidence of the Almighty. I !mew that· he knew the circumstances of his going, and knowing the end from the
beginning, ·knew also that it would end iu his death; knew,
. too, how he tried with all his powers to do right. Therefore
a·"why·,; would-sometimes rise to the surface,. try as I would
· to- be silent and submissive. Faith seemed to desert me; I
was as one stunned· by a heavy blow. There were circumstances that· made me feel to be adrift. Nothing· seemed
_ pleasingly secure as heretofore. After a while, I would say
in my heart, "The Lord .will make it plain sometime," for
[The following was placed among our letters to fake its
· without my saying so I saw things altogether different from
what others did, and I comforted myself with the thought, turn among the very many on hand, and we now find that
"Surely the Judge of all .the earth will do right." But thanks some pm·ts of Brother. Stroh's letter were in appeal- to _the :
be to th.e giver of all good gifts, there has been a rift in the Saints for fui-tds. As they were worded they are not now
clouds within the past tw.enty-four hours, through which I timely and we have stricken them from the letter.-EJ)ITOR.]
have seen that the1;e are some things better, more noble than
SOUTH SCOTT, INDIANA.
to Jive, and can say more firmly than before that he laid down
Editors Herald: I wish to call the attention of the -Saints
his life for that people, and I also believe that _in his last of the Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District to
houi·s of, suffering, he tasted death for othei;s besides himself. the fact that this has been a prosperous year and a bountiful
For days he was Ul).,Conscious.of}hings a!Jout him, but alive harvest with many, prices also being high on what thef hi:(d.
to the work in the isfarids, tallied. in. the native tong"Ue to the to sell. It has helped them to cancel many debts, all of which
brethren there. He sorrowed and moaned because ·he had we should be» thankful for. But how many .have failed. to
to do what he called "that dreadful thing." I hjtve heard him realize that the oldest debt we owe is to our heavenly Father,
say more than once, that he would lay down his life, if by so the giver of all good, which debt has neither been cancel~d
wake tip to
doing he could restore those who had departed from the nor a payment made thereon this year. Let
church, so that that people. would be united again as they .out duty.and have.our names placed on the agent's.books
were· a .few years iigo. It may oe that he can do more for with as much to our credif as we can- spare. To.those whose
th~m in his death than in his life, though it leaves our little names are ali'eady on the books, let us not look .back and say ·

us
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that we have done our full duty, but let us look forward with some of our people. It is a dangerous thing for a people to
feel that they are the favoted of heaven and that he has made
a desire to do more hi the future.
· The chui'ch, the Sanitarium, the college, aJ1d the homes them his depositories. They thus think themselves all .powerneed our support. and.need it·now, and most of al!, we need ful, and become fanatical. While in Missou1'i overzeal and
to do our duty now, for we have no promise of to-morrow:. . fanatical remarks helped to stir up our enemies against us,
I also wish to call attention to a statement found in the the .Lord was not bound to give us victory over our enemies,
HERALD of Novembel.· 10, with· reference to the. reunion held because we had not always done what he woufd have us do.
at Howell, Michigan. We believe it to be misleading. The A little introspectio1i and self-analysis is a good thing foi· all
writer said he could imagine Apostle William H. Kelley aris- of us."_ After speaking of Joseph giving up one hundred and
ing to a point of order, and asking for the law when he was sixteen pages and that he made mistakes .like other men, he
elected to .assist the district president. As I was present at mid, "God does not walk in. crooked paths, and when men '
·every session from the first to the closing of the reunion, I represent him as varying from the truth they blaspheme his
believe I· know what took place as well as those who came name .. 'fherefore, know ye .that God and his truth are anchnear the close. At the first s-ession Brn. J. J. Bailey and ored· to the truth, God is not going to win his victories by
the district president were in charge and as the· subject of chicanery an.d fraud_ or falsehood, S!l that if· any man comes
organizing was broi.1ght up the president made the sugges- to tell us. that God is varying from his law and that he has
tion to wait till more would be present. The suggestion ·was spoken one word to the ear to break it to the hope, or that he
accepted and the organization was not effected till Monday, has announced his law and after that men may ·practice falsewhen it was thought best to organize. A motion was made hood, then we may surely know that man is surely mistaken.
and suppqrted that the district president preside over the Moses said, Swear your oaths and covenants to God, bU:t
· meeting. · At this point the district president arose and Christ says, Swear not at all: ·God might displace a law, but
said that according to the handbills, Brethren W. H. Kelley we can not violate a law while it is in force. We should do
and S. W. L. Scott 'were looked for and .asked the mover that which is the best for the church and the people,· and whatand supporter to add to the motion that if those brethren ever might be erratic or sporadically wrong should certainly
made their appearance they should be associated with the be corrected." In conclusion Roberts sail:!, "What I have· said
president. Brother Kelley was not elected to assist the may not be within the purview of the occasion, but I must
president, but was included in the motion to be associated with speak of those things that are within me."
him,.and had Brother Kelley.'been present he would have had
Joseph F. evidently was not pleased with this signal of
no cause to arise to a point of order as those there knew his danger raised by Robei>ts; so .he arose and with much warmth
authority, and he being a senior to us all in the great work and animation declared, "I. believe if our brethren would dewould have no doubt been selected to preside over _the reunion. vote their time and minds in the foundation which Joseph
I think there is a difference between being elected to assist and established, that they will please the Lord and they will betbeing chosen in a motion to be associated with. Now if my ter satisfy the Saints and satisfy the object of their mission.
views are not correct, I beg pardon, but. if they are, I think it ·There never was a time .that there were no foolish men
is an injusti.ce to that body of· people to say .what they did amongst us, there are many that are foolish th1'ough overzeal
was not ill harmony with law' and ordei·.
and many more who ate foolish in saying things that should
I have been here and at other points trying to encourage not be said. It is not wise or prudent for men to proclaim_
the Saints, and interest those who liave not as yet accepted the weakness of the church or its defects, or to parade its
the gospel. The weather has been against us, so much rain, faults. I do not think it the right, or prerogative, or. mission
but the Saints have done well in coming out through the of any man to point out the defects of Joseph Smith; let the
storms, and sometimes there was a good attendance of out- great God Almighty judge and speak for or against them; it
siders, while at other times not s9 good. I expected to mii.ke should not be our nrethren, for our enemies take advanfage
other points before reaching home which .will be about Christ- of foolish things said and give the world a chance to use them
against us, and· they should not have been spoken at all. I
- mas, in time to see Santa if he comes our way.
· As one who desires to learn the law ·and do my duty,
think it my duty to say this_ much. When the Lord wants to
reveal anything to us he knows the channel through whichYour brother in Christ,
SAMUEL STROH.
to reveal it, and he will do it and don't you forget it."
COLDWATER, MICHIGAN.
The foregoing will indicate that the danger flag is in the
breeze and the thumb screws .;,nil be· applied, if not the fagots,
to all those who oppose the priesthood.
Israel Astray, Part II. Continued from Page 1198.
The play of this people in Independence, Missouri, is merely
However, it was stated from the Tabernacle yesterday that
a bluff, a tithe gatherer, so far as ·the leading ·men are conone tenth was not sufficient, neither was it_ complying with
cerned. Many of the rank and file, however, are looking
·the law, and the time was near at hand when a total conseZionwai·d, and would welcome the day of their exodus from
.cration of all would be demanded. We believe the limit of the "mountain of the Lord's house in the tops of the mounendurance will be reached ere long, the honest, hard working tains." Millions of dollars' worth of buildings are now under
man will not submit to such intolerance much longer, some construction by the church, the old adobe ward chu:rches are - .
broad-minded man who - is uncompromised will rise up in giving way to the modern, and the two-story business blocks
·rebellion and demand that priestly fetters be severed and are assuming the sky scraper type. A two million dollar hotel
. agency be established as the only factor in determining the is going up off the old tithing house block, built by a syndicate
destiny. of men.
of which Joseph F. is pres'idim:t'.' · Tl}e ·gynmasium building,
' .B•. H. Roberts; at the present time, is the logical leader of young
folks' building, theaters; daice halls, and the hundreds
the rebellious, but he is too .old and too much compromised of costly residencell_ now. under construction, all testify that a
(having three wives) to lead the hosts to victory. His recent move is t!J.e farthest thought in the mind of the church. Judge
sermon, however, gives color to his opposition. He said· in
_1Cing in a sermon recently_ declared, "We are here to stay
·part: "Truth con1pels me to say that wir ::is a people have
not always been wholly blameless in the manner in which anchored till the end of time."
The Salt Lake Tribune has hitherto made an excellent fight·
some things· were met in the past...There was somewhat of
fanaticfam, int~le'i;ance, and even imp11dence on the part of agai~st the hierarchs, showing the bad practices and 'imfon-
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si.stencies of Brighamism, justly holding llp to ridicule temple
work, polygamous practices and their baneful effects. Emboldened by its success in breaidng·. down confidence in the
system hei:e and seeing hundreds disturbed and disaffected,
and· turning infidel to Brighamism, it n.ow essays to dest'roy
"M_ormonism," . root and branch; Joseph· and Hyrum Smith
were frauds of the deepest die, the very inception of their
work was ,born in hypocrisy and lust, and -in defense of its contention publishes statements of every apostate and all the
pseudoes that have departed from and become enemies to the
' church. Gibbs, Maxwell, Williams, Stevenson, and ~thers are
of the same cloth as Beedle, Stenhouse, Hyde, and others, and
the -reyamped stories of the Tribune are merely old straw that
~as been thrashed out successfullY. years and years ago, buildmg· on the statements of Brighamites and Brighamite women
and all that Young, Kimball, Grm1t, and others could and have
woven together as evidence that Joseph and Hyrum were
polygamists, as, against the positive statements of all the
books up to 1844, that they were not.
· Thus the Tribune, after its almost victorious fight, like the
fated cow, kicks over the bucket of milk, turning into and
becoming a real Brighamite in the ranks of Joseph F., trying
to prove by lying statements of lying men and women that
.Joseph and Hyrum were bad, hypocritically falsifying their
oft-repeated testimony to the contraTy. If all liaTs were im. prisoned like thieves the dust of maTtyrs could rest in peace,
but the flimsy gauze of the Spalding story, water walking,
money digger, the whole Smith family low'down, disreputable,
uni!J-telligent, visionary scoundrels, is ·too silly for a great
journal to permit, especially the· Tribune, which is well acquainted with the facts. All such idiotic, rabid ravings are
eternally squelched by the principal that no stream can rise
higher than its source. We point the Tribune to the posterity
of the _Smith family, such brainy men as Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, testified to by the most eminent men; Joseph Smith,
of Independence., Mo., and his posterity; the late Alexander
H. Smith and his so11s and daughters; the much lamented
David Smith and-his only ·issue, E. A. Smith, and the Smiths
of Salt Lake City, through the ·loins of Hyrum Smith,-all
condemn and. disprove the claim that the senior Smiths were
a low down family.
Lies published in the Tribune are no better than lies published in the Deseret News or in The Improvement Era.
The attempt of the Tribune to destToy, indirectly, the Reorganized Church throttles its own cause. Where is the church
or the soil in which disaffected Brighamites, made so by the
efforts of the Tribune, may plant a seed of hope. Let the
Tribune answer! Why this onslaught upon the Reorganization? If no God in it, it is at least as good as any other, and
who else can proselyte this people? The church we represent
is law-abiding and God-fearing, and not'a legal objection can
be urged against its faith or practice. If the Tribune could
destroy it, which is as absurd as it is impossible, where is the
open door through which the Tribime may drive its hosts?
While we like the Tribune in many respects, we fear its periscopic sight is dimmed by prejudice.
T. W. CHATBURN.
(Continued.)
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-News From. Branches
CLEVELAND; OHIO.
This branch has held its business ·meeting. Bro. F. T.
Haynes was sustained as president, and Bro. Alma Thomas
was reelected clerk; J. W. Topping priest; E; A, Wehbe
teacher; and J. llfoNeil deacon. I might also say that the
branch correspondent was sustained because of the number of
let~ers written. He wishes he had more to say in regard to
pro_gress made in thjs city and desires to be inf01;med .by the
members.
.
,__The Sund~y school is in receipt of a letter from Bishop-Kelley thankmg them for their Christmas Offering which,was
about three times larger than the year previous. This is: an
example of system, We used the same method last year, viz,
penny banks; but this time they were labeled "mis'sionary_
banks" and were passed every session regularly. I am longing
to see the brethren all over adopt this system and cooperate
in. the work that we may by unity of purpose, even in small
thmgs, accomplish a great deal.
.
.
Our Sunday school is forward and our home department has ·.
been sorely neglected, but it will now boom under the care of
Sr. Julia Wehbe. She ·will be glad to hear from any in Clevec
land who will interest themselves in this department. Address
10529 Kimberly avenue.
F. C. WEBBE .
FIRST KANSAS CITY.
For the first month we have had very severe weather.
S_leighing has been the !)est we have 1).ad for thirty years, but
the weather is moderating. Our meetings have b~en interrupted somewhat by the weather, but the young people seem
to enjoy the cold by their prompt attendance at Sunday school.
Our attendance has reached one hundred and more and the
interest is fine. Qur Christmas .Offering· was two h~~dred dollars, and we feel a little proud of it.
Our preachers of late_ have been Elders LaRue, Gillen, and
Allen, and Bishops Kelley and Hilliard. We had a very enjoyable time at Christmas entertainment.
We are now making preparation for a big revival meeting
to begin about the first Sunday in March, something after the
order of those held last year when Bro. R. C. Evans was
here. They resulted· in good and we will put forth effo1;ts to
make these better.
We are sorry to chronicle the sad news in regard to Sister.
Young. While washing' her hair with gasoline it caught on fire
and she was seriously burned about the head and hands. It
was believed at first that she would lose the sight of both
eyes. We called on her at 1424 Holmes street, at Dr. McCall's
hospital, and felt that God would hear our prayers, and that
she will recover. Our meeting at Centropolis mission continues regularly at private houses.
F. C. WARNKY.
6223 EAST FIFTEENTH STREET.

-Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minuten.

Hide not thy·talent in the earth;
However small it be, Its faithful use, its utmost worth,
God will require of thee.
Go, theii, and strive to do thy part,
Though humble it may be;
The ready hand, the willing heart,
Are all heaven asks of thee.
- -W; Cutler.

"-'- . IDAHO.-Conference <:imvened at Boise, Idaho, November 'j.f
-....U.909.,1 Bro. Fred A. Smith ch?sen to preside, assisted by Brol.
A. J: Layla_nd. J. E. Cond!t was chosen secretary, Sister
Curtis chorister. Reports were read from missionary in
c~arge', Fred. A ..Smith;_ yice-president, A. J. Layland;
BrnhoP, s agent, Elias E. Richards; Elders reports from A.·
Hendr1ckso!1, Wm. Glauner, S. D. · Coi:dit baptized 4, John.
Allen baptiz!'ld 3, A. J. Layland baptiz~d 10, and William
Brooner; Priests !J. P. Larson, Jasper Jennings, E. T. Riche
ards, Statistical report ·of Teto11 Branch read, reported 25
members. Report of Hag·erman Branch 'read and referred
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back for correction. Eight Mile Branch declared disorganized
and district officers authorized to issue letters of. removal to
members asking for them.. Petition of Malad Branch to be
released from Idaho District -granted, boundary lines to be
placed by ministers in charge. Adjourned to meet at the
call ·of. the district president. J. E.· Condit, secretary.

Little Sioux District will meet with the Logan Saints Saturday, Februar;v 5, at 9 a. m., for prayer service and at 10.30
a. m. for·busmess. James D. Stuart; clerk.·
Winnipeg District will meet in· conference wit}!. the Winnipeg· _Branch on· February 11, 12, and 18. Let everybody come
an~ bring friends. Nelson Wilson, president, Treheme, Ontario.
The semiannual conference of the Ohio District will convene
Conference Notices.
at Middletown, Oh,io, on the· last Saturday and Sunday in
Seattle and British Columbia District will convene with the February, 1910. District officers are to be chosen, also dele- ,
·Seattle Branch at 10 a. m., on February 12, (second Satur- gates to the ne)l:t General Conference, and every branch in
day,) at their newly purchased church on the corner of Kil- the district should be represented at this conference. We urge
bourne street and First avenue, N. W., being two blocks north,. those holding the priesthood to make especial effort to come.
and seven blocks west of the railroad crossing at Fremont. Our district conferences are growing in importance and in
· The Fremont-Ballard car passes right by the door, which can interest e'.'ery year, and we look forward to this one as being
be taken at depot or anywhere on First avenue south of Pike the most important we have ever held. S. J. Jeffers, presistreet, as also can the .Phinney avenue car be had which runs dent, Radcliff, Ohio.
within seven blocks, short ones, :from the church, an all down
Kirtland District 'viii meet with the Sharon, Pennsylvania,
grade walk from where said car crosses Kilbourne street. It
is '{i:xpected that all the traveling ministry laboring within the Branch Saturday and Sunday, February 12 and 13, 1910.
Visiting
Saints can take Sharpsville cars to Hull street.
district will be in attendance am\ a goodly_ representation
The church is on Elm street, the third street up Hull from
ft!iriJ. all parts thereof .. The clerfoip-of the several branches
wm all receive~a blank upon which to m.ake their reports for Sharpsville. Branch clerks are requested to fo1•ward statistical reports to secretary early. E. E. Cozadd, lieCretary,
sb~ months, ending January 31, and it is requested that they
.
lh!Jil same to the undersigned immediately thereafter. Come Spring·boro, Pennsylvania.
o~fo and all, let us renew our acquaintance and relationship
Far West District will convene with the Stewartsvilie
and rejoice in the Spirit of the Master. Frederick W. Hol- Branch- on February 19 and 20. The officer of the district
·man, secretary, 1202~ Seventh avenue, Seattle, Washington~ would be pleased to see a· large representation from all parts
Nodaway District will convene with the Bedison Branch at of the district. Delegates will be chosen to represent the
the Union Church on February 5, 1910. The ministry and district at the General Conference to be held in Independence,
branches are requested to send reports and delegate creden- April 6. Please have your branch and branch president retials to either the undersigned at Bolckow, Missouri, or to ports in the hands of the secretary by the 13th of February.
disfrict president, E. S. Fannon, at Clyde, Missouri. W. B. Be prompt in sending those reports. Chas. P. Faul, secretary.
Torrance, secretary.
The Central Oklahoma District will convene at Ripley,
Convention Notices.
Oklahoma, at 2 p. m., Saturday, February 12. All branches
please take notice and send delegates, as the delegate system
The
Sunday
school
convention of the Central Nebraska Diswas adopted at our last confereI\ce. Friday, February 11,
and Saturday forenoon will be devoted to Sunday school and trict will convene at Inman, Nebraska, February 4, 1910, at
2 p. m. Will the officers of the schools in the district please
Religio work. Hubert Case, E .. H. Smith.
take notice and send in thefr reports to the district secretary
The Massachusetts District will convene at Providence, that he may be able to make a report to the General Secretary,
Rhode Island, Saturday and Sunday, February 5 and 6, 1910.
The Seattle and British Columbia District association will
Branch clerks will please forwai'd their statistical reports to
the secretary at least two weeks in advance. In the case of meet with the Seattle Saints in their new church, corner First
items on reports local clerks are requested to furnish the avenue, N. W., and Kilbourne street, at 10 a. m., February
county in each and every instance where the town is men- 11, 1910. Take Fremont-Ball line and car passes right by
tioned that complete reports may be had. The number absent the church. Please forward all reports to undersigned in
from branches is required, also cause of expulsion. All elders time so every school in the district will have full report.
(not General Conference appointees) and presidents of Then come, all that can, that we may have the best convenbranches are required to report their labors. Let all report tion we have ever held, and do not leave the Spirit of God at
in detail that a good record may be made. Address all con- home. We will need all we have with us that we may be
successful. Mrs. H. A. Briggs; secreta1•y, 119 North Seventyference matter to the secretary, W. A. Sinclair, M. D., 166 fourth
street, Seattle, Washington.
Pearl street, Winter Hill, Massachusetts.
Northeastern Kansas District conference will meet with the
The Southern California District Sunday school convention
Atchison, Kansas, Branch on February 26 and 27 , l910. Min- will be held at Santa Ana, California, February 25, 1910, to
convene at 2 p. m. District officers will be elected for the
istry and branch clerks please send in reports promptly. ensuing year, and delegates to the General Convention will be
Frank G. Hedrick, secretary, Fanning, Kansas.
chosen. Secretaries of the local schools will plea~e see that all
Clinton District will convene at Rich Hill, Missouri, Feb- reports necessary are in the hands of the distriet secretary
ruary 12 and 13, 1910. Reports sent by mail should reach the a week previous. The program for the evening session· will
undersigned on or before February 9. A. C. Silvers, secre- be the teachers' training class. The Religio workers of the
ta1·y, Walker, Missouri.
district are invited to take part in this service. George H.
Conference. of the Southeastern Illinois District will con- Wixom, superintendent.
vene at Springerton, Illinois, February 19 and 20, at 10 a. m.
Des Moines District Sunday school and Religio associations
Branch clerks please take notice and have your reports made will meet at Runnells, Iowa, February 4, 1910, at 8.30 a.· m.
out in ample time. and do not neglect the usual assessment. We exte.nd a special invitation to every worker of the district
Brother Burgess, historian for our district, expects to be at to be present. 0. Salisbury, for the committee.
the conference on the day before it meets and wishes to see
Th s h
w·
· D' · s d
h 1
all the branch clerks there. If you can not come try to send
e out ern isconsm 1stnct un ay sc oo Association
will meet ·in convention with the Wheatville Sunday school,
your branch records to the conference so he can look over Soldiers Grove, Wisconsin, February 21, 1910, .at 9 a. m;
them for historical data. Your branch reports may be mailed This will be the day following the district conference at the
to me at Xenia, or sent to me at Springerton. A. H: Bur- above named place. It is earnestly hoped that all the Sunday
roughs,· secretary.
.
.,.· ·schools will be well represented, as it is election of officers
The Northeastern Illinois district conference will be helil and delegates to the General Convention. Will all secretaries
January 29 and 30, 1910, at Central Chicago Branch, Sixty- make out their December reports as early in January as possixth and Honore streets' Take Ashland avenue car or any sible and send them to C. C. Hoague, jr., Janesville, Wisconcars going south, and transfer to the Sixty-third street line. sin, R. ·F. D. No. 7, so they can be summarized in time for
W. E. Williamson, clerk.
the ·convention. Jasper 0. Dutton, superintendent.
Eastern Oklahoma District will convene with the WilburPottawattamie District Religio association will convene Friton -Branch February 12 and 13, 1910, at 10 a. m. Come day, February 11, at Council Bluffs', Iowa. Printed progi·ams
one ·and all and bring the Spirit of the Master with you. will be mailed to all .locals, and we desire a good attendance
of all interested in this work. Come in time for the social
John S. White, president.
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Floy lVI. Wind, secretary, 738 Wash.

;The Sunday school convention of the Little Sioux District
will be held.·at Logan, Iowa, beginning Thursday evening,
February 3, 1910. Miss Annie Stuart, secretary.
Notice of Dedication.

. The dedicatfon of the Valley Center ~hurch will be held at
·· · V:alley. C~nter, Michigan, January 23, 1910. All are· cor~
dially mv1ted to attend the dedicatory services.
H. E. C. Mum.

]J:ngland, -January 19, 1833, and. died near· Council,' idaho,
December 18, 1909. He came with his parents to America. in
1844 and landed in Nauvoo in time to witness the appointment
of Joseph's successor and the tragic events connected with
the death of the Martyrs. He was married to Mary .Pack in
1856.. Four of the thirteen children born to theni survive·him
and were present at the funeral. Their mother died at Weiser
in 1888, soon after their coming to Idaho. His last months
were bless.ed in the companionship of Mrs. Noi·a Duree, to
whom he. was married two years previous to his death, and
who survives him. He was eight months in the Civil War
and a life-time adherent to the faith. About two hundred.
people attended· the obsequies, conspicuous among them being
,seven old soldiers. Funeral conducted by S. D. Condit.

Twelfth Quorum ef Priests.

The Twelfth Quorum of Priests of the Pittsburg and West
Virginia District will meet durfrig the conference at Wheeling, .West Vjrginia, Feb~\l~w 6 and 7, -i910. All attend that
possibly can.
·,,.
J. A. JAQUES, P1·esident.
·~

'\J:·

Tbirteenth~'jlqomm

of P1·ieats.

The Thirteenth Quorum<zof Priests will meet during the
district conference held at Sharon, Pennsylvania, February
12. Let us have a full att&_ndance that we may come to a
better understanding of our work. E. E. Cozadd, president.
Proposed -Amendment.

Notice is hereby given that at the next General Sunday
School Convention the following amendment to the Constitution and By-laws will be presented:
To amend Article VI on page 13 of Constitution, by striking
out all after the word shall in the first line, and thereafter the
foll~wi~g: "Maintain the following departments grading the
pupils m classes as closely as practicable upon the basis of
age, capability, and work done in the Sunday school.
"1. Cradle roll department, including the children under
three years of age.
"2. Primary department, including the children from the
ages oj' .about three to nine years. Where it is necessary this
departnient may be divided into beginners or first primary,
and second primary.
"3. Intermediate department, including the children from
the ages of about nine to fifteen years. Where it is necessary
this department may be divided into junior and intermediate.
"4. Senior department, including all the pupils above the
age of about fifteen years. Those between the age of about
fifteen to eighteen years to be included in the senior classes;
those above the age of about eighteen years to be included in
adult classes, the latter to comprise, Bible classes, substitute
classes, normal classes, and such other auxiliary classes as
may be required by the school.
.
"5. Home department, including all those who are willing
to study the Lessons but are unable to attend the regular sessions o.f the Sunday school."
Very respectfully,
WALTER W. SMITH; _
PHILADELPHIA, PEN.NSYLVANIA, December 24, 1909.

Advertising and the Post-Office.

l\l[r. Taft is of opinion that the magazines carry more
advertising in proportion to reading matter than· the news~
papers. This, as it happens, is an entire mistake. But the
suggestion gives opportunity ·to explain that of all the business done by the Post-office Department the most profitable is
the carrying of advertising. Rather than force magazine ·
advertising out of the mails, the Government could ·better
afford to carry it for nothing. The chief object of the reputa~
ble business people who patl'Onize the advertising pages of
the periodicals is to pl'Ovoke correspondence. A,' single advei·tisement on one page of a periodical has brought to th@
advertiser seventeen thousand letters. Each one of these
letters starts a return patronage of the mails. The actual
carrying of that advertisement has cost the Government an
infinitesimal sum. The return received by the Government
has been the large profit upon the sale of many thousands of
2-cent stamps. It is impossible properly to consider the rate
of postage to be charged by the Government on one class of
matter without studying the relation of the rates on different
classes to one another. Mr. Taft is actuated by a commend-.
able desire to lighten the burdens of the Government and to
introduce economies. But as a ·matter of fact the carrying
of newspapers and periodicals is not a burden to the Postoffice Department, and it is a great boon to the intelligent pub- lie of America.-From "The progress of the world," in the
American Review of Reviews for January.
·
Ten Dollars Per Day.

Did you ever figure out the commercial value of an education? These figures are given to show in a graphic way the
great advantage of a few years spent in school. The average educated man receives a salary of $1,000 per
year. In 40 years he earns $40,000. The average uneducated·
day laborer earns $1.50 per day, $450 per year, or $18,000 in
40 years. The difference between the two, or $22,000, equals
the value of an education. To acquire this earning capacity
requires, say, 12 years of school of 180 days each, or "2,160
days. Each day's schooling, therefore, is worth $22,000
divided by 2,160, or about $10.
··
·

There are features and stories in the next Everybod'Jls so
big that they need room even to be talked about; but the
forthcoming installment of "The beast and the jungle" sweeps
everything else before it-a great, fine human thing that will
,,
make you rage, gnash your teeth, laugh, cry, howl for vengeance, shout for joy. It's going to tear you all to pieces1 this
Died.
next installment of Judge Lindsey's autobiography-,make up
BULLER.-Joshua H. Buller was born in West Chester your mind to that. And in the end it will fill you with a new,
County, New York, May 26, 1848. He was married to Mary profound sense of responsibility that you can not escape.. ·
C. McMullin, June 2, 1870, To this union was born sixteen
There is nothing in romance or on the stage that equals it
children, five sons and thii'teen daughters. Thirteen of them in moving power and excitement. Before your eyes the sore
are now living. He unit~d with the Reorganized Church of of rotten municipal politics eats into the heart of the comJesus Christ, June 24, 1900; being baptized by D. ·R. Cham- munity. Before your eyes an honest fighting man lays bare
bers. He died December.'26; 1909, being 61 years, 9 months· his soul-in triumph and in defeat. You will sympathize in
old. He leaves to mourn hifl,wife and thirteen children and a Judge Lindsey's innocent joy when honors come to him, cand
host of .friends. Sermon by Joshua Carlile.
in his humiliation when he finds them only a bribe. You will
SCOTT.-George, born at Lancashire, England, May 6, 1839, realize with a thrill what quick, sure intellig'ence, what lightdied at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, December 28, 1909. He was ning-like action, along with devotion and courage, it takes t6
baptized February 18, 1906,.at Pittsburg by David A. Ander- make a successful reformer. Above all, you will cheer for
son. He was an unusually.faithful member and was loved by the victories snatched from defeat• by the women and the
his large circle of friends fo and out of the church. The Lord children, that the "little judge" might continue his work.
After you have finished this part of Judge Lindsey's autopermitted· him to pass
without pain or distress; and
·peacefully left this earth''for·· the paradise of the faithful. biography, it will be many hours befo:re you ·will want to read
Services_ were conducted by:,C. Edward Miller and E. Harry another line of anything. But you'll come back to the magazine, of course, for you know it will be very. much woi·th while
Thomas.
·
·
SHAW.-Henry Shaw was born in Hollingworth, Cheshire, even without the 'l'itai1ic feature.

away
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.
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time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
·
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If not changed within n month niter payment Is made notify ue.
The paper will not be sent to 'persons who are six months In
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·
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances ~hould be made payable to the same..
All errors 1n· the filling of orders or rendering of accounts sl!ould be
reported Immediately, as receipts for. money received are sent within
two . days after reaching th~ office. , ·J•~·.._.
·
Marriage, death, and birth notices: ... Marriages, $1 per 100 words .
or fraction thereof.
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Smith-C. C. Joehnk-Henry Kemp-Emma
Buiton-Samuel Stroh-T. W. Chatburn-F. C.
Webbe-F. C.,, Warnky.

·
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Births, 40 cents per 75
prompt jnsertlon,- make

cents· per 100 words or. fraction ti\ereof.
~~rtf ano:e ~~hti~~tic~~ereof. · To insure
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It is the duty of a Christian to go where God sends him,
regardless of the consequences.--J ohn_ H. Vincent.

· Do not >suffer yourself to repeat stories to the disadvantage of others.-R. Nelson.

Lamoni Land & .Loan Company

That Neces§ary Ma~aznne
- for the thinking man - for the profession~l man for tlle busy business man - and his ·· ...
·
·family; -in short, it's for You

25 cent~
per copy

$3.00
ayewt'

The Review of Reviews
firs~,

because it is a necessity-that is
the rule in magazine buying of America's Intellectual aristocracy. It is
indispensable to the busy business
man, who must keep abreast of the
times because it gives him the· real
of the day in concise, readable
form; it is invaluable to the thinking
man, who demands only the truth
. and then draws his own conclusions,
beeallse it gives him- just · plain,

news'

straight facts,
.
~ It is helpful to the whole family.
In it you will find a monthly picture

of men and affairs by Dr. Albert
Shaw, in his comprehensive editorial,
n Progress of the World ; 11 a clever
cartoon history of the month; book
reviews • the gist of the best which
has app~ared in the other magaz~es '
and newspapers of the world ; pithy
character sketches ; and interesting
articles on the all-important to!J.ics of
the day. Authoritative, non-partisan,
timely and very much to the point,
nit's a liberal education," is the way
~ubscribers express it,

OUR i909-10 CATALOGUE
of all American magazines fo n money- saver. Y ~u can't afford !o order for next
year Without first seeing it. If you appreciate superior agency semce,. and demand
maximum magazine value for the feweat dollars, write for it-today. It's free to YOU.

The Re~ew of Reviews Company;- New York

G

This firm was organized July 1; 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. Blair secretary. The
members of the firm have resided in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are therefore familiar with
the country in all its details, including
land values, fertility of the· soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors. We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
We are also in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No better security offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time ·business propositions
that might be quite interesting to partiirs
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in regard· to this country, write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAm, Secretary.
Lamoni,
fn<i:
i:
Iowa
:V-'.

(l\'

COURT,:PROCEDURE
26 pages of i1fatructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials.
'No. ...1~9:
,; Paper,. 10 cents.
t
·,

FARM j ·FOR SALE
··;11.:

100 acres one and one· half miles from
Lamoni, good improvements, nice; smooth ·
land, good ' ',ol,lcliard, plenty of good
water. . FC:r"):p~plE)te description,· price,
and terms apply to owner,
3-3t .
A. J. YARRINGTON,
Lamoni; Iowa.
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FOR SALE
A well established General Merchandise
business in an Eastern Iowa town, doing
go~d business; will sell or rent the building. The town has good school, also a
good live branch of Saints. Reasons for
selling: Senior partner wishes to retire
and the other partner wishes to enter
missionary work. Address L. & S., in
cai:e of lierald Publishing House.

rn1a
via

Evert. tried it

0

Winter?

l.Ul'A
Every one gives first place to the California via Colorado
Route fo1· magnificent scenery but many people think that in
winter they must avoid this route or be snowbound. A great
· mistake for in Colorado there is more sunshine than in Florida
and less' snow than in any State east of the Missouri Riverthere is less delay from snow blockades on this route than on
the other and less attractive ones. Through Pullman Standard
and Tourist Sleepers daily from principal Burlington Route Stations to California via Denver and Salt Lake. Parties under
personal escort through to destination several
times each week. Please see me for particulars.

FOR SALE·

. •._ -"

_,::C{4

The Herald Publishing House haii":J.~. ,(":!R
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' 'li.ER-_''</·''.;~~
ALD fm; sale. These are second-handed
",,;·:~
and in· good condition. They are worth
~'-'J\l
$1 when new. -The lot will be sold for
$4.

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncnm

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
~i-':i$~1=fd1#Wj1f.j;-g::,p~:-Wfil>ffu~·?.-dt~,,"'!'*~:::~:ii0;-r.0;,,;;'_;t·,;.~':t-::1,ff~:1<c-O'-."-~:,,f.;;;---.:f'f!~O::'-!ic'~~,-~;1
l'll!IR~NMiW
lT& t@Jt-~;mz.,3,,z.\c-W;J5•'-''-'"'*~-~'"'*""%'>''~""-~'"'"\"'"a a home? If so, and desire reliable infor·mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R.

JACKSON

c

UNTY BANI< I. . . . . . . . . -----------~------..:----;
j ,,~

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

.

I

,,

I would be pleased to correspond with ~

'A BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
,' parties seeking investment in.] ack- t
·Dees a General --Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any ~ son County, Missouri, ,FIRST ~
·state in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
~ MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL ~

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid on Deposits

;

Business solicited from far and near.

;

'

ELLIS SHORT
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
HORACE SHELEY

Notice our directorate as named below:

G. H. HILLIARD
M. H. BOND
J. MATHER

WM. CRICK

J. D. BRIGGS;.

A. L. YINGLING

I

I

: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~

~

,~
~

~

STOCKS.

'

.Very truly yours,

,:

_
J. D. Briggs
6
Independence, Miss9url
44tf ~

~~---.._--.<e.~'G."lli!l.~"l:lrr.-"Qi."0."6."ii.'ltr.U~"i:hU~'Q..~'12!!1.~U~

e State/Savings Banlt of La1noni Presidency an_d Priesthood••••••
Lamoni, Iowa
Paid up Capital and Surplus, $45,000.00.
We pay Interest on time deposits ~or six or twelve months.
We encourage Banking by Mail and soli~it your banking
business-- no matter where you live.

Our Stockholders are
Wm. Anderson
A. K. Anderson
Geo. H. _Hilliard
W. A. Hopkins- ·
Geo. W. Blair
Oscar Andei·son
Address' all letters to the

·_

':

Anna A. Dancer
Alice P. Dancer
Lucy L. Resseguie
Ella D. Whitehead
Anna A. Dancer, Guardian of David
A. and Howard M\ Dancer

STATE SAVINGS BANK
·Lamoni, Iowa

This book has been enlarged by the addition of over eighty pages.
No. 134-Cloth
$1.00

Religio'~

Normal Book
A iionnal :book containing lessons
upon the Book of Mormon and
R~ligio Society.

Every student of

the Book of Mormon should have
one. -

· No. 258---Cloth, 25c
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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This is a splendid picture of the first issue of the HERALD, showing both the front page of the cover and the back page of the same.
the numbers of the first volume appeared with cover we do not know.
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Official Publication of ·the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chi·ist of Latter Day Saints
lllntered no llecond·clnss. mall-matter at Lamoni poat-ofilce.

"If. ye continue iu my word, then are ye my di·s·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and tbe
truth sl1all ~ake you free."-John 8: 31, 32. ·

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one Wife; and concubines he shrill have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.
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FIFTY. YEARS OF LABOR ON THE SAINTS'·· HERALD.
REMINISCENCES OF PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.
f~el that we are ju~tified in using
the title, "Fifty years-of labor on the SiINTS1 HERALD," because President Smith has been connected with· the HERALD
practically·. from its beginning; and as early as 1861, as
will be discovere!l by reading the minutes .of the fall conference of that 'year, he was given oversight of doctrinal matters intended. for publication.. The asso.ciate editors are responsible for . the appearance of so many of his pictures in
connection with his article. These photographs cover ·a pe1:iod
of abovt sixty-two years. They are in a way typical of the
extent of his labors; as one was taken in Bostol). and another
in San ·Francisco. Only one.of these pictures has ever appeared in the HERALD. Three of ·the .five· have n]'lver to our
knowledge been ·published in any periodicaL-'E. A .• S.]
[EDITOR'S NoTE•...:..,.We

NUMBER 4

The result of the foregoing action was that the
first number of the periodical appeared, da.ted at
Cincinnati, Ohio, January, 1860.
No specific
change was ma&} in the periodical or those in charge
of it until October 9, 1861, when it was ordered
by the church that doctrinal communications or
articles should be sent to me at Nauvoo, Illinois,
a kind of provisional appointment as supervising
editor. In the meantime, Bro. Israel L. Rogers had
been ordained Bishop to the church; and it was
determined to purchase a press and i·emove the public_ation of the HERALD from Cincinnati to some
point in the West. By the effort of the Committee
of Publication, and the influence of Bishqp Rogers,
the plant of a country newspaper, called the DeKalb
County News, was purchased with the intention
that it shquld be set up at Sandwich, in the same
county, which point .was the nearest available one
to Bishop Rogers' residence, ·and on the line of the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway. The committee failed to find a suitable place for location
in Sandwich, owing to the prejudice or fear on the
part
the business men of the village; but at the
little town .of· Plano, Kendall County, four. miles
further east on the railway, a more liberal sentiment was found, and through the kindness an.d influence of a non-religionist, whose name was Lewis
.Steward, a room some eighteen feet square in the
second story of a brick building known as the Henning ·Block, was secured, and a .plant installed, and
HERALD quarters established there in 1863.
Isaac Sheen was still editor, and William D. Morton, a practical printer, who had been employed in
the office of The Times and Seasons at· Nauvoo at
· the time of the exodus from the State in 1846; was
· installed in charge of the printing of the periodical.
This plant consisted of a number four Franklin
Medallion hand. press with a meager outfit of office
furnitm;e, but sufficient for the opening necessities
of the young periodical of the church,· and the first
issue of the HERALD emanating from the new quar- ·
te1·s was dated April, 1863.
·
The intention and purpose of the periodical were
primarily to set forth the principles of the gospel,
and secondarily to combat the damaging heresy and
d0<~trine of plural marrfage and their accessories,
which had crept into the chui·ch established in 1830,

of

JOSEPH SMITH AS A BOY.

Taken about the year 1848.

At a conference held near Sandwich, Illinois, in
the fall of 1859, it was decided to publish a periodical,. for th.e purposes .of conserving the interest
of the. Reorganization of the church; and William
Ma1·ks, Zenos H. Gurley, sr., and William W. Blair
were appointed a Publishing. Committee, and Elder
Isaac Sheen, at that time residing at Cincinnati,
Ohio, was appointed as editor. ·
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and to win back to their allegiance to the faith under direction ·of the church and the care of the
those who had been misled by these. errors. It was Bishop and his ·counselors, I accepted further rethought, by making me the supervising editor in sponsibility in connection with the HERALD, I did
1861, to have me assume the responsibility of what so under the same conditions of thought, and on
might be published in the periodical by any of those . my removal to Plano in January, 1866, to take active
contributing to its columns. To this I strongly <}e~ .personal editorial charge of the HERALD, I still felt
mui·red, and when in 1865 it was appointed by· the . u,nwilling to assu:tne the larger responsibility for all
church that I should move to Plano and assume the .. that might be put into the columns of our periodical,
editorial control of the HERALD, I agreed to abide which were open to the writings of an increasing
the order of the church, but still declined to become host of ready and willing writers;·
responsible for all that might appear in its columns
over the signatm~e of others. The reasons for this
objection made by me may be bi·iefly stated: I had
no actuail spiritual intercourse with the church since
the dispersion from Illinois, and so far as contact
with religious controversy was concerned, this had
been confined to the usual denominational privileges,
offered by the Catholic and Protestant churches of
the time. I ·had been baptized into the church by
my father, having received and given credence to
the faith as it was then taught and published to
the world prior to his death. I was not an illiterate
man, but I had not had the advantages of the higher
schools, and as to scholastic ability, I was a selfmade man. Elder Isaac Sheen was a student, well
versed in the Scriptures, had obeyed the gospel in
Philadelphia before the Martyr's death, but had not
become acquainted with the church by actual contact in Illinois until after that event. He was a
prolific writer and a lover of forensic disputation.a man of decided opinions, and §.n idependent
thinker. He was the nominal editor of the HERALD,
and matter going into its columns must pass under
his scrutiny. The Committee of Publication, Elders
William Marks; W. W. Blair, and Zenos H. Gurley,
sr., were stanch supporters of the faith, and had
considerable experience in the church, Marks having
been pref'lident of the stake at Nauvoo and being
well acquainted with the church from the settlement
at Kirtland, and· Elder Gurley, one of the sev:enty
under the regime of the prophet and patriarch.;
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.
Joseph and Hyrum Smith. Elder Blair was a man
About 1872.
of fine attainment, had become acquainted with the
work of the church under the regime -of William
The spirit of the movenient by which I moved to
Smith, and had read extensively the works of the Plano and took charge of the HERALD is found in the
church, and was firm in his devotion to the truth. expression made by one of the leading. elders to the
It hardly seemed fair to me then, that I should be · effect that he hoped that I would not only take u'p
made responsible for. whatever might appear in the the active editorial work and assume the res1JonsiHERALD over the signature of any other person than bility of what appeared in its columns, but also that
myself. _Assuming something from the office which I would not in this respect make the authors a sineI was called to hold, I was ·willing to answer for cure. I moved to Pfano in January, 1866, and went
the spirit of the communication submitted to me, into the office under these conditions.
and to act upon the decisions of my judgment. in
It was then understood, as it is now, that the
regard to their availability for the work of the preaching of the gospel was the primary work of
HERALD, as I understood them, and the work de- the· eldership, that the attention and effort of the
signed to be accomplished by the HERALD. This whole body composing tli.e 'R.eorganization of the
did not seem to be. sufficient to satisfy the opinions church, 'should be directed to the. presentation and
of many of the eldership, so that in 18651 when maintenance of "the faith once" delivered to the
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Saints" ; that under the broad shi_eld of the word of and assimilation seemed to be difficult if not en~irely
· God, as promulgated by his Son in his charge to · impracticable. Some Of the conclusions reached, and.
the d\sci.ples, "P1·each. the gospel to every creature. the arguments presented to sustain these conclusions seemed to me. to. be neither just nor tenable.
He 'that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; he This was what I largely feared, and helped to conthat l;ielieveth not shall be damned," 'every 'h1dividual firm me in my disposition not. to accept in the fullwas to exel,'cise .his own powers unde),' his own judg- est compliance.to the desire of quite a number, for
. 1llent,. directed by his ~wn convictions, and the evi~ me to assume the responsibility for whatever ap. ·
peared in the columns of
de1c1ce of the Spirit to
. hirp.sel{ and was to be
. the HERALD, contributed
judged to stand or fall
by others. I was willing
for himself at .the final
· that each one should asjudgment.·. As I looked
sume his own res'ponsiat the matter. then; and
bifity and be heard for
as· I look at it now, no
his cause;
'man is ·authorized to as'..:
In the realm of efforts
sume the responsibility
· to present the gospel and
of dictating the opinions
to win ~onverts to the
faith there· was remarkand actions of those with
whom he may be associable unanimity from the
. ated, or make those who
first among writers for
may differ from him con~
the HERALD, so far as the
· form to his standard. As
essential features of the
every man is to be refaith were concerned;
. warded · or · condemned
butin the accounting for
. upon the result of his
the: things· which had
own · deliberate speech ·
transpired in the history
and action, no man is ·
of the church, and fixing
authorized to interfere.
of the date and the data
with the expression of
of what brought about
those .convictions, or. as- ·
the apostasy and the difsume the finality of those .
ferent degree of crimi-.
actions. He can not reap
nality attached to those
who might have been
the reward for the mer- ·
movers in and responits. of others, and he
justly can not be made
sible forthe things which
to sutfer the loss or pun~
had transpired, there
ishment for others' dewas too great a variety.
merits, wrong speech, or
of opinion to secure at
PRESIDEN'.1_' JOSEPH SMITH •.
wrong action. The Spirit
that time an understanda photograph taken in Boston during the summer
of a man's writing, his of From
ing which should be com1875.
mon to all. For instance,
speech, or his actions
may be measured to some extent, but not so far as hadJ been in control of the HERALDjn its incipiency,
to make the act of. the dictator the act of the one I could not have subscribed to some of the views exdictated to. · With this understanding I undertook pressed and maintained in its opening issues. It
.the editorial conduct ot' the HERALD, having spent seemed to me that they were based upon insufficient
a portion of the year of 1865 at Plano before my foundation. They were advanced by .men older than
removal .there.
myself and were held to tenaciously, and it seemed
By 1866 the corps of contributors to the columns to them that the stability of the fabric which ·we
of the HERALD had grown to quite. an extent; and were building depended upon these theories, and that
the concilusions touching various points of doctrine a divergence from them would result disastrously.
. held by diffe1·ent factions Of the church, and the Under theseconditions all I could do was to wait,
arguments used to sustain these conclusions, and to watch, and pray, which I did, until better conditions
..
force similar. convictions upon others, were more or prevailed.
The growth of the church from 1866 was .rapid, ·
less Tadical, showing a great divergence of opinion
among the eldership. The spirit. of unification had .and the increase in the· circulation of the HERALD
not as yet brought the differing partisans together, and the demand for churchliterature increased ac.,
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cordingly, and it was not many months until we me, that I should state that they performed the duwere· compelled to seek larger quarters, which we ties of their office with faithfulness and a conscienfound in the same building where the plant was tious view to the advancement and welfare of the
first established. Through the beneficence and the work intended to be accomplished by the establishlove for the work held by Brn. Israel Rogers and ment of the HERALD. There was ·always the utmost
David Dancer, a Taylor powe~· p1·ess and two smaller cordiality existing between the coworkers, with now
auxiliary presses were purchased, and for a while and then a ripple disturbing the surface of the curthe HERALD was printed on the power press turned rent of events, none of which, perhaps, could be
by hand. It was not long until this was superc~ded . traced to any malicious intent, but was attributable
by a little engine, built by Bro. Cyril Brown, of to ·differences of opinion as to fact or procedure.
Providence, Rhode Island, and the p1·ess was run by I was always strong·ly supported by Bishop Rogers,
steam. Later still, a book pe~'fecting press was Bishop George Blakeslee, Bishop E. L. Kelley, with
added, and a bindery established, a building pur- their associates in the Bishopric.
It will not do for me, after these long years of
chased, and the increased plant established on our
own p1·emises where it continued during the stay service, with a retrospect of the events which have
of the plant in Plano. From 1866 to 1872, I was occurred during the passage of the fifty years since
practically in charge of the plant for the most of the HERALD was established, during which men have
the time, and notwithstanding I was not recognized come and gone, have borne the burden of the fight
or acknowledged as a bu;;iness man, during my for a period of time and have laid down the weapons
administration of the affah;s of the. office, the busi- of their warfare in death, or are now pursuing other
ness rating in Chicago, our principal place of busi- courses in life, to say that that which was donE'
ness, was A 1, gradually increasing .in the amount was always done in wisdom; nor will it do for me to
of business value, commensurate with the increase write that difficulties were not encountered, that differences of opinion were not contested sharply, and
of our business.
In 1872 the Board of Publication took charge, but that no bitterness resulted from what was said and
there was one day in which I was tlie sc)le occupant, done. The time passing has been too long; the
business manager, superintendent, foreman, and events too numerous ; ·the association too varied; and
all-hand. · The next day the Board of Publication the subjects passing under consideration too many;
came into possession, and a reorganization of the arid opinions too conflicting, as I now contemplate
force took place, new officers were instituted, and them, for me to assume that no mistakes were made
from that time on I shared with others the responsi- by either myself or others. Under the circumstances
bilities of the business portion of the work. Not which existed from time to time, it was inevitable
a great while after this, the board pmchased a build- that mistakes would be made.
ing on the north side, almost opposite from where
The object to be served l)y the establishment of
the plant was first put ir(, and reestablished the the HERALD, that is, for tlie dissemination of gospel
plant, as it might be said, under .our own vine and truth and general information on all topics having
fig tree. Bro. Henry A. Stepbins was business man- either direct or remote relation to the work of salager at the time the transfer was made.
vation for fallen humanity, and the overcoming and
In 1881; a building was built at Lamoni, Iowa, eradication of the evils in teaching and practice
under the auspices of the board, Brn. Israel L. Rog- which had grown up among those who had heard
ers, David Dancer, and myself having been ap- and heeded the angel's message, but who had wanpointed building committee; and in October of that dered away from ways of right thinking arid
year, under the superintendency of Bro. John Scott, right doing, gave rise to the consideration of a
who had been with the office work for a number great variety of speculation, opinion, and conviction,
of years, the entire plant was moved, with its work- and every man, in some · degree, felt himself
ing forces, to Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, where more or less responsible that the work being
done should be well done, as he understood,
it still remains.
From the time of my taking active charge of the felt, and believed. This resulted in making the
editorial depa1·tnient of the HERALD, I have had as HERALD columns an arena for debate, which
associates and assistant editors, Brn. Mark H. Fors- sometimes drifted into controversy more or less
cutt, D. H. Smith, M. B. Oliver, Henry A. Stebbins, sharp and sometimes personal. The HERALD, as an
w: W. Blair, Daniel F. Lambert, R. S. Salyards, institution, was the property of the whole body.
F. M. Smith, R. C. Kelley, Leon A. Gould, Elbert A. Every man's ownership was apparent. lt was
Smith, and Israel A. Smith. Besides these there have held, rightly enough to be sure, that the editors had
been at times othern who have served as helpers in no other and no greater ownership than any other
preparation of copy and proof, which comes more member of the church, and that consequently every
particularly under the mechanical part of the work. man had the right to appear in the arena for the
It is due to all these who have been associated with purpose of presenting his cause and maintaining it.
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The Board of Publication was intrusted with the
management of the HERALD affairs, including the
selection and appointment of the editorial staff, afte1·
it took over the direction of affairs as a board.
The editors appointed by the board were prjmarily
subject to tlie direction of the board and secondarily to the church. While open to criticism from
any and every source for the manner "in which they
executed the duties of their calling, they could not
be reached for alleged mismanagement or disregard
of the rights of others to occupy the arena of controversy until the matters of objection- had been
heard and determined by the board, upon complaint
of anyone aggrieved. The--HERALD was too small
to accommodate and hold all that was written and
offered for its columns. As a consequence there was
an opportunity for trouble between the editors and
contributors of matter for the HERALD. The editors

PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.

During the fall of 1876. Taken in San Francisco.

from necessity were obliged to discriminate upon
their judgment as to the merits of what was presented for publication. Into this entered such a
variety of things to be considered by which the
availability and necessity of what was offered should
be determined, that it was inevitable that offenses
should occur. It had been written years before, that
in case offenses f!id come, "Woe to him by whom
they come," so in cases where offenses did come
who was to suffer the woe must be inquired after.
Cases of this kind did occur. Controversies between contributors and the editors did arise. Complaints were made. The editors were held tQ
account, b·oth as to the right and justice of their
discrimination; and it was necessary in some cases
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that the Board of Publication· should assume the responsibility of making· the final decision upon these
complaints, and this was done.
In the discharge of the duty of editor in chief
I have always stood responsible for the acts of my
associates and assistants in the exercise of selecting
and using such matter presented for publication as
was offered for the HERALD, and I have always been
willing to answer to those who might complain of .
tl).e treatment which they received, and where no
satisfactory settlement could be reached. with those
complaining, have been willing to submit to the
decision of the Board of Publication. I have also
been willing in a larger degree to answer to the
church and its rules and regulations for the government of members in regard to their conduct toward
the membership and the general work, both as to
motive, manner, and fact.
The conditions referred to above and the fact that
controversy more or less personal and ,refie·ctiv~f:had
found place in the columns of the HE.RALD .gave\·ise
at length to an effort to seclire acti6ri fro':in: c~rtfer
ence, looking t<) the restrictih~~o:f\tlie'.edrforia1.yre
rogative. This w:as met_ by' a 'counter~ ~ell:timeftt to
hold him more· directly respdhs~ble "fo'r ·IJ.e:rinitting
conti'oversy of theJdnd ro'<Jm.il\:tl;i¢')HEMLD,: the
one effort, cal<,\µlated. t<) make· t:ne\;EIJ,diALri a wider
field for the diSs~tnina#oD, of:'pers:oii~l. use and the
other to make it.a narrower arena. :Neither view was
accepted' by confereric~, a~d th~-~~tter wa~ refei·red
to tli~. ~oar~ of . Prtblici~tfo11~ :TM:. p~a~d ~to~k: the
middle gi'ourid, an;d. directed the .editodal. forC:e to
keep·oa(Of thi;i·HE}lALP/sp.ifa): ~s .it w~s.:Pos~ible
to do 89 .. wliatev.er _had p'~tnicious tendeI.J,cy to :attack
the genei·aUyreceived matters <Wdoctrirfe and those
things relating f:he~et9, ~n·a autl1oH~ed the·fejection
of the discussion of. advers·e .. pers~hi:l.l\riews,' c~Icu
lated. to originate or .continue. controyeJ.'Sy ~which
in their opinion ought not to be encouraged.
It must be seen from the foregoing by those who
are willing to place themselves ih contemplation in ·
the. places of others of their fellows called to the
responsibility of duties connected with the liberties
and welfare of those with whom they are associated,
that the editor of the church organ has a most difficult and onerous burden to carry. He must necessarily conserve the object fo.r which the church
organ was instituted, and in doing this -he must
not only hold himself to answer . to the Board .ofPublication by whom he is selected, but he must also ·
hold himself subject to the general ove1·sight of the
church conference, the people· as a whole, with a
recognition of his liability to be called in question
and to answer for his con'duct to the vai·ious mem~
bers of the church in his personal relation thereto.
He must not only discharge his duty to the generai.
church, but he must have a view of his duty to
individuals. He must conserve the interests of all,
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and .interfere 'with the i:iJ.terests of none. He must years of added experience have wrought .in the
represent ~he consensus of opiriiOn of the majority, development of· human events, that the code of good
and at the same time be very careful not 'to mis~ morals is to be found in the teachings of the Rerepresent the opinion of the minority. He must riot dee.mer of man in the New Test~ment, Book of Mor-.
permit extreme personal views and repress 'the ex- · inon, i;ind the revelations to the church, in the
pression of others. He must not ride hobbies him:~ · restoration of the gospel dispensation. I believe.
self, and must-not seek to unhorse others :who may that the enactments of this code have not been
choose to Tide their own. He may have political changed nor abrogated, and will not be until the
opinion, but under the existent condition of things firial consummation to be wrot1ght under the rule
in his writings he must keep out. of politics. of' Him who is coming and whose right it is to rule.
If he has ·views on economical questions, he must and reign.
be careful :in the 'statement of them that he does
Under the influence of this belief, I have wrought,
not himself overstep the limit of controversy pre- .both as ·a church officer and as editor of the HEI:tALD.
· . I have no apology to ·make fo.,r my motive. • That
is with the Master. If in the discharge of my duties
as I understand-them; I have made mistakes which
have brought :me in contact with others of my brethren, and this has resulted in· offense, I regret ·it.
I have tried to act without undue admiratiOn or
favor to any; and without being moved by' a sense
of fear to .offend others. .
.·
The period of sei·vice has been long. l may have
·chafed under its repressions. .The. influence of its
disciplh.J.~ has beeri good~.a:rid I now find -pleasure in
contemplating·'ip.y' past;ass9cfo,tion with those who
have labored, with me(and fe~lgratefid that so far
as those: who .have been ·called out of the se1·vice,
either by death or by ~ilJ.er· duties,. may be concerned, there remairntonly the good.will and.esteem
which cowo'rk~rs together
the common cause of
humanity should:' feel ·one towards another; and so
far as I know our relatiqns of mti.tual good will remain unbrokeh<a:frd. 'undisttirbed.
l furth~1; a{ikni:i.Wledge; with gratitude to God, the
favoringJdndn:ess and courtesy of the coworkers in
the publishing d~partment; and the patrons of the
HERALD, ~fir, whom ·and With whom· my labors have
been wrouiht: .
.
. JOSEPH SMITH.

in
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scribedfo others. He must in a s~mse "be all things
to all :tnen." If the church organ was his own and
· published for selfish consideration; ·his field of occupation, .though narrower, could be occupied by
hiin .with a larger degree of personal liberty, ·and
he accept success or failure of the wisdom of his
methods as the case might be. He must be the servant of all and the master of none but himself.
With this understanding, I have striven to conserve
·the interests of all, .being -fully. committed to a. be~
lief in the .up.changing pl'Ovidences of God, in the
. never failing prevalence · of truth in the final triumph of the faith once delivered to the Saints. ·
Having re:membered the pledge l made that I would
teach . no doctrine that should not be approved
·by the· people and a code of good morals; I believe ·
now, as I believed then, with all the significance that

FokERUNNERS · OF THE SAINTS' HERALD.
Periodicals Published by the Church prior to and
including 1844.
·

"EVENING AND MORNiNG STAR."
The church early ·realized the power that there
is in the printed word,· and during. the early years
of·. its existence published several periodicals that
were inte_nded. to serve the double purpose of educating the Saints and conveying the gospel to thos.e.
who were outsfde of the church; Orie of the most
interesting of these periodicals, as it was the pioneer~the first to be· published. by ·the chur(lh, is the
Evening and Morning S~ar. . At a conference held
in September, 1831, Elder W. _W. Phelps was in~
structed to stop at Cincinnati on his way frmn
Kirtland to Missouri.and purchase a. press and type
to be used in publishing a paper at In~ependence,
Jackson County, Missouri. The first number of thi~
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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paper, entitled, Evening and Morning Sta?', was published in June, 1832, and opened with these words:
As the forerunner of the night of the end, and the messenger of the day of redemption, the Star will borrow its
light from sacred sources, and be devoted to the ·revelations
of God as made known to his servants by the Holy Ghost, at
sundry times ·since the creation of man, but more especially
in these last· days, for the restoration of the house of Israel.

The Saints received the new publication with joy.
Joseph Smith, w1·iting concerning it, says:
In July we received the first number of the Evening and
Mo1·ning Star, which was a joyous treat to the Saints. Delightful, indeed, was it to contemplate that the little band of
brethren had become so large and grown so strong in so
short a space as to issue a paper of their own, which contained not only some of the revelations, but other information also, which would gratify and enlighten the humble
inquirer after truth.

The last number of the Evening and Mont:inry
Sta1· to be printed was issued in September, 1834, at
which time it ceased its appearance and was succeeded by the Messenger and Advocate.
The Evening and Morning Star as it made its
appearance was a monthly periodical of sixteen
pages, with a subscription p1·ice of one dollar per
year. There is a significant b1·eak in the appearance
of the magazine as we look through the bound volume. The July number, 1833, was published at
Independence, Missouri, as usual; the next number
appeared in December of the same year, being
printed at Kirtland, Ohio. During the interval stirring times we1·e experienced in Independence, as
this little journal was destined to encounter mob
violence; The conditions of persecution and trouble
that came upon the Saints in Missouri, are well
known to the church, and we will not enter into
the details at this time, only to quote from the
Church History a desc1;iption of the events that led
directly to the temporary suspension of the publication of the Evening and Morning Star. We quote
from pages 315 and 316 of Church History, volume 1:
On Saturday, the 20th of July last, according to the foregoing document, there assembled suddenly in the town of
Independence at the court-house between four and 'five hundred persons who sent Robe1t Johnson, James Campbell,
Moses Wilson, Joel F. Childs, Richard Bristoe, Abner F.
Staples, Gan Johnson, Lewis Franklin, Russell Hicks, S. D.
Lucas, Thomas Wilson, James M. Hunter, and Richard Simpson, to some of your petitioners; namely, Edward Partridge,
A. S. Gilbe1t, John Corrill, Isaac Morley, John Whitmer, and
W. W. Phelps, and demanded that we should immediately
stop the publication of the Evening and Morning Stm-, and
close printing in Jackson County, and that we as elders of
said church should agree to move out of the county forthwith.
We asked for three months, for consideration. ·They would
not grant it. We asked for ten days. They would not grant
it but said fifteen minutes was the longest, and refused to
heai· any reasons. Of course the conversation broke up.
The four or five hundred persons, as a mob, then proceeded to demolish or raze to the ground the printing office
and dwelling house of w.. W. Phelps & Co. Mrs. Phelps, with
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a sick infant child and the rest of her children, together
with the furniture in the house, were thrown outdoors, the
press was broken, the type pied, the book work, furniture,
apparatus, property, etc., of the office were principally destroyed and the office thrown down, whereby seven hands
were thrown out of employment and three families left destitute of the means of subsistence.
The loss of the whole office, including the stoppage of the
Evening and Morning Star, a monthly paper, and the Uvper
Missouri Advertiser, a weekly paper, was about six thousand dollars, without the damages, which must result in consequence of their suspension.

Elder W. W. Phelps was the edifor and publisher
of the paper during the time of its publication in
Independence. An interesting criticism passed upon
him by President Joseph Smith appears in a letter
addressed to him under date of January 14, 1833,
wherein Joseph Smith says :
We wish you to render the Star as interesting as possible,
by rntting forth the rise, progress, and faith of the church,
as well as the doctrine; for if you do not render it more
interesting, than at present, it will fall, and the church suffer a gre~t loss ther~by.

Phelps seems to have heeded the admonition, or
perhaps having gained more experience he was more
successful as an editor, for under date of June 25,
1833, the Presidency wrote him a letter, the postscript of which says:
We feel gratified with the way which Bro. William W.
Phelps is conducting the Star at present; we hope he will
render it more and more interesting.-Church History, vol. 1,
p. 301.

After the removal of thB Evening and Morning
Star to Kirtland, following the expulsion of the
Saints from Jackson County, the paper was printed
by Frederick G. Williams and Company with Oliver
Cowdery as editor, and Oliver Cowdery continued
as editor as long as the paper was published.
We find also that in 1834, April 18, Elder Rigdon
was set apart to perforin certain labors among
which was to assist Elder Cowdery in conducting
the Sta1· and in arranging the covenants.
At a council held in Kirtland September 11, 1833,
consisting of members of the church in Kirtland and
others delegated to represent the church in Inde-.
pendence, Missouri, it was -resolved that the firm
of F. G. Williams and Company .should publish a
paper entitled the Latter Day Saints' Messenger and
Advocate, and also that the Star, formerly published
in Independence by the firm of W. W. Phelps and
Company, be printed in Kil'tland by F. G. Williams, to be conducted by Oliver Cowdery,
one of the members of the firm until it
(the last named publication) should be transferred to its former location. It will be seen
by · this resolution that the publication of the
periodicals of the church prior to its removal to
Nauvoo, were carried on by private enterprise; but
they were authorized and sanctioned by the church,
· and the church selected the editors. This will help
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us to understand why under the revelation (section
101) the printing establishment at Kirtland was
designated as a private stewardship. The establishment was not church property. The two publications
nained in this resolution were never published simultaneously. The Evening and Morning Star was
moved to Kirtland, Ohio, from Independence, and
continued until September, 1834. Oliver Cowdery
was editor during the time of its publication in Ohio.
"MESSENGER AND ADVOCATE."

After the suspension of the Evening and Morning Star the Messenger and Advocate made its appearance, the first number appearing in October,
1834. It was published by Frederick G. Williams
and Company, edited by Oliver Cowdery, subscription price one dollar per year.
In his diary, under date of May 11, 1835, Joseph
Smith says that about the middle of May of that
year, John Whitmer was appointed to take the place
of Oliver Cowdery in conducting the Messenger and
Advocate, while Frederick G. Williams was appointed to edit the Northern Times, a weekly newspaper which they had commenced in February of
that year.
John Whitmer began his work as editor in the
June number. This arrangement continued until
the March number, 1836, when John Whitmer
severed his connection with the paper and Oliver
Cowdery reappeared as its editor. June 7, 1836, the
publishing firm of F. G. Williams and Company was
dissolved by mutual consent, and the whole establishment was purchased by Oliver Cowdery, who
became sole proprietor, editor, and publisher.
In February, 1837, the firm of Oliver Cowdery
and Company was dissolved and the establishment
was transferred to Joseph Smith, jr., and Sidney
Rigdon, and Warren A. Cowdery became editor of
the Messenger and Advocate. The publication continued until September, 1837. It came to an end
during the troublesome times in Ohio during that
year, and the printing establishment was burned
to the ground in November.
"TIMES AND SEASONS."

The Times and Seasons 'was published during the
sojourn of the church in Nauvoo, Illinois. It was
founded by Ebeneze1· Robinson and Don Carlos
Smith, apparently on their own initiative, though
from the beginning it contained official notices froin
the Presidency and Twelve. Like the Evening and
Morning Sta?· it was destined to .see troublesome
times. In its pages, iri course of time, there was to
appear the news of the awful assassination of Joseph
and Hyrum Smith, and it was destined to come to
an end at the expulsion of the Saints from the city
of Nauvoo. Of its founding Ebenezer Robinson
wrote in 1841 as follows :

In the summer of 1839 1 having a few months previous
emerged from. the· confines of a Missouri prison, where I
had been thrust together with about sixty of my brethren,
solely because we would not renounce the religion of heaven,
Bi·o. D. C. Smith and myself purchased the remains of a
printing establishment, had by the church in Missouri, which
had been saved from the ruii1s by being buried in the ea1·th,
and after having carefully extracted the polluted soil· of
Missouri from the press and type, which, by the by, like
ourEelves, were none the better for having passed through
the scrutinizing ordeal of an ungodly mob, we issued a
prospectus for publishing this paper, under circumstances
the most adverse pos.sible.
[It is said that the type used in publishing the Eldei·s'
Jom·nal at Far West, Missouri, was buried on the premises
of the home owned by a church member named Dawson· on
the night when General Lucas' "mob militia" surrounded
Far West. It was dug up in the spring of 1839, and
removed to Nauvoo to be used on the Times and Seasons.E. A. S.]
The only place we could obtain wherein to put our press
was an underground room to an old warehouse, without
any floor, and a:imost destitute of light. Here we succeeded
in issuing a few copies of the paper, when disease (which
we had contracted while laboring in a damp room) brought
us upon our sick beds, and we were compelled to suspend
business for several months. However, in the month of
November -we were permitted, through the blessings of a
kind providence, again to issue the paper, which has been
published until the present time without interruption, notwithstanding two good and mighty men have fallen while
acting as its editor.-Church History, vol. 2, pp. 557, 558.

Robinson and Smith continued as editors of the
publication (which was issued semimonthly) until
December 14, 1840, at which time Robinson withdrew from the partnership, and Don Carlos Smith
continued as editor.
The number for May, 1841, contained news that
R. B. Thompson would be associated with Dorr Carlos
Smith as editor. The two continued for some time,
until by a strange and peculiar coincident their work
was ended by the death of both within twenty days
of each other. Don Carlos Smith died August 7,
1841; Thompson died August 27. However, it. seems
that following· the death of Don Carlos, Ebenezer
Robinson was associated with R. B. Thompson during the few remaining days of the life of the latter,
as appears from notes in the Millennial Stm·, volume 18, page 630.
There seems to have been some dissatisfaction
with the work of Ebenezer Robinson as editor, and
apparently there was a growing sentiment that the
paper should be more under the control of the
church, and that it should become the official church
organ. At a meeting of the Twelve, held November
30, 1841, it was voted that Ebenezer Robinson be
solicited to give up the department of printing the
Times and Seasons to Elder Willard Richards. As
a result of this action and the revelation received
about that time Robinson withdrew from the editorship, and February 4, 1842, Elder Woodruff took
the superintendency of the printing office, and Elder
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Taylor the editorial department. It was soon arranged, however, that Joseph Smith should be chief
editor, with John Taylor assistant editor. Elder
Robinson, being properly remunerated, cheerfully
yielded to the wishes of the church, and in his valedictory (February 15, 1842,) expressed pleasure that
the editorial chair would be filled with such competent men as President Joseph Smith and Elder John
Taylot, and said, "Under whose able and talented
guidance this will become the most interesting and
useful religious journal of the day."
November 15, 1842, Joseph Smith withdrew from
the editorship and John Taylor became editor in
chief, a position which he held until the suspension
of publication during the troublesome days just prior
to the expulsion of the Saints from the city.
At the General Conference that convened October
6, 1845, a resolution obt.ained to .discontinue the
Nauvoo Neighbor after one more numbe.r, and to
continue the Tirnes and Seasons to the end of that
volume. In harmony with this resolution the Tirnes
and Sea.sons made its last appearance under· date of
February 15, 1846.
"MILLENNIAL STAR."
The first number of the Millennial Star was published in May, 1840, at Manchester, England. It
was issued monthly with Parley P. Pratt as editor.
It continued to be published in Manchester, until
April, 1842, at which time it was removed to Liverpool..
In June, 1842, Elder Thomas Ward became associated with Parley P. Pratt on the editorial staff.
October 10, 1842, Pratt withdrew from the editorial
chair and returned to America. In his farewell
editorial he stated that since the beginning of the
publication of the Sta1· the church membership in
Europe had increased from two thousand to about
ten thousand, not including thousands of emigrants
who had come to America. Pratt was succeeded
by Elder Thomas Ward, who seems also to have
succeeded him as president of the European Mission.
Thomas Ward continued editor until October, 1846,
at which time he gave way to Orson Hyde, who
announced that the arrangement was but temporary
as Orson Spencer had been appointed by the Twelve
to become .editor. Orson Spencer took up the work
in February, 1847. In the interval there occurred a
rather peculiar misunderstanding. One number of
the Sta1· came out with black borders, announcing
the death of Orson Spencer, the p1·ospective editor
(who had not yet reached England). Two numbers
later he appears on the scene well and happy and
fakes up the editorial work. He had the privilege
that few editors have, of reading his own obituary,
and finding out just how high he stood in the estimation. of the people. Like Mark Twain he could

say the report of his death had been "greatly exagerated," or like Uncle Johnny Mcintosh, who at one
time was reported dead and the report was published in one of the papers at Logan, Iowa, he could
say he "knew it was a lie the moment he saw it."
The Utah church still continues the publication
of the Millennial Star in Liverpool, England. Charles
W. Penrose is the present editor.
OTHER PUBLICATIONS.
There were a number of other publications, among
them we mention the Elders' Journal, edited by
Joseph Smith, two numbers being published in Kirtland, October and .November, 1837, just prior to the
burning of the establishment. Two subsequent numbers were published in Far West, Missouri, July
and August, 1838. The Northern Tirnes was a
weekly newspaper, as before noted, published in
Kirtland, Ohio, and edited at its beginning by Frederick G. Williams. The Upper Missouri Advertiser,
a weekly paper, was published at Independence in
connection with the Evening and Morning Sta1·. The
Olive Leaf, a religious journal, was published in
Kirtland in 1841, edited by Thomas Burdick,
. bishop of Kirtland. (At least the publication was
ordered by a conference, though we have no further
record of it.) The Nauvoo Neighbor was a weekly
newspaper in Nauvoo contemporary with the Tirnes
and Seasons. The Gospel Reflector was a twentyfour page semimonthly paper edited and published
by Elder B. Winchester, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Elder Winchester being presiding elder of
the church in Philadelphia at that time. The first
number was issued January 1, 1841, and it continued, we believe, one year. In the first number the
editor stated that it was not designed to be a "standard" (official) publication of the church. The Wasp
was edited in Nauvoo by William Smith, 1842.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
HISTORY OF THE HERALD.

The first issue of the HERALD was under date of
January, 1860, and was the result of an action taken
at a conference of the church at Sandwich, Illinois,
October, 1859, as follows:
On motion, Resolved, That this church publish a monthly
paper, to be issu.ed as soon as convenient.

A Publishing Committee was appointed, consisting
at first of William Marks, Zenos H. Gurley, and W.
W. Blair, and this committee was continued in
·charge of the church's publishing interests for a
number of years until the creation of the Board
of Publication in 1872. The personnel of this Publishing Committee changed from time to time.
The name of the paper appeared as THE TRUE
LATTER-DAY SAINTS' HERALD and such it continued
to be for a number of years until in 1877 this was
shortened to the SAINTS' HERALD.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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The purpose of its publication wns to call· together
those scattered members of the church who had
refused to follow the various factions into their different schisms, and to be a warning to the latter,
and it has been well established and was well known
at the time that the
greater number of the
original church remained
in this scattered condition. A great many copies of the paper during
the first two or three
years were sent to these
Saints, and this must
have meant a considerable sacrifice of money
and labor in those early
months of the Civil War
when prices were rapidly advancing, and especially on paper. Note
the following taken from
an appeal for help in the
August, 1860, number:

by L. Americus Warden, 168 Vine street, Cincinnati, Ohio, and the HERALD appeared as being issued
at that place.
While the year was finished without a break, there
was a hiatus following, for, after the December,
1860, number, there was
no issue until March,
1861. And there was another interval from August of that year until
January, 1862, the latter
being number 7 of volume 2. Something of the
determination of those in
charge may be gleaned
from the following:
No person need infer from
these remarks that the continuation of the HERALD is
in jeopardy, for if we can
not publish it regul,arly we
can publish it irregularly,

and from the adoption of
the following business
principle:

Near one thousand copies
of each number have been
sent to the scattered members in the United States,
Utah, Canada, and Europe.

We intend, therefore, to
discontinue sending the HERALD to all subscribers who
neglect to pay for it in advance.

The first notice of the
HERALD in conference action after its appearance,
is found in the minutes
of a special conference at
Council Bluffs, beginning in the issue for
June, 1860, when Calvin
Beebe was appointed
agent for the HERALD
and a treasurer of funds
for publishing purposes.
The above shows a number of the HERALDS during the years
That the struggle for
continuance was a hard before it was enlarged, including the first issue at top without
one the following laconic its cover. These show practically all the changes which were
made in its general appearance up to January, 1877.
appeal fully shows:

Isaac Sheen continued
as editor and manager
during those early years,
and the first action by
the church in regard to
the editorial conduct was
taken at a semiannual
conference held at Sandwich, Illinois, October 6
to 9, 1861, as follows:

Our services are gratuitous, but printers work for money.
-August, 1860.

To Isaac Sheen belongs the credit of the greatest
sacrifice and labor during the first few years of
its publication. He was both editor and manager
and his efforts must have been unceasing to keep
the HERALD going at that time.
In October, 1860, the HERALD was continued by
confe1·ence action and a vote of thanks was given
Elder Sheen for his labors, which must have been
arduous -indeed. However, the first year shows that
the paper appeared for each month, the work of
printing and publishing having been under contract

It was stated that the Quorum of the Twelve had resolved that President Joseph
Smith, with others whom he
may call to his aid, have the
examination and supervision
of the matter going into the
HERALD.

For a more comprehensive and interesting review
of events during this period and, largely, of the
long years since, during which President Joseph
Smith has served as editor of the HERALD, the reader
is referred to his article in reminiscence which leads
in this number.
After the conference action already noted and as
long as the paper was issued at Cincinnati, all communications on doctrine were passed on by Joseph
Smith, his home address being Nauvoo, Illinois.
The first notice of a movement toward .establishing a press appears over the signature of Joseph
Smith in the issue of November, 1862, and the queswww.LatterDayTruth.org
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tion was discussed at the fall conference of that
year at Gallands Grove.
The March, 1863, number notified subscribers of a
removal to Plano and there the next issue, that of
April, was printed arid mailed out to the Saints
under conditions very crude compared with those
found afterward at the Herald Office.
As formerly, a large number of papers were being
sent without charge to scattered members.
In April, 1865, the following action prevailed:

must be content to abide the eternal fitness of things and
with that which is brought to our door.
The "power," however, as perhaps the Senior
Editor can testify from personal expe1·ience, was
"man" power.
The Herald Office is now fast merging into one of the
most useful auxiliaries the church can possibly have.-November 1, 1868.
.
·
'
The next month, February, 1869, the purchase· of
a four-horse power engine from Bro. Cyril ·K
Brown, of Fall River, Mas- ·
sachusetts, for $700, was
announced, and the issue
for May 1 was "run off"
with steam, and the news
was given as follows:
When we thought of the
power press, a cut of which accompanies this .article, we
feared, to some extent, to disturb the sleeping prejudices of
rnme · non-progressive minds.

If some of the Saints
were perturbed by the introduction of steam power
into our work, what would
have been their misgivings
if they could have been
shown our present equipment whereby we have harnessed the lightnings of
heaven and God's own
thunderbolts
drive
our
swift "power" presses in
their work of sending out
The old building as it appeared soon after the addition was completed. Built in 1881 and 1892. the glad tidings? ·
Resolved, That Pres. Joseph Smith be appointed to take
In that same issue appeared the HERALD'S first
charge of the publishing and editorial departments of the illustration, that of the "Taylor Cylinder Power
HERALD.
Press." It has been a long road from the hand
Resolved, That a vote of thanks be tendered to Bro. Sheen press, as mentioned by the Senior Editor, to the
for his unceasing efforts in the editorial department of the
HERALD:
two big Miehles we keep running at top speed by
electricity. Equally as long has it been from that
Characteristic, as we believe, of what the church
first crude cut of the power press to the three-color
has ever stood for, and especially as r-epresented
work recently appearing in Autumn Leaves.
through the columns of the HERALD, we find the
But continuing:
first editorial under the new management was enIt
has been by no means an easy or a pleasant task for
titled, "Education." Not long after there appeared
us to perform, that of conducting the HERALD; and nothing
a regular department of the editorial matter of the save the answering upon our head the faithful prayers, and
HERALD called, "Pleasant chat," where may be found the unwavering kindness and confidence of the Saints, would
some of the most significant editorials to be found have kept us in heart to labor during the time we have
in its files. Perhaps a few extracts from them may remained in Plano.-December 15, 1869.
be of interest and also show as concisely as any
Somewhat earlier a short history of the HERALD
other way the trend of events : ·
was given which it may be well to quote:
It is very tedious work to bore auger holes with gimlets;
It was first published at Cincinnati, Ohio, . . . and was
and the press and fixtures in the Herald Office bear this· com- then under the care of Brethren William Marks, sr., Zenos H.
parison to the press and fixtures of many an office engaged Gurley and William W. Blair, Publishing Committee, ·each
in a far less laudable undertaking.-May 15, 1868.
of whom contributed more or less to its columns, the chief
We are now running a new Taylor Power Press. We care of arrangement, compilation a,nd publication devolving
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however upon Bro. Isaac Sheen, .to whom mo1·e than to any
other belongs the credit of its usefulness for the first three
years of its existence. The p'ublication was continued at
Cincinnati for about three years when, by the church, it
was considered advisable to purchase and locate a press, and
Brethren Israel L. Rogers, William Aldrich, Philo Howard,
George A. Blakeslee, and Johnathan D. Heywood, were
appointed by ·the conference of October, 1862, a committee
for that purpose, and in pursuance of that object did purchase a press and located the same at Plano, Illinois, from
which place the April number of 1863 was issued, and
where the publication has been continued ever since. . . .
The original design of the church in publishing the HERALD,
was to oppose the doctrine of polygamy and its vaiious kin-

viable privilege of superv1s1on over the communications sent
to the office for publication.
It has been supposed by some, that whoever may have been,
or is in charge of the edit<irial department of the HERALD,
must reflect the united wisdom of the whole church and be
personally responsible for the doctrine and assertions of
every correspondent and contributor whose articles may be
given a place. This may seem perfectly just to them, but
if placed in the position they would at once see that, in an
organ whch belongs to the whole church, and which is expected to be accessible to all in the church who may desire to
write for it, there must frequently occur articles that possess intrinsic merit although covered with some objectionable
features to somebody beside the writer, or editor.

:-~;~2~,i}~i'(F!E~~-

i ,~ '~--;.~~~~~~~¥~~~~.
-.-,._f.t.u.....~¥·••'··''

This picture includes a few of the HERALDS as they have appeared since 1877 when it was changed
to quarto size, and shows pretty well its general make-up during the period. The first one issued
after the fire is shown, in this, as also one during the time when it was sent out with cover, and the
first number of 1910 which marks the end of fifty years' history.
dred evils; to be a voice of warning to the scattered Saints;
and to be the means of setting the va1ious doctrines of the
church before the world and more especially those, who were
of the opinion, fairly deducible from general rumors, that
there could be no good in the religion of the . Chmch oi
Latter Day Saints.
The HERALD has preserved the first of these characteristics throughout; and how far it has met the needs of the
church in the latter respect is for them to judge who read
it. That it is not all it ought to be, many, ourself included,
are aware, but where room for improvement exists and willingness join hand there is reason to hope.
In the beginning the HERALD was under the editorial control of Bro. Isaac Sheen, who continued in charge until the
present incumbent of the chair editorial, was appointed by
the church, to the sole control of the publishing department;
prior to such appointment however, we exercised the unen-

Again, it is quite possible that the editor himself may
hold some views quite out of favor with a large number of
the patrons of the HERALD; and, if insisting upon excluding
all matter not in complete harmony with his views, the paper
ceases to be a church organ and becomes the exponent of
one man's ideas alone. Upon this idea we have tried to act;
and while trying to prevent the insertion of that which was,
to our limited view, manifestly untrue and injurious, we
have expected each and every contributor whose effort was
accepted and published, to defend his or her peculiar views
and have not intended to answer for the defense of what
was published over another's signature. Whenever this
course shall, by the church whose servant 'we are, be found
reprehensible, we shall bow to the desire that will remove
us and place another in the editorial cha1·ge. Until then,
we can not conscientiously do differently than we have been
doing.-January l, 1867.
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lines of editorial policy and in connection therewith
we add the following:
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church does decisively declare upon these points, the public
examination of them might result in good, while no possible
permanent injury could accrue to any one. Until convinced
otherwise, or positively instructed to the contrary, such will
continue to be the policy of "ye editor."-October 15, 1875.

We take this opportunity of saying to the readers of the
HERALD as well as to the contributors to its pages, that comIt has been the constant aim of those in charge, from Bro.
municated articles must be carefully written, as they will
if published, stand or fall upon their own merit, and not Isaac Sheen who first had editorial and business control
upon the fictitious value that may be attached to them by under the first Publishing Committee, to the present incum~
our reception and publication of them. That which we pub- bent of the sanctum chair, under the management of the
lish over our own signature we expect to be held responsi- Board of Publication, to make the HERALD acceptable to the
ble for; but as we are far from
Saints as readers, without
wishing to receive the credit
compromising the dignity of
due to another, we feel it to be
individual responsibility, or
only just that we shall not be
becoming rightfully subject to
made responsible for the failthe charge of being "men
ings or mistakes of others.
pleasers."-Nov. 15, 1875.
We will use all diligence to
No one need flatter himself
prevent obnoxious, and openly
that so far as the HERALD may
erroneous articles from appeardo, anything will be left uning in the columns of the HERdone to keep its patrons adALD, but should any appear
vised of the onward sweep of
which seem to be open to these
favoring events; nor need any
objections, there is by far a
suppose that those having
better method of rectifying the
charge will be deterred from
wrong and preventing untodoing and saying what they
ward mischief, thim denouncbelieve duty demands, through
ing the writer as a fool, a madfear; or that they will be unman or a wicked heretic.
duly moved by favor.-JanuWe shall use our endeavor to
ary 6, 1883.
prevent the HERALD becoming
It is expected that we shall
a mere vehicle for the exhibimaintain the faith of the Retion of partisan fury, or perorganization, including the posonal spleen; as we look upon
sitions taken by it upon subeither as disgracing the true
jects incident to the instituChristian. We therefore hereby
tion of the church, its history
caution all our contributors to
and all other things connected,
weigh principles and not men,
or in any wise related therea caution by the way that the
with. If in doing this we have
elders might profit by.
been harsh, or have exhibited
JOSEPH SMITH.
a spirit of one determined to
-August 1, 1865.
have his own will and way deWe have not knowingly transpite the truth, we shall descended the bounds prescribed
plore it when discovered and
us as the representative of the
will make the proper amends.
Saints, in the literary conduct
We are not conscious of havof the HERALD or Hope. Whening
done so.-July 20, 1887.
ever the people have spoken we
This shows the first HERALD issued after the fire January
We have on hand a number
have listened, and as their rep- 5, 1907, and was the first sheet from the press, as is shown
resentative, tried to so repre- in the handwriting of Heman C. Smith, Church Historian, of articles, some of which by
reason of a lack of even ordisent them; but we confess to to whom this copy belongs.
nary care in their preparation,
having been pertinently obstinate in not listening to the voices of individuals among the contain but the merest hints of the author's, meaning. To
people, and we now briefly state our reasons, etc.-September arrange them for publication would simply amount to rewriting them entire, which we have not time to do."'-Novem15, 1871.
The edito1·s do not assume the dictatorship nor the censor- ber 10, 1888.
ship of the Hemld, and w-ill not be responsible for any docOur intention has been to keep the HERALD true to its mistrine ·or theo1·y presented.-November 1, 1871.
Eion, and to bring it up to a mental and moral standard of
The editor is quite willing to be held accountable for which no defender of the faith need be ashamed. If we have
what he writes; and he thinks this responsibility great failed in this intent, it is the fault of our judgment, not of
enough, without being held to answer, morally or mentally, our heart or will.-Joint address by Joseph Smith and W.W.
for a corps of writers gathered from so many classes of Blair in issue of June 13, 1891.
thinkers as is the one contributing to the HERALD.
Some of the foregoing, in a sense, because of their
, So far as contradictions between writers of articles are dates, has taken us ahead of our story. ·
concerned, we. have this to say, some of them are only apThe HERALD continued at Plano throughout a very
parent conflicts; while others are honestly held views upon
points in regard to which the church has not spoken. And important ;:tnd eventful period of church history.
it has been thought by the editor in. cha1'ge, that, until the In 1874, at a time when an enlargement of th~
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paper was being considered, the following appeared,
speaking much for the labors of those. in charge
during that period:
We have been climbing the hills of difficulty so longthey have risen so grandly one above another as successively
we have surmounted their steeps-that we, if we do not
enjoy climbing, have become somewhat reconciled to that
mode of progression, and do not now mind the sudden eievation we see before us in the putting down the HERALD price.

About 1876 a "committee on removal" was appointed and the work done by them resulted in the
HERALD being established at Lamoni, Iowa, in 1881.
This issue closes the stay of the HERALD in Plano, Kendal
County, Illinois. It came here in 1863, and was kindly cared
for by· the leading citizens of the place. It began its career
here with a list of three hundred subscribers, many of them
free; and some of them taking several copies. It had a
press and fixtures costing about two hundred and seventyfive dollars; and occupied one room about eighteen by twenty
feet square. It had Bro. Isaac Sheen for its editorial force and
Bro. Wm. D. Morton, sr., as its foreman, compositor, and
pressman; with a Washington Medallion No. 4, hand press,
as its machinery. It will reach Lamoni, Decatur County,
Iowa, and begin a new departure (on the old way) with an
eight-horse power engine, two cylinder power presses, and a
jobber press, with type and other fixtures to match, and
office two stories high, thirty .by sixty-five feet in size, (engine room attached), an editor, bookkeeper, i;uperintendent,
and five compositors.-October 15, 1881.

The first issue at Lamoni, therefore, was dated
November 1, 1881, and here the HERALD has since
continued without interruption.
EDITORS.
As related in another part of this history President Joseph Smith was given editorial charge in
1865, and was also made business manager. He followed Isaac Sheen in this dual capacity after the
latter had served faithfully and well during the
precarious four years and a half preceding.
The present Senior Editor took charge May 1,
1865, and we believe his salutatory may be given
with p1·ofit, and it was as follows:
SALUTATORY.
In taking charge of the editorial department of the HERALD,
I am acting in accordance with the expressed wish of the
Saints, and in doing so am entitled to their faith, their
prayers, and their upholding in righteousness, in love and in
peace.
I am by no means unaware of my want of ability, of my
lack of qualifications, nor yet of the arduousness of the undertaking; but feeling a desire to do that which seems to be
for the best, I place myself in the hands of Him who hath
' been good to me in time past, and who has promised to
heai~ even the young ravens when they cry.
Frequently solicited, and· as urgently .pressed to take the
responsibility, I· have as uniformly 1·efused to do so, having
~y eyes open to the requirements of the position, and to my
.almost utter destitution of them.
I feel the necessity for an extended, united and strenuous
eff'ort being made for advancement of the work of the last
days; and am assured that the HERALD should be made to

answer the ends of its establishment for the perpetuation of
our unity.
I can make no promises other than this, to study the nature
of the wants of the church, and to minister unto them according to the best of my ability. I hope for cordial support of
every one in the church who can use a pen for the cause of
truth, and hereby ask for contributions for the columns of
the HERALD, upon the various subjects connected with our
faith.
We must awaken from our lethargy; we must put on our
armor for the good fight; we must march out manfully, letting those who will be sluggards, lag behind; and those who
will be mockers, stand upon the wayside, marking our onward
progress by the bitterness and activity of their vituperation.
If our range of thought and vision has been too limited
for the want of culture in the things which make for peace,
it is attributable (to a degree at least) to the want of some
of the things which ought to be and abound in us, that we
may be neither barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of the
Son of God.
With this short salutation, I greet you, one and all in the
bonds of peace, committing myself with all the things entrusted to my care, to the protecting providence of that God
who receiveth our prayers, and answereth them according to
his wisdom, for our good.
JOSEPH SMITH.

We refer our readers for further history of his
connection with the HERALD to his article in this
issue. A biography of Elder Isaac Sheen will also
be found in this number.
ASSOCIATED AND ASSISTANT EDITORS.
During the almost forty-five years the Senior Editor has been in charge, quite a number of assistants
have come and gone. The first of these was Elder
Mark H. Forscutt in April, 1870, when by conference action he was made assisfant editor of both
the HERALD and Hope. As such he served until he
went on a mission to England in 1873, his valedictory appearing in the issue of June 12 of that year.
During a part of this year, after the departure of
Elder Forscutt, Elder David H. Smith acted as
assistant editor.
Milton B. Oliver was the next assistant and his
service dates from August 15, 1874, to April 15,
1876, when Elder Henry A. Stebbins took up the
work. The latter continued until November 1, 1880,
his farewell appearing in HERALD of November 15,
following.
For a short time, from September 1 to November
19, 1883, Elder D. F. Lambert had charge of the
work as assistant, but from then until W. W. Blair
was made associate editor, April 25, 1885, the Senior
Editor was alone in the management of the . HERALD. Brother Blair remained in editorial capacity
until April, 1893.
Elder Richard S. Salyards had taken up work
with the Herald Office in May, 1888, and in June,
1891, he wa's made assistant to the editors. In 1893,
when Elder Blair retired, a new feature was added :
The Senior Editor was actively assisted by Elder
Salyards, and Elder Joseph Luff was appointed corresponding editor. This· arrangement continued
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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.until April, 1895, when Elder Heman C. Smith was editor and is still serving as such. In May, 1908,
made··corresponding editor, Brother Luff retiring. I. A. Smith was appointed assistant in the departStilllater, June 16, 1897, the names of both Heman . ment and· is still occupying.
C. Smith.and Joseph Luff we1·e shown as correspondIt will thus be seen that sixteen men have been
illg editors.
·
associated with the Senior Editor in editorial capac: · In May, 1900, Fred; M. Smith became assistant ity at different times. However, for many years
editor, valedictories of R. S; Salyai·ds and Heman he .was alone in the work, and for. many years, in
C. Smith .appearing on May 30, and Elder David W. addition to these labors, he was also in charge of
Wight. was appointed corresponding editpr, as also the business interests.
was Joseph Luff. This force continued until October
EDITORIAL POLICY.
3, 1901, when Elder Wight was overtaken by death,
O;f the editorial policy of the HERALD there is much
the only person who has gone to his.rest while holding a position on the editorial staff of the HERALD. we would like to present, but because a great deal

The Herald.Office was destroyed by fire on the morning of January 6, 1907. Before the day was done steps
were taken looking toward rebuilding. At a citizens' meeting in Lamoni, the Sunday following, over seventeen thousand dollars was subscribed toward rebuilding.

In the spring of 1902 the vacancy was filled by the
appointment of Elder F. M. Sheehy and he and
Elder Luff served as corresponding editors until
May, ·1903,
Frederick M. Smith continued as assistant until
May, 19041 when he was made corresponding editor,
and as such h~ remained until 1906.
'
In 1903 Joseph Smith and Frederick M. Smith are
shown as editors and Richard C~ Kelley as assfstant,
the latter serving from June 24 to October 14 of
that year. I. A. Smith was appointed in May, 1904,
·and served till September, same year. He was followed by Leon A. 'Gould, who remained as assistant
until May, 190'8.
In May, 1906, E,lbert' A. Smith was made associate

of what we have had in mind is given and interwoven with matter already presented we leave it
with the reader without further division.
SIZE AND PRICE.

The first HERALD contained twenty-eight pages,
but thereafter for a time was issued with twentyfour. But the price seems to have been an uncertainty, that is, at the start. ·In .the July isime of
the first year the statement was made that the first
volume of the paper would have twelve numbers
instead of six, as formerly intended, and· the price
would· therefore be one· dollar for. the volume.
In July, 1863, the Publishing Committee announced a: chang_e to a semimonthly at the old price
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of one dollar per volume, and two volumes per year, but we have secured some. half-tone. cuts showing
and because .. of the high prices of paper during the its general appearance at different stages which
war, in December, 1863, .the HERALD was reduced will answer the purpose better than any word picto sixteen pages, but by using· considerably smaller ture, and we present them with explanatory notes
type about the same amount of matter appeared as for your inspection. These have been made from
before the change. March 15, 1864, notice was pictures taken for the Jubilee HERALD by Bro. C.. I,
given that volumes thereafter would contain twenty- Carpenter.
four numbers at a price of two dollars.
BOARD OF PUBLICATION.
The next change took place January 1, 1869, when
I
the paper was doubied in size and the price raised
The Board of Publication and its predecessor,
to three dollars. Still another change was made the Publishing Committee, have of course been the
January 1, 1874, when the subscription was reduced great power ·behind the HERALD and, back of them,
to two dollars and the paper slightly enlarged.
of course, the general body of the church. Much
In January, 1877,
a marked change was
made, the paper appearing in quarto size
and sixteen .pages, instead of thirty-two, as
it had been issued for
some time, and the
price fixed at two dollars and fifteen cents.
For a number of
years there continued
to be considerable agitation of the question
of making the HERALD a weekly, but the
step was not taken
until January 1, 1883,
and thus it has continued.
The price at this
time was two dollars
and fifty cents, and
Present building at completion.
this rate . continued
until July, 1888, when it was reduced to two dollars could be written about the men who have served on
and twenty-five cents.
the board and about the many actions taken by them
In 1893 a new feature was added in putting out affecting the publishing interests, but even in a juthe HERALD with a. cover and it continued to· appear bilee number there are limitations. It is sufficient,
we believe, to say that the history of the HERALD
with covers until 1901.
A still further reduction to one dollar and a half has been made by the board and it has been supreme
was made in July, 1897, and this is the present sub- in its authority as a created body representing and
scription price of the HERALD, the regul~r issue acting for the church.
being twenty-fom· pages, with an occasional deVarious resolutions have been presented at conparture from the rule as exigency or convenience ferences concerning the management and editorial
demands.
conduct of the HERALD, but upon a somewhat
The number· of subscribers has varied greatly lengthy i·esearch into conference actions, we find
from year to year, with a gradual growth from a little smacking of censure and much of commenda-.
few hundred in the first years of its history until tion in the numerous references of actions ·to the·
at the present our issue is approaching seven thou- board and editors fol' their judgment and action.
· sand.
In 1885 Joseph Smith retired as business · inanaAPPEARANCE.
ger, in which capacity he had long served in addiFrom a technical standpoint we might inflict a tion to his editorial labors. He has been followed;
lengthly and uninteresting treatise on the make-up in managerial work, by Elders David Dancer, Erari.k
artd appearance of the HERALD during its career; Criley, John Smith, F. B. Blair, and A. Cai·ili.i~hael.
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BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT.
. Dui·ing the publication at Cincinnati the paper
was :Pi·irited by other parties on contract, and was
not issued from presses owned by the church until
it was transferred to Plano. There the HERALD
force held forth in a rented room for a time, but later
secured larger quarters belonging to the church. In
1881 the fine large building was erected in Lamoni.
This building· was enlarged in 1891 to give more
room for the HERALD force and also to supply offices
for some of the general church officers.
This entire structure with almost all contents was
destroyed by fire on January 5, 1907, and only by
concerted action and almost heroic effort of all
parties were the first few issues following this date
gotten out. But it was done-and more: Only a
few months from that time bindery employees were
being overworked, linotypes were clicking, presses
were purring, the HERALD editors were in possession
of a suite of splendid rooms, and the business manager was wearing ·a broad smile in spite of all the
worry, work, and debt,-all this in the new building
represented on our jubliee cover.
I. A. SMITH.

goods that was wrapped up in a Cincinnati commercial newspaper containing· Brother Sheen's advertisement. I sent for several copies of the HERALD.
The result was that many converts were made and
branch was organized in October, 1860."

a

A. W. Head says: "I have taken the HERALD
since the first issue and I want to continue it as
long as I stay in this lump of clay."
Thomas Hougas says: "I was a subscriber from
the first issue. I have the first twenty volumes
bound."
John Molyneaux says: "Have been a reader and
subscriber from the first, watching your growth
from a small monthly to a vigorous weekly, with
pride and pleasure."
In the editorial, "We thank thee, 0 God, for ·a
Prophet," SAINTS' HERALD, page 26, closing sentence
of first paragraph, the word peon should be pman.

NOTES AND. COMMENTS.
Some party has sent us a dollar . bill to apply,
We have secured the following list of names 'of as shown by the accompanying expiration notice, on
those now living who were readers of the HERALD -his subscription for Autumn Leaves, but with nothin 1860 : Joseph Smith, Independence, Missouri ; ing to show his name or address. Will the pa1ty
Elder E. C. Briggs and wife, Lamoni, Iowa; Sr,. W. send us his name at once, that we may give him
W. Blair, Lamoni, Iowa; Thomas Hougas, Marseilles, credit on his subscription?
·
Illinois; A. W. Head, Stewartsville, Missouri; Helen
Pomeroy, Red Oak, Iowa; Caroline F. Dickinson,
Tenderly Lead Thou Me On.
Independence, Missouri; John Molyneaux, Saint
Louis, Missouri;-John K. Sheen, Lushton, Nebraska;
Tenderly; tenderly, lead Thou me on,
Harriet Matilda Whitcomb, York, Nebraska; Henry
On o'er the way where my Savior hath gone;
Bright on his pathway the sunlight hath shone,_
Green, Netawaka, Nebraska; John Hougas, Lamoni,
Tenderly, tenderly, lead Thou me on.
Iowa; Mrs. W. E. Summerfield, Stewartsville, MisClose to his. hand I· so tremblingly clung,
souri.
Faint were the songs I rn doubtingly sung,

John K. Sheen writes: "There are·only two persons living who assisted in the publication of HERALD Number 1: Harriet Matilda Whitcomb, of York,
Nebraska, and the writer. 'Tillie' assisted in folding, and yours truly carried the mail to the postoffice."
Henry Green says: "In January, 1860, many missionaries from Utah passed through Cincinnati to
Eµrope. Bro. Isaac Sheen gave them many numbers
of the first jssue . of the HERALD. Several of the
el,ders visited Syracuse, Ohio, where the Brigharriites were numerous. For the reason that I had withdrawn from them in 1856 they agreed among· themselves that I should not know anything about the
HERALDS handed them by Isaac Sheen. But in Feb1·uary my wife brought home a package· of dry

Brokenly falling from faltering tongue,
Tenderly, tenderly, lead· Thou me on.
Triistingly, trustingly, forward I go,
Waiting instruction the pathway to know;
Watching the promise that beams from the bow,
·Tenderly, tenderly, leading me on:
Angels have trodden the thorn-planted way;
Guide thou me, Lord, that I go not astray;
Strengthen me, Lor<;!, that like them I may stay,
Tenderly, tenderly, led by thee on.
Faithfully, faithfully, holding thy hand,
On·the rough, slipp'ry heights safely I stand;
Looking away to the heavenly strand,
Tenderly, tenderly, leads he. me on.
Now has my· weak heart grown trustingly strong,
Ways have· grown short that seemed once to .be long,
, Gladly I join in .the triumphant -song,
Tenderly,. tenderly leading me on.
·
.:-Joseph Smith.,
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in 1851, November 18, when the Lo1;d again l'aised
up his standard against all false doctrine.
!HE AMBOY CONFERENCE, APRIL 6, 1860.
Conference was called and convened June 12 and
13, 1852, at Beloit, and I am the only living witness
REMINISCENCES BY PATRIARCH E. C. BRIGGS.
' [EDITOR'S NOTE.-At the Amboy conference, Amboy, Illi- of that historic event. Resolutions were passed callnois, April 6, 1860, the church was assembled in a prayerful ing all Saints once more to renew their energies in
and expectant mood. For years they had looked forward to the blessed gospel work for in fulfillment . of the
the coming of "Young Joseph" to take his father's place, in promises of God the_ blessings of the choice seer
harmony with their many cherished prophecies. The ap- should be realized in his posterity.
pointed time had arrived. The conference was organized
At that time many aspirants to leadership had
with Elders Zenos H. Gurley, sr., and William Marks as
arisen,
and distraction, doubt, and fear filled the
presidents, .A. G. Jackson and Isaac Sheen clerks~ At the
afternoon session Joseph Smith was introduced to the con- minds of the Saints to a more or less extent, because.
. ference and delivered his memorable address outlining his of the false shepherds who like wolves were destroyplans and position. Deep emotion swayed the audience dur- ing the flock.
ing .this address and many wept with joy. Following his
But now, thank God, soon came the conference of
address he was accepted by the church as its president, and
as a prophet, seer, and revelator. He was then ordained as April 6, 1860; when was witnessed the coming of
president of the high priesthood of the church. At the same the rightfully appointed heir to the presidency of
session his mother, the "elect lady," was received in fellow- the high priesthood, who was ordained in harmony
ship by unanimous vote. Elder E. C. Briggs is now the only with the law of God which says, "Every president
living member of the ministry who was present at the Amboy
of the lligh priesthood, . . . is to be ordained 'by
Conference and witnessed the ordination of President Joseph Smith. Because of that fact and the important part that the direction of a high council, or General ConferThus
Elder Briggs took in the stirring events of those early days ence" (Doctrine and Covenants 17: 17).
his article will be read with interest.]
following the precedent established by his father who
In the short space was ordained at Amherst, Ohio, January 25, 1832.
from April 6, 1830,
Humbly and without arrogance he said, "I do
to June 27, 1844, not wish to assume the position except by the orditwo hundred thou- nances of the church." Solemnity characterized
sand or more dear the entire audience. The Saints were all happy,
souls were made- knowing indeed that the Holy Spirit attested his
gfad in the church divine call, as he said under the Spirit of inspiraof God with the tion, "I come here in obedience to a power not my
gifts of the gospel own. . . . I pledge myself to promulgate no docas in former days trine that shall not be approved by you or the code
when the Saints of good morals."
This man of God knew at that time that the Reorwere endowed with
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
the Holy Spirit.
In these fourteen had declared its belief in the Bible, Book of Morshort years the mon, and Doctrine and Covenants as the rule of their
faith. What could he do more than declare his
church was organw. w. BLAIR AND JOSEPH SMITH. ized by command- allegiance to the law of God founded in his word,
~o be loyal to God and his people?
This picture of President Joseph ment of God with
Up to this time, since the conference of 1852, the
Smith and Elder W. W. Blair was all
f
•t
ffi
,
0
1 S 0 CeIS.
taken at the Amboy conference. It .
Saints had experienced many trials of their faith.
has never before been published. We And in fulfillment They were thoroughly established in the principles
are indebted to Sr. W. W. Blair for of prophecy again of the gospel; but not a word came from the young
the use of the photograph.
some departed from man, the son of the chosen seer, that he was even
the· faith as foreseen by the ancient apostles.
interested in that gospel.
Jeremiah said: "Thus saith the Lord, Cursed be
All they had was the law of God on the matter·
the man that trusteth in man, and maketh flesh his and their own revelations. To illustrate, I onc;e
arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord : heard Bro. Samuel Gurley prophesy in 1856, "Verily,
for he shall be like the heath in the desert, and shall thus saith the Holy Ghost, I will soon call my servnot see when good cometh ; but shall inhabit the ant Joseph to succeed his father in the presidency
parched places in the wilderness, in a salt land and of the church." His face was lighted up in the joy
not inhabited."-Jeremiah ·17: 5, 6.
of the Holy Spirit. After sitting down he abruptly
Isaiah says : "When the enemy shall come in like took his hat and left the audience, and was gone a
a flood, the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard half hour or more. Whe:n he returned his countenance ~as changed and he looked distressed and
against him."-Isaiah 59: 19 .
. These quotations show the condition of the church crestfallen.

Original Articles
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The next day I met him and he said, "We had a
good meeting yesterday. I believe Joseph Smith
will come to the church, don't you? Do you know
why I went out doors yesterday, during the meeting? Well, I was so certain Joseph was coming
while I was speaking that I took my hat and went
out to meet him. Oh, if I ever doubt his coming
again I ought to be damned."
At another conference, at Amboy, June 10 to 14,'
1859, Sr. Helen Pomeroy, while speaking, under
the Spirit of prophecy, turned to Brother Marks,
who united with the Reorganization ·at that time,
and said, "Thus saith the Lord, 0 thou man of God,
in times past thou hast sat in council with my servant Joseph the Seer, and the time is near when thou
shalt sit in council with his son. When I called my
servant Joseph he was a lone tree; but when I call
his son he shall be as one of a mighty forest."
Those prophecies serve to show how the Lord revealed to. us many times the coming of the successor
to the presidency of the church. And yet while I
write these lines I can see how little many of the
Saillts can realize what we had to contend with.
It seemed often that immediately .after such blessed
manifestations Satan, the enemy of our souls, would
sow his tares among the wheat and doubts would
arise in the minds of many. They were not tempted
on the principles of the gospel, but only on that one
important fact.
But Joseph has now come. Our joy is full ! The
law is honored in that matter, to our intense satisfaction; and we wonder why all could not see that
all the leaders of the many factions were violating
the law of God, not only in teaching doctrines of
men, but in regard to assuming the presidency without a shadow of appointment according to the law
or a semblance of ordination.
I do not want the children of the church to read
this Jubilee number without some leading thoughts
concerning what it cost in trial as well as what it
meant in joy to the church at that time. I am now
the only eider left who witnessed the joys of the
Amboy Conference, excepting President Joseph
Smith; and I know of only three sisters now living
who attended that conference; Srs. Elizabeth Blair,
Helen Pomeroy, (of Red Oak, Iowa,) and my wife,
Emma Briggs. They have always enjoyed reading
the HERALD now for a half a century. And I assure
you never in my life was I more interested in the
welfare of the church than now.
In order that I may impress my readers with
the glorious fulfillment of prophecy at the Amboy
Conference, I will turn to my memoirs as published
in the HERALD, July 1, 1903:
Friday, March 30. It is beautiful weather and we [Elder
Calvin- Beebe and myself] are feeling nicely after a good
rilght's .rest. Galesburg is a beautiful inland city.
At ten o'clock. in· the forenoon we again are on the cars
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of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad for Mendota,
eighty miles. from Galesburg, and then changed cars. to the
Illinois Central, eighteen miles to Amboy, arriving at our
destination at three o'clock in the afternoon, and walked one
mile and a half to Bro. Royal Stone's.
Here we met Bro. W. W. Blair and wife, and after usual
greetings of fraternal expressions of kindness he said, "Did
you come by way of Nauvoo?" I replied in the negative. He
then said, "Joseph is to be .with us at conference, or at least
he said he would; but as· all things human are uncertain we
will not say anything about it to make talk in the world,
until he comes."
He then informed me that Elder William Marks, of ·Shabbona Grove, had received a letter from Joseph in which he
said he had determined to take his father's place at the
head of the Church of Jesui; Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and desired Brother Marks and such others as he might
select would call on him immediately at Nauvoo in order
that he might obtain their counsel o~ church matters.
Agreeably to his request, Elder Marks, Israel L. Rogers,
and W. W. Blair visited him on the 20th and 21st of March,
and after this interview, Joseph informed the brethren that
he would be at the General Conference at Amboy, on the 6th
of April. . . .
Sunday, April 1, 1860, the Saints observed in fasting and
prnyer to our heavenly Father for his special blessings to
attend our General Conference. Social service at Brother
Stone's residence and in the evening at the same place Elder
Blair spoke a short time on the principles of the gospel, and
the meeting turned into a general social service. All are in
good spirits; weather is b~autiful and roads are good.
Tuesday, April 3, Elder Samuel Powers of the Twelve,
Elders John Gaylord and William Aldredge of [Burlington]
Wisconsin, George Morey [of Pleasanton, Iowa,] and Oliver
Dunham [of Burlington, Iowa,] have arrived in good health
and spirits.
Wednesday, April 4. Quite a number of the brethren
[from the States of Michigan, Ohio, Calvin Beebe from western Iowa, and Andrew Jackson, a delegate from Gallands
Grove, are here] and meeting was held in the Cadwell Schoolhouse, Elders Z. H. Gurley [of the Twelve] and William
Ma1·ks presiding. General council, nominating of ·quite a
number of the elders for officers in the several quorums of
the church and general preparatory work and business for
the conference.
.
The elders are in good spirits and hope, gladdened by the
news that the expected Joseph will be soon with us. But
few of them had learned that he had said he would attend
the conference or of the visit of the brethren to see him.
Amboy, Lee County, Illinois, April 5, 1860. I accompanied
several of the brethren who were anticipating friends to
arrive on the next train which is now due. While we were
waiting at the depot Bro. Joseph Smith came up the street
to meet us. I happened to be the only one who knew him. I
soon introduced him to the Saints, and he informed me that
he came upon the· night train before, that his mother was
with him, and was at her sister's, Mrs. Wasson's, who was
an old resident of the place. I then invited him to attend
our social prayer meeting to be held at Brother Stone's this
evening. He replied, "I would like to attend, but also would
like to have my mother go if I had any conveyance so she
could." I informed him I would see that he was provided
with conveyance for himself and mother. This evening
Brother Stone's son, Lardner, took his open double-seated
spring carriage and we went after lhem. They were cheerful, unassuming, and social in conversation, yet reserved in
manner, casually referred to the stormy time crossing the
river on their way [from Nauvoo to Montrose], but made
no expression in relation to the church.
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Just as we, reached the door of Brother Stone's residence
(the house is a very neat one-story and a half cottage in
L form), the congregation knelt in prayer, the parlor was
closely seated and packed, but the front room had no seats
an~ the audience was standing, and two alcoves or bedrooms,
veiled in front by· cmtains which were drawn to one side,
were where hats and caps had been placed.
Brother Joseph and his mother sat on the edge of one of
the beds while Elder Gurley offered the invocation to our
heavenly Father for his blessing, ·and as the audience rose
to their feet, a hymn was sung, and just as the closing lines
of praise were sung, the Holy Spirit said to me, "Introduce Brother .Joseph as the son of the Prophet Joseph, and
Sister Emma as the wife of the deceased." I instantly said
to Joseph, "Allow me to introduce you to this audience," and
took him by the hand and led him to the door of the sitting
room and introduced him in the form of words as above commanded of God, and in the same manner introduced Sister
En1ma.
Our hope as based upon the prophecy is now being realized.
A joyous influence· of the Holy Spirit solemnized every heart
in divine presence, and Elder Gurley said, "Welcome, welcome." Brother Joseph said, "I am pleased to meet with
you, and in .coming I propose to say to-morrow to you, if the
same Spirit that prompts my coming prompts my reception,
I am with you." He did say other words but I do not remember them so I can repeat them. I do not think Sister
Emma made any response to the glad voice of Elder Gurley
to her, "Welcome, welcome, to the elect lady."
I am truly glad to record the above events, as they will
ever serve as a link in the histoi·y of the great latter-day
work, and they are true, as God can not lie.
The meeting was a spiritual feast. Many of the Saints
spoke and rejoiced in the Holy Ghost. Several spoke in the
spirit of prophecy, which must have been very comforting
to Joseph and SisiA!r Emma, and all the Saints were lit up
with great hope, comfort, and peace of the Holy Ghost.
As the hour of service advanced I was impressed to offer
prayer and thanksgiving to our heavenly Father and was
led in supplication to ask almighty God to bless the church
in its effort to gather into his sheepfold the honest in heart
everywhere in all the earth, and that Israel might be gathered from its long dispersion and that Joseph, the son of the
~artyr, may be kept from the besetting sin of the ancient
kings ahd prophets of Israel. I had the assurance by the
Holy Spirit that my prayer would be answered and that
Joseph would never be led into the gross crime of polygamy.
, The meeting was a happy one, long to .be remembered, and
will be handed down in church history as an epoch never to
be forgotten.
·
As it was getting late, Joseph said to me, "I wish. you
would excuse us and allow us to return." As we took them
back to Mrs. Wasson's they expressed themselves pleased with
the spirit of the meeting and appreciative of the Saints, but
they did not shake hands with any of them, as we retired
before the close of the services.
I have been quite particular in the record of events as I
believe it will be of interest to the rising generation that
.will follow us; also because it is a fulfillment of prophecy
that I would come to the church with the Prophet Joseph.
Before I took my mission in 1856 it was revealed to me that
I should not return to Zarahemla, Wisconsin, until Joseph
would be called to take his father's place and that I was
directed in western Iowa to attend this conference, and means
would be supplied to bear my expenses, all shows unmistakable evidence that a divine power had been been guiding
in all· these matters.
It.was not a studied plan of mine to ev\)n meet Joseph at
Amboy, but it seemed to come about as a natural happening

so far as I was concei·ned. But now. as. it has come about,
as curi·ent events in history, I .can see how an overruling
Providence has been in it all.

With much love for the Jubilee TRUE LATTER DAY
SAINTS' HERALD and to all the Saints in every land,
I feel to bid you a happy New Year, knowing that
great and startling events in the providence of our
·heavenly Father are near us as a church, and in
the world great distress and woe.
LAMONI, IOWA, January 17, 1910.
ISAAC SHEEN, FIRST EDITOR OF THE "HERALD."
A

BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH WRITTEN BY HIS SON,
JOHN KIRK SHEEN.

ISAAC SHEEN; FIRST EDITOR OF THE "HERALD."

From a photo taken in 1866.

The family record of Isaac Sheen begins in. the
reign of George the Second when the son of the old
Pretender descended like an avalanche into England.
At this time lived John and R9bert Sheen. John
espoused the. cause of the Pretender and with the
battle of Colloden his estate in Northamptonshire
and further record of him were lost. Robert, the
younger brother, was the great-grandfather of
Isaac. Thomas, son of Robert, married Elizabeth
Warren, and William, their son, married Jane Kirk.
'fo the latter couple were born .Isaac, Frederic~,
Charles, James, Amy, and Marth1;1.
Isaac received only six months; schooling, yet it
was the boast of the compositors in the Herald Office
in Plano, Illinois, in 1864, that they never knew him
to misspell a word, and his penmanship re~inds me
of that plain type known to printers as "Scotchwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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face." He was born at Littlethorpe, Leicestershire, of Mormon, and that synopsis is now before me. He
England, Decembei· 22, 1810; and January,. 1910, ·wrote to William Smith along that line and William
marks the semicentennial ·of the HERALD and also and. himself .got together, first by letter, then perthe begillning of· the centennial year of its first sonally. Isaac published a small paper for several
editor.
months while Wiliiam preached in Lee County, IlliIn 1830 he sailed for and arrived in America; In nois, and Cincinnati. Lyman Wight was. also . in
Chester County, Pennsylvania,· he worked among sympathy with them. A conference was held in
Quakers at his trade as a stocking weaver and Covington in June, 1847, and although I .was only
through them imbibed the doctrine that "all men about four and one half years of age I have a disare created free and equal," and going down into tinct memory of the hall and gathering and .it was
"My Maryland" he preached that doctrine to a there resolve~ that it was "young Joseph's right by
darkey and bade him if he would be free to "liike" lineage," etc., and that William should stand in his
in the direction of the North Star. The darkey stead until Joseph should come of age. (See Aaronic
"hiked" while his benefactor also "hiked" to save and Melchisedecl~ Herald, now in ·or should be in
himself.
Schroeder's collection, in University· of Wisconsin.)
In 1850 Isaac Sheen broke away from William
While in Philadelphia he carried newspapers ; invented a shorthand system and sold it to the Harpers Smith. W.W. Blair was with a branch of William's
of New York City for one hundred dollars, and organization in Lee County, Illinois, but he cut
learned the daguerteotype art. One day in 1840 loose in 1852. ·In 1857 Zenos H. Gurley and Jason
Isaac was attracted by a crowd entering a hallway, W. Briggs were with the Strangites. But Zenos
and following afong he found himself in a Saints' began to receive divine direction and Jason received
meeting,-he had come to his destiny, was con- a revelation November 18, 1851. The Covington
doctrine of lineal rights was indorsed by the New. verted, baptized, and confirmed by Erastus Snow.
With Almon W. Babbitt he went to Kirtland in ark Branch, June 13, 1852, (see HERALD, No. 2,
1841, where he was ordained an elder by Elder Zebe- page 51,) three years after the Covington conferdee Coltrin and married a sister of Babbitt, who ence had declared the doctrine and Isaac had set it
.
performed the marriage ceremony in a house for- forth in his paper.
Ebenezer
Robinson
and
Isaac
were
united
on lin~
merly owned by Joseph Smith, jr. In 1842 he
eal
priesthood
in
1856,
for
I
heard
them
converse
walked from Kirtland to Nauvoo, and the following
year settled with his family at Macedonia, near by, on the subject in Cincinnati. Adna C. Halderman
informed father in Cincinnati in 1859 that there
and for a time taught school.
were
people in Illinois who believed as he did, and
. When the excitement·
they
would
hold a conference near Sandwich, Illi~
raged in Nauvoo and vicinity Isaac stood in line with nois, [at the home of I. L. Rogers, October 6 to 10].
the Nauvoo Legion await- He attended that conference and was appointed to
ing the call of the bugle to edit a paper; and Zenos R Gurley, William Marks,
charge the Philistines, but and W. W. Blair were made the Publishing Comthe call never came and mittee.
He came to Cin'cinnati and reported thtough the
this ended his military caCommercial a "new organization;' and 1'Ssued the
reer.
'·
HERALD, No. 1, January, 1860, and contintred .as its
Joseph and Hyrum dead
editor until the April conference of 1865. He died
· and the Twelv.e Apostles
April 3, 1874, and was buried on Easter Sunday.
sitting upon the throne, the
exodus came and Isaac
Sheen said, "Brigham, go
THE PRESENT OUTLOOK FOR CHURCH WORK.
thy way and I will go
BY R. S. SALYARDS, CHURCH SECRETARY.
ELDER ISAAC SHEEN.
mine." Placing his wife,
The writer believes the outlook for the church
From a photo taken in 1850. daughter, and baby boy work to be good, the general conditions favorable
in Almon Babbitt's carrfage, in February, 1846, he to its progress.
crossed the frozen Mississippi and headed for BooneThe w-0rk is the Lord's-that fact alone is suffiville, Missouri. Leaving his family he1;E! with rela- cient guaranty of its success. He has declared it
tives he went to Cincinnati, Ohio, and engaged again to be his purpose to extend and establish it never
in newspaper carrylng and shortly was enabled to more to ·be thrown down; he has said that it shall
send for his family and loca.ted them· in Covington, "increase the more opposed"; that it shall triumph
Kentuck;v, in 1847.
until finally Zion shall be built up and command
Here. he discovered the .lineal .priesthood doctrine the attention and respect of the. nations universally.
and made a synopsis along that line from the Bo()k
There is much .of evil in the world, there are

''
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many opposing fo1·ces to be prevailed against, many
discouraging conditions to be overcome; but we
should beli~ve and know that "all things work together for good" to the accomplishment of God's
designs, no matter how slow, apparently, seems the
progress being made. There are periods of preparation and degrees of progress, some seemingly slow,
others quite rapid, in the development of any great
movement, religious, social, political, etc. The
church is not exempt from the philosophical laws
of growth and decay.
The Lord ordained the. constitution and government of the United States, but it required time and
conditions to complete the establishment and growth
of the new nation-the land and government of
liberty for. all men; and the end is not yet. , When
the people began their career in the New World,
it required many years of political tutelage under
the colonial system before they were prepared for ,
the period of "independence." This established, the
system of government under the Articles of Confederation was follo:wed by the constitutional period and the growth under the new order. European
politics and general conditions also affected the new
Government.
Slavery was recognized under the Government,
notwithstanding the efforts of the fathers to eliminate it, until finally it brought the nation to the
furnace heat of civil strife. That crisis passed, new
questions of social and political economy continually appear in the evolution of the body politic.
The church has passed through similar experiences and will continue -to meet various trying conditions, through the operation of spiritual and social
forces within and without, until the people of God
are prepared by trial of their faith-by discipline
and education of all their powers-to abide in the
truth, "to be not moved," and to "bring forth fruit
meet for the Father's kingdom." We have passed
through the early period of the church's development, have survived the "flood" of iniquity brought
in by the enemy, and now are approaching a period ·
of greater activity and development, made possible
through experience and preparation under the grace
of God, with the greater endowment of the Holy
Spirit to follow. When the church was organized
in 1830, the fact of latter-day inspiration, the raising up of a prophet,. the organization of the church
with apostles, prophets, with the great events to
follow in due time, were too much, with the possibilities to be reached, for the people of that generation, who had just emerged froni sectarianism. The
people were. dazed and expected too much in their
time, without realizing the changes necessary to
be wrought in them and in the world about them.
They could have reacped greater results, but, like
· Israel· .of old, it required several genemtions to
qualify the people to enter in and occupy the prom-

ised land. This brief paper permits but mere passing mention of these points or features. But now,
the Reorganization, profiting by the experiences of
the past, with clearer view and with freer opportunities, is in position to build more securely, to
make itself heir of the dearly purchased lessons
of the past, with the advantages of the present age.
When the church was organized the religious, political, and social conditions of the world were
largely quiescent--fixed, conse1·vative, established.
The declarations of latter-day revelation concerning
the great changes to be wrought and the "commotion" to follow were not, from a human point of view,
so probable as they appear to-day. Since that time
a wonderful transformation has taken place; and
now, the religious, social, and political probl~ms
stated in the revelations, to be brought to the front
in connection with the purposes of God, are in the
very air. Something has been permeating and
leavening the forces of human life internationally,
until we discern more clearly the self-evident and
farseeing inspiration which indited the revelations
concerning the signs of the times, the building up
of the kingdom of God, with the numerous changes
and great events to occur among the nations. · God
has been at work, in the world and in the church,
reconciling the world unto himself in many things,
also punishing its disobedience. Other forces have.
also been at work with a view to defeat or retard
the progress of truth and liberty. But the trend is
upward, toward the light. What God hath wrought
in verification of his word inspires faith that all
declarations will be verified, all his purposes brought
to completion. "There is a power in history that
makes for righteousness." We believe we have reasons for a ho:Peful view of the outlook.
It is true-notably true, that there is an appalling
dearth of spirituality; that many in the church and
in the world are indifferent to the high considerations of spiritual things. But these conditions are
abnormal and may be overcome to a large extent;
they may retard to a degree, but can not prevent
final success. Tt is an age of great material development; the negative condition of spiritual inactivity
is the result; the pendulum has swung too far in
one direction. This condition, and the more aggressive evils of the world, are, after all, but manifestations of temporary obstacles which will be prevailed against, more and more with the passing of
time. Truth is permanent, constructive. It abides
and endures and is always strong; it lives and conquers for · eve1·more. It will prevail and continue
to prevail as an .eternal, creative force, until it triumphs over all opposition. Evil, in all its manifestations, mingled .with the weaknesses and
peculiarities of imperfect humanity, is but temporary. It must finally succumb to the steadily constructing forces of truth. , Behind or within it is
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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God, the embodiment of truth, with all the ,powers
at his command. "Whomsoever shall fall on this
stone, .shall be broken; but on whomsoever it shall
fall, ~t will grind him to powder."
The gdspel is "sent forth" "for obedience to the
faith among all nations"; it is "the power of God
unto salvation" for "all the world." We should be
optimistic, cheerful, sane in our point of view,
knowing from repeated declarations o:f the word
and manifestations of the Spirit that God has not
changed· concerning his purpose. Speaking to the
Reorganization in its early day the Lord said: "This
remnant shall put on strength." Referring to wrong
conditions then existing among the factions he said,
"Who is he that shall turn me from my purpose?"
The Lord has been with the Reorganized Church,
overruling its development in the midst of its severe
and trying ordeals. From its beginning it has been
progressive; refusing to be governed by the old
leaven and tradition of the factions. Notwithstanding the monumental evils of the great apostasy of· the West, it has continued to grow and
spread until, under God, it has made the name and
the faith of the church honorable. It has learned
much from the past and is still disposed to learn
in the present, receiving, while doing its work, the
further preparation necessary to its success.
The early church seemingly indulged the hope of
a speedy consummation of the work. It had to "be
chastened," to "learn obedience," to "have experience." All these vicissitudes were essential to prepare the church for its great mission. Any great
mission requires extended experience, consecration
of personnel, time, and development. The Reorganized Church has 'been obliged to pass through
a variety of experiences. Its inner developments,
its contact with the world abroad, have had for it
great educational and disciplinary value. We have
learned breadth, liberality, toleration, independence;
that while not of the world, we are yet part of it;
that while we have our distinctive work to do as
the kingdom of God, God is in all his world, working in various channels, -upon different planes,
through a great variety of instrumentalities, leavening the world and the church, with a view to bringing to pass his strange act-to pour out his Spirit
of truth upon all flesh; to institute the reign of
law, equity, international justice, and brotherhood
in Christ. We take the optimistic, the hopeful and
trustful view, that all things work together for
good-; that God is at the helm, directing the course
of all events to that 'great consummation toward
which the whole creation moves.
Great evils exist; appalling wickedness, monumental selfishness, and sin in its varied phases prevail. This untoward' condition is to be duly
recognized, its hindering, corrupting powers to be
measured and wisely contended against; but as
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stated, it is not permanent. It is a perversion which
will in due time be healed and overcome. We believe
God will conserve all the good in men and their institutions; that while there will be "great destructions
among the wicked," there will also be great recognition of and good to. those who in every nation are·
seeking God and working righteousness. Their
name is legion, and God recognizes, loves, and will
preserve them. Many of them in due time will come
to the church of ·God. They are moved in their
course of action by the inspiration that is moving
the church, lal\oring not because of themselves, but
because impelled by a divine influence which appeals
to their l0ve of justice. It is the work of the church
to give them evidence of its divine mission, that it
may call them to her light and enlist them in her
service.
There is always more of good than of evil, more to
rejoice in than to mourn over. Many who read of
and witness the "evil" and "calamity" and "fearful
sights/' lose sight of· the permanent, constructive,
optimistic side of the picture. We should be hopeful, "cheerful in our warfare, that we may be joyous in om: triumph." We should believe that truth
does now triumph; hope should have its place in
our effectual service. The evil and calamity are
destined to give way to the day of better things.
While we deplore them, we are bidden to rejoice
in the near approach of a better order. Evil defeats
itself. Immediately upon its appearance, opposite
and contending forces set themselves in motion to
annul and destroy the wrong. Only those who
march in harmony with the movements of the stars
can ever finally succeed and gain the real victory.
Evil men are waxing worse and worse; but good
men and women and organizations for good are
everywhere growing stronger and stronger, cooperating with God and man. Manifestations of wrong
conditions emphasize and make clear the necessity
for right in all lines of life. There is, after all,
a great majority among all mankind who love_ the
truth and who will be saved because of their integrity. Much of wrong condition is the result of
present environment; if the race were 1·eally
taught, as they should be taught, to see
the actual situation, there would be more. of
right and less of wrong. It is our work to believe
and to go forward with confidence in teaching "all
nations" the gospel of power to save. If we teach
it as it ought to be taught, giving an exposition of
the truth in theory and in practice,. the light of
Zion will be acknowledged .more and more. Zion is
to become very g1:eat and "very. glorious" because
of her rightness. It is written that, "Out of Zion,
the perfection of beauty, God hath shined."
Never ·before. has there been. such manifestation
of intelligence, good will, charity,. such desfre for
light and progress, as now. Political, social, reliwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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gious evolution is at work preparing the way for the
new order under Christ. What men are studying and
striving for is the result of that light which has
come into the world in this dispensation of truth.
"Better a cycle in Europe than a century in Cathay";
better ten years of life in the progressing, throbbing,
living present, than treble the time in a stagnant
past. This is, after all, the greatest age the world
has ever seen. Never was there a greater demand
for, never a better time to extend, our work. Narrow religious and social prejudices are passing away,
too small for the prevailing spirit of the age. "Grace
and fav01·" promised the church is being realized.
What we need first, primarily, is complete consecration of ourselves, as the people of God. If we
are consecrated in spirit, our all will in due time
be brought under the spirit of the law. Love will
then be the ruling principle, and without love-genuine, outflowing, heartfelt love, we can never be
qualified for the work, even though we have the
eloquence of angels and give our bodies to be burned.
Love-"the love of the Father"-must be the indwelling force that shall work this great miracle of
change. Love works miracles and melts away obstacles like dew before the sun. Force seeks to compel,
but not convert the will; love leads, teaches, frees,
and evolves the entire being. With the consecration
of self throughout the body we shall be able to realize
a "great endowment" of power and th1:1s "compel"
men and women "to come in" to the "great supper."
The Lord is ready and will cause the faithful to
be ready for this advance movement in due time,
and at no distant day. His army is to become "very
great" before that work is to be accomplished.
It requires time for a people to reach the condition of development necessary for so great a work.
We chave been preparing for it. Our young people,
thousands of them, have been receiving a tutelage
in the church, also by means of the Sunday school
work, the Religio, and in the home. The Daughters
of Zion have taken up and continued a great work
of preparation among the mothers and daughters
in Israel, involving the important features and interests of the family life and home circle, a department of important work that is yet in its infancy,
and destined to widen its field of labor.
The church, including the several auxiliary organizations, is developing an intelligent spirituality
based upon knowledge and experience. The college
is furnishing an opportunity to quite a number of
our young people to obtain an education. The Saints'
Homes supply many otherwise homeless aged with ·
a home among the people of the Lord. The Sanitarium, untler the direction of the Physician to the
church and other officers, .provides spiritual, helpful,
sanitary conditions. for the afflicted, and we trust
that in due· time, under those in charge, it will disseminate knowledge concerning health, hygiene, etc.,

and also. be a means of qualifying those who as phy,..
sicians and trained nurses will.do much good in ministering· to and teaching the · people. In all these
necessary and legitimate lines of endeavor the church
is entitled to the enlightenment and grace of the
Holy Spirit. If spirituality is developed and maintained by the people of God, in all their callings, as
all are under obligation to seek God, "doing all
things by much prayer and faith," as commanded
in the law, a power and grace will attend all those
who labor in the ·various departments that will
cause the spiritual life of the body to be recognized
by the people among whom we labor; hence there
will be knowledge, light, wisdom, purity, and other
attendant fruits of' the Spirit of truth, which are
the greatest and most attracting forces in the
world. We have much material that is largely quiescent, unawakened, undeveloped. The striking
force and power of the church will be equivalent to
its spiritual development, to its "preparedness." No
church movement has ever grown without inner
growth and missionary effort; but the missionary
influence abroad is measured by its inner power to
reach out and influence the world.
What the world has of good in letters, arts, science, etC., we may have and use, and doubtless may
extend or further develop. The light of the world
diffused among men is ours to accept and profit by.
The progressive spirit of the age, moving in proper
lines, has affected and will continue to leaven the
church.
But-and it should be emphasized and remembered always and be the guiding star of our endeavors in all things-spirituality, intelligent
spiritual discernment, based upon actual knowledge
of God and maintained communion with him-"a
closer walk with God," a constant realizing arid inner
consciousness of the divine presence in the heart, is
the vital necessity of the ho~r and the key to our
success. This will insure what the outlook promises.
"No one is wise enough after the flesh"; no one has
ever been sufficient in himself or by the wisdom of
the world alone; nor can he be. The Lord has
summed up the situation in this declaration: "Zion
can not "be built' up unless it is by the principles of
the celestial kingdom, otherwise I can not receive
her unto myself; and my people must needs be
ch~stened until they learn obedience, if it must needs
be, by the things which they suffer." It is consecration of self, of heart, that the church needs. If
we can attain unto it-ministry and laity-to the
extent that God will be sought for and the mind
and the endowment of his Spirit b~ with his servants and people, the outlook is sure and steadfast
for success. This we understand the Lord is seeking to prepare his people for.
What we have realized of the import of the Spirit,
especially during the opening year, has led us to
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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this -hopeful, optimistic view of the outlook. Concerning· it the Lord has said to the church: "So
be ye encouraged and press on to the consummation
designed of .God for his people-unity, honor, sanctification, and glo1·y. Amen."
LAMONI, IOWA.

• +. +.

FIFTY YEARS OF CHURCH GROWTH.
BY H. A. STEBBINS, FOR THIRTY-TWO YEARS GENERAL
CHURCH RECORDER.

ELDER H. A. STEBBINS.

Church Recorder, 1874-1906.

The work of reorganizing the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints had its beginning in the
coming together of a little band of patriots in special
- conference on June 12 and 13, 1852. These men
were weary and ;heartsick over the sad results and
experiences of following self-appointed leaders.
Also in answer to fasting and prayer for instruction from on high, some of these men had received
revelations which they were satisfied were from the
Lord, and by these they were assured that he would
shortly raise up a man of his own choice to again
take charge of his church on earth.
The meeting place of these earnest seekers for
light and divine guidance, was a small grove situated
in Newark Township, Rock County, Wisconsin,
about six miles northwest of Beloit. The writer of
this well remembers as a young boy visiting the
grove soon after the conference, and in mental vision he can still see the room cut out among the saplings where those men met.
(However, his
immediate family was not included with any Latter

Day Saints.) ·At that place those· brethren from
val'ious factions affirmed and promulgated their
views as. expressed in a series of ·eight 'resolutions,
especially as to the sac1·ed. books, and as to church
government, and God's authority to man.
Also appeared their hope of a 1•eorganization, and
their ti·ust in the divine purpose to so accomplish
by bringing forth a son of Joseph Smith as the
legal and proper one to preside over the church, and
to help direct its affairs. There appears to have
been entire unanimity in this idea as well as in the
others.
In April of the following year, 1853, an organization was effected, and from that time proselytes increased, particularly in southern Wisconsin and
northern Illinois. However, the converts were only
one or two membe1·s in a place, or a family or so,
and but one branch was immediately organized, that
called the Yellowstone or Zarahemla. Branch, in
Lafayette County, Wisconsin. On its record were
enrolled by Samuel Blair, the first General Recorder,
the immes and birth and baptismal dates of nearly all
adherents living in Wisconsin. Also at Zarahemla
was held the October conference of 1852, and the
April and October sessions of 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856,
1857, and 1858. That branch included the family
names of the Gurleys, Deams, Briggses, Wilder~
muths, Clines, Newkirks, Newberrys, Raseys, Hartshorns, Butterfields, Godfreys, Griffithses, Harlows,
etc. And the writer of this has the last sheet of the
record of that branch. It shows the last name entered is No. :).37, no other names following it.
The conference of April, 1859, met with the Saints
in Boone County, Illinois, and on April 9, a branch
was organized there. Also during 1859 branches
were organized at Amboy, Batavia, and Fox River
in Illinois, and those named Little River, Franklin,
Farm Creek, Boomer, ·Belvidere, Union Grove, and
· Gallands Grove in Iowa. All these' and possibly one
or two others were in existence in April, 1860, when
Joseph, the son of .Toseph, came in charge of the
chm·ch. But the1·e does not appear in the conference
minutes between 1853 and 1860 any statistical report of the Church Recorder, nor any idea as to how
many members they knew of or estimated as composing the body, counting thos() in branches and the
scattering ones. And it is quite certain that Samuel
Blair's successors in office, Z. H. Gurley and W. W.
Blair, made no general record of names and items.
I beg·an branch and district record/ work in February, 1868, and from what I learned then I doubt
if. the eleven branches p1·eviously named here had
such i·ecords themselves, probably only had 'lists of
names and the items of when born and when baptized, even if all had that much.
.
But I find by Book A that in 1859-1860, nine of
the eleven branches mentioned gave to the Church
Recorder either a list of names_ or stated havlng -a
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certain number each, and that the nine aggregated
one hundred and seventy-three members, Batavia
and Belvidere (Iowa) not giving· either the number
or the names. The Yellowstone (or Zai:ahemla)
Branch had become disorganized before those years,
by reason of removals, or because so many members lived too far away to meet there. The eleven
branches probably aggregated about two hundred
membei·s in April, 1860, and with ·Scattering ones
likely there were four hundred members, or possibly
nearly five hundred, at the time of the Amboy Conference, April, 1860, when Joseph came.
In 1860 and 1861 there were large accessions, and
in those years thriving branches were organized at
Mission, Sandwich, Marengo, Henderson Grove,
Nauvoo, and Pittsfield; in Illinois; Montrose, String
Prairie, Nashville, Glenwood, Nephi, Boyer, North
Star, Council Bluffs, Raglan, Crescent City, · and
Little Sioux, Iowa; Galien, Michigan; Burlington,
Wisconsin; Whitestown,' Indiana; Syracuse, Ohio;
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; and Buckhorn, Canada.
Perhaps a few others were organized ·but not reported until later, and I do not know which ones if
any were. An excellent growth also continued
thtough 1862 and onward.
· The first attempt to estimate the numerical
strength of the whole church was made in April,
1868, when Bro. M. H. Forscutt, as clerk of the
conference, compiled the figures from branch and
district reports then sent in. His .list included
seventy-one branches which counted· up 2,385 members. But from my knowledge of the church at that
time, I doubt if over two thirds of the branches reported then. Probably there were 3,600 and it may
be 3,800 members in 1868. At least in the eight
years since 1860 the church had grown about eight
hundred per cent, or from 400 to 3,600 members.
In 1871 better success in his estimates was had by
Brother Forscutt, then Church Secretary. He did
not base his reports on the church records, to any
great extent, nor did Brother Sheen, the Recorder
from 1860 to 1874, make any statistical reports to
the conferences. Brother Forscutt compiled his reports in part from the Church Record, and in part
from district conference -minutes in the HERALD,
which told of the number that many branches reported as their membership. A:rrd branches not
reported at all he simply computed as having so
many members, hence the totals were very uncertain. Even the branch reports were very deficient,
so that Brother Sheen could not make a complete
record of names and items_ without a large cor:respo.ndeilce. Yet from 1868 to 1874 the Books A and
B show an advance in reporting and recording
names and items of birth, baptism, ordination, and
loss and gain more than they had previously.
In 1872 Brother Forscutt again made estimates
along with the records, and counting out errors and

duplicates, and the disorganized · branches, there
were then about two hundred and fifty branches and
nearly 8,000 members. After that no more reports
until 1876. And in the trouble about the records
that followed the death of the Recorder in 1874,
many branch reports could not be found and from
that time on a large coiTespondence was necessary
to find the deficiencies by sending full lists to be
revised and corrected, and by obtaining complete
copies of many branch books before reliable records
.could be had for a complete report. But after partial reports in 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879, the Recorder, who was chosen in 1874, had so far succeeded
by April, 1880, that he could report three hundred
and seventy-five branches actually existing, and all
but thirteen of th~m on the record, and all fairly
correct in names and items, tho,ugh lacking completeness. The footings .showed a total of 12,827
membership, being a net gain of· at least 4,800 in
the nine years since 1871, and probably more, because the reports of 1871 and 1872 were largely by
conjecture.
··
In the decade from 1880 to 1890 the church almost
doubled in its membership, in the 1890 report only
lacking 49 of being 24,000 to its credit. Again in
the next decade, 1890 to 1900, it came well toward
another doubling period, the 1900 · report showing
43,824 membership, or nearly 20,000 net gain in the
ten years. The largest increase in one year was
3,556 in 1897, and the smallest was 1,319 in 1899';
but the average gaip in that period was close to
2,000 per year over all losses, making a total of
43,824 membership.
The Recorder's report for April, 1909, gave 59,256 as the number then, and likely 1910 will show
well toward 61,000: Looking at this goodly number
we can well say that if there had been since 1860
an equal or parallel growth in righteousness, in devotion, in zeal, and in walking in the path of "pure
and undefiled religion," all along since the 400 of
1860 grew to the 60,000 of 1910, the1·e would have been no stopping at 60,0QO, but inatead there would
be now an almost unnumbered host to answer to roll
call as true Latter Day Saints, and all the reproach
because of past evil doers would long since have disappeared. But that is impossible until the great
day of immortality comes, and in the millennium the
children shall "grow up without sin unto salvation,"
as the Lord has promised. (Doctrine and Covenants
45: 10.)
As for our missionary work in foreign lands, we
can not say that we have done as much abroad as
we have at home. But the time to do that is before
us, and the day will come in God's providence when
men will preach the gospel to the nations in their
own languages, by his power, ·as never before.
However, in January, 1863, Bro. Charles Derry
sailed for England, the first foreign missionary
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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from the Reorganized Church. ·In May, 1863, Brn·. fields. Bro. John Shippy was appointed in charge
J. W. Briggs and Jeremiah Jeremiah also arrived there early in the sixties, and Brn. J. H. Lake and
in the British Isles, and in both England and Wales G; E. Deuel went in 1866. Many laborers have done
the three engaged in gospel work. In 1864, Brn. faithful work in Canada, and now over 5,000 memT. E. Jenkins, J. T. Phillips, and Thomas Revel bers are on record there, besides many hundreds
went to those countries. In 1865, Bro. John W. who have removed to the United States and the
Lewis went, and in 1866, Brn. George Hatt, Thomas hundreds who have died in the forty-five years since
·
Standeven, Joseph Boswell, ,and J. D. Jones arrived the first baptisms by us.
there, also Bi·o. G. M. Rush began in Scotland. In
the same year Bro. J. W. Briggs again went to. EngFOUNDING OF LAMONI AND REMOVAL OF HERALD
land, accompanied by Bro. Josiah Ells. In 1880
OFFICE TO 'i'HAT PLACE.
the Church Recorder's report showed over 600 memb~rs in the British Isles;· besides many who had BY ELDER A. S. COCHRAN, WHO FOR FIFTEEN YEARS WAS
SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION.
emigrated to America.. And after many years of
continued emigTation there· ar.e over 1,500 names
The removal of the Herald Office plant from
reported as members in England; Wales, and Scot-· Plano, Illinois, was ~n .event of much importance
land.
·
to the church and its publiShing interests, as wen· as
In 1873, m1ss10n
fo the new town: Prior
work was begun · in
to the fall of 1879 the
Switzerland by Brn.
terminus of the railJ. L. Bear and John
road was at Leon, the
Avondet, ·and they
county seat of Decatur
also labored to ·a small
County, which iS fifdegree in Gennany
teen miles from Laand Italy. ' B1;othet
moni, so that in the
Bear went again in
summer and early fall
1880, but the most .of
of that year a crop of
the converts came to
corn stood on the land
America, few remainwhere the depot and
ing in Europe: Other
that portion of the
ministers hav~ labored
town south of the
briefly since then, and
main
street
now
now Brn. C. C. J oehnk
stands. The increase
and A. Kippe are doin
the
numerical
ing a steady work in
strength of the church
Germany, with prosA LAMONI HOME.
and the future prepects of an abiding
saged
for it and the
This is the house of Elder Asa S. Cochran, built in 1880.
membership.
desire for the welfare
The first missionaries to Denmark, Sweden, and of its members had led to the organization of what
Norway were Brn. Magnus Fyrando and H. N. Han- it known as the "First United 'Order of Enoch,'' an
sen, who went in 1875, and Bro. P; N. Brix, who account of which will be found in HERALD for Janjoined them in 1876. The last named died there in uary 22, 1908, page 78.
The sweet singer of the church, Bro. David H.
1886. The majority of those they baptized came
soon to America. More now remain because of the Smith, in one of his sweet, inspirational hymns,
continuance there of Missionaries Peter Muceus and shows this feeling which was prevalent among the
J. H. Hansen. Recorder's report for 1907 shows Saints. The opening verse is as follows:
102 members in those countries.
"Give us room that we may dwell!
The Society Islands work was begun in 1873, 1874
Zion's children cry aloud,
by Brn. Glaud Rodger and C. W. Wandell, and conSee their numbers how they swell,
tinued in 1884 by Bro. T. W. Smith, and by many
How they gather like a cloud."
others since then. Result in 1886 was 715 names
on record. In 1890 the Recorder had 1,176, and in
As stated in the article above referred to, said
1900 the net enrollment was 1,957 members. The association at its first meeting held at Council Bluffs,
1909 report had 1,785 .net membership.
Iowa, September 19, 1870, appointed a board of
In 1890 began the work in Honolulu, Sandwich directors who were authorized to appoint a comIslands, by Brn. Albert Haws and G. J. Waller. mittee to seek a location where they could purchase
In 1909 the Recorder had 179 names net.
·
land and to carry .into effect the purposes of that
Canada ·has been the most fruitful of all foreign organiZation. Said committee, consisting of Elijah
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Banta, David Dancer, Israel L. Rogers, and' Phineas
Cadwell, visited various places in the States of Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, and Iowa. Light was
given them from time to time in their research and
others not of their number received manifestations
in regard to their labors, one of which I will insert
as given by Bro. A. W. Moffet, as found in Autumn
Leaves, volume 2, page 19, entitled, "Vision of Lamoni."
I wi·ite a dream or vision I
once had, for I · do not know
whether I was asleep or awake .
. . . I saw in the night, myself
and three other men on a high
rolling prairie. We had a team
with us. One of us had a spade,
and with it were spading in the
ground. It seemed that a question was asked by some one (not
of our number, for there was no
one present but the four of us):
"What are you doing?" The
answer was, "We· are preparing
to lay the foundation for the redemption of Zion." . . . I often
thought of the dream or vision,
whichever it was, and wondered
what it meant, until it passed
from my mind. I thought no
more about it until some time
after the Committee on Location
came here, and I took my team
and a spade, a~d drove them '
over on the prairie in Fayette
Township. We took the spade
to try the depth and fertility of
the soil; with what results has
alre~dy been (jeveloped.

headquarters of the church will be needful in the
near future."
A co~mittee of observatipn ~nd inquiry was· appointed, whose duty it should be to make inquiry
respecting the facilities offered by certain localities,
hereinafter named, and such other points as they.
may select, for the best interest of the church, and
such as said business center-may demand, including
the centralizing of the chief offices; and annual as-·

AN OLD LAMONI LANDMARK.
One of the three houses that stood on the present site of Lamoni when the town was
founded. The author of this article is seen in the foreground.

As stated in the article referred to above, over
thirty-three hundred acres of land were purchased,
the~ greater part in the township mentioned by
Brother Moffet.
.
It is evident that the leading men of the church
early in the seventies contemplated a removal from
Plano, for Article 5 of the Articles of Incorporation
of the Church, which were adopted September 14,
1872, provided that a committee on location of the
business center of the church, consisting of the
First P·residency, Bishopric, and Board of Publication, should constitute a Board of Removal.
The General Conference, on April 10, 1876, -by
resolution, requested this board to take active steps
to remove the business center from Plano, Illinois.
On May 11, 1876, that board held a meeting, consisting of Brn. Joseph Smith and W. W. Blair, of the
Presidency, I. L. Rogers; Bishop, and David Dancer
and H. A. Stebbins, his counsefors, and John Scott,
who with some of the others composed the Board
of Publication. The unanimous opinion expressed at
this meeting was, "That a re-location of the business

sembling of the ministerial and business authorities
and the membership of the church for conference
and fellowship ; the business of the Bishopric and
the publishing department. Brn ... W. W. Blair, Israel
L. Rogers, and David Dancer were appointed said.
committee.
At a meeting of the Presidency, Bishopric, and
Board of Publication held at Plano, Illinois, June
6, 1876, W. W. Blair, chairman of the committee
of inquiry, read letters from various persons representing the various localities indicated as follows:
Robert M. Elvin, Nebraska City; Nebraska; Phineas
Cadwell, Logan, Iowa; Z. H. Gurley, George Adams,
and W. Hudson, Sedgwick, Iowa;· W. D. Morton,
W.R. Sellon, and Sister Holstein, Burlington, Iowa;_
John Buriington, Saint Joseph,_ Missouri; James Caffall, Council Bluffs, Iowa; William T; Kyte, Saint
Louis, Missouri; J. R. Badham and William Redfield, Shenandoah, Iowa; William Leeka, Plum Hollow, Iowa; Thomas W. Smith, Stewartsville,
Missouri; and .Richard Lambert, of Hancock,County,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Quoting· from editorial in the HERALD for· October
15, 1881, we present the following:

Resolved, That the business center of the R~organized
President Jo.seph Smith left Plano, October 7, wlth hi~
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints be changed from
family and household effects for Lamoni.
Plano, Illinois, to the southwest corner of Decatur. County,
This issue closes the stay of the HERALD in Plano, Kendall
Iowa, or vicinity, as soon as it shall be practicable, and that
all the leading officers of the church with the press and pub- · County, Illinois. It came here in 1863, and was kindly relishing department, he removed to said location when a suit- ceived by the leading citizens of the place.. It began its
career here with a list of three hundred subsci'ibers, many of
able site is determined upon.
them free; and some of them taking several copies .. It had a
An executive committee, consisting of W.W. Blair, press. ·and fixtures costing about two hundred and seventyDavid Dancer, and John Scott, was appointed, whose five dollars; and occupied one room about eighteen by twenty
feet square. . . . It will reach Lamoni,
Decatur County, Iowa, and begin a new
departure (on the old way) with an
eight-horse power engine, two cylinder
power presses, and a jobber press, with

type and other fixtures to match, and
office two stories high, thirty by sixtyfive feet in size (engine room attached),
an editor, bookkeeper, superintendent,
and five compositors.

The editor was President Joseph
Smith, the bookkeeper Bro. Lawrence Conover, the superintendent
Bro. John Scott, the compositors
Brn. William H. Deam and William
Crick, now ·of Independence, Missouri, and Sr. Carrie L. Smith, now
wife of Bro. F. M. Weld, of Lamoni, Sr. Zadie V. Smith, first
wife of Bro. R. S. Salyards, and
Sr. M:. Annie Scott, now wife of
Daniel Anderson, postmaster of
Lamoni. The brethren mentioned
THE HERALD OFFICE.
and their families, and Srs. Mary
Erected at Lamoni in 1881. A wing containing rooms for the general church
officers was added at a later date. President Smith, John Scott, William
J. Cazaly, Janet Black, Julia
Crick, Asa Cochran, William Deam, and other old-time members of the office
Marks, Martha E. Kearney, and
force are seen in the foreground.
her son, Willis W. Kearney, made
duty was to solicit means, purchase lands, and locate a very important addition to the population of the
a business center.
town then but two years old; as well as the Herald
In the spring of.. 1878, a quarter section of land Office building adding materially to the improvement
was purchased in New Buda Township from Mr. of the town. As commodious as the new building
Isaac Swygart. This was afterwards sold to Bro. was at the outset, the additional growth made it
Thomas France, in the summer of 1879. The rail- necessary in the summer of 1892 to erect the addiroad was extended from Leon by the Leon, Mt. Ayr, tion to the building, the two floors of which, with
and Southwestern Railroad Company, the town of the basement, made the same am~mnt of floor space
Lamoni laid out, a survey for a line of railroad to as the original building. The addition of a bookSaint Joseph, Missouri, by the way of Eagleville, bindery to the plant necessitated the removal of. the
Loraine, and Bethany. The company afterward press depa1·tment to the basement of the new pa1·t,
changed the survey, making the junction at what is and suitable offices for the Presidency, Bishop, and
now known as Togo, instead of Lamoni, laying out Church Recorder were located in the addition.
the towns of Andover, Blythedale, arid Ridgeway,
·o ..:. • + •
avoiding towns already established and getting much
better ground for a roadbed than they would have
"You can't learn to win until you learn to lose.
had by the other proposed i·oute, although the first Temporary failure is a chrysalis from· which many
route perhaps would have been much more conven- a full-winged success has soared. The knowledge
ient f<;>r Lamoni.
that a. setback is sometimes a timely brake instead
Not much was accomplished hi the matter of the of a permanent break, is a tremendous factor in the
proposed i·e-location until the summer of 1881. building of a career."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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I well remembe1· what a sensation the news created; his proposed visit was the subject of conversation on the streets and in the homes of the Saints.
I had great ideas as to the appearance of a prophet
of God; to my boyish mind he was a being. very
different from others on this mundane sphere, and
I clothed him with personal attributes and characteristics almost divine ; so I conside1·ed myself
very fortunate to have the privilege of looking upon
the face of a prophet of God and to hear .him speak.
The eventful day finally arrived. The church in
which the Saints met seated only about a hundred
persons. To be sure of getting a seat I was one of'.
the first at the meeting house where I sat up in the
front where I could get a good view of the prophet.
At last the· long expected personage appeared, in
company with' Jeremiah Jeremiah, president of the
branch, and Edwin Stafford, all occupying seats on
the old-fashioned half-moon platform.
Childhood impressions are vivid a'ud lasting and
I now see him distinctly in memory as I looked upon
him then. Truth compels me to state that I was
greatly disappointed with his appearance, as I had
in mind all the time a being of abnormal physical
appearance, while before me sat a seemingly very
humble man, wearing ordi!J,ary clothes, with no
adornment whatever, and having quiet and unassuming manners. He· was slight in build, with black
hair and whiskers,--a decidea contrast to our venerable P1·esident of to-day ·at the age of seventy-seven
years. I was favorably imp:ressed with his dark,
piercing eyes which 'seemed to penetrate one's very
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
soul, but at the same time his intense gaze was
My father and mother, David and· Ma.rtha Grif- modified by a kindly, sjrmpathPtic expression, makfiths, became identified with the Church of Jesus ing his thin face not unattractive. He had a large
Christ of Latter Day Saints in South Wales, during amount of personal magnetism about him which
the year in which Joseph the Martyr. was. assassi- Prew even little children.
nated, 1844. They left Wales and eventually located
He impressed me as being only an ordinary
in Syracuse, Ohio.
~uPaker, not having had over six or seven years of
Soon after moving there Apostles W. W. Blair and uulpit experience at this time. Of late years I have
James Blakeslee appeared and my parents united sat listeninJl: to his wis(') counsel, able arguments,
with the. Reorganization in 1864 under the adminis- and marked ability as an interesting- pulpiteer, and
tration of these brethren, by whom also I was blessed I have compa1·ed him with the Joseph of forty-three
years ago.
at the same time.
The comparison fills me with amazement at the
My object in giving the above brief sketch is to
show how I became interested in the work, as my wonderful change which God made in the man and in
early training and home environment instilled in me the preacher. ·
As I sat. there, a ten-year-old boy, little did I
great confidence in the church and its officials. (It
should be remembered that it is characteristic of think that I shoJild be so closely associated with the
the ·welsh nation to reverence those in authority.) speaker before me in carrying- on the angel's mesAt the close of the Civil War my parents moved sage and in helping him build llP the kingdom in
to Saint David, Illinois, a small hamlet where there the last days. The reverence and love instilled by
was quite a branch; in fact it was almost a Latter my parents in my youthful mind have grown .with
Day Saints' town. Soon after our arrival word was larger acquaintance and more mature years.
received that young Joseph, the prophet, was 'going ·
After a lapse of thirteen. years (in the meantime
to pay the branch a visit. This was about forty- having been: ordained an elder and placed •under
three years ago, at which time l was a})out ten years General Conference appointment) I again met him
in the early fall of 1879;.at the home of Elijah Banta;
of age.
MY EARLIEST RECOLLECTION '.OF PRESIDENT
JOSEPH SMITH.
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Lamoni, Iowa, At this time Lamoni was not much
of a town, as there we1·e only a few houses around
the depot, a store run by Samuel Gurley, ·and, I
think, a small church building.
I distinctly remember the kindly advice received
from Brother Joseph during our sojourn there,
which proved to. be a source of great strength and
encouragement to me. From here I went to Gallands Grove, Iowa, to attend the General Conference
which was then held
: twice a year. This grove
was large and beautiful
and there seemed to be
several . hunderd tents
pitched on the grounds,
which gave much the
same appearance as one
of our modern reunions.
On the afternoon of
the day of my arrival
President Smith announced that I wou1d be
the speaker at eleven
o'clock on the following
day and would be as. sisted by W. T. Bozarth.
This being my first inGOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
troduction to General
From a photo taken in 1866, Conference, and having
about the time when he first saw never met with an aposPresident Smith.
tle before, I felt very
much depressed at the thought of having to face such
a large audience and to preach before so many of
the high dignitaries of the church. Brother Bozarth and I slept together that night, or rather we
went to bed together, but the spirit of deep sleep
wasn't troubling me, but the thought of having to
preach the next day was! Finally I thought I had
a brilliant idea, which was to have Brother Bozarth
occupy the pulpit in my place; this he finally consented to do. I was very much relieved and did
not give the next day's service and sermon much
thought. However, at the close of the prayer meeting_ the next morning, Brother Joseph came to me
and said, "I understand· you are not going to be
the speaker this morning." I then told him of the
arrangement Brother Bozarth and I had made, but
my plan did not meet with his approval, for in
an authoritative manner he said, "You are going to
be the speaker. as announced."
You can imagine my feelings as I walked up
toward the stand.. I really felt like a lamb being
led to the slaughter. Just then Brother Joseph took
me by the hand and said in a kindly, sympathetic
voice, "Be not afraid, for. the Lord will bless you
with his Spirit and you will have good liberty."
As I arose to begin the sermon and looked over that
large audience I saw Brother Joseph only a few
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feet away, with those piercing, black eyes looking
right through me.
Conditions were now reversed! I was no ionger
the ten-year-old boy looking at him; but t:qe
prophet, comfortably seated with his back against
a tree, was now looking at me, ready to hear what
I had to say. I felt very much embarrassed at first,
but soon learned that I had his prayers and sympathy, and when I had finished my se1·mon he was
the first to come forward to clasp me by the hand,
bidding me godspeed. I was. surely blessed by the
Lord on this occasion as Brother Joseph said I
This incident, and many of like
would be.
character ·could be related, if space permitted,
greatly increased my confidence in God and his
prophet.
Now, after thirty-three .years' constant service in
the ministry and nearly twenty-three years' in the
Quorum of the ·Twelve, laboring under his. immediate direction, listening to his counsel and. receiving many divine instructions through letters from
him relating to my family and my ministry, .prophetic warning, etc., considering an these my confidence in our gray-haired brother has constantly
grown that he is a prophet of the most high God,
called to lertd the Church· of -Jesus Christ in this
day.
A marked chlJ.racteristic of President Smith; one
which I together with many others of the ministry
have criticised .in the past, is his leniency towards
erring ones. As. I have grown in age and experience
I have arrived at the conclusion that the course
he has pursued in this respect was in harmony with
the divine mind and was Christ-like. The rising
generation of leaders can well follow in his footsteps in this regard.
When young joseph assumed the leadership of
the church he faced an apostasy and its terrible
dregs; factional leaders antagonized his every move;
confidence was destroyed, and the Israel of the last
days was in a wilderness. It required a Moses to
get divine order out of this satanic chaos. Time
and the present condition of the church have demonstrated that .the Lord selected the right man for
the herculean task.
He has now ·been the· leader of the church for
fifty years ; he started that leadership right on assuming the presidency of the church at Amboy, Illinois, April 6, 1860, when he outlined his policy in
his memorable speech on that occasion.
The confidence in which he is held by the ministry
and the Saints in general; the approval of the divine
mind as manife!'lted by his still being used as the
mouthpiece of the Lord, all bear unmistakable evidence that he is clOsing his half century of leadership
right before God and acceptably to .the Saints.
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
COLUMBUS,

OHIO, December 3, 1909.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE FIRST PRESIDENCY OF THE
REORGANIZATION.

ors until the April conference of 1873, when by
revelation William W. Blair and David H. Smith,

[EDITOR'S NoTE.-President Smith;s work as Editor has
been contemporaneous with his work as President of the
church. So we feel that this brief history of the First Presidency, written by the Church" Histcn~ian, will be of inte'rest in
the Jubilee number. With it will be found pictures of every
member--(with one exception) of the Presidency from 1S60
until now.]

WILLIAM W. BLAIR.

Counselor 1873-1896.

the youngest brother of the President, were chosen
as his counselors, and ordained under the hands of
J. W. Briggs, E. C. Briggs, and Josiah Ells, apostles;
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.
April 6, 1910, he will have occupied the Presidency fifty
years.

On April 6, 1860, at a General Conference held
at Amboy, Illinois, Joseph Smith, the oldest son of
the first President of the church, presented himself
to the Reorganization and was accepted, and his
position as President of the· church was acknowledged. He was accordingly ordained under the
hands of Z. H. Gurley, Samuel Powers, and William
W. Blair, apostles; and William Marks, high priest.
In accepting the position he stated that he had for
some· time past received manifestations pointing to
the position which he was about .to assume, and
added: "I have come in obedience to a power not
my own, and shall be dictated by the power that
sent me."
President Smith presided without counselors until
the April conference of 1863, when by revelation
William Marks was designated as a counselor and
was accordingly ordained by Joseph Smith, J. W.
Briggs, and E. C. Briggs.
The Ffrst Presidency continued with but two
members until May 22, 1872, when William Marks
died. President S1p.ith then· acted without counsel-

DAVID HYRUM SMITH.

Counselor 1873-1885.

Isaac Sheen, president of the. Quorum of High
Priests, and I. L. Rogers; Bishop of the church and
president of the Aaronic priesthood, it having been
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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specially proyided by the. revelation that these parties should be ordained by the' a:postles; arid .that
the president of the Quorum of High Priests, and
pr,esidenf of the lesser priesthood should assist. ·

BISHOP E.' {.

K~~LEi

-

- Counselor 1897-1902.

PATRIARCH ALEXANDER H. SMITH.

c.oun-sefor 1897-1902.

A short tim13 subsequent to these ordinations
David It Smith 'became incapacitated for service,
but continued_ to .be acknowledged in that position
by the church until April conference of 1885, when
he was by command of the Spirit released. This
left but two members of the quorum, and in this
condition it co_ntinued m1til April 18, 1896; when
Elder Blair died suddenly while on his \return to
Lamoni from the Kirtland, 0}_1io, conference.
At the April con;ference of 1897, ·at Lamoni, Iowa,
Elder Alexander H. Smith, who had been temporarily acting by- consent after the death of Elder
Blair, was by revelation· called and set apart as counselor to his -brother, and was ordained under the
_hands of President Joseph'Smith and others. Elder
Edmund L. _ Kelley,· Presiding Bishop of the church,
was also called by revelation to act temporarily- as _
a counselor and was blessed to so act under the
hands, of Edmund C. Briggs and others.

.: _, . ' - _ -_ .\
Counselor 1902 until the ·1fresent time; -
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The First Presidency thus
formed was sustained and continued to act as such until April, 1909,
when by the authority of a revelation a change was effected by the. release of. Richard , C. Evans, arid
the · selection and ordination of
· Elbert A. Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa,
the only son of David H. Smith .
. He was ordained April 20, 1909,
under the hands of President Joseph Smith and William H. Kelley.
The First Presidency at the present time is therefore composed of
Joseph _Smith, of Independence,
Missouri, President; Frederick M.
Smith, Of Independence, Missouri,
and Elbert A, Smith, Of Lamoni,
Iowa, counselors-. .
The members of this quorum are
designated in revelation asap6stles
. and h~gh priests,: presidents of the
high priesthood, arid the First
Presidi;!ncy over the entire church.
HEMAN C. SMITH,
Church Historian.

JOSEPH SMITH, F. M. SMITH, R. C. !ilVANS.c

, The Presidency 1902-190l:I.

Thequorumthus continued until the General Conference of 1902; when President
Joseph
Smith pre.
sented to the conference a vision in which he saw
seated with himself ill the assembly his eldest son,
Frederick M. Smith, and R. C. Evans, of the Quorum
of_ Twelve: The conference; after indorsement by
the several quorums, recognized this as sufficient
.authority ·for ordaining them· as counselors· to· the
President o:l.' the church. They were accordingly
ordained .·on ApriL 20, . 1902, · Frederick .M. Smith
under the hands of J. W. Wight and President
Joseph Smith; Richard C. Evans under the hands
of President Joseph Smith and J. w. Wight.

ELBERT A. SMITH.

Counselor 1909 until the
present time.
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THE ADVANCE GUARD OF THE ARMY OF·THE LORD

. IN 1873.
The cut that accompanies this article is reproduced from a photograph taken at Park's Mills near
Council Bluffs, Iowa, during the semiannual conference, September, 1873. It· shows a section of
the "army of the Lord''. as it appeared· at that time.
It is a silent witness of the great· changes that have
taken place in the personnel of the church. Of the
six men standing in the front ro-ws prominent leaders
of the church at that time, only one remains. Five
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out. Through it William W. Blair and David H.
Smith were called to the Presidency; William H.
Kelley, Thomas W. Smith, James Caffall, John H .
Lake, Alexander H. Smith, Zenas H. Gurley, and
Joseph R. Lambert were called to be especial witnesses in the Quorum of Twelve Apostles, to be
. associated with Jason W. Briggs, Josiah Ells, and
Edmund C. Briggs who were already members of
that quorum. Certain other members were dropped
from the quorum and placed l!-mong the elders.
Archibald M. Wilsey, William D. Morton, and George
Rarick were called to be high priests; E. C. Brand,

AT PARK'S MILL, SEPTEMBER, 1873.
1. Joseph Smith. 2. David H. Smith. 3. William W. Blair. 4. Elijah Banta. 5. Israel L. Rogers. 6. David Dancer.
7. William H. Kelley. 8. J'ohn H. Lake. 9. Jason W. Briggs. 10. Edmund C. Briggs. 11. Joseph R. Lambert. 12. 0. P.
Dunham. 13. James Caffall. 14. H. J; Hudson. 15. Zenos H. Gurley, jr. 16. H. A. Stebbins. 17. J. H. Hansen. 18.
E. C. Branq. 19. James McKiernan. John A. Mcintosh, known as Uncle Johnny Mcintosh, may be seen qirectly back of
David H. Smith. Others in the group we are unable to identify.

have gone over on the other. side. Many others
represented in this picture have died. Some abandoned the faith ere they passed away. Others stood
firm and proved themselves strong and wise servants.
The year 1873 was one of the most important
years in the history of the Reorganization. During
that year the First Presidency was filled for the
first time, the Presiding Bishopric was filled for the
first time, seven new members were added to the
Quorum of Twelve Apostles, and important additions were made to the Quorum of High Priests
and the Seventies. March 3 of that year President
Smith received a revelation, now known as section
117 of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. This
was the fourth revelation received by him to find
place in the Book of Covenants, and in many ways
was the most important given to the church up to
that date. It was presented at the April conference
of that year and its provisions were duly carried

Charles W. Wandell, Duncan Campbell, Joseph
Lakeman, Glaud Rodger, John T. Davies, and John
S. Patterson we1·e called ·to be seventies. The Presiding Bishop was instructed to select two counselors; and in harmony with the revelation, the Presiding Bishop, Israel Rogers, selected Elijah Banta
and David Dancer. Two counselors had been_ selected prior to this, but for some reason had never
been ordained, and Bishop Rogers had acted alone.
It was said of the men thus selected for various
offices: "If these my servants will henceforth magnify their calling in honor befo1·e me, they shall become .men of power and excellent wisdom in the
assemblies of my people." This promise was fulfilled to a i·emarkable degree. That year was remarkable because of the number of high positions
that were filled during the year, and the very high
character of the men who were called· to fill those
positions, as it developed in the light of subsequent
·
events.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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In· the front ranks of the ·ministry, as shown in
this picture, desi1tJi,ated by the figures 1, 2, and 3,
appears the First Presidency as it was then constituted,. President Joseph Smith with his counselors; William W. Blair and David H. Smith. President Joseph Smith is seen standing in the middle of
this trio. He had then been in the Presidency thirteen years, a period longer than the time that his
father occupied in the Presidency of the church but
of course, not so long as. the time that he occupi~d a~
leade1· of the church. He had already proved himself a faithful, honorable, and wise servant. He was
known as a man of extraordinary vitality and
strength of body and mind, yet it could not have
been foreseen that· his ministry would continue
thirty-seven years longer, ·rounding out fifty years
in the Presidency~
·
At hisJeft is seen his first counselor William W.
~lail\ Elder Blair had been with the' Re6rganizat10n from 1857; Strong, self-reliant, and aggressive,. he was an excellent leader. He was well
eql]ipped for frontier missionary work, or as a defe~der of measures in the church that might meet
with a .d.egree·of opposition. He could smile genially
~ll day long, or when necessary he could set his lips
1n a straight, determined· line.
·
At the right of P.resident Smith is seen his youngest brother and sec~nd counselor~ David H. Smith.
He was a· man of brilliant and original thought but
his temperament was that of the artist and ~oet,
and he was not well fitted to meet the rough experiences of missionary work among hostile people, such
work as was forced upon the majority of the elders
in that early day. He could write inspired hymns
.and preach sermons that moved the multitude, but
he was not by nature what is known as a fighter,
and in the ordinary course of missionary work he
suffered keener joy and deeper sorrow than cam·e
to the lot of many of his colaborers. It could not
be seen at that time that his life's work was so very
nearly at a close.
To the left of the Presidency is seen the Presiding Bishopr.ic, with Bishop Israel Rogers in the
center. Bishop Rogers was the first bishop of the
Reorganization, having been ordained April 7 1860.
He continued in this ·office for twenty-two 'years.
In his time he was a pillar of strength to the church,
and came to its rescue in times of need: A typical
instance is thus recorded on page 782, volume 3, of
Church History:
In 1866 the General Conference ordered the preparation
. and publicat~.on of th.e I~spired Version of the Holy Sciiptm1es. -Special contr1but10ns and subscriptions were called
f!Jr, bu.t these did not equal the expenditures. However
Broth,er Rogers continued to meet all demands, and when th~
conference o~ 1870.came around, it was found that the account was overdi·awn about four thousand doilars. Then he
aros~ in· the assembly and said that he would . balance ·the
debt by giving it to· the church. In that day this seemed

a large gift; and, indeed, it was. a very imp'ortant matter
a very valuable gift at that time. He carried the church
through in the day it needed financial help not only then
but also at other times.
'
'

At the left of Bishop Rogers stands David Dancer, pr~minent in financial cil'cles, especially in the
early history of Lan:ioni, and at th~ right of Bishop
Rogers stands Elijah Banta, who also took a prominent part in the history ·of Lamoni. Back of the
Presidenc_Y and to their right, as indicated by the
figure 7, is seen Elder W. H. Kelley, now president
o~ the .Quorum of ~welve Apostles, then only begin~
nmg his work in that quorum. At his left;indicated ·
by the figure 8, is Elder John H. Lal{e, now patriarc.h, ~nd residing at Kirtland, Ohio. At his left,
as md1cat~d by the figure 9, stands Jason W. Briggs.

Jason Briggs was at that time president of the

~uorum of Twelve and exerted a strong .influence
m the church. He was credited \vith being a logical
and profound reasoner. At his left stands his
brother, Edmund C. Briggs, who had taken such a
prominent part in the early history of the church.
It could not then be foreseen that he would be one
of the few in .that body who would continue as a
minister for thirty-seven years longer, like his associate, President Smith, rounding out fifty years of
service.
To the left of Elder E. C. Briggs stands Joseph
R. Lambert,. then one of the new members of the
Quorum of Twelve, now patriarch, and since the
death of Alexander H. ·smith, acting as Presiding
Patriarch. Then as now his watchwords were
"truth" and "law," words that he has thundered at
many a congreg·ation, words with which he has sincerely endeavored to shape his life. To his left may
be seen James Caffall, whom the record shows was
· ordained an apostle at that conference,. in harmony
with the revelation of the previous April. He was
a humble and faithful laborer and has gone to hiS
reward. · E. C. Brand, Zenas H. Gurley, H. A. Stebbins, James McKiernan and others may be identified
by those who know them.
Great changes may be observed in all those who
are still living. Then in the dawning of their power
and usefulness, many of them are now far advanced
in years, while many others would not answer if .
the roll of the autumn conference of 1873 were
called again. They are numbered with a larger
assembly in a brighter and better land.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
o+l<o+e

Faith is a belief in testimony. It is not a leap in
the dark, as some tell· us. That would be no faith at
all. God does· not ask any man to believe without
giving him somethingJto believe. You might as well
ask a man to see without eyes, to hear without ears,
and to walk without feet; as .to bid him. believe without giving him something to believe._:_D. L. Moody;
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reaching Quincy on the. 22d af that month.) This
land;howeyer, was not purchased till June 24, 1839,
after the Saints had located at Commerce, afterward
Nauvoo. Soon after, J'Oseph Smith advised the
building of a city across from Commerce to be called
Zarahemla. This tract of land included the village
of Nashville, -now Galland. ·
At the time this proposition was first being considered, William Marks, . Bishop Partridge, and
Judge Elias Higbee were among a number who
disapproved the idea of settling in one locality; but
favored individually locating. Whether or' not they
exercised superior judgment in this is not a
matter of history; and each is left to decide from
events that followed whether he thinks they did or
not. For us to say now what might have been
under diffe1·ent circumstances, at the most is not
saying verY rtiuch; for any change would, to that
degree, have brought a different end, and whether
it would have ·been better or worse, the judgment
day alone may rev;eal. ':
.
·
VENUS AND COMMERCE.

There was a post-office, called by Uncfo Sam,
Venus, at a _point a little north of what is called
Young Street and within about one block of the
river, in what was afterward called Commerce. This
post-office_ was established March 13, 1830, and was
the first in the county. So far as the records go,
there was no town .plotted. There were two resiJOSEPH S~HTH THE. MARTYR;
dences and one sto.re. Commerce was laid out in
Copied from a daguerreotype ta-ken in Nau:voo in 1843.
1834, and Commerce City in 1837, by Horace Hotch'Tis a peculiar circumstance thwt Nauvoo is. .Pe- kiss and John Gillett. This latter is the village
culiar circumstances led to its founding, A band the Saints found when they came in 1839, and was
of religious people driven :l'rom tb.efr -homes in west- afterwards the northwestern part of the city of
ern Missouri, at the instance of a cruel, heartless Nauvoo. Its streets were parallel and at right angles
bandit,-Boggs, under oath .as goyernor, wandered with the river, not having been laid out with the
across the prairies as best they could, often leaving compass.
their footprints of blood upon 'the frozen ground and
·At this village, or; technically, just south of it,
in the snow. They landed at Quincy, Illinois, in lived Dr. Isaac Galland, who seemed to be interAdams County, just 'below Hancock, in which is ested in the Saints and to feel for them in their ·
Nauvoo, during the winter of 1838-39, cold, hungry, troubles. He · submitted -a proposition 'to them as
without shelter, robbed 'of homes, property, and e,arly as March, 1839. It seems that Sidney Rigdon
many of their loved ones.
opposed the acceptance of it; ·and, because of this,
To depend upon the charities of the hospita:ble together with other reasons, perhaps, it was not
people of Quincy and vicinity- would not always accepted during that month nor the one that fol~
answer. They had to make some permanent ar- lowed. But on May 1, ·a far~ was purchased from
rangements for their sustenance; and this they did· Doctor Galland, and one lying just east of it from
by appointing a committee to investigate a propo- one Hugh White, the f~rmer ·costing nine thousand
sition that had been made to them for the purchase dollars and the latter five thousand dollars.
of twenty thousand acres of land lying in the TerriJoseph Smith was instrumental in the purchase
tory of Iowa (not a State till 1846) at two dollars of this land, just a month and twenty-four days be·per acre, to be paid in twenty annual installments fore the purchase on the other side of the river.
without interest. This committee repo1·ted favor- He himself occupied one of the log houses on the
ably to a conference held in Quincy in February, Hugh White farm. It is still standing (with addi1839. (It will be remembered that Joseph Smith tions) and is known as the ·''Smith Homestead.-"
and other leading men were in Liberty Jail during So also is the stone house of ;Doctor Galland, near the
-this time, not being libe:i:ated till April 16, 1839, river, now the oldest house in Nauvoo. At the northwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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east corner of the block on which the Prophet lived go to Washington to present the grievances of the
is the. "Corner stone of Nauvoo" from which the church to the Federal Government, October 21, 1839.
He and Hyrum, his brother, had on June 4 previously
city of Nauvoo was surveyed and laid out.
On July 3, Joseph Smith baptized Doctor Galland. prepared a statement to present before the General
A son of Doctor Galland now lives in Fort Madison, Government, of damages amounting to one hundred
Iowa, not a. member of the church, however. On thousand dollars each, including damages for illegal
two occasions he has promised to give the imprisonments. On October 28, Joseph Smith, Sidwriter a written opinion of the character of the , ney Rigdon, and Judge Elias Higbee were indorsed
Saints, as· he knew them, but so far he has failed, by the High Council as delegates to Washington,
notwithstanding he speaks with rega1·d concerning District of Columbia, to ask the President and ConJoseph the Seer and the dealings his father had with gress for a redress of grievances suffered in Missouri. The delegates left the next day for the East,
them. He was eighty-two years old last July.
accompanied by a man, 0. P. Rockwell, whose after
SEEK REDRESS, BUT FAIL.
conduct was far from whait it ought to have been.
Elder Rigdon took sick, on account of which they
As has appeared in a preceding article of this
series, the Saints suffered many wrongs of a nature were much delayed. Shortly following they fell in
and character for which it was impossible for any company with one Dr. R. D. Foster, who accomearthly power to give compensation or for which to panied them to care for Elder Rigdon. When they
recompense; therereached Columbus,
Ohio, it was decided
fore, useless to seek
that Joseph Smith
redress. Who can
repay a wife and
Rnd Judge Higbee
mother for having.
should go on, leavher husband torn
ing Elder Rigdon
from her in the hour
with Dr. Foster and
of greatest need, to
0. P. Rockwell to
be lodged in a duncome on in the cargeon cell, while her
riage, in which they
had started, as soon
child is being born
at the point of a
as Sidney Rigdon
bayonet or the muzwas able.
zle of a gun ! Who
The former two
can tepay the fatharrived at Washinger ! Who can make
ton, November 28,
restitution for such
1839, and presented
atrocious acts! None
a lengthy petition to
of'earth's occupants .
Congress. This petican do it! God alone,
tion is too long to
through his neveruse in this article,
THE OLD HOMESTEAD.
but can be found in
failing mercy and
infinite love, can fill This is the house ~rst occupied by Joseph Smith the Martyr, in Nauvoo~ vol. 2, pp. 378- to
the void in a bosom thus torn asunder. But along with 396 of the Church History. This petition covers the
these there were inestimable losses of a financial settlement in western Missouri, and all the trouble,
nature, both to the church and to. individuals. It quite detailed, together with the orders of the. miliwas only an expression of confidence and faith in tary officern, ·and finally the exterminating order of
the Federal Government to offer prayer to it through Governor Boggs, and an account of the accompanyits legislative and executive bodies. No more than jng horrors. Elder Rigdon arrived some time later,
an expression of beljef in the constitutional rights presumably the fore part of December. He stayed
of citizens to believe that MissoUl'i, having violated but a sho1·t time, arriving in Philadelphia, January
the Federal Constitution, could be made to answer 14, 1840. Judge Higbee and Joseph Smith presented
for it by the body which that Constitqtion held in- the matter to the President and Congress, receiving
tact.
favor from Judge Young of Quincy. They stayeq
And so, seeking restitution, of lost properties by and maintained their cause before the judiciary comreason of the laws having been violated, the High mittee, appointed to consider their case for quite
Council, (the church willing to take the conse- a while. Joseph Smith had personal interviews. with
quences if it could be proven that it had violated the President Van Buren and John C. Calhoun. He
law,) indorsed the resolution of Joseph Smith, to became satisfied that nothing would be do:p.e for
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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them, and started home, preaching on the way, arriving March 4, 1840, Judge Higbee remained to
look after the inte1;ests of the petition until the
committee reported to Congress that they could do
nothing, when he withdrew the papers they had presented, and started shortly for Nauvoo and his
family.
PUBLICATIONS.

There were four papers issued during the days
of the church in .Nauvoo: The Times and Seasons,

The Wasp, The Nauvoo Neighb01·, The Expositor.
The Times and Seasons was issued first in November, 1839, by Don Carlos Smith and Ebenezer
Robinson, under the firm •name of Robinson and

118

destroy it. · These were perilous times. Publishers
and contributo1·s for The · Exposito1• had been recently cut off from the church and this was the
way they proceeded to take revenge.
So far as the law was concerned, the council perhaps had the right to destroy The Expositor; but
to us it was one of the great mistakes that occurred.
It was an effort to destroy the freedom of the press.
Be that as it may, F. l\i. Higbee obtained a writ
for Joseph Smith and.seventeen others. They were
all acquitted by the Nauvoo municipal court; and,
being tried again, before a justice, Daniel H. Wells,
a nonmember of the church, were acquitted. Joseph
Smith wrote. a detailed account to Governor Ford,
and stated that all who were implicated would go to

Smith, from an office on the corner of Water and

the state capital and submit to an examination be-

Bane streets, two blocks west of the home of Joseph
Smith. It was a monthly, devoted to church interests. D. C. Smith acted as one of the editors till
his death, August 7, 1841, at the. age of twenty-five.
Ebenezer Robinson acted as editor until February
15, 1842 [excepting during an interval in 1840 to
1841], when his valedictory was published in the

fore any legal tribunal there without warrant for
arrest.

Times and Seasons.
The Twelve had for some time been dissatisfied
with the manner in which he had been conducting
the paper, and had endeavored to have him removed.
Under date of January 28, 1842, Joseph Smith
stated he had received a revelation directing
the Twelve to take charge of it. On February 4,
Wilford Woodruff took charge of the printing office
and John Taylor of the edito1·ial rooms. It was later
arranged for Joseph Smith to act as editor in chief
with John Taylor to act as assi~tant. This management continued till November 15, 1842, when
Joseph Smith resigned to John Taylor, stating in
his valedictory that he could no longer perform this
arduous task, on account of the press of other matters. Taylor continued as editor until the paper was
discontinued February 15, 1846, after one more
issue.
April 13, 1842, the first number of The Wasp
appeared under the editorship of William Smith. It
was a weekly devoted to literature, agriculture, art,
science, commerce, trade, manufaeture, and news
in general. How long it continued we are not aware.
We do not know when The Nauvoo Neighbor was
first issued. The only mention we know of is of
its being discontinued by order of a conference which
convened October 6 to 8, 1845.
The Exposito1· itself has a very short history.
Only one issue, June 7, 1844, ever met the public.
It co~tained very much that was of a slanderous
nature, not only against Joseph Smith, but others
of the church. The city council, three days later,
declared it a nuisance and ordered the mayor to have
it removed in his own way. Joseph Smith was
mayor, and he ordered John T. Green, ma1·shal, to

MISSIONARY WORK.

Notwithstanding the unsettled condition of the
church, on coming to Nauvoo, it did not lose sight
of the mission it bore to the world, that of preaching
the gospel. Preaching was being done wherever
possible in the regions around Nauvoo, as well as
throughout the various States. During the time that
the church was settling here, the Twelve were making arrangements to go on a mission to Europe. During August and September, 1839, five of them started
for this field. Next month marked the organization of the Nauvoo Stake, with William Marks
president. This position he faithfully held until the
disintegration of the church. The stake was divided
into three wards, having· a bishop for each ward.
These bishops were Whitney, Partridge, and Knight.
In the next May, the first issue of The Millennial
Star appeared from Manchester, England, Parley
Pratt, editor. The first company of Saints from
England came to America, June 6, 1840. This was
followed by many other ex11editions of Saints, and
many remained in the British Isles.
At the conference in the spring of 1840, Orson
Hyde and John E. Page were given a mission to
Palestine. Hyde prosecuted this mission unaccom~
panied by Page, who remained in America doing
missionary work. ,These, however, are not the first
foreign missions of the church. About June 1, 1887,
0. Hyde and Heber C. Kimball went to England,
accompanied by Willard Richards and Priest Joseph
Fielding. This was the first foreign mission the
church undertook. The labors of these men bore.
much fruit when the Twelve took the mission in
1839 to 1840. At a conference held in ·England on
April 15, 1840, there were reported one thousand
six hundred and eighty-one members, .thirty-four
elders, fifty-two priests, thirty-eight teachers, and
eight deacons.
In less than three months
·there· was a gain of over . six hundred and
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Notwithstanding these losses and reverses, harassing mobs, traitors wit}/.in and enemies without,
the church grew and prospered so long. as they put
their trust in God, who told them that if they should
hearken to his vol.ce they should not •be moved.
(Doctrine and Covenants 107: 13.) While he was
living in Nauvoo, Joseph Smith .answered before
court charges many times, and was ·acquitted each
and every time, except the last, being killed two days
RAPID GROWTH.
before the trial. With all these trying· circumstan<~es
, Itis certainly an evidence of sterling faith in the to face, the city was the largest in Illinois, and .was
truth that these people under the trying circum- said to have between twenty thousand and twentystances under which they came to Nauvoo, were able five p!Jople. It gTew as by. magic.
in so short a time
A special charter
to accomplish so
had been granted
much. The land,
the city and the
much of it, which
first election under
they purchased was
it was held Feb. 1;
swampy and Uii1841, John C. Benhealthful;
o v e rnett being elected
grown, with an enmayor. The council
tanglement through
met two days later,
which man could
and in harmony
scarcely penetrate.
with the provisions
Yet in.a fow months
of the charter, auit.was drained, surthorized the organiveyed, and platted;
zation of the Unibuildings were gov~rsity of Nauvoo
ing up at a wonderand the Nauvoo Lefully rapid rate,
gfon. The militia
over two hundred
_ ,;;,,
met the next day
houses being built
and o;rganized by
by May 1, 1840.
NAuvoo.
electing J o s e p h
this
This picture is from a painting made about the year 1863 by David Sm'ith
lieutenantD
.1
fifty ; and in three months more there was a
gain of over one thousand thi:ee · hundred.
This is evide11ce that these men were diligent in
their work; notwithstanding all the members
of the Twelve ·who were th~re afterward went info
polygamy, and Brigham Young .said that he had
intimations of it while in England, but never mentioned it to Joseph Smith.

.

u r

n g

H. Smith, youngest son of the prophet Joseph Smith. The large, square

strained effort to re- building in the foreground is the Nauvoo House, mentioned in revela- general. It seems
place lost treasures, ti on. A part of this structure was torn down .at a later date and the that the military
there was much rest remodeled. To the right and in the distance may be seen the roof of company received
sickness, much of it the Mansion House, indicated by a white signboard in front of building. more attention than
fatal. James Mulholland, Joseph's clerk, died Nov. 3, the university, though it was soon in operation in~ a
1839, while Joseph was at Washington. He has a limited way. The peculiar trials under which the
niece now living in Farmington, Iowa, and a nephew church passed prevented it ever being conducted
at Independence, Missouri. Joseph Smith, sr., except on a limited scale. The intentions seemed
Presiding Patriarch of the church, died at Nauvoo, to have been fo1· the instructors, those belonging
September 14, 1840, just sixty-eight years, ten to the church, to work for the love of doing
months and twenty-eight days before his grandson; right, the same as the ministry in spreading the
Alexander Hale Smith, Presiding Patriarch of the gospel. If this thought were emulated now it woqld
Reorganization, died at the same place. Just before be the means of more rapid growth in our own ranks.
his death he blessed his family; Joseph's posterity They did no more in this military work than was
were promised blessings and. lives of usefulness, their right and privilege under the law, but .had all
but none were promised to Hyrum's children. Hy- this time and effort been spent in building the two
l'Um was received as Patriarch to succeed his father, houses they were divinely commanded to build, who
January 24, 1841. William Law had been appointed can believe but that it would have been better? So
ti. meinber of the Presidency by revelation to succeed of to-day.
.
llyrum Smith. George Miller had been appointed
On March 24, 1842, the Ladies' Relief Society of
hv l'evelation to .succeed Edward Partridge. Two the city of Nauvoo was organized for the purpose
days l·ater Joseph Smith was made sole trustee in of "aiding the poor, the destitute, the widow and the
t1•ust for the church.
orphan; and for the exercise of all benevolent pur-

..
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poses." In March of the next year The Young Jhe revelation. Another important section of this
Gentlemen's and ;Ladies' Relief Society of Nauvoo article was that the sale of spirituous liquors was
was organized for the' purpose of "c01'l'ecting the for ever prohibited, and never to be introduced into
erfors of youth, guarding against the temptations common use. No person was allowed to hold more
to· which they wern exposed, and to ai(l,' in the enter- than th1·ee. hundred nor less than one share. Each
prises of charity." Both these societies were cer- share was to be valued at fifty dollars and the house
was to cost one hundred and fifty thouand dollars.
·
George Miller, Lyman Wight, John
· Snider and Peter Haws were the incorpor;i,ting trustees. It was on the
river bank, just at foot of Main street,
occupying a commanding view from the
'river, as well as from Iowa from the
south, and would have certainly been

a place where the "weary traveler might
find rest" and be taught. But history
reveals the sad, sad story that it was
only fairly started when the death of
the Prophet and Patriarch came. Not
more than about one fifth of it so far
as area is standing-the southwest corner, one and one half stories above the
basement story, which is. several feet
above ·high water mark.
See Doctrine and Covenants 107: 13,
14.
The corner stone was laid April 6,
1841, under the direction of the First
Presidency. An article appeared ·in
· Times and Seasons, for July 1, 1841,
concerning the progress of the work on
the temple. It speaks well for the zeal
and energy with which the people went
to work to build the "house unto the
Lord."
A temporary font was dedicated on
November 8, of that year, as appears
from the Millennial Star, volume 18,
pages 7 43, 744. On the 21st the first
THE NAUVOO TEMPLE.
baptisms
were administered for the
The corner stone was laid April 6, 1841. The building was burned
dead, Brigham Young, H. C. Kimball,
in the autumn of 1848.
.
and John Taylor officiating. On Detainly .commendable and their purposes good, and cember 13 of the same year ·appeared an artitheir efforts worthy of emulation, not only among· cle signed by nine of the Quorum of the Twelve,
us but among any people. Much better those organ- from which it would appear that the zeal and energy
izations than those for society's sake alone.
that was first manifested had waned. In it. they
said: "The building of the temple of the Lord in
THE NAUVOO HOUSE.
the city of Nauvoo, is occupying the first place in
By reading Doctrine and Covenants 107: 9, 10, the exertions and prayers of the Saints at the
the cause for need of this house will be seen. In. present time, knowing as they do, that if this buildharmony with the revelation steps were soon taken ing is not completed speedily, we shall be rejecte<f
to illcorporate the joint stock company for the Nau- as a church with our dead, for the Lord our God
voo House, and an act was passed by the legislature hath spoken it. . . . Them are many, many more,
and signed by the governor February 24,. 1841. It who do not thus come up to their privilege and their
provided that Joseph Smith and his pof!terity should duty in this thing."
It continued to progress about at this rate, arti~
have a suite of rooms in the home perpetually. This
was making legal the will of the Lord expressed in cles, epistles, and editorials appearing· in Times and
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Seasons from various· sources,. principally. Joseph steward; Samuel Rolfe, Tyler.· Master Masons 243, .
Smith and the Twelve, on the importance of speedily Fellow Crafts 4, Entered Apprentices 9. Died .Vin- .
finishing it, all indicating that work on it was one son Wight; rejected Daniel Avery, Hyrum Dayton,
of the most important objects then befo1·e them.
Nathan A. West, and Samuel Brown. Expelled John
The same sad story must be chronicled concern- C. :Bennett. Initiated 285.
ing the temple that was said concerning the Nauvoo·
Joseph Smith's name does not appear in any cQn:-.
House-it was not completed. An old bi·other liv- nection. Criticism was called out by this first report
ing at M01·mon Springs, north of Nauvoo about five of Nauvoo lodge. The principal reason seemed to
miles, Brother Gifford, has repeatedly told me of his have been that the lodge received members without
being through a short tiine before it· burned, with proper preparation. The. lodg~ asked· for· a charter,
his father~in-law, who
',but. they were refused
was a carpenter work"_one at the time, .awaiting on it, and knew
' .'irig an examination of
that it was not then finthe ,charges. To investiished, and that his
gate . these charges, a
father-in-law's workcommittee was ·. ap~
bench stood in the tempointed by the .Grand:
ple and was burned
Lodge. But when·. this
with it.
• committee,
am on g
A. W. Head, of Stewwhich
was
Grand
Masartsville,
Missouri,
ter Helm of IHinois,
whose signed statement
came to Nauvoo to inlies before me, says :
the lodge revestigate,
"I am positive the. temfu11ed to permit an
ple was not finished. I
·examination, arid. this
have been in it a numresulted in the lodge beber of times when the
Courtesy I1nprovement Era, photo by C. W. Carter.
.ing declared clandes-'
man was left to take
RUINS OF THE TEMPLE IN 1854.
care of the temple. Aftine.
This, however,
ter the Mormons left
did not stop them, as
Nauvoo, many came to see the temple. They charged they continued along the same lines, it seems;. taking
twenty-five cents for going through it. I lived in in new members and practicing their craft in genthe city at that time, and was at the temple often, eral, until the expulsion in 1846. A large hall wjls
and at different times the keeper would say to me, built on Main street, in 1843, three stories high. 'It
'Walter, can't you go with these people and show is enough to say that 'all this was done during the
them through the temple?' This was in '47 and '48. time when every one was supposed to be bending
It burned in '48. I was present and saw it burn." every effort to complete the "temple of the Lord"
Mr. Head was born in 1835, and was certainly quali- (so as to escape church rejection) and the Naufie_d to speak on the subject. His father lived· on voo House. The Masonic temple was completed.
anq worked the farm in 1847 and 1848 on which
POLITICS.
the battle at the expulsion had taken place.
P.olitics occupies attention for a brief space. As
MASONRY.
we have stated with i·eference to the trip to WashLittle need be said on this subject, but a brief ington, the church was brought into touch with postatement will be of interest to the reader of this litical parties, but Joseph Smith stated that he would
· article. Bishop George Miller seems to have been in no serise try to persuade the Saints to vote one
a prominent member of the Masonic order before way or. the other, but would have them act as they
coming here, as he was the first master of the lodge saw fit. Of course, as they were becoming very
in Nauvoo, according to the "Report of Lodges," numerous, it would be. no more than could be exnow before ine. Geo.rge Mill~r, master; J. D. Par- pected that office seekers would try comting their·
. ker, S. W.; and L. N. Scoville, J. W.; were the ones favor; and this was certainly done. Many of the
to whom the dispensation was granted some time . old settlers think that mixing in politics is what
durin'g the year preceding October, 1842. The fol- caused trouble with the Gentile neighbors; their verlowing is a summary of the report to Grand Lodge of sion being that the Saints were trying to obt.ain
Illinois, October, 1842: George Miller, master; Hy- favors that the other people could not enjoy. But
rum Smith, S. W.; Lucius N. Scoville, J. w:; William that they ever did obtain political power sufficient
Clayton, secretary pro tein; Newel K. Whitney, to secure such, granted they had such motive, seems
·
treasurer; Charles Allen, S. D.; Heber C. Kimball, to be short of proof.
J. D.; William Felshaw, steward; Hyrum Clark,
The manly, becoming letter of Joseph Smith re~
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senting the letter of James A. Bennett to move to all three of which were exp1·essly opposed to poIllinois and try to become governor through the in- lygamy. These, taken with the notices published in
fluence of the Saints, is worthy of mention, and we volume 3 of Times and Seasons, over the signature
wish we had space to present it. It may be found of twelve leading men and nineteen leading ladies
· on pages 654, 655 of volume 2 ·of the Church His- of the church, "to show that John C. Bennett's secret
tory; It shows that the author of it had far higher . wife system was a creatiqn of . his own make, as
ideals' than would allqw. him to sell his honor as a we_ know of no such society in this place, nor never
man of God for the promise of a political aspirant's did," ·go to show plainly what was the real doctrine
protection. This was in November, 1843. William of the church on this subject of marriage up to the
B. Smith, brother of the Prophet, had been in the time of Joseph's death, and that he felt the presence
lower house of the legislature during the previous of the influence of the corruption of polygamy, dewinter, successfully opposing the repeal of the Nau- claring that unless it could be put down it would
voo charter, twice attempted.
be the cause of the overthrow of the church.
On January 29, 1844, at a political meeting in
In closing, we can safely say, "they died innoNauvoo, Joseph Smith was nominated for President cently,'' speaking of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, but
of the United States. He soon afterward wrote an for those who afterwards sought to change the ordiarticle on the policy this Government should pur- nances of the church, break the covenant with God,
sue. This :was March 1, 1844. "For President- thefr views and the State, and to fasten it upon the
General Joseph Smith of Nauvoo" was placed at the innocent man,. we can not say so much.
head of the editorial columns_ of Times and Seasons.
On May 17, 1844, a state convention met in Nauvoo
and nominated Joseph Smith for President and SidA WAR TIME LETTER.
ney Rigdon for Vice-President, and the Twelve and
LETTER FROM BRO. WILLIAM H. KELLEY.
others prominent in the church took up the canvass.
BEAUFORT, SOUTH CAROLINA, April 13, 1865.
It will be seen by reading Joseph Smith's views on
Brother
Sheen: After the expiration of five
"State rights" (sovereignty) that he agreed with
months
of
absence
from home, friends of early exPresident Lincoln, who so humbly and truly steadperience, and brethren, I find myself without a line
ied the Federal Avk in the bloody sixties. Thus the
situation stood when the 27th of June ended it for from home, or from any person in the North, either
friend or foe.
all time; cruel and dastardly as it was.
Although I am moving in the grand arena of war,
amid the exigencies that are fraught with such uniTHE RULE OF MARRIAGE,
versal destruction upon every hand, accompanied
Contemporary with the last subject was another, with hardships and cruelties, the most trying and
which more seriously affected the welfare of the galling; yet it has pleased the Supreme Ruler that'
church. They had a right to indulge in their politi- communication should be cut off thus far from all
cal proclivities, since they were within the laws. friends, relatives, :and brethren, !from whom we
(Of the wisdom of it, we are not so sure.) But the would expect words most cheering, and exhortations
danger of the practice to be considered under this most ardent; as a means of confirmation and suplast heading lies in that they sought to change the po1·t, while traveling the dangerous path of life, and
former policy of the church and to set at naught . .the HERALD, the glorious circular of gospel light,
the commandments of God, by which the church that is read with such intense interest, by every
had claimed to be guided since 1830. The Times and Latter Day Saint as a means of intellectual developSeasons for February 1, 1844, contained a notice ment, and moral support, has failed to penetrate the
over the signature of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, de- military lines, hence ignorance of church progress
claring the doctrine of polygamy to be false and cor- at present is ours to shai·e. But still we are not
rupt, and notifying Hyrum Brown that he was cut without 'hope ·and faith, neither is it necessary that
off from the church for teaching it. On March 15, a Latter Day Saint residing in the belligerent camp,
1844, Hyrum Smith wrote a letter explaining his governed by military power, and sternly opposed by
views on marriage in which he condemned polygamy, a vicious enemy; in obedience to the power that
calling it false doctrine. This was also ·published in rules, acting in the sustenance of his country's laws,
Times and Seasons.
· that he should l.ose his first love, or for a moment
In the issue of April 1, 1844, there appears from fail to have implicit confidence in the truth of the
the pen of the editor, John Taylor, a member of the gospel of Christ. And the reasons are various and
Twelve, an article strongly denouncing anything obvfoJJs, and reflect upon the observant and reflectcontrary to the accepted laws of the church, under- ive mind, the astounding truth, that the God of the
stood to be the three sacred books, the Bible, the · Latter Day Saints is not assigned any special place
Book of Mormon, and the Doctrine and Covenants, of action, that he is not confined to the Shenandoah
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Valley only; nor the AI.'IDY of the Potomac, neither
is he confined to the narrow limits of a speaking or
prayer meeting capacity, where those ·who adhere to
the teachings of his law, are enriched by the copious
abundance of his grace, and are forwai;ded onward,
and· confirmed in the great plan of redemption. But
in every. part of the universal world, where there is
one Whose heart is filled with thankfulness, and who
knows his laws and statutes, and does them, he is
also equally with him, and that to confirm, bless, and
forward in the principles of renewed life. Again,
. can one be· so unthoughtful and lay claim to a
rational mind, and title of Latter Day Saint, and
accompany the military raids of our armies, and
behold the unrelenting hand of destruction, as it
prowls its way through States, towns, and cities;
view the flaming torch as it is applied to splendid
·edifices of the most opulent cities, while every habitable dwelling is made an ocean of flame, and razed
to its foundation, and not be compelled to revolve in
his mind, these. sublime lines of the inspired poet:
~

"Towns and cities shall be burned
And smoke becloud the day;
No human pity will be found
In North America."

Who can scan the cruelties perpetrated by the barbarous clans of guerrillas, and mobs that have infested the land, during the last four years, from the
west coast of Missouri, to South Florida, without
seeing the truth demonstrated, of the heaven-born
words, uttered by God's chosen prophet, as follows:
"Yet remember, if the Latter Day Saints are not
restored to all their rights, and paid for all their
losses,. according to _the known rules of justice and
judgment, reciprocation and common honesty among
men, that God will come out of his hidmg place and
vex this nation with a sore vexation. -Yea, the consuming wrath of ·an offended God shall smoke
through. the nations with as much distress and woe
as independence has blazed through with· pleasure
and delight."
As I evecy day behold the hundreds of negroes,
disciplined in. war tactics, I am led to experience
what the prophet of this dispensation said by .the
spirit of inspiration over 'thirty years ago, when he
said in language most positive: "Slaves shaH rise up
against their masters, who shall be marshaled and
disciplined for war." Here, then, is the theater of
w~r, every ruined temple and demolished city, every
unmerciful cruelty performed, every town beheld
with nothing but half rent chimneys and scattered
ruins, to tell that peace and plenty~ art and science,
prosperity' and wealth, once were her happy companions. They are waymarks to point the Latter
·Day Saints to the prophetic history of the past, as a
source of confirmation of faith, buoyancy of hope,
and a cheering and fitm determfoatioii to stem the

drift of popular opposition, and to more firmly unite
to dispel the dark cloud that has draped the horizon
foi· years past, and with firm and fixed grasp cling
to the rod. of iron and step forward into the blaze
and sunshine of gospel light, and enjoy its sacred
and pi·omised blessings; and while we see exhibited
before our eyes every day, that which we have known
and read for thirty .years, and been waiting anxiously for its fulfillment, and trembling in our hearts
(at some periods) lest they should fail, and prove
our faith ill vain, and our prophet whom we learned
to love, a deceiver; where, I ask, is the Saint that can
not live, grow, and strengthen, by feasting upon the
loaf given years ago? It has not lost its strength,
its weight, neither its leaven, but has proven to be
the true bread of life.
Again we mark the· language of the poet while
the veil of the future is lifted, and the impress of.
revelation swells in his bosom, and imprints upon his·
mind the destiny of the then peaceful and quiet
homes, in the following language:
"When the Union is severed, and liberty's blessings,
Withheld from the sons of Columbia, once free;
When bloodshed, and war, arid famine distress them,
Remember the warning, and thi_nk upon me."

No member of the body of Christ need falter or
lose confidence because his fate is the military school,
but on the ~ntrary, in his transit from one station
to the other, there is ever.something manifest to confirm and prove tbe truth of the doctrine which was
revealed and established through Joseph Smith. May
th_e Lord help us to walk and not faint;
While I was in New York, the chaplain being sick
one evening, I introduced myself in my soldier's
garb, as a preacher, ~nd was invited into the pulpit,
to the utter astonishment of all the house: The
janitor, supposing it would be a total failure, took
his seat in front of the pulpit, but I pro.ceeded, arid
thanks be to the good Lord, I had great liberty.
When I was through I had plenty of friends. The
next evening the house and every aisle was crowded
to hear the young preacher, but the old minister ·
came, and very reverentially asked what I was~ i told
him. He said, "They believe in twelve apostles, don't
they?" 1: es. .He was not sick any more while I
stayed there, but it proved a blessing to me.-Saints'
Herald, May 1, 1865.
·
"The earthly life of Jesus Christ was constantly
at a high tension, but was one of mighty prayer and
regular devotion. we can not teach our congregations to pray by lectures· on the subject, by exhortations or by reading prayers, but if they would. leil,rn
how to pray successfully, they must be led 'to engage
in the act of praying. Prayer is a means to an
end." ·
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·Letter Department
DOUGLAS, ALASKA, December 12, 1909.
Editors'Herald: It may be that some of our friends among
the readers of the HERALD with whom we do not correspond
would like to. know .how we are getting along up here, in
this north country, both spiritually and temporally.
Since our arrival here last June my wife and I have felt
very keenly the separation from church association, and long
·for the time of reunion. We have sinc_e our marriage, last
April, worshiped each evening at the family altar, having
·decided to start at once to establish an altar of our own. So
far, we have read the Book of Mormon through, the Doctrine
and Covenants through, and HERALD, Autumn Leaves, Church
History, Bible, and other church publications, also; so you
see we have· read oftener tlian once a day. Might say,
though there are only we two, we pray aloud, training so to
speak for public meetings.
·
Ollr journey from Omaha to Alaska took about nine days,
counting stopovers, one day at Hanna, Wyoming, and another
at Seattle, where we took ship. Yet we did not neglect our
reading nor prayer one·night. We carried the-Book of Mormon with us. Not to boast, but merely to encourage others,
we write this, and who can estimate the joy and soul-peace
that we have enjoyed because of our simply doing a very
small part, perhaps, of our duty?
, I would that this might give some· other young couples
courage ·to start out as we have, not that we consider our-.
selves to be better than others, God forbid, but having tasted
of the fruit gathered therefrom, desire others to taste of the
same. Our desire to be of service to our fellow-man; or in
other words, to be charitable in the true sense, i$ daily increasing. Therefore we feel we can not afford to disregard
any of the teachings of God wherever we may find them, so
that we may be the better prepared to fulfill ou'r life-mission
here below and help to redeem Zion. Even the el'l'and boy
is useful and necessary in the gospel work, so there is a
. work for us all. May we be what the Lord "wants us to be."
We have had fairly good health since we have been here
and thank the Lord for·it. The people, though not so wicked
as one would suppose, are as a class woefully devoid of true
Christianity. Yet there are some among the Friends who
have a mission here as well as a few among· the Congregationalists who try hard to live right, but dances and card
parties being the main source of worldly pleasure, we feel
rather out of our element as we can not join in any of these
things. We attend and teach in the Congregational Sunday
school and attend church there in the evening or else go to
the Friend's church. It is on Sunday when we miss our
own church most.
Anyone reading this · and desiring to correspond with us
will find us willing to do what we can to write in return.
May the Lord prosper his· work is the prayer constantly of
Yours for the truth,
Box 86. ·
DR. AND MRS. W. E. STqFT.
COOKES POINT, TEXAS, December 20, 1909.
Editors ·Herald: Here I come to tell your many readers
that I have just returned home from Hartburg, in Newton
County, near the Louisiana line. I preached there seven times
to a splendid .turnout and interest from start to finish. I
do not think that I ever preached to as many preachers at
any time or place,-five and six at a time; they all said that
I preached the Bible. This is a place where our elders have
never preached. Yet I met one man who had heard Brother
Jackson in Arkansas. He seemed to think that Brother
Jackson was a great preacher.
There is only one of our members here, Bro.. Ellis Ford, he
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is a team. He it was that wrote me to come and preach at
Hartburg and. paid my expenses.· He has a fine family, who
treated me very nicely all the time I was there. Not one of
his family belongs to the church but himself; but they are
favorable.'
.
I was compelled to close my meeting~ on account of appointments . of other preachers that were ahead of me. When
I closed a number of the people urged me to come back and
preach. Some said that t;hey had always believed somewhat
the way I preached. I never labored at a place where the
people · behaved better; they seemed to be very · anxious to
hear what I had to say. Some said they were profited by the
preaching.·
·
There was some kicking; one of the sawmill owners, who
is a Baptist, did what he. could to keep the people from attending my meetings; he kept but a few away. There is a
good· opening here for the preaching of the gospel. I aim
to visit that place again as soon as I think it is wisdom to
do so.
I have another engagement to visit and preach. at or near
the A. M. College near Bryan, in Brazos County. There is a
brother at the.college who has written me to come, and I expect to go after the holidays. The brother is the only member of the church there. His wife is a member of the Baptist Church, so he informs :ine. This is another new· place.
You see that I am breaking new ground right along. I like
it. I would be glad to spend all my th~e in the mission field;
but I can not under present conditions. I must provide for
my little .wife and self. I have no other means but my labor
to support my family. There is a large field in Texas unoccupied by our preachers, and very few laborers.
I am still ii). the conflict and expect to be until the end.
E. W. NUNLEY.
GRANNIS, ARKANSAS, December 21, 1909.
Dear Hemld: The Curtis-Bogard debate was ananged to
commence on the morning of December 1. Reverend Bogard
came in on an evening train. Elder Curtis was awaiting
his arrival. On Wednesday Brother Quick came in from the
north, and Brn. Jesse Simmons and James Smith came in from
the south, all anxious to attend the debate and hear the
famed Baptist debater of Arkansas. ·Brother Riley came in
Monday night, and after quite an effort, succeeded in arousing the writer from the slumbers of midnight, who sleepily
opened the door, and let the weary traveler in. A deep interest was manife.sted in the discussion all the way through,
and as a result many heard the gospel whom we could not
have reached otherwise. The writer believes that many
hearts were warmed with r~ys of gospel light who hithE)rto
had been strangers to its benign influence.
Elder Bogard made an able defense of the Baptist faith,
but he went down hard under the incessant fire of truth that
Brother Curtis hammered him with, and though, he was game
to the last, defeat was plainly written on his face. He never
rallied after Brother Curtis so completely snowed him· under
on their cherished doctrine of "once in grace, always in grace."
One by one, . Brother Curtis drove him from every position
taken on th'e Baptist proposition, while he failed to move
Brother Curtis from a single position taken. Indeed it was
a. glorious victory for the truth. Elder Bogard made · the
usual attempt to prove joseph Smith a polygamist, demanded
proof of any :inodern miracles, attacked Joseph Smith's war
prophecies, Jared's barges, and the Inspired Translation, in
all of which he was signally defeated. He tried very hard to
·prove succession, but B1;other Curtis broke his chain all to·
pieces and landed him in the Roman Catholic Church, which
aroused his ire considerably. He made frantic efforts to
· escape, but only got deeper_ entangled, Brother Curtis had
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fine liberty and, under God, . made an able defense of the .
truth, .winning the audience and making many friends to
.the cause. Many are anxious to have him come back and hold
a series of meetings, which would be highly appreciated by
all the Saints. We hope to have the new church house ready
soon for services. The building is thirty by fifty feet, with an
alcove at the back. It is a house of which the Saints feel
j\Istly proud.
The Grannis Branch has had a hard struggle for its.
life, but a brighter day seems to be dawning. We have had
many hindrances to contend with here, but even in the darkest hours God has been with us, and we feel that we will yet
be comfo1'ted.. The debate has left the Saints rejoicing and
seemingly very much encouraged. We have a nice Sunday
school, meeting for the present at the home of the writer
until the new church is ready, and into ·which the children
are anxious to move. The Saints loyally supported the
debate, and all are rejoicing in the gl01ious victory that God
has given us.
Yours in bondE,
E.YOUMANS.

proposed which will be announced later by those who have the
matter under advisement .
Remember "Regina" is the watchword for the Saints of
the district-until we get there. My address for some time
will be Edgerton, Alberta.
'
One of the press committee, .
H. J. DAVISON.
DEER ISLE, MAINE, December 20, 1909 ..
Editors Herald: I do .not believe in being sponge in God's
work any more than in anything else, ever ready to take' in
all the good things of others,. but never willing to contribute
my mite; small and roughhewn though it may be. I thfok
if God's children would be ready _and willing at· all times 'to
use the little talent he has given them, that little ·will be improved upon both by ourselves and God, for it is only by doing
so that we are advanced, either in this life or in the world
to come.
·Dear Saints, perh.aps we with our limited educations, facilities, abilities, and environments, feel that we can not do
much in a ·sin-darkened, and a· sin-cursed world, in sending
the beautiful gospel light that it may shine out into the
hearts of mankind. And while this may be true oi. us, individually, yet if every Saint alive to-day would truly do his
part, we as the united church of the Hving God, would send
such a flood of light out into the world that it would not
only be a power for good in saving souls, but God's kfogdoni
would be so far advanced that in a short time the affairs
which now perplex us, concerning the coming of Zion and
her· King, would be for ever solved, and the church of Christ
placed on a surer foundation, spiritually and temporally,
than ever before. That is why the Lord has admonished us
to be of one heart and mind and to be united, that we may
work as a whole and without division, that as a natural result our work and labors may be more productive of good
results than if working singly along our own lines and ideas.
There is no one in the church to-day who has not some
talent, small though it may· be, which if used in combination
with thousands of similar talents of others, would accomplish
wonders for the work, which we profess. to love.
I wish to say that personally I am daily striving to overcome the snares of Satan. I am trying by God's help to
overcome environments that surround me; and intend to so
live that I shall have a part in Zion with the pure in heart.
I shall never be satisfied to attain any glory but the highest,
and I realize that in order to so attain I must keep the
celestial law-the highest law. To this end, I am watching
and praying, and I' ask the prayers of God's· dear children.
Your brother,
WALLACE A. SMALL.

a

RIBSTONE, ALBERTA, CANADA, January 7, 1910.
Dear Hemld: Again I crave indulgence for a little space
in which to let the Saints know a little. bit of what is going
on over in the good land, Canada. And by the way, don't
let any of the over-patriotic persuade the Saints against
corninginto this country if they want to.
I have been hearing testimonies at prayer meeting and
otherwise, ever since I came here· last May, of how the Lord
had led them into this country and how he has blessed them,
both temporally and spiritually, since they came,-good,
loyal citizens of the United States, too. I have learned to
love both countries in such a way that now there .is vei·y little if any difference .in my sentiments regarding them. At
present I think western Canada is offering the greatest inducements for permanent success along agricultural lines of
any. country in the .world. But don't write to me concerning
a farm, for I am not in the land business and would not·care
for the responsibility of taking the matter up.
The cause of the church is growing in this country in an
encouraging manner. Still, very few of the' outside world
are being gathe~·ed in. There are some, however, and the
children of the Saints are corning along.
We expect to see two Religios and one Sunday school organized here and at Edgerton, as the result largely of the conventions and disfrict conference being held here a few days
ago.
And this is not all the good that has been done, by any
means. Some of the afflicted in· body are rejoicing because
of the healing power in the church. And the souls of all have
been blessed. The spirit of education and brotherly love prevailed in all the sessions, and I thin!{ that if any of the
HARRISBURG; ILLINOIS, December 23, 1909.
Saints were asked. what they would be if they were not Latter Day Saints, they would answer that they would be
Dea1· Hemld: I promised the Lord in prayer that if he
ashamed of themselves.
would· make my poultry prosperous this year, I would pay
There was quite a strong stand taken against the use of tithing on the profits. I believe we should always ask his
tobacco at the conference as.per resolution which will appear blessing on all· our undertakings, and then act as. we have
in the secretary's report. Also a preliminary movement for promised. I am sorry to say that I have never before paid
the future organization of Alberta into a separate district. any tithing. My daughter lives in Johnson County, IlliThe distance now is two and three hundred miles for the · nois, and there is a Latter Day Saints' church there. · I
delegates to attend the conference-too far to expect a proper received a letter from her saying· that the church building
there was U:p for sale. I was sorry to hear it, as I wanted
representation.
The next gathering of the kind is expected to convene at to go down there sometime when there was preaching,
Regina in June or July, according to the discretion of the and I thought maybe I could get some of the . elders to
presidency of t:Qe district and missionary in charge, that mat- come up here. We have not he'ard a true sermon for. nine .
ter having been referred to them.
·
years. I ask the prayers of all the Saints in behalf of
To the Saints in the district: Let us begin to arrange right all. my family, and that I may i·ece~ve knowledge· and a
now to ·go and make it a grand success. There ai·e features portion of his Spirit. Let us each and eve1·yone try to
.

.
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do our best this new yeai· and pay our tenth as we are required to do in the good books. · I am waiting patiently for
the arrival of the Autumn Leaves.
Your sister in the. hope of the first resurrection,
MRS. MALINDA JANE HYDE.
.

WEST DERBY, VERMONT.
Dem· Hemld Editoi·s: New Year greetings to all the dear
Saints. I am unable to answer the letters of inquiry, as I
can not sit up, and. suffer all the time. I have been slowly
failing for two years. My husband is no better and is becoming feeble-minded. I want all .the·dear ones to pray for
us that' we may be'blessed with. health, and 'that a Way may
be pl'Ovided for ·us to get a living. ·
We have a little boy, seven years old, who has no home,
his father having died· three years ago. ·We· care ·for him
part· of the :time, as we can get food and ;cfothes. He was
; forgotten this year. Will some one send him books and post
cards? He can write ·a littie and read in any book or paper.
He is sadly abused by his stepfather. He has a weak back,
but is a bright little fellow. His father was my baby brother,
who died at twenty-eight. I want all to write me as letters
relieve the monotony of the ·four walls.
God bless you all,
MRS. ROY COWLES.·
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I wa~ brought up a Presbytedan. You are aware•they are
very strict in· bringing up their children. It .was no exception in ·my case. Until twenty-one. years of age I was com-·
pletely under my father's control: At that age, I got an idea
in my head that to be a member of the Presbyte1ian Church,
it mattered not what 1 did, if I was born to be saved I would,
if riot I would be!ost. Hence, I never joined the church. When
1 stated my views I was counted an unbeliever.. ·I have been
a· Latter Day Saint in belief· all th.e time, but did not know
it until one year ago. I thank God with all my heart for the
dear sister· who was the. instrument in God's hands of teaching me the doctrine of the Latter Day Saints. May God's
richest blessings rest upon her. The gospel has so richly
blessed me. Now I can forgive anyone who has injured me,.
and love my enemies.
After about four months of investigation of the gospel I
could not find anything against it. On January 30, 1909, I
wrote a resolution in my book to the effect that if God would

show me. that smoking i1! a sin, I would stop·it, :witJ;i· his help.
I had been a heavy smoker for forty years, but I we:nt to my
room and knelt down on my knees and a.sked if the latter-day
gospel was true to take aw;;ty all desire for tqbacco, and I
would join the. church. The L!>rd took me at my word and I
have not had any desire for tobacco since. This is a direct
evid,:m~e to me.
A. S. A. WHITE.
OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO.
Extracts from · Letters.

Why I Became a Saint.

Because I firmly believe they teach the true gospel as the
'apostles did at Christ's ·command. What they teach is in
strict harmony with the· Bible teaching, and they stay by the
teaching of God's word as laid down by Christ and his ap9stles.
As I believe, the other denominations have added to their
church, and the Latter Day Saints l:iave adhered as strictly
to the rules laid down by· Christ ·and his· apostles as it is
possible fo1; them to do. There are many reasons I could
bring forth to substantiate what I say, but it is enough for
me to say ·that I feel and know that they are God's people.
"Blessed are they that are persecuted for righteousness'
sake." This seems t~ be their lot on every hand. "But,'' says
one, "I would not be· seen among them-a lot of Mormons."
Dear friends; I would admonish you to consider well your
words before you speak them. ·I myself have used the same
words to the Latter Day Saints, and I am very sorry and
apologize and ask :forgiveness from all the Saints. Thank
God, I feel it an honor to belong to them, and trust that I
may be faithful to them, God helping me.
As Saints, and having entered into a new work, if I understand it rightly the weakest can do something for Christ;
for instance, we. will take our politicians: 'l'hey look over the·
roll and find who is entitled to vote, and the candidate makes
a special effort to see them personally. You may be sure he
rings the bell mildly. · If the. voter. is at. home, all well and
good; but i:f not his good wife appears at the door, 'and of
course he is kindly invited· to take a chair. If a baby is sitting around it ·will be complimented; if a puppy, there is
something fine about it; if it is a flock of chickens,. how
beautiful; and oh, such. kindnesses as are shown; but, they
never say,. Are you converted? My opinion is that each one
should try to bring some one out to meeting with him, but
the majo1ity I have. noticed do nothing but pull a rope, ring
a bell.
Brothers and sisters, let each one of us t!!-ke the matter
to heart; let us show as much interest as the politicians to
bring souls out to chui·ch. We would be astonished at the
results of one year's united efforts.

J. W. Davls. writes from Argent's· Hill, Nambucca River,
New South Wales, Australia,. November 25, 1909: "I am
glad to say that I am being blessed in my laboi·s in this
mission."
·
E. E. Long, at Brodhead, Kentucky, writes: "Debate moving along nicely. Big hall packed. Roberts is laboring. hard
to prejudice the people. Said we were infidels, and had
]\icked the Bi)lle out o:f; existence."

News From Branches
LONDON, ONTARIO.
. At the last regular meeting of the branch the following
officers were elected for the. coming year: President, Elder
William Fligg; priest, Bro. Charles Insell; teacher, Bro.
W. A. Hardey; deacon, Bro. R. Martin. Our branch is progressing favorably. Si·. Lorne Swain was baptized the beginning cif the year.
Sr. Likins is home ·after spending the. holidays with her
son, Edward, at Paris.
,
Quite a number of the Saints met at the home of Brother
and Sister Everitt to bid. farewell to Sister Reader,_ who was
leaving for British Columbia; to become t}le wife of Mr.
Will Harrirnn. During the evening Sister Reader was made
the recipient of a b·eautiful cut glass water pitcher as a
parting gift.
·
· ·
·
Zion's Religio-Literary .Society elected the following officers for tlie next term: President, Bro. J. Winegarden; vicepresidents, Bro. J. Judkins and Bro. W. A. Hardey; secretary,
Bro. R; J. Fa1'thing; treasurer, Sr. Lily Winegarden; organist, Sr. Lily Roberts;· assistant 01:ganist, Sr. May Constabie;
janitor, Roy Moore; representative on Library· Commission,
Sr. Clara Hardy. The social committee. entertained the Religians in a very pleasing manner the other evening with an
informaf program, foliowed by a cocoa lunch.
Much gloom has been cast over our branch by the death of
Sister Moore, which ·occurred on F'rlday morning, .the 14th
inst. The sister was beloved by ·many, being a willing worker
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On December 29, Bro. G. E. Schweers and Sr. Sena Biei·in church, Sunday school, and Religio, also a member of the
choil'. Brother Moore and family have the sympathy of all rnan were married at the home ·of Sister Bierman. Bro.
in their hour of sad bereavement. The funeral will be held Elbert A. Smith performed the ceremony. He was kept
busy during his short stay. of about three ·days, making
from the church and
be in charge of Elder W. Fligg.
A general good feeling seems to be existing between the "pastoral calls" among his former flock. We hope his next
teacher and members of the young men's class of the Sunday visit may be ·a longer one.
Bro." August Peterson came to Burlington recently, from
school. At Christmas the teacher, Bro. Charles Insell, i·eceived a handsome, pearl-handled_ unbrella from the boys, and Gladstone, Illinois, by previous arrangement with Brother
hist Monday evening the class, together with the branch offi~ · Fry, and was baptized· in the· font here.
cers, were treated to an ·oyster supper by their teacher, at
the home of Bro. Leslie O'Dell. All expressed· themselves
FALi,.. RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS.
pleased with the good time had.
Fall River is a town of Massachusetts with an area of
about eight square miles and an approximate population of
one hundred and twenty thousand inhabitants. · It is· situCLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cleveland Branch is of· goocl rnport. We are progressing; ated on the banks of the Taunton River and on the shores
but there is room for ·still further improvement. Last Sun- of a large bay.
day Bishop Becker was with us all day,-four services. He
Its principal industry is the manufacturing o:f cotton and

will

occupied the morning hour.. Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths arrived

woolen goods. I believe I am correct when I say that it is

from Kirtland in time for the Religio. These two brethren
spoke a few words to the Religians, by invitation from Bro.
J. W. Topping, who has ju!lt been elected pr\)sident of that
society. Brother Griffiths spoke in the evening service, which
was very much enjoyed by a large congregation. All services during the day were unusually well attended, despite the
weather we have had lately, and the fact that the Saints'
homes are somewhat scattered.
Sunday school last Sunday had the largest number of
scholars present for a ·long while.
_
Midweek prayer meeting was enjoyable and in charge of
Bro. G. T. G1·iffiths, who brought news that the_. Kirtland District is going to advance in the near future.
Brother Griffiths left here for Akron, Ohio.
KIMBERLY AVENUE.
F. c. WEBBE.

the largest cotton goods manufacturing city in either North
or South America. Perhaps the reader of this communication may thillk I am somewhat proud ·of the town in
which I live. Well,. I am. "Breathes there a man with
soul so dead? who never to himself hath said," etc. Undoubtedly you know the rest of the poem; so, I will not
burden you with its repetition. I think a person who is
ashamed of the place in which he dwells should move at
the first opportunity.
We have quite a large branch of Saints here. I believe
we have the third largest membership in the Massachusetts District and an average attendance that ranks second:
The Massachusetts. District comprises Boston, Providence,
Fall River, Haverhill, . Brockton, Attleboro, and Dennisport,
on. Cape Cod. Our primary department is the largest. in
the district and has at its head a very effiaient superintendent, Mrs. A. H. Fielding, to whom much of the success of
the department is due, not forgetting, of course, its ·founder
and former· superintendent, Mrs. w. A. Sinclair, }\OW residing in Somerville.
· We have a pastor who has the love and esteem of all·
who know him. One good trait in his character is · his
refusal to permit his position as our pastor to act as a
s01't of a barrier between him and us. The class of young
men that· he teaches, of which the writer is a- member, all
love him, because, as we sing at our little socials, "He's
jolly good fellow." He's all of that and more..
This letter was written for the benefit of those who are
interested in what is being done by the Saints in this part of
the Lord's vineyard, in fact for the benefit of every true Latter Day Saint, for every honest Saint is interested in what is
being done by his brother. It makes no difference-where· his
brother may live on this, the Lord's footstool, he will be
foterested in what he is doing. The superintendent of our
Sunday school is but twenty-one years of age, and the president of the Religio is not that old; and one of our priests
is not twenty-one years of age, as yet. It is upon the young
that the success of this great latter-day work depends, and,
personally, I believe that they will rise to the o.ecasio;rt and,
profiting by the experiences of their parents and all who
have preceded them, finally push this work to its completion.
With apologies for having occupied so much of youl' time
and space and assuring ·you that Fall River and the branch
of Saints there are still in existence and eontinually progressing, I have the honor to be your brother and coworker
for our Lord,
ALMA M. COOMBS.
82 Barre street, FALL RIVER, Massachusetts,
(No apology necessary. Come again; li'all River. We
want branch news.)

CHICO, CALIFORNIA.
The· HERALD is an ever welcome visitor,. and I am pleased
to note a constant improvement in its make up.
. Tbe Chico Branch is prospering. We have a nice new
church and our ·Sunday school is our especial pride. We
have a nice attendance by those outside the faith. Bro. E.
Keeier is here for a fe"\7 days, and Brother Holt is with us
also, which affords a splendid opportunity for the people of
this place to learn the noble truths contained in the gospel
of Christ.
Yours in the faith,
H. A. HINTZ.
BURLINGTON, IOWA.
We have been enjoying for the past two weeks a series of
·meetings conducted by. Elder 0. H. Bailey, of the Kewanee
District. · The first week was, as reporte.d by Brother Fry,
used in a debate with the Utah elders, Elder Ira A.· Pace
being their representative, and Brother Bailey representing
the Reorganization. Opinions express,ed by a number who attended were very favorable to our position, and we were all
glad for the assurance with which this position was explained.
The sermons following this discussion were strong and convincing doctrinal sermons, helpful to those within as well as
those without. · Brother Bailey has made a ·warm· welcome
for himself in. Burlington, and we a1·e quite willing to
make an effort to meet his qualifications for hospitality;
namely,. "feed him well and have fun with him."
Our cradle roll is growing. Brother Fry told .us Sunday
that he. had the honor to report another member for the
ci·adle roll,-Charles, jr., who arrived January 15, about
1.30 a. m. Bro. and Sr. Moroni Duke also have a little son,
arid a daughter arrived in the home of Bro. and Sr. Andrew
Hoverson, s_hortly before· Christmas.
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The February Century contains many ·appreciations of its
late editor, Mr. Richard Watson Gilder, with consideration
of various phases of Mr. Gilder's public activities by George
Edward Woodbery, Henry van Dyke, Jacob A. Riis, Cecilia
Beaux, and Robert Underwood Johnson; and tributes by
President Taft, Ambassador Bryce, John Burroughs, Andrew
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Lamoni Land & Loan Company

Herald Publishing House
$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable after due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and affo:::d the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very macerate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) J;v'.e have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' wor~h
-all
which goes toward payment of our debt incurred Ill
adding improvements since the fire.

oe

This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. Blair secretary. The
members of the firrri have resided in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are therefore familiar with
the country in all its details, including
land values, fertility of the soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to· prospective investors. We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
We are also in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No· better security offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time business propositions
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in regard to this country, write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Secretary.
Lamoni,

::

::

Iowa

FARM FOR SALE
100 ·acres one and one half miles from
Lamoni, good improvements, nice, smooth
land, good orchard, plenty of good
water. For complete description, price,
and terms apply to owner,
3-3t
A. J. YARRINGTON,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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FOR SALE

Get

a

·Home
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Wyoming

' The Richest State in the West
RICH in high grade coal-large tonnage output daily; in high grade oil-new rec
finery at Cowley; in natural gas-now being piped to Basin City and Greybull; in high
grade iron ore-so accessible that it is mined by steam shovel; in sulphur, copper,
gold, silver, lead, mica and asphalt; in timber, stone and cement; in water power for
factories; in hunting and fishing and in beautiful scenery unsurpassed in any country
and lastly
RICH IN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE FARMER, who, in the midst of these great
natural resources, can take a homestead irrigated by the Government, paying actual
cost of water in ten yearly payments without interest, or buy irrigated land from
the State under the Carey Act on long time payments, only 30 days' residence required; or take a 320-acre free homestead under the Mondell Act; where Dry Farming
is already successful.
FUTURE VALUE OF THESE FARMS. Just think of the great advantages of
these farms and fine business openings in the new towns that will spring up along
the Burlington's new main line to the NorthweHt. History is sure to repeat itself and
these farms that may now be had for a mere trifle of their actual value will soon
make the future owners rich.
SPECIALLY PREPARED LITERATURE describing the many
resources of Wyoming, sent free. Write to-day.
D. CLEM DEA VER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
65 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerrnn Self Binders for SAINTS' ·HERALD for sale. These are second-handed
and in good condition.· They are worth
$1 when new. The lot will be sold for
$4.
J. E. Bozarth.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good. graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this. way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

,,----------------~----------;,
:

,: son

County, Missouri,

MORTGAGES,

:
1

BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ,I

MUNICIPAL :

: STOCKS.
I

,
1

:
Very truly yours,

I

,I

J. D. Briggs
:
Independence, Missouri
44tf :

COUNTY BANK!~~;.~~-;-;~~~;~-~~~;:~:~

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
A BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid on Deposits
Business solicited from far and near. Notice our directorate as named below:
G. H. HILLIARD
M. H. BOND
J. MATHER

WM. CRICK
J. D. BRIGGS
A. L. YINGLING

The State Savings Bank of Lamoni

interested in Oklahoma City and
l Anyone
rnrrounding country, should write THE

DANIELS REALTY COMPANY, 12
North Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
for free pamphlet, showing some beautiful buildings that are being built here,
in one of the greatest cities in the entire southwest.
,
We are selling lots at $10 down and
$10 per month, without interest or taxes
until paid for, right close-in to the main
part of the city, and will double in value
before the purchaser will have paid for
them.
Also we have fine farms, and· city
property especially.
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok,.1., 12 North Broadway.
5-4t

Lamoni, Iowa
Paid up Capital and Surplus, $45,000.00.
We pay Interest on time deposits for six or twelve months.
We encourage Banking by Mail and solicit your banking
business no matter where you live.

Our Stockholders are
Wm. Anderson
A. K. Anderson
Geo. H. Hilliard
W. A. Hopkins
Geo. W. Blair
Oscar. Anderson
Add1'ess all letters to the

,

FIRST :

i

:

ELLIS SHORT
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
HORACE SHELEY

I would be pleased to correspond with :

: parties seeking investment In jack- :

:

JACKSON

W. A. Duncan.

Anna A. Dancer
Alice P. Dancer
Lucy L. Resseguie
Ella D. Whitehead
Anna A. Dancer, Guardian of David
A. and Howard M. Dancer

STATE SAVINGS BANK
Lamoni, Iowa
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples indeed; and. ye shall know the truth; and the
tr~th shall make yo~ free."-:fohn 8: 31, 32,

VOLUME 57

"There ahall not any inan among you have eave it
be one wife; ancf concubiues he shall have none."_:
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.

LAMONI, IOWA, FEBRUARY 2, 1910

NUMBER 5

There is work going on among some of the descendants of the red men in what used to be kn.own
L01 . THE POOR INDIAN.
as the Indian Territory, which work can be easily
A great .many seiltimenta_l drops of brine have been shed extended when the church is in condition to do so.
in behalf of the American Indian, who is usually pictured as
It is difficult to reach the wards 0£ the Government,
standing alone on a western hill, gazing into the sunset where
ghostly herds of buffalo recall the good old days of the terres- "because of the impediments thrown in the way by .
trial hunting grounds that were hardly less happy than those the denominational prejudice· against the faith of
to which the devqut redskin believed the Great Spirit· would the church. These denominations, while mourning
conduct him in due time. The Indian is regarded by senti- church decadence and poorness of the' spirit felt
mental Easterners as the fast disappearing representative of among the membership, are very much afraid to
a vanishing race, despoiled of his land ·and wasting away
under the malign evils of the white man's cruel ci~lization .. allow real gospel to be taught to those who they seem
In a few more years, in the beljef of the sentimentalists, the · to claim are lying in their just field .of occupation.

·Editorial

last reds1cin. will skulk· into ·the last forest. and make his
eternal exit from the stage of American life, with only the
ethnological museums to,show him as he was and the pages
of J. Fennimore Cooper to show him·as he never was.
It must come as a matter of surprise to these giiod people,
therefore, when the commissioner of Indian affairs, in an official report, shows that there -are now 300,000 Indians in the
United .States-40,000 more than there were twenty years
ago. There are 30,000 children in the various Indian schools
of the country, being taught to earn their own living. There
_are· 25,000 Indians who are citizens of the United States and
from 1,000 to 1,200 acquire citizenship every year. The Government spends $3,000,000 a year, or $100 per capita, educating the 30,000 boys ·an<l girls who are learning how to
become self-sustaining.
So far from the ultimate destiny of the red man being the
somber tragedy of the ·sentimentalist; it will uridoubtedly be
that of all the -other races that are being fused in this great
· •'melting pot" of America, whe1;e the best is deposited as the
residuum of A~erican composite citiZenship and all the dross
is "purged away·with fh'e,'' the Indian will disappear, but he
will not be the unhappy victim of. the white man's greed.
He will add his contribution, -small though it may be, to
that mighty amalgam known as Americanism. Copper is a
valuable alloy in more respects than one.
'·
The readers of the HERALD, who because of their

love for' humanity in general and of the descendants
of Manasseh in parti_cular (if the Indians be of
. Manasseh, as some suppose), ~ill be pleased with
the foregoing presentation which appears in the
editorial column of the Kansas City Journal of Jan·irnry 20. It seems to us that· it is somewhere stated
that the remnant will become a delightsome people.
If·the red man loses his warlike disposition, learns
the aI't.s of peace, becomes a citizen of the United
States, as other. nationalities may do, living in
peace; and beconiillg part of. the great Ameriean
Republic, M will become a delightsome people,. using
~he ~erm 1·ed man In a .generic

THE WORK IN TORONTO.

By letter from Bro. R. C. Evans under date of
January 18, 1910, we learn that his opening in the
Majestic Theater in Toronto was defeated. The
syndicate controlling the Majestic, resident iI:\ New
York, were not satisfied with the action of their
agent at Toronto in renting the theater to the Saints
for their campaign; and on Brother Evans' return
from Saint Thomas, where he went to preach a funeral sermon, he found a message awaiting him, to
call up the Majestic. There he learned that they
had turned down his appointment for the 16t.h. . Of
course•·he waited upon the agent, and the outcome
was that they returned the money which had been
taken for the rent of the Majestic, paid for the
expenses of advertising for the 16th,_ and the deal
was off. A lawyer friend advised Brother Evans
-that he could probably collect damages, but that it
would be tedious process and would not pay in the
long run, and advised him to secure anotlJ.~r place.
Pursuing this advice Brother Evans se~'£red the
. Princess Theater, located on King street, at a point
where the cars stop and conductors call .the.
name of the theater, and pushing his advertisements
and invitation to the public he had the theater
crowded to the doors, except the upper gallery, which
· for some reason was not open, so that many who
sought an enttance c°ould .not be accommodated ..
· Brother Evans expresses his gratitude that the
interest is good, and is very hopeful that the audi·
. enceS. a,S heretofore will meet the expense, thO{~,glJ.
this will be larger at the. Princess than at the Ma._
j estic. Every reader who is'inter~sted i~ the spread .·
of the gospel ought to.be ·thankful that the zeal and

a
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energy ot Bro. R. C. Evans are ,still equal to the,
'A degraded and almost friendless.criminal by old- ..
emergency of preaching the gospel in so large -a time orthodox methods breaks. into a bank, cracks ··
city. ··
. ·.
.
·
· '
the safe, and makes away with its contents.· An- ·
. !tis a difficult thing to secure "a suitable place in other ~an, a rich and influential director, with .the
a large city, and to bear the continued. expense of aid of modern, obscure, and devious methods, 'wrecks
keeping up such
opening, arid Brother Evans is .another big financial. concern' and .emerges from the
entitled to considerable credit for having secured i·uins _w~th a large''sum of the people's money con·
so good an interesfin so lar~e .a city ·as .Toronto. cealed· upon his person.
We trustthat his health.wilLnot fail, and the attendNo invidious distinction should be made. Both•
• an~e of the· Holy Spirk may be with the congre- · are thieves: The consequences of. the last namecf ...
gation, that this new effort with the Saints there · transaction are surely as serious and widespread
may accomplish great a_9.ditional results.
as tqe consequences of the first named can be. · ·
Paul 0. Stensland, president.of the ·Miiwaukee
Avenue State Bank of Chicago, with the help of
CONVICT NO. 6861.
cashier, wfocked the bank, ·making away with one
On a· little iron cot in a cell in the Federal Prison here, million, three hundred thousand dollars. He hasjli.st
(Leavenworth), John R. Walsh, who to-day began serving a·· completed:;;_ term in the Jolief prison. Stensland did
five-year sentence for misapplying the funds of the Chicago not rob :one· man,-he robbed twenty-two thousand
National Bank, spent his firs.t night in the penitentiary. He
has accepted the situation with smiling good. grace. . . .
men, "women, and children; many of them very poor
His number was alteady waiting for him. It is 6861. people who had, by strict economy, saved a little
. . Whim ·he was measured and p]:J.otographed in. the BertiIJon money for a rainy day. As a -result of his crime,. ·
croom late1; in the. day, that number, on a tag, was attached the bank paying teller and three of the defrauded
to the collar of his gray coat. Afterward it was stamped in depositors committed suicide, another died from
• figrires three inches tall on the back of that garment, across
·
·
the shoulders .. The figures are no brighter, the cloth they worry, and four were adJ'udged insane.
When.a strong ahd influential man, standing high
are stamped upon is no finer; they tell no more of the man's
past nor of his future, than the 'figures on the back of the . in the community, trusted by all, goes wrong, ·he •
nieanest felon in the great, somber prison house.
posses~d terrible possibilities for evil. His punishThe case of Convict No. 6861 suggests many ment should at least be as severe as that meted out
thoughts. It is a melancholy spectacle to see a man to an ordinary criminal. No influence should be
.·seventy-two years old sentenced to the penitentiary permitted to shi~fd him from justice. On the other ·
·. for five year$. His age and his former high station hand he should not be hated or persecuted merely
·.·in life· make his present degradation all the more b_ecause he has been rich. The same pity and charity
appalling.
should be extendeff toward hi:tn that should be exAnd yet it is encouraging to note that justice has tended toward any unfortunate man who has erred
made no · ~xception of-the man because of wealth, and fallen.
E. A. S.
~position, _or· influence.
"The man on the street" (of whom we hear so
A MIGHTY PROJECT.
much) ·f1:equently charges that it is impossible to
. reach the rich malefactor ;~that he is able to hi:r:e the
By an item of news published a few d~ys since in'·
best legal talent, and fighting from court to court, the Kansas City Journal, we learn that a syndicate
. finally escape on a technicality or by way of a :fixed of New York and Boston capitalists has been fo1·med
judge or ju,1•y.
.··
·
. to finance the building of a dam across the MissisOn the other hand the man at the mahogany desk sippi River at KeQkuk, Iowa, at the foot of .t!ie Des .·. ·
. . retorts that there is a stubborn prejudice ,in tlie Moines Rapids. The news item stated that plans
· :~public mind: against corporations and individuals of for the dam contemplated a length· of fi;\re thousand,~
·. wealth; that the average jury is eager to condemn . e~ght hundred feet, something over a mile, height ,
them on general principles.
of thirty-seven feet, with .an embedment in the•··
· We do not undertake to say who .is right in this solid rock of seven feet at the bottom of the Missis.,;.
• ~·matter..· Perhaps both are right in some cases; we sippi, and that it would forfii a lake some thirty · <
hope _that both are. wrong in most cases.
miles in length, which would make it reach f:t'Om .
Be that as it may; Convict No. 6861, formerly a Keokuk to within a short distance of Burlington;
: power in financial circles, is now serving- his term, Iowa.
despite money and influence; just as any other crimiBishop Kelley infOl'med us a day or two ago that
· ii.al might.· And we. note that there al'e now in the he had received· from the · managin-g . authorities
(the Federal Prison at Leavenworth) papers covering request .for signature
GQTISeilt.
he is confined, twenty~nine 'other ex~bankers and release from, damage to the p1•operty
by · ·•
.
servingtime, "their sentences rang- . the church at Nauvoo
. the
this .. J
fifteen years.
·
dam. · Thenr,nrn>rt.v.

an

the

a

a
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thereof lies on tlie river b;nk at the foot of Main
street, and at that point the waters of the dam are
not likely to reach the property to do it any material .damage.
·
It w!ll be remembered that these lower rapids,
called the Des Moines Rapids, are the last in the
Mississippi River between Saint Paul and Saint
Loilis, that tl)e~r have formed the one formidable
impediment to the navigation of the Mississippi
River. The others, situated somewhere about
Rock Island, are called the "upper rapids." The fall
from the first rapids, or what is sometimes called
the upper chain to Keokuk, is some twenty-four or
twenty-five feet. The banks on either side of the
river, with 'the exception of a creek or two which
may be affected by backwater, are high and rocky in
formation, and for the_ greater part of the way on
the Illinois side, the bluffs extend from the ·water
side up to the table land. The~e is a portion on the
Iowa side, however, between Montrose and Fort
Madison, where the Skunk River enters the river,
where considerable land is likely to be overflowed.
It is stated that this dam will be the second largest
dam in the world, the first being the one across the
Nile at Assouan,-.Egypt, built by the British Government for the purpose of irrigation, and reclaiming
a great tract of arable land which has been turned
··over to the native f ellahs for occupation for agricultural purposes. The backwaters of this dam have
infringed upon' some of the monuments of the past
erected along the banks of the Nile, but the good
which has accrued t9 the present occupants far outweighs those relics of the ancient past.
The dam at Keokuk, however, is to be built not for
irrigation purposes but for the purpose of creating a
. great water power, to be used by the cities along the
Mississippi River as their necessities may require
for electric lighting and for mechanical purposes. It
is said that already there are in sight as available
contracts for two hundred thousand horsepower at
Saint Louis!.
It may have passed out of memory, but it is a fact
. that just before and at the time the Saints were
driven from Illinois, a movement was on foot to create a water power just below Nauvoo, by the cutting
of a canal across the eastern edge of the flat of the
point which exten·ded into the bend of the Mississippi
Riv~r to the west, and throwing out of a wing dam
from some little distance below the city, and thus
bringing the water into a sluiceway where the power
could be used to great advantage. Had the people
~een left there unmolested, this would undoubtedly
have been ·done many years ago. We certainly wish
the present enterprise great success.

127
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

During the past week appalling floods have devastated Paris. The river Seine is higher than at any
time .since 1615. Sewers and subways are flooded
causing streets to cave in so that great sections of
the city are rendered uninhabitable while other sections are submerged. Bursting gas mains leave
people without light or heat. Food supplies are cut
off and rich and poor suffered alike from cold and
hunger. The gay, wicked, and frivolous city is in
a pitiable condition. The disaster bids fair to take
its.· place in the annals of latter-day history with
other terrible catastrophies, such as the destruction
·
of San Francisco.
'No doubt many are wondering why they have not
received their J ubliee HERALD. The manager and
editors· deplore the delayed appearance of· this special number, but the situation can not be helped.
The delay in receiving a special consignment of
paper of a better grade than that ordinarily used
in the HERALD is responsible for the nonappearance
of the issue on time. The number will be· printed
on a good grade of paper with enameled cover. It
will contain fifty-two pages instead of forty-eight as
advertised. Lack of space compelled the editors to
omit one article that was advertised. It will appear
later. We are sure that our readers will enjoy the
Jubilee Number and will feel repaid for their waiting.

The Woodbine Chronicle, of Woodbin~. Iowa, in
its is::i.ue of January 20; contained a refutation of the
Banditti of the Prairies by Elder Heman C. Smith.
This story, by Captain Bonney, is being reprinted
serially in many of the country papers throughout
the Middle West. We sincerely wish every reader
·of this book or story could read the -Church Historian's article in refutation of the misrepresentations
of Mr. Bonney.
A copy of the Sunday Standa1·d, New Bedford,
Massachusetts, reaches us. It contains a three and
a half column write-up of our work in that city, and
shows a picture of Bro. John F. Rogerson, pastor,
and the church Which the Saints expect soon to dedicate. Such recognition speaks much for .the brethren
and sisters at that place.

We believe HERALD readers should be broadminded enough not to think that something appearing in our paper is of no value simply because they
see nothing of.wo:·th therein. We_-_are inreceipt.of.
many commumcat10ns from our friends from Marne
· to California and we believe that on the whole our
conduct and management' ate approved .. But there
are a few who have made complaints in regard to
" 'All· things to :all men' ds a good motto, but it certain things which we have publishe.d. Now we
believe these parties should bear in mind that quite
needs g'uardings!'
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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likely the very thing they most object to is the
._source of the-most comfort and satisfaction to others.
We ;;ilso want to remin.d some of them that it is
an unwarranted and false supposition that we are
promoting, advancing, or giving credence to every
belief or theory which may appear from time to time
by way of personal contribution OF of repdnt in our
department of General Interest. We believe a little
reflection sometimes will present to our readers the
. reason for an article's appearance.
Bro. F. R. Tubb writes: "Editors Hemld: Latter Day Saints of every school of thought throughout
the civilized world will be interested to learn that
according to the most elaborate and recent computations (based upon the comet's present R. A. or
Right Ascension), Halley's comet will reach its perihelion exactly on Wednesday, April 6, 1910,° a conclusion which more than once flashed across my mind
while penning my essay upon that comet for your
columns, but which I did not then consider possible.
I may add that on May 10 the comet will be just
one thousand, one hundred and seventy-two times as
large and as brilliant as it will appear on February 3."
"It is true that there are scores of millions of Asiatics who believe that happiness is to be found in the
extinction of consciousness, or Nirvana, the end of
separate existence and of struggle. This belief, very
appropriately is confined to races that ·have fallen
behind in the race, sunk into servitude and domination by foreigners. Such a belief is not fit even for
life on this planet. Certainly, it can not be considered worthy of universal, eternal life."

"No one has _really goo-d manners who does not
practicA courtesy habitually."

Hymns and Poems
THE SHADOW OF THE CROSS.
(Elizabeth Clephane has written only two well known
hymns, the one here given and the celebrated "Ninety and
nine,'' and to both of them Mr. Ira D. Sankey composed the
tunes, which have had much to do with· their popularity and
general use. Miss Clephane lived at Melrose, Scotland. She
was born in 1830 and died in 1869.)
Beneath the cross of Jesus
I fain would take my stand,
The shadow: of a mighty rock
Within a weary land;
A home within a wilderness,
A rest upon the way,
From the burning of the noontide heat,
And the burden of the day.
Upon that cross of Jesus
MJne eye at t,imes can see
The very dying form of one
Who suffered there for me;

Februa1·y 2, 1910

And from my smitten heart with tears
Two wonders I confessThe wonders of his glorious love
And my own worthlessness.
I take, 0 cross, thy shadow
For my abiding place;
I ask no other sunshine than
The sunshine of his face ;
Content to let the world go by -·
To know no gain nor loss,
My sinful self my only shame,
My glory all the cross.

WRITE THEM A LETTER TO-NIGHT.
Don't go to the theater, concert or ball,
But stay in your room to-night,
Deny yourself to the friends that call,
And a good long letter write.
Write to the sacl old folks at home
Who sit when the day· is done
With folded hands and downcast eyes
And think of the absent one.
Don't selfishly scribble, "Excuse my haste,
I have scarcely time to write,''
Lest their drooping ·thoughts go :wanderi.ng back
To many a by-gone night-When they lost their needed sleep and rest
And every breath was a prayer,
That God would leave their darling babe
To their tender love and care.
Don't let them feel you have no more heed
Of their love or their counsel wise;
For hearts grow strangely sensitive,
When age has dimmed the eyes.
It· might be well to make them feel
That you never forget them quite,That you deem it a pleasure, when far away,
A good letter home to write.
Don't think that the young and giddy friends
Who 'ffiake your pastime gay,
Have half the anxious thought for you
That the old folks have to-day.
Postpone not the duty of writing hom:e,
Let sleep or pleasure wait,
Lest the letter for which they looked and longed
Be a day or an hour too late.
The sad old folks back there at ho:ine,
With locks fast turning white,
Are longing to hear from the absent one-Write them a letter to-night.
(A heart throb _to young folks away from home.
tributed by Bro. John Grainger.)

BECAUSE.
Because of thy _flower, 0 bush with tho.rn,
Thou hast a-place in my garden fair;
Because of thy blessings, 0 trial, 0 storm,
Doth most mortals of thee 1•ichly shar_e.
- JOSEPH.A. FERRIS.
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"Therefore," saith God, "l'Il bring the fruit
Of evil on thy head;
·
With stumbling-blocks thy path I'II fiII,
l}'or now thy soul is dead.
"For thou hast rather chosen death
Than life eternally,
And evil rather than the good,
Ne'er can thy soul be free."
0 ! come ye to the Lord, thy God,
And leave the paths of sin;
Believe his word,· his prophets, too,
Then peace shall reign within.
His law to thee is just the same
As 'twas in days of old;
He revelations gives to bring
Thee back unto the fold.
"For line on line, and line on line,
Precept on precept be;
When thou art weary, sick of sin,
0 ! then, come unto me.
"I'll give thee rest, and joy, and peace,
I'll fill thy soul with food;
I'll make the.e heir to thrones above,
I'll fill thy life with good."

S. M.

REISTE.

••!+O+!+O
ELDER S. M. REISTE.

(Jeremiah 6: 16-20.)
Oh, stand ye in the ways and see
The paths of pleasantness;
The good old ways that med to be The paths the Lord doth bless. '
The thorny path thy feet hath trod
Doth fill thy sot1l with pain;
Oh! why not turn and seek thy God,
His grace and .Jove obtain?
Are· pleasures found in paths of sin?
There's more in ways of truth;
When Jesus Christ doth dwell within,
Be thou in age or youth.
Sweet comfort thou shalt always find,
For Jesus loves to bless
The soul that comes with cheerful mind
Their sins to him confess.
But, 0 ! the sadness of their words,
"We will not walk therein,''
We'd rather have our own sweet will,
And walk in paths of sin.
. And though we know result of sin
Is banishment from God,
We'd rather with the foolish walk,
Than where the Saints have trod.
For we do crave the world's esteem
More than the praise of God;
We'll wait till just the week before
We pass beneath the sod.
'Tis time enough to get real good
To tread the narrow way;
The broad way lures enticingly,.
It makes us want to stay, .

IS BAPTISM IN WATER A SAVING ORDINANCE?

The safest way of examining this question is to
do it in the light of God's word. It is written, "To
the law and t.o the testimony: if they speak not
according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them."-Isaiah 8: 20. No believer in the
Scriptures doubts the divine mission of Christ. He
was God's messenger. It was written of him, "He
whom God hath sent speaketh the words of God:
for God giveth not the Spiri't by measure unto him."
-John 3: 34. He said, "The Spirit of the Lq(d is
upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach
the gospel." -Luke 4: 18. And Paul says, "The
gospel is the power of God unto salvation."-Romans 1: 16. Hence, whatever is found to be a part
of Christ's teachings must have in it the tendency.
to salvation. For he says, "My doctrine is not mine,
but his that sent me."-John 7: 16. Again, "I have
not spoken of myself; but the Father which sent me,
he gave' me a commandment, what I should say, and
what I should speak. And I kriow that his commandment is life everlasting."~John 12: 49, 50 .
Paul speaks of 'baptism as one of the doctrines of
Christ (Hebrews 6). Christ set us the pattern
by obeying it (Matthew 3). He administered it.
(John 3: 22, 26). He commanded his apostles to
baptize (Matthew 28: 19). He promised 'Salvation
as a result of obedience: "Go ye.into all the world,
and preach the gospel to every creature. He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved."-Mark
16: 15, 16.
The gospel of Christ may be compared to a chain
intended for a special purpose, and must be of a
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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certain lenith. If o~e of the links is missing the
..··chain . i~ illlperfect, and unsuited. for the,· purpose
intended .. ·James calls the gospel the ,perfect law
· of liberty (James 1_: 25). Take away· one link or
principle of the law an~ th~ chain is imperfect. If

all the powers of his being, body and spirit, ·to the
service of God, and in that act manifests that he.
believes in him with his whole heart, and repentS,
forsakes his sins, and looks unto God through Christ,
for the forgiveness of his sins. Hence, if ·we -keep .
· our part of the covenant, we shall be saved in the' ·
kingdom of God.- "For he iS faithful that prom- ,
ised}'-Hebrews 10: 23. But as John taught the
Sadducees and Pharisees to "bring forth fruits meet
.for repentence," so we musf show by forsakillg our .
sins that we are fit supjects for baptism, or God
will not ackp.owledge us, "For he that --cometh to
God must .believe that. he is, and. that he .is a re~
warder of them that diligently seek him.'':._Hebrews 11 : (). Christ said, "I say unto you, That ·
except youi· righteousness shall exceed the righteous~· ·
ness of tlie scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case .
enter into the kingdom of lieaven."-Matthew 5: 20.
"But the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the counsel
of God against themselves, being not baptized 0f
him."-J ohn.
Reader, be\Yare lest you. should reject th!) counsel .
of God and thereby be shut out of the kingdom of
God. In harmony with Christ's teaching to Nicodemus, 'Paul - says, "He saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Ifoly
Ghost."-Titus 3: 5. - Again, speaking of the church,
he "gave himself for it; that he might sanctify_ and
cleanse it with the washing of water by the word.''
-Ephesians 5: 25, 26. From the above Scripture
we learn that baptism in water is a divine ordinance,
and when we yield loyal obedience to it, we are
purged from our· old sins and_ become the children
of God, but without obedience we have no claim upon
his mercies, for Christ "became the author of salCHARLES DERRY.
vation unto all them that obey him.''-Hebrews 5: 9.
"He that ·believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
• ~ it is to be the. power of God unto salvation, every arid he that believeth not shall be damned.''-:Mark
-principle must be there, and in order to bring the 16. "If a man love me, he will. keep my words."-:- ·
desited results, every pri.nciple must be obeyed. It John 14. "He that saith, I know him, and keepeth
is written, "Whosoever shall, save in one point, keep not my commandments, is a liar, and .the truth is
··.·the whole law, is ·guilty of all."-James 2: 10, In- not in him."~1 John 2: 4. "Blessed are they that
- spired 'rranslation. Jesus said, "It becometh us to do his commandments, that they may have right
·.<fulfill all righteousness" (Matthew 3), and after he· to the tree of life, and may enter in through. the
was baptized of water he was baptized of the Holy gates into the city."-Revelation 22: 14.
_. Ghost, thus receiving the divine approval for his
CHARLES DE~RY.
-·\viHing obed,ience; Christ taught that man must be
. born .again. Nicodemus could not' understand the
- , ,great mystery of the new birth. Jes explained it
"DON'T BE DISCOURAGED IF YOUR FORTUNES ARE IN TEMPORARY ECLIPSE. The
~to him; saying, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, Ex• ;cept a inan be born of water ·and of the Spirit, he savage is in despair w}len the sun. goes into the can not enter into the kingdom of God."___'..John 3: 5. moon's shadow, for he thinks that some monste_r has ..
If we are not in the kingdom of God we are in the · swailowed it, and that there will never b'e any daylight again. But to• the astronomer an eclipse- is
ki:iigdoin .of Satan; hence- unsaved.
· Biiptisin is the form of divine covenant to be made merely an interesting opportunity to make_ scientific
· between God and man. God covenants t.o give eternal observations. Be as sure of the coming of day1ight-iife to all who serve him. · Man, in the act of being as the astronomer is, and your moments of darkne~s
·baptism, covenants .to yield will trouble 'you ho n101:e than hii:i trouble hi¢.''
buried with CI:trist

us
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THE VISIONS OF MRS. WHITE.

HAVE THEY BEEN CHANGED? .

131

Let the reader keep in mind these two volumes as we
investigate her claims as a prophetess of God. In
the publisher's preface of this book we find the following:

The writer is aware of the fact that some statements of the Seventh-day Adventists, especially
those of Mrs. White, are so fanatical and childish
they are not worth a reply. But since they make the
claim that the Adventists are the only right church
(here in fulfillment of prophecy to present the third
angel's message of Revelation 13 and that all Protestantism is Babylon), I deem it right and proper
to examine some of their written works that have
been given to the world by Mrs. White, their high
priestess or prophetess, whom they acknowledge as
the "feeble instrument" through which God speaks
__ to the Adventists. It is evident their doctrine is
not clearly deducible from the Holy Scriptures, hence
wholly negative and contradictory, as we have to
depend on the visions of Mrs. White, the prophetess,
for its confirmation. Perhaps a statement from her
in the commencement of this.. article wiU be in order,
so that we will have a .better understanding of her
position regarding the revelations she has given to
the world:

For still another reason we take peculiar pleasure in its
republication. Our opponents have been wont to m'ake loud
claims that there was a desire and an 'attempt to suppress
these views, because the work has been so long out of print.
The presence of this book will be a sufficient refutation of
this charge.

God has anything to do with this false system.
For the benefit of those who believe the Adventists did not set the time for Christ to come in 1844
or taught '.'set time,", we ask a careful consideratio~
of this article, for there is indubitable evidence on
record that they predicted their faith on the shutdoor theory-no salvation after 1844. Their dis~
appointment on the above date was indeed a great
. and bitter one, and finally resulted in a great many
giving 'up their faith and hope, believing that they
had been imposed upon.

From the above quotation the following points
are clear:
First. The Early Writings of Mrs. White were
republished under her eye and with her full approval.
Second. They contain all h~r early visions.
Third. That those who have made the claim her
early visions were "suppressed" are not liars, not
all of .them having been republished.
We now have their claims before the reader in
as clear a light as we are able to put them. But
right here we desire to call the attention of the
reader to what Elder Uriah_ Smith says abou~ suppressing her visions :

The last sentence of this preface reads: "The
verbal changes have been made under the author's
eye and with her full approval."
In the Advent Review of December 26, 1882, we
find an article from the pen of Elder G. I. Butler,
under the caption, "A book long desired." The importance of purchasing this book is urged in this
article, and from it we take the following quotation:

These were the very first of the published writings of Sister White. . . . Many .have greatly desired to have in their
possession all she has written for publication . . . . So strong
was the interest to have these early writings reproduced that
several years ago the General Conference recommended by
vote that they be republished. The volume under consideration is the result of this interest. It meets a want long felt.
. . . There is another interesting feature connected with
.this matter. The enemies of this cause, who have spared
In ancient times God spoke to men by the mouth of prophno pains to break down the faith of our people in the testiets and apostles. In these days he speaks to them by the
monies of God's Spirit, and the interest felt in the writings
Testimonies [of Mrs. White and no one else.-J. D. S.] of
of Sister White, have made all the capital possible from the
his Spirit.-Testimonies, vol. 4, p. 148.
fact that her early writings were not'·attainable. They have
If you lose confidence in the Testimonies, you will drift
said many things about our "srippressing" these writings,
away from Bible truth.-Testimonies, vol. 5, p. 98.
as if we were ashamed of them. They have tried to make it
So it is of paramount importance then that we appear that there was something objectionable about them,
be careful in the consideration of these Testimonies that we feared. would come to the light of day, and that we
given to the Seventh-day Adv~ntists, but we urge carefully kept them in the background. These lying insinuathe reader to tum to Malachi -3 : ·6 and Hebrews tions have answered their purpose in deceiving some unwary
souls. They now appear in their real cha1•acter by the pub1: 1, 2 and.see if Mrs. White's inspiration "is from the lication
of several thousand copies of this "suppressed" book,
right source. We do not deny the truth taught in the which our enemies pretended we were very anxious to conBible, that God placed prophets in the church-and ceal. They have claimed to be very anxious to obtain these
they are there yet; but we do deny the gemiineness\. writings to show up their su.pposed errors. They now have
of the so-called r~velaticins of Mrs. White, and that'' the oppo1·tunity. [Italics Elder Butler's.]

EARLY WRITINGS CHANGED.

"Prove all things," is a divine injunction, and we
commence by an examination of the Early Writings
of Mrs. White, published by the Seventh-day Ad·ventists at Battle Creek, Michigan, in 1882. It is
this book that we compare with the 1847· edition.

If anything was really suppressed, it was .only things
which "related to particular and local cii<cumstances,'' and
which had. long ago "accomplished their object."-Visions of
Mrs. White, by Uriah Smith, 1868, pp. 122-127; Seventh-day
Adventisin, by Rev. E. P; Woodward, P·. 69;
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We now call attention to these suppressed reve- salvation _is past." Mark you, reader, they exiations ( ?) of Mrs. White. This book under con- pected the Lord to come in 1844, for it is evident
sideration does not contain all her early visions. they not only believed it but taught it. That this
That some portions of these early visions have been was the belief of the Adventists then is evident from
suppre,ssed can be proven beyond a doubt, and any an extract from the Review and Herald, dated
statement to the contrary is -absolutely false, and June n, 1861, and signed by nine of their ministers:
the publishers and Mrs. White themselves come
Our views of the work before us were then. mostly vague
under the heading of these "lying insinuations" and and indefinite, some still retaining the idea adopted by the
no one else.
· body of Advent believers in 1844, with William Miller at
On page 9 of t}l.is book we find this heading, "My their head; that _our work for the world was finished, and
first vision," and from a footnote we learn this vi- that the message was confined to those of the original Adsion was published in 1846. Now, perhaps the pub- vent faith. So firmly was this believed that one of our
number was nearly refused the message, the individual prelishers of this book, and Mrs. White, did riot know senting it having doubts of the possibility of his - salvation,
that there_ are still a-few copies left of a little tract because he was not in the 1844 movement.
entitled, "A word to the little flock," by Elder James
This needs no comment, as it is plain to every
White, published in 1847, which contains this same
intelligent reader that the doctrine of the shutvision in which they claim it was first published in
door error is herein set forth, but since then she
the Day Star about the year 1846, "by the request
and her followers have renounced that doctrine,
of friends." We commence reading this first vision
hence its suppression and denial.
and as we read down thirty-three lines we find that
Again, we turn to this book "with verbal
the late work agrees with the one published in 1847,
changes" made with Mrs. White's "full approval,"
with only a few slight changes. But lo, there is
and we read down seventy-two lines, finding same
something wrong. The new book does not read like
correct; but here is an omission or suppression
the one of 1847, for at the end of the thirty-t~ird
which i·eads as follows:
line there are four lines suppressed or omitted that
And as we were gazing at the glories of -the place our
read as follows :
It was just a.s impossible for them (those that gave up

their faith in the 1844 movement) to get on the path again
and go to the city, as· all the wicked world which God had
rejected. They fell all alpng the path, one after another.
[I tali~s mine.]
'
-

Now this teaches the shut-door error, "for it was
just as impossible" to reclaim these-apostates as it
was to save the wicked world which God had rejected. How does this harmonize with the Holy
Scriptures that teach the universal love and fatherhood of God? Mrs. White may have been "shown"
this in vision, but it is antagonistic to the teachings of Holy Writ. "For God so loved the world,
that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him might not perish, but have everlasting life," says the_ Crown of Writings in John
3: 16. God said to the Israelites, "Turn ye, turn ye,
for why will ye die?" But since then Mrs. White
has changed he:r mind on this doctrine, for in a late
work entitled, Christ our Savior, she says to all
those out of, Christ, "To doubt the possibility of your
salvation, is to doubt the saving power of Him who
purchased you at an infinite cost."
.
Grand thought, isn't it? If at that period "God
had rejected tl'ie wicked world," why their strenuous
efforts now to convert sinners after the Methodist
and Baptist fashion?, Seems ·as though the publishers and Mrs. White were afraid this vision
"would come to the light of day" and carefully
"kept it in the backgfound." But Mrs. White was
young then; now she is older and kno_ws better:
In· another vision she says, "The time for their

eyes were attracted upward to something that had the appearance of silver. I asked Jesus to let_ me see what was
within there. In a- moment we were winging our way upwards; and entering in, here we saw good old father Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Noah, Daniel, and many like them. And
I saw a veil with a heavy fringe of silver and gold, as a
border; it was very beautiful. I asked Jesus what was
within the veil. He raised, it with his own right arm, and
bade me take heed. I saw there a glorious ark.overlaid with
pure gold; and it had a glorious border, resembling Jesus'
crowns, and on it were two bright angels; their wings were
spi.'ead over the ark, as they sat on each end with their faces
turned -toward each other and looking downward. In the
ark beneath, where the angels' wings were spread, was a
golden p_ot of manna of a yellowish cast, and I saw a rod
which Jesus said was. Aaron's. I saw it bud, blossom, and
bear fruit. And I saw two long golden rods on which hung
silver wires, and on the wires was glorious grapes; one
cluster was more than a man here could cal'l'y. And I saw
Jesus step up and - take the manna, almonds, grapes, and
pomegranates, and bear them down to the city, and place
them on the supper table. I stepped· up to see how much was
taken away1 and there was just as much left, and we shouted
hallelujah, Amen. We all descended from this place down
into the city.

Surely this wonderful revelation has no "special
applfoation to circumstances," because it is just as
universal or general in its application as any of her
"I was shown" revelations. Grapes growing on
silver stems attached to golden rods ( ?)
Seventh-day Adventists know that if a part of
this vision is from the Lord, all of it is, and she
or no one else has any right to suppress any portion
of it. The Adventists t~ach that "Death is a-condition of total unconsciousness," yet in this vision she
see,s "good old father Abraham, Isaac,-Jacob', Noah,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Daniel, and many like them." God would not reveal
to Mrs. White something that was untrue, and he
either made a mistake or Mrs. White at that time
believed in .the immortality of the spirit.
In Testimonies, volume 5, page 61, she says:
The instructions I have given by pen or voice have been
expressions of the light God has given m(;l.
I do not write one a1:ticle in the paper expressing merely
my 'own ideas. They are what God ha·s opened before me in
vision-the precious rays of light shining from the throne.Ibid., vol. 31, p. 63.

You see, dear reader, this vision of father Abraham and others in heaven is from the Lord, notwithstanding that childish and silly expression, "on the
wires were glorious grapes." As we peruse this
tangled web of Adventism we call to mind a verse of
poetry:
"He [she] wired in and wired out,
Leaving the people still in doubt;
Whether the snake that made the track,
Was going south or coming back."
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I saw all that would not receive the mark of the beast,
and of his image, in t:heir foreheads, or in their hands, could not buy or sell. I saw that the number (666) of the image
beast was made up; and that it was the beast that changed
the Sabbath, and the image beast had followed on after, and
kept the Pope's, and not God's sabbath, and all we have to
do, was to give up God's Sabbath, and keep the pope's and
then we should have the mark of the beast, and of his image.

This is another omission from their late work.
She here teaches, if anything, the beast that was
numbered is the two-horned beast, or the image, as
she terms it. But her apologist, Uriah Smith, in
"Thoughts on the revelation," says that the tenhorned beast is the beast that is numbered and
applies it to the papacy. The above passage teaches
a doctrine contrary to their present views on the
subject. Therefore they repudiate this portion of
the vision by not copying it in full from the 1847
edition._
·
On page 29 there is another vision entitled, "The
sealing." She had this vision January 5, 1849. It
bears her own signature and is headed : "To those
who are receiving the seal of the living God." This
vision in the 1847 edition consisted of one hundred
and six lines, but ·in the publication of the Early
Writings there are nineteen lines omitted, which
read as follows :

Jeremiah says: "I have not sent these prophets,
yet they ran. I have not spoken to them, yet they
prophesied.'' -23: 16, 21.
Of William Miller she wi:ites: "Angels of God
·repeatedly visited that chosen one [Miller], to guide
his mind and open to his understanding prophecies
I saw the state of some who stood on present truth, but
which had ever been dark to God's people" [dark to disregarded the visions, the way God had chosen to teach in
the Adventist people and to nQ one else] .-Spiritual ,;;ome cases those who erred from Bible truth. I saw that
striking against the visions they did not strike against
Gifts, vol. 1, p. 93. September 9, 1846, in Life of in
th~ worm, the feeble instrument that God spake tlu'ough,
Miller, page 381, two and one half years after the but· against the Holy Ghost. I saw that it was a small
set time, Miller says: "I readily confess that I was thing to speak against the instrument, but it was dangerous
misled in my calculations." "I am much sorely dis- to slight the words of God. I saw that if they were in error
appointed."-Page 383. Miller was then mistaken. and God chose to show them their errors through visions,
and. they disregarded the teachings of God through visions
The angels of God did not "repeatedly visit him" to they would be left to take their own way, and run in the way
guide his mind in the false doctrine of the shut-door of error and think they were right until they would find it out
theory. Shades of William Miller and Mrs. White! too late; then in the time of trouble I heard _them cry to God
Is this doctrine deducible from the wonderful revela- in agony-Why didst thou not show us our wrongs that we
have. got right and been ready for this time? Then
tions of God? Nay, verily, "no man lmoweth the miirht
an angel pointed to them and said, My Father taught,
day nor the hour- of his coming."
but you would not be taught-he spake through visions, but.
Again, we turn to page 26 of this same book, and you disregarded his voice and he gave you up to your own
we find another vision given to her followers in 1847, ways to be filled with your own doings.
Here is a fearful warning against those who disat Topsham, Maine. This is a very lengthy one.
The first two pages are a verbatim report of the old regard he1; visions. Now, if opposing them is to
copy published by Elder James White, in 1847, "strike against the Holy Ghost," all of her writings
entitled, "A word· to the little flock." (See page 19, should have been prefaced witn this message. But
have not the publishers "r~truck against the Holy
"Word to the little flock.")
_On the third page of the Early Writings there are Ghost" since they have omitted the above portion
two suppressions~four lines near the top of the of the vision we have referred to? Mrs. White herpaie and eight lines at the bottom. The first one self has "struck against the Holy Ghost," since it
was done under "her eye and with her full approval"
reads.
in making the suppression of the vision .. This makes
And if one believed and kept the Sabbath 'and received
fifty:nine lines that have been omitted from the
the blessing attending it, and then gave up and broke the
holy commandment they would shut' the gates of the Holy Early Writings of Mrs. White. They are omitted in
. City against themselves as sure as there was a God that Experience and Views, of 1851, Spiritual Gifts, of
rules in the heaven above.
·
1859, and Early Writings of Mrs. White, 1882, hence
·The second one i'eads :
not all the early writin~s of Mrs. White are in this
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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volume. How does this fact compare ·with th_e statement of Elder G. I. Butler that the late work "contains all the early writings· of Mrs. White"?
We wish to call the attention of the reader to
another vision she had at Camden, New York, June
29, 1851, bearing her own signature. ThiS vision is
quite lengthy, a!ld I only quote a part as follows:

and contradictions we show in these so-called visions
and testimonies to the church-contradictoi.·y and of
human origin-her followers are so drunken on the
wine of her sorceries they fail to see in. her teachings the many contradictions and absurdities which
·
show she is not inspired of God.
In Testimony 31, page 62, Sister White says:

Then I saw that Jesus prayed for his enemies, but that
should not cause us or lead us to pray for the wicked woi'ld
whom God had rejected- . . . but now his ·Spirit and sympathy were withdrawn from the world, and our sympathy
must be with Jesus and· must be withdrawn from the un. godly.

If you lessen the confidence of God's people He has .sent
them, you are rebelling against God as certainly as w.ere
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.
-

':As. ·christ's embassador," she warns her people
to "be careful what positions they take" in regard to
her visions.

How does this compare· with their present attitude toward the "ungodly"? Have the Seventh-day
Yet now when I send you a .testimoJ1y of warning ~nd
Adventists ministers withdrawn their sympathy reproof, many of you declare it t~ be merely the opinion of
· from the "ungodly" in teaching them that unless Sister White. You have thereby insulted the Spirit of God;
tb,ey repent and keep the fourth commandment of the "[Sin against the Holy Ghost.-J. D. S.] · You know how the
Lord has manifested himself through the Spirit of prophecy,
decalogue, annihilation will be their doom? Looks [Italics mine.]
as though a few more of the "ungodly" would have
But why should prophecy be confined to her alone?
. to be converted to the doctrine of the Sabbath and
It
was not so in the ancient church o'f God, as one
mortal soulism to make up that one hundred and
can
see by reading the Pauline epistles, and she preforty-four thousand that the Adventists will finally
dicts
the end of prophesying to her people in the
have to number, according to their doctrine. Whether
following:
it is deducible or not makes no difference with the
It may be that ere long all prophesyings among us will
. Seventh-day Adventists. Ad nauseam. She neither
be at an end, and the voice which has stirred the people may
- speaks apropos nor ex cathedra.

no longer disturb their carnal slumbers.-Testimony 31, p. 73.

"Oh, what a tangled web they weave,
Who practice solely to deceive!"

Dear reader, we are to try -all things by the law.
"To the law and the testimony; if they speak n6_:t
according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them."-Isaiah 8: 20. "By their fruits ye
shall know them."-Jesus. "Though we, or an angel
from heav~n, preach any other gospel unto you, ...
let him be accursed."-Galatians 1: 8.
There is not a line in all the writings of Mrs.
White that would indicate that she is a prophetess
of God. Her work has not been confirmed by the
signs followjng the believer. She has not given to
the \Vorld any prophecies that have had an intelligent application and fulfillment. All her visions are
. prefaced with the doubtful language, "I was shown,''
not, "Thus saith the Lord," or, "Thus saith the
Spirit." True, at one time an attempt was made to
gain some credit fol' her by publishing a vision of
the battle of Bull Run after it was fought and the
result well known; But it was so absurd the Adventists never i·epeat it. Oh, yes, she could describe
and fell all about this battle after the struggle was
over, }Jut could not tell beforehand of Lee's surrender to Grant, or of President Lincoln's assassination.
(S.ee Mrs. White's Claims to Divine Inspiration Examined,· by H. E. Carver, who was all through the
. Advent delusion in 1844 when they taught the shutdoor error, pages 7, 23, 24, second edition, 1877.)
But it makes no difference how many suppressions

The Seventh-day Adventists often put out the
challenge to debate the Sabbath question, but the
prophetess; oh, no, you never heard of them defending her as the prophetess of the Lord. They
have doctored her mental visions for several years
now, so as to make them presentable, and if the
reader will compare the 1847 and the 1882 editions
of the Early Writings it will be seen that some portions of her visions have been altered and changed,
as proved in the foregoing pages.
Oh, limited reader of God's holy word, try these
latter~day delusions. Compare these teachings with
those given to the Palmyra Seer. See how the Book
of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants . harmonize with the Bible, also the indisputable fact
that the Latter Day Saillts have never been guilty
of making changes under the Seer's "own eye and
with his full approval." Nay, verily, we teach th'~
~same fundamental principles now that were taught
in the incipiency of the church. On the other hand,
see the discord, revising their formulated system
by suppressing certain portions of her Mental Visions for fear they would "come to the light of day."
Truly we are in the time of the end. Ye ministers
of God, called by revelation, turn on the gospel light,
that it may throw light around those who are blinded
over the doctrine of the shut-door theory, the fourth
commandmen~, the third angel's message, the two"
horned beast, is the humble and sincere prayer of
the writer.
JAMES D. SCHOFIELD.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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THE CONSTITUTION OF GOD'S GOVERNMENT.

The constitution is a law or enactment of God himself, to which all other laws or enactments, to be of
force, must agree. It is the foundation law of God's
universal kingdom, and of "his church. It is the
foundation law. of the church militant and the church
triumphant. Every law or enactment that does not
harmonize therewith ·should be declared i.mconstitutional. Such a law or rule can be of no foi·ce whatever in the church. of God, eit~er on ·earth or in
heaven.
Then one of them, which was a lawyer, asked him a questi<in, tempting him, and saying, Master, which is the great
commandment in the law? Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great come
mandment. And the second is like unto it. Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang
all the law arid the prophets.-Matthew 22: 35-40.
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are all unde1; sin; as it is written, There. is none righteotrn,
no, not one.-Romans 3: 9, 10.
But the scripture hath concluded all under sin, that the
promise by faith [religion] of Jesus Christ might be given
to them that believe.-Galatians 3: 22.

When the gospel of Christ is believed and obeyed·
it changes the condition of those who accept it fiom
sinners to saints; fr,om strangers and foreigners, to
fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household
of God (Ephesians 2: 19).
The gospel then is not the constitution, but the
law of naturalization. To become a naturalized citizen of God's kingdom it is necessary for one to renounce his allegiance to the Devil and his works,
and every phase of sin and corruption.
Therefore seeing· we have this ministry, as we have received mercy, we faint not, but have· renounced the hidden
things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling
the word of God deceitfully; but by manifestation of the.
truth commending ourselves to every man's conscience in the
sight of God.-2 Corinthians 4: 1, 2.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual· wickedness in high
places.-Ephesians 6: 12.
. ·

The word hang as used by the Savior may be understood as "supporting all others; to be self-consistent; to rest for support, depend; connection; the
manner in which one part h~ngs upon another."
Love to God and love to mankind is the highest,
deepest, widest, and the greatest law in existence,
One must file his intentions to become a citizen:
and is the constitution of God's govern.ment.
All those who humble themselves before God and desire
The patriarchs, prophets, and apostles builded to be baptized, and come forth with broken hearts and conupon the same foundation; which evidently was the trite spirits, and witness before the church that they have
pure love of God. "Charity is the pure love of Christ, truly repented of all their sins, and are willing to take upon
the name of Jesus Christ, having a determination to
and abideth for ever." "Charity never faileth. And them
serve him to ·the end, and tl'llly manifest by their works that .
now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but they have received of the Spirit of Christ unto the remission
the greatest of these is charity." God loved the of their sins, shall be received by baptism into his church.world, and gave his Son to save it (John 3: 16, 17). Doctrine and Covenants 17: 7.
One must produce proper witnesses, as follows:
Christ loved God and was obedient unto death, even
the death of the cross (Philippians 2: 8). Christ · For there are three that bear record in.heaven, the Father,
loved the world and gave himself for it (John the Word [Son], and the Holy Ghost: and these three are
one. And there are three that bear witness in earth, the
12:32).
spirit, and the water, and the. blood: and these three agree
Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends. Ye are my· friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you.-John 15: 13, 14.

The housewife hangs her clothes on the line until
they are ready to be taken down, when the line is
ready to be used again: So, when the law was Iiulfilled the old covenant was abrogated; Christ took it
out of the way, nailing it to the cross. (See Colossians 2: 14-17.) Yet the great commandment, lo.ve
to God and man, was in full force, which is the foundation of the "new covenant," the gospel of Christ,
which is "the power of God unto salvation."
·
Those who are not the children of the new covenant are all
aliens from the commonweal.th of Israel, and strangers from
the covenants of promise, having no. hope, and without God
in the world.-EphesiaJis 2i .12.
For God hath .concluded them all in unbelief, that he
might have mercy upon all.-,-Romans 11: 32.
What then? Are we better than they?' No, in no wise:
for we h~ve· before p1·oved both Jews and Gentiles, that they

in one.-1._John 5: 7, 8.

The spirit referred to is evidently the Spirit of
God, that bears witness to. the individual of the
truth, of sins remitted, and' of his acceptance as a
citizen of the kingdom, or as a child of God. (See
Romans 8: 16, 17.)
The water is that of regeneration, or the water of
baptism, an element peculiar to both God and man,
and bears witness to God that the sinner has obeyed
the holy commandment. (See Matthew 28: 18-20;
Mark 16: 15, 16; Acts 2: 38.)
The blood is the blood of Christ that was shed on
Calvary for the remission of sins; it is the blood of
the Lamb of God, the blood of the "new and evei'.lasting covenant," (see Hebrews 9: 13-27; 12: 24;
13: 20.) By faith, repentanr,e, and baptism tho one
seeking admission into the kingdom of God becomes
a· partaker of the efficacy of the blood of Christ.
"Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized
into Christ wei'e baptized into his death ?"-Romans
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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6: 3. "For as many of you as have been baptized into'
Christ have put on Christ. There is. neither ,Jew
nor Gi·eek, there is neither bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ
Jesus." (These distinctions which existed under the
old law, or while strangers and foreigners, have been
melted down by Christ for those who accept the
conditions of salvation, and one is as good in the
sight of God as the other.) "And if ye be Christ's,
-then are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to
the promise."-Galatians 3: 27-29.
The children of the "new covenant" are counted
for the seed, that is, they are spiritual Israel, and
to them pertaineth the adoption into the kingdom,
and the glory that follows that adoption, and the
covenants, and the giving of the law, and the directing of the services of God, that they who obey may
receive a fulfillment of the promises made. That is
the reason the Moses man stands at the head of the
church _or kingdom of God, that through him the
children of the covenant might receive the law. (See
Romans 9: 1-8.)
The great commission was given to the apostles
and the church. This contains the law of naturalization; it is the law by which the sinner becomes
-reconciled to God, as may be seen by the following :
And all things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the ministry of
reconciliation; to wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling
the world unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto
them; and hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now then we are ambas.sadors for Christ, as though
God did beseech you by us; we pray you in Christ's stead, be
ye reconciled to God.-2 Corinthians 5: 18-20.

The- writer believes the positions assumed in this
article to be correct, but perhaps some one else can
throw more light upon the subject.
In gospel bonds,
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA •.

"If you are longing for some conspicuous work to
do, and craving for some of the loftiest honors, r~
member that it 'is the common virtues· that make
uncommon saints.' And the lowly service greatly
performed is nobler than the greatest service poorly
done. It is not position that makes greatness, but
the possession of great qualities."

The chief duty of a Christian lies in the quiet,
unseen life of his own home, and if he does not learn
there to practice that noble virtue of unselfishnessthat highest type of charity which consists in daily
.and hourly considerateness for the feelings of others
,-'-he will have lost one of the strongest -resources
:and one of the most healing memories for all his
future life;-F. W. Farrar. ·
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Of General Interest

GOVERNOR CARROLL.

The accompanying portrait is that of Governor B. F. Carroll, of Iowa, one of the most businesslike and homelike men
who has ever occupied the executive cht.lir in Iowa. He is an
active member and worker in the Wesleyan Methodist Church
in Des Moines, and the congregation of which he is a member recently placed themselves on record as refusing to support, politically, any candidate who would not favor absolute
prohibition in the State. At the recent election of Sunday
school officers in Wesley Church Govel'nor Carroll was chosen
as assistant superintendent of the school. We have every
reason to believe that he will give the Sunday school work
its share of Ms time and attention, and his example in
occupying in this work is one. well worthy of imitation to
many other people in the State, and especially to memberf'i of
our schools, so many of whom claim they do not have the
time to give to Sunday school work. If Governor Carroll can
attend to the affairs of the great State of Iowa, look after
the home life of his family, and take up Sunday school work,
certainly all others could do as much when they are called
upon to do so. The Iowa Official Register gives the following
brief biography of the Iowa governor, and it is of interest
to us:
"Beryl F. Carroll, the eighteenth governor of Iowa, is the
first native-born Iowan to hold that office. He was born on a
farm in Davis County, March 15, 1860, where his parents had
located in 1854, having removed from Ohio to Iowa in 1853.
The present governor is the twelfth in a family of thirteen
children, nine of whom are living. He attended country school
in the White Elm district, Davis County, and later attended
college at Bloomfield. In 1884 he graduated from the Missouri
State Normal at kirksville, Missouri, afte1· which he taught
for" five years in the graded schools of Missouri. Governor
Carroll was married to Miss Jennie DodsQn, June. 15, 1886.
Their family consists of two sons. The governor located at
Bloomfield, his present home, in 1889, and for two years was
engaged in business with iiis brother. In 1891 he became
editor of the Davis County Republican, which paper he continued to publish until 1902. He was dist1ict elector for the
sixth congressional district of Iowa in the electoral college
in 1892, and in 1895 was elected state senatoi" from the t}lird
senatorial district, composed of the eounties of Appanoose
and Davis. As state Senator he served as a Republican mem-
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ber of .the twenty-sixth, and extra session of the twenty-sixth,
and the t\venty-seventh general assemblies. In 1902 he received the Republican nomination for Auditor of State . and
was elected at the November election following.'· He held this
office three terms. At the June primary, 1908, he received the
Republican nomination for gover1vir of Iowa, and was elected
at the following· November election. He was. inaugurated
January 14, 1909. A Republican in politics."
A. A. REAMS.
THE TEST OF THE RE~L BOOK.
Written by Temple Scott, in the preface to his work, The
Pleasure of Reading.
The· test ·of a real book -is that it enables you to find yourself; it sends your mind adventuring and ·delights your heart
in that you have found another who has felt as you feel and
who has delivered himself. . . . The real books are very
particular as to whom they will know. If they do not like
you, you may clothe them in purple and gold, they will always
hide themselves from you. If your spirit is attuned to them
they will be welcome in homespun or common cloth. It is
the nature of great books to be silent and uncommunicative
if ypu do not come to them with your mind dressed in its best
and fit to enter the presence of a king of thought. They will
then not question your dress, your wealth, or your social
standing. They will but ask of your spirit: "Are you ready?"
If it is, they will come to you as friends, with outstretched
arms; they will give you of the riches of their inexhaustible
treasure-houses; they will charm you with the magic of their
music; they will endow you with the gifts of knowledge, and
they will bless you with the strength of their wisdom.

A new danger has arisen to attack children. It certainly
does seem as though from the cradle to the grave the stomach
is the seat of greatest danger. We are now almost afraid to
put cream in coffee because of the bacteria that is liable to
make a raid on our interior department at most any old time.
It has long been known that cocoanut candy, cocoanut pies,
cocoanut pudding or anything else that has prepared cocoanut
in it, is mighty nearly rank poison to the stomach, but it
perhaps is not known that cocoanut when taken from the
shell deteriorates more rapidly than fish, if that is possible,
and that in hot weather cocoanut will be rankly poison within
a few hours after the opening of the cocoanut shell. There
is not any doubt at all that a great many children suffer
with bowel trouble as the result of being permitted to eat not
only the nasty, cheap cocoanut candy, but often the better
kind of candy, and all because their parents either do not
know or don't exercise supervision over the kind of stuff their
chil~ren are permitted to gobble up. Not only is the ,~ocoanut
poison, but all the other nuts deteriorate very rapidly after
being taken from the shell, and a great many of them are
rank poison before the shell is broken. The pea,;:,t is the most
common dainty for the children of the city, and it is cheap.
Only a penny's worth of peanuts will give any child an hour
of solid satisfaction, but the peanut also deteriorates rapidly
when once started, and cheap candy makers use it in making
peanut candy.
Little Edyth Fox, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus F. Fox,
of this city, died in terrible agony last week from eating
peanut brittle which was filled with ptomaine poisoning from
rotten peanuts. which the confectioners had used in making
the candy. Her little sister, who also ate of the candy, was
also made very ill, but is recovering. It would be a very wise
thing for mothers to pay a little attention to the stuff that
their children spend their spare pennies on.-National
Tribune.

MotheK'sSI Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES,

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion,

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, La- ·
moni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary,·630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence,. Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
Notice.

We give notice to all locals of Daughters of Zion, and
friends 9f the cause everywhere, that . we are in need of
money for the general fund of the society; and as our constitution· provides that we issue a can for money when the
fund is low, we now make our wants known, trusting, that
we shall receive a liberal response.
ADVISORY BOARD OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION.

Daughters of Zion Reading for February.·
NURTURED BY EXERCISE.

To life belongs the privilege of initiative, the right to make
advances to whatever is presented from without. This is a
matter of activity, of movement, of self-effort or exercise.
No one has adequately defined life, but this much we can
say,-it is characterized at least by the power of self-movement, and this is a power that grows by its own exercise.
Exercise, then, is the very fundamental essential of gr.owth,
of development-say, of life. The processes of nurture find
their validity in it. And exercise means far more than we
generally think. It means the interdependent activity of the
organs as well as the muscular· movement of the limbs and
the body. Food, sunshine, and air will not make an ·athlete
of one who lies prostrate all day. Is this a commonplace?
So commonplace that we do not live up to the truth in it-especially when we carry it over into the realm of the soul.
To regard the child's initiative, to concede to him the right'
to his .own powers through their self-exercise-this is the
thing without which he can not develop, and the very thing
with which we are quickest to interfere.
Self-activity is the great central fact of nurture or education.
"Self-activity is freedom," says Doctor Harris. "The socalled 'freedom of the will' belongs to the highest degree of
self-activity." "The will of the most direct and immediate
form of· self-activity. . . . If there is no such thing as selfactivity or self-determination there is no such thing as will
power."
Vitally importa..nt as the will is to the formation of character, we still hear good men, in the pulpit and out, urging the
"surrender" of the will. Thus a distinguished preacher says:
"We urge the duty of presenting the entire nature to the
Son of God. We lay stress on the will. This must be entirely
surrendered." Does he not mean conformed or better, consecrated, to the divine will? The man who "surrenders"
his will has none left and is less than a man. Doctor Ludlow'
goes on:
"Whatever the occasion which makes it apparent, the most
common. weakness in character is an unassertive will, a lack
of volitional initiative."
And yet, with what pious intent ai·e.pare~ts often advised
t9 break the child's will! Even a self-willed person is weakwilled-wanting in the power to control himself. At one time
when the Sunday school lesson was on Absalom, a well-meaning but misguided writer in a religious paper said: "There
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s.hould be no peace nor rest in the family, and· there will rightly exercised. His will was weak, for a self-willed man
be none, so long as the child is habitually disobedient. If is a .weak-willed man . . . .
The one power above all others, then, in which we should
children do not. obey their. parents, they will not obey God.
Parents, see iil the fate of Absalom a warning, lest you spoil . encourage development through its own judicious exercise is
your children. Better break the will of a child than have the power of judgment, of choice, of acting by free volition.
the child break the heart of the parent." Thi.nk of that, Obedience is often a necessa.r.Y act, but says that marvelous·
reader, as a statement of educational values! If alternative interpreter, Dr. George Matheson, "Obedience is in itself
neither good nor bad-may be either good or bad; -it depends
must be made, preserve th\l will power of the child.
But a proper nurture demands neither. The law of exer- upon whom· we obey. Nor is the quality which you desire
cise calls for the right of choice; Only through choice is the for your child that of absolute obedience. There is not a
will strengthened. "What is character but a completely fash- mother in the land who does not long for the day when the
ioned will?" asks Miss Blow. "How shall we be fashioned actions of her child shall cease to be dictated by her own
(lave by free choices? And how-.shall free choices be ma!le will. . The dearest moment to tlie heart of a pa:rent is the
unless the mind is confronted by varying-yes, even antago- moment of a child's spontaneity-the day when it anticipates
the ordinary command and does the deed of its own accord.
nistic-possibilities of conduct?"
What
is the joy of that moment to the parental heart? It
Character may be ,defined as the sum of our choices. It
· is a system of self-controls, self-directing energizings. If is the recognition that the reign of absolute obedience is
.passed and that the reign of volition has begun. It is the
there is anything sure in ·Scripture, from Eden to Jesus, it
is-.the. right of choice. The trouble is we are too anxious to perception that the child has ceased to be subordinate and has
be obeyed. We enjoy authority, and we would rather exer- become an equal-animated by the same motive, inspired by
cise it than have the child exercise his will through conceding the same will ..•. The sweetest music to any parent is the
him a choice. "The state," says Doctor Harris, "presupposes voice of the child's cooperation, and the summer of a father's
freedom and responsibility, or else it could not punish." It love is perfect in the hour when the relation of authority. is
superseded by the sympathy of communion."
says to the criminal: "Your deed is your own; take its conBut the obedience that rests on perfect trust and faith and _
sequences ·upon yourself." .A little child is too ignorant of
is an act of choice, a voluntary act of compliance or
love,
causes and consequences to be thus met in fact; but it is
through his choices that he becomes a moral, because a will- conformity of will to will.
Obedience is necessary because a child is too weak and ining, creature. "Moral life begins," says Miss Blow, "when
conscious motives take the place of blind impulsion. Where experienced to be thrown entirely on his own resources. He
thos!') are lacking, there is self-determination in the forms must be given choices to exercise his will upon. He must
of impulse and-desire. Where they are present, there is self- be forbidden to do some _things, but he must be given an
altemative. The parent has great responsibility in his
determination in its highest potency as free will."
selection of opportunities fo1· the child's exercise of choice.
If we understand ourselves, we are more anxious to be The problem is to enlighten the child's judgment and
obeyed than to have the child obedient. We are ourselves strengthen his will by exercise. This is the primal thing;
disobedient to the heavenly vision of child nature. All nature, the mere obedience is secondary and will follow in the wake
human or other, is commanded by obeying it. Children suf- of that faith in the parent which the parent's faithfulness
fer more deterioration through adult disobedience towards merits. "To understand how to modify the child's action
them than: through their own disobedience (real or supposed)
by such processes as shall keep it still his own, to alte1; his·
'towards their adult guardians.
act by fiTst altering his feelings and· thought, and so keep• A willing obedience is the only true obedience. Mere com- ing the healthy sequence unbroken"-that is the subtle and
pulsory compliance is not in a spiritual sense obedience at difficult task.
all. . This willing or true obedience rests, as Miss . Blow
"A pretty state of things it would be if children were to
shows, on faith. "From the ninety degraded children whom be allowed to think they knew as much as their parents," says
he mothered at Stanz, the gentle Pestalozzi learned that not a mother, "there is no way except to break their wills at the
in force a:rid not in appeals to reason, but in quickening faith beginning." And Helen Hunt Jackson replies, ''But you have
must be _sought the point of contact between the nurturing just said that it is not to your will as will that he is to yield,
and the nurtured life." Faith presupposes experience. The but to your superior knowledge and experience. That surely
baby trusts his mother's arm because he finds it strong. In is not 'breaking his will.' It is of all things furtherest relike manner he must learn to trust her wisdom and her love. moved from it. It is educating his will. It is teaching him
He ·can only half believe them if they are inconsistent, and how to will."-Patterson DuBois, in American Motherhood,
vascillating. Hence Froebel's insistence upon a mother's being February, 1907.
-all she would have her children believe her to be. If your
child "trusts you he will obey you; he will hide nothing
Quoations on March Reading.
from you; he will not resent your punishments, and when
he asks you questions whose answers are beyond his compreWhat is the meaning of "initiative'~? By ~hat is life char-·
hension, he will humbly accept your simple statement that acterized? What is the essential element of development, or
they can not be expiained to him until he is older. . . . All of life? What part has exercise in the process of nurture?
individual relationships and all corporate life rest upon What does "exercise" include, more than the muscular movement of the limbs an!l the body? What would be the effect
pillars of faith."
Faith grows by exercise. We can not impart it even though of the lack of exercise upon the would-be athlete? What is
we give the opportunity for its. growth by showing ourselves the central fact of nurture or education? To what does the
deserving of it. It works from within voluntarily. In a sense freedom of the will belong? What is will power? Why is .it
it may be induced, but it can not be compelled. Hence obedi- a mistake to advocate the surrender of the will to Go_d?
ence, as resting -on faith, must be a voluntary course. The What is it that should be done? Why is a self-willed person
writer on Absalom already quoted says, "Absalom was never weak-willed? Why should a child's will not be_ broken? For
made to do right as a boy, and hence he would -not choose to what does the- law of exercise call? By what is the .will
go right"- when he grew to manhood. Perhaps he was made made strong? What has the will to do with character?_
to do too_ much. His choosing power may never have been What· do the scriptures accord to man r"gardin:g the exer-
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cise of the will?" What is, too often, the parent's motive in. did not get to attend the meetings that were held in the
requiring obedience? What alone will make the child a moral schoolhouse. We were so poor in this world's goods that we
creature? W.hen does morai life begin? Where the con- did not get to attend the services, though most of the neighscious motive is lacking, how is self-determining power ex- borhood did. I am sure that the great crowds that went
ercised? What is the effect when present? From what do there did not go for any good 'purpose, as but few heard and
children suffer in addition to their own disobedience? In met the gospel requirements. · A few days ago I was back
what ways do they suffer from the disobedience of theil: ~to my old home; the work which the Saints !:lStablished there
gua1·dians? What is the· only true obedience? Upon what has been disrupted and gone down. A former elder of the
- does tliis rest? Wliat depends upon the parent's'being con- church is preaching in that locality. I heard some muttering
sistent and reliable? Can we compel a child to have faith in about pi;eaching for money while I was among them. I feel
his parents? How may faith be induced? Why should the that the work might yet be revived on Hall Ridge. ·I found
choosing power of a child be exercised? What power above a spirit of inquiry and investigation, and for weighing things
all others should be encouraged? Is obedience necessarily in the balance, present, and I believe that if an efficient elder
good or bad? On what does it depend? What surpasses - would visit that community, a great good for the enlightenabsolnte obedience? Why is. obedience necessary? When ment and salvation of the people could be done.
a· child is forbidden to do a certain thing what should also
B. F. SHORT.
be set before him? What is the great problem in child training? For what should the parent seek? To what should the
CAMERON, ONTARIO, Deceinber 19, 1909 ..
child yield in giving obedience? Would this be breaking his
Dear Herald: The letters in the HERALD give comfort
will? In the giving willing obedience, what will the child
and cheer, and contain beautiful advice which we should ponbe learning to do?
der in our hearts.
Elder J. T. Thompson is here now. He has just called on
his way from the East. He preached a very interesting serHymn No. '146 Saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading from mon here this morning and he and papa blessed a babe, MilHome Column with discussion; paper, "Character, the sum dred Irene, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Ethelbert Hooey, who
of our choices"; roll call; business; closing hymn and prayer. were baptized a year ago last summer. Elder Thompson· will
preach again this evening,· and in the morning will leave for
Request for Prayer.
his home in Toronto.
·
Sr. Sarah West, of Armley, Leeds, England, asks the
We had a two-day meeting here on July 10 and 11, and had
prayers of the Saints- on behalf of her son who is suffering Elder Evans, of Toronto, here. On the evening of the 10th we
from tapeworm. He is only fourteen years old.
had a great electric storm, and of course there was a small
Sr. Emma Chappelow, of New Trenton, Indiana, requests crowd out, but those who stayed away missed a treat in the
the earnest faith and prayers of the Saints, that if it be God's way of a sermon by Brother Evans. The next day was one of
will she may be healed of her affliction and restored to health. the finest we had all summer and we took our dinner and
supper and stayed for four services.
-----~>-----My grandmother, James Bate, and I were delegates to the
conference. I had never attended a conference before and
everything was new to me. I enjoyed myself very much and
Editors Hemld: I desire the prayers of the Saints in be-· live in hopes of attending another conference.
We had our annual branch business meeting Friday afterhalf of my boy, the same one that was sick last winter arn+
received so much benefit through the prayers of God's chil- noon. Everything went smoothly and peace reigned throughdren. He is very low with catarrhal pneumonia. My hus- out both Sunday school and branch meetings .. We have a
We are trying to get up a
band, who is bitterly opposed to the church, finally consented very good home class here.
to let me have Brother Baldwin come and administer to him, Christmas tree.
We are disappointed at not having Bro. James Pycock
after which the. fever left him and he ·seemed to be getting
along nicely, being up and around the house; but he took of-Humber Bay with us again this year.
Your sister in the one faith,
worse again and now has a high fever during the day. The .
FLORENCE BRADEN.
doctor thinks it is consumptiop, the same as it left him last
winter. My husband did not come in when he was administered to, and as soon as Brother Baldwin had gone, he came
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA, Dece~ber 22, 1909.
in the _room and said a great many things that would have
Dear Herald: On October 8, I left home and loved ones in
been better unsaid, and now he has forbidden me to have him the city of Flint, Michigan, and came to Clay City, Indiana,
come again.
where I found Bro. C. F. Davis, and Sister Davis and family /
I am thankful for the blessings received. How good it of four boys. Next morning, Sunday, Bro. D. L. ·Boye_r came V
seems to have one of God's true servants come into our with horse and rig and took me to Woodside, where I held
homes and to feel the blessed, peaceful influence that they meetings for five nights and baptized three.
·
leave behind them when they go. Pray for my husband that
On October 15, I went to Union Branch to attend district
he may yet see his mistake, and that he may yet give his conference. We had a very nice time, but a small attend- consent for ·Brother Baldwin to come back and administer to ance. Met Bro. Jacob Halb, and since then we have been
my boy, that if it is God's will he may be fully restored to traveling together, and it is a comfort to have an agreeable
health. Still hoping and trusting in God, I am
companion. After holding meetings for one week at .Unio.n,
Your sister,
(and by the way that is the land of apostates, as it was the
MRS. ALEX MELLON.
home of L. F. Daniels, R. Scott, William Marshall, and James
Potter, who have hurt the work very much there,) we went
JEFFERSONVILLE, INDIANA, December 20, 1909.
to New Albany. We called on a few of the Saints there, but
Dear Hm·ald: I was born in Jefferson County, Indiana, in. as Brother Halb had been there before conference we did
1870. When a small boy, 'Brn. Scott, Kelley, and Baggerly not sJjlY long, and w~nt to Br?..J. M. Wynn's near. Corydon,
came preaching the everlasting gospel in our locality. I held(Jne-week's meetmgs, adm1111stered sacrament._to the .few
- Program.
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Saints. The Spirit was with us to a marked degree, and it God bless all the Saints. May we all be willing to ~ork toseemed hard to part.
gether for the ·accomplishment of the g1'eat work intrusted to
Then Brethren Wynn and Hannel took us. over rocks and us. Let us remember our beloved President and pray for
hills to Bro, Elijah Know land's, a distance of· about twelve him that he might be spared for some time yet.
miles, and dropped us down a~ong the hills. We had to go
A. JENSON.
to work, so we did the best we could by the help of the MasTROY, OREGON, December 13, 1909.
ter, to get the. brethren together and bury the hatchet, and w,
Editors Herald: There are a few Saints ·scattered on the
we didn't leave the handle sticking out either. Well, we left.
them feeling better, and hope it will continue. Brother Halb - mountains and in the canyons of this Wallowa County, but
- baptized two sis~ers, and then Bro. Christian Zahnd took us we do not have any meetings this winter. How we miss
over to Pilot Knob. . Here we had a few good meetings, and church privileges only those who are deprived of them, yet
then back to the Leavenworth Branch, where we had three desire them so much, can realize, I hope all the Saints in
more meetings, and left October 16, in the morning before branches may improve upon their opportunities. We have
daylight, walking two miles through the mud to the river. lived here twelve years and we pray that the days of our
Here we WMhed the mud off of our feet and boarded a gaso- isolation may soon be over, and that the way may be op.ened
that we may go to the land of Zion and buy a home. I think
line boat with a lot· of drummers.
We arrived at. -Brother Davis's, in Derby, about three most of the Saints in this country are striving to live faitho'clock in the afternqon in a pouring rain, stayed all night, fully, but Satan works hard against the cause, and soine of
then out to Bro. D. H. Baggerly's on the hill where, in one the Saints have experienced a great deal· of sorrow. Yet
place, he has a forty-foot ladder to climb. We held a few we hope to endure with patience to the end. I feel that it
meetings here and felt blessed in our efforts, and can say that is worth every effort that we can put forth. We realize the
. this is the only branch I ever visited where the~·e were no Lord has been very merciful' to us here, and blesses us in
many ways, for which we are thankfol. We derive so much
complaints, so we did not need to stay Jong.
October 22, we went to Millstone Branch, where we found ·comfort and instruction from the HERALD that we would
the Saints in poor condition. We got them together, got dislike to be without it.
Trusting· that you will remember us in your prayers.
them to confess their faults, and arranged for them to hold
WILLIAM WILSON.
meetings with Bro. Henry Huff to lead. On November 2,
we went to the home of Sr. and Mr. Lamance Groves, at
WEISER, IDAHO, December 28, 1909.
Barnar. Held a few meetings and were well blessed. On
Editors Herald: We conducted a two-week service near
November 6, took train for Clay City, and reached there
next day, and on November 12 organized a branch with eleven Council, Idaho, closing December 22, after baptizing eight
members, Bro. C. F. Davis presiding. If the Saints live right souls in the chilly waters of Middle. Fork, and partly organizing a Sabbath school. Returning we have been detained to
there are more that will obey soon.
Came here to .see Bro. J. L. Tempest's and found them in administer baptism to Mrs. W. T. Ferguson, the wife of
the faith. Sister Tempest is feeling quite poorly. I will go to Weiser's bicycle man, and the agent here for church books,
Danville to-day to spend holidays with my son, W. H. Dowker, etc. Reverend Gowen, of the Baptist Shurch, accorded us
and also to meet my wife. In all our labors among the the use of their font, exacting only the cost of heating, etc.
I go now to Malheur and Unity, Oregon, the latter place
Saints they. have been very kind to us, and have done well by
us financially, for which we are very thankful. Sr. Jane Price, from which a call comes for some awaiting baptism. The
of Clay City, Indiana, has a son, Henry Graves, at Fisk, Mis- work seems onward, but the laborers too few. May the
rnuri, Box 125, and she would like if the elders in that field Spirit arouse the sleeping Saints, as well as to move upon
S. D. CONDIT.
would go to that place, as she desires her son to hear the the honest in heart among the world.
gospel, and also send him some tracts.
McGREGOR, MINNESOTA, Decembe1• 29, 1909.
· WILLIAM DOWKER.
Dear Herald: The HERALD is dear to us because of the
much help and encouragement we receive in reading it. We
OLATHE, MISSOURI, December 18, 1909.
are of the Isolated ones, and do not get to hea1; many ser. Dear He1·ald: I love to read your sacred pages. It is the mons. My husband attended the reunion at Audubon and
best paper in the world. It has within it a ·message of peace, brought back two of the elders with him in November. We
joy, and consolation. The sermons from our dear brethren had about ten days' preaching, and it did us all good. The:!
who have consecrated their lives to God, which appear in the were Brn. Swen Swenson and H. A. McCoy. We had good
HERALD, are wholesome, full of nourishment and strength. interest, but we do not know whether it will cause any to
When I looked upon the picture of our dear Bro. U. W. Greene obey. We hope our labors have not been in vain. We have
and read his sermon delivered at the General Conference at been here six years and have had the elders visit ,us· twice,
Lamoni, I was greatly edified and strengthened. I read it and preach here four different times.
more than once. May God's blessing rest upon him and
This is a cold country, and it is hard to get a crowd out in
upon all the other brethren of his quorum, upon whom is laid the winter, but some will go anyway to hear our preachers.
such a great responsibility. God bless the editors of the Pray for us, dear Saints, that God may send us some enHERALD. Ah, how wisely it is arranged. I have been a couragement to give us strength and hope and faith in this_
subscribei· for thirty years. When I first subscribed for it glorious work. We have been wanting ·to come back to th-e
I could not read one line. I came to this country for the land of Zion, but it takes nearly everything we can make_ to
gospel's sake, and I was anxious to learn. I believed there live on account of everything being so high. We hope that
was good in it, and I kept on looking over it, till I could God will open the way soon so we can go back and be with
begin to read a little in it, and it was not long till I could God's people. Our childi·en are getting old enough to want
read the whole of it.
'
to go out in company, and of course we would like them· to go.
Brother/Wells, from Australia,. has been with us and has to the Sunday school and other gatherings of the Saints...
·
done·much good. I hope the Reorganization has many men Our three oldest children belong to the church.
Ever praying for the welfare of'.Zion and her people,
.like· Brother Wells. May God bless him and all the brethren
LILLY A. PEEK.
wh_o are thrusting in their _sick_les to. reap the great harvest.
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INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, Decembei• 27, 1909.
Dear Hei·ald: As time goes on I look back at the failures
I have made with sorrow, and see where a little more p~
tience might have helped me, but the past has gone and I
have asked God to forgive me, and everyone else, and if
anyone has any ill will toward me, and will let me know
what I can do to gain their favor, I will gladly' comply, if
it be in keeping with God's law. My suffering has been great
since 1884, but in the last two years the most of it has gone
away. My deafness is bad. I have always thoug·ht that I
would regain my hearing, but have not yet. I will pray
with all the faith I have: I am glad that when I read the
HERALD and Ensign I can understand what I read better than
I did. I ask the Saints to pray for me, and ~II say that
trials will make patience, and patience will give us favor with
God.
F. T. DOBIE.
DAHINDA, ILLINOIS, December 28, 1909.
It is with much pleasure that I
try for the first time to send a letter to you. I have a family
of three boys, two girls, and a husband, and ·I am the only
one that belongs to the church. I hope that God will soon bless
them with the light that I have received, before it is too late.
I have been in the church almost five years and can say that
I know this is the true clmrch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, and feel proud that I can stand up in my weakness
as a witness for our Master. I am trying to do what I can
for the Master each day, and to bring others into the faith
and ask _the prayers of all God's people in my behalf, and
also for my ten-year-old· son, who is afflicted. My prayers
are with the Saints at all times.
We have a little band here; one elder, Brother Monroe, one
priest, one teacher. I know the Lord will be with us if we
are true to him. The HERALD is the only paper I take at
present, but hope soon to do more. I love to read the letters
and am glad to hear from so many in the work. May God
bless each and every one.
MRS. IDA DORSETT.

Dem· Herald Readei·s:
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News From Branches
LONDON, ENGLAND.

I have for a. long time had a desii'e ...of sending a line
through the HERALD to let all the Saints know how we are
getting on in London, England. There are about one hundred and eight members here, but I am sorry to say there
are only _about twelve real, live Saints. I feel sorry for
those that stay away from their meetings. Some are very
old and can not attend very often, but there are others that
stay away, some for one thing and some for another forgetting the promise they made at the _water's edge-' b~t we
k~ow they are. in God's hands and that ill a day to <;~me they
will have to gwe an account of their ·stewardship. I do sincerely hope that those that are indifferent now will wake up
to their responsibility before it is too late, for we are told
that the Spirit of God will not always strive with man.
We are very thankful to our blessed Master for the way he
has blessed us and for the Spirit which is made manifest
from time to time, although it is discouraging as to the few
which attend our meetings; yet we know that it is for us
to see that we do our· duty and that the talent which has
?een intrusted to our care is not wasted, for we know that .
Just as much as the church is suffering through our neglect
whether it be not attending our meetings or not paying ou;
ti~hing, just as much will it be to our condemnation.
I am very thankful to my heavenly Father for the way he
has blessed me, both in health and strength, food and raiment.
I. had occasion the other day to speak to a London city miss10nary, and try and present some gospel truths to him but
he said he could not preach that gospel, as the London' City
Mission would not allow it; and so we go on dropping a few
words by the way, leaving the result with God.
I must say in conclusion that I am thankful, at this the
beginning of another year, that I still have that great desire ·
to go forward with more determination than ever to do the
Master's will.
Ever praying for the triumph of this glorious gospel,
Your brother in Christ,
J. T. NEWTON .
20 BRENTON STREET, LIMEHOUSE, _LONDON, ENGLAND.

.. Dow CITY, IOWA, January 18, 1910.
Dem· Herald Readers: I take this means of answering
. the many postal cards and letters sent me for my birthday.
Considering the number, one hundred and seventeen, you
~~---can readily see why I can not answer them all personally;
but I assure you, one and all, that they were a pleasant
surprise and brought·many a happy recollection of the many
friends of years gone by, who were so kind to remember me
Conference Minutes.
in this way.
"'SASICATCHEWAN.-District convened January 1 and 2 1910
Wishing you the blessing of health and happiness, I am,
fil R:ibstone, Alberta. At 10.15 confer(lnce was opei{ed by
Presi.dent T. J .. Jordan. qrganized by appointing Elder J. L.
ROMANAN WIGHT.
M?rtimer president, associated by the presidency of the disTragic Death of Bro. Joseph Ross.
trict; sec1:etary, G1:ace Diggle; assistant secretary, Elder
,1 k
About
H. J. Davison; chonster, Charles M. Walrath; organist, Sr.
7 ococ on the night of January 4, 1910, Bro. Cleveland Walrath; ushers, Forest Walrath John Levett·
Joseph Ross' residence caught fire, in some way, up stairs. administering committee, Elders A. W. Burtoi{, S. Tomlinson:
He went up in the attic to try to discover the fire and··to put and C. Walrath; press committee, H. J. Davison, T. J. Jorit out. He was overcome by the smoke. A neighboi· went to dan; credential committee, H. J. Davison, S. Tomlinson, and
h'
d
t h'
h
~'. A. Rowe. T~e assem~ly by vote of· delegates was turned
is rescue an go
im to t e second story near the stairs, mto a mass meetmg. President Jordan and counselors, J. Dobwhen the smoke and flames broke in from an adjoining room. son and J. R. Beckley, reported ve1·bally. Treasurer W. E.
Th.e neighbor fell, nearly overcome, but managed to escape Nelson reported. Branches reporting: Ribstone,. Millet, Iowa,
down stairs. After the building burned to the ground and Weyburn. Moved and. seconded that we petition General
it. became possible to reach him, his charred and limbless Conference to make t~e ~ine be.tween the "'."innipeg Dist~·ict
and Saskatchewan Distnct on the west side of range ·
body was taken from the fire, and on the 7th was buried west of second meridian. Bro. George A. Burton wa;- or~ . ·
at the Pine Grove Cemetery, near Goos Creek, Richie County, daine_d to the offic~ of priest. Grace Diggle, secretarv
West Virginia. The writer preached the funeral sermon. · ·y SPOKANE.-Semiannual conference of Spokane/ District
Brother Ross was highly esteemed by all his neighbors. He convened at Spokane, Washington, December 11,../1909 at 10
is survived by his wife, two daughters, and a son, The lat- a. m., called to order by President A. V. Closson: Ord~red by
the conference that Brn. F. A. Smith and A. V. Closson preter is the youngest, and but ten years old. The house was side and that Oliver Tui·ribull, secretary of the district, act
a fine building, worth about twenty-five hundrkct· dollars. It as secretary of the conference. Motion that the presidents
will be replaced, most likely, by a cottage, built by his rela- of c~nference proviqe for the speakers, nature and. times of
tives and friends.
J.'M. STUBBART.
meetmgs, ush"rs, chorister, -organist, etc., prevailed. Reports were then read from the following branches: Colum-

Miscellaneous Department
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pia River; . 31, gain 2; ·Ellensburg, 13, loss 3; Roslyn, 37, Lula Crosby, Will Farr, Giles Koger, C. P. Faul, D. C. WillHi,
gain 3; Sagle, Idaho; 51, gain 10; Spokane, 225, gain 20. It Violet Wilke, Mai·y and Ethel Kinnaman, Carrie M. Lewis,
was moved that the chair select a committee of three to Will Flanders, H. D. Ennis, Addie Uphoff, Tillie Uphoff, Bro.
. audit Bishop's agent's books. Motion prevailed and S. S. and Sr. F. B. Farr; Bertha Warrington, Albert Bailey, Sr.
Smith, A. J. Smith, ·and W. J. Brewer were selected. Min- l\:IcCormick, Sr. Gartside, Sr. John Baker, Austin Dobson,
isterial reports wern received from A: V. Closson, S. S. Elma Dobson, Roy Slye, L. F. Ferguson, Sr ..Eva Worden,
Smith, A. J. Layland, Hale W. Smith, G. W. Wilcox, W. J. Bro. and Sr. H. A. Sturdivant, Mabel and Ethel Knipschild,
Brewer, Fi·ed Williams, W.W. Fordham, W. F. Yates, G. S. Bro. and Sr. G. W. Mauzey, Emma Ehlers, Mary Smith, Bro.
Wightman, J. R. Allen, and J. F. Dunlap. On account of and Sr. W. W. Scott, and B. R. Const.ance. A talk by Louise ·
being . unable to reach Brother Snyder by letter, it was Palfrey Shelqon on what to read and how to read it. At.
ordere<l by the conference that he and Brother George, who nig'ht a talk on normal study by Brother Gunsolley. Special'
had been declared illegally baptized, be given until the next music in charge of Sr. Mary Kinnaman, and a paper, "Quali;semiannual conference to be rebaptized before their names be fications of a teacher,'' _by Louise Palfrey Sheldon. On
dropped. Bro. Hale W. Smith was appointed as chorister Sunday a Religio session was held, also talks by V. M. Goodand Sr. Margaret Fordham, t>rganist, with power to choose rich, J. A. Gunsolley, and others. Fannie L. Ehlers, secre·
·
·
assistants. Reports of Bishop's agent, also of auditing com- tary.
mittee, were read and adopted. Amount received as tithes
SOUTHERN
INDIANA.-District
Sunday
school
convention
and offerings, $896.86; amount expended, $811.60; balance, was held with the school at New Albany, January 1, at 2,40
$87.26. Motion that the president be authorized to provide p. m. Officers for the year were elected as follows: J olm
for the ordination of Oliver Turnbull to the office of elder Zahnd, superintendent; Charles H. Fish, assistant superinwhenever he sees. fit to a·ccept, prevailed. The following were tendent; E. A. Jeagers, secretary; Alma H. Brown, treasurer;
selected as delegates to General Conference: A. V. Closson, delegates to General Conference were John Zahnd, Effie MilF. A. Smith, Hale W.· Smith; S. S. Smith, W. W. Fordham, ler, Charles Davis, E. A. Jeagers, Edith Tempest, Jacob Hall,
J. B. Bell, Emma Bell, L. W. Silvers, H. P. Jenkins, F. T. D. H. Baggerly, E. 0. Byrn, Allie Ford, 'James Wynri, James
Coats, Oliver Turnbull, Dora Smith, A. J. Smith. Motion Ewlitt, Erma Zahnd, Charles H. · Fish. Delegates present
prevailed that the delegates present be authorized to cast the were empowered to cast majority and minority vote.· Five
full vote of the district, and in case of division to cast a schools reported, with a total enrollment of 130. The watchmajority and a minority vote. The matter of holding a word was onward ai1d upward, and one of the most pleasing
reunion in Spokane District was brought up and discussed features
was the intense interest of the little ones. All the
and laid on the table. Moved that when this conference sessions were interesting and inspiring and, taken all in all,
adjourns it does so to meet at Spokane on the second the convention was a success. E.-A. Jeagers, secretary. ·
Saturday and Sunday in June. Carried. The evening hour
was occupied by Hale W. Smith, assisted by W. J. Brewer.
Sunday morning after Sunday school, S. S. Smith occupied,
Conference Notices.
assisted by F. T. Coats. At 2.30 p. m. prayer and sacrament
Conference
of
Eastern
Oklahoma will convene with the
service, F .. A. Smith and A. V. Closson in charge. Resolution prevailed that next Sunday be set apart as a day of Wilburton Branch, February 12 a:nd 13, 1910, at 10 a .. m.
fasting and prayer for Bro. Joseph Smith. Preaching at Branch clerks will see to it that reports are on hand and
approved by branches, Brotner Quick and others of the mis7.30 p. m. by F. A. Smith, assisted by A. V. Closson.
sionary force will be in attendance. Let us come praying that
WESTERN MAINE.-District convened at Mountainville, we may have a searnn of rejoicing and be better prepared to
November 27 and 28, 1909. Conference was called to order carry on the work in this section the coming year. · . D. O.
at 2.30 p. m., by President J. J. Billings, and organization Harder, secretary.
.
affected by choosing the following officers: Daniel MacPortland District will ·convene at the Saints' church at
gregor and J. J. Billings, presidents; F. l.VI. Carter, secretary;
Louise McDonald, organist; J. N. Ames, choriste1'; branch Montavilla, Portland, Oregon, February 26, at 10 a. m. We
janitors to serve as ushers. Reports were read from the fol- would like to have reports from all branches and all local
lowing branches: Mountainville,- 46; Little Deer Isle, 77, ministers. We will also elect -delegates to the General Congain 1; Stonington, 174, gain 68. These reports were ference. M. H. Cook, president.
accepted, with one exception.
Ministerial reports read
Sp1'ing River District will meet for conference February
and accepted from J. J. Billings, J. N. Ames, and H. R. 19, 1910, at Pittsburg, Kansas. Sunday school and Religio.
Eaton. Bishop's agent's report, previously audited and found convention February 18. Mollie Davis, secretary, 115 West
conect, showed accounts as follows: Receipts from August Jefferson avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
27 to November 26, $499.34; expenditures, $220; balance,
The conference of the Northern Nebraska District convenes
$279.34. It was ordered that the next conference be held at
Stonington, in May, 1910, at the call of the presidency. at Blair, Nebraska, Saturday, February 5, 9 a. m., for prayer
service;
10 for business. Branch clerks and presidents are
Daniel Macgregor, U. W. Greene, and J. J. Billings were
chosen to represent the district at the General Conferep.ce, requested to see that their reports· are in on time. Miss Anna
those present empowered to cast the full vote. J. J. Billings, .Hicks, secretary, 3019 Pinkney street, ·Omaha, Nebraska.
J. · N. Ames, and H. R. Eaton were by vote sustained as
Texas Central District will meet with the Cookes Point
presidents; F. M. Carter, secretary; Pearl Billings, treasurer. Branch, Saturday, February 13, at 10 a. m. We want a full
The order of meetings for the conference was left with the report of every branch sent to C. M. Mitchell, clerk, Cookes
presidency, who appointed as fo!lo,vs: Preaching at 7 p. m. Point, Texas. Let every officer report, that we may know
by H. R. Eaton, prayer meeting at 7.30 a. m., Sunday, presi- the condition of the Lord's work. J~ M. Nunley, president.
dency ·of conference to preside; Sunday school in charge of
The semiannual conference of the Utah District will. conSr. Maggie Macgregor at 11.15 a. m.; preaching at 2.30 p. m.
by Daniel Macgregor; preaching at 7 p. m. by J. J. Billings. vene with the Salt Lake Branch at Confederation Hall in.
The call of James Robbins to the office of elder was sustained Salt Lake City, on February 18 to 20, 1910. · A full report
by the c;onference and he was ordained. F. M. Carter, sec- from each branch is hereby urged and will be expected, so
that the secretary .can make out an accurate report for the
retary.
year, that we may be properly represented on the chui'ch
books at the next General Conference. Friday, 18th, will be .
devoted to the auxiliary societies; an entertainment will be
Convention Minutes.
given at night, and it is hoped that -each society will come
FAR WEST.-District Religfo convention met in Saint prepared to take part. Some important business ma.tters
Joseph, Missouri, January 8 and 9, 1910. The following locals will be before the conference, also delegates to select to attend
reported: Kingston, Far West, Cameron City, Stewartsville, the General Conference, to ]Je held at Independence, April 6.
Mount Pleasant, an(j DeKalb. Officers for the ensuing year Let all the Saints rally to the conference, bring -the Spirit of
are B. R. Constance, president; Sr. Zilla Moore, vice-presi- the Master with you that we may have a time of rejoicing
dent; Sr. Fannie L. Ehlers, secretary; T. H. Hinderks, treas- together. G. J. S. Abels, secretary.
urer; member of library board, S. H. Simmons; and home
Gallal)ds Grove district conference will be held at Dow
class superintendent, Sr. Edith Cochran. The following were
chosen as delegates to the General Convention, and in case City, Iowa, February 19 and 20, 1910. Statistical reports ·are
of division were to cast majority and minority vote: P. I. expected from each branch, as well as from all branch. offiRogers, V. M. Goodrich, S. H. Simmons, J.
Andes, Bro. cers. Delegates to General Conference will be appointed at
and Sr. T. J. Sheldon, R. L. Henry, Sr. Edith ·Cochran, this time. Remember to send in all reports early tci Edith ·
·
·
W; P. Pickering·; G: L. Swenson, Ora Goben, Lizzie Spillman, Dobson, Deloit, Iowa.

s.
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The New York and Philadelphia District will convene in Each worker is urged to be present. Mary Harvey Shippy,
conference at Scranton\ Pennsylvania, on February 12, 1910, secretary, Gresham, Oregon.
at 5 p. m. R. E. Hoc tman.
·Northern Nebraska District Sunday school and Religio asEastern Colorado District will convene at Colorado Springs, sociations will meet in convention at Blair, Nebraska, Friday,
Colorado, February 26 and 27, 191!L Send all reports to February 4. Sunday school session at 3 p. m.; Religio session
F. A. Russell, 728 North Institute street, Colorado Springs, at 8 p. m. Officers for the coming year and delegates to the
Colorado, . F. A. Russell, secretary.
General Conventions' will be elected. Let all who possibly can,
Easte1;1i Oklahoma District. will convene February 12 and come. H. A. Scott, Sunday school secretary; Mrs. M. A.'
·
13, 1910, with the Wilburton Branch. We would be pleased Peterson, Religio secretary.
to see all- the branches represented. Send in your statistical
New
York
and
Philadelphia
District
Religio
association
reports in proper time for conference. John S. White, presi- will convene in regular business session mi. Monday February
dent.
14, 1910, at 9 a. m. A joint Religio-Sunday school institute
The Fremont District will convene with the Tabor· Branch, is expected on the day previous. Election of officers and delenorthwest of Tabor, February 19 and 20, 1910. Branch . gates to General Convention will be .the matter before us.
clerks will please be prompt i11 reporting and see that reports We will meet in connection with the district conferen~e at
are properlyfilled out. c.-w. Forney, secretary.
the hall of the Scranton Branch, Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Eastern Iowa district conference will be held at Davenport, Locals will elect delegates and submit reports as also credenIowa, in the old Elks' Hall, corner. Brady and Third streets, tials as soon as possible to Orrin K. Fry, secretary Religio,
Satm;day and Sunday, February 19 and 20, 1910. Warren 3147 North Eighth street, P}\iladelphia, Pennsylvania.
Turner, president.
'
Sunday school convention of the.Nauvoo District will· meet
Northeastern Missouri District will convene at Bevier, Mis- at Burlington, Iowa, February 11, 1910. All reports should
souri, Feb'ruary 26, 1910, at 10 a. m. We earnestly desire all be sent to me at 1315 North Eighth street, Burlington, Iowa.
who can to attend this conference. Bro. I. N. White is ex- Miss Clara Ortleb, secretary.
pected to be present, also the missionaries of the district.
Des Moines District Sunday school ·association will meet
Send all reports to F. T. Mussell, Bevier, Missouri. W. C.
in convention at_ Runnells, Iowa, February 4, 1910. P.earle
Chapman, secretary.
· ·
Alabama District will meet with the Lone Star Branch on Shannon, secretary.
Saturday, February 19, 1910, at 10 a. m. All the branches
Semiannual convention of the Seattle and British Columbia
please report. We will be glad to have the missionaries at- District Religio will he held on Friday, February 11, 1910,
tend if practicable, also all the local officers. J. R. Harper, at 10 p. m., in the Seattle Branch's new church, corner of
president.
Kilbourne street and First avenue northwest. Directions
The Lamoni Stake conference will meet in Lamoni, Feb- for reaching the pla,ce will appear in the conference anruary 19, 1910. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m. Business session nouncements. We earnestly urge that all Religians be presat 10 a. m. Delegates-for General Conference will be elected. ent who can, and who are at all interested in the progress of
the work. Leonard S. Rhodes, secretary, Centralia, WashJohn Smith.
ington, Box 871.
Idaho District will convene February 26 and 27, 1910, at
The Religio convention of the Nauvoo District will meet at
10 a. m. Let all reports be sent to the secretary at an early
date. All should have the business of the district at heart. Burlington, Iowa, Friday afternoon, February 11. This is
Let as many attend as can. Irven Condit, secretary, Hager- the time for the annual election, and we should like to have
all attend wh0> can possibly do so" Ethel A. Lacey, secretary.
man, Idaho.
Central Oklahoma District Sunday school association will
meet in convention at Ripley, Oklahoma, February 11, 1910.
ConvcJition . Notices.
Mrs. Alice McGeorge, secretary.
Northern California semiannual Religio convention will be
Central Oklahoma District Religio will meet in convention
held at 162 South First street, San Jose, February 25, 1910,
at 10 a. m. Locals, please send in your credentials at once. at Ripley, Oklahoma, February 11, 1910. Sunday school and
Religio
workers are expected to be present as their assistance
Delegates to the General Convention will be appointed. A
joint entertainment by the district Sunday .school and Religio will be needed. J. E. Hughes, president._
will be given Friday evening. Pauline 0. Napier, secretary,
Northern Wisconsin District will meet at Porcupine, Feb2130 Jay street, Sacramento, Colifornia.
ruary 12 and 13, and Sunday school convention will be held
Sunday school association of the Gallands Grove District Monday, February 14, at Porcupine. Come and b1·ing the
will convene at Dow City, Iowa, February 17, 1910, at 7.30 good Spirit with you. S. E. Livingston, president.
p. m. Religio will convene the following day at 10 a. m.
Sunday school convention of the Pottawattamie District
Annual business sessions will be held during these conven- will
at Council Bluffs, February 11, 1910, Religio
tions and a large attendance is desired.- Floy Holcomb, sec- and convene
Sunday school will hold a joint social service at 9.30
retary.
a. m. Programs are being sent to different schools. Come
Northeastern Missouri district Sunday school· convention all who can. J. A. Hansen, superintendent.
will be held at Bevier, Missouri, on February 25, 1910, at10 a. m. Among other business will be the election of district
officers. Let all schools report. Willie May Chapman, secReunion Notices.
retary, Higbee, Missouri.
The Winnipeg, Manitoba, reunion takes place in Winnipeg,
-Auxiliary societies of the Northeastern Kansas District
will meet in convention February 25, 1910, at Atchison, Kan- February 18, 19, and 20.
sas. Ethel Bayes, secretary.
Notices.
Northern California district Sunday school association will
convene at San Jose, California, February 25, 1910. ElecThe Sunday school association of the Clinton District will
tion of officers and delegates to General Convention. Home meet in convention February 11, 1910, at Rich Hill, Missouri.
class workers and local .secretaries, please send in your crec Business session at 10 a. m. Religio association will meet at
dentials .not later than February 20, to Mrs. Lizzie Day, sec- same place and date in the .afternoon. Program in the evenretary, 3031 Sixteenth street, San Francisco, California.
ing. Zora- Lowe, secretary, Eldorado Springs, Missouri, R.
Kirtland District Religio and Sunday school associations F. D. No. 1.
.
will hold their annual meetings at Sharon, Pennsylvania,
Fi'iday, February 11, 19.10, for the transaction of such busi:Quorum of High Prieato.
ness as may rightfully come before them. The Religio officers desire a strict delegate convention;· locals will please
To the Quorum of High Priests; Greeting: All who have
note and elect delegates,- sending proper credentials to the changed their address since March, 1909, will please notify
undersigned. Friday night our al}nual entertainm.ent will be me at 011,ce, as I am now preparing to send out report blanks
given. Come pi'epared to do your part if called upon. C, B. for the annual report that is required by the quorum, and
Keck, Religio and Sunday school secretary;
should be mailed to the undersigned on the first day of
Your fellow-servant,
Portland district Sunday school. association will ccmvene at March. ·
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Secretaryc
Portland, Oregon, February 25, at 10 a. m. Officers for the
LAMONI, IOWA, January 19, 191_0. .
.
year and delegates to General Convention are to be elected.
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Tranofer of Missionary Appointment.

To Whom It May Concern: In order to subserve the interest .of ~he church better, as we believe, Patriarch Ammon
Wlute 1s transferred from Kansas to Independence Stake.
Branches ~hroug)lout the stake that are desirous of evangelical
work, revival meetings, which are so often necessary to spiritual life, are advised to take the matter up with Brother
Ammon: Ad~ress him at 309 South Fuller street, Independence, M1ssour1.
I. N. WHITE,
'
J. F. CURTIS,
Ministers in charge of Mission No. 2.
Approved by Presidency, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
January 20, 1910.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, Secretary Presidency.
Eleventh Quorum of Teachers.

.The Eleventh Quorum of Teachers _of the Pittsburg District will meet in Wheeling, West Virginia, during conferencG,
February 5 . and 6. _All who can -not attend, please report.
J~seI;Jh. Ebelmg, president, 4735 Eoff street, Wheeling, West
Virgmia.
·
Twelfth Quorum of Teachers.

The Twelfth Quorum of Teachers of the Kirtland District
will meet during the conference to be held at Sharon, Pennsylvania, February 12 and 13, 1910. All members are requested to attend.
MARTIN AHLSTROM, President.
Request.

We .request B_ro. _John Grant and all the. ministry of Eastern Michigan District to call on us and assist us in our work
for we need help, counsel, and advice. Write to me at Deck~
erville and I will meet you, or come to the J. Leitch farm
and we will arrange meetings.
In gospel bonds,
J. W. BURGETT.
Box 83.
Church Secl'etary.

DELEGATE CREDENTIALS TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Delegate credential blanks, provided for by action of General Conference, will be sent to pi·esidents or secretaries of
the various districts, also to officers of branches not in districts. Such officers are requested to forward credentials of
delegates appointed to represent their districts or branches
at the General Conference of 1910, to the Church Secretary
as soon as possibl-:, that a complete r?ll of delegates may b~
prepared, as provided for by resolut10n of General Conference, to .facilitate prompt organization and work of that body.
Credentials of delegates appointed at fall or winter c·onferencel! shoul~ be f?rwarded without delay, and those yet to be
appomted, immediately after appointment. It is desired that
all credentials be in hand as early in the month of March
as possible.
One certificate for each delegation, with number of members in district or branch, and names of its delegates signed
by the president and secretary of district or branch ~ppoint
ing, with name of district or branch and place and date of
conference or business meeting, is sufficient. Separate individual credentials to delegates are not necessary. Please
insert "total membership" in all cases; also report of delegates are authorized to cast majority and minority vote.
Any failing to receive _blanks will be supplied on application to the undersigned.
The rules governing "representation" and the "restrictions
of delegate .voting" provide· as follows:
"Each district shall be entitled to one delegate for evei:y
twenty-five members of said district, and one vote in conference for each delegate to which -they may be entitled.
Scattered members in districts, including those enrolled on
records of disorganized branches, who are not recorded- as
members of_ other districts, may be included in the enumeration of membership.
"The delegates present at conference from any one district
shall be entitled to cast the full vote of the district of which
they are delegates, unless otherwise instructed by their district conference:
_
"Provided; that ~n case o~ ·a disagreement of views among
the members of said delegat10n (the full delegation not being
present), they shall be entitled to cast- only their individual
· votes as said delegates.

. "No one delegate shall be entitled to cast,. as representative
m the same conference, more than twenty votes.
"'Each regularly organized branch of the church not included in an organized district, shall be .entitled to one deleg~te, who shall have the same privilege as delegates of districts. . But. when the 11?-embership of such branch exceeds
twenty-five it shall be entitled to one delegate for each twentyfive members."
·
For further information concernjng representation choice_and instruction of delegates, etc., see Rules of Orde~· chap~
ter 17.
·
'
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, January 21, 1910.
'
.
The Bishopric.

The following elders have sent in financial reports t~ the
Bishop's office for 1909, up to date, January 22, 1910:
Allen, Arthur
Dutton, Jasper 0. Lewis, William
Anderson, A. C.
Earle, C. W.
Long, E. E.
Anderson, Peter
Ebeling;'' F. J.
Longhurst, R. C.
Arber, Joseph
Elli~, W. D.
Madden, s. J.
Anderson, William Elvm, R. M.
Marinering; w. H.
Aylor, W. M.
Eng~, N. C.
McClain, J. R.
Erw1p., E. W.
Mcconnaughy, J.
Bailey, J. J.
Baker, A. M.
Ethridge, C. W.
McDowell, W. A.
Baggerly, I. P.
Etzenhouser, R.
Macgregor, Daniel
Bailey, 0. H.
Evans, R. C.
McKiernan James
Baillie, James
Farnfield, J.C.
McKnight, 'J. W.
Baker, J. M.
Farr, F. B.
Metcalf, J. W.
Baker, J. H.
F'.11TeH, R. W.
Miller, O. R.
Baldwin, D. R.
F1~lds, S. H.
Miller, C. Ed.
Baldwin, R.
Flmn, P. A.
Mintun J F
Becker, J. A.
Foss, J. C.
Moler Ja~e~
Beebe, G. W.
Gamet, Levi
Mole1~ H. E.
Berve, Amos
Garver, J. F.
Moore, L. c.
Blackmore, J. H.
Garrett, G. H.
Moore, A. J.
Booker, Alma
Goodenough, E. J. Morgan, E. B.
Booker, N. L.
Good~an, J.C.
Maloney, R. M.
Bond, M. H.
Goodrich, V. M.
Muceus, Peter
Bootman, W. P.
Grant, J. A.
NeWton Will" m
Braun, H. V.
Greene, U. W.
. '
rn
Brookover, G.. J.
Greenwood, w. H. Okerlmd, 0. W.
Brooner, W. A.
Gregory, Fred
Palmer, D. S.
Bro\vn, S.Griffiths, G. T.
Parkin, C. A.
Bullard, R.
Grimes, J. F.
Parsons, A.H.
Burr, C.H.
Haden, w. E.
Paxton, J. W.
Burr, A. E.
Hansen, H. N.
Peak, W. E.
Burt, G. W.
Hanson, Paul M.
Pender, W. S.
Buschlen, George. Harp, John
Peterson, J. W.
Harpe, C. E.
Pe~re, J. F.
Bussell, P. B.
Butterworth, C. A. Halb, Jacob .
P!Ullip_s, A. B.
Campbell, Duncan Harrington, G. E. P~ckermg, W. P.
Carmichael, A.
Hawn, 0. J.
P~erce, F. J.
Carpenter, J. A.
Hayer, Eli
Pitt, F. G.
Case, Hubert
Henson, E. L.
Plumb, P. T.
Chase, A. M.
Hills, L. E.
Porter, C. H.
Chatburn, T. W.
Holloway, L. G.
Prettyman, C. W.
Chatburn, F. J.
Houghton, Leonard Pycock, J.
Christy, W.
Howlett, R. B.
Quick, Lee
Clapp, J. C.
Hull, E. B.
Rannie, Edward
Closson, A. V.
Hunt, C. J.
Reiste, S. M.
Cochran, A. S.
Humes, Ira W.
Renfroe, B. F.
Cook, M. H.
Jackson, J. W.
Riley, J. T.
Cooper, F. M.
Jeffers, S. J.
Roberts, I. N.
Condit, J. H.
Jenkins, George
Robertson, E. F.
Condit, S. D.
Johnson, William Robinson, W. P.
Craig·, James
Jones, Thomas
Roth, J. S.
Joehnk, C. C.
Rushton, J. W.
Crabb, J. C.
Curtis, J" F.
Kaler, J.
Salyards, R. S.
Davis, James
Keck, F. C.
Sawley, F. L ..
Davis, John
Keeler, E.
Sparling, Henry
Davis, E. A.
Kelley, W. H.
Sparling William
Davis, J. Arthur
(Lamoni)
Self; R. O.
Davis, John Alfred Kelley, W. H.
Self, W. M.
Davis, William
(Indiana)
Scott, C.
Davis, J. W.
Kelley, J. E.
Scott, S. W. L.
Kelley, T. C.
Sheehy, F. M:
Davis, J. T.
Davison, H. J.
Kemp, Henry
Sheldon, T. J.
Day, George W.
Ke1!1p, Jame~
Sheldon, N. V.
Derry, Charles
Kmsley, Alvm
Siegfried, M. H. Devore, L. R.
" Koehler, A.
Shields John
Dowker, William
Lambert, J. R.
-Shippy: G. M.Dowker, D; E.
LaRue; W. E.
Shupe, E. F.
Dowker, J. A.
Layland, A; J.
Bilvers,_A. C.
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Simmons; S. _W.
Simmons, Jesse M.
Skinner,.W. 0.
Slover, F. ·M.
Smart, W. H.
Smith, James M.
Smith, Heman C.
Smith, Hale W.
Smith, S.S.
Smith, W. A.
Smith, F. A.
Smith, Joseph W.
Smith, H. 0.
Smith, Joseph
Smith, David
Smith, Isaac M.
Smith, W.R.
Smith, Edgar H.
Smith, G. A.
Smith, John
Snow, C. L.

Standefer, W. R.
Stebbins, Henry A.
Sorensen, S. K.
Stead, J. D.
St. John, B.
St. John, S. G.
Stone, A. E.
Stubbart, J. M.
Sutton, J. R.
Swenson, C. A.
Swenson, Swen
Tanner, J. A.
Taylo1'; Thomas
Taylor, F. E.
Teeters, J. A.
Terry, J. !VI.
Thomas, T. U.
Thomas, 0. B.
Thompson, J. T.
Tomlinson, G. C.
Tucker, D .. E.

Turner, Warren E.
Turpen, M. M.
Twombly, Samuel
Vanderwood, J.E.
Vancleave, Albert
Wa!dsmith, I.
Walters, R. T.
White, I. N.
Whiting, Alonzo
Whiting, Birch
White, Ammon
Whiteaker, A. L.
Wight, L. L.
Wight, J. W.
Wildermuth, J. B.
Wildermuth, L. 0.
Wildermuth, E. M.
Wildermuth, J.E.
Wiles, J. F.
Willey, C. E ..,
Yates, James E.

Died.

GUBSER.-Robert Gubser, of Lees Summit, .Missouri, departed this life January 12. He was confined to his bed
some three weeks, but had been ailing six or seven years.
He was born in Switzerland, btit came to America with his
parents when about six years of age. Was raised in the
Roman Catholic faith. For some years he ·seemed to b.e dissatisfied and was. an earnest seeker after the true gospel.
He united with the Zionist movement at Chicago, but soon
lost faith in it. After a time he he·ard of the restored gospel and was baptized in Lamoni, Iowa, at conference two
years ago. He died in the faith. He leaves a wife and two
sons, besides a number of Saints and friends to mourn his
loss.
BowMAN.-At the Saints' Home, Lamoni, Iowa, January
19, 1910, Bro. John S. Bowman, at the age of 74 years and
4 days. He was born near Cincinnati, Ohio, January 15,
1836. He and his wife eame from Brush Creek, Wayne
County, Illinois, in 1899, to the Home. She died in September, 1905. He was baptized in 1889 by Bro. Isaac A. Morris
and died without fear, saying he was submissive to God's
will. One son survives him, in Illinois. Funeral sermon
by Bro. John Smith, assisted by Brn. William Anderson and
H. A. Stebbins.
McGUIRE.-Mary A. McGuire was born December 5, 1838,
at Chittenbam, Gloucestershire, England. Became a mepiber
of the Reorganized Church, March 16, 1879, at Fall. River,
Massachusetts. Died November 13, 1909. For the last twelve
years of her life she was confined in the hospital, a helpless
invalid. Her continuous example of patient endurance will
long be remembered IJy those who knew her. Funeral services
were held at the home of her son, Bro. Thomas McGuire.
Sermon by Elder H. W. Howlett. Interment at Oak Grove
Cemetery, Fall River, Massachusetts.
SN:IDER.-Jacob Snider was born in Bartholomew County,
Indiana, January 13, 1835. Died December 30, 1909, at his
home four miles south, of Hamilton,. Missouri. Located in
this county (Caldwell) 1851. He. was second lieutenant of
Company H, 44th regiment, Missouri Volunteero; participated
in several hard fought battles in the civil war. Married Miss
Juliet Gillett, November 16, 1869." To this union were born
two children, Mrs. Alice J. Craven and Coleman Snider, who,
with their mother and seven grandchildren, are left to mourn
the loss of a faithful husband and affectionate father. He
was baptized by Elder W. P. Bozarth, June, 1873. He held
the office of. elder for thirty years. Was laid to rest at Kingston on New Year's Day, in the presence of a large gathering
of friends, among whom he was esteemed very highly. Funer:;1l sermon by William Lewis, assisted by W. P. Pickering.
FRASER.-Sr. Millie Morgan Fraser, beloved wife of James
Fraser, whose tender care left. nothing undone through the
weary hours of pain following a surgical operation, and later
a paralytic stroke. Calm and implicit ·faith in God and the
gospel, with unwavering patience and deepest appreciation
of all done for her, failed her not. She had won a host of
friends. The Methodist church was tendered for tbe funeral,
the pastor, Rev. S. D. Williams, feelingly assisted in the
services, and showed every other possible courtesy, as also
did. the choir, the Order of the Eastem Star,. and Ladies'
Advance Club, in which_ Sister Fraser he.!d membership.. The
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schools closed, as also did the business places of the town.
The floral offerings were beautiful and profuse, the business
men presenting a large floral anchor, the Eastern Star as
elegant a piece, and· others beautiful pieces. Though two
near by funerals. drew from the town, the spacious chm:ch
was packed. The community was sadly but fondly in deepest
sympatl~Y·. Mr. Fraser's ~on Earl, (by his former marriage),
Ada, Milhe Belle, and Viva, darlmg daughters, two sisters
and six brothers, with other relatives, mourn. Prayer wa~
held at the home by Elder B. St. John; at the church by Reverend Williams; sermon was delivered by R. Etzenhouser
followed by the service of the Eastern Star.
'
DAVIs.-Priscilla Davis was born at Bath, England March
16, 1832. Died December 22, 1909, at Mou.nd Valley, kansas.
Funeral was conducted by Brn. E. A. Davis and Masters
Sister Davis was married to Bro. Rice Williams in Utah
in 1851.- To them were given eight children four of them
d¥ing while infants, the other fotn· of the:U still lLving:
Sisters Mary, Pearl, and.S~" Ralph Hendra at Mound Valley,
Kansa~; Br~ ..T. W .. Wi.lhams, at Los Angeles, California.
Bro. Rice Williams dted m 1881 at Syracuse, Ohio. In 1888
she became the wife of Bro. R. H. Davis who died in 1908
at Mound Valley, Kansas. Sister Davis went to Utah in
1.848 or 1850; underwent much hardship for what she_ believed to be the work of God. She soon became dissatisfied
wit~ conditions, but had faith in God am;l the gospel. She
received the message from Bro. James Gillen, at Goshen,
U~a~, and became an active worker, making many converts
withm a few days. By her the message was carried to R. H.
Davis, John T. Davis, Brn. John and J. A. Davis and to
many others at Goshen and other places in Utah. 'Her life
was devoted to the work of God.
HARBO'fTLE.-Alice Scott Harbottle was born at Labonon
Y ~rk~hire County, England, August 24, 1844, and departed ..
~his hfe.December 31, 1909. On July 24, 1861, she was united
m marnage to John Harbottle. The ensuing six years they
lived in England. In May of the year 1867, Mr. and Mrs.
Ha1:bottle cam~ to America and made their home in Pennsylvama. In 18 11 they came west and finally settled in Nebraska, where they have resided until the present-, time.
Thirteen children blessed the ;i,mion of Mr. and Mrs. Harbot:
tie, eight of whom, with the liusband, survive her.
GIVENS.-At Independence, Missouri, January 13, 1910,
Daniel Givens. Born in Munro County, Ohio, May 24, 1845
and was married to Mis:;;_ Nancy King, June 8, 1865. H~
was. a member of the Baptist Church, but a firm believer in
the latter-day work. Was laid to rest in Mound Grove Cemetery. He leaves a saintly wife, two brothers, and three
sisters. Funeral services at the Saints' church by Elder
J. C. Foss, assisted by- George Harrington.
HOFFMAN.-George A. Hoffman, who has lived in the
vicinity of Mountain Home for twen,ty-one years, died at his
only daughter's, Mrs. T. R. Wilson's,' Boise, Idaho, Christmas
night, of dropsy. Was born in Bandera City, Texas, June
21, 1858. He leaves a wife,~ one daughter, and four sons:
Mrs. T. R. Wilson, of Boise, Henry, John, Orton, and Corda,
of Mountain Home, to mourn his loss. Funeral at Baptist
church, Wednesday, 29th, conducted by Pastor Dean Hamilton. Was a member of the Reorganized Church.
GoDFREY.-Mary Elizabeth Godfrey was born in the State
of Pennsylvania on March 20, 1840, and died December 9,
1909, at the home. of her son, William T. Godfrey, near Tryon,
Nebraska, after being paralyzed for eight years. Her husband, Bro. George W. Godfrey, preceded her to the other
side about three and one half years ago. She was baptized
June 1, 1893, by Elder James Caffall. She leaves ten children (all members. of the ·church but two) and thirty-six
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. She was laid
to rest in the Ellis Cemetery. There was no elder here at the
time, so the funeral sermon will be preached as soon as
practicable.
Rum'..-Sa:rah Pauline Ruby was born March 24, 1840, in
Meggs County, Ohio. Her maiden name was Page, and at
the age of thirteen she removed with her parents to Illinois,
and in 1858 she was united in marriage to Elder Jerome Ruby,
at Buffalo, Iowa. To this union were born two sons, both
of whom died at an early age. She resided with her husband
at Buffalo, Iowa, until his death in 1896, when she removed
to Angus, Iowa. Three weeks before her death she went to
Colfax, Iowa, to visit at the home of her nephew. On Thursday, April 23, she was stricken with apoplexy, a· second
stroke soon following. She sank rapidly until death came to
~~r reHef on Friday, April 24, 1908; She and her husband
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had for many years been members of the Latter Day Saints'
Church, and were known to have lived consistent Christian
lives. She is survived by two nieces, Mrs. George Dalby,
of Angus, Iowa; three nephews, William Bell of Pilot Mound,
Iowa, Arthur Bell of Colfax, Iowa, James Bell of Angus,
Iowa, and other relatives. . The funeral services were conducted by Elder J. W. Davis, nnd interment in the Buffalo
cemetery, at Buffalo, Iowa.
PRESTON.-Sr. Minnie S. Preston, Jan. 22, 19101at her home
in Springfield, Nebraska, of dropsy, from which she had been
a constant sufferer for more than a year; but through it all
her faith· in God and the gospel was unwavering, calling
many times for administration, and always receiving temporary rnlief. She was baptized and confirmed July 6, 1879,
at Plattford, Nebraska, by Nelson Brown. Was born at
Monmouthshire, England, May 3, 1848; was married to C. K.
Preston July 18, 1869. There were born to them five children. One son and two daughters were present at the
funeral, two sons having preceded her in death. Funeral
was held in the· Methodist church at Springfield; sermon by
J. M. Baker, assisted by the Congregational minister of that
place. Was laid to rest in the city cemetery.
·
·
POWELL.-Catherine Powell was born January 1, 1822, at
Nerivan, Glamorganshire; Wales. Died in Lucas, Iowa, December 28, 1909, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. R. D.
Williams. Her husband died in 1869, leaving her with six
children, five of whom survive her. Spe united with the old
church at the age of sixfeen, joining the Reorganization in
1866, becoming a member of the Lucas Branch in 1879. She
passed peacefully away with the hope that the gospel brings
to the faithful. Funeral sermon preached by Elder J. R.
Evans.
GRAY.--,-Bro. Robert S. Gray, born April, 1835, at Durham,
England, died at his home in Lucas, Iowa, December 15, 1909.
He was baptized by Elder James McDiffitt, August 16, 1876,
at Chariton, Iowa. Funeral sermon December 19, at the
Saints' church by Elder John R. Evans, assisted by Priest
Thomas Hopkins.
The Size of Raindrops.
Raindrops do not always have the same size or weight, and
this is primarily due to the fact that they are not formed
like the drops of water that 'fall from a wet cloth or the
spout of a pitcher, or the drops that rush out of the small
holes in a garden sprinkler. In all these latter cases a solid
stream of water is broken up into drops; but the raind:rops
are formed in the cloud by the accumulation of minute atoms
of water drawn together into one drop, and sometimes by
the melting of a large snowflake or a solid little icy hailstone.
When a drop is thus formed in the clouds, it begins to fall,
no matter whether it be large or small, and observers in balloons state that all sizes of drops are to be found within the
clouds themselves, from .the finest fog and drizzling mist up
to the heavy rain. It is commonly said that the-bigger drops
fall faster than the smaller ones and overtake them and grow
bigger. This sounds reasonable, but no one has really nroven
it,__:From "Nature and Science" in February St. Nicholas.
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are vividly described by Professor Breasted in his article mid
a large number of excellent halftones makes vivid what can
not be described ~in words.
Some Causes of Failure.
Long years of experience have demonstrated to the seekers
after the underlying causes of business failure the fact that,
generally speaking, four fifths of all failures are due to
faults inherent in the person, while about one fifth are due
to causes outside and beyond his own control. This· proportion varies slightly in some years of stress, but on the whole
the percentages are so constant that in themselves they
constitute a virtual guarantee of statistical accuracy. Unde1·
the head of faults due to the subject himself the following
causes are grouped by Bradstreet's:
·
Incompetence (irrespective of other causes).
Inexperience (without o~her incompetence).
Lack of capital.
·
Unwis.e granting of credits.
Speculation (outside regular business).
Neglect of business (due to doubtful habits).
Personal extravagance.
Fraudulent disposition of property.
_
On the othe~· hand, the following causes ai·e classed as .not
proceeding from the faults of those failing:
Specific conditions (disaster, panic, etc.)
Failures of others (of apparently solvent debtors).
Competition.-From Frank Greene's "Business success and
failure" in the Midwinter Century.
Perpetuation of the Coal Supply.
Until recently there has been little thought of economy in
coal production or utilization. For every ton min_ed another
ton or more has been wasted either in the shape of coal dust
or slack, or coal left in the ground. Mining methods have,
however, improved, and the loss now amounts to 40 per cent,
as against 60 per cent, a short time ago. In many mines as
high as 75 per cent of the coal is recovered. Likewise much
higher efficiency is being secured in the utilization of the
coal. A single example will serve to show the possibilities in
this line.
In extensive experiments made by the Technologic branch
of the United States Geological Survey it has been found
that by first converting the coal into gas and then using it
in a gas engine double and in some instances over three times
the efficiency can be secured that.is achieved under the ordinary, steam boiler. For industrial purposes, therefore, we
at one step practically double, if not treble, the coal area of
the country. Moreover, the sensational discovery was made
by the Survey tests that the low-grade lignite of the Northwest and Texas, underlying an area of some 100,000,000 ·acres,
when used in gas engines, developed more pdwer than the
best Pocahontas coal under ordinary ;;teaming methods. From
the Pocahontas coal the Geological Survey steam plant pro~
duced .28 borne-power per pound, while the gas-producer generated .96 horse-power per pound, or 3.34 times the efficiency
for the gas-producer plant over the steam plant. These lignitic coals have been looked upon as of little if any commercial value; now the regions where they are found are considered as possible great industrial centers.--From "Our coal
supply to-day," by Guy Elliott Mitchell, in the American Re.view of Reviews for February.

Ancient Thebea.
In the January Chautauquan, Prof. Jam('S H. Breasted ii;i.
the fifth installment of his fascinating series entitled, "A
reading journey through Egypt," writes of the wonders of
ancient Thebes.. This famous city long the capital of ancient
Egypt contains to-day remarkable evidences of its former
greatness. Situated far to the south Thebes was not subject
Money in tho Vegetable Garden.
to the repeated attacks of conquering races although at one
.time it was thoroughly laid waste by the Assyrians. Of its
The 6lst issue of Vick's Garden and Floral Guide has just
tremendous temples much still remains which makes possible been received, and the first thing which attracted our attena reconstruction in imagination of the city as it was in the tion was the $1,040 in Premiums offered by James Vick's Sons
days of the great Pharaohs.
for the best vegetables and Asters to be exhibited at the New
The vast site of Thebes is now occupied only with the York State Fair next September. Everybody is invited to
ruins. of these ancient architectural wonders and by the two enter this contest; there is no. entrance fee, and the only consmall cities of Karnak and Luxor. In each of these is a dition is that both vegetables and flowers be grown from Vick
temple famous the world over and Mr. Breasted in his Quality Seeds. This issue of the Guide contains an instructive
article tells· as only a scholar can the significance of these article by Prof. L.B. ;Judson, of Cornell University, on "Seeds
temples which are interesting both historically and architec- and Seed-sowing," as well as simple directions for planting
turally. Some idea of the wonders of the Temple of Karnak all vegetable and .flower seeds. It seems to us that it .is
may be obtained from the simple statement that one of the better and more comprehensive than any previous issue. Our
many rooms is sufficiently large to include within it the readers may secure a copy by sending their name -and. address
· whole of the Cathedral of Notre Dame of Paris. The col- on a postal to James Vick's Sons, 143 l.VIain street, Rochester,
muns which survive from one of the unfinished halls are New York, and thus learn about the Premiums ·as well -as
sixty~five feet in height and of such bulk that one hundred . securing much valuable information on gardening.
'.l'he
men can stand on the top of each. These and other wonders ·Guide is free.to all ~ho ask for it.
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Lamoni Land & Loan Company 47
This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. Blair secretary. The
members of the firm have resided in
Lamon! and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are - therefore familiar with
the country in all its details, including
land values, fertility of the soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believ!l we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors. We
act a13_ agents for the buying and selling
of farms aµd city·properties.
We are also in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No better security offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time business propositions
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in regard to this country, write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan _Co.
G.
BLAIR, Secretary.
Lamoni,
1,-.}
1:
::
Iowa

w.

FARM FOR SALE
100 acres one and cine half miles from
Lamoni, good improvements, nice, smooth
land, good orchard, plenty of good
water. For complete description, price,
and terms apply t() oW'ner, ·
3-3t
A. J. YARRINGTON,
Lamoni, Iowa.
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131

135
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lllSTABLUlH!lJD 1860.
Joseph Smith, llld!tor ; llllbert A. Smith, Associate Editor ; Israel
A. Smith, Assistant Editor.
·
·
nd~~~~~~hed every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per year In
When payment ls made, the date on yellow label nlways shows the
!~~fre~~ which you have paid, or the time when your aubscrlptlon
If not changed within a month a!ter payment Is made notify us.
The paper wlll not be sent to persons who ilro six months In
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
All articles, letters for publlcatlon, notices etc., and communlcatlono
concerning the same, should be adaressed to "llldltors Hernld." All
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publlshlng House
Lamoni, Iowa, and nll remittances should be made payable to the same'.
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
r::J'o0 rJ:~. l':ft::1~!:~1na: {~ie~r:rl.~/or money received are sent within

Marriage, death, ru)d birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words
or fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number 50
cents per 100 W{)rds or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents pei! 75
:::,~~fta~!e !,'i~gt1:;1c',tlc~~ereof.
To Insure prompt Insertion, make
~'or advertising .rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-office, Lamont, Iowa, n_s se<:!ond-claes man matter.
pu~tl~~if~~~~ons received for Zion's lllnslgn, also orders for au Elnslgn

What is our vocabulary? Something learned, pompous?
Let us study the language ·of Jesus. The people understood
him and were glad.
Where is your preaching weak, brother? Do your people
starve under it? Then g·o again to the Source. Feed at the
Source. Come forth from the Source to the people. We feed
only when we 'ourselves are first fed-at the Source at the
hand of Christ.
·
'

~tUL.~$ 2S ©~NT~

FOR SALE
The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerson Seif Binders for SAINTS' HERALD for sale. These are second-handed
and in good condition.. They are worth
$1 when new, The lot will be sold for
$4.
J. E. Bozarth;

W. A. Duncan.

KNOIBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
_ privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a horn~? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

DANIELS

REALTY~

COMPANY.

Religio's

Nonnal Book

Anyone interested in Oklahoma City and
surrounding country, should write THE
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY, 12
A normal book containiiig lessons
North Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
for free. pamphlet, showing some beautiupon the Book of Mormon and
ful buildings that are being built here,
Religio Society. Every student of,
in one of the grnatest cities in the entire southwest.
the Book of Mormon should have
We are selling lots at $10 down and
$10 per month; without interest or taxes
one.
until paid for, right close-in to the main
No. 258---Cloth, 25c
part of the city, and will double in value
before· the purchaser will have paid for
them.
·
Priesthood.~
Also we have fine farms, and city
property especially.
This book has been enlarged by the ad-_DANIELS REALTY COMPANY,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok1a., 12 North Broad- dition of oveE eighty .pages.
No. 134~Cloth
$1.00
way.
5-4t
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Herald Publishing House

: son County, Missouri,
I

$1 OOJ)O Gold Bonds9 bearing
interest at five per ceIDlt _

FIRST ·:
I

: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~
: STOCKS.
:
I
I:
1
Very trulY yours,
,
I

Due August 1, 1914

Dated August 1, 1909

!,would be pleased to correspond with ~

: parties seeking Investment In jack- :

.,

I

:
:

..
J. D. Briggs•
:
Independence, Missouri
-44tf :

I

.·..

.

. ·.

.
I

&------------------~-.__._.__'Q,~u>.-'Q.~ ~-

Redeemable afj;er due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
·
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa .
. These B()nds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and afford the· purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mocerate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-'-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of -our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire:

ate~
via

From Lamoni, Ia.

HOMESEEKERS' TICKETS

JACKSON

COUNTY BANI(!

I

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
A BANK OF DEPOSIT A.ND DISCOUNT
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any
· State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
.Interest Paid on Deposits

Business solicited from far and near.
ELLIS SHORT
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
HORACE SHELEY.

Notice our directorata as named below:

G. H. HILLIARD
M. H. BOND
J. MATHER

WM. CRICK
J. D. BRIGGS'..
A. L. YINGLING3

at reduced rates to principal points
west, northwest and southwest. Dates
of sale Feb. 1 and 15, March 1 and 15,
and the first and third Tuesday of
each month thereafter. The round
trip rates to a few of the principal
points are as follows: Denver artd
Colorado Springs, $23.65; Salt Lake
City, $38.65; Helena and Butte, $36.50;
Spokane, Wenatchee and N. Yakima,
$55.00; Twin Falls, Ida., $55.00. Tickets good 21 days, allowing stop .overs•

COLONIST TICKETS
TO CALIFO.l{NIA
AND NORTH PACIFIC COAST
Dates of sale March 1 to April ·15.
One way rates to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and other California poihts,
$27.70; to Portland, Seattle, Tacoma,
Bellingham, Everett and Vancouve1',
$27. 70:; to Spokane, $27. 70; to Helena
and Butte, $27.70; to Salt Lake City,
$27.70. Liberal stop overs.

MARDI ·GRAS, NEW
ORLEANS, LA.
. McCALL PATTERNS

Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity and
reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly
ev_ery city and towp in the United States and
Canada, or by mail_ direct. l\ foi;e sold fhan
any other make. Send for free catalogue.

Rates·-$31.50 round trip. Dates of sale..
F{lbruary 1 to 7 inclusive. Tickets
good to reach original starting point
February 19--extension to March 7
for $1.00 extra.

1

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
More subscribers than any other fashion

magazine-million a month. Invaluable. Lat..

est styles! patterns,

dress~1aking,. millin~ry1

plain sewing, fancy needlework, hmrdressmg,
etiquette, p-ood stories, etc. Only 60 cents G.
year (wortli double), including _a free pattern.
Subscribe today, or send for sample copy.

WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS

.

to AgCnts.. - Po_stal brings premium catalogue
and ne\V cash prize offers., Address

ml! McCAIJ.

co., 23$ to HS w., 37lb st..

NEIV YO!lli

WINTER TOURIST RATES

to all the principal winter resort~ of
the country-Mexico, California; Colorado, Florida; etc.
,
No matter where you are going
it will pay you .to let me help
You plan your , trip.

L. F. SILTZ,Ag·ent C.

B. & Q. R. R:
•*"

t:::~;_~;~;:;---'-'·if:-f~.t-:-.,-s~~>tih f~i¢Itt¥<W:i~m ,
g;,:;4\,~~f:'"''°H.=,40_r:#§f;,_fil•d
#4¥*-"t!l®!ilLdM _t _
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"If ye continue in ··my word, then are. ye my dis·
cip.les indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth . shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32..

VOLUME 57

HE THAT ENDURETH TO THE END.

In the sixteenth verse of the sixteenth chapter of
Mark one may read the great promise of the gospel
to .the penitent sinner, "He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved"; in the twenty-second verse
of the tenth chapter of Matthew is found the gospel
promise to the baptized believers, "ljt;e that endureth
to the end shall be saved." Looked at from the other side of the waters of
baptism, it may seerii to the candidate that the matter is fully stated in the promise first quoted; but
viewed from this side, it is· gradually borne in upon
the Saint of God that the first promise finds its complement in the second. ·
The individual who accepts the first promise and
acts upon it soon finds that he is placed .in a position
where his endurance is being tested. This test is
designed not alone with a view to determine his
endurance but rather to strengthen and develop it.
There are few who are too weak to acquire a
degree of fortitude and usefulness if they will but
patiently submit to the processes of Christian development; there are none so strong that they can
resist the soul-destroying blight that settles upon
those who persistently rebel after having enlisted
to obey. Following these divers courses, the strong
and mighty perish, while the weak and poor grow
and flourish as the palm:tree or as the cedar in Lebanon. Proud but rebellious Saul was a child in the
hand of the aged Prophet Samuel.
It might seem strange to some that the process
of Christian development should include anything
calculated to test endurance; why not the "flow'ry
beds of ease"? Because neither mental, physical,
nor spiritual vigor comes from resting upon flow'ry
beds of ease. The muscle that feels the twist and
strain of the oar is strengthened ; the brain· that
studies ~
solves problems becomes active and
powerful l ';;ri~ Christian character that is put to the
test, that endurl5s, resists, . and -achieves, becomes
.. great, and is saved at the end of the struggle. Such
a ~haraci:er is worth saving; and itis saved; because
it has, with God's .help, overcome all that would
destro)" it and has become in a measure like Ghrist,
who said that all power was given into his hand.

)q

"There shall not any man among you have aave it
be one wife; and concubines be shall have none.":._
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2; 6.

LAMONI, IOWA, FEBRUARY 9, 1910

Editorial

'

NUMBER 6

Saints are not promised that they shall escape all
the cares or. even afflictions of life; (he promise is
that all these (with all other experiences) shall work
together for their good. They are not promised that
they shall escape all the burdens of life; the promise
is that they shall be given a yoke that is easy. If
the1ce is an implement that is typical of labor that
implement is the yoke. If the Master did not intend
his disciples to labor after they had taken his yoke
upon them he made a mistake in his choice of illustrations that was quite foreign to his judgment and
to his method of discourse.
His call is to those who are weal.·y and heavy laden
and they are promised rest, often best found in congenial activity. Th<! unprofitable burdens of sin ·and
ignorance, of the world, the flesh, and the Devil,
are to be cast aside, and in their stead is given a line
of work that will bring a glorious reward.
There are many experiences that come to an individual, even in the course of a short life, that test
the powers of e'.ndurance. These are of such a severe
character that in the world thousands who have no
hope, other than the world offers, seek relief in
suicide. The new recruit to the army of the living
little realizes the character of the warfare upon
which he enters, almost at birth; soon, though, he
finds himself fighting against temptations and sorrow and pain.
Often as an individual advances in years the
tendency to become discouraged increases; how then
shall one endure to the end? The answer is found
in that gospel through which he first received the
promise conditioned upon endurance.
Jam es names the gospel law as the Perfect Law
of Liberty. This law sets men free. "Ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."
No man could ever be free if he were constantly
threatened by evil forces that were stronger than he;
and the excellency of the perfect law of liberty is
seen in the fact that it makes men sufficiently strong
to ·overcome these forces of evil, and so they are
"free indeed." This desired end is accomplished by
virtue of that increased spiritual energy bestowed
upon those who accept Christ,-who came that we
might "have life and have it more abundantly," to
whom the promise is that the Spirit also shall ·help
their infirmities, and by virtue qf that process ·of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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education, the .scope of whfoh is indicated by the
declaration that the individual shall be guided into
all truth. God never.attempts to give liberty without
knowledge, for such a condition could not be maintained; nor does he propose to bestow zeal, enthusiasm, and riotous energy without bestowing the
proper wisdom to guide and control. .
Thus is revealed the only way in which one can
hope to endure to the end. An otherwise hopeless
conflict, though severe and long continued, may become more joyful as it progresses, until at last the
Christian shall cheerfully face the last enemy that
shall be conquered-death.
ELBERT'A. SMITH.

ENGLAND IN EVOLUTION.

It is somewh-at difficult for the average citizen of
the United States, who is scarcely up to the st.andard
as to the relative claims of the different political
parties at home, to judge of the status of political
affairs in England. The following statement evidently from a correspondent of the Kansas City
Journal in London seems to be clear upon one of the
main points at issue in the controversy between the
House of Commons and the House of Lords. We
take this from the Journal for January 31. It appears from this that the aggressiveness of the people
of the United Kingdom as manifested in the House
of Commons, the representative body elected by the
people, is on the increase; and that as the House of
Lords many years ago curbed some of the prerogatives and privileges enjoyed by the king when they
wrested from King John the Magna Charta, so now
the people, by their representatives, are endeavoring to curtail the House of Lords from the exercise
of pl'ivileges and prerogatives which that body may
-have exercised heretofore, to conserve the interests
of the hereditary members of that body.
It is within the prerogative of the king to create
from the people peers, making them dukes and lords,
and thus in a sense ennobling them because of the
innate worth which it may have been proved that
they possess; but it is certainly a grave mistake to
continue a House of Lords-in which body the only
claim to· membership is the right of birth, by individuals in whom there may be lacking every possible
qualification fitting them to enact laws to conserve
the interEl.sts of the whole people.
Without doubt_ there ·are members of the House
of Lords whose right to sit in that august body has
come down to them by descent by those who swel'led
the camp of William the N ornian, and in whom may
be found all the noble qualities of manliness which
qualify them to watch over the interests of the people and make provisions to conserve the best intere3ts of all. But while this is true, it is not possible
that all who bear the name of Lord, though they
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may be memb~rs of that body, are entirely worthy
of the, confidence of the people. The selfish interests conferred upon their progenitors .by that mili~
tary chieftain, known as the conqueror, however
worthily these may have been bestowed tipon those
who followed his fortunes and shared in the triumph
which he Won, and received the royal bequests which
parceled the .conquered kingdom among his adherents, have come down with the estates with
which ·he endowed them, and necessarily have conspired to increase the' selfishness of those who may
have degenerated in the succession of those vast
estates.
The picture presented is an unfortunate one, look..
ing at it from the viewpoint of those who have, by

force of these ancient bequests, been shut out from
the just occupation of the soil which should have
been their inheritance but for the continuance of the
prerogatives of the crown and of the House of
Lords. - We commend the reading of the extract
from the Journal to the readers of the HERALD.
LONDON, January 30.-With Premier Asquith on the continent and Chancellor Lloyd-George closely following him, the
politicians are all resting on their ai·ms, discussing what lines
of battle will be taken up in. the new parliament. The moral
generally drawn from the elections is that the country does
not want radical changes in the· House of Lords or in the
government policies. The· spirit of conciliation, therefore, is
abroad, and schemes for a compromise are being debated.
The conservative papers propose the most interesting plan:
That a joint cabinet be chosen from the most moderate men
of both parties to carry on the government for about two
years, and that a truce be declared on party questions in the
meantime.. A royal commission to investigate the country's
fiscal policy and to make recommendations regarding tariff
reform is proposed.
The newspaper scheme of coalition government is not taken
seriously by the Liberals, who, having won a victory, even if it is a narrow one, object to having their opponents dictate·
the program. Lord Roseberry's name is put forward for the .
premiership in the compromise cabinet, but Roseberry has for
a long time refused office, and his popularity now· is at a low
mark, because of his course OJ). the budget issues.
HO\)SE OF LORDS REFORM.

The reform of the House of Lords seems to be the one
thing assured. Both parties support it now. The conservatives ~nd the lords themselves are willing to adopt moderate
changes immediately, lest reforms which would knock the
foundations from the upper house be carried.
The result is likely to be the abolition of .the hereditary
principles, ·and no longer shall the second and succeeding
generations be given a vote, except those who shall ·prove
their fitness to legislate, by service in the House of Commons,
in civil office, or in the army or navy.
The conservatives are willing that the lords shall be deprived of the power to hold up taxation bills; if the plan be
adopted, whereby nothing which could be considered new
legislation shall be included in those bills. The Liberals want
to deprive the House of Lords of the power. to -veto any bill
whatsoever.
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THE BAILEY -ROBERTS DEBATE.

EMer C. E. Willey writes from Fort Madison,
Iowa, unc;ler date of February 6, as follqws:
,As the Bailey and Roberts debate, held at New
London, Iowa, has passed into history, we thought
a word in regard to it would be Jn order. It commenced the 18th of January and continued twelve
nights; and if we were to say that (from commence, ment to finish) it was a victory of truth over error,.
we feel that it would be no exaggeration.
It was evident to all in the commencement that
thete was much prejudice in the minds of the people,
but from the start to the close of the debate Brother
Bailey, by his logical and clear-cut arguments, and
by the fairness with which he treated his opponent,

and his gentlemanly demeanor toward all, was gaining friends to our cause, and by the time the debate
was half over Brother Bailey would be cheered every
time he came into the hall. The debate was held in
the opera house which will seat. about four hundred
people, and we had full house throughout the entire
discussion'. We think Brother Bailey fully sustained
his points in the affirmative propositions, clearly
defining our position as a church and its object and
mission in the world, also clearly setting forth the
teaching of the Book of Mormon. We believe that
he established all that the book claims for itself in
the minds of all fair-minded people.
Mr. Roberts' stock in trade throughout consisted
in charging the Saints with every misdemeanor that
was ever thought of, from burning a town to jugglery of the lowest character, continually seeking to
blacken the character of Joseph Smith. He garbled
the statements of our books, quoted from other's
statements and called them our own works. His
most strenuous effOl'ts were made on section 113 of
Book of Covenants, trying to make it appear (and
so asserted) that we put Joseph Smith ahead of
Jes us Ch1·ist. He branded the Book of Mormon a
fraud and proved it by the boat with a hole in
the bottom, but tight like unto a dish-sh-shsh-sh, the rent that was waved from the top of a
pole, and with contumely he heaped abuse of every
kind upon us until it liked to have caused a division
among their own members, some of them quitting
the debate and declaring he was no representative of
their church. One thing I desire to mention which
worked · against them. Some of their members
placed two beautiful bouquets upon their table one
evening, and one could hear from· all quarters, "If
they a1·e Christian why did they not divide them?"
Next evening there was a nke bouq11et. on our table,
. placed there by the citizens of the town .. At the close
o':r the debate the citizens gave Brother Bailey a
purse<>of twenty-five d.ollars. and .fifteen cents with
this statement, "Fo~ the defender of a worthy
callse." They also asked Brother Bailey to preach
on Sunday evening, which he did to a full house, the
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citizens paying the hall. rent and g1vmg Brother
Bailey .iind the writer one dollar and fifty cents each.
I want to say that I consider Brother Bailey just
the man to meet men like Roberts, for he rapidly
disposed of Roberts' assertions, and una'er the influence of the Spirit set ·our work before the people
in such a light that all co1J,ld see that desired to see.
Just a word about the worthy chairman, Mr. Walters, who so ably -presided and helped to make the
debate a success. It certainly is a pleasure to know
such men as he. His rulings were fair to all concerned. A Mr. Foreman acted as moderator for
Mr. Roberts. The write~· acted in like capacity for
Brother Bailey. We believe this debate has done
good, that the Saints are encouraged and rejoice in
the truth. Many heard who never hea,rd before, and
we believe will sometime obey.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Our readers will notice that we are still behind in
the publication of letters. We have a large number
on hand and will try to have them appear as soon as
possible, without doing injustice to any. Will correspondents let us know what they prefer, to have
their letters published late, at once or not at all, or
boiled down to an extract?
From the many notices of conferences and. conventions we think it wise to caution district secretaries and clerks to send in their minutes in as
concise a form as possible. Cut out the nonessential
features, for we will likely be swamped with minutes
from_ all directions, and you will probably prefer to
boil down your minutes than have the editors do it.
We make the following suggestions. Do not give
opening and closing, hymns nor names of those who
make prayers. Do not mention items so purely
routine as, "minutes of last session read and approved." Unless some glaring mistake has been
recorded and corrected, there is n·o need of such .
appearing in the published millutes, and even in that
case, secretaries should i·emember that the true minutes of conference sessions are only those which
have been approved by the body,. and therefore the
correction of something which has not yet been
approved need not appear. This matter could be
better handled by secretaries having minutes approved at the last session. The speakers during
the conference can be shown, if desir.ed, as also a
summary of financial reports, although when accounts have been audited and found correct, we see
little advantage in showing figures. It seems. to 1JS
to be sufficient to say that books have been audited
and reported correct. In the organization of a conference it is well enough to show the presiding officers and secretary, but we question the advisability
of showing who were. appointed chorister, organist,.
ushers, etc., tho:ugh we have ho suggestion in i·egard ·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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to the minutes as kept by the secretary. We speak
only of the minutes as they are to appear in the
HERALD. , There are good reasons for p_ublishing
conference minutes, of course, but we believe secretaries should keep in mind those things which make
it necessary to publish them. It will be well to be
careful in showing the names of those chosen to
represent their districts at General-Conference, for
in the absence of other information, the published
report will serve to show who are entitled to voice
and vote. We think it quite useless to record motions made and amendments offered, etc:, unless they
are passed and become an ,,action of the body, when
said motions are not specially important.,_ Discus-sions of important questions when no action results,
call' be mentioned in a brief manner.,
"William H. Spry, govemor of Utah, and his party,
who have been to the christening of the battleship
Utah~ stopped yesterday at Independence and were
the guests at luncheon of S. 0. Benion of the Central
States' Mission of the Mormon Church. In the party
were Mrs. Spry and daughter, who had the honor
of- christening the Utah; Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Sharp, Judge and Mrs. Stewal't, Mr. 0. Gardner,
president of the state senate of Utah, and Mrs. Bonnemort, who is known through the West as the
'Sheep Queen.'
"Governor Spry was at one time president of the
Southern States' Mission of the Mormon Church,
.- the post now being held by S. 0. Benion. During
the afternoon the party made a call on Joseph Smith
of the Reorganized Church and were well pleased
with their visit with the venerable prophet. The
party left for Kansas City to take a fast train to the
West/'-'-Kansas City Journal. ,
We note by a recent press dispatch that, the Chicago Federation of_ Labor h_as adopted resolutions
, demanding that the National Pure Food Commission
investigate charges that peanut shells are used in
the manufacturing of_ breakfast foods. The president of the federation declared that as a result of a
railroad wreck occurring recently in Michigan, it
was· discovered that several freight cars were loaded
with peanut shells consigned to the manufacturers
of a certain well-known brand of breakfast food.
There seems to be no safety in having recourse to
any food that is put upon: the market. The :man who
flees :from the dangerous pork chop and begins fo
live upon fancy bi·eakfast foods, discovers· that he
is simply eating peanut shells and sawdust.
-. -On account of uhe delay in issuing our Jubilee
HERALD, a number of conferer1ce and cemvention
notices were used in the issue for FebruaFy 2, which
appeared rather late. Under the circumstances we
did the best we could. ,

.
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We are indebted to the kindness of Bro. E. F.
Hall for the three-color work on the Jubilee HERALD
cover. The plates used in this work belong personally.to him and represent considerable outlay of ex~
pense and labor. We wish to acknowledge his special assistance in getting out the Jubilee number.
F. M. · Arnold, Texline, Texas, writes as follows: '
"A large schoolhouse is ready for any passing elder,,
and we hope it may be soon.''

TO EVERY MAN HIS WORK.
Let me but do my werk from day. to day,
In field or forest, at the desk or loom,
In roaring market-place or tranquil room.
Let mEJ but find it in my heart to say,
When vagrant wishes beckon me astray
"This is my work; my blessing, not my doomi
Of all who live, I am the one by whom
This work can beEt be done in the right way."
-Henry Van Dyke.

"It is unthinkable that this wefrld should be
the end. Human beings from the beginning have
believed in another world, and, with progress in
education and civilization, their beliefs have grown
more and more beautiful- and worthy;"

Hymns and Poems
OLD HUNDRED.
(It is not certain that Kethe was the author of this stately
version of the lOOth psalm. But soon after its first appeai·ance in the psalms of Sternhold and Hopkins, in 1605, it
generally was credited to him. He belonged to that group
of reformers and spiritual leaders of which Knox was the
chief, being exiled with him in 1555_.:._the year by the way,
in which the Bible first \Vas divided into ve1·se~. The hymn
always has been sung to the same, tune, which has 'therefore
come to be generally known as "old hundred.")

All people that on earth do dwell,
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice;
Him serve with fear, his praise forth tell,
Come ye before him, and rejoice.
The Lord, ye know, is God indeed,
Without our aid he did us make;
We are his' flock; he doth us feed,
, And for his sheep he doth us take.

0, enter then his gates with praise, ·
Approach with joy his courts unto;
Ptaise, laud, and bless his namEi always,
For it is see1nly so to do.
For why? the Lord our God is good,
His mercy is for ever sure;
His truth at all times firnily stood,
· And shall from' age to age endure. ,
.:.:.wmiam'' Ketlie.
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this appeal is made. What excuse .can-you give the
Master for not honoring his law? If the gospel is
THE FINANCIAL LAW.
worth anything, it is worth the best effort we can
I have often wonderad how persons can .profess can make.
Do the best you can. No more is expected of
to be doii;ig· the will of God as members of the king.
you,
but you are not free until you do that. "If
dom of heaven, and ignore a part of the law to
govern in the church on earth. How strange it is ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
that we can see the other one's fault or error or indeed." What is the antithesis of that? Why, if
lack and not see our own. We certainly ought to ye do not continue you are not my disciples. What
know that what is required of one is required of are you then? Of the class who say, Lord, Lord,
all. "For there-is no respect of persons with God." · and do not. Oh, let us be "wise servants'~ that the
This is one of the conditions that ought to be ap- future shalr bring us no regrets, is my earnes-t de- .
CHARLES A. PARKIN, Bishop.
preciated greatly by all, and no doubt is by many, sire. .
to get the benefit of any la~', it 1nust be kept, ob.o+-t+o(+o
served, complied_ with. 'How clear that i~ w:ith re"POSSIBLE AND PROBABLE EXPLANATIONS."
spect to persons entering the church. Why, all will
We note in HERALD of January 12 a letter of Bro.
agree that to enter there is but one door, and those
who try to do so by any other way are treated J. W. Wight, relative to "a possible solution for the
as "thieves and robbers." How absolute the demand difference in the Lord's prayer as appearing in the ·
is upon all here. - Why not in our maintaining our Book of ·Mormon, and the Inspired Translation."
good standing? Can we do it and leave off part? The solution as it came to the sister mentioned, was
No, no. "Be not deceived." You must be a doer given us some years ago. We had thought the matof the law. "Desire the sincere milk of the word ter over often; had heard criticism passed by memthat you may g.row _thereby." You should not let bers and outsiders upon ·the difference, as both
the sound of the word strike your ear with the books claimed inspiration and we accepted the Ineffect "water has on a duck's back." No, get the spired rendering as superior. We st:fongly desired
nutriment of it so the growth designed may, can "a reason," as it came to us forcibly, and with us
it was original then, that the error was humanly
follow.
The law is that all shall be tithed, pay a tenth of natural as "the seer" was dependent wholly there-'
their net gain, living according to the law of econ- on, until coming to the Lord's prayer familiar
omy. Some people say, "I have no tithing." But to him, he naturally dictated it from his mind or
how do you live? It seems to me the Sa.int who memory and gave· it as he had previously learned
assumes that attitude is not a real Saint; he has not · it. The assumption is clear, when if you have had
a true conception of divine law, and how can he experience in making a true and careful copy of
grow? Thy will be done on earth in me, should unknown matter you adhere closely to the original
be our earnest effort. We have no excuse because in hand, but when you come to familiar passages,
we have little. Give the little; and until you do, yon verse, or poem, you write from your own mind, or
can not expect the Father's special blessing. "Oh, memory.
but," say some, "God's blessings foll9w people of
The fact, too, that the Book of Mormon was prothe world." There are exceptions to all rules, and duced before the Holy Scriptures gives support to
besides these people may be following all the light this solution. It came as s~tisfaction to . us, we
they have. Some one else's failure is no excuse might say inspiration. We have used it effectively
for me. Can a person, a Saint, ignore the law and and think it "good ground." We might add too,
be in good standing? Think about it. And if not that as we were about to enter the pulpit on one
in good standing, and you continue that way, where occasion an "agnostic" friend said, "I wish you
will you be when the Lord sends his angels to take would explain to-night, how Moses, if he wrote the
the offenders out of his kingdom? Better think now, books attributed to him, could tell of his burial and
and not only think but do as it is written. No events that transpired after his decease." For a
wonder the Master said five of the ten virgins were moment we hesitated in thought, opened the grip,
foolish virgins, as we look at conditions in the church took out the "Holy Scriptures" without knowing
to-day. Just think, fifty-ffve thousand members, and why, and read therefrom a revelation given to Josonly about ten thousand who honor the Lord with eph the Seer, June, A. D., 1830. We then said to
the tithe. In Noxthern California only one hundred everyone who believes in God and that he can show
and twenty~eight paid tithes, offerings, .and conse- things past, the admission must be made that he
crations, when we have over seven times that num- (God) can reveal the future as well ; and in this
ber of members. What are the rest of these people revelation it is stated that God said to Moses, Bethinking about? They certainly are not. doing. much hold, and "he [Moses] looked and beheld the world
on this line. To those who do not pay their tithing upon which he was created, and as Moses beheld the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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world and the ends thereof, and all the children of
men which are, and which were created, , .. behold
not with mine natural, but my spiritual 'eyes . . . .
And he also beheld the earth, and the inhabitants
thereof, ... numberless as the sands upon the sea
shore,'' which must have shown future generations, etc. I read it all. I preached from this, and
at the close, the friend took me by the hand and
said, "You have made me see much more than you
intended in your reply." Might it not be wisdom
to make future editions of Book of Mormon conform
to the better rendering of the Inspired Version and
defend the change, than as now defend the difference in the Lord's prayer as foµnd in the two?
Very truly your brother,
ALMA M. FYRANDO.
MAGNOLIA, IOWA.

Original Articles
THE BIBLE AND SCIENCE.

I do not presume to present thoughts herewith
presented because the subject is new, for it is one
that has often been written upon, especially by those
who do and have called the Bible in question, have
doubted its divine origin. The relations of Holy
Writ to the teachings of astronomy; the seeming
·contrariety of the one to the other have often been
discussed by doubters of the Bible and others.
Of late our attention has been called to this matter by those opposing the Book of Mormon, because
of what Helaman and Mosiah say regarding the
earth moving while the sun does not rise and set,
as it_ was believed to have done in olden days. (See
Helaman 4: 61, 62; Alma 16: 54, 55.) The expressions, "the sun rises, sets," or the sun "arose and
went down," are quite ancient, and these forms of
expression accord with what seemed to be the case.
A round earth moving around the sun is now fully
susceptible of demonstration. The sun and earth
and all the planets that constitute the universe is our
earth and heaven. (Inspired Translation, Genesis
1: 1.) It has been charged that the Book of Mormon is a modern composition because of these references to modern ideas of siderial heavens found in it.
It seems not to occur to the objectors that the relation of the Israelites to the Egyptians of early times
would beget just such ideas as were expressed by
the ancient Americans; wou_ld be just what we would
expect to find, it being what it claims to be. The
ancient Egyptians taught the earth's rotundity, the
difference in time between places of different longitude, knew the causes and laws of eclipses, and constructed tables which gave the motions of sun, moon,
and planets. The annual motion of the· earth around
_ the ·sun produces an apparent annual revolution of
the sun among the planets, and their apparent revolu-
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tion was perfectly undei·stood in the earliest historical .times. The annual cotirse of the sun was
mapped out.on the heavens, and divided into twelve
signs, Jmown as the signs J>f the Zodiac. ··
Johnson's Encyclopedia, volume 1, pages 308 and
1150, says:
The year was known to consist of three hundred and sixtyfive and one fourth days and the connection of the seasons
with the position of the sun in the Zodiac was thoroughly.
understood· and described.

Again in A Miracle in Stone, by Joseph A. Seiss,
·
page 75, we find:
Modern science ascribes the discovery of the spherity of
the earth to Thales, 600 B. c., but here in Egyptian Pyramids it is more perfectly represented than Thales ever knew,
more than one thousand five hundred years before Thales
was born. A fixed axis would imply.motion, and the making
of the sides of the pyramid ·to record an even fraction. of
the earth's axis of rotation just as many times as there are
days in the year, proves that the builders had the idea of
both motions of the earth, and a· knowledge of the number
of times it revolves on its axis in· making its annual revolution around the sun.

I am informed by Elder S. W. L. Scott that the
dates here given would carry us back to thirty-fi~e
hundred years before Copernicus or Galileo flourished. He also reminds me that Mr. Alexander
Campbell states: "Pythagoras obtained his knowledge of Ennphis from an Egyptian pr!est of Heliopolis, the dty of the sun."
In· People's Encyclopedia, volume 1, page 68:
"Pythagoras taught 500 B. c.~ the theory, the truth
of which has since been established, that the sun is
the center of the planetary world and the earth circulates around it."
We might remark that astronomy of to-day in its
calculations of the distance of the earth from the
sun, is approximately the distance as indicated in the
pyramids of Egypt. See Defense of the Pearl of
Great Price; by S. Reynolds. Any of the dates of
the authorities here cited antedate the times of
either Mosiah or Hefaman: Some knowledge of
these things was possessed by the writers of the ·
Bible, we believe.
David affirms :
The heavens declare the gloi·y of God; and the firmament
showeth his handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech, and
night unto night showeth knowledge. . . . In them hath
he set a tabernacle for the sun, ..• his going foi·th is f?'Om
the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it:
and there is nothing hid from the heat thereof.-Psalm
19: 1-6.
>

•

The sun, then, goes forth on his circuit, but while
this is going on the earth in its ol·bit moves around
the sun, as indicated by Helaman.
In Job 26: 7, he tells us, "He stretcheth out the
north over the empty place and .hangeth the earth
upon nothing." ' This writer noted that the earth
hangs in space upon nothing tangible, so far as the
eye even aided by scientific glasses of the greatest •..
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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power can discern. But does .the Bible refer to it
as a globe or sphere? Let us see. .
Christ, ,in Proverbs, chapter 8, says:
Before the mountains were settled, before· the hills was
I brought forth: while as yet he had not made the ear.th, nor
the fields, nor the highest part of the dust of the world.
Wheri he prepared the heavens, I was there: when he set a
compass [or circle, marginal reading] upon the face of the
depth: when he established the clouds above: when he
strengthened the fountains of the deep: when he. gave to the
"Sea his decree, that the waters should not pass .his commandment: when he appointed the foundation of the earth: the~ I
was by him, as one brought up with h_im: an~. I. wa~ daily
his delight, rejoicing always before hu~1; reJ01cmg .m the
habitable part of his earth; and my delights were with the
sons of men.

"When he set a compass [circle] upon the face of
the. deep." How grand this language! We can
almost see the outline of the processes of creation.
A compass or circle, what is that? To inclose on
all sides; to surround on all sides; to surround, to
encircle. To encircle-to form a circle about; to
inclose in a ring. "W_ebster: To make the circuit of.
Orbitat motion is implied in the above language of
Proverbs. God ordained the spherity of the earth,
as of all other orbs, their circles or revolutions
around their centers, concentric planes, his mechanical instrument, compass. The moving·of these bodies revolved· them into orbs, as shot are formed by
revolving in space. Force is invisible to the natural
eye, is silent to the ear, but by noting its results in
motion, formation and sound production, we know
that force of power is there; and it is the force of
wisdom of infinite intelligence,-order. But intelligence is not manifest in operation or in effect to ..
us independently of personality, or if you please,·
an ·organized brain, personal mind.
The law of motion is involved in the moving of
these mighty orbs, but neither does the law of motion or any other law enact or execute itself. So,
neither does a watch, engine, airship, telegraph, or
telephone enact or execute itself. Independently of
the continued application of intelligence to them,
they dissolve, cease to be, and by analogy the same
would be true of the vast universe that shines and
exists in harmony throughout infinite space.
It would hardly seem reasonable that Adam,
Enoch, the. Egyptians, Noah, and Joshua should
have been ignorant of these things. But did· these
ancient worthies understand regarding the orbital
movement of these orbs? A peculiar statement
stands recorded in the triumphant song of Deborah,
when the Lord delivered Israel out of the hand of
their Gentile enemies; when Jaban, king of Razor, ..
sent General Sisera to subdue Israel. But Sisera fell
before the God of Israel :
The king; came and fought, then fought the kings of
Canaan in 'r.aanach by the waters of Megiddo; they took
no gain of money. They fought from heaven; the stars in
thefr courses fought against Sise1·a.-Judges 5: 19, 20.
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What were these courses 'Of the sta.rs but the paths
or orbits in which they moved around their centers?
Since the intelligent Jewish women of. the eleventh
or twelfth century B. c. knew of the moving of the
stars or planets in their courses, orbits, or paths,
need it form an objection to the Book of Mormon
that some of its writers knew and spoke of the
revolution of the earth around the sun? This objection is, therefore, by the foregoing considerations, entirely nullified. It vanishes as the mist before the orb of day.
We submit another testimony from the Bible
along an additional line. Not, only is the sph:erity of
the heavenly bodies taught in Holy Writ, but their
orbital revolution also. We invite attention to

Isaiah 40: 21-23:
Have ye not known? have ye not heard? hath it not been
told you from the beginning? have ye not understood from
the foundations of the earth? It is he that sitteth upon the
circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtai~, and
spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in; that brmgeth
princes to nothing: he maketh the judges of the earth as
vanity.

The word circle, as a noun, means a round body,
a sphere, an orb; as a verb, to move around, to revolve around. Before the earth was created, it "was
without form and void." Void of form, light, production, or regulated motion, was no part of an
organized system; nor was it a world or an indispensible part of the universe as now.
At this late date we need not argue the spherity
or the revolution of the earth around the sun. But
the Prophet Isaiah seems to wonder why the people
did not understand, since it had been declared since
creation that the earth revolved in its path, orbit, or
"circle" by .the creative power of God. Sitting enthroned in space infinite or boundless, as the universe is, displaying a light supernatural to m~n, and
glory and a systematic motion on which man is dependent for his very existence. Is it any wonder
that Isaiah wondered why man from the beginning
of his existence had not seen it, demonstrating
God's infinite power controlling it, and his light
reflected by and through it? Is it any wonder that
Paul could declare:
For the invisible things of him from the creation of the
world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that
are made, even his eternal power and Godhead.-Romans
1: 22.

~Ve therefore see no reason why lVIosiah and Helaman might not have understood that the earth and
heavenly bodies revolved around the sun., We men
have not been forced to depend upon comparatively
modern scientists to· give us all the scientific truths
to be known. Some discredit the ancient past as to
astronomy altogethe1'. Some, in some respects, venerate the olden ages to the extreme. People of the
older ~ges knew some fruth, yet in many things they
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we1:e superstitious. So the people of the present
age are both ignorant· and superstitious in regard
to some things; especially as to religion and the revelations of God. Intelligence and wisdom are not
born of ignorance and superstition. Light, either
· natural or· spiritual, is not begotten and born of
dai'lrness. Both do not occupy the same· mind or the
same space at the same time. This is a mental and
spiritual impossibility, as demonstrated in all experience. Nor can the mind or eye of man discern
or see light or truth so long as they choose to remain
full of darkness. · Light and darkness are opposites.
Light lfas power to 'banish or overcome darkness.
Light saves and delivers and redeems, but darkness
leaves decay and destruction, physical, mental, and
spiritual. The light of the physical universe did not
originate with the finite or what man knows as the
natural, therefore, it must have originated with the
infinite and the supernatural. Physical light is
neither self-originating nor self-existing. It was not
originally created by man, the finite; and hence
originated with the infinite. We know that light by
man is his creation, therefore light was created by
the infinite. Man has discovered to .a degree the use
or design of light, and hence is forced to admit an
original designer.
It is asserted by astronomers that the sun and all
the solar system is moving, some say towards the
constellation Leyra, at the rate of hundreds of millions of miles annually. Some say towards the star
marked "Pi" in the constellation Hercules, with the
enormous velocity of over twenty-three millions of
miles per year. Now the Bible says that in what
we may recognize as the last days the earth· shall
be "moved exceedingly," and shall be removed like
a cottage." (Isaiah 24: 20.) · Since the sun, attended
by all its planets, comets, and satellites, is sailing
through space, the earth, maintaining its structure,
as wh~n a wrecker moves a house, is being moved
also. as a cottage.
Some eyes do not see light, but light is just the·
same. Some ears do not hear sound, but sound is.
But sound, light, and heat are the effects of things,
principles in operation, and go back to cause 01;
causes. Effects can not exist without causes. This
experiences demonstrate. Anarchy may temporarily interfere with effects, but it can not remove
causes. Being based on principle causes are indestructible; principles in their nature are eterual.
The infinite application of principles will, if not
interfered with, in operation and effect, result eternally in identical effects or results. No law is suspended in working what we call a miracle. A sick
man may be instantly healed of disease. It is only
placing him back instantly into harmony with laws
of health from whiCh he fell, the result of which
was his illness. When we grow into a knowledge of
the laws 'we are unacquainted-with as yet, they will
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be what will then be called natural. Immortality is
the result of the natural laws of the ,celestial world ..
All law is supernatural that relates to intelligent
existence; and yet all are divinely natural in their
sphere. A natural law is one that works out its
design in the sphere to which it belongs and applies.
Get up to where law now supernatui·al (above· nat~
ural) to us is in operation, and there it is the natural
law of that place, condition, or sphere. Until we
rise up to and receive the benefits to be derived from
the operation of such law, to us it is supernatural.
Not long ago to have held that we could have con- ·
versed with persons beyond the Atlantic from Ne·N ·
York without some visible means, would have been
to believe in the supernatural. But not so with wireless telegraphy. Laws do not always operate as
they appear to us. Otherwise it would have been
quite natural to see the earth move around the sun,
as did Mosiah and Helaman. The sun -would not
apparently arise and set.
When selfishness has been sufficiently driven out
of the hearts of Saints, so that they can love their
Father in heaven "with all their soul, might, mind,
and strength, and their brother as themselves," the
questions of cooperation and equality will have been
solved, and it will not be thought that we will have
to await the next generation to see the redemption
of Zion. Those who attain to the fullness of tlrnse
two commandments can live :Zionic conditions,· can
redeem Zion. But questions may arise: "Can those
who fail to attain to that condition to observe aright·
the two great commandments (inCiuding all .the
other conmmandments) attain to celestial glory?
. Who can attain to the state of heart contained in·
the two commands? To all laws there are bounds
and conditions, said the martyred prophet, and those
who can not abide the celestial law can not abide a
celestial glo17. This is as logical as life's course.
Nor can Zion be built up unless it is by the principles
of the law of the celestial kingdom. A generation,
therefore, who can not redeem Zion, because not
regenerated sufficiently to carry out the principles
by which Zion is to be redeemed, can not attain to
celestial glory. Principle and law based thereon,
are the bases of eternal things.
Those who get low enough down in the valley of
humility to rise to such eminence as to realize what
these principles are, will, like Isaiah, behold the
planets borne aloft along in their courses, paths, oi'
orbits by the power of God.
As also he is in the sun, and the light of the sun, and the
power thereof by which it was made. As also he is in the
moon, and is the light of the moon, and the powei· thereof
by which it was made, As also the light of the stars, and
the power thereof by which they were made .. And the earth
aim, and the powei· thereof, even the earth upon which you
stand. And the light which now' shineth, which giveth you·
light, is through him who enlighteneth your eyes, ·whieh. is
the same light that .quickeneth your understanding; wbfolj
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light proceedeth. forth from the presence of God, to fill the
immensity of space. The light which is in all things; which
giveth life to all things; which is the law by which all
things are governed; even the ·power· of God .who sitteth
upon his_ throne, who ·is in the bosom of eternity, who is in
the midst of all things.-Docti.'ine and Covenants 85: 2, 3.
' And again, verily I say unto you, He hath given a law
unto all things by which they m 0ve in their times, and their
seasons; and thefr courses are fixed; even the courses of the
heavens and the earth; which comprehendeth the earth and
all the planets; and they give light to each other in their
times, and in their seasons, in their minutes, in their hours,
in their days, and in their weeks, in their months, in their
years: all these are one year with God, but not with man.Doctrine arid Covenants 85: 11.

All these kingdoms, worlds; planets move "in the
midst of the power of Gbd. . . . and any man who

hath seen"-seen, mark you--"any or the least of
these hath seen God moving in his majesty and
powe~·." (Section 85: 12.)
·
He that hath seen these things moving and noted
their design, purpose and accomplishments by that
same light by which the worlds are lighted, and their
movements, hath seen that by the power of the infinite God, supefnatural, they exist and consist.
But it is true to experience that "the natural man
received not the things o:f the Spirit of God, neither
can he know them because they are spiritually discerned." It is just as true concerning the natural
heavens as the spiritual, for the law goveming both
are of the same source, "the one God." He ordained
both worlds and; the code of law governing each.
Is it any wonder David said: "The heavens declare
the glory of God, and the firmament showeth his
handiwork"? They daily and to all ages speak forth
and reflect to all who truly seek to see, his eternal
power, glory, wisdom and Godhead. "Day unto
day uttereth speech, and night unto night showeth
knowledge." Who will darken this counsel of God,
plainly revealed from d!lY to day, ages on ages, by
words with knowledge?
C. SCOTT.
171 ALAMEDA STREET, DENVER, COLORADO.

THE MEAT STRIKE AND THE WORD OF WISDOM.

In view of the fact that Cleveland has gained some
notoriety of late by inciting a rebellion against the
meat trust, and high prices of foods in general, it
seems reasonable to send a few lines to your colum.ns
from the storm center where twenty-five thousand
people have signed the beef trust boycott, and the
movement has raced like wildfire across the country.
It is worthy of note, remarkably so, that this is the
same locality from whence the Lord sent out coui:i.sel
to his church many years ago (section 86), warning
and .forewaming his people against the - combina. tions of mercenary men ·who would enslave the peo...ple, · taking advantage . of their lack of wisdom in
providing the necessiti(').s of life. This, to me, is one
• of the brightest gems in the diadem . of revelation
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that crowns this latter day work, because it is positive, because it is practical, because it 'is verifiable
within the purview of the weakest of Saints.
. The "meat strike" is born of the worldly wisdom
of man, and will prove futile, as all movements of a
selfish origin must. It lacks the principle and the
philosophy and the reason propounded in the Word
of Wisdom, and so must work into the very hands
of the enemy, and what is rejected and spumed now
will be paid for dearly and eaten greedily from "cold
storage" some months hence. Those who fast
against their convictions are not apt to exercise
moderation when the reins are loosed. One paper
calls this movement "betting on the stomach against
cold · stora-ge !" And a Socialist pape1' calls it a
"hunger strike" in which "thirty thousand people,
depriving themselves of the necessities of life, is
a sight pathetic as it is absurd."
Amongst the columns of utter nonsense on thi.s
subj ect--vain squirmings of the victims, one note
is refreshing indeed, advocating "a more sparing
and economical use of meat, intensive cultivation of
land, making every· acre produce more than under
the present careless way."
. Otto Carque, the economist and socialist, in
Foundation of All Reform, draws attention to the
fact that man instead of taking from,the soil at first
hand the bounty of God and nature, "diverts one .
hundred million bushels of grain, potatoes, etc., into
alcohol, in the United States alone every year, and
feeds the offal of the distilleries to the hogs which
he takes back in the form of scrofulous pork." He
proclaims that enough cereals are thus transformed
as would "feed· three such cities as New York, and
nourish every pauper on the face of the earth."
Here we are getting down to "bed rock"; reform
must begin at home, in the individual. Our personal
appetites and desires must be reclaimed, naturalized,
reborn, _not remain so dependent upon the old ideas
and the false standards of the world we forsook for
Christ's kingdom. Let us look forward to those
conditions we shall love to expei-ience with Him,
and train ourselves and desires toward that end ..
"Seek first the kingdom." Let us read again and
honor the preparatory counsel he has given us in,
the W orq of WisdoJll, and turn but to the world to
see it verified.
Those who complain most in this "strike" are
those who have most voluntarily sold themselves into
the bondage they deplore. They h~ve desired flesh
and· liquor first, but rebel at the monetary cost
thereof; we can not ·afford for cattle the-land which
will produce ten times the food stuffs of other kinds,
in. view of the increasing millions of humanity.
Bradstreet's commentary says of the wheat crop,
"Last year's crop was the second largest ever grown,
while in Canada it was the largest, but in spite of
these facts the visible supply of grain in stock is
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the smallest for six years back," or thirty million
bushels smaller than a year ago !
It is interesting to read the opinions of farmers
and commission merchants in Cleveland papers as
to the reason of high prices : "It does not pay us .to
fatten hogs or cattle for ma1;ket with corn retailing
at- ninety cents a bushei. »
"Little pigs we sold for one dollar and fifty cents
last year, sell for six dollars a pair. The reason is
the corn of the country goes into paper boxes instead of hogs and cattle."
"Meat has been going up for the last ten years;
the reason, fewer animals raised for consumption
and a growing demand for meat. The remedy, stop
eating so much meat." "The demand for certain parts of the carcass are
far in excess of the supply, hence the price is raised
to offset the effect, but the poor take -it to signify
the worth."
Meats will continue to grow dearer in spite of
strikes. and boycotts, but a gleam of light strikes
through the angry clouds, for surely some- one will
be brought in touch with the fact that a vacation
from the usual heavy meat meal for some time does
not mean physical weakness to ensue; but Saints (of
alf people) should experience a healthy reaction in increased spiritu_ality first, a better comprehension of
"the more abundant life" physically and mentally,
and certainly some financial recompense from reduced butcher and drug store bills. I speak from
observation.
EARNEST WEBBE.

Mothers' Home Column.
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
[The following letter was not intended for publication, but
,upon rnlicitation we have been permitted to use it. Let us
say in advance that as "to the pure all things are pure,'' so
to the truly modest no violation of modesty will be found, but
such gems of truth and wisdom as should prove beacon lights
to all who have assumed the marriage relation. Had all sons
such a father, and they willing to follow his example, the
question of divorce, which is now exciting both church and
state, would, we believe, soon find a happy solution.-EDITOR.]
A Father's Letter to His Newly Married Son and Wife.

My Dea1· Children: I had hoped to have an opportunity to
have a talk with you by ourselves while you were here with
us; but there did not seem to be any time for it;. and I am
going to put down on paper some of the things I should have
•said if it had been practicable. You have both, probably,
heard most of it, and perhaps know all of it; but I want you
both to- carefully consider it together, as a message from me;

_
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and I hope that you will not take it as "preaching" in any way
but in the spirit -in which it is given-as coming from one
who has only your best interests at heart, and who w_ishes
you to get all -the happiness possible out of your new relations
to each other. There is no other earthly happiness that can
compare with what can be attained in the petfect marriage;
and \Vhen marriage begins with the perfect love for and trust in each other, which you have, they ought to continue and
increase all through life, and they surely will unless something is done to interfere with their growth.
Ever since our marriage, we have always tried to do the
very best we could for our children, not only because it. was
our dut~;, but because we lovea them; and we never did any.
thing for them grudgingly, but were glad to do what we could,
and did our best to learn how best to do it. At that time,
there were not many opportunities for obtaining information
upon the subject, and _we were in a large measure obliged to
work on general principles. But we loved each other devotedly
and we loved our children; and wh,eri anything came up about
which we were not very sure, we talked the matter over together and tried to put ourselves in the place of the other,
and then did what seemed to be the thing most likely to secure
the desired results. And, in the main, I think that we were
fairly successful.; for we both had a reasonable amount -of
common sense, and when that was mixed w:ith uns-elfish' love,
we were not very likely to go far astray.-_
From the time I first knew your mother well enough to be
considered even an acquaintance, she began to inflµence· my .
life for good, and her influence continues with m~ now. I felt at once a desire to be worthy of her friendship long.
before I dared to think of winning her love; and wh.en I
found that both had been given to me, I was more than ever
desirous that nothing that I might do, or fail to do, should
ever lessen her respect and love for me., She filled the measure of my ideal from the first, and she still does, although_
that· ideal has always been a high one, she is still my own
dear, pretty, little sweetheart. We never outlived the honey-·
moon; and each new day that dawned brought-·more love and
happiness to each of us .... We have had trials and sorrows,
as all have; but they served only to draw us more closely to- ·
gether. We never allowed anything to come between us, and
never had a misunderstanding that was not cleared up the
day it came; in fact it is almost an exaggei:ation to say that
we ever did have a real misunderstanding of any kind. We.
have both- always felt that we \vere -wonderfully blessed in
our love for each other and the Jove of our children, and that
such great happiness as we have had was not given to many.
And yet we have never been able to see why it sh.ould not
come to all those who begin as we began, and as you are
beginning; and it is with the hope of helping you to have &Ii
that we have that I am writing this.
It goes without saying that the highest type of love can not
exist without respect; -when that is lessened or ceases to be,
love can not thrive. Neither can it thrive without unselfishness, for that is the essence of true love. · But it is true of
this, as it is of other spiritual mysteries, that, the more you
give, the more you receive; and if young people could only
realize how much more comes to them out of such. a life than
from one where self comes first, we should not hear of so
many unhappy marriages. When the husband's first thought
is tor his wife's happiness and comfort, ;;he receives the
things she prizes in the sweetest way imaginable, and vice
versa.; what each gives is returned many fpld, and in no other
way can their mutual happiness be so incre!'sed.
I do not think that, without_ the religious feeling, -the revei·ence for and trust in the Lord, there can be the sure founda!:'
tion for deep and abiding happiness together.' ~We thought at
first that we were as happy as was possible; but after I came
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to understand things more clearly and felt that I could put
my trust in Him, there came a peace and a certainty that
were not there before, that helped us with each other and
'with others; and we were never before as happy as we have
been since that time.
When we entered upon the marriage relation we felt that
it was incumbent upon us, for our own sake as well as for
the sake of the children that might come to us, to give our
chilclren as good a start as possible, and then do all that we
could to ·have them continue in the right way. Your mother
had never used tea or coffee, and, although I had used both
quite freely up to the age of eighteen (doing simply as I
had been taught), at that time, through the example- and
advice of a boy fri~nd, I discontinued their use, and -very
rarely thereafter even tasted either for many years, not until
after all our children were born, and then rarely except when
used to keep me awake when I had i1ight work to do. I have
never used tobacco or alcohol. We. vi-ere· both of the same
temperament; and,· ordinarily; the children of such parents
.would be physically and perhaps mentally inferior to the parents. But I think that our children have been, as children
should be, an advance over the parent.s; and I think that I
can say truthfully that they are all above the average. I
·am, however, quite certain that if we had lived as many peopie do, our children would have been below the average, physically, mentally, and morally. When we were married, my
wife's health was poor, in fact, her father told me, some years
afterward, that he did not expect that she would live two
years; and, if I had failed to love her and cherish her, as is
sometimes the case, it is very doubtful if she would have outlived that period. She was a confirmed dyspeptic at the time
of our marriage, and I didn't myself know much about taking
care of anyone. My· mother was the daughter of a doctor,
and was a good practical doctor, and a good nurse; and while,
as a small boy, I had pretty much everything in the way
of disease that came along, they bothered mother a great
deal more than they bothered me; and after I was nine years
old, I had only· one serious illness (typhoid fever, the second
year after our marriage), although I have had a good deal
of nervous troul;>le all my· life until a few years ago; but
since I cut out breakfast that has almost disappeared. Our
doctor told us that my wife could not expect to get over her
dyspepsia -unless she' would discontinue drinking anything
at her meals, and within half an hour before and an hour
and a half ;i.fter. As we were anxious that she should get
well, and as it _would make it easier for her to follow the doctor's advice, for a year and a half we never had any liquid
on the table, except when we had -company, and even then
we of course did not drini{ anything ourselves. The result of
this course was that she .outgrew hei· dyspepsia and improved
in health, although I always had to take care of her.
My wife wore a corset up to th\l time of our marriage,
and wore it tight, although she thought she did not. But
after I had persuaded her to try leaving it off for a week.
or two, she found that she could not wear it as she had
clone before, and admitted that it must have been tight. She
wore-that as I had used tea and coffee-because her mothel'
had taught her to. She derived much benefit from leaving
it off, and gave her daughters the benefit of her own experience. The corset question is a difficult one to solve,
on account of the styles of feminine apparel, and the natural
dislike of a woman to appear differently dressed from those
-about h.er; ~ut I do not think that any well informed person
will deny that, the less of it there is the better. The compi·ession of the delicate pelvic organs in a woman leads to
untol_d weakness, misery, and suffering; and, for my part,
I do not understand how they can endure .such things as they
do. A man has nothing inside to be hurt in - that way by

constricted clothing; but it would make life miserable for me
in a little while if I had to dress as most women do.
Neither my '·mother-nor my wife's mother,- apparently,
had any proper idea of how a bridegroom should treat his
bride in the sexual relation-perhaps I wrong them-it
l!lay have been that they thought that they knew (that their
experience and that of other women had taught them) that
it was idle to expect that any man would show any consicleration whatever for his wife at the one time in her life when
it was .most needed. However that, may. be, their advice to
her was simply shocking to us both-to my wife at the time,
and to me when she told me later; and it has been an unceas-.
ing cause for thankfulness on my part ever since that my
little wife found that her husband was as respectful and
considerate as her lover had been, and that W!'J can both look
back to our wedding night as the happiest night of our lives ..
·we made it our first business, after we were married, to
get the- best books we could find treating on the marriage
relation, and the care that the wife required then and during
pregnancy; and when we found that the latter condition existed, she was given all the care and attention that love could
devise. She dressed loosely, was careful as to her diet, and
took all the sleep she could get. I used to let her sleep as long
as she could, and managed, after some coaching, to get a-·
simple breakfast ready for her, so that she got through that
part fairly well. Then I gave her a sitz bath every night, and
gave all the abdominal region a thorough rubbing with glycerin; and, as a result of it all, not forgetting a large quantity
of love thoroughly incorporated with the rest, she slept well,
had a good appetite, improved in health, had a most beautiful
, pink and white complexion, and was at_ her happiest ai:id
prettiest in every way during the period that with many_
women is quite the reverse,· and after the first birth, had
scarcely any trouble at confinement.
Of course all this took _considerable time and work, and
there are many men who could not if -they would give as
much time to it as we did; but in my case it was altogether
practicable; and there has never been anything that gave better returns on the investment to us both. 'Fhere is an old
saying that "Love lightens labor," which is t'i·ue; but when
a man is doing something for the wife he loves, it is not
labor, it is pleasqre. So·'· I received double pay as I -went
along, the pleasure of taking care of my wife, and her increased love because I showed her that I loved her.
After the children were born, we took the best care of them
we knew how, dressed them sensibly, gave them plain, wholernme food, read to them, played with them, got them plenty
of good books suited to their years, and, in a word, treated
them as one should his own flesh and blood, and always loved
them and Jet them know that we did.
There was a good deal of hard work in all this, and some
self denial; but there has been nothing that we have done
that paid us better in every way. If our parents had known
more than they did, and had taught us as we have tried to
teach our children, our children would be better than they
are; but we did the best we knew how; and we want you to
profit by our experience and have still greater happiness
than Cf!me to us. However, if you have as much, you ought to
be satisfied.
·
We have always taught otir children that ther~ is only one
standard of morals, and that our daughters (and other peopie's daughters) have the right to expect equal pm'ity, uprightness, consideration, etc., in the men who become their
husbands, as our boys have to expect those qualities in the·
girls whom they marry; and that all .through their lives it is
incumbent upon the husband to show the same deference to and· consideration - for his wife that he has shown to his
sweetheart. Incumbent is re!J.lly not the prop.er word to use
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in· that connection; when there is the real, true love,. nothing consideration in this regard; and there-is no other way in
is done from a_ sense of duty; it is a privilege po be permitted which the husband can get as great happiness out of that
to express one's affection for one's wife in all these various relation as he. can by treating -his wife as he would wfah her
·ways.
to treat him, if he wer.e. the wife and she the husband. ..It
_0ne thing I wish to impress upon you is the importance of is generally acknowledged by the medical p1;ofession, I beconfiding-fully and unreservedly each in the other. Of course lieve, that it is harder for a man to control his sexual desires
y1m will understand that this does not apply to other people's than it is for a woman-throughout the animal creation the
affafrs that may be intrusted to one-such things are not male is the wooer and the female is to be wooed; and most
his, any· more than their money would be. But as to all of men will admit that it is harder to control themselves in this
your own affairs, everything should be plain to both, And way than to yield. But a man should be his own master, and
never let anything; that anyone else may say come between should control his desires; if he can not control himself, he is .
you-find out at first hand about everything. If there should the slave of his_ passions, and under such circumstances he
ever come a time when, through overwork or worry or ill- has no right to -take the happiness of a pure, sweet, lov{lly
ness, op.e's nerves get raw, remember what causes it, and woman into his keeping only to wreck hei· life. The wife h11s
let the well one. clasp the other still closer and remember that more at stake in the marriage relation than has the huslove is the best doctor that can be found.
band. In a way, it is an incident in his life; to her, it is
Another thing·: there may come times when it seems ·as if a life itself. She leave.sher home and her family, and her life
little more money than one has must be found, and there may is merged in that of·ller husband, that is, of course, speaking
be· temptations to overlook in a degree the methods by which gl'!nerally; and it niu~t be so in the very nature of things, and
it can be obtained. But there are many things that are worse in a true marriage it is all right and as it should be. If thei.·e
than to go shabby or live in narrow quarters or to forego are mutual respect and love and consideration, there is no
even necessities, or tO go hungry. Do not ever allow anything other earthly happiness that can for a moment be compared
. to te~pt you to do anything that even leans toward unfair- with.it; and it is a very small price to pay for all this that
ness or dishonor, or that would tend to cause you to be less a man should simply be decent and act fairly to his wife. If
· considerate for those around you. Anything that you would the situations were reverse, there is not a man but what would
gain hi that way would be as ·apples of Sodom; self-respect is demand all that is required of the husband, and would disa thing that, once lost, is hard to regain, and no fleeting tem- solve the relation forthwith if it were not granted.
poral benefit could possibly recompense .one for its loss.
Now, there is no question but that in a majority of ca:ses
Don't be chary about letting each other know of your love, where two young people marry for love, the husband is really
at the proper times of course. Love thrives wondedully when ·desirous of doing all that he should, as a husband, because
cultivated, but withers under neglect; and whoever neglects . he loves his wife and because he wants to act as a gentleman
it is. throwing· away his most precious possession.
should; and this is an instance of the truth of the statement
There are a great many things for you both to learn in that the people perish through lack of knowledge. Many men
regard to your relations with each other and with those do· not k11ow how they should act. But it is also true that
around you, and it will be your privilege and happiness to some men who know how they should act, and wish to do so,
do this together. One may be superior to the other in certain are unable to control themselves because habits of life and
kinds of knowledge; but they are all to be shared and assimi- conduct have weakened their mastery of themselves, and the
result is that what would have been an ideal life for both is
lated and u~ed ·for the common benefit.
I have had some talk with C-- lately about the things he wrecked.
It is often said, somewhat flippantly, that if coffee or
should know; and we have counseled with our children at all
times as much as seemed practic;c\ble. With the knowledge tobacco or alcohol is a poison, it must be a very slow one,
· you both have and can acquire, and with the love and respect because people have attained a great age who have indulged
which you have for each other, there will be no difficulty in in one or more or all of them.· It is true that they have_
your knowing what is the right thing to do in any case and indulged in them, perhaps to excess,-for many years, and are
still alive, and apparently in fair or good physical health.
in doing it.
There is one thing more that I am going to say, and I am But is that the proper test? Are their wives happy and fresh
going to speak plainly. C-- has used tobacco for the last and fair, as they should be; and is there nothing in their
two or three years, perhaps longer. It is a very offensive lives that could have been bettered? Have they received the
ha)Jit to those who do not _use it; as he knows himself, if he care and love that was their due? Are their children healthy
will think back to the time he was out in Wyoming. I have and happy and pure-minded and intellectually b1'ight, as we
his letters, and can quote his own testimony on the subject. all want our children to be; or are they, as is so often the
The least of the objections to its use (but which alone is suf- ·case, weakened physically and. morally, and often mentally,
. ficient to condemn it) is that it takes off the edge of one's bringing their fathers' ·gray hah·s in sorrow to the grave? . I ·
susceptibilities. No man can be a real gentleman who is not ,have seen many cases, right here at home, where these results
considerate of the_rights and feelings of others; and no man have followed, in their worst aspect; and it is only fair to
can use tobacco without lack of consideration for those around assume that lesser evils follow in other cases, that would not
him. In addition to that, everyone knows that the physical have resulted if the parents had been as careful as they should
effects of .tobacco are injm;ious, of.ten even when used in have been in their own preparation for the marriage relation.
Now, when two people enter the marriage relation; and
:moderation,. and' certainly when used immoderately. As a
matter of fact, C-.- has been· using tobacco to excess for assume the responsibility of bringing children into the world,
some. time past, as I.know personally; and he has been drink- they owe it to these children to do the very best they can.to
ing too ·much strong tea and coffee, both of which are injuri- give them a good stai·t, and then to train them carefully until
ous. Coffee is a strong sexual excitant, as is also tobacco, the they are "able to take their own pla~es in the W()rld in turn.·
The best is none too good for us, in ordinary matters of. life,
' latter perhap·s more so than c_offee.
Ohe of the most imperative requirements for a truly happy then why should we not all do everything we can to fit otu·marriage is that the husband shall be considerate of his wife selves foi· this most important duty that can come to parents?
If we had neglected these things with oiir own children, to
·:in their sexual relations. There is nothing that will bind a
·wo111an who loves her husband more strongly _to him than their detriment, they cottld rightfully censure us; and, if they
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· neglect tliem as to their children, they will be censured. And We long to be with the Saints, but we are not disoouraged,believe me when I tell you, as the result of our own experi- for we have plenty to be thankful for, .though we a~·e alone.
ence, that·there is n~thing else in life that can come to a man We do not feel altogether alone for our heavenly Father is
or woman that can compare with the re,spect and Jove of his ever near us.
wife or her husbana and children; with them, he is richer
Sorry we did hot get our HERALD in time to joi~ with the
than Crcesus; without them he is poor, though he has the rest of the Saints in fasting and prayer for our beloved
heaped-up wealth. of the world. at his command ..
prophet. We hope and pray the Lord may see fit to spare_
· It is·-- years and - - months to-day since C--'s mother him, but His will must be done in all things, Let us prepare
left us; and .if that great sorrow should come to him, he will fol' whatever might come. Life is uncertain, but death is
find his greatest consolation in -the thought that nothing he sure.
ever said or did to his wife lessened he1• love for
I want to say right here, that we get lots ·of encourageAnd no'v may the Lord keep you both, ~ach for 'the other, ment and spiritual strength by reading our church papers.
and give you the happiness that comes to those who truly We can not do without some of them at least. Would like to
love each other and· seek to serve Him.
·be able to take them all. We certainly enjoy the letters, HisYour loving
torical Series, and all the ·rest. It could not be beat, in our
estimation.
FATHER.
All Sain ts will do well to consider the prophecy by Bro.
Requests for Pl'ayer.
John Smith in last HERALD (December 22). How I long to
An aged -sister, Mrs. Harriet Kennedy, wishes the prayers be in such a meeting as that was. Saints with such privileges
of the Saints in her behalf that Ehe may_ be given strength, do not know how to appreciate them. I hope our next ~ove
that while her life is spared she may not suffer, as she is will be to Zion, if we are permitted to move any more.· I
alone a good p19:t of the time. Her great faith in the prayers ask the pray!lrs of all the Saints for myself and family. My
of the Saints will surely be rewarded.
prayer is for you all and that Zion may soon be redeemed.
Brother and Sister Middleton, of Fort Collins, Colorado, A happy New Year to one and all.
desire the earnest prayers of the Saints for their daughter,
Your sister in the gospel,
Emma, who is sorely afflicted. Request sent us by Elder
RENA SECREST.
Columbus Scott.
COALVILLE, IOWA, January 16, 1910.
Dear Editors: I will try to inform your readers as to the
work of the Lord here. I am thankful to be in this work and
hope -by the grace of God to continue in it, for it is the only
Edito1·s 'Herald: As I am- renewing my sub~cription for place to find ti:ue joy and vpeace. When we· are trying to do
-the church papers, will write of the work in these pa1i:s. It right we have this· comfort 'in our homes, and when we are
is improving, meetings have been better than usual lately. performing our )laily labor, as well as at church, in fact,
Our branch is scattered, but they are faithful members here. every good d()ed sl16\vs that we have the peace of God with us,
My prayer is that the Saints may lay aside the pride and sins and it is true'..worship to him. People can talk about having
which do so easily beset us, and come up higher.
a good time in going to worldly pleasures, but it is no comYour brother.
parison to the pleasure and comfort in this work. The true
W. C. ROTH.
light is not to be found in worldly amusements. I am speaking from experience.
CHARLES CITY, IOWA, January 3, 1910.
The condition in the branch here is like that in many others.
Editors Herald: There are only five members here but we
Some are advancing and preparing themselves for greater
have a Sunday school of ten members. We are trying in our
usefulness, while some are not. The Saints last year in our
weak way to keep up Sunday school and prayer meeting. We
branch have honored the tithing law to the amount of eightyhave not had any preaching hei·e since last sumnwr, when.
six dollars . and seventy-five cents, and we truly believe the
Elder McKiernan was here and held meetings _for a ·week, but
good Lord has blessed and encouraged us in doing so. We
with little interest. We can not help but think that there
have had some very spiritual meetings the past year, which
must be some honest hearted souls here searching for the
is very encouraging to those- interested in the Master's cause.
light.
I hope to see the work move on until all the honest hearted
We can not get a hall or '-·.::'.'.:!ing of any kind to hold meetones are gathered in to this church.
ings in, but om? homes are always open.
In looking at the college question all I can see against it is
We are willing to bear all the expenses of an eldei· and help
the argument that it is not a_ good thing for the church and
pay his way to the next place be wishes to go. Hoping that
the country, because it gives the young as well as the old a
some one in the Des Moines District will see this and try to
better chance to get learning. Some tell us that the best
-do something for us, we remain,
men are those who never went to college, but who remained
Your brother and sister in the glorious gospel,
at home and taught themselves. This I .do not believe. They
· ,J
MRS. H. S. OTT,
may be as good, that is, as smart; but would it not be bet311 BLA!R STREET.
ter for anyone to go to college for a year or two where they
could get mi education with less hard work and get jt sooner?
I think it would be foolish to labor so hard for a thing that
BANDERA, TEXAS, .Janual'y 1, '1910.
Dem· Herald: On this New Year night I take my pen in could be gotten with less work. Suppose I wanted to get to
band to drop you a few lines, as I am lonely, being alone with a certain town ten miles away, would it not be bettei· to take
my two little boys, and they are asleep. The HERALD is our the most direct 1'0ute than to go so far around, making it so
only preacher now. -So it is indeed very deai· to us.
bard for me to get there? And by a little help on the part. of
_ Our branch meetings are fifteen miles away. It is im- all members of the chul'ch the college can be made to give an
possible for us to -attend often. When I wrote before we education to every boy or girl,- no matter how- poor he ·or she
were having meetings once a month six miles from here, but may be.· The more I grow in the light of this. g)orious gospel
that is a thing of the past.- We s_eldom see any Saints. My- the more beautiful the college is to me. Zion will flourish
self and husband are the only ones here in our community. and Eh ow forth its colors in splendor, ,yes, beautiful- to behold;

him.
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through .the college as in other ways. Yes, it will do its
part if we will give it a chance. I look for the time when a
great many things will be worked out and brought to light
through the college. Breathe a· prayer in its behalf; the
prayer of a righteous man availeth much. The college will
bring learning to thousands.
I hope that those who go to places of learning will stop and
think for a moment that we can be selfish in this liner as
well as in other lines, for, to get an education just to command a big salary for our aggrandizement, is evil; but let us
seek knowledge to bless others as well as ourselves, and this
I believe is the desire of those running the college, as also
the desire of the church.
· Some seem to think that a man does not need learning to
be a coal miner or to work in a brickyard or any other public works; but this is not so. To make life more pleasant
it is better to cultivate the mind, so that we can do our
work with much greater skill and much easier. Brute strength
does pot always accomplish the most, but a good, clear mind
can_ do a great deal towards making our burdens lighter, and
a good education is a comfort to anyone. Sensible working
men are needed everywhere. What would the wol'ld do
without the miner or the street cleaner? We expect to have
all these in Zion, and their time and labor should be paid for
as much as any man's. We want to see everyone have a good
education.
In bonds,
JOHN JORDISON.

Editors Herald: In reading the HERALD I findit filled with
such a lot of good reading from members situated. in different
parts of the world, particularly from brethren and sisters in
America, and so little c9ming from the British Isles, that I
thought I would try to fill up the breech by a. letter or shoi·t
article occasionally. The following which I .write is the result
of an expression made by a brother: "I° w:~uld not have a
trade union workman in the place," which place ··signifies the
factory or workshops of which he has the management.
At one time this brother did belong to a trade union, and
now as an ernployei· he ignores such, refusing to have anything to do with either it or its members. Now my contention is this: That if my brother is right now, he must have
been wrong before; or if he was right before (which I assert
that he was) he certainly must be wrong now. As a fundamental principle I have cultivated (as my duty to my fellows) the desire to try to elevate those who are unduly
oppressed and prevented from obtaining even the bare necessities of a miserable existence, and to assist such in a manner which will. enable them to become free from. those who
"oppress· the hireling in ]Jis wages," and that they may receive a just recompense of reward, instead of a miserable
pittance. This state of things is quite bad enough even where
. adults alone are concerned; but when thousands of helpless
children are involved,. the case becomes appalling. First of
all, I ask my brother these questions: Does he believe in himself?·- Does he believe that he is a separate entity? And as
such is he composed .of one or ·of many members? If many,
we are occupying then respective positions fulfilling their
various necessary functions. If rnch is his present condition of outward form, then I maintain, and I .believe that' it
will generaily be conceded, that he is in possession of one of
the finest organizations (or collected organisms) extant,
which same is governed and controlled by "the head" (mind).
Such being the case he also as a. Latter Day Saint is a member of the' most up-to-date and complete organization to. be
found upon this planet, In view of this fact, will my brother
still "refuse to recognize organized society, union (trade), or
whatever he may be pleased to call it. But perhaps he may
argue that the one is carnal or worldly, while the other is
><piritual or heavenly.· ·Granting that the fil·st is, to some
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extent, carnal, I venture to state that attached to a very large
percentage of trade unions lies fundamentally a principle
which, (I am referring now to the care ·and ·provision made
for widows and orphans by trade unions,) while it seemingly
does not occupy a position of paramount importance to some
people, yet to attempt to live an otherwise devoted life in
Christ's service and to ignore this principle, make not only
life a farce, but religion a mockery, especially seeing th'at we
have it recorded in the Scriptures that "pure religion and
undefiled before God is to visit the fatherless and the widows"
etc.
·
'
Again my brother may argue that trade unions .are chi~fly
selfish. Granted, but in so doing we take· into consideration.
not merely one union or a thousand or every union in existence, but the whole of .humanity is brought under the minute gaze of a searching ·microscope. Then what do we find?
We ·find that selfishnes_s has ever been the stimulating for~e
which has caused man in every age to seek out a maximum
of reward for a minimum of labor. We can see this demonstrated every time we see. th~se who after their day's work is
finished hurry off to some night school. What for? That
they may become more proficient in their respective callings,
that they may eventually better their positions, that they
may obtain a maximum of reward for a minimum of labor.
.Selfish? Aye. Why, selfishness has been the cause of the
production of the latest up-to-date machinery, ever improving, thus making it easier for others to obtain a living.
Thus we find upon examination that throughout the whole
of the universe there exists a voluntary, yet natural, unconscious cooperation. Now what are trade unions but organized
societies of inen,. voluntarily and also consciously (in this
case) cooperating with each other in order to obtain the best
results for themselves and others by their unity, each member interesting himself in the labor problems of the day, and
by so doing trying to obtain more tolerable conditions. If
(and it is plainly manif"'.st) untold blessings have been
acquired through unconscious cooperation, what must be the
result of conscious cooperation through the aid of organized
society? I venture to say that the blessings obtained thereby
must of necessity be of greater advantage.
·
From a Latter Day Saint's standpoint I fail to understand
another's position who already acknowledges that ·the church
to which he belongs is in advance of all other organizations,
yet at the same time refuses to acknowledge members of other
organizatfons which, while they may fall belo~ our brothei"s
ideal, have at least one "religious phase," if not more, which
we as members can well afford to emulate. Then again our
ministers everywhere declare from stand, ·rostrum, pulpit, and
street corner, that "unity is strength," exho~ing sinners to
repent and unite their efforts with us as a church to bring
about that alt;ogether perfect union of unions in which every
unionist 'vill "live and reign a thousand years," who has
voluntarily cooperated and obeyed the necessary principles.
Experience has taught me this fact, that there are groups'
of individuals who, while they have it in their power, still
refuse to share with others the immense benefits-:they are
continually reaping and heaping unto th~mselves.
This
unjust method' is only relaxed, a just reward is only parted
with, when the oppressed, smarting under the yoke of tyranny, unite their efforts and by organizing make bold to lay
their too often just claims before their oppressors, and in
many cases enlist public sympathy. Then again there are
those who constantly refuse to join a union. Thus we are
confronted by two separate bodies; those who are organized
and those who are ·not. Now my contention is this, that· just
so long as workmen remain unorganized, just so long ·will
tyranny and oppression hold sway. Now comes the question
of equalit:I'. I believe that as a church. we teach that prin-
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ciple. Such being· the case, if as members we do not attempt was hollow at the ends and the tribes were supposed to be
to carry such principle ii1to our daily Jives, such nonpractice there, and a whole lot of wind about the climate there, etc.,will totally unfit us for the carrying of it out in the millen- husks, every bit of it. Jesus said in Doctrine and Cov.enants
nium. Then again we see where an elder, located in a strange to preach repentance .to this generation, and while I do not
town, by dint of persistent effort obtains members and finally hold that the elders should preach nothing but repentance in
a branch is organized by reason' of their unity (union), each the strictest sense of the word, yet I do hold that they should
member cooperating with each other, thus making the organi- "feed the flock over which the Holy Ghost hath made you
zation a success. Now let such elder or president refuse to overseers," and that with "the full corn in the ear," not
·
·
recognize such organization, or try to hinder cooperation in husks.
any way. Ho'w long will he have a branch to preside over?
I do not wish to pose as a crank, but my heart hungers and
We also find that to have a healthy body we must.have healt_hy thirsts after the food that satisfies. I believe with Bro. J. C.
members, and without such maintained progress is impos- Clapp, that some of the tracts are a little too strong meat
sible.
This healthy condition is typical of what must exist for the children of this world and are dangerous doctrines to
:n the millennium. The strength of any society depends upon preach other than to the Saints. Doctri;ne and Covenants
the weakest unit.
Strong, healthy units p1;oduce strong, says that the mysteries of the kingdom we should keep' within
hea_lthy branches, which in turn produce strong, healthy com- ourselves and not giye that which is holy to dogs.
binations, and if such are stimulated by the pure desire ·of
I believe Jesus spake the truth when he said that he that
vnity (union) and unselfish conscious cooperatibn, •they will ·· will not hear you and obey the gospel by being baptized in
not only produce a standard of perfection, of intense love_ and water, that he might be baptized with the Spirit, shall be
purity, but a solid organizatio.n, forming an impenetrable damned, and where he and his Father are they can not come.
barrier against outside selfish influence~ which, like fl cork, Dear Saints, this comes from one whose whole heart, mind,.
will float on top until impregnated by some weightier sub- and spirit .. are in this latter-day work, who loves the truth
stance, then sinks.
above all other things.
The following is an extract taken from a daily paper called
We live near the Myrtle Point Branch, but do not get to
The Daily Dispatch. It expresses my idea exactly:
go very often. We plan to go in the summer to reunion if
the Lord wills. My mother, brother and wife, and sister are
"APATHETIC SHOP ASSISTANTS.
in the fold. I would like to asir the Saints to pray for ~Y
"A very small attendance of shop assistants at a meeting · mother (Sr. Sardinia Murray) who is afflicted with a bad
held in Harpurhey, New Manchester, last night [September stomach trouble and dizzy head, especially those Saints who
23, 1909], in support of the shop hours act, led Counselor know her pei·sonally. Glad to hear of the blessing that Maine
W. L. Jackson to say that the spareness of numbers showed is having. We hope to have Bro. A. A. Baker labor with us
the assistants' lack of power to organize. It appeared they soon. With love to the household of faith,
had not the oi·dinary animal instinct to look after their own
Yours in bonds,
interests."
MRS. OLIVE A. M. SYKES.
In conclusion let me say that to my mind the man who
ignores organized society in the form of trade unions, not
STEWARTSVILLE, MISSOURI, January 13, 1910.
only puts sprags in the wheels of progression, not only reEditors Herald: I take the HERALD, Autumn Leaves, and
tards the amelioration of thousands of little children who sufEnsign, and feel I can not -do Without either one. I love to
fer -'daily ("Whose angels do always behold the face of their
read the letters and articles in the church papers; it seems
Father"), but stands in his own light by forgetting that the
to strengthen my weak faith, and it is my heart's desire to
first Jaw qf nature is self-preservation.
overcome self and be prepared to meet the Lord when he
Of course I don't ·expect to convert everyone to my way of
comes in his glory. I had a: dream last night: An unseen
thinking, still I do not see any harm in trying. There may
hand had placed around my neck a string of beautiful white
be some who are quite able to prove that I am wrong. If
pearls; was put around twice. Can anyone interpret this
such proof is forthcoming, I will bow in recognition _of the
dre~m?
Your sister in Christ,
superior ability, but until such is produced, I shall endeavor
R. F. D. Box 39.
MRS. MARY HAWKINS.
to retain my position with the utmost, yet respectful tenacity.
I am your ol'other for liberty's sake,
GIRDLETREE, MARYLAND, January 14, 1910.
WALTER BYEFIELD.
Editors Hm·ald: ·I came here _on the 6th from Elk Mills,
- 2 GORSEY LANE, WARRINGTON, ENGLAND.
wher(l I have been laboring for some time, eleven having
been baptized while there, the interest being still good. We
expect to retum to that place and continue labors there. Bro.
NORTH BEND, OREGON, January 14, 1910.
Dear Herald: We isolated Saints glean much spiritual Ira W. Humes, one of our young missionaries, is with me.
food from your bright pages from week to week, and we We have a small company of Saints here struggling against
would be lost without your weekly visit. You often have great odds. Opposition rages strong. Some threats have
articles on subjects that ·our mind has been occupied with, been. made since we have come, but we place the matter bethings which we could not understand until you have en- fore the Lord, ai\d he has so ruled that we have been able to
lightened us. There have been many things that .did not make friends where we once had enemies. One who was
instruct us, and it seems they could have been left out with once opposed has opened his house to us and we have preached
advantage, to us at least. ·There are so many Saints situated there several nights with good hearing and good liberty, and
as we ar.e, isolated from church privileges, and we have to we were hopeful of a good work being' done here. The peo·depend on the church papers for our spiritual foo_d. We feel ple here are, in the main, vei·y. poor but hospitable. Bro;
as though we should have the pages of the HERALD and Walter Smith opened up the work here in ·March of last
Ensign filled with food from the Master's table rather than year, preaching q few sermons, baptizing two in George
Mo1;ris' family, formerly of Michigan. Re having wandered
husks -from some learned ( ?) M. D. or young student.
For instance, there was a lengthy article 'in the HERALD down here. and marrying paved the way for the .opening up
some time ago about the lost tribes-where they were sup- of 'the work in this place. So we find that the ~faints in
posed_ to be, etc. The idea was advanced that this old earth their scaUered condition can be of great assistance to the
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1mss10naries in getting the gospel before the people in their
several communities. If all woi1ld do what. they ·could the
Work Would move on With gTeatcr strides than it does now.
As the Lord has said the· time has come when the church
(the people, of course,) must rise and occupy where he would
have them.
Much remains to be done. . We as Saints are called to do
it. Are we occupying and doing what we can? Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
Yoiir coworker,
WM. ANDERSON.

wARRENSBURG, MISSOURI, January 5, 1910.
Dem· Editoi·s: I have been a constant re·ader of your
valuable paper for' over twenty-eight years. The good I am
satisfied it is doing in ifs mission work, can not ve1·y well be
estimated. Many are the times wlien I have been d iscouraged and things looked gloomy, I have taken up the HERALD
0

and the clouds have passed away, and I hnve received re-
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was never given, and such cordiality is not often met in a
new place. By invitation we visited twelve homes, not including Brother Lacy's. At each place the day was sp1;Jnt in
earnest Bible talks. For the greater part we went with ·those
in'viting us ·from the meeting each night. Right here we
pause to say that we have never been able to strictly observe
the command of the Savior given the Seventy as recoi'ded in
Luke 10:7, last clause: "Go not from house to ·house." If
we shall be called to account in the judgment day for disobedience in this respect, we must take the consequences'. I
can not turn' down that cordial invitation, "Come, go honie
with us to-night." · Returning to the account we add, that
a few of the younger people were ready· for baptism, but
waited for older ones to "take the_ lead." The older ones,
who were very near the door, are halting till the house can
be purchased by the interested people to be placed in .the
hands of Latter Day Saints with this condition, that it shall
be operi for funeral occasions of all denominations: Earnes~
solicitation by the friends secu"red from the writer a promise
to ask for southern Ohio foi· next year. The kindness of
these good people did not stop with making us welcome
while with them, but was. extended to providing for our
further necessities. I must not forget like hospitality by
the Saints in West Virginia where our summer's work was
done, neither of Creola Saints, where a few days, inc1~1ding
Sunday, were passed very pleasantly.
·Here we are comfortably domiciled (this wintry weather)
among the Saints of. the Highland Branch, near Sinking
Springs, holding meetings in their commodious, rural church,.
with fairly good a.nd very attentive audiences. Three evenings, however, the weather has been against us, but we are
hoping for the best. Neither is cordiality wanting here.
More anon,
0. B. THOMAS.

newed sti;ength by reason of the encouragement from some
good brother or sister or from the edi_tors.
I moved here last June from l{nobnoster. Warrensburg
is a lively little town ·Of about four thousand inhabitants, the
county seat of Johnson County, Missouri. Many new buildings went up this last summer, and from what I can leam
the same will take place next summer, and it seems some
can not wait till spring opens, for I am now putting up a
foundation for a good-sized house. 'rhe church has a branch
· organized here; Number of charter members thirty-two.
Present number is about forty,.and I would judge there are
about ten or fifteen more in the town that. have not as yet
joined. This doesn't speak very well for the teacher, but I
will not give him away. I will leave that for some one else
to do. We have a good little branch, made up of very good
material with the exception ,of the teacher. He, I am afraid
sometimes, is not of much force, but I believe he is trying to
WINTERSET, IOWA, January 24, 1910;
do the best he can. I seem to have it in for him, but I will
Dear Hemld: As I sat thinking of the HERALD, what a
not' say who he is. If I have t,0 tell I will not be afraid to do ·good paper it is, I thought that the readers of the HERALD
it. What he lacks the president, priest, and deacon makes would like to see a letter from this part of the vineya1>d to
·up, so I feel safe in regard to the welfare of the branch.
let _you know that we enjoy reading the papers. We enjoy
Since the branch has started we have had some good· spir- reading the sermons and· letters, as the Ensign is our silent
itual meetings. The Lord has given us to understand by preacher. We have Sunday school ourselves here' at home.
his Spirit that he will be with us in building up his work I can say that I know this church is right. I was baptized
here, if we are faithful, and we feel quite confident along when I was thirteen, and have always tried to live right. I
that line, as we have a gooq presiding officer, Bro. John think we all ought to live right. We are so!ne of the isolated
Bailey, who is alive to the work, and has the push in him Saillts·; and so far away from the Saints we can not meet
to keep tis awake, stirring· us up to our duty. Thanks to with them. I would like to correspond with some young
the Lord for so much. Do not think I think he has no faults, industrious Latter Day Saint. I am twenty-four years old.
but the beauty of it is he tries to keep in a penitent condi- The Doctrine and Covenants says if we marry out~ of the
tion, and I feel confident the Lord is blessing him; so let church we a)'.e we·ak in the faith. There are no young Latter
us members of the branch uphold him by our faith and Day Saints around here, and it is so hard for me to iningle
prayers.
Yours for the truth,
with the world.
Mrss BESSIE WEEMS.
.
J. W. WILSON.
R. F. D. No. 3.
MARSHALL, OHIO.
Dear Hemld: A few days ago the writer closed a t4reeweek series of meetings held in a vacant Methodist church,
situated in the northwestern part of Vinton County, where
Bro. James 'Lacy and family settled last spring. Having held
the banner of Prince Emanuel aloft in a conversational way
with the neighbors, supplemented ·by an example of good ·
works during the smnmer, Elder A. B. Kirkendall, probate
judge of Vinton County, was called to strengthe_n the work
by holding a few meetings in said church, creating such an
interest as prepared well .the way for· a series of gospel
·sEfrmons, for which we were called by Bro. G. T. Griffiths and
the request of Brother Kirkendall.
The meetings .. were. well attended ·and the. interest _was indeed all that could be desired. More profound_ att~ntion

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA.
Editoi·s Hemld: After writing last time Brother Farr returned home a real sick man. . Hope he 'Yill be returned _to
us in the spring. Later Elder H. L. Holt came and preached
good sermons for us. It was a real good time I had talking
over the experiences we have had in the gospel since we wei:e
boys together, and· of the hope we have of a part in bright
glory when the. Master comes. A 1nan came to where I was working sometime 'ago and
asl~ed me for the two strongest-proofs thitt r had that Joseph
Smith was a true. prophet of God. He ipsisted that I give. it
at the ea:cliest possible, moment. He said he wanted to i_nvestigate. the proofs .. l_had"no books or tracts-with.me., ,I
said, "Well,· there are so many strong pro_ofs, that ·I hardly'
know which is the strongest." -Thep, quick as a flash the1'e
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came to my mind the words. of James, and I said, "The first anti-organization of the Campbellite Church. I preach.ed that
one I will give you is_ found in James. 11f any of you lack doctrine, believing I belonged to the church. But I could see
wisdom,, let him ask of God, that giveth t9 all men liberally, that the saints of old had something ·that we did not have.
and upbraideth not; and it shall be given him.'-James For years l tried to understand the teaching of the Scrip1: 5.'' He had just told me he "belonged to the Church of tures conceming the Holy Spirit. I could not; I did not have
ChriSt," (a branch of the Campbellites). I said, "You be- the ability, the brain capacity to reconcile the doctrine of that
liJlve what James, the Lord's brother according to the flesh, so-c_alled "loyal church of Christ" with the Scriptures on that
said? Now if you want to !mow whether Joseph Smith was subject. "Open thou mine eyes that I may behold wondrous
a true prophet, you ask.,the Lord for that wisdom, and don't things out of thy Jaw,'' had been my constant prayer for
stop asking. He will answer you just according to your months when I heard the first angel message sermon. "That
faith; for James tells us rn in the next verse. And the sec- is false," was my verdict at first. "Those people have the
ond proof I -refer you to is the prophecy on the Rebellion, 'truth or 'tis a gigp.ntic fraud," was my sober conclusion,
where it should start, the cause, and magnitude, and the so I went to investigating with the determination to fight it
particulars in detail, and was givett years before the war hard if I found it to be false and accept it if I found it to
took place, as you can see in the histories published by our be true. Within sixty days, after asking questions, reading
enemies."
debates, and studying the Scriptures almost day and night,
It is good to be engaged in so glorious a work. I used to. I accepted the latter-day message from heaven.
say I would like to send word to all who did not know th.at I
"He is losing his mind,'' "He is crazy," "He :has been dewas a Latter Day Saint. Says one, "Then everybody would ceived," "He has joined the Mormons; he will have five
be watching you." Yes, and that is just what I would like wives,'' such were the comments of former friends. The
to have everyone do who sees me. What a proof that would Devil said, "I'll drive him to infidelity." The sorrow, dis-.
be that the gospel does make one better! Not .that I think tress, doubt, and gloom that came at times because of these
I am perfect, by any means, but I hope to be perfect some- things can not be told. But praise the Lord, for the blessed
time; and if everybody was watching me, I think that would light of the Spirit that has kept us from falling! My
. help me to be more careful to do just as I think the Lord companion has shared these trials and blessings with me.
Jesus would do were he in my _place.
I have been greatly blessed of late in preaching, and angels
Last Sunday we had our district president; Elder J. M.
of God have assisted in confirming the-gospel to the hearers.
Terry, with us. He preached two very good sermons for
Many are rejoicing because the gospel has reached them, and
us. On the evening of the 23d we had our Christmas tree
we look forward with pleasure to the visits of the missionand entertainment which was quite a success, I thought.
aries; for they bring the Spirit of God with them to bless
Ever praying for God's people that we all may come up
their labors. How great is the light now in contrast with the
on a higher plane of spirituality the coming year, I am,
darkness we were formerly in! We ask an interest in the_
2118 J STREET.
W. N. DAWSON.
prayers of the faithful.
CHARLES F. DAVIS.

Editors Hemld: I will add a testimony conceming Cook
and Peary of the North Pole explorers. I have said in my
heart that neither parties have found it as yet. They can
not reach it as long as the hand of the Lord is not in it.
I will relate a dream that I had: It seems that I was carried in the clouds of heaven very far north (my spiritual
body). I was let down in the midst of a people very comely,
clad· very common, and sociable. - It seemed that I had two
books with me. I was 'there a very short time with them.
I can not say anything of the country or climate of that land,
but it was very far north. I knew then it was the lost tribes,
for I am pretty sure that the two books were the Book of
Mormon and the Inspired Translation. I have often won-dered why the Lord does not open the way, that we can
assuredly know of a truth of the matter. As in a dream I
saw the mansions, as the Lord has spoken of in the Scriptures, in the beyond as was open to my view. I wanted to
be there rather than here. I saw the people and the Holy
City, also that this world that we are living in was shown
to me. 'It was a black or dark picture, I assure· you. I
hope and trust in my day I will have a knowledge of that
people literally as openly.
In the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,
S.· WHITE.
CLAY CENTER, INDIANA.
Editors Herald: I love to read the encouraging letters in
the HERALD. They are indeed a gi·eat blessing in giving
spiritual strength and encouragement. ·But if we all read
and none wrote, the letter department would be void of good
things. I am willing to do my part.
I rejoice greatly and praise my heavenly Father that I
have been worthy to hear and heed the latter-day angel message. Fo1• eleven years I was a m'ember of the anti-society,

SPRINGFIELD, NEBRASKA, January 18, 1910.
Editors Herald: Some one has made a mistake. A letter
appeared in HERALD of January 12, page 38, dated Mitchell,
South Dakota, with the names of several brethren who are in
Canada. There is no branch in Mitchell, South Dakota, and
there is no "preaching every Sunday at three o'clock,'' and
while I am making corrections I will note that one of our
"bonnie" Scotchmen, ·William Keill, on page 39, the brother
whom I corrected, quoted Paul as saying: "Money is the root
of all evil." My correction consisted in adding "the love of,"
and if I was mistaken in reading my brother's letter and
leaTn of that fact, I will make due apology, both public and
private.
From a half "bonnie" Scotchman,
EowARD RANNIE.
DES MOINES, IOWA, January 18, 1910.
Dem· Herald: The Register and Leader, of this city, in its
issue of Sunday, JanuaTy 16, gives nearly a full page to
Graceland College, of Lamoni. The article is illustrated with
the following pictures: one of Graceland, one of the college
farm house, the Marietta and the Patroness Hall dormitories,
the Brick Church, the Home for the aged, the faculty and
student's of Graceland, and fine portraits of Mrs. M. Walker,
President Gunsolley, and his honor, -Mayor Elvin.
The article says: "Among the institutions of learning of
which southern Iowa is justly proud, is Graceland College at
Lamoni, Iowa, founded !!nd supported by the Reorganized
Church· of Latter Day Saints, a religious organization as little und~rstood, and as often unjustly criticised· and misrepresented, as any in the entire country;
"The college was organized in order to provide an institutution of higher leaming for the members of the church. But
· the church has charitably thrown open the doors_ of its college to all denominations and does not teach sectarianism'
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"The ~hurch of the Latter Day Saints now has 01·ganizations ii1 thirty-four counties in Iowa. In. southern and westerh Iowa church organizatkms have been maintained for over
half a century.
"Frequently this church has been unjustly confounded with
the Mormon cln1rch in Utah, but polygamy is denounced by
it as a sin,. and the church has actually sent at its own cost,
missionaries to Utah to fight polygamy in the courts of justice ....
. "Although the Latter Day Saints have lived exemplary
lives in Iowa; although their elders have been preaching the
gospel for half a century, denouncing polygamy in open violation of the Bible, as against the belief 'and authority of the
founder of the church in 1830, and the Reorganized Church
of 1853; although they have been fighting against polygamy in
the courts of justice for years, yet occasionally, ignorant scoffers unjustly accuse the members of the Reorganized Church
. of advocating the sin of polygamy, a sin of which they are no
more guilty than any other church organization in Iowa. No
people contend more earnestly for the purity of the home.
The revelations which they claim to h.ave received as a church,
teach them to obey and respect-the laws of the state, to live
soberly, labor industriously, to walk uprightly, and to be
honest in their business transactions with all men."
The article gives the facts in regard to the founding and
the building up of Graceland, and the names of those who
have occupied as presidents of the college from the first ..
The article will do much to bring to the people of the
State· the facts concerning Gn1celand and the work which
the church is doing, mentioning as it does Liberty Home,
and the Saints' Home, at Lamoni, the Home at Kirtland,
Ohio, and the Sanitarium at Independence. The Register and
Leadei· under sworn statement, claims an average daily
circulation for the month of ·December ·of thirty-six thousand
sixty-nine copies, and to see this fine, well-written, and illustrated article concerning Graceland and the church go to
that many people is something which will have its infiuenee
for good.
The press is a mighty power for good, and slowly and surely
is the press of to-day presenting the facts concerning the
latter-day work
Kindly,
· A. A, REAMS.

Editors Hemld: j.\1y heart has been made to rejoice in reading the many good things in the HERALD, to see how God is
working with his people; and my eyes melt to tears thinking
of his care and love for his children. He has comforted me
so many times and I do so much want to please him. I ani.
impressed, and I believe by the Spirit, to write these words
of encouragement to Bro. Elmer Moler, a dream I wish to
relate.
I saw his book, it seemed to be a large, very large tablet;
the pages we1'e very white and clean. At the top was writing;
just a few lines neatly written. I was not permitted to read,
but to see, and as I turned over in the book the pages were
full of writing and the most beautiful drawings of flowers.
Oh, that I knew my life was so beautiful.
If this will encourage Brother Moler this letter ~ill not
have been in vain.
A SISTER.

Omo.
Editors Herald: In reading ovE)r the many and beautiful
letters and artiQles I was impressed to write a few, lines.
How greatly I appreciate the HERALD. I look for its coming
as a welcome visitor. Please try and write through the HER'ALD that should there be any elders near Buckley, Washii1gton,
if they will' call on Mrs. Ella Masters they will find a warm
welcome. . She is an is9Jated Saint, having had church privileges only a few short months. Her heart is honest and ti'ue
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and would gladly give a welcome to an elder and help make
an opening. I thinfr they live a short way in the country.
It makes our heart rejoice to read of the many coming into
the church. God grant the time will soon come when we ·can
dispose of our property here and move to Zion. We have a
hotel of twenty-one rooms which we would like to trade for
land ·around Lamoni or Independence. It is the only hotel in
town and has on an average of twenty steady boarders at
four and a half and five dollars a weeJc.
·
The Methodists have steadily lost ground here. I would so
llke to see an m'ticle on Methodism in the HERALD. I want to
under~tand it more thoroughly. Will not some of our brethren
please write it up?
Ever hoping and praY,ing for the welfare of Zion, and hoping to be able to stand at the great coming of our King, I am,
·
Your sister,
NETTIE HEISZLER.
('.l'he address of this sister is not shown on the letter, and
the envelope being lost, we must ask her to write us, and we
will use this letter again with address.)
LEEDS, ENGLAND, January 11, 1910.
Dea1· Editors: I will pen a few lines to let our friends over
on your shores know how their Leeds brethren are progressing. We have a small branch in Leeds, kept up by a few con-.
sistent Saints? There are a number who have left and wandered into devious paths, but we are ever praying for their
return. The world is full of snares and pitfalls for the unwary and many are the Saints who go and find their pleasure
there and forget about the duty towards God and the church ...
But we are hoping for the redemption of Zion and looking
forward to a glorious reunion in Christ when the day comes.
If this should meet the eye of Bro. F. J. Pierce, Brother and
Sister Howden, Sister Barrett, and Brother and Sister Booker,
they will perhaps think about their old friends in England,
We have here at present Bro. John W. Rushton, who sometimes comes up and delights us with his beautiful sermons.
We have also had Bro. W. H. Greenwood, of Manchester, a
brother of whom we are proud. We have also a young president of the branch, H. Lykes by name, who shows great promise of being a pillar to the church.
Life is full of trials and tribulations, but we must· look
above the mean things of earth antl look up to Christ who is
our example.
"From strength to strength go on,
Wrestle and fight and pray;
Tread all the powers of darkness down
Till yours a perfect sway."

s.w.

CALABASAS; CALIFORNIA, January 19, 1910.
Dear Herald: I have been reading the HERALD and seeing
so many good letters from the brothers and sisters, but not
many from anyone I know. I should like to· see some from
Bro. Thomas McKee's folks. I don't know where they live; ·
also Sister Goff, of Kansas, who is an aunt of my husband;.
and many other Saints that I would be glad to know· that
they are alive in the work. If I am not, I am glad to see
others that are. I want to be, but it is so hard to be isolated
from any church and live as one should, but I long to be
among the Saints where we could go· to meeting. We do not
know what we are missing.
·
We have a good home and everything we need and plenty
of work to keep us busy, but that does not satisfy our longing
to be with the Saints. Pray for us that we may be more
faithful and strive harder to live our r~ligion. A 'letter :from.
Brother Starkey, Chico, California, would be read with interest by us.
MRS. ANNIE BROOKS.
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News From Branches
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
As we start forth in the work of the new year we trust it
is with an earnest and sincere desire to improve upon the
work of the past and ·that its close will find us far ahead
and more worthy of God's blessings than in the past.
On the first Sunday of the year our sacrament service was
held. It was our rally day and a goodly number were present, many of whom gave thanks to God in prayer and testimony for many blessings received, and expressions of desires
for renewals of effort were uttered.
God's arm has not been shortened, .for he has ever been
ready to reach out after his chiidren in their every need.
The past month much good instruction has been given
through God's servants which, if we will but heed, will indeed
be of great benefit to us, as well as to those with whom we
assocfate.
·
Brother Dowker, of Independence,. en route to his field in
the South, stopped off in Saint Louis and gave us two good
sermons.
The Sunday school and Religio are doing nicely. They
have recently had their election of officers and the result is
agreed to be for the best good of all.
Two of our promising young men received diplomas this
week, graduating froin the grammar school. They are Brn.
David Archibald and Leroy Remington. They are young in
years and we trust they will be blessed in all their efforts in
attaining that lmowledge that will 'fit them to occupy wherever necessity demands. They have our hearty congratulations.
Yours for Christ,
E. M. ·PATTERSON.
PLANO, ILLINOIS.
Having recently been appointed as branch correspondent
at Plano, Illinois, and as this was once the largest branch
of the Reorganized Church and the seat of the First Presidency and the publishing house of said church, we believe
that a brief statement of.. the spiritual and. temporal status
of the present condition of the Plano Branch would be of
much interest to your many.readers.
Our people are migratory. So many have moved to other
places, besides the grim reaper-death-has not passed us
by, but has taken his share to the silent tomb, so that only
the skeleton of the branch is left. The city resident Saints
are represented in twenty-three families and eight families
outside of town, consisting of fifty-five members. Most of
the members are middle-aged or quite old people. Not
very many young people. Consequently -it is hard to organize and maintain a Religio class. Quite a few of the
· members are careless and indifferent to the true duties and
privileges of Saints and the consequence is that the average
attendance at - our chm·ch services is not as large as it
ought to be. But I am pleased to state that a majo~·ity of
the Saints of this branch at·e an honest, earnest, gospelfearing people; so much so that they are considered by the
business people of the town as composing a part of the best
citizens of Plano. There is scarcely any prejudice existing
towards us on account of our religious belief. The name
of our beloved President Joseph Smith is held in. reverence
by those who knew him when he lived here. The priesthood is yet pretty well represented here, as it is the
-home of F. M. Cooper, C. H. Burr, Henry Southwick, H. W.
Pomeroy, L. 0. Wildermuth, and Eli M. Wildermuth, besides
so~e of the · lesser priesthood.
At the annual business meeting of the branch which
was held last night the following named persons were chosen
to constitute the 'retinue 'of officers for the ensuing year: L.
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0. Wildermuth president; Silas Cook presiding priest; Eli
l\II. Wildermuth associate priest, branch correspondent, •.and

book agent for chur~h publications; Joseph Blakely deacon;
George Blakely chorister; Charles Blakely organist; Nellie
Blakely assistant; C. A. Blakely clerk.
The Plano Branch furnishes preachers for Aurora and
Sandwich pai·t .of the time. Besides our Sunday school
we have a large class that has taken up the home study
department. Elder Southwick has been ·confined to his
house for six weeks or more with heart trouble and other
complications.
Ever contending for the triumph of the _precious gospel
faith,
In gcispiil bonds,
ELI M. WILDERMUTH.
LOS ANGELES, C,ALIFORNIA.
As a diversion, we recently attended a two-week series of
meetings at the Boyle Height's Christian Church in this city.
Rev. Harvey Hazel, a one time associate of Bro. Rudolph
Etzenhouser, pastoi·.
Mr. Hazel spent the first six evenings in giving an historical resume of the Latter Day Saints and their work. He
vilified the memory of the dead and impugned the motive
of the living. The last four nights were devoted to a
defense of "the church of which I, Harvey Hazel, am a member." Bro. Arthur W. Ballard and the writer were given
seats on the platform. A large crowd of our local church
membership attended each evening, a happy, joyous band of
people. We have reason to appreciate their loyalty. They
gave Mr. Hazel respectful attention and thereby won friends
for the cause.
Our two-day meetings in the district are a success, the
one at Los Angeles particularly profitable. Harmony and
union were the keynote to service. Good will and fellowship
in evidence all around.
Our late district Sunday school institute held during the
holidays''is bearing frult. The Los Angeles Sunday school
is thoroughly organized and fully graded from beginners to
adults. Eleven classes; attendance nearly a hundred. We
are working the "double up" stimulus; attendance climbing
each Sunday. The pastor is superintendent; Charles Warren assistant; Edna Budworth secretary.
The Los Angeles Religio 's taking on new life, with bright
prospects for 1910. Frank Gregg is president.. May Belle
Jackson vice-president.
Branch election was held January 5. Pastor reelected;
S. H. Garner priest; B. F. Ordway teacher; Niels Paulson ·
deacon; Charles Warren clerk; R. T. Cooper chorister.
Conditions have been shaping favorably to our w9rk at
San Diego for the past year. Sister Pickles has been the
"lone star" in the spiritual firmament for many years. The
last year has witnessed several accessions. First Brother
Ward and family; then Brother Rulin and family; then came
. Evan Davis, the photographer who made Independence, Missouri, famous. Shortly afterwards one of the fair daughters
of Zion was irresistibly drawn to the coast and, in the
presence of the Los Angeles pastor, she and Brother Evan
mutually agreed to be each other's companions "till death doth
us part," and erected their altar in the "city by the sea."
Bro. F. G. Pitt has been in San Diego for several weeks
assisting and dh•ecting the work. They have rented a hall,
organized a Sunday school, and Bro. _F. A. Smith goes there
on Monday to effect the organization of a branch.
Bro. F. A. Smith reached Los Angeles Monday, January
25, and will remain in Southern California until February
20. He will be in San Bernardino next Saturday and Sunday,
thence to San Diego, Garden Grove, Cucumonga, Los Angeles,
and Santa Ana.
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Bro. C. E. Crumley is doing good work in San B·ernardino. Sister Crtimley is proving al1 efficient aid in Sunday
school, Religio, and choir work.
·
Bro. George Wixom, our genial California "Job," has been
ionfined to his bed with another accident; \;his time a bicycle.
He is convalescent.
Our aged Bro. William Gibson has been °very sick-an
operation-improving slowly. His long consistent stand_ for
the truth is surely an inspiration.
•
--.
Bro. F. G. Pitt has been elected president of the Santa
Ana Branch. Bro. Leyi Hemmingway and the brethren have
done efficient work in the past. The sisters have been behh1d
in no good work.
·
The Newport Branch, under the presidency of Nathaniel
Carmichael, and Cucumonga, under the presidency of F. B.
Vanfleet, report growth and increased interest.
We have a foothold at He1het. Brn. Thomas Brown, Frank
Bmton and families reside there. They have a small meeting house and are holding the fort. We hope to see a branch
organized before long.
"Comet 1910 A" has be.en very brilliant in the heavens for
over a week now. No sign of Halley's, as yet.
SCRIBBLER.

DES MOINES, IOWA.
At the election of Sunday school officers Sr. Hattie Clark
_ was elected superintendent, and Bro. Clarence Skinner assistant superintendent.
The Religio elected Joseph G. ·carpenter president.
The branch held a business meeting January 10, selecting of branch officers as follows: Emsley Curtis president;
J. R. Epperson priest; George E. Davis teacher; and Fred
Chandler deacon. The attendance has been .good at all the
services of late, considering the. slippery walks.
Mr. James H. Mather and son Russell, of Chicago, were
at the morning services January 23. His presence at our
services sends a ray of cheer to the hearts of all those who
know him' best.
The conditions of the health of Sister Christy and of the
city missionary's companion are but little changed, the latter
being quite poorly during the last week, but now improving
again.
Bro. James McKiernan, assistant minister in charge, was
here, and is now holding interesting meetings in association
with Bro. W. Christy near Garwin.
Mr. and Sister Dawes and daughter, of Shenandoah, Iowa,
worshiped at the Saints' chapel last Sunday.
We learn that Bro. E. 0. Clark does not anticipate returning home till the spring. His wife is with him on a visit
among his relatives in western Illinois.
Late reports are that the Ladies' Aid Society is more active, several new members being added.
Several contemplate attending the coming conventions and
conference at Runnells, Iowa, February 4 to 6.
Cottage meetings are being held by the city missionary,
assisted by others. A few are being reached in that way
more effectively than could be otherwise. Ihdifference and
other hindrances prevent the many from attending. There is
more room in the "broad way" for these "many."
Some remarkable cases of God's power in relieving and
healing the sick have been experienced ,of late, for whfch our
gratitude to God for his wonderful kindness has been increased.
Elder 0. Salisbury has visited Fraser and Boone in the
capacity of distri~t president, to give encouragement and
help to the churches in these places.
· A convention of "div.inc healers" has been called for the
near future to be held in Des Moines, and at a meeting held
last Tuesday the committee of arrang~m10nts was enl.arged,

and the time agreed upon, to.continue for three day~, with
speakers from many parts of the world to express their ideas
and give testimony of God's healing power in answer to
prayer. More definite information of this convention will
be given later.
The secretary of the First Seventy is being reminded· by
letters of another General Conference nearing, and deep interest is being expressed in i:enewed devotion for God's gra~
cious work, and .some of the matters. of business that may
be considered.
The marriage of Sr. Minnie Harvey and Bro. Franli Brundage has made grandfather's home lonely. The young couple
are enjoying home -life in Mason City, where Brother Brundage is employed.
The anti-meat disease is quite contagious, and it is making
several of the retail butchers sick. If the ·Saints have been.
practicing the instruction of the Word of Wisdom it will not·
be hard for them to endure the conditions of this disease.
The price of foodstuffs of all kinds has been ahnost prohibitive, and the missionaries' families have been especially
made to feel the pinching· effects as result of trying to keep
wi.thin sight of pay day. However, those who· have ifved
strictly in harmony with God's wise instruction will find t]ley
have more with which to meet the- necessary l'equirements·
than those who have treated lig:ht)y the wisdom of God..
J. F. MINTUN. _·

a

TORONTO, ONTARIO.

That the city of Toronto is rapidly rising in importance
and population is not only evidenced by the most recent
census .of population and the custom-house returns, but
from the strenuous efforts of railways and large business
enterprises to gain admission into the city, with the statutory powers to run their lines inte> the heal't of the city,
er to erect large building plants as the .. case may J;ie.
The Lord's work in Toronto is also attracting more and
more attention from the thinking people, despite the most
strenuous and persistent efforts of the "enemy of all righteousness"; and I feel sure that a brief resume of the changes
and developments of recent months will prove interesting
material for your columns, and. will give pleasure to many
among your widely extended circle of readers.
To begin with and as a most conclusive proof of the virility and the vitality of Bishop R. C. Evans' popular
lectures during the .five past years at the Majestic Opera
House, and of their intense hold upon the population of this
eity, a movement having for its object the frustrntion of
our respected brother's labors in that building has se far
culminated and gained in strength, that the manager has
now (after making various promises to Brother Evans)
been compelled to close the doors of that theater against
the lectures on Sunday evenings, on pain of the ban of his
chunh being placed upon him. This. applies also to a
neighboring theater, the Grand, which is under the same
management. At this criticat juncture, a gentleman, Mr.
Smith, owner of the largest, most commodious, and ·best
appointed skating rink in the city, most kindly-came forward.
and offered Bishop Evans the use of this large audit0rium,
with incandescent lights, and heated throughout; also containing a twenty-five thousand dollar organ, absolutely free
of charge.
Immense audiences gathered here to the lectures until the
frost drove them .. away; for it was found that O\ving to the
height and lateral expanse of the building, it. was .. next. to
a physical impossibility to heat so large a structure ill time
for the opening hour of the meetings, three p. m. The
Saints of· Toronto will not, however, forget Mr. ·Smith'~
kindness in thus .coming forward with an offer so c~editabie
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to· himself aud so acceptable to the Saints and numerous
friends· in Toronto.
.
.
It is likewise no smaU conipliment to Bishop R. C. Evans
that no less thau one thousand people wouid thus risk
taking cold .rather than miss the .chance of· hearing our
brothe1:. A11 agreement has now, we understand, been made,
whereby another theater, the Princess, a very handsome
structure, tho11gh not of so gTeat a seating· capacity as
the Majestic, has been obtained and for the first time was
opened to Brother Evans on last Sunday evening, to listen to
his very able lecture on the nature and destiny' of mah, the
exact subject being, "Man; his past, present, and future."
The large audiences, many hundreds having been refused
admittance at the doors, showed most palpably and plainly
their appreciation 0£ the lecture and their respect for the
lecturer, and_ sympathy iri his treatment by the Majestic folk,
after giving. Brother Evans every reason to believe, down to
the almost final moment, that he could.have their opera house
as in former years. The audiences, too, seem to comprise
many of the best and most cultured people of Toronto; among
them being Mr. Coatsworth, ex-mayor of the city, Mr. J. T.
Davies, an ex-alderman, besides a number of prominent lawyers and king's counselmen. It is no exaggeration, in fact,
to state that our bishop's hearers comprise an audience the
intellectual equal of which could probably not -be foul).d in
any other church in Toronto.
While from motives of delicacy, which all thinking readers
will appreciate and understand, Elder Evans' pen has been
silent in the HERALD columns regarding his work here, the
fact is simply irrefragible that a work is going forward, the
exte;nt and value of which eternity alone will reveal. The
lecture of last Sunday night was practically in refutation of
the argument of one of the most eloquent and expert advocates of the soul-sleeping theory' that ever labored or lectured
in this city or in any other city of the civilized wol'.ld. I
allude to the world renowned Pastor Russell, of Millennial
Dawn fame, who had been giving one of his ·able and truly
characteristic presentations- in Massey Hall during the afternoon of Sunday liist. The result was that many of that vast
audience came primed and prepared to give added attention
t_o Elder Evans' reply, and the intense, even breathless, interest with which e\.ery point mad~ was instantly recognized
and approved by the audience, was a scene eminently worth
- witnessing.
·
When question time came at the lectt1re's close, the excitement visibly deepened and culminated, many of the listeners
having come primed with interrogations, and it seemed as
though the writers thought Bishop Evans to be a sort of a
walking compendium or encyclopedia of all the physical
sciences, and of all the "ologies" that ever were, or are ·or
ever will be, worlds without end! That the people were
evidently- quite satisfied with the medicine contained in our
brother's replies, was abun.dantly evident to evei·ybody, for
again and again the speaker was accorded a truly hearty
ovation. The branch president, High Priest A. F. McLean,
also his_ partnei;, and Sister Evans, and the other ladies of
the church, who have so well and faithfully assisted by their
talents and their means, to aid the well-begun wor!{, deserve
high and honorable mention. ·
-We humbly trust and pray that the Lord of the harvest will
continue to set his seal upon the work that is being done for
his name's honor and glory here in Toronto.
F. R. TUBB.

INDEPEND.ENCE, MISSOURI.
. The snow 1ies in little patches here arid there,. the sun and
balmy air woo our spirits into thoughts of sp]:iiigtime, ·and
all s,ave a few things conspire to bring to us cheer and com- :fort. There seem always to be-a few sick .and afflicted ones
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among us, just now Brother Spurlock and Sisters Kaler and
Davis and others who are at the Sanitarium, beside ·several
of those who have long been afflicted at ·their homes. · We
regret to note Brother Hilliard's sudden attack of illness, but
we hear he is a "little better" to-day. Our 'beloved Brotller Joseph, with his snowy locks and careful footsteps, yesterday was seen wending his way toward
home from "town,'' making- us all feel grateful that. he has
so far recovered toward his wonted health.
Our meetings are all as well attended as usual, and our
numbers ate still increasing. Good sermons a!ld good inter~
est are also encouraging.
MRS. ABBIE A. HORTON.
[Write often, Sister Horton.-EDITORS.]

Miscellaneous Depall.~tment··
Conference Minutes,

MOBILE.-District conference met at Bay Minette Alabama
December 18, 1909, at 10 a. m, President W. L. Booker wa~
ch?sen to preside, with T. C. Kelley to assist. Secretary
bemg absent, N; L. Booker was chosen secretary pro tem·
Sr. Nora Warr organist; and Jason Booker chorister.
comm~nication from district secretary was read. Branches
reportmg: Theodore, 78, loss 1 by death; Three Rivers 131.
Reports from ministry: Elders N. L. Booker baptiz~d 9,
G. W. Sherman, W. L. Booker, W. J. Booker baptized 2, F. M.
Slover, G. T. Chute, T. C. Kelley; Priest C. R. Mizelle;
Teacher E. A. Bankester, Report of Bishop's agent, W. L.
Bool~er 1 was read and referred to an auditing committee
consJStmg of ~· T. Chute, N. L. Booker, .and A. G. Miller,
who reported it correct. - Report as follows: On hand last
report, $67.02; collected, $28; paid out1 $54.24; balance $40.78.
Treasurer's report was read and rererred to auditing committee, and they reporte.d it incorrect. Fi.nancial report of
secretary .was read: Paid out, $4.05. Motion prevailed that
the shortage be paid to secretary by the treasurer. Conference adjourned to meet with the Theodore Branch on
Saturday before the third Sunday in March, 1910, at 10
a. m. F. M. Slover, N. L. Booker, and T. C. Kelley were the
speakers. N. L. Booker, secretary p1·0 tem.

A

. Conference Notices.

The quarterly conferenc~ of the Southern Missouri District
will convene at Springfield, Missouri, Saturday, March 12,
at 10 a. m. Ministry and branch reports should be forwarded to the undersigned at least two weeks before conference, as per former i·esolution, in order that they can be
compared with former reports befo1;e the work of conference
begins. We hope fo see every branch in the district represented. Benjamin Pearson, clerk,· Tigris, Missouri.
South western Texas District win convene with the first San
.A,ntonio Branch, at end of car line on South Flores street,
San Antonio, Texas, February 18, 1910, at 7.30 p. m. All
missionaries in this district that can conveniently attend will
be expected. If Brother Aylor can come, we would be glad to
have him with us. Ed. N. McRae, president, 609 Ruiz street,
San Antonio, Texas.
·
The annual conference of the Birmingham, Englandi District will convene at Easte1'ti·fo, l\fa1'ch 26, 27, and 28, in
Priestly road chapel, Birmingham. The opening session will
commence at 7 p. m., March 26. A. spiritual report will be
required from each branch, in accordance with rule 7. All
elders must report their labors; also priests, teachers, and
deacons not eng-ag·ed as bmnch officers are required- to report.
(See rule 3.) It is expected that Apostle J. W. Rushton
will be pi'esent. Intending visitors will please notify Elder
Ch_arles Walton, 22 Lee Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
at least one week before the convening- of .conference to enable
the necessary a1'1'angements to be made. In the.meantime let
us pray thaJ; God's Spirit may· direct, so that in all things
our conference win be a decided success .. Joseph 'Ecclestone,
secretary.
Convention. Notices,

The Eastern Colorado District Sunday school associiation
will meet in convention at Colorado Springs, Colcirado; Friday, February 25, 1910, 10 a._ m. Mrs; Charles E; .Everett,
secr1itary, 129 South Logan street, ·Der.ver, Colorado.
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Sunday schooi convention of the Eastern Iowa District will
be held· at Davenport, Iowa, February 18, 1910, at 10 a. m.
Election o:( officers and delegates to General Convention.
Cora E. Weir, sec1·etary.
•
·The semiannual convention of the Eastern Colorado District Religio society will convene at Colorado Springs, Colorado, on Thursday, February 24, at 7.30 p. m. All lilcals
and home classes please take notice. Mrs. M. A. McConley,
secretary.
Religio convention of the Utah District convenes at Salt
• Lake City, February 18, 1910. Election of officers and appointing of delegates to General Convention. All are invited to come with the interest of the work at heart to place
· those in office that will advance the work. Mrs. Anna V.
Layton, secretary, Topliff, Utah.
Notice of Reinstatement.

01). May 4, in our business meeting, we expelled ·Bro. Ph.
Green and upon authority of the branch a notice to that
effect was published. This is to notify all parties that Brother
Green has complied with the law and has been reinstated in
good standing.
.
ALBERT E. MARTIN,
Secretary of the Ridgetown Branch.
RIDGETOWN, ONTARIO, February 2, 1910.
Quorum of Twelve.

NOTICE OF ;MEETING.
This notice is tci remind the members of the Quorum of
Twelve that they elected at their last session to meet again
on March 16, 1910, at Independence, Missouri. The Stone
Church will be the place, at 10 o'clock a. m.
.
We know of no special urgency requiring, at. much sacrifice of time and means, a full attendance of the quorum at
this session, desirable as it is to have all present. So each
member is left to decide; for himself as to the wisdom of his
attending, considering his circumstances, inclination, and
present distance from the place of meeting. All should have
in mind, however, the character and importance .of the work
engaging our attention and remember those who do meet,
and the conference, in petitlon before the Lord, that divine
wisdom and guidance may be given in our councils. Human
wisdom alone, as all are aware, is not adequate, to guide to
success in so great a cause, hence the need of seeking God
for light and wisdom and guidance.
We should strive to be in accord with one another in order
that there may be no hindrance to the free direction of the
Holy Spirit.
WM. H. KELLEY, President.
LAMONI, IOWA, February 2, 1910.

holding priesthood, of the work done for the year. Please
state sermons preached, baptisms, etc. The promptness of
all in mailing not later than March 1 insures to me the·
opportunity to report promptly. (Home address, .Lamoni,
Iowa.)
Yours in boiids,
Trusting that none will delay.
J. W. WIGHT.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, February 1, 1910.
Died.
WINN.-At Kansas ·city, Kansas, December. 9, 1909, Zemri
Winn; born August 6, 1852. · He leaves a wife and three
children. Funeral services conducted at his residence by.
Elder J. 0. Foss.
BULLER.-Joseph H. Buller was born in West\!heiitei•
County, New _York, March 26, 1848; was married to Mary
C. McMullen, June 2, 1870. To this union were born six- .
teen children, five sons and thirteen daughters. He united .
with the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ June 24, 1900;
was baptized by D. R. Chambers. He died December 26, 1909,
- at the age of 61 years, 9 months. He le:wes to ·mourn, his
wife, thirteen children, and a host of friends; Sermon. by
Joshua Carlile.
·
WRIGHT.-Robert Kenneth, infant son of Mr. W. H. and Sr.
·Flora T. Wright, was born September 10, 1909, ·and died
January 20, 1910, aged 4 months and 10 days. The funeral
services ·which were in charge of E. H. Lewis, sermon .by
Elder J. M.,Hooper, from the M. E. church, were very largely
attended. May the Lord bless and comfort the bereaved ones.
Bms......,Mary M. E. Bins .was born at Linden, Texas, Sep·tember 14, 1877. She united With the ReorganiZed Church
May 3, 1903, being baptized by Elder P. B. Bussell, since
which time she has lived a consistent Christian life,. doing all
seemingly she could under the circumstances fo1• the cause of
the gospel. She died very suddenly January 2r, 1910.
Funeral services the following day, sermon by P. )3. Bussell.
She leaves a husband, four children, and a host of friends to
mourn her loss.
·
FARNSWORTH.-Mr. Joel D. Farnsworth, of Rogue Bluff,
Maine, departed this life December 2; 1909. He was born
March 21, 1871, in Jonesport, Maine, and married Sr. Almeda
Snowdeal November 23, 1893. Six children we1'e born to
them, four of whom are living, three boys ahd one girl.
Funeral services were held in the Baptist church; Elder U. W.
Greene preaching -the sermon.

.

A Distingmnhed American Ensayist.

Notice.

The Latter Day Saints' chapel at Valley Center, Michigan,
was dedicated .for the service of the Lord on Sunday, January
23, 1910. Elder J. A. Grant, assisted by Bro. R. D. Weaver,
officiated. Valuation of., church p1·operty, five hundred dollars.
H. E. C. Mum. ,
0

Addresses.

William Lewis, 1021 Ridenbaugh street, Saint Joseph, Missouri.
·
The Biohopric.

ADDITIONAL LIST OF ELDERS REPORTING.
R. Burgess, J. k Dowker, L. H. Lake, Elbert A. Smith,
W. W. Smith, G. R. Wells, T. W. Williams.
Pastoral.

To the Ministry, Both Geneml and Local, of Mission No. 1,
Iowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas, .Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michi~
gan, Indiana, and Northern Illinois; Greeting: .The general
ministry in sending the March .1 report will please state
.whether married or single. If married, the number of children. 'and ages. Also state whether present allowance is
sufficient; Your promptness last time permitted me to report
to the:.Presidency by January 10. Please give all items as
required by blanks so that in turn I can report to· the Presi;
dency, and ·they can thus see just what each man is doing.
I will also be glad to get a report from every local man

February 9, 1910 .

Louise Collier Willcox, author of The Human Way, the
recent volume of essays which London, always so critical of
the essay, has praised without dissent since its recent publication, is another writer who comes from the Middle West.
Mrs. Willcox was educated, however, elsewhe1·e; in Paris, in
New York, in the Black Forest, in the Englisl). Midland .
Counties, in Virginia. "Neither a German boarding-school,'
nor the seat of a university, nor her father's charge of a
Unitarian Church in the great provincial town of Birmingham," said Royall Convers,. writing a personal ·sketch for
Ha1·per's Weekly of this author who has contributed so valuably to its editorial page, nor her own going to balls and dinners in American society for a little while under the charge
of a relative who was also a woman of fashion, could quench
in her the passion for books, for study and thought. Therefore, when she married and accepted· as home a small seaport
town with few people who cared for books, and
books
for those people, she only studied an·d thought the more. She
lined her sunny working room with bookcases that grew up
to the ceiling and ran out along the halls and passageways,
and even crept" down the stairs and up into the attic. And all
the time, too, she was writing." Mrs. Willcox is said to have
a happy faculty of being interested in the ideas of many .
sorts of people. It is easy to see how such a .book as The
Human Way should grow out of this broad fellowship.

no

The Importance of l'.lebrew Ar.chitecture ..

We do not ordinarily think of· the Hebrew as important in
the art history of the world.. For .the reason· that they were
many times subject to other peoples, much of their a:rt was
imitative. Yet they did have a decided influence upon al'chitecture and the study of the most beautiful of Greek temples
takes us back for their origin to the Mosaic tabernacle. . ·
Mr. Lewis F. Pilcher, writing in The Chautauquan for Feb-
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Many preachers .seem· to think that folks are only scum to
be washed up to the heavenly shore pn tides of emotion.
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A Succeuof.ul Woman Architect.

ruary, points out tht,t the Parthenon and the other beautiful
Greek temples owe their general shape to the tent-like structure used by the Jews to protect the Ark of the Covenant.
The Jews in their forty years' wandering were obliged to
carry with them their religious tmtfit and this fact necessitated a very light temple .struction. The Mosaic tabernacle
was therefore little more than a richly embroidered tent with
a ridge-pole and pitched cover. In this the tabernacle differed
greatly from the temples of suri·ounding civilizations. These
were almost invariably fiat roofed.
'
The Greeks derived from tlfe Jews this idea of pitched roof
and incorporated it in stone in their most beautiful temples
such as the Parthenon. Also they raised their temples upon
a slight foundation, an idea which was derived· from the
Hebrews who placed their tabernacle upon a slight elevation
so that the surface water might not flow in.
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Among the many features of special interest to women
readers in the February Human_ Life is Ada Patterson's story·
of Fay Kellogg, one of the best known women architects in
America.
_ While not the first woman to enter this profession, Miss
Kellogg has been one of the most successful, and her pluck,
her determination and cleverness have brought their reward,
as they do to every good climber on life's long ladder.
To every woman who has her own way to make in the world,
and no less to those who look on at the arena of business life
from the sheltering bars of the home, the story of this plucky
girl's fight to gain recognition in hei· beloved calling is one
of absorbing interest.
And these are some of her achievements: The splendid
Hall of Records in New York City bears the stamp of her
genius, skill and infinite patience. The grand staircase, one
of the largest and handsomest in the world, is exclusively her
design. A sixteen-story building in San Francisco, a great
office hive in New York City, a railroad station and innumerable lesser works stand to her credit.
Every step in her upward climb is full of encouragement tO
other ambitious women, from the start grudgingly given her
in an architect's office at $5 per, to an office of her own, where
she makes lier own contracts and is her own master.
Her views on the eternal question-marriage or ·a career
for a woman, are decidedly interesting, if somewhat unique
and oddly phrased.
.
. "To be always intending to live a ne~ life, but never find
time to set ab0::.c:it," says Tillotson, "is as if a man should
put off eating'a/c.-'.lrinking until he is starved to death."

DANIELS REALTY COMPANY.

FOR SALE

Anyone interested in Oklahoma City and
surrounding country, should write THE
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY, 12
North Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
for free pamphlet, showing some beauti~
ful buildings that are being built here,
in one of the greatest cities in the en~
tire southwest. ·
We are selling lots at $10 down and
$10 per month, without interest or taxes
until paid for, right close-in to the main
part of the city, and will double in value
before the purchaser will have paid for
them.
.
.
Also we have fine farms,' and city
p1·operty especially.
DANIELS. REALTY COMPANY,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok·•·· 12 North Broadway.
5-4t

The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' HERALD for sale. These are second-handed
and in good condition. They are worth
$1 when new. The lot will be sold for
$4.

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? I:J; so, and desire. reliable information, call on or write
BOZ.ARTH & DUNCAN,
·
.
Knobnoster, Mo.
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Lamoni Land &'Loan Company
This firm was organiZed July 1, 1908,
electing W. A .. Hopkins, cashier. of the
State Savings Bank of Lamonj, as presi-·
dent, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of tpe· same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. Blai~· sec1·etary. The
members of the firm have · resided i'n
Lamoni and vicinity for the past ·thirty
years, . and are therefore familiar· with.
the country in all its details,. including ·
land values, fertility of the. soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors.· We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties. . .
.
We are also in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage .farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to. $10,000;
netting the investor from five to six per
cent ·on the investment. No better security offered anywhere. We also. have
from time to time business propositions ·
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and ,µesiring-reliable information in regard to this country,' write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectftilly,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BL,;IR, Secretary.

]Hie1°ald Publishing
$100000 Gold Bonds, bearing
Due August 1, 1914

Dated August 1, 1909

Redeemable after due notice is gi_ven by the Herald Publishing House. ·
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment seiniannually,---on
February 1st and August 1st.
·Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and .afl'o!·d the purchaser a
chance to invest with pei'fect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mocerate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvem1mts since the fire.
·

Lamoni,

::

::

· lo,va_

.

~

.

,

I would be pleased to correspond with

JACKSON COUNTY :BAN J(} ~

-.

j

,

}'_""2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ .................. --."""" ...... .,,.,.__._ ...........
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parties seeking investment in Jack- ·
: son County, Missouri, FIRST I
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL
A BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
•
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo ·: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any 1 STOCKS.
6
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
~
Very truly yours,
~

J!

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE

,~

Interest Paid on Deposits

:

Busine-ss solicited from far and near.
ELLIS SHORT
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
HORACE SHELEY

Notice our directorat~ as named below:

G. H. HILLIARD
M.H.BOND
J. MATHER

WM. CRICK
J. D. BRIGGS
A. L; YINGLING
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J. D .. Briggs.
,~
Independence, Missouri
44tf ~
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POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home, Saints' Home-. and Saints'
Church. These cards ai'e printed .in
colors; on a good grade of card board.
Two ·for five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special prices to missionaries.
EARL HALL, Lamoni, Iowa,
Care Herald Publishing House.
This does not ·apply to local ·trade.

March 1 to April 15
$27.70 to San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego.
$27.70 to Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Everett, Van-

REAL ESTATE.

Warrensburg Real Estate, State Normal, High School, and· Latter. Day·
Saints'
chui'ch privileges. If you desire
Similar rates to many other points.
a home in this part of Missouri. Call on
Throhgh tourist sleeping cars_;·daily from Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City, or write,
A .. H. JOHNSON.
Omaha and intermediate points. Personally conducted excursions on frequent dates.
417 Jackson street, Warrensburg, Mo .
. 6-4t
couver, Bellingham and Victoria.
$27.70 to Spokane, Wenatchee, North Yakima.

Ask for descriptive booklet telling all about
routes and rates and tourist sleepi_ng cars.

L. F. SILTZ, .Ag·ent C. :B. & Q. R. R.
~~~·1~sT;:-~"-?~f~C:A:,'.fl1~if,~'<',j"F;::g·<~~.z.-_.,,,,'.it~~.t-L"'.,:t1 :-~ "-'~~;§£·~,~·Hli-'\7~$§;>;=4
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Presidency an<l Priesthood..... .
This book, ha!! been enlarged by. the
dition of over eighty·pages.
No. 134-Cloth . . • $1.00
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"If ye contil).ue . in my word, then are ye my disciple• indeed; and ye ahall ltnow the truth, and the
truth aht11l malte you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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pa~t-of.ileo.

"There shall not any man among you h1:1ve oiwo it
be. one wife; and concubineG ho ahnll have non<>."Boolt of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.

LAMONI, IOWA, FEBRUARY 16, 1910

Editorial
CONCERNING THE JEWS.

Herewith we reproduce two short articles on· the
Jewish question. The first, taken from the Literary
Digest, January 22, deals with the Jewish attitude
toward Christianity. It seems by this article that
Jews are becoming a little more tolerant. Some of
them even go so far as to accept Jesus as a prophet.
It is not likely that" these advanced thinkers represent any large portion of the race; but they show
the present tendency of Jewish thought. If presently
he becomes generally accepted as a prophet among
them a -little later it will dawn upon them that he
must be accepted at the full value of his claims or
not at all. He confessed to Peter that he was the
Son of God. He told the truth or else he was a
deceiver. There can be no permanent stand on halfway ground:
·The Jews within recent years have changed their attitude
toward Jesus. While not acknowledging him as Christ (the
Messiah) they recognize him as a prophet, and a successor
to the prophets of the old dispensation. Many of them
would tear out the blank leal' that cSeparates the Old from
the New Testament. Such is the opinion of an eminent
Jewish scholar, Dr. Isador Singer, who writes as follows in
The North American Review (New York):
"In view of the well-known fact that the overwhelming
majority of so-called Jewish converts in Austria and Germany-there are very .. few of the~e pseudo neo-Christians
in Russia, and almost none in other parts of Europe or on
this continent--enter the church for merely seifish reasons,
a Jewish wit offered the following definition of them: 'A
Jewish convert is one who pretends to believe in dogmas
and to follow traditions which the educated Christian himself is gradually abandoning.' I know this statement will
be a hard blow to those pious Christian souls who contribute to the Jewish missions; but there is consolation for
the millions .of genuine followers of Christ in the other fact
that thousands, yea, tens of thousands, of educated and
noble-minded Jews in our day, while firmly standing upon
the monotheistic platform of the synagogue, are gradually
giving up the attitude of their forefathers .. towai'd the central
figure of Christianity~which was a pathetic mingling of
ignoi'ance, antipathy, and fear.
"I can bear witness to this momentous change from my
own personal experience. When I was a boy-that is,
between thirty-five and l'orty -years ago--in my little native
town in Moravia, h_ad my father or .any other member of
the congregation heard the name of Jesus uttered from the
pulpit_ of om• synagogue, he would have immediately left
the building in indignation, and the mbbi would have been:

NUMBER 7

~ummarily

dismissed. To-day, however, it is not strange
m many synagogues, especially in this country, to hear
sermons preached eulogizing this same Jesus.''
This change in Jewish opinion with regard to the Fo~nder
of Christianity has beeri confirmed in a very striking manner
as related by Doctor Singer in the following words:
"In 1899, at .the suggestion of Dr. I. IC. Funk, a number
of the mo~t emment Jewish theologians, historians, and philosophers m Europe and the United States were circularized
with a view to ascertaining what some of the representative
contemporary Jews have to say about Jesus and his teach·
ings. Twenty-sbc gentlemen participated in the symposium:
twelve theologians (six American,· six European); seven
students of religion, historians, philosophers (one American,
six European); and seven prominent laymen (four American,
three European). _ The chairman of this little Sanhedrin
was· Dr. K. Kohler, the leading Jewish theofogian of the
American continent and president of the Hebrew Union
College at Cincinnati, Ohio.''
Doctor Kohler himself, in answer to the question, replied
that "Jesus, the living man, a paragon of piety, humility,
and self-surrender," presents to "the Jew of to-day" "an
inspiring ideal of matchless beauty.'' "The long-hoped-for
reconciliation between Judaism and Christianity," says Professor Jastrow, of Pennsylvania University, will come when
once the teachings of Jesus shall have become the axioms
of human conduct.'' "Jesus is soul of our soul and flesh
of our flesh," declai·es Max Nordau, the famous author of
the pessimistic "Degeneration." "Putting aside the Messianic
mission, -this man is ours.'' "He was the heir and continuator of the old prophets of Israel," says Dr. Theodore Reinach, formerly president of the Societe des Etudes Juives.
Jacob H. Schiff observes: "We Jews honor and revere Jesus
of Nazareth as we do our own prophets that pi·eceded him.''
Commenting on these statements Doctor Singer speaks as
follows:
"A new theology is knocking at the pulpits of priest,
pastor, and rabbi. Everyone of them feels the old theological
platform giving away under his feet. 'fhe hour seems to
be at hand when Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Jew, and
whoever believes in one personal God and the moral order
of the universe, shall be able and willing to gather about
the same monotheistic banner.· Are we Jews. ready to claim
the New Testament, which was written in an Aramaic
idiom, written almost entirely upon the soil of Palestine
by Hebrew writers, for a mainly Hebrew audience-are we .
ready to claim this work as a continuance of the Old Testa- ·
ment, tearing out the white leaf which separates Malachi
from Saint Matthew?"
This work of union can best be begun here, for several
reasons thus stated:
"No other Jewish community on earth is so well qualified
to start on this work of salvation for the house of Israel
and for humanity at large, as that of the United States,
which is a kaleidos.;opic composition of the. Jewries of the
entire ·globe. In order to inaugurate its great spiritual
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world-mission, it will only have to modify its centrai· religious
dogma so as to read: 'Hear not only 0 Israel, but all
· humanity, the Lord our God is one God.' "

The second article quotation is from an editorial
in tl~e Burlington Hawlc-Eye, February 6:
Travelers report marvelous activity in Palestine since the
New Turks sent the old wicked ruler into banishment and
took the Government of Turkey into their own hands: The
Jews have been moving into their old home from all direc~
tions. They are turning to farming, ·and the old slip-shod
farming that was practiced under the old rule by Mohammedans, has given way to modern intensive, scientific farming. Trade arid banking is almost entirely in the hands of
the Jews and they are filling up the surrounding country
as well as their ancient capital, and they are de facto, if not
de jure, again in possession of the home from which they
were expelled some nineteen hundred years ago. They have
been a long time on the road, and it is one of the grandest
things in history, this people coming into their old home
again long after the empire crumbled into the dust, that
drove them forth. It was the dream of this home"coming
that kept the Jew and strengthened him through his nineteen centuries of wandering upon the earth.
As to whether full and absolute independence and sovereignty will be achieved immediately for the new Zion; that
seems doubtful. But the Young Turks found an ·empty
treasury and a country without regular sources of revenue,
and they will need money, much money, and that the Zionites
have, and the Zionites can get more and ever more. And
while the near future may not see the new state established
and recognized among the nations of earth, for all practical
purposes, Palestine will soon be as Jewish as it was when
Emperor Titus destroyed their city and drove the people
forth to wander over the face of the earth, to a fate such
as no other people has ever survived.

It will be seen by this that the movement involving the return of the Jews to Palestine and the possible establishing of a national government is
gathering momentum. This is in fulfillment of
prophecy and is something that Saints watch with
great interest. Contemporaneous with the return
is the changing sentiment among Jews that will prepare them to receive the gospel.
E. A. S.
TO CELEB.RATE APRIL 6.

The first day of the next General Conference,
April 6, will be the fiftieth anniversary of the date
on which President Smith was received and ordained
as President of the church. The junior members
of the First Presidency, feeling that this important
day should be properly celebrated, have appointed
a committee to arrange a suitable program for the
event. .This committee consists of R. S. Salyards,
Heman C. Smith, John W. Rushton, R. C. Evans,
E. L. Kelley, G. E. Harrington, and Ralph G. Smith.
R. S. Salyards, chairman of the committee, by
appointment, will communicate with other members
of the ·committee, and with those who may be placed
upon the program, so that a suitable program may
be arranged at.the convening of conference. If the
conference when it assembles shall approve of this
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action, th~ en.tire day will be devoted to the celebration.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

In the article entitled, "Isaac Sheen, first editor
of the HERALD,'' Jubilee number, page 95, it is stated
that in 1857 Zenos H. Gurley and Jason W. Briggs
were with the Strangites. The date should be 1851.
In the statement that a conference was held in Covington in June, 1847, the date should be .1849.
Elder Mark H. Siegfried, of this city, historian
of the Nauvoo District for the Latte!' Day Saint
church, has an interesting historical article about
the church as it concerns Nauvoo in the last issue of
the SAINTS' HERALD. The article is nicely illustrated
with pictures. In fact the whole issue is a sort of
historical number, is embellished with half tones,
and is an artistic typographical work of merit.Nauvoo Independent.
. The Business Manager gives notice that no more
orders for extra copies of the Jubilee HERALD can
be filled. About twenty-five hundred extra copies
were printed, but the number was soon exhausted.
A couple of representatives of the Brighamites,
of Utah, have been doing missionary work in Chariton, for sometime past, and have challenged M.
C. Lorimor to a joint debate, they to present their
peculiar doctrines and he to present his peculiar
doctrines, but later they notified Mr. Lorimor that
they would first have to get consent of the elders.
We suppose there would be no danger of their converting each other.-Chariton Leader.

Hymns and Poems
(A recent HERALD contained a poem written by Emma
Whitford, in. memory of Elder E. H. Durand. Two stanzas
of the poem were omitted as fqllows) :
Pluck a thorn from some poor, bleeding bosom,
Make strong some faiiit heart for the strife,
Rouse up the weak ones who are fallen,
Ah, this is the mission of life.
Ask not if this world will applaud you,
No matter since duty is done,
There is one who will better reward you,·
With a crown you have faithfully won.

"It can not be denied that the desire most intense
and most nearly universal among human beings is
the desire for future life, for immortality; It can
not be conceived .or believed that _the kind and just
Power which rules this universe would put in man ,
that fixed, most powerful wish, only to thwart it and
mock it with extinction."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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brance whatsoever I have said unto you" and will
".i:ihow you things to come."
And Peter, the noted apostle, said, "For the promCARDINAL PRINCIPLES.
The na1•row way leadeth to life and immortal ise is unto you, and to your children, and to all that
bliss; baptism by immersion in water being the gate are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall
in the way.. It is apparent to every thinking mind call." That settles this question: while we are off
that no way could exist unless there were some pe- several centuries and the .Lord is ca~ling, the promculiar characters or principles designating it from ise is to us, hence observe the means of "laying on
other ways. Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, of hands," as tbis was God's word and must accomand the life," and Paul said, "He was the head of plish the purpose whereunto it was sent. The prothe church which is his body," which would indicate fessed Christian is barren of the fruit of the Holy
that the church on earth stands as his bodily repre- Spirit. And why? Because he fails to do His comsentative, or the way into which men and women mandments. "Fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace,
long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith," and then
must walk to find salvation.
there are the gifts of the Spirit: wisdom, knowledge,
Not that everyone that joins the church will be
faith, healing-, miracles, prophecy, tongues, interpresaved, but he that "doeth the will of my Father" tation of tongues.
and. perfects his character by the discipline of said
Here are nine different gifts and with the nine
way.
different kinds of fruit gives us a clear and concise
"I am the door," said the Savior, the only entrance presentation of the operation of the Holy Spirit conthrough which glo1·y can be reached; "except a man ferred by the laying on of hands.
is born of the water and the Spirit, he can not enter
Another cardinal feature of this way is the sacrainto the kingdom of heaven."· Yet men will quibble ment of the bread and wine in remembrance of our
and try so many methods of evading the real act of Lord, and through it spiritual strength comes, proa birth in water.
viding we eat worthily,-if not, death. No one can
As we noted in our former article, the "Doo1· cir be a proper partic:lpant of this sacred sacrament
gate," now we will take up principles on the inside unless he lives and walks in all the commandments
of the church or way, that designated it from all of our God.
of those nineteen different churches, bodies or ways,
If we can truly and understandingly say, "Forwhen Christ was manifested in the flesh.
give us, as we forgive those who trespass against
The first principle we encounter in that way after us," and love our neighbors as ourselves, then we
entering the door, is the "laying on of· hands" for a are in proper condition for eating.
specific purpose, as we read, "And they prayed for
Bro. John Wesley befittingly illustrates the conthem and laid their hands upon them and they 1·e- dition of his age, and are we any better now than
ceived the Holy Ghost."
they?
The gifts of the Holy Spirit were no longer· to be found
But, says one, that principle was done away with.
When? We want to know! Isaiah. i;ipeaking for in the Christian Church, because the Christians had turned
heathens again, and had only a dead form left.-NinetyGod says:
fourth Sermon.

The Straight Road

As the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, and
returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh it
bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower, and
bread to the eater: so shall my word be .that goeth forth out
of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it shall
accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the
thing whereto I sent it.-Isaiah 55: 10, 11.

"I speak not of myself, but he that seht me gave
me a commandment, what I should say~ ·and what
I should speak" ; and "except a man is born of
the water and of the Spirit" was the Christ's
proclamation to man, and if he needs salvation, if the purpose whereunto he sent his word has
not been accomplished, then the ordinance of "laying on of hands" is essential and one of those definite
articles designating the na1Tow way. The Holy
Spirit was promised by Jesus to his followers in the
following words, "I will send unto you from the
Father, even the Spirit of truth." He will "guide you
into all 'truth," and "bring all things to your remem-

Again he says:
I doubt whether you ever knew a Christian ·in your life.
I believe that you never did, and perhaps you never will; for
you will not find them ·in the great and gay world, and none
are Christians but they that walked as Christ walked;
though they are called Christians. Yet they are as far from
it as hell is from heaven.-Sixty-sixth Sermon.

Volumes of evidence can be produced to prove
that the church apostatized from the New Testament order.
Tithing, one tenth, is another cardinal principle
and causes a great deal of confusion, because it
strikes right at and uproots (if we comply) our
selfish desires. To equalize condition and place the
church in a financial position to care for her poor
and the fainilie·s of the ministers who are called to
give their time to ministering the word, the Lord
said to this church,
All are called according to the gifts of God unto them; and
to the intent that all may laoor together, let him that laboreth'
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in the·ministry and him that toileth in the·a!fairs of the men
of business and of work labor together with God for the
accomplishment of the work intrusted to all.-Section 119: 8.
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Original Articles
THE LAW OF MOSES WAS NOT A PLAN OF SALVA-

Each line of work is necessary and those thus enTION, EITHER BEFORE CHRIST OR SlNCE.
gaged shotild be equal, each having their legitimate .
wants supplied, the minister supplying and looking THE GOSPEL THE ONLY CELES'l'IAL LAW EVER GIVEN
after the spiritual needs and the man of business
TO MAN.
and work imparting their portion according to the
In July, 1909, there appeared in the Sunday School
law, by which equality is made practical as well as Quarterly the doctrine of salvation before Christ,
through obedience to the law of Moses. In the same
profitable.
· Out of those cardinal principles, when properly paper for a number of years, the law of Moses has
applied to our lives, are manifested the graces of ·been exalted out of the place intended by its author,
proficiency of the Christ life. This law of tithe, one to the place of the gospel. More has been made of
tenth, was no new principle in New Testament times that law than the facts will warrant, according to
or in latter day revelation, for Abraham gave "one our understanding of the Scripture. I am sure the
tenth of all he had" and Jacob said "he would give standard books of the church and. the wdtings of .
one tenth of all that the Lord would give him."
Joseph Smith the Seer will not support such a posiAgain, and not the least in this way, stands God's tion. If the error is allowed to pass without a proministers having authority to make effective the test, future generations will appeal to it, ~ome for
word in the name of Jesus the Christ.
support of their error and others for material
Paul said, "Our gospel came not unto you in word against us. For one I refuse to be bound by the
[the Bible] only, but also in power [authority] and position assumed by the Quarterly. Already if the
in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance."
Quarterly should fall into the hands of the AdventThis is corroborated by Jesus in the following ists or the Brighamites, our effort to prove God
language, "As my Father hath sent me, so I send unchangeable, would be met with our own publicayou." "Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen tions as against that position.
you and ordained you." Here is authority bestowed:
· I believe I shall be able to prove that the gospel
"Go ye into all the world and preach my gospel to was the only plan ever established for man's salvaevery creature," for God gave unto Christ "au- tion, either before Christ or since. This position
thority,'' so he sent his ministry.
is the only one that will harmonize with the un. There are three major principles which compose changeable nature of the Creator, as revealed either ·
the gospel system and each has its minor character- in nature or religion. Our natural senses teach us,
istics. First, is the word of God, which is the life that God is the same in all ages of the world, and
of men, spiritually, when it is properly adminis- that the conditions and positions of men do not
tered. Second, power or authority to administer it. change God's laws either in nature or the gospel,
Third, Holy Spirit accompanying the administration since the fall of Adam. True, there may be differby the lay1ng on of hands, and these elements con- ent laws to' accomplish different results, but only
stitute a living power, as Paul said, "unto salva- one law to accomplish the same result. Man may
tion," which leads up to "much assurance."
rise to one set of laws or he may descend to another,
Many souls are hungering for such experiences, but the laws are immutable. The lesser law will not
but tradition and self-called ministers throw so accomplish for man what the higher will. Only the
much dust in their eyes they can not "find it," just celestial law of the gospel will save anyone in the
as Amos said.
celestial kingdom. God's laws in nature have never
May the God of glory help the honest in heart to· changed since they were first set in operation. We
shake loose from such environments and embrace see these laws as our fathers saw them. The law
the golden opportunity of hearing the angelic mes- of growth is the same as at the beg·inning of man's
sage of latter days, of which the prophets, Jesus, probation, and nature will produce the same crops,
and the apostles spoke and wrote so much.
and as abundantly for the black man as the white.
In bonds,
The law of gravitation is the same now as before
A. H. PARSONS.
Christ and a pound in weight has never varied to
suit. rr:an's fallen or exalted position. The law of
"Solon said it was never ~afe to call any man heat and cold is the same in a civilized age as in
happy until he was dead. Unhappiness is equally the times of barbarity. The coming of Christ did
uncei'tain. · If you are poor now you may. be rich not change these laws. Then why should we think
to~mortow.
If you are unknown ·now you may. be his coming changed other laws of this same Creator,
famous to-morrow. If you are even in the peni- although applying to the soul? The laws that gov.tentiary now you may be running a street car system ern our physical natures are the same that all our
ancestors, "for a thousand generations,'' have ex·.to-morrow."
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perienced, and these laws were the same before · by keeping the law of Moses, is to rob the cross of.
Christ' as since. Why should we suppose that the Christ of its glory, "For .if righteousness came ·by
laws that govem the other part of man-the spir- the law, then Christ is d\:)ad in vain" (Galatians
itual part, be changed? The laws of the spiritual 2: 21}.
realm must be as immutable as those in the physical,
The latter day Seer understood this matter diffei:and each show the imprint of his hand ·who "changes ently than the- editor of the Quarterly. In the Times
not," as they are administered by the "Prince of and Seasons, vol. 2, pp. 243 to 247), we read the folPeace" who is the "same yesterday, to•day and for ·10wirig:
ever." (Hebrews 13': 8.)
There is. one thing necessary to know in order to have a
Christ but restored_ that-plan which man received correct knowledge of the gospel; it _is that it. was, is, and
from God at first, but which the children of farael ever will be the same; that it is as immutable as God himhad no faith in. (Hebrew,s 4: 2.) They descended self, or Jesus the Savior, and ·that the gospel is the scheme
of life and salvation; and there was not nor will not be any
from the higher plane of the celestial law to the other, it is the scheme of -things by which all that a1;e saved,
lower level of the. law of Moses, and rn~eded to be will be saved, and all who are now saved were saved by it.
trained to obedience by that schoolmaster which . . . It originated in eternity·, before the world was.
would finally bl'ing· them up to the higher level
No /language need be plainer than this, that is,
again. The gospel being the "power of God unto that God, before he framed the world, had laid the
salvation" (Romans 1: 16), the law of Moses was scheme of life and salvation, and before he formed
only a help to aid them to keep the celestial law. It Adam's dust into man, he had predestined tliat the
was not intended as a plan of salvation. The princi- human family should be mad~ children to himself,
ples of the gq_spel were twenty-two hundred years through Jes us Christ, and all this was fixed before
older than the law of Moses and have continued the foundation of the world.
nearly that long since. It is the "old way" (JereHaving the testimony which we have on this subject, . . .
miah 6: 16) ; "The everlasting covenant" (Isaiah that .God had at any period of the world any other way of
•
24: 5) ; "The everlasting gospel" (Revelation making sons and daughters but the one. "At no period of the world," said Joseph, "had God
14: 6). And being revealed again from heaven since
the Dark Ages, is properly called, "The new and ever- any other way but the gospel way." It originated
lasting covenant" (Doctrine and Covenants 20: 1). in the beginning, but the law of Moses originated
Moses and the prophets often referred to parts of many hundred years later. If the seer taught Latter
the gospel, but only as remnants of the "perfect Day Saint doctrine, then the doctrine contained in
._law." The statement of the Psalmist, "The law of the Quarterly, that salvation could have been secured
the Lord is perfect, converting the soul" (Psalm by the law of Moses before Christ, is an innovation.
Lesson for July 18, 1909, page 11, column 2, has
19 : 7) , is a statement in point; for, as we shall repeatedly prove, the law of Moses did not bring con- the following:
version. It pertained to the overt act as Jesus so
It is plainly stated here that while the law of Moses was in
plainly showed in th~ sermon on the mount: "Ye force, salvation could be attained by those who kept its
have heard that it was said by them of olden time,"-_ commandments, and it is also plainly stated that while this
law was in force no one could be saved who did not keep
etc.
its commandments.
When the Lord brought the children of Israel out
We hold this statement is unscriptural, for reaof Egypt, he promised to make of them a great
nation, and he was in duty bound to give them a sons that we have given; and others that shall fol~
national constitution. That constitution when given low.
The basis for the idea that salvation could be
was the law of Moses, and was to them what our
Constitution is to us. Both these documents were attained by keeping the law of Moses before it was
inspired and both given for a similar pu;rpose. To fulfilled, is founded on a wrong interpretation, we
hQld men in check and bring them to a point where believe, of Matthew 5: 21 of the Inspired Translathe gospel might reach them more easily. Both tion: ·
were in force alongside of the gasp.el. as a help.
Whosoever shall do and teach these commandments of the
Parts of each maY be similar, but each had its own law until it be fulfilled, th~ s[lme shall be called great, and
specific work and formed no part of the other. shall be saved in the kingdom of heaven.
While neither the law of Moses .nor the Constitution
The words, "these commandments of the law,"
of the United States is a plan of salvation, it is as we shall presently pro~e.~ by quoting the words
readily admitted that one may receive a lesser glory of J,esus to the Nephite~ ill this same !'!ermon, do not
for living faithful to either one. To obtain the celes- refer to the law of Moses, but to the commandments
tial kingdom, however, one must keep the celestial which he had just- been giving them in his sermon
law, and the strongest apologists of the law of Moses on the mount. _(Much of that sermon·may not hav_e .
will hardly claim that it was a celestial law.
. ·come.down to us.) The expression;"the law," may
To _claim that salvation could have been seGured - either
refer to the law of liberty,
in the gospel;·.- or- to
... ,_
-

,·
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the law, of bondage, in the law of Moses. To which
did' he refer in this scripture? He does not say,
"these commandments of the law of Moses." Why
may he not have.referred to the gospel law? We
will let him explain his own meaning in his sermon
t~ the Nephites. Fo'r easy comparison we will set
the two texts in parallel columns :

February 16, 1911)

refutation of the position assumed in the Quarterly.
In Mosiah 1: 109-113, the Book of Mormon
(authorized version) further explains ~he use of the
law of Moses :

And the Lord God hath sent his holy prophetsamong all
the children of men to declare these things. to every kindred,
nation, and tongue, that thereby whosoever should believe that
Christ should come, the same might receive remission of theji•
INSPIRED TRANSLATION.
BOOK OF MORMON.
sins, and rejoice with exceeding "great joy;· even as though·he
Therefore, let your light so
Therefore let your light so had already come among them. Yet the Lqrd God saw that
· shine before this world, that shine before this people, that· his people were a stiff-necked people and h_e. appointed unto
they may see your good they may see your good them a law, even the law of Moses. And many signs, and
works, and glorify your works and glorify your wonders, and types, and shadows showed he unto them, conFather .who is in heaven. Father who is in )1eaven. cerning his coming: ... And yet they hardened their hearts,
Think not that I am come to Think not that I am come to and understood not that the law of Moses availeth nothing.
destroy t.he law, or the destroy the law or the proph- ... There shall be no other name given, nor any other way
prophets; I am ~ot come to ·ets. I am not come to de- ·nor means whereby salvation can come unto the children of
. destroy, but to fulfill. For stroy but to fulfill; for verily men, only in and through the name of Christ.
verily I say unto you, heaven I say unto· you, One jot nor
After quoting the ten commandments 'this same
and earth must pass away, one tittle hath not passed
but one. jot or one tittle shall away from the law, but in writer continues:
in no wise pass from the 1aw, me it h~th all been fulfilled.
And now ye have said that salvation cometh by the law of
until ·all be fulfilled. Who- And behold I have given you Moses. I say unto you that it is expedient that ye should
soever, therefore, shall break the law and the command- keep the law of Moses as yet; but I say ~nto you, that the
one of these le.ast command- ments of my Father, that ye time shall come when it shall no more be expedient to keep
ments, and shall teach men shall believe in me, and that the law of Moses.. And moreover, I say unto you, that salvaso to do, he shall in no wise ye shall repent of your sins, tion doth not come by the law alone; and were it not.for the
be saved ill the kingdom of and come unto me with a atonement which God himself shall make for the sins and
heaven, but whosoever shail broken heart and a contrite iniquities of his people, that they must unavoidably perish,
do and teach these command-· spirit. Behold, ye have the· notwithstanding the law of Moses.-Mosiah 8: 3-5.
ments of the law until it be commandments before you,
In verse 90 of this same chapter, Abinadi confulfilled, the same shall be and the law is fulfilled; therecalled great, and shall be fore come unto me and be ye cludes his_ sermon on the law of Moses as follows:
saved in the kingdom of saved; for verily I say unto
Therefore, if ye teach the law of Moses, also teach that it
· heaven.-1\fatthew 5: 18-21.
you, that _!)xcept ye shall keep is a shadow of those things· which are to come; teach them
my commandments, which I that redemption cometh through Christ.
have commanded you at this
Let the Book of Mormon further explain :
time, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of
For it was expedient that they should keep the law of
heaven.-3 Nephi 5, ''63-68, Moses as yet, for it was not all fulfilled. But notwithstanding
authorized edition.
the law of Moses, they did look f~:ward to the coming of
Christ, considering that the law of Moses was a type of his
Where one account says, "these commandments," coming,
and believing that they must keep tli.ose outward
the other says, "my commandment which I have performances, until the time that he should be revealed unto
commanded you at this time." This explains very them. Now. they did not suppose that salvation came by the
clearly what commandments Jes.us meant in the In- law of Moses.-Alma 14: 74-76.
spired Translation. This statement in ~'the Book of
Another quotation from the Book of Mormon will

Mormon harmonizes nearly every passage of scrip- show' the difference between what the Nephites
ture bearing on this subject. That book also states taught their children and what the children are
that "God speaks the same words unto one nation being taught among Latter Day Saints to-day.
like unto another." In that 'case we can surely tell
And notwithstanding we believe in Christ, we keep the law·
what he meant in his sermon to the Jews. He meant of Moses, and look forward with steadfastness unto Christ,
the commandments which he had just been announc- until the law shall be fulfilled; for, for this end was the law
ing to them when he· says, "These commandments given; wherefore, the law hath become dl'l.ad unto us, and we
of the law," and had no refei·ence at all to the law of are made alive, in Christ, because of our faith; yet we keep
Moses. I am aware that those who will seek to make the law because of the ·commandnients; and we talk of Christ;
we rejoice in Christ, we preach of Christ, we prophesy of
the law of Moses a plan of salvation will try to tie Christ, and· we write according to our prophecies, that o.ur
to the expression, "till it be fulfilled." If such children may know to what source they may look for a remisshould be attempted, it will fall to them to prove sion of their sins. Wherefore, we speak concerning the law,
that' the gospel will not at some time be fulfilled. that our children may know the deadness of the law.-2 Nephi
Paul while living under the gospel law wrote: 11: 45-49.
The main thought in the above is that salvation
, "When that which is perfect shall come then- that
~which is in part shall pass· away."-1 Corinthians .and the forgiveness of sills were sought by the
13: 10:- In the aboye parallel columns is a complete Nephites before Ghrist, through Christ and not
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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through the operation of the law of Moses; This is
further explained in Docti-ine and Covenants ~3: 4:
Now, this Moses plainly taught to the children of Israel in
the wildemess, and sought diligently· to sanctify h!s people
that they might behold the face of God; but they hai·dened
their hearts, and could not endure· his presence,' therefore,
the Lord: in his wrath (for· his anger was kindled against
them)' swore that they should not enter into his rest, while
in the wilderness, which rest is i;he fullness of his glory.
Therefore, he took Moses out of their midst and the holy
priesthood. also; and the lesser pi'iesthood continued, which
priesthood holdeth the key of the ministering of angels and
the preparatory gospel, which gospel is the gospel of repentance and of baptism, and the remission of sins.
''-" ·

This shows that baptism was a part of the preparato1y gospel and not a part of the law of Moses,
as indicated in the Quarterly. This was also true
of repentance and the forgiveness of sins as we
have shown by the Book of Mormon. All these principles were known to Adam several hundred years
before Moses. (See Inspired Translation.)
If it still be asserted that men could have been
saved by the law of Moses before Christ but not
since, my further reply, in addition to what has
already been written, is, that truth is always truth
and. can not be changed. One can not be saved except by the truth. (Saint John 17: 17.) God's definition of truth, in the latter days, is: "A knowledge
of things as they were, as they are, and as they are
to come"; also, "truth abideth for ever." (Doctrine
and Covenants 1: 8.) Are the apologists for the
law of Moses ready to admit that the law of Moses
abideth for ever? If not, could men be saved by
that which was not abiding? The gospel is the only
everlasting plan ever given to man, and it was the
truth referred to by the Savior, which was to sanctify his people.
There seems to be a golden thread running
throughout all of Paul's writings where one may
trace an effort to show the superiority of the gospel
over the law of Moses, in that salvation could be
obtained through the former, but not through the
latter, and that, too, without respect to time. If
the law could have saved men before Christ, it could
do so since, for "God is no respecter of persons," and
is "without a shadow of turning."
Before taking a more detailed view of this matter
let us remark, and justly too, that ou.r "Gospel Quartm·ly" of late seems to be a misnomer. It should
have been "The Law Quarterly." The word gospel
seems to be strangely out c;>f place on the July Quarterly.·
Another fact with regard to the law of Moses, and
one we have hinted at before, is, it was not spiritual
but carnal. It p~rtained to the carnal part of man
and not to the spirit. Paul was carnal while living
under the law, but. spiritual under ·the commandment of Christ. (Romans .7: 14.)

One can keep the law of Moses and .be a murderer
at heart.
One can keep the law of Moses and be an adulterer
at heart. ·
One can keep the law of Moses and not repent. .
One can keep the law of Moses and not forgive.
One can keep the law of Moses and show no mercy
whatever, for those who broke that law· died without mercy. (Hebre~s 10: 28.)
One can keep the law of Moses and not observe
baptism.
One can keep the law of Moses and not receive
the Holy Ghost.
One can keep the- law of Moses and not observe
the laying on of hands.
·
One can keep the law of Moses and not believe
in the resurrection.
One can keep the law of Moses and put aw~~' hi".!
wife for almost any cause.
One can keep the law of Moses and practice
human slavery.
-- One can keep the law of Moses and take most any
kind of an oath, and swear as much as he pleases,
just so he does not take the .name of'the Lord God
in vain.
One can keep the law of Moses and think as much
evil as he pleases, so long as he does not commit the
overt act.
After all these, just conclusions, we think, from
the law of Moses, we can not believe that _Jesus
meant to say that one could be saved by it any time.
The law without the gospel is dead, as our bodies
without our spirits are dead. The spirit is no part·
of the body and the body is no part of the spirit,
thoug·h they may be alike or similar in appearance.
It is not true, then, that a part of the gospel was
transferred to the law of Moses, in Moses' day.
Neither is it true that a part of the ten commandments or any other part of the law of Moses was ·
reenacted or transferred to the gospel in Jesus' day~
I have no sympathy with the thought that Jesus
reenacted each of the ten commandments except
the fourth, which pertained to the Saturday Sabbath.
It was not necessary. All the good in the ten commandments did' not equal the good in the gospel. It
continued alongside of the law and h_as continued
since Moses' law vanished away; the law is the carnal part and the gospel is the spiritual part. The
law became dead to those who kept the gospel perfect. This is so plainly taug·ht in the Book of Mor~
mon, we quote it again and put it in parallel column
with the extract quoted in the July Quarterly.
BOOK OF MORMON.

"QUARTERLY."

Notwithstanding we believe in Christ, we keep the
law of Moses, and look forward with steadfastness unto
Christ, until the law shall be
fulfilled; for, for th.is end

Notwithstanding we believe in Christ, we keep the
law of Moses, and we look
forward with steadfastness
unto ChriSt, until the law of
Moses shall be fulfilled; for,
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was· the law given; \Vherefore, · the -law hath become
aead unto us, and we are
made alive in Christ, because of o\u· faith; yet we
keep the law because of the
commandments; mid we talk
of Christ, we rejoice in
Chi·ist, \Ve preach of Christ,
we prophesy of Christ, and
~ve write acco1·ding to our
prophecies, that otfr children
_may know to what source
they may look fo1; a remission·
of their sins. Wherefore, we
· speak concerning the law,
that our children may know'
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for this end · was the law
given. ; .. We keep the law
because of the commandments; and we talk of Christ,
we rejoice in Christ, we
preach of Christ, we prophesy
of Christ, and we write ac- ··
cording to our prophecies
that our children may know
to what source they may lookfor •the remission of their .
sins.-Lesson for July 18,
1909, p. 12.

the deadness of the law._1 Nephi 11: 45-49.

The parts so conveniently omitted in the Quarterly put a reverse meaning on the quotation than
appears in the Quarterly. The one shows that salvation and the forgiveness of sins we.re obtained
through Christ, and that the law was dead to them.
The other seeks to establish the fact that salvation
and the forgiveness of sins were attained through
keeping the law of Moses, from Moses to Christ. A
position that requires omissions of plain passages of
scripture, is not safe to teach anywhere, and especially to the young who do not easily unlearn what
is impressed on their minds in childhood.
It does not follow that while certain men received
the Holy Ghost while living partly under the gospel
and also under the law of Moses, they received that
gift by obedience to the law of Moses, as stated in
the Quarterly and in the July Exponent, page 162.
On the contrary, it was received by living the gospel. · Listen to Paul :
·
This only would I learn of you, Received ye the Spirit by
the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith? . . . But
that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God, it is
evident: for, The· just shall live by faith, and the law is
not of faith.-Galatians 3: 2, 11, 12.

And by him all that believ~ are justified from all things,
from which ye could not be justified by the law of.Moses.Acts 13: 39.
.
Th!lrefore by the deeds of the law .there shall no flesh be·
justified in his sight..:__Romans 3: 20.
But now the righteousness of God. without the law is mi.;~i
fested, .... Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the deeds of ~he law.-Romans 3: 21; 28.
Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the
l!lw, . . . for by the works of the law shall no flesh be
justified.-Galatians_ 2: 16.
But that no man is justified by the law in the sight of God,
it is evident.-Galatians 3: 11.
Not having mine own righteousness, which is of the law,
but that which is through the faith of Christ.-Philippians
3:.9.
For the law was administered without ·an oath, and made

nothing perfect.-Hebrews 7: 19, Inspired Version.
For what the law could not do, in that it was weak.Romans 8: 3.
For if righteousness come by the law, then. Christ is dead·
in vain.-Galatians 2: 21.
To redeem them that were under the law.-Galatians 4: 5.
For if they which are of the law be heirs, faith is made
void.-Romans 4: 14.
Fo_r there is verily a disannulling · of the commandment
going before, for the weakness and unprofitableness thereof.
-Hebrews 7 :· 18.
·
Wherefore they stumble at that stumbling-stone, not by
faith, but as it were by the works of the Iaw.-Romans 9: 32.

The law of Moses was weak and unprofitable all
the way along; both before and since Christ. As
weak before as after. Christ's coming could not
effect it, for it was weak in itself. The expressions;
no man, no flesh, all, etc., does not limit the weakness
of the law this side of Christ. God himself found
fault with it when he said, "Wherefore I gave them
also statutes that were not good, and judgments
whereby they shouia not live."-Ezekiel ·20: 25.
Paul recognized this text as applying to the whole
law. As we said before, there is a golden thread
that may be easily traced through Paul's writings,
showing the efficiency of the law of faith and the
inefficiency of the law of Moses, as applied in any
age of the world. That seems to have been the cause
and foundation of Paul's writings.
Let us show that fact a little more clearly under
separate headings;

God took away a part of the gospel and added the
law of Moses as a schoolmaster. By observing both,
they could in a measure please God, receive a forgiveness of their sins, and obtain the Holy Ghost in
THE TWO COVENANTS.
a measure, but not as an abiding comforter, which
is only bestowed by the laying on of hands. As they
Whfoh things are an allegory; for these are the two covedid not have the Melchisedec priesthood, they had nants, the one from Mount Sinai, which gendereth to bondage.
no one to perform that ordinance. By keeping the ·-Galatians 4: 24.
Moses,· who was ordained by the hand of angels to _be a
law alone, which was about all they had left when mediator of this first covenant, (the law.) Now ·this media- Christ came, and even that wrongly interpreted · tor was not a mediator of the new covenant; but there is on:e
and made void by their traditions, there was no sal- mediator of the new covenan~t, who is Christ.-Galatians
vation, neither forgiveness of sins, nor spiritual life. 3: rn; 20.
For if that first covenant had been faultless, then should
Paul tried to make this matter plain, as we have
no
place have been sought for the second.-Hebrews 8: 7.
quoted: "The law was not of faith"; the Spirit was
·Moses was the mediator of· the one covenant, and
not received ·by the law, and no man is justified by
Christ of the other. The first, which was from
the law of Moses.
Against the law being a plan of salvation we in- Sinai, was a covenant of "fault" ai1d · -"bondage."
The ten commandments especially were :from Sinai,
troduce the following texts:
•

,<'
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and the judgments- and stafotes were also from
there. The contract and the specifications all came
in together, all were ineffecttial together, and all
passed away together, i. e., they were all nailed to
the cross. (Colossians 2: 14.)
THE TWO LAWS.

For the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus'hath made
me free from the law of sin and death.-Romans 8: 2.
How much _more shall the blood of Christ, who through
the eterntil Spirit offered himself without spot· to God, purge
your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?Hebrews 9: 14.

Could a law of "sin" and "dead works" save a
man at any time?
THE TWO WOMEN.
Tell me, ye that d~sire to be under the law, do ye not hear
the law? For it is·written that Abraham had two sons, the
one by a bondmaid and the other. by a free wom:;m . . .
\Vhich things ... are the two covenants.-Galatians 4: 21-24.

181
THE "QUAR'l'ERLY."

I.
It is necess.ary to remembei• that the law given by Moses
enjoined faith, 'repentance, baptism, and a life of love toward
God and man.

We have proven repeatedly that faith, repent~nce,
and baptism were principles of the gospel and not
principles of the law of Moses. We have also prpven
that the law of Moses did not require a holy life,
that one could do many unholy things and still keep
the law of Moses, both in spirit and in fact.
II.
The law of carnal commandments was a great series of ·
object lessons. 'The Lord sought to teach spiritual things
through material means.-Page 12.

As we have proven the law was not spiritual,
but was itself' the law of carnal commandments.
The object _lessons were the types and shadows and
not the commandments.

The Reorganization is very positive in asserting
III.
that Hagar, the bondmaid, was not the wife of
This law of carnal commandments prescribed the ritual of
Abraham, but was living with him in open adul~ the temple service.-Page 12.
tery. Shall we now hold that this illicit covenant
Paul shows the ten commandments to be the
was a means of salvation? Hagar was all right as
carnal commandments and not those lesser laws
a help, but not as a wife, so also the law of Moses
which pertained to the temple service.· In verse 11
which Hagar represents, according to the Scripture,
on this same page of the Quarterly the reader is
was all right as a help-a "schoolmaster," but not
referred to Exodus 34 : 2 of the Inspired Translaas a plan of salvation.
tion. That says: "But I will give unto them the
THE TWO SONS.
law as at first, but it shall be after the law of a
Now we, brethren, as Isaac was, are the children of prom- carnal commandment."
This reference given by
ise. But as then he that was born after the flesh perse- the editor completely answers her own assertion
cuted him that was born after the Spirit, even so it is now.
and we leave the matter there.
Neverthefess What saith the scripture? Cast out the bondwoman and her son·; for the son of the bondwoman shall
not .be heir with the rnn of the free woman.-Galatians
4: 28-30.

If the children of God through the gospel are heirs
of . eternal life, then those who kept the law of
Moses, will not be heirs with them. This certainly
is plain enough so· that a child can understand it.

IV.
The mistake of many of Israel seems to have been that they
fixed their attention upon these ceremonies, failing to discern
by faith what their meaning was and thus failing to receive
in their hearts, the principles of God's law.-Page 12.

The l!J,W of Moses was not the· law of the heart.
It was a carnal law and pertained to this life only.
The gospel was the heart law.

THE TWO TESTAMENTS.
V.
Who also hath made us abJe ministers of the new testament, not of the letter, .but 'of the Spirit; for the letter
Those people [the Nephites] kept the law intelligently.killeth, but the Spirit giveth life. But if the ministration of Page 12.
death, written and engraven in stone/3, was glorious, so that ·
Certainly. And in doing so "they did not suppose
the children of Israel could not steadfastly behold the face
that
salvation came by the law of Moses" (Alma
of Moses for the glory of his countenance; which glory was
to be done away; how shall not the ministration of the Spirit 14:76).
be rather glorious?-2 Corinthians 3: 6, 8.
·
VI.
.They kept the law of Moses as it was given to Is.rael on
There is no escaping the conclusion that it' was
the covenant written on stones that was the carnal the mount.-Page 12.

law-the law of death-the letter law. This position is the strongest position I know of against the
Seventh-day Sabbath, but the Quarterly and the
·Exponent introduce many arguments in favor of
it.
Compare the following errors in the Qua1,terly
and ip the Exponent, and answer which is really
scriptural:
-;,

-

And in doing so it is nowhere. shown that they
expected salvation for doing so.
VII.

There is abundance of evidence in the Scriptures that God.
sent the Holy Ghost upon those who kept this law in faithfulness .and holiness of life.-Page 12.

There is no evidence at all on this point; on the
·contrary Paul shows, as we have proven, that they
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The law was for tbose who had fallen from grace.
(Galatians 5: 4; 3: 19.)
The holy covenant which pertained to the conTHE "EXPONENT."
science was not made fully known while the carnal
VIII.
c~mmandments were in force.
(Hebrews 8: 8-10.)
The_ law of Moses was a curse. (Galatians
.. Was the law of Moses a failure?-Page 162.
No, but the people we1;e, or else the law would 3: 13.)
The law could not justify. (Acts 13: 39.)
·nevei· have been added. Is the gospel to-day a
The law was a yoke of bondage. (Galatians 5: 1.)
failure because it does not accomplish all that God
Grace and truth came through the gospel, and not
intended? The law was not a .failure, in tliat it
through
the law of Moses. (Saint John 1:17.)
was given as a hedge-as a schoolmaster, but not
The
new
covenant was unlike the first, and was
as a plan of salvation.
a heart covenant. (Jeremiah 31: 32.)
·
IX.
The ffrst covenant was faulty. (Hebrews 8: 7.)
The first covenant was weak and unp1;ofitable.
From .the beginning, his work has widened and deepened,
enlarging its circle.-Page 163.
(Hebrews 7: 18.)
The law of Moses was the first covenant. (Gala-Where are we drifting? Nothing could be further
.
from the facts of history than this. In every dis- tians 3: 19, 20, Inspired Translation.)
The blood of bulls and goats could not take away
pensation when the truth has been established, it
has soon dwindled away, and there was soon need sin. (Hebrews 10: 4.)
God gave the law of carnal commandments in his
of another restoration. In Noah's day he and family
alone were found in favor with God, though there wrath as a punishment. (Doctrine and Covenants
had been thousands previous to that who were 83: 4.)
The gospel was a better law based on better promacceptable with God. A whole city was taken to
God at one time. In Abraham's day he alone was ises. (Hebrews. 8: 6.)
The law was only a shadow. (Hebrews 10: 1;
found in favor with God. In Jesus' day none of
the sects were in favor with God, and what shall Colossi ans 2 : 17.)
I am more and more convinced that the gospel is
we say of the dark ages since Christ?
What means the great restoration of the latter the only plan of salvation ever given to man, and
days, if the work of God continued to widen and only by obedience to it could salvation be obtained
deepen and enlarge its circle since Christ? That is a either before Christ or since. The law of Moses
first-rate Catholic doctrine. What of the Book of was a carnal, weak, unprofitable, faw of bondage
Mormon and what of the Indian to-day? When the that made nothing perfect, yet was an aid to bring
Son of Man cometh will he find faith on the earth?" them to the gospel plane. The N ephites who kept
the law "intelligently" did not "suppose that salva-Luke 18: 8.
tion came through the law of Moses." We will do
X.
well
to emulate their example. Let us return to the
The knowledge of God shall cover the earth as the waters
"former commandment, even the Book of Mormon"
cover the great deep.-Page 163.
(Doctrine and Covenants 83: 8), which agrees with
Jeremiah has said :
the
Inspired Translation and the Doctrine and CoveThey shall say no more, the ark of the covenant of the
nants in this as in all other points. They all agree
Lord; neither shall it come to mind; neither shall they rememthat the great salvation co11ld not be ::iecured through
.. ber it; neither shall they Visit it; neither shall that be done
any ·more.-J eremiah 3 : 16.
keeping the law of Moses, either before Christ or
The Lord desired the Jews to forget the old cove- since.
nant completely, so that the knowledge through the
It grieves me that I am compelled to oppose one
gospel and not the law might cover the earth. But of my best friends in the discussion of this que~tion,
if the Jew be convinced that the law of Moses was and one who has few equals as a Sunday school
a plan of salvation one. time, it will be a difficult editor, but principle must always remain above per- ·
task to convince him that it is not that now. In sons: The fault, if fault it shall prove, may not be
such case the prophecy of Jeremiah will never be justly and wholly laid at her door. It is the result
fulfilled. Let µs teach the Jews to forget that cove- of certain policies in our Sunday school organization
nant, for it was only a law of bondage, and never that do not properly guard our doctrinal interests.
The leading and most experienced ·quorums of the
a plan of salvation.
Let us get at this matter from another stand- church should be represented on the examining·
board,-those who are constantly in touch with the·
point.
Those. who kept the law of redemption through peculiar and erroneous doctrines of both Protestantthe gospel.
(Galatians 4: 5 ; 3: 13 ; Colossians ism and Catholicism, and I mig·ht _also add, Juda~
ism.· Not a t3tinday school periodical in the counb;y ·.·
1: 14.)
did not receive it by the law of Moses, but by the
law of faith-the gospel. (Galatians 3: 2, 11, 12.)
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can produce the equal' to our editor, and this fact
has been acknowledged by some of the best workers
of other churches. · But there is no one, not even the
President of the church or the Bishop, that does
not need counselors. Why should not our editor?
Not a board, for they are bothersome things, but
helps, and aids, and counselors. As the church
should be greatly inte1;ested in what is taught its
children it occurs to me that the General Conference should have something to say' as to what doctrine is taught, and aid the editor to get it right, and·
teach it properly. I am sure that she:: ought not to .
object to such aid, and doubtless will not.
Very kindly,
J. W. PETERSON.

Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughter~ of Zion,

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzel1houser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs: E. L. Kelley, 916
West ~lectric street, In~ependence, Missouri.
The Husband's Awakening: .

I saw a wife with a well-to-do husband, not unkind, but in
.many ways thoughtless of her comfort, and she allowed it to
be so. He never dreamed of ill-using her, would not for a
moment have admitted it. They had three children, two little girls an.d a baby boy eighteen months old.
So she had been tied at home for years. He always expected to see his children nicely dressed, and Sunday morning
she must fix them up nicely to go walking with him before
church time. But the wife_had no time for walking or for
church. The morning's work was to be done, baby to care for,
and something nice prepared for J,!.usband's dinner. And so.
while he went to church then read the news and rested, she
toiled and worked and usually found the day that shoµld be
devoted largely to rest, to be the most tiresome day of the
week. And even if she did have a little time to sit down,
was too tired to even read.
Seven days work each week,_ month in and month out, was
telling on both mind and body, for on no day must he come
home from work and find his children with soiled garments.
He so loved to see them neat and clean, never thinking of the
extra steps and hours of work for her. So she worked and
toiled without complaint. True, in later years, when weary
with care and loss of sleep, when sickness came to the little
ones, she sometimes felt t)lat a little more thoughtfulness on
his part would be greatly appreciated, but she never complained, and he never realized how she felt.
About this· time a much loved aunt came to visit them,
staying several weeks. She noted the pale cheeks and careworn look and pitied the tired mother, who was so changed
from the happy, joyous maiden of eight years ago. She
missed the ringing laugh that helped fo make her father's
house· a pleasant place to visit, and she was grieved to note
the change, feeling that it gught not to pe, that. there .was a
remedy, while her niece accepted it as a duty incumbent

upon her as matron of her home, never realizing that it could
be bettered till her aunt came, who, before leaving, had some
very plain talk with hei" When told that her life was not
what it should be she looked up with surprise, checking her
with, ":Why, aunt, I am trying to do the best I ca~. My
strength will not admit of more."
"You do not ;;nderstand me. You are doing far more than
you ought. You have mistaken views about your duties as
wife and mother, and I wish to give a little advice that may
help you, "if carried out."
A quiet talk ensued, which gave the young wife new ideas
that seemiod practical, and she resolved to carry them out,
both for her own sake as well as her husband's, whom she
began to realize was .becoming very selfish, and that it was
largely her own fault.
Soon afFer her aunt left quite a change took place. First
her children were made some plain, dark calico dresses. She
selected goo~s, visited a dressmaker, and had herself a nice
suit made. When he came from work one evening he was
surprised to see a load of nice, clean sand dumped in one
corner of . the back yard.
"Who brought that sand here?"
"Mr. Loust brought it by my order."
"And pray what use have you for that sand?"
"Wait and see," was the short reply.
Next day while they were at dinner a man unloaded a pile
of lumber by the sand.
"What does that mean?" said Mr. Leslie. "I had supposed
I was running things, but from app~arances it seems not. I
think this is going a little too far."
She made no reply, and he went to his business in no very
amiable humor, too angry to ask any more questions. On his
return at night a box twelve feet square and six high, with
·open t;p stood around the sand pile, and his little girls with
dark aprons and-what, could. it be possible?-yes, actually
barefooted, were playing in that sand pi!~, and baby brother
in their midst digging his toes in this, to them, precious dirt,
and laughing in happy glee with his sisters. Truly they were
happy, but to say that he was at first shocked would be a
mild name for it.
"Oh, papa," cried out both girls, "see our nice sand house,
and mamma mys we may go barefooted and play here all we
want to!"
"I dess you'll want to go barefoot and pla,y with us, won't
you?" ,said the youngest girl. That idea not only brought a
smile but a laugh that his wife heard from the kitchen, door,
as she was watching to see how her liege lord would be
affected by it. He soon saw the wisdom of it all, turned and
walked in with a broad smile on his face, threw an arm around
his wife and kissed her, bringi~g the moisture to her eyes.
"Well, wife, you have beat me this time, sure. I went away
vexed to-day, but it's all right."
In the meantime she had made a clothes bag for the soiled
linen, hanging it in the press adjoining their be.droom, telling
him that was to put ·his dirty clothes in as he took them off.
. But he didn't think, and when a week after she was taken
suddenly very ill, and lie 'phoned for a doctor he discovered
that the floor looked very untidy with cuffs, collars, shirts, .etc.,
thrown down where. he had taken them off during the weejl:.
"This is a pretty looking room to bring a doctor into."
"The clothes bag is swinging in the press. I showed you
where to find it a week ago."
The next Sunday tnol'n he wanted the children dressed fo1•
church, but she had made other arrangements. A gid came·
to take care of the children at home, and as she came from
her room dressed to accompany him to church, he looked at
her_ in surprise. Was this the woman he had left at home solong? _What a transformation! Wh~re. h'ad that tired, care'--
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worn look gone. He had thought her very pretty when a girl, we just let ourselves think for a moment of the great promand as he looked at her now in her becoming attire, with tho isas God has made to those that love, serve, and obey hiin,
same smile of old, it made him think 'of his girl bride, and the not only the future but in this life, what great blessings we
lovelight of former days came to Mm as he conducted her to have received by being obedient children! Everything is
the church they both loved so well, but from which she had for us if faithful. When we- see men so careless in church .
duties, in their family circle, saying things, using words unso long been absent.
Mr. Leslie did some tall thinking during 'that walk. His becoming, it is hard to bear. This is the weakness of. man.
wite was really looking young again. What had caused the The Evil One is continually sowing tares, but finally there
·change? Then he remembered the sand pile; his· children will be a separation, then will be the blessed time for the
coniing in with rosy cheeks and happy looks, and thought how faithful; so let us live for that time when the righteous shall
it had improved both her and the little ones. It had given inherit the earth.
her more leisure, more freedom from won:y and care, and
Now I want to say to those that want to get homes in
'gave the rest he now_ saw she had n~eded. And so the more he - Zion and her borders, that there is the time just now for some
thought about it, the clearer it came that he had been an to buy some good· homes here in the Ross Grove Branch, as
exacting, selfish husband. She had done her part, done it there is seemingly _a spirit moving with the people of mov.well and patiently, without any complaint, while he--yes, he .. ing out from here. ·It is one of the best fanning parts of
must acknowledge it-had settled down into a humdrum sort the country. Land is high, from one hundred-to one hundred
of life, receiving her attention as his right, but giving nothing and thirty-five dollars per acre, and so on.
in return but the food and clothes she wore. That revealed
Th_ere is one farm, and a good one, for _sale just west of me
more to him than ever before, and while it was humiliating to one half mile, three eighties, two hundred and forty acres.
ackno\vledge to himself, he decided manfully to meet the issue, S_ome man wanting a good farm would do well to see after
turn over a new 'leaf, and be the thoughtful, careful lover of 'ft soon. Then one cornering me, of one hundred and• sixty
his first married life.
acres, I believe can be bought for one hundred dollars per
Much of the sermon was ]ost on him that day, but con- acre. Owner wants one hundred and twE:nty-five dollars.
science was giving him a far better one, one hi; could not This farm is prac_tically new, fairly good house, la~·ge, new
forget. So, on their return, instead of taking up tho paper barn, cistern, good well. Any inquirer !nay write me at
and letting his wife do everything, it came so easy fo1• him Mound City.
Your brother,
to build the fire, put on the kettle and brush up, tltlking .so
A. B. Ross.
cheerfully all the while he was helping her, with a kiss thrown
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, January 5, 1910.
in. It almost made her feel like a girl once more, and her
Editors Herald.> Believing that your many readers would
ringing laugh reminded him of old times.
"I wonder if I have forgotten how to set the table," as he like to know something about the Interstate Institute, held
in Independence, Missouri, on December 28 and 29, -r have
was putting the toothpicks in the salt cellar.
"No, no, not in there. And have you forgotten '~here I thought that I might wisely employ a few hours of_ my time
by telling you .n'iy observations and conclusions concerning
keep the knives and forks?"
"But where are the spoons? I thought they were in this it. I was merely_ a spectator, having no official connection
with it. The innovation of having members of other churches
drawer."
"If you look in the spoonholder, I guess you will see them." take part caused considerable· comment, -both favorable and
unfavorable. To attempt to tell what all the speakers said
And so with many a laugh dinner was on the table.
would be a task greater than I am capable of and more space
"Now I must get the youngsters in."
They were tired of play and hungry and as he washed them would be required than you can iopare in ·your columns. I can
and put clean aprons on them it did him good to look at his only notice a few points from some of the speakers, but in so
wife. He helped her with the dishes, then insisted that she doing it is not my intention to convey the idea that the others
lie on the couch while he read to her, afterward their voices did not express good ideas, but simply that the ones I noticed
blending together at the organ, which for a few years had attracted my attentiori more than others, 'or else I feel my
almost gone out of use, and he felt when night came that he inability to express the thoughts of others.
Mr. H. F. Branstetter,'"bf the Christian Church, spoke of·
had spent the happiest day in years, and thought, "God help"Special work of committees of .organized classes." The idea
ing me, there shall be many more such in the future."
And what of the wife'/ She thought, "The past has been that he sought to impress was the importance of having somepartly my own fault, and I thank Aunt Lucy for her visit ·thing for everyone in the cfass to do beside the regular lessons, to keep them busy in doing something good.
and timely advice."
M. J. (PHIPPS) SPAUN.
Mr. S. G. A. Copley, a -specialist in temperance work, gave
us some excellent ideas on map drawing while he talked to the •
school, and having traveled in Palestine. he told us some interesting things of the customs and habits of the people in
that country. He made a strong appeal in the cause of temMOUND CITY, MISSOURI, January 10, 1910.
Editors He?'U-ld: Brethren, we thought to write a line to perance, and spoke in words of great_ commendation concern- your valuable paper. We call it valuable because it carries ing our people because of their strong anti-saloon sentiment.
Mr. J. H. Bryan spoke with special reference to the study
so much precious news to its readers. I have· been a reader
o:i' its pages since about the year 1870. I took upon me the of the Bible, and of· attempting to get men and women in~
name of Latter Day Saint in August, 1876, and I have been terested·in Sunday school work, and then it would be a much '
was favorable to large
made to rejoice in this work ever ~ince. We, of course, have _easier task to get the children.
had_ our dark hours, but that was the fault of this weak Bible classes, from fifty to one hundred or even larger. A
_mortal body of ours. But, dear Saints, there is nothing that story was told of forty members of the Bible class calling
can take the place of this latte1• day work. There are many during one week on one man whom they were _.anxious to
things mortal that are enticing to the eye and the taste. have come to· Sunday school, each one giving him a personal
Yes, the_ pleasures of this worl!i draw so many away from invitation to attend. He preferred the lecture method ofthe truth, but oh, how weak is mortal man. These pleasures .: teaching such a class. There may be some drawbacks to
are only for a short time, then cometh the bitter. But :when such a. course or m~thod, _but it !ielps one class that -othel;"

Lette1· Deparbnent
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wise would be very difficult to get into a class. I have reference to those who ·are not furnished with the Bible, and do
not w::int to expose their ignorance, which will stirely be
done if they are asked questions. They are willing tb learn
in silence.
The 'worl{ done by our own members was of an excellent
qt\ality. Their names are household words and long after my
hand is toJ) feeble to- write of them their work will live on.
The names .of those taking part were Srs. Aitha Deam, Anna
Salyards, M. A. Etzenhouser; and of -the brethren, E. L.
Kelley, D. J. Krah!, A. H. Parsons, and J. A. Gunsolley.
They were two very pleasant and profitable days while enjoying a _short vacation from my mission field among friends
and home folks. - It seemed strange to hear unfamiliar names,
people not of our. faith, taking an active part. I know not
and care less as to what others think, but to me it is the
foreshadowing of a better and a brighter day for the church.
The spirit of toleration is becoming; stronger. We are all
learning the lesson that because we can not understand thing·s ·
alike, largely. as the result of our education and environment,
we need i10t be enemies. We are not living in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries when people who could not agree
as to the meaning_ of what was in the· Bible, when the stronger
cast the weaker into prison or burned them at the stake. If
any should present errors there ought to be enough light in
us to detect it. We have to dq that with our own people,
and if we have been observing we can recall times when we
wished some of our talkative people only had sense enough
to stop befo_re they misrepresented the gospel in its entirety.
One of our great needs in the past, and now, and will continue in_ the future, is f1·iends. Not si:ich as come to us from
sacrificing the truth,-- or compromising with sin, but as a
result of an honorable and honest life and a spirit of toleration and kindness for those who differ with us. The missionary knows how valuable such a friend is. One who is a
newspaper man, an educator, or a business man, can in public or private write or speak a word in defense of our good
citizenship and honorable lives in contrast with those who
went astray in the "dark and cloudy day." It helps us to a
church, a hall or schoolhouse, and admits us into the -homes
of people when otherwise we would be barred out. At present'
the cry is ringing throughout the earth, "Read your Bible."
Visible and invisible forces are urging people to read it, and
by and by they will begin to ask, "Where can I find a people that believes: and practices the teachings of the Bible?"
Will we be wise enough to inake good use of what God has
brought to our very doors, and teach them "the way of God
mor_e perfectly"? Or will we do like the Pharisees, wrap our
garments (of m:irighteousness) close to us, turn: our heads
away and say, "We are holier than thou. We have no room
for you in our conventions and much less in our hearts"? I
have no room in my heart for the'spirit of intolerance, but I
have for the honorable men and women in other churches and
those in no church at all. My best friends in my youth were
honorable men and women of other churches, and when I
became a Latter Day Saint they did not turn from me. I
have_ no, plea or apology to mak-e for the hypocrite in ours,
or in any other church. It is the good and upright in our
church, in other churches and in no church at all, that will
make th.is world better because they have lived. in it,
Yours hopefully,
709 SOUTH FULLER A VENUE.
EDWARD RANNIE.
WEST BRANCH, MICHIGAN, January 31, 1910.
Edito1·s Herald: Will some of the Saints in Eastern
Oklahoma ·write us. We w_ould like to get information in
regard to that country.
Box 101.
· M. HEMENWAY.

18p

KEOKUK, TOW.A, January 6, l!l:l,0.
Dea1· Herald: Perhaps some of you will be glad to know
that we are still struggling-, trying to keep the work going.
on in this place. We are few in number; but we are whole
hearted in the work. There is a happy band of Saints here
st1:iving to be worthy the name they bear, and press on to the
goal, hoping and praying for the reward that is awaiting the
faithful. Oh, that we may all hold out faithful till the last•
what a joy it wi!J be. We are all here to begin the new year'.
May God spare our lives that we may put forth a greater
effort this coming year than we have in the year that has
just passed.
. Bro. Albert N. Hoxie passed through Keokuk on his way to
East Saint Louis, and while here presented the church with a
picture of our dear Savior when a boy. We greatly appreciate the gift. All the Saints join in thanking the brother
who remembered us so kindly. · Elder James McKiernan was
in Keokuk the first Sunday of the new year and gave us one
of his excellent sermons. We were all delighted to ~ee Brother
McKiernan again and hop~ we may see him, .in our midst
every now and then during the coming year. Wf! are always
glad to me any of the elders; We would be glad to see Bro.
A. C. Anderson walk in sometime. "We miss him and his
family. The Saints often speak of him and wonder if he
will ever be with us again. May the Lord bless him and his
for he is surely deserving of a b!eESing. He was ~!ways faithful and long suffering to the cause, and never shirked a duty.
We had a fairly good Christmas entertainment. The children did exceedingly well, and enjoyed their treat which was
rightly merited. I was pleased to read a letter in the HERALD
from dear Aunt Lizzie Smith. May God help and comfort
her, is my prayer. It does not seem possible that dear Uncle
Alexander is no more. He has gone to a well-earned reward,
and is at rest, sweet rest. He was a good husband and father.
Oh, that we might all be as well dernrving. He never was
called but the call he obeyed. He surely did what he' could,
and will be among the ones that will hear the Master say,
"Well done, thou good and faithful servant."
May we all .meet in the great beyond, where there will be
no more sorrow or death, but life eternal.
Your sister,
ALICE PETERS.
CANAL DOVER, OHIO, January 2, 1910.
My Dear Editors and Readers: I was prompted by the
good Spirit to write and tell the great goodness God has
blessed me with. I am surely an amateur in writing, which
is easy to be seen. The fact of the matter is we are all
amateurs in some way or other. Daily do we come in contact with new things.
I am of German descent and of a very determined nature.
When I first heard of this church I was wrongly informed,
and I remarked that it was a pity that some one did not
blow the little church up. Some of the Saints talked good
and kind and invited me to inve·stigate this work. The elder
stated that I could eam a thousand dollars very :µicely if I
showed thein wherein the church taught anything contrai·y
to the Bible. I always loved justice. I loved God ang ·his
Son as best I knew how, and the thought struck me, I" am
going to investigate and the';1 condemn, which I thought
would require but a short time, never thinking· I would accept
the blessed message of the angel brought to man. God, in
showing his· wonderful love in sending this messag~ with his
selected angel,. recalls to us the same love he showed nineteen hundred years ago· when the blessed babe was borii--iri
the manger, and the angel spoke to the shephei·ds glad tidings, joy to the world. Why should we ncit 1·epeat these same_
words when th~ truth came in the lattei' days.
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I left no stones fon almost .three years. What a battle!
Stubbornness, worldliness, false conception, battling with
whom? Good Spirit; thanks to God daily, yearly, yes; I hope
to thank God anci his Son through the countless ages of
eternity. I finally was thoroughly convinced that this was
the true chni·ch, but I was too.cowardly to go .into the water.
I thought, What will the people say and how will I look?
Sunday morning, ·June 28, 1896, while crossing the river,
the still small voice came to my ear and spoke these words.:
"He that is ashamed of me, of him will I be ashamed in the
hereafter.'' I could see myself before the great loyal King
on his throne, Jesus Christ at his side, and when I confronted
God Almighty, Jesus turned and would not plead for me.
Oh, .what a feeling! My Savior was ashamed of me. Can I
afford to do this? No, never.' The voice ca'me to me three
times, so I was thoroughly convinced that every day was the
day to act. God had his servant ready to <lo the burying,
that good-hearted Apostle Griffiths.
What a wonderful impression such a. servant of the Lord
made on me. Well, the Lord came to me as men do with the
poor camels and relieved me of part of my burden so I could
get through the gate (.baptism). How the tears came, and
my heart bm;ned within my bosom when the elders laid their
hands on me for the bestowing of the Holy Ghost, and the
blotting out or the remission of my sins. . I surely was a
new creature, a babe in the kingdom of God, engrafted into
the true vine. The grafting has made some growth, as I
can testify to this by some of the fruit.
I have had visions, dreams, etc., which I would gladly
relate, if I thought the editors would want to waste the time
in. publishing them. I do not want to waste too much time
as I am just a little afraid that the wastebasket w1.ll receive
the message before the typesetter gets it. I could not blame
anyone but myself. This grand paper is conducted by brainy
men, spirituallly blessed, and they can not use all kinds of
materi~I. The result will be justice.
Just one more thought or event I must speak of, and that
is this: I prayed that God would show me the exact and
precise dividing line between good '.and evil. Especially outside of our church one minister will say, You can drink
moderately and it is all right. Another says, Not so. Again,
Playing cards in sociable, homelike ways is all right. Another
will say, Not so. Again, Q_hewing and smoking moderately is
not wrong. Again, If you dance with nice people in a parlor
or a ·select crowd, no evil in that. Another objects, and many
more such problems. I could not master the situation satisfactorily, but the Lord answered my prayer. Now listen,
reader, what he said and see how you like it:
"All that is good or leads to good comes from God. All
that is evil or leads to evil ,comes from Satan." The Lord
spoke this to me and words can not express the great comfo.rt it is to settle disputes of this nature. See how beautiful!
Does drinking, card playing, smoking, and chewing, dancing,
etc., lead to evil? Yes, a thousand times yes. From what
source do they come? Satan. Write this in your pocket
memorandum, upon your blackboard of memory. Think of
it daily, use this test daily; test your harsh words, in fact,
everything.
·My helpmeet and I were is9lated for years. ·By the help
of God I have made a few souls happy that ai·e linked into
the great chain of truth, and thank God, there are a lot of
links that are formed now that must be welded in before .Jong
in the chain of truth. My aim is to do good, serv~ the Master,
follow his footsteps as close as I can. My desire is to so
live that when mortality takes on immortality I may reach
the .feet of Jesus Christ, and praise him, honor hi111, and
serve him for ever and ever.. All honor, power, and glory be
to th!l Father and the Son. and the Holy Ghost. May the
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goodness of the HERALD ·increase in a two-fold way ·every
issue, so that the brightness of its light will reach the end
of the ;arth, is my prayer.
A. B. KLAR.
JUNIATA, NEBRASKA, January 16, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: You are a welcome visitoi· to our'hom.e every
week, and we would miss you should you fail to come, for we
love to'read your columrts. We are among the isolated members, having· only heard one sermon in about.five years, that
being by Elder Porter, of Wilber, Nebras)rn. We had him
come and stay over Sunday on his way from Grand Island to
Fairfield, Nebraska, and bless our three dear little children,
Llye, aged seven; Walter, five; and Helen, three years. My
wife and her sister, Mrs. Bay, and myself are· the only
Saints here ·that we know of, or near here, although there
are some Saints at or near Shelton, about twenty miles from
us; but we am not acquainted with them. By a little effort
I managed to secure the country Methodist church Sunday
evening for him to preach, but it was a stormy night and
there were ·not many out to hear, and he offered to preach
the next evening and took a vote, but there were no hands
raised in favor and I was told afterwards that they were
afraid of our doctrine, but they have never heard it. · ·we
expected to have him come again this winter, but the weather
and roads have been so very bad all winter we gave it up.
I have distributed some pamphlets and am saving some HER-'
ALDS to hand out, and have talked with some, but they seem
prejudiced more or less and do not treat us as· before.
We.expect to move out about eight miles northeast of Big
Springs, Duel County, Nebraska, in the edge of Keith County,
the first of March, and would like to know if there is a
branch near there, also from Saints at North Platte, Nebraska, if there are any living there. We are trying to live
so that we may be worthy of a place in the first resurrection
when our Lord comes to reign on earth, and hope that we may
be able to bring some 'precious sheaves.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, and that we may
be able before Christ comes to be located in the bounds of
Zion, which is our aim.
·
Your brother and sister in the faith,
J. B. AND JENNIE E. SCUDDER.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, January 26, 1910.
Edito1·s Herald: Please .note the following mistakes in the
article, "The socialistic chi'.trch": Page 30, instead of Philip
Snowden, M. B., read "M. P.," meaning Member of Parliament. Page 31, instead of twenty-four pence a week, read,
"Twenty-four shillings per week."
Yours sincerely,
JOHN W.· RUSHTON.
TORONTO, ONTARIO, January 14, 1910,
Dear Herald: How wonderfully true are the lines of that
well-known hymn, "We must not wait, for now the time is
ours, and while I wait another waits fo1; me."
Nothing· whatever having appeared in your valuable columns during the present year, anent the somewhat changeful and remarkable developments which have taken place both
spiritually and politically in this city, though I have· waited,
apparently in vain, for other ·pens to assume the initiative,
and take up the story of Bishop R. C. Evans' iabors and
experiences of late in the work committed to his hands.
One of the most intensely interesting writers of recent
fiction has remarked, with not less truth than emphasis, that
at times events seem to ·move·· along with such 'regularity
(not to say with such:even monotony) that the historfan is
positively at a loss for readable matter. By and by a slight
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change comes, when presto! the entire current of tl\e smooth inferior sphere and those higher 1 nobler, and loftier spheres
and babbling brook is forthwith turned into a raging torrent of the great lights beyond.
. and a veritable maelstrom of whirling and in:f;uriated motion.
L~ Montaigne, the great French philosopher, said that
The. even and gentle tenor of happenings in Tofonto has "the world is the weaker and the poorer for the isolation of
now been broken in upon by forces . which, thoug·h only of any t)uth, however feeble, or of any discovery, however
recent origin and development, bid fair to rival· Allad.in's ·seemingly irrelevant: for the gathering threads of a tangled
quick changing experiences and adventures. It may not be and purblind humanity, need to be religiously and devoutly
known by all your readers, but is nevertheless very interest- gathered up into that vast web, whose center is called time,
ing to record that Toronto (formerly called York) is in · but whose circumference is nothing less than eteniity."
reality a portion of the ancient territory of the Mississauga
In the sublime and magnificent science of astronomy how
Indians (a branch of the once mighty and powerful Ojib- often has it been found that the loss of just one small and
ways) and the word Toi·onto means "place of meeting." seemingly. meaningless fact has led the most able al).d astute
The old fort which formerly stood upon the site of the exhi- observers and mathematicians millions of miles away, into
bition park was the old time meeting place of the French almost endless and fathomless calculations and hypotheses,
traders and trappers on the one hand and the Indians who while all the time the soiution of the entire gigantic problem
came from incredible distances to meet those merchants, and was contained in this one simple fact, which had apparently
to trade their bear skins, furs, fox, martin, mink, buffalo, not the least bearing on the case.· Thus the loss of a twentieth.
otter, and beaver skins, for the common necessities and com- p~l't of a second in closing a shutter at the Greenwich Obmodities of commerce and civilization.
seFvatory, near London, England, during a total eclipse of
The HERALD continues to be the welcome and looked-for the sun many years ago, led to the belief that tlie sun is
visitor it has ever been during the writer's somewhat lengthy distant from the earth many .millions ·of miles farther than
experience. May its shadow never grow less. To this end it really is.
let. us all fervently trust and hope that its next editorial
One more interesting historical fact upon this sublimest of
removal will not be to.the North Pole! For in that case as sciences and I will draw my letter to a conclusion. I read in
our beloved senior Editor pointed out in his able article con- the pages of the Astronomical Journal for January, 1909,
cerning Doctor Cook, it would have no shadow at all. .Bye upon the authority of no less an astronomer than the late
the bye, I have strong reasons to believe that Doctor Cook is lamented Sir S. Newcomb, of the great Chicago Observatory,
not the impostor that some persons and some periodicals, too, that since 1820, a year greatly engraven upon the minds of
would have us believe. The mere fact that a scientific man Latter Day Saints as the period of the angel's first visit to
of highstrung and nervous temperament can not stand the the boy prophet, the moon's motion has been marked by rapid
enormous and perpetual strain of public lectures, or of news- fluctuations, which can be so well traced upon the plate of
paper reporters who will not allow him either peace or the micromometer that no description is necessary. Previously
privacy and has gone away to secure a much needed rest, is the moon's vibrations in longitude could be and had been
in my humble opinion no reason at all that he is a fraud, a ascertained and predicted with the utmost accuracy, but the
charlatan, or an impostor. It is, however, a proof of the learned observer goes on to say, "I regard these fluctuations
truth of the old English saying, that "When a man's down, as the most enigmatical phenomena presented by the celesevery dog barks at him."
·
-·
tial motions, being rn difficult to account for by the action of
Any of your readers who have taken or who will take th~ any known causes, that we can not but suspect them to arise_
trouble to read that magnificent article by that celebrated from some action in nature hitherto t1nknown."
arctic explorer, Professor Whitney, in the December number
The year 1830 was a year (as recorded by the Royal Astro_of the Outing magazine, and particularly the elaborately nomical Society's Transactions)· of such terrible and unprereasoned and minute proofs there detailed of the absolutely cedented solar activity, as evinced by an outburst of sun
undoubted veracity of Doctor Cook's statements and calcula- spots, almost any one of which could have engulfed a globe
tions, will arise from a close perusal ·of that article with a nine hundred ·and rnventy-six times the diameter of our earth,
more just (not to say generous) estimation of the able and while one in particular could have itbsorbed not only the
intrepid Doctor Cook and of his circumpolar achievements.
earth, but Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
So frequently, indeed, do the HERALD columns blaze and cor- and in fact; all the planets of the solar system. This was
, ruscate with sudden and unexpected rays of scintillated followed in the year 1833 by such an erratiC and awful disthought that one forgets for the time being that it is only the play of shooting· stars that thousands of people, we are told,
church official organ, and imagines himself perusing the Astro- encamped on . Richmond Hill, Regents' Park, Hyde Park,
nomical Society's Journal, or the transactions of some other Winchmore Hill, and scores of other open parks in the
learned society, or a magazine for the advancement and dis- environs of London, England, firmly and finally convinced
semination of the physical sciences. Recently some such bright that the great day of doom had come. Surely such evidences
gem dropped from the editorial pen of Bro. Elbert A. Smith, as these should quench for ever all doubt as to the au. in which he ·tersely alluded to one of the most profound and thority and veracity of Joseph the Seer, as the chosen mouthsublime mysteries of our mundane existence as mortals, viz, piece and representative of Him who hath said: "Before
the fact of certain pregnant beams of thought or certain that great and notable day of the Lord come, there shall be
wonderful and epoch making discoveries seeming to, as it signs in the sun, moon and stars"; and I am heartily rejoiced
were, float in the intellectual atmosphere or ether, and to that tens of thousands, nay, tens upon tens of thousands of
sifuultaneously communicate themselves .to widely differing Latter Day Saints can gloi:y in these great accompanying
points on this mundane planet to the -intense surprise of not signs of both_ the Restorer himself and the restored gospel,
only the two or it may be three immediately interested par- and can set to their everlasting seal that, "God is true."
ties themselves,'but to the entire civili.zed and cultivated world
Prayer has been earnestly · ma,de for our belo~ed and reof science or aft. Emanuel Karl, Schiller, Ta,ine, and Heine,
four of perh11ps the deepest thinkers of the entire German spected President, and we look forward to hearing a better
·nation, wrote and spoke in strange and startling, eloquent account of his physical condition, that all may rejoice to~
terms of this singular phenomenon known to them as the gether in the prolongation of a life that could be so ill spared,
· Lmlgist, apparently a subtle but sublime link· between our · and around whose head cluster so many fragrant and~fertile
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memories of the days of thrice blessed· past and days never,
never to be forgotten.
'
.
· I must close wishing my many readers· of the HERALD a
happy and prosperous New Year. My rrext letter will deal
with some vei·y interef!ting and remarkable changes and de. velopments in the Lord's work in Toronto, under the fii"m and
able leadership of our beloved and esteemed Bishop R. C.
Evans. In bonds of hop?, I remain,
Yours in Christ,

F. R.

-----

TUBB.

WATERLOO, NEVADA, 'December 27, 1909.
Editors Hei·cild: Please find clippings from the Carson
City paper of the marvelous healing, as reported by Doctor
Y oukam, the great healer in Los Angeles, California. I attended fo1ir -.of his last meetings and saw the performance,
and hundreds of men and women going mad, as it seemed,
for some curiosity, and the lame and the blind and the crippled were healed. Some could walk better, some could walk
off without any- crutches at all; some drunkards said they
afterwards had no desire for liquor at. all, and tobacco .users
no desire for tobacco. Some of the blind, however, said they
were \Vorse after being administered to. One of my neighbors
went for pain and defect in his hearing, but says he is no
better. He said he felt the shock when the hand was laid
on his head and was better for a short time.
It is a strange thing to me to see some of my neighbors
that heard the gospel preached and explained and the gift of
the gospel preached to them, who would not repent and be
baptized according to the command of Jesus Christ, now go
to this healer and be hypnotized and, of course, pay money
for it, and not receive forgiveness as the word of God teaches.
I stayed in the city until it was all over, to see the extent
of the excitement. His first meeting was in the Methodist
church, and the minister assisted him by putting his hands
on the i'houlders of the sick. There were two men and two
women. After his preaching and exhorting, he would call
for a contribution for' the institution in Los Angeles which
they have for the fallen men and women, and th~ people that
wished to contribute would march around in ·a row. I think
there ·were three. to four thousand people. Then the sick
would be called to come one at a time, and perhaps two or
three hundred would come and be healed. He would touch
them on the forehead .and say, "Brother, what is your sickness?" They would inf~rm him, and then he would pray,
"Oh, God heal the brother [or sister] in Jesus' name." Then
he would say, "Go, and be healed." B"ut the cripple he would
have to kneel, and the others that were with him, and in all
his administering he would have the three that were with him
take the sick by the arm and put their hand on their shoulder.
It looked like mockery to me to see so many going in a
row like a drove of cattle. They would say they had some
simple ailment as rheumatism or a headache, and he would
command them to be healed in the name of Jesus Christ.
They .held. the meetings till midnight till hundreds would go
and receive the blessing, as they say.
I stayed in the city for some time after his departure on
Monday and we must admit that some good was done as
some were healed, whether permanently or not, time will tell.
On the following evening, Wednesday, I attended the prayer
meeting at the Methodist church where the first healing meeting was held, and I thought the church would be crowded and
we would have a glorious time of rejoicing, but to my disappointment· only a few,. say ten or twelve, wei·e there. Oh,
where are the converts? I thought. I was at the station to
see some of the cripples lifted into the cars, and when I asked
some of them about it, they shook their heads and said nothJng eitlier good or bad.
D. R. JONES.

F'ebruary 16, 1910

.
PROVO, U'fA:n, January 16, 1910.
Deai' llei·ald: After a silence of a few months I will en-deavor to jot down a few items that might be of interest to .
your many readers.
·
·
I am more than pleased to note in some of the recent letters in the columns of the HERALD -that severai' of the bretll"
ren· are succeeding in getting· a goodly number to accept the
gospel. This, perhaps, will help balance the deficit caused by
our being able to get but a few to come foto the fold of
Ch!·ist here in the .West.
In looking back over our work for the past year it seems
. as if our mission has been almost devoid of any good here
among the people of back-slidden Israel. During the five or
six years of missionary work for me it seems that this has
so far been of the least value of any during that time. I
often wonder if it really pays either in a financial or spiritual
way to keep a General Conference appointee ·here for months
and years and accomplish seemingly so little .. Rad not the Lord
said that it was essential to keep proper representatives here,
I would. be forced front- our experience to say withdraw and
allow the people to get in that condition of mind when they
will want to hear _the pure gospel of Christ. I would not have
you think that there are not some good-hearted people h~re,
but the majority care little for pure, i,mdefiled religion. We
have some among the membership of the Reorganized Church
that' are lost in the whirlpool of business and pleasure, an'd
take .no interest i_n the church or the work of its officers; but
when I think of others that are making a sacrifice and are
always found at their post of duty, it spurs· me on and . I
think, No, we can not afford to leave such to starve for spiritual food.
In conversation with one of the . .leading Gentile physicians
of this city, he told me of many cases of immoralities that
existed here- among those who claim priesthood authority,
which, if only half is true as related to me, would, be surprising to know how ste~ped in sin some are.
We spent a week or two with our assistant minister in
charge, Brother Hansen, and accompanied him into the southern part of the State; going as far south as .Elsinore. At
this place I called on Bishop Jensen and asked for the use
of the meeting house, but was· informed that the Methodist,
Baptist, or any denomination except J osephites, were welcomed to the use of their house, and wanted me to understand
we could not have it. I asked why discriminate against' us
when we had ma:µy times opened our places of \Vorship and
allowed their representatives to occupy, while upon the other
hand the people whom they welcome into their homes here
are the ones- who will not allow them the use of their house
outside of Utah. We mentioned the fact that in Lamoni we
allowed sixteen of their men to hold conference and also to
speak to our people on several occasions, an·d now we were
refused the me of theirs. This seems to me to be returning
evil for good. We were told, however, that we "would be
allowed to remain in town without being harmed," which, according to the good bishop's estimation, was granting us all
the favor which a Josephite deserved. 'However, we applied ·
for the Methodist chapel and obtained permission to · hold
forth in it. A good hearing, compared to former efforts"
was had and we trust good was effected. Bro. Hans Lorenson and family reside there, also a few other Saints. Brothei·
Lorenson' has the respect of all because of his good· living,
although he is called an apo_state. ·Sometimes it's an h~nor
to be called such. and this is one of them .. We were also tefused the Mormon meeting !rouse in Monroe
and again obtained the use of the ·Methodist :chapel. For
some cause our meetings were not as successful -as we hoped,
judging from former efforts, so we only occupied four nights.
Conditions were such ill Provo that we· decided cto return
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home to care for the work there, so left Brother Hansen to
prosecute the work alone. While we ·have no reason to believe but what the work would not suffer under his hands,
yet we felt like staying and helping what we could. Circumstances made it such that we thought best not to do so.
At our election of officers here in the branch, the old officers wer~ all retained. There are times when the clouds
break away arid reveal the stmlight, but many times everything seems darl' and drear with scarcely a glimmer of hope,
and during those gloomy tiµies it takes all the perseverance
of our soul to keep· the vei·y life froip oozinf\' out of us. If
our people would rally to our rescue and all put a shoulder to
the wheel, either in prayer or by their presence at the' house
of worship, it would remove a load that no one but those
upon whom great responsibility rests can realize. Surrounded
by those that are full of the spirit of darkness; those outside
of Utah can hardly realize· what the Saints here are called
upon to endure. When we see all about us large houses of
worship and then go to our little chapel with only a handful
to carry on the work, in many cmres th.e Sunday school depending· on five or six to carry the burden of all, it c·an not
help but bring depression of spirit. If every member was at
his post of duty, how light the work would seem to each of us.
May the future reveal brighter prospects and bring many
to the knowledge of the truth here in Utah, is our prayer.
In the conflict,
L. G. HOLLOWAY.
LUDLEY, OKLAHOMA, January 19, 1910.
We are busy trying· to find the scattered
'sheep and are succeeding in a measure. Since last w_riting
we have participated in the.organization of a branch at Seiling, also at Alva. Besides this we have kept busy trying to
visit and help the scattered ones, visiting and preaching in
or near Cherokee, Helena, Fairview (a new opening), Richmond, Seiling, Alva, Canadian Center, Taloga, Aledo (a new
opening), Ray, Texmo,,and Ludley. At each of these points
we have found and tried to feed hungry ones, and the Master
has blessed us in the effort.
One of the causes for the dearth of gospel preaching
through this State, is that where thern has been a member
of 'our loca,I ministry, priest, teacher, deacon, or sometimes
an elder, often he has become so busy looking after the affairs
of his farm that'he has failed to try to meet the obligation
put upon him in his ordination and has not lifted up the
warning voice. Why should we forget that we are under the
responsibility of preaching the word? Even the deacons are
to "warn, expound, exhort, and teacli, and invite all to come
to Christ." (See Doctrine and Covenants 17: 11.)
If these men would all faithfully do this, what a harvest
there would be when the elders came along, and some would
be gathered by the local· brethren. But not the least of the
benefits accruing from their efforts would be the development
of these brethren. The church would soon have a force of
local men who would be laborers who need "not to be ashamed
i;ightly dividing the word of truth."
-'
Our conference of the Western Oklahoma District meets
at Davidson, February 19 and 20. Let all the Saints of
this district take notice, and ·the branches as well as the
local priesthood send their reports to· Sr. E. T. McKnight,
A,.lva, Oklahmna, so that she, as our secretary, may be able
to have them in time to make up her report for the conference. Also do not forget that at this conference our delegates to the General Conference should be appointed. And
one mgre item: Shall we have organizations of our Sunday
school and Religio work corresponding to, the missionary
di_strict of \Vestern Oklahoma 7 If so, let us come prepared
--to. take such_ measures as are necessary ,to effect them.

-t/
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Hoping to see many of the Saints at the Davidson conference, also that we may hear good reports from. the brethren
and the branches,
·
Yours for the spread of the truth,
A. M. CHASE, President.

,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA.

.1/

Editors Heral'd: We have received some spedial encouragement in our missionary work during this conferenc~ year. ·
In May I went to Comstock, Nebraska, to hold a discussion
with a Seventh-day Adventist. We arranged to hold six
sessions on the day question, and four ori the. nature of
man. I was shown . in a dream that he w9uld lose prestige
and courage from the beginning, till he would finally quit
the debate before it was finished. I saw the fulfillment ·of
this from the first session, till the close of the ninth. When
I arose to begin my speech on the ninth session a sister
saw a personage dressed iu the garb of the ancients walk
up_ the aisle toward the stand and when he got within· five
or six ·feet of ·me, he disappeared from view. I made an
effectual- speech. ·My opponent wearied through his reply:
and sat down when the time was calied. He then arose
and said he would not continue the debate any longer, saying,
"My opponent is muddling the Scriptures in .such a .wa"j
that he is confusing the people, and I ·will not be a party
to it-any longer."
We made many friends and the Saints were encouraged.
I baptized two married daughters of Bi:o. C. W. Prettyman.
They are excellent young ladies and have entered into the
work with a zeal that is commendable. ·The prospects in
Minneapolis are fair and I feel encouraged in the work.
Yours for Zion's triumph,
2221 FIFTH AVENUE N.
W. E. PEAK ..
GLEN EASTON, WEST VIRGINIA, Jan. 19, 1910.
In looking over your columns we-notice in·
HERALD of January 12, 1910, the address to Glen Easton
Saints, which calls our attention to the steep hills in West.
Virginia and informs us that the hogs in A1:kansas are
trained; every hog has a slit cut in his ear and when he is
on top of the hill he slips his hind leg ·in the hole in his ear
and down he comes rough locked. We were very sad that
this was put in the HERALD. We hand our HERALDS to those
not members and they say we claim our paper teaches sound
doctrine and ask if the Holy Spirit dictated to the brother
to write this to the Glen Easton people. Then we feel very
flat, for we know we -are stung, and we just tell them to ask
the one that wrote it, Bro. C. Ed. Miller, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. A little sport for the Glen Easton people, not inembe-rs of the church,' at our expense; that suits them. They
say they want him to come and train the Glen Easton people how to do this rough lockirig. Bro; James Craig says he
has been ti·aveling over the West Vii'ginia hills for twentyfive years and got up and down all right, and he will not have
his ear slit.
Bro. James Craig preached at the branch last- Sunday.
Will preach next Sunday at a new schoolhouse, new opening.
We ask a place in your paper for publication.
C. E. Do1ms, President.

Dear Herald:

[EDITOR'S NOTE.-'-The writer of the communication mentioned in the foregoing letter requested us to make absolutely
no corrections and to' omit nothing from his communications
on the ground that he had had experience as an editor and
would not send in .anything that otight uot tq go. But h
seems again 'vhat is 011e man's meat is another man's poison.
How about it, Brother Ed .•? It occurs to us that the appearance of Brother Miller's little jol{e b1. the HERALD will not
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cause anyone to apostatize; on the other hand, if the editors
had omitted it no one would have suffered. Why not give
editors a little leeway? Why, on the other "hand, be hypercritical.of our brethren who appear in print?]
COUNCIL 'BLUFFS, 1owA.
"Dem· Saints_' Herald: Entei'ing the mission :field again in
the. summer niy first stop on my way to the Pottawattamie
· District was at Cameron, but failing to meet _the one on
whom I promis~d to call, I walked down to our church in
town and found the Sunday school in session. At the preaching hour I was asked to preach for them, which I tried· to do,
being assisted that morning by Bro. Peter Anderson, w:ho
has made his ho~e now in Cameron, I understand. I was
happy to meet him again. I left on the noon train, and went
· on to Stewartsville where I learned that the Far West reunion
·was in session, and, of course, the temptation to go on without stopping was too great, and to my surprise· when I
reached the beautiful camp grounds who should be ~he
speaker but Myron H. Bond. Well, I did feel like saying
that the Independence people are to be seen almost everywhere. It certainly was a treat to rrie to meet so ma_ny old
acquaintances, and to make new ones. My stay was short,
but was one- long to be remembered. I preached for them
twice, and at the request of the Sunday school workers took
up institute work. You certainly have some noble people in
Far West. Notable amongst the missionary and local
forces present were j3rn. H. C. Smith, Charles Jlarpe, E. L.
Hensen, W. Pickering, 0. R. Miller, Thomas Howard, D.
Powell, D. A. _Lewis, E. Corthell, and last but by no means
least, Charley Faul, and others I do not remember; but withal
a splendid good time was had. I left on Thursday morning
for Council Bluffs, where our reunion was in full blast. I
enjoyed about thrne days of it, and that also, like every good
thing, came to a close all too soon. Since then I have spent
most of my time in the city of Council Bluffs, doing city
work. I have done so little, in fact, none to speak of since
1902 and 1903, where we did the last in the city of Glasgow,
Scotland. However, we are always willing to adapt ourselves as f~r as possible to the conditions, whatever they may
be. Besides we have preached in McEllard, or near there in
the Parker Schoolhouse, and at Underwood, Persia, Hazel
Dell, and Weston, where we had the largest attendance I have
ever seen at that place, where also we baptized four precious
souls as the result of our effoi-ts. I was ably assisted by our
estimable Bro. John A. Hansen, son of H. N. Hansen, of the
missionary force. On the 11th of September. I spoke the
words that made Bro. W. M. Self and Sr. Rachel E. Kuykendall companions for life. While Crescent City is the loser,
Nebraska City Branch is the gainer.
The Christmas and New Year tide has come and gone, but
not without leaving sweet memories of the pleasant time
spent with home folks. About the middle of December a
number of the good Saints of the branch here thought I
ought to go home to spend the hodidays, and you may be
fully assured i acquiesced in _such a movement, they furnishing the means, besides remembering loved ones at home in a
substantial way. Many thanks to kind hearts, for withal it
helps to lighten the burden and leave behind light spots along
the journey of life.
While in Indepen_dence it was 'my privilege to attend the
Interstate Institute given by the auxiliaries of the Independence Stake. To say I enjoyed it does not do it justice, for to
Jlle it.was both profitable and educational, and I hope it will
not . be the iast of such gatherings by 'our people. Much
credit is due the brethren and sisters that so nobly assisted
, in the work, as .. well as those n~t of our faith, especially
0

Miss Mabel L. Bailey and Mr. L. G. A. Copley, of Kansas
City. In fact, they were ·all just :fine.
The weather has been zero much of the time this winter, ·
and snow is in evidence everywhere, and now we are hoping
to do some work in the west part· of the city in a hall that we
had considerable trouble in obtaining, but at last an· being
well we will commence a series of meetings at Twenty-foui·th
street and avenue B. I also understand our bi·others and
sisters in Omaha· are 'making ·a special effort- to reach the
people by hiring the Lyric Theatl3r for a_ series of meetings,
beginning Febrtlary 13,, Brn. J. · W. Wight and Heman C.
Smith are advertised as' the speakers. Our district• convention
and conference convene·on February 11, 12, and 13. We look
for a spiritual time together. Bro. J, W. Wight was here in
December and preached for us on Sunday evening, and what
liberty he did 'enjoy in presenting the bread of life! We all
need more of it, to enable us to pe1·form our duty to both
God and man.
·
May our heavenly Father hasten his work in his own time,
and give me wisdom to do the right, to become a more proficient servant. With best wishes to all the Israel of God.
1312 AVENUE A.
JOSEPH ARBER.
ROSLYN, WASHINGTON, January 18, 1910.
Dem· Herald: I see no letters from this place, and feeling to express my gratitude ·for your weekly visits and good
instruction, I pen these few lines. I hope the Lord will continue to bless the writers and contributors to the HERALD,
Ensign, Autuinn Leaves, Zion's Hope and all the publications,
that cheer the soul and give comfort. We can not keep pace
with the progress of the work without them. We have soine,
soul-cheering contributions from the pens of such writers as
J. W. Rushton, E. A. Smith, T. W. Williams, C. Derry, and
many others, too numerous to mention, and we feel to say to
the brethren and sisters, go on in the good work, for your
reward is sure if you continue to the end.
I am glad that Zion is beginning to put .on her beautiful
garments and the time is near at hand when she will be
redeemed and glorified if her subjects are faithful to their
~ovenant and trustful to her God-appointed agents. Let all
our faces be turned Zionward so we can return with songs
of everlasting joy.
"How will the Saints rejoice to tell!
And count their suff'rings o'er;
When they upon Mount Zion dwell,
And view the landscape o'er."
I came from Iowa to Washington to see a brother that I
had not seen for about twenty years. I had stomach trouble
and I thought I should die soon and prayed to that end, but
by strict dieting, ch~nge of climate,. and a free use of olive
oil, I got better, commenced to work, and sent for my family.
They came and prospects looked bright, but lo! my cup of
bitterness was· not yet full and I had to drink it, for on
the 21st of October-, 1908, I lost one of my eyes by accident.
The other eye had been damag·ed before, so it left me in
darkness to that extent that I could not follow my trade; but
notwithstanding all these ills, we have paid for a little home·
here,- but would much rather it was in one of Zion's· stakes.
The Saints here have a neat "little church, although their
numbers are small; because of iniquity. Nevertheless .we hold
Sunday school at 10 · o'clock Sundays and social meetings a~
11; Religfo Monday evenings, and I _think it would improve
our spiritual condition if we could have midweek prayer meetings and preaching ·Sunday evenings. There is room here
and a good location for a lively and energetic elder. We have
two but they think they can not preach, so do not try; My
eye~ight is so bad that I can not take the lead, but am willing
to help all I can.
·
'
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I desh;e to see this latter day work roll on and mn willing
to spend all my time and means to that end, if it is only the
widow's mite, a·nd when we serve God with all our might,
mind, and strength, and subtract all that from our worldliness, there will be nothing left but the genuine article. I am
living in hope that God will remove the scales from my eyes
and tliat I .shall see clearly again to perform my dut~. as a
father and,teacher in Israel, and ask all the Saints that read
this, to pray that I may exercise faith and that God may
·heal me. Letters of enc·ouragement from others solicited.
As ever, yours for the conflict and Zion's redemption,
Box 362.
J. R. ALLEN.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, January 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: I read the letter ·with pleasure in the
last HERALD from Bro. S. F. Cushman. My mind went back
some years ago when I held forth at Jonesport, some times
with a full house. The tidal wave of opposition was"'against
us and I would think some times that my efforts at that place
were only valuable time thrown away, but the mind of the
good Spirit to me was, Be still and murmur not. The Spirit
said to me to teUBro. Joseph Lakeman, from Grandmanan,
N. B., to stay there a few days and he would baptize some
and organize a branch. I did so and left the city for Rockland, one hundred miles away. In a few days I got a letter
from him stating that he had baptized several and organized
the branch. Most of those fourteen were full-grown fellows
who meant business. Brother Cushman, these are some of the
little boys that I then preached to, and how glad I am to
learn of their willingness to fall in line and work for the
Master. I verily hope they will be a great help to you while
you are there. Drill them as. good obedient soldiers for the
battlefield.
Glad they were so thoughtful of the preacher's bh'thday,
· and as you want to know how to get more birthdays, I may
help you on that line a little. Bro. J. C. Foss has two birth. days in this year. The 8th day of January I had a birthday.
Sixty-six years ago I came to this earth and I haven't left
it yet. Next March, the 11th day, I have another birthday.
J. C. will then be forty-one years in the kingdom of God. See
if your "born again" day comes in the same year; if so, set
the dollars to jingling and eat the cake.
While I was at Kennebec last summer I sent for about
twenty dollars' worth of books. I hope you'll beat that at
Jonesport. I feel very thankful to the Master on high that
. you are still h~Jding the Sabbath school, so efficiently carri~d
on by Sr. E. M. Walker nearly forty years ago. I impressed
upon the mind of Sister Walker to organize a Sabbath school.
Some were opposed to ·it because they had a union school in
full blast then, but by organizing Eliza broke up the so-called
"union" and established a Sunday school upon the true gospel foundation, which has nobly stood the. test, e~er since.
God bless the right.
J. C. Foss.
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all the tribes of the earth shall mourn. Now the query, What
is the sign, and what its significance to the man of. God. It
is not Halley'.s comet, but it is the sign of the. Son of Man."
I understand that every eye shall see it, even' the seven thou" '
sand men of Israel that.God hath reserved unto himself.
The Prophet Micah says in Micali 5: 7, 8,' And the remnant
of Jacob shall be among the Gentiles, and so on, and the
Apostle Paul says in Romans 11, After the fullness of the
Gentiles be come in, so all Israel shall be saved, for as it is
written out of Zion shall come the Deliverer and shall turn
ungodliness away from Jacob. Now the Lord foresaw that
Jacob would need delivering or he woulcl not have said so,
"for this is my covenant unto them when I will take away
their sins. As concerning the gospel they were made, enemies
for your sakes, but. as touching the election they are the
beloved for the Father's sake; for the, gifts and callings of
God are without repentance." Who are the elect but those
whom God hath reserved unto himself; who has never been
bound to the wing of Baal or the god of this world. The ·
Prophet Nephi foresaw by the spfrit of prophecy this very
· thing that I am wi·iting about and speaks of the time when the
work of the Father would commence among the remnant of
his people, and ·also the Patriarch Jacob in Genesis 49th
chapter.
Brethren, let us condescend to men of low estate, for the
Lord alone shall be exalted; no flesh shall glory in his presence. Pray for me that I may be able to stand. Love to all
the Israel of God.
J. L. RusT.
EAST JORDAN, MICHIGAN, January 21, 1910.
Editors Herald: Many times in the past I have been led
by the Spirit to write to, the HERALD, but have neglected it.
While studying my Religio lesson I was led to pray for my
brothers and sisters in this part of the vineyard, and also for
the Saints in general, that we may be on the watchtower.
Jesus said in his word, "Watch and pray," and, dear Saints,
if we would do this, we would not follow after so many Nehors
as did the Nephites ·of old, but we would be ever found at
the post of duty and would be more like Alma who left the
judgment seat to devote his entire time to the spiritual interests of the people. I have a desire to come up higher and
be found doing those things that will be pleasing to my
heavenly Father and receive the crown laid up for his faithful Saints. May God's Spirit be ours to enjoy, is my earnest
prayer in Jesus' name.
MRS. DORA McKINNON .
MAPLETON, KANSAS, January 24, 1910.
Dear Editors H e1'ald: I will write a few lines this morning. I commenced meetings here at our home schoolhouse
the 2d of this month, and have been 'preaching ever since.
Brother Jenkins came and helped us for ten days and gave
us some fine sermons, but his work called him to move on,
so I continued alone for another week, arid yesterday (Sun- (
day) we Jed five into the water, all adults but one, our
closest neighbor for ten years. They are some of the best
people qf the neighborhood. There are ten or eleven more
near the kingdom, so the meeting goes on. This is the fourth
week; do not know when it will stop; will continue as long
as people want to be baptized.
LEE QUICIC

' GLADSTONE, ILLINOIS, January 22, 1910.
Dem· Hm·ald and Beloved Saints Tlwoughout the World;
Greeting: I am interested in the latter day work, though
somewhat isolated. In reading the publications of the church
I get so full that I think I must write occasionally, but if you
see after examining the te.nor of my letters that it will not,
First Kansas City Branch •
in your judgment, strengthen or edify the Saints, cast it into
Arrangements have just been made with Bishop R. C.
. the waste basket. · I hope to be able to do more for the
church both. temporally and spiritually than I have· hitherto Evans, of Toronto, Ontario, to conduct our annual two-week
done. I wish to communicate through your columns to the series of.mission services which are to be held from March 13
readers of your columns that which I have been shown, and to 27, inclusive.
A publicity committee consisting of Mrs. W. R. Pickering,
through my weakri.i)ss in writing will make a declaration as ·
correctly as I can. In Matthew 24: 30 the Savior said, And Mrs. 0. H. Riggs, Mr. D. H ..Blair, F. P. Hitchcock, and
then the sigl!. of the Son of Man shaH appear in heaven, and myself have been appointed, whose duty shall be. to see that
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tlie meeti!lgs are thoroughly advertised. Last year we expended about one hundred dollars in advertising and this
year we will do just a little better and extend the work at a
cost of perhaps' one hundi·ed and twenty-five dollars. One
of our methods is to get-a list of the riilatives and friends
from all members. and friends of the church arid to-send them
· advertising inatter concerning the meetings, ~nd we keep
account of those who come and follow them up through the
year with invitations to our Sunday school and special occasions. A few evenings before the meetings begin we rally
the hosts of Religians and go out two by two to the homes
around the- church with one suitable tract and an announcement of the_ coming services, a list of subjects to be spoken
upon, and a hearty invitation to attend. Last year we visited
over one thousand homes in one evening and such work brings
some results.
My name.was presented to the Ministers' Alliance of Kan~
sas City, for membership by Doctor Small, of the Christian
· Church, and was referred to the executive committee for consideration and report one month hence.
W. E. LARUE.
Comments on John· W. Rushton's Article, "The Socialistic
Church."

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
Thomas A. Crowley, Toronto, Ontario: Since becoming a
subscriber to the· HERALD I have felt it a duty which I owe to
you to say that I have been more than pleased with its contents, and each week look forward with eagerness to its arrival, and heartily recommend it to all Latter Day Saints who
are not already subscribers.
Indeed I feel to say that the knowledge and information
gained from reading one well-written article entitled, "The
socialistic church," by John W. Rushton, which has appeared
in the last _two issues, is well worth the subscription -price
for the whole year. I gave my copies to an acquaintance of
strong socialistic views, who said they were the best he had
ever read on the subject, and who sent them to a member of
our Dominion legislature for his perusal.

February 16, 1910

college professor lias splattered a volume of paper with ink
and worn out his pen. And yet 'the problem remains unsolved.
Justice and mei·cy are two important factors to be c~msid
ered in dealing with man: God never deals out judgment to
man without mercy. Judgment comes- from the brain and
mercy from the heart. If a man is constituted properly he
is a Christian socialist.
Sai~t Peter stood in the midst of a little band wh'en they
said let us have all things common, put our wealth-in one
common treasury; but Peter and his little band went down·
under the anti-socialist spirit. The church can not hope· for
better conditions within until conditions are better without.
There must be a change externally as well as internally.
God's plan is all right, but he has put it in man's hands to
deal with external things and make conditions better, th~t
the church may be more perfect, but the unsocial Christian
refuses to act his part because an unChri_stian socialist is
on the stage, and he proposes to put the whole job on the
unfair list.
·
·The writer rnys: "'The method that is favored by the
socialist is the violent change of conditions." I say no socialist says that man must adjust himself to the new conditions•
as they exist at present. The entire civilized world is knit
together by telephone, telegraph, cable, railroad,_ steamship,
and printing press; all nations have been brought close together; individualism is no ·<more. Let us turn right face
about and look forward and not backwa:rd, a self-destructive
method.
.,

The writer further says: "It is clear that before such laws
could be enacted the work of education must precede every
other effort." He would have us- believe that man must be
educated to stand above the law, before the enactment of the
law. A law is for transgressors, only it must be binding and
compuisory to be of any effect. Again he says: "In addition to the enormous expenditure in sustaining a force of men
to keep the unwiI!ing ones in line, there would be -danger of
treachery." What does your history show in the expense bill
of maintaining a standing army to keep the unwilling ones
in line with the old laws that emerged from the ponderous
machinery that you spoke of? You say: "The laws applied
to the drink problem have been a dismal failure. No man
'f. E. Harmon, Beardstown, Illinois: The writer begins by can be made sober by an act of parliament." The law· applied
saying: "By what method or means shall the ideal be efto the drink problem is not intended to make sober men out
fected? Christianity has the only practical solution of the of drunkards, brit to keep sober .men, sober and practical
p1'oblem."
women and children.
·
I ask has the ideal been effected? Has the problem been
Again,
"All
history
is
the
record
of
man's
power
to
make
--solved? If not, why not? Christianity says, We propose_
to change your character and that will change your condi- his environment and manufacture his circumstances." It may
tipns; socialists say, We propose to change your condition and be so wit'h an intelligent aristocracy, but the reverse with an
that will change your character. The gospel is of two-fold ignorant democracy. Still further: "The socialist is clampurpose; it must deal with man's present life as well as the oring for better hours, better education. It is all rig·ht, but
future. - If he will not change for the blessings of this life, the socialist is not going at it in the right way." All right,
how can he change for a future !if{) that he can not see? sir, you oShow us how. We are from Missouri. Just such
The gospel appeals to one man's brain. He receives it with people. have been telling us how for eighteen hun'dred years
one object in view. He wants to preach to man and tell him and the problem is yet unsolv,ed.
Again: "Is there any evidence that better hours will prOwhat God is going to do for him in the next world. It
appeals to another's heart, and prompts him to help his fel- duce better character, that better hours will increase the
low-man and show -him like opportunities and possibilities,· efficiency of the laborer, that education will minimize crime."
that are in his reach to change his present condition. Here There are volumes of. evidence if one wishes to look for it.
During the former administration of Lord Salisbury as prewe have two converts both springing from the same place, a
mier for England, it was once charged that the tendency of
socialist and £preacher.
The- socialist, like Israel of old, has. become subjected to the government was sociafistic, that there was a tendency for
blindne§s in- part and can not see his way clear. The preacher the· government to do things. which al~.ays had and should
. in trying to solve the problem, has received an impediment in be done by the individuals. He was reported 'as saying in
· his speech; men can not understand him, he wonders ,why answer to this that it was not a question of socialism, but a
the people do not come to hear him the second time. The question of business. A question_ whethe.r a community actstatesman reels and staggers like a drunken-man, not' 'with -- ing· -collectively has a right to do all things necessary for the
strong drink, but with the spirit of the timelv. The politician welfare of its members that a:rr individual has::. I will refei· has exhausted his lungs and bankrupted his brain: The you to Glasgow before and after the municipal. a11d gov(lrn-
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mental ownership for- all the evidence you want. It is so
plain you can see it with your eyes shut. Yet we can not
compare socialism to a city_like Glasgow, as it must get all
its crude material from outside.
Accol:ding to the standard authoriti\is, socialism is an ideal
state· founded Oil justice, and in which the benefits of modem
i~ventions and of monopoly shall be enjoyed by all instead of
being controlled by a few, and used to make themselves masters of the many. What right has an individual to deny a
community of a right that he would claim for himself? The
term so!Jiali.sm is used as a division only by the ignorant or
servile. The thorn in socialism is found .by the intelligent
aristocracy just where he wants to sit down, and it makes
him stand up and take notice.
Again the writer says: "Have we encouragement to believe tha~ by placing the unfortunate inhabitants of the East
End· slums in the gilded mansions of Mayfair and Picadilly,
that _this change would produce better chai·acters in these
slun:is?" It is not the aim OI socialism to make Saints out of
slu!liir!ers. We leave that for the preacher to do. Socialists
propo_~e to take care of a class of people that is more useful
to society. We are not so much concerned abo.ut the slummers
as the aristocracy from which you make your comparison.
W. E. Peak, Minneapolis, Minnesota: The manifestations
of intellectual and spiritual growth are encouraging. The
completion of the Sanitarium &nd the progress made in the
organization of the Order of Enoch strengthen our faith in
the final triumph of Zion.
The Lord woi·ks with mankind to bring about conditions
for the accomplishment of his purposes. He inaugurates certain movements among the nations to prepare the people for
the gospel. Satan works to oppose. Both have their emissaries. Can we always tell them apart?
If we had lived during the formation of our Government,
how many of us would have recognized the hand of God in its
organization and development? How many of us would have
discerned the inspiration of the Ahnighty in the Constitution?
It is possible that some of us would have seen some wonderful mistakes in that document, and would have felt that it
was our duty to oppose it with all our strength. If God
"raised up wise men" to "establish the Constitution" (Doctrine and Covenants 98: 10), who raised up powerful men to
oppose it? I am too far removed from sectarianism tO believe
that God used to rule among the nations, but that he has
ep.tirely ceased working among them now.
.
In a late HERALD the editor gives us to understand that the
columns of this valuable paper Will be open to a limited
number of articles for the discussion of one of these worldly
movements, known as socialism. .This seems to be wise, as
the movement has affected some of our members in a few
localities. The infusion of socialistic ideas among us· filled
pages of the HERALD with a1·ticles on "all things common,"
and led to the attack on section 106.
While the old ship of Zion was somewhat jostled by it, the
overwhelming power of Jehovah brought the truth clearer to
his people, and good was accomplished by the Lord restating
- the fact, that "the application of the law as stated by the
Bishopric should be acceded to" in the following manner:
"The church has been directed to accede to the rendition of
the Bishopric with respect to the temporal law; and until suah
heed is paid to the word which has been given, and which is
in accordance with other revelations _given to the church,
which had bee,n before given, the church can not receive and
enjoy the blessings which -have been looked for when Zion
should be fully redeemed."-Section 129: 8.
Thisindicates that the "great economic truths" that some
_ have tried to fasten on the church are calculated to prevent
- the .progress of the work instead of advancing it.
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In the ·lengthy articles on socialism in the late HERALDS
we have the object of socialism thus defined: "In general
it has for its ends the destruction of inequalities in social
conditions by economic transformation."
No one should object to this. It is as .near our position
as the Holiness preacher's definition of "perfection." We
believe, "Be ye therefore perfect," as much as our Holiness
brethren, and possibly we could find definitions given by the~
that would def\ne our belief as clearly as the ab9ve definition
does on the question of• inequality; but who would claim that
the Holiness preacher was helping to spread the gospel?
This equality or glorified condition is to be brought about
in the following way: "Here in plain words is the 'principle'
or root idea on which all socialists agree: that the country
and everything in the country shall belong to the whole of the
people (nation) 1 and shall be used by the people _and for the
people."
''
This eliminates all personal ownership. No one shall have
any private property. Everything belongs to the whole of
tl:le people (nation). This is as far from "Christianity" as
the East is from the ,West. As opposite to the gospel as
night is to day. It banishes for ever the hope of prophets
and the teachings of inspiration that "they shall sit every
man unde1· his vine and under his fig tree; and none shall
make him afraid."-Micah 4: 4.
Is it any wonder that when Saints are imbued with this
socialistic idea that they should teach that the church ought
to own all the property?
This socialistic plan to remove "inequality," or to bring
about what they call "equality" is as far from "Christianity"
or the gospel -plan, as the Holiness method is to reach perfection. It would for ever remove the possibility of the Lord
giving inheritances, which has been the hope of the Saints
ever since the gospel was restored by angelic ministrations.
Inheritances made "secure" by being "deeded unto him."
(Section 51: 1.) An inheritance that he can retain even if
he is expelled from the church; and he can sell it or trade it
if he so des_ires. (Section 101: 4.)
Individual ownership of inheritances and stewardships, giving individual responsibility, is Christianity. (Section 101: 112.) What should we c<ill the opposite? This equality does
not mean that all will be equal by all being poor, that is,
by all having everything they own taken from them and given
to the church or nation, but, "you are to be equal or in other
words, you are to have equal claims on the properties for the
benefit of m_anaging the concerns of your stewardships, every
man according to his wants and his needs, inasmuch as his
wants are just."-Section 81: 4.
No thought of all being so poor that none will own anything,
nor that all will own an equal amount of property. But each
will have a "stewardship," and he will have an "equal" claim
on the "treasury" of the Order of Enoch for help in times of
need to enable him to manage his stewardship. (Section
101: 12, 13.)
There has been considerable advice given as to how the
financial affairs of the church should be managed, but the
revelation given fast spring gives us to understand that we
can trust the Lord to work through his p?'operly 01·dained
officers in the ternporal department, as well as in other
departments of the church.

"The making of friends who are real friends is the best
token we have of a man's success in life."
"Keep a good watch over your -own conscience, and you
will not be likely to judge others rashly."
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News From Branches
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

We are having steady winter weather; good sleighing. This
town became famous on account of starting_ the meat strike.
It may interest some to know that many of· our most active
inembers !!re confirmed meat strikers. About one third of the
average attendance at Sunday school is showing signs of
increased activity ani:l vigor since the new .year. There is an
effort being put forth for a first grade school. We have
just commenced regular meetings of officers and teachers and
a normal class. If the school keeps up its present effort it
will get the banner again. What is needed most is a class
or two of young people, such as have not been attending.- Let
us all unite in this work and build up such a class as this
city ought to have. The Religio has shown a larger attendance lately. We have placed in the entry a board to put
notices on and a rack to hold tracts, so that nonmembers can
help themselves. Our pJace of meeting is centrally located
--and is on Wade Park avenue and Seventy-first street. Wade
Park avenue cars stop at the d~or. Visitors tell us we have
a nice meeting place.
F. C. WEBBE.
KIMBERLY A VENUE.

_Miscellaneous Department

Church Secretary.

RAILROAD RATES-GENERAL CONFERENCE.
Because- of larger_ attendance being required under reduced
passenger tariffs, which we are unable to guarantee, the
passenger associations decline to grant reduced rates to the
April Conventions and General Conference.
An effort is being made to obtain rates covering several
States in the Central West. If able to secure. anything_ will
give due notice.
·
,
Because of the difficulty in getting delegations together.
traveling en route to conference, the undersigned has not
attempted to provide special arrangements for Wilegations _to
travel together from given meeting points en route east or
west, leaving such arrangements to delegations themselves.
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretwry.
LAMONI, IOWA, February 11, 1910.
Change in Price of Board for General Confere.ice.

At the last business meeting of the Independence 'Branch,
the price of board during General Conference, decided upon
at a special business meeting held some time ago, was recon- sidered, and the branch authorized the following change to be
made, as under existing conditions it was found to be impossible to give satisfactory accommodations for $3.50 ,per
week.
Sleeping accommodations, $1 per week.
Meals at dining hall, breakfast, 10 and 20 cents; all other
meals, 20 cents.
Uniforin price for board and lodging, $4.50 per week.
LOUISE GIESCH, Seci·etary.

Convention Minutes.

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.-Religio convention met in Chicago, Illinois, at Sixty-sixth and Honore street_s, January 28,
at 10 a. m. The following locals reported: DeKalb, Sandwich, Mission, Central Chicago, and West Pullman. The following were chosen delegates to the General Convention, and
were empowered to cast the full vote and in case of division
a majority and minority vote: Pearl Hartshorn, Arthur
Allen, J.E. Vanderwood, J. W. Wight, LaJune Howard, F. M.
Cooper, Lester Wildermuth, John Midgorden, Mary Anderson,
Lottie Kier, Zaide Rodger, Fred Johnson, Mattie Howe, Myrtle Saint John, Chris. Hartshorn, and C. H. Burr. Adjourned
to meet at the same place as our district conference on the
day previous, and the hour of meeting was left with the district president. Blanche Fairbanks, secretary, 1559 South
Homan avenue, Chicago.

Notices.

Should any of the Saints in Alberta read this please write
me at Red Deer, Alberta, giving description of land where
you live, as I would like to locate near some of the Saints.
C. U. GRANT, Red Deer, Alberta.
There is a good opportunity for girl or middle aged woman
who wishes to work in a family of - Saints. First-class
family; good church privileges; good salary: For particulars write Mrs. John Lawrence, Elk Mills, Maryland.

Died.

HoSIER.-Priest John C. Hosier was born March 16, 1822,
in Chautauqua County, New York, and died at his home
·in Edgewood, Iowa, January 24, 1910. He was religiously
Conference Notices.
inclined when a very young man, and has been a faithful
since July 4, 1897, being baptized by J. W. Peterson,
Texas Central District will meet February 19 instead of Saint
He and his two sons served in the Union army in 1862-1865.
February 13, as given in HERALD of February 2.
He was laid to rest in Asberry Cemetery, near Elkport, Iowa,
: Owing to the size of the church in Colorado Springs, the on January 27. Funeral preached by J. B. Wildermuth. All
district conference which meets in that place February 26 the Saints who know Sister Hosier, extend their sympathy
and 27, will hold its sessions in the Carpenter's Hall, corner and condolence to her in her loneliness and bereavement.
of Nevada and Kiowa. Sunday school and Religio convenSTUART.-Henry Stuart was born near Hartford, Connecti- ·
tions in the G. A. R. hall, same location. F. A. Russell, seccut, November 23, 1837. He was married to Nancy Jane
retary.
Notice of Idaho conference two weeks ago should have Hyatt March 15, 1865. To this union were born two chilread: "Conference will meet at Hagerman, February 26 and dren, Mary E. and Jesse R. He was baptized into the
Reorganized Church August 18, 1892, by Elder Charles Fry,
27." Please take notice.
·
and remained a faithful member until death came on -January 24, 1910. He leaves one daughter and several grand~
children to mourn, his wi:fe and son having preceded him
Convention Notices.
several years ago. Th~ funeral was preached at the home
The time for holding the Southern California Sunday of his daughter, by W. E. Haden, and he was laid to rest.
school convention, which was ti> be held at Santa Ana, Cali- in the Sidney Cemetery..
fornia, February 25, has been changed to 2 p. m., February
CACKLER.-Mary E. Cackler was born in_ Lucas County,
18. G. H. Wixom, superintendent.
Ohio District Sunday school convention will be held at Iowa, November 1, 1873, and died at Clarinda, Iowa, January
29, f910. She was baptized June 30, 1895, by R. M.
Middletown, Ohio, on Friday, Febrnary 25, 1910. Schools
should make a special effort to have at least one of their Elvin. She was an invalid and a sufferer for m;my years
members at the convention. We elect officers, also delegates and death came to her as a relief. Funeral services were
to General C01;1vention, take up the standard of excellence, held at the Graceland church, Lucas, Iowa, January 31, in
and other interesting features; also an effort will 'likely be charge o;f A. L. Keen; sermon by J.,F. Garver.. _
made to ·organize a Religio association. Send all matter to
KERR.-Sr. Orpha Kerr born September 8, 1S68, at Jackthe secretary, Mrs, Essie Paul, 776 Campbell avenue, Colum- sonville, Kansas; baptized February_ 6, 1887, at Webb City,
bus, Ohio.
Missouri, by Elder A. J. Cato, died at, her home in Webb
Idaho District Sunday school association will convene at City, Missouri, February 6, 1910. Funeral conducted _by
Ungerman, Idapo, February .25, 1910. Nearest R. R. station Elder James Moler; sermon by .Elder George Jenkins. She
is Bliss. Millie G~lmore, secreta1·y.
was laid·to rest in the.Mount Hope Cemetei•y, Webb City. - - ·
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After all, is not the supreme need of the churches more
spirit-filled men and women?
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Paid on Time Depouits at the
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Capital. and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking laws of the

Addition to the Citty of
Independence, Moo
Lots in this beautiful addition now on zale.
Absolutely the finest addition in this city now on
the market.
Located on the main traveled thoroughfares of the town.
Only two blocks from street car line.
Only two blocks from the Temple lot.
The big stone church in view from every lot.
On easy terms to suit purchasers.
For

fur~her information write to Forbis Park Land
Company, or Frank Criley, Independence, Mo.

District and Branch Presi!lents
Take Notice.

FOR SALE

State of Iowa, and .under direct:control
of the Auditor of State.

DANIELS REALTY COMPANY.
Anyone interested in Oklahoma City and
surrounding country, should write THE
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY, 12
North Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.,
for free pamphlet, showing some beautiful buildings that are being built here,
in one of the greatest cities in the entire southwest.
We are selling lots at $10 d,own and
$10 per month, without interest or taxes
until paid for, right clo~e~in to the main
part of the city, and will double in value
before the purchaser will have paid for
them.
Also we have fine farms, and city
property especially.
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Oki.-., 12 North Broadway.
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!Lamoni Land & !Loan Company
To the woman who bakes,
Royal is the greatest of
time and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,
a pleasure and a profit

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tarte.Ii'
With minimum trouble and cost bis·
cuit, cake . and pastry are made fresh,
clean and greatly superior to the ready·
made, dry, tllund-in-the·shop variety,

This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president, and G. W. ·Blair secretary. The
members of the· firm have i·esided in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are therefore familiar with
the country in· all its details, including
land values, fertility of the soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors; We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
We are also .in a position to furnish
investors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No better security offei·ed anywhere. We also have
from time to time business propositions
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in regard to this country, write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAm, Secretary.
Lamoni,
1:
!!
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·
·
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-This does not apply to local trade.
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ESTATE.
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Warrensburg Real Estate, State NorWrite to-day.
mal, High School,. and Latter Day
Saints' church privileges. If you desire
D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent,
a
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples indeed; and ye shall !mow the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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"T4ere shall not any man among you have mave it'
be one wife; and concubine• ho nhall have nono."- ·
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.

LAMONI, IOWA, FEBRUARY 23, 1910

leader, it is really interesting to -read some things
which the Lord has said to the church in these last
days, beginning as early as July, 1828:

Editorial
"THE GOSPEL UNCHANGEABLE."

Theleader in the Liahona, the Elders' Journal, the
organ of the Uta:h Mormon Church at Independence,
'Missouri, of February 12, 1910, is from the pen of
Elder Lewis W. Larsen, president of the Vermont
conference of the Utah Church. It appears under
· the caption, "The gospel unchangeable."
From it we take the following excerpts:
The cardinal principles of the urimitive Church of Christ
were, Faith, Repentance, Baptism by Immersion, and the
Laying on of Hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost, by those
"called of God as was Aaron." ..•
We are told that Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and
to-day and for .ever. Then the p1inciples of eternal life which
are his principles must be. unalterable. We have no account
of him or his apostles ever sanctioning the least deviation
from the original plan, but the New Testament is replete with
denunciation of gospel perverters. . . .
A gospel that could save souls nineteen hundred years ago
can-unaltered-save souls to-day. All other creeds have
empty forms of Godliness, and deny the power thereof.
The principles of pure Christianity are truth, and truth is
etemal. Any attempt on the part of man to change or omit
a single principle or ordinance that Christ revealed is subversive to the spiritual interests of humanity.
The gospel plan is an infinite revelation. At present we
· know but the fundamentals. It will for ever unfold to om•
.view as we acquire greater spiritual insight and a fuller comprehension of truth. We ·wm go on unto perfection throughout the countless ages, but the rudiments or first principles
will refaiµ their validity and their saving virtue for ever....
But true Christianity, the great institution of the Savior of
mei'i, was perfected from before the foundation of the world.
Do we not have here an infallible test for genuineness? Any
church that bears the slightest evidence of departure from the
scriptural standard is a spurious counterfeit of the original
and any man who advocates any such thing as evolution of
the primitive gospel proclaims· himself an impostor. . . .
As there is "one Lord, one faith, one baptism," so there is
one auth9rized Church of Christ, and only one. If you adpire
to salvation in the kingdom of God; you must be duly admitted
into his church.
But to find his church is the problem. There are hundreds
of claim11nts, but,only one that he whuld recognize and call
his own:. if. you are a sincere se.archer. after ·truth give the
Church o.f Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints a fair consideration. Test its claims by comparing it· with the Church of
Jesus Christ of ·foi·mer day :saints. If they are identical in
organization, doctrine, artd ·authority, be assured you have
found the one divinely- appointed religious ins~ituti!lP.·

In . .the lig'ht of these statements

niad~

NUMBER 8

Behold, this is my doctrinei Whosoever repenteth and
cometh unto me, the same is my church; whosoever declareth
more or less than this; the same is not of me, but is against
me; therefore, he is not of my church.-Doctrine and Covenants 3: 16, Lamoni edition, 1905; Utah edition, sec. 10.

Again in April, 1830:
Behold, I say unto you, that all old covenants have I caused
to be done away in this thing, and this is a new and an everlasting covenant; even that which was from the beginning.
Wherefore, althougn a man should be baptized an hundre<i
times, it availeth him nothing·; for you can not enter in at the
straight gate by the law of Moses, neither by your dead
works; for it is because of your dead works, that I have
caused this last covenant, and this church to be built up unto
me; even as in days of. old. Wherefore, enter ye in at the
gate, as I have commanded, and seek not to counsel your God.
Amen.-Doctrine and Covenants, Lamoni edition, sec. 20;
Utah edition, sec. 22.

Again the Lord said, .in October, 1830:
Repent, repent and prepa1·e ye the way of the Lord, and
make his paths straight; for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand; yea, repent and be baptized every one of you, for the
remission of your sins; yea, be baptized even by water, and
then cometh the baptism of fire and the Holy Ghost. Behold,
verily, verily I say unto you, This is my gospel, and remember
that they shall have faith in me, or they can in no wise be
saved; and upon this Rock I will build my church; yea, -upon
this rock ye are . built, and if ye continue, the gates of hell
sh,all not prevail against you; and ye shall remember the
church articles and covenants to keep them; and whoso having faith you shall confirm in my church; by the laying on of
the hands, and I will bestow the gift of the Holy Ghost upon
them. And the Book of Mormon, and ·the Holy Scriptures,
are given of me for your instruction.-Doctrine and Covenants 32: 2, 3,-Lamoni edition; sec. 33, Utah edition.

Again the Lord said, in 1831 :
And this is my gospel: i·epentance and baptism by ")Vater,
and then cometh the baptism of fire and the Holy Ghost, even
the Comforter, which showeth all things, and teacheth the
peaceable things of the kingdom.-Doctrine and· Covenants
_
39: 2, Lamoni edition; sec. 39; Utah edition.

He commanded .the church to go from New York
to Ohio .in 1831, and promised that he would give
them his law to govern his church; and when they
had g·athered at the Ohio, in· Febru'atY, 1831, he gave
them his law, 1and from that. we quote is follows, : ·
which is strikingly . remarkable under the caption o:l'
in this - this leading· a1·ticfo in the: Lia~ona; .from which

_we.

(-
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have quoted.
hear:
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Let everybody open their ears and

And again, the elders, priests, and teachers of this church
shrill teach -the pringj.ples of my gospel which are in the
Bible and the Book of Mormon, in the which is the fullness
, of the gospel.-Sec. 42, par. 5; same in Utah edition.
·

One item of the law referred to .is as follows:
''Thoii shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, and
shalt cleave unto her and none else."-Section 42;
paragraph 7; same sectfon in Utah edition. ·~
In order to show that the Lord has made no mistake in what we have already quoted from the revelation, we quote again from- the same law, clearly and
unmistakably establishing the governing influence
of the Scriptures upon ·the people to be known as
the church:
Thou shalt take the things which thou hast received, which
have been given unto thee in my Scriptures for a law, to be
my law, to govern my church; and he that doth according to
these things, shall be saved, and he that doeth them not
shall be damned, if he continue.-Sec. 42, par. 16; same section in Utah edition.

In the same year, 1831, a commandment was given

unto the church at Kirtland, Ohio, in which a certain
rule of conduct was prescribed for the members of
the church ; and in which the eternal and unchangeable character of the gospel and all its adjuncts were
clearly pointed out. ·As. before, let every one open
his ears that he may hear:
And again, I say unto you, that whoso forbiddeth to marry,
is not ordai.ned of God, for marriage is ordained of God unto
man; wherefore it is lawful that he should have one wife,
and they twain shall be one flesh, and all this that the earth
might answer the end of its creation; and that it might be
filled with the measure of man, according to his creation before the world was made.-Sec. 49,. par. 3; same section in
Utah edition.

February 23, 1910

possible for him, and every disciple, from that time
until time should be no more, sho11ld hearken and
pay heed to what the man Christ Jesus then bore
witness: "Sanctify them through thy truth'; thy
word is truth."-John 17: 17.. We have here the.
key to the solution to the question which the writer .
in the Liahona has stated with regard to the eternal
character of truth. Let us now find what the divine
one said, with respect to what he had been proclaiming unto his disciples :
Now· they .have kno'Wn that all things whatsoever thou hast
given me are of thee. For I. have given unto them the words
which thou gavest me; and they have received them, and have
known surely that I came out from thee, and they have believed that thou didst send me . • . . I have given them thy
word; and the world hath hated them, because they are not
of the world, even as I am not of the world.-John 17: 7, 8, 14,;

As a corollary of testimony concerning the d~c
trine, we quote from 'the Book of Nephi in reference
to the visit which Jesus made to this· land, an.d the
institution of the gospel at the time of that visit:
Behold, verily, verily I say unto you, I will declare unto
you my doctrine. And this is my doctrine, and it is the doctrine which the Father hath given unto me; and I bear record of the Father, and the Father beareth record of me, and
the Holy Ghost beareth record of the Father and me, and i
bear record that the Father commandeth all men, everywhere,
to repent and to believe in me; and whoso bt;ilieveth in me,
and is baptized, the same shall be saved; and they are. they
who .shall inherit the kingdom of God. And whoso believeth
not in me, and is not baptized, shall be damned . . . . Verily,
verily I say unto you, that this is my doctrine; and whoso
buildeth upon this, buildeth upon my rock; and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against them. And whoso shall declare more or less than this, and establish it for my doctrine,
the same cometh of evil, and is not built upon l!IY rock, but
he buildeth upon a sandy foundation, and the gates of hell
standeth open to receive such, when the floods come, and the
winds beat upon them. (These quotations are from the fifth
chapter of the book of Nephi, Lamoni edition of the-Book of
Mormon of 1908, verses 32 to 36 inclusive; also verses 41 ·
and 42.)

In 1831, the church was commanded to observe
- the church covenants· and church articles to do them,
and it is fair and reasonable to believe that when the
Lord gave the commandment respecting the gospel
A quotation from the.second Book of Nephi, referand signified its unchangeable character, as the ring to the doctrine of Christ, is given to show uni·leader in the Liahona asserts, he intended the rules formity of the testimony of the Sprit to the Nephite
prescribed in the church articles and covenants to be brethren, and· that of Jesus borne by himsel{ in
the same immutable and unchangeable character. - person:

of

Let no man think that he is ruler, but let God rule him
that jtidgeth, according to the counsel of his own will; or,
in other words, him that counseleth or sitteth upon the judg~
'mimt seat. Let no man break the laws of the land, for he
that keepeth the laws of God hath no need to break the laws
.of the land; wherefore be subject to the powers that be, until
He reigns whose right it is to reign, and subdues all enemies
under his feet. Behold, the laws which ye have received from
my hand are the laws of the church, and in this light ye shall
]iold them forth. Behold, here is wisdom.-Sec. 58, par. 5;
·sec ..58 in Utah edition.

The Lord Jesus Christ, in the· sublime 'hour in
which he laid his soul bare before·his Father in the
memorable prayer which shows the complete unity
between the Father and the Son, invested his .words
to·. the disciples with alt the significance :and power

And now behold, my belov!'ld brethren, this is tlre way; __and
there is none other way nor name given under heaven, whereby
man can be saved in the kingdom of God. And now behold,
this is the doctrine of Chdst, and the only and true doctrine
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, which
is one God, without end. Amen.-2 Nephi 13: 31, 32 ..

We have here an array of testimony which, taken
together, proves conclusively that when, through the
ministration of an angel, the gospel was reinstituted
upon this land, it was intended ~that ·it should be
understood as reestablishing the doctrine of Ch!·ist
as it was in the beginning, according to the testi- mony of section 20, in which it was called the ever;lasting covenant, even that which. was from the beginning; and it is also ca.Iledthe fast cov~nant. -The
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continued quotations from the Book of Covenants the l'evelations of God to the church in the Book of
show what that doctrfne was in effect. The com- Doctdne and Covenants and in the Book of Mormon.
mandments are clear, that the united officers of the The question of.. how long the validity and the force
church were .to preach and teach and administer of these principles of the gospel and the articles and
·the. gospel as the same had been given in the covenants commanded of God to the church are to
Bible and the Book of Mormon, a;nd this should .con- continue, is clearly set forth in the terms given:
stitute their authoritative teaching; and that upon Thou shalt teach the things which are written hi the ·
this gospel, as upon the rock, the church was to be Scriptures to be my law to govern the church until
· built.
he comes to reign whose right it is to reign. And
The writer in the Liahona has. stated four of the . the Lord has borne the strongest testimony that he
principles of the doctrine of Christ, leaving out the could bear to the divine chamcter of this commandclosing two as enumerated by the Apostle Paul in the . ment, by the closing· sentence, "Behold, here is wissixth chapter of Hebrews, -namely, the resurrection dom." The eternal character of the gospel and theof the dead, and eternal jugdment; and he calls these features of the law which we have quoted are clearly
four the fundamentals, me.aning foundati~n princi- enunciated and emphasized by the statement that the

ples.

Now, it so happens that ·the Apostle Paul,

covenant was restored as being· from the beginning,

whom this writer quotes in giving -his version of and the one respecting the marriage covenant as
what the principles of the doc~rine of Christ were, given in section 49, was, according to the creation
. enumerates six of them, as found in the opening of of man, before the world was made .
the sixth chapter of Hebrews. Notwithstartding the
The writer in the Liahona concludes by asking th1:>
writer in the Liahona is striving to show that the readers to make a .test of claim advanced. The posipositions assumed by the churches (which he styles tion taken by him is clear, that the gospel instituted
sectarian) are faulty, in their attempt to excuse by Jesus Christ nineteen hundred years ago would
themselves for changing of the ordinances, he has save men then, and he assumes that it will save men
fallen into the same error as they, in claiming that now; and as we have shown, the salvation is a salthe apostle authorized the leaving of the principles of vation in the kingdom of God. Hence, any claim
the gospel of Christ, in order to go on unto perfec- made for any other requirement than obedience to
tion; for, this writer uses the same statement they that gospel, as being essential unto conferring that
use, as follows: "The same apostle who Ciharged the salvation, can not be maintained, and he who makes
people not to change the gospel, admonished them to such claim is an impostor.
leave the first principles and go on unto perfection."
From April 6, .1830, to June 27, 1844, is a little
It is strikingly inconsistent for this writer in the over fourteen years of time. During that period,
Liahona, advocating the unchangeable character of ·under the preaching of the restored gospel by Joseph
the gospel of Christ, to adopt this faulty construction Smith and his compeers, something like two hundred
of the sectariian churches of the apostle's teaching. thousand conversions had been made and communiThe prophet Joseph Smith, whose authority should cants added to the church. Up to the time of the
be recognized by ·this writer in the Liahona as para- death of J·oseph Smith no additional doctrine or
mount to the teaching of the Apostle Paul, has writ- theory of salvation had been added to the faith of
. ten this passage of scriptm;e as follows :
the church, and none ·had been preached, and none
Therefore not leaving the principles of the doctrine of advocated in the accr~dited journals of the church,'
Christ, let !ls go on unto perfection; not laying again the
or circulated by sermon or tract. Soon after the
foundation of repentance from dea,d works, and of faith
toward God, of the doctrine of baptisms, of laying on of death of Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum, Brighands, and of the resurrection of the dead, and of eternal ham Young assumed leadership, not long after which
judgment. And we will go on unto perfection if God per- a dogma and practice were adopted completely at
mit.-Hebrews 6: 1-3, the Holy Scriptures as translated and
variance with that which was declared by the Lord
corrected by the Spirit of rnvelation.
to have been instituted at the beginning and intended
Both this version and the King Jam es agree in for the government of man before the World was
the· matter which follows in the.context, in which it made. H was privily taught, whispered in secret
is provided that those who have once been made corridors, and was fed and rostered by secret prac- .
acquainted with the power of the gospel and have tice, covered by deception and openly denied. Few
tasted of the fruits of the gospel by obedience
were initiated, and these. were President Young and
thereto, and have fallen away by trangression or by
his leading supporters. Under the fostering care Of
willful perversion of the gospel, either by taking
this
secret regime, a large number of those who had·
from or adding to, can not be made partakers again
accepted
the gospel prior to the death of Joseph and
of the heavenly gift. This position taken by Joseph
Hyrum
Smith
were forced to leave the State of IlliSmith the prophet in this rendition of the opening
portion of the sixth chapter. of Hebrews, is ·antply nois, leaving the homes which they had built and the
supported by the texts which have been quoted from . city which t}ley }lad founded, their temple unfinished.
.:
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·A little· over three years from the death of Joseph he knew of none, only that President Young had reand Hyrum Smith, Brigham Young was chosen as quired it.
president of the fleeing hosts, and ~ontinuing with .
Another man whom we met at Provo, who with
that host he journeyed into the depths of the wilder- his wife were nominal members of the Utah church,
ness of the West: They were taking· with them, stated that he had been baptized five times, and that
under the rule ·of President Young, a dogma aind he told the elders after his last baptism that they
practice contrary to the laws of the States of Illinois, had baptiz.ed more devils into him than they had ever
Ohio, and New York-the States where the church baptized out.
Another, a most excellent woman from Scotland,
was organized, the first temple having been built at
Kirtland where they had found refuge after the ex- whom we met at B11aver, Utah, was greatly exercised
pillsion from Missouri.
in mind by the constant demands made by the elders
Five years after reaching Great Salt Lake Valley, · of the chumh that she should submit to rebaptism .
.Pres. Brigham Young caused a public declaration From conversation with her and from evidence of
of the dogma ·aind the practice of plural marriage, the Spirit to us, we were satisfied that she had reafterwards bearing the title of polygamy. This ceived the gospel in good faith in her native land,
declaration was made August 29, 1852, and Orson had obeyed it from the heart, had been accepted of
Pmtt, the first speaker in the church, openly declared the Lord, and had received his Spirit, signifying her
that it was the first time he had ever spoken in favor acceptance with the Lord. She feared that if she
of the dogma. This was eight years and two months yielded to rebaptism, it would amount to an admisafter the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith. This sion. that .her ·original obedience was not sufficient,
dogma was claimed to be a new covenant, requiring and that by such submission she· would forfeit. her
obedience as a prerequisite to salvaition, and pro- right to that acceptance of which she had received
claiming provisions for the conduct of members of an assumnce ..
the church contrary to the saving provisions of
From these an'd similar experienc'es from hundreds
the gospel of the New Testament as enumer- with whom we have conversed, it would appear that
aited by the Apostle Paul, and materially add- this act or requiring a s.ubmission to baptism under
ing to ·the words of the L01•d the Savior such condition, was a departure from th~ gospel
himself as uttered by him in the prayer found in rule, and was an addition to the gospel once delivJohn, seventeenth chapter, and which would not have ered to the Saints, and renewed by divine command
been permitted under the law of the State where in these last days.
the church was organized in 1830, nor in Ol;io, where
Another seeming addition is that made by· Presithe first temple was built, nor in the State of Illinois, dent Young, disparaging the history of the birth of
whence President Young and followers took their Jesus as given. by Matthew, in which the immaculate
departure.
conception of Jesus is virtually discredited. This is
Another feature which originated with President in direct contravention with the teaching of the th1·ee
Young, ·aind which must enter into the examination books of the church, Bible, Book of Mormon, and the
of the claim made, is that upon arriving at the Salt revelations given in the Doctrine and Covenants.
Lake Valley it was required of those who came -to It is an addition to the gospel, as proclaimed by Paul,
the valley thait they should be rebaptized, under the as subjecting the person so adding to. divine
apparent plea that the covenants in , baptism anathema. It is alike in contravention with quotawhich they had made in obeying the gospel when tions we have given, establishing the doctrine of
they first heard it and believed, were n~t sufficient Christ, from the Book of Mormon and the revelations
or had been vitiated by the experiences through of God to the church.
which they had passed in crossing the plains.
As we have shown, the law of the Lord ·required
We have made diligent inquiry among many hun- that the church membership should live in obedience
dreds of .~hose who crossed the plains in regard to to the law of the land. What Brigham Young taught
this requirement 'Of baptism upon reaching the val- and has passed into ·a doctrine and practice, can not ·
ley. The only rea,son they were able to give, was that be observed, without breaking the law of the land,
President Young had declared that everyone who which the Lord declared should be kept until he
crossed the rim of the mountains must be baptized. · comes to reign whose right it is to reign. We conAmong those of whom we made inquiry, was a elude, therefore, rbhat the application of the text,
most excellent man in heart and disposition, by the "The gospel is unchangeable," defeats the argument
name of David Garner. We met him at the house of of the writer in the Liahona, and the test applied is
his brother, John Garner, in San Bernardino, Cali- fatal to the claims he makes for the Utah Church.
fornia. He repeatedly tried to evade giving the
God is UlllCJhaingeable, ·and the rule by which men.
reason why he and others had been rebaptized ac- will be judged will be that uttered by the Savior;
knowledging thait he could see no reason why he "There is one thait judgeth you. The words which _
. should have been .baptized; but f\nally he said that l have spoken; they shall judge you at the la.St day/'
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Articl~s

REFLECTIONS AND PROSPECTS.

I have heard it said, "Our life is what we make
it." I believe it. I believe in the gospel of choice;
also in the choice gospel. We have a rig·ht to choose;
God fixed that as a law in the beginning of creation; a~d since he can not lie; nor contradict }).imselff
it is quite impossible for him now to change that
law. Hence man's salvation, his opportunities, and
all th~t pertains to his entrance into the kingdom
of God will surely depend upon the choice ma.n
makes in life.
This consideration of choice, however, is not confined to the choice we make in first accepting the
gospel or joining the church. That is .where so
many make a mistake. They having been wandering
in darkness of mind, doubt, and uncertainty, have
now found the pearl of great price-the restored gospel-the angel's· message-the church of the Firstbo1'n, and in this they rejoice. They have good
reasons, too. They have hitherto been homeless, as
it were wandering alone, de"pressed in mind and
· spirit. 'They are like the blind man: "One thing
I know, that whereas I was blind, now I see." They
are so elated at the sight of land and the glorious
truth now unfolded to them, that they begin to cast
anchor and· go ashore, thinking their voyage is at
an end. But there are many leagues of travel yet
ahead of us "over life's tempestuous sea." We have
not yet reached the haven of rest; we have not finished our journey. While I am not a sailor, yet I
opine that it takes skill to rig a ship and manage it
safely over the waves. There is need of vigilance,
much need in' knowing the waters ahead, where the
shoals and reefs may lie, where the unseeri rocks
would wreck our craft and leave us lifeless there.
. There are so many times and places in life when
nearly all we have dear to us depends upon the choice
we make. If our choosing be right, happiness is the
result; if it be wrong, we can not avoid the result,
the loss. We have read and known when people
have made the wrong choice in selecting a companion for life. It has often resulted in distressing,
dismal loss, loss that can not •be retrieved, .a loss
that can hardly be described by words or pen. We
furnish the following lines as coming from one who·
made this wrong choice.
"In vain thy glories bid me rise to hail the newborn day,
When all my morning sacrifice is but to weep and pray.
What are all nature's charms combined to one whose weary
breast
Can neither peace nor comfort find, nor friend whereon to
rest.
·
"Oh, never, never, while I live, shall my heart's anguish cease.
Come, friendly death, thy mandates give and let me be at
peace.''

This is a sad picture, but it represents thousB,nds
in th~ world to-day. .The wrong choice has-brought
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them info· the whirling avalanche of sorrow; their
powers of escape are gone; it was their choice.
As· a bricklayer I was one time working on a seven-story building. Below tis was an alley paved with
vitrified brick; nothing to prevent a fall to the paveN
merit should one start. The derrick swung out of
balance and fell across the joist near us. By quick
action one man saved another from falling over
the wall, and no one was hurt, no damage done.
But the occurrence had a very peculiar effect on
several of us who were near by. Something got
the ·matter with our nerves, or our muscles, our
blood, bones, or brain. We were not hurt, we were
not cold, but we shook, shivered, and trembled. This
reference does not involve the idea of choice, altogether, but the occurrence was impressive; it was
an opportunity for danger; It was avoided; we
rejoiced because we escaped. So in like manner have
many of us while engaged in the building of life's
characters often stood near the heavy derricks of
temptation and they have fallen near us. Many
times we have quickly thrown out our arm and
kept a fellow-laborer from falling over the wall
into the depths of sin below. Many times when we
have reflected over these escapes we have trembled
with fear. And I here venture the statement that
that fear is godly fear and should not be obliterated
from our considerations.
We hope to impress our readers with the sublime
necessity of choosing right. The opportunity for
choosing is always before us; it is like the good arn;l
the bad, ft is always present. To-day is ours ; yesterday is gone; to-morrow many never come. We can
profit, however, by the experiences of yesterday.
We do not lose our memory because the day is gone.
There seem to be two distinct worlds, one visible,
the other invisible; one material, the other not material; one human, the other divine; one physical,
the other spiritual. We live·in both now. We are
compelled to consider the things of this material,
physical world by reason of our being here. We are
invited to consider two things belonging to the spirit-·
ual world because of the.fact that we sometime expect to dwell there. It is man's nature and dispqsition to take the things which are in sight. He often
does so without questioning the result or consequences: Man is naturally bold and defiant; he really
does not intend to be so, however. He desires to be
independent and somewhat important, y,et he will
preach humility. He refuses· to be led; he sees the
crowd run, then he runs. Some one asks him, "Why
do you run?" "Oh, I don't know ;just because others :
are." This man· has· chosen to run because others
are running. So we find ourselves, even now,. out
in the invisible world of thought, study, and re:flec-.
tion, wondering if it is a fact _that there is a reason
for ·all·things. If so, .why should<a man run without knowing why? We 'do not intend· to express a

"
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doubt, by using the word if, but we do pretend to men to outdo and overcome others in the desire for
say there is absolutely a reason for all things. We station in the·affairs of life. We think at times we
may not be able with tongue or pen to express it see it in the church. But wherever it be found it is
so others 'may have our view, but we are confident evidence of weakness and the evidence of a wrong
that we know some things, even as the blind man conception of the means of advancement.
said, "One thing I know, that where~s I was blirid,
That class -o.f people called actors and actressesi
those who perform behind the footlights, are influ:.
now I see."
I was born a Latter Day Saint. My parents long enced largely in all their work by what others think.
before I was born were members of the church. My The love of applause is their food and their drink.
mother's father,· Richard Hewett, was among the Tliat same feeling has e11tered into the mnks of
first eldern in the days of Joseph the .Prophet. This the ministry (referring to all the churches) and in
parentage, however favorable, is not sufficient as consequence they have not sought the souls of men,
a reason why I am now in this work, in this church. but have sought the loaves and fishes. Because if
There should be a better reason than that, or it the preacher:{ (God pity them!) did not please the
would crumble to folly. But I have not anticipated people, the people would stop their salary and they
in this writing to furnish a comprehensive reason would be out of a job. So they work for the
for being a Latter Day Saint. God gave me th·e applause, the praise of men, like the actors behind
right of choice, and no man has the privilege of the footlights ; for if they did not the people would
· taking it from me. My life is what I make it; your not come to their show, and that is all it is, just a
life is what you make it. The simple fact of having show, a worldly show at that. "The world is still
membership in the church is no guarantee of a joy- deceived with ornament." The statement of Paul,
ous and happy life or of salvation in the kingdom "If I still preach to _please men, I am no longer a
of God. When· we enter the church we are just servant of Christ," has always sounded good to me.
born-"newborn babes in Christ." How foolish for· And yet I am continually confronted with the implius to suppose that we should not continue to grow. cation that I should try to preach to please the peoJust as literally as we are to grow physically from ple. It is, I imagine, a lovely experience for minisbabyhood to manhood, so also we are to grow spirit- ters of the gospel to be carried along in. the arms
ually, morally, and mentally.
of friends; it would be fine if we could always be
The prospects before us are good, more valuable in a flower garden, breathing the sweet fragrance
than gold, yea, than fine gold; more to be desired and feasting our eyes on the roses and lilies. It
than rubies and diamonds. The training of our would be fine if we could enjoy communion of Saints
mind and conscience to conform to the di\rine mind and friends always in our gospel work. But that
is indeed a sublime task. It requires divine assist- is not possible. We sometimes see the sparks of
ance. It can not be accomplished without it. We this love-for-praise-of-man beam forth when we are ·
can not with any degree of reason expect the assist- among the Sai'nts. It is so natural that we could
ance of the divine mind or Spilit unless we seek for hardly expect it to be. otherwise. Yet we feel someit,-seek for it in real earnestness. Things of this times· like Paul said, "I am jealous over you with
world that are considered worthy of possession are a godly jealousy:"
sought after with diligence, energy, and perseverWe are anxious to see the Saints concentrate their
ance. Men hazard their lives, their health, and all love in the work of the· Lord; in those things that
sometimes to earn wealth-that wealth that perishes. will bring them life, joy, and peace; that will save
It is not always wealth of money that d1:ives men them in the kingdom of God. There are so many · forward .into the hazardous conflicts of life. That things that hinder our progress; that prevent our
store is deceptive, delusive, and fading. It is like development; and it is very hard to get
the beauties of the rainbow, not permanent. ' It people to believe that these things hinder. My
seems to be a matter of record that the men who experience is that it is just as hard to get peopossess an abundance of wealth are not happy, not . ple called Saints to respond to the law of life and
be governed by the law of God which applies to
satisfied. There is still an aching void.
The other incentive referred to which drives men them,· as 1t is to get the prejudiced, creed-bound
to hazardous conflicts, is more dangerous and delus- Gentiles to accept the angel's message. ·
The word of God says, "Tobacco is not good f<ff
ive, if possible, than avarice. We refer to emulation
or ambition. "Vain pomp and glory of this world, man," and "a:void the use of tobacco and be not
I hate ye,'' is th_e statement of a· man who had labored addicted to the ·use of strong drink in any form."
long and hard to reach the summit of fame on the But we have the right of choice, don't yo_u "know.
wings of pride and worldly ambition, but who had Hence, a grea:t number of the Saint:s choose to use
· fallen, as he sa1d, "never to rise again." It will be it rather than to deny themselves. Notwithstandjng
noticeable to the· casual observer of men and human Jes us said, "If any man shall come after me [be
. events, the abundance of ambition in. the efforts of saved in his kingdom, is that what it means?] let
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him deny himself and take up his cross and follow
me." Paul in writing to Titus referred to some
in his day who "profess that they know God, but
in works they deny him." Jesus said in John 12: 47:
"My word will judge you at the' last day." And
when the Lord said to his chosen prophet, "Avoid
the use of tobacco,?' he surely meant for us to deny
ourselv~s that and quit it. So does the appetite and
passion crave and call for many things contrary to
law-both the law of the land and the law of God.
But we are under the direct command of God to deny
ourselves. We have the right of choice. "Choose
ye this· day whom ye will .serve.'' "Know ye not,
that to whom ye· yield yourselves servants to obey,
his servants ye are to whom ye obey; whether of
sin unto death, or of obedience unto righteousness."
Are we obedient unto God when he has said, "Avoid
the use of tobacco," and we continue to use it? What
is our prospect? Is it death or life? . Life is the
result of obedience; death the result of disobedience.
We use the word life to mean a place with God,
Christ, and the redeemed; death to mean banishment
from God. We have the right of choice. It is ours
to-day. "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found;
call on him while he is near."
The friendship of this world is enmity against
God. We can not serve God and cater to the world
and its ways. In the prayer of Jesus for his disc_iples he says: "They are not of the world, even
as I am not of the world." Therefore his Saints
should not conform to the foolish vanities, fashions,
and pride of this world. How many times, oh, how
often, has the Lord warned his Saints, against pride,
vanities. and worldly fashions. Can we not remember the loss, sorrow, and rejection of God's people
in the past because they sought after the things
of the world?
In the Book of Mormon worldly pride is referred to
as a crime, then it must surely be a sin; and "God
can not look upon sin with the least degree of alh>wance." It is not sensible nor safe for us to lean too
far over the precipice of sin and worldly pride.
"Thou shalt not tempt the Lord, thy God," can well
be applied to all ventures of evil. , It is glodously
true that "God is merciful" and that ."Jesus intercedes for us." It is also true, as it is written: "But
I say unto you that every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give an account thereof in the day
. of judgment." But humanity is naturally venturesome, bold, and daring, unruly and disobedient. I confide:iltly believe that salvation; any kind of salvation,
is conditional. "Save yourselves from this untoward
generation"; "Work out your own salvation with
fear and trembling"; "Choose ye this day whom ye
will serve" ; and "Blessed are they .that do his com· · . mandments." These texts convince me that we
have the right of choice. . All our success in this
world, as in the next, depends on the choice we make.
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Some peqple think and contend that this idea
· would rob Christ of his glory and diminish the importance of. his mission-the atoning blood. They
say it would change the order of things and make
man his own Savior instead of recognizing Christ
as his Savior. Oh, no, it would not. It should be
well understood that man wa:s in a lost condition,
"without God and without hope" of salvatioii.; no
possible way· of escape; not a shadow of a chance
to save himself.· But in the mission of Jesus Christ
the door was opened; the wall or partition between
us and redemption was brolcen down; the means
were provided for our transportation into eternal
life; the railroad was built; the old ship of Zion was
launched on the ocean of life, and man was invited
to get on board. It was not by works that we have
or had done that this door was opened,, the means
provided for us and our salvation; but it. was by
pure, unselfish, and uninvited grace.
"God so loved the world that he gave his only
begotten Son that whosoever believeth in him shall
not perish, but have everlasting life.'' W_ho is so
blind that he can not see that our salvation depends
now on the choice we make? God and· Christ have
performed their part; we have something now to do.
"Choose ye this day whom ye will serve." But poor,
weak, frail humanity, having an abnormal appetite,
his eyes blinded with the creeds and traditions of
men, having followed the customs of generations, is
confronted with a glittering, glaring, whitewashed,
hypocritical world of fashion. and show, so that even
professed Christians and Saints have seemingly supposed that they must conform to most, if not all, ·
of this foolish pride, vanity, and worldly nonsense,
in order to be saved in the kingdom of God. If
they do not suppose that, then why do they do it?
I would especially invite your attention, and invite
you to visit our General Conferences and reunions,
or other la1~ge gatherings of the Saints. Have your
mind in tune as ,revealed in the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants; please also remember the many warnings given by the Spirit, in
prophecy and tongues to the church; have your
mental and spiritual vision open to the things that
God has said about our.manner of dress and adornment; then compare our people, with the congregations of the world, and tell me if you can discover
any difference in dress. As a matter of course you
will find many poor among the Saints, but my observation shows but few exceptions, that we are doing
all we can to keep up with the world ofifashion and
. pride. Yet we can take comfort in singing, "Jesus,
I my cross have taken, all t9 leave and follow thee."
But:the song of the siren is musical; it has a fasci~
nating chai'm.
In the choosing of the three cas1rnts to win fair . ·
·· Poi,tia, it was the gaudy, glistening gold, and glim. mel'ihg silver that dimmed the eyes of judgment and
1
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reason, which' ever resulted in a wrong choice. But
He that hath chosen not by outward show, and. gave
us ·the beautiful sentence, "The world 'is still deceived
with ornament," called for the key to unlock the
leaden casket, saying, "Here choose I, and joy be the
consequences."
.
In this mortal race' of man he is ever confronted
with the three caskets which contain the results
and prospects of our choosing. One casket contains
a "carrion death" of sin, evil, and vice; another the
"blinking idiot" of .pride and fashion, the other les<>
attractive one contains the "fair counterpart" of
Jes us the Christ, and his saving gospel with all its
comfort, glory, and power. Give me the key to unlock this one, and "Here choose I, and joy be the
consequences!"
R. M.· MALONEY.

Of General Interest
ANOTHER BURNING QUESTION.
Perhaps on no subject are. people so sensitive and averse
to innova_tion as that of the disposal of the dead. Behind
our present methods of burial stands all the force of agelong custom, sentiment and religious faith. It is for these
reasons that cremation has made such slow progress in the
past, though its superiority from a sanitary point of view
is admitted practically by all.
It is rather significant, therefore, to note the fact that at
a recent national convention of cemetery superintendents
held in this city, the opinion was expressed that in the near
future the law will provide for compulsory cremation, and
that this seemed to be the opinion of the majority.
Commenting on this, the New York World in its editorial
columns expresses agreement and gives an adequate explanation why cremation is destined to supplant the present method.
It says:
"Cremation has long been urged on sanitary grounds. The
fo1·ce of economic 1·eason is now being accumulated on the
same side of the issue._ Great urban districts, rapid in their
expansion, feel as obstacles to growth in desirable directions the appropriation of large tracts of land for cemetery
purposes. Smaller outlying places object naturally to having their fields -turned into burial places for the cij;ies. Manhattan's encroachments upon near by. tei•ritory have become
of much note since the passage of a law forty years ago
forbidding the opening of new graveyards in New York City
or Comity."
The World has_ no possible use for the socialist theory
of economic determinism, and in all probability the cemetery
superintendents never heard of it. Both, howev.er, recognize
its dominance as a deciding factor over every other consideration.
If the explanation of the World is correct, and the facts
given are as stated, then despite religion, sentiment or
custom, it's the furnace for us eventually-in this world at
· any rate, if. not in· the next.
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bright and hopeful we communicate an inspiration to our
associates. They extend to us a welcome because our very
presence is uplifting.
A gloomy nature is sometimes the result of disease. We
are sick in body and the world does not seem to contain
much for us. The· appetite is bad,' sleep goes from us, and
we are depressed. What we need is rest from toil, or a
good dose of medicine, oi· a chang·e in work. Sometimes we
are gloomy because we are self-centei·ed. We can not think
too much about self without becoming impressed 'with the
idea that somebody has mistreated us, or we have been neglected and we are not appreciated. That sort of gloom is
enough to make anyone miserable. All the remedy we need
is to get out of self and put ourselves into the self of somebody else. Self-forgetfulness is a good medicine. ·It is our
duty to be cheerful, to be hopeful. God does not want us to
hang our heads and mourn life away. He wants us to
look toward the moming· and !lmiie. There is too much

good in the world for us to go moping around in search of
the bad and the disagreeable. The sky above us, the sunshine, the shower, the bird songs, the hills, the plains, the
rivers, the brooks, happy-hearted children-in fact, everything about us, tells us to be glad and rejoice. Let us then
fill. tM- soul with religion, go forth to bless some pilgrim in
life's journey, and happiness wilf force itself into spirits. Then
our faces will smile instead of frown, our hearts be glad
instead of sorrowful, and men and women will welcome us
when we approach pheir circles.-Texas Christian Advocate.
•-;

PHOTOGRAPHING THE INVISIBLE.
Since the days when the instantaneous photograph first
showed an incredulous world the grotesque motion of the
race horse in flight, and established the fact that there could
not be such a thing as exactly a dead heat, the camera has
accomplished such wonders that we have almost ceased to
marvel. The nickel show has made us indifferent to what
a very few years ago was one of the wonders of the age, the
moving picture. And now the moving picture has been
cultivated into one of the marvels of the scientific world,
the ballistic kinematograph, by means ~f which th~ old-style
moving picture seems relegated into the stationary class,
much as the canal boat compares with the ocean greyhound.
This achievement of the camera enables man to see what
hitherto has been invisible, for- -Professor Kranz, the inventor
of the device, is able to take absolutely clear protographs,
singly, in silhouette, in the inconceivable flash of time represented by the term one ten-millionth of a second. The most
rapid movement of nature or the swiftest artifice of 'man
can thus be recorded for the purpose of close scientific study.
Professor Kranz's mechanism works so speedily that, allowing for the worl,dng of shutter and the shifting of film, five
thousand separate and distinct pictures of a moving object'
can be taken in a. single second. This compares with an
average of fifty per second in the ordinary inoving picture
outfit.
This miraculously delicate instrument is bound to be of
great service in the prosecution of scientific study of natural
phenomena. The observer intent on a surgical oper~tion or
a military problem now may have an invaluable aid to dissect
the mysteries hitherto hidden. The swiftest moving phe~ +!• • t>!.t 0
nomenon known may be put on record, whether it .be the
THE SPIRIT OF CHEERFULNESS.
soaring of an insect whose wings vibrate invisibly, the whirl
A gloomy person is not inspiring in any line of work. His of a wheel the flight of a bullet or the destruction of a
presence throws a damper over the zeal of those who would target by projectile or of matter by explosive. The fleetest
- otherwise be earnest laborers. Such is our relation to each of moving objects will be caught as if at standstill an_d prob·other that we impart our experiences to those with whom we lems that have been too deep for military men, for surgeons,
and experts·in other fields, are brought within the possibility
associate. If we are of a melancholy disposition we cast a
!!Ort of gloom over the circle th!\t we enter. But if we are. of solution.-Omaha Bee.
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many and report due, especially·to those rwho invested ir,eans
in tho project.
My almost entire silence thus far has, no doubt, to some
MAGNOLIA, IOWA, February 14, 1910 •.
Editors Horald: Either by omission on your part or ours, at least, seemed strange. Having mentioned the matter puban error exists in our article of HERALD for February 9, licly as I did, and refraining from further publicity ~'nd
entitled, "P9ssible and probable explanations"; to wit: after counseling silence, has been referred to by some of my friends
the words, the See1•, should appear "Translating by the Urim thus: "All this attempt at secrecy, as well as your foolish
actions, of announcing publicly, etc."
and Thumriiim,'' to give clearness and force to our idea.
Be that as. it may, results will show it has worked well.
Very respectfully,
·Naturally enough what is folly to some is wisdom to others,
A. M..FYRANDO.
and results a better guage than mere opinion.
Others had prior rights, they owned the relics, and not
ADKINS, TEXAS, January 20, 1910.
Dem· Herald: Al'ter living for several months in the city consenting to wide publicity, thei:e was no other course open
of San Antonio and enjoying the privileges of the church, to me, since some must know of it to enter into and sustain
it is indeed very lonely to live out in the country twenty the ente1~prise.
Should results achieved be measui'ed by the amount of
miles or more from the church.
I became a member of the Reorganized Church seventeen relics I may have to deiiver at reporting time, it, perhap~,
mouths ago. I am still rejoicing fo the good work. It grows could not be counted a large f?Ucces's; but, far ·more to be
grander to me every day I live. Sometimes I wonder how desired than a large consignment of topper, clay, and stone,
it could ever be that I should be so blessed. I can hardly is the evidence centered in the whole of it by whomsoever
realize how I was brought out of the shadow of doubt into owned.
This, happily, has been accomplished, as well as the dignity
the glorious light of the gospel. I had been rnared from
infancy in the Roman Catholic faith and was quite .sure that of our cause carefully guarded, which was really of first
I was in the right church. I had heard very little of the moment; evidence next, and then, relics in the amount availLatter Day Saints and I was of the impression that there able.
The data promised in connection with photographs shall be
was no difference in the doctrine of the Latter Day Saint
fulfilled. It puzzled many why it was not given out at fii'st;
and the Utah Mormon.
In 190~ a Latter Day Saint rwas employed to teach the the delay, more. It would have facilitated the handling of
school here at this place. And through him I became ac- photos, yet not practical to do so, neither is it yet.
As to our exploration work, nothing was furniEhed the press·
quainted with the doctrine of the church. About this time
I had a dream that I did not think amounted to anything by Mr. Daniel E. Soper, Rev. James Savage, or myself, but
at the time, but afterward I believed it pointed to my being the little I stated in the HERALD, and that was almost exceedhelped out of the Catholic Church. I dreamed that by some ing my privileges.
Some of our friends gave out a few items, and were called
way or other I had fallen into the Mississippi River and was
about to drown, and at last I thought this same Latter Day to time by my colleagues, not b·ecause they had anything to
Saint came along and helped me out of the river. Now, fear, but they were not ready to have it done.
. It has finally been decided to publish .Plates of the relics,
there does .not seeni' to he much, at a careless thought, to
this dream, but 'to think carefully of it, you will see that the attendant matter to be limited to cover announcement
the Mississippi River is the father of waters, having so very short general statement, and brief data. No theor;
many branches and tributaries, so also is the Catholic Church ., advanced or explanation attempted, so· that no bias shall be
the mother church and the Protestant churches are the engendered. Upon this plan only was publication now perbranches. Therefore I believe the river in this dream meant mitted. To be privileged to publish the specimens is so great
the church. Soon after this Elders D. S. Palmer and John advantage as to· make it very desirable to conform to such
H~rp came to this community and preached the gospel to requirements from those having the right to make them.
The data as agreed upon for book, may be republished
these people. Brother Palmer came once again and the
next time he came I was ·baptized, and soon my mother and elsewhere as soon as the book is out. As conditions may warsister were baptized also. The Baptist is the leading church rant and consent is had because of developments, other
here and their members are bitterly opposed to the Latter things may be given out.
Whatever disappointment this eng·enders, the result will
Day Saints, but I hope that it rwill not·always be so.
I wish I could live in a branch, for I feel that I should do many times repay. Fuller publication at the start would be
something for the advancement of this grand and noble of great advantage in the sale of the book, but better and
cause. I desire to live faithful before the M\l.st·ar wher2ver fuller results to be reached, and the whole interest better
I may be. I do not see how I could live now if it were not served and earlier, by the present plan.
Our worthy historian asked for an article for the· Joiwnal
for the hope that I have in this. work. I know the work is
good and the reward is sure if I hold out faithful till the of Histo1·y months ago. It was not fumished simply because
end, ever trying to obey his laws and ·commandments and it was not expedient, neither is it as yet.
It will be, however, when it becomes practicable. The
overcome my faults and weaknesses, and doing what I can
for the upbuilding of his great cause and kingdom on this Historian is so informed and he heartil:v acquiesces.
Bro. E. E. Long wrote in reference to using the photoearth. I ask the prayers of the Saints that I may ever be
found doing what the Lord would have me do and saying what graphs in debate. Upon advice that it was yet untimely, he
he would have me say and going where he would have me go. judiciously refrained. His consistency is appreciated.
In the limited use I have' made of it in my personal work,
With kind wishes to all, your sister in the one true faith,
MARY LARMANN.
the greatest care has been taken to conform to that· course
suggested for others.
·
The testing as to genuineness during the year by exploraDETROIT, MICHIGAN, February 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: Having been intrnsted as I was, with the tion is complete as for certainty, thirty-one finds being made
responsibility of determining the genuineness of certain r,}lics widely separated and mostly from far distant localities from
I had at the General Conferevce at Lamoni in 1909, naturally ail former ones,. new places where the taint of suspicion
·enough .there would be more 01' less intei·est on the pa rt of could not in san:e judgment apply, ali of these thirty-one
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differing from each other and from all. former ones, yet
.having the same general characteristics· and markings,
identifying them as representing the same culture. ; The
conditions relative to finding such as to disarm all doubt to
intelligent minds. .
.
·
Th~se ,are not only my conclusions, but of those I. have
been cooperative with, also some of our principal men, and
addition, one man of repute in science.
This is my report for the present time and conditions.
Let the rest come in its time. Should caution have failed me
(to which I do not for a momen't consent in this case), I
should be now admonished by the North Pole muddle to be
wise, act sanely and safely. What the fears of Cook or
Peary may be, I do not know. In the case I have in hand
I have none. Unlike that far-off North Pole zqne,' the one
in the case of Michigan relics is here accessible readily and
the test can be oft repeated; we can· not depend on not being
caught.
The scientists generally, will soon be after us. We may
not win them all, but operations on the ground will never
·bring discomfiture for us, for the test is complete; how fast,
and by how many accepted, is another thing.
The book goes in immediately to· press. Its appearance ,
will not relieve others or myself from restrictfons stated or
implied in the above. As early as can be we all will be
relieved from much embargo.
Steadily onward,
R. ETZENHOUSER.

in

ENFIELD, ENGLAND, January 15, 1910.
I have read with delight and interest
the account of our president, Brother J. W. Rushton, together with Bro. W. Leggott, on their mission in London
District.
They appear to have found a very good ground for labor
among our very small population of over seven million people,
and were much taken up with the favor they seem to have
found amon·g the people regarding the gospel of Christ.
From appearances, London was void of this gospel until· they
went there, which is shown by the interest with ·whiCh the
people _seemed to regard them and their work. It gladdens
our heart to know that the· gospel has the power to attract
the minds of men as something sensible, reasonable, and useful
-in life to such a degree .that they declared that they ought
to. stop and take a hall there that the church might be
represented in London. When we come to the mem_orial
card of the London hall, in Brother Leggott's · report, we
can not help feeling that that notice posted up, "This building
for sale,'' should have underneath it, "On account of the God
of this place having gone for a walk, those responsible for
the place have decided to sell the place as no longer required."
I guess Brethren Rushton and Leggott rwere ashamed to tell
those people where the church was and the kind of a place
it was that represented the church of Jesus Christ amongst
seven million people. And it is strange that this is really
the case, for by the same report, I· read that they have still
in mind the day when the church was famous amongst them
there, that they boast of some of the brightest men of the
church and the best of teaching, which to my mind they
must have put on paper and lost it again, for it failed to have
any effect, apart from a few, struggling to let their candle
illuminate the minds of seven millions of people. Strange,
too, that I have seen but a f_ew years ago, between forty
and fifty Saints as~emble at that same hall in Bow Common
Laue, and now it has come to a few who assemble there but
once .a month to partake of the sacrament. This means that
the hall is closed forty Sundays out of the year, 'so if anyone
happens. around as a result_ of the preaching h-eld there,
- between· these times of it being open, they .will see the hall
closed ·and the notice posted_ up, "This place for sale." This
Editoi·s Hemld:
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branch claims one hundred and twenty membe~·s, that this
place was good enough to be baptized in and receive the laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit, but now
having discovered that it is like a sandwich, between two
public houses, that the people are poor and conditions surrounding the place bad, they have grown disgusted wlth it,
and wish to remove to some other place which will be clean
from the Devil's works ·and influence, which seems to have
frightened all the people away from the hall in Bpw Common
Lane.
,
I listened' to a preacher this evening talking of the wise
and foolish virgins, and_ the bridegroom coming and how the
foolish virgins ran to buy oil, and ·I thought if he came to
London about now Brother Goullee would have a good trade,
for he is in the oil business. What is lacking? It is not
our surroundings that keep us from r.c,mplying with Christ's
statement when he said, "Wist ye not that ·I must be about
my father's business"? The general idea of some people is
that he meant, "Wist di·ives things." There seems· to be
plenty of it going on in othei' religions, but it is a love that is
real that we need in our hearts for the gospel, and without
it we ebb and flow Iilrn the ocean tide, or as one man has
put it, we are like jelly fish with. no backbone attached to us,
and hence we take offense when offense is not meant, and
become jealous when it should be our duty to honor and love
each other. I would that the oneness that Christ spoke of
might be perfect in us, that we might raise up seed unto Jesus
Christ, that we might glorify almighty God by the oneness
that we manifest in each other, for, unless we are.agreed to
combine together for the suc.cess of God's work we become
·
a failure.
It has been suggested, I believe, that our mission conference for this country be held in London, which accounts
for the mission work done last year in London, as a means
of bringing more clearly to view by demonstration the
knowledge of the gospel of Christ as possessed by the Latter
Day Saints; also to broaden the minds of the Saints, that
the work which they say they hold deanr that this light
of the truth is not surrounded by a little world of its-··own,
but that we all may realize what kind of work rwe are engaged
in_. The duty it requires of us is great, for when we sing
that hymn, "Am I a soldier of the cross?" we must remember that it does not mean that we are only reimbursements to
make ourselves when some one special is arnund.
If it is so that the mission conference is to be held in
London, and the work demonstrated by hiring a hall for
the _occasion and drawing the people to hear t'ie gospel, and
possibly converting some to the truth, -ifter it is ove:c, where
are those that represent the church going to poiut the people
to that they may worship God and receive the teaching that
is necessary for their maintenance as members of the body
of Christ? Will it be to the hall in Bow Common Lane? If
so, they may get frightened by the awful appearance of the
place and surroundings, and would lose ground on what they
are believing, for they would be but babes just born into
the fold of 'God, and they might become as those of old
that had ears to hear but did not; eyes that see the truth
but fall away into blindness again. I doubt if the 'gentleman
of Hyde Park would turn. his footsteps down Bow CommonLane.
·Has this chtirch body and parts and passions? ·wm it
not extend the same to England? We are a part of the body,
and the passion of God was love. In the same HERALD I
read, Will a man i'ob God of pounds,, shiilings, pence, or the~·
spirit of the work he has given him to do? The only places
that we in England can boast of in all the places I know, ·
where the work is represented, are over shops and halls;
and in the south of England the ·church is unknown. In
London, one little hall instead of twenty. Why is it? The
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answer is that yon have not paid your tithes enough· to
spread the work more. The rich man pays his tithes and
hardly feels• the• law, pays his tithes and feels free; at the
same time tlie poor struggle to pay what little they can
under the burden, with their own hall expense to pay as well.
Hence, Will a man rob God? Tithes are for the spread of
the everlastihg gospel and the keeping up o~ the church, .
the expenses of which are a great deal more than many
Saints imagine. It grieves one to think of one man misusing
the money and making the work twice as expensive, and the
church to suffer generally for the want of funds. We are quite satisfied with our mission president, for if
advice or teaching could have built churches we would have
- had lots of them. We, realize that we are only working as
a mission, but, at the same time we do not want to be forgotten, but would like to see our Island ring with this latter
day work as in the days gone by. Trusting that God .will
bless his work both a:t home and abroad in this new _year,
I close these remarks, trusting· they may be of interest.
Your brother in the one hope,
60 CHURCHBURY ROAD.
J. A. SMITH.
SAINT GEORGE, UTAH, January 28, 1910.

Editors Saints' Herald: I have no great results to report,
so far as additions to the church are concerned, yet I am
still alive and in the conflict for truth.. I am at the capital
of the Mormon "Dixie" country, where Brigham Young and
his people reared their first temple. This is a hard looking
country, but the climate is fine for winter, and if they had
a railroad here it would no doubt become quite a winter
resort. I am informed that this is a very fine country forfrnits of various kinds, but the distance from market is a
drawback in every respect.
Modena, on the San Pedro, Los Angeles, and Salt Lake
Railroad, is the nearest railroad point and is sixty-five miles
distant; but by the time one makes the trip over the difficult
road, with the kind of conveyances in use, the distance seems
to be one hundred miles or more. Tbe road passes near the
place known as Mountain Meadow, which has become, historic and widely known by reason of the terrible tragedy
enacted there in the early history of Utah. '
My first labor in this part of Utah was_ in the town of
Washington, about six miles from here. I held a series of
meetings there last week that were well attended and some
interest was manifested. The only no'n-Mormon in the place,
a Mr. Homelton, who with .his wife attended all my meetings, stated upon parting·: "I am glad that I had a chance
to hear your side of the story, and I am free to confess
that my opinion cencerning Joseph Smith has undergone a
considerable change." His wife expressed herself about the
same. Also among the Mormons did I find friends, and they
ministered to my necessities while I was with them.
At this place I could find no building to preach in. There
seemed to be a disposition on the part of all the men in
authority that I should not be heard, but I did not feel like
giving it up, so when the mayor of the city, Mr. Whitehead,
told me, "You can preach on the street all you warit to,"
I concluded to try that, and I am glad ·to report that it has
proven quite a success, as far as getting a hearing• is concerned. I began my meetings Tuesday afternoon, the evening-too cool, and I expect to continue during the remainder of
the week and over next Sunday and perhaps longer.
At my first meeting I was attacked by David H. Cannon,
a younger brother of the late Geoi•ge Q. Cannon. I noticed
tl{e gentleman's uneasin~ss while I was speaking, and as
soon as I finished he began speaking. It was amusing to
behold' the crowd, with - what eagerness - they came -closer.
Bishop McArthur, who with some of his brethren had been
listening a: little distance ay1ay, came closer, now wearing
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the broadest kind of a smile,_ and -it was evident that he
expected· this li>nely "Josephite" would soon have the foundation knocked• from under him, but- I am sure they ~vere disappointed in Mr. Cannon's efforts.
•
I had said nothing in my discourse about the unpleasant
things that make the chief differences between us, but had
preached Christ as our chief leader and the head of the
church, and_. his gosper the plan of salvation. It was evident
that- Mr. Cannon hardly knew where to take hold as he could
find nothing in what I had presented that he could condemn.
He ma~e the admission- that what -I had said was- all true,
but claimed that I need not come here to harangue the people
about Christ and the gospel, because they all understood that.
He then proceeded to tell the people about what he knew,
and I can assure you that he was chuck full• of knowledge
and literally boiling~ over. He knew that Joseph Smith was
a polygamist and condemned the sons of the prophet because
they did not know it. He was present when Joseph ~mith
rolled all the responsibility upon the Twelve Apostles, and
he knew that they had all the keys. He was present upon
the occasion when Brigham Y(}ung spoke with Joseph's voice,
, and knew th_at the mantle of the prophet had fallen upon
him. He said that he wanted to tell the people these things
as he was present and knew all these facts, and he thought
that in the face of such testimonies there 'was no room for
"Josephites" to occupy.
'
When he got through I only called the people's attention
to the fact that nearly sixty-six years have passed since the
martydom of. the prophet and patl'.iarch, and here we have
before us a man who professes- to know so much pertaining
to church affairs because of his actual knowledge and personal experience, and I said, "This man must be much older
than his appearance indicates or else he was only a mere.
babe or a little child in the days when he claims to have
received such wondei'ful knowledge." I saw that I had hit
the nail on the head. Cannon himself looked down his nose,
the bishop's smile had vanished, and it was clearly apparent
that there was a general disappointment, and that Cannon
had not accomplished what was hoped for.
Mr. Cannon has not been seen at my meetings since, but
there have been others who are anxious for a wrangle, but
none that desiTe to meet the issue fairly and squarely. Several of the Mormon people have admitted that Mi'. Cannon
made a fool of himself.
Being a1one among so much opposition it brings on peculiar
feelings sometimes, yet I have not been discouraged, as I feel
that I have a right to hope that the Lord will stand by me.
Pei·haps· it is well that my face is sci1iiewhat tanned, from
exposure to the mountain air, or I might have become affected
'like- Bro. H. C. Smith, when he encountered the Utah boys in
Lamoni last June, at which time it is said that his face
became as white as a ~heet ( ?) . One peculiar feature that I
meet is that I can not hold a meeting', but what some one
will introduce an argument in favor of polygamy, whether
I have touched tha~ theme or not. I noticed that the "Jots
Man," writing from Salt Lake, a while back, declared that
polyg·amy was a dead issue. If he will come down i/) southern Utah, he will find it a very lively and kicking cof·pse.
Before reaching this part of the State I spent some time
in Sanpete and Sevier counties. Brother Holloway accom_·panied me as far as Elsinore and Monroe, but condit!ons
soon required his return to Provo, and since then I was left.
to plod alone, which is not the most desirable, nor in har-mony with the Lord's direction; but we must_ often be gov-erned by circumstances when it can not be otherwise. Togetherwe preached at Monroe and Elsinore; the attendance b_eing·
only moderate, the severe cold and the nearness of the holi-day"s no doubt militated°"against our efforts. While in __ that:
part of the _country we made ou1: home at Bro_. H; Lorensen's,,
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who, with his family, treated .us with true sai~tlike kindness.
Brother Lorensen's home has been a sort of headquarters
for our elders for about twenty-five years, when I first met
·him, and when I Jiad the pleasure of administering to him
and companion the ordinances that made· them members of the
Reorganization.
No public house could be had for the preaching of the
word in Richfield. When I applied to. Bishop Coons for the
privilege of speaking in the .wardhouse, he replied: "We
let you into our house when you were here before, and we
had a helJ of a time, and we think that was enough.'' He
evidently had in mind the time when six years ago Elder
Sw~mson and I met Bishop Young and Elder Stewart in debate; but did not lmow before that they felt so bad over
the matter. 'However, I preached twice in Bro. Joseph J.
Jensen's home, to his neighbors who came to hear, some of
whom seemed somewhat· interested in the truth. Brother
and Sister Jensen were the only ones of the faith that I
met in that place, but like as upon former occasion, I felt at
home in their abode ..
I preached four times at Salina, twice in the Mormon meet"
ing room and twice in the Presbyterian chapel, with good ·
attendance. Bishop Lorentzen commended me on my efforts,
saying that I had presented our faith in a way with· which
he could find no fault, and not like some of our elders who
he claimed had pursued an ungentlemanly course.
At Manti I did no preaching, but stopped a few days
with Brother and Sister Rasmussen, who in this place for
years, have been the only ones of the fold and at whose home
the elders always find a welcome. Brother and Sister Rasnmssen are well advanced in years, and feel the effect of age.
May the Lord comfort .and encourage them in their declining
days.
Here I am making my. home prin_cipally with Mr. A. P.
Hardy, who with his companion has treated me kindly. Mr.
Hardy is one of the early pioneers of the country and has
volunteered me much information pertaining to the early
history of Utah. He is a Mormon, but says he is not very
religious. Of course a man rn;md not be very. religious to be
a good Utah Mormon, for if he pays his tithing and sustains
the authorities he is considered all right. Mr. Hardy informed me that he was for nine years the sheriff of Washington County. That he has filled several missions among
the Indians, being appointed by Brigham Young.. He was
in the "Mormon War,'' under Lot Smith, in the region of
Fort Bridger, stampeding mules and horses belonging to
the army and burning up the supply trains. But h~ stoutly
asserts that he had nothing to do with the Mountain Meadow
Massacre, all of this without me asking any questions. He
also asserts that Brigham Young was not responsible for the
terrible deed, and claims to have seen orders from Brigham
Young in regard to the emigrants, iwhich were to the effect
that they should be permitted to pass through the country unmolested; but the orders did not reach the scene until the deed
was done.
I have no doubt written enough for this time, so will close
by saying I am yours in the conflict for truth,
,
H. N. HANSEN.
LEXINGTON, TENNESSEE; January 20, 1910.
I am now back in my field of labor.
·Moved my family to Knobnoster, Missouri, the last of November and ·remained there preaching and administering to
the sick until the 12th of this month. Then I came to Timber~
lake, Tennessee, and preached a few times and baptized one
lady, the wife of Bro. Alex Ru~h. My labors .in Knobnoster
were well 1·eceived by Saints and friends. I met a number
_of good· Saints there, bµt some are not striving ·to let their
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light shine. There were a few outsiders at our meetings
who expressed themselves as well pleased with the efl:ort.
I tried to make it plain that I was not in Missouri to abuse
or make/fun of anyone's religion Ol' ·church, ,but:to preach the
gospel as I understood it, and I believe I made some friends.
Some seemed to think that I had fixed· some of the outsicfa:rs
so they woulq never come into our church again. I asked them
why they thought so, and their answer· was,· "The outsiders
an.d ·some of the Saints are just carried a;way with your
preaching, and now they will stand right where they are.''
I remarked that I thought it was a little strange that men
would stay outside of the church because they liked the
preaching. -He 1·emarked, "You are too light on them; I
believe in stirring them up." Well, we didn't argue the question any further. I could see that he was one who believed
in hanging to the line as they call it. I had been told by
some outside1·s that they scarcely ever attended our meetings because the elders, as a rule, abused them and made
fun of their religion, but I can't vouch for all I heard. I
preached largely from the Book of Mormon, and some outsiders told me that they believed the doct1;ine I taught.
We have a good Religio there at Knobnoster. I found that
many . of the Saints know little of the Book of Mormon·
teachings.
One thing I find in Zion that is discouraging, and. that is
the spirit of speculation is bringing lots of Saints to Zion
and moving lots of them away from her. My advice to all
Saints coming to Zion is tO stay clear of all land agents,
even if they are Latter Day Saints. We have some good
men in the land business, but you don't always know who
they are. One of ·the commandments given by Christ was
to watch. Why not live by that word of God? Most of the
land in Zion is hardpan or has been water killed, and hence
the necessity to have some agent who knows where the good
land is, as it won't do to trust your own judgment, of course.
Land agents are very nice and accommodating, but they are
like anybody else, they are looking out for themselves, and
you will not fall out with them if you do· the same thing.
So do not get in a hurry to buy land in Missouri. Remember
the Lord's instruction is not to be in haste, but let everything be prepared before you.
Well, I find things in Tennessee about as I left them, except
some of the Saints have movea away. As a rule the Saints
here in Lexington are very poor. The land is poor and they
are compelled to live very closely, and it is about all they
·can do to live at all. But I learn that some of our elders
do not mind begging them for money "to grease the car
wheels," as they call it. I have been preaching here for
years, opened up the work years ago, and I. have never yet
asked one of the Saints for money. I will buy a tie ticket
and •Walk before I will do as some have done. Some lay
around and then ask the Saints for money and perhaps
they have five times as much as it needs to take them where
they are going, We have only had a few of such elders labor
in Tennessee and Kentt'icky; and they did not do much good,
except to help out the railroads. They will receive a letter
from the missionary in charge requesting them to push out
into new fields; then they will pass 'the hat and hustle off to
some other branch, or to where a lot of Saints live, and·
flatter themselves that they are in a new field. Pretty soon
they are rushing to see loved ones and to await the action'
of General Conference to see whe1·e they will be sent. I
have seen so' much of the above work that I am tempted at
times to raise my voice against it from the stand. Let none
take exception to this that is not guilty. I do not mean you;
it is the other fellow of course.
Trusting this may be received in the same spirit that
prompted me in writing jt,
Yours in Christ,
·
·C. L. SNOW.
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CONIFER, COLORADO, January 19, 1910;
Editoi·s Saints Hemld and its Twe1ity-five Thousand Readers: We desire to greet you in the opening of this New Year
of grace, 1910, one thousand nine hundred and ten years since
the· coming of the Messiah, our Savior Jesus Chr,ist, to ratify
and make binding on the nations of the earth the everlasting
covenants promised to the prophets, Abraham, (Genesis
22: 16-18); Moses, (Deutronomy 18: 17-20); David, (Psalm
89: 19-37; Isaiah 9: 8, 9; 49: 6-12; 55: 3-6; 59: 19-21; Jeremiah 31: 31-34; Daniel 9: 25-27; Micah 5: 2-4; Zechariah
9: 9-12), and to others too fedious to mention.
Israel rejected.this messenger of the covenant, because he,
after being born in Bethlehem, abode for a time in the town
of Nazareth, saying, "Can any good thing come out of Naz-·
areth ?" and because he did not then set· Israel, unregenerate
as they were.then, at the head of the nations, and be crowned
a temporal universal ruler. They did not ~nderstand that
before this could be, Israel,· both Hebrew and Gentile, must
' ·be. converted from their sinful ways, be regenerated, be of
one heart and soul, united in desires, purposes, and intentions, in harmony with God's will and purposes. (See Psalm
51: 6-13; Jeremiah 31: 33, 34; Jeremiah 3: 14-16.) Instead
of turning to the new covenant their hearts turned, and we
are sad to write it, they still turn back to the. covenant made
at Sinai and "the ark" that contained that law of death, and
refuse to heed the pastors sent to them then and now, not
being able to see that the new is not like the old covenant.
Israel set theii' stakes thinking the Lord would come to them,
but he has not, nor will he. They must be converted to the
Lord's "own way" that makes us of one heart and soul, be
converted to him. (See Jeremiah 32: 39, 40.) Israel has
always, ever since coming out of Egypt, gone backward and
not forward, has backslidden .. (Jeremiah 2: 27.) May' not
modern Israel be able to learn a lesson here? ;Let our past
teach us the duty of faithfulness to the diV:ine Law Giver, is
our only success. We can not do the work intrusted till we,
under chastisement, learn that "Zion can not be built up,
unless it is· by the principles of the law of the celestial
kingdom."
(Doctrine and Covenants 102: 2, 3; 127: 7.)
Can anyone in the stakes of Zion fulfill the principles of the
celestial law and not possess their possessions "according to
the law of consecration which I have given"? (See Doctrine c•
and Covenants 102: 8.) Can they and be in harmony with
the law? It is time we, as children of our heavenly Father,
iook his law squarely in the face. We ask the world to do
this when preaching the gospel to them.
(See section
106: 1, 2. This law surely applies to all· living in the present
and future stakes of Zion. Are not the stakes of Zion Zion?
Are not those living in the stakes of Zion living in Zion?
Answer as you will answer at the final tribunal. (See Psalm
50: 4; Isaiah 11: 27.) (We think the "judgment" of this latter
text is righteous, legal, inspired, good, just, sense, enlightened
by the law and the Spi?'it. See on this Doctrine and Covenants 126: 10 and 129: 8.) But let us as a people not forget
that God will judge his p<1ople as well as the world. (Psalm
122: 4, 5; Matthew 19: 27-29; 2 Corinthians 5: 10.) •
. Brethren, the times of the Gentiles are now closing. They
were 'to be fulfilled in the generation in which the gospel was
restored. (See Doctrine and Covenants 45: 4.) A generation did not exceed seventy-five or eighty years in the stated
generation referred to by our Savior in his time. (See paragraph 3 of same section.) "This generation of Jews." Compare the "desolations" here spoken of with any history- of
the Hebrews and Jerusalem. A generation in Abraham's
time was about one hundred and eight years.
(Genesis
15: 16; Exodus 12: 40, 41.) In regard to Israel's wandering
in· the wilderness prior to .being permitted to enter Canaan,
that generation was forty y,ears, specified. (Numbers 14: 33,
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34; Deuteronomy l : 35.) Three score and. ten years were a
generation in the time of David. A race is sometimes denominated a generation, a family when so specified. (Deuteronomy 1: 35; Psalm 95: 10, 1,1. See also Matthew 4.) A
people living at a given time. (Matthew 3: 7, 8.) We are not
of the opinion that the words, "This generation of Jews," or
"in that generation," as used in Doctrine and Covenants, are
absolutely defined as to years, nor used in the sense of a ·
"race" or a family; but we can not concede that "that generation" excee.ds one hundred years. If we begin the "this
·generation of Jews" of paragraph 3, in A. D. 33, the "generation" did not exceed fo1:ty-two years. But if it began at
A. D. 1 it did not exceed eighty _to ninety years. The desolations there ·foretold had come on the Jews by that time. The
times of the Gentiies evidently began at or soon after the
destruction of Jerusalem, A. D. 65 to 72. And the abomination spoken of by Daniel set up, (see Luke 21: 20-24; Mark
13: 14.) "And for the overspreading of abominations,'' it
has been desolate unto this day. Idolatrous Roman abominations, (oriental conquerors.) Then the contenti.ons of one
Peter the Wanderer, and the Mohammedans who with slight
intervals continue to sustain their mosque on Mount Moriah,
where· once stood the temple of Solomon. (Daniel 9: 26.)
"The fullness of my gospel" broke forth among those who
sat in darkness in A. D., 1823 to 1830. "And in that generation
shall the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled!" Can we realize
where we. are, brethren, in that history of e¥ents? The
Savior deals here with events directly related to his ancient
covenant people, the children of Abraham. They have been
a long time learning the folly of setting their stakes and
rejecting the gospel because Jesus came out of Nazareth, but
they will learn yet that they will have to begin at a Nazareth
where it has been thought no good can come from, even with
the great restoration, the foundation of which was laid by
"that young man," spoken of in Zechariah 2: 1-4, and Doctrine and Covenants 45: 4. The messenger of Malachi 6: 1.
See Doctrine and Covenants 17: 2, 3.
·At the opening of the Gentile times, the Hebrews went
"into outer darkness," where to them has been "weeping and
wailing and gnashing of teeth." They ceased to be the Lord's
people in any adopted sense. They did not cease to "be a
nation" or a race. Their house was "left unto them desolate."
They were "blind leaders of the blind." They fell "into the
ditch," from whence they have not to this day been pulled

C!Ut.
Will a like fate now overtake the Gentiles at the fullness
of their times? As the Hebrews filled "up the measure of
their fathers," or cup of iniquities, has it now happened so,
or is it happening so with the Gentiles? When Israel's time
had fully arrived they became absolutely indifferent to their
eternal welfarn. (Acts 13: 46, 47.) Will it soon be so with
the Gentiles? Do they-a majority of them-now seem indif:l'erent to the gospel of Christ? If any of you doubt, just take
a year's mission, go without purse or scrip, as do Christis
ministers, declare the same principles and doctrine he did, and
be conviw;:ed. The proof of it will .be trying it. We do not
·say there are yet a minority of exceptions. We1:e the masses
convinced in the days of Noah and Lot? (See Matthew
24: 37-39; Luke 17: 26-32, and Luke 21: 35.) Does the world
knowingly permit itself to be taken in snares? Somehow all
that dwell on the face of the whole ea11th Jesus says will not
know when the day of his coming is neai· 01· ~t handL What
an astounding· statement of truth! Are the Saints alive. to
their own interests ~s they relate to the redemption of Zion?
We can see the tares are ripening. It looks like mature
fruitage to note that the Colorado state board of pardons are
allowing prisoners to buy for money their liberation from
the state l!rison, regardless of what their crimes ma!,r have
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been. This i& now an open fact, charged and commented on.
by the public p1:ess,_ who to-day are the conservators of the
peace and safety. Saints, we must not think for one moment
that it i·emains for the next generation to begin to redeem
Zion. Any indication of willingness on our part· to pass
the beginning of this work on to the. next generation would
plainly sho\v that we are not prepared to enter celestial
glory, where and. when the celestial law governs. The test
is, anyone who loves God with all his soul, might, mind, heart,
al}d strength, and his brother as-as-as himself, is ready
to enter upon the work as God directs.
As to the work in the Eastern Colorado District, some have
been added to the church by-baptism. We do not know of
many, ·if any, who have fallen out by the way. The missionaries have been busy, so far as we know, so far as circumstances have . conducted. We need not wonder at the
trial the seasons may bring about in our day when ·we consult the questions propounded by the Lord to Job on this
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J, 0. Colpitts, who is postmaster at Fox; .Brn, Sherman John. son, Father Zinimerman; the Willoughbys, and Brother Bellmore, Sister· Bacon, and others -.who are trying to keep the
faith. I think others there will yet leam and obey the gospel. They have lately furnished a place to hold their services
in, with new seats, new lamps, and a new organ, a place which
we hope the ministry near there will occupy.
..
I spent Christmas with Saints of Wray, sharing. the
"turkey" with "Aunt Ellen Bullard" and· some thirty or more
of her children, children-in-law, and grandchildren, and although I had not expected to get in anywhere on a Christmas
tree this time, yet I was well remembered.
.I pray the Lord to bless his Saints in all the world and
save them in glory.
Your unworthy colaborer for ;?:ion's weal,
C. SCOTT.

HOLDENVILLE, OKLAHOMA, January 27, 1909.
Dear Herald: The working of the Spirit upon the minds
"Hast thou entered into the treasures of the snow? or of men in many instances works out the purposes of the Lord
hast thou seen the treasures of the hail, which I have re- in such a quiet arn!, unassum.ing manner, that the very indiserved against the time of trouble, against the day of battle viduals most forcibly wrought upon do not recognize the
and \Var?" (Job 38: 22, 23. See also what Isaiah says is miraculous features of the work; and they are therefore into be almost associated with the resurrection, 26: 20, 21. clined to withhold praise from Him to whom all praise is
due. He who will not recognize the service of his spiritual
See also Doctrine and Covenants 45: 4-6.)
enlightenment by yielding obeisance to God, curtails the one
We note a spiritual advancement among our membership window twixt himself and heaven; blocks the straight way
here in this. Rocky Mission; A closer notice is being taken to greater fields; diverts the very stream which enlivens his
of the law relative to temporal duties. · Since the advent of own soul.
Bishop R. Bullard into this field quite a number of the Saints
That our Lord may have all the praise and some Saint the
are-rendering their "inventories" to determine how they stand benefit of this faithful testimony, I relate the following faithwith the Lord financially, and are coming forward with their ful manifestation: On the 14th day of March, 1909, while
tithing where they may be in arrears. God's blessings are enga·ged in the Lord's work in Kingfisher, Oklahoma, there
attending richly, and their souls are enriched by the Spirit's came to my ipind such a forceful and well-defined Spirit preapproval.
sentation concerning one T. S. Martin, of whom I had heard
God is with Brother Bullard with special power. Am satis- but whom I had never met since he was at -our home thirtyfied that the Lord sent him to this mission. Saints at Wray five years before, when I was but an infant. It was such an
and Denver are up in line along this move to give the work impressive view of the future before him that by positive
financial impetus. I surely will be pardoned for reference to and prophetic dictation it was recorded in my journal that
the financial phase of the work. I think a good example ought day, that this T. S. Martin would yet be led into the church
to be emulated. Paul sometimes praised the Saints of his through my ministration. .
day for good examples, but refused to p1'aise their selfishness·
After writing this prediction with a "Thus saith the Spirit,"
and failures in duty. The Denver Saints have been divinely I was mysel.f astonished to read it and survey in my mind
approved for their efforts to build a church to the name· of all the curious circumstances and the fact that this was writthe Lord in this city. You will all rejoice when I tell you ten of a man who knew me not, nor I him, and who was then
that astonishing progress is being made on the building con~ over ·a hundred miles away, and, for aught I knew (of
sidering they are building it during this hard winter. They myself), determined to live and die outside of the kingdom.
now expect to occupy the basement for worship by the 15th But I dare not change that writing, for its truth was too
of February. We are looking for more "workers for the impressive. Day followed. day, ·weeks grew to months, and
Master" soon, as indications now point. Am writing this months numbered nearly a·year, when on January 25, 1910,
from the tops of the mountains, eight thousand feet above by the seeming fortunes of time and chance, I met Bro. T. S.
sea level. Bro. James Kemp and family still keep "the camp Martin for the first time, and was filled with joy in the
fire blazing" away up here like a Lot to this generation; but happy fulfillment of the Spirit's word, when before the suns&t
we need Lots now, and Noahs as well, as in other days. We' of the same day, I led both him and his worthy daughter of
are trying to press on in the Master's service against the fifteen years under a halo of heavenly peace into the deep
odds against us, hoping and laboring for the prosperity of waters of the river and the deep grace of God. There we
Zion temporally and spiritually, and noting the progress be- received the assurance that the Holy Spirit was leading and
ing made in the late increase in numbers being added to the that this erstwhile son of the kingdom, lost for a while and
fold, the moving of the Holy Spirit on the hearts of many found again, was accepted by the Lord and with joy ainong
Zionward; the activity of the ministry, the opening of the the angels.
_
Sanitarium, the soon hoped for development of the Order of
The Saints who knew Brother Martin will rejoice with
Enoch, and the advarlcement the ministry and Saints are us ih the fellowship of this prodigal son, who, unlike the
making._
scriptural- parable, has returned with Jl!.Ore than he departed
From N ovembel.· 20 to December 23 I . was over in south- with-a promising daughter. Our work here at Holdenwest Yund County, where a small numbe1• of Saints reside ville is encouraging. This is the third week of our protracted
· with Bro. Ed C:i;awford in· charge as priest. Snow was from effort here, and by the labors of Brother Aylor, who is with
{.
seven to ten inches deep, but congregations numberin·g from us, a united quorum of branch officei·s, and the cooperation .. /. eleven to twenty-five or thirty gi•eeted Ud 1iightly, almost, to of a faithful membership, we led seven souls through the hap~
. whom we preached with power of the Spirit. Here live B.ro. tismal door into the }\ingdom last ..Sunday, and if there are ·
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Knisley had made her a call; but we prayed for her and she
felt much better and we are in hopes ·she will i·ecover from
her spell o_J; sickness.
While at Plattsmouth I held over and preached for them, , /
and on 'l'hursday evening, the 6th, two gave in their names
AVA, ILLINOIS, January 27, 1910.
for baptism. They are the daughter and son-in-law of Bro.
Dear Herald: The writer left home in company with Bro. Riley Jones, of that place, who are worthy people. There are
- H. Sparling about_ two weeks ago and came to this place where more to follow at that place soon, if the work is continued. I
we have been preaching ever since to quite an attentive crowd. expect to 1)1.ake a call there to look after the interest of the
There are only two Saints living in town, but they are doing work from time to time. I was told they in_tend to organize
what they can to help the gospel along and take care of the a Sunday school and do all they can for the work.
preachers. Orte of them' gave us the money to ord!lr two
While here at Auburn, we are ·lifting up our :voice .and
Books of Mormon, one fo1' herself and the other for a neigh- there are some near the kingdom. On the 19th, at the evenbor, not a member· of the church. We have not had any ing service, five gave in their names for baptism and there
baptisms yet, but there are several who are interested and are more to follow soon. We are· thankful for the favor of
whom we hope to see embrace the gospel.
·
- the Lord, for he has truly assisted us in our work. We are
·We had the pleasure of dining with the marshal to-day, It still working for the triumph of Zion.
In bonds,
is a good plan to keep on the good side of Uncle Sam's boys.
WM. M. SELF.
- not .others who accept before we go, it will not be our fault,
for we have. made our best efforts to present them to the
Lamb who taketh away the sins of the world. But the
waters will be troubled again.
JAMES E. YATES.

He comes to our meetings every night, giving both good attention and material assistance. May the Lord help all of
his people to work more diligently for character which brings
honor in the sight of our Redeemer, who promised Israel the
greatest gift, which is rnlvation, if they obey the ·Jaw of tithing, with all other_ commandments.
P. T. PLUMB.
'JOHNNIE, NEVADA, January 26, 1910.
Editors Herald: I am in the mountiiins of Nevada, a little
way from Goldfield. I am going to school every day and am
learning very fast. I am in the seventh grade. I was born
in 1897, so I am thirteen years old. I read the HERALD every
week. I came to Nevada March 8, 1908, and like it very
much. It has been very cold here, but is warmer the last
few days. Pray fo.r me, dear Saints, as I do for you.
EDWARD JONES.
PORTLAND, MAINE, January 22, 1910,
Editors HeraW: I wish to drop 'these few lines to inquire
if I did right in a certain incident \vhich happened to me
lately. At one of the revival meetings which were being held
in this place in the Methodist church, the services were conducted by one Dr. D. S. Tay. After a short sermon and a
number of sad stories, the usual questions were asked: Any
wishing our prayersraise their hand. Any wishing·prayers
for a friend or relative, arise; all Ch.ristians arise; and
finally, All wanting to go to heaven arise. I was the only one
who had kept seated under this fire, so far as I could see.
Doctor Tay asked me directly, in a loud voice, if I did not
want to go to heaven. I shook my head. Right well I knew I
would not be allowed to defend myself there, even if I had
desired to do so. Of course I felt embarrassed. Doctor Tay
made a short prayer to the effect that God· should not give me
rest day or night until I was converted. Did I do right?
I have since looked up the quotation bearing on this queittion and find God's people are to dwell on the earth. See
Daniel 7: 27; also Psalm 3'7: 9-11; Revelation 5: 9, 10;
Psalm 67 : 3, 4; and many others. If I made a mistake in
not rising, will ·some brother please write a short article and
advise me what I ought to do in such a case. If J did right,
I wish some one would write, that I may show it to some of
my friends who think I did very wrong.
W. S. POWERS.
·.428 FOREST STREET.
AUBURN, NEBRASKA, January 20, 1910.
Editors Herald: In answer to a call, as I was laboring in
Plattsmouth on my way to the Pottawattamie District, Iowa,
I came to this place to administer the ordinance of the gospel
tO_ Sr. Anna .Young, who was very sick. When we reached
- her home we found her feeling some better, as Bro, Alvin

V

COLDWATER, MICHIGAN.
Editors Herald: My attention has been directed to a
statement of criticism found in HERALD for January 19, page
67. The said criticism was urged against a comment of a
writer in HERALD of November 10. On examination, I find
the only letter containing the statement to which objection
was offered, was written by the undersigned. In justice to
myself, I wish to correct, for we believe the criticism to be
"misleading." The brother, quoting from my letter says:
"The writer said he could imagine Apostle William H. Kelley arising to a point of order, and asking for the law when
he was elected to assist the district president." Now, I am
responsible for that statement, but I am not responsible for
the report on which it is based. And 'why the brother attacked my comment instead of the report of organization of
the reunion, I am at a loss to determine, when in direct connection, and as a completion of the sentence, I stated hi my
letter of November 10: "When he was elected to assist the
district president as the iteni appears in Glad Tidings froni
the report." Had the brother noticed this fatter statenwnt, it
seems to me the attack on my comment' would have been
unnecessary. The criticism· says: "Brother Kelley was not
elected to assist the president, but was included in the motion
to be associated with him." The report_ from which I received
the idea. that he was "elected to assist," is now before me, •
and I copy from it as follows: "Bro. S. Stroh was in charge,,
with W. H. Kelley and Leonard Scott elected as ass-istants."
-Glad Tidings; September, 1909, page 7. If this be true, I
am willing to stand by my comment, and if not true; I am not
responsible, and the criticism on my statement is wholly un-necessary.
The statement in my letter of November 10, that, "We have
some things yet to learn before we are orderly keepers of the
law, as were the saints of old (see Acts 21: 24)" I am not
yet ready to recant, but it need not be applied exclusively to
the Howell reunion.
If an injustice has been done to "that body of people," it
is from the fact that the report of the reunion in Glad Tidings
is the original, and as the criticism stands it is not fair to me.
With good will to all, and the wish that sen.timents which ·
educate the people .individually, and collectively, may be the
correct ones, I am,
Yours hopefully,
S. W. L. SCOTT.

To the Saints: The article from An Observer in a November HERALD, and the experience of a Sister in the HERALD of
January 5, in the matter_ of asking God for guidance in the
matter of marrying; inspire the hope _that_ all Saints _contemplating matrimony will carry the matter. to their. Father
above. The questio~1 of marriage and divorce, the creation
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and destruction of a home, is the most important one that
The special services held at the West Side church are ove_r,
affects social conditions - to-day. Every good Saint should and while we did not come up to our expectation in reachunderstand .God's laws regarding the marriage relation, the ing the nuillber anticipated, yet we feel perfectly satisfied
sacredness of the tie between husband and wife, between with i·esults.. Some strangers had an opportunity .to hear
parent aml child, between God and home, before making a our gospel, and who can judge as to the fruit these efforts
choice of their companion for life; th'en having made their will eventually bring forth?
choice, they should be prepared to abide faithfully to the end,
A very nice folder was arranged, well printed, and about
never neglecting to watch and pray, lest the corrupting in- two thousand of them were distributed in -~he neighborhood:
fluences of the dance hall, the desire for strong drink, the The subjects to be treated were advised, as well as some
coveto~s carnal desires, sins that lead to the divorce -court, select scripture, admonishing the people to examine a thing
creep in and destroy their home.
,
before they made up their mind as to what it contained. The
If it is• important to consult with God before creating a
w~rding of these folders was carefully arranged by Bro.
home, how much more important it is that we should consult Arthur Allen, our local missionary, and evei-y precaution was
with him bef0re destroying a home, for involved with a home used to advertise the subjects to be treated, in a novel and
there are serious social, financial, and political interests to be interesting way.
considered, and there may be innocent children whose whole
Although the weather conditions were bad part of the time,
life and destiny will be affected. What a terrible thing it is to the Saints manifested an interest in the work by being prescontemplate the startling number of American homes that ent, and not only in this way, but also by lending a )land to
yearly ·are destroyed by the crimes of drunkenness, divorce, such strangers as were present. We feel that we must make
and remarriage! What an inheritance of disgrace, what a some comment on the grand spirit of unity ·and brotherly
legacy of shame, what a bitter, distressing memory· of home love that pervaded these special services. We feel that all
the children of these people must carry; through life! Yet, were in harmony with the Master's commandment, "Thou
there are ministers, elders, evangelists, men who claim to be shalt love one another." ·
servants of God, who support and encourage these crimes
In reg'ard to the Utah elders, we wish to say they conducted
against our home by their votes and by the ·blessings of themselves like gentlemen and appeared to be a fine class of
their official approval.
·young men. We were glad of their presence and extend an
Dear Saints, let us who have hearkened to the angel's mes" invitation to them to .come again. We are sure that none
sage hark back to God's laws given th~·ough Christ's own lips, looked upon them with a spirit of hatred, but rather with
that no evil be encouraged or done in God's name, remem- sympathy and love. The writer was pleased to shake hands
bering that there are no exceptional cases under his laws, with all of them. He learned that they are laboring in the
asking him to guide us in all our affairs.
mission field here in Chicago. Some time ago the Utah church
ANOTHER OBSERVER.
had about twenty-five elders here in Chicago and they made
a house to house canvass. Let us take notice.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, January 29, 1910.
I wish to say that the singing was in charge of Sr. Dottie
The Chicago Saints are all smiles and they poke each other Logan and Brother Randell, and the efforts of our choir
in the ribs and say, "Didn't he do it well?" All this because were certainly in harmony with the grand and convincing
-Bro. J. W. Wight reached way down and brought up the sermons that were preached during the special services.
very best he had in store on the subject advertised in the
Chicago Saints are -still alive and working for the Master.
pamphlet: "The difference between the Utah church and
HARRY PASSMAN.
the Reorganized Church." We want to whispe1• that we
22 ASHLAND A VENUE SOUTH.
never ·saw a man so rivet the doctrine of monogamy and leave
so little excuse for a belief in polygamy, as did Brother
, Wight on this 27th day of January. He did it in the presOTTAWA, KENTUCKY.
ence of a full house, including about ten Utah elders, and
Editors _Herald: The little branch here, called Olive Branch,
·we don't believe they enjoyed the sermon; for when a man is stili surviving and trying to build up the work in this place-.
takes every prop from under a roof that you think a great With just ten members we find it a hard task to coiwince the
deal of, and lets it go to the ground with a bang, why, you people that we are trying to teach them the same gospel that / ;· would rather be somewhere else when the trick is being done, Jesus taught. But David tells us to cast our bread upon the
and lhis the expi·ession some of their faces plainly manifested. waters, and it will not return void.
After the roof fell our Utah friends had an opportunity
We have had a twelve-session debate between one W. G.
to ask questions,-yes, more than this was granted them. Roberts, of the Church of Christ, and Bro. E. E. Long, Bro.
They had an opportunity to expres~ their opinion on the J. W. Metcalf, of Louisville, as moderator. We feel that we
floor, and more than this,-the opportunity to crossexamine gained the victory, while some say that Roberts was the
Bl'Other Wight. He certainly made a good witness.
smartest man that ever was in this country. Well, he may
But that is not all: We want to whisper that Brother be, in worldly affairs, but I am sure he is not in the sight of
_Vanderwood was on the platform with Brother Wight, and he God. I believe we have gained some friends for the work
is an -old veteran in our cause when it comes to talking to and hope to gain more in the future. I don't think Roberts
those Utah boys. _His eyes were all aglow, and every time proved a single point. All he could say was that Joseph
Brother Wight would refer to a section in our Doctrine and Smith had more than one wife, and then got on to the Book
Covenants, Brother Vanderwood would give from memory of Mormon.
- We had Bro. John Harp with us a few days. H_e only
where the same might be found in the Utah edition. Brother
Wight would get th'e reference; then look at Brother :Vander- preached two sermons, and then was called home by the
wood, who would sway his head, and up would come the sickness of his wife. We are soiTy to give him up· so soon,
reference a-s found in the Utah edition, and he referred to' as he seems to gain friends for Christ wherever he goes. rn many quotations during the sermon~ that Brother Wight
Bro. W. H. Forbes, of Mount Vernon, ·is trying to build
said he was a real live dictionary_ when it came to the Doc- up the work here and in other places in Rockcastle County.
trine and Covenants. The arguments Brother Wight was
We desire the prayers of the Sa,ints that we may ever be
clinching received an extra blow fro1il the sledge hammer of faithful to the One that blesses us so much.
HENRY OLIVER. _
B1'c>ther _Vandenvood that capped the \climax.
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BOZEMAN, MONTANA, Febl'Uary 10, 1910.
Editoi·s Hei·ald: This finds me a long way from my appointed field. Was called out here 'by the serious illness of
my father and mother, whom I had, not seen for nine years.
I am pleased to say that they are both very much better and
seem to be on the road to recovery. I am now on the ground
of my early childhood; was among the first male children born
in this State. Here I met Bro. I. M. Smith, who has been
given Bozeman as his objective point. Taking advantage of
my presence, he is now laboring in other parts of the State,
leaving me in charge of the work here.
. I am happy to state that the prospects of the latter day
work in this place were never so bright as now. A new branch
is being organized with some twenty-five members. Convinced
tha1' the past method of meeting in hired halls or in' private
houses is not the best way to establish the work, they have
decided to secure a permanent church home. Brn. Thomas
Reese, R. M. Esgar, and John Pritchard, the soliciting and
building committee, have been doing some excellent service.
They have bought the old Catholic church building with a
parsonage attached. When renovated and fitted up for our
Use there will be a neat little chapel and residence for the
minister in charge. It will be necessary to place special help
in charge until the branch gets strong enough to carry on
alone. The powers that be have intimated willingness to take
care of the work, which gives the little flock heart to do something substantial to plant the cause he1'e. The committee set
a commendable example by heading the list with substantial
donations, and have been working like Trojans to get donations from their personal and business friends. The 'Saints
at other places in the State have been solicited and have
responded, so far, nobly.
·
Every missionary to this State for the last twenty years
has come away with the conviction that it is a hard field in
which to labor, as far as getting people interested in the
mesrnge is concerned. It uses up all .a man's enthusiasm, as
a rule, and draws heavily on his faith and spirituality. What,
then, shall be said of the few members who live here? The
very air seems devoid of spirituality. Money-making, pleasure, and general jndifference to religion are their constant
environment. It takes something to stand np against that
year after year. It is only right that good, strong men be
sent out here to help develop the work in different localities,
whim the Saints show a willingness to stand by the missiorr
financially and otherwise. The great northwest has, during
the last ten years, been developing very fast, and there has
been a big influx of new settlers. The railways have been
anxious to sell long distance tickets, and advertised the
country farther west, thus sending the immigration through
this State. In the boom Montana has not had its proper
share until just lately. People back East who a1;e looking for
desirable locations and business opportunities, are now find. ing that Montana is on the map. This State is looking for a
big influx of new settlers this coming summer.
Will do what I can for the work while here, and expect to
return. in time for General Conference.
G. R. WELLS.

' j

Evans-Phillips Debate.

V.'The city oi London, Canada, has re~ently been the scene of a
· lively discussion between the Latte1; Day Saints, and Christadelphians; the sides being championed by Bishop R. C. Evans,
of Toronto, and Pastor R. W. Phillips, of Guelph. It was
held from Dec(;lmber 13 to 17. For two nights Bishop Evans
affirmed the following propositions: The Bible teaches that
there is in man an immortal spirit. which continues to live
in a con_scious state after the death, "of the body, between

'
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death and tlie resurrection. The King James Bible was to
be the standard of evidence.
Bishop Evmi"s began his speech.by stating that the object
of the discussion shouid be the desire to elicit t~·uth, rather
than obtain ''victory, and began his affirmative with the statement .that man was made a little lower than the angels, quot>ing Hebrews 2: 7; 7.: 9; John 1; Colossians 1: 15-17; Hebrews 2: 14, etc.
We will not attempt to give your readers the scriptural
quotations in their succession or wording, as proven by his
opponent's statement in his first reply, when_ he said, "I will
not attempt to answer all the scripture Bishop Evans has
given us this evening"; neither did he, as the sequel will
show; for Bishop Evans not only gave much proof concerning the existence of the Spirit of Christ before he tabernacled
in the body, but showed the creation of man mentioned in
Genesis 1, had. reference to the creation of'the spirit, as the
second chapter says, "There was not a man to till the ground."
The man of Genesis 1 was not a plowman, but had to be
fenced about with bones and sinews and clothed with skin
and flesh before he could "till the ground." He then went on
to show that there is a spirit in man, that man has both
spirit and breath, that the spirit of man is the candle of the
Lor.d enlightening the inward parts of the body; that this
spirit is conscious apart from, as well as in, the body (Ezekiel
37).
Bishop Evans also showed that Jesus acknowledged in his
teaching of the rich man and Uizarus that the spirit~ of both
good and bad were conscious between death and the resurrection; that Christ after his own death went and preached
to the spirits in prison, for the reason that all men will be
judged according to the gospel (Romans 2: 16). The gospel
was preached to the dead, that they might be judged as men
who had received the privilege of hearing the gospel in the
flesh will be judged; but live according to the law of God in
the Spirit, which they could not possibly do if their spirits
had no conscious existence between death and the resurrection.
Bishop Evans concluded his first speech by saying that
death means a separation, not a state of annihilation, and
Paul mid, "God is the Father of spirits."
Mr. Phillips began his reply by saying that he and his
people claimed to be saints. That the term saints meant those
that were taken out from the world by the word of God.
"There is not a plain statement in the word of God that
says that man has an immortal spirit." ·.He then went on to
state his definition of the word spirit, saying it had four significations: 1, The breath we breathe; 2, a. spirit-being, an
angel, spirit-body; 3, an influence from a being, as the Holy
Spirit on the day of Pentecost (there was nothing immortal
about that)' also a spirit of feeling; 4, phantasma-which
means a ghost, a nothing.
.. He then stated that "spirit" does not mean deathless, and
that immortality is mentioned but once, and refers to God only,
and quoted, "God only hath immortality"; but he did not finish
the statement. He then quoted (as though he wished the words applied to himself) : "A workman that needeth not to
be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth,'' and said
that the key to. undei·standing scriptures was the statement
of Jesus that "Lazarus is dead,''. and then claimed that if
Lazarus was aiive between his death and resurrection:, we
would have some history of what he saw and heard, and asked
the question, "Where was his· immortal spirit?" and quoted,
"the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is etemal life."
He then said if there is no resurrection all pe1•ish;. that the
resurrection. doctrine shows the true meaning of how all are ·
to live agah;_; and said all are sleeping ii! the dust, and ther«,l
is not a captive -released yet. He then explained the appear~
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ance of Moses and Elias on the Mount of Transfiguration as upon 'Mr. P. said, "If th'e ladies wish to see the devil they
a panorama, and positively ·stated Moses was not there, Elias· may just lot>k in the.glass."
wa's not there. He referred to Jesus' statement to the. thief
Bishop Evans asked him to explain about the devil~ Jesus
Oil the cross by saying, paradise is a garden and there is no
cast out entering into the herd of swine cau"sing them to run
paradise in existence to-day; the time is comin1{when para·· "violently down a steep place into the sea" (Matthew 8: 32) ;
dise will be here.
if thern were no good or bad spirits wh9 were a conscious,
His i'eply to Bishop Evans' statement concerning the rich intelligent entity, or if there was no personal devil? Mr.
man and Lazarus, was that this was a parable, the rich man Phillips said that those said to be possessed of devils were
lunatics, and Christ commanded the disease tci leave them
signifying the Jew and the poor man the Gentile.
·'
The second night Bishop Evans showed that Mr. Phillips' and go into the swine and it did·so.
At the conclusion of the debate the question arose as to
statement; "God only hath immortality," was not only misrepresening Paul, but garbling what he said. The" statement how the victory was to be decided. . Mr. Phillips' moderator,
being, ''Who only hath immortality dwelling in the light which Mr. Guelphmeyer, stated that he was satisjied his man had
no man can approach unto"; that as no natural man can sustaine.d his position throughout the entire discussion. Bishop
approach unto the light and glory of God's presence, till Evans' moderator, Elder R. C. Russell, however, claimed, the
purified by the power of the gospel, and the .body redeemed by victory for the bishop. This called for a show of hands from
the power of the resurrection, body' and spirit thus united the audience as to whether a vote should be taken by them.
On the vote being called as to who was the victor, all except- ·
shall see God.
ing some of Mr. Phillips' people (who refused to vote at all),
Mr. Phillips tried to tell the people that Bishop Evans had
voted in favor of Bishop Evans, with the exception of one
four persons in one, the night before, as Bishop Evans had
man, who voted for Mr. Phillips.
showed that a live man was dead to sin, and that the outward
In this discussion the Saints'. faith in the restored gospel
and inward man all pertained to one person; and then he
was increased, and others have become interested and are now
went on to show that a man had no preeminence above the
investigating the work.
JOHN SHIELDS.
beast, for all have one breath, all are of the dust, and all
return to dust again; and then exultantly exclaimed, "There,
you see the Bible says we are all beasts." Some one in the
'DENVER, COLORADO, February 7, 1910.
audience called, "Here! here!" Bishop Evans inquired,
Editors Herald: Yesterday, "our Lord's day," dawned upoq
"Where? where?" as he woul~ like to see the beast.
us with all the brightness of a Coloi·ado morning. The sun
Bishop Evans had shown that as in Adam all die, even so in its strength and glory came forth as a bridegroom from
his chamber, and kissed the mountain tops in their glistenin Christ shall all be made alive.
Mr. Phillips in his reply rendered this quotation thus, "As ing glory, as their snowy whiteness reflected as from myriads
in Adam all die, even so shall all in Christ be made alive,'' of mirrors the light from its powerful rays. It was just
as he wanted some ground work upon which to affirm for two the kind of morning which fills the appreciative mind with
nights the second proposition, namely, The Bible teaches that admiration and thankfulness to the all-wise Creator for his
the wicked, depraved, and the heathen have no immortal wonderful arrangements for the blessing of his creatures.
spirit, and will be annihilated by- death, either the first or Surely the Saints_ of God should not prove unmindful of the
manifold blessings of their Father. This day was of espesecond.
Mr. Phillips spent nearly the entire time of his fast speech cial interest to the people of God in this city, as part of the
on this proposition by preaching about the coniing reign of new church building was ready for occupancy, and hearts
Christ on the earth. His principal statement in affirmation were beating with gladness as they wended their way to their
of his proposition .was, "There is a certain class in the world new church home. The capacity of the basement was put
that will never have a resurrection." If Mr. Phillips had not to test as the Sunday school assembled, but though the classes
introduced new matter in his last speech on the first.-propo- were in close proximity to each other, the session,· under the
sition, Bishop Evans woul<l 'have had nothing to rnply to in faithful supervision of their beloved superintendent, ·Sr.
his first· speech of his negation.
Louise Fishburn, was one of profit and deep interest.
After the dismissal of the school the Saints assembled to
The following ai·e the principal citations used by M.r.
partake of the emblems of the crucified Lamb of God, an.d
Phillips: Psalm 6: 5; Psalm 146: 4; Ecclesiastes 9: 10.
.Bishop Evans showed that these scriptures had reference surely he was there by his authorized representative, the
only to the body of man; .that if they proved .there was· no Holy Spirit. We met in fasting and prayer before the Lord
spirit in man prior to his death, which the Bible says returns that he would make the occasion one of blessing to his peo~
to God who gave it, they would also prove that there was no pie. A calm settled upon the assembly; the atmosphere took
resurrection of the body. He went on to prove by the fol- on a celestial peace, for the Master had made his presence
lowing that all would be resurrected: ·(John 5: 28, 29; Mat::: ·felt. What tongue can portray the sensations of this holy calm, ·
thew 25: 32; Revelation 20: 12.)
as it takes possession of the souls of God's chosen people!
At the close of most every speech Mr. Phillips would say he Well might David say a day in the courts is better than a
could have given more evidence if he only had the time. thousand, for he had tasted of the sweets of true worship.
Bishop Evans would say, "Bring on your evidence; that is The emblems were broken, poured and· blessed, and the feast
what we want to examine:" Nevertheless Mr. Phillips sat was spread. "The song of the heart is a prayer unto me,''
down upon one occasion before his time expired.
· the Master has said, and surely when the hymn, "Nearer, rii:{
About the only further· scriptural eyidences presented by God, to thee,'' was sung, the Spirit which comes from the
Mr. Phillips were the statements from Isaiah: "The dead Father and the Son, came near and within the hearts of the
can not praise thee as I do this day/' and Psalm 1: 5: "The faithfUI wo1;shipers, and the prayer in song was answered ..
Almost ilnn{ediately ·after the emblems had been adminis~
ungodly shall not stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the
congregation· of the righteous." · His comment on this last tered, the· Spirit enabled them who. could no longer restrain
was; "They won't be there."
themselves, to give utterance to· what was imparted to them, .
When pressed by Bishop Evans to answer whether he be- a'nd in tongues and prophecy .the Lord made known to us ·
·:!ieved in .a·. personaJ devil, Mr. Phillips replied, "Why, the his pleasure and acceptance of the sacrifices of his. people.
.. men are all devils.'' · This caused the ladies to smile, where- Messages of comfort and instruction wore delivered ..to ·some
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whose anxious souls had reached out· for iieeded ·light from
their Father, and their overflowing hearts found relief, as
the fountains provided for the outlet of unspeakable joy
gushed forth in ~rystal drops, and coursed down the cheeks
of God;s happy children.
'fhis occasion seemed to be the beginning of a new era
fo1: the people of God in this city, and when the kind Father
commands the work and sacrifice of his people, in such a
wondrous and generous display of his power and love toward
them, we may well look forward to greater faithfulness on
the part of his children. If this is the sequel to the efforts
already made by the Saints here, in the erection of a suitable
building· to be dedicated to the true worship of God, and the
faithfulness on the part of some to pay part of their indebtedness to the Lord, in "tithes and offerings," what is there
in all the promises of God that will not be showered upon
his people, when each one makes out and files his inventory
with the Bishop, and no longer withholds from the Lord

that which is due? Saints, the Lord's hands are ready laden
with blessings unmeasured to open unto us, the windows of
heaven will open wide to his willing, sacrificing, obedient
children, if we will come up t\> the help of the Lord with our
finances as he urges us to do through his authorized servants. We are surely reaching a crisis in our experience as a
church, when God will put to the test his people in a manner which will prove their loyalty to him and his wonderful
and mighty work. The forces of heaven will unite. with the·
church militant to bring about our heavenly Father's purposes, if we put forth the soul energy we· are called upon to
exert in the interest of Zion. Our souls should thrill with
delight at the mention of the work for Zion, the home of the
pure in heart.
Fellow-laborers, and builders together with Christ who
gave his life, glory, honor, his place of power with his
Father, surrounded with angels of light to bring. salvation
to man. Let us not be continually crying out for help from
our heavenly, Father, while the help is right at qur very
fingers. . Let us grasp the opportunities every day brings us.
Work for and in harmony with the Master. Consider the
honor. You men with means in the church, join hanlls with
the Lord in the work of Zion's redemption. Now is the time
to move forward, while it is day and you have the means at
hand. Why delay the day <if Zion's triumph? Many .are.
extending their business project!! so far that their hands are
tied, so far as help to the church is concerned, and their
obligations to the world are increasing eontinually, while
the work of God is crying out for help. Is not this negligence criminal in the sight of God, while he through the right
and lawful channel, is urging all to consecrate to his cause
their surplus and what would prove of such help to Zion's
cause;· while 'this surplus is placed among the unsafe, ungodly,
and dishonest projects for the sake -of gain, and they thus
·leave themselves without a surplus of cash to help the church
meet its· obligations to the church ·and its poor? Let us not
trespass so far upon the long-suffering and tender mercy of
God.
There are some of the true blood here who are doing all
they can for the cause of Christ,-and are shining lights among
their fellows. May their number increase. There is much
to., enc.ourage, and tlie promise of a great work to be accomplish~d in thjs city is encouraging the Saints to diligence.
May we assist the Lord to bring about Zion's redemption.
·My work here has been performed u,nder somewhat trying
conditions,· as my health has not been good. The altitude
seriously affected !n,y heart and other organs, which gave me
apprehension as to any permanent. 'usefulness. among the
Saints l:!ere; but for the past two weeks I have been much
better,· and am ·hopeful of accomplishing a work witp the

help of my heavenly l~ather. The Saints are making a heroic
effort to -meet >the demands made upon them in the erection· of
their new church building. The ·building is situated in a
very healthful and attractive part of the city, on Speer
bouvelard and Logan ··avenue. It is of red brick, with white
trimmings, with two towers on front. It is about sixty by
forty feet, and wm seat in the auditorium about two hundred
arid fifty, with nicely furnished basement f.or Sunday school
and prayer meetings, nicely lighted with Colorado sunshine,
and electricity for night sei·vice, ventilation after our eastern·
method, and best of all, the Saints are bringing into it the
good Spirit of the Master which will make hallowed the sanctuary of tlie Lord.
The brethren most pl'ominent in meeting the expense of the
new church are Elder C. E. Everett, E. H. Belrose, W. H.
]fishburn, E. J. Williams, and others, whose. names do not
come to mind at writing; but ail are known to him whose
work is being advanced through their efforts and sac1ifice.
Brother Shupe is to be commended as builder for his faithful service and sacrifice. My association with the brethren
and Saints here have been of a most pleasant character, especially while laboring in company with Bro. Columbus Scotu
whose pleasant smile always makes one feel good. May the
Master abundantly bless him in his work of love for him.
1210 SOUTH HIGH ST~EET.
RICHARD BULLARD.
VALLEY CENTER, MICHIGAN, February 1, 1910.
)/
Edit01·s Heral.d: The dedication of our little chapel was
held Sunday, January 23, as was announced througl). the
columns of your valuable paper. Elder J. A. Grant, of Detroit, assisted by Bro. Richard D. Weaver, priest, delivered
the dedicatorial sermon and prayer to an appreciative audi·
ence. We expected District President William Grice· and .
Elder 0. J. Hawn to be with us, but owing to the blizzard of
Saturday it was impossible for anyone from a distance to get
here. This was a disappointment, because We expected to have
a branch organized, as we will have a membership of thirtyfive. The Lord has wonderfully blessed us here. Two years
ago Elder George M. Shippy organized a Sunday §.Choo!, and
later Elder R. Etzenhouser orga;nized a Religio society in the
home of Thomas Muir, three families attending. The societies soon grew until the attendance. was too large to be held
in a private house; so last spring we started to erect our
little chapel." The Lord blessed our efforts as we had it
finished and furnished ready to occupy by the last of November, free of,,debt.
Elder Grant and Brother Weaver held a series of meetings
here a week previous to the dedication to a fair house and
good interest. I feel that there is a good work to be accomplished here soon, and if"this little band of Saints will con~
tinue to do God's will, I know he will help us, and our feeble
efforts to further his cause will indeed be blessed. May the
Lord prosper and bless his work in all the world.
MARGARET JENNIE MUIR.
The Long-Roberts Debate.

I will contribute a few lines to your valuable columns with
reference to the Long and Roberts debate, which wa·s held at
Brodhead, Kentucky, from January 3 to 14 inclusive. Roherts'
stock in hand was a lot of bombastic braggadocio, just about
the same old hash as he went over with Bro. T. C. Kelley,
He said that the. Lord never organized his church ·until
Pentecost, and .the Bible was given to make believers. (John·
20: 30, 31.) The apostles were all unbelievers an_d devils
until Pentecost, and there was not a single believer among
them, and he said that Long was an infidel and did not believe
the Bible, nor he does not believe that . Jesus Christ is the
Son of God, nor in baptism for_ the ·remission of sins, nor in
laying on of hands for· the gift of the Holy Ghost. And he ·
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said, "How does it come that their healings are all within
their own selves? I have: never seen any of them." No,
Brother Long told him, that he always came around to the
TORONTO, ONTARIO.
b'ack door like a tramp for a hand out,)s the i·eason he never
The work in Toronto is advancing. O~r Bishop R. C.
saw anything trai1spire. Then he said that there was no
witness to ·prove that an angel came to Joseph Smith.. "I Evans had to give in, owing to sickness, February 5, althoug]1
only ask for one." And when Brother Long showed him that he held his audience for about thirty minutes. He is around
there was, then he said he meant in the room and at the again and is making some of his famous taffy for a chu~ch
fence, and he said that after he had seen au angl(ll he turned taffy pull to-night, and we all thank our heavenly Father
his back upon God and became one of the most wicked men. for raising him up and sparing him for the wonderful work
Brother Long showed him that Peter cursed and swore he he is 'Boing in Toronto, as he is still. the talk of the town.
The branch is doing fine and all meetings are well attended.
nevei: knew Jesus, and Paul had to withstand ,,him to the
For myself, I am still trying to hold on to the rod of iron,
face. He said that the war prophecy was not .written until
1841. The Saints had plenty of time to fix up the story. so to speak. I am isolated, as my work calls on me. Saturday ·
But Brother Long made him drop the war prophecy, and there and Sunday and holidays, and I am not privileged to attend
was an old Methodist preacher present throughout the debate many services. I catch a sacrament about once in two months.
and he said that Roberts' statement was untrue, for he said So the dear HERALD is a wonderful lot of help to my spiritual
that when the first guns were shot at Fort Sumpter that it man, although I get all news of services through my wif~
came out in the papers. and everybody said that there is the being· able to attend; so I am truly thankful for what I do
·
fulfillment of Jo Smith's prophecy, and he well remembers it. receive.
I am greatly taken up with the Jubilee number of the
Well, he said Joseph became unconscious or crazy after see1ug the vision, and therefore he could not tell anything that HERALD and will prize it very much. Ever. praying for my
he had seen for he was unconscious, crazy, and Brother Long brothers and sisters and the gospel. God bless you all.
S. T. RIDLEY.
referred him to Daniel 8: 27, where Daniel had a vision and
he fainted and was sick for some days afterwards. He said,
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
"I'll show that 0. Cowdery joined the Methodist Church and
Having been chosen correspondent I asked what my duties
that Kelley lied about it. If Joseph Smith had an angelic
messenger he was from hell." And Long Ehowed h,im up with, were, and was told, "Just let them know Providence is alive."
such reasoning would overthrow thii divinity of the Bible, So here we are on paper, and if one could visit our weekly
that all such reasoning was being carried on by the infidel prayer meetings_, you would find we were also spiritually
world. He said Joseph Smith passed over the river in the alive, as our meetings are of that kind that are a continuanight time secretly, therefore Jo was carrying on his mean- tion of good things from week to week.
The Massachusetts district conference convened with us on
, ness in the night secretly. And Brother Long showed how
the disciples took Paul by night and let him down by the wall February 5 and 6. We were disappointed in not greeting our
missionary in charge. The conference was a spiritual feast
in a basket secret!~.
from
beginning to end. The Sunday morning sacrament and
He said that the Mormons believed that Jo Smith would be
exalted abov'e Jesus Christ. "They have kicked the Bible out praye1: meeting was one that 'vill long be remembered, as
of existence, and he is one of the infidels· that reads the the Lord spoke through his servants and handmaidens, to·
books, and they believe that they must look to Joseph Smith profit, comfort, instruct, and edify. Especially was this so in
for salvation." Brother Long showed him up as one mis- the word given by Elder Suttill to the priesthood of the dis,
representing our claims, who wants to make the work of God trict, admonishing to more faithful service, with some beau~
./
look as ridiculous as he can. He told the people not to call tiful promises as a result.
Thr~e bap~isms at t_he close of pra:l:'er service, ?ne an !nmate
us Latter Day Saints, but call us infidels. Long told him he
· of a Fall River hospital. As they nnmersed him I pictured
would show who was infidel before the debate was over, and
the scene of yore when the lame followed the Master.
he surely did it.
Some familiar faces were absent caring for-their sick, and
He said we believed there must be another gospel, there- ere conference adjourned news was received that Bro. Earl
fore the Book of Mormon. God never intended for the Jews Newcomb, of Boston, and Little Bessie Megathlin, of Brockto gather and rebuild Jerusalem. He tried hard to make the ton,_ had been called "home." We remembered the mourners
people believe that the Doctrine and Covenants,· 59: 8, teaches in our prayers.
that Zion must be redeemed by blood; but Long showed that
Elder Farrell's evening preaching was in his usual forceful
it taught us if it was that our enemies would be upon us;
manner, the gist being the shol'tness of time aiid danger of
He made light of Brother Long's bald head, and said an procrastination.
empty house needed no cover; and Long told him that you
The Aid Society has fitted up a retiring room in the vestry·
neyer see marble tops on cheap furniture. (Laughter.)
of the church, and Sister Saunders has donated a new oak
Every time he would try to tell something on Long to communion ·table for the auditorium. Such gifts are always
make the people laugh, Long would .turn it on him, until he acceptable.
just about gave it up after the first three or four days.
Sunday school and Religio are flourishing. On the last
Brother Long made many friends for the work. I was Sunday in January, the seventy-sixth birthday of Brother
Brother Long's moderator and a man by the name of Hub- Gondolf was recognized with appropriate exercises and the
bard was Roberts', and we chose a Baptist preacher by the gift of a large_ bouquet, his baby grandson Allen conveying
name of A. J. Pike for chairman. He was a fair man. He the gift, although nearly toppling over by its weight. As he
· gave Brother 'Long and myself a room at . his house and passed the gift he lisped, "Say, Thank you," and smiles were
·
treated us nicely. So Campbellism is about dead at Brodhead passed around.
now. I hope to see.the work grow in other parts. The Saints
Our youthful priest, E. M. Brown, spoke for us February
there are strengthened over the victory.
13•
. Our young people are doing well and improving their tlme
I am your brother in gospel bonds,
wisely by attending evening high school with future plans for
J. W. METCALF.
"Gra~eland."
GEORGIE M. SPINNETT..
"1381 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET, LOiJISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
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easily be reached in case .of sickness or death; and hence the·
, purchase of this property, instead of being altogether a local
affair, will be for the betterment of .our church work through~
. Conferenc<i Notices.
out the entire district. Again I ask, Can we have your help?
Owing to sickness, some of which is contagious, it is neces- All money sent to R. M.. Esgar, 629 West Main street, Bozesary to put off the conference of ·the Southweste1·n Te~ms man, Montana, will be fully appreciated, receipted for, and
ISAAC M; SMITH; Branch President.
District, You are· therefore to meet .on Saturday mommg properly used.
at 10 a. m. befor!l the fourth Sunday in March, .1910. By _' BOZEMAN, MONTANA, January 25, 1910.
order of district presidency, Ed N. McRae, president, D. S.
Palmer, vice-president.
Resolution of Con!folence.
Florida District will convene at Santa Rosa church near
At the conference of the New South Wales District, which
Berrydale, on February 26, at 10.30 a. m. We shall. be
glad to have a report from each of the priesthood of district. convened at Hamilton, New South Wales, on December 25 and
26, 1909, we were appointed to draft resolutions of condolertce
E. N. McCall, secretary.
to be sent Sister Smith and Sister Burton, and. copies of the
following have been. sent them:
.
The Order <if Evangelists,
"Whereas, The Lord has taken to himself our beloved
Dem· B1·et.h1·en: Will all the members of this order be so. Patriarchs Alexander H. Smith and Joseph F. Burton, and,
kind as to send me brief reports of labor done during or
"Whereas, We, the Saints of the New South Wales District,
within the conference year, sending them about March.15, and cherish the memory of both and are still profiting by their
not later than March 31? If you have done no labor; please kindly labors of love in our midst, therefore, be it ,
- ·
tell us why, also your prospects and desires. I shall feel
"Resolved,,. That we join in extending our deepest sympagrateful if every member of the ordei' will comply with this thies to Sister Smith and Sister Burton, together with their
reasonable request.
.. ·
families, in this great sorrow and bereavement."
.
We hope that the permanent atjd legal successor to om»
Signed,
depai;tea brother and president will be indicated at the coming
J. W. DAVIS,
Apl'il,·conference. If so, it will be-better for as many of the
W. J. HAWORTH,
patriarchs as practicable to be present; and if not, it will be
Committee.
still_ more important for them to be present. There are a
nuiW of matters of more or le's·s impo.rtance, which ~hould
Died.
be passed upon by the order, some of which, perhaps, will not
DURAND.-Elder Edgar ·H. Durand, born May 31, 1841,
be acted upon until after a successor to Bro. Alexander H.
Smith shall have been chosen. Ple!ls(l give these things care- at Leona, Michigan; died November 16, 1909, at his home
ful and prayerful consideration, for their importance demands in Detroit, Michigan. He served as a Union soldier during
the rebellion, after which his propensities led him into the
it.
J. R. LAMBERT, President P1'0 tem.
ministry, where he served awhile in- the work of the Second
LAMONI, IOWA, February 17, 1910.
Adventist ChUl·ch. He soon discovered a lack of spiritual
energy there, and severed co1;1nection therewith; though still
Priesthood Meeti~g.
. in religious. work along different lines, until 1891, when the
The joint meeting of the quorums of the Lamoni Stake will gospel was carried to. him by ;Elder W:. J. Smith, who in
be held ·011 Sunday, February 27, at 2.30 p. m., and the sub- 1892 baptized ·him. He was subsequently ordained an elder
ject for discussion will be "Our calling to the ministry; what and labored in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and elsewhere; where
does it mean to us in the Lamoni Stake?"
his labors will be gratefully remembered by many whose
The ·discussion will be led by Elder J. F. Garver, and since souls. were cheered by his administrations. Elder Durand had
the subject is such an important and seriously practical one, been feeble for, a long time, but being anxious to be at work,
all should attend who possibly can. All members of the left home to labor in the Eastern Michigan Dist1·ict, where
he was stricken with paralysis. - He died at his post. His
priesthood al'e 'invited to attend this meeting..
wife; who i!l· a member of the .Methodist Church, feels lier
loss keenly and desires through the HERALD and Ensign to
Notice.
extend her thanks to all the Saints who assisted in caring
The Southwestern Iowa reunion, comprising the Fremont, for Brother Durand during his illness, 'Jie was laid to rest
Pottawattamie, and Northern Nebraska districts, will this in the W o.odmere Cemetery at Detroit,· fo await the final roll
year be held at or near Thurman, Iowa. Particulars will be call of the faithful; ''Sermon was preached by Elder W. J.
published later.
BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
Smith, the Methodist pastor assisting J;iy offering a very,
beautiful prayer. Brother Durand was" a stanch. soldier in
the
army of the Lord, and has gone to rest, where war clouds
Request for Prayer.
throb no longer in the paradise of God.
Sr. Abbie Hatch, of North Penobscot, Maine, requests the
prayers of the Saints in her behalf that if it be the Lord's
Great Post Card Offer.
will she may be healed of all her diseases and spared to bring
The Kansas City Weekly Journal is making a '.great post
up her children. Her faith in prayer is strong, as she has
card offer. Anyone £ending -the SMALL .SUM OF 25 CENTS
already experienced God's power and goodness.
to The Ka1isas City Weekly Journal, Kftnsas City, Missouri,
will receive that Great Weekly' mailed·•to their address for
Pastoral.
ONE FULL YEAR, and will also receive. their .choice of 2~
To the Saints of Montcwid: L;';;f; November, Bm. Fred A. HANDSOME POST CARDS. They can take their choice of
and S. S. Smith, minister and associate in charge of this ANY ONE SET of cards as follows:
24 Beautiful Birthday Cards, high class aad
mission·, came to this place, and seeing the necessity for an
finished in gold; all different.
organized branch and feeling the time had come for such a
24 Beautiful Gold-Finished Floral Cards; all
step, proceeded to organize what is now known as the Boze·.
different.
man Branch.
24 Beautiful Language of the Flower Cards,
On January 12, 1910, we held a business meeting and
appointed a committtee of thre(l, R. M. Esgar, T. Reese, and
giving verses and sentiment of the flowers; all
different.
·
J. Pritchard, to raise the means ftnd either buy or build a
suitable place for worship. January 20, this committee
24 Comic Post Cards; highly colored; all difbought a church building, with parsonage attached, and are
ferent
now. trying to raise sufficient money to pay for this property
Remember, that all you have to do is to send 25 cents .and
and make such improvements in both church and parsonage SPECJ.FY WHICH SET OF CARDS YOU DESIRE, and you
as are necessary to make them suitable for occupancy. · ·
will receive the Weekly Journal ONE YEAR and 24 Post
Cards mailed to your add1·ess, ALL FOR THE SMALL SUM
We'ar~ only few in number, and many of this few are not
financially able to help; hence the success of this undertaking OF 25 CENTS. Just the price of the Weekly. You get the
depends upon ;i. very few members. Will you help us?·
cards free.
·
If you desire to accept this offer, send in at once, as the
This- chm'ch building will make Bozeman an jdeal place for
holding district confei·ences; elders passing through will find proposition will not be good but for a short time. Address
·it a suitable place to tell the gospel story,. when they stop _THE KANSAS CITY WEEKLY JOURNAL. Premium
to see the Saints here; an elder will be located here who can Dept.,· "A," Kansas· City.? Missouri.
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Miss Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore, the well-known traveler
and writer, has written for the March Century of "The
cheny-blossoms of Japan," than which "no other flower in all
the world is so beloved, so exalted, so worshiped."
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·
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The tranquil and sweet peace of God within bears the outward sign of resignation.
·
·

Five per cent· interest
Paid on Time De_poaits at the

FARMERS STATE BANK

orb is

LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the hanking laws of the

Addition to the City of
Independencell Moo
Restricted to fine homes.
No residence to cost less than $1,500.
Only one house on eac;h lot.
Other resti-ictions, all for the protection of the property
owner.
For furthor information write to Forbis Pa~k Lnnd
Company, or Frank Criley, lndep~ndence,.Mo.

..

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, v:acant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
th~in; I refer you to· any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrism_an Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504;
.· ·... .
8

of the Auditor of State.

DANIELS REALTY COMPANY.

No saloons or places of amusement.

John AG Kerr

7

State of Iowa, and under direct control

FOR SALE

Anyone interested in Oklahoma City and
surrounding country, should write THE
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY, 12
North Broadway, Oklahoma City, Okla.
for free pamphlet, showing some beauti
ful buildings that are being built here
in one of the greatest cities.in the en
tire southwest.
We are selling lots at $l0 ·down and
$10 per month, without interest or taxes
until paid for, right close-in to the main
part of the city, and will double in value
before the purchaser will have paid for
them.
Also we have fine farms, and city
property especially.
DANIELS REALTY COMPANY,
OKLAHOMA CITY, Ok, ., 12 North Broad
way.
5-4t

The Herald Publishing House has 18
W. A. Duncan
Emerson Self Binders -for SAINTS' HER- J. E. Bozarth.
ALD for sale. These are second-handedl
and in good condition. They are wort! \
1\l
Jr..!!\
L
Jr.
$1 when new. The lot will be· sold for Good graded school and L. D. ·s. church
privileges.
Membership - about _ three
$4.
hundred. Are you looking this way for· .
Graceland Receipt Book . • . a home? If so, and desire reliable infor
Over three hundred receipts for prepar- mation, call on 01· \Vl'ite
-ing things to eat.
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Price : • • • • • • 30c
Knobnoster, Mo

I'NOB.r.1osrr.n REAL
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You haye one contil)uous opportunity to purchase good reading matter, and one continuous opportu;ity is open to help
·
Graceland College; but never before have you had an opportunity to buy a good book and help
Graceland Colieae at the same time.

OUR STORY IS THIS
:Bishop R. C. Evans has turned over to the Industrial Department of Graceland College his book, which is entitled,
Autobiography of Bishop R. C. Evans. It h,as
been carefully revised;_ skillful~y printed and
bound, and is now on sal\l at the Herald PubAUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
166
lishing House for 75 cents per copy, post paid.

Michigan, I learned that I was _billed to deliver two
lectures. While there I met with an accident
whereby I nearly lost my life. It occ~rred thus:
I was riding a bicycle when an intoxicated teamster
forced me to go between his wagon and the_ street
car; the passage was so narrow that I ran 'into the
car. I was knocked several feet, arose -to my feet
and walked a few steps when I staggered and fell to
the ground. A physician happened to be passing
by in his car:riage, witnessed the accident and rushed
to my assistance. When he felt my pulse, he said,
"His pulse is gone, I fea1; he is a dead man." I was
conscious1 and upon hearing this statement I tried
to move my fingers and tried_ to draw my breath,
but it seemed as though I was powerless to act.
Elder George Shaw, who passing by, was attracted
by the crowd that surrounded me. · He -came as
close as he could and recognized me. He made his
way to my side and grasped my hand. He, as I
was later informed, presented me in silent prayer
to our heavenly ·Father, when instantly I revived,
_ but began to suffei· intense pain. It seem~d as
though my body was broken all down one side, as
also my head. In a short time one side of my head
and· one side of my body was black and blue, and I
was cut and bruised elsewhere. When the pain
became intense the doctor administered a hypodermic injection into my arm. This was too much,
for me. I not having had even. a cup of tea or coffee
for many years, or any other stimulants, my stomach
was very susceptible to a narcotic. The doctor then
poured brandy into me, The ambulance having

Please send me a copy bound in cloth, of the Autobiography
of ..Bishop R.- C. Evans, for which I inclose seventy-five cents.

HERE IS A
~

SAMPLE PAGE

of the treat you will have if you buy this book
arid read it..
It will be worth seventy-five cents to finish
reading of this one incident, but the book is
full of this kind of incidents.,

DOIT
RIGHT NOW
Now, right now, deprive yourself, if necessary, of some little luxury in wearing apparel
or in eatables, and treat your mind and your
spiritual being to a real luxury. And it will
also put sinews of war in the hands of the
Industrial Department.
__ Fill in the coupon in the corner of this page,
send us seventy-five cents in a money order, and _ket a gem for your family reading table and
,Your library.

The
He1~ald Publishing
. House

Name ................................ ·.............. .'
Town or P. 0 ... , ................ , .• , •.... , ... ,
State; .........•..........•••••••• : .... .

Lamoni

a·
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Li,\moni I.and & Loan Company

This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
: I would be pleased to correspond with :
I
.
I electing W. A. Hopkins, _·cashier of the
' partle~ seeking Investment In Jack- 1 State Savings Bank of Lamoni, as presi.
and Oscar Anderson, assistant
l son County;
Missouri, FIRST l dent,
cashier of the same bank, as vice-president,
and
W. Blair secretary. The
l ·MORTGAGES, MUN.ICIPAL : members ofG. the
film have resided in
I
I
I BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL 1 Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
I
I years, and are therefore familiar with
~. STOCKS.
l the country in all its details, including
Very truly yours,
: land values, fertility of the soil jn difl
I
I ferent sections, etc., and for this reason
~
J. D. Briggs
1 we .believe we are in a position, ..~ give
good advice to prospective investors. We
:
Independence, Missouri
44tf : act
as agents for the buying. and'_selling
of
farms and city properties.
.
-~-'l;;!lo.-------._-----.- ~- ·~--~"<l!,.~'Clo.~ We
are also in a position to furnisl!.
investors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to $10,000,
netting the investor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No better seFROM ROYAL GRAPE
curity offered anywhere. We also have
A Temperance Story
CREAM OF TARTAR
from time to time business propositions
Absolutel:; Puro
No. 245.-Cloth - - - ·50 Cents.
that might be quite interesting to parties
deshing to locate here and engage in
Children's Blessingo.
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring reliable information in regard to this country, write to
us. We will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAm, Secretary.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Lamoni,
1:
.:: ·
Iowa

.. .

BakingPowder

COUNTY BANK

JACKSON
A

BANK

The Indian Maiden

OF

DEPOSIT

AND

DISCOUNT

Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY. FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid on Deponits

Business solicited from far and near. Notice our directorate as named below:
ELLIS SHORT
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
HORACE SHELEY

G. H. HILLIARD
M. H. BOND
J. MATHER

WM.. ORICK

J. D. BRIGGS

A. L. YINGLING

Round Trip
Homeseekers'

One'"'Way
Colonist

Rates

Rates

March 1 and 15 and 1st and
3d Tuesdays of each month
thereafter.
These rates apply to _Colorado,
Utah, Montana, Idaho and .the
.famous fruit ·districts of.Washington.

POST CARDS.

l

Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home, Saints' Home and Saints'
Church. These cards are printed in
colors, on a good grade of card board.
Two for :five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special :prices to missionaries.
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing House.
This does not apply to local trade.

I

REAL ESTATE.
Warrensburg Real Estate, State Normal, High School, and Latter Day
Saints' church privileges. If you desire
a home in this part of Missouri. Call on
or write,
A. H. JOHNSON.
417 Jackson street, WalTensburg, Mo.
6-4t

March 1 to April 15.
_
These rates are very. specially
reduced and apply to practically
all points on the Pacific Coast
from Vancouver to San Diego..
and hundreds of intermediate~·~'.·
pionts as far .east as Helena and' · ·
Salt Lake.

.Let us quote you rates and tell you ail ·about
the wonderful opportunities in the Great
Northwest.

·L. F. SILTZ, Agent

C. B. 8& Q.-R. R.
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AINT l E
Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latte1· Day· Saints
Entered ne oecond-clnos m_all·matter. nt L!\monl poat-ofilce. •

"If y~ continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; nnd ye· shnll know the tl'Uth, and· the
truth shnll mnke you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

. "There ohall not any man among you have a ...~e it
be one wife; and concubines he nhnll have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6,

LAMONI, IOWA, MARCH 2, i910

VOLUME 57

NUMBER 9

Editorial

has known him at home and abroad. This article
will include a splendid picture.of the Brethren Smith
WRITERS ON SOCIALISM, TAKE NOTICE. _
and Evans, taken at Bothwell Castle, Scotland. CanSince the publicatlon of John W. Rusliton's article adian and British Saints will find this especially
on the socialistic church a number of the brethren interesting.
who are advocates of socialism have communicated
As the General Conference meets at Independence
with us asking if we will give space to an article on the day of publication, a special section will be desetting forth the ideals and proposed methods of voti:id to .Independence. The historian of the indesocialism from a prosocialistic standpoint. We can pendence Stake and others will contribute to this
not give space to all of the articles that we are likely section. The cover·design will include a three-color
to receive on that subject, but we will make this design of the Independence church. Independence
proposition: Let those who have made a study of people will be· interested in this number.
socialism, who are in sympathy with it, and preA group Qf our well-known pastors is the subject
pared to state its· true teachings, send in their arti- of another article, in which will be presented piccles, and from the ·manuscripts received between tures of and facts concerning some of our bestnow and June 1 we will select and publish the best known elders engaged in pastoral work. . This will
article. The object is to secure for our readers in be a representative group, from the Atlantic to the
the most cle"3,r and comprehensive form reliable in- Pacific.
formation on this subject. Articles should be writArticles on archreology, work among the Indians,
ten in an independent manner and not in reply to . and social refo:r:m will complete an unusuaLly attractany articles previously appearing in the HERALD. ive number.
All articles must be typewritten. We suggest that
Extra copies may be secured for ten cents, or
those who write present the standards of socialism; sixty cents per dozen. Many who did not heed our
by this we mean the works of those leaders in so- advice regarding the Jubilee number ordered late
cialistic thought that are generally accepted by and were disappol.nted, although two thousand and
socialists as being authoritative, so that students five hundred extra copies were printed. Regular
may know where to turn to get precise and reliable subscribers receive the Magazine Numbers free.
statements of socialist doctrine.
·
If you desire extra copies of this number order
now-at once! Simply specify the "Magazine Number." Orders received after April 1 will not be filled .
..
MAGAZINE NUMBER OF THE SAINTS' HERALD.
This number as a memorial of the fiftieth anniver"AMBOY TO INDEPENDENCE."
sary, "Amboy to Independence," will be worth the
The HERALD editors are planning to issue illus- subscription price for the year.
t.rated Magazine Numbers of the HERALD, at intervals, as matters can be arranged.
WILLIAMS-POOL DEBATE.
The first of these Magazine· Numbers will be is(Bro. T. W. Williams writes from Los Angeles regarding
sued April .6. It will be illustrated and print~d on his recent debate, as follows.)
good book paper, with special .cover design. The
Some time ago I received an urgent request from
complete table of contents will be announced· later.
Rev. S. 0. Pool, editor of Biblical Educa.tion, Wash~
As the issue falls on April 6, the fiftieth anniver-, ington, and a representative minister of the "Church
sary of the ordin.ation of President j oseph Smith, a of Christ" (non-progressive) to attend a series of
part of the number will be devoted to that occasion. meetings at Rivers.ide, California, the qstensible purIt will include some excellent pictures."pf President pose of the meetings fo discover the present status
Smith never before published.
and territorial bounds of the "kingdom of heaven."
Bishop R. C. Evans, who has toured the United
Bro. J. C. Powell, of the same place, backed ·up
States, Canada, England,-Scotland, and Wales with this invitation with an assurance of "food· and shelPresident Smith, will. write .of his associate
as l he ter." Ttook Bro. C. E. Crumley into my confidence,
.
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offering to share the good things coming. We needed . is contemplating building or purcP,asing a church
a vacation anyway. He at once fell in w;ith the plan. suitable for the use of the branch.
We were not disappointed. Mr. Pool is an interA few weeks ago the Sunday schools were reesting study from a psychologiCal standpoint. He is
a fluent speaker,- a-sophist, a "dramatist, and withal quested to purchase rent coupons good for room rent
an adept in pandering to the prejudices of the in ~ither of the dormitories at Graceland College,
people.
•
the proceeds to be used in meeting the balance of
Brother Crumley was called upon to offer the open- the cost of erecting Patroness Hall, the dormitory
ing prayer- on alternate evenings and made an ex- for women. The school at Magnolia, Iowa, on Febcellent short talk the last .evening·.
ruary 22, gave a supper from which they reaiized
We have been attending· other churches consider- $26.60 which they have sent to the college trustees
able of late, but have decided to refrain-until the for this worthy object. By this means they have not
next invitation.
only- helped the college, but they have undoubtedly
We told the missionary in charge of our coming promoted sociability in their own branch, and no
and he acquiesced ;-said he would like to come him- one has been impoverished. Many more schools
self.
could follow this example with profit to themselves
Under the circumstances we feel ourselves beyond without injury to anyone. Who will be next?
censure. I found Brother Crumley a congenial companion. The last night of the meeting· a large crowd
The Davidson Record, of Tillman County, Oklaof Saints came over from San Bernardino'. The homa, February 11, contains the report of a public
little outing did us good, for we return to 'our work address delivered by Elder A. M. Chase in the bemore than ever confirmed in the invincible character ginning of a series of meetings to be held at David.:
of the truth which we have espoused.
son. The address is in the nature of a historical
Your brother in Christ,
sketch of the Latter Day Saints Church.
T. W. WILLIAMS.
P. S. The missionary in charge could not resist
DID PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH SLANDER THE
the temptation. He came over the next to the last
WOMEN OF UTAH?
evening of the meeting.
T. W.W.
BRIGHAMITE ELDERS ANSWERED.
We are in receipt of a letter froin Dan Williams,
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
dated at Ottumwa, Iowa, January 23, 1910, as folBy letter from Bishop E. L. Kelley, we learn of lows:
the death on Sunday morning, Febrnary 6, of Sr.
Some of the elders of the Utah Church have been in this
Aggie Armstrong, wife of Bro. William Armstrong, locality lately, and have been visiting the people and talking
who has been so long the worthy secretary of the to them. One of them showed a statement made by B. H.
British Isles Mission, and who has been serving Roberts' book on the succession, which you will find inclosed.
is from pages 135 and 136, in said book. I would like
also as agent for the HERALD in Manchester, Eng- It
to know what truth there is in the statement. Answer
land. Sister Armst.rong died in Manchester.
through the HERALD.
The statements inclosed by this writer as copied
The Bothwell Times, Bothwell, Ontario, Thursday,
from Roberts' book on succession are as follows:
February 17, has a half column devoted to the farechallenge the proof that we have aided in the work
well party given to Bro. and Sr. Elijah Gilbert and · of "We
misrepresentation." Well, here is the proof: On Febdaughter, 'o/hO _have recently moved to Lamoni. ruary 22, 1882, in the course of a speech against the church
Brother Gilbert will have charge of the electric light in Utah, Joseph Smith, the President of the Reorganized
Church said: "There were many men in Utah who were
and power plant of the Herald Publishing House.
We learn by letter from Philadelphia, dated February 23, that Bro. Walter W. Smith, pastor of the
church at that place, is seriously ill, having been
operated on for appendicitis at the hospital, Sunday
morning, February 20, at two o'clock. He has been
very low, but at the tii:ne of writing was in a fair
way to recover. The prayers of the Saints are
solicited.
Elder T. W. Chatburn sends us a clipping from the
Salt Lake Tribune, February 20, in which it is set
, forth that the branch of the Reorganized Church. of
Jesus Christ orLatter Day Saints in,Sa1t Lalce City ..

single because they said they had no assurance they could
find· for wives women who were not contaminated. They might go to the :farmhouses to choose wives, but could 'not
feel certain that some of the bishops had not been there
and robbed the daughters of their virtue."-The Chicago
Daily Inter-Ocean, February 28, 1882.
"The Chicago 'Times' version of this part of the same
speech, under the caption, "A lusty war cry" (issue <if February 23, 1882),. is as follows:
.
"There ai·e hundreds and thousands of Mormons in Utah
who will not marry Wives because they do not know where
to get wives that have not been contaminated. They · do
not know. what houses .have escaped the invasion of lecherous·
bishops who have robbed hundreds of women of their purity.
The men can not afford to ·take the.risk that marriage means."
Many vile and Vicious things have been said- of the. Saints
in U,tah,.?ut it was reserved for __ Joseph Smith, the President
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of th~ Reorganized Church, to say at oiice the most untruthful, the lowest, the most contemptible, cowardly, and
vicious thing, that evei• was' said of a much-maligned· and
misrepresented people. And what makes it so utterly inexcusable is the fact that the speaker knew better; for he had
been in Utah, and. had been among· the people su'fficiently to
know that no such conditions as he describes in that speech
existed. It was malicious, willful misrepresentation. He
bore false witness against his neighbors. At the time of
the speech I noted down the. misrepresentation, not from
·the Chicago papers, .but from other papers, for the false
statement was widely copied, and I think made a dispatch
to the press of the country. Recently· I sent to the Chicago
papers' and had tne above quotations verified.

· The principal truth in the foregoing quotations
from.Brigham H. Roberts' book on succession is the
fact that· the President of the. Reorganized Church
was invited, in 1882, to be present at .a mass meet__. ing called and held in Farwell Hall, in Chicago, on
the evening of February 22. This meeting the President attended. · At the time the invitation was extended to him, no intimation was given him that
he would be the principal speaker at the meeting.
At that time Elder T. W. Smith was in charge of
the work in Chicago.. At his suggestion and in
his company President Smith waited upon Hon.
John Wentworth, commonly known as "Long John"
Wentworth, because of his great height, at his hotel,
and there learned it was intended by those having
charge of the meeting, that President Smith should
be the leading speaker, and that several noted men
of the city would be present. Upon reaching the
hall, still in company with Elder T. W. Smith, they
found upon the platform the Hon. Judge Caton, who
had been one of the judges of the State at Ottawa,
and who was a member of the Illinois legislature
at the time of the Mormon troubles in Hancock, and
at the time of the exodus of the Saints from the
State; Hon. John Wentworth, member of Congress
in 1842, publisher of the Chicago Demo.cmt, and a
leading politician in the Democratic party at that
time; John H. Barrows, afterward president of the
Parliament of the World's Religions in 1893; Bishop
Fallows; Hyrum W. Thomas, of the People's Church
in McVicker's Theater; James R. -B. Van Cleave, then
city clerk of Chicago, now one of the leading bankers
of Springfield, Illinois; and a number of others who
are not now remembered.
Hon. Judge Caton was chairman of tbe meeting'.
A gentleman by the name of E. F. Craigin was secretary. Presid.ent Smith was introduced to the congregation by the Hon. John 'Wentworth, and delivered the discourse in which it is said the obnoxfoug
statements quoted from B. H. Roberts' .book were
made; There may have beenreporters from the different papers in the city present at that meeting.
If so, President Smith was not interviewed by: them
nor was his attention called to the fact that thev
were present. The statement made .by Mr. Robel'ts, ·a:f'ter haying quoted these ob:6,oxiol1s statements

from the Inter-Ocean and Times is, that the speech
was made against the Utah Church. This is. not
true, unless the array of historiC facts, taken from
the history of the church, the accredited books of
the church before the death of Joseph and Hyrum
Smith, and the official organs of the church published during the same period, and the legitimate
arguments deducted therefrom, may be characterized as a speech against the. Utah Mormon Church.
That particular part of the speech from which are
taken the statements objected to by Mr. Roberts
and subsequently by other elders of the Utah Church,
as stated by Dan Williams and others from whom
we have heard, is based upon the relation.: of the
following incident as stated by President Smith.
In a visit made to Utah some six. years previous
to the date of this meeting in Farwell Hall, President Smith met with a man, thirty-nine years of
age, who attended President Smith's meeting at the
morning service, and walked with him to the place
where he was staying in the city. In the course of
conversation President Smith asked this man if he
were married or ·single. He stated that he was
single.
President Smith then jokingly remarked, "What!
You a single man, in this Territory of much married
men?"
To this the young man very soberly replied, "It
is no laughing matter with me, Brother Smith, and
I am not alone in that condition in this Territory."
President Smith then said, "How is that, there
must be plenty of marriageable women in the country, for in taking a walk this morning before church
time, I saw at a farmhouse; down_ here at the south
edge of the city, some six or seven fine looking young
women, and there must be similar household':! all
over the Territory. Surely a young man seeking for
a wife could find one in some of these households."
The reply to this was, "Yes, that is true, that there
are plenty apparently, but how do I know, how does
any other young man know but when he goes to
those houses fooking for a companion, that he will
not find .these young women already married into
polygamous familes or bespoken for some bishop ?" ·
He further said, "There are hundreds like me in
the Territory, ·who for this reason are not married.
They are afraid to make the venture."
From first to last in that speech, President Smith
said not one word, neither used any. expression that
if correctly reported could be ·construed into an
attack upon the· virtue and integrity. of the women
of Utah, or to be derogatory to their character for
purity a11d proper \Vol:nanly qualities. He. simply
stated what was said to him by a man who had been
raised in the Territory, and this man ttsed no
language that. was derogatory to the character of
the young women of :whom he spoke. He represe:nted his condition,,\ as being. an unmarried man, www.LatterDayTruth.org
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and gave the reason for it, that notwithstanding
there were numbers of women in the territory,
neither he nor any'other young man who desired a
wife could feei an assurance, that should he seek for
companionship in one of the houses where .these
· young women were to be found, the one whom he
might choose to select as a wife would not be already
- engaged or betrothed to some elder or bishop. President Smith did use the terms, elder and bishop, but
did not apply any obnoxious epithet or use the words,
contaminated, or 1·obbed of thefr virtue 01· purity, or
lecherous, as applied to elder or bishop, as stated in
these quotations from Mr. Roberts' book.
These statements as quoted from the Inter-Ocean
and Times of February 23, 1882, by Mi~. Roberts,
, are absolutely untrue, and grossly misrepresent
President Smith. He was addressing a large audience ln a great city, and in the presence of a number
of noted men, some of whom are named above, and
he could not afford to indulge in vituperative assertion or to use language unbecoming the position
which he occupies, and which would lay him open
to the charge of gross misrepresentation. President
Smith used the statement of this man, whom he met
· and conversed with, as representing the extent to
which the influence_ of the principle of plurality of
wives, or polygamy (as this particular marital relationship has been characterized in the treatment
of the Territory, and of the State of Utah since the
adoption of the constitution, under which that State
was admitted to the Union) had spread throughout
the Territory; and if he used the word contaminate,
it was only to express the idea that the doctrine had
permeated everywhere -into the families of the
people.
- It must be remembered that at the time this meeting in Farwell Hall was held, there was a strong
anti-Mormon movement going on all over the country, under the auspices of certain religion~- persons
allieQ. together for that purpose. Meetings wei·e
being held in the large cities and throughout the
country, and Congress was bombarded by numerous
petitions for legislative enactment against polyga- mous practices in Utah.
_·
The Presbyterian and other· · denominational
churches were allied in this movement. The Reorganized Church was not included in the movement,
but the position of Pres. Joseph Smith and the
Reorganized Church over which he presided was
well known to the leading Dien of the movement in
Chicago, unde1· whose ·management the call for a
meeting in Farwell.Hall was made. It was because
of their knowledge of the attitmle of the Reorganized
Chui·ch and the personal knowledge some of them
had of Pres. Joseph Smith, that the invitation was
extended to him to be one of the speakers at that
meeting. Every public utterance made by the
·: ~<speakers ill the forum oi· in the pulpit, out of which
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sensation could be created and which could be construed into antagonism to the doctrine and practice
of polygamy a_nd the church in Utah, was seized
upon with avidity by the various newspaper re.::· ·
porters and sent broadcast throughout the country.
The action of the reporters for the Intm·-Ocean and
· Times, as quoted from the issues of these papers
for February 23, 1882, was no exception to the rule
then obtaining and is in line with other statements
of a similar character made by various papers to
which Mr. Roberts refers, as having quoted from
these papers the obnoxious statements referred to.
The Inter"Ocean was aJlied, to an extent, to the influence of the Presbyterian Church, and the Times was
what it has always been, a sheet largely devoted to
sensationalism.
No other portions of the. speech are quoted by Mr.
Roberts, and it would appear that nQne were quoted
by these papers. The statement made by Mr. Wentworth in introducing President Smith was not noticed, nor were the speeches of Judge Caton, Rev.
Barrows, Bishop Fallows, and Rev. H. W. Thomas.
The speech of Bishop Fallows was strongly cnaracterized by an antagonism of the condition of things
in Utah. It may be safely said of it that it was violent to an extreme. The effort made by President
Smith upon that occasion was one affirming the position which he and his people of the Reorganized
Church held in regard to the marriage __relation.
He stated it fairly, advocated it openly, and defended
it stoutly and honestly; neither misstated nor misquoted the events of the history of the church transpiring before or after his father's death, nor did
he misrepresent the position of the church in Utah,
leaving the matter open to tb,em to make their own
defense against the attack being made upon them.
How does it happen that these reports from the
Inter-Ocean ·and the Times do not agree in specific
statement? Each of them purports to state what
President Smith said, but if they intended to give
verbatim statements, why do they not agree? The
truth is apparent, that either these reporters respectively colored the salient point in. the argument
made by President Smith respecting the widespread
influence of the doctrine of plural marriage in the
Territory of Utah, and its practice as illustrated by
what this y.oung man told him, and did this to cater
to the general taste of the public for that which was
sensational, or th_ey deliberately misstated what he
said, and thus misled the public by pretending to
quote .his words. The one from the In_ter~Ocean .
says that President Smith said many did not marry ·
for the ieasons stated, and the Times says, hundreds
or thousands. The one states that President Smith
said, "They could not feel certain that some bishop
had not .been there, ·and robbed the daughters of their .
virtue'' ; the other one says, "They can not know what
houses have escaped theinvasion of~Iecherous bisff- .
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ops who have robbed hundreds of women of their women of Utah in his speech at Chicago; February
23, 1882.
purity."
This paper at that time was in editorial charge of
President Smith has secured copies of the newspaper reports in the Inter-Ocean, Times, and T1'i- John Nicholson,~ and these misrepresentations of
bune, in their issues of February 23, 1882, and these President Smith had been revived in the News, and
copies show clearly that there was no effort to quote he thought he was entitled to a fair representation
President Smith verbatim. They do not agree in from his side of the matter. His article was refused,
their opening statements and differ in many material and he was politely told, in effect,. that having an
points as to what President Smith said with refer- organ of his own to use he should not appeal to the
ence to action of Congress, and otherwise. They News. A correction was publi::1hed in the SAINTS'
simply seized upon those· points out of which they HERALD, June 1, 1882, and reaffirmed on August 15,
1885. .
could make a sensational report.
The fact that these two reports differ materially · President Smith is now well along in his seventyas to what President Smith said on the occasion of eighth year. As a speaker and writer and chmch
that speech makes it strongly apparent that he did man he has been before the public for half a century.
not say what either rep01·t states that he did, but His reputation as a careful, consistent speaker,
that each reporter put his own construction upon the and for frank and chivalrous treatment of those
words used by President Smith, w.hich would not whom he has opposed, is proverbial. He now affirms,
have contained the obnoxious features complained of as he constantly has done before, that at no time, at
if they had been correctly reported. It is evident to no place, either in- Utah, in any of the States conthe fair-minded man that President Smith could not tiguous to it, or out of it, in the United States, or
have said what these two reporters state that he abroad, has he assailed the character of the women
·did. Which of the two is the more credible? Mr. of Utah for virtue or religious integrity. His chivRoberts by quoting them both detracts from the re- alrous regard for woman has been noted at home and
liability of both, and President Smith now affirms, abroad. His character for virtuous and honorable
as he has from the time his attention w~s first called treatment of those among whom his ministry has
to these damaging reports circulated by the Inter- been conducted has never been impeached until the
Ocean and Times and all the other newspapers that revival of these inconsistent and justly condemnable
quoted from them, that he did not use the language reports published in these ChiCago papers as reimputed to him, that he had no such thought .in his stated by Brigham H. Roberts in his attempt to meet
mind, and made no expression that correctly reported and overthrow. the claim made for succession in
would have conveyed any such impression.
church existence and polity by the Reorganized
The date given for the. request made to Joseph Church. It is strikingly singular that so flagrant a
Smith by the Honorable Wentworth, as given . by disregard of the amenities and proprieties of forthese papers in their reports of the speech at Farwell ensic disputation, as these alleged reports charged
Hall in 1882, by one, was 1844, and by the other, President Smith as having been guilty of, should
1854. Neither was right. This should have been have been seized upon by Mr. Roberts to disparage
1842, as it does not appear that the Honorable Went- the honor and uprightness of a doctrinal opponent
worth was in Congress in 1844 ;-another irregular- who has been so long in the field -against what the
ity which adds weight to President Smith's conten- Lord by revelation calls an abomination. He avails
tion that he was not correctly reported.
himself of the one alleged misuse of opportunity and
When the att~ntion of President Smith was first lapse from a well-established habit as a speaker, for
· called to such report, he made an effort to get the the purpose of destroying the force of the statematter corrected by the paper which published it, ment of facts and argument which such opponent
a1id at the time he knew of but one. His effort to urges against the doctrine and practice of his church.
secure correction ~as unavailing, for the newspaper The position of President Smith in regard to the
flatly, refused to publish it. He had previously doctrine and pracUce of plural marriage, or
sought to correct misstatements in the same _paper polygamy, in Utah, as fastened upon the Mo1~mon ·
and<_had met with the same repulse. The prejudice church, lays the burden of its 'introduction upon·the
against every variety of believers in Mormonism leading men of that church. If it was and is a
sturdily 'intervened and prevented such correction, crime the men were the criminals~ If it was. and
it evidently being the purpose to avoid presenting is a sin, the men are the sinners. If it was ahd is
any truth favorable tD what there might be of good an abomination before God, the men were in guilt
in Mormonism.
for introducing· it. At no time and in no place has
An effort was made by President. Smith in one of President Smith consented to the idea that the inhis visits to Utah to secure the publication in tlie . troduction of polygamy, its ·advocacy and practice
_Deseret News of his statement in ref.utation of the were just ana. defensible.- He constantly has affirmed
accusation made. ag·ainst him, of having vj!ified the with his associat~s that no matter With whom the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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doctrine and practice of· spiritual wifery, plurality
of wives, or polygamy,.the marrying and living with
PREACHERS' ODD MISTAKES.
two Ol' more women as wives at the same time,
originated, they were, and are contrary to both secuThe most frequent cause of inappropriate. petilar and divine law; and from time to time a~ oppor- tions is no doubt the persistence of habit. Certadn
tunity occurred, he has presented those ·evidences phrases are used again and again; until they come
which he believed to be conclusive proof in support to be repeated without any thought of their immediof his afth:mation. President Smitli admits that if ate application. We may similarly explain the stohe used the expression which these purported reports ries of the workhouse chaplain who prayed that those
of his speech at Farwell Hall accuse him of, it was present might not trust in uncertain riches, and the
wrong and reprehensible. He affirms that he did prison chaplain who besought the Lord that he con- .
not use them. . If Mr. Roberts had been moved by duct the worshipers in safety to their respective
the charity toward his neighbor that ·he accuseS' places of abod.e; At the Congregational union meetPresident Smith as having lacked, when he used the .ing at Blackpool last year, the minister conducting
expressions complained of, if he did use them, he the devotions at one s'ervice so far forgot his sur-

certainly would nave taken the more consistent and

-· --·s

roundings as to refer to the place of meeting-=.the

charitable view of the case, and have considered theater of the Winter garden-as "this hallowed
·· the long and steady course of consistency and fair- spot."
mindedness with which President Smith is proverbiThe sense of humor must surely have been lacking
ally credited in his treatment of the differences in in the old man of eighty, supported by crutches,
doctrine and practice between the Mormon Church who regularly included among his petitions at the
· and the Reorganized Church, and would have dis- weekly prayer meeting the request that he might
missed from his mind the idea of maliciousness of be kept from running with the giddy multitude to '
intent with which he charges Ptesident Smith in his do evil. Familiarity Wiith conventional phraseology'
comment.
was the undoing of the minister, who, after the
The elders who have taken Mr. Roberts' book for sermon on the Pharisee and the publican, asked that
thefr pattern in discussion and who have circulated there might be poured out upon his hearei's a double
the evil_report to which Mr. Roberts has sought to portion of the publican's· spirit. Not very compligive countenance, would do well to bear in mind that mentary was the use of a well-known scripture pasif President Smith did use the language imputed to sage made by a minister at a wedding:
him, their ch:culation of it is not an argument in
"May these persons live together in such harmony
favor of their advocacy and defense of plural mar- in this life that they may :&nally attain unto that state
riage 01; polygamy, and does not have weight with of felicity where they neither marry nor are given
any fair-minded man in the argument between the in marriage." As a concluding example of the ·
elders of the Reorganized Church and themselves. thoughtless use of familiar language, one may quote
it would have been the utterance of but one man, this remarkable amalgam : "Oh, Lord, we praise
the one divergence from courtesy in thfa respect with thee that we are thine; we feel that we are thine;
which he has ever been charged, and which is .so we know that we are thine; Lord, make us thine."
contrary to his well-known character as a speaker
As in a sermon so in a pntyer, the attempt to corand disputant as not to. be believed where he is rect a hasty utterance sometimes leads to surprising
known. President Smith has spoken in Utah -from results. A cautious 'Scotch elder, it ,is said, had taken
Beaver on the.south to Malad on the north, in Mon- supper at his pastor's house, and in returning thanks
tana, Idaho, Nevada,·Colorado, Washington, Oregon, after the meal entered upon a detailed exposition ·
in Canada from Vancouver -to Niagara Falls, in of various causes of gratitude. He concluded _by
many of the United States, the Middle West and invoking the divine blessing upon the pastor's wife
Middle East, in England, Scotland; and Wales, and as his godly helpmeet, who lrad.always upheld his
in not a single instance has he ever violated the prin- hands ,in every good work-" at least," he added, -in
ciple of uniform courtesy with Which he has treated a saving clause, "as far as we know." It is related
_womankind in his affirmation of the views held by of a compatriot _that in a moment of forgetfui11ess
-himself and his church associates in regard to the he once thanked God for "the salvation of all men,"
ma'n:iage question. -Why then should he be made but immediately. l'edeemed himself from heterodoxy
: an offender of so dark a nature upon such doubtful by the qualification "which,-o Lord, as ·thou knowest, is true in one sense, but not in another,"
testimony?
The absurdity. of . ·attempted magniloquence · in
President Smith again affirms that he· did not use
the words with which he.-was charged in these news- - prayer has had two surpassing _illustrations. • It
- paperreports received by Brigham II. Roberts in pis would be hard to say whether "0 Thou who ~rt the
book on succession, and for this affirmation he will ne- plus ultra, and the sine qua non of _all that 'is
good· and great,". or "O. Thou that paintest the petals
answer before the couii;s of last appeal.
'
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of the polyanthus," is the more terrible exordium.
WHICH ROAD WILL YOU TAKE?
. There are some men who seem to think that an
In our travels of this life we certainly have much
indirect manner of expression is especially suited to contend with. We meet with many trials,
to sacred things, as the Scotchman quoted by Doc- temptations, and persecutions, which at times make
tor Boyd as saying, "For as Thou lmowest, men do life seem not worth living.. But then we breathe,
not gather grapes of thorns nor figs of the national fresh consolation when we read in that blessed book,emblem" ; and the Englishman who thus pledged the Bible, He that_ is persecuted for righteousness'
himself, ''And, 0 Lord, .iif thou wilt moye the heart sake shall be blessed. The main question of life is,
of any young· man to enter thy service as a mission- Which railroad are you traveling on? There are
ary, we will show our approval in a way which thou only two roads: one the Great Sa1vation which leads
from Earth to Heav_en. On that route you meet
wilt appreciate."
Father Taylor, the Boston sailor preacher, was pleasure and happiness, the scenery is unsurpassed;
one of the most dfrect of men, and on the one you go 'by way of Mount Calvary, the River of Life,
recorded occasion · when he essayed a roundabout Paradise Garden, · the High Rock; you "also go
~tyle, nature tijumphed over artifice. It was the through the Valley of the Shadow of Death. Your
Sunday before the state elections, and he was pray- tdp is by daylight to the Grand Central Depot of
ing fei-vently that a man might be chosen for gov- the Universe in the City of Gold. On this Great
ernor .who would rule in the fear of God, who would Salvation Railroad there is no change of cars. They
never be afraid of the face of clay, who would defeat have express trains at all hours. All cars are firstthe ringleaders of corruption, who would defy his class. You arrive at the depot of which the corners
own party if it yielded to wire-pullers, who-sud- are Faith, Repentance, Baptism, and the Laying on
._ denly Father Taylor paused and then exclaimed, "O of Hands. (See Hebrews 6.) Then line up to the
Lord, what's the use of boxing the compass in this golden rule, "Do unto others as you would have them
way? Give us George N. Briggs for governor. do unto you." The fare for this trip is your sins.
Amen!"
"He that heareth these sayings of mine and doeth
The temptation to use public prayer as a vehicle them," etc. (See Matthew 7.) Not the hearers of
for the conveying of :information has sometimes been the law are just before God, but the doers of the
too strong to resist. In his.- lively reminiscences, law shall be justified (Romans 2: 13). ·(Read also
published some years ago in the Wesleyan Methodi.~t James 1: 22-25): "He that heareth my words and
Magazine, the late Dr. Benjamin Gregory recalled believeth on him that sent me-hath everlasting life, how a certain Methodist minister of an earlier gene-- and shall not come into condemnation, but is passed
ration was accustomed "to convey all necessary from,.,P,eath unto life." Again, "He that believeth
directions to his younger colleagues through the • and fil' baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth
medium of the throne of grace." Here is all' exam- not shall be damned."-Mark 16: 15, 16. The presiple: "O Lord, bless thy dear young servant. Thou dent of this railroad is the Prince of Light and Life.
knowest his appointment for to-morrow is at - - ,
The second route is Damnation Railroad, the quick
and he will have to stop at Brother ---'s, who keeps route to hell. The scenery is terrible. You go
a little shop opposite the church. 0 grant that thy through Dismal Swamp, Murderer's Gap, Hangdear young servant may not forget to let the people man's Gorge, reaching the Valley of Death at midhave the magazines and to bring home the moneys." night, plunging its passengers into woe. You get
The famous. Doctor Mccosh of Princeton was special trains from Ingersoll's Park, Dime Novel
accustomed to meet the students in the college chapel Avenue, Theaters, Smokers' Furnace, and Barroom
every morning·, when he would make any necessary Square. This is the lightning train from Suicide
announcements as well as conduct devotions. One Avenue. You get an extra excursion train on Sunmorning in the prayer wi·th which the service con- day. You land at the depot on the corner of Unbecluded he prayed for the President of the United lief and Disobedience Streets. The fare for this
States, the Cabinet, the members. of both houses of trip is your soul. This train stops at Worldly depots
Congress, the governor of New Jersey, the mayoi· where proud, formal church members get aboard
and other officials of Princeton, and he then came to- and take the sleeping car for hell. "He that believthe professors and instructors in the college. At eth not shaff be damned." The president of this
this point there flashed fato his mind a notice which road ,is the Prince of Dark,:n.ess.
had been communicated to him orally and which he
W.hich route will you take?
J.E. BOZARTH.
had omitted to include fn the announcements made
just before.· 'l'o th~, surprise of the assembled students, President McCosh ~ontinued: "And, 0 Lord,
"If youdo-not have as much sunshine as you think
bless Professor Karge, whose .French class wiH be
held this morning, at nine o'clock iilstead of l}alf you deserve, start a littl,e shine factory of yotir own.
In .giving. to others, you will get some yourselfY
. past nfoe as usuaL"-The Ch?'istian W9rld.
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Original Articles

I am unaware of anything that has the right to
· • the title of an "impossibility" except a contradicVAIN REPETITION.
tion in terms. There are impossibilities logic~l, but
"Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the
none natural. "A. round square," "present past," · law, being made a curse for tis; for it is written,
"two parallel lines that intersect," are impossibili- cursed is· every one that hangeth on a tree. That
ties, because the ideas denoted by the predicates, the blessings of Abraham might come on the Genround, present, intersect, are contradictory of the tiles through Jesus Christ; that we might receive
ideas denoted by the subjectS, square, past, parallel. the promise of the Spirit through faith."-GalaBut walking on water, or · turning water into tions 3: 13, 14.
We have here a declaration of the most important
wine, or procreation without male intervention, or
raising the dead, are plainly not "impossibilities" fact in the world: "Christ hath redeemed us from
in this sense. In the affirmation that a man walked the curse of the law." What law? "In the day
upon water the idea of the subject is· not con- that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."--'tradictory of that in the predicate. Naturalists are Genesis 2: 16, 17. Separation from God is spiritual
familiar with insects which walk on water, and death. "For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ ,
imagination has no more difficulty in putting a man shall all be made alive."-1 Corinthians 15: 22.
in the place of an insect than it ha!'l in giving a "The law" was, "Thou shalt not." Sin is transgresman some of the attributes of a bird and making an sion of God's law. The penalty for transgression is
angel of him; or ascribing to him the ascensive ten- separation from God, that is, · spiritual death.
"Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the
dencies of a balloon, as the "levitationists" do.
Undoubtedly there are very strong physical and law." Curse means penalty, and it is penalty which
biological - arguments for thinking it extremely gives significance to law. Where there is no penalty ·
improbable that a man could be supported on the there is no law. And what is the curse of the law
surface of water as the insect is, or that his from which Christ hath redeemed us? The Scriporganization could be compatible with the possession tures answer, "The wages of sin is death". (Romans
and use of wings; or that-he could rise through the 6: 23). "The soul that sinneth, it shall die" (Ezeair without aid .... But it is sufficiently obvious, not kiel 18: 4).
only that we are at the beginning of our knowledge
Christ "hath" redeemed us. The past tense is so
of nature, instead of having arrived at the end of it, important. It is not something Christ will do in the
but that the limitations of our faculties are such future, or is even doing at the· present time, but
that we can never be in a position to set bounds to something he has done. This man, by one "sacrifice
the vossibilities of nature.
'"'
• for sins hath perfected for ever them- that are sancThe same considerations apply to the other exam- tified" · (Hebrews 10: 14). This work has never ·
ples of supposed miraculous events. The change of been done again. Oh, the preciousness of that
water into wine undoubtedly implies a contradiction, thought that .Jesus' work for us is a finished work,
and is assuredly "impossible," if we are permitted once and for ever. He has made it possible for us to
to assume that the "elementary bodies" of the chem- return to the presence of our Father.
ists are now and f~r ever immutable. Not only, howIt is vain repetition to offer up the daily sacrifice
ever, is a negative proposition of this kind incapable of the mass. By teaching the doctrine of transubof proof, but modern chemistry is inclined toward . stantiation, the Roman Catholic Church is teaching
the contrary doctrine. And if carbon can be got · that the atonement of Christ was inadequate for
out of hydrogen or oxygen, the conversion of water our salvation and that it is necessary to recrucify
into wine comes within the range of scientific pos- him daily. The Apostle Peter said in 1 Peter 3: 18
sibility-it becomes a mere question of molecular that one sacrifice was enough to bdng us- to God.
arrangement..
"For Christ .also hath once suffered for sins, the
' As for virgin procreation, it is not only clearly just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God,
imaginable, but modern biology recognizes it as an being put to death' in the flesh, but quickened by the
.
everyd ay occurrence among some groups of animals. Sp irit."
So with restoration to life after death.-Agnostic
The use of prayer-books, missa!ls, rosarie~, and
Annual.
rituals, has a tendency to make .worsh_ip formal,
mechanical, and spiritless. - There is a difference
between "praying" and "saying yom· prayers." In
"Matter and force are indestructible. Who could the fourth chapter of Saint . Matthew's gospel,
believe that the brain, soul, the consciousness that seventh verse, he says, ".But when ye pray, use not·
direct and· control inferior matter and force, should vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think
be destroyed in a universe that makes matter and that they shall be heard for their much speaking.
force eternal?"
·' .
J, C. GRAINGER.
,.·
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THE AMERICAN JEW •.
ready-made garments in this country are from New
"According to Mr. H;. Tonder, a Jewish missionary, York, and has a working capital of $300,000,000:
it was a Jew who first landed on the American soil,
"Likewise have we in New York 35 la1;ge Jewish
~Ythe name of Louis de Toret, who was with Colum- banks. About 1,000 tenement houses are being
bus on his trip of· discovery. Louis de Santougal, built yearly, almost exclusively by Jews. A Mr.
a Jew, and another Jew, by the name of Gabriel Hastings asserts that the Jews own real estate in
Sabcget, persuaded Queen Isabella to furnish Colum- New York to the amount of $900,000,000 and that
bus the necessary means to send out the expedition. the great Jewish business houses there have a yearly
He further says that the report, that the queen had trade of over one billion ·dollars' wol'th. There are
to pawn her jewels for this purpose, was not true, now over 115 Jewish millionaires in this country.
. that the money was furnished by the state treasu'ry. In a section in New York from Lexington to Park
Mr. Toret settled in Cuba and died there.
·avenue and from Sixtieth to Ninetieth streets there
"Mr. Tonder further says, 'that . at present we are over 500 Russian and Polish Jews whose valuahave 2,000,000 Jews in the United States scattered tion is estimated at from $100',000 to $1,000,000
in the various cities. In New York there are 1,000,- each."-Evangelisten, December 16, 1908.
000; Chicago 180,000; Philadelphia 100,000; Boston
The foregoing is a translation from Evan80,000; Saint Louis 50,000 ;_ Pittsburg 45,000; Bal- gelisten and thinking that the information contained
timore 35,000; Cleveland 35,000; San Francisco in it might be of interest to the readers of the HER33,000; Saint.Paul and Minneapolis 28,000. In the ALD, I therefore submit it for such use as the reader
old Jew Ghetto in New York itself there are 400,000 might make of it. The upward tendency of the
Jewish men and women and children to each square Jews, in the commercial world especially, is astonishmile; that would be 625 on each acre, or yet better ing; also in the political arena he is coming to the
than this, if there were absolutely no houses on this front, which is all in fulfillment of Bible prophecies,
mile, each individual would then have 48 square that such should be the case in the latter days, and
inches to dwell on. It is the most thickly settled as Isaiah says, the face of Jacob shall not now wax
place on earth, next to Meder in the American Jew. pale, or as Moses says, "And tllou shalt lend unto
There is found on this square mile 28 public schools many nations, and thou shalt not borrow. And the
with 61,103 Jewish children.
Lord shall mak'e thee the head and not the tail; and
"In the year 1907 there were in the New York thou shalt be above only and thou shalt not be
public schools 185,000 children, in Chicago 40,000; beneath." Israel might have occupied this position
in Philadelphia 20,000. In the year 1899 the immi- long ago, had she kept the commandments of God.
gration of Jews to this country was 37,415; in 1903, What about latter day Israel?
76,203; in 1904, 106,236; in 1905, 125,000; in 1906,
S. K. SORENSEN.
150,000; the greater part remained in New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore. In the year 1907 about
200,000, of which about 65 per cent remained in
New York.
·
"BANDITTI OF· THE PRAIRIES" REFUTED.
THE .
HODGES INNO.CENT.
"That not all Jews are peddlers of old iron, the folThe following article from the Burlington Hawk-Eye, Iowa,
lowing will show: In a college in New York 75 per
cent are Jews; in a normal college in New·:York over will be read with interest and profit. It recalls a sad tragedy
of an early day. It is evident that two innocent young men,
75 per cent. Mr. Creelman asserts that there are scarcely more than boys, were sacrificed to satisfy frenzied
3,000 Jewish lawyers and over 1,000 physicians in prejudice against the church and to shield the real criminals.
New York. In the New York supreme court there In the near future Heman C. Smith will prepare an article
are. five Jews. Of professors, we have in the Johns for the HERALD explaining the case in detail.-EDITORS.
Perhaps prejudice had very much to do with the
Hopkins College two, Columbia three, University of
New York one, University of Pennsylvania one, Uni- ill· feeling against the Mormons,· when they lived at
versity of Chicago six, Harvard one, California two, Nauvoo. It was easy to lay every crime at the door
of people, who had been given a bad name, and about
Missouri one, Minnesota one, Michigan one, etc.
"Let us a:lso look at the Jew as a business man. In whom the neighbors were ready to believe almost
Philadelphia for instance three out of five of the anything. There have been cases in this community
greate.st department stores are under Jewish con- in recent years, when every crime that was comtrol. In Chicago they are all, with the exception of mitted in a certain section of the city or the county,
two. In New York we have in the year 1904/514 . ·as well as crimes that had never been committed
firms in dry goods, with a captial of $58,000,000; in were laid. at the door of some individual who had
· clothing 264 with a capital of $34,000,000; 2,018 been- given a bad name. Perhaps the Mormons of
other business houses with a capital of $207,388,000. Nauvoo were in the same unfortimate predicament.
The Jew controls absolutely the dreas ti·ade in.New The Hodges became famous in the early history of
York; he employs 175,0'00 men; over half of the Burlington. Their execution was the only legal.

Of General Interest
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h1ai1ging that has ever taken place here, and for a
long time people referred to events occurring before
or after the hanging of the Hodges. It occurred in
what now is part of the factory district and
attracted a vast· crowd.· The crime for which the
Hodges were hung was murder a11d robbery, committed in Lee County, and the story is familiar to all
the older residents, ·and has· been frequently retold
in the local pape~s for. the benefit of such of the
you11ger folk, as might be interested in the history
of the city. And now the Claim is made, that the
two lads were innocent and that the crime for which·
they paid the extreme penalty was committed by
a band of robbers, who operated in the upper Mississippi Valley. A correspondent from· Logan, under
date ·of. February 12, had the following:
The story, Banditti of the Prairies, once a popular
story, at the request of many followers of the teachings of Joseph Smith, has been given consideration
in the past thirty days by Heman C. Smith, a high
official of the Latter Day Saint church organization
at Lamoni.
As a result of Mr. Smith's brief examination he
has succeeded in removing the stigma that the author
of the book sought to place upon the members of the
church, and in addition has, it is claimed, established
the innocence of the men arrested, indicted and executed for murder over a half century ago, and by a
deposition taken in the past few days fixes the responsibility of the murder upon others who escaped
punishment at that time.
Heman C. Smith, in tracing the history of Edward
Bonney, the author of· the Banditti, alleges that he
was indicted in Lee County, Iowa, for four different
offenses, one of which was murder, and in. the deposition it is intimated that he was a leader of one of
the bands of desperadoes.
·.It is alleged that on the night of May 10, 1845, a
double murder was committed in Lee County, Iowa,
by three men who entered a house in the night time
and fatally wounded Miller and Leisy. The m,urderers made their escape and- were. alleged to have
been traced to the road in the direction of Nauvoo,
the Mormon headquarters. Stephen and William
Hodges, aged eighteen and twenty years respectively, were arrested, indicte9, tried and convicted,
and then executed for the alleg·ed crime, and the two
boys went to their death protesting their innocence.
The Hodge boys were not members of the church,
but other members of the family were followers of
Joseph Smith, and it is brought out by intimation
that the church was respon~lible for the crime to a
certain extent by the author, Bonney.
Since the Banditti story has been given .wide pub. Jicity, Mrs. Mary Hines, of Independence, Iowa, it
is alleged; published in the Cedar Rapids Gazette of
January 7, 1910, a communication, in which she
stated that her deceased husband had confessed to
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her that he was implicated in the murder of Miller
and Leisy, and on the 26th day of January, 1910,
the officials of the Latter Day Saints church at Lamoni secured a deposition from Mrs. Hines in which
she states that she is [was] a member of the Episcopal Church, seventy-four years old, that she was
married to John P. Hines in 1855; that after her ,
marriage she gradually learned that her husband
had been a ·very wicked man, that he said it was ·
Bonney who helped Birch and Fox to escape after being arrested for the murder of Colonel Davenport;
that Granville Young should never have been hung
for the alleged murder of Davenport, as he was at
Prairie Du Chien when Davenport was murdered;
that the Hodges boys were not present at the murder of Miller and Leisy for which they were executed, and in addition, M1~s.. Hines fixes the
responsibility of the Miller-Leisy murder upon Mr.
Hines and George W. Martin as two of the three
murderers; Mrs. Hines also adds that her husband
often told her of places along the Mississippi River
where they hid stolen property; that the thefts committed along the river were committed by organized
bands from the gulf to the lakes and that her husband gave her to understand that Bonney, the author
of the book telling of the capture of the murderers
of Colonel Davenport, was a leader of one of these
bands.
Heman C. Smith also adds that Edward Bonney
was indicted in Lee County as a counterfeiter and
a murderer and that he fled to the adjoining State
and remained there for the reason that the governor
would not permit his return for trial.
"Often you can measure a man's greatness by the
way he estimates other men and their .achievements.
True greatness gives credit to others for every degree of ability, even though there may be much of
mediocrity. Charity of judgment and breadth of
appreciation belong to the truly great."

Mothers' Home Column .
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, _vice-president, ·Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. JIL Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes., treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, -Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
Notice:

All locals of Daughters of Zion. Society, and others rwho
have donations for the aid of general work of Daughters of
. Zion; also. those contemplating sending money to the society
foi· Children's Home furid, please do so by. llfarch 20.
.
.
MRS. M. E. HULMES, General Treasure1·;
909 WEST MAPLE AVENUE, INDEPENDEi<fCE; MISSOURI.
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'Fnilure.

..N.s some great bird,
Whose hurt wing answers not her will,
Still beats the air in useless striving,
Aud dying-with strong talons holding yet
Her hard won prey,
While ·with wide hungry beaJrn, her far off young
Wait, vainly calling;
Or a spent swimmer
Breasting ang-ry' waves t'o save a life, ·
With dying eyes fixed on the rescuing boat,
And knowing it is all too late,
Makes still his strokes, grown feebler
Wi~h each labo1·i11g breath-yields not
The life he gives his own to save;
Thi~ is not failure;
Nor bird, nor swimmer gives up purpose.
Long, long centuries
Ag0ne, One walked the earth, His life
A seeming failure;
Dying, He-gave the world a gift
That will outlast eternities.
-Louise H;oughton.

A Traveler in Twilight Land.
In the bai;ren, gray wilds of Labrador, among th~ fisherfolk and Eskimos, one might have found last summer an
attractive girl from Cambridge, Massachusetts, who has the
distinction of having traveled -further north along this rugged
coast than any other American woman has ever penetrated,
-Miss Ellen Paine Huling. She did not go up there to meet'
the Peary expedition, for no one knew at that time where
Peary was, except that he had gone somewhere bayond the
Arctic circle. Her incentive was partly that love of adventuresome. travel which impels_ a man to exploration, and
partly deep interest in the splendid missionary work being
-done there by Doctor. Grenfell and the Moravian missionaries.
But while there .. she imprqved well her opportunity to study
the people and their surroundings, and has already begun
.putting some of t}lem into charming ,magazine stories, besides
describing them and their manner of life in some very interesting lectures before alumni associations, women~s clubs
and _Young Men's Christian Associations.
Miss Huling has always chosen out-of-the-way. countries in
which to spend her vacations. Therefore, when one discovern
how many a previous interesting trip she has taken, Labrador seems not too far or difficult. Last summer was .the fourth
of a series passed .in that twilight land, on shoi·e among the
people, or passing up or down the coast on one of the mission
ships, the Strathcona and the Harmony. A year ago last
summer she remained for s_everal weeks in the most northerly
of the Moravian stations, Killinek, in Ungava Bay, directly
across the Hudson Straits from the Greenland· shores, where
there is snow. all the year around, and where the wind blows
an almost unceasing, and icy gale. Like the natives, she
subsisted on the seal, whale, deer, and polar bear meat,· dried
fish, coarse vegetables and rhubarb which, she assures us,
really tastes good in .that region. The rhubarb is frequenily
eaten raw with great relish. Stewed, it is the favorite dessert. - She took an active share in whatever work her. hands could find to do, and a great variety there was of it, from·
playing the church organ at Killinek, through cooking and
mending, to escoi·ting down the coast eight little Moravian
children ,\rho were on their way home to Germany.
At home in Cambridge,· Miss Huling is lmown as teacher
of Eng-lish and History in the Emrlish High School, of which
her father ·was formerly head master 'for sixteen· years. She
was bci1;n in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, then lived in New
Bedford· for a time, the family removing to Cambridge in
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1893. She received ai1 A. B. from Rad~liffe College in 1903,
and an A. M. in 1907. All her summers since childh(!)od have .
been passed in travel. In the earlier years it was a custom for
her whole family to spend the warm vacation days with their
grandfather and others of her mother's people on a quaint
seigheury farm on the Richelieu River in Quebec Canada
where they were surrounded by Frenc]l folk, and ~here sh~
and her brother and sisters played with little French children.
No wonder Miss Huling can so vividly picture the life of those
primitive. people in the stories_ she writes now for Every- body's and other well-known magazines. Afterwards, during
her freshman year in college, came a delightful expedition
with her father into Alaska, up to the_ famous Whi:te Pass
Trail, just after the Klondike times. Then there were three
cousecutiye summers among the Laurentian Mountains, where
the old Norman custom and dialect linger still; then the
Saint Lawrence Gulf region,' and New,f'oundland; and then,
Labrador. Truly, the "call of the wild" is potent.-Human

Life.
Requests for P ..ayer.

Sr. C. I. Edson, of Lovell, Wyoming, earnestly requests
the faith and prayers of the Saints that God may give wisdom
to her and her family, which will enable them to meet. successfully the very trying conditions by which they are surrounded, that the name of God may be glorified and his
truth upheld. Will the "Sisters Prayer Union'" please
remember this family.
Sr. M. Johnson desires. the eamest prayers of all in behalf
of her son that he may overcome the desire for strong drink;,
He once belonged to the church and was blessed when he
was a child.

Lette1. Department
FAIRLAND, OKLAHOMA, February 4, 1910.
We are still alive and actively engaged in
the Master's work. I arrived at this place three weeks ago
and began meetings in our church with small crowds at first;
but before a week we had the house well filled with attentive
listeners." We continued two weeks when our voice gave way
and we were compelled to rest a few days. We closed with
the expectation of going elsewhere as soon as we eouid again
do work; but some of the people, are so anxious to hear Jl).ore
of the restoration that we thought best to begin here again___
next Sunday evening and continue a few nights longer. The
people seem to be thirsting after righteousness, but whether
they will accept it is altogether another question. I find many
warm-hearted Saints in this district, also in Eastern Oklahoma District. They have also been mindful of the preacher's
needs, and have supplied his wants with that amount of free
silver with which to pay his fare to different places,_ as also
his other. needs. I have enjoyed excellent liberty in presenting the gospel at this place.
While J have only baptized one the past year, yet so long
as I can see that my preaching is -having some effect upon
the people, I feel that my labor is not in v~in, but that the
seed sown will be gathered up_ many days hence. If. I can
plant I am willing for some other brothei to water, so that
God giveth the increase. My greatest desire is to see the
work of the Lord advance and the honest at heart enter into
the fold. There are many .calls for preaching, more than we·
can fill with so few men in the field. Truly the harvest is
great and the laborers are -few. The more we are in the
work the more we can see the n:eed. of more laborers in the
field, so they can go two and two. as the law directs. I see
better results wheh the elders go as the law direcj;s.
'The Saints where I have been laboring are moving ·along
reasonably well, but we- can see room for ·advancement all
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along the line. Plenty of room to heed the admonition of the
Master to come up higher. I see that many of the Saints
in this southern country, and some of the priesthood, too, are
addicted to the use of that filtlly weed, called tobacco.
My prayer is that we all may eome up higher and lay aside
that which the L0rd has said is not good for man, and strive
to keep all his commandments.
,
W.R. SMITH.
MONONGAHELA, PENNSYLVANIA.
Editors Herald: I have been a member of the church for
fifteen years; am still 'far from perfection. I have had many
unpleasant experiences and also many pleasant ones. I be-, / l i e v e the last three years Of my life have been the most
,
interesting and best that I have had. The Saints at Monon,
gahela were organized into a branch December 15, 1909.
:
Seven years ago I came to this city _and found no Saints here.
Bro. Jacoli> Reese was the first elder that came to see us.
Following are the names of missionaries who have visited this
city: L. D. Ullom, J. D. Po1:ter, F. J. Ebeling, R. Baldwin;
J. A. Decker, R. M. Elvin, R. Perry, ,J, C. McConnoughy,
J. Raisbeck, W. Shotton, S. Winship, G. T. Griffiths, C. Ed.
Miller, L. Curry, E. Curry; R. Etzenhouser, J. Ebeling Wiper,J. Craigg Anderson. At this writing the branch consists of
twenty-tw9 members. The Lord took Brother Wiper, our
priest. We have no permanent meeting place,
Three years ago when my husband was ill I wrote to
Brother Parsons. I received an answer in which was a clause
which gave me much consolation ~t the time, and is still
strongly impressed on my mind. It was this: "If the good
Father sees fit to take away your husband he knows where
you are, and will provide/' The test came and I can say
there never has been a time when we were in want in any
way.
Our baby was baptized December 12, 1909, and I am very
grateful that all our children came into the church of their
own accord and at the proper age. Their names are Leone,
Joanna, and Esther. They were baptized at Fayette Ciyt.
If I have done anything to offend anyone, I ask forgiveness, as I am always willing to be forgiven. There)s a plain
c,lause in the Lord's prayer, Forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive"those that trespass against us." We are asking God
to forgive us like we are fo1;giving others.
EUNICE BEAM.
LONDON, ENGLAND, January, 1910.
Editors Herald: The HERALD seems to be steadily increasing in value as an educator in everything pertaining
to true Latter Day Saintism. Every issue seems to be an
improvement and we look for the paper as eagerly as for
our 'wage. We are certainly disappointed when the postman fails to deliver it upon the expected occasion. We
think the editors should be more generally encouraged in
the great work being done through the HERALD, and the
very best encouragement we can give, is for every family
of Saints to have at least one subscription paid up each
year, even if it entails some considerable sacrifice in oi·der
to procure the one dollar and fifty cents. Every Saint ought
to read every issue of the HERALD; we do not see how,
otherwise, one can keep himself posted on the "doings of the
world of men and things,'' nor how ancient scripture is being
fulfilled; for not a number of the paper but is freighted
with intelligence condensed and refined in a degree far superior to anything the world or the sectarian church has
to offer.
Saints everywhere, let us boost the HERALD, and so gladden
the heart· of the editor. It does not require very much
of a sacrifice. to save· up one dollar and fifty cents, and it
will be one of the _most profitable investments you have ever
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made. When done with it, pass it on to your neighbor 'in
the world. Who knows how many you may influen.ce for
God and the right by so doing! We would not only be
doing a far greater work than we are doing, but we would
also be doing· wonde1·s for the Herald Office by making it
plilssible for the Herald Publishing House to liquidate the
debt incurred by the recent outlay in reestablishing the
entire plant. Personally we would not know how to , do
without you, even if the cost were double what it is.
·
Will some one kindly give us tha benefit of his scriptural
research and study on the following: Some of us have been
taught that at the coming of Christ to establish the millennium, the, wicked will be cast out of his kingdom (the
church) ; and that the priesthood will go out from Zioh
during the millennium to convert the nations as they do
now under General Conferen~e apppointments. That the
nations of the -wicked will exist during the period stated is
i·egarded as posith,e, because they will say among themselv~s,
"Let us not go up to battle against Zion, for the inhabitants
of Zion are terrible, wherefore we can not stand."-Doctrine
and Covenants 45 : 13.
On tfie other hand, the Inspired
Translation says that the harvest is the end of 'the worid
or the des_truction of the wicked; and that the field of the
parable is the world; that prior to the coming of Jesus he
will send his angels to gather out of his kingdom all things
which offend and shall cast them out among the wicked,, for
the world shall be burned with fire. AccGJrding to the parable
of the Master, recorded in Matthew 13, if the field is the
world and the harvest time is the end of the world or the
destruction of the wicked, does this mean that before the
millennium or "at His coming,'' the wheat (Saints) will be
garnered, and the tares (the wicked) will be bound in bundles
to be burned? If so, who will occupy this earth during the
millennium outside of the Saints and the resurrected dead? "I
will say to the reapers, Gather ye together first the wheat
into my barn." Does this mean that this gathering "first
the wheat into my barn" will be the, work of the angels
during the millennium and after that, "the tares are ·bound
in bundles to be burned"? Of course, if the latter is the
correct outline of that which is to take place, the first position assumed must be incorrect. We think there is a pressing need of some definite, clear-cut teaching along this line
of thought, for some hold one view and some another, and
others are uncertain as to which is the ti-ue position.
Another question of importance is one concerning tobacco.
Should Saints occupied in the grocery business handle and
sell tobacco in. any form? There are parents who are
now grieving about their children being addicted to the use
of tobacco. They believe the W!ird of Wisdom i;tnd know it
is injurious to health, and that Saints should not use it;
yet, because they are in the grocery business, they argue
that if they do not handle and sell tobacco they might as
well shut up the shop, for ,their business would go down.
What is the wisdom of our leaders upon this question?
Again, in speaking from the stand by the ministry, of the
evils of the tobacco habit, why not point out the wholesale
evil or th13 general evil, its effect, or the extent of its reach
upon the world, upon society in general? How many acres
of good food-stuff raising land are misappropriated to the
cultivation of tobacco? How large an army of men and
women are occupied in caring for the yearly crop? How
large a wing to that army are occupied in the various cigai·
factories and plug tobacco factories, who might be following
some vocation fruitful of good results to humanity, instead
of devoting their energies to a' vocation of life work which
must inevitably end in smoke or' something as useless and
much more offensive?
,
,
It seems to us that calling attention to these general ,conditions or evil and waste would be much more effective among
us in establishing the truth and reliability of God's word
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than the pointing out the individual waste incurred' by smoking or chewing.
'
We are hopeful in the great cause we love, of its ultimate
triumph over every wrong.
P.H. PHILIPPIN.
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strong points in doctrine, that faith without works is of no
avail whateve1·.
My heart is filled with an intense desire to see every Latter Day Saint who is not wide awake and working for ihe
cause of the Master, on his knees praying for more of the
gospel light. How can we t~ink to receive blessings when
we leave our share of wo1'fc undone?
·
Do we imagine our lives can be -spent as idly and aimlessly
as those of people who belong to churches that have no more
resemblance to the holy institution which God placed here
on earth than darkness to. daylight? That is, of course,
if we are expecting a good reward.
But are we really working fo1· a rnwm·d? If so, then some
of us must be rather indifferent as to what ours shall be, for
we know we are to. be rewarded according to our <works.
, Would we inherit the earth? Then be meek.
Would we be called the children of God? Then we ·must
be-not tattlers, but peacemakers.
Now, best and grandest of all, would we see God? There
are none that may accomplish this, except by the way
of the pure heart.
So let us all begin tocday to do c:rnr part surely, faithfully,
patiently; ·then, and not until then can we be sure of the
reward that is promised to the faithful.
Your sister in Christ,
VIDA CATO.

SAINT THOMAS, ONTARIO.
I have just left Brownsville, where I·held a series of nine
meetings, and although opposition showed itself to a marke_d
extent at first, yet before )Ve were through we had the best
of attention, with not less than twenty at any meeting", and
as high as seventy-two once, and the last meeting held
we had over fifty. We.would have continued them but that
we had to hire a hall, and through the efforts of our Methodist friends there, we had to pay as high as two dollars a
night for the same; but we· were determined that they should
have the chance to hear the gospel in that place, and am
pleased to say that our efforts were rewarded, and while
none have yet embraced the work, yet we realize that more
than one is near the kingdom. There were those that had
never heard the teaching before, and were interested enough
to attend each nig·ht, and they expressed themselves as very
sorry that we cou!P, not stay longer, but I hope to return at
no distant date. Much of the success of the meetings is
due to the efforts of Bro. J. Skelton, the only Latter Day
Saint in the place (I must not forget his excellent wife). He
invited me to his home; and cared for me with that way that
shows the true Spirit of the Master, and besides this, paid
RUNNELLS, IOWA, February 10, 1910.
for the rent ·of the hall for three nights out of his own
Dem· Herald Readers: The conventions and conference
pocket, and I feel confident that had we a few more like of the Des Moines District, which assembled here from the
Brother Skelton and his wife a work could be started there 4th to the 6th inst., was one of the best that it has been
that would soon show that the dreaded opposition we were my privilege of attending. The effects of it has been of imtold existed at that' place would soon disappear. It was mediate and will be of lasting benefit to the church work
/
quite amusing to see the foolish efforts to defeat us, and in this district.
·
_/
when all other things failed they tried to smoke us out
Six ,were baptized on the day following the conference, parby stopping up the ohimney, but this was b1'ought to naught, tinily as the immediate benefit of the excellent meetings uf
so then they seemed to give up and we had the best of atten- . Sunday, especially the afternoon prayer and testimony meettion afterwards.
ing, at which time the gift~ of prophecy and faith, wisd)m, ·
In the meantime I had received a pressing invitation to and knowledge were made manifest in much power Four
come to this point from the branch here, and have started of those baptized were heads of famflies, and at thQ social
in with very flattering prospects of success and pray that meeting yesterday afternoon all of them testified of how thE
the good Spirit may continue with us.
Lord had ,wrought with them, and what joy had come to their·
Yours in bonds,
souls since yielding to the <will of God.. It was truly n time
J. C. FARNFIELD.
of great joy to all present.
The Lord at the conference session emphasized the instruction given to his people that those who bear the vessels
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.
Our conference has just closed which was held on the of the Lord should be clean, and purge themselves from all
5th and 6th, and was well represented. Brn. Griffiths, C. filthiness of the flesh, mentioning the ha:bits of using narEd. Miller, Bishop Becker, of the traveling officials were cotics, intoxicants, and opiates, and of the spirit, mentioning
present, besides quite a few of the officers of the district.
bitterness, hatred, strife, envy, and jealousy, and warning
The Sunday school convention was a success and through- the young to keep_ themselves pure from these conditions,
out the conference'the Spirit of the Master prevailed·, and all and instructing them to pay heed to the counsel and advice
went away feeling more determined to improve in the finan- of their fathers in the faith, giving as a reason that God
would soon call them to occupy in the places made vacant
cial law as well as in the spiritual.
Brother Becker gave' us a good sermon suitable to his because of those who would fail, or fall. The payment of
what was due the Lord according to the law was als~ emphaline of work, which 'vas fitting for the occasion.
I see the Saints arc awakening in many respects, which is sized. The above instruction came like a refreshing rain,
very ·encouraging. One beautiful hymn was sung in tongues, and cheered the drooping spirits, and awakened with new
four verses, to the tune, "Let us shake off the coals from life all the Saints.
It was plainly apparent during the conference that a
our garments." Also one for Brother Griffiths. As a whole
more determined effort and devoted interest were to be shown
the conference was a success.
·-WHEELING CITY BRANCH.'
in the converting of the sinner from the error of his ways;
and the excellent spirit which governed throughout all the
MIAMI, OKLAHOMA, February 6, 1910.
Dea1· Hemld: After reading the letters in last week's deliberations and ministrations· during the conventions and
HERALl'l I am encouraged, and refreshed in spirit. Yet, I am conference and since, was such as to draw those without to
often sad 'yhen I think of the lack of interest and industry the Christ, arid a good interest ·is shmvn in the series of
services now being held daily.
·
among some of the Saints.
The young are feeling much encouraged by the experiences
·Many times, with pardonable pride, we refer to "our
of the pas't few days, and some have renewed their covenants
~hurch" as the cine true church, and so, 1rideed, it is. B_ut,
dear: Saints, we should know; this being one of our specially ·with the Lord, ·and with a better comprehension of the duties
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of children of God, and of the spirit in which those duties
should be discharged have they entered more zealously into
the worship of their Gocj. They have observed that the
Spirit of God can so lead the servants and handmaidens of
. the Lord, that while they may differ they may do so without
strife, envy, or hatred, but with love and brotherly kindness
towards those with whom they· may differ, and in the spirit
.of peace can labor unitedly for the .honoring of the law of
God, and. the character of him who gave the law. This has
·deepened the respect they have for God's law and those to
whom God. has g·iven authority to execute his law, .and to
regulate the affairs of the church in every department of it.
What joy thrills my soul to see this intelligent, spiritual
advancement of the people of God, and especially the young
upon whose shoulders will rest the responsibility of carrying this work on to ultimate victory, and to see how much.
more· willingly they are yielding to the Spirit's instructions,
and·· thus better qualifying themselves for that which the
Lord says is near to come, even the endowment of the servants of God to go forth to give the final warning to the
nations of earth ere the end shall come, or the destruction
of the wicked.
May God hasten the day of Zion's redemption. ·
Hopefully,
J. F. MINTUN.

BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI.
Deai· Herald: I' enjoy the letters from our brothers and
sisters. Their .experiences are ever a benefit to me, and each
week the pages of the HERALD are read with delight. By
reading I find the experiences of the Saints are much alike.
None are going through life on flowery beds of ease, but
all have hopes and faith in that day of rest which we often
sing of in the "sweet bye and bye."
This morning my mind is led to relate a dream to the
readers of the paper:
I went to the grocery in our little town and on my way
back I came to a· very large building, and seemingly it was
a show pr theater and very nearly all the people in. the
town were there. Several of the Saints were there and
among them were my children. . The building had several
big doors, and on one side was the door to go in at, Just
across the street was a very la1;ge log lying alongside of
the street and there were several small children playing·
around that log, and there also was a serpent the old Devil
hacj sent to bite everyone in the house.
I · had stopped to sing a song for the children and .it
seemed the serpent had 1zJ bite me first. I told th(l Devil
I was not.afraid of him; he would never bite me. It seemed
he went out of sight. Then I started t~ sing a hymn I
used to sing when I belonged to the Methodist Church,
"'Jesus, my all to heaven is gone." When I had sung one
verse I saw him creeping up the side of the log near me and
the children. I told them to look out, and grabbed a longhandled spade which was stuck in the ground near by. I
struck him with all my strength and wounded him so badly
he could not go. I then told the crowd to leave· while he
was not able to cross the log. When I struck him he opened
his mouth very wide, and I saw his big forked· tongue and
four big teeth that were full of enough poison to. poison the
whole houseful .of people. I looked at him for a little
time, then went on my way home. At the time of this
dream I was not able to. walk, only as I walk~d on crutches.
Dear readers, Saints in particular, take warning. Don't
let that serpent poi~on any of you in a theater. If you
have any means to spare, put it to a better use. There are
plenty like myself in need, and there is ·plenty needed in
the church woric. We are starting on a new year. Let
us shun the Evil One. I have been a. Latter Day Saint for
nearly thirty yeai·s. I am proud of the name.' .I know I
am not pure, but I am proud that the Master has made
me able to defeat the sectarian world in their arguments
against ·the truth. I have beell' able in a dream to conquer
the Devil to a degree. Pray for me, Saints, that I may hold
out faithful, and be conqueror of all evil. I am a Latter
Day Saint and when I cross the J ordim of death, I will
bear the name there.
·
Your brother in the one faith,
765 CREASUS STREE'r.
R. M. KING.

LAMAR, INDIANA, February 9, '1910.
Dem• Herald: We were glad to see a letter from Brother
Dowker, and to know that he and Brother Halb are getting
along so well. We were gfad to have them with us for a
while and we enjoyed their sermons very much. Brother
Halb has not been in the work long, but we feel sure he
will do ·a good work in the Master's cause. I wanted.to give
him a word of encouragement. when I bade him good-bye,
but as I had a poor chance and lacked courage, I did not.
I hope this will encourage him. I think the few that were
. present at our meetings were favorably impressed by the
preaching and one young man has been reading quite a bit
of our literature and says he likes what he has read.
Elders Dowker and Halb administered to my. husband's
mother, whose health was very much impaired. It seemed she
was on the verge of a· general breakdown and had been
suffe£ing a great deal. The .elders and others will be glad
to learn that she has recovered and is feeling better than she
has for a long ti:rr{e. An affliction which had been bothering
her for years has ·been removed, for which we all feel
thankful.
Only a few months .ago, I nassed through the severest
trial of my life, the loss of a happy little child. Those who
have had a similar ·experience know something of a mother's
grief at the loss of her babe; but God was very good to
me and assured me that it was his will, and showed me in
a vision that she was alive and all right, and that I should
soon see her. I could not see her features, but I was perHOLDENVILLE, OKLAHOMA.
. mitted to handle her little body and hear her breathe. I
Editors Herald: "Therefore leaving the principles of the
tried to make a light so I could see her. I could not, but doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection; not laying
.·knew that when daylight came I could see her. The day again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and
was just beginning to da,vn, so .the day must not be very faith toward God, of the doctdne of baptisms, and of laying
far distant. I am trying to live so I wiil be ready at any on of hands, and of resurrection of the dea\1, and eternal.
time.
judgment."-Hebrews 6: 1, 2.
Another thing, many of us do not realize how great our
This is an old text and a grand one. The more we study
· influence is on others. Try never to do anything which will ·it the higher we climb the ladder, if we apply it_ to our
cause another to stumble. It may be a little thirig,-but if it lives. The part I wish to call your attention to is, "Therefore
acts like a stumbling-block to .others, it should not be so.
leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let llS go
. We would be glad to have some of the elders come our on unto pei·fection." We do not want to let this escape our
way again this spring. Would like to see Brethren Dowker attention. We often hear the six principles taught, but not
_and Halb again.
Yours for the triumph of·truth,
enough said about that, Let us go on unto pei'fection. Hee_d
ANNA M; GUMMINGS.
thfa, for it is necessary for us to keep all of the coinmand-
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ments if we enter the kingdom of heaven. The one who works
i'eceives the i•eward.
There is something more for us to· do than just have
faith, rep~nt of our sins, go to the waters and have the
preacher baptize us and have hands laid on us for the
reception of the Holy Ghost.
What kind of light ai'e -you .showing? We are told to go
011 unto perfection and to come up higher.
Ai·e we trying
to go higher? The Savior said, "The spi~·it truly is i•eady,
but the flesh is weak." Yet we are praying for the redemption
of Zion, and do not our part.
.
We hold this gospel out to the world and declitre ·it to be
the ·restored gospel, and the power of God unto salvation.
We believe this to oe true. If so, let us show our faith by
our works; We must work if we go 011 unto perfection and
reign with Christ here on. this earth with the righteous. Let,
us heed the commandments already given .and God will be
more wi11ing to bless his children in this life and brighter
wi11 be our own crown in the life to come.
C. T. SHEPPARD.
MOUNT VERNON, WASHINGTON.'
Dear Herald: You are one of my weekly gospel messengers, and I could not very well do without you, for I do
love to read your pages, especially the letters, ·which give
me renewed courage to go on trying to do the Master's will.
We are of the isolated ones, and do not get to hear any
preachers, except through the church periodicals. I attended
the church reunion at Seattle in August. While there I
enjoyed many good sermons and prayer meetings, which were
. spiritual food for the hungry soul. . If one could only meet
at such places to part no more, how joyful it would be, for
the sorrowful parting is hard to endure; but that will never
be until our Savior comes on earth to reign, and it is not
for me to say how soon or how long ere he will appear to
his chosen ones. I only hope I may be counted worthy
to be one of that number.
Brethren Stead a~d Thorburn were here .about a year
ago, and preached several good instructive sermons at Riverside, about two miles from Mount Vernon, and I attended
all but one. It was quite cold, too, and I had a sick spell
afterwards; but what mattered that as long as my spiritual
longing ·was partly satisfied. Thlly were through here again
just before. the Seattle reunion, but did not preach. I have
been looking for them again, but have.been sadly disappointed.
Pray that the good Lord may see fit to open the way for a
branch to be established here, ff it is his divine will.
While at the Seattle reunion, I had the pleasure of meeting Bro. Fred. M. Smith. May the Lord bless him abundantly, so that he may fill his venerable father's place, both
as a speaker, father, and counselor; also bless· his noble
wife, who is an able companion, to help him fulfill all the
responsibilities resting upon him. May God put words in
his mouth to speak like his father before him, is my earnest
prayer. I ask the prayers of the Saints for myself ~nd
family, that we may ·be able to stand till Christ comes to
gather up his ·jewels.
.
I have a year's file of the HERALD, Antmnn Leaves; and·
Zion's Ensign that I will be glad to send to anyone who will
write for them.
Box 114.
ALICE SAVAGE.
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I am glad to say that my interest in .. this marvelous
wonder is stronger than usual, and I delight in the grand
work. Such articles as were offered by Luff, Kelley, and
Williams of late,· will almost instill life into the dead, if the
dead will hear.
·
I once knew a brother who dearly loved candy, and it ~vould
act severely on a certain organ of his body, s.o he would
quite frequently take a dose of turpentine to counteract the
effect of the candy. I see. the likeness of the above action
among some of the people who are brethren in Christ. I
believe all the members of "Christ's body really· wish to.
order their lives by the instructions of Christ, but some of us
would be glad if the teachings would change to our established
ways and traditions, rather than for us to change to his ways,
or yield to any new progressive principle of the day.
Remember, brothers, every gift of God and every degree of
light has had· a very difficult time in being established among
men. We are instructed to study all good books; to prove
all things and hold fast to that ·Which is good. The present
distress and oppression, the strikes and lockouts, the mine
disasters, the standing armies, the warships, the paupers,
the millionaires, the king on the throne, the peasant in his
rags, are the 1·esult of a W<Jeful cause. What is it? If
we can discover the cause and cooperate with God in removing it, the effects will disappear, and there is no question
about. God knowing the cause, and there is no question about
every soul on this earth knowing the cause, and the remedy,
if they will try to learn aright. Of course, you can not
see without you examine, .neither could you see how you
crucified Jesus Christ until you examined. Nevertheless we
are guilty of his blood. We did that through ignorance,
however, but this is condemnation, that light is come unto you
and you prefer old ways and evil, unjust systems through
ignorance. Is the glory of God ignorance? Brothers, let
us progress, and press onward, and look for the cause of the
present miserable condition and meekly assist in changing this
for a better one, that God's will be done on earth as it is
in heaven. Yours for more real glory on earth,
J. W. WILLIAMS.

THREE OAKS, MICHIGAN, February 3, 1910.
Dew· Herald: I am very anxious to see the work sta:rted
here. I believe it will flourish if handled with wisdom and
love. I so often. see desires expressed in the church papers
for new openings. Do we consider that God's work has
always been one of sacrifice? Do we alway,s mean what we
say when we· sing, "I will go whete yo-q want me to go,
dear Lord"? Do we realize it takes strength of character,
and true love, deep and. strong, to go against our own wishes
and desires, to sit at the feast and be filled? Do we realize
that while we sit at ease and enjoy the blessings of other's
labors, perhaps there are others who are longing to be filled,
yet have not been invited to the table of ·good things?
We know we are only in school in this world. Why not,·
as we are taught, turn and teach others? If we have not the
talent to teach, we surely will be willing to divide our means
with God's servants who have the talents. We need not
fear, God knows whom he has chosen to handle his money.
I have heard some say that perhaps they will not han,dle
the money wisely, and at the same time be willing to listen
to teaching along other lines, and say, "That was a good
sermon." Now how much more important are our spiritual
FULTON, KENTUCIO!.
affairs than our temporal! I . should far rather trust men
Editoi·s Hemld: Has any Primitive Baptist or Millennial with my money than with teaching me the way to eternal
Dawnist ever left their theory and church and become a · life, because the things of this ·world end with life; but how
member of. the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ? If about the.spiritual? If God set the right officers in the·church
any of tile Saints know of such a convert,· please let me to govern our spiritual affairs, or lead us by teaching us,
know as soon as you see this inquiry. l wiil thank you he certainly has just as much wiSdom· and love for us in·
very much.
. .
.
setthig the right man in the right place in all the offices of ~he
0
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chu"rch. By doubting, and ill thinking, and ill acting, we
only hinder instead of help the work we say we love so well.
None of us wish to have take11 from us what 'we have, yet
the dear Lord has told us it will. be, if we do not improve
our talent, or prove faithful stewards. It may not be to-day
or to-morrow, but there are trying times to come, times that
will take all the sti:ength we can gain in these days of
peace. We have a very merciful Father, yet a just and truthful one.
I have put this plan of salvation to a long and practical
test and I know whereof I speak. Now do not let us be
of a doubting mind, but let us rise up and say, "For me and
my house, we will serve the Lord," not only partly but to the
fullest extent.
In Three Oaks is a good place for an elder or others
that :wish to help the work along. I have seen several officers
in one brnnch when they were not needed thei·e. Here one
can get light, steady work the year around, and good pay, and
there is a nice little Latter Day Saint church to preach in.
In the featherbone factory, some men and women make as
high as fifteen dollars per week. Of course, one has to work
up to that, as it is piece work, but one gets five dollars per
week the first two weeks whethei; he earns it or not. Girls
and boys also work after they are fourteen years ·of age,
and if they are strong and well enough, can go to school
and work nights a.nd mornings and Saturdays. Sat.urday
afternoon is always off for everyone. Rent is not high here;
living is reasonable. One can send to Chicago if he wishes
(only seventy-two miles distant)' but now there is a large
department store going up and they will bring prices down.
There are no saloons here and a good moral class of people.
So an elder that is willing to make the sacrifice can do
a good work here. I know of lots of officers in the church
who work all week, even Saturday afternoon, and then preach
on Sunday. Then I know of a good farm for rent only four
and one half miles out of town, with a nice, new, comfortable
house on it. If anyone is interested, write me an dI will
give full particulars. I will do all I can. to help the work
along. There is a good, live branch at Galien, five miles
from here. I hope some one will carefully and prayerfully
consider the subject and act. Don't wait for the other fellow. There is room for more than one.
There are between four and five hundred employed at the
factory and room for more. Anyone wishing to see for themselves and cail run in, can inquire for Mrs; Rob Clote. She
can direct you to my house where the latchstring is always
out. If anyone without a family wishes to locate here they
can get good board for three to four dollars per week.
Saints, when you read this, please breathe a prayer for
the success of the work here, and those that have this part
of the work in hand at General Conference, please remember
Thtee Oaks, Michigan. Perhaps you have more men to send
out than means to send with, so some can work both ways
here.
With the welfare of the work at heart,
ADDIE DAVID.

NORBORNE, MISSOURI, February 8, 1910.
Editors Herald: The Saints of Norborne are rejoicing
because the branch is growing·. Four years ago there was
only one family at this place (Bro. Fred Knipschild) when
the writer and family came here, and we decided to get the
gospel before the people. We invited Bro. T. J. Sheldon,
who was laboring in the Far West District, to bring the tent.
He did so and preached for us several nights and removed
much p1·ejudice, and made friends for the ·work. Different
ones came and preached for us, and the result was that
one year ago w~ rented a church and asked to have a branch
organized. Bro. F. C. Keck, in charge of the. district, and
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Bro. Charles P. Faul, secretary and Bishop's agent, came and
organiZed the branch, and it has been growing. stronger ever
since. There have. been several families that have moved
here, and some have been baptized.
Bro. Charles Harp was here in December and preached
three wee!rn and baptized one and gave much encouragement
to the Saints. He left all feeling well in the great work; and
with a strongerdetermination to come up higher.
Bro. E. L. Hen~on has been preaching for us the last two )
weeks, and has a very good interest. He baptized three last
'Sunday and I think all will be good workers for their Master
and a ~redlt to the work. We think he will baptize more before he- leaves, and he will continue the meetings 'over
Sunday.
We now have thirty-five members, and there are several
,who have not yet received their letters from other branches.
When all receive letters we will number about forty-five. All
of the -elders have labored hard and have done good work for
the Master, and have caused a great many to believe who
do not yet see their way clear to obey.
This is the place that W. G. Jtoberts met Bro. F. M. Slover
in debate during December, 1907. After the first session
he saiw the audience ·was against him, and he tried to stop
the debate, which he did at the end of the fourth session, and
some of the other churches told him in the presence of one o:f'
our brnthren, that Elder Slover was his superior, and that
he had quit the debate because of this. Almost everyone
that attended the discussion was on our side when the debate
closed.
' and Religio, and have
We have a good live Sunday school
preaching· twice on the .Sabbath, and prayer meeting at two
p. m., also on Wednesday evenings. We have a very nice
little church, .and this is the reason all are in good spirits
and happy in the work.
With bright anticipations for the work at this place,
L. F. FERGUSON,

VJ/

FARMINGTON, .KENTUCKY, February 8, 1910.
Editors Herald: While in the office of Doctors Mason and
Keys at Morras yesterday, they loaned me a medical journal
published at Chicago, and called my attention: to an article
entitled, "Hook worm conference," held at Atlanta, Georgia,
in ;which Dr. Neut Atans, of Nashville, ·Tenessee, one of my
personal friends, took part. The object of the conference
was to devise some means to check the spread of the hook
worm, thl\t is spreading fast in the South and is coming
as far north as Na~hville. It is claimed that in 'Some parts
of Texas over thirty per cent of the people are afflicted with
the hook worm. This alarming statement was denied last
year by .the people of the South, but now it has been proven
a_fact, and much alarm exists among the medical men of the
Southern States.
This is certainly in fulfillment of prophecy made by 'Joseph
Smith concerning maggots that would be sent to afflict the
people (Doctrine and Covenants 22: 5). Surely the world will be made to see after a while that the Lord revealed
himself to J~seph Smith.
.
The work is gaining some here. It moves slowly, but that
is no bad sign. We have had some spasmodic excitement as
they have in other places, but to my mind such excitement
leaves the church in worse shape than it was before. It ls
like a man taking a little stimulant on ·a -cold morning to
keep himself warm; as soon ·as the effect of the whisky is
gone, he nearly freezes to death for a rwhile. My experience
is that those Saints that are studying the word· of God
are progressing better than those that are seekiii.g signs
and gifts to furnish them spiritual food. I wonder at the
Saints enjoying so well tl).e gifts. of tongues and prophecy,
and the other gifts. of the Spfrit mentioned. in· 1 Corinthians
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12, are not considered by some.. If a brother. }ms the gift
wisdom his labors ai·e not very l\Vell received by some, or
if he hai, the gift of discernment of spirits his work is not
very edifying to some. 'fhe elder who has the gift of healing
is in demand only when the Saints are ·very sick and the
surroundings are. favorable to their visits.
I was called on last Sunday to preach the funeral sermon
of Mrs. Underwood, of Murray, Kentucky. She was not a
member of the church, did not make any profession of religion
of any kind. The Christian church there is the finest in the
State, from what I can see and hear, and it was opened to
me to preach the funeral in, and there l\Vas a large crowd
there, among which were the ministers of other churches and
the leading men of the town. I spoke an hour and a half
with excellent liberty, showing the goodness of God and the
power of the atonement to save' the human family. Many
compliments were made and I was asked to preach again to
them. I arranged to preach four or five nights in the courtpf

house in the near future.

We are trying to let our light shine and do what we can
to inform those around· us of the angel's message. We are
living where our work has been very little represented.
There are now l)ine Saints here. We have been holdfog
meetings and study .classes at our homes each Sunday.
So!ne of our .best members have recently. moved away, but
with our limited time and talent we hope to continue and
try to interest others. We could distribute a good number
of tracts if we had them. I am the only one.of the priesthood
here and I have thought if some brother holding the priesthood was desirous of changing his location, he could not do
better than come here for investment, business, or labor, and
we could cooperate in getting the gospel before the people.
The city has more than six million dollars of improvements
and building under way.
·
Wishing the Lord's work success,
JAS. C. PAGE.
821 WEST DOUGLAS AVENUE;

Some say I can have the same

church again if I want it, others that I shall take the M. E.
church; so I left it to the people there to make the change,
if they chose, from the court-house.
I am feeling well in the work, but need rest, and will
likely go home in March to attend the conference in April.
May t110 Lord direct by his Spirit in the next conference,
in sending out the missionaries.
C. L. SNOW.
HOYT, KANSAS, February 9, 1910.
Congratulations to you on the
appearance and make up of the Jubilee HER.~LD. It is a
splendid production of editoria( work and the printer's art.
More than this, it will cause. the Saints everywhere, who
read it, to sense the importance and value of thework that has
been done by the Reorganization from its beginning until the
present, as well as to more fully appreciate the dear old
HERALD as the me.ssenger of truth so long· engaged in ..this
good work.
And again, the contents of this number gives us a glimpse
of the work done by "young Joseph," now grown old in
his God-assigned work.
Contrasting his clean, pure life
record with the pretended leaders of latter day Israel who
have arisen since the death of Joseph the Seer, we are made
to appreciate his work more than ever. It seems to us that
we can more than· ever see the guiding hand of God in the
course of his conduct, from the very beginning of his association with tlie Reorganization, both as a presiding officer, and
as editor of the HERALD. We can feel justly proud of Brother
Joseph and ·his WOl'k, and can truly sing, "We thank thee,
oh God, for a prophet." Let all the Saints-especially the
young, read the Jubilee HERALD. It is educational.
I began meetings about six miles west of Hoyt, on the
evening of the 5th inst., ancf am having a fair hearing. This
is a new place: This opening is due to the efforts of Bro.
and· Sr. C. L. Gouldsmith, formerly of the Nebraska City
Branch.
Very recently the way seemed hedged up in this field, but
now we have more places for preaching than our limited
force can attend to, for in this Northern Kansas field we are
so few.
We hope to· be able to attend the conference and conventions of the Nort1ieastern Kartsas District, which meets with
the Atchison Branch, February 25 to 27.
H. E. MOLER.

Editors Sqints' Herald:

WICHITA, KANSAS, February 10, 1910.
I have been a reader of your columns for·
something like ten years. I enjoy vei·y much. the letters
and articles of others, and especially since I :have become
separated fi·om branch pri_vileges.

Dem• Herald:
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DES MOINES, IOWA, February 3, 1910.
It seems that
many of the Saints of the disf:rict have not yet learned my
address since I.came to the city, or have forgotten it. Some
have sent money for tithing to Brother Mintun to be handed
to me, stating they did not know where to address me.
Others, I have been told, are holding tithing for lack of
lmowledge of my street number. My residence nmnber is
1535 East Walnut street, ·and phone No. 6255. It is necessary that you put my number correctly on all communications,
as there are several other ChriStys in Des Moines.
We are very low in funds for the carrying on of the work,
and there has been such a demand for labor in new openings,
and so few to meet such demands, that it has been impossible
for me to get among the Saints as I have desired.
Saints, if you could have been in attendance at the n1eetings I have held this summer and winter in places where
the gospel has never been preached before, and have witnessed
the interest and manifest eagerness with which the peopie
came to listen, you would be anxious not only to pay your
just tithing fully, but many more would be. willlng, (with
a few faithful Saints who are actually doing so) to make
sacrifice, that there might be more missionaries placed in
the field to meet the great demand for ;work.
I hope we may receive sufficient during the spring months, that there may be enough to supply the needs of those de~
pendent upon the disti-ict. Saints, let us not be negligent
of our duties. We can all be missionaries if we will. Are
you helping to carry the gospel to the nations of the earth
and helping to warn your neighbors? If not, why not get
busy? I have never seen a time when people were more
willing to listen to our message, and the urgent requests
that come to me for preaching from those who know but
little of our work, oug·ht to cause us to wake up, and I
know it would if you saw it as the missionary does.
I want to report to you the great improvement in Sister
Christy's health, and- express our appreciation of the help
we have received from so many of the Saints. For the last
two months she has been almost free from pain, a condition
that has not obtained day or night for eight years, with
much sµffering for fifteen years. Are we glad? Yes. Do
we appreciate those who have and are helping us?
Yes,
truly. We ai·e assured that she will not be compelled to take
regular treatments for more than a .. couple of months, when
it ts thought that plenty 'of open air exercise, ·with some
change of climate, will make for good health.
Please<jot down my address, t~ai;,you may n.ot forget it;
tll.en when you have church funds to send, it will reach
me without fail.
With fove to all the Saints,
1535 EAST WALNUT STREET.
W. CHRISTY.

Dea1· Saints of the Des Moines Dist1•ict:
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APPLEDORE, MICHIGAN, February 10, 1910.
irig. It it good for any kind of worms. I have cured several
Dea?'. Readei·s of th~ Hemld: The 'winter has been so cold after they have gone into spasms. Anyone can take it cold
I have not been able tQ attend church and I often think of or warm. Gun powder is als0 good for worms, even after
the· nice times we all used to- have together, and ,how many they have had three or four spasms. I have given it to my
rejoiced 1with us .in the restored gospel. A great many of own and also seve1'al other boys. Dose, one half teaspoonful
the S_aints that once. attended our brnnch are ·scattered, doing · night and ·morning,
D. D. WILLIAMS.
g·ood, { hope; wherever they are. Bro. William Taylor and_
Brother Badders, from Wabash Branch, _quite often attend
Keeping the Sabbath.
here and assist by their preaching, songs, and prayers; but
I desire to draw the attention of the Saints to a few pasour church is old and needs repairing; it does not look very
inviting to the fashionable world. Bro. Walter Badder, our sages of Scripture concerning the keeping of the Lord's day
only officer, gives us some interesting talks. We hope some and pen a few thoughts on th·e same. I am not an educated
day our branch may be more fully organized, as there are man, but I feel to remind my brethren and sisters· that if
some bi-ethren growing up who take quite an interest in the the way the majority of people, Saints included, keep the"
work. With kind regards to all,
Sabbath is right, then I am certainly wrong in my understanding of the Scriptures.
-Your loving sister,
Mns. GEO. GREEN.
During the seventeen and a half years that I have been
a member of the Reorganized Church I have never met a
member of that body (although there may be many whom I
HOLDEN, MISSOURI, February 6, 1910.
Deai· Herald: We have a fine branch_ here and that love have not met who keep the day fully-I hope there are) who
for one another that makes -us feel we are one family. I keep the Lord's day as the Scriptures direct, according to
enjoy this privilege of living among the Saints, and as I my understanding of them. I have been surprised many times
read of so many who do not have this privilege, I can not at the apparent indifference among the Saints in this keeping
help but breathe a prayer in their behalf.. Do not feel dis- of the Lord's day; and the surprise is made all the greater
couraged; the Lord is able to bless and will if they put their from the fact that these Saints seem to be living better ,Jives
trust in him. I have been blessed wonderfully when trusting than I am. Of course, most if not all of the Saints observe
him. Only the Lord knows the discouraged hours I have seen. the Sabbath, but think it no harm to use the train, tTam, or ,
While I was studying and grieving one day, a voice seemed their beasts on that day. I believe if we keep the Sabbath
-to say, "Do you trust in your God?" I stopped my work we 8hould keep it wholly as a day of rest and for. the wor.and began to think back over _my past life. I fell on my ship' of God1 carid give every other man the same_ privilege,
knees and never iwas so filled with the Spirit as then. From and also the beasts. I think -we as the chosen people of God
that time my days have grown better. I have dreams should set a better example than we do at pT.esent.
I know thel'e are many things to be consideTed, such as
encouraging me from time to time. The- Lord is in this work.
I can not express the peace and happiness I have enjoyed. I administering to the sick who do not live within a walking
hope I may better serve my heavenly Father each day and distance, fulfilling preaching appointments, etc. Now God
bring up my· children in a way that is pleasing in his sight. does not expect impossibilities from anyone; so in the case
We came to 'Holden three years ago and are pleased with of sickness where it would necessitate traveling by train, I
the country. The branch has grown some in that time. May believe it would be right to leave such case in the Loi-d's
_ God bless his people is•my prayer.
care till the Sabbath was past, rather than to break the com"
AMERICA CHRISTENSON.
mandments he has given. So far as pl'eaching is conce1:ned
I think it could be arranged without this riding on the Sab,
BALD KNOI!, ARKANSAS, February 4, 1910.
bath. At least, I have always. managed my affah-s so that
Deai· Herald: ·The.branch at Bald Knob is still alive. We man, woman, and beast could get their rest on the Sabbath.
built us a good, comfortable, little church, and have regular Some make the excuse that the trains would run just the
meetings when the weather will permit, and Sunday school same whethe1• we used them or not, so where is the haTm in
and prayer meeting. Elder J. T. Riley closed a series of using them? That may be a reasonable excuse, as man sees
meetings here January 31. . Bro. F. 0. White was ordained to it, but how about God? What does he think about it? If I
the office of teacher, and our baby boy iwas blessed. Meetings used them on the Sabbath, I should become a party in deprivclosed with fairly good interest. Broth.er Rill'!Y was with us ing these servants of their day's- Test, and preventing _them
two or three times last year and in his humble, quiet manner from attending the house of prayer. I am alway's glad of
has gained the- love and confidence of the Saints.
this day's rest, and if I deprive others of it, am I doing unto
After a barren home for fourteen-years the Lord has blessed others as J would that they should do unto me?
us with two dear little ones, for which my heart had longed.
GOD INSTITUTED THE SABBATH.
Sarah Fostena will be two years old March 16, and Frederick
Heman is now three.months old. Will say to Brn. F. A.··and
"The Lord thy God commanded thee -to keep the Sabbath
F. M. Smith, that iwe will send them the boy's photo when day."-Deuteronomy 5: 15. "The seventh day is the ~abbath
. we get. them made, and we pray that his mission in this of the Lord."-Ecclesiastes 20: 10. "God blessed the seventh
world may be. for the salvation of souls.
day and sanctified it."-_Genesis 2: 3.
We are_.glad to see the picture of the HERALD'S beautiful,
SABBATH PROMISES.
new home.
_Ever praying for the advancement of the .truth,
"If thou call- the Sabbath -a· delight, the holy of the Lord,
Y oui• sister,
honorable, and thou shalt honor him, . . . . then shalt thou BEULAH. JOHNSON.
delight thyself in the Lord: and I will cause thee to ride
upon the high places of the .earth."-lsaiaP, 58: 13, 14.
.
<;:noss TIMBERS, MISSOURI, Februal'y 6, '1(110.
SABBATH
DUTIES.
Dear Hemld: I see in your columns a request for prayl)J.'
"Six days thou shalt do thy work; and_ on the seventh day
. on behalf of'a fourteen-yeaT-old j:Joy. who is trouoled· with
···_tapeworm. Mountain. ash~berdes are· good foi· ·this. Make thou shalt rest that thine ·ox-and thine ass shalt rest; and
a tea and sweeten it a~d give a\_teacupful night and morn- the son _of thy handmaid, and the. stranger shall-be - re~
·
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freshed~"-Ecclesiastes 23: 12.

"Six days shalt· thou labor
and do all thy work: but the seventh· day is the Sabbath of
the Lord. • • • Therefore, the Do1·d thy God commt\nded thee
t(} keep the Sabbath day."-Deuteronomy 5: 12-15 ..
From the foregoing it seems that God is very particular to
impress· on our minds the necessity of keeping tlie Sabbath
day, not only that we may i·est from our· labors, but that
we may embrace the opportunity of attending the house o~
prayer. Who can conscientiously say that man and beast
do not need one day of rest out of seven, as well as those who
lived in Old Testament times? God is too good, loving, and
considerate to bestow such a blessing upon the people of one
age, and withhµld it from those who happen to live irt another
age. "Whatsoever God doeth it shall be for ever. Nothing
can be added to it nor anything taken ·from it."-Ecclesiastes
3: 14. So if he gave this rest day to people in former days,
he will do the same always for he never changes; (Malachi
3: 6.)

But apart from the above, we have a similar commandment given to us in this age in which we are now living· in
the Book of Mormon arid Doctrine and Covenants. In Mosiah
7: 21, we. read: "Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy
work, but the seventh day, the Sabbath of thy Lord, thy God,
thou shalt not do any work." In Doctrine and Covenants we
read: "That thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted
from the 'world thou shalt go to the house of prayer and
offer up thy sacraments upon my holy day, for :verily this
is a day appointed unto thee to rest from thy labors and to
pay thy devotions unto the Most High," and to giv~e every
other person the same privilege, whether servant or otherwise: "Let thy food be prepared with singleness of heart,"
and not make it a feast day, as is the case With most people,
"that thy fasting may be perfect." Think of it, Saints, you
who think it no wrong for some one to stay from the meeting
to cook dinner. If I partake of t.hat dinner, ·I become a
party with others in depriving those that stay at home from
enjoying the same privilege I enjoy, just as I deprive railway servants froll1 enjoying their day's rest and from attending ,the house .of prayer, by .using the commodities offered
for our use.
JESUS OBSERVED THE SABBATH.
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"A Sabbath well spent,
Brings a week of content,
And health for the toils of the mol'row;
But a Sabbath profaned,
Whatever is gairnid,
Is a certain forerunner of sorrow."
~....:'.Sir Matthew Hale.
Have we anything in the Scriptures that would justify us
in using man or beast on the Sabbath day? I don't know of
any. The vicar of Christ's Church, Blackburn,. makes some
outspoken remarks about .:Sunday pleasures: "What," he
says, "does the average unbeliever think of the Christian's
Sunday in England, when he sees the follower of Christ taking the train or tram to his church when he is quite able to
walk; listening to Sunday music in the park, or to a .Sunday
concert in the lecture hall; or if he is fairly well off, entertaining )1is friends to Sunday dinners or card parties, disre-

garding the summons of the church bell, and ignoring the
worship of the Christian God whom .he professedly serves?
This man's religion, says the skeptic, is rank humbug. And
in many cases he is not far wrong." 'I have always felt
it my duty to keep the Sabbath day holy, and have given
every other man the same privilege. My food, or any ease I
may get, must not interfere with my Sabbath day's duties
toward God. Man and beast get their rest on the Sabbath
day, so far as I am concerned.
W. MODDOCK.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

A Letter and a Reply.
"THE REV. R.

w·.

FARRELL,

"Reorganized Chu1·ch of Latter Day Sciints.
"My Dea1· Sir: I am always desiring to do whatever I
can to further the interest of the Master's cause, and I long
for the day when all men shall name· his ·name in love and
faith.- But it seems to me that the universal church already
has more branches than is necessary, or fruitful; and instead
of increasing the branches, I believe in providing a greater
unity. Therefore it does not .seem wise for me to give you
the use of om~ ·church building for your services.
"Yours very truly,
"J. D. SALLEE."

"Straightway on the Sabbath day he entered into the
synagogue."-Mark 1: 21. "My Father worketh hitherto, and "MR. J. D SALLEE,
I work."--John 5: 17. "Therefore it is lawful to do well on
· ·"Past01· lYI. E. church.
the Sabbath day."-Matthew 12: 12. I don't think that Jesus
"Dea1· Si?- and Brother: Under ordinary ·circumstances I
intended by using the above words to convey the idea that we should not deem it wise to extend the correspondence that has
would be doing right by using train, tram, or beast on the passed between us, liut knowing that you are laboring under
.Sabbath day to take us to where we could ·do some good deed. a misimpression, take the liberty of submitting a brief
If he did he would be encouraging us to do something which explanation. ·
he has· commanded us not Jo do. Jesus was hei·e refei:ring
"In the first place, you will recall that I expressed no
to the healing of the man with the withered, arm and all . desire to increase the 'branches' of the church universal, as
similar cases we meet with in our immediate p:::esence and you express it; but rather to provide a unity of the faith. I
that need our immediate attention and assistance, and not requested the. use of your church in which t<i preach the
with the idea that we could use man or beast to take us gospel. of Jesus Christ,-nothing else. I do not feel that
there. "And when the. Sabbath was come he began to teach your refusal of my request is either Christian or consistent.
. You have judged a matter before you heard it, and the Wise
in the synagogues."-Mark 6·: 20.
Man says· such judgment is 'a· shame and a folly.' - Ori the
GOD'S PEOPLE OBSERVED THE SABBATH.
other hand, if you1· conclusions are· the resul.t of hearing a
"They rested on the Sabbath day· according to the· com- minister of the Reorganized Church, it is plain that they are
mandments."-Luke 23: 5, 6. "Paul, as his, manner was, i!l,drawn, because·· nothing but.the Bible w~s preached-and
went in unto them .and three S~bbath days reasoned with surely you are not afraid of the word of. God.
them out of the Scriptures."-Acts 17.; 2. "Upon the first
"Regarding division-and that is the wo~·d you have exday of the week when the disciples ·came together to break pressed under a different synonym-I could not hold myself
bread, Paul preached unto them."-Acts 20: 7. "And the responsible for either belief· or disbelief, unity or division: it
next Sabbath day came almost the whole city together to would depend entirely on whether the people accepted or . rec .
hear the' word of God."~Acts 13: 44. "On the Sabbath day jected. the scripture I taught. Af! long as· men and 'vomen
we went out of the city by a river whel'e prayer was wont feeL.disposed to accept- or reject' as much . of God's truth as
pleases their :fancy,· division will continue among us; and this
to be made."~Acts 16:· 13~
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division is a standing rebuke to the claim that the inany sects
represent the universal church.
"Not many years ago Mr. Wesley (the· founder of your
•institution)· caused division in the ranks of the ~piscopal
Church, and for that act was dragged by t}le hair of his
head through the streets of London. Those <;Jays are past,
and it is not pleasant to recall them, and much less to have
them recallea and enacted, as is often the case in our day,
only under a different guise.
"As for unity, my dear brother, that is just what Latter
Day Saints stand for; but a unity that is built on the grand
truths of Christ and his disciples, as revealed in the New
Testament-and there caii be no other unity that wiil plea~e.
God.
"However, wishing you well and extending to you the use
of. every Latter Day Saint church in the United States, I
am, one who believes in the goldeµ truth of the golden rule.
"RALPH W. FARRELL."'
Extracts from Letters.

March 2, 1910

certain things, and has spoken to us in the gifts of prophecy,
and has shown us things in spiritual dreams, and we look for
_a great work yet to be done in·,this place in fulfillment of what
he has revealed to us. We would be glad of any assistance
we can get from any of the priesthood who come this way.
The lafohstring is always out a:t our home.''
Bl'D. Ira W. Hulmes, Snow Hill, Maryland: . "I came to
this place just one week ago, and have been laboring in the
'interest of the work. There are no Saints in this town so
far as I know, but lots of honest, good-hearted people, :who, 1
believe, will accept the truth when presented to them. In
conversation with a member of the Christian Church, he said
he would see if he could not get the use of the chUl'cli for me,
as he was one of their leading members. So, we got the use
of -the church on the condition that we preach the gospel in
its fullness. I have been holding the fort for a week, with
growing congregations and the best of interest. I have felt
blessed in presenting the gospel message to the people, yet we
must expect to pass through trials and hardships in this life, ,
but if we look for the flowers we can find many sti:ewn by the
wayside.''

Bro. P. W. Bo0ker: "Dear brother, since I received your
letter last year, I have been tossed about by my enemies,
and driven from place to place, so I have had no heart to
write. I have had bitter troubles and trials since last year.
CENTRAL C~ICAGO.
I have been handcuffed, and have been beaten over the head,
and cursed, all for unjustness and a false report told on me.
Sunday, February 20, weather still quite cold, which di~ln
They pu°t me in jail twice for spite, but I thank my God that ishes our attendance at Sunday school. Elder R. N. Burwell,
I :was able to stand all that was put upon me. I am still of Hammond, Indiana, occupied in the morning, giving us
fighting to gain the victory, and I thank God that I am yet some subjects to consider wherein we were not living in the.
alive in this glorious work, praying' to my heavenly Father manner the Lord desires. Elder Orman Salisbury, president
to strengthen me wherein I am weak. I preach every now of the Des Moines District, spoke to our edification in the
and then for the Methodist people, and they are· gfad to have evening, and none of us felt complimented when comparing
me. I was wronged and mistreated, but the Lord has taken the example we are to :follow.
care of me and led me through dangers seen and unseen, and
Monday evening our box social was held at Bro. James
I thank him. I will evermore trust him for his grace. I
Lang's, not - a large attendance, but all seemed to have a
desire the prayers of all the Saints. I am ever praying for very enjoyable time, and the Gleaners received for· their
the welfare of Zion."
labors a profit amounting to $13.62 to apply on the church
(The writer is one of our colored brethren in the South.)
fund.
Bro. W. R. Rush, Lees Summit, Missouri: "If our faith
Tuesday, Fel)ruary 22, many enjoyed a holiday, and when
is founded on the things of God and his kingdom, we will know we consider how much the early patriots suffered for the
the ways of truth when we hear them spoken; but if we have cause of right, we also ponder on the trials and afflictions
our faith founded on the things of the . world, we will not endured for the sake of the gospel· of Jesus Christ as restored
know when good cometh. To find out the things of God, we in the latter days, by those who were true soldiers in the
should try to please God and not ourselves, for sometimes in cause. · How grateful and thankful we should be day by
trying to please ourselves, we are found transgressing, and day that we are privileged to live in this day and generation.
this will cause us to get fa1·ther from God and his kingdom.
Wednesday, February 23, small attendance at prayer meet'Therefore, whosoever heareth these sayings of mine and ing, but feel all were repaid for making the effort. Some
doeth them, I will iiken him untq a wise man.'-Matthew of the thoughts expressed were that we should examine our7: 34, Inspired Translation. So we see by seeking and striv- selves, and see if we .are not the cause of dark and discouring to do the things of God iwe will become wise servants, and aging- days many times, also that we should endeavor to be
be useful in his kingdom, and a help unto others, and the directed by the Holy Spirit day by day.
Thursday, ,February 24. Learned over the phone that Sr.
means of bringing others into the kingdom of God.''
Sr.. Blanche Crandall, Langley, Washington: "I am only William Strange died this morning, and all can surely feel
seventeen years old and was baptized by Brol;_her Thorburn, thankful that she is at rest.
June 20, ·1909, and confirmed by Brn. J. D. Stead and G. W.
"Still with honest purpose toil we on,
Thorburn. I feel very ,weak in the faith of Christ, but I ask
And if our steps be upward, straight and true,
each one of the Saints to pray for me that I may become
Far in the east a golden light_shali dawn,
very faithful to jesus. I have· a father, mother, and little
And the bri<rht smile of God come burstine; through.''
sister in the church and I ask you to pray for them also. I
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
have two brothers and one sister that are not in the church
yet, _but I hope they will belong to it before long."
Bro. W. P. Bu6kley, 737 Loomis street; Jackson, Michigt1n:
MOUNTAlf'!VILLE, MAINE.
'.'The Lord meets with us in our little services and graciously
Perhaps a few words in- regard to this branch may not
remembers us with his Spirit. Some may say that the gifts be amiss, especially as· there have been several important
of the gospel are not as mueh given as formerly, but the fault changes and improvements made of late. The branch has
is with us, if that is a fact, and not with God, for he gave recently been reorganized with Elder James Robbins presi- them to. his people to build them up and sti·engthen them, and . dent, John K. Eaton .priest, and l\fark Billings teacher.·
·we should have them when we meet togeth_er, even as they.did _ Where we formerly ·held only- one service a week, on Sun«>f old. God has been with ·us and has given us discernment of ;day afternoon, we now enjoy prayer and testimony meetin~'--

-News From Branches
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every Sunday at 10.30, followed by a rapidly, increasing
Sunday school, which is also gr9wing in interest and spiritual
development. .Bro. Merton Eaton is superintendent.
-Conference Minutes.
Sunday, at 6.30 p. m., we have a preaching service, and
MASSACHUSETTS.-District conference convened at Proviprayer meeting Wednesday evening.
dence, Rhode Island, Saturday and Sunday, February 5 and 6
We also have lately started a Religio, which meets Friday 1910. Conference chose as its presidents, M. C. Fisher J J)'
evenings. Sr. Louise McDonald is president and also a
Suttill1 H.' W. Howlett, A. B. Phillips; secretaries 'w' A
Sinclair, and S. E. Sinclair; credential committee (appoi~ted
teacher, and is doing nicely in her line of work.
by
the chair), John Pilling, John Siddall, A. L. Sanford.
But- better than all is the fact that new spiritual life seems
They reported credentials from -10 branches entitled to 153
to be manifest here, both in and out of the church. Our d~legates, 128 appointed. Minister\al repoi·ts from M. C.
ne\~ elder, Brother Robbins, who was called to his office only F_1sher, H. W. Howlett, John D. Suttin, G. H. A. Gates John
last fall, travels several miles each service to meet with us, Gilbert, I. B. Ames, Fred W. Roberts, A. N. Hoxie, sr., William
and in his earnest,' zealous way is rapidly helping to build Bradbury, N. P. N'.~k~rson 1 John E. Rogerson, John F.
Sheehy. A summary of mimsterial labors as rendered: serup the work here. He has baptized several of late, all of mons, 109; services _attended, 331; meetings presided over,
them young people, who, we think, will prove very helpful 123; baptisms, 1; confirmations, 2; mari;iages, 3; children
in church and Sunday school work. Many who have been· blessed, 5; administrations, 185; families officially visited, 25.
positive enemies to the work are now sending their children The secretary reported changes for the year: -Baptisms 21 ·
received, 10; removals, 13; expulsions, 3; deaths, 26. 'Net
to our- Sunday school or coming themselves, and some are -loss, 11. Ordinations, 5; marriages, 5. Statistical reports
being received into the church, while·many others are either rendered: Attleboro, 57; Boston, 188, loss 2; Bl'ockton, 32,
ready or 'ueirly so. With all, we-are not forgteful of our los.s 1; D~nnis Port, 67; Fall River, 147, loss .2; :S:averh,ill, 28,
late b1'anch president, Elder J. N. Ames, who has served gam 5; Little Compton, 21; Plymouth, 40, gam 2; Providence,
262, gain 1; New Bedford, 37. Scattered members, 75. Total
us so l~iig and faithfully, but who, owing to declining years membership, including Cranston, which did not report, 950.
and health, has yielded to younger and stronger, if less ex- Financial reports: Treasurer: Ihcome, $37.59; expenditures
perienced, shoulders. We pray that Goel may bless him in _ $14.54; balance on hand, $23.05. Bishop M. C. Fisher'~
his last clays, and at last give him the reward for which he report: Due church last report, $794.22; tithes and offerings
collections, 1909, $4,209.15; Children's Home, $7.06; Gracehas so faithfully worked, and which he so justly deserves.
land College, $7.33; redemption fund, $70.65; Saints' Home,
Very truly your brother,
$5; Sanitarium, $12; grand total, $5,105.41. Expenditures,
$3,142.90; balance due church, December 31, 1909, $1,962.51.
w. A. SMALL.
Motion prevailed that the delegates to General Conference
be instructed to bring to the notice of the proper authorities
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
the lacking of proper provision on the statistical reports for
county, and state in the recording of marriages, thereby
An uplifting, soul-cheering sacrament service was enjoyed town,
making incomplete statistics, and destroying the completeness
the first Sunday of the month, presided over by Brethren of marriage records; and that they seek to have this proviTanne1:, Archibald, and Rhoades. One thought spoken of sion supplied. Next conference to be held al Ne'iv Bedford,
was isolation from church privileges and strength derived Massachusetts, Saturday and Sunday, October 1 and 2, 1910.
Delegates to General Conference: U. W. Greene, M. C.
from association of the Saints.
Fisher, Ora V. Holmes, Fred W. Roberts, Ruth M. Leeka,
The precious truths of the gospel were delivered the past H. A. Koehler, M. 0. Lewis, A. B. Phillips, Edith Roberts,
month by Brn. T. J. Elliot, Tanner, Archibald, Rhoades, Richard Bullard, R. W. Farrell, Margaret Wood,- Stephen
Wentworth, F. M. Sheehy, Ethel Haines. Motion prevailed
Masten, and Davis.
the above names constitute our list of delegates to repreAmong subjects considered were salvation, Satan and his that
sent the Massachusetts District at the General Conference.
power in the earth,- faith, processes required to qualify God's That those present be authorized to cast the full vote of the
children for his work, and the work of a presiding teacher district, and in case of division their proportionate yea and
of a branch. All contained thoughts for meditation and in- - nay vote. The Nineteenth Quorum of Teachers reported:
Sermons, 12; presided over meetings, 16; assisted, 24; meetstrtiction worthy of application.
ings attended, 334; social calls, 1; official visits, 8; cases
Branch priesthood meeting was held the evening of Feb- under notice, 3; courts ..-_attended, 3; literature distributed,
ruary 21. .'.'
_
pieces, 35. Six memhei;s reporting. Election of officers:
The Mite Society is ever to the ·:rront in aidfng the branch District president, Myron C. Fisher; counselors, John D. Sut,.
Horatio W. Howlett; secretaries, W. A. Sinclair, Susan
in financial matters, for which they are truly to be com- till,
E. Sinclair; treasurer, Fred W. Roberts; auditors;c.Albert L.
mended. May they be blessed for their untiring effort for Sanford, Mary 0. Lewis; member library board,'Liicy Sears.
James· Broadbent, of the disorganized -Plainville Branch, was
good.
Sunday school and Religio are pro_gressing splendidly. It expelled from the church for apostasy. Court c_onsisted of
Bradbury, Fred W. Roberts. During the Sunday
is pleasing to see the young active in,the Lord's work, taking Willfam
services Ensign Baker was ordained a teacher by M. C.
interest in the work of God instead o;f the world.
Fisher and J. D. Suttill, and baptism was performed. CaridiApostle Curtis is"to be here the last of the month. Arrange- dates: Barbara E. Br-indley, Barbara M. Brindley, Gorden
ments are being made to have him pr~ach for us the evenings Mercer, all of fall River, Massachusetts, by H. W. Howlett.
The latter baptism was especially -impressive as the candiof February 23, 24, and 25, also the morning of the 27th. date was almost a heluless cripple from rheumatism, and it
Brother Curtis has been doing a fine work in the district required the a:id of John F. Sheehy and H. W. Howlett combined, to perform the rite. The conference was a spiritual
and we are pleased to have the privilege of hearing him.
The Oak Hill, Cheltenham, Lansdowne, Belleville, and Alton success, the gifts being manifested quite profusely. W. A.
Saints are very much alive. The Lansdowne Branch has Sinclair, )\1. D., secretary.
added- several more to their membership recently.- So the
Convention Minutes.
work moves on. Brother Archibald is now the president of
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA.-The semiannual convention. of the
'the Cheltenham Branch.
Central Oklahoma District Religio convened at Ripley, Okla·
Your sister in Christ,
homa, February 11, 1910, with Pres. J.: E. Hughes in charge.
2739 DEJONG 'SREET.
E. M. PATTERSON.
District officers were elected 'as -follows: President, J. E.
Hughes; vice-president,- C;· T. Sheppard; secretary, Athalia
.~
Hughes;
T. Li McGeorge; lib1•arian, Mrs, J .. E.
The. March issue of the W onian' s Honie Conipa'!Jion is the Treavy.' treasurer,
The locals, Terlton, Oak Grove, and Holdenville,
_'.Greatest Fashi_on Nuinber of the greatest woman's magazine reported. District officers reported. D~legates were chosen
in the \vorld. The regular departments and fact and fiction to represent us at- the Gene1·al Convention· at Independence,
go to make up a ·magazinecwhich"is of unusual and surpris- ~H\u.oui:i .. Atlu~lia Hughes,... sec1'etar.y;. _(Tli.ese m.inutes ,a1•e
ing merit;_ .-_ •
·
rigl't to the pomt, -.but we· fear most too· brief,. as. names of

Miscellaneous Depard:ment
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delegates are not shown.
to be concise.-EDITORs;)
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We commend the evident desire

NORTHEASTERN ILLJNOIS.-Convention of the Northeastern
Illinois Distl'ict, five schools, convened at Sixty-sixth and Honore streets, Chica11=01 Illinois, January 28, 1910, at 2 p. m. The
usual routme busmess was transacted. Delegates to General
Convention wei·e chosen as ':follows, being empowered to ,cast
the full vote of the district, and in case of division a majority
and minority vote: J. W. Wight, Lester Wildermuth, Arthur
Allep.; J. E. Vanderwood, Myrtle St. John, Pearl Hartshorn,
F. lVl. Coope1·, Jennie Cooper, Sr. Fred Johnson, LaJune
Howard, C. H. Burr, Mattie Howe Mamie Penny, Richard
A. Penny, John A. Doer, Jonh Midgorden, Zaide Rodger,
Joseph· Camp1 Grace. Johnson, Chris H!lrtshorn. , Melvina
Heavener; Ahce Heavener, Joseph McGmre, Sister Joseph
McGuire, Lulu Rogers, Cora Keir, Lottie Keir, Will Pickerton, Henry Keir, Abe Rogers, Sr. Abe Rogers, E. M. Wildermuth, Rose Parks, Sr. F. E. Frederick, Florence Wainwright,
Jennie Bohlender~ Sarah Stumbaugh, Harry Passman,
Sr. Harry :fassman, Lee Harts.horn. . At this session
was election of officers and the followmg were chosen:
Sr. F. M. Cooper; superintendent; Bro. Lester Wilder-

Ma1'.ch 2, 1910

be mailed to ·secretary not la~er than two weeks before conference, that they may be printed for distribution among
delegates. General Conference delegates will be elected.
Stake Sunday school convention on the 11th. W. S. Brown,
secretary, 3005 Baltimore, Kansas City, Missouri.
The Biohopric.
Elders reporting since list published: Peter T. Anderson,
(in former list C. E. Butterworth should have appeared instead of C. A. Butterworth.) C. A. Butterworth, C. E·.
Crumley, Charles Fry, Rees Jenkins, G. W. Leggott, J. L;
Mortimer, R. C. Russell, F. A. Russell, E. A. Stedman, G.
Thorburn.

·w.

Addresses.
Elder Wardell Christy, 1535 East Walnut street, Des
Moines, Iowa.

Letter of Condolence.
Given by the Niagara Falls, New York Branch, to Sister
Blackburn and· daughters:
muth, assistant superintendent; Sr. LaJ·une Howard, sec"Whereas it has pleased almighty God to permit our· dear
retary and treasurer; Bro. Richard A. P,enny, member ones' home to be invaded by death, and by reason of its
of library board. Adjourned to meet on the Friday suddenness, coming with more crushing effect upon those
preceding district conference, the time of day being left who are called upon to mourn, our hearts are moved with the
with presiding officer. LaJune Howard, 12055 Parnell deepest sympathy for them in this sad hour of their affliction.
avenue, West Pullman, Chicago, Illinois. (Foregoing are Therefore, be it resolved, That we as ·a branch extend to
model minutes and are printed as sent to us. This condensed Sister Blackburn and daughters our sympathy in their afflicform is what we want. It is what necessity demands on · tion. And we pray that God in his infinite love may comfort .
account of space. -EDITORS.)
and sustain them through life, and at its close permit them
to meet . as an unbroken family around his throne, where
CLINTON, MISSOURI.-The Sunday school association of Clin- there shall be nor more tears, neither sorrow nor mourning.
ton District met in convention February 11, 19101 at Rich And we would also pray that God may make his word sure
Hill, Missouri. Following officers reported: Supermtendent, unto them while here, wherein he has said: Leave thy.
secretary, treasurer, library committeeman and home class fatherless children, I will preserve them alive; and let thy
superintendent. District officers were elected as follows: W. widows trust in me. And with this blessed promise we
E. Reynolds, superintendent; Ira W. ,Roberts, assistant super- commend them to him who has promised, for he is faithful,
intendent; Zora Lowe, secretary; Mable Reynolds, treasurer;
and his word sure.
"J. C. FARNFIELD,
Pleas Budd, library committeeman; Roy Budd, home class
"F. C. MESLE,
superintendent.. The following delegates were elected to Gen"Committee."
eral Convention, with power to cast majority and minority
votes in case of division: Cany Nafus, A. C. Silvers, W.
Resolution of Respect.
J. McElwain, Warren McElwain, Maud McElwain, Mrs. S.
J. Charleton, James Moler, George Jenkins, F. C. Keck, Goldie
"Whereas, after long and continued service among us ai;;
Conkey, Lola Showalter, A. C. Dempsey, C. W. Keck, Ger- pastor, , our beloved brother, Elder J. N. Ames, .has been
trude Chapman. Adjourned to meet May 20, 1910, at Veve relieved' of the responsibilities of branch presidency; and
whereas our relationship as pastor and people has continued
chapel. Zora Lowe, secretary.
through many years of ever varying experiences; and whereas
CLINTON, Mrssoum.-The Religio association Clinton Dis- by his timely help, his Christian counsel and saintlike deporttrict met in convention at Rich Hill, Missouri, February 11, ment, we have been admirably assisted; therefore be it re1910, 2 p. m. After the regular busi]J.ess of the session, dele- solved, That we hereby tender our brother our heartfelt ·
gates were chosen to the General Convention· as follows: Geo. thanks and due assurance that we will not forget nor be unJenkins, Goldie Conkeyi Gertude Chapman, A. C. Silvers, mindful of his labors of love.
Lucy Silvers, Carrx, Narus, Zora Lowe, John W. Noyes, Lola
And, we further pray that he may yet be spared many
Showalter, W. J. McElwain, Fred Cool, Ross Higdon. Zora years to occupv in. our midst, as a veteran of the cross and
Lowe, secretary. (Reports from Clinton District conventions a father indeed. Signed in behalf of the branch this 2d day
we think sufficient as to length and items shown.-EDITORS.)
t>f February, 1910.
DANIEL MACGREGOR.
POTTAWATTAMIE.-District Sunday school and Religio assoLOUISE J. McDONALD.
ciations met ·in joint convention at Council Bluffs, Iowa, Friday, February.11. Social service at 9.30 a. m. Religio business
session at 10.45; officers elected as follows: H.J. Ha1•ding,
Died.
president; J. N. Campbell 1 vice-president; Emma Olson, s·ecre-·
ta·ry. Sunday school busmess session at 1.30 p. m, Officers
GEORGE.-Mrs. Olive J. George was born at Richmond, Miselected as follows: ·J. A. Hansen, superintendent; G. J. souri, February 10, 1845, and died at Springfield, Missouri,
Hansen, assistant superintendent; Floy M. Wind, secretary; February 3, 1910. She had gotten her letter from the ChrisJ. R. Lapworth, treasurer. Delegates to General Convention: tian Church with the intention of.uniting with the Reorganized
J. C. Jensen, Joseph Arber, W. M. Self, J. R. Lapworth, S. Church, but was taken very sick and died in a hospital. FunHarding, G. J. Harding, Joshua Carlile, J. N. Campbell, Floy eral service was conducted at the home of her siste1', by Elder
M. Wind, Ruth Jensen, Ellen Carlile, Mrs. Nellie Hansen, J. C. Foss, to a larg-e gathering of relatives and friends. She
G. J. Hansen, and J. A. Pratt. Institute session from 3 to leaves two brothers and two sisters to think of the kind·
..
4 p. m. in charge of Elder Joseph Arber. Joint proi?ram hearted and true one.
and entertainment at 7.45 p. m., which was both interesting
SIMPSON.-Susan Simpson was born September 17, 1826,
and beneficial. Adjourned to meet at same place and day and
January 19, 1910, near Walker, Missouri, aged 84
preceding next district ·conference. Floy M. Wind, secretary ·yearsdied
4 months, and 2 days. The remains were brought to
738 Washington avenue, Council Bluffs, Iowa. (We do not her g~·andson's;
Frank Simpson's, near Pawnee, Missourtc
see how this report could be improved for brevity and ·direct- Funeral sermon Mr.
on January 22 by Elder T. J. Bell, and her
ness.-EDITORS.)
body laid to rest in the. Brown Cemeterr, near Pa'Yrnie. · -She ·
was not identified with any church. Like many ·others now
Conference Notices.
awaits the time of the resurrection, there to, receive what
The Eighteenth semiannual conference of the Independence she has earned in this. life.
-~
· .•
·
Stake -will be held at Holden, Missouri, convening Saturday,
STONE.-Roy W., infai:it ~on. of Sylvester an.d Livia Sto!1~•.
March 12, at Hi a. m., and holding· over Sunday, the 13th.
Branch officers, please be governed by resolution which pro- was born at Pawnee, ~ISsour1, November 2, ·1909, al'!d die!l
vides that branch reports be in hands of secretary ten . days February 3 1910 Funeral· sermon at Lone .Rock, M1ssour1,
·before conference convenes .. Ministry should also be govern'ed by T. J. Beh, assisted by c: H .. Jones.. Remains laid to rest
.
.....
by conferep.ce. resolution, which. provides· that reports shall in the Lone Rock Cemetery.
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"The more ·successful a man becomes, the more careful
he should be to keep his head level."

Lamoni Land & Loan Company

I Forbis Park l
Addition to the City of
Independence, Moo
Absolutely the finest addition in this city now on
the market.
A magnificent sewerage system just completed.
The high elevation gives perfect drainage.
Will be made a district of itself and no future
sewer taxes.
This is only one of the many advantages of buying in this restricted addition.
For further information write t.:, Forbis Park Land
Company, or Frank Criley, Independence, Mo.

Th;is firm was orga!lized July 1, 1908,
electmg W·. A. Hopkms, cashier of the
State Savings Bank of· Lamoni, as president! and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same .ba:nk, as vice-president, and G. W. Blair secretary. The
members of the firm have resided· in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and are therefore familiar with
the country in a.H. its details, ~n<:luding
land values, fertihty of the soil m ·different :sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors. We
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
. We are also in a position to furnish.
mvestors first mortgage farm loans in
amounts ranging from $1,000 to"$10 000
netting the investor from five to si:>t pe~
cen~ on the investment. No better secunty offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time business propositions
tha~ ~ight be quite interesting to parties
desipng to locate here and engage in
bus!ness, so we SB:Y. to pa~-ties ~iving at
a distance and desirmg rehable mfoi:mation in regard to this country write to
us. We will fumish it gladly.'
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Sec1·etary.
Lamoni,
1:
::
'Iowa

REAL ESTATE.
POST CARDS.
l!erald Office, Graceland. College, _Libt
Home, ,Saints•·-Home· and Saints'
These cards are printed in
a good grade of card board.
/r five cents. Postage pr.epaid.
(JI'.,,,{), prices_ to missionaries.
//
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
/.
. . Care Herald Publishing House.
Thi• doM not apply W Jre'1 "•do.

Warrensburg Real Estate, State Norma}, {ligh Sch~o~, and Latter D;iy
J. E. Bozarth.
W. A. Duncnn. Samts ~huri:h privileges: If you desire
a hom.e m this part of Missouri. Call ori
or write,
A.H. JOHNSON.
417 Jackson street, Wa1Tensburg, Mo.
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
6-4t.
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking 'this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor- Graceland Receipt Book
mation, call on or write
Over three hundred receipts for preparing things to eat.
BOZARTH- & DUNCAN,
' Price • ; • • • • • SOc
·
. Knobnoster, Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
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Low··
via

From LamQni, Iowa
PACIFIC .COAST-UNTIL APRIL 15
to San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego.
··
.
.
to Seattle, T~coma, Portland,
Bellingham, Everett, VictOria,
and Vancouver.

$2750
$2750
$6JJ 750
~

JACKSON

COUNTY BAN I(

to Wenatchee, North Yakima,
and Spokane.
Similar rates to hundreds of other Pacific
Coast and intermediate points.
HOMF.SEEKERS' RATES
1st and 3d. Tuesdays of March and
April.
$ 2 3. 6 s·, round trip to Denver, Colo:
rado Springs and Pueblo.
$ 2 7 ., 5,,0 round trip to Billings, Mont.,
Ba~in, Cody, and Worland, Wyo.
$ 5 5 • 0 O· round trip to Spokane.
~!l!n~~ 0 rnund t}"iP to Butte and

$ 3 s . 6 5 round trip to Salt Lake and
Ogden.
.
Landseekers' _Excursions to the rich irA BANJ<"1 OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
rigated farms of Yellowstone Valley and
D'!ee a . General Banking :i:iueineee un.der charter Nc;i. _1324 gi:anted by ~h.e State fo Big Horn Basin on above rates and dates.
M1seour1-the State recogmzed as haVIIlg the most r1g1d bankmg euperv1s1on of any NE"' ORLEANS AND RETURN
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
'"
'
.
$ 3 1 . 70 April 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Final
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
limit April 25 to reach original starting
point, subject to extension to May 10 on
lnteYes(.Paid on Depo•its
payment $1. Account annual session
HBusiness solicited from far and near. Notice Olll' directorate as.named below:
Mystic Shrine.
ELLIS SHORT
G. H. HILIJARD
WM. CRIOK
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
llL H. BOND
J. D. BRIGGS
PACIFIC COAST ROUND TRIP
HORACE SHELEY
J. MATHER
A. L, YINGLING
to San Francisco, Los Angeles and San Dieg·o and return April 4,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~--~-;
5 6 7 and 8. Limit three months from
I
I
d~t~ of sale. Liberal stop overs.
~ I would be pleased to correspond with :
PERSONALLY CONDUCTED EXCURSIONS
~ parties seeking investment in Jack- :
Several times a week to California via
Pnid on Time Deposits at the
Colorado. · The most comfortable and eco: son County, Missouri, FIRST :
I
I
nomical way.
~ MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
Ask me about the Low
LAMONI, IOWA
Summer Excursion Rates.
: ·BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

1

I

five per cent interest·
FARMERS STATE BANK

: ·STOCKS.
-~

~
~

Very truly yours,

:

Capital and Sm'}Jlus, $30,000.00

:I

·Incorporated under the banking laws of the

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri

:
44tf :

State of Iowa, and under direcCconttol
of the Auditor of State.

~~----------------~----~-~~j
FOR SALE
· The ~e.rald Publishing House has 18
Emersoll Self. Binders for SAINTS' HERALP for sale. These ate second-handed
and in good condition. They are worth
$1 .when new. The lot will be sold for
$4.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, esch 300: per dozen $8.20.
No. 110,Limp Cloth, enoh 85c: per dozen $8. 75:
No. Ill-Cloth and Leather, aach 50c.
No. 11~-Flexlble Leather. each $1.50.

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, sub-. ~-, .. ·"~"
urban acres, from one acre up?"a1lif.. ~- ~
farms from 40 acres to 500 that"I can
sell for the .least money that ~ill buy
them. I refer you to any bank of 'th~~ city
or Kansas City, as :to my standing as.a : .
business man. Correspondence solicited.· _.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Buildfft/k- ·
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-I{onie, ·
~OL
.
8
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"If
continue in my word, then are ye my. dieciples indeed; and ye shall know the.truth, and the
truth shnll make you free."_:_John 8: 31, 32.

LAMONI; IOWA, MARCH 9, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editoxrial
EARLY IDEALS OF THE CHURCH.
I.

PATRIOTISM AND GOOD CITIZENSHIP.

(The next editorial in this series will be on the attitude of
the church. toward honesty and temperance.)

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
was_ organized on American soil under the jurisdiction of the United States Government. At present
it has its corporate existence as an organized body
in the United States of America; and here Saints
gather from all parts of the world. Under these
conditions it was and is quite proper for the people
of the United States to challenge Joseph· Smith and
his followers concerning their attitude toward their
native land and its government. We do not object
to questions on that subject, but we do object to certain erroneous opinions on the matter that obtained
at an early date and are still cherished by some. In
some way in an early day certain people gained the
impression (or at least so professed) that the church
was an enemy to law and government, being itself
an aspirant to all temporal and spiritual power.
Not long ago a certain eastern daily paper, issued
from the "hub of the universe," the classical seat
of culture, fads, and misinformation, restated the
old charge in this language :
Mormonism, since its beginning, has been defiant of the
law; it puts fealty to its priesthood above the law of the land,
holding itself "to be the only legitimate power that has a
right to rule on earth."

If this statement were really true the church
might well be looked upon with severe disapprobation. Its members could hardly be classed .as good
citizens. However, it is not true, but exactly the
reverse, as we shall show from the standard books
of the church. These books teach that God has
designated America as a choice land of liberty; that
he directed in the founding of the United States
Government; and that all citizens should be strictly
· obedient to the laws of theh' land. ·
Going back to the very beginnl.ng we quote these
words from the Book of Mormon; as they came from
the lips of the Prophet Nephi:
-

"There ohall ·not any man among you have aave it
be 'one wife; and concubines he ohnll. have nono."-.
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.

And .I looked and beheld a man among the Gentiles, who
was separated from the_ ~eed of my. brethten by the m;my
waters; and I beheld tM Spirit of God, that it came down
and wrought.upon thj,ffrnan; and he went fortl, upon th.e many

·.·.d--.~··.···
1~:.-:· .. ~:.

NUMBER 10

waters, ·even unto the seed of my brethren, who were in the
promised land. And it came to pass that IJ:ieheld the Spirit
of God, that it wrought upon other Gentiles; and they went
forth out of captivity, upon the many waters. And it came
to pass that I beheld many multitudes of the Gentiles upon
the land of promise.-! Nephi 3: 147-149_.

Here it is indicated that God directed Columbus
on his voyage of discovery. We do not believe that
the discovery of America was simply a stroke of
luck. It came about at such a time IJ,nd in such a way
as God directed. We do not ag-ree with Ingersoll who
said that the Christian God was ignorant of the
existence of the New Wo:i:ld until Columbus t&ld him
of it. On that matter Frank Basil Tracy i:n his
Tercentary History of Canada (1908) says:
The world was in a low state at the close of the fifteenth
centm;y. It despaired of progress, for it did not know- how
freedom could be got. But behind the thought and determination of Columbus when he set sail to the west in ~492. there
seems to us to-day to have been an impulse, a guiding hand,
an overseeing power, of which he !mew nothing, and of which
the world could have po conception· for centuries to come.
The dfocovery of America may be said to be one of the most
fortunate events for mankind, or one of the most inspiring
and wonderful manifestations of Providence in all history.

We are in accord with the thought expressed by
Mr. Tracy that behind Columbus there was a guiding
hand, but not with the thought that Columbus was
ignorant of that fact. It is a matt~r of history
that· he believed himself to be an instrument of
Providence. That belief led him from court to court
in his discouraging effort to raise funds.
And when the expedition was at last fairly
launched in its strange course out over unknown
waters that thought held him steady amid the mutinous protests of the crew who felt that they were
sliding down over the rim of the world never to
return:
"Behind him lay the gray Azores,
Behind, the gates of Hercules;
Before him, not the glwst of shores,
Before him, only shoreless seas.
The good mate said: 'Now we must pray,
For lo, the very stars are gone!
Brave adm'r'l, speak; what shall. I say?'
Why, say: 'Sail on! Sail on! Sail on!'"

From the foregoing quotations from We Book of
Mormon· it appears further that God directed the pioneers, the Pilgrim Fathers and others, who came_
and settled America subsequent to its discovery. 01:
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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·:.as Longfellow expressed it in the Courtship of Miles
''.Standish: "God had sifted three kingdoms to find
wheat for this planting."
··Rev. C. I. B. Brane, D. D., writing in the Preachef's Helpe1·, expresses.a similar thought:
May it not be that the failures of the Mohammedans and
·Chinese and· Norsemen and Aztecs were providential, God
having reserved this land for his own persecuted people?
That God settled the Amei:ican continent with a class of his
own selection seems to be a 'fixed fact in our calendar.

Reverend Brane thinks that God reserved this
land to be settled by a class of his own selection.
Listen:
But unto the ri.ghteous, it shall be blessed for ever. And
behold, it is wisdom ·that this land should be kept as yet
from the kno\vledge of other nations; for, behold, many
nations would· overrun the land, that there would be no place
for an inheritance.-2 Nephi 1: 15-17.

Concerning the character of the land we have this
from the Book of Mormon:
And inasmuch as ye shall keep my commandments, ye shall
prosper, and shall be led to a land of promise; yea, even a
land which I have prepared for you; yea, a land which is
choice ab'o~e all other lands.-1. Nephi 1: 54.
For it fo a choice land, saith God unto me, above all other
lands; wherefore, I will have all men that dwell thereon, that
they shall worship me, saith God.-2 Nephi 7: 31, 32.
Behold, this is a choice land, and whatsoever nation shall
possess it, shall be free from bondage, and from captivity, and
from all other nations under heaven, if they will but serve
the God of the land, who is Jesus Christ who hath been
· manifested by the things which we have written.-Ether
1: 35.
Wherefore, they shall never be brought down into- captivity:
if so, it shall be because of iniquity.-2 Nephi 1: 13.

Thus it will be discovered that we believe that
America is a choice land, destined to be a land of
liberty. So far as we know, Latter Day Saints are
the only people who hold that America is a land
of biblical prophecy, known to God in the times of
the patriarchs, and described and designated as
Joseph's land. (See Genesis 49 and Deuteronomy
33.)
We gather too, from the foregoing, that our liberty is contingent upon righteousness. That America
will continue to be a land of freedom,. impregnable
to outside assaults, subject to overthrow only if she
shall lapse into iniquity. This idea is strikingly in
harmony with the words of the martyred president,
Abraham Lincoln, in an address before the Young
Men's Lyceum, Springfield, Illinois.
If it ever reach us, it must spring up among us; it can not
come from abroad. If destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be its author and finisher. As a natien of free'd men
we must live through a!l time or die by suicide.-Out!oolc,
July 10, 1910.

~;

' March 9, 1910
.

occupants. Accordingly we finlft this statemerit in
another of the standard books of the church:
Therefore, it is not right that any man should be in
bondage one to another. And for this purpose have I established the Constitution of this land, by the hancls of wise
men whom 1 raised· up unto this very purpose, and redeemed
the land by the shedding of blood.-Doctrine and Covenants
98: 10.

Surely the church could not at heart be an enemy
to a government founded on a constitution that its
· God had inspired. The highest. patriotism is fostered by the thought that God is back of the Consti-.
tution of the land.
The idea that God raised up the wise men who
framed the Constitution (the great document that
was pronounced by Gladstone to be one of the finest
productions ever struck off by the mind of man), is
in harmony with the best thought of some of the
best writers and speakers. In an address at Burlington, Iowa, February 7, of this year, the Rev.
Rollo F. Hurlburt, Ph. D., D. D., said:
Surely no one can read the pages of American History
without believing ih an all wise, directing and overruling
providence.
·
It was not mere chance that gave to our infant republic the
great men who so wisely matured it into vigoi;; There was
Jefferson, the genius of democracy. There was Hamilton, the
prince of conservatism. Neither could have planned the Constitution without the other. Both would have been powel'less
but for Washington.

In an address before a joint session of the senate
and house· of representatives, of the Iowa legislature, on the ·occasion of the Lincoln centennial, February 12, 1909, the Hon. Lafayette Young said:
The Anglo-Saxon conscience swept on and on as irresistible
as this great river through the great waves round the shores
through all seas. The Creator has ever been watchful of this
republic, the last and greatest effort of man at self-government. Every American shot aimed from any cannon in a
century or more has struck an object higher than the ·one
aimed at. Washington could. have had no foreknowledge of
what was_to follow his seven years' war. Beauregard in the
gray of that April morning fired on Sumter. His purpose
was to establish a southern confederacy. The result was the
destruction of slavery. In modern milit~ry equipment the
man in the casement who aims gun, does it by mathematics and does not see the object. He is given the elevation
and the distance by a range finder. It would seem to me that
the country has had a splendid range finder in all the years
that have gone.
·

That the men who met in Philadelphia, in 1787,
to draft the Constitution felt that they were under
divine direction is evidenced by a rema1;k made by
George Washington at the time. In the History of
the American People, volume 3, page 71, by Woodrow Wilson, we find this :

Washington had stood in the mldst of a little group
Having directed in the discovery and colonization of General
delegates, during the anxioJlS first days at Philadelphia,
of the New World it is not unreasonable to suppose wh.ile they waited for commissioners enough to. justify them
that God would so direct the organization of ·govern- in effecting an organization, and had cried, "Let. us raise a
.ments thereon that the liberty promised might be · stantlard to which the wise and honesLcan repair. The event
.,
conserved; i;it least during the good behavior of the · is in the hands of God."

\ ')
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Members may have gone astray at times, as was
Not all of the wise men that God raised up to
establish the Constitution were present at that con~ inevitable in any church, but the church itself stood:·
vention. Some of them were not yet born. , At the for law and good citizenship. The representative
time .when the revelation quoted was given God in ill.en ·of the church ever obeyed the law of the land
his own peculiar way was educating and preparing and taught others to do so. Stories to the contrary
.Atb:;.'aham Lincoln who later defended the Constitu- were circulated by IJl¥.ihe Rumor, of whom· Mr.
tion in the thµe of its greatest peril. . Of Lincoln,· Dooley has truly said, "'Twill whisper ye'er virtues
Jesse W. Week, his old-time :f;riend, wrote in the an' megaphone the scandals about ye."
ELBERT A. SMITH.
Outlook, February 2, 1909:
The world has never yet been able to account for Mr.
Lincoln's amazing ability and intellectual perfection. . . .
Whence came his marvelous sublimity of thought, the discrimination of his expression, the grandeur of his language?
The question has never yet been answered.

(To be continued.)·
IMPORT ANT NOTICE.

To the D°elegates and Saints attending the General
Conference from East of Chicago and Saint Louis:
Mr. Week's question was answered by Reverend We have ·arranged with the Chicago and Alton RailHurlburt in the address already referred to:
road for special car service from Chicago. and Saint
You professional, you business men here at this time, who Louis to Independence, Missouri. Do you prefer
started from the humblest beginnings in life, and have _traveling in company with Latter Day Saints, or
pushed your way to the front in the face of the greatest going alone? If the former, send me your name
obst!\,cles; you, as you draw yourself up, proudly say:
and signify your desire, then join the party.
"Lincoln was one. of our self-made men." This may all be
The Chicago and Alton find their train, "The Red
true. And yet1 after all, Abraha,m Lincoln was not selfmade. He was God-made. It was God who gave to Abraham Hummer," will leave Chicago with special through
Lincoln his splendid qualities of mind and heart. It was God equipment at 6.30 p. m., Friday, April 1; due at '
who stood by him and strengthened him when--amid the dan- Independence the next morning at 7.30.
gers that threatened destruction he took his place at the helm
Parties by way of Saint Louis can take the train
of the ship of state. It was God who cleared his brain and
nerved his heart, enabling him even amid the darkest hours known as "The Early Bird," which leaves Saint
of the gieat conflict to say: "The Lord of Hosts is with us; Louis at 9.10 p, m., and is due in Independence at
the God of Jacob is our refuge."
6.30 a. m. The 6.30 p. m. train from Chicago, April
Lincoln himself in his parting address to his old 1, will be in charge of Bishop J. A. Becker. We
friends and neighbors, just prior to his first inaugu- expect to have our train from Saint Louis in charge
of ·one of our elders. We have arranged for party
ration, said : .
I go to assume a task more difficult than has devolved upon tickets, ten or more, traveling together at reduced
any other.man since the days of Washing'ton. He could never rates; but hope to secure special reduced rates and
have succeeded except for the aid of divine Providence. . . . · if successful will publish the fact in due time.
I feel that I can not succeed without the same divine blessing
Be sure and send us your name and join the party
that sustained him; and on the same almighty Being I place
that
we may have joyful association.
reliance for support.-Encyclopedia Americana, vol. 9.
Respectfully,
Finally we desire to quote most emphatic language
U. W. GREENE.
: ~!•
from the Book of Doctrine and Covenants :
Let no man break the laws of the Jana;· for he that keepeth
the laws of God hath no need to break the laws of the land;
wherefore be subject to the powers that be, until He reigns
whose right it is to reign, and subdues all enemies under his
feet.-Doctrine and Covenants 58: 5.

Route 2, WILWUGHBY, OHIO.
'J[We are sorry to find this notice has been mislaid, arid are
giving it special position in our. editorial department on that
account. Saints wh ' can do so better take advantage of these
opportunities. Write to Brother Greene at once.-EDITORS.]

GRACELAND COLLEGE ITEMS.
That was the law given to the church and accepted
by the church as early as 1831. Under its provision
When it was decided by Graceland College trusall men, from the president of the church down, were tees to offer rent coupons in the college dormitories
required to obey the laws of the land. Said laws to the Sunday schools, that they might help defray
are to be honored absolutely uiitil the secqnd coming an expense that was incurred for the young women
of Christ himself. That was the idea of the church of the church when Patroness Hall was erected, a
in an early day, and it is still held and honored by . letter was sent to the Henderson, Iowa, school. En~
the true church.
couraged by T. A. Hougas; the. Superintendent of
As we have stated in a former editorial : "These the General Sunday School Association, the memnren were not tarred and feathered; they were not bers of this small school have paid for nine rent
driven from Stat!'! to State; their homes were not coupons Of twenty dollars each. We have s"chools
burned; they were not killed, in harmony with the that are just as well able to help as the Henderson
law, but- contrai·y to it. Not they, but their perse- school and we hope to hear from them. T_he dormi·. cutors were opposed to law and order and .good tory was built for the health and convenience of the ·
citizenship.
students and ·they come from our Religio and Sun~
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day -school societies. It is but an opportunity for
the young people to help themselves.
.
Many people having children that may come to
. G1•aceland some time in the future can well afford
fo help carry this responsibility. Write F. B. Blair,
L_amoni, Iowa, for particulars;
There has just registered at Graceland College,
Peter· Choso, a young Japanese, lately from San
Francisco. He came through the influence of the
missionaries on the coast, especially Apostle F. A.
Smith, and through assistance of some of the breth- ·
i'en ·in San Francisco. We earnestly trust that he
may be an instrument in God's hands in doing good
among the people of his i·ace.
By lettef from G. J. Waller, of Honolulu, we learn.
that he desires to send some of- the young natives of
Hawaiian Islands to Graceland next year. We will
certainly do all we can to assist him in accomplishing
. this purpose.
·
In conversation with Elder Joseph F. Burton, late
deceased, he expressed his ambition that some of the
, natives of the Society Islands might be brought to
Graceland, educated, and sent back to their homes
as bearers of the angel's message. When we see
these things we more fully appreciate the mission
of Graceland College in the church.

.. I
. /

V

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

~ro. Da~iel. Macgregor writes from st.oningt.on,
Mame, statmg that the work at ~hat place is movmg
on in a marvelous manner. Smee last September
there have been one hundred and twenty-one baptisms, forty-five since his last w1;iting. At Deer
Isle, about ten miles from Stonington, thirty-eight
have been baptized recently. The best part of it
is that the Saints are taking hold of the work, observing both spiritual and temporal laws. His letter will be 1·ead with interest.

March 9, 1910 ·

the lengthly article of misrepresentation framed up
by those sixteen Utah elders had an ·unexpected· ·
result .. Brother and Sister Crosby are fine young
people; we ·are glad that our Utah friends wrote up
their visit in Lamoni.
We have just examined the March number of Poultry Pointers and we feel impressed to tell HERALD
readers that it will be a revelation to them to look
over this publication. They can certainly do· nothing
less than send for a sample copy, and any of them
having anything to do with chickens will see at once
upon examination that they can not do without this
paper. The price is nominal, only twenty-five cents
per year, and it is worth several times that to any
poultry raiser.
We learn by letter from Bro. William Anderson,
that Bro. Walter W. Smith is recovering from his
operation. Following the operation 'peritonitis set
in, and his life was despaired of for a -time, but the
Saints got together and held prayer service, and during the meeting the physician phoned that a marked
change for the better had taken place.
The Central Kansas City church is doing some
striking and interesting advertising of the revival
services to be held by Bishop R. C. Evans March 13
to 27. This mail brings us an illustrated 'card about
nirie by nineteen inches in size, printed on both sides,
and folded so as to send it as a post card, bearing
the legend, "R. C. Evans is coming."
We are getting in some very interesting articles
and illustrations for our Magazine Number "Amboy
to Independence," to be issued April 6. The Saints
should heed our advice to order this number early,
and not make the mistake that many did in ordering
the Jubilee Number after the supply was exhausted.
Single copies of the Magazine Number wm be ten
cents each. They can be secured in dozen lots for
sixty cents per dozen. Address, Herald Publishing
House, and specify "Magazine Number."

.Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Crosby, living in Trinidad,
Colorado, members of the Utah Church, read the
article appearing in the Improvement Era concerning the Utah elde1·s' stay in Lamoni, and their
preaching here and the reply of Heman c. Smith.
A CHANGE IN THE EPITOME OF FAITH.
Brother Heman's name being the only one menIn The Times and S[3asons for March 1, 1842, will
tioned; they immediately clipped the article, and. in- be found a. request made of President Joseph Sinith
closed it in a letter to him in which they requested . by the Honomble John Wentworth for informatiOn_
-him to write them concerning it and send them some .touching-the faith of the ehurch, with a statement
literature concerning the faith. They say that in made by the Prophet concerning· the rise and h~story
that article they learned that there were some other . of the church, and cfosing with the epitome of faith,
killd of Mormons besides the Brighamites. Brother which is signed, "Joseph Smith."
Heman exohanged two or three letters with them
We quote from this epitome _the following two
and sent them some literature. He then sent their paragraphs :
··
letters to Elder Frank Russell and asked him to cor3. We believe that through the atonement of Christ all
'respond with them. He did so and they came up mankind may be saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances
to Colorado ·springs. to him to be baptized. Thus of the gospel.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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I!: We belie~e that these ordinances are first, Faith in the
Lord .•J CS\lS Christ; second, Repentance; third, Baptism by
In1mersion for the remission of sins; fourth, Laying 'on of
. Hii:nds for 'the gift of the Holy Ghost.
.

In the- fourth of these, it will be observed, these
words occur, "We believe that these ordinances a:re,"
·etc. In the epitome of faith published by the Utah
Mormon Church this paragraph is, "We believe that
thes.e first principles. and ordillances are," etc., and
· the epitome as so changed from that given by President Joseph Smith during his lifotim~! appears over
the name of Joseph Smith on the cards of the elders
of the Utah Church. · · We admit that that church
would have the right to formulate its. own epitome
of faith, but would deny their right to put into the
epitome of faith over the name of Joseph Smith what
does not appear as stated by him.

FLOCKING TO HOLY LAND.

INFLUX OF HEBREWS TO PALESTINE OWING TO NEW
REGIME IN TURKEY.

Letters from Jerusalem say that the proclamation
of the constitution. in Turkey has tlirown o'pen the
doors of-Palestine to the incoming of Hebrews from
all parts of the world. · In Jerusalem alon'e four
fifths of the population of one hundred thousand now
belong to the Hebrew faith, while at Jaffa; Tiberias,
Safed, and Haifa, Hebrews are reckoned by tens of
thousands.
Almost the whole extensive plain of Esdraelon has
been bought up by them. Their prosperous colonies
spread from Dan_ to Beersheba, and even farther
south to the outskirts of Egypt. Thousands are esr:aping from Persia·• to find shelter and protection
fo the Holy Land, while every. ship from Odessa
carries hundreds of them..
The valley of the Jordan, once the property of the
Ex-Sultan Abdul Hamid, is being eagerly sought
after by Hebrew capitalists. and syndicates of Zionists, whose agents, distributed all over the land, are
buying up rich properties of -Mohammedan effendis,
whose incomes since the revolution are considerably
lessened.
The holy city is essentially a Jewish town. Bank'hig, as well as trade and commerce, is monopolized
by Jews. The Government. has found it necessary
to organize a company of Jewis!'i gendarm~s. Hundreds of thousailds of pounds are sent annually from
Europe and America to enable the colonists to build
homes. · Over one lluildred Jewish schools already
exist in Jerusalem alone, and synagogues are going
up evecywhere.
The value of land has risen fourfold. The igno' ra.iit and poverty~stricken fellaheen are being ousted
ftom their <homes and villages, by the sharp European Hebrew settler, whose modern agricultural implements· and methods have m,ade the land produce
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harvests never before dreamed of by- the natives.
The Anglo-Palestine company, a Zionist banking and
commercial· enterpi:ise, is pushing the cause of Israel
with great determination ..
The racial exdusiveness of the Jews and their
clannish proclivities are arousing the opposition or
the Ottomans, and the Turkish const1tutional regime
has in this question one of the greatest problems that
a new and patriotic government ever faced.-N ew

Y 01·1~ Times.
(Song given by the Spirit through H. E. Thomas, at Wheeling conference, February 6, 1910. Old melody for, "Let us
shake off the coals," etc. Notes taken by J. A. ;Becker.)
Hark, ye Saints of the Lord, to this anthem
Which the Spirit ·unfolds unto thee;
·ye who have partaken of the emblem
Of atonement that ye might be free.
Let your spirit of sacrifice grow stronger
As the day of my coming draws near;
For your toiling will not be much longer
'Till the 8avior in glory appear.
I forewarn you of dangers distressinj!'
That will rob all the nations of peace;
Yea, of death in cruel wars, most depressing,
Which, with time's onward march, will increase.
All the signs of this evil.generation
Pointeth clearly the time is at hand
When the Lord will bring Zion consolation,
And make bare his strong arm in the land.

.

Let the young of. my people be careful,
From the evils of life to abstain.
Seek the Spirit of Christ and be prayerful,
Lest its presence ye cease to retain.
Older servants are nearing their release,
On the threshold of final victory,
And the young are admonished to in.crease
Preparation for their ministry.
To the parents I give exhortation
For the children of Christ in your care; ·
Note the value of their conservation- ·
For demands of the future prepare;
That from :rnch may grow cedars of renown
In the vineyard of Zioli for the Lord;
Thus enlarging the glories oi thy crown
In the harvest which brings yo:ur reward.
(Song given by the Spirit through H. E. Thomas, at Wheeling conference, February 6, 1910. Old English tune for "Lead,
kindly light." The words were addressed ,to Apostle Gomer
T. Griffiths.)
·
Rejoice my servant Gomer, man of God,
Whom'angels. aid;
Treading the path of service Jesus trod,
Be not afraid.
Past years of service l!nseen hands have blest;
New labors for the Lord precede thy rest. ·
I have been leadfhg thee through all thy life,
· Yea, in strange lands.
.
Thou hast been faithful in distress or strife,.
Upheld weak hands;
·
Therefore the angels of _the Lord delight
Thy future labors to bless them with tl)eir might.
.
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. Ortiginai Articles
THE LAW OF MOSES. HAD MEN UNDER IT AN
.
OPPORTUNITY to BE ·sAVED?
.

In the HERALD of February 16, Elder J. W. Peterson ·published an ~rticle in which he charged the
Gospel Quartm·ly with· being in error in its teach:.
ings concerning the law of Moses. The article opens
. with the assertion that the QJ,tarterly, for a number
of years, has exalted ·the law of Moses out of the
place intended by its author.
.
It may be well, therefore, for the editor, of the
Qua1·terly to state what she considers the place of
the law of Moses. She regards it aS' sustaining to
the gospel arelation which.may be compared to that
which the moon sustains to the sun; sheddillg· upon
the children of men in a period which may be compared to night, a light which was a reflection of the
gosneL The church, under the gospel dispensation
aftel' Christ was represented ·to the revelator as
a woman clothed with ,the sun, with the moon under
her feet, representing the fact that the law of Moses
was at an end and that the church was clothed with
gospel power. (Revelation 12: 1.)
The moon reflects the light of the sun, and that
lesson in the Qua1·terly (July 18) to which Elder
Peterson especially refers, makes the statement in
its outline that the light of Christ shines out in the
gospel and in the ·1aw of Moses. Let us see concerning this.
Brother Petei·son takes the position in his article
that "faith, repentance, and baptism were principles
of the gospel and not principl~s of the law of Moses."
The editor of the Quarterly is not inclined to quibble
over the question of what name shall be applied to
those ·principles, but she insists upon the i;ecognition of the fact that the law left to govern Israel
from Moses to Christ included faith, repentance,
and baptism, and secured for those people who lived
in that period the opportunities that come to those
who live in harmony witli those principles.
Acting thi·ough Moses, the Lord left. with Israel
at Sinai the Aaronic or lesser priesthood, and the
people were to be governed by the ·law which this
priesthood had authority to administer. We read
of it that

''
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As the editor· sees it, the Lord did ~ot take away
froin man in that period of time his opportunity
to exercise faith in God and in a Messiah to come,
to repent Of his sins, and to be baptiZed in water
for the remisison of his sins. Neither did he withhold from those who were worthy the minisfrations
of his Spirit, as the pages of Old Testament history
aittest.
·
Brother Peterson asserts that the law of Moses
was "not. spidtual, but carnal." He says· it did' ·
not "require a holy life," and that "<me could do
many unholy things and still keep the law of Moses,
both in spirit and in fact." But, when he makes
this statement, the brother places himself in direct
opposition to the words of Him who gave the law
and who understands its intent and power better
than either of us who essay to write upon it.
Listen here to what the giver of the law says:
Not at any time have I given unto you a law which was
temporal, neither any man, nor the children of men; neither
Adam your father, whom I created; behold, I gave unto him
that he should be an agent unto himself; and I gave unto
him a commandment, but no temporal commandment gave I
unto him; for my commandments are spiritual; they are not
natural, nor temporal, neither carnal nor sensual.-Doctrine
and Covenants 28: 9.

Brother Peterson is clearly wrong when he asserts
that the law of Moses was not spiritual but carnal.
It held a spiritual significance which he seems not
to have discerned and, because he did not discern
it, he has depreciated a law which emanated from.
the same divine mind that gave the gospel law in its
higher adminstration.
Having shown from the word of the Lord that the
law of l\foses was spiritual, we have a question to
ask: Did the spiritual law of•Moses conflict with
the spiritual law of the gospel; or did they. ag1:ee?,
Will the brother ta~e the position ·that the Lord at
different times gave two spiritual laws which were
in conflict? We who believe the unchangeability of ·
God answer this question in the negative and conclude that the spiritual law of Moses agreed with
the spiritual law of the gospel, that the two laws
were alike in the principles they .expressed. This
was the position taken in the Quarterly lesson to which Brother Peterson makes special objection.
It is in place here to introduce the words of the"
to Moses at the time when the second tables
Lord
the lesser priesthood contained, which priesthood holdeth the
key of the ministering of angels arid the preparatory gospel, of stone ,_were made. (Exodus 34: 1, 2.) This is
which gospel is the gospel of repentance, and of baptism, and the language:
the remission·of·sins.

Call this by what name you will, say they were
gospel pril).ciples, or;say they were principles of the
law of Moses as you choose, lmt admit that God left
them binding upon~Israel• and gtanted to Israel the
Mnefits to beHderived from them. They are to be
reckoned'cWfuth' when we,debate whether, or not niefr
had opportunity'to be saved.in that period'of time
when Israel was under the law of. Moses.
~ .

·-

Hew thee two other tables of stone, like unto the first; and
I will write· upon them also; the wora's C!f the law, according .
as they were .written at the' first .on the tables which thou
breakest; but it shall not be according to the first, for I will
take, away the priesthood out ,of t\leir midst; therefore my
. holy' order; .and. the ordinances thereof,~ shall not 'go. before .
tlleihi for 1riy:presence shall'not g'O tip in·theii•iiliiti'$t;:ii~8t'r '·,
desti;oy them. But I will give them• thedawd\\s' at tlie;fi1•st;
. but it shall be after the law of a carnal commandment;" etc.

lit is stsiited here that the-law upon the second
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tables was like the 'aw up9n the first tables. Then of Which he had quoted, he should live.· ~;This'do,"
· · it
stated tpat it was not like the law t'ipon the said Jesus; "and thou shalt live." This could mean
first tables; and the feature in which it differed from nothing les$ than that etemal life concerning which
the first i~ stated, "for I will take away· the priest- the lawyer had inquired;
Whence tame .the belief ~f the Pharisees that·
hood out of .their midst"; and "it shall be after the
.there s~ould be a resurrection of the dead (Acts
.law of a carnal commandment.''
, God could. not and did not change the principles .23: 8), if.they did not imderstand'the law and its
of his law,· but he expressed those principles in the ordinances to pertain to any .life but this? Whence
ordinances and commandments which he left the came the sentiment amQng the Jews, "Blessed is he
Aaroilic or lesser priesthood to administer. Upon that shall eat bread in -the kingdom of God" (Luke •
the first tables, the same principle's had been ex~ i4: l5), if they entertained no hope of a future life?
pressed in ordinances and commandments which the If they had such a hope, whence did it come to them,
Melchisedec priesthood administers·. · 'Dhis explains and how did they hope to attain it?
how the writing upon the two sets of stone tables
We come now to a consideration of Matthew 5 : 19was alike and yet different. The difference was not 21, Inspired Version, the basis of that teaching in
in the principles expressed but in the manner of the Qua1·terly l~sson of July 18, to which Brother
Peterson objects. It reads thus:
exp1·essing· them.
Brother Peterson says, "One can keep the law of . Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophMoses and thh1k as niuch evil as he pleases, so lo;ng ets. .[The Jaw. and the prophets were terms commonly used
as he does· not commit the overt act." And yet Jesus t0 i'efer to the Old Testament scriptures.] I am not come to
destroy, but to fulfill.
said that
the law and the prophets hung on two
For verily I say unto you, heaven and earth must pass
great commandments, one, the command to love God away, but one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the Jaw,
with all the heart, and the other, to 'love one's neigh- until all be fulfilled.
Whosoever, therefore, shall break one of-these le'ast combor as himself.· (Matthew 22: 40.) The underlying.principle of the whole law was love toward God mandments, and shall teach men so to do, he shall in no wise
saved in the kingdom of heaven; but whosoever shall do
and man. Brother Peterson shou1d revise his article b-e'
and teach these commandments of the Jaw until it be fulfille\l,
and cut out that long list of evils which he says one the same _shall be called great, and shall be saved in the
might cherish in his heart while he was outwardly kingdom of heaven.
keeping the law of :j\ioses.
These words were spoken by Jes us concerning the
'Dhe brother labors ·under a great misconception commandments of the law and the p1·ophets, the
of the law when he says, "The law of Moses was commandments of that law which was binding upon
not a law of the heart." He contradicts again the . Israel from the time of Moses to Christ, call it by
word of ·the Great Teacher who reproved the Phari- what name you· will.
sees for· tithing the small garden stuff, mint, and
Brother Peterson says Jes us did not refer to the
aniSe, and rue, and cummin, while they "neglected keeping of the law of Moses when he utter~d the
the weightier things of the law, judgment, mercy; wotds quoted above. He said in his article that he
and faith" (Matthew 23: 23). Judgment, mercy, would prove the statement by quoting words which
and faith pertain to the heart, a:n:d Jesus said they . Jesus spoke to the Nephites. He did make the at-·
were the weightier things of the law. Theu the law tempt to do so and quoted these·words from 3 Nephi
was intended to teach them, though Brother Peter- 5 : 63-68, Authorized Edition.
son says jt was not a law of the heart.
Think not I am come to destroy the law or the prophets. I
He says also that the law of Moses "pertained to am not come to destroy but to fulfill; for verily I say unto
this life only." In this he was mistaken, as is you, One jot n01' one tittle hath not passed away' from the
evident in the converi;iation of Jesus with the Jewish. law, but in me it hath ·all been fulfilled. And behold I have
lawyer who came to him asking, "What shall I do given you the law and the commandments of my Father, that
shall beUeve in me, and that ye shall repent of your sins,
to inherit eternal l'.ife?" Jesus answered him, "What ye
and come unto me with a broken heart and a contrite spirit.
is written in the law? How readest thou?" The Behold; ye have the commandments before yon, and the law is
lawyeranswered, "Thou shalt love the Lo1·d thy God fulfilled; therefore.come untd me and be ye saved; for verily
with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with I say unto you, that except ye shall keep my commandments,
all thy strength, and with a11 thy mind ; and thy which I have commanded you at this time; ye shall in no
neigh bor as thyself." Jesus said to him, "Thou hast case enter into the kingdom of .heaven.
Brother Peterson places this.language which-was.
answered right; this do and thdu shalt live." (Luke
10: 25-28.) - ..
spoken to the Nephites after Ji.is ascensi.on into
... ft,.cco~di;ng to this teachinfof the Master, the law hewuen and: his descent upon their land beside words
~:f'M<>.~¢~i;Jid j)~rj;ain to more than this life, foi; .tlt~ which he spoke to his disciples while still he '~s:1in
question of thedawyer. was concerning eternal life. Galilee,, li:Ie :mlaces· the i!Nephite ,,quotl:lr'!;i01} ,; which- ·
Notiee here, also, the promise of Jesus to the man, was spoken 'after·the 'law .of Moses had been brought
. that, if !J.e keptthe law, the fundamental commands to an end beside the Galilea~ quotation uttered be-
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fore· tlie law of Moses had ended. In the Galilean him to that plane. The Aaronic.priesthood had power
·· quot!:i.tion Jesus says the law must be fulfilled, and to bri:ri.g'°him into communion with angels, but it had
in the Nephite quotation he says the law hath all · not power to minister unto· him for the reception
·
been·· fulfilled. Yet' Brother Peterson. makes these of the Hofy Spirit.
two quotatrons parallel.
The power and authority of the lesser, or Aaronic priest, In the Nephite quotation, after having spoken of. hood, is to hold the keys of the ministering- of ang-efs, and. to.
the law that had just been· ended, Jesmi mentioned administer in outward ordinances-the letter of the g-ospel~
· the law that superseded it, charging them, "I say the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins, ag-meably
to the covenants and commandment~.-Doctrine and Ct:ive· , unto Jou that except ye shall keep my command- nants 104: 10.
' ments, which I have commanded you at this time,
The power and, authority of· the hig-her, or Melchisedec,
ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven." priesthood, is to hold the keys of all the spi?'itual ~lessings
This referred to the commandments .of the gospel of the church.-Doctrine and Covenants 104': 9.
0Again,
law, and· Brother Peterson claims they were those
"coimnandments of the law" of which Jes us spoke to
This greater priesthood administereth the gospel and holdeth the key of the mysteries of the kingdom, even the key. of
his d!sciples when in Galilee.
0

We have called attention already _to the fact that
·Jesus was speaking to his Galilean disciples of the
law ·and the prophets w}lich had not been all fulfilled
and which they were required to keep until it- had
been fulfilled. The quotation of his words at thi:i-t
time furnispes us an opportunity· to identify the
commaridnients to which he referred. He spoke of
them as "these least commandme_nts:"
. Why did he do so? What is the significance in
the expression? They were not "least commandments" in the sense of being unimportant, for commandments that bring us spiritual life or death,
according to the manner in which we treat them,
can not be deemed least in the sense of being unimportant.
"These least commandments" were the commandments of that· law which the lesser priesthood had
authority to administer. They were the command- ·
ments of that law which was left to be administered
by the priesthood of Aaron from Moses to Christ.
':Chey were the commandments of that law which
enjoined faith, repentance, baptism, and a life of
, iove toward God and man. These were the commandments .of which Jesus s_aid, "Whosoever shall ·
do and teach these commandments of the law until
it be fulfilled, the ·same shall be call1£d great, and
shall be saved in the kingdom-of heaven."
It may be well here that the editor should state
still more definitely her understanding of the legitim~te place and mission of the law of Moses and its
i·elation to the law which followed it. Paul make;;
the significant statement in Hebrews 7: 19, "For
the law made nothing perfect, .but ,the bringing in
of a better hope did; by the which we draw nigh
unto God"; or, as rendered in the Inspkect Version,
· "For· tbe law . . . made nothing perfect, but was
only the l:iringing in. of a better hope, by the which
we draw nigh unto God."
The law of Moses could not· take a child of the
earth'; ~atthy,: and with his affection's and interests
-fixed I \:H5brt(.1tii6 material, things about. him, a.nd raiSe
him to that perfection that fitted ·him for the pure.
pr~sence of God. It was a ladder too short to raise_

the knowledge of God. Therefore, in the ordinances thereof
the power of godliness is manifest; and without the ordinances thereof, and the authority of the priesthood, the 1fower
of godliness is not manifest unto men in the flesh; for without
this, no. man can see the face of God, even the Father, and
live.-Doctrine and Covenants 83: 3.

We may ask here what ordinance essentia:l to salvation is administered in the church under the authority of the Me1chisedec priesthood which could not
be administered under Aaronic authority? Under
the administration of the lesser priesthood mP.n who.
exercised faith and repentance might be bnptized
in water for the remission of their sins. What more
could the· Melchisedec priesthood administer?
It could act in the ordinance of the laying on of .
hands for the ministrations or the Holy Spirit. This
is the significance of the statement that the greater.·
priesthood "holdeth the key of the mysteries of the·
kingdom, even the key of the knowledge of God." It
is through the teachings of the Holy Spirit thatmen
learn to know God and to understand the things that
pertain to his kingdom. The Holy Spirit is the only
medium through which men can come to know God
and to- understand the principles of his law. The
Holy Spirit, working in the hearts of men, is' the
only power that can lead them to purify their lives
and become better prepared for the presen.ce of God;
No "form of godliness" (outward ordinances and
works) can save a human soul, except it be attended , ·
by the "power of godliness" (the living 'Spirit of
truth) ; but this "power of godliness," if permitted
to work in a soul, .raises it from death to life, ac~
complishing in it a spiritual resurrection. Without
the ministrations of the Holy Spirit, without the
power of godliness at work in the soul, no man can see the face of God, even the Father, and. live. Doctrine and Covenants 83: 3.)
Since the ministrations of the Holy Spirit are essential to our salvation, we may well inquire under
what conditions it may be received. When the,church .
is .,under the administration. of the J\'lefohisedecr
p'riesthood, the conditions are th,at,m,enimust humble·
themselves befqre G9d, and come fmih with broken - hearts and· contrite spirits, and witness· before
the
._
: '
~
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ing·the example of the Son of God. Here·we quote
Nephi's words: ·
,
,, ,
.

church that 'they' have trul.y i'epented of th.eir sins,
and are willing to take upon them the name of Jesus
Chi·ist, having a determination to serve him unto
Arid also; the voice of the Son came unto me, saying, He
the end, and they must truly manifest by their woJ.•ks that is baptized in my name, .to him will the Father give the
that they have received of the Spirit of Christ unto . Holy Ghost, like unto me: wherefore, follow me, and do the
things which ye have seen me do. Wherefore, my beloved
the remission of their sins. Upon these conditions, brethren,
I know that if ·ye will follo\v the Son with full
they may be received })y baptism into the church. purpose of heart, acting no hypocrisy and no deception before
.(Doctrine and Covenants 17: 7.)
God, but with real intent, repenting of your sins, witnessing
It is important to note here that such persons as unto the Father that you are willing to take upon you the
,. are described in the above receive of the Spirit of name of Christ, by baptism: yea, by following your Lord and
Savior down into the water,· according to his word; behold,
Christ •before they have submitted to any ordinance. then shall ye receive the Holy Ghost; yea, then cometh the
This is in harmony with the statement that·
baptism of fire and of the ~oly Ghost; and then can ye speak
the Spirit giyeth light to every man that cometh into the
world; .and the Spirit enlighteneth every man through the
world, that hearkeneth to the voice of the Spirit; and every
one that hearkeneth to the voice of the Spirit, cometh unto
God, even the Father.-Doctrine and Covenants 83: 7.

It appears from this that the Spirit; the "power
of godliness," b\)gins to work i11 every human soul
that comes into the world: If that soul yields to
the promptings of the Spirit, it will be led in the
way of truth. If it so be that he is led to the
church when it is under Meichisedec administration
he will submit himself to the ordina~ce Qf baptisn~
and afterwards to that of the 'laying on of hands
and will receive a greater degree of spiritual light
than he-had before. As he continues to follow the
guidance of ·the Spirit, he will increase in spiritual
understanding until he has been brought to perfection and may gaze upon the·face of God and live.
Returning to those people who lived in the interim
between Moses and Christ, did that Spirit which
gives light to every man that cometh into the world
enlig!1ten them? Did it lead them to obey the law
God had left with them when he took Moses and the
holy priesthood out of their midst and left with them
the less.er priesthood? , Did it approve those who
were faithful under the opportunities afforded? Did
it lead them up~ard into increasing light?
The pages of sacred history both in the Bible and
in the Book of Mormon answer that it did. Angels
ininistered to the faithful of those people and spoke
to them of holy things, and the voice of the Spirit
spoke in their hearts, and, as they learned to heed
it, the voice oftruth became more and more distinct
and the light of truth became more and more clear
in their minds, until they rose to the plane of what
we commonly call the gosp.el law.
Nephi answers our" question very plainly. He
tells us that, upon reaching the promised land, his
people built a temple after the plan of Solomon's
temple. He says they observed to keep the judgments, the statutes, and the commandments of the
Lota ii1aH lthings according to the law of Moses, and
thiit th_e ·Lord Was ·with them. (2 Nephi 4: 2, 3,
small editi2n.) He says he taught cop.cerning Christ
who would come and of the necessity of their- follow-

with the tongues of angels and shout praises unto the Holy
qne of Israel.-2 Nephi 13: 2, small edition.

And· this was while they were under the law of
Moses. Under the law of Moses and the· ministrations of the Spirit, the Nephite church was finally
clothed again with the authority of the Melchisedec
priesthood, and we read of Alma's devoting himself
to the high priesthood of the holy order of,.God and
of his appointing elders over the church. (Book of
Alma, chapter 3.)
In the time between Moses and Christ, there were
the prophets of the Old Testament,· among them
ISaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, of whom ·Peter
wrote that "holy men of old spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost" (2 Peter 1: 21), and concerning whom Jesus said, "Ye shall see Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, with all' the holy prophets, in the
kingdom of God" (Luke 13: 28). One of the notable
prophets was Elijah who was translated, an experience which Genesis 14: 26 to 32, Inspired Version,
gives us reason to believe results from a high degree
of spirituality under the power of the holy priesthood of the Son of God.
Doubtless then~ .were many, under the law of
Moses, like the parents of John the Baptist who
were "righteous before God, walking in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless"
(Luke 1: 5). Doubtless there were others like
Simeon who blessed the infant Jesus, a man "just and devout," who ·waited in faith and hope for the
consolation of Israel, of whom it is written that "the
Holy Ghost was upon him." This man had lived
in such close communion with God that it had been
i'evealed to him that he should not see death before
he had seen the Lord's Christ; and, when "the child
was brought into the temple, by the inspiration of
the Spirit, he recognized the promised Savior and
prayed, "Lord, let now thy servant depart in peace."
W_ei·e not such as he prepared for the kingdo.m of
God, prepared not by the works of the law alone,
but by the ministration of the Holy Spidt, the
"power of godliness" which wrought in their souls?
),If, t?e Ie~spn ~o ;v1hic~· Brother Petefi~p:i;i,.pb:/ects.
the editor used these words, "Salvation could be attained by those who kept the law o,f Moses.~ It
was not stated and the lesson made clear tl}_at it was
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not in the mind of the editor that salvation could be
gained by doing the works of the law alone. 'l'iw
thought is that salvation was accessible to those people who lived in the time of the law of Moses. This
article shows that the statement is a reliable one.
·If it· be claimed that the Nephites were under
Melchisedec authority in the time when Nephi taught
and that the prophets of old were unde1· the ~ndow
ment of that priesthood, we ask, How did they attain
that spiritual height, the Meichisedec priesthood
having been taken away with Moses, if not as we
h_ave suggested in this article, by faithfulness to the
law of Moses and hy the ministrations of the Spirit
of God which reaches down to fallen man to lift
hin'-Up?
In the beginning, God introduced into tqe wo.rld
the plan of salvation and sent forth a decree that it
should be in the world until the end thereof. (Genesis
5: 45, Inspired Yersion.) Sacred history permits us
to trace ·the gospel down to Erioch, through Methuselah to Noah, through Melchiseaec . to Abraham,
through Jethro to Moses. This articl_e maintains
that the same plan of salvation_ was left with Israel
in the law given to _govern from Moses to Christ,
that, during that period, men might be saved by
faith, repentance, baptism for the remission of sins,
and the communion of the Holy Spirit, the latter
to be ministered from heayen as the Lord found them
worthy and capable of receiving his light, and, by
the way, it is ministered now upon the same conditions.
When the law of Moses came to an end, the same
unchangeable plan of salvation was continued in
the gospel as Christ taught it and left it to remain
in the world, even to the end, if men would continue
faithful in observing its conditions. In time, men
w~nt into darkness, and though the plan of the gospel
remained written in books and upon hidden plates,
· its priesthood became alienated from it and lost their
identity in the darkness of the ages and the administration of the gospel ceased. I~ the latter days, it
was restored again, the saime unchangeable plan that
was given ill the beginning and has continued from
Adam to us. It is not claimed that thei:e has been
an unbroken administration of the gospel, but it is
claimed that there has been in the world one ·unchanging and unchangeable plan of salvation from
the begtnning of the world to the present time.
God has never taken from men this opportunity of
salvation. He did not take it fr.om them in the
period between Moses and Christ. He did not•take
it a>vay in the Dark Ages. Men have departed from
God and from the gospel, but the Lord has never
clbsed.rthe·door of opportunity from the time when
first he opened it in the days of Adam. There will
come a time "'.hen the Master of the house wm rise
and close the door, but this has never_yet been done

since Adam's day. This iS in fulfillment of the
the end thereof.
'l'he writer of this article believes she has shown: ,
1. That the law of Moses was a spiritual law.
2. That it was in harmony with the gospel law.
3. That it pertained to the heart and i;equired
holiness of life.
4. That Jesus was speaking of the law administered by the lesser priesthood when he said, "Who- .
soever shall do and teach these commandments of
the law until it be fulfilled, the same shall be ·
called great and shall be saved in _the kingdom of
heaven."
5. That man could not attain salvation. by the
works of the law alone.
6. That the Aaronic priesthood had not power
to bring him into communion with the Holy Spirit
, 7. That the power of ministering to men for the
gift of the Spirit, when resident in men, belongs to
the Melchisedec priesthood.
·.
8. That, when the Melchisedec priesthood is not
with men, God ministers the Spirit without the administration ~f men, as he clearly has the right
to do.
9. That men were saved in the period between
Moses and Christ, not by a ~o'l:m of godliness alone,
but by the power of godliness working in conjunc- .
tion with it.
10. That God introduced into the world in the
time of Adam an unchangeable plan of salvatfon
which was to be in the world unto the end thereof.
11. That he has never changed this plan or taken
from the .world the opportunity of obeying
it.
.
12. That there has· not been an unbroken admin~
istration of the gospel, because men at various times
have departed from it;
13. That_the people from'Moses to Christ had the
opportunity of obeying this unchang·eable plan.
14. That the plan is: faith, repentance, baptism, and communion with the Holy Spirit, which is that __
power of godliness which works the spiritual resurrection of man.
The editor of the Quarterly believes it is not .
possible for men under either Aaronic or Melehisetlec administrations of the law to be saved by the
works of the law. She miderstands Paul; who
labored so zealously to impress this upon the Jews,
to have spoken the same warning to the Corinthian
Saints concerning the observance of the gospel law.
When the apostle said to those people, that though
he should speak with the tongues of men and of
angels, thoug·h he should give all his- goods to feed _.
the poor, and thougi1 he should even give his rp
body to . be burn~d, and did these out_w~r,<;l, .. 1'\'0rks -wit1i.oiit
charity in his heart, his works would be unprofitil.bie (1 Corinthians 13), he uttered a principle that has_ ·
been true in all time, as tru~ when applied to the , .
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church under Melchisedec administration as when
under Aaronic.
It is possible for baptism by the Melchisedec
'p1•iesthood to be a dead }York, and Mormon so classes
. it 'vhen administered to those who can not _exercise
. repentance (Book of Moroni 8: 3). This is the case
also when administered to. those who do not, from
any cause, exercise faith and repentance before being baptized. Baptism and the faying on of hands
for the gift' of the- Holy Spirit become but dead
works undei· such circumstances. It was possible
to live spiritually under the law of Moses, and it is
possible to live carnally 'under what we often term
the gospel law, though in the· truest sense, there has
neve1• been any other law.
Brother Peterson suggests that the editor ~hould
hav_e counselors in her work. The editor can not
resist the suggestion, which she- desires to make in
very ·gentle ton~s, that, had the brother been supplied
with a competent counselor at either elbow while
preparing his article, it would have appeared in print
in a_ greatly modified form, especially such portions
as that which asserts that one could keep the law of
Moses and ·be at heart a murderer, an adulterer, a
slaveholder, that he could keep the law of Moses and
not repent, not forgive, not show mercy, not be baptized, etc. The editor is glad her conception of the
law is higher than this.
The editor suggests further that the Lord has
-furnished us a plan by which his work may be
protected from false teaching. He graciously permits us to have the Spirit of truth to dwell in our
hearts' and to guide us into all truth. Our safety
lies in keeping in close touch with this great and
competent Counselor. We all. need this protection
and help-, elders, Sunday school teachers, lay members, and all.
Much more might be written upon the suBject of
this article, but lack of time and space both ·dictate
that the article should now be closed.
Very kindly submitted,
ANNA SALYARDS.
THE SANITARIUM AND THE PHYSICIAN TO THE
CHURCH.
EDITOR'S NOTEl.-The truth of the statement, "Order is
heaven;s-first law," is self-evident. No sane person, or indeed
any person able to think, supposes for a moment that the
affairs of heaven are conducted in a disorderly manner. Organization is an instrumentality by which order is obtained,
and the observation of organic rules is the price paid for
success. Order ill heaven of whatever sort it is-and we mortals' may have a very imperfect conception of the order prevailing there-must result from perfect organization. From
tin:w to tillle puring the history of the chm'ch as organized in
"183p/aH-ectHiris have been given with reference to the accompllsliing of 'cei:taiil 'designs in which direction_s no specific
details or procedure were clearly given; but in nearly every
insfonce direction was given ·to organize. The presumption
is fair: in law and the -common sense view of_ the carryi;ng on

of human affairs, that where a directi.on is given to do a certain thing, the power to do that t~ing is couched .in the
direction to do it, and if no specific details o~. procedure are
given, theil those who are directed to perform the work are
left. to the exercise of their wisdom and best judgment as to
the way they should set about accomplishing that which was .
ordered .
The Sanitarium was directed to be established. Certain
parties were directed to do it. But few details are given as
to the procedure foi" erecting the bitilding or for carrying on
the work for which the institution was· intended. What few
details were given have been. as strictly complied with as was
possible. It must l).Ot be supposed that the WOl;k that the
Sanitarium was to do would be either undertaken or carried
on in a loose or indiscriminate' way. It must be done in an
orderly, wise, and discriminatfog spirit. The end to be
accomplished and the way to accomplish it must be correlated,
and thof!e who are ca!Ied to responsible positions in doing the
wo!·k must· be left free to the exercise of their Wisdom, where
no specific directions are given. It is possible for- a man to
.stand in his own light; that is to say, that a man may so
st11nd with reference to the work -which his hands may be
doing, that he does not see the work in a clear light. It is
possible for others to stand in such a way, that their shadows
are thrown on the work which a man may be doing in their
presence, as to bring about the same results, compelling him
to do his work under the darkened shades thrown by standing
between him and the light which should-shine upon his work.
Everybody can see tTie foi·ce of this illustration.
The men upon whom the burden lies of carrying on the
work of the Sanitarhim must not be hindered in doing their
work by careless or factious criticism, or by a_ny refusal to
credit them with the due discretion to understand the object
of the institution and the way and ·manner for the accomplishment of it. It is only just to assume that_ these men will be
led in right directions. We therefore commend to the readers
of the HERALD the following article written by :Bro. Joseph
Luff, indicating the character 6f the woi·k to be done and the
manner in which it· is to be accomplished in can;ying on
Sa.nitarium work.-SElNIOR EDITOR.

There are a few things whiCh all concerned should
know regarding the Sanitarium. Much trouble to
the management and others (to say nothing of loss)
may be avoided thereby:- Whether this communication will furnish the information 'in sufficient plainness to serve the purpose or not remains to be seen;
but to that end it is written.
Letters are being received, containing questions,
criticisms; suggestions, complaints, commendations,
etc., acco1·ding to the attitude, mood, enlightenment,
or. ignorance of the writers, concerning the institution and its purpose and management. Some of
these are ,palatable, others distasteful; others make
us feel sad and anxious. We have 'hot a word to say
here in defense of the institution or the necessity for
it. It is here by the order o·f the church, acting as it
believed under th'e command, of God. The pOsition
in it occupied by the writer hereof has been accepted
with the sole object of pleasing God and blessing
men and-women, and for his services
tlie Sanitarium he receives no financial remunei'ation.u "'This
·statement is m'ade to co1'rect· a contrary impression
which has obtained in some places.
My wo1·k in the Sanitarium will not interfere with
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the- medical work in which I have been engaged for house, in which the ·first consideration will be· to
yetn•s past. A certain amount of time will be given administer in church ordtnances for the benefit of
to the institution, each day in administering·, treat- the sick; medical attention being added
required,
ing, or directing, as conditions demand. The re- but under conditions of environment, that wiIJ -con~
mainder will be spent in my office attending to'the serve church designs in buikfing up the faith 9f those ;
cases which in person or by mail are-presented there. admitted.
All pers011s, therefore, who wish to receive considTo preserve this environment will be the aim of
eration or treatment from me, personally, should the management, and they will not hesitate to refuse
address me at my office, 1038 West' Electric street. admission to any applicant, if in their judgment the
Outside of the Sanitarium duties, mine is' almost operations contemplated are not within the realm
exclusively an office practfoe. My charges are as of actual necessity or moral consistenc·y. A house
follows: Three dollars per -month to those well able dedicated to God should not be' desecrated by an
to pay. Nothing is askecffor either advice or medi- assignment of any of its· parts at any time for ques'cine from the real poor. Between these extremes tiortable practices, no matter how popular or how
patients are asked to simply pay what they can with- professional others may declare said practices to be.
out distressing themselves or their families, and Nor can we consistently pray in one room or ward
whatever the amount is, it will be satisfactory, This for divine benedictions upon our patients if, by our
rule has been adopted because the circumstances of consent in another room, operations are -permitted
those applying for treatment are not known to me, upon which we could not conscientiously ask God's
and if is desired that none. shall be' distressed. Thus blessing.
far the great majority of my patients have been
Fourth. That it is intended especially for the treated gratuitously. This has been, in part, owing members of the church and not fo1; those without,
to the impression had by at least some of them, that and only in cases of extreme necessity or emerthose patients who did not pay in~ were paid for by gency will the latter be admitted. The question of
the church or Bishop. Let all such persons know · necessity is to be decided by those in charge. This
that that idea is an erroneous one. Neither the is not intended in any other sense than to preserve
Church Physician nor his family receives a dollar the institution within the environment required by ,
from the churcli or Bishop for· any services· what- revelation calling for the construction of the buildever. Prior to last General Conference, his family ing, and the later one giving instructions to the
was on ministerial allowance, but not since, and· he board. It must be patent to all that· it would be
has never received at any time anything from the folly to build a house for the purpose .of escaping
treasury of the church for his personal expenses, an undesirable environment, and then to invite into
ox offiei;:il service or outlays as a church physician. it an element that would create that environment.
The above will answer questions frequently pro- There are many people, however, who are not of
pounded regarding the matters referred to. Never- us in church enrollment, whose presence when churc~1
theless, all who suffer are equally welcome to what ordinances are being· observed would not embarrass
he can do for them, whether they are able to pay or the occasion in the least. The management will try
not, or whether they belong to the church or not. to avoid extremes and. moye with discretion Jn,this
Missionaries and the dependent portion of their regard.
families ai·e entitled to free advice and medicine.
Fifth. All patients admitted will be entitled,
· All correspondence i·elating to the Sanitarium without extra charge, to the treatment of the house
should ·be addressed to Independence Sanitarium, physician, under the direction of the Physician in
West Blue avenue, Independence, Missoul'i. Those charge, or either of th_ese alone if desired. Should
having occasion to deal in any way with the institu- any other physicians be desired, terms, etc., must be
tion should know in advance :
made with him by those empl_oying him. After cases
First. That the board of directors has received have been admitted and their physicians chosen,
by revelation, through the President of the Church, every facility of the institution will be utilized as '
instructions regarding the object and character as may be necessai·y to make successful his work of
well as the -management of the institution and healing, regardless of the school. of medicine he
thereby said board intends to be governed.
represents. The religious sentiments of patients
Second. That it is not to be used as,a, public hos- will be respected and every aid practicable will be .
'pital to which all persons have access and in which rendered to secure them the advantages and conso-au kinds of work common to such places is to be lations of their fellowship in whatever church it.may
p,erformed. Only such cases as those· in charge shall lie.·· Those, however, placing them13elves ·under ·the
considfl!iLW.itl,iin the purview of its mission will be . immediate care of the Physician dn charge 'need
.admitted. This restriction has special reference' to look for nothing in religion but·the faith of the m~
· ,surgical cases and the use of the operating room .
organization, and for nothing in medicine but un. 'Third. That it is to :be conducted as a spiritual adulterated homeopathy.
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Sixth. . That cases of insanity, pronounced cases
of ·consumption (tuberculosis), ?-nd absolutely hopeless and hicurable cases will not be admitted. The
physicians of the Sanitarium will cheerfully render
· any possible aid .to such at their homes, if desired,
by mail.
·
,
•
Seventh. That blank 'application fo1·ms have been
prepared and will be supplied on i·equest, and these
must be properly filled out and passed upon in all,
except emergency, cases, by the medical management before being admitted.
Eighth. That emergency cases, before admission
must be passed upon by the Physician in charge or
,those appointed by him to act in his absence.
Ninth. That the Sanitarium can not be run without an immense outlay, and that the money to meet
that outlay must come either directly from the patients admitted, or from the churches, societies, or
friends; at whose instigation they are received. It
·will not be open as a free institution to those who
have homes .or are situated where they can receive
needed attention. If members of the c}mrch who
are not able to pay the expenses necessary, desire
admission, let them confer with the local bishops
or agents, and operate through them, and not
·with the Sanitarium management, as the latter
can not provide nor arrange for funds to help
in such matters. The church is already under
as heavy burdens as can well be carried and
it is to hoped· that no one will exact of
her more than is proper. We hope to make the
Sanitarium as effective as possible for good. The
undersigned hereby promises to do the best he can
in that direction without regard-to persons or tank.
When it is believed by the body that his place in
charge can be filled by some other with greater satisfaction or efficiency, under the divine idea, his
release will be to him an unspeakable happiness.
Hoping for the prayerful suµport of those who look
with favor upon the Sanitarium as an appointment
of God, and fOr at least the tolerance and negative
interest, without emnity, of those who "don't exactly
know about it."
I remain for God, the church, and humanity,
A humble servant,
JOSEPH LUFF.
[We learn that since Broth~r Luff wrote the foregoing; he
has chosen Dr. W. E. Messenger as house physician in the
Sanitarium. Brother. Messenger assumes charge not later
than March 15.-;-EDITORS.]
ROBERT E. GRANT.

HIS "OPEN LETTER," ETC.

It is no pleasant task for us to be brought under
the necessity of publishing and republishing the facts
. which:·shdw the, moral and spiritual status of Mr.
· Grant, of Grand· Rapids, Michigan, but he himself
has necessitated this-our only proper 'line of defense and explanation.
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Mr. Grant was once a _minister in the church, but
he fell into trangression, was tried and retried befoi·e two of the church courts, and was convicted of ..
adultery and unchristianlike conduct. Up to date,
he has fumished us no evidence of repentance, but
much to the contrary. The personnel of the courts
. which tried hini, if there was no other evidence, is
abundantly sufficient to show that he would have
received the full benefit of the do~bt, had thei·e been
any proper grounds for doubt. But Mr. Grant's
apparent lack of ability to sense his condi- ·
tion of humiliation and shame, together with his
reckless folly and false statements, have necessitated the publication of the facts herewith submitted ..
This paper will show why Mr. Grant has not
received more consideration and recognition by the
church. He is nqt one of us, because he was found
wholly unworthy, to remain with us. He has no
claim whatever·upon the church, until he is willing
to repent and do that which is right.
That "open letter, written to J. R. Lambert," was
the third communication sent to him. Elder Lambert twice furnished him with his personal reasons
·for refusing to enter into controversy with' him,
before. the copy of the_ so-called "open letter" came
to hand. Then, in a short time aft.er he received
letter number 3, it was printed and sent abroad as an
"open letter." When Elder Lambert saw this letter,
in pdnt, he received his first intimation of an "open
letter." Thus it will be seen that a cunning and
ungentlemanly effort was made to force Elder Lambert into controversy with this man, contrai·y to his
repeated and expressed desire. The following items
of record are furnished by Bro. R. M. Elvin, who
was and is secretary of the High Council :
"There was filed against the said R. E. Grant the
charge of 'adultery and unchristianlike conduct,'
this case was tried at Grand Rapids, MichigaJJ, ...
Elders E. A. Blakeslee, S. W. L. Scott, and E. K.
Evans comprising said court."_,High Council Journal, p. 68.
"Presidency,
"Joseph Smith, Alexander H: Smith.
"Council,
"1. Frederick G. Pitt, 2. James H. Petern, 3.
Calvin A. Beebe, 4. James M. Baker, 5. James C.
Crabb, 6. Asa S. Cochl'<an, 7. William Anderson, 8.
John Chisnall, 9. Charles Derry, 10. John A. Robinson, 11. Robert M. Elvin, 12. George M. Scott.
"In this case R. E. Grant was charged with adultery and unchristianlike conduct. The charges were
heard before an elders' court at Grand Rapids,
Michigan, August 8, 1899, and a verdict of guilty
rendered. From this, R. E. Grant appealefll:to' the
4
'
, '
High. Council.•
"J. A. Grant and F. M. Cooper appeared for the
Valley Branch, and R E. Grant in his own behalf.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"The. decision of the council was that the elders'
court be affirmed.; and ·that the defendant, R. E.
Gmnt, be adjudged .guilty ~f adultery and unchristiaplike conduct."--SAINTS' HERALD, p. 299, for
May 2, 1900.

'l'he council was in session four successive days,
April 11, 12, 13, and 14, holding two sessions each
. ·day, one in the forenoon, one in the evening, and
finishing their sitting on the morning of April 16.
R. E. Grant, in his own defense, first reviewed the
address of John A. Grant. Then reviewed the evidence had before the council. ThiS plea occupied
thl'ee .hours.
F. M. Cooper closed the argument. for the plaintiff in -reviewing both the argument of R.. E. Grant,
and a .further explanation upon the evidence on
file befo1·e the council. He spoke one hour. J. A.
Grant spoke one hour and- twenty Jninutes.
After a patient and a continuous presentation
- of the cause as the same was tried before the court
below, an examination of the evidence written and
oral as the same was presented; the speeches of
those appointed by lot, after the counselo1·s; and the
pleas of the counsel for the Valley Bmnch, and the
appellant had been heard, the president gave his
decision, which was:
That the decision of the elders' court be affirmed;
and th_at appellant defendant R. E. Grant be adjudged guilty of the charge of adultery and unchristianlike conduct.
This decision was sustained unanimously by the
council. Robert E. Grant was expelled from the
church by the Grand Rapids (Michigan) Branch,
June 19, 1900.
Herewith as -secretary of the High Council I certify to the truthfulness of the data found upon the
i·ecord of said Standing High Council,
Attest:
ROB'!'. M. ELVIN,
Secretary of the High Council.
J. R. LAMBERT.
ROBT. M. ELVIN,
LAMONI, IOWA, March 2, 1910.

No man is fitted to do for others who fails to do
for himself. No man can rise above his fellows
unless he tills his own fields. He can not help others
unless he first helps himself. The master man is
his own.builder, others may in a measure bring him
matel'jals to enter the construction of his building,
yet he must choose for himself what materials he
shall use. The divine gift to man is the desire and
purpos-e of caring for himself.-Selected. ·
.j.-

-•,

n1i.>'

_"Life do€s 'not consist"of J;he thing;s we possess in
this world; but of the things we hcpe to possess in
.the w01·ld to come."

Mai·ch 9, 1910.

Of ·Gen®R"al lnte1"est
MIS'i'AKING SO~IOLOGY FOR RELIGION.
Prof. Shailer Matthews contributes a warning word to
the discussion of ·the friendliness between the church and
organized labor or sacialism. He seerns to discern a tendency
to ·neglect the spiritual factor for which the church :iuust
primarily 'stand. Such neglect, he says, ln The llomiletic
Review (New York), "will simply leave the church agairi in
the attitude of seeking merely to alleviate misery, subject to
the danger of being misunderstood as seeking aggrandizement
for itself. The church, he declares, "will never succeed in
being merely a new organ of social reform.'; The mission
of the church is first of an· to the souls of men, and if it'
degenerates into an annex to a labor union, an employment
agency or a charitable society, people will fail to see why they:
should join the annex rather than the main body. The church
may cooperate with these agencies, .as with every good work,
but should remember that its main work is spiritual. He says
of the church's function, "pecuJiarly its own":
"It is the evangelization of the spiritual life which lies
below all social uplift. In training the minister to lead a
church to fulfill such a function, our theological seminaries
will make a profound, and in my opinion, suicidal mistake if they seek to substitute sociology for theology, and abandon
the field of spiritual life in ordei· to devote themselves primai-ily to individual and social conduct. Such a transfer of
activity is exceedingly easy and promises in m;my cases
results which are highly attractive; but to seek to entertain
people into a surreptitious interest in the church as a religious body; to substitute sociological discussion for the
exposition of truth that stimulates and enlarges the spii·itual
life; to substitute interest in society as a whole for interest
in individuals, as .spiritual lives; will be fatal to the church.
For as a general program it is supererogatory in social transformation. I do not believe that ·leaders of organized labor
or socialism, political reform, or movements for international
peace, will respect the church or, its ministry if it abandons
its chamcteristic ·function in order to become simply another
organization covering the entire field of social transformation. Furthermore, such a policy will sooner or later have its effect on the church itself. For when men come. to beljeve
that the church is trying to do only that which extra ecclesiastical institutions are all doing better, they will fail to see
·the need of joining the "church in order thus to dissipate
energies that would be mo~e effective if concentrated. There
is a much deeper controversy in progress than that between
labor and capital, or between capitalization 'and socialization.
_It is a struggle between two world orders: the one in 'Vhich
material and the other in which spiritual good is final. This
controversy cuts across all others. ·You "will find it in 'the.
labor union, among rncialistic comrades, Hi organized charity,
in the church itself. Everywhere you find men, consciously
or unconsciously, in one or the other of these camps. It is
of first importance that the ministry should recognize the
nature of thi§ isrne, otherwise ·it will be tempted to allign
itselC.with one or the other of the oppo,sing factors in purely
economic or social struggles. In so far as ~hey commit this
mistake wifl clergymen be .misunderstood as the champions of
social and economic classes and the church thus be swept
int~ a controversy in which as representative of the spiritual
order it is not concerned. Thi:>, I take it, was the very danger
that Jesus and Paul sought to avoid.''
. ': . :·.
The new conditions of our social world with its class .consciousness and class movements deman.d ,tl~!l'f; the church shall educate the spiritual life i:rl social n10rality as well.
It is not enot'ig1h, Doctor Matthews .declares, foi· it to be zealous in opposing such social evils as the saloons ·and the
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white' slave traffic,: in . which church membertt are not per. scinally concerned. It must train the spiritual life to discern
and face the· moral issues in the industrial world in which
church members are themselves infoiei.•sed. He goes further
.in this strain: "
"It is from this point that ministers must approach that
cooperation which every eamest man· must desire to see
establjshed between the .church and· organized labor. In fact,
it· is the only safe point of approach. If the minister ap-.
proaches organized labor as one who sympathizes with fabor
as over against capltal, he will have mistaken his real interests. In Christ there is neither laboring ,man nor capitalist,
but the new- creation. He must be as able to· show the
supremacy and implication of the spiritual life to the wage
eai·ner as to the capitalist, but he must see clearly and appreciat\) ·intelligently the fact that the implications of the spiritual life will differ in the two economic classes so far as its
expression and conduct is concerned.
"More than this, the church and the ministry need to be .
educated to appreciate the fact that social sympathies should
not only be warm but intelligent. The economic world is
· under the reign of law as truly as the natural world of forces.
To gain men as laboring men and capitalists may profit the
church nothing; but to bring them as men to the expression of
· spiritual life that shall be in accordance with the reign of
law, although not an easy task, is certainly far more vital to
the welfare of mankind. The minister has no "right to let
sympathy take the place of >visdom. If he should not substitute sociology for theology, he should ·most assm:edly link
the findings of the two disciples in his own thought ·and message and pastoral methods."-Literary Digest, February 19,
1910.
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proved impossible to Cyrus W. ·Field. After that the telephone, and wireless telegraphy-most impossible of qll.
We are ,so accustomed now to the triumph of impossible
things that we all believe in the futm;e of the· flying machine,,
even· though so great a· man as the late Simon Newcomb
seems to have proved. its impracticability as a commercial
enterprise.
But are all these mechanical inventions the only things
that are triumphantly possible in spite of their impossibility?.
Ar(l there no mighty ships of moral achievement of social
miracle, which will some time navigate the ·broad' waters of
American humanity?
•
Well, we have already seen some impossible moral victories
achie_ved in this land and time. They are victories that were
built up from ridiculous beginnings, too, just as the steam-·
and-steel battleship and the Mauritania were· raised on the
foundation of the tea-kettle, and the electric telegraph built.
on the basis of the kite and the ribbon of silk. Could anything be more absurd, as the beginning of a moral revolution,
than William Lloyd Garrison's single case of old type '8et up
in an attic chamber? Yet this case of type· f'hed a race, and
gave the American people a new birth. Or more absurd than
Koch's and Pasteur's culture of littfe gernis in a mass of
gelatine, which some time will abolish consumption and other
scourges?
An idea and a· pure soul together;· give us these, and the
miracle is born. The men and women who are working, amid
the universal scorn, to make all .men well, and all little children happy; to render all our cities beautiful, and our laborers
wise, and free, and great; to deliver men's souls from the
bondage of vicious indulgence. by destroYing for ever the
despair that drives them info vice and drunkenness; to make
our civic life sound and sweet to the core-such men and
women are all at work upon one of those great impossible
achievements which it is the delight of· Divine Omnipotence
to render possible at last.
···
· As we honor the dream of Hudson and the achievement of
Fulton, let us send the salutation of our hearts to the workers
for the other great impossible things which are yet to be.Evening Mail, New York.

THE IMPOSSIBLE THINGS THAT ARE TO BE.
We have.just seen/ and are still to -see, gigantic parades
of the floating creatures of steam up and down the Hudson
-pageants of great ships filling -the rivei· from side to side,
covering the waters as stars cover the face of the sky at
night, and dashing against the rocky shores the last drop of
the mighty i'iver as it runs on its way. Vfe have seen a vast
0 + o·+ o
armada ·of floating fortresses of steel lying out there in the
THE BEAST AND THE JUNGLE.
river-of steel made buoyant and terrible-which the moving
steam flotilla encircled.
·
Judge Lindsey is known to the world at large for his work
And when we saw this, we looked upon the little Clermont, ·in the Juvenile Court of Denver; and, to his little court room
too, out of whose absurd body all these steamships, and tugs, there, come children's society agents from all parts of the
and torpedo craft, and mighty battleships, were born; and States, visitors from England, officers from Germany, and.
when we saw her, we realized that an impossible thing had government officials sent from Sweden, Austria, ·France, and
been made to happen before our eyes.
Japan to study his laws and learn his methods.
The thing•was surely impossible; for what Fulton did was
But to himself, to Denver, to his friends, and-most of all
to place some paddles in the water and connect them with a -to his enemies, his famous Juvenile Court is only an incici·ank which a jet of steam kept going; and this jet of steam dent, a side issue, a small detail in the man's amazing career.
nad had its beginning, not so long ago, in a mere tea-kettle. For years he has been engaged in a fight of which the foundImpossible? Nothing could be more so. As great and ing of his Juvenile Court was only the merest skirmish.
quick a mind as Napoleon Bonaparte's had rejected Fulton's
It is a fight that has carried him info politics to find both
ideas as impracticable when they were offered to France. political parties against him. It has been carried on without
· They were demonstrably so! But the strange thing about it the consistent support of any newspaper, and with now one,
was that in a hundred years the boyish contrivance of the now the other, and at times all the party organs in Denver
paddle box became the mighty pageant of world power that cartooning and attacking him. The thieves, the gamblers, the
we have seen on the Hudson.
saloon keepers and the prostitutes have been cheered on
The impossible things did not come to an end with the against him. There have been times when even the churches
steamboat. In fact, the beginnings of these great things have been afraid to aid him. Men of wealth-the heads of
that thenceforward came on were more and more ridiculous. street railways, the telephone ·company,· the gas and electric
The electric_ telegraph had its birth in a child's kite flown co~pany, the wafer c;ompany, and most of the other Denver
ny·a·n'old ill~m amid much public merriment; and there was corporations and combinations of finance--have made it their
dhother man'wlio lsat'making sparks by rubbing a silk i·ib- particular ambition and p~rson.al aim to beat,him down and
. hon; '!;'he impossibility of electric communication was dem- crush~him out of public life. · He has-fought alone-at times
onstrated over and over again to Samuel F. B. l\fo1:se, just absolutely alone. And he is still fighting!
.
He has been offered bribes that might buy a millionah'e. He
as i~s subsequent development, the submarine cable, wa:s.
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has ~een promised a. career. in politics, a fortun~ in law. He
has bee~t given the hope of wo'rldly preferments that might
seduce the hig·hest ambition. ·
. When these have failed to win him, he has been ·threatened.
'with all the punishments that the -most unscrupulous power
and bitterest hate could conceive. To ·destroy his reputation,
false affidavits have been sworn out by fallen women accusing
him of the lowest forms of vice. Atteinpts have been made to
)ure•him to houses of ill-repute where men were lying in wait
to expose him. The vilest stories ahout him have been circulated fo venomous whispers from man to man and woman
to wori:tan. Friends have been frightened or bought or driven
from him. His life has been threatened. Special laws have
been introduced at the State capitol against him l, The Denver
.Chamber of Commerce has. publicly branded him an enemy of
the State. · At times the ve!·y lights in his rooms ::it the courtr
house have been cut off-as the last and smallest annoyance
of spite-and he has had to go to the corner drug store at
night and buy himEelf candles to continue his work!
Auel why? For what has he been fighting? What terrible
thing has he sotlght to attain? Read his story. Here it is,
told .by himEelf, without malice, in a sort of good humored
indig11ation 1 with a smile that is sometimes bitter in spite of a
patience that' seems beyond words. It is a story that would
be appalling if it were not for the fact that through it all
he himself moves in the' very figure of hope. It is a story
that is true not. only of Denver but of any other American
city in which a Lindsey might appear. It is the story of the
fight of one man against the conditions that threaten to make
the American democracy a failure ih government and a farce
in the eyes of the \vorld.
.
"·..
And it is a story of achievement. With~ut money, without
powerful friends, without the dominating qualities of a personal popularity, this one man, in an obscure struggle, has
written upon the statute books of Colorado laws that have
been copied around the world. He has codified probate laws,
purged election laws and instituted a reform in criminal juris- ·
prudence th!it is as revolutionary in our day as the teachings
of Christ were in ·the "eye-for-an-eye" days of the Jews. The
list of i:eforms he has obtained, charities founded, public im. provements instituted and political steals balked, shows nearly
·a hund1:ed items. He has obtained nothing for himself but
the praise and support of· some citizens of Denver and the
curse and enmity of others. The Reverend Henry Augustus
Buchtel, chancellor of the Denver Univer9ity and ex-governor·
of the State of Colorado, in the year 1904 coupled his name
with Christ's-no less !-and in the year 1907 called him,
through the newspapers, "a nincompoop" and a "flee dog"!
Those are the two crowns that have been offered him: a halo
and a fool's cap. Which shall it be? To which i;i he entitled
in the eyes of the democracy whose battle he is helping to
fight?
The evidence follows. The choice shall be your own.
The first installment of "The beast and the jungle" appeared
in the October number of Everybody's.
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CHARLES R. CURTIS, THE INDIAN SENATOR.
This is a story that begins in a 'vigwam and ends in the
Capital at· Washingto:q-the story of a "redskin" who has
· riiien high in the councils of the Government with whom his
race have warred-the story of the first· Indian SenatorCha1·les R. Curtis, who was once jokingly called "the only
American in thO' United States Senate."
Curtis.was born in. a tepee of the I(a{v: tribe, in Kansas,
in 1860. Hisr!mother was a -Kaw woman and his father a
French officer. Left an orphan at the age of three, the
future senator spent his eafly. boyhood in the wigwam of
his mother's people near Council Grove; Kansas. One of

his first recollections is the sight of a galloping,· painted war
party of Kaw' braves dashing forth to battle against their
foes, the Cheyennes.
Soon after this fight he was sent to Topeka to school.
But he was too used to the free, outdoor Ille of an Indian .
youth to relish the confinement of a schoolroom. Moreoveraccording to white man's standard-he was poor; and he
found it necessary to turn his hand to some means of
livelihood.
·
·
·
He w,ent to work as a newsboy; then as a peanut vender;
then as a bootblack, But none of these jobs promised wealth
nor eyen an especially comfortable living. So he sought for
better w01•k. Here his boyish experience in riclii1g bareback
the wild Kaw bronchos stood Curtis in good stead. And
when his chance came he was ready for it. He obtained a
job in a racing stable as a jockey, and i•ode many a winne1;:
He and the veteran jocJrny, Fred Tara!, struck up a warm
friendship in those race track days.
The Kansas City Interstate Fair Association 1"a~ holding
a meet in 1877. One of the horses entered for a ·certain
race was known to be very speedy, but had a bad way of
bolting and becoming unmanageable whenever he reached
a certain point on the track. Hence he was looked upon as
a sure loser. Curtis-a slender, black~haired, dark-skinned
wisp of a lad-was assigned to ride this "crazy horse." .
Unlike the usual story-book hero, he did not "win the rac~
against fearful odds." On the contrary, the horse hurled
him against a high board fence with such force as to leave
scars which the Senator still bears. This practically ended
the young Indian's racing· career.
He next became a hack driver. While he was working at
this uninspiring-trade he became.smitten with a longing for
better 'education. He took to studying law in his spare · ·
moments. While waiting for "fares" he was for ever del~ing
in some musty law book he had borrowed. It was during this
time that he managed to. forget the Indian dialect of his
mother's people; because his white friends laughed at hi~ for
his me of 'the uncouth s1)eech. To-day he remembers sc:ilrce ·
a phrase of the ancestral language.
Two yea1·s after he gave up racing Curtis was admitted to
the bar. A little while afterward he had made so good a
start in politics that he was sent as delegate to a neai; by convention. At twenty-four he. was prosecuting attorney of
Shawnee· County, and in 1890 was an unsuccessful candidate
for Congress.
·
But in 1892 he made the congTessional fight agafo in: a
"whirlwind campaign" as vigorous in its way as any wage.d
by his warlike ancestors on the plains. And this time he
was elected to Congress.
At the Capitol he quickly made his presence felt. Brilliant,·
a tireless worker, a stanch Republican, he was not content to·
be merely one of a host of representatives, but at once won
an individual name for himself. Curtis served three terms in
CongreES; then, in 1907, was sent ·to the United States Senate. He was the first Indian to sit in this august•body, where
· his career includes more than one strenuous effort for the
betterment of the western red men's condition.
From tepee to Capitol; from jockey to Senator; from the
ranks of Uncle Sam's hereditary foes to a plac.:i, among the
Govemment's foremost lawmakers. It is a record that well
entitles its owner to high rank among "famous Indians."New York Evening Amei·ican.
"All right occupations, all duties, all fideli~ies, ·bi·ihg'. aiong
with them a divin.e presence. We are fti.efef 1 alone. Th\i
most menial callings, routine, occupations, things not ·agree~
able in themselves, but necessary and things of duty,. all
.of them: have or may have' with them a Christ."
·
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Depa1~tment

GRAND ISI..AND, NEBRASKA.
Edito·/'s Herald: In my letter, in your issue of Fel:lrunry
16, page 185, first column, second line, there is a mistake. It
no\v i·eads, "who are not fm'1iished with the Bjble." It was
written, "Who are not familiar with the Bible."
Your brother in Christ,
EDWARD RANNIE.
GEELONG, VIcTomA, AUSTRALIA, Janua1;y 6, 1910.
Editors Herald: My letter and request appearing in your
issue of October 13, were not fully understood by some. I
had.prori1ised to send my cousin, W. v·. Tunnell (not Tunned),
a Book of Mormon, had forgotten it and was reminded of it
by letter from him. I then thought as I was giving my whole
time k the church in the capacity of a missionary, and as
my promise would necessitate my getting the book from and

sending it back to Ame~1ca, coupled with the fact that the
church has a burning desire to be correctly represented among
men of prominence and culture, that either the Herald Office
.or some other authority would take the matter up and supply.
As this man is upon ·the board of education in the city of
Washington, and also a clergyman of some prominence and
professor of history at Howard (not Harva1·d) University, I
naturally thought that as an open door was presented the
church would walk in, if only to give that much-maligned and
misunderstood book a chance of spe.aking for itself, in circles
where otherwise the elders or book might never have access.
I am truly grateful to the Bro. A. H. A., of Jasper, Minnesota, who offers to fill the bill. If he is still willing to do so I
shall be pleased to hear of it through the HERALD. He may
mention my name and- say it has been sent at my request.
Otherwise will the Herald Office please do so, and send me
the invoice and I shall pay up. Address W. V. Tunnell, professor of history~ Howard University, Washington, D. C.
Since last writing I have changed my address and place of
labor, being now in Geelong, Victoria, about five hundred
miles from my home in Adelaide, South Australia. There is
at present no mission appointee in South Australia, but by
.advices just at hand in private letter from Brother Butterworth, mission pre~ident, I learn that Brother Davis, one of
our recent General Conference appointees, is being sent thei·e.
I left there on November 11, 1909, and have since traveled
about quite a lot, visiting Hastings, Victoria, where my aged
and invalid mother resides, also Melbourne, where I preached
thrice for the Richmond Branch, visiting scattered .Saints,
Brother and Sister Tait at Lake Commewana, about six miles
out of Geelong, and my brother at QJ!eenscliff, and Brother
Squires at Port Langsdale. Both the latter are lighthouse
keepers upon lights at the above-mentioned stations. ·
In Geelong there is no organized branch, though there are,
I understand, between twenty and thirty members. The difficulty seemingly is the lack of male members suitable for
·officers. The Sunday school here is quite interesting, being
here the only organized body of the church. It consists of,
·.about forty little tots mostly under seven years of .age, and
many belonging to nonmembers. At present there seems little
prospect of rapid numerical advancement in this. mission, this
condition being no doubt largely due to the troubles we have
recently experienced. Yet we are· confident that our troubles
and present hindrances to progress will finally be overcome,
and the work again move forward with greater speed.
J:p.,diyi\11W.)ly an.d. as a body we must learn to succor the
tempted- and tr~ecl)?Y ~rst passing through the crucible our-,
selves. May we all be empowered to more fully consecrate
our lives to the service of the Master and his kingdom, for
it is the best and greatest, the noblest and grandest, though

the most trying and most difficult work on earth. In the
patience and tribulation of .the gospel of Christ, and in firm
and steadfast hope of final triumph,
Yours· in Zion's conflict,
J. H. N. JoNEs.
'ruLLY STREET.
WAMSLEY, .Omo, Feb1'uary 16, 1910.
Editors Herald: I have not been with the branch at Crabtree for some time. The weather has been bad .and I have
been sick. I have not done any work for about ten days, but
I. am getting· better, giving the Lord the praise. I w:ant to go
to Crabtree in the near future. There is" a noble band of
Saints at that place, and some good people out of the church.
One man, Levi Crabtree, ha'§ always opened his doors to the
elders, for which he will get a good rewa.rd. His wife is in
the church.
·
The time is at hand when the Lord is calling the honest in
heart to come out of Babylon. Let us be up and awake, and
not be as the foolish virgins when the bridegl'Oom comes.
May we have our lamps trimmed ·and burning and then we
can go into the celestial glory and not have to prepare. . I
admit I do not do at all tirrtes as I should. My desire to do
is good, but the flesh is weak. I desire the Saints t~ rememl;ler
me in prayer. I am a great believer in prayer.
·
Your brother in the one faith,
J. T. MITCHELL.
SCRANTON, KANSAS, February 21, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: For over twenty years I have been reading this valuable paper, and in it have been many letters '
written by inspiration: of our heavenly Father that made our·
spirits ,glad because therein was the bread of life that made
our faith stronger than it could have been otherwise. But
with all we have to watch and pray lest' we. enter into temptation, for I believe since the days of Jesus' appearing among
men, there has not been a century more critical or perilous
than the one now running its course. I refer to the many
dangers that are detrimental to godliness, that stop the progress of righteousness, ·as the many; conflicting forms o:J; modern
theological thought. Many of these tendencies are more ,disastrous than we may imagine. A man with a brilliant, fasci- •
nating pen or style of address may invest the merest shadows
with a temporary interest; but when you inquire how much
solid aliment there is for a hungry soul, how much true bread
there is for the human spirit, alas, you find not one morsel· of
real wholesome food. Instead of the bread of ~life for those
that hunger and thirst after righteousness, there is a perishing for lack of inspirati0 n. While you may· have a iight to
differ from yot1r neighbor neither you nor your neighbor has
any right to differ' from your God. This is the only true conviction that above all others can guide us into all truth: to
the law (God's law) and the testimony. We read that th'e
wisdom of the wise shall perish and the ur.derstanding of the
prudent shall be hid. The world asks when we Latter Day
Saints answer. Every time light and wis<iom come from the
presence of the Lord, it does hide and put the understanding
of men in the shade, until' men filled with inspiration can
hardly discern.
What could a socialistic church come from? Answer, from
socialism only. It might serve as a substitute to the world,
but we have the real, and we pray to God that we may there
abide. When in Scotland, there was a dear brother there who
loved the work of the Lord as mhch as anyone I ever saw, but
he got into the socialistic circle. After that time I never could
see him. I went three times about sixteen miles to,visit him.
The last tiI~e. there w~s a large meeting in ·urrha11;· but you
had to pay to get in to hear a discussion of the subject, "Did
Jesus ever exi'st?" I had heard so much of that on the streets
that I was d~sgusted with their arguments. There was one
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who claimed to hold the holy priesthood of God who once said among the children of men, ·that when our life's si;n shall set
_to .me that he would. rather be called a socialist than be called in- the westem sky and we leave this world of toil and care
· .a-Latter Day Saint. What a wound it made .in my soul, from and tribulation, we"may be accounted worthy to enter into the
then until· I started home!
. rest prepared for those who love God and keep his command-· .
.At. the last" General Conference at .Independence, the voice ments.
·.·
Your b1·other in. the_ one faith,
of God said that the time was near at hand that we must
LAKE SILLS.
stand on: holy ground: Now, if we can stand God's test, then
"ive shall· be clothed with the wedding garments, which is the
COLEMAN, MICHIGAN,. F.ebruary -15, .1910.
righteousnes~ of God as revealed to us ·by inspiration, and we
Dear Brothers and. Sisters: As I am .a cripple, I ask you
can all sing in the Sphit that it is good to be a Saint in latter all to pray for me that my faith may not shrink. I have the
_days. Thabve may be able to endure all things for righteouft- promise of being healed,. but as I am weak and have Jots of
ness' sake and be'"crowned with the prize of everlasting life is· trials, I woiild ask Ol).e and all to pray for me. I would like
ni.y prayer.
JAMES BAILLIE.
the Saints, and the elders to wi'ite to me.· Now I will tell you
· about my dream: I dreamed that I saw an angel and he told
me to wlite this letter to the HERALD, and he told me to write·
BANTRY, NORTH.DAKOTA, February 14, 1910,
Dea1· Herald: While we are few in number, I believe we in it for old Uncle John to write to me, for he is a father to
are all trying to do all we can for the good work. We have the church. Now will you write to me, Uncle John, and give
erected a new church at Milroy. It is not finished, but we me advice, as you know how I am crippled, and my l!ffii<;.tion
expect to have it ready for dedication this summer. We have is growing worse, and I need all the advice I can get.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
church on Sunday and Wednesday, and exp_ect to start SunWARREN HALL.
. day school the first of April.
·
I beiieve -the branch is in better condition now than it has
been fo1' the past year. Bro. W. M. Sparling was here in
Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA,- February 15, 1910.
January and· gave ·us some fine talks and encouragement. His
Edito1·s Herald: I love this work and only wish I could do
· visits are always enjoyed by the. outsiders as well as by the more to aid it along, but the Lord says, "Wait upon the Lord
Saints. I believe there are more here to come into the church. 'vith patience," and thy desires shall be granted; so I am
I have been a member of the church for the past nine years, patiently waiting as best I know. We do enjoy the HERALD
and it is one of the greatest comforts I have. I love this very much and miss it when it does not ar1ive on time. The
.· latter day work, and the church papers are so helpful to us. Journal of History has been a great pleasure to my.. husband.
We take the HERALD, Aittwmn Leaves, Ensign, and Journal of Every moment he has he devotes to the reading of the church
History, and feel that we could not do without one of them. papers. A sister from Independence gave us a pleasant surWith all the help we get from these papers it seems like one prise by sending us the Ensign, which we greatly enjoy. We
ought to be good, but still we are so weak that we make many are young in the work, but hope and pray that some time in
mistakes which we· h~pe we may ove1;come.
God's own way we may be found worthy to be among the
Ever hoping and praying for (}cid's people_.that we all may redeemed. Trusting all to him,
Yours in the .faith,
.come up higher.
.Your sister in the gospel,
1011 DENVER AVENUE.
MRS. 0: L. ROCKHOLD.
E. E. WEDDLE.

..

DEER LODGE, MONTANA, .February 1, 1910.
Dem· Herald: The church papers are all dear to :me, for
in my feeble effort to try to do the will of my Master I .
receive a great deal of help from reading them. I make a
very small showing in right living, but do not think my effort
would be worth while if I did not get aid from the Savior.
We all· get help in several ways: from the church· papers,
from prayer meeting, from Sunday school work, and· from .
meeting and conversing with those of iike faith.
The gospel work in Montana is moving onward and upward.
We have a good. Sunday school and prayer meeting here," and
the ladies have organized a Ladies' Aid and are trying to
raise money to fix up our little chm·ch, and they will succeed.
GIFFORD, IDAHO.
·Editors Herald: I came .into this gospel two years ago, But we need some one to preach every Sunday and ti'Y to·
and have taken the church papers ever since. I have never bring the Saints together. We have two elders and four
seen any letters from here, and thought I would break the priests and I believe any of them can preach well enough to
ice. There was a branch here a few years ago, but it was get the Saints out to meeting and eventually. build up the
disorganized. Brother Layland preached us a good sermon work here.
Bro. I. M. Smith has been here until. about the first of the
last August, and I had the pleasure of hearing five more ·from
Brother Fordham, and also of attending one sacrament meet- year, when he was called over to Bozeman. , He and his good _.
ing. There are about seventeen members here now, and I wife :have done a great deal to encourage the Saints and we
hope the .time will soo.n come when we can organize another · are very sorry to Jose them.
Bro. Fred A. Smith, missionary in charge; paid us a very
. branch. I do not ·know what we would do if it wasn't for the
pleasant visit in Novembe1:,. and while in Montana reoi·gan~ chu~ch papers, as we get so much light from them.
I have just finished reading, "The marvelous work and a· ized .the branch at· Bozeman. Now they have. an option· on a
wonder," and I think every member ought to read it, and then church building that fo!:merly belo1iged to the Cat)J.olics, anc;l ,
pass]t·•onclo1his' neighbor, as there is .so much evidence in it. thJnk they will raise money enough to buy _it. T''"'·;,r(w. '"':•:'c> ·
·Our di$triet c,onference meets in: Deer: l;Jo{!gll:the 19th and,)
· and it i!!•gotten up•so well.
_;;;-cc · ci
;,\'
, ci •.
I trust that this will be a prosperous ·and spiritual .year for 20th of .February, and we would like .to.'see a· large ,attend:us all, and let us all be up-and doing, faithfully striving to ance from all over the State. We expect to have the. best
. upli.ft the church 1n 1ighteousness·and to extend the kingdom conference ~ver held in the .district.
BOURBON, MissOURI, February 16, 1910.
· Ed#ors Herald: I would not write this, as I see there are
' already many letters on hand, if I did not feel it a duty. I
have a; brother, Hyrum F. Young, living near Poplar Bluff,
Missouri, and he is very desirous of having an elde1· call on
him. He thinks there could be a good work done there. If
the pastor of _the Nailor Branch sees this, will he. not C!):ll on
·my brother if possible.
·
·
'
Yours for the gospel work,
C. T.· WHITESIDE.
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Bro. Arthur Reese;· froil{ Bozeman,. was 'here last Sunday.
We all think a· great deal of Arthur, but do, not like to see
'_him' c'ome over this way too often because-well, we are afraid
he will· get.one of om· good sopr:;mo singers to··go into partnership with .him.
The C. M. & S. P. R. R. Company located their mach'ine
shops here last spring, ·and Deer Lodge is growing very fast.
There are openings here for some lines ·of business, profes. , sional men, tradesmen, and laborers. If any of the Saints
want to locate in Deer Lodge, wi:ite to me, stating what you
want and I will write you and tell yot1 the conditions here;
or if you want work I will try to get it for you. I think I
could get. a place fol' a good grocer;Vman right away. We
want to get more Saints located ·here.
•
JEROME WYCKOFF.
MACHIAS, NEW YoRic, February 14, 1910.
Editors Herald: Do you know of any Latter· Day Saints

living near this place? A Wesleyan Methodist preacher, living
here but whose mission is in Pennsylvania, said thel:e were a
·good many Latter DaY. Saints in this country, but so. far I
have ,failed to find any. This nian Tiffany said his father
went to school with Joseph the Martyr. If there are any, I
·guess some of your editors will know. He said Joseph was a
fine man, but his religion was no good. I thanked him for
the -good he said of. Brother . Joseph, but said I could not
agree with him on the religion question. "Well," said he,
"your religion does not make •llle think any less of you." Of
course, I can not say just how much lie thought of me before
he found out whose side I was on, but, believe me, he wasn't
long finding out. Should Bro. H. 0. Smith see this, will he
please let us hear from him, or from any other Saint, as to
whether there is any branch in Buffalo, and if so, whete.
Yours in bonds,
Box 116.
·
J. N. BALDWIN.
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of life that I have had to pass through; and I still feel to
praise his holy name. I still have 'ivithin me the. hope of
eternal life which has enabled me to endure· thus far. How I .
love to read the letters penned by those old veterans of the
cross, those I have known for foi'ty years. May the Lord
bless us all with a fiim faith in our heavenly Father. I hope
I may be blessed with heal~h and strength, so I can do more
this year for the Master's cause.
In regard to tithing I am ready to do all l can. I don't
want to be one of the foolish virgins and have n.o oil in: my
lamp. I feel sometimes that lt is a warfare, yet I realize that
the Master has said hi.s grace . is sufficient. I still have a
determinatioi:i to serve my heavenly Father. Remember me in
your prayers .
"Oh, Lord, assist thy feeble ones
This regulation to perfo1m,
And we thy sacred name will-praise
. Throughout the remnant of our days.';
Your sister ·in the gospel,
MRS. ELLEN Ross ..

News From Branches
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

J. thQug·ht perhaps that some of the readers of the HERALD

would be looking for a line or two from here, since our meetings closed. As to the results, I am glad to report that the
meetings were not in any way a failure. Perhaps the attendance was not as large as some had thought, but many heai;d
the gospel as never before who, I am confident, would not
have heard it in any other way. The preaching was.done by
J. W. Wight and H. C. Smith and it was all that could be
asked for.
·
The Holy Spirit bore testimony of its truthfulness. The
COALVILLE, ·IOWA, February 14, 1910.
Editors Herald: I notice in HERALD for February 9 a let- expenses were all willingly met, not however, without a sacter from me in which there is _a mistake that I ·would like to rifice upon the part of the Saints and their friends. The
have corrected.·· [The mistake was made in copying.-EDITOR.] entire expense was $261; total collections were $40; paid for
building $129; for advertising, $102; total receipts were $270,
In the HERALD it i·eads like this: "In looking at the colSo you see it costs something to have meetings like this in
lege question all I can see against it is the argument that it is
our cities. It was all gladly paid and there is a littfo balance
not a good thing for the church and the .country, because it
on hand. If the Saints in Omaha have not made and are not
gives the young as well aif the old a better chance to get still making a sacrifice for the salvation of men, I am willing
learning." This is the way I had it in my letter: "In looking to confess I do not know what it is to do so,_ when we realize
over. the college question, I can see to be against it is to be that they are all poor, so far as this world's goods are conagainst a good thing for the church and the count~y,· because cerned,-all laboring people.
it gives the young as well as the old a better chance to get
Well, we are back to normal again. Services yesterday
learning." The thought I wanted to convey is that it is not
good to oppose the college, because it is a good thing for the were fairly attended. The Religio was postponed for two
weeks, but they took up their work last evening in a comh and the country.
I have noticed quite a number of
mendable way. There are a good many sick among us now.
people opposed to the college and that is the reason I gave it
We have a typhoid epidemic in our .city. · Autho1ities and
the way I did. When we go among the Saints talking on
doctors have been b·ying all winter to locate the cause, but
church matters, we find some bring up the college question
so far have failed to agree. We are thankful that few of the·
and oppose it. In fact, some years ago, I was somewhat
Saints have been affected .
. opposed to the college, but I have gotten over that now.
Bro. John Avondet, one of the old standai·d bearers, passed
JOH~ JORDISON.
over the river of death to-day. Brn. F. A. Smith and C. E.
Butterworth and many others will remembe1; him because of··
the many times the sick were healed under his administering.
MONTROSE, IOWA, February 20, 1910.
Editors Herald: · I am still in the faith of the gospel and · The funeral is to-morrow at 2 o'clock.
The branch is going to lose th~ faithful service of Bro. and
rejoice daily in the enjoyment of the· blessings that come· to
those :who earnestly strive Jo keep the commandments~· .My Sr. F. R .. Schafer, as they are gofog· on, a farin .nearJillowu
hiillirt swe1ls with1ljoy and. gratitude to God the Father for his City, Iowa. They will be greatly missed here, 11.'orhthey have
··matchless power and wondrous· fove· manifested to· me from· been among the faithfIJl ones to . stm'ld by the work hel:e.
the days of childhood to the present. In all the trials of life They have the good wi'shes of the S,ii,ints.
3015 FRANKLIN STREET..
J. ·:M'. BAKER.
his
arm of power
has been over me,
an:d
in all the· cohditions
,
.
.
'
-
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Depan~tmenf

treasury. Reports'wereread from. Holdenville, 'fei'lton, Morrison, Shawnee., with verbal reports from Ripley, Piedmont,
and I~ingfisher. Election Qf officers resulteil as, follows: .
Conference Minutes;
Supermtendent, Alice M. McGeorge, 1007 North Adami> street, Enid, Oklahoma; assistant superintendent, Alice IC Trevy;
KIRTLAND;-District conference convened in the Saints' Waurika; secretary, Anita Reid, Terlton; treasurer; Everett
chapel at Sharon, Pennsylvania, Saturday, February 12 1910
~Iughes, · Morrison; librarian, Mr. W. T. Fisher, Piedmont;
at 19 a. m. Minister in chai·ge, G. T. Griffiths, and district home
department superintendent, Miss M. A, ·Hughes, Morpresident, T. U. Thomas were chosen to preside, with. E.
rison. Delegates to· General Conferen,ce were elected as folE. Cozadd and John W. Topping as secretaries ... Statistical lows:
Hubert Case, J. E. Yates, J, E: Trevy, Alice 'frevy,
reports were. received ,from Aiti•on, Sharon;, Clevelan§1 Baldwm,. Temple, New Ph1ladelph1a, Conneautville, and Young·s- Hattie Crawley, Edgar Smith, Mattie Hughes, T. L. Mctown branches and also a -letter stating condition of Maumee George, Alice M. McGeorge, Mrs. Hixon, A. M.. Chase, Alice
Chase, B. F. Renfroe, C. L. Smith, R. M; Maloney, Jeptha
~rancl!· These repor~s show a gain in the district of about
S1xty-s1x members. Bishop J. A. Becker's'report showed that Scott; H. S. Bayless, E. D. Eailey, Hattie Berry, J. L.
the dist~·ict had paid in tithes and offerings $2,231.81, a Hughes, H. C. Hughes, J. W. ·Hughes, C. J. Craven, Morris
marki;d mcrease over former years. The Thirteenth Quorum Moldrup; delegation instructed to cast rn,ajority and minority
of Priests and the Twelfth Quorum of Teachers reported to vote in case of a division, also to seek to have our district
the conference. The Toledo and Washingtonville branches Sunday school boundaries arranged to conform to our church
· Were disorganized and district authol'ities given power to boundaries. Convention adjourned to meet _the day- previous
grant letters of removal. The President of the church, Joseph ' to the ni;xt distr_ict conference at Morrison, Oklahoma, during
·
Smith, and his counselors were sustained by vote of the the reumon. Ahce M. Case, secretary pro tem.
body; also the patriarch of this district, J. H. Lake. T. tr.
Thomas was sustained as president, and E. E. Coza'dd as
Conferen.ee Notices.
secretary for ensuing·year. Bishop J. A. Becker and his
counselors were also sustained. The name of E. A. Thomas
Conference of. the Southwestern Texas District has ag~in
was added to the standing auditing committee. Delegates been changed to meet on the 18th of March, at 8 p. m., by
to General Conference were as follows: G. T. Griffiths; T. order of the presidency. Ed. N. MoRae, president; D. S. ·
U. Thomas, R. Baldwin, James Mcconnaughy, J. A. Becker, Palmer, vice-president.
·
John Lewis..Eben Miller, E. W. Wilson, F. J. Ebeling, and
Dora Scoville, -those to represent our district and in case
of division to cast majority and minority vote. A good con- Notice.
ference was held. Two business, three preaching, one prayer,
We have tried to send report blanks to all the Daughters of
and one social service were held. Sermons by Elders Becker,
Tucl~er, and Griffiths .. Adjourned to meet the third Satur- . Zion locals, for reporting to the general meeting; but if any
local has failed to receive one, please notify me and I will
day m February, 1911, place to be chosen by the ministe1' in
charge and district president. E. E. Cozadd, secretary, Spring- mail you one at once, as I am attending to the work of the
secretary during her illness.
MRS. B. C. SMITH.
boro, Pennsylvania.
·
214 SOUTH SPRING STREET, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.-The quarterly conference of the
Northern Nebraska District convened in Blair, Nebraska,
February 5, at 9 a. m. The business portion of the conChurch Secretary,
ference was presided over by Elders J. M. Becker and J. A.
Sutton; Sr. Anna Hicks, secretary. All of the officers of last RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE--FROM PACIFIC COAST
_TERRITORY.
year were reelected, with the exception of the member of
At the beginning of each year all conventions and meetings
the Library Board .. The next conference will meet at Columbus, Nebraska, February 4,. at 10 'a. m. Miss Anna Hicks, to be held in eastern territory from April to September, both
secretary, 3019 Pinkney .street, Omaha, Nebraska.
inclusive, are grouped, and Trans-continental lines establish
dates of sale and other conditions from .Pacific Coast-CaliCENTRAL ILLINOIS.-The.twei:J.ty-sixth assembly of the Cen- fornia, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, British Columbia coast,
tral Illinois District called to order by Pres. Charles H. Burr, and Kootenay common points. However, such reduced tickets
with Apostle J. F. Curtis, assistant, February 6, 1910, at to Kansas City, Omaha, and other Missouri River points, are
Taylorville. Statistical - branch reports: Taylorville, 100; on sale not earlier than April 6, 7, 8. For full particulars
Beardstown, 74; Pana, 42. Missionaries reporting: Elders consult ticket agents of lines in said territory. Said tickets
Charles H. Burr, David Smith; Missionary in Charge J. F. are at reduced rates and good for some length of time, in
Curtis. Local officers reporting: Elder Thomas Broad, Tay- some
cases for three months ;for return.
lorville; Priest Edward Reynolds, Beardstown; Elder F. M.
Sharrock, Priests Fred Nowack, Charles Mose. Pana. BishREGULAR NINE MON'l'HS' TOURIST RATES.
op's agent's report: · On hand last report, $108.45; collected,
$171.81; disbursements, $90.33; balance on hand, $189.93.
Said rates are in effect daily from California and North
The following were 'elected as delegates-to General Conference: Frank Izatt, Charles Davis, Charles H. Burr, Ed. Pacific coast poillts to Missouri River points and the East.
They
are equivalent to a fare of one and one third, round
Reynold§, Thomas Broad David Smith, J. F. 9urtis; Srs.
Rose Stanger, and Sarah Stonger. Moved that the priesthood trip; tickets sold only from the States of California, Nevada,
meet the evening previous to the convenin<? of conference. Oregon, Washington, and west of and including Mission JuncSunday school-Reli&"io entertainment at 7.30, in which all were tion, B. C., also from what are known as· Kootenay common
well pleased and highly entertained. Program for the Sab- points; namely, Nelson, Rossland, Sandon, '!Casio, and Grand
bath: 8.30, prayer service, David Smith and Charles Mose Fodrn, B. C. For particulars, consult agents of lines.
in charge. At 9.30 Sabbath school. At 11 preaching by
OTHER TERRITORY,
· Charles H. Burr, in charge of Elder Luther Simpson. At
2 p. m. prayer service in charge of J. F. Curtis and Frank
We hope to have rates in some of the States of the Central
Izatt, in which the sacrament was administered. At 7 preach. ing by J. F. Curtis, Charles H. Burr. in charge. Walter West. Announcement will be made in timii to permit dele.
Daykin was chosen district library commissioner. The next gates to obtain benefit thereof.
conference to be held at Beardstown on the first Saturday-and
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IowA, March 3, 1910.
·
Sunday in June, 1910, unless otherwise advised by the missionary in charge and district president. Charles C. Simpson,
clerk,. 920 East Oak stre!lt,. Taylorville, Illinois.
Eighth Quorum of Elders.
.
NOTICE.
Convention Minutes.
This date, we are mailing report blanks to all members of
OKLAHOMA.-District Sunday school convention met at Rip- quorum. If yon do not promptly i·eceive same, please.advise
ley/\Vi~h ·'cjisti-ict superintendent in charge. In absence of the· undersigned. We hope to have some good: sessio1)s ·Jhis;
·clerk, Alice·'M; Case was _elected secretary pro tem. Minutes spring and also some excellent sessions with the First Quo~·
of p1•evious meeting read and approved after some slight cor- rum, whicl). is now composed exclusively of .elders residing hi
rections. Reports of district •officers were then heard, Alice the Independence Stake. Please send your reports promptly.
.
...
·
S. A. BURGESS, Sem·etary . .
M. l\!IcGeorge, superintendent; Alice K. Trevey, assistant
1626 PIERCE BUILDING, SAINT LOUIS, Mo., March l, 1910: .
superintendent; Everett Hughes, treasurer, reported $1.27 in

Miscellaneov.t$
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First Quorum of Seventy.

.
NOTICE.
The first session of the First Seventy for 1910 will be held
at Independence, Missouri, April 4, at 8 a. m. The place to
be occupied will be announced at the convention session of the
3d of April.
. All business that you may have to bring before the quorum
should be in proper shape, and, so far as practicable, pl::iced
in the hands of the secretary. previous to the sitting of"the
quorum. Any very important business to be considered by the
qno1"1i1i1s of seventy should be sent to either the pi'esident of
the .Seven Presidents of Seventy, C. Scott, Lamoni, Iowa, or
to the secretary, J. F. Mintun, 1205 . Filmore street, Des
Moines, Iowa, previous to the 27th of March. The first s_ession of the council of Seven Presidents convenes March 29, at
rn·a. m.
Respectfully,
J. F .. MINTUN,_
Seci·etary of Council of Seven Presidents
and of First Seventy ..
Quorum of High Priests.

PROGRAM:
In addition to t_he regular routine business of the quorum,
the following program is suggested: 1. Prayer and testimony
meeting. 2. Experience meeting. 3. Parliamentary drill con-~; ducted by one appointed by the quorum. 4. Pa~er, "Israel
.. _ astray," by Elder T. W. Chatburn. 5. Paper, 'The correct
.:~- attitude of the church toward other denominations," by Elder
· · Walter W. Smith. 6. Paper, "Patriarchal blessings, their
design and .individual ·effect," by' Elder J. R. Lambert.
It is suggested that these papers be about ten or fifteen
minutes in length, they to be followed by a discussion by the
members, no speech to exceed five minutes.,
.
10-2
F. G. PITT, President.
Notice of Meeting.

STANDING HIGH· COUNCIL.
Notice is hereby given to the members of the General High
Council, that the council will convene at the residence of
President Joseph Smith, Independence, Missouri, April 9,
1910, at 10 o'clock a. m. There are some cases already on
file with the officers of the council, and. may be others that
will demand attention. . The regular members of the council
will be expected to be in attendance.
JOSEPH SMITH, Pi·esident Coimcil.
INDEPENDENCE, Missouri, March 5, 1910.
Addresses.

W. P. Pickering, 2022 South Fourth street, Saint Joseph,
Missouri.
J. C. Clapp, R. F. D. No. 2, Tulare, California.
Died.

NEWCOMBE.-After prolonged illness, from consumption,
Earle V. Newcombe passed from this earth life on Sunday,
February 6, aged 25. He was born in Delhaven, Nova Scotia,
September 7, 1886. He was tenderly cared for by Brother
Owen and Sr. Hanora Newcombe, from whose home the
funeral was held February 9. · Sern10n by R. W. Farrell, by
whom he ·was baptized March 3, 1907, he having previously
been a member of the Baptist Church. He leaves a father,
four brothers, and three sisters, one brother and one sister
being in the gospel. Interment at l\fount Pleasant Cemetery,
Arlington.
_,c;c

265

Februar,v 8, Bro. W ..H. Gai:rett, of Independence, conducting
the services. The entire lower floor was filled with sympathizing friends and r~latives. of. the deceased, and a large number
were un.able t? gam admittance_ to the house, testifying to the
,,bteem 111 which she was held by a large circle of acquaintances. Slie was one of the noble of earth's childi·en. Interment in Mount Olivet Cemetery.
WORWOOD.-Ma1;ia Worwood died in her 97th year on January 28, 1910, at Belgrade, Montana:. She with her husband
and family left her native land, England March 26 1855
and arrived in Utah ~eptember 25 of th~ same yea1~. Sh~
suffe.red. ~any hardships common to pioneer. life. She was .
baptized mto the .c.hurch on her thirtieth birthday,. November
13, 1843. On commg out of the water she was healed of an
incura~le disease, having been given up by all doctors. She
thus witnessed the glory of God, passed through many trials
for. her faith, and left a num,erous posteritv. She. has been
an mvalid for the past eleven vears, unable to walk but died
firm in the faith having received many testimonies' of God's
power and goodness. Funeral was held January 31 Elder
A. J. Moore officiating. Burial. in Reese Creek cemet~ry.
Eating Less and Talking Maro While You Ent.

In ~he depart'inent of "The pilgrim's scrip" in the March
American Magazine, the following letter is published:
"I was interested in your article called 'Some dangers from
high prices.' It .is true that simple food costs a.,lot of money
to-day. I have Just returned home from a family gathering
where there were gathered together representatives from various states and cities an:d towns. It seems to me that nothing
was so ~3:rked in the family as the various reports on the
cost of hvmg. Butter and eggs and meat and other things
have gone up and up everywhere. The small ·town is no
bette~· off (relatively) than the city. There is no use in telling
the city people to rush to the country. As the thing stands
now there is no relief in that direction.
. ·
"Now I am not going to suggest that anybody do what I do.
All that I intend is to give you my own experiences and let
it go at that. Here it is:
"A number of years ago (I live in Chicago) my wife and
I agreed to eat less and talk more at the table. Talk is.less expensive than food. And, curiously· enough, we have found that
by doing this we can get along, at least for the present. We
chew what we eat slowly and seem to get as much nourishment
out of a smaller amount of food as we used to out of a larger.
You would like me to be more specific? Well, I will. Take the
matter of eggs. At breakfast we have them often. The
point is that we each have one, whereas ten years ago we
each had two. And I give you my word I do not now see
any difference between eating one egg and two.
"Of course I know that this, in a measure, is the teaching
of Fletcher. I am not a "Fletcherite," however. I am
merely an ordinary person trying to adjust myself to the
rapidly increa!!ing price of food. . In so ~oing I am cionscious
of only one thmg-an overwhelmmg desire to make the best
of things as they are and to continue happy and contented.
This does not mean that I do not feel that things are wrong.
I do. If I didn't. I should not take the trouble to speak up
in a discussion which I hope you will keep up."
When the Cherry Blooms _in Japan.

"Everywhere in Japan the gala season of the year is when
the cherrr, blooms," writes Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore in her
story of 'Thee cherry blossoms of Japan," in the March Century. "Everything leads up to, waits upon, and dates from
'the time of the cherry blossom' far more than from the
time of the chrysanthemums, and in that month the whole
DAVIS.-At Independence, Missouri, February 5, 1910, Sr. empire is wreathed in rose color from Kiusiu to the farthest
north.
· Mary Ella Davis, daughter of William and Lucretia Jones.
\ She was born at Halleck, Buchanan County, Missouri, August
"Everyone goes to see the cherry blossoms as a matter of
27, 1868, and was baptized at Pleasant View, 9herokee County, course. No one forgoes a. sight of the 'charming· sakura' of
Kansas, May 4, 1884, by Elder John T. Davis, and confirmed . his neighborhood, and the very poorest will trudge to some
by Elders John T. and John Alfred Davis. On February 17, famous place to see some historic tree when they can not
1887, she was married to Elder John Arthur Davis,-at Chero- pay the low rates at which all railroads run the many special
kee, Kansas. Eight sons, the youngest 15 months old, and cherry blossom excursion trains.
two daughters were born to them, all of whom, with the hus"Prince Ito took as much pride in the avenue of cherry
band and father and· four brothers, remain to mourn their trees and ·the perfect specimens of rare trees blooming among
loss. She was a loving, faithful wife and motlier, and ·a the evergreens of his Oiso villa, down on 'the brocade coast.'
devoted Saint. In the thirty years of missionary service of as in the realization of his greatest dreams of empire. Adher husband, she bore her part uncomplainingly, training her miral Togo has planted che1Ty trees to commemorate h!s
children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord .. Funeral visits here and there, as has General Nogi, and both have
· - from the home, 103 · East _Adams street, Pittsburg, Kansas, written poems to knighthood's flower." ·
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"The more successful a man becomes, the more ca--reful
he should be to keep his head level."

Lamoni Land & Loan Compa11y

I Forbis Par

l

Additfon to the City of
lndependen.ce7 Moo
The streets -have all been graded and accepted by
the city.
Beautiful, broad streets of . easy grades.
No further grading tax to be paid.
Every lot has a good frontage above the street.
You can tell just how-'every Jot will look, which is
- ,, only one of the many advantages.
For further information write to Forbis Park Land
Company, or Frank Criley, Independence, Mo._

This firm was organized July 1, 1908,
electing W. A. Hopkins, cashier of the
_State Savi:ngs Bank of Lamoni, as president, and Oscar Anderson, assistant
cashier of the same bank, a·s vice-president, ·and G. W. Blair secretary.. The
members of the firm have resided in
Lamoni and vicinity for the past thirty
years, and ·are therefore familiar. with
the country in all its details, including
land values, fertility of the soil in different sections, etc., and for this reason
we believe we are in a position to give
good advice to prospective investors. we·
act as agents for the buying and selling
of farms and city properties.
We are also in a position to ~urnish
invesj;prs first mortgage farm loans in
amo?nts ra~gin~ from $1,000 to $10,000-,
nettmg the mvestor from five to six per
cent on the investment. No .better security offered anywhere. We also have
from time to time business. propositions
that might be quite interesting to parties
desiring to locate here and engage in
business, so we say to parties living at
a distance and desiring _reliable info1•mation in regard to this country; write to
us. We Will furnish it gladly.
Yours respectfully,
Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAm, Secretary.
Lamoni,

1:

::

Iowa

REAL ESTATE.
POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College; Liberty Home, Saints' Home and Saints'
Church. These cards -are ptinted in
colors, on a good grade of card board.
Two for five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special prices to missionaries.
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Ca1·e Herald Publishing House.
This does not apply to focal trade.

Warrensburg Real Estate, State Normal, High School, and Latter ).)ay
J. E. Bozarth.
W. A. Duncan. Saints' church privileges. If you desire
a home in this part of Missouri. Cirll on
or write,
A. H. JOHNSO>f,
417 Jackson street, Warrensburg, Mo.
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
6-4t
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desi_ re reliable infor-. Graceland .Rec~ipt Book
mation, call on or write
Over three hundred receipts for prepar
ing things to eat.
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Price • ; • • .. •
80c
Knobnoster, Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
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Coast
Colonist. Rates

Round _Trip
Rates

Daily until April 15.
These· rates are very speeially redueed and apply to practically all
points on the Pacific Coast from
Vancouver to San Diego arifl hunflreds of intermediate points as
far ·east as Helena arifl Salt Lake.

April 4, 5, ,6, 7 and 8.
$54:80 'to San Franeiseo, Los Angeles, and San Diego. One-way
via Portland or Seattle $59.. 80 adflitional: Final limit three Inonths.
Liberal stopovers.

One'"'Way

\

Whether you are going away for pleasure or in search of a new home

let me help you plan your trip. I think I can be of assistance 00 you.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent. C. B: & Q. R.R.

Last Chance Before Price Goes Up

THE AM.ERIC.AN MAGAZINE
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE
has just added 40 pages moreand has now 144 pages each issue.
Next year it will contain at least
12 great serials; 100 splendid
stories; 70 brilliant special articles; hundreds of beaytiful illustrations-and ever so much more
-all the best. But it is impossible
to publish this big new magazine
at a Dollar and a Quarter. The
price will be advanced in a short
time to $1.50 a year; but if you
subscribe at once you can still
come in at the low price.
DON'T MISS "Barbarous MexSend $1.25

ico," or "Simon the Jester," a great
novel by William J. Locke; 01'
"The American Woman," by Ida
Tarbell-or any of the good things
by Ray Stannard Baker, Jane Addams and William· Allen Whiteor the great short stories.
Don't miss Mr. Dooley or Wallace Irwin's "Togo Tales," the
Theatrical Section or the splendid
articles on Sports.
It would take all this newspaper
just to tell you what you do get in
The Ame1·ican Magazine-and you
get it at the old low price if you
order now.

Now, BEFORE

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

the price goes up, to

341 Fifth Ave:, New York

Vick.f)s~~
Garden and Floral

Guide
The 6rst edition of this book is ready,
and it's bigger, better, more useful and
handsomer than ever, Tells all about

Vick Quality Vegetable
and Flowere Seeds
An article by Prof. L. B. Judson tells
how to sow for big crops, and directions .
are given for growing the most delicious
Vegetables and Fruits, and the Flowers
will make your garden famous. Your
name and address on a postal will bring
a copy-free, too.
SPECIAL OFFER-OnepacketVick"s Day-'
break .Aster, one packet Vick's Branching
Asters (mixed cblors), and our valuable book
"How to grow Asters,u all for xo cents.

*
ZION'S PRAISES

THE INSTRUCTOR

No. 126, cloth ................... $ .75 No. 70, cloth .................... $ .40
No. 127, leather .. ; .. · · ........... 1.00 No. 7014,, leather ................ 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible · · · · · · · · · 1.50 No. 70%, leather, flexible ........ 1.50

Hurlbut'& Teacher-Training Lessons

Jj)ibl.a~ Refere:nc.es """"'="""

is the name of the latest editfon of Hurlbut's Noi:mal JD)
Lessons. This edition is an enlargement of the former one and takes its place.

No. 77 Paper •
No; 771-2 Cloth.

•35

.50

By Alvin Knisley.

Paper:cover
Cloth!cover

5 cents
10 cents

Special. Premiums
We ofI;er special premiums amounting to
$1040 for the best Vegetables and Asters
grown from Vick Quality Seeds. Both
to be exhibited at the N. Y. State Fair.
There is no entrance fee, nor expense.
\Vrite right now for the Gui~e.

JAMES VICK'S SONS
143 Main St. ROCHESTt:R.• N. Y•
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Hotel and Restaurant fo1· Sale
Owing to poor health and overwork of
my wife ·and scarcity of helJ,J, l offer my.
Hotel and Restaurant with Soda fountain · and confectionery in connection,
for sale. Building is 24x60 feet with
dining room, kitchen, waiting room, etc.
Front room is 24x28· feet, used for ice-..
cream parlor and confectionery. Twelve?~"':
bed rooms upstairs. Building has inside:'·'·
and outsi.de stairway. To give an ide[i,/F
of the enormous business I have, will say;;p·
that the .cash r_eceipts for J anuai·y and~:: .
Febru!lrY; 1910; will exceed eleven .- himc:.;:
dred do)lars, usually the two dullestL·
months of the year. I fully believe the··:·.
cash receipts for the year 1910 will be
more than twelve thousand dollars;- I
have the only restaurant and c_old drinks
place in the town. Now if you are lookc
ing for a place to make money, with a
good deal of hard work connected with
it, you have the opportunity to buy it
all furnished· throughout, at four thousand dollars, one · half down, balance two years at eight per cent per
annum. Perhaps yoilr neighboi· is. look-_
ing for just such a place. Speak to himabout it. In case I do not sell I want a
woman cook at $10 per week, a waitl'ess
at $5 per week, a young. man for soda
fountain at $40 per month. Must.. _be
competent and give reference_s. Address
at once
RESTAURANT,

CAKEi>
lhl.@ft bi§C\i!lftl1l>
1110~ 1Dwe·a-ad!lil9 ·
Jl.H!l.§b• SI all!:'!!'!
JI . .
iimi «!@§fi
·~ an@. il.ncr~lllil§~d
in <QJ.ID.mUty mind
wlhlol!.~s®m~n~ss11

by

Care Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE

BAN
I(' j
'

JACI(SON

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

Having bought the Edgefield property
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the Saints at low figures.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
This is one of the most sightly and
A .. BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
finest tracts now on the market, being
high
and dry. This property is located on
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo the south
of the city of IndependMissouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any ence, beingside
from 2 to 6 blocks from the
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
new South Side church and same distance from the street car line, and ~ of a
CITY· DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
mile from the public square in Independlnterezt Paid on Depoaita
ence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
Business solicited from far and near.· Notice our directorate as named below:
buying this property for speculation.
ELLIS BHORT
G. H. HILLIARD
WM. CRICK
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
MRS. HATTIE RIGGB
M. H. BOND
J. D. BRIGGS
HORACE BHELEY
J. MATHER
A. L. YINGLING
and can not ,personally inspect thein the
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
examination not ·be pleased their money
~-~-~-~----~---~--~-~-~----will be refunded on demand. For the
I would be pleased to correspond with :
cor'rectness of this statement we refer
you to the Presiding Genei'al B·ishopric.
, parties seeking investment in jack- 1
Paid
on
Time
Depo~its
at
the
lOtf
ELLIS SHORT.
I
I

I

,i

,

1 son
I

County, Missouri,

FIRST 1I

~ MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :

I

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAM.O~I,

I

I

BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL 1d

1
I

STOCKS.

,

~

I

I

d

I

,

1
I

Very truly yours,
~
I
J. D. Briggs
1,
Independence, Missouri
44tf 1
'

IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
lncorpornted under the banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under direct ·control
of the Auditor of State.

6

t---~~-~u~-~--~-~-~~~~~~~-~~

FOR SALE
The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' HERALD for si°lle. These are second-handed
and in good condition. They are worth
$1 when new. The lot will be sold for

$4.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
. No.
·No.
No.
No.

108-Leatherette. each 8-0c: per dozen $8.20.
110-Llmp Cloth, each 350; per dozen $3.75.
111-Cloth and Leather; anch liOc.
114-Flexlble Leather. each Sl.liO.

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40· acres to 500 that I can
sell f()i; the least money that will buy
them. T_refer you to any bank of this City
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited..
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504.
8

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials;
No. 149. Paper, 10.cents.
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TH s
Official .Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sainro
Entered ns second-class mall-matter nt Lamoni post-ofllce.

"'If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciplea indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John &• 31, 32.

"There ohall not any man among you have onvo it
be one wife; and concubines ho shall have none."Book of. Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.
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with judgment and skill. And again, hot drinks are not for
the body or belly.-Doctrine and. Covenants 86: 1.

EARLY IDEALS OF THE CHURCH.
II.-TO BE TEMPERATE IN ALL THINGS AND
HONEST WITH ALL PEOPLE.

Under the provision of this law, known as the
Word of Wisd()m, the church stood opposed to the
use of liquors and other stimulants and narcotics.
At least a part of this law was restated at a later
date, as follows:

(The next number in this series of editorials will set forth
the attitude of the church on education and its purpose to
liv·e at peace with 'all men.)

Some years ago the writer had occasion to attend
a lecture by a Mrs. Weed, who at the time was gaining some little notoriety by lecturing against "Mormonism." In the course of her remarks she said,
"At almost any hour of the day or night Joe Smith
might have been found drinking, smoking, and carousing with his fellows in the old Mansion House.'~
This is but one of many false statements that go
to make up the average popular "expose of Mormonism.'' One attending such a lecture can hardly
escape a feeling of humiliation or sorrow ·when honored and honorable names are thus smeared· over by
the filthy paw of slander. And yet there is deep
consolation in one thought, as we expressed it to the
lecturer at the close of her effort, "Mrs. Weed, some
of your statements caused.us a degree of pain; but
not nearly so much as we would have felt had they
been true.''
·
The facts are that the church during the life of
Joseph Smith was in favor of the strictest temperance. Joseph Smith did not drink, smoke, and carouse, at the old Mansion House or elsewhere. By
example and precept he opposed the use of intoxicants and narcotics. The church leaders not only
opposed the use of strong drinks, but also tea, coffee,
and tobacco. All must admit that such a stand was
in advance of their times. We now quote from the
church law:
·
Behold, verily thus saith the Lord unto you, ln consequence
of evils and designs which do and will exist in the. hearts of
conspiring men in the last da:<,'.,S, I have warned you, and
forewarn you, by giving unto you this word of wisdom by
revelation, that iriasmiwh as any man drinketh wine or strong
drink among you, behold, it is not good, neither meet in the
sight of your Father, only in assembling yourselves together,
to offer up your sacraments before him. And, behold, this
should be wine; yea, pure wine of the grape of the vine, of
your. own make. ·And again, st1·onJ drinks a1·e not for· the
belly, but for·the washing of your bodies. And again, tobacco
is not fo1· the body, neither for the be,lly, and is not good fin·
_main, but is an herb for bruises; ·and all sick cattle, to be used

Avoid the use of tobaccco and be not addicted .to strong
drink in any for1n, that your counsel to be temperate may be
made effectual by your example.-Doctrine and Covenants
119: 3.

It will be seen by this that the old ideal is still
maintained and members of the· church are commanded to abstain from tobacco and from strong
drink in any form. This includes all forms of strong
drink, from the "whisky straight" of the publican
to the popular .patent medicines, twenty-five per
cent rain water and seventy-five per cent bad
whisky, so freely consumed by many good Pharisees,
including clergymen.
The fact is that the Saints were pioneers in the
cause ()f prohibition. While they were in control of
affairs at Kirtland, Ohio, the following resofotion
was adopted by the church High Council, October
23, 1837:
That we discountenance the use of ardent sphits, in any
way, to sell, or to be brought into •this place for sale or use.
-Church History, vol. 2, p. 110.

After they had removed from Kirtland to Far
West, Missouri, a similar action was had. July 26,
1838, the High Council and Bishop's court adopted
the following resolution :
That we use our influence to put a stop to the selling of
liquors in the city Far West, or in our niidst, that our streets,
may not be filled with drunkenness.-Church History, vol: 2,
6'
p. 166.

Joseph Smith himself, in a letter to the church,
gave this advice on the subject of temperance:
Brethren, from henceforth let truth and rightiiousness prevail and abound ·in you, and in all things be tMnpm·ate,
abstain from drunkemiess, profane language, and from everything which is unrighteous and unholy, and from the very ap~-'
pearance of evil: be honest one with another; for it ·seemeth
some have come short in this thing, and .some have been
uncharitable .towards their brethren who were indebted to
them: while they have been dragged about in chains and cast
into dungeons: .. such persons will have their turn and sorrow
in the rolling of the grnat wheel; for it rolleth and none can
hinder: remember wh~tsoever measure ;vou mete it shall be
measured to you again.-Tim-es and~_Seasons, vol. 1, p; 86.
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.The cai1se of temperance has made great headway
during· the past few years. In 1nany places now it is
popular to be an advocate of prohibition. But it
must be remembered that in the times when the
church passed the resolutions quoted and the lead- · ing men penned the words that we have reproduced
. it was not so. . Then nearly everyone d1;ank: Even
preachers kept a decanter on the sideboard from
which to moisten the dry pages of the commentators.
Great statesmen interviewed King Alcohol before attempting to manage the affairs of the greatest republic on earth.
Credit should be given where credit is due. Because of inspiration, or goodness of heart, or
clearness of intellect, the leaders of the church saw
the evils resident in strong drink and its lesser associates, narcotics and stimulants, and waged a very
effectual warfare against those evils long before pu~
lie sentiment was aroused to 'the g-ravity o{" the
situation.
HONESTY IN BUSINESS MATTERS.

Honesty betwee:r,t man and man in business matters, as well. as in spiritual matters, is an esse:r,ttial
characteristic of good citizenship. Were the Saints
good citizens?
In the Book of Doctrille and Covenants we find
.this commandment: "Behold, it is my will that you
should pay all your debts."
The Saints accepted that commandment literally.
It is true that during their sojourn in Ohio, in the
regions about Kirtland, in 1836 aPd 1837, they became involved in financial difficulties, during the
business depression and bank failures of those days.
But that was the common experience of men at the
time.
After their removal to Missouri they sent an
agent, Oliver Granger, back to Ohio, to settle all just
claims held by creditorn. (See Journal of History,
October, 1909.)
During the sojourn of the ·church in Nauvoo the
principle of honesty as enunciated in the Book of
Covenants was still observed and enforced. Individuals moving to Nauvoo from .branches of the
church in the East, and elsewhere, were not i:eceived
· unless they had settled with all creditors before coming. We quote from the minutes of a General Conference held in 1840, appearing in Times and Seasonst volume 1, page 136 :
President Hyrum Smith arose and stated that there were
several individuals, who on moving to this place, had not settled with their creditors and had no recommend from the
branches of the church where they had resided.
O~ motion, Resolved, That those persons moving to this
place, who do not bring a reco.mmend, be disfellowshiped.

Concel'ning the character of the Saints 'in Ohio,
Robert Lucas, gove;rnor of Ohio from .1832 to 1836,
. wrote to President Van Buren, from Burlington,
·.Iowa, April 2_2, 1.839, as follows :
·

March,. 16; 1910

I think it due to that people to state, that they had for
a number of years a community established in Ohio, and that
while in that State they were (as far as I ever heard) believed to be an indtu1trious, inoffensive_ people; and I have
no recollection - of having ever heard of any of them being
charged in that State as violators of the law.

The following also is of interest concerning the·
chai·acter of the Saints as citizens in Missouri and
Illinois:
.,
·When· the testimony on· ooth sides is carefully weighed, it
must be admitted that the Mormons in Missouri and IllinciiS ·
were, as a class, a more moral, honest, temperate, hard-working, self-denying, and thrifty people_ than the Gentiles by
whom .they were surrounded,-Bancroft's History of Utah,_
1890, p. 164.

Justi_ce will be done the church sometime, and it
will be understood that the Saints of that early day
entertained excellent ideals concerning the priceless
virtues that make for good citizenship and high
Christian character. They endeavored to live up
to those ideals. Those ideals are still chel'ished by
the church. We trust that the Saints are still striving to live in harmony with them; and that they
are a little better understood by the world at large.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
(To. be continued.)

THE MAGAZINE NUMBER.
"AMBOY TO INDEPENDENCE."

Our pressman is now getting out the col01·ed cover
for the Magazine Number. The design will include
a three-color picture of the Independence Church.
This is one of the finest three-color pictures that
we have seen.
The table of contents wi.ll be about as follows:
Editorial:
Reprint of President Smith's speech at Amboy,
April 6, 1860.
Prelude and introduction. to 'the Magazine Num·
ber.
Events leading up to the Amboy Conference.
Independence section:
Early days in Independence.
History of the Independence Branch and Stake,
by the stake historian,-with cuts 'of stake
officials, and church buildings.
Present status of the Independence Stake, by the
stake president.
The Sanitarium, by Dr. Joseph Luff.
Original articles :
My acquaintance with ;roseph Smith· at home and
abroad, by Bishop R. C. Evans. This includes
pictures of PJ,·esident Smith's· party in Scotland and England.
A group -of our well-lmown pastors. This includes
pictures of representative pastors, from Los • .
Angeles to Philadelphia; Toronto to Saii}t-~ -,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Lc:iuis, with a few words from each on pas'toral work.
·
Elders' Notebook:
Work among the Lainanites, Hubert Case.
Without God or hope in the world,-from the

Indian's Friend.

.

,

Department of sociology:
Modern methods for the prevention ~nd cure of
crime, by Elbert A. Smith.
This table of contents is subject to slight changes
contingent upon space and other matters.
. The number .will include about thirty-six Jialftones of well-known people and scenes.
Three thousand copies extra are to be printea, but
·you may not get one unless you order now.
They are ten cents for the single copy ,or one
dozen for sixty cents.
Address the Herald Publishing House, and specify
the "Magazine Number." The office will not guarantee to fill orders received after April 1.
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above, with reference· to the laying on of hands being for the. reception of the Holy Spirit.
· It would seem to be imnecessary for the eldership to indulge in the preaching of theories upon ·
topics of the kind written of above, and . we a:l:e
reminded. of an answer' given by Bro. Jason W.
Briggs when, while on his mission to England, he .·
was asked certain questions upon which the questioners seemed to attach a great deal of importance.
His reply was as follows :
.
.
"Is it revealed in the Bible?"
When answered, "No," he said, "Is it revealed in
the Book of Mormon?" ·
When again answered, "No,'' he said, "Is it revealed in the Book of Covenants?"
And when again answered, "No,'' he said, "Well,
we read in the good· book that what is revealed
belongs to man. What is. not revealed belongs to
God. As w~ have no re~elation upon the matter, I
can not answer your questions .... · ·

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Will you please answer the following questions
through the HERALD, for the benefit of all that do not
. understand the matter correctly?
Has the church ever spoken, and said that the laying on of hands was for the birth of the Spi,rit?
Has the church ever spoken, and said that the
baptism of the Holy Ghost was for the remission
of sins?
We find that there are different opinions entertained by the ministry, and different theories spun
to the people as to these questions.
The church has not spoken nor taken any other
action, neither by committee nor as a conference, in
regard to the question propounded above. Our understanding is that the elders and other officers of
t,he church are authorized to preach the principles
of the gospel 'as they are given in the Bible, New
Testament Scriptures, the Book of Mormon, and
the revelations to the church. These all authorize
the teaching of baptism for the remission of sins ;
and in a sense this is prohibitive of teaching any
other ordinance as intended for the remission of
sins.
The church has not spoken or taken any other
action by committee or otherwise affirming that the
laying on of hands was for the birth of the Spirit.
We believe the concensus of opinion among the eldership is that the laying on of hands is for the reception of the Holy Spirit, so far as the laying on of
hands has any relation to the office work of the
Spirit.
The church has not spoken nor taken any other
action by committee or otherwise that the baptism .
of the Spirit was for the remission of sins. This
question is virtually an~wered by the answer givl;)n

The Church Secretary requests us to state that
delegate credentials to General Conference should
be forwarded to him promptly, by mail, and not by
delegate, that reports-may be made up promptly for
the opening day of Conference.
During February we received a lengthy letter .
from a Canadian b1;other" setting forth the facts in
connection with the sad death of Bro. John C. Taylor, eldest son of Bro. and Sr. George A. Taylor.
Sister Taylor is well known to the Canadian Saints
as home class superintendent of the Chatham District. Owing to the length of the letter we have been
unable to give it space, otherwise it would have appe,ared earlier :
Sr. Anna Holme, Hamar, Eddy County, North
Dakota, requests that some elder of the traveling
ministry call on her.
"In all thinking beings there is the desire to live
on. The red Indian believes in his happy hunting
grounds. The Mohammedan dies eagerly on the battlefield, thinking that he goes at once to 'a peculiar
Turkish heaven of his own. The better and higher
religions present ideals and hopes more inspiring
and worthy."

In these days when our man-worshipers hear an
eloquent sermon, they go into ecstacies, and say,
"Wasn't that grand? He held tis spellbound; it was
wonderful." It was not so when Peter pi·eac}led
that se1;mon on the day of Pentecost. The cry of the
people then was, "What shall ·we do? What shall
we do tO be ·saved?"__:Christian Wortd.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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She was married at a very early age, ·but left her
husband almost at once. Many severe attacks have
THEOSOPHY.-NO. 1.
., been made upon her that she was a practical medium,
IN'l'RODt)'CTION.
that she gained prominence in the United States as
About February of 1908 we received a request to a spiritualist and was mixed up in Eddy Brothers'
prepare an article· on the ·above subject. Prior to and Kate King's frauds. Aspersions a1·e also cast
that time, in a dilatory way we had been reading as upon her moral character, and it is stated that Isis
· much as opportunity would permit of comparative Unveiled which appeared in 1877 was simply · Ja
theology, .specially such ancient religion and phil- mosaic of a certain encyclopedia, Zeller's Plato, variosophy ftS Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Brahminism; ous works of ·magic, and the writings of Eliphas
the religion of Egypt, Greece, Rome, and Scandina- Levi, ail of which were unacknowledged quotations.
via, and the works of Confucius and Mohammed. We She had studied occult and cabalistic literature and
had already been much impressed with the amount translations of the sacred books and writings of
of truth to be found in their relig'ions, until it India. When she organized the Theosophical Society
seemed quite credible, as their sacred books claim in 1875 she claimed the control of Thibetan sages ·
in some. instances, that they were schoolmasters fol' or adepts. She was now opposed to spiritualism,
something better, or the remains of what had gone claiming to have been disillusioned. Her works have
before. In taking up the subject of Theosophy our been referred to as being an ama;lgam of Egyptian,
first desire was to ascertain its truth in a friendly cabalistic, occultist, Indian, and modern spiritualistic
way. Secondly, to consider its fallacies, if any, and ideas and formulations.
its relation to our own church and faith.
So far as the attack on her character is concerned,
During the course of the year we have read many we have been able to find no reply, except that of
works. It had been our intention to head the"e Walter Old in his, What is Theosophy? There he
articles with the list of books examined, but we could makes the defense, that truth is the sufficient answer;
hardly recommend to others to follow that course. that her work does not depend upon her moral charThere is much that can . be treated under each of acter. What is true, remains true regardless of her
these headings. First, the various religions and life. With this we agree. But when he goes farther, ·
philosophies of antiquity, their sacred books and and says that the votaries of truth are not bound
sects. · Secondly, the secret, occult; or cabalistic by the same laws as the rest of humanity, and that
works of antiquity and modern times. Third (a), we have no right to judge her by ordinary standards,
the Theosophical Society; its organization, purpose.'!, we can not agree. However, Theosophy does not
and accomplishments. Third (b), what part of an- depend upon her moral character. The reply to its
cient writings accepted, and what part rejected by being an amalgan of ancient, cabalistic, and occult
them. Fourth, the various religious and philosoph- works is, that it is undoubtedly true, in fact is what
ical and scientific ideas of to-day. Fifth, theology, it purports to be. It would be difficult to state just
Adam-god and the "Great Mother" of Utah, as how many students of Theosophy there are. One
viewed in the light of ancient and occult writings. hundred thousand were claimed at the time of her
This might include some things about Nauvoo. death. There are now about three thousand memSixth, mysticism, occultism, and secret orders of bers in the United States, but a great many mor~
to-day. This is but the start of an outline it would elsewhere.
take a life work to carry out. But fortunately the
Futhe11more, its influence is not measured by these
most important information may be gained in less figures alone, since we are personally aware of many
time ; though not one per eent can be given within students of her works who are not members of the
t.he limit of these articles:
society. In fact we would feel safe in saying, that
The above is set forth, though briefly, because so far as this country is concerned, there are more
the method of approach and previous preparation students who are not members, than those who are.
has much to do with our understanding of truth.
The society claims to have no priesthood, its motto
is, "There is no religion higher than truth." It
OUTLINE OF THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
does not claim to be a religious organization; its
The Theosophical Society was founded in 1875 requirements of members are : a worthy moral life
by Madame Blavatski and Col. H. S. Olcott. Mad- and the undertaking of one or more of three things :
.ame Blavatski appears to have been to ·a certain (1) philanthropy towards mankind; (2) research of
extent the high priestess of the order. She was born ancient sacred books, particularly' of India; (3) the
in .1831 and in 1848 to 1868 was largely concerned practical study of occultism. The meaning of the
with spiritualism in Paris, Cairo, New Orleans, word theosophy is: Divine wisdom. We are told at . ·
Toldo, and Calcutta. 1848 to 1858 she liked to refer the start that no religious obligations are requfred; .
to as the veiled period of· her life, and gives the you may be a member of any church and still a
impression that it was spent in a Himalaya retreat. member of the Theosophical Society. They do re" .··
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·quire charity towards all· 1·eligfous faiths. Yet as otherwise we would make a most dangerous enemy
we progress, we find that only so far may we go of truth; those of the left hand; the black magic.
in this way; then we leam of the inner circle, of Hence must be proof, not only of scholastic attain.. the steps towards the Divine, which reqhire prac- ments, but also of moral worthiness before initia·.. tically the renunciation of all sects and a devotion tion.
to "the path." · But before initiation a very. solemn
Theosophists teach, when man· started to drift
. and 'binding obligation must be taken, which it is from right in ancient times, holy things were then
said binds the honor and soui and ego of man, not conceded for the good of man. Hence we have exoonly for this existence, but through all existence teric religiOns growing gross and yet more gross.
hereafter, not to reveal except by permission. They Nevertheless the sacred records have been handed ·
concede that there may be many not of their society, down to those found worthy from the most remote
who are yet more practical Theosophists, t]lan some antiquity, and are still preserved. Those who are
that are in. Spiritualistic and mediumistic powers custodians and teach those who are to continue their
should not be exercised, except after instruction and work, are the only ones who have the right to say
knowledge of what these powers are and mean, so when any of it may be reveale-d. Very, very few are
they can be used rightly,
permitted ever to see these seven great brothers, but
The following principles are laid down for eclec- only communicate with the lesser teachers. The seat ~
tic Theosophy: (1) Belief in one absolute, incom- of this "wisdom religion" is in the vicinity of Thibet.
prehensible, and supremti deity or infinite essence,
Others are permitted from time to time to learn
which is the root of all nature and of all that is more or less of the esoteric side of their religion.
visible and invisible.
Occasionally some great one is pe1~mitted by the
(2) Belief in man's eternal, immortal nature, which Brothers, after he has learned from them the great
being a radiation of the universal soul is of an iden- mystery of that primeval revelation, to reveal a portical essence with it.
tion of it to mankind. When that occurs, we have
(3) Theurgy, or divine work, that by making one's .a new religion, a new church, a higher morality for
self as' pure as an incorporeal being, i. e., by return- a time. Such a one was Siddartha Gautama Sakya
ing to one's pristine purity of nature,· man could Munai, better known as the Buddha, Confucius,
move the gods to impart to him divine mysteries, and Krishna, and even Jes.us of Nazareth.
'even cause them to become occasionally visible, either
Besides exoteric Theosophy, there exists also, as
subjectively or objectively.
we have indicated, an ·esoteric brotherhood or inner
This is a transcendental aspect of spiritu~lism, circle. Of this, small parts are permitted to be
much misunderstood, and is neither magic nor necro- revealed, from time to time, for the benefit of manmancy, both of which are very dangerous. Real kind as a whole. It.is claimed that this secret brothdivine theurgy requires an almost superhuman pur- erhood has existed for all time, and has continuously
ity and holiness of life. The chief aim of the eclec- handed down and preserved the sacred writings.
tic theosophical school is one of three: 1. To Many of the passages in the Old Testament are inreconcile all religions, sects, and nations in a com- terpreted in the light of the Chaldean Book of Gen"
mon system of ethics, based on the eternal verities, esis, Book of Numbers, the Chaldean Talmud, the
by showing the similarity of the mysteries of all Hebrew Talmud, and other Hebrew writings, and in
ancient religions and their essential unity. This particular the Cabalah, as sustaining certain of the
inchi.des not only the Pillar of Hermes, the philoso- teachings of the secret brotherhood in India. Moses
phy of Plato and Pythagoras, but also the gospel of is claimed as an initiate. Enoch and Abraham were
Saint John. Theosophists claim one common ancient also "friends of God." Jesus is also claimed as an
religion and divine revelation to primeval man, at Essene. We should be clear on this, ·that there are
a time when man spoke the language of the gods·and some things which only a few are permitted to know
angels. All religions, philosophies, and sciences are at any one time; that the different religions of anbut exoteric derivatives, more or less remote, of that tiquity )lave their sectet or esoteric, as well as their
one divine, primeval revelation. Hence their .desire exoteric aspects. Many of them have as high as
to retin·n gradually to that ea1•ly unity. They appre- four different aspects, three of which are secret. Yet
ciate that the mass. of mankind is not now ready these may not mean induction into the greatest
for such return, and claim that it takes more than mystery, in fact, do not mean such knowledge. Paul
.one life to walk "the path." Only a relatively small is claimed also as an initiate, on account of those
part are prepared to enter as Chelas in the way; passages in which he refei·s to the mystery that has
yet are the1·e seven steps and the way is long. Nor been hid up in God, but now revealed. John, t 0o,
do they permit all who desire to take the obligation. is claimed as an initiate, but of the Jewish school,
F'irst must be preparation and proof of worthiness. so that he understood better the teal purpose of
They claim powers finally will be bestowed, ·which Jesus of Nazareth. Theosop}lists .do not discard
_ we dare n:ot confei·, except upon the most altruistic; Jesus of Nazareth! nor· deny his divinity; they
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merely say, "There are others." And they do not
consider him superior to others, whom they ·name,
and probably inferior to a few, 'l'hey disclaim any
antagonism to Christianity, yet many of their works
would tend to destroy and entirely undermine the
belief of most people. They recognize this, and so
do not desire their works should fall into the hands
of those who are content and satisfied, but only of
those dissatisfied souls who ·want further light and
t:ruth. Much they claim can be demonstrated, and
has been, to initiates. But the term initiate here
used; does not mean a student or begimier, but
rather those great ones, who through many lives
have.perfected their knowledge of TheosQphy (divine
wisdom).
Their authority for what follows is not given, but
they claim occult means of· knowing other than
·historical. They say Jesus of Nazareth \Vas born of
two common people about 100 B. c., that he grew to
manhood, went into the desert and there studied
under the "Essenees" for several years. Through
right living and careful study ap.d preparation, he
prepared so pm·e·a physical and a mental body, that
the divine was able to take up habitation therein.
He gave consent to undergo the severe trials which
are necessary in such an incarnation. He himself
·was not divine power, but the manifestation of the
logoso appeared in him during the few years of his
ministry. Through the exoterfc teachers of the Jews
the body of Jesus was offered up on the cross, and
the logos returned to the "absolllte." The ego of
Jesus was so purified as to be capable of taking a
very high plane, and appeared frequently through
the early years after his crucifixion to the disciples,
and gave them instruction in the mysteries. These
appearances occurred in the course of initiation
work and preparation in secret places. Later the
gospels· were written by his disciples, but are not
a history, but only to contain divine teaching in a
form that the populace will not understand at once,
while disclosii).g sufficient to lead to higher morality.
His life then appears as one of the great ones, but
in a mystery is concealed in the gospel. Great fundamental truths are given °from the great primeval
revelation. Nor are all instances historically true .
of this man at any time, but only symbolic of "things
unseen." we can not therefore by any means consider Theosophy as being Christian, though it claims
. to include the truth of Christian.ity together with
much more.
Owing to its antiquity its strength is not measured
by its professing members here in America; as there
· are many 'others taking up parts of its teachings,
and many stqdents who have not joined the society,
let alone the inner circle. Its teachings appear to
be mobffand
view of the numerous references to
the crucified' O:he, the best belbved -bf the Father to
be found
in most of the religions o:f antiquity,. some·.
.
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of their conclusions are natural ones, even though
we do not agree with them by any means. The
points of greatest interest to us as a people, would be
the traditions so long handed down of a primeval .:
Divine revelation, and the communion -of the divine·
with man as manifesteq in the appearance of the
Son of God on earth; .that this is not .modern belief, ·
but was also held strongly in antiquity. We may
also note the tradition that onc.e man spake one
language, which was the language of the gods and
angels. How well does this fit in with Genesis, seventh chapter, Inspired Translation, and Doctrine and
Covenants, in which it is so clearly shown that the
gospel was taught in the beginning!
S. A. BURGESS.
THE MORMON-CHRISTIAN WAR.

In the Christian Leacler;..Way of recent date, under
the above heading, R. B." Neal, of Pikeville, Kentucky, passes out a "brickbat" and a "proposition"
that I wish to notice'. He says: "Elder E. E. Long,
·who, after so long a ti1ne consented to meet Bro. J.
Hunt Beard in debate at Steel, Ohio, writes in the
SAINTS' HERALD of November 3."
Truth and facts seem to be unknown qualities,
while falsehood and misrepresentation appear to be
the predominating quantities in this "Mormon-Christian war." The facts are, I never knew anything
about the debate until after the propositions and'
rules were all signed up and the date set. The source
of Mr. Neal's information is faulty, to say the least.
He quotes my letter in the HERALD of November 3,
1909, and proceeds to comment by saying:
"Modesty does not seem to be one of Brother
Long's· traits. I have it from good authority that
his colors trailed the earth."
We question his "good authority." It seems to be
at par with his assertion, "after so long a time."
The sequel shows quite differently, as we will see
presently.
Referring to my statement that Beard became lost
to his own proposition on two evening·s and went
back to discuss the merits of the Bool.5: of Mormon
and Joseph Smith, he says:
"That's the real issue. Shows that Brother Beard
wanted no child's play-'-but a real issue. If Smith
was a prophet and the Book of Mormon divine, then
it follows as night follows day that all other churches
are bastard, all other religions false. If that is not ·
true then Mormonism is as false as Satan/'
If Elder Beai•d wanted a "real issue" he had the
best opportunity of a lifetime to have· it. I publicly
submitted a proposition to him, offering to affirm
that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God, and the
Book of Mormon of divine origin, but he would not
sign it. He gave me an'other one in lieu ·of 'it 'in
which he was to affirm that .Joseph Smith was a
false prophet and the Book of Mo~mon a fraud. . F
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sig11ed it and we agreed to discuss it for eight nights, Long or any Mormon Bditor or elder, and most earbut for some reason the congregation at Steel, Ohio, nestly request that it be accept,ed. Begin with Num~
positively r~fused to allow tis the use of thdr house, ber 1 of my. sixteen leaflets, take them as they come,
so Elder Beard said. -· He said he unde1;stoocl Lhe point out any false statemen('with the proof, and
debate was wanted at Belmont and also at Shady- I'll agree to publish the correction in the Sword of
side, Ohio. I went to Wheeling, West Virginia, and Laban, . and if space can be had, in the Standard.
after a week I received a letter from him saying, More, I'll republish the leafl.et or leaflets, corrected
"We may as well write finis." If Joseph Smith and by Brother Long, or any other elder with their 'cor.the Book of Mormon were the real issue, and if, as rection,' and scatter them widely over the earth."
Ira C. Moore wrote to the Leader-Way, "Brother . I wish to sei:ve- notice right here th~t I ~ill give
Beard was successfully p1;eventing the Mormon from · Mr. Neal a chance to make good; but I most seriously
proving his affirmation," why. did they not meet it doubt his sincerity.
then and there?
'
Some of the "sixteen leaflets" contain the most
The facts are they had all the debate they wanted. glaring falsehoods, while others have historical matThey had done considerable boasting pefore the de- ters so arranged as to give the truth a false coloring
bate began, how. they would clean up. on the Mor- and thus becloud the mind of thereader-a.ienuine
mons in about "three nights," but Campbellism was infidel trick-and one of the most contemptible and
sho\vn to be such a bungling counterfeit that they cowardly methods of controversy ever indulged in by
didn't care to have an institution of divine anpoint- the enemies of truth. We are not averse to critiment erected upon the ruins. The "real issue" in- cism when it is conducted in the spirit of fairness.
volves the right to an existence of Campbell's "bas- All we ask is an opportunity to be heard in our own
tard'\church. If Beard really wanted a "real issue," behalf before the same audience. If we are so ter- and if Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon were ribly deluded as these pseudo custodians of divine
the real issue, he could have met it, and not written prerogatives w9uld have it appear; and if t~ey "love
"fini-s" before it was begun. His proposition affirm- the Mormon but hate the ism" as they pretend to
ing that Joseph Smith was a false prophet was do, why do they not show it by a manifestation of
merely a bluff. He didn't think I would sign it. the Christ Spirit so characteristic of the lowly NazaIf .Campbellite ''polemics" ( ?) could just combat rene?
Unfortunately for these "anti-Mormon
"Mormonism" without having to defend their ·own polemics,'' they occupy a relative position with those
miserable "restoration" they would debate, oh, yes. who said, "Say we not well thou art a Samaritan
But they are loath to make a comparison before the and hast a devil," and of whom it was said:
"Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts
same audience.
Why all this hue and cry about all other churches· of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from
and religions being "bastard and false if Mormonism the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because
is true," when A. Campbell and colaborers con.stantly there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie,
affirmed the same thing and in the most bitter he speaketh of his own : for he is a liar and the
terms? Campbellism affirms that "all ;;;::ds have father of it."-John. 8 : 44-48.
gone out of the way; all lost to the apostolic order
If "Mormonisip.," so-called, is a ·fraud, it can be
of things, and that the churches are illegitimate proven so by honorable and fair methods. But those
daughters of the old mother of harlots." A para- who, after painstaking investigation, have accepted
graph in Leaflet Number 3, signed by R. B. Neal, it as a message from God will not be convinced of
says: "Down With Mormonism, Satanism, and sec- its delusiveness by the lying misrepresentations of
tarianism." "Sectarianism" comprehends all other those who are engaged in thfs "Mormon-Christian
churches and we include Campbellism, it being a war."
There is another phase of this proposition to be
granddaughter of Rome. The "real issue" then, is
between Mormonism, so-called, and Campbellism. · considered, viz, before we can be induced to abandon
We are ready to meet it any time and place .. "Anti- the ship on which we have talcen passage for eternity
Morm0n polemics" take notice.
/ we must be shown a better and more inviting one.
But here is the paragraph in my letter that causes This we kindly ask our critics to do, but to date they
this Mormon eater to daub a little extra "war" paint have offered us nothing but Campbell's pretended
"restoration" which is without either divin~ or h11- ·
on his face:
"At the close of the debate Beard passed out a. man authority, as they.renounced and denounced all
lot of Neal's lying leaflets, but they are harmless in shades of "sectarianism" and Catholicism, and de- •
comparison with the other side. We have nothing nied the possibility of anyone receiving divine
·to fear from him except his serpentine proclivities in authority. ,="We want no message J1;0111 th~ skies,''
'spitting out his venom where we have no chanc,e to ,wrote Mr. Campbell, in his efforts to :"res~ore.'~; the
nieet it." He makes the following !'proposition" (?) : ,primjtive chur(!h, andihis followers have been reiter"I here and now 1na1,~ · · ·' proposticin to Brother atlng it , ever since. ,So then, the "real issue" is, ,
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Did Sm:ith or Campbell accomplish wha.t_i_hey sought tomb, using it for a time, then dissolved it, and at
to do? Which on~ W!lS l'ight as to the position occu- · subsequent appearances created or materialized a
pied? Mr. Neal will be the last man in the world new counterfeit of the crucified body; Now, so far
to meet the "issue"'~on its merits.
from this · being true, every circuJi1.stance of his
We "elders" have met, and are still meeting, the appearing as recorded in the word :ieads us to the
ablest .men their "army" can muster, and according conclusion on the part of the witnesses that· Jesus
to Mr. Neal's "demonstration," "Mormonism is was raised from the dead, clothed with ·the same ·
growing· stronger d!lily." (Leaflet Number 9 .. L In body which had been previously 'crucified and laid
more than one instance have we built upon the ruins in the tomb of Joseph, a body composed of flesh and
of defeated Campbellism. We are not apprehensl.ve bones, and at his second coming he will have the·
as to the future so far as their unholy "war" is con- same body, but newly invested with a more resplendcerned: If, as we believe, God is. behind the work we ent glory than it possessed while in the earth life ..
represent, their puny efforts to stay its progress ' Notwithstanding his assertion to the contrary,
E. E. LONG.
will continue to be futile.
Mr. Russell has adopted the materializing theories
MIDDLETON, OHIO;
of the spiritualists with all the glaring 'contradictions and inconsistencies, and a few others .added.
. NOTES ON ".MILLENNIAL DAWN" THEORIES.
For, according to his assumption, Jesus did, or had
In volume two of the Time Is at Hand Mr. Rus- dqne for him, just what spiritualists claim to h:we
sell claims that the body of Jei,us which was laid in done.by spirits at their materializing seances; ·i. e.,
the tomb was not raised up to a perpetual union constructed material bodies or forms, which would be
with that of Christ which was with the· father be- visible to the natural eye, and having all the appear::.
fore the world was. (See John 17:.4, 5.) '.!,'his ance of a body of flesh and bones. For the case in
assumption is based on the statement made by Paul, point, it matters not whether the intelligence operas being in part a description of the manner of the ating at the seance had been at some past iime a :
resurrection. In a footnote on page' 108, he. quotes : dweller in flesh, or was one of those unseen beings·
"It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is known as the Devil and his angels; or whe~her the ·
sown in weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown intelligence operating was an angel of God, or even
a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body." Mr. the Son of God. All that the occasion demands .is
Russell has made for his purpose a very unfortunate the endowment of an inherent possession by the
selection, as we shall presently see.
operating intelligence, creative, or organic power. Certainly if the Christ and angels could mamifacNotice in the above quotation that the .pronoun
it, which is sown, is also that which is or will be ture material bodies to order, for the sole purpose
raised ; but under what conditions; 01• what is the of convincing men in the flesh of continued· existence
difference between a natural and a spiritual body? beyond this life, what is to hinder the Devil and his ·
·The latt~r is evidently indentically the same as the angels from doing likewise? As we are taught in··
former, yet wtth a change in some degree, As a God's 'word, ·that Satan had power to appear as an
building which, through age and partial decay, has angel of light, why may not he and his followers
become unfit for occupancy may be reconstructed by have power to appear as one who had been a dweller . ·
a skillful workman .and II).ade again fit for habita- in flesh.
From whence did Mr. Russell obtai:p. his idea of a
tion, so in the process of resurrection the natural
body is reconstructed on better conditions in which spiritual body, as distinct and different from a natthere is both elimination of that which is unfit and ural body?
The spiritualists use the same
the addition of such elements as are needful to make terms to describe their product that are used by
it fit for the new environments by which it will be Mr. Russell, with the added advantage of priority.
surrounded. The body sown was generated (born Was this theory revealed to Mr. Russeli by the~
of a woman) and grew up with an imperfect devel- · Holy Spirit? If so, then it seems for ·once at
opment and therefore subj'ect, or liable, to separa- least, that his satanic Majesty has stolen a
tioii from the indwelling spirit, and subsequent ·march on God in the matter of revelation. Perhaps
dissolution; but behig raised or reformed by the God didn't know, or had forgotten that Lucifer was
power of God, is thereby ·constituted a spiritual body, going to get the start of him in that way. In view
not being again subject to separation or dissolution. of the fact that the Bible nowhere gives even a hirit
Jes us was born of the virgin, and the body animated of such a theory, and the term spiritual body is used .··
_ -~. by that which was "with the Father before the world to ·indicate the change wrought upon and · in
the natural body, in and by the process of reconstruc~
. was."
Russell woul.d ha:ve us believe that in order to in- tion and res~rrection, .we are fotced to th~, ,cppcl\lr "
duce,'. to.···a•,l:Jel.ief in the resurre~tion, our Savior si9p that this pet theory of Mr .. Russell's .Jr.iust:,be
res6rted to a:deception, i; e,, he ha!l to,:Ol~;did.. assume classed. as one of :the "doctrines of devils, illvei'itea.
· ·
. the appear~nce of the boP.y ·that was laid in! the to oppose the ttuth."
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By what right does Mr. Russell, or any other
.would-be teacher of God's holy word,. dare to affirm
that a spfritual body can not 1be both seen and
handled by one yet a dweller in the flesh? If the
body sown in the grave is a material body when
sown, it will still be a material body when raised
by the power of Him that raised ~P Christ from the
dead. Does Mr. Russell know enough about the nature and conditions of spiritual existence to be able
to affirm authoritatively that a spirif can not be
seen by the natural eye, wh.ich is but the window
through which the real man, or as Paul terms it, the
inwara man, looks out upon the material world?
The material body has only been changed enough
to render it a spiritual or pel'fect body. It must not
be foi·gotten that the resuuection is a part of God's
plan of restitution, and as such demands a restoration of a reunited body and spirit to the Edenic life,
or primitive condition.
As the work of the Holy Spirit is a work of"Purification, as one of direction, so the inner man, · reclothed with the body once vile with sin, is now purified and made perfect by the creative power of 'the
Holy Spirit, and who shall say that the window of
·the soul, once darkened by sin, shall not become so
clear that there shall be no limit to the vision of the
inner. man? The-resurrection then being a part of
the divine plan of restitution, it follows of necessity
that the end will be obtained only by the elimination
from the natural body of all the disfiguring and defacing marks of sin. In the case of our Savior, his
natural body did not see corruption .ol"' dissolution.
He but reentered his former tenement, which now
bo1·e no marks or scars but those incidental to his
crucifixion. And thoEle scars were to him, as they
m,ust be t_o us, marks of honor, testifying to the work
that he has wrought for mankind, and can in no
way detract from his glory. But in the new creation,
or the first i'esurrection, we will be as our father
Adam as to our earthlytabernacles :we shall be freed
from all traces of our sinful earth life ; our bodies
will be pure and symmetrical and free from any
taint of disease (which is always the result of our
own or ancestral sins). Our minds or spirits will
then, aided by the Holy- Spirit and association with
Christ and the angels of .God, have full control of
·our bodies.
Is not he that would deny the above proposition
seeking to make himself to'~appeai; wise above that
which is written in God's word? ·There is in sc1•ipture or science no reason to suppose that they who
shall ·be quickened by the power of God's Spirit, will
not be able to look out through the wingows (eyes)
of the physical body and see even God'hhnself. "If
the: spirit of him that raised up Jesus ... dwell in
ybti [now]' he • . . shall [at some futm·e time]
quiCken you1• mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwell:.
eth [now] in you/' The term spfrit oody as op-posed
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to ff,eshly bod1J, can not be found in the Bible, but is
borrowed from the spiritualists, as also the theory
of materializing a body from present material elements, just for the occasion; and when its purpose
was accomplished dissolving it into its primal elements.
If the foregoing theory be true, why did not God
reveal it so plainly through his Son, while yet here
on earth, that no one could make a mistake, instead
of using: terms or language so uncertain that it could
only cover or conceal that which it professed to
reveal? -Man, generally considered, is a twofold being, composed of body and spirit, death being a
breaking down or severance of this dual relation of
the inner with the outer man. The resurrection being in opposition to or a conquest' over death, is
simply a reunion of body and spirit.
Mr. R~ssell in speaking of the "man of sin" (page
277) says, "The true church is symbolized by a
'chaste virgin.' " He also admits that the original
church as organized by Christ and his apostles, was
established and set in order by divine authority and
direction. This being true, it follows that the apostasy having taken place, the earth has been and
would continue to be without a church which God
would aclrnowledge as his until- he would again empower some one to set up and organize-the church as
at the first. If the church continued to exist during
and after the apostasy, under what organic name or
form is it to· be found? Which one of the· various
so-called Chtistian denominations is it, or if composed of more than one, how many and who and
what are they? What are the peculiar features
of doctrine which determine the special place in the
body (church of Christ), which each must occupy?
Where, when, and through whom was the revelation
that provided for this new order of things? If, as
Paul says of the ministry, "No man taketh this honor
unto himself unless he be called of God, as was
Aaron " who can be named since the apostasy that
was thus called? By reference to God's word we
may learn that Aaron was called to the servicf! of
God, though a prophet of God told Moses to consecrate Aaron and anoint him to the priesthood.
Joshua, many of the judges, Samuel, .Saul, and David,·
also many others whom we might name, were called
in like manner. Their work would never have been
accepted if they had not been thus called. .Jf this
system of calling was needful then, is it not equally
needful to-day? We are told in the word that God's
ways are always and absolutely unchangeable, "the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." ·If the church
of the living God ever existed in a certain visible, organic form, it must so exist to-day, if at all. Do the
vai'ious so-called Christian churches, taken collectively, (a's many or as few as you please,~ bear any
l'esemblance either in doctrine or orgamc form. to
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the original body or church as organized by Chri.
aiid his apostles?
. Mr. Russell under the caption, "Work of harvest,"
m paragraph beginning on page 186 and concluding
on page 187, seeks to convey the impression that the
church of Christ does not now exist in a divinely
inspired, organic, and visible form. It would almost
seem, that Mr. ~,ussell has been so intensely occu-pied with his chronological researches alo-ng prophetical lines that he has most sadly failed ·to give
due attention to the organic and constructive work
of Christ and his apostles, as recorded in the New
Testament. If those who were born again under the
preaching of the Son of God, and those whom he
chose to represent him after his departure, did constitute a visible; organic body, or church of. Christ,

church; first apostles, secondarily prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers" ; that these various officers were for the perfecting of the saints, and were
to continue for the edifying of the body of Christ
(the church) "until" all the individuals comprising
the body were come to the unity of the faith, which
was not to be
realized
until that
which is perfect is
.
•,
come.
In looking for the church in the wilderness of
professed Christianity, we must keep in mind its
distinguishing features &S before enumerated; nor
must we forget the principles or laws governing reception or entrance into the kingdom and a continuance therein. Possibly Mr. Russell may have been
ignorant of the fact that the prophesy of Daniel concerning· the setting up of the kingdom or church of

it is 1·easonable to conclude that the church or body

Christ has been realized in these last days, the day

.

'

of Christ still exists on earth in a visible,· organic
form, unless it can be shown that a complete apostasy and consequent destruction of that church did
take place. Admitting that such an apostasy did
take place, it is still evident the great -head of the
church had the power by revelation to ~gain commission men to reinstitute ·and establish his church
on earth at the first. But has he done so? Mr.
_Russell dares not deny this. In answering this let
us have recourse to the word of God. Daniel 2: 44
says:

of these ten kings, (This could not have occurred in
the days of Christ and his first apostles, as the "ten
kings&/ had not yet come into existence.) And that
this- newly set up "church" is identical in organic
construction with that "set up" in the days of the
apostles, as also in doctrine and in results flowing
from compliance with its laws, thus proving God to
be unchangeable in his dealings with the children
of men in all ages.
Again we reason that if the church of Christ does
not now exist in a visible, organic form, there are
none who are authorized to preach the gospel and
And in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set
up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed; and the king- induct men into the chmch, and no sure and· abiding·
dom shall not be left to other people, but it shall break in hope for anyone in these days of running to and fro.
pieces and ·consume all these kingdoms, and it shall stand for As the vine <is a living organism visible to all who
ever. (See also Daniel 7: 22-27.)
pass by, so is the church or body which draws its life
Now if the kingdoms here referred to were or- from Christ the vine. As there can be no body withganic, visible, bodies politic, so is also this kingdom - out certain organic features, so we reason that if
which is to break in pieces and subdue these 'others, there are no divinely accepted believers in Christ and
- an organic, visible, body politic. Where in the realms none divinely authorized to proclaim the gospel, we
of revelation, nature, or science will Mr. Russell may be justified in the belief that the church or king· point out an ·inorganic kingdom? Scriptural, p.oliti- dom of Christ is not on earth in these latter days. But
cal, and scientific usage forbid such constructive in- as we do find these· two characteristic features, as
terpretation. Again, if it should be claimed that it evidence of its visible organic existence, we are warhas not ceased from the earth; when and how did ranted in the conclusion that Mr. Russell is mistaken
it pass from the organic to the inorganic stage, or on this, as also on many other points of vital interest.
Praying that others may be blessed in the reading,
condition? But as any attempt to answer the foregoing query would be but beginning the question, as ·I have been in the writing, I am, in all charity,
ROBERT FULLER.
we will pass on.· If the kingdom of God is now in
existence on earth, it must be characterized by the
same distinguishing marks as at its inception.
ALL'~TRUTH.
We have seen that the God of heaven was to set
"Our creed, all truth." Some time ago the above
up a kl.ngdom in the days of the ten kings, which
·implies that the kingdom.set up by Christ and his motto was used in the heading of the HER{\.LD, and
first apostles had· either been destroyed or removed indeed we have no objection to this motto ol' its use;
from the earth, as it would be the height of absurd- rather do we think it a fitting one to adorn .the front
ity to suggest or foretell the setting up a structure page of our' papel.·, if it is intended to convey the
that was· already in existence, unless it could be idea that we are the recipients of all truth,.'or that· -shown that 'the original structure was either to be we staiid ready to accept the truth when:·dembn'- destroyed or removed fromthe scene of actfon. We strated. Assuming this attitude places us in line
ar·e told ·in the word that God "set some in the - with -the- Apostle Paul's instruction to· the early
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Saints when he said to prove all thing·s and hold the natural and the supernatural, but modern think· fast that which is good. We believe the saying also ers are coming to the conclusion that there is but
that "truth is truth, wherever found, on heathen or very little difference.
on Christian ground." The acceptance of the gospel
Prof. Henry Drummond .says it is but a step be~
does .not make us the custodians of all truth, but bveen the natural and the spiritual. Latter day
· places us in a position to prove all things. The Lord i·evelation removes the supposed step. Professor
. bestows his Holy Spirit upon the baptized believer Drummond also says, when asked to lecture to a
·as an abiding comforter, which is gi;ven-to assist · class of students on science, that it was his avowed
him to inake discrimination between the true and the purpose to eliminate his religion from science, and
· false; and the injunction is, as quoted above, to hold likewise when occupying the pulpit -0n the Sabbath
fast that which will endure; that which will stand to eliminate science from religion; hut ju spite of
the test.
his avowed purpose, he found· himself reading his
The Savior said, "The Spirit searcheth all things, science into religion and his religion into science.
even the deep things of God, and takes the things of We ask, How could it be otherwise? Truth in scithe Father and shows them unto us." So then, if . ence and truth in religion must harmonize; science
we are seeking after truth, with purity and in hon- and religion must go hand in hand; and as we have ·

esty of purpose, we will have the witness of the Holy

already stated

th~re

is no difference in revealed

Spirit to lead and guide us into all truth, no matter truth from ·God and truth discovernd by the scientist.
in what field we may choose to search for the preAstronomy teaches that there are numerous
cious gem. The world is filled with truth. All nature worlds like the one which we inhabit. The Apostle
as it exists to-day, and as we are privileged to view Paul uses the expression, "worlds without end," and
it, is truth. Error is a contradiction of this exist- also speaks of the glory of the sun, of the moon,
ence, as _also the facts of history. Such contradic- and of the stars. Latter day tevelation tells us it
tions, however, have no foundation. But some one is impossible unto man to number .the worlds like
may ask, "Who is so foolish as to deny the existence this, which God hath created, but they are all numof material things?" We answer, ·"Many." Does ~ered unto him. There are those, however, that
not Christian Science, so-called, deny and ask its claim too much for the natural or material world,
subjects to deny even their own material existence? claiming that nature is the author· of all things, but
What is the logical conclusion of such denial? That the 'little boy (if no one else) will ask the question,
they have no eyes to see; no ears to hear ; no facul- "Who made nature?" The question is important and
ties or powers to sense their surroundings in this must be answered, for if nature is only operated by
beautiful world. Pray tell me what will be the re- and through delegated laws, who is the author and
ward of those who make such denial. Will they not operator of these laws? Revelation says that God
be cast into outer darkness, where there is weeping is in all things and through all things, as also he is
and wailing and gnashing of teeth, where the worm the life of all things, and all things are by him and
dieth not and the fire is not quenched, and all this of him. Science can not dispute the statement, for
sorrow because they chose darkness rather than as yet by science the origin of life is undiscovered.
Jesus, the greatest teacher the world has ever
light, because they prefer to believe a lie and be
damned?
known, drew all his illustrations from his surroundTo deny their own existence is to deny God, and ings in nature, in order to teach us what the other
if there is no God then we are not, and there is no world was like, and on one occasion he said to Nicoexistence, says a Book of Mormon writer. It is demus, "If you can not believe me when I tell you
strange, indeed, that in a world of such realities of earthly things, how can you believe me or underanyone possessing all his faculties can deny this self- stand when I tell you of heavenly things?" He thus
evident truth. It seems to us that being surrounded indicated that the thing·s pertaining to the future
with such actual living realities should form a basis world are to be comprehended by the things that
in the mind of every individual for the comprehen- are; or in other words, that earthly things are in
sipn of all truth. There is no difference in truth, the likeness of the heavenly; and as there is reality,
whether foun,d in the natural or spiritual i'ealm; all tangibility, and substance to things earthly, so also
.. truth also is susceptible of-demonstration if we are in is there reality, tangibility, and substance to things
a position to make the test. The scientist must first heavenly.
The geologiSt, spending his time and energy exlearn the rules by which the test is made, before he
caii make a demonstration of truth in the natural or amining the rocks and substrata of the earth, searchmaterial world. Also must the student of spiritual ing for fossils that have stood for ages, comprehends
things first learn the rules that goverµ in the spirit- and possesses a knowledge of truth. in the geological
ual world before a test can be made. It has beelJ. the world that we who have not studied the sciences can
teaching of a great many in the past, that there. is not know. The, arc;hmolpgist, ~pplying his time ·arid
no relation between the natural and the spiritual, talent making' di'scove~·y and examin~tion of the rel0
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ics of the past, possesses more of the truth in his
sphere than we. do. Likewise the pallontologist,
whose study is man and his relation to the past, comprehends more of the truth in his sphere than do we.
If we are commanded to search the records tliat
these men of scientific, research have made, and
study all good books to obtain a knowledge of governments aI).d knowledge of kingdoms and things
past and present, that we may be well armed with
_. truth as the .good Lord again sends us forth to warn.
the world, truly our creed does not mean that we are
in possession of all truth, but rather that we are in
search of all truth.
·
We believe the purpose in this is that we may
be prepared to show the harmony of discovered truth
and revealed truth and be able to prove all things
from two sources. Truth, th~n, is the recog-nition of things as they a1·e, and as they were
based upon discovery and revelation, and as
-they will be, recognizing that they will be as
they have been, comprehending the things
that will be by ~hose· things that have been and·
do now appear.
It is not God's purpose to bestow all truth at once,
but he reveals, as he says, line upon line, precept
upon prncept, here a little and there a little, and ifi,
we continue to receive truth as God reveals, the
promise·is. made that eventually we shall "be glorified- in truth and know all things" (Doctrine and
·Covenants, page 237) .
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life's manifestations. Adler says, "Regularity may not in
itself be mom!, but the life of irregularity always. ·tends
toward immorality."
The first lessons in temperance then, a1·e to be found in the
calm, self-poised, and well-regulated lives of those who ·are
about the child, and then in the regulation of its own· daily
experiences.
It may seem impossible to set the little life to going-with·
clock-work precision; but we can at least avoid <Stai'ting the .
routine in objectionable ways. The knowledge of a few· sim~ pie physiological facts will be of a great help here.. , , Some nurses give the new born infant brandy and water,
or quiet it with soothing syrups, both of· which methods are
direct lessons in intemperance. , Soothing syrups are made
up of alcohol, opium, and other deleterious· substances, and .
are most dangerous both in their proximate and their ultimate
effects.
The use of beer, ale, wine or other alcoholic beverages is
equally objectionable. The baby may sleep better because

the mothe11 takes beer; but it is the sleep of alcoholic stupor. ·

It is stated by some authorities that in some localities in
France and other European countries it is difficult to find a
sober baby, as all are more-or less intoxicated by the alcoholpoisoned milk of the beer or wine:drinking mother.
Giving children food in order to stop their c1ies is a method
which tends towards intemperance. It teaches the lesson of
quieting pain or forgetting discomfort, by putting something
into the mouth. The discouraged man who attempts to forget his discouragement by the aid of alcohol is following the
same plan.
Overeating is in itself intemperance in the use of food
and tends to intemperance in drink. Unfortunately people
have obtained the idea that because they feel the discomfort
of a big dinner less after they have taken a glass of some
alcoholic drink they have therefore been benefited, when on the
contrary, digestion has been retarded and they only feel bet-C. A. RILEY.
ter because sensation has been deadened by partial paralysis
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.
of sensory nerves. The use of alcohol in any form as a honie
remedy is a lesson in intempei'ance. The same ·may be said
of its use in cooking.
Many a fond and pious mother is working for the destruction of h~r children more effectually through her cookery than
EDITED BY FRANCES.
she is praying for their salvation by her agonizing petitions.
Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
Tea, coffee, spices, rich and highly· seasoned foods create
Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Inde- irritations that demand soothing by the inundations of fluids.
.pendence, Missouri; .Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, La- The "free lunch" of the saloons is a shrewd allurement based
moni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler upon this fact. She is a most unwise mother whose home
avenue, Independence, Miss,ouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treas- table offers a temptation to visit-the saloon in otder to quench
- urer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Mis!;ouri; Mrs. E. the thirst her cooking has created.
A lack of knowledge as to the kind of food to·· give the cEtzenhouEer, Independence, Misi;ouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
growing boy in order to build up a complete and healthful
West Electri.c street, Independence, Missouri.
body may send him out from home with a craving for some-.
thing, he knows not what. And this craving he may be led
D~ughters of Zion Reading for April.
to attempt to satisfy by alcohol in sonie form.
ESTABLISHING DEf!IRABLE HABITS.
In order that the children may learn temperance in early
TEMPERANCE.
life, they should have nutritious food, simply prepared, withAmong the virtues desirable for the child to possess is that out. ir1itating additions; given at regular intervals, in approof temperance. It would seem at first flush as if this were not priate quantities,· with orderly surround_ings, by quiet, calm,
a virtue suited to childhood; but we must remember· that the and well-poised attendants.'_
' ·
. .
.foundation of all .mature characteristics is laid during the '
And as the food can not be used by the system until thor~
--period of immaturity. Sensations, constantly_ i·epeated, make oughly digested, and as the first process of digestion is in
impressions on the plastic brain, and there form pathways, as mastication, it is absolutely essential to teach the child tO
it were, over which pass the impulses which eventuate in chew every ·mouthful of food most carefully. When this is
actions and thus are formed the habits of life. A habit of done, nature can do its part-after the food has passed from
· regularity is the foundation of a life. of temperance, ff that the child's control. This also greatly -lessens the tendency to
i·egufai'ity iS in terripetate experiences. ·we must not forget overeat. By this 'plan will be secured a body symmetl'ically<o;H that ~mperartce; 61' ltf! opposite may express itself in speech <levelpped, a nei'vous system. g·e1i.erating <>i·derly impulses,'a' -·
or conduct·· as· well as in eating. ahd .ddnldrig. And to· J>e bi·ain ;iccustomed to goyerning by -1:eason, not swayed by de- -temperate, one mu_st be moderate, and welf regulated i~ an· sire_ of sense pleasure.·
·
·
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. TRUS'l'WOUTHINESS.
of trust, we must ourselves be worthy of their ti;ust. They
Iri its very earliest infancy, the child may be learning les- learn all of their first lessons of life through imitation. If
sons of trust,vorthiness. He must first leam to trust before those who are training them live up to the highest ideals;
are truthful in.the smallest matters, treating the most unimlearning· to. be trustwort1J.y. . .
portant personages-with scrupulous honesty, keeping all prom- ·
All of his little ex;periences are educating· him eitf1er in
ises, even the most trivial, the idea of reliability and
trustworthiness or in distrust. He feels a confidence in the
trustworthine~s
become part of the fabric of the child's
.'strong arms that bold hi~, until some .one--perhaps in mere
character.-Augusta Harwood, M. D., in A.merican Mothe1·· playfuh1ess-frigh.tel).s 'him with a pretense of being about hood.
·
·
to drop hiin. He trusts all the implied ;promises of good care
until repeated disappointments prove to him that they are
Questions on April Reading.
not to be relied upon.
How are habits formed? Whq.t may lay the foundation for
Mothers sometimes deceive their children by a prete~se of habits of temperance? What is temperance in food and drini1:?
going to bed with the child and then slipping away after he is Whaf in speech and conduct? (Temperance has been defined
asleep~ ,Some time he discovers her absence ana becomes susto be a moderate use of that which is beneficial, and total
" picious; distrust take.s possession of his little hea~·t, and the abstinence frorri that which is injurious). Toward what does
ruse is no longer successful. Perhaps the mother, finding that a life of irregulai'jty tend? What is the ganger in giving
baby objects to her absence, deceives him by hidingJ1er wraps alcoholic liquors or soothing syrups to infants? What lesson
and slipping away from him, it may be going· so far as to say is taught by feeding a child merely to stop its crying? What
to him, "Mamma is not going anywhere; she is i·ight here relation does this bea'r to the turning to drink by a man in
in the next room," Some day he discovers her absence; after discouragement? -what is the effect of alcoholic drinks after
that he is on the alert, and she has great difficulty in carrying overeating? What influence does the food and drink of the
out this deception. He is becoming distrustful, and through home exert in the matter of temperance? How does the use
distrust is learning to be untrustworthy.
of the teeth ·affect habits of temperance? What are some of
Parents very frequently make promises to the child which the benefits secured from a brain accustomed to govern by
they do not fulfill. It may be the mother purchases freedom · reason?
to absent herself with the Pl'omise that she will bi'ing someWhat is the effect of causing a child tb l)e distrustful? How
thing home for baby. That part of the contract slips her will the child's trustworthiness be affected by btoken promises
memory, and she return·s empty handed. Baby discovers that or deceptions practiced by the parent toward himself2 What
the p1'omirn made to him has no value in her mind; therefore care should be taken to avoid making unreasonable threats? .
it will be only natural that he should attach no value to a Why? How may a child absorb trustworthiness? ·what part
promise made by himself in later years. Promises made to does imitati_on play in forming the character of a chHd?
children should be kept to the very letter, even if it be a
whipping that is promised. Children soon learn to rate at
Program.
their proper valuation the' threats made by angry parents.
Hymn No. - Saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading from Home
HJ:f you do that again, I will whip you within au inch of your Column with_ discussion; paper, "Threats, and broken promlife,'' may at first frighten the child into obedience; but ises"; roll call; business; closing hymn and prayer.
discovering. that obedience is not followed by so severe a punishment, and perhaps not by any punishment .at all, he learns
to disregard the threat and loses confidence in the parent.
It is a serious matter when the child doubts the truthful.It"
uess of the parent, even if the fulfilling of the promise which
SHARON, PENNSYLVANIA, February 16, 1910.
was made were better broken than kept, and would have been
Editors Herald: As it is some tiine since· you have heard
better still if never made.
from this part of God's vineyard, I will send you a few lines
A little child on a railway train was very restless. The to say the good work is on the advance. We have a branch
mother said, "If you don't keep still; the conductor will come of one hund1·ed and seven members with about half attend-·
along and cut off your nose."
ance, Bro. T. U. Thomas being our more than worthy presiSeeing the conductor enter with his gleaming punch, the dent. Thank God for it. We have about five priests of which
child shrnnk behind the bulwark of its mother's shoulder, my husband is one, five tea.chers and.three deacons. We have
waiting for .\vhat might come. The conductor came along a Religio society of three classes with a very good attendpunching the tickets, and paid no attention to the child. After ance, each one willing to do his part for the Master's cause.
he had gone, the little girl came out from her hiding place,
Our Sunday school is growing so much one teacher can
and looking into her mother's·face, said: "Mamma, you lied"; not teach all the Bible class. We have decided to organize
. and the mother laughed as if it were something amusing; a Doctrine and Covenants class in the near future. Our
: but it was a most· terrible and truthful arraignment which Daughters of Zion is also growing. This is our second year
· should have overwhelmed the mother with shame and con- to obtain the banner of the Kirtland District Sunday schools.
fusion.
The Kirtland district conference convened here February
. A little girl of five was once left in my charge while ber 11 to 13. Had the pleasure of attending,.nearly all the meetmother 'vent on an errand. The child cried and would not be ings.- Can say the S;pirit of Go;id was manifested in a great
pacified..
degree, especially in our ;prayer and social s,ervices.. It was
"Your mother will be pack soon," I said comfortingly.
a spiritual feast never to be forgotten. Among the many who
"No; she won't,'' said the little one stoutly.
were present with us'were Elders G. T. Griffiths, J~ A. Becker,
"But she said she would,'' I asserted.
J. Mcconnaughy, R. Baldwin, T, U; Thoinas1 and Brother
"Oh, I know her,'' said the little one faithlessly.
Tucker, the latter lately of New Zealand.
I.tis not.a: little-thing when child of five so distrusts the
I enjoy reading the letters in, the HERALD- ve~·y .much .. We
mother1s·\vord.
. .
.
. do nottake the 1).utmnn L,ecvves nor thBc.Enaigii, put ;~elln'·to
LOng :before the child can manifest untrustworthiness 'i'i'i' . 'd?- so .soo:11. It mak~i! 1YlY:~rna1~t rejoic_e (when I i·eajl the let. : himself he must have absorbed into his nature the idea.from ters of the. isolated Saints) to think of the privileges God
. the conduct of others. If we would have our children worthy gives me, as one of the weakest of his chilcken, to meet with
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the Saints almost every Sunday and worship 'a prayer hearing and a pi·ayer answering God, in spirit and in truth. It
is the earnest desire of my heart to so live that I. may be
as a shining light to my friends ·and neighbors, that I may
rear my children that when they come to •the age of accountability, they too, may render obedience to this glorious gospel. Saints, pray for me that I may overcome self and continue faithful to the end.
·
Ever praying fo;. the welfare of the Saints and the redemption ·of Zion,
Your sister in Christ,
97 SUPERIOR STREET.
EMMA J. JONES.
CLEBURNE, TEXA°S, February 9, 1910.
Dear He1·ald: The Lord is faithful, is the motto that is on
a beautiful wall picture that a kind friend gave me Christmas, and I am forcibly reminded that this precious promise·
has been verified ·in my case when I look at the label on my
HERALD, showing that some good "Samaritan" has renewed
my subscription for this year, when owing to adverse fortune
and conditions I was unable to renew and had written to the
manager to that effect, but God is good, and I take this
means of sincerely thanking him, and the kind, thoughtful
one or ones who did me such a great favor. May God bless
such an one, is my prayer.
We. isolated ones have not had many services since Dill'
Brethren Maloney and Aylor's capable efforts h.ere, but some
of our good local elelers have preached a few times, but I did
not have the pleasure of attending, even. when our dear old
"veteran' of the cross,'' Uncle Lamon (L. L. Wight), was
here very recently. However, he held a reading and prayer
service at my room, which was most acceptable and appreciated. Also I wish to men~ion that Bro. J. M. Crawford is
most faithful, when here, in visiting the few, and reading,
talking, and praying with them, and the writer can say those
seasons are much enjoyed and knows they are helpful. Am
so thankful to know Bro. Romanan Wight is still spared and
seems better.·· Many prayers have been offered in his behalf
from "Texas" as well as from all others who need or have
asked. for special prayers. Oh, how very thankful I am that
·the Lord heard and answered our prayers in behalf of our
venerable Bro. Joseph Smith, and I pray the blessings of our
Father may still-abide with him. As for me I am in conditions that I can not do anything except to pray in faith for
God's blessings to rest upon all his people and that the truth
may be triumphant and all God's children .be saved. Dark
clouds are all around ine, but above is the beautiful sunlight
of my hea.xenly Father's love. Ever trusting and pray1ng for the right to prevail,
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. D. S. RILEY.

. March· 16, 1910

flower like the fo1·get-mc-not is seen creeping imt from. the
snow in the midst of summer. In the valleys I find the vfolet
smiling up when the snowy covering. is brushed away. But
the state flower is most admired.
"Columbine on the mountain side,
Colorado's joy and pride,
Blooming from thy bed of snow,
TG> greet the sunlight's_ rosy; glow.
"God's own hand placed thee here,
The wanderer's lonely heart to cheer.
Angelic messenger, thou art given
.To guide our thoughts from earth to heaven."
Yours in hope,
MRS. E. N. BEACH.
HORACE, KANSAS, Februari\' 26, 1910.
Editors He1·ald: We are happy to announce that Sr. Emma
Middleton, for whom prayer was requested through the HERALD a short time ago, is very much improved, and her early
recovery is now expected. But sad as it may seem, another,
the third one of Brother Middleton's daughters, is severely
stricken with a similar ailment, and is at Pueblo among her
husband's people. · Will Saints remember her in prayer also,
that if it be the Father's will she too may be healed?
Brother Middleton's family is and has been sorely afflicted,·
as this is the third case in his family. The doctors have no
name for the strange malady.
Bro. A. B. Young procured the Baptist church here· and
we are holding a series of services with fair attendance for
the size of the town.
Yours hopefully,
C. SCOTT:

DES MOINES, IQWA.·
Dear Herald: Our district conference met at Runnells
and was very largely attended. The church at Runnells is the
second largest in the distr.ict, and the hospitality of the
Saints there is such that all desire to attend conference. At
the service on Sunday the church was filled. The branch
will SO(')n be under the necessity of enlarging its chapel.
The Sunday school and Religio conventions held on Friday
before conference were well attended, and reports showed the
auxiliary work in good condition. It was decided to hold one
convention during the coming year, the convention to meet as
usual previous to the session of conference, but the time to
be given to normal work.
Elder N. V. Sheldon, a former missionary in the district,
and who will labor in the district until General Conference,
was at the conference, and all were pleased to meet him, and
see him in the full· enjoyment of health. On Sunday he
preached one of his forceful sermons on the subject of water
Cf.NON CITY, COLORADO, Januai'y 14, 1910.
Dea1· Saints and Readers of the Herald: I was much in- baptism.
Elder'James McKiernan, missionary in charge, was present,
terested in "Parable of the great King," by Bishop Bullard,
which appeared in the HERALD for January 5. I am a firm and all have come to know Brother McKiernan, though he
'.believer in community homes and cooperations, all working has done but little labor i:ti. the district during the year. He
together for their mutuar benefit. My most earnest prayers was the speakef on Sunday evening. Elder J. F; Mintun was
the speaker on Saturday evening.
are ;for the welfare of Zion.
At the social and sacrament service on Sunday, Bro. Joseph
Sisters, I wish you could accompany me in my morning
walks· to see the mountains arise in all their splendor as the Knox, of Ackworth, was ordained an elder, and during the
shadows of. night disappear. They are one glimmer of gold week, Bro. J. R. Epperson, of Des Moiries, was ordained an ... /-. ·
and silver. Their snow crowned suminits become a flame of elder. Meetings were continued, at Runnells during the week
fire. I would almost think I was nearing the promised land and severai were baptized. The next conference will meet 'in
if .it were to be found in this world. There is no blue·. so blue Des Moines in June. It is expected that a good delegation
as that·•of the mountaiii )Jluebirds that appear in countless from the district will attend the General Conferenc11. -. ,..
·Bro. Joseph Williams, of Runnells, was confined to his bed
- numbers to brighten the.winter landscape when the·days are·
dark ~nd cloudy. The .anemone is always in blossom at dU:ririg the conference, on account of' a broken limb from the
Eastertide; called 'by· soine the mo_u:ritain lily. A tiny blue· fall of slate in the 'mine on New Years DaY'·
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All members of the- Richland Bra:nch should note that the good spiritual condition, but lots of room for improvement.
branch has been disorganized, and the remaining members Bro. A. J. Layland has been with µs for a week and we had
can be transferred to other branches. This branch was organ- _, some fine sermons while here. I will' ask the prayers of the
ized thirty years ago in Poweshiek County and was the work Saints in my behalf, as I have been ailing for some time."
·of Bro. Isaac N. White, now of the Twelve, and of those who
·labored with him in the district at that time. This branch
has fui•nished to the church one high priest, Hiram A. McCoy,
one seventy, John S. Roth, some elders who have done misLOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
sionary work for the church, and several priests, teachers,
and deacons.
A. A. REAMS.
We received a very urgent invitation from Rev. $ .. 0. Pool,
editor of Biblical Education, of Washington, and a repre"sen' NEW ALBANY, INDIANA, February 16, 1910.
tative minister of the Church of Christ, (nonprogressive), to
Editoi·s Herald: "Hear this word, ye kine of Bashan,_ that attend _a series bf meetings at Riverside, California. Bro.
are in the mouritains of Samaria, which oppress the poor, J. C. Powell, of that place, backed up the invitation with. an
which crush the needy, which say to their masters, bring and assurance of free "bed and board."
·
let us drink."-Amos 4: 1.
·
I communicated with· B ro. C. E. Crumley; took him into
And now comes Senator Flint from California and says my confidence,_ offering to share the go-od things coming. He
that he· is too poor to remain fo the Senate. Alth~ugh Mr. cheerfully acquiesced and, inasmuch as we needed a vacation
Flint is worth $500,000 he says he would soon be bankrupt. anyway, we packed our grips and were soon at the seat of
The Washington Post recently gave what they considered action.
low estimates of what .some of our United States Senators
We were entertained, amused, and incidentally informed
are worth.
( ?) as to a number of points of which we· were wholly ignoWhat we wish to notice is the wealth of Senator Smoot of rant heretofore. Reverend Pool is a sophist; he "plays to
Utah, which is placed at $5,000,000. An apostle of Christ the galleries," constantly currying favors with his audience.
wo:rth over $5,000,000 and thousands in the Mormon church The writer was given a seat on the platform, while Brother
that are poor and destitute! This is certainly of interest Crumley occupied a seat just in front of the pulpit.
concerning the latter day dispensation, when greed and graft
Mr. Pool quoted very extensively from our chmch wd i·ks.
is to be seen on· all sides. How ti·ue the words of the We had previously refused to attend the meetings unleh he
Prophet Amos quoted above if we. apply them to the present would agree that "the motive or personal character o"J"any
time. It is getting to be so that unless a man has wealth he is .member of either church shall not be impugned or ref.brred
not respected. God have mercy on those that desire riches to." By this we were spared a tirade on Joseph Smith and
rather than righteousness. May we all be able to see the his ignorant ( ?) ancestry.
danger ahead when a few men will own and control the nation,
We went to Riverside strangers. We left_ with over h,alf
which is evident by the foregoing.
of the audience our friends.
Think of five thousand children going to school without
Lest some may criticise us for leaving our regular work,
breakfast in Chicago. It is not the socialistic plan that will will say the missionary in charge gave his unqualified consent
• settle this either. There is no escape except by obeying God's which he confirmed by his presence part of the time.
laws. Ever praying, hoping, and working for the redemption
Bro. Fred A. Smith left for Monterey Tuesday, February
of Zion. "Lovely Zion, the city of our God!"
22. He was to attend the San Jose conference February 25
2010 EKIN AVENUE.
JOHN ZAHND.
to 27, ~nd thence home. He organized a mission at San Diego.
The two-day meeting at San Bernardino was a red letter
SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA, February 13, 1910.
day in the history of the branch. Seven baptisms reported
Editors Herald: We are greatly encouraged and strength- there.
The district conference, Religio and Sunday ,-school conened by the church-publications, and often wish we might be
able to contribute our share, but think perhaps my work lies ventions at Santa Ana, February 18 to 20, passed /~ff pleasalong another line. Yet in whatsoever our hands find to do, antly. The preaching was by T. W. Williams, Fred A.
I feel we will be blessed.
Smith, Charles E. Crumley, and F. G. Pitt.
Now that we do not have any place to hold church we
The conference decided to purchase an acre of ground, with
feel lonely. I can not reconcile myself to visiting and riding buildings thereon, adjoining the church property at Garden
·for pleasure·on the day set apart that we should study the Grove, for a reunion ground; cost not to exceed seven hundred dollars.
word of the Lord and try to understand the work.
I now feel my work is done and it is With considerable '::::I,uterest in church work remains unabated in Los Angeles.
Owing to lack of room we are raising mon~y for an addisatisfaction I can say I have done what I could. Business is
at a standstill; we do not feel to make a home but in -Zion, tion to the church building. The Sisters' Aid Society held
yet no sale here now.
a social recently which netted over forty dollars.
Bro. William Crumley, one of our loyal members, has been
About three months after my baptism I bought eight dollars' worth of books to find out what the church-taught. It very sick. Special services will be held Sunday, petitioning
SCRIBBLER.
is the best investment a new mem]:Jer can make and one will divine help in his behalf.
never miss the money so invested.
Yo1us sincerely,
FIRST KANSAS CITY.
SISTER SHORT.
At present we are pushing th~ advertising and otherwise
making preparation for the event of our annual two-week
Extracts from Letters.
series of mission services to be conducted by Bishop R. C.
Sr. Angelina Hendrickson, Badger, Idaho:. "Our branch Evans, of Toronto, Ontario. We made a call for one hunhas been organized some eight years, and I have not had the ·dred and twenty-five dollars for the adv.ertising -expenses, and_
pleasure of -seeing a· letter from the Teton Branch as yet. to date the response amotmts to one hundred and forty-one ·
-Thei:e are twenty-five of God's children in this branch, which dollars and fifty cents, and more is -p1'omised. Thiirwill indi. is at the foot of the great Teton Peaks. They are in a pretty cate _to some extent the interest the -congregation has in these
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services. -We .have secured a large amount of literature for
· f1•ee distribution and are . preparing announcements, circulars, and other matter to be sent through the mails and distributed from house to house, inviting· and urging ou1: friends
and relatives to attend. Sr. W.-N. Robinson, of Tulsa, Oklahoma, is coming to i'ender valuable assistance as soloist, and
aided by a great, chorus choir and our pipe organ just
recently repaired, .with a new electric motor to furnish plenty
. of wind power, I think our music will be all that could be
desii·ed.
· Th.e meetings begin March 13 and continue to the_ 27th.
All readers of tlie HERALD who may have relatives and friends
living in this city are earnestly requested to send their names
and ·addresses ·to the_ undersigned' and we will send them
announcement of these meetings and try. to urge them to
attend.
.
E. LARUE.
811.LYDIA AVENUE.

w.

f•
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Confci•ence Minutes.
NOR'l'HEASTERN KANSAS.-District met at 10.30 a. m., Februa1·y 26, 1910, with the Atchison Branch. I. N. White,
H. E. Moler, and Samuel 'l'wombly elected to preside. Reports from the following branches received: Atchison, 81; ·
Centralia, . 32; Blue Rapids, 123; Fanning, 105; Netawaka,
53. The report of John·.Cairns, Bishop's agent, for the year:
Total receipts, $1,001.42; expenditures, $938; balance on harid,
$!)3.42. Those of the ministry reporting were: Elders H; E.
Moler, Samuel Twombly, George R. Ketchum, W. S. ·Hodson,
James. Baillie,, Mahlon Smith, Frank G. Hedrick,-Henry Green;
Priests H. Shriner, John Cairns, W. H. Bivins; Teacher B. F.
Thomas; deacons H. R Sprague, James Blanton. Delegates
elected to General Conference were: I. N. White, H. E. Moler1
Samuel Twombly, W. H. Murphy, F. E. Taylor, George .R.
Ketchum, Frank G. Hedrick, Emma Hedrick, Flo McNichols,
Elmyra Miller, Ethel Bays, Anna Murphy, H. B. Sprague,
James Buckley, - Sarah Blauser, Maggie Dittemore, John
Caims, William Brooks, L. W: Hays, ·A. J. Carney, Matilda
McDougal, W. S. Hodson, Ida Hodson, and Arthur Smith •.
District officers elected for the year: Samuel Twombly pre~i
dent, Frank G. Hedrick associate president a,nd secretary.
Conference adjourned to meet with Blue Rapids Branch
August 20, 1910. Frank G. Hedrick, secretary.

<;:~NTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, March 6. The Sunday school voted to procure
banks for all those who desired to deposit their Christmas
Offering, and trust. that our fund will be very materially
CLINTON.-The 55th conference of the Clinton District met
increased this year. Believe we all take more interest in at· Rich Hill, Missou\.-i, February 12, 1910, at 9 a. m. George
Jenkins
and James Mole1• were chosen to preside. Eight
saving our pennies, nickels, and dimes if we can have a bank
·.branches out of ten reported as follows: Rich Hill, 157, lost
we can call our very own.
'
4; Coal Hill, 61, lost 2; Fort Scott, 79, gain 20; Nevada, 103,
·Sacrament service quite well enjoyed, but we have often gain 6; Taberville, 64; <Eldorado Springs, 163, lost 6; Veve,
wondered why some of our people who are the most polite 94, lost 1; Walker, 18. Secretary A. C. Silvers tendered his
resignation, and John W. Noyes was chosen to fill vacancy.
and gayest of the gay at parties or sociables, wear the most Auditing· committee's repo1't of Bishop's agent's books was
solemn expressions at our prayer meetings and so many times read, stating they found them correct. · Delegates chosen to
do not lend their assistance in the prayers and testimonies. General Conference as follows: A. Lloyd, Sr. S. J. CharHow our hearts should be filled with joy and thankfulness at leton, J. A. ·wagoner, James Moler, Carrie Nofus,. Jennie
Olephant, Goldy Conkley, Gertrude Chapman, A. C. Silvers,
these meetings, and we all should endeavor to make them George Jenkins, Fred Cool, Lola Showalter, Martha Cool, Ira
pleasant and interesting for even nonmembers to attend, so Roberts, Clara Roberts, Willie McElwain, Warren McElwain,
they would realize that we possessed a treasure 'that they Maud McElwain, F. C. Keck, J. H: Amend, Cordelia Wagoner,
Lee Quick, Liza Quick, I. N. White, J. F. Curtis, James
did not.
Houston, Velma Houston, A. C . .Dempsey, Adrain Lowe, ·zora
An excellent sermon on tithes and offerings in the evening Lowe,- T. R. White, Roley Duzan, L. A .. Lyons, Ed Reynolds,
by Elder Arthur Allen. Are we all endeavoring to escape John Noyes, Ida Noyes. A motion carried~that each branch
·the burning? When the tithing list as a rule shows the in the district take up a special collection once each .month
for the benefit of the district library. At 7.30 p. m., Febi•uary
names of possibly one seventh of the members in a district, 12, we heard a good sermon from A. C. Silvers. February 13, ·
.there ,surely must 'be many Saints who have a different in- at 9.30 a. m., Sunday school in charge of district officers. At
11 sermon by James Moler. At ·2.30 p. m. we held a grand
terpretation .of the_ verdict.
service. At 7.30 we enjoyed a good sermon from
Monday evening was our branch business meeting-, Elder prayer
George Jenkins. The place appointed for our next confef'erice
. P. Pement in charge, Bro. Henry Keir clerk. The financial was Veve, Missouri, ·time, May 21 and 22, 1910. John W.
report regarding our c)mrch was considered quite satisfac- Noyes, secretary.
tory, and we feel if all do their duty before many years ·we
GALLANDS GROVE.-District convened at Dow eity,. Iowa,
will have a church home that will be in the possession of the February 19 and 20, 1910, with the district presidency, J. L.
Buttei'worth and C. J. Hunt, in charge. By invitation Paul
Saints in very deed.
Wednesday eve·ning prayer· me~ting was attended by the M. Hanson was associated with them; Edith Dobson secretary, assisted by Nellie Hall. On account of the removal of
Spirit and was a: source of strength to those. present.
Bro. James 0. Sheldon from the district as second counselor
Thursday evening the Searchlight Club, under dire.ction of to the bishop he requested to be released. His resignation
Mrs. Clara Mae McCloud, will give an entertainment of music, was accepted and a vote of thanks was tendered him for his
service. The request of the Coalville Branch for the ordina•
readings, and sketches.
· tion of Richard Jordison to the office of elder' was accepted ..
Friday ·-evening, after the study ·of the lesson, we will have The ordination was -left for the district president to make
a short temperance entertainment. As many may have noted pi·ovision for. Raymond Butterworth was ordained to the.
by the Chicago papers there is a great conflict going on office of teacher at the S_unday morning prayer service. ·
between the "drys" and the "wets" in this city, and it will Branches reporting: Harlan, 61-; Cherokee, 44; Dow City,
134; Gallands Grove, 243; Coalville, 63; Mallard, 70; Salem;
-. be determined April 5 whether the saloons will be a licensed 57; Deloit, 209; Lanesboro, 41. The following elders l'e.necessity. _
ported: A. R. Crippen, W. A. Carroll, Alfred Jackson, C. E . .
"We can only have the highest happiness-such as goes Butterworth, J. L. Butterworth, Frederick Hansen, C. J. HUn.t, ·
. along With being a great_man-by having wide thoughts and John R. Rudd, David Brewster, and Jay·G. Myers; .Priests
C. W. Wiriey, J. C. Bullard, an<!. W. W. Leonard; Teachers
niuch · feeling for the rest of the world as well as ourselves; George Juergens and W. w: Reeder. Bishop C. J. Hunt. reand this SOl't of happiness <>ften brings SO much pain with it ported tithes. and offerings on hand and received since ·last . _
that we. call. only tell i~ fr<>m pain by its being wh11-t we conference, $1,022.57; expended, .$'168.98: on .hand, $253.59; ~ .
.would choose '.before eviicything else, because our souls see it District tent and expense frtnd ori hand $13,86. . Total receipts
of tithes and offerings received in 1909, $2,961.64. Defogates ·
is good."
·
to Genei·al Conference are ·Paul M. Hanson, Raymotjg Butter~ .··
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
wci1't!J., .Nellie Hall, C. :f'.l· ButterworthJ J, L.,_ButterW<>l'th arid
wife, C. J. Hunt and wife, J. C. C:tabo, James-B!Jllal"d~ Fre4-;
6549 MARSHFIELD A VENUE.
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crick, Hansen, 0. E. Holcomb and wife1 Charles Car~ichael,
Manly Hartiihom, A. H.- Rudd and wife, Gerritt Juergens,
T. A. Holcomb and wife, J. W. Wig·ht, Edith Dobson, Elizabeth B. Edson, Elil'{abeth Wallace, and Eunice Dob!!on. Those
present to cast a majority and minority vote in case of divi. sion. Preaching by J. C. Crabb, Paul M. Hanson, and C. J.
Hunt.· Conrnrence will convene at Deloit, Iowa, Jui1e 11 .and
. 12; 1910, Edith Dobson, secretary.
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dained to the office of elder by T. Taylor, J. Austin, and. E.
Wragg. Evening service commenced at 6.30, J. Holmes presiding. T. Taylor, of the high priesthood, was the speaker.
Much instruction ·was given for our edification .. George Gaydon, secretary, 9 street Albans road, Bullwell, Nottingham,
England.

EASTERN COLORADo.~District convened at Colorado Springs,
Colorado, February 26, at 10 a. m., Elders E. F. Shupe and
SourHEASTERN'. !LLINOIS.-:-Dist~·ict, convened with the J. D. Curtis presiding. Ministerial reports were received from
SpringE)r~on Branch March 19 and 20, 1910;.J. F. Curtis and
E. F. Shupe, J, F. Peh·e, James Kemp, J. W. Kent, J. W.
H. Sparling chosen to preside. Bmnches reportirig: Parrish, Morgan, C. E. Everett,.Richard Bullard, E. J. Clarke, J. B.
112; Dry Fork, 46, 11 baptized; Springerton, 170, 11 baptized; Curtis, F. A. Russell, and .E. D. Bullard; also report 'from
Tunnel Hill, 186, 5 baptized; Brush Creek, 349, 74 baptized; E. J. Clarke, local historian, Bran(,!hes at Denver, Conifer,
Kibbie, 57; Poplar Creek, new 'branch organized October 31, Trinidad, Wray, Durango, and Colorado Springs, Colorado,
1909, out of the Brush Creek Branch, 53, 2 baptized. Min- a~Alva,, Wyoming, report total gain of 33. Bishop's agent,
istry reporting: Elders J; F. Curtis baptized 26, H. Spar- h- E. Everett, reported having received. $1,923; expended,
"ling baptized'24, F. L. Sawley baptized 19, P. T. Plumb hap;? ~1,783.10; leaving a balance of $298.40. Mrs. L. A. Schmutz
'· tized 15, I. A. Morris baptized 4, J. F. Henson reports by let'-/ was cho~en a member of the library board. The following
_ ter; Priests Lloyd C. Moo1·e baptized 22, Amos T. Higdon, resolution prevailed:- "Resolved, That we as delegates of the
George Ellis, H. Rankin, A. H. Burroughs, Hilliard Henson Colorado district conference, look with disfavor upon ·the
by letter; Teachers N. L. Upton, William Clements; S. A. holding of socials in our church buildings, as every Saint
Burgess, historian. · Officers elected: I. A. Morris president, should endeavor to preserve the sacredness of the house of
P. G. McMahan assistant, A. H. Burroughs secretary 11.nd God." ·Provision was made for a reunion to be held in con·
treasurer. ·Delegates ~to General Conference: P. T. Plumb, nection with the next district conference. Time of fall conLloyd C. Moore, H. Sparling, E. W. Sutton, Neva Carter, ference was set for September 3 and 4, the place to be
Mary Lassater, Pauline Tucker, Lewis Brown, J. F. Curtis, determined by the district officers and the reunion committee,
F. L. Sawley, I. A. Morris, Joseph Gersbacher, H. Buck, P. G. the committee being· composed of J, W. Morgan; Mrs. E, J.
McMahan, Rina Casey, H. Rankin, Carroll Dillon, Sister Clarke, and C. E. Everett. Delegates to General Conference
Dillon, George E. Ellis, S. H. Field. Speakers for the serv- were chosen as follows: F. A. Russell, Columbus Scott, J. D.
ices, J. f. Curtis, S. A. Burgess, and P. T. Plumb. Adjourned ·Curtis, Richard Bullard, James Kemp, C. E. Everett, Mrs.
to meet at Dry Fork on or before the full moon in June; 1910. C. E. Everett, Mrs. L. A. Fishburn, Mrs. Lillie Nudd, F. M.
Sheehy, Myron A. McConley, Mrs. M. A. McConley, Mrs.
A. H. Burroughs, secretary and treasurer.
W. C. Duncan. Delegation present at General Conference were
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN .-District ~ mvened with the Wheat- authorized to cast majority and minority vote. F. A. Russell,
ville Branch,- February 19 and 2(), 191(), distri!!t ·president, secreta1'y.
W. A. McDowell, in charge. Branch..is reporting: Janesville,
Madison, Flora Fountain, and Buckwheat Ridge. Bishop':»
PoTTAWATTAMIE.-District conference met at Council Bluffs,
agent reported: On hand l<ist report, $91.64; receipts, $608.96; -· February 12, 1910, Elders J. W. Wight, S. Harding, and J, A.
disbursements, $546; balance on hand, $62.96. A motion was Hansen presiding. A ~·eport on credentials prepared by the
adopted providing for a standing auditing committee to audit district secretary was adopted. Reports from branches as
all accounts prier to the convening of any district conference. follows: Boomer, 58; Carson, 32; Council Bluffs, 332, net
B. C. Flint and W. L. Kimball were chosen to compose this gain 2; Crescent, 148, net loss. 6; Fontanelle, 32; Hazel Dell,
committee. Conference adjourned to meet at the close of the 64, gain 6; North Star, 134, loss 3; Wheeler, 46. _ Ministl.'y
Madison ·reunion, Madison, Wisconsin, August 26 tp Septem- reporting, Elders Joshua Carlile, Joseph Arber, W. M. Self,
ber 4, 1910. B. C. Flint, secretary.
R. McKenzie, J. A. Hansen, M. F. Elswick, C. B. Bardsley,
D. Parish, S. Harding, J. C. Lapworth; Priests J. P. ChrisSHEFFIELD.-The eighteenth annual conference of the tensen, C. 0. Christensen; 'l'eachers H. .M. Libbs, P. W. Freddistrict convened in the Saints' meeting room, 175 A Upper- erickson, Peter Olsen; Deacon A. A. Gaylord. The sixteen
thorpe, Sheffield, England, Saturday, January 8, 1910, at 7.45 reported ·123 sermons, 1 baptized, 5 children blessed, 103 sick
p. m., with Bro. T. Taylor, of Leeds, in the chair. Letter con- administered to, JO official visits. Total branch· enrollment,
.vening conference was called for and read. Election of offi- 8.47 members, including 1 patriarch, 2 high priests, 2 seventy,
cers. resulted in t-he choice of J. Bumett as janitor and J. 14 elders, 19 priests, 14 teachers, 4 deacons; and 80 on scatHoole as organist. District and branch reports read and tered list, including 2 elders,· 1 teacher. The secretary pre'"lipproved. All reports to hand except from Sutton in Ash- sented a bill for $4.20, office expense,- which was allowed.
field. .The following of· the priesthood reported: District J. A. Hanson, Bishop's agent, reported as follows: Balance
officers, President J, Austin, vice-president J. Holmes, secre- on hand last report, $372.91; received since, $1,061.48; paid
tary George Gaydon, T. Taylor, C. Cousins, S. Holmes, sr., Bishop Kelley, $750; ministers' families, $337; personal, $20;
S. Holmes, jr., treasurer G. H. Holmes, and branch presi- and to poor, $2.75. Error in report, February; 1909, total on
dents, J. Austin, R. Rallings, E. Wragg; others reported hand, $314.64. District fund on hand, $17.09. Agent rethrough branch presidents. Statistical reports were approved ported that committee appointed to audit his books for 1909
as read. Bishop's agent's report· read and approved aftei· a had failed to do so. The committee was released and C. B.
little »explanation and the following appointed as . auditors: ·Beardsley, J. P. Carlile, and G. J. Hanson we.re appointed to
J. Holmes, J; -Burnett, and George Gaydon. Election of dis- do the work and report to the May conference. Bishop's agent
trict officers resulted as follows: Pi·esident, J. Holmes; sec-· was sustained. Delegates. to General Conference: Joshua· and
retary, George Caydon; treasurer, S. Holmes, jr. Sunday Josie Carlile, J. Charles Jensen, Agnes Hansen, Christina
moming auditors reported bishop's books correct. Committee Johnson, G. J. and Nellie Hanson, J. P. and Eulalia Carlile,
1·e Bro. J. Naylor's ordination arrived at decision as follows: D. Parish, J. A. Hanson, J, Arber, W. M. Sel£, Esther Terry,
"We, your committee, beg to· report that as far as we have · S. W. Underwood; Samuel and Jane Harding, Ellen Hanson,
been able to investigate Bro. J. Naylor's present standing and Floy Wind, Laura Frederickson, Angeline Beebe, Sarah
conduct, we are able to recommend that he be ordained to the Dempsey, Dan Butler, J. R. Lapworth, those present authoroffice of an eldei;." · Mornii1g services with ·Elde't· J. Austin ized to ca~t majority and minorit:1; v.ote. Election resulted in
presiding.; George Gaydon the speaker. E. Wragg was the the selection of S. Harding, president; C. B. Beardsley and
. next speaker. C. Cousins was called on and spoke a few min- J. A. Hansen, assistants; J. Charle.s Jensen, secretary; J, A.
utes. Business session convened at 12 noon, T. Taylor .in Hansen, treasurer; G. J. Hansen, library board. After the
chair. The report <if the committee on the ordination of J. usual services on Sunday adjourned to meet at 10.iJO a. m.,
Naylor was accepted after considerable discussion. Bishop's Saturday, May 28, 1910, at Crescent, Iowa. J. Charles Jenagent's report also accepted. District secretary's expense.and sen, secretary.
·
finance considered and bills ordered paid. Auditors of treasCENTRAL Ori:LAHOMA.-Conference convenc.d at Ripley, Okla~
:·urer's report found an omission and it was referred,back for
correction. It was ordere<) that collection in aid_ of. district homa, ·Febrnary 12, 1910, E. H. Smith presiding, assisted
f!i,~d· pe taken :privately. We then adjOl!rned to ~ee.t,next by Hubert Case and J. E. Yates. Branch report!fivere read
tune .at Sutton m Ashfield. Afternoon prayer meetmg G<1lll: from Piedmont, -Oak. Grove, Terlton, and Holdenville.: '-Minmericed at 2.50. Thirteen .testimonies were borne and ;ten' istry reporting were: Elders Yates, Hubert Cas.e, E. H.
·hymns were sung, and the power of the Holy Spirit was felt Smith; T.· L. McGeorge, and C. T. Sheppard;. Priest H. S.
to a very great degree. Before the close J. NaylO!'. was or- Bayless. · RJ)port of Bishop's agent ,read and received. Audit- ·
.> -
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one branch or vicinity to another the branch president send
their name and full address to the p'resident of branches .where
rect. On motion the delegate rnling was suspended and all they are moving to. Moved and carried that hereafter in represent were asked to participate in the business of the con- porting the number of 'meetings attended it shall include both
ference. The district president having asked for an assistant, Sunday school and Religio gatherings, and labor reported shall
Bro. T. C. Sheppard was elected to that olfi:ce. The ruling include all labor both in and out of the branch where minister
of representation by delegates to our district conference, - 'is a member. Moved and carried that Sr. T. J. Sheldon be a
passed at our last meeting, was rescinded. District treasurer meinber of the library board. Moved and carried that Charles reported having expeuded-87 cents; balance in tl·easury $1.13. P. Faul be authorized to choose an assi$tant secretary and
Delegates to General Conference as follows: Hubert Case, recorder. The Fourteenth Quorum of Teachers repoi-ted to
J; E. Yates, E. H. Smith, Hattie Crawley, T. L. McGeorge, the conference having ·held seven sessions since being organ-'
Mrs. T. L. l\foGeorge, J.E. Trevy, Mrs. J. _E. Trevy, Mrs. Hix- ized by H. C. Smith February 27, 1909. E. T. Atkinson was
son, ''.Mrs. H. C. Hughes, Mattie Hughes, Mrs. L. M. Sorden, ordained president, with Brn. John Stade and John PieperT. N. Berry, Mrs. T. N. Berry, H. S. Bayless, E. D. Bailey. gerdes counselors. The quo1~um is in good condition; John
The delegates present were duly authorized to cast majority Piepergerdes, secretary. Preaching by Brn. C. E. Hai:pe,
and minority vote in case of division. Sr. Mattie Hughes was E. L. Henson, and V. M., Goodrich. Social meeting Sunday
elected a member of the library board. Edgar Dillon and at 2.30 p. m. in charge of T. T. Hinderks and J. C. Elvert.
Clyde Smith were called and recommended to be ordained to - Adjourned to meet with the Norborne Branch, Carroll County,"
the office of elder; W. F. Wilkins, W. T. Fisher, and J. E. Missouri, June 4 and 5, 1910. Charles P. Faul, secretary.
Hughes were called to the office of priest; and were ordained
EASTERN IowA.-District convened at Davenport, Iowa,
February 13. Brother_ Dillon was ordained but Brother Smith
was not present and his. ordination was provided for. Con- February 19 and 20, 1910, 'with district president, Warren
ference adjourned to meet during the reunion at Morrison, Turner, in the chair. Branches reporting, Strawberry Point,
the day to be set by the district president and missionary in Marion, Fulton, Osterdock, Oelwein, Clinton, Muscatine, Baldcharge. Alice l\f. Case, clerk.
win, Green Valley, Davenport. Seventfes reporting: James
McKieman, L. E. Hills, J.B. Wildermuth; Elders John Heide,
FAR WEST.-District convened with the Stewartsville E. W. Voelpel, Ira A. Chamberlain, C. G. Dykes, Edwin
Braiich February 19 and 20, C. E. Harpe and William Lewis Lowe, jr.; Priests David L. Palsgrove, Amos W. Heide,- Robert
in the chair, Charles P. - Faul and A. A. Richardson were Smith. Election of district officers was as follows: J. B. Wilchosen secretaries. Branches i·eporting were as follows: dermuth, president; E. W. Voelpel, vice-president; Robei·t
Delano, last report, 102, present 108; Cameron, 105, 109; Smith, secretary; John Heide, Bishop's agent and treasurer;
Sai_nt Joseph, 80, 89; Edgerton Junction, 49, 51; Norborne, L. E. Hills, historian; Freeman H. Harris and Benjamin
29, 35; DeKalb, 59, 60; Oakdale, 27, 38; Saint Joseph, 623, Frank, members of library board. General Conference dele616; Kingston, 91, 83; Far West, 58, 59; Pleasant Grove, 72, gates: James l\'.IcKiernan, Warren Turner, L. E. Hills, Bro.
Alma, 31; Stewartsville, 237, 238; German Stewartsville, 81; and Sr. Amos Berve, J. B. Wildermuth, Robert Smith, Bro.
Trenton a riewly ·organized branch, 17. Branch presidents and Sr. Fred B. Farr, Alice Lloyd, Ord H. Bailey, Elizabeth
reporting, summarized: Elder T. T. Hinderks __for German Sweeney, David L. Palsgrove, Giliana Shlyman Alexandros,
Stewartsville, Elder V. M. Goodrich for Saint Joseph, Cole- Ralph Motejl, Bessie Frances Motejl, Eliza. Grey less. Davenman Snider for Oak Dale, Priest Harry J. Friend for Far .. port Branch was admitted into the Eastem Iowa District at
West, Elder J. L. Bear, jr., for Second Saint Joseph, Elder this conference. Robert Smith, secretary.
D. E. Powell for Stewartsville, Elder L. L. Babbitt for
Pleasant Grove, Elder J. C. Elvert for Cameron. Of the
MONTANA.-District convened >vith Deer Lodge Branch at
ministry the following reported: _ T. J. Sheldon, E. L. Henson, 10 a. m., February 19. President A. J. Moore called the meetC.. W. Ethridge, C.. E. Harpe, missionary, S. H. Simmons, ing to order. Statistical report from the Bozeman Branch
W. Laurenson, I. McCord. Delegates to General Conference: read, alsq a written request from that branch asking to be
V. M. Goodrich, J. lVI. Bear, jr., G. W. Best, William Lewis, admitted to the Montana District. Moved and carried that we
C. P. Faul, T. T. Lann, E. L. Henson, Sr. S. R. Gover, C. E. accept the branch into Montana District. Statistical report
Harpe, W. P. Pickering, A. A. Richardson, John Piepergerdes, from Deer Lodge Branch read. Reports were read fromL. Cosby, Sr. G. W. Mauzey, Mabel Knipschild, Jake Andes, Elders S. S. Smith, J. H. Wells, and G. R. Wells, and A. J.
I. McCord, B. J. Dice, Louise Stemme, A. D. Goff, 0. P. Gober, Moore repOl'ted verbally. Bozeman and Reese Creek each
M. H. Hinderks, Carie M. Lewis, W. H. Farr, Will Roberts, requested the conference to meet with them in June.- Order of
D. C. Kinnaman, Mary Kinnaman, N. V. Sheldon, Sr. Ruby meetings was made as follows: ' S. S. Smith to speak at 7.30
Simmons, T. T. Hinderks, Ben Constance, A. Saint LewiS, p. m. Saturday; G. R. Wells at 11 a. m. Sui1day; and Brother
C. W. Ethridge, Sr. E. E. McCormick, J. T; Sloan, Fred Moore at 7.30. Bishop's agent reported as follows: Balanc_~
Knipschild, Sr. F. B. Farr, Maggie Barnhouse, Sr. George on hand last report, $3.38; receipts, $604.35; expenditures,
Ehlers, Sr. Swen Swenson, Sr. W. E. $ummerfield, Bro. and $514.08; due church, $93.65. The report was referred to an
Sr. J. S. Lawton, I. N. Roberts, Charles Joice, Robert Spell- auditing committee of the follo\ving brethren: S. S. Smith,
man, C. F. Householder, Sr. J. C. Elvert, J. D. Profit, Sr. Gomer ·wells, and John E. Eliason, who reported it correct.
J. D. Profit, Sr. Madge Head, Jake Friend, Bro. R .. Schoff, At 2 p: m., A. J. Moore in the chair, verbal reports were
Bro. and Sr. J. T. Wood, Fred Rapp, J. C. Elvert, D. E. listened to from the following brethren: I. M. Smith; F.
Powell, Sister Sheldon, S1:. Jacob Snider, T. J. Sheldon, Giles Christofferson, John Eliason, John -E. Eliason, and Thomas
Koger, J.. H. Howard, A. W. Head, Fred Uphoff, G. W. -Reese: Bozeman was selected as the place for holding the
.Mauzey, A. R: Daniels, W. E. Peking, and Ellen N owall.- next conference, June 18 and 19. Moved that the present
Delega.tes were empowered to cast full vote and in case. of district officers be sustained in their respective places. Cardivision to cast a majority and minority vote. Second Samt ried. On motion the Victor Branch was declared disorganized
Joseph Branch recommended the ordination of I. N. Gore to and the membership transferred to th!l Deer Lodge Brauch
the office of elder, A. A. Richardson and Fred Rapp to the and the secretary to notify the clerk of that .branch. The
office of priest, A. D. Goff. to the office of teacher; also rec- -following rernlution was pasrnd: Resolved, T]i_at ·we ask the
ommendation from the DeKalb Branch for ordination of John - Saints of this district to be very particular when the census
Piepergerdes to the office of priest. These brethren as rec- officer visits them that they make plain to him that they _are
ommended were ordained as follows: I. N. Gore under the members of the "Reorganized" Church of_ Jesus Christ of hands of T. J. Sheldon and William Lewis; John' Piepergerdes Latter .Day' Saiilts and not in any way affiliated with the..
by V. M. Goodrich and J. M. Bear; A. A. Richardson by Latter Day Saints of Uta._h. Aud that the district secretary
William Lawis and T. J. Sheldon; Fred Rapp by J. L. Bear send. a: c_ovy of this ~-e~olutioli to the HERALD and Ensign for and V. M. Goodrich; A. D. Goff by T. J. Sheldon and V. M. pubheat10n. S. S. Snuth, A .•T. Moore, Bro. and -Sr. Thomas
Goodrich. Moved. and carried that the Bishop's agent make Reese, Victoria Beck, Earnest Eliason, Bro. and Sr. J, P.
two repoi·ts each year, June 30 and December 30. Moved and Wyckoff, Maggie Reese, Bro. and S1;. I. M. Smith, and Gomer
carried that the· \I aukenda Branch be and is hereby disor- Wells.were selected delegates to General Conference. Moved
ganized. and that the secretary issue letters of removal to all and seconded that the delegates be authorized .to cast a ma~
the mer:ibers of said disorgai1ized branch who apply foi· such jority and rniii.ority vote and the full vote of the district.
letters and that the records be given or sent to district secre- Carried. J. P. Wyckoff, s_eci·eta1·y, De_er Lodge, Montana._
tary. Moved and carried that conference authorize !117illiam
,,CE1'!TRAL NEBRASKA.--'-The -·semiannual conference of.- tlie
Lewis · v. M. Goodrich, and C. E. Harpe as a com1mttee to
organize a branch at Zion's Mission in Sai~t Jos~p~, in ha;r- district convened a:t Inman, Nebraska, February 5, 1910, called '..- _
to
order by district president, LevCGamet, at 10 a. m., and - .
mony 'Yith advice and co?nsel of I. N'. Wlute, m1ss10rrary m
charge. - Moved and carn~d that where members. move from the hour was devoted to p1'ayer and testimony service. ·At 2
ing committee, consisting· of W. T. Fisher, J. L. Hughes, and

'l'. L. McGeorge, appointed by the chair, reported books cor-
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p. m. ~net in business session, Levi Gamet presiding;. District secretary being absent, C. H. Derry was chosen secretary pro tem. Ministry reporting· are: Levi Gamet, J. W.
Smith, J. f{. Jackson, elders; C. H. Derry, C. N. Hutchins,
W. E. Kester, priests; W. D. Duthridge, teacher; and· N. S.
Butler, deacon. Branches reporting: Clearwater, present
number 81; Inman, 69; Meadow Grove, 55; and Bonesteel; 75.
Bishop's agent's report showed having received $845.13; expended $405.43; balance due church $439.70. Election of
officers resulted in the election of J. H. Jackson, president;
:Fred A. Fry, vice-president; and W. E. Kester, secretary. It
was voted to hold the next conference at Clearwater in August,
the date to be set by .the district president, The nature of
the meetjpgs and the appointing of the speakers were )eft to
district !il'esident. Preaching•Saturday night by J. H. Jackson;. Su:jday at 10.30, Sunday school; 11.30 sacrament service; 2
m. priesthood meeting; 7.30 p. m. preaching by J. w.
Smith, 1tssisted by Levi Gamet. Adjourned to meet according
to previous ~rrangement. W. E. Ke$ter, secretary.
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SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.-District Sunday school association
met at Nebraska City, January 21 and 22, 1910. On Friday
evening, January 21, entertainment by the Zion's Hope Sunday school. Meeting at 10.45 a. m. January 22, Superintendent Z; L. Goldsmith presiding.. Time was devoted to institute
work. The subject for discussion, "Which is the most essential, mental ability or spiritual earnestness?" A paper on the
subject, written by Sr. Edith Trask, was read and discussed.
Aftemoon session convened at 3.15, and the business of the
convention was transacted. A motion to request the treasurer
to notify each school in the district of theil: assessment, heretofore provided for, a short thne before each convention, was
carried. The election of district officers resulted in the following: Superintendent, Z. L. Goldsmith, assistant superintendent, Robert E. Burgess; secretary, Mrs. Blanch I. Andrews;. treasurer, Miss Carrine Porter. Delegates appointed
for the General Convention: Robert E. Burgess, Martha
Dunlavy, Blanch Andrews, and H. A. Higgins. The convention voted to allow each delegate attending the General· Convention twp dollars each on their expenses. The district officers were empowered to pay the same. Adjourned to meet
two 1 days prior to the district conference. Blanche I. Andrews.

Li'I'TLE Sroux.-District conference h1et with the Logan
Saints for prayer service at 9 a. m., February 5. Organized
for business with J. W. Wight and Joseph.W. Lanein charge.
Statistical reports fro]n the twelve branches show a memNORTHERN WISCONSIN.-The Sunday school convention of
bership of 1897, which includes 1 patriarch, 1 high counselor, the Northern Wisconsin District was held at Porcupine, Wis5 high priests, 3 seventy, 39 elders, 33 priests, 33 teachers, and consin, on Monday, February 14, 1910; Superintendent S. E.
21 deacons; a gain of 29 by baptism, 9 by letter, and 2 by· Livingston in the chair. In absence of secretary Sr. Mary
certificate; a loss of 23'by letter and 3 by death; 3 marriages Livingston was appointed to act as secretary pro tem. Reand 1 ordination. Of the local ministry 28 reported 211 ports read from home class superintendent, seeretary, and
sermons, 399 times assisted, attendance at priesthood meet- treasurer. Treasurer's report adopted. By moti.on, the Ono .
ings 21, official visits 26, other services attended 1,118, with Sunday school was disorganized. The following were, by
much other labor. The spiritual condition · of all brall.!hes motion, appointed delegates to Genefal Convention: W. A.
reported was encouraging. The Bislfop's agent reported the McDowell, A. L. Whiteaker, Lerny Colbe1•t, James Mair, J. W.
'receipts from tithes and offerings, $4,226.79; for other pur- Hooker, S. E. Livingston, and Sr. Leroy Colbert. The followposes, $115.02; paid to elders' families and to. the poor, ing officers were elected for the ensuing year: Leroy Colbert
$1-,252.45. The accounts were audited and found correct. superintendent, John W. Hooker assistant superintendent,
Missouri Valley, Pisgah, Moorhead, Sioux City, and Woodbine, Archie Hook secretary-treasurer. Adjourned to meet with
each invited the next session of conference. Missouri Valley the Chetek Saints, time to be set by superintendent. Archie
was selected and time fixed at June 4, at 9 a. m., for prayer Hook, secretary, Nekoosa, Wisconsin.
service. Orson H. Hildreth, of Evergreen Branch, and George
· EASTERN CoLORADO.-District Sunday school convention met
- J. Meggars, of Little Sioux Branch, were both recommended
for ordination to office of elder. Both were ordered ordained. at Colorado Springs, February 25, 1910, Mrs. L, A. Schmutz,
Seventy-five delegates were elected to represent the district at superiiltendent, in charge. Reports read from superintendent,
secretary, treasurer, normal class superintendent, and for
General Conference. James D. Stuart, clerk.
home '.!lass department. Seven schools reported, 3 repre(This seems to us to be a fine outline or digest of business sented
by delegates, .Denver, Colorado Springs, Rocky Moundone.-EDITORS.)
tain, '\Vray, North Willow, Delta, Durango. Membership, 303.
Balance in treasury, $32.83. Officers elected: Mrs. Louisa
Fishburn superintendent, George BEilard, Wray, Colorado,
Convention Minutes.
assistant superintendent, Mrs. M. r. Everett secretary, W. E.
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.-District Sunday school convened at Wolf treasurer, Carl Potter library .connnitteeman. Twelve
Soldiers Grove, Wisconsin, February 21, 1910, at 10 a. m. delegates. to General Convention elected with power to cast
The usual routine of business was transacted. Delegates to majority and minority vote. M'rs. Mae E. ·Everett, sRcretary,
General Convention were chosen as follows, being empowered 129 South Logan street, Denver, Colorado.
to cast the full vote of the district, and•in case of division a
majority and minority vote: Ira Brown, Sr. Ira Brown,
SEATTLE AND BRITISH COLUMBIA.-The semiannual convenA. L. Whiteaker, W. P. Robinson, J. 0. Dutton, E. J. Good- tion of the district Religio convened at Seattle at 10,30 a. m.,
enough, George Noble, August Gratz, Sr. August Gratz, J. W. February 11, 1910; called to order· by President F. W. HolWight, Sylvia Dennis, J. C. Edgington, Sr. J. C. Edgington, man, and L. S. Rhodes acting as secretary. The secretary
Samuel Andrews, Norman E. Hield, jr., W. A. McDowell. reported 2 locals; a total enrollment of 86; and an ·increase
The following officers were chosen: J. 0. Dutton, superin- of 45 members. The treasui'er reported $2.73 on hand. The
tendent; B. C. Flint, assistant superintendent; Charles. C. treasurer of the library board reported $1.72 on hand at last
Hoague, jr., secretary; Eliza :Edgington, treasurer; Nettie report; $6.50.collected from Seattle Sunday school; $3.68 f.rom
Stevens, libral'ian. Adjourned to the call of the district super- Seattle Religio; $3.20 from Centralia Sunday school; paid for
intendent. Charles C.. Hoague, jr., Janesville, Wisconsin, supplies 50 cents; balance $14.60. Officers for- ensuing year:
F. W. Holman president, Hattie '\Vard vice-president, Leonard
R._F. D. No. 7.
Rhodes secretary, Lula Fisher treasurer; member of library
GALLANDS GROVE.-Religio convened February 18 at 10 a. m. board, Hattie Ward. The following were chosen as delegates
All locals reported except Cherokee; also the district officers to the General Convention, and in case of division are to cast
reported. Officers elected: President, J. G. Myers; vice- majority and minority vote: George Thorburn, J. D. Stead,
president, D. A. Holcomb; secretary, Floy Holcomb; treasurer, William Hartiiell, and Willard Hartnell. Resolved, That this
Fred Jackson; home class superintendent, Belle Crippen; good convention disapprove of any local disregarding the consti.literature superintendent, Etta Hvnt; member of library tution and by-laws in any particular. Resolved, That when
board, Floy Holcomb. Delegates were appointed to General this convention adjourns it does so to meet_ at the same place
Convention. Interesting papers were read and .discussed. and morning previous to· the next conference. An excellent,
Floy Holcomb, secretary, Dunlap, Iowa.
successfi.il, and well-attended progTam ·was rendered by the
Sunday school and Religio in the evening·. On Sunday a
GALLANDS GROVE.-Sunday school association met at Dow Religio
session was held at 6..10 p. m., with 64 present and
City, Iowa, February 17, at 7.30 p. m. All district officers good interest.
The program committees of the Centralia and
and all schools reported except Cherokee. . Delegates were Seattle locals helc!
a joint meeting, in which some excellent
chosen to General Convention. Officers elected for ensuing ideas on program_ work were suggested,. and all were greatly
year were: SuperintelJ,dent, Rayn1ond Butterworth;· assistant encouraged. Leonard S. Rhodes,. secretary..
superintendent, J.-G. Myers;· secretary, Floy Holcomb; ·ti·easNORTHEASTERN KANSAS.-District Religio met in convention
ure1'., Etta· Hunt; home class superintendent, Nellie· HalJ
·(appointed); member of library board, J. L. Butterworth.· at Atchison, Kansas; February 25, 1910, at 2 p. m .. The ~ol
, Some . excellent paper'! were read and an interesting round lowing officel'.S were elected: President,· Emma Hedrick; VICe.president, L. W. Hayes; secretary, Ethel Bayes; library comtable: conducted. · Floy Holcomb, secretary, ~nlap, Iowa.
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mitt!le, Elmfra Miller. We sug·gest that local secretary when
makmg· credentials, g·ive membership. Joint session at' night.
Ethel Bayes, secretary.
. SOUTH~S'£ERN 0REGON;-District· Sunday school convention met .n~ the new chapel at Myrtle -Point, Oregon, at 10
a:. m., Friday, February 25, 1910. The morning session- was
given to a season of prayer, followed by Sunday school talks
by the members. ·The afternoon session at 2.30 was occupied
by &'eneral business and the. reports of ·the superintendents
from the. three schools, Pleasant Ilill, William Smith· supe1·intendent; Myrtle Point, Daisy B. Short superintendent; and
Bandon, Laura Boyd superintendent. Sr. Agnes Smith, of
Pleasant Hill Branch, reported the home class in that branch
as· in good condition, with a!Jout twenty-five or thii'ty n~mes
e11rolled. Officers elected as follows: Superintendent, A. A.
Baker; assistant superintendent, Agnes Smith; secretary and
treast~rer, Georgena H. Rice; librarian, Leah M. Conove1'.;
superriltendent home class; Mrs. L. A. Savage. A. A. Baker
was elected delegate to the General Convention, with power to
cast the foll vote for the district. Adjourned to meet at the
same place and the day previous to the. next annual confer. ence. Georgena II. Rice, secretary, Myrtle Point, Oregon.
CHATHAM.-District Sunday school and Religio convention
met at Stevenson, January 29 and 30. A good repi'esentation
of the district was present and the usual routine of business
was transacted. Elder G. M. Shippy was present and preached
.two good sermons. For the Religio society the following officers were elected: President, W. L. Ro'ss, Wabash, Ontario;
vice-president, J. Leslie Brown, Stevenson, Ontario; secretary, A. R. Hewitt, Chatlfam, Ontario; assistant secretary,
Miss IC. A. Bacon, Blenheim, Ontario; treasurer, Mae Brown,
Stevenson, Ontario; librarian Weslie Badder, Wabash, Onta1io; home class superintendent, Miss IC. A. Bacon, Blenheim,
Ontario; superintendent gospel literature bureau, D. J.
Hewitt, Blenheim, Ontario. For the Sunday school the. following officers.were appointed for the following year: Superintendent, Elder J. W. Badder, Wabash, Ontario; :(irst assistant superintendent, Elder J. C, Dent, Bothwell, Ontario; second --assistant superintendent, Wellington Kimball, Kimball,
Ontario; secretary, G. 0. Coburn, Blenheim, Ontario; treasurer, Mr. J. ij'. Monroe, Alvinston, Ontario; librarian, J. Leslie Brown, Stevenson, Ontario; home class superintendent,
George A. Taylor, Weidman, Ontario. T)le convention adjourned to meet in Bothwell, Ontario, July 30 and 31, 1910.
(Foregoing strikes us as being another example of minutes
boiled down to essentials.-EmTORS.)
FREMON'r.-District Sunday school association met with the
Tabor school, near Tabor, Iowa; February 18, 1910. At 10
a. m. social service in charge of R. T. Walters and Joseph
Arber. At 11 a. m; the-time· was devoted to the business of
the district Religio. - At 2.30 p. m. busines03 session of district Sunday school with district superintendent, Lorena
Leeka, in the chair. Assistant superintendent, C. W. Forney,
then took the chair by request of the superintendent. Reports from the seven schools of, the district and the annual
report of the dishict were read and accepted. The following
officers were elected: Superintendent, C. W. Forney; assistant superintendent, Lorena Leeka; secretary, Roy Dunsdon;
treasurer, Edith Kemp; librarian, Sadie -Leeka; home class
sliperintenaent, Gertrude Lentz. Thirty delegates were then
chosen· to the· General Convention. At 3.30 institute work in
charge of Joseph Arber. At 7.45 a program was rendered by
the district Sunday school workers. Adjourned to meet at
the same pface and just preceding· the next conference. Mabel
Redfield, secretary.
Reunion Notices.

The annual reunion ~f the Southwestern Iowa Association,
- comprising the Fremont, _Pottawattamie, and Northern Nebraska. districts will be held in J. E. Claiborn's grove, near
William Leeka's home· east of Thurman. The reunion will
open for business on .Saturday, August 13, and close Sunday
evening, August 21, 1910. We desire to make this a good old
fashioned "camp meeting" and the local committee will spare
no pains to provide good wat(!r, well-drained grounds for
camping, good· speakers, and other necessaries si1fficient to
·make it a rnccess. Arrangements will be made for a con. ' v'eyance to meet trains at McPaul, and visitors will be carried
to and from the trains at a 'reasonable rate. Prices for tents
will be published at the proper time, but begin to plan now
to.come and have an-enjoyable as well as a Pl'Pfitable time.
_C. w: Forney,. secretary. of local committee. ·
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Do It Now.
The Independence Branch appointed a reception committee for General Conference, and instructed the committee to
advertise the following rates for conference:
·
Lodging only $1 per week; lodging and.all meals $4.50 per
week at residence. Meals will be served in the Dining Hall
in the rear of the church as follows:
Breakfast 10 and 20 cents and_all other meals 20 cents each.
Those expecting to attend conference should make their
wants known to the secretary at once iii order that they may
have pfaces provided for them.
·
Yours truly,
· ··
B. C. LOAR, Secreta,ry Com:
712 -SOUTH CRYSLER.
P. S.-Please attend to this at once. Do it now. ·On arriv,
ing in Independence you will find the committee at the church.
11-3t
Th,ird Quorum of Elders.

To the B1·ethren of the Third Quorum of Elders, Th·eeting-: Will you please fill out a report and send the sa111e to me as
officer of the quorum·? I will be pleased to meet ·as many as
possible at .our annual gathering, which will be. held in
Independence, Missouri, April 6, 1910. Be prompt, brethren, in sending in your reports to the secretary.
CHARLES P. FAU L, Sec1·eta,ry.
STEWARTSVILLE, l\1ISSOURI.
0

•

Presidents of Seventies.

When you adjourned April, 1909, you did so to meet March
29, 1910, at Independence, Missouri.
'
C. SCOTT,
Senior President Presidents of Seventies ..
ALEXANDER, KANSAS, March 3, 1910.
Second Quorum of Seventies.

The Quorum will &ssemble for business on Thursday, Aplil ·
7, 1910, at 8 a. m., at Independence, Missouri. Have your
quorum reports in the hands of the secretary, Elder H. E.
Moler, Holden, Missouri.
C. SCOTT,
President Second Seventy.
ALEXANDER, KANSAS, March 3, 1910.
Montana Saints-Attention!

Dea,r Brethren: When the census officer visits you you are
requested to be very particular to make plain to him that
you are a member of the Reo1·gmiized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints and that you have no affiliation- with
the Latter Day Saints of Utah. In doing this you will aid
in giving our church its correct denominational status in this
State.
By order of the conference of Montana District.
- JEROME P. WYCKOFF, Secreta,1·y.
DEER LODGE, February 19, 1910.
Letter of Condolence,

TO MRS. AMAZON BADHAM AND FAMILY.
We are reminded how fleeting time is a_s we are brought to
the stern realization that one of our number, one -who· has
served the district for many years ·with credit to himselr and
to those over whom he presided, with a record clean and sue~
cessful, has finished his work and gone to his reward. - .· ,
.
Bro. Amazon Badham, departed this life November 16;1909. He was born near Henderson, Iowa, January 22, 1853.
He united with the church May 29, 1868, and ever after· was
a consistent and faithful member.
·
He was ordained a priest June 9, 1889, and an elder Augiist'·
22, 1891. At the time of his death he was both president of
the Farm Creek Branch and Fremont District.
As a citizen and member of the church he was trusted- and . ,
honored in every position he occupied; and those who ]mew him best honored him most. We can say that he lived his
religion consistently and died with sti:ong faith in the restored
~~d

.·

/

.

Whereas, In the death of Bro. Amazqn Badham, the church,
and _particularly the Fremont District, has lost one' of th~
strong pillars, be it resolved: First, .That. we extend to-all ..
to whom he was near and -dear our since:re and most heart-_.·
felt sympathy in an irreparable loss. o:f husband; fathei;, and ·
friend; and pray God to strengthen them· in .the asi;unihce
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that tlie reward is certain for a life's wo:rk well done, believ- and of -eleven children born to this union but two survive
ing as· we do in the promise, "Blessed are the dead that die him. In 1902 he ·married Sr. Ella Vanmeter. The family·
in' the Lord." Second, That a copy of these resolutions be lived south of Lamoni in Missouri from 1881 to 1905 when
furnished the family-and the church publications, the HERALD they \Vent to Bates County, Missouri, but came to Lamoni
· shortly before his death. Funeral services by Bro. H. A.
and Ensign.
Stebbins, assisted by A. S. C_ochran.
JOSEPH ARBER,
LoRENA LEEKA,
GunsEn.-Robert A. Gubser was bom March 5 1862, in
R. T. WALTERS,
Walenstatt, Saint Gall County, Switzerland. Died January
Cornrnittee.
12, 1910, at Lees Summit, Missouri, age 47 years, 10 months,
and 7 days. He came to America January, 1866, became
a naturalized citizen of the United States November 4, 1876.
Died.
Was united· in marriage to Lizzie M. Cole, August 25, 1897,
CRAWLEY.-At Kansas City, Missouri, Elizabeth A. Crawley, at Gering, Nebraska.· To this union were born two little
aged 70 years. She was baptized by Elder B. J. Scott. She sons.· He was baptized into the Reorganized Church April
leaves to mourn one son, Robert, and one daughter, Sr. George 17, '1907, by R. M. Maloney. He was a kind and loving
S. Kern. She was a -devoted Saint and now rests in the husband and father, and lived a faithful and consistent
paradise of God. For the.last few years, she made her home Christian life, having full faith in God until the end came.
with her daughter where she died February 17, 1910. Funeral He leaves to mourn, his wife and sons, three brothers, and
at the residence by Elder F. e. Warnky, assisted by Priest one sister. Funeral at Saints' church in Lees Summit, MisL. Fowler. Her remains were laid to rest in Mound Grove souri, sermon by Elder C. D. Depuy, assisted by D. W.
Cemetery at Independence, Missouri; benediction by Elder Shh:k.
B. J. Scott.
McKEE.-Thomas McKee was boi.·n August .8, 1817, in
AVONDET.-At his home in Omaha, Nebraska, February 28, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and died February 21, 1910, in
1910, John Avondet, a.1'ter a short illness. Said brother was DeKalb County, Missouri. He was married March 2, 1843, to
born January 23, 1828, at Piedmont, Italy. Was baptized Jane ·Seward and to this union were born fourteen children,
March 26; 1862, by Joseph Gilbert, at Omaha, Nebraska. ten boys and four girls, six of whom died. He is survived by
Was confirmed by Joseph Gilbert. Was ordained to the office his companion and eigllt children, George, Edward, Ric1!-ard,
of elder by Joseph Smith at Plano, Illinois, June 28, 1872. William, Thomas, Stephen, Henry, and Mrs. Hannah Lmch,
We understand that he took a mission to his native land in besides forty grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. He
his early ministry.. He was a man of great faith, of which moved to Hancock County, Illinois, in 1854, and resided near
many can bear testimony by the power of God made manifest Dallas until 1864, when he went across the plains by team to
through his administering to the sick. He leaves one son, Califomia, where he resided in Long Valley. Whi~e there
the church, and friends to mourn their loss. His faithful he 'was baptized into the church by Elder J. R. Cook m 1874.
wife preceded him to the paradise of God six years. The In 1876 they came to DeKalb County, Missouri, where they
funeral was from the Saints' church in Omaha; sermon by have resided since. He remained faithful until the end.
J. M. Baker, assisted by Edward Rannie. Interment in For- Funeral conducted by A. W. Head; sermon by D. E. Powell,
est Lawn Cemetery.
at the DeKalb Branch.
STRANGE.-Louisa Strange was born June 21, 1836, in
CONDIT.-Florence Adaline Condit, the little daughter of
Cambridge, England, and died at her home in Chicago, Illi- Bro. and Sr. J. E. Condit, of Hagerman,. Idaho, died January
nois, February 24, 1910. She was baptized in Saint Thomas, 3 1910. She was born April 29, 1909. The cause of death
Canada, by R. C. Evans, November 26, 1888. She was mar- ~as pneumonia. Florence was a bright little babe who won
ried to Elder William Strange October 24, 1859. To this the love of all. Funeral services were held January 5 at the
union were born six children, William H., A. W., and E. C., home of the parents, conducted by Elder William Glauner.
Mrs. William Wainwright, Mrs. J. J. Oliver, and Mrs. WilARMSTRONG.-Agnes Emma Armstrong was born February
liam A. Hair. Services at the church in charge of Elder
Philemon Pement, sermon by Elder Arthur Allen, and she was · 24, 1860, in Manchester, England. She was baptized April 8,
1892, by Elder Henry Greenwood, and confirmed by . Elder
laid to rest in Mount Greenwood Cemetery.
W. J. Armstrong and others. After many years of contmuous
HoUSTON.-At Rich Hill, Missouri, February 17, 1910, Rus- suffering the end came with almost tragic suddenness, early
sell V. Houston, aged 4 years and 20 days. Father, mother, on Sunday morning, Feliruary 6, 1910. The funeral took
four sisters, and one brother feel the loss of the little one. place February 9, Henry Greenwood, president of the Ma~
Funeral services at the Saints' church by J. C. Foss, assisted chester District, officiating. The remains were laid to rest m
by Bro. F. C. Melch.
the family grave, where she had already. b~en preceded by a
FLORENCE.-Hiram Florence was born August 19, 1832, in five-months-old baby boy. Two sons, Wilhe, aged 16 years,
the State of New York. He enlisted· in th!! war July 25, 1862, and Cyril aged 15 years, with her husband, William R., are
in New York Volunteers, 107th Regiment. Was honorably left to m~urn. Deep sympathy is felt for our brother, who
discharged January 28, 1863, on certificate of disability. for many years has been k!lo'vn through th~ church, as one
Again reenlisted J)ecember 26, 1863. Was again honorably of our most efficient and active workers. He 1s now dischargdischarged June 13, 1865, at Fort Barry, Virginia. He was ing the duties of mission secreta1=y and historian,. besides prebaptized J.uly 29, 1894, by Elder. F. M. Cooper. Died Feb- siding over the East Manch.ester Branch. The funeral servruary 20, 1910, at the ripe old age of 78 years. He leaves to ice was held Sunday evenmg, February 20, 1910. Henry
mourn their loss a wife, one son, and three daughters, besides Greenwood in charge; sermon by John W. Rushj;on.
a host of friends. His body was laid to rest in Oak Ridge
HUNT.-At Grant City, Missouri, February 21, 1910, Br?.
Cemetery, there to await the final call. Services conducted John A. Hunt, aged 82 years, 6 months, and 27 days. His
by Elder E. S. White.
wife, aged 80, and two daughters survive h~m. 1:fe. was a
YOUNG.-Near Carlile, Faulk County, South Dakota, Feb- soldier in the civil war, settled at Allendale, l\'hssoun, m 1865,
ruary 8, 1910, Forest Lavere, son of Bro. Samuel and Sr. where he kept hotel thirty-one years; was proba~e judge eight
Jessie Young, grandchild of Bro. D. D. Young, aged three years. Baptized in 1887 by Elder H. A. Stebbms. J!'uneral
months and twenty-three days. The parents and Aunt Chloe services were held at the house by Elder H. A. Stebbms and
came to Lamoni with the body. The funeral services were the
body was taken to Allendale where the main sermon was
held at the home of Brother Stolberg, and the baby laid to
Brother Hunt was greatly respected by all citizens.
rest in Rose Hill. Sermon by H. A. Stebbins, assisted by preached.
PARSONS.-Near Bellaire, Illinois, Bro. Edna I. Parsons.
G. W. Blair.
.
was bom May 14, 1872, at Bellaire, Illinois; was baptized
GRAY.-At Saints' Home, Lamoni, Iowa, February 14, 1910, He
March 11 1906 by Elders.R. T. Walters and W. H. MannerBro. Albert Gray, aged 69 years, 10 months and 8 days. He ing.
Ifo 'lived 'a consistent Christi!\n life after uniting with
was born in Pennsylvania and also resided in Ohio, Illinois,
and westem Iowa. He was baptized in 1862 and married the church. He leaves to mourn then· loss a mother and three
Hannah Hartley in 1886. They came in 1904 from Ains- sisters. Funeral services conducted from the house by Elder
.
worth, Nebraska, to Lamoni, and .Sister Gray died here J. A. Tanner, February 27, 1910.
BARRACLOUGH.-At Edwardsville, Illinois, William F. B:i-rJanuary 4, 1908. Since then he has lIVed at the Home. Funeral services were held there in charge of Bro. John Smith, raclough. He was born February 26, 1869, at Edwardsville
and spent most of his life there; died February 23, 1910. He
Bro. H; A. Stebbins preaching the sermon.
SANDERS.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 15, 1910, of cancer, leaves to mourn a wife, three daughters, an aged father, three
sisters,
and four brothers, one of whom is Elder Geor~e. E. ·
Bro. Samuel Sanders, aged 73 years. ,an? twelve .days. ,He
was.born in Wales, but came to-Amenca m 1867. At Bevier, Barraclough. Funeral services conduct.ed f~·om the Christian
Missouri, he heard the ·gospel and ·was baptized in 1871. church, in charge of Elder J. F. Curtis, disc.ourse by Elder
He was marri,ed in 1865 to Ann Nichols, who .died in 1893, J. A. Tarmer.
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Power versus Patriotism.

In February number of The Twentieth Centu1·y Magcizine,
under the title of "Power versus patriotism," Mr. I.· N.
Stevens, the well-known journalist and lawyer, shows how
the lust for power, as incarnated in Napoleon, and the passion for patriotism, as embodied in La Fayette, represents
two great forces of death and life, actively at work in our
nation to-day. Next it shows the remedies-practical, well_tried, simple remedies-by which privilege and egotistic power
can be brought to their knees and a government of, for and
by the people quickly reestablished in the republic.
In a way, this paper forms a fitting and very important
sequel to Judge Ben B. Lindsey's great series of articles that
have recently been published in Everybody's Magazine.
In "Power versus patriotism" Mr. Stevens shows how the
reign of greed and corruption can be peaceably exchanged for
the rule of the people. Mr. Stevens is the author of the
popular novel, The Liberators, the best romance dealing with
public ownership that has yet appeared.
Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell,· the famous medical missionary,
who has devoted his life to the welfare of white men and
Esquimaux in the great peninsula, does not attempt, in Labrador: The Country and the People, of which he has written
by far the greater part, to paint the field of his labors as a
land of milk and honey. H~d it been, Doctor Grenfell would
not be there. What he has done, with the aid of his associates, is to supply us with the only accurate account we
possess of a country, interesting not only for the grandeur
of its scenery but also for the simple strength and manliness
of its people.
For many years Doctor Grenfell has worked with these
people, living their lives until he krtows them thoroughly.
His associates, Reginald A. Daly, A. P. Low, William B.
Cabot, Charles Wendell Townsend, E. B. Delabarre, Charles
W. Johnson, Mary J. Rathbun, Outram Bangs, and Glover M.
Allen, are scientists of various kinds, who each contribute to
the book the material with which they are personally the
most familiar. The result is the incorporation, in a graphic
picture of human lives lived under harsh conditions, of
valuable and not easily attainable geological, botanical, and
zoological information of great value. An historical introduction by W. S. Wallace completes the book, giving to us
practically all that is known of Labrador.
An added and unconscious interest in the book ·is that which
springs inevitably from Doctor Grenfell's own personality.
The man who, summer and winter, year after year, has passed
up and down that Arctic coast, carrying relief and comfort,
can not write of that which is so intimately bound up with
his life's work, without revealing much of himself. It is a
personality as sturdy, as straightforward, as courageous as
the men and women among whom he toils. No other than
such a one, indeed,. would have been accepted by these folk as
Doctor Grenfell has been. Life is hard on the Labrador, so

Joseph Smith, Fldltor; Fllbert A. Smith, Associate Fldltor; Israel
A. ·Smith, Ass!atnnt Editor.
ad~~~~~~hed every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.riO per year In
ti When payment Is made, tho date on yellow !nbel always shows the·

ex~fre~? which you have paid, or the tlll\e when your subscription

If not changed within a month after payment Is mnde notify ns.
- The paper will not be sent to persons. who- nre nix months In
arrears, unless special nrrnngemente nro made.
All articles, lettere for publication, notices etc. and communications
concerning the same, should be aduressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House
L.nmonl, Iowa, and all remittances should be made nyable to the same'.
All errors In tho filling ot orders or rendering o accounts should be
reported lmmedlntely, as receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the office.
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words
or fraction tllereot. Deaths, 100 words free; above that .number, 50
ceµts per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births 40 cents per 75
;,';;::;rt'l:ano{e ~,wgu~~tlc~~ereof.
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h'or advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-office Lamon!, Iown, as second-clnas mnll mntter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Flnslgn also· orders for nil Ensign
publications.
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"The more successful a man becomes, the more careful
he should be to keep his head level."
hard that there is no dispensing with th; plain homely virtues.
.
It is h~rd, but there is a tremendous fascination about it.
The c?d IS, perhaps1 the real support of Labrador life and
there rs no chapter m the book more interesting than Doctor
~renf~ll's account of this fishery, and of the men who follow
rt. ~IS deep- love for the open, his feeling for the strong man
fightmg a ~ard battle for the right to live, are evident in all
that ~e writes,. but there are also significant facts as to the
workm,g of busmess systems. The people of Labrador 'are in
the grip of poverty, to remain there helpless until needed
re_forms grant them once ~ore a fair field for the struggle
ynth the sea, a reluctant s01l, and game that is steadily growmg scar~er. Any man who knows what the word adventure
means will feel ~he appeal of the life for all its hardship.
. Not. the least m1p_ortant feature of the work is the concise
directions for reachmg Labrador. To most of us the peninsula seems impossibly remote; in the light of D~ctor Grenfell's information, it is actually within easy reach. The
reward? for the traveler are large-magnificent scenery
second m. grandeur only to the. sea~oast of N o!-'w.ay, a people
comm'.lndmg respect and admiration, the primitive life of
the wilderness of lake and forest.
,

Insect Resistance:··

. All animals have the :power to recover from injury oc~a"
sioned by .shock-fyom bemg stunned. Insects are in :no sense
an exception to this, and most of them possess what has been
caped ~enacity o~ life t~ a remarkable deg1;ee. A butterfly
will sail away with a pm through its body an ant will go
fi<?unde~·ing around after being cut in tvio,' and all insects
will qmcl~ly recover from. a blow, even if such may dent or
break then· external covermgs. In such cases the inside parts
are mostly out of use for a short time, somewhat similar to the
case of your arm when you have struck the "funny bone''
or to your foot when it is "asleep." But after a few m~
ments' rest1 the wasp can a~in resume its actions.
A wasp rs well armored; its exterior covering is hard and'
almost unyielding. When it is struck a severe blow the
soft, delicate inner parts yield to the impact; the nerve~ and
muscular t.issues ·can not operate in unison, and the insect:
may be said to have been rendered unconscious as welLas ·
incapable, for the "mind" actions ,depend upon its entire
nervous system.
But there is no such thing .as an animal's having mol:e thari
one life. When crushed, dismembered, poisoned, or smothei·ed
beyond recovery; when its vital organs are .injured so that
th_ey <;an not . again resume their regular uses, an insect
will die-not m appearance, but really so. And this may
result from the wearing out of, its active vital organism
which may be called old age, after sometimes only a fe~
days or weeks of life. Its.one life"' has .then-been terminated_
beyond any doubt.-From "Natu1·e· and Science" in March
Saint Nicholas.
·
·
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Presidency and Priesthood••.•••
This book has been enlarged by the ad·
dition of over eighty pages.
· No. 134-Cloth
$1.00

1[;l

l

1=. ©

JrOlrDitS

Religio\)~r

Normal Book

Addition to the City of
Independ.ence9 Mo.

A normal book containing lessons
upon the ·Book of Mannon and
Religio Society. Every student of
the Book of Monnon should have
one.

The streets have all been graded and accepted by
the city.· .
Beautiful, broad streets 0£ easy grades.
No further grading tax to be paid.
Every lot has a good frontage above the street.
You can teH just how every lot will look, which is
only one of tl:~e many advantages.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c
District and.Branch Presidents
Take Notice.
We have just printed a reporting blank
for -branch ·officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen .- . . .08

For further information write to Forbis Park Land
Company, o.- Frank Criley, Independence, Mo.

To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, we have printed proper
blanks for the recording of blessings of
children. 01;der No.
In book form
same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

rnn.

ZION'S PRAISES
No. 70, cloth .................... $ .40
No. 70%, leather ................ 1.00
No. 70%, leather, flexible ........ 1.50

Personally Conducted Landseekers' Excursions
at very low round trip railroad rates to the

Big Ho:rn

0

yomxng

on April 5 and 19 and May 3, leaving Kansas City 10: 30 A. l\'l. and Omaha 4: 10
P. M.
I will personally conduct these excursions to assist prospective settlers in locating
on Government irrigated homesteads, or getting irrigated land from the State
under the Carey Act, or putting them in touch with special bargains for deeded
irrigated lands. Long time payments, no interest from the Government, low rate
of interest where lands are bought from irrigation companies or individuals.
Just think of $3,000.00 woi·th of potatoes on ten acres; of $10,000.00 worth of
sugar beets raised on· 116 acres; of $900.00 worth of onions on less than an acre;
of twenty-seven cantaloupes on one vine, and more than a peck of choice, ripe
tomatoes on one vine; of 126 bushels of oats and 60 bushels of wheat per acre;
of clusters of apples on five-year-old tree? so thick that the branches would break,
wer!l they not propped up, and added to this, the most beautiful, healthful climate.
New folder free. containing complete informa..

THE . INSTRUCTOR
No. 126, cloth ................... $ .75
No. 127, leather ................. 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible ......... 1.60

tionl with large map, ,sent free- upOQ request.

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
65 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

/
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Hurlbut's Teacher-Training Lessons

is the name of the latest edition of- Hurlbut's Normal
Lessons. This edition is an ·enlargement of-tlie former One and takes its place.
·

No. 77 Paper .

. No. · 771-2 Cloth~

.36
· .60

.Bible R.efeitences -==- _
Paper cover
Cloth cover

Graceland Receipt Book • • •

Over three hundred receipts f.or ·prepar
By Alvin K;:,isl~y
ing things to eat.
. . 5 cents
-:~Price
30c
• . 10 cents
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To the woman who bakes,
Royal is the· greatest of
time and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,
a pleasure and a profit

ngPowder
The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

With minimum trouble and cost bis·
cuit, .cake and pastry are made fresh,
clean and greatly superior to the ready•
made, dry, tound-in·the·shop variety.

March 16, 1910

Lamoni Land & Loan Company

Hotel and Restaurant for Sale

We have a list of farms for sale at
all times and will be glad to furnish
detailed information to anyone interested. We have at present: 160 acres
joining the town of Lamoni, fine 9 room
house, good large barn, double corn crib,
sheds, wind mill, orchard and fine grove,
at $110 per acre.
160 acres 8 miles from Lamoni, 2
miles from L. D. S. church, li mile to
' school; good 6 room house, large barn,
cribs, sheds, etc., land lies well and in
high state of cultivation; $70 per acre.
80 acres in edge of Missouri, 8 miles
from Lamoni, 2~ miles from R. R. town,
fair improvements, $45 per acre.
119 acres joining the above described
80 acres, well improved, school on one
corner of farm, $60 per acre.
480 acres, two sets of improvements, 8
miles from Lamoni, no better farm in
the county, $80 per acre.
Also a .good list of town properties, including two of the finest homes in Lamoni. Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Secretwry.
LAMONI, IOWA.

Owing to poor health and overwork of
my wife and scarcity· of help, I offer my
Hotel and Restaurant with Soda fountain and confectionery in connection
for sale. Building is 24x60 feet with
dining room, kitchen, waiting room, etc.
Front room is 24x28 feet, used for icecream parlor and confectionery; Twelve
bed rooms upstairs. Buildin~ has inside
and outside stairway. To give an idea
of the enormous business I have, will say
that the cash receipts for January and
·Februa1·y, 1910, will exceed eleven hundred dollars, usually the two dullest
months of the year. I fully believe the
cash receipts for the year 1910 will be
more than twelve thousand dollars. I
have the only restaurant and cold drinks
place in the town. Now if you are looking for a place to make money, with a
good deal of ·hard work connected with
it, you have the opportunity to buy it
all furnished throughout, at four thousand dollars, one half down, balance two years at eight per cent per
annum. Perhaps your neighbor is looking for just such a place. Speak to him
about it. In case I do not sell I want a
woman cook at $10 per week, a waitress
at $5 per week, a young man for soda
fountain at $40 per month. Must be
competent and give references. Address
at once
RESTAURANT,

JACKSON COUNTY

Care Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR. SALE

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

j

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

A. BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
Having bought the Edgefield propei'ty
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo J property to the Saints at low figures.
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any This is one of the most sightly and
State in the Union. State examination and publie- published statement required.
finest ti·acts now on the market, being
·
hig·h and dr:y. This property is located.on
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
the south side of the city of Independence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and sanie disInterest Paid on Deposits
tance from the street car line, :and i1i of a
mile from the public square in IndependBusiness solicited from far and near. Notice our directorate as named below:
ence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
G.H.HILLIARD
WM. CRIOK
ELLIS SHORT
M.H.BOND
J. D. BRIGGS
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
buying this property for speculation.
J. MATHER
A. L. YINGLING
HORACE SHELEY
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not personally inspect them the
Stake or General Bishoprrc will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
~~---~---~--~~------~--~-;
examination
not be pleased their money
~
~
I
will be refunded on demand. For the
1 I would be pleased to correspond with :
correctness of this statement we refer
I
I
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
I parties seeking Investment In jack- 1
Paid on Time Deposits at the
I
I
10tf
ELLIS SHORT.

Five per cent interesf

, son County, Mlssour.1, FIRST
: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL
' BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL
·~, STOCKS.
Very truly yours,
,
1

,

~

:
,
:

1

~
~

1

,

,
,
I

FARMERS STATE BANK
I.AMONI, IOWA ·

Capital and Surplus,· $30,000.00
Incorporated tinder the banking laws of the

' J. D. Briggs
:
Independence, Missouri
44tf ~

State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor· of State.

~--~----~--~-~~~--~u~u~~~~~j

FOR SALE
The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' HE~
ALD for sale.
These are second-handed
and i:tl good condition. They are worth
$1 when new. The !Ot will be sold-for
$4.

.THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette. e!li?h BOc; per dozen $3.20.

~o.

110-Llmp Cloth, each 85c; per dozen.$8.75.
No. 111-Cloth an.d Leather, oach 60c. '
. Mo. 114-Fle::dble Leather, each $1.60.

I{ err
has lived in Independence twenty years.
I pave many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and.
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
t)l:em. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited; .
Office, Chrismal). Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390~Home
504.
8

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials.
No, 149. Paper, l.O cents, ,

www.LatterDayTruth.org
··,

T
Official Publication of the Reorganized Cburch of Jesus Cbrfot of Latter Day Saints
!Dntered no oecond-clnns mall-matter at L11mo11l post-office.

"I,

ye continue in my word, then are yo my dis·

ciples~ndeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth s\"'11 make you free;''-John 8: 31, 32.

LAMONI, IOWA, MARCH- 23, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
EARLY CHURCH IDEALS.
III.

"There shall not any man among you have ·save it
be one wife; and concubines he ab.all have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob ·2: 6.

TO SECURE THE BEST EDUCATION; TO LIVE AT
PEACE WITH ALL MEN,

(The next and closing editorial in this series will explain
the attitude of the church on the question of marriage and
the sanctity of the home.)
EDUCATION.

It has been represented that the Saints who were
gathered together in New York, Ohio, Missouri, and
Illinois, under the ministry of Joseph Smith and his
immediate associates, were an ignorant class of people, not educated and not caring to become educated.
This i·epresentation, like others of its class, was
based on an entire misconception of the church, its
ideals, and the individual character of its ·representative members.
Less than two years after the organization of the
church a revelation was received through 'Joseph
Smith and accepted by the church from which we
quote:
Therefore, verily I say unto you, my friends, Call your
solemn assembly, as I have commanded you; and as all have
not faith, seek ye diligently and teach one another words of
wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best books words of wisdom;
seek learning even by study, and also by faith. Organize
yourselves, prepare every needful thing, and establish a
house, even a1iouse of prayer, a house of fasting, a house of
faith, a house of learning, a house of glory, a house of order,
a house of God; that your incomings may be in the name of
the Lord; that your outgoings may be in the name of the
-Lord; that all your salutations may be in the name of the
Lord, with uplifted hands unto the Most High.-Doctrine
and Covenants 85: 36.

NUMBER 12

secured the services of Professor Seixas, of Hudson
Seminary, for a term of seven weeks, paying him
three hundred and twenty dollars.
Poor the church was, undoubtedly, at that day,

and engaged in pushing its way over the western
. frontier, in its movei;nent toward Missouri, yet these
men had time and inclination to study Hebrew.
From the personal diary of Joseph Smith we
select entries made on three consecutive days:
Monday, 21 [1835]. Spent this day at home, endeavoring
to treasure up knowledge for the benefit of my calling. The
day passed off very pleasantly. I thank the Lord for his
blessings to my soul, his great mercy over my family in
sparing our lives. 0 continue thy care over me and mine,
for Christ's sake.
Tuesday, 22. · At home. Continued my studies. 0 may
God give me learning, even. language; and endue me with
qualifications to magnify his name while I live.
Wednesday, 23. In the forenoon, at home, studying the
Greek language.-Church History, vol. 1, p. 625.

Concerning the church during its sojourn at Far
West, Missouri, and its attitude toward education,
we now quote from the History of Caldwell and
Livingston Counties (pages 120, 121), published by
the Saint Louis Historical Society:
In the fall of 1836 a large and _comfortable schoolhouse
was built. . . . The Mormons very early gave attention to
educational matters. There were many teachers among them
and schoolhouses were among their first buildings.

We are glad to learn that schoolhouses were among
the· first buildings to be erected by the Saints when
they moved into a new section of the country. It
was justly the pride of American pioneers that
everywhere they went the little red schoolhouse
sprang up side by side with the first log huts or
pine board shacks. We are pleased to hear it acA brief glance at the history of the church will lrnowledged that there were many teachers a:q10ng
show · that the members began to obey the the Saints. These facts do not support the charge
injunctions contained in this law, to seek knowl- that they were an ignorant and degraded people. It
edge and wisdom out of the best books. In 1834 is good, too, .to find an occasional writer who does
a school of the elders was established in Kirtland justice to a much misunderstood and malinged
to study matters of general interest and especially people.
those· immediately connected with their ministry. .A
Not only were the older people enjoined to eduregular course of l~ctures was undertaken ; and the . cate themselves by study and prayer and the perusal
school was well attended by the elders who were of all good books, but upon them was placed the duty
studious and eamest in their work.
of educating their children in religious matters and
In 1836 a class of forty elders was formed in on questions of morality:
Kirtland with Joseph . Smith at the head. Their
.And again, inasmuch as parents have children_ in· Zion, or
purpose~ was to study. the Hebrew language. They · in any .of her stakes which are organized, that teach the~
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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not to understand the doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ
the Son of the living God; and of baptism and the gift of the
Holy Ghost'by the laying on of the hands when eight years
old, the sin be upon the head of the parents; for this shall
be a law unto the inhabitants of Zion, or in any of her stakes
which are organized; and their children shall be baptized for
the remission of their sins when eight years old, and receive
the laying on of the hands: and they shall also teach their
children to pray, and t~ walk uprightly before the Lord.Doctrine and Covenants 68: 4.
·

In passing we note that the age ot.responsibility
was placed at eight years. It was stated that at
that age if properly instructed children could understand religious ideas sufficiently to obey the gospel.
It is significant that W. I. Thomas, a writer on
psychological questions, says in the American Magazine, April, 1909, "At the age of perhaps eight the
child's brain is practically all in; he is short only in ·
experience and practice. He can understand any
abstract principle and any ,Piece of literature."
It will be remembered that in those days our free
school system as we now have it did not exist.
Schoolbooks were not written, printed, and on sale
so freely as they are now. And the church, pioneer
as it was in educational matters, was instructed to
meet the situation as it then existed:
And again, you shall be ordained to assist my servant
Oliver Cowdery to do the work of printing, and of selecting,
and writing books for schools, in this church, that little children also may receive instruction before me as is pleasing
unto me. And again, verily I say unto you, For this cause
you shall take your journey with my servants Joseph Smith,
jr., and Sidney Rigdon, that you .may be planted in- the land
of your inheritance, to do this work.-Doctrine and Covenants 55: 2.
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by faith alone, because man is a reasoning being,
and is required to reason and study.
In harmony wit}). the above definition of truth
we quote the following:
To the student of society present themselves the questions,
What is? What has been? What tends to be? What may be?
. . . The first two are tributary to the third . . . . We seek
truth not merely for the pleasure of knowing-, but in order to
have a lamp to our feet,-Edward A. Ross, professor of
sociology, in preface to Foundation of Sociology.
TO LIVE AT PEACE WITH ALL MEN.

The true follower of Christ is placed in a delicate
and trying position. He is quite likely to be subjected to abuse and persecution; yet according to the
tenor of his belief he can not retaliate in kind. He
must follow the way of peace among those who are
bent upon killing him.
Christ said, "They hated me without a cause ....
If they have persecuted me they will also persecute
you. . .. They shall put you out of the synagogues :
yea, the time cometh, that whosoever killeth you will
think that he doeth God service."
He also said, "My kingdom is not of this world.
If my kingdom were of this world, then would my
servants fight .... When they persecute you in this
city, flee ye into another."
Certainly the Saints of the early church knew
what it was to be persecuted and hat~d without just
cause. They may have erred in some particulars at
times, but as a rule the conduct of the church was
singularly free from retaliation. They were not
permitted to dwell in peace in Ohio, Missouri, or
Illinois.
In 1833 their enemies came upon them and drove
them from Jackson County, Missouri. The Saints at
that time suffe1·ed great hardship, with accompanying loss of life and property. One charge made
against them at the time was set forth in a circular
issued by the citizens, as follows :

We have presented enough to convince anyone not
blinded by prejudice that the attitude of the church
toward education was misunderstobd by the world
at large. Their ideal was high. In fact we believe
·that they had the true and only safe theory of education, stated in the law quoted, "Seek learning even
It is more than two years since the first of these fanatics
by study, and also by faith."
or knaves (for one or the other they undoubtedly are) made
Faith divorced from study and intellectual effort their first appearance amongst us, and pretending as they
soon becomes credulity and degenerates into super- did and now do to hold personal communion anq converse
stition. Study divorced from faith heads directly face to face with the most high God; to receive communica-.
toward atheism, the curse of colleges and universi- tions and revelations direct from heaven; to heal the sick by
laying on hands; and, in ·short, to perform all the wonderties to-day.
working miracles wrought by the inspired apostles and prophThe ultimate aim of education was held by the ets of old.-Church History, vol. 1, pp. 313, 314.
church to be the discovery of truth. The breadth
In 1833 it was blasphemy for one to ask God for
arid liberality of that ideal may be understood by the spiritual direction or physical healing and to believe
church's defi_nition of truth: '"l'ruth is knowledge that he would answer. To-day leaders of the' Emof things as they are, and as they were, and as they manuel Movement and many others, highly reare to come."-Doctrine and Covenants. 90: 4.
spected, are "blasphemers."
Fleeing as best they could from· their abandoned ·
In other words he who understands things as they
are, as they were, and as they are to be, is in and dismantled homes the Saints sought refuge in
possession of truth. That is the end and aim of Clay County. There they were hospitably received
education. Such an education can never be secured and proceeded to settle upon their own purchased
by study alone, as it involves things unseen, and or rented farms and allotments. But in time thefr
learned only by revelation. Neither can it be secured · ancient enemies followed them up, determined to
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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oust them from the Sfate; and by various means
succeeded in raising up a strong faction against
them.
·
Matters reached such a stage that neutral and
cool-headed members of the community' felt that
something should be done to avert bloodshed. They
accordingly appointed a committee to confer with a
committee to be appointed by the church. This committee advised the church in the interests of peace
to withdraw from the comity.
The committee attempted to formulate some of the
reasons for the existing prejudice against the Saints.
We italicize certain portions of their statement for
the purpose of calling attention to particular reasons .. It seems that (as is so often the case) the
Saints were hated because they were "different."
Established communities resent the introduction of
new customs of speech and dress, and new ideas in
religion and politics. Human nature is at. best politely tolerant of ways and customs that are foreign.
Americans despise the pigtailed Chinese; and the
Chinese are no less contemptuous of American "foreign devils." The city bred man esteems the farmer
an object of ridicule; when he strays into rural districts he is chagrined to find himself the recipient of
like contempt. The Saints were newcomers in the
West. They differed from their neighbors in dress,
in speech, in politics, and above all in religion; and
those differences were at the root of the trouble.
. We quote resolutions drawn up by the committee
to which we have referred:
They are eastern men, whose manners, habits, customs, and
even dialect are essentially different from oiir own; they are
nonslaveholders, amd opposed to slavery, which, in this peculiar period when abolition has reared its deformed and haggard visage on our land is well calculated to excite deep and
abiding prejudices in any community where slavery is tolerated and practiced. In addition to all this they are charged,
as they have heretofore been, with keeping up a constant
communication with the Indian tribes on our frontier, with
declaring, even from the pulpit, that the Indians are a part
of God's chosen people, and are destined by heaven to inherit
this land, in common with themselves.
We do not vouch for the con·ectness of these statements,
but whether they are true or false, their effect has been the
same in exciting our community. In times of g·reater tran' quility such ridiculous remarks might well be regarded as
the offspring of frenzied fanaticism; but at this time our
defenseless situation on the frontier, the bloody disasters of
our fellow-citiZens in Florida and other parts of the South,
all tend to make a portion of our citizens regard such ·sentiments with horror, if not alarm.
These and many other causes have combined to raise a
prejudice against them, and a feeling of hostility, that the
first spark may, _and we deeply fear will, ignite into all the
horro1's and desolations of a !!ivil war-the worst evil that
can befall any country. We therefore feel it our duty to come
forward as mediafors and use every means in our power to
prevent the occurrence of so ·great an evil.
As the most efficient means to arrest the evil, we urge on
the. Mormons to use every means to put an immediate stop
to the emigration of their people to this country. We earnestly urge them to seek some other abiding place, where
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the manners, the habits and customs of the people will be
more consonant with their own .••.
The religious tenets of this people are so different from
the present churches of the age that. they ·always have and
always will excite deep prejudices ag·ainst them in any
populous country where they may locate. We therefore in a
spirit of frank 'and friendly kindness, do advise them t~ seek
a 4ome where they may obtain large and separate bodies of
land and have a community of their own.-Church History,
vol. 2, pp. 58 to 60.
·

The committee added, "We do not contend that
we have the least right, under the Constitution and
laws of the country, to expel them by force."
Under the circumstances the Saints might have
felt that they would be within their rights as citizens to stand their ground and defend their -position
by force, as they were admittedly occupying within
their constitutional rights. But their ideal was to
follow after peace; and at that critical time they
were tru~ to their ideal.
Under date of July 25, 1836, the First Presidency
and others, to be exact, Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, Oliver Cowdery, F. G. Williams, and Hyrum
Smith, wrote from Kirtland to ·the Saints in Clay
County, advising them as follows:
We forward you our letter to Mr. Thornton and others,
that you may know all we have said. We advise that you
be not the first aggressors. Give no occasion, and if the
people will let you dispose of your property, settle your
affairs, and go in peace, go. You have thus far held an
asylum, and now seek another as God may direct. Relative
to your going to Wisconsin, we can not say; we should think
if you could stop short in peace, you had better. You know
our feeling·s relative to not giving the first offense, and also
in protecting your wives and .little ones in case a mob should
seek their lives. We shall publish the proceedings of the
public meeting, with your answer, as well as our letter. We
mean that the world shall know all things as they transpire.
If we are persecuted and driven, men shall know it!
Be wise; let prudence dictate all your counsels; preserve
peace with all men if possible: stand by the Constitution of
your country; observe its principles, and above all show yourselves men of God, worthy citizens, and we doubt not [the]
community ere long ·will do you justice and rise in indignation against those who are the instigators of your sufferings
and affiiction.-Church History, vol. 2, p. 73.

The Saints of Clay County had already adopted the
course outlined in the above communication. At a
meeting of the elders held in Clay County on the 1st
day of July, 1833, this resolution was adopted:
Resolved, for the sake of friendship and to be in a covenant of peace with the citizens of Clay County, and the
citizens of Clay County to be in a covenant of peace with us,
notwithstanding the necessary loss of property and expense
we incur in moving, we comply with the requisitions of
their resolutions in leaving the county of Clay, as explained
by the preamble accompanying same; and that we still use
our exertions to have the church do the same; and that we
will also exert ourselves to stop the tide of emigration of
our people to this county.-Church History, vol: 2, p. 63.

Similar circumstances might be related at length,
but this is representative. No one not blinded -by
prejudice will deny that this was a noble and Christwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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At Colorado Springs a ·movemei1t was alive to either enlarge
like ideal nobly lived up to under great provocation .
. to do otherwise. We believe that the ideal was quite their building or build a new one. Prospects seem bright
for them there. They have plenty of local talent, as Brethren
consistently lived up to during all the early histm:y
Russell, Morgan, Qlark, and Harris are among their laborers ...
of the church. Orily in the most abject extremity · Receiving word of the illness of Brother Pender, I hastened·.
did they attempt to defend themselves by force. to Phoonix, Arizona. Found Brother Pender changed for the
When persecuted in one city they fled into another. better. Bro. T. w_. Williams had been summoned from Los
Their kingdom not being of this world· they did not Angeles to administer to him the gospel ordinance for the
fight. If at any time the ideal was forgotten for a sick. I spent some weeks in Phoonix keeping up the appointments on the plaza for Brother Pender, except those in
time, it was because of human weakness, such as Spanish.
Peter betrayed when he provided himself with a
I was attacked during the work there by Prof. O. A. Phelps,
. carnal weapon and used it. If the Saints retaliated which resulted in a joint debate on the subject of the divinity
in kind at any time, it was the exception and not of the Bible. We held it in a hall run by the Socialists,
the rule. You, gentle reader, under similar condi- where we also hold our Sunday services. Thirty-six ·speeches
were devoted to the subject. The professor was very prolific
tions might have done much worse ..
in the "turkey buzzard" method. I noticed he had a book,
ELBI\)RT A. SMITH.
sort of an encyclopedia, matter culled from skeptical and
· (To be concluded.)
infidel authors; but unfortunately for them, while in debate,
they leave out important and explanatory contextG. The
Inspired Version is an unlooked-for' arsenal they are not
MISSIONARY WORK IN MEXICO.
EDITOR'S NOTE.-The following letter from Apos- prepared for, which gives us a flank movement they never
recover from. It has been my pleasure to meet several infitle F. M. Sheehy will be read with considerable in- dels in public debates. I ani now in the mood of retreat.
terest, especially that pa1·t outlining his experiences While standing in the defense of the Christ one senses his
in Mexico. Referi:ing to the letter from the Utah sayings to the disciples returned from missionary· tour, "Did
Mormon bishop who declined to permit Brother you lack anything?" The answer, "No, Lord," is still ours
Sheehy the use of his church, owing to "instructions in its .fullness, when not forfeited by unfaithfulness on our
part.
from headquarters," and his attempt to justify such
During my stay at Phoonix I took a trip to Mesa, not far
refusal on the ground that our elders had abused from Phoonix, where there is a colony of Utah Mormons, and
their privileges when granted the use of such build- a stake organization. I applied to J. T. :i:,esueur, president ·
ings, we will say that it is merely necessary to re- of the Maricopa Stake, who cordially received me but had
member that when Elder E. C. Briggs first went to to refer the matter to the bishop for the use of the building
to hold meetings in. I found the bishop on his ranch, a few
Utah, during the presidency of Brigham Young, he
miles out of the village, who could not give me a decided
was emphatically refused privileges to preach in any answer without consultation with his counselors. The inclosed
Mormon meetinghouse in the Territory. That was letter is his final answer:
before our elders had preached a sermon in Utah.
"MESA, ARIZONA, November 24, 1909.
The refusal has been continued with few exceptions "MR. F. M. SHEEHY,
until the present time. It is not based on fear of
· "Phoonix, Arizona.
our abuse, but on fear of the truth, as is shown by
"Dea1· Sir: Owing to instructions from headquarters we
the fact that Utah elders have repeatedly used our can not allow you the use of our building to preach in.
"I am sorry that such a ruling has been made, but it
meetinghouse at Lamoni, where they have no fol- resulted from the slanderous attacks that the ministry of
lowing to lose. To accept such favors and then re- your faith have continuously made against the Church of
fuse to reciprocate in kind is despicable:
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, when we did open our
HACIENDA DE AUGUA DULCE, MEXICO, Feb. 25, 1910.
buildings to you, so that your ministry is to blame for the
Dea1· Herald: You have so little news from this south- condition.
western country, I thought it might be of interest to you to
"Wishing you well however,
hear from us. I did not get into the field until late this
"I am sincerely yours,
year, owing to the need of my presence in Maine. You have
"J.M. HORNE,
already published the reason in your obituary column. Any
"Bishop of Mesa Ward."
further reference I refrain from, it being one of the things
This is the common subterfuge now in vogue, and always
of our life that do not belong to the public gaze, being a peculiar to those who fear light and investigation. The
sanctum sanctorum in variety. I arrived in Denver in Octo- men of that church are generally genial in manner as far
ber, where I found Brothers Scott and Bullard busy. Meet- as personal contact goes, but the binding, depressing effect
ings were being held in the homes of Brothers Burnett and of priestly domination asserts itself. "Time tries all," and
Bartlett. So much engaging the time and attention of peo- will also do its work among that people; just how is the
· pie in city life, not many attending. The move in Denver to query.
.
build a new chapel was in concrete forni under the supervision
At Phoonix there is a large Indian school under the ausof Bro. E. F. Shupe, whom we thoug·ht well to excuse from pices of Uncle Sam, where children from the various tribes
more direct missionary work for the time being. Much of that section are educating, thus fitting· the descendant
credit is due to the energy of the committee, sustained ·by the of Laman for .blessings pronounced upon him by Lehi:
Saints of Denv~r. They are now occupying the new chapel, "Wherefoi'e, ·because of' my blessing, the Lord God will not ·
having recently moved in. Bro. R. Bullard has been labor- suffer that ye shall pe~'.ish; wherefore, he will be merciful
ing ·there during the winter. Denver _will dol!btless continue -· unto y9u and unto your seed for ever."-Book of. Morm.on,
to be an important point for t:\J.e church in Colorado.
page 91, paragrpah 13.
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The angel's message to -the Seer and favor to the descendants of Abraham, including the remnants of Joseph, on this
land, are cotempoi·aneous events. The raising of the flag
of ·revolution in Mexico against the enslavement of the La. manites by Spain, first by Hidalgo, then continued by Juarez,
and still maintained by Diaz, are to be noted. "I am God
and change not, therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed," applies as well to the sons of Lehi as to those of
Judah, and the evidence of that preservation is just as
remarkable. · The suppression of the Mexicans by Cortez
aided by the clergy of the Catholic Church, kept them in
mental and physical servitude for over three centuries, even
to-day two thirds of the natives of Mexico are in the peon
class. Nevertheless, when time was ripe for the yoke to be
lifted, it was the Indian that was ready for the emergency.
It is a remarkable fact that ·the man who led Mexico on
to victory, and to whom monuments are erected all over the
republic to-day, was none other than a full-blooded Lamanite,
Benito Juarez, who had become minister of justice, president
·of the supreme court, vice-president, and ·finally president
of the republic, successively. While in the latter office, he
. withstood the invasion of his country by foreign foes, English,
Spanish, and French, as also the potent power of the church
within. Few men in history have so noble a record as
this son of Lehi. People sometimes overlook the fact that
Lehi's posterity are not all to be counted in the nomadic
Indians of North America. His best representative is found
elsewhere, as in Southland, where he is struggling against
great odds, and steadily maintaining his upward march
towards liberty and enlightenment. I offer the following
extract as evidence in point:
"The careful student of Mexican history and oL]ler population, while he will be forced to allow the disastrous consequences of the social and political system prevailing there
·for the past three centuries, will nevertheless discover to
his satisfaction that comparatively few of the ills from
which that country suffers and has suffered are to be traced
to the native defects of the native races. On the contrary,
he is likely to conclude that few peoples could have submitted
for three centuries to a despotism so complete, and so ingenuously detrimental to national character, and - have
emerged so creditably· as have the Mexican. The vitality,
physically, intellectually, and moral!y, of a people who after
this long enslavement were able to rise up and break the
bonds that had held them, and who, through a whole century of stubborn fidelity to liberty, have kept on with their
disheartening tasks of the shaking. off of successive series
of shackles, is itself the ·bow of promise to the futui·e."A New Era in Old Mexico, Winton, p. 140.
Referring to the full~blood Indian, he says: "This stock
has exhibited, and still exhibits, every element ·which goes
to make up the best there is ia .humanity. In view of the
oppression and degradation which the Spaniard deliberately
inflicted upon the Indian in the earlier centuries of their
contact with them, it is scarcely short of marvelous that the
native stock should have shown so much of a vitality, both
in number and in producing its proportionate share of great
men in Mexican history."-lbid., p. 24.
The time is opportune for the gospel to go to him, more so
than at any time since the restoration. The public school
system of Mexico is doing its w6rk in that direction. A
goodly number of the younger people are having their minds
fitted thereby to receive the gospel. The Protestant sects
have been at work the1~e. The following is an extract from
a sermon by Doctor Cox, presiding elder of the City of
Mexico district of the Methodist Church, South: "W.e now
have three annual conferences in the Mexican work, employing about eighty native ministers, and about twenty male
missionaries, and like number . under the auspices of the
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womans'- board of m1ss10ns. We have eleven schools in
which there are· more than three thousand s.tudents. 'one
of the .largest mission schools in the world is under the
auspices of our church at Chihuahua. We have graduated
from one of our schools four daughters of one of the gov_emors of one of the· States. We have one hospital fairly
equipped, located at Monterey, which is doing splendid work
treating in its dispensary and hospital work about te~
thousand patients per annum."
·
The work of the Protestant churches in getting an interest
aroused in the native's mind to read the Bible as against
the influence of the dominant church that tries to prevent
the laity from doing so is commendable. Among the -needs
now are missionaries able to preach in Spanish. Bro. W. S.
Pender has •become proficient enough so that he is preaching
in Spanish on the plaza, Sundays, at Phoonix, Brother Mannering and wife, now at San Antonio, Texas, are also studying Spanish, and are at ·work among the Spanish speaking
people of that section, preparatory for work in Mexico.
Brother Pender has written some tracts in Spanish, which
will be necessary there. To send these two men and their
wives, who are also getting proficient in the language, to
act as aids to their husbands, into Mexico will be a proper
move. As young men come into the gos'pel among the
natives some can be sent to Graceland and be prepared by
the influence and environment there to become missionaries
to their own people. It is now a recognized fact that the
young Mexican who becomes a preacher is more effectual
among his own people than those of a foreign tongue.
· (To be continued.)
INDIANS ASK FOR MISSIONARIES.

Perhaps La Push is the only village of its -size
that has no Protestant Church of any denomination.
The only church we ever go to is the Shaker Church
which is said to be .of Indian origin, but no Bible
or Sunday school .lessons are introduced. Not a
·single missionary has ever been sent here to make
an attempt to Christianize the Quileutes. · To pray
in a far-away spot is common thing among these
Indians. They believe in God and the Son, Jesus
the Christ.
A visitor will come in the Shaker Church and look
upon it as foolishness, but to the members it is a
blessing. They say they do not pray to any false
god, but to whom our white brothers call Jesus. They
claim that their power to sbake is given from above
which forms the part of their worship. When a
person dies they pray for her or him. · ·Every year
since the church here was established there are always several to become aggressive in the religion;
there have been many who were given a power to
pray regardless of what others say. There have been
several each year to join the congregation.
Do we need a church? Will it be a detriment to
our willingness to advance in the higher stage of the
so-called civilization? We always wished to have a
church .. No one here, who is not a Shaker, professes
to be a Christian, but each one who is able to read
and sing will certainly attend Sunday school and
church services. Will there be anyone from ·the
civilized world, who will volunteer to preach the gospel to the aboriginies in this locality? They .are per\,
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fectly harmless; they are no more in the stage of
barbarism and believe that a church will not. harm
them.
When Mr. A. W. Smith, now justice of the peace,
of Mora, ·was in. charge of the school in this. villag·e,
he demanded a church, thei·eby,' quite few of the socalled leading men contributed certain sums of
mqney and expre~sed their willingness to help along
the work. The ve17 same spirit of a Quileute In- .
dian could be realized if any step. toward making a
church is undertaken.-Quileute Chieftain, (La
Push, Washington), January 26, 1910.
THE MAGAZINE NUMBER.
"AMBOY TO INDEPENDENCE."

In the advel'tising section of the present number
there will be·found an advertisement of the Magazine
Number. In connection with the advertisement are
coupons that may be clipped in order to facilitate
the ordering of extra copies. This is about the last
chance to order extra copies of this special number.
All orders should be in before April 1.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The Independence section of our Magazine Number will be of general interest to the church at larg·e
and of especial interest to Independence Saints. 'Ille
first articles in this section outlines the founding
of the church in Jackson County, Missouri, and the
expulsion. The se~ond .article, 'written by the Ind!:'-'
pendence Stake Historian, Mrs. J. C. Nunn, deals_
·with "the- return," and gives a history of the Inde· pendence Stake and Branch. The third article is a
brief history of Zion's Ensign by its former editor,
W. H. Garrett. The fourth article, by Elder Joseph
Luff, is on the Sanitarium. Note coupons and advertisement of the Magazine Number in the back of this
- issue.
"We are tiny little creatures, finite beings, living
in the midst of the infinite. We can not understand
what is infinite. The simplest cosmic truth is utterly
beyond our grasp. But we know that we are a part
of the infinite. We know that eternal justice and
mercy govern us and direct us. We know that the
. normal desires planted within us are destined to be
gratified. And no normal man believes that the intense longing for immortality is doomed to disappointment:"
"The first strokes of the artist are not wasted,
evenif they are erased. The first tests of the chemist are seldom correct, but they tell him what pro- portions need not thereafter be considered, and thus
narrow down the feasible formula out of which
the correct cQmbinations can . be more easily
reached."

Orig~nal

Articles

OUR REASONABLE SERVICE.

In writing to the Saints of Rome the Apostle Paul·,
gave utterance to these words:. "I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable
unto God, which is your re.asonable service."_:_
Romans 12 : 1.
We find herein several thoughts- suggested and
will. try to notice some of them in this brief article.
First, let it be observed that the apostle is speaking
to those within the church and by the mercies of·
God that they are already possessors of, he appeals
to them trying to impress upon their minds the need
of more perfectly consecrating their lives to God,·
and that their reasonable service is the presenting
of themselves to God, or in other words conforming
to the law of the gospel in their service.
Since that is true, let us pause for a moment and
ask ourselves what is required of us, and then notice
that the apostle. says to "present ourselves a living
sacrifice." The question may be asked, How can I
do this? How is it possible for me to become a
sacrifice and yet live? And it may be answered in
this way, By living for others. Let us here consider
that the~great sacrifice of the Christ was not so much
in his dying for us as in his living for us. :He lived
a life of true brotherhood. His love went out con~
tinually for man, and in every word that he uttered
was found the essence of true life. :He said, "It is
my meat and my drink to do the will of him that,
sent me, and to finish his work." So he moved along
, in discharge of duty, looking at the glory he might
add to God and the good he might bring .to his
fellow-men, and by the life of service and sacrifice
that he lived, we as Saints in these latter days are
permitted to enjoy the blessings of peace through the
gospel, therefore (because Christ has lived for us)
we ot1ght also to live for mankind.
Sometimes we think the pressure is too great and
we are unable to make sacrifice for others when
they apparently do not seem to appreciate it, but
we should also remember that "Christ died for the
ungodly."
But the presenting of ourselves a Jiving sacrifice
is what we want to consider, and sometimes we
think that we can sacrifice· in our way and it will
do just as well as if we do it in the Lord's way.
You know Cafo had this idea when he offered sacrifice, but the Lord did not approve pf it,-his sacri,;
fice was not acceptable. His brother Abel's sacrifice
was acceptable because he presented it in keeping
with the commandment of God, so we herein discover that to be. able to render reasonable service.
to God we must do. it in keeping with the law that '
he has given us, no matter what our station in life ' .
or in the church may be.
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· If God has blessed us with thisworld'.s goods we are contents of these secret books can only be· learned
expected to impart of them according to the law for through repeated initiation. And if this initiation
the good of others. If we are blessed with learning is continued sufficiently long, a thing impossible for
we ;:tre required to use it for the good of the work. one mortal life, superior beings whom we may d~sig
If we are in the common walks of life and have nate as God or as gods may be seen, This coul'Se
- neither wealth nor learning we can at least present · of study and of preparation requires the separation
our. life an example worthy of all acceptation, that from the physical desires and tlie development of
by ou1· deeds of love and virtue· we might win souls the spiritual and altruistic in man, since he gains
to Christ. If we are -called to the ministry. our 'little by little that dominion over nature which makes
i·easonable service is to find out our duty and labor it possible to raise the dead to life, to walk upon the
in the office wherein we are called, and tliat grace- waters, to say to the mountains, Be thou removed.
fully; .not because it is a duty imposed upon us, but Such dominion over spiritual things and forces can
because it is a pleasure to serve our fellow~men and not be entrusted to any save those who are absoin serving them we serve God. .If there· is any re- lutely pure. Such powers used for selfish ends would
ward to be given in this work it is for the cheerful simply mean black magic. Hence these things can
worker, the one who works because he desires to not be· made known generally, since to do so would be c
bless others, and not because it is a duty which he to bring about the destruction of the world, as has
already happened once to the people of Atlantis
can not shirk.
The· apostle in writing to the- Saints of Corinth and the Lemureans.
gave expression to the thought in these woi:ds : "For
The study is so difficult there would be no danger
though I preach the gospel, I have nothing to glory of the mass of people pursuing it. It is only those
of: for -necessity is laid upon; yea, woe is unto me, . of intellectual strength who could possibly follow it
if I preach not the gospel! For if I do this thing at all. So far as that part would be concerned the
willingly, I have a reward; but if against my will, population would be safe, since the ignorant could
a dispensation of the gospel is committed unto me. not and would not understand. But there arn inWhat is my reward.then? Verily that, when I preach tellectual giants who are not spiritually strong.
the gospel, I may make the gospel of Christ without Therein lies the danger. Hence the necessity for
charge, that I abu~e not my power in the gospel. protection from vulgar eyes, and hence it is only
For though I be free from all men yet have I made after long preparation and proof of moral worth,
myself servant unto all, that I might gain the more." that even the lesser part of the mysteries may be
-1 Corinthians 9: 16.
made known in this age. The time will come; howHerein then is our "re,asonable service" made ever, ·when every man will be clairvoyant, when
manifest, that we. labor and sacrifice because we de- every eye shall see ·and every ear shall hear; but
sire from the heart to assist others· in gaining even that time· is not yet.
more than we have attained to. And if I as a minCOSMOLOGY ..
ister for Christ should have h1 view any motive other
· This subdivision might also be called theology, as
than the blessing of mankind and the glory of God,
I am not rendering a reasonable service. The spirit it has to do with- the divine. Theosophites do not
that should actuate all (whether laity or ministry) believe in an anthropomorphic God. They believe in
is that of true sacrifice, to make sacrifice because a supreme being who is not a being at all, but rather
'0'e love God and have the welfare of our fellow-crea- "Beness," who is neither male nor female, nor both,
nor neither, but rather- cla1:ified as IT, THAT, the
tures at heart.
May God aid· us to that end that we may all rerider 'Limitless,· the Unknowable. IT is in you and me~
to him a reasonable service, the fruits of which is it is everywhere, Infinite, it is all things, yet 1io
thing, still it is not nothing. It is. nihil, still not
·
righteousness and tr~e holiness.
annihilation; it is the incomprehensible; the CauseHopefully,
less Cause. It is not conscious, but it is Conscious:.;
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
ness. In a few brief words no man knows anything
at all about it, nor can he possibly comprehend or THEOSOPHY.-NO. 2.
understand it. Nor can That appreciate or feel for
In the former paper we endeavored to make it man, befo1~e he returns in accordance with infinite
clear that Theosophy first tries to correlate and unify law. That entity, which is the divine essence in man,
all religions, and so takes· into consideration all the reaches its height and fullest culmination only when ··
sacred books. Special stress, however, is given to it returns to "the Day of Be~with-Us," in which all.··
the Vedas, Puranas, and other works of India. Yet thirigs become one with the Infinite. This Causeless_ ·
no one of these nor all are the basis of the theo- Cause is before a11 things, and. within it, and_ from·..
sophical teachings, but they claim the existence of it there emanates or becomes the First Great Cause,
secret records containing a primeval revelation. The the Unmanifested Logos; from . the Unmanifested
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Logos there evolves ·the Manifested Logos. Then the "Ghost" of his present self., Still these beings
comes the Demi-Urgos and all the different ranks were of enormous statute compared to man of toand orders of holy beings from gods, archangels, day. No language was spoken, but things were ·
· angels, down to man. While there is this spiritual understood; the race was continued by· fission or
·development, matter also becomes a factor ·of modivision. This continues for a very long period, for
tion. The Causeless Cause is the only thing that IS· ,
they
were all gradually changed from the middle of
all other things are Maya, or illusion. When th~
the
race
towards the second race ; and as we have
Spirit moves upon the great deep of matter there
comes forth living things. There are ages then on suggested, each i;ace divided into subraces, the
ages, all involving the-wonderful number seven; ch-- fourth race of any round partakes of the charactercl.es within circles and circles upon circles, but when istics of the fourth round, though in a lesser degree;
.all strike four then is the utmost of matter accom- the fifth subrace of any race partakes of the charplished, and there begins the return to the One. It acteristics of the fifth race, though in a lesser 'degree.
is the extreme of the descent into matter. · Every Those characteristfos, which belong to say the third
round, will reach their fullest manifestation in the
~ star has its seven manifestations, its seven rounds
to each turn of manifestations, its seven races to third subrace of the third race of the third round
each round, and seven subraces to each race. But but still through the first race there is a graduai
when all are four, then begins the· return to the permutation towards the second race; the first race
seventh, which is also the first. But there is this is the self-born astral shadows, having no underdifference, however, because the returning entity standing; the second race is the sweat-born or bonecarries with it the sum and essence of all its ex- less. They are egg shaped and sexless. The race is
perience in the descent into and ascent out of matter. continued by budding, i. e., a small portion of the
The day of Brahm is 4,320,000,000 years; 360 days parent swells out of the surface -and finally parting
and nights make a year of Brahm; 100 years of company grows to the size of the original organism.
· Brahm are an age of Brahm; for every day there is The second race was a slight understanding and
a night, for every age of activity an age of passivity could speak formless sounds ; after a long age
or inaction. All things as they once emanated, all they developed the third race. The latter part of
the manifested lives return back into space and back the second and third races and the early part of
into the One Causeless Cause. Then for a like per- the third is intermediate hermaphroditism. We have
·iod, as there has been activity, all things abide pas- an instance of this in worms and snails and in some
, _sively in the One. Therefore is that the only real, plants. It· is closely allied to budding. But men
. since things pass. Some may be for· a day, some became too powerful in the thfrd race, so that the
·for a trillion years, stili at last· to one and all come rulers of Karma caused them to divide, male and
female, and they one became two. Man will not be
changes, save only to the Causf!less Cause.
All things, which appear to be, are only aspects a perfect septuanarian being till the seventh race of
an,d manifestations· of the one real and U nchange~ the seventh round. This, however, is the beginning
able. IT breathes forth and all things in turn be- in the latter third race of true sexual union ; and
com~; IT inspires or breathes in 'and all things the later method was the fall or descent from the
return. As to that entity, which enters the individ- pure spiritual. This matter of the fall is variously
ual, it is not yet clearly defined exactly what will be discussed and a variety ·of opinions advanced. So
·that state in "The Day of Be-with-Us." It is stated far as the Theosophists are concerned, their clearest
that each entity, while 'as before it was part of God, view would be, that the fall is a cloak of the great
has now become God itself, and differs so that the mystery of the descent of the Spirit into Matter,
end of the seventh differs from the beginning of the and the later re-ascent of Spirit to God; that none
first, in the whole round of experiences gained in of the early part of Genesis is historical, but is only
existence and in the flower of all, that has been a cloak for the great truths of the secret wisdom.
gained from contact, association, amalgamation for
Jehovah, according to the writings of the Theosophists, is the type of .man and woman. They
. a_ time with matter.
translate, "I have a man even Jod heva," not, "I
ANTHROPOMOLOG,Y.
have a man from .the Lord." So are other names
This Ea1·th has also its seven manifestations; the but types and ideas and not historical. ·Again JeMoon is the mother of the Earth and is now ap- hovah is made one of the lesser deities concerned in ,
proaching its last stages. The Earth is in the middle part with others in the creation, one of the workround and, is about to ascend. . There have been men on the building, but not even the Architect, )et
·many races through lqng ages upon this Earth;· the alone the Causeless Cause, or even the M,aste~: Again
'first ra'ce appearM when the Earth was too ephem- , he is niade only the emblem and protector' of. the
, eral foriany Stich existence as .now appears. Man' - Hebrew race in Phallic' wotship. Jehovah and the,
qfthat', time was of. air, spiritual, arid s~xual, out 'other of the Elohim created man, but designed to
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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keep him ignorant. Lucifer is the light from God · bound on a cross. He was placed in a state of
and gave man the divine wisdom. Lucifer is the· hypnosis and then h~s body piaced in a tomb· or
type of Theosophy, the serpent of Eden, is its em- sepulcher, where it remained three days and three
blem, the se1·pent of wisdom. Lucifer is a rebel nights, the initiator remaining with him. If he were
against Jehovah, but not against the Causeless worthy, the initiator was able to give him a view
Cause nor the Logos, whose will he is carrying out. of the S\lperior being. · Some, not .being sufficiently·
Lucifer is the brother of the Logos, and comes from prepared, returned -from this initiation with intellithe higher councils, with which Jehovah has nothing gence lost; to others it meant the loss of life; others
to do. He personifies those who cling to the spiritual failed to see its significance. It is only the pure and
rather than to the physical realm. Jehovah is the worthy who could or· can receive and abide in the
god of the physical. But not only is the serpent of lesson.
Eden the type of Theosophy, but also the great ·
At some other time it might be of interest to go
dragon of Revelation, which is also the serpent of more fully into these ceremonies of initiation, and
wisdom,-the whole writing being under a veil lest how severe a test they were. In many instances the
man should understand, and is only to be explained candidate had to seal his covenant with blood, though _
to the initiated. The Devil is only God inverted. later this became a form and sample, and is doubtBut Lucifer is not the Devil, but is rather the Divine less now a veil for a secret meaning. But he took
Wisdom of the Son of the Morning. Hence we have within his hand the emblem of death and offered
one of the leading papers of Theosophy called Luci- himself or, it might be, the initiator as a sacrifice.
! e1', This gives but a faint idea of the extent to Many passages infer that this action was actually
which Lucifer is eulogized and the manner in which carried out and that it meant physical death; but
Jehovah is ridiculed. To do this, many constructions of this we still have much doubt. Ho~ever, in
are placed on the biblical texts, which are somewhat 1·eality there were seven degrees, and a man who
far-fetched ; ancJ_ much reference is made to pur- had completed the Path then walked and talked with
ported Hebrew writings of antiquity. The Bible God. Such were called the "friends of God," but
clearly indicates, that the Jews went astray after they were very few. Such, however, were Enoch,
heathen gods and picked up many strange and pe- Abraham, and Moses. (The above is very interculiar ideas, but in such writings as these, everything esting as a tradition.) At one time it was possible
that was ever taught or believed by a Jew is taken for a man to so purify himself. Some men have talked
as explaining the character and nature of Jehovah. with the Divine. We do not understand that any
We do not doubt many of the Jews went after such of the society claim any such vision now, but only
teachings as the above, and caused their children to that it is possible in time to take such an initiation.
pass through the fire; but that such is the teaching Futhermore, as the race draws near it_s end, all
of Moses or of the prophets we do not believe.
mankind will have this privilege and will see and
The fourth race reaches the limit of the physical, know; but to those who do not use the knowledge
and the spiritual has then descended to the utmost wisely it will mean destruction, it will mean the left
into matter. Languages now become articulate and hand instead of the right; it will mean sorcery.
there is a nearer approach to conditions of to-day. To such nothing is safe from its place, though their
But some of these earlier race have abused the divine power is limited by the sons of God; over the pure
knowledge, hence follows their destruction. Enoch is in heart they can never have any dominion.
but a type and name for those who through initiation
S. A. BURGESS.
had become the "friends of God." Moses, Abraham,
(To be continued.)
Solomon, Paul, John, Jesus of Nazareth, and others
had become initiates.
If God gives me work to do, I will thank him that
Most races of antiquity had a ceremony of initiation; part of the ceremony was public and for all he has bestowed upon me a strong arm; if he gives
the people. But there followed a period of prepara- me danger to brave, I will bless him that he has not
. tion, and then preparation and entrance into the made me without courage; but I will go down on my
first initiation. In the first, some knowledge was knees and beseech him· to fit me for my task; if he
given from whence man came; such was the charac- tells me it is only to stand and wait.-Jean Ingelow.
ter of the instructions and lectures. In the second,
It is unnatural to sleep in the light. A light
initiation what man is. In the third, what man shall
become. This in most of them ended the initiation. carried into the bedroom at midnight will waken the
In fact it was much for man to accomplish and to sleeper. So it is unnatural for one to sleep spirituretaip this much, and in many cases even this, has ally and intellectually in the light o,f ~ruth. Fifi.sh
suhk into the barren form. . In the original initia- the light of truth u;von _the sleeper, 3;nd he.willopen ,
tion of the third degree the candidate took the place' his eyes an'd begin to look about and try to offer an
of the one put to die; he was in many instances apology for having s~ept,__:_Epw01·th Era.
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A MAN'S PRICE.
"Every man has his price," said a cynical college student
to a young professor.
- He waited foi• a reply, and as the instructor said nothing,
he asked, "Don't you think so?"
·
_
"If I· did think so, I should hate to. admit it," said the professor. "I could not very well accept tha_t theory for all men
'vithout conceding it for Jnyself.
· "You remember the old fallacy concern;ing the Cretan· who
said, ·'All Cretans are liars. If all Cretans are liars, this
Cretan is a liar; but if he is a liar. he is not to be believed
when he says, "All Cretans are liars." But if he speaks
falsely, and C1;etans arn not all liars, perhaps this Cretan is
not. a liar.'
. "If I say, 'Every man has his price,' I may not be entirely
i;ight abou1 all other men, but I have made a dangerous admission concerning myself.''
"I wasn't exactly yearning for a review in logic," said the
student. "I'd just like to know what you think of it as a
practical proposition. Isn't the_ real difference between what
we call a good man and what we call a bad man a difference
in price?"
"I will answer you seriously, and I will say I do not think
that is the ·whole difference. It may be a part of the difference. You and I, who have never had to face the terrible
temptations that have overwhelmed some other men, may well
judge thein with charit~', and pray to God that we may not
be led into temptation. For as every stick. or beam has its
theoretical breaking-point, as you have learned in your study
of physics, so I suppose there is not a man of us who has not
a point of weakness at which, if tempted above measure, he
·would yield. In that sense it may be true-probably i1? truet_hat every man has his price.''
"That was what I meant," said the student.
"I don't think it was," said his teacher. "I am_ sure I do
not mean what I' think you meant, nor what is commonly
. -meant when it is-said that every man has his price. I thank
God that I have known men who held honor above all price,
and who, in spite of human weakness, would have died before
. they would have betrayed a trust.''
,;It seems to l'ue you contradict yourself," said the younger
rilan.
"I do not think so," said his teacher. "I have conceded the
-theoretical breaking point of every man's resolution, but I
. have not conceded that it wili break, or that it does break.
Very many times:._oftener th;m not--it does not break.
"I have trusted many men, and few have betrayed me.
Although more of them might have betrayed me if tempted
· inordinately, still I do not think most of them held their trust
at a price. This is my own confidence in myself, and in most
men about me, that I am not holding myself for a price. And
I have one other confidence, namely, that no man can set that
· price but myself.''
"Doesn't the man who offers the price set it?"
"He does not. The man who prays to God to be kept from
.temptation, and who goes steadily about his duty, not valuing
his honor in terms ·of anything marketable, is to all intents
a.lld pu~·poses above all price. He ranks among the great and
. unpurchaEiable things of life, the love of God, the grace of
Christ the sacrifice of mother-love, the glory of integrity.
And
he sells anything it is not honor, but-himself.

if

" 'Still as of old,
Man by himself is priced;
For thirty pieces Judas sold
Himself-not Christ!'-
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"And so I don't believe that all men have their price. I
don't want to believe it of myself or of my neighbors. I
still believe ''that Satan lies, and that it is not true of J ol:> nor
of a good many men that 'All that a man hath will he give for
his life,' nor yet for the things of life.
··
"Love and honor and duty are above all pl'ice, and I believe
a good many men hold them so. I hope always to believe this,
and I want to be one of those lJlen.''-Yoiith's Companion.

Mothers~

Home Colµmn

EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advioory Bonrd; Dnughters of. Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.

Dea1· Sisters: Although never having written for the
"Column," still I have often thought I would li!ce to do so,
but feeling my inability I have let the ·opportunities pass,
from time to time. I have read the many good articles by
the sisters and know that most subjects have been treated
by much abler pens than ·mine, but the older I grpw, and
the more I watch the tendency of the youth of the church; and
especially those whom the isolated young members of the
church have to associate with, toward vanity and other ·evils,
namely, prevaricating, or "stretching" the truth, my heart
turns cold within me to think of _the dreadful c.onsequences
of such a habit, the many years of hard struggle to the conscientious to win back the confidence which they have lost.
I have often thought that the parents, many times unknown_
to themselves, were to blame for this habit in their children.
Many an imaginative child will, in its innocent play, imagine
.it has things which it -has not, and tells its playmates, and
even its parents, of these things, repeating them over and
over until it makes itself almost believe they are really. true.
I have in mind a little boy of about four years of age who
would go out-of-'doors in the summer time where his father
was planting potatoes. He would stay and play quite awhile,
and in coming indoors would- have a long story to tell of his
"boys" he had out "planting potatoes.'' He had ten or fifteen
acres of potatoes, just as he happened to tell it, and he kept
it up all summer telling about his "boys" and his "potatoes."
His mother would reprove him for telling stories that were
not true, but his father would say, "Oh, let him alone. He
enjoys himself telling those stories. He will soon forget all
about it.'' But he did not forget the habit of telling untruths,·
and to-day his parents can not believe one thing he tells
unless they know themselves that it is true .
So, mothers, and fathers too, watch the little ones, and do
not let one falsehood go unreproved, for in after years' the
seed thus sown may yield ·a harvest of sorrow whic_h it will
be bitter grief to gather.
We mothers had better be remiss with our work· than to
neglect the molding and morals of our children while they
are the age to mold into grand and good men ·and -Women for.
God and the carrying on of his work, when the ones who a1'enow working for him ate through with this life.
A READER.
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It was eleven years ago that I accepted the gospel, having
heard God's untiring servants proclaim it withp.ower, the Holy
Ghost, and much assurance, and not in word only. Like the
rest of the world, I was ignorant; I thought there was only
the Utah Latter Day Saints, or Mormons as they are termed.
I was going with a young lady, now my wife; she was not
then a member, but is now, and her parents were both Saints.
Through her untiring effort, I would accompany her ~o .
churc!t, and I would advise our young people to do likewise.
We are· told that when the sinner i:epents and enters the fold
there is ·rejoicing in heaven. It was not long before I was
convinced that this was God's church, although it was hard
for me to give up the old man and his deeds. I had become
so steeped in sin that it was hard for me to give up my evil
habits, such as drink, tobacco, swearing, etc. I smoked as
many as ten cigars a day, but finally quit,. Some say it makes
·them sick to quit. Don't you thjnk it niade me sick! I am
not saying. this to boast, but there is no evil habit that we can
not repent of, for that is why J eSl!S said, "Repent ye, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand." I do not set myself up as
perfect but I am trying to be perfect, and that is what every·
one should do. .
Bro. J, C. Crabb baptized wife, Streley, and· myself. Obstacles seemed to come before me in my efforts to serve God
MACHIAS, NEW YORK, March 7, 1910.
Dear Herald: In the letters in a recent HERALD, I find one and yet I can see that God's hand was leadh.;g me; but Sata~
was trying to overcome me. Now after eleven years of expeon keeping the Sabbath. Now that makes me think away
rience I can bear my testimony that if we will only trust God
down deep. I was always taught to attend Sunday school
all things are possible.
and preaching services and prayer and testimony me~tings on
I will relate a dream or vision: After I had been elected
Sunday. Now the question tl)at arises in my mind· is, If l
live from five to fifteen miles from the place of worship, how president of the Clinton Branch, I became somewliat downam t to get to it? _Walk, did you say? Now as a farmer I hearted and discouraged because of conditions. When I
work six days of the week,. walking from sunrise to sunset. retired I kneeled and asked God to strengthen me for the
The command is,, "Six days shalt thou work, but the seventh work, that I might stand steadfast in the faith, and true. to
thou shalt rest." How shall I rest and go to the services? God's word, he showed me his great love, and as I lifted my
If I walk five miles to meeting and five back, that is ten miles, eyes heavenward I saw letters of fire and Jesus standing
near them. The letters read, "Little flock," and then all
and a little work for shank's .horses. (Matthew 12: 10c14.)
Jesus healed a withered hand for a man on the Sabbath, and passed away. In the morning· I wondered what it all meant
and immediately the Spirit bore witness to that passage of
read what he said about the sheep in a pit.
I have driven fifteen miles to meeting and have felt blessed ·scripture which ·says, "Fear not, little flock, for it is your
in so doing. It was one of three things, walk, drive, or stay Father's good will to give you the kingdom." That was
at home. Which should I do?- I drove, and would do it again very comforting to know that he was pleased with us as a
if I were placed in like condition; and I do not believe that branch of the church, and that this is his church. God has
God would punish me for so doing. I have driven miles for demonsfrated his powers many times to me in administering
and with ministers on the Lord's day. Will I be punished to the sick, not only in my own family, but among many
for a good deed? They could not have met appointments of the Saints. It causes my heart to rejoice.
Our branch is doing fine; some of God's people are moving
otherwise. I have seen Saints administered to on the Lord's
day and healed. Was that against the Master's will? Judge in here and some are investigating our claims. We purfor yourself. How would our brother do if he were placed in chased a church building four years ago on payment of four
like circumstances, would he work his beast or would he stay hundred dollars down and the rest in fifty dollar installments. The property cost one thousand dollars, but since
at home and not attend services?
We are isolated from any·branch so far as I know. If Bro. we purchased the property, real estate has gone up and we
H. 0. Smith sees this, I wish he would wrfte us at the above- would not sell now for twenty-five hundred.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
named place.
yours in the truth
EIGHTH AVENUE.
E.W. VOELPEL.
Box 116.
J.
BALDWIN.
Requests for Pray.;r.

TOLEDO, WASHINGTON, March 8, 1910.
Editors Herald: Will you please ask the Prayer Union,
through your columns, to pray for my uncle, Elder P. W.
Premo, who is sick \vith rheumatism in his back and leg,
almost to the point. of death, it seems, that if it is God's
.will he may receive relief and cure. He may be over this
attack before yqu'have time to act upon this letter, but unless
God gives relief, will soon be prostrated with another.
Your sister in Christ,·
Box 23. ·
MRS. A. J. PREMO.
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, March 9, 1910.
. Dear Saints: I would like to ask those who can-to fast and
pray on the first Sunday forenoon of April, for my hearing
to be restored. I have a roaring sensation in my head and
my hearing is failing me, especially in my right ear. I will
alS<~ lie administered to on that day.
·
Your sister in the gospel,
2130 J;\Y STREET.
PAULINE NAPIER.

Letterr" Department

N.

CLINTON, IOWA, February 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: I feel it a duty as well as a privilege to
write to our ·valuable paper. I have taken. it a number of
years and it has always brought such comforting news; such
news as can not be obtained elsewhere. When we read some
of the lovely articles and letters we can feel the sweet influence of the Spirit 0£ God accompanying the same. I have been
impressed many times that I should write some of my experiences. I have not had the same kind of experiences in coming in contact with this glorious gospel that some have had
through· coming in contact with their relations or loved ones,
as none of my relatives have accepted the restored gospel
that I know of.

CORBIN, MONTANA, February 23, 1910.
Dear Herald: As I am still one of the isolated ones, and
as the intolerable lonelin~ss seizes me with a grasp almost
unbearable, my first effort for relief is at the throne of grace
which I can truly say always brings a sense of relief; but
not so complete and full as the association of kindred minds,
raised with one purpose to the fountain head of all righteousness. We were greatly refreshed and strengthened by
the presence of Bro. Isaac M. Smith, who preached for us once·
and administered the sacramental emblems, to my wife and
self. We rejoka that we have been permitted, even in so
small a· measure, a part in this great worlc of the Lord.
. ISAIAH M •. DUNGAN.
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PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA, February 21, ' 1910.
·Dem· Herald: In a recent issue of the HERALD there is a
letter from Glen Easton, West Virginia, criticising the let. ter that I. wrote to the HERALD. some time ago. The writer
'claims that I made some very derogatory observations of their
hills, etc., and says.they were "stung." I have read over my
article carefully again, and though I wrote it carefully, (as
the editor says, I wrote him that I wanted it all to go, as
there was nothing objectionable in it), I still think the letter '\vas decidedly complimentary, and not derogatory, as the
writer from Glen Easton claims, I wrote in an encouraging
·way of al! ~he branches in the district and made no exception
to Glen Easton. Why should I? ~have always been kindly
treated there and considered all my personal friends. Let
us analyze the objected part and see what are the facts.
I cut a joke about the Arkansas hills out of the Satiwday
Evening Post, and ·used the clipping as an introduction to
the subject of hills. I showed that clipping to one ,of the officers of the Glen Easton Branch, and he laughed heartily over
the matter. That is just what I thought everyone would do.
They joke about those glorious hills themselves. And on a
clear morning they are glorious, and at sunset they are 11sight to behold. Here is one of their jokes. "Brother Miller, when we buy c:me acre of ground out here, we get two
acres, one on each side of the hill!" How did I know somebody was sensitive about the hills? I do not believe that is
the reason for the criticism, however.
"A little nonsense, now and then,
Is relished by the best of men."
After intro.ducing the subject of hills with this clipping,
I said: "The Glen Easton brethren have mastered those
hills and compelled them to yield a good living for them."
ls that complimentary or not? Then I said the Lord blessed
them by placing oil in them for the benefit of some of the
brethren. Was that complimentary or not? Then I referred
to Bro. Jasper Dobbs' marriage and spoke of him as a
progressive and advancing young man. Another complimentary statement. I surmise here is where the trouble
lies. I presume I should have said something complimentary
regarding another individual, but I believe in encouraging
the young people and I believe Brother Dobbs didn't get any
too much of it. Yes, it is true that the Glen Easton brethren have been "stung," but it was not by an individual in
Pennsylvania, but by an individual in Glen Easton. Get
after him.
Some additional facts: At the conference at ·Wheeling,
February 5 and 6, I met many of the Glen. Easton Saints,
old and young, and was never treated more cordially by
. anyone. One of the leading officers of that branch was
especially friemUy in his greeting. I was invited to go out
to their branch at least a dozen times from their members,
and I was urged so strongly to take supper with a young
couple from there that I did so; yet the Glen Easton writer
represented the branch as being offended at me. I know
who was offended and why. I will meet with the branch as
soon as I can and .I expect, with the exception of one or
two individuals, to be treated with the same friendliness
that I always have been in the past. The editor knows circumstances why I did not want my letter cut up and I do
not believe he would have cut out that part which the writer
calls objectfonable. It was written in the right spirit, but
the trouble seems to be in the spirit in which it was read.
C, ED. MILLER.
'
TULARE, CALIFORNIA, February 19, 1910.
Dem·, Brother Elbert: I_ 1 just ~ot fie1j'!',. yesterday from
'Santa Ana. I am still greatly afflicted, but trying .to work
:for the Master. Will p1·each to-morrow and also ordain
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Bro. "A. J."Damron to the office of priest. This is according
to the direction of missionary in charge, Fred A. $mitli. It
is colder here than in Santa Ana; I am so cold this mor.ning ·
that I can scarcely write. I think I will have to quit running
about.
J, c. CLAPP.
CISNE, ILLINOIS, February 27, 1910.
Dear Herald: When we came b:;ick here from Knobnoster
all welcomed us with a hearty handshake and "glad you have
come back to help us with the Lord's work." We have had
a grand revival meeting here at our branch with both Saint
and sinner, and added ·to our number fourteen precious souls,
which will be a power and strength to the work.
One of the brothers was called to the office of deacon and
was ordained February 13, by Brn. H. Walker, F. L. Sawley,
J, G. Smith, and J. F. Simms. I believe he will be blessed
in his calling. Brethren Sawley and J. F. Curtis were the
ones that conducted the meetings, the latter only being with
us three days. He left to attend the Taylorville conference,
but the good work still goes on, and the Saints are strengthened and rejoicing in their progress.
We have Sunday school every Sunday and prayer meeting
every Thursday night. We are depending on a debate soon
with the Missionary Baptists to explain the. difference be:
tween truth and error. I know this is the work of the Lord,
for I have proved it in days that are gone by and have seen
the work manifested by the Lord. I hope the people Will
come out and hear the difference and obey the gospel. There
are several others interested and I believe they will soon come
and go along with us.
Yours in the one faith,
MR. AND )Y.[RS. J. F. FLEEHARTY.
PORTLAND, MAINE, February 25, 1910.
Editors Herald: I am one of the isolated ones and I find
lots of comfort in reading your nice letters. Since the Chapman-Alexander revival movement swept over this 'place, the
Pentecostal or Holiness people have been having special meetings, conducted by one Rev. Andrew Jackson, of Kentucky.
The writer had the privilege of attending a few of their
meetings, and also putting a few questfons in the box to be
answered by this wise ( ?) servant of God.
My first questions were: "Why did Jesus go to teach the
spirits in prison if there is no escape for them?. See 1
Peter 3: 18-20 ;" and, "How can the gospel be preached to
them that are dead, if the dead are unconscious, as some
teach us? See 1 Peter 4: 5, 6."
Just listen to this answer: "Jesus did not go to preach
to them. He walked through the back alley of hell shouting,
'I have conquered the world, death and hell!' He proclaims
his victory. He did not go to set them free. - No, brother,.
when one is in hell, he is in for ever; no escape." How very
wise is this Mr. Jackson! Where did he find out so much?
Surely he did not get it from 1 Peter 4: 5, 6; or 3: 18-20.
Well,, I thought I would try him a little farther, so I put
in the following: "Is the stick of Joseph the Bible? If so,
where is the stick of Ephraim? See Ezekiel 37: 15-22. Is
it not the sealed bo9k of Isaiah 29? And as the Jews are
already returning to Palestine, how is it they -are not joined
together?" I saw him take the Bible and look up the reference. I expected he would give it up, but no. He read it and
said: "Stick doesn't represent the Bible; it represents authority. They will not be joined together until Christ comes.
Then neither Jew nor Gentile 'vill hold the stick, but Jesus
will take it in his own. hand." Nothing about the sealed book.
I have a friend who once belonged· to the Baptist: Church,
but at present belongi; to the Holiness Church, and as hg still
holds to water baptism; I was led to give- him the following
question, in hopes he might get a glimpse of the Rev. Mr.
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Johnson as he reall;y is: "Is i~ necessary to be baptized in
water, in order to: be saved and sanctified wholly, mid to
receive a· remission of sins?" Answer: "No, it is not necessary to be baptized in water or vinega1' or molasses.I' I will
not try to give all he said as it would probably find its way
into· the ,l,rastebasket. I have ·one more question and answer
and then I am done: "What sealed book is referred ·to in
Isaiah 29, that would be found in the hand of an unlearned
man; as God would proceed to do a marvelous work and a
wonder just· before Lebanon (Palestine) would become a
fruitful field?"
i saw .him talking with one of their members, and of
course, he knew who put the question in, as I had told a·
number, sci I expected something, and sure enough it came.
He read: "'The mission of all is become unto you as the words
of a book that is sealed.' Yes," says this wise Mr. Johnson,
"the old prophets were so corrupt, like men chewing tobacco,
the juice running down the corners of their mouths, bleareyed, when God gave them a vision it was like a sealed book
to them . .,They did not dig it out of the ground like old Joe
Smith did. No, it does not come that way." He started to
read more, but soon stopped; the book was too plain for him;
so he just spent a short time ridiculing the prophets and
did not answer the question.
Thus do these deceivers go forth blinding the people. Oh,
how thankful we should be that God has opened our eyes!
Let us watch that we be not_ deceived by a black coat and a
sanctimonious expres_sion.
Ever trusting in God. and trying to do his will, I am,
Your brother in the one faith,
W. S. POWERS.
KAITANGATA, NEW ZEALAND, January 30, 1910.
Editors Hei-ald: We write to let you know we are still
in the faith 'and the hope of the gospel. We thank God we
are in a l:md where we can proclaim the gospel to those we
meet from time to time. The last time that I was on the
street tGJ preach to the peopJe, I got a good hearing. We had
go_od liberty to speak the words of life. But I am sorry to
'let you know that I have lost my right eye in the mine and
there is something growing over the other one so it is very
weak; so you will have to overlook my bad writing. I thank
God that it is no worse.
I think the time is near when some one will be sent pere.
We have a better house for the Saints in New Zealand now.
When some of the brethren were here they had a hard time;
no harm for them, but it is not so now, for we have Saints
in many parts. There are no Saints in Kaitangata except
myself and companion; she is a great sufferer with rheumatism. Brother Call is still in the faith and he will make a
good preacher. "May God give him strength. The church of
Christ, or the Campbellite Church, was so much against us,
and all at variance one with another, but he that was the
cause of opposition _lms gone the way of all flesh. We have
many friends and I desire to live so that I may not be a
stumbling-b_lc>ck in the way. I have not been as faithful as
I ought to be. May God bless you all in the work, is the
prayer of your brother,
THOMAS DIXON.
CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA, February 24, 1910.
Dedr Herald: I have been here a few weeks and I am
glad to report that in my opinion the work was nevei• in a
better condition spiritually, and in a better working condition
than at present. I hope it will continue so. Ten have been
.. :., baptized in ·the past year and more are expected. Because
- .. ofi the. need of a house to worship in the Saints have determined· te build' them -one, so as tcdfave it ready for the conference which convenes here someti:t:ne the latter pa~·t of
August or first of September,
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This is the home of D. L. Shinn, or "grandpa," as' he is
called by many. At the last sacrament meeting held here,
we ·enjoyed listening to the testimonies that were borne of the
many. years that he has stood the storm of persecution and
trial, being alone, and being faithful in bearing his testimony
and presenting this gospel to others. 'Some of the world's
people -have obeyed, but· the most gratifying part of it is to
!mow that by his faithfulness his family have all obeyed the
gospel, except one, and the probabilities are that he will obey
ere long. A great many of his grandchildren have obeyed
and the outlook is in favor _of them being standard bearers for
the Master. His time of doing much missionary work is draw~
ing to a close, as he has passed the allotted time, but he can bless God for his goodness and mercies to him, his family
being honorable, upright men in their business affairs in life,
. and all with him in the church.
We organized a Religio on the 16th inst., and my son
Robert, who has been with me since the beginning of- the
year, effected an organization of the Sunday school into the
General Association, so the probabilities are that there will
be district organization both of the Religio and Sunday school.
In Shinnston the work keeps in good condition because of
the zeal of Sisters Griffith, Lesson, and Kidd, who are not
afraid to let their lights shine. At the. Harmony Branch on
Indian Creek, in Ritchie Com\.ty, they have determined to
build a church to worship in. About a year ago a building
committee was appointed, consisting of Brn. Thomas Smith,
Bruce Wilson, and his brother Clarence.· Subscription lists
were put in cfrculation and the necessary amount subscribed.
Bro. Bruce Wilson gave the necessary amount of land for
the house, and I think a better site could not be found in that
part. Some of the material was purchased, but the work was
- postponed until fall. In November and December, while they
got the deed signed and registered, a number of the brethren
went to work and got the pillars for the foundation all set
and leveled, ready to commence the framework; but the
weather turned cold and froze so it was thought wise to
wait for warmer weather. As soon as it turnS' warm it
will be up in short or-der, for the brethren are mechanics ·of
no slim order, and it will be done in a workmanlike manner.
So goes Later Day Saintism in West Virginia. -All it takes
is time, patience, and perseverance, and West Virginia will
rank among the leading districts of the church.
I am your brother and colaborer for the building of Zion,
SAMUEL BROWN.
DICKINSON, NORTH DAKOTA, Feb. 28, 1910.
Edito1· Herald: I wish to' announce through the HERALD
that if any Saints or elders should be passing by, they will
be welcome at our place, as we are the only Saints living here
and we would be glad to have some of the ·elders stop and
do some preaching. This is a town _of six thousand and
seven hundred~ population. They will find me at Boulger &
Hughes' furniture store or at my house, number 102 East
Seventh street.
ALBERT P. LANGDON AND WIFE.
FANSHAWE, OKLAHOMA, February 18, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: For the benefit of Brother Heminway,
of West Branch, Michigan,-as well as others who might want
a home in this grand State, I write a descl'iption of eastern
Oklahoma.
Fanshawe is located upon the Rock Island railroad, eleven
miles west qf Wister, about thirty-five miles from the Arkap.sas line, upon or near the great Fauch Malimi,.Rivi;r., About
one mile from tliis sti:eaih there is a fine, fertile· yalley, which
will . produce hear a bale of cotton to the acre. c6i'll is
almost a natural product, yielding from forty to seventy
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. ;'bushels to the acre.. Fanshawe is separated from the river that. are placed in c)large of the publishing hons!). I am
land: by a. small mountain with a five foot vein of coal in it. much interested in the Home Column, and it is always read
In. the· town we ·have three veins of coal thr~e feet thick. first· of all. . In the issue for February· 9 the 'Home Column
·. _East and we~t each way there is a yalley of good land about contained the best letter I ever read in that department.
a half mile wide, almost all vacant, not settled· yet.
It was a father's letter to his son and wife. My husband
A. belt of this land at. the . town, about one and one half and I both read it and we wished that· every Latter Day
mile wide, is segragate.d coal land, and can not be purchased Saint would read it, and prc;ifit by such wise instruction .
.yet. We ·believe' Congress will soon pass an act to sell this How many more happy homes there would be in the world,
if more fathers would instruct their sons and mothers their
land, whiCh is several hundred miles long, east and west.
·we have fine timber for lumber, and at this time mills are daughters. ·How much less sorrow there would .be if they
in the hills north of us; manufacturing lumber for market; would teach their children (when they reach the prop_~r age)
· · also hauling their output on. traction engines to this place, to ask the ·Lord to help them select their life copmanions.
shipping it to market. We also have fine furniture thnber One of our elders .said he thought the Lord would not
south of us, and some of this is being shipped to -Fort Smith want .to be bothered; we could do the selecting ourselves.
and there made into furniture. We have oil and gas under- ·To my mind he is mista:ken, for that is the. most important
ground undeveloped. This river bottom land is selling at step .in life, and ;why not have the Lord's approval in that as
well as in anything else? . I have thought that for ma~y
· norm11I prices.
We have a town site deeded to us and can sell lots and years and never .could have taken that sincere and .sacred
give warranty deeds to them. We now have a movement on step if I had not been divinely directed. We ·both had that
foot to have a large body of land added to the town site in assurance, and what happiness, -peace; and sati~faction it
brought.
·order to give people chances to buy homes.
Our oldest girl is now five and a half yeai·s old and we
Our climate is mild and h~_althy; stock does not require
much feed all-winter, and none at all to get through some of are trying to teach her the gospel. She says she is going
to have her papa baptize her when she is eight. I hope
our winters.
The Saints have a branch 'of forty-seven members and a and pray that she will be ready; how .it will grieve me if
good Sunday school. Our church building is commodious and she is not. She loves to go to Sunday school and although
a paid~up insurance on it for five years. We wish to say to she is very lively, she loves to have us tell her Bible stories,
the Saints who want to come to Oklahoma, we will welcome and remembers them too.
We were deprived of attending Sunday school and other
them here and sell them lots.to build them homes at from
twenty-five to one hundred dollars; then they can be here to meetings on account of sickness causing the churches to be
buy this land which wijl soon· be sold. The upland is fine for closed for a few weeks, and last Sunday was the first
- fruit and there is no one in this business. But they who do at our chapel again; it seemed quite a treat.
The Saints of this part; so far, have escaped the many ·
go into fruiting will ·make money, as the Saints here are ·
diseases
that are all around us, and we are grateful for·
good citizens, as \Yell as those who are not of the faith.
· I do not lielieve anyone can make a mistake by locating protection, for the light of the beautiful go'spel,• and for the
at this place. ·We are very anxious that the Saints every- many blessings we enjoy from our dear Father's bountiful
where who are without homes will locate here, or those who hand, though we have our trials, as all Saints are to be
have can "do well by selling and investing here. There are tried. I desire to be a help to the cause, but I am deprived
good openings for different enterprises. Anyone asking ques- of doing much on account of afflictions of body and mind. Pray
tions will get an answer, and we will gladly give any informa- for me, dear Saints, that I may be strong and overcome and·
endure to the end.
tion asked for.
.
Truly in bonds,
We expect 9ur district conference to meet .here next June,
J. H. LEWIS ..
and we humbly pray and ask all to assist us with their
prayers that our efforts may not he in vain.
MINDEN CITY, MICHIGAN, February 18, 1910.
Your sister in the gospel,
Dear Herald: Again I must write and express my appreLENA VOLTZ HENRY.
ciation of your worthy columns. I usually write once each
year to one of the church papers, but last year about this
time an infant girl came to our house to increase our happi·:ness and I failed to ;write, as my time seemed to be taken
up looking after home duties and the two little girls which
the Lord has blessed us with. Our babe was blessed by
Elder William Davis, of Ubly, Michigan, and held by his
son, Elder J. W. Davis, now of Australia. William was
among the first to declare the everlasting gospel to us. Now
we rarely see him, but thei'e. are other sheep that must be
gathered into the fold. Brother and .Sister Barr are still
living in the branch, but are not able to meet with us often,
·• and we miss their presence. Sister Barr, ;who has been
sotely afflicted, is now able to be around as usual and seems
to be happy. Since our last June conference we have had
· some .of our elders come and preach for us. They were G.
·H. Hilliard, J. J: Bailey, I. Goheen, T. Bossen, Charles
. Green, and Brother Leaverton, of Canada. We truly appreciate the presence and wise counsel of all.
The HERALD truly is a great comfort to us. I often
wonder how Latter Day Saints can live without the church
papers. Life would seem very lonely to us if it were not
for .those encouraging and grand articles we can read and
feast upon, and we are truly thankful for the noble ones ,

FLOMATON, ALABAMA, February 23, 1910.
Dem· Hei·ald: I rejoice.so much in reading the letters in
the HERALD because there are hardly any Saints here; no
branch near, and no Sunday school. We -have a sermon ..
preached to us every two or three months and sometimes
a little oftener. I pray God that we may be permitted to
live nearer some branch. I am in bad health and I ask
the Saints to pray for me that God may give. me better
health and that I may· Jive to see a better hour.
ANNA WADKINS.
FLOMATON, ALABAMA, February 23, 1910.
· Dear Herald: Many times since I came in this latter day
work, I have been made to feel the true Spirit of Jesus
Christ, and I am perfectly satisfied. I have a desire to ·
come up higher and be found doing the ;will of my heavenly
Father, that I may receive that bright and peaceful home
that all the dear Saints are working for. I am glad that
we four Saints here have the privilege of reading the ch:urcb.
papers and hearing how the good work is going oh in the
land. Brother Slover.was with us·this past week and B1;other
Booker a few .weeks ago. They preached some delightful -
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sermons; and we highly appreciated them, and hope . they
\viii call on us again. They will find a welcome at otir
home. Pray for me, dear Saints, that I may be faithful
to the end.
.
CADDIE wADKINS.
FLOMATON, ALABAMA, February 23, 1910.
Daar Hera.Id: Pehaps some ·one would like to hear how
we few Saints are, and I thought I would write to let the
dear ·Safnts ·know how well I?leased I am to re.ad· their comforting. letters in the HERALD each week. It is indeed a great
·help to the isolated ones to read these letters and know how
·the great work is going on over the -land and country. I
have been a member of the c}mrch four years and I am
seventeen years of age. I have a1ways lived away back in
the woods, and have never attended many Sunday schools.
You can imagine how weak I am in tile faith, though I am
t1•ying to do all I can in the upbuilding of the Lord's kingdom
here on the earth.
Brethren Booker and Slover came by a few weeks ago
and gave us a few cheerful sermons, for which we are very
thankful. We •Would be glad to have any of the elders stop
when passing· by, even if they can not stay more than two
or three days.
What :few Saints there we1;e here have all moved away.
Two 11ice families near Pollard, Alabama, moved away not
long ago. It· makes us feel sad. Pray for me, dear Saints,
that I may . grow stronger in the faith.
·
Your sister in Christ,
THENA WADKINS.
CHEROKEE, OKLAHOMA, February 25, 1910.
Editors Herald: We raised scarcely anything last year
and had a great deal of sickness. I went to the mail box
to mail a letter to you, and when I got back one of my
horses was sick, and I had to send for a veterinarian which
cost me five dollars, and he had not .been gone over an
hour when the· horse fell on me and broke my leg, and he
died in less than an hour after. I am getting along as well
as could be expected so far, and hope and pray that our
afflictions may work to our good and cause us to live more
faithfully. My wife has ·.been ailing for over two years and
was bedfast for two weeks, but she is up now but very
weak. My mother-in-law .has been staying with us doing
the housework. I have been very negligent in performing my
duty, but I am strong in the faith of the gospel, and ask
an interest in the prayers of the Saints that I may be able
to overcome and be worthy of God's blessings.
Your brother in the faith,
G. L. SWEET.
SAINT JOSEPH, MISSOURI, February 16, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: With much pride and pleasure I send a
photograph taken by Bro. Elvin Brackenbury of Zion's Hope
Mission Sunday school, formerly known as Aspey Mission.
It may be well remembered by some .in the far _west, even
Brother Terry, who about fifteen years ago so faithfully and
diligently labored to establish this little mission, then under
very difficult and trying circumstances. Since that time the
· mission has been almost- self-sustaining, several having been
·added to its ranks, until now the sun begins to shine, and
prospects are very- bright and encouraging.
Through the ardent support of Brn. William Lewis, Taddicken, and last but not least, our worthy Brother Pickering,. who has been holding meetings for five weeks, the
organization of a branch is to be considered on next Monday
evening, with Brother I. N. White present. When organized
it will make three branches in our city.
.~·- · . _Eight have been added to our _number within the past three
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weeks, and several moi'e are earnestly considering th~ most
iniportant step .in this life.
The memory of Zion's ·Hope Mission will ever be cherished by the writei•, for from its sacred desk the truth was
presented and .accepted, puttii1g the teaching of sectarianism
to flight. Thanks to Brother Terry, and God's inspiration!
We as an humble mission band, eai:nestly request support, by your faith and prayers, that thoug·h few in number
· we may ever be found at oui· post of duty, though pleasant
or otherwise, and that we may impart an influence for good
among· those of an inquiring mind.
"Not to the strong, is the battle,
Not to the swift -is the race,
But to the true and the faithful
Victory is promised, through grace."
In bonds,
(SR.) PHOEBE E. WOODSIDE.

Brethr<m: I think I have undergone some rather singular
experiences in the last two years' Two' years ago we ianded
in Lowry City, Missouri, expecting to engage in business,
and coming there that our little grandchildren .who were
living with us might have the benefit of the 'saints' church
services. Soon afterward the Saints •began to leave; still
we kept up services until Christmas, 1909.- I failed in my
-business expectations and had to resort again to wage labor
to support my family. I struggled as best I could until last
fall. I am a coal miner by occupation, and to procure steady
and pei•inanent employment I was compelled to leave Lowry
City between Christmas and •New Years.
In changing places I suffered considerable anxiety of mind
concerning our little folks being deprived of Sunday school
privileges, but the thought finally occurred to me that we
could keep up our _Sunday school lessons as a family. This
we did and in a couple of Sundays a neighbor boy came
in and took part with us; then others came, until we had
a class of twenty-six workers, old and young, men and ladies,
boys and girls. All these had to be crowded into our l).ouse,
which was like packing sardines in. a box. So I had to get
busy and procure the use of the schoolhouse. About that
time some got busy circulating the report that I was a
Mormon, but from the first I had published the fact that I
was a Latter Day Saint. They hurt us some, but I was
elected superintendent, and last Sunday night I had the.
privilege of preaching in the scho~lhouse. I 'am still on the
firing line, •but am trying not to waste any--ammunition.
Yours for the ·truth,
JOHN H. TIBBLES.
CONNEAUTVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA, February 18, 1910.
Eddto1·s Herald: I attended the district conference at Sharon; also the Sunday school and Religio conventions.
There was quite a large attendance at all the sessions. Sunday nig·ht the house was crowded, Brother Griffiths being the
speaker. All sessions seemed to have an upward tendency.
At the request of the minister in charge I have been labo1;ing in Ohio and Pennsylvania. I have labored in the following cities in Ohio: Canton, Akron, New Philadelphia,
Youngstown, and Warren, and near West Farmington; and
ih Pennsylvania, New Castle and near Conneautville. I have
simply entered into other men's labors. Bro: G. T. Griffiths
seems to .have been first in some places. The name of T.
W. Williams, together :with W. H. Kelley, and some others
are remembered by those among whom I have labored. It
is good to be fifiit, but;-"the last shall be first and the iirst
shall be last." I ·have found good people everywhere, and
some are trying to be good. Altogether \Ve ought to be
able to move the old ship of Zion forward. .I notice a ten-
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dericy 'on the part of some of our young men to press forward
and occtlpy where they should, which is a good indicatiqn,
and some of our young sisters are' proving th.emselves faith. fql to their trust. So " 'Tis good to be a Saint in latter
days.''
·
l see from the Delineato1· of Mai-ch 10, 1910, that Kansas
City has adopted a good plan for taking care of her tramps,
prisoners, and those who indulge excessively in the drink
habit, which plan is said to be in advance of any ·other city.
And it is said to make honorable men of many and enables
them to provide for their families in a respectable way. I
think the plan is a capital one and one that I have been trying
in my weak way to advocate for some time past. Why
stretch a man's neck because he has committed. a crime? I
care not how great a crime it may be. To hang a man
does hot benefit the lives of those he has taken, neither their
friends nor relatives, and it is of no benefit to the one
hanged. If found guilty after a fair and impartial trial,
I would favor a law to confine him to labor and let the
proceeds of his labor go to support his family, if he has
one, and the family •or relatives of the one whose life he
has taken. In this way the criminal would be benefited, the
family of the one whose life he has taken, and the public
in general, if the proceeds of his labor were appropriated
·properly, and he would be given a chance to repent. This
it seems to me would be socialism in the highest sense of
the term, and not government ownership of railroads, but
railroad regulationship of railroads, trusts, corporations, combinations, etc. This great wave of socialism that is sweeping
over the country is liable to deceive and mislead the unwary.
"Be thou steadfast and unmovable in the faith of Him who
has called you," is the watchword. ·
Each passing year seems to bring its evidences confirmatory of the latter day work, and the world will yet be compelled to acknowledge that Joseph Smith was a true prophet
of God, and th.e Book of Mormon a true record. But our
opponents have said if that book be true why can not some of
the names of the rivers, cities, and villages be found in South
and ·central America, and Mexico spoken of in the book, as
though if there could be it would f<;>r ever convince the world
that the book is true. Not one known name, they say, can
be found in the Book of Mormon, forgetting thei·e are cities
·spoken of in. the Bibie that can not be found to-Clay.
By reading and studying those countries of late I find this:
Rand McNally & Co., in ~heir pocket atlas of the world for
1907, on page 246, speaking of that section of country on
the northern border of South America called Guiana, says:
"It is a region extending from Orinoco to Amazon River, and
received its name from a tribe of Indians. This country is
Dutch Guiana and Cayenne or French Guiana. Dutch Guiana," it says, "lies between Moroni and Corianton Rivers."
Not knowing the Book of Mormon way of spelling these
rivers, Moroni is spelled Maroni, and Corianton, Carentyn.
Moroni River is marked on the map as being three hundred
miles long, and Corianton River five hundred miles long.
(See Rand McNalley & Co.'s pictoral atlas of the world, for
1898, page 271, and map of South America in same book.)
The sum and substance of the matter is this: Guiana,
was named by a tribe. of Indians, and Dutch Guiana being
between Moroni and Corianton Rivers, lies between the two
rivers·named by the Nephites. It is as plain as the alpha·b~t. to any unbiased mind. In the pocket atlas the Corianton River (Corentyn) is mentioned, and the Moronf is not,
but in his la1·ge pictoral atlas both ai'e named. Mr. M. W.
Gre~n 1 ex-M. P., a very learned man who lectured against
us in New York City, pronounced Nephi "Neph-ie," so you
see the .. difference is in the pronounciation people give it.
But M1:~ Gr~en leamed that'he was not as learned in Book
of Mormon 'lore as he thought.
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I sometimes .wonder if it would not be more profitable to
take the gospel to the people of· Mexico, Central, and South
America, than to some of the isles of the sea. We would
save the expense and danger of crossing the great sea,
anyway.
Your brother in Christ,
D. E. TUCKER.

McKENZIE, ALABAMA, February 15-, 1910.
Edito1·s Herald: There are so many good letters and articles written by the ·different brothers and sisters that cheer
and comfort the weak and struggling, giving them clearer ' .
conception of their own weakness, in order that they more
carefully and steadily' walk 'the way that leads to the city
of God. .I have been a reader of the HERALD for twenty-eight
years, and do not see how I could get along without it.
There is such an accumulation of our different· sources of
testimony of the divinity of this worJ,, till it does seem that
there is no room for ·doubt or fear; but with all the power
of a living faith and love for humanity and with a burning
zeal we ought to seek to build up the kingdom of God and
to establish his righteousness. May' they so labor that there
may be a realization of the promise to elders of an abundance
of the manifestation of his Spirit; also that there may be
~.
an increase of spiritual growth and development throughout · /
the entire church in 1910.
·
\ ,
The year 1909 has been the most remarkable year in some 'V
respects of any in the history of the church in this district.
On October 18, ·a debate commenced here between Bro. T. C.
Kelley and Mr. W. G. Roberts, a report of which has been
published, so will not write of it now. The Reorganization
lost nothing and the Saints were more firmly grounded in ·
the faith. December 27, Bro. F. M. Slover met C. H. Cayce,
of the PriI(litive Baptist Church, in debate on church propoc
sitions for four days. Brother Slover sustained his proposition to. the satisfaction of the Saints, anrl I think made some
friends. The Baptist brethren had overestimated Mr. Cayce
and underestimated Brother Slover, which made a victory
for Brother Slover quite easy. Some of Mr. Cayce's gestures
in his effort to emphasize some of his borrowed Roberts aml
Neal argument were really ridiculous for one in his position.
His proposition went down hard against him as was evidenced
by the silly conduct of some of his brethren, at close of debate, to bolster him up.
I see from his paper he intends to publish a synopsis o:li
the debate in pamphlet form; so he prefers to take his cause
where it will not meet any opposition. May the Lord pity
him and help him to see the folly of his ways. The Saints
are rejoicing in the firmness of their foundation and the
assurance of their hope, and I think are more determined to
try to let their light shine, May the influence of His Spirit
so lighten our pathway that we may follow in his steps,
until we reach the shining shores of eternal ·bliss and be permitted to dwell with the pure and good.
Yours in bonds,
J. R. HARPER,

a

TOPLIFF, UTAH.
Dear Herald: I thought I would write you a few lines
this evening to let you know there are yet a few _courageous 1
Saints in Utah who are trying to live according to the gospel·
law of Christ. Notwithstanding the fact that .we are under
very peculiar and trying conditions here, we are not altogether discouraged.
I think th.e dawn of a brighter day is neat at hand when
there will be rejoicing among God's Saints in Zion, -even
-these Utah l\formons:inclu'.ded, if they will throw aside thefr
idols and put on the armor of righteousness and h_oliness.
A spiritual feast :was had by the· Saints of Utah at the·
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semiannual. district conference- held at Salt Lake City Feb- _
ruary 18 to 20, my wife and I being' among the happy pai·ticipants. We had with us Missionares H. N. Hansen, T.
W. Chatburn, John Davis, and L. G. Holloway, besides our
local elders, G. J; S. Abels and John Hall, who are quite
active in th-e work. Among other things considered was the
erection . of a suitable place of worship for the Saints in
Salt Lake.
Quite a lot of improvement is being. done in Salt Lake
City now. Rrigham Young's monument still stands with
his hands outstretched toward the Deseret Bank and his back
, to the temple, directing you of course to a place to deposit
- your cash after partaking of that holy sealing.
·
·Some may say, "Well, those Mormons are not worth considering any way"; but, dear Saints, we must remember our
Lord is ready and waiting to receive his prodigal children.
For .the isolated Saints I can sympathize, for I am one
myself; but our missionaries, the church papers, give my
wife and myself a lot of spiritual food for thought. We are
endeavoring to so live out here that we may be worthy to
rejoice with the dear Saints in God's kingdom.
To this end I beg your prayers, and remain, C. A. LAYTON.
STONINGTON, MAINE, February 24, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: Pleased to inform you that the work of
grace so effectively begun at Stonington still continues with
unabated interest. Forty-five more baptisms since last writ.
ing you, making one hundred and twenty-one all told since
last September. Never experienced such an upheaval before.
Nor has the increase been confined entirely to Stonington;
- rLittle Deer Isle, an adjoining branch ten miles away, has
, / shared the success. 'My recent labors were there, where after
V five weeks' work, thirty-eight accepted of our Lord through
the ordinances of the church.
Surely the Lord has been working wondrously. His Spirit
-. has been poured out and i: have verily realized as never before
a fulfillment of that promise wherein the Lord has declared
he would go before the face of his servants preparing hearts.
Saints are taking right hold of the ·work. At Stonington
>c they have reseated their church. with fine opera chairs while
a bell adorns the belfry, the gift of Aunt Cynthia Knowlton.
At Little Deer Isle they are just completing a church
structure which in point of architectural finish would grace
any community.
In tithes and offerings the Saints are coming up, too, some
twelve hundred dollars having been forwarded to the Bishopric by our energetic Bishop's agent, Bro. Henry Eaton.
Indeed everybody seems to be taking right hold of the ·work
and the Lord is calling such as should serve him in the
ministry. All it requires is for the brethren of the local
ministry to just stay with it, and .we'll sweep the whole
'country.
This is the Lord's work and behind it' are concentrated the
might of all eternity. Why shouldn't it go on? Sure thing!
And let none of us impede its progress or el~e it will grind
us to powder.
Well, after a glorious season with these noble, humble
Deer Islanders, we leave them for a season, to retui'n-well,
heaven only knows, but may he who has begun so marvelously among them keep. them· in the hollow of his hand.
All mail addressed Thedford, Ontario, willl be forwarded.
DANiEL MACGREGOR.

j

Lost, Strayed, or Stol~n.

. The above might be said of the writer by his friends
who have:.not heard from him lately, for he is at present
in the Big Lost River"V:alley, in Baline1County, Idaho,,and
shut out from. communication with the outside world, except
by telephone or telegraph, by reason of the trains on the

Lost River branch of the 0. · S. L. R. R. being snowbound.
Since I last wrote you I have labored in various places in the
State of Idaho, including Boise and vicinity, and in the .great
Snake River Valley; also visited the Teton Basin in the northeastern part of the State.
In the places I visited I found most all of the Saints trying to keep the faith, and looking to the time when Zi@n
shall be redeemed and the meek shall inherit the earth.
\Some 11re cold and indifferent, and a few have caused some
trouble, but I hope we shall in the future be able to bring
about a better condition of things. The snow is deep in
the Upper Snake River country, and in the Teton Basin;
also in the Lost River country. T am anxious to get out
of this country, for I want to attend ·the Idaho district conference which convenes at Hagerman, Idaho, on the 26th
inst. ·But if the trains do not get to running soon, I certainly
will 'be lost to the conference.
There are a few Saints living at Arco, where I am at
present, and they are still striving for ·mastery -over theevils of the world, and still desire to come up higher and
live by every word of God. I am being kindly cared for by
Sr. Annie Jones and her sons. She is the widow of our
late brother, Harbert Jones; ,who formei;ly lived at Malad,
Idaho. I wish to say to the dear Saints among whom I have
labored in the past, that I am enjoying a fair degree of
health, and am still battling for the cause of truth. Praying God's blessing upon you all, I am ever your friend and
brother in the gospel of Christ,
A. J. LAYLAND.
. A.Rco, IDAHO, February 22, 1910.

News From Bra.11ches
DES MOINES, IOWA.
;·
Elder W. Christy, associated with Elder N. V. Sheldon,
closed a two-week series of meetings at Runnells, Iowa, where
they baptized three on last ·Sunday. They report a very
spiritual meeting. Brother Sheldon started on his way home_
Monday.
Sister Cushatt and her daughter Blanche, of Baxter, spent
Monday in the city, returning home Tuesday morning.
Bro. A. A. Reams· has been making an active canvass for
the church publications in the district, and we learn has been
quite successful.
The effort -to hold three regular services besides the Sunday school and Religio on Sunday has proven too much of
an effort for· several, and while we hope for the best, yet
there are_ several who feel that they can not attend all these
services. A very commendable effort has been made so far,
and some good meetings held.
Bro. Clarence Skinner's father is 'in the city, and we learn,
thinking some of locating here.
Bro. Roll Scott, formerly of Omaha, Nebraska, has purchased a fine drug store here, and has moved his family to
the city. We welcome him and his family.
The.young people have organized a debating society. Their
meeting was held last night at the residence of Bro. O.
Salisbury.
We learn that Bro. J .. G. Carpenter has sold his residence, ·
but intends to build again. We are pleased to note that they
will remain with us.
·
A commendable effort is being made to stimulate the members of this city to a greater ·sacrifice in the interests of the
missionary work. The last year was one of many hindrances to an aggressive campaign, but we are not a.ssured
but that the work of getting in close touch With the: people
by ministering tQ, them· 'in their ·own homes, has been ·pre.paratory< to a much g1;e~ter work- in some way. However,
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thero cah not be a greater work in the 111isl?ionary line than to the loved ones· she has left to mourn her departure. She
going- from house to-house, as the missionary' views it; but leaves a son and two daughters.
there should follow the interest g1;owfng out of this a more
Sunday morning, March 6, Brothei: Chatburn held forth,
public representation of the interests of the church.
and B.ro. S. S. Smith preached in the evening.
At the new south side church about one· hundred and fifty
A series of articles iS being prepared by the city mis- ·
sionary, and published· in the Runnells Telegram on the were present at the opening meeting· at which Brethren May
· world's problems, the first of which appeared in the issue ·of and Short presided. A Sund.ay school was organized .with
Bro. E. Corthell as superintendent.
that paper of the 4th instant, subject, Is there a <;lod?
ABBIE A. HORTON.
The normal work has been in a latent state for -sometime,
and the ·effort to revive it is not very successful.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
An effort is being made by the district officers of the SunCleveland Branch has been holding its own, hut expects .
day school association to have each school in the district soon to be more successful. We are jubilant over the pros-·
adopt the "standard of excellence." The Des Moines school . pect of paying off our church debt in the near future. ·We
has already, adopted it.
were told by the Spirit recently that we should make a sacElder W. Christy came home with a severe cold and will rifice and dedicate this building, and. that there were blessfngs
rest for ·a few days: He anticipates going to Colo for a in store for us.· The method employed for raising the amount
series of services.
necessary was by a painted. chart, a large square containing
The· wprk of the . city missionary is divided between the a sketch of this building, which was divided into small squares
work .in the city and the secretary work necessary to the of different colors formii:ig a design. Each of the small
coming council and quorum meetings soon to convene. He squares or lots were priced- from five to fifty dollars, and letstarts to his work in the Council of Seven Presidents the tered beneath,- "This allotment for sale, cash or time." Most
28th, nothing preventing. Bro. W. E. Peak, who has· been of the amount was pledged in few minutes after the service
located in Minneapolis the last conference yev.r, is e1'pecting in the afternoon.
to be in the city the 27th, on his way to Independence.
Cleveland ·'Religio recently adopted the plan of having
J. F. MINTUN.
prayer and testimony after the lesson on the first Sunday
in the month, in place of the program. It seems that the
Religians are trying to make an early number of the Autu'!ltn
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Leav~s a Cleveland number. We have distributed a Religio
The weather· now-a-days is- delightf~l, and the roads are in calendar among the members 'to keep the work on their
goocl condition.
minds, and perhaps give them a chance to explain the work
They are talking of erecting a fine government building to outsiders. We are very glad to have. visitors in this city
here ill the vicinity of the public square. Automobiles are drop in and see us. We are located at Wade Park avenue and
quite in vogue just now even among some of the brethren.
Seventy-first street; our sign is on the building.
With a physical directress from Kansas City, the L. D. S.
FRANK C. WEBBE.
Young Ladies' Athletic Club has .lately opened its doors to
all who are interested in physical culture and are willing to
pay the fee. _This class which meets ·weekly in the church
annex, is not at all connected with those indulging in "erratic
Conference Minutes.
athletic overtraining," which Amelia Barr and some of the
professors denounce as dang·erous, but is allied to such
DES MOINES.-The district met at Runnells, Iowa, February
progressive education as the colleges and manual training 5 and 6, 1910. Elder O. Salisbury, as president, James
schools classify with home gymnastics, domestic science, etc., lVIcKiernan, and Wardell Christy were chosen to preside.
from the following branches were received: ·,Boonesand they say a new type of the female s_ex will now be Reports
bo1'0, 90; Clear Creek, 35; Concor~~ 56;. Des Moines, 337;
developed. Also the basketball teams of some of the breth- Fraser, 25; Oskaloosa, 68; Packara, 15; Rhodes, 64; Des
ren are progressing. But what is now in the air here aside Moines Valley, 108. Ministerial reports were received from
from these things, in the minds of the adult,· more serious- W. Christy, J. F. Mintun, 0. Salisbury; J. E. Laughlin, N. V.
Sheldon, James McKiernan, John Clark, Fral;lk Walters,
minded Saints, is preparation to be made for General Con- George E. Davis, C. A. Bacus, F. B. Miller, Emsley Curtis,
ference, improving church premises, arranging programs for Henry Castings, George Longdon, C. F. Merrill, and C. B.
Brown. Bishop'.3 agent, W. Ohristy, reported for the year:
conventions, and other features.
A few of the missionaries from abroad have arrived home Former balance and receipts for the year 1909, $1,725.02;
expenditiures, $1,658.94; balance due church, $66.08. The·
already.
auditing committee reported the books and ac.counts of the'
There has been much sickness here of late; measles among agent correct. The l!ondition of the -Richland Branch, with
the children and grippe and rheumatism . among the older fifty-one members, was reported by the president, and thebranch disorganized. The district-reunion committee reported
ones.
$26.34 on hand. Reports from the Religio society and the
We have been called to part with two_ of our faithful ones Sunday school association conventions held on Febrmll'y 4,
quite recently. Bro. J. Wiggins, formerly of Alabama, met were read. J. R. Epperson, of the Des Moines Branch, and
with a serious accident and his demise took place in the sani- ·Joseph Knox and Fred Wells, of the Concord Branch, were
tarium; where, in his last hours, everything was done for recommended by their respective branches for ordination to
office of elder. The recommendations were approved by
his care and comfort. May .our heavenly Father remember the
conference and the ordinations provided for. A proposition
hi$ loved companion, our dear sister, in her sad affliction. His concerning the purchase of property for mission purposes in
Boone, and the transferring of other property J5y- Bro .. C. •-A. remains were removed to his .former home.
On Saturday, February 26, our beloved Sr. Sarah White Bacus and wife 1 was read, the matter referred to the Bishop's
agent and the district 'president. Delegates to the General Con"
fell calmly asleep in Jesus after an illness of a few weeks. ference: James 'McKiernan, Wardell Christy, Edward Curtis,
The funernl obsequies w_ere held at the church on the follow- N. V. Sheldon, J. F. Mintun,. Pearl Shannon, C. A. Bac1is,
in-g Tuesday, and of her it may be said, "They who knew C. B. Brown, Susie Llhomidieuf Samuel Smiley, Agnes Sn1ileyi
her .best loved her most." Bro. W. H. Garrett, who preached Sarah l\L Rogers, Orman Sa isbury, Joseph S.- Young, anc1 ·
Enisley Curtis. 'fhe conference adjourned to meet in Des
the sermon, paid tribute to her faithfulness and .her· many Moines in June at the ciill of the· district presidency. _ _A. A.
'virtues, and ()Xpressed a desire tha.~ these may be Sanctified Reams, secretai'y, Des. Moines, -Iowa.

a

Miscellaneous Depa.1ctmen.t .
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ORLAHOMA.~The quarterly conference held at Davidson,
Oklahoma, February 19 and 20, 1910, opened with Elder
A. M. Chase in the chair. Elder A .. M. Chase was chosen to
preside over the conference and Wilfred Burks as secretary;
Elder B ..·F. Renfroe to assist Brother Chase. Balance of
the rooming hour devoted to prayer and testimony, with a
short address by Elde1; Chase. At 2.30 reports were i'ead
from. the Davidson and Alva Branches. Elders reporting:
Edwm B. Stafford, B. F. Renfroe, J.M. Brown, J, M.-Hughes,
A. M. Chase; Teacher V. A. Herron; Deacon J. W. Parks.
The recoihmendation of the Davidson Branch for the ordina~
tion of Ira W. Skinner to office of priest was approved. The
-following were chosen delegates to General Conference: B.
F. Renfroe A. M. Chase; Sr. A. M. Chase, Hubert Case,
J. W. Hughes, J. H. Baker (Lamoni), J. F. Curtis, I. N.
White; dell'{l'~tE;JS prese_nt .to cast fu,U V?te of district and in
case of ·a d.vis10n,. maJol'lty and mmority vote. Moved and
carried that time and place of next quarterly conference
be left with president and assistant missionary in charge.
Discussion on advisability of holding· camp meeting in ·or
near Arapahoe, about September 1, 1910, followed, and it
was moved and carried that we authorize ,A. M. Chase to
arrange for camp meeting at above named place. Sunday
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in charge of A. M. Chase. After
routine work Brother Chase gave a short talk on Sunday
school work. 'Preaching at 11 a. in. by A. M. Chase, assisted
by B. F. Renfroe. At 3 p. m. prayer and testimony meeting·
in charge of· A; M. Chase, assisted by E. B. Stafford. The
sacrament was administered by Brethren Chase and Stafford,
after which Bro. Ira W. Skinner was ordained to the office
of priest by Elders A. M. Chase, B. F. Renfroe, and E. B.
Stafford,' Brother Chase spokesman. At 7.30 p. m. NE!vil
Dickerson Housewright was :blessed, Brother Chase actmg
as mouthpiece assisted by B. F. Renfroe.- A. M. Chase was
the speaker of' the evening. Wilfred B. Burks, secretary.

FLORIDA.-District conference met at Santa Ana church
on Saturday, February 26, 1910, at 10.30 a. m., F. M. Slover
and B. L. Jemigan presiding; E. N. McCall secretary; Bessie
McArthur organist; Ruby McCall chorister. On motion visiting Saints were invited to take part. Branch reports: Calhoun, 75; Pleasant View, 44. Ministry reporting: W. A.
West preached twice, B. L. J emigan preached once, lVI.
Hawkins baptized 2, F. lVI. Slover baptized 2; Priest W. N.
Hawkins; Teachers S. Dixon, Willoughby Dixon, and J. G.
Dixon· Deacon J; N. Jernigan. Bishop's agent reported on
hand iast report, $20.00; receipts, $58.50; paid out, $58.50;
balance on hand, $20.00. Audited and found correct. W.
A West asked to be relieved as district president. After
' sdme discussion, Brother West agreed to act until next district conference. Delegates to General Conference .as follows:
T. C. Kelley, F. M. Slover, E. N. McCall,_ Rub:\'. McCall, J.
S. McCall, Bro. and Sr. W. A. West, B. L. Je~·m!?>'an, W. l'f·
Hawkins, those present empowered to cast maJonty and minority vote in case of division. Next district conference to
be held at Pleasant View church, Saturday, May 21, 1910.
At 7 p. m. Saturday, 11 o'clock and 7.30 Sunday, there was
preaching by F. M. Slover. E. N. McCall, secretary.
NORTHERN WISCONSIN.-Distl'ict conference met with the
Frankfort Branch, Porcupihe, Wisconsin, at Saints' chapel,
February 12, at 10 a. m., district president, S. E. Livingston,
presiding assisted by W. A. McDowell; Leroy Colbert,
secretary'. Branches reporting·: Reed, 83; Frankfort, 112;
Searles Prairie 59. Ministry.reporting: High Priest W. A.
McDowell· Seventy A. L. Whiteaker; Elders P. L. Richardson bapti~ed l; S. ·E. Livingston A Hook; Priests M. 0.
Shedd, J .. O. Hooker; Deacon J._ Moore.. Motion ·carried to
hold the next reunion at Chetek begmnmg on July 5, and
that each branch should contribute toward expenses and send
same to treasurer of coinmittee. Delegates to General Conference: S. E. Livingston, W. A. McDowell, A. L. Whiteaker,
James Mair sr: L. Colbert, J. Hooker, Sr. L. Colbert, Orlando
Colbert, Na'lmei· Johnson, W. P. Robinson, J. W. Wig~t, .P.
L.· Richardson, 0. D. Ganoe, Murry Shedd, J. A. McGmms;
delegates to cast a majority and min<!rity vote in case. of
-division. On motion the prayer meetmg Sunday mommg
and the Sunday school were omitted to give place to Sunday
school convention. Bishop's agent, . Nalmer Johnson, reported.on hand June report, $1.71; receipts, $378.67; expenses,
$241..40; balance on hand, $158.98. Speakers were A. L.
Whiteaker and W. A. McDowell. Conference a,djoumed to
meet immediately at close of reunion at Chetek m July.
IDAHO.-District conference convened at Hagerman, Idaho,
Februai·y 26, 1910. Called to order by President William
Glauner.. William Glauner and A. J. Layland were chosen
to preside; J, E. Condit secretary, and Sr. J. 0. McKnigh:f;
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chorister. A. J. Layland reported as missionary and district
officer; S. D. Condit reported as missionary, baptized nine in
Idaho District and two in Oregon. Reports· of Boise and
Hagerman Branches read. Report of Boise Branch accepted and secretary instructed to obtain items. Report of Hagerman Branch i•eferred back. Bishop's agent, M. J. Durfee,
repoi·ted $58.95 tithing received in 1910. George H. Sorter,
S. D. Condit, and C. E. Jenkins, appointed to audit Bishop's
agent's books, reported them .cori·ect; rep~rt accepted. William
Glauner was chosen to contmue as president, A. J. Layland
vice-president; J. E. Condit secretary; M. J. Dudee elected
treasurer. A. J. Layland, S. D. Condit; and .William Glaunel'
elected as delegates to General Conference, those present
being empowereCl to cast full vote of_ the district. J. E.
Condit, secretary.
_ LAMONI STAKE.-Quarterly conference of the Lamoni Stake
was held at Lamoni, Iowa, February 19 and 20, 1910, with
the stake presidency and president of the mission in charge;
H. H. Gold and C. I. Carpenter secretaries. Reports were
received from the following branches: Lucas, Oland, Hiteman, Centerville, Greenville, Davis City, Evergreen, Graceland, Lamoni, and Pleasanton. Ministerial reports were received from John Smith, J. F. Garver, G. W. Blair, Moroni
Traxler, R. S. Salyards, Duncan Campbell, J. R. Lambert,
,F, B. Blair, H. A. Stebbins, A. S. Cochran, E. B. Morgan,
C. W. Dillon, John Harp, David Keown, James J. Johnson,
Nephi Lovell, E. A. Stedman, and R. M. Elvin. Stake
Sunday school and Religio associations reported. Stake library commission made a report of work done and Sr. Lucy
Resseguie was elected as a member of this commission. A
report was received from Bishop William Anderson, together
_with a report from the auditing committee, which was approved. Time and place of the next conference was left
with the presidency of the stake. It was moved to extend
to the General Conference an invitation to hold its session
of 1911 at Lamoni, Iowa. Carried. The Fifth Quorum of
Elders reported. The following· were elected as delegates
to the General Conference: Albert Boden, D. J. Williams,
A. L. Keen, John Smith, J. F. Garver, R. S. Salyards, Joseph
R. Lambert, W. H. Kelley, E. C. Briggs, Annie Allen, Letha
Tilton Estella Wight, Sister Marble, Lucy Resseguie, Mary
Banta; John Weedmark, Nellie Prall,--Victoria Beck, 0. E.
Green, Sr. 0. E. Green, Sarah Fisher, C. H. Jones, Price
McPeek, D. D. Young,-Israel A. Smith, A. Carmichael, C, .I.
Carpenter Samuel Shakespeare, Charles Brackenbury, David
Keown, c.' W. Dillon, James Martin, jr.,- J. S. Snively, F. B.
Blair, Elbert A. Smith, Roy Haskins, William Anderson,, I.
P. Baggerly, R. M. Elvin, Anna Salyards, W. A. Grenawalt,
Sr. W. A. Grenawalt, Nellie Anderson, Minnie Nic.holson,
Kate Smith, J. R. Evans, E. B. Morgan, Thomas Hopkms, W.
J, Mather, Sr. W. J. Mather, Anna. Dancer, 9. B. Thomas,
S. IC. Sorensen, Bertha A. Greer, Vida E. Smith, Heman C.
Smith, Anthony R. Hewitt, Sr. Charle~ May, Esma Jones,
Elizabeth Blair Sr. J. R. Lambert, Jessie Morant, Ed. Carr,
Duncan Campbell,, Flora Scott, Callie B. S~ebbi~s, Mary
Kelley, Vina McHarness, A. ,IC Anderson, L.ev1 Atkmson, M.
M. Turpen, D. C. White, Eh Hayer, Sr. Eh Haye_r, Charles
Morey, Henry Stafford, Sr. Henry Stafford, Dame! ,And.erson, 0. H. Midgorden, Fran]{ Hackett, T. ;r. Bell, Carne Sil~
bee Ida Davis J, J, Watkms, Rufus Willey, J, C. Cackler,
J. W. Barr, Sr'. J. W. Barr, Sr. Elbert A. Smith, Roy Y~ung,
Charles Goode 0. W. Parker, Nephi Lovell, Saleda Shippy,
R. V. Hopkins; Charles Blair, George- Hull, Edward Rowley,
F. A. Smith, Sr. William Anderson, Sr. R. J. Lam~ert,
Martha Martin B. F. McDaniel, H. H. Go1d, J. W. Wight,
Sr. J. W. Wight, John Harp, Joseph Roberts, R., J. Lambert,
Parley Batten, D. F. J:am~ert. Deiegates wer~ :n;Structed to
cast a majority and mmority vote m case of divrnion.
SOUTHERN CALIFORN'IA.-District con:(erence convep.ed a.t
Santa Ana California, February 20, 1910. Bro. Fred A.
Smith elect~d to preside with T. W. Williams assisting. Good
spirit and fellowship prevailed throughout. Bishop's agents
report read showing, received from Albert Carmichael, $8.20;
total donations, $1,139.92; disbursements, $820.29; balance
due church, $327.83. Graceland college fund, $60.96; sanitarium, $1.00; orphans' home, $1.00; _old folks' home, 50 ce~ts.
Definite action ensued towards secm·mg a permanent reumon
grounds which will be reported more fully later. The following arrangements were made in regard to reports: All
officers under branch jurisdiction report quarterly to branch
presidents who comp!le ~hem ~emiannually in i;eport to conferences all other disti:ict priesthood report directly to the
district president, who sh'all report to the conferences. Fred- ..
erick A. Smith, T. W. Williams Peter Kaufman, Fred Adam,
Charles E. Crumley, F. G; Pitt, a,nd H. S. Pankey were
unanimously elected delegates to General Conference. R. T. _
Cooper, secretary..
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FREMONT.-District conference convened at Saints' church at this meeting. The local school and Religio rendered a very
nMear .Tabor, Iowa, Saturday; February 19, 1910,- at 10 a. m. interesting program in the evening. Amos W. Heide, secretary.
eetmg. opened by N. L. Mortimore. - Brn. Frank Goode N.
-IDAHO.-The Sunday school association of the Idaho DisL. Mortimore, and Eli Hayer presided. Branches repordng:
trict convened at H. B. 'Gilmore's near Hagerman, Idaho,
Thurman; 207; TabOl", 58; Henderson, 89; Bartlett, 39; Glenwood, 66; Haml,mrg, 70; Shenandoah, 127; Riverton_ and February 25, 1910. Opened at 1.30 p. m. with district offiKeystone no report. Ministerial reports from Elders W. E. cers in charge. Reports of superintendent, assistant superHaden, Swen Swenson, R. T. Walters- Eli H_ayer, Joseph intendent, and secretary were read. Schools reporting:
Boise, 25; Oxford, 9; Hagerman, 53. Treasurer's report read
A1:ber, N. L. Mortimore, .Frank Goode; J. C. Moore, E . ..S.
WJllcox, C. M. Roberts; Priests John Huston, L. C. Donaldson, and acce:rited. Talks by Elder Glauner and S. D. Condit.
_· R.· Wight, C. W. Forney; Teacher R. E. Pratt; Deacon Officers elected: Sr. J. 0. McKnight, superfotendent; Sr.
T. B. Jackson, of Boise, assistant superintendent; Sr. M. J.
S. S. Clark. Reports were adopted. Membership of district,
Gilmore sustained as secretary, and Bro. H. B. Gilmore as
743; si;rmous .reported, 158Lbaptisms, 1. Visitmg members
treasurer.
Elder S. D. Condit chosen as delegate to General
were given voice and vote. mot10n that a letter of condolence
be sent Sr. A. Badham and family, carried, and a committee Convention, also William Glauner; delegates present to cast
of -three was appointed to draft resolutions. Joseph Arber, majority and minority vote in case of division. By motion
the district officers were in charge of the Sunday school the
L!'rena Leeka; and R. T. Walters appointed. At 2.30 p. m.
following Sunday at Hagerman Hall at 10 a. rn. Elder A.
- Bishop's agent's renort was read: Total receipts to date
$526.82; expenditures, $348.00; balance on hand due church'. J. Layland was also .chosen delegate to the General Conven$178.82. Report was adopted. Secretary's financial report tion. Adjourned to meet at the same place -and the day
was read: Balance on hand district tent fund, $18.08; bal- previous to the next district conference. Mrs. M. J. Gilmore,
secretary.
·
ance on hand for expenses, 61 cents. Report adopted. Committeee on condolence offere:l letter, which was read and
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA.-At Seranton, Pennsyladopted. Petitions from Shenadoah and Thurman for next vania, February 12, 1910, :;it Ivorite Hall, meeting called to
conference were read and a vote resulted in favor of Thur- order by the superintendent, Brother Christy. Total enrollman. The matter of a mission for J. R. Wight was referred ment of the district was found to be 570: Philadelphia, 237;
_,to the missionary- in charge of the district by a motion. R. B.
Brooklyn, 106; Scranton, 82; Elk Mills, 63; Green Ridge,
Leeka was chosen as assistant for the secretary. Moved that 26; Broad River, 20; Girdletree,_ 13; home department, 23.
N. L. Mortimore and Frank Goode be retained as presiding Reports of district officers and superintendents read and disofficers of the district until the June conference. Carded. posed of, showing -our district association to be in harmony
The order of the conference meetings were left to the presi- with the "standard of excellence," as adopted by the General
dency by, motion. The Sunday school and Religio convention Association. The organization of another local at Newpark,
report was read and approved. Local organist and chorister Pennsylvania, was provided for. Officers elected: Superin. were retained for conference. The following ,were chosen to tendent, Ogden Christy; assistant superintendent, Ephraim
' represent the District at the General Conference: Eli Hayer,
Squires; secretary"treasurer, John Zimmermann, jr~; libraW. E. Had.en, Bro. and Sr. N. L. Mortimore,. Swen Swenson, rian, John Lawrence. Delegates to General Convention: Beu~
R. T. Walters, Joseph Arber, Bro. and Sr. James Comstock, jamiu McGuire, Elder Walter Smith, John Zimmermann; sr.,
Bro. and Sr. Jay Leeka, J. R. Wight, C. W. Forney, Laura John Zimmermann, jr., Paul Craig, Fannie McGuire, ElizaGaylord, Bro. and Sr. E. S. Wilcox, C. M. Roberts, Lorena beth Potts, Elder Alma Booker, Apostle U. W. Greene, Elder
and Sadie Leeka, Mamie Pace, R. B. Leeka, Bro. and Sr.
William Anderson, Elder A. E. Stone, -John Potts. AdM. W. Gaylord, Bro. and Sr. T. A. Hougas, Bro. and Sr. journed to meet at Philadelphia, May 28, 1910. Elder EllsS. S. Clark, George Clark, and Lillie Clark. The delegates worth B. Hull, secretary of the district association since
were empowered to cast majority and minority vote. H. 0. 1895, was released, owing to his work in the missionary field.
-' Redfield was released as trustee of the district tent. A motion - He has long been known for his faithfulness and energy in
that the secretary make a resolution or request to General the Sunday school work. John Zimmermann, jr., secretary;
Conference to supply a high priest to work in this district Margaret Lewis, pro tem.
as _president of the district, prevailed. Moved to extend a
·vote of thanks to the members of the Tabor Branch for their
hospitality. Carried. Secretary offered the following resoluNotice to First Seventy.
tion which -was adopted: "Whereas, it is written in the
I sent blanks to each member of the quorum for reporting
law that high priests have the right of presiding over dison February 1, but the following brethren I have not yet
tricts, and whereas, the Fremont District has a resident high
priest, T. A. Hougas, qualified to take the presidency of heard from: Arthur Allen, J. Arthur Davis, D. E. Dowker,
S. 0. Foss, L. G. Holloway, H. A. Koehler, W. S. Pender, A.
the same, therefore we the members of the church and residents of the said district in conference .assembled, ask the B. Phillips, I. M. Smith, A. M. Baker, D. R. Chambers, F. _
M.
Cooper, William Davis, Hans N. Hansen, John H. Hanappointing -powers of the church, the Presidency and the
Twelve, to ·anuoint said high priest to labor in this district -son, W. J. Haworth, George Jenkins, J. H. N. Jones, John
and take the presidency of the same, or, in case of refusal1 to Kaler, R. M. Maloney, W. S. Macrae, C. H. Rich, G. W.
Robley, F. C. Smith, S. K. Sorensen, G R. Wells, and R.
appoint one in his stead for that purpose." Moved that wnen
Wight. If any have not i·eceived the blank sent please to
this conference adjourns it does so to meet with the Thurman
let
me know by return mail.
Branch at the time to be fixed by the presidency. Carried.
Respectfully,
Preaching at 8 o'clock by Joseph Arber, assisted by Frank
J. F. MINTUN, Secretary.
Goode. Sunday school at 9.45, Sunday, in charge of local
officer~.
Preaching at 11 by Swen Swenson, assisted by
Joseph Goode. Prayer and testimonial meeting at 2.30 in
Church Secretary.
charge of James Comstock and M. W. Gaylord. Preaching
at 8 by R. T. Waltersi.,, assisted by Eli Hayer. Adjourued
RAILROAD RATES IN MISSOURI TO GENERAL CONFERENCE.
to meet .with Thurman J:Srauch June 18 and 19, 1910. C. W.
Under date of March 17 the Western Association advises
Forney, secretary.
as follows :
.
"Beg to advise that one of our lines has individually announced open rate ·of fare and one third from points, in
Convention Minutes.
Missouri under the juri~diction of this as-soeiation to IndeEASTERN IowA.-District Sunday school convention met at pendence and return, account General Conference and
Davenport, Iowa, February 18, 1910. The following officers Convention.st Reor!\'anized Church of Latter Day Saints, Indereported: Superintendent, C. G. Dykes; assistant superin- pendence, misosur1, April 2 to 21, 1910 ;. tickets to be sold
on April 1 to 5, inclusive, with final return limit to reach
tendenthJ. P. Weir; secretary, Cora E. Weir; treasurer, John
original starting point not later than April 21, 1910. We will
Heide; ome class visitor, J.P. Weir; and a number of school
furnish
you as soon as possible with a complete list of lines
·superintendents. Officers elected: Superintendent, Elder C.
that will participate in the reduction.
G. Dykes; assistant, J. B. Wildermuth; secretary, Amos W.
"For your information would say that points in Missouri
Heide; treasurer, John Heide. Delegates to General Convention as follows: James McKiernau, Amos Berve, W. E. on and north of the Missouri Pacific Railway from Saint
,Turner and wife, L. E. Hills, G. S. Alexander, Ralph Mante.ii, Louis to Labadie and C. R. I. and P. Railway frQm Labadie
Bessie Mantejl, Ed Lowe, sr., Ed Lowe, jr., John Loveland, to Kansas City are under the jurisdiction of this association."
ciation."
,
Reuben Loveland, Robert Smith, Arthur Berve, Alice Lloyd.
Note that tickets must read to Independence to get the
The schools reporting were: Fulton, Muscatine, Marion,
Clinton, Oak Valley, Oak Ridge, Osterdock. The Oak Ridge reduction,_ unless we can induce roads to include Kansas City.
and Oelwein Sunday- schools were taken foto the association Hope to have -full list of lines. participating in next issue
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of HERALD and Ensign;.also that lines of Southwestern ·Asso- ciation will concur, thus covering the entire State. Suppose
rate will be granted on certificate plan, in which case receipts
should.be taken for fares paid; also that those coming from
points outside of Missouri will get benefit of rate in the
State. Full information next week if possible. In buying
tickets make inquiry of agents.
.
Not responsible for delay; been working on this iiince January.
.R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, March 19, 1910.
Addresses.

J. S. Roth, R. F. D. No. 2, Weatherby, Missouri.
Do It Now.
The Independence Branch appointed a reception committee for General Conference, and-instructed the committee to
advertise the following rates for conference:
•
Lodging only $1 per week; lodging and all meals $4.50per
week at residence. Meals will be served in the Dining Hall
in the rear of the church as follows:
Breirkfast 10 and 20 cents and all other meals 20 cents each.
Those expecting to attend conference should make their
wants known to the secretary at once in order that they may
have places provided for them.
Yours truly,
B. C. LOAR, Sem·eta1·y Com.
712 SOUTH CRYSLER.
P. S.-Please attend to this at once. Do it now. On arriving in Independence you will :find the committee at the church.

-
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Died.

BLANEY.-Mrs. Ida Blaney, wife of George Blaney, died
Saturday, January 22, at the hospital in Council Bluffs, at
the age of 53 years. Funeral se:rvices were held at Whe~ler's
Grove Christian church Monday afternoon. B. H. Whiston,
of the Christian Church at Garson, conducted the services.
Mrs. Blaney was the daughter of Jason Briggs, a well-known
resident of the county in its early days. She was formerly a
teacher in the schools of Grove. She became an invalid soon
after her marriage and for many years has been in the hospital. She leaves to mourn their loss. a husband, two sons,
and two daughters.-Garson C1'itic.
Cox.~Laura Cox was born April 3, 1838 1 in Edmondson
County, Kentucky, and with her widowed mother moved to
Marshall County, Kentucky, in 1852, where she resided until
·her death on February 20, at the old homestead-whe1·e she
had lived 54 years. Her_ maiden name was Lindsay. At
the age of 16. she united with _the Baptist Church. Was

1860.

Joseph Smith, Editor; Jlllbcrt A. Smith, Aosoc!ato Jlld!tor; Israel
A. Sm!tb, Assistant Editor.
P·ubllebed eve1·y Wedneedny. Bubecrlpt!on price fl.50 per year In
advance.
·
When pnyment lo made, the date on yellow label alwaye nhows the
!~~rre~? which you have pn!d, or· the time when your aubecrlpt!on
If not changed within a month after payment le made notify us.
The paper wlll not be oent to·--persono who are ol:J: monthn In
nrrearo, unleae apeclal arrnngementn nro made.
All artkleo,. lettera for publication, notices etc,_ and communications
concerning the Ell.me, should be adareaeed to "wdltors Herald." All
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Lamoni, Iowa, nnd nll remittances ohould be ml\de fayable to the same.
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Good habits are most essential to any successful career.
Creative ability is demanded. Order and system should go
hand in hand, and finally the "character that inspires credit"
is everywhere needed.-Selected.
married to A. J. Cox, September 14, 1856. To them were
born thirteen children, five boys and eight girls, six of
whom remain to mourn their loss. ·She remained with the
Baptist Church till 1885, when she and her husband united
with the Christian Church, where she remained till November
7, 1903. Having investigated the claims of the Reorganized
Chi;irch, s:\le was baptized on the aboye date by Elder W. R.
Smith. Sister Cox was a devoted Samt and died as- she had
lived, firm in the faith. Funeral sermon by Elder J. R.
McClain, conducted from the home.
CRAIG.-J. A. Craig was born December 30, 1850, at Paney,
Illinois. He was married to Miss Mary J. Short September
22, 1880, to whom we1;e born five children, H. L. Craig, O. E.
Craig, De~l Craig, Dessie Pearson, and Eulal Linebarger. He
was baptized October 14, 1900, by W. S. McCrae, and died
at Webb City, Missouri, Februa1·y 23, 1910. Funeral conducted by Elder George Jenkins. Interment at Joplin cemetery.
SHUPE.-At Magnolia, Iowa, March-1, 1910, Elizabeth M.
Shupe (nee Durfey), aged 77 years and 7 days. She united
with the church about 1844, and when the exodus to the
West took place, went as far as Farmington, Iowa. The
family not finding what they expected with the church, she
with others of her father's family remained there for a season, and she was married to Isaac Shupe, October 17, 1849
and moved to Schuyler County, Illinois, and later to Scotland
County, Missouri, where Elder John Shippy found them and
baptized them into the Reorganization December 18, 1860.
When the war broke out1 thl)y moved to String Prairie, Iowa,
and from there to Harrison County, Iowa, about 1880. Her
husband and six children have preceded her to the great
beyond, leaving one son, Elder E. F. Shupe, of Denver, and
two daughters, Sr. Dora Bailey, of Fort Madison, and Sr.
Maggie Merchant, of •Magnolia, Iowa, to mourn her loss; also
two brothers and_ one sister remain. While in poor health
for a number of years, yet her last illness was of short duration. She died in the faith. Funeral from the Saints'
church at Magnolia, in charge of Elders A. M. Fyrando and
D. R. Chambers. · Thus another Saint and mother has left
us; may her rest be glorious.
TURNER.-James Clarence, son of Bro. Leon E. and Sr.
Addie Turner, was born December 23, 1884, at Clearwater,
Nebraska, and died at Hay Springs; Nebraska, February 221
1910. He leaves to mourn, father, mother, .five brothers, ano
two sisters, and a host of other. relatives._ Services were
held in the Methodist Episcopal church a:t Hay Springs, Nebraska; sermon by Elder R. S. Mengel, assisted by Reverend
York, of the M. E. Church, and Revered Holly, of the Congr(jgation.!\:1 Church. The remains were laid to rest .in Hay
Springs cemetery.
FORLEY.__:_Ma1:y Aun Forley was •born March 5, 1819, at
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England; became a member of
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"AMBOY TO INDEPENDENCE' 9
The Magazine Number of the HERALD will be issued
April 6. It will commemorate the fiftieth anniversa~·y
of the ordination of President Joseph Smith, which
took place at -Amboy, Illinois, April 6, 1860.
In view of the fact that this event will be celebrated
in Independence a special section will be set apart in
the Magazine Number to be lmown as the Independence
sectiOn. This will contain interesting illustrated articles on the history of the Independence Stake and
Herald Publishing House:
cents.

Inclosed find- ten

Please send one copy of the Magazine

Number to .................................. .

Branch and the present status of the work in Independence.
Other special articles profusely illustrated will go
to make up an especially valuable number. If you
desire extra copies you must order at once.
All orders must be in before April 1.

The following

coupons properly fiilled out and accompanied -by the
amounts specified will bring the desired copies.
Herald Publishing House:
cents.

Inclosed find sixty

Please send one dozen copies of the Maga-

zine Number to ............................. .

*

*
POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home, Saints' Home and Saints'
Church. These cards are printed in
colors, on a good grade of card board.
Two for five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special prices to missionaries.
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing Rouse.
This does not apply to local trade.
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CAPITAL AND SURPLUS EARNINGS- • $ 50,000.00
ASSETS OVER
• 400,000.00

J. E. Bozarth.

Five per cent per annum interest will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS:

i:'·

Wm. Anderson, Alice
Dancer, Ann~ A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkms, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

the Reorganized Church in 1870, being baptized by Elder
James Caffall. She died February-16, 1910, at Wisner, Nebraska. Funeral was held in the :[\'Iethodist church; sermon
by R!JV. L. V. Slocomb. She was laid to rest in the Wisner
cemetery.
HARLOW.-=--S1;. Ann Harlow was born October 18, 1830, in
Norway. She was married to the late Elder G. W. Harlow
in 1849 in .the State of Wisconsin, and to this union were
born eight children, four of whom survive. She was baptized May 8, 1870, by J. R. Cook. She died at Sacramento,
February 23, 1910, and the funeral services were conducted
by .~Ider George Daley.
G1s:H.-Vera G.ish was born March 7, 1887, and died July
_19, 1909. Sermon by Joshua Carlile in Saints' church,

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred._ Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor- _
mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, -Mo.

Wheeler, Iowa, to a large assembly of friends and relatives.
The People's Institute of New York.
The People's Institute of New York gathers great audiences several nights a week to hear and share in discussions
of economic, civic, and social questions. It gives the people
of New York the best music and the best drama at prices
within the reach of working people. It has brought about the
censorship of moving-picture films for the entire country.
All this, and much more, is set down by Jacob A. Riis in a
record of the Institute and the unique and remarkable work
it is doing among the poor, which he has written for the April Century. A number of pictures by Hambridge will be
an interesting feature h1 this p'resentation of one of the vital
forces in the life of the metropolis.
-
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HOME FOR SALE
My home for sale in Cameron: with
28 acres of land; 6 room house and good
barn. Price if taken soon, $4,000.00.
Address E. T. Atkinson, Cameron, Missouri. ·
12-3

l

Forbis

FOR SALE
A dwelling house, consisting of reception hall, parlor, sitting and dining room,
kitchen, pantry, bath and toilet room all
complete, five bed rooms, storage 'room,
and cement floored basement with two
coal bins and laundry room. Size 26x34,
btick veneer first story furnace heat,
electric lighted, gas in ldtchen for gas
range and water heater, hot and cold
water upstairs and down including basement. Cement sidewalks an_d brick paved ..
street. Two blocks from L. D. S. church,
one half block from Temple Lot, one
block from street car line, one block from
grocery and dry goods store. A modem
house. an ideal home for some Latter
Day Saint. For sale at a bargain if
taken at once. Investigate this and do
it now if interested. C. G. Lewis, Independence, Mo., 324 S. Grand ave. 12-tf

Addition to the City of
Independence,

Moe

Absolutely the finest addition now on the
market.
Sidewalfrs are now being· laid.
Will all be finished inside of the next thirty
days.
Standard Granatoid walk in front of every lot.
City Water, Gas, and Electric Lights too.
For further information write to Forbis Park Land
Company, or Frank Criley, Independence, Mo.

-WA

;;a

Ho! for the_ Pacific oast
Go Now While the Rates Are lLow
The present low one-way rates to Pacific Coast will remain
in effect only until April 15.
$27.50 to Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, etc.
$27.50 to Sal). Francisco, Leis Angeles, and San Diego.

Daily Through Tourist Sleeping Cars via
. St. Paul, via Billings, and via Denver

R~ligio's

Normal Book

from principal Burlington stations. These cars are as comfortable as palace sleepers at one half the cost. Reclining
chair cars (seats free) on all through trains.
The Burlington offers better through train service over a greater
variety of routes for Pacific Coast trips than any other line.

L. F. SILTZ, Ag·ent C. B. & Q. R. R.
First lot of Summer round trip rates l~~i the Const April 4 to 8.

-:'¥tiitdfttfW&tt¥f#f¥WWk ,
ti¥JW>5 .
iWAW MW.Fl

=

Bible

References~

Paper cover
,Cloth cover

Ask me

-e.,<t-)i'.j#it-€i1l1~~

%t!Wt+$£~i.fil'Jf-2

HOME FOR SALE
House and lot for sale in Lamoni, one
and one half blocks from stores, on east
side, five rooms, cellar, cistern, well, five
kinds of fruit trees, gooseberries, h.en
house and park, cement walk in front
and to the house, price reasonable. Fred
Roberts, Lamoni, Iowa, Box 95.
12-lt

A normal book containing lessons
upon the Book of Mormon· and
Religio Society. Eve1y student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c

4~e-:0;~$.k%~

Hurlbut's T eacher Training Lessons
0

is the name of the latest edition of Hurlbut'e Normal

District and Branch Presidents
Take Notice.
. We have just printed a reporting blank
One blank provides
for all branch-officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen • . • .08

This edition is an enlargement of the for- for branch officers.
By Alvin Knieley Lessons.
mer one and takes its place.

. • 5 cents
• • 10 cents

N:o. 77 Paper .
No. 771-2 Cloth.

• • • •

.35
.50
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Powder
llbsolutel.v fi'opa
The only baking powder made

from Royal GrnpeCrenm of'I'arlar

Lamoni Land & Loan Company

Hotel and RestaUl'ant for Sale

We have a. list of farms for sale at
all times and will be glad to furnish
detailed information to anyone interested. We have at present: 160 acres
joining the town of Lamoni, fine 9 rocim
house, good large barn, double· corn crib,
sheds, wind mill, orchard and fine grove,
at $110 per acre.
160 acres 8 miles from Lamoni, 2
miles from L. D. S. church, i'i mile to
school; good 6 room house; large harn,
cribs, sheds, etc., land lies well and in
high state of cultivation; $70 per acre.
80 acres in edge of Missouri, 8 ·miles
from Lamoni, 2~ miles from R. R. town,
fair improvements, $45 per acre.
119 acres joining the above described
80 acres, wen improved, school on one
corner of farm, $60 per acre.
480 acres, two sets of improvements, 8
miles from Lamoni, no better farm in
the county, $80 per acre.
Also a good list of town properties,-including two of the finest homes in Lamoni. Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, SecretC11ry.

Owing to poor health and overwork of
my wife and scarcity of help, I offer my
Hotel and Restaurant with Soda fountain and confectionery in connection,
for sale. Building is 24x60 feet with
dining room, kitchen, waiting room, etc.
Front room is 24x28 feet, used for icecream parlor and confectionery. Twelve
bed rooms upstairs. Buildinfl' has inside
and outside stairwa;v. To give an idea
of the enormous busmess I have, will say
that the cash receipts for January and
February, 1910, will exceed eleven hundred dollars, usually _the two dullest
months of the year. I fully believe the
cash receipts for the year 1910 will l?e
more than twelve thousand dollars. I
have the only restaurant and cold drinks
place in the town. Now if you are lookmg for a place to-make money, with a
good deal of hard work connected with
it, you have the opportunity to buy it
all furnished throughout, at four thousand dollars, one half down, balance two years at eight per cent per
annum. Perhaps your neighbor is looking for just such a place. Speak to him
about it. In case I do not sell I want a
woman cook at $10 per week, a waitress
at $5 per week, a young man for soda
fountain at $40 per month. Must be
competent and give references. Address
at once
RESTAURANT,

LAMONI, IOWA.

JACKS N COUNTY BANK
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
A.

BANK

OF
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DEPOSIT

AND

DIS-COUNT

Care Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa..

FOR SALE

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

J Hayi~g bought the Edgefield proper~y

contammg 80 acres, I now offer this
Poell a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo Jpr'?pei:J;y to the Saints at l<?W figures.
Miaoouri-the State recognized ae having the most rigid banking supervision of any This is· one of the most sightly ~nd
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
fi~est tracts nov: on the m!l-rket, bemg
]ugh and dry. This property 1s located on
the south side of the city of IndependCITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
ence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same disInterest Pnid on Deposit6
tance from the street car line, and i of a
mile from the public square in IndependBusiness solicited from far and near. Notice our directorato aa named below:
ence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
ELLIS SHORT
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
G. H. HILLIARD
WM. CRICK
MRS. HAT-l'IE RIGGS
M. H. BOND
J. D. BRIGGS
buying
this property for speculation,
HORACE SHELEY
J. MATHER
A. L. YINGLING
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not personally ins:pect them the
Stake or General Bishopric will - locate
them for you, and should anyone after
~~~~~---~-~~-----~-~---,
examination not be pleased their money
will be refunded on demand. .For tl1e
1 I would be pleased to correspond with :
correctness of this statement we refer
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
'. parties seeking Investment In Jick- ,
Paid on Time Deponil8 at the
10tf
ELLIS SHORT.
' son County, Missouri, FIRST I1
I

,
,
,
~

,
,
,

MORTGAGES,

MUNICIPAL :

I

LAMONI, IOWA

l

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00

:

Incorporated under the banking laws of the

: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :
: STOCKS.

~

I -

~

,
:

Very truly yours,

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri

FARMERS STATE RANK

I

I

,
44tf ~

,

State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor ol State. .

-~------~~-~---~~-~-~-~-~~~~

To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, we have . printed proper
blanks for the recording of blessings of
children. Order No. 167i!;, In book form
same .as baptism ce1-tificates, 25c, or· 12c
per doz.
·

Kerr

hRS lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences; vacant lots,· suburban acres, . from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a,
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, ClWrsman Sawyer Bank Buildfog,
Iildependeiice, Missouri, Bell 390_:._Home
w~

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, each 80c; per d0zen $3.20.
No.110-Limp Cloth, each 85c; per.dozen $8.76.
No. 111-Cloth nnd Leather, each 50c.
No. 114-Flexlble Leather, eJlch $1.50.

s

·COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instmctions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials. ·
No. 149. - Paper, 10 !)ents.
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Entered l\S second-clnca ml\11-matter nt

"If ye co1\tinue in my word, then are. ye my dimciplea indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free.''-John 8: 31, 32.

poat-oflloe.

"There shall not nny man among yo~ have sl!lve it
be one wife; arid concubines he shall have uone."Book of Mormo_n, Jacob 2: 6.
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Editorial
IV.

Lllm~ni

EARLY CHURCH IDEALS.
MARRIAGE AND THE HOME.

NUMBER 13

ation _of the race. . . . It is the most complete and perfectly
orgamzed group, from which radiate the tender sympathies
and the refining impulses· of life. It is the source of the
larger brotherhood of humanity.

The true Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Communities.. into which we carry the gospel have
S~ints always has taught, still teaches, and always a ,r!ght to ask us concerning the attitude of the
will teach that monogamy is the true system of mar- churGh towai·d marriage and the home. It is an
riage. The ideal home is built on the idea of one important question.
We refer them 'directly to the standard books of
wife to one man, and one husband devoted entirely
to one wife; the marriage covenant to be held sacred the church. First we go to the Bible, and in its
until death.
·
opening chapters we read of the institution of marEven our friends of the Utah faction at times in- riage as established by God himself in the Garden
advertently admit the force of that statement. The of Eden. Adam and Eve were the high contracting
Liahona the Elders' Journal, official organ of their parties. The whole wide world was waiting to be
.missions in the United States, published at lnde- peopled, yet God chose to found the race on monpendence, Missouri, in the issue for February l9, ogamy; and he evidently intends to. continue as he
1910, had as its leading number an article entitled, began, for every utterance from that day until now .
"The ideal home." It was by Reed Smoot and confirms the system there established. He could
originally was an address delivered in the Taber- not now establish any other system without squarely
nacle, at Salt Lake City, October 4, 1909.
repudiating former utterances, which of course
It seems a little strange that after vaunting the would be an abdication of his high throne as the
beauties and glories of polygamy for so many years, unchangeable God, an alternative for ever barred
when they want a real good article on the ideal home from consideration.
they turn to a ;inan who has only one wife and who
Second, we ~efer the. inquirer to the Book of
is reputed to desire no more. Why not get the ar- Morm?n, noted m the mmds of some, notorious in.
ticle from the pen of B. H. Roberts or Joseph F; .,}he m~nds .of others, yet by a!l accepted. as repreSmith?
switative of the church. In it we read: "There
Possibly they would spoil the effect. Reed Smoot s~all not any ma:i among you have save it be one
says that he has never left home a single time, from wife; and conc~bmes h: shall have :ione: for I, the
his wedding day until now, without kissing his wife Lord God, dehghteth. m the chastity of w_omen."
good-bye. Imagine him saying "I never leave home
Our next reference is to. the Book of Doctrme and
wiJ;hout kissing five of them 'good-bye." His life Covenants in which ;ve find the revelations that came
would be one prolonged smack.
through Joseph Smith and shaped the early ideals
One writer has defined a harem as "a bunch of of the church. In section 49, paragraph 3 we read:
firesides organized into a trust." Let these other . And aga~n, I say unto you, tha~ wh~so for~iddeth to !harry,
gentlemen write on "How I attem t d t
. . th
is not ordamed o~ G?d, for marriage 1s oi·dained of God unto
•
•
• . ,, •
. P e
O. COI ne1
e man; wherefore 1t 1s lawful that he should have one wife,
gieat American fi1es1de , but if an article on the and they twain shall be one .fles}l and all this that the earth
ideal home is desired, by all means turn to Reed might answer the end of its cr11~tion; and that it might be
Smoot, whose heart seems to be purer than his re- filled with the measure of man, according to his creation beligion.
fore the world was made.
There can be no good citizenship separate from a
The statement is emphatic, "Marriage is 01'dained
hig]:i ideal of family life. No nation can become of God unto man." There is a growing sentiment
great unless its homes are kept pure and sacred. in the world that marriage is a civil contract,-only
In his book, Elements of Sociology, Frank W. Black- that and nothing more. Before a magistrate repremar, Ph. D., says of the family:
sen ting the state a man and woman make a contract
The center from which flow all the impulses of social life. to live together. They keep the contract until one
·Here is the vital institution for the propagation and perpetu- or both tire of it and then it is at an end. , 01~ as
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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.one wl.·iter expresses it, men and. women hfre
companion until they tire -of him or her; and it· js ·
mei;ely "hire, tire, fire." ·
· Such is not arid was not the idea of the church.
Marriage is regarded as a sac1;ed institution ordained
of God in' which with; his approval a man anq a
woman make a most -solemn covenant to continue.
as husband and wife as' long as both shall live ..
The fo1•m of _the marriage covenant as adopted by
the chm'ch in 1835 (Doctrine and Covenants 111: 2)
is as follo~s:
.
,
Marriage should be celebrated with prayer and thanksgiving; and at the solemnization, the persons to be married,
standing together, the man on the .right, and the woman on
_the left, shall be addrE)ssed, by the person officiating, as he
shall be directed by the Holy Spitit; and if there be no legal
objections, he shall say, calling each by theh· names: "You
both m.utually agree to be each other's companion, hvsband
and wife, observing the legal rights belonging to this conditicin; that is, keeping yourselves wholly foi· each other, and
from all others, during your lives." And when they have
answered "Yes," he shall pronounce them "husband and wife"
in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and by virtue of the
_laws of the country and authority vested in him.

This is a clear recognition of mutual duties and
rights. No pledge is required of one that is not
required of the other.
Men of the world feel that they have a right to
demand a fidelity of their wives that they are not
prepared to give in return. Doctors and legislators
advise them that man's nature is such that he can
not be expected to remain continent, as the wife
does. And so a man will spend six nights of the
week with his affinity. Coming home on the seventh
he finds that his wife has been conducting an intrigu_e during his absence. He immediately becomes
,highly incensed, has a "brain storm," and murders
his wife and her paramour. Then twelve good men
and true acquit him because of the "unwritten law."
What is this "unwritten law"? It is that a man may
trail his own honor in the dregs of hell; but if his
wife "dishonors" him he may seek bloody vengeance
as seems good to him.
But it should not be called the unwritten law. It
is to be found in the famous revelation on polygamy
as published by the Utah Church, in the paragraph
that reads:
And· if he have ten virgins given unto him by this law, he
can not commit adultery, for they belong to him, and they
are given unto him, therefore is he justified. But if .one or
either of the ten virgins, after she is espoused, shall be with
.another ·man; she has committed adultery, and shall be destroyeq.

Here we find the idea boldly advocated that man
may go to any length in collecting, arranging, and
classifying his affinities, but if one or any of these
"weaker" vessels goes astray, look out, something
will drop, some one be destroyed. It is the old story
and it may be read any day in the newspapers. A
man w:ill calmly inform his wife that ·it is none

'
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of her business where he· spends his leisure hours;
but if she so much as winks an eye at a stranger
he will begin to look up the latest patterns in six"
shooters.
The law of the church just quoted recognizes and.
demands absolute fidelity from both.· ·The wife
promises to keep herself for her husband and from
all others. Th~ .husband promises to keep himself
for his wife and from all others.
The promise is also exacted to observe all the
rights belonging to such conditions. There are rights
and duties, dissimilar in nature, . devolving upon
each. When these duties are evaded by one or both
or when one or both seek to enjoy all of the privileges without due return, trouble ensues ..
It is said that a young couple who were aboufto
be married were talking matters over. Said he,
"Dearest, do you think you can live on my fifteen
dollars per week?"
. "Yes, Jack," she replied, "I think I can, but what
will you do?"
This reflects an attitude of mind altogether too
common. The husband is the dollar machine l:!nd
grinds out the cash needed to pay for style and social
standing, while at home the servants "do the work,
do the work." Perhaps we have few women in
the church who are willing to sell their immortal
souls to get "into society," but there are many such
in the world.
Marriage should be a working combination. If
it is right that a man should provide food and a
home it is right that a woman should prepare that
food and care for that home. The task can not
wholly be shifted to the shoulders of servants. The
woman who willfully turns her back .on home duties
to take Up the chase after locoed fashion is no true
wife to her husband, foi· a wife is a helpmate.
In conclusion we desire to present one more quotation from the Book of Doctrine and Covenants:
Thou shalt love thy wife with all thy heart, and shall cleave
unto her and none else; and he that looketh upon a woman
to lust after her, shall deny the faith, and shall not have the
Spirit; and if he repent not, he shall be cast out.-42: 7.

If a man loves his wife with all his heart it is
impossible for him to love some other woman with
a part of his heart. If he cleaves unto her and none
else he can not cleave to one or a half dozen others.
The whole tenor of the church law~ from which
we have so liberally quoted, and upon which the
church's ideal of marriage is founded, is unalterably
opposed to the forms of polygamy upheld in Utah,
Turkey, and elsewhere; and· the various ,more or
less veiled forms of polygamy and conc\1binage indulged in by the degenerate the world over.
In ·the series of editorials of which this is the
last number we have shown that the church stands
for good citizenship, It holds that, pending the
second coming of Christ to rule and-. regulate in
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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person,· men and women must be subject to the · preacher though, as his talents run along other lines,, none·
faws of their respective governments. As regards the less effective.
I enjoyed my few weeks' stay at his home in Durango, with
the particular land in which the cht~rch was organhis interesting family of wife ·and three children.
,
_ized and where the gathering is ·to be, it holds that
Our other member is A. S. Votaw, formerly of California
it was long ago designated by God as a choice land nO\V in charge of a colonization scheme involving over thirt;
· · of · liberty and that God directed the men who thousand acres of land. It was in his.house I celebrated last
founded the government and established the con"- Washington's Birthday, by preaching my first sermon in the
stitution. It holds that men and women should be Republic of Mexico) and as far ·as I am informed; the first by
our church in that land. Brother Votaw has but recently.
industrious; that they should abstain from all forms moved into Mexico. The land is situated about sixty miles
of strong d1·ink and tobacco; that they should pay south· from Tampico, on a peninsula between the Gulf of
their debts; that they should Jive -in peace, not re~ Mexico and Lake Tamiaqau, post-office is Tampico.
One incident of missionary experience I might relate. to
turning evil for evil; that they should be studious,
seeking the highest education, by study and faith. break the monotony of the usual relation that appears in
It holds to the old, biblical idea of the sacredness most of our letters, giving the idea that we· are on a sort of a
pleasure trip. When it came time for me to leave Agua
of the marriage covenant;
Dulce, the way was somewhat barred .because the launch was
As regards marriage we believe that the ideal up for repairs at Tampico, and very uncertain as to when she
home is found where ·one woman as wife and one man would be ready. I was anxious to get away as time was'
as husband live in mutual trust and absolute fidelity, limited. Quorum meeting nearing. Brother Votaw ar~·anged
carefully rearing their children in the nurture and for me to go in a canoe ·with his most trusty nwzci. These
canoes are made out of a log, regular '''dugouts," so it is
• admonition of the Lord to take their places as good all one piece and no keel, not even a rudder. When the wind
citizens of the community and good members of allows, they have a kind of a "mutton leg" sail they use, about
the. church of God. Such homes are the pillars of the size of a bandanna handkerchief.
With the nwza I sta1ted for a point where he was to leaye
the community. We believe that there are many
such in the church; and we are optimistic enough me, and I. was to hail passing boats for Tampico. I started,
in the thought I would soon be bac;k again where means
to believe that ·there- ar€ many such in the world, · -happy
of tra1,1sportation could be had. After we were out a couple 'of
among the honorable men and women of the world. hours the breeze stiffened, so we could use the sail .very well.
It may be charged that the last named are not edu- About 2 p. m, .we attempted to land, where a house was in
cating their ~hildren to become good members of sight, but could not on. account of the petrolejim muck on. the
the church of God; but we are not sure that the · shore that comes from an oil well that a company had aban. charge would stand. We look to see many such be- doned after a loss of about a milliQn dollars. I soon discovered that I was at a place called Dos Vocas, twenty-five
come members of the true church.
miles out of my way. My 11wza was as much surprised as I
If any who are not members of the church have was.
followed these articles we trust that their minds
I ordered him to put to sea again and try to reach the other
have been disabused of the absurd and faise notions side of the bay somewhere, although the land we wanted was
that some have instilled into the minds of the peo- not in sight. He put her out again. By this time the wind
had increased and the sea was running rough and high. Our
ple concerning the ideals of the church.
course seemed to lie in the trough of the sea. Being nothing
ELBERT A. SMITH.
but a log, we were rolling and shipping the sea continually,
MISSIONARY WORK IN MEXICO.
(Continued ,from last week.)
At present we have only two. members living in Mexico;
Bro. D. S. Anthony, who has been there thirteen years, living
at Durango, is manager· of machine shop and foundry, a
plant largely of his own founding. Dave is of the inventive,
mechanical temperament, and already has some patent~ out,
one for grinding .the ·material used as one of the principal
articles of food for the Mexican, namely, tortillas, without
which, with frijole (bean~), the Mexican diet would be as
incomplete as the Hawaiian without his poi. The present
method without the machine is a stone slab with a sort of a
rolling-pin of stone; which the. woman grinds up the corn with,
a primitive and tedious process. Now daily can be seen the
peon woman coming and going to the Anthony mill with her
load of corn on her head, to have g:round by the new invention of the gringo· (American). Dave also has invented a
new gas engine that is revolutionary in its nature and bids
fair to lead the field against all comers. The gospel.,fire,
· although somewhat latent at present, J:i.urfis in the heart of
this son of R. J, Anthony, one of our former vali~nt and aole
. missionaries, a1id I believe he will yet take his place among
those wno will· fabor ·for _Zion's _weal; not necessarily. as a

'\Vhich kept me bailing out the water. My compananero tar,
who could not speak a word of English, and· I but little ·
Spanish, were getting perplexed. Being a swimmer, fear did
not bother me, and I knew that the log would not sink, even
though she should fill or capsize. The wind was so strong
he did not dare to fasten his sail, but tried to hold the halyard in his hand. Had he attempted to hold it stiff, she
would have become shreds. !folding his rope in one hand and
trying to steer with an excuse for an oar in the other, soon
made it agreeable for us to change our course and head for
the shore we had left about two hours before.
We made a landing at a place where we found some grass
huts and a few natives. They could not speak a word of English any more than my moza. I saoured the vicinity to see if
I could find a chance to relieve the situation, but no sign of
habitation appeared other than the one where we landed.
When "the time for supper came I obtained some tortillas from
the woman, and with what was left, of the lunch given me by
Mrs. Votaw, I "broke bread," sitting upon the shore, rather
than "from house to house."
At a suitable hour I retired, making a berth on the shore,
and had my moza do the same, with the understanding _we
would try the sea trip again in the morning and start early
if the wind was not blowing too stiffly; Being tired, I. soon
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' fell ;isleep. About 10 o'clock I awoke to. find my man and his
boat gone. How that fellow could get away without arousing
me was a puzzle, as he was not over five feet from me, rolled
up in his blanket, and the boat tied not twenty feet away when
I went to sfoep.
.
. "
To say that I was just a little ·jarred is to put i~ mildly.
Among the things· that...intruded into my imagination was th;i.t
it was a put-up thing for him to get awe-y and leave me as
·.a prey to the tough looking·peons, each one of whom carried
strapped to him ·a maohette, a swoi·d about three feet long.
They use it to cut through the jungle. They can cut down
a tree about as tfiick as a man's leg with one stroke. They
use them to kill animals, as well as kill each other, and of
com;·se would be very handy to carve me up with. I was
unarmed, so thought by way of precaution I would remove
from my sleeping· quarters to some point that would be more
difficult to find, in case, as pei.· my misgivings, they might
want me. I walked some distance along the -shore until I
found an opening in the jungle, which is so thick and matted
with vines and undergrowth that a cat could hardly get
through ordinarily. I found a cattle trail, and plunged in,
notwithstanding I had seen lizards two feet long ·and the skins
of jaguars that the natives had killed for sale, also a snake
skin ·as long as a man's body, and alligators. were also in
evidence in that country.
·
I must have walked about four miles when I came to a
stream flowing from a laguna into the salt water. I intended
to swim that stream, holding my grip on my head with one
hand and use the other to swim, a feat that I could have
acc~mplished, as the distance was not great. I sounded the.
muck and mud with a stick I had and found that the· first
step in the mud mixed ·with the petroleum stuff coming from
the laguna, would be waist. high. Presently I began to smell
the odor rising from the lagnna. It occurred to me what had
been told me at Augua 'Dulce; that at times, although twentyfive miles away, the odor can be sensed and thJlt near the
lake it was so strong at times as to kill men and burros.
This started me on the back track. I afterwards found out
that if I had gotten into that stream as I had intended, there
would have been a boiled Saint, and well done at that, as the
water was heated at least to one hundred and fifty degrees.
I went back on the trail I had come on, thinking probably
my rnoza might have returned, but with disappointment in
that. I sneaked down to whei'e I had left my blankets; made
a new berth on the shore and as far as I could into the brush,
when I reth:ed, it being now past midnight.
There is an insect fn the tropics called by the Indians,
.pinolea, that comes in a round ball like a swarm of bees. The
individuals are so small that they can hardly be seen. My
recent meandering through the jungles had given me a full
quota ·of these champion biters. "As I lay me down to
sleep," with scratching myself under the blanket, and the
·rain pattering on the outside of the blanket, the rote of the
sea about twenty feet from me, I spent the remainder of the
noohe as well described by the Grelic poet, "Wide awake, fast
asleep, in a doze."
· At a convenient time on manana I arose and approached
the la oasa ·of my host of the day previous. He had not
arisen, so I accosted him with a Bneno dios, seno1·, to which
he replied pleasantly, thus allaying my fears of him and his
1nachette. When he appeared he said he was . mnoha malo,
which means ·feeling badly. I remember that Indians are said
. to thinkhighly of a "medicine man." I thought it would.be
a good role for me to take, if only for friendship, so I ii.ad
him let me give ·him an examination. I .~elt of his pulse,
sounded his liver and kidneys, listened with my ear against
-his b1·east at the beating of his heart;passed.upon his tongue,
found only a little discoloration of the white of the eye.· I
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asked him if there was a botica near. He said, "Ayah, long
way off." I presume the nearest was Tampico, seventy-five
miles away. Had I been an osteopath I might. have made. a
different diagnosis. This examination answered to show my
good intentions, and I gained favor where I most needed it;
He told me there was a ranchero in a certain direction, so I
started to see what· I might find.
I walked as near as I could tell by the time .spent four
miles. It was Sunday morning. I was thinking that at least
I would not have to preach that day. There were different
kinds of birds making music, among them flocl<:s of green pai·rots. At one point, lying across my trail, was an alligator
over ten feet long, lying on his back dead. Some one had
disemboweled him: I believe the Indians around there eat
his entrails. I found one little grass hut, where there were
three children, one a boy .about five as nude as
Christmas
tree after the presents are taken off,. the other two, girls
older, were not so bare of physical comforts, but what they
~ad on would hardly make wadding for a shot gun.
I could not get _any information from them, as they did not
seem to understand my Sp.anish, or I their Indian dialect, for
I suppose that was what they used. I saw no sigil of· any
parents about, but was glad to say to the part of the family •
present, Adios. I made my way back to my patient, not in a
mood however to sing psalms. I walked that distance under
a tropical sun. When one thinks how unsuited my garb of a
preacher with collar, necktie, cuffs, and derby hat under such
conditions, you can imagine how I JUust have not responded
to environment. After -breakfasting upon a to1·tilla, I then
tried to talk with the men.'
After an hour or two I heard one say somethiµg about
M erico cainpo. It meant to me in my very receptive state of
mind for such information, an American camp. I pursued
the inquiry far enough to result in .an engagement with them
for two pesos apiece to guide me to that point. After a twelve
miles tramp through that tropical forest, we came to the
place of the noted oil company of that region called San Diego
de. la Marit. There I found Captain Carr, with whom I was
in company on the trip.from Tampico down. We had c~mped
together one night in. a Mexican hut, having had to put in
on account of the weather and darkness, so I was among
friends, with whom I_ could_ talk. Here I stayed three days
waiting for a chance to get to Tampico.
This incident is a part of pioneer missionary labor. Those
who come to this country later to labor for the souls of men,
may have to fare worse, possibly not so bad. I have not up
to date heard what became of my moza compananero, who
left me stranded on the shore near Dos Vocas. I have, according to my calling to open up the gospel to the nations of the
earth, started it in the Republic of Mexico.
This winter I have spent in Arizona, including _Naco and
Bisbee. The rest of the' time in the tropics, where most of
the·people were barefooted, and coatless, while in the North
you have had your hard winter, so that we have not been
without our comforts, as well as discomforts, in the South-land.
Sincerely yours,
F. M. SHEEHY.
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NOTICE.
TO THOSE ASKING FINANCIAL AID.

Persons who are interested in local church
buildings and are endeavoring to raise money therefor; if they desire to make their appeal to the church
in generai~ must first have their appeal indorsed by
the Presiding Bishop before it will be.. published· in
the HERALD.
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Those_ offering· articles for sale to the church mem- Introductory Statement
BISHOP R. C, EVANS, CHAIRMAN
bers must do so through the regular advertising department of the HERALD and not through the letter _Poem, "Atua Speaks Again"
MRS. VIDA E. SMITH
department.·
Address, "Attitude of Pri:is. Joseph Smith on Doctrine and
'Those who are sick or disabled, or in financial'
· Morals"
trottble, should appeal to their local bishop or BishBISHOP E. L. KELLEY
op's agent, and not to the Saints ~t large through Vocal Solo, "The Lord is My Light"
Frances Allitsen.
the HERALD columns. These restrictions are necesDR. FRANK H. CRILEY
sary because of the number of appeals for financial Paper, "Fifty Years of Literary Work of Pres. Joseph Smith"
aid coming to the'HERALD. If all these appeals were
ELDER ELBERT A. SMITH
permitted to appear they might tend towards_ a dis- . Paper, "Personal Characteristics of Pres. Joseph' Smith"
ELDER _DUNCAN CAMPBELL
regard of the· systematic execution of the financial
law, and to an ignoring of- the law of tithes and Hymn No. 5, Zion's Praises, "Tenderly, Tenderly, Lead Thou
Me On" Words by Pres. Joseph Smith, music by
offerings. Also the Saints might be imposed upon,
N-.
W. Smith
as it is impossible for the HERALD editors to investigate these various appeals. . Besides, the law must Benediction
ELDER COLUMBUS SCOTT
be fulfilled and this is the law, that the church shall
attend to supplying the wants of the poor and needy. Committee on Jubilee Celebration: R. S. Salyards, Heman C.
Smith, J. W. Rushton, R. C. Evans, E. L. Kelley, G. E.
Harrington, R. G. Smith.
JUBILEE ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM.
AMBOY, ILLINOIS, APRIL 6, 1860-INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,
APRIL 6, 1910.
2.00 P; M.

Organ Solo, "Cantilene"

-

Theo. Dubois

JEANNETTE KELLEY

Hymn No.

297,

Saints' Hymnal

Prayer.
ELDER JOSEPH LUFF

_Statement
R. S. SALYARDS, CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE

Vocal Solo, "The Return of the Gavel" - Words by C. E.
Crumley, music by Mrs. Audentia Anderson.
MRS. AUDENTIA ANDERSON

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Some days ago the name of Elder W. E. LaRue,
pastor of the Central Church of Kansas City, was
proposed for membership in the ministei:ial assocfa- ·
tion of that city. Rev. James Small, of the Independence Boulevard Christian Church, proposed the
name for membership. The proposition was hotly
opposed by Rev. S. N. Neel, pastor of the Central
Presbyterian Church; and others. The question did
not turn upon Elder LaRue's personal .character, but
upon the propriety of-admitting a Latter Day Saint
to membership, and was refeued to the executive
committee to report April 4.

Poem
ELDER JOSEPH LUFF -

In a recent· issue mention was made of a young
Japanese student, Choso by name, in Graceland ColHEMAN C. SMITH, CHURCH HISTORIAN
lege, and credit was largely given to Brn. C. A.
Vocal Solo, "My Redeemer and My Lord"
·- Dudley Buck Parkin and F. A. Smith for Choso being here. At
MRS. W. N. ROBINSON
-- the time the item was handed to us we knew of Bro.
Paper, "Woman's Work in the Reorganized Church,
Hale W. Smith's earlier efforts in behalf of this boy;
1860-1910"'
but knowing nothing as to late events in connection
MRS. M. WALKER
therewith we- passed the item on to our readers
Paper, "The Amboy Conference of 1860"
without
comment.
EJ..DER E. C. BRIGGS
But
in
justice we feel to say that in a sense Choso _
Item of Business
is
the
protege
of Bro. and Sr. Hale W. Smith, They
Address
it was who "found" him, as it were,_ who stood by
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH
him and suffered with him during a great misforHymn No. 187, Saints' Hymnal
tune,
and who started this movement to get Choso
Benediction
into Graceland College. There was no intention to
ELDER J, R, LAMBERT
ignore their connection with this matter. It is
7.30 P. M.
·chargeable mainly to a lack of information.
Paper, "Fifty Years of the Presidency of Joseph Smith"

Organ Solo, "Ofl'ertoire in E fiat,''

Lefebure-Wely

RALPH G, SMITH

Hymn No.
Prayer

156,

Saints' Hymnal
ELDER W. H. KELLEY

Anthem, "The King of Love My Shepherd Is" H. R. Shelley
-·CARL LEWIS AND CHOIR

Do the best that you know, that you may kriow
better. if you have' a poor watch, still keep your
appointments by it, so that when you get a good one
the habit of keeping appointments will have been
formed.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Those men, Gruard, Pratt, Rodger, and Hanks,
we1·e sent on that distant mission· in 1843. The
WORK AMONG THE LAMANITES.
. last named of the four never lived to reach the
BY ELDER HUBERT cAsE.
islands; but the former two did a wonderful work ·
, '.At the time when the .. Spirit direct<:id the mind 'When A. H. Smith was a:µiongthese islanders and
< - ()f the latter _day seer toward the tribe of Joseph, g:ave patriarchal blessings .a few . years ago,' he
. . not only did 11.e send Oliver Cowdery and others to . pointed.them out to be the tribe of Joseph, the de- . weste1·n Mi!lSOUl'i, and call upon others. few yeai:s sceridants of Manasseh.
'
laterto do some work among the Indians,. but in · .Wheri the writer of these notes was among that
1843 he sent ;fou1~ men to the South Pacific .Ocean, . people, 'from 1894 to 1898, we were strongly imand opened up a wonderful work ainong that people lli·essed.with the idea that we werelaboring among
. some of the descendants of the Israelitish peuple. We
fl.rid that a few of the· people whom we commonly
designate _Lamanites, have. ·accepted the Book of
Mormon. But the writer believes that many more
-- of them have accepted than usually supposed.
The Spirit n10ved in the sending of the "fishers
and hunters" (Jeremiah 16: 16), and God knew
where the people were to whom they were to be
sent. Surely_ that work was of mote importance
than would seem from the few Indians who have
accepted the message. · This was the beginning of
the work to Israel of the .latter days. There have
l:ieen many of the ~natives of the south seas accept
the angel's message, and the attention of the whole
church has been directed to that mission· for some
cause, and their prayers have been directed toward.
that peculiar people. Why? Simply because they
are. of the people of Joseph's land.
' .
The Pawnee Indians, located at Pawnee, Oklahoma, claim they have several copies of the ·Book of
· Mormon which Oliver· Cowdery gave them the time
he took the g.ospel to them. But practically none of
them have as yet accepted the message. However,
I believe the seed· was sown and will bear an abund~ - ant harvest in the near future. In ·fact the Spirit
is now moving in that direction and many of them.
are now beginning to believe the Book of Mormon
to be a true record. A prominent Indian here in K.ingfisher, Oklahoma,
who is now reading the book, says it is a true record
of his people. iSo you see the leaven is beginning
to
work .
. that has resulted in ·the conversion of thousands- of
While this long time has h1tervened, the Lord has
· the gescendants of the people who came to America
six hundred years before· Christ. God had brought moved in a qui<:i.t way to bring many of the tribe
to light the record of those people, and that is why of Joseph to a knowledge of this great work. I
· -.he would naturally send the message to them the believe nearly every missiol!a,ry. who has labored
L-~ -~ fj~·Erf of any of the' Israelites in the latter day dispe_ii- among the South Sea Islanders has been of the same
·• , ' sation." -These natives of the South Sea Islands to opinion ·as the writer of this article,-that those
wh~m th~ gospel was sent in 1843 al'e the descend- people were of the house o;f Israel. While in the
series of _articles
ants' of the people who went away from America in' island of Rarot()nga I found
Hagoth's ships; as .spoken of in the Book of Mor- printed in "Te To1·ea," by one Mr. Nichols; who was.
mon. · They went to the SandoWich and other islands, a New Zealand Maore, showing that tP,e natives of
and later driftedcwith the winds and currents and the south seas· came· from America; and that theypeopled the numerous group~ of isfands. Their tra- were descendants of the ancient Americans. His
. ditfons, also their -language, etc., pj.'ove thein of arguments were good. They gave the native tra. Lamanite origin. ditions, giving the name of the native and. the boat
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which left R~1:otonga an.d neve1; came back, and the
tradition. in New Zealand, of the same name of the
THEOSOPl:IY.-NO, 3.
first ,lnan, 'and the same name of the. boat which
landed in New Zealand. This is only a.sample of the
_Theosophy considers not only.· the l.·ealni of reway he traced the-ir travel~ from one g;roup to an;; ligion, but of science as 'YelL . It makes an attack·
other, The·New•Zealanders are the highest type in · upon. both. Matter it considers as 'not ·only solid, · ·
all the groups of the -SOlith S_eas, .and many of them liquid, gaseous, etheric _on the physical plane, but .
· that beyond the physical plane there is
a common ion or atom; that beyond this
there also exists like conditions of mat-. . .
tet on the astial plane, also on the men.:. .
tai plane. . And as explained b~fore all
things have the essence of the One in
the, last analysis, so must all science be :
considered· from the standpoint of the
Causeless Cause; - :iv.ran has seven as- ·
· pects_9r exists on seven different planes:
· 1. Physical body or Sthula Sharira.
- 2. -P~·ana, life or vitaiity, or vital
principle.
3. The Linga Sharira o.r astral body.
4. The Kamma Rupa, the seat of ani- .
mal passion and desire.
5. Manas, which is a dual principle in·
its function, the mind~
· 6. Buddhi, the spiritual soul. · 7. Atma, the spirit.
The Atma is one with the Absolute,
its radiation. Buddhi is the vehicle of ·.
that pure, uniyersal Spirit; Atma, the
Manas,·is dual, there being the higher
From Photo furnished by Technical World Magazine:
and the lo'Yer mind .. These principles .
ZUNI INDIAN AT WORK.
·make the spiritual triad· of man ahd are
"How shall they hear without a preacher? How shall they preach :
·eternal. The future state, the· karmic
except they be sent."
destiny of niap,- depends on whe~her the
have . accepted of ~he Book of Mormon. I find that Manas gravitates downwards tOwards the Kamina
the .Book of Mormon is coming into prominence, Rupa, or· upwards towards Buddhi. In the Ja,tter
and there· is an inquiry. about it; people are begin- case the higher consciousness of the spiritual aspiraning· to want to read it. Many cif the tribe of tions 6f the mind assimllating Buddhi, is absorbed
Ephraim, as well as the dusky descendants of Manas- by it and forms the Ego which enters Devachan.
seh, are coming to a knowledge of what God has done The Kamma Rupa is the center of the animal man, - .
-for the Western Continent.
where lies the line of demarkation between the
mortal man and the immoi·tal entity. The ·Unga
Sharira, the Prana, is necessary only to the Kamma
"Some things can be proved outwp.rdly to a man. Rupa, the astral·bodyand· the physical body and the
Some things he -must live out bef9re he knows them. function of the lower Manas, which include.s all those ,
Mathematics are susceptible of outward proof. Reli- limited to the physical. plane. The physical body is
gion must be lived before it is proved. To ask for the vehicle of all the principles during this life..
.
0 ne kind of .proof when the -other kind is ;required
It is possible for man to see things on the. astral·
·is. a ml.stake that many otherwise intelligent people ·. plane. To do so, hqwever, would be unfortunate;
. frequently make.''
Later works· modify the above classification by leav~
ing out the physical body. and surrounding the whole
Christian faith rs a grand cathedral, with divinely with the auric envelope, on which is written the
pictured windows. Standing without, you . see no record of the life or lives. It may be riote(l that ariy
.. gloty nor can possibly imagine any; standing with- vision on the astral plane, although above the physi-· :
in, every ray of light i;ev.eals a harmony of unspeak- . cal, 'ls much befow. the mental. v ~ry few asc,end to.·
the_ Buddhlc plane, and very few eve1i of the Theoso~
·. al>le splendors;-.:Hawthorne.
. . . :· .» ·..
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· phists claim yet to, have done 'so. At death, if the. th1·eshold." The lower principles are slow to dis~~
life has heel). a wo1~thy one, tP.e. upper Atma, Buddhfo, solve, as much of that life has .been •spent in 'givand the. highe1• Manas taking the essence of the ing them strength. An(f since the higher Ego must
best o:f the life, are permitted to retire to Devachan, so soon return to earth, the lower strives to establish
·· · there to.. abide fol' one to three thousand years. relations with its father. -or former · higlfer Ego,
·. Devachan is not so much. place as it is a condition, which. has now taken new · elements for life, and
where the soul d1·eams df all the happenings of .the strives to seize possession both of the body, and es~
best of life, .and always feels those who are beloved pecially of the intelligence. ·
very near. The soul does not see things, as they
. Karma i!l the ·law o;f retribution,, by which e"lery
are, but lives in a dream of the best if its past man. makes. not only his past and present, but also
existencein all its purity. At the moment of death his future. Karma is the sum tofal of all of our
the soul is able to perceive the whole of the pa~t preyious existence. It may be considered in three
I'.·:--.
life, iD: ord~r to gain the perfume from the flowers~ ways: 1. That Karma, whlch_ is· the suni total. of
. But at the end of .the period ·the soul must once all of our previous existence, with the wrongs for
more return to earthly habitation, not only once, which Vl{e must atone befor~ perfedtio:h. 2. Karma,
· :... , but again and again.
that is ineasured out to us for this life.
The new
·· Individuality continues. The pe1·sonality, how- ~arma, that we make in this life for future iives.
ere, is lost. I can assert positively that I am I and. Every time a trial comes upon us, it is Karma, the re-··
liave been I, but can not always· say that ,f have suit of wrongful acts. If, then, we meet it patiently
been "John Smith." Personality has to do with the and overcome, it is wiped out for ever. But if we
lower portici:h of life; individuality, with the im• complain and are impatient, then we have not only
mortal in man.. To some it is given at the moment the. old, but new bad Karma to be met. Some times
· of birth to see the past e:~dstence, as well as the there is found a man so good that he bears all the
· coming life, for an instant, then it is again veiled. vic_issitudes of misfortune patiently and well. Then
.Existence, theri, is like a string of pearls, each pearl the seven Lords of Karma, perceivin,g that he. will
a personal life, the silken thread of indi:vidua1 essence soon have fully met Karrria measured~to him for this.
_running through them one by cine, arid when com.., life, and seeing that his pile of absolute Karma is
plete, we may perceive -and receive the whole.
growing small, only enough in fact for two o'r three
· An interpretation is here offered or' Matthew, "I more lives,.they agree that he shall be permitted to.
-- ·· · am the true vine, ye are the branches, my father is pay it all in this life. · Hence this righteous one
···.the husbandman." This is explained to mean: Ye receives many times the suffering of the unrighteous,
means the personal life; I, the Christos, the true but in so doing he becomes perfected. "Whom the
yine holding the branches, and is therefore the im- Lord loveth he chasteneth." ·
mortal in man the higher Manas ·and the Buddhi.
The soul of man entering on the path, through
· "My father is the husbandman," refers to the god many existences may reach Nirvana. Some having ·
. in man, ·the eternal in man himself. The explana- achieved it have i·efused to enter, preferring rather
tion 6f "every man.that bringeth forth good fruit," to redescend to the assistance of mankind. · Those
means this: Devachan is only for those who have who enter Nirvana may in some instances return,
lived- good lives. According to our life here, so is but not if they have entered without remains.
Olk condition hereafter. The lower elements await
Many have supposed that Nirvana means annihilaus. in Kama Loka. Our next life on earth is the ti on. It does mean nothing to mortal man, since
direct result of all om: previous existence, logical it is far beyond his comprehension. (It hath not
and exact. If, when death comes, a man's life is entered the heart of man.) But when we consider,
found without sufficient good to save, as the Kamma entities may r<iturn from there to remain in the
Ru pa soon dissolves, -and he has placed nothing of middle distance for the assistance of mankind, and
himself upon the immortal plane, nothing survives. when we consider also that beyond Nirvana there
1 , He is, it is.:ti,ue, to meet the results of his own wrongis Para-Nirvana, and beyond that Maya-Para-Nirful acts, his own· Karma, yet he has no long inter- vana, we can see how unsound such a view must
mediary period, but must return shortly to earth be. It is true that some dwellers in the Orient' do ·
again to take up the tonnent of earthly life. Earthly not believe in the immortality of the soul of man;
01• ·physical life is the lowest_ of existence; and is such are the Southern Buddhists of Ceylon. -But
the pit or hell. This unrighteous man, although he , this· does not appear to be the teaching of Buddha,
is fo;meet the :consequences of his own wrongdoing, and certainly it is not the teaching of Buddhisirt
loses et~rnally ail knowledge of that partictilar life. (secret wisdom). Buddhism -is more nearly Theosb.: · Hence, "Every branch that bringeth. forth not good - phy than any other exoteric religion, but Theosophy
. fruit, he .ptirgeth it." Every pearl not fit is de- is no more esoteric Buddhism.•than 'it is esoteric
and no longer exists for that entity; There Christianity. ·.It is, however, :esoteric Buddhism or . ·
·
great tragedy in this in the"Dweller on the secret wisdom.
·
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The above is but a brief sketch of the subject of For us, as a people, the principal thing is our ·presTheosophy.; nor does it leave much room for com- . ent work and prospect in. the future. But to suchment. We have not attempted in this to divide the as care for a study, the loving watchcare of our
true from the untrue, bU:t leave that fo1~ our read~rs. Father is abundantly shown forth in the records of
It is too early in the consideration of the subJect the past.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
to start such analysis, as it is first necessary to know
what those teachings are. It is not Christian, nor
I submit the following list of· books read in condoes it take the Bible for a basis, though it does try
nection with the study of Theosophy.
to interp1·et some texts of the Bible, so as to agree .
Theosophy makes such large claims that the study
· wlth its preconceived ideas. Theosophy makes its
of any philosophy, and especially an oriental one, is
attack upon Christianity on the grounds of faith.
not irrelevant. I had of course read the usual Latin
And in the main it- ·is correct· in this attack, if by
classics at high schoql and university. Also transfaith we mean that blind belief which simply accepts
lations of Homer and of Plato's Dialogues; a few
dogmatic assertions. Yet time and again we come
works on comparative religions, a few more on ll!Ythacross such a mass of contradictory statements
ology of Greece, Rome, Egypt, India, and Scandiamong Theosophists, which is finally determined by
navia; works on philosophy, spiritism, and even
one with the statement: This is correct, for I have
devil worship; several more on social conditions,
received it from the Masters. Bow is it received
legal and economic questions among the ancient ori·and from whom?
It purports to be received in
ental nations, and the like, in a somewhat dilettante
psychic manner from men in the fastnesses of the
way. . We mention this, because it is material, ·in
Himalaya- Mountains. Not by face to face instrucwhat attitude of mind we approach the considerations, nor in writing, but because as I sit writing
tion of such a theme.
I am moved upon by these men. This must be acThe special reading in the past year has been :
cepted as dogmatically correct. And continually is
Blavatsky Theosophy, in Chamber's a.nd Britannica.
the student told : You can not know any more about
Nirvana Buddhism Britannica; Americana and New
this now. Later a little more may be giyen. Not International Encyclopedia, tenth edition. Scienonly are the various writers contradictory, but the
tific Religion, Oliphant. What is Theosophy? Old.
wqrks of the same writer are again and again in
Some Glimpses of Occultism, Leadbeater. Vedantic
conflict.
Philosophy, volume 1, Vivekananda Abhedananda.
The last presumed to b.e nearer the truth, and we Isis Unveiled, volume 2, Blavatsky. Secret Doctl'ine,
are told what went before was only a blind. We volumes 1, 2, 3, Blavatsky. Light of :Asia, Amold.
are convinced that there is ·a remarkable amount Buddhist Catechism." Man, Visible and Jnvisible,
of truth contained in its teachings, and it seems quite Leadbeater. Christ the Spirit. Key to Theosophy,
possible and probable that some of these things have Blavatsky. Kabala and Zohar, Encyclopedia Britbeen handed down from antiquity.
annica. Esoteric Christianity, Besant. Doctrines
With the teaching that, "There is no religion and Literature of the Kabalah.
.
higher than truth," we would heartily agree; also
I also read several magazine articles and some
with the necessity for great purity of mind, soul, books on correlated topics. In fact, some of the
and body before the divine vision is possible. The above voiumes .are not strictly theosophical. Occultgreat secrets of power require an intelligent faith, ism, Psychic phenomena, and anything conceming
that "assurance of thingii 4oped for, the evidence India arid its philosophy and religion are very pertiof things ,not seen." Such power can not be en- nent. You may see from the above, that the reading
trusted to any but a prepared people. But there ha·s not been exhaustive.
S. A. BURGESS.
is so much of straw, so much of worthless matter,
so much that they themselves.deny and again conTHE CONTRAST.
tradict, that it makes _quite a m~dley, and such a
one as it is of profit for but few to examine critically.
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longThese ancient records abundantly confirm the truth suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
of an early revelation and of many facts thereto temperance; against such there is no law."~Gala
related, - but as man has become more gross the tians 5 : 22, 23.
truth is certainly veiled from his eyes and from the
At the risk of saying more regarding the corrupt
eyes .of .the Theosophists as well.
·
and beastly practice of polygamy than. good .taste•Ou~ ~01~1 has been filled with delight at times in would suggest we :wish here to contrast the feelings
searching these ancient records for the amount of of one of t}le leadillg advocates of this unholy practruth therein contained. How abundantly do we tice at the time he received the gospel message, with
find it shown forth in the mountain of history of the his feelings when he received this so-called celestial
·
past, that His arm is not shortened, but he is the system, according· to his own testimony.
Look on this pict:µ1·e : Brigham Young in a ser·Father of all living and truly feels after his children.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Salt Lal{e City, - that i~ was impossible to 'control his feelings. He became sick
-- Let nii(ask you a question, before- I pr~ceed further. --How
did you feel when the Spirit of the gospel first enterP.d into
_your hearts, when the light of the gospei first shone on your
_·understanding? Had you any such feelings then within you?
- Ha(! yo:iCany doubts? How did you talk when you first rose
-to testify that the Book of Mormon was true, that Joseph was
-a true prophet, that this work was of God; that the Lord
Almighty hau revealed himself in these our_ days? Had you
any: doubts? "No; I could not help bearing testimony to
-. _. those things, I was so full of light and peace." Did you hate
-·· ··anyb'odY at that time? "No. I was filled with peace and
union; I loved God anti all the works of his hands. There was
"no anger, malice or wrath in me."-'-Deseret News, Feln"Uary
_11! 1857.
_-.,;__ _

Now look at this picture: Brigham Young in
- a diScourse preached at ProvQ, Utah, July 14, 1855,
-in speaking of the introduction of the doctrine of
spiritual wives, said:
I was not desirous of shrinking from any du'ty nor of failing in the least to do as I was commanded, but it was the first
time in my life that I had desired the grave, a'hd I could
hardly get over it for a long time, And when - I saw a
- funeral I felt to envy the corpse i~s ·situation, and to regret
that I was not in the coffin, knowing the toil and labor that
my body would have tO undergo; and I have had to examine
myself, from that day to this, and watch my faith and care. fully meditate, lest I should be found desiring the grave more
than- I ought to do.
You will- probably wonder at this, and that such should
have been my feelings upon this point, but they were even
so.-Deseret News, November 14, 1855.

To those who accept these statements as being
true this contrast should present food for thought.
One experience was fully in accord \vith the operation of the Spirit as expressed in text at head of
this article. -The other produced the opposite effect,
and this distressjng effect continued with him until
-the day of the above utterance, in 1857.
Miserable man, indeed, was he!
Suppose we add to this the experience of Young's
first lieutenant, Heber C. Kimball. Of-his experience
when ·he received the angel message, in 1832, he
says:
Under the ordinances of baptism and the laying on of
hands, I received the Holy Ghost, as the disciples did in
ancient days, which was like a consuming fire. I felt as
though I sat at the feet of Jesus, and was clothed in my
right mind, although the people called me crazy.
I continued in this way for· many months, and it seemed
as though my body would consume away; at the same time
the scriptures were unfolded to my mind in such a wonderful
manner that it appeared to me, at times, as if I had .formerly been familiar with them.-Life of Heber C. Kimball,
by 0. F. Whitney, pp. 38 and 39.

·in· body, but his mental wretchedness was too·.great to allow_
of his retiring, and he would walk the floor till nearly morning, and sometim(ls the agony of .his.mind Was s6 terrible that
he would wring his hands and weep like a child, and beseech.
the Lord to be merciful and reveal to her this p1inciple, for
he himself .could not break his vow of· secrecy.-Ibid., page

337.

This contrast is so· great that we think those who
accept the testimony of these men will ask why this
difference?
HEMAN c, SMITH.

Mothers' Home Column
EDl'i'ED liY lrnANC)l:il,

Advinory Boa.rd, Daughters of Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins,- vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treruiurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, 'Independence, Missouri.
Weighing the Baby.

"How many pounds does the baby weighBaby who came but a month ago?
How many pounds from the crowning curl
To the rpsy point of the restless toe?
Grandfather ties the kerchief knot,
Tenderly guides the swinging weight,
An_d carefully over his glasses peers
To read the record, "Only eight."
Softly the echo goes around:
The father laughs at the tiny girl;
The fair young mother sings the words,
While grandmother smooths the golden curl
And stooping above the precious thing,
Nestles a kiss within a prayer,
Murmuring softly, "Little one,
Grandfather did not weigh you-fair."
Nobody weighed the baby's smile,
Or the love that came with the helpless one;
Nobody weighed the threads of care,
From which a woman's life is spun.
No index tells the mighty worth
Of a little baby's quiet breathA soft, unceasing metronome,
Patient and faithful until death.

Kimball's daughter tells of how this celestial law,
as it is called, affected him. She says :
My moth.~r had noticed a change ill his manner and ap-

N ol)ody weighed the baby's soul,
For here on earth no weights there be
That could avail; God only knows
Its value in eternity.

pearance,· and when .she inquired the cause, he tiied to eyade
her questions. At last· he promised he would tell her after
a while, if sh(l would only wait. This trouble so worked upon
his mind that_ his anxious and haggard looks betrayed him
daily and hourly, and finally his mis~l'Y became so-unbearable

Only eight pounds to hold a soul
That seeks no angel's silver wing,
But sh1ines it in this human guise,
Within so frail and small a thing!
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Oh, mother! laugh your merry note,
Be gay and glad, but don't forget
. From baby's eyes looks out a soul
That claims a home in Eden yet.
-.,.Ethelinda ·Elliott Beers (Ethel Lynn).
A Feminine Judge Lindney.

327

Lette1r

·D~pa.Jrtme:nt

REUBENS, IDAHO, March 1, 1910.
Editors Herald: Notice to Saints in Missouri in and about
the Ozark country; There are two families of us Saints expecting to move there this spring. Would like to get in near
a branch of Saints, or where there is a good opening for a
branch. Any information from that locality will be highly
appreciated by us.
Very-truly yours,
STEPHEN DRAZEY.
GELPHA M. GIGLER.

(Mn;.. Frederic C. Schoff, who has revolutionized the methods of dealing with juvenile offenders.)
One day in ·May, 1899, a woman sat in the library-of her
comfortable home in Philadelphia, reading the morning newspaper. The item that particularly interested her was the
SPRINGFJELD, MISSOURI.
report of the. arrest of an eight-year-old girl for setting fire
Editors Herald: In looking over the HERALD of March 2,
to the house in which she lived. When asked why she had I notice a mis.take in regard to the death of my sister. The
done this, the child replied that she wanted to see the engines notice reads, Mrs. Olive J. George, when it should be, Mrs.
run,· and, in commenting on the case, the judge, who sent her Olive J. Johnson. Will you please correct the mistake?
to a ~·eformatory, referred to her as "a prodigy of crime."
You1.-sister in the living faith,
· "A prodigy of crime!" repeated. the woman, indignantly,
MISS MOLLIE C. THOMPSON.
"she is nothing of the sort, and I am going to see what can
939 WEST LYNN STREET.
be done about it."
That woman was Mrs. Frederic C. Schoff, the "Woman
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, March 10, 1910.
Judge Lindsey" of PE)nnsylvania, and the imp1;1lse that sent
Dear Sisters a.nd Brethren: I shall esteem it a favor if you
her in such haste to the criminal court-house \Vas destined to
will notify the Saints of the British Isles that I have removed
result in a complete reorganization of the methods of handling
from 12 Rye street C upon M, Manchester, to 57 Upton street,
juvenile offenders, not only in Philadelphia, but throughout
Stockport road, Ardwick.. This is in consequence of the death
the State as well.
of my wife, which occurred on the 6th ult., through an attack
The conditions which Mrs. Schoff discovered as the result
of acute asthma. It was quite unexpected, although she had
of this visit had been in existence for many years, but she,
_been in delicate health for some time. She was interred in
like the. majority of Philadelphia mothers, had never suspected
the Southem Cemetery along with hep 5-month-old baby laid
that they existed. How could they imagine that there were
there thirteen years ago, Elder Henry Greenwood officiating.
more than five hundred children, ranging from six to sixteen
On the 20th ult., our mission president, Elder J. W. Rushton,
years, in the county prison? How could they imagine that
preached the funeral discourse to a large gathering of Saints
from two hundred to three hundred little ones passed through
and friends in our East Manchester Branch room which iny
the city station houses every month, all destined, however
dear wife loved tt'l attend when her health permitted. We all
innocent they might be, to be brought into close association
greatly miss her.
with criminals of the blackest type?
I sincerely hope the rnnior editor is well. I often think of
Having discovered these facts, however, Mrs. Schoff could
his visit to our city. It lingers as a very happy memory. May
not rest. First she appealed to the New Century Club, an
his last days be peaceful.
organization of some six hundred prominent women. They
Kind regards to all at the office.
were so horrified by the tales she told, that a relief movement
Your brother in Christ,
was at once inaugurated and, as the result, laws were passed
W. R. ARMSTRONG.
providing for the separate trial of children, the creation of a
57 UPTON STREET, ,STOCKPORT ROAD, ARDWICIL
house of detention for juveniles, and the appointment of probation officers.
BOTHWELL, ONTARIO, March 8, 1910.
Realizing that the effectiveness of the probation work deDear He1·ald: About six months ago death invaded our
pended upon the way in which the officers per:fol'med their
duties, Mrs. Schoff consented to take personal charge of them. midst and _claimed one of the faithful and true in the person
Since that time, each week, she has met them at her own home of Sr. Enos Gilbert, mother of E. Gilbert, now on Herald
and has gone over every case \vith them in all its detail&. She Publishing House staff. We still mourn her loss, as she was
also attends the juvenile court daily, and her wide acquaint- one whom to know was to love, and one who was never tired
ance with all the youthful offenders has caused her to be of. working for the cause she loved. Then about two months
recognized as the actual judge of that tribunal; not that she ago we lost a promising young· man, son of Bro. George and
bears the title officially, but that her advice is so invariably Sr. Nellie Taylor. His death came as a shock to all as he was
taken that magistrates and judges all accord her this honor. _only sick a few days. And about one month ago Brother
Not a case is brought before them that she is not consulted as Sussex passed away after only a few days' illness.
Now on the other hand we have been led to rejoice over the
to the penalty to be imposed.
In addition to her work among the children, Mrs. Schoff has wonderful sermons that have been preached at the above
also turned h~r attention to the parents. Since her investiga- funeral and memorial services, and at the. prejudice that has ,
tions proved conclusively that the offenses of the majority of been removed by the plain undeniable truths as they were
the children were due directly to the deficiencies of the par- ably set forth by Bishop R. C. Evans and Elder A. Leverton.
ents, she organized the Parent-Teacher's Association, and the As a branch we have had difficulties to meet, but at present.
several branches of this society now represent a membership things are going along smoothly, with a few near the kingof more than fifty thousand parents, who meet regularly in dom who, we think, will go through the waters of baptism in
the public school buildings to learn how to be efficient fathers the near future. Our forces have· been somewhat weakened
by Bro. Elijah Gilbert and family moving to Lamoni, and now
and mothers.
All this happened because an eight-year-old girl, in 1899, Bro. John Chapman and family are leaving for Flint, Michiset fire to her home to "see the engines run.":__Human Life, gan. However, we are trying to live our religion and keep the
gospel before the world.
February, 1910.
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, We will hold our anniversary services on the 20th inst.,
when we expect a good crowd out to hear Brethren Leverton
and Shippy, and perhaps R. C. Russell.
Evei· praying for the onward march of the gospel,
JOHN C. DENT.
GRESHAM, OREGON, March 17, 1910.

Herald Editors: It may be of interest to your readers-to
know that at the Portland district Sunday school convention
, of Februa1·y 25, one hour·of the time was given over to the
representatives of the various Religio locals in the district and
they. took necessary steps towards perfecting Religio district
organization. H. A. Jones, of Vancouver, Washington, was
selected for president; R. E. Chapman, of Ho,od River, vicepresiderit; L.B. Shippy, Gresham, secretary; S,r. L. H. Strickland, Portland, treasurer. The outlook for Religio work appears·to be very good.
Respectfully,
L. B. SHIPPY.
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA, March 15, 1910.

Marc:h '30,, l910

too .much church-here for the gospel to take a hold. I think
that this is the most self-righte0us town I ever saw.
We have three faithful members here yet: Sister Savill
and her noble daughter, Sister Mullins, and Bro. E. K. Lester, all_good Saints. The rest of our branch have all moved
away, and it seems impossible to get any more to join.
I have been tied at h@me ever since last October on account
of the illness of my wife. So we have concluded to change
climate, and move to the land of the big -red apples, see
Bro. T. W. C., and maybe it will improve her health, so that
I can .get into the field again, for it is my heart's delight to
be about my Father's business. The Saints here say that they
will be lonesome when we leave them too. Will
my correspondents please ,take notice that from April 1, 1910, my
address will be Weatherby, Missouri, R. F. D. No. 2. After
I get moved I want to get into the field just as soon as the
way opens for me. I am glad to read of the progress of the
work in different places. May our God bless his servants in
bringing souls to Christ.
•
J. S. ROTH.

all

·Editors Herald: Editor S. 0. Pool, evidently a firm believer

\

EARLINGTON, KENTUCKY, March 4, 1910.
in reciprocity, following our hospitable entertainment at the
Dear Herald: It may be that some of the Saints of the
church in Riverside, suggested that it would be acceptable if
he was permitted to abide under our church roof at San Reorganized Church would like to read my testimony regardBernardino for a time. We said -"Certainly, come along." ing the truthfulness of the gospel. I was a Brighamite MorAccepting our earnest invitation, he. agreed to abide with us mon for twelve years, and have lived the law as they taught
for fourteen consecutive nights. Nine have passed, one is, it. I have been through the Salt Lake Temple four times and
and four are yet to come. His presence here has awakened have esteemed that as the highest blessing, and was a memkeen interest and curiosity. Neighbors and friends w the ber in good standing and full fellowship until I left Utah
number of two hundred or more have gathered to see and lately.
I have apostatized from the great apostate church with
hear him e:;i,ch evening. His wierd and uncanny stories, inter_spersed with bursts of argument and oratory, never fail to careful study and prayerful heart, and with a determination
to find out the truth, gathering all the evidence that I could
engage the attention of his audience.
He agreed on coming that he would talk about the Book of \vithout prejudice to either church. I had a burning zeal for
Mormon and its origin for five nights, the ihfallible complete- the Salt Lake church, but was obliged to give up in despair
ness ·of the Old and New Testament for three nights, and and say that I had been deceived by my leaders, the Utah
divide his attention the remaining six evenings between the people.
I was baptized December 31, 1909, by Elder J. F. Curtis,
respective churches. Mr. Pool is a scholar and withal one of the most formidable critics of our work that I have ever in the baptismal font at Independence, Missouri, and conheard. However, we heard some suggestions of Kirtland firmed by Elders I. N. White and J. F. Curtis. I must say
bank, polygamy, spiritual wifery, Canada revelation, Naiwoo that I have seen the sc1iptures fulfilled where Christ says
Expositor, renunciation of testimony of Book of Mormon in John 7; 17, "If any man will do his will, he shall know
of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whethe1· I speak of
witnesses, etc.
Elder Pool presented the best exposition of Isaiah 29, myself." Now I can certify of myself that this gospel is not
Psalm 85, and Ezekiel 37 that I have ever heard from others of man, but it comes through the rock of revelation, which is
-than Latter Day Saints. I believe there will be enough mem- Christ. I know my Utah friends will say that I have broken
bers left to war:rant the retention of Brother C~'Umley here my covenant; have transgressed the law and sinned against
another year. I am domiciled with Brother Crumley. Brother the Holy Ghost; and that I am lost without any chance and
Pitt has been attracted here by this brilliant meteor. Mr. will become a son of perdition. I will admit that as soon as
Pool is a great Bible student. We think it unfortunate that I was baptized the Devil did come and great darkness sura man of his caliber should be so woefully in the dark. We rounded me and I was burdened so I could scarcely walk
are happy. This makes six· times during this present con- under the weight of his power. It must be understood that
ference year that I have been called fr0m regular duties to the Devil never comes with a cannon to shoot one of his own
listen to what others had to say about Christ and our work. servants or to kill a sparrow. When the greatest darkness
The diversion has been an inspiration to me and I return to surrounds a man it is just before the greatest light is to
pastoral routine with renewed assurance of the impregnable burst forth, and I must testify that light has come to me and
character of the Lord's work. Pool's coming has done our I am not left in doubt, but have passed from darkness into
light, and how great is the brightness.
work inestimable good.
Ever your brother in the gospel,
Very truly yours,
J. W. DuBois. T. W. WILLIAMS.
GRINNELL, IOWA, March 1, 1910.

Editors Herald: It seems just now that we have gathered
out all the wheat in this tbwn. Our zealous Bro. E. K. Lester
opei:ied his fine house for preaching th_is winter, and he did
all in his :iiower to get the people to come out to hear the
gospel; but only a very few would venture out. So now we
have given the town up, for the present at least. There is

COLO, IOWA, March 7, 1910.

Dear Herald: I have been reading the February number
of Autumn Leaves and when I read about the Indians it
seemed to me as though I for one could second the motion and
stand by it _as far as I am able in my feeble way. It seems
to me it would be a good way to distribute live literature
adapted to their present need. This corresponds with two
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,dreams I had, showing it was better to. teac;h the Indians at , tian stronghold. I received, a letter from Bro. C. E. Willey
first~ then preach to them. ,
a few days ago, and he said he would come by and hold some
In my dreams I saw that a large congregation of Lamanites, meetings as he went home to Lamoni, and I told him to come
afte1• being taught for some time, received preaching with and that I would do all I could to get the work before the
gladness. It seems to me as if it belongs to the Latter Day people."
Saints to take the record of the 1:-f ephites to the Lamanites, as
Bro. Harry Jones, Beardstown, Illinois: "When I first
it was promised the Nephites that it would be preserved to came to Beardstown I heard the first Latter Day Saint serb1ing them to the faith in the latter days; and if we are not mon. It was not as the world had told me about their peodiligent in doing our part we will be to blame. The Lord ple, and I was in doubt about which church God recognized,
. will bring to pass just what he said he would do.
as the one that he recognized is the <me that I Wished to join.
._ ,
Your brother in the faith,
I prayed to know which was right and one evening while I
JOHN THORNTON.
was praying after I had returned from church, an angel appeared unto me. He was clothed in beautiful white cloth.
ELK MILLS, MARYLAND, March 2, 1910.
His arms were stretched forward, but finally he dropped one
Dea1· Hm·ald: Arrangements had been completed for the arm and with the other pointed to the east where the Latter
conducting of a two-week series of special meetings to com- Day Saint church stood, and then he disappeared. Soon after
mence February 20, the writer having been requested to assist. this I was baptized by Eldel' M. R. Shoemaker. I' hope and
On the evening of the 18th we received a phone message that pray that I may hold out faithful to the end." ·
Brother Walter Smith was laid up with appendicitis, and for
Sr. Lovina Drake, Victor, Idaho: "On the night after
us to come on first train. We went the next morning and Thanksgiving, after retiring I could not sleep. My thoughts
found him prostrate, but some hopes of speedy recovery. He were far away with the Saints at Independence, when I betold us to take off our coats and go to work, which, of course, came conscious that I was there. The scene that was before
we did. In company with some of the brethren we placed me was the house of worship. I stepped up to the door and
twenty-five hundre.d tracts in the hands of as many people.
looked in and it ·seemed as though the seats were all filled
During the afternoon, Brother Walter took a bad turn. We with people. They all had their hats off and sat With bowed
administered to him with no results. The doctor informed heads and were perfectly quiet. About half way down the
Sister Smith that the only chance was an operation. He aisle I found a vacant seat and sat down, waiting, as the rest
called a professor in and Brother Smith was taken to the hos- seemed to be, for something. A man appeared with long hair
pital at midnight and immediately operated upon. We were and whiskers, and dressed in a long, gray gown. I:Ie moved
permitted to see him in the afternoon after his operation and along just above our heads until he came to the southwest
found him in very bad shape. Peritonitis had set in and corner of the room, when he began to write in la1;ge gold
his life was held in the balance from then till Monday night. letters with his finger. This is what he wrote: "The time
In the meantime the branch officers had consulted and Monday is near at hand when Israel will be free." Then everything
was set apart as a day of fasting and prayer and a meeting vanished. I have thought a great deal about it and would
on Monday night to be devoted to prayer. The Elk Mills like to know what to call this. I know it was not a dream,
Branch was asked to join us and they did so. The meetings for I was not asleep."
were both good, and while we were laying the case before the
Miss Maymie Reynolds, Beardstown, Illinois: "I am a
Great Physician, three earthly physicians were consulting young sister of fourteen. My father is a priest and president
together with little or no hope of recovery. But we fire glad of this b:t'anch. I have two grown brothers that take a great
to report that the Lord heard our prayers, and just as we interest in serving our Master. I also have a younger sister
were about to close, the doctor phoned to say that there was a that belongs to the church, and. three others that I hope will
marked improvement in his patient, and I understand that he follow the step the others have t!\ken. I hope God will guide
has givel] the honor to God. And so we can now report that and direct my footsteps in the way I should go and in the
Brother "Bmith is on the way ,to recovery and will soon be path our dear Savior has trod."
home again. We write this because Walter is widely known
Bro. H. V. Brown, Naylor, Missouri: "We had a nice
and loved.
As for the meetings, well, they were not a success. The branch meeting yesterday, and they sustained all of their
writer seems to be a Jonah to that city. When I arrived in branch officers from president down to deacon. We now have
regular branch meetings and communion meetings with a
Philadelphia last May meetings were arranged for and the
·pretty good spirit. As to my missionary work I had several
trolley men went out on a strike and militated against us.
disappointments. I had to go alone, and some things were
This time I arrived in the morning and the trolley men went
not as nice as I would like. I did not get to preach as much
out on a strike in the afternoon; so I guess they saw me comas I would have liked, though I preached some in Arkansas,
ing. So with the strike and Brother Walter's sickness, our
Illinois, and th·e most in southern Missouri, ,all in new openeffort was not a success. I have come to the conclusion that
ings. I baptizec~ one at Marston, the wife of Bro. W. C. Cook."
the Philadelphia .Branch better leave me out the next time
Bro. E. B. Hull, Stonington, Maine: "Here on Deer Isle
they have a special effort.
WILLIAM ANDERSON.
and Little Deer Isle a great work has been going on. Bro.
Daniel Macgregor and his wife, with the help of God and the
Extracts from Letters.
Saints, have been able to convince eighty-one souls at StoningBro. Ira Mullin, Exline, Iowa: "I moved from Dean here, ton and thirty-eight at Little Deer Isle of the necessity of
where I am located on Brother Birch's place. Last October obeying the gospel, besides baptizing some at other places.
Bro. Gomer Wells came to my place at Dean and held a few Some of the other elders on these islands have also been bapmeetings, but with 'little interest, it seemed, though very good tizing, until about one hundred and fifty have been added to
crowds. He was citlled home, and the last of November and the church since last summer. The honest in heart are not
first of December Bro. E. B. Morgan came and preached a all gathered in, as many are investigating and will' be bapfew times and it began to rain again, so we did not have tized in the near future. The opposite power is not asleep;
much success. Bro. David Wheatley lives close to Dean, and many false stories have been circulated about us, but this
any elder will be welcome there, and they might do a good only goes to show that this is God's work."
Sr. Rebecca Atkinson, Lamb, Missouri: "We have moved
work at Dean. There is some opposition, it being a Chris-
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from Mint, Missouri; to the. vicinity of Lamb, Missouri, and
·a,s the people here were anxious to · hear us preach, Bro.
Gec>rge Anderson and my husband, J. C. Atkinson, preached
at our schoolhouse Saturday night and Sunday at eleven.
Had a large crowd Saturday night, and a ,fair crowd on Sunday; among which were some very attentive listeners. The
peopl\l want us to start a union Sunday school and want my
husband to superintend it. Of course it won't suit l!S like a
Saint Sunday school, but I hope the Lord will bless us in- our
- effort to show the people.the true gospel light, for I know we
are in the true church. ·we would be glad to receive a card
or letter from, all the Saints that. know us, or from any of
the Saints."Sr. Dora McKinnon, East Jordan, Michigan: "I dreamed
the sun was shining most beautifully. I opened the outside
door and saw a cloud and wondered what it meant. While
I ,wa.s wondering I saw a personage in the cloud. The .cloud
was coming in toward me and I rnid, 'It is Jesus coming to
earth the same as he said he would.' Then I thought of all
my brothers and sisters and the people that had not obeyed
the gospel, and I called upon God in mighty prayer to have
mercy upon them. I -was caught up in the air to meet the
Savior and was still praying that my brothers and sisters
would be in a condition to meet him too. It was then that I
realized the love I had for them. Words could not express
the joy I experienced. When I awoke, I wondered what the
dream meant, and it was made known to me that we must
all be in a praying condition and have that love in our hearts
for one (\nother which I experienced in my dream, in order to
be ready' to meet the Savior.''
Sr. Mary E. Smith, Howell, Michigan: "There are only a
few of God's children here, but when we meet together In
Sunday school and prayer meeting we enjoy the Spirit and
have a good feast. I wish to do right and let my light shine
so when my Savior comes I will be ready to meet him. I
ha~e 'been afflicted much, but it draws me nearer to him.
Pray for me that I fail not, for I love my Savior and want
to meet him."
Sr. Sarah Hedrick, Tulare City, California: "I want to
ask the prayers of all the Saints in my behalf that I may be
restored to health if it be God's will. I am broken down,
and have a complication of diseases."
Sr. Emma Blakesley, May, Oklahoma: "There are only
a few members here besides our family. Our names are on
the Elmwood Branch records, but as that is about forty-two
miles from us, we do not get to meet with them often. Husband's health has been poor for so"me time. Also one of his
eyes has been painfully sore for some time. About four years
ago while herding horses, one picked up a corn stalk and
struck him in the- eye with the sharp end. We thought it'
was out at the time, it bled so, but we poured oil on it and
prayed that God would spare it, and it soon got better. It
got so bad again this winter that he thought he would lose it.
While it is some better at this time, it still gives him pai_n.
Will the dear Saints pray for him?"

Nev~s

F1to1n Branche~

SAN FRANCISCO ITEMS.
Our branch is in a prosperous condition, and the outlook
is very encouraging. We have recently been favored with a
visit from our minister in charge, Bro. F. A. Smith.
While
here he preached some good sermons for us, which were both
instructive and edifying. He also attended two priesthood
meetings in our branch, thus giving our local ministry an
opportunity ~o gain much information that will be useful in
the performance of duty. Brother Smith is the right man
for the work here, as he has the confidence of all.
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Patriarch E .. Keeler has also been in our midst lately,
.'
·actively engaged in his line of work, giving about .tliirty
blessings in this city. The blessings given have been a--great
benefit to the Saints, especially the young have been encouraged and strengthened. The effect is noticeable in our prayer
services by an improved sptritual condition, and a tendency
on the part of some to become active who have before been
silent. Brother Keeler also preached for us a few times
while here, and it is a pleasure to note that he has not lost
any of his power in presenting the word.
Our last sacrament meeting was one of marked spirituality.
While the outward gifts were not manifest, . yet the Spirit
was there in power to the peace and comfort of all present.
Last Sunday was also a history making epoch in OUl' branch.
/
At the close of the 11 o'.clock service the writer hid the ;
pleasure of leading four precious ones in through the door V
of baptism. The baptizing took place in the font in the
church, most of the morning co_ngregation remaining to witness the ceremony and the confirmation which followed. The
candidates were George Hewson, Clyde Hoffman, Edward
Hoffman, and Hazel Brown, all grnndchildren of Siste1~
Knight, who was one of the pioneers in the latter day work
and who has remained faithful through many years of service. There were also three children blessed at this service.
One of them,, Frank Allison Teal, is also a grandson of the
same venerable sister. The others, Varley and Christiana
Nicol, are children of nonmembers, a promising boy and girl
who are .being cared for by our Sr. Mary Baker, through
whose influence they were brought to the church.
The Sunday school, with Sr. Saxe as superintendent, is
doing excellent work, and the Religio, under the presidency
of Bro. Kenneth Richmond, is keeping pace with the forward
movement.
So the work moves. J\Iay we all see the necessity of filling our own place, and doing the work that is ours to do,
for the time is coming when we will be called to give an
account of our stewardship. Will we be ready?
JOHN

A.

LAWN.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
Since the "spokes" of our "hub" extend to such a distance
over the country, even to the isles of the sea, we feel it a
duty as well as a pleasure to keep them informe'd of om•
doings. We have a tale of gladness, and a tale of sadness ..
You may remember my telling you last November of hearing wedding bells in the distance. They chimed outright on
November 17, 1909. The home of Myron C. and Florence
Fisher was the scene of festivity when the Saints and some
few outside friends were gathered to witness the solemnizing
of the marriage vow between Ada B. Sanford and Lloyd Newcomb. Ada surely looked charming in her bridal attire. She
·was accompanied by Ada M. Lewis, and Garfield Newcomb,
brother of the groom, was the best man. After the cere111ony,
congratulations and refreshments, they were driven away.
Where they would stop for the night we did'not know, but we
had our suspicions. One of the young men had by strategy
obtained the key to their suite, and soon after the bridal
party left, we adjourned to their new home to bid them welcome on their arrival an hour or so later. Ada has given up
her position at the Y. M. C. A. of Somerville, where she had
grown almost indispensable, and freely admits she is living
the "charmed life.'' If Lloyd makes as excellent a husband
as he does branch book agent, we will not have reason to
worry about his reward in the next world.
In a late HERALD, you will notice a paragr,aph on the death
of Bro. Earl Newcomb. We could not mourn his passing
over the river, his suffering had continued for so many
months. Bro. Ralph Farrell's words over his body were most
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appropriate, and met a responsive chord in the heart of each .
one· present. S1•. Nora Newcomb, at whose home he spent
the last months of his life, did all in her power to relieve his
suffering, alinost endang_ering her own health in caring for
him.
The Organized ·Class has gained a firm hold on our Sunday school. We believe it is an aid to our interest; our
attendance one Sunday.within a month was. one.hundred and
six. We plan to.hold Easter exercises. In January, the Keystone Class, con.sisting entirely of young married women,
about twenty in number, in charge of Albert Sanford, gave a
social at the home of M. ·c. Fisher for the purpose of liquidating our organ debt. For the same purpose the senior
men's class, whose teacher is Dr. W. A. Sinclair, held a social
at his home. The method of procedure in these affairs would .
surely interest you, but my space is limited. Sr. Clara Bradt's
class called A. R., consisting of the senior women, gave their
suppedast Friday night, at the Newcomb (0. L.) home. The
Three T's (young ladies' class belonging to Ada Newcomb)
are. to give a peanut social April 19, at the home of its
president, Ada M. Lewis. The money over the amount needed
to raise the organ debt goes toward our chapel debt. The
Sunday school has also made a ruling to .contribute part of its
collections each Sunday to the church debt.
·
The Religio items I believe you will find in the Autiwm
Leaves shortly.
At our late conference held in Providence in ·Fel;>ruary,
Bishop M. c. Fisher was made president of the district. He
is combining the work of bishop and presidency, and there is
no grass growing under his feet.
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Harry Ko~man. was· :·eh~ved of deaco:i's work until he 1s
through with his studies m school. Qmte recently several of
our young men were called to the priesthood by the voice of
the Spirit.
As a branch we are far short of what we should be, but we
see a brighter day ahead. Our new presiding priest, Brother
Sanford, gave us a rousing sermon last Sunday morning, or
rather one week ago. We were made to see the cause of our
past mistakes, and also see where we can profit by them.
Sr. Grace Glover, who for years was with her uncle and
aunt, Bro. and Sr. John Bradt, was married on January 15,
1910, to Robert Ivester. Mr. Ivester is not one of our church
boys, but a ~ellow of good habits and good character. Their
wedding was a nice affair. They are keeping house in Dorchester.
A surprise recently greeted our ears, when we learned that
on Easter Sunday, we are to lose our sister, Louise Delano, to
Providence, the fortunate young man being Alma Bearse.
We feel we can scarcely spare Louise; she is indeed an excellent Saint. We congratulate the Providence Branch, as well
as Brother Bearse.
One week ago last Sunday, we had with us Brother Hanson,
who is direct from the Scandinavian Mission; he spoke to us
in the evening, giving some of his experiences, and it was an
. added testimony to those who were present to hear how the
Lord had blessed him in his efforts.
Last Sunday Bro. Arthur Koehler spoke to us both morning and evening. He is, we understand, on his way to General Conference. Ralph Farrell is already on his way, via
Brooklyn and Philadelphia.
Boston will be represented at General Conference by four
and possibly more of its members. Some of us wish it were
not so far "from Pal.myra to Independence."
We hear Albert N. Hoxie, jr., says he wouldn't go back to
Boston to live. Who would expect him to prefer Boston· to
Philadelphia under the circumstances? Not long since we
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read the announcement of the engagement of the last named
brother to Sr. Clara Zimmermann, daughter of Bishop Zimmermann.
As we suggested in the beginning of our letter, our members, and exmembers are to be found in many parts of the
country. Bro. Raymond Knowlton, a former Boston boy
(from Maine), has .recently been married.
We are counting the months when we may be privileged to
once more greet. our South Sea Island missionaries-the
Lakes. We tru§t our kind Father will bear them in safety
to this cotmtry. But we shall be sorry for the natives and
the missionaries left there.
Sr. Tamzie Newcomb is in Philadelphia this winter with
her daughter, Mrs. E. L. Traver, who last fall forsook Boston
for Philadelphia where Brother Traver is in business. ·
Sr. Margaret Wood has this last fall returned to us from
Philadelphia, a nurse. She is fortunate in having all she
wants to do in that line.
Sr. H. J. Davison and her daughter Nina are still in the
land of Evangeline, but we are expecting their return now
any day, as they are to keep house for Sr. Nora Newcomb
while she attends General Conference. Brother Davison we
do not forget, though he is up in that northwest country long
gone from us.
Neither do we forget our Brother Bullard, who with his
wife went west last July. Sister Bullard is making her home
in Independence, since returning from her daughter in California where there has been a new arrival, Charles Richard
Warren. Walter is also in Independence with his mother.
Brother Bullard is laboring in Colorado. I know I express
the feeling of the entire Massachusetts District when I say
h
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
t at we miss him, remembermg well his faithful service with
us and often wish we might again see him.
'
Yours as ever in the one faith
M
'
0 • LEWIS.
ARY

CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, March 20, fine spring day, only quite windy, and
colder in the afternoon. Sunday school quite well attended.
Bro. Harry Passman, from the West Side, spoke to our
edification in the morning, and .Bro. Henry Keir in the evening. Sister Buckley, from Seattle, Washington, worshiped /
with us in the morning.
Elder Allen returned from Belvidere Monday, and reported.
two baptisms, Prof. Wm. D. Putland and Mrs. Cora-Bell
McElroy, both of Belvidere. These parties have been investigating for quite a while, and the recent portrayal of the
truth seemed to have brought them to a decision. The
Belvidere Saints are rejoicing over the additions to their
membership.
We neglected to mention that Brother Cochran preached at
West Pullman Sunday morning.
Bro. and Sr. Wm. Merrick and Bro. and Sr. Fred Peslin
are now numbered as our neighbors, being located at 6608
Winchester avenue. Some others have. signed leases to homes,
and will record their names later.
Mr. George Warlick, husband of Sr. Maggie. Warlick, has
been on the sick list for some time. B1•0. Wm. Strange is
reported better, also little Kelso Bradbrook, who was qu.ite
ill Sunday.
Elder Daniel Macgregor and wife landed in the "windy ,
city" Wednesday, Sr. Macgregor departing in the evening· for
Cameron, Missouri, and the missionary to remain a few
clays. Possibly we may be privileged to hear some of those
persuasive sermons that induced ·one hundred and twentyone people to be buried in the waters of baptism in the old
New England State.
"There is no such thing as finding true happiness by
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searching for it directly. It must come,· by the service, the . chos~m as follows: Of the brethren, T. W. Chatburn, John
Davis, H. N. Hansen, G. J. S. Abels, James Downs, L. G.
love, and the happiness we give· t0 others."
Holloway, F. M. Sheehy, Allen Wardell, James Wardell, O. W.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
Newton, C. A. Layton, G. L. M. Brokaw, S. D. Condit, John
6549 MARSHFIELD A VENUE.
Hall; of the sisters: Emma Benson, Lottie Carter, Anna
Carter, M. E. Laudie, Elizabeth Newton, Jane D. Cooper,
Sarah Coy, M. E. Mangum. Elders T. W. Chatburn and
H. N. Hansen were empowered to ask the General Conference
to. ri:;tify the action of the Idaho conference in granting perm1ss10n to the Malad Branch of Idaho to be annexed to the
C ... nference Minutes.
Utah District. The following were elected officers: PresiNAUVOO.-District conference met with. the Burlington dent, T. W. Chatburn; vice-president, Johri Hall; secretary, ·
Branch, February 12 and 13, with C. E. Willey and James treasurer, and Bishop's agent, G. J. S. Al5els. A pastoral
McKiernan presidents; M. H. Siegfried and Charles Fry from the Bishop's agent was read and l'eferred to a committee
secretaries.
Reports were received from the following of three: 0. W. Newton, John Hall, and Joseph B. Smith,
branches: Rock Creek, Montrose, Keokuk, Farmington, Bur- who recommended its publication in the church periodicals
lington, and Ottumwa. W. T. Lambert; F. M. McDonald, the rereading of the pastoral on Sunday, and encouraged th~
J. M. Hooper, and Charles Fry, branch presidents, reported. . Saints to make unusual efforts to assist the Bishop's agent .
.A bill of $2.57 was allowed the secretary and historian. The On Sunday the pastoral was read and $137.50 subscribed by
treasurer reported total receipts, $8.73; expenditures, $1.07; those present. An excellent spiritual session was had· on
balance on hand, $7.66. Bishop's report showed total receipts, Sunday afternoon, at which the spirit of prophecy and reve$420.5.1; total expenditures, $432.02; balance due the bishop, lation was experienced. Conference adjourned subject to the
$11.51. The auditing committee reported th~m correct as call of district president. Time and place to be designated
well as books. The following named persons were elected by them. G. J. S. Abels, secretary.
delegates to General Conference: C. E. Willey, Thomas SimpINDEPENDENCE STAKE.-Eighteenth semiannual conference
son, M. H. Siegfried, James l\kKiernan, Charles Fry, William
Rider, Edith Jarvis, Emma Lacey, Hattie McKiernan, Madge of the Independence Stake met at Holden, Missouri, March
12,
1910, at 10 a. m., President George E. Harrington in
Siegfried, W. T. Lambert, Minnie Ortleb, G. P. Lambert,
Martha Weishaupt, L. E. Hills, S. Tripp, Sister Crabel, M. M. chair. Organization was effected by electing stake presidency
Wooding, Bro. and Sr. I. M. Lane. They were directed to to preside; W. S. Brown secretary; H. E. Moler, John C.
cast the majority and minority vote. A resolution passed Grainger, Sr. R. 0. Self, and A. H. Parsons, press committee,
requesting the bishop to report annually, giving a duplicate and William Aylor, John C. Grainger, and George Jenkins
of the report sent to the Presiding Bishop, instead, as hereto- credential committee. The stake bishop reported as follows:
fore, of reporting at each conference. He was further re- Tithing, $6,039.73; offering, $441.87; consecration, $82.22;
quested to. give only· the total of receipts and expenditures Sanitarium, $42.08; miscellaneous, $4,744.04; total, $11,350~
and the balance due the church or the bishop at the other Disbursements: Due bishop last report, $118.28; allowances,
conferences of the year. The secretary was authorized to $3,451.38; aid, $1,938. 76; miscellaneous, $5,368.22; cash due
procure blank book to record names of members of the dis- bishop, $14.12; balance on hand, $459.24. Statistical reports
trict, corresponding to branch records. Elders M. H. Sieg- of the following branches show a total membership of. 4,391,
fried, G. P. Lambert, C. E. Willey, James McKiernan, Charles showing a net gain for six months of 112: First Kansas City
Fry, F. M. McDonald reported. Preaching Saturday even- 324, gain 17; Second Kansas City, 179, net loss 20; Fourth
ing by G. P. Lambert, assisted by M. H. Siegfried; Sunday KanMs City 73, loss 8; Argentine 58, gain 2; Armstrong 266,
school at 9.30 a. m., Sunday, in charge of the local and dis- loss 3; Grand View 39, gain 4 (disorganized) ; Chelsea Park
trict superintendents. Preaching at 10.45 by James McKier- 138, gain 3; i\Ialvern Hill 29, gain 5; Independence 2,306,
nan, assisted by C. E. Willey. Sacrament at 2.30 p. m. in gain 92; Lees Summit, 79; Holden 453, gain 16; Post Oak, 82
(no report); Pleasant View, 44; Warrensburg 45, gain 9;
charge of Charles Fry and F. M..McDonald. Preaching at
7.45 by L. E. Hills, assisted by W. T. Lambert. Adjourned Knobnoster 275, losF 5. One hundred and sixty-one delegates
to meet at Fort Madison, June 4 and 5, 1910. M. H. Sieg- were elected to represent the stake at General Conference, as
follows: Joseph Smith, I. N. White, G. E. Harrington, A. H.
fried.
Parsons, F. C. Warnky, Sr. R. May, T. W. Chatburn, R. 0.
SALT LAKE.-Semiannual conference of the Utah District Self, W. R. Rush, John Lovell, Fred Scarcliff, Sr. W. E. La
convened at Salt Lake City, February 19, 1910, Pres. T. W. Rue, Sr. V. Trainor, J. J. Kaplinger, Ray Lloyd, Frank ScanChatburn in the chair. Branch reports were received from lan, Sr. Fred Cleveland, Orville James, Sr. W. N. Robinson,
Salt Lake City, Provo, Ogden, Union Fort, and Pleasant G. Conklin, Sr. Anna Flower, M. A. Etzenhouser, Sr. M.
Grove, and eider's reports from T. W. Chatburn, IL N. Han- Keyser, Sr. G. H. Hidy, Sr. M. T. Short, Myrtle Gerber, C. L.
sen, John Davis, L. G. Holloway, and G. J. S. Abels. Bishop's Munroe, Sr. W. W. Owens, Thomas Hansen, J. F. Grimes,
agent's report showed receipts since September 3, 1909, to Jennie French, Sr. C. E. Hand, Sr. Ruth SmitJ:i, Leo Lewis,
February 18, 1910, $300; disbursements, $294.62; balance on Sr. Nephi Madden, D. Tucker, Sr. D. H. Blair, Sr. John
hand, $5.38; and found correct by auditing committee. Treas- Lovell, Sr. W. H. Deam, Sr. F. A. McWethy, Sr. John Tucker,
urer's report showed receipts, $31.85; disbursements, $32.25; Sr. Charles May, J. E. Bozarth, Nels Abrahams, James Duffy,
due treasurer 40 cents. Accepted. T. W. Chatburn and G. J. Sr. James Duffy, B. P. Thompson, James Moler, L.A. Fowler,
S. Abels, committee on purchasing lot in Salt Lake City, J. W. Layton, W. T. Becket, J. L. Crvison, Bessie Cargyle,
reported $47 received and $75.50 subscribed. Committee con- Dora Young, F. M. Smith, E. L. Kelley, W. H. Garrett, B. J.
tinued. A communication from the Pleasant Grove Branch Scott, Sr. F. C. Warnky, Ellis Short, W. M. Aylor, C. Depuy,
suggested the sale of their church and lot, which was referred John Tucker, J. W. A. Bailey, Emma Berg, Myra Brackento the Bishop and agent. President Chatburn presented the bury, Alex. Mcintosh, sr., Sr. J. J. Kaplinger, H. J. Bootfollowing resolution, which was adopted, "Whereas, The Re- man, Sr. Frank Scanlan, Ida· Grabske, Sr. Orville James,
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints has Edward Tucker, Sr. J. C. Nunn, Sr ..J. A. Hilliard, Sr. M. A.
for many years kept up and maintained a missionary force Etzenhouser, Sr. M. N. Leaton, Thomas Newton, June Short,
in Salt Lake City in its endeavor to reclaim scattered and L. M. Vail, Sr. Bertha Vail, Sr. R. 0. Self, 0. R. Miller,
• erring Israel who have been led away in the great apostasy W. E. Haden, Sr. J. M. Miller, Henry Thompson, Sr. W. A.
after the death of Joseph, the Seer, and whereas, there is no Blair, Sr. William Lewis, Sr. H. C. Weedmark, Sr. D. Tucker,
public meeting house owned and controlled by the said Reor- S. S. Sandy, Sr. Cassie Haines, John Lenten, Birdie Lovell,
ganized Church in Salt Lake City; and Whereas, We believe Sr. William Gifford, J. A. Gillen, Joseph Curtis, A. H. Johnit is the part of wisdom and the best interest of the church son, W. O. Skinner, Alice Berg, H. E. Moler, G. W. Madden,
that there should be a chapel in said city owned and con- Anna Fender, Sr. II. Loosemore, William Hartnell, Sr. J. W.
trolled by the church to be used as a headquarters for the Layton, Agnes Terry, Alma Kent, J. F. Curtis, G. H. Hilliard,
mission; therefore, be it resolved, That we earnestly request . M. H. Bond, .Joseph Luff, R. May, Sr. Ellis Sbert, Geo1·ge
the annual conference which.. will convene at Independence, Jenkins, D. W. Shirk, D. E. Hough, Sr. J. W. A. Bailey,
Missouri, on April 6, 1910, and Bishop E. L. Kelley, to take W. E. LaRue, Nellie Brokaw, Sr. Alex. Mcintosh, sr., C. S.
such steps as may ·be deemed necessary to the end that a Barron, Sr. Abbie Horton, Fred Cleveland, Sr. T. T. Grabske,
chapel may be erected which shall serve as a headquarters for W. N. Robinson, Sr. J. A. Harrington, .Sr. J. Robertson, Sr.
the Utah Mission. Be it further resolved, That we pledge our- G. H. Hilliard, M. M. Leaton; G. H. Hidy; Sr. F. J. Cox, Sr.
selves to do what we can to assist in the erection of said F .. Gerber, Sr. L. M. Vail, M. F. Miller, James Hansen, W. S.
building as far as our means will permit." Signed, T. W. MaCrae, Sr. M. B. Dickinson, C. H. Hand, J. W. Paxt0n,
. Chatburn, H. N. Hansen. Delegates to General Conference Ammon White, Nephi Madden, Rachel LaRue, D. H. Blair,
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Sr. S. S~ Sandy, Sr. Ella .Whitehead; F. A. McWethy, Sr. prevailed requesting General Conference to return the presDoctor Berg, W. D. Bullard, Henry Kemp, J. A. Gardner; ent missionary force to this field. A feature worthy of menJ. 'l:'· !Jackett, William Hutchinson, C. Christianson, Sr. C. tion was the cordial hospitality with which the San Jose
Chnstianson, Charles Wooden, Br. Max Kooleschnig, Sr. Car- Branch received the visiting members. John A. Lawn, secrol Armstrong, Gertrude Christianson, D. J. Krah!, J. M. .retary.
Moneymaker. Delegates were instructed as follows: Motion
EASTERN OKLAHOMA.-Conference of the Eastern Oklahonl.a
prevailed that the above-named delegates be our delegation to
General Conference, those present to cast full delegate vote District convened with the Wilburton Branch February 12
and in case of division a minority and majority vote be cast. 10 a. m., Brn. Lee quick a~d John S. White were in chatge'.
The Grand View, Kansas, Branch was disorganized and mem- D., O; Harder s_usta~ned as secretary. Branch reports from
bership placed in most convenient branch. Next stake confer- Wilburton, Haileyville, Fanshawe, Jacksonville, Grannis.
ence will be held September 12, 1910, at Knobnoster, Missouri. Ministry reporting: E. A. Erwin, V. L. Lum, A. Z. Rudd,
The stake secretary was authorized to compile and publish P. B. Bussell, Lee Quick, C. E. Goss, J. P. Brannon, H. R.
resolutions in force in the stake. In lieu of the annual stake Harder, J. M. Simmons, S. W. Simmons, J. H. Sills, J. S.
reunion, series of meetings will be held in each branch during White. William Peacock and Evert Reser were ordained
the summer months. A resolution introduced to regulate en- to office of elder. Conference appointed the following comtertainments and socials in church houses was placed.in the mittee to arrange for a reunion to begin August 12 1910
hands of the following brethren to consider and recommend H. R. Harder, Dr. H. L. Dalby, D. 0. Harder, Willia~ Pea~
for the best interests of the stake: W. H. Garrett, B. J. Cilek, Earl Moore, Ed Kelsey, and Brother Lilly. The folScott, T. W. Chatburn, A. H. Parsons, and George E. Har- lowing were elected delegates to the General Conference:
rington. A request from the Independence teachers for a E. A. ·Erwin, Doctor Dalby and wife, H. R. Harder, A. z.
reporting blank to be in harmony with teacher's diary was Rudd, C. C. Crisman, Earl Moore, Lee Quick, S. W. Simmons
introduced. · A substitute was offered that a committee pre- . and wife, J. M. Simmons and wife, C. E. Goss, Doctor Lewis
pare suitable reporting blanks for each department of the Evert Reser and wife, J. H. Butler and wife, Sr. Lula Per~
priesthood in the stake which also could be used to report to kins, Sister Shores, W. 0. Perkins, J. W. Reser and wife
General Conference, which was referred to the presidency V. L. Lum, A. L. Wooten, William Peacock, Cora Harder'
for consideration and report. A recommendation from the Sister Mannering, J. S. White and wife, Brethren Lilly'
Eastern Iowa District by D. D. Babcock and S. C. Andes, Wiley, Wooten, Ed. Kelsey. The delegates present were em~
recommending for ordination to office of elder J. W. Wilson, pozvered to cast majority and minority vote in case of division.
was placed in hands of missionary in charge and the presi- Adjourned to meet at Wilburton, August 20, 1910. D. O.
dency of the stake. W. S. Brown was elected secretary for Harder, secretary.
the ensuing year. Preaching, Sunday, 13, by M. H. Bond,
WINNIPEG.-Conference of Winnipeg District· convened at
G. H. Hilliard, Ellis Short, R. May, and W. M. Aylor. W. S. Winnipeg (Icelandic Hall), on February 19, 1910; meeting
Brown, secretary, 3005 Baltimore avenue, Kansas City, Mis- called to order by President Nelson Wilson, at 9 a. m., for
souri.
prayer and testimony, Elder J. L. Mortimer in charge. Many
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.-District conference convened at prayers and testimonies were given, and a profitable hour was
San Jose, California, Saturday and Sunday, February 26 and spent. At 10 a. m., minutes of reunion at Rosendale last
27, 1910. J. M. Terry chosen as president, F. A. Smith and July read and approved. The reports of officers were given
C. A. Parkin associates, J. A. Lawn and A. C. Hawley sec- verbally. Brethren Braden, Henry, and Blatchford were made
retaries. The chair appointed as credential committee, C. C. auditors. Preachers for the different sessions were appointed:
Day, A. Kern, and E. J, Clark. Ministerial reports were Elder Nelson Wilson at 7.30 p. m., 19th; Elder Seaton at 11
received as follows: Elders J, M. Terry, F. A. Smith, E. a. m. Sunday; Elder Virgin at 3 p. m.; and Elder Mortime1·
Keeler, J. F. Wiles, C. A. Parkin, George S. Lincoln, J. H. at 7 p. m. At 2 p. m. reports were read from all the branches.
Lawn, J. S. Hommes, W. H. York, C. W. Deuel, J. B. Car- Bishop's agent's report: Receipts, tithing and offering to
michael, T. J. Lawn, J. A. Saxe, C. W. Earle, J. A. Lawn; date, $425.45; expenditures, $315.40; balance on hand, $110.05.
Priests E. · B. Hinton, E. F. Adamson, W. H. Dawson, W. N. Reports were accepted. Missionary in charge and secretary
Dawson, F. H. Lawn, and A. Kern; Teachers Lytle E. White, were made a committee to draft petition to General ConferA. C. Hawley; and Deacon J. Heger. The following reported ence regarding arfanging of Winnipeg District western b<mnverbally: Elder C. W. Hawkins; Priests E. J. Clark, J. E. dary line. Elders Wilson and Mortimer were appointed deieWalker, and Harley Bates; Teachers L. M. Darrow and B. R. gates to General Conference, and the secretary was ordered
Gilbert; Deacons E. E. Bates and C. C. Day. Credential com- to assess each branch (per capita) for their expenses. It
mittee reported credentials from seven branches, entitled to was m1Jved and seconded th:;>.t no man be ordained to the
146 delegates, 91 elected. Branch statistical reports ren- priesthood who uses tobacco or liquor, and those holding
dered: San Francisco 195, loss 10; Oakland 232, loss 1; priesthood using the same, be given three months to quit.
San Jose 171, gain 6; Sacramento 205, gain 1; Stockton, 83; Carried. Moved and carried that we adjourn to meet at
Chico 82, gain 2; Tulare 103, loss 1; Irvington 31, gain 2; .place and time appointed later by the missionary in charge
Santa Rosa 138, loss 12; Ukiah, 23 (new); Fresno, 38 (new). and the president. A vote of thanks was tendered the WinSr. M. A. Saxe superintendent of Sunday schools, reported nipeg Branch for their cordial entertainment of those assemher work to conference. Also Bro. W. H. Dawson, president bled. The four preaching services were all that could be
of Religio, reported work under his jurisdiction. , Both of desired; the Sunday school at 1.30 p. m., Sunday, was good;
these auxiliaries were found to be in a flourishing condition. the priesthood meeting at 5 p. m., instructive; and the enFinancial report of treasurer: Balance last report, $5.21; tertainment held on evening of 18th by Sunday school and
paid out, 50 cents; balance $4.71. Total collections for tent Religio was excellent and enjoyable. The three days spent
fund, $51.97. C. A. Parkin, J. A. Saxe, and E. J. Clark com- together will be remembered as being spent in peace and
mittee. J. M. Terry and J. F. Wiles were added to the com- harmony, as well as being instructive and beneficial to those
mitt~e.
Bishop C. A. Parkin's report: Balance due church present. Press committee, W. I. Arnold, William Hadath.
December 31, 1908, $444.65; tithes and offerings, $3,476.15; W. S. Carter, secretary.
expenditures, $3,055.25; balance due church December 31,
EASTERN WALES.--District conference convened at Nanty1909, $865.55. A resolution prevailed empowering officers to glo, February 26, 1910, at 7 p. m., Elder Thomas Gould in the.
appoint Bishop's auditing committee each year prior to con- chair. Brethren Rushton and William Newt<m were associvening of conference. Delegates to General Conference: F. A. ated with Brother Gould to preside. Visiting miI~istry from
Smith, J. F. Wiles, F. B. Farr, W. H. Dawson, Bro. and Sr. western district granted voice and vote in all business.· ReC. A. Parkin, Bro. and Sr. T. J. Lawn, Bro. and Sr. J. M. ports were read from District President T. Gould, Vice-presiTerry, B1·0. and Sr. E. Keeler, Bro. and Sr. C. W. Deuel, Srs. dent E. J. Trapp, Secretary B. Green, Treasurer L. Waller.
Deliah Montgomery and Mattie Kaighin. Those present Bishop's agent's report: Balance on hand 1 pound, 3 pence,
authorized to cast the full vote of district and in case of 2~ shillings. Auditing committee reported accounts correct.
division to cast a majority and minority vote. A motion pre- Branch presidents reporting: Cardiff Branch, B. Green;
vailed authorizing the sending of Bro. J. F. Wiles to General Gloucester, E. J, T1;app; Nantyglo, A. Jones; no report from
Conference and provding for the raising of funds to defray Lydney Branch and secretary requested to write them to
his <:Jxpenses. Next conference to meet at Irvington, in con- know the cause. Statistical reports: Nantyglo, gained by
junction with reunion at that place. Election of officers: baptism 1, loss by removal 7, present number 19, including 2
J. M. Terry, president; C. A. Parkin, associate; J, A. Lawn elders, 1 priest, 1 teacher; Gloucester (first report), by bapc
and V1ra E. Lawn, secretaries. A motion was carried pro- tism 2, by letter 9, total 11, including 1 elder, 1 teacher, 1
viding for the ordination of Bi·o. E. J. Clark to the office of deacon; Cardiff, baptisms 5, letter 2, loss by letter 2, present
elder, subject to approval by Oakland Branch. A motion :number 27, including 2 elders; Lyftney, baptisms 2, by letter
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6, loss by letter 8, present number 38, including 1 high priest,
.1 elder, 2 priests, 1 deacon. .. It liaving been asserted. that

conditions-existed in. the Lydney Branch which placed them
· out of narmony with district, it was resolved that the presi-de:n.t, vice-president, and secretary be requested and authorized to investigate the same with a view to adjustment. Reports from Elders J. Evans,_ of Gilfach Bargoed, A. Jones,
. T. pould, B. Green, E. ·J. Trapp, -Report from Brn ..J. W.
Rushton and T.'Gould to the effect that the Gloucester Branch
was duly organized July 4, 1909. The communication from
the .western district in reference to the reunion was referred
to the reunion committee. Recommendations from branches
for ordinations were referred ·to a committee consisting of
Brn. J. W .. Rushton, William Newton, R. Jenkip.s, T. Jones,
and T. Gould. Brn. E. B._ Morgan, William Lewis, and John
.Davis were appointed as delegates . to General Conference.
Report of committee on recommendation for ordinations received and provision for such ordinance left in the hands of'
presidents. Those to be ordained were, G. Cope to office of
elder, A. L. Trapp to office of priest. Next conference to be
held at Lydney, June 11 and 12, 1910. Reunion committee
J:ecommended to arrange time of next reunion for about October 1. Resolution passed to uphold by our faith and prayers
all. general and local authorities. Resolution of thanks to
N antyglo Saints and catering committee for kindness and
hospitality in entertaining conference. Vote of thanks to
organist, chorister, and janitor. Sunday services at 11 a. m.
Preaching by Brn. Rees Jenkins and William Newton. Fellowship at 2.30, in charge of Brn. E. J. Trapp, A. Jones, and
S. Evans. At 6 preaching by Apostle J. W. Rushton. During
fellowship service Bro. A. T. Trapp was ordained to office of
priest under the hands of Brn. J. W. Rushton, William Newton, and Rees Jenkins. After morning service a short priesthood meeting was held. On Monday evening Bro. J. W.
Rushton preached in the Hermon Baptist chapel, kindly loaned
to us through the solicitation of Bro. A. Jones, president of
the Nantyglo Branch. It was computed that about one hundred and seventy were present, and the effort was appreciated.
Elder William Newton was in charge of the service. B.
Green, secretary, 92 Olive road, Canton, Cardiff.
OREGON.-District conference convened at Myrtle Point,
Oregon, February 26, 1910, at 10 a. m. with district president,
A .. A. Baker, in charge, assisted by Elder F. J. Chatburn.
Statistics from Ban-don, Pleasant Hill, and Myrtle Point
branches were read, showing fout· marriages, three gained
by baptism, three gained by letter; total gain in district six.
Report of Bishop's agent, William Smith, was read as follows: On hand last report, $195.73; collected since, $229.43;
expenditures, $328.25; balance on hand, $96.91. The same
audited and found correct. District treasurer's report showing $10.30 on hand was read and referred to an auditing
committee who found it correct. Delegates to General Conference were chosen as follows: A. A. Baker, F. J. Chatburn,
F. A. Smith, H. James, and F. W. Dygert; those present
empowered to cast the full vote of the district and to cast
majority and minority vote in case of division. Elders reporting: F. J. Chatburn, A. A. Baker, William Smith, D.
Giles; Priests H. Hunt, H. James, and F. W. Dygert; Teacher
A. Corson. District officers were elected as follows: President, A. A. Baker; vice-president, F. J. Chatburn; secretary,
Maud McCracken; treasurer, A. Conon. In response to a
request from C. A. Walruff for a renewal of his license the
same was granted by vote of the conference. At the district conference, July 31, 1909, the matter of Brn. Eden
Ames, Lewis Gannett, and Lewis Maynard being expelled
from the Sweet Home Branch was taken up, branch having
been disorganized. Upon satisfactory evidence that the action
taken was unjust and said brethren were still in the faith, a
resolution was pa?sed authorizing district officers to correct
same on old branch records and issue ietters of removal to
said brethren. The records were corrected, but the issuing
of letters was overlooked. Therefore, at the conference February 26, 1910, a resolution was passed requiring district
officers to issue letters of removal to said brethren. Conference adjourned to meet on the last Saturday of the reunion.
Should any of the above named brethren see these minutes,
please write me immediately and I will send their letters of
removal. Maude McCracken, secretary.
SPUING RIVER.-District conference was held February 19
and 20, at Pittsburg, Kansas, presided over by District
President E. A. Davis and Bishop E. Short. Reports from
branches: Pittsburg, 107; Scammon, 52; Traverse, 42; Fairland, 195; Vera, 53; Pleasant View, 110; Joplin, 277; Webb
City, 245; Wier ·City, 103; (}alena, 21; Angola, 62; Columbus,

79. Reports from the ministry: Branch presidents, 10; seventy, 4; elders, 15; priests, 7; teachers, 2; deacons, 1. Reunion to be held at Columbus; Kansas, in August; next conf)!rence to set date. Mollie Davis reelected district secretary,
and Sr. Mabel C. Holsworth reelected member of library commission. Reunion committee: L. H. McCall, H. J. Thurman,
R. E. Martin, J. H. Davis, R. W. Davis. Delegates to General ConferenceJ E. A. Davis, Mollie Davis, F. C. Keck,
George Ross, F. M. Conner, C. C. Randall, J. Arthur Davis,
Mrs. A. V. Armstrong, Mary McFarland, H. J. Thurman,
Mrs. S. R. Wiley, Mrs. Clifton, W. I. Clark, Bro. and Sr.
W. W. Christensen, Charles Kyser, W. S. Taylor, R. W. Davis,
N. E. Williams, Mary McCall, J. W. Duncan, E. E. Davis,
Ira Richards, Bro. and Sr. T. Riley, Bro. and Sr. G. E. Carter,
M. S. Hobart, Bro. and Sr. F. L. English, Bro. and Sr. E. E .
Gilbert, Minnie Stoffer/ S. G. Carrow, Sr. E. Hobart,. May
Smith, James Watson, Alice Watson, Mabel Holsworth, Maggie Crawley, Bro. and Sr. J. A. Graves, I. N. White, J. F.
Curtis, Pearl Hobart, J. M. Richards, J. H. Davis, Hattie
Sutherland, Bro. and Sr. 0. Hemple, J. L. Wheeler, Flossie
Davis, 0. P. Sutherland, W. E. Davis, Jennie Hutchinson,
Maggie Martin, Ray Goff, Grace Ward, J. Virgin, Ray Foster,
L. H. McCall, 0. Bradford, Bro. and Sr. L. J. Hisle, Steve
Cantrell, Rose Cantrell, Bro. and Sr. W. E. Westervelt, May
Severine. Preaching at chapel and city auditorium by H. J.
Thurman, F. C. Keck, G. Jenkins, E. Short, and W. R. Smith.
Adjourned to meet at Scammon, Kansas, June 10 to 12. Mollie Davis, secretary.
NODAWAY.-District conference convened with the Bedison
Branch Saturday, February 5, 1910, at 10 a. m., District
President E. S. Fannon in the chair. Alex Jensen was chosen
as secretary of the conference. Statistical reports showed as
follows: Guilford, 96; Bedison 87, loss 3; Sweet Home, 61;
Ross Grove 45, gain 1. Treasurer's report: Received since
October 25, 1909, $3.52; paid out, $2.10; on hand, $1.42. Ministry reporting are C. E. Harpe, E. S. Fannon, Jos. Powell,
Jas. T. Powell, J. T. Ford, C. C. Nelson of the elders; Priests
W. B. Torrance and R. E. Hill; Deacon W. D. Bond. The
Nodaway District Sunday school, through its superintendent,
W. B. Torrance, and its secretary, Alma Nelson, presented
a written report to the conference, showing a steady advancement. Bishop's agent, Bro. R. K. Ross, reported as follows:
Due church January 1, 1909, $197.60; received during year,
$911.90; paid out, $1,023; balance due church January 1, 1910,
$86.50. T. A. Ivie, C. E. Harpe, and W. B. Torrance were
continued as auditing committee. It was decided to hold a'
reunion during the year 1910 and the district presidency was
named as a committee to appoint time and place, and select
other committees and make all general arrangements necessary for the carrying on· of same. The following were selected
as delegates to General Conference: E. S. Fannon, C. E.
Harpe, Alex. Jenson, C. C. Nelson, T. A. Ivie, J. T. Ford,·
William Woodhead, J. L. Gunsolley, Joseph Powell, R. K.
Ross, May Bond, and Martina Nelson. Bro. E. S. Fannon
was selected as president of district for the ensuing year.
By motion the district president was allowed to select his own
counselors. W. B. Torrance was chosen as secretary and
treasurer. The next conference will be held at Guilford in
June, district president to fix date. Preaching during the
conference by William Woodhead, C. E. Harpe, and Joseph
Powell. W. B. Torrance, secretary.
Convention Minutee.

NORTH EASTERN M1ssoun1.-Convention of the Northeastern
Missouri district Sunday school association convened at
Bevier, February 25, W. S. Macrae in charge; Christina
Edmunds secretary pro tem. The report of the treasurer was
read, also the reports of the different schools, and approved.
The following officers were chosen: Superintendent, W. B.
Richards; assistant, Ed. Thomas; secretary, Christina Ndmunds; treasurer, Ethel Harris; librarian, Charles Edmunds.
The following were chosen delegates to General Convention,
those present to cast full vote of the district and in case of
division a majority and minority vote: Ed. Thomas, F. 0.
Delong, John Tryon, C. W. Miller, 0. R. Miller, W. S. Macrae,·
Kate Rogers, Burton McKim, Charles Edmunds, P. J. Raw,
Paul Byers, Maggie Lofty, Christina Edmunds, Ellen Davis,
Dave Tryon, Elizabeth Miller, L. M. Lilley, Sadie Miller,
Lizzie Jones, Willie May Chapman, Hattie Williams, Joe
Jones, F. T. Mussell, William Chapman, L. H. Mille~» and
Carrie Richards. Time and place of next convention were
left in the hands of the district officers. Christina Edmunds,
secretary.
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PORTLAND.-Semiannual convention of the Portland, Oi:·egon, district. Sunday ·school convened at Po1-tland, February
25, 1910, at 10 a. m., with superintendent, Sr. Francis L.
Keeler, in the chair. The convention was organized and the
· usual routine business being dispensed with the following
offi~ers were elected: Superintendent, Sr. Francis L. Keeler;
ass1.stant superintendent, Bro. N. T. Chatman·; secretary, Sr.
Mary HaTVey Shippy; treasurer, Bro. W.W. Witherbe; member of library board, Bro. L. B. Shjppy; normal work teacher,
Bro;··M. H. Cook; also Bro. R. E. Chatman was appointed
home class teacher by the executive board. The following
delegates were authorized to cast full vote of the district at
General Convention, and in case of division to cast a majority
and minority vote: N. T. Chatman, George Thorburn, Francis
L. Keeler, Walter Barker, and Maggie Appleman. Adjourned
to meet at same place and one day previnus to district conference. Mary Harvey Shippy, secretary, Gresham, Oregon.
EASTERN OKLAHOMA.-District Sunday school convened·
With the Wilburton school February 11, with Superintendent
A; Z. Rudd in charge. Reports from several of the schools
of the district and minutes of last convention were read and
approved. Also reports of district officers. Twenty minutes
of the time· were devoted to the normal work, which was very
interesting, in charge of Brother Rudd. At 2.30 p. m., district officers were elected for the coming year; eighteen delegates were chosen to represent the district at General Convention. At 7.30 we enjoyed a very interesting entertainment.
Adjourned to meet at same place and day previous to next
district conference. Lula Perkins, secretary.
WINNIPEG.~First convention of ReligiO society convened
February ·18, at 10 a. m., with Winnipeg Branch (Icelandic
Hall), President T. R. Seaton.presiding. Addresses were delivered by President Seaton, Vice-president Estella Hayward,
Elders Mortimer, Wilson, and others, describing the object
and aim of Religio work, the benefits to be derived from it,
the good that is being done, and has been done by the Religio.
Reports were received from different localities, and all expressed themselves in favor of Religio work, and resolved to
press forward the work in a more systematic way. The
delegates chosen to attend the General Convention next April
were Elders Nelson Wilson and J. L. Mortimer. Adjourned to
meet two days before district conference at same place. William Hadath, secretary, 576 Agnes street, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
WINNIPEG.-District Sunday school association held their
first convention on Friday, February 18. The Saints were
called to order at 2 p. m. by the superintendent, Mrs. Nelson
Wilson. A motion prevailed that Elder N. Wilson preside
in association with the district superintendent. The reports
of the various officers were then received. Home class superintendent, Sr. Martha Burr, placed her resignation before the
house. It was accepted and the matter of choosing another
to take her place was left to the superintendent. The delegates to General Convention were same as for Religio, Elders
Wilson and Mortimer. The total collections taken up in the
interests of the Sunday school work were $14.13. Adjourned
to meet one day previous to the convening of the district conference and at the same place. Sr. Estella Hayward, secretary, Treherne, Manitoba.
LAMONI STAKE.-Sunday school and Religio convention met
jointly at Lamoni, Iowa, February 17 and 18, holding two
sessions of institute work and the regular business session.
After the regular business was concluded the following officers
and delegates to the General Convention were elected: For
the Sunday school, W. T. Shakespeare, superintendent; A. L.
Keen, assistant superintendent; Mary Banta, secretary; Oscar
Anderson, treasurer; J. F. Garver, member library commission. For the Religio, Roy M. Young, president; W. E.
Shakespeare, vice-president; Martha Martin, secretary; A. L.
Keen, treasurer; Vina McHarness, home department superintendent; Jessie Morant, member library commission. One
hundred and twenty-four delegates were chosen for the Sunday school as follows: G. W. Blair, Anna Salyards, Minnie
Nicholson, Vina McHarness, Sr. John Smith, Lucy Resseguie,
· Mary Banta, Estella Wight, Lou Blair, Alta Mather, John
Smith, H. C. Smith, Vida Smith, Elbert Smith, Callie B. Stebbins, Nellie Prall, Arthur G1:enawalt, Sr. Arthur Grenawalt,
Sr. Eli Hayer, James Martin, jr.,.D. D. Young, A. L. Keen,
W. E. Shakespeare, Martha Martin, Elizabeth Blair, Flora
Scott, Jessie Morant,. Sr. Richards, Sr. Reiste, W. T. Shakespeare, C. I. Carpenter, Frank Weld, J. E. Anderson, Joseph
Roberts, C. E. Blair, Letha Tilton, Israel A. Smith, Nina
Smith! J. A. Gunsolley, Mary Miller, J. F. Garver, Albert
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Boden, Sr. C. I. Carpenter, George- Hicklin, Oscar Anderson,
W. J. Mather, Victoria Beck, Nellie Anderson, Anna Allen,
Carrie Silsbee, R. S. Salyards, A. Carmichael, Sr. R. J. Lambert, Mary Kelley, Ethel Birch, Richard Lambert, Sr. Sorensen, Dola Delong, Sr. Joseph Danielson, Roy M. Young,
R. M. Elvin, Sr. D. C. White, Moroni Traxler, Roy Haskins,
Sr. Roy Haskins, Mildred Suman, l\fa11;ha Young, Nancy
Goode, David Taylor, Will Wilson, E. B. Morgan, Will Wilkinson, Stella Barker, Sr. Marble, Erald Scott, Fannie Post,
D. J. Williams, George ]\fayer, Lehi Wilkins_on, Lillian Williams, Maggie Wilkinson, H. H. Gold, Ada Davis, Roy Hopkins, Anna Dancer, Sr. Alma 'Jones, Charles H. Jones, Price
McPeak, E. Nixon, Edd Carr, Chloe Barr, Clara Smith, sr.,
Sr. Fisher, Asa Cochran, Sadie Moon, Dorothy Blair, Thomas
Williams, John Jenkins, Jay Barr, Vida Morgan, Sr. Carmichael, Charles Goode, Joseph Goode, Sr. Cafr, J. S. Snively,
S. D. Shippy, Nephi Lovell, I. A. Monroe, Pearl Garland,
Lydia Stanley, Nona Stanley, J. W. Wight, Brother Walters, Sister Walters, Edith Cackler, William Baker, Rillie Baker;
Frances Stemm, J. C. Cackler, J. R. Lambert, Parley Batton,
Sr. J. R. Lambert. Eighty-two delegates were chosen for the
Religio association as. follows: Roy M. Young, W. E. Shakespeare, Martha Martin, A. L. Keen, Joseph Roberts, Anna
Allen, Letha Tilton, Estella Wight, Belle Lambert, Minnie B.
Nicholson, Flora Scott, Sr. Sorensen, Nellie Prall, Victoria
Beck, Sadie Moon, C. I. Carpenter, Vina McHarness, James
·Martin, jr., D. D. Young, Mary Banta, Roy Haskins, Bertha
Haskins, Jessie Morant, Maude Snively, Edith Cackler, William Baker, Rilla Baker,'Maggie Stemm, J.C. Cackler, Anna
Salyards, Sr. Fisher, Elizabeth Blair, Callie B: Stebbins, Lucy
Resseguie, R. V. Hopkins, Moroni Traxler, A. S. Cochran,
George Hicklin, W. J. Mather, D. J. Williams, J. L. Morgan,
William Wilson, Stella Barker, W. E. Williams, Frank Hull,
E. B. Morgan, A. W. Boden, Ernest Haskins, Sr. J. E. Anderson, Nellie Midgorden, Hattie Bentley, A. J. Yarrington,
James Johnson, Parley Batton, Mary Miller, Nellie Anderson,
Mary Kelley, Alta Mather, H. H. Gold, W. V. Holmes, Sister
Marble, Sister Walters, Ethel May, Esma Jones, J. A. Gunsolley, Mildred Suman, Anthony Hewitt, Sr. Alma Jones, Price
McPeek, Sr. Price McPeek, Pearl Garland, Emma Anderson,
Sarah Bass, Charles Dillon, George Angell, John Amos, Nona
Stanley, Lillian Stanley, Charles Morey, Goldie Vandall,
Joseph Lane, Charles Jones. Pearl Garland, secretary Sunday school; Martha Martin, secretary Religio.
The Bishopric.

AGENT'S NOTICE.
f!iTo the Sa.ints of Western Nebraska. a.nd Bl,a.ck Hills; Greeting: "But whoso looketh into the perfect law of liberty, and
continueth therein, he being not a forgetful hearer, but a
doer of the word, this man Ehall be blessed in his deed."J ames 1: 25.
The blessings are what we desire to obtain, and because of
that desire we are prompted to look into the perfect law of
liberty, but only those who are not forgetful hearers, but
doers of the word shall be blessed in their deed.
"Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith the
Lord of hosts, if I will not open the windows of heaven, and
pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room enough
to receive it."-Malachi 3: 10. Can we expect to receive· the
blessings without complying with the conditions upon which
they are promised? Will we have faith enough in his word to
Coll!ply with the conditions? If there were no other blessings
promised, the hallowed peace that comes to us as a result of
a duty well and cheerfully performed should be sufficient to
prompt us to the keeping of the law.
Let us not make excuses to ourselves and the Lord that we
have nothing to spare, for we must expect to make sacrifices,
and that which we can easily spare does not become a sacrifice. "Behold now it is called to-day (until the. coming of the
::ion of Man) and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a day
for the tithing of my people; for he that is tithed shall not be
burned."-Doctrine and Covenants 64: 5.
Dear Saints, I pen these few lines to stir up your pure
minds by way of remembrance. We need your assistance and
cooperation in the financial part of the Lord's work; our
funds are exhausted and we are forced to call upon our
beloved Bishop to pay the missionaries' families, which ought
not to be. Please let me hear from you, and give as unto the
Lord and thus do your part in carrying on the work which
we all love.
Yours in gospel bonds,
·
R. S. MENGE!,, Bishop's Agent.
' Bin.MONT, NEBRASKA, February 28, 1910.
.
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Church Secretary.

RAILROAD RATES TO CONVENTIONS AND CONFERENCE--STA'l'E OF
MISSOURI.
Lines mentioned below have notified us that they will &U-thorize open rate of FARE AND ONE THIRD .WITH MINIMUM OF FOUR CENTS PER MILE to Independence and
return from points in Missouri on and north Qf a line drawn
from St.. Louis to Kansas City via Labadie, Olean, Versailles, ·cole Camp, and Pleasant Hill, account above named
·occasion-General Conference and conventions, Reorganized
'Church of Latter Day Saints, Independence, Missouri, April
1-21, 1910; excursion tickets to be sold on April 1-5, inclusive,
with final return limit to reach original starting point not
later than April 21, 1910:
Chicago and Alton R. R.; Chicago, Burlington and ·Quincy
R.R.; Chicago Great Western R.R.; Missouri Pacific R.R.;
- Rock Island lines; Wabash R. R.
Round trip tickets will be sold to Independence only on the
basis outlined above. The reduction will not apply to Kansas
City, and no certificates will be required; in other words, buy
round trip tickets and see that they read to Independence,
.
Missouri.
Other lines operating in that part of Missouri outlined find
it impracticable to announce reduced fares for the occasion.
Lines in southwestern territory, covering the southern part
of the State may concur, but too late to permit publication of
such action. Inquire of agents therein.
R. S. SALYARDS, Clmrch Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, March 26, 1910.
Notice.

'.!'he Daughters of Zion will hold their annual evening entertainment during the conference on Friday evening, April
8, and their annual business session on Tuesday morning,
April 12, unless it should be necessary to make some other
arrangements. We trust the sisters will make an extra effort
to be present at the business meeting.
MRS. B. C. SMITH, President.
Request for Prayer.

Bro. Martin Hicks, Grant, Michigan, has been a cripple
nearly forty years, and desires the prayers of the Saints that
he may be healed.
Died.

CARSTENSON.-Carl Carstenson, the little infant son of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Carstensen, was born February 23, 1908, near
Stewartsville, Missomi, and passed away to the sweet beyond
at the age of 2 years and 16 days, March 11, at 11.30
p. m., near Oketo, Kansas, after an illness of measles and
croup. He leaves to mourn his departure, father, mother, five
brothers, and five sisters, together with other relatives and
friends.
BENEDICT.-Effie A., wife of Louis P. Benedict, at her
home, Helena, Montana, March 10, aged 49 years. Born near
Logan, Iowa, where her early life was spent. Taught in the
Logan schools. United with the church September 30, 1879,
at Gallands Grove reunion. Was married at Logan, November 16, 1892. To this union four children were born. Three,
Esther, Platt, -and John survive her. Most of her married life
was spent in Helena; but they resided also in Butte, Montana,
Chicago, Illinois, Terre Haute, Indiana, and Seattle, Washington. A faithful wife, good mother and exemplary Latter
Day Saint. Interment took place at Logan, Iowa, from home
of her sister, Mrs. W. H. Wood, Elder Charles Derry preaching the sermon. Service was also held in Christian church,
Helena, Montana, March 13, by Elder G. R. Wells.
The Beast and the Jungle.

JUDGE LINDSE).' DEFINES HIS ATTITUDE ON TAINTED MONEY.
One of the officers of the Democratic party of tha City
Hall came to me and said: '.'You ought to go and see Mr.
Field, president of the telephone company. He's willing to
help you out." I did not go, but subsequently I accepted an
invitation from a friendly county ·official to meet Mr. Field
at luncheon, and I found him very suave and conciliatory,
despite the fact that I had been publicly naming him, with
Elvans and Cheesman, as one of the corporation rulers of
Denver.
Mr. Field is a desiccated, small-man who came to Colorado
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'.'s a "lunger" and here regained- his h_ealth. H-e was known
m Denver then (as he is now) to the politicians as "the
brains of the System." Before I had been talking to him
very long I guessed that he had been deputed to "take me
in hand," to try friendship and gentleness where force and
enmity had failed.
He blamed "Will,..- as he called Evans, for having opposed
me in 1904; and he said he remembered well the conferences
between Evans, Cheesman, and himself about my candidacy
for a return to the County ·court, and he confessed that- they
had played "poor politics" in opposing me. He did not think
h,pwever, that I quite understood the gentle Will-who wa~
"really a good man" and wanted to help me. They all wanted
to help me. They all admired the work I was doing in th_e
Juveml~ Court.
But they all felt I was mistaken in my
charges against the corporations.
However, he concluded by agreeing that I ought to hav@
help in my court work, and he promised that he would take
the matter up "with Will" on the following Sunday, when
he and Evans were to meet. He subsequently sent me a
check for $250 toward the expenses o:J; the Juvenile Improvement Association. Did I accept it? I certainly did. Why? For
the same reason that I once accepted the aid of a woman
in, Denver who conducted a disorderly house.
I sent for that poor creature, and an officer of my court_
brought her to my chambers. I took her by the hand, looked
her in the face, and said: "Madam, I want to thank you for
your good deeds and I want to tell you how I despise your
evil ones. I accept the good you did, but I shall not shut my
mouth, abou~ the evils of your business." She was a procuress,
but her busmess was no worse than that of the corporations.
She corrupted young girls; they corrupt whole col)'lmunities.
(A secretary of Mr. John D. Rockefeller once wTote me
from New York to ask my views upon "tainted money."
I replied with this story about the procuress. He did not
send me a contribution, but if he had done so, I should have
accepted it.)
THE BEAST IN THE CHURCH,
I yield to no man in my admiration of what "the churcli
element" has done to fight the saloon and the gambling
house and the b~·othel in Denver. It was these good Christian.
people who conquered for us in all our earlier encounters
with the "wine-room gang" and the political supporters of
protected vice. It was they who helped the women and
children to save the Juvenile Court when the attempt was
made to destroy it. They are the hope of society in every
fight for public decency and moral reform. But in a com·
munity where the "cohesive power of J?Ublic plunder" has
united criminal corporations with crimmal politicians and
the criminal poor-has put the dive into alliance with the dishonest public official, the unjust court, and the predatory
millionaire-in such a community do you suppose that the
churches by some miracle have escaped clean? I know that
they have not. I know that the agents of the Beast have
even dared to enter the house of God itself-to intimidate
the minister-to cajole and deceive the congregation-and
to use the religious organizations of a Christian community
to increase the vicious power of the System and to punish
its opponents. And I shall tell how I know.
THE BEAST AND THE COLLEGE.
Yes, and the Beast and the college! During the Peabody
campaign, according to The Rocky Mountain News, a young
student named Reed had been practically driven from the
Denver University because he criticized the corporation Governor. Later, a university professor was sent to Europe to
gather data which was used in the campaign against municipal ownership in Denver; and the professor was exposed
but not forced into retirement. Later still, Buchtel repri- ·
mantled a student ior volunteering as a worker in one of
our Juvenile Court campaigns. Mr. Evans was president
of the Board of Trustees of the University, and the Reverend
Henry Augustus Buchtel was·his Chancellor.
Everywhere people said to me: "Why, the Chancellor will
never stand for the sale of the senatorship to Guggenheim!"
Or the "dear Chancellor" will never permit this or that
undesirable thing in politics.- But Buchtel had already admitted to a ministerial friend that he believed Guggenheim
ought to be elected-though he said nothing of it from the
platform, vou may be sure. After he was Governor, he
not only hidorsed Guggenheim but vigorously defended the legislature for electing Guggenheii'n, honored Evans with a
place on the gubernatorial staff, and gave a- public dinner
to the corporation heads who had most profited by ,the rule
of the System in the State. They reciprocated by sending
the Denver University handsome donations; Evan:s led with
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$10,000, and Guggenheim, Hughes, and others followed with
fat checks.
The keeper of a gambling hell, whom I summoned to my
court and forced to make restitution to the wife of one of
his victims, said to me: "I have some respect for Mayor
Speer. He tells these preachers that he believes in our policy
of open gambling. But I have nothing but contempt for that
old stiff up in the State House who talks about the 'word of
God,' and gets his nomination from a boss wh0 protects us,
and gets elected on money that we contributed to the organization!" It is one of the saddest aspects of this use of the
Church that the Beast gains respectability thereby and the
Church contempt.
THE Y. M. C. A. AND THE BEAST.

These young men .of the Y. M. C. A., who are banded together as the Chi·istian Citizenship Union, have done more
for the enforcement of the laws and the maintenance of
public decency in Denver than any other similar body of
young men that I know of in any city in the United States.
I could say nothing too much in the way of grateful praise of
them or of the association that gave them their ideals. But
what I wish to say is that even they found the influence
of the Beast above them, met it in the management of the
churches of which they were members, and were punished
by it in the houses of business in which they worked-for two
of them received "notice" from their employers because they
had been conspicuous in the work for reform.
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Lover and friend may stand afar, but he
through the fires; he fords with them the
by them when face to face with the lion.
alone. We must always add his resources
making our calculations.-F. B. Meyer. .

walks with them
rivers· he stands
We c~n never be
to our own when

Do It Now.
The Independence Branch appointed a reception committee for General ,Conference, and instructed the committee to
advertise the following rates for conference:
Lodging o_nly $1 per week; lodging and all meals $4.50 per
week at residence. Meals will be served in the Dining Hall
in the rear of the church as follows:
'
Breakfast 10 ~nd 20 cents and all other meals 20 cents each.
Those expectmg to attend conference should make their
wants known to the secretary at once in order that they may
have places provided for them.
Yours truly,
B. C. LOAR,

Secretary Com.

712 SOUTH CRYSLER.

P. S.-Please attend to this at once. Do it now. On arriving in Independence you will find the committee at the church.

11-3t

My soul, if thou wouldst muse more, the fire would burn
more. Why dost thou not retire oftener with thyself? Thou
wouldst be better fitted for the world if thou wert less worldly.
WHO ELECTS THE UNITED STATES SENATE?
If thou hadst more heavenly fire, thou wouldst have more
earthly
power.
Do you suppose that he is the only member of the Senate
Is there no secret pavilion into which thou canst go and
in "Washington who has been so elected? Do you suppose
that senators, so elected, represent anyone in the Councils warm thyself? Is there no holy of holies where thou canst
of the nation except the Powers that put them there? Whether ·catch a glow of impulse that will make thee strong? Is it
these men be called Republicans or Democrats, do you think not written of the Son of Man that "as he prayed the fashion
their votes are cast for any law, any tariff, any reform that of his countenance was altered"? Yes; it was from his prayer
will hurt "the interests" whom they represent? If you do, that his transfigured glory came. It was from the glow of
you do not know the Beast. It is not only Denver that lies his heart that there issued the glow of his countenance. It
beneath its paw. It is not only Colorado. It is this whole was when he was musing that the fire kindled.
0 my soul, wouldst thou have thy life glorified, beautified,
nation. The System controls the machinery by which we
elect our national representatives as. well as our State and transfigured to the eyes of men? Get thee up into the secret
city representatives as far as possible. It picks the same place of God's pavilion, where the fires of love are burning.
sort of legislators to rule in the Capitol at Washington that Thy life shall shine gloriously to the dwellers on the plain.
it picks to rule in the Capitol at Denver. Those men so Thy prayers shall be luminous; they shall light thy face like
elected give to the nation the same sort of government that the face of Moses when he wist not that it shone. Thy 'Words
shall be burning; they will kindle many a heart journeying "
they give to our State. And our fight in Denver is not a
fight to free Denver alone-nor to free Colorado alone-but on the road of Emmaus. Thy path shall be lambent; when '
to help free the whole nation, and to reestablish a free thou hadst prayed in Elijah's solitude, thou shalt have Eligovernment of a free people in a country that shall be free. jah's chariot of fire.-George Matheson.
It was for this we fought in 1906. It is for this that we
are fighting still.-From "The beast and the jungle,'' by
The Most Preciouo Metal.
Judge Ben B. Lindsey, in Everybody~s for April.
.
In this age of electricity, copper has become one of the
most indespensable of the metals. If civilization to-day were
"All the days"-in winter days, when joys are fled; in sun- confronted with the ultimatum, "Give up your gold or give up
less days, when the clouds return again and again after rain; your copper,'' probably the world's gold mines would be dein days of sickness and pain; in days of temptation and per- serted in preferen.ce. Last year the production of copper in
plexity, as much as in days when the heart is as full of joy the United States exceeded by far that of any year in the
as the woodlands in spring are full of song. .That day never history of the metal. The year's total, as compiled by the
comes when the Lord Jesus is not at the side of his saints. geological survey, was 942,570,721 pound~. In this produc-
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HOME FOR SALE
for sale in Cameron with
28 acres of land; 6 room house and good
barn. Price if taken s0<;m, $4,000.00.
Address E. T. Atkinson, Cameron, Missouri.
·
12-3

s~0
FOR SALE
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS EARNINGS • $ 50,000.00
ASSETS OVER
• 400,000.00

Five per cent per annum interest will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given.· AddreSl<

THE ST!o-TE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS:

V/m. Anderson, 'Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. \V. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

. A dwelling house, consisting of reception hall, parlor, sitting and dining room,
kitchen, pantry, bath and toilet room all
complete. five bed rooms, storage room,
and cement floored basement with two
_coal bins and laundry room. Size 26x34,
brick veneer first story, furnace heat,
electric lighted, gas in kitchen for gas
range and water heater, hot and cold
water upstairs and down including basement. Cement sidewalks and brick paved
street. Two blocks from L. D. S. church,
one half block from Temple Lot, one
block from street car line, one block from
grocery and di;y goods store. A modern
house, an ideal home for some Latter
Day Saint. For sale at a bargain if
taken at once. Investigate this and do
it now if interested. C. G. Lewis, Independence, Mo., 324 S. Grand ·ave. 12-tf

Consider This
Should you wish to buy land for a home or, as !\ paying
investment in Iowa, Nebraska, or South Dakota, write for
my large list.
I can prove that I have sold as high as 5 farms in one
day, and over 8,000 acres in Harrison County, Iowa, alone,
besides over 40 houses and lots in the town of Logan, the
town in which I reside, in little over two years, which ought
to be an evidence to you that I am able to secure bargains
and terms satisfactory.
I wo1·k on this principle: Treat everybody as I would like
to be treated, and to secure for every one of my customers a
bargain if possible whereby they can make money, and when
I have done this, I know that you will become my friend and
will tell others; therefore my· business grows and it pays me
to so treat you. W1·ite to me to-day.
Yours truly,
FRANK HILI,.
LOGAN, HAHR!SON COUNTY, IOWA.

'<---~

c-=~-~

g:_. .• g., '-1"' ••"',

-~::,c.,.-:~·,-

tion Arizona Territory led with 280,523,267 pounds; Michigan
had 252,503,651 pounds, and Montana 222,503,651 pounds.
As against this production of the refined metals, the apparent consumption was 479,955,318 pounds. From returns made
by' the smelting and refining companies the stocks of refined
copper on January 1, 1909, showed a decrease of 3,869,037
pounds over the stocks of January 1, 1908.-Chicago Trib1lne.
Wbnt Do You Know?

How about the schoolhouses in your town? What sort of
a class room is provided for your son or daughter to work in,
five or six hours per day? Do you know whether fresh air is
admitted or prohibited in that room? Do you know whether
the room is properly cleaned or is it germ-laden with sweepings? And if you don't know, why don't you know?
Why do you watch your child's scholastic progress, as
shown in weekly or monthly reports from the teacher, and
neglect to ask what care is given to his body from 9.00 to
12.00 and from 1.30 to 3.30, five days each week?
If you hea1;d that little Jimmy Brown, who sits at the desk

Disti·ict and Branch Presidents
Take Notice.
We have just printed a reporting blank
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
'
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen
.08

next to your son, was carrying diphthe'ria germs from the bedside of his sick father into that class room, you would be the
first to appear before the city physician or board of health
to file a complaint. Well, Jimmy's father has a disease just
as infectious-tuberculosis-and Jimmy Brown is carrying
into that close, unventilated class room tuberculosis germs in
his clothing.
Why don't you do something to prevent such dangerous
contact for your boy?
Why don't you demand in your town notification and registration for the father and fumigation and segregation for the
son? What right have you, as an intelligent father or
mother, to let your child take such chances?
These are straight-from-the-shoulder questions which you,
as a p·arent, should consider and answer.
They contain the
rec1son for physical examination of school children. This
does not work a hardship on the few, and it does save the
many. 'Better that the school board of yom• towwbe forced·
to spend a few dollars each month for a class of s~gregated
tubercular children than that your children and a score of
other healthy children should be infected with the White
Plague.-F'roni Wonum's Honw Companion foi• April.
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POST CARDS. Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Horne, Saints' Honie and Saints'
Church. These cards are printed in
colors, on a good grade of card-- board.
Two for five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special prices to missionaries.
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing House.
This does not apply to local trade. ·

r
Addition to the City of
Independe11cell Moo

J. E. Bozarth.

c~

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for

1. Lots in this beautiful addition- now on sale.

2. Absolutely the finest addition now on the
market.
3. High and sightly ground, covered with grand old
forest trees.
4. Some of the reasons why you should buy here.
(a) It has restrictions benefiting and protecting·
each purchaser.
(b) The streets are all graded and established.
(c) It has a complete sewerage system and granatoid sidewalks.
( d) These improvements are all paid for and no
further tax.
( e) It is located on the main traveled streets.
(f) It is only six blocks from county court-house
and square.
(g) It is only two blocks from Electric street car
line.
(h) It is only two blocks from the Temple Lot.
(i) The big Stone Church in view from every lot.
(j) All the conveniences,--city water, gas, and
electric lights.
5. Only $15 per foot for any lot except those on
Blue avenue, River boulevard, and White Oak
street.
6. On easy terms to suit purchaser.
For further information write to Forhi• Pm·k Land
Company, or Frank Criley, Independence, Mo.

a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

Help Wanted
Three bakers, and three wagon drivers
for selling or delivering baked goods to
trade. Must be clean, hustlers, and able
to adjust themselves to dealing with the
public.· Steady job, good wages. Prefer
members of L. D. S. church.
ASA A. WARD.
325 North Third street,
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Religio's

Normal Book
A nonnal book containing lessons
upon the Book of Monnon and
Religio Society. Every student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c
Oh, the glory of the message! For fifteen centuries Israel
had a. sanctuary with a Holiest of All, into which, under pain
of death, no one might enter. Its one witness was: Man
can not dwell in God's presence; can not abide in his fellowship. And now how changed is all! As then the warning
sounded: "No admittance! enter not!" so now the call goes
forth: "Enter in! the veil is rent; the holiest is open; God
waits to we!Corne you to his bosom; henceforth you are to
live with him." This is the message. Child, thy Father longs
for thee to enter, to dwell, and to go out no more for ever.
-Andrew Murray.
Points for Success.
The president of the London Chamber of Commerce gives
twelve maxims which he has tested through years of business
experience and which he recommends as tending to insure
success:
·
1. Have a definite aim.
2. Go straight for it.
3. Master all details.
4. Always know more than you are expected to know.

5. Remember that difficulties are only made to overcome.
6. Treat failures as stepping stones to further effort.
7. Never put your hand out farther than you can draw it

back.
·
8. At times be bold; always prudent. 9. The minority often beats the majority in the end.
10. Make good use of other men's brains.
11. Listen well; answer cautiously; decide promptly.
12. Preserve, by all means in your power, "a sound mind
in a sound body.''
In a world where there is so much to 1·ufile the spirit's
plumes, how needful that entering into the secret of God's
pavilion, which will alone bring it back to composure and
peace! In a world where there is so much to sadden and
depress, how blessed . the communion with him in whom is
the one true source and fountain of all true glaqness and
abiding joy! In a world where so much is ever seeking to
unhallow our spirits, to render them common and profane,
how high the privilege of consecrating them anew in prayer to
holiness and to God.-Archbishop Trench.
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Lamoni l:and & Loan Company
We have a list of farms for sale at
all times and will be glad to furnish
detailed information to anyone interested. We have at present: 160 ac1;es
joining the town of Lamoni, fine 9 room
house, good la1·ge barn, double corn crib;
sheds, wind mill, orchard and fine grove,
at $110 per acre.
160 acres 8 miles from Lamoni, _2
miles from L. D. S. church, l; mile to
school; good 6 room house, large barn,
cribs, sheds, etc., land lies well and in
high state of cultivation; $70 per acre.
80 acres in edge of Missouri, 8 mfies
from Lamoni, 2~ miles from R. R. town,
fair improvements, $45 per acre.
119 acres joining the above described
80 acres, well improved, school on one
corner of farm, $60 per acre.
480 acres, two sets of improvements, 8
miles from Lamoni, no better farm in
the county, $80 per acre.
Also a good list of town properties, including two of the finest homes in Lamoni. Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA.

FOR SALE

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

JACI<S N COUNTY JB AN i(- j

Having bought the Edgefield property
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the Saints at low figures.
This is one of the most sightly and
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
finest tracts now on the market, being
high and dry. This property is located on
A BA.NK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
the south side of the city of .IndependDoeo a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo ence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
Miernouri-'-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any new South Side church and same distance from the street car line, :md 3 of a
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
mile from the public square in Independence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
buying
this property for speculation.
Interest Paid on Deposits
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
Business solicited from far and near. Notice our directorate as named below:
and can not personally inspect them the
Stake or General .Bishopric will locate
ELLIS SHORT
G. H. HILLIARD
WM. CRICK
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
M. H. BOND
J. D. BRIGGS
them for you, and should anyone after
HORACE SHELEY
J. MATHER
A. L. YINGLING
examination not be .pleased their money
will be refunded on demand. For the
correctness of this statement we refer
.~~-~"Q.-----------------"0.-----you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
~
10tf
ELLIS SHORT.
~ I would be pleased to correspond with :

I

,

~ parties seeking Investment In Jack- :
: son County, Missouri, FIRST :

,: MORTGAGES,

,

MUNICIPAL :

~ BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :

,: STOCKS. Very truly yours;
,

,:I
,

1

:
:

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri

:
44tf :

five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depoaito at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking laws ol th
State ol Iowa, ond under direct control
ol the Auditor of State.

~~------~---------------~b~..j
To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, we have printed proper
blanks for the recording of blessings of
· children. Order No. 167li. In book form
same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Lentherette. ench BOc: per dozen $3.20.
No. 110-Limp Cloth, cach'.85c; per dozen $3.76.
No. 111-Cloth nnd Leather, onch 60c.
No. 114-Flexlblo Leather. each $1.60.

Kerr
has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my stm1ding as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504.
8

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forme
about how to proceed in church trials,
No. 149. Paper, 10 cents.
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AN HISTORIC ADDRESS
EXTRACTS FROM THE ADDRESS DELIVERED BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH
AT THE AMBOY CONFERENCE, APRIL 6, 1860.
WOULD say to you, brethren, as I hope
you may be, and in faith I trust you are,
as a people that God has promised his
blessings upon, I came not here of myself, but by the influence of the Spirit.
For some time past I have received manifestations
pointing to the position which I am about to assume.
I wish to say that I have come here not to be
dictated by any men or set of men. I have come in
obedience to a power not my own, and shall be dictated by the power that sent me.
God works by means best known to himself, and
I feel that for some time past he has been pointing
out a work for me to do.
For two or three years past deputations have been
waiting on me, urging me to assume the responsibilities of the leadership of the church; but I have
answered each and everyone of them that I did not
wish to trifle with the faith of the people.
I do not propose to assume this position in order
to amass wealth out of it, neither have I sought it
as a [source of] profit.
I know opinions are various in relation to these
matters. I have conversed with those who told me
they would not hesitate one moment in assuming the
high and powerful position as the leader of this
people. But I have been well aware of the motives
which might be ascribed to me,-motives of various
kinds, at the foundation of all which is selfishness,shoulcl I come forth to stand in the place where my
father stood.
I have believed that I should come without the
guarantee of the people, I should be received in blindness, and would be liable to be accused of false motives. Neither would I come to you without receiving favor from my heavenly Father.
I have endeavored as far as possible to keep
myself unbiased. I never conversed with J. J.
Strang, for in those clays I was but a boy, and in
fact am now but a boy. I had not acquired a sufficient knowledge of men to be capable of leading
myself, setting aside the leading of others.
There is but one principle taught by the leaders of
any faction of this people that I hold in utter abhorrence; that is a principle taught by Brigham Young
and those believing in him. I have been told that
my father taught such doctrines. I have never believed it and never can believe it. If such things
were done, then I believe they never were done by
divine authority. I believe my father was a good
man, and a good man never could have promulgated
such doctrines.
I believe in the doctrines of honesty and truth. The
Bible contains such doctrines, and so do the Book
of Mormon and the Book of Covenants, which are
auxiliaries to the Bible.
I have my peculiar notions in regard to revelations,

but am happy to say that they accord with those I
am to associate with, at least those of them with
whom I have conversed. I am not very conversant
with those bociks, [pointing to a volume before him.]
Not so conversant as I should be and will be. The
time has been when the thought that I should assume
the leadership of this people was so repulsive to me,
that it seemed as if the thing could never be possible.
The change in my feelings came slowly, and I did
not suffer myself to be influenced by extraneous circumstances, and have never read the numerous
works sent me which had a bearing on this subject,
for fear they might entice me into wrong doing.
It is my determination to do right and let heaven
take care of the result. Thus I come to you free
from any taint of sectarianism, taints from thoughts
of the varied minds I have come in contact with;
and thus hope to be able to build up my own reputation as a man.
It has been said that a Mormon elder, though but
a stripling, possessed a power unequaled by almost
any other preacher. This arises from a depth of
feeling, and the earnestness with which they believe
the doctrines they teach, and it is this feeling that
I do not wish to trifle with.
I know that Brigham Young is considered a man
of talent, by some a bold and fortunate man, and by
others an unscrupulous and bad man, accordingly
as circumstances differ.
Should you take me as a leader, I propose that all
should be dealt by in mercy, open as to Gentile or
Jew; but I ask not to be received except as by the
ordinances of the church.
Some, who had ought to know the proprieties
of the church, have told me that no certain form was
necessary in order for me to assume the leadership
-that the position came by right of lineage; yet
I know that if I attempted to lead as--a prophet by
these considerations, and not by a call from heaven,
men would not be led to believe who do not believe
now. And so I have come not of my own dictation
to this sacred office.
I believe that we owe duties to our country and
to society, and are amenable to the laws of the land,
and have always considered it my duty to act upon
this principle; and I do say that among the people
where I live I have as many good and true friends
as I could desire among those of any society.
In conclusion, I will come to you if you will
receive me, give my ability, and the influence my
name may bring, together with ·what little power I
possess; and I trust by yom· prayers and faith to
be sustained. I pledge myself to promulgate no
doctrine that shall not be approved by you or the
code of good morals.
I do not care to say any more at present, but will
simply add that if the same Spirit which prompts
my coming, prompts also my reception, I am with
you.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"If ye continue in my V1ord,_ then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31," 32.

"There· shall not any man among you h ..ve eave it
be one wife; and concubinen be cball have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.
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THE PRELUDE.

OUR MAGAZINE NUMBER; INTRODUCTION.
This is the first of our special Magazine Numbers.
It is our intention to publish others at intervals,perhaps two or three each year. In each number a
special section will be devoted to some particular
topic of interest, as, for instance, it is proposed to
devote some space in the next magazine issue to
our church courts, their nature, methods, jurisdiction, arid authority. We are sure that these special

NUMBER 14

tude and especially a look in the eyes characteristic
of him while listening to matters of business presented by visitors. For a number of years much of
his work as President of the church as well as his
editorial work was done in this room.
FROM ·AMBOY TO INDEPENDENCE.

It happens that our issue for this 'Yeek falls upon
the 6th day of April. This is an important anniversary. Fifty years ago to-day the Amboy Conference (at Amboy, Illinois,) was in session. To that
conference Joseph Smith came at the invitation of
the church, in harmony with the urgent command of
the Spirit, and in fulfillment of repeated prophecy.
He ~as accepted by the church as its presiding officer, and as a prophet, and under God the spiritual
director of the church.
He was ordained at the afternoon session of that
conference, and for fifty years has administered
wisely and faithfully in his high and sacred calling.
The SAINTS' HERALD (on the responsibility of the associate editors) congratulates the church on the fact
that her President has been spared for so long and
useful a .period of service; and we pray that it may
be extended yet many years.
It is a long journey from Amboy to Independence.
It has taken us a half century. Remarkable changes
have occurred in that time, both in the church and in
the world.
At that time the church bad before it a great deal
of the work of reorganizing, establishing, and
building up the First Presidency, Quorum of
Twelve Apostles, Order of Evangelists, Quorum
of High Priests, the bishopric, seventies, and
quorums of elders, priests, teachers, and deacons;
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH AT HIS DESK.
that work is now practically completed, much
numbers will be a feature of our policy that will of it years ago, under the leadership of Presiappeal to HERALD readers. We shall endeavor to dent Smith, and in harmony with divine·
make them of suff!cient interest to be worth in them- direction. Within the church there have grown up
such associations as the Sunday Schqo,l Association,
selves the subscription price of the entire year. ·
As the first illustration in this number we present Zion's Religio-Literary Society, Daughters of Zion,
a picture of President Smith taken at his desk in and .such institutions . as Graceland College, the
the First Presidency's room in the old Herald Office Saints' Homes, the Sanitarium, the Herald Publishbuilding. This shows President Smith at his work, ing House, and Zion's Ensign Publishing House.
and we prJze the picture becau~·e it preserves an atti- Missions, !listricts, and branches have been organized
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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in America and tlie Old World. The gospel has been
preached far and wide. In membership there. has
been a growth from an estimated ·membership of
five hundred (see ai'ticle by H. A. Stebbins, Jubilee
HERALD) to a membership .of sixty thousand, nine
hundred anq nine, as will be announced by the

. .

during the year 1873, as it shows the First Presidency and the Presiding Bishopric as then constituted.
In the center of the second row President J o~eph
Smith is seen with his two. counselors, W. W. Blair
and David H. Smith, who were called and ordained at

SCENE AT THE INDEPENDENCE CHURCH, CONFERENCE

1908.

"They that remain and are pure in heart shall return ... they and their
children."

Church Recorder at this General Conference. We
believe that the membership has grown in spirituality, morality, and intellectuality, and that the times
are ripe for further advancement.
THE RETURN.
When the Amboy Conference met, so far as the
church was concerned, Independence was a wilderness and a desolate place. A little over twenty years
had elapsed since the people had been driven from
Missouri with frightful loss of blood and treasure.
There. was no room for them in Zion.
To-day Independence Stake has a membership of
over four thousand. To-9ay we meet in General
. Conference capacity and celebrate the :fiftieth anniversary of the Amboy Conference. To-day two members of the First Presidency, two members of the
Presiding Bishopric, and other leading church officers live in Independence on the best of terms with
the citizens, and freely carry on the business of the
church. To-day at least'two important church institutions (Ensign Publishing House and the Sanitarium) are located at Independence.
All of this is in harmony with the prediction,
"Zion shall not be nioved out of her place, notwithstanding her children are scattered, they that remain
and are pure in heart shall retµrn and come to their
i,nheritances; they and their children, with songs of
everlasting joy."-'-Doctrine and Covenants 98: 4.
. ANOTHER LEAF FROM THE OLD FAMILY ALBUM.
.The publication of an old" photograph in the Jubi~
lee Number gave so much pleasure to some of the
old timeSaints that we feel moved to reproduce an'
other leaf from the old album.
·
This photograph was probably taken some time

the spring conference of that year. In the front row
we see Bishop I. L. Rogers with his two counselors,
Elijah Banta and David Dancer. Bishop Rogers
was ordained at the Amboy Conference, fifty years
ago, April 7. The two other members of the group
are Apostle W. H. Kelley (at the left), now prei:ii-

'·AN OLD TIME GROUP.

dent of the Twelve; and Patriarch E. C. Briggs (at
the right). Two of the men shown in this picture,
Joseph Smith and E. C. Briggs, are now (of the
ministry) the only two surviving members of the
Ampoy Conference.
These old pictures are eloquent of change. They
ar~ an exhortation to all to work while. the day
lasts. Men toil and strive a little while and then
graduate from the school here below, and if faithful,
pass on to the higher duties and greater ·honors..
ELBERT A. SMITH.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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FROM BELOIT TO AMBOY.
effected, a treasurer and a recorder being chosen,
From June, 1852, when the Beloit conference was _hymn book was provided for, a considefable number
held, to the Amboy Conference in April, 1860, was baptized and others admitted on their original bap·
not a long period of time, as compared to the flfty tisms.
The most important conference, as we view it,
years which have come and· gone since the latter
date And while. those years occupy not a great . was held in a grain barn belonging to Israel Rogers
. many pages among the many of church history;. they near Sandwich; Illinois, in October, 1859. Considerwere years of great anxiety and doubt and prayer able progress had been made by those who had
among the Saints who remained steadfast. In the been sent on missions at the preceding- conference,
limited space assigned me I will attempt only a and the first step was taken toward the publication
of the HERALD, a committee being appointed for
brief outline of events.
The Beloit conference was held with the Newark the purpose which was empowered to begin publiBranch in June, 1852, Jason W. Briggs in charge; cation.
A number of important actions were taken at
John Harrington, clerk. The following resolution
these various confe1·ences, and we can not give space·
was passed:
, "Resolved, that this conference regard the pre- to a tithe of what was done. Among them was the
tensions of Brigham Young, James J. Strang, Jam.es following:
Colin Brewster, and
"Resolved, that. the
highest
auth01'ity
William Smith and
among the priesthood
Joseph Wood's joint
reprnsents the legiticlaims to tl!e leadermate President as a
ship of the Church
presiding authority."
of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, as
-Passed October 6,
an assumption of
1852, at Yellowstone,
power, in violation of r
Wisconsin.
A question which
the law of God, and
consequently we dis.t r o u b 1 e d them a
claim all connection
great· deal during
and fellowship with
those years of struggling was in regard
them.
to authority, · but it
"Resolved, that the
successor of Joseph
was finally settled,
Smith, junior, as the
and · the following
P r e s i d i n g High
from the pen of
STREET SCENE, AMBOY, ILLINOIS.
Priest .in the MelZenos H. Gurley
shows
how:
chisedec Priesthood,
Mechanics' Hall, in which the conference of 1860 was held, occumust of necessity be pied the center of the block of buildings shown in this cut. The
"When the· comthe seed of Joseph block was burned at a later date and has been rebuilt.
mandment to organSmith, junior, in fulize first came we
fillment of the law and promises of God .•..
thought it impossible for us to obey, not having
"Resolved, that we believe that the Church of authority. to ordain apostles, etc.; but we learned
Christ, organized on the 6th day of April, A. D. 1830, what every Latter Day Sarnt must learn, that a
exists as on that day wherever six or more Saints command from God is authority to do all that he reare organized according to the pattern in the Book quires, be it more or less."-History of the Church,
of Doctrine and Covenants."-History of the vol. 3, p. 221.
Church, vol. 3, pp. 209 and 210.
.
Note the following:
A pamphlet was ordered written by Jason W.
"Upon motion it was resolved to. reaffirm the
Briggs and his work was reported at a later con- 'resolution adopted at a conference held at Beloit,
ference, when it was ordered printed.
June 12 and 13, 1852, affirming thaf the successor of
Beginning with that year a semiannual confer- Joseph Smith must come from his seed.' "-Passed
ence was held in October, and each spring the Saints at Zarahemla, semiannual conference, October 6,
met in regular General Conference, so that in all
1855.
there were. some sixteen conferences intervening beWe would like to give the names of an ·the men
tween the Beloit and the Amboy conferences. These
were mostly held at Zarahemla, Wisconsin. There taking part in this early movement, but space forwas also a special conferenc~ or two, among them the bids, and we respectfully refer our readers to that
notable conference held in June 10 to 14 at Amboy, po.rtion of the ·History of the Church covering the
I. A. SMITH.
the first at this place, when better organization was years from 1851 to 1860. · ·
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The Independence Section
EARLY DAYS IN INDEPENDENCE.

The gospel was first brought to Independence by
missionaries to the Lamanites. In the fall of 1830
the church, by ·divine direction, appointed Parley·
P. Pratt, Oliver Cowdery, Peter Whitmer, and Ziba
Peterson, to take their journey westward as evangelists to the Indians.
After pausing for a time to establish the work in
a wonderful manner at Kirtland, Ohio, this little
band pushed on early in 1831. They journeyed on
. foot over trackless wilds of snow, suffering considerable hardship, until at length· they .reached Independence.
Of this event Elder Pratt writes:
After much fatigue and some suffering we all arrived in
Independence, in the county of Jackson, on the extreme
western frontiers of MisEOuri, and of the United States. . . .
This was the first mission performed by the elders of the
church in any of the States west of New York, and we were
the first members of the same which were ever on this
frontier.

In June, 1831, Joseph Smith, with a party of
church members, left Kirtland and journeyed westward, arriving in Independence about the middle of
July. They came by wagon and canal boat to Cincinnati, by steamboat to Saint Louis, and' the balance
of the way on foot.
Soon after their arrival a revelation was received
pointing out the spot where the temple. should be
built. August 3 this spot was dedicated in the presence of eight men, including Joseph Smith, Sidney
Rigdon, Edward Partridge, W. W. Phelps, Oliver
Cowdery, Martin Harris, and Joseph Coe.
The first Sunday after their arrival W.W. Phelps
preached to a mixed audience of negroes, whites,
_and Indians. Two were baptized.
This movement of the church to Independence was
sanctioned by revelation, as follows :
Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church, saith the Lord your
God, who have aEsembled yourselves together, according to
my commandments, in this land which is the land of Missouri,
which is the land which I have appointed and consecrated for
the gathering of the saints: wherefore this is the land of
promise, and the place for the city of Zion. And thus saith
the Lord your God, If you will receive wisdom here is wisdom. Behold, the place which is now called Independence, is
the center place, and the spot for the temple is lying westward
upon a lot which is not far from the courthouse; wherefore
it is wiEdom that the land should be purchased by the saints;
and also every tract lying westward, even unto the line
running directly between Jew and Gentile. And also every
tract bordering by the prairies, inasmuch as my disciples are
enabled to buy lands. Behold, this is wiEdom, that they may
obtain it for an everlasting inheritance.-Doctrine and Cove~
nants 57: 1.

Joseph Smith writes that on the 2d day of August
he assisted the Colesville Branch (from Colesville,
New York,) to lay the first log for a house, "as a

foundation for Zion." This was in Kaw Township,
twelve miles west of Independence. ·
. The church was rapidly built up by emigration
from the East. A printing press was established,
and "in June, 1832, the Evening and Morning Star,
the first periodical to be issued by the church, made
its appearance.
By July, 1833, those on the grounds estimated that
the church membership in and around Independence
was about twelve hundred. (See Evening and Morning Star, July, 1833.) This must be considered a
strong membership when we remember that Independence at that time was on the frontier.
. Unfortunately extreme friction soon developed between the Saints and other citizens of Jackson
County. It is not necessary to discuss the causes
that led up to that friction with its consequent sad
results. Suffice it to say that July 20, 1833, a committee of citizens waited upon the leaders of the
church in Independence and demanded the suspension of the Evening and Morning Star, t'.~e immediat)
removal of church leaders from the county, and the
suspension of emigration into the county. The Saints
asked for time and were given fifteen minutes.
The conference broke up and the enraged citizens
proceeded to destroy the printing plant of the Evening and Morning Star. They also tarred and feathered Bishop Partridge and did other damage. Bishop
Partridge was thus maltreated in front of the courthouse, only a little distance from the present. location of some of the chief offices of the church and
stake.
We do not care to dwell upon the scenes that
ensued. Suffice it to say that the church was speedily expelled from the county. Not one church member was permitted to remain.
INDEPENDENT.
HISTORY OF THE INDEPENDENCE STAKE AND BRANCH

INDEPENDENCE BRANCH.
(The quotations used are from Independence Stake History as written by Elder A. H. Parsons.)
BY MRS, J. C. NUNN, STAKE HISTORIAN.

Much has been written about the early days of
the church in Missouri, and the reader's heart aches
when reading the accounts of the sufferings and
injustice endured by the Saints when robbed and
driven from Independenc'e.
Many years passed by before it was practical
for the Saints to return. At last, about thirty years
after they were expelled, ·in. the fall of ~867, the
family of Bro. Albert W. Noble, consisting of himself, wife, and seven children, came from Grantville,
Utah, and located al:iout four miles northeast of
Independence. "The mob spirit was not dead, as
will be seen by the following incident": When it
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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was known that a Latter Day Saint was located near
town a . band of rough ·characters visited Bi·other
Noble and gave him due notice to leave the country
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Osmond S., and. two daughters, Locinda and Louisa, making
in all ten souls. Bro. Henry Etzenhouser was ordained priest .
of the Aaronic order, and Bro. P. J. Hole was ordained
teacher.

For a tirrie the services were held in the courthouse, and later a hall over the Chrisman-Sawyer
bank was rented.
The year 1873 brought its trials to this little flock, and
when the spring of 1874 was introduced it was thought best
to dfscontinue the meetings on account of the long distance
to travel, as part of the membership lived several miles southeast of town and one family was three miles northeast-of the
place of meeting.

The effect of this move is largely told in a letter
written by Bro. Henry Etzenhouser, July 28, 1874:

SAINTS' CHURCH.
Independence, Missouri.

in five days. To this invitation the brother kindly
informed them that he had come to stay, and so he
did, until removed by death August 24, 1872.
The disturbing effect of the civil war was still
felt at that time and it was a common thing to see
men with one or two revolvers strapped to them,
walking the streets of Independence.
Two years after Brother· Noble, came the families
of Brn. Isaac Bailey and Frederick Campbell, who
located about five miles southeast of Independence,
and it was neady three years before they knew that
there was anothei' Latter Day Saint family (that
bf Brother Noble) near Independence.
There was little to encourage them,-no branch,
no preaching services. However, two years later,
the following letter was written by Elder Joseph
Smith Lee:

I will write you a few lines to let you know of our whereabouts. Our getting along is slow, we have to stop at times
to know whether we are in the right road or not; and so
we are trying to struggle through. We are strong in the
hope of our salvation although we have not much encouragement. Some outsiders would have joined us if an elder had
been here to Dl'.each by the Spirit.

During the month of October, 1874, Brn. Hugh
Lytle, C. F. Stiles, Charles Herzing, and B. B.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, May 16, 1871.
Last Sunday I had the happy privilege of preaching to a
large and attentive congregation at the Rush Bottoms Schoolhouse [Brother Noble lived near this place].. After meeting
we went to the river [Missouri] and baptized Peter Johnson
Hole and his wife. They formerly belonged to the Methodist
Church.

This was the first preaching in this vicinity by .
the elders of the Reorganization and the first baptisms.
Occasionally an elder came this way or a Saint
moved in, but there was no branch organization until
May 25, 1873,
when at the conclusion of a series of meetings held by E. C.
Brand and Joseph S. Lee in the court-house, the brethren
proposed to organize a church to be known as the Independence Branch of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
The following mernbers were present: Henry Etzenhouser,
Hannah Etzenhouser (his wife), his two sons, Daniel and
Rudolph, Peter J. Hole, Mrs. Maria C. Noble (her husband
having died before this date), her two sons, Albert R. and

ELDER RODERICK MAY.
Bishop of the Independence Stake.

Brackenbury visited Independence. They continued
their efforts until November, when they called the
Saints together and reorganized the branch with
the old members and two (Brother and Sister Pilgrii:n) recently baptized; and the branch organization was estabiished the second time with seemingly
no better prospects than at its first organization.
(In 1878 there is an allusion by Apostle James Cafwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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. fall to its having been orgatlized by him, but we fail
to find any definite statements about a third organization.)
During the spring of 1877 President Joseph Smith
visited Independence and did some preaching and
work needed at that time. Of this visit President
Smith said:
·we found a· few Saints in charge of Bro. G. W. Pilgrim,
the husbarid of a niece of Elder John E. Page, one of the
early apostles of the latter day work. We found Brethren
Parker and Clow with their families from Canada at Indepertdence. We also found Hedrickite, B1ighamite, Whitmerite, Framptonite, Morrisite, and Strangite brethren, all with
the Josephites indulging a fond hope that the full time for
favo1ing Zion, the land of Zion, has fully come.

April 6, 1910

South, the East and the West, and it is e~couraging .
to know that a large percentage of the Saints h.ere
own their homes.
·
_
The necessities have required additional church
facilities and in the south pa1't o:f the city there is
a new church building in course of construction ·
which will seat aoout five hundred people when completed.
·
Thirty-seven years ago .the· branch numbe1·ed ten
members with no house of worship; to-day the membership is two thousand three hundred and six and

These various factions were u:nfriendly to the Reorganization; which encountered opposition not only

from the worldlings but from those who could be
termed "misguided brethren."
The first account (as mentioned before) was that
they met in the court-house. At that time the publ;c
building was a much smaller structure than the
court-house which occupies the public square at the
present time.
Next they held services in a hall. Later they made
an effort to secure a building of their own. We give
the report of the building 'committee to the district
conference, June 1, 1879:
We have decided to build a brick building forty by sixty
feet, and have let the contract and the work will be pushed
as fast as possible.

During the year of 1879 the bricks were burned
and the building started. This building was dedicated July 6, 1884. At that time there was a membership of .about one hundred and seventy-five souls.
At a prayer meeting in this church a prophecy was
given that the building would not hold the people,
and by the year 1887 it was fulfilled, a larger structure was needed, and the
branch met and appointed a committee to look up a new lqcation, and empowered them with authority to sell the old
church and build a larger one.

Bro. Daniel S. Bowen offered to donate to the
branch for the church site a lot eighty :feet by one
hundred and fifteen feet on West Electric street in
the west part of town, just opposite to the Temple
Lot. This generous offer was accepted. The corner
·stone of the present Stone Church was laid April
6, ;t888, and in 1902 the land adjoining the church
was purchased from Brother Bowen for four thousand dollars.
·
Within the last five years a commodious annex
has been built at the rear of the Stone Church. This
is used during conference as a dining hall for the
accommodation of those attending conference; however, it is occupied by the various auxiliary societies
for socials, bazaars, entertainments, and by the
young people as a gymnasium.
People are gathering in from the North and the

CENTRAL CHURCH.

Kansas City, Missouri.

the Saints have two buildings for divine services.
Many of the Saints who assembled in the "iittle
brick church" have lived to see the fulfillment of
the prophecies with reference to the gathering of
the church members to this place and they can say
from their personal experience, "The word of the
Lord is true."
THE INDEPENDENCE STAKE.

Many years had passed since the organization of
the Independence Branch. By their honorable lives
the Saints had won· the respect of the people among
whom they dwelt so that the organizing of a stake
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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was under far more favorable conditions than those membership at last re:ijort three hund1,ed and seven,
·experienced in the early days of the branch.
owns large church; Grandview Branch, meets in a
During the conference of 1901 President Joseph hall, thirty-five members at last report, but in a disSmith presented the word of the Lord to the church organized condition at the present time; Independassembled as follows : "My people are directed to ence Branch, organized May 25, 1873,. owns two
establish· two stakes." Here was a direct command church buildings, · membership at last report two
to an advanced· step, for hitherto he had said, "It thousand three hundred and six; Knobnoster Branch
is not expedient in me that there shall be any stakes organized May 26, 1889, membership at last report
appointed· until I command my people."
.two hundred and eighty, owns church building;
In accordance with this command to organize a Lees Summit Branch, organized January 16, 1873,
stake, during the afternoon of April 24, 1901, the owns place of worship, membership at last report
work was accomplished. Elder George H. Hulmes eighty-one; Malvern Hill Branch, organized Septemwas elected president of the stake with Elders W.
H. Garrett and J. D. White as counselors ..
Bro. Roderick May had been ordained to the office
of bishop April 21, 1900, at Lamoni, Iowa, and having. selected Brn. W. H. Pease and W. N. Robinson
as his counselors they were chosen as the bishopric
of the stake.
Since the organization of the stake there have been
some changes in the original high council and the
present members are: H. R. Mills, W. R. Pickering,
James Moler, Alexander McCallum, J. W. Layton,
R. J. Parker, W. H. Williamson, Alfred White, C. G.
Gould, F. C. Scarcliff, W. 0. Hands, and Robert
Winning.
The first conference of the stake convened at Holden, Missouri, September 21, 1901. The stake at
that time had a membership of less than two thousand five hundred, including one hundred and twenty
ministers. At the present time there are the following officers of the ministry living in the stake :
First Presidency, 2; apostles, 2; bishops, 3; patriarchs, 2; seventies, 45 ; high priests, 28 ; elders, 108 ;
priests, 140; teachers, 65; deacons, 51.
The Independence Stake is composed of seven
counties (Jackson, Lafayette, Saline, Cooper, Cass,
Johnson, and Pettis) in the State of Missouri; and
three counties (Miami, Johnson, and Wyandotte) in
ELDER B. J. SCOTT.
the State of Kansas.
Of the Independence Stake Bishopric.
The following branches and missions are within
the Independence Stake:
ber 7, 1909, owns lot for church building, memberArgentine Branch, organized May 4, 1902, owns ship at last report twenty-four, Pleasant View
its church building, membership at last report fifty- Branch, organized February 21, 1893, membership
six; Armstrong Branch, organized May 10, 1883, at last report forty-four, hold services in a
owns place of worship, membership at last report schoolhouse ; Post Oak Branch, organized November
two hundred and sixty-nine; Chelsea Park Branch, 2, 1901, owns six lots and contemplates building a
organized June 16, 1895, possessor of nice churc'1 church; Second Kansas City Branch, organized Janbuilding, membership one hundred and thirty-five; uary 12, 1896, owns new church building, memberFourth Kansas City Branch .. organized January 13, ship at last report one hundred and ninety-nine;
1907, owns church building form~rly occupied by Warrensburg Branch, organized May 30, 1909, neFirst Kansas City Branch, having bought it from gotiating for lot for church building.
that branch and moved it to the present location.
Besides the above-named branches there are sev· membership at last report eighty-one ; Holden eral missions in the stake as follows :
Branch, organized 1868, present membership four
Centropolis Mission is near the large machine
hundred and thirty-seven, own very nice church shops in the eastern part of Kansas City; the Saints
building; First Kansas City Branch (now known as there meet in a hall. East Independence Mission is
Central Branch), organized February 27, 1878, about two and one half miles east of the Independwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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ence city limits. The services are held in the homes
of the members. · Englewood Mission has· a regular
attendance of Saints and some outsiders who meet
· in a small chapel about on~ mile west of Independence city limits. Orchard Home Mission, northeast
of Independence, owns a neat chapel and has regular
services. Bates City Mission, in the eastern part of
the Independence Stake, has an' unusual history.
During the year 1902, Elder A. H. Parsons preached
at this ·place and a good interest obtaine<;l; however,
the ministers of the different denominations (perhaps because of the interest the people ·were mani-
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Thirty:.seventh Quorum of Deacons, and First Quoruni.. of Teachers.
At Kansas City there have been organized the
S.eventh Quorum of Priests and the Sixth Quorum
of Deacons.
·At Holden were organized the Fourth Quorumof
Priests and a quorum of teachers.
Since the organization of the stake some changes
have taken place. The counselors to Bishop May
having resigned, Brn. A.H. Pa1·sons and B. J. Scott
were selected tO complete the bishopric.
Bro. G. H. Hulmes was removed from the presidency by the hand of death January. 24, 1906, and
at the following General Conference held at Independence, April, 1906, Bro. G. E. Harrington was
called. to the office of president of the Independence
Stake. He chose for his counselors, Brn. W; H.
C arrett and M. H. Bond.
This gives only a meager account Of what has been
done during the past nine years in the history of
the Independence Stake.

•+••)•
PRESENT STATUS OF THE INDEPENDENCE STAKE.
BY ELDER G. E. HARRINGTON, PRESIDENT OF THE·STAKE.

EDITOR'S NoTE.-The editors regret that they failed in their
effort to secure a photograph of the third member of the
Stake Presidency in time to use in this number.

ELDER

A. H.

PARSONS.

Of the Independence Stake Bishopric.

festing in his preaching) refused to allow him the
use of their church buildings for services. The citizens (outsiders) thought he had been treated unjustly, so they contributed labor and financial assistance and thus helped the few Saints who lived there
to erect a church for the latter day work. The church
is twenty-four feet wide by thirty-five feet long, is a
neat, attractive building and was dedicated during
the summer of 1909 by President Joseph Smith.
The General Conference of 1907, held at Lamoni,
Iowa, recommended that new quorums of the priesthood be organized in such localities as would be most
convenient for the majority of the members belonging. Acco1·dingly at Independence there have been
organized as follows: First Quorum of Elders, First
Quorum of Priests, First Quorum of Deacons,

The Independence Stake has a membership of approximately 4,500; fourteen branches; five .missions;
and· covers· a territory of ten counties, seven in Missouri and three in Kansas. Independence, the larg.
est branch, has a membership of over half of the
stake, numbering over 2,300 members; Holden comes
next in number; the First Kansas City Branch next.
Independence has the largest number of auxiliaries,
viz:
(1) Sunday school, with normal class; (2) Religio-Literary, with normal class; ( 3) Daughters of
Zion; (4) Men's Study League; (5) Sunshine Band;
(6) Band of Mercy; (7) Ladies' Aid Society; (8)
Laurel Club; (9) South Side Ladies' Club; (10)
Sisters' Prayer Union.
In the two Kansas Cities we have seven branches
and one mission, and regular Sunday service on the
Market Square, weather permitting.
·
We are crowded in several branches throughout
the stake for church room. In the large branches
where organization is mostly systematized, complaints are being made for lack of pi·oper conven~
iences for satisfactory work, particularly so with
reference to Independence, where the Sunday school
is becoming a great educational power in the church;
and it is noticeable in other branches that thE:J attendance fa growing, indicating a disposition to
study the word of God in· all thr!)e books. The
Religio work is also gaining strength and becoming
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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a vigorous aid to development in the lines . of its
purpose.
It is apparent to :us that we should study accommodations and conveniences, so that our future
church buildings will afford better advantages for

ELDER GEORGE E. HARRINGTON,

President of the Independence Stake.

educational purposes; for general assemblies, Sunday school classes, Religio classes, priesthood quorum meetings, and other auxiliaries, so that any
class of work desired and helpful may be carried
on with the greatest facility and effectiveness.
The gathering together in Zion is affording a
wonderful opportunity for development. The concentration of forces upon permanent objects is sure
to produce excellent results,-by classification .and
specialization in subjects, dividing responsibilities.
Nothing else can equal the results obtainable' under
such conditions, and we see the tendencies in this
direction growing. Some minds are being attracted
to one class of information, others to another, and
so on, until we are in such varied states of mental
activity that it keeps one busy to keep in touch with
the doings of the people.
The localization and reorganization of the quorums
in accordance with the provisions made by General
Conference,· are steps toward bringing about an increased knowledge in the priesthood, which is abt10lutely essential in a growing body, such as is in the
center. stake. The importance of this step will not
be appreciated till some experience has been had.
Systematizing work is going on in our branches,
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more so in the large branches where necessity exists
for organized efforts.
One thing that lifts the soul closer to its Maker,
is music; we are slowly moving to the best that is
to be secured. Still, an increase in musically inclined
Saints is needed and may be obtained by the labors
of some · of our trained singers and · musicians.
Greater numbers of voices in intelligent praise to
God should be had, and I feel they are coming.
The missionary work in the stake, it is believed,
.could be carried on to a greater extent if more .facilities were at the disposal of that arm of service, such
as halls, tents, musical- instruments, books, literature, and tract workers,-all now being in demand.
Much might be done without them; much more with
thein.
·
Advertising is being done in the stake on a larger
scale than heretofore, especially so in Kansas City,
where so many churches exist and the liability to
oblivion from the public knowledge without it.
Elder W. E. LaRue is to be commended for his
energetic advertising, and others are falling in line.
We find that where subjects of interest are advertised we attract people to our meetings.
The presidency and bishopric of the stake have
adopted a schedule which has been approved of by
the stake, by which we
are, some one or more
of us, visiting each
branch once. in six
months, and oftener as
occasion requires.· (Until recently Patriarch
Henry Kemp was upon
the schedule, but by
reason of age, he had
to withdraw). By this
means the body was
put in touch with the
influences of the officers regularly and we
believe to their advantage.
ELDER M. H. BOND.
The presidency has
Member of the Independence encouraged the followStake Presidency.
ing procedure to be
carried out by the officers : The priests to
be certain that they have visited the entire membership once in six months, and more as occasion
requires. The teachers to visit the membership till
they are acquainted with them and as often as directed and necessity requires. Tli.e deacons to learn
all the membership and visit to this end .as occasion requires. By law the priests ai·e to visit· the
house of each member; the teacher to see that the
Saints meet together often ; the deacon to see. to the
financing of the branch, looking after the physical
comfort of the membership in public meetings ·and at
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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their homes-hence our counsel. The elders in doubts were expressed by some of their friends that
branches ·are to administer. to the sick, arrange for the publication would meet with sufficient encourprayer meetings and preaching services where places agement· to justify the venture at that time. · · But
are available in districts outlined for their opera- Brother Crick was impressed with the need of a .
tion. Priesthood meetings are held monthly in large representative at the "center place" in its developbranches in quorum capacity, also once a month as ment from time to time, and having confidence that
local workers ; general .Priesthood meetings quar- it would succeed, agreed to assume all responsibility
terly; in the smaller branches; regular monthly for the first two years of its existence. At the folpriesthood meetings. We believe the priesthood lowing April conference ·at Kirtland, Ohio, he seshould have a course of study provided· to make it cured nearly one thousand subscribers, and some
donations, one brother giving him fifty dollars to
more progressive.
With many good Saints dwelling in peace; with , encourage the work. This gave them a· substantial
splendid workers in the auxiliaries and some excel- basis upon which to work.
lent church officers; with the Sanitarium, ·Physician
The first number was issued on the Gazette form,
. to the church; with members of the First Presi- a six column, four-page paper, sixteen by twentydency, Presiding Bishopric, Quorum of Twelve, and two. This form continued until the close of the first
Order of Evangelists; with the prospect of the es- volume, July 18, 1891, volume two beginning with
tablishment of the Order of Enoch, we have many the next week's issue, July 25, when the form was
advantages over the Saints of the past. Encourag- changed to a five-column, eight-page paper, thirteen
ing thoughts come to us. Believing that a large per- by eighteen, an entire new "dress" having been
centage of the membership in the stake are trying provided,-headings, and body type, giving its face
to live in the light of God, we feel to say, "Praise a bright, clean appearance. "Our motto: 'All truth,' "
in the heading, has changed to "Our creed: All
God from whom all blessings. flow."
truth,'' as it now is. While the first volume was ·a
• +. +.
"patent inside" (the paper bought with the inside
BRIEF HISTORY OF "ZION'S ENSIGN."
pages ah'eady printed), the new volume was all
BY ELDER W. H. GARRETT, FORMERLY EDITOR OF
"home print," and has so continued.
"ZION'S ENSIGN." ·
With the close of volume 1, Brn. J. A. Robinson
To Bro. William Crick, formerly of Plano, Illi- and William Crick retired, and the interest of the
nois, later of Lamoni, Iowa, and now of Independ- latter was taken by Bro. Elias Etzenhouser, Bro.
ence, Missouri, is largely due the credit for the in- Pitt continuing as editor, and Brother Etzenhouser
ception of this now widely known and influential as business manager. But with the issuing of volpaper. While at work as a compositor on the HER- ume 3, number 1, Brother Crick was again business
ALD . at Lamoni, the need of a publication of this
manager, with Brethren Pitt and Etzenhouser as
character occurred to him, and while some others editors. At the General Conference at Independat the time thought it,impracticable, his active brain ence that year, Brother Pitt was assigned a mission
saw the wide field of usefulness open for a publica- to Northern Illinois, and Brother Etzenhouser was
tion that would represent the interests of the church editor and Brother Crick business ~anager, though
at Independence.
Brother Pitt did not cease editorial work until about
Removing with his family to Independence in the July. The first "daily" was issued this year with
year 1888, he purchased the Independence Gazette, a list of four thousand subscribers, during the cona weekly secular ·paper, taking possession August 3 ference.
January 20, 1894, Brother Etzenhouser severed
of that year, and continuing its publication until
fall, when he disposed of his interest to Bro. Joseph his connection with the Ensign, Brn. William
Luff. About a year later he formed a partnership Crick, R. ·May, F. G. Pitt, and W. H. Williamson
with Bro. Elias Etzenhouser in the repurchase of the being the new owners, Brother Crick taking charge
Gazette, and some time after suggested to Brother as managing editor and business manager. NovemEtzenhouser his cherished plan of a church paper ber 3 of that year, Bro. Joseph Luff secured the
at Independence, which after due consideration they interests of Brethren Pitt, May, and Williamson,
Brother Luff assuming editorial control, Brother
decided to attempt.
The matter of a proper title being duly considered, Crick continuing as associate editor and business
one proposed by Bro. John A. Robinson, "Zion's manager. Soon after this the old Presbyterian
Ensign," 'met with most favor, and on January 3, church on the corner of Osage and Lexington streets,
1891, number 1, volume 1, of Zion's Ensign, was was purchased and remodeled, and the Ensign plant
issued with the names of Brn. John A. Robinson and was then removed to that building. Brother Luff
F. G. Pitt editors; Brother Crick having charge of purchased the interest of Brother Crick, who retired
February ·29, 1896, but his health failing, Brother
the business and mechanical departments.
Of course there were difficulties to meet, and Crick again took up the work as sole owner, and· so
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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continued until the sale to the church. On June 13,
of that.year (1896), Bro. W. H. Garrett was placed
in editorial charge, continuing i:q that capacity until
•June 24, 1909, when he retired to devote his .entire
time to the increasing demands of the stake work
as counselor to the president of the Independence
Stake.
Sometime during the year 1898, a new building
was erected by Brother Crick ·for the Ensign, on
the west boundary of the same lot on which the old
building stands, which is still occupied, although it
is now much too small; more room is badly needed.
November 10, 1898, Brn. E. L. Kelley and Frank
Criley, on behalf of the committee appointed by
conference to arrange for the purchase of the Ensign plant, took possession.· Bro. J. W. Luff, who
had been with the paper from the. first issue, was
made business manager, who retired to accept service with Brother Crick in the foundry business,
June 13, 1901, being succeeded by Bro. C. Ed Miller,
of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. · Brother Miller resigned and returned to Pitt" .•·g, October 29, 1903,
and Bro. W. H. Deam, of Chicago, Illinois, was appointed to succeed him, and is still occupying successfully.
Upon the retirement of Brother Garrett as editor,
Bro. Heman Hale Smith, of Lamoni, was appointed
editor, and continued until September 2, 1909, when
he returned to Iowa to fill his engagement as principal in one of the public schools at Harlan, Iowa,
and Brother Deam was made. managing editor, Brn.
Gomer Wells, H. 0. Smith, Mark H. Siegfried, T.
W. Williams, and· H. Hale Smith being appointed
contributing editors, which is the present arrangelment.
·
The Ensign has steadily increased in favor, as its
subscription lists show.
Thousands have been
strengthened and comforted by its weekly visits, and
very many have been brought to accept the gospel
of Jesus Christ solely through its influence, not hearing a sermon until after. their baptism.. It is the
missionary paper of the churcp, and is effectively
occupying the field it was intended to reach. Only
eternity will reveal the good it has accomplished
under the blessing of the heavenly Father, to whom
be the glory and the honor.
W. H. GARRETT.

"In the afternoon of the 6th, conference having
convened in the city of Amboy, Joseph set forth his
call and claims to the presidency of the church....
Upon the close of his address he was, upon motion,
received as the president of the church and was
ordained under the hands ·of President William
Marks, and Apostles Z. H. Gurley, Samuel Powers,
and W.W. Blair."-Memoirs of W.W. Blair.
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THE. SANITARIUM.

BY ELDER JOSEPH LUFF, PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE OF THE
SANITARIUM •

Thus saith the Spirit unto the church:
1. It is the will of the Lord that a sanitarium, a place of
refuge and help for the sick and. afflicted, be established by
the church, at Independence, Missouri, as my servant Joseph
Smith has already stated to you. This should be done as
soon as it is found to be practicable, and without unnecessary delay. The Presiding Bishop and his counselors and the
· bishopric· of the Independence Stake .should take counsel
together in locating and establishing this sanitarium.
2. It is also expedient that these sh:ould be a·ssisted by the'
advice and counsel of one of iny servants who is acquaintei;l
with the laws of health and the practice of medicine, and
who may have charge when the institution is established. It
is in accordance with the instruction given to my servant
Joseph Smith that my servant Joseph Luff, who has been
giving his attention to the study of medfoine and has been
preparing himself for usefulness in this direction, be associated with this sanitarium as a medical director and physician to the church and be put in charge, that he may be an
assistant to those who seek the aid of this institution of the
church, in his spiritual. office and his calling as a physician,
with those who from time to time may be called to administer
in laying hands upon the afflicted and sick, where they may
be removed from the influences and environments unfavorable
to the exercise of proper faith unto the healing of the sick.
And this my servant Joseph Luff may do and retain and
exercise his apostleship:

Obedient to the above, received through President
Joseph Smith, and approved by the General Conference of April, 1906, the designated parties have
been active, and the church is to-day in possession
of a sixty-five· room structure (including closets,
baths, and other accessories), its basement built
of rock and its three upper stories of brick, partially
furnished and equipped, and in operation as per the
divine requirement--incorporated and known as the ·
"Independence Sanitarium."
It is situated on an elevated piece of ground about
one mile west of the public square, and about half
a mile from the Saints' church, on what is known
as the Blue Avenue boulevard. Its dimensions are
sixty by one hundred feet, exclusive of the porches
which are built a1;ound each story and extend across
the entire front, and backward on each side. Five
acres are included in the grounds connected, and its
location is about central thereon.
The one indicated in the foregoing communication has been placed in charge, and i~ giving a portion of his time each day to the duties demanding
his attention. Doctor (Brother) W. E. Messenger
has been instailed as house physician and business
manager, Sr. Jennie Weed is matron and chief nurse,
and Bro. David Reese is in charge of the building
and all mechanical features connected therewith.
Several young ladies have been admitted to be
trained as nurses, and arrangements are under way
for regular lectm·es to them by competent physicans
upon required subjects. A medical council for conwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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sultation in cases demanding its action has been
selected, consisting of the house physician and physician in charge and Doctors (Brethren). Joseph
.Mather and G. Leonard Harrington.
It may be of interest to your readers to know that
every morning at eight o'clock all the attaches of the
institution and all patients who are at liberty and
willing to do so, attend a meeting for prayer in the
class room, just as a family of Saints would do at
home. Also on Sunday afternoons at 2.30 o'clock,
religious exercises consisting of prayer, song, and
a short address, are occasionally held as the conditions of inmates may permit. Necessarily the numb~r attending from without the building at these
services must be limited, so as to avoid noise or
excitement.
·
Connected with the work of incorporating the institution a board· of directors was chosen, consisting
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direct command of God-one in Kirtland, Ohio, and
the other in· Independence, Missouri.· A temple and
a sanitarium. One having special reference to the ·
needs of the souls, and the other of the bodies of
ill.en, yet each so correlated in service as to include
in its general mission the aim of the other.
Three qua1·ters of a century of history" lies between the laying of the foundations of these two
structures, and few pens would be equal to the task
of portraying in deserved color and detail what the
pages of that history represent. Retrospective
thought takes us back to gaze upon a ·child of destiny .
-a lad within his teens, unpanoplied save by truth,
and unfortified save by conviction, that he had been
entrusted with a commission. and a message from
God, essaying to lay the foundation of the most
stupendous work of the age, and asserting unhesitatingly that into that work all the characteristics

THE SANITARIUM, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

of President F. M. Smith, Elder G. E. Harrington,
Bishops E. L. Kelley, G. H. Hilliard, Ellis Short
R. May, and the writer. The first three, in the order
named, to be president, secretary, and treasurer,
and all to serve until and subject to General Conference action at its next sessions.
Prior to the dedication of the Sanitarium, which
took place December 15, 1909, (of which a full account was published recently in both of the church
papers and is here unnecessary,) the Board of Directors ·received by revelation, through President
Joseph Smith, instructions as to the purpose, character, and management· of the institution. These
are incorporated in the minutes of the proceedings
kept by the secretary and will govern the management in their work.
The Reorganization is therefore to-day in possession of two structures which have been built by

of former dispensations of divine grace and all the
essential features of present fact and future development in that line would dovetail in demonstration
of his claim. Illiter.ate as the world goes, yet putting his proposition against the letters and judgment of the race. No human treasury frmn which
to draw the essentials for even his first advance
step, yet confident that what he had been entrusted
with carried wl.th its faithful execution a draft upon
the treasury of miracle and grace in heaven which
would be honored at every presentation, and prove
the means of access to all needful support on earth. ·
Brander by the self-constituted custodians of religious sentiment as a "false prophet,"-an impostor,
an ignoramus, and a knave-too insignificant to be
worthy of more attention than a street waif,· yet
startling the civilized nations into active antagonism,
protest, denunciation, and more than all into a prowww.LatterDayTruth.org
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found and persistent examination into the foundations, upon which the soul hopes of nations had for
centuries heen resting and pioneering a movement
which was to prove. inconoclastic to established
. creeds, and eventually secure for itself "the right
of way" in its claim to be the "marvelous work and
a wonder" of Isaiah's prophetic forecasting-the
kingdom and government of God in absolute verity.
: :Hurriedly skipping from page to page of that
hi"iory, in our zeal to learn what have been the corroborative testimonies as to previous interest and
cooperation in this strange movement; what the
riper judgment of the world's Diana:s regarding this
"freak" in religion, and also what the developing
character, experience and later complexion of the
movement itself, we stand almost transfi~ed before
the spectacle that rewards our search, and are constrained to admit that the habitation of God has
surely been with men and all creation has borne
witness of the attendance of his power upon this
supposed anomaly.
The unparalleled record of achievement for years
along its missionary lines is accounted for only by
a recognition of the divine accompaniment to its
march of service. The answer of skies and air and
sea and land to the requirements of its prophecies,
the solemn and voluntary testimony of more than
a hundred thousand human witnesses of its divine
attestations to them upon observance of its conditions, the eager march of creeds toward the dissecting table to be dismembered in some degree, that
they may be freed from the incubus of some feature
or features once sworn to as divine, but now adjudged in the light of advancing intelligence and
science to be damnable heresies, or at least unworthy
of belief; the attitude of nations and individuals
who look or list with bated breath upon every gathering cloud above or tremor of the ground beneath;
the unmistakable voice from Palestine, that tells of
rejuvenation, rehabilitation, and reoccupation by
the posterity of her long scattered and downtrodden
refugees; the spots on free America's soil that have
been sown with saintly flesh and watered with martyr's blood; the "dark and cloudy day" within the
church's realm, with its details of worldly ambition,
selfishness, apostasy, and crime; the rise and sway
of aspirants and impostors, the desecration of the
heritage of God by the introduction of corruptive
doctrines and practices, making the name of Latter
Day Saint a nauseating stench to mankind, and the
final rejection by God of the chutch of his creation;
all this and a thousand other untouched details go
to make up the score of history till we reach the page
which records the ·dawn of the morn of reorganization, and judged in the light of the advance movements of the young man whose lamp of earth life
went out at Carthage, Illinois, in 1844, proclaim him
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to have been a seer and his work an ordination of.
Go~
.
With the sounding of the tocsirl of reorganization
in 1852 begun a reenunciation of the old truths and
a retraveling of the old paths,-a raising of the
old standards, a denunciation of the evils that had
invaded the estate of Zion, and a consecrated effort
to redeem the name of .Joseph the Seer and the
church of God created through his instrumentality
from the odium of infamy, heaped upon them by
those whom his death gave opportunity to swing into
place and power. The son of the Martyr is now at
the helm assigned of God-the prophet and president of the church-and history begins anew and
has continued till in this year of divine grace, 1910,
the nation is ready to give credit to what its courts
have declared to be a truth, viz, that Mormonism,
so-called, as proclaimed, lived, and defended by its
human founder, and as published and lived by the
Reorganization, is a religious institution against
which no charge· of disloyalty or unchristian demeanor can truthfully be ·maintained. This recognition is the direct result of and has been earned by
the efforts of the Reorganization during the fiftyeight years of its existence, and without the surrender of a single item of the faith of the church
in the days of the Seer. Into every nation and city
and hamlet and home where its representatives have
gone, the spiritual instructions which characterized
the labors of the early church have followed the Reorganization, and their identity in faith and fruits
has been attested. It is not in the writer's power
to give the exact number of church buildings
erected throughout the United States or elsewhere,
but they are quite numerous and its strongholds and
warmest welcomes from those without its ranks are
to be found where their people ·are best understood,
and especially in the places from whence they were
once driven,· because misunderstood.
Our Sanitarium, at its dedication, was lauded and
welcomed by city officials and professional men,
regardless of religion or other learning-and stands
out by its very .existence and location, and with
joy the citizens and surrounding country people
welcomed its advent, another evidence of the
divinely prophetic character of the utterance of the
departed Seer through whom the Lord said to
the Saints in June, 1834: "Carefully gather together as much in one region as can be consistently
with the feelings of the people: and behold I will
give you favor and grace in their eyes, that you
may rest in peace and safety."
The prophet, through whom the command to build
came, has grown old and is enfeebled and unable
to much lo'nger carry the weight· of official responsibility, having entered his seventy-eighth year, and
closed the fiftieth of his presidency over the chm'ch ;
but his soul is made ·glad over the construction of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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.the building and the conditions that have made it
practicable, and }J.e can lay down his implements of
service at the bidding of him who gave him life and
official responsibility, with the comforting knowledge
that his prophecy delivered many years ago has been·
fulfilled; namely, that he did not know just how
many years he would live, but that it would be at
least long enough for it to be possible for a man
to walk from Lamoni, Iowa, to Independence, Missouri, and take his meals at regular hours, and spend
his nights at the home of Latter Day Saints along
the entire route, and also till the name of Latter
Day Saint was made honorable in the world. Thank
God, the fulfillment is in evidence.
The position of physician in charge of the Sanitarium is accepted as a divine trust by the writer,
and his work therein will be done in a11 its details
in the hope that its entirety will bear the inspection
and elicit the approval of God. The intention is to
make it comply with the environments of the word
given-"a place of refuge and help for the sick and
afflicted ... where they-may be removed from the
influences and environments unfavorable to the exercise of proper faith with the healing of the sick."
All those coming under the immediate supervision
of the one in charge may look upon him as "first a
minister and next a physician." To preserve and
nourish their faith in God and Christ and in his
ordinances will be the first aim, auxiliary to this
will be the medical service if desired. Care will
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be taken to exclude everything that would create an
"environment" or "influence" "unfavorable" to this.
It is desired that an atmosphere as intensely and
profoundly spiritual -as might be expeGted in the
Kirtland Temple shall pervade the place, and that it
shall be in reality a sacred resort. Church privileges will be supplied in prayer meetings or otherwise to the extent justified by the general condition
of patients from time to time, and every effort will be
made to preserve homelike surroundings as nearly as
practicable.
To us it is a house of God, and our ingoings and
outcomings should all accord with that idea. We
shall not feel ourselves held necessarily by any rules
that usually govern public hospitals, for the word
of the Spirit to us is that it should not be utilized as
such. Hence, whoever labors within it must expect
to subordinate all preconceptions to the one para:mount thought of honoring God by blessing his suffering children. To this end it was commanded to
be built. To this end it was dedicated. To this end
our counsels within and regarding it are being held.
To this end we are laboring and earnestly praying,
and to this end we ask the moral support and prayerful interest of all. If all are faithful to this trust
the Sanitarium and its internal record wi11 prove
it to be a blessed factor in p1·omoting the spiritual
interests of the church and the we11-being of its
members-a monument to' the praise of God.
JOSEPH LUFF.

Original Articles
MY ACQUAINTANCE WITH PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH AT HOME AND ABROAD.
BY BISHOP R. C. EVANS.

Saturd"ay morning, June 8, 1878, "I left the city of
London, (Ontario), with a party of Saints en route
to the Corinth conference. We changed cars at tlie
city or Saint Thomas. Entering the car I beheld
President Joseph Smith for the first time. The
prophet was then but forty-five years of age. His
hair was black; his eyes dark and piercing ; his
voice tender and friendly. His laugh was like a
sweet melody. When I was introduced to him he
grasped my hand in his big, strong hand. Looking
me straight -in the eyes, he said, "Good morning,
Brother Richartl,-glad to meet you." Oh, that
"Good morning," so kindly spoken, seemed to change
the surroundings, and I was made to feel that I was
in the presence of a true man.
Arriving at Corinth, the conference was organized
with President Smith, W. H. Kelley, and Bishop
Blakeslee in the limelight.
Brother Joseph
preached .but once. I do not recall much of -the

sermon, but one thing impressed· me then (and it
has often been made apparent since), that he was
a man of just principles, love animated his heart,
sympathy for the weak and depressed was breathed
out in every sentence of his speech. Those early
impressions have been confirmed as the years have
glided by. In the years of our close association I
have found him to be a man of excellent wisdom,
always just, considerate, patient, upright, generous,
and kind.
Years glided by with flying footsteps. In 1882 I
was called to the ministry. From that time till the
present, his letters, (and our correspondence extends
over a quarter of a century) are all carefully preserved. I regard them as being among the most
sacred of my possessions, freighted as they are with
wisdom and knowledge, illuminated by tenderness
and affection ; strong because of ·their spiritual
adaptability under the many soul-trying experiences
that I have been called tci pass through, as a branch,
district, and mission president, also as one of his
counselors in the First Presidency.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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PRESIDENT JOSEPH . SMITH AS A PRESIDING OFFICER.

I have been honored in that I have occupied a position by his side, while he presided over district,,
mission, and General ·conferences, and there perhaps
. as much as any one place has he revealeq his real
character. There have his faith in God, his
proverbial patience, his matchless courage, and unblemished honor been tried and tested. If ever the
divine paradox of 5aintly. power in frail humanity
was exemplified, it has been in him,-gentle, yet
forceful, loving yet determined, bold yet cautious,
mindful of many interests yet responsible alone to
God. · Like a guardian angel he has stood mid stormy
scenes in defense of the weak, the friendless, and
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times hot tears would channel down his sad face.
Some one has said, "There is a sacredness in tears.•
they are not the mark of weakness but. of power,
they speak more eloquence than ·ten thousand
tongues. They are prevailing orators .. Tender, holy,
and sanctifying fire human tears,-crystals of affection and pity, jewels of the soul." ·
As a parliamentarian, he has had few, if any
equals in the church. Who that has attended the
General Conferences, cai{ fail to i'ecall how· when
others were in the chair and the way was dark and
all was tangled. up, when Joseph took the chair
soon he had matters straightened out and sweet

IN BONNIE SCOTLAND.

This photograph was taken at Bothwell Castle, September, 1903. We understand that Apostle J. W. Rushton
was the artist. From left to right members of the group arc Elder Joseph Arber, President Joseph Smith, Bishop
R. C. Evans, Elder George W. Thorburn.

deserted. He has ever been the defender of the
downtrodden and oppressed. He has thrown himself in the thickest of the battle to protect those who
have been misunderstood in the hour of their· adversity.
I have gazed upon him when merciless and cruel
criticism was hurled against him from where it
should never have been expected. There he stood,
dignity and pity shining froni his tear-stained face,
till instinctively my mind reverted to the Master of
men, and in soliloquy I have said, There is the most
perfect representative of the manger-cradled King
who taught, saying, "Ye have heard that it hath been
said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth :
but I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoev~r shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to
him the other also. . . . Ye have heard that i~ hath
been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate
thine enemy. But I say unto you, Love your enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate
you, and pray for them which despitefully use you
and persecute you."
·
While most men would have retaliated, he pardoned, pitied, and rendered good for evil, while at

peace came in a~d all were glad that Brother Joseph
still lived.
I have been with him in some of the most difficult
cases that have been before the High Council of the
church. As he performed the task his high calling imposed upon him, he was justice and pity personified, while guarding the sacred honor of the
church, yet his great hea1;t was ever throbbing in
sympathy for the misguided one who perhaps .had
stumbled amid the darkness and storm of human
temptation.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH IN HIS HOME.

For years I have been a guest at his home at
intervals. While we must tread softly o'er the
threshold of his private life, yet justice prompts me
to record some special pen pictures of his home life.
Some one has said, "The home that has honored God
with an altar of devotion, may well be called blessed,
it is this which makes home a type of heaven, the
dwelling place of God." Through the years, while I
from time to time have been under the home tree,
Joseph's custom was to'.have family worship.
Another habit of his was to be the first to rise
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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every morning.. Always something to do,-the cow
and horse to attend to or wood to saw and carry in.
It seemed good to see the cow and horse, and even
the feathered flocks all run to him as he approached.
How different with some men,-the animals run
from them, fearing a blow, but Joseph was kind and

HOME OF PRESIDENT SMITH, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

gentle to those dumb animals, and even they bear
testimony, in no uncertain way, as to the man. Those
who have seen the prophet sawing the wood aw1.
carrying it in to the wood box will certify that he
was a splendid chore boy.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH ABROAD.
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poihtments. All through the voyage he never lost
a meal, and once he rose at three o'clock. in the
morning to see the sun rise. Well, in this, at least,
we differed. I h.ad full confidence in the brilliant
king of day, and was satisfied that he would rise
all right, and so I snoozed on.
While in London we saw King Edward and his
good queen, as also many of the great ones of the
earth; but we did not speak as they passed by. Here
I must give you another pen picture of the man of
God: While in Ireland we saw many beggars on the
street&. One in particular we.refer to, who was a
young girl without shoes or stockings; she had no
hat and very little clothing of any kind. She approached us, and holding up a beautiful rose, requested us to buy, as she was hungry and tired.
The rain was falling and it was cold. Joseph's
heart was touched, tears filled -hfs eyes, his hand
found the bottom of his pocket, and out came all
the change he had. He gave her the money. When
_she had gone, I said, "Joseph, she may work that
game on hundreds every day."
He turned upon me and said, "R. C., that may be
true; but I would rather be imposed upon a thousand times by the undeserving than to refuse to help
one poor soul that was in need." I was silenced,

When I have been with him in our travels through
Canada, many parts of the United States,.England,
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, he was always
generous, thoughtful, and unselfish.
Well do I remember acting as his guide
around the historic and world-famed Niagara. We arrived at the battleground of the
war of 1812. At Lundy's Lane, I faithfully
pointed to the different places where the British soldiers had defeated the American men
of war, showing where the British had killed
the Americans, and then piled them together
with fence rails and burned them, while oth~
ers were forced over the bank into the Niagara River. Joseph mildly turned on me
and quietly said, "Come with me td Bunker's
Hill, Lexington, and Concord, and I will
show you where the Americans did not run."
Ah, there was his weakness, he was an
American!
When it was decided that Joseph and I
ON ENGLISH SOIL.
should go to the British Isles, we left New This photograph'was taken in Birmingham, England, 1903. President
York, and the first night on board I took Joseph Smith and Elder J. E. Meredith occupy the front seat; Bishop.
sick, I soon gave evidence of my well- R. C. Evans and Apostle J. W. Rushton occupy the rear seat.
known generosity in that l gave my all
to feed the· :fish. Burns said that "toothache is the but he was glad I was there, for I it was who had
hell of all diseases." Surely the bard was ignorant of to pay the tram fare to our place of abode,-he was
the tortures of mal de mer. The first night out, "broke." Again it could have been said, "Behold
Brother Joseph took my shoes off ·al).d helped me the man."
into bed; and in every way possible ministered to my . One day while looking over London for the last
needs. He was kindness personified during the entire time; Joseph said, "R. C., what do you think of
·
trip, and I tried to repay him, in that while he was · London?"
sick on land I did my best to fill some of his apI replied, "The half hath not been told me. Lonwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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don,. mightY London! What do you think of it,
A GROUP . OF WELL-KNOWN PASTORS.
Brother j oseph ?"
During the past :(ew years there has grown up in
He smiled and said, "Well, it is a pretty nice place, the church a very wholesome :respect for the imbut I don't think I'll buy it."
portance and effectiv_eness of the pastoral ai·m of
President Smith has been like a father to me, and chmch work. . Probably morn able men are now
in a thousand ways has endeared himself to me by · devoting all or a part of their time to pastoral work
· ties that are stronger than d·eath. Under his hands than at any other time in_ our history.
I was ordained to the office of apostle in 1897. He
The group here presented is not intended to cover
also ordained me as the ground exhaustively. Probably there are others
one of the First engaged in this class of work who are just as widely
Presidency in 1902; and favorably known as those here represented. The
and last of all, he it
was who ordained me
bishop in 1909.
His long and useful life has been a
benediction to his
fellow-men. He now
with dimmed vision
and faltering step is
weary
gr owin g
'neath the weight of
seventy-eight years,
-years full of kind
words, honest deeds,
BISHOP R. c. EVANS.
and pure thoughts.
The world's way has been to kill the good, the
true, the noble, and in after centuries, remembering
their virtues, they chisel on ice-cold stone, the warm
love words that should have cheered them adown
life's thorn clad path.
Let the love-rose bloom for Brother Joseph now '
Truth is not flattery ! Come, let us, on the day
of his fiftieth anniversary as a priest and prophet
of God (April 6, 1910), crown the living martyr
ELDER T. W. WILLIAMS,
with the well-merited title, Sairtt Joseph the Just.
TORONTO, ONTARIO, February 24, 1910.
0
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From the West and East we have received from
time to time information that is calculated to
gladden the hearts of -the Saints. The. ministry of
Bro. E. C. Briggs in Iowa, is creating a lively interest, attended with great success, aided by Brn. John
Mclntpsh, George Morey, Leland, and others. From
Brother Burnley, Erie County, Pennsylvania, we
have received information that he and others in that
region have held on to the faith, and he has been
preaching' zealously the old doctrine. In Illinois and.
other regions the work is moving onward.-SAINTS'
HERALD, April, .1860.
The Annual Conference of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints will be. held at Amboy,
Lee County, Illinois, to continue four days, commencing April 6, 1860.-SAINTS' HERALD, April,
1860.

. .,·-.~ ...

Los Angeles, California,

group is merely representative. It covers .a field
from Los Angeles to Philadelphia, and Toronto to
Saint Louis.
·
Elder T. W. Williams, member of the Quorum of
High Priests, is pastor of the church in Los Angeles,
California. He has been president of that branch
since January 26, 1900. Prior to that time he was
pastor of the church in Council Bluffs for a period of
five years. Under his presidency the church in· Los
Angeles has increased from a membership of one
hundred and forty-five to a membership of over
three hundred. Of pastoral work Elder Williams
says:
The man who can set ten men to work and keep them at
it is of far more worth to any institution than the man who
·
will try to do ten men's work himself.
The pastor must be himself. He must be humble :and
unassuming. He mmt be patient, yet firm and decisive; non- ·
committal, yet ready to speak out with no uncei-tainty when
occasion demands. He mu_st be dignified, yet approachable.
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He must be original.. While recognizing that he is but· an
infinitesimal part of an infinite. whole, he must be and act
that part. He must give attention to details. His ear must
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has been pastor of the church at Philadeiphia for
about six years. Brother Walter is well known to
the church at large, partly because of his work in
Sunday school and Religib normal work, and his
position as vice-president. of Zion's Religio-Literary
Society.
At ~he time when · this article was. prepared
Brother Walter was in the hospital, having just un-

ELDER WALTER W. SMITH,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
be closed to personal criticism, and his tongue paralyzed when
scandal is abroad. He must endure all things, bear all things.
He must be kind and long-suffering. He must bear everybody's troubles as well as his own. He must listen to a
recital of the tiials of everybody else, but woe betide him if
he communicates his difficulties to another.
Some of these traits a
pastor should have. I am
talking about the other fellow, not myself. My deficiency has enabled me to
realize what ,.a successful
pastor should possess in
native and acquired qualifications.

Elder Williams gives
a good sentiment to
those mistaken mortals
who think that a cit~
pastor has a "soft
snap." No one will
impeach Brother Williams, because he is
· known as a worker, as
ELDER J. M. TERRY,
are the other members
Oakland, California.
of this group. He says:
No man should attempt the work of a pastor if he thinks
he is to have a life of ease. There is no work in the church
which· makes a greater draft on the nervo~s and mental
· powers. of an individual.
Walter W. Smith, of the Quorum o~ High Priests;

ELDER J. A. TANNER,

Saint Louis, Missouri.

dergone a serious and almost fatal operation. Consequently he could not respond to our request for
a paragraph on pastoral work. His work in ·Philadelphia will speak for itself and the value of systematic pastoral work. He has the hearty, loving support of his church; and with them we pray that
he may soon be restored to health.
Eldei; J. A. Tanner, member of the Quorum of
High Priests, is pastor of the church at Saint ·L.ouis,
Missouri. This is his fourth year in that city. Prior
to that time he labored for ten years as president of
the Northeastern Missouri District. He says of
pastoral work:
One thin°g that will give a minister an opportunity to get
close to the people is to so live and work that he may gain their
confidence. As the sick man lays his case before the physician, or the business man in need his case before the lawyer,
so does the member lay his case before the pastor, very frequently · maidng his life bare because he feels the need of
spiritual help, and feels that he must have a spiritual adviser.
He who will not betray this expressed confidence can do good
and prepare souls for God's kingdom.
·
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A. F. McLean, member of the Quorum of High· hood (about twenty-two in number) attend to the
Priests, is president of the Toronto Branch, Ontario. work- of assimilating the new members and looking
Elder McLean has been president of that branch after the older ones. A new church was built in

ELDER A. F. M'LEAN.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

ELDER CHARLES FRY,

Burlington, Iowa.-

since March 5, 1906. Irt a way his work has been
different from that which comes to the average pas- the autumn of 1906 and the winter of 1907; its total
tor. Under his presidency the branch membership value said to be about eighteen thousand dollars with
only one thousand dollars indebtedness has increased from one hundred and
at
the present time.
fifty to six hundred and sixty-six.
Elder McLean acknowledges the
Bishop R. C. Evans began his camhelp of the auxiliary societies and also
paign in the Majestic Theater in the
the Ladies' Aid Society. He says:
winter of 1905, and has just closed
"Anybody with a grouch against the
his sixth season. These meetings have
sewing circle is no friend of mine."
been largely responsible for the inAlso:
crease of membership, and yet a great
I have aimed to keep the priesthood in
deal of the success of the meetings is
unity, and the branch in harmony with all
the result of Elder McLean's ability
auxiliary societies. This being done, the rest
as an organizer. Under his direction
works out easily and pleasantly. In my experience I have not yet known what it is to
and presidency about one hundred
struggle to keep up an interest, but I do
Saints are personally engaged in asknow what it is to hustle to keep up with
sisting in these meetings, some as hillthe interest, especially when Brother Evans
posters, some as ushers, others in the
keeps on preaching ti:> many hundreds of outchoir, and so o:n. The expenses of
siders every Sunday. As yet I have seen no
sacrifice. It has been a busy, _happy time.
-the campaign average about one thouIf you want a good time, just live in a big
sand dollars per season, and the finanELDER T. w: CHATBURN,
branch of good Latter Day Saints and you
cial part is managed by Elder McLean,
will find life worth living.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
who says that _he has never had any
difficulty in securing sufficient money.
Elder Charles Fry, of the Quorum of High Prie,qts,
The work of caring for the incoming members is has been pastor of' the church at Burlington, Iowa,
important, and under his direction the local priest- since the spring of 1907. He has also done pastoral
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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work in Omaha and Councfl Bluffs.
pastoral work:

He says of

No work requires a more complete consecration than that
of the pastor over the flock of Christ. He must come in close
touch with those whom he would help,-closer than·any other
can come. To be able .to thus come close to. humanity he must
first get close to God,-the cIOser to God, the· closer to humanity. He must work with God for the uplifting of men.

ELDER V. M. GOODRICH,

Saint Joseph, Missouri.

full of lcive; but of quick discernment, and not hasty in _judgment; patient .with .those who are out of the way, yet not
shrink to see that the law is executed; have faith sufficient
that. though the way in which he may be led seems dark and
without promise of immediate results, he will not be less
enthusiastic in his labor. One occupying su~h a responsible
position should be a wise 'servant, yet harniless as a dove.

ELDER J, F. MINTUN,

Des Moines, Iowa.

Elder V. M. Goodrich, member of the Quorum of
Elder W. E. LaRue, member of the High Priests'
High Priests, has been pastor of the church in Saint
Quorum, is pastor of the Central Church of Kansas
Joseph, Missouri, since 1907. He has also labored
in Kirtland', Ohio, District, and the Saint Louis Dis- · City, Missouri. Before coming to K~nsas City he
was engaged in pastoral work in Rock Island, Philatrict. He says of pastoral work:
delphia, Jonesport, Stonington, and Cleveland.
A pastor to be successful must have a love for this kind
of work, and be willing to do it. He must love his brethren Elder LaRue says:
and humanity, and be ready to do anything for them when
opportunity affords. If the pastor will keep in close touch
with the local ministry, advising with them in all lines of
work and measu;res to be adopted, he will find this not only
of great benefit to himself, but it will" greatly aid in unifying
both the priesthood and the membership. My expe1ience is
that where the pliesthood ·are at an agreement, there will
not be much difficulty in keeping the membership in peace
and unity.

Elder J. F. Mintun, one of the seven presidents
of seventies,, _has labored in Des Moines for nine
years. He has also labored in Omaha and Sioux
City. Technically he is not in pastoral work, he ia
laboring as city missionary, but so much of his
work is pastoral in its nature that he is given a
place in this group. He says of the city missionary:
One to be an effective city pastor or missionary must be

The missionary of the church is to break the ground and
sow the seed; the pastor is to watch, nurture, and cultivate
the tender plants of God's kingdom, and carefully enlarge the
borders of the· field of service. The missionary lays the foundatitm; the pastor 'builds upon it. He develops, polishes, and
prepares and fits the "lively stones" of God's "sphitual
house"-the church. The missionary blasts the rough stone
from its position; the pastor as the sculptor hews and polishes
it. The pastor is the under shepherd of the flock; Christ is the
chief shepherd, and under the leadership of his Sphit the
pastor must lead his flock out into pastUres green and feed
the )ambs and the sheep with suitable diet adapted to their
condition.
·
But how do men become pastors? Some will say by special·
favoritism; but I should say that the competent pastor is the
man whom God has called and given qualifications. and a heart.
for the work.
.
, - .
'
.: ~ . ~ ~ : !
I

Elder J.M. Terry, member of the;Quorum of High
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Priests, has been pastor of the Oakland church since
May, 1902. Prior to .·that date he had labored in
Saint Joseph, Chicago, StewartsviJle, ·Millersburg,
and other cities. He says of pastoral work:
In all my pastoral work I find the keynote to success and
growth in love, and the inotto has been; " 'Tis better far to
rule by love than fear." I have evei' tried to impre8s upon
the Saints that their service should be voluntary and moved
by a love for God and his people, also the divinity of .the grace
of patience and endurance. While at times the stern letter
of the .Jaw must be enfoi'ced, yet as a rule we think better to
follow the bles8ed example of our Savior- when he said to the
sinning woman, "Neither do I condemn thee; go thy way and
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Department· of Sociology.
PREVENTION AND CURE OF CRIME; SOME MODERN
METHODS.
,.
. . (By Elbert A. Smith.)
BETTER ENVIRONMENT AND EDUCATION.

Ev~rybody's Mag~zine.
A WARD OF THE DENVER JUVENILE COURT.

We have written on this subject in "the March
number of Autunin Leaves; but additional research
since that article ·was prepared has brpught new ·
and interesting facts to our attention.
The current number of the Homiletic Review
(March) contains an article by Josiah Strong, a
· well-known sociologist, in which he says:
Undoubtedly the supreme thing to do for the criminat is
to i;revent his becoming a criminal.
. This includes
provision for healthy hoines for children and right moral
instruction in our public schools.
ELDER W. E. LARUE,

Kansas City, Mi8souri.
sin no more." This is good advice: "Be ye merciful as your
Father in heaven is merciful." In all my duties I am blessed,
but ever deplore my. weakne8s and ignorance when I contemplate the great1iess and purity of this glorious and beautiful latter day revelation.

During the past year Elder T. W. Chatburn, member of the Quorum of High Priests, has occupied in
Salt Lake City, Utah. Previously he had done excellent work as pastor in Spokane. The greater part
of his ministerial life has been spent in active missionary work on the frontier. He has spent twenty
years of his life in gospel work, having traveled in
eighteen States and in Canada.
He makes the following very characteristic remarks concerning P.asto.ral work:
To get cl<;>sely to the people in gospel work the missionary
must be sociable and genial under ev!)ry condition, not puffed
up, "with a high hat on and a white choker and gloyed hands,
for people to look at and shy around"; .and above all other
things. he should not be lazy, but a worker in the vineyard
of the Lord. My present charge is Salt Lake City, Utah,
"The mountain of the Lord's house ( ?) in the tops of the
mountains."

This statement is more radical than may appear
at first thought. The modern idea, gradually takip··
form, endeavors to strike at the roots of crime, an ~1
the plans formulated go about as far in that din·
tion as social reformers can go in any movement that
is not associated with that which we as church members consider the supreme and indispensable regenerative powers of the gospel.
While too much stress is laid upon environment
by those who look to an improved environment as
the chief means in saving fallen man, perhaps too
little importance has been credited to it by those who
advoca~e individual regeneration as the result of
religious experience. There is no denying the fact
that environment exerts a profound influence upr:
character. And the more thoroughgoing reformers.
are beginning to look even behind the juvenile court
in· their efforts to divert the young from a criminal
· career. The report of the commissioners appointe'.1
by President Roosevelt in 1908 to investigate con~i
tions in the penal institutions in the District of Columbia contains· this significant statement: ·
The problem of crime among these people can not be
considered apai·t from the general problem of their housing
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and their surroundings. It is impossible to· understand any
man apart from his surroundings, and especially apart from
what he calls his home. Most of these people who find their
-yray into the criminal court and· eventually into p1ison, may
be traced back to the miserable alleys and hovels which exist
in such large numbers in our. city and which are a reproach
to our civilization. No one who knows how these p~ople live
wonders at their habits or their crimes. . While we are striv- ·
ing for penal and reformatory institutions worthy of our
people and. ·our time, let us not neglect to remove these
breeding places of vice and schools of crime, and to put in
their place clean .and wholesome dwellings. . . . Washington ought not to be in one part a show place and in the other
part a loathsome alley.
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Failing in its efforts to prevent crime, the initial step that
society now takes in many cases in its effort to cure crime is
taken in the juvenile court. Perhaps the most noted of these
courts is that conducted in Denver, popularly known as ·Judge
Ben Lindsey's Court, called b'y Denver boys the "kid court."
About forty cities and twenty-two States now conduct such·
work; and the idea has been .taken up in Canada and Great
Britain. Judge Mack, 'of Chicago, alone hears four thousand
cases. annually..
. The idea of the juvenile court is to bring the childish
offender before a man 'Yho is i_nterested in him, who will give
his particular case a careful study, and be his f1iend; to keep
him from contact·with hardened criminals and the degrading
influences still prnvalent in many jails and penitentiaries.
This form of work among children is especially valuable in the
prevention of crime, as it is said
that one half 'of the inmates of all
our reformatories, jails, and prisons
are under twenty-five years of age;
and it is said that the Earl of
Shaftsbury, after careful study, declared that not two out of any hundred criminals in London had
formed the habits that. led to a
criminal career after their twentieth year.
PROBATION.

First offenders, both young and
old, are now frequently placed on
probation. The idea is that society
receives its best protection when
the criminal is reformed. If he
shows any inclination to reform,
give him a chance. Accordingly the
court passes sentence, but the offender is not sent to the penitentiary. He is piaced on probation
under the watchcare of an officer
who undertakes tO act as a true
friend to him, finding him employment, and helping him to walk the
narrow path of rectitude. If he
falls from grace his sentence goes
PLAYGROUNDS OF THE POOR IN PITTSBURG.
into effect and he is sent to jail.
Massachusetts was a pioneer in
These are conditions revealed by the noted "Pittsburg Survey" in the criminal
this form of work and under her
breeding districts of Pittsburg and discussed in the "Federal Council of the
rules the probationer must engage
Churches of Christ in America." This cut was seiured from the Literary Digest.
in lawful work, keep the peace, be
Some months ago that which is termed the "Pittsburg of good behavior, and report to the probation officer at such
Survey" was undertaken, with a view to determining the times as may be stipulated. The method is now employed in
social conditfons of wage earners in that great "iron city" Kansas City, Denver, and many other cities.
of which Prof. John R. Commons says:
THE INDETERMINATE SENTENCE.
"Gigantic in its creation of wealth, titanic in its contests
Under the indeterminate sentence idea criminals actually
for the divish1n of wealth, Pittsburg looms up as a mighty
committed to the penitentiary or reformatory are not senstorm center of capital and labor. Here our modern world
tenced for a determined tini.e that can not be changed. They
achieves its grandest triumph and faces its gravest problems."
are given a maximum sentence and by good behavior and
The closing number of the report of those engaged in the industry they may mate1ially reduce the time to be served.
"Pittsburg Survey" appeared in Charities, March 6.
Various grades are established and the prisoner is so placed
The :Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in Ame1ica, on entering the institution that he can work his way up 01'
a great federation of the various Protestant denominations, down as he may elect. He becomes his own judge and jailer,
has taken this report into consideration in an attempt to dis- and can work out his own salvation if he chooses to do so.
cover means by which breeding grounds of crime, such as are
REFORMATORIES.
portrayed in the accompanying cut, may be regenerated. ChilA recent \\Titer says:
dren must have decent surroundings in which to live, work,
"The progress of humanity is most notable in the treatment
play, and study, if the chances are to be at an in favor of
their becoming good citizens. It is bad ·policy to give them a of first and juvenile offenders. The former are no longer sent
to p1ison for felonies, but to reformatories."
crooked deal at six and jail them at sixtee1!.
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There are now many reformatories scattered over the lana-:U sually .age and former record determine whether the individual shall be sent to the reformatory or to the penitentiary.
One of the most noted of these
institutions is. the Elmira Reformatory (New York). This
institution made use of the in- .
determinate sentence as long
ago as 1877.
Statistics show the magnitude of. these establishments.
September, 1908, Elmira had
1,429 inmates. Nine years ago
65 reformatories in the United
States reported a total of 19,410 inmates. The number must
be much greater now.
EDUCATION AND HUMANE
TREATMENT.
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often ·and so· lpng .that .they had acquii'ed a residence there,
who were "down and out," were called men, not prisoners,
and assigned to work that suited their physical .condition and

Courteay

of Everybody'• Magazine.

JUDGE LINDSEY'S JUVENILE COURT.

Even in the regular orthodox
Judge Ben Lindsey is seen addressing "probationers" in_ the rooms of his juvenile court,
penitentiaries where the most Denver. To a policeman who insisted on prosecuting certain lads who had. stolen a bicycle
hardened criminals are segre- the judge said, "You are interested in saving bicycles; I am interested in saving boys."
gated wonderful changes have
taken place. An appeal is made to the bettei: nature of the their capabilities, in the sunlight and pure air of the coun.inmates. An effort is made to educate them so that when try. It was a mighty experiment; it built up men from
·
discharged they will stand a better chance to become useful wrecks. • • •
citizens.
"In the quarry the men are getting out the stone for the
A typical case is the Lansing Penitentiary. (Kansas). Over tuberculosis hospital and the house of correction and other
a year ago it was reported that only twenty striped uniforms buildings. They are building a .fine rock road to connect
were to be seen i:ii that institution (stripes are reserved for with the county turnpike. They are to be used, later, in the
the incorrigibles). Night school was held three nights each actual construction work on the proposed buildings.
week.
·
'"Wby, then, if these men are fit for such labor, should they
In the Fort Madison (Iowa) Penitentiary a school is con- not build for the city the roads, which now cost thousands
ducted reguiarly six nights each week and all the leading of dollars a mile, to join the city streets with the county
branches of learning are taught. First grade prisoners may highways? Why should they not lay the streets and carry
wear plain clothes; second graders wear checkered clothing; on a large part of the public works which impose heavy
third graders must wear stripes. The prison now has a fine taxes on the people?
library.
IN HARMONY WITH VIEWS ADVOCATED BY JOSEPH SMITH.
Prison schools are one of the most striking features of the
reform movement.
As we have pointed out in a former article these changes
Accordjng to Warden John Frances, of the Western Peni- were advocated by Joseph Smith as long ago as 1844. It is
tentiary of Pennsylvania, there ar.e at least two hundred in- interesting at this juncture to quote his views, italicizing cermates of that institution who are suffering from tuberculosis. tain portions to which we wish to call especial attention:
With anyone of these men, under old-time methods of close
"Abolish-the cruel custom of prisons, (except certain cases,)
confinement, even a short sentence may well be equivalent to penitenti~ries, and court-martials for desertion; and let reacapital punishment. But with proper treatment and out- son mid friendship reign over the ruins of ignorance, and,
door work they may return to society able and disposed to barbarity.
Advise your legislators when they make
earn an honest living for themselves and their families. Simi- laws for larceny, burglary or any felony, to m,ake the penalty
lar conditions exist elsewhere.
applicable to wo1·k upon.the roads,'publie works, or any place
In harmony with this idea we find that to-day Massachu- where the culprit ·can: be taught more wisdom and more
setts has a penal farm at Blidgewater, some forty miles from virtue; and more enlightenment. RigO?' and seclusion will
Roston, consisting of one thousand acres.
never do as much to reform the propensities of man, as
A similar farm of two thousand acres is located near Cleve- reason and f1·iendship. Murder only can claim confinement
land, Ohio, and Warden Sanders of the penitentiary at Fort or death. Let the penitentiaries be turned into seminaries of
Madison, in our own State, is pleading for the purchase of a learning, where intelligence, likii the angels of heaven, would
fi~rm for the use of his institution. The National Governbanish such fragments of barbalism."-From "Joseph Smith's
ment has arranged· to purchase two one thousand acre tracts views on the government and policy of the United States,'' ·
for the use of the District of Columbia.
Times and Seasons, May 15, 1844.
Kansas City has a farm the operation of which is described
RESULTS.
by Charles Dillon in the March Delineator under the capIn a recent number of the Outlook, January 29, 1910, Lyman
tion, "A new way to save men." Mr. Dillon says:
"The city bought a farm of one hundred and thirty-seven Beecher Stowe said:
"Prisons can not and do · not protect society unless they
acres near Leeds, a village ten or twelve miles from Kansas
City. On this land it is proposed to build a house of correc- reform the prisoners to the fullest extent possible. Abuse
tion and a tuberculosis hospital. Knowing that the farm was and neglect not only do not reform prisoners, but have
being neglected, the board induced the city authorities· to exactly :the opposite result. And, finally,· the more revoltsend certain prisoners there from the workhouse for observa- ingly uninviting prisons are, the more people tend to crowd
tion.
Prisoners who had been in the workhouse so into them-in other words, the more crime increases.
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This is the reverse of the old idea.. It was thought that
prisons could be made -so _te1;rible that all woiild shun them.
In fact they so degraded their inmates that they perforce re· tmned, dl'agging others with them; In the Nor~h America1!

off in every -way, to take up the sti·uggle -that -had been too '
much -for him before.
Two _methods are now successfully employed to help the
prisoner's family during his incarcei:ation and to sav_e bini.
after his discharge. v adous
institutions now inake an intelligent effort to find honest
employment for the discharged
convict. And during the time
of his sentence he is given employment and the proceeds are
divided between himself and
the State, or between the State
and the family, if lie has a
dependent family.
A typical . instance is found
in the penitentiary_ at Baltimore, Maryland. During 1908
the prisoners in this peniten~
tiary earned for the State over
thirty-seven thousand dollars,
and for themselves and their
Courtesy of Everybody' B llfagazine.
;families over twenty-eight
THE REFORMATORY AT GOLDEN, COLORADO.
thousand dollars. During 1907
In the class room of the Industrial school.
the·showing was even better.
To those who were disposed to reform, Christ said, i•Go thy
Review, August, 1904, Carlton T. Lewis contrasted the two
systems in an interesting manner, and concluded:
way and sin no more." More of the Christ spirit in ,affairs
"For a generation past, these two kinds of prisons have both civil and religious· would be better for this old world.
been standing side by side in New York, Massachussetts, and
The problem confronting those who deal with crime is to
other States. Each of them has received many thousands of
forestall
its propagation if possible; and failing in_ that, to
crimiiials under sentence for grave offences. Each of them
has sent out thousands of inmates into the world of. human seek out and save those fallen ones who will reform if given
society, with whatever impress the life, teachings, and a fair fighting chance. It is really surp1ising to find how
associations of the institutions
could make upon their. natures, as
a preparation for their after career. What is the result? It is
definitely known to everyone who
has taken the trouble to study the
official and recorded facts, that a
large majority of those who have
been sent to the traditional prison
and discharged after serving the ·
prescribed terms, have returned to
a criminal career and have taken
their places among the habitual
and, so to speak, the professional
enemies of society; and that a
large majority of those offenders
who have been sent to the second
class of institutions, have been successfully trained to industry and
to. lawful living, and have become
·self-supporting citizens."
0

THE PRISONER AND HIS FAMILY.

Under the old regime, still mainPhysical Cultu1·e Mau(fzine.
tained in some States when a man
perhaps u~der stre~s of poverty;
PRISONERS PLAYING BASEBALL, FOR.T MADISON PENITENTIARY.
turned thief, he was sentenced t~ a term in the penitentiary many are striving toward that end, and how closely they
where· he was sure of food, clothing, and shelter, while his have followed the linl)s indicated by the Seer of Palmyra.
helpless wife and children, not so. assured, were left to shift
Space will not peru'.iit an exhaustive treatment of this great
for themselves. The j1,1dge, in fact, passed sentence upon the subject in one article; but that whi~h has been presented may
family, as they were the .keenest sufferers. At the· expira- suggest a line of profitable study.
tion of his sentence the man was discharged, a little worse
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To the
·
Men of
the Church

1
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We~ your attention a~. then we w..!!!!.,your business for
We can..!!:;!f you. You

can~ us.

It
t

ever.

So let's co-operate.

When we say "us" we mean "you," for the Herald Publishing House is
boost and don't knock. How? Read and see.
~

•

~··

Its

~·

is your

·~

publishing house is fully equipped to do first class printing of all kinds and on short notice.

t

so A

I
l

A
~ publishing house can do this work as cheap, if not cheaper, than you can get it done at some other fellow's
V publishing house. ~ publishing house will be glad to furnish you prices of printing on your request.

:

'

t

t
t

~e makes no difference-~ publishing house pays the postage or express on all jo?s.
Do it now.

Get in the habit of doing what you can towards helping to build up your

~business.

V

t
t

,fl
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The Herald Publishing House

t

,

Lamoni, Iowa

:

_______________ ______ __________,
....,,

,,,

REAL ESTATE.

Herald Publishing House
$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable after due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
Febrnary 1st and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and affo:·d the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mocerate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

Warrensburg Real Estate State Normal, High School, and Latter ;:Jay
Saints' church privileges. If you desire
a hom.e in this part of Missouri. C;,11 on
or write,
A. H. JOHNSO>!.
417 Jackson street, Warrensburg, Mo.
6-4t

POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home, Saints' Home and Saints'
Church. These cards are printed in
colors, on a good grade of card board.
Two for five cents. Postage prepaid.
Special prices to missionaries.
E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing House.
This does not apply tc{ local trade.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.
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To the woman who bakes,
Royal is the greatest of
time and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,
a pleasure and a profit.

Baking Powder
The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

With minimum trouble and cost biscuit, cake. and pastry are made fresh,
clean and greatly superior to the readymade, dry, found-in-the-shop variety.

Lamoni Land & Loan Company

Hotel and Restaurant for Sale

We have a list of farms for sale at
all times ·and will be glad to furnish
detailed information to anyone interested. We have at present: 160 acres
joining the town of Lamoni, fine 9 room
house, good large barn, double corn crib,
sheds, wind mill, orchard and fine grove,
at $110 per acre.
16_0 acres 8 miles from Lamoni, 2
mileS- from L. D. S. church, 1' mile to
school; good 6 room house, large barn,
cribs, sheds, etc., land lies well and in
high state of cultivation; $70 per acre.
80 acres in edge of Missouri, 8 miles
from Lamoni, 21' miles from R. R. town,
fair improvements, $45 per acre.
119 acres joining the above described
80 acres, well improved, school on one
corner of farm, $60 per acre.
480 acres, two sets of improvements, 8
miles from Lamoni, no better farm in
the county, $80 per acre.
Also a good list of town properties, including two of the finest homes in Lamoni. Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Secretary.
LAMONI! lowA.

Owing to poor health and overwork of
my wife and scarcity of help, I offer my
Hotel and Restaurant with Soda fountain and confectionery in connection,
for sale. Building is 24x60 feet with
dining room,. kitchen, waiting room, etc.
Front room is 24x28 feet, used for icecream parlor and confectionery. Twelve
bed rooms upstairs. Building has inside
and outside stairway. To give an idea
of the enormous business I have, will say
that the cash receipts for January and
February, 1910, will exceed eleven hundred dollars, usually the ·two dullest
months of the year. I fully believe the
cash receipts for the year 1910 will be
more than twelve thousand dollars. I
have the only restaurant and cold drinks
place in the town. Now-J.f you are looking for a place to make money, with a
good deal of hard work connected with
it, you have the opportunity to buy it
all furnished throughout, at four thousand dollars, one half down, balance two years at eight per cent per
annum. Perhaps your neighbor is looking for just such a place. Speak to him
about it. In case I do not sell I want a
woman cook at $10 per wE:ek, a waitress
at $5 per week, a young man for soda
fountain at $40 per month. Must be
competent and give references. Address
at once
RESTAURANT,

I

JACKSON COUNTY BAN'I(

Care Herald Office, Lamoni, Iowa.

FOR SALE

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

A BANK OF DEPOSIT AND DISCOUNT
J Having bought the Edgefield property
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State fo property to the Saints at low figures.
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking eupervision of any This is on"\ of the most sightly and
State in the Union. State examination and public publiahell etatement required.
finest tracts now on the market, being
high and dry. This property is located on
the
south side of the citv of IndependCITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
ence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same dislnto~eat Pnid on Deposits
tance from the street car line, :;ind ~ of a
mile from the public square in IndependBusiness solicited from far and near. Notice our directorate ao named below:
ence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
G. H. HILLIARD
ELLm SHORT
WM. CRICK
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
M. H. BOND
MRS. HATTIE RIGGS
J. D. BRIGGS
buying this property for speculation.
HORACE SHELEY
J. MATHER
A. L. YINGLING
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not personally inspect them the
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
~-----------------.---------;
examination not be pleased their money
~
I
will be refunded on demand. For the
1 I would be pleased to correspond with :
correctness of this statement we refer
I
I
I parties seeking Investment In jack- 1
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
Paid on Time Depoaita at the
10tf
ELLIS SHORT.
:
I

I

five per cent interest

" 1
I

son County, Missouri,

FIRST

1
I

: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :
: STOCKS.
:
I
I
1
Very truly yours,
1
I

~

:

I

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri

:
44tf :

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under direet control
of the Auditor of State.

~----------~-----~~----~~--j
FOR SALE
The Herald Publishing House has 18
Emerson Self Binders for SAINTS' HERALD for sale.
These are second-handed
and in good condition. They are worth
$1 when new. The lot will be sold for
$4.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherctte. each SOc; per dozen $3.20.
No.110-Llmp Cloth, each S5c; per dozen $3.75.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, oach 50c.
No. 114-Flexiblo Leather. each $1.50.

Kerr

h!ls lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre. up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Tndependence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504.
8

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials.
No. 14!1. Paper. 10 centP.
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THE

. Offici!ll Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chfat of Latter Day Srunts
Entered as

second~cla~s

''If ye continue in my word, then ,;.re ye my disciples ind~ed; and ye. shall kn~v.r the truth, and the
truth shaJt;niake you. free."-John 8: 31, 32.

matter at

~amoni

p6st-office.

"There shall not any man among you have save it
he 9n~ ~vife; and concubines he shall have none·.." -

Book of. Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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school, traveling about six thousand miles, and occupying upward of one hundred times, and reported
(Reported by lVfark H. Siegfried.)
a constant and substantial growth and spread of the
Religio work.
APRIL 2. ·
Walter W. Smith, vice-president, made no report
The fifteenth annual convention of the Zion's Religio-Literary Association met in the basement of of work done, but sent a letter stating that he had
the Stone Church, Independence, Missouri, April 2, recovered from his prolonged and serious iliness,
1910, at 2.30 p .. m. Bro. J. Jc Gunsolley acted as and hoped soon to be well again .and at his regular
chairman and Sr. M. A. Etzenhouser as secretary. work. He had spoken a good word for the Religio
No. 166 of· Zio;n's Praises was sung, .after which· work whenever proper and opportune.
Tne secretary, Sr. M. A. Etzenhouser, reported.
Brother Gunsolley offered prayer. No. 96 was then
She stated that every Religio district had reported;
sung.
The matter of organization was then taken up by a nef gain in home class members of 448, besides
the body, and Brother Gunsolley elected as perma- niany locals having been organized from that dr
nent chairman and Sister Etzenhouser permanent partment; two new districts were organized;
secretary. The chair was given power to appoint Canada leads in matter of growth of membership,
chorister and organist. He appointed Sr. Flo Australia having gained 152, and Little Sioux holdMcNichols as chorister and gave her power, unless ing third place with a gain of 107; satisfactory work
objected to, to choose organist. The report of the being done in Hawaii.
credentials committee was read.
R. B. Trowbridge, treasurer of the association,
By motion the body instructed the president to reported a total of $2,908.63 receipts; expenditures
send by wir~ the regrets of the convention to Bro. $1,411.12; balance on hand $1,497.51.
Walter W. Smith, vice-president, who could not be
The librarian, S. A. Burgess, reported that the
present; also our wishes for his speedy and full re- work in general would be reported by the Librliry
Commission.
covery to health~ The vote was unanimous.
Home department superintendent, Sr. Altha R.
Brn. W. H. Garrett, W. H. Deam, and M. H. Siegfried were appointed to act as press committee. R. Deam, reported a net gain of 503, some having been
B. Trowbridge and S. A. Burgess were named by received since the report was published. Independthe chair as his associates in the presidency of the ence Stake has an enrollment of 299 and Lamoni
convention.
.
238. Sister Deam is a faithful and earnest worker
. An official report was read from Pres. J. A. Gun- and her reelection was recommended by the presisolley. Among many other good things he directed dent of the association.
The good literature bureau superintendent reour attention to the good work done by the Arena
of the Autumn Leaves, edited by Elbert A. Smith; ported that he found an abandonment of this work in
the good work of Sister Louise Palfrey Sheldon; nearly every distTict, but was able to see some adeditor of the Quarte1·ly. He stated that he felt the vancement. 45,083 tracts, 1,630 Ensigns, 1,431
time was not opportune for the publication of a· HERALDS, 1,213 Hopes, have been distributed, tojunior quarterly; mentioned the fact that the fund gether with many books and other publications. The
for the translation of the Book of Mormon had in- revising committee reported but little work done, the
. creased but little the past year; also the fact that manuscripts submitted to them having been quite
mon'i:iy was appropriated last year for exploration complete and satisfactory.
The superintendent of normal work, Walter W.
purposes and was tui·ned over to Bro. R. Etzen'·' houser; stated thrat the normal work is winning its Smith, reported a rapid and sure growth, beyond
way and overcoming the objections first urged, W. the most sanguine hopes. He stated that he thought
W. Smith having charge of this work; that he had the normal work was a good one, wide in its scope
spent his vacation from college work last summer in and mighty in its influence. Sr. Flo Nichols as a
field worker reported considerable work done at Nefield work in the interests of the Religio and Sunday
. _,.·

The _Religio Conventiori.
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~nd ad~pted anff a committee -0f five consisting -~i'l:"~'lfi.,

Palfrey Sheldon, J. A. Gunsolley, F.. M. Smitli, lVL.
· · foM about five weeks. Tnecommittee appointed last .A. Etzenhouser, and Altha .Deam was chosen.
· year to investigAte into the delay. in the publication
A request was read from Bro. C. C; Joeh1ik from
of the. Book Qf Mormon in the German language· Germa11y, asking that an apptopriation -of .$25

the Northeastern Ifarisas DistHct,-having been in·the

rs

reported th.at t)le work
now about one· half done; be made to assist in the translation of the Religio
and 2,000 copies will soon be published .and ready Quarterly into German .. ~This request was granted.·
.!-Or use, the translating and proof reading having and the appropriation ordered;· · A resqlution was
· been under the direction of Bro. Alex. Kip_pe. ·
passed pi'oviding for con1mittee to take under ada
The Chait announced that unless objected to the visement the matter of the Religio devoting some
program as published would bEi followed out.
ti)1le to the study of subjects heretofore avoided,
The convention again assembled at 7.30 p. m. which tend-toward the development of character;
No. 207 of the Praises was sung after which Bro. this committee to report at the next annual convenR. Bullard offered prayer. No. 228 was used as a tion.
second song, Bro. J. A. Becker of Kirtland, singing
APRIL 3.
the song to the chorus, in which the congregation
The regular prayer meeting was held.at 8 o'clock
joined.
this (Sunday) morning, in charge of G. H. Hilliard,
The minutes of the afternoon session were read
H. W. Hansen, and A. Warden.
and after a few amendments stood approved. The
At the Sunday school, of which the local officers
chorister announced that she had chosen for organ·
had
charge, there was an attendance of 1,092 with
ists, Paul Craig and Sister Brocaw.
Bro. Daniel Macgregor gave to the secretary a a collection of $19.27. Bro. A. N. Hoxie, jr., of
communication which dealt largely upon the thought Boston, Massachusetts, rendered special assistance
that we, as a body, are overlooking one of the· most with his violin. This was surely a treat to any lover
·
important . features of the work that lies within of music.
The eleven o'clock service was in charge of Bro.
our power, that of cultivating the missionary spirit
in the active members of the association. He sug- J. A. Gunsolley, while Bro. S, A. Burgess, the Gengested that we consider the advisability of organiz- eral Librarian for the Religio, gave a very interest- ing ourselves into quorums for the aggressive ing and instructive address along the line of literary
distribution of tracts. A communication from the and educational work, dwelling particularly on the
executive committee touching in part upon these combination of the spiritual and mental education.
points was read: the establishment of a permanent One thought among the many other good ones was
fund to promote the translation of the Book of Mor- that when we begin the. stu.dy of a book on any
mon into other -languages; that the method of raising particular subject we can only safely do so by first
this fund be by an annual Thanksgiving offering going in earnest, devoted prayer to God, asking him
from the membership and from individual donations to help us detect the error that may be in it, and ,to
at any other time during the year; that the advertis- assimilate the good.
The 2.30 p. m. prayer and sacrament service was
ing and collecting of said funds be under the direc~
tion of the treasurer of this society; these funds to in charge of Bro. T. A. Hougas and the Stake Presibe deposited as a trust fund with the Presiding dency.
In the evening at 7.15 Elder T. A. Hougas was in
Bishop subject to the General Convention and the
General Conference; that the quorums of First charge of a very interesting program consisting of.
Presidency and Twelve be consulted and their ap- ari anthem by the men's chorus, followed by remarks
proval secured before publication in any language by Brother Hougas, explaining that the theme for
be ordered by the convention and therefore funds the evening was "Duty," which would be considered
appropriated; whenever ·a translation is determined from three views of the subject,-parental, social,
upon and ordered, the publication thereof be under and religious. "Parental Duty" was reviewed by
the direction of the Board of Publication and the Bro. Gomer R. Wells in a very appropriate paper,
· Religio Executive Committee; that each year a re- interspersed with remarks by himself. The social
port from each mission to the general librarian side of the question was by Sr. Vida E. Smithin a
respecting the number of volumes on hand and the very interesting, applicable paper, read by· Sr. Flo
state of the finances therein be required, and a simi- McNichols. Bro. Ammon White read an interesting
- lar statement or report be required from the Pre- paper on religious duty. Bro. Paul Craig sang a
. siding Bishbp as to the amount in this fun{l. This solo, and Brn. D. J. Krahl, Clarence Resch, H. P .
Bullard, and A. J. Koehler sang a quartet; Bro. A.
was adopted.
The revising committee recommended that a com- N. Hoxie, jr., gave another of his soul-stirring violin
mittee be appointed to suggest subject-matter for solos; and Sr. Grace Kelley gave a reading, "Jean
. the Religio Quarterly. The recommendatibn was Valjean," very well rendered.

a
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speaking people of the world, especially the Mexicans. Following this a motion prevailed referring
Monday morning the last business session of the the matter of the translation of the Book of Mormon
1910 convention opened at 8.30 with J. A. Gunsolley
into Swedish and Spanish languages to the First
in the chair. After the opening exercises financial
Presidency and the Quorum of Twelve, pledging the
reports were read from the president, superintend- society to an appropriation not to exceed $750 for
ent of. Home Department, and Normal superintend- this p_urpose, whenever these quorums shall direct
ent, and having been audited by the committee, the translations-.
were adop,ted, as also the report of the auditors.
$300 was appropriated for general expenses dur.A committee of three brothers and three sisters ing the year.
was appointed for the purpose of taking into con$50 was appropriated for the benefit of Graceland
sideration the matter acted· upon Saturday relative College Library.
'
to considering matter and subjects heretofore un$100 was appropriated for general library work,
touched by the Religio; such as, personal purity, -this amount to be understood to include $50 apmaternity, paternity, etc., to report to this body at propriated last year but not used.
the next annual convention.
Suitable closing remarks were made by the presiA communication was received from the First dent, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, after which a motion to
Presidency through Elbert A. Smith, containing no adjourn carried. Song No. 201 was sung, benedicrecommendations but acknowledging the important tion by J. A. Gunsolley. The convention was well
work the society is engaged in and doing.
attended and harmony and good will prevailed
A resolution concerning the publication of a Juve- throughout.
nile History of the Church was referred to the General Conference with an expression of our
willingness to appropriate $150 for the prosecution
of the work.
The printing of the names of the delegates to
(Reported by Mark H. Siegfried.)
future conventions before_ the convening of the body
APRIL 4.
was ordered, said printed list to be distributed.
A i:esolution asking the Presiding Bishop to turn
The nineteenth annual session of the Sunday
over the balance that may be left from the amount School Association held its first session in the baseheretofore appropriated for the publication of the ment of the Stone Church, April 4, at 2.30 p. m., T.
Book of Mormon in the German language to the per-· A. Hougas in charge. Song No. - 96 of Zion's·
manent translation fund was passed. Also the Gen- Praises was sung, and prayer by Brother Hougas.
eral Conference· was requested to place the German No. 207 was then sung. T. A. Hougas was elected
translation of the Book of Mormon under the per- to preside, being granted the right to choose his
manent translation fund, so that the proceeds from assistants.
the sale thereof shall go into that fund.
D. J. Krahl was granted right to choose assistant
The. matter of a Book of Mormon Chronology com- secretaries.
piled by W. C. Flanders, presented by T. W. ChatBro. Orville Jaril.'es was elected chorister with
burn and J. W. Peterson, .was referred to a commit- power to choose an assistant. He chose Bro. G. R.
tee of five, among which was to be the author, Wells.
Brother Flanders.
Paul Craig and Belle James were elected organA lengthy report -from Bro. R. Etzenhouser on ists. Ushers and janitor were also provided for.
his work of exploration, to whom this matter was · This completed the permanent organization. The
referred last year, was read. He reports the work chair was empowered to appoint a press committee.
progressing nicely and the book which himself and
The credentials committee not being ready to recolleagues have published is being distributed widely port, the superintendent called upon Bro. T. W.
to libraries and scientists, and is now on sale.
Chatburn, and Sr. Anna Salyards for remarks. 'l'he
Song No. 166 of Zion's Praises was sung at 10.30, credentials committee reported the printed report
following which the election of general officers took c0rrect except in a few minor points.
place as follows :
T. A. Hougas, the General Superintendent, among
For president,- J. A. Gunsolley; vice-president, R.' other things said there had been a general awakenT. Cooper, of Los Angeles, California; secretary, ing along the line of normal, institute, financial
Sr, M. A. Etzenhouser; treasurer, R. B. Trowbridge; work, etc. However, he suggested that we do not
librarian, S. A. Burgess; Home Department superin- launch upon any new lines of work requiring added
tendent, Sr, Altha R. Deam.
appropriations, stating also that the general exPrivilege was granted Bro. F. M. Sheehy to make penses of the association are increasing. At reuna statement regarding our work among the Spanish ions the institute. work is being recogni:i;ed, in most
APRIL 4.

Thee Sunday School Conventione
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places, as a necessary factor. He emphasized the He still believes the Sunday school to be the "backnecessity for the use of the Exponent in the prepara- . bone"-of any branch.
. A report was read from the lessons committee,
tion of the lessons. It is not yet on a paying basis.
He reaffirmed his confidence in the good the "stand- stating that a course of lessons was decided upon,
. ard of excellence" is doing and may yet do. He including the fourth quarter of 1910, and the lesthought: there was nothing out of J;he ordinary to sons are written to October, covering the first thirteen chapters of Acts.
come before the convention.
A resolution concerning the division of the TerriA report was read from Bro. Gilbert J. Waller,
who is in charge_ of the Sunday school work in tory of Oklahoma Sunday school was passed, makHawaii. He states that there are three schools in ing two districts where there had been but one.
A resolution was passed authorizing the appointthat territory, with a membership of 157.
Mrs: T. A. Hougas, superintendent of Home De- ment of a historian for this association by the
partment, reported the work advancing steadily in Executive Committee and the General Church Historian,
all lines, and she felt encouraged in the work.
The· revising committee reported the matter for
A report on the "standard of excellence" was read,

showing two first grade districts; one second grade

lessons revised to September, 1910.

district; twenty-four third grade districts; and
eleven other districts (reporting) lower than third
grade. The results show that the work is doing
much good.
Bro. Walter W. Smith, superintendent of the
Normal Work, reported the work doing fine, there
being a tota;l enrollment in this department of
1,359, with 225 graduates, and during the year closing March 31, there were 475 pupils enrolled. He
believes this work will be a wonderful pqwer for
good and a remarkable feeder to the church in the
future. Almost the entire United States has been
assigned to state superintendents, greatly aiding the
General Superintendent.

The treasurer, John Smith, reported a total of
receipts, $7,246.58; total expenditures, $5,007.49;
leaving a balance on hand of $2,239.09.
A resolution was read and passed referring the
drafting of a book on normal lessons on the Bible
by some one of our own church members, to the executive committee of this association ·and of the
Religio association.
Several constitutional amendments were presented and passed. Article 4, section 1, was amended
by adding after the word secretary, the words, home
devartment superintendent. Article 5 was amended
by changing sections 4 and 5 to sections 5 and 6,
and inserting as section 4, the duty of the home
department superintendent.
Article 3, section 1, of the constitution for districts, was amended by adding the name of the home
department superintendent as one of the officers.
Article 4, of the constitution for district association, was amended to conform to the same article
of the constitution for the general society.
The by-laws for Sunday schools, article 1, was
amended by inserting after the word secretary, the ·
words home department superintendent. Also article 2 was amended, making it conform to the amendment of the constitution of district associations. The
constitution from pages 15 to 20, relative to the
home department, was amended, making it conform
to the amendments already passed. Article 11, page
7, was amended to read instead of Herald three, The
official organ of the Sunday School Association two.
The courtesies of the floor were extended to all
visiting brethren not delegates or ex officio members
of the convention.
Article 9, section 1, relative to representation,
was amended, making it read, ien members or fraction over one half.
Article 5, section 2, of. district constitution was
amended. In line 6, after the word thereof was
inserted over one half.
A resolution was brought before the assembly in·
w.hich it was sought to appoint at least two dele-

APRIL 5.
The morning session of April 5 opened at 8.30,
called to order by Bro. Daniel Macgregor, assistant
superintendent of the association. Brother Macgregor offered prayer after the congregation sang
No. 101 of Zion's Praises. Additional report from
the credential committee was read.
The secretary, Bro. D. J. Krahl, reported in
addition to the printed report distributed at the
afternoon session of yesterday. He thought the
prospects for work the coming year were good. Also
in mentioning the interstate institute held at Independence, Missouri, last year, he stated that he considered that it accomplished good.
Bro. Oscar W. Okerlind reported the state of the
Sunday school work in Sweden, stating that there
are now four schools in Sweden, one organized in
1908, one in 1909, and the date of the other two not
given. Good is being accomplished.
A financial report from Bro. W. W. Smith, superintendent of the Normal Department, was read and
referred to the auditing committee, which subsequently reported on the matter.
A report from Daniel Macgregor was read stating that his work had been. almost entirely in Maine.
Whenever possible, in connection with his missionary work, he had done wor,k for the Sunday s~hool.
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gates, one of whom should be Sr. Anna Salyards, to
the World's Sunaay School Convention, to be held at
Washington, District of Columbia, May 19 to 24,
1910. A lengthy discussion followed until adjournment at 12 m.
Bro. Daniel Macgregor called the session together
at 2.15.
The Library Commission reported that, soon after
adjournment last year, they had appointed H. Hale
Smith, librarian, and Inez Smith, assistant librarian.
Bro. Hale Smith declined to serve, and Inez Smith
soon after resigned. Later Brn. Israel A. Smith
and R. J. Lambert were appointed to take charge
of the library, and since then there have been several important changes made, among which were
the addition of considerable shelf room and the
placing of rare volumes in the vault of the Herald
Office for safe keeping.
.
The special order for 2.30 was the election of officers and was at that time taken up, resulting as
follows:
Superinten~ent, Daniel Macgregor, of
Canada; first assistant superintendent, W. N. Robinson; second assistant, Gomer R. Wells; secretary,
D. J. Krahl; treasurer, John Smith; member of library commission, E. H. Fisher; home department
superintendent, Maggie Macgregor.
A vote of thanks was unanimously tendered Bro.
T. A. Hougas for his long service as superintendent.
Bro. Oscar Anderson was elected a member of th~
auditing committee to succeed himself .
. R. S. Salyards, A. Carmichael, and John Smith
were elected members of the revising committee.
Elbert A. Smith was elected a member of the lessons committee.
The matter of contingent expenses was taken up,
and an appropriation of $500 was made.
The library commission asked the association for
an appropriation of $50 which was granted.
The matter pending at adjournment was now
taken up, and quite a lengthy discussion followed,
when Sr. Anna Salyards, Bro. Daniel Macgregor,
and Walter W. Smith were elected delegates; and
the credentials committee was authorized to issue
credentials to any and all other members of this
association who may be going.
A. resolution similar to the one passed by the
Religio relative to a juvenile history of the church
was passed, and $150 was pledged to aid in the work
of publishing such a book.
The following was moved: "Whereas, Our district associations and schools have been invited to
join the International Sunday School Association,
and many have become identified therewith, and
"Whereas, Our lesson texts are not in harmony
therewith, causing great inconvenience in our institute and convention work and also union schools
therefore, be it
·
'
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"Resolved, That we adopt the International Lesson Text and treat it from our viewpoint."
This was referred to the lessons committee.
Adjourned at 5.20 p. m.
The evening session of Api·il 5 was called to order
by the newly elected superintendency at .7.30, F. G.
Pitt offering prayer. Thirty minutes were given to
round table work conducted by Bro. Hougas, the retiring superintendent. This proved to be quite interesting and instructive. At the close of the round
table one verse of 110 of Zion's Praises was sung,
and then the assembly proceeded to the disposal of
the business left on the table at the close of the
afternoon's session.
The matter of making latter day events a part
of the lessons in the quarterly, and preparing an
advanced course of study, deferred from last year
was taken into consideration, and after some discussion was laid upon the table.
An appropriation of $25 was asked for and
granted with which to purchase Books of Mormon
to be distributed among the Indians of Oklahoma,
under the direction of the missionary in charge of
Oklahoma.
Article 5, section 1 of the by-laws for local schools,
was amended by adding, or at such times as .the

school may designate.
This closed the business of the convention and the
question box work ·was resumed at the hour of 9.15
p. m.

Sunday School..Religio Normal
Graduatione
APRIL 4.
Monday evening at 7.15 the graduating exercises
of the Normal Class were held in the upper room
of the church. There were 142 members of the
graduating class of 1910; and 57 post graduates for
this year. Quite an interesting program had been
previously arranged, consisting of papers on interesting subjects, talks, solos, and choruses, and the .
presentation of diplomas by T. A. Hougas, superintendent of the Sunday School Association.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The management of the Sanitarium desires to get
some of our church members among the women, between the ages of twenty and thirty, who will take
up work at the Sanitarium with the object of becoming trained nurses. Any desiring to investigate
should address the independence Sanitarium.
Brother Macgregor informs us that about twenty
more were baptized at Stonington and Little Deer
Isle, Maine, since last report was published.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Now it pleased several of the brethren living at Kirtland

to suggest that from that timber we have a gavel made and

APRIL 6.
The fifty-seventh annual conference of the Reorganized Chm;ch convened to-day at Independence,
Missouri, at the Stone Church, with President
Joseph Smith in the chair. Song No. 158 was sung,
. and Elder William H. Kelley offered prayer.
The First Presidency was chosen to preside during the sessions and to make appointments of conference officers.
Frederick M. Smith took charge.
Appointments were made as follows: Secretaries,
R. S. Salyards, assisted by Charles Fry and M. H.
Siegfried. Stenographers, Sr. 0. L. James, W. R.
Dexter, and Sr. Blanche Allen. Press Committee,
I. A. Smith, W. E. LaRue, and A. F. McLean.
Choristers, 0. L. James and Frank Russell, they to
choose assistants. Organists, R. G. Smith, Paul
Craig, Miss Jeanette Kelley, and Roy Morgan. Janitor service and ushering to be looked after by the
local deacon~, with such help as they need from visiting deacons.
U. W. Greene rose to a question of privilege and
presented a gavel to the First Presidency. He spoke
as follows:
ilfr. Chairnwn, beloved Saints, and fellow-workers in the
gospel of Christ: This is one of the historical days in the
history of the church, when we are to extend our congratulations to our beloved President for the fifty Icing years that he
has so ably and justly presided over this organization. I call
to mind the fact that this is also the eightieth anniversary
of the organization of the church, then consisting of six members, when under the direetions of the Spirit of God the
brethren who constituted the ministry in that day moved
forward some of them journeying toward the western country, esp~cially'blessed in their labors, succeeded in and around
Kirtland, Ohio, in converting upwards of one thousand people
in the space of a few months.
·
My beloved former president and martyr, Joseph Smith,
and ·family moved to Kirtland, and he, after so doing, received a special communication from God for the erection
of a house and temple; and that band of faithful, devoted
people moved earnestly forward in that way-the men making
every sacrifice possible, working in the quarries and upon ~he
walls of the building; and the wives and daughters workmg
in the fields and spinning and weaving, that their husbands
and sons might continue the erection of that house of God.
Some of the leading ministers frequently, when funds were
low and there was a scarcity of voluntary labor, would visit
the walls of that temple, and prayers were offered that God
would send the means for the completion of that house; and
tears wet the walls, and it was speedily completed in harmony
with divine commandment.
The time came when there was such an outpouring of the
Holy Spirit as caused that entire section of coun~ry to marv?l
and, as is still mentioned by some of the old residents to this
~~

.

.

About seven years ago the prince and power of darkness for
the third time sought the destruction of that house; and notwithstanding the corner of the temple building '':'as str1;1~k by
lightning the damage was slight; but yet agam a V1S1t of
lightning' split the corner, and from it a piece o~ timber was
taken and has been in my. possession for some time past, or,
that is, has been where I knew of its location.

presented to the Presidency. The brethren consisting of
l<'rancis Ebeling, Eben Miller, B. F. Hulmes, Bishop Becker
and myself, have had this work accomplished, and I take
pleasure on their behalf, this morning, in presenting this
gavel to the Presidency, not only because of its historical
associations, but because we love our brethren, and trust that
its acceptance from us may be a pleasure upon their part,
and its use always in the interest of right and justice _in the
assembly of the Saints.
Brother President, on behalf of the brethren named, I
present in behalf of the First Presidency, this gavel.

This gavel is made from wood torn from the Kirtland Temple by lightning. President Joseph Smith
responded as follows :
I was born, not in the shadow of that house, but at the foot
of the hill upon which it stands, in a small frame house in a
little corner room of that house up stairs, used for a storeroom, two years and a little more after the organization took
place. My memories of Kirtland are not very many nor very
vivid. I have not had the curiosity that many men have had
to visit histoi-ic places and gather relics. I do not excuse
myself for not having this peculiar mania or c;uriosity nor do
I make any apology to any that love historic places.
I take pleasure in accepting from the hand of these brethren
who have been cognizant of the fortunes of that house and
have preserved enough of it, in broken condition, to make this
present practicable. There are, I believe, but three persons
in this room who were present at the convening of the conference fifty years ago, Brn. E. C. Briggs, Davis Rogers, one an
elder, the other a deacon, and myself. I know of no others
present. I have seen these.
For many years a pencil, or a pocket knife, sometimes a
book answered the service of the presiding officea> for a gavel.
I do not remember the date of the one which I surrendered
to the board last spring, but it came from Texas from the
Saints of Texas. The hand that bore it and presented it to
the conference was that of Davis II. Bays, now gone to his
rest. It served the purpose until a present was made to one of
my colleagues, Counselor F. lVL Smith, and the condition which
surrounded and govern,ed at the time seemed to show that the
term of service in which I had been so long engaged was
nearing its close, and by consultation I surrendered that gavel
to those to whom it was presented and they made such disposition as pleased them, putting it in the archives of the
church to keep as a memorial of what active service it had
been used in. It was made from the native woods of Texas,
from lig11um vitre, and osage orange.
I take pleasure at the close of fifty years of service to
accept at the hands of this brother, representing those who
have been named, who kindly present to the Presidency as a
show a token of confidence and acknowledgment of· the motives' that should govern presiding officers, and as I hold this
gavel in my hand I look upon it as an emblem of the autho1ity
of the Master confirmed by divine will upon those chosen by
himself to preside from time to time over the interests of the
church and at the various gatherings, at the F.ssemblies of
their fellow-counsels therein.
I present it to you with the thought that this authority ha~
been acknowledged by his people and they have used the gavel
as a token of rule of order under the sentiment that order is
Heaven's first law; and you have in the past so frequently,
and often under trying circumstances when clonds seemed to
threaten from the outside and terror from within, lest that
which had been entrusted to our care should go astray and we
lose the labor that we had done,-you have so freq_uently
yielded to the peaceful suggestion of the instrument held by.
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your presiding officer, to the law which should govern men of
God. I after so long a service can lift a thankful heart to
God that that which has b~n conferred upon us by his will
has been supplemented by the presence of his Spirit in every
soul who has been called upon i;o answer the call of the gavel;
hence
I accept with pleasure this token of the authority of God
and the people of God and I need not remfud yol', for it is
well known to many of you, that for fifty years I have
missed but one session of the annual conference, that of 1889,
and with thanks to God, gratitude in my heart for the life
which has been given me, I thank these brethren for the
thoughtfulness and for the love which they have shown for the
caus\l and which they exhibit in giving to the Presidency this
token.
I pledge myself as I did fifty years ago that the cause
which we represent shall not be brought into disrepute by act
or teaching of mine contrary to the standard books of the
church and the code of good morals. I renew that pledge at
the beginning of this session of conference. I do it ·from
many considerations, one that has been with me all my life,
a resolution formed when I was but a boy <ifter my baptism
by my father, after the death of himself and my Uncle Hyrum,
when I faced the world and was recognized everywhere as
the son of the Prophet, sometimes in language unfit for men
to name and under the influence of which I was always a
marked boy and a marked man. That resolution was this,! have uttered it in the hearing of many of you. I do so again.
That was, that if there was truth in the axiom, "Like father,
like son,'' on man, speaking from my conduct, should call my
father a bad man. After fifty years of co-service you know
whether I have kept that pledge or not.
As for my compeers I thank God that when from this
frame there falls the burdens which I have tried to bear as
best I might, that burden will fall upon younger and stronger
shoulders than mine; and if there has been any portion of
wisdom given me to exercise the rule of president, it has been
from the Master and at his good will, and it shall be my
prayer that upon these younger men who take such place, there
shall be given such portion of that wisdom coming from God
that is first pure, gentle, and easy to be entreated, and that
those burdens· may be borne and "the authority resting with
them be exercised as the Master would have his servants to
be, honorable, Christian gentlemen, lovers of truth, fearless
in its defense, and willing to make the sacrifice that God
requires of human ambitions for human things, of the love
of power for power's sake, of the love of wealth for its surroundings, always seeking to discharge those duties imposed
by his divine calling in such manner that when at last the
shades of night gather over their weakened frames, as they
are gathering over mine, they shall still be found men of
truth, able and willing to trust in him; that when he comes
whose right it is to reign, who will exercise the royal gavel of
control over the world, he may have it to say in answer to the
question put by himself, "When the Son of God cometh shall
he find faith on the earth?"

rums: First, Second, and Sixth of Priests, Second,
First, and Nineteenth of Teachers ; Second, and
Thirty-seventh of Deacons.
A motion then prevaile<f to authorize the Presidency to provide for time and character of meetings
and speakers during the conference.
It was then moved and seconded that a committee
be appointed to draft resolutions to present to the
conference in regard to the death of brethren during the conference year. The motion prevailed and
Joseph Luff, George Harrington, and John Smith
were made this committee by the chair.
The order of seating was announced.
Hymn No. 134 was sung and closing prayer offered
by William H. Kelley. Adjourned to meet at 2 p. m.
April 7.
-JUBILEE ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM.
The jubilee services, commemorating the fiftieth
anniversary of President Smith's acceptance of the
presidency of the High Priesthood, have been carried·
out practically as announced in a former HERALD.
Space will not permit us to give an extended account
of these two memorable meetings. However, all
papers will be preserved and all speeches have been
reported and we hope to give our readers the benefit
of their publication later.
The large auditorium was crowded to the utmost
at both the afternoon and evening meetings, and the
church was beautifully decorated with flowers. A
large banner was placed across the room over the
rostrum, on which was the inscription, "1860-1910.
Our beloved President."
There were present of those who attended the
Amboy Conference the following who occupied seats_
on the platform: Joseph Smith, E. C. Briggs, Davis
Rogers, Mrs. W. W. Blair, Charles E. Blair, W. I.··
Taylor, Mrs. McFarland, Mrs. Strickland, and Mrs.
George Burton.
Bro. W. I. Taylor, one of these, gave a short and
·interesting talk of his remembrance of the conference and the ordination of President Smith.
All the papers were well prepared and well read,
and the large congregation was quiet and contented
to listen throughout the long programs.
After the paper by Bro. E. C. Briggs, an item of
business was presented, which was in the form of a
resolution of respect and confidence in President
Smith. It read as follows:

Report of the credentials committee was read, and
after authorizing the delegations, where too many
delegates had been reported, to confer with the credentials committee in taking off names, the report
was adopted.
A petition from the Saint Joseph Branch was referred to a committee consisting of F. F. Curtis,
Paul Hanson, and F. B. Fa1·r, to report as to consideration of the same.
Reports were then read from the followin~ quo-

Whereas, President Joseph Smith was ordained president
of the High Priesthood at Amboy, Illinois, April 6,_1860-fifty
years ago to-day, and whereas, under his administration, supported by the faithful ministry and loyal membership, the
faith of the church has been vindicated, the confidence of the
people restored, the work honored and extended at home and
abroad,
Resolved, That in connection with the celebration of the
semi-centennary jubilee anniversary we commend the administration of President Smith and express our continued
confidence in his integrity.
Resolved further, .That we commend his spirit of Christlike
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service i~ the interests of the work and of the people of God;
that we pledge him our continued support in the further
performance of his duty; praying that God may bless him
with that measure of health and grace that shall qualify him
to continue in -the administration of his important office until
in the wisdom of God his labor shall be full and complete.

To this President Smith feelingly responded as
. follows:
Time has been well employed and as is the custom of time,
has had no regard to men and women. I might speak at
considerable length. Time again admonished me that there
is a fitness on such: occasions as these to observe what time
admonishes us of,-the brevity of human life. I find myself
in the position of the apostle who, standing before the king,
said he counted himself happy to represent the cause of
which he was a representative.
I count myself happy to-day that my friends have not
waited until I was deposited in the grave bjlfore placing
. flowers upon it to manifest their good will and the love and
regard which they had for me while I was living. They
have offered me a tribute to-day that surpasses all these
.floral offerings ever placed upon the tomb of any man, who
had lived and died, and I would be unworthy of the name I
bear, unworthy of the association in which I have spent my
life, unworthy of the confidence and trust which you have
expressed toward me, unworthy of any tribute that any heart
has offered to-day, if I would not say to you I appreciate
what you have done.
It has not been the fortune of many men to sit and listen
to such encomiums as have been passed upon me and receive
such tribute for the feeble efforts which I was able to make,
as I have been permitted to hear this day. Sitting in your
midst and listening to that which h~s been said, retracing the
history of the past, the work which we have been striving
to do, I feel a sense of unworthiness so complete that I am
almost tempted to put my hand upon my mouth and say,
"Unclean," and yet, in harmony with the statement that was
made by two of those who have spoken, as I had stated it at
the Amboy Conference, I feel the assurance that the spirit
which dictated my reception at that time has borne witness
all the way along, and I believe before God it will continue
to do so; hence I have confidence in saying that when this
spirit fails to testify, men fail to receive the knowledge which
has been promised by Jesus Christ, the Great Mediator, the
Great Ambassador, one upon whom alone we can trust for
the complete establishment of that rule and that reign which
shall bring peace, universal peace to mankind.
I congratulate you this day, not upon the fact that I have
lived to meet with you, but that God has been pleased to add
such a representative assembly of witnesses to bear testimony
to these few and myself of what was done fifty years ago, and
as the Spirit has testified to these, as you have had from the
lips of Bro. E. C. Briggs, so has that Spirit testified to you,
and I bear you this tribute that in all my labors, in all my
journeying, I know not a place among the people called Latter
Day Saints where I have not and I am not now welcome as a
co-worker and as an associate. I claim no greatness in myself. I know how feeble I am; I know how weak are the
efforts which have been made, but I have been pleased to put
myself at the dictation of the forces that must govern those
who appreciate the truth, and I feel the consciousneES with
me that my motive has been always correct and good. My
efforts may have been feeble; I may have made mistakes, but
I feel absolved from blame so far as the motives underlying
it are concerned, and I conclude by quoting a portion of_ a
poem which I remember hearing Bro. Zenas H. Gurley repeat,
at times expressing the peculiarity of the judgments of men:
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"Cruel and cold are the judgments of men,
Cruel as winter, cold as the snow;
But by and by will the deed and the plan
Be judged by- the motive that lieth below."
May God's peace be with us and his Spirit continue until
the last effort has been made, until there shall come the glad
sound, "Return, thy work is done," and the reign of righteousness and peace be ushered in for evermore.

The only digression from the printed program in
the evening was a short talk by Brother Rogers, one
of those present who attended the conference at
Amboy.
The musical numbers were all fine, and the tone
of the anniversary services was grand and sublime.
In the words of one old soldier of the cross, this one
day's proceedings were worth all the sacrifice and all
the labor endured for the cause.
The following cablegram was read at the evening
service:
"GROSSLICHTERFELDE, GERMANY, April

5, 1910 .

"Pt·esident Joseph Smith:
"Hearty congratulations from Gennan Saints.
"ALEX- KIPPE.

"C. C. JOEHNK.''

THURSDAY, APRIL 7.
The nine o'clock prayer service was in charge of
Bishops Richard Bullard and Roderick May, and the
10.45 preaching was by Elder James Pycock.
The business session began at 2 p. m., with President Joseph Smith in charge. After minutes of
previous meetings had been read, Elbert A. Smith
took the chair.
The report of the Church Recorder, C. I. Carpenter, was reacl. Total number of baptisms is
2,444. Iowa leads in the number of baptisms, with
Missouri and Michigan following in order. The
present church enrollment is 60,909.
Report was then read from the Church Secretary,
R. S. Salyards, and the reading was followed by
some discussion in regard to securing rates to con~
ferences.
The Eighth Quorum of Priests reported.
A petition from the Saskatchewan District in regard to boundary lines, as also one from the Winnipeg District in regard to the same matter, were
referred to U. W. Greene, R. C. Russell, and Nelson
Wilson.
A petition from Saints in western New York in
regard to district organization was referred to a
committee consisting of U. W. Greene, H. 0. Smith,
and M. C. Fisher.
Reports were then read from the Third Quorum
of Seventy and the First Quorum. of Seventy. The
action of the latter in regard to N. C. Enge was
approved by the conference.
A communication from New South Wales was referred to the First Seventy and the Twelve.
A resolution from the conference of the Massawww.LatterDayTruth.org
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chusetts District in regard to marriage blanks was
referred to C. I. Carpe;p.ter, M. C. Fisher, and E. B.
Morgan.
A matter presented by the Utah District in regard
to the building of a church at Salt Lake City was
taken up ·and discussed at length, adjournment being taken before action was had. A motion was
made to refer to the First Presidency and the Twelve
in connection with the Bishopric.
Hymn No. 217 was sung and benediction pronounced by U. W. Greene.
·
The· evening preaching was by 0. H. Bailey, assisted by J. E. Kelley.
FRIDAY, APRIL 8.
Morning prayer meeting was in charge of William
Lewis and William Johnson. Preaching at 10.45 by
Henry Sparling, assisted by J. E. Wildermuth.
At 2 p. m. President Joseph Smith called the meeting to order. Song No. 1 was sung and Bishop R. C.
Evans offered prayer. Minutes of previous session
were read, as also a report from the credentials
committee.
By request E. A. Smith took the chair.
The matter continued from yesterday's session
was taken up, and referred to the First Presidency
and the Twelve, in connection with the Bishopric,
without further discussion.
Patriarch Joseph Lambert made a report for the
Order of Evangelists.
The Tract Committee reported, as also Committee
on Church History Revision.
The Church Historian and Assistant Church Historian made report.
Reports were read from the Eighth Quorum of
Elders, the Quorum of High Priests, the Fourteenth
Quorum of Teachers.
The committee to whom was referred the matter
presented by the Winnipeg and Saskatchewan districts in regard to boundary lines, reported, suggesting the granting of their request. The report
was adopted.
The committee on the petition from Saints in
western New York reported that in their judgment
a district should be organized, to be known as the
New York District. This report was adopted.
A communication from the British Isles Mission
was referred to the Presidency and the Quorum of
the Twelve.
The First Presidency made a report concerning
the nomination of high priests, which was adopted.
An invitation from the Lamoni Stake and the
Lamoni Branch to hold the General Conference of
1911 with the Lamoni Branch, was tabled to be
called up when time and place of holding next conference are under consideration.
The chair announced that he had a petition from
certain parties for the return of a certain missionary
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to a certain field, and requested that the body direct
them as to the disposition of similar petitions. Considerable discussion followed, and various motions
were made, but finally the whole matter was ref erred to a committee of three, F. M. Sheehy, H. C.
Smith, and F. G. Pitt, for consideration and report
in such shape that the matter can be intelligently
discussed and action taken.
Reports from the following were then read and
ordered by chair to be spread on the minutes: William H. Kelley and J. W. Wight, in charge of Mission No. 1; G. T. Griffiths, in charge of Mission No.
4; I. N. White and J. F. Curtis, in charge of Mission No. 2; U. W. Greene and R. C. Russell, in
charge of Mission No. 3; F. A. Smith, in charge of
Mission No. 5; F. M. Sheehy, in charge of Rocky
Mountain Mission.
The chair granted ten minutes to a Mr. Boyles to
present the work of a school in the 'interest of the
colored race.
The evening program was in charge of the Daughters of Zion.
SATURDAY, APRIL 9.
Morning prayer service was in charge of M. C.
Fisher and J. A. Becker; and the forenoon preaching was done by F. J. Ebeling, assisted by F. B.
Farr.
The afternoon meeting was called to order by
Pres. Joseph Smith. Opening song was No. 62, and
prayer was offered by Bishop G. H. Hilliard.
Minutes of previous meetings were read and
approved.
Frederick M. Smith took the chair by request.
The Religio Society presented resolution to the
conference, requesting the publication of a juvenile
history and the completion of the German translation of the Book of Mormon. This matter was referred to a committee consisting of F. M. Sheehy,
R. B. Trowbridge, J. A. Becker, H. C. Smith, and
F. B. Blair.
A resolution from the Religio Society that the
Book of Mormon be published in the Swedish language, the Religio pledging support to the amount
of seven hundred and fifty dollars, was indorsed, and
referred to the Presidency and the Twelve, they to
decide whether the Book of Mormon be first published in the Swedish or Spanish or in any other
language.
A report of the Church Physician, Joseph Luff,
was read.
The Seven Presidents of Seventies reported, asking for a ratification of their recommendation of the
following brethren for ordination to the office of
seventy: W. P. Bootman, Joseph T. Thompson,
A. C. Silvers, and 0. R. Miller. Upon motion these
names were considered separately. All were present
(Continued on page 389.)
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Original Articles
THE. WORD OF WISDOM.
"For my thoughts are not your _thoughts, neither are your
ways _my ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens are
higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your
ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.-Isaiah 55: 8, 9.

It is natural for mankind under various conditions
and circumstances, to look upon his ways, thoughts,
and beliefs as the best. Perhaps this is due to the
- fact that it is also natural to see plainly the faults
and imperfections of others, even of a higher tyPe,
to the ut'ter exclusion of our own of a like nature or
worse. For these reasons, if no other, we as Saints
often look upon the laws and commands of the Almighty with a feeling, oftentimes unexpressed by us,
that those laws are at fault and we can substitute
something as good or better instead. Especially is
this true when considering the temporal things of
life-money, possessions, food, drink, pleasures, etc.,
al,ld this fact can be emphasized in no better way
than by comparing the ideas and actions of men with
the Word of Wisdom as given to God's people in
these latter days.
Section 86 of the Doctrine and Covenants reads
as follows:
Behold, verily thus saith the Lord unto you, In consequence
of evils and designs which do and will exist in the hearts of
conspiring men in the last days, I have warned you, and forewarn you, by giving unto you this word of wisdom by revelation, that inasmuch as any man drinketh wine or strong
d1·ink among you, behold, it is not good, neither meet in the
sight of your Father, only in assembling yourselves together,
to offer up your sacraments before him. And, behold, this
should be wine; yea, pure wine of the grape of the vine, of
your own make. And again, strong drinks are not for the
belly, but for the washing of your bodies. And again, tobacco
is not for the body, neither for the belly, and is not good
for man, but is an herb for bruises, and all sick cattle, to be
, used with judgment and skill. And again, hot drinks are not
for the body or belly.
And again, verily I say unto you, All wholesome herbs -God
hath ordained for the constitution, nature, and use of man,
every herb in the season thereof, and every fruit in the
season thereof. All these to be used with prudence and
thanksgiving. Yea, flesh also, of beasts and of the fowls
of the air, I, the Lord, hath ordained for the use of man,
with thanksgiving.
Nevertheless, they are to be used
sparingly; and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be
used only in times of winter, or of cold, or famine. All grain
is ordained for the use of man and of beasts, to be the
staff of life, not only for man, but for the beasts of the field,
and the fowls of heaven, and all wild animals that run or
creep on the earth; and these hath God made for the use oi
man only in times of famine and excess of hunger.
All grain is good for the food of man, as also the fruit of
the vine, that which yieldeth fruit, whether in the ground or
above the ground. Nevertheless, wheat for man, and corn
for the ox, and oats for the horse, and rye for the fowls, and
for swine, and for all beasts of the field, and barley for all
useful animals, and for mild drinks, as also other grain. And
all saints who remember to keep and do these sayings,
walking in 0bedience to the commandments, shall receive
health in their navel, and marrow to their bones, and shall
find wisdom and great treasures of knowledge, even hidden
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treasures; and shall run and not be weary, and Bhall walk
and not faint; and I, the Lord, give unto them a promise that
the destroying angel· shall pass J.fY them, as the child1·en of
Israel, and not slay them. Amen.

In the above quotation we are plainly told by the
Lord just what we should do and what to avoid in
both food and drink, to receive the very best result
both physically and spiritually.
Firstly, why is this law given? "In consequence
of evils and designs which do and will exist in the
hearts of conspiring men in the last days."
Seemingly this explains about the whole matter,
and shows why God's ways and thoughts are so
much superior and in advance of ours, because of
his foreknowledge and divine insight of the future,
even to existing conditions in these present days.
Because of the love of money and worldly gain,
mankind is willing to adulterate and substitute in
the manufacturing of human food and drink to such
a degree that in many cases it is positively poisonous
to take such into the human stomach. And aside
from God's warning, science and investigation have
proved plainly, beyond a reasonable doubt, that tea
and coffee, as sold to-day, are so far from being pure
as to be almost unrecognized when compared with
the true article. Chicory, beans, peas, etc., are
added to coffee in large quantities, with slight risk
of being discovered by the average user, while tea
is composed of many kinds of dried leaves, artificially colored so as to avoid detection. This, with
the tannin that it already contains, makes a poison
that not only injures the stomach, but also helps to
ruin the nervous system, as well as work harmfully
upon the other delicate organs of the body and brain.
And what is true of these is also true in a general
way of all alcoholic drinks, as well as tobacco in
whatever form it may be. True it is that we
often see men and women and children who are
addicted to the use of some or all of these, who are
apparently well and strong; but we do not know
how much better they would be without them or
how much longer their years would be lengthened,
or how surely the poison may be working in their
system to finally form some cancerous or other fatal
disease, which they might not- otherwise have and
which often is attributed to quite another cause.
Again meat (and by the term is meant the flesh
of all living creatures of earth and air) is mentioned as harmful to mankind except under certain
conditions. A reasonable amount of meat eaten
sparingly in cold weather is beneficial to the system
in many ways; while if used in the same way in
warm weather or in lai·ge amounts at any time, it
proves to be harmful; hence the wise objection and
directions for its best use by the Lord. In place of
the above harmful articles he -has told us what to
use that we might be best benefited thereby. In_
.foods is mentioned as most important_ the herb
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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family, which consists of the products of the vegetable kingdom, including grains and cereals of all
kinds in a pure state; also fruits of the vine, while
drink may be provided from grains which when
properly prepared is as palatable as anY' drink on
earth, and far more beneficial than some in any and
every way. The above diet of food and drink as
outlined by the Lord in his divine judgment and
wisdom, is also conceded .by research and study of
man to be the best in every way for the proper
development of the muscles, flesh, blood, and brain of
the human body in the young, and equally good for
the maintenance of the same in the aged, promoting
life in its fullest and broadest sense, and giving a
power and clearness of mind and intellect never
observed in those evading this law. And to add
further to its value, we are promised by the Lord
that if Saints keep this law and comply with
its requirements, they shall not only be a healthy
people but shall possess wisdom and knowledge, and
shall be wonderfully blessed in matters of endurance; "Shah run and not be weary; shall walk and
not faint." But better than all that, the destroying
angel of disease shall pass them by even as the
children of Israel.
One other passage that I wish to call attention to
will be found in Doctrine and Covenants 85: 38:
Cease to be idle; cease to be unclean; . . . cease to. sleep
longer than is needful; retire to thy bed early, that ye .may
not be weary, arise early, that your bodies and your minds
may be invigorated.

This should have consideration with the passages
before quoted, because it is so closely connected
therewith. An individual, young or old, who is
properly employed, clean in body as well as mind,
sleeping just the amount that the natural requirements of the body demarid, in connection with keeping the law already referred to in this article, will
not only have a body strong and healthy, but a
mind clearer, an intellect brighter, and a life more
enjoyable in every way than the one who disregards such essentials of true living. Many otherwise noble and beautiful intellects have been dulled
and in some instances ruined for life by disregarding the call of nature for rest and sleep, which
pleasures and amusements have deprived them of.
And on the other hand, what. would have been a
dull, listless individual has turned out to be a bright,
active one by observing these simple (and to some
foolish) laws of the natural as well as spiritual life.
And yet in the face of such arguments and divine
and human proofs as this, we find many, alas, too
many, even among the Saints, who in part or wholly
disregard these commandments or laws, and yet
can not understand why their bodies are weak or
easily overcome by prevailing diseases, or why,
when administered to by the elders, they do not find
the cure and health they long for and expect.

"Be not deceived, God is not mocked, for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." If we,
contrary to all warning, human and divine, will
openly and continually break the laws of God and
nature, can we expect nature's God to aid us in time
when such violation has brought upon us distress
and suffering? Would he be right and just,-in
fact, would he be God if he did so? For as surely
as the human limb is burned when thrust into the
fire, so will violation and disregard of God's and
nature's law bring upon man suffering, death, and
the angel of destruction. That we may be wise in
time for our present and eternal good, is my prayer
in Jesus' name.
WALLACE A. SMALL.
0
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FIFTY YEARS OF THE PRESIDENCY OF JOSEPH SMITH.
(Paper read by Elder Heman C. Smith at Independence,
Missouri, April 6, 1910.)

To properly understand the.work of the half century of President Smith's occupancy as the chief
presiding officer of the church, during which time he
has commanded the confidence of his colaborers to
the extent that there has never been a negative vote
on the question of sustaining him, it is necessary to
take a retrospective view of conditions at the time
he assumed this position.
From the time his honored father commenced the
work which he is now to take up, the combined
powers and influence of the Christian churches had
been in opposition to the extent that it sometimes
assumed the form of violence resulting in the death
of many adherents to the faith, including President
Smith's own father, who was stricken down while
scarcely in the prime of life.
This opposition, not always scrupulous in the
means employed and now encouraged by its success
in removing the leading men of the movement, had
poisoned the public mind so that the people over
which President Smith was now called to preside
had little standing in the Christian world. Dark as
this picture seems, a still sadder chapter, it is our
duty to record, viz, that some of the adherents of the
latter-day message, including men who were prominently known as its leading defenders, had by reprehensible methods, dishonorable conduct, and immoral
practices brought shame upon the fair name of the
church," reflecting upon the memory of her early
defenders. This had strengthened the opposition
from without and served to make those who had
hitherto hesitated enlist their sympathies and active
cooperation with the opposition. It was truly a
time that tried men's souls, and the faith of many
was overthrown.
Many leaders had arisen, some no doubt trying
honestly and bravely to stem the tide of apostasy
and corruption, others ambitious for power were
preying upon the credulity of the trusting, confiding
Saints. This condition of things had made even
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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those who were true to the faith suspicious of any
man who aspired to lead or advise them.
This was. the condition which faced President
Smith, on the 6th of April, 1860, when a young,
untried, inexperienced man of twenty-eight years,
Without was a determined, strongly entrenched
foe; among those professing faith ill the latter day
dispensation was a strong, well-organized opposition
under the dominion of a corrupted priesthood. In
a scattered, disheartened, chaotic, suspicious yet
honorable contingency the hope of Israel rested.
Chiefly from this. element must come the support
which would make a reorganization possible.
Preparation had been made for his reception by a
small band who had been struggling for several
years against almost crushing opposition from without and dissension from within.
The history of the half century of President
Smith's incumbency would be incomplete without
mention of such names as William Marks, Jason W.
Briggs, Zenos H. Gurley, sr., Samuel Po•vers, William W. Blair, Samuel H. Gurley, Edmund C. Briggs,
Israel L. Rogers, James Blakeslee,' Josiah Ells, and
many other strong men and true who though often
deceived and disappointed rallied to the support of
the young prophet. Nor would the efforts of these
men have been effectual but for the loyal support of
the rank and file who closed up to the gospel banner
to renew the struggle for the faith so dear to them.
As applied to this condition how appropriate are
the following words from the first general epistle
of Joseph Smith dated July 19, 1861:
In the name of the God <if Abraham, of Isaac, and of
Jacob, I now call upon all the scattered Saints, upon all the
broad earth, to arise, and shake off the sleep that hath bound
them these many years, take on the armor of the just, calling
on the name of the Lord for help, and unite once more for the
emancipation of the honest in heart from the power of false
doctrines and the shackles of sin.
In the name of bleeding Zion, I call upon all those who
have been wandering in by and forbidden paths and have
been Jed astray by wicked and designing men, to turn from
their scenes of wickedness and sins of convenience, to turn
from their servitude to Satan, in all his seductive devices;
from vice in every phase, and from the labor of sin, the wages
whereof are ever death, unto their true and delightsome
allegiance to the principles of the gospel of peace, to the
paths of wisdom, to the homage of that God that brought
the children of Israel out of bondage; to turn and remember
the new covenant, even the Book of Mormon; to lay hold
anew upon the rod of iron which surely leads to the tree of
life; to remember that those who live to the Lord- keep his
commandments, and that the promises are unto the faithful,
and the reward unto those that endure unto the end.
And in the name of the Lord of Hosts, I call upon all the
inhabitants of the earth to repent, believe, and be baptized,
for the time cometh when the judgments of God are to be
poured out upon all nations, and the besom of God's wrath
shall smoke through the land; when men shall know that
there is a God in Israel, and he is mighty to punish or to
save; that the prayers of those under the altar have been
heard, and a swift retribution is to come, when the despoiler
will be despoiled; when those who denied justice shall be
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judged, and the measure meted unto others shall be meted
unto them; when the prisoner shall go free, the oppressed
be redeemed, and all Israel shall cry, "Glory to God in the
highest .be given, for he that is Jong-suffering and slow to
anger, has arisen, and shall bring again Zion." Amen and
amen.

Those who have watched anxiously though perhaps suspiciously the culmination of events will
recognize the fact that the young prophet had
grasped the situation, and thousands who have not
yet awakened to the importance of this message
will yet recognize in these words the voice of God
to them.
The success of President Joseph Smith and his
associates depended solely upon the inherent power
of truth in the message they bore upheld by him in
whose name they lifted the banner of justice and
truth, for there was no other source to which they
could appeal for help, and to realize the full benefit
of these they must not only be in harmony with the
word of truth, but must be imbued with the spirit
of truth.
Realizing this President Smith struck the keynote
of success in his speech of accepta;ce delivered
fifty years ago to-day at Amboy, Illinois. He said:
I would say to you, brethren, as I hope you may be, and
in faith I trust you are, as a people that God has promised
his blessings upon, I came not here of myself, but by the
influence of the Spirit. For some time past I have received
manifestations pointing to the position which I am about to
assume.
I wish to say that I have come here not to be dictated by
any men or set of men. I have come in obedience to a power
not my own, and shall be dictated by the power that sent me.
God works by means best known to himself, and I feel
that for some time past he has been pointing out a work
for me to do.
For two or three years past deputations have been waiting
on me, urging me to assume the responsibilities of the
leadership of the church; but· I have answered each and
everyone of them that I did not wish to trifle with the faith
of the people.
I do not propose to assume this position in order to amass
wealth out of it, neither have I sought it as a profit.
I know opinions are various in relation to these matters.
I have conversed with those who told me they would not hesitate one moment in assuming the high and powerful position
as leader of this people. But I have been well aware of the
motives which might be ascribed to me,-motives of various
kinds, at the foundation of all which is selfislmess,-should
I come forth to stand in the place where my father stood.
I have believed that should I come without the guarantee
of the people, I should be received in blindness, and would be
liable to be accused of false motives. Neither would I come
to you without receiving favor from my heavenly Father•...
Should you take me as a leader, ·I propose that all should
be dealt by in mercy, open as to Gentile or Jew; but I ask not
to be received except as by the ordinances of the church.
Some, who had ought to know the proprieties of the church,
have told me that no certain form was necessary for me to
assume the leadership-that the position came by right of
lineage; yet I know that if I attempted to lead as a prophet
by these considerations, and not by a call from Heaven, men
would not be led to believe who do not believe now. And so
·I have come not of my own dictation to this sacred office.
I believe that we. owe duties to our country and to society
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ings of the church difference of opinion would arise
which would sometimes produce bitterness and distrust; nor would it be wise or true to state that
President Joseph Smith, his colleagues, or the body
as a whole have made no mistakes, yet notwithstanding this formidable array of opposing forces, and the
inherent weakness of her devotees, the church has
moved steadily onward, redeeming her pledges, .sustaining her faith, making honorable her name, until
to-day her representatives are honored almost universally and her reputation for good is known
throughout the world, or so far as Christian civilization has extended its benign influence.
Though President Smith has reached the advanced
age of nearly seventy-eight years and his bodily
powers ·are becoming impaired, he has lived to see
one of his earliest predictions realized, viz, that he
would live to see the name of a Latter Day Saint
honorable among men; and he has had the satisfaction of seeing the little band with whom he cast his
lot fifty years ago become a mighty host, and 'the
message they bore carried triumphantly to almost
every part of his native land, to many parts of
It is but proper to say that these high conceptions
Europe, to far away Australia, and the islands of
of honor, fidelity, virtue, and truth were not only
the sea. To see this mighty host well organized and
the results of inherent forces transmitted by an
disciplined marching on to victory, a solid phalanx
honorable and virtuous father, and a saintly and
keeping step to the music of the angel message, must
virtuous mother; but that these forces were directed
be a cheering sight to one grown old in service
by the wise, constant, and undeviating hand of that
who has given his powers to the establishment of
faithful and devoted mother upon whose care he
the cause, as he must to a great extent see the burhad been thrown by the cruel death of his father,
dens he has so faithfully home placed upon other
and who on this auspicious day was by his side
shoulders.
encouraging him to stand for God and the right.
Though in the sunset of his life he can but regret
Nor was President Smith in this conflict against
that
his failing powers remove him largely from
overwhelming odds subject to the embarrassment
that the Master was of whom it is said, "Neither active service, sweet indeed must be the retrospect
did his brethren believe on him," for very soon that presents to his mind the thousands whose faith
after his resolve to stand by and defend the dis- has been saved, and whose hopes have been renewed
credited faith to his fathers, his loyal brothers, · through his fifty years of service; and "as ways
Alexander and David were at his side with him to have grown short that seemed once to be long,"
share whatever of shame, contumely, or honor might gladly he joins "in that triumphant song," as
be his portion, and there unflinchingly they stood so "tenderly, tenderly God leadeth him 'on."
Though many brave men, including his two belong as life and reason remained.
brothers who have fought side by side with
loved
The call to repentance was also heard by some
among the factions who turned from their alle- him to achieve these glorious results, have gone
giance to erring or designing leaders and took their down in death, and left him to keep ·a more lonely
place among the leading representatives of the vigil, they are waiting to welcome him to that shinchurch, prominent among whom appear such ing shore where the seducers of his honored name
honored names as Charles Derry and James Caffall, can no more intrude and he may receive the full
each of whom occupied with credit in the Quorum of fruition of his long cherished hope.
And now, President Smith, let me assure you that
Twelve.
We can not here speak of all who nobly worked not only in the assembly but wherever in this wide
for the success of the cause; nor can we go into the world there beats the heart of a true Latter Day
details as to the result obtained. We have but to Saint, you enjoy the confidence and the sustaining
contrast present conditions with the picture we prayers of that heart, and permit me to assure you
have presented to give an idea of the results of fifty that ·all the mental and bodily powers of this mighty
host, together with all we possess, are laid upon the
years of the presidency of Josef)h Smith.
It was to be expected that in the practical work- altar of God and his truth, and are consecrated to

and are amenable to the laws of the land, and I have always
considered it my duty to act upon this principle; and I do
say that among the people where I live I have as many
good and true friends as I could desire among those of any
society.
The people of Hancock County have been strongly antiMormon, and there I know of no .enemies. I have been engaged in business with anti-Mormons, I have mingled with
them, and have not only been obliged not .·to make any
remarks, which might give offense, but also to smother my
own feelings, if I had any. I hold no enmity to any man
living who has fought this doctrine; nor do I know any who
hold enmity towards me. I hope there are none.
In conclusion, I will come to you if you will receive me,
give my ability, and the influence my name may bring,
together with what little power I possess; and I trust by
your prayers and faith to be sustained. I pledge myself to
·promulgate no doctrine that shall not be approved by you
or the code of good morals.
I have my shortcomings, but I trust as a leader I shall do
nothing to lead astray. If I do so, I shall expect condemnation; for I am satisfied that this people, governed by the
same policy, would serve me worse than they have Brigham
Young before, for I would be wholly deserted . . . .
I do not care to say any more at present, but will simply
add that if the same Spirit which prompts my coming,
prompts also my reception, I am with you.
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the success of that cause to which you have given
your life powers.

EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

Mr.s. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
Etzenhouser, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
Daught"ra of Zion Reading for Mnv.
POSITIVE VS. NEGATIVE.

A gentleman once owned a park. He opened it to the
public with the restriction: "Keep off the grass," but,
strange to say, the people still walked on the grass. In fact,
the .sign just seemed to suggest to some that the grass
would be preferable to the walk. It rather annoyed them to
be told "not" to do a thing-some people are like that, you
know. In fact, this feeling of wanting to do the thing that
is not allowable is so common that it has been said to be
"human nature."
So the sign did not have the desired
effect. The gentleman saw this and, being himself somewhat of a student of human nature, he changed the sign
to: "Please keep on the path," and was delighted to find
that this sign accomplished his purpose.
Children, as well as grown persons, often res_ent being
told "not" to do things. The feeling is probably ~tronger
with them than with adults, for they are governed largely
by their feelings-they do not reason about things, as we
do. So, instead of telling a child "not" to do a thing, if we
reverse it and say: "Please do so and so" it will have a much
better result.
Did you ever watch yourself to see how many times in
the day you say "don't" to your children? We are so likely
to say:
"Don't slam the door!"
"Don't touch that book!"
. "Don't spill your milk on the tablecloth!"
"Don't call your little brother names!"
"Don't scratch that chair!"
Now every time we say "don't" we could just as easily
reverse it to a "do," and the effect on the child would be
much better.
Children who are constantly being nagged at with "don't
do this" and "don't do that," are sure to become faultfinders
themselves, always looking for flaws, always criticising others. The world has already plenty of such people. Let us
strive to have the children belong to the bright, cheery,
optimistic class, always on the lookout for excellence-the
most beautiful of all characters, seeing all men as "made
in the image of God" and in each life, if they look for it,
finding something of that image.
Amongst the passengers on board a train one day were
a mother and her pretty little girl of about four years of
age. The child was so bright and attractive that she soon
drew to herself the attention of all the passengers. She
was evidently what is commonly known as a "spoiled child,"
for the mother could be heard telling· several of her fellowpassengers that she "never saw such a child," she "could
do nothing with her." The little girl was waltzing up and
down the aisle of the car, and the mother kept calling,
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"Elizabeth, come here at once," in ·a peremptory to11e. Elizabeth for a long time did not pay the slightest heed to this
command; finally th_e mother went and dragged the child
to her seat. After that the commands from her mother came
thick and fast-"Don't put your feet on that seat"-"Don't
untie your bonnet"-"Don't open that parcel"-"Don't handle
my muff,'' etc., etc. Finally the child herself could stand it no
longer and she said, "Mother, I won't do one thing nwre
unless yoit say please."
Can any mother exp_ect her child to say "please,'' if she,
herself, fails to do so in making requests of the child?
Is it any wonder that a bright, healthy child, under such
circumstances, would be what is ~ommonly considered so
"bad"? Children must have some outlet for their activity.
It is very unreasonable to expect children, even on a railway
train, to sit on their seat and do nothing-to just "be still."
If, instead of saying, "don't do this," and "don't do that,''
the mother had only-if but once--given the child something
to do, or turned her attention in another direction,, with such
remarks as: "What funny windows these are"-"Here is
a piece of paper and you can play you are making tickets
for all the passengers"-"Here is a pencil so that you can
mark on yom:. tickets where they are for,'' etc. Oftentimes,
the "bad child,'' so considered, is only the child who is thoroughly healthy or unusually bright, but is given no outlet
for her physical or mental energy. The "mischief" into
which she gets is simply her only available means of employing her natural activity.
Not long ago I heard of a girl who said to her aunt with
whom she was visiting, "I like to live with you, for you make
me mind."
When in her own home she had been governed largely by
her own caprice, but this aunt was firm in permitting her
niece to do only what was best.
Let your commands be firm and given only for the child's
best welfare, always remembering that children p'ossess a
child's nature and not that of an adult. Then-expect obedience and have it.-Marion Wathen in American Motherhood.
HOW JOHNNIE LEARNED TO WIPE HIS FEET.

"Did you wipe your feet, Johnnie?"
"No, mamma; I forgot."
"Run back and do it then, please."
"Yes, mamma."
There was a prolonged and energetic scraping and rubbing
of two obedient feet on the hall rug.
"Mamma, won't you teil me why you have to wipe your
feet every time you come into the house?"
"Yes, if you can not find out for yourself."
Johnnie looked interested. Mamma always let him find
out things for himself when he could. He had found already
that there was always a reason behind her commands, and
he enjoyed hunting for it.
"Where can I begin?"
"Well, walk all around the rooms, and, when you are near
the beginning place, I'll say 'Warm!'"
'l'hat was just like mamma, and Johnnie knew he was
going to have a good time. He went through the two parlors, but mamma was silent. Johnnie was watching her
over his shoulder, and hardly knew when he crossed the
threshold into the library.
"Warm!" cried mamma, suddenly.
Johnnie halted promptly and looked all about him.
"Don't look too high for the reasons of things," said
mamma with a smile, as Johnnie, not budging an inch, stood
rolling his eyes toward the ceiling.
"Warmer!" as the little lad began to look toward the
floor.
"Oh, I spy!" said Johnnie suddenly. And he picked up
a big cake of dry mud from the carpet. "I've found out,
mammal"
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"That is one reason, but there are others."
particles, so small that he had not known they were there
"In the house, mamma ?"
until the strong sun lighted them up.
"Yes, but you can't see them just yet." "You see, Johnnie, the mud and dirt brought into the
"Why can't I see them now, mamma ?"
house are ground up fine by our feet, and then set moving
Mamma laughed and gave Johnnie a kiss. Then she about in the air by the movenients of people and the drafts
handed him pencil and paper.
through the room. The more mud-brought in, the more dust
"I will write a question on this paper, and you may have for us to breathe. Now that you know what mud is made
until to-morrow night to answer it,-'What makes mud?'" of, you can see that it is not ve~·y good stuff to take into
"Ho! that's easy! Water and dirt!"
our lungs."
"Yes. Write it this way: 'What makes mud?' '1. Mois"Oh, mamma, you won't have to tell me to wipe my feet
ture. 2. Dirt.' Write down everything that you see dropped ' any more. I'll cjo it every time, if I don't forget.''
and left on the sidewalk or in the street. If it is wet, like
Just then mamma took a little red note book from her
water, put it under 'Moisture'; if not, put it under 'Dirt.'" work basket and wrote something in it. Johnnie thought
"Oh, mamma, what a nice "play!"
that she wrote down his promise. lVIamma did that some-·
Johnnie moved over to the window.
times and had a queer way of letting Johnnie look ove1' her
"Hullo, hete's the sp1inkler! Do you spell 'water' with note book about the time when he had failed to keep his
an 'a' or an 'o' mamma ?"
word. To-day,- however, she wrote:
"W-a-t-e-r," said mamma, without a smile.
"Get a good microscope for Johnnie's Christmas present.
She never laughed at Johnnie's mistakes, and that was If he forgets to wipe his feet, show him the dangers of
what made Johnnie think that she was "lots nicer'n other dust."
• ' I' JTli
boys' mammas.''
And that is the way Johnnie's mother helped her
t~·
Presently the city carts came along to gather up the remember to wipe his feet.-The Sunday-Sclwol Times.
garbage. The barrels were heavy, and the men, to save
lifting them, emptied the contents upon the street, and then
Questions on_ May Reading.
shoveled it into the carts. They left a good amount behind
\Vhy was the notice, "Please keep on .the path," more
them, however, and Johnnie got quite excited over trying to
write down all the different things of which he saw rem- effective than the one "Keep off the grass"? How are both
nants. Mamma suggested that "garbage" would cover it children and adults affected by prohibitory commands? What
all, so Johnnie, after much wrinkling of his forehead and could be substituted for the negative commands here enumertwisting of his tongue, wrote "Gobbige," for mamma was ated? What is the probable result of nagging at a child?
What shall we teach our children to look for? What is
called away just then.
The ashman came down the street, and he, too, tipped displayed on the part of the parent who says he can do
over the barrels, and shoveled the ashes into the cart,-all nothing with his child? Why should a parent say please
but what blew away; for the wind was high, and a large to his child? What is the best course to pursue with a restpart of every shovelful went" flying over the street.
less, active child? Why dld the child like the aunt who made
her mind? Which teacher do children at school like best, the
;Mamma was gone a long time, but when she returned,
one who requires obedience or the one who does not? How
Johnnie called her to the window.
"I don't know how to say things, mamma. There are does it affect a child whether or not the one commanding
him expects to be obeyed?
the sewer men cleaning out the sewers, and they spill the
dirty stuff on the street. Then a wagon went by full of
What is the attitude of this mother toward her boy? What
old bones and meat from the market, and some of that had he learned was always behind her commands? In what
dropped from the cart. Then there are the horses and dogs way did he come to understand these reasons? What beneand cats, and oh, mamma ! I don't think mud is nice; do fits would the boy derive from this game while searching
you?" Johnnie's little nose was all puckered up with dis- for mother's reasons? How would this mother's method comgust.
pare with the negative method of attempting to control a
"No, Johnnie.''
child by "don'ts"? How did she treat her boy's mistakes?
Mamma smiled meaningly.
What do you think of her reminders from the notebook? How
"Oh, mammal I've found out already, haven't I, mamma?"
could her method of teaching her boy in regard to dust be
"Yes, part of it."
applied ·to other things?
"What else is there, mamma ?"
"Draw two circles of the same size on your paper.''
Program.
So Johnnie got the compasses which ·mamma had given him
Hymn No. - , Saints' Hymnal; reading from Home Column
for a birthday present,-they had so many circles to draw
with discussion; paper, "Expecting to be obeyed"; paper,
that mamma taught Johnnie how to do them-and drew two
"Helping a child to discover the reasons for things"; roll
circles each about an inch across.
"Put eleven dots in one. Just scatter them about any- call; business; closing hymn and prayer.
where. Now put two hundred dots in the other.''
Request fqr Prayer.
"My, what a lot for that little circle!"
Sr. Annie Roberts, Dayton, Nevada, asks for prayers that
"Now, suppose that every dot is a grain of dust. Would
you rather breathe air with eleven grains of dust in it or she may get well. She has suffered for ten years.
. air with two hundred grains in it?"
"I guess the two hundred dots would choke us,-don't you,
"We may not put our burden on our brother, but we may
mamma?"
lean on God. He knows us personally.. He does not know
"That depends. Will you close the blinds to that front the ocean only, but the drop; not the Milky Way, but the
star; not the meadow, but the flower; not the mass, but the
window, where the sun shines so bright?"
"When the blinds were closed, mamma hung: a dark cloth atom; not the million, but the man. He knows your name,
over the window, and cut a little hole in it right over a crack your street, your number, your trade. He knows you and
in the shutters, so that the bright sunlight came through in knows you altogether. And he can bear your burden. It
a long pencil of light. Then Johnnie saw myriads of little dust would crush your neighbor, but it will not crush him."

bo;
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Letter Department
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, i\faTch 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: I want to thank the Saints and friends who
have so lavishly bestowed tokens of love and friendship upon
us as a family in our protracted affliction and bereavement.
For foui· years my wife battled with that dreaded monster,
cancer, which had taxed the skill of all whom we had enlisted
in the way of physicians and nurses. For three years the
Saints and friends of Nanaimo, BTitish Columbia, manifested their love by untiTing efforts to comfo'rt and cheer, for
the suffering one. It not only alleviated pain, but there was
;that spirit of sympathy so prominent that every word and
every act left a lasting impression, and many times when
left to ourselves my wife would remark: "What a comfort
they are to me."
In July, 1909, we moved to Seattle, Washington, with a
view of being better able to perform the duties placed upon
us, but her health was such as to make it impossible foT me
to leave her. She was able to attend our reunion held during
August, and bore up well until the last day. From September her strength waned rapidly, until on the first Sunday in
September the Seattle Branch fasted for her. From that
time on improvement was noticeable, and on the 13th of February she attended meeting at the church, bearing a testimony to the mercy and love of God. On the 17th she took
a severe spell and continued to sink, dying on the morning of
the 23d. We can never expect to repay the Saints of Seattle
for their kindness in every respect. :May God reward them
(and he will) for their kindness. They never came empty
handed.
My second reason for penning this letter· is to confess
before God and man the opportunity I have missed in life of
developing the Christ-like spirit of resignation. How often,
yes, repeatedly, have I complained because of my companion's
condition, and how often she admonished me to be patient,
because there was a wise purpose behind it all. I could not
see it, but oh, how forcibly it was impressed upon me when
the end came, that an opportunity had passed for ever. Dear
Saints, whatever may come to you in life over which you have
no control, try to be patient.
I adopt this means of thanking Saints and friends who
wrote words of comfort to us. We again take up the work
that it has pleased God to impose upon us, and solicit the
prayers of all for our ultimate success in this warfare. With
confidence in this as the marvelous work and a wonder,
WILLIAM JOHNSON.
SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA, March, 3, 1910.
Decir Herald: When the dear HERALD falls into my hands,
I am hungry to receive any and all of the blessed things it contains, which are many. The soul stirring letters that appear
from the brothers and sisters certainly cheer the heart and
make a person more determined to pr~ss on to the end of this
earth life. I was much impressed with a letter in the issue of
February 16, 1910, by Bro. Edward Rannie, touching upon
the work of the Interstate Institute, held at Independence,
Missouri, December 28 and 29. Regarding the innovation of
having members of other churches take part in the exercises,
it may be an innovatio.n if others choose to call it such; but
it is the only way to interest people in what we have to present to them, to get them to see and also to feel that it is our
desire to do them good, and make them feel that there is
something besides cold formality. I am truly sorry that such
· a sentiment exists in the mind of a Latter Day Saint, that
there is no room for one not of our faith to work with or
amongst us.
The thought brings to mind an incid:nt which occurred
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some time ago in a western village where there wa~ a 'thriving Sunday school composed of Latter Day Saints and nonLatter Day Saints working together for good. The time came
when one of the faith gave out that there was enough of the
Latter Day Saints to run the thing and the outsiders were
. not needed, which was equivalent to saying "not wanted."
The good that the school might have done became limited
from that time and even to this day the people of the community have not forgotten the insult, as they call"d it.
I believe that there is room in this work for all, and in
the great heart of God and his Christ there is room for every
honest, earnest worker, and if the children of the kingdom
wish to reflect the eternal light to those who sit in darkness,
they will have to learn that it can not be done whiJe they,
themselves, possess the spirit of "Keep away from me, for
I am holier than thou." They must cultivate the spirit of
"Come, let us reason together." Invite them, and if they have
views to present, let them present them; if they wish to assist
in the singing·, let them assist inasmuch as their doings are
in no way detrimental to our great work, and if they are
seeking to become better informed, opportunity will be given
to correct any error that may occur, and thus it will enable
us to teach them the very things that God has put into our
hands to deliver to the nations.
We are all human and the cold, formal ostracism of the
world affects us. How gladly we would be heard in other
houses of worship, or institutes, or Sunday schools, if opportunity was offered, and how keenly we feel the spirit of "We
do not need that any teach us; especially you." I call to mind
not long ago when I was sent as a delegate to the Lake
County convention of State Sunday schools, and was not
permitted to speak, nor even asked to come forward to take
my place among the other delegates and the only place my
voice was heard was in foe class as a scholar. From that
time I decided never to use anyone in such manner,. for if
we ever expect to win people to Christ it must be done through
the same Spirit that was manifested in Jesus Christ when he
said, "When I am lifted up I will draw all men unto me."
But I see there is a possibility of us being· lifted up in our
own imagination, and thereby make others feel out of place
in our presence, by virtue of our not being in possession of
our understanding the spirit that led the Christ to talk with
his enemies, the Samaritans, the ostracised publican; to talk
with and instruct the sinner; to comfort, heal, and bless those
who were not of the faith. How my soul was made gfad only
a few days ago when it was my privilege to talk in the house
of a friend, who is not in this church, when I heard him
speak so kindly of the elders who had been there and especially when I heard him say to his wife, "Now, look here, I
am going to have a room fitted up, so that when the elders
come to visit us, they can stay with us." Such statements as
those are as refreshing to the soul of an elder as the water
from the Rock of Horeb to the famishing Israelites, and it
does one's soul good to talk with such a person who is willing
to be taught the things of a higher life. May God abundantly
bless all such and help us not to chide or snub them, and make
them feel they have no room in our hearts or conventions,
institutes, or in fact any of our doings. We have now a
number of homes of people of other beliefs open to us for
preaching, which we are pleased to take advantage of, and
have instituted Bible readi.ngs, or classes where a goodly number meet every Tuesday evening for study. Honest and good
people meet at these places and good is being accomplished,
and if properly continued will mean the education of and
gathering into the church some that will be an honor to this
cause. They are given place, they are privileged to ask
questions, to express their opinions just as freely as if they
were members, and they surely appreciate it.
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We deplore the spirit of intolerance; it should not have
place in the heart of one who calls himself a Latter Day
Saint. Let us seek to become more like our Lord and Savior,
Jesus Christ. Allow him to lift us by exalting us, because
of our humility, and when thus exalted we shall be able to
see the good in all men, and work for the advancement of
•that which is good. ]\fay God help us so to do.
May the Father in heaven so bless us with divine grace,
that we may endure in the conflict of life and finally be found
to be worthy of a crown of life, is my prayer.
A. E. STONE.
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the oldest son .o{ Nathan Lindsey, whom the older Saints of
Gallands Grove will remember. To them I will say we have
a fine country up here. Brother Baughman and myself and
everybody else in this country are doing well. One of Brother
Baughman's sons died last fall. We !mew him by the name of
Chan. This was a very sad bereavement to the family and
of regret· to all who knew him. One other of our members
passed into the realm of the future a week ago, Sister Kirkpatrick, who lives three miles west of here. The family .was
under quarantine at the time and none were allowed to attend
the funeral. But Brother Kirkpatrick and family have the
sympathy of the entire community in this hour of bereavement.
May we all be found worthy of God's mercy and love,
Yours in gospel bonds,
G. W. LINDSEY.

SENTINEL BUTTE, NORTH DAKOTA, March 3, 1910.
Editors Herald: In reading my HERALD over this morning
I see a letter from one Bro. W. S. Powers, of Portland,
Maine, under date of January 22, 1910, in which he tells his
experience with the usual method the niethodist :ministry
WmT, INDIANA, March 2, 1910.
adopt in pulling people into their net. These things I have
Dear Herald: I have enjoyed reading the good sermons,
met with hundreds of times. I will tell my policy and give
my reasons. When they ask these questions I sit still and articles, and letters contained in your aolunms, which have
make no response unless directly asked as the brother was, many times brought joy and peace to my soul and I feel I
then I depentl upon the aid of the Spirit to assist me in want to contribute a few lines this time. It will be two years
on May 19 since I embraced the everlasting gospel. About
whatever conversation may take place.
In refusing to respond to their questions I hold I do not twelve years ago I c01mnenced reading the Bible, and I got
commit myself to any propositions. Their questions are only so taken up with it that I would spend every spare moment
their requests. In other words, they simply request you to in reading it, and I soon got to feeling that I would some day
stand "if you want to go to heaven."' If you do not stand preach the gospel, although I had never heard more than
up, it does not necessarily signify that you do not want to go two or three sermons, preached by a Lutheran minister. I
to heaven. It means that you refuse to tell him whether you soon informed my mother of the deep impression made upon
want to go to heaven or not. In other words you do not me by reading the Bible, and' she rejoiced to learn that she
regard that it is any of' his business. At the worst, your had one son who would some day preach the gospel. My
parents were both very religious, but as they belonged to the
conduct might ht! considered only an incivility.
Now reasons: First, the method is a trap to draw the Congregational Church and there was no church near us, they
unwary into their clutches where they can either embarrass did not attend any. \,Veil, mother said to preach the gospel
them or humiliate them before an audience, or compel them I should go to college and study for the ministry, but said
to acquiesce in what he may be preaching, and is of the they were not able to help me, so I would have to wait. I
Devil, seeking to take advantage of those who are not able went away from home to earn money to go on and I went
to defend themselves before an audience. In rising you lend where there was a Congregational Church. I worked there
him influence in that any friend having confidence in you two years and by this time I got quite well acquainted with
may be led into his power by your action. I am only a lay the teachings of the Bible, and I got to feeling that to go to
member and of course my position would not have the weight college was not God's way of sending out his servants, and
of that of an elder. There is one further reason: they do I told the ministers how I felt.
Well, they said that was all right for the days of the
not only seek to get your friends but they seek to get you.
Now comes the next quedion after the heaven question: All apostles, but it would not do now, as the times have changed.
those desiring to go to heaven are requested to come up to So I let them persuade me to go, although I went against my
the altar while we el1gage in a season of prayer. Now there convictions. I went to Gernuin-English College, at Wilton
comes a time when you have got to part with their ways. Junction, as I was going to study the German. I studied in
It is better to begin before you have lent them any aid, and college four years, but was dissatisfied all the time I was
before you have submitted yourself to any temptation. Their there. The students and teachers and I could not agree very
doctrine is a deception and I feel certain of it, and so I well, as I believed the Bible and they only about half of it.
positively refuse them aid in it, so far as it seeks to lead So I left college, although they wanted me to take four more
years of it, and shortly after leaving it they gave me a church
people after jt.
We are having fine weather now; have had lots of snow to preach in and I was not even ordained. I preached about
this winter and rnmetimes pretty cold, but there has been no five months for them with quite good success, yet I felt there
suffering among the farmers. Sheep and range cattle have was something lacking, and I was always looking for the
had a hard time this winter, because they had to live out on church of Jesus Christ, built upon the foundation of the
the range all the season, and the pasturage has been covered apostles and prophets, and thinking I had found it I united
too deep for them. I have just received a letter from with what they call the Church of God. I was soon disapBrother Houghton, of Clitherall, Minnesota, one of. our mis- pointed with it, but thank God for his guidance.
In l\fay, 1908, at Valley Junction, Wisconsin, I was privisionaries. He was here late last fall, and gave us a few sermons which were bread in due season. He preached able leged to hear the fullness of the gospel, as Elder W. P.
sermons and got rnme few interested. But the weather then Robimon was there holding some meetings in a schoolhouse.
being so cold, we thought perhaps a warmer season would be 'l'he first sermon I heard I felt that it was what I had been
more appropriate for reaching the people. There are three or , looking for for years, and after hearing a few sermons, I·
four families of Saints within a distance of ten miles around ~ould not wait any longer, and was baptized on· May 19; and
here, and we have an elder about twenty miles south, Brother on June 14 I was ordained a priest. Twice I was spoken to
Baughman, formerly of Gallands Grove, Iowa. To the Gal- and told that if faithful I would yet take the angel's message
lands Grove Saints reading this we extend greetings. I am to Germany. Since July, 1909, I have been appointed to labo1•
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in the Southern Indiana District; and as Eldei;- William Dow- with wonder to know what it all meant, the sky having atker and I have labored together most of the time sine<> I came tra.cted my attention mostly, I questioned the guide regarding
·into the-district, and as he wxote a letter to youi' columns just my surroundings. He informed me that I was nearing the
before the holidays telling of our labors together, I will take entrance of heaven. Suddenly I heard sweet voices singing
it up where he left off.
soft and low, as if coming from afar. I turned my eyes ·in
At the time he wrote I had just gone up to Indianapolis to the direction from whel1ce I heard the singing and saw a boat .
spend the holidays. I enjoyed the two weeks spent with the just turning the bend, coming nearer to the place where I was'
Saints very much. The elders that are acquainted with Bro. resting. Slowing a little as it came nea~·er, so as to give me a
and Sr. Charles H. Fish, know that they know how to make chance to see it better, I observed the boat was filled with
the elders feel at home, and the writer was well remembered people, the most of whom were women, who seemed to be the
with Christmas presents. Leaving Indianapolis on January principal singers. Suddenly they sang out louder and grander
2, I stopped over night with Tempests at Terre Haute and and then sailed away. I watched them out of sight, and
the next day I went to Clay City, where Brother Dowker and · sweet melody dying out in the distance, with them .. I turned
myself again took up the work. Had some interesting meet- to the guide and asked what it was; he informed me that the
ings there and left some near the kingdom. Bro. Charles T. boat rested upon air, the same as I was resting upon. He
Davis, who is presiding priest, is faithfully feeding the little bade me behold the scenery, rest and be quiet, and the boat
flock on the bread of life evei·y Lord's day. From Clay City would come our way again soon. As I had learned in earth
we· went to Cincinnati, where we got the use of the Union life that obedience is one of the grand laws to be observed, I
Church.· As we could get no place to stay but in the hotel, and immediately obeyed, casting my eyes in the direction from
not having the means to go on with the work in that way, which the boat would come. I again heard the sweet voices
we went to Hyatt, where we continued meetings for about and knew the boat was coming my way. It soon appeared in
ten nights, with a full schoolhouse. There are some here the distance, slowing gradually as it neared, until it stopped
believing the work, but they are not willing to obey it. There in front of me as before, thus giving me another opportunity
was quite a branch a few years ago, but most of the Saints to view the occupants. The outside of the boat resembled
have moved away. Leaving Hyatt, we \Vent to Washington, the· color of the sky, the bow being somewhat higher than any
where we stopped over night, and from there Elder Dowker other part of it. The design was the grandest I had ever
went to New Harmony and the writer to Borden, where he seen; the decorations were white and gold, bearing the name
held some meetings at the home of Felix Barksdales. There peace in gold letters. I then observed that the boat was
are some very near to the kingdom in this place too. There greater in length than in width and that it had 'vings fasare only two families of Saints here, Barksdales and Shel- tened at each side. On the stern I observed a small flag
dons, but tp.ey keep up their Sunday school. On February 1, bearing the stars and stripes.
I took the train for New Albany, where I took down sick with
While I was observing this fantastical object it again
la g1-ippe and the quinzy and was well taken care of.
sailed off, the voices singing more angelic 'than befor~. I
The New Albany Branch is about the most lively branch called out to them, but they did not hear me. I turned again
in .the district. They have their regular preaching services, to the guide and said, "I reeognize some of those people; why
prayer meeting, Religio, and Sunday school. Brother Zahnd may I not enter in?" He answered me, "There is an entrance
has trained the Saints to put their shoulder to the wheel and through the immortal King, for those who seek to enter in."
push the work along. I have recovered and am again out in
Then I sank back lower and lower until I felt again the .
the battlefield. I am now holding meeting at Wirt, where I damp atmosphere of earth. I then awoke and found myself
was ordained an elder October 17.
pillowed up in my bed, the dream befog vividly impressed
My love for the Master and his work is growing stronger, upon my mind. My first thought was to recite it to those
because he has first loved me, and although I feel that I around me, which I did. They said: "This is more than an
am one of the weakest of his servants, I want to scatter a few ordinary dream; I believe you have had a vision; I hope you
flowers among the living, as there ire some that will appre- are not going to die." But I answered them, "It would not
ciate them more now than if you decorate their graves when be death if one could enter there."
they are dead. Pray for me that I may ever be faithful.
ISABEL LOUNSBERY.
Your brother in like precious faith,
4750 FOURTEENTH AVENUE NORTHEAST.
JACOB HALB.
SEA'rTLE, WASHINGTON.
Editors Herald: In the winter of H!09, I left New York
for the West. A short time after arriving in Seattle, I was
permitted to attend the convention of the Reorganized Church.
Though I was deprived of my outwaid vision, I was not
spiritually bjind. I have been for many years a seeker for all
truth: After investigating their claims, I was willing to
accept the old Jerusalem gospel. At the reunion at Alki
Point, I was baptized by Brother Johnson. I am sending
you my dream, which was not revealed for me alone, but was
meant to be unfolded to others, that they might enjoy the
pleasures that I did.
When all were fast asleep and the hours of night were
deepening, it seemed as thouugh I was slowly rising, going
·upward and upward, until I was far above the damp atmosphere of earth, until I found myself amidst the fleecy clouds.
I could see them sailing onward in their course. I continued
passing on upward and upward until suddenly I could go no
further: I seemed to be nearing. the sky. Upon being filled

LAMBKIN, NORTH DAKOTA.
I notice in the HERALD for March 2, 1910, an article from a
brother in England on keeping the Sabbath. Now, while I
have all due respect for the brother's regard for. the Sabbath,
and am a firm believer of the observance of the Sabliath day,
yet I think the good brother has overstepped the mark a
little, and is likely ignorant of the condition in America, as
compared with Old England. We must remember that a rule
that applies to the thickly settled regions of England, where
most of the people have but a few blocks to go to the place
of meeting, can not be applied to the sparcely settled regions
of America, where some often have eight or ten miles. to
travel, and very few are within walking distance of the place
of meeting.
God has given us the horse for our use, but we should use
wisdom in this as in all other things and not abuse or ill use
our animals, but give them the required amount of rest and
recreation to keep up their strength and vitality. I am sure
it would not be more acceptable in the sight of God, for us,
after working hard all the week, to start out on Sunday with
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our families to walk two or three miles to church or Sunday
school, than for us to hitch up our horse or team and drive
that distance. Are we supposed to absent ourselves from
the services of the Lord in order to give our anim.als the
desired rest, just becauEe we are unfortunate enough to live
beyond walking distance from the meeting place? we can
not all afford to have automobiles, bicycles, or airships, and
even such things require a certain amount of energy and
labor to propel them. On the other hand· a great many
country people have an extra horse or team that is idle part
of the time during the week, or if they have not, they should
try if possible to give one or two of their animals a few hours' ·
rest during the week, to make up for the time they are to be
used on Sunday driving to and from religious services.
In studying the Scriptures we should not try to apply the
law of Moses, given the children. of Israel in the ·wilderness,
to ourselves who are under the gospel law of Christ. According to the law of Moses if a person were even caught picking
up sticks, or kindling a fire on the Sabbath day, he was condemned to death, and there were many other stringent laws
regarding the Sabbath, which it would be out of reason for us
to try to observe.
Remember Christ's answer to the Pharisees, when they
fo1md fault with the disciples for plucking the ears of corn
on the Sabbath day, and with himself for healing on the
Sabbath day, as recorded in Luke 6; and again for pulling
an animal out of the ditch on the Sabbath day as recorded in
Luke 14. Now the good brother would have us leave the animal in the pit and trust to the Lord for its welfare until the
Sabbath was over.
On page 361 of the Doctrine and Covenants we read: "The
Saints are to observe the first day of the week commonly
called the Lord's day, as a day of rest; as a day of worship,
as given in the covenants and commandments. And on this
day they should refrain from unnecessary work; nevertheless,
nothing should be permitted to go to waste on that day, nor
should necesrnry work be neglected. Be not harsh in judgment but merciful in this, as in all other things. Be not
hypocrites nor of those who make a man an offender for a
word."
And again on page 149 it says: "Thou shalt go to the
house of prayer and offer up thy sacraments upon my holy
day; for verily this is a day appointed unto you to rest from
your labors, and to pay thy devotions unto the Most High;
nevertheless thy vows shall be offered up in righteousness on
all days, and at all times; but remember that on this, the
Lord's day, thou shalt offer thine oblations, and thy sacraments, unto the Most High, confessing thy sins unto thy
brethren, and before the Lord."
Now if we were to follow the brother's ideas a great many
of us would have to reject these commands of the Lord, as
we could not gci to the house of the Lord without working
our horses. But I look at this as coming under the head of
necessary work, but for the Saints to hitch up their animals
and drive to their neighbors visiting, or the pleasure resorts,
of anything of like nature, on the Sabbath day, would come
under the head of unnecessary work, and would not be pleasing in the sight of the Lord.
Now I hope the brother will not take any offense at the
stand I have taken, and hoping these few words may benefit
some one, and bring to the minds of some the wisdom and
righteousness of God's laws, I remain,
Yours for truth and righteousness,
E. R. DAVIS.
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NEBO, ILLINOIS, March 20, 1910.
EditoYS Herald: Since last writing to your columns some
things of interest have transpired. Bro. J. W. Paxton came
here in February and held meetings in a schoolhouse about
five or six miles from here and baptized three. The Devil got
mad, raised objections, and one of the number was not confirmed. The house was closed, but we have a number of
friends there.
On Sunday, March 6, I baptized six at or near our own
church, and several more are talking of taking the forward
step. I have lectured in three different churches at i·equest
of precinct officers on local option, Brother Paxton going with
me to Campsville, Illinois. We both occupied in the Baptist
church with plenty of compliments. The work surely does
move.
On Monday, March 7, I w'ent to Beardstown, Illinois, to
engage one Elder H. S. Derr, -Baptist, in debate for five
nights. Well, I suppose ere this an account has reached your
columns. Bro. C. H. Burr was my moderator and did his
part well and gave me wme valuable assistance, (with. the
ready and voluminous reserve he has so handy when this work
is assailed). To tell the truth this was a happy week for me,
and the Saints one and all, as Brother Burr and I were leaving the house, gave us friendly handshake; and "God bless
you"; alrn some outsiders and some Baptists. No man can
ever grow large enough to overthrow the truth or the work
of its great author. One Baptist preacher said he hoped
they would either convert me or get me out of the way of
others. I told him I expected to continue until others believed
and obeyed. One young man told me he was not a member
of our church now, but hoped to be the next time I saw.him.
On Sunday, March 13, in response to invitation of Belleview precinct of International Sunday School Association, I
spoke to a full house with satisfactory liberty. Brother
Shoemaker, of Beardstown, had loaned me two of his charts,
also some of his notes on Sunday school work, all of which
was the warp and woof of what was complimented all sufficient, (along beside that of two other ministers of more
popular churches who spokE on the same occasion). I was
yesterday handed a roll of R. B. Neal's Sw01·ds of Laban.
They had come the rounds from a minister, who, I am told,
wants to debate with me. So I guess if life and health continue I will have to accommodate the gentleman.
Ever praying for abundant success to the work of the Lord,
W. A. GUTHRIE.
I am still in the faith.
HOLDEN, MISSOURI, March 14, 1909.
Dem· Herald: After I obeyed the gospel my desire was
that I might obtain celestial glory. Often did I read from
the books seeking to learn what there is written there for me
to pattern my life by in order that I may become Christ-like.
I sought to set apart a portion of each day for secret
prayer and in my weakness to do what I could to hefp in the
work. For some time I have tried to live from one sacrament
Sunday to the following sacrament so as to retain a remission of my sins in the sight of our heavenly Father.
Lately I have grown somewhat careless and God gave me
a spiritual dream to show my condition. I know God
gave me the dream because he is feeling after me, calling me
back to the narrow way.
I wish that when the time really comes for me to pass over
into the other world I can sing, "The pearly gates are open
and I can enter in."
I kno~v that where God and Christ are, where Enoch and
his city are, we can not come unless we are prepared for
c~lestial glory.
Your sister in the conflict,
LoUISE C. WILSON.
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Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

WEST VIRGINIA.-Annual conference of the West Virginia
District was held at Cabin Run (now Greenwood) branch.
Apostle G. T. Griffiths was chosen to preside with D. L. Shinn
and Samuel Brown as his associates. Meeting opened in due
form, with Bro. Frank L. Shinn as secretary. Branches reporting: Clarksburg, Mount Zion, Union Grove. Also minutes of last conference read and approved. Ministry reporting·: Samuel Brown, baptized 12; Joseph Biggs, baptized
1; 0. B. Thomas, D. L. Shinn, J. Jeffries. Bishop Agent's
report accepted, after being audited and found correct. Report encouraging. Visiting Saints accorded liberties of conference. A committee consisting of B'rn. D. L. Shinn, 0. B.
Thomas, and B. Beall to di;aft a petition to the First Presidency and Twelve, to send one of the High Priests to labor
and take charge of this distric1i from the General Conference
to be held at Independence, Missouri, conunencing April 6,
1910. The following delegates were chosen to the General Conference: F. L. Shinn, G. F. Baker, Samuel Brown, B. Beall,
0. B. Thomas, and G. T. Griffiths, and authorized to cast
majority and minority vote. By resolution the following
brethren were authorized to confer with the committees of the
Ohio and Pittsburg districts on reunion, regarding this district taking part and joining the reunion to be held in New
Philadelphia in August, 1910: G. F. Baker, D. L. Shinn, and
B. Beall. The following officers were chosen: Samuel Brown,
_president; B. Beall, J. Biggs, associates; B. Beall, Bishop's
Agent; F. L. Shinn, secretary; Sr. B. Beall, treasurer. The
following brethren were the speakers of the conference: 0.
B. Thomas Saturday evening, G. T. Griffiths 10.30 Sunday
. morning, and Samuel Brown at 7 p. m. Sunday evening. The
prayer service at 9 a. m. Sunday morning was in charge of
Ben Huffman and B. Beall, and Sunday afternoon prayer
service was in charge of the presidency. A spiritual time
and the gifts of the gospel were enjoyed. Bro. Chas. Williams was ordained to the office of priest. At the close of the
Sunday evening service the conference adjoumed to meet with
the Clarksburg branch, subject to call of president and missionary in charge. Frank L. Shinn, secretary.
PORTLAND.-Convened at Portland, Oregon, Febrnary 26,
1910, with district president, M. H. Cook, in charge, assisted
by Elder N. T. Chapman; R. E. Chapman, secretary pro tem.
Branches reporting: Portland 126, Vancouver 19, Hood River
12, total 157, a gain of 33 since June conference, 1G by baptism, the balance by letter. Ministry reporting: High Priest
M. H. Cook, Elders N. T. Chapman, W. H. Booker, W. A.
Goodwin, N. E. Austin; Priests W. Weatherbe, L. Stovers,
Harry Jones; Teacher H. W. Chapman. Elder N. T. Chapman was chosen vice-president of the district. Balance due on
district tent collected and paid. District circulating library's
report shows good work done in collecting books. This work
started here since last June. A resolution from the Hood
River branch was read recommending Brn. Albert Whorlow
and H. W. Chapman for ordination to the office of elder
which was favorably acted upon by the conference. Brother
Chapman's ordination was' attended to at once under the
hands of Brn. M. H. Cook and· N. T. Chapman. Brother
Whorlow's ordination was deferred until some future time.
E. E. Lasley, secretary.
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.-District convened with the
High Hill "branch, March 10, lDlO, with district president J.
R. McClain in the chair. Elder T. C. Kelley was chosen to
preside over the conference, and J. R. McClain to assist; B. F.
Webb secretary; Sallie Allen, chorister. Branches reported
as follows: High Hill, last report 87, present number 85;
Farmington last report 155, present number 157; Liberty
Hill last report 75, present number 74; Foundry Hill last
report 143, present number 157. Report of Foundry Hill
referred back from the November conference for correction
was now accepted. Elders reporting: T. C. Kelley, J. R.
McClain, J. C. Dowker, W. L. McLain, D. C. Harris. Elder
J. R. McClain was elected president of the district and B. F.
Webb, secretary, to act until June '!, 1910, when conference
will convene at Paris, 'fennessee, in the new church. The
following delegates were chosen to General Conference: T.
C. Kelley, ,J. R. McClain, J. C. Dowker, D. C. Harris, G. D.
Cook, Sr. Flora Gray, Ida Shupe, Mary Shupe, Mollie L.
~Adair, Martha McClain, Gertie Cook, Brethren Scott and
Ross Shupe, and B. F. Webb. Bishop's Agent J. R. McClain,
reported as follows: Received since October 23, 1909, $442.69;
paid out $358.67; balance on hand $84.02. Elder McClain was

sustained in his office until next June conference. Preaching
by J. R. McClain, T. C. Kelley and J. A. Dowker. Adjourned
to meet June 4, 1910, at 10.30 a. m. at Paris, Tennessee. B. -F.
Webb, secretary.
ALABA.i'\IA.-District met with the Lone Star Branch on
Saturday, February 19, 1910. Elder T. C. Kelley was chqsen
to preside over the conference and J. T. Raines elected secretary pro teni. Elders reporting: T. C. Kelley and J. R.
Harper. Branches reporting: Lone Star, number at last
report, 43; present number, 43; Flat Rock, number at last
report, 46; present number 46. Elders T. C. Kelley and F. M.
Slover were represented as delegates to represent the district
at General Conference. Preaching by T. C. Kelley Friday
night, Saturday and Sunday. Adjourned to meet with the
_Pleasant Hill Branch on the first Saturday of the annual
reunion of the Alabama District. J. T. Raines, secretary pro

tem.

Reunion Notices.

The Kewanee and Eastern Iowa districts reunion will be
held at Prospect Park, Moline, Illinois, August 12 Lo 21, 1910.
0. E. Sade and J.B. Wildermuth, advertising committee.
Erratta.

Two errors crept into Bro. D. E. Tucker's letter in our
issue of March 23. Near bottom of page, "railroad regulation," should be "government regulation." Near close of
paragraph 5, "New York City" should be "New· Zealand."
Marriages.

CLEMENT-CUFT-VASSMER-CLIFT.-On March 22, 19i0,
the writer solemnized a double wedding in Dui·ango, Colorado,
in which Bro. A. F. Clement and Sr. Hollon Clift, and Bro.
H. C. Vassmer and Sr. Ethel Clift were the contracting parties. The brides are well known and highly respected ladies of
Inca, New Mexico. Brother Vassmer is a man of sterling
character and is highly respected by a wide circle of friends
in Durango. Bi:other Clement, a former student of Graceland, holds a position of tru.st ,and -responsibility in Po1tland, ,_
Oregon. We predict a brilliant future for the young people,
and any community would be honored by their citizenship.
Brother Vassmer and Sister Hollon were recently baptized by
the writer and we feel for them a fatherly regard. The kind
wishes of many friends follow them to their new home in
Portland. l\Iay God's blessings also attend. S. M. Reiste.
Died.
SMITH.-1\lrs. Letha A. Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Neuton J. Burklow, was born August 23, 1885, and died
March 8, 1910. She was united to Mr. Franklin Smith
February 21, 1909, and to this union one child was born.
She was baptized November 2, 1902, and lived a faithful and
active member until death. Her exalted character will live
in the hearts of those who knew her. She was preceded in
death by her father and sister Sa1:ah not many years ago.
She leaves husband, mother, two brothers, one sister, a little
babe, and a host of relatives and friends to mourn. A vacant
chair is left in the earthly home, but a place in heaven
prepared for a noble soul is now occupied. Funeral conducted
by Elder Peter G. McMahan in the presence of a large and
synwathizing audience of friends and relatives. Remains laid
to rest in the Chapman Cemetery.
JoHNSON.-Sr. Sarah Jane Johnson (nee King), wife of
Elder William Johnson, was born December 20, 1859, at
Carbondale, Pennsylvania, and died at her home, 811 Howard
street, Seattle, Washington, February 23, 1910. She leaves to
mourn, husband, three sons (Ralph, William J., and Alma),
three brothers, one sister, daughter-in-law, two gTandchildren,
and a host of friends. The decea~ed united with the Primitive Methodist Church, in Boone County, Iowa, in 1886, and
continued in fellowship with said church till April, 1887,
when she was baptized by William Thompson into the Reorganized Church, at Angus, Iowa. She has been a devoted
member and has lived a most exemplary life. Sister Johnson
died of cancer, from which she was a great sufferer for
more than two years; in all her suffering she was never
heard to murmur or complain; in the trial she developed
the greatest patience ever observed by us in any human
being; she certainly possessed her soul in patience. Funeral
from undertaking parlors in Seattle, Sunday, February 27;
sermon by Elder J. D. Stead, assisted by Elder F. W. Hol~nan.
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General Conference
(Continued from page 377.)

but A. C. Silvers and these expressed a willingness
to accept. The recommendations were then approved and the ordination of these brethren was
provided for.
A list bf ex officio members was read.
Joseph Luff resigning as a member of the committee on memorial, U. W. Greene was appointed to
act instead.
Appointments for meetings at the various assembly rooms were made, song No. 131 was sung, and
U. W. Greene pronounced the benediction.
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are fifty or six~y years of aJ?,"e you s11;ould cease all physical
effort. Conclusions of that kmd are simply the maunderings
of vapid brains. Ac~ivity means life. Activity is always a
part of youth. To liven up and make youthful the tissues
througho1:1t the entire body,_ eyery muscle of the body must be
bro:ught mto thorough act1VIty at fairly regular intervals.
It is .not necessary for you to make laborious work of your.
exercises. Make them as pleasurable as pussible. But you
must not for one moment divert from the main conclusion
that to retain the suppleness and activity of youth every part
of the body must be used. It does not make a great deal of
differe!lce what system of ex.ercises you may adopt so long as
you give reasonable attent10n to the necessity for spinal
strength. In fact, many recreative exercises can be used in
order to bring about the desired effect.-Bernarr Macfadden
in Physical Cultiirn for March.
'

SUNDAY, APRIL 10.
At 11 o'clock the following were the speakers:
F. A. Smith in the upper auditorium; G. T. Griffiths
in the lower auditorium; I. N. White at the South
Side Church; and Daniel MacGregor at Central Kansas City. At 2.30 p. m., as follows: J. W. Wight in
the upper auditorium, and U. W. Greene in the
lower. At 7.30 as follows: R: C. Russell in the
upper auditorium; F. M. Sheehy in the lower auditorium; J. F. Curtis at the South Side Church; and
W. E. LaRue at the Central Kansas City Branch.
There w~s an immense crowd of Saints and
friends at these principal meetings, the meetings in
the Stone Church being crowded to the utmost capacity pf the rooms.

Thoughts from My \Vorkshop.
Men are just as narrow as their creeds.
All labor is equally honorable if equally useful.
To die is not to fail if death finds you with your face
toward the goal.
True success consists not in having done most toward the
accomplishment of selfish ends, but to have done the most
toward the improvement of the world.
Truth begets faith and confidence, but infidelity is born of
falsehood and error.
it seems that GQd has given to the leaves and flowers and
the very grass we tread beneath our feet, the privilege of
preaching the resurrection of the dead.
The rough foundation stones lying below the surface are
never admired, but they sustain the grand structure whose
beauty compels the admiration of all beholders. So in society
and in the Chm·ch of Christ.
Archimedes said, "Give me a place on which to stand and I
will lift the world." On the eternal rock, Jesus Christ, the
Son of the living God, men have stood, and have lifted the
world.
Education is not so much the mastery of the thoughts of
others, as the ability to think for one's self.
Being "wise beyond that which is written" is ignorance of
the most dangerous type.
Not all that wears the name is progress.-Selected.

Retaining Youth.
Whether you are forty or fifty, or even seventy, you can be
young. You can actually secure the return of youthful pow:ers. Of course, this can not be accomplished in a day or a
week. But those who are passing or who have already passed
into old age can be promised renewed youth.
Do not bother foi.· a minute abou't the theory of germs in
the intestines as the cause of failing bodily powers. To be
sure, diet may have a. great influence in shortening one's life,
but it.is not germs in the intestines that actually cause decay.
It is simply and solely the harboring of dead cells. Now how
can we get Tid of these cells? There is only one way to
entirely eliminate them from the body and that is through
the activity of the muscular system. Do not pay the ·slightest
attention to that senseless twaddle to the effect that when you

Doctor McCarthy Talks About the Great Work of n Great
Univer~"ity.
In the department of "Interesting People" in the AmMican
Magazine for April, John M. Siddall writes about how an
important woman's club in New York asked Dr: Charles McCarthy, a lecturer on political economy in the University of
Wisconsin, to come and tell them about the work that his
university is doing. The following is quoted in point from
the article:
"It is curious how deep a hole a speaker can get himself
into and then pull himself out of. McCarthy went the limitboth ways. After that bad quarter of an hour he fell suddenly
to telling naturally and fervently the great story of the great
work of the University Of Wisconsin.
"Here is a university with a large and growing group of
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By Alvin Knialey
• . 5 cents
. . 10 cents

Paper cover
Cloth cover

Hudbut's Teacher-Training Lessons

ark

is the name of the 1aiest edition of Hurlbut's Normal
Lessons. This.edition is an enlargement of th~-former cne and takes its place.
·

No. 77 Paper .
No. 771-2 Cloth.

Addition to the City of
Independence, Moo

J. E. Bozarth.

.35
.50
,V. A. Duncan.-

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for

1. Lots in this beautiful addition now on sale.

2. Absolutely the finest addition now on the
market.
3. High and sightly ground, covered with grand old
forest trees.
4. Some 0£ the reasons why you should buy here.
(a) It has restrictions benefiting and protecting
each- purchaser.
(b) The streets are all graded and established.
(c) It has a complete sewerage system and granatoid sidewalks.
( d) These improvements are all paid for and no
further tax.
( e) It is located on the main traveled streets.
(£) It is only six blocks from county court-house
and square.
(g) It is only two blocks from Electric street car
line.
(h) It is only two blocks from the Temple Lot.
(i) The big Stone Church in view from every lot.
(j) All the conveniences,--city water, gas, and
electric lights.
5. Only $15 per foot for any lot except those on
Blue avenue, River boulevard, and White Oak
street.
6. On easy terms to suit purchaser.

a home? If so, and desire reliable infor-

For further information write to Forbio Park Land

A normal book containing lessons
upon the B Jok ot Mormon and
Religio Society. Everv student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

~mpany~r Frank Criley, lnde::enc~=J

mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

Help V\/anted
Three bakers, and three wagon drive1;s
for Eelling or delivering baked goods to
trade. Must be clean, hustlers, and able
to adjust themselves to dealing with the
public. Steady job, good wages. Prefer
members 0£ L. D. S. church.
ASA A. WARD.
325 North Third street,
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Religio's

Normal Book

No. 258---Cloth, 25c
enthusiasts in it who, like McCarthy, believe that a university
should be like a great bank-always taking in, but always
viving out. l£ the learned men in a university find in their
laboratories and bookB how to prevent tuberculosis, how to
make good butter, how to improve the soil, how in various
ways to serve the people, let them go to the people with
what they have and not wait for the people to come t,o them.
Therefore the University 0£ Wisconsin has forty-five traveling
professors who are going into every corner 0£ the State carrying to the people the suggestions and £acts, and some 0£ the
less tangible forms 0£ uplift, which have been produced at
the university. McCarthy can show you photographs 0£ factory workers in cities far distant from tlie university sitting
in their work clothes around a professor who has been sent
two hundred miles to teach them. On top 0£ all this the
university has established a great correspondence department
through which thousands 0£ queries from the people are
answered at the university. Books also are shipped to the
most remote corners 0£ the State for the country peopJe to
read. Material is sent to hundreds 0£ country centers to be
used by £armers' sons in their local debating clubs. Experts
at the university help the State Legislators to draft laws

properly, so that the laws will not be found unconstitutional
and useless. This is a part 0£ the work that McCarthy does.
Taken all in all, the idea 0£ the university is to advertise,
advertise! l£ you have rnmething worth while, promote it.
Don't stand still and wait for people to come and get it,
McCarthy says that the quack remedy for _tuberculosis does
not wait for people to come to it. It advertises-goes to the
people. Why, therefore, should a university fail to carry to
the people suggestions for right living which will decrease
tuberculosis, suggestions which disinterested experts at the
university develop out of their study and experience? Why
should not many 0£ the ideas and much 0£ the culture of the'.
university be taken to the people? All the people can not go _
to the university. Very, very few can. The plan is to have
people studying at home while they are earning a living. 'You
can have your feet in clay and your mind on higher things,'
says McCarthy.
"0£ course th'e idea 0£ all this is to promote civilization by
educating the people--giving them definite facts and assistance which, applied to their daily lives, will help them to keep
well, to make the most of themselves, to have more real
prosperity. It is a plan to keep wealth of all kinds_ divided
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Rose of Beauty Talcum Powder.

Is absolutely pure . and harmless. A
powder for the toilet; soothing .
· and refreshing to the skin.· If you use
a toilet powder of any kind I will make
at very low round trip railroad rates to)he
it to your interest to use Rose .of Beauty
Talcum Powder by giving b.oth quantity
and quality. Large can by mail 25 cents;
5 cans for one dollar. Liberal terms to
agents. Address (Bro.) George Brush.
Successor to Lillie M. Brush, -''deceased,"
15-4*
on April 5 and 19 and May 3 and 17, leaving Ka:qsas City 10.30 a. m. and Route 6, Kenton,_ Tennessee.
Omaha 4.10 p. m.
I will personally conduct these excursions to assist prospective settlers in locaj;ing
on Government irrigated homesteads, oi· getting irrigated land from the State
FOR SALE
under the Cary _Act, or putting them in touch with special bargains for deeded
· irrigated lands. Long time payments, no interest from the Government, low rate
. A dwelling house, consisting of reception hall, parlor, sitting and dining room
of interest where lands are bought from irrigated companies or individuals.
Just think of $3,000.00 worth of potatoes on 10 acres; of $10,000.00 worth of kitchen, pantry, bath and toilet room all
complete. five bed rooms, storage room,
sugar beets raised on 115 acres; of $900.00 worth of onions on less than an acre;
and cement floored basement with two
of twenty-seven cantaloupes on one vine, and more than a peck of choice, ripe
coal bins and laundry room. Size 26x34,
tomatoes on one vine; of 126 bushels of oats and 60 bushels of wheat per acre;
brick veneer first story, furnace heat,
of clusters of apples on five-year-old trees so thick that the branches would break,
electric lighted, gas in kitchen for gas
were they not propped up, and added to this, the most beautiful, healthful clirange and water heater, hot and cold
mate.
water upstairs and down including baseNew folder free, containing complete informa..
tion with large map, sent free upon request.
ment. Cem,.ent sidewalks and brick paved
street. Two blocks from L. D. S. church,
D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
one half block from Temple Lot, one
block from street car line, one block from
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
grocery and dry goods store. A modern
65 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.
house, an ideal home for some Latter
~:;;--·- ..O';:i~{'i-E-- .·-C:'l'~t;;;-~'-''~f-:::[-.!,::;,,-..,_-W,'-'.;-f_J.-""cc-\~ <-::;,;:u>i-i<·-::" -~"-:0'£-;.'"-"J' '~- -'~4..,:-~<;;_,~c- .,_;_,_-_>']~ ;_,r~-~
Day Saint. For sale at a bargain if
~·•;".-Oc~,,,;,-c;!,, ''c;.2"<""''''i·'i•.:·'•'•· :.;:•;,.,•;,;;. ··'l'.· '"'""-"··- -····.oc::;;;;y ,,,,.;:. ;;<,;,; ._:/;-,·:;j
taken at once. Investigate this and do
it now if interested. C. G. Lewis, Independence, Mo., 324 S. Grand ave. 12-tf

: .Pei:sonally Conducted Landseekers1 Excursiqns

\ dainty

sin, -Wyoming

o:rn

0

HOME FOR SALE
for sale in Cameron with
28 acres of land; 6 room house and good
barn. Price if taken soon, $4,000.00.
Address E. T. Atkinson, Cameron, Missouri.
12-3

s~0

THE INSTRUCTOR
No. 126, cloth ..•................ $ .75
No. 127, leather ................. 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible ......... 1.50

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS EARNINGS - $ 50,000.00
ASSETS OVER
• 400,000.00

Five per cent per annum interest will be paid on one year deposits. Send your s~rplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS:

i:'·

Wm. Anderson, Alice
Dancer, Ann~ A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkms, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

evenly. Many an old civilization went to pieces because too
much of the wealth, culture and happiness got into the hands
of a few, leaving a great poor population to suffer and, finally,
to rise up and smash things. The University of Wisconsin
is fighting this disease to which civilization is particularly
susceptible."

The Twen'tieth Century Magazine contains each month a
number of strong and timely papers on questions relating to
fundamental democracy, civic efficiency and clean and progressive government. It is also the only magazine of opinion
that monthly gives its readers the news, gathered from all
parts of the world, relating to such progressive measures as
direct legislation, public ownership, cooperation, municipal
advance, woman's progress, conservation, etc. It is, indeed,
a sort of clearing house for the news of democratic, economic
and social advance which can not be obtained in the daily or
other periodical literature.' In the April issue there are a
number of papers of real merit, peri.aps the most notable
being "Postal savings banks and .the people," "Grand Junction's democratic charter," "Portland, the gateway of the
Columbia," "Some fruits of landlordism," "The progressive

To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, we have printed proper
blanks for the recording of blessings of
children. Order No. rnn. In book form
same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

movement and this year's campaign," "Modernism," "Charles
Wagner, social mystic," "The social valuation of truth,"
"The perils of our public school," "The progressive Republican movement and its significance," and "Morgan, the master
of America." In this last paper, which is from the pen of
the editor, Mr. Flower shows how thirty years ago statesmen and jurists warned the people of the menace of the rapid
concentration of wealth thrnugh corporate power, that was
then in progress. Here are quoted the utterances of Garfield, ex-Supreme Court Judges Jeremiah Black and David
Davis, and Senator Windom. 1'he writer next shows how this
concentration has increased until to-day we are in the presence of one man practically holding the commercial destiny
of the nation within his grasp. It is a startling and disquieting showing and will tend to further arouse the American electorate.
The April Twentieth Century is a magazine no thinking
man or woman interested in present day public events can
afford to overlook.
There is no intrinsic merit in merely reading books-even
go9d books. What matters is what you get out of them.-Sel.
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LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

The. only baldng powder

Having bought the Edgefield property
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the Saints at low figures.
This is one of the most sightly and
finest tracts now on the market, heing
high and dry. This property is located on
the south side of the city of Independence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same distance from the street car line, !lnd ~ of a
mile from the public ~quare in Independence. The price of lots is from $3 to $5.50
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
buying this yroperty for speculation. ·
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not personally inspect them the.
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
examination not be pleased their money
will be refunded on demand. For the
correctness of this statement we refer
you to the Presiding General Bishopric,__ _
lOtf
ELLIS SHOR~t"
--

made from Royal Grape

Cream oi Tartar

A/!Js@lantely Fufi'e

Sa!iepards the lloo«JJ. from £lllum.

COUNTY

D
D
0

A·. 'R.
TK· ,
.!!. \J ••

.~-!---

•

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Does a General Banking Busine1m under charter No. 1324 granted by the State of
Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any
State in thlil Union. State examination and public published ntatement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid. on Deposits

Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public
and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
Very truly yours,
association and business solicited.
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, ·cashier.

J 0111111 A K e r r
0

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of tl1is city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504.
8

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forme
about how to proceed in church trials.
No. 149. Paper. 10 cento.

,

~~~~-~--~---~------------;
~
I
I
I
I

I would be pleased to correspond with :
I
parties seeking Investment In jack- 1
I

l

: son County, Missouri, FIRST
l MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
I

l

I

BONDS,_ OR INDUSTRIAL :
1
STOCKS.
1
:
Very truly yours,
:
I
I
~
J. D. Briggs
1
:
Independence, Missouri
44tf :

,

,

~~ ... ~---..~--- ...---------~---....~~:

Lamoni Land & Loan Company
We have a list of farms for sale at
all times and will be glad to furnish
detailed information to anyone interested. We have at present: 160 acres
joining the town of Lamoni, fine 9 room
house, good large barn, double corn crib,
sheds, wind mill, orchard and fine grove,
at $110 per acre.
160 acres 8 miles from Lamoni, 2
miles from L. D. S. church, ~ mile to
school; good 6 room house, large barn,
cribs, sheds, etc., land lies well and in
high state of cultivation; $70 per acre.
80 acres in edge of Missouri, 8 miles
from Lamoni, 2~ miles from R. R. town,
fair improvements, $45 per acre.
119 acres joining the above described
80 acres, well improved, school on one
corner of farm, $60 per acre.
480 acres, two sets of improvements, 8
miles from Lamoni, no better farm in
the county, $80 per acre.
Also a good list of town properties, including two of the finest homes in Lamoni. Lamoni Land & Loan Co.
G. W. BLAIR, Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA.
[~ \ \

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, each SOc: per dozen $3.20.
No. 110-Llmp Cloth, en ch 86c; per dozen f3. 75.
No. 111-Clotb and Leather, aach 600.
No. 114-FlexlbloLeather, each $1.60.

Dffitrict and Branch P1·esidents
Take Notice.
We have just printed.a reporting blimk
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen . . . .08

POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home,
Saints Home, Saints Church, Lamoni, Iowa.
These
Saints' Church, Independence, Missouri.
cards are printed in colors. Two for five cents.
Postage prepaid.

Special prices to missionaries.

E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing House.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Dcpouita: nt the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Ca11ital and Surplus, $30,000.00
lncorp.ornted under the banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jooua Christ of Latter Day Srunts
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni post-office.
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jac_ob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

·voLUME 57

LAMONI,

row A, APRIL 20, 1910

General Confercenceo
MONDAY, APRIL 11.
President F. M. Smith called the afternoon meet. ing to order and presided throughout.
Song No. 158 was sung and G. T. Griffiths offered
prayer.
After the reading of the minutes, a report from
John W. Rushton, missionary in charge of the British Mission, was read.
The Sunday School Association reported.
Committee on concordance to the Book of Mormon reported and asked for more time. Request
was granted.
The committee to whom the matter of report
blanks had been referred made report, suggesting
certain changes in the present system, to include the
name of county, etc. The report was adopted. ·
The committee on conference resolutions reported
having finished their work up to date.
The Bishop's report of finances was read, and
among other things the Bishop said there was a
more general readiness on the part of all to pay
their tithing. He also said that the time had arrived
when it was necessary to. build offices for the church
officers living and having their offices in Independence.
The Quorum of High Priests made report, and
recommended the following named l;>rethren to be
ordained high priests: Elder John Jones, of New
South Wales, Stewart Lamont, Canada, and B. R.
McGuire, of Brooklyn. After statements had been
made concerning these brethren, all being absent,
the recommendation was adopted and their ordination was left to the missionaries in charge of these
fields.
The committee to whom had been referred the
matter of petitions coming before the body made
report, outlining a plan for the handling of such,
making immediate reference to the proper quorums
possible without taking away the right for any
rr.;\3mber or members to petition the conference.
Tliis report was adopted.
The matter of ordination of A. C. Silvers to office of seventy was taken up, and after a statement
by the brother, the recom1pe'ndation that he be so
ordained, · coming from the Seven Presidents of

NUMBER

.1$ ~;

Seventies, was adopted and his ordination was ordered.
The invitation of the Lamoni Stake and Branch
was then taken from the table, and was accepted
without opposition .
A motion was made to support the Bishop's move
toward the erection of a new office building in Independence, but after a little discussion was referred.
until after the auditors make report.
The time limit for the introduction of new businses was left with the conference presidency.
A resolution was then offered that a juvenile
history be written by Sr. Anna Salyards. An
amendment was offered that it be written by Sr.
Vida £. Smith, and after considerable discussion
the whole matter was referred to the Board of Publication and the: Church Historian with power to act.
And a further resolution was passed that action be
taken as soon as possible. ·
At 7.45 the services were in charge of ·Pres. J. A.
Gunsolley, and the evening was devoted to a Graceland Colleg~ program. Speeches were made, reading given, and several musical numbers offered.
A very interesting and entertaining time was had
by Graceland and her friends.
TUESDAY, APRIL 12.
The morning prayer meeting was in charge of
A. H. Parsons and Joseph S. SIC'-::ely. The morning
preaching was by F. B. Farr, assisted by L. E. Hills.
At 2 p. m. President Joseph Smith called the
Saints tt"order. Song No. 21 was sung and prayer
was made by U. W. Greene. Minutes were read and
approved, and E. A. Smith took charge.
Bro. Ed. Rannie made. a correction of error in
statement in speech on Monday, and submitted a
copy of the statement to the secretary.
_
The committee on petition from party in Saint
Joseph Branch reported that in their judgment, on
account of circumstances surrounding the petition,
it should not be entertained. The report was
adopted.
The memorial committee, appointed at an earlier
session, made the following report which became
the action of the body by a rising vote:
APRIL 12, 1910.
To the· General Conference: We your committee appointed
by your honorable body to draft' resolutions expressive of
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our feelings by reason of the loss by death from our midst
of some of the "foremost, active workers of the church, beg .
leave to report as follows:
·
First in. mind we recall the los·s of our beloved and venerable Patriarch Alexander H. Smith, who departed this life
August 12, 1909, by which the church has suffered the loss
of a father, a wise counselor, a cheerful and gracious soul,
a strong advocate of righteousness, a true man who will
be missed by us all; and we feel we can truthfully say our
orother held us close to his generous and sympathizing heart,
and l!is absence is keenly felt by all.
We also realize that his loss is a great one to his family,
to whom we extend our deepest sympathy. We hereby express our mingled feelings - of sorrow and
gladness because of our loss and his gain. Sorrowful because we miss his cheerful countenance, his pleasant handclasp, his un9stentatious nature; he was one of us and free
from any assumed dignity because of his position in the
church; ready to bless us, counsel us, and chide us when our
natures were not P}'Operly controlled. We thank God for
his life among us, our memory of him will be ever dear,
and while we lose much by his departure from us we rejoice
that he ran his race well and we feel assured of his triumphant entry into the bright paradise of rest, freed· from
mortal sorrow and pain.
Another of our'most esteemed and brave workers of the
Patriarchate, Joseph F. Burton, h:;s slipped from our ranks,
having died October 1, 1909. He was known for his extended service in the interest of the natives of the Society
Islands; and it was he who guided our little craft-the
Evanelia--from our shores to those islands in safety; away
from the beloved associations of his brethren and countrymen, he remained among those isolated bands of Saints to do
them good, with a fullness of love for their eternal welfare
down to the verge of the gi;ave; sincerely we can say a
noble and true man has gone to a well-earned rest.
With his brave and loving wife, with members of his
family we mourn his loss, and convey in this manner our
sincere sympathy, feeling the utmost confidence in his fitness for the higher life.
The recorder of death places another name among the
list of the workers for the Master in his vineyard hereJ ohnson Hay, of the seventy, who died June 16, 1909. We
have learned that he was an active young man, faithfully
performing his duties; starting in the ministry as a priest,
later ordained an elder, and finally a member of the Quorum
of Seventy.
His ministerial activities were in the Stat<.: of Texas, and
an excellent report comes to us of his wo1 k there; hence
among others of the faithful we may confidently expect him
to be in the great beyond.
To those left of kindred ties we send our love and offers
of sympathy, believing our brother to have been a noble
Saint.
The list keeps growing, and again we write another name,
that of Arthur E. Mortimer, of the High Priests' Quorum,
who died May 8, 1909. Though frail of body but of a
strong spirit, together with a great love for the work of his
Master, he moved forward to aid in the emancipation of the
race from the curse of sin.
By his loss the church loses a painstaking and fearless
advocate, and as with those preceding him, we can say we
have no fears of his acceptance among the redeemed of God.
With his loved ones we sympathize, sending this encouraging hope as a church.
Among the faithful of other lands the record tells of the
departure of another most valued and noted man, who a
few years ago visited our land and rejoiced with us, going
home with added zeal for the cause-Bishop Metuaore-

. April 20, 1,910

a· man loved by his race of the South. Sea Islands, who died
' '
April 18, 1909.
We mourn with them the loss of such a man and extend
the sympathizing !)and in spirit, with the same assurance
expressed for others that his faithful service in the cause of
his Master will warrant an abundant entrance into the kingdom of God.
Still another of the stanch defenders of the faith and a
figure noted among his brethren in our General Conferences
by the ready expression of his views, and his long and firm
standing in the church, Elder John Hawley, who died April
17, 1909, has gone to his long home, and we regret that the
pleasure of his greeting and earnest manner of address are
no longer to be had among us; but we shall ever cherish in
our, minds the cheerful and helpful associations of the past
with him.
Our sympathy goes to his loved ones and we have the
satisfaction of feeling that his life was a worthy one, and
his reward is sure..
Elder D. S. Crawley, known to many of the Saints, is
among the list of the departed within the last year, having·
died May 5, 1909, an elder who, by the relation of his spiritual experiences, has heen a source of strength to the Saints.
He was a brave defender of the faith, also of his own convictions, and worked hard to spread the angel's mesage.
He feared no man, in or out of the church, and his courage
won for him the admiration and respect. of his brethren.
Our trust is that we shall meet again where his bright
and vigorous spirit will shine in greater splendor than here.
To the bereaved our feelings of sympathy go, and desire
for them the comfort that comes from the consciousness of
the trueness of the life of our faithful brother.
To complete the list of distinguished ministers among us
up to the present known to us as having passed into the
beyond, we add the name of Amazon Badham, who died
November 16, 1909.
He was a man noted as a peacemaker and was successful
in this regard. He was esteemed very highly for his Chris
tian life, while acting as a local minister he was widely
and favorably known, and in his absence the church has lost
a worthy and useful minister.
Therefore we, in General Conference assembled, acknowledge the foregoing as expressive of our feelings, and authorize the publication of the same in the SAINTS' HERALD and
Zion's EnEign, and copies to be. sent to the members of the
various families bereaved.
U. W. GHEENE,
JOHN SMITH,
G. E. HARHINGTON,

Committee.

The Trustees of Graceland College reported. A
motion was made to make ·an appropriation of four
thousand dollars to Graceland, in accordance with
the request of the trustees. This brought on a
lively discussion, which lasted until adjournment.
Closing song was No. 52, benediction being offered
by Bishop G. H. Hilliard.
The evening sermon at the Stone Church was by
H. C. Smith, assisted by H. 0. Smith. At South
Side Church, Paul Hanson was the speaker, assisted
by John Harp. A meeting was.held in the basement
to discuss economics, Bro. John Scott, of Utah, addressing the Saints, U. W. Greene and F. M. Sheehy
in charge.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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$161,333, as against $162,266 one year .ago. The
report was adopted.
The matter of a new building, left over from the
Bishop's report, was taken from the table, and after
considerable discussion was referred to the First
Presidency, the Twelve, and the Bishopric, with
power to act.
The following appointments were then announced
and approved by the conference: Myron A. McConley and Burton L. McKim to Hawaii. This appointment had become necessary, as announced by the
chair, because of the early departure of Elder G. J.
Waller from Honolulu.
The Second Quorum of Seventy reported labor,;
done.
The First Quorum of Elders offered a resolutiQn
the ·vote was taken it resulted as follows: For the
in regard to the publication of a monthly supplement
appropriation, 310; against, 1,759.
After announcements of meetings, etc., adjourn- to the HERALD for the purpose of printing matter
pertaining to the various quorums of the church.
ment was taken.
·
This
was referred to the Board of Publication.
G. R. Wells was the evening speaker at the Stone
i·esolution was presented that the Executive
A
Church, assisted by George Jenkins.
Board of the Sunday School Association be consulted
THURSDAY, APRIL 14.
in the selection of editor of Zion's Hope. This was
T. A. Hougas and I. N. Roberts were in charge of laid on the table without discussion.
A report wasread from the Board of Publication.
the morning prayer meeting and at 11 o'clock James
Time limit for new business was placed by the
E. Yates was the speaker, assisted by Eben Miller.
At 2 p. m., President Joseph Smith called the as- chair at three o'clock on to-morrow, April 15.
Pres. Joseph Smith moved a vote of approval
sembly to order. No. 14 was sung and J. W. Wight
offered prayer. Minutes of previous meetings were to the First Seventy for record shown in baptisms.
This was tabled.
read and approved.
Announcements were made; song· No. 136 was
The vote on the college question taken yesterday
sung
and benediction was pronounced.
was then announced as follows: 364 for and 1,720
In
the
evening a Religio entertainment was given,
against.
consisting of speeches, songs, and instrumental
By request F. M. Smith took the chair.
music.
A communication was read from Graceland ColFRIDAY, APRlL 15.
lege trustees and they asked for the conference to
approve of ~ movement to raise an endowment fund
Morning prayer service was in charge of William
for Graceland by subscription. This was discussed, Lewis and Asa S. Cochran. W. A .. McDowell,
speeches being limited to five minutes, and finally preached at 11, assisted by J. M. Baker.
referred to the Bishopric with power to act.
At the business meeting in the afternoon Pres.
The Quorum of High Priests asked for a copy of Joseph Smith called the Saints to order. Song No.
the paper of the Presidency in regard to the calling 191 was sung and H. 0. Smith offered prayer.
and ordaining of high priests. ·
Minutes were read and approved.
A matter sent in by the Malad Branch, Idaho, and
F. M. Smith took the chair by request.
The Third Quorum of Elders reported.
the Utah District, asking for a change of boundary
A report was read from the Library Commission.
lines, whereby Malad Branch will become part of
·the Utah District, and being presented by the misThe Religio Association made report.
sionaries in charge of the two districts was preThe First Presidency reported that in accordance
sented. The request was granted.
\vith the expressed wish of the Order of Evangelists
The Second Quorum of Seventy reported that they they had appointed Joseph R. Lambert as Presiding
had expelled J. W. Jackson from the quorum, and Patriarch to serve until a successor to Alexander H.
had released J. D. Erwin. After some discussion it Smith be named. This appointment was approved.
was referred back. to the quorum for further con- Before the vote was taken Brother Lambert made a
·
sideration.
statement of his position and his work.
The Board of Auditors made report · on the
The First Quorum of Seventy reported.
The meeting of the bishops made report of work
Bishop's accounts. This showed net assets of $184,188, as against $152,095 in 1909, and ,,liabilities at done at their meeting, and requested that Bishop
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13.
Morning prayer service was in charge of J. A.
Tanner and W. A. McDowell. At 11 Isaac M. Smith
preached, assisted by John Dowker.
At 2 o'clock in the afternoon President E. A.
Smith called the meeting to order; hymn No. 86 was
followed by prayer by F. G. Pitt. Minutes read and
approved. ·
The auditors' report was called for aI\d read,
after which the question of appropriation for Graceland was resumed. A good many speakers took
part in the discussion which followed.
The
previous question was ordered and the yea and
nay vote was called for.' Intermission was taken
long enough for the delegations to meet, and when
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Kelley address the delegates and priesthood on the
financial status of the church.
The Council of the Seven Presidents of Seventjes
reported and recommended the following to office of
seventy: Holmes J. Davison, A. E. Stone, and
Jesse W. Paxton. Brethren Davison and Stone expressed their willingness to serve and the recommendation was adopted, and their ordination ordered.
The ordination of Brother Paxton was ordered after
a statement of a delegate in regard to the brother.
The First Presidency made a statement regarding
the ordination to offices in the church, which was in
-answer to an inquiry.from J. W. Davis, of Australia.
A recommendation came from the First Presidency and the Twelve that the following brethren be

ordained to the office of evangelical ministers: F. G.
Pitt, J. M. Terry, Arthur Leaverton, and William
Lewis. After statements from Brethren Pitt, Leaverton, and Lewis, the recommendation was adopted
and their ordination was ordered. In the case of
Brother Terry ordination was ordered subject to his
acceptance of the call.
At this juncture by motion the assembly arose and
sang, "God be with you till we meet again," because
Brother McKim, who had been appointed to Hawaii,
was leaving the room, as a farewell of the conference to himself and to Brother McConley, who is in
Denver. The old song was sung with feeling and
sweet peace was with the congregation.
The First Presidency reported on a matter referred to them one year ago in regard to the right of
quoums to expel members and the trial of same
parties by church courts. Some discussion followed
and it was then defen-ed until next conference.
The Joint Council of the Presidency and the
Twelve reported that ordination to the priesthood
should only be ordered upon consultation with those
holding the Melchisedec priesthood in authority.
This was adopted.
The Independence Branch officers made request
that a debt still hanging over the Independence
church be paid by the Bishop. This brought about
some discussion and the matter was tabled.
The Second Quorum of Seventy made further report in regard to their action of expulsion of J. yv.
Jackson and the release of J. D. Erwin. Several
motions were made in this matter and it was finally
deferred for one year.
Announcements were made, song No. 158 was
sung, and benediction pronounced by F. M. Sheehy.
The evening hour was occupied by V. M. Goodrich,
assisted by George W. Thorburn, in the auditorium,
and in the basement the sisters of the church held a
meeting to consider ways and means of helping
Graceland College. This meeting was presided over
by F. B. Blair. Daniel Macgregor preached at the
South Side Church, assisted by John Garver.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16.
T. W. Chatburn and J.C. Crabb were appointed to
have charge of the morning prayer meeting. At
10.45 S.S. Smith preached, assisted by J.E. Kelley.
The business session in the afternoon ·was called
to order by Pres. Joseph Smith. No. 93 was sung in
opening and James. McKiernan led in prayer. Minutes were read and approved.
A motion prevailed that all matter introduced and
action taken yesterday in regard to the Independence
Branch indebtedness be stricken from the record.
A motion carried that the two matters referred
until next conference be .made the special order of
the third day.
A report from the Seventh Quorum of Elders was
read.
The Order of Evangelists reported a resolution
concerning the death of Patriarchs A. H. Smith and
Joseph Burton. This was adopted by a rising vote.
The Quorum of High Priests reported, recommending that the following brethren be ordained
high priests: W. E. LaRue, P. J. Jordan, and J. C.
Chrestensen. W. E. LaRue made statement of willingness to accept. R. C. Russell spoke in regard to
P. J. Jordan, and A. M. Baker made a statement in
regard·to J. C. Chrestensen. The recommendations
were then approved and the ordinations of the brethren ordered provided for.
The Third Quorum of Seventy reported.
The Second Quorum of Seventy reported in regard
to the expulsion from their quorum of J. W. Jackson,
showing same had been for cause, and that the release of J. D. Erwin was on account of mental disability. This report was then adoptedb
The Board of Auditors then reported on Ensign
and Herald Office accounts, which was ~dopted.
The resolution offered yesterday that reports and
documents offered for the consideration of conference be made in duplicate or triplicate in so far as
possible, was taken up and discussed and carried.
That part of the auditors' report in regard to the
keeping of an adequate set of books in the affairs
of Graceland College, was then taken up and considered. A resolution prevailed that the Board of
Trustees be instructed to install a proper method of
double entry books for such accounts.
A resolution was also called up that appraisers· be·
appointed by the First Presidency and the Twelve
to appraise property in various parts of the country.
This was also carried.
The election of trustees of Graceland College was
taken up and F. M. Smith was chosen to succeed himself, as also F. B. Blair to succeed himself, and H. C.
Smith to succeed W. A. Grenawalt. A vote of thanks
was tendered Brother Grenawalt for his services as
trustee:
The selection of a successor to J. A. Gillen as
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member of the Board of Auditors was then taken up
and the election resulted in the choosing of Robert Winning. I. A. Smith was elected to succeed
Charles Fry on the board. A vote of thanks was
tendered Brother Fry for his labors on the Board of
Auditors.
The chair announced that the ordinations ordered by conference would take place Sunday morning in the basement of the church, and that. they
would be in charge of the Quorum of Twelve.
W. T. Thompson being present, he was asked in
regard to his willingness to serve as a seventy. He
said he could not accept. A. E. Stone was called on
for an expression in regard to his call to the seventy,
and he asked for more time to consider.
Announcements were made, song No. 176 was
sung, and R. C. Russell pronounced the benediction.
Hiram E. Moler was the speaker in the auditorium in the evening service, assisted by E. B.
Morgan. In the lower room at the same hour, Bishop
E. L. Kelley addressed the bishops and delegates on
the subject of the financial affairs of the church.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17.
At eight o'clock ordination services were held in
the basement under direction of the Twelve. Joseph
R. Lambert was ordained to the office of Presiding
Patriarch, under temporai;y selection and appointment by the body to serve until a successor to
Alexander H. Smith be named, under the hands of
Joseph Smith and I. N. White, the former being
spokesman; ·F. G. Pitt as patriarch, by F. A. Smith,
spokesman, and G. T. Griffiths; A. Leaverton as
patriarch, by G. T. Griffiths, spokesman, and F. A.
Smith; William Lewis as patriarch, by F. A. Smith,
spokesman, and G. T. Griffiths; W. E. LaRue as high
priest, by I. N. White, spokesman, and J. F. Curtis;
Holmes J. Davison as seventy, by J. W. Wight,
spokesman, and U. W. Greene; Jesse W. Paxton as
seventy, by F. M. Sheehy, spokesman, and R. C.
Russell; W. P. Bootman as seventy, by U. W. Greene,
spokesman, and J. W. Wght; A. C. Silvers as seventy,
by R. C. Russell, spokesman, and F. M. Sheehy; and
J. C. Chrestensen as high priest, by J. F. Curtis,
spokesman, and G. T. Griffiths.
At the same hour in the auditorium a prayer meeting was held in charge of C. E. Butterworth and
T. U. Thomas.
At 11 o'clock E. L. Kelley was the speaker in the
auditorium, assisted by E. A. Blakeslee; C. J. Hunt
preached in the basement, assisted by W. W. Whiting; and at South Side Branch, R. Bullard was the
speaker, assisted by David Smith.
At 3 p. m. the speaker in the auditorium was A.
Carmichael, assisted by C. A. Parkin; and in the
basement, J. A. Becker, assisted by Eben Miller.
The speaker at 7.45 in the auditorium was R. C.
Evans, assisted by S. M. Reiste; in the lower room,
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M. C. Fisher, assisted by Earl D. Bailey; at South
Side, R. May, assisted by B. J. Scott.
Speakers at Central Kansas City Branch were
U. W. Greene in the morning, assisted by R. Etzenhouser; and in the evening, H. C. Smith; assisted by
W. E. LaRue.

com ERENCE NOTES.
President Joseph Smith has been in attendance
at all the business sessions and at many of the
preaching services. During the weeks previous to
the convening of conference he had suffered much
and was worn in body and sp_irit; but almost with
the beginning of the first sessions he has been feeling better, and has been able to take charge of the
business meetings at times during the transaction
of routine business. The .Saints and delegates are
very thankful indeed that they cmn have President
Smith with them, and can hear his wise coun;el at
times. While his sight is dimmed and his hearing
quite defective, he is strong in body, his step elastic
and quick for a man of his years, and he retains his
courage as of yore.
The discussion of the appropriation for Graceland
College assumed some peculiar features. On Tuesday it seemed that most were favorable to the
movement, but when ·Wednesday's session began it
seemed there had been a decided change of sentiment, the proposition was discussed from a somewhat different standpoint, and while the vote was
remarkable in a sense, there was a wonderfully good
feeling over the result on the part of all. Let us
hope that time will shmv that the decision of conference was a wis~ one, as we believe it will.
The weather has been almost ideal, there having
been but one day thus far that was in any way bad.
Conference business seems to be going along quite
slowly. A resolution comes before the body for consideration. A few speeches are made, members rise
to their feet sharply upon the close of a former
speech and demand the floor, the chair is kept busy
in locating the first man, and soon the afternoon
is gone in the consid?ration of one subject of the
many to come before the conference. But it is the
universal verdict that the discussions result in better understanding and feeling.
The weather continued almost ideal up to Saturday when it turned cold and rainy, and we had a
fevv flurries of snow. Sunday morning came still
cooler, temperature hovering around freezing point,
and some snow flying.
A very peaceful conference has been had so far,
and while a few sharp tilts have been engaged in in
some of the matters discussed, a wonderfully good
feeling prevails. This is as it should be. One of the
.American characteristics is the ability to take a
_good hard rap~ and give one in return, brush off the·
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as an ideal toward which the efforts of social or po:..
litical reformers may be directed.
·
Let us begin by inquiring what are the various
senses in.which the phrase equality between men is,
or may be, employed.
Six senses may be enumerated in which the phrase
is currently used. Two of these refer to man as a
pure product of nature, the other four to. man as
a soClial being existing under civil institutions of
some sort or kind.
The first meaning, though very familiar, is one
for which it is hard to find a truly descriptive name,
but we may call it spiritual equality. There is a
sense in which all men are naturally equal, because
all have alike an individual personality which is of
supreme value to each. All are alike when they
come out of the darkness into this world as mewling
b_abes; all are alike when with failing breath they
return again into the darkness; This is the kind
of equality denoted by the phrase, "All men are
equal in the sight of God." The Almighty is so
infinitely above his creatures that the distinctions
between them are as nothing in his eyes. Each is
EQUALITY.
In each, as certain
By James Bryce, author of "The American Commonwealth," a life-spark, and nothing more.
"Suppressions of South Africa," etc.
philosophers have said, there dwells a tiny fragment
It is now a century and a half. since the idea of of the universal soul of things. In each personality
equality among men began to be constantly dis- there is a mystery and even a dignity-the dignity
cussed, and to influence the vrnrld of practice as of moral freedom, the importance of which transwell as that of abstract thought. It has inspired cends the disparities of man and man, and gives to
many schemes, and has been taken as an ideal to every life, the every personality, a kind of sacredbe pursued not only in law and politics, but also in ness. This conception, though one finds it recognized
sociology and economics. More than once it has be- in classical antiquity, derives most of its power
com-e a revolutionary force of tremendous power. from the teachings of Christianity, and has become
Yet the great bulk of mankind have seldom stopped to most men a distinctly religious conception. Each
to analyze it, that is to say, to distinguish the vari- and every human soul is precious, because each is
ous senses in which it is used, and the different bear- in direct relation to God, and because each has been
ings it has when applied in different fields of human deemed to have an infinite future of weal or woe .
life. Indeed, much confusion and some error have before it.
The other sense in which equality might be said
arisen from the habit of assuming that because
equality is desirable and attainable in certain mat- to exist between men, and to be a natural equality,
ters it is desirable and attainable in other and dis- is equality of gifts, physical, intellectual, and moral.
similar matters, also, while the excesses of some who Were men equally endowed with strength, intellihave fallen into this error have disposed others to · gence, courage, force, and tenacity of will, there
regard it as a foolish and pernicious notion, which would be a genuine natural equality among them.
As we know, there is no such natural equality,
ought to be resisted whenever resistance is possible.
It is, therefore, worth while to subject the term but, on the contrary, the greatest.possible disparity,
equality to analysis and examination, with the view and that even between the nearest kinsfolk, and be" .
of distinguishing the different meanings it bears, tween persons brought up under the same education
or, more precisely, the different import and effect and social influences. Nevertheless, obvious and
familiar as is this fact, it has made far less impr~s
·of the conception according as it is applied in one
sion on the popular mind tban the external points
or another kind of subject-matter. One can not
of resemblance between one man-and another on the
hope to present any really new ideas on such a topic. one hand, and, on the other, that equality of personThat which may be aimed at is rather to give defi- ality which we have just been considering. It is
niteness and precision to ideas which most of us are only when diversity and inequality appear in the
apt to hold in a somewhat vague form, and in par- form of differences of sex, or of race and color,
ticular to estimate, in each of the matters whereto. that they receive due recognition; yet differences
it is applied., the practical value of the conception of sex and of race and color are not greater than the

dust o:i' conflict, and be good friends with the one who
opposed you.
Sunday, as will be observed by looking over the
'speakers, was a general field day for the bishops, all
taking part, with the exception of those at the Cen~
tral Kansas City Branch, being bishops or bishop's
agents.
On Monday the Saints were pleased to get acquainted with a brother from Oklahoma, Richard
Davis by name, who is a full-blood Cherokee Indian.
All the Kansas City papers have been sending
- their reporters to furnish their readers with items
of the conference. These reporters have been quite
fair in their write-ups of the sessions, and there
have been very few attempts to "feature" any of
the peculiar characteristics of our people. We are
becoming too well acquainted for them to attempt
to make a play on such things.

Of General InteJtest
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differences which _separate the higher from the
lower individuals of ;the same -sex and race.
._ Thus we have, as regards natural man, two salient facts: Between each man, simply as- a man,
and every other man, there is an equality of soul,
an equal worth of personality. There is also between men an inequality of gifts, each man differing
from his fellows in physical strength and in physical needs, in intellectual strength and in intellectual
tastes, in force of will, in industry, in perseverance,
in rectitude, in capacity for emotion, whether good
-or bad.
We come now to the four kinds of equality which
exist, or may exist, between men in their social as
opposed to their purely natural state. These are
usually described as civil equality, political equality,
social equality, and economic equality.
By civil equality we undei·stand the possession by
each man of similar and equal legal rights in the
sphere of private law; that is, equal rights to freedom of speech and action, to personal safety and
.protection, to the enjoyment of a position in the
family, to the holding and disposal of property. This
kind of equality is so far from being natural that
it is found only in advanced civilizations. Slavery
was the rule all over the world, not perhaps among
pure savages, but certainly among barbarous and
semicivilized peoples, and has prevailed even in
some highly civilized states. Even where slavery
has ceased, great disparities as regards private legal
rights long continued to exist, as, for instance, in
France down to the Revolution. In Britain this
equality was established, except between men and
women, at a comparatively early epoch, and its full
recognition has been, both there and in the United
States, a very potent and beneficial factor in preventing social bitterness and political unrest. We
even extend it, for almost all, if not absolutely for
all, purposes, to those who are not citizens or subjects of the state.
The term political equality describes the equal
enjoyment by all who are citizens of the state of a
share in its government, including both. the right of
voting for persons to be invested with executive or
legislative functions, and the right of being one's
self eligible for such an executive or legislative post.
This is a totally different thing from equality of
private legal rights, has been later in its growth,
does not prevail so extensively, and does not necessarily or logically follow from civil equality,
because the grounds which recommend it are not
the same. It is in no country complete as between
the sexes. Nevertheless, it tends more. and more
to make way, and is generally supposed to be the
goal toward which nations are traveling.
The term social equality Is much more vague,
because here we quit the sphere of law to enter that
of social intercourse. It denotes the kind of mutual

courtesy and respect which men show to one another
when each feels the other to be "as good as himself"
-a respect which stands between condescension, on
the one hand, and submissiveness, on the other.
The extent to which it goes depends, of course, upon
the particular form of intercourse. There may be
a social equality between men as directors of a company or members of a political committee which
would not extend to dining at one another's houses,
still less to marrying one another's sisters or daughters. Its growth is generally in proportion to the
growth of the last two mentioned kinds of equality;
yet it might exist without political equality, and the
latter without it.
Lastly, there is economic equality, that is to say,
the possession by every man of an equal quantity
value of property, none being either richer or poorer
than his neighbor. This state of things has never
yet existed, and has no necessary connection with
the other kinds of equality, though of course it is
only under a regime of political equality that it
would be likely to come into being.
So far we have been endeavoring to distinguish
and define the different kinds of equality which do
exist, or may exist, among men. Now let us inquire
what are the import, the value, and the practical
attainability of each of these kinds. Most people
tend to assume ci vriori that every species of equality
has a sort of presumption in its favor; that it is
likely to yield better fruits, both ethically and politically and socially, than inequality; and that it is
therefore desirable for all communities to try to
work toward it. This tendency deserves to be
explained, this alleged presumption ~o be scrutinized.
That which has been called spiritual equality, the
equal worth of each personality or human soul, is
now generally admitted by all civilized men, and has
become so much a part of our thinking that we forget that there were times when it was not accepted
at all. The latest serious attempt to deny it was
made in the last days of slavery in the United
States, when some few persons, professing to be
anthropologists, attempted to show that African
negroes were not members of the human family, but
rather a species of highly developed apes. The conception is one which the three great religions of the
world all virtually embrace, Mohammedanism having taken it from the Jews and the Christians; and
the power it exerts is mainly due to its incorporation in Christian doctrine. The unity of man is
correlative to the unity of God. The value of man's
soul is measured by the death of the Savior. It is·
indeed the sheet-anchor of humanity; for we owe to
it all the efforts that are made to help or reclaim
those criminals and outcasts whose acts excite repulsion but who are nevertheless, in another sense,
men' like ourselves. It is the force which restrains,

or
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however Imperfectly, the disposition of the stronger in that sphere, viz, civil, rpolitical, social, and ecoraces to -trample on the weaker, to reduce ·them to nomic equality.
Civil equality, equality of rights in the field of
slavery, deny them civil rights, use them like beasts
of bunfen for the benefit of those who need their private law, is so generally acfmitted' to be wholelabor. It is now SO' firmly tooted everywhere that some for the whole community as to have become
its continuance may be deemed certain; and no a good practical test of the higher or lower level of
more need here be said regarding it than that it civilization which' any state has reached. It is now
has been the chief cause of that presumption in virtually universal in E1irope (except, of course, -in
favor of every sort of equality which has been semicivilized Turkey), and' in all the colonies of
already referred to. The admission of this principle European nations. Its acceptance has -been due
seems to throw upon any kind of inequality the onus partly to sentiment and sympathy, but largely also
to an experience of the evils of inequality as giving
of justifying its existence.
Men reason thus: "All men are born equal; all rise to arrogance and injustice on the part of privimen die equal; all souls are immortal, and Christ leged classes, and exposing the less privileged to
died for all. We brought nothing into the world, harsh treatment. The sense of wrong produces disand it is certain that we can carry nothing out of content, and discontent disturbs the state. The
it. Why, then, should there be such differences of very term equity, which our la>vyers have drawn
good_ and evil fortune, of wealth and poverty, from the favorite expression of the Roman lawyers,
between men? Why should not all have equal aeqimm et bo?iurn, indicates the tendency to find
rights, equal possessions, equal happiness?" The in equality of treatment a foundation for justice,
New Testament, the American Declaration of Inde- and the easiest way out of the endless complications
pendence, the French principles of 1789, seem to and difficulties to which the preference of one class
concur in prescribing equality as the normal con- of persons over another gives rise. The tendency to
dition of mankind, or, at any rate, the proper start- level clown and level up became strong in jurispruing-point for every community. Even Bentham's dence before it had established itself in politics.
doctrine that the aim of society is to secure the Economic changes worked the same way; for when
greatest happiness of the greatest number is obliged \Yealth was acquired by persons belonging to the
to assume the equal value of each person, and of the inferior classes, they used it to evade and ultimately
capacity of each for happiness, else the doctrine to overthrow those provisions of the old law which
fails altogether to supply the practical guidance it placed them at a disadvantage compared with men
has undertaken to give. The power w;hich this view of higher rank. To one who reviews the progress
of equality as the natural state of men has exercised of the world during the last four centuries, no small
is unquestionable. But in trying to apply it to part of that progress seems to consist in or to issue
existing social phenomena we are immediately con- from civil equality, and its steady and quiet growth
fronted by the other fact, already dwelt upon, viz, is a striking illustration of the power of moral
the inequality of men as regards their physical and forces, of truth, reason, and good feeling. These
mental powers. Equality of gifts and abilities does have been more important agents in creating it tha~
not exist, and, so far as we can fore;ee, never will any revolts of the oppressed; and, indeed, it was
exist. _'It does not even seem to come nearer, except they that enabled some of those revolts to succeed.
to- some slight extent, as between the different races - The equality of men in respect of political rights
of mankind; for though some individuals of remark- has made far slower advances, and involves conable capacity have arisen from among the colored siderations very different from those which govern
- races, no colored race as a whole has brought itself our view of equality of civil rights. We may define
it as meaning the equal right of every citizen to
nearly up to the level of the leading white races.
share
in the government of a state, whether as a
The problems that lie before human society in its
voter
or
as eligible for any office or post. The idea
onward march are all concemed or involved with
these two salient natural facts, and admitted of such equality is very modern,· the realization of
equality between men in one aspect, and a no less it still more recent, and hardly anywhere compalpable inequality between them in another aspect; plete. So far from its having been the original
and as these moral or social problems, like physical condition of mankind, it would seem to have never
existed in any primitive people which had reached
problems, can be solved, not by running counter to
even the rudest political organization. The domi- nature, but only by obeying her, like regard must
nance of one man, or a few men, over the majority
in every effort at a solution be had to both facts.
is everywhere the patent fact, and the circle of those
We may now go on to inquire how these two facts who share in political power is .very slowly extended.
seemingly opposed, yet both true, have worked upon Such extension usually comes, as in the case of the
the relations of men in the social sphere. And this _ equality of private civil rights, partly through the
brings us to the four forms of equality which exjst discontent of the excluded mass, who see, or think
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they see, that the authority of the privileged few
is used to their prejudice, partly by a feeling; which
gradually spreads among the most enlightened
members of the privileged class, that no set of people can be trusted to legislate for others, and that
a government is more stable :when its base is broad.
Where the few rule the 'many, the many will always.
blame the few for any mistakes or misfortunes.
When they obtain their share, they have only themselves to blame. Ac.cordingly there has been established in modern times and in advanced nations a
sort of presumption in favor of a wide political
franchise and universal eligibility for office, as making probably for the general good, but anyhow for
the general contentment. This, however, is only a
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The latter,· however, shows us some persons immensely superior in integrity, in force of character;
in all the powers which enable a man to lead or to
edify, or to delight his fellow-inen. The "iristinCt .~"
which defers to such kinds of superiority is both
natural and reasonable, and the instinct which defers to wealth and power is, at any rate natural.
Moreover, differ·ences of intellect and of education produce differences of taste; differences of
wealth produce differences of habits of life; and
such differences necessarily affect social intercourse.
The establishment of economic communism, or of
. an absolute equality of conditions, would remove
the latter ; but the former would still subsist, and
would c1:eate, if not a barrier, at least.a certain dis-

presumption. There is another side to the question.

inclination to intimacy between the person who

Equality of civil rights is almost certainly a good
thing, for it can hardly be misused. Equality of
political rights may readily be misused; for it requires capacity, and capacity may be wanting
where a political power is committed to a mass of
people who are ignorant and untrained, and where
this mass is not disposed to be guided by those who
are wise and more instructed, it may choose bad
rulers and sanction foolish measures. Thus a suffrage suitable to the white population' of Massachusetts may not be suitable to the predominantly
colored population of Louisiana. In every case th\'!
risk of this evil must be set against the presumptive
advantages already mentioned; and ·the difficulty
of balancing them may be illustrate.d from the divi. sion of opinion among intelligent men and women
which exists on the question of woman suffrage.
There is, therefore, no general rule to be laid down
on the subject. In every case a balance must be
struck between- probable gains and probable dangers. Regard must oe had to time, place, and circumstance; the application of abstract principles
and a priori doctrines, such as were so potent among
the French from 1789 to 1792, and in the United
States for two generations after 1776, must be carefully eschewed.
We come next to social equality, and find ourselves passing out of the sphere of law into that of
general human intercourse. Is it desirable that
there should be no social ranks ol' grades, and that
(apart from office and from age, two things which
have usually and rightly commanded deference)
each man should treat every other man as being
absolutely on his own level?
Here we are confronted by the old contradiction
between natural equality, in the sense of spiritual
equality of every human being, and natural inequality, in the sense of the great diversity of intellectual and moral gifts between different persons.
The former would seem to forbid social distinc.tions; for if each personality is of the same value,
it ought to obtain the same respect from others.

loves literature or art and the person who loves only
foot-ball or his dinner.
The tendency to establish distinctions of rank is
deep-rooted and universal. Some of us would not
consider that there was much difference, if any,
between the vocation of a seller of peanuts and that
of an organ-grinder. The former is nearly as
nomadic a person as the latter. Nevertheless, in
New York the distinction is so great that the former
dees not permit his children to play with the children of the latter. When a tendency is naturally so
strong, the attempt to. ignore its results may produce an artificial state of things disagreeable to
everybody, as the attempt of some idealists to make
their domestic servants sit down to meals along
with them has been resisted by the servants themselve~.

These are some of the difficulties which surround
the question. An examination of them may lead us
to the following conclusions :
The more social equality we can secure without
running counter to nature, the better. Mutual
respect for one another's feelings, mutual courtesy
in forms of address, mutual recognition of the
equality which lies beneath all the inequalities, are
good for the so-called superior and the so-called inferior. They check arrogance and assumption on
the part of the one, cringing and servility on the
part of the other. They make the one remember
that he is no more, the other than he is no less, than
a free man.
On the other hand, more harm than good will be
done by trying to force into a kind of intimacy
which they feel to be unreal, because not grounded
on sympathy of thought and tastes and habits.
When these are widely divergent, social intercourse
can not be so easy, or, at any rate, can not cover so
much of life. You may be perfectly friendly with
the coachman who drives your carriage, but you
do not wish that he should spend the evening in your
drawing-room, or marry your daughter. He may
be more honest or more wise, or both, than you are
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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yourself; nevertheless, the difference in tastes and in wall. Almost the only survival of its importance is
ways of life 1;1ets certain limits to intimacy. But the to be found in the disposition to prefer a peer for
· i-ecognition· of 'these diffei·ences does not diminish the office of governor-general of India, or Ireland;
either ·the duty or· the value of ·politeness on both or -c~nada. In some parts of Europe, liowever,
sides.
birth and rank still count for much. - Thirty years
As ·regards the weight to be attached to natural ago, I was told- in Vienna that not long before, at
inequalities, wealth ought to count for least, except, -the court balls there, the' daughter of the then
. of course, so far as it involves qisparity -of habits. Prime Minister was seldom asked to dance, because
Intellect may properly entitle its possessor to a cer- her father, though he was expected to save the
tain amount of deference; but, taken alone, and monarchy from the perils that then encompassed it,
ipart from the attainments or the refinement which was not a count but a simple Freiherr. In Prussia
it may produce, it oughf-D.ot to be a basis of social people do not to-day, like the W estphalian baron
in "Candide," forbid their sister to marry a man
distinction.
What is to be said of what Europeans call rank, who can not show sixteen quarterings-; yet in Prusi. e., of the. conventional orders- and degrees in sia to-day it is all but impossible for a Jew, however
society produced by titles, .whether hereditary or rich, to obtain a commission in the army.
personal?
There is a curious distinction between Eastern
Where they are personal their value depends on and Western countries in this regard. In the East
the care with which they have been bestowed, or, in the sovereign, being a despot, is held so immeasurother words, on the amount of personal excellence ably superior to his subjects that they all seem comthey indicate. There is nothing in the doctrine of paratively equal before him, and he can so easily
naturai equality to dissuade the rendering of special make the beggar a prince, or the prince a beggar,
deference to special excellence.
that the European ideas of status are inapplicable,
Where they are hereditary, as among the nobles and there is little difference between the laborer
of Europe, they do not indicate any measurable and the employer. In Europe, on the other hand,
amount of excellence, for the presumption that the while distinctions between classes are much regood qualities of ancestors reappear in descendants garded (even in republican Switzerland the old
is hardly stronger than the. presumption· that those families enjoy great l·espect), the chief social line is
who have been brought up in comparative indolence that which separates those who are called "gentleand under the influence of caste sentiment will suf- men" from those who are not so called, and the sovfer from both causes. That the evils of hereditary ereign is deem~d to be only the most highly placed
titles exceed their advantages is the judgment of gentleman, and not exempt, as in Turkey or Persia,.
nearly all impartial observers. In Germany apd the from the obligations attaching to a gentleman. This
Austrian dominions they foster a spirit of haughty is a result-of the few that still survive-of the soexclusivenesss among those who possess them. In called system of chivalry, \Vhich created a sort of
Great Britain, they produce snobbishness both equality on the basis of knighthood.
among those who possess them and those who do not,
(To be concluded.)
without (as a rule) any corresponding sense of- a
duty to sustain the credit of the family or the caste.
ALCOHOL AN OBSOLETE REMEDY.
Their abolition would be clear gain.
Forty years ago no scientist of standing could be found in
The elaborate system of artificial rank which pre- the world who was willing to undertake the defense of temvails in Europe is, however, by no means so offensive perance on purely scientific grounds. Scientific men believed
as many Americans fancy. Even in England social and taught that alcohol was a food, a stimulant, a remedy of
highest value; that it was indispensable in the treatment
precedence is so much a part of the recognized· the
of collapse, surgical shock, in fevers, in blood poisoning, in
conventions of the country, and is so fully dis- pneumonia, in tuberculosis or consumption, in weakness from
counted by a regard to the intrinsic merit of the whatever cause, as a preventative in exposure to contagion, in
person who does or does not enjoy it, that, though protection from fevers, in heart weakness from hemorrhage
it may seem absurd enough that the Prime Minister or other cause; in fact, alcohol was the one universal
should, if a commoner, walk out of the room behind remedy, the first item on the list of emergency supplies, the
biggest item next to foods in the hospital expense bill, the
an insignificant young peer, and the Prime Minis- most frequent prescription of the medical practitioner, and the
ter's wife have no rank at all, nobody deems this to -prescription which he nearly always took himself. The use of
be any disparagement of the Prime Minister. If alcohol as a remedy was most emphatically indorsed by scienit were a rule that all red-haired people should tific men and supposed to be backed up by scientific evidence.
To-day all this is changed. The laboratory researches contake ·precedence of black-haired people, this, too,
ducted by the aid of instruments of precision, the same sort of
would so soon seem a matter of course that the instruments
which measure the velbcity of light, the moveblack-haired would accept their position, and cease ment of the stars, and by which the occult forces of nature
to feel aggrieved. When there is substantial work have been revealed and studied-these same methods· and
to be done, social precedence usually goes to the instruments have been brought to bear upon the study of
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alcohol and its effects upon the human body, and the result
has completely reversed arid upset the- old beliefs and the
old teachings.
- Every' function of the body has been subjected to the
- minutest scrutiny; every bodily activity and energy has been
calipered with the finest precision. By this means we have
become acq-uainted with the normal man. We know how long
it takes him to think, to feel, to see, to smell, to he_ar, to
taste. We know how much fuel in the shape of food is
Tequil'ed to maintain body heat and to enable the body engi;ne
to do its wol'k. We know how much oxygen is consumed, how
many foot pounds of work can be done in a minute or in
an hour Ol' in a day. With a nol'mal man before him, measured, calipered, tested and chal'ted in every conceiv_able way,
the modern laboratory physiologist has made a study of the
influence of alcohol upon the human body, its tissues and its
activities. The result has been the discovel'y that alcohol
damages every tissue and impairs -every, function; that it is
a universal poison; that it is of no advantage or assistance to
the body undel' any circumstances whatever; that it is not
capable of increasing strength or endurance or vitality one
iota, but the very opposite.
Here are a few of the things which science has demonstrated that alcohol does to the body: In doses so small as
one twenty-five hundredth of the body weight, that is one
ounce for a man weighing one hundred and fifty poundsalcohol shrivels the nerve cells and impairs ~Vel'y mental
function. In a normal man the nerve impulses travel at the
-Tate of ninety-one feet per second; under the influence of alcohol the rate of transmission is reduced to thirteen feet pel'
second, or one seventh; in other words, it takes a man undel'
the influence of alcohol seven times as long to heal', to feel,
to smell, to taste, to see, to think, as a normal nian.
By similal' careful measul'ements it has been found that
undel' the influence of alcohol the fires of the body burn low,
the amount of oxygen consumed is less, and the tissue activities are slow.
Thus it appears that alcohol is not a stimulant or a ,tonic
in any sense of the word. It is a depressing agent, an anesthetic, a nal'cotic;- it is the mother of anesthetics.
The old idea that alcohol strengthens the heart, and that
hence it is just the thing to use in case of fainting, shock or
collapse, has been shown to be utterly fallacious. A two
per cent solution of alcohol has been shown by Professor
Kronecker, of Berne, Switzerland, to paralyze a frog's heart.
Such solution has the same strength as the common Bavarian
beer. Ordinary beer and hard cider contain two or three
times as much alcohol; wine five to ten times as much; brandy
and whisky twenty to twenty-five times as much. Hence the
paralyzing effect of these strong liquors is proportionately as
great. It was formerly supposed that alcohol aids digestion
because when taken into the stomach it causes it to pour out
gastric juice. But Radzikowski, a Russian physiologist, has
shown that the gastric juice produced by alcohol contains no
pepsin; it is produced simply as an action of defense to dilute
the poisons to which the living tissues are exposed.
One of the most- notable discoveries made by the modern
scientific study of alcohol is the fact that it lessens vital
resistance. Animals under the influence of alcohol are a
more likely prey to germs. For instance, pigeons, which are
ordinarily proof against bacteria which produce malignant
carbuncle, under the influence of small doses of alcohol are
easily affected and die.
In the light of these facts, it is not at all surprising that
observing physicians should have begun to question the value
of alcohol as a remedy in the treatment of pneumonia, typhoid
fever and tuberculosis and other grave disorders. Hundreds
of physicians have had the courage to undertake the treatment
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of these diseases without alcohol, and the result has been
a wonderful reduction in _the rate of mortality. Alcohol was
formerly considered a sovereign i·emedy for consumption because a few suffering from this disease took whisky and
recovel·ed in spite of it. Now no one thinks of giving alcohol for this disease, for it has been positively proved that
habitual drinkers suffer more frequently and more fatally
from tuberculosis of the lungs than do abstainers. Consumptives. are treated by the out-of-door method and sixty
per cent recover.
'
Typhoid fever -under the alcohol treatment was an extremely
ft-ital disease. · Twenty to thirty per cent of the patients
died. Under the nonalcoholic treatment which substitutes
wate1• for alcohol, ninety-seven per cent recover. Pneumonia
under the alcoholic trnatment was still more fatal. Under
rational treatment, without alcohol, the mortality has been
reduced to five or six per cent.

In surgical shock, alcohol, instead of being prescribed is
absolutely forbidden. The use of alcohol is indeed pronounced
by the best authorities to be ?bout the worst thing that could
be done, since it increases shock through the weakening of
the heart and the paralyzing of the ner\'e centers. An increasing number of intelligent physicians are taking a decided stand
against the use of alcohol as a remedy. It has even been·
proposed that alcohol Ehould be dropped from the materia
medica. It may almost be said that alcohol as a remedy is
dead. The corpse still lingers about the drugstores and in
some physicians' offices, but the time can not be far distant
when this drug will be decently buried and cease to appear
among remedies ~vhich are accorded respectable standing as
having the support of scientific authority.-Good Health
Magazine, March, 1910.
SHALL THE FAMILY LIFE BE PRE5ERVED?
(By F. W.- Blackmar, Professor of Sociology and Economics,
University of Kansas, Lawrence.)
The mainstay of modern society is the family. Its discipline, its association, its love, its inspiration to normal
social life make it of first importance of all social groups.
Hence if we wish social progress to continue, every effort
should be made to retain it in its purity and efficiency. Clustering around it are so many sympathies, a life of such delicate nature that it is difficult to improve it by any determined
effort. It is preeminently a private life, more private than
any other institution. Yet its importance makes it a matter
of great- public concern.
As the normal family in the home represents that which
is most sacred and best in modern life, so the broken family
and ruined home represent the most deplorable social condition as well as the greatest of social evils. The separation
of man and wife, the helplessness of children, the destructiqn of tender ties and sympathies, and the breaking of ideals
lead in general to individual misery and social deterioration.
Yet it is difficult to maintain this delicate fabric by force
of law alone. Granted that the breaking of the home is an
<0vil, there are conditions in which a divorce is humane. To
forbid divorce entirely would not prevent the evil and would
lead to other worse conditions. To have a lax divorce law,
allowing people to separate at will, would destroy the solidarity of the home and among the ignorant and unthinking,
be used to degrade the home life. Hence a clearly defined
divorce law, neither too severe on the one hand nor too lax
on the other, made universal and uniform throughout all the
States is a much to be desired protection to the family life.
·while divorce as generally practiced must be recognized as
productive of evil results, little good can be accomplished by
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attacking divorce as an institution. True legal reform lies in
the provision of a wise, even-guaged law. For divorce is but
an index of a deeper seated wrong which must be remedied
and prevented by other means than forbidding ·its practice.
The evil originates and is developed long before the divorce.
Foremost of all is education of the right sort, an education
which will give to men and women lmowledge, and a baptism
·of moral and intellectual integrity, and increase tolerance and
common sense.
More car('lful study preparatory to home life, and of the
difficulties and trials that must be encountered there, would
lessen the difficulties and add· to the charm of the home. Our
educational institutions in the past have been giving better
preparation for almost every other mode of existence than for
this most important condition of social life'. Recently more
attention has been given to home building and household
economy and management, to questions of sanitation and
hygiene, to anatomy, ·physiology, and the science and art of
child raising. These should be more specific in their nature
and more univers1J,l in their application.
While education should be placed first as a means of overcoming the evils that lead to divorce, well regulated laws of
a mild nature would aid and support the educational program.
A law requiring the candidate for matrimony to pass an
examination in lmowledge of anatomy, physiology and hygiene,
in special application to the family and home life, would be a
step in the right direction. When persons were not able to
receive the required instruction, municipal night schools
should be provided for this purpose.
A law requiring a medical certificate of mental soundness
and freedom from virulent disease should be enacted, to do
away, if possible, with the present slipshod methods frequently
employed in the probate court.
A system of registration of all people, that a record of
"who is who" might be obtained, would prevent deception, and
a previous announcement of the marriage some weeks before
the event would prevent hasty marriages.
Also a more stringent law preventing persons who have
no actual means of support, either in property or earning
capacity, from marrying, would be of service.
Such laws as those enumerated above would not in themselves work a reform, but backed by education, intelligence
and public sentiment, they would help to remedy evils that
lead to divorce.
To those who consider matrimonial union an entirely private
matter, such laws seem undesirable. But matrimony and
especially the perpetuity of the family in its purity and importance is of great public concern and the public must
arouse itself to renewed action on a higher plane if it wishes
to preserve the family in its useful state. Besides, the science
of eugenics (race or stock culture) will without doubt become
more prominent in the future, which will lead people to' be
more thoughtful on the subject.
Finally, while divorce is recognized as an institution essen,
tial to the protection of modern society, and while it is an
index of evils rather than an evil in itself, except in a secondary sense, the law should be firm enough so as not to encourage divorce. While some people might have the intelligence and character to decide when they should be separated,
without the consent of society, a larger number would be
encouraged to throw off restraint under a lax divorce law.
Society through law, should help such to exercise restraint-a restraint which iS necessary to civilization and progress.Kansas City Journal.
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RELIGOUS BODIES IN UNITED STA TES.
GRAND TOTAL SHOWS 61.6 PER CENT PROTESTfl:NTS AND
CENT ROMAN CATHOLICS.

36.7 PER

That the church members in the United States numbered
nearly 33 millions in 1906; that there were a billion a~d a
quarter dollars invested in church edifices; that every day
eight new churches sent their spires skyward;· that males
formed considerably less than half the total church membership; that a larger percentage of Catholic males than Protestant males were members; that in 16 States the majority of
the total church membership ·were Roman Catholic; but that
of the grand total of church members reported for the United
States 61.6 per cent were Protestant and 36.7 per cent
Roman Catholic; these are the salient and conspicuous facts
appearing in the proof sheets of a United States Census
Bureau bulletin, prepared by Chief Statistician William C.
Hunt of the division of population of the United States Census Bureau.
The bulletin will be issued this month. It is in the nature
of an abstract of the comprehensive report, now in press; giving the results of the fifth census of religious bodies in the
United States.
FEWER MALE THAN FEMALE MEMBERS.
Un~ted States census statistics of church
membership by sex were collected for the first time in 1906.
Of the total number of members reported by the various religious bodies and classified by sex 43.1 per cent were males and
56.9 per cent females. Among the Protestants the difference
was greate1~ only 39.3 per cent being males. In the Roman
Catholic churches there were relatively more males, the number forming 49.3 per cent of the total membership.·
Fewer males than femiiles were found among the Latter
Day Saints, the Lutherans, Disciples, Methodists, Baptists,
Presbyterians, and Protestant Episcopalians, the percentages
of male members decreasing in the order shown, and there
being but 35.5 per cent male among the Episcopalians. Among
the Christian Scientists, only 27.6 per cent were males; and of
the Shakers but 21.3 per cent; but, in the Greek Orthodox
church, 93.9 per cent were male, as practi~ally all Greek immigrants have been males.
·

It is stated that

0

PROPORTION OF CHURCH MEMBERS.

Of the total estimated population of continental United
States in 1906, the church members formed 39.1 per cent, as
against 32.7 per cent for 1890, amounting to 6.4 per cent
more in 1906 than in 1890. Of this 6.4 per cent increase the
Roman Catholic Church is credited with 4.4 per cent, and the
Protestants with 1.8 per cent; the remainder being divided
among all other denominations.
It is stated in the bulletin that the total number of members
reported by the various religious bodies for 1906 was 32,936,445, of which number the Protestants were credited with
20,287,742 and the Roman Catholics with 12,079,142. Of the
Protestant bodies the Methodists numbered 5,749,838; the
Baptists, 5,662,234; the Lutherans, 2,112,494; the Presbyterians, 1,830,555, and the Disciples or Christians, 1,142,359 ..
Of the total of 32,936,445 church members, 61.6 per cent
\Vere Protestants, 36.7 per cent Roman Catholic, and 1.7 per
cent members of other religious organizations. The rate of
increase shown for the Roman Catholic Church is 93.5 per
cent, which is more than twice that for all the Protestant
bodies combined. The Methodists reported 17.5 per cent of
all Protestant church members; the Baptist, 17.2 per cent.
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS.

The total number of local religious organizations in 1906
is given as 212,230, an incre·ase since 1890 of 47,079, or 28.5
per cent. The Protestants are credited with an increase in
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this particular amounting to 27.8 per cent; the Roman Catholic Church, 21.9 per cent; the Jewish congregations, 231.9
per cent·; and the Latter-day Saints, 38.3 per cent.
The Methodists reported the largest number of local organizations, 64, 701; the Baptists reported 54,880; the Presbyterians, 15,506; the Lutherans, 12,703, and the.Roman Catholics, 12,482.
Other interesting features of the bulletin are those showing
that the total seating capacity of churches was 58,536,830, an
increase over the 1890 United States census figures of "34.4
per cent; that the rate of increase was practically the same
for both Protestants and Roman Catholic, and kept pace with
the increase in population; and that $1,257,867 was invested in
church edifices in 1906. The total amount of debt was $108,050,946, or 8.6 per cent of the total value; of this total the
Protestant bodies owed $53,301,254, and the Roman Catholics
$49,488,055. In 16 States a majority of the church members
were R,oman Cittholic; in 29 States Protestant, and in 1,
Utah, Latter-day Sainfs.-Selected.
o+o<t•o
NEW JERUSALEM OF JEWS TO BE GREATER NEW YORK.
Modern Judaism is destined to find its world-capital, its
New Jerusalem, in Greater New York, according to the
General Anzeiger des Judentums, a German publication. Basing its prophecy on statistics of population, that journal
states that there are 800,000 Jews living in New York, the
greatest number ever congregated in one place in either
ancient or modern times. Even Warsaw, the largest Jewish
city next to New York, is said not to have more than 300,000
Jewish inhabitants. The Jewish population in the United
States is computed to be 1,500,000; consequently, more than
one half of it is living in Greater _New York. Every fourth
inhabitant of Manhattan borough, the oldest part of the
city, is a Jew, while every fifth inhabitant of the city, taken
·as a whole, is Jewish.
The Jewish population increases more rapidly than the
non-Jewish, there being thirty-five births to twenty deaths
among the Jews. Every year 70,000 Jewish immigrants arrive from Europe. Basing its calculations upon these figures,
the German journal asserts that "if this ratio should continue, New York will have in ten years 1,500,000 Jewish
inhabitants and will exceed the total population of the capital of Russia."
Continuing, the article shows that the first Jewish settlers
-twenty-seven persons i,vho arrived in New York from Portugal in the year 1655-werc reluctantly granted a few acres
of land outside the city limits. To-day the Jews are in all
pa1'ts of the city and some of them have palatial residences
in Fifth avenue.
Not England, France, Germany, nor Austria, in which
countries Jews have the same rights as other citizens, but
princip.ally Roumania and Russia have sent most of these
Jews to the New World. One could assert that the creators
of the Jewish districts in New York are the Czars Alexander
III, Nicholas II, and their counselors in the political measures regarding the Jews.
Before the immigration of the Russian Jews began in
1881, only about 50,000 Jews lived in New York. They
came mostly from Germany and Austria. At that time when,
by the edicts of Alexander III., the condition of the Russian
Jews became unbearable, they came to these hospitable
shores, and whenever the mobs in Odessa or Kischineff took
delight in• robbing and murdering the Jews, thousands of
them sought and found refuge in the East Side of New York.
As the government of Russia had done everything possible
.to keep down these Jews, their education and deportment is
different from that of the Jews who have immigrated from
western and middle Europe, especially from Germany. The
latter are more liberal in their religious beliefs, whilst the
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Russian Jews remain strictly orthodox. The two parties
keep away from each other in New York. Intermarriages
between the German and Russfan Jews are as scarce there as
are the marriages between Catholics and Protestants in
Eurnpe.
"Notwithstanding his poor education and his repulsive exterior when he arrives on the shores of America, and as little
as he seems fit to become an· American citizen," uroceeds the
General Anzeiger des Judentwnis, "the Russian Jew knows
how to become rich and to attain a respected station in his
new fatherland, thanks to his natural gifts not blunted by
persecution lasting hundreds of years: In no small degree
does he contribute to the economic development of the land
of his adoption. He is not only a merchant; though the
greatest number of the newly arrived Russian immigrants
begin their careers as peddlers, thousands of them are tailors
and shoemakers, cigarmakers, paper box manufacturers, carpei:iters, masons, locksmiths, paper hangers, saddlers, wagon
bmlders, etc. In the manufactur~ of clothing they have attained the first i:ank. This indu'shy is the largest of New
York and employs about 175,000 workmen."
Many Russian Jews have made large fortunes in other
businesses, notably in real estate. Shares do not seem to
them representative of real wealth; only real estate is considered property, and to get it the newcomer is willing to
undergo all kinds of hardship. At first he Jives in one of
the cheapest, and therefore one of the dirtiest, quarters of the
city; he and his family take hardly any rest from work; he
denies himself nutritious food and manages to save $1,000
to $5,,000. Then he rents a house for a term of four or
five years and he and his family occupy the cheapest apartment. He becomes landlord and his wife and daughters attend to the cleaning and do other necessary work around
the house. He becomes his own painter, carpenter, decorator,
tends to all repairing himself, and thereby reduces his expenses to the smallest possible cost. Of course, he collects
the rents due regularly, in this way he manages to save
a few hundred dollars every year, and when his lease has
expired he is able to buy an apartment house by paying part
of it in cash, and borrowing the remainder on a mortgage.
In his own house he does as he did in the rented apartment,
and in this way is able to pay off the mortgage. But still
he is not satisfied, but uses the rent money to buy more
apartment houses.
"The question might be asked," continues the German
journal, ''"Will the Russian Jews adapt themselves to their new
surroundings? Have they the mettle in them of which the
Americans are made? One thing at least justifies the affirmation of the first of these questions and that is the unlimited
enthusiasm of the immigrated Russian Jew for America.
Ardently he longs for the day when he may make application for his naturalization papers, he assumes the customs of
the Americans, and tries to get rid of everythinP' which might
designate him as a descendant of a Russian Jew, even of
his name, which he Americanizes as soon as possible. Former ·
Davidowicz becomes Davidson. Jacobson is transformed to
Jackson. If he has a German name it is also changed. Weiss
becomes White, Reis is turned into Rice, Preis into Price.
"This desire of becoming Americanized is also extended to
their dwellings. The ambition of everyone living on .the
East Side, in Hester, Suffolk, and Essex streets is to leave
these poorer quarters and to move into more fashionable
ones. As soon as they have learned some English,•they do
not speak the Yiddish any more. The girls are dressed in
the latest fashion. But they remain religiously orthodox, and
therefore separated socially from the Jews of German descent.
"Taking into ccmsideration that new streams of immigrants
from Russia will follow, who have the same customs and
are of the same mental complexion, it is not out of the way
to assert that Greater New York will some day become the
New Jerusalem of the future."-Chiaago Record-Herald.
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THE REVlVAL OF RELIGION.

MEN .ARE THINKING MORE SERIOUSLY AND FEELING MORE DEEPLY
ON THE GREAT THEMES OF LIFE.

Careful students of_ social tendencies report a reaction
against the prevailing laxity in conduct and opinion. This
is sometimes characterized as a moral renaissance. It goes
deeper; it is nothing less than a revival of religion. Yet it
does not appear to be the result of any of the ordinary
evangelistic efforts or agencies. It is springing up in unwonted places, and is finding utterance by unprofessional
and unfamiliar voices.
·
Anyone who has ears to hear must catch now and then
in the coinmon speech of men. a note of unusual seriousness.
The facts which have been coming to light dui·ing the last
few years respecting the terrible infidelity and abuses of
- power in high places have touched the heart of the common
man with a sense of solicitude. In days like these the airy
optimism which can see no perils in the path of the nation
is an impertinence. Sensil3le men are not ashamed to confess
their fears, and in their study of existiiig conditions the
trnth is brought home to them that the remedy which is
needed is a deepening of the life of the people-something
organic and elemental which shall change the common currents of thought and feeling and renovate the springs of
·character.
MORAL MOTIVE POWER.

No doubt some correction in the common moralities is
needed. To our complex and cryptic financial system we must
learn to apply the principles of ethics; the eighth commandment needs a large new annotation. Human invention was
never so prolific as it is to-day, and its resources have been
taxed in devising new ways of stealing. They must be
searched out and legibly labeled: that is the business of the
l;iw-makers. But when all this shall have been done, the
deepest need of the people will still be unsupplied. That is
the awakening in their consciousness of the sense of the
great loyalties on which life is built. Moral rules are not
enough; what is needed most" is moral motive power-the
love of righteousness, the impulse to integrity, the enthusiasm of virtue. And this, as even the common man is beginning to feel, is kindled only by religion-by fellowship and
communion with that "Power not ourselves which makes for
righteousness."
Thus, even those who have been supposed to be farthest
from the common creed are clearly recognizing that a merely
secular mortality is not enough; that there must be something sacred and supreme in it., else it will have little meaning for us and little power over us. Dr. Felix Adler, in
his book on The Religion of Duty, in which he powerfully
argues that duty must include a religious element, says:
"The moral law is not a convenience nor a convention; it
is not imposed in order that we may- achieve happiness for
ourselves or others. The' moral law comes out of the infinite
depths and heights. There is a voice that speaks in us
out of the ultimate reality of things. It is not subject to
us, but we are subject to it and we must bend our pride."
Dr. Stanton Coit, of London, another leader of the same
school, declares:
"The whole of the moral law is by no means contained
under the conception of love to one's neighbor ... ~·If Christ
·meant righteousness, when he spoke of 'the Lord thy God,'
if he meant righteousness worshiped as the sovereign reality
of life, we must assent to his declaration that the first and
great commandment is 'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart and with all thy soul and with all thy
mind.'"
·
THE DEEPER NOTE.

All this means that religion is, after all, the principal
- thing; that a mere readjustment of ethical formularies is
not enough; that a deeper note than this must be struck
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if we hope to restore the lost harmony to the human soul
•md the social order. There must be something. to worship;
something that kindles our purest love and maTShals om
highest loyalties. Nothing Jess than this will ineet the social
need of the time, which is a call for 'radical change _in ruling
ideas, for a mighty reconstruction of ideals, for new conceptions of the meaning and value of life.
The call is heard, as we have already said, in many unexpected quarters. A daily newspaper, published in Wall
Street, declares that there is nothing the country needs just
now so much as a revival of old-fashioned religion. A daily
paper, published in_ the interior, has taken every morning for
. a week the subjects of its leading editorial from the phrases
of Paul's praise of Jove as the greatest thing in the world.
The last Christmas number of a western daily journal had
a brilliant editorial three columns long upon "The Holy
Spirit," w!·itten by one of the strong jom:na)ists of America,
and full of the passion of a genuine religious faith. These
are signs of the times. Men are thinking seriously and feeling deeply on these great themes of the inner life. Even
those who have not philosophized much about it have the
impression that help must come from this quarter in resisting the encroachments of the dominant materialism, and in
bringing the people back to the ways of sanity and integrity.
THE SOCIAL WELFARE,

One phase of this revival of religion is significant. Its
main concern is less for individual than for social wellbeing. The -two can not well be separated, and doubtless
those who are earnestly promoting it have a consciousness
of their own personal need of deliverance from the engrossing mammonisrn. But the emphasis rests on the common danger, and the salvation sought is primarily a social salvation.
The notion seems to be gaining that the moral health of the
individual can not well be preserved in a fetid social atmosphere. Heretofore there has been much protest against any
clorn contact of' religion with business or with politics. Now
it seems to be assumed that nothing but religion can renovate
brutalized business and corrupt politics. It is a great enlargement of the popular conception of religion, and ought
to gain for it some new consideration.-April Century.
() +-!+ 0 +-!• 0

THE RETURNED INDIAN GRADUATE.
The returned student is veritably "a man without a country," having no place amongst his people of the immediately
preceding generation, or amongst his white brothel's; and
who has not yet discovered his own place and fitted into it.
He is the victim of the transitional period in the history of
his race, and forms indeed, as one diEcerning missionary
has said, "the most neglected class of Indians."
The Government is willing to cooperate so far as the law
allows, with any person, institution or association offering a
feasible answer to the question, "What can be done for the
returned student?" The church at large does not seem to have
discovered this open door, perhaps because it is so busy supporting and directing its missionaries and scores of other
devoted workers in the usual channels of beneficent activity.
ASSOCIATION WORK VALUABLE.

The Y. M. C. A. has had a decade or more of usefulness
amongst the Indians of the North and Northwest, and the
Y. W. C. A. has recently established a special bureau for this
purporn under the secretaryship of Miss Edith M. Dabb.
These associations are especially valuable aids.
Miss Dabb says:
"These young people must have an opportunity to know the
true God. . . . Pastors may go out and hold services occasionally, but we do not think this sufficient for our girls, even
in denominational colleges. The teachers need an agency
through which to work, and the girls need one in which to
work and receive training for present and future service."7'he Indian's F1·iend, ilfcwch, 1910.
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Selma Lagerlof, Nobel Prizo Winner.

(A Swedish author not widely known outside of her own
country, the third of her sex to enter this international
academy of fame.)
When it was announced that the 1909 Nobel prize for
literature, consisting of a medal and $40,000 in cash, had been
awarded to Selma Lagerlof, the whole world began asking
why the English, American and Continental writers, whose
names are on everyone's tongue, should have been passed over,
and a Swedish author not widely known outside of her own
country chosen for this high honor.
But if Selma Lagerlof is little known to the readers of prose
and verse in this country, her name is familiar enough to
the boys and girls of Sweden, for it was she who inaugurated
the movement of teaching geography and other supposedly
difficult studies, by the means of te:;d-books that are as enticingly entertaining to the children who use them as if
they were fiction instead of cold, hard facts.
Herein is shown her intuitive grasp of the great principle
underlying all true education,-that of keeping alive within
the mind of a child the quickening power of curiosity.
When Selma Lagerlof fi,.st conceived the idea of making
the school child's lesson so entertaining that he could not
fail to remember it, even if he tried, the educational authorities of Sweden thought the plan very amusing. The author,
however, had more confidence in the practicability of her
unique idea, and being a poor school-teacher herself, she
dared to take the initiative and test her method of instru~
tion upon her own pupils.
The result was so far beyond even her own expectations
that it was not very long before the school authorities of
Sweden adopted her novel storybook geography, and a few
months ago all the school children of that land held a big
reception in honor of the woman who had made studying as
easy as play for them.
Important as Selma Lagerlof's educational work has been,
however, she has done many other things besides writing
geographies. For fully twenty years she has been writing
books and short stories for children that, for a time, puzzled
the critics greatly-they were so different from the books
that other persons wrote. So far as the children were concerned, there was no question as to the merit of the work.
'They hailed her as their own favorite author, and to-day all
Scandinavia agrees that no writer of modern times has exerted "so positive an influence upon the national character,"
which is simply another way of saying that the optimism and
patrioti_c spirit conspicuous in all her writings have appealed
so strongly to hei' readers that their effect is already discernible in the character of the people of the present generation-the men and women of to-day who, as the children of
yesterday, studied Selma Lagerlof's text-books and read her
stories.
Not only is Madafne Lagerlof the most mystical writer in
Sweden, but she is also the best. There is absolutely no difference of opinion on the sub.ject. She early determined to
turn aside from the beaten_ paths of all previous writers, and
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shed1as blazed a distinctly new trail in literature. Her manner of writing is so original that at first the foreign reader
scarcely knows what to mak!l of it or how to class it. "Is
it a fairy story or a novel?" he asked in bewilderment. Gradually,· however, her peculiar style grows upon him, and without quite understanding why, he succumbs to its fascination.
That touch of nature that makes the whole world kin is
the golden thread that runs through all her writings, no
matter whether she places her story in the olden days of
serfdom in Sweden, or whether her cha1•acters grace the stage
of modern times. Through the magic of her pen the most
commonplace lives are invested with the glamor of romance,
while the romantic and improbable assume an air of probability.
Personally Selma Lagerlof is a modest and rather shy
woman, of very attractive personality. In her school days
she was the despair of her teachers, owing to the fact that
it seemed impornible for her to outgrow her childish style of
writing. For years, however, she was haunted by the desire
to put the ancient sagas and the delightful customs of her
country into such prose that the children could read and
remember them. It took her years to prepare her first book,
and it might never have been published if "Idun," a Swedish
woman's journal, had not offered a prize for the best Scandinavian story.
Selma Lagerlof won this prize with her book, "Gosta
Berling's Saga." Of this, her first venture on the sea of
literature, one of her countrywomen wrote: "The wonderful
in this story is the soul of the one who created it. . . .
She seems to understand the most 'videly differing emotions
of the human soul-wild anger, sorrow and mirth, innocence
and guilt, the lawlessness of frivolity and the despair of sin.
She knows love and loneliness, the fullness of life and the
mysterious greatness of death, and she has the gift of calling
all these by their right names. She has shown us in 'Gosta'
how nobly she could speak of the ignoble."
This book is considered her masterpiece, but those which
have appeared since have not disappointed her public. Her
books are not numerous, but they are exceedingly well worth
while. "The Wonderful Adventures of Nils" was the result
of years of study of animal and bird life by the author, with
legends and folklore which are woven together in the charming story of little Nils, turned into an elf, traveling on the
back of a goose with a flock of wild geese, arid understanding
the speech of birds and animals. Its foundation is bqilt upon
national characteristics.
Her "Christ Legends," taken mainly from the apocryphal
New Testament, are borrowed legends of the life of Christ,
which she has expanded into stories near of kin to Swedish
folklore tales. They breathe that spirit of joy and reverence
which fron' time immemorial has imuarted its gladness to the
Yuletide season.
But the magic of her genius shines brightest in her
short stories, and of these the most popular is a little sketch
written in memory of Frederica Bremer, called "Mamselle
Fredrika." It describes her last Christmas Eve, with the
dreams -she had of the past, ending with a description of the
great book she had meant to write but which remained unwritten because Death, the Dark Knight, had come to take
her away. 0
Selma Lagerlof's earnings with her pen long ago enabled
her to give up teaching and devote herself to literature, and
her days are peacefully passed, in company with her mother,
in a charming, flower-embowered cottage, near Falun in
Sweden.
A word about the world-fa-nn'.ls Nobel prizes may he of
interest here. Nine years ago Dr. Alfred Nobel, a Swedish
engineer and chemist, left a generous yearly bequest to be
divided in prizes among those persons who had rendered the_
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greatest service to the world, during the year, in five fields
of useful endeavor,-namely, physics, chemis~ry, medicine,
literature and peace.
..
Women have now won prizes iii three of these fie!ds:
• Madam Curie hi physics in 1903, for her discoveries in connection with radium; Baroness. von Suttner of Austria in
1905, whose book, "Ground Arms,'' was adjudged the greatest
c.ontributor to the cause of int~rnational peace; and Madame
Lagerlof in literature in 1909.
It will be.recalled that in 1906 the peace prize was bestowed
upon President Roosevelt in recognition of his ciffices in bringing about the peace between Russia and Japan.-Edwin Wildman.

Lette1t Department
BENTON, ILLINOIS, March 26, 1910.
Dear Herald: There are still a few Saints here trying the
best they'can to keep the gospel banner waving. Bro. S. H.
Fields has been here holding meetings with very good crowds.
He preached some very spi1itual sermons and the Saints feel
spiritually renewed. There was a Baptist preacher attended
some of the meetings, and Brother Fields gave him some of
his time, which nearly led to a discussion. He said he was
not coming for argument's sake but was coming to learn something. He has read the Book of Mormon through and some
tracts, one of the final destiny of man, which gave him more
light, he says, than anything he ever read on the subject. I
think ere long he will b.e baptized.
We live in a very prejudiced community of Campbellites
and Free-will Baptists and the Saints have lots to bear, but
we know that if we live faithful, the Lord will bless us in our
efforts. Dear Saints, pray for us that we may hold out
faithful.
Your brother and sister in the gospel,
MR. AND MRS. MET ROBERSON.
MERRILL, MICHIGAN, February 27, 1910.
Editors Herald: This finds me a long way from my old
home in Brant, where I lived when I first heard the gospel in
its full saving power. It was preached by Bro. Hiram Dickhout, of Canada. I knew it was right, but I did not obey until
two years later. My wife and I were then baptized by
Brother Dickhout and God blessed the act, and I received
great light of this latter day work. Soon after there was
preachirig by Elder Levi Phelps and quite a number were baptized, but the work did not move along very much, for there
soon arose great troubles for the people of God. Many times
I was threatened with tar and feathers, and even had a
notice served on me to abandon the work at once or my buildings would be burned. I took no heed, but went on the best
I could, trying to keep the light shining. Persecution became
greater and the work died down. From 1896 to 1908 there
was no preaching, no prayer meeting, no sound of the gospel
heard in Brant. During this time I had my doubts; was
sometimes hot and sometimes cold, but never lukewarm.
In the spring of 1907 there came a family of Saints from
Iowa to Brant, by the name of ·Dempster. I did not meet
them until late in the fall, when Mr. and Mrs. Demster
came to my place and wanted me to help them 9.,et the work
started in the place again. I declined, telling t11em that I
had become discouraged and knew it was no use, but still
believed the work was right. Later, I volunteered my services
and we invited all the people that had been Saints to attend
the prayer meeting. None came at first but Brother Demster's people and myself and wife. We started the· prayer
meetings and God blessed our every effort, and we were made
to rejoice.
In July following Brother Dickhout came to se"e us and did
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some preaching and baptized two and otherwise encouraged
us. He was followed by Bro. o, J. Hawn, who took the
field and went on with his work, and he was certainly blessed
and brought forth much fruit, quite a number being baptized,
and in the fall of the same year there was a branch organized
there by Elders 0. ;i:. Hawn and George Burt. 1\iyself and
wife were not ·permitted to become i't.embers of said branch
for some unexplainable reason, but God let the light shine
upon my mind and showed me that my work was done in
Brant. So I offered my farm for sale one morning in July,
1909, and two hours later it was sold to an adjoining neighbor, not knowing where I was going.
After a long and unsuccessful search for a farm, I began to
think that I had been led by the wrong'spirit, but one morning my son and I started for Menill, and here we found a
garden, not the Garden of Eden, but the garden of'Michigan.
I bought a farm home, and it is a beautiful country here. I
am on the Saginaw and Grarrd Rapids division of the Pere
Marquette Railroad. There is no branch here that I know of,
but I am told that there are a few Saints living north of
here. I intend to go and see them as soon as I can and
I hope if Brother Wight sees this he will help me to get a
branch started here, as this is a beautiful countTy, thickly settled with fine people.
I do not know how the branch is getting along at Brant,
but I think it must be getting along fine, as it was organized
under the best of circumstances and in a good neighborhood.
I wish some of the brothers and sisters there would write to
the HERALD, and tell us how they are getting along, as I
have never seen anything from there since the branch was
organized for which I labored hard for sixteen years.
When I obeyed the gospel the latter day work was entirely
unknown in this part of Michigan. My wife and I were the
first to receive it and we know what it is to get the work
started in a new place. God has blessed me with marvelous
and wonderful light and knowledge concerning this work. I
saw Joseph the Prophet in a vision soon after I had come
into this work so plainly that on one occasion I was telling
how I had seen him in vision and Elder Horton asked me if
I. would know him if I rnw his picture, and I said I would.
One day as I sat at the table, Sister Frisby brought me a
photograph and asked me if I knew this person, and I looked
at it and said, "Yes, that is Joseph Smith, the Prophet, or
else I have been led by the wrong spirit."
Elder Horton mid, "Brother, the Spirit of God has revealed the truth unto you; this is Joseph's true picture!"
This is only one of the many great and marvelous evidences
that I have had of the latter day work. I was also shown by
whom he was killed, or the instigator in the plot, but will not
give particulars at this writing.
My desire is to see a branch organized here, and hoping to
receive some help in thus accomplishing this, I am
Your brother in the one hope,
F. P. JUBB.
R. F. D. No. 5, Box 40.
JOY, ILLINOIS, March 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: About seventeen years ago I was much
distressed of mind. Early one morning I arose from my bed,
saddled my horse, and left home unbeknown to any of my
family, going eight miles to the railroad station, \vishing
never to return to my home unless my distress was removed
from me. I had two places in view. I reached Keithsburg,
Illinois, and my mind led me to go to Lamoni, Iowa. I went
there, met with W. W. Blair, and told him my business. He
wrote a few lines and sealed it up and told me to hand it to
John T. Kinnaman, who was to preside over the meeting that
morning. I did so, and in that meeting I asked the prayers
of the Saints in my behalf. Afterwards I was administered
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. to by Bro. R. M. Elvin, assisted by two other elders. Choice

the inspiration of the gospel in all its claim·s. I know that
blessings were pronounced upon my head. One was: "You the Lord gives me his Spirit to aid me in my effol.-ts to preach;
shall never be any more as you .are now." That was literally still I, like many others, do not appreciate the Lord's interest
fulfilled. My mind grew better, but I was very weak. In a in me. He knows our weaknesses and will always give us
short time, I was wishing to go home moi·e earnestly than I strength to tide us over the 'rough and rugged steeps in our .
did to leave it. In company with Elder E. E. Wheeler and journey if we ask him in faith, and put forth our strength
in doing our part. We can afford to sacrifice' for this work.
Elder Carpenter we started to our homes.
That night quite a talk- took place between Brother Car- Christ died for the gospel and sinful men. The apostles,
penter and a stranger who quoted scripture his way. Brother many of them, gave their lives before they would deny the
Carpenter rnid it read differently in the Bible. The stranger gospel. Yes, thousands have sealed their testimony with their
said he was educated in college especially for a minister, you righteous blood, and we can afford now to stand firm.
know. A stranger left the car and returned with a Bible,
In this last dispensation, we know that the reestablishing
which he handed to Brother Carpenter, who opened· it and of God's kingdom on earth has cost the best blood of the ager
read as he had quoted. The learned man's countenance ' and oh, dear Saints, let us show by our every walk and act
' dropped to rise no more. During their talk I heard heavenly_ that we appreciate the price of this grand message that we
messengers over my head singing, "Down through the clouds possess under these more favorable conditions. I have been
he will come," etc. The tone was very fine, like unto the tink- over the bloody field of the Haun's Mill tragedy many times
ling of a fine brass bell. I rejoiced all the way home.
in my boyhood days, and how it brings tears to my eyes and

Recently, early in the morning, I had a talk with a Presbyterian minister. He said he hated to see a people like us
deceived by such a book as the Book of Mormon, for it would
not hold water. I told him to appoint a time and we would
meet in debate, but he said he would not talk with any of us.
Said he would prove the book was false. Not a moment's
time was given me till my hand went up before his face, and
I said: "As sure as God lives the Book of Mormon is true,
and my word is true and will be true in the day of judgment."
All that day there was a burden upon me. That night I had
a dream. I will relate the last of it. I was walking, a woman
by my side. I stopped and she reached lier hand up the full
length of her arm, took down a vesture, handed it to me and
said, "You may have this." I never saw as nice a coat. The
beauty of it I shall never forget: as white as snow. I took
for granted that God was pleased with what I had told the
minister. That is the third testimony that the Bo.ok of Mormon is true that I have received. Praise God from whom all
blessings flow.
The above may let some of the Saints here know how I
am feeling. To-day is my birthday, seventy-five years old,
and quite well. My last days are my best. I feel to praise
God all the day Jong. God is blessing his work.
JOH:-/ C. EPPERLY.
'MOUNDS, OKLAHOMA, March 14, 1910.
Edit01·s Herald: I am still trying to do what I can to tell
the gospel story. I find plenty of opposition and some are
ready to listen but slow to hear and understand. I am not
situated so I can do very much church work just now, but
hope that some day I will be able to .do more. I am very poor
in this world's goods, though I have the encouraging hope that
some day I will get an inheritance that will pay amply for all
that I have done. I know the Lord is just and will reward
for every good work done. I can look back and see where I
could have done a great deal more than I did, but the only
way to remedy the past is to improve the future. I am sorry
for my errors and know that I continue to make mistakes. I
will continue to be sorry in the future, and to be sorry and
grieved is not benefiting. So let us work to the encl that we
may be rejoicing instead of sorrowing.
I sometimes imagine I am discouraged; then there comes a
thought that drives away old Satan's promptings and I feel
that there is nothing that could discourage me. I love this
great work and every truth in the great chain of all truth.
I love the gospel work for more than one reason. Yes, because
I know that God is prompting every good move, and God loves
his work, and Satan hates the gospel plan that our Master
gave us. That is one reason I love the gospel, because Satan
does not. I have seen God's power manifested a great many
times, sufficiently miraculous to dispel any possible doubt of

sorrow to my soul when I pick up the history and read of
the awful deeds perpetrated there by these fiends in human
form, and then, I can say in niy heart how glad I am that my
lot is cast with instead of against those poor, persecuted,
sacrificing men and women, and I am sure if I am faithful
I will be permitted to aosociate with those noble servants of
God.
I am in the fight to stay; have been a member of the great
church for about twenty years, and never for one moment
have I regretted the step; no, a thousand times no. Now,
dear Saints, pray for me that I may so live that my reward
will be sure_ when the Master comes to reign. How grand
the thought: to be with him on earth in peace, love, joy, and
righteousness. May God bless every department of the work,
and every individual that stands identified with this great
church, with choice and wonderful blessings, is the prayer of
your humble and well-meaning servant and coworker.
J. N. PERKINS.
CASTANA, IOWA, March 14, 1910.
Dear Herald: I wish to speak to the Saints through your
columns. We have only been in the church six months, but
we love our new name, Latter Day Saint, and our wish is
that we may prove faithful throughout this life that we may
have part in the fint resurrection. And in order to do this
we must let our light shine. The very fact that we have
received light from God to be the very least among the Latter Day Saints, is proof that we have superior light and God
will not bless us or add more light to us unless we let our
light shine, that others may see and know that we have been
in sin, and have learned of Him.
We have been, until now, among the isolated Saints, and I
wish to ask you why so many members of the church keep
their" identity covered up? Are they ashamed to tell the world
that they have taken upon themselves the name of Latter
Day Saint? I can not think so. Or are they afraid of what
outsiders will say? If this be the case, I must say, "0, ye
of littie faith." The God who so lo;ed you as to bring you
out of darkness is surely able to take care of you and protect
you from the slurs and insults you may have to bear for his
sake.
I lived next door to Latter Day Saints years ago and never
knew they belonged to the church until recently, although they
were the best of neighbors and lived good moral lives. They
were in reality doers of religion, but they failed to let their
light shine or give God the glory. What good they might
have been to the people around them, if they had told to the
world that they were Latter Day Saints, and then told them
why. I just love to tell people why we became Latter Day
Saints, and to take my beloved Bible and prove to them that
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ours is the church of Christ, that the Book of Mormon is of T. C. Kelley was with us from Febrnary 21 to 28 and added
divine Qrigin,' and that Joseph Smith was a true prophet of one to our number by ·baptism. We were sorry to have him
God.
leave with the expectation of not returning. May the Lord
It costs some money and takes some time to study the bless him wherever he goes.
.Bible, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, Church
We were all made very sad on the morning of the 4th, on
History, etc., but dear Saints, we are among the very poorest receiving a telegram from Independence that Bro. Joseph S.
of God's children so far as worldly goods are concerned, yet Wiggins had had an accident that was likely to prnve fatal.
we have managed to buy and read the greater part of the About thirty minutes later we received another that he was
church books, tracts, and periodicals. We hand them to others dead, and that the corpse would be brought to McKenzie.
to read with the request that they send them on; and while 'J:'.his surely did cause our hearts to ache, knowing how affecwe can not travel and preach the gospel, we can write let- tionate Brother Joseph and his wife were, we knew it wouldters to our friends and relatives and tell them the glad story be a heavy loss to Sister Jennie. I went to the Lord in her
of salvation and how they may obtain it.
behalf that she might be able to make the trip all right. I
I will tell you of one of our correspo;ndents, a sister of ' not only asked -the Lord to bless her, but I did about all I
ours, who has been a Free Methodist for years. We com- could to help her. I met her in Montgomery, Alabama, the '
menced by telling her that we were investigating the truth, following Sunday evening; was glad to find her getting along
and she sent. us right away a paper with an account of so well. I sent a telegram to F.ather Wiggins stating when
Joseph F. Smith and his five wives. Next we told her we we would be at Garland with the corpse. When we arrived
were baptized and sent her some tracts, and she answered that we found a large crowd of relatives and friends waiting for
she was rn glad she belonged to a good; clean church, the us. About two hours later we were at Father Wiggins'. On
Free Methodists, and that we had no Bible for the things we Monday, March 7, Brother Joseph's remains were followed to
told her; but that she had been praying for us and would the Pleasant Hill Cemetery.
We hope to so live that we may be able to meet him in that
keep on praying for us.
Then· we began giving her lessons out of her own Bible. morn of morns, when the trumpet shall sound and the dead
Her next letter told us that she had been reading the Scrip- in Christ shall come forth. May the Lord bless Sister Jennie
tures this winter more than ever before, and the more she and her little baby, Colotta. She has not words to express
read the more disgusted she was getting with the church she her thanks to those who were so kind in helping her in the
Your brother in Christ, -belonged to; that she believed God had one true church, and hour of grief.
A. A. WEAVER.
she meant by his grace to find it. Then she asked us to tell
her more about the Latter Day Saints, all of which we
gladly did. Some things we teach she has a hard time to
INMAN, NEBRASKA.
believe, but she is eoming ·our way, or God's way, so fast
Dear Hera Id: The fact that I have not oftener written to
that she believes we have found the true church, and she
your valued pages should not be taken as evidence that I do
says if one of the elders will come there, she will provide for
not appreciate your weekly visits. I am beginning to conhis temporal welfare, and get him a place to preach, even if
sider myself a back number since there are so many able
they have to hold'the meetings in her house. She is Mrs. John
contributors to your columns. But for some time I have bee!}
Garde, 1401 North Third West, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Any
thinking that our part of the world is not often heard from,
elder seeing this address and being near, please· go, as I
and perhaps I ought to write. During the past year I have
believe the seed has been sown and is ready for watering,
vi8ited various parts of Central Nebraska District, as well as
and it is not on shallow ground either. So, dear Saints, you
a few places in the Northern Nebraska District, and am glad
see my letter writing has done some good, and any one of
to be able to say that wherever Saints are found, there is
you can do as much or more if you just have "faith in God,"
found, in a greater or less degree, the same love of the truth
and do his bidding and trust him for the results.
.
and the same self-sacrificing spirit which causes them to assist
We are all anxious for the restoration of Zion and let me
with their substance in support of the work of the Lord. I
exhort each of you to appoint yourself a committee of one to
have been cheered and comforted by the associations of the
learn all you can about God's plan of salvation, and then
Saints as well as by the kindly recognition of the Master
tell it to everybody you meet. Don't be afraid people will
·while endeavoring to present the work entrusted to me. It
call you "crazy"; they said the same thing about our Savior.
has not been my privilege to see a lai:ge increase in the
Live good Christian lives and tell the story every chance you membership of the church as the result of my labors. Yet I
get, and I am sure God will bless you. Go among your
have had the privilege of opening the door to the kingdom to
neighbors and be bold for Jesus' sake. Just tell them whom
a few precious souls, who I trust may prove faithful to their
you represent, and ask them to read some of your papers or
trust and thus obtain eternal life.
tracts. Chances are they will be antagonistic at first; but
While at Comstock, Nebraska, in November last, I found
remember God is on your side, and he will bless your efforts,
the Saints still rejoicing over the work of Elder W. E. Peak
and when an elder comes your way I am sure he will bless
in discussion held at that place, and those baptized by hini
you very much for the effort you have made.
were. full of zeal for the truth. I think I may truly say
My heart is full of joy because of God's )ove for me and all
there is a forward tendency of the work throughout the dismankind. Please pray for me that I may ever be found at
trict. The Saints manifest a desire to live more nearly in
the post of duty, and keep the banner flying.
harmony with the law, so that their lives may be a living
Your sister in Christ,
testimony to the truth. If there are exceptions to this rule
MRS. SADIE BURCH.
they need not be mentioned here. The Lord has graciously ·
honored the ordinance of laying on of hands for the healing
of the sick in a number of instances which have come undei'
.
McKENZIE, ALABAMA, March 14, 1910.
Editors Herald: Thought I would write you a few lines'" my observation in the last conference year, for all of which
let you hear from this part of the LQrd's vineyard. We are -I desire to be duly thankful, and to render suitable obedience
trying to do what we can for the work, though everything is to such a loving Father.
The conference of the Central Nebraska District held at
not as lovely as we would like it to be. Some are not doing
unto others as they would have others do unto them. Bro. Inman on the 5th and 6th, passed pleasantly to those fn
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attendance. It_ was thought best to release me fi·om my ·Walla Walla, Freewater, Pas_co, Kennewick, Page, Revere,
duties as district president that I might be more free to prose~ Garfield, arid Latah.
_
cute my duties as a missionary of the church. Elder J. H. - By persistent labor the financial interests have been awakJackson, of Meadow Grove; was chosen as my successor in ened and this is a good indication of spiritual advancement;
that office and I solicit for him the support of the Saints of A personal applicatioi:i of the free gospel law brings results.
-the di~trict by their faith and prayers. Elder J. W. Smlth I, have located some isofated members who seldom see an
and the writer are holding services at Meadow Grove nightly elder. Brother "Jots" will please take notice that one of his
to small but growing_ audiences, some interest being mani- disciples is not on record. This may be the result of a Iiasty
fested by those outside the fold. What the harvest shall be departure. If there is anything in the name it occurred at
is !mown only to the Lord of the harvest.
Hardscrabble, Iowa. However, "Jots man'~ will have a chance
I wish the Saints of the Central Nebraska District to re- to make good after a quarter of a century. The writer -is
member that I still hold the office of Bishop's agent, and any- 4omeward _bound anticipating attending the G~neral Conthing sent to me a_t Inman, Nebraska, will reach me in due ference. Many would be glad to hear from others in the
time" and be receipted for. You had better send by bank Spokane District. Don't be afraid to blow your trumpet at
draft, post-office, or express money order, and now as we are least once a year.
Your colaborer,
nearing the b~ginning of another conference year, let us _each
W. W. FORDHAM,
strive to get more fully into the spirit of the work, and indeed
to be "laborers together with God in the accomplishment of
JASPER, MINNESOTA, March 28, 1910.
the work entrusted to all."
LEVI GAMET.
Editors Herald: In the HERALD of the 9th instant, a letter
appears from Bro. J. H. N. Jones relative to the supplying
the Book of Mormon to Prof. W. V. Tunnell, of Howal'd UniAYL BURTON, LYAl-rnY, GLOUCESTER, ENG., March 11, 1910.
Editors Herald: The conference of the Cartsen, Wales, vetsity, Washington, D. C. I ordered this sent from Herald
District held at Nantyglo February 26 and 27, was ac- Office, but in a letter from Professor Tunnell, he informed
compamed, among other things, with a splendid effort to me he had received an Inspired T'ranslation of the Bible. I
reach the people of the world, as we say. Strangers were - wrote you again asking you to make an exchange with him,
p1:esent in the three Sunday services. Brn. William Newtan which no doubt was attended to.
Brother Jones wishes mention made in HERALD if I supand Rees Jenkins, also J. W. Rushton, acquitted themselves
nobly in preaching. On the Monday night Elder Rushton plied the Book of Mormon to Professor Tunnell. Will you
had the pleasure of addressing a fair audience in the Baptist kindly make mention of the same?
Yours in bonds,
church, loaned us for the occasion. I note this becauEe it is a
A.H. ADAMS.
departure from the orthodox method of procedure with us
as a people. The minister was out and congratulated our
brother on his effort and, in fact, thanked him for the able
NORTH WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS.
address given.
As I am arranging my poems with the expectation -of havI was rather amused at reading Bro. W. S. Powers' protest ing them printed in book form, and as there are two of my
against Dr. D. S. Tay's revival tactics. We had a variety pieces that were printed in the HERALD before the fire, ·of
of that kind of test during the Evan-Roberts revival in Wales. which I have no copies, I ask any _of the Saints who have
In the mines safety· lamps were raised by those purpor~ing copies of them to please send me the words or the HERALDS
to be on the Lord's side. One of the brethren asked: "Where containing the pieces, and I will return by mail any price
in the Bible do you find that command?" He didn't get an they deem fair for them. One piece is entitled, "A plea for
answer. The same brother attended a revival service in a mothers," and the. other one is -a Santa Claus piece, about a
Methodist church. At test time he sat down when all the little boy who did not believe in children being deceived.
rest stood up. A girl came and knelt by him to pray for him;
JAMES L. EDWARDS.
the, minister came and did likewise; then he calmly asked the
PIERSON COUNTY STAGE, SAUNDERS STREET._
minister: "What is the matter?" An argument followed in
which the minister felt· worsted and retired. After several
NuTANA, SASKATCHEWAN, March 24, 1910.
doses of that kind another excitement in another place of
Editors Herald: I have been requested to put forth an
worship came. The brother sat down and the scrutinizers
saw a vacant standing place; off they went to the gallery, and effort to have some of our ministry preach the gospel in Black
you can imagfoe their rebuff and disappointment. The wary River Falls, Wisconsin, as Mrs. 0. A. Regen and others
one seemed to enjoy the business. Anyhow, it sometimes desire to hear the gospel, as they are investigating. Any
elders going there are invited to make their home with this
serves as a rebuke to their unbiblical methods of doing.
lady while there:
Yours in bonds,
Yours in Christ,
J. A. B:':CKMAN.
THOMAS JONES.
-------..._

OAKESDALE, WASHINGTON, March 18, 1910.
Editors Herald: The Spokane District is still on the map
and it is about time for some one to break the long silence.
Our conference does not care to write up district news, as
they say they do not want to toot their own horn. I suppose
they make noise enough when they preach, but it does not
reach all in the district who are interested in what is being
done. The writer has about completed his first missionary·
journey alone, lasting over two and a half months, and- the
results are very· satisfactory. Many seem interested in the
great gospel message. I have preached in eleven places, made
four new openings, and called on members in the following
places:' Gilfred, Reubens, Lewiston, Clarkston, Jerry, Dayton,

To the Saint& in West Virginia.

Some of the Utah missionaries are sending out a tract of
about sixteen pages fr.om Chicago. It is entitled. "Corner
stones of the Reorganization." In some way they have obtained
a list of the names of Saints in the district. The object of
this work is to weaken your confidence in the ieaders who
repudiated the apostate organization of the church -under
Brigham Young and others of his kind, and by the help of.
the Lord reorganized the Sq,ints who were left in a confused _
condition, after the death of the -president and the perse- "
cution that followed._ It is expected that when ypu read this
deceitful and false production you will be led to believe the
Utah church is the true and real church as ~t the first (1830)
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organized; Remember that we stand upon the 01iginal foundation, both in organization, faith and doctrine. They departed from the faith and the doctrine. Th-ey even denied the .
. Lord who bought them and taught blood atonement for salvation, and that Adam was our only God. They taught
plurality of (}ods and the dreadflil and shameful doctrine of
polygamy. If _they should conviiice me that the Reorganized
Church is wrong, it would not prove they are iight. One
thing is certain, whether we are right or wrong,· they can not
be right.
These tracts are written by men who are capable of preaching the abominations of Utah as having been instituted anq
commanded "by our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. - They call
evil good, and darkness they say is light. Pay no attention
to these papers. God has confirmed us in the faith of fellowship of the Saints and we need no help from such men. Let
us be faithful and be sure of this, that we keep the faith
and that-blessed hope.
Yours as ever in the Lord,
D. L. SHINN.

a

MILROY, INDIANA.
Editors Herald: My wife and I are the only Saints in this
part of the country. We. became children of God in 1890, at
Union branch, Indiana. We lived with the Saints there three
years, and those were the happy days of oui· lives, but as we
were poor and made our living by labor we were compelled to
go where the country was good for labor, and we were so far
from the church we could not get back. Now we are here and
no Saints for miles around us. yYe are all alone. My
brother, James Eulitt, sends us the HERALD to read once in a
while and it is received with pleasure. It seems as a message
sent from God. We love to read the letters in the church
papers; it gives us strength and courage to go on and never
turn back. We love to hear that others have the privilege of
going to the meetings of the Saints. We are trying to live
the life of a Saint. Sometimes we neglect our duty and fall,
but we never forget to. get on our feet again. God has
answered our prayers in many ways. I believe our son was
healed through our faith, although we had a doctor, for God
will do his part if we will do ours. If Bro. S. W. L. Scott
should read this letter, we would love to have him write to us
as he was my playmate in the days gone by. We send our
love to all the Saints and a~k the prayers of all of them that
we may live more worthy before God.
Your brother and sister,
R. F. D. 16.
JOHN EULITT AND WIFE.

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA, March 25, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: The fourteen-night discussion between
Rev. S. 0. Pool, of the Church of Clnist (nonprogressive
branch of Campbell's organization), and Elder T. W. Williams, ended with a good and cheerful feeling among the
Saints. Reverend Pool made the best of what we consider a
weak·position. He contended that his church was the identi. cal New Testament church. Christ and the apostles are
still in it "in spirit," as in 1 Corinthians 5: 3 Paul was with
the Corinthians. Brother Williams asked him to "line up"
with the headquarters.
Brother Pool seems to be a graduate from the Splashover
School of Mimicry, of Wenachee, Washington, his home town.
Ingersoll's oratory was imitated; T. W. was imitated in voice
and gesture according to the splashovei: method. A high-step:ping trotter, which represented our first prophet, as we see
".him or speak of him, was imitated in about ten feet of pulpit
space. A broken down cripple then nearly fell .in pieces,
coming back over the same space. This last· represented the
prophet as they (Pool's side) see him.
-

Brother Williams made public_ confession that we did not
have an apostle in the church'-wlio coulq represent the bogUs
··
·
so well.
Brother Pool 'is-an adept at giving loving insults. From the deep fountain of his heart's love for us· sprang such
words as Joe and sheep-thief, etc.
The discussion included five nights on Book of Mormon,
three on the completeness or incompleteness of the canon of
scripture, and three nights each on.church propositions.·
.
Although Reverend Pool made a courageous fightcwith his
Sword of Laban (R. B. Neal's paper), and with such other
material as he felt he could use, he did not keep up with T.
W., at least, we think so. _
Brother Williams held our colors high and rode the "high
stepper" to victory. As for Brother Pool, it was a case o{ ·
Scripture to the right of him,
Logic to the left of him,
Into the camp of Saints
Reverend Pool thundered.
Small was the height of him,
But great was the sight of him,
As on his high horse,
Onward he blundered.
Odd were the acts of him
When Williams fired facts at him,
Fighting though shattered
Like the famous six hundred.
Now, with his colors down,
Rides back to Wenachee town,
On a horse that is broken down,
The n:ian who has blundered.
Yours for joyful warfare,
CHAS. E. CRUMLEY.

A Message for Australia.

Not having the address of Brother Butterworth, our missionary in charge; I take the liberty of writing to him and·
the Saints of Brisbai1e through the .columns of the SAIN'l,'S'
HERALD. Here is my message: Our brother, Teacher John
Smith, his wife, t\vo sons and seven daughters, left England
on February 26, 1910, for Brisbane, Queensland, AustraHa,
where they expect to arrive about the. last of March. I
prqmised Brother Smith that I would w1ite you giving his
address, so that the Saints of Brisbane, together with Brother
Butterworth, might get into touch with them. Brother Smith
will be found at the home of Bro. Lewis Davidson, 13 Harcourt street, New Farm, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.
The Saints of Brisbane will find in Brother John a real
live Latter Day Saint, one who has stood the test for the last
fourteen years. We have pleasure in recommend~ng our
brother to the Saints at B1isbane. Brother Smith carries
with him testimonies of our appreciation, esteem and respect .
for his sterling qualities. As ; teacher he has worked. faithfully and true to his calling, and I do not know who will or
can fill his vacant place at present. The North Manchester
Branch has lost a teacher indeed. May God bless him and his
family to continue the good work upon the great continent.
of Australia.
Your brother,
W. H. GREENWOOD.
42 CORELLI STREET, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.
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General Conference Appointments.
APPOiNTMENTS BY FIRST PRESIDENCY.
·Mission No. 1, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
· .J.--'fo-yva1 Minnesota, N?rthern Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, and
-Michigan. J. W. Wight .
. Mission No. 2. Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana,
"kansas, Missouri, Central and Southern Illinois. I. N. White
and J. F. Curtis.
Mission No. 3. Maritime Provinces, Maine, Vermont, New
><Hampshire, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, District of
Columbia, and Maryland. U. W. Greene.
x_ Mission No. 4. Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. R. C. Russell.
·
Mission Nos. 5 and 6. British Columbia, Washington,
'J(Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, California, Nevada,
Hawaii Territory, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and
Mexico. F. M. Sheehy and John W. Rushton.
'<Mission No. 7. British Isles. G. T. Griffiths.
.,, Mission No. 8. Scandinavia and Germany. Peter Ander-

son.
:>-Mission No. 9. Australasia. C. A. Butterworth. "'·
,.Mission No. 10. South Sea Islands. Charles H. Lake.)(
,,,Mission No. 11. Canada. F. A. Smith. .x
Under existing circumstances it is deemed proper that the
President of the Quorum of Twelve, W. H. Kelley, be left
without specific field, over which to have immediate oversight.
He will therefore be left to assist other members of the quorum as circumstances might demand.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
Secretary Presidency.
The following were appointed to the superannuated list by
the ·First Presidency, Twelve, and Bishopric: Andrew Barr,
L. R. Devore.
Very respectfully,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
Secretary of the Presidency.
FREDERICK A. SMITH,
Secretary of the Twelve.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, April 18, 1910.
APPOINTMENTS BY FIRST PRESIDENCY AND T,WELVE.
To the Conference; Greeting: The First Presidency and the
Quorum of Twelve report the following list of appointments
for your approval:
EVANGELICAL MINISTERS.
1. Bailey, J. J., Michigan and Indiana.
2. Butterworth, C. E., Des Moines District, Iowa.
3. Carlile, Joshua, Pottawattamie District, Iowa.
4: Keeler, E., Oregon and Washington.
5. Leverton, Arthur, Ontario, Canada.
;J.Y: Lewis, William, Far West District, Missouri.
!A<Pitt, F. G., Australasia.
8. White, Ammon, Independence Stake, Missouri.
•
HIGH PRIESTS.
1. Baker, J.M., Northern Nebraska District, Omaha objective point.

or fraction thereof.

Deaths, 100 words free; above tliat number, 50

cents per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75
words or fraction thereof.
To insure prompt Insertion,. make
remittance with notice.
.
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at· post-office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mail matter:
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ensign
publ!cations.

2. Becker, J. A., Pittsburg, Kirtland and Ohio districts.
3. Bullard, Richard, Colorado.
4. Buschlen, George, referred to the Presidency, minister in
charge of Eastern Mission, and Bishop.
"fi>J Chatburn, T. W., Southwestern Oregon.
6. Closson, A. V., Spokane District, Spokane objective point.
7. Cook, M. H., Portland District, Oregon, Portland objective point.
8. Crabb, J. C., Pottawattamie District, Iowa.
9. Davies, E. A., Spring River District.
"W:" Fry, Charles, Burlington, Iowa, objective point.
'it". Gillen, J. A., ref\)rred to the Presidency, minister in
charge of Eastern Mission, and Bishop.
~ Grant, J. A., Eastern Michigan District after October.
13. Goodrich, V. M., Saint Joseph, Missouri.
14. Hunt, C. J., Gallands Grove District, Iowa.
15. Johnson, William, Seattle and British Columbia District,
Seattle the objective point.
·
.M Lake, C. H., granted leave of absence.
17. Longhurst, R. C., Canada.
18. McClain, J. R., Southeastern Mission.
,;t1( McDowell, W. A., Wisconsin.
fJiJ.' Miller, C. Ed., Pittsburg District.
21. Moler, James, Clinton District, Missouri.
22. Moore, A. J., Montana.
23. Roberts, I. N., Western Ohio.
24. Shields, John, Canada.
25. Smith, W. W., Eastern Mission.
26. Tanner, Joseph A., Chicago, Illinois.
27. Terry, J. M., California.
28. Turpen, M. M., referred to First Presidency, minister in
charge of Iowa, and the Bishop.
29. Taylor, Thomas, Sheffield District, England.
30. Thomas, T. U., Kirtland District, Ohio.
31. Waller, G. J., Hawaii Territory.
•
82: Williams, T. W., Southern California, Los Angeles objective point.
"P<f, Hougas, T. A., Fremont District, Iowa.
34. Parsons, A. H., Central Church, Kansas City, Missouri.
::8Q: Parkin, C. A., Nor!Jhern California District.
Very respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,

Secretary of the Presidency.

FREDERICK A. SMITH,

Secretary of the Twelve.

lNDEPEN!)ENCE, MISSOURI, April 18, 1910.
APPOINTMEN'l'S BY TWELVE.
The Quorun-c'of Twelve report the following appointments
to you for your approval:
SEVENTIES.
~ Allen, Arthur, Detroit, Michigan.
2. Arber, Joseph, Kewanee, Illinois, objective point.
3. Aylor, Wilham, Texas.
· ·
*: Bailey, 0. H., Nauvoo Distiict.
5. Baker, A. M., Southern Mis1"omi District.
6. Baldwin, Richard, Pittsburg and Kirtland districts .
7. Barmore, A. C., Australasia.
Xi: Berve, Amos, Kewanee District, Tri-Cities objectiy_e
point.
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· 9. Booker, Alma, Eastern Mission.

_ -

- ·10. I!rookove1.', G. J., Northeastern Illinois District.
fl. Brown, Sl).muel; West Virgi:h:ia and Virginia,

85. Porter, C. H., Southern Nebraska District.
86. Pycock, James, Canada. . .
87. Quick, Lee, Eastern Oklahoma Dishict.
1l81 Reiste, S. M., Colorado.
89. Renfroe, B. F:, Texas. · ..
90. Riley, J. T., Arkansas and Louisiana.
91. Robinson, W. P., Noithern Wisconsin District.
- 92. Robe1tson, E. F., Australirnia.
.
~-Russell, F. A., Colorado.
.
·
94. St. John, Benjamin, refei'red to the: minister in charge of
Michigan and Indiana, and Bishop for appofotment.
95. Scott, S. W. L., Southern Miehigan and Northern I:ti.diana.
96. Scott, Columbus, Rocky l'i,[ountain Mission.
97. Self, R. 0., Northern.Nebraska District. .
98. Self, Walter M., Southern Nebraska District.
99. Sheldim, N. V., Washington.
100. Sheppard, T. J., New lVfexico.
101. Shippy, G. M., Ontario, Canada.
102. Simmons, S. W., New Mexico.
103. Simmons, Jesse. M,. Eastern Oklahoma District.
104. Slover, F. M., Southeaote.rn Mission.
105. Smith, s~ S., Oklahoma. .
lJ}Jl.. Smith, H. 0., Eastern Mission.
107. Smith, David, Canada.
108. Smith, W. A., Little ·Sioux and Gallands Grove disfricts .
109. Smith, I. M., Montana District, Bozeman objective point.
Ml). Smith, Joseph W., Noithern Nebraska Dist1ict and South
Dakota.
·
111. Smith, W. R., .Western Oklahoma District.
112. Snow, C. L., Southern Missomi Dishict.
113. Sparling, Henry, Saint Louis and Southeastern Illinois
districts.
11'!4.- Stead, J. D., Utah.
}i.4!. Stubba1t, J. M., The Virginias.
116. Sutton, J. R., Nebraska.
117. Swensen, Swen, Noitheastern Kansas District.
118. Thomas, 0. B., Ohio Distiict.
_
:Ql<tl. Thorburn, G. W., Seattle and British Columbia District.
120. Tomlinson, S. W., Canada.
121. Tomlinson, G. C., Canada.
122. T-Ucker, D. E., Kirtland District.
123. Vanderwood, J. E., Rocky Mountain Mission.
124. Walters, R. T., Central Illinois Distiict.
!:£{;. Wells, Gomer R., Pottawattamie Dist1ict, Council 1Huffs
objective point.
126.. Whitaker, A. L., Western Ohio.
.
127. Whiting, Birch, Minnesota.
128. Willey, C. E., Kewanee District, Illinois.
129. Wildermuth, J. E., No1th Dakota.
130. Wildermuth, J. B., Eastern Iowa District.
131. Wiles, John F., Northern California and Nevada.
132. Yates, James E., Central and Western Oklahoma districts, to the Lamanites.

12. Burr, Charles H., Central Illinois Distrjct.
:f.'ll.. Case; Hub,ert,' Gentral a'pd Westem Oklahoma.districts.
:l>f. Chatbum, F. J., Southwestern -.Oregon.
}{); Chase, Amos M., Utah, Salt Lake Cify objective point.
W.. Christy, Wardell, Des Moines District.
·
17. Condit, S. D., Eastern Oregon ancI. Western Idaho.
_:fi!t Cooper, Fi M., Northeastern Illinois District.
,19_ Cornish, J. J., Michigan.
_
20. ·Crumley, C. K, Southern California,- San Bernardino
objective point.
21. Curtis, J. D., Rocky Mountain Missfon.
22. Davis,John, Rocky Mountain Mission.
_'2-lk Davis, J. W., Australasia.
24. Davies, J. Arthur, Sp1ing River Dist1ict.
2lt. Davis, William, Eastern Michigan District.
l:J6. Davis, J. T., Southeastern Mission:
:2'l. Davison, ff. J., Western Canada.
2$. Dowke1·, D. E., referred to the minister in charge of
Michigan and the Bishop.
29. Dutton, Jasper o:, Southern Wisconsin District.
30. Ebeling, F. J., Ohio District. ·
31. Ellis, W. D., Western .Michigan Distiict.
32. Erwin, E. ·A., Eastern Oklahoma Dist1ict.
Etzenhouser, ·R., Eastern - and Central Michigan dist1icts.
34. Farnfield, J. C., Pittsburg Distiict.
~. Farr, Fred B., Northern California District and Nevada.
36. Farrell, R. W., Eastern Mission.
_
3.7 .. Foss, S. 0., Maritime Provinces.
38. Gamet, Levi, Central and Western Nebraska.
39. Goodenough, E. J., Southern Michigan and Northern
Indiana.
·
40. Gowell, M. F., Rocky Mountain Mission.
41. Gregory, Fred, Eastern Michigap. Distiict.
42. Grimes, J. F., Central and Western Nebraska and Black
Hills.
43. Hacien, W. E., Fremont District, Iowa.
;t4. Hanson, P. M., Southern Nebraska District.
·45, Hansen, J. H., Western Michigan Distiict.
46. Hansen, H. N., Rocky Mountain Mission.
~ Harpe, Charles E., Far West District,-1\iisrnuri.
1'£8'. Harp, John, Southern Indiana.
49. Hawn, _O. J., Central Michigan District.
50. Hawo1th, W. J., Australasia.
~1-. Hayer, Eli, Lamoni Stake.
52. Henson, E. L., No1theastern Missouri District.
53.- Hills, L. E., Eastern Iowa District.
54. Holloway, L. G., referred to minister in charge of Colorado and Bishop.
55. Houghton, Leonard, Minnesota.
56. Howlett, R., referred to minister in charge of Eastern
Mission arid Bishop.
57. Jenkins, George, Spring River Distiict.
58. Jenkins, Reese, Western Wales Dist1ict.
59. Jones, J. H. N., Australasia.
60. Kaler, John, Independence Stake.
"fH,. Keck, F~ C., Southern Kansas.
'62. Kelley, James E., Central and Western Nebraska and ·
Black Hills.
63. Kelley, T. C., Washington.
.IM. Knisl()y, Alvin, Little Sioux Distiict, Iowa.
65. Koehler, J. A., Eastern Mission.
1;6. Layland, A. J., Eastern Idaho and Wyoming.
Gq. Long, E. E., Western Canada ..
68. McConnaughy, J. C., Khtland- District.
69. McCrea, W. S., Clinton District, Missouri.
!i'-0. Macgregor, Daniel, Eastern Mission.
.!'l<l. McKiernan, James, Eastern Iowa.
·
:n:· Maloney, R. M., Texas.
73. Mannering, W. H., Mexico.
74. Metcalf, J. W., Eastern Kentucky and Southern Ohio.
~- Mintun, J. F., Des Moines District; Des Moines objective
point.
ll'ii. Moler, H. E., Northeastern Kansas Distiict.
, 77. Morgan, E., Wales.
78. Mo1timer, J. L., Canada.
79. Muceus, Pete1', Scandinavia.
"$0-. Palmer, D. S., Southwestern Texas.
. '2}1., Peak, W. E., Southeastern Mission.
- .
82. Pender, W· S., Mexico.
83. Peterson, _j, W., Southeastern Mission.
84 •. Phillips, A. B., Eastern Mission.

.»a.

ELDERS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

'fK.

· 8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.

Anderson, Peter T., Scandinavia, until November 1.
Anderson, William, Eastern Mission.
Araiati, Society Islands.
Baker, J. H., Pottawattamie District.
Bates, E., Texas.
Blackmore, J. H., Northern Michigan District.
Booker, N. L.i... Ohio District .
Boatman, W. 1'., Montana.
Braun, Henry, Southeastern Missouri.
Burr,- A. E., Cent1'al Michigan District.
Burt, C. W., Central Michigan District.
Carpenter, J. A., Northern Michigan District.
Chrestensen, J. C., Southern Missouri District.
Cushman, S. F., Eastern Mission .
Davis, James, Canada.
Dillon, Edgar, Oklahoma.
Dowker, William, Eastern Michigan District.
Dowker, J. A., Saint Louis District.
Duel, C. W., Northern California.
Elia, M. II., Society Islands ..
Fields, S. H., Northwestern Kansas District.
Goodman, J. C., Northem Michigan District.
Halb, Jacob, Southern Indiana.
Hotu, Society Islands.
Hull, E. B., Eastern Mission.
Huriau, Society Islands .
Joehnk, C. C., Germany,
Johnson, Oscai", Scandinavia.
Jortes, Thomas, Eastern District. of Wales.
Jones, John, Australasia.
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BANI( FOR SALE7::::~i:: ~
0

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Does a General -Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State of
Missouri-the State recognized_ aljl having the most rigid banking supervii!icin of any
State in the Union. S_tate ex_amination and public published statement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE>
_

I

~- .;~-

ho.
use in.from
_nice-st·p-art
of-·Lam-oni,
blocks.
post office.
Cheap_1_ - if --:t~ken soon. J.P. HAAS, Lamoni, lo.

a~-~----~~6-

·Interest Paid on_Depoaitn-.

O~r ~usines~having practically doubled in.the past year ""."e wish to thank the public

FOR SALE

and mv1te all m attendance at Conference to occupy our ·directors' parlor. for their - LOTS AND ACRE :PROPERTY
correspondence·where plenty of stationery will be provided and-your acquaintance,
HaJi'.\1g bought the Edgefield property ·
·
Very truly yours,
association and business solicited.
contarnmg- 80 acres, I now offer this
. ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
property t<f the Saints at low figures
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
This is one of the most sightly aiid
finPst tracts now on the market" being
high and dry. This pi·operty is loc~ted OR
the
south side of the city of Independ
FOR SALE
ence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same dis··
A dwelling house, consisting of recepThree bakers, and three wagon drivers t.ance from the street car line, and ~ of a
tion hall, parlor, sitting and dining room,
from the ·public square in Independ
mile
for
selling
or
delivering
baked
goods.
to
kitchen, pantry, bath and toilet rQom all
complete, five bed rooms, storage room, trade. Must be ciean, hustlers, and able ence. The price of lots 1s from $3 to $5.50
and cement floored basement with two to adjust themselves to dealing 'with the a front foot. We discourage the Saints
coal bins and laundry room. Size 26x34, public. Steady job, good wages.,, Prefer buying this property for speculation
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
brick veneer first story, furnace heat,
and can not personally inspect them the
electric lighted, gas in kitchen for gas members of L. D. S. church.
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
range and water. heater, hot and cold
ASA A. WARD.
them for y9u, and should anyone after
water upstairs and down including base325 North Third stre_et,
examination not be pleased their money
ment. Cement sidewalks and brick paved
ELKHART, INDIANA.
will be refunded _on demand. For the
street. Two blocks from L. D. S. church,
correctness of this statement 'we refer
one half block from Temple Lot, one
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
block from street car line, one block from
THE
INSTRUCTOR
· 10t:f
ELLIS SHORT.
grocery and dry goods store. A modern
house. an ideal home for some Latter No. 126, cloth ................... $ .75
leather
.....•.
:
.•.....•.
1.00
No.
127,
~-~~--~~----~---~--~--~--·
Day Saint. For sale at a bargain if
.
taken at once. Investigate this and do No. 128, leather, flexible . . . . . . . . . 1.50
I I would be pleased to correspond with I
it now if interested. C. G. Lewis, IndeI·
I
pendence, Mo., 324 S. Grand ave~ 12-tf
parties seeking Investment In jack- :

Help Wanted

:

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER ·REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership ·<"about three
hundred. Are yo.u looking this way :for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

No. 108-Leatherette. each 80c; per dozen $3.20.
No. 110--Limp Cloth. each 85c; per dozen $8.75.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, each 60c.
No. 114-}?lexibleLeather. encb $1.1){).

To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, we have printed proper
blanks for the recording of blessings of
children. Order No. 16n. In book form
same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

31. Kelley, W. H., Northeastern Missouri District.
32. Lambkin, B. S., referred to the minister in charge of
Michigan and the Bishop.
00. LaRue, W. E., Sioux City, Iowa.
34. Leggott, G. W., British Mission.
35. McKnight, J. W., Galien, Michigan, objective point.
36. Madden, S. J., Northwestern Kansas District.
·37_ May, J. Ch"arles, Society Islands.
~ Miller, 0. R., Ohio District.
39. Moore, Lloyd, Southeastern 1llinois District.
40. Nunley, John M:; Texas.
41. Okerlind, 0. W., Kansas.
42. fage, J. C., Southern Kansas.
43. Paxton, Jesse W., Saint Louis· District.
44. Petre, J. F., Rocky Mountain Mission. ,
41).. Pickering, W. P., Far West District, Missouri.
46. Plumb 1 P. T., Southeastern 1llinois District.
47. Pohim1ti, Society Islands.
48. Prettyman, C, W., Western Nebraska and Black Hills.
~- Rannie, Edward, South Dakota.
50. Resor, Everett, Arkansas and Louisiana.
51. Roberts, J. A., Far West District, Missouri.
52. St. John, G. T., Canada.
53. Savage, H, W., Society Islands.
54. Sawley, F. L., Saint Louis District.
0il:. 'Siegfried, M. H., Nauvoo District.
56. Silvers, A.- C., Nodaway District.
57. Smith, Edgar H., Central Oklahoma District.

:

l

: son County, Missouri, FIRST
: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL
I
: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL
lI STOCKS.
~
Very truly yours,
:
J. D. Briggs
:
Independence, Missouri
44tf
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I
:

,

d
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~

I

~

~
~

~-~-'=i."a.'Q....,."G~I

'58. Smith, Hale W., Montana.

Smith, James M., Arkansas and Louisiana.
Sparling, William, North Dakota.
Stone, A. E., Eastern Mission.
Swensen, C. A., Scandinavia.
Tai, Society Islands.
Tane, Society Islands.
Tanenui, Society Islands.
Taruia, Society Islands.
Teiho, Society Islands.
Tefau Tuato, Society Islands.
Temarei, Society Islands.
Temakehu, Society Islands:
Tepoaitu, Society Islands. .
Tetaku, Society Islands.
Tetai, Society Islands.
Teeters, J. A., Northwestern Kansas District.
Thompson, J. T., Canada.
Turner, W. E., Eastern Iowa District.
Turatahi, M., Society Islands.
Vancleave, Albert, Southeastern Mission.
Varoa, ·Society Islands.
Whiting, Alonzo, North Dakota.
Wildermuth, L. 0., ·Nmtheastern Illinois Distriet.
Wiriamu, Society Islands.
,83. Purfurst, A. B., Germany.

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64,
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72..
73.
74.
.75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
130.
81.
82.
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Rose of BeauttJ'alcum Powder
· To the woman who bakes,
Royal· is the greatest of
time· and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,
a pleasure and a profit.

- Is absolutely pure and harmless. A
dainty powder for the toilet; soothing
and. refreshing to the skin. If_ you use
a toilet powder of any kind I will make
it t6 your interest to use Rose of Beauty
Talcum· Powder by giving both quantity
and quality.- Large can by mail 25 cents;
5 cans for one dollar; Liberal. terms to
agents; Address (Bro.) George Brush.
Successor to Lillie M. Brush, "deceased,"
Route 6; Kenton, Tennessee.
16-4*

John Ao Ke:r1t
The only ·Baking Powder mado
fromRoyalGrapeCrenmofTartU ·

Willi min!mum trouble and cost b!sCuit, cake and pastry are made fresh,
c:iean and greatly superior to the ready·
made, dry, fl>Wld·in·the•shop variety.

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 600 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 890-Home
504.
8

·"Five per cent intetest
Paid o~ Time Deposits at the

FARMERS
~,

wrATE BANK~:'·

LAMONI, IOWA

.:·-;_

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated und.; the banking laws of the'''
Si;.t!>'.of Iowa, ond under direct contri'/~i.. ; ' of the Auditor of Stale,
•.,,,

POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home,
Saints Home, Srunti Church, Lamoni, Iowa.
Saints Chqrch, Independence, Missouri. These
cards are printed in colors. Two for five cents.
Postage prepaid. Special prices to missionarie1.

E. F. HALL, Lamoni, Iowa.
Care Herald Publishing House.

·Bible

References-~
By Alvin Knisley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

• 6 cente
• • 10 cente

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials.
No. 149. Paper. IO cents.

Normal Book
A normal book contammg lessons
upon the BJok ot Mormon and
Religio Society. Everv student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

5 per cent
Capital and Surplus Earnings
Assets Over

Religio's

No. 258---Cloth, 25c

$ 50,000.00

400,000.00

Five per cent per annum' interest will be prud on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will oe given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS:

Wm. Anderson, !Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

PRIESTS.
Cady, Charles J., California.
Ellis, Clyde, Western Michigan District.
Fisher, W. T., Central Oklahoma District.
G~~tz, Ai:igusti Southern Wisconsin District.
·H1t1 Society slands. '
Koehler, Gus, Eastern Mission.
'1\ Lente!, John Eastern Mission.
--3. McConley..._ Myl'on A., Hawaii Territory.
9. McKim, .Hurton L., Hawaii Territory.
10. Rowe, Fred, Westerll Canada.
11. Price, John D., Gallands Grove District.
12. Prickett, Fred 0., Southeastern Illinois District.
13. Shower, J. D., Nodaway District.
14. Tehu, Society Islands.
·
1.
2.
3.
4;
5.
6.

15. Titi, Society Islands.
16. Pierce, H. N., Fremont District.
FREDERICK A. SMITH,
Secretary of the Twelve.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, April 18, 1910,
<>--<>-¢

Died.

STEVENS.-Mr. Joseph. H. Stevens was born at Pleasantville, Iowa, August 19, 1884, and died March 20, 1910, at the
age of 26 years, 7 months, and 1 day. He leaves his father 1
two...sisters and two brothers, with other relatives and friends
to mourn their loss. His mother and one sister preceded him
in death. He had a lingering illness of many months, which
he bore with much patience. Sermon by Elder.J. M. Hooper,
as~isted by pastor of the M. E. church, Dudley, Iowa.
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"

e continue in my word, then are ye_my dis-.
and ye sh.all know the truth, and the
c1ples
1 32
make you free."-John 8: 3 ·, _ •
trut h s h a II

. If

"There shall not. any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have nolie_."Book of Mormon, Jacob___2: 36.

~ d d·
m ee '

LAMONI,

VOLUME 57

_

IOvVA, APRIL 27; 1910

Editorial
REMARKS OF PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH, AT THE
CLOSE OF THE CONFERENCE, AT INPEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, APRIL 18, 1910.-

1 don't know but what I have said all that I ought
to say to this conference. I have been intensely interested in what has been going on; and so far as I·
hav~ understood it, have tried to take a part in its
proceedings.
We have had during the last year, quite a number
of debates in different parts of the country, and I
am quite pleased to know that those who have stood
in defense of our faith have proved themselves to
be worthy of the appellation of "Christian gentlemen." I hope that the year that is now before us
will continue the record; that no man who is a called
and trusted minister for Christ shall ever forget,
under any circumstances, that he is a Christian
gentleman, professing to follow the Master, emulating his virtues so far as he comprehends them.
I have seen in the past the evil effect.c; upon our
work of what I can not help but think of as a relic
of official jealousy; and though it is frequently
denied by individuals, I see what suggests tp me the
thought that some seeds of it remain. Every man
may be a good man; not all men may be great men,
and one of the grandest exhibitions of greatness
that I know of in a human being, and especially one
who stands in the defense of what he understands
to be truth, is to bear with patience the contradictions of sinners against himself in emulation of
Christ. Equally grand is an exhibition of patience,
forbearance, and refusal to be unduly disturbed by
the contradiction of friends and coworkers. We are
differently constituted, ·you will tell me. That' is
true. If I understand the office work of the. Holy
Spirit, it is to reform within us what is necessary
to be reformed. It is to convict us of those things
which we should overcome, entirely banish them
from our hearts and minds. To illustrate this: You
have paid a compliment to me for my lorig continued
service, and yet many of you have- not really known
me, for I am a very quick-tempered man. My
brother Alexander once said of me in a moment of
quick resentment, "Oh, yes, _you -think my brother Joseph is a very easy man, ·but you will find him

NUMBER 17

just as obstinate as I am." Brother Alexander knew
me a good while ago.
_
Another thing in connection with this, the grand
characteristi<:: of a great man is not to allow himself to be moved by the speech or even debate of

· one who is an associate worker ·with him -in a great
cause. And he ~il1" forgive before ever· it is suggested to those who may have assaulted. him or
injured him (as ;he feels) or are conscious of the
wrong they have done him. And I have found by
experience that the sweetest enjoyment that has
come to me .has been when I have passel over and
forgiven in my heart those things which may have
been said or done that might have affected me for ill.
I am old-fashioned-almost seventy-eight years
ought to ma1f'e: _anybody old-fashioned, but I have
found that the<i:.feelings of honorable conduct toward
my fellow-mari~ ·formed when I was a young man,
have served m~ well, but I regard my associates in
a common cause on an equal footing. We do not all
see alike. I have been opposed sharply, but I have
never yet--and I appeal to you men on the floor
everywhere in this building if I have ever treated
one of you, an associate in the work, with a !!Pirit
of resentment, or ever withheld from you the confidence and trust which one associated should entertain for another. If there is such a man here I
would like to have him say when and where this
may have occurred. I have always understood them
to be just as honest, just as true to their convictions
as I was to mine, and if there were differences
between us it largely resulted from standing on
opposite sides of the shield.· You may remember
that legend, when two knights of the olden . time
approached each other before a house to which a
sign was swinging, and one of them made a remark
about the beauty of the silver finish and the other
one denied its being a silver finish-it was a gold
finish and so they drew their sp~ars and ran a
tilt
each other, and as they turned to come back,
each discovered that there had been two sides to
that shield, and they were friends thereafter. 'I'h~ir
quarrel was ended.
_
_
Thi:l:e is no absolute tribunal this side of the great
judginent day that is auth?rized to .deter~1ine exactly who is right and ;vho is wrong m. a d1spu~e or
controversy, such a_s arises fr~quently m o~r midst.
Hence it devolves upon us to carry our differences

at
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without animosity, without fault-find:lng, without' top of the mom.l,tain-'-l have seen it, and the sous
charging eviJ-intent or p1irpose upon those who may and the grandsons of the early defenders of the
differ from us. 1 have tried to impress this thought fait~, and our sons and grandsons ·have :been preupon you and upon others, and I want now to have parmg themselves and are now preparing to properly
you think upon ft. I would to God that all the · represent the faith that is sacred tO us.
defenders of lsrael were great men. Paul was
Another · thought and that is this ; there is a
anxious that all might be saved. I would to God prophecy on record, not · delivered by modern
that all Israel should be saved, as did the apostle. prophets but by one of old, of good authority, that
I would like to feel now and for future time, so long the Gentile shall assist in the rebuilding of the
as I may be permitted to live, that when I shall wast~ places of Zion. That propliecy may be renfinally depart hence, I shall leave a band of men and "dered as having application to any place where a
women associated together in a cause that we have . people who might have been the pure in heart, may
held to be so sacred and for which so many have have been assembled from the time that the prophecy
sacrificed so much, who will .not allow internal dis- was uttered until now, and it holds good until the
sensions to spoil the wonderful work that has been ·Savior comes whose right it is to reign; hence it is
done since the angel brought the gospel message to not wise ·for us to put any barriers between the
earth.
.
kindly offices of them that are without who are willI don't want .to lie down in death, come it soon ing to recognize us as having won a standing place
or late, with the consciousness upon me that when I 'in the arena of· conflict and are willing to extend
pass off there will arise contending hosts and divided unto us the right hand of help, whether they accept
bands through the body, and scatter iir-not an our faith and our philosophy, or not.
apostasy as the term is used by me and those assoThere is no tribunal-I want you to . remember
ciated with me, but because of internal dissension this affirmation and I hope these representative3 0f
from human ambition or an effort to control in the press will quote me as I state it now-cher= i;;
their penional views, those by whoin they are sur- no tribunal, this side of the great judgment bar,
that has the authorized right to sit in judgment
rounded.
There are just measures, evolving from the things upon the faith of men and say whether or not they
that may have been believed and some of the prac- are heterodox or orthodox. The right is reserved
tices that may have been observed, that will finally for that great Judge and that tribunal which shall
bring complete order, if we go together in patience. try all mankind and adjudge unto them that which
The terms of the revelation under which we have belongs unto them of reward for merit or punishbeen moving during my association with you, t<~ll ment if it be deserved.
Men may assume to say that they will not court
us that we are not to talk judgment nor boast of
mighty faith, but we.are carefully to gather together opposition with them ·in ·any association that they
in the regions round about, as many in one place may choose to organize and to maintain. They have
as may be consistent with the feelings of the people the right to do so. We have no right to complain
while we are appealing to the different 01:ganizations especially of it, but the final arbitrament rests over
of departmental service in the state, to the nation, yonder where we shall all give an account for our
and asking them to redress us of our wrongs. The individual belief and our associated acts. One of
wrongs of the past have been carried to the great the grand underlying principles upon which the
throne, and there they ought to remain until the time whole structure of Christianity must rest, is that
comes for that judgment to sit, and it is not wise in which is found in the 20th of Revelation where the
us to continually bring these things up and for them judgment was to sit, a judge upon the throne, and
-to rankle .in our minds as against them who have every man was judged out of tlie things which
passed off, and at whose hands these wrongs were were written in thl'.l books, according to the deeds
which were done in the flesh.
inflicted.
This makes every man responsible to God. He
There is a conflict still before us. You will remember, some of you, that I predicted more than has a secondary responsibility to· those with whom
twenty-five years ago, that the time would come he is associated and to those around him with whom
when we would stand before the great jury of the he may now be associated in labor or work, to obAmerican people as to our attitude, as to our posi- serve their rights, while assuming those which he
tion as exponents of a faith, and that we were to be deemed to belong to himself. Hence it follows that
careful, that men should be prepared and· ready to the final arbitrament must be there; hence we are
take part in that appeal or in that hearing before almost sure of our footing over yonder if we behave
this great Americanjury.. I do not know whether ourselves properly and maintain the faith of Jesus
you have realized that that time has been passing Christ, according to the manner in which he gave it
and now is. . Standing as l have done somewhere · and in which it has been restored, as we understand
IJear-I\vas going to say the top of the hiJI, or the it, without reference to those men who may not feel
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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o believing that when the time shall
or see as We d '
·
·
h t
come, the award will be just: that they receive w a
is theirs or we receive what 1s ours. :
·
__
Let us live in accordance, then, wit? the prop_er
b ervance of the rights of others, while endeavor? s to maintain with the dignity and the charac~r
~nt~ qualifications of Christian gentlemen, those
1s ic
· d'
rights which seem to ~el~ng to ourse1ves as m 1viduals and as an associat10n.
May God in his infinite mercy, be with us, and may
that energy that has characterized us this last year
and has been resultant in such wonderful exhibitions of progress, rise to the occasion and take the
supervising wave of religious excitement, if we :r;nay
call it that, that is now coming over the world, and
make proper use of the talents entrusted . to us,
maintaining our character for sobriety, the friends
of those who need friendship, and those who expect
to be judged by that which has been confided to
them and that which· we have professed to believe
before our fellow-man. Amen.
·
BENEDICTION BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH,
AT THE CLOSE OF CONFERENCE,
APRIL 18, 1910.

Our Father who art in heav\:!n, whose supremacy
we acknowledge. In the name of our Lord Jes us
Christ, grant unto those who go hence and to those
who stay, the good word of thy blessing, conferring
upon us the spirit and power of our office and our
calling, that each may discharge the duty devolving
upon him as becometh a man of God.
Wilt. thou grant, 0 Lord, to order our days in
such manner that we may make successful the cause
which thou hast entrusted to our care in uprightness of heart, in the priestly demeanor of those who
love the truth and are willing to serve thee in the
light thereof.
Grant unto us that thy love shall continue with us,
thy Spirit guiding and controlling our thoughts and
~ur deeds and helping us to live before thee and
our fellow-men as to show that we indeed have been
with our Master and have learned of him.
Unto thee do we commend our cause, and ourselves, in Jesus' name, Amen.
'
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who for weeks before her mother's death sought
funds with which to purchase a coffin. Up to the
time- of Mrs. Davies' death she had been unsuccess. ful, but following the demise citizens contributed
enough to make possible the obsequies which took
place to-night.-,-Saint Josevh Gazette, Ma1·ch 23,
1910.

-

We learn by letter from Elder C. C. J oehnk that he
has been expelled from Germany. The action of the
German Government in this matter is the result of
confusing our people with the Utah people. It is to
be hoped that the matter may be speedily adjusted so
that Brother J oehnk may return to Germany and
engage in his missionary work. He expresses his intention to labor for a time in Switzerland.
April 16 Judge Brumback, of ifansas ,<::;ity, granted
forma decree of incorporation to the United
Order of Enoch. It is our intention in the near future ·
to publish the articles of association as revised to
meet the demands of the court.
a~vro

Articles are in course of preparation in reply to
tracts issued by the Utah people and scattered broadcast among our church members. These articles
after appearing in" the HERALD will be put into tract
form and will be at the disposal of those who wish Lo
meet the Utah people. We have nothing to fear frorn
a comparison of views. Their campaign of misn:presentation can only result in good to us. Our first
article in reply will probably be one in answer to
their tract entitled,. "Corner stones of the Reorganization."
At the April conference of the dominant church
in Utah, John Henry Smith was chosen as second
counselor in the Presidency to succeed John R.
Winder, deceased. Joseph F. Smith, jr., was placed
in the Quorum of Twelve to fill the vac~ncy thus
occasioned.

Saints are requested to notice the following from
Columbus, Ohio, April 18, 1910: - "Publishers Hera°ld: On April 16, 1910, a man giving his name as
Robert Carroll, from New York Branch, a practical
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
leather tanner, very familiar with the church work;
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, Ma1:ch 21.-Without the last and knowing several of the traveling ministry, U. W.
rites of the church and with only four mourners sui·- Greene, R. C. Evans, and others, came here and
round~ng the grave, the body of Mrs. Anna Davies, gained my confidence by using the names of the
who died a pauper in the deaconess home in Lincoln church and its members. He is a man about thirtyIl.linois, Thursday, was buried here at twilight to~ five years of age, dark complexioned, brown eyes,
mght. Mrs. Davies was the only surviving daugh- - dark hair, weight-about ·one hundred and eighty-five
ter of former Governor Thomas Ford of Illinois or. two hundred pounds, wore a dark suit, oxblood
·who likewise died in poverty.
'
' shoes, clean shaven and a very smooth talker. i
The spectre of poverty which has beset the family· think it would be wise to warn the brethren of the
~o1; a half century also found a· victim in Mrs. Dav~ church through the church paper of this rascal. Very
ies _only daughter, Mrf3· Watson, of Oskalciosa, Iowa, truly yours, A, Sherman, 26?0 North High street."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"Three or four years ago there was a receipt published in the HERALD called, 'Sure cure for cancer.'
I cut it out so as to be sure that it would not get lost,
but now I have. occasion to use it and I· fail to find
it. If any of the Saints have it will they please be
so kind as to send it to me or publish it again in the
HERALD? My address is M. C. Hannah, Los Angeles,
California, R. F. D. No. 6, Box 77.
Sr. Addie V. Hoxie, Brockton, Massachusetts, desires the prayers of the Saints that she may be
healed and thus be enabled to attend meetings of
which she has been deprived for six months. She
has had a long siege of sickness and is still confined
to the house.
Another brother, James 0. Coshow, Lloyd, New
Mexico, writes us as follows : "I wish to say through
your columns that I am at home now after an absence of five months, and will be pleased to have any
elders come and preach for us whenever they can.''

- H. C. Smith was· chosen member. of the Library
Commission;
· ·
·
The Presidency reported that they had directed
that section 22 of .the Doctrine •and Covenants be
corrected according. to the version .in the Inspired
Translation, 'Yhich is according to the original manuscript. - . This matter had ·been referred to the
Presidency at the General Conference of 1909.
The Presidency, Twelve, and Board of Publication
reported in regard to m.atter referred to them at
last conference. In their judgment it was .not advisable to reversify the Book of Cov~nants. Clerical
and typographical errors would be corrected under
the.supervision of the Presidency, Board of Publication, and Historian. This was approved by the con-

ference.

The Joint Council reported that they did not feel
it practicable· to advise a change of editors for the
Gospel Standard; and this i·eport was also approved.
The Joint Council also reported that owing to
certain restrictions in the offer of the Religio of
The following request for prayer has been re- funds for publication of the Book of Mormon
ceived: "Will the prayer unions and Saints in gen- thereby plac!J1g Religio authorities over the general
eral kindly remember in their supplications the case church authorities, the document was returned to
of a respected brother and sister whose little infant the Religio society with disapproval. A minority
but the majority report was
is a sufferer from deformed feet .• Friends have ad- report was presented,
·
adopted.
vised hospital treatmei1t, but I have been led to lay
Roderick May presented his concordance to the
the matter before the Saints instead, in the humble
hope that the Lord will graciously hear his children's Doctrine and Covenants, and offered it to the church.
It was referred to the First Presidency, to be passed
prayers and will heal this little child.'.'
011 by them, and referred to the Board of Publication
if in their judgment it should be published;
A report from Children's Home Committee was
read and approved.
The quorums and departments of the church were
MONDAY, APRIL 18.
then
approved.
F. G. Pitt and Arthur Leverton were in charge of
The
Presidency were authorized to fill vacancies
the morning prayer service. Preaching at eleven b:v
in the High Council.
Richard Baldwin, assisted by F. J. Ebeling.
President Joseph Smith addressed the conference.
President Joseph Smith called the meeting to
order at 2 p. m. Song No. 148 was used in opening (This appears in our editorial columns.)
Appointments of the. Presidency, Presidency and
and· prayer was offered by R. C. Russell. Minutes
Twelve, and the Twelve were then read and apwere read and approved.
proved. (Published in last week's issue.)
F. M. Smith took the chair by request.
'fhe Ladies' committee reported nineteen hundred .
Hymn No. 134 was sung, President Joseph Smith
dollars raised on Graceland endowment fund.
pronounced the benediction, and the General Confer·
A: E. Stone expressed his willingness to accept ence of 1910 adjourned.
ordination as seventy, and it was so ordered by th6
On Monday evening an ordination meeting was
conference..
held,. the Quorum .of Twelve in charge, when the
Committee on Quorum Organization reported following were ordained: F. J. Ebeling, high priest,
progress and asked for more time. This was by U. W. Greene and F. A. Smith; Charles Fry,
granted.
second counselor to p}:esident of High Priests' QuoF. A. Russell resigning as. member of Auditing rum, by F. A. Smith and U. W. Greene; W. H.
Committee, G. W. Eastwood wrui chosen to fill th~ Deam, high priest, by I. N. White. and J. F. Curtis;
vacancy.
J. A. Tanner, president 'of Quorum of High Priests,
·. The Quorum of High· Priests recommended th~ by J. F. Curtis and L N. White; V.· M. Goodrich,
ordination of F. J. Ebeling and W. H. Deam as high first counselor to pr.esident of the Quorum of High
priests. The recommendati()n was_approved.
Priests, by U. W. G1·eene ·and, F; A, Smith.

General Conference.
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the Doctrine and Covenants I believe. It reads like
this:
THE REORGANIZATION.
And again, verily I say unto you, Let all my mints come
SERMON BY ELDER HEMAN c. SMITH, AT LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE
from afar; and send ye swift messenge1•s, yea, chosen mes20, 1909, DURING AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH
sengers, and say unto them, Come ye, with all your. gold
SIXTEEN UTAH ELDERS.
and your silver, and your precious stones, and with all yom'.
(Reported by Leon A. Gould.)
antiquities; and with all who have knowledge of anti quities,
that will come may come, and· bring the box tree, and the
I am glad to-night again to meet so many here, fir tree, and the pine tree, togetq,er with all the precious trees
and I am especially glad to occupy the position that of the earth; and with iron, with copper, and with brass,
I do in speaking affirmatively in regard to ~he work and with zinc, and with all your precious things of the earth
in which we are engaged. I like the affirmation and build a house to my name, for the Most High to dweli
better than I do the negation.
therein; for there is not a place found on ea1'th that he may
con;ie and restore again that which was lost unto you, or,
This situation confronts us. The work we call, which he hath taken away, even the fullness of the priestall of us, the latter day work, is a work in which we hood; for a baptismal font there is not upon the ea1'th; that
have risked our all, not only our all in this ·life, they, my saints, may be baptized for those who are dead;
sacrificing the prospects and the ·possibilities, many for this ordinance· belongeth to my house, and can not be
of us, of things of this world, but we .have risked acceptable to me, only in the days of your poverty, wherein
our condition in eternity upon it. 'And I presume ye are not able to build a house unto me. But I command you,
all ye my saints, to build a house unto me; and I grant unto
that all who claim to believe in this latter d•ay work you a sufficient time to build a house unto me, and during this
are satisfied with the investment, and are confident time your baptisms shall be acceptable unto me. But, beof what the result will be. Yet, it is a serious hold, at the end of this appointment, your baptisms for your
matter. We can not afford to be wrong where we dead shall not be acceptable unto me; and if you do not these
have risked so rnuch. And when the question is tliings at the end of the appointment, ye shaH be rejected as
before us for investigation, we can not be fuo care- a church with your dead, saith the Lord your God.. . ..
ful in our investigation. Therefore I say that I am
That was a solemn warning that they rit'ust go to
thankful to-night for the privilege of presenting to work, and with all their might, mind, and: strength,
you what is called the Reorganized Church and its with their riches, that they should build that house;
claims for recognition upon the part of the Al- and the Lord told them, I will give you a sufficient
mighty, as well as upon the part of the people.
time, and if in that time 'you do not accomplish that
The church, from the beginning, in 1830, con- work, you shall be rejected as a church with your
tended against odds; but there were heroic men in dead. It was a serious thing. And had that people
those clays that stood against the combined efforts sensed it as they should, it seems to me there would
of the world and of Satan, to. establish this latter have been greater exertion than there was to accomday work in the earth. They- were wondrously. plish the work required at their hands. And· you
blessed in so doing, and those who stood nearest 'to will pardon me if I invite your attention to ooe parthe principles of truth that were revealed through ticular thing that I think interfered with them.
the Prophet Joseph Smith fared the best in the end. There was not only the church organization there,
'l her~ were occasionally those who tired of the per- but there was an organization of the Masonic frasecubon, and, timid in regard to the things that terliity in Nauvoo. And many of the church memconfronted them, fell by the wayside, but they did bers and the leaders of the church were associated
not prosper. Those whp were faithful to their trust therewith. And right in the tirrie that they should
were .those w~o finally overcame. And, by. the way, have been building this temple, and were to some
~otwrthstandmg the world was frowning upon the extent working upon it; they built a Masonic buildpe?ple of God, and their names were cast out as ing, an institution there, quite an. expensive one.
evr~, those who stood for the work through all those·· That expense, it seems to me, if nothing else, at that
trymg scenes were in the end thought more of b·· . time, might have been· used in performing work
ihe ~vorld than.those who d!d not. They;were faith: which they were called to accbmplish. Other things
a~I 111 ~erformmg whatever work the Lord required might be mentioned, but I mention ·this simply as
r then- han~s. Th~re cam!?· a· time,. when they an instance where they failed to go to with their
t~:ched the c1tY_ of Nauvoo-I haye :riot time to go might and do the work the :f.,ord had required at
ough ~II thell' wanderings-when special. wo:rk their hands.
~as reqmred at their hands, and they wei;e toid.
. That the leaders of the church, ~t that time, un~
t~at that work would be required ofthein; and that derstood that that important work was a cdtical
th:Y must accomplish it within a specified"time, or one, and work that endangered the life of the church, ·
u : wo~ld be. under co~de:rimation. The revelation is evident from an epistle that was written less than
P n th1s subJect I desire to call your attention to
a year after. the revelation was given, The rev~la~
·:.a r:a~raph containing the pointrhaye refere:rfc~ tiOn bears the date of January 19; 1841. In 'an
t is m the one hundred and sevent}i section of epistle written· on the 12th of December; i841, pub.
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·Iished in Times and Seasons, volume 3, page 625,
and signed by Brigham Young, Heber .C. Kimball,
Orson Pratt, William Smit)l, Lyman Wight, Wilford
Woodruff, John Taylor, George A. Smith, and Willard Richards, we find this statement:
The"building of the Temple of the Lord; iii the city of
Nauvoo, is occupying the fii·st place in the exertions and
prayers of many of the Saints at the present time, knowing
as they do, that if this buildii'tg is not completed, speedily, "we
.. shall be rejected as a chu1·ch with oiir dead," for the Lord our
God hath spoken it.

Now they understood, in December, 1841, that the
church would be rejected if that tempie -was not
completed. Some of the signers of this document
recognized the fact later on that they had not done
their duty, and that the threatened manifestation
of God's· displeasure had fallen upon them. Two, at
least, of the Twelve have put themselves upon record
as being convinced that they had failed. '!'here was
in 1845, a letter written and published in the Millennial Star for May, 1846, signed by one James Kay,
who did not accept the idea that the church was rejected, and· he writes of William Smith, one of the
Twelve, in this way:
Doubtless you will have heard of William Smith's apostasy.
He is· eiide'll,voring to "make a raise" in this city. After he
left Nauvoo· he went to Galena, when he published a "proclanmtion" to the church, calling upon them to renounce the
Twelve as an unauthorized, tyrannical, abominable, bloodthirsty set of scoundrels.

That is pretty strong language; I hope stronger
than was justified.
I suppose you have his pamphlet. I did think to send one
the day he landed here, but felt inclined 1:o hear and see his
course a little while. Reports are daily coming from east
to west of William's unmanly conduct; so1Ty I was to hear
them, they seemed so well authenticated. He contends the
church is disorganized, having no head; that the Twelve are
not, nor ever were, ordained to be head of the chu:r£h; that
Joseph's priesthood was to be confel'Ted on his posterity to
all future generations, and that young Joseph is the only
legal successor to the presidency of this church, etc.

The point I want to call your attention to is that
William Smith is represented there as having accepted the situation that was threatened in the
revelation, and· that the church was disorganized.
Lyman Wight, another member of the Quorum of
the Twelve who signed that epistle warning the
church that they would be rejected, in 1851 wrote:
The church mostly went from there [Kirtland, Ohio,] to
Missouri, where they commenced another ho~se, from which
they were driven to the S.tate of Illinpis, where we were com-.
mantled to build a house or temple to the most high_ God, .we·
were to -have a sufficient time to build •. that. house; during
which time our baptisms for OUl'.dead,shmlld be accept&ble in
the river. If we did not build within this time' we were 1;o be
rejected as a ·church, we· ahd our dead_ tOgether.. _Both the
temple. and baptizing·went very leisurely, t.ill the -temple was
somewhere in-.buildjng. t'4e second story', when Bro. Joseph
from the stand. announced. the alarming -declaration that baptism for our dead ~as no ionger acceptable. in the river.. As
much to say' the tin;i:a for buiiding" the temple had passed
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by, and both we and our dead. were rejected together. . . .
The church now stands rejected together with their dead.
The church being rejected now stands alienated from her God
in every sense of the word.

There were at least, then, two of the Twelve who
had joined with others in warning the people that
such a disaster awaited them, if they did not finish
the temple and do it quickly; who recognized that
that was the condition o:f things. ;Later, Joseph
Smith, then editor of the Times. and Seasons, (later
than the epistle of the Twelve, I mean,) in October
1842, wrote an editorial entitled, "The Temple,':
which commences with these words: "If there is
any subject in which the saints of the Most High
are interested inore than another, it is the completion
of that edifice," et~. In the same article, occurs the
·
following:
The word of the Lord is build my house, and until that
command is fulfilled vie stand responsible to the great Jehovah
for the fi!Ifillment of it, and if not done in due time we may
have to share the same fate that we have heretofore done in
Missouri.-Times and Seasons, vol. 3, p. 939.

Now, if they shared the same fate that they formerly did in Missouri, the inference is that they did
not complete the work in the time. For the plain
inference by Joseph Smith is that ·if you do your
work you will not suffer as you did in Missouri, and
history will not repeat itself in your being driven
from this place. The very fact that they were driven
is evidence that they had not completed the work
within th~ given time.
That the temple w~s never completed, we have
abundance of evidence. I will read to you two or
three statements from. parties who know. First, on
June 26, 1897, Pres. Joseph Smith made the statement on this subject, from which we: quote the
following:
I knew of the work being done on the 'temple at that place
from the time it began until the building was. burned in 1848.
It was not finished. The basement was fitted for occupation,
and the baptismal font was ready for use. The auditorium
on the first floor was completed sufficiently to be seated and
occupied for assembly purposes. The stairway on the south
side was completed for use. The auditorium on the second
floor, the stairway on the north side, nor uny other portion
of the building except as above-mentioned were completed;
though the small rooms above the second . floor auditorium
were used by President Young and the resident church authorities for various .Pm·poses.-,-Church History, vol. 2, P·
563.
<:.·

Ther~ is a statement from a man wlio was there
all the time. He says is was not completed. Therefore, they. did not do what the Lord require~ them
to. do. Here is another statement made on July 2,
1897, by Patriarch Alexinder H. Smith. You .kn?w
him. If you do not, come :forward, .and I will Jlltroduce you.
1

The offices in the·corner to the left of the main entrance
on the ground floor wei·e finished but not furnished. The
auditorium or main meeting room' was temporarily finishe~;
'1ihe seats ~nd pulpit were ·only temporary. The upper audt-
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,
. tlie plastering was not done,. the floor . was only the
touum,
r ·
1 'd
d
rough boards, intended only fo~· the mm~, was ai , .an
from this floor upward the stairs, except m the tower, or
'rcular main stairs, were also temporary; the upper floor
~~hich was to have been diviiied into numerous rooms was
·d nd partitioned off with cotton factory~ cloth, and used
1!\I'
a
.
d.
for some purposes before the samts were ~·!Ven away. . • .
To my knowledge the te~1ple .never was fimshed, an~ those
who have been led to believe it. was, have. been deceived. I
make this statement freely for the benefit of the present and
future generations.-Church History, vol. 2, pp. 564, 565 ..

Here are two men connected with the Reorganization, in a situation to know, who say that it was
not finished. I will give you another, connected with
the church in the valley, Pres. Brigham Young. In
a sermon delivered in Saint George Temple, January
1, 1877, he says:

423

to work with all their might.

Joseph Smith, as
foreman in the,,.rock quarry, he said put on tow pantaloons and tow frock, and President, high priests,
and elders did 'likewise, and with all their mights
they went to work to finish that temple, and the
churcll.lwas saved. I
give you his words:

will

Elder Rigdon, when addressing the brethren upon the importance of building this house, spake to this effect: That we
should use every effort to accomplish this building by the
time appointed; if we·did the Lord would accept it at our
hands; and on it depends the salvation of the church, and
also·of the world.

They were told, too, that they must finish that
temple within a specified time. If they did it would
be accepted, and if they did not then the salvation
of the church and the world depended upon it.
Joseph located the site for the Temple Block in Jackson That is the same thing that was required at Nauvoo.
County, Missouri, and pointed out the southeast corner of the The only difference was that they completed the
temple in the year 1831; also .laid the comer stone for a tem- Kirtland Temple, but they did not complete the
ple in Far West, Caldwell ·county, Missouri. These temples
were not built. We built one in N.auvoo. I could pick 1mt Nauvoo Temple.· The result was different, because
several before me now that were there when it was btiilt, and· the work accomplished was different; but the same
know jmt how much was finished and what was done. ' It is restriction was placed in one case as in the other, if
true we left brethren there with instructiOns to finish· it, and Brother Kimball was right.
they got it nearly completed before it was ·bumed; but the
It being an established fact that there was a re-:
saints did not enjoy it. Now we have a temple which will all
jection
of the church, that they were no· longer
be finished in a few days, and of. which there is enough completed to commence work therein, which has not .been done recognized of God as an organization-mind you
since the days of Adam, that we have any knowledge of.- now to keep the distinction: I do not claim that
Jo1trnal of Discourses, vol. 18, p. 304.
ev~ry individual was rejected of God. No, far from
Now, he says it was nearly completed. And he it. I do not claim that the authority that individuals
says, In a few days this temple at Saint George will held was taken from them. But the organization,
be sufficiently done that we may commence work as such, was rejected. The Lord said he would retherein which has not been done since the days of ject the church if they did not complete the temple
Adam that we have any· knowledge of. Then the in a given time, and they did not.. 'fhey have not
temple at Nauvoo was not sufficiently completed to· t-0 this day. So if the church ever exist.eel again, a
do work therein, if Brigham Young is good au- reorganization was necessary, and all factions of ·the
thority, for he said that had not been done since the church have admitted it. There is not an exception
anywhere but what have gone to work to reorganize
days of Adam, that he had any knowledge of.
This seems like a Vff/:Y strict requirement upon the church, at one time or another. Just what was
the part of the Almighty~ But it was not peculiar . demanded, no doubt, by the circumstances, of the
to the temple of Nauvoo. I do not know whether case.
Parley P. Pratt was the first man that spoke of the
~ou ever noticed that or not, but according to tes~
t1mony which we are going to give you the same reorganizing of the church, and that was immedirestriction was placed upon the people
Kirtland. ately after the death of the Prophet Joseph and
And they were given a specified time with the under- Patriarch Hyrum Sinith. He was coming home
st~n~ing that if they did not bu'ild that temple after hearing of that sad event, as it was his duty
w1thm the specified time, the salvation of the ·church to do. And he tells us that as he was passing over
depended upon it. Did you ever notice that? I am the prairies: sad ·and lonely, his heart was lifted to
gomg to give you the testimony of Heber C. Kimball .God, and that he prayed. I will give you his oWn.
u~on that. ~n The Life of Heber C. Kimball, by words so there may be no mistake about it. He said
Oison F. Whitney, published by the Kimball family -and he was one of the signers of that letter that
at Salt Lake City, Utah, and printed at the Jiivenil~ warned them of this conditiQn-and he says, while
Inst1'ucto1· office, I find Jhis statement, quoted from "weighed down as it were unto death," he cried unto
. Elde1: Kimball, page 81. He gives an account of their · the Lord for direction;· askh1g' these t.wo questii>ns :
workmg upon the temple. While Zion's. Camp went
Shall i tell them to fly to the wildemess and des~rts? Oi·,
to Missouri, a~d Sidney Rigdon was left· in charge, shall I tell them to stay at home and take care ot" themselve-s,
he tel~s of then· efforts there, of the privations and ·.and continue to build the temple?
~uffermgs they endured' inthe ~recting of Kirtland
He wanted to know of the Lord what he. should
emple, and when the:y: came back how: they all went ·tell. the people when he got into Nauvoo. "Shall I
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tell them to fly to the wilderness and deserts? Or,
shall I tell them to stay at home ·a!J.d take: care of
themselves, and continue to build the temple?"
The answer, he says, came to hini by the voice of
inspiration, as follows:
.
Lift up your head and rejoice; for behold! it is fen with
my servants. Joseph and Hyrum. My servant. Joseph still
holds the keys of my kingdom in this dispensation, and he
shall stand in due time on the earth, in the flesh, and fulfill
that to which he is appointed. Go and say unto my people in
Nauvoo, that they shall continue to_ pursue their daily duties
and take care of themselves, and make no movement in church
government to reorg~nize or alter anything until the return
of the remainder of the Quorum of the Twelve. But exhort
them that they continue to build the House of the Lord which
I have commanded them to build in Nauvoo.-Autobiography
of Parley P. Pratt, p. 371.

He asked the question, Shall I tell the~ fo fly into
the desert, into the wilderness, or shall I tell them
to stay in Nauvoo? The answer, if he can.be credited was, Stay there; not flee into the deserts. Stay
there and continue to build the temple at Nauvoo.
He recognizes in -that the necessity for a reorganization, which carries with it a r~icognition of a dis01·ganization ! for without a disorganization a reorganization would not have been necessary.
The people were at sea, as you might suppose,
how to reorganize. What to do was the question
they were trying to determine, no doubt. It was a
time that tried men's souls. I do not wonder that
·some fainted by the way and thought that all was
lost. I do not wonder that mistakes were made. I
can see· how it would be possible, in that condition,
with a disorganized church, rejected of God, ·and in
a condition that they must take· some steps to get
back into his favor, that there would be a great
many differences of opinion. I do not wonder that
they broke up into factions, and scattered here and
there. They were, you may say, honestly striving
to solve the problem and do the work that would be
acceptable in the sight of God the Almighty.
There was one point, however, that was revealed
in the revelations prior to that time that ought to
have served, and did serve with some, to be a point
around which they could rally, where they could'
have an idea what their duty was in the premises.
The Lord had, by revelation prior to that time,
pointed out who the successor of Joseph Smith
· should be. There might be diffei;ences of opinion in
regard to other things, but there ought not to have
been difference of opinion in regard to that. ·For I
· r:ead here in Doctrine and Covenants 107: 18, what
the Lord said in regard t.o the. matter.· And h1 giving instruction in regard to building the Nauvoo
House, which by the vvay was never completed, there
the Lord said :
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This was givenin 18411 the same time as that which
I read before.
Let it be };milt· unto my name, ~nd let my name be named
upon it, and let my servant Joseph and his house have place
therein, from generation to generation; for this anointing
have I put uport his head, that his blessing shall also be put
upon the head of his posterity afte1• him; and as I said unto
Abraham, concerning the kind1;eds of the earth even so I
say unto my se1:vant Joseph, In thee, a_nd,in thy se~d, shall the
kindred of the earth be blessed. Therefore, let my servant
Joseph, and his seed a:(ternim, have place in that house, from
generation to generation; for ever and ever, saith the Lord,
and let the name of that house be called the Nauvoo House;
and let it be a delightful habitation for man, and a i·esting
place for the weary traveler, that he may contemplate the
glory of Zio1i, and th,e glory of this the corner stone thereof;
that he may receive also the council from those whom I have
set to be as plants of· renown, and as watchmen upon her
walls.
·

You will notice there that the Lord declares that
the blessing of Joseph should be upon his seed after
him, and that that house. was to be a place where
they should have the privilege ,of remaining from
generation to generation-and why? That it might
be a place for. the weary· traveler to rest while he
was investigaj;ing the glory of Zion, and the glory
of this the corner stone, that they might learn from
those "whom I have set to be plants of renown, and
as watchmen upon J:ier walls." That is why the posterity of Joseph was to be in that house. The weary
traveler came there to be instructed, and he was
to be given this instruction, by those who were set
as plants of renown, and as watchmen upon her
walls. Then his posterity was to have the blessing
of Joseph Smith placed upo:(l them. The revelation
says further, it shall be upon Joseph, and "upon the
head of his posterity after him."
The blessing of Joseph-there ought to be no
quibbling in regard to it. The blessing bestowed
upon him was that he was made the prophet, seer,
and revelator of the church, and to be president of
the Melchisedec priesthood, presiding over the
church ; and his plessing was to be upon the head of
his posterity after him, and they were to have place
in that house, where people could come to learn of
Zion that they might hear of those who were plants
of r~nown, and watchmen upon the walls of Zion.
There is no escape from that, and yet we have
still further evidence upon this subject, for we are
told that Joseph was 'to appoint his successor. Turn
to the forty-third section of the Doctrine and Cov:nants 1 and ·second paragraph, and there you will
read where the declaration is made emphatically
that Joseph was to have the privilege of appointment:
Verily I say unto you, .that rione else shall be appointed
unto this gift except it be through him,

He is before speaking of Joseph and his gift-

for if it be. taken from him he shall not have power, except
I say unto you, as pertaini_ng to ni.yboa,rding house, which to appoint another in his stead; and this shall be a law unto
·I have commanded you_ to' build, foi.· the boarding Of sh-angers,·, you, that ye receive not the teachjngs of any that shall come
,
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tions or commandments; and this I give depart,'' and heard the bles·sings poured on his head,-1 say
before you as rev~1ama ~ot be deceived, that you may know had you heard all this, and seen the tears streamii:ig from
unto you, that yo
/or verily 1 say unto you, that he that his eyes you would not have been led by blind fanaticism,
they :u~e not of me.01 II come in at the gate and be ordained or. zeal without knowledge.
.
of me, before
• ia to teach those revelations
•
h'1ch you
Th'
t was t a k en f rom h'is pnva
' t e Journa
'
l w h',ICh
· 01·damed
is
'
Id
w
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a
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1
as
have
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receive
through
him·
whom
I
have
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in
my
possession
for
several
years,
and
I
read it
have l'Cce1vec,1 an
.
appointed.
L ..d t Id th
time after time. There he testifies that he laid his
There was a safeguard .. The~·e the or • 0
em hand with Joseph upon the head of a youth, and
that Joseph was to appomt his success01, an? he ·that to that youth Joseph Smith said, ''You are my
I give you this that you may not be deceived, successor when I depart." Who was ·that youth?
:~;'that you shall not receive the teachings _of any . When we first quoted this statement, it was obof those who shall come to you as revelatoi:s, as · jected to by certain. parties, saying it was not
commandments, except it be the one so appomted, definite enough. It did not say who it was. But
according to the law of God. They had .be~ore them I will make it a little more definite. For in 1851, to
this statement, and had any other claimmg to be quote directly from the original manuscript written
the president of the churc~, the pro~het, seer, and by Lyman Wight, he is telling what ought to have
revelator, come to them with revelations and com- l;>een done at the death of Joseph Smith, and he says :
The fifties assembled should have called on all the authorimandments, they would have known they_ were not
of Goel, for they had been warned that unless the .ties of the church down to the lay-members from all the face
party was appointed by Joseph. Smith, who had of the earth, as much as was convenient, and after having
the power to appoint, that they were not of God, and taken sweet counsel together, in prayer and supplication before God, acknowledged our sins and transgressions which
they were not to hear them.
.
.·
. had caused our head to be taken from our midst; and then
And here is another point I want to call your at- have called on young Joseph, and held him up before the contention to in this revelation in passing, and that is gregation of Israel to take his father's place in the flesh.
that the successor of Joseph Smith was to teach
Now he tells who it was. They should have called
what? He was "to teach those revelations which. upon young Joseph, and ·held him up, he says. Tesyou have received, and shall receive through him tifies that he was present when the blessing was
whom I have appointed." Now that successor was· given him shortly after coming out of Liberty jail,
to come and teach the revelations that Joseph had Missouri. He also testified that such a blessing was
received, and would thereafter receive, and l submit bestowed upon him in ·Liberty jail, which I will
to you if anything came contrary to the revelations not take time to follow out in all its details, but I
that Joseph Smith had received, that his successor wilI quote in connection with this the te.stimony of
could not teach both. Therefore the man that was Joseph Smith himself in regard to the matter, found
the successor must be himself in a place that he in the HERALD for October, 1868; and he says: .
could teach the revelations that God had given to
In Liberty jail the promise and blessing of a life of useJoseph, and in the future would give to him. If fulness to the cause of truth was pronounced upon our head,
they conflicted it would be impossible for him to do by lips tainted by dungeon damps, and by the Spirit conboth. He could not abandon those which had gone firmed through attesting witnesses. This blessing has by
before, for he was to teach them, as well as those some been called an ordination, from the usual predilection
to confound names and terms. The blessing which marked
that were to follow.
Moses as the deliverer from Egyptian bondage, was not that
And there is further evidence that Joseph Smith which Jethro pronounced upon his head. Subsequent to our
did set apart his son to be his successor, that he had baptism in 184'3, upon two occasions was the same blessing·
blessed him and conferred upon him this appoint- .. confirmed by Joseph Smith, once in the council room in the
ment, that when he should depart, Joseph Smith," brick store on the banks of the Mississippi, of which we have
the son of the Prophet, was to succeed him. Let me n6 'iiiiubt there are witnesses who would confirm the present
call your attention to .iust a few ·of the many refer- testimony; once, in the last interview Joseph Smith held with
his family before he left Nauvoo to his death .. A public
~nces; for I have not time to-night to follow in detail· attestation of the same blessing was made from the stand in
all the evidence there is upon this subject. I quote the grove in Nauvoo, some time prior to the murder in Carfrom the private journal of Lyman Wight. Under thage.
.
.
.
head of Sunday, December 8, 1850, he says:
Without stopping to read, as_) can not quote
Bore testimony that Joseph Smith appointed. those of his largely in the time to-night, I will say that the stateown posterity to be his successor. ·
ment of Joseph Smith was 'confirmed by James
And in July, 1855, frpm Medina River, Texa.S, he Whitehead, whom you kn'ew, .that· he was present,
wrote a letter to the N 01.thern Islandm·, a Strangite and saw this blessing bestowed upon him. It is confirmed by a gentleman by the name of Carter, living
paper published in B_eaver Island. He says:
.near Provo, Utah. It was testified by him in the
Now Mr. Editor, if you ·had been present when·Jo~eph · investigation of the Temple ·J:,ot case, that he was
~~.1 1l3led "'.' me shoi·tl'[J after we came out of jail, [Liberty jail,
·
dh
dJ
h
.
soui1.-Eo.] to lay hands with him on the head of a youth present at that grove meeting, an ear · osep ·say,-·
and heard him cry aloud, "You are my successor when I
pointing to his son, "This is my successor when :I
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die." There is testimony that he set apart Young
Joseph as his sucessor.
·
Now, who should the Lord reveal himself to in
this.connection, when the time came for reorganization, but the mari ·Who had been designated as the
man that was to succeed Joseph as the prophet, seer,
and revelato1' to the church? Joseph says in his
autobiography, published as an appendix to the Tul- .
lidge History here, that in 1859, when seriously
considering whether he should take any part in the
work of the church or not, his father's work; and
remembering that another before him, referring no
doubt to his father, had, when lacking wisdom, appealed to God, he appealed to God, as his father had,
and asked him for direction, and in answer to that
prayer, in answer to his supplication, as the father
was ·answered so the son was answered, and he says
that the answer was in the following language. I
will not quote it all, but I quote a vital point. in the
matter. He said the answer to him by the voice of
the Spirit was:
The Saints reorganizing at Zarahemla and other places, is
the only organized portion of the church accepted' by .me. I
have given them my Spirit, and will continue to do so while
they remain humble and faithful.

There was the voice of God to the appointed
successor, that the only part of the church accepted
of him was that portion of the church. The only
organized portion was those who were reorganized
at Zarahemla and other places in Wisconsin.· There
had been a movement some years before that, and
they had reorganized. And when he was directed
to those people, he found they too had been moved
upon, and they were p1·epared for the messenger
when he came, sent of God, to take his father's place.
For as early as 1851, if I remember correctly, a
revelation-yes, November, 1851, a revelation had
been received by one Jason W. Briggs, and in that
revelation the Lord said to him:
In mine own due time will I call upon the seed of Joseph
Smith, and will bring one forth, and he shall be mighty and
strong, and he shall preside over the high priesthood of my
church, etc.-The Messenger, vol. 2, p. 1.

- Here now is harmony between the revelation given
to .the appointed successor himself, and the revelation given to the people to whom he was directed
to go, and whom the Lord acknowledged as cbeing
the only organized body accepted of Mm. Further
on, Zenos H. Gurley, sr;, in 1852, claims that.he had
a manifestation in which· the following language
was given to him:
The. successor of Joseph Smith is joseph Smith, the son of
Joseph· Smith, the prophet;· it is his right by lineage, saith
the Lord your God.-The ·Messenger, p; 9.

So here the Lord is communing with the people
tp whom tlie mess~nger is to be sent, and with the
messenger, and their: testhnony agrees. . And that
body the~e in Wisconsin; striving to get bad.I! into
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favor with God, passed thfa resol~tion in harmony
with these revelations, and in .harmony with the
appointment given before time of God, in June, 1852:
Resol".e~, Th~t the .succ.essor of Joseph Smith, junior, as
the Presidmg High Priest m the Melchisedec p1iesthood mu t
of necessity be of the seed of Joseph Smith, junior,
fu~
fil1ment of the law and promises of God.-The Messengei·
vol. 2, p. 9.
'

Jn

Thus you see the Lord was working together with
these believers, bringing them together to reorganize
the church. Why he chose this people might be
made to appear, but it does not make any difference
to us why he did. It is sufficient for us to know
that he did.
(To be continued.)

Of- General Interest
EQUALITY.
(Continued from last week.)

The passion for social equality has always been
less strong among the Teutonic· than among the
Celtic and so-called Latin peoples, as, indeed, all
movements take among the former a less acute
form. Everywhere, however, -even in France and
in the United States, this passion seems less strenuous than it was formerly. The complete equality
of civil rights, and the almost complete equality of
political rights, which have been attained in nearly
all civilized countries, have diminished the zeal to
achieve it; for men now perceive that those kinds
of equality may exist without it, and that their
attainment does not necessarily bring it much
nearer. There is, indeed, no necessary connection
between freedom and. equality, according to the lines
of Milton:
" . . • If not equal all, yet free, equally fre.e, for orders
and degrees jar not with liberty, but well consist."

· With the other members of the famous trio there
is close relation. Social equality would be a long
step, though only a step, toward fraternity, and
fraternity would in its fullness almost imply
social equality. But the longing for fraternity has
also declined. It has never really emerged-and
indeed could not, except through the influence of
religion, hope to emerge-from the field of aspiration into that of reality. Of late years it is seldom
named, except in religious ~ddresses. The strife
of rich and poor, and the effort to bring men to a
level in respect of ·material conditions, together with
those animosities of race· which have so largely
taken the place· of animosities of creed, have discouraged it. Something may also be due to the more
frequent contact of civilized men with savage and
other -backward peoples, esp.ecially those of a different color; The European sattler feels no sense of
"solidarity" with- the Chinese or the Hindu or the
Malay, still less with the Kafir~ Even in the United
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States the enslaved negro appealed to senti?1ent. as · nature. And as the other world is less in men's
"
and a brother" more than the hberated thoughts than it was some centuries ago, they have
b
a man
negro seems now to appeal. .
.
ecome more e_ager to make the best of this world.
On a review of the whole matte~, 1t woul~ appear
Perhaps, however, the strongest influence in
th t while the principle of social equality; does bringing this question to the front has been the
~nt to the extinction of all artificial and legal dis- complete attainment by the masses, in most civilii~ctions of rank, already accomplished _in the ized countries, of political power. Their. fathers
United States, and does prescribe the sa~e co?rtesy strove for· it in the belief that it would immensely
and consideration toward all persons ahke, it can improve their condition.. Now that they have got it,
not venture to ignore differences which spring from the old inequalities of wealth remain; and though the
diversities of knowledge, culture, and taste·; for poor of to-day are in most countries better off.than
these too, are natural, and operate outside the · were the poor of a century ago, those inequalities
sphei'.e of law or social custom. Neither has it. are full as palpable. "Of what use, then"-thus do
been able to overcome the differences for which many feel and say,-"has it been to conquer politi~
wealth, as affecting men's habits of life, is. answer- cal power, if we are not by means of it to better our
able. The apostles of equality may, however, reply own condition?"
that inequalities of wealth are themselves artificial,
These ideas, which are not confined to the poor,
and ought to be got rid of. And this brings us to the but are reinforced by the sympathy of imaginative
last kind of equality we have to consider-that of and benevolent minds among the wealthier class,
economic conditions.
have now much force at their command. They meet
The desire to establish an equality of propetty us everywhere. They raise in many forms what is
has become so strong in modern times that before the main question that occupies the thoughts of
we examine the desirability or the attainability of thinking men. And they liave behind them-do not
the state of things aimed at, a few words ought to let us, whatever error or confusion may be found
be said on the sources whence the desire springs.
to lurk in them, forget this ·fact-they have behind
Although, as we shall presently note, history does them the notion that they are suggested by nature,
not record econom,ic equality as having ever in fact by justice, and by the largest conception of the com-.
existed, still it is deemed to be the natural state of mon good of mankind.
man. Since all men come equal into the world, their
When, however, we come to criticise these ideas
chances of well-being ought, so it is argued, to be and the source assigned to them, the following obequal, and therefo.re those external goods which servations occur.
First of all, be it noted that there never has been
contribute to well-being should be allotted to all in
equal measure. If it is observed that Nature dis'- in the world such a state of natural equality as many
tributes her gifts unequally even at birth, because have dreamed of. Even in the stone age, one savage
one man is born with a healthy, another with a weak had more flint hatchets or a bigger deerskin than
or diseased, body, one man has a cheerful another the other tribesmen. As soon as a race begins to
a querulous, spirit, the reply is that this f;ct makes have any sort of organization,-as soon, for init ·an the more fitting that every means should be stance, as it reaches the stage in which the Romans
used to rectify the injustice of chance by securing found the Britons of antiquity, or in which our setequality in one sphere, at least-that of materfal tlers have found the North American Indians and
conditions.
the Kafirs,-inequalities of property are conspfoThere is also the presumption in favor of equality uous.
generally drawn from the admitted benefits of civil
Secondly, it is not law ~hat creates inequality of
and political equality. Contrasting the society of property. It is, in the first instance, _strength,
our own times with the society of two or three physical or intellectual; that is to ·say, inequality is
centuries ago, nothing seems to show a more palpa- due to natural, not. to ·artificial, causes. When law
bl~ advance than does the elevation of the ordinary appears, it does no more than recognize and protect
pnvate citizen to the level formerly held only by the the inequality which it finds subsisting; and if we
few
· ·1 ege d · persons. May. not ;:t, like progress · can imagine
·
.
pnvi
law withdrawn, inequality would be
111
the well-being of humanity 'be expected from· the greater than _it is now, because the weaker would
have no security for what they possess, since force,
further ap~lication of this_ wh~lesome principle?
The desire for material · well-being is all the whether of body or of craft· and will, would domistr?nger because the general demoralization of· nate. If equality ofgooqs is ever to be established,
~~c~ety, the greater publicityof life, the attainment ' it will have to be estabHshed by law, either by for- '
immense wealth by men sprung from the lower bidding the approprfatidn of any articles, i. e., by
ranks, have stimulated the appetite of those humbler destroying the conception of private property, and
~lasses :Whose ancestors contentedly acquiesced in ari giving each man the protection of the state in taking
mequahty of conditions as part . .of . the·. orda'r of a part of whatever his neighbor has, or else by con,-,
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tinually i·estoring through legal action an epuilib- you have $10,000. It not your excess that affects
rium of· goods which naturally causes are perpetu- my well-being, but my own sufficient or insufficient
ally disturbing, This Will be the hardest. task the provision. · 'l'hat whic~ is desirable is to have
law has ever undertaken, because law will have to . enough; not as rirnch as another man has or needs
steer straight in the teeth of the strongest· blast of but as m_uch, as I myself need: But what is enough?
nature. If ten men were to be started, on Monday It is a variable conception; it is, in poin~ of quantity,
morning, with equal property, and left to them- no more the same for every man. than is a man's
selves for six days, no two would be ·found to have stature or his appetite. ·.It depends for each upon
equal· property on Saturday night, because in no his physical and intellectual needs and tastes, and
two would the faculty of acquiring and the habit of the wise man is he .who reguiates his conception of
spending be the same.
it by his own needs and tastes,· and not by those of
Thirdly, where the enforcement of, law is· perfect, his neighbors, ,which may sometimes enlighten, but
that is to say, where the action of courts, and of the are just as likely to mislead, his own judgment.
authority which carries out their decisions, is cer- · Many· persons who perceive that. M has less than
tain, the qualities which tend to produce inequality enough and P more than enough, jump to the conof property are different from . those which pro- clusion that the proper way to rectify the mischief
duced it .in rude and disorderly times. ·In those . is to take from p his superfluity and bestow it upon
times physical strength and physical courage were M. But though this is a very common confusion of
the most important factors. In perfectly settled ideas, it isd10ne the less a confmiion. It may be bad
societies intelligence and the habit of saving most for a man to have too much. It is certainly bad
tell. Will evidently tells in all states of society, and for him to have too Tittle. But the evil lies not in
will is one of the qualities in which men most dif- the inequality of possessions, but' in the. excess or
fer from one another. Of course it is' not neces- defect; and the only sense in which poor M suffers
sarily the highest forms of intelligence that most from witnessing P's wealth is tha,t the spectacle
subserve the acquisition of property. No poet be- accentuates by ·contrast the evils of his own condifore Tennyson ever made a fortune by his gift. No tion. Just in the same way P, who is stiff with
. philosopher has ever yet grown rich by philosophy. rheumatism and has been forsaken by his wife,
Only in very recent times have a few great inventors may envy the robust health and happy home of M.
been able to reap the harvest of their intellectual
Here, therefore, we note a capital difference belabors. It is by the power of devising schemes and tween inequality of economic conditions and ineconducting large commercial or financial operations quality of civil rights or of poli~ical rights. In the
that the largest masses of property are accumulated two last nan1ed cases, one man's gain is another
in one hand, and the type of capacity that leads to man's loss. If X has a wider compass of civil rights
wealth is to be found in such a man as the lata than Y, Y necessarily suffers, because the law enMr. Jay Gould .. This has caused a certain prejudice ables X to prevail against him when a dispute
against the working of laws which permit a ca- arises. In Turkey, for instance, a Mussulman may
pacity not necessarily beneficial, and possibly harm- with practical impunity kill a Christian rajah, but
ful, to mankind to achieve conspicuous success. a Christian rajah can not with impunity kill" a
But no one has shown how this capacity can be held Mussulman So if X (a class of persons) enjoy
in check without overthrowing the entire legal basis suffrage, and· Y (another class) do not, it usually
happens that .the legislation which class X enacts
on which modern communities rest.
When we 'scrutinize the grounds of the desire for is calculated to' benefit the privileged and to depress
equality, a fourth observation presents itself, Ill- the excluded class. As one of the scales rises, so
equality of property is not an evil pm· se. It is not the other· sinks. ' With property it is otherwise.
in itself harmful to A-that. is, it is no diminution Except in one class of cases, P's abundance does
of his happiness-that B shoulcl have more grain not come from M's deficiency, and P's share might
or more cattle or more money than he has himself. be reduced without increasing M's. That one class
A may have other things which are better thfl,n B's of cases is where the thing of which men hold unproperty, even as the psalmist says: "I had .more equal amounts .is itself limited in quantity. If P
joy than they when their corn and their oil' were in- draws off two thirds of the water of a stream to
creased." M may have stronger health, or a better· irrigate his meadow, he leaves only one third to be
wife or children, a greater faculty of intellectual used by M and the only way to give M an equal
enjoyment, than P. has,-things which have more to ·share is to' deprive P of the one sixth which repre' do with happiness than has any amount .of property, . sents his excess. The great instance of this sort
-and M's possessio11 of these advantages does not of thing is of course land ';. and the contents of land;t
diminish P's happiness or increase his wretchedness,, and accordingly the observation just made can no
for they depencl on what P himself has .or lacks. So be applied to land in any country wh.ere it has beif· I have $1,000.• I am none the worse off because come_ scarce.
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It may be said that in any given industrial un- bad thing for him, since it increases his tempta't . g such as a factory, the profits are limited, . tions. The main difficulties are ethical, and I state
1

de~ ~I{~~·efore the more p gets, so much the less is
:; . ;or c D and E. It would lead us too far afield
t eieter tl;is field of cont~·oversy, and in particular
t~ ~~scuss the nature of capital: But it d,es.eryes to
be noted that in most industrial undertakn;igs t~e
ntributions of the different co-workers differ m
~~Jue. p may bring scientific genius, C may bi:ing
commercial experience, D may bring consummate
manual skill, while E, F, G, and H have only physical
strength to contribute; and of the whole profits of
the undertaking, three fourths may -be traceable to
P's inventive genius, which a reward of one seventh
of the profits would not be sufficient to secure.
Are there then no real objections to inequality of
economic conditions? Certainly there are; but they
are objections grounded not on abstract considerations of nature and justice, but upon the results
which inequality has been found in practice to produce. Neither are they objectionf:! to ,inequality
per se, but only to its extreme forms, ·where accurriulations of property in a few hands are huge and
conspicuous. Such accumulations create a highly
luxurious class, many -0f .whose -members remain
idle and useless all their lives, while others form
habits and try to follow a style of livirig unsuited
to their means. The holders of vast fortunes acquire undue power, they have undue influence with
rulers, they may corrupt legislafors, they may pervert the power of a state to s·erve their selfish ends.
Their wealth, if ostentatiously displayed or squandered upon unworthy objects, excites envy, breeds
discontent, and may furnish incitements to the
spirit of plunder. There have no doubt been states
in which great inequalities of fortune existed, but
which were nevertheless comparatively stable and
well governed. In such states, however,. the inequalities of fortune corresponded to inequalities in
~olitical power and social influence. Very different
is the condition of some of our modern states,
wherein fortunes ·still more dispropQrtionately huge
are disjoined from any power and any .respect save
that which mere wealth may command. There is
therefore a prima facie case; ~ounded nowise on
abstract principles, but on observation and experience, not indeed for a compulsory equalization,. but
~r a reduction of extreme inequalities, of wealth.
. ow ~an such a reduction be effected t The problem
~~a. di.fficult one, for you interfere with nature, and
t e~e is always a presumption that when you begin
~ mterfere with nature you will get into trouble.
n~feover, you m~y injure the .man who has too
t~ e, whom you wish to benefit, as much as, or more
lat~~'. the man who has far too much. Indeed the
are ~h.though the defende~s ofthe ~wesent.system
suffer iefl~ concerned on. his behalf, ~s less hkely to
' for the luxury bred by excessive wealth is a

-them rather than the economic difficulties, because
the latter would require a more elaborate examination. If by legislation you take property away from
- the. rich man, the property he has earned 01· in·heri~ed, you sh~ck confidenc~, and Y?U weaken the
motives for thrift and foresight which operate on
th~ mind of the rich. If by legislation you give
property to the poorer man, you weaken the natural
incentive to exertion which the need of providing
for himself creates. It is no doubt said that before
long a new. set of ethical views and habits will arise
which will supply the place of those thus set aside.
This is a question too large· to discuss here, and it
is, of course, a highly"speculative -0ne, outside the
range of such experience as mankind ,has so far
enjoyed.
'Attempts have been made to deal with the problem,
but rather in the form of efforts to reduce inordinately large fortunes, than in that of giving help
to extremely small ones, seeing that during many
centuries both humanity and political expediency
have suggested the necessity for aiding those who
have least. Many ways of solving it have been
tried-ways which are not alternatives, for several
may be applied together. There is the Christian
solution, that those who have should freely give to
those who have not. It is a method which has often
been ill worked, but when wisely worked .it is obviously the best. There is -the plan of a poor law,
whereof the English poor law is a type, which out
Of taxation secures a minimum of subsistence to the
most needy. Nearly all econoinists have condemned
it as· unsound in principle and prone to abuse in
practice, but it seems to be' inevitable in countries
like England, unless a scheme of organized private
charity, such as Chalmers established in Glasgow
some seventy years ago, can be substituted for it.
There are various schemes for providing pensions
available in sickness and old age. There is the plan
-of exempting smaller incomes ·from taxation and
throwing it with progressive weight upon the larger
ones. The method, however, which most nearly
touches our present subject is that which seeks to
provide gratuitously out of public funds an equal
supply to all citizens of certain things whic:Q all may.
be taken to need. Elementary education has thus
been in the United States, and now in Great Britain
also, supplied to all; and it has. been proposed that
gas or electric light, water, the means of locorno- ·
tion, and many other things, should be similarly
supplied at the public expense.
. ·. . .
. ,
Strong a1'guments may be used in ·support of this
policy. The things enumerat.ed are already pr?vided, not by each ma~ for himself,. but by public
bodies or by great pn".'ate corporat10ns ... Most of
them· are things not hkely to be squandered or
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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abused. To supply them would not seriously impair .
the stimulus to exertion which the need for food
and clothing, and other necessaries or comforts,· secures. The force of these considerations has so far
prevailed that many municipalities now do provide
public parks an<;l recreation-grounds, public baths,
and wash-houses, free public libraries and free
music, things which elevate and brighten the life of
the poor man, and enlarge his conception of what
civilized life ought to be, while they ·help to make all
the citizens feel themselves members of one community. · A few municipalities have even provided
workingmen's dwellings or public lodging-houses at
.rents only a little above cost price. The risks incident to such schemes are obvious. There m~y be
extravagance, because the o';.-dinary citizen has but
a slender .interest i~ keeping down expenditure.
There may be a perversion ·of public funds to political objects, an attempt to corrupt the people by the
lavish use of money, or to reward political adherents by the bestowal of places or contracts. There
is the risk of demoralizing the poorest class, as the
populace of Rome was. demoralized by the free distribution of corn and by the sums squandered on
public amusements. And although these risks are
less when the experiment is made in a small local
area within the state than when it is tried by the
state itself, still it is only where the citizens can rely
upon the integrity and the competence of their. municipal governments that they· ought to permit even
municipal governments to go far in this direction.
In Glasgow, however, as in several other European cities, the experiment has been tried, with
results so encouraging that other European cities
are moving in the same direction. A priori doctr1i:nes must not be allowed to stand in the way.
Politics is an experimental science, and he who tries
to show that abstract theory does not justify the
attempt to introduce economic equality must also
urge that abstract theory ought not to prevent us
from doing what can prudently be done to reduce__
the evils which excessive inequality has been proved
to produce, and from trying to guide into safe,
channels the strong stream of sentiment which eoiidemns such inequality.
Society seems to be now entering a new period,
and the. altered aspect of this fundamental question of equality illustrates the change. Civil equality is now all but complete in almost every civilized country. Even the colored ra'ces (since the
extinction of slavery in Brazil a few years ago)
now enjoy it. Social equality ma~es. daily progress,
even in ·countries which still tolerate hereditary .distinction Of rank ' Political equality has been fully
established in the United States, in Britain and her
's'.elf-governing cofonie!l, in the nations of western
and central Europe. In most of these· countries the
machinery of._ gover:nment · is deemed to need im-
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provement; but the main controversies turn 1 and
,are likely in the future more and more to turn
on the use to be made of government for social ends'.
The question that now lies before the world is
How shall political equality, for which many gene~
rations strove, be now, when -it has been achieved
made _to bear wholesome fruit? ·How shall it be used
to better the condition of the masses without attempting to override the laws of human nature?
These laws are just as sovereign. in their sphere as
those of the material universe, and the· effort to
overcome them will be just as futile. ·But there is
one gr~at difference· between the two sets of laws .
The propPrties of oxyi;ren and carbon are (so far as
we know) always and everywhere the same. But
though there are some elements in human nature
which remain th~ same, there are others which
change, and are susceptible of improvement by instruction and by experience. The chief interest of
politics as an experimental science lies in discovering by what means this improvement can be effected,
and how far it may .go. · The habit of order, the
habit of patience, the faith in science, the disposition to listen to reason, are all points in which history records progress; struggles for civil, or for
political, or for social equality, have all at one time
or another been the source of far more trouble than
they cause in our own time; and it is possible that
the question of economic equality also may, when its
various aspects have been more calmly and carefully discussed, and the method of experiment has
been more fully applied to it, prove less menacing
to the peace of society than many deem it to-day.The Century Magazine, July, 1898.
•

~·

• +!+ •

A PHYSICIAN'S VIEWS OF CHRIST'S MIRACLES.
(Doctor Kelley is recognized as being, in his special branch,
the foremost physician and surgeon in Ame1ica. In a personal note to the Editor he says: "My whole attitude toward
the Bible is that of the simple faith of my grandfathers, and
any ·other side that is a critical means of investigation, has
never appealed to me in the least." It is interesting to note,
among other professional and scientific items in Doctor Kelley's life and work, that he has been honored by honorary or
other membership in professional and scientific societies in
America, England, Scotland, Ireland, Italy, Germany, France,
and Aust1ia.)
What a humdru~, wearisome· routine our lives would become if we had no other inspiration than that which we call
science! Man would then be but a· sort of a machine, set
going within a greater machine, destined to drag his way
through the dull routine of this mortal existence until the
dreadful .final struggle sets his tortured molecules free to
rest awhile in the bosom of the earth, until they are perchance incorporated in another organism, again to begin the
monotonous round of an organic life. But in the midst of
this colorless, uninspi~ed life, liei·e are the -miracles of Christ
and his matchless personality, ma'i·vels such as man never
dared dream of, more. wonderful tha~ all the fairy tales of
childhood come true, insph-i~g- hopes of i~finite glories laid
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rth and inconceivable glories yet to be
hold of here on ea
revealed.
·
th e m
· t' erva1 w h'1ch.
WI
J hn the Baptist, not · knowmg
ien
,ate
Christ's
first
coming
hi
humiliation
to bear
wou Id sepa1
.
d'
·d
our sins from his second coming m glo1·y, was. IStress.e
· doubt because of his imp1isonment, and sent to him
and m
f ,. th
"
to ask, "Art thou he that cometh, or look we or. ai_io er.9
he i·eceived the one effective answei•, far.more convmcmg than
a categorical "Yes" or "No.''
"Go and tell John the things which ye hear and see:
"The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, and the deaf he<1r and the dead are
raised up and the poor have good. tidings preached to them.
And bles~ed is he whosoever shall find no occasion of stumbling in me.''

°
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life and work to be set b1Jfore us, so often the same miracles
are differently grouped and used as they subserve this main
purpose. The Christian discovers that the whole <atmosphere
of the gospels is that of the miraculous.
Glance for a.moment.at the. use of the miracles iJ1 Matthew's
gospel; this, as is evidenced in the very first verse, is the gospel of God's promised King sent down to earth in due time
to rule. His Magna Charta is found in chapters 5, 6, 7;
such a declar.ation of p1inciples as .earth had never heard
before, has never heard seriously proposed since, and has
never attempted to follow.
In th!'l first mimcle in Matthew Christ tou-ched every member of the human race as he put forth hi!? hand and touched
the leper, saying, "I will; be thou made clean." Note the
significance -0f the command, "See thou t~ll no man; but go
show thyself to the priest, and offer the gift that Moses
commanded, for a testimony unto them." What a sign! A
leper cleansed! The King was surely among them, duly presenting himself first to the rulers of the people who ought to
have been ready to receive him.
Look again at the book ~f Mark, the. gospel of Christ the
servant of God, as announced in chapter 1, verse 1 : "The
beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.''
Here we have not the measured service of a hired servant,
but the immeasurable, loving service of a son rendered in
grace. Here also we plunge in medias res;• all is. action.
There is not a chapter from one to eleven that does not
record one or more miracles.
The first miracle here is a type of the world without God,
gravitating into a mire of Ul).cleanliness; even that which
professes to be religion is defiled.
The miracles became touchstones whereby the godliness 0£
those who had before appeared most righteous is laid bare.
This is evident in the healing of the man with the withered
hand, in the third chapter where· the hardness of their hearts
is revealed and the religious Pharisees ·make common cause
with the worldly Herodians, that they may comp~ss his de.
struction. Unclean sphits and devils, self-1ighteous formalists and godless men, are the forces Jesus had to contend
against. (Mark 8: 19.)
The last rtwo miracles are strikingly typical. On his way
up to Jerusalem Jesus cures the blindness of Bartimreus who
cries after him, "Jesus, thou son of David, have mercy on

The miracles have ever remained the unassailable witnesses
to the deity which he claimed for himself. For this reasonJt
has continued in the past and will continue in the future to
be the effort of all who are opposed to his being accepted as
the Christ, the Son of the living God, to discredit' and break
down the authority of the miracles.
Blot out all the miracles, and with them all· the precious
record of the humility and love and compassion of Christ
and the most important lessons as to faith and his power as
he walked on earth would be obliterated. We should then
have only his words without his works, but no· revelation. of
the new, tender and close relationship between God and man,
as was shown by his thus bearing our infirmities and taking
our sicknesses upon him.
The mfracles of Christ in the Bible are called "~igns'~ because, like finger-posts, they point to some greater fact beyo:nd
them, namely, that the Son of God is indeed come down to
dwell among men (Immanuel, God with us). They are called
"powers" because the power of God is manifested in saving
man from bearing the consequences of sin, from demonpossession, from disease and from death; also, because the power
of the Creator was present to do with his creatures,-the
water made wine, the sea calmed, the walking on the sea, the
fish supplying the piece of money,~as he. would. They are
"prodigies," because all the people said, "we never saw one of
this wise before." So strong in character are the mimcles
that they are the very bulwark of this doctrine that then as me."
now it upholds the miracles.
What a picture for the nation; all blind, and among them
Some object to miracles as setting aside the immutable · the Son of God whom they knew not, able and willing to
laws of nature. 'fhat· is a valid objection to all man-made cure their blindness! Then follows the miracle of thC' fig
miracles, but the objector he.s forgotten that here we have tree (chapter 11)-leaves, but no fruit, profession only.
Then, as the dignity of the subject demands, Jesus apto do with God, who made all things, "in wh~m all things
consist," and who "upholds all things by the word of his proaches that highest act of fidelity of a son rendering perfect
power." Not, I say, the anthropomorphic God imagined by service, faithfulness even unto death. A hush falls over the
the scientist, but the God of the Ch1istfan reveale·d in the gospel, and in the succeeding chapters there are no more miraBible. If I am dealing with God it is futile for me to ask cles related, until the great miracle, which thus stands prehow he acts. He surely can check the sun in its course with- eminent alon~his death and his resurrection.
In John's gospel the word sign is used almost exclusively
out disrupting nature as easily as 'a child can stop a ball without producing a cataclysm.
(seventeen times), as Trench says, as "a token ·and indicaSo many and so wonderful were ·the miracles that llO tion of the near · presence and working of ·God. In this
enemy ever rose up in his life time to contradict them· d1iven word the ethical end and purpose of the miracle comes out
to bay, they tried to explain them blasphemously, saying that the most prominently, as in 'wonder' the least."
In John's gospel Christ's deity is prominent throughout.
Sat~n was casting out Satan; It is a greater mistake still
to imagine that the miracles can be detached- from' theii'. We might perhaps deny his deity had we only the gospel of
setting in the gospels and co:11sidered apart. Do as I have -the kingdom (l\:Iatthew), the gospel of service (Mark), and
do~e, take a fine pen, and black ink and underline every- the gospel of his humanity (Luke), but never with this gosthmg mnacu
·. Ious m
· the gospels
.
·
· ' pages pel in hand, and that is . the reason Satan so persistently
and then
turn -the
over
rapid!
.
d
h
'
·
·
attacks the authenticity of the fourth gospel.
Y an see ow saturated_ they are with miracles.
S
uch a little study as the one suggested a!So str.ikingly
The miracle of the cure of the impotent man, thirty"elght..
shows th' f
h
is act, that, as the gospels themselves _manifestly years in his infirmity, at the Pool of Bethesda ori the Sabave each a different pui·pose, a different aspect of Christ's · bath -day, brought out the assertion of Jesus' sonship and
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equality with God, and from this flows the marvelous .dis•
course touching the witnesses· to his deity, among which he
cites his wo):ks. ·
·
The miracle in the sixth chapter, the feeding ·of the five
thousand ne.l}r Passover time in the mountain, plaiD.ly told the
people that a greater than Moses was among them. .Th,e
miracle of the loaves and fishes has been taken by Christians
as the type of Christ now in heaven and feeding his people
day by day with .their supersubstantial bread.
'.I'he healing of the man born blind teaches the nation that
the power of God is with them to heal, and that the humblest may come to him for blessing, for light for the body
and for light of the Spirit, while the greatest among them,
if ·bhey are -self sufficient, are lost.
Three times Jesus raised the dead; once the daughter of
Jairus who had just died; then the son of the widow of
Nain, as he was being carried out to his burial; and lastly
Lazarus, dead three days and ·passed into corruption. This
greatest of all signs was done in his own power and name as
with a mighty voice he cried, "Lazarus, come forth." It has
been well said that if Jesus had not mimtioned La~arils by
name, all the graves of the earth would have given up their
dead in response- to that voice.,
The climax of all miracl~s is Christ's descent into hell,
his taking captivity captive, his bursting the chains of death,
and his resurrection and ascension. These are the great
events toward which all the gospels move with majestic
march; without them there can be no gospel. The thrill that
is felt at the very outset as Christ emerges from the waters of
baptism, anointed by the Spirit, and as he meets our great
enemy as he fasts in the wilderness, and as he then moves
among inen doing all his coun_tless and marvelous :miracles,
is due to the fact that he is going to a predetermined end to
accomplish the mightiest work of time or eternity.

.

REPORTS OF CRIMES.
. The n~mero.us repor~s of ~ragedies and crimes of various
~nnds prmted m the dmly-,press have given many persons the
idea that, generally speaking, crime is increasfog
alarmin g I y,
'
an d some men an d women of _more than average strength
of ch~rac~er hav? allowed·- tliemselves to ·become depressed
and d1scou:raged m ·the cause ~f philanthropic endeavor on
acc?unt ()f tliis supposed fact. And yet the idea is without
basis, as proved by the statistics of every organization which
has any·bea1ing upon the subject;· The world is growing bet~er every day, and particularly so in the organized work for
its betterm_ent, which is multiplying by -leaps and bounds on
every hand. It is true that the prominence given to crime in
the yellow newspapers, and to a certain extent in all newspapers, has ope't'ated by a process akin to autosuggestion in
increasing the tendency to criminal acts among a certain comparatively small class of individuals, but this class is so
small 'and insignificant in compa1ison with the millions of
happy homes filled Wi~ strong-minded, honorable men and
pure-hearted, virtuous women that it is refatively unimportant. _The fact is not that criine is on the increase but
that the facilities for ga,thering news as to the world's d~ings
have increased so greatly in the. past few decades that every
morning the daily paper pl.·esents an almost complete picture
of the happenings of the previous- day. The regular press
associations have correspondents in every city and hamlet, and
these, assisted by the special correspondents, so thoroughly
cover the ground that even a tragedy at a 'dance in the heart
of Hungary, <>r a fresh discovery in the wilds of Africa is
reported at once for the edification of the morning ne~vs
paper's readers. This picture is so complete and vivid in its
details that not even the loss of a little four-year-old in the
heart of a big city is overlooked or missed in the day's summary of world-wide events. Even the reports of the boodling cases in the various large cities of the country are not to
THE GREATEST MIRACLE.
be accepted as disheartening or indicative of a growth in
callous crime. It means-only that these big cities are underWhy have we no miracles to-day? I do not know. I can
going an adminietrative house-cleaning. They are getting rid
not even say that there are none, but I believe that if there
of their boodlers and municipal c1;iminals, throwing them
are, they must be for the individual who turns and thanks
down and out, as Lucifer was cast down from the battlements
his Father for his grace, but makes no public announcement.
0f heaven. Englarid underwent such an experience a generaSatan has been busy with bastard miracles throughout the
tion or more ago and from being the n:iost corruptly admincenturies that have passed, but they do not appeal to the
istered country in the world it has now become probably the
intellect and to the heart as do the real ones in the gospels.
cleanest and most honest. It is a rare thing to hear of public
Many of those who believe in these modern, so-called miracorruption in the mother country .to-day, and ten years hence
cles are, I find, wrapped up· in their miserable bodies, and
that fact will be equally true in Ame1ica. The time is fast
their spiritual vision does not seem to get much above their
approaching when a municipal boodler will be a public curistomachs.. The true Christian, when ill, asks God to cure him, osity and c1ime in public or private form will have so abated
and, whether visible meami, have or. have not been used; he that the columns of the daily press will contain much fewer
thanks his Father for the result, and is equally sure that it is
accounts of such occurrences. The world is getting better with
of his peculiar grace he is permitted to live and to continue steady strides, and perhaps even this publicity· which now
to serve him.
discourages many weak-hearted pe1;sons will have played no
I do not surely know demon-posseG_sion is still to be found unimpo1•tant part in helping to c_Iear the records, by showing
in China and India and Africa, but I am 'prepared to believe how generally retribution overtakes the evil doer.-Krensas
it. I should not be at all surprised if a wiser age would City Journal.
•+!+•·+!."+•
differentiate many of our ci.ses of insanity in this way.
T·he greatest possible miraele to the Christian is the wonRODE ON _THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVE.
derful change effected in the conversion of a soul_ from -the
There died the other day·in Des Moines, Iowa, Edward Entservice of Satan and sin to Christ. The greatest miracle to a whistle, aged 94, who had seen -the steani locomotive from
heathen is -the manifestation of the life of. Obrist in - that the start to its modern perfection, for as_ an_ English boy of
sixteen he rode with George Stephenso'\ on the trial trip
of his true -~ollower, by which he too is le'd to - say- Abba,_
of the "Rocket," the first locomotive ever built. When that
Fathei-.
epoch-n'iaking trip was made from Manchester to Liverpool
"He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do in 1831, Stephenson's hand· was on the throttie -and young
also; and greater-works than these shall he do; because I Entwhistle was the fireman. After th~ first few trips had
go unto the Father.'~ Modern missions are the fulfillment of been made, Stephenson turned the care of his invention over
to his assistant, and Entwhistle made two trips daily over the
this promise.--'-Sundciy Scho_ol Times.
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. · . ad for nearly three years. After attain!ng his.
came to the United States. and .m .1856
nmJOII y,
city His fast employment Iii this counsettled in t 1le 1owa
.
.
,
. th
eng'ineer on the steamer Troy, runn!ng on e
try was as a n
d t Ch"
h
h
o
1cago, w ere e .
udson River, and later he remove
ng·1•11 eer on Jake steamers for· several years. In De.s
H d
serve as e
.
·
·
1
·n
Moines he was in charge of the engines m varrnus arge m1 s.
Mr. Entwhistle retained ·until his last illness a_ cl~ar memory
of his trial trip with Stephenson, and the story IS- thus told
· ti Des Moines Registe1· and Leade1'.:
m '!T~~e train of little cars behind the 'R~cket,' as S~ephenso'?'s
locomotive was called, carried distingmshed Enghshme~, mcludiug the stockholders and promoters on the new -railroad
company. Crowds cheered the party at Manchester "".hen
tlrn train started, and other crowds gathered at the _statrnns
on the way to Liverpool, where a monster recep~10n was
extended to the train when it arrived. A fatal accident occurred at Grand Junction, about midway between the two
cities. Lord Huskinson, on~ of the stockholilers in the railway company, was standing in the second car, bowing to
the. people at the station. when he fell to the ground and ~as.
run over by the third car. His death resulted almost immediately and his body was carried to Liverpool on the train.
Despite this fatality, however, the trip was a pronounced
success, for it marked the beginning of a new era .in the
progress of the world."-Home Herald, January 5, 1910.

firs~ ~.~ 1 h~ntwhistle

• +. +.
BLESSINGS OF EDUCATION.
No doubt you have all perso~ally considered-no doubt
you have all personally experienced-that of all the blessings
which it has pleased Providence to allow us to cultivate,
there is not one which breathes a purer fragrance, or b-ears
a heavenlier aspect than education. It is a companion which
no misfortune can repress, no clime destroy, no enemy alien- _
ate, no despotism enslave; at home a friend, abroad an introduction, in solitude a solace, in society an ornament;
chastens vice, it guides virtue, it gives at once a grace and
government to genius. Without it what is man? A splendid
slave! a reasoning savage, vacillating between the dignity of
an intelligence derived from God, and the . degradations of
passions participated y:ith brutes; and in - the accident of
their alternate ascendancy, shuddering at the terrors of a
hereafter, or embracing the horrid hope of annihilation. What is this wondrous world of his residence?
"A mighty maze, and all without a plan,''
a dark and desolate and dreary cavern, without wealth,· or
ornament, or order.
•
But light up within it the torch of knowledge and ·how
wondrous the transition! The seasons change, the atmosphere breathes, the landscape_ lives, earth unfolds its fruits,
ocean rolls in its magnjficence, the heavens display their
constellated canopy, and the grand animated spectacle of
?ature rises revealed before him, its va1·ieties regulated and
its mysteries resolved! The phenomena which bewilder the
pre~udices which debase, the superstitions which - ensiave,
vamsh before education. Like the holy symbol W.hich blazed
upon the. cloud before the hesitating Constantine; if man foll~w but its p1·ecepts, purely, it will not only lead him tci the victories of this world, but open th~ very portals of omnipotence for his admission. Cast your eye ovel.·· the monumental
map. of ancient grandeur, once studded with' the stars of
~·~rn·e
and the sple11dors of philosophy. What erected the '
1
•
e state of Athens into a powerful commonwealth, placing.
;n her hands the sceptre of legislation· and wreathing round
ier brow the imperishable chaplet of literary .. faiue? -What·
~~:~<led .Rome, the haunt of banditti, into universal empire?
t'
ammated Sparta with that high, unbending, adaman:
hme. courage which conquei·ed nature herself 'and has'- fixed 111
er the sight of future ages,' a model of public viitue and a
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proverb of° national independence? What but those wise
public institutions which strengthened their minds ·with early.
application, informed their infancy with the principles of
action, and sent them into the world, too vigilant to be deceived by its calms, and ·too vigorous to be shaken by its·
whirlwinds !~Charle11 Phillips.

Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.
Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri.; Mrs. · H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. F. M. Smith, secretary, 630 South Crysler
avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple avenue, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E.
EtzenhouEer, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. E. L. Kelley, 916
West Electric street, Independence, Missouri.
I Am With Thee All the Way.,
I am with thee on the mountain,
· In the valley down below;
I am with thee in the desert,
Ev'rywhere that thou dost go.
And -my loving arms outstretching
Gently shield thee day by day;
Tho' the road be long, depressing,
I am with thee all the way.
I am with thee when the sunshine
Brightly gleams along thy road;
I am with thee in the shadow
As thou bend'st beneath thy load,
And. my loving arms outstretching
Gently shield thee day by day;
Tho' the road be long, depressing,
I am with thee aJI the way.
I am with thee when thy footsteps
Lightly trip the path along;
I am with thee when the tear drops
Fill thine eyes and choke thy song;
And my loving arms outstretching
Gently shield thee. day by day;
Tho' the road be long, depressing,
I am with thee aJI the way. ·
In the. light or in the darkness,
Ever nea1' to hear thy call;
When death's shadows close about. thee,
I am with thee through it all;
And my loving arms outstretching
Gently shield the·e day by day;
Tho' the night be long,. depressing,
I am with thee all the way.
ERMINA PERKINS ICEARJNEY.
C_LINTON, MISSOURI, August, 1909.
Her First Convert.
She was young and very el)thusiastic, and so, encouraged
by the evangelist's kindly interest, she was confiding to him
lier plans for coming usefulness. "I Ehall be a settlement worker,'' she told him. "I" Ii1eari
to go among the very- poor and tell them ·the storyo of .the
Christ. l think perhaps it is meant that I shall work a little
diffei•ently than most settlement workers do, for l beli~ve- it
'
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is more important to attend· to spiritual matters first than
_to teach."·

It was the following day that Marguerite Mathews began
her chosen work, calling first upon an old and dec1;epit couple
in a forlorn attic. She announced her errand bravely. "I
have come to read the Bible to you," ·she said, gently. "I
want you to be Christians and the Bible tells how to be."
The man eyed her sharply, shrewdly. "How," he demanded,
"how do you know we ain't?"
Sta1tl.ed, the girl could only gasp.
"Well," the man said, after watching lier for a moment
with something akin to amusement in his faded eyes, "e:t; it'll
do you any good to know, I ain't. She is, though. An' I'm
goin' to tell you what made her. We was both sick an' a
minister come to see us. I expected he'd do jest as you hev.
'Nd I got ready to say some pretty big words to him soon as
he fetched out his Bible. 'Stead o' that, what did he do but
shake hands as if we ;was friends o' his'n, and then says he,
'May I build the fire?' an' out he weht an' come back with
kindling an' other things, an' before he left we was fixed up
comfortable. Nex' day he come agin, an' th·e next. An' in all
the time he kep1 comin' he didn'·t read a word out o' the Book
we both knew he took orders from. An' one day my wife-she':. par'lyzed now so she can't talk-she said to him, 'Why
don't you read the Bible to us?' An' he smiled an' says, says
he, 'Be you ready to hev me?' Then he read an' prayed, an'
-well, miss, she's be'n a Christian ever sence-an' sometimes
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Letter· ·Department
.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, April 15, 1910,
.Editors Hem~d: I~ rElading _the Magazine Number of the
HERALD of .April ~· ~n ~he article referring to my pastoral
work, I notice credit rn given me for work which I did not do
Those who take part or assist in the Princess Theater work
a1:e not under my direction or presidency, but under that of
Bishop R. C. Evans, who organizes each season those who
assist him in the work.. I 1lmve a~sisted him on the platform,
also acted as secretary and treasurer, receiving collecti~ns
and paying all bills. authorized by him for payment.
During these services the number of nam~s entered on our
bri:nch roll has increased to six hundreq and sixty-six, but
owmg to removals, deaths, etc., our membership is about five
hundred and fifty. Trusting these few items will prevent the
readers of the HERALD forming an opinion of me to which I
could not measm,e.
Your brother,
A. F. McLEAN.

1--"
Marguerite Mathews' brown eyes shone with a new light,
as she quietly unfastened her long cloak. "I'm so glad I
came here first," she said simply, "for this truly is my very
first missionary call. You have helped me so much, Mr.
Garnet. May I do something to help you? May I not brush
your wife's hair while you are thinking of something else
you'd like done? And then I hope you'll be ready to tell me
that you, too, have decided to be what you say your wife is,
what I am trying to be, and what your good friend the minister was."
The old wife laid her hand upon the man's bowed head,
while she tried to speak. John Garnet nodded understandingly.
"I said when I found two folks that would help before they
preached, I'd think it was real," he said slowly, "an'· I've be'n
waitin'. Ef the Lord wants me I'm ready to believe in him.
The' has be'n lots o' folks here who've read the Bible to
us, but you've done what the' ain't another one has done,
girl. She's-she's-wanted her hair fixed nice-'fore she was
sick no one ever lrnp' ·their hair nicer 'n she did-but my
rheumatiz won't let me do much fancy, an' so she's had to
get aloi;ig with just plain .combin'." ~
.
,
The woman in the bed smiled wistfully and gratefully at
the sweet face of her visitor, while the unintelligible voice addressed the old man.
"She says the' ain't no bacldn' out for me," he said. "No,
dear heart, the' ain't. An' .I ain't. goin' to, I\either."-Bertha
Burnham Bartlett.
·

SAREPTA, ONTARIO.
Editors Herald: As I take a backward look I find that over
thirty years have passed since I could truly testify that I
know the gospel is again preached in its purity. It was in
this way that I found the true church:_ My sister had been
visiting among the Latter Day Saints, and while in conversation with Elder John J. Cornish was convinced that what
he told her was true, but not being baptized at that time she
has not-yet received the gospel. I was trying t;i convince her
that the Latter Day Saints were. the deceivers that were to
come in the last days, but.failing in my argument, I retfred to
my room, and there upon my knees made a covenant with
God that I would give tip card playing, tobacco, whisky, and
all my companions. Then I experienced the most wonderful
experience I· had ever had. I am unable to describe it but
I was moved upon to pray aloud. When Sunday came, I went
to the Methodist church, thinking that that was all that was
necessary; and stopped in for class meeting. I told the class
leader what I had experienced and he assured me that my
sins were forgiven. · But before another Sunday came I had
received anoth,,n· maµifestation and, like Paul, was told tc> go
down to one Samuel. Brown and be baptized for the remission of my sins on the morrow. This .was a docti:ine that I
don't think I had ever heard preached; as I had only heard
two Latter Day Saint sermons, one by W. H. Kelley, and the
other by. H. M. ~clntosh, both of which I tried to oppose.
When the .message came to me bidding me to go down to
Carlingford and be baptized for the remission of rny sins, I
did not doubt, but in the morning started for Brother Brown's.
I found Mr. Brown ·and Samuel filling in ditch, and so told
my errand. They were very much surprised, as was also my
sister, Mrs. George Brown, now .living in Missouri, and Sister
R. J. H., afterwards Mrs. Alford Dav.is. Next morning I
found my way to· my brother's and he and his partner were
soon ready for the water. This was December 12, 1879, and
the changes thirty years have brought around!
. ROBERT GRAY.

Faith is practical choice. If you stop short of actual choice,
you may: call it "desire" or "aspiration"; but it is not faith.
Choose;
·
The best employed people in the world are . those who
devote their lives to doing good.
.
Thevpoorest mari may give as much as 'the richest, if he
will, give all he can.
·
A wooden bread plate will be remembered longer than a
souvenir ·teaspoon. -

SAREPTA, ONTARIO.
Dear Herald: As we are the only Latter _Day Saints he1·e
we are anxious to distribute the literature of the church.
We always subscribe for. Autumn Leaves and HERALD, and
they are suoh good literature to. distribute. But some who
contribute have their articles so mixed by applying the name
Mormon to our church that any~ne reading·them who was
not conversant with the Reorganized Church would think we
.sanctioned the name M01·mon, and this when classed ·with the
Utah faction means a great deal. If I understand it cor-

·f--..
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Mor1iwn is imposed on us by the world, and
. rectly the i:arr:ie r literature they say, "Why, they call them0
when they iea ,~
d they get the Utah faction and the
s Mormons an
.
·
d
d
se1ve . d Cl t'mih as one. Their mmds are po1sone an
Reorganize
i
1 't want to investigate further.
. . to one of our missionaries three or four
they c.on
While spea1nng
.
t
bout the disadvantage of handmg our papers o
yearstago, al as well as those who are not, who never had
hones peop e '
·
h
d
·t i itv of knowing anythmg about t e restore gosany oppo1 t1 1 J
•
•
1
·
"d tliat the enemy side of our story JS a ways c1rpeI Iie s a 1 '
·
"dt
cul~ted ahead of the gospel, and that our literature nee s o
be selected.
·
.
h
This is written with the kindest of feelm~s and love for t e
With best wishes, I am,
truth.
ADDIE GRAY.

KNOBNOSTER, MISSOURI.

Editors Herald: When we ask the question, What is justice? few men are agreed. vye look into the :inea~ing. of the
word. It is giving or rendermg to everyone what JS his due;
rectitude in the dealings of men with each other in accordance
with truth or facts. The simple idea is that justice is the
right that wrongs no man. The fathers wrote a rule of right
in their Declaration of Independence: "We ·hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights,
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of ~appi
ness." And the Master Teacher gave us what is known as
the Golden Rule: "W·hatsoever ye would that men should do
unto you, do ye even so to them." He also .said the greatest
commandment in the law was, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God "~th all thy heart, and with all thy soul,- and with all
thy mind. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself."
Do men to-day in their dealings with each other ever ask
as to the righteousness of their doings? Be it in act or word,
the truth or the right is seldom in· their consideration, but
they do try to make it lawful or as having that appearance,so they can be legally justified. This is said to be a land of
freedom and equal rights. The workman asks, Wl!ere ·are
my rights; since some have possession of all the factories,
lands, mills, or mines, we work in others. The houses we live
in, what rights have we that the owners are bound to respect?
If we fail to pay the rent, our goods can be taken, and they
can turn us out upon the highway; if we work in the factory, mill or mine, it must be in accord with their orders, and
take as pay in wages what they are willing to give; as we
can not buy land, if we wish food to sustain life, we must pay
the producer his price; and as far as we can· see, all the
freedom is a choice of masters, but it is work or starve for
me and at their prices.
.
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homeless. Companies have been known to pay from fifty to
one hundred per cent yearly dividends, but when was the
stockholder known to say enough,-ease up on the back of the
working man. We sometimes hear the elders say, Why don't
men receive the. gospel? Aye, why don't they? Just because
they have gotten tired of the song, "You must be a lover ef
the Lord if you want to go to heaven when you die." Sunday Saints there are in plenty, they who praise the Lord, but
where is there a man who loves his neighbor as himself?
The order "of the day is doubt and infidelity. The· nation is
on trial, not by men but by Jesus Chlist. He said he had
reserved this land for a righteous people, that they who dwell
thereon must serve him, else they would be swept off the face
of the land. Two nations have so suffered. What will become
of us as a nation? To-day it is secret combinations everywhere. Men say you .must join our union or you can't work.
What do we see in those unions? Contentions and stiife, and
bitter accusations everywhere, and while their works are in the
dark, 'aml they know every man his brother, they have no
love for each other, for as we have seen, if those who have
received the gospel are the leaven, pray tell me if they can
leaven the lump? If not,' then the nation must go to pieces,
for unless we build on the laws of God we build in vain. The
true foundation, the only foundation that· can endure, is
mercy, justice, and truth. The Jews, Jaredites, and Nephites
failed because they forgot those things. Let us take heed
lest we also fail.
W. PENMAN.
A Widow's Prayer.
We besee~h thee, O Lord, who hath created tlie heavens and
the earth that thou will deliver us. We are trying to serve
thee as b~st we can with our weak and frail bodies we are
trying to provide f~od and raiment and educate these little
ones thou hast given us, as best we can under all the oppressions and small wages for services rendered. We are not
disheartened although grafters corner the market on the
necessary fo~d we have to buy, and the high price of labor ·
ofttimes prevents us from getting our small places cultiv'.Lted
.as they should be. "Those that are so fortunate to own propei-ty,''-thus our homes are in a di1apidated condition and ?ur
children too young to assist in the labor necessary to brmg
profit and income.
.
As a servant I have seen that blessed Book, praised and
read at the Sunday morning breakfast, and I was kept in the
kitchen until late in the afternoon preparing the most
elaborate meal of the week. Am>ther place the Bible was read
every morning .and liquor served on the same table every

day.
·
·
·
b ·
Because I was apt in business I have had respons1blll us1ness to see to and recommended as a very honest person.·· Yet
i have been oppressed and downtrodden by the rich. For
The men of the South had a wicked war with the men- of years I patronized the rummage ·sales that I might get_ a
the North about a black slave; now tbe men of the. South look garment to make over and keep ~p .appearanc~s, because I
over to the men of the North, saying, We are b1'ethTen, shake was skillful in making over. My tithmg was paid Y.ear~ ago,
hands, we are glad to know that we can have slaves without and when I had paid what I owed what I now give 1s an
the trouble and care of having to buy them as we do· our offeiing; several 'times I gave one dollar and fi.fty cents,
mules; and if they get sick or fail to come to work we don't. earned by gathering old bottles, etc.
.
need to care for them, they are free. And this is a Ch1istian
As treasurer of O.)lr branch I have visited and solicited many
land where men do preach and pray.
times to encourage the Saints to live. up to the whole law of
The ownership of land should be Iimit!ld, and they who.have the Loi·d ,and obey the commal).dments as the .books tea~h,
0
? .houses should have houses at cost· as their equal right. As and to sell many of the church books. Some say, I ~11,
it is to-day, the landlord lives at :his ease without labor by sister'; when the Sphit directs me I am going .to read more
compl!"
·
·to ask
. '·
a. mg th e renter to pay all he .may choose
and and pay more. And they ":'ant to d? but put 1t off•. Blessthere 1s no burden to-day -so heavy ·on the. back of the working
•
ings are to those who do, without bemg told. (Doctrme and
man as the burden of rent. The rule <>f the rich to-day is Covenants .58: 6.) Christ said to Thomas, Blessed are they
~e rule of tyrants of the most ignorant kind. Think of it ·that have not seen and yet have believed. (John 20: 29; 1
t e great nations spending millions of· dollars yearly buildin~ ,Peter 1: 7, 8.).
. .
.
useless war sh"1ps, wh"l
· · ·
. ·
1 e the. poor and needy go hungry and .
Therefore let us study to know the will of the Lord and do
.!
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it. · Many times have I solicited of .those that had .to spare, to
supply the needs of the poor. And how wonderful is God's
way that things just come to me to supply the needs of others.
How pleased an elder was when his· coat was cleaned and
rebound and new buttons, and he said, Neatly done. Therefore, in whatever we do let US be perf(lct, prompt; arid Oil
time.
A careless servant does not keep her place 19ng in
a well r~gulated house. So with the work of the. Lord, each
can do something. Exercising at all times good judgment and
wisdom, 've are all lacking in some w~y, but let. us so try to
live that our good deeds and intentions shall enable us to be
an example that our religion has made us better. Lord, we
pray, confessing our shortcomings before thee, that thou
will deliver us that we may not have to beg or steal but have
our needs supplied.
That now old age is approaching and our bodies are grow-ing feeble and our hand no longer able to accomplish as much
as we see might be done, deliver us; and may we be found _
worthy to dwell in Zion and in the association of the Saints
and where our loved children may grow under the· influence of
the church. How oft has our prophet entreated us to come
up higher and still many fail to live up to the more perfect
way. Many have_ not the ability to stand up for their rights,
yet their hearts are true and faithful. From the North to the
South and from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the plea of the
widow and the fatherless is, How long, 0 Lord? Ye know the
Lord's work will roll on and we hope to see all united and
making a sacrifice with our might, mind, and strength.
We ai;e not having church services now, and for .the past
monlh I have been quite sick with cold, but we caµ praise the
Lord, and I hope my petition will arouse some to intelligently
consider the situation of many, who .can offer a more eloquent
petition to our heavenly Father. May we so live to be worthy
to go to Zion, that we may make a sacrifice pleasing to the
Lord, that when the destroyer comes we will be found worthy
to escape. "Gather my Saints together unto me; those that
have made a covenant with me by sacrifice."
May the Saints be found· living in a condition to justify
GocCs protecting care. I thank thee, 0 Lord, for all thy
mercies.
A SISTER.
·Divorce.

We as a people teach from press and pulpit, "Give us
something better than that which we preach to the world, if
you desire to convert us to your way of thinking." So with
this fact in view, I wish to present to Latter Day Saints a
few thoughts on the divorce question, which is causing so
much comment throughout the world by Christian and nonChristian people. While I admit that the situation is grave
and "sei'ious, I can't help but coinpare it to ·the results that
prohibition has brought about,-devadation and ruin· almost
to the nation. Now don't say, "a whisky lover," for I hate"the
stuff. I even despise the very smell of it. But I would crush
the stuff another way than by the prohibition route, or by giving women the right fo vote, or by making more laws for men
to b1;eak. In the first place, of what use are laws if not kept?
And, secondly, if ·we want a law to keep, why not obey· those
that God gave to men in the first place, anil siinplify_the matter? Man's way of trying. to reform.the law· G-od has·given,
has in all ages of the world proved disastrous to }li)mankind.
How can man improve the div01'ce. measure' by ;Jnaking new
laws to prohibit divorced people from -marrying, when the
confusion that exists to-day is the resillt of breaking the
. great fundam:entiil ·rule that God . gave to the world in the
beginning of time?
. ..·
.
- . _
_, · I once heard· a ·noted· evangelist say that "the· dance hall
had sent more 11ien and u;omen tO hell that~any other one
evil." While he~
~ade a good argume_n~; he vi'pund up with
.
.
-

~

this remark, ','It is nothing· but a_ hugging school." Now
argument is this, if men and women have the .desire to h~y
and be hugged, they will find a place, whether they ever hea!
of a dance hall or not. It is the desire that moves people to
do things, if you please. .Teach men and women to control
their desires and I will show you people upon whom the
dane-0 hall will have no effect:
What causes divorce? Who is responsible for divorces?
How can Saints or anyone else prove. that it js wrong to
grant divorces or wrong for divorced people to marry again?
All Saints know there is only one true church, and that the
fundamental principles undei'lying it, as we teach, are in
harmony with those taught an\!iently by the Master, and that
we constitute the true church 0£ Christ; consequently that
which is contrary to it is wrong. Now God made the Jaw
governing marriage, even as the law for the organization of
his church, and the failure to keep-one-is just· as wrong as the
other; consequently to build up another marriage covenant
beside -that which God said should govern marriage (love)
would be just as false as a church built on another foundation th-an that whiCh Christ laid.
Man tried to reform the church of Christ, and brought
apostasy; . Man tried to reform the marriage covenant and
brought divorces; and nQw the earth is rolling to and fro
like a drunken man.in consequence. And Yet we cry, "More
laws to reform." Our nation is groaning under laws. And
since when did man even keep any of them, if he did not so
choose, provided he had his moral agency? - Can any Saints
answer that?
Take from man his free agency, then y_ou can make laws,
but give him his liberty, the right to choose for himself, without first governing his desires, and no legislature will ever
fashion a law that will be kept, if one does not want to. Now
think you if we had a law prohibiting divorced people from
marrying again,- would it do so? ·would it better conditions?
And would it stop the divorce evil? No, a thousand times no.
It would make a bad matter worse.
. As. long as there are male and female on earth, there will
be a desire to be together; no law ever enacted by community
or congress can prevent it. If they can not live together
legally, they will do.so illegally. just like the liquor question, if one can not buy liquor legally, he wi!! steal i~. The
desire is there-:-appetite-craving; and unless the desire for
right living is stronger, implanted by previous teaching, man
will fall. What we need to dq is to go back to the old paths,
and keep the law already given, and not reform or make new
ones.
I know Saints who think their sons and daughters too
nice to marry into families of poor Sain:ts; they want a rich
husband or wife; the children are taught these things, even
-to look outside of -the church, the desire for money is so overpowering. Then when a d.ivorce occurs we want more laws
to_ prevent them. Saints, think of these things aright. Let
your sons aiid daughters marry the girl who washes and
scrubs, or the boy who is poor, if they love one another. That
is God's law.
Jesus said it was what came out of man that defiled him
and not what went in, and the same rule will apply here. It
is- not the lai·ge bank account or. fine clothes that make real,
- true men a.nd women, but a tru~ heart, true principles on the
inside; real diamonds with ·rough coats. Teach your children
the tr:ue principles of life1 and to honor God's law above all
else, and it win not be necessary to. _legislate laws to live
together. They will -do so for love's · ~ake. God wants his
. people to obey his laws from a. sense of right, and because
it is right, and ·not from the. fo1'ce proeess. People who have

~
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t<r' be forced to do right are worth very little to Him or to a
community.
.
.
..
I hope our ministers will teach the pfo1ciples o:f marrying
for love from the pulpit; that it is a sin to do otherwise·;
that the teachers in their official visits to the Saints, will teach
it and impress it upon them. It is just as'important as the
law of tithing, and more so, for it is eithe1' the making or
breaking of our nation and God's kingdom.
What is done by previous 'teachings of generations past can
not be undone by one stroke of law, but we as a people of the
everlasting gospel and children of light and of the true
church can go to teaching and training the . coming generations the true principles of life and the awful results of
breaking God's laws. Begin at home. Let the world see
God has a peculiar people, and let us learn ·from the past
experience and condition of things how to draw the right
exegesis of these things. I think this reforming is to be
done mostly in our own homes; and it depends Jargely on the
woman, as she alone is more nearly to blame· for "the ·conditions that prevail at large, and 'also in the home as they
exist to-day. Oh, yes, I can. I can prov~ by the Bible to-any
rigl~t Lhinking man or woman that I speak the truth. But
I :vin_ prove you to be a home keeping woman, wise and sober
thmkmg, sweet and refined, cheerful and happy in your duty
to loved ones, and not trying to vote make laws reforming
that which you have already ruthlessiy torh dowri.
, When a law is made that prohibits divorces ·and prohibits
d1.vorced \~omen ·from matrying again, if they so desire, you
will expci1ence a far worse condition of affairs than .exists
now. The Devil will achieve a/'great stride forward when
such a law is made. He is wo~·k.i:i:tg f~r it· it just suits his·
~urpose. 1'each the people thii°t the .found~tion for marriage
~s the one that God set up. It is written: "teach them to obey
it, that none other will answer " and the divorce problem
almost solves itself.
'
A

A. J~;<gft~. ~~~f~ta:i:d~Slior~lbert A. Smith, Assoclat_. llldltor; Israol
every Wednesday. Subscription price. $1.50 per year In
When payment Is made, the date on yellow label always shows tlw
!i~Tre~~ which you have paid, or the time. when your subscription
If l)Ot changed within a month after payment Is made notify us.
. '!'he paper will not be ·sent to persons wl}o are six months In
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
·
All articles, letters for publication, notices etc:.. and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to ".wdltors . Herald.~' All
business letters should be addressed to IIerald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa, and nil remittances should be made payable to the sani
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
reported Immediately, as receipts for money received are. sent within
two days after reaching the office.
Marriage, death, and birth notices : Mal'l'lages, $1 per 100 words
or . fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free ; above tliat number, 50
cents per 100 words o. r fraction thereof. Blrthst 40 cents per 75
:,';,~~~ai::,re ,1;.'i~gu~~tic~~ereof.
To insure promp Insertion, make
For aµvertlsing ·rates apply to the business department ..
, Entered at post-offi.ce, Lamoni Iowa, as second-class mail matter
'·Subscriptions received for Zion's lllnslgn, also orders for all. lllnslgn
publications.
ad~~~~~~hed

Benediction by President Joseph Smith, at the close
419
of Conference, April 18, 1910
419
Notes and Comments
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LATTER DAY SAINT WOMAN.

An. Appeal for Help.
My Dear Editoi· 8 · W"ll
· ·
·
•
I
you kmdly allow me space to tell
your dear reade . b t
.
· ·
·
·
t
' IS a ou my suffermg and sadness? Foureen years ago I fell. and hurt my' side and fo1; o~er ten:
Years I have been c fi d t .
.
. ' . ..
.
..
walk
d
on ne · o my bed •. · I can. not·§it .up, no.r
·
' an never leave my b d
·1
h.· ·
·· ·
little baby.
e '· on Y w en :i; am carried like a_
I will tell you ab t.
h'
. . ..
· : ..
.· .. :
have no home I I"ou my . ome,
or the
place.. I·. .live
at.'.. as. I
.
' .
.
.
. old, desolate l~g c ~~e ah~~ 11V:ni ~he cold ··mountains iI1 an
and WheJ . , . a Ill, W IC is abo1tt re~dy to tumble down)
1
it rams the water c'?mes. do~ on rire · at1d my l:J!!d~

1

Sometimes in winter my bed is frozen hard and covered with
snow. I have no chance to recover under these circumstances,
but I must not complain, bµt must be patient and trust in
God and bear my burdens as best I can.
I hope some day to have a nice home and plenty to eat. I
have no one to provide for me but my poor, old, dear mother,
. who in summer time gathers roots and herbs for a livirig,
but she can not get me much to eat, and I get so weak and
hungry.
"
A kind hearted friend heard of me being poor, lonely,
shutin, and sent me your paper, and I do enjoy reading it.
I get very lonesome, as I have to be left alone so much.
I want you all to write to me, and ·remember me in your
prayers, and may God bless you all, and I hope some day to
be comfortable and have plenty to eat.
Your· friend ·in misfortune,
TRADE, TENNESSEE.

JOSEPH MORPHEW.

News ·From Branches
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
. Sunday, .April 3. Fafr attendance at sacrament service and
very good spirit, feel that all were blessed, and as one brother
remarked, "If we could always have the same feeling· we would
be able to overcome all obstacles; but it appears necessary
that sometimes we must wal.k through the. valley of humiliation. If things always went well we might get puffed up.
'Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed 'lest he fall.' "
Bro. Arthur Sherman occupied in the evening to the benefit
of a good audience for Sunday evening. Visitors were Bro.
W. H. VanSickle and wife, Bro. J. D. Stuart and wife. The
regular members are very much pleased with the increase at
om; Sunday evening meetings.
·
·
•:Sunday, April rn. Elder Pement occupied in the forenoon,
and B1'other Keir in the evening, to the. edification of their
audience. Neglected to mention that an eleven ·pound daughter arrived at the home of Mr. Thomas and Sr. Carrie Van.
·- ·
·
·
de1,hoof on the 3d inst.,-we trust another good Latter. Day
·
·
·
Saint worker, and may the time hasten -when we can cons1Clei· all our children a,n1ong, the worke1·s.
. ..
.
.
· Mr. John A. Lilly and Geo1:ge A; Kelso, grandsons of Sr.
·
h
f
· ·
·
. Maggie Kelso, · and nep ews o Mr. Alexander Keir, alsG>
Henry Keir. came to the city a few days, ago,, and have been
, in attendance at. "our services. They
.have ·been fortunate.
.
.
.
securi11g work and fntend. to remain iri the city for tlie 'summer
at°lea"st.
,
.
'. .
..
~ · Thi}te~ writer was again favored with a trip as stenog.,° ··

in:
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Rose of Beauty Talcum P~.wder
Is absolutely pure and harmless. A
dainty powder for the toilet; soothing
and refreshing to the skin. If you use
a toi!l)t powder of any kind I will make
it to your .interest to use Rose. of Beauty
'l'alcum Powder by giving both quantity
and quality. f,arge can by mail 25 cents;
5 cans for one dollar. Liberal tei;ms to
agents. Address (Bro.) George Brush.
Successor to Lillie M. Brush, "dec·eased,"
Route 6, Kenton, Tennessee.
15-4*

. POST CARDS.

FROM ROYAL GRAPE
CREAM OFTARTAR
Absalutol11 Pul'e

E. F. HALL,
Care Herald Publishing House.

rapher for the company, this time to Washington, District
of Columbia, and it surely was an interesting and enjoyable
time. We arlived Tuesday morning-, April 12, and left
Fliday, worked part of the time, but had about a day for
sight-seeing. Visited the Supreme Court, Senate, and House
when in session, which was a dream of my childhood realized.
Saw mlny fine paintings and statues, but of the latter only
one State honored a woman, Illinois, Frances Willard. Glad
I am from Illinois.· Was in the east room of the White House,
and had a magnificent view of the city, Potomac River, Arlington, and Georgetown from the Washington Monument, five
hundred feet above mother earth. Went out in a tourist
automobile at ten o'clock, returning at two, which visited the
principal buildings and heard so many interesting things, but
space will not permit if my memory were not at fault. The
Congressional Library is the most finely finished building in
the interior of any in the world, and is considered more
beautiful at night with the electric lights. Trust our newly
elected delegates will have an opportunity to see many of
· the places of interest, and will give us the benefit of their
information. Would suggest to one ·and all, do not miss an
opportunity to visit Washington, as it is classed the most
beautiful city in the United States.
ALICE CARY SCHWAR'rz.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

SEATTLE AND BRITISH COLUMBIA:.-Semiannual conference
convened with the Seattle Branch in their new church a~ 10
a. m., February 12, 1910, with Brn. William Johnson and
J. D. Stead presiding, and F. W. Holman at the desk, Branches
reporting as follows: Seattle 216, gain, 26; New Westminster 32, gain,.4; Chilliwack 37; Nanaimo 11; making a grand
total of 355 for the district, including the enrollment of Castle
Rock and Tacoma branches now disorganized, having a membership of 33 ·and 26 1·espectively. Ministers reporting:
·Elders J. D. Stead, George W. Thorburn, S. P. Cox, and D. W.
· l)avis, and Teacher T, R. Davis. Bish.op's· agent, .Frank
Holmes of Roslyn; Washington, reported an amount on hand
August' 21, f909, oJ $1.11; receipts; $895.30; expenditures,
$670.06; leaving a balance on hand February 12, 1910, ?f
$216.35, after having been affec.U;d by an .error of $10. m
agent's favor found by the aud1tmg committee. A motion
prevailed: that rut holding the .Priesthood should ml!ke :w_ritten. reports: to the~ conferences m ~he future. Elders Wilham
Johnson, J; D; Stead, and Frederick W. Holman w~re elected
president, vice-1Jresident, and ·secretai;y. respectively. Sr.

,.-··-

,

~

.

•

.

•

<'

.
~

~~

'•
....

-

.----,.~

Paid ori Time Depo1il8 .at the

·FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated

u~der th~

banking laws of the

St.ate ·of lo'Wa, 'lmd under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

Herald Office,:: Graceland College, Liberty Ho~e,
Saints Home, SaintS' Church, Lamoni, Iowa.
Saints' Church, Independence, Missouri.
Thes~
cards are printed in colors. Two for live cents.
Postage prepaid. Special prices to missionaries,

BakingPowder

Five -per· cent interest

Lamoni, Iowa.

Bible· ReferencesPaper cover
Cloth cover

By Alvin Knisley
6 cents
. . 10 cents

Bertha. Emslie was el,ected member of the library board.
Preachmg Saturday evening by J. D. Stead, assisted by S. P.
Cox. Sunday school· at 9.45 Sunday morning in charge of
dis~rict officers. Preaching at 11 a. m. by George Thorburn,
ass1st.ed by Henry Stade; prayer· and testimony meeting at
2.30 m charge of Brethren Holman, Davis, and Johnson·
and preaching at 7.30 by J. D. Stead, assisted by P. w'.
Premo. At adjournment, it was ordered that the conference
meet again at the time and place of the reunion, on the second
Saturday thereof. It should be remembered by all those
whose names are enrolled upon the records of the disorganized
branches of Castle Rock and ·Tacoma, that they may obtain
letters of removal by applying to the undersigned, Frederick
W. Holman, secretary, 12021; Seventh avenue, Seattle, Washington.
PITTSBURG.-Convened at Wheeling, West Virginia, February 5; Apostle G. T. Griffiths and district authorities elected
to preside; John A. Becker elected secretary pro te-in; 0. J.
Tary, assistant. Statistical. reports -received from Fairview,
Wheeling, Fayette City, Steubenville, Monongahela City, and
Pittsburg branches. Repoi.'ts from ministers, C. Ed. Miller,
0. L. Martin, 0. J. Tary, L. F. P. Curry, L. D. Ullom, James
Craig, Samuel Winship, Eben Curry, J. H. Hoffman, John
Edwards, and William Richards, and from Twelfth Quorum
of Priests, were received. Bishop J, A. Becker read report
of the year's work in his department. Comparison with last
year's repo1't showed that amount of money received had not
increased proportionately with gain in membership. Brother
Becker also reported as treasurer of the joint reunion committee, saying that the reunion held at New Philadelphia, qhio,
had been a. spiritual and financial success. Bro. C. Ed. Miller
elected district president for the ensuing year. 0. J. Tary and
E. H. Thomas were selected as his counselors. L. F. P. Curry
elected secretary, and James Raisbeck as assistant. ~· A.
Becker and O. J. Tary were appointed as a pres~ comnuttee.
C. Ed. Miller was sustained as member of the llbrary commission. E. A. Wehbe, J. W. Topping, and E. A. Thomas
were electi:.d as auditors for the Bishop's repo1't. Delegates
we1·e cho~en to General Conference. Time and place of the
next conference left to the district autholities. Bishop J. A.
Becker, with counselors, L. D. Ullom as Bishop's agent1 together with the ·general church authorities, were susta1!'ed.
Bro. Henry C. Gilham, of Steubenville, was ordained i; pnest.
l"riesthood meeting held Sunday morning was very mstr.uctive. The Lord greatly blessed the Saints in the preach:ng
and other services. L. F. P. Curry, secretary, 1514 Umon
Bank building, Pittsburg;l"ennsylvania.
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA.-DiStrict convened at Scranton, Pennsylvania, Saturday and Sunday, February 12 and 13,
1910. Conference chose as its presidents, Archibald D. An~s,
William Anderson, Alma Booker, and A. E. Stone; secretaru;s,
R. E. Hockman i\nd Benjamin R. McGuire; Branches reporting: Philadelphia 208, gain 10; Baldwin 89, gain 10; Scra!lton 91, gain·1; Broad River 49, gain .5; Brooklyn 179, ga.m
6; the newly organized branch at Girdletree, Marylan~, ref
ported a .membership of 9, making the total memberslup 0
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FOR SALE

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

Capital and Surplus Earnings

$ 50,000.00

400,000.00

Assets Over

Five per cent per annum interest will be· paid on one year deposits. Send your ~urplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and.. ~rompt attention will be ll!_ven. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS·
·

i:'·

Wm. An~erson, Alice
Dancer, Ann'! A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopktl!S, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

the district 625. Ministry reporting: Bishop John Zimmermann, sr.; High Priests Walter W. Smith, A. D. Angus;
Elders G. Homer Buttery, Lot Bishop, A. E. Stone, Benjamin
R. :McGuire, Daniel C. Carter, Ephraim Squire, Hosea H.
Bacon, James Wilson, William Anderson, Daniel Shaw, Henry
Carr, George Baty, Evan Lewis, E. B. Hull, Georg() Potts;
Priests Judson Cable, John Potts, William Plunkett, Samuel
Reeves, E. L. Travas, John Zimmermann, Paul M. Craig, William Hobson, M. O. Matthews, Ira W. Humes, Richard J.
Hawkins, John Lawrence, and George Morris. The above
ministry xeported the following labors performed since last
conference: Sermons preached 344, number of times assisted
407, number of meetings attended. 2,252, number. of baptisms
26, confirmations 33, children blessed 20, sick administered to
347, official v_isits 394, marriages 3. Financial report: Treasurer: Reee1pts, $22.79; expenditures, $149. 70; balance on
hand, $8.40. Bishop John Zimmermann reported: Balance
on hand last report, $907.25; receipts, $5,609.32; expenditures,
$5,317.67; balance on hand December 31, 1909, $1,198.90.
Delegates were chosen to General Conference. Delegates were
e~lj>~Wered to . cast majority arid minority vote in case of
d1VJs10!1· Motion prevailed that the ''communication of the
Baldwm Branch, recommending the name of the Baldwin
Branc~1 be changed t~ Elk Mills. Branch, be complied with.
Officers elected: President, Archibald D. Angus• counselors
George Baty and Daniel C. Carter; secretary, R. E.- Hock~
man_; treasurer, Joh_n Zimmermann, jr.; member on library
boar.d, Sr. C.lara Znnmermann; auditor, N .. E. Milligan.
~fotion pr';'va1l';'d that the appointment of Noble Edward Mil~ga.n as h1stor1an of the New York and Philadelphia District
w·N·ldorsed by the conference. During the Sunday service
w\rm F. Hawkins was ordained to the office of elder by
1 iam Anderson and A. E. Stone; George Potts to the
Lffice of deacon by A. E. Stone and A D Angus· Alfred
f e~ter, dea~on, by Alma B.ooker and William" Anders~n. Conere'!de adJourned to meet at Brooklyn at the call of the
pres1 ency. R. E. Hockman, secretary.
··

fie~t'ir~ER~ M1ssoum.-District convened with the Springorder bane March 12, 1910, at 10 a. m., and was called to
A. ·:r.r. i th.e secretary. After. the ope~in~ exercis~s Elder
90 B ~{er was chosen to preside. Statistical reports· Ava
71; Pomona, 82; West Plains, 49; Grove Springs'
42 ~ 8°~.er,
660 1t)~nfifield, 157. Total membership on district record'
foi~ ·I
iese 259 are absent. from branches, and 56 wer~
not t~1 Y mei°!lbers of branches now disorganized and have
Four rnn tht1r letters to other branches. Ministry reported·
deacon~eve~Hes; 20 eld~rs; 15 priests; 8 teachers; and 3
o. E. Ensle decs Qreportmg: A. M. Baker; sub-missionary;
Benjamin
.me~! .G. W. Anderson, J. W. Quinley, and
Number of a~son, Pnests J. Jl. Scott and Fred Moser, jr.
2 elders andsirm?.ns pre!l;ched, 166; baptisms 10; ordinations,
as follows· b ynest. Bd1sho~ s agent, A. M, Baker, reported
balance $i 9 a ance an re~eipts, $363.43; paid out, $.344.43;
treasur~r. B Account audited and found correct. District
hand $1l. 67 a1Dnce and receipts, $14.73; expended, $3.06; on
Offic~rs el~ct~d. e1eg~tes .were elected ·to. General Conference.
enJamm Pearson, pres1dent;.J. F.__ Cunning·

l

/e' .·

Hayi~g bought the Edgefield property
contammg 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the Saints at low figures.
This is one of the most sightly and
finest tracts now on the market being
high and dr:y; This property is located on
the south side of the city of Independence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same distance from the street car line, and i of a
mile from the public square in Independence. The price of lots JS from $3 to $5.50
a front foot. We discourage the Saints
buying this property for speculation.
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not. personally inspect them the
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
examination not be. pleased their money
will be refunded . on demand. For the
correctness of this statement we refer
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
lOtf
• ELLIS SHQRT.

ham, vice-president; Benjamin Pearson," financial secretary.
A motion prevailed that the sub-missionary and district _president purchase a tent for the district. Preaching by Brethren
Sparling, Bootman, and Moore. Adjourned to meet at Beaver
August 20, at 10 a. m. Benjamin Pearson, secretary.
'
LITTLE S1oux.-The Sunday school convention ·of the Little
Sioux District convened at Logan, Iowa, on Fdday, February
3, l!JlO, with the Religio, in joi~t prayer servic~. At 2 p. m.,
Sartnrday, was opened the busmess session of the Sunday
school, in charge o:( W. W. Baker. Reports from the officers
showed encouraging conditions and the work moving onward.
The secretary's report showed an enrollment of 642 in the
district, fourteen schools reporting. The· treasurer's report
showed a balance on hand of $4.90, expense for the year being
$6.46. Two schools in the district report as first grade and
two as second grade in the standard of excellence; and others
are working to that end. The following officers were elected
for the coming year: W. W. Baker, superintendent; Carl
Ballantyne, first assistant· superintendent; T. 0. Strand, second assistant superintendent; Esta Stuart, secretary; William
Stuart, treasurer; Mrs. Perry Mann, member library board;
Mrs. Emma Jones, home class superintendent. Esta Stuart,
secretary, Mondamin, Iowa.
·
·
·
Conference Notices.

Eastern Iowa District will convene at the Saints' chapel,
311 Sonth Third street, Clinton, Iowa, June 11 and 12, 1910,
at 9 ~· m. for prayer service, and. at 10 for business. Will
all members of the district holding the p1iesthuod please send
a report of labor done to Elder J. B. Wildermuth, general
delivery, Clinton, Iowa, so they will arrive not later than June
10. Branch secretaries are also admonished to be prompt in
sending· reports. J. B. Wildermuth, president.
Conference of the Western Maine Distric.t will convene at
Stonington, Maine, on May 21 and 22. Business session on
Saturday at 2 p. m. Reports and business letters to be in
the hands of the secretary at least three days prior to· conference. F. M. Carter, secretary, Stonington, Maine.
Reunion Notices.

The Western Iowa r\lllllion will be held at Little Sioux,
beginning September 9. _ _ _ __
Addresses.

D. R. Baldwin, Red Lodge, Montana.

Died.
. STOUT.-.Jonathail Stout wa~ born January· 22, 1847, in
Luzerene County, Pennsylvania, and died near Necedah, Wisc
consin. April 4, 1910. February 5, 1865, he enlisted in Company H, 46th Wisconsin Volµnteer Infantry, January 1, 1868,
was united in marriage to Cordelia Wildermuth, who,· with
their two daughters, survives him. Was baptized in the Roor•
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JACKSON COUNTY BAN
. . .· . ' '. KNOBNOSTER ~REAL ESTATE
J. E. Bozarth.

.

·

W A D

INDEPENDENCE, MiSSOURl

.
G:o.od graded sc~ool and L. D. s. church
Doee .a General Banking Business under charter .No~ 1824 granted by the St~te of
·1
M
Misso~i-the S~atc recognized a.a hf!'ving the m?!lt rig!d banking supervision of·any privi eges.· · embership about three
State m the Umon. State exammatJon and public pubhehed statement required.
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home?. If so, and desire reliable inforCITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
!Ilation, call on (}r write. .
lntereat Paid on Deposits
·.BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
O~r b_usines~ having practically doubled iri the !last year we wish to thank the public
Knobnoster, Mo,
and 1nv1te all m attendance at Conf~rence to. occupy ou: directors' parlor for their
correspondence where plenty of stat10nery will be provided and your acquaintance
association and business solicited.
V (Jry truly yours,
·
'
ELLIS SH.ORT, Pres:
J. D. 'BRIGGS, Cashier.
Three ba.k<Jrs, and three wagon drivers
for sEJ.lling .. 'i>r ·delivering baked goods to
Just to Get Acquainted
trade. Mm;t be clean, hustlers, and able
I will send 30 beautiful flora, up-to-date
to adjust themselve1tto dealing with the
post cards for 10 cents. Anything you
lived. in Independence twenty years. pul:>Iic. _Steady job, good wages. Prefer
want in the line of Socialist literature, has
I
have
many
residences,
vacant
lots,
subSend for my free 64 page catalogue.
urban acres, from one acre up~and membei·s · of L. D. S. church.
S. DRAZEY, Reubens, Idaho.
ASA A. WARD.
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
325 North· Third street,
sell for the least money that will buy
,---~~~------~-------------; them. T refer you to any bank of this city
ELKHART, INDIANA.
I I would be pleased to correspond with 1 or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
parties seeking Investment In jack- : Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
: son County, Missouri, FIRST : w~
8

Help Wanted

John Ae Kerr

,

,

,
,

,

,

l

: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
To the ·Ministry: In harmony with
: BONDS; OR INDUSTRIAL :
the resolutions passed by the last General
lI STOCKS.
: Conference, we have printed proper'
I
1
Very
truly
yours,
I blanks for the recording of blessings of
,
#-

:

.
l

l
l

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri
44tf

'

:--------------------·---w~~~

rnn.

children.. Order No.
In book form
same as baptism certificates,_ 25c, or 12c
per doz.

ganized Church about 1870 at Inland, Cedar County, Iowa,
by John Patterson. He was buried near his old home near
Loyd, Wisconsin, Reverend Smith conducting the services,
assisted by Priest A. J. Fisher.
MANN.-Ha1·riet L. Mann was born at Moorhead, Monona
County, Iowa, November 22, 1882. Was baptized July 18,
1893, at Moorhead, by J. F. Mintun. Married March 1, 1909,
to W. J. Rodman, at Decatur, Nebraska. Died suddenly, December 8, 1909, at Decatur. She leaves husband, father,
mother, foui• brothers, three sisters, and many other. relatives to mourn. Funeral sermon by J.M. Baker.

1867, being baptized by'"Elder D: R. Winters. She remained
a true and loyal member of the church. She died at the
home of her son, Samuel Jefferson Spurgeon, near Salem,
Nebraska, early in the morning.of April 10, aged 74 years, 8
months, and 6 ·days. SerVice at the house, April 12, conducted by Elder C. H. Porter.

DOWDALL.~At her home iii Elvaston, Illinois, October 15,
1909, Electa A. Dowdall. She ·:was married to William Dowdall July 26, 1863. Was baptized June 6, 1876. She :was the
mother of five children, four living, one. having died m 1867.
Three sisters and one brother are also left to mourn. She has
CHAPMAN.-Martha Ann Chapman, born March 5, 1863, at always lived a faithful and consisten~ Christian life, notw!thstanding
opposition which she had to meet along the hne.
Amazon, Missouri. Baptized by Elder George Jenkins, Rich
Hill, Missouri, November 28, 1909. Died March 13, 1910, at She was born in Indiana August 15, 1838. The funeral was
her home in Rich Hill. Funeral preached by Elder George held from the Presbyterian church in .Elvaston, Elder M. H.
Siegfried preaching the sermon.
Jenkins. Interment in the Rich Hill Cemetery.
CAllLE,_:._Erwin, the eleven-year-old son -0f Bro. Julius and
FENN.-At Boulder, Colorado, March c2, 1910, Orrin G.,
youngest son of Charles and Myrtle Fenn, aged 5 years and Sr. Blanch_ Cable, passed from this life December 31, 190~.
He
had been a sufferer all his life, was a great ca~·e to his
11 days. Funeral from the home,. Elder C. E. Everett in
parents. , He succumbed to diphtheria at his ho.me m Broad
charge.
River Connecticut ·was interred in the Silvermme Cemetery
BURNETT.-At Denver, Colorado, March 26, 1910, George to a~ait the first 'resurrection. Funeral in charge of Elder
H. Burnett, aged: 53 yeai·s, 6 months, and 15 days. Funeral · A. E. Stone, January 1, 1910.
from. the home, Elder C. E. ]j)verett in charge; Sermon by
JAMES".-Verna, the_ ten-month-old ch~ld of Bro. Da~id an~
Elder E. F. Shupe. Brother Burnett ·had been a sufferer for a
long time and,death was a welcome relief. He was resigned Sr. Mary James, of Taylor, Pennsylvama, after suffenng foi
an extended period fr-0m: bronchial pneumonia, passed pe~cet
to the end, and made all arrang~ments for his departure.
fully away February 24 -1910. Her )Jody was pl_aced at 1es
SPURGEON.~Zelpha Thomas was bo1'Il August 4, 1835, in
in _Washbul'li- Cemetery, :'Scranton, Penl:Js:l'.lvama, Sun~aY:
Adams County; Illinois; was ma1Tied to J; L. Spurg~on· at February· 27, services in charge of ·nro. Richard Hawkms,
Quincy, Illinois, February 12, 1857.. To thi~ U!J-ion -ten chi!~ se1•mon'by Elder A. E. Stone. Many kind friends attended,
dren were born, two of whom passed away m mf_imcy; f?ur showing sympathy for ilie bereaved family.
sons and four· daugltters are left, all of whom .are. married,
MADEL.~Edith Madel was. born July 6, 1896, in Sani)Wc
to moum.thefr foss,.As al.so hm· compan.ion of more J;ha;n fiftythree years; and twenty-one gi·an~children.. She '\V}th her County, Michigan. She was baptized November 11, 19 ·
husband came to Nel:Jraska about thirty-seven years ago. She Fune'ral from the. Saints' church at Cash;, Elder J. A. Grant
united with the church in Clinton County, Missoll:ri, about officiatinp·.
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'runtered .as· second•class matter ·at Lamoni post-office.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth.' and the
lr!;llh 1 hall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"Tl,iere shall not any man among you have save it
- be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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to receive upon such demand is dependent upon the
fact that there has been a sufficient amount of the
means of the membership deposited and at the comJS THE BISHOP THE ONLY MAN OF FAITH?
The question frequently recurs to us while listen- m!'l-nd of the Bishop or he can not meet the requireing to complaints made respecting the finances of the ments of such demand. The supplies .to the treasury
church, Is the Bishop the only man who is legiti- being dependent upon the will of the several and
mately expected to exercise faith touching the nec- aggregated membership of the church, it may
happen, whether it he expected or not, that there may
essary supplies to the treasury?
'
It should be known to all that the.church.finances b~ times when the treasury may be depleted. The
are not gathered by taxation as in .the nation, state, Bishop has no ability to guarantee unto anyone who
·county, and municipality. The money needed for the may be entitled to receive by virtue. of his necessity,
expenditures of the Government in all its depal,'l;- whether of an official or a personal character, the
ments is gathered by virtue of the. right to assess' absolutely definite payment of the sums necessary to · \ !;t'-against each man's possessions a-sum su1_wosed to meet those demands. He do.es not personally know,
be an equal and proportionate amount to that im- so far as the future is co~_cerned, whether at any
posed upon every other man, and the amount so as- given time subsequent to the present moment there
sessed is gathered by local authority, to be put into will be an adequate supply of means in the treasury
the treasury at times and places provided for by the to meet any or all of the demands which have been
Government, and if for any reason there is a failure created thi·ough which to carry -0n the essential
upon the part of any who are assessed to meet the work of the church. To expect the Bishop to guardemand made upon him, the administrators of the antee the meeting of demands because of his official
law ai·e authorized to take of his possessions what- capacity is to ask ·him to do that whi0h h.e can not do.
ever may be required to be sold to meet and liquidate The promises which he may make or which may exist, either by direct' statement or because ·of his office
the demand.
.
, · ·
and
calling, are conditional, necessarily, and depend
the contrary, the church has no authority,
neither power, by whic:h to assess a definite amount upon the fact that the necessary voluntary cont~ibu
against any member and collect the same by any tions of the membership characteristically continues
process whatever. It therefore .remains a matter of and the treasury is kept adequately sapplied: by
volm1t~ry acquiescence -in the primal law formally those contributions to meet all necessary demands.
Neither can the Bishop· just.ly make deposits' at
stated Ill revelation to the church, whether the member~ of the church will or will not contribute· of given times and at stated points in advance to meet
their substance to the replenishment of the church the accruing demands made or existant by virtue of
treasury.
·
church work, to the order of the seve1'al individuals
. 'l:he Bishop is but the chosen and designated indi- who may be entitled to receive from the treasury.-vidual to dispense the funds· so collected as a result· such amounts as their labor in the church work may
of voluntary action upon the part ·of the members require. This w-0uld create .a peculiar inequality, for
and t.o riqm"d at e such claims.
.
upon the treasury as are' the necessities of all in respect to their work are alike, subject to t'qe exception in favor of the few
~rov1ded for
virtue of church organization.. _ '
It follows as a matter o:( necessity that if there is who possibly may have in tiheir own right a greater
~ fu~d, whatever n?cessitr ·may be depending up~n or.less amount of means which they would be willing
dee trnasury, the Bishop 1.s powerleE!s to~ mee~ the to advance to meet their own requirements -until
~and unless he has private means -Of his _-own such time as the su:µplies of the treasury would
·
Which he Willingly contribfttes· to' the necessiti~s of enable the Bishop 'to liquidate them.
such demand.
.
_
. •This brings up the question again; if the Bishop
A lit~le thought upon'. this subject cW-ill show to should guarantee specifically the-meeting -0f·certain
each thmker that no. matter how urgent tlie dernand specific demands at given times and pla:ce~, the only- -may be or wherever it m3:Y exist, the one entitled -_ basis upon which he could do that ·would •be tbe fact .
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that he had a store in his own private rlght on w~ich
he. could .draw for the necessary amount to meet the
requirements of. his guarantee, or the existence and·
exercise of superabundant faith in himself.
'
It is a fact which every man ought.to recqgnize
that no man can pledge his spiritual standing or his
faith, however great it may be, in the 'money markets, and realize material sums upon such hypotheca-,
tion. Hence, even if .the Bishop were compelled to
make such specific guarantee when he had not the
matf)rial possessions or monetary substance upon
which •he could ·release himself when required by
the time such demands became due, he would be
utterly powerless to make good such specific·. demands. This again brings the question, Is the
Bishop the only one who justly may be expected to
exercise faith?
·
It may be said that the administration of the
Bishopric may be faulty, basing the statement upon
the fact that he may not in the past have met all the
just requirements which haye been created by church
action, and that individuals who have been engaged
in church work have been put at great disadvantage
and have been humiliated because they had not received the means to which they were justly entitled;
and that such fact may exist at the present and may
recur in the future, and that therefore the B;dministration should be changed for the better. This suggests the question whether the change of administration or the change of administrators would change
the facts that the treasury is sometimes well supplied with means and at other times it is empty.
Could any change •in the proceedings of the administration or the administrators of the law of finance
in the church bring to pass any greater assurance
and accuracy in the payment of the 'voluntary supplies by which the treasury is sustained, and would
such change give any ass11rance that there would not
occur the failure on the part of the Bishopric to
meet the necessarily recurring demands as they
become due, the. fact remaining that the ability of
either the present or any future administration depends upon the condition of the treasury at the command of the administration?
If the failures which have occurred are the result
of inattention on the part of the administrators, or
of willful neglect tb meet the requirements as they
have accrued, then blam:e for official miscondµct may
attach to the administrators. On the other hand, if
such failures have been the result of a lack. of ade"
quate means in the treasury with which the administrators c~uld supply the demands which were made
upop. the· treasu'ry through their o!ficial action,. then ·
blame· does. not justly attach.
.
F·rom · what ihas . preceded we may concI ude with
some degree of reas<mableness that the Bishop ought
not be the oniyone Who is expected to exercise faith.
Those who are entitled to .depend. Upon the treasury

May 4, 1910

because of their proper. services rendered in, the work
of the c~urc~ are necessarily in a condition to exercise fait,h and to look forward mid~r the same conditibns as· does.the Bishop, cognizant of. that same
fact and the same contingencies, present and future,
and with equal ability to determine as to the condition of the treasury at any given future. The inference amounting to almost an absolute and definite
conclusion justly
be that those who pay of
their substance into the treasury, doing so voluntarily because of theii· connection with and interest
in the church work, should exercise fahh when they
take the considerations stated into examination and
thereby receive the 'added impetus to the exercise of
their faith in the business promptness and accuracy
of the administrators of the financial law in meeting
from the treasury th'e necessary demands of their
coworkers and fellow-servants who by reason of
their office and calling are de.pendent, not upon their
own efforts in worldly and material affairs, but upon
the amounts. contributed by their follow-men with
'whom they are equally in service, and thus save to
their feHow-1'aborers the mortification of .having to
meet their .necessities from a fluctuating treasury,
sometimes full and sometimes empty, for which
those of their fellows who are administrating in
financial affairs of the church ar~ not personally
responsible. For those who willingly contribute to
withhold amounts whfoh they are able and willing
to contribute, because they are not fully cognizant
of and satisfied.with the methods of the administration, is to make a failure upon the ,part of the administrators to meet the demands made upon the
treasury absolutely certain, and though there might
be partial supplies in the treasury, all demands can
not be met, and if all would withhold, there would
be none whatever.
·
The fact that there has b~en and is a reasonable
opportunity for persons to know that the sum which
they voluntarily paid are being distributed with the
intention and purpose to be fair and ·honest in the
handling of the me'ans on the part of the administrators, should quiet every doubt and fear as to
there being any intention of willful disregarding or
neglecting any just responsibility· or duty devolving
upon the Bishop and his assistants. .
These suggestions bring again the: qu~stion, Is
the Bishop the only one who justly can be expected
.to ·exercise faith? Does not· an' equal obligation
rest upon. those who are entitled.· tO receive that
which sustains them in their work and those who
'voluntarily contribute to the treasury, to exercise
faith in the work in Which ·all are engaged,-a fair,
just,· and discdminate faith with a willingness to
bear equal responsibility? ·We think fio, and so believe.
· JOSEPH SMITH.
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'in branches and who receive the HERALD or Ensign
GRACELAND COLLEGE NEWS.
Last General Confei'ence was a'. source of, m11:ch and we would be pleased if they ·would forward their
encouragement to those having in.charge the affairs pledges direct to the College Treasurer, F; B. Blair,
of Graceland College. When. the truste~s of Gra~e-· Lamoni, Iowa.
This plan will not in any way interfere with the
land College formulated their repor~, it was .w1ch
the anxious desire .that..some plan might be form.u- regular college collection which is taken up. in Octo1 ted for the securing of mo1:e means for the <level~ ber of each year; but it is thought that if the plan
;~ment of the education·al work that would.enlist the can be ·successfully carried <mt that enough will be
realized to finally pay uff the college debt, and at the
united effor.t of every member of the church. •
There were many members of the church, among same time, place the school in possession of sufficient
whom were some of our leading financiers, who were funds to successfully carry ·on its work.
Those present at the late conference could not but
of .the opinion that the expenses of Graceland College should be paid from the. offerings received by feel the enthusiasm that was manifested in the great
the Presiding Bishop of the church. Iii· order that opportunity now afforded the church of building·up
the conference might have an ppportunity of ex- and developing the young people of the church.
pressing itself upon this subject, the trustees in their From all over the church there came reports of the
repo1t requested an appropriation of $4,000 for the effectual work being done by former students. We
use and benefit of Graceland College. Two days believe that with the united support, Graceland Colwere spent in debating this proposition on the con- lege can be developed m1til every boy and girl in the
ference floor, and the college interests were thor- church can receive of her benefits, whether they be
' oug'hly represented during . that time, and the rich or poor. This is the object had in view by those
general expression of a desire to further .the inter- having charge of the college work, ·and we earnestly
ests of the school was a source of much encourage- solicit the support of every friend of the young
ment to its friends, ·although there were different people.
These pledges are made payable semiannually,
opinions as to the best way of securing that support.
The proposition for the appropriation was voted viz: January 1 and July 1, hence nothing will be
down and the following day the trustees suggested realized from them until July 1, •of the present year,
the plan of a temporary endowment fund, which and it is therefore necessary for us to ask for special
means the securing of five hu.ndred annual subscrip- contributions at ·once to meet present emergencies,
tions of $10 each from individuals or societies, which and keep the college in operation until July 1 ; after.
will be the same in result as a permanent endowment which, if we get the five hundred or more pledges,
fund of $100,000. In fact, some think this would be we feel sure we will not be under the .necessity of
better than a permanent fund ·of such an amount, as calling for special donations. We feel encouraged
the temporary endowment fund plan would enlist with the prospects, for the future seems bright if the
the active support all over the church of five hundred members of the church and friends. of. Graceland
of her members. The plan was indorsed by the come to the rescue at once.
Bishopric and in ,two days ·at the Gener·al ConferWe hope to have a libel'al response at once both in
ence pledges were taken amounting to nearly $2,000. special contributions for present emergencies and in
Since the adjournmimt of conference ithe ·Board of · pled~es for temporary endowment. ·
Trustees have passed the following resolution, which
you will notice has "the indorsement of the Presiding
TALK ON BOOKS. '
Bishop:
'
.
To fall in love wirth a good book is one of the great"In order to place the college in a position to carry est events that can befall us. It is to have a new inon its work and avoid any further indebte'dness in fluence pouring itself into our life, a new teacher
running expenses, thus developing the genel'al fund to iiispire and refine us, a new friend to be by our
as '~Rer action ·of the Gene1;al Conference,
side always, who, when life grows. narrow and
esolved, That the Executive Committee of the weary, will <take us into his wider ahd calmer and
college be authorized and. instructed -to circulate higher world. Whether it be biography, introducsubscription lists in all the branches of the church ing us to some humble life made great by duty dorie;
within the next thirty days, and take subscriptions or histvry, opening vistas into the movements and and also endowment lisots for future use of the col- · destinies ·of nations - that have passed away; or ·
lege, of those who are willin'g. to contribute for this . poetry, making music of all the common thiirgs
. purpose, and thus at once place the college upon· a around· us, and filling the fields, and the skies;·.and
sure and stable basis."
.
. ·
the work of the city and the cottage, with eternal
b -- .' ~teps _will be taken ,at once to have some op.e ap-. - meaning·s-:-whether it be these, or story books, or
po.mted m every branch to carry out the terms of religious books, or science, no ·one can become the
this resolution and th.e tempm~ary 'endowment fund. friend. even. of one good book without being made
: We have a good many meni:ber~ who are not living. wiser and better. Donot think I am going to.1-€com-

"
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.mend any, such book to· you. The beauty of a friend'
is that we discover'hlm. And we must each taste
the books ..that are accessible to us fQr ourselve8. Do
not be disheartened ·at fir.st if you like none of them.
That is possibly their fault, not yours. But search
and .search till you find what you like. In ·amazingly cheap form-for a few pence indeed-almost
all the best books are now to be had; and I think
everyone owes it as a -sacred duty to his mind to
start a little library of his owi:t.
How much do we not do for our bo4ies? How
much thought and money do they not cost us? · And
sh::.1,ll we not think a liiJtle, and pay a little,. for the
clothing and adorning of the imperishahl~ mind.?
This private library may begin, perhaps, with a single volume, and grow at the rate of ~me ~r two a
year; but these, well chosen and well mastered, will
become such a fountain of strength and wisdom that
each &hall be eager to add· to his store. A dozen
books accumulated in this way may be better than a
whole library. Do not be distressed if ,y;ou do ·not
like time-'honored books, or classical works, ·or recommended books. Choose for your.self; trust yourself; plant yourself on your own instincts; that
which is nrutural for us, that which nourishes us, and
gives us appetite, is ~hat which is right for us.
We have all different minds, and we.are all at different stages of growth. Some. other day we may
find food in the recommended book, though we
should possibly starve on it to-day. The mind develops and changes, and the favorites of this year;
a1so, may one day cease to interest us. Nothing
better, indeed, can happen to us than to lose interest
in a book we have often read; for it means that it
has done itS work upon us, and brought us up to its
level, and. taught us all . it had to teach.-Henry
Drummon!]..
FROM HIS HOME TOWN.

It must have ,been a great joy to the Rev. Joseph

.
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.

failed of success as marked by the yard stick of
present day builders.
· ·
If we could have measured the j()y in the heart of
·President Smith as he looked back over fifty years
as he looked at ·his p~ople resporid.ing in prosper.it;
to. the results of arduous, ofttimes dangerous, always
. determined,. work of a.. long 'life, as he remembered
that his mantle was settlin&: upon the shoulders of a
son well qualified in every way to continue the work
and. make It more fruitful, we would have been
unable to calculate the depth and the wealth of one
life. Is it success? We leave that decisiciri to each
reader .for his own .determination.-The Jackson
Examine1:, Independence;. Misso1p'i, April 15, 1910.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

In our write-up of conference news, we gave the
name of W. I. Taylor as one of those present at the
Jubilee exercises ·who attended the Amboy Conference. Brother Taylor's initials are W. S. instead of
W. I., and we write this by request of the brother.
Bro. E. W. Nunley writes- from Cookes Point,
Texas, that we have two brothers there who are in
business: Bro. C. M. Mitchell, postmaster and mer. chant; and Bro. C. A. Sherrill who is a doctor. This
in answer to a recent inquiry in the HERALD.
Bro. John Scott, of Lamoni, passed away April 29.
Brother Scott was born November 3, 1840, at South
Shields, Durham County, England; baptized in Nebraska City in 1866, by· R. C. B. Elvin. For many
years he was foreman of the composing room of the
Saints' Herald Publishing House. He was connected
with the HERALD in Plano, Illinois, and came from
there with the office iii October, :1!881, when the plant
was moved to Lamont For some years he has been
one of the proprietors of the Lamoni Cfironicle.
At a· meeting of the Board of Trustees of Graceland College ·recently held, Heman C. Smith was
elected . chairman of the board: At the Boosters'
meeting held in the church Thursday evening last,
under the management of- the trustees, a committee
of ten sisters was appoinnted to canvass the town
for subscriptions to the temporary endowment fund.
Speeches were made by Frederick M. Smith, Heman
C. Smith, J. A. Gui'isolley, W. V. Holmes of the student· body, and literary. and musical numbers were
rendered.

Smith, for fifty years the head of the Rieorganized
Church of Latter Day Saints, when at the close of
half a century of ministry he heard the good words
of •his people, the story of hi·s lifework told by men
with whom he had been associated and -saw the hundreds of faces before him, each. one glowing with love
and everyone with an unspoken prayer welling from
the heart. It is riot given mariy men to hear these
things ab0ut their own life and work. T hey are
When there is a great illness in the family, a lovusually reserved for the funeral.
ing neighbor comes in; but he does not presume to
Joseph Smith is not a rich man as the measure of prescribe.. He will run for the physician. So do
this world's riches is. · He has accumulated no mil- angels minister to "the heirs of salvation." ~Arnot.
iions, has wrecked ·no lives to make wider the gains
God esti~ates· charity ,not from t~e size of the
of money making institutions. He has endowed no
gift,
but f~·om the si~e of the heart that gave it.
college8 with great wealth. He offers no millions to
One spirit with the Lord, we are privileged to
be .incorporated for the cr~tion of· a mirage of help
·
for. thQse wh<;> refii-se to help themselves. He has ·share the very blessedne,ss that fills his hea.rt.
0
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no stake to which the Saints on this continent are commanded
to gather at .the present time, but that the Saints on all other
lands are commanded to gather to this land preparatory to
the reestablishment of the chu1:ch in Zion, when the scattered
Saints on this land will also be commanded to gather and
return to Zion, ·and to the,ir inheritances, in fulfillment of
the promises of God; and it is the duty of the Saints to turn
their hearts and their faces towards Zion and supplicate the
Lord for such deliverance.
Resolved, That we will, to the extent of our ability and
means, communicate to all the scattered Saints the sentiments
contained in the foregoing resolutions.
Resolved, That this conference believe it the duty of the
elders of the church, who have been legally ordained, to "cry
repentance and remission of sins to this generation, through
obedience to the gospel as revealed in the record of the Jews,
the Book of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
a?d not to faint in the discharge of duty.-Church Record.

(Continued from last week.)
The position occupied by this people there in
Wisconsin was consistent with--what was to be
required of the successor of Joseph Smith, for the
successor of Joseph Smith was to teach the revelations of God-not to lead the people _to belieye there
was bomething beside the written word-to.teach the
revelations of God given through the former president, through his father, his martyred father. He
was to teach those revelations, and this· body,. to
And thus they put. themselves squarely upon
whom he was directed, had placed themselves in that
position that if he came to them he could do that, record, that they would go back and stand by the ·
Let me read to you what position these men took in books, and that the law of God contained in the books
regard to the books, and other matters, and you will was the law upon which they would build as the
see that the way was being prepared that this man, reorganized body. There was no other safe ground,.
this successor of Joseph Smith; could ·come in and Those who took other ground than that were led
perform his duty as teaching the law of God as con- into things that were contrary to the law of God.
tained in the books. Jn the History of the Church, And this people was accepted of God, no doubt, and
volume 3, page 209, we have a- series of resolutions the prophet was sent to them, because they had taken
passed by them in June, 1852, and these are the the right position, that they would build upon God's
law.
resolutions:
Resolved, That this conference regard· the pretensions of
Joseph, therefore, cast his lot with the ReorganBrigham Young, James J. Strang,_James Colin Brewster, and ized Church, in harmony with the reveiation given
William Smith and Joseph Wood's joint claims to the leader~ to him in 1859, that he should go to them, that they
ship of the Church of Jesus Christ of La:tter Day Saints, as were the people pleasing in the sight of God. In
an assumption of power, in violation· of the law of God an·d
'
April, 1860, he appeared to that people in Amboy,
comequently we disclaim all connection and fellowship With
tliem.
Illinois. There he was rncogrtized as the presiding·
R~s~lved, That the successor -of Joseph Smith, jr., as the head of the ohuryh, and there he made a statement of
pres1dmg High Priest in the Melchisedec Priesthood, must his position, a position which he intended to occupy,
of necessity be the seed of Joseph Smith, jr., in fulfillment and made among other statements the following
of the law and promises of God.
statement which I want to call .your attention to. In
Resolved, That, as the office of First President of the
Ch~rch_ grows out of the authority of the Presiding High Church History, volume 3, page 247:
Priest, m the high priesthood, no person can legl!lly lay claim .
I would say to you, brethren, as I hope you may be, and in
~ the o~ce ~f First President of the Church without a pre- faith I· trust you are, as a people that God has promised his
V!ous ordmat10n to the Presidency of the High Priesthood.
blessings upon, I came not here °;;f myself, brit by the influence
. Re',olved, That we recognize the validity of all legal ordi~a- of the Spirit. For some time past I have received manifestation~ m this church, and will fellowship all such ·as have l:)een tions pointing to the position which I am about to assume.
ordamed while acting within the purview of such authority. I wish to say that I have come here not to be dictated by_
R_ernlved, That we believe that the: Church of Christ, or- - any men or set of men. I have come -in obedience to a power
gamzed on the 6th day of Ap1·i1, A. D. J.830, exists as on· that not· my own, and shall be dictated by· the power that sent ·
day wherever six or more saints are. organized according to me. God works by means best known to himself, and I .feel
the pattern in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
·
. that for some time-past he has been pointing out .a work for
, Resol~ed, That the whole law of the ciwrch of Jesus Christ me to do. For two or three years past deputations have been_
18
.contamed in the Bible, Book of Moi·m~n, and.Book of Doc-' waiting on me, urging me to assume the responsibilities of
t 11 ne and Covenants.
·
· ··
, ·
the leadership of the church; but I have answered each and
They g·o baclr t th Id. l ·
d,_-- ~
··
eve.ry one of them that I did not wish to trifle with the faith
' o e o . aw, _an put the successor
as .he comes to them free. to teach therevel. ations _ of the people. I do i:J.cit propose to assume this position in
h hl
order to amass wealth out of it, Iieitherhave I sought it as
w IC .md been received prior "to 1831, which wouid-... a profit. I know opinions are various in relation to these
be received through Joseph Smith the Martyr which matters. I have conversed with those whp ti>ld me they would
was to b~ his duty. And now these people ~·esolve' not hesitate one moment in assliniing the high and powerfu:l
tbhoaotl the whol~ law of. G()d_ is_ •·.C.ontai~ed in these position as the leader of this people. -But I.have been well
rn .. They did not go outside of them for the law awai:e of the motives which might be ascribed to me,-,-motives
.
of God~
.
.· . .
of vario.us kinds, at the foundation of all which is selfishness,.
R
- ····
..:_,should r: come forth to stand in the place wh(lre rily father
esolved, That in the opinion -of this conference, thei·e i.s stood: I have believed that should I come without the,gua:i'an..c
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tee of the people, I should be received in blindness, and would
be liable to be accused of false motives. Neither woulcl I
, come to you without receiving favor from my heavenly Father.
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claimed. But he was ordained py apostles appointed
according to the pattern that was given in 18291 and
acted upon in 1835, and under that apostolic authority he was ordained president of the high priesthood. Thus the general authorities acted in the
ordination as provided for in the law, and in addition
loca:l authocity was recognized in the person of
William Marks who laid his hands upon the head of
Joseph Smith, ·with the Twelve; he being a high
priest and president of the stake of Nauvoo at the
time Joseph Smith was living. The authority that
William Marks held :was in harmony with the authority" that ordained the first president of the
church; for Joseph Smith in his history, found in
Times and Seasons, in speaking of his going to Mis-

The whole address is along that line, and I want
to call your attention to the fact that he came there
by direction of the Spirit of God. He came not of
himself. He was directed there, and the people were
directe'd to receive him, and there he took the position that his father had occupied before, which position he occupies until this day. ,He was. ordained at
that conference, to be the president of the Melchisedec priesthood, by virtue of which office he was to be
the president of the church.
By what authority, we are asked, was he ordained? I answer, by the authority of God. There
is nothing higher than that. By the authority which souri says:
was given by revelation from on high. And exadly
On the 26th I called a general council.of the church and
in harmony with the way that the ordination to this was acknowledged as the ·president of the liigh priesthood,
place was made in the years before, when his father according to a .previous ordination at a conference of high
was ordained as rbhe president of tli:e high priesthood priests, elders, and members, held at Amherst, Ohio, on the
of the church. I want to call your attention to few 25th of January, 1832..· The right hand of fellowship was
things, going back a little beyond his ordination to given to me by the bishop, Edward Partridge, in behalf of
the church. The scene was solemn, impressive, -and delightthe ordination nf those that ordained him. _ A reve- ful. During the~intermission, a difficulty or hardness which
lation given unto this people who "had reorganized · had existed between Bishop Partridge and Elder Rigdon was
in Wisconsin, says :
amicably settled, and when we came together in the after-

a

Verily, thus saith the Lord, as I said unto my servant
Moses, "See thou do all things according to the pattern," so I
say unto you, Behold, the pattern is before you. It is my
will that you respect authority in my church; therefore let
the greatest among you preside at your conference. Let three
men be appointed to select seven men from among ·you, who
shall compose a majority of the Twelve Apostles; for it is
my will that that quorum should not be filled up at pre_~ent.

noon, all hearts seemed to rejoice.-Times and Seasons, vol.
5, p. 624.

He was ordained president of the high priesthood,
he says, at a conference at Amherst, Ohio, January
25, 1832, and ordained in a conference of high
priests and others. A high priest laid his hands
upon the hea:d of Young Joseph, and three apostles
How were the Twelve chosen in 1835? A \!Ommit- with him, so the authority was just the same and
tee was appointed consisting first of David Whitmer he was ordained by the s·ame pattern that his father
and Oliver Cowdery, and subsequently Martin Har- was ordained. These are facts of history ~hat there
ris was added rbo that committee, and by that com- is no use trying to dispute. '
There was a resolution passed in the early time
mittee the Twelve, in 1835, was selected. That was
the way that God· did when the Quorum of Twelve of the Reorganized Church, that I had marked to
was organized. And now ·he says to this people read, but I passed it by, and will simply mention it
organizing in Wisconsin; You do according to the now; that the Reorganization decided that the ordipattern. Choose a committee of three and let them nation of men who were ordained in the days of
select seven men to be ordained apostles, and. they Joseph Smith, when the church was accepted of God,
proceeded to do according to the pattern that was should be recognized; and they took the position that
. given in 1829, and appointed that committee; and joining factions would not invalidate, ,for the reason
that committee selected seven men, and those seven . that those factions, rejected of God, ·could add nothmen were set apart as apostles of the church of the ing to or take nothing from. You see that is a
proper position to take. Why? Because these fac.Lamb of God.
What became of the former apostles, some one tions, being rejected of God, whoever they were,
asks? They had joined another church, as· I showed could not rob a man of the priesthood. The idea
that they could take it fi·om ·.him, you could· not
you the ather night.
This, as we remarked before, is exactly in har- entertain for a moment. And so men who held aumoney with the pattern by which things were done thority retained that authority, and were recog~ized
before. And fUrthermore, when Joseph Smith was by ·the church. And their- baptisms were recogmzed.
ordafoed at the Amboy Conference, in April, 1860, All that was asked was that their baptism be proved
three ·of these apostles laid their hands upon him. to be legal ; and if baptized by those who held auWe are not dependent alone upon tJ1e authority that· thority to baptize then they were not required to be
men had and carried with them from the old organi- rebaptized. Sometimes people were rebaptiZed bezation.:C No. That is not so. It never was so cause they requested it; and preferred it; and thought
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Id feel better if they were reb~ptized, but
they wt~·equirement was ever made by the Reorno ~ucdl Church. There was a· good deal of discusgamze
'bl t
.
bout o1·de1· of or·dinations,
and it· is possi
e ot
S!Oll a
·
t' ..th
of men sta mg a
fi Jl(l l !Pon l ·ecord the statement
.
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. · 1 · . ,~ith factions destroyed their au · or1 y, u
~~~ ~;~~rch never said it. The -church said the o-p~o'te, said their authority sh.ould hold good, .and JOlll- ·
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them, he wrote James Adams, of Western Iowa,
(some of you know him,f and Marks saidto him·:
My mind has never been at rest since the breaking· up of
the church (or the death of Brother Joseph). I have always
had fears that all was not right, but I am satisfied now that
all of the false prophets have arisen that can with any degree
of plausibility, and if there can be any system adopted that
will be calculated to mitigate the coi1dition of the faithful
Saints that are scattered about on the face of the land it
would rejoice my heart. I would state my views and then
I should like to get the views of my brethren on the subject,
asking our heavenly. Father to direct us, and claim the promise, If any man lack wisdom let him [ask] God.
c
I have that letter, the original in my hands, that
you can see if you want to. In that Marks said he
was also deceived, an'd feared that something was
wrong, and he was looking for the light, and when
he found he· had ·made a mistake he turned from it,
as any honest man ought to do. Is that against his
character? I say, No. It is for him. It is in his
favor. Now let me read to you (and I will not detain you fonger upon this point) a statement made
by Jason
Briggs in the Temple Lot case, . in
regard to this matter, and where he told of the
changes that he made, and he incidentally mentions
Zenos H. Gurley. On page 401 of the Plaintiff's
Abstract of Testimony, Jason Briggs says:
I united with the church in 1841, and I remained with it.
I have accounted myself a· member of that church from that
time on, from 1841 to 1885, but I have been in different
organizations at different times, as I have already stated;
but when in each of these organizations I supposed I was
undei· the church. When I found out that they were teachinganything that was not authorized by the church before 1844,
as.the law is set forth in the Bible, the ·nook of Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, why, I left at once~
Is not that an honorable thing to do? "When I

ing a faction did not taJrn it away.
But we are told there were some of the men who
were prominent in the Reorganizati?n. t?at had been
very unstable, and they had been JOm~n~ first one
faction ·and then· another, and discredit is thrown
upon them because of that fact. To my mind it was
a credit to them. I want to call your attention just
briefly to some things that were said in history of
such men. In regard to William Marks, and in regard to Briggs. I want to state to you their own
declarations in regard to this, and also a procphecy
that was given. I want to call your attention to the
prophecy in regard to William Marks, for it shows,
to my mind, that he would be tossed to·and fro for
a time, but that :·the Lord would restore him, and
make him a blessing to the people. That prophecy
was fulfilled to the letter. In a letter written by
Joseph Smith on March 29, 1838, he said:
I would just say to Brother Marks, that I saw in a vision
while on the road, that whereas he was closely pursued by an
innumerable concourse of enemies1 and as 'they pressed upon
him hard, as if they were about to devour· him, and had
seemingly obtained some degree of ·advantage over him, but
about this time a chariot of fire came, arid near the place,
even the angel of the Lord put forth his hand unto Brother
lliarks, and said unto him, "Thou art my son, come here,"
and immediately he was caught up in the chariot, and rode
away triumphantly out of their midst. ·And again the Lord
said, I will raise thee up for a blessing unto many people. found they were not teaching the law as found in the
Now the particulars of this whole matter can not be written books I left them at once."
at this time, but the vision was ·evidently given me that I
I always supposed when I belonged to these different organimight know that the hand of tlie Lord would be on his behalf. zations that they were the true and direct descendant of the
That is what the Lord said throug·h Joseph S'rnith .original church, and as soon as my error was revealed to me,
I left them,-left them as soon as I found out they were not
in regard to William Marks. He would be closely. under the church. These parties whom I have mentioned as
pursued, and they would apparently gain advantage having been members of the original church, under my adminover him, just as ihas been stated before on this istration in Wisconsin, and afterwards united With me under
stand. He first gave credence to the claim~ of Sidney the banner of some of these other men, was not the true
Rigdon and stood up against the unwarranted meas- church, did not pretend to be the true church; but it was'
their belief and faith in joining these va1'ious organizations
ures that were taken against Sidney Rigdon in Nau- that they were representing the original church. When I
voo; and afterwards convinced that he was wrong, joined the organization as led by James J. f?trang I a_ccepted
he acknowledged the leade1;ship of the Twelve, he him as head of the chm~ch; that iii, I accepte'd him as the
then became connected with James J. Strang, and leader and president of the church, as the successor of Joseph
af~erwards with Charles B. Thompson. Then ,l{e Smith in the presidency of the church; and in accepting.James
muted with the organization that he and several J. Strang as ht;ad of the church we accepted him as being
h
the regular, genuine successor to Joseph Smith; that is my 1
ot er men in Northern Illinois accepted; for the pur- understanding of it. I always understood that Strang clalmed
pose of trying to.keep the people in line of the faith to be the successor of Joseph Smith by virtue.of an appointthat had been delivered untotliem in the books of the ment which he had received from Joseph Smith, to be h!s
c~urch. I want to read.to you ~letter that 'he wrote successor. It was through and by virtue ofc that letter of
himself, or part 6f it,-' u. nder date of July 26 , 1855 . appointment that Strang claimed to have received (that is
Aft
what I understood his claim was based upon) a letter from
c er having passed through these· things, having Joseph Smith. And as sooR as myself and oth!)rs who had
onceded that they. were wrong; and . turned from joined his organization found. out that he .had been teaching

w.
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other things not authorized by the church, we.discarded him;
yes, sir, we did.
·

Thank God there were ·such men, who would discard error when they saw it, and not stand up and
defend that which was contrary to the will -0f ·God:

--~.J

.-
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for .that woull,I mean a new organization: of the church, which
this was not; at least I never_ considered it so, nor did the
church as an organization. It always contended and believed
that it was the original church in succession; that was my
individual opinion, and that was the attitude of the chlll'ch
as an organization. Th~ church was simply reorganized and
placed on a new fodting as was necessary after the disrupti on, and I was one of the principal officers in -it at that time.
I was one of the seven-chosen at that conference.

Zenos H. Gurley, who raised up the branch at Palestine,
and who I answered I thought was a member of the Strang
church in my examination in chief, was an auth01·ized minister in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints·
In ·answer to the ~laim that Briggs subsequently
before the death of Joseph Smith, an elder in that chtil'ch at repudiated the Reorganized Church and its position
least, and might have been one of the Seventy, but I ·can not as he had others, I ·quote .from his own words as
say that he was one of the Seventy or was not, stilf he might
have been. He was made a president of the Seventy after given at the time he stated the foregoing:
the death of Joseph Smith, and I think from that, that it is ,
I have not stated that all of the partjes wh9 took part in
altogether likely that he was a Seventy before the .death- of that conference of 1852 had been united with with some other
Joseph Smith; still I do not know.
branch of the church; if I did I did not mean to make the
I think that is the solution of that problem. Our statement in that way, and these parties . I mentioned as
having taken part I simply gave them the same credit I asked
records show that he was ordained a seventy in 1838, for; that is, the credit of good intentions; that is that each
and records elsewhere say he was ordained .in 1844. of them at the time believed it was·the,true·church, that they
I think •he was ordained a seventy in 1838 and a were joining, and that they wei'e in the church all the time.
president of seventy in 1844, and so he held the auI can not say, of course, as to the secret motives, but I know
thority of a seventy. But it does not matter as to that in my action, I thought it was the church that I joined,
else I should not have joined them. These people were simply
that.
members of the organized church and were looking for the
He was an elder of the original church, the1:e is no manner proper leader of the church. I thought I had found the true
of question about that, and that would give him the iight to leader in· Mr. Strang, and as soon as I found out I was mis·organizEl that branch, being an elder in the original church; taken I repudiated Mr. Strang, and I do not understand that
but whether joining with Strang invalidated that eldership I left the original church when I left Mr. Strang and I never
is a question to be determined, I suppose; put I will say did.
that at the reorganization and at no time since have we
REDIRECT EXAMINATION.
understood that it invalidated an eldership in the church.
Q.-I will ask you to state, Mr. B1iggs, at the time you
Gurley simply acknowledged Strang as his leader for a time, left the Reorganized Church, if you fourld out that you had
and when he found . out his pretensions to be the leader of made the same mi~take with regard- to young Joseph Smith
the church during his life, then Gurley rejected him and his being the leader of the church, as you found out about Strang
leadership. That is the same way we looked upon and and these other men?
accepted the claim of William Smith. It was for a short
A.-No, sir, I have already stated substantially why I
time, and when we found out what his pretensions were, and withdrew from the Reorganized Church, and I do not conceive
that they were false, we repudiated him. I did not under- that it is necessary for me to state other reasons, for there
stand at that time that my authority to build up the church may be other reasons besides that, but not questions or
was derived from William Smith or Strang. I had that reasons involving the Presidency. That point did not figure
authority by -virtue of my eldership in the original church. af all when I withdi·ew.
It was in 1844 the church split up into these different facI understand that there is a difference between a General
tions. These people with whom I was associated in Wisconsin Conference. and a General Assembly; there has never been,
were people who were contending for the original doctrine of as I understand it, a General Assembly cif the Reorganized
the church, in its purity. When I say that I withdrew from Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; the laws of the
Brigham Young and others I simply mean I repudiated them; Reorganized Church provides for calling one, whenever it is
·I repudiated their claims to the 'Presidency as false, on the thought necessary by the body to do so. I have always undergrotmds that they were teaching false doctrine, and something stood that it was competent for the church to call a General
that the church did not authorize; and when I say that I Assembly whenever it was neemed nece_ssary. That has
withdrew, I simply mean that I repudiated them, but ·I - always been my understanding of it.
.
refused to have anything to do with the church as repreThe laws of the Reorganized. Church of Jesus Chnst of
sented by them; that is, by Brigham Young and his ·adherents. Latter Day Saints are just th~ same as the original church;
And ft1rther we were claiming all the time to be the clwrch there is no question allotit that; they were exactly the same.
in succession fr0111 1830, or were following what represented There was never a General-Assembly of the original church
the church in ·1380. All the time we claimed that the chtu-ch during· the time that I was a member of it from 1841 to 1844.
we represented was the. church in succession established in -Plaintiff's Abstract, pp. 406, 407..
.·
1S30. I claimed that I belonged to the original church;
' That was the attitude of these men. A noble attJalthough we were under different leaders we claimed to belong tude to take. W;hile they contended fqr the original
to the original church, and as soon as we learned that any of
h h d 't d t ·
d retai'ned their authority
·
·
is c urc an. I• s • oc nnes
an- • h
our leaders were
teach'mg f a 1se doc t rme,
we Ieft. 1't • That
.
· ·
.
. dence to a
. the reason we left Strang, and Smith, beca~s.e we considered and membernh1p, when~ve1 t _ey g~ye c.1e
in
t]:iey were teaching false doctrine, or doctrme that was ~ot leader and they found that he was teachmg anyth g
authorized by the original chm;ch. It did .not make a~y dif- contrary to the will -0f God they left, and left at
ference to us, for we still considered that we. were m the once and .we wish there had.been~tho.usands of such
chu~ch, although under these. different l~aders. · ~he Reor- men:
ganized Church 6f. Jesus Christ of -Latte1 Day Samt~ c°.uld
·
·
· .
at
not pi·operly be called a new movement or. new orgamzat10n,
In c-0nclusion to-nig·ht, want· to invite your -
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, to the proclamation made by the. Ptop~et manner in .which they receive that message. That
ten t rnn
·· ·
' ft · h ·
f G d successor of Joseph Smith, soon a er avmg man was authorized of God, pointed out in the· days
o ° 'tipon him the xesponsibility of his position, of his father as the successor. He comes to his place
1
t arnn
· D. ay S a.m
· ts m
· iegar.
· · ·d
when he appealed to all Latter
regularly ordained by the authority of high heaven,
to this latter day work. I have ~ot time to r;a-~ it -and gave that message, dated Nauvoo, Illinois, July
II but I will read a small portion of the c~osmg
ao~-tion of that appeal, and I want to say to every 19, 1861; and Israel, so far as th.ey heed that mes~ d'vidual here to-night that it is the message of sage from the man of God will be accepted of God,
Ill I
• dge d and if not the condemnation of Israel's God will rest
God to you and as you receive it you WI'JJ b e JU
in eternity'. Page 294 of volume 3 of the History, I upon them. I thank you for your attention.
find the declaration of this man of God, chosen to
succeed the Prophet, Seer, and .Revelator, Joseph
CENTRAL ~CHURCH, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.
Smith. He says :
By special request the mission services conducted
Now I have not a word to say in advocacy of my. right,
or my calling. I ask none to J:ielieve J!pon my say so;_ let by Bishop R. C. Evans, March 13 to 27, were coneach and all examine carefully and without prejudice, asking tinued a week longer than as advertised and closed
his God for wisdom to judge aright, and as I have ·sai'd,· so with a large audience Sunday evening, April 3.
say I now, I have no fears as to ·the result. I would not
We can now look back upon the effort feeling that
that men should hastily run without tidings, nor do l ask
that any should place the stake·. of their salvation upon· an it was successful from several viewpoints.
The inte1;est manifest by those outside the faith
earthly arm. "Cursed is he that pu_tteth his trust in man,
and maketh flesh his arm." I ask. and desire that all may was very gratifying and we hope the membership
place their stake of salvation upon the author and finisher will retain the revived feeling which they maniof our faith-upon the promises and principles of the gospel,
fested. Altogether thirteen were baptized, but we
pure as preached from the Savior's lips, for in him was no
guile, and in his teaching·s the1·e was no' deceit.. In the name do not mention this as an indica;tion of the success
The
of the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and.of Jacob; I now call of the meetings, it wa~ only an .incident.
upon all the scattered Saints, upon all the broad earth, to Central Church Biilletin had the following to .say of
arise and shake off the sleep that hath. bound them these the effort:
0

many years. take on the armor of the just, calling on the
name of the Lord for help, and unite .once more for the
emancipation of the honest in heart from ·the poW()l' of false
doctrines and the shackles of sin. In the name of bleeding
Zion, I call upon all those who have been wandering in by and
' f01·bidden paths, and have been led astray by wicked and
designing men, to turn from theh· scenes of wickedness and
sins of convenience, to turn from their servitude to Satan,
in all his seductive devices; froin vice in every phase, and
from the labor of sin, the wages whereof are ever death, unto
their true and delightsome allegiance to the principles of the
gospel of peace, to the paths of wisdom, to ·the. homage of
that God that brought the children of Israel out of bondage;
to turn and rnmember the new covenant, even the Book of
Mormon, to lay hold anew upon the rod of iron which surely
leads to the tree of life; to remember that those who live to
the Lord keep his commandments; and that the. pro~ises are
unto the faithful, and the reward unto those that endure
unto the end. And in the name ·of. the Lord of hosts, call
upon all the inhabitants of the earth to repent believe and
be baptized, for the time cometh when the jud~ents of God
are to be poured out upon all nations, and the besom of God's
wrath shall smoke through the land; when men shall know·
that there is a God in Israel, and he is mighty to punish or
to save; that the prayers of those under. the altar have ·been
heard, and a swift retribution is to come ·when the despoiler
~ill be despoiled; when those who denfed justice shall be
Judged, and the measure meted unto others sh.all be meted
unto them; when the prisoner shall go free, the oppressed
b~ redeemed, and all Israel shall cry, "Glory to God in the
highest be given, for he that is long-suffering· and s!Ow to
anger, has arisen, and ,shall bring again Zion." Amen and
Amen.
-

+

That is the voice of God through ,his Prophet to

~~tter day Israel; and. latter day Isl'ael, whei·ever
ey may be found, will be held to account for the

We gained our point in that everything was just a little
if not a great deal better than last ,year-our p'reparations
were more extensive-the preaching was better so many have
testified-if no other testimony the fact that people sat for
nearly one hour and a half and listened with unabated interest-that shows whether they were interested or not, and the
fact that several came forward at the close of the sermon and
asked for the privilege of being baptized speaks well for the
kind of preaching done.
. The meetings were held in the main for the purpose of
winning souls to Christ and several, mostly young people, we
are glad to note, bravely took up the cross of the great Master
,and we welcome them into the fold and shall strive to help
them to walk in the "narrow way" that they may with u~
wear the.crown of duty done by and by.
We believe that the attendance was considerably better as
·a whole this year than last-we had more nonmembers and
fewer members from our other churches in the city and
vicinity-the church was well filled at every service and the
order maintained was a subject of favorable comment from
om' visiting fr1ends. Nearly every bit of. the large amount
of advertising matter which we had prepared was usedinore invitations were given by inail and by house to house
canvass than ever before-some have said it was the greatest
missionary effort ever made by our church in Kansas .City.
We had feared that we would have an over supply of literature on hand, but not so, it is nearly all gone-and you that
gave your means to help buy: this literature. what a satisfaction it surely will be to you to know that some of those who
were baptized prefaced their request for admittance into the
church by saying, "I have listened to the preaching ·and .I have
read this literature and it teaches as I believe and now I want
to be baptized."
·
,
.
· Much credit is due to all' who helped to make these meet~
iii.gs successful-any movement of that kind must 1;1nd will be
successful where all the people are intei·ested and work with
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tJ1e same system and diligence that we have 1.wt into . our
efforts,
May the good influences that have come from these meetings
remain and inspire us to move right forward in the line of
steady and continual progress.
·

Announcement was made in the HERALD ·to the
effect that my application for membership in the
Ministers' Alliance would come up for a final hearing on April 4. It had been referred back to the
executive committee who at the previous meeting
had asked for an interpretation of the rule of the
alliance to the effeot that "Any minister in good
standing in his denomination shall be eligible for
membership".'' At the meeting on April 4, the committee brought in a report which read as follows:

"The executive committee recommend that the application be rejected." This was quickly put to the
house and all but one of the fifty or more ministers
voted very heartily for the recommendation. I arose
and asked the chairman if there was any reason or
reasons why my application was rejected, and he
told me I was referred to the ·executive committee,
and with that I thought it was about time for me to
depart, so I retired at once. The inco~sistency of
their action appears, when notwithstanding I assured the committee that my application was subject tO" any inquiry or investigation ·they might wish
to make, they simply treated it as only worthy; of
sneer and contempt. F()llowing this action I have
been interviewed by reporters from each of the Kansas City papers and all of the:in expressed their ·
sympathy with me and disgust with the ministers,
and have given our church in this city such an advertising that we will gain instead of losing by this
incident, Many have been free to express their interest aind sympathy over the matter among my
neig.hbors and friends and unite in pronouncing my
i•ejection as an exhibition of religious bigotry and
intolerance with which .the world has been cursed in
the ages of the past and from which it ought to be
free in this age of enlightenment and liberty.
On Sunday evening, April 10, I spoke on the subject, "Rejected by the Ministers' Alliance; Why?"
and was assisted by Elders J. F. Mintun, of Des
Moines, Iowa, and Amos Berve, of Rock Island,
Illinois, both of whom' belong to the. ministers' associations in those cities. The papers gave us a very
fair representation of this effort also, and several
of our neighbors were present who are members of
other churches aind were eager to commend the spirit
which was manif(lst in the service and did not hesitate to express their displeasm'e at the actiori gf the
alliance.
Some of our own ministers have asked me why I
wanted to join this association of ministers? Wen,-·
I am 'here to do good in every way that I ·can and am
willing to cooperl),te with others; so :far as possible,
who claim to be doii:ng likewise, and I determined

'
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that if t~e m.inisters of this ·city would not recognize
the good we are striving to do, nor permit us to work
with them, I would make them.say so and :throw the
responsibility upon them: Now it is up to them to
meet it before consistent men in this world and before God in .heaven. To be received or rejected you
can :not ihurt a Latter Day Saint.
·
A very nice representative body of the married people of
the ?hurch met m the church pal'lors March 9, under the
auspice~ of pastor's Bible class and the Ladies' Aid Society
and enJoyed a well prepared supper, then some after dinner
speeches as follows: "Resolved, That it is the duty of all
church men to ally themselves with the Sunday school for
Bible study," by Seth Sandy. "How. may the pastor and the
men of his pastorate become more closely associated that they
may meet each other's needs," by Walter Lewis. "How to
build the spirituality of. Central Church," by George H. Hidy.
"How much can one lift, or aftei· baptism, what?" by W. R.
Pickering. "What need does the Bulletin fill in our church
life," by Harvey Sandy. "How to improve the music of Central Church," by Mrs. 0. H. Riggs. "How may we individually help in the coming two weeks' meetings," by the pastor.
This meeting with W. R. Pickering as toastmaster was very
interesting and we should have more such occasions so that
we might get closer together socially.-Bulletin.

Our branch has had a net gain in membership of
one hundred and fifty by letter and by baptism since
November 1, 1908. We then numbered one hundred
and eighty-nine and we now number ·three hundred
and thirty-nine, a substantial case, as shown by
the Sunday school, as we noted on the blackboard
last Sunday an attendance of two hundred and ten,
as compared with an attendance of one hundred and
fourteen a year ago.
Bro. and Sr. W. N. Robinson, of Tulsa, Okia:homa,
have recently located in this city, having purchased
a home at 2823 Ha·rrison street. . We are delighted
to have them with us, for they are willing workers.
Sister Robinson we expect will have charge of the
music at the church with Sr. Amy E. Winning who
acts as organist.
A reception in honor of Bro. and Sr. R. C. Evans
was held at the home of Bro. and Sr. W.R. Pickering, 2827 Forest avenue, on the evening of April 4.
About seventy-five were present, enj.oying the program of music and speeches and also refreshments,
and all report_a good time.
We were favored with a sermon by our newly
elected General Sunday Sch'ool Superintendent, Elder
Daniel Macgregor, Sunday morning, April 10.
A great number of our people have been in constant attendance at the sessions of ·the General Conference at Independence.

W. E.

LARUE.

APRIL 14.

••!+•(••
I believe that all true religion consists in the
heart and the affections, ana that, therefore, all
creeds and confessions· are fallible and uncertain
evidence of evangelical piety.-Daniel Webster.
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Ugly Hands.

The roughened hands that never ,shirked,
The plain brown hands that planned and worked
Are folded now, in peace and rest,
Upon the wayworn, weary breast.
O'er ivory keys they never strayed;
Embroidery, lace, they never made.
Poor, tired-out hands, on one of them
Flashed never brilliant, shining gem.
They cooked and washed, they scrubbed and mended,
Unto the children fondly tended;
They soothed the head that ached and beat,
And gently bathed the fevered £ee_t.
They gladly toiled from morn till night
That they might other hands keep white,
And tried so hard to roses spread
Adown the path for loved one's tread.
They were so tender, quiet, we
Ne'er noticed how unselfishly
They clasped each cross with trust and prayer,
And burdens bore more than their share.
Aye, ugly, coarse, unlovely quite
They look to our defective sight;
But to their mission dutiful
In God's eyes they are beautiful.
-;Kathleen R;avanagh.
Theorie•.
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or is not really trying to study the child, is willing to lay
aside all he thinks he knows and try to get at facts, or
whether one is trying to bring the· child into harmony with
certain iron bound rules that one has, withot;t question,
accepted from others.
We praise the man who is reverent toward nature, who
studies her ways in tree or vine. Acting on similar principle, ·"Jet the human child blossom under your eyes." Let
_your chief text-book be the child. Then how wise to study
_God's thought patiently, lovingly, optimistic11.!ly, instead 0£
trying to reform the child according to some musty old theory
under whose reign too many lives have been dwarfed. Let us
study till we can give the child the heart and mind nurture,
the love's sunshine that his individuality demands.
DAISY BELL FAULKNER.

Letter Department
WILLOUGHBY, Omo, April 24, 1910.
Editors Herald: As this is a cold, rainy day, 'and I can not
walk over to Kirtland meeting, I feel like writing a few
lines in reference to experiences had in the past few years.
Up to the past few years I have lived in North Mentor, the
place where the name 0£ Latter Day Saint is a hiss. and a
byword, where they turned down such men as Columbus Scott,
E. L. and William H. Kelley, U. W. Greene, and others. I
ofttimes longed and prayed that God would open up a way
for myself and family to either leave or sell our farm, and
move to a more. congenial clime. Those good enough people
after turning us out of their schoolhouses and churches for
three successive years, chose me as their Bible class teacher
in the union Sunday school. This spring when organizing,
they wanted me to be superintendent and Bible class teacher.
l told them I would if' I remained on the farm. There have
been but two sermons preached in the church since our elders
preached there. At present the Sunday school is closed, and
myself and family are living in Willoughby. Like Ephraim
of old they are left to their idols.
One day over a year ago while working in the field, I kneeled
behind the harrow and asked God to open up a way for us
out of our then present environment. The Spirit said, Be
content where you are. I told my wife· we would stay where
we were for the present: Like Joseph - down in_ Egypt, the
Lord was always mindful of us and also of our prayers,
and was shaping all things_for our good and we knew it not.
This spring he caused a man . to come to us to whom we
leased our farm, and we are now two and one half miles from
Kirtland and twenty-five cents will pay our fare to Cleveland whenever we want to meet with the Saints there. I
obtained steady employment the. year around at light labor,
with good wages, and now we are happy.
While living in North Mentor, I always spoke a word in
behalf of the angel message where opportunity afforded, and
shall continue to do while here.
" In conclusion, "Let patience have her perfect work, and
trust in the Lord and do good and thou shalt dwell in the
land, and verily thou shalt be fed." Ever praying for the
welfare of Zion and asking the prayers of the Saints in behalf
0£ myself and family, I remain your brother in the faith,
I. p. TITUS.

Theory is a pleasant possession. It saves thinking and
seei~s to ?ffer absolution from responsibiJity as to results,
yet it has 111 many ways figured larger as an obstruction than
as a chariot of progress. The pagan has crude theories of his
gods, and is kept in moral darkness. A farmer once had a
~heory of cutting his oats off whe:n 8. few inches high, think1?g when it came up again it would he better off £or -the cuttm~. As results he harvested only Ii. fair crop of straw. We
smile .at thi~ but it is merely a cam of letting blank theory
work its logical work.
The tn1e scientist may- have theories about what he does
not k?ow, but as he studies and comes into facts his theories
melt mto thin air if they do not agr.~e with th~ facts. The
teachable. n11'nd , s1'tt'mg·- reverently before
•
-nature, has been
able to rise up and lead the human race on the £orwara march.
As a .rule, parents are more or less undel.· the_ spell 0£· the
tiieory 111 rega1·d t d l'
·· 1i children.
·
Not always are
th
. '
o ea mg wit
· ey conscious 0£ this. They simply think they know a law
ORCHARD, NEBRASKA, April- 24, 1910.
or
two that
can b e d epen d ed
- on to -work
- out the child's
·
t'
'
salva-Saints' Herald: The HERALD is indeed a welcome visitor,
wn, and that if it does not the child -not the law is "out 0£ - laden with its pages of food for the hungry soul. I hav_e
th eway."
,
'
'
rea_d with great interest the many letters and testimonies
The test as to theory hold!ng, is to inquire whether one is regarding this great work and I desire to ad.d mine. -1 }{now
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this work is true, and as the times go by and I see mol'e of of the Saints see -this fotte:i- please do not pass us by, as we
its works, the more confirmed I, am as to its divinity.
live about four miles from Trochu VaHey.
.
MARTHA THORP.
Wife and .I were permitted to attend the General Conference
at lndepe.'ldence, and greatly enjoyed ourselves and felt it
was good to be a Saint i_n latter days. Brethren Whiting,
.
_FANSHAWE1 OKLAHOMA, April 6, 1910.
Dowpey, and Lageman did all they could to show us points of
Editors Herald: . As l have had many letters in answer to
interest, and also land and some homes in the city, and we .
one which I published in the HERALD, and as l find it imposhope to have- a home in Zion or regions round about as soon
sible to answer them separately, I .will ask space in your
as wisdom may direct. Brother Whiting, who lives on West paper to .more minutely describe our country to those who
Walnut street, in Independence, does a little along real estate
have written me, and all who may be interested. First, we
lines and we cheerfully recommend him to Saints as a brother have a government townsite and can give warranty deeds to
worthy of your confidence and trust, and. he has a nice rig, our lots; We have good uplands adja,cent to our town which
and can show you anywhere you may wish to go.
fa now designated coal land, and when this land is. placed upon
While at conference we were permitted to hear the gifts of the market it will be sold at the ·government classed price,
the gospel, and all through that vast assembly you could hear which is from twiinty five cents to four dollars per acre, and
the evidence that it is indeed the work of the living God. We will give thousands of homes to the homeless. This strip of
are glad to have such knowledge and to know we·are numbered land is over one hundred and , twenty-five miles long and
among the children of God, and earnestly pray that yre may always from one to six· miles wide. At our town it is one
do nothing in word, thought, or deed that will bring reproach and one half° miles wide. This land is expected to sell soon.
upon this work we love so well.
South of our town the great Fauch River bottom and valley
Wife and 1··are members of the Clearwater Branch of the land, which is always from four to six miles in width, is fine
Central Nebraska District, and as we live ten miles. from land and has been selling from· ten to twelve and one half
church we do not get to service~ as often as we would like dollars per acre. But there is half of this vast body of land
to. As our branch is struggling hard for existence, I ask an that is not allotted, which means that 'it is still vacant and
interest in the prayers of all your readers that we may hold belongs to the Indians in common, but will soon be on the
on until such times as God will deem wise to collie to_ our market.
relief and remove those things that bring gloom and sadness
We have good schools in our town. The population is two
to our hearts. We would say to ye missionaries who have been hundred. We have a nice Latter Day Saints' church with an
-assigned to Central Nebraska, there are Saints at Clearwater organ in it and a branch of forty-seven members. The water
who would be glad to see you, and also those outside of the is good; there is lumber at hand to build with, dressed at from
church will give you a hearing. So don't forget us as we fifteen to eighteen per thousand; rough at ten to twelve dolneed all the help you can give us.
lars per thousand. The sawmills which· are running near
Your brother in gospel bonds,
here are ·an the public WOJ'ks that we have here now since
F. S. GATENBY.
the coal miners struck on April 1. We have coal works three
and one fourth miles from here and coal right in o_ur town,
undeveloped, but in paying quantities. /l. man can come here
TROCHU VALLEY, ALBERTAr April 3, 1910.
and buy land by watching his chances, and· when all the above
Dea1· Herald: As this is the first Sunday in the month, land is on the mai·lrnt; can get a choice tract of land. The
the day when the people of the Lord will assemble together to Government has promised us an addition to our town in the
partake of the emblems of our Savior's blood that was shed early summer. This will give people a charice to buy unimon Calvary's cross to redeem a ruined world, and as I am proved lots at government prices.
isolated away out here in this far away Alberta, far from
As our winters are mild those of the North can find shelter
the association of Saints and loved ones, I wish I could be during the cold winter months.by locating here.
where I could enjoy church privileges. There are lots of
I am very anxious. to see Saints locate here. I want to see
preacher,s here, but they can't take the place of our preachers. the homeless get homes. Of course it might be that some
The Lord has not forgotten us, but we have been greatly coming here might not. find just what their hearts desired,
blessed since coming here.· We take the HERALD and Autumn but I am sure they could get land and farms when all this
Leaves and I am sure we would be lonesome without them, as land is on the market, which will not be long. We believe.d
we read so many letters from different parts of the world, this Congress would place it upon the market, but so far it
and can see how the work is progressing. It was glorious has not been done. When I wrote the HERALD before I thought
news to read about the Order of Enoch being established, as it would be on the.market in three months.
I believe it foretokens the redemption of Zion. I Icmg to
As I have given a minute description of our town and the
live worthy to be a member of tha·i; order. Surely the Lord
lands surrounding it, I hope all who wrote me personal letis remembering Zion and bringing. her comforts once more.
ters will see this. I am· greatly interested in the restored
This pa1:t of Aiberta is pretty well settled now and school- gospel, and desire our town to be a home for as many Saints
houses all around us. There will be two or three new rail" as it is God's will.
. Yours in bonds,
roads opened up in this part of the country this summer.
J. H. LEWIS.
One crosses our place and they say it must be finished this
summer. So any of the elders. who pass through .Alberta
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS, April 18, 1910.
will haveno trouble in finding where we live. I am sure. they
Dem· Herald: We are few in number, but feel that God
will find ·a welcome, as we would like to have the gospel opened
up here as i;oon as possible. I believe there are some who is watching ~ver us. We -have organized a ladies' prayer
will obey.if they hear the· gospel. Some of tlie p~op_le here say union and meet each Thursday,' and God has always been
they never heard of Latter pay Saints. · It seems so strange ready to d~ his part when we are humble before him. When ·
that so many have never heard the -·angel's message. ~It I look back ov~r my n.ast and see ·how little I have dc:me, I
m~kes me feel like doing all I. can to_ heli;> _others to hear it. feel sad. At a prayer.meeting iri Oklahoma seven years ago,
. (have had mii:ny beautiful dreams and visions which I would I asked the· Saints to pray for my· husband and dear o~d
like ,to relate, but will not at the present time. Now if any Brother Montague told me by the voic~ of _the Spiriv that if
0
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live humbly I would yet see him in the. chui;ch.
I would
t G d he has come in and was baptized last
Thanks be t oTa,,~orville Illinois. I can not express the joy
February a c J
.'
•
_ ·
.
felt since that time.
.
., ·
1 have
'
· d often goes back to Brother Montiigue, who. has
My nun ·e when he told us h'rs t.1me
·
was sh ort· an d ·told
gone on bef o1 '
. .
.
h.
H
f
tl
e
beautiful
vision
that
God
has
shown . rm.
e
1
0
usls10wed 1u·ni t'liat
he
had
never
stepped
aside
.from
the
path·
'
· ·· · · h
t,
t nd Jiis work was accepted. I have often thoug
of dtiuya
f'tl
t
I
could
live
in
this
life
so
that
·1
could
come
or
1
l • ia
01
•
'ti G d
d h' S . t
I
in that gTeat morning to rer~ .w1 '. bo at~f .I rs . arln sh.. h
am trying in my weak way to hve this S e~u :1 hu go~peS w. rc
· JI the world to me. Pray for the amts ere m prmg~el~ that we may live to hear the· words, "Well done, thoff
good and faithful servant."
Your sister in the precious faith,
ANNAS HOLNEY.
514 WEST VINE STREET..
HOOD RIVER, OREGON; April 3, l910.
Dear Hemld: This is one of thelov(l,ly Sabbath daysJ;hat
God has given us to worship him. I was not able to go, and
one boy twelve years old is staying with me. I have eight
children, and four of them belong to the church. I teach my
children to ask the Lord to help them choose their life companions. I know he will direct in such. matters if we Will put
our faith in him and.abide the time.
·Two years ago we were just about to move to this .State
from Iowa, and were thinking of dividing our family,· part
staying in Iowa with thefr father and the rest coming to
Oregon. But the Lord spoke to us through admiriistration ·
and told us we were not to divide our family, but to go. with
godspeed. Our hearts have been ·made to rejoice, as we have
a branch here, and there have been quite a number baptized,
and several ordained. There can be two officers sent out to
preach the gospel to the world and leave us three at home to
look after the Saints in the branch,
. I love to read the letters from the Saints and will say
that I feel that I am one of the we~kest of God's children,
and hope that you will pray for me that I may become
stronger and live close to him who fa the God of all who
humbly seek him in time of trouble.
Your sister,
MARIA HOWARD,
. Editors Herald: What shall I say to expr~ss my appreciation of the feasts of reading-matter provided of late in the
church publications? Something ought to be said in.ackno'Wledgment of the extra labor and. painstaking if· only "thank
you." It seems to me that if ever there was. a time 'when a
member of the church could feel an honest pi'ide in being
numbered with the people called to be Latter bay Saints, it is
n?w. Truly, "Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall
Ins face now wax pale.'' The· reading of the four edito1ials
"E arIY ideals
·
of the church," and the latest magazine number'
of th~ SAINTS' HERALD will certainly cause, the weakest Saint,
th~ is weakest in the faith, to feel as if he were strong.
. nd they who through long years of labor under trying
circumstances have done their part toward bringing about
the present condition, must feel glad and thankful that
through the help of God, they shrank not to improve the
~pportunities set before them, and now after the summing
they can see how great the. work was, though at the time
1
may have seemed discouragingly slow.
.
And what an incentive those reviews will· be t~ the m~re
r~~thfu.I of the church to thrust in'their sickles ancl labor-with
en' might while the day lasts, that they, too, may b~ found
among the honored ones at the last grand· review,· and hear
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the Master say, "Well done, enter into the joy of thy Lord."
None then will wish to be among the falte~'ing ones who must
stand back while the faithful workers step forward to receive
their crown.
- The conference news has been keenly enjoyed by many who
could not attend, the writer among them, especially that of
·the first day, April 6. And we wait for more. The influence
that comes from this last conference, is to the writer at least
just the opposite to that of last year in this one respect: last
year seemed to convey the feeling of a soon closing up of all
things, as if the sands of time had nearly run out. But this
year seems to indicate an entering upon a new era, or rather
a renewed lease of life and activity, not to any individual, but
to the church. I presmrie the two "gavels" have been the
cause of these influences. May this new one be wielded in the
hand of our aged and esteemed President many times, and
its ring call forth the activity of by-gone years, and that a
renewed vigor 'of both body anci mind may be in store for him.
In the hope of eternal life,

E.

BURTON.

DES MOINES, IOWA, March 26, 1910.
Last. Sunday it was niy good pleasure to
lead into the waters of baptism two old people, Brother !)nd
Sister Norton, aged respectively seventy and sixty~four, whose
hearts have been made joyous and glad at the privilege
granted them of receiving gospel privileges while yet life is
spared. They have been associated with other religious
organizations, and thought that they had been wholly sanctified, but they now rejoice that they have learned the way of
life more pei'fectly. It does one's heart go?d to hear them
express the joy and satisfaction they feel in having found the
living Christ. · They had thought that when they found those
who had enjoyed gospel privileges they would find a loving
and united people, but to find it otherwise has caused them
some degree of sorrow, but with all this knowledge that some
have not at all times manifested the Spirit of Christ they are
convinced· that it is not the fault of the gospel, nor of God's
servants who minister the word, but the result of human
·weakness. How· devoted should allof God's people be to God
and each other so as not to. cause sadness· in the hearts of
babes in the kingdom, or to caiise others nearing the kingdom to stumble, as has often been the case, and thus the
work of preaching the word has been hindered. God is truly
blessing his Saints to underStand the workings of the Spirit
better, and to have greater charity for those who are in darkness, or influenced by an unwise or uniighteous spirit.
The Healer's Conv~ntion held in this city from the 17th to
the 25th was something out of the ~rdinary. It demonstrates
that one with a specialty or hobby can draw the crowds, and
secure the applause of the common people. Judging from
what I could observe during my attendance at four of the
services I conclude that Dr. F. E. Yokum and his associates
are honest, but woefully deceived. .. They certainly have a
sympathetic interest in humanity's great need of physical
relief, and wrought with all that was in them to that end.
There was no special indications that they· Were laboring for
personal aggrandizement, but for what they thought was the
uplift of humanity. Associated with Doctor Yokum was an
Episcopal minister and his wife, a Chiistian minister, a Baptist, with a large following of the Pentecostal people, who were
.credited with having the gift of tongues some time ago in. the
city revivals here. There was no claim tliat one church was
any better than another, but that they were advocating the
building up of the church or kingdom of God in the heart, the
invisible church. No claim was made as to the source of the
present movement,. but that it was the outgrowth ·o:J' what
people had longed for and what the. Scriptures taught as a

· Edito1·s Herald:
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part of the Christ-work, and should ' have always been
pi:eached.
No claim is made for any special authority through which
the sick are healed, but that anyone who is a doer. of what
the Scriptures· advocate in regard to healing is used of God
to bring about the results. The leader, Doctor Yokum; is a
Methodist, but claims no special autho1ity from that source,
but claims that he has been healed through the praye_rs and
the laying on of hands of a member of the Catholic Church
who could not read a word, but simply by doing what he· had
requested he was immediately healed, because this person was
a ·doer of the word relating to healing. He tol<:I of other
healings that had been done by those who made no previous
pretensions of religious se1'vice, but on the contrary had been
dissipated and vicious people.
They claim the right to lay hands on anyone whom the
Spirit directs,-and they claim that God reveals nearly everything for them to do,-and sends them to go and heal anyone
no matter where located or whatever the disease. ·-They claim
that physicians or hospitals were never built for a Christian.
If a person is really a Christian they will have no need. of
either.
I decided that the power by which whatever hi;ialings came,
if any did come, was through mental suggestion and personal magnetism. I think more through mental suggestion
than any other way.
I decided that it did not come from God, for the reasons that
they misapplied nearly all the scriptures that they quoted
relating to the church and the gifts of healing connected
therewith; they did not comply with the law relating to. healing fully; they did not recognize the authority of the church
through which God had promised· healing; and they claim
that healing would follow anyone who had hands laid on them
with prayer whether they believed in the gospel who laid
on hands 01.. not, or whether the person who was sick believed
the gospel or not. Another feature that showed that the work
was not in accord with the Spirit with which Christ operated
while .here on earth, was that whenever anything that would
indicate that some blessing had ·come to any, they instructed
them to go out and tell others, and b1ing them to be healed,
and they made a public demonstration of all acts that had the
appearance of healing, while Jesus said, "Go, and tell no
man."A claim was made that Doctor Yokum learned first of the
power of healing through the Dowie movement. The movement that brought about the Healer's Convention began here
some time last October.
They claim all sickness is of the Devil, and they claim to cast
out devils when they heal a person of drunkenness, pride, the
morphine habit, the tobacco or opium habit, of paralysis, etc.
They claim that the basis of all healing is, "Upon this rock I
will build my church and the gates of hell shall not prevail
against it." It is the rock that will heal. He claims that
every wicked person is one of the gates of hell, and tliat the
rock is Jesus. They bless handkerchiefs, and send them to be
laid on the sick, and claim healing the same as when. hands
are laid upon them.
They slap their hands and repeat continuously, "Glory to
God," "Glory," "Praise God," "Yes, Lord," and .. such expressions. One of the leaders claimed that she was saved, not at
the. -anxious seat, not at conversion, not when she gave her
heart to God, but nineteen hundred years ago. It was when
Jestis said, "~t is finished."- By thE;i blood are we healed and
are we saved,.. is the claim.
It is advocated by them that the "Uni,ty of the sphit in
the bond of pea·ce" is not brought about by legislation or any
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special
Christ came witli any
. theory,. thus denying that
. . Jesus
.
special doctrme, that through it ·unity would be bi·ought
about.
Christian Science and healing by mesmerism or hypnotism
is denounced, and they deny that there is any fanaticism connected with their wo1'k, but that they just hold up Jesus.
They tOok up no coliections, but put a hat on the platform
and claimed that it was the duty of every one, if they wished
to be healed, to lay all at t~e a~ostles' feet, thus assuming
that they were apostles, and when I inquired how they became
apostles, I was answered tha~ because they healed thei·efore
th() signs of an apostle existed. TJ:iat if one had the gift of
tongues or the interpretation of tongues or healed the sick
therefore they were apostles.
·
This wiH give a general .idea of the work at the Healer's
Convention, and assist in determi~ing its godliness.
I _will preach my closing sermon in the city for the conference year to-morrow morning. When I sca1,1 the work of the
year, though I have not seen the results that I desired, yet I
enjoy the fact that I. have occupied the time and opportunities that have been presented, and have enjoyed the. approval
of my heavenly Father 11s much as any year that I have
ministered dming the thirty-two years of my ministerial
work. The prospects for an .ingathei'ing are brightening.
The greatest need of the church to-day is to follow the oftrepeated Ln.vitation of the loving Father, "Come up higher."
We must make the church a. place where those who enter as
babes in the kingdom may find spiritual nourishment and care,
a place of refrige in time of trouble, and then invite the wanderers in. Though weak mate1ial and inconvenient places
for occupancy may be all that is offered ·for us to use, yet
with God's blessings the Saints and God's ministers can build
up the kingdom of God and establish his iighteousness. The
source of all blessings is of 'God. Only those who are led by
the Sphit of God are his children. We-are not in the line of
our childhood when led by any other spirit, and the Spirit will
fill us with the love of God, and love for our neighbor, but
more especially for our brethr.en, . and through this means
alone can we assist to bring abo.ut God's purposes. Though
we may have the gift of prophecy, speak with the tongues of
angels, understand all mysteries, have faith to remove mountains, bestow all our goods to feed the poor, and our body
to be burned, yet if we have not the pure love of God, it
will profit us nothing, so says inspiration. Though we may
have prophesied and done many wonderful works, yet if we
work after the secret working of Satan to destroy the influence
of a brother, or even an enemy; then will we be unworthy the
welcome of our God. Though we may with eloquence pl'Oclaim the message of the gospel, if it is done for any other
reason than to build up the ldngdom of God, it will profit us
nothing, though it may be the means of helping others to see
the truth. How slow, it seems, are the childi·en of God to fully
enter in and occupy as the S!_lhit of God directs, and to shun
not to declare the whole counsel of God, because of what others
may say. To labor with an eye single. to the glory of God
is ofttimes forgotten in the zealous labor we may perform.
We too often get our eye on self, or some selfish interest and
that stands between us and God. When these thoughts have
passed through my mind, I feel so unworthy to be a child of
God. I praise God for his great condescension, and long-suffering to us. 0, that men would praise the Lord 'for his goodness and his wonderful works to the children of· men.
With hope and praise I contiii.ue in' the s,ervice of the Master, desiring to finish the work he has given me to do.
J. F. l\I!NTUN.
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soil. Thorough work at this time often saves a good crop at
MOUND CITY, KANSAS, April.23, 1910..
S . t . God works in mysterious: ways among, his the hai·vest time.
Again the farmer, like the church official, does not plow
Dear ai1\~;nt
to Scammon, Kansas, to work, and a few
1
children.
·d
taken sick with appendicitis and the · very deep until he strikes stony ground and his plow jumps
days aftei:~a; ,: :~ never get well without. undergoing an out. · He now calls one of his sons to come with pick and
doctor~ sai I
t for my fathei' and he went to the hospital shovel and remove the stone to a depth of eight inches. The
rat10n.
sen
'
·
"d I
Id farmer's plow next st1ikes a thicket of thorns and the horses
ope . bur . to see another doctor, and he also sa1
wou
at Pitts b g ·ated on. said if I wasn't operated on now, it refuse to go through them. Other sons are called upon and
•
'
f
1 e to e op er'
iav d
bacl- and mig·ht kill me, so the day was set or set to work digging out the enemy and cutting off the roots.
woul come ' '
d
d
.
All the Saints in Scammon felt sa , an com- He now plows into a very wet ravine where the soi'! is too
the opera t 10n.
I
Id moist to raise a full crop. He now sends for more help,
yi·ng·
that something would turn out. so· .. wou
.
mence d pm
··k. makes a sewer ditch through the center and a prohibitipn
ndergo
the
operation.
At
first
I
was
very
sic
,
not nee d to ll
·
·
·11·
t
was WI mg o ditch around on the hillsides, which relieves the good soil of
Imd hai·d pain ' and also sinking spells, so I h
· ·ts com- too much foul moisture (tea and coffee habits). By carefully
·
onsent for the operation, but when t e S am
give my c
'
dl
Id plowing for over a month, the farmer finds the soil in his
to
l ·aving· for me my mind was changed, an
d
mence P J
'
·
•
I
them I would rather die than to mtve .an operation. . was field well prepared for the sowing of the good seed, except on
· · tei·ed to every night, and the_pam left me and I could the old cut-off road extending from east to west across his
adnums
·
· ·
~·
h
sleep well all night. In the morning before sta1·~111g to t e farm. It becomes· quite a puzzle to the farmer and his sons
hospital, I was administered to by B~·other Martin, and he just how best to get rid of the hard soil in this highway.
in pro1ihec" and said that Gods hand had been over Finally the farmer telephones his troubles to the government
spoke
J
• h
. th
me in the past and if faithful he would be wit .. me m
e . expe1imental station for help. The expe1iment station soon
future and I would receive a blessing. I received ma~y · makes known to him over the same wire that they have an
blessings, and got up out of bed and commenced to gam old soldier, an experienced nurseryman, used to handling
strength and started on the train for home, a distance of over Judson and high explosives, sometimes called the Jotsman,
forty miles. I feel weak yet, but am thankful to our heave_nly whom they can send in a few days to pulverize the hard pan
.
Father and I ask the prayers of ali tlie Saints in my behalf. in the wayside.
In a few days "Jots" arrived at the farm, and after introLILLIE SIMPSON.
ductioll'to the farmer, told him that he was from Missouri and
to show him the cause of his difficulty. The farmer, after
The Field Like the Church.
telling the official how bad he felt when there was extreme
I live on a farm, and the.many kinds of soil and its many opposition, debate, etc., going on, took the .Jotsman to the old
conditions remind me of the many kinds of persons who join trail across the field. Here they soon jotted in a row of holes
the church, and of their va1ious conditions and surroundings about three feet deep and twenty feet apa1•t from the west
in life.
to the east side of the farm. The official told the farmer that
The up-to-date farmer's duty is something like the ·up-to- they would now put in the Judson powder, explosives, and the
date church official's. He· has something else to do besides fuse, but the farmer politely told "Jots" that he would rather
studying the government bulletins, and having faith in the see him afar off with quite a gulf between them. Before leavbest method of raising crops; he must also have works, for ing, Jots asked the farmer the name of the old trail across
"faith without works is dead." In the spring time the the land and also how far it extended from east to west.
farmer observes the "roll weeds" and the Russian thistles The farmer replied: "It is called the old Mormon trail, first
blowing across his field, not only scattering foul seeds by the made by Brigham and those who 'departed from the faith,'
wayside, but all over his field. ·His neighbors' horses and and extends from Nauvoo to Salt Lake City, Utah." The
cattle also insist upon making .a pasture of his farm and in last time the farmer remembers of seeing the "Jotsman," he
trampling his best soil harder ~nd hard(lr, and for convenience wai; going on West, down the firing line towards Salt Lake
the public makes a cut-off highway acrqss his land. He not City, blowing the old polygamqus trail into smithei·eens (t~e
only objects to all of this, but gets to work and builds a strong one-wife system as originally_ taught by the old church while
wire fence all around the f~rm. · Sometimes the public does under its leader, Joseph Smith).
not like this and pulls it down in order to travel the cut-off
After the heavy explosions and cannonading made by this
road and save time. The fai,mer now feels it his duty to get official the clouds gathered and a. copious rain fell on the
on the fighting line and builds his fence higher and stronger unjust' trail, and filled up all the holes and soaked the hard
than ever, a kind of "high protection"; then he puts up a hearted soil until it became moist enough for the farmer and
prohibition notice which reads: "All trespassers (sinners) his sons to thoroughly cultivate and get in readiness for sowwill be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law." · Sometimes ing time. The work of thoroughly preparing the soil now
the enemy will threaten the life of the farmer; and f~r this having been completed, behold an up-to-date sower went forth
they are sent away into the everlasting punishment (State to sow, drill, list, etc., and as he sowed the pure, governmentprison).
tested seed, it fell upon good soil, well prepared, and brought
After he succeeds in shutting all enemies out of his field, fo1-th an abundant crop, thirty, sixty, and a hundred fold, and
the up-to-date farmer next turns his attention to the enemies the farmer and his helpers gathered the grain into the storewithin. The weed seeds which were scattered all over his house, and the good steward (Bishop) said: "Well done, good
farm, he covers with hay, str~w, and stubble and then sets and faithful sons and daughters; enter into the joy of thy
them on fire, burning and heating them· until they can not Lord" (Zion).
W. D. McKNIGHT.
g~·ow. .In raising his crop the farmer accepts the services of
. LOGAN, OKLAHOMA, March 10, 1910.
his entire family. The women folks have_ charge of ,the small
seeds, the flowers, and the kitchen' garden (kindergarten),
Extracts from Letters.
some of the truck patch, and small fruits. Some of these they
start early in hot beds and· cold frame1>. The farmer now preMrs. Emma Basquin, Edgewood, Iowa: "We ·I.ive four ~nd
~arns the soil by plowing (in a dry counti·y) seven to eight one half miles from town, and there is one family of Saints
mches deep in order to hold the moisture <luring the. dry pa1-t fa town. I get quite lonesome sometimes for the company of
of the season, and 'in order to give the yo'ung piantE; depth of other Saints, and the need of an elder, but try to do the
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best I can and hope for a: better chance when we have fulfilled our duties here. I am the only one in our fmriily and
have no relatives in this faith; so you s-ee it is. pretty hard
for me sometimes, but Goel has been so good to me thiit I
hope that. the rest may yet see ahd believe· too. --1 )lave been
healed since coming into this faith. I was so sick that l could
not work at all and part of the time could not vv:alk,· liut
thanks be to God, I am now as well as ever and do all my
own work with my daughter's help. We rented a small !arm
last spring and God has blessed us in many ways since then.
I was baptized two years ago, May 20, 1908, by Bro. S: M.
Reiste. Since then I have a dear little baby _girl to care for,
and I thank God every day for his mercy and kindness. I
am so sorry that my husband does not belong, as then I could
do more for the church in other ways. He will not believe
there is a living God, but calls it all chance."
J. C. Christensen, Joplin, .Missouri: "My home address,
till further notice, will be 2225 Empire street, Joplin, Missouri. I am greatly in need of the History of the Disciples in
the Western Reserve of Ohio, by A. Hayden. Where ·can I
get a copy? Who can and will respond."
Bro. Noel Thornton, Nebraska City, Nebraska:. "I was
baptized August 1, 1909, at Nebraska City, by W. M. Self,
and confirmed by J. R. Sutton and G. H. Hilliard. I was
born at Fairfax, Missouri. I love to be with the Saints of
Nebraska, and I want to be found working for the good of
the chui'ch. I go to Sunday school, prayer meeting, and
church. I love to go where I can work for my Christ and do
good."
Bro. R. W. Taylor, Stafford, England: "Our district con-·
ference met at Priestly Road, Birmingham. I had the pleasure of attending all the meetings. I especially enjoyed the
testimony meeting on Sunday. I felt as Peter said· to .the
Master at the time of the transfiguration, that it was good
for us to be there. It is the first conference that I have
attended since I have been in the churcli. It puts me in
mind of the gath·erings at the Saints' church in Lamoni. We
never see such large numbers at the meetings here. We are
but few in number at the Stafford Branch, but I believe we
are all trying to do all we can for the good work. We meet
together from time to time, remembering the Lord's promise
that where 'two or three are met together in my name,
there am I in the midst of them.' "
Bro. Allen McAlister, Alvarado, Texas: "I want to tell
you a few of my experiences in the faith: I have seen my
grandmother healed with the power of God, and I saw a lady
who was blind administered to. and now she can see. I want
all of the Saints to pray for me that I may be a shining light.
I am twenty years of age. I have had the oversight of my
mother, four sisters, and two brothers ever since I was sixteen years old. My trials are great, but I have a desire to
serve .the Lord. The trials of life have almost choked out
the good seed that was sown in my heart; however, there is
a sweet morsel of God's love that I enjoy when I arouse
myself to a s~nse of my duty, and by the help of God I hope
to overcome the wicked one. I was baptized in my fourteenth
year by W. R. Standefer. I have seen many of tlie gifts of
God manifested among his· dear Saints. When I think of
those days it makes my soul rejoice in the Lord and I wonder
why I have strayed away from hini. I desire all ·of ·the
Saint~ to pray for me."··
Bro. W. H. Davenpo1t, Sari. Antonio, Texas: ·"The work
is in fair condition. here, the Second San Antonio- Branch.
We have foui; :m'eetings evei•y Lord's day; Sunday school at
10 a. m.; preaching at 11; pi'ayer meeting at 3 p .. m.; ancl
preaching again·at8 p. m.; prayer meeting every Wednesday
night.; sacrament monthly. Our worthy branch . president;
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B_ro. _Ed. N. ·McRae, has not been. well for quite a while. Our
d1str1ct conference was held with the First San Antonio
Branch, March 18. and 20. ..The· speake1•s were Brn. w. c.
Carl, D. S. Palmer, W. H. Mannering, and 0. D. Johnson.
The officers elected for the ensuing yeai· were as follows:
W. C. Carl president; D. S. Palmel' viCe-president· Hal
Hamilton Davenport secretary; Othro Adams assistadt secretary."
Bro. John H. Tibbles, Ohio, Missouri: "A few weeks ago
I wrote you about how our Sunday school outgrew our room
capacity, and that we had provi.ded the schoolhouse for Sunday
school, and how some had hurt our school by accusing me of
being a Mormon. Well, these _parties kept agitating the matter until we were l.ocked out· for a couple of Sundays. Then
the house was reopened, but the people demanded a reorganization, which meant that they wanted me fo resign. Of comse
I accommodated them.and we have resumed our Sunday school
class at home. I might have held on, but I have always
thought that there was more lost than gained by tenacious
contention."

News from -.Branches.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
On Easter morning a quiet "but .pretty home wedding· was
solemnized when Elder J. D. Suttill impressively joined in
happy wedlock Bro. AI:iha Bearse and Sr~ Elouise Delano of
. the Boston Branch.
On the evening of Easter Day the Providence Sunday
school gave a concert quite worthy of note, consisting of
appropriate selections by the primary department and a song
story rendered by adults and both·· senior and junior choirs,
under the efficient direction of ~our Sunday school chorister,
Sr. Ora Holmes.
Our primary superintendent, Sr. Cora Main; introduced a
beautiful original tableaux of. a white cross veiled in white,
and at the account of the triumphant entry into Jerusalem
the children of the departnu:nt arose and with palms in hand
waved the same to the tune of "Hosannah" which they and the
chorus rnng. As the song and chorus progressed to the portrayal of the death on calvary, the· larger girls of th!! primary department veiled the cross in black, and Sister l\fain
arrayed in Grecian garb of white, with scar:f draped in graceful folds from the shoulder, was se_en leaning in an attitude
more eloquent than words, against the shrouded cross in utter
misery and sadness over the death of the Beloved One who,
in the story, had healed the blind beggar boy who was
lamenting the death of his kind· master. When the story
recounted the restoration to life again of· His Beloved, the
children were in evidence again to unveil the glorified cross,
and the aforementioned gleaming cross with its pink flowers
and Easter lilies was exposed to view, while the little ones
knelt with a lily in each hand outstretched toward the cross
in an attitude of homage and adoration, while the chorus
sang the last hosannas. There. were many moist eyes to testify of the pathetic beauty created in the beautiful tableaux
that were presented, and the impression of the tragedy on
Calvary was so vividly made on.the mind of the beholder, that
one of the little girls three years old cried afoud, and when
her parents asked her what made her cry, she said, "It is
·
so sad" ·
We feel to congratulate the Providence Sunday school on its
efficient superintendent" and assistant and colab?rers, an~ on
the successful Easter concert and the beautiful decorations
that ·the. assistant superintendent, Bro..Charles Ira Brown,
. had designed for the occasion. we also feel thankful to the
Giver of all .precious. gifts for the pleasure. tha~ our Sister
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·
in the cultivation of the beautiful gifts of song,
Cora' gwesd us
· bl esse d, an d w h'1ch. th e
drama with which she 1s
oesy,
an
'
·
P.·
· t her' 'to arrange fol' our ed'fi
1 cat'10n ·an d p1easure
Spn,·it ass~slsevents ,~hich we endeavor to ·have fn our midst.
at t 1e socia
.
1
The elderly and sick ones of our people were a so remembered by the Sunday school superintendent, Brother Fox, and
his assistants, with bouquets ~f flowers, and P?ts of· azal~as
and Easter lilies; and the children of. the primary department each Easter are each given a potted plant to take home
instead of an Easter card, as. they prefer them.
·
A few of the adult classes of the Sµnday school are endeavoring to increase their Christmas Offering by giving
attractive little suppers. The last one we heard was; spread_
in the basement which had been tastefully decorated with _red,
white, and blue bunting. The table was spread the full length
of the rnom, and each guest's place was designated by a cord
with a picture or sentence thereon ·which they were .supposed
to decipher for themselves, and if they _made a mistake and
selected the wrong place they were fined ten.cents.
SUNDAY SCHOOL CORR_ESPONDENT.

FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS.·
Fall River, the border city of :Massachusetts, the spindle
city of America, extends to every·town or village wherein a
body of Saints may dwell, its best wishes, ·and expresses the
hope that happiness and progress may continually be the lot
of its brethren on other portions of the earth's surface. By
Fall River I mean the branch of Saints residing th,ere. We
are still trying in our feeble way to please the Lord. We err
at times, but our desires are the ·major part· of the time to
do right.
The different departments of the church ·are progressing.
Sevtral members have been added to the Sunday school. -The
primary department is increasing· rapidly. Ma.ny children,
whose parents are not regular attendants or members of the
church, attend because th,ey are pleased with the manner in
which the department is conducted, and also because of 'the
many innovations there; innovations that are instructive as
well as entertaining. Two Sundays ago at the request of their
superintendent they assembled outside of the church and had
their pictures taken. Last Sunday the superintendent presented each teacher and scholar with one of tli.e pictures on a
P_ost card. This was a present that. was very much appreciated by the children and it represented a sacilifice oil the
part of the superintendent, as the primary depai'tment ·is quite
large.
·
·
Charles Cockcroft, superintend~nt, informs _me ·that the
Sunday school is growing. . Why shouldn't it? See who are
at the head of it. Though neither one of the young men has
voted as yet, what they lack in years they make up in energy.
L.ast. Sunday we were favored with a visit from one of our
district officers of the Sunday school,· Miss Lucy Sears. We
would be pleased to see our district officers more frequently.
In a week Class No. 4 will assemb_ le at the horn. e of w.miam
Roberts one of 1't
- to celebrate the anniversary.of its
b'
'
s memb ers,
nth. This is a class of young men· about ten in number
and whose 'aver age age
. 1s
· a b ou t twenty-one
. ·.
·
'
years, .Whenever
~~e of their nmhber is favored·with a birthday the rest of
, e ciaES, With their friends of the gentler sex assemble at
his home and 'th
. Jokes,
·
' of various
. .k' 1
'
WI
songs,
and amusements
T~~ ~· an~ refreshments, the evening is .pleasantly passed.
iost is always presented with a token of esteem by the
c1ass and a box 0 f h 1 t.
.
,·
.
f 11
'
c oco a es to keep' him sweet. It. usually
a~l to the lot of John Sheehy to pre~ent the chocolates.· ·
len any member of the church is known to be: sick the
cIass sends flow· . t th· ff!'
· .
·
.'
b ti1
er s o_ e ·a . 1cted one: Post· cards ·a.re sent
.e c~ass and also individually whenever· a bfrthday occurs.
. · picmcs and at reunions they play baseball tog~ther and ·
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are nearly always victorious. _Class organization has proven
a great blessing to Class No. 4. Our pastor being also our
teacher, is president of the class and is a very popular one .
Recently our city chose "Fall River looms up" as its slogan,
. partly because it is situated on three hills and to the traveler
:even at a distance it looms up, and partly because. of its
principal industry.
,
The young· people and the older ones as well are patiently
waiting for reunion days, the happiest days of the year. lf
you wish the young people to become more interested in the
gathering in of Zion, just point out to them that it is a
reunion on a large scale, and you will always have an attentive audience. The best prayer meeting I ever attended was
at a reunion, and I was not even a member of the church at
that time.
May we strive continually to. acquire all that would improve
and eliminate all that would injure our characters. May we
place our trust in the Lord at all times and be willing to
· say, even as a chi1d:
·
"Help us, Lord, to love ·thee more,
Than we ever loved before;
In our thought and in our play,
Be thou 'vith us through the day."
With best wishes for the success of this great work, I am,
Your brother, ·
ALMA IV[. COOMBS.

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
We have been privileged to enjoy visits from quite a few
who were. passing through to General Conference the past
month. Bm. H. 0. Smith, C. Ed. Miller, R. Etzenhouser, and
), M. Stubbart gave us information and instruction worthy
of consideration. Brethren Tanner, Archibald, and Elliott also
fed us with the bread of life. Sr. Swift, the superintendent
of the cradle ·roll department, gave a baby party to the
mothers and babies of the Sunday school ·recently at the
home of Bro. and Sr. G. S. Trowbridge, ·and all had a pleasant
time.
Bro. and Sr. R. Trowbridge had a little baby girl come to
take up its abode with them April 22.
On the evening of April 20 Sr. Essie Radford and M1'. '
John Bunch were united in matrimony by Bro. R. Archibald.
We wish them much joy and prosperity. ·
·
While some are in joy, others are in sorrow and mourning;
such are the ways of life. We i·egret to record ·the unlookedfor death on the evening of April 9 of Mr. Robert De Jong.
He leaves to mourn his departure his beloved wife, Sr. Sarah
De Jong, and four children, Anna, Nellie, Daniel, and the
undersigned who was a stepdaughter, though only in name.
He was also loved by a host of friends because of his honorable and unright life. He was always a friend to God's
servants and people, who ever found
welcome in his home,
and he ever had a good word for our work. The services
were held from his home at 2739 De Jong street, April 12,
Bro. R. Archibald'speaking words ·of instruction and comfort
to the bereaved ones, after which the Masonic ~Lodge, of
which Mr. De Jong was an active woi·ker forforty-one years,
took charge. After the Masonic rites were completed, Brother,
Archibald uronounced the benediction.
Sr. De Jong, who has been so sorely afflicted in body, needs ·
the faith and-prayers of God's people 'with this added burden

a
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-
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Sr. Billinsky is reported to be improving nicely;
Your siste1~ in ChiiSt;
!·~2.739 DE·JONG STREET.
E. M. -~ATTERSON.
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FIRST KANSAS CITY.
Our protracted meetings are. over and we are all quite well
satisfied with the results. Bro. R. C. Evans felt well and his
efforts were all that could be desired. He preached every
night except Saturday, and twice on Sunday for three weeks.
The attenclancii was good. Our beautiful house was full nearly
every meeting. The Saints were much built up and educated
in the restoration of the gospel, the blessings to be enjoyed by
us in this life by obedience thereunto. Brother Evans had
the strongest support possible of all the Saints, which, no
doubt, was the reason he enjoyed such excellent liberty in
presenting the beautiful gospel of the Son of God. Thirteen
precious souls were baptized by him while here and many more
were brought nearer the kingdom. But the greatest good was
to the members of the church, myself included; it was indeed
a.feast of fat things to us all. As we sang at the close, "Goel
be with you till we meet again," it was clearly visible that it
was the prayer of the heart of all. Many wore the expression,
"I wish we could have him with us all the time to reach the
outside people." Since then conference is in session and
most of our people are attending there in Independence, and
our meetings have not been so well attended.
Sr. ·G. H. Hidy met with an accident in getting off the
street .car, but through the holy ordinance she soon recovered.
Russell H. Warnky, wife, and son are here from Brooklyn,
New York, for a visit with their parents. L. E. Warnky is
also home. Both the boys are members of the Central Automobile Company.
The weather during all these meetings is fine and the health
of the Saints genera.Uy is good, as is also their spiritual condition. The prospects for a big crop of fruit and grain in
this conn.try were never better.
F. C. WARNKY.
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brethren. It sound;> beautiful to hear the chimes of th b II '
on Sabbath morning.
e e
" The .saints a.re heeding th!J _:ins~ruction that has been given:
Let hm1 that 1s 'warned, warn his brother or neighbor." We
see a few o.f the Saints bring ·their fdends with them almost
every meetmg. · Thus the gospel seed is being planted, and
we pray before long it shall take root and grow.
Last Sunday, April 10, was a busy day for us. Three sermons were given by our pastor, which were full of instruc.tion. At 2.30 p. m. the lodge of our town turned out in a
body and was addres~ed by our pastor. He showed how the
Lord had pr~vided in the gospel the law of equality; every
man should be equal.
Our choir is doing nicely; so you. see we are coming right
up the line.
Yours in gospel. bonds,
IRA w. Hmrns.

......
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Miscellaneous Qepartment
Conference Minutes, .

MOBILE.-District met in conference with the Theodore
Branch, March 19, 1910, at 10 a. m. Brn. W. L. and N. L.
Booker were chosen to preside. The district secretary was
chosen secretary, with Brother Stiner to assist; Sr. Nora
Warr chosen organist, to choose assistant; N. L. Booker
chorister. Branches reporting: Theodore, 78; Bay Minette
110; Bluff Creek, 106; Three Rivers, 123; Horseshoe, 9. Offi~
cial reports: Elder W. J, Booker, W. L. Boo'lrnr, N. L.
Booker, G. T. Chute; Priests L. C. Goff, T. W. Smith. Bishop's
ag~nt's report: On hand last i'eport, $40.78; collected, $116.85;
paid out, $77.41; on hand, $80.22. Treasurer's report: Collected, $14.45; paid out, $14.46. Secretary's report: Expenses, $3.22; received, $1.50. All financial reports were referred to an auditing committee consisting of G. T. Chute,
James Powell, and Frank Stiner. They reported as follows:
Bishop?s agent's books found con'ect, church owes treasurer 1
cent, and owes secretary $1.72. Report adopted. Delegates
were appointed to General Conference. The Religio asked to
ELK MILLS, MARYLAND.
have their reports, which came in too late for the convention,
We would like to have space in your columns to let your read. Time was granted and reports from Three Rivers and
many readers know that we have a very fine band of Saints Theodore were read and approved. ·A collection was taken
here under the leadership of Bro. William Anderson. It has from which the shortage due secretary was paid and a balance
been about twenty-five years since the gospel first came to this of $1.78 was placed in the hands of the treasurer. Preaching
.
Saturday at 7 p. m .. by W. J, Booker; Sunday, 11 a. m., by
place. We have had our many hardships and we, too, have G. T~ Chute; Sunday, 7 p. m., by N. L. Booker. Prayer
had our many blessings; so we are rejoicing in the gospel. meeting, Sunday 2.30 p. m., in charge of W. L. Booker and
We have a very fine Sunday school with Bro. John Lawr- • George .Ent~·ekin. Vote!>~ !hanks .was given ~heod01·e Saints
.·
. . .
. . .
.
for then· ktndness to vrn1tmg Saints and friends. Conference as supennte~dent. Th: Rehgio IS domg mcely with ence adjourned to meet with the Blufl; Creek Branch June 18,
Bro. Henry Carr, Jr., as president.
1910, at 10 a. m. Edna J. Cochran, clerk, Van Cleave, MisAll our sick are on the mend, for which we are ve1y.thank- sisippi.
·
ful. One little boy, a member of the Sunday school, whose
NORTHEASTERN MrssouRI.-District convened at Bevier,
Mirnouri, February 26, 1910, at 10 a. m., F. T. Mussell in
parents do not belong· to the church, was wondrously healed charge. Bro. w. s. McCrae was chosen to preside and F. T.
when earthly physicians had given him up. He called for the Mussell assisted. 'William C. Chapman and W. B. Richar~s,
elders, and we were made to confess that there is not such secretaries. Higbee and Bevier branches reported and Bevier
faith in all latter clay Israel as was exhibited by this little report was returned for correction. There were eight elders
and fol.lr priests reported. Bishop's agent reported cash on
boy. He is now leading the family into the church. Just as hand and receipts, $381.90; expenses, $360.30; balance due
soon as he gets a little stronger they will enter the king- church, $21.60. District treasurer reported: Cash o~ h~nd
dom. So you see· the good work is rolling on.
and receipts, $24.06; expenses; $9.07; balance. due d1str1ct,
$14.99. These reports were audited and found correct. The
In conversing with a man the othei· clay, not a member of name of 0. R. Miller was presente·c] to the conference for
the church, he said to me, "There is a man of Goel," referring ordination to the office of e·lder, and Brn .. W. T. Ramrny and
to.Brother Anderson, our pastor. We are glad that we have David Tryon for ordination to th.e office 'Of priest. Brother
such a shepherd leading the flock, one who has won the con- Miller was ordained February 27, 1910, under. the_ hands
of W. S. Macrae and F. A. Evans; the othei' orclmat10n left
fidence and respect of even those not of .the faith and is loved in charge of district president and missionary in charge. A
dearly by those in the fold.
reunion was decided upon to be held in the late sumn}er .or
Peace and unity seem to be ·existing among the priesthood. early autumn and arrangements were left to the d1stnct
officers and the missionaries. Adjourned to meet at call of
Bishop Zimmermann, of Philadelphia; paid us a flying visit, district officers.
giving us timely instruction which w:;is enjoyed by all. Distl.:ict president, A. D .. Angus, was a visitor a· short time ago,
Convention Mhndes~
also district superintendent, A. T;. Christy.·· Both seemed
~O!JILE.-J\ c?nvention of th_e district Sunday school a.nd
pleased with the. progress we were' making. We have just Rehg10
associat10ns was held at Theodore, Alabama, ~1~1ch
.seated our new 'church. with opera chaiFS, which makes a big 18, 1910, Brn. Oscar 'rillmafi and W. L. Booker pres1dmg.
improvement; aiso a fine bell has J:ieen .donated by ,two of the Minutes of last session read and approved. Verbal reports
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. . of each department were h~ard. ~eports of
froi~ oflic~i;ols
at Three Rivers, Theodore, Bay Mmette,_ and
1

Sun .aY .sc1 were read and accepted. Officers of Three Rivers
Bldfl'T~ied~re
Religios stated that .reports from both locals
and b ieo iade but by rnme oversight had not been presented.
ha ino~f~; 1 npre~ailed that we ask the conferE)nCe to grant us
4
. ad these reports when they are presented. The con}"1~e t~ ~~;nplied with this request an~ said reports were read
ei3nc ce ted at the afternoon sess10n on Saturday. The
an a~ p office~·s were elected for one year: Sunday school
follo'~::~~ndent, w. L. Booker; assistant superintendent, ~· G.
!,,[fif:i~; secretary, Edna Cochrap; treasf!ri;ir, Lester M~ller;
librarian Oscar Tillman. President Rehgio, Lester Miller;
vice-president, A,.G. ¥ille1:; secretary, ~dna Cochran; treasurer, A. G. Miller; hbrarian, qsc.ar Tillman.· Delegates to
General Convention for both societies were selected. Convention adjourned to meet J!'riqay afternoon at 3 o'clock prior to
the convening of next district conference and at same place.
Edna J. Cochran, clerk.
Conference Notices.

Clinton District will convene at Veve chapel, May 21 and
22 1910. Reports and communications sent. by mail should
re~ch the undersigned on or before May.19. John W. Noyes,
secretary, Nevada, Missouri.
The Florida District will convene with the Pleasaiit View
Branch near Dixonville, Alabama, on Saturday and- Sunday,
May 21 and 22. We are anxious to have reports ;from all the
local brethren of the priesthood. May we not have them?
E. N. McCall, secretary.
The Southern Indiana District will convene with the New
Albany Branch, May 14 and 15, 1910. We hope the· Saints
will come in the Spirit of the Master, that· the work done may
be for the best interest of the cause. First session llfay 14,
2 p. in. William Dowker, vice-president.
I herewith give notice of the conference of the Western
!>Jaine District to be held with the Stonington Branch, May
Branch clerks are requested to send all papers
to Frank l\L Carter, Stonington} Maine, one week before conference convenes.
'
21 and 22.

Convention Notices.

The Florida District Sunday school association will conve~e at Pleasant View church, near Dixonville, Alabama on
Fpday, May 20, at 2.30 p. m. All are invited to att~nd;
Ruby McCall, secretary.
'rhe joint session of the Massachusetts District Sunday
school and Religio associations· will convene in Attleboro
n.fa<sa~hmetts, Saints' church, May' 14, at _2.30 p. m., con~
tmu\ng over Sunday, the 15th. Ora V. Holmes, and Mary O.

Lewis, secretaries.

M'The ~un~lay school association of the Clinton District
rnsour1, will meet in convention at the Veve chapel May
2O, 1910, at 10 a. m. Religio convention will meet ~t the
~t'~~ pla.ce and date in the afternoon. Please have all ere•
. en lals. 111. We would like. to see a good delegation as this
is e ectwn of district officers for the Religio. Zor~ Lowe
secretary, Eldorado Springs, Missouri, R. F. D. No. 1.
'
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are made acquainte.d with your work in all the minutia of
detail.
-ASSISTANT MINISTERS IN CHARGE,
Nebraska, except Northern District, J, R. Sutton; Northern
Nebraska District and South Dakota, J, W. Smith· North
Dakota, Jerome E. Wildermuth; Minnesota, Leonard' Houghton; Northern Wisconsin District, W. P. Robinson; Southern
Wisconsin District, J. 0. Dutton; Northern, Central and
Western Michigan districts, J. J. Cornish; Southern Michigan
and Nprthern Indiana, S, W. L. Scott; Southern Indiana
Jo~n .Harp; !'l'ortheastern Illinois, F. M. Cooper; Kewanee:
Illm01s, District, Amos Herve; Nauvoo and Eastern Iowa distri.cts, James McKiernan; Des Moines,.Iowa,_District, J. F.
Mmtun; Gallands Grove, Iowa, and Little Srnux, Iowa, districts, W. A. Smith; Pottawattamie, Iowa, District, G. R.
Wells; and Fremont, Iowa, W. E. Haden. The Lamoni Stake
will be under the supervision of Eli Hayer, and the Eastern
Michigan Distr'ict will be under William Davis. These men
will have" supervisory charge in everything save reports and
should be counseled and respected in their position.
WCAL REPORTING.
Stake and district presidents should report directly to the
First Presidency the items furnished them by the various
branch presidents, except in cases where difficulties are of
long standing or the laws and usages of the church are in··
volved. In these cases consult with the assistant minister. iri
charge or the minister in general charge.
REUNIONS.
'!\hose in charge of reunions will please inform me at the
earliest date possible of the time and place of the holding of
their reunion. Or if you will consult me before fixing the date
it is possible that we will be able to largely avoid a conflict.
Trusting for·a prosperous year for all and that both Saints
and.ministry will work harmoniously,
Yours.in the conflict for right,
J. W. WIGHT, Minister in Charge.
Notice to the Eastern Mic)ligan District and Schools. ·

A number of schools have failed to send reports for the
last quarter ending April 1. Kindly take note of this and
bring it befo1'0 your school. Whether officer or scholar, it is
to your interest to see that your school is reporfad. I trust
that all will respond by sending reports. to the following
address.
EMMA H. WHITFORD.
123 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
Sunday School and Raligio Fidd Workers.

Will the reunions, conferences, or districts desfring the '
services of field workers in the interests of either tlie ·above
organizations kindly notify the. undersigned at once? Provisions will be made to supply aH demands to the best of our
ability.
DANIEL MACGREGOR,
Thedford, Ontario.
J-. · A. GUNSOLLEY,
Lamoni, Iowa.
18-3t
first Quorum of Seventy.

In preparing the circular letter requested by the quorum I
will need the very latest permanent address of every member
gf the quorum, and if any has changed his address stnce the
Pastoral.
: appointments for the year, please send me the same by return
bi·I~ thet Ministry and ~aints of II-fission No. 1, Iowa Ne- mail.
J. F. MINTUN,
. ca, he Dalwtas, Minnesota Wisconsin Michiga1{ JnSeeretary of First Seventy.
diana
and
Noi·t/•ni•
Ill'
·
G
'
·
'.
'
plac ci . h
'V n
inois; reeting: Havmg again been
a e 111 c arge of the above field and in harmony with
nnual custom, I wish to address to you the following·:
·
Addresses.

l
~-

't····.···.··_

~~:
1'_

~

I'
f_·

John W. Rushton, 28 Methley Drive, Chapeltown Road,
·Leeds, England.
W. Christy, Bishop's agent, Mineral Ridge, Boon~ County,
be~l l~e~~tofore the times of reporting will be ·July 1; Octothe fi~·st' .uar~ • and Marc~ 1. You will please to note that Iowa.
three 1110 ~~h~ 1 t covers a pcr10d of four mouths, the 11ext two
should b
eac.h, and the last, two months. These -reports
A Double Wedding.
wm 1· e.made direct to me and yom• promptness in reporting
nsu1
e
my
. t ransm1
. 'tt•mg my reports
.
At Ward, Iowa, at the hom.e of the bride',~, paren~s, by
Fh·st Pre ·d pron1pt
· , ness m
to the
name ands\ency.
enter into details both as to James Wilkinson, Mr. George F. Hull to Miss Sylvia M.
1 ems ol~es~)atter
md1v1dual work. so that the Presidency Rowley; and l\'lr. Rodger D. Williams to Miss Goldie B. RowREPORTING.

1
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ley. Both brides were neatly attired in gowns of green silk,
and the wedding presents were numerous and appropriate.
A bounteous supper was served by Mr. and Mrs. Rowley, ahd
the cornet band, of which the bridegrooms are both members,
furnished pleasant music for the occasion.
_
Correction.

No. 11, volume 57, of SAINTS' HERALD, March 16, 1910, in
the minutes of the Sheffield-, England, district conference; the
election of officers should read, J. Austin, president; John
Holmes, vice~president.
GEORGE GAYDON, Secretary.
Died.

GARDNER.-Sarah Gardner was born near Toronto, Ontario,
November 5, 1830, and died March 21, 1910; at Hamburg,
Iowa. She was married to A. T. Mortimore in 1849, and to
this_ union were born five sons and seven daughters. She
leaves to mourn their loss, eleven children, seventy-two grandchildren, fifty-four great-grandchildren. She united with the
church October 2, 1870. Funeral conducted and sermon
preached by W. M. Self, Nebraska City, N~braska.
BINS.-Lydia Bins, wife of Alen Bins, died neai' Avery,
Texas, March 10, 1910, aged 56 yearn, 2 months; and 5 days.
She was born in the State of Arkansas, January 5, 1854. She
was baptized into the Reorganized Church March 28, 1901, by
E. A. Erwin; and confirmed by P. B. Bussell, and E. A.
Erwin. Was laid to rest March 11, in the West Baurie cemetery. Funeral by P. B. Bussell, assisted by Mr. M. Idol, of
the. Free Will Baptist faith. She lived a true Saint and
leaves an aged husband and a host of friends to mourn their
·loss. She awaits, no doubt, the resurrection of the just and
a crown of glory.
McCORD.-Donald Label, infant son of Bro.' Arch and Sr.
Anna McCord, of Stewartsville, Missouri, died March 26, 1910,
aged eight hours. Words of comfort spoken at the home by
Bro. W.·Head, prayer by Bro. Andrew Lewis. Interment in
Stewartsville cemetery on Easter Sunday. Thus a little bud
of hope was planted on earth to bloom in paradise.
CRATON.-Lizzie, wife of Charlie Craton, was- born in 1876,
and died at her home nea1' Hull, Nebraska, February 26,
_ 1910. Was baptized by Bro. J. W. Morgan three years ago .
. Though isolated from the church, she lived a life worthy of
imitation and was loved by all who knew her. She leaves
a husband and two .children, besides other relatives and a
host of friends to mourn their loss.
MITCHELL.-Helen Loo:mis~was born July 23, 1850, and died
March 16, 1910. She was married to William Mitchell, December 25, 1867. She leaves to mourn her husband, three sons,
three daughters, ten grandchildren, three sisters, four broth'ers; and._other relatives and friends .. Her death occurred at
Coeur de Aline, Idaho, where she went last fall to visit her
daughter. -Remains were brought to Newark, South Dakota,
where deceased had resided since 1884. Funeral sermon by
Reverend Bonner. She united with the Reorganized Church
March 21, 1880, and remained faithful until the end.
SOUTHWICIL-Elder Henry Southwick died at Plano, Illinois, March- 9; 1910, aged 73 years, 8 months, and 6 days.
Deceased was baptized by Elder J. C. Gaylord, September 22,
1876, at Burlington, Wisconsin; confirmed by Elders William
Aldrich and D. H. Smith; ordained to the office of elder, September 2, 1884, by J. S. Patterson, near Burlington, Wisconsin.
He was united in :marriage to Laura E. Sherman in 1858, and
to this union were born six children, all of whom are dead.
His wife died January 26, 1904, and he married Mrs. Clara
_Eggleston October 11, 1904, who with his .foui• -step<lhildren
sm'vive him. Fun!)ral address was delivered at Plano, March-11, J?y Elder F. M. Cooper.
·
YERRINGTON.-George S. Yerrington was born in ·Connecticut, Api·il 7, 1827; baptized $,pril 7, 18671 by Charle~ N.
-Brown. He was ordained a teacher May 17, 1869, by Cyril E.
Brown; a priest May 1, 1870, by.C. N. Brown; and an el~er_
January 11, 1874, by T. W. Snuth. ~e was -a very act1v.e
business .man through life and also m church _wo1:k until
within a few years, as old age began to d:iwn upon him_. He
died full in the faith of the gospel of Chr1st,;March 25, 1910.
_He leaves a- wife and one son to :mourn_.the1r loss. He was
- laid to rest March 28, 1910. Services -conducted by Elder
William Bradbu1;y.
KIEn.-David Kier was born in Ayshire, Scotland, April 22,
1831, and died_ Fel>rua1•y 6,:-1910;<at his h()me 'in Eustis, Ne-
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brask!I, a.ged 78 years, ~ _:mon~hs, ,and 14 days. Came to
America m 186.8. He umted ~th the. Uta!?- church in Scotl~nd1 but he did ~ot. find, then· ~eachmgs- m harmony with
his 1deal of a Christian hfe, -so 111·1871 he umted with th
Reorganized Chur~h at Brai~w,ood, fllinois, being baptized b~
Elder Scott. He hyed a consrntent hfe and \Vpn many friends
as the floral offermgs and. attendance at tlie services full '
attested. Song by the ch01r, followed by prayer by Brothef.
Keller at the house. - He was laid 'to rest in the Eustis
cell!etery February 7. Funeral sermon by Elder J. F. Grimes,
assisted by G. W. Johnson. He leaves to 'mourn his aged companion, one daughter, and several grandchildren.BEAL.-Nellie Beal was born at Kibbie,-Illinois October 7
1886. She was baptized by Eider J. D. Stead \~hen twelv~
years of age. Married to Bro. ;M:erwin Beal by Elder J. c.
Foss, May 3, 1908. She leaves to mourn her husband father
mother, three brothers, and four sisters. She died ~t Inde~
pendence, Missouri, April 5, 1910, of consumption. Funeral
services at the South Side Church to a full house by Elder
J. C. Foss, assisted by Pres. G. E. Harrington.
MERRI!T.~At Lamoni, Iowa, March 30, 1910, Bro. Belmont
L. Merritt, aged 65 years, 8 mo!'Jths,_ and 8 days. His wife,
two sons, and one daughter survive him. He was baptized in
1881 by Elder A. S. Cochran. At seventeen years he became
a soldier in the civil war p.nd served thr,ee years. The Lamoni
G. A. R. Post had part in the services. H. A. Stebbins
preached the sermon, assisted by A. S. Cochran. His body
was taken to Darien, New York, for burial, as he had requested.
BEACH.-At the Saints' Home,_ Lamoni, Iowa, April 1, 1910,
Bro. W. N. Beach, aged 86 years, 9 months, and 9 days. His
wife died in 1862, and he had no children living at his death.
He was baptized at Des Moines, Iowa, in 1894,- by _Bro. C. F.
Merrill. Funeral services in charge of Bro. John Smith.
Bro. H. A. Stebbins was the speaker and Bro. A. S. Cochran
assisted.
Cox.-At Fort Morgan, Col«;n·ado, April 3, 1910, Sr. Leah
M. Cox, wife of Mr. W. H. Cox, and daughter of James J.
Post, of Kansas City,-aged 24-years, 10 months, and 10 days.
She was baptized in Leon, Iowa, in 1894 by Bro. John Denio,
and was married to Mr. Cox at Davis City by Bro. H. A.
Stebbins in 1903. Her body ,was brought to Leon and laid
beside those of her mother and sister. - Bro. H. A. Stebbins
was called to preach the sermon. '1'.wo bright boys, aged 2
and 5 years, remain to comfort the sorro:w;ing father.
MADISON.-Maren Pedersen was born in Denmark, September 3, 1828; married to Ole Madison, June 17, 1859. She
emigrated to America in 1861, arriving in Utah in 1862,
whither she walked most of the way. Becoming disgusted
with Brigham Young's doctrine· and dictatorship, they escaped,
returning east,- and lll'l-iving in Omaha in -1866. The next
spring they came to Atchison County, Missouri, and thence
to Nodaway County, where they -have resided continuously
since. She joined the Reorganized Church in Goshen, Utah,
in 1865, living a faithful life since. Of the three children
born to them, she leaves one, Sr. E.- S. Fannon, to mourn, at
whose home she died February 26; 1910, aged 81 years, 5
months, and 23 days. William Woodhead preached the
sermon.
BUNN.-Jane, wife of Bro. Gains Bunn, was born !It Gornal,
~outh Staffordshire, England, Ma.rch 11, 1843, and die~ Marc~
6, 1910, at Pittsburg, Pennsylvama,_ whe:e she has resided. for
twenty-nine years. She was baptized mto the Re01·gan.ized
Church by Elder John H. Lake, January 2, 1889, at Pit~s
burg, and confirmed by Elders John H. LaJ:e a~d G. T. Griffiths. She is survived by her husband and six c~1ldren: James
A., John T., and Gaines, of Monaca, Pennsylvama, and Jo~eph
F., Mrs. Mary Richardson, and Mrs. Ha_rriet Evans, of Pittsburg. She also ·leaves ~ighteen grandchildren. Sermon by
Elder C. H. Thomas at.the home, and interment in Charter's
cemetery. She passecl away in peace.
McCoNLEY.-Alva R. McConley was born in New York,
July 18, 1839, and died near Delta, Colorado, March 13, 1910.
He united with the Latter Day '[faints' Church abol!t twenty
years. before he died going about three hundred nules to be
baptized. He fought the latter day work bitterly before th'.lt
time. Funeral services in Delta, Bro. 'fhomas Parks m
charge, assisted by Elder Howery. _
HURSHMAN.-Elizabeth C; Hurshman was born in Bar~ou~
County,- West Virginia, April 22, 1848. She was baptize
May 16, 1897, near Eustis, Nebraska, by Bro .. s. D_. Payn~~
She was married to.Jesse Hurshman, and-to this um on wfr .
born two sons and two daughters, She -was a sufferer . 01
many years; but was strong in the faith and hope of bemg
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whom there was no guile. She was true to God and man,
!).ever known to speak evil of anyone, but always ready to do
good to those in need of comfort and to speak a kind word to
all. She leaves to mourn two sons, one sister, two step sons,
and a multitude of friends. Funeral at the Ivenhoe church,
sermon by Elder Wamky, assisted by Elder H. Goold; buried
at the Union Cemetery.
F60TE.-Robert Foote was born October 16, 1825, in Kirigs
County, Nova Scotia. When a young man he moved to
Washburn, Maine, where he became a prosperous farmer. His
life was· characteriz<id by honesty and uprightness. He was
baptized March 9, 1910, by Elder C. H. Rich. His death
occurred April 3, 1910, caused by acute bronchitis. He leaves
a widow, three sons, and three daughters to mourn. Funeral
services April 5, in charge of Reverend Smith, of the Baptist
Church.
·
·
. GREGORY.-Elder Knudt Gregory was. born September S,'
1847; in Jordan, Green County, Wisconsin. Was baptized by
Elder W. A. McDowell, September 20, 1896, at Portor, Rock
County, Wisconsin. Was ordained an elder .by J. H. Lake and
HARTZ.-The Akron, Ohio; Saints have been called upon to C. H. Burr, at Portor, Wisconsin, September 26, 1897. Died
~iourn the loss of another dear brother, Perry C..Ha1·tz, whom
at Plano, Illinois, February 28, 1910, aged 62 years, 5 months,
·it pleased the Father to call away from earth March 25, 1910. and 23 days. The deceased leaves his wife, one son, Bro. Roy
Brother Perry had been sick a little over a year with Bright's Gregory, Sandwich, Illinois, ·and Sr. W. F. Sanderson, of Key
d!sease. This brother was bom May 29, 1870 and was mar- West, Canada, to moum. Brother Gregory was a great sufried to Miss Cora Snider. To this union v/ere born seven ferer for years. His rest is sweet. Funeral address by Elder
c~ildren., two boys, and five gil'ls, all but one of whom surF. M. Cooper, March 2, 1910, at Plano, Il!inois.
VlVe then· father. He was baptized by James E. McconPARKER.-Marcellus c:' Parker,. at his home in Sioux City,
naughy, July 29, 1900, and he lived a consistent life and died
firm in ~he faith with the hope of a glorious· resurrection. Iowa, February 20, 1910, of brights disease of but; few days'
duration. He was bom at Monmouth, I!]jnois, J..linuary 24,
F~neral m charge of Bro. D .. E. Tucker, sermon by James C.
Mcconnaughy.
1858; baptized Sept. 26, 1896, at Woodbine, Iowa;· by J, W·.
Wight, confirmed by J. S. Roth and T. W. Chatburn. He was
FE~GUSON.;--Alicia A. Hunt was bom September 1, 1851, at married December 24, 1882, -to Miss Ellen Vantasell. There
Hockmg, Oh10. She was married at the· home of her father were born to them one son, J. L. Parker, and two daughters,
Mrs. J. V. Newberry and Miss .Ruth Parker, all of Sioux City.
about two miles southeast of Wilber Nebraska March 28
~872, to E. W. Ferguson. To this uni~n eleven children: wer~ He leaves wife, one son, and two daughters, four brothers,
orn, s~ven o.f whom survive her, also the companion of more two sister's, other relatives, and many friends to mourn ..
~h~n th1rty~e1ght y~ars, a~d. nine gran?children, as also mem- Funeral service February 21 and 22, at Saints' church, Sioux
;r~ ..of her fathers f11:m1ly. She, wrth her parents before City, Iowa, and at the M. E. church at Climbing Hill, Iowa, by
·
tha.rnage, and ~ater with her husband and children, went Elder J. M. Baker.
co~ou~h t~e. var~ed and trying experiences incident to a new
BRANT.-Mrs. Wilfred Summers-Brant was born June 18,
fro ntry, .J1vmg m the home where she became a bride, and 1865 in Clark County, Missouri, and died in Hamilton,. Han1
A n:i ~hich she departed this life, .after a, protracted illness
cock County, Illinois, March 3, 1910. She beca.me a member
be~l'I1 ~. 19~0, age? Ji8 years, 7 months, and 19 days. Sh~ of the ReOl'ganized Church November 11, 1906. She leaves to
1892mb !dentifie~ w1tli the Reorganized Chin'ch September 1, mourn her departure her; husbapd, James ·E. Brant, her·son,
in f~ll emg bap.tized _by Elder C. H. Port~1" She passed away two sisters, and other relatives. Funeral services were conFu , j 0 m1?'~mon with the. church of ·whrnh she.is a member. ducted by Elder George P. Lambert at her home, Sunday,
conder~ serVIce at the Saints' church at Wilber, April' 22
March '6, 1910.
'
and ~h e~.hy Elder C, H. Porter. ,The very large attendanc~
SURBAUGH.-H. C. Surbaugh was. born April 13, 1844, in
. was held. isp ay of flowers attested the. esteem in which she
Saline County, Missouri. . He was· married to Miss Sue
Francis Doke, N ovembe1" 24, 1870. To this union were. born
ali~ADLEY.-Susie Radley was bom June 4 1869 in Poland five children, four girls an~ one ~oy, all of .w~om are livif!g·:
marrl;;e to this country when a child. 'In 1S85 she wa~ He was converted and umted with the M1ss10nary Baptist
1904 sh \ Mrd Radley and to them. were born two sons. In Church about the year 1878. Afterward he became dissatisfied
w 1lk e ear ·the Preaching of the go$pel by Bro. F. c. and became a member of the Reorganized Church where he
K:~sai' Cl~d wa.s bap~1zed by hini,July 14, 1904, She died at lived a faithful consecrated member untU called to his reward.
heart trou?i' Mfissour1, March 1'7, 1910, after ah illness with ·He seemed to have premonition of"his death. He was cone or two. months.· She was a. noble woman in .fident of his complete dependence in Qhrist, as an all suffiredeemed by the love of our Savior, Jesus Christ. She !lied
April 18 1910, in Famam. Funeral conducted by Elder G. W.
Johnson; assisted by G. Keller. Interment at Farnam cemetery.
SHELLEY.--Sarah Ann Parkinson was born February 26,
1828, in Green County, Pennsylvania,'anci died 'November 29,
1909, in John Day, Oregon. She was married to Jonas Carsnea, March 21, 1847, who preceded her in death iii 1864. To
this union were bom eight children, six sons and two daughters, four of whom preceded them in death. She was united
in marriage to J. H. Shelley June 25, 1868, who with tlie
·remaining family are left to mourn the loss of a good wife
and mother. She was among the first settlers in this country
and experienced the hardships of pioneer life. Was baptized
by Elder J. C. Clapp. Two years ago she suffered an attack
of paralysis from which she rallied, but a second attack came
about three months ago from which she could not rally. The
funeral services were in charge of Rev. Mrs. M. Grove, pastor
of the Advent Church in John· Day.

1
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JACKSON. COUN:r.v: BAN;K ;c~;BNO~TERREA'i'~si!r£·

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
.
.
G~o~ gradeil school ~nd L. n. s. church
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State of pr1v1leg~s·.
Membevs.hip . about three
Miasouri-the State recognized as having the most .rigid banking supervision of any hundred .. Are you .look.in"' this way for
Statfl! in the Union. . State examination and public pui;!ished statement required.
•
a home? If so, and.desire reliable inforCITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
mation, call on or write
.
lntereat Paid ~'n Depoaita
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public
Knobnoster, Mo.
and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
Very truly yours,
·
association and business solicited.
ELLIS SHORT,.Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
Three bakers, and three wagon drivei·s
for se!li'qg or delivering baked goods to
Just to Get Acquainted
trade. Must be clean, hustlers, and able
I will send 30 beautiful flora, up-to-date
post cards for 10 cents. Anything you has lived in Independence twerity years. to adjust themselves to dealing with the
want in the line of Socialist literature, I have many residences, vacant lots, sub- public. ·Steady. job, go.od wages. Prefer
Send for my free 64 page catalogue.
urban acres, from one acre up-and members of L. D. S.. church.
s. DRAZEY, Reubens, Idaho. farms
ASA A. WARD.
from 40 acres to 500 that I can
325 North. Thfrd street,
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
ELKHART, INDIANA.
Kansas City, as to my standing as a
'' I would be pleased to correspond with :I or
business man.· Correspondence solicited.
~
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
1 parties seeking Investment In Jack- 1 Independence, Missouri, Bell 39Q,-,Home
: son County, Missouri, FIRST : w~
s

Help Wanted

John A. Kerr

,-------------------·------j
,

'I

,

: MORTGAGES,

MUNICIPAL

l

To the Ministry: In harmony with
: J?ONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL : the resolutions passed by the last General
: STOCKS.
: Conference, we . have printed proper
I
I
:
Very truly yours,
: .blanks for the .recording of blessings of
.:
J. D. Briggs
·: children. Order No. 16n. In book form
Independence, Missouri
Htf ~ same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
I
I
per doz.

r

·------------------------~~

cient Savior, and died in full triumph of a living faith. He
leaves a companion, five children, and a great number of
relatives and friends to mourn their great loss. His funeral
sermon was preached by W. E. Shaw at the residence, December 16, 1909.
.
SMITH.-Elizabeth Stricker Smith died March 22, 1910, at
her home in Wayne County, Illinois. She was born July 22,
1834, in Switzerland. Married to John G. Smith July 25, 1886,
at Saint Louis, Missouri. Baptized in 1883, at Carrollton,
Missouri, by Elder Caleb E. Blodgett into the Reorganized
Church. She suffered a long, linge1ing illness of some three
years.
CORLISs.-Slilson H. Corliss was born October 18, 1834, at
Orford, New Hampshire, and died Feb'ruary 8, 1910. He
leaves a widow and five children, John Corliss, of Saint Agath,
Canada; William Corliss, of Erhard, Minnesota; Eben Corliss, of Seattle, Washington; and Mrs. William Shcickow and
Mrs. Charles M. Brown, of Fargo, North Dakota. He united
with the church late. in life. All his children are Saints.
Funeral from the reSiilence of William Shockow, 1313· First
avenue, North Fm·go, North·Dakota. Sermon by Elder J. E ..
Wildermuth.
TILLMAN.-John w. Tillman departed thislife November 24,
1909, in a hospital at Mobile,·Alabama; born at·Wheelerville,
Alabama, October 14, 1848; baptized by .Elder G. ~. Chute
July 15, 1893, at Theodore, 'Alabama. Brother Tillman was
assaulted on November 22, 1909. He was flagman on Bay
Shore railroad, stationed where it crosses the Louisville and
Nashville, some ten miles below Mobile'. It is alonely place,
in a flat. open country, .nearly. a mile from his home. This
ay. mention.ed·w· p.aay day. ';rhe .mor.·.nin. g t.rain pas~ed, but
left him no check. When the evenmg tram came up no flagman appea1;ed .. The.men went to.see what ~as .th<:; matter,
when they found. Brother Tillman, murdere.d m his ·httle flag
'house and dead· (as, they thought)·. Wmdows and- doors
brokeii in. Upon .close exarriiriatioD; he was ~ound ~o be alive,
bruised a'nd bleeqmg, ~nd clOs?·,by, _a l!ar of uon with a large
d.

as

nut on one end with blood and hair on it. l'[e had lain there .
several hours, it was thought. The train took him to Mobile
and placed him in a hospital, where he lived about thirty-six
hours. He never regained consciousness. He was a man
of exemplary life, had no enemies. He was not physically
strong, having been afflicted with rheumatism. His hair and
beard were white as the snow. His wife preceded him some
years. He leaves three sons and three daughters, Oscar, an
elder,; Carrol, Edgar, Offa Stiner, Vadna Booker,· and Adena
Tillman, and a host of relatives in and out of the church.
The relaMves and friends·sent for Elder G. T. Chute, on the
morning of Thanksgiving Day, to take charge and preach his
funeral that day. He had not heard of it until they came
after him. It was such a great shock to him that he d!d not
feel that he could ·do justice to the occasion, b.ut he did the
best he could. Several parties have been arrested on suspicion and discharged. It looked for a long time as thou&'~
the guilty parties would not be found. ·It i!l said murder w1l1
out, and parties are now under arrest awaiting trial. They
had a preliminary trial, were found guilty, and bound over
without bond to the grand jury.
INMAN.-Sr. Canie A. Inman passed a~ay in Santa Rosa,
Califomia, on April 12, 1910, at the age 9£ 56 years; 5 m~n ~hs,
and 25 days. She was baptized in 1896, by Elder W1l mm
Newton. The funeral was held in the undertaker's parlors on
the 14th, in charge of Bro. B. N. Fisher, the sennon by Bro.
J.M. Terry.
CusHMAN.-Warren Cushman, Monday, March 14, at h_is
home in Rockford, Illinois. Brother Cushman was born m
Camden, western Canada, February 1, 1831. He was the
oldest of.eleven children, three. of wh·om sui-vive him. B_rother
Cushman was of the Ptiritan stock, his ancestors commg on
the Mayfiower. Robert Cushman, a minister, prea~hed the
first sermon ·on Plymouth Rock. , . Brother Cushman s gre~t
grandfather lived to the age· of one hundred and twenty yeaI~·
Warren Cushman was baptized by C. H.~ Burr, Novell}tbhe\·'
1899. He has lived faithful to the covenant made WI
is

1
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FOR SALE

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

5 per cent
Capital and Surplµs Earnings
Assets Over

$ 50;000.00
400,000.00

Five per cent per annum interest will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds.to
this Bank by mail, and. proinpt attention will j>e give". Address

LIST

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
OF DIRECTORS· Wm. Anderson, Alice i:'· Dancer, Ann~ A. Dancer,
·

Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo.

'!I· Blair,

Lord and Master, and has now passed on to his ·reward. He
leaves to mourn, his companion; who was his second wife, and
six children. Funeral services were held Wednesday, 16th,
conducted by Elder W. P. Robinson.
In the May, Century.

The May Century will show reproductions, in black. and
white, of five striking studies by the noted French illustrator,
Andre Castaigne, made especially for The Century, of scenes
in and a1·ound Paris during the recent great flood.
Airship Travel.

"Within the coming year, airships with passengers and mail
may cross the ocean in one and a half to two days." This is
the prophecy made by T. R. MacMechen and Carl Dienstbach,
~uthor~ ?f."The aerial ba~tleship," ''Fighting in the air,'' and
The dmg1ble of to-day;'' m a presentation, to be published in
the May Century, of the surprising progress of German plans
!or ~ transatlantic service. There is nothing more fascinatmg m 'll!odern research than the recital of what Germany has
~ccomph.shed and is accomplishing in air navigation. The
1llustra~10ns of the article will be notable-reproductions from
a drawmg by Benda and of many interesting photographs.
Religion in the Century Magazine.

Th~ conductoTs .of T~e C,entury Magazine state that in
~ui~ne that. per10d1cal will_-g1ve considerable space to contric~u~ons f w~1~h. have especial value- to . all interested in the
be ~e ? I~hg10n. It IS _announced .that there will appear,
. g!nmng !n the May number, a- series of papers on the
iev)~al of mterest in Bible study, beginning with' an article
~1! k 0 ege men and the Bible," written by Mr. Clayton Sedged~caf.ooper,, wh.o, ~s secretary, is in charge 'of Bible work in
wnlll mst1tuti?ns. Mr. Cooper l'eports that last year
32
and259 co ege men, m 539 institutions of the' United States
wid Canada, attende,d voluntary Bible classes. This worldin fu~~veme!lt outside of North America .will be described
r
.re articles, and the Rev. Hem;r, van Dyke D D is
flt:~:t~::;,~or The Century a paper on ' The Bible a~d Eniiish

11

to

1 ·i~a.'s leading
if::_ e~npeec1a~f 1Ame
proposes
attent10n to religious matters is significant.
Htcrary_•m"agazines.

"The Spirit of

A~erica.''

The basis of th·
1
(
.. - ·
New
York) .
is vo ume. pubgshed by Macmillan Company,

-in p .·
is the addresses delivered by PrOfessoi· Van Dyke
Sorb~~~e aU t~e e~change professo~· -sent by America. to themany distin mversity. The author's wide· experience with
a thinker a~~ asp!fts of our. national lifel 'his great ability
to render Prof WI'! ~\} and his -pei:sonal smcerity, all :co.mbine
tant task he ~ssor da~ Dyke .emm!J_ntly J}tted for the imporas un ertaken m this book. To perceive the

as

Oscar
A. K. Anderson.

Having bought the Edgefield property
containing 80 acres, I now offer thfs
property to the Saints at low figures.
This is one of the most sightly and
fin.est tracts now on the market being
high and dr:y. This property is loc~ted on
the south side •of the city of Independence, being from 2 to 6 blocks from the
new South Side church and same distance from the skeet car line, and 11 of a
mile from the public square in Independence. The price of lots 1s from $3 to $5.50
a front foot. We discouragl) the Saints
buying this property for speculation.
Those wanting to secure one lot or more
and can not personally inspect them the
Stake or 'General Bishopric will locate
them for you, and should anyone after
examination not be pleased their money
.will be refunded on demand. For the
correctness :of this statement we · refer
you to the Presiding General Bishopric.
lOtf
ELLIS SiIORT.

enduring and valuable elements in the kaleidoscope of the
American of ~o-day, requires a far s.eeing eye, whose vision
has been tramed by long preparation. In this work the
fruit of years of application and reflection is clearly apparent:
-it is undoubtedly the most notable interpretation in years
of the real American.
Professor Van Dyke divides his discussion into the following headings: The soul of a people, Self reliance and the
republic, Fair play and Democracy, Will power, Work and
wealth, Common order and social cooperation, Personal development and education, and Self expression and literature.
Though his treatment is at times sympathetic, he has not
hesitated to put his finger upon the weak points in our government and the work will be found quite as entertaining,
quite as enlightening to the American nation as it was to
the French, where--it wort the attention and admiration not
only of Professor Van Dyke's immediate audience but of the
entire country.
A Man of Mystery.

Charles Edward Russell, in Human Life for April, throws
new light on the strange story of a man whom. fate seems to
have marked from the beginning to be a memorable example
of misfortune.
.
This mysterious being, but yesterday the center of the
world's intensest interest, and to-day forgotten and neglected,
is Major Alfred Dreyfus of the French army. Although
• thick-crowding events have forced him from the center of
the stage, as a world force Dreyfus can never be forgotten.
Destiny has fixed his place in human history for all time.
_ Now that the fever of hate and prejudice has subsided,
and the lapse of time permits a truer perspective, some of the
real causes underlying this unparalleled drama are beginning
to come to light,-causes of such far~reaching import that
their ramifications extended through nearly every country
in . Europe, and convulsed not France alon,e but the whole
continent. The case created- a profound political revolution
in France, and wrought astonishing changes in state, church
and army.
..
···
Mr. Russell's clear and dramatic stol'y of this; the most
extraordinary role assumed by any. man in this generation,
and productive of .the most stupendous results, can not but
prove of profound interest to thoughtful men ·and ·women
everywhere, showing as it does, . mysteries within :i,n:y.steries
so baffling that the case, as ·a whole, will doubtless take rank
in future ages with that of the "Man iri the Iron Mask"' or
the fate of the Dauphin, son of Louis XVI.
·
_
Right is might, and will-prevail.
·- Confidence is the foundation of success.
.
What can gold do for a man who can see nothing precious·
iri the twenty-third psalm?
_
If it were necessary God would stop the making of worlds
to listen to the prayer or a penitent who had neither friends
nor money.
·
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·A Home For Sale
A ·~ood te!l r9om house in nicest part
of Lamom, 2 1-2 blocks from P0 t
office. Gheap if t~ken soon. Call ~r
address J. P; HAAS, .LAMONI, IOWA

A Good Farm,
240 acres 10 miles .from Lamoni Two
sets of improvements, both good, ~ne extra good,• large house, 8 rooms, two large
barns n~arly "?ew, corn crib, implement
house, wrnd mill, and good orchard.
Set ~o; 2. Five room house; good barn,
. com crib, hog house, etc. $75 per acre.
$8,000 when possession is given, ba'1ance
at 5 Pill' cent.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

Bible ReferencesPaper cover
Cloth, cover

By Alvin Knisley
6 cents
10 cents

For Sale.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Deposits at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under tbe banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under' direct control
of the Auditor of State.

A portable folding organ in good condition. T. J.· Sheldon, Cameron, Mo.
Herald Office, Graceland College, Liberty Home, 613 Mead Street.. ·

.POST CARDS.

Saints Home, Saints Church, Lamoni, I o w a . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Saints' Church, Independence, Missouri.
These
cards are printed in colors. Two for five cents
0
Postage prepaid. · Special prices to missionaries. . ~s absolutely pure and harmless. A

R

ose

E F HALL

I

·

fB
.
eauty Talcum Powder

I

damty powder for the toilet; soothing
owa. and refreshing to the skin. If you use
a toilet powder of any kind I will make
it to your interest to use Rose of Beauty
•
.
Talcum ?owder by giving both quantity
Grace lan d Rece1pt Book • • • and quality•. Large can by mail 25 cents·
Over three hundred receipts for prepar 5 cans for one· dollar. Liberal terms u;
ing things to eat.
agents. Address (Bro.) George Brush.
Successor to Lillie M.. Brush, "deceased,"
Price • • • ' . • •
30c
Route 6, Kenton, Tennessee.
15·4 •
· . '.

'

~amom,

Care Herald Pubhshmg House.

Feeding the Sick.
I would like to place in every household a discom:se on
how not ~o tempt the invalid. I would like to impress every

izes his impotence, his inferiority, his inabilit~ to understand
the great myste1ies there before him.-Bernarr Macfadden
in. May Physical Culture.
·
'

person with the 1!-ecessity of giving the digestive organism a
complete rest wh1.le suffering from acute disease. · This rule
-Nothing Better Tlian Work.
must be followed 1f one expects to receiver speedily and withRecently a man wrote to the New York Times saying that
out needless sufferinll-"· Disease is prolonged, th~ system is he .was a little. n'l?re than ~fty years ·qf age, and havi!'g
:veakened, and death is far more liable tp ensue, if this policy :vo1ked all of his hfe to acqmre enough ·inoney to make him
is .not a.dhered to. Let the invalid wait for an appetite, let mdepen~ent, and having succeeded, he had retired, and was
this de~n·e for food be strong and even intense, and when he now trymg to make himself happy with nothing to do. He
can enJOY every morsel, then, and not until then is he really passed five hours a ·day i.n reading three hours in exercise
ready to assimilate food of any kind.
'
.
and 'eatin.g, which left him eight ~ours, which he found it
Do not tempt a reluctant. appetite. Do not force the hf'.rd to d1>;pose of. His letter was rn the nature of a lament.
st_omacih to digest food for which it has no need. Thousands His bubble had burst. . What he had dreamed of being able
of. sufferers haye been sent to early graves through· self- to do all his life had come true, and was an empty vanity.
p01so!'mg of thrn. sort. When you eat without appetite .. you . ~oolish man! The independence -that money brings with
are simply poisomng yourself. You are filling the blood with it 1s the least of all our in~ependencies.
·
all sorts of effete matter, the elimination of which often
results in· the appearance of serious symptoms of some disease.
·
· __
.
_ ., ·
..
You can not become one <if the .tools of the infinite if you
·
· •- · · ·
·
·
There is a mystery· about human life, and the wonderful . flee from his anvil.
processes that _are associated With the ya1ious phases of dis- . No advantage is smaller tha'.~ thaj; gai:iied .by .taking adease; that- even the most skilled physician knows little about. vantage of a friend.
A physician stands-beside-a sick bed; he sees the p·atient there
-The man who always .does what he wall.ts is rarely wanted
struggling .for_ life; he sees the vital spark fast fading away
.
At such' a µi~~enj;,-ifhe,is posse~sed_ of intelligence, he real~ for what he does. '
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"If ye continue in my· word, . then. are -ye
disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

EditorialALLBRiGHAMITE ROADS LEAD TO POLYGAMY.
HAVE YOU READ THEIR TRACTS?

During the past few months the Northern States
Mission of the Brighamite Church has been wasting considerable money in a vain attempt to pr 9selyte
members of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints by flooding them with tracts
issued from the mission headquarters in Chicago.
The net result to date is to show us thait which
we already knew, namely,_that they have nothing to
offer us that we do not already have, excepting ·certain things that no good man wants. ,
The first of these tracts was devoted to showing
the connection that William Marks, Zencis H. Gurley,
Jason W. Briggs and others prominent,in the Reor-ganization, had held temporarily with James J.
Strang and others, ere they finally found the truth
?s ,~au~ht by the Reorganization. To the "Joseph1t.e m1~d that connection does not s.eem nearly so
d1scred1table as the adulterous connections that B.
~oung was in the meantime entering into with some
e1ght~en or twenty women of various names.
.
If it comes to a question of discussing character
we are ready for the test. It will be discovered that
Marks.' Gurley, and Briggs were movfo.g here and ·
there ;n search of truth, a quest that ended successfully 111 the Reorganization. They wanted to find
God's way. Brigham, in the meantime, .was interested only in Brigham's way,~Brigham first, God
second, as note what he sald when designing the
Salt Lake Temple:
·
.
onIn a few days I shali be able _to give a pla~ of tli.e temple
eari:P,:~j a~~g;H~N if a~l heaven, or any good man on the
adopt th -M'ells a!ly .improvements, we will receive and
em_·
_i ennial Star, vol. 15, p. 89l.
..

1

"There shall. not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have n~ne.''
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, ·MAY.11, 1910

VOLUME 57

'

NUMBER 19

or later. With them, all roads lead to polygamy,and many of their elders are willing enough to travel
the road. You could not stop them with a club. No
law ·has been discovered to stop them .. The president of their church himself declared before the
United States Senate Committee on Privileges and
Elections, in the Reed Smoot case, that in that particular he intended to continue to defy the law.
This tract, entitled, "Polygamy from ·a non-Mormon viewpoint," is quite characteristic of their way
of "privily bringing in abominable heresies." Notice: Whereas their former tracts all bore the
address of the Northern States Mission, this one (in
a pitiful attempt to evade responsibility) was sent
out absolutely without an address to show who its
publishers are. But the general make-up of the
tract, the style of type, paragraphing, etc., is identical with -the tracts that preceded it and show bey-0nd
doubt that it came from .the same source.
The doctrine; the trend of argument, the quotations from William Marks, the use of ·the term Reorganite, and similar very familiar stereotyped
phrases, show that the author was a Brighamite, or
at least hopelessly "under the influence;" though the
t.ract purports to be a transcript of an address delivered by a non-Mormon named V. S. Peet.
The whole thing reminds one of Ruth McEnery
S·tuart's verse to the mule:
"Ef you quiz Mr. Mule, you'M find dat he
Gits mixed on de subject of 'is fam'ly tre_e;
He'll brag about 'is mammy with a noble neigh,
An'-deny 'is own daddy wid a ginuine bray."

The verse clOses thus : "But he ain't by 'isself in
dat.", Nor is this 'tract by itself in that. There
have· been many such attempts to slyly teach polygamy and at the same time fasten the odium on

'l1-~e_:~test tr::ct in the series (at this writing) is others. The first effort being by Brigham )'.'oung,
a •illa~ive and d
t
who aittempted to teach it on the responsibility of
t
.'
a voca es ·polygamy . which they Joseph Smith the Martyr.
~e~ · 0 t.hmk is the most impQrtant of thei~ tenets
The tract in question simply proves that which
the mew that if given rope enough they would han~ Juts often· been charged, th~-t t.he Brighamite elders
ga~%:~;es.. There is n:ot a m~mber of the R~or- still teach .polygamy,
··
· ·
so dens on who h.as received. their Hterature who is
'l'hey teach it when they dare, and practice it
have b e as to fail to see how carefully these tracts . when they can.
into h. ee~ arranged to lead up to the introduction
And they do not come at it openly, like men, but·
'.Dhi~s. ome of that vile .doctrine.·
· ·
. in devious, obscure, underhand ways, intended to
· is what all their proselyting lead& to sooner · accomplish results without being caught in the act.

fi
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We ·are not' especially interested in the views of
V. S. Peet, non-Mormon, on the marriage question.
It will be more profitable· to learn God's will on _that
subject.
It is always his right to teach that will _to his
people. In fact in the Book of Mormon he says :
For if I wm, saith 1ihe Lord of hosts, raise up seed unto
me, I WILL COMMAND MY PEOPLE: otherwise, they
shall' hea1·ken unto these things.-Book of J'acob 2: 39,
au1ihorized ed~tion.

This is not a statement that God will ever command his· people "otherwise" than ihe ,then commanded them. The point is that when engaged in
the work of raising up seed up.to himself, he at his
own will, commands his people, .revelation is continued. · Pending such commandment they must
hearken to the things written. When revelation is
received it will not contradict that which is written
and call that sacred which he has before pronounced
abominable.
At that very time he was trying to raise up "righteous seed" to himself, and so he commanded the
people as follows:
David and Solomon truly had many wives and concubines, wMch thing was abominable before me, saith the Lord.
. . . I, the Lord God, will not suffer that this people shall
do like unto them of old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me,
and hearken to the word of the J;.ord: for thete ·shall not
'ANY MAN ·among you have SAVE IT BE ONE WIFE; and concu. bines he shall have none.-Jacob 2: 33-36, autho1-dzed edition.

Beginning with the restoration ·of the gospel in
1830, the Lord renewed his effort rto raise up a righteous seed unto himself; 'and in harmony with his
statement he "commanded" his people. The commandments are as follows:
Marri:age is ordained of ,God unto man; wherefore -it is
lawful that he shoUild ·have ONE WIFE, and they TWAIN shall
be one flesh.-Doctrine and Covenants 49: 3.
'.l1hou shalt love THY WIFE with ALL thy -heart, ,and shall
cleave unto ·HER and NONE. ELSE.-Doctrine and Covenants
42:7.
I "/!'; ··1 1 71

Now compare the foregoing with the teaching of
our Uta:h friends on the same subject, as found in
their notorious revelation on celestial ( ?) marriage:
If any man espouse a virgin, and DESIRE TO ESPOUSE ANOTHER, and the first give 'her consent; and if he espouse the
second, and they are virgiins, and have vowed· to no other
man, TPIEN HE IS JUSTIFIED; he can not commit .adultery, for
they are given unto Mm; for he can not commit adultery
with that that belongeth tinto him and ito no one else; and ~f
he -hiave TEN virgins given unro him by this law, he can not
commit adultery, for 'they belong to him, and they are given
unto ·him, therefore -is ihe justified.

Let the Brighamite elders take about a· thousand
years off 'and attempt to reconcile :this_ doctrine of
theirs with the law of God, then :they m!\Y with propriety resume their arduous work of mailing tracts.
The law says that ·a man shalL ha,,ve but one wife;
they say that he mayhave ten 01· more.
Our readers' will
interested
in a -word picture
1
of the aetual Working.$ of polygamy in Utah. It

be

_--e~

.-.-"-.-.

0
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comes from ·the lips of "one·who was there." The
sisters, especially, will 'find it fascinating reading.
. Four years after polygamy was formally adopted
by the church in Utah, domestic affairs reached such
a state that Brigham Young publicly threatened to
divorce every wife in the Territory and start all
over. He said:
.Men will say, ''My wife, THOUGH A MOST EXCELLENT WOMAN
has not seen a happy day SINCE I TOOK MY SECOND WIFE":
"No, not a happy day FO_R A_ YEAR,,,. says one; and ,anoth~r
has not -seen a happy day for FnrE YEARS. . . . I am going
to give you from this time to the 6th day of October next for
reflection, that you may deter.mine whether you wish to 'stay
with your husbands or n1>t, and then I am going to set every
woman at libeuty. . . . And my wives lhave got .to do on~
of two things; either round up their shoulders to endure the
afflictions of .this world and LIVE THEIR RELIGION, or they may
leave, for I will not have theni ·about me. I WILL GO INTO
HEAVEN ALONE, rather than have SCRATCHING AND' FIGHTING
AROUND ME."-Journal of Discour.ses, vol. 4, pp. 55-57.

Why do the elders of the Northern States Mission
put it up to V. S. Peet, a non-Mormon, to tell of the
joys of "celestial marriage"? . Let Brigham Young
tell it; he had experience at first hand.
Brigham Young did not exaggerate the situation.
His associate, President J. ·M. Grant, in a sermon
in Salt Lake City, September 21, 1856, declared:
If they could break asunder the CABLE of the
Church of Ghrist, THERE IS SCARCELY A MOTHER IN
ISRAEL but would do it this day. And they talk it
to thefr husbands, to their daughters, to their neighbors, ·and say 1ihey have not seen a week's happiness
since they became acquainted with THAT LAW, or
since their husbands took a second wife."~Journal
of Discourses, vol. 4, p. 50.
In all Utah there was sca1·cely one mother that
would not have broken the polygamous yoke and
destroyed the doctrine if she could have done it.
B·ut they could not. And when some of them began
to dream of the rights of a true wife under gospel
law~ Brig1ham Young's other counselor, Pres. Heber
C. Kimball, in ·a public sermon, in which profanity jostled piety, declared: "It is the duty of a
woman to be obedient to her husband, and unless
she is, I w<mld not give a damn for-all her queenly
right and authority."-Sermon of November 9, 1856,
Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, p; 82.
Any attempt to introduce this doctrine into the
home .will always result as it did in Utah.
It resulted precisely that way in Book of Morm~n
times when Jacob rebuked the men because of their
"grosser crime"- of polygamy, and said, "Ye have
b1'oken the hearts of your tender wives, and lost the
confidence of your ohildren."-,-.Jacob 2.
God pitied these women; but Brigham sa:id, Let
them "round up their shoulders" and take it.
If there are in the Reorganization members so unstable 'as to be· corrupted by such doctrines and the
methods that are u:sed in their propagation, we shall
be well rid of them, .-and doubtless they will find
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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. congenial associates among the ministry of
:~r~orthern states Mission of the Utah Churoh: .
Those who love pure doctrines that do nat.reqmre
men to violate the law of God or their native land,
who approve of honorable and open }llethods,
th ose
. memb ersh'1p m
. ·the
·n remain content with -their
~~organized Church of Jesu!l Ghrist of Latter Day
· ts.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
Sam
BRANCHES, TAKE NOTl'CE.

The full set of legal forms have at last been
printed and now are for sale by the Herald Publishing House. These blanks were ordered, by General
Conference and should be used by all branches in

the church. There are twenty-three different forms
providing for every necessary action in proceedings
against offenders. Tfilese are sold in full sets. Each
set containing twenty-three different blank forms,
and each form containing twelve, making two ~un
dred and seventy-six forms in all. The whole set
costs $2.50. Every branch should order a full set.
TRACTS.

The article from Bro. Heman C. Smtth appearing
in this issue will be published in tract form; also
the editorial entitled, "All Brighamite roads lead to
polygamy."
Prices on these tracts will be announced later.
H is intended to mail single copies of each to subscribers free.
We have in preparation an editorial that will appear later as a tract. It will be. entitled, "Cornerstones of the Brighamite Church."
Our Utah friends say; "When men come as servants of God, claiming a divine· commission to 'reor~anize the Church of Christ, , the searchlight · of.
investigation should be turned upon them."
Acting on this kind suggestion, we intend to turn
on the searchlight.
WATER.

Sweet, beautiful water-'brewed in thee running
?rook, the rippling fountain and the l~ughing rill1~ the limpid cascade, ·as it jo,yfully leaps dow.n the
side of the mountain. Brewed in yonder mountain
top, whose granite peak .glitters like gold bathed in
the morning sun-brewed in the sparkling dewdrop ;
sweet, beautiful water-})rewed in the .cr€Sted wave
?f the ocean deeps, driven by· the storm, breathing
its terrible anthem to the god of the sea-brewed in
t?e fleecy foam and the whitened spray ~s it hangs
hke a speck over the distant cataract-brewed in the
c~ouds of heav'ien; sweet, beautiful water! As it
smgs ~n the rain shower and dances in the hailstorm
-as it comes sweeping ·dow.n in feat~ery flakes;

clothing the earth in a spotless mantle of white. Distilled in the golden tissues that paint the western
·sky at the setting of the sun, and the silvery tissues
that veil the midnight moon-sweet, health-giving,
beautiful water! Distilled in the rainbow of prom,ise, whose warp is the raindrop of ear.th, and whose
woof is the sunbeam of heaven-sweet, beautiful
water.-John B. Gough.
LAMONI ITEMS,

T.he Lamoni Saints on last. Sunday were pr1v1leged to hear two disoourses by Bro. Rudolph Etzenhouser on arohreological and Book of Mormon
subjects. His talk in the evening lasted about one
hour and a ih:alf and was li'stened to by a large audience with interest.
Brother Etzenhouser gave ·a very entertaining
account of his work in Michigan with other archreologists and men of science. With characteristic
.·zeal and foresight he secured some good Photographs
of their finds in the fourteen counties visited and he
now has a collection of these reproduced in half
tone illustrations on good plate paper, appropriately and neatly bound in book form, and he presents
:these for sale among the Saints, the proceeds to be
applied toward reimbutsing him for the heavy expense involved and to push forward the work along
these lines.
From Lamoni the brother goes to other points
among the Saints where he will present his work
and exhibit his relics, as he is doing here.

Hymns and ·Poems
Heralds of Salvation.
Go forth, ye heralds of salvation,
Each to your field ip, Jesus' .name,
Aloud to every tiibe and nation
The blessed gospel truths proclaim.
CHORUS:

0 haste with the message, by land and by sea,
The harvest is ripe and waiting for thee;
Go publish the beautiful gospel of peace,
The sick and the weai·y from bondage release.
Seek for the sheep, who now are straying·
Far from the fold and Shepherd ·true,
Be not discouraged, Sah1ts are praying
To Israel's _God, for them and you. ·
Raise high the stan:dai·d, tell the story
Of love divine, the wondrous plan
Arranged above in court's of glory
To reach and save pocir faHen man.
When fruit is gathered, qarvest ended,
The conflict o'er and· victory won,
·
You'll hear, with heavenly music blended,
The welcome plaudit of, "Well done."
JAMES

L. EDWARDS.
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a~ this time, but the vision was evidently given to me that I
might know t?at the. hand of the Lord would be on his behalf.

This bears date of March 29, 1838, and was published ~Y tlr~ Utah people .themselves, March 4, 1854.
See Millennial Star, volume 16, ·page 131.
Til +,,;·_ .~-~·- ~"1'-...+ to fi-·;i· . .t.1."
'
J.l
l'Utl Va-U1 't'1~'\JL'~.
1 UU <>vffie~ulllg against the
c?aract~r
of
William
Marks
the
writer
.of
this
tract
Recently there have been two tracts published by
the Northern States Mission of :bhe Utah church, cites evidence that he was dropped from his position
110 South Paulina street, Chicago, Illinois, in which as president of Nauvoo Stake, October 7, 1844. We
duplicity and misrepresentati-0n are the chief fea- nee? ·only s~y that th.is was after t.he death of Joseph
tures. Those who are acquainted with church his- Smith and after Brigham. Y~:rnng and supporters
tory and doctrine need no refutation of these publi- had assumed coilltrol, and had adopted· the policy of
cations, but as they are being generally circulated removing from .office everyone who was not suba brief notice may be beneficial. The title of the servient to their dictation. This fs therefore a credit
t-0 William Marks, and will be so regarded by those
first of these tracts is as follows:
who have made ·a study of the dictaforial policies of
Young and· his associates. ·
This writer then invites attention to the record of
William
Marks as having ~first a.ffiliated with SidOF
ney Rigdon, second with the Twelve under Brigham
Young, then with James J. Strang, then with Charles
B. Thompson, and then associated with J-0hn E. Page
and others before uniting wit}} the Reorganized
"A FEW FACTS CONCERNING ITS
Church.
FOUNDERS
COMPILED
There is no effort made, however, to show that he
FROM EARLY CHURCH HISTORY"
at any time sacrificed his honor or was false to his
The first quotation after. ·this statement that· the faith. He was seeking the right and as soon as he
c-0mpilation was "from early church history" is in- was satisfied thait these facti-Ons were. going astray
serted without any citation as t.o where it can be he left them, and c-0ntinued his search for light,
thereby manifesting ·a courage rarely exercised in
found and is as follows:
those days of blind obedience to priestly authority.
Whatever can b~ the matter with these men (Law and
We have jn our possession an original letter writMarks)? Is it that the wicked flee when no man pursueth?
that hit pigeons always flutter? that drowning men catch at ten by William l\farks, from Shabbo11a Grove, Illistraws?. or that Presidents Law and Marks .are absolutely nois, July 22, 1855, addressed to James M. Adams in
traitors to the church, that my remarks should produce such which he says :
DUPLICITY. EXPOSED.

A REVIEW OF THE TRACTS ENTITLED "CORNER STONES
OF THE REORGANIZATION," AND "REORGANIZATION WEIGHED."
.

"CORNER STONES

" 'REORGANIZATION,'

excitement in their minds? The people in the town are astonished, almost every man. saying to his neighbor: Is it possible
that Brother Law or Brother Marks is a traitor and would
. deliver Brother Joseph into the hands of .his enemies in
. Missouri? 1£ not, what can be the meaning, of all this? The
righteous are as bold as a lion.

My mind has never been at rest since the breaking up of the
church (or the death of Brother Joseph). I have always had
fear.s that all was not right, but I am satisfied now that all of
the false ·prophets have arisen that can with any degree of
plausibility and if there can be any system adopted that will
be calculated to mitigate the condition of the faithful Saints
th.at are scattered about upon the face of the land it would
rejoice my heart.

We challenge the production of any early church
history containing this quotation.
T1here is, however, an early historical statement
This was about ;bhe time of hiS uniting with John
-regarding William Marks made by Joseph Smith E.. Page .and others ai)d shows the purpose of the
which partakes of the nature of a prophecy, and ·association was to "mitigate the conditi-0n of the
conveys the unmistakable declaration that Marks faithful Saints."
should overcome and under God should become a
This seeming instW>ility was then only an honest
blessing to many people.
and persistent effort to find the right, and the courI would just say to Brother Marks, that I saw' fn a vision age .of honest <'..onviction runs through an his exwhile on the road, that whereas he was closely pursued by an periences. It is a striking fulfiIIment of the predic. innumerable concourse of .enemies, and ·as they pressed upon
tion of Joseph Smith that he should be pursued by an
him hard, as if they were about to devour him, and had
seemingly obtained some degree of advantage over him, but innumerable conc-0urse of enemies who would press
ab!)ut this time a chariot of fire came, and near the place, upon him hardl as if about to devour him, and
even the angel of the Lord put forth his haµd unto Brother seemingly obtain some degree -0f advantage ove1"
Marks, and said unto him, "Thou art my ·son, ·come here," him.
But this predictiOn .declares . that •he was
and immediately he was· caught up in the. chariot, and rode caught up in the ·chariot and rode away triumphaway -triumphantly out of their midst.. And again the Lord
.
said, I will raise·. thee up ·for ·a· blessing. unto many people. antly out of their midst. .
William Marks was received into the Reorganized
· Now .the particulars of .this whole. :inatter can not .be written
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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at time unt·il· his
11 ' l859 ' and from th_
Church' June
· firm, and
· u. nde~
.ay 22 1872
was constant,
M
ti11 '
dea
'
'
h
t.
. t" in his devotion to the churc o .wh'
. ich h e
via
mg
·
h"
·
1
l"f
N.
•
had given his allegiance m is ear y 1 e.
me years
of this time he was counselor to Pres. Joseph
Smith. He was a wise counselor and~. t~:u~ m~n•.~~~
thus· was the other part of ~he prea10"(;10n oI .1000
verified which said, "I wHl raise ·thee up for a bless·ing unto many people."
.
The writer then takes up the records_of Zenos H. ·ley and Jason W. B_riggs, and s.hows that the. y
Glll
too gave adherence to different factwns before umting with the Reorganized Chu;rch, but· witho_ut following his assertions in detail and without agreeing
to· all he asserts of these men we will say that the
case of William Marks is the case of these men.
They were seeking for light a_nd.turning from dark-
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though often deceived; by men faltered not in his devotion to truth. Though he withdrew from the
· 1885, 1't was not because of· any 1oss . of
ch uroh. m
fid
· th
·
con ence m
· e doct rme
.t aug.ht, or th e f a1"th he
had espc:>1ised in. early life. In his testimony in the
Temple Lot Case he says, when questioned u'pon this
point: ·
There were no. changes in the doctrines 'of the chui·ch that
my action was based on in separating from the church; I did
not say th·at there was any change in the doctrine of the
church that influenced my action. There was nothing changed
that I would consider vital at all iu-the doctrine.
A few weeks after I s~parated I had an articie published
in the SAINTS' HERALD, in which I stated in these words, substantially, "That had the decision of the Reorganized Church
been made as made in answer to my request to withdraw fr9m
the church, there possibly would have been no occasion for iny
withdrawal!' That is substantially what I stated. I did not
withdraw because of any change in doctrine, or because anything new was brought in, but it was in the interp1·etation put
· upon certain lines of policy and doctrine; and while others
were allowed to discuss those lines of policy, I was not permitted to do so, but was shut out.
It was not therefore because of apostasy, but on
account of disagreement on interpretation and
policy.

ness whenever and wherever it ~anifested ·itself.
In his testimony· given in the Temple Lot Case :in
1892, Jason W. Briggs said:
.
I united with the church in 1841, and I remained with it.·
I have accounted myself a member of that church from that
time on, from 1841 to 1885, but I have J:leen in different organizations at different times, as I have already stated; but when
in eaci1 of these organizations I supposed that I was under
the church.
Had the church in 1844 been composed entirely
When I found out they -were ·teaching anything that was of such stanch, true, aIJd brave men as these the
not authorized by the church before 1844, as the law is set/ record of shame, treachery, and disgrace subseforth in the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and the Book of quently made in Utah would haye been impossible.
Doctrine and Covenants, why, I ~eft. it at once.
.
But says the writer of this publication, We find
I always supposed when I belonged to these different organizations that they were the true and direct descendant of the something in the SAINTS' HERALD, the official organ
original church, and as soon as my error was revealed to_ i_ne, of the church, fo the effect that when a man unites
I left them,--left them as soon as I 'found out they .were not with any of the factions they become divested of
under the church.
.
all priesthood. Here is the quotation:
To call these men who adhered· to the original
"Whenever individuals claiming authority under the church
faith and promptly discarded those' who they dis- as organized by the first Joseph became members of any
covered were departing from it ap·ostates, is a gross faction, they immediately became divested of all authority."
and malicious misrepresentation. -Not one of these (SAINTS' HERALD, vol. 4, no. 10, p. 158.)
men departed from the faith. · Marks; as we have_
A few years ago this was brought forward with
seen, continued steadfast and immovably fixed in the the assertion that it was .the language of Pres.
faith through all his days of severe trial and died Joseph Smith. We promptly pointed out that Elder
in the hope of a glorious future.
John A. Mcintosh, then president of Gallands Grove
In the first edition of "Corner stones of Reorg·ani- District, was the author of the language if suoh lanzation," the assertion was made that Zenos H. Gur- · guage was ever used. Later they have omitted the
ley became doubtful of his work and in connection name of Pres. Joseph Smith and simply say it is
with Jason W. Briggs withdre~ from the church from the official ·organ, th6ugh we are credibly inc
in 1886. When it was shown that the Zenos H. formed that they still tell privately that it is the
Gurley withdrawing was not ·the same man, but a language of President Smith. The quotation is from
son of the man in question an ev·asive change was the minutes of a special conference held at Gallands
mad_e rn the next issue, so as to make it uncertain Grove, Iowa, in October, 1863~
and obscure, but not correcting the former error~ ·
The report does not claim to be verbatim, but only
The Zenos H. Gurley who was one of the. eady' the substance of what President J'v'.ieintosh said.
and prime movers in tl;e Reorganization remained Further, this quotation 1uade in this ·tract· is segre-firm in the faith through all the dark day~ that tried gated from. a sentence, both ,commencing and ending
men's souls, and was faithfui in his adherence to the where there is no punctuation whatever. This dis:.
ch~rc~i until his death, which occurred near J·Qy, torts the meaning of the statement by removing
Illmo1s, August 28, 1871.
.
. ·~ ·
qualifyfo:ig words.
.
~ason w_. Briggs was also unwavering i~ hie faith,
'l\he compiete report as published in the HERALD
while passmg through scenes of disappointment, and · is as follows:
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The president then (in substance) made the following remarks: All official acts of any elder, while acting under
authority of the old church, are recognized by us as valid;
but the acts of those elders who received their authority from
any of the factious organizations, such as. Brighl).m's, Brewster's, Strang's, etc., etc., are not recognized by us as valid;
for whenever any of the$e factions were organized each member received his authority from that faction, hence whenever
individl.lals, claiming authority under the church as organized
by the first Joseph, became members of any faction they
immediately became divested · of all authority except ..that
received from the faction to which they. had j~ined themselves. Thus when Brigham Young usurped the. presidency
of the church at or near Council Bluffs, the disorganization
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints was
thereby effected, and Brigham's church was brought into
existence. The same is true of. all the factious organizations.
Therefore from the time they set up fo1· themselves their
acts in a church capacity are ~purious.

May 11, 1910

received of the Spirit of God and have maintained thoh·
integrity before him, therefore
Resolved, That we recogniz~ no other .rule by which t
test the validity of the baptism of persons who have embr ~
the gospel, except the fruit ·and manifestation of the Sp~c.?t
Therefore, the question df rebaptism is a_ matter of conscie~~e:
Resolved further, That a connection with those f~et.icno
during the dark and cloudy day, does not necessarn;i~~aii:
date the. priesthood; holding as we do, that these factions
could neither confer nor take. away the priesthood.-SAINTS'
HERALD, vol. 9, p. 124, also Book of General Conference Resolutions, pp. 10 and 11.

We submit that the honorable course for one writing on "Corner stones of the Reorganization" would
be to quote the official action ()f the body under consideration, instead .of ignoring such·action to quote
the opinion Of individuals.
Such_ a course is despicably low and tricky.

By the above it will be seen, first, that we have
The· other tract bears ithe- title of,
not a verbatim statement of President Mcintosh's
words. Second, That the quotation made by these
Utah emissarioo is a segregation from the middle of .. 'i
a sentence. Third, that he was speaking first of
PRESIDE_!'lCY-PERMANENCY,"
those who received their authority from the factions,
and second that the context qualifies the radical
and is about
statement quoted by applying it to "acts in a church as' evasive and deceptive as the one already excapacity."
amined.
We shall not attempt to follow it through all its
However, conceding that John A. Mcintosh may
have been extreme in his views (a very natural re- intricate mists. of sophistry ·and misrepresentation,
sult when we consider the scenes of oppression but will merely point ·out enough of its duplicity to
through which he had passed under the rule of Brig- expose its character.
The arguments concerning succession are not new
ham Young) , it does not commit the church to his
conclusions. It was simply the opinion of Elder ·and have been refuted ma,ny times, therefore we
omit any refutation in this paper, as the reader can
Mcintosh.
·
The church has spoken definitely upon this sub- find our position in many publications. There is
ject, but these deceivers, though pretending to write 'only one new thing on this point. In speaking of the
on "Oorner stones of Reorganization,'' ignore the provision that Joseph Smith should appoint his sucofficial acts of the Reol·ganization, and quote indi- cessor, the writer says:
During all the trying scenes of life the . Prophet did not
vidual opinions, and even distort them.
transgress, but proved his worthiness before God; thereforn,
The statement made by John A. Mcintosh was there was no necessity for him to confer upon his successor
made on October 26, 1863. To what extent this the keys and authority of his office on account of any transopinion was entertained by others does not appear, gression during this early period before the various quorums
but later the church spoke authoritatively upon the of the priesthood were 01:ganized as we have them to-day.
Our Reorganizat.ion friends admit this to be the fact. We
subject and on April 11, 1866, in General Conference read
in the SAINTS' HERALD of August 18, 1888 (this being
assembled, adopted the following:
the ·official organ of the Re-organite - Church), the following:

''Reorganization Weighed

<.

While we deeply deplore the great. apostasy and turning
the truth into lasciviousness, which has occurred in the
church of Christ in years gone by, resulting in the organization of numerous factions and schisms, yet we can.not shut
our eyes to the great truth that the priesthood which was
confei-red by the ministratiori of the angel of God, upon· the
head of our martyred prophet, Joseph Smith; and Oliver
Cowdery, in May, A. I>. 1829, when he said, "Upon 'you my
fellow-servants in the .J1ame of the Messiah I c.Qnfer this
priesthood, ·which shall remain on earth that the sons of
Levi may yet offer ·ai1 offering· to the Lord in righteousness,"
still remains; and has continued to remain from that day to
this. Therefore we believe lt to be our duty-, as iildivi.duals
having received that p1;icsthood, to :hunt tlp and'. minister to
the spiritual wants ·of the scattered sheep of the house of
Israel, those who manifest b~ th.eh• fruits . that they have

,''Joseph Smith was taken away, dying a martyr, of which
d'eath-· he was conscious, and made preparation before it
occurred.. He was not accused. by the Lord of transgressions,
and the gift that had been conferred upon him taken from
him; nor was there a command given him to appoint another
in his stead, because he had been unworthy, and the Lord
proposed to depose hiin from his office. It was only in the
event of the gift being .taken from him, that he was to so
appoint another. This event did not occur." (Vol. 35, no. 33.)

Technically this is correct. Joseph did not transgress to the extent that there was necessity for him
to confer upon his successor the keys and authority
of ihis office on account of any trap.sgression. The Reorganized Church has admttted and does admit this.
The insinuatioJ?. that this is the issue is low and ·
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The real issue is whether Joseph Smith favor of the orgrunization having i·ts headquarters in
appoint 'his s~cce8sor in case the mountains, all of which has been frequently met
and overthrown, but we submit that men guilty of
of death or only in case ?f transgression. ... .
.
such
dupliciity and sneaking tactics as ·exposed in.
thE;i above quotat10n is
'l'Iie ai'ticle from which
•
"Th . . t
this
paper
·are not representatives of the pure, lovtaken is a long dissertation on
. e ~towehr ,ldo tphertand
undefiled
Christ.
ing,
-1-lrn
nhnl'l'h" -·-Rnd- that the
wri er . e • a
v11v '"' ..,.. ....... ,..,
•
HEMAN C. SMITH.
Joseph Smith retained and exercised the. authonty to
· appoint his successor even thoug.~ he did ~?t t~ans
0
gress, is evident from the followmg quota 10nl rom
the same article.
.
THE PERFECT LA w.
In pursuance of the prin~ip!e shown in. the above ,.state"The law of the Lord· is perfect; converting the
ment, Joseph Smith prophetically blessed his .s~n and _stated ·soul." "The words that I speak unto you, they are
what his calling was to be. First. In the Jail at Liberty, Spidt, and they ·are life." "Whosoever hath my
Missouri. Second. In the office or council room in the brick commandments and keepeth them, he it is that
store at Nauvoo, Illinois, some time in 1842 or '43, at which loveth me."
a number of the then prominent men of the church were
present, James Whitehead,,N. K. '\Yhitney and others among
T:o be obedient to the will of God has ever been
them. Third. on the stand near the Temple at .Nauvoo, the safety of :tnan. To· fail to be obedient has as
where, in the presence of hundreds,. he stated that Joseph; often proven to be seriously detrimental and in the
his son, should be his succes·sor, should he be taken a'vay. end, if continued, ruinous.
Fourth. In the parlor of the Mansion House, in June, 1844•
As Latter Day Saints we have fr.om the first
just prior to the last and fatal journey to Carthage, Illinois, taurnht
that only complete obedience brings complete
0
whence he was brought to his· burial, on which occasion _he again blessed his son Joseph by the laying on of hands, and s-alvation, and in view of this truth, we have asked
stated again that he it was who was to be his successor if he the world not only to believe on Jes us Christ, that he
was taken. All this was done in the presence of witnesses is the Son of God, but to go forth in obedience to the
casually assembled and not chosen by favoritism or in secrecy. glorious gospel, not one principle having been done
The above is but an instance of the duplicity used -away; not one principle but that is necessary to eterby these perverters of early church history.
nal salvation.
All other points in this tract sought to be inade on
Would it not be a pity, dear, brethren, if when we
succession are answered in our work on True Sue- stand before the judgment seat of Christ, it should
cession,
appear that we to. whom the message has come, and
On the subject of ordination the same points found we who have professed faith therein, have failed to
in "Corner stones," ·are largely relied upon and have -obtain the "great salvation," and that because we
been considered ih this paper.
have been unwilling and disobedient to some of the
However, one misrepresentation of the testimony requirements of this perfect law?
of Pres. Joseph. Smith we will briefly notice. -As
We point the world to the words of the Savior:
evidence that President Smith was not desig-. "Except a man be born again he c-an not enter into
nated by his father. a;s his successor the -following iS the kingdom of God," and emphasize the teaching of
quoted from his testfrnony in the Temple Lo~ Case: the Perfect One by showing that this birth is of the
"No, sir, I did NOT state that I was a"rdained by my water and of the Spirit, -affecting the whole man,
father; I did not make the statement. I was NOT ordained body and soul. The writer believes the message is
by my father as his successor,-according to my understand- an authoritative one and should be delivered in plaining of the word 'ordained? I was not." (Plaintiff's Abstract ness and force, but did you ever think of what one
1
in Temple Lot Suit, page 79, paragraph 162.)
'
of the sacred writers said about the word being like
To show the unfair and dishonest methods of a two-edged sword, dividing asunder both joint and
these ma,nipulators it is only necessary to quote more marrow? Then while we preach to the world, let us
fully this testimony ·of President Smith:
occasionally view ourselves to see if ,we are among
I ~~· sir, I did not state that I was oi·dained by my father; "the willing and obedient," for they are represented
1
not make that statement. I was not ordained by my as the only ones who shall eat_the good of the land
father as his successor; according to my understanding of of Zion in these last days. Our obedience to the perthe
I was not. I was blessed by him and desig- h Id b e comp1et e. At.· 1eas·t we s h.ou Id
nbat eword
d' wellordain,
in a sense chosen, and the word ordain could -not feet law s ou
e applied in any other sense than by the act of pointing never allow ourselves to. offer an excuse for noncomo~t or indicating· only, and he indicated or designated me as pliance. If we find that our obedience is imperfect,
his successor.
·
there is only one way' out of the difficulty,--repent and
. In this quotation Joseph Smith sets forth the posi- forsake our sins, whether they have been committed
hon the Reorganized Church ha.s alway~- occupied, by -leaving undone the thing.s we ought to do or by
:n? to quote him in ~art leaving out th~ r,eal pofot doing the things we ought not to do. If there is any
t issue we do not hesitate to brand as dishonorable. -one principle which it is hard for some to comply '
We have·not space here to follow the arguments in with; it is the law which affects us financially. -
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But can any law which affects only in d!ollars and
cents be of God? To this question we would answer
that we know·of no such law. We ·are a full believer
that God has never given a temporal law, and that
all his laws are spiritual. To illustrate: The con~
verted sinner who repents is baptized in water for
the remission of sins. The physical form is laid be-low the substance of water. Yet which of us will
be willing to say that 'a spiritual law has rrot been
complied with?
.
Even so it is when the heal't is reached by the
soul-convincing statements of Holy Writ and he'
takes of the things which God has intrusted to his
care and imparts of his substance to those who have
need. Throug·h those whom God has called to the
work of receiving and disbursing,
has complied
with one of the ·spiritual· laws ·and he is affected
spiritually thereby.
On the other hand, if, after we have becom,e acquainted with what God requires of us in temporal
things and refuse to comply, is it not reasona15le to
believe that we shall again rest under condemnation? Malachi, in the third chapter, accuses Israel
of robbing God· and commands them to bring all the
tithes into the storehouse and prove God; I have
often wondered at the strength of this command and
the wondrous. scope of the promises, and thoiigh ·I
may never have the opportunity of seeing its entire
fulfillment in this life, I shall hope to in eternity.
But why not in this life? The statement was made
to a nation accepted of God as his people who were
in condition to fully comply if they would. Hence
the charge of robbery if they failed. Does this
statement apply to us as a people, and does the Lord
hold us responsible as he did ancient Israel? Let us
now turn to the Book of Mormon. Book of Nephi,
chapter 11, gives us a portion of the teaching of
Christ when he appeared to the people on this continent after his ascension.
Verse 2 is a command.
ment to write the words which the Father had given
to Malachi which he should tell unto them. He then
gives them chapters 3 and 4 of the book about as
they appear in the Bible, which contain the strong
language referred to above, and then follows with
this statement:

he

.

These scriptures which ye had not with you, th<:i Father
commanded ,that I should give unto you, for it was wisdom
in him that they should ·be given unto future generations,

This makes the statement binding upon us who
believe in the Book of Mormon, and there is no way
of escaping this charge, commandment, and .the
miraculous promises therein contained. ··
But are we to expect that the Lord will open the
windows of heaven and pour us out a ·blessing _that
there' shall :not be ro6:!11erioug'h.to receive it? We
· answer yes, jf.we folfiil the perfect law•. ·Witness
these. two statements in the New' Testament:

May 11, 1910

If ye abide in me, and ..my "'°ords abide l!). you, ye shall ask ·
what ye will,.· and it shall be done unto you.
If ye .have fait~ as a grain of ·must1J,l'd seed, ye shall say
1mto this mountam, Remove hence to yonder place, and it
shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible unto you.

But says the objector,"! would not think ~f asking _God for ahlessing so great that there shall not
be room enough to receive it, 'nor do I see the wisdom
of God so doing." This command. was originally
given. to ancient Israel. Peter declares, "Of a truth
I perceive that God is no respecter of persons; but
in every nation he that feareth ·him and worketh
righteousness is· accepted with him." It seems
plain that if ancient Israel had been obedient and
brought "all the tithes into the storehouse" and thus
have put God to the test, there would not be room
enough to receive -it inside ,the church, that this
overflowing blessing would ·have. reached the outside
world and they have been brought, or some of them,
to a knowledge of the truth.
We think it .a mistake to confine the fulfillment of
this statement to temporal things alone. Clearly
then the overflowing part of this promise is not objectionable, but marks it as divine; "for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and and on the unjust."
The commandments •of God to the church in our
own day agree with what he said to-·Malachi, only
varying in that they are more explicit and teach us
what is meant by "tithe." Doctrine and Covenants
64: 5 reads:
Behold, now it is called to-day (until the coming of the Son
of Man), and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a day for the
tithing of my people; for he that is tithed shall not be burned
(at his coming); for after to-day cometh the burning: this
is speaking after the manner of the Lord; for verily I say,
To-morrow all the proud and they. that do wickedly shall be
as stubble; and I will bmn.thllm )lp,.for I am the Lord of
hosts; and I will not sp11re any that ,r\)main,eth in Babylon.

If there are those who object to this on !recount of
the fire part of it, let them turn to the beginning of
the fourth chapter of Malachi, and it will be seen
that quite :as strong and very similar language is
used. Section 42: 8 declares:
If thou .lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my
commandments. And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor,
and consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which
thou hast to impart unto them, with .a covenant and a deed
which can not be broken; and inasmuch as ye impart of your
substance unto the poor, ye Will do it unto me, and they
shall be laid· before the bishop of my church and his counsdors, two of the elders, or high priests,. such· as he shall or
has appointed. and set apart for :that purpose.

Now we can not bring our houses and lands and
lay them before the Bishop; ·but we can do so by
statement or inventory .and we can all do this,
whether our property be little or inuch, and thus
fulfill a part of the law of i;he ·celestial k_ingdom.
Joseph the Martyr, through whom the foregoing was
given, ·has thiS ..to s_ay about inventories: . "The fact
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·.
·s bound to consecrate to the Bishop before and thus rest under _condemnation? "Choose you is a man i
- -- •
;.h l • 'd' - -f
considered a legal hen· to v e nng om o _. this day whom ye will serve" ; "Ye can not serve God
he can b e
Ch- - h H' t
Zion." See volume 1, pa~e 300 of
urc __ is ory. and mammon."
.GEO. P; LAMBERT,
the
page.
It
will
help
you
rto
an
underRY d BJI
.
d
Bishop of the Nauvoo Dist'rict,
9 of sect10n
42 rea s:
st an d 1·ng . Parapraph
c
_
:.
And it shall come to pass that after they are· laid be~ore
the bishop of my church, and after t_ha~ he has received
them testimonies concerning the consecrat10n of the properties of my church, that they can not be taken ·from the _
church, agreeably to my commandments; every ma~ shall .
WHAT WE SHOULD READ, AND WHY TO READ IT.
be made accountable unto me, a st~ward over his ~wn
There are more books worth- reading than any man can find
property, or that which he l.ias rec~ived b~ ~onsecrat10n, :time to read.
·
in-asmuch as is sufficient for himself and fannly.
For that reason it is never worth while to read worthless
From this pai't -0f the law we ai•e made to.see: books.
clearly that God claims us as his children and hav-,
One of the greatest valu~s of literature is the quality of the
ing made us "heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus style in which a book is written.
T_he subject-matter is, of course, the real "meat and sinew,"
Ghrist" he claims what we. have - of this world's
but, like_ a good meal, the feast needs to be well prepared.
goods.
·
To ignore 01· disregm·d litemry style is to ·niiss half the joys
We are stewards over it whether we render<our
of literature.
account to the Bishop or not. The only difference
Jeremy Bentham was one qf the most valuable men in the
is that thereby rendering -our account, we acknowl- nineteenth century.
edge that God's law is right.
He lived, labored~ and wrote to- a great purpose, b1it despite
Some seem to fear to render their accounts think- his Westminster education and Oxford training his writing
ing that the Bishop would take advantage of them was crude and his style awkward.
That we have, in delightfully readable form, the forceful,
and require them to do more than they ,think 'God
helpful, comprehensive writings of that subtle· thinker and
would require. To such I Would say ·that I d-0 not
reformer is due to the gifted editorial pen of M. Dumont.
think your fears are well founded. So far as I have
"If M. Dumont had never been born," says Macauley, "Mr.
been made acquainted with the Bishopric of the Bentham would still have been a very great man. But he
church, they evidently have .the love of the- work at would have been great to himself alone;"
heart. And having been called of God to this work,
The literary style of Dumont gave permanent life to the
through the President of the church, it seems. quite vaulable ideas of Bentham.
The study of style--which is in a measure the habits of
proper that the membership, J.me and all, should
w1·itm·s-is an intensely interesting occupation.
move forward in obedience and thus honor God; the
Both Emerson and Carlyle now and then lead you through
law, and the men whom God has called.
such a maze of words that you get lost in the jungle, only to
It seems that as laJe as 1838 members of the come suddenly upon a sentence that more than repays for the
church did not fully understand what was required journey.
Kipling's greatest individuai literary characteristic is reitof them, for we hear the revelafor asking the Lord:
to "sho~" unto thy servants how much thou requirest eration; and Donald G. Mitchell, who never failed to write
something worth reading, -was sfrongly addicted to the parof the property of thy people for a tithing." Note enthesis.
the answer:
To the exquisite drolleries that,_ as l\fatthews -putll it, "lie
Verily, thus saith the Lord, I require all their surplus in ambush on every page of Tristram Sh~ndy," Sterns owes
~rop~rty to put into the hands of the bishop of my church
the major part of his fame.
m Z10n, for the building of mine house, and for the laying
Speaking of Montaigne's style, Emerson says: "The sinthe foundation of Zion, and for the p1iesthood, and for the ce1ity and marrow of the man reaches to his sentences. Cut
debts of the presidency of my church· and this shall be the these words and they would bleed; they are vascular and
beginning of the tithing of my people~ and after that, those alive."
who have thus been tithed, shall pay one tenth of all their inYet he tells us that Montaigne's writings have no enthuterest annually; and this shall be a standing law unto them __ siasms and -that only once:-in his admiration of Socratesfor ever, for my holy priesthood, saith the Lord,:__Doctiine does his style "rise to passion.''
and Covenants 106: 1.
'
One of the most unusual of literary habits is Ruskin's frank
It seems that the Lord requi;es "all their surplus way of c1iticising himself. He seems by that method to unlock
P.roperty." This we understand to be the consecra- all doors and introdut!es you to himself in a way that is f~st1
t'
cinating.
·
on men ioned in section 42 and referred to ,by the
At the time of the publication of one of James Lane Allen's
revelator in his remark?S
-referred to on page 300 - novels, a few years ago, considerable was said of his prolix
of the first volume of history. The word interest _ sentences, but these-hold no place beside some of the passages
means the net increase after we -have deducted the _of Herodotus, which are "nearly as Ion~ as acts of Shak_°:"
expense of an ordinary living. ·
_
·,
speare."
_
_
Sh lJ
Macauley calls Livy's history "a bad -thing' well done,"
h
we comply -and thus prove the Lord whether because of his beauty of style and his disregard of fact.
e WI open . unto US the windows -of heaven? · -Or
And, speaking· of Macauley's biographies, Taine says, "They __
8
hall we contmue to neglect our duties and rob God, are less portraits than judgments."

Of General Interest
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the morning suri, and who~e sense of justice anih·eason can not
be .less potential than those immutable statutes that are the
law of being .to ·the c~eatures he ha.s made, and which compel
them to declare that 1f the only obJect of creation is destruction, if infinity~ is a theater of. unint-er1:-unttld ·ce-•~ia~ .... f i'""e
0 +. +.
parable calamities, if the final ·cause ~f .-life ls. d~th the~
time is an inexplicalile tragedy, arid eternity an illogic~! and
l'HE FUTURE HOPE.
indefensible catastrophe.
(From eulogy on the life and character of Senator James
No, Mr. President, this obsequy is for the quick and not for
B. Beck of Kentucky, in the United States Senate, August 23,
the dead. · It is not in inconsolable lamentation. It is a strain
1890.)
.
The right to live is, in human estimation, the most ~acred, of triumph.- It is an affirmation to those who survive, that as
the most inviolable, the most inalienable. The joy of living • our departed associate contemplating at the close of his life
in such a splendid and luminous day as this is inconceivable.• the monument· of good_deeds _he had erected, more enduring
. To exist is exultation. To live for ever is our sublimest hope. than . bras.s and loftier than .the' pyramids of kings, might
Annihilation, extinction and eternal death are the forebodings exclaun with the Roman poet, Non oninis moriar. So turning
of despair. To know, to love, to achieve, to triumph, to confer to tll.e silent and unknown, future, he could reply ;,ith just
happiness,-to alleviate misery, is rapture. The greatest crime and reasonable 'confidence upon that· most impressive and
and the severest penalty known to human law is the sacrifice momentous assurance ever delivered to the human race, "He
that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live;
and forfeiture of life.
And yet we are all under sentence of death. Other and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die."
events may or may not occur. Other conditions may or may
not exist. We may be rich or poor; we may be iearned or
OLD AGE.
ignorant; we may be happy or wretched; but we all must die.
Doctor Eliot, retired president of Harvard, an old man,
The verdict has been pronounced by the inexorable decree of
an omnipotent tribunal. Without t1ial or opportunity for constructs a "new religion," plans a popular method of educadefense; with no knowledge of the accuser, or the nature and· tion in litera.ture, looks to the future and is eager to work.
cause of the accusation; without being confronted with the Doctor Angell, eighty years old, just retired from the presiwitnesses against us we have been summoned to the bar of dency of the University of Michigan, says he will lay out a
life and condemned to death. There is no writ of error, nor plan for his future activity. "I shall now begin to live," is
i·eview. There is neither exculpation nor appeal. All must his strenuous and buoyant attitud~. ·
be relinquished. Beauty and deformity, good and evil, virtue
Count Tolstoi, anqther old man, vigorously announces one
and vice, share the same relentless fate. The tender mother spiritual truth after another. One ·of his latest is a powerful
cries passionately for mercy for her firstborn, but there is attack on the principle of violence, which, in his opinion,
no clemency.
underlies war and governments. Communities are ruled by
The proscription extends alike to the individual and the violence and not b.y love. The era of love's rule will bring
type. Nations die and races expire. Humanity itself is des- :n the great revolution. The great Russian, who has had
tined to extinction. Sooner or later it is the instruction of rrobably the fullest -experience of any living man, is as full
science that the energy of the earth will be expended, ·and it of life as ever. Perhaps his interest now, being deeply rewill become incapable of supporting life. A group of feeble ligious, is richer and fuller than ever. What young man can
and pallid survivors in some sheltered valley in the tropics compare with this old giant in range and power and depth
-·
will behold the sun sink below the horizon and the pitiless of vision?
stars glitter in the midnight sky. The last man will perish and
Professor Metchnikoff, a scientific· man, is at work on a
the sun will rise upon the earth without an.inhabitant. Its specific for old ,age. He believes old age is a disease, due to
atmosphere, its seas, its, life and heat, 'viii vanish, and the poisoning caused largely by the great intestine, and that
planet will be an idle cinder uselessly spinning in its orbit. counteracting diet and habits may put off death. He thinks
Every hour some world dies unnoticed in the firmament; some he is on the verge of a discovery that in importance will far
sun smoulders to embers and ashes on the hearthstone of infi- · exceed all the inventions of our wonderful day. Cook and
nite space and the mighty maze of systems sweeps ceaselessly Bleriot and Wright and Curtiss will seem playful sports in
• onward in its voyage of doom _to remorseless and unsparing· comparison-even Hudson and Fulton names of trifling imdestruction.
portance.
With the disappearance of man from the earth all trac.es
But, even before the discovery of Professor Metchnikoff's
of his· existence will be lust. The palaces, towers and temples specific, we have men who have practically conquered old
he has reared, the institutions he has established, the cities age. Men who perform this feat, who at death, or near it,
he has builded, the books he has written, the creeds he has con- have a serene and wide philosophy, the ]:esult of rising always
structed, the philosophies he has formulated-all science, art, from one experience to a higher, these men have conquered
literature and knowledge will be obliterated and engulfed in old age. Who will not. admit that the Russian seer knows
empty and vacant oblivion.
no seniliLy'i Such it is to be truly great. To live a life that
does not flash out in the pan of youth, no matter how bril"The great globe itself,
liantly, but is built on an art that constructs all one's expeYea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,
riences on wider and wider. foundations, so that progressive
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
strength, rather than progressive weakness, is insured-:t~s
Leave not a rack behind."
is not only the conquest of old age, but, in a real way, it is
the conquest ~f death, since it 'i:emoves its sting.-New York
There is an intelligence so vast and . enduring that .the Press.
'
flaming intei'vals between the birth ·and death of universes
is no more than the flash of fireflies above. the meadows of
One trouble with the habitually crooked man is that he
· Bummer; a - colossal· pOWE)r . by ·which· these stupendous orbs
are- launched iii the abyss lfke "bubbles blown by a child in never knows which way he is turning.

The thought is the 1·eal heart beat of a book; but if that
hearts beats in imison with. a beauty of style it 1nakes its.
tniths doubly appetizing and therefo1•e doubly efjeotive.~
Saint Louis Post-Dispatoh, by John K. Le Baron.
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ganization," the "Reorganization weighed," and the "Reorganization versus salvation for the dead." These contain
the 'strongest arguments against the church that I ever heard,
MADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA,
but they have not. shaken my faith enough to cause me to
Editors Herald: I enjoy reading the HE~~LD ve1?' _m~c~, jump out of the frying pan into the fire~ I believe in baptism
Id ·0 y more living where we could attend cnmcn .. for the dead, and I sometimes wonder when it will be pracbuthwe ~ou t~:; years now since we have been where there ticed again. But I think it necessary that such things be
It as been
There is only one other Saint here besides
was a ranc11.
h 1 revealed or our dead friends might be baptized before they
self and husband, so we can ·not even have Sunday sc oo , had repented.
my I
boy and I keep up the lessons the best we· can.
thoug1 my
d · th
· th
They say that the son of the Prophet has presided over the
We have had some preaching here urmg e summ(?r m_on. S'
church for forty-five years without baptizing for the dead
by Elders Rannie and Knisley and others, and much preJud1ce
or building a temple. It should be remembered that he and
has been removed, though some still call us .M.ormons'.
·his associates in the ministry have had many odds to fight
We have many friends here who seem Wllhng to. listen to
against, both from within and without, and it takes a great
ti truth even if they do not accept. Som~ are asking when
t~: elder~ are coming back, but whether they will come to deal of preparation to get into such a condition that God
. can trust this part of his work to the Saints. I believe that
hear them when they do is hard to say. We trust s?me·
we as Saints are making this preparation. We want to
good work may yet be done here and others be brought mto
the light. We ask the prayers of the Saints that we may build on the roe!<: and do our work well as we go along and
be more faithful and set a worthy example before those this takes time, but it is time well spent and not wasted as
around us and be able t_o train our children aright. Being our Utah friends would have us believe. They attack our
isolated from the Saints and from chu~·ch privileges, it President because he makes no big talks about the keys,
seems harder to always live as we should and we are apt to powers, and authority of priesthood, but says his father
become careless, but we trust God may give us strength to· named him as his successor and was blessed for that purpose.
· We read in Mother Smith's History of the Prophet where
endure to the end and that we may be able to do more fot
she gives the blessings that were pronounced upon the marthe cause.
Your sister in Christ, ·
tyrs, Joseph and Hyrum, Joseph's seed being blessed with
MRS. J.E. FARBER.
him but no mention of Hyrum's offspring. "O well," they
say, "that is something you Josephites· have hatch,ed up or
NUNEZ, LOUISIANA, April 20, 1910.
you Reorganites," as they now prefer to call us. They reject
Dear Hera.Id: I am for the first tinie going to tell you Mother Smith's history and they deny the law of lineage to
some of my thoughts and experiences. First of all I must - ·an· except patriarchs and bishops, and say that the eighteenth
say how welcome you have ever been and what an ·old friend paragraph of the revelation given January 19, 1841, reading
you are to me. I think my father, Alexander Struthers, (speaking of the Prophet): "For this anointing have I put
subscribed for you from the first. With what joy and sad- upon his head, thiit his blessing shall also be put upon· the
ness, too, I read your pages. I see many old friends have. head of his posterity after him,". is only making provision
passed away and I feel sad at our loss, but rejoice in their for his family or posterity to have place in that boarding
gain. Among the number, was Bro. Benjamin Durfee, who house which the Saints were commanded to build for the
used to live in Keokuk, Iowa, and Alexander Smith. These boarding of strangers, and has no reference to the prophetic
two brothers administered to me in 1892. I did not think I office going from father to son; but we notice that the blesst'ver would get well. ·Brother Alexander asked that I might ing, whatever it was, was placed upon the head of his posbe made well from the crOWll of my head to. the soles of my terity aftm· him. The head of his posterity would be the
feet. He told me to have patience and in time all would be firstborn, which is the present occupant of the presidential
well with me. I got so tired waiting it seemed I never would chair of the Reorganization. But supposing their contenre well again; but I am. I am well and strong and my faith · tion be true, what is the meaning of the words, "following
is stronger, believing as I do that although unworthy, my these"? The Lord says, "And as I. said unto Abraham, conheavenly Father heai·s my prayers. and cares for "even me.'/ cerning the kindreds of the earth, even so I say unto my
I am glad to know that Bro. John Lake is still with us. He. servant, Joseph, In thee, and in thy seed, shall the kindred
immersed me in the waters of baptism at Keokiik, Iowa, July of the earth be blessed. Therefore, let my servant Joseph,
14, 1878. Most of all, I am thankful to have the HERALD and his seed after him, have place in. that house; from gentelling me as it does of our beloved President's sti!l active eration to generation, for ever and ever, saith the Lord."
life; ~!so the many messages of life and salvation for us all.
Surely nothing could be plainer. They were to have place
If ~his should be read by Brn. Edgar H. and Jame's M. in that house, because in him and his seed the kindred of
Snnth, who were with us, preaching six good sermons, more the earth should be blessed. It is a significa:ut fact that all
than a year ago, let them take notice. We are back at the of the Prophet's posterity belong to what our friends in the
same place and the people and the place are awaiting their salt land (Jeremiah 17: 5, 6,) love to call "reorganites." The
return to preach to them again. Go on little HERALD with best proof to my mind of a man's call is in what he teaches:
your message of love, cheer, and good tidings; is the wish "He that is sent of God speaketh the words of God." In the
of your sister in Christ.
MARGARET S. KITE.
Jounial of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 50, I find the following language used by Brigham Young: "Now hear it, 0 inhabitants
of the earth, Jew and Gentile, saint and sinner, when our.
E .
ELDORADO SPRINGS, MISSOURI, April 24, 1910.
ditoi·s Hemld: I consider myself happy to be a member father Adam came into the garden of Eden, he ca,me into it
of the Church of Jesus Christ which has been reorganized in .. with a celestial body, and brought Eve, one of his wives,
these latter days, an d t h at God has agam
. empowered
··
men to \vith him. He helped to make and organfze this world. He is
pr~claim the gospel and administer the ordinances thereof, Michael, the archangel, the ancient of days, about whom holy
an to set in order those things thai; are needed.
men have written and spoken:. He. is our father and· our
"_'e have lately received three tracts or'pamphlets written God, and the only God with whom we have tci do." Down
a;~nst the church presided over by Bro. Joseph Smith, son a little farther he says that Jesus was not begotten by the
0
oseph the Martyr, entitled "Corne1• stones of _the Reor- Holy Ghost. This J;>ook was published in Liverpool in 1854,
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not by the Reorganization but by om• Utah friends, so that we ought to lay down our. lives 'for the brethren."-1 John
it does not come secondhanded to me, bµt I read it in their 3: 16.
own publications.
Now b!.:others and sisters, let us all who have tlie d
t f th·
.
a vanceOn the other hand (though I am young and inexperienced men . o
is gosp_e1 at heart; call upon God to cleanse our
_ ,_.
in years, I have done a great deal of reading and studying hearts from_ all unworthiness·, ask ..od ~n g·1 .,~ un•I.IV U;j Ill$
d
along this line) I have never yet· heard or read 'anything. Holy Spmt, and the frmts of that Spirit are goodne
'hl
· ·
·
nu
f1:om the tongue or pen of our beloved President, the soil ~1g eo:~~es~ ~n? kuth. . God's word "tells me if any man
of the Prophet, that was contrai·y to the Prophet's teachfogs . as no . e pmt of Christ he is· none of his. My opinion
as contained in the three books and published before his death, is that this refers to you and me wh9. have pledged ourselves
or that was contrary to the code of good morals· as contained ,to serve God, for those. outside of the chui·ch have not th
.
- . .
e
in those books. May he go to his rest in· peace, is my. prayer. Holy Spirit.
Your brother,·.
My prayer is tliat we may see that it is our duty to love
one another and cheer· and lift a fitllen brother, so that when
JOHN T. WOOD.
'!'e meet together, we shall meet for that express pmpose and
m on~ accord, and the Lord }\'ill ful_fill his promise, when he
DICKINSON, NORTH DAKOTA, April 28, 1910.
says if two or three are met together in his _name he will
Saints' Herald: The HERALD is the light of the world to bless them.
·
Your brother,
my wife and me. My wife is not a member of the church,
1138 FIRST AVENUE.
ALEX. S. A. WHITE.
nor has she heard a sermon preached to my knowledge.
Brother Houghton stopped at our place on his way north.
.
FRANCIS, SASKATCHEWAN, April 15, 1910.
He did ·not preach here, but gave us some good advice and
Editors Hemld: I have been thinking for some time thal
prayed for us, and got me to subscribe for the HERALD and
Aiitmnn Leaves. Since then my wife has been reading them a few lines from this country would l)e of interest to some
and also the Testament and she says she will become a mem- cf your readers. Judging from the number of people that are
ber as soon as she can. By her reading and talking to me coming to this country a person would think ·that the eyes
because I did not li_ve a good, Christian life, I began to of the whole ·Civilized world were directed toward northwest
think over my past life and to ask God to forgive me and to Canada. While at Weyburn a few days ago I saw in one
guide my footsteps through life, and help me lead a .better, day cars from twenty-five different railroad systems in the
cleaner life. He certainly has done it and I thank him for it. United States. A few of these cars contained goods that
Canada imports from the United States, but most of them
But, dear Saints, to ask God's forgiveness we must humble
brought settlers who had bought cheap land or were going
ourselves. I found that out through a vision last night. I
out onto homesteads that they had previously taken up. The
will relate it to you, thinking it will help some one to go to
cars came from a scope of country stretching from Vermont
God. and seek. I saw Pres. Joseph Smith with a large
to North Dakota and from Minnesota to Oklahoma. Last
book reading out of it to two of his followers. 'He did not
January the Ha1't-Parr Company, of Charles City, Iowa,
know me nor my name, and I saw him talking to· these two
shipped a train load .of gasoline engines to Alberta, the value
men, and praying with them and singing. I went where
of which amounted to one ·hundred thousand dollars. This will
they were and mt down with them. None of them spok~,
give some idea of the widespread interest that the people of
but the · one I was sitting beside held the book over so I
the United States take in Canada. The railroads are vieing
could see and sing. After it was. over I started to go home,
with one another to get their lines built into the more fertile
but Brother Smith called me by name and said, "Broth,er
districts, in fact they ate -building them faster than they
Langdon, come back and pray to God for your sins." I went
can equip them. and: ballast the roadbed. Last March I
back and prayed to God that he might forgive me and help
had occasion to take a trip· on_e. hundred and thirty miles
me, and I cried awfully and got down on my knees and
southwest of Saskatoon on a new'Iine. The last fifty miles
looked into heaven. Brother Smith put his ·hands· on my
of this road are still in the hand.s of the construction departhead and blessed me and told me not to cry any more, that
ment, and at one time it actually. took us seven homs to
God would help me. How grand President Smith looked!
make a run of twenty-one miles, The roadbed was so soft
I would love to see him.
that a crew of section men had to go along with a supply
I ask an interest in your prayers for my wife and myself.. of-plankif and timbers. Whenever we came to a soft place they
A. P. LANGDON.
would go ahead of the train, raise the track and block it up
•

•

-,

_
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-._..,..,

n;;

~-

OWEN SOUND, ONTARIO,, April 14, 1910.
Dear Brothers and Sisters: Permit me in your.valuable
journal to makii a few remarks about unity among the brethren. Are unity and love among the first principles. of a
true ChriStian faith? If so, then we ought to: cultivate those
principles. My personal opinion is that a· man can not be
in the right track and be contentious
any way, either· in
the house of God or outside with his brothers or sisters.
Will it not bring discredit on a brother or sister for me to
mention anything to an qutsider? My duty is to lift the
fallen; not to ·trample them down. The greatest of com"
mandments giveri by Christ is to love. one anothe1'. Think of
this, dea1' brother.· Our united effort and l<>ve for one another
never were more ii.eeded thtm at' the present time. Brethren,
let us lay-aside disserisfort; Let us .as brothers and sisters
walk in love even as ChriSt li>ved us and as· he laid <lown his
life for us.. So says the Apostl0 Jolin: "Hereby perceive we
the love of God1because he laid down qis life for ·us: and

in

--

so it would be level enough for the train to pass over. They
•
would do this "while you wait."
By the time the settler fs at the end of this journey he
has been on the road from four. to ten days and he is glad
that it is at an end although as yet he may not have "where
to lay his head." By the end of two or three weeks, if his
homestead is not too far from the railroad, he will have a
good share of his goods hauled oUt and S()me shelter for his
horses. If he· has no tent. you would most likely find a bunk
nailed up in one e·nd of the ·stable while the balance of the
homestead still remained free to be used as a dining room.
At the end of three years he can get a title to his land,
which is worth from twenty-five hundred to four thousand
dollars. But this is ·not all clear profit. He bas value
received for his money, time, and hardship ..
As Bishop's agent, I wish to thank those of the Saskatchewan District who made such liberal offerings for the benefit
of the church during the first year· of our .organization. You
paid fifteen hundred and sixty-seven dollars and five cents;

~
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ti t sent direct to Bi~hop Evans, to the. Pl'esidi:ilg

columns upon "Some wonders of meteorology," unless, indeed,
yqur many readers are altogether tired to death of the writBishop! .
aiid a most excellent beg'innin.g. We have ings of this F. R. Tubb, whoever he may be.
~s~~·
.. ·
d
Now tha,t such amicable and brotherly fiscal relations are
gb dant reason to take courage and press forwar . ·
a For
un ' your further encouragement and .m
·· f ormat•.ion I wou.Id happily: established between Canada and the land of the
Stars and Stripes, and that so many thousands of Americans
. t · . I a short analysis of my report which you will
hke o rn,1 cc '
A
are discovering for themselves the extraordinary fertility of
· 1 d d ·n the Presiding Bisho.p's report.
s near as
finel me u e 1
. ' - b · ·
Canadian soil and its richness in mineral ores, and the pre. te there are about three hundred mem ers .1n
we can es t nna
.
.
. cious metals, not to speak of the many other attractions in
our district. Of this number forty~three names appear m
. the land and the people, and:are buying up farms and $tock
. th' ·epoi·t. Two persons paid twenty-five per .cent of the
fruit growing lands in western Ontario, a new vista of
~~i:nt mentioned and eleven person~ pai? eighthY"three pfer and
hope and prosperity is opening up on all hands. Oh, if only
cent. So it will be seen that there 1.s st1 11 muc room . or .
tne SAINTS' HERALD. could manage to· spare some of its harimprovement. Now please do ~ot thmk that I .am' findmg
nessed electiicity ·and superabundant thunderbolts to muzzle
fault because some of your offermgs were ~ot la1gei. I am
the tongues and the pens of certain oceanic demagogues, who
certain that it required as great sacrifice m some cases f~r
know far better how to run their country than the Governyou to pay one, five, or ten dollars ·as for others to pay their
ment itself, and who seem. to imagine that there is no truth
hundreds. lt shows that you have made a start, that you
in the Reorganization at all, and no successorship in the firstare interested in the Lord's work, that you are doing all you
born son of the anointed prophet of the Most High. (Albeit,
can to comply with the whole law. I hope and trust that
many new names will appear on the Bishop!s books at_ the he was never even accused, let alone convicted, of crime or
end of this year. Your offe1ings·of whatever amount· are cut off from the church.) There is one sure and certain
hypothesis that puts out of court all such adverse claims and
always acceptable: The Lord has, in time past, blessed those
who have paid into his storehouse and he -has promised to predictions as are being heard on every hand but never proved.
It Is this: When did God ever reject the firstborn of a
bless your efforts also.
11rophet save for open rebellion or for flag1:ant iniquity of
Again thanking you for your noble work and Wishing you
success and many rich blessings in your future efforts, I am, life? Neither of which has ever been demonstrated in relation to the head of the Reorganized Church. Secondly, Can
Yours truly ·and sincerely,
they truthfully affirm that "The seed of the Martyr reigns
W. E. NELSON.
over the church? (over their church, I mean) for we all
know that the prediction is that "The seed of the Martyr shall
TORONTO, ONTARIO, Ap1il 24, 1910.
rule over the [true] church." Lastly, we hear such an
Dear Herald: It is an aphorism that "nothing succeeds avalanche of criticism and invective hurled against our
like success," and it is also an6ther aphorism (especially in church and our leaders, accompanied with the apparently
scientific circles) that "nothing is so certain to happen as incontrove1,tible dictum that they of the mountains and valthe unexpected." One would hardly think it of· the SAINTS' leys of Utah are the first organization, whereas we of the
HERALD, but it is something to be assure·d upon the highest Reorganization are only the second; (ergo,' of no account in
(editorial) authority, that our beloved and erstwhile staid and the ecclesiastical econom:ica of the Lord of hosts,) that it
ulta-conservative official organ, the SAINTS' HERALD, of La- becomes to our young people most bewilde1ing.
moni, Iowa, has now succeeded in harnessing the lightnings
One day when traveling along the streets of a great city,
of heaven and God's own thunderbolts. (See HERALD, vol. 57; much cast down in sphit by the apparently insuperable
p. 85, and column 2.) Lamoni l:ias now acquired a new and weight of this •objection, there suddenly rushed into my
altogether unique distinction as the "land· without .a storm," mind, like an electric flash, these words: "But did not my
for of course, if the HERALD has monopolized all the electric servant, Paul, say: 'He taketh away 'the first, that he may
power and meteoric currents of Lamoni and its· environs, it establish the second?'" God is doing that, and your humble
is perfectly obvious that there can be no thunderstorms in oldtime correspondent is more than ·satisfied that it is so
that thrice happy land.
indeed. Yours in the glorious certainty of revealed truth,
But personally I must say that I find the utmost difficulty
F. R. TUBB.
in assimilating such truly Ame1ican beefsteak of the highly
seasoned and extra tough literary variety, though I have
REUBENS, IDAHO, April 19, 1910,
certainly enjoyed my share in years gone by of ~he "roast
Dem· Saints: I thought I would write a letter on the subh;ef of Old England,'' as the song has it. Ho, this news is
ject of fault-finding. I believe this does more to create
either too good to be true, or too true to-be good.
I am sadly afraid it is an editorial dig or jibe at a certain division among the Saints than any other evil. We are bound
obscure astronomicai writer for the SAINTS' HERALD who to notice one another's faults, J:iut I think we shoµld. abstain
origina~ly hailed from old England, and now hangs ~ut at from making· unkind remarks· about them. Jesus said:
a certam terrestrial spot in the Western Hemisphere, not ohe "These things I command you,- that ye love one another. If
~iousand miles from Toronto, .Canada; and, .strange to say, the world hates you, ye know that it hated me oefor'e it hated
.appened to use those ver<J words in the course of an astro- you."-John 15: 17, ·rn. Also we should. cohsider Christ's
nomical article he wrote some time ago upon the impending answer to Peter about· how often he should forgive his
return of Halley's Comet in 1910. But we will let that pass 1rother's trespasses. Jesus said unto him: "I say not
as the man sai'd wh en he hastily and· most com·teously. jumped
. . ' . unto- thee, Until seven times; but,· Until seventy times seven."
·over a five-barred ·gate to allow a passing wild bull the entire -Matthew 18: 22. How mahy of us are .willing to obey these
monopoly of the sidewalk!
·
·· ..
two commandments which mean love ·and patience? "He that hath my commandments and keepeth them, he it
[The writer is in error. The editors had forgotten ·that
Brother Tubb had used the expression referred to, if indeed fa that loveth me." Do we love Jesus? If so let us show our.
faith by our works, and support and help the weak brethren
th'i'. ever. gave it any special thought.~E. A. S.] · .
ightmng plays such truly remarkable ·and extraordinary and sisters. And while we are doing this, let us also_ show
~ranks with poor humanity; that I have thought in· the .near , due respect to those in authority; and if we notice their faults,
uture to pen a brief but interesting article for your beloved let :us remember that although they may be stronger and

b~sides atlndependence, and. to various others. .This is a
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better than we, they are at best only mortals, looking fo~
ward to the time when this ri1ortal shall put on immortality,
and we shall all become perfect in Christ.
I will close with a familiar verse:
"There is so much bad in the best of us,
And so much good in the worst of us,
That it hardly behooves any of us
To talk about the rest of us."
Your sister in Christ;
ZELPHA M. ZI_GLER.
LEES SUMMIT, MISSOURI, April 25, 1910.
Dear Herald: I wish to sp~ak a few words on ~uthority.
Act with authority. It is so often seen in this broad world,
so much business actions trying to be carried on without the
slightest authority. To act and work for· the building up of
God's kingdom, initiating anyone into the kingdom and giving
him full fellowship in the kingdom, that he may be a member
of the kingdom, should be done by authority from God. We
often ~ome in contact with so many claiming to have a right•.
After questioning their authority we find that it is based
upon the authority from man and the consequences are that
they are citizens of the kingdom of man, being called members of the church or kingdom of God; No wonder, dear
reader, so many claim the kingdom of God is in their hearts.
Maybe it is. Surely you are not in the· kingdom of God, being
initiated in by a man not even claiming to have authority from
God. This, to my mind, would prove that there is a lacking,
and where is the shortage? It is by authority. Even the
very ·ordinary calling of a town constable can not be assumed
at the pleasure of presumption. He must first be appointed
thereto. It is by authority that kings rule, generals command, parliamentarians make laws and magistrates enfol'ce
them. Even the humblest of our public school instructors are·
restrained from teaching therein until authorized by the
:provincial power.
·
This great question surely concerns the kingdom of God,
for do we not read, "How shall they preach. except they be
sent" (Romans 10: 14, 15)? Moses of old did not dare to
officiate in his office until appointed thereto by an angel;
neither did Aaron occupy as a spokesman until directed by
revelation from God. It was the plan in the New Testament
times.
High or low, rich or poor, none are privileged; a divine
call is exacted, so this makes revelation from God necessary.·
It must be, God must speak to man as man speaks to man.
How unlike our modern ministers. Aaron was not called, was
not ordained, because of some beating in the heart. The
records read that God revealed. himself through another
already occupying, and through no other. Applying this
test to the different churches of to-day, what a contrast we
have. Where among them is their mouthpiece of the Almighty
through whom God may communicate his will by giving
revelation, speaking to man? They tell us that the1:e is no
revelation needed since the revelation given to John upon the
Isle of Patmos, over eighteen hundred years ago.· How then
are ministers to be called and how do they retain authoi·ity
to represent Christ's work for him and help to build up ·his
11ingdom on earth without authority given from God through
revelation, a manifestation by the voice of. inspiration? ~he
facts are that if the attractions of society and rnlary were
removed, there would be fewer- calls.
Place the ministers on a Bible:hasis, of going without purse
or scrip; and, to my mind,, they would stop m~ldng merchandise oilt of the word of God. . Here we are m a sorrowful
situation: a land frilFo.f chul.·ches.ciaiining the power of God
-_._ . .:_-.-
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and none of them claiming reveiation from the Lord N
wonder it has happened, even as the prophet foretold.· "F ~
.
1, h
.
.
o1
th1s
peop e s ea1:t 1s :vaxed gross, and their ears are dull of
hearmg, and their eyes they have closed; lest at any t'
they should see with their eyes, and hear· with their ea~.~~
-Matthew 13: 15.
'
Let us trace to the source of ordination. The Lutherans go
as !ar back ~as Luther, the Calvanists to Calvin, the Presbyteria~s t~ John Knox, the Episcopalians to Henry VIII. The
quest10n- JS, Where and how did thesl'l men spoken of recei
their ordination'/ Surely if a church can be started withov~
ordination, it. co~ld continue. without ordination; but wh~t
would an ordmation from unordained gentlemen impart? It
is nothing more nor less than "having a form of godliness and
denying the pow~r the1·eof.1' E1npty of ordillation themselves
h?w could .they pour_ out on somebody else that ·which they
did not p9ssess? It is hard for a son to inherit the fortune
of his father save the fathe;r possess one.
R. RUSH.

w.

HOl>DEN, MISSOURI.

Dear Herald: I have in my. possession some papers that
represent. a comfortable sum of money under favorahle circumstances, their present value unknown~ I have on many
occasions asked the de_ar Father to make known to me if they
would ever become valuable, and ·have promised to share with
him should they ever increase in value. I have done this
seeral times and have waited for an answer to my prayer.
Some time ago I received the following: I thought I was in
a railroad depot. Seemingly I had not stepped •from the car.
There was the usual hurry and bustle. The baggage was
being removed from the car, when one of the men approached
me with a large box, .beautifully finished, polished, and bright
and shining. It was of dark color, like rosewood, and about
four feet long and ·two feet square. He placed the box on
the flooi· in front of me, and laying his hand on my shoulder,
said, "Madam, this·is your property, yours." I looked down
at the beautiful thing, and bent over it, placed my hands
upon it and lif~ed its cover, seemed to know it was mine.
The cover was fastened like a trunk with hinges, and supported on its back and end· s~ that it stood upright. I gazed
a moment at its appearance before touching its contents. It
was packed completely full. On the top and in the center
was another box, like unto the box itself, only about half
· as large, finished about the same, _diffe1ing only that the
inner box had a projection at each end, seemingly intended to
use in handling.
I lifted the sm;tll box and stood it across the co1~ner of the
large one, and Clrew out the handles which proved the box
to be inclosed in a sheath covering, and the handles were hollow tubes. The inner box was full also. The first thing I
removed was a small glass bottle, seal~d and labeled, "Radium,
1 ounce"; the next was also a bottle, but much larger, containing gold dust, or particles of gold like bird gravel, about
sixteen ounces, and sealed .and labeled "gold dust." I placed
this bottle beside the radium bottle and picked up another
bottle containing precious stones of every kind, among which
I recognized the diamond, ruby, pearl, amethyst, topaz, the
blood red garnet and many others. I placed this down and
pushed my hands into the ends of the box, into the· handles
and drew out typewritten· papers that impressed me as being ·
very valuable, but the nature of whfoh L did not just understand. I felt so surprised and astonished at what !aid before
me that I trembled and felt awed. The large box was packed
with parcels done up in paper and sealed, papers of different
colors, like the colors of the precious jewels in the large bottle. The ·packages I did not displace, but :felt that they each
contained a treasure of some great value.. My heart began
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·"tli gratitude to God for an especial blessing, the
to sweII ,,.
·
re of which I did not and could not fathom.
t\l
1
rcaI write
na this dream, hopmg
·
·
b e a bl e t o
that some one .may
.
the full interpretation. Hoping to hear :(rom some
give me
·
·
ti - I
't
one of the Saints who has the gift of mterpret11: on, awa1
Your sister,
&n answer.
EMMA

w.

SIMPSON.

Environment.:

Before entering into a discussion of this subject, we will
refer to the circumstance of Adam and Eve. Tradition has
had more to do with our education along these lines tha11 .,
books. The usual impression made on our mind is that our
forefathers did some terrible thing in the Garden of Eden,·
and if they had not done so, we would have all been good and
would have done no wrong. We would have been the nice
t.oys and girls that our Sunday school teachers have always
taught us to be. Let us see what the' boo.ks say on the .matter. One ray of light from them is better than all the speculation of men influenced by the education received from the
mother church and her daughters.
"And in that day Adam blessed God, alld was filled, and
began to prophesy concerning all the families of the earth;
rnying, Blessed be the ·name of God, for, because of my transgression my eyes are opened, and ·in this life I shall have
joy, and again, in the flesh I shall see God. And Eve, his
wife, heard all these things and was glad, saying, Were it
r.ot for our transgression, we . . . never should have known
good and evil, and the joy of oui' redemption, and the eternal
life which God giveth unto all the obedient."-Genesis 4: 10,
11, Inspired Translation.
•
"Adam fell that men might be; and men are that they
might have joy."-Book of Mormon, 2 Nephi 1: 195, authorized edition.
"And the Lord appeared unto them,. and they rose up and
blessed Adam, and called him Michael, the Prince, the Archangel."-Doctrine and Covenants 104: 28.
It is not our intention to enter in:to an examination of
';h~t might be allegorical language, our knowledg·e is too
l1m1~ed, but a fall that makes people rejoice, that makes it
possible. for them to exist and have joy,· and finally become.
angels, is not one that we should complain about.
. "'.hat about environment? Let us look for some examples:
A kmd of corn planted in the ground will grow and produce
ot.her corn when it has moisture and heat from the sun.
Why? Because it is in proper environments. Take away
any one of the three, earth, heat, moisture and you destroy
th e environment
.
needful to make the corn' grow. Oranges
can. not be grown in a cold climate because the necessary
environment is not there ... There is earth and moisture but
not heat.
'
When the wri't er was a b oy the :use of tobacco
..
was very
common in his father's home, in the coal mines where he
worked, in the schools, in church sometimes the preaclie1· i'n
the
·
.
'
·
h pu IP1't and durmg
revivals
used
it
on the street and. on
1
' , e playground. So he did what the c1'.owd did. When about
eighteen
years old, h e cIiange
. d !us
. environments
.
and went
, .
W among · T d
t' e•t
'
.
c1v1 1ze people. Their example and his atteniodn be~ng called to the filthiness of it he became asham~d
an qmt.
'
.
is a sup pose d case. A teacher of the branch calls on
s· Here
t
.. ~~ er Blank, and after the usual saiutation he says to her·
!Ster, I Callle to talk to you about your b~y st~ve I hav:
seen him.at th d t.
.
·
. ". · ·"
c'
.
e epo among very immoral boys. They smoke
1ga1ettes swear t 1 ]' b 1
•eh 0 1 th
' s ea, c 1m tie ·cars, play hookey from
'
;
ey are dirty, and all around bad boys" With a
1
P easant smile h
- ·
. ,
of all ti t
s e answers the teacher_ that she was awal'e
1
a · He suggests that it. would be best for -the boy

°
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·the influences and environments .unfavorable to the exercise
cf proper faith unto the healing of the sick."-Doctrine ·and
Covenants 127: 2.
·
Admitting· that Adam and Eve were in a good environment
in the Garden· of Eden or somewhere else, just as soon as
Satan entered it was changed, in like ·manner as if ·a saloon
were opened in a church, and the bartender got behind the bar
to deal out the liquor.
Yours for a good environment,
EDWARD RA"NNIE.

May 11, 1910

News .From Branches

CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sun~ay, M:iy 1. Good attendance at Sunda.y school and
mt.ore 1ntteh_ rest s~ems to be t:iken. We- have begun to prac1ce on e music for our children's day program Sr F
p . t' M .G h
.
. . .
.
'
. anny
ren 1ss c a ?n bemg named as chairman of the committee.
Sacrament service well attended, although we wonder why
some oth?rs were not there. If_ aH the Saints could appreciate
the blessmgs they misl'f when not attending this service, we
_feel there would not be so many absentees. Elders McGahen
and Burwell were in charge ;md gave some good instruction.
Sheffield Reunion.
Elder P. Pement was the speaker in:. the evening.
The reunion of the Sheffield District convened in the Saints'
Mrs. Fannie and Miss Pearl Schwartz, mother and sister
church, Clay Cross, Derbyshire, England, on Sunday, April 10, of your correspondent, arrived iii -the city last week, and may
1910. Moming service commenced under the presidency of remain f~r the sum1U:e1'.. My friends niay be aware the.t my
Brother Johnston, assisted by Elder T. Taylor, of Leeds, a,nd two married brothers, ~!mer. and .Grant; live in ChiGago.
· Brother Meredith, president of the Seventh Quorum of Elders,
Sr. Addison Frantz, with her little daughters, Margaret
Birmingham. During the moming service a paper was and Vivian, departed for their home in South Haven, Tnesdav
·'
given by Elder C. Cbusins on "What are the duties of the the ·3d.
district president?" This resulted in a discussion which ended
Sr; James Cuthbert has been st:i:ying at the home of her
in good to all and edification to the less leamed.
sister, Sr. T. Vanderhoof, foi• the last few weeks, and her
Afternoon meeting at 1.45, under presidency of Brother· presence has-been much appreciat~d at the church services.
Bro. William Lilly; who has been visiting at the home of
Meredith, was a priesthood meeting. Subject, "Unto what were
we called? To ad1ninister the word of Almighty God." One Sister Keir, departed for· -Gardner, Illinois, this week to visit
question was raised amounting to this: "Is the Church History r~latives.
Brother Sherman, who was on the sick !kt 'last week, stated
as authentic as the publishers' preface would suggest when
comp·aring t)ie words as recorded therein by Joseph Smith on ut prayef· meeting Wednesday evening that he had received a
page 561, conceming the ordination of seventies until there great blessing through administration on Sunday. We were
are one hundred and forty and four thousand, and. those much rejoiced to note th~t little Eva Shei·man was in attendcontained in the Doctrine and Covenants, section 106, page ance at services Sunday, after such a'!ong illness. There was
1J better attendance at prayer meeting Wednesday evening
43?"
"Fellowship at 3 p. m., presided over by J. Holmes and G. than we have had for months. Trust the time is near at
Caydon. One prayer and ten testimonies were given, a good hand when the majority of Saints, ·instead of the minority,
spiritual time enjoyed, and .the two children of a sister were will consider that they have a regular engagement at the
blessed by Brethren Meredith and T. Taylor. Priesthood prayer meeting.

meeting continued at 4.45, and preaching meeting at 6, preaching by Brother Meredith, assisted by T. Taylor. Much· advice and instruction on the needs of the world and the church
were giv~n and a good spiritual time enjoyed. Closing prayer
by Bro. C. Cousins.
G. GAYDON, Secretary.
NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, April 12, 1910.

Extracts from Letters.

A. 13. Kirkendall, Creola, Ohio, April 6, 1910: "My mind
to-day has been on the transactions of eighty years ago,such a small beginning, scarcely noticed .in the world at large;
yet what importance to us who have pr9ved it. There _are
stirring times before us in many ways and this work is .the
only solution to many of the problems. Shall we meet them
"like men of war," or will the Lord have to l'\lise up others?
I hope to live the next twenty years ap.d see the orie hundredth anniversary of the wo1'k's beginning. I hope to see
wonderful progress. May we have ·the tru!J spirit of .the
g·ospel and .contl'ibute our part tOwa1'ds its con's~1nmation."
T. S. Brown, Hemet, Colifomia: "I am inclosing you a
Brighamite tract. Am getting something on this order frequently of late. Evidently the parties pu:ttfog this last one
out are ashamed to give their name or printing -location."
[Sure they are. Who would not·l;>e, considering its character?
-EDITORS.]
.
.
W. S. Moore, Ainsworth, Nebr~sk!i: urhave. been-receiving
a number of tracts from the -Brighamite ·people of late. "They
amount to .nothing· as evide:iiC~ again·st us, but-·thought you
might Wisn to see thepi, and so send them on."

"Workmen of God, oh, lose not heart,
But leam what God is like!
Anci in the darkest battlefield,
Thou shalt kriow where to strike.
"Oh, blest is he to whom'is given
The instinct that can tell,
That God is on ·the field, when he
· Is most invisible."
"ALI«?E CARY. SCHWARTZ.

6549 MARSHFIELD A VENUE.
HISTORY OF THE DES MOINES. IOWA, DISTRICT.
During the years 1903 .. to 1905 we succeeded in _gathering
notes from which we wete able to compile a fairly complete
historical sketch of the Des Moines District.
The-fii·~t chapter covers the years from 1860 to 1866, and we
make the foilowing extract from the.chapter.
The first reference to any work of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in what is now the Des
Moines Disfrict, was at the semiannual conference of the
church held at Gallands "Grove, Iowa; in. October, 1862. A
report from the. Oskaloosa Bl'anch was presented to this conference. The earliest historical note which we find is the
baptism of Martha Standeven, ~t Adel, ··Dallas County, Io.wa,
in 1860, by C. G. Lanphear. The .said sister later umted
with the Boonesboro Branch.
On May 19, 1862, John X. Davis and Mai•y Davis were
baptized at Newton, Jasper County, by Elder Thomas E.
Jenkins. Eldei· Jenkins also •baptized William Stevens, in
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the ilace of baptism not bein·g recorded·, eitlrnr Newton,
18 62 • t 1 Moines We have no ftfrther mention of the
or For 0 es
·
. .
·
'd Elder Jenkins in the d1str1ct.
.
sa~ branch of the church was organized at Oskaloosa, in June,
·eported to the October conference· of that year.
862 ' an d l
1Elder
·
· 1 w h'ich , h a d
c. G. Lanphear perfected the orgamzat1011
ten members.
,
At the conference of October, 1863, Elders .l!Jbenezer .l:'age
and John s,vain were appointed to labor in Guthrie, Dallas,
and Polk counties, Iowa.
In the assig11ing of missions at the June conference of .1863,
Elders J. A. Mcintosh, John Swain, Lehi Ellison, Spencer
Smith, and A. B. Kirkendall were app?!~ted to fabor in
Shelby, Audubon, Guthrie, and Dallas counties.
At the semiannual conference held in Pottawattamie
County, Iowa, in October, 1863, the following appears in the·
minutes:
"Resolved, That the counties of Sheley, Crawford, Audubon, Guthrie, Dallas, Polk, and Sac,. be 1,mder the pi·esi<lency
of J. A. l\Icintosh."
At a special conference held at Gallands Grove, October 25
and 26, the following appears iJ\ the minutes: "In :the assigning of missions; R. D. Butterworth, Dallas and Guthrie counties; William Davis, Dallas County; William Stevens, Des
l\foines and vicinity."
The record shows one baptism performed by Elder McIntosh in the city of Des Moines during his mission here.
The labors of the several elders in Polk County resulted in
the organization of a branch at Fort Des Moines, on 'July 10,
1864, with six members. The following minutes are taken
from the record book of that day, which is still preserved:
"JULY 101 1864.
"We, the undersigned members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, assembl~d,
"Resolved, That we organize a branch of said church at
Fort Des il'.Ioines, to be called the PQlk County Branch of
rnid Church of Jesus Christ of L:itter Day Saints.
"Elder John Sayer, William Stevens, Elizabeth Sayer,
Sarah Ann Sayer, Sarah Elizabeth Stevens, and Electa Benedict.
"Resolved, That Elder Stevens preside over the branch
~
esolved, That Elder Sayer act as secretary, and counselor
to Elder Stevens."
At the annual conference held .at Plano Illinois in. April
1865, a report was received from the Fort De.s Moin~s Branch'
although it had been organized under the name "Polk Count;
Branch" the year previous. Of these first members of the
Polk County Branch we record "that John Sayer a~d Sarah
Ann Sayer had been baptized on December 18 1860 ·by Elder
John Ship1;v
' their
.,' . locatmg
. ,
.. d o no t h ave t h e d ate of
, ' but "'e
at Fort Des Moines. Elizab'eth Sayer was baptized in 1861
by John Sayer. For Electa Benedict-there are no items Five
persons were baptized in Des Moines during 'the rem~inder
of 1864 ' and seven memb ers were received
.
.
mto
the branch by
vote. . During the year' 1866 f our
. persons were baptized
.
.
th
111
18~6city. The TRUE LATTER DAY SAINTS' HERALD 6f July 1
" ' contained the following editorial paragraph;
'
.., We have been notified that Bro. Gordon E. Deuel-·i,.. t
rort Des M ·
. ·. . · · · .
-•: "
A
omes, and that he.is domg a good work there."
. t the annual conference of 1868, in the assigning of mis~~ns, Elder G. E. Deuel was to labor in Polle Jasper Dallas
ry, Hardin, and Marshall counties. It a~pears from th~
above quotation th t Eld
·
·
a
er Deuel had been laboring in 'this
Par t of the State since
1866
'
·
·
·
The first re ·d b 00k
c~nta·
. cor
of the Fort DelvMoines Branch only
tit! ms.nunutes down to 1866. This entry appears upon the
e page of the book:
.

.

0

i,
~·-
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·"Record book of the branch of the Church of .Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints at Des Moines, Iowa.''
Mention is made above of Elder J, A. Mcintosh being
appointed to preside over .certain territory in· which Polk
County was included, and the followh1g entry appears in. the
. book, evidently in the handwriting of the said brother:
"Direct, John A. Mcintosh, Manteno, Shelby County, Iowa.''
Si'. Elizabeth Sayer Sheeler was one of the members of the
branch organized· as above stated. She has continued her
residence near Des Moines since that time, and is still a
member of the branch. She came to Des Moines before the
opening of the civil war. She had been a resident here several
- years when the first railroad train entered the city. Her
life in the church has almost covered the entire period of
_ the Reorganized Church. As the evening shades gather about
her she is a living example of a faithful child of God.
A. A. REAMS.
DES MOINES, IOWA, April 5, 1910.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Notices •..

The Des Moines District will convene at Des Moines, Iowa,
June 4 and 5, 1910. A. A. Reams; secretary, general delivery,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Nauvoo District will convene at Fort Madison, Iowa, June
4 and 5, preceded by the Religio and Sunday school conventions the day previous. Let all reports be promptly and carefully made out and sent to the secretary before conference,
not later than June 1. · If they arrive later than that they
may not get into conference. Remember this is election of
officers, and as our president has been appointed to another
field it \viii be necessary to elect another to succeed him .. Let
·us have a full attendance. M. H. Siegfried; secretary, Nauvoo, Illinois.
Conference of the Nodaway, Missomi, District will convene
with the Guilford Branch, at Guilford, Missouri, on: Saturday,
June 4, at 10 a. m. Send reports to W. B. Tori·ance, Bolckow,
Missouri, or the undersigned. Sunday school convention on
the 3d. E. S. Fannon, president.
Eastern Michigan Dist1ict will convene with the Minden
City Branch, at Minden City, Michigan, at 9 a. m., on Saturday, June 11, 1910. Let us have a full and complete delegation from every branch in the district. It is' lt.ereby re~
quested that all ministers will send a report of labors to the
distiict president, William Grice, R. F. D., Croswell, Michigan, not later than June 1, in order that a correct summary
may be made. All branch reports, also delegates' credentials,
should be in the hands of the dist1ict secretary before the
opening of the first· session of the· conference..· F. 0. Benedict,
secretary, Applegate, Michigan, R. F. D. No. 1.
Convention Notices.

The Des Moines, Iowa; .district Sunday school and Religio
association will meet in convention June 3, 1910, at Des
Moines. Literary program 'l'hursday evening, June 2. All
come who possibly can. Pearl Shannon, secretary. _
The Religio convention of the Central Illinois .Distiict will
convene at Beardstown, Illinois, on June 11, 1910. All are
cordially invited to attend and make .this 'one of the most
interesting conventions ever held. Walter Daykin; secretary,
1000 East Cleveland street, Taylorvillle, Illinois. ·
Reunion Notices.

. The Northern Mi~nesota District reunion will be held With
the Bemidji Branch, commencing June 11, and. continuing
over two Sundays. A boa1;ding tent will be conducted- on .the
grounds, .also small tents for sleeping purposes. AU expecting to come should make arrangements with ;committ~i: at
once in regard to board. F. E. Anderson, Birch ·Wh1tmg,
D. A. Whiting, committee, R. F. D. No. 1, Bemidji, Minnesota; ·
Notices.

All scattered members whose names remain on the old Mill
Creek, Iowa, record and thos~ absent ones . that are. on· the
Riverton, Iowa,. record,. wantmg :letters o! ri;moval, ]:!lease
write to me and state with what branch you wish to un.1te.
HAMBURG, IOWA.
L.· C. DONALDSON, Clin·k.
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AGENT'S NOTICE. -

/

(The follo_wing is an extract from a report of B1'other Abels
as Bishop's agent in Utah District.)
. To the Saints of the._ Utah District; Greeting: I must invite your earnest attention to a very peculiar coincidence.
A close observer will note the best observers of the law of
tithing are found away from the regularly organized branches
and the query might therefore be propounded; What do you
ascribe as the cause therefor? I can not ascribe it to lack of
knowing the law of Christ as it pertains to temporal matters
nor to a lack of cooperation in church matters; for quite i{.
number '".ho do not make an effort to live this law are regular
attendants at services, both preaching and- prayer, or attend
Sunday school and loyally support the cause of the Religio
workers. Again, what then might be the cause 'of all this
indifference and lethargy pertaining to finances so much expe_rjenced in organized branches? Are scattered members more
abundantly blessed with earthly goods? Is their income
large~·?
Are .they more spiritually minded?, All of these
questrnns reqmre an answer.
,
My personal observation lead!'\ me to presume that the
average member in any organized branch has quite as much
of this earthly goods and besides has all the advantages of a
continual exhorting to be spiritual and to have .the doctrines
of the church expounded, but temptation to yield to-pleasure
and to the possession of luxurious comforts and to eat the
very dainties of life are ever present and the inclination to
live only for what good there. is in it for one's self, is one
we must combat every day, besid_es some there. are in cities
who have but very meager ·incomes to subsist on and can not
be expected to retain any surplus.
The injunction however is to all of us to make the effort to
see how near we can live the celestial law of the kingdom
that we might be prepared to become subjects of such a
kingdom. It is the bounden duty of each of us to learn to
live econ·omically, that we might have a surplus to assist the
cause of the Master.
Why not all resolve to make the effort during the coming
conference year.
How many of us surrounded with the comforts of _life propound the-question occasionally to ourselves: Has the Bishop's agent sufficient means on hand to meet all necessary
expenditures, such as the care of poor, the care of elders'
families or current expenses of elders_ to carry the gospel
sounds to the pure in heart, or for general and special, taxes
and yet this would be a very proper question and perhap~
quite profitable.
Says one; Let us call on the Bishop of the church for assistance and surely he will come to our rescue. But how is
this going to affect us? We are all anxious that this field
shall be kept open and that a progressive campaign shall be
waged against error and delusion and that four or more
elders shall again return to this field to labor among us, yet
in the next breath we admit that notwithstanding our numbers we can not take care of our own district? Can we
reasonably expect that others will think well of us, when
we practically ask the church to carry our burden and express a willingness that the crown of diligent labor shall be
taken fro~ off our heads and placed upon others? Naturally
our faith is measured by our works and unless we determine
to become self-supporting we can not well expect the Bishop
to think w,ell of us.
Probably there are yet a few who forward their tithes and
offerings to the :Bishop direct, but this should not be encouraged, as W!l fail thereby to honor those whom the Bishop has
designated to be his representatives, and besides we fail to
secure for the district the benefit of disbursing funds received
or to secure for it the credit due it.
Before applying to the Bishop for funds, I wish to learn
from the S~ints themselves if they wish me to do this or if
they wish to make some provision by which funds immediately
needed shall be forthcoming. Let ·every one of us learn to do
his part and do it well.
,
· Trusting· the cause of t):ie Master may be ever foremost in
our hearts.
Yours in gospel bonds, _
·
G. J. S. ABELS, Bishop',s Agent.
Special Notice.
In harinony·with t)le ·action of the late General Conference
providing for the organizati9n·of a district in the State of
New York, arrangements have·been made for the convening
of a @ecial conference for this purpose,. Saturday, June 4, at
2 -p. in. at the· Saints'· church, Willow avenue, Niagara Fall_s,

May 11, 1910

New Y.ork.·_ We trust the branches in said State will
delegatrnn;; to represent them, and complete statistics of thJ\d
membe~·s~1p for use of the secretary. Let all come br' .eir
_th~ ,Sp1r1t -of, the. Master,_ :that we may have a sea~~gmgf
reJoicmg togei;her m the Lord.
n o

_

• •
,
ULYSSES W. GREENE
Minister in charge of the Eastern Stat ·
May 4, 1910.
es.

WILLOUGHBY, OHIO,

Order of Evangelisto.

. Dea?· Brethren; T~e conference is over, and another ear

is before us. It is with profound gratitude that we not! th
goodness and wisdom of God in the calling out and ordinatio~
of four g?od men (hig~ -priests} who have been added to the
order (With t~e exception of Bro. J. M. Terry who has not
yet b~en ordained}. God saw our weak and needy condition
and hstei;ied to_ o:ur cries. As in other departments of th~
work, so it was With us, our extremity was God's opportunity
We are thankful for what we have receiv1id, but shall stili
pray for more.
The 9rder _ha~ made provision for report blanks which will,
some time w1thn~ the year, be sent to every member of the
Order, so. each Wiil _know what is reqitired of him in the way
of reportmg.
,
I-fo one should ~e in ignorance concerning the important
duties _of ·our ca~lmg. They are plainly set forth in the
revelat10n of April 15, 1901. ·(See Doctrine and Covenants
s.ec. 125.) We also call ·attention to "The Patriarchate," ~
httle booklet on sale at the Herald -Office, (price ten cents)
a portion of which was written by our esteemed and depart~d
brother, .Alexander H. Smith. This littl~ work was gotten
out and mdorsed by the Order of Evangelists and will prove
a help to all who read it carefully. It should be in the
hands of the membership of the church, everywhere, so that
they may be' more fully informed.
The demand for patriarchal blessings, in the future as in
the past, will sometimes exceed the supply. Do not attempt
to do more than you are able to do faithfully and well. A
kind of wholesale business in this direction is altogether out
of order. Two or three blessings at one time is sufficient, in
my opinion, as a rule, though it may be that some can properly
give more. I seldom give more than two at one time, never
more than three; A strqng man could, of course, hold two
blessing m!)etings per day, when necessary, thus giving from
four to six blessings per day. Of late,- I only hold orie meeting per day, as a rule.
According to the instruction and arrangement of Bro.
Alexander H. Smith, the patriarchs are required to keep
duplicate copies of all blessings, and from time to time, forward them to the office of the Presiding Patriarch, at Lamoni,
Iowa. These_ copies should be arranged in the order of their
dates, and they should all be numbered. We have received
copies of blessings which were given in March; 1910, and the
next time, and afterwards; those bearing dates of January
and February, and even back to November, 1909. How can
we file them away in the order of their dates, when they are
not so arranged and sent, nor are we notified that copies of
an earlier date are yet to be sent? This is very annoying
indeed.
But this is not all. I took out the paper fasteners and
read several copies (yes, five or six,} and found three of them
were not put together in the right order of their pages, and
they contained quite a number, of mistakes, some of them
bad ones, which had evidently been made by the stenographer
and should have been corrected. All blessings should be carefully proof read and the mistakes corrected. Perhaps few of
us, if any, are professional proof readers, but we can surely
point out the material errors and have the stenograph~r co~·
rect them. Everyone receiving. a patriarchal btess!ng IS
entitled to a. copy as soon as practicable, made out m due
fonn, and materially correct.
In order to bring about uniformity as nearly as ''.'e can,
we' advise that the blessings- be written by the typewriter on
paper eight and one half inches wide by fourteen mches lo1_1g,
and of medium weight,-not too light nor too heavy. Pro"!dde
a suitable cov.er for the back, and a sheet of the same k1,n
.of paper as that upon which it is written for the fron.t, With
these words written- upon it:
"Patriarchal- Blessmg of

-------"

Each blessing should have a proper heading, containiJ\g tlhe
n.ame of the party to·whom it belongs, i;iami; of ~he patr1da\~ •
time when and place where the blessmg is given, an .. e
name of the church. If the party holds some official position
in the priesthood, the name pf office can be_inclosed in curves
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A~ .a rule, it is better to give the.
e in full rather than imt1als.
na~ 1 licate ~opies of course, do not need covers.
.
~ivtng blessi~gs, i~ is important. th~t .the-patriarch cu.lti11t ~ the
habit of speakmg slowly and d1stmctly. Several 1mva ·~ant advantages will result from this habit, one of wh~ch
poi that it gives the stenographer a much better opportumty
t the end of the name.

a
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cel~d. If you wish these helps, use a postal and mention this
notice.
For the Exponent and Senior Qua1·terly, notify General
Secretary, D. ~· ,Krah!, Independence, Missouri.
For .the Religio Quarterly, notify Pres. J. A. Gunsolley,
Lamom, Iowa.
19-2t

t~ ~~uf~li~'~f~Pf:t:b~~~r tt~:·f~~~r~~~{~~ the heading assumes

when typewritten, with such variat10ns as may be found
necessary:
Patriarchal blessing· of John Jones (elder),
Given at Independence, Missouri, April 15, 1910,
By Joseph R. Lambert, Patriarch,
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.

We have no disposition to bind others to do just_ as we' do,
but at the same time, uniformity in some things connected
with the work, is desirable, and we desire to have others do
as well or better than we do.
_
As to how expenses are to be met, etc., we refer you to
"The Patriarchate," pages 49 and 50. When at all practicable do not permit any person or pei'$Ons to donate on expe~ses till after the blessing, or blessings, have been given.
It is unwise to do so.
Dear brethren, think well on the powe1: of example. We
have been called with a holy calling, to act as spiritual fathers
to the church. The words of Paul to Timothy will apply well
to us: "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truth." And, we may add, rightly and faithfully attending
to all the duties which belong to our office and calling.
This year, we shall hope and pray for a record of faithful,
careful labor from each member of the Order who is able to
enter into the work.
Your brother and fellow-workman in Christ,
J, R. LAMBERT.
LAMONI, IOWA, April 25, 1910, _
Church Secretary.·

GENERAL CONFERENCE MINUTES.
The General Conference Minutes, including full account of
~ub!lee anniversa~·y exercises, are in the hands of the publ~shmg house, which has arranged to issue as scion as practicable-to get them out without delay.
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMON!, IOWA, May 7, 1910.
Eighth Quorum of Elders.

Letters sent members of the quorum at the addresses given
~,low have been returned unclaimed: D. W. Palmer Childers
w.Jf.ory County,, Missouri; William N. Potter, Clinton, Iowa;
k 1 1mn N._ Williams, Hood River, Oregon. As we desire to
eep our hs~ of m.::mbers and addresses up to date, would
an~one. knowrng then· present whereabouts please advise the
un ers1gned.
·
S. A. BmiGESS.
1626 PIERCE BUILDING, SAINT LOUIS, Mo., May 4, 1910.
Sunday School and Roli11io -Field Workers.

.

W.ill the reunions, conferences, or ·districts desiring the
8 1 1
~ ~ ~fzs
field. workers. in the interests of either the above
0vi!';
a ~]ts kmdly notify the undersigned at once? Proablllt~ WI be made to suppJy all demands to the best of our

i.f

DANIEL MACGREGOR,
T:hedfo1·<l, Ontario.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY,
Lamoni, Iowa.

18-3t

Missionaries, Attention!

Send your
field. · a ddress
·
f or t h e commg
·
·
below
d
year as directed
Senio{· Q~a;.ou. Wiil each receiye the Sunday Scn~ol E.roponent,
All we ask
lyt and. the Religo Quarterly for twelve months.
Saints and
re urn is, that. you do all y01i can to induce the
July 1 1910 nellds to subscribe for these publications: After
· '
' a your old addresses at tpe office Will be can-.

/e?

l·

Requests for Prayer.

Mrs. Alden. B. Hennan,. Gl~nwood, Iowa: "I wish to ask
the p~·ay~r umons and Samt!' m general to remember in their
supphcat10ns t,o ?Ur Father. m heaven, the case of my afflicted
daughter who ism the Clar1.nda State HosJ?ital, that her mind
may b.:: restored to her aga1i:, and. all praise be to God."
Jenme Athey, Calhoun, M1ssour1: "I wish to ask the Sisters' Prayer Union to remember me in my affliction as I am
in sore need of it."
'
The Library Commission.

. The commission took its present form with five members
Just two years ago, so we are pleased with the progress so

far 11).ade. However, Vfe

hop~

the coming year will be made

especially noteworthy m gettmg the work of the library in
the best shape it has ever been.
There are five members of the commission.
Frderick M. Smith is chairman, and has general super.vision.
E. A. Blakeslee, of the Presiding Bishopric, is treasurer
and has charge of the finances.
'
E. ~· Fisher, 100 Sycamore street, Winter Hill, Massachusetts, IS secretary, and as such has charge of the minutes and
general supervision of dis.trict and local boards. You should
write him for any information desired concerning the local
library work.
Heman C. Smith, L'.lmoni, Iowa, has general supervision of
the ~ene1:al Churcl~ L1b1:ary. The detail work is in charge of
the hbranan and hrn assistants, but Brother Smith has charge
· of books ~ll<f magazine purchases; in fact, acts on behalf of
the comm1ss10n so far as the General Library- is concerned.
S. A. Burgess, 1626 Pierce Building, Saint Louis, Missouri,
·was appointed editor, and has charge of the publicity feature.
Any questions that you would like ,to have answered through
a question box you may send either to him or. to the secreta1·y
as given above.
_
The Library CommiESion held its latest -meeting on April
17, 1910, at Independence, Missouri. The _items given below
from the minutes of the commission is the latest action taken
in each case.
Israel Smith is librarian or custodian of the General Church
Library, with power to choose assistant.
_
A hat rack and an umbrella case were ordered placed in
the library room. Locks were ordered placed on the three
doors of the library, and that th_e room be kept locked unless
in charge of the librarian or some one appointed by him.
Under this rule the library is open to the general public from
2 to 5 p. m. This is subject to modification by the member
of the commission having the library in charge.
Dewey and Cutler's Accession -books, card index with ten
thousand cards, and ten-foot steel book stack were ordered.
A book case to be placed in the vault was made by the industrial department of Graceland College, and all very rare
volumes were ordered placed therein.
The mattei· of church publications to be placed in the
library, books and magazines to be purchased for the library,
the care of duplicate copies of rare volumes; were all referred
to the commission member having the supervision of the
library.
·
The matter of allowing volumes to be taken from the library
to be used in debates was also referred to the member of the
commission in charge of the library, he to say what -volumes
shall be accessible and when.
All reports must be
the hands of _the General Secretary
on or before March 20 each year. This includes a report
from each member of the commission.
The list of two hundred volumes of use in local libraries
was ordered published as soon as pi•acticable.
It is our. desire to make this work as effective all possible
in every department. To this end criticism, suggestions -and
guestions are desired and requested .. Pro111pt consideration is
·assured to all inquiries, and we tn1st that· the close cof; the
conference year may find work in. bette1· condition than ever
before.
On behalf of the commission,
-,
S. -A..BURGESS.

in

,_
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Died.

STRICKMAKER.-Zachariah Strickmaker was born December
11, 1831, and died April 14, 1910,· at the home of one of his
sons with whom he lived. He was married to Miss Rosabel
Carrell May 13, 1853, and to the union nine children were
born, six so~s and three daughters, seven of whom are living,
but none bemg memb,ers of the church. He was baptized .and
confirmed by Bro. James Carlisle. The funeral was from the
home, sermon by D. E. Tucker; after which the G. A. R. post
took charge of the services. Benediction at the grave by
D. E. Tucker.
MAEDEL.-Edith, youngest daughter of Bro. and Sr. William
Maedel, died of brain meningitis, March 21, 1910, at her home
in Cash, Michigan. Edith was born July 6, ·1896, and baptized November 11, 1906. She was assistant organist. and
librarian of the Sunday school. She 'vas a sweet chilli, lQved
by all who knew her. Three weeks prior to her sickness she
wrote her brother that she was going to die, and he came home
the same week, but did not see her alive. She leaves' to mourn
a father, mother, one brother, one sister, and a host of other
relatives and friends.
BOWER.-Rosettie E. Bower, born December 17, 1866 ·-died
March 30, 1910. Sister Bowel.· has lived a Christian life' since
childhood. She became a member of the church in .December
1895. She died firm in the faith, with joyous hope of the
first resurrection. Elder R. M. Maloney conducted the funeral
services at the Munis schoolhouse. .
. WALSH.-Nancy Jane Walsh died April 10, after a long
1)lness at her home in Grant, Huron County, Michigan, aged
46 years, 8 months, and 8 days. She was baptized in 1894.
She was married to Phineas B. Walsh in 1879; to this union
were born five sons and two daughters, one having preceded
her to the other shore. She leaves a husband, father, niother,
four sisters, and two brothers to mourn. Services were
conducted in Canboro church by Myron Carr, April 13.
Funeral was largely attended. She was laid to rest in
Oliver Cemetery.
GILLESPIE.-Mary C. Gillespie departed this life at the home
of her son, Harry Gillespie, in Kirtland, Ohio, on April 18,
1910. Mary Gillespie was born in Dundee, Scotland, January
31, 1833. Was married to John Gillespie September 5, 1859.
Was baptized into the Brighamite church in Scotland, January
31, 1864. With her husband she came to Ame1'ica with the
intention of going to Salt Lake City. On ardvfog in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, they first learned of the apostasy. She
was baptized into the Reorganized Church on January 31,
1869, by Elder Jacob Reese and remained a faithful and
consistent member of the church to the time of her death.
There were born to them eleven children,. four sons and seven
daughters, of whom seven reil)ain, four daughters and three
sons. The sister passed peacefully away, firm in the faith
and hope of a glorious resurrection. Interment in the cemetery at Kirtland; sermon by Elder L. W. Powell, assisted by
Elder John H. Lake. ·
.
HIGGINS.-Richard Earl, infant son of Mr. Robert and Sr.
Nellie Higgins, was born near North Henderson, Illinois,
November 27, 1909, and died April 17, 1910, as a result of·
measles which developed into pneumonia and peritonitis.
Richard was blessed· February 25, 1910, by Elder O. E. Sade.
He was a very bright and attractive baby for his age, exhibiting an intelligence rarely seen in.one so young. Oui··Fa.ther
in heaven saw fit to take him from this world of sin to a
place of joy and peace. Funeral held ·at the home of_his parents in North Henderson, April 19, 1910. Elder 0. E. Sade, of
Joy, Illinois, officiating.
JUBB.-Miss Hattie F. Jubb, of Mefrill, Michigan, died of
appendicitis April 19, at 2.30 a. m. at Saint Mary's ·Hospital,
after an illness of one week.. She was born March 24, 1890,
at Brant, Saginaw County, Michigan. Slie is survived by
her parents, Mi·. and Mrs. F. P. Jubb, two brothers, Edward
E. and Harold B., of Mei'1'ill, and Qne sister, Mrs. Myrtle
Aldrich, of Brant. Funeral took place at her father's residence, near Merrill. Services were conducted by. Elder Barret, of Brant. The remains ~Ne1·e laid to rest in Brant Cemetery beside her sister Bertha who preceded her fourteen years
ago.
·
Women the Physical ,Equals of Men.

Mr. G~orge Willis Cooke· concluding' an· inte1:esting series
of articles upon "'Woman in the 'pi·ogress of ciVilization,"
makes in the May Chautauquan an interesting· explanation of
the" present physical inferiority of women in civilized coun·tries and the probable co1'rection of this h:iferiority in' the
next few generations. Says ~Mr.' Cooke: ·
·

-

-\_ ~--~

-·
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"We can e:isily imagine how much more happy would ·h v
been woman s career, and how much more effectiv 11· a e
advancement of civilization, had the shut-in life of tiie the
and the harem ,Jlever been hers. Had educ.ati on from the ft~~~
been op~u. to women as to men, had women been fre t
en~age Ill .any _occupation or· p~·ofession as they are no\~ i~
this count1y, how much better-it would have been for th
~~ -~~ep as for ~~e~~ But yve h_ave not to deal with what mieWt
uav., uee!1, only ~nch whac h~s actually occurred, in so fai~a
we can discover it fro1?' the dim records ?f the past. We mus~
. assume, then; ~hat for avery long· per10d descent was reckoned on the side of the mother. The process of the tr
ference of descent to the father was a very slow one b at~t
1
brought. about a revolu~ionary change in the positio~ f
>yo~.an. It brought her, mto :;>u~ordination to man, and h~i·
hfe m .some respects became s1m1lar to that of the slave. I
fa.ct1 slavery a1}d wa;; ~ere Ufldoubtedly potent fol:ces in detei~
mmmg woma~ s pos1t10n dm'mg the patriarchal period. The
con:iplete d_omman!!e of· man had many far-reaching effects
whic;h contmued down to the modern era, and are as yet only
modified, not outgrown. One of- the most evident of these
effects is seen in the phy~ical infe1·io1'ity of woman. In th~
_early ages, among pr1mitlv() ~·aces, and among peasant and
,other wome~ who. hv~ an active out-door life, and share in
the occupat10~s and mtere~ts of men, they are nearly as
strong and .Vigorous as their masculine companions. They
can acc<!mph~h as much work and as easily; and in the case
of c;onfl!ct w;ith ~en, .. the · won:ien stand an equal chance of
comm~ off VICtol'!ous. 1:he .evidence for his conclusion is so
large m amount and var1ed m character that there can be no
d.oubt as to its correctnes~. Already, under mod.ern co11dit10ns, two or three generations have been sufficient to recover
to women somethip.g of this early robustness and vigor."

l

In the June St. NiCholas.

There are nine serial features now running in St. Nicholas
-six stories, De Witt Clinton Falls's "Leaves from the Journey Book," and Palmer Cox's and-Mrs. Ruth McEnery Stuart's
series of jingles. .Jn .addition to the June chapters of these
serials and plenty of short stories and verse, the June St.
Nicholas will have much interesting information for its young
readers about comets in general and' the Halley Comet in
particular. "Nature and science" Will discuss the broad subject of comets in a way young readers can easily understand;
and A. Russell Bond will tell the· story of Halley's Comet, and
just where and when to see it, with reproductions of a number
of photographlil taken by Professor Barnai·d. ·

It is a dangerous thing t<i be prosperous. The crucible of
adversity is a less -severe trial to- the Christian than the
refining pot of prosperity. It needs more than human skill to
carry the brimming cup of mortal joy with a steady hand;
yet Paul had !earned that skill, for he declares, "In all things
I am instructed both to be full and to be hungry." When we
have much of God's providential mercies, it often happens that
we have but little <if God's grace; satisfied with earth, we are
content to do without heaven. Rest assured, it is harder to
know how to be full than it is to'.know how to be hungry, so
desperate is the tendency of human nature to pride and forgetfulness of God. Take care ·that you ask in your prayers
that God would teach you "how to be full."-Spurgeon.

It can scarcely be doubted that our lack of faith .in persons
and things might often be traced to the lack of desire for ~he
things in which faith is wanting. We say of some sang1J1ne
people that they have faith in the possibility of doing some
things because they are desirous that they should be ~one.
Now, there is such a thing .as allowing desire to warp Judgment, but the mistake is oftener on the other side. Down at
the bottom of our lack of faith in :the ability of some. onf
to succeed is the. lack of desire tliat he may do so. A bit 0
unworthy jealousy often destroys our faith in others. The
man who begins to prophe~y failm·e as soeln as another takes
up a work needs to stop and exal1line himself whether o~· not
the ~sh has not p~·oni~ted the thought.• It is an exceedmgl~
bad SJgn when faith m the success of worthy people an
worthy projects is the exception rather than the rule.-Look.~~

.
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'Taoism' and 'Buddhism,' with Shinto and devil worship
thrown in as side issues, each and all ·mysterious enough in
their indefiniteness to the positive occidental mind. This
treatise should be in every missionary library.
Under the title of' The ReligiOns of Eastern Asia, Rev.
Horace Grant Underwood, D. D., a missionary in Korea and
·a· scholar of rare parts, takes up the same subject as De
Groot, but includes Korea and Japan. The purpose of the
author is to demonstrate what conceptions of God these three
rrat.ions display in their religions and practices. Like Doctor
De Groot's work this book is indispensable in· the missionary·
library, and, used as a complement to The Religions of the
Chinese, will illumine the subject completely.
A book of a little different nature from any of the foregoing
is The Development of Religion, by Dr. Irving King, of the
Iowa State University. As types for study, Doctor King has
chosen the American Indian and the Australian·Aborigine, as
they represent the lowest level of existing humanity. "In the
author's skillful hands," says the Christian World and Evangelist, "his subject becomes of intense interest not only to the
scientist, but to the reader interested in all phases of human
nature."

Five books of a religious interest have recently been published by the Macmillan Company. Each is possessed of ~n
usual merit; either the author has presented thoughts which
go out of the beaten path, or h:i~ clothl'.d. <?ld t):io1ights with
new ga11nents. The value of religious cntic1sm is w~ll rec?gnized by every sincere ~cholari only out of much discussion
can clarified ideas and higher aims come.
Dr. Andrew Martin Fairbairn's Studies in Religion and.
Theology is mainly a t1:e~tise on the .great funda~i:ntal forces,
doctrines, and personalities that underly the Christian Church.
The Christicin Work and EvangeliSt in comment.ing upon the
value of the hook says that "l:t is ·_-refreshing to. turn from
the many somewhat platitudinous and hortatory religious
books pouring from the press tO a great, solid, philosophical,
scholarly treatise of religion such· as is this. The great thinkers are not dead.... The book will be as good as a year in a
theological school to the preacher."
Dr. Samuel J. Smith, who is head of the- department of
sociology and anthropology of the .. University of Minnesota,
and teacher of the Bible in the People's Church at Saint Paul,
has in his Religion in the Making expressed the ·conclusions
which he !ms arrived at from his two fields of endeavor.
Starting with the premise that one of the greatest influences
The First Thanksgiving.
ii! modem life flows from the Hebrew life and literature, he
It will be only twelve -years until the ter-centennary of the
d1scus~es t!ie development of the idea of God; the making of
the pr~e~t m the early days; t)ie development ·of the prophets; first Thanksgiving Day will be celebrated, The conditions
the or1gm of the altar, the temple and the synagogue; early under which the annual festival of gratitude will be celebrated
sacrifi~e and the religion of fasting; .the ark and other sacred
this.year are so radically different· from those·which brought
·matenals; the Hebrew conception of sanctity; and some re-·· about the first observance nearly three hundred years ago
sultant conclusions.
·
··
that a few reminders from the stormy story of the Pilgi'ims'
. The Northwestern Christian Advocate says that "In almost struggles may not be out of place. Some tales, even though
every Sun~ay school a class of more intelligent pexsons might oft told, will bear repeating.
use Rehg'lOn in the Making as a . text-book to admirable
It was in the middle of the bleak New England November
adv8;ntage. Doctor Smith's order, style and manner are that the coast was sighted from the Mayfiower, and it was a
particularly suited for such use." The _Courier Citizen adds month later when the Pilgrims landed, after va1'ious explorathat "it is a most suggestive and stimulating work, especially tions. The voyage across the Atlantic had been a hard one,
for the lay reader;" and the Westminster of.Philadelphia
very different from the five and six-day trips in the ocean
~pea~s .of it as "ll;n earnest effort, makh;g . an. exceedingly liners of to-day. The. time of landing was the most inauspimteiestmg study with much food for careful thinking;''
cious of the whole year, and the place probably the least
One of the most prolific as well as scholarly writers of hospitable to be found on the entire American coast.
b~oks lllal'ked ~y deep religious feeling is. Henry Churchill
In four months after the landing,· neai:ly half the entire
K\ng, the pres!dent of Oberlin College. His latest. work is number of Pilgrims had died, and the first spring came to a
ca led The Ethics of Jesus, and is issued .as a volume in the little band of about sixty people, stout-heaiied and undisNew Tes~ai:nent Series. ~'It is," writes the Cong1·egationalist . mayed by either the struggles they had made or the harder
~nd C!instia,n W ?1·ld, "a thoro~ghly interesting, instructive struggle yet to co~e;... ~:!:Ph t~L~]'ll~ ~:'.1-r':J: sl!~_shine and
nd sti.mulating p1P.P.~ of work, vnth much- fresh and important wai·n1th they planteu
.u.ttle "'"vi.~ Oi ~t:~d aud u1ade prepa~~egesis. ~opious ~ootnot~s dir!Jct tlie reader to other a1ltho1'i- rations for their·first ha1·vest.
8: not to maccessible writers m foi'eign languages QUt to the · · All through the winter months the Mayfiowm· had ridden
rorkD ofd such men as Rauschenbusch, Stevens; Peabody, ·Glad- at anchor off the shore, the one tangible bond between the
en, o s, and Hastings' Bible Dic.tionaries." ·
New and the Old World of the Pilgrims. The southern setha~he ~ev. Horace G. Underwood and Dr. J. J. M. De G1'oot, tlements were far away from the bare New England hillsides,
b . e written books which are .similar -in interest both of them . and when the Mayflower i!1 April sailed away to. England; it
coEncerned with the religions
the vast nhmber of peo- must have seemed to the Pilgrims that they were mde.ed alone.
Pleml\'
es m ' astern Asia.
__
Like an ill omen came the death .of Governor Carter on the
cS~ctor De Gr?ot has confined hirvself to The Religion of the day ii.fter the Mayfiower weighed anchor, but there was an. d ese.. Of this book the Westminster ·says: "The genei•al other to take his place, an~ th!l sum~er montI;ts P.assE;Jd. slowly
~i\h'l'
by its perusal, cla1'ify his concepts of the meaning and hopefully away, t):ie Pilgnms be~ng .occup.~ed m t1llml\' the
e o repeated terms, 'ancestoi· worship,' 'Confucianism,' soil nursing the commg harvest, treat.ing with the Indians,
111.iL'l;;.l..L
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-and making various expeditions to the present sites of such a mother kept at home, a kind of prisoner, by her sick child,
cities and towns as Boston, Eastham, Middlesborough, and obeying its every wish and caprice? Will you call that mother
Charlestown.
. a slave? Or is this the obedience of slavery? I call it the
Measured by standards which obtain to-day, there was lit- obedience of the highest liberty-that of love.
We hear a great deal in these days respecting the right of
tle cause for giving thanks as the second winter drew on.
private judgment, the rights of labor, the rights of property,
From the standpoint of the farmer of to-day, spinning through
and
the rights of man. Rights are grand things, divine things,
the most fruitful agricultural land in the world in automobiles, there was little to be thankful for as the scanty harvest in this world of God's; but the way in which we expound
those rights, alas! seems ~o be the very .incarnation of selfwas gathered. The old records have it that the corn yield
was good, the barley poor, and peas ·a failure .. Winter was ishness. I can see nothing very noble in a man who is ~or
coming on, such a winter as Longfellow pictured with such ever going about calling for his rights. I can· not see anythmg
vivid power. The Mayfiower was over the sea. All the ties manly in the ferocious struggle between rich and poor-the
had been severed for the time being. On Cole's Hill were one to take as much, and the other to keep as much, as he
can. The cry of "My rights and your duties," we should
many graves. The bins were poorly stored with grain.
change to.something nobler. If we can say, "fyly duties "!nd
Yet the Pilgrims drew from the oncoming of the "cold and
cruel winter," from the rocky hillsides, from .. the •little city of . your rights," we shall learn what :real liberty is.-Freder1ck
the dead, from the hopes that haloed the headstones, from the William Robertson.
mighty sense of freedom they enjoyed, from the Providence
that had cared for them thus far and promised greater blessings for the future-from all these the Pilgrims drew inspiA--Battle.
ration for thanksgiving, and Governor Bradford sent four
Nobody
sees
a
battle.
The
common soldier fires away a~id
huntsmen into the forest for wild fowl to furnish .forth a
feast as ·the symbol of plenty and gratitude for plenty. The a smokemist or hurries on to ·the charge in a crowd which
hunters returned with an abundance of game, very probably hides everything from him. T~e office~· is too anxious .about
chiefly wild turkey. At any rate, wild turkeys were a staple the performance· of what he is especially charged with to
.
source of food supply for many years' throughout the entire mind what others are doing.
The commander can not .be present everywhere, and see
American settlements. A.nd this is how the first Thanksgiving
every.
wood,
watercourse,
or
ravine,
in which his orders are
Day was celebrated and why turkey is the national bird to-day,
so far as the Thanksgiving ta,ble is concerned.-Kansas City carried into execution; he -learns from reports hov: the w~rk
goes on. It is well; for a battle is one of those Jobs winch
Journal.
·
.
men do without d:tring to look upon.
Over miles of country, at every field-fence, in every ~o~·ge
of a valley, or entry.into a wood, there is murder comJillttmg
True Liberty.
.--wholesale, continuous, r~ciprocal murder. The human form,
People talk of liberty as if it meant the Hberty to do just ·God's image, is mutilated, deformed, 'lacerated, in every pos.
what a man likes. I call that man free who is· able to rule sible way, and by evepy variety of torture.
· The wounded are jolted off in carts to the rear, then· ba1·ed
himself. I call him free who fearn doing wrong, lfat fears
nothing else. I call that man free· who has learned the most nerves crushed into maddening pain at every stone or rut; or·
blessed of all truths-that liberty consists in obedience to the the flight and pursuit trample over them, leaving the~ to
power, and to the will, and to the law that his higher soul writhe and groan without ·assistance; and fever and tl,nrst,
reverences and approves. He is, not free because he does the most enduring of painful sensations, possess them .entir~Y·
what he likes; but he is,free·because he does what he ought,
Thirst, too, ·has seized upon the yet able.-bodied solqier, wd o,
with bloodshot eye and tongue lolling out, plies his tra e;
and there is no p1·9test in his· soul .agahls~ that qoing.
Some. people think t~ere is no. hbei:ty m obedien!!e· I tell blaspheming, killing with savage delight, callous whenh.th~
you· that there fs no liberty~ except m loyal .obedience-the brains of his best-loved comrade are spattered over im.
obedience of.the unconiit:i;ained affecti?ns. Did you ever see The battlefield is, if possible;· a moi·e painful ·object of con-
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JACKSON
COUNTY
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
Membership about three
1 Banking Business under charter No. 1324. granted by the State of privileges.
D~es a. G~~erState recognized as having the most rigid banking auperviaion of any hu:ndred. Are you looking this way for
M1sso~ri-th eUni"on State examination and public published statement required.
a home'/ If so, and desire reliable inforState m e
·
mation, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid 011 Depoeita
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.
ur business having practically doubled in the ·past year "'.e wish ~o thank the publ~c
~invite all in attendance at Conf~rence to. occupy ou;i:- directors parlor f?r their
an
ndence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquamtance,
correspo
.
· · d.
V ery t ru1y yours,
association and busmess
sohcite
..
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
Three bakers, and three wagon drivers
for selling or delivering baked goods to
Just to Get Acquainted
trade. Must be clean, hustlers, and able
r will send 30 beautiful flora, up.-to-date
to adjust themselves to dealing with the
post cards for 10 cents. Anythrng you has lived in Independence twenty years.
public. Steady job, good wages. Prefer
want in the line of Socialist literature, I have many residences, vacant lots, submembers of L. D. S. church.
Send for my free 64 page catalogue.
urban acres, frqm . one acre up-and
s. DRAZEY, Reubens,. Idaho. farms from 40 acres to 50J) that I can
ASA A. WARD.
325 North Third street,
sell for the least money that will buy
~----·--------------------- them. I refer you to any bank of this city
ELKHART, INDIANA.
:
I or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
1 I would be pleased to correspond with I business, man. Correspondence solicited.
I
I
·: p~rlles seeking Investment In Jack- ~ Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Buildhtg,
Indepen·dence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
1 son
8
County, Mlssour I, FIRST !• 504.
1

Help Wanted

John A. Kerr

I

!

I

MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
,
To the Ministry: In harmony with
: B0 ND S • 0 R I N DU ST R 1AL : the resolutions passed by the last General
!; STOCKS.
:
1 Conference, we have printed proper
:
Very truly yours,
~ blanks for the recording of blessings of
:
J. D. Briggs
~ children; Order No. 167!!. In book form
Independence, Missouri
44tf ~- same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
~........... _,, ___ ... __________ ..,....~...J per doz.

l

templation than the combatants. They are, in their vocation, that on every Subbath morning the chime on ~ne hill should
earning their bread. What will not men do fdr a shilling a answer around the earth's wide circumference, and the voice
day?
·
of prayer and the song of praise should· ascend like a uniBut their work is carried on amid the fields, gardens, and versal holocaust to heaven.-Charles Sumner.
h~mesteads of men unused to war. They left their homes,
With all ~hat habit and ·happy associations have made precious,
to bear its brunt. The poor, the aged, the sick are left in a
hurry, to be killed by stray shots or beaten down, as the
Many people believe ~hat milk i~ .ready-ma4e and sto~·e~ in
cha!ge. or counter-charge goes over them. The ripening the udder of the cow snnply· awattmg the milker. This imgram is trall!pled down; the garden is trodden into a black pression is corrected by the statement of the well-known
'bud; the frmt trees, bending beneath their luscious load, are scientist John Burroughs, who says: "Most persons think
s attered by the cannon shot; churches and private dwellings · that giving down or holding up. the milk 'by the. cow is a
are used as fortresses, and ruined in the conflict· barns and voluntary act. In fact, they fancy that the u~der 1s a _ve;isel
granaries take fire, and the conflagration spreads ~n all sides. filled with milk, and that the cow releases 01· withholds it Just
· A~ nigh~ ~he steed is stabled beside. the altar, and the as she chooses. But the udder is. a manufactory; it is filled
with blood from which the milk is manufactured while you
~ea1y hom1c~des ?f the day complete the wrecking of houses
. make then· lairs for slumber. The fires of the bivouac milk. This process is controlled by the cow's nervous system;
complete what the fires ldndled by the. battle 'have not con- . when she is excited or in any way _disturbed, as by a stranger,
sumed.
or by taking away he~· cal~, or any other (!ause, the process
The surviving soldiers march on to act the same scenes is arrested and the milk will not flow. .The nervous energy
over
'l
here; and the remnant
'
h b't again
e sew
of the scattered in- goes else''.'here. The 'Yhol~ process is as invol~mtary as is
loa ants. return, to find the ~al!gled bodies of those they had digestion m man and ls disturbed or ·arrested m about the
same way.-lndianri Farmer,
amid the blackened i·ums of their homes· to mourn
t~~~e t?an~~~?ni.zii;g;__gij,e!;, ,c:v(lr the m!ssii(g, o! ;wh?.s~
w :1d-;--J Rie U.u"-t:ata1n, Lu .Le~1 ~neuu:;~lves oanKrl:!Pli in "tne
s dtores, and look from their children to the desolate
dered bn tlfarne1:s, and think of famine and pestilence; engenIt is not en~ugh that a mari know the evil of his own time;
. Y e rottmg bodies of the half-buried myriads of slain. he must know the remedy of it. It is not.enough that a man
Give me the money that has been spent hi war and I win set himself to right the wrongs of the wo~·ld, he must find the
~urchase every foot of land upon the globe:-· I will clothe every .power outside himself that makes ~or righteousness. Thus
w:idwbman, and chil~ in an attire of which kings and queens alorie is he equal to the task. Here lS. the secret of strength,
and . e proud. I will build a -schoolhouse on every hillside the hope of success in our seryice for ·~en: th~t a i;nan h'!-ve
acad!~ every valley .over the whole l'.arth'. I .will build an 3 ,.. great faith and an unfalt!jrmg .trust .m God, a g17at. faith
it with Y bld endow it, and a college m .every State, and fill in the redemption power of Jesu.s Christ; that he 1s ~ pe;rplace a e I?t;ofessors. I will crown .every hillside with a ·petual force for righteousness in t[ie 'Yorl.d; a great f~1~h m· ·
Im
~f .worsmp consecrated to the gospel of peace. I will man that slowly but surely man 1s yieldrng to .the sp1ntual
PP 01 m every pulpit an ~ble teacher.. of righteouimess, so forc~s of life.

1'1d
K:te
ficld
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For Sale

I

urn

.

.t

I'

t •

I

•.

w nere me nnest mscuu.
cake, hot-breads, cruSfs
or puddings are required
'R,oyal is indispensable.
A

A Home For Sale

I own 53 acres in the corporation of
Lamoni, ~owa. Joins Saints' College. A good ten room.house in nicest
~as an eight-i;oo;m house, barn and all of Lamoni . 2 1-2 blocks from

r~f
%i~t of~_!_lf~i~.d~~~l3:~:r4>\1o;5s.~b~~
ance m pasture and meadow; fence and

I

part
t

'ce. Chea.p if _taken

off..
address

J. P. HAAS,

soon. Ca1Y°:r
LAMONI, IOWA

I

cross fenced; I traded for this and would·--~---·------~-......!
sell at a bargain .if could sell it at once.1~------,.--------
For further particulai's address, B. W.
Welch; New York Life Building, Kansas
A Good Farm.
City; Missouri.
19*
240 acres 10 miles from Lamoni. Two
- - - - --~----------1sets of· improvements, both good, one extra good, large house, 8 rooms, two large
ZION'S PRAISES
barns. ·nearly. ·new, corn crib, implement
No. 70, cloth ...•......•..•..... ;$ .40 house; wind mi~!, and good orchard:
No. ·70%, leather ..•............. LOO Set No. 2. Five room house, good barn,
No. 70%, leather, flexible .......• 1.50 corn crib,. hog house, etc. $75 per acre.
"
$8;000 when possession is given, ba1lance
p.
at 5 per cent.
teSI ency an . nest 00 ••• •••
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
This bookhas been enlarged by the ad_
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.
\litio11 of over eighty pages.
·
No. 134-Cloth
.. $1.00

.lla..kinvPovder
.Alsu/r(te{rArm

Not only for rich or fine food
or for special times or service.
Royal is equally valuable in the
preparation of plain, sub§l:antial,
every-d~ foods, for all occa·
sions. It makes the food more
taSly,nutritious and wholesome.

P .d

d

h d

---------~---~---!

Bible References-

By Alvin Knidey

THE INSTRUCTOR
No. 126, cfoth ................... $ .75
No. 127, leather . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . 1.00
No. 128, ieather, flexible ......... 1.50

Paper cover
Cloth cover

5 cents
• 10 cents

---~-----,--------

·For Sale.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Deposita at .the

FAlt.'VIERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

A portable folding organ in good con•ditlon. T. J. Sheldon, Cameron, Mo.
H~rald Offi~e. Graceland College, Lib.erty Home, 613 Mead Street.

POST CARDS

Saints' Home, Saints' Church, Lamoni, l o w a . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sainis' Chu~ch, !ndependence, Missouri. T~e•c
cards are onntcd m colors. Two for five cents.
Postage ;e .,id. Special prices to missionaries.

~s. absolutely pure and .harmless.. A
damty . powder for the toilet; soothmg
Lamoni, fowa. and refreshing to the skin. If you use
Care Herald Publishing House.
a toilet powder of any kind I will make
it to your interest to use Rose of Beauty
Talcum Powder by giving both quantity
Graceland Receipt Book • •. • and quality. Large can b)'. mail 25 cents;
5 cans for one dollar. Liberal terms to
Over three hundred receipts for prepar agents.· Address (Bro.) George Brush.
ing things to eat.
Successor to Lillie M. Brush, "deceased,''
Price . . • • . •
SOc
Route 6, Kenton, Tennessee.
15-4*
P "'

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated. under the banking laws of the
State ol Iowa, and under direct control
ol the Auditor ol State. ,

Rose ·of Beauty ·Talcum Powder

h'

1
E. • . HA._.L,

FOR· . SALE

·

5 per cent
fti~;iuit•M•i1•1~•t~tt•UHI
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ -50,000.00
Assets Over
.•
•
• · 400,000.00

•

Five per cent per annum interesnvill be paid on one year deposits:· Send your surplus fonds to·
this Bank by mail,. and prompt attel\tion ~ll be given. Aildress·
-

;

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK' OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
·
· ccwm. Anderson" Alice P. Da~cer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
LIST OF DIRECT()RS: _Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geq. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.·

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

Having bought the ·Edgefield IJroper~y
containing 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the Saints at low figuresd.
This is one of the most sightly l!n
finest tracts now on the market, bemg
high and dr:y. This property is located on
the south side of "the city of Independ·
ence, being from 2 to' 6 blocks from t~e
new South .Side· church and same dis·
t.ance from the street car line, and ~ of !I
mile from the public square in IndepenCJ
ence, The price of lots is from $3 to $~.6 0
a front foot. -We discourage the Salnts
buyirig this property for speculation.
Those wanting to secure. one lot or more
and can not pe:i:.sonal~y mspect ~hem the
Stake or General B1shopr1c will locate
them for you, and should any~ne after
examination not be pleased the1r mon~Y
will be , refunded on demand. For t 0
correctness .of this state:ment vre ref~r
you to the Presiding General B1shopr1c.
· 10tf
ELLIS SHORT.
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"If ye continue in my word, the11 are ye ~my dis. I · deed. and ye shall
know the truthi and the c1pes1n'
.
truth •hall make you free."-John 8:_ 31, 32;

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, MAY 18, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
THE SPIRIT AND THE LETTER.
BOTH ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE SAFETY AND GROWTH OF
THE SAINTS;
.

Some people seem to suppose that if they have _the
word of God as set foribh in the Bible they need no
more and can expect to receive -no more. They feel
that the canon of scripture is full. l\11 that may
come to them claiming to be new or additional
revelation is heterodox.
As a result of this belief, while they may be great
sticklers for the word of God as it was revealed in
the past and as it has been preserved in tradition
or on the printed page, they may actually be in open
and bitter rebellion against the word and will of
God as he is teaching it to the people now.
Such people have lived· in ~11 ages of the world.
The Jews in the days of Ghrist were a notable example. They revered Moses and the prophets, but
spurned the Lord Jesus. They would 'have died for
the pentateuch; but they .rejected the word of God
as we now have it in the New Testament Scriptures.
They studied the cold letter of the 'law very closely,
and carefully observed a multitude of ordinances
taught therein and in the traditions that .had
ta0hed themselves to the law, so that their religious
exercises became a burden: The letter, deprived of
1Jhe spirit, killed them spiritually. At the same .ti'me
their hearts were closed to the Spirit that wouid
have made them alive. They could not accept the
invitation, "Come unto me, all ye th~t labor and are
heavy laden." No, to them it was not orthodox .
because the rabbi had not read it to the~ from th~
writings of Isaiah or from the Books of Moses~
'I'he restorathm of the gospel in later times found
many in the world who were willing to swear· aile?iance to the letter of the law •as they •had it.in the
Km~ James Version of the Bible. They were very
partisan and zealous in their defense of that good
book. They did not realize, or know, or understand
?1u0h that was in it, yet tliey. fiercely resented. the
idea that the word of God might come to them in
any_ other way, or that any.thing could be revealed
~ m any way supplement that · which had been
gi~en so long ago. Precisely like the Jews they
reJected the prophets that canie tO them, the while

at-

NUMBER 20

they were professing to believe those that had· come
to a past generation. It is true that they rejected
a man, while the Jews rejected the Son of God,
yet the principle was the same, and in both cases the
message of the Lord was repudiated.
s.uch a course must always result disastrously.
Those who cling .to the cold Jetter of the law and reject its spirit ·are out of iharmony with the God who
reveals here a little mid there a little, line upon line
and precept upon precept, while his great work
"goes marching on." They simply commit spiritual
suicide. They try to defend themselves with a
weapon that must be handled by a higher power,
a power that they ihave ruled ou~G of <their lives; for
it is wtei.tten, "The sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God."
The letter does not kill when it is. animated and
used by the Spirit. It kills only -when we try to
banish the Spirit and use the sword: in our own
way.
On the other hand, some have made the opposite
mistake, pe11haps having misunderstood ·:the declitration, ·"The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life."
They have concluded that they might safely cast the
written word to one side and depend wholly upon
such ·spiritual forces as might move rthem to action.
As a result of their thus lightly forsaking th'e laws
of God, as formulated in the Scriptures and given
them for a guide, the Spirit has refused to continue
with them. They have been left without either the
Spirit or the letter. The one they have forsaken;
the other has forsaken them. Gonsequentlythey fall
a victim to evil spiritual influences and to their own
wayward fancies, and rush into all ·manner of
folly, carrying their followers with them to shame
and ruin.
·
There was •a time in the history of this great latter
day work when some of the Saints themselves made
this error, as great as_ the one committed by their
· sectarian friends in rejecting further revelation.
That error consisted in ·adopting the idea already
outlined,-of supposing that they could cast the
written word aside, thinking the book·S to be of no .
more value "than -the ashes of a rye straw"; while
they themselves posed as the "living oracles" whose
every impulse must be heeded as divine. The results
of that course were as we have indicated. The evil
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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that ensued can not be undone this &ide of eternity.'Dhe only safe policy is that policy which .was
adopted and is still maintained by the Reopganization. That position in substance wias ··that they
would be guided by both the letter and the spirit of
the law_, and by the Holy Spirit as it might be
given to them. They held themselves open to rec;eive
the will of God by revelation or, by any :spiritual
manifestation that he might be pleased to give. Yet
they held that the written word was in full binding
force upon them as their law-; and they did not propose to receive any doctrine upon the word of _any
man, ·or upon the recommendation of any spirit, to
themselves or to -anyone else, if such doctrine were
found to be in conflict with the law as stated in the
three books.
That was a safe and wise stand to take. We, of
the younger generation, should be profoundly grateful that our fathers were divinely led to take their
stand upon such safe ground. We should be very
careful that we never stray therefrom.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

May 18, 1910

ai:d what do you -thin~ it ~as? We will tell you.
His ,old horse Charley, given him in Kirtland; two
pet deer; .two old turkeys, and four y9ung ones; the
old cow given- him by 'a b:rother in Missouri his old ·
'
M
.. h'
'
'
uog
__aJor,.
_is wife,
children, and a little household
furniture. 'Dhis is the amount of the great possessions of that man whom God ·pas called to lead his
people in these last days ; this the sum total of the
great estates, the splendid mansions and noble living of him who ihas •spent a life of toil :and.suffering,
·of privation and hardships, of imprisonments and
cha:ins., of dungeons and, ve:imtious suits, and every
kind of. contumely and contempt ungodly men could
heap upon 'him, ·and fast of all report him as rolling
in w.ealth'. an·d luxury which he had plundered from
the spoils of those for whose good he had thus toiled
and suffered. Who would be willing to suffer what
he has suffered, and labor near twenty years as he
has done, for the wealth he is in possession of?"

PREAMBLES AND RBSOLUTIONS.
(Adopted by the Independence Stake Bishopric.)

GRACELAND COLLEGE NEWS.

The readers 'Of the HERALD will be interested in
-knowing that appointments have been made in most
of the districts for the securing of pledges to carry
out the conditions of the TEMPORARY ENDOWMENT
FUND. In response to the articles in the HERALD
of laist week pledges are already being received from
HERALD readers who are not located where they are
attending .branch meetings. This early response is
very encouraging.
Each one who is able should ask •himself the ques.,
tion, Is it not worth twenty cents of my money each
week to see the young people of the church have the
privilege of a mental training surrounded by proper
environments? Over two hundred pledges have already been secured, and if all who are able will
respond promptly, the project will be a great success.
Do riot wait until some one asks y~u to sign a card,
but write to the treasurer, F. B. Blair, Lamoni, Iowa,
and he will forward you a subscription card for
your signature. Will you be one of the loyal five
•hundred to make this TEMPORARY ENDOWMENT FUNJ?
a sugcess?
THE PERSONAL PROPERTY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

The following interesting and rather amusing
item appears in an epistle of the Twelve published
in the Millennial Star, volume 2, page 122.
"When Brother Joseph stated to the.General Conference· [1841] the amount; and situation of the
property of the church,· of. which he is trustee in
· trust by the united · v;oice of ;bhe c;hurch; he also
stated the amot!nt of his own possessions on eat;'th;

Inasmuch as the law of God provides that the
Bishopric 'shall assist the Saints in locating in the
land of Zion;
· '!Therefore, it is .the opini!)n and judgment of the
bishopric of the IndeRendence Stake that it is their
duty, under the direction of the general Bishopric,
.to care for the Saints who may desire their assistance to locate in said stake.
REALTY AND BUSINESS PROl'OSITIONS.
Therefore, be. it Resolved, 'Dhat we, the stake
bishopric, deem it wisdom to open ·a realty exchange
and for other business propositions, but not as a
competitive business, but on the basis as those engaged in administering spiritual things.
NO COMMISSION.
Be it further Resolved, 'l\hat inasmuch as it is the
duty of the bishopric to counsel and advise, in the
_sale and purchase 'Of real estate no .commission be
charged ; and in all cases rbhe price of th~ seller must
he less the commission. The buyers being the beneficiaries they will be, required to pay to this office
the actual expenses accruing by the sale •Or purchase
of real estate or other business propositions.
BUREAU OF LABOR AND INFORMATION.
Be it further Resolved, That the stake bishopric
open at their office an information bureau for the
benefit of those.who may need general information;
and a labor bureau where those Who want help maY
lodge their needs, and where those who are s~eking
employment may receive information as to where
employment may be found.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ALL THINGS PREPARED BEFORE YOU.
Be it further Resolved, That we advise Saints
· g moving into the Independence Stake
cont emplatl11
·
k b" h
·
that they counsel with the ~eneralor.sta e IS ~pr1c
. moving that "aii thmgs may oe preparea bebef,oie
'
.. .
-.
·b·1·t
fore them"; otherwise, take their own responsi i. i Y.
Furthermore, that these preambles ai~d resolut10ns
be published in the l!ERA~D. -an<~ Ensign, that _the
Saints may know thell' privileges, and our desires
to assist them.
.
Address all communications to R. May, Box 115,
Independence, Missouri. RODERICK-MAY,
A. H. PARSONS,
B. J. SCOTT,

491

Or should any person be able and willing to make a
special donation for this purpose it would be gladly
received· at the present time. If anyone wishes
to purchase scholarships in advance we would be
iiad to communicate w-ith hiffi. Plea se let us knov1
at once what y_ou can do for Graceland College, and
in what way you can help us.
·
Respectfully submitted,
. HEMAN c. SMITH, Chairman,
F. B. BLAIR, Treasu1·e1-,
R. J. LAMBERT,. Sec1·etary,
Board of Managers.
1

LAMONI, IOWA,

May 16, 1910.

AN INDIAN STORY FROM AN INDIAN PEN.
There is a short legend prevalent among the MeINDEPENDENCE' MISSOURI,
nominee Indians which ·occasions a yearly celebra- May
. ~ 3, 19],0; .
tion which corresponds to that of the white mall's
WANTED; VOLUMES OF THE "JOURNAL OF
Lenten season.
DISCOURSES," "TIMES AND SEASONS,"
Long ago, after the children of the Great Spirit
AND "MILLENNIAL STAR."
had suffered hunger and plague which swept across
Persons having volumes of tbe Journal of Dis- their lands and. visited ,the wigwams claiming their
courses for which they have no present use can. be · loved ones, the red children gathered .their scantY,
of material service to the church by placing them store and assembled to'pray to the Great.Spirit for
in the editorial library, either temporarily or per- ·- mercy.
manently.
. When their prayers and offerings had been made
We have frequent occasion to verify quotations and given, it suddenly grew dark. All remained as
made from these books. It is not safe to use tp.ese night and not a sound was to be 'heard.
quotations w:ithout verification. At present we
Then a faint sound was heard in the distarn;e. All
must resort to the private libraries of persons who the tribe listened. At last it became clearer and
do not wish to part with the books.
seemed to come from above.
If you have such books that you will place in the
A dim light stole in among the darkness and the
library they will be held subject to your call, unless sound grew louder.
you. feel inclined to place them there permanently.
The old chief arrayed in Ms fesfal garments and'
In that event you will have the satisfaction of know- richest headdress, stepped out before his people,
ing that the books are placed where they will do and lifting his hand to shade his eyes, looked toward
more good than they ever can in any private library: the east from whence the sound ca.me.
We should also like to secure volumes of Times
All his tribesmen followed his example. Sudand Seasons and the Millennial Star. Would be denly a dark ,spot was seen coming nearer and
pleased to correspond with anyone having any of nearer. A low chorus was heard. The singing was
the books named.
sweet and low and mournful.
As the object came nearer it was discovered to
GRACELAND COLLEGE.
be a canoe. In it wiere seated several chiefs.
The Board of Managers of Gracel~nd College apThe canoe sailed swiftly onward ·and the occupants
pointed by the new: board are using every exertion raised their voices in a song of triumph.
.
to get the affairs of the c~llege on a satisfactory
It floated toward the awe..,,struck people. They
business basis and have encouragement that through·· gazed in wonder .a;t;the sight. Suddenly it vanished.
the temporary endowment fund ·we will receive
The flying canoe and its occupants was a good
·means to place our credit upon a safer basis· but omen. It was a word of pi·omise sent. them from
none of this fuild wih be available until July
we the Gre~t Spirit for they. sang of the coming harare therefore under the urgent necessity of raising vest and the destruction of the- plague. . .· ,·
.·
m~ans to tide over until July 1. . If any of the
From that time on this:tribehas kept the season ·
Saints, or friends, have a thousand dollars or ,any as ·sacred.
. · ·
·.
. .
·
-less amount Which they would loan for six months, . .Every year the fast is· begun about the same tim~ .
or o~(j Year at six per cent, it would be greatly ap- as th&t of Lent.
.•
Preciated, and would assist •Us ii1 tiding over the
Any stranger or opposing .tribe can c,ome am<Hig
._ Present emergenS!y and in sust!J:ining a·worthy c~use. them during this time unmolested.
·

Bishopric of Independence Stake.
,;

i;

/,·"
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The fast la,sts ten days.
This custom is still practiced among the Menominees.-Car lysle Greenbrier, Menominee, in Thi'! 1nclian's Friencl, publishecl in New York City, March,
1910.
NOTES- AND-COMMENTS.

Bro. A. A. Rearris has been appointed as special
agent for the Herald Publishing House and expects
to travel continuously in its interest. We bespeak
for him the patronage of the Saints. They can confidently transact anf business connected with the
Herald Publishing House with Brother'Rea:tns. Give
-him your orders when he calls.
We receive frequent requests for ·a cancer cure
which Wias published a few years ::J,go. Some person
kindly sent us a copy of it and it will be found in
another column in this issue.
Under date of May 9, Bro. James McKiernan
writes the HERALD conveying the sad news_ of the
death of Sr. Ellen H. Hills, mother of our missionary, Elder L. E. Hills.
The Sanitarium ·desires to secure the ·services of
young ladies (members of the church) who wish to
become trained nurses. Those who desire to obtain
work 1and experience in that line should write to the
Independence, Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
Some may obtain positions at once, others will be
placed on the waiting list.
We learn by letter from Independence, that The
Unite9. Order of Enoch received its charter May 13,
duly signed by the proper State officials. -we shall
probably be in :a position to publish the articles of
.association in our next issue.
Elder G. J. Waller, of Honolulu, was a welcome
visitor in Lamoni, Friday and Saturday last. He
went from Lamoni to Chicago, where he is to spend
Sunday. From Chicago he goes to New York and
'on fo Paris, to join his family. It is a matter of
regr(\t with the Saints of Lamoni ·that he could not
be with them 1011ger.
·
J. N . .Boyd, Lenora, Kansas, writes: "I thought
it might do some good toward the spread of the gospel to have a notice put in the papers telling where
I am located. I am eight mile13 south of· Lenora, on
the Missouri Pacific, ten miles from Penokee and
Moreland, on the Union Pacific. If any of the missionaries come out this way and will notify me at
Lenora, R. F. D. No. 2, I w_ill meet the}n at eit~er
of the points mentfoned. We have a _schoolhouse one
half mile from us when~ we can hold _preaching meetings. We are in a DariiSh settlement, and _they ar.e
mostly Adventists or lean that way.-- So far, I have
found' them to be a go9d moral class of people and
.·. ·good irnighb(frs
h;ieverY
•vay/'
'
.- ·.- .-- .- -_ - .
~--.

-

-

._

'
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Hymns and -Poems

FOi'th t~ :B~~il~, .Sons ~f ,Zion.
(Tune: "Just b-efore rthe battle, ·mother.")
Forth to battle, sons of Zion;
See the warr is raging on;· ·
And the truth irmst reach all nations
Ere ibhe reign of OhriSt shall dawn.
Nations all areincommotion,- ~
And in .heaven signs appear.
But, oh, beware; the darkness round you
Tells that Satan's hosts are near.
.

-

CHORUS:
-

-

You can never, you can never
Serve ·a nobler,. better ·cause.
Then, oh, my ~isters and my brothers,
Be not wavering, do ·not pause.
Out of Zion, God is sending
Soldieiis ·in these latter days,
T:hwt he might• prepare a people,
Counseled in his i'ighteous ways,
But· our veterans •he is calfo):g,
Galling home to· paradise;
· And will ;their youthful comrades hasten
To their place of sacrifice?

·

CHORUS:

Some from all four winds will gather;
, But rbhe people· of our God
And'_·the just wi11 rise perfected
From their graves beneath the sod.
'11hen· the conquest will be over,
And the hosts of Satan bound-;
But, oh, we must be faithful servants,
If i'n Zion we are found.
CHORUS:
LEONARD

S.

RHODi>S.

Endow,,.;ent.
(A promise to Khitland that she would soon be organized
and formed into a stake suggested the following lines):
Zion's borders yet shall flourish
All her stakes shall prosper well;
Then the word of God shall nouril:;h
Every soul who there may ,dwell.

That rejoicing, when 'tis ordered,
Shall commence in that fii·st stake
Which the mighty waters bordered,
Galled in ·words of men a lake.

In the' temple ·there erected,

While the church was yet in youth,
Shall our Wit>rfare be perfected,
The endowment of. the truth.

When the ministry thus armored; .
Sha11 assault ·the works of: sin,
Youth and age shall fig}J.t i.m:tired,
Then. refining. shall begin.
. Every soul must- hear -the message,
Be permitted to select
Beneath whwt standii.rd he wquld wage,
Satan's choiCe or Qod's elect!
Blessed moment, ·We await thee,
When. the Spirit -shall- d_edare,
"Now <bhe power's bestowed -completely,
Let the entire earth prepare!"
JOHN T.. CURRY.
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family, and bloodshed; far from it: his mission was
one of peace and good will, and his message never
fails to improve the moral and spiritual condition
OUR DEFENSE.-PART l.
of those who properly receive it. But the above
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.
scripture is simply a prediction of what would be
"But we desire to hear of thee, what thou think- done by those who should choose to array themselves
est· for as concerning this sect, we know that every- against the system of truth which he taughi.
28:htI
22.
Those who received the message of the gospe1,
h , . •t 1·s spoken against."-Acts
werei
·
.,,
"I speak as to wise men; Judge ye w a
say. honestly and intelligently, were impressed and led
1 Corinthians 10: 15.
by the Spirit of truth; those who opposed it and
The primitive Christian church was generally op- persecuted the disciples of Jesus-even unto death
and
pose d' UllJ·ustly represented, and bitterly
l'
·11 cruelly ·-were led and impressed by the spirit of error.
persecuted. To this, all Bible be ievers wi agree. Under the influence and inspiration of this false
But why was it so?
spirit, Jes us, the Christ, was maligned, persecuted
First because Christianity, as taug.ht by Jesus and killed·; the apostles were treated in like manner,
Christ ~nd his apostles, came in contact with every and the precious message of love and good will to
other system of religion known among men. It man was hated and rejected!
came from God (John 7: 16; Deuteronomy 18: 18,
We have heard and read the announced reasons
19; John 12 : 48, 49) . It was, and is, nothing less and purposes for opposition to the latter day work,
than pure truth (John 18 : 37 ; 17 : 17 ; 8 : 32; 1 Peter or the faith and doctrine of the Latter Day Saints,
1: 22-25), and, therefore, could not and can not af- as furnished by those who were so unfortunate as
ford to compromise with any other system of doc- to believe they were doing "God service" while entrine; yet true Christians are always tol~rant and gaged in the most cruel and unrelenting opposition;
free from bigotry. It should not be difficult to we have tried to note carefully the chamcter of the
understand that when truth begins to compromise indefensible defense put up by those who stand on
with error, even in ·the slightest degre.e, it there and the wrong side of any important question; and,}n
then ceases to be unalloyed truth. _Thus we see the light of these experiences it is certainly instructhat the Christian system of doctrine was brought tive to read the attempted defense of those who
in direct conflict with all that was carnal and sensual _ chose to persecute and oppose Jes us Christ and his
among men. Under these conditions, a conflict be- apostles:
tween the divine on the one hand, and the human
If we let him [Jesus] thus alone, all men will believe on
and satanic on the other; there was but one proper him: and the Romans shall come arid take away our place and
and safe thing to be done, and that was to exercise nation.-John 11: 48.
such faith in God as would enable those to whom
Then the high priest rent his clothes, saying, He has spoken
the message of truth and light came, to have a blasphemy; what further need have we of witness? Behold,
greater love for God and his truth than for anything now ye have heard his blasphemy.-1\fatthew 26: 65.
else. This alone would result in safety and rightHe was regarded as a great impostor, and the
eousness.
voice of conscience was huslrn.d by an attempt to
The things of God are understood by the Spirit of furnish the evidence.
God (1 Corinthians 2: 11-14; Romans 8: 6, 7), and
This fellow said, I am able to destroy the temple of God,
the Spirit is given to those who desire the truth, and to build it in three days.-Matthew 26,; 61.
and who keep the commandments of the Lord Jesus - So Jes us, the Christ, who h!J,d left the realms of
as fast as they become acquainted with them. (Mat- glory with the Father, that he might come into this
thew 5: G; John 14: 15-17.) it was, therefore, and world of sin and sorrow, and teach men how to live
it is, an easy matter for those who love self and the for the accomplishment of good, and enforce his
world more than God and his truth, to rise up in teachings by a noble and perfect example, was reopposition to the Christian religion, and become ex- jected of men, crucified between two thieves, while
ceedingly bitter against its adherents and repre- Barabbas, the murderer, was released! What a
sentatives. Jesus knew what would be the results lesson!
of his mission and the declaration of his truth in the - But the Jews which believed not, moved with envy, to'ok
World, and foretold them in the following significant · unto them certain lewd fellows of the baser sort, and gathered
Words:
a company, and set all the city on an uproar, and assaulted

Original Articles

Think not I am come to send peace on earth: I came not
to send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a man at
variance against his father, and the daughter against her
mother, and the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.
And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.-Matthew 10: 34-36.
·

Not that Jesus desfred division and strife' in the

the house of J arnn;and sought to bring them out to the people. And when they found them 'not, the~ drew _Jason and
certain brethren unto the rulers of the city, crymg, These
that have turned the world upside down are come hither also;
whom Jason hath received: and these all do contrary to the
decrees of Cresar, saying that there is another King, one
J esus.-Acts 17: 5-7. (Paul and Silas were the troublesome
fellows referred to.).
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This fellow [Paul] persuadeth men to worship God contrary to the law.-Acts 18: 13.
And they gave him audience- unto this word, and then lifted
up their voices, and said, Away with such a fellow- [Paul]
from the earth: for it is not fit that he should live.-Acts
22: 22.
For we have found this man [Paul] a pestilent fellow, and
a mover of sedition among all the Jews throughout all the
world, and a ring leader . of the sect of the Nazarenes.Acts 24: 5.

through the ministrations of angels. But Lot's wife
?:oke the commandment. and was turned into a
p1 11ar of salt. Lot and his
dwelt m
·
- two daug.hters
a cave w h ere·th ey were guilty of drunkenness and
~~cest~ (See Gen_esis, chapter 19.) Does this prove
that the story of _the ange~s' visit to ,.Sodom and
their conversation with Lot, ·are false? Hardl;.
David and Solomon were both chosen of God for
It is well for us to note that no proper effort was tl~e. accomplish~ent of important work. The recogmade-we might say no decent effort-by those op- mtion they received from the divine Being was very
posers, to refute and put down the doctrine taught. strong. Yet, at times, they were found guilty of
by Jesus and Paul, using the Scriptures as authority. much !olly and g~·eat wrong. Both men were poThe second reason, ·or occasion, for this unholy lygamists, but this was not all. . David, the man
warfare against the church of Christ, was the bad whom the Lord sought and found to succeed Saul
conduct of many of its professed adherents. This, as king of Israel ("a man after his own heart" i .
in several respects, is more serious than. the ffrst. was exposed to temptation, yielded at the time ~f

It has been repeatedly said to us, "We judge a sys- his weakness~ and thus became_ guilty of two of the
tem of faith by its results" ; and when the works of leading crimes in the catalogue. He was guilty of
the careless and indifferent, of the hypocrite and adultery with Bathsheba, after which he willfully
deceiver, and ·of the actual criminal are brought planned ·and executed the death of her husband
prominently before them, by those who seem to be (2 Samuel, chapter 11).
The Lord appeared twice unto Solomon, blessed
among the most active and zealous advocates of the
with wisdom, and in many other ways, but he
him
faith, the effect is bad, even upon those who desire
departed from God and his heart became corrupt.
the truth.
Christianity, in the days of Jesus and his apostles, There is no evidence, that we are aware of, that he
was very unpopular. Those who are not sincere in died in favor with God. - The eleventh chapter of the
their opposition to the truth; always take advantage first book of Kfogs informs us that he had "seven
of this condition, and succeed in securing the serv- hundred wives, princesses, and three :hundred conices of many well-meaning people in their unholy cubines: and hi-s wives turned away his heart."
We can not wonder that his wives turned away his
cause.
God conversed with Adam and Eve. He told heart. There were certainly enough 'Of them to do
them what they might do and what they should not it, and especially when we consider that they were
do. But they transgressed his holy commandment, princesses and idolaters. The wonder is that he
and had to be driven out of the garden and kept had any heart left.
Will Bible believers refuse to believe that God
out. Does this prove that God never spoke to
Adam? and that he was not a patriarch and prophet? chose these men for his servants? Will they refuse
What Bible believer will claim that it does? (For to believe that he reve~led himself to them? Will
they deny that, when these men were obedient to
proof read the first chapters of Genesis.)
Noah was the head of the only family that sur- him, they were successfully used in the building up
vived the ravages of the flood. He was a "preacher of his work?
This is a mere gfance at some parts of Old Testaof righteousness" (2 Peter 2: 5).
By faith Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as ment history. We take the account of the children
yet, moved with fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his of Israel, which occupies such a large portion of
house; by the which he condemned the world, and became Old Testament history, and we find it to be very
heir of the righteousness which is by faith.-Hebrews- 11: 7. largely a history of folly, wrong, and sometimes,
And yet this same man, after the floods subsided, the grossest of crimes !
planted a vineyard, made wine and drank it till he
We now come to the New Testament, which like
became intoxicated, and lay "within his tent" more the Old, has been furnished to us by friends, not
like a beast than a man of God !
enemies, to the cause of God therein represented.
Was Noah a minister for God for about one hun- Jesus Obrist came into the world, not to do his own
dred and twenty years? Notwithstanding this lapse will, but the will of Him who sent him (John 5 :30) ·
in his moral conduct, is the statement true that Before choosing his leading ministers, he went up
"Noah was a just man and perfect in his generation, into a mountain and there he remained all night in
and wialked with God?" What do Bible believers prayer to the Father.
think about it?
A,nd when it was day he called unto him his disciples: and
Later in the world's history, God destroyed Sodom of them he chose. twelve, whom also he named apostles.·
.
and Gomorrah, but snowed mer<ly unto Lot and his Luke 6: 12, 13.
These were his leading ministers, and no Bible
family, pro"tiding for them the means -0£ escape
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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. er can doubt that they were_ designated by di- with God? Whosoever therefore will be .a friend of the world
be1iev
. t
t 't
H e is the enemy of God.-J ames 4: 1-4.
·
,, ·sdom. Yet Judas Iscano was a rai or.
1
This epistle of Jam es was addressed to "the twelve
vme
''
,
·1
(M
tth
sold his Master for thirty pieces of s1 ver _ a ew
tribes·
scattered abroad, greeting"; ·that is, to the
: 15). Peter, one of the chief apostles, . denied
26
h' Lord at the trying hour, made oath to his false Hebrew or Jewish disciples in all the world. John
s;:tements, and when accused the third time denied Wesley said that at the time this epistle ·was written
(about A •. D. 60), the tares had spn1ng up with the
again and cursed and swore! (Matthew 2.6 : 69-7 4.)
_
wheat
and produced a plentiful harvest.
Others of the primitive apostles, though good men,
About six years after James had so clearly regave strong evidence of - fallibility and weakness
vealed the awful conditioru of at least a part of the
(Luke 9: 51-56).
_
But this does not represent the worst conditions Christian church, Jude wrote his epistle "to them
that obtained in the Christian church at the very that are sanctified by God the Father, and preserved
times when the gospel with its primitive light and in Jesus Christ, and called." He described the inpower was the law of life which was made binding - crease of apostasy and wrong in the church of God
upon all the members of the church.
- - in the following strong terms :.
It is reported commonly that there is fornication among
you and such fornication as is not so much as named among
the Gentile~, that one should have hfa father's wife. And ye
are puffed up, and lmve npt rather .mourned, that he that
hath done this deed might be taken away from among· yott.
-I wrote unto you in an epistle [one which is not found in
our Bible] not to company with fornicators: yet not altogether with the fornicators of this world, or with the coveteous, or extortioners, or with idolaters; for then must ye
needs go out of the world. But now I have written unto you
not to keep company, if any man that is' called a br9ther
be a fomicator, or coveteous, or an idolater, or a: railer, or a
drunkard, or an extortioner; with such an one no not to eat.1 Corinthians 5: 1, 2, 9-11.
1

For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were
pefore of old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly 1i1en,
turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying
the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ.. , .
Them are Epots in your feasts of charity, when they feast
with- you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds they are
without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit
withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots.
Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame;
wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever.-Jude 1: 4, 12, 13.

About A. D. 96, or 98, John wrote the book of
Revelation on the Isle of Patmos, -addressing his
letter to the seven churches which were in Asia.
Only two of these churches had complete focognition
by the divine being; five were in ac state of apostasy,
more or less. The church at Ephesus was given
proper credit for having tried those who claimed to
be apostles, but were not. The word of the Lord to
those Ephesian saints is very instructive, and when
necessary, furnishes us with an excellent precedent:

It is evident from reading the first chapters of
Paul's first letter to the saints at Corinth, that while
the glorious fruits of obedience to the Christian religion were made manifest by one class of the membership, there was another class who indulged not
only in folly and wrong, but in actual crime. One
man had married (or taken without marriage) "his
father's wife" (his stepmother, we presume). Some
I know thy worlrn, and thy labor,_and thy patience, and how
were covetous. And in that very church, raised up
and nurtured by the watchful care of an -inspired tliou canst not bear them which are evil: ap,d thou hast tried
them which say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found
apostle, there were fornicators, extortioners, idola- them liars: and hast borne and hast patience, and for my
ters, railers, and drunkards! Just think what op- name's sake hast labored, and hast not fainted.-Revelation
portunity this condition of affairs afforded the ene~ 2: 2, 3.
m~es of the Christian religion! They: could point to
Nevertheless, a serious charge was brought
this class of church members and say: "These are against them. They had left their "first love" and
Christians. These <things are the ,real fruits of the were commanded to remember from whence they
Chris~ia~1 religion. Is it desirable? IS there -any ·had fallen, to repent and do "the first works," with
good m it?" Then, by a cunning appeal to the igno- a threat that if they did not obey, they should be
- rant masses and to their basest passions, which has speedily removed (verses 4, 5). We are also inalways. been the. policy of leaders- when they were formed in verse 6, "But this thou_ hast .that thou
determmed to put down by force, that which could 'hatest the deeds of the Nicolaifanes, which I also
not be overthrown by serfpture and logic and the hate."
, work was done. The -innocent and pure, ~s well as
It is not certainly· known what the _deeds of' the
~he careless and guilty, were in the hands of raven- - Nicolaitanes were. Some authors claim that they
mg wolves! We quote again':
_
__ practiced polygamy as introduced by one Nicholas,
From when
.
th
ce come wars and fightmgs among you? Come who had been chosen by the church and _ordained
- t h at war m
. your members?
y ey not hence' ev en of your• 1usts
by the apostles (Acts 6: 1-5) ; others, that they ine 1ust, .and have not·· y e_- k'll
- d d e_ s1_re
. - to have,- ·and c_an_
I , an_
troduced into the Christian church, in a general way,
- not 0 ht am· ye fi ht
d
-- - -·
not y
·
g an war,- yet ye have not, because ye ask
e aEk, and ·receive.-not, because-ye ask amiss that .ye_ the licentiousness of the heathen nations. Whatrn ay· consum
"t
·
- • __ - - - •
~-- _
1
esses
e
upon your lusts .. _Te adulterers and adulter" ever theirdeeds might have been, it is enough for us,. ' 1<now ye not that the faiendship of the wo,rld is enmity to know that the Lord "hated them." This deter-
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mines their character. To the church at Pergamos
were sent these words:

A few quotations from chu1;ch history will enable
us to see ihow completely the prophesy of Peter was
But I ,have a few things against thee, because thou hast fulfilled, causing the "way of truth" to be "evil
there them that hold the doctiine of Balaam, who taught spoken of." The same cause in our day, under like
Ba!ac to cast a stumbling-block before the children of Israel, conditions, would, of course, produce the same effect.
to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication.
We will make our quotations from Mosheim the
So hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes, which thing I hate. Repent; or else I will com~ unto great church •}).istorian. · Of the first centur~ in
'
thee quickly, and will fight against them with the sword of my. part 2, chapter 5, he says :
mouth.-Revelation 2: 14-16. ·
The Christian 'churc4 was scarcely formed, when, in different places, certain pi;etended ·reformers, who, not satisfied
The church at Thyatira permitted Jezebel, a false
with the simplicity of .that i·eligion taught by the apostles
prophetess, to act as one of their teachers and se- meditated changes of doctiine and worship.-Verse 1.
'
duce the Lord's serv:ants to commit fornication, and
The influence of these new teachers was at first inconsiderato eat things sacrificed unto idols (verses 20, 21). ble. During the lives of the apostles, their attempts to perThe message to the church at Sardis, in part, is as vert Christianity were attended with little success. They
however, acquired credit and strength by degrees; and, eve~
follows:
·
·
from the first, inperceptibly laid the foundations of those
For I have not found thy works perfect before God. Re- sects whose animosities and dispufes produced afterwards
·
memoer therefore how thou hast received and heard; and such trouble.-Verse 2;· ··
hold fast, and repent. . . . Thou hast a few names even in
The Gnostics conupted the doctrillil Of9 the gospel by a
Sardis which have not defiled theii: garments; and they shall profane mixture of Oriental philosophy with its divine truths.
walk with me in white; for they are worthy.-Revelation -Verse 3.
3: 2-4.
The Christian religion was in its rise corrupted by the
The church at Laodicea was neither hot nor cold, mixture of an impious and chimerical philosophy with its pure
and sublime doctrines.-Verse 10.
but luke warm, and the Lord said, "I will spue th;e
Among the chief of the sectaiies were the Gnostics and the
out of my mouth." This surely means rejection. Nicolaitanes, whom Christ himself, by the mouth of his aposBut this is :riot all.
tles, mentioned with abhorrence.-Verse 15.
Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with. goods,
Notice how coi:npletely these statements agree
·and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art with the historical and prophetical statements of
wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked : I the New _Testament. Second century,' part 2:
counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou
This venerable simplicity was not, indeed, of long duration.
mayest be rich; and white raiment, that thou mayest be
clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; Its beauty was gradually effaced by the laborious efforts of
and anoint thy eyes with eye salve, that thou mayest see.- human learning, and the dark subtilities of imaginary science.
This disadvantageous change, this unhappy alteration of the
Revelation 3: 17, 18.
primitive simplicity of the Christian religion, arose partly
Smyrna and Philadelphia were the only two from pride and partly from a sort of necessity. The former
churches that escaped severe criticism, although the cause was the eagerness of certain learned men to bring about
good that remained in six of them was plainly and a union between the doctiines of Christianity and the opinions
of the philosophers. For they thought it a very fine accomgraciously acknowledged.
The church went from bad to worse, rapidly, ful- plishment ·to be able to express the precepts of Christ in the
language of philosophers a:rtd rabbis. The other reason was
filling many of the predictions of the prophets and the necessity of having recourse to logical definitions and
apostles, one of which we will quote. Peter, writing nice distinctions, in order to confound the sophistical arguto the scattered saints about A. D. 66'; makes the fol- ments which the infidel and the heretic employed.-Chapter 3,
verse 2.
lowing clear ·and instructive statements:
The1·e is no institution so pure and excellent which the corBut there were false prophets also among the people, even
as there shall be false. teachers among you, who privily shall ruption and folly of man will not in time alter for the worse,
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that and load with additions foreign to its nature and original
bought them, ·and bring. upon themselves swift destruction. design. Such, in a particular manner,. was. the fate of Ch1·istianity. In ·this century many unnecessary rites and ce~·e
And many shall follow their pernicious~ways; by reason of
monies were added to the Christian worship, the introduction
whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of. And through
of which was extremely offensive to wise and good men.- ·
covetousness shall they with feigned words make merchandise
of you.-2 Peter 2: 1-3.
··
' Chapter 4, verse 1.
'Dhird century, part 2.
This falling away from the simplicity and purity
The
face of thi;;gs now began to change in the Christian
of the primitive faith commenced, as we have seen,
church. By .imperceptible steps the ancient methods of eccleand made terrible inroads on the church, while more siastical government varied from the .primitive rule, a~d
or less of the apostles were yet living. But after degenerated . . . . This change was soon followed by a tram
they wei:e ·gone; iniquity came in like a flqod; and of vices .... Bishops assumed a princely authority. A throne,
it can truly be said that the history of the Christian surrounded with ministers, exalted above his equals the servchurch, excepting what we have in the New Testa- ant of the meek and lowly Jesus, and suniptuous garments
dazzled the eyes and minds of the multitude. Presbyters,
m·ent, is m-Or~ -·.a hi~to_ry of the apostasy than_ of the neglecting the sacred duties of their station, abandoned them-.
'church (}f >Jesus Ohrifit ·as established by .himself selves to the indolence of an effeminate and h.txurious life.a11d-his apostles, and ·as 'i-ecognized of God.
Chapter 2, verses 3, 4.
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doubt that the victories of Constantine, the
There is no
·
·
h·. · · ht
"shment
and the desire to please t 1s. m1g Y
l
fear of. pun
. \vere the' weighty arguments that move d w h o1e
conqueror,
b
c· h . t'
"t
· " " well as 11articular persons to em race
ris iam Y·
natJOno a" ·· - ·
-Part 1, chapter 1, verse 23.
.
.
At the conclusion of this century there remamed httle more
·e shadow of the ancient
tan
.,,, government of the church.
h a mel
-Part 2, chapter 2, verse 2.
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Inquisition and all the dark deeds of the Dark Ages,
when the rule of the mother church was almost, if
not quite, supreme?
(To be continued.).
HEAVEN.

WANT TO GET THERE?
Some years ago, I heard an elder of the church, '"'
Much more might be presented, but this will suf- an able man, and a good man, say: "I don't want to
fice. It was in this century, we beli~ve, thait the go to heaven. Old Missouri is good enough for me."
emperor of Rome C?onstantine the G:rea~) cau.sed. And then I remember hearing another elder, who
to be read in the public assemblythe followmg edict: occupied in one of the leading quorums, say he didn't
like to sing that hymn, "I have a home above," because he believed the Saints' home will be here upon
"CHRISTIANITY IS THE RELIGION OF ROME."
the earth, and not. "above." And in the HERALD of
From this date many have traced, as they thought, a certain date, another brother tells us that, when
the triumphs of the Christian religion; but in fact, ·asked if he didn't "want to go to heaven," he shook
·
they were the triumphs of an apostate and corrupt his head.
Now, I understand the position of those brethren,
church. The great world, up to the present time,
has never practically acknowledged the church and I have no fault whatever to find with .the docwhich was established by Jesus Christ and his apos- trine that "we shall reign upon the earth" : I believe
tles, and probably never will, this side of the time it. And I am willing, too, to concede that "old
when "the kingdoms of this world are become the ;Missouri is good enough for me"-hope I may be
kingdoms of our Lord, and of .his Christ; and .he worthy of a home the:r:e; but I ¢lo "want to go to
shall reign for ever and ever." (Revelation 11: 15.» heaven," and I hope you will give me space to tell
It is important to notice that just in proportion to your readers why.
1. Heaven is a place where God and the angels
the increase of iniquity in the church, there was a
decrease in the fruits and gifts of the Spirit. Why? dwell.
And he [King Lamoni] said, Yea, I believe that he created
Because the Holy Spirit, the source and cause of
these blessings, being grieved, withdrew, The cause all things which are in the earth; but I do not know the
being removed, the effect ceased, and at the very time heaveno. And Ammon said unto him, The heavens is a place
where God dwells, and all his holy angels. And King Lamoni
when, as claimed by some, "they were done away, said, Is it above the earth? And Ammon said, Yea, and he

because no longer needed!"
Do you say we have drawn a dark picture? True,
but we might have made it darker without any conflict with the facts. What shall we do? and how shall
we extricate ourselves from' th~ di:!pculty which cQnfronts us? For it is quite evident now that if we
are required to prove the conduct of the men who
~ave been called of God to high and important positions, to be perfect, and at all times free from leading follies, wrongs, and crimes, in order to defend.
the work of God and the Chril:;tian religion, then it
can not be defended.
Further, if we are required to defend the conduct
of tl10
.
worst class of God's people among the Israel~tes and in the primitive Christian church, in order
0
defend the church as a divine institution and the
truth
· -.with
· God, then we can not' defend
th ' as .1't is
. e~. Still further, if from this viewpoint we are
reqmred t o def en d , not only is .the work of God
' as
~~presented in the Bible indefensible but where is
e church, Catholic or Protest.ant that can· be. d.efended ? w fi
. ·
' all
· along and
. h ·
e nd mucJ;,1 1mperfection
sue· honored characters·as-Luth<>r Calvin -w--es'-ley
~~~n Camp~ell were guilty of ;rlevous folly and.
g, moie or less. ·What about the horrors-of the

DO YOU

looketh down upon all the children of men.-Alma 12: 107-110.
(Italics in this and the following quotations are mine. All
Book of Mormon quotations are from the authorized edition.)

2. The Savior dwells there, too:
And may the grace of God the Father, whose throne is
high in the heavens, and our Lord Jesus Christ, who sitteth on
the right hand of his power, until all things shall become
subject unto him, be, and abide with you for ever. Amen.Moroni 9: 28.
And he dwelleth eternally in the heavens.-Moroni 7: 28.

God and Christ and all the holy angels dwell in
heaven; and they have prepared ·a place for the children of God, as is witnessed by the following:
And I also remember that thou hast said that thou hast
prepared a house for rnan; yea, even among the mansions of
thy Father, in which man -might have a more excellent hope;
wherefore man must hope, or he can not receive an inheritance
in the place which thou hast prepared,_-_ Ether 5: 32. (See
also verses 33, 34, 38.)

1. This place is with God :
But Alma said unto him, The Spirit constraineth me that I
must not stretch forth my hand; for behold, the Lord receiveth
them up unto himself, in glory.-Alma 10: '50.
.And if our brethren destroy us, behold, we shall go to .our
God and shall be saved.~. 4..lma
.
14: .4L
/
_ And we know that. they are blessed, for they have gone to
dwell with their God.-Alma 14: 50.
But behold, _how many of these have lain down their lives,.
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and we know that they have ·gone to thefr God, because of notwithstanding he had received his full share of "evil thi g "
1
their love, and of theii' hatred to· sin.-Alma 14: 122. . during his. "lifetime." And <then the Apostle John says '. \
While many thousands of others truly mourn: :l'or the loss of saw under the a,ltar the souls of· them that were slain for the
their kindred, yet they rejoice and exult in the: hope, yea and - word of God, and for <the testimony which <bhey held: ...
even know, according to the promises of the Lord; that they
And white robes. were given _unto every_one of them: and it
are ?'aised to dweli at the right hand of God, in· a state of
was said unto them, that they._ should rest yet for· a little
never ending happiness.-Alma 15: 49. (See ,Alma 19: 49.)
season, until their fellow-se1'vants also and their brethren
who should be killed as 'they were, should be fulfilled.-Revela'.
2. This place is with the Redeemer:
~
·
And I soon go to the place of my rest, which is with my · tion,6: 9-11.
Redeemer; for I know that in him I shall rest.-En 0s 1: 45.
And the altar is ''before the throne" (Revelation

3. This place of. rest is called paradise:

8: 3) and "before God" (Revelation 9: 13) ; and the

And then shall it come to pass that the spirits o:l' those who throne is "ih .heaven" and the Lord "sat on the
are righteous, are received into a state of happiness; which throne" (Revelation 4: 2) ; hence those souls must
is called paradise; a state of rest; a state of peace, where have been "in heaven."
·
where they shall rest from all their .troubles, and from all
The Savior said:
care, and sorrow, etc.-Alma 19: 44.
Yea, even a hundred years had passed away, and the dis- _ And if I go ang-pi·epare a place for you, I will come again
ciples of Jesus, whom he had chosen, had all gone to the para- and receive you unto myself; that. whe1·e I am, there ye nuiy
dise of God, save it were the three who should tarry.-4 be also.-John 14: 3; 12: 26; 17: 24.:
Nephi 1: 15.
.
And the Savior said to Peter:
And now I bid unto all, farewe_l_l. I soon go to rest in the
Whither I go, thou canst not follow me now; but thou shalt
parndise of God, until my spirit and my body shall again _follow ?i?e afterwcirds.-J ohn 13: 36.
·
reunite.-1\foroni 10: 31.

4. This place of rest is called heaven:
And if they hold out faithful to the end, they. are received
into heaven, that thereby they may dwell with God in_ a state'
of never ending happiness. 0 remember, remember that these
things are true; for the Lord God hath spoken it.:_Mosiah
1: 90, 91. _/
Therefore, I would that ye should be steadfast and immovable, always abounding in good works, that Christ, the Lord
God Omnipotent, may seal you his, that you may be brought
to heaven, that ye may have everlasting salvation and eternal
life.-Mosiah 3: 21.
Wherefore I would speak unto you who ai·e· of the church,
that are the peaceable followers of Christ, and that have obtained a sufficient hope, by which ye can enter into the rest
of the Lord, from this time henceforth, until ye shall rest
with hirn in heaven.-Moroni 7: 3.
And in this state they were to remain until the judgment
day of Christ; and at that day they were to receive a greater
change, and to be received into the kingdom of the Father
to go no more out, but to dwell with God eternally in the
heavens.-3 Nephi 13: 53.

5. It is above the earth:
That I might go down in peace, and my immortal spirit
join the choirs above in singing the praises of a just God.Mosiah 1: 66. (See again Alma 12: 109, 110.)

In Doctrine and Covenants it is said : "David
Patten have I taken unto myself."-107: 40.
And again ·the Lord tells Lyman Wight to do certain things,
that I may receive him unto myself, even a!> I did my
servant David Patten, who is with me at· this time, and
also my servant Edward Partridge, and also my aged servant Joseph Smith, sr., who sitteth with Ab?'aham, at his
right hand, and blessed and holy is he, for he is mine.-Section

107: 7.

And, in connection with the statement that these
men are with our Savior, sitting with Abraham,
read this:
And it came to_ pass,. that the beggar died, and was earTied by angels into Ahraham's bosom.-Ltike 16: 22. And
Abraham says of him,' "but_ now_-he is comforted" (verse 25),

P.aul says :

For we know that if our earthly hour of this tabernacle
were dissolved, we have a building of God, an house not made
with hands, eternal in the -,ieavens.-2 Corinthians 5: 1. Read
also the next seven vel'ses.

And Peter says the Lord has begotten us
to an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth
not away, reserved in heaven for you.-1Peter1: 4.

Yes, brethren, I want to go to heaven. I believe
"the meek shall inberit the earth," in the Lord's own
good time; but until that time comes, that place of
"rest" which the Lord has prepared for the soul~
of the righteous "in the paradise of God," "with my
Redeemer," "with God in heaven," would certa;nl.'1
be a delightful place in which the souls of the righteous might. "rest from their labors." When this
earth is. "burned up," and made new, purified by
fire, I believe it will be a fit abode for man, in his
glorified condition; but I have never felt like saying,
"I don't want to go to heaven." In fact, I believe
the earth wiH be -a heaven for God's people who now
live upon it when the proper time comes; but we
should remember that heaven "is a place," too,
.'·'where God dwells, and ·a!l his holy angels," and
that it would certainly be a glorious place for those
who have "become partakers of the divine nature"
to dwell. In copying the foregoing .texts from the
three books, I have refrained, from commenting
upon them, or stopping to make any argument; have
simply copied the text, underscored 'the thought to
whic.h I wished to call special attention, leaving the
reader -to make his own comments. And I wish to
say, in con«lusion, that we·are all liable :to become. so
enthused over one beautiful gospel truth, so carried
away with it, as to cause us to overlook some other
truth tl1at is just, a. s.- beaiitifill ;·and in --this ,v-ay, we
are liable to become extremists. Hence there is great
advantage in an· exchange of views, when conducted
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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revelation as. they received .it in the past. Sick or
well we are thinking most of our bodies. God knew
view.
'
·
f · · " · that we would do this. We don'.t need to get sick
. Savi·n or' that "the truth
shall make · you
I ee ,
om we
· are anxious that our cree d, . coIIec
· t'ivel y to enjoy Christ, but if we are sick Christ stands
1ience
All t
tl "
ready· to heal."
id individually, slmuld be " ••
- .ru"_1.
aI
·
ISAAC M. SMITH •.
The speaker here said that he did not believe in
Box 332, DEER LODGE, MONTANA.
Christian Science, that that system was neither
Christian nor scientific. It was not Christian for
• +• +•
the primary reason that they denied tha;t Christ
DIVINE HEALING.
came in the flesh;
Some days ago it was the privilege of the 'vriter
He gav_e the conditions upon which we could exto listen to a talk given by Gen; J. B. Weaver on pect to be healed, or the scriptural rules that should
the subject of divine healing at the First Christian govern in our preparation fo1-:,. healing:
Church of Des Moines, preparatory to the call of a
"1. We must be fully f.lersuaded that healing is
general convention of all divine healers in the United taught in the word of God," and referred to James
States to be held in this city. He read for a basis 5: 14, 15 as evidence, and said that 'James wa.:1, in
of his talk, Acts 14: 8-10, as follows: "And. there this instruction, carrying out the great commission
sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent in his feet, to "teach them to observe all thhigs whatsoever I
being a cripple from his mother's womb, who never have commanded you."'
had walked; the same heard Paul speak; who
"2. We must believe that it is now the will of God
steadfastly beholding him, and perceiving that he to heal the sick, ·that it is his will, not 'if it lif! hh
had faith to be healed, said with a loud voice, Stand will' as so many say." Here the speaker made one
upright on thy feet. · And he leaped al;ld walked."
of his mistakes, as I view it. He said, "The Bible is
Attention was called to the apparent fact that the the last will and testament of the Lord. There is
·most important thing said 'Or done in the gospel none other source to ascertain the will of God."
ministrations by Paul at this place was that he ·But his conclusions were somewhat convincing. He
healed this impotent man. He said, "This proves said, ''Since this is the only will of God, and it emthat healing was a part, and an important part of phatically says that God heals the sick, and gives us
the gospel, that part which is being omitted in ·the the manner how, we should believe that he will, and
ministrations of the majority of the ministry of not allow the doubt to come iilto our mind, if he will.
to-day, and our effort is to· call to their attention
"3. We should be certain about our relations with
the fact that this feature of the gospel· should be God."
preached as well as that which <they are already
He. further said, "There is a difference between
preaching."
wanting, and by faith accepting and taking'. If
Attention was called to 1 Corinthians 12: 28, and Jesus was here we would believe everything he
read with emphasis on the ·fact of there being said." This was another one of the wnmg conapostles in the church ·in which there were gifts of clusions that the speaker arrived at, and I thought
healing, and that to represent an apostolic church that what he said to follow would have convinced/
and the gospel advocated by that apostolic church him of that. He Said, "Just as sure as you are here
· of the past, we must preach that the sick may be Christ is here." But all did not believe everything
healed, and in the same way that they were healed. said, and that. is the reason that everything that
then, by the anointing with oil and rbhe laying on Jes us said when he was here .was not believed.
·of hands with prayer. The· speaker asked, "Who·
"He further said that "we must not look upon
set these gifts in the church?" and said that we the symptoms of disease, such as headache. We must
need faith above everything else, faith to believe in say it is done, and it's done." This is in the line of
every promise of God, and every.thing that he did. mental suggestion, but the speaker disclaimed any
He fmther asked, "Isn't it about time for some one belief in simply mental suggestio_n, but expressed
to tell us who set these gifts out of the church?" his belief that by faith we should say it is done. .
He said, "The church of Christ is a continuing
Of late there has come into my hands a small
church. The church of to-day must be an apostolic tract on "The doctdne of divine healing," published
church if it is the church. · Christ is the head, the at .Anderson, Indiana, in which is found a strong
chu~·ch is his body. The. church should be, Ulm defense for the healing of the body as .well as the
Christ, the same to-day. We.have no right to·carry· soul rthrough the atonement, or that through the
. a meaning into the chart, the New Testament nor .atonement there was made provision for the healing
any .m.eaning out of it. I stumble.dover this subject of the body as well as the spirit, and quotes from
~f div.me healing. Ls'aidthat Twould liked to have the sayings of Jesus Christ this famiiiar passage
IVed m the day when Jesus was here; Jesus is the found recorded in Matthew 8 : 17, as quoted by him
same to-day, and has the same power, We ueed· a fl;om the prophesies of Esaias, and applied to his
. ti

1

proper spirit and with the proper object in

~ ie we as a church believe in the statement of

... _- __
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mission to the world: ."That it might be fulfilled
which was spoken by Esaias the prophet, saying,
Himself to'Ok our infirmities,· and bare our sickn~sses." In this tract
find utterances like this:
"There are among the religious classes of, people of
to-day multitudes of skeptics regarding faith healing, or healing of the body by the means set forth in
the Word of God .... People have been eye witnesses
to the .. healing -0f the body, yet in the face of all
.this, many will not believe.... The word of Gott is
the true basis upon which its principles are founded,
and it is presented in the strongest terms ·from
Genesis ·to Revelation .... God who worked miracles
in the past, still retai:Us ~he same power, and will
work through his true children; and none can
hinder.
.
"Those who try to study out a way to heaven, or
the principles of divine healing, through some scientific method will make a failure, unless they broaden
their science enough to accept the. miraculous performance of God's power, and fall in line with the
teachings of his word."
The writer refers to Abraham praying for Abimilech, and he was healed ; to Moses who prayed_ for
Miriam, and she was healed of leprosy; and to the
promises of the Lord to Moses in reference to his·
healing Israel, when they obeyed his commands and
ordinances; and to David who said that men should
bless the Lord for all his benefits, and mentions the
healing of diseases as one of them ; to the answer
to the p:imyer of Hezekiah for healing when fifteen
years was added to his life. Then he refers to Asa
who sought not the Lord but the physicians and he
died, and then adds· that "In those days it was safe
for the children of God to trust in him for the
healing of their bodies; and coming down, to ~he
time of Christ we find him healing all manner of
diseases .... Likewise his apostles went forth healing the sick, and doing wonderful things in the
name of Jes us, and their work was wrought by the
power of God. So we find the doctrine of divine
healing is no new doctrine, as it is. a part of the
word of God, and it has been .the privilege of his
faithful children in all ages past to claim his promises, and be healed of their diseases."
In all this there is nothing that could be objected
to. All is for or in favor of what God has promised,
but it is misleading in this that it does not refer to
the word of God that gives the 'instruction relative
to the healing of the sick of God's children, only that
it is in answer to prayer.. This establishes one fact
of scripture, but does not go as far as l\fr. Weaver
. in his advocacy of divine healing when he refers fo
James 5: 14, 15, but while· this~reference is made
by Mr. Weav~r. yet he does not believe in the necessity of "PJVinely. ~PPo:inte4 el4ers," as those '\Vho
sho.uld be caffed, but on tpe day of his lecture that I
above refer to irt was .announced that the oil had

we
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been l:iroug.ht so·that if there were any present who
had faith in its use and desired its application they
were there ready to ·anoint with oil as well as pray
for rthem. . None appearing I was not privileged to
see ho-w they applied it. As I. view it they had no
intelligent understanding of the authority of an
elder, but lilfe a g-0od many others believed that an
elderly man or woman was all that was necessary in
order to fulfill the instruction, "Send for the elders
of the church."
•
. Upon the question of divine authority is and more
prominently will be ,the religious conflict to be
waged, and ._these peculiar claims to healing· will
make the deception deeper, and· harder to remove,
for even some of God_'s children can hardly see the
necessity of calling "for the elders," but that they
can do the anointing just as well, ·and their prayers
are just as effectual; and some of them cite .to cases
where in answer to prayer special blessings have
been secured for the sick. Even some think that
since the sisters can talk just as. well, and understand the scriptures just as well, therefore why
should they be restricted from p'reaching? This only
emphasizes the truth that many do not understand
the value of div.hie authority, nor. the divine order
that has been .instituted therein, and shows the necessity of the ministry emphasizing this feature of
God's work.
Divine healing as well as preaching depends upon
one sent of God doing the administering. Without
divine authority there can not be what is scripturally termed "the gifts of healing," or preaching of
the word, the latter of which is emphasized by the
interrogative argument of Paul when he said, "How
can they preach except they be sent?"
J. F. MINTUN.
.• +:+
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THE TWELVE APOSTLES OF THE LAMB.
TO JUDGE THE WHOLE HOUSE . OF ISRAEL-THE HIGH
ESTEEM AND HONOR IN WHICH THEY ARE HELDWILL JUDAS ISCARIOT BE ONE OF THEM-WHY SO
CALLED-AN ERROR . CORECTED-HOW THEIR JUDGMENT WILL REACH ALL ISRAEL-THE NATURE AND
PURPOSE OF THEIR JUDGMENT.

Every close reader of the revelations of God, as
contained in the three standard books of. our faith,
the Bible, Book of Mormon, oand Doc.trine and Covenants, has discovered this fac.t, that the twelve men
chosen by Jes us Christ as his apostles, when he established his church at Jerusalem nineteen hundred
years ago, are to act a great and important part in
the final event connected with the salvation of the
Saints. Jesus in addressing them ~ays:
Ye which •have followed nie, i:n the regeneration, .when the
Son of man ·shall ·ilit in ibhe throne of his. glory, ye also sha~l
sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve. tl.·ibes of Israe ·
-Matthew 19: 28.
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... t m~ent de~la·res .· 'written of him prop·hetically, which Peter declared
Luke in recording the .same sua
t and drink at my table m my kmgdom, the Holy Ghost spake by the mouth of David. (Acts
Tim~ ye mtah~ eas ·J.udging the .twelve tribes, of Israel.- 1: 16) :
and sit on rone
.
When he shall be judged, let him be condemned; and let
·
Luke 22: 30·
·
, • ·~
. .
.
The angel who conversed w1.th Ne~h1 m. h.1s won- his praye1·s become sin. Let his. days be few; and· let
·ftil vi·si·on of all future g.enera.t10ns said unto •another take Iris office. Let his children be fatherless, and let
del
·his wife be a widow.... Let .there be none to extend mercy
him:
.
unto •him; . ". because .that he remembereth. not to show
9
Th0 u rernembereth the twelve apostles of the liamb · Be- mercy, but persecuted the poor and needy man, •that he might
hold tliey are they who. shall .j1;1dge ·the twelve tribes of. even slay the broken -in •hear.t. As he loved cursing, so let
Israel. wherefore, the twelve mm1sters of thy_ seed shall be it come unto him; a·s he delighted not in blessing, so let it
. d d f them: for ye are of the house of Israel: and these be far from him.-Psalm ·109.
I~ef;e ~inisters whom thou beholdest, shall j,udge thy ~seed.
'we will notice a few statements of the Savior in
-1 Nephi 3: 26.
Tegard to him.
Ab out three hundred and si:x,ty .years a£ter the
h
The Son of man goeth as ·i•t is written of him: but woe
appearance of Christ here in America among t e unto that man by whom the Son of man is betrayed! it had
Nephites, Mormon, one of their prophets; gives this been good for that man had he not been born.-Matthew
view of the subject:
26: 24.
· · unto ..
Jesus answered them, Have not I chosen you twelve, and
Behold I write unto a;ll t he en ds of ·th e earth ; yea,
you, twelve tribes of !Israel, who shall be judged ac,cordi1:g one of you Is a dewl? He spake of Judas Iscariot the son of
to your works, by the twelve whom Jesus ch~se to be his Simon.--J ohn 6: 70, 71.
disciples in the land of Jerusalem. And I write also unto
Those that thou gavest me I have kept, and none of them
the remnant of this people, who ·shall be judged by the twelve ,is lost, but the son of perdition; that the scripture m~ght ·be
whom J esns chose in this land; and .they sha;ll be judged fulfilled.-J ohn 17 : 12.
by the other twelve ·whom Jesus chose in the land of Jeru-_
What salvation can be expected for a man that
salem.-Book of Mormon 1: 9.
.
would have been better off had he never been born?
Again, in a revelation given to six . elders in · Or what salvation is there for a devil or a son of
Fayette, New York, through Joseph Smith, in Sep- perdition? The sons of perdition in this life are
tember, 1830, we find the following declaration: ·
those that sin against the Holy Ghost, and they are
And again, verily, verily I say unto you, and ·it •hath gone not forgiven in this world or in the world to come.
forth in a firm decree, by the will of the Father, that mine Aside from all these evidences, as to whether Judas
apostles, the twelve which were with me in my ministry at will be one who sits in judgment on Israel, Peter's
Jernsalem, shall stand at my l'ight hand, in ·the day of my quotation from the Psalm ought to settle the matter
coming, in a pillar of fire, being 0lothed with robes of righteousness, with crowns upon their heads, in glory even ,as I once and for all. "Let his habitation be desolate,
am, to judge the whole house of Israel, even 'lliS . many as and Iet no man dwell ·therein, and his bishopric let
have loved me and kept my commandl)'lents, and none else. another take."
. ~Doctrine and Covenants 28: 3.
Judas' bishopric, of course, was the same as thatThus we have outlined the great and important · of the other apostles, and a part 'of it was to sit i:n
work they are to perform in the redemption of the judgment upon the w:h.ole house of Israel. But it
Saints. They are to sit in judgment upon the works was taken from 1him and given to another, even
. of the whole house of IsraeL And the high esteem Matthias. When Jesus made .the 'Statement that the
in which they are held and the great, honor due them twelve apostles who were with him in his ministry
is manifest by the fact that the twelve great founda- •wt Jerusalem, should be with him ,aif; his coming in
tions which underlie the massive walls surrounding glory, he was no doubt speaking of them as a body
the beautiful city, New Jerusalem, will have the or quorum, and not individually.
names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb in them.
And now as to why these twelve men were designated as the "twelve apostles ·of 1Jhe Lamb." In the
(Revelation 21: 14.)
.From the plain and concise wording of the Doc- first place we notice that in all the revelations of
~rme and Covenants, some people have formed the God, both ancient 'and modern, there is no other
idea that Judas Iscariot, the Savior's betrayer, will class of men, ·at least to th~ writer's knowledge, so
?e one of the apostles who will come in glory to designated. The twelve Nephites whom Jesus chose
JUdg~ all Israel. They claim that his only sin' wa,s as his ministers wlhen he established his church here
avance; that he had seen the miraculous power of in America were never so called. They were termed
Jesus manifest so many times, that he fully believed the twelve ministers of .the Lamb. 'rhe twelve aposhe would bajfie his enemies and escape, and that his tles placed in the church organized by Joseph Smith
deep repentance and sufoide were sufficient to blot in 1830 were nevei· so called. It is true that in the
~~t.all.his wrongdoing, and that he~would come and preface to section 105, Doctrine and Covenants, they
. m ~udgment with all <bhe others, Those holding are mentioned as such, but this preface was riot
thi~ view are certainly not convel'Sant with the given by <revelation, and is ·only the opinion of the
Scriptures on this matter. We will refer briefly to - one placing it there. If we should ask the question;,
a few of them. First, we will notice whfl-t has beeri · why these men were ·so called to the exclusion of all
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othei-s; the answer would· probably be, because they . tl;s," .th~t is, ~of c?urse, inoluding:Jaines. This the
Y
were chosen personally by the Lamb. While it ls did at his ascension. (Luke 24; 50.)
true they were thus chosen by hjm, it is also' true
We ~ill now gtye proof that this view of the
that the twelve Nephites were also chosen by him, matter. 1s cororect. - After the ·first five parties, Ce. and if the personal choosing·made them. apostles of phas, the •twel_ve, the five hundred brethren, James
the Lamb, rthen. the Nephites would be entitled to and ·all the apostles, had seen the resurrected Christ'
thwt honor as well as the others; bti.t as
before Paul declares he was seen of him, as one born out of
stated they were never so called, and we~ generally due time; t~at is, after all rbhe others had seen him,
Paul saw him. Now when diq .P.aul see him? Unknow what things are by: what they are called.
doubtedly at the time of hiS conversion. (Acts
To the writer's mind, there is but ·orie plain, co.n- - 9: 26, 27.)
sistent reason for t11:em being so called, and that
And Barnabas .took him, ;md brought him to the apostles,
-reason is, these twelve men he. chose at Jerusalem •and declared unto <them how he had seen the Lord 011 the
were all the apos-tles he had when here on earth, way, and that ·he ·had spoken to him, aind how he •had preached
and_ being chosen by him they were, -in very -deed, boldly at Damascus in the name of.jesus.
When was .Paul co,n:verted? According to the
"The twelve apostles of the Lamb." -There were
others ·ohosen in succession rbo them, but not while chronology given in King James' Version it was in
the Savior was here on the earith, that is, barring the year 35. This wasjusit'two years after the cruMatthias. The grammatical construction Of the sen- cifixion. Yet in that ·short time, according to the
rtence forbids any more. The definite article the erroneous idea, there were numbers 'Of apostles
placed in front of it limits the number to twelve. swarming around ·that did not belong to the original
Had it simply been written ".twelve apostles of the twelve. The only extra apostle that history menLamb," there could and might have been others, but tions in those two years is Matthias, chosen in
when the little word the is attached, that ·settles the Judas' pla.Ge, and all of those other apostles, if they
number. When we say the twelve sons of Jacob, were fodeed apostles, mentioned· in the history folthat means all the sons Jacob had ; but were we to lowing as Paul, Barnabas; the Lord's brother, Sylsay merely twelve sons of Jacob, vhat does not limit vanus, Timotheus, Apollos, Sosthenes, Andronicus,
the number, and he migpt have had twelve, twenty, and Junia, were those who took the places of the
or even fifty. When you put the little article the original twelve as they were destroyed. At least
in front of it that limits the number, and so with ·the this is the- writer's view of the matter. Relying on
. the history given of these times; 1the cmly chance
apostles of the Lamb.
possible for others to come in during those two years,
While we are discussing the subject of apostolic
would be the unauthenica:ted opinion that Peter,
numbers, we wish to disagree for a moment and
James, and John were taken from the apostleship
correct what we believe to be a great error in.r.egard
and made a First Presidency and others chosen in
to the number Of apostles immediately l'lUCCeeding
their places, ·and even if this be true, it would by no
the original twelve. Some writers (and· to ~use a
means justify the idea that there were so many of
homely phrase, the woodl'l are full of them, swarmthem.
ing. around "'.ith the apostolic tag dangling to them)
The reader should bear distinctly in mind that the
quote 1 Corinthians 15: 5-9, as substantiating their
· belief. It-is vhe language of Paul and was written power. of these twelve men to judge is to extend
in relation to the numbers that had seen the Savior over all Israel, and as rbheir judgment relates to
Israel's works or actions· (Book of Mormon 1: 9),
after his resurrection.
how are they, the twelve, brought rto a knowledge of
'And th•at he was seen of Cephas, ·then of .the .twelve: And
.those words, seeing that· wt the time they were here
afte1· thait, he. was ·seen of above five hund·red brethren at
once; of whom the greater part remain unto this present, in earth life, Israel w;as scattered a.lmost to the four
but some are faJlen asleep. A£ter ·that, he was seen of quar ters of the earth? One branch was here in
J~mes, then of a11 vhe apostles. And last of all .he was seen
America, with wild and unexplored oceans rolling
: •. Qf me . also, as one boril out
between them, and the ones who were rbo judge ·had
. of due ..time.
Thatithe parties rere.rred to in this quotation, with no earthlv means of communication wi.th them. Ten
the exception -Of Paul and the five hundred brethren, tribes w;re carried away and. bottled up in the far
were the origfoal twelve is almost too plain for com- .north country, whe:re the· foort of man had never
ment. · Christ's appearance ibo .Cephas or Peter trod. Has there been no way by w.'hich the difficulty
is recorded in Luke 24 : 34. The ·twelve saw him at may be overcome? There has. ·· In regard to the
.the .time:•he gave them :their commission to preach branch ihere in America (and we suppose it will be
the gospei i:rl ·allthe world. (Matthew 28 : 16, 17.) the same with the other ten tribes) the angel who
·.The.time is not recorded when James saw him, but ialked with Nephi in his wonderful vision (l Nephi
· ~he befug orie of the apostles, how natural it would be 3: 26) tells plainly how it will be accomplished. The
-·-..
fo1•the wri.t.fr (P.aul) rto say, "then of all the apos- 'process is simply this: As there was no human
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means,of communication between those judges ~nd this judgment, that it is to be passed upon the
those tO be judged, Christ himself acts as a medmm wlorks of Israel, we will next determine foi~ what
:f.-~ ,, ~,·cotirse between .them. He chooses twelve purpose it is thus passed. Therie is but very Hittle
Nephi's posterity, who ,are termed "the given in the revelations of God in answer to this
mei~ J]lll11SLeIS
. .
~,, Hrn L
b " .,,.
IT1ves·
them
inauirv
but- sufficient
howev er, f.or us ,_VO .t'Ol'ffi
"
.,_
twelve
VL ouu .uam ,
. <
--- nower
r - : -• ' - - ' '
quHe
and authority to judge the branch her~ m America, a definite idea as to what i•t is. We quote again
and these twelve ministers are to be Judged by the from Doctrine ·and Covenants 28 : 3 :
twelve apostles of the Lamb. Mormon confi:-ms
To judge the whole house of Israel, even as mariy as have
this method of judging in his fil'St chapter, m~bh loved me and kept my commandments, and none else; for
•t · b
b t tu
a .trump shall sound, both rlong and loud, even as upon
paragraph. Hence 've see 1 lS _Y proxy, -SU s 1 - -- . Mount Sinai, and all ~the earth shall quake, and .they shall
tion, or deputation, whatever word may;_ fit best, that - come forth, yea, even the dead which died in me, to receive
they judge the distant branches of Israel; And~act- a crown ,of righteousness, and to be clothed upon, even as I
ing in the capacity of subs·titutes for the twe.lve at am, to be with me, that we may be one.
Jerusalem, it can be plainly seen .that they did not
_We draw the conclusion, t}len, that these. twelve
hold the apostolic office. This, we suppose, is the apostles sit in judgment upon the works of all Israel,
reason that they were never:called :apostles, and ,it to determine who is worthy to come for~h in the first
confirms what we have before stated, that the twelve resurrection. We presume they judge the records,
at Jerusalem were called the twelve apostles of the and thus determine who are worthy. Or in other
Lamb because they were the only ones he had.
. words, it is the great judgment day to all saints, to
We will make this point plain by a simple ·mustra- determine their fitness to thus come forth, and enter
tion. A county sheriff has authority to keep the into the peace and bright joys of the great millenpeace of all under his jurisdiction. While he may nial era of a thousand years.
be restoring peace in one part of his country, other
May our records be such as will stand rthe eirucial
trouble breaks out in some distant part, wl:):ich he is test.
T. J. SMITH.
unable to attend to. What does he do? He deputizes
iNDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 708 South Willis avenue.
others giving them the same power he :holds to put
the disturbance down. These deputies go .to the
scene of the trouble, judge its nfl,ture, restore peace,
and come back and report to the sheriff, who judges
CURE FOR CANCER.
their work and if rightly done, appi·oves it. Now
(Republished by ·request.)
notwithstanding these deputies held ,the same po,wer
I have often noticed in your cohirnns deaths from cancers,
as the sheriff, they did not hold the office of sheriff. and I have often thought to send you a remedy that has
They held their power only by deputation. And so proved successful in many hands in every case that I liave
it was in regard to judging the works of Israel in applied it to cancers.
The remedy is this: Spread a plaster of !!ommon sticking
America. The twelve Nephites had power to do the plaster, cut a hole a trifle larger than the cancer, so that
work of the apostles, but did not 'hold the apostolic there will be a small margin of good flesh, about the sixteenth
office; and as the Savior commissioned them to do of an inch, all around the cancer. Apply the plaster over the
the same work as apostles how easy for.him to say, cancer, leaving the cancer_ and ·this. small margin exposed;
then apply over the cancer and resting on the plaster the
"For thus do mine apostles."
cancer plaster, composed of one part of wheat· flour, one part
As these twelve apostles of the Lamb are to judge bloodroot
( sanguinaria) ground fine, one part chloride of zinc.
the whole house of Israel, it may be interesting .fo
Mix the sanguinaria and flour with water, then the chloride
know who are meant by Israel, as there are two of zinc. Mix well and apply over the cancer, letting it remain
entirely differenrt classes designated as Israel, literal from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, according to the time
or the descendants of Abraham; and spiritual, or the cancer has been standing. Then take off the cancer plasthose who become so by an obedience to the plan of ter, and dress with any good healing salve. In from a week
·salvation. Which of these two classes now - will the ·.to ten days the cancer will drop out. (Don't try to press it
out.)
, .
judgment be passed upon, or will it b'e both? ·
Then heal with any good salve. Probably the best healing
In the quotation we made from Doctri~e and Cove- salve is the All Healing or Black Salve. It is best for a
nants. 28 : 3, near :bhe beginning of rthe ·article, in cancer which I 'viii_ furnish 'the receipe of to anyone writing
s~ea~mg of Christ's coming, and .the twelve with for it,'inclosiiig a two-cent postage stamp to pay postage.
,
LEVI CHENEY.
him m glory, it is decla].'ed: "To judge the whole
- !CENT, ILLINOIS, March 8, 1889.
house of Israel, even as many as have loved me and
~~t my commandments, and noneelse.'' ~This quoBLACK SAJ,VE. tion, then, settles the matter ·as to which class of
Take rosin and beeswax two ounces- each, sweet oil eight
I.srael is to be j udgied, that iit 'i~ ·spirituaLand not
literal Israel, and any conclusions that have been ounces. Melt them together, stirring ·in while near the boil- _
point four ounces -red lead; stir until brown; arid wh~n , .
~~rmed from supposi.ng it to be the latter hacl b~tter ·- i~i
nearly· cool add two di'achms pulverized camphor and stir
abandoned. Havmg before stait.ed :bhe nature Q-f . until cold, then-box for use.
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All those who have written for the recipe will please note
this.
·
To pulverize the camphor put a few drops of alcohol upon
it when it will readily powder mtder pressure of a table
knife.
I remain your brother in Christ,

May 18, 1910

mous with justice, and succeeded in making life and·•p1'operty
safer in every city of the empire. And that is Ersk'
whose. eloquence, spiJe of Lord Eldon an~ Ge9't'ge thllf '1'4;~~:
made 1t safe to speak and to print."~Wendell .Phillips;
• (+-a

+t•

e

LEVI CHENEY.

ELOQUENCE.

In eve.ry enlightene~ age, eloquence. has been a controlling
element m human affairs. Eloquence·1s not a gift, but an art
It is a gi:ave thing when a state puts a man among her -not an inspiration," but an acquisition-not an intuition
jewels, the glitter of whose fame makes doubtful acts look . but an attainment. Excellence in this art is attained only bJ;
heroic. The honors we grant mark how high we st.and, and unwearied pra0tice, and the careful study of the best models
they educate the future. The man we honor and the maxims The models lie all around us. The rest is within us. De~
we lay down in measuring our favorites; show the level and mosthenes and Cicero will be household words, in all climes,
morals of the time. A name has been in everyone's mouth to the end of time. But the more one studies the masters of
of late, and men have exhausted language in' trying to express Grecian and Roman eloquence, the more readily will he yield
their admiration and their respect. The courts have covered to the growing opinion that England, France, and America
the gi:ave of Mr. Choate with eulogy. Let us see what is during the last sixty or seventy years, have produced ~
their Idea of a great lawyer. We are told that "he worked greater number of .eloquent orators than flourished in all
hard," "he never neglected his client," "he flung over the. · Grecian and Roman history. As objects increase in size when
discussions of the form the grace of .a rare scholarship," seen through a mist, so nien tower into giants when seen
"No pressure or emergency ever stirred him to an unkind through the haze of antiquity.
word." ·A ripe scholar, a profound lawyer, a faithful servWithout. neglecting the ancient models, let us study those
ant of his client, a gentleman. This is a good record, surely. of our own times. From both we- may catch some of that
May he sleep in peace. What he earned, God grant he may inspiration which bound the audience to the orator, and bade
have. But the bar that seeks to claim for such a once a him play upon their emotions as· the mastei.· touches the keys
place among great jurists must itself be weak,, indeed. Not of his familiar instrument-which subdued them to tears or
one high moral trait specified; not one patriotic act men- convulsed them with laughter-which bore them aloft on the
tioned; not one patriotic service ever claimed.
wing of imagination, or blanched them with horror while narLook at Mr. Webster's idea of what a lawyer should be in rative threw the colors upon the canvas which held the judgorder to be called great, in the sketch he drew of Jeremiah . ment and the fancy captive, as reason forged the chain of
Mason, and notice what stress he lays upon the religious argument, and poetry studded its links with the gems of
and moral elevation, and the glorious and high purposes which illustration-which poured over the subject a flood of rare
crown his life. Noth'ing of this now; nothing but incessant knowledge, laden with the contributions of all sciences and
eulogy. But not a word of one effort to lift the yoke of all ages-which gamboled in playful humor, or opened the
cruel or unequal legislation from the neck of its victim; not sparkling fountain of wit, or barbed the point of epigram, or
one attempt to make the code of his country wiser, purer, sketched the laughing caricature, gliding from grave to gay,
better; not one effort to bless his times or breathe a higher from lively to severe, with majesty and grace;-that inspiramoral purpose into the community. Not one blow struck for tion which, as Paul i·easoned of righteousness, temperance
right. or for liberty, while the battle of the giants ·was going and the judgment made Felix tremble; as Demosthenes
on about him; not one patriotic act to stir the hearts of his anathematizd Macedonia, made the Greeks cry out, "Lead us
idolaters; not one. public act of any kind whatever about against Philip"; at the thrilling tones of Henry, made America
whose merit friend or foe could even quarrel, unless when ring with the shout, "Give us liberty, or give us death"; when
he scouted our great charter as a glitteiing generality, or the thunder of Danton shook the dome of the Convention,
jeered at· the philanthropy which tried to practice th.e_ ser- roused all Paris to demand the head of Louis; and lashed
into fury or hushed into repose acres of wild peasantry, as
mon on the mount.
Suppose we stood in that lofty temple of jurisprudence- the voice of O'Connell rose or fell.
on either side of us the statues of the great lawyers of every
• '*' e o
age and .clime:
THE
CRY
OF
PERSONAL LIBERTY.
Rome points to a colossal figure and. says, "That is PapinNo sooner is mention made of laws affecting the liquor
ian, who, when the Emperor Caracella murdered his own
brother, and ordered the lawyer to defend the deed, went traffic· than its cry of protest. quickly reaches our ears. It
cheerfully to death, rather than sully his lips with the atro- speaks, it tells us, in the name Qf personal rights and percious plea; and that is Ulpian, who, aiding his prince to sonal liberty, violated by the laws 'which we would enforce or
put the army below the law, was massacred at the foot of a enact. Personal liberty! It ever was the fashion of wrong
to bedeck itself with righteous name. Liberty is dear to the
weak but virtuous throne."
. And France stretches forth her grateful hands, crying, American people-so dear that the name is a passport to all
"That is D'Aguesseau, worthy; ·when he went to face an hearts. But will we allow slavery and vice and death to borenraged king, of the farewell, his wife addressed him: 'Go, row the precious name and to make their own the privileges
forget that you have a wife and children to ruin, and remem- and the rights of liberty? It.is liberty herself that commands law to press down heavily to-day upon the liquor
ber only that you have France to· save.' "
England says, "That is Coke, who flung the laurels of eighty traffic. The first duty of the liberty-loving citizen is to hold
more precious than the apple of his eye the life of the Reyear~ in the face of the first Stua1't, in defense of the
people. This is Selden, on every boQk of whose library you public, the mother and the guardian angel of liberty, to war
saw written the me>tto 9f which he lived worthy, 'Bef01·e every- against its enemies-and the enemy of the Republic is not
thing, Libe1:ty!' That is Mansfield, silver-tongued, who pro- more he who opposes her flag on the battlefield than he who
claimed, 'Slaves .cari not breathe in England; if their lungs · scatters moral poison through her towns and villa~es, ~nd
defies in his daily avocation her laws and. her law-makmg
<receive our a:fr,. that moment they are free.'
··
"This-is Rorilily, who spent life trying to make law synony- powers. Liberty means the right of all men to enjoy without
IDOLS.
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The optimist Jives under a clear sky; the pessimist lives in
The pessimist is confused; he)iardly_ knows where to
a ~!iiat to do or how to act; the optimist is in tune with the
~~~·monies of nature and discerns distinctly the onward path
that lies before him. The pessimist hesitates! and loses both
time and opportunity; the optimist· makes -t~e , best 'me of
everything now, and builds himself· up, .stea~1l&:and. su~·ely,
until all adversity is overcome and the obJect m._ view realized.
The pessimist curbs his energies and concentrates his whole
attention upon failure; the optimist gives all 'his thought and
power to the attainment of success, and arouses his faculties
and fo1·ces to the highest point of efficiency. The 'pessimist
waits for better times and expects to keep on waiting; the
optimist goes to work with the best that is at hand now,
and proceeds to create better times. The optimist is an inspiration to every body; the pessimist is a w~t blanket. The
pessimist pours cold water on the fires of his own ability;
the optimist adds fuel to those fires. The pessimist links his
mind to everything that is losing ground; the optimist lives,
thinks and works with everything that is determined to press
on. The pessimist places a damper on everything j the optimist gives life, fire and go to everything. The pessimist
repels everything; the optimist attracts everything. The pessimist fights the wrong; the optimist works to increase the
power of the right'P The optirrlist is a building force; the
pessimist is always an obstacle in the way of progress, The
pessimist lives in a dark, soggy, unproductive -world, the
optimist lives in that mental sunshine tl\at m.akes all things
grow.-The P1·ogress Magazine.
.
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Letter Department
MULHALL, OKLAHOMA.
Dea1· Herald: It sometimes seems harvesters are few.
We have been doing a little to get the truth before the people,
as my husband is a priest and he has preached durh1g the
summer months. We are aiming to have grove meetings in
June, if we can get one or two preachers to help us. If this
notice comes before the missionaries of Oklahoma, we wish
they would help us.\ If they can not, we would like some one
from Kansas or some near place to let us know regarding• this
matter and we .will pay their expenses if they can come in
June. Our missionaries in Oklahoma seem to have all the
work they can do, so we ask those of the neighboring missions to come mrd help us if they can. Ever praying for the
welfare of God's people and the rede1hption of Zion,
·
Your sister in Christ,
MRS, LIZZIE GRAY.
R. F. D. No. 4,
CENTERVIEW, Mtssoum, May 6, 1910.
Dea1· Brothe1· and Sister: Since reading Sr. Louise Wilson's
letter, I feel more anxious than ever to live prayerfully and
watchfully that I may become prepared to merit the great
blessings promised to God's people,
I had a dream once, which I will relate to you. I saw a
number of people throwing dust in each other's faces, and
I thought to restrain them from acting sp ui1becomingly; and
raised my hand as if to stop them; when a brother stepped
forward as if to slap me for interfering. But before either
of us did the unkind act we had started to do, we were both
filled with the thought that our course was altogether wrong;
that they who wish to set aright those who are in error must
do so in the spirit of love and humility.
The scene then changed and I was at a feast which was
ready for the guests. I saw th~se who liad beeh throwing
dust come, expecting admittance, but were refused, and they
turned disappointedly away.
When I awoke, the dl'eam lingered long in my mind, and I
felt impressed that the dust signified gossip and idle talk.
I do not know whether or not this was a spiritual dream;
but hope that some one may be benefited by reading it.
W[th kindest regards and best wishes for all,
Your sister in the faith, ,
MRS. GEO. HARRING.

We complain frequently of the heavy crosses we are compelled to bear in Christian service. But let us remember
that it is not God who mrukes many of the crosses. that we
find in our way and ·of which we bitterly complain. The
Savior says the yoke he would have us take upon us is easy,
and the burden which 'he imposes light. The Heavenly Father
makes "straight paths for our feet" and if we would go his
way, if we would straighten our ~vills to his will · and lay
them side by side, there would be no crosses. · But 'when the
path that God points out goes north and south, and our
stubborn will leads us east and we&t the consequence is. a
"cross "-a c1·oss of ou1· o\vn making,' not that which ou1·
Ma.ster. bade us "take up and carry after ·him," and of
which it has been well said "He always carries the .heaviest
end himself."
'
·

GILLESPIEVILLE, OHIO.
Dea1; Brnthren and Sisters: As I go back twenty-eight yea1•s
to our little Union Grove Branch in Wes.t Virginia, I think
of how few of us are left. Father Beatty and wife, John L.
Williams Sister Moler, and Sister Zearley and pfirhaps more
are deatl. We are left to dress ourselves foi· heaven and
help others to do the same.
lVIy husband has been dead four years, and I have four
children with me; two of my own and two grandchildren t~at
I care for the same as I do my own. When my husband d10d
I was left without money and the land that we had\vas no~
cleai·ed and the house not finished. I did not know which way ·
to turn, yet I let God direct me and I kept my children together, although it has been / a hard -;:ow -to hoe: , When I
hear wives saying, "0, I have to work so hard, I don t see how
do right is the only real obligation that fac~s us. A we can live," I just think if my husbap~l was here to em:n the
thief• def en d.mg himself by saying "But a man must live " br·ead a'nd be with us, how thankful I could be. Whel'l I I was ·
Was met with the answer, "I do n~t see th.at." 'fhere is ~o left I was where all were strangers. Th~:~ w~s on y _or;~
necessity to live, but there iS a supreme necessity to· do right. -· Saint here during my husbancPs sickness. When h? ~as 1a1-d_
Thousand s of men and women have laid down· their lives ·to rest,· the lonesomeness seemed unbearable;
is som.th
e· d butd this tl
·rather than do wrong.
·
thing we have to endure, so let us be km an gen e WI
,

:a
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our families.

I will not complain, for things could be worse;

If we c~uld only think wisely and not complain, liow much

better it would be.- Go to Galatians 5: 22, 23 arid see what
the .fruits of the Spiri:t are. This lattei· day work is of God
and keeps us from so many sinful things, yet we am liable to
slip and stun1ble, but let_ us cling to some l:>ra:p.chcS- of the
overhanging boughs and hold fast, for we shall not be tempted
above that which we are able to stand. I feel sad -and ask
for myself irthe cloud will ever pass me J:iy.
If any· dear old -brother or sister sees· this·, I wish they
would w:i.'ite me a line; it would surely·b~ .appreciated Jiy me.
We are of the scattered Saints. I have lived close to a branch
only one year since I came her·e. I do not take the HERALD,
but hope I can before long, for I love to read its columns.
Asking the prayers of all, you.rs in the true gospel,
-

SAREPTA.REEVES PRATT.

R. F. D. No. 2, Box 79.
BOZEMAN, MONTANA,- May 7,_ 1910.

Edito1·s Herald: My address is 23 North Seventh avenue,
Bozeman, Montana, and I am in my field ready for another
year's work. Om· branch is new and small; but we have ·some
good workers and are pushing ahead, trying to let our light
shine. The sisters' aid society is only one month old; but it
has'· decided to repaint the church and parsonage, and has
about one third of the money already raised. Yes, and paid
nine dollars for hymnals, too. _How could the church be run
without the sisters?
.
We are badly in debt, as a branch, but are determined to
succeed, if the Lord will help; and we believe he will ..
Our district conference is to be held here in Bozenian, June
18 and 19, and we hope_to see a good representation from all
parts ol' the district.
In gospel bonds,
•

ISAAC M. SMITH.

BOISE, IDAHO, May 2, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: Now that tire General Conference is over
and the possible eagerness of your readers has relaxed to
some degree at least, I thought perhaps a line from Boise
would be relished by the Saints.
We are striving to gain a foothold and uphold our Master's
banner of truth in one of the outposts of ."Utah Mormonism,"
and while we have met with a consi<ierable degree-of success, it has been no easy climbing. The main opposition has
been practically this: The Utah people claim to· be "the
church" and the sectarians say, "They are all the-same, Mormons," and consequently the way of truth is evilly spoken of,
and it is very hard to get the people out to hear us. We are
progressing,- however, and some .are very near the fold. We
as Saints sometimes wonder why the people -do not· take up
with our religion almost instantly. Should we wonder at
this? Did oui.· ·savioi; appeal to everyone in his day? Nay,
verily,. but the sacred_ pages of Holy W_1it tell us that the
"Lord added unto the church daily S1\ch as should be saved."
_ Thus Boise Saints are:thankful for those he gives unto us.
Our little branch; though small and scattered, is as a rule
_: sp~rituq~ly _~n;fined; _feeling_ -always to trust th~ir _-Master in
times Of.need as well 'as in times Of plenty; seem to be daily
overcoming and leal.·ning . the better way of life "to go on
unto pel':fection;" _ Many things that have seemingly threatened us at times have turned out to .be blessings and have
shown more fully the impregnability of our position. Our
: sick ha../e been h€!aled, : some miraculously; for all these we
abundantly praise oin; heavenly Father, anci not :only for
_. -~~he~e~~ ~~~-'. _f~i~ ~~ap· his .:re~o~~itions,_ which are iuany indeed.
I:il. the history of· the chm·cll at large, we see numei'ous attempts made .by those \Vho'· have ventured 'to overthrow the
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w~1'k. ~! theh· .~any -publications and,_,vhile so engaged in
d.omg, m ~he mam, .t?ll-! have q~ly proven its stability. Scientific research has m itself, _without our interference, made
them remodel_ or destroy the very ess~nce of the works and
depar~ to ~ther fields,.only to be again driven therefrom while
. 've still- .chn~ t-o. the "old .~ erusa~_~m gospel,". still undaunted
and i:mdismayed m the blessed hope that it br"ings.
Through some me~hod, the -Utah people have gotten hold
of the names and addresses of some of the Saints here and
have endeavored to flood us with such tracts as "Corner
stones of the Reotganization," "The Reorganization- weighed"
"The ~eorganizatfon- vei·sus salv::ttion .:l'or the_ dead," etc. To
my mmd. such as these only shqw the apparent weakness of
theii: posi~ion. Listen, dear ·saints: To_ prove us wrong
<.which th1pg they_ -ha\Te yet to do) does not prove them
right by any means. -What standard do they wis)l us to judge
them by? Let them name ·it! If polygamy, Adam-god theorv
blood-atortem,ent, would have· proved _an apostasy ninete~1;
hundred years ago, we most surely think it would prove nothing else than apostasy to-day. Listen• ag_ain: They say that
the priesthood doe:> not have lineal descent; i. e., does not
come down from ·father to son, etc., and in order to bolster
up sucn · sophisti·Y:: quote Inspired Translation, Hebrews 7:
"Wit)lout f1t!hli1';·without mother, without descent." If this
proves anything, what becomes of their teachings on the
patriarchate and the bishopric? Are .these offices included in
the priesthood? · If so, have. they not judged themselves when
they rnught to_ judge others? They are certainly good beggars when it comes to_ begging the question of church sue.
cession. They preach salvation for the dead, but damnation
for the living! - Dear Saints, let us be careful and carefully
weigh such spmious doctrines. Our Father recognizes good
and noble lives. everywhere. Let us keep our garments unspotted. Let us work the works of ,our great Advocate while
it is yet day, that when the night is past, and the great
light of that glorious morning shall appear, we may rise from
our beds, like the lily, clothed with heaven's adorning. May
God bless all his dear Saints.
Your brother irt bonds,
R. OWEN.
Ari Open Letter.

To the Northern States ivlission of the Salt Lake Church,
at Chicago, Illinois: !·have neve1' troubled myself in regard
to "Reorganization weighed" or "Coi:ner stones of ·Reorganization"; but have taken for granted that Joseph Smith, of
Lamoni, was the rightful successor of his- father, Joseph
Smith the Prophet, always providing he was woi·thy; for
God has said his Spirit can not dwelI in impure temples.
I am not acquainted, personally, with Joseph Smith, of
Lamoni, but I do know people of strict integrity who have
known him all their lives, who testify he has always lived a
wise counsel, I ·thank my heavenly Father that he is the
life of honor, has proven himself worthy to carry on the work
his father laid down; and when I read his pure teachings and
leader or president of His church here on the earth. He does
not send his ministers out into the world .with the angel's
pure message as' a c.loak for. their iniquity, to deceive the children of nien.
I also_ have another witness, for God in his infinite mercy
has given unto us to know for- ourselves, if their doctrine be
true· oi: not. He has said in his holy word, If any man, even
though h-e' be an angel from heaven, comes to you with an;,
other gospel .than this ye have received, "let him be accursed.
I thank God for this assur~nce, else one would be blown about
by every. wind of doctrine. ·
.·
God is- unchangeable. · He is the. same yesterday, to-day,
and for ever. He does not give .pure commandments to one -
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·
.
I then tui·n a1•ound and break them,: mid· give all. the branches: South, North, :t:iortheast, East, Salford,
race
·
•· t t o gra
· t'f
th
Wigan, Farnworth, Stafford, Warrmgton, and Cicles. The
' of peop
d ofe,Jaws to another generat10n,
JUS
I Y· e
, personal report of Elder W. Spargs was also read. Resolved,
a. new! co te0 f men If there ever had been the slightest doubt That letters of condolence be addressed. to Brother Armstrong
1us
smfu
.
· d as to• who should possess · the .autIior1'ty .t o l ea d in the loss of his wife; also to Sister Fysh in the death of
m my mm ' would never look for 1t
· among
·
t h e. l'b
1 e1·t·mes of · her ~usba,nd; the letters to be sent by president and secretary.
'the CIlUl'CI1, I
· .
. :
President s reports read, also the report of the superintendent
Salt Lake, either past, present, or future.
.
. . ..
of f3unday school?, -Elder S. F. Iv1ather. Bro. J. De1vsnup preI will say in conclusion, do not send an~ mor? of Brigham . sented a suggest10n that a roll of honor be formed to enroll
Young's literature here· to us, for I con.sider .]us v.ery name. the .names of old scholars. The. motion was referred to a
committee of the superintendents of Sunday schools to conis an insult to every pure minded woma.n or man on the face sider.,
Resolved, That N. J. ·weate be appointed as the vice
of the earth.
Yours respectfully, .
Sunday school superintend.ent. At the afternoon session it
MRS. RHODA HUNTER.
was resolved to consider the advisability of holding a Sunday
school procession and that all present have voice and vote in
ERHARD, i\IINNESOTA, May 8, 191_0. Sunday school business. Discussion followed and then decided
that the question be referred to a committee consisting of the
district Sunday school superintendents and such others as
they may desire. Moved that we hold an annual district
Sunday school convention and that each Sunday school have
a special effort at their own school to cover expenses of same.
This was signed Ada Green and J. Maloney. Resolved, That
it be referred to the above named committee. District secCLEVELAND, OHIO.
retary's report read, which sh9wed a gain ,of thirty by bapCleveland Branch has been favored by. a visit from Elder tism, six by letters of removal; a loss of nine by letters of
removal,
and six by death, leaving a net gain of twenty-one.
I. C. Fairfield. He now leaves hei·e for fields anew, his
mission being Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Since last writing· Report was received. Secretary's financial report read and
and referred to auditors. The ordination of H. L.
we have had visitors from Chicag·o, New.· Philadelpl\ia, Kirt- accepted
Griffith to the eldership and· of James Hindley to the ·office
land, Mentor, Akron, and other places. We are now com- of teacher was ordered, and they wel'e ordained. Evening
mencing· our open-air meetings in the park, which have been session in charge of Brother Greenwood. Elder Dewsnup's
canied on for years every Sunday afternoon when the report was read and received. On Satur.day, meeting in
weather permits. Brother Whiteaker is coming to help with charge of H. Greenwood. Resolved, That the purchase of
conference hymn sheets be left in the hands of the district
this work.
presidency. It was stated that G. W. Leggott was General
Sunday school has increased very mueh lately, it reaching Conference appointee of the Religio of the British Isles. The
the highest mark on our record. The home department has rate plan was referred to the. presidency of the district. A
doubled and trebled. Here is where the Saints cah work in notice of the memorial services of our late Brother Burton
was announced, and a resolution prevailed expressing our
the v.ineyard to advantage by getting outsiders interested in deepest sympathy with Sister Burton in her sad loss. The
the Gospel Quarte1·ly, which
a great instrument fo1• pre- auditor's reports of the district treasurer's and bishop's accounts were read and received. H. Greenwood was· reelected
senting the truth and building up the kingdom.
as president and Thomas Bi'ien and W. R. Armstrong as his
F. C. WEBBE.
vice-presidents; W. Worth, secretary; Brother Preston, assistant secretary; N. J. Weate, financialsecretary; James Dewsnup, Bishop's agent; John Foder, chorister. The general
mission and local authorities were sustained by vote of con·
ference.

News From Branch~

is

_epa_rtment
Miscellaneous D
Conference Minutes,

ll'.!ANCHESTER.-Annual district conference was held in Manchester1 England, ~aturday, Sunday, and Monday, March 26
to 28, 111 the meetmg· room of the East Manchester Branch.
Sunday services were held in the Zabbie Hall. Opening btisine~s se_ss10n called to order Sa,turday, at 6 .30 p. m., with T.
Bpen m charg~ .. H. Green, president, took charge and revieiyed 011:· pos1t1011 and spoke words of encouragement and
~dvic~. Ge_orge Foster was elected deacon, with· power to
all his assistance, Delegates' credentials ·received from the
~outh, North, Northeast, East . Stockford and Warrington
thanche~. J, W. Green and Jai:ies Waugh 'were appohited by
. e chair, who reported subsequently. Minutes of the pre-·
J' 10 ~s conference rea~, corrected, and passed. A letter from
r~;<l\~g~-!~;.011 , hp_re~ideb~t. of the British . Isles Mission; was
of the .· mg '.s ma i ity. to be present with ,us on account
orts .1n ior appomtment with the Brighamites. Elders' reJ Elrd from S. F. Mather, E. Wilcox, W. R. Armstrong,
W H G~t,
D. Hope, J. Spargs, W. H. Chandler, W. Worth,.
1
D~ws~ p GnTood, N. J. Weate, J. Harper, J. Schofield, J"..
Wau h11 ' · owers, James R. Baty, T. Brien, J. Bailey, J.
Adan~"' ~ ~Mur1:ar, H. L: Griffth, E. Maloney, and T.:
. da ni-· ..~ h.~ Re'.ig10 repo~·i; was .read and accepted. Sunsp~ake~·~n~ng. serv1ce.s were m ·charge of the president and the
felloi . veie ~- Mixon and James Schofield. -The afternoon
1 seyv1ce was presided over by. James Baty; The
eve .vs.up
E~~1 iy service was !lddressed ·by W~ H. Greenwood. The
was 0 ::i1 cj1 e~ter mee~mg room,_ which is ve1;y close to the hall,
ments'. iWo~~ the Sa~nts to ad3ou~!1 to for rest. and refreshand ti S ay, March 28, a_meeung of the· priests' quorum
adjou 1ie. .eventh Quorum of Elders. was held prior to the
at 10 ~,~J~c~f 011-r_e1·eGnce. _ Co11..ference )11~eti:ng called to ~rderBisho 's a
Y · Feenwood. Elder James .Dewsnup, the.
and r~po;tgent, asked that the district auditors audit his books
on same. Branch-spirito':ml reports :wereread·fromc

1

t
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Conference Notices.

'Dhe Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana district conference will be held at Coldwater, Michigan, June 4 and 5,
1910. Bro. J. W. Wight and others of the missionary force
expect to be with us. We extend an invitation to all the
Saints and friends to meet with us. Samuel Stroh, president.
. · Eastern Maine conference will meet with Little Kennebec
Branch, Machias, Maine, June 18 and 19. It is hoped that
a good delegation will attend. E. M. Walker, secretary.
Conference will meet at 10· a. m., Saturday, May 28, 1910,
at Crescent, Iowa. Please send all reports and other business
papers to the undersigned on or before Sunday, May 22, 1910.
J. Chas. Jensen, secretary.
·
.The quarterly conference of .the Northern Nebraska District convenes at Columbus, Nebraska, June 4, at 10 a. m.
Branch clerks are requested to have their reports in. to me
not later ,than May 30. Anna Hicl~s, secretary, 3019 Pinkney
street, Omaha, Nebraska.
·
·TJ1 e Portland District will. convene_ at Hood River, Oregon,
Saturday, June 25, at 10 a. m. We hope to see the district
well represented, as district officers are to be elected. Marcus
H. Cook; president.
•
For the convenience of those attending our conference held
here in-June, a committee of three will meet all trains during
conference held at Fort Madison, and that they may be ~nown
by visiting Saints, they will wear a i·ed ribbon as a sign of
identity. Clara A. Brown, secretary, 3029 Shawnee street.
Kewanee District will convene With~the Millersburg Branch
June 18 and 19. Annual elecMon of district officers. All
. Tepoi·ts -should reach :the sec;;reta;ry _not .-l~ter than June 15.,·I.t-··is hoped rthat ·Bro. F. G. Pitt will be present. M;ary Ji1.
Gillin, secretary, Bradley 'and Western avenue, Peol'l'a, Ilh_-,
nois.
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· Convention Notices.
!ake So~thwes!er~ _District.·. He is Bishop's agent of tha
Pottawattamie district Sunday school convention will be dis~1'!ct. Saints wishmg preachmg in their part will 1 t
held at Cresdent, Iowa, May 8, at 10 a. m. for prayer service.· w;rite these men. I have given their home addresses -JI e~se
All who· can arrange to attend should do. so for the good of the VIte ~he local !llen to help us all they can. In additi~n
e
work. All reports not sent in please see that they are sent reumons we aim to have arb~'t.· meetings all summer.
I am ~o hold a debate. with J. W. Chism, at Kirb viii
to the undersigned as soon as possible. Floy M. Wind, seccommencmg
~ay
31,
lasting
twelve
sessions.
We
ha~"
n~
retary, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
.
.
at this ·place, and am sorry to say can not inv·i
- t-h-1
The district associations of both Sunday school and Religio me;mbers
Samts to attend.
.
e e
of New York and Philadelphia District will convene at the
Saints' church in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,_ southeast cor- _ . Let us all be--active this year, and report from forty to
ner of. Howard and Ontario streets, on Saturday, May 28, sixty sermons a quarter. . Y o~r brother and colaborer
- M
.
.
w. M. AYLOR
1910, at 2.30 p. m., for Sunday school business._ Religio busiI NDEPENDENCE, ISSOURI, 824 SOUTH CRYSLER STREET. '
ness at 8 p. m. Address on Sunday school work at 11 .a. m.,
Sunday, ,•and joint institute work in afternoon. On Monday,
May 30, 'there will be a picnic and outing for visitors and
To the Priesthood of the Lamoni Stake.
workers. Cordial and pressing invitation is hereby extendedto all missionaries and special delegates to the World's ConAt the joi~it quorum meetin~ !n Februa1;y it was decided
vention at Washington, D. C., to stop over, also to all Saints
and workers among our friends. Reports of all officers, com- by. vote that m ~utur~ these_ meetmgs be conducted as general
mittees, and locals should be submitted to the respective sec- prrnsthood mee);ings m charge of the stake authorities. A
retaries not later than the 25th instant. John Zimmermann, program committee was !lPPointed consisting of Elder J. F.
jr., secretary Sunday school, 1512 West Alleghany avenue, Garver, of the stake presidency, Elder C. I. Carpenter, presiPhiladelphia; Orrin K. Fry, 3147 North Eighth street, Phila- dent. of the elders' qu?rum, Brn. E. F. Hall and S. D. Shippy,
presidents of the priests' quorums, John Weedmark, pi·esidelphia.
·
dent of the teachers' quorum, and C. F. Church, president of
the deacons' quorum.
Reunion Notices.
The next re~ular meeting will be held on Sunday, May 22,
The Chetek, Wisconsin, reunion begins July 8, 1910, on at 2.30 p. m., m the basement of ·the church at Lamoni and
thi; subject for discussion will . be "Stake organizatio~, its
Chautauqua grounds.
The eastern reunion association will hold their· annual obJect and value." A fifteen-mmute paper will be read by
reunion July 23 to August 1, 1910. The committee is busily Elder G. W. Blair, and the discussion will be led by one of
engaged endeavoring to secure a permanent site. As soon as the brethren selected, after which the question will be open
location is determined notice will be given in the ·church for general discussion.
All of the brethren holding any order of the priesthood arn
papers. H. W. Howlett, secretary of committee.
reques~ed to be present.
These meetings are not for the
Lamom Branch alone, but for any of the ministry who may
be in the stake at the time.
The Bishopric.
MAY 12, 1910.
BY ORDER OF THE COMMITTEE.
AGENT'S NOTICE.
As another conference year is well under way, I take this
Notice.
occasion to greet you one and all of the Southern Indiana
District. I will see all that I can in person, but I have writAnyone knowing the whereabouts of George Thomas Wolf,
ten many and have received most gratifying responses. We please send information to William .McClain, 508 South Lake
need more money, and need it right away. · All that have an street, Boyne City, "Michigan. Teachers of Boyne City Branch
interest in God's work I am sure will respond.- Let everyone desire to labor with the said party for cause.
that responde'd last year not forget that we want to make a
.
WILLIAM MCCLAIN.
better showing this year. Let us show our faith by the money
we can give to support the wotk. This is_ one good way_ to
prove ourselves. I am sure that many that 'have never yet
~oYgei' Beating Saints.
given to support the work in the district will see that I am
The
Saints
are
hereby
warned· again that a man is preystill hoping to see them enroll in this cause. Now let me hear
from you, one and all; if you· can only send five or ten dol- ing upon our people in particular, and has lately operated in
_Cleveland,
and
Willoughby, getting in the good
Columbus,
lal'S, remember it will be highly appreciated and helpful.
graces of our members_ and passing forged checks, etc.,
With love to all,
through their indorsement. Description: Dark, medium
.
JOHN ZAHND.
height, stockily built, dresses well, pleasant and smooth talker,
2010 EKIN AVENUE,· NEW ALBANY, INDIANA.
well acquainted with the Saints! ,work, but evasive when
closely questioned regarding the place he gives as his home
branch.
We have learned that his relatives are in the church
Pastoral.
and are ca1ing for. a wife and child deserted by him. He is a
To the Ministry, and Saints of Texas: Having been placed persistent crook and travels close to our people. So let branch
as subininister in charge of the State, I take this opportunity officers anticipate a visit from him and stop his work for onc.e
and way to write you all. We hope all will make an effort and all. Let Saints everywhere be more suspicious of plausito do their part this year to carry the gospel to the people ble stories by "saints" unknown.
in this great State of Texas. Those that stay at home ·and
E. A. WEBBE,
labor in the business affairs of men: can pay their tithing aiJd
ROBERT MILLER,
consecrations, and in that way be coworkers together with
Teachers of Cleveland Branch.
those that preach, and with God.
We expect to have two reunions this year. One will be in
Central District near Hearne, Texas, July 15, and last ten
Died.
days. The other in Southwestern District, near Pipe Creek;
HILLS.-Ellen H. Hills, at the home of _her son, Eld~r LE~·
Texas, August 12, and last ten days. We would like to urge
all in a radius of a hundred miles of these points to attend. Hills, Marion, Iowa, on May 6, 1910, and same. day Kmg ' Come at the beginning ·and remain .to the end, also come pre- ward died. She was born -February 20, 1829, at Lee; Massapared to take care of yourselves; and bring tents if you can. chusetts. Was married to Henry H. Hills on May 6, 185~, at
Lenox, Massachusetts. Of five children two survive, Loms ~·
Services will be held day and night.
·
·.
· To save expense to the missionaries in ti'aveling, we will and Mrs. Ellen H. Norman, of Monmouth, Illinois. In ea~· Y
life
she united with the Methodist Church and became \hfe
divide the field as follows: _ Bro. B. F. Renfroe; Davidson,
Oklahoma, wilUabor in the northern part of the State, includ- member of American Bible Society. In 1895 she was ap,ing the Pan-handle. Bro. E. Bates, Munday, Texas,·will work tized by Elder E. B. Morgan and-has ever been devout and
faithful Elder James McKiernan conducted the funeral May
in the same part as Brothel.' Renfroe.
.
·
Bro. ·R. M. Maloney, Seiling, Oklahoma, will have the east- 8, 1910; "Mothers'. Day." Six passengei· train conductors
e-ru ~pa~;t ·of--the.~Stat~ -to~the: Gulf. B1·0._John 1'-Iunley, Hearne, acted as pallbea1·ers.
_
_
C H B r
_Texas, will occupy in the Central District, as he is now BishBARTON ~Joyce Ann the beloved wife of Elder · · .a 9p's ·agent of that district. ·
ton was born September 11 1842 at Braceby, Lincolnslme.
-. Bro.- D. S; Palmer, San Antonio, Texas, 341 Stace street, Departed this life April 9,_ 1919, at 31 Hadfield street, Corn-
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~grtgs P~~ 12~cTI~~ds t~~ref~fctlo~o th1'i{i~;;, ~;g~;t 41~.;m~. pc~a1~

remittance with notice.
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at :;iost-ofllce, Lamoni, Iowa, RS second-class mall matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ensign
publications.
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. Sunday Scheol and Relisio Field Workers.
Will the reunions, conferences, dr districts desiring the
services of field workets in the interests of either the above
organizations kindly notify the undersigned at once? Pro-·
visions will be made to supply all demands to the best of our
ability.

brook Manchester, after a long and painful iilness, the result
of an' accident while attending her church service. The remains were interred at Barton church, Brethren Rushton and
James Baty officiating. The deceased was baptized N ovember 21, 1887, and for twenty-two years lived a faithful and
useful life as a Christian and was never ashamed to -confess
her faith as a Latter Day Saint. In ,her most painful experiences and even when death had laid hi:s icy grip upon her
frame, she would encourage her husband to attend his meetings and was always anxious for the welfare of the church.
She was for forty-three years a lpving and faithful wife, and
together with her husband made-many sacrifices .for the Master's sake. Death came as a merciful release, and while her
departme is mourned, her entrance into the "rest of the
Saints" is not begrudged. The memorial service was held at
the South Manchester Branch, · of whioh our sister was a
member, on Sunday, April 24, J. W. Rushton preaching the
sermon.
.
. HIN.KLEY.-Clement Hinkley. was born in Addison, Maine,
and died February 26, 1910, at Jonesport, Maine, aged 73
years, 11 months, and 12 days. He was married to Miss Julia
Keiley fifty years ago. To them were born six children, four
boys and two girls, all living. This was the first death in the
family. He joined the Latter Day Saint Church in 1880;
served faithfully as deacon for many years. He was a man ·
of positive convictions along religious lines. For twenty years·
he has been disabled and most of the time confined to the
house and unable to walk. As a sailor for a few years he
had some .very trying experiences. . His wife survives hi:i:i_ to
bat)Je a little longer. She faithfully ministered to her suffermg companion for many years. Services at the house,
conducted by Elder S. F. Cushman.
.
·
PERSONs.-Sr. Cyntha Brook Persons. was born March 16,
1832, at Eugene, Vermilion County, Indiana, and died of
froysh July 27, 1909, near Dean, Missouri. She·was malTied
ho 0 n Brook, who preceded hel' in death, date not known
Y me._ Seco_nd marriage to George Persons, October, 1901.
~~e fu~~~ed with the ch)lrch October 14,"1879, and died fii.·ndn
1 e ai . at the age o_f 77 years,. 4 months, and 11 days. She
~~t a will that provides for the payment, of he1'. tithing on
P operty to be sold. Funeral services by Arthur Hailey.
.
~~ERR.-Bro. David Kerr·was born Ap1;il 24 1830 in Kilb • S~otland; was baptized into th.e Reorg~nizetl' Church
S~oti;:rary 5,_ 1871, at Wesley, Mill County, Illinois, by L. B.
at th ahd died February 6, 1910, at Eustis, Nebraska. Prayer ·
"··'-- e ous~ by G. Keller, sermon at the church bv J. F.
S~l~tes, aES1sted by G.
Johnson. Grandpa Ke1~; was a
me t' to the full meaning of· the word. He · came to our
wa~ ~ngs .as long as his strength would permit. His m~te
In th:}:1 for~otten. He was;befoved by .those that knew him.
until h' st ~~Iee months of lus:earthly life; he suffered much
ful r·e i1s spifrit dep~rte4 from the mortal body·into the peacea m o paradise.
_ ·
.. -

·DANIEL MACGREGOR,

J. A.

Thedford, Ontario.
GUNiiOLLEY,

18-3t

Lamoni, Iowa.

The Great Qqestion of Life.
The following is reproduced from The Oiitloolc and few
there are who can read it without tm:ning themselves over
in their own minds and being benefited by ;the retrospection:
WHO ARE YOU?

That seems an easy question to answer; but of all questions it is one of the most difficult. There are ·a great mainy
people who could not 'answer it if you put it to them. The
story is told of the philosopher Schopenhauer tha:t, while
walking abroad during one of his melancholy moods, ·he
almost stumbled over a boy on the street. The boy sp1'ang
aside and saJid, "Who are you?" The ·philosopher shook his
head sadly ·and answered, "How I wish I lmew!" There
are 'a greait ma:ny of us who do not know who we are; we
Uve ·iii certain ·houses on cer,tain streets; we pursue ceiitain
vocations; but we do not !mow who we are. But while it
•happens ,that a main -does not •know who he is, •his acquaint:ances know, because, whether we wish !it or not, whether we
are conscious of j,t or not, every man is always answering
thait question. . In any ,assemblage where men of <distinction
sit together, you piCk out one man and ask who he is, and
your question is answered by name. That name !is all you
wish to know. I,t tells you· who ,that man is because it tells
you whwt ibhat man is. Abraham ·Lincoln means one kind of
a man to'you, and Aaron Burr means anollher. .
That question is ,answ~red very differently a:t different
periods in life. Theri; are two natures. in. every one, struggling together; sometimes one nature 1s m .the ascendant,
sometimes the other, and we are different persons at different times. Re-read that striking psychological story of
Edgar Allen Poi:, "Willdam JVilson," in which he describes
·a boy '1l!t school m an old Efazabethan manor-ihouse, Jaiter ~t
Eton :afterwards •ait Oxford, and th1m as· a young man m
Pari~; describes him _c-0nten4Lng against ·his better nait?re
personified ,in another personality; <t!iese two boys, lookmg
,aldke wearmg <the same clothes, 'haV'lng -the ,same manners,
':in c~nstant conflict, the baser n!llture fighting against the
·higher nature. FinaJly, in a moment of pass\o:i;i, the ~aser
boy slays the higher boy, ..and <then becomes Wilham Wilson.
You remember that stri:iking story of Stevenson's, "Doctor
J"ekyll and Mr. Hyde.'' If you had asked Do<ltor JekyH at the
beginning who he was, he would hav!l .told you that he was a
. man of gerutle -impulses, of scholarship, ·refine;rrient, and benef!Y.tnpa_i;hjr makes S<?me
.
fic"ence. If -~ou had asked ·him that qu·estlon t~c day ·he
the weakn imse --of hrs own strengbh; his own hfe,-mto ··died he woThld have told you that ·he. was a scoundrel; that
·a wondroue:s ~~~ ?eadness that he tries.to, help' It is, indeed, he -{vas cruel, brutal, and a murderer; and both ans:wers
gi
rom man to man.,-P.h1Ihps :Brooks.;,would have been true.

?
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Herald · Publishing House
$100. 00 Gold· Bonds, bearing
interest at five~ per ·cent
Dated· Augu~tl, 1909

-Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable a{ter due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.

Both principal and interest payable at the State ·Savings

Bank of Lamoni,· Iowa.
These Bonds are backeli by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to tne soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) The~ are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very moderate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of .which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

"Who am I?" I ·am fundamentally what I love. Do I love
truth? Then sooner or later I shall become true; Do I love
nobility? 'I\hen. ultimately, with much stumbling and many
fa1ter.ing steps, I shall climb to the height where nobility
dwells, above the strife for place and power, above low aims
and ·self·seeking. W·here your •heart is, .there, ultimately,
you shall be also.
"Who am I?" I am whatT believe. Not what my lips say
I believe, but what my character proves I believe. You may
repeat a thousand times the Apostles' Oreed, beginnl.ng· "I
believe," and yet you may n6t believe a word of it. It is
idle to say that you believe in the forgiveness of sins when
in your hea1'1; you can not forgive the friend who unintentionally hai·ms you .. You may declare that you believe in the
life of the world to come; but if you live who,Jly in this life,
like the wo1m in the ground at your feet, then you do not
believe it. .Charaoter, and character alone, is belief; thait is
to say, conviction reinforced by will. And it is not a question
of what you m·e to-day; it •is a question of what you are becoming. We are all put to the test; .but the test is not
conformity to moral rules to-day; the ·test is, "Which way
are you going?" You may fall a hundred times and then
in the end you may .climb to a height never reac)led by many
a man or woman who ha·s"never been guiJ.ty of an overt sin.
W·hat you wish passionately to become, you wil~ ultimately
be; and in the strife to become what you wish your real self
will ·emerge.
·
A gifted man had one great and tragic weakness, as his
faJther had had before •him-..:a man of great distinction and
genius, but with a passion for drink. He once said, "I was
born with a tiger in my blood." Often he fell terribly bec;rnse
he felJ on a great stage, and_there were those who •spoke of
him as a lost soul. But he··never ceased to sti-ive, and in. the
end ·he overcame. Who was he? · At first ·he was a stained
and broken man, on the· road apparently, to complete wreck;
at the end . he was not only.' one of ·the first 1a1'1;ists of his
time, but a loyal, · victorious, generous, •insphing human
spirit.
~·
~----'--'-

Marking the Oregon Trail.
During the. yea1'S ·that followed the finding and marking of
this pathwa"' -1:-0 the . Nort_hwest, trader;:, trappers, goldseekers,. ·so1ilie1•s, miss1on·ar1_!ls, and colomsts plodded over
the long roaJd. b;v. the fo,mdreds and thousands; · First were
the explorers; .tlie:ri. ph~ hunters and tra:p_pers and ;f'u~ traders.
Then came the_ 1!11~Idmg of the forts m the thll't1es-Fort
'~·_,

May 18, 1910

· District ~d ,Branch President&
Take Notice,

a

We have just printed reporting blank
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen . . • .08

Religio's
Normal Book
· A normal book . containing lessons

upo,n the Book ot Mormon and
Everv student of
the·· Book of Mormon should have
one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

Religio Society.

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
about how to proceed in church trials.
No. 149. Paper. 10 cents.

Laramie, F01'1; Bridger, and all the ·rest, whose names are
historic. Tihus the Oregon. Trail grew and became a ·highway
that was as easy to follow as a country "road. Along it
surged for years the adv·ance tide of a naition's traffic. With
the building of the milroads the old highway, no longer
used, became obJ.iterated. Its very whereabouts began to be
forgotten and to be the subject of unending disputes. Four
years ago an old man almost eig.hty, began a movement for
permanently marking 'the route of the Oregon Trail. Since
then the matter •has grown into •a national affair.
.
'!'>his old man was Ezra Meeker. He started from Ins
•home in Puyallup, Washington, in January, 1906, and retraced, in a prairie•s!!hoon~r drawn by oxen, the. j<!urney that
he had made from M-issoufi over the·Oregon Tra1l m 18o2. He
spent a year on the road. Everywhere he stopped mid urged
the people whose fathers 'and grandfathers had followed the
Oregon Trail as pioneers-to e1•ect monuments and markers
so thfrt all memory of the greait historic ohigh:way ~ight n?t
be lost. W•hen ·he reached Independence, M1ssour1, he did
not end his journey <bhere. l:Jtill driving his oxen, he plodded
on to Washington, D. c;, and got the maitter before Congress.
No legislation was enacted at thait itime, however.
Until the people along the road lea-rned who h~ ...yas Meeke~
was mistaken for a herb dootor, a patent med1cme vende1,
the prophet of a new religion, and a lurratic. \'{'hen they
knew his mission, however, great was the enthus1·asm that

arTs~~ ·resuJ.t of this old man's work is to be found in .a
measure before rthe present session of Congress to api;>1·oprif
ate fifity ithousand ·dollars. for the permanent. markmg f 0
the old trail. This act provides for the appomtment o a
commissioner who shall; "unde1" ibhe direction of the Sec:·etary 6~ War, _er~crsuch ~o~UJl1.eI1~~-a1_1~}~'.'.::~e~s.. ~~~~1~;~
and Other m:arteria!S as Wlll oestgnwi,e auu iuw,te uu~ e---··h
route of the. Oregon T.rail and fittingly com.mem?rate t e
v:ilor.ous deeds of tho_se whotrave1·~ed it." A. proviso~ t?:
b1lll 1s that the States,:·thirougih wTnch the trail passes Misd
souri, Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming,. Idaiho, Oregon, a\
W ashington--shall raise sufficient funds·. to complete the woi
which. the Government will start.-Ha1·pe1~s Weekly.
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I' guess niy father must have -been a ~1·¢tty ba_? oy,
said ·one youngster. "W·hy.?" inquireff the othei·. ·"Because
he knows .exactly what "questions to ask, when 'he wants to
know what I have been d()ing." ·
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JACKSON COUNTY1NDEPENDENcE, MISSOURI

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
Business under charter No•. 1324 ·granted by the State of
Does a Genera~ ~a~-~~~:- ... ..1 ...... "'aving.the mc~t ·riwid bankin~ supervision of any hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable inforMisso1!1"i-the S~ate rst~f~·=~~;in~tion and·public pub'lished statement required.
State m the Umon.
.
.
mation, call. on or write_
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Interest Paid on Depoaitil
Knobnoster, Mo.
·
h ·
ractically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O~r ~usmes~ a;~~;d~nce at Conference to occupy cmr directors' parlor for their
and mvitedall m ahere plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
correspon
· •
V ery -trulY yours,•
· r enced wbusiness sohc1ted.
associa ion an
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. -D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
k"

Just to Get Acquainted
I will send 30 beautiful flora, up;to-date
post ca1·ds for 10 cents.. ~nyt_hmg you
want in the line of Socrahst literature,
Send for my free 64 page catalogue.
S. DRAZEY, Reubens, Idaho.
:---~--------------._---------;
I
I

l
lI
lI
l

I would be pleased to correspond with ~

parties seeking investment In Jackson County, Missouri,

~

I

FIRST I

I

MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL ~
I BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~

I
1 STOCKS.
I

l
I
I
I

-I
I
I

~

Very truly yours,

J. D. Briggs

I
1I

l................
Independence, Missouri
44tf !
___ , ______...____...............
~

~

John A. Kerr

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I. have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence .solicited.
ZION'S PRAISES
Office; Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, -Bell 390-Home No. -70, cloth .....•...•...•.••••• $ .40
504.
8
No. 70%, leather .........•...... 1.00
No. 701,f,, leather, flexible .. : ..... 1.50
· To the Min!stry: In harmony with
the ~esolutions passed by the last General
res1 ency an
r1es oo .•••••
Conference, we have printed proper
This book has been enlarged by the adblanks for the recording of blessing& of
dition of over eighty pages.
children. Order No. rnn. In book form
. $1.00
No. 134-Cloth
same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

p
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Ever Been to Colorado?
No? Then you have ·an ideal vacation trip in store for you
-one that will mean a complete change of scene and of living
conditions, as it should to result mo$t beneficially,
The grandeur of the majestic Rockies will inspire the mind;
the picturesque beauty of forest and stream refresh the soul,
wU:iile the dry, tonic mountain air will rel?uild the worn and
jaded body.
. .Don't take our word for it but go ~nd be convinced .. It costs little
in time or money (I'll be glad to tell you ·how much) and you: will be a
thousand times repaid.
; ·
·
You have perhaps been planning a'trip to Colorado for. years-make
up Y?Ur mind to-day to go this summer and let me hand you one of the
Burhngton Colorado handbooks which tells all about where to go, what to
do, and contains a complete list of hotels, boarding
houses, and ·ranches, with their rates. Ask me
about Estes_ Park, Colorado, also.
I
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K. K.

Bible References.-Paper cover
Cloth ·cover

By Alvin Kniaiey
6 centl!I
~

1

•

10 cents

Hurlbut's Teacher-Training Lessons
is the name of the latest edition of B'.urlbut's Normal
Lessons. T_his_ edi~ion is an enlargement of the for..
mer one and takes 1ts- place.

I

No. '77 Paper . · · · •
· No. 771-2 Cloth. . . . .
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A Good Farm.
_

240 acres 10 miles from Lamoni. Two
- sets of improvements, both good, one ex-- tra good, iarge house, 8 rooms, two large
_ barns nearly new, corn crib, implement
house, wind mill, and good orchard.
Set No .. 2. Five room house, good bam
cor1_1 crib, hog house, etc. $75 per acre'.
$8,000 when possession is given, bailance
at 5 per cent.
Lamoni · Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

CANDY
Boston .C'i!eam,-Se:tid 10 cents for recipe for making this candy. Costs about

8 cents per,:pound; sells for 25 cents per

pound. A ~good way to earn Christmas
Offering; · Address,
20-2
' S. E. BALLOU, Lamoni, Iowa.

THE S,AINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, each 80c; per dozen $3.20.
No. 110-Limp Oloth, each 35c; per do•en $3. 76.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, each 50c.
No. 114-FlexibleLeather. each 11.50.

THE INSTRUCTOR

Five per cent interest Paid o~ T.ime Depo1ita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI; IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
.Incorporated under the banking laws ol the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
ol the Auditor of State.

POST CARDS.

No. 126, cloth .••••••••.•••..••.. $ .75
No. 127, leather •. : . .•.•....•.... 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible .......... 1.50

Herald Office, Graceland College, Libeity Home,i---~----------------S~nt•: Home, Saints Church, .Lam~ni, Iowa.
Samts Church, Independence, MISsoun. These
·
cards are printed·in colors. Two for five cents. Whose roof is ?Ver your head? Do you
'd
·1 ·
• ·
·
move when you like, or when the landlord
Postage prepa1 . Specta pnces to nuss10nanes.
· ? UTh
, nt when you. ean
.
says move.
.. y re
"
E. F. HALL, LatJJom, Iowa. own your own place? Buy a home m the
Care Herald Publishing House.
Ozarks whe:re homes are in reach of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - everyone. Land ranges in price from $5
.
.
'·
to ~25 per ,acre, and we have the best
Graceland Receipt-Book
frmt, ~Tass, and poultry country, a1'.d the
_
.
•
healthiest country, and the finest climate
Over three hundred receipts for prepar fo the world. ··For further information
ing things to eat.
write
McINTYRE & SIMMONS,
Price • . . . • • •
80c
20-4*
Cabool, Mo.

REAL , ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOTS AND ACRE PROPERTY

5 per cel\t
$

Capital am:l Surplus Earnings
Assets Over . •
•
.

-·

50,000.00
. 400,000.00

.

· Five per cent per_anmini interest will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds t0
- this B~nk by ~ail, and prompt attention. will be given. Address

THE STATESAVINGS BANK OF LAMQNI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF -DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, O•car
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K.. Anderson.

Having bought the Edgefield P.roper~y
containing 80 acres, I now offer thrn
properly to the Saints at J~w figures.
This is one of the most sightly l!nd
finest tracts -now on the m~rket, bemg
high and dry. This property 1s located on
the south side ·of the city of Independ- ence, ·being from 2 to 6 blocks from t)ie
new South Side church and same dis-

tance ~ro:m th~ _stree~ car lin~, 2nd ~ of

l

mile from the public square m Indep$fJ°
·ence The price of lots is from $3 to . •
a fr~nt foot. We discourage the Sa\nts
buying ·this .property . for speculation.
Those wanting to secure one lot or mi~e
and can not personally inspect ~h ej
Stake or General Bishopric w1 o~~
them·'for you, and should any~ne a er
examinati01_1: n~t _be pl~ased_ ~hen~,,.!1;0 i~~
will be refunded . on aemanu. '' v•
correctness of c this statement Vfe re .
you to the. Presiding General Bishopric.
10tf
·
ELLIS SHORT.

50
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Official Publication of· the Reorgan~zed .Church of Jesus Ch~t of Latter Day Saints
Entered as sec\md-class matter at

"If ye continue in my word, then are. ye my dis·
and ye shall know the truth,
and the truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
.

. I · d ed·
cipes1ne'

L'~moni

post-office.

.

!!There shail not any man among you have save it
·be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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The articles were sent to the Secretary of State
of the State of Missouri ·for attaching the certifiTHE UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH INCORPORATED.
cate, but the persons objecting to the issuing of the
Some time in the summer of 1909, as soon after order interposed by an appeal, setting forth their
the closing of the session of conference on April 21 reasons for the denial of a charter. The matter was
as was found practicable, .the Bishopric set about sent to .the Attorney General, who, it is presumed,
forming and securing an incorpor:atfon. A number .took the matter of the articles into consideration,
of the brethren favorable to the movement were as well as the objections made agains·t the 'granting
called together at the office of the General Bishop, of the charter for the incorporation, the result being
. and the articles were drafted and agreed upon and that on Friday, May 13, 1910, the ·articles were rewere presented to the ·circuit court of J.ackson turned to the Bishop with a certificate of the SecreCounty, sitting at Independence, Missouri. · These tary of State attached ·thereto, and as far as the
ai~ ir.les were filed in the court before. the judge then
statutes provide the incorporation of the United
presiding, and were met by a protest upon the part Order of Enoch was complete.
of persons who had sought and obtained articles of
We take pleasure in giving to the readers of the
incorporation, called the United Orde:r: of Equality. HERALD the articles of incorporation upon which
Tbe court under the provision of statute appointed .the pro forma decree bas been issued, together with
an attorney, known as amicus curite (friend of the the necessary papers attached by the requirements
court), to whom was delegated the duty to examine of the statutes. Doubtless the persons who have
such articles and report to the court ·after such ex- objected to the issuing of the order before the courts
amination as to whether the. articl~s were within will be disappointed that the articles have been ap. the limitations of the statutes of the State providing proved and the order issued, and that the association
for incorporations arrd proscribing the rules gov- has become an ,active working body having the sancerning them, and to make such recommendation as tion of the laws of the State of Missouri. It is fortu- ·
his duty and understanding mad~ requisite, either nate for us that this protest was made, for it brought
recommending the issuing of •a pm f01·ma decree or the object of tlre incorporators of the association
recommending the denial of such a decree. The into direct notice of the Secretary of the State and
attorney appointed by the court reported unfavor- the Attorney General, the last named being the
ably to the ·articles which were filed and t:Qe pro ·officer whose duty it is to look after such corporaforma decree was denied.
,
tions as are formed and do business in the State of
Subsequently the persons desiring· to incorporate . Missouri, and who must, by virtue of his office, be
held ·a meeting and took the objections raised 'against thoroughly informed in regard to the rights and
the articles which had been filed into consideration, privileges of incorporators.
fo~mulated new •articles thought to be in haimony
I do not feel to attach any blame or. find any fault
with the statutes, and filed the same in a division with those who were objecting to the incorporation
of the circuit court at K•ansas City, petitioning for of the Order of Enoch; as they availed themselves
th~ P1'o f o1'ma decree as before. ·'J:lhe court ap- of their privileges under :the laws of the State, and
pointed another attorney •as "a friend of the court" were entitled to be heard. We are pleased, however,
who made an unfavor3:1>Ie report fo the court.
that the wishes and views of the incorporators'
The same parties who had protested at Independ- . rights and privileges under the statute were. 'not
e~ce, ~issouri, again entered . protest. Upon con- found to be so far astray from what could be granted
s~deration of the report and· the protest ·the court · · under the statute as to · prev(lnt the carrying into
~lstened to argu~ents both for and against the issu- effect the provisions of the action of tlie conference
mg of the order, and ·after hearing the arguments . ·of rno·9. It now re1nains for those upon whom .dean.d ~aking the matter into consideration. he over-. volves the carrying of the provisions of these ai·ti~
ruiect the report and directed the iSsuing ~f the pro cles into operation according to the intents and purl orma decree granting the incorporation. . ·
poses :thereof, to do so in. such a manner, as to
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·approve ·themselves in the consideration of the
Master ·and •all good men.
While we deplore the delay that may have occurred, fn a sense we are pleased <to know that the
incorporators have taken the matter patiently; have
made no statements. of impatien.ce or faultfinding,
but quietly. waited the action of the courts, as they
were in duty bound to do, believing that the right
would triumph at the last, and trusting to the direction of the Good Spirit ill the affairs intrusted to
.them.
As soon as practicable, there will be a meeting of
the incorporators, and steps will be taken to authorize the Board of Trustees and their executive committee to begin active work of incorporation.
We commend the reading of these articles to tha

patrons of the

HERALD,

.,.,.
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.and espeoially those Wlho

feel disposed to become benefactors under their provisions.
The articles are given below, together with the
papers necessary to complete the incorporation. ·
JOSEPH SMITH.
· ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED
ORDER OF ENOCH.
A BENEVOLENT SOCIETY IN THE INTEREST OF THE
PQOR AND NEEDY.

'I'he United Order of Enocli. is a helping and bi;nevolent ·association, organized for the benefit .of
the poor and needy, dispensing its charities by furnishing equal opportunities to the needy, upright,
and industrious in a financial, educational, and social way, with those who are more fortunate, and
the supplying of stewardships and homes or inheritances to the worthy wiho may lack.
Article 1. Statement.
Ar.tides of Associ·ation adopted by the undersigned (in accordance with due enactment and resolutions passed by the General Conferen•ce of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of· Latter Day
Saints at its annual meeting held in Lamoni, Iowa,
April 6 to 21, A. D. 1909, authorizing further~ organization by the Bishopric of said church of those
who may desire to so associate themselves) for purposes of transaction of business interests for the
benefit. of the poor and necessitous, and the general
work of improvement and settle~ent of the worthy,
who need homes and help.
Article 2. Affirmation.
Pursuant to instruction her~in set forth, we, Ellis
Short, I. N. White, W. H .. Garrett, M. H. Bond, W.
:E• LaRue, G. E .. Harrington, H. R. Mills, Joseph
Smith, Roderick May, ,A. H. Par.sons, ])avid· T.
Reese, G. H. Hilliar,d, D. J. · Krahl, W. R. Dexter,
.Frederick M. Smith, Elbert .A. Smith, E. ·L. ·Kelley,
• . J. ·Mather, W. E. Messenger, W. B. Kelley, J. T.
Curtis, :Edward Rarinie,· being desirous of forming
a corporati{)n under the laws of the Sta.te of Mis-

souri, .and more particularly under the provisions
of article 11, chapter 12, · Revised Statutes 1899
providing 'for associations of a benevolent a~d edu~
cational character, do' hereby assoCiate ourselves for
the purpose _of becoming a body .corporate for the
benefit of the poor and industrious who need and
the transaction of business necessarily con~ected
therewith as .herein set forth.
Article 3. Object in outline.
The purpose of this corporation shall be to aid
~nd assist. the wortP,y. needy and poor in obtaining
employment and homes, help the sick and afflicted
and unfortunate in times of need, promote temperance, morality, and equality, and provide ·against the
evi!s of selfishness, covetousness, anarchy, and crime
of every description, afid_thus •conserve, to a degree,
the good of the community, and the good of the
State, by a voluntary coopemtion in the use, application, ·and, distribution of the wealth, for the objects named, of those who may be members of the
association, .and who shall conti-ibute for the purpose, and of the means which is gained by the association in its legitimate work and business, and also
the application of that. which may be voluntarily
contributed or consecrated for these benevolent purposes by those who do not hold membership in the
organi~ation.

Article 4. Name and term.
'I'he name of this organization shall be The United
Order of Enoch, and its c.hief or principal place
business.shall be in the-city of Independence, Jackson County, and State of Missouri, but supplemental
organizations and places of business may be located·
in .other counties and when necessary for .the carrying out of its work in other States organizations or
places of business may, according to the provision
of the statutes of such States, be established in the
same; and the association shall continue for the
period of ninety-nine years unless sooner dissolved
by the voluntary <;oncurrence of at least three
fourths of its members, by vote at a meeting of
which ·at least sixty days' notice has been given in
the usual way of such purpose prior to the meeting
at which such vote of dissolution shall be taken.
Article 5. Nature ahd work.
This associaition shall have no capital stock divided into -shares, it shall not be run for individual
pecuniary profit, but for the objects herein set forth ;
the proper.ties of the same shall not be individual,
or held in severalty, but in common. The homes, or
inheritances, however, which are provided for under
the founding and management of the order, shall be
individual, that is, held in severalty, each person or
family holding in fee simple unless otherwise arranged at the time of setting the same apart, or
when making the final settlement. The object of t~e
association not _being communistic as that term is.
usually understood, but a benevolent, helping order.
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Article 6. Special stateme~t ~f work ~nd powers. proper •and just supply as the law directs according ·
to "his needs and wants, ·inasmuch as such wants
The purposes of the association are.
First, to provide the advantages of permanent - are just."
D. ·That in all labor and association, each and
employment and there};>y perm~nent homes, for those
found worthy, but who"'are u~able to armng_e _fo~ everyone shall -·seek the interest or good of his
steady employment and who are without sufficient neighbor, "doing ·ailithings rto the glory of God."
E. In case of withdrawal, or transgression and
means to procure h'omes for themselves.
expulsion,
such person or persons shall retain that
Second, to furnish educational advantages for the
youth of both sexes when parties or parents are which has been set apart or deeded to him or her or
unable rto do so themselves, either by rendering to them, for a home or inheritance, but shall have no·
the parties such assistance as will give :to them equal further claim upon the common treasury and shall
opportunities in the public schools, or in providing · not be entitled to any withdrawal, benefits, or interfor them the advanitages of -the :higher, or special est in the common fund or storehouse, whatever.
Article 8. Management.
institutions of learning.
,A.
The affairs of ;this corporation shall be u:nder
To accomplish this work, it wfll be necessary· to
.the
supervision
and management of a board of
acquire by gift, purchase, devise, or other legal and
twelve
trustees,
to
be selected by th~ members of
just methods, rei:-1 and personal prope:ci;y; also acthe
order
from
:among
their number, according to
quire lands suitable for carrying out the beneyolent
purpose and object set forth in these ·articles of the rules and regulations of these ·articles and .the
association, and for suitable homes or inheritances, by-laws of the association, wh:o shall organize by
and, when desirable to improve and convey the the selection of a president, secretary, •and a treassame; but the properties, accumulations or gain urer,· 'and perform any ·and ·all business necessary
from ·all or any of such transactions s:hall be held for the good of rthe order, ·a two thirds' majority of
and used in maintaining and carrying out the be- said board thus constituted and voting as a unit,
nevolent w:ork herein provided for, and in no case to being necessary for ibhe tr·ansactiol! of all business
be given or used for the pecuniary profit or benefit of the order at any meeting_ of the same, but a less
of any person or persons, corporation or corpora- :u'umber may adjourn from time to time.
tions, but solely for .the aiding and maintaining of
The trustees may also appoint an executive comthe proper stewardships of :bhe needy, and of its mittee to act in business matters when the board is
members in the benevolent, beneficial, and helping not in session.
purposes herein set forth.
B. _The members of the Board of Trustees shall
Article 7. Membership.
be elected -at :bhe annual meeting of the members of
Membership in the order requires as a prerequi- the association to be held the first Monday in April
site a full compliance with the law Of Christ, both of each year or at an adjourned meeting of the
as relates to duties known as •spiritual, and those order held stibsequent to the said first Monday inreferred to under said law as temporal; that is, the April, and shall hold their offices untilitheir succesprecepts ·and ordinances of the gospel ib:aving been sors ate chosen and qualified. Vacan~ies occurring
fulfilled through acceptance and obedience rto the in th~ board :rnay be filled at any time by the unanisa~e as set out in rthe Holy Scriptures, also, the folmous action of a majority of the members of the
lowmg apecific duties ·set forth in the law of equality board, properly constituted, being- present and- votto-wit:
' ing.
A. To render a just and .true account of the conC. The Board of Trustees may adopt by-laws, no_t
dition and _business of his· or her stewardship aIJ-- inconsistent with these articles and .the statutes of
nually, settmg forth the ·amount, or value, with the, the State, as may be deemed necessary for the manloss or gain of the same for__ the period named, to- agement of the affairs of the corporation and the
gether with a faithful ·estimate of necessities, and . carrying out of the work of the order.
the amount require_d for- repairs of stewardship
D. The president, .secretary, and treasurer herein,
or the enlarging or extension of the same whe~ shall perform the duties usual to such,:offi.ces i_n simiproper, for the succeeding year.
·
lar associ~tion'S in nddition .to the specific dutie_s
B. Stated or annual settlement as provided under named :herein providing such duties are not incon~
· the law, by turning into the treasury or storehouse sistent with :blie rules· of the association. ·
any surplus or talents remaining after a due fulfill"E. The officers of this'order shall •also make report _
. of the work and condition of the same· annually to . ment of the law as before set forth.
anc. In ·case of a Jack or sno12tag~, after 1a faithful the General Conference of the said :>Reorganized
sted attes~d performance of duty in -his' or. her Church.
. "'.ardsh1p for a time; or a year, suc:h steward to
Article 9. Properly, rights and conveyances.
Ieceive from said treasury or ·storehouse, such a
'Ilhis incorporation shall be, in law, capable of
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holding, purchasing and conveying any estate, real,
personal, or mixed; for its use in carrying out the
benevolent work herein set fol'th and shall hold and
enjoy in its corporate capacity, all the property, real;
personal, or mixed which said society may now have
or hereaf.ter may acquire.
T.his corporation shall have a seal, and all conveyances of real estate shall be approved by the Board
of Trustees of the oi'der or association, and be signed
and sealed by the president of the same. And such
association may sue or be sued in its corpoMJte name,
and all claims made against it shall be made in the
corporate name, and the individual or private property of the members shall in no case be -held liable
for the· debts of the association.
Article 10. Dissolution and distribution_ thereunder.
It is hereby expressly provided and made a part
of the conditions of this order, that in case of the
dissolution, or abandonment of the work of the same,
the properties of the order, after satisfying all just
debts of the same, shall -be turned over :to the Presiding Bishop and Trustees of the Reorganized
Church of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints, to be
distributed to •the poor and needy according to the
rules and regulations of said society for. aiding· the
poor and needy.
Article 11. Trustees.
The names of the persons chosen by these incorporators to act as itrustees until their successors shall
have been legally chosen are as foliows: F. M.
. Smith, Ellis Short, Joseph Mather, Roderi* i\fay,
G. E. Harrington, Elbert A. Smith, W. E. LaRue,
I. N. White, A. H. Parsons, E. L. Kelle;v·, Geo. TL
Hilliard, and Edwin A. Blakeslee;·and.the following
persons have been chosen as officers by the said
board of trusitees: E. L. Keiley, president; F. M.
Smith, secretary; Ellis Short, treasurer; executive
committee, E. L. Kelley, F. M. Smith, Ellis Short,
Joseph Mather, Roderick May.
In testimony w:hereof, we; the above named in-·
corporator.s, :hereto set our hands at Independence,
Missouri, this 12th day of January, A. D. 1910.
STATE OF MISSOURI.
DEPAR'rMENT OF STATE.

To All to Whom These P1·esents Shall Come: I, Cornelius
Roach, Secreta1·y of State of the State of Missouri, and keeper
of the great seal thereof, hereby certify that the annexed
pages contain a full, true, and complete copy of articles of
association and P,·o fonna decree· of,court in re United Order
of Enoch, filed May 11, 1910, as the same appears on file in
this office. In testimony whereof, I hereunto .set my hand and
.affix the great seal of the State of Missouri. Done at the city
of J effei·son, this 11th day- of May, A. D. nineteen hundred and
·ten.
...
CORNELIUS. ROACH, Ser!?'etary of State .
. FRED G. PARK, Chief Clerk.
G.reat· s·eal ·of,-:
the state of.
. Mi~souri.: · ·

--"

.-_.-,

-

,) :i

._,;,;:; ;·. lllililllllll~·- . ...

· May 25, 1910

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT· OF ..JACKSON COUNTY._ MISSOURI, AT
KANSAS CITY IN THE MATTER OF APPI.ICATION OF THE UNITED
ORDER OF ENOCH FOR A "PRO .FORMA" DECREE OF
INCORPORATION.
-

I

APRIL TERM, 1910,
r.,

No. 47804.

And now on this 18th day of Ap1:il, 1910, come E. L. Kelley
as president, Frederick M. Smith as secretary, and Ellis Short
as treasurer of the United Order of Enoch and submit to the
court the articles of agreement· of ·said association, togethei·
with a petition praying for a pro forma decree of incorporaticn thereon, in the manner ·provided by law, and it appearing
to the court that said petition and articles ·of agreement have
remained on file in the clerk's office of this court for at least
three days since the same was first presented to the court,
and the court having heard the report of Pierre R. Porter,
Esq., heretofore appointed by the court to examine said peti-

tion, and having duly examin!)d said articles of agreement and
the testimony in said cause taken before the said Pierre R.
Porter, Esq., al1d the comt being fully advised in the premises,
overrules the report of Pierre R. Porj;er, amicus curiw, and
doth now conclude, adjudge and determine that such articles
of agreement and the ·purposes of the association as therein
expres~ed come properly within the purview of article 11,
chapter 12, of the Revised Statutes of Missouri, 1899, and
are not inconsistent with the Constitution and laws of the
United States or the State of Missouri.
Wherefore it is ordered; adjudged and decreed by the court,
that the petitioners and their associates, named in said articles, be, arid they are hereby created a body politic and corporate by and under the name of the United Order of Enoch.
State of Missouri, l ss
County of Jackson, f
·
I, Oscar Hochland, clerk of the circuit court of the county
and State aforesaid, certify the above to be a true copy of the
order of the court made in the matter aforesaid, as fully as
the same remains of record in my office, and that the original
articles of agreement are attached hereto.
.
In testimony whereof, I hereu~to. set my hand and affix the
seal of said court at office in Kansas City, Missouri, this 18th
day of April, A. D. 1910.
OSCAR HOCHLAND, Clerk,
(SEAL)
By H. A. FORSTER, D. C.

CONCERNING AUDITORS' REPORT.

It will be remembered · by those who read the
auditors" report, upon the .report of the Presiding
Bishop's accounts, that the report mentioned having
made ia separate report to the P.residency of something which they found and which they thought
might be made the subject of proper inquiry.
The Presidency took the matter up after some
consideration with the Twelve in Joint Council, on
Wednesday, April 20, at wihich time Bishop Kelley
gave a verbal statement in explanation of the things
named in the report to the Presidency, and offered
to make a written reply, to which the council agreed.
This reply was submitted to the council on Friday,
April 22, and ia committee consisting of J. W. Wi?°ht,
F. M. Sheehy, and F. A. Smith, was appointed to
make proper inquiry into .the mattel'S eovered by the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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' Original Articles

·
d the Bishop's reply. 'l'he committee was
report an
.
b rt w· .
. t d . in this inquiry by Bro. Ro e
mnmg,
R. E. GRANT, AND OPEN LETTER NO. ~
a~s1s
eas one of the Board of Auditors, and was also
1
T.rue
men, who are engaged· in a true ·and rightw
~ twd
aSSIS
e by Bi·o . G. H • HHliard and
. the Bishop's
.
eous
cause,
are only anxious i\Jhat the people should_
hookkeeper, Bro. Dayid J. K1:~hl~ b_e1~g cord1all!, r~
·-ce1ve
·. d and every facility afforded 1Jhem for ..i;ne1r be correctly and fully informed. This being accomplished, they are quite willing· to submit ibheir cause
inquiry.
;
st
The committee reported to the council on a ur- to the judgment of the people. This is my only
report as covered the reason for haying anything to say concerning the
d.aJ,, the 23d ' making such
.
I
t'
siibject-matters of the inquiry and exp ana ion co~- wild ravings and scurrilous charges set forth by Mr.
pletely, which report was ap?roved by the coun01I .. Grant.
Concerning ithe .statements published in the
as entirely satisfactory. This repo.rt. of the c~m
mittee ·and the action of the council m approvmg SAINTSl HERALD for March 9, 1910, pages. 257, 258,
the results of their inquiry ex<merates the ~oard . it is only necessary to say, that I shall not shirk my
of Auditors from animus and also clears.the Bishop full share of responsibjlity for the publication of
of ·any intention of wrongdoing in carrying into the article and the writing of the introduction; but
effect of the measures made necessary by the duties for the subject-matter of the lower and hi~her
courts, I am in no respect responsible. T.he courts
of his office.
The committee also made some suggestions which are responsible for this, arid .they oan well afford
will result in attaining and carrying into effect the to carry the 'responsibility.
1. The article does not claim to be a defense of
objects to be reached.
The Presidency takes pleasure in presenting this the faith and doctrine of the church, and any effort ·
statement to the Saints, trusting that tlie Spirit of to put it in this light is enth~ely out of order, The
the Master is still supervising his work, and will writer had furnished Mr. Grant with his personal
give us the victory in due -time.
reasons for refusing to enter into controversy with ·
JOSEPH SMITH, for the P1·esidency.
him, and had they been received in good faith, it
INDEPENDENCE, Mrssoum,· April 27, 1910.
would have saved him trouble.
2. The article states its own position and purpose.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
Why is it not met on its own claims, instead of on
Rev. J. F. Mintun, pastor of the local Reorgan- false ones, manufactured for the occasion? Here
ized Church of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints, is our statement:
was dropped to-day as a member of the ministerial
"This· paper will show why Mr. ·Grant has not
association of Des Moines.
.
received more consideration and recognition from
The dropping of Reverend Mintun as a member the church. He is not one of us, because he ·was
of the association comes as a result of the recent found wholly unworthy to re.main with us. He ha:s
agitation to let down the bars of the 'assnciation mid no claim whatever upon the church, until he is· willmake it possible for all religious leaders to become ing to repent and do that which is right."
members. When the plan to broaden the scope of
3. Just once, only once, do I state that R. E. Grant
the association was defeated, it became nec~ssary to had been ~onvicted· of unchristianlike conduct and
drop Reverend Mintun's name.
adultery. Not five times as stated in "Open Letter
Rule 2 of the association's by-laws which pro- No. 2." The repetition of the _charge in court provides that only ministers of evangelical churches ceedings, as Mr. Grant well knows, is necessary and
shall be eligible for membership is responsible for not at all unusual. I have no thought or feeling of ill
the action of this morning. Reverend Mintun has will towards Mr. Grant: I have. no acquaintance with
been a member of the 'association for about a_ year. him, more than having merely seen him -two or three
Members of the association claim they did not know times. W.h'y he chose me as the proper one to whom
what denomination Reverend Mintun belonged to he should address his open· letters, is best known to
when he became a member.
·
himself. He may telt us, however, in Open Letter
Rev. Emory Miller made the address before the No. 3. I had never had any controversy with him,
ministers to-day.-Des Moines Capital May 16 . nor even correspondence- on ·any sl"ibj-cet \Vhatever,
1910,
'
'
until he sent me letters 1, 2, and 3. Nevertheless;
I am quite wlilling that he should, if he shall feel• ·so
DoElde~· Heman d. Smith took train Saturday for , disposed, after completing - his uncalled for and
w City, Iowa, where he was to deliver the bacca- brazen attack, enter into his closet, and after he has
1
~ureate address before the graduating. class of the shut the door, offer fervid thanks to God that he
~~~~- ~c~ool at that place. On the same day Elder was led to make such a wise choice.
"'."J~n A. Smith went to Little Sioux, Iowa, on a
Mr. Grant would have us beJieve, from ~tatements ·
s1m1lar errand.
·made in "Open Letter No. 2," that our "church
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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courts could riat, ·and did not, from the facts.in the Grant be continued,. and that if i·estitution by proper concase" find him "guilty of any eihm~ge." If people fession and repentimce is ~ot m:a~e i!l such ·time as may be
. will only exercise a littie common sense when they affixed by the branch.of which he is a member, unless appeal
QS ·taken by defendant, that he be dea·lt with according to
·read "Open Letter No. 2," they will see 'that it is ·the laws of God.
one of the most fallacious documents·(wer .submiitted
In case of appeal, the branch sl,lould reserve its action
to the public -eye. If "Open Letter No. 3" should until after 'decision of appellate court.
(Sig·ned)
prove to be as bad or worse than this one~ I should
E. A. BLAKESLEE.
think it would be about all the "open letLer:o'' J\1r.
S. W. L. SCOTT,
Grant would need to write, on this case, at least.
E.-K, EVANS.
Nor is .there any excuse for the. bad work· which
Dated at 'GALIEN, MICHIGAN, Dec. 10, 1898.
Mr. Grant has done, for he informs us tha~ he lias
From this report we note the following points:
in his"possession every letter, document, and report
1. The charges preferred, against Mr. Grant by
pertaining t<;> this case from the beginning to its rthe Valley Branch, consisted of four counts. The
close," etc.
material part of the first eharge was sustained but
As a complete refutation of the claims made in the other three were not. That is, the char~e of
"Open Letter N~. 2, ... and to show just Wihat kind of "adJJ.ltery and -unchristianlike conduct" was suswork Mr. Grant is doing, and to f~rther sho'\v how tained.
·
foolish and wrong it is for people to sustain and
2. Paragraphs 3 and 4, quoted by Mr. Grant and
assist Mr. Grant in this work, we herewith submit made to apply to the decision of the court on the
in full a copy of the findings of the lower court. entire case, only applied to counts 2, 3, and 4, and
Please remember tha,t the High Council simply not to any· ext~nt to "unchi·istianlike conduct and
affirmed the decision of the Elders' Court.
.adultery,'' wlhich is the material charge. Thus Mr.
The Valley Branch of the Reorganized Ghui·ch of
Grant has sought to mislead and d(lceive, by quoting
J. G. of L. D. S., of Bay City, Mich.
such parts of tlie report as referred to that which
vs.
was not proven against him, ·and withholding all
Elder R. E. Grant.
that referred to the charge upon which he was conThis case came up for hearing at Grand Rapids, Michi- victed!
.
gan, beginning August 8th, 1898, before a duly organfaed
3. The foregoing is bad enough, God knows, but
Elders' Court, said coui•t consisting of Elders E. A. Blakeslee, S. W. L. Scott, and E. IC Evans, alJ present.
Mr. Grant caps the climax in low down trickery,
In this case ",the Valley Branch" charges Elder R. E. when he ·furnishes the reader with his garbled ex-·
Grant First, with· Adultery and Bastardy. Second, 'with tract from paragraph 5. This paragraph is comLying. Third, with being a bad adl!lterous man in purpose
and intent. Fourth, with being a. hypocrite and deceiver posed of but one sentence, less than one half of
which is quoted by Mr. Grant. 'Dhis is the portion
in purpose and intent.
Before rendering a decision the court feels .that it can which he quotes :
not pass 'Unnoticed an apparent attempt to influence its
"The court, therefore, can· not. from the evidence
decision,_and the. court views with strong disfavor .the effort presented, find defendant guilty as charged in comof those of the prosecution, who by criticism and threat
.
attempted to frighten and intimidate the cour.t into giving plaint."
There is only a conima : dfte~ the word coma finding against the defendant, after the case had· ]Jeen
tried and submitted to the court for final determination.
plaint, which is followed by the -Conjunction but.
In passing upon the case before us .the court· regrets that Mr. Grant ignores the conjunction and all the bal-.
it could not have had two important witnesses before it, and ance of the sentence which comes after it, and makes
offered every advantage ·within its power to ·have them appear
but without avail. There were presented purpor.ted state- the comma into a period! Why does he do this?
ments from both, and in one instance two statements, one The balance of tlle sentence, herewith submitted,
directly contradicting .the other, when un:dei· !>Uch circum- shows why:
.
stances and in a case where .the .charges are such, that
"But from evidence fu1·nished finds that he is
if tiue,' the accused must be of a tewibly depraved character' guilty of unchristianlike conduct and adultery, and
The good of the chu~•ch and justi~e to ·the defen?ant.as well
('l'he italics are
a,s witnesses demands .tha-t .the accused be permitted .to face sustains the charges in these."
· ·
the. witnesse~, as in this Cf!Se he _cla-imed to be willing to _do, mine.)
and the failure and refusal of the witnesses to appear under
I unde1,stand that Mr. Grant has been approved
the circumstances. is' unfair and unju:;t to the church of by the "Anti-1'vforrnon Leag'ue." Per.haps the report
which they, ·are members, an_d can but work favorably to
is true. He works like he. was in their actual servdefendant however seriously charged, because he is entitled
to th,e p~esmrip~iol1 of hmocen'ce until proven guilty by ice now. Surely the league must b,e ba:dly in need
of approved workmen!
·
.
proper and competent eviden.ce.
·. . .
The coui't therefol'e, can not :llrom the evrdence presented, · Now I suppose Mr. Grant will attempt to explam,
find defend~nt: grtilty. as·· charged in complaint, but from so Wf? ~ay look for "Open Letter" No: 3, "wri~ten
evidence fui-D.i·shed 'fip.ds that he is guilty of unchristianlike
to Joseph R. Lambert, of Lamoni, fo~a." Quest1011,
cimduct m1d adultei·y, and sustains the charges in. these.
The ·court :.1ili.t;i-efore·· recommen.ds that the silence as a Will he explain as he already has done in "Open
ininisfa1· in the :R~organized Church of the defendant, R. E. Letter No; 2"?
c-

0
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. ti b li'ef that truth and right will ulti- ·· cold and indifferent? May God help tis to wake
Yours
l1l · rn e
· · wrong
·
·will_
· .· be· .· up an d see our d ut y, an d may we never b e gm'It. y o f
t ly triumph
and all error -and
ma ~h ,11 I a~ ever striving to be the friend of bringing more sorrow to that tender heart who has
~:~· a:~~\\n~n.
. J. R LAMBERT. . already endured so m\}ch foi· us. Let us be strong
LA~IONI, rowA, April 28, 1910.
and remember we must live faithfully each hom· .of
o ot• e ot• e
every day if we would· bring joy to our Savior by .
DIVINE LOVE.
gaining the greater inheritance, which he has given
"In this was manifested the love of God toward. us, us the privilege of obtaining if we only will. When
because that God sent his only begotten Son mto 'temptations and trials of this life lay thick before us
the world, that we might live through !1-im."-1 may we look to Jesus for strength, "for in that he
- John 4: 9. Jes us Christ, the only begotten. Son of himself hath suffered being tempted, he is able to
our heavenly Father, willingly left the "courts of succor them that are tempted" (Hebrews 2: 18).
glory"; willingly descended from "the realms of , Let us follow closely in the footsteps of Him who
peace and happiness" that lie above "the firmament was set as an example for us. "For even hereunto
of the heavens," to wander upon this earth as the were ye called: because Christ also suffered for us,
poorest and most despised and rejectedof men; that leaving us an example, that ye should follow his
he might, by offering himself ~s "a bleeding sacri- steps."-Peter 2: 21.
fice" and becoming a curse for us, redeem us from
"For ever faithful, loving, hue,
the curse of the law (Galatians 3: 13, 27) and make
0 Christ, my love, my life, are due
it possible for us to obtain "life eten1al if we only
Alone .to thee, most holy friend,
woulcl" (1 John 2: 25).
Be with' and keep us to .the end."
True his "Satanic Majesty," then an angel of
+ 8 + 0
D. A. D.
0
light, offered to save the ohildren of men, if the glory
OUR DEFENSE.-P ART 2.
of the same might be given to hirit, but "Jesus, our
BY
ELDER J. R. LAMBERT.
loving Savior," said, "Father, send me, and thine
This brings us to the juncture where it becomes
be the glory.'' Oh, what great and tender love!
observations and
So willingly he came to bear our griefs and carry necessary for us' to make a
om· sorrows; to be wounded for our tra,nsgessions, lay down a few propositions.
and bruised for our iniquities-not in the form of
Observation 1. Partial representations are almost
a rich man's son, but in the more ·humble and lowly always misleading. This is especially true when
form of a poor carpenter's son-whose birth was in they are made by an enemy with a view to mislead.
a manger, upon whose head rested the chastisement The whole story needs to be told ·in order that
of our peace, and by whose stripes we are healed. correct conclusions may bereached.
His path, while here below, did not lie in pleasant
Observation 2. This is an application of the stateplaces, for he was a man of sorrows, acquainted with· ment just made. The_tran:sgression of Adam does
grief and severe trials; and those whom he had not represent the character of that noble man'.s life.,
come to save, hid as it were their faces from him Far from it. The same is tqrn of oth_er ancient
and esteemed him not._ · Jes us :himself said "The worthies, :heretofore mentioned, in a greater - or
foxes have holes, ~rid)bhe birds of the ai~· have lesser degree. The same principle -applies to the
nests, but the Son of man hath not where to lay his conduct of the primitive Christian church, until they
head." His life's story as handed' down to us in had g·one so far fo the way of .apostasy and sill, that
the record, is one so beautiful by loving deeds of - iniquity and crime became the rule, y.1h·2re beforeextreme mercy and kindness shown to all that we time they had been the exception.
can faintly comprehend how tender is that love for
Observation 3. All men are fallible -and in· some
us. Truly it is higher than the highest heavens, things weak. It may be said _that 3nnw -men are
deeper than the deepest sea.
·
strong. They are ~s compared with other men, but
A sorely afflicted sister once wrote me that it had when compared with the perfect stand~rd of truth
been made known to her that the ~ngels in hea~eii and right, revealed in the· g;ospel, all are found to
?ad wept over her in her affliction. ' It is written . .have their weak points. In this connection we should
m the record that there is great rej·oicing in heaven make some allowance for environment. Many o:f.
· when one sinner comes to Christ; so in like manner the surroundings .of those ancient worthies reprethere must have been· sorrow in heaven when that sented in the Bible, we1•e very :unfavorable as incen:..
one was wandering in sin, and just so truly is there tives to right doing. The king,, especially in tlre days
sorrow brought to our Redeemer's heart when we of David and Solomon, was exposed to continuous
~~:ome negligent of our ~uties and ·~houghtless and and strong temptation. Nevertheless, itwas neither
igetful of the great pnce that was paid for our necessary nor right for them to.give way to fon:iptaredemption.
· ,
·
·
·

few

Can we, as Saints, afford to let

oursel~es

become

tio~bservation 4.

We can

no~ depend upon the repre~
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senti,ttion of enemies. To -do this would compel us
to reject the gospel of the New Testament, and condemn Jes us Christ, his apostles and the primitive
saints. Enemies as a rule (and especially in religion
art{! politics) are unfair, unjust, and bitter. It is
-.too common for them to employ falsehood, misrepresentation, popular views, without due regard. to
truth; in fact almost anything which seems to prom-~
ise success. With them, "the end justifies the
means." Therefore,. testimony from this class of
opposers is not conclusive.
Observation 5. What then should be the attitude
of all lovers of and searchers after truth? This :
They should draw a clear and sharp line of distinction between men and principles. If any system of
doctrine is true, .the bad conduct of professed adherents can not make it false. If any system of doctrine
or religion is false, the good conduct of its disciples
can not Jilake it true. We should conde:qm that which
is false and evil, ivherevm· ive fin·cz it, -but at the
same time, be cawful to not overlook the~ood~ There
is now, as there always has been, more or less, a
crying demand for tbis important line of distinction
to be made. Whoever fails to make it, sincerely and
intelligently, is in danger. · No one can afford to
reject the'claim that God called David and Solomon
to be his servants; that he spake to them and through
them to the people, notwithstanding the fact, that,
at times, they were guilty of grievous wrongs. On
the other hand, no one can afford to condone the
wrongs they did because God had called them to
high positions and had committed to them his truth
and his work. Why will not men learn .to be wise,
as well as good, and to be governed strictly and
solely by principle?
The above observations lead us to consider a few
important propositions, the mere statement of which
should be sufficient to command them to the judgment of the reader.
Proposition 1. Every organization among men,
whether social, political, or religious, •has .the inher- ent right to represent its own system of faith or doctrine, · through its own chosen representatives and
standard publications. By this self-representation,
and no other, is every organization bound, histories
·and encyclopedias to the contrary notwithstanding.
- Is it just to go to the Roman Catholic Church to
find out what the Lutheran Church believes? Is it
- im1t fo P-o to t.hP. LuthP.r.Hn Church to find out what
-. th~ -C~th~li~s -b~li;v~-7-- Her~,. in the Uni}ed States
of America, should we go to the Democratic. Party
to find out what the Republicans believe, and to the
Republican .P.arty .to find .out what the D~mocrats
believe? · Do we go to the Jews when we wish to
find out- the''faith ,arid doctrine of the primitive
Christifoicliurch? - No µJ.~h 1llakes a valid argument
against the ~#1fOiirJs~ian .c~urcli, till he is able to
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show that the doctrine taught ])y Jes us Obrist and
his apostles is false.
·
·
Trhe idea of telling us what we believe, and then
compelling us to defend it whethel" it is correct or
incorrect, carries with it Jts own refutation. No
intelligent representative. of any system. of faith or
doctrine, should be caught in this contemptible trap.
Proposition 2. If we desire to judge the fruits of
any system of faith by the conduct of its professed
adherents, we can only do it by the conduct of those
who are living in obedience to the principles of their
professi'on. Otherwise, our conclusions will always
be erroneous. The :abuse of_anything is no argument against the thing. itself. Because a man and
his wife quarrel and sue for divorce, it does not
prove that when the conditions of true marriage are
properly observed, they will faH to produce bliss.
When a -man has to kave and violate the principles
of his faith in order to do wrong, it is very poor evidence against his faith, but good evidence against
him. On this_ ground alone can the faith of the
primitive Christian church be defended. On this
ground alone, can any church, Catholic or Protestant, defend i.tself. If any church, or any other
organization for that matter, is to be judged by the
conduct of its worst members, the imperfections and
moral lapses of its best, and by what its opponents
and enemies say of it, what will be the verdict? But
this dangerous and unnece<isary mistake has its most
striking exemplification when the faith or doctrine
announced is very unpopular. Why not "have faith
in God," which also necessitates confidence in the
great system of truth revealed by. him to man? It
is "the gospel of Christ" which is "the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth"
(Mark 11: 22; Romans 1: 16).
THE

CHURCH OF JESUS ,_'CHRlST OF LATTER DAY
. SAINTS--.HJl;R FAJ'rH AND :DOCTRINE.

This chu~ch was organizd<l on April 6, l830, a
shor.t time after the translation and publication of
the Book of Mormon. At this time ·the Bible and
Book of Mormon were considered t0 be the sacred
and authoritative standards in all matters of faith,
.
_
doctrine and practice.
It is quite true that the Latter Day Saints believed
then, as they do now, in the doctrine of present or
continued revelation. But they accepted this doctrine strictly rrom a Bible point of view, and believerl f.hP.TI- HR thP.V do TIQW. that they Were not
.justifted--i;;_-'.a~;epti~~ anythin~ _which was found to
be in conflict with the teacliings of the Bible. In
announcing their belief in this unpopular doctrine,
they placed themselves in harmony with the teach-,ings of the Bible, historical and doctrinal, on a gr~at
cardinal principle of faith, and no amount of special
pleading can destroy this fact.
In 1835, at :ftirtland, O~io, there was a_dded to.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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;, books the Doctrine and C,avenants, which · can, that the wrong done was the result of an intelthese t''' 0
·
· h ha d. lJeen give~.
·
t o . ligent and sincere belief in and practice of the teachis a collection of revelat10ns
whrn
the church prior and subsequent to 1830. Th:se ings of Jes us Christ and the apostles. Right here
three books have always been the sacre~ ~tanda1 ds he will fail. But if the foolis-h and criminal conduct
f evidence with all true Latter Day Saints. They of prnfessed Christians is a valid argument, then
~ave been made so binding that .those wh~ dep~rt the whole Christian system can be overthrown in a
from them in teaching and practice, · but still cl~im few moments of time. It is a grave reflection ·on the '
to be Latter Day Saints, seldom dare to_ repudiate intelligence or sincerity (one or both) of any man
who will try to destroy any system of faith in this
their authority in theory.
It is also true that, in June, 1830, Jpseph Smith, way, and comes with especially bad grace from tpose
the young seer, commenced the translation or re- who profess to be ministers of .the gospel. Can the
vision of the Bible. This work was completed on Wl'ong acts of men make the truth of God invalid
July 2, 1833, and is known as the Inspired Transla- and void? Never.
tion. By this work we are also bound, as it has
WHAT THE BOOKS TEACH.
been subsequently indorsed by the church.
The reader will please not forget that the Bible
What our attitude has been, and is now, toward
the Bible, should be better_ and more fully known. is the leading text-book of authority with all true
As early as February, 1831, the Bible (King James' . Latter Day Saints .. We unhesitatingly affirm that
Translation) received divine indorsemerit, and at one can not intelligently and sincerely accept the
the same time, and by the same authority, the In- Book of Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants
spired Translation received prophetic .•and divine for what they purport to be, without confirming
approval. (See Doctrine and Covenants 42: 5, 7, and increasing his faith and confidence in the Bible.
15, 16.) Do you wonder how this can be? The This is due, first, to the positive and strong indorseexplanation is easy. Both translations teach the ment of the Bible by these books ; and, second, to the
same doctrine. It matters not which one we use we close., and proper connection existing between the
teach precisely the same doctrine. But, as we be- sentiment set forth in these books and ·the history,
lieve, in the new or Inspired Translation, we have teachings, and prophecies of the Bible.
·
a better (hence more correct) rendering of many
The God and Christ of the Bible, in whom we
historical and doctrinal passages than in King must believe to be saved, are the same God and
James' Version. And this better rendering removes Christ presented to us in the Book of Mormon and
some contradictions, a number of (so-·called) infidel the Doctrine and Covenants, and their true characobjections, and in some parts of the history and ter and what we are required to believe and do, are
doctrine of the Old Testament, raises the moral tone made still more plain. The justice, love, impartia~d standard, in the changed wording, very mate- ality, power, and unchangeableness of God are
r.ially, All this can be easily proven at any proper clearly and forcefully presented. The . atonement
time. Hence, so far as the Inspired Translation of of Jes us Christ, together with his merits as our only
the Bible is concerned; it ·simply serves to emphasize Savior and Redeemer, are kept constantly before us.
and make more plain the< high standard revealed in · No promise of eternal salvation, or the enjoyment
the gospel, as expressed in the common version of of God's promised blessings in this world is guaranthe Bible.
··
teed unto us, except we exercise true faith in the
In 1835, at Kirtland, Ohio, the church met in Gen.: .true God and in Jesus Christ, and become obedient
era! Assembly and formally indorsed the book of to the divine law, known as the gospel.
Do~trine and Covenants, with the understanding
The system of ethics enjoined is of the highest
that they were already bound by and committed to and best known· to man. Some of our opponents,
the teachings of the Bible and Book of Mormon. By 'though bitter and persistent (at least some of therp.),
~~e authority and teachings of these three 'books, have felt compelled to concede the high standard
f·en, we .must stan<f or fall. For all that results of morals enjoined in the Book of Mormon.
~om an mtelligent and sincere belief in and pracThe Book of. Mormon is not of. itself .jmIJioral. There is
~~c~~--~~ the principles 'Of our faith, as set forth no polygamy in it. On the cimtl·ary it is expressly pro1
""" u, we are responsible; but for all that is
hibited. The Mormons have been slandered and traduced,
tbaught, and practiced in opposition thereto whether unjustly and without warrant, for an ·immoral Bible. _ WhatY design 01. m
· ignorance,
·
-'
- ever their practices may be under the doctrine of a "new
we- are not responsible
0 n1Y the
revelaition," -however, which spri~gs directly from their in·
·
·
'It
gm · Y ones who so teach and •so practice •tervention of the Book of Mormon itself, -there is nothing
,
--are culpabl , d
·
.
'
spe k
e an responsible. No mfidel writer or immoral in the book.-"The origin of the Book of Mormon,"'
relt. er ~ver. made ~.Point against the Christian by. Pel'l;Y ·Benjamin Pierce, in American Anthropologist for
-Y SJmply mtmg the great wrongs whieh October, 1899, page 694.
havemon
been done b
f - .
. . ,
·
As :bo the ethical staitus of this book [the Book of- Mor~
nam .
, . Ypro essed Christians; and in_ the mon],
I tMnk -no unfavorable comment can reasonably be
e of the Christian church. Let him show, if he made. Its '!Iloral precepts ·are unquestionably good. 'l\heywww.LatterDayTruth.org
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are al.J that its friends claim for it, .and, indeed, superior in
some respects to those· of the Bible.-D. H. Bays il.l his
resignrution paper, dated at Kalamazoo, Michigan, April 1,
1892.
.
.

Elder Bays in the closing yea:i:s of his life was one
of the most bitter and persistent opposers of our
'faith.
Space will only permit us to give a few qhotations
from the Book of Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, but let it be remembered that
the Book of Mormon has been befo:i:e the world
since 1830, and the Doctrine and Covenants since
1835 ; that both books are on sale at the Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa, and may be
had at any time and anywhere, by anybody. Our
statements may all be tested.
·
The Book of Mormon teaches us that in :the days
of Jacob, the son of Lehi and brother of Nephi,
(about 545 B. c.,) ·the people of Nephi; located on
this continent (the prehistoric people of America),
began to depart from God by going info iniquity.
Jacob was their leading minister and teacher. He
wrote one of the books of the Book of Mormon,
called the book of Jacob. He says:
And now it came to pass that the people of Nephi,. under
the reign of the second king [Nephi was the first king],
began to grow hard in thefr hearts, arid indulge themselves
somewhat in wicked practices, such as like unto David of
old, desiring many wives and concubines, and also •Solomon,
his ,son : yea, and they also began to search much gold
and silver, and began to be lifted up ·somewhat in pride;
wherefore, I, Jacob, gave unto them these words as I taught
them in the temple, having firstly obtained mine errand
from the Lord.-Jacob 1: 4, Book of Mormon.

Then Jacob proceeds to preach to them one of
those ..practical gospel sermons which have characterized the labors of the ministers of Jes us Christ
in different ages of the world. Chapter 2: 3 reads
as follows:
Wherefo1;e, I must tell you the truth, according to the
plainne3s of the word of God. For behold, as I inquired of
the Lord, thus came -the word unto nie, saying, Jacob, get
thou up into the. temple on the morrow, . and declare the
word which I shall give thee, unto this people.

He then proceeds to condemn pride in strong
terms, as it had manifested itself in ;bhe wearing of
costly apparel, tpe greed for gold, and the estab. lishment ·of caste in their midst. Jn paragraph 6,
he mentions another sin 10f which they were guilty,
and very properly designates it a "grosser crime."
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of you. ~ut the '\yordof God buDthell!s· me because of your
grosser _crimes. For. be~o!d, ;thus ·saith· the Lord, This people. begm to wax m imqmty; they understand not th
scriptures:. for they seek to excuse themselves in conunittin;
who1:edoms, ~ecause of the thin~s which were written concernmg David, and Solom~n •hls son. Behold, David and
Solomon t~'uly. •had many wive~ and concubines, which thing
w~s abommable pefore me, s~ith the Lord, wherefore, thus
saith the Lord, I ·have led this people forth out of the land
of Jerusalem, by the powel: of ·mine arm, that I might.raise
up unto me a righteous branch from the fruit of the loins
of Joseph. Wherefore, I, the Lord God, will not suffer that'
this people shall do like unto them of old. Wherefore, my
brethren, hear me, and hearken unto .the word of the Lord:
For there shall not any man among you have save it be
one wife; and concubines he shall have none: For I the
Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of women. And whoredoms are an abomination before me: thus saith the Lord
of hosts.

Paragraph 8 js addressed to the ones who were
not guilty, but who were soreiy -Oppressed by the
rich, the· influential, and the corrupt, who constituted the more popul~r class. Notice how peculiarly
suitable are the injunctions and promises of this
paragraph:
·
But behold, I, Jacob, would speak unto you that are pure
in heart. Look unto God with firmness of mind, and pray
unto him with exceeding faith, and he will console you in
your afflictions, and he will plead your cause, and send down
justice upon those who seek .your destruction.

In paragraph 9, Jacob again refers to the guilty
ones, and leaves the matter in srich good shape that
it is simply impossible for anyone who intelligently
and sincerely believes in the Book of Mormon, to accept the doctrine of P-0lygamy as divine. Here is .
what he says:
:Behold, the Lamanites, your brethren, whom ye hate, because of their filthiness and the cursings which hath come
Upon their skins, ·are more TighteOUS than you; for they have
not forgotten the commandments of the Lord, which was
given unto our fathers, that· they should have, save it were
one wife: and concubines they sh 0uld have none; and there
should not be whoredoms committed among them. And now
.this commandment they observe to keep; wherefore because
of this observance in keeping this commandment, the Lord
God will not destroy them, but will be merciful unto them; and
one day they shall become a blessed people. Behold, their
husbands love their wives, and .their. wives love their hus·
bands, and .their husbands and their wiveslove their children;
and their unbelief and their hatred towards you, is because
of the ~niquity of their fathe1;s; ·wherefore, how much better
are you than they, in the sight of your great creator?

This shows, among, other things, that rthe commandment prohibiting polygamy and concubina~e
And now my breth.ren, I have spoken unto you concerning had been delivered unto their fathers; hence it
pride; and those. of/you who have afflicted your neighbor, serves to expose the absurd. •and indefensible interand persecuted him, because you· were proud in your hearts,
pretation which ha~ been placed on a statement
of the things. whiCh God h!j.th .given you, what say ye of it? ·
found
·in paragraph 6, by the Salt Lake Mormons
Do ye not suppose that" such thfogs are abominable unto
him, who creaked all flesh? .. Arid ·the one being is as precious and ministers of other churches to the effect that
in his sight as cthe other. And all flesh is of the dust; and the statement leaves a loophole f~r the introduction
for the self same .end hath he created them, that they should of polygamy. 'Dhe statement reads as follows: "For
keep his commandments, and glorify him for ever. And now
I make an. end of speaking unto you concerning this pride. if I will, saith the Lord of Hdsts, i•aise up seed unto
me, I will command my people: otherwise they
And . were it not that I . must speak unto you concerning a
gro'sser crime; my· !•eart 'wouM ·rejoice exceedingly, because shall hearken unto these things."
.• ..
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Second, it agrees with the Bible in history and
doctr.ine. That is, ·when touching on the history
given in the Bible, ,they are in harmony with each
·other, and in its additional history there is no conflict. The doctrinal teaching, concerning God and
Christ and the gospel, (which includes the duty of
man to his God and his fellow-men,) is in complete
harmony with the teachings of Christ and his apostles, as set forth in the New Testament.
Third, prophetical· evidences. There are many
plain and significant prediotions in the Book ·of Mormon. Some of these were to be fulfilled· in connec.tion with and subsequent to the coming forth of the
book. These, of course, can be tested. Numbers of
them have been and are being fulfilled._ None have·
"failed.
·
For behold, my beloved brethren, r, say unto you, that the

The commandment had alr~a?y been given, 'and·
for the specific purpose of ra1.smg up a pure seed
unto God. The Boo~c of. Mormon tells us that God
speaks unto one nat10n hke unto another, and thus
proves unto them that he is ~he· same unchangea,~Ie
There are several other . places where vne
Gm.l
. IIy,
Book
of lVIormon speaks of polygamy, h'IS t oi:ca
and condemns it; but there. is .;io passa_ge m the
book which enjoins or perm1ts,_ 1ts practice. (See
Mosiah 7: 1; Ether 4: 5.)
.
We have been thus particular on this point, because polygamy and its kindred evils have been
charged against us.
·
.
We quote again from another leading wi:iter of
the book.
Lord God worketh not in darkness. He doeth not ·anything
save it be for the benefit of the world; for ·he Joveth the
world, even that he layeth down his own life, that he may
draw all men unto him. Wherefore,: •he commandeth none
that they shall not partake of his .salvaition. Behold, doth
he cry unto any, saying, Depart from me? Behold, I say
unto you, Nay; but he saith, Come unto me all ye ends of the
earth, buy milk and honey, without money ·and without
price.
Behold, hath he commanded any that they
should depart out of the synagogues, or out of· the
houses of worship? Behold, I say unto you, Nay. Hath
he commanded any ·that they should not partake of
his salvation? Behold, I -say unto you, Nay; but. he hath
g·iven it free for all men; and he ·hath commanded his people
that they should persuade all men to repentahce. Behold,
hath the Lord commanded any th~t they should not partake
'of_h~s goodness? Behold, I say unto you, Nay; but aU men are
pr1VI!eged the one like unto the other, and none are forbidden.
He commandcth that -there shall be rro priestcrafts · for
behold, priestcrafts are that men preach and -set them~elve~
up !or a light unto ·the world, that they may get gain, and
praise of the world-; but they seek not -the welfare of Zion.
Behold, the Lo~·d hath forbidden this thing; wherefore, the
Lord God. hath given a commandment, that all inen should
have char1_ty, which charity is love, and except they should
have char~ty, they were nothing; wherefore, if they should
hav_e chanty, they would not suffer the laborer. in Zion .to
~erish. But the laborer -in Ziqn, shall labor for Zion; for
If ~hey labor for. money, -they shall perish.-2 Nephi 11: 15.
. ow these pnests who did go forth a;mong ·the people
did preach against all lying and deceiving·s -and enmnngs'
and . st r1'fes, and malice, ' and revilings ' and stealinr>"
·J·
'
robbmg, murdering, plundering committin'g adnltn•"y a;d'
all ma1
·
' · that these things
----~· '
' mer of I asc1viousness,
crying
ought
not so to_ be; holding forth things which must shortly come;
!ea, holdmg forth 'the corning of the Son of God his suffer1111g and death, and also the resu'rrection of -the dead -Alma

' 1: 8.

'

.

. The Book of Mormon, like the Bible is a book of ·

h1stor~, doctrine and prophecy. It cl~ims to ha~e

been given to the prehistoric pe-ople of America who
came
.t t' .
.
'
Babe here at d'ff
I eren . ·1mes, from the tower 'Of
1
. .
and the land of Jerusalem. Hence · if true
It IS another witness for God Christ and the gospel'
· true, is' quite 'evident.- First ·
A That
. th e b oolc is

Pl~~;~can ~rchreol?gy, .in . its . be~t -and .Ieadin~
of M . '. published ~me~ the pubhca.t10n of the Book
01 mon, sustams it:

Candor requires us to _state in this connection,

that the Book of Mormon is not so plain or complete
on some topics as the Bible; but it is more complete
and plain on others. It should be remembered, however, that the people whose history is given in the
Book of Mormon, had the five books of Moses and
some of the leading" prophets, also their own inspired prophets and apostles.'
·As we have already seen, the_ Book of Doctrine
and Covenants was accepted by the church in General Assembly, at Kirtl-and, Ohio, in 1835. Let us
· take a glance at its teachings.
As early as November, 1831, an effort was made
to publish the revelations and commandments which
had been given to the church and ·.the world. At
this date, the Lord gave a preface to .the prospective
book, and while it has its direct application to the
revelations which had been given up to that date,
it also properly applies to those revelations which
have been added and accepted by the church. This
preface indicates the character of the book, in its
doctrinal and prophetical statements. It stands .as
section 1.
Strong and general objection has been urged
against a statement found in paragraph 5. ·Referring· to the restored church, ;the Lord is represented as saying, "The only true· -and living c]mrch
upon the face of the whole earth, with which I, the
Lord, am well pleased/' etc. When the statement is
. quoted in full, we are compelled to believe it to 'be
consistent, whether or not ·we believe it to be true.
Here i,t is:
And after having received the record of -the Nephites .
[the Book of Mormon], yea, even my servant Joseph Smith,
jr., might have power to- translate, through ,the mercy of
God, by the power of God, ,the Book of Mormon; -and also
-those to whom thesec commandments were given might have
power to lay the foundation ·of this church, ·and- to bring it
forth out of obscurity, and out of darkness, the only ·true ._ ·and ·living church upon the face of rthe whole earth, with
which I the Lord am well pleased, spealdrig unto the church
collectively and not individually; for I the Lord can not
look upon sin with the least degree of allowance; •nevertheless, he that repents and does the commandme11ts ·of the
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Lord shaJ.l be forgiven; and he that repents not, from him
shall be taken even ·the light which he has :received, for my
Spirit shall not always strive with man, saith the Lord of
. Hosts.

In paragraphs 3, 4, we are informed that certain
things are coming upon .the earth, and because of
these conditions which were to obtain, ·the Lord had
spoken from heaven .to Joseph Smith and others:
Wherefore I the Lord, knowing the calamity which should
come upon the inhabitants of the earth, called upon my
.servant Joseph Smith, jr., and spake unto him from heaven,
and gave him commandments,- and also gave commandments
to other.s, that they should proclaim these things unto the
world; mid all ·this that ·i:t might be fulfilled, which >yas
written by the prophets; the weak things of the world shall
·come forth and shall break down the mighty ~nd strong
ones, that man should not counsel his fellow-man, neither
trust in the arm of flesh, but that every man· might speak
in the name of God the Lord, even the Savior of the-world;
that faith also might increase in the earth; that mine everlasting covenant might be established; that the fuI!ness of
my gospel might be proclaimed by the weak and the simple,
unto the ends of the world, and before kings and rulers,:._
Paragraph 4.

From the above quotations it is plain that. "the
only true and living church upon the face of the
whole earth, with which I, the Lord, am well
pleased," was the restored church with the "everlasting covenant" established, and the fullness of
the gospel proclaimed. It was the church referred
to in Doctrine and Covenants 17: 1, which was
"established agreeably to the laws of our country,
by the will and commandments of God in the four.th
month, and on the sixth day of the month which is
called April." And ·so far as the indorsement referred to the personnel of the church, it only applied
to those who were avoiding sin and making commendable efforts to live in complete harmony with
the divine order of the gospel. In other words the
church referred to is the one spoken of by Paul :
Now ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular. . . . But now are they many members, yet but one
body. . . . For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one
body, whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we be bond
or free; and have been all made to drink into one Spirit.-1
Corinthians 12: 27, 20, 13.

If, then , the New Testament teaches us that
there is but one true church, in the same sense that
there is but one true God, and one Lord, one gospel,
and one Spirit (Ephesians 4: 4), is it not consistent
for the L01•d to· say that he is not "well pleased"
with- any other? What else could we expect him to
say?,
.
Moreover, if the church was organized and established a:ccording to the will of God in fulfillment
of plain Bible predictions, th,e. one true gospel was
and is preached, by its ministry, and the one Spirit
was and is :enjoyed by its membership, then the
objectionable statement is not only consiStent but
true ..·· .
.·
·
.
If the churo}). referred to above is not the church
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of Go.d in fact, a_nd is no_t in ·harmony with the
t
h
f th N
T t
eac i:igs. o , e . ew es ament, in doctrine :md
orgamzat1-0n,Jet tli.ese. claims be exposed by our opponents. Up to this time every effort in this direction has b~en a failure, and our opponents ar·e
b
·
.e~ommg. ext:remely shy abou~ debating any propos1t10n which mvolves these clauns, ·and some of them.
persistently refuse to do so!
W ~ will have room for only one more quotation
b f

d·

t

·

e ore procee mg · 0 examm.e other statements of
the book.
0

Hearken, 0 ye people of Il_lY church, saith the voice of
him who dwells on high, and' whose eyes are upon all men.
yea, verily I ;say, Hearkeh ye people from afar, and ye that ..
are u!'.on the islands °.f the .sea, list~n: together; for verily
the v01ce of the Lord 1s unto all men, and there is none to
escape, ·and there is no ·eye that' shall not see, neither ear
that shall not hear, neither 1heal't that shall not be penetrated; and the rebellious shall be pierced with much sorrow
for their iniquities shall be spoken upon the ·house tops and
their secret acts shall be revealed; and the voice of wa~·ning
shall be unto all people, by. the mouths of my disciples,
whom I have chosen in these last days, and they shall go
forth and none sha1l stay them, for I the Lord hath commanded them.-Doctrine and Covenants 1: 1.

Thus we see that the God who, we claim, restored
the gospel to the earth in these last days, acts like
the God of former days, thus proving that he is immutable in his character. . He chooses his own instruments through which to accomplish his own
work, ·and then provides that the saving message
of his truth shall be offered to all men. Every eye
shall see, every ear shall hear, every heart shall be.
penetrated; and then, as one of the results, "the
rebellious shall be pierced with much sorrow, for
their iniquities ·shall be spoken upon the house tops,
and their secret acts shall be revealed."
The greatest of all rebels, in a gospel sense, are
those who have been enlightened by the gospel, who
have been made citizens of the kingdom of God, and
afterwards· deny 'thie trutJ.i {vhich made them free,
directly or i:loldirectly, and tb'~s pass into that awful
darkness of which Jesus spake When he said, "How
g1·eat is that darkness."-Matthew 6: 23.
When Brigham Young attempted to fasten polygamy to the faith and doctrine of the Latter Day
. Saints, at Salt Lake City, . Utah, in August, 1852,
eigiht years after the death of Joseph Smith, he was,
clearly guilty of introducing "damnable heresy" (2
Peter 2: 1-3), and thereby placing himself and all
others who knowingly joined him in the plot, in
rebellion against God and his truth. This doctrine
is neither enjoined :nor permitted in the faith and
doctrine of the church. Whatever Joseph Smith
may or may not have done in the closing years of
his life, at Nauvo·o, one thing is clear, namely, that
this diabolical attempt was but the announcement
of a false claim, founded upon .a false revelation.
· We have given e!l'ough ·to show that,. so far as
. this preface is concerned, the teaching is all in har•.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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'th the gospel of the New. Testament. All
many Wl .
ht
·
·
sm is co11deinned •· the whole gospel
.
. ....order,
_ as
. t_ aug
.
b Jesus and his apostles, is enJom_ed; cleat and
·y
tant· predictions are made, which
1mpor
.
_- have been
receiving a signal fulfillment ever smce 1~31. The
· one poi'nt which is perhaps more promment
and
.general than any other, is that the enbre document,
b , paragraphs and as a whole, is found to be in
c~mplete harmony with the claim of a restored
gospel!
.
It was perfectly consistent with ·the claim of res-_
toration that the Lord should reveal, ·at an earlY. day,
the standard for ministerial qualification, and for
all others who should assist in the building .up of
the restored church. Here it is:
Now, behold, a marvelous work is about to come forth
among the children of men, therefore, 0 ye •that embark in
the service of God, see that ye ·serve him with all your heart,.
might, mind, and strength, that ye may stand blameless before
God at the last day; therefore, if ye have desires to serve
God, ye are called to the work, for, behold, the field is white
already to harvest, and lo, •he that thrusteth in his sickfo
with his might, the same layeth up in 1Store that he perish
not, but bringeth salvation to his soul; and faith, hope,
charity, and love, with an eye single to the glory of God,
qualifies him for the work.
Remember, faith, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience,
brotherly kindness, god1iness, charity, :humility, diligence.
Ask and ye shall receive, knock and it shall be_ o.pened unto
you. Amen.-Revelation to Joseph Smith, sr., given February, 1829, Doctrine and Covenants 4: 1, 2.

The above is given in full_ that the reader may
have the benefit of the connections. In section 10,
given in May, 1829, we learn or the calling of Hyrum Smith ·to the ministry. He is informed that
"whosoever will thrust in his sickle and reap, the
same is called of God; therefore, if _you will ask of
me, you shall receive, ~£' ¥9U will knock, it shall be
opened unto you" (paragraph 2). In paragraph 8,
he is instructed as follows:
··
Behold, I command you, that you need not. suppose that
you are called to preach until yQU are called: wait a little
longer, until you shall have my word, my rock, my church,
and my gospel, that you may know of a surety .mY docfrine;
~nd then, behold, according to your desires, yeia, even accordzng to your faith, ·Shall it be done un;to you.

We close this reference with lfihe important instruction contained in paragraph 6 :
hAnd now, verily, veri:ly I say unto thee, Put your trust in
t at Spirit which leadeth to do good; yea, to do justly, to.
'(~;~k '~U~bly, to judge righteously, and this is my Spirit.
· e 1tahcs are mine.)
,

_We. close on this importariit point with the instru?t10n given to Joseph Knight, sr., May, 1829,
quotmg the last thre.e paragraphs:
.
m Now, as you _-ha:ave asked, behold; I say unto you,' Keep
Y comma.ndments, and seek t.o bring forth and,establish :the
cause of Zion· Behold , I spe
- ak--_ also
. ' to-- aUthose
.
· ,UJ'!to.. you! and

;.vho have desires to bring forth and establish ·this work; and
no one can assist in this work, except he shaU be humble and
full of love, have faith, ·hope, and charity, being temperate
in all things whatsoever shall be entrusted .to hiS care.- Doctrine and Covenants 11: 3,·,4,
.

The quotations made, together with other statements found in the revel·ations from which they have
come, set forth these leading and essential qualifications for the ministry:
First, the candidates must have a pure desire to
serve God, that is, to thrust in their sickles and
reap, or to bring forth and establish Zion.
Second, they must receive a divine call to this
w_ork.
'Dhird, nothing less than true faith, hope, charity
(using this term as it, is generally understood),
knowledge, patience~ godliness, b1,otherly kindness,
temperance, and love, would qualify them for their
work. They were required also to take. the Holy
Spirit for their guide~that Spirit which leads "to
do good, yea, to do justly, to walk humbly, to judge
righteously." This is declared to be God's Spirit.
These principles, or Christian virtues, are the
ones which have moved the worid' for good, they
haYe transforri1Erl the-. human character into the
Christlike, and without which,. no rnan can· see God.
God would have his ministers believe and obey the
truth, that their work for the salvation of others
may be effectual.
It is sometimes claimed thait Latter Day Saints
are too narrow in their faith and practke. Their
faith as presented to us in the sacred books ,of the
church, is not narrow in, the true ·sense. It is only .
narrow in the sense of excluding all error and
wrong. Better have a bridge wide enough for all
to pass over in safety, and every plank sound, than
to have it one fourth or one third larger, and e.very
other plank rotteI;t.
(To be continued.)

Hymns a11:d Poems
Gospel of Christ.
Oh •how sweet is the gospel rto <those who believe,
And the principles of Jesus in faiith receive; And rely on .the promises contained in God's word;
And pray -to him ofte~ in the name of the Lord,
If all the commandments we faithfully keep,
You shall find me, says Jesus, if you :flaibhfully seek.
Then strengthen us, dear Farther, ithat we may a11 stand
Faithful to thee ap.d work -hand in hand.

As· the gospel requkes may we all impart,
And worship together with hand and heart; .
May malice·and anger for evermo.re cea;Se_i
__ -,
-We shall ;then have God's favor-a!!d' en3oy perfect pe.ace.
.SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA.

L. BISHOP •
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Daugl,_ters of Zion Reading for June.
THE GREAT MOTHER AS AN ED_UCATORj OR, THE CHILD IN
NATURE'S WORKSHOP.

Since all thoughtful people recognize·the great influence of
education and environment upon the shaping of the future
life of the child, making him a blessing or a cm;~e-to self and
society, it seems almost incredible that generatiqn after generation should pass and so little be done on the part of parents and teachers to· awaken, stimulate- and cultivate the
deeper springs of being and to replace the feverish, abnormal,
artificial, and demoralizing influences_ of modern urban life,
that appeal to the young on every hand, with food for the
mind that would appeal to the eager and alert imagination
in a wholesome and normal way,-feed it fn a martne1' that
must inevitably strengthen and bring out all that is _finest
and best in the. young life. This can be done_ in many ways,
one of the most helpful being the bringing of the child into
intimate rapport with nature. The marvelous transformation
scenes here ever being presented are unmatched in man-made
imitations.
Nature is a true teacher to the no1,mal mind. In her we find
at once simplieity and profundity, beauty and sanity. Emerson, who probably more keenly appreciated the potent influence of nature in nourishing the imagination and feeding the
soul than any other nineteenth-century philosopher, speaks
beautifully of the harvest to be gleaned from the field, very
different from that garnered by the farmer; and yet to the
soul of· the poet it_ was a source, of food and delight. And
Lord Byr.on voiced .what thousands of others have felt when
under the spell of the witching influence of nature, in these
well-known lines:
"There is a pleasure in the pathless woods;
There is a rapture on the lonely shore;
· There is society where none intrudes,
By the deep Sea, and music in its roar:
I love not man the less, but nature more,
From these our interviews, in which I steal
To mingle with the Universe, and feel
"What I can ne'er express, yet can not all conceal."
And Longfellow, in one of the sweetest little personal poetic
gems in America·n literature, written to celebrate t1!e fiftieth
· · anniversary of the birth of one of his dearest friends, the
. scientist, Louis Agassiz, most happily pictured nature as the
··;teacher and guide par excellence, in the following lines:
"And Nature, the old nurse, took
The child upon her knee, .
Saying, "H;ere is a story~book
Thy Father hath written for thee.
"'Come· wander with me,' she said,
- · 'IntO i·eglons yet untrod;
Arid re~d .what is still ·unread
' Irithe. manusci'ipts of God.'
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"And he.wa:n:dered away and away,
With Nature, the dear old ·nui·se
Who sang to him nig:ht and. day
'
The Rhymes of the Universe.
"And whenever the wily, se.emed Ion!!'.
Or his heart began to- fail, · -·
She would sing a more wonderful song
Or tell a more 1narvelous tale."
Parents and all who have the priceless treasure of childhood .
entrusted to their care should make ha glorious labor of love '"
to drive out the false, the artificial and ·the morally enervating
influences that invade the child-mind, by flooding its imagination with.the light, the beauty and the wonder of nature.
If one lives near the ocean, short excursions should be taken
. at various intervals.between spi·ing and autumn. A little of
the time which parents are wont to spend in more selfish
recreations-a few days from. fashionable resorts or shooting
excursions, a few afternoons from favorite pastime<-will
afford the opportunity to bi-ing the plastic mind of the child
under the mag'ic influence of nature in her multitudinous and
ever-varying moods.
·
All that is needed is a little less self-absorption and thoughtlessness and a keener appreciation of the duty and responsibility imposed by the Infinite upon his children, and the way
will appear. During these little journeys to some of the
workshops of nature, the imagination of the child should be
enlisted or stimulated at every point.
Take the sea for example. Let not the day's outing be
listleES!y spent, but on the other hand, do not allow the child
to imagine you are going to play teacher. ·We would suggest
that before anything is said to the child, the parent should
enjoy the wonder and mystery of the great deep for a few
moments, until he or she comes under the exalting and intoxi··
eating spell of the ocean, and then out of a mind touched by
the mystery,. the glory and the majesty- of nature, call the
attention of the child to t_he wonder of it all. Tell him of the
immensity of the sea. Explain how, far ~way, its waters wash
the shores of many lands; some fringed with great forests;
some citadeled with mighty rocks, while here and there arn
cities and villages; that many a1'e the peoples to whom the sea
sings her ceaseless lullaby, some as white as he, others black
or brown. Tell him that in -the lands of the black man and
the brown are the homes of the lion and the tiger, the spotted
leopard and the elephant; they live in jungles and forests.
Sometimes the waves of the sea wash great desert lands across
which move caravans of camels and dromedaries and where
grows the date-palm. Tell him of India ;md the Spice Islands;
of the wonders of the frozen Northland, with its contments
and its long nights made weirdly beautiful by the Northern.
Lights.
.
You will now have filled his mind with interest and wonder,
and it will neve1·· be satisfied until it. has gained more knowledge. You will have thrown a fascinating spell over geography that will invest it wi,th the charm of romance and story
when he comes to study it.
Then turn to the poetic aspect; the crooning of the sea,
· nature's mighty lullaby or cradle-song. Explain to him how
at dawn and evening often the mirror-like surface of the ~cean
reflects the splendor of the sky, taking on the multitndm?ns
tints until it is a vast sheet of glory, sometimes resemblm:
a se~ of molten fire. But- when night comes, all is change '.
The moon and stars give strange beauty to the vast expanse,
but with the night ever comes the sense of mystery, and .:
minor note seems to be sounded, not present in the day.. t::o
there are times when n'ight settles .over the oc.ean WI b
stars or moon to ilfomine its vast expanse; when the In 11 a Y
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. . nd the moaning are lost in the hoarse, wild, her phenomeha will stimulate profounJ musing on the deeper
the . croonmg
·
·
· to the
· thunder· m
· · tiimgs
·
. .· ars that keep accompamment
of l"1fe.
ftll'IOUS 10a1mg
Thus, the spl_endor of autumn will show him that nature is
.
Tell him how at such times the sea becomes very
the slnes.
.
·
.
'bl
Describe its awe-inspiring· maJesty, and tell him most glorious in the hour of her departure. He will note
~rn
~
.
,
.
. g of the
trag·edies accompanymg
ocean storms.
that when the mission of the flower, plant and tree has· been
someti nn
·
·
Explain the coming and going of the tides -"Etemal o~tgo for the time being fulfilled, and the hour of exit has arrived,
. all". show him how the salt water keeps all thmgs nature robes herself in the regal glory of a victor and departs
d
an rec, '
·
mantled in. c-rims·on a~d russet, in scarlet and gold.
fresh and sweet.
Tell him of the myriad living things found in the ocean.
Even the humble and modest. little plants· in the meadowShow him the sea-shells with their many shapes a11d delicate lands are attended in their departure by the waving plumes
tints and reveal to him something of the _vegetation of -the .of· the pmple _asters and the· golden-rod; while the grassdeep: so rich in color, so varied in shape, and often so delicate carpeted slopes, still bi·ave in emerald, are sprinkled with
and lace-like in tracery.
gold by the fall dandelions, and the buttercups as well fleck
Point out the curious pebbles and rocks, which will attract the same.grass with sunlight.
his attention, and then awaken his interest in the strati,i of
Here is no sign of sadness, no craven slinking away. .No
the earth, and while he little suspects it, you will have given garments of black or sable plumes companion the fallen
him a preparatory lesson in geology; and what is more, you - -leaves; but clad in a wealth of colors that bafile the painter's
will have thrown over the study· a poetic or idealistic_ interest
.
art, they fall as men should fall, glory-crowned victors, gar:
that perhaps will ever linger fo his mind.
mented in beauty and without a suggestion of sadness or
These are only a few brief hints. Other things will occur gloom.
to the parent, as, for instance, a description of the great ships
that ply the Eea; the wonderful voyages of the pas.t; the sailAnd so every year,. season, day and passing hour will bring
ing of Columbus and the discovery of the New ·World. And new wealth to the im~gination, new lessons, suggestions and
thus in many ways the day can be filled with such interest meanings to the mind, making of the one-time listless and
and chairn that it will be to the vivid imagination_ of the unobservingchild a man or woman wh_o is at.once a philosoyoung mind a veritable visit into fairyland; and what is more,· pher, an idealist and a lover.-B. O. Flower, in Arena.
its memory will remain an oasis, fair in retrospection as an oriental garden of roses.
Furthermore and of still greater importance, in all his after
Questions oil June Reading.
life never will he see the ocean with indifferent interest or
What exercise for the imagination is here suggested? For
without remembering with delight his childhood hours spent
·what purpose? In what way does nature teach?· In hai·mony
with the loved parent who may perchance long since have
with this nature teaching would .it not be profitable .to read
passed from view.
conceming the life of this famous naturalist as a prepara-·
In the rnme ways little joumeys should be taken into the
tion for this culture of your children?_ (One mother used
country, where the mystery and miracle of nature, if less
majestic, is none the less mai·velous. The magic transforma- this poem by Longfello~ as a nursery rhyme with her. chiltion of the seed into the beautiful plant, clothed in emerald dren.) What use can be made ·of these suggestions concernand robed in the beauty of bloom, will afford delight while ing the ocean by parents to whom the ocean is inaccessible?
awakening a healthy speculative interest in something that, If accurately portrayed, with what interest may the ocean
being invested with the element of mystery which appeals so be invest~d even to children who have never seen it? In what
irresistibly to the young imagination, Will provoke thought ways may interest be awakened in the mystery and miracle of
and develop the faculties of reason and· observation.
inland nature? What will this tend to develop? .It may
During these excursions the child's attention should be form an inte1;esting game while walking· or riding-, to have
called to the variety and beauty of leaf and flower; the dif- the children tell the different kinds of tr~es or plants or
f.er~n~ kinds of trees in the forest, and their value and pecu- grasses, making it a contest which shall recognize the most,
har1t1es should be dwelt upon; and the bird and other animal the father or mother judging in differences. Even in winter
life will also afford sources of pleasure and information. In
the trees may be determined by their bark. - Whom should
so far as possible lift the veil and let him see the great
Artist-.1~xtirnn in the wonderful workshop of Creation, and the children be taught to recognize in the works of nature?
What will opening the eyes of the child to the phenomena
teach him to enjoy the many voices and songs of .nature.
of nature accomplish for him in later life? What is the lesIf it is possible to take the little one to the mo\mt~ins 1 new
revelations and wonders will await him. But whether it be son in the gorgeous coloring of autunm?
at the seasi.de, in the lowlands of· the country, or amid the
solemn sentmels of time that spire-like rise heavenward in
every instance the youthful imagination will be brought en
'.'appo1't with nature. Only pure, elevating and wholesome
ide~ls, images and lessons will have been .impressed on the
bram, and the child so h1structed in early life is thrice blessed.
All after years will be iich in memories of the beautiful hours
when the panorama of nature was first unfolded and her
Wonders explained.
_ ·

Program.

Hymn 288; prayer; reading from Home Qolumn with discussion; roll call; business;. dismissal hymn and prayer.

.,,.

Requ;,st for Prayer.

Bro. David H. Jones w1ites: _"The Saints of Sharon, PennTo such a one nature will ever ~ppeal with irresistible sylvania, kindly request that the Saints in general fast and.
power i her spell will haunt him throughout life. It matters pray in behalf of our brother, David Ellis, who is. s~riously
~ot when or where he may seek her, he will a,lways find that sick and whom qoctors have· given up. The brother will be
"
·
·
- d a message administered t_o on Sunday; May 29, between the hours of
·f-he has
. a banquet sprea d f'or ..h"
· ts. 1mag·mat1on
an·
or his brain, and he will also find that the contemplat!on of - 2and 3 P· 1'1·"
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good; Address, Mr. Hackett, care of Mi's. Pickett, Washing.
ton street, New London, Connecticut. ··
,
I feel than~ful for this·be!J,utiful gospe!'and ask the prayers
of all the Samts that I may be humble and faithful d f
service to mankind in turniJ:!g them to th.e truth. Wi~~ lo~e
to all, I am your brother in Christ,·
THOMAS W. WHIPPLE.

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT, May 10, 1910,
Dea1· Breth1:en: I have been a constant subscriber' to our
valuable paper for about seventeen years and can testify to
the spiritual growth of our periodicals, as we take Ensign,
Hope, Autumn Leaves, and HERALD. I also have four volumes
of Church History and a number of other church books which
come in very handy in showing the elders of the Utah church
PAPEETE, TAHITI, April 19, 1910.
which is really the true church. There are two elders of the
· Edfto1·s Herald: Another mission conference has come and
Mormon church stopping in New London at present. They gone in the South Sea Islands and we ar~ alive to tell the
took a five-mile walk out to my place to see ·a Latter Day tale. It was held in Manihi, the island upon which we .have
Saint. My wife met them and had a little talk with them. the largest branch in the mission, and where no other church
They said they would like to see me. (That was Friday, a is represented, with:the exception of two or three Catholics~
little over two weeks ago.) So on Sunday I went with Brother
We left Tahiti on the 11th of December with the intention
Colin to see them and found them to be really.fine-men who, of going to Amanu, to attend the dedication of their new
I believe, want all the truth. The next Sunday they walked chapel, but when we r~ached Niau, it was thought best foi·
out to our place and we put in six hours in conversing, mostly wife and me to· stop there, and for Brethren May and Savage
upon the scriptures quoted from Brother· plapp's article in to go on to Amanu. We had' p~cked all our supplies with no
Autumn Leaves, and from Church History, volume three; intention of separating, so that the two new missionaries had
Emma Smith's testimony .concerning the revelation on mar- to open every box and sort the goods. They are good sailors,
riage, which Brigham- Young said she destroyed. ·Also where however, and were not long in getting all our things ashore.
Joseph Smith, jr., wrote to Henry Clay and to the.historian The vessel left the next day, and after thirty-one days from
in 1844, in which he stated that it is )awful for a man to Tahiti, reached Amanu, seventeen days late for the dedication,
have but one wife and for a woman to have but one husband, When we learned that, we were very glad indeed that we
and they are not to part for any other cause than adultery or had stopped in Niau. · fornication. They said they had. never heard our side of the
Before the brethren left,. the branch in Niau made us an
question. We had a very good visit and were all blessed and offe1ing of money and food; twenty dollarn and thirty cents
strengthened in the true gospel and theY. received new light. in money, two bags of flour, one bag of rice, one box of brown
They took volume three of Church History home with them. sugar (over sixty pounds), four dozen one-pound cans of beef,
They intended to come out again last Sunday, but the stormy besides butter, milk, tomatoes, cabbage, etc.
weather prevented them from coming. Their mission presiWe had just been there a week, when there was a wedding
dent was up to see them Saturday and they tried to have him and feast. The bride and groom had been living together for
stay over Sunday and come. out to see me, but he had to go years, and had a number of children, bu:t through the insistent
to Providence, Rhode Island. They expect him back in about labors ·of the branch officers, they had finally consented to
four weeks and then they are intending to preach on ·the marry. At the feast they had five or six roasted pigs, an
streets or rent a hall. •
equal number of chickens, with other good things too numerous
They don't seem to be informed upon the points of doc- to mention, including the piece de resistance-poi.
trine that separate us from them and I think they would
The week following was Christmas, with its accompanying
accept of the true faith if they could see a copy of Journal of feast, when thirteen good sized pigs were slaughtered and
Discourses containing Brigham's speech concernfog . blood baked in the native oven. Everyone on the island was invited
atonement and Adam-god, etc. I told them that they have to this feast, which was followed by another of like dimeneither to confess Brigham Young to be a liar or claim that . sions on New Year's ·Day.
One small boat had brought Saints from Kaukura to take
Emma Smith was a liar when she said that she did not destroy
the revelation on polygamy that Brigham Young foisted upon part in the Christmas entertainment, so that we had a chance
them in 1852; and that Joseph Smith must have been a liar to make arrangements with· the captai,n, Tepoaitu, to come for
and hypoc1ite when he wrote in 1844 to Henry Clay and the us at the end of January, which he did, and we left Niau on
historian wherein he said that the church believed that a man the 31st of the month, reaching Kaukura the same day, where
could have but one wife and a woman but -one husband while we camped over night at the pass, ai-riving at the village
either were alive except one was guilty of adultery, etc. I where the natives were making copra the next day.
After ·they had made a new sail for and painted Putoa's
told them of Brother Clapp helping to cart the stone for the
temple and· then after a quantity had been hauled B1igham boat, we·went on to Apataki. After getting out of the pass at
used it for an amusement hall or-theater; also that the ditch Kaukura, and while we were still in sight of land, we met
to float stone for the temple was used for a mill race. They a. heavy squall from directly _in front of us, Sil> that we ~ad
asked their· president about it and he, a man of twenty-seven to furl all sails and run before it back through the pass mto
years, told '·them that there had been no such i ditch dug. Kaukura, where we camped two nights, and when we left
Brother .Clapp should· see this letter. I wish he would write again, it was to meet with adverse winds, so that we spent
me a personal letter telling 'me about iiis -experience with the the whole day getting fifteen miles, artiving just at dark.
Mormon church ... Also if· some brother has an original copy of There was no one· at the village, all being at the other end of
Journal of Di8courses and will mail the same to me, I will the island making copra. Tepoaitu oW!Jed a frame house there
·show it to them, for they have never seen it. I will be careful which was soon broken into and placed at our.disposal. As
to return it soon. I showed them the place in Jeremiah where neither of us eat anything while at sea in. these small boa:s,
it speaks of. the man. whose heart departeth from the Loi·d we went to bed hungry that night, ·but next morning ha? a ~.1 c:
and trusted in .the arm of. flesh and should make his -habita- chicken stew for breakfast. We also had plenty of mce np
tion in ·a b~rren and a salt land. They took notes of these papaws, which were indeed a luxury to· us. We then had
things.and I have gre_at hopes of doillg them good. Wo_uid a nice smooth sail on the leeward side. of the island to the.
· some brother who has been a member of the Utah church camp where the Saints were awaiting us: ·
·
. . .' JI · ·
write g~d, kind letter to one.of them? It might do them
"While there we went after birds'•eggs, an expenence we

a
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ering· When we landed at the place where the of the Saints who had fasted on the day set apart for that
worth rememb
' of their screechmg
·
·
· h. one of the Brighamite ·elders
·
the noise
was d eaf emng,
and purpose. W e h a d ·h eard throug
birds were, clouded with them. There must have been mil- that he was quite sick, and that a fast day had been appointed.
the
· along the narrow
·
· . .W e. on1Y receive
· d t h e J anuary and February mail, the boat
. sunf tiwas
ein scattered for a half mile
s t l'lp
1
hons
o where
•
·
Ief t Tahiti the day the Mariposa came in. We felt
of
land
their eggs were deposited
among t h e :ocIrn w1'th , h avmg
.
of a nest It was hard· to keep from steppmg on the like kicking some one for not having waited a few hours, and
no
· birds, they bemg
.
· the stones b nngmg
· ·
· but were very thankful to get wllat
e SJgns
sand the young
so nearly.like
the last mail,
a!~ong which they lay. We could s.carcely make ourselves we did.
heard above the noise of the mo~her birds, as they would dart
Turatahi also brought some business to be prese~ted before
about, their wings often brushmg our hats. We soon had the body. One item that caused considerable discussion, was
r baskets and boxes full of large speckled eggs. They a resolution that each branch send two families to live in
~~ve very thin shells and pink yolks, with a slight fishy taste, Tarona one year, to be succeeded by two' others the next year,
and are very good eating when made into an omelet or scram- and so on, the object being to enlai·ge our branch there.
bled.
Another was, the subject of building a new chapel in Tarona,
After we had been there three days, all the nativ!)s went. to cost between four and five thousand dollars of French
across the lagoon to another part of .the island which had money, and each member in· the mission was assessed five
just been opened for the making of copra, we staying near dollars, the cash to be on harn:l before work is begun. A
the pass waiting for a favorable wind to take us to Manihi, committee was also. appointed to divide the land in Tarona
where the conference was to be held; but the wind was co.n- between the different districts, when each branch is to build
• tinuous from the north, so that we followed the Saints to the a house on their allotted portion.
other part of the island and spent Sunday with them. Next
On the 13th we left Manihi for Rairoa, ~here we now are.
day the wind was quite mild, although from in front of us, This is one of the richest islands in the mission, and we have
but I felt that it would change when we got out to sea, and heen abundantly supplied with money and ·food, and we are
sure enough it did, so that we were enabled to steer a straight able to buy things we need at Tahitian prices, with the excepcourse for Manihi. It was just dusk when we left the pass, tion of suitable shoes, which are not to be had at any price.
and we were congratulating ourselves that we would be at
·
More anon,
our destination the next morning, but were doomed_ to disap':::
.C. H. LAKE.
pointment, because the captain mistook Ahe, another island,
for Manihi, and headed his boat for there. When he disBAYARD, NEBRASKA, May 11, 1910.
covered his mistake, he went on clear around the island, so
Editoi·s Herald: Not seeing anything from this locality
that we did not reach Manihi until after dark. We had for some time I will try to pen a few lines. We are not like
fasted for a day and a night, so that we went to bed hungry those without hope, although we sometimes· feel discouraged.
again, but were refreshed with a water cocoanut. We were We came here last December mainly for the purpose of being
kindly cared for by Hotu, who is like a father to the white
.near a band of Saints. We find many noble souls here.
missionaries.
About the· first of the year we organized a Latter .Day
Everyone was working hard to get their large building
Saillt Sunday school, which is still in progress. We have
finished and ready for the conference ·It' is indeed a fine
some good workers, but we need a good leader. The Olive
?uilding, about twenty-five by eighty-five feet, looking massBranch here is in need of a good live p1;esident that can live
ive and durable, with its numerous pillars of the round trunk
among us. We need a good church building of ·our own.
o~ tlie cocoanut tree, smoothed until they almost glistened,
Several have stated their willingness to help substantially
with a double wall about, three and one half feet High, made
if one could be built.
of. na1:row strips of the straight roots of the pandanas tree,
We all rejoice at the reappointment of our m1ss10naries.
with lifts above that, that could be raised or lowered at will
We hope to see a more determined effort on the part of the
a?d a roof of woven cocoanut branches. It was by far th~
Saints here in the North Platte valley.
mcest building of the kind I have seen in the islands.
I for one am determined that nothing shall stand between
Brethren May and Savage~:ha<j., not as yet reached Manihi,
me
and the cause in which I have· enlisted for life. My
and :ve we1·e somewhat concerned about them, yet hoping ·all
hope is to so live that. the all wise Creator wilr be pleased
the time that they would arrive in time.
·
with me, let men think as they wiioh. God· will give if we
After
T
. two weeks and over of .anxious waiting , they came
sai mg 1~ on a small boat from Takaroa. In the meanwhile, ask. Always have I found him ready to bless when I ask
about thn'ty of the Saints had come from Niau and soon of him with earnest heart and good purpose. Moreover, I
after came a boat from F:akarava, and three others from have learned that if we live for his blessings they will come;
I believe we as Saints should realize that we are expected
Kauku1:a and Apataki, so that the large building· was nearly
of
the Father to convert by our living lives that become a
filied with happy Saints, ready' for the conference to begin.
~lad been wondering as to what would come up for dis- Saint of God, by our earnest application of the gospel prin~usswn, thinking that there would not be much business be- Ciples to our everyday life, the honest in heart with whom
. ore the conference; but· animated discussions w~re not lack- we come in contact. May. God help us to do always ori1; whole
1~1g. The old threadbare subject· of the elders who had been duty in the cause which lias made us what we are.
Your brother,
· . ch'ld
. .
.
I ren were hvmg m adultery was
bSI ,enced because th en
BERT E. HART.
iought up, and the discussion was red hot for two days. :
S
rep earmg th e Iaw vassed at the conference in
Aome favored
.
, le;;a, '.n 1904, but the final outcome was that the law was
Editors Herald: In a·letter in a recent HERALD we find
as it was originally.
•
these words: "Sunday Saint~ there a~·e in ple11ty, they who
th~~ !;e next to the last day o:Cconference, Turatahi, and praise the Lord; but where is there a man who loves his
was to
brethren. from Rairoa came .in on the boat that neighbor as himself?" Believing as we do in the all _wise·
the week bef~~.8 to Rairoa. They. hap also come from Tahiti. God, and knowing him to be a kind and loving Fathel\ we
meetings W e, a~d we had two months' mail to r1;1ad between. do not think his .commands to the children of men demand.
Joseph ·
e Weie g 1a,d to know that on January 21 Brother ,. things which are impossible of .atta~nment, therefore. we
' . the,praye:t·s
. ' ...
· . Was, much
,, , bette
, r, an d th.
. a t .Go d h.. ad h.eard
believe the query ab'ove to be 'ba1>ed on a dgid ·interpi·etatioil.

t:t:
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of the word love. Laying aside the love. of sexes, .Webster
says love is strong attachment,- devotion to anothei-, affection,
kiI~d feeling, fi;iendship, fondness, good will, to .have strong
liking for or intent interest in. _Surely all men should have
a strong liking for or interest in their neighbor, a feeling of .
kindness_and friendship for them. Not only for their immediate neighbors but for all men, especially the unfortunate
and needy.
What, then, is it to love our neighbor as ourself? If_ you
see him in distress, relieve him; if he is sick, visit him and
assist in caring for him. Let him feel that - he has ·your
sympathy and good wishes. If he-is farming or in any other
business and needs to borrow tools or needs other assistance,
render that assistance._ Surely if i loa_n my n~ighbor my
tools or any other needed article and charge him nothing
for their service, I am loving my neighbor as myself. Why?
Because I love my money invested in these goods; I stand
the wear and usage of them when- I use them myself. Surely,
when my neighbor uses them I am placing him on the same
level as myself. If I discover stock breaking into my neighbor's grain, I stop and drive them out and notify both the
owner of the stock and the grain, I have saved both men loss,
one of grain and the other of stock. I have lost my time,
preferring my_ neighbor above myself. Surely this is loving
your neighbor as yourself.
This is written with feelings of kindness and 'lQve and it
is accompanied with a prayer that all men may recognize the
eternal fatherhood of God and the brotherhood- of man and
understand the ground truth that no man liveth unto himself. He is a very small atom in the vast creations of God.
He ought to be willing to recognize the existence of other
atoms and that it takes all the atoms of God's creation to
make the great and complete whole of his creations and -then
we will be in condition indeed and of- a truth to love our
neighbor as ourselves.
In bonds of love and good will,
S. D. BOUGHMAN.
HOPILOPILO, RAIROA, April 20, 1910.
Dear Herald: It has been some time since the Saints
have heard from the island missionaries and believing that
a great many will be pleased to hear from us concerning our
long trip throughout the islands, I shall undertake to inform
them in connection therewith.
We left Tahiti on the 11th of December, bound for the
island of Amanu, at which place a new church was to be
dedicated December 25. Upon reaching· the island of Niau,
it was decided between us that Brother Savage .and myself
. should continue_ upon our journey to Am~nu, while Brother
and Sister Lake would visit several of the various islands of
the eastern part of the Tuamotuan group between that time
and the convening of conference upon the island of Manihi
in the month of April.
_
.. _
In leaving Brother and Sister Lake upon the ·island of
Niau, we again experienced- such :feelings as were resident
within us when we left loved ·ones -in the lahd of Zion upon
__ entel'ing into the missionary work. Nevertheless, we have
realized that things are not alw~ys of a pleasant nature with
- the mi~sionary, and we. are often cheered and comforted in the
thought that it is alLfor work of God.
_ _
After a very pleasant visit with the Niau Branch for three
days we bade our brother and sister good-bye and boarded the
ship bound for Ainanli.
In out- journey -froin_ Niau to the island of Amanu we
stopped off at several islands _on the way, ft being a trading
.vessel upon w~1ick.we were journeying.
We:met-\vith the_Saip.ts in Manihi, Taega, Tauere, Raroia,
and Hao--befo1·F;eaching Amanu. We were kindly treated by

all whom we met. - Although our stays at the various · 1 d .
were. b~t short, i_n-eetings were. held upon the most of th~~a~~
offermgs :V~re,g1ven us to assist us upon our journey.
.
In Mamh.1, .. where_ we "'.ere privileged to spend one Sund
a-memorial serv~ce-was held in honor of I)ro. Joseph Burt:~·
It was a very enJ_oyable_ meeting, many of the Saints speakin~
of the great work done by our brother who had departed. He
was a ma:n whos~ life shall not be forgotten among this people, because of fas good works and great faith as a servant
of God._ Many testified of blessings received through admi ."
istration and others spoke of his noble character.
n
·From there the next stop of note-was in the island of Rai·oia
wher~ w~ sheltered from a st()i'lll. We spent New Year's Day
at this island, and the Sunday following we expounded the
word of God ta' them as best we could in their tongue.
We here organized a Sunday school and were called upon to
baptize four into the kingdom of God; We left this island
feeling greatly encouraged with the work done in our shortstop there. We did not arrive at the ii;;land of Amanu until
the 11th of January, which was about two weeks after the
dedication of their new chapel there.
We could not have been more cordially received than we
were hel'e at this island.
We were well cared foi:- and_ treated by all as though we
were a member of their own family. We-were so pleased to
find them so actively engaged in the service of the Lord, having built a very fine chapel, one that many of our branches
in the large cities of America would be proud of. We are
proud of it. It .has a concrete floor, concrete steps, and is in
a very fine location in their village.
We were in Amanu for about two months, during which time
Brother Savage and myself. conducted as well as we could,
teaching services, in the morning and afternoon of each day.
During our stop there a memorial· service was held in
honor of Brother Burton, which was similar to the one in
Manihi and to the- same extent enjoyable. Many things of
interest transpired, but I will not at this time burden your
columns by mentioning all. In the early part of March we
left the island of Amanu upon a trading boat, heading towards
Manihi where we held our conference.. On our way to Manihi
we stopped in Takaroa about ten days, after which we went
to Takapoto and from there to Manihi, where we met Brother
and Sister.Lake. Words can not express how pleased we were.
t;, meet them and others of the Saints who had gathered for
the conference. ·
In our trip from Tahiti to A~anu we were one month upon
the waters and i-µ our trip from there back to Manihi we were
about eleven days. The writer is pleased to say that since
leaving Califin·nia last August he has not experienced any
sickness upon the . waters. Brother Savage is also a good
sailor. The Lord has blessed us in this respect.
After reaching Manil)i it was nqt so very many days before
the Sunday school and Religio conventions. Bro. Himna1~1
Savvge was selected as president of the Sunday school orgam·
·zation of the Islands Mission and the writer was elect~d
president ·of the Religio society. for this mission. Confer·
ence minutes will be sent to the papers ·by Brother Sava~e,
who was appointed as the foreign secretary; so I will not m
this letter burden your columns with the conference news.
However, I will say that we are greatly encouraged with the
outlook and the meetings were all enjoyed by us and we tru:t
that brighter days are ahead of us and-"that through the h.elp
of God we may become instruments in his hands of elevating
this people to the standard that shall please their Creato1:·
After conference we left the island of Manihi and arrived
here last week. We have baptized twelve. here in the past
two weeks. We are contemplating staying for about_ four
weeks after which we shall visit two other islands, probably
reachi ng Papeete, Tahiti, by the early~ part of June.
1
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. s in Los Ang~les will reme_nibe1:. the pro~ises ~f
The Sam~
t Brother Savage and .the. writer m then··
the Lord giv~n B'~hop Bullard by prophecy. Brother Savage
chap~~~n~~ua~ \f ;10 was faithful his tongu~ would .be· ~oosed
was .
g·e During conference, wh_1le cons1dermg a
.
.
ct' d 1·
d
1·n tins 1angua
· .
dultery Brother Savage arose an. · e 1vere
·esolut10n upon a
'
·
·
11
r
· . t 0 the Saints concerning that ev1L It was we
a warnmg
h a d ·en d ed a
'
•
11 present
and before the service
under•too d bY a
'
··
J d
· and stated that Brother Savage's tongue ia
. "
native arose '
'
·
·h d
t b
'd ti been loosed that at other_ times he a .no . e1m
ev1 en v
'
· · ·
Th'
able to ;mderstand him as he had at that special fame.
IS
·t
.
1
fulfillment
of
the
prophecy,
for
the
reason
that
was a II eia
. .
. h
used sue
th e nat 1·ve, who knew. nothmg · of the. prophecy,
,
lk
.
d ·
words in connection with Brother Savages ta .as were us~
in the promise given to him.
· .
. · .
We trust that the blessings of the Lord shall c?ntmue with
us and that the time shall speedily come .. when_ all of the
islands of the sea shall hea1· the gospel. ·
..
· ..
There is a great work to be done by many of the young
men of the church and it is necessary that they should prepare themselves for the same. The gospel is to be preached
in all the world, and before this is done-the writer looks for
the calling of an army of young men who shall labor as
servants of the Lord.
.
The admonition of the Lord given in the Doctrine and Covenants 87: 5 could well afford to be heeded by all, wherein it
says: "Study and learn, and become acquainted With all good
books, and with languages, tongues, and people." . It would be
well for the young men to consider this admonition. Read
also in the sa1ne section, paragraph 4, whe1·ein it says that
every man shall hear the fullness of the gospel in his own
tongue, and in his own language, through those ordained unto
this power.
The church was commanded in 1887 in section 119: 8:
"Prosecute the missionary work in this land and abroad so
far and so widely as you may." We should keep in mind.
these things, realizing as we do the great work that is yet
to be done.
This writing leaves us in the ·best of health; Brother Lake
looks as though the upper islands agree with him. His wife
is in good health. They are always busily occupied in the
service of the Master. They may leave us this year. Who
will be sent here to take their place? May it be others as
efficient as they.
iUay the blessings of the Lord be upon his people,
Your brother and Ch1ist's servant,
J. CHARLES MAY.

·53f

COLTON,. CALIFORNIA'..
With heartfelt gTatitude to the ·brethreri of the Order of
Evangelists, and also of the ·quorum of High P1'.iests, and all
the brethren and sisters of the conference who, through .the
secretaries· of the above named order and quorum, have forwarded to me and my family expressions of their sorrow, as
well as their confidence, love, and esteem for their departed
·brother, J. F. Burton, and their sympathy and condolence to
us who mom•n the loss ·of husband and father, we acknowledge
their kindly remembrance of both the living and the dead.
The tokens of remembrance were gratefully received and appreciated, and we herewith. tender our thanks for the same,
praying God to preserve, direct, and bless you all. In behalf ·
of my family and self,
EMMA BURTON.

Dear Saints: I was over to Flint, Michigan, the 1st of
April attending meetings on Sunday. · I met many Saints I
had previously known, and we ffad good cottagl) meetings
there. The Saints at Huron are trying to buy a chapel.
They talk of building ,a 'five thousand dollar _church. at· Flint.
They have a large sum subsciibed and they own a lot. to
build it on.
As ever your brother in gospel bonds,
.EUGEl'!E.
NELSONVILLE, OHIO, May 9, 1910.
1 enjoy reading the HERALD very· much. ·It is one of the
most welcome visitors that comes to the home. I -rejoice to
say that I have accepted the marvelous latter day gospel,
although I have Jiot received the manifestations of the Spirit
that some say they have received. · I have belonged to the
church for four years and h,ave no reason to doubt so far,
and if I continue faithful I do not think I will have any
reason to doubt. I feel and· know that God has blessed me
many times, but I have missed many blessings through my
disobedience.
·
·
. We have Sunday school and prayer 'services here Sunday.
at 2.30 p. m., also prayer meeting on Wednesday evening.
We have no special place to hold meetings so have to hold
them at ·private houses, but ·the Lord does all things well and
I realize that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek
him, and he work~ aU things together for our good.
.
Your sister,
ROSA CUSLER,
One Night in the Nebraska Penitentiary.

The above caption will inform you where I have been, but
I hardly need assure you that. it was by invitation and not
BOONE, IOWA, May 13, 19i0.
by compulsion. Our brother, Elder James Huff, has gained
Editors Herald: I have the typewritten blessings ·of the
some notoriety as chaplain of t~at institution, because of the
following. named sisters in my possession, which I will forward
unwise opposition of some of the :ihillisters of some of th~
to them if they so desire and will send me their address to
·Protestant churches of Nebraska on the ground that .he was
D~w City, Iowa: Charlotte Belle Wood, Leialall .A•. Horr,
a Mormon, which, no doubt, caused many not we!~ informed
Ohve Blanch McKim, and Clara Jane Richardson.
..
to associate him with the people of Utah, but happily for him
CHARLES E; BUTTERWORTH.
and 'the church, there were map.y intelligent, fair-minded
people who knew differently, _and when they had. an oppor.
Coo1rns POINT, TEXAS, May.15,.1910.
tunity to express their minds'in the public pi'ess, the storm
Saints' Herakl: Inasmuch as I have not seen anything. was soon allayed. Nearly thirty years of acquaintance with
from our part of Texas for a long time, I concluded to write ·.Brother Huff has brought a personal frieridship>that can not
you a short note. We are still in the faith; have a nice Sun- be broken for. light and transient causes. Before he was a
day s.chool, good attendance and interest all the time; also member of the church I preached the funerafsimriori over the .
good. mterest and turnout at each service. · The writer· is the remains of his mother"in-Iaw, and twenty years later he did -·
~e~ident of the branch and Sunday school. superintendent. a like service when my mother was ·laid to rest... When·-l'
hlle we have lots of opposition internally and externally to accepted the invitation to .visit the. Pri.son, T felt :that I was
c?ntei~d with, yet we expect ·by the grace of God to come out going to the home of an old friend.
.
VIctorrn~s in the end. I am yours .in the conf!fot for the faith
On May 7 he met me arid together we went to the prison
once delivered to the Saints.
·.
·
·. · · .
. and I was his guest ·and the guest of the warden's family.
E; W. NUNLEY:
until Sunday afternoon. After enjoying a good, hearty me11I
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with the warden and his family, he took me into the places San Antonio in t_he neai· .future to commune with my m
. ds. InS weetw··
.
· with my oldest so any
of interest in the prison proper, and celi house, the chapel, f rien
. ater, my home
is
· I
and the library. I observed that a very kindly feeling .existed want for nothing in the way of comfort. He gives men~ •
between Brother Huff and the prisoners and officials of_ the thing, even though it costs him sacrifices. All my chil~r:n ·
institution, and that in his work he sought in a practical way are the same, and even friends outside of my immediat
to assist· the former to a better realization of their duties 'as family. God is my refuge and helps in times of need, in hir:
men to society and. to God as a whole, and to God in pai"ticular, will I trust."
and cooperated with the officials in their work without making
himself offensive by persisting in presenting his religious
views in a dogmatic manner to the exclusion of the more practical.
From what I saw and heard the warden is a kind, yet firm
Conference Notices;
and practical man. The maudlin sympathy that is so often
The.Little Sioux Distiict Will meet with the Missouri Valbestowed on the wrongdoer, and many times to his injury,
has no place in his heart. He manifested his good will toward ley Samts on Saturday, June-4, at 9 a. m., for prayer service.
James D. Stuart, clerk.
them by showing his appreciation of al! meritorious conduct
Kentucky and Tennessee District will conv~ne June 4 at
in acts that bespoke confidence in them when they sought to 10.30 a. m., at Paris, Tennessee, .at the new church. 'All
improve their condition b~ faithfulness to duties assigned ·Saints are invited to attend, -and all the missionaries are
them. All· his immediate family seemed to be imbued with especially invited to be with us. - Address all communications
B. F. Webb, secretary, Cottage Grove, Tennessee, R. F. D.
the same practical ideas. What I saw and heard convinced to
No. 11.
me that the motive in their work is to lift up, to make them
The Mobile District _will convene with the Bluff Creek
better, and not to humiliate them because of their ~nfortunate Branch, Mississippi, June 18, 1910. We would like for some
condition.
of the missionaries that are coming South to be present, if
While observing the conditions that surrounded the three convenient for them to be here. W. L. Booker, president.
Conference of the Southeastern Illinois District will conhundred and forty-five inmates in reference to their health,
morals, and religion, my mind took a retrospective view, and vene at Dry Fork near Jeffersonville, Illinois, June 18 and 19,
commencing at 10 a. m. We hope to see each branch in the
I thought of Paul and Silas in the Roman prisop., the stripes, district represented, with a report from each branch, also the
the filth; i thought of the days of the Reformation, the dark usual assessment. We- hope also to have reports from every
dungeons, the rack, the thumbscrew, and the many other branch officer in the district. A. H. Burroughs, secretary and
_
cruel tortures that only a depraved mind fed by ideas from treasurer.
Far
West
District
will
convene- with the branch at Northe infernal regions could think of. I thought of the many
borne, Missouri, on the 4th and 5th of June. Saints will be
dark and tei·iible deeds in the prisons all over Europe, such met at the_ depot in Norborne, Saturday morning, June 4.
as would make the Devil blush if it were his nature to do so. Now, brethren of the several branches, do not think Norborne
I thought of the Quakers 1n our own country tied to the back is so far off you can not attend the cpnference. Remember
of a wagon, and driven through the streets and lashed at every the members of the Norborne Branch have been attending
our conference for years and now ask for a good representastep. My mind took me to a dungeon in Missouri where some tion from the several branches, so· let as many as can, attend
of our brethren lay on the cold stone floor, and handcuffed this the first conference to be held in Norborne. Norborne is
together, were offered human flesh to eat. The questions about forty miles east of Kansas City and about the same
distance from Cameron, Missouri.
came to my mind, Is the world trying to get better? Has the
Spring River District auxiiiary conventions and conferen~e
angel's message brought any good to the world other than
will be held June 10, 11, and 12, at Scammon, Kansas. Molhe
to our own people? Have the ideas of the young Prophet had Davis, 115 West Jefferson avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
<iny influence in molding the public mind? Did his stand
There will be a conference. of' the Lamoni Stake at Lamoni,
against the slavery of the black man, the evil of intemperance, Iowa, June 18, 1910. Prayer se1·vice 9 a. m.; business session
.and cruelty in our prisons have any influence for good? Let at 10 .
the pessimist answer the above questions. I am an optimist.
I remember the words of Holy Writ that the wicked should
Convention Notices.
grow worse and worse. There are yet very many dark spots
Northeastern Illinois district Sunday school association. will
in this old world, but there are a great many more bright ones convene Friday June 17, 1910, at Mission, Illinois. Inst1tut
than at times in the past, and by faithfulness to the gospel work at 11 a. hi. and business session at 2 p. m. Hope a1
message which we have received we can increase that num- schools will have credentials in on time. LaJune Howard,
secretary.
ber. My visit taught me that my belief that others are doing
The Portland district Sunday school association will cont
good in this world, and that I am a mere speck, a grain of vene with the Saints of the Hood River Br::inch June 2\ad
sand in the great ocean of humanity, has had additional con- 10 a. m. The various schools 'of the district are reques ~
firmation. · We are workers together with G,0d, as expressed to send delegates and also to go prepare~ to take I?art m
"institute work" which the district supermtendent is now
by Paul.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
planning to conduct. Mary Harvey-Shippy, secretary.
.
May 14, 1910.
EDWARD RANNIE.
The Religio association of the Northern. Nebraska Dist
trict will meet in convention at Columbus, Friday, June 4, a
2.30 p. m. - Sunday school convention will meet at the ~·~~e
Extracts from Letters.
place Saturday, June 5, at 8.30 a. m. Mr~. M. A. Pet~ et '
L. L. Wight, Sweet Water, Texas: "More startling than a secretary, Omaha, Nebraska, 1816 North Eighteenth stre •
The Religio convention of the Nauvoo District '\\'.ill meet~
thunderbolt from a cloudless sky, comes the announcement
Fort Madison, Iowa, on F~·i?ay, Jui;i.e'3, ~910. Busmess ~h~ol
flying over the wire, tl}at the little baby grandson of twenty- ing in the afternoon, and Jomt sess10n with th~ Sundays. •s
.two grandchildren, was dead. This sad news, and in my in the evening. Come if you can, and help with the busiJ!e·
feeble condition it seemed more .than I was able to endure. and with the discussion which· is planned for the evenmg.
.
.
·. trict
If it were not for the Jlght Of revelation f certainly could Ethel A. Lacey, secretary.
The Sunday school association· of the Lit~le 1310ux Di.s day
never be reconciled.-· We hear in the diin distance of the past,
will
convene
at
l\1issouii
Valley,
Iowa,
be.gmnmgfTtnrsbest'.
,_ · -'Suffer little children-to cgme:unto me.' I learn by letter that June 2, at 8 p. m. Let us try to make it one o ie
_
. -the funeral serviceif ofom· little boy were ably rendered· by Esta Stuart, secretary; Mondamin, Iowa.
..
.Suri- ·Bi.·n;:w; H; Mann~ring and ,Hubert Case.· I hope_ to reach
The Gallands Groye, Iowa, .district associations of the -- _-

Miscellaneous·· Department
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day school and Religio will conv.en~ ,i~ jo~I}t _sessi~n
D~!.?.~~~
Iowa, June 9, at 7.30 p. m. woum oe p1eased co s.,e evo;ay
local well represent:d. Floy Holcomb, secr.etary.
Pa§toral.
To the Saints, Minist1·y, and Friends of the Canadiq,n Missfon, (}reeting: The work of the General Conference is over,.
and among the changes wrought I find one t~at ef!'ec~s me:

it associates me with the people .llf, the Canadian Mission for
the coming conference year as the ministe:r; in .charge of that
mission. It will be new territory to me, so it will be necessary
for the people of that field to .exercisi: .some pati~n~e with me until I can get better acquamted with the condition and
needs of the field. I am not an entire stranger to the most
of the missionary force and hope that a better acquaintance
with them will only increase my respect for them, also that
I may be able to conduct myself so in. harmony with the Lord's
will that the confidence, esteem, and friendship of both the
ministry and members, towards me may increase and abide.
I regret that conditions at home along financial lines have
hindered me from getting into the field· as soon as I had hoped.
I shall not appoint any assistants in charge, unless some
emergency should arise later on that would demand it, but
I do not anticipate anything of this kind now. All reports
should be made .to me direct, promptly on July 1, October 1,
January 1, and March 1. The report on the 1st of March
should be for the period of the whole year, an annual report.
Please take notice, try and get all reports to me on time so I
can make my report to the First Presidency on time.
We desire the hearty cooperation of all the local ministry
whenever and wherever they can possibly'give it. We do not
me~n ?Y this that you are to neglect your .proper work to
assist m the general ministry, but much good can be do:ne by
the local b1·ethren in the localities where they live if they will
only try as they should; if at any time a local man.can give
tyo or three months' work to the mission field. we would be
with him, and wilrtry and give him sometgh~dmgtotocorrespond
do.
. ~tshop. R,. C. Evans will have charge of the financial work ·
~n : m.1ss10_n a~d all matters pertaining to that line. will be
nde1 his direction and should be 1·eferred · to him or his
irnts; address him at 35 Huron street, Toronto Ontario.
emembe_r ~our duty along the financial line.
' ~~e m1~s10nary work and all matters that belong to the
' spmtu~l hne, the general interests of the church in the mis~1~.n, w1~l be under the supervision and direction of the minist~\~ c arge, .and should be ;referred to him. By paying heed:
b 18 you Wiii save confusion and your thoughtfulness will
m~c~precdiated by both Bro. R. C. Evans and myself, very
M • an . save ~s considerable work, too, at times.
sent~oa~hhtss wd'.ll be ~amoni, Iowa, forthe present; .:i. Ietter
foi· r a !J.d ress will always reach me, but you must allow
a fieid It~~ .time when writing to. that address. I will .publish
I would b iess as soon as I can get where I·can establish one.
to th
e gla~ to hear from any of the scattered Saints as
The b~portumty. for work in their vicinity. .
. · ·.. . distri~t ~a_nc~ds will be under. the ilr!ll!-ed~ate direction .of t)l.e
Iesi ents, and such superv1s10n; counsel, adVIce, or
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Distryct and Br~nch President.

Herald Publi$hing House
_,

$i 00.00 Gold· Bonds, bearing
~nterest _at
Dated August 1, 1909

five per cent
Due August 1, 1914.

Redeemable a:tter due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-,on
February 1st and August 1st.
. .
Both principal and interest .payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets . of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mocerate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is· clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bond~$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes .toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements· since the fire.

TakeN~tice.

,

We have just printed a reporting blan~
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
··
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen . . . .08

Religio's
Norrnal Book
A normal book containing iessons
upon the Book ot Mormon and

Religio Society.

Every student pf

the Book of Mormon should have
one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

COURT PROCEDURE
26 pages of instructions and blank forms
nroceed in chnrch f:,.jgJe

ahnut. hnw tn

-------------------------------.-1--~-- ,-,;,;o. ;;;. Pa~~.- 1~:~~:-·-enabled to make ourselves felt for good to this great church
of God in carrying the angel's message to every nook and
corner of this field, so far as it lays in our power to do.
Therefore, in order to do this, we have thought best to put
the following brethren of the ministry in char'ge of ·such and
such parts of the field as our assistants: · Cha1'les E. Harpe,
Far West District; Henry Sparling, Saint Louis and Southeastern Illinois districts; A. M, Baker,.Southern Missouri District, and the fifteen counties in Southeastern Missouri not in
organized te1•ritory; W. S. Macrae, Clinton District; George
Jenkins, Spring River District; H .. E. Moler, Northeastern
and Northwestern Kansas districts; Lee Quick, Eastern Oklahoma District;· Hubert Case, Cen.tral-and Western Oklahoma
districts; J. T. Riley, Arl.rnnsas and Louisiana; W; M;. Aylor,
'.Texas; F. C. Keck, Southern Kansas, (the·twenty-four counties not. in ·organized territory) ; A. C. Silvers, N oc!away District; E. L; Henson, Northeastern Missouri District; R. T.
Walters, Central Illinois District:
·

.

May grace and truth abound with us to the inviting of the
Holy Spirit in our trials as well as in our triumphs.
We arn your brethren in the great conflict,
I. N. WHITE.
J. F. CURTIS.
Notice of Appointment.

To Whom it MCl!!J Conce1·n: Bro. Ben St. John having been
referred to "us for appointment, we hereby notify that he has
been appointed to labor in Northern Michigan District.
Very .respectfully submitted,
J._W. WIGHT, Minister in charge.
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
Apiil 20, 1910.
Addresses.

New address:

Ralph W. Farrell, West Sullivan, Maine.,

REPORTING.

The time f01• reporting is as heretofore--July 1, October 1,
January 1, and March 1. All the ministry in oui· charge
should make their reports direct to I: N. White, 1000 West
Maple, Independence, Missouri,· who will attend to that
department of the work.
REUNIONS. -

- To make reunions profitable, and without unnecessary
trouble and _expense in securin.g. speakers, ."'.e should be notified at an early day of the contemplated time and place of
holding them, as we may be able to offer some timely suggestions to avoid an unnecessary conflict,if at all possible.
DEBATES.
We W!\nt to urge upon botbtht; local and traveling ministry,
not to compromise the chm•ch m debates. . You can. ~fford
to wait long e11ough to_,take ~he matter up with the-mm1sters
in chifrge,-oi• '\vi_th theu;.:ass1stants, :vhq have had. y-ears of
experience along ,these Imes, before s1gnmg propos1t10ns and
rules. .. . · - : '"-': · ... : . .
·
Let us all trust-and :pray that we may have a harmonious
ministry throughout the entire ye~r-doing unto others'as we
- would have.them·do.u_nto us;· or m.other words, do the best
we ·knoip_ how~.
·
·
·
·

Died.
C~K.-Edith Clark was born April 20, 1876, at (:ldhrie,

Iowa; was baptized September 19, 1909, by Bro. Warr;;n
Turner. She died May 7, 1910, .at Maquoketa, Iowa. 8 e
was a faithful member until death. _Funeral sermon by John
Heide.
..
·
CULFF.-Sr. Ida Culff was born March 14, 1886; died Ma1·ch
17, 1910. She was the daughter of John and Adaline Camp:
bell. She was united in marriage to Harry Culff SeptemblI
29, 1902. To them were born five children, the youngest on Y
a few days old. She was of a cheerful disposition and bore J!ed ·
afflictions with .commendable patience. She was loved a~
. admired by all that knew her. Blood poison from a fester.ed
tooth caused her untimely death. To a large and sympat.hizing congregation, Elder F. J. Ebeling presented the gl01~ou~
hope offered to those who dfe in the Lord. Intermen a
Crabtree.
·
WALKER.-At his home five miles west of Fillmore, Sa~d .
katchewan, on April 23, 1910, of pneumonia, .Bro. · DaVI · - :
Walker. Brother Walker was born at Huntsville, Utah, Sepf
tember 19; 1867. United-with the· church .at .the age
fifteen. He lived at Lcamoni for !lleven yel!-rs pr~VId~us \in
when .he came to Canada. · A wife and nme ch1l ten 1em
to mourn his' loss. .
..
-
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JACKSON· COUNTY BANK

CANDY

Boston Cream.~Send 10 cents for recipe for making this candy. Costs,about
8
cents
per pound;_sells for 25 cents per
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
pound. A good way to earn Christmas
B k"
Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State of Offering. Address,
Does a General -an 1 ~g "zed ae having the most rigid banking supervision of any
20-2
S. E. BALLOU, Lamoni, Iowa.
Mi1so~i-the S~ate rsiaf:examination and public published_ statement- required.
State m the mon.
- J. E. Bozarth.
W. A. Duncan.
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE

0

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Intereat Paid on Depoaita

·

h vin

ractically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public
O~r ~usmjj~
\tmfa~nce at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
11
and mV1ted m!here plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
• corre~pfn e~~d business solicited.
Very truly yours, associa ion
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J, D. BRIGGS, Cashier.

Just to Get Acquainted
1 will send 30 beautiful flora, up;to-date

post cards for 10 cents. Anythmg you
want in the line of Socialist literature,
Send for ID:\': f_!ee 64 P_!!:ge. catal~!pl_e.
:s. lJRAZEY, ~euoens, rnano.

John A. Kerr

Good graded school and· L: D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred.. Are you lookini;t this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZART_H & DUNCAN,
- Knobposter, Mo.

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acr_es, "':from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I ean
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
~-or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
: Iwould be pleased to correspond with ~ business man. Correspondence solicited.
1 parties seeking Investment In Jack- , Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
8
: son County, Missouri, FIRST ~ 504.

, ..----------------------;'
,,
',
: MORTGAGES,

,
,:
I

MUNICIPAL :
I

,

To the Ministry:

In harmony with

BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL , the resolutions passed by the last General
1 STOCKS.
1 Conference, we have printed proper
1

'

ZION'S PRAISES

,

,

Very truly yours,
: blanks for the recording of blessings of No. 70, cloth ..•..••••_._ .•...••.•• $ .40
No. 70'\4, leather ..•.•... ; .•..•.. 1.00
:
J. D. Briggs
1 children. Order No. 167§. In book form No. 70%, leather, flexible .......• 1.50
:(_____________________
Independence, Missouri :_ __
44tf
,....,.!.: same as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

Yellowstone Park

is the

Nation's Playground
~t belongs to all the people. You are one ofthe people-have
you mspected your property?
Nowhere else in the world is there such a playground-now~e~e else is Nature's revelation to man so complete and awe-in~p1rmg. With comfortable vehicles and excellent hotels and camp!ng arrangements, the Park trip entirely lacks hardship or even
mconvenience.
Let me tell you how you can make the Park trip to the best
. ~dvan~age, not only as to cost and train service, but as to the order
m which the w-0nders ·sh-0uld be visited. ·
t .· Le~ me give you our Yellowsto~e Folder~ It tells all about the
an contains the best mapof the Park p_ublished. If you want
0
camp out ask for the folder "Cody Road into Yellowstone Park."

tP

See me before you startI can !\elp you.

L. F. SILTZ, -AGENT, C.~-B; &;Q. R. R.

Bible References-By Alvin Knisley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

5 cente
• • 10 cents

Hurlbut's Teacher~Training Lessons_
is the name of the latest edition of Hudbut'1«Norma_I
Lessons. This edition is an enlargement of the fQr.. ·-:-mer one and takes its place.

No. 77 Paper .,
- No. 771~2 Cloth.
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Engraving_s.. of Prehistoric Spe~imens

. . ..

I

The Old
Reliable
' -

L
~Baking Powder
• Absolutely Pure
The only bakinlJ powder made

from Royal Grape Cream of Tfil'!l!r
No Alum

Ito Lime Phosphate

.

0

Every Saint should have this book. It

Presidency and Priesthood..... .
This book has been enlarged by the addition of over eighty pages.
No. i34-Cloth • • • $1. 00

·Su_b. .·u.·rban··
H·
·L
. omes at amonl

from Michigan ·U. S. A. Tablet records · A b
t'f
·
.
of copper,··clay, and stone. Forty-four
!!au; 1 u1.· 6-acre tract, high and dcy;
cuts, among them seven of. Flood; five of G°.od 7 room house, good, large barn,.
The Tower of Babel, .five of 13 month 01'c~ifke!ltho$sO'oiwo.good
wells and plenty
Lunar Ca}.endar. Th.e Ten Commap.d- 0 2 3rm \
' .:
..
.
·
ments, EhJah and Pnests of Baal con·acres near the college. Five room
test, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their gen- ~ouse, good, snug barn, ne:w chicken "·
uineness and _antiquitY; established; New o~se, hog ~ouse~ etc., $3,7?0. .
·
book of rare mterest m archreology ·and . O acres .1~ West Lamom. Five room
all that appertains to the Book of Mor- iottage, fau barn an~ other out buildmon and Restoration. Explanatory notes ng,s. :Wei~ se~ to fnut. $3,5po.
and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or En- .. Four ~cres · m East Lamom near the .
sign Office.
2laltlyr.· college.·. Good .seven room cottage, small
. ..- .
barn,- chicken house and plenty of fruit.
.
$1;200.
'
WHAT IS MAN?
One half cash, balance on time for any ·
of _the. above exci;pt the 23 acre tract
. One of the best works on one of the which would regu1re more money down.
·most interesting and important subjects. These are desm.':ble places and .anyone
It is a complete refutation of the fa!~ adapted to.,t!J.e-busmess of gardenmg and.
lacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 cents, ~oi:ltry raismg could make more than a
cloth No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert. hvmg on any one of them besides having
'
the adv~ntage of one of the best high .
schools m the State and Graceland ColRULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE~ I~ge to fil!: ~~~nd and Loan co.,
(!
-·

UT
''•

CY~

UT .I.TT>.
.1.>Lll\.lfi,

OBG,

is complete as well as explicit in its state-1-------...,---------ments as to how to conduct all business
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. - respondence on religious .topics with ra certain
friend. She finally converted him and he beeame ·a
Latter Day Saint,_ in time an 'elder, and in his .minLOYALTY.
istry
he converted and baptized
probably at.
least
•wt ashamed of the gospel of Christ: 1'or it'is the
..
_
F01· I a•1•
'" ' unto salvation to every one that believeth; to the one hundred :and fifty people. The sister was Oarrie
power of God
Jew first, and also to the Greek.-Romans 1: 16.
A. Church, author of the -hymn-, ''In the light"; the
The latter day gospel is pure gold. It rings true. _ man was Elder Charles Brown. -Both have gone to
It has stood the "acid test" of t~me iand persecution.. their reward, laden with sheaves, all beca.useslie ~as
It asks for and is worthy of :bhe undivided fove and not ashamed of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the powe:t'
loyalty of all Latter Day Saints. Adherence to an of God unto salvation., Many such cases could be
unworthy or mistaken cause may become fanaticism, cited where by a resolute testimony and fearless
but a worthy cause claims a fixed and unwavering defense of truth one has been converted, and in the
devotion.
,
way thus opened (or through his ministry)· hunOur men and women must not forget that they dreds have come in.
,
· Can we afford to miss the golden opportunities
are parts of a closely a:11ied fighting-forCe, the chureh
militant. They should 'not disown their church mem- that are around us? Our boys artd girls, our young- -.
bership, remain silent concerning their faith, or fail men and women, should be talking to their friends
to improve a good opportunity to' do something to about the gospel; giving out tracts, praying with and
for those who are in darkness, living in and loving
advance the work.
We can not excuse ourselves on the plea that there :the gospel light. 'Tis a glorious thing to be in the
are no opportunities. '!'here are more opportunities light.
than we are willing to admit. The Lord has comOur young men wl].o hold the priesthood should be
manded that those who are warned should warn busy magnifying their .calling, seeking opportunity. ·
their neighbors,-he will help us to make opportuni- to preach in schoolhouses; churches, Qr on, the street
ties if we want them. The trouble is that we some- corner. You are inexperienced? That is the way
times weakly shrink from improving a splendid to get experience. Do not fe!!-r. ·We have plan of
chance to speak a word for Jesus and his kingdom as salvation that is defensible. If you .study hard and
restored to the earth.
·
pray earnestly God will not 1,eave you to be overWe are prone to make concessions to the world. thrown. He will help you to dedare ihis word ih
The world believes that we are fanatics and we con- such a way that others will be touched thereby.
cede the point and think to keep. entirely still about There are many honest people everywhere and it will
our church membership in order to retain the good be the happy Jnt of some one to.take the message to
fellowship of our neighbors. How about the good .them. Will you go?
fellowship of our God?
· _ · ..
'l'he world has a thousand devices to tei;it the
-. Our neighbor believes that we are wrong. We loyalty o:f5 the young Latter Day Saint. If ·a frown
kn~w that we are right_! We }lave the scriptures, will not intimidate,, ia smile and little flattery may
logic, and personal testimony on our side. Why prevail. Here is:the test of character? Some'! stand
should we yield an inch? When·the test comes let proudly fast when among the •lJ.ome folks and with
_us .not evade or. retreat. If we tell our neighbor the people of God. When out in the 'World t:p.ey ·
plamly what we are. and why we are what We are adopt the customs Of the WO!'ld ·and ·are no better
and back the statement up with a heartfelt testi~ than worldly people. SU:ch men: and \vomen are :weak
. mo~y, standing ready to explain and -defend our -in character. The test Of strength' is to stand by
pos1tiCin, we will hold his good fell~wship if it 'is the right when the right is unpopular.
.
~orth holding! if otherwiSe, let it go. And ·there is
We .must be loyal to our pri>fessi61i and to our
a_ways a fightmg chance that we wi11 wfa him into church. We can not join: hands with the worHk We
the true church a:nd f<>ld of .our :God and his Christ. nev~r can meet. the world- on, comiriofi groun_d · until
One Young sister enter~d- into a persistent ~or- ,the. world changes ideals or, the' chureh abandons
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her ideals. We do not need to change our ideals. If
we stand by them resolutely, :in time the whole world
must come to our standard. Ill fact, the world has
to an extent changed its base. Things that we defended in 18SO, and for which we were assailed, are·
now quite generally accepted. Things that we defend to-day will be ac_cepted fifty years from noW,----:,
possibly at a m11c:h ~a;rlier date.
._
.. ·
We must be loyal i~t deed as well as in woru. ·one
man w~s reviling the~aints and declaring that they
were· an. ignorant, fai13.tical, and dishonest lot. Another replied, ."I kno\v 'better than that. _ They _are
an honest, intelligent, and good class of people."
.
"How do you know?"
"I have lived among them and had them for my
neighbors."
.
That is the best possible argument in .defense of
our position. The ignorant, tobacco-stained, lazy
"old settler" who lived (according tO his story) in
Kirtland, or Missouri, or Nauvoo and. now delights
to paint his own picture .when describing the Saints
who lived in the days of Joseph Smitn gets no encore
when his audience has had an opportunity to observe the consistent, Christian life of a_ true Latter
Day Saint. Be loyal all the time.
.
The Evangelical Free Church Catechism (London) says, "The essential mark of a true branch of
the Catholic church is the presence of -Christ,
through his indwelling Spirit, manifested in holy
life and fellowship."
We admire the sentiment, and change the wording
to read, "The essential mark of a true member of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is
the presence of Christ, through his indwelling Spirit
manifested in holy life and fellowship;"
E. A. s.
REJECTED BY THE MINISTERIAL ALLIANCES.

Jes us Christ had no standing with the ministerial
alliance of his day. The rabbis did not considel' him
"evangelical," and they passed some very severe
strictures upon his p~rsonal character. It afforded
them considerable plitl~ure to cast him out and turn
him over to the Romans for crucifixion.
Now the ~hief priests, ~nd elders, and all the council,-sou&"ht
fahie witness against Jesus; to put him to death.-Matthew
26: 59.
..
'.

Somewhat later it was written: ..
The stone which the. builders disallowed, the sam~ fa inade
the head of the corner.--,-1.Peter 2: 7.

History repeats itself; and it need not surprise
us to-day to find· that Christ, as represented• by his
ministry, is rejected by the modern ministerial al-.
liances.
When the Federal CoimcH of Churches, representitig s.ort1e thirty denominations, met ih Phiiadeiphia,
ill 1908, our delegates were excluded. The council
·. _ gave no reasons, but the chairman, Doctor William
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_H. Roberts, stated to. Bishop Kelley that no churg'h
would be admitted that claimed tO have received rev.
elation from God since the days of .the apostles. The
council in Jerusalem cast Jestis out; the councils of
to-day exclude all who '.have intercourse with him
by way of revi:ilation.
In many of the large cities. there are associations
composed of the pastors of the :various Protestant·
churches of the community. In some of these cities
'our ministers have sought membership in these
associations_ or alliances, with the idea that they
could at least labor together with the other pastors
in the interest of social improvements. In some
instances they have received very fair treatment;
in others they have been treated with discourtesy,
and have encountered.the· same spirit of intolerance
that was shown toward Jesus by the ministerial
·
alliance in Jerusalem.
Some time ago Elder V. M. Goodrich, representing the church in Saint Joseph, Missouri, was denied
membership in the ministerial ·association in that
city. During the pi·esent year Elder W. E. LaRue
was excluded from: membership in the association
at Kansas City. And now Elder J. F. Mintun has
been ousted from the associatioJi in Des Moines,
Iowa, after having held membership for some time.
The ministers composing_· these alliances are of
rock-bound and hide-bound "orthodoxy" and they
vote us out on the supposition that. we are not evangelical.. Evidently they go on the theory that it were
better to exclude a dozen good, evangelical ministers
than to run the l'isk of admitting one who is heterodox, because (if we are.correctly informed) in every
case our men were voted down without being given
any opportunity to explain their belief before the
assembly. They were tried and condemned without
counsel or representation. ·• In the case of Elder
Mintun the alliance improved an opportunity to turn
him out while he was absent from the city.
Such conduct may be considered "evangelical" by certain broadcloth gentlemen in Des Moines, but it ·
hardly appeals to us ~s being in harmony with the
idea of fair play and common decency.
Elder Mintun has ·succeeded in getting into the
leading dailies of Des Moines with a forceful presentation of our position. He a-lso took up the question in a sermon in which he set forth the idea that
if we are to be judged from a scriptural standpoint
we are strictly evangelical and orthodox. The sermon was quoted at- length in the Register and
Leader.
..· _ ·
Elder Mintun also addressed the following letter
to the associatfon under date -of May 18:
-

-~

-

-

.

·-

~

· · Ministeria
. . · .. l A sso_cia
· · t'ion: On
To the ·Des Moines
. ,my returnd
about midnight I~st night_ f~om Pacifi~ Ju..~e~ion; where I ,had
been to :Perform my ministerial_ duty in ccnnf?rt~ng bere;;eI
ones who had lost both father and )llOtherwithm a we .'h
learned, if I am to believe the newspaper reports, that, wit •
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<>vious notice, I had been judged by a majority o~ t~_e
out pr-.]:1 present that I was not worthy of membership m
members ~ ~.
1 am loath to believe that men who claim to
·. the assoct1ath10no.ne who is to· be judged of all the earth .would
represen .en so
- contrary to the golden rµI e and_ th.e spin
· •t
take an ac t 10
d th
"th
·
of civil jurisprudence. In order that I may o ...os~
h I have been associated for about two yearsno mJustice,
~v om t to !·now from you th<> reasons for such action with! rteq~e~ng m'e notice and to -know whether you have bee_n
OU g1VI
'
.
orrectly in the reason assigned by the newspapers
repor ted C
·
d · th t I
"
.for my expulsion. The reason . as s:rieI itsh_ a
rtam apo::;
·tolic," and hence not "evange1ica1.·
s is .repo con·ec .
It ·s also reported that I have used my membership in t~e
oc~ation to make converts, by boasting of this relationship:
~:e you reported correctly· in this? If so,_ a false re~ort has
come to your notice. I have not even thought of placmg s_uch
an estimation on membership in the association. I hav_e· spoken
to some of my membership in the association as. an evidence
of what I esteemed the fair-mindedness of the ministers composing it, and never once thought that such . wo~ld result
otherwise than to encourage others to be as fair-mmded. A
minister of the gospel would have a very low estimate of
conversion to conclude that membership in the Des Moines
Ministerial Asociation would result in such divine fruitage.
A correct and authoritative representation of the perfect law
of the Lord is the only way to convert the soul.
It is true that I do not represent the same faith that those
who represent other churches do, but where is your authority
to decide that I am not a representative of an -"evangelical
church"? And what is your definition of- an ''.evangelical"
church? I have been made painfully ·awhe that a few of
the members of the association were so prejudiced that they
could not help but show it, but I am surprised _that the asso. ciation as a body would take such an action without giving
me due notice and permitting me to be heard iri my own
defense. Am I to understand that I am to have no privilege
to be heard before the association? I do not wish t~ intrude
my presence in your meetings unless the priyilege is granted
by .an act of the association. I want to hear from you, that
I may undei·standingly give answer; an_d I want· you to l:!ear
my answer, and let your judgment be rendered thereon. -

w;

Unless these men have been misrepresented by
their own act, it were better· for us to be vot€d. out
than to be voted in. In any event we shall suffer no
loss if the affair serves to bring our position before
the public.
E. A. s. ·
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Bro. A. H. Parsons, Bro. Daniel Macgregor, Sr.
Anna Salyards, and probably. others of our church
people whose names we have not learned have been
i~ attendance at the World~s Sunday Sch~l Gonven. tion, h~ld in the city of Washington, May 18-24. The.
gathenng was an immense affair. Some ill feeling
seems to have been engendered by the action of the
committee in excluding certain colored schools from
~~e ?arade. The convention should have been too Ig m every sense to say to the colored folks "You
can'.t walk in the street with us/' However,' better
feelmg obtained later when Booker T. Washington
~as ac!!epted as a "life .member.-, Life membe~"i)hip

~;sts .o~e thousa}ld d_ollars, and in .his case the ~um
as rnised mostly by ~outhern people. · ·

At their r«:!Cent conference held in Tennessee the
Cumberland Presbyterians arranged to send missionaries to Iowa to try and build up their disorganized work in that State;
- _ The assembly of the Presbyterian Church (south)
-in Lewisburg, West Virginia, encounter!'ld some hard
sledding in an effort to revise the confession of
faith in its utterances on infarit ;aalvation and damnation so as to retain .the ·ol;'M¥in~l wording and yet
convey the idea that all infants ·are ''.elect" and will
be saved. It would be better ~fo admit an error and
get right.
·:·.
,
>Memorial services were held in the church at
Lamoni Sunday morning in cliarge of Pres. John
Smith, assisted by Comrade Stebbins. The sermon
was by Reverend Shipman, pastor of the local Methodist church. Monday forenoon was devoted fo suitable memorial services. Da:n,iel Lambert was the
orator of the day.
·
The baccalaureate sermon for the graduating class
.of Graceland College was preached by Elder Heman.
C. Smith, in the Brick Church; Sunday evening.
Right and wrong, justice and crime, exist inde-·
pendently of our country. A public wrong is not a
private right for any ·citizen. The Citizen is_ a man
bound to know and do the right, and the nation is
but an aggregation of citizens. If a "inan should
snout, "My country, by whatever means extended
or bounded; my country, right or wrong," he
merely repeats the words of the thief who steals in
the street, or the trader who swears falsely in the
customhouse, both of them chuckling, "My fortune;
however acquired."
~ . Thus, we see that a man's country is not a certain
acre of land-of mountains, rivers,· and woods-but
it is principle; and patriotism is loyalty to that principle.
. . In poetic minds and in PRJ(>Ular enthusiasm this
feeling becomes- closely assqi;Jated with the soil and
symbols of the country. But ~the secret sanctification of the soil and the symbol is· the idea which .
they represent; and this idea the patriot worships,
through the name and the symbol, as a lover kisses
with rapture the g~ove of his mistress and wears a
lock of her hair - ilpcm his heart.-George William
Curtis. ,,
·
· To be always intending a new life, but never fo
find time to set about it-this is as if a man should
put off eating and drinking and sleeping from one
day to another till he is starved ~nd destroyed.-'He who has no mind to trade with th.e Devil should
be so wise as to keep away from his shop.
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Doctrine and Covenants, sect~on 76, treats on rewards and punishments. It tells US there are three
di~tjnet glories, .the ceJestial, ter:restri~l, ~n(J. telestial. The first is the greatest, and is :typified by the
sun. Only those who . obey the celestial law, can
secure celestial glO:cy.· That is, the gospel lav,r, as it
was and is, .must b~~roperly observed in order to
receive celestial rew~_rd. 'l'he second, is prepared
for designated classes who fail· to live. up to the
requirements of the 'highest law. This glory is typified by the moon. The third glory is for those, who,
after having received due punishment for all their
sins, are found worthy of •the lowest reward. . This
glory is typified by the stars. According to this
vision,
will be redeemed, sometime and somewhere, except the sons of perdition. Is this narrow? Does it not agree with what is written in
the Bible? This revelation throws a flood of light
on the judgment and final destiny of man, but does
not conflict with what has been given to us in the
Bible. ·Take 'the teachings of the book, as a whole,
so far as they relate to the conduct of_ man, and we,
find 1Jhat all that is good is enjoined, and aU that is
evil is forbidden.

all

And I give unto you a commandment, that ye shall forsake
all evil and cleave unto all good, that ye shall live by every
word that proceedeth forth out of the mouth of God.-Doctrine and Covenants 95 : 3.

As it appears to us, forsaking all evil and cleaving
unto all good, is not too narrow. To believe the whole
truth, and practice it in our lives, is the wh.ole duty
of man. (Ecclesiastes 12: 13; 14; Luke 8: 21; Matthew 4: 4; John 8: 31, 32.)
Doctrine and Covenants, section 42, given in February, 1831, contains a very important part of the
restored gospel, so far as record is concerned. A
careful examination of this revelation, with some
statements which preceded it, will show that the
God of the Saints knew what he was talking· aboi;it;
that he foresaw the .:P,eculiar conditions :that would
arise ·and made propili'i>rovision to meet them. Thus
the safety of God's people, in a moral and spiritual
sense, and the perpetuity of his work, notwithstandi11g the Wickedness of men within and. without the
church, were assured.
· . .
In this revelation is announced the law in plain
terms, which was tc> govern :the church till Christ
sliould come ito rule over his people in righteousness
and in glory. Because <}f the statements of this and
other revelations, we
fully justified: iri the conclusion rbhat no other thing! in .contravention of this
law, or any par.1; of 'it, could possibly obtain, without
the church incurring the disfavor of God and losing
the rights arid ·privileges which belong to :the chil. dren of God.
'
In January, 1831, one month before section 42
was given, ·.the following was received :

are

,'

-.

~

.
I

.

-

1

About seven nionths fater the. following command.
.

. ments and instructions w~re given:

Let no man think that he is ruler, but let God rule him that
.judgeth, according to the counsel of his will, or, in other
words, him that counseleth or· sitteth upon the judgment seat.
Let no man break the laws of the lan:d, ·for he that keepeth
the laws of God hath no need to break the laws of the land;
wherefore be subject to the powei·s that be, till He reigns
whose right it is to· reign,. and subdues all enemies under
his feet. . Behold, the laws which ye have received 11re the
laws of the church, and in this_ light .ye shall hold them forth.
Behold, hereis Wisdom.-Doctrine and Covenants·58: 5.

Putting rthis instruction together, which relates to
the same point, the following deductions are clear:
No king or ruler, political or spiritual, should rule
over the saints of God in the )and of Zion in
America; but by obedience to the word of Jesus
Christ, and following him, they would become a free
people.· They ,were to be governed by the laws of
the church, given of God for the regulation of their ·
moral and spiritual conduct; but were virtually notified that he would give them no law which would
require t_hem to break 1Jhe laws of the land in order
to keep it. They were forbidden to break the laws
of :the land, but were informed that in eternity they
would be governed solely by ;the laws of Christ..
Their spiritual leaders were not permitted to rule
as kings or dictators, but simply and only as teachers
and administrators of the law of Chri$t, every man
esteeming "his brother as, himself," and practicing .
"virtue and holiness" before ·God.
In section 38, already referred to and quoted from,
we hav:e the following significant instruction:
And now I show unto you a mystery, a thing which is had in
secret chambers, to bring to pass even your destruction, in
process of time, and ye kilew it not, •llut··now I tell it unto
you, and Ye are bles.sep, not because of y,our iniquity, ~either
your hearts of unbelief,· for .verily some of you are gmlty before me· but I will be merciful unto your weakness. Therefore,
be ye strong from henceforth; fear not for the kingdom is
yours: and for your salvation I give unto you a commandment, for I have heard your prayers, and the poor have co~··
plained before me, and the rich have I made, and 1111 flesh 18
mine, and I am no respecter of persons.-Paragraph 4.
And that ye might escape the power· of the enemy, and be
gathered unto me a righteous.people, Without spot and blameless: wherefore, for.this cause I gave'untci you the command·
ment, that ye should go to the Ohio. [I}irtland, Ohio]; .and
there I will give unto you my law.:--Paragraph 7..

In these paragraphs we ,have ~ revelation of the
character of whait·was alr~ady going.on in the secr~t
cliambers, with a view to the destruction of God 8
people and the r~stored church. Not their ·sudden
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fWhereforj, headr my vhoi ~eh.and f~llow me, and you shall be~
ree peop e, an . ye. s a . ave no l.aws but my laws, when I·
come, f~r I am your lawgiver, and what can .stay my hand?
But verily I say unto you, Teach one another according to the
office whereW:ith I have appointed you', and let every man
esteem his brother as himself, and practice virtue and holiness before me.-Doctrine and Covenants 38: 5.
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d' t destruction but graduaJI 'y, .tha t is,
and imme m,,evma" 'l'he 'wav of escape is plainly
'.'in.process ;hr~~;h the iaw '.;,vhich the Lord now
mdi~ted.t0 give and the endowment . of th~ Holy
promises
·
· · . "'
power of the ene~y
. . •t they might' "escape the
::;pnbi ' athered unto God "a righteous people, w~thand e tg nd blameless." Now it follows as a logical
out- spo
athat the leading sins
· ment•10ned m
· -"h
.
•i; e I a w
__ ,
seque~~\an
be
given
are
the
very
things
ihadin_the
1
whent ~ambers to bring about ·the destruction of
secre c
God's people.
:t
T.hey went to the place designated, according , o
4 1831
the commandment, and on February - •
' received the following:
Hearken and hear, O ye niy people, saith the _Lord and
. God ye whom I delight to bless with the greatest blessye that hear me; and ye th.a_t hear me ~ot will I cur~e,
that have professed my name; with the heaviest of !].II curs~
ings. Hearken, O ye elders of my church whom I have called:
B;hold, I give unto you a commandment, tpat ye shall assemhie yourselves together to agree upon my wo1·d, and by- the
prayer of your faith ye shall receive my law, t_h~t ye ~ay
know how to govem my church, and have all thmgs right
before me. And I will be your i·uler when I come; and,
behold, I come quickly; and ye shall see that my law is kept.
He that receiveth my law and doeth it the sam_e is my dis"
ciple; he that saith he receiveth it and doeth it not, the same
is not my disciple, and shall be cast out from among you;
for it is not meet that the things which belong to the children
of the kingdom, Ehould be given to them that are not worthy,
or to dogs, or the peai·ls to be cast before swine.-Doetrine
and Covenants 41: 1, 2.
r.t is needful for us to emphasize a few points set
forth in the above extract.
1. The purpose of the law. It was, and is, that
the church might be governed according to the will
of God, and that they might have all things right
before him. That which should be done, thereaf·ter,
in harmony with the law, would be right; but if in
conflict with the law, it would be wrong.
2. Duration of the law. "And I will be your ruler
when I come." This implies that the law must govern and direct till Jesus Christ come,s in glory, to
rule over his people in righteousness. But as this
point is a very important one, we quote frnm a subsequent revelation, given in December, 1832:
And they who are not ~anctified through the law whfoh I
have given unto you, even the law of Christ, must inherit
another kingdom, even that of a terrestrial kingdom or that
of a telestial kingdom. For he who is not able to ~bide th~
law of a celestial kingdom, can not abide celestial gl01"'; and
he wh? can not abide the law of a terrestrial kingdom,
- " _can
not .abide a terrestrial glory;- ... therefore, he is "not meet for
a kmgdom -of glory. Therefore he must abide a kingdom
which
85:
5. is not a kingdom of glo1:y.-DoctriU:e and Covenants

r:;:i

3
· Viewed from a Latter Day Saint point

W~o are the

of_vie~,

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
_Proper? The., answer is plain; , They wh-0
~ach and obey~ the law which is_ now about to be
given to the church. "He that.receiveth my law and

~amts,

.

-
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doeth it, the same is my disciple i and he that saith
he receiveth it and doeth it not; the same is not my
disciple, and shall be cast out from among you."
This settles ·the third important point, positivel11 and
emphaticall11. If any people should arise- at any subsequent time or place, and ignore the law, in part or
~s a whole, by claiming that it is not essential, because we are. g:overned .by the "living oracles" now,
- or by substituting something of a dissimilar char.acter, and still claim to be the Church of Jes us
Christ of Latter Day Saints, the claim would l:Je
'false. Retaining or accepting and using the name
does not make it the church of Jesus Ohrist, any
more than calling a thistle a rose would make it one.
_"And ve shall see that my law iS kept," is the
languag-·e of the Master to the elders of the church~ "
_
_ Five days after receiving the important instruction contained in the above paragraphs, the elders
assembled together as they had been instructed to
do, and the following recognition, instruction, and
.
promise were given:
Hearken, O ye elders of my church, who have assembled
yourselves together, in my name, even Jesus Christ, the Son
-of the living God, the Savior of the world, inasmuch as they
believe on my name and keep my commandments; again I say
unto you, Hearken and hear and obey the law which I shall
give untp you; for verily I say, as ye"ha'1e assembled yourselves together according to the commandment wherewith I
commanded you, and ar.!} agreed as touching this one thing,
and have asked the Father in my name, even so-ye shall receive.-Doctrine and Covenants 42: 1.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 contain instructions to the
elders -to go forth and pr~ch the gospel, -- and to
Edward Partridge to stand ·in the office to. which he
had been appointed, etc. Paragraph 4 'instructs the
church conce1•ning who may be sent forth to preach
the gospel. It must be known by the church that
they have proper authority, and have been properly
ordained. Paragraph 5 is a commandment to the
ministers of the church to preach the principles of
the gospel as contained in the Bible_ and Book of
M-0rmon, "in which," it is declared, "is the fullness
of -the gospel." They were to live in obedience to
the covenants and church articles, and teach as they
should be "directed by the Spirit." Under the influence of this Spiri·t, they were to "speak arrd
prophesy as seemeth me g-0od; for behold, the Comforter knoweth all things, and beareth'. record of the
·
h -s "
Father and of t e' on.
Afte1· ·the imp.• ortant instructions and commandments contained in the 'first five paragraphs had
been given, the language is addressed mot~ directly
to the church ·as a body, which, of course, includes
both'. ministers and members. This announces the
-p~ecepts and rules of the law in the phraseology of
"thou shalt" and "thou shalt not!'
,
.
Aud now, behold, I speak unto the church.' Thou shalt
kill; and he that kills shall not have forgiveness iIJ- this world,
nor in the world-to come. And again, I say, Thou shalt not

~ot

'
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kill; but he that killeth shall die. Thou shalt not steal;_ and
he that stealeth and will not repent, shall be cast .olitv Thou
shalt not lie; he that lieth and will not repent, shall be cast o\lt.
Thou shalt love thy wife. with all thy heart, and shall cleave
unto her and none else; and he that looketh upon woinan to
lust after her, shall deny the faith, and shall not have the
Spirit; and if he repents not, he shall be ·cast out:. Thou shalt
not commit adultery; and he that committ_eth adultery and repenteth not, shall be cast out; but he that has committed
adultery. and repents with ali his heart, and forsaketh it, and
doeth it no more, thou shalt forgive; but if he doeth it again,
he shall not be forgiven, but shall be cast out. Thou shalt
not speak evil of thy neighbor, nor do him any harm. Thou
knowe'st my laws concerning these things are given. in niy ·
scriptures; he that sinneth and repenteth not, shall be cast
out.-Paragraphs 6,•7.

a

In the above paragraphs all the leading sins in the
..catalogue are condemned and prohibited, while all
other sins m;e covered with the statement, "He that
sinneth and repenteth 'not, shall be cast out." ,
At the time when this revelation was given, (less
than two years after the organization of the church
with six members,) there was no visible evidence of
an existing demand for many of the prohibitions of
the law as quoted above~ Wihy, 'then, were they
given?· The· answer is, that God foresaw the terrible
work of apostasy in the restored church, which, in
time, would create ·an urgent and extraordinary demand. So, like himself, he made proper pr-0vision for this future emergency, which, from a
merely human point of view, was as strange a.s it was
unexpected. But by this provision of divine wisdom,
the people of God are saved from ruin, and the restored church perpetuated.
As early as 1831, no one, so far as we know, had
the remotest thought of such heresies as polygamy,
stealing, and killing, ever being taught in the name
of our holy religion, except the few who were already doing the work of Satan in the "secret
chambers." But, as heretofore stated, polygamy was
first made public and ·accepted as a doctrine of the
church in August, 1852, at Salt Lake City, Utah,
under the presidency of Brig.ham Young. If taught
or practiced (one or both) to any extent before 'this
date, it was done the same as other crimes are
practiced, that is, in secret and in· the da1'.k! If
such a movement was set -0n foot in Nauvoo, as is
claimed by many, it was· an individual movement,
made in opposition to the laws of the church and the
laws of the land. If any minister of the church, or
anybody else, ·has. been proven guilty
can be, let
the culpability and condemhatfon ·which properly befong to them, rest where they belong. The faith.and
doctrine of the church are in nowise responsible, any
more than the laws of the land are responsible. .
Surely; God exhibited his wisqom and foresight,
when he commanded.his servants and people to do
all ·thing~ ..fi,cc{)rdil}g ·to his word, and in harmony
with the laW.s': _of the· land. Individuals may have
gone WI"ong, it iis very common for them to do so;

or

but when they have to violate the principles of th ·
faith in the doing ~of the wrong; it is certainly a p:~;
argument against the faith. "Let · God be true,''.
though every man should be proven t9 be a liar. Th ·
great and vital question is this: Is G.0d iri this latte~
day work?
He @rely is.
It requires more
bli.nd credu~ity to believ_e he is not, than intelligent
faith to believe that he is.
After the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, in
June,. 1844; the church was brolrnn up into factions
th~ _leading one bei~g led and presided over
Br1gham Young. This man Wais ·never a legal suc•
cessor to Joseph S:mith in the presidency of the ·
church. Not o~ly polygamy but other false doctrines
were taught and established under his rule. Brigham
Young, Heber C. Kimball, Jedediah Grant, all leading.men, taught that doctrine which has been known
~s "blood atonement."· It is.this: Some men are so
wicked that Christ's blood will not save them. Their
own blood must be ished ! · If a man's blood needs to
be shed, "shed it," taught Mr: Young. "This is
loving you,r neighboi· as yourself." The evidences
to support these statements is found in their own
/ournal of Discourses, as published by themselves,
and it is more than· evidence; for it is absolute proof.
In connection with this monstrous heresy, it was
taught that apostasy was a great, if not the greatest
sin of which a Brighamite could be guilty. So, you
see, those who accepted Brighaltl Young as a servant of God and president of ifue church, were not
at a loss to know how to get rid of apostates, when
nece&sary and practicable. Apostasy was, of course,
a repudiation of the distinctive claims and monstrous doctrines taught,by Brigham Young and his
leading supporters.
It was ·also taught by leading _men in this
Brighamite faction, and in ·one or more of the other
factions, that, under certain circumstances, it is all
t·ight to steal-that is, to consecrate the property of
the Gentiles for the building up of the Lord's work.
In the same manner it was tang.ht that it is right to
lie, under certain conditions, the end justifying the
means! And these things were not only taught, but
practiced, especially polygamy and lying.
·Every system of doctrine must be tried upon its
true claims. Let us presume, therefore, that the
gospel had been restored to the earth in fulfillment
of the prophetic word, and the church of Jes~s
Christ organized according to the will of God, 1~
April, 1830. In the Hg.ht of these claims, was ~t
str.ange that the God of heaven should warn his
people of impending danger?' Was it strange that
he should tell them ·about the arch enemy who was
doing his work in the "secret chamber," in the dark?
Was it strange that he should make· all the provision that could be made, consistently with the
agency of man, for their pui'ity;. righteousness, al1d
safety?
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'ce that killing is not only forbidden, but poor and needy must be cared for; we must "live
We notl
• by repet't'
'th together in lov~"; (how much'. does this mean.?) we
the proIu·'bi'ti'on is made emphatic
.
. ·l ion ·w1· . must love· our· neighbors as· ourselves, as Jesus
in
the
form
of
the
expresslOn.:,
some change
·
·
kill• and he that kills, shall not have for- taught, therefore, we must not steal, commit adulThou shaIt n Ot
'
·
. ·.,,
tery, "nor kill, nor do anything like unto· it"; for
.
·n tlii's world nor in the world to come, .'
mveness
I
'
·
th
whoever does these things, not only sins against
·o·
d
·
I say Thou shalt not kill, but h e t h. at k'll
1 e
An , agam,
,
·
·
'·
himself ·and. God, but· also against his neighbors.
shall die.
We notice, too, in this connection, that. Ghrist w~s · 'The lesson is extremely practical and valuable. No
not only particular that his word should be obeyed, man has a rig ht to do wrong.
As to the nature of the marriage covenant, what
but that the laws of our country should be honor2d >could
be plainer? ''Thou shalt love thy wife [not
in all things :
And it shall come to pass, 'that if any persons among you wives] with all thy heart, ·and shall cleave unto her
[not them] and none else." shall kill, they shall be delivered up and dealt with according
to the Jaws of the land; for remember that he hath no forSubsequent to the time when section 42 was given,
giveness; and it shall be proven according to the laws of the
(February 9, 1831,) the following instruction was
Jand.-Paragraph 21.
delivered to the elders who had been commanded to
In the latter part of paragraph 22, we are told . go and preach the restored· gospel to the Shakers,
that if a man 01' woman shall rob, steal, or lie, "he a people ·who do not b,elieve in the ordinance of
or she shall be delivered up to the .Jaw of the land," marriage:
after which we have this comprehensive statement
again, I say unto you, that whoso forbiddeth to marry,
foi; the guidance of the churC'h. : "If he or she do any is And
not ordained of God, for marriage is ordained of God unto
manner of iniquity, he or ·she 'Shall be delivered up inan; wherefore it is ·lawful that he i>hould have one· wife,.
unto the law, even that of God!'
and they twain shall be one flesh, and all thi& .that the earth
We call attention to a few more points before might answer the end of its creation; and that it might be.
leaving section 42. It will be admitted by an careful filled with the measure of man,. according to his· creation
Bible believers and students, that love is the greatest before the world was made.-Doctrine and. Covenants .49: 3,
principle in the divine plan. We would reasonably given in March, 1831.
This places us on firm and defensible ground, and
expect, then, that this prillciple would be made emphatic and prominent in the restoration, and so it we can well afford to move forward with true faith
in the living and true God; with confidence in his
is:
word,
(and hence in the restored gospel,) and withIf thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my commandments. And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor, and out fear from the opposition that may IIB. waged by
consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which men or devils, so long as we do what is .rig.ht.
thou hast to impart unto them~ with a covenant and a deed
Coming back to section 42, we notice again, for
which can not be broken; and -inasrti).lch as you impaii; your
the
sake of the connection, thaJt the Holy Scriptur.e~
substance unto the poor, ye will do it ~nto me, ap.d ·they~ §hall
be laid before the bishop of my church and hi's ,,counselors, contained in the Bible, are strongly indorsed:
two of the elders, or high priests, such as he shall or has
appointed and set apart fo1; that purpose.-Paragraph 8.
Thou shalt live together in love, insomuch that th!>u shalt
weep for the loss of them that die, and more. especially for
those that have not hope of a glorious resurrection.-Paragraph 12.

A few months later a number of revelation~ were
given in the State of Missouri, from one of which
. we quote:
Wherefore I give unto. them a commandment, saying thus:
Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, with all thy hea11; with all
thy. might, mind, and strength; and in the name .'of Jesus
Christ thou shalt serve him. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
~~yself. Thou shalt not steal, neither commit adultery, nor
t~ll, nor ~o anythi.ng like unto it; T~ou shalt th.ank the Lord
L:i·dGod m all. th1~gs. Thou shalt offer a· sacrifice unto the
thy God m righteousness;, even that of a .broken heart
and a contrite spirit.-Doctrine and Covenants 59: 2. ·.
·.

Thus we see from vhese extracts, and :\\'h~t has ;~ne b~fore, that ~ove is,giyen,its,proper pla~e in
e work of salvation.. We see more than this . for
we. are plainly told .some 'of the ·lea:ding w·a;s . in
~~~c.h the love of God il} th_e soul will manifest. itself.
1
Y man must esteem his brother as,himself;the

Thou shalt take the things which thou hast received, which
have been given unto thee in my scriptutes for a law, to be
my law, to govern my church; he that doeth according to these
things, shall be saved, and he that doeth them not shall be
damned, if he continues.-Paragraph 16.
·

Surely tMs is sufficiently strong and expressive
to satisfy the most exacting.
One more~ quotation touching . th,e binding char"
acter of the marriage 'vow, the sacredness and purity .
of the ordinance which. was "ordained of God unto
man," etc., and then 'We must drop this.departinent
of our subject:
·
Behold, verily I say unto you, that whatsoever persons
among you having put away their companions for the cau~e .
of fornication, or in .other words, if they shall testify before
you in all lowliness of heart that· this is the case; ye shall not
cas.t them out from among·you; but if. ye shall find .that any
person& have left their companions fe>r ,the sake of adulte,ry,
and they themselves are the offende1;s, and their companions
iu~e !ivln~, they shall be cast . out from among you. And
again I say unto you, that ye shall be watchful an(! careful,
with-all inquiry, that ye receive none such among you if they
are married, and if· they are not marded, they shall rep~rit.of
.ail thefr sins, or ye shall not receive them.-Paragraph 20; _ .
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' of law and order as we have adduced
Such rules
from this section, are in harmony wi~h the character
of God, his word as found in the Bfole, and with the
highest code of morals known to man.
WAS JOSEPH SMITH A TRUE PROPHET?

'Dhe claim that Joseph Smith, "the Palm~a Seer,"
was a prophet of God, is a great stumbling-block
to <many. We are reminded at once that we are
thoroughly warned against the dangerous work .of
false prophets, in the Bible, all of which is conceded. We are as anxious that the people should not
be deceived by false prophets, as we are that they
should be benefited by the good work of true ones.
Are we warned against true prophets in the
Bible? If false ones will lead us away from God
·and down to ruin, will not true ones lead us toward
God and in the way of salvation? "But;" .we are
told, "the day for true prophets has passed 'away,
never more to return." If this be true, the warning
should be against prophets, not merely false ones,
and ·au the instruction given in the word, that we
might be able to know the false, is all out of place.
Jesus said, when speaking of· false prophets,
"Wherefore by their fruits, ye shall know them"
(Matthew 7: 20). If you are imposed upon by a
counterfeit bill and spurious coin, do
stop receiving money of :;my kind? or do you try to be more
careful to accept only the genuine and reject the
false?
Doctor Nelson tells us in his Cause and Cure of Infidelity, .that almost everything with which we are
acquainted is counterfeited, more or less, and that
the rule is, the better anything is the more it is
counterfeited. Well, Jesus said, "And many false
prophets shall arise, ·and shall deceive many" (Matthew 24: 11). The counterfeit succeeds best with a
people who believe in the true, but are not always
prepared, for various reasons, to decide correctly
between the true and the false. No danger of deceiving a people with false prophets, who do not
believe it possible for any true one to arise"" in our
day. They will reject all prophets without reference
to fruits or anything else!
How shall we know the true from the false? It
will not do to try that which claims to be divine by
1human standards. A divine proposition must be
supported by divine proof. God.has always refused
. to permit himself or his work. to be tried and committed by the wisdom ·of men. He, himself, has
originated · and• revealed the tests by which alone
we are permitted to try him and prove him, which
rules and tests ~e must apply to the work 'of alf who
claim to have;been sent by his command.
l:t is fair to presume that all who have true faith
in God, :and confidence in the Bible as a true record,
which- contains a necessary and suitable revelation
of God's will to man, will be entirely willing to settle

.You

the ques~io?, "Was Jose~h Smith a true prophet?''
and all similar ones by this divine st.andard. If n t
it mus~ :l:le ~ecause ~e prefer to settle this divi~~
proposit10n m the w,isdom of man, rather than i
the wisd~m of. G~d .. I.t is, indeed1 a serious reflectio~
on the faith of mmisters of the gospel and professed
Bihl~ believers, when ·they-deliberately choose this
latter course. Why not have faith in God and his_
word?
A true prophet, according to the Bible, is a
teacher, servant, or ministe1• for God. (Amos 3: 7.)
It is his duty and calling; to faithfully teach the . ·
truth, as it is with God, with the help afforded by
the Holy Spirit. It is also his duty to give to the
people from time to time, the word of God, as God
shall give that word to him. From this we are
logically led to state two rules by which his claims
may and should be tried. There are other valuable
tests, but these two ·are sufficient at present.
Rule 1. Every true prophet, since the days ofJ ohn the Baptist till now, will teach the old Jerusalem gospel as the means of salvation unto man.
He will not simply teach it in a fragmentary way,
but as a perfect system of truth, with every principle in its proper place. That is, he will present to
the people the "perfect law ·of liber.ty" in its completeness. (James 1: 25; John 8: 31, 32.) He will
also teach in harmony with the character of God as
revealed in the .Bible.
Rule 2. The Fulfillment of prophecy. Every true
prophet will receive more or less from God, whieh he
will be required to give to the people. If from God,
whatever predictions are·found -in-the messages received; will be fulfilled. But t4e character of the
prediction must be cl}refully noted, treating ancient
and modern prophets alike.
In one sense, rule 1 covers the whofo ground; for
not only the predictions, but "the doctrine contained
in them, must also be true as provided in rule 1.
Now let us support these positions with Bihle proof:
"To the law and to the testimony: if they speak
not according to this word, it is because there is no
light in them."-Isaiah 8: 20.
.
"For he whom God hath sent, speaketh the words
of God."-John 3: -34. This was spoken by John .
the Baptist concerning Christ; but will apply to
everyone who is intrusted with a message of truth _
for the people. The fact that the rule is made to
apply to Christ and angels, in thJ:J New Testament,
shows that it is of universal application.
,
"And if I say the truth; why do Y.e not believe
_me? He that is of God heareth God's words: Y~
therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God.
-John 8: 46, 47.,
·
.·
. -.
'Dhis shows that the rule is not only a test which
is to be applied to all who claim to be ministers fol'
God, but it '.ali;;o applies to an who claim t~ be disciple:-.
of Christ, or. the children of God. It should also b .
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· .
ind that the phrases "the truth," "the
b0111eel,,m"the
m word of God,. ,, ""-h
. _ · ·of Christ
'" e. d.oc;.nne
. . ,"
~~~~ p~rfect law of liberty," and some other similar re used synonymously and more or less
phrases, a
t
·
interchangeably in the New Testamen ·.
To this end was I born, and for this cause came I-into the
unto the truth. Every
d, tiia t I should bear witness
worl
·
•
~ h 18 ·37
one that
is of the truth hea~·eth.
my voice.
.. o n . . .
If the Christ of God came in~? the. worl~ for the
· ·a1 and leading purpose of bearmg witness to
spec1
h"
.. t
t?
the truth," for what purpose are · 1s mm1s ers sen .
He that rejecteth me, and re.ceiveth not my words, hath
one that judgeth him; the word that I have spoken, the .same
hall judge him in the Jast day. For I have not spoken of
~yself; but the Father which sent me, he gave me a commandment, what I should say and what I should speak. And.,
I know that his commandment is life everlasting: whatsoever
I. speak, therefore, even as the;. Father said unto me, so I
speak.-John 12: 48-50.
John, in his second epistle, was· evidently writing
of the doctrine taught by professed ministers of
Jesus Christ, when he said :
Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth ·not in the doctrine of
Christ, hath not God. He that' abideth in the doctrine
of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. If there_
come any unto you and bring not this d.octrine, receive him
not into your house [as a minister of Christ] neither. bid
him godspeed.-Verses 9, 10.
This language clearly shows that Christ and his
doctrine are inseparably ·united in the great work
of salvation. (See Acts 8: 5, 12, 35-38.) He who
preaches Christ, preaches the . doctrine; he who
preaches the doctrine, preaches Christ.
_
Paul marveled that the saints at Galatia suffered
· themselves to be imposed upon by "·another gospel."
I marvel that ye are so soon removed from him that cklled
you into the grace of Christ unto another gospel: which
is not another; but there be some that trouble you, and
" would pervert the gospel of Christ. But though we, or an
angel from heaven, preach any other gospel unto you than
that which we have preached unto you, let him be accursed.
As we said before, so say I now again, If any man preach
a~y other g·ospel unto you than that ye have received,.., let
him be accursed.-Galatians 1: 6-9.
Thus we see that the teaching of the gospel of
Christ or the truth as it is with God, is the great
test of all tests. It must be applied to angels as
well as men, who claim to be ministers of salvation.
It was through the instrumentality of an angel froni
~eaven that the gospel was to be restored to earth
1
~ the last days, and it was to constitute the leading
sign of Christ's second advent in glory, and was to
be ~reached as a witness unto the people. (See Revelat10.n 14: 6, 7; Matthew 24: 3, 14;)
It is not strange that this is the test-which God
~~s. authorized us to apply to all who come to us as
ivme messengers, for the truth, and the truth only
~an be of any real benefit to man. God. is a God of
t~uth. Jes us Christ was full of grace and truth. By
e truth we are sanctified and saved. (Deuteron-

omy 32: 4; John 1: 14; 17: 17; 8: 31, 32; Ephesians
1·: 13.)
.
When a true prophet comes to us, he comes with
the message of God's truth. ·Therefore, he teaches
that. which will always bring us nearer. to God, and
.lead us to lo\Te him, serve him, and know him, ac.cording to his word. fo this connection we find
room for one more text:
If there arise among you a prophet or dreamer of .dreams,
and giveth thee a sign or a wonder, :and the sign or wonder
come to pass, whereof -he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go ·
after other gods, _which thou hast not known, and" let us
.Serve them; thou shalt not hearken unto the words of' that.
prophet, or that dreamer of dreams: for the Lotd your God
proveth you, to know whether ye love the Lord your God
with ·an your ·heart and with an· your soul. , Ye shall wailk
after the Lord your God, and .fear him, and· keep his commandments, and obey his voice, and ye shall s~rve him, and
cleave unto him.-Deuteronomy 13: 1-4.
·
It may be urged that as we are not under the law
of Moses, this scripture does not ·apply; that if this
law governing the teaching of pr9phets is binding
now, then the penalty for teaching contrary 'to it, ·
is also in force. That is, the ·false prophet should
be put to death. (Verse 5.) To this objection it is
only necessary -to say, Jhait w~ cite this scriptuFe
because it is excellent proof in support of a test rule
which applies everywhere and under all condi.tions
-under the law of Moses and under the gospel alike.
Who will take the position that it does not? We are
entirely safe in this, because of the .character of the
doctrine which the true prophet is to teach, that is, ·
the opposite of what is herein forbidden, is eiij oined in the gospel code by no less authority than
the Son of God. Note carefully what he says:
Jesus·said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind.
This is the fir.st and great commandment.· And the second
is like unto it, 'l'hou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On
these two commandments hang all the law .and the prophets.-Matthew 22: 37-40. ·
We have already ·shown by- quotations from the
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, that
Joseph Smith taught in harmony with all these divine injunctions. The fact that he taught the great
law of truth as it emanated from God, and
it is
recorded in the Bible, is the best of evidence that he
was sent of God. In addition to the evidence which
has be.en already adduced, we now emphasize by
citing again the Book of Mormon published in 1830;
the Doctrine and Covenants published in 1835 ; the
Inspired Translation of.the Bihl~, published in 1867.
These records teach in harmony with the character
of God, the gospel of Jes us Christ, and the truth
as it is also contained in other translations of the
Bible.
On rule 2, "the fulfillment of prophecy," we must·
necessarily be brief, though there is ample material
for a'whole volume on this topic alone. The Bible
shows that the fulfillment of prophecy is evi;.;

as
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dence of divinity; However, it must. be conceded
that the things foretold must. be of that character·
that human sagacity alone could not discern theih,
and that the doctrine incorporated with the prop!J.ecies must be true. We quote a few texts:

Jesus ?hrist wa~ a fait~ful probationer, and b~i!t
according to the instructions and commandments of
the g~eat -Mas.ter Builder, the gates of hell did not
prevail; but whenshe was not; ,they prevailed temporarily. Th? same authority that uttered the ~otds .
And if thou say ii1 thine heart, How shail we know the· of the text Just quoted, also said: "And from th
word which the LOrd hath not spoken? When ·a prophet days of John the B_aptist until now the kingdom ~
0
speaketh in the' name of the Lord, if the thfog follow not, heaven suffereth violence, and the violent take it by
nor come to pass, that is the thing whieh the Lord hath. not · force."-Matthew 11 :.12.
· ·
..
spoken, but the prophet hath spoken presumptuously: thou
. In this te~t, as i.n some others, the phrase "king.
shailt not be afraid of him.-Deuterohomy 18: 21, 22.
·
When this cometh to pass (lo, it will come,) theri ·snall dom of heaven," refers to the chui'ch. The words
they know that a prophet hath been among them.-Ezekiel of Jesus in the first text quoted are prophetic as
33: 33.
,well as doctrinal, and 'they inform us that in the
Now I tell you before it comes, that when it is come to' pa.ss,
great
conflict of ages· between the church of God and
.
ye may believe that I am he.-J ohn 13: 19.
all
opposing
powers, the church will finally be vicJoseph Sm1th made many predictions, some of ·~torious. which, to say the least, could not possibly have. been
But
to
return,
What
evidence of ·a merely human
foreseen by the uninspired. mind. Some of. these
ohraracter
did
Joseph
Sinith
have, in 1831, that the
predictions have been literally and signally fulfilled,
proclamation of the restored gospel to the people of
others are being fulfilled, and SO' far as we know,
none have failed. Space will only permit us to call the world could not be p1·evented? From the first
attention to a few cases,· but we invite thorough time that he claimed to have been in communion
investigation along this line, as well as on 'other with God, (in 1820,) tlie opposition became intense
unrelenting, cruei, and general in its character.
'
lines, having full confidence in the correctness of
Before the Book of Mo;rmo:ri. went into print, all
our positions.
kinds of obstructions were thi-own in the way. The
Jn. 1831, Joseph Smith prophesied that the repeople of Palmyra, New York, called a public meetstored gospel would continue to be preached to the
ing, resolyed themselves into a committee of the
peopie by the ministers whom God had called, a.rid
whole, and ibhen resolved tha:t ·if the book was
that none would be able to prevent the accomplishprinted, they would not read it nor permit their
ment of this work.
·
children to. read it! The combined .powers of wealth,·
And the voice of warning shall be unto all people, by the
learning, and human prestige were arrayed against ·
mouths of my disciples whom I have chosen in these fast
the
illiterate young seer and· his coworkers.
days, and they shall go forth and none. shaU stay them, for
At Kirtland, Ohio, persecution raged, and mob
[because] I the Lord have commanded them.-Doctrine and
Covenants 1 : 1.
violence· was employed;· in 1833, the ·Saints were
When speaking of the purposes for which the driven out of Jackson County, Missouri; in 1838,
gospel was restored and ,the church of' God organ- they were :driven out of the State of Missouri; in
ized among men, the Lord says, among other things, 1844, Joseph ·anc;l Hyrum Smith were assassinated,
"that the fullness of my gospel might be proclaimed at Carthage, Illinois, by a painted and disguised '
by the weak and the simple, unto the ends of the mob; in 1846, the Saints were forced to leave their
earth, and before kings and rulers" (closing por- city, Nauvoo, and the State of Illinois, at which
tion of paragraph 4).
·
time they commenced their westward course. EveryThe only fair way of interpreting a prediction thing was done that could be done, with popular
like this is, first, that so long 'as God's people as a belief and effort all on the side of the opposition.
But the message went forth, and many believed
whole, should do his will and honor his cause, all
-Opposition should be. unsuccessful. And, second, •and embraced it. In ·1844, the church numbered
that even thougih folly and wrong might obtain from one hundred to one hundred and fifty thouwithin, and unrelenting cruelty and opposition be sand baptized believer~. Missionaries had be~n
waged from without, yet in .the wisdom and power blowing, and were· blowing, the gospel trumpet 111
of God, in his time; the restored gospel would go the East and in the West, the North and the South,
forth to .the nations of the earth, and all kinds of and also in the Old World. The disciples whom God
opposition combined would .be· unable to prevent it. had c.hosen continued to "go forth" ·and no power
·We would· interpret -Matthew 16 :18, in a similar was able to "stay them !" The prophecy was litermanner: _"And upon this rock I will buHd my ally fulfilled.
church, and the ·gates of hell shall not prevail
But let us· go a step farther. The prediction
would apply in: reality to the ministers chosen of
against it .."
..,
The writer believes that "the gates of hell" repre- God after 1831 as well as to those chosen before;
sent the opposition ·waged against the church ill this No;, that •a gr~dual drifting away from the true
wo1·ld, nofin the next. So long as the church of faith had been goin8' on among the Saints before
,
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Space will not permit us to adduce further evid th of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, is evident;
the ::er their removal, iniquity came in like a .fldod, dence on this point. ·The_ reader will bear in mind
but a
have seen undei~ the Jeadershrp of that we have already show~ that the yoJmg seer
and, ·as we
, h -• - . h
Young polygamy and o_ther -_eres1es -\Vere warned the church_ of the work of "the enemy in ·
Brig am
•
_
. - -.
secret chamber,'' telling them plainly of his pur.:
- -- -- .
d the
introduced.
pose and ihow they might escape his power. This
Only eight years after the death~of Josep~ an
Hyrum Smith, and the same yea~· that c Brigham -was an eXtraordinary prediction which received an
Young made polygamy ~ tenet of his church,_ a, co.n- extraordinary fulfillment. ·
.
f the Reorgamzed Church of Jesus Christ - If the reader wishes to pursue the investigation·
feience
0
•t· w·
f L tter Day Saints was .held at Belm , isconsm. further, along this line, he is referred to such works
~hisaconference was composed of pe7sons who had as Joseph the Seer, by Elder W. W. Blair, and the
never followed the fortunes of Bngham Young, Truth Defended, by Eldei.· Heman C. Smith. They
though most of them, if not all, had held ~embe-r are on sale at the Herald Publishing House, Lamoni,
ship in other factions of the church for a httle-sea-. Iowa.
There is another test rule given in the, New Tesso~bout two months previous to the introduction of tament, for while it may not be so formally stated
pnlygamy into the leading faction of the church, the as· others, it is, in reality, one of the best, to those
work of reorganization was going on. The gospel who are in a position to apply it. So we will add
had been preached in "the dark ana cloudy day,''. by this one to the list, and call it
elders who had been i·egularly ordained in the lifeRule 3. The testimony of the Holy Spirit. · The
time of Joseph Smith. At this conference. quite a prophet ~f God is not only •required to teach 'the
number of important resolutions were passed,_ three truth which has been revealed, and which shall be
of which we herewith present:
revealed to him, but as already stated, he can not doResolved, that this conference regard the ptetenses of this, or any part' of it, acceptably to GOd, except
Brigham Young, James J. Strang, Jam_es ·collin Brewster, under the influence of the Holy Spirit. Thisis what
and William Smith and Joseplf Wood's joint claims to the Jesus calls "the Comforter," "-the Spirit of truth,''
leadership of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, as an assumption or power; in violation of the law of_ _"the Holy Ghost," and "the pr~mise of·my Father."
(John 14:16, 17, 26; Luke 24: 49.)
. God, and consequently we disclaim all connection and fellow:.
ship with them.
This Spirit, because of what it will accomplish
Resolved, that we believe that the church of Christ, organ- for us, is one of the richest, if not the richest; proized on the 6th of April, A. D. _1830, _{lxists as on that day
dsions in the divine plan. It is graciously promised
wherever six or more Saints are organiZed ·according to the
to
all who will live in obedience to the divine law.
pattern in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants.
·
(John 14: 15-17 ;'Acts 2: 38, 39; 5: 32.)
Resolved, that the whole law o{ the church of Jesus Christ
is contained in the Bible, Book o:(;JY.[~rnwn, and Book of Do.-:Jesus describes -the leading..office work of the Holy
trine and Covenants.-Church History) vol. 1, piw.es 209v,21:l. Spirit in the following language, as _recorded ili the
These resolutions show that the- Reorganized fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth chapters of
Church was standing on solid ground, for they ef- John's gospel:
fectually shut out for all time~ every doctrine that
But the Comforter, whfoh is the Holy Ghost, whom the
is opposed to the law of God or the laws of our Father will send in my name; he shwll .teach you all things,
country. Several branches (churches) had con- - and bring all things to your remembrance, _whatsoever I
·
tinued intacb from the days of Joseph the Seer. A have said unto_ you.
He shall testify of me.
number of elders, too, retained their_- authority not
He will guide you into all· truth.
having tarnished or vitiated it by assenting to or
He will show you things to come.
practicing any false or immoral doctrine. So the
He shall glorify me: for he shwll receive of mine and shalJ
fact remains that the 'church: though badly de- show it unto you. All things that the Father ·hath ·are mine:
moralized, and split up into factions to a great ex- therefore -said I, that, he shall take of mine,_ _and shall show
-it unto you.
tent, was never wholly disorganized.
Since 1852, the ministers of the Reorganized
It is this Spirit that makes us new creatures in ·
O~u:ch, standing on the same platform that the Christ Jesus our Lord. Paul teaches that the things
ongmal church stood, have been going forth to the of God are discerned and understood by the Spirit
East, West, North, and South, Great Britain Aus- of God ; that the carnal mind can not col)'1prehe11rl
tr~lia, Scandinavia, and- the Sandwich Island~, -ek., them, "and that no man can say [knowingly, of
with the same proclamation.
course,] that Jesus is the_ Lord, but by the Holy
~e see, therefore, that alth~ugh the work was Ghost." (1 Corinthians 2: 10-16; Romans 8: 6-9; 1
se;·10.usly threatened by opposition from without and Corinthians 12 : 3.-) ·
withm, the ministers of the church continued to go
Our position is that the promise ef the Holy Ghost
fo rth and tell the glad message of-truth to the peo- is a conditional one; that the conditions are' exP1e, and many believed it.
pressed in the gospel, and form the only limitations
0
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to the promise. It is not limited by time or location.
.AH the f.aithful receive its ministrations as thei1·
work and needs 1·equi?:e.
Evei·y true prophet, as well as every true minister
for God, is not only willing but anxious to be tested
in the way that God has provided. It is decidedly
to his advantage, and to the advantage of the cause
of truth, that he should be subjected to these divine
tests. Joseph the Seer realllinvites.the applicatiOn
of these tests in his revelations :
,
But ye are commanded in ·all things to ask ·of God, who
giveth Jiberally, and th~t which the Spirit testifies unto you,
even so I would that ye should do in ·all holiness of heal't,
walking uprightly before me, considering the end of y~mr
salvation, doing all things with prayer and thanksgiving,
that ye miiy not be seduced by evil spirits, or doctrines of
devils, or- the commandments of men, for some are of men,
and others of devils.-Doctrine and .Covenants 46: ,3.

By reference to paragraph 1, we .see that this
revelation was given for the benefit of the whole
church·: "Hearken, 0 ye people of my church," etc.
In May, 1831, the Seer taught the elders of the
church that they were not justified in receiving, as
from God, spirits which they cou}d not understand.
He informed them that the divine. message must be
preached by the Spirit of truth, and i:eceived by the
same Spirit, else the work of those who preached
and received, was not of God. By the Spirit of
truth, which is the Spirit of light and knowledge,
they were to cooperate to the glory of God and their
salvation.
Wherefore; he that preacheth and he that receiveth, understandeth one another, and both are edified and rejoice together; and that which doth not edify, is not of God, and is
darkness: that which is of God is light, and he that receiveth
light and continueth in God,. receiveth more· Iight, and that
ligiht groweth brighter and brighter, until the perfect day.
(See Doctrine and Covenants 50: 1-6.)

do with it? When God's word and the Holy Spirit
testify, who will reject or ignore thE;J testimony?
When Joseph S:inith went wrong, because of hu..
man weakness, .at different times and in different
ways, his own revelations condemned the wrong.
The works, and the. designs,· and the purposes of G0 d
. no t b e frustrated,. nei~her can. they_ come to naught, for
'
can
God ~oth not walk in crooked paths; neither doth he turn to
the ngh~ ·hand nor to ~he left; neither doth he vai·y frotn -·
that ';luch he ~ath said; therefore his paths are straight
and his course is one eternal,. round.
·
·
Rerriembei', remember, that it -is not the work of God that
is frustrated, but t_he work of':men; for although a man may .
. have many ~evelat10ns, an~ _hi:ve power to do many mighty
·works, yet, if he boasts m . his. own strength, and sets at .
nought the counsels of God, ·and· follows after the dictates of
his own will, and carnal desires, he must fall and incur the
vengeance of a just God upon him.
-Behol?, you have been intrusted with these things, but
how: strict were your ·commandments; and remember, also,
the promises which were made unto· you, if you did not transgress them; and, behold, how oft you have transgressed
the commandments and the laws -of God, and have gone on
in the persuasions of men: for, behold, you should not have
feared man more than God, although mln set at naught the
counsels of God, · and despise his words, yet you should
have ·been faithful and he would have extended his arm,
and supported you against all the fiery darts of the adversary; and he would have been with you in every time of
trouble.
Behold, thou art Joseph, and. thou wast chosen to do the
work of the Lord, but because of transgression, if thou art ·
not aware thou wilt fall, but remember God is mei·ciful;
therefore, repent of that which thou hast done, which is
contrary to the commimdment which I gave you, and thou
art still chosen, and art again called to the work; except
thou do this, thou shalt be delivered up and become as other
men, and have no more gift.-Doctrine and Covenants 2: 1-4,
given in July, 1828.
There are those who have sought occasion against him
[Joseph Smith] without cause; nevertheless he has sinned,
but verily I say unto you, I, the Lord, forgiveth sins unto
those who confess their sins before me, and ask fo1·giveness, who have not sinned unto death.-boctrine and Covenants 64: 2, given in September, 1831.
And now verily I say u~to Joseph Smith, jr., you have
not kept the commandments, and must needs stand rebuked
before the Lord. Your family must needs repent and forsake
some things, and give more earnest heed unto your sayings,
or be removed out of .their pface. What I say unto one I
say unto all: Pray always, lest that. wicked one have power
in you, and remove you out of your pface.-Doctrine and
Covenants 90: 8, given in May, 1833.

A number of the revelations close with the following statement, ·or statements similar ·10 it: "I,
the Lord, have spoken it, and the Spirit beareth
record. Amen."
Thus we see that this latter day work, like the
former day work, in the days of Jesus and his first
apostles, is a kind invitation or challenge to us to
place ourselves in a position to receive the testimony
of God, that we may know. This has been the protection and strength of God's work in all ages and
Let us suppose for the sake of the argument, that
all climes. "If any man will do his [the Father's]
will,. he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be the popular view is the correct one, namely, that
of God, or whether I speak of myself."-Johii 7: 17. Joseph Smith was a wicked impostor in the hands
Thousands of good and intelligent people claim to of the Devil, seeking nothing higher nor better than
have received the testimony of the Holy Spirit, in to gratify the desires . of his own carnal and co~·
support -Of the prophetic claims of Joseph Smith and rupt mind. If this be true, then we have the Devil,
the coming forth of the Book of Mormon. Their in the. first place, holding before Joseph Smith, the
testimony, as nas been showri, and may be shown church, and the world, the high standard of the
at any proper time and place, and as is largely gospel, •and keeping it co_nstantly before them. . In
.proved bY this article, is in complete harmony with the second place, we· have the Devil condemmng
·the word of God found in the Bible. What will we Joseph Smith, and some other leading men in the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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.
h . the last revelation cited shows, for not
· If the. rules and tests which God has furnished
· churc • as.
. . ·
··· . 1
.
· us in his word, are in favor of the claims and work
Jiving up to this high standard .. · h D ·1 1 b. . ,.
,
This would be a clear case of t e .evi a ormg of a prophet, or minister, it is positive proof, that,
b "Id up the kingdom of God, •and break down in the judgment of God, he is good enough to do
!~d ~estroy his own kingdom! ·Does the Devil do -the work. Which is the safer way, to take the esti. . d f work? Let us see.
'
_
mate of the divine Being, as to fitness, or the ·esti1
th~h~nPh:risees
claimed that· Jes us cast out devils ... mate of man? If Joseph Smith was good enough
"by. Beelzebub the prince of devils"; but Jesus . for God, he ought to be good enough for you and
"knowing their thoughts," made r_eply and smashed . me. Why not?· For al'l the acts of men's lives they
.their illogical logic all to pieces.:
must answer to God ip. the judgment, whether they
are popes, apostles; or prophets. . More than this,
Every kingdom divided against itself is. bro1:'ght to desola~-·
t' . d every city or house divided agamst itseH' shall not Joseph Smith, likewise every other minister of" the
1
s~~ ~a~~nd if Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against him- church, was amenable to·the church, for his conself; how then shall his kingdom stand?-Ma~thew 1 2 : 25 • 26· duct, where he lived and was· known. If he transDo false prophets pi:esent revelations to the peo- gressed •and was not dealt with as the law of the
pie which indicate their own weak points, in com- church requires, it was beci;mse of the weakness and
mon with other men,·and positively and strongly con- · folly of tlie men in charge, for whfoh God and the
demn them? Did Mahomet, John Ale~ander Dowie, doctrine of the church were in' no wise responsible.
J. J. Strang, or Brigham Young? When J~sus spoke
It is unwise, unnecess·ary, and unsafe for either
of false prophets, and told us we should know them · the friends or foes of Joseph Smith to· place him to
by their fruits, he did not refer to them as men in the front in this fOntroversy. God, and Christ, and
private life, but as professed ministers for God in the gospel, should be placed at the front, and every
the· prophetic office; therefore, "their fruits," refer ·other thing and every man relegated to its or his
to their official work, and not to the private acts of propei: position. The work of all true ministers of the
their lives. If the people are required to know the · gospel is to teach the truth and oppose error, withcharacter of the private life of the prophet, or min~
out any regard for the temporary conditions' which
ister, who brings to them a message which claims may result from such a.course.
.,
to be divine, they are surely in an embarrassing and
The
writer
does
not
believe
that
Joseph
Smith
dangerous situation.
was a polygamist; he does believe that he was
God has a better way, as we have already seen.
a good man. He believes t~at, aside ffom the gifts
. "If I say the truth," said the Great Teacher, "why
and callings of God unto him, he was like other men
do ye not believe me?" "He whom God hath sent,
-in some respects strong, in ·others weak. Just
speaketh the words of God." "If there come any
how far he may have gone Wrong in the latter years
unto you, and bring not this do~trine [the doctrine
of his life, we are not prepared to say; but w,e are
of Christ], receive him not into your house [as a
. prepared for a c9mplete revelation of the truth,
minister of the gospel], neither bid him godspeed."
In the very nature of the case we can know but whatever it may be.
We have made this defense strictly upon prinlittle about the private life of any~ne with whom
ciple,
and the writer, like one of old, more able,and
\;e do not live; and what is called history, is often
httle more than a collation of rumors, favorable or worthy than he, is anxious that man's "faith should
· unfavorable to the individual whose history is pre- not stand in the wisdom of me:ri, but in the power of
sumed to be given. The character of what is said, God." The truth and order of God, as revealed in
depends very largely upon the popular estimate . the word, are always the best; "that no flesh should
placed upon the individual and his claims rather glory in his presence,'' and that "God may be all in
than the facts in the case. Who does not k~ow that ·all."
the New Testament is full of very bad things whic}J.
were said about Ghrist and his apostles? Because
He who would pray aright must pray for someof these bad things, they persecuted them and P'llt thing-that is a truth as simple as it is often nethem to death. This was the way they ·attempted glected. If prayer for missions is not lio be empty of
to settle the divine proposition presented to them! meaning, •and is to be preserved from the dan_ger of
Was it. settled :right? Will we repeat their folly?
becoming mere phraseology, we must possess some
It will not do to say that we are afraid to have knowledge of missions, some particular knowledge,
the character of Joseph Smith · investigated and moreover, in order to know for what to pray at.this
brought to light. This is not true. . The difference present moment, in order to be able to make definite
between them and us is this : We propose to settle . needs, definite necessities, and definite people the
the question by the wisdom of God, while they pro- object of supplication and intercession; only such
P.ose to settle it by the wisdom of man. Which is knowledge renders it possible to make prayer conright?
.
crete and individual.-Professor Warneck. .
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COMPROMISE OF PRINCIPLE.
EDITED.BY FRANCES.
In the march of nations our country has k.ept step. ·We
Adviso~y Board, J)?;ughters of Zion.
know it by.the victory of ideas, by the recognition of princiMrs. B. C. Smith;presid.!!nt,-214 South Spring street Ind~
pies -instead of me1'e policies. The tree of life,, whose leaves pendence,Missouri; Mrs. !I._ A, Stebbins, vice-preside~t ·L.:
were not for the healing_ of the .nations, has been evilly ,dealt __ moni, Iowa; Mrs: F. M. ·~mith~ secretary; 630 South Cr~sl~
with. Its boughs have been lopped, and its roots starve~ ·till avenue,, Independence,c Missouri; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treas.
its fruit is knurly. But now again it blooms. The air is' urer, 909 Maple _avem1e, Ind~~end?nc:e, Missouri; Mrs. E.· _
fragrant in .its opening buas; the young fruit is settJrig.··. Go_d .Etzenhouse_r~. Indeirendence, :r,f1ssour1; ~rs. ~· L. Kelley, 916 ·
· · ret.urne d an d 1ook ed upon 1•t, an
. d ,. b eh.ld
· 1n
· .a 11 West Electric .street, Independence,
Missouri.
.
has
o , summer is
,
its branches!
-~_-,----'-_---'---An ~ppeal- • !o~ ~arenta. ··
I do not wish you to think that the background is n.ot da1·k;
Are
you
interested
in r-aislng the standard of home life?
for it is. There is excitement. There is brewing mi_schief;
The Clouds lie lurid along the southern ho1'izon. The Carib- Are you satisfied with your: -succes_s in the training of your
children? Have you ever recei.ved. help from the suggestions
bean Sea, that breeds tornadoes and whirlwinds, has heaped
of others or fi·om something yoll have read that has enabled
up treasures of storms portentious that seem about_ t() break. you to better fill yom; place in the hoi:ne circle? Is there anyLet them break! God has appointed their bounds. .Not till · thing in your own expe1ience, eithei· of .success or of failure
the sea drives back the sho1·e, ·and the Atlantic submerges the that might prove helpful tci others if you would pass it along?
continent, will this tumult of an angry people move the firm Will you co~sider seriously the ·thought that a Daughters of
decrees of God. Selfish interests, if they are our pilots, will Zion meeting is •a good place in which to get and to give such
_
betray us. Vainglory will destroy us. Pride will. wreck us. help?
Have you a Daughters of Zion· organization in your branch?
Expedients are for an hour, but p1incipJes are for the ages.
Nothing can be permanent and nothing safe.in thi.s exigency Are you standing with the movement that has for its object,
that does not sink deeper than politics or money. We must "Truer parenthood, better children, happier homes, purer ·
society"? Could we not make greater progress by a united
touch the rock or we shall never have firm foundations.
effort in this direction? .. rio not the times call for more than
It is rank infidelity', stupendous infatuation, to suppose that .
ordinary preparation for the i•esisting of evil and the estabthe greatness of this nation ever sprung from the wisdom of lishing of good?
•
expediency,,.instead of the power of ·settled principles. Your
Will- you not lend your .influence to the promoting of this
harbor. did" not' make you rich; you made the harbor rich. work for the home, -realizing that all true development, in the
Your ships did not create your commerce; your commerce church" and in society must be based upon right conditions in·
created your ships, and you created yom• commerce. Your the home?
__
stores did not"make traffic. Your factories did not create
For advice in i·egard 'fo organizing° and carrying on this
enterprise. Your firm.s, yom· committees, your treaties, and work, address the general secretary; Mrs. D. J. Krahl, 724
your legislation did not create national prosperity. Our past Crysler street, Independence, Missomi, or-the president, M1·s.
greatness sprung from our. obedience· to God's natural and B. C.-Smith, 2;14 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri.
moral law. We had men trained to courage, to virtue, .to
.
:d
ADVISORY BOARD.
wisdom. And manhood-manhood-manhood-exercised in
the fear of God has made this nation.
:-The Moral Training of Our Children.
When night is on the. deep, when the headlands are obAmerican parents generally· Tack the moral courage , to
scured by the ,darkness, and when storm is in the ah:, that
refuse the requests of ·their children for: pleasures which will
man who undertakes to steer by looking over the side' of the
interfere se1iously with their school work. The result is lawship; over the bow or over the stern, or by looking at the
lessness, and this applies as wen· to ·girls as to boys. The
clouds or his own feai·s, is a fool. There is a ·silent needle in
typical American mother is represented by a woman sitting
the binnacle which points like the finger of God, telling the on the front porch of a seaside hotel, whose boy comes with ·
mariner which way to steer, and enabling him·to outride the a request to go in sVl'_imming. · Without considering that
storm and reach the harbor in safety.. And what the ·compass
mother is apt to reply that the boy can not go in swimming
fa to navigation, that" is moral principle in political affairs.- ---'"because, and when I say because I mean because." My
Henry ·ward Beechei·.
·
exerience in school has been that boys like diseipline and
obedience and can be trusted to obey when left to themselv~s.
at Groton I used often to argue with a teacher who mam·
"How did you do so much work in a day?"
tained that the primary thing was love. I declared that obeNot long ago I hearda nian say,
dience came first, and after years of expe1ience I hold the
Just as the sun. was beginning to_ set.
same opinion.
·
The earnest young fellow I see even yet,
Parents should begin early the training of their chil~ren.
As he glanced at. the man with a look of surprise,
Reading aloud is one of the best possible ways to cultivate
Honesty shining in both of his eyes:
in a child a love of good literature. Too many boys are
"I don't call it niuch," with a shake of the head,
satisfied when they barely pass their examinations; if you
"But-I threw off :iny coat and kept at it," he said.
examine into the home lives of such boys you will find that
:"I wondei','( I thought, as I went on my way, their moth~rs and fathe1;s have .never trained that boy to
"If most of the failures we ·hear of each day_
expect or try to become a sch~lar. 'we criticise boys that. at
Don't come f·rom the lack of a stick-to-it plan!"
table or other gathering places they never talk of anyt~rng
Then why not endeavor (as every one can),
but athletics. You will fin:d that in their hc;imes the subJ~cts
To keep at.it bravely when tasks we've to do,
of table talk are the malfeasances of the- cook, the fl uct uationsf
With· coat off, if need be, till each one is through!
of the stock market, 01' the doings of the neighbors. Instead 0
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. .
. there should be soill.e ciiscussibn of larger
these trivial matteIS If re oi the· counfry, of literature, of
interests, of the we a
·
·
morals. 18
. · 0 different state of affairs in regardtothe .moral'
There
time
]fare of nour boys. Some
.
. ago a.
. father
. bl brought
f
. to ·
we
h 1 boy who had gotten irito trou. e . or )lsmg .,
Groton. sc ooThat father admitted that he 'had. himself been.
a
·
h
·d th t h
d
Profamty.
a
e an
respons1.ble f o1. the boy's profanity., but
- .. e. sa1
.
b h d agreed together to stop swearrng.
·
-.
th;fo~f i~portant cause of the evil conditio!lS among, b.oys IS
t men leave to their wives the moral. tmrnrng of
the · f act th a 111 n do not see that the
· b oy Wl·11 d''o ·w h a t ·he -ee
~ s
then- sons.
e
. .
th . t.h · 1 k
do
or
that
their
influence
IS
worse
.
an
e1r
ac
.
f
th
.
h1s a e1 ,
. ·
.
·
b th · .
t ·n the children · ·Boys trarned
m re1ig10n· Y en
f· t
omeres1
..
·b
an. eff.emrnate. matter to . e
th e1. grow up to think religion.
mo
, o f a. moth er w h o. ·d.d
abandoned
at a suitable age. I k now.
I.
not teach her boys to pray, ~ecaus_e? she ~aid, she could not
· them a satisfactory phI!osophic . basis of prayer;-Dr.
give
.
Endicott Peabody.

.

Letter Department
LOWER LAKE, CALIFORNIA.
We are so isolated that youi• sermons and
general good news are to us like bread to the famishing. Once
a month, the little handful, as it were, of a branch meet for
prayer and sacrament administered by my companion (now a
p~iest), but we hunger for good sermons from some elder.
It seems to us that Bro. F. Wiles and his traveling companion,
who promised to be with us several months ago, ·have shaken
the dust of this place from their feet, as we have heard no
more from them.
.
The Brighamites have been solicitous for our welfare, sending several tracts to enlighten us concerning the elTol's of the
Reorganites. We are so "sot in our ways" that they had
better save their postage stamps for literature of a more
interesting character. We haye greatly enjoyed and have
been benefited by reading Bro. Elbel't Smith's splendid reply
to the Brighamite ti·acts, ·also the able sermon of Bro. Heman
Smith to the sixteen Utah elders.. How very convincing of
our position! I can not see how any man present from the
dominant church in Utah could listen and· not be moved if
he were honest in heart and desired the truth.
Brother Terry has also promised to visit the few Saints
here, but it seems he has forgotten all about us,· so we have
anchored our hopes upon being able to attend i'eunion at
Irvington next September. We are enjoying very delightful
weather. The fields of grain look well and soon the mower will
be laying low the crop for hay. I f!Sk an· interest in the
prayers of those who i·ead the HERALD. I am your sister in
the hope of a glorious resurrection.
~
·
·
MARIE J. T. ADAMSON.
Deai· Herald:

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, May 22, 1910.
Having read in HERALD of recent date the
items concerning Graceland College, showing lier need of
temporary endowment, I was wondering in my mind wb:at
was being done by the faculty and students of Graceland
to forward her interests. The· college .jg and ·win· be largely
what its faculty and students make it. If we, members of
the church, are interested enough in the college to give it our
financial and moral support; then surely \ve believe the· students and teachel'S will do their part. All must .work together.
For morality and mental work Graceland College should be
~econd to none in the land. Each teacher and student should
Ill his department do all he . can to aid every. other Ofie in:
the institution. If there is a clog iri. the wheelsof Graceland
. Dear Hemld:
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College, who is it that causes it? Let. the1·e be no clogs, but
let. us pay off the debt already contracted, pay the running
expenses, and thus let her go free that she, by. the help of
Him who ordained that men sliould gain knowledge both bf
study and
' by faith, m~y be ; .success and a credit to the
church.
C. J. SPURLOCK.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, May 8, 1910.
Dear Herald: Like a flowe1· in the happy springtime comes
the HERALD to oui· home. Like the sweet sorig · of the bird's
;;fter the morning rain a1;e its letters to us, so full of encour,
agement and food for the. hungry souL Many are the times
·I seemed to be lifted from -the disrtia_l swamps .of doubts and
fears by reading the experiences of others, and striking all
attitude of detetmination, I have jounieyed on. Like a mighty
stream that derives its source from a hundred rivers, is the
·population .of our country, and yet in this ever restless, moving, endless throng, -how many do we fin!! who are willjng to
forsake all and follow hini who has said: "I. am the light of
the world"? Beloved Saints, are we doing what ·we can to
spread the angel's. message? Let us strive to give this .gospel to those who do not have it, and place around the homes
of all those who have received it the.proper influences that
will tend to strengthen and deepen this faith.
Let us find out what this everyday religion is like, then·
live it. This means, mothers, tliat you must take Chi'ist into the kitchen to help prepare the morning' meal; it also. means,
fathers, that you must take Christ with you to help harness
the horses and mow the grain .. WJJ are all .growing old. With
some it is the saddest days of their lives when they discover
silver threads upon the brow,'when faculties begin tci. fail, and
to know that you have to -1-ide where once it was a pleasure
to walk. Yet, fi'iends, amid the decaying faculties of old age,
our faith in God should become stronger and our lives made
brighter by a long life of actual usefulness and service. '
Y ourig brothern and sisters, will you not, while ·you are phya.ically strong, take Christ as your partner in business? Always
be up and doing: Consult in regard· to your plans and you.
will see your futu}'e unfolding with pright~r prospects. To
all who have met v.rith adverse circumstances, l would say,
look up when the last petal has fallen from the flower .·of
your life, look up. When your happy springtime has faded
and the autumn winds of adversity. are sighing mournfully
along your path, look _up. When the burden of your life
begins to drag. you down; doubts and affiic~ions ,cast their
shadows about you and your sun is. going down, look up.
Trust God and pray often, fQr in the trying hours of our
life through prayer to God peace will coriie ~o the tried soul.
The calm and gentle quiet that comes after a storm will be
ours. Make the sun shine. Always be cheerful. Do you
know you can b1-ing sunshine with you or carry a cloud?
I remember, not very long ago, I became very despondent.
Everything seemed to ·1ose its luster, but after spending a
few hours in a home where ·all was cheerful, my despondent
soul seemed to drink .in the sunlight found there and as I
walked out and turned into the road, I .could hear the birds_
singing in the trees and I thought, am I not as happy as
they? Some of the hills along life's journey are steep and
hard to climb, and if we try to make the ti'ip; independent of
the Savior, we shaWstumb~e into the deep darkness of eternity's night.
.
·
Our bodies should be the temples of. the Holy Ghost and
when the Holy Spirit enters the pod:y, heaven enters the
heart. God never comes to us-without his attenda.nts.· Re- pentance cleanses ·the house, faith provide.s for. the ho~s~;
· watchfulness, like a p01·ter, takes care of it, and prayer is
.the messenger that brings the blessings of God.
·
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certifi.c~te. ~nd ta~le

c~rttents"

At present I am laboring in the San .:piego missfon, estab- thel1• "divirie
of
of th " .· . .· .
· · h .·· of the :F1rst
. .. Born,"
· ' arid a eco king
lished by Bi·o. F. G. Pitt. W<p have nice Sunday school, of· <lorn of h eaven, " "Ch
. urc
· ...
· ··
which I have been elected superintendent. There is much in- some letters wiitten to Pr_·es •.. Josep_hSmitli. and ans ·pdy of.
;
. were by
terest among the Saints, and especially·among··the young who •B'ish op E.. L . Kelley; also testimonies.
·
,. · ·as to the'n· upright
·
are active in the work. Praying for the pi·ogress of the gl~d ch_aracters; also a revelatiqn
given by the Sphit throu h B · ·
message, I remain your brother in Christ. · ·
·
Joseph Luff. They draw a pen line·through the nam gJ co.· .
oseph
440 FIFTEENTH STREET.
L: HEMENWAY.
L u ff : Th .es~ peop1e may be very gqod people for alle,I know
· ·
but it ~eems t.o me th!ily are.t.aking rather an Jmfair method of gettmg ,their !!ause before the public. I believe our peo le .
LOGAN, KANSAS, May 22, 1910.
p ·. •'
Dear Herald: I have some .experiences I will tell ln 'as have had strong reasons 01· they never would have
municated
these -people.
·
'
·
excom- ·
few words as possible. On the night of February 27, 1910, I
There is an· old lady here whose life has been a very hard
was awakened by some one laying·a hand on me. ·When I
an elder,
was fully awake I knew that no one was near me, but a voice one. Her .father-was
.
. . . so she
.- was raised in the church '
said to me, "Write these 'things."- ·1 got a paper ·and pencil and she still remams a Samt m every sense of the word H ·
and the voice said: "Now behold, thus saith the Loi·d, those husband is an infidel and has be,en very cruel to her: s~~
has ·been a helpless pai·alytic for ..ten or twelve years. Her
of the same. faith that are not of this church, those will I
bring .. and they shall hear my voice. Their works are before e~es are good and her mind active and she likes to read.
me, for they administer unto me in temporal things but not Smc~ my husband and I joined .the church we have been. ·
in spiritual things. I will bring them to a kno~ledge of the se.ndmg her part of our papers, . She .is poor, but sh~ ·
spiritual things and there shall be one fold and one shepherd." wishes to read the Book of Mormon or any church books or
T-his is what I made out of· the writing. I wrote it in the papers she could .get. If anyone has books or papers to spare
dark and it was very hard to read, as some. of the words were please re~emb';r this dear old sist:r. She needs our prayers:
almost on top of each other, but that was all I had to go by, and I believe 1f an elder could vISit her and administer to
for by morning I coul<!, remember none of the ;yords: I only her, she might be healed. All doctors have given her case up ,
knew I had been awakened and told to write them. I do not as hopeless. Her name is .Mrs. Lucinda Greenough, Soldier, _
_
understand what it means, but hope I will some day. I ask Iowa, R. F. D. No; 2.
I receive many letters asking for guidance along gospel
the prayers of all the Saints;·
lines, all of which I am pleased to answer. Sometimes I am
Your brother,
so short of means that I have to wait a while, but God always
H. A. PALME.
hears and answers prayers. I have .been trying to remove
prejudice and am getting very interested in the work. I am
BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS, May 20, 1910.
working for an opening in this neighhorhood. Some of the
Dear Herald: I lately sent in a request for prayers for people are beginning to digest some truth, and I would like to
my son's daughter, Louis, who is thirteen years of age. She see them take an interest in the work. We are all willing to
has spinal trouble. While at prayer to-day, a short but work for the Lo1·d at any place, at any time, and in any way
beautiful vision was shown me. The hand of the Lord was he can use us, for the upbuilding of his kingdom. We a1·e
extended toward me holding a cup full and running over farmers and are also trying to help spread the gospel, but it
with clear, sparkling water. ·A circle of light was arou~d .it seems that we are doing so little- and there is so much to do.
so the water that flowed over the cup looked like diamonds. "O ! for a thousand .tonglies to tell my great Redeemer's love."
The voice of the Sphit said, "It is the cup o'.f healing for my
Pray for us all, your sister i'n the one faith,
·
believing children." I felt to praise the Lord.
·
MRS. SADIE BURCH.
..
Yours in the fai.th,
MRS. ADDIE V. HOXIE.
PARKSIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
Dea1· Herald: I thank God for having brought me into this
NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA, May 21, 1910.
latter day work. It has been and is life and strength to me.
Dear Saints: I was born at Fairfax, Missouri, in 1865.
I know now. what was wanting in my life. ·I was brought up
I joined the Christian Church when I was seventeen years
in the fear and knowledge of God. i went to church and
old. God has blessed me many times and has shown me the
Sunday school and at the age of sixteen was confirmed a memlight of 'the true gospel. I joined the Latter Day Saints'
ber of the Church of England. I wanted to live a consistent
Church in August,. 1909. I enjoy being with the Said.ts very
Christian life, but soon found that if I knew the catechism
much. I want to live a true Saints' life every day so I will
and belief, attended services occasionally (providing I did not
receive God's blessings, and may I ever be found working for
sit in a rich man's pew), that was all that was required of
my Savior's cause. Pray for me, that when I go'back to my
me. I found myself in just the same place as I was before,
home in Missouri, I can tell it to the. people that have never
that same empty void, there was nothing to grasp and hold
had an opportunity to hear it.
on to, no one came with a word of cheer or help, and I gradMay the grace of God be with all the Saints;
ually left that church and went to another.
Your brother in Christ,
To show. just where I was, I will give a little incident that
NOEL THORNTON.
happened about nine years ago .. We were living at Housi~g-.
ton Park and attended the Methodist church on East Parkside.
I am rece1vmg so much religious literature from various The minister 0f that cfrcuit called once and ·his helper& called
chu.rches, the Church of. God, the. Church of the First Born, a few times at our ho~se. - One day a· member of the visiting
and other churches of God. They send the Gospel Trumpet committee called to see me, sat down, asked me a few quei;and other tracts tpo nuu'ierous to mention. Some of it is tions and then said: "Are you a Christian?"
I said, "No." I could not tell her how I felt, so s1-e quoted
good, especially letters from so:ine of the S.aints who, I believe,
are earnest in believiri'g they have found the straight and nai:- me a few texts and ·left me. She meant well, but I was not
row way.· ~ut what a delusion! How I wish we could reach coinforted. A week or inor~ elapsed and she came again and
this people with the true gospel, even though it is hard to after a few minutes talk said:.· .:"Do -you believe in God?"
convince them' it is.true. This church of the First Bo~'ll sends
I said, "Yes."

a
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"Do you believe that he answers prayer?"

"
,, .
id "Yes I do, as I had many prayers answered.
. .
a~swer~d me quite crossly, "Well, why did you not tell
me that before?"
.
_
·
None of the visiting committee of that church_ came to see.
me again. I believed, and to them tl).at was enough. I .strug1 don feeling that there was something that .I didn't have,
g ed th;t I should have before I could conscientiously .call my~
::if a Christian, and so things went on for yeai:s, till I met
and joined the Latter Day Saints. Since then _I have lost
that empty void and am always ready to give an answer to
every man that asks a reason for the hope that is in me. I
pray that the Lord will give me strength and courage to hold
on to that which I have found, and help .me to live a tri:ie
Latter Day Saint life. I have many imperfections,-that
means many battles to fight, but He who gave us our different
natures knows we are not perfect, ye~ honors oui· efforts. We
meet with some who tell us-it is quite possible to live a perfect life here in this world. I think if we take each day and
·
live it out as true Saints should, 'we will find more imperfections in our unworthy selves than we ever thought we had,
and I think we will find, too, that perfection will not be
reached till we have lived our lives hern, and"then it rests
with God to say who is perfect ·in his sight.
I have been reading a prophecy in the. HERALD delivered
by Elder John Smith on November 24, 1909, where the Lord·is
exhorting his children to be more faithful and diligent, and
he says that the pages of past history are black with disaster and suffering, but that is nothing compared to-what the
future will bring. Yet those who are faithful Win win the
eternal crown. God grant that we may. all be found among
the faithful and that we may hold firmly to that which we
have found, which no man gave and no man can take away.
Your sister in the faith, ·
FOSTER STREET.
L. DYKE.

s::

I

. I wish to say to the dear Saints of whom I requested prayer
m my behalf, that I feel thankful to my heavenly Father that
he has heard and answered their_ prayers. I am much better
and. fe.el tha~ soon I will be able to attend meeting. A good·
Ch1~~t1an fnend, though not a member of the church, asked
me if th~y wo'.lld pray for her. She has rheumatism so badly
that she is entirely helpless. Doctors can not 'do her any good.
She says only God can cure her. She pleadingly said, "Please
ask them to pray .for me'." My niece, thirteen years of age,
has lately been stncken with spip.al trouble. I wish the Saints
would remember her in theirprayers. Elder Bond and Wife
and others will remember John Hoxie of Brockton - Massachusetts. He is now in Carman, New' York. He w~uld like
to have an elder visit him.
Yours in the faith
MRS. ADDIE V.' HOXIE.
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pray for, me. It came to my mind that the1:e we~e elders to
admini_ster to the sick, so I called Mr. Hawkins, but tliey
were .sick and could not come. I soon ~ot much better and by'
mormng·was well. Mr. Hawkins came over the next morning
and said that he prayed for me at home.
.
· I joined the Baptist Church when I was thirteen years old
but I believe it will take more than the Baptist Church ~
save me.
'
Yours in the faith, ·
ZILLIE COOK.
AKRON, OHIO, May 19, 19l0.
Dea1· Herald: As I have been appointed to laboi' in my
home district, I am anxious lo do all I can to get the gospel
before the people, especially. in my home town. It is a city
of about sixty thousand and it is almost impossible to get the
people to attend church. I have a pe]:mit to preach 'on the
streets. This is a hard territory to labor in, as it is almost
impossible to get an opening. I wili try to do· some woi.·k on
the street any way. This will be hard for me as I have
throat trouble, but I will try and do the best I ca~.
I baptized a nne man and his oldest son last Sunday. . I
baptized his wife about two mtmths ago. The . Methodist
preacher is reading the Book of Mormon and we may hear
from lfim in some way. Wishing Y:ou godspeed in .your labor·
of love,
Your brother in Christ
898 COBURN STREET.
JAMES McCONNA~GHY.

NEW ALBANY, INDIANA, May 19, 1910.
Dea1· He1·ald: As it has been some time since reporting
our work here we will again assure• you _that New Albany
Branch is very much alive. Sr.· Annabel Boss .was baptized · v
last Sunday. She is indeed most worthy to our cause. She
gave us a most noble example by starting her new life by
paying tithes.
District conference convened here May 14 and 15.. We
were glad to see so many present. All the homes were filled
·and I had to go to a hotel. Many a spiritual feast was
enjoyed during the conference.
The writer with his companion will leave New Alb.<.my soon
and take up permanent abode in the city of Indianapolis,
Indiana. We do this with regret, as we- have much to remember during our three years' of spiritual association here.
Our work started witli so many discouragements, but now we
have the most prosperous branch in the district. If all could
see the importance of work. To the New Albany Saints we
say: Stand faithful to whomsoever God may place in our
stead, and you will continue to receive many blessings.
JOHN-ZAHND.
2010 EKIN AVENUE.

CANTON, OHIO, 'May 19, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: I am on my way to the southern part of
the. State to take up the lab~rs of another year. I am -glad
to begin the year's work with such bright prospects .. After
resting three weeks from the activities of tffe General CC:nference, I am anxious to get into my field, as I can only be
happy when trying to make others happy. The entire sum
and substance of true religion is simply doing something to
better the conditions of our fellow-men. If the underlying
' McKENZIE, ALABAMA,' May 18,· 1910
thought in every sermon we preach, eve1;y prayer we offer,
De{' El
' though· I every visit we make, every dollar we give is self, our efforts
hope t·1' b emld ·· I am not ·a member of the church,
hope h: ,~ ~s soon as Elder Slover comes back here again. I. are in vain. The whole mission o£°Chlist was to' serve some
been see! . .c~;;ie soon, for I want him to baptize me. I have one else and not to be ·served. The best way I know to save
have fou~~\ e truth for a long time, and now I believe I ourselves is to work to save some one else; The greatest
work is th 1t · 1 am fully convinced now. that the latte1• day blessing that can come to us is to try and bdng blessings to
e rue work of God.
.
, ··
/
some one else.
..
I Was very srn
· I' a f ew weeks ago_ and I told my family to_.
My last year's work was pleasant, most of the time among

MONTEBELLO, C:ALIFORNIA, May 10 1910.
D ea1· B1·othe1· · I · h'
.
·
w1s to t h ank my sisters and brothers
for
1nndly res
so
d'
.·
c
.
pan mg t o my advertisement
in HERALD for can. .er .recdeipt.
I could not answer all of the letters I have
1
.
· Father
blece1ve ' so. tak e th'IS means of thankmg
all. May the
. ess you, is my prayer.
MRS. M. C. HAUNCH.

1
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kind and affectionate people. I baptized twenty-eight souls
into the kingdom, and married three couples, among· which
was Brother Kimball's daughtei·. She is an estimable young
lady with many friends, who showed their friendship by the
many valuable-wedding preaents she received from them.· She
did not fail . to let them know that she· was a Latter Day
Saillt. She takes up life anew in Saint Louis.
·
I spent last Sunday with the Akron Saints, who ai·e always
glad to see me, al).d who seem to reciprocate with true saintly
spirit. They are making commendable efforts toward building a new church. Akron, is a lively clty, full of indusfries
that know no shut down. There is plenty of· work for boys
and girls over fourteen years of age, if there are· any unfortunate ones who have to go into public work at that age:. 'I
am glad our State laws prohibit them from working in factories at an earlier age. I wish there had been such laws
when I was a boy. I might have been in school at the age of
nine and ten instead of in the coal .mines and fiict9ries, but
perhaps my influence will benefit my boys. Let others think
as they may, but the farm is the place for me. Man made
the cities, but God made-the country. For further info1;mation as to work in this city, write to the branch. president,
A. R. Manchester, who will kindly assist you in .connection
with the other brothers.
·
We had an awful disaster here .Tuesday. I visited the
wreck to-day and it presents a most pitiful sight. Nothing
but wreck and ruins for squares around. Seven large boilers
in the American Sheet and Iron Works blew up~at once, killing thirteen and injuring a number of others. Some things
were almost beyond belief. Had I not seen it myself I could
not have believed it. The engines were blown -through the
upstairs of the house, went through the weatherboarding on
one side and came through the other, striking the sidewalk
across the street, and bounding like a gum ball through the
fence into another yard. A large piece of boiler came through
the roof of a house where two men la:y sleeping. It struck the
bed, killing both men, and went down through two floors into
the cellar. One man was found as perfectly scalped as
though it had been done by a surgeon's knife.
We are truly living in a day of great horror. It is becoming
g9 common they seem to lose their terror.
I am inclined to
think that many who go unpunished here Will have to answer
for murder hereafter. Men who put dollars ahead of life
will be made to feel the heayY hand of justice some time. Is
not all this wonted neglect where human lives pay the penalty;
enforced idleness where children go hungl-y; child labor which
has put the stepping-stone to hell; organized capital against
organized labor like the marshaling of great armies in the
final struggle for victory; is not all this but a loud and appalling call for the Lord's Zion, where. human greed, industrial
strife, social unequality, shall be supplanted by the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. May the Order of
Enoch be hastened by a chosen walk with God and that our
children may find a place where life, morals, and intelligence
shall find place above dollars. · May we, as God's ministry,
called to be examples- to the flock, put our brother's interest
above our own or as far, at least. I lo'le my brethren with a
deep and abiding· love, and my heai·t goes out in sympathy
when I see one carried away in. the great whirlpool.of !lelfish
ambition. No critiei~in,-only warning.
.
I am going- from· here .to ,Highland to deliver a· memorial
address. I love the.old soldiers and bow in humble reverence
to the blue, through their sacrifice in preserving ·the great
nation of this- God-favored land. I am enjoying divine privi-·
leges. To the brethren who are associated with me in 'Ohio District, I wish 'to sa:y,-T have been placed .in charge by Brother
Russell, and you-have-my confidence; Thei'e are great opportunities f_o:i.- wc;>i:k in said district. Truly the _harvest is great

.

and I trust that each of ~s win nia~~ go!id use of OU. t'
·1··.b. . . . ·.
rime
D on•t·~o:f rom ·1·
p ace to ·p ace, . ut stick to one place as Ion~
as. them. is .a chance to do good. Most anywhere in the dis.
tr1ct you will find plenty to do .as long as you desire t t
.
.·
o s ay.
. t"
F_.rom mos t - every_. direc
10n ...m all
. · · the.
· branches ther·e are·
c~uri;hes in wh~ch to pi•e~ch. Lam well acquainted with the
d1str1ct and WJll take ,pleasure in. assisting you all I
Don't hesitate to trouble me. - We have a splendid force~~~
we want to make. a good showing at the end of the ye .
Make out reports and send to-me the· last day of June Sar.
.
.
' ep.
tember, December, .a~d ,February, so it will give me time to
make my report to m1ss1onary -in chargl).
.
P~·ayin~ God's Holy Spirit t~. a~tend us all in waging war
agamst s1~, and for the estabhshmg of Zion, I remain your ·
coworker m gospel bonds, . ·
:
F. J. EBELING,

GRESHAM, OREGON, May 12, 1910.

Editorn: In looking ovei· the columns of the

HERALD we
are unable to find .anything from .the "Eose City," therefore
we assume the task of send.ing a fmv lines to remind the
interested ones. that there are a_few Saints in the beautiful .
city of Portlana. ·
·
It is a pleastii"e to tell the Saints of good things present
and of the prevailing optimism as to the · futme of the
church in the city of ."rose festival fame;''
Portland is, indeed, a city beautiful, progressive and age
gressive (if you don't believe it ask one of our Seattle neighbors), and we arepleased to report that this "onward march''
spirit is not confined alone to the men of commerce and finance,,
but the Saints can bo·ast of those ·who are on the initiative,
whose best tl;10ughts seem t_o be spent· in the interests of "the
Master's business."
·
At present there seems to be a· general revival spirit prevailing among church members of all denominations. The
enlargement of the borders of Christian influence seems to be
the general .slogan. If the Saints had the financial backing
other organizations have I venture to say they would not be
one whit behind in their efforts ·to spread the "angel message." We have men eager for the fray, pleading for opportunity, but there are tl:iree requisites that make for success
in the work, spirit, effort, and finance, the latter seemingly
lacking to a great extent. However, results are following
the sowing.
·
·,
Sunday morning, on the 1st instant, as the great orb shone
beautifully upon the scene, all nature beaming forth the new
life, we were drawn quite close to the Master, the peaceful
influence settling down upon the little group as Bro. W. A.
Goodwin led four souls down into the beautiful pool of Hawthorne Park. It was a good day for e\lch one present, but
especially for Elder Goodwin; he was very happy and remarked, "Brother Shippy, I wish I could do this kind of wo'.·k
all day." These last four make thirteen Brother Goodwm
has baptized since he took charge of the work at Riversid~,
a suburb of Portland; in fact, I believe he is largely responsi-.
hie for t,he opening made there. We hope that many more
will be added to the church at that place.
We are pleased to_ report the- Portland Branch of Mon~
villa in the march of progress. Outgrowing of quarters is
a very good index as to how things are moving. B~-o~her
Barker as branch president and Bro. M. ,H. Cook as m1s.srnnary are largely. responsible for the work being accom~hshed
there. The branch has i·ecently acquired property twice t~e
size heretofo1·e owned and,moved their place of worship to it
and now have plenty of room· for expansion. New seatsf
foundations etc. make. it much more pleasant. Words 0
· '
'
·
. ·
.
·
h Bro
comfort and hope have .been given to the Saints throng
·.
Cook and Bro. N, T. Chapman by the divine Spirit and we
trust i;hat we may all profit by such.
0
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TOPLIFF, UTAH; May 12; 1910.
Dear-Iierald: I am still trying 'to live a righteous life, a'
life that will bring no reproach upon .the cause all Saints· love
Portlan nee
.h • ·
so well. Being out here among so many who claim to .be
k . the lines of work m the churc ·
_ .
.
-spea ,hm . th observations of a member at_ Gresham. . . · Saints and lights to the world, who claim to hein posf!ession
Sue are e
·
L;_ B. $HIPPY. - of the holy priesthood, I would natul:ally expect th~ni.fd' Jii~w · ·
it in the lives they live, but alas! I find it· is hard to dis-tinguish the difference between the larger percentage of our
XENIA; ILLINOIS,· May 17, 1910.
Mormon friends and othllr 'sinners around them,.
Id.
There
are
~any Saints in Taylorville, froJ¥
.
My wife and I have been receiving recently some Mormon
Dear H eia ·
·
· -· h •
h . we recently moved, that would, no doubt, l~ke to ear tracts from Chicago, but we know too much about them to
w ere
s well as the Saints in other places, and_ here I be led astray by any of their arguments. I don't aim to be
from us a
.
· . . ·1 d
can write to all at the same time. · Although we we1_e g a
pessimist, but I have seen enough of these Mormon people
to leave town and go back to the country, we >ye~e sorry to. to convince me that they belcmg to an apostate church. I am
ve so many Sainti; who treated us so kmdly. We not sorry I came to Utah, for my few years out here among
have to lea
. . . d .
d
d
shall ever remember them for· then• km ne~s towar 1.ls an
the Mormons will help me wonderfully in drawing satisfach they will be blessed for the same, especially Brother and tory conclusions. A person can appreciate and enjoy the
s~!:r Simpson, Bro. Charlie Simpson, Sister Lilly, Sister genuine more fully after being in contact·with the spurious
- Peters, Sister Jones, Sister Noren, Sister Waltenbaµgh; aJld article for a while. One of the Salt -Lake City papers de,
Brother Stanley and others. I would, say that we w~re nevi:r clared, and I believe it is true, that an eruption in the Mortreated better anywhere, with the exception of Samt _Louis mon church.in the near future is inevitable.
·Branch, than we were while we resided in Taylorville.
We learn with pleasure that Elders A. ·M. Chase, J. D.
They have a fine branch, there being so many young peo~ - ·stead, H. N. Hansen, and John Davis are to labor in Utah
pie1 and if it were not' for the snares that are set in_ the ·city this year.· The Saints of this district are to be congratulated
to catch the young, such as :,the pride of the world; the on .receiving such able assistance. I feel that I am a weak
skating rinks, the ballrooms, the pooli-ooms, and others, more brother, but if I can be useful in the service and gain eternal good could be done by the young. We· that are to be the life in his kingdom, I will not have spent my life in vain. We
· light of the world have not the means to spend in such read with pleasure, the ·account of the Saints' Jubilee celeservices, no matter how much we have, neither have we time bration, of April 6, and I ain sure God was pleased with the
or talent to waste in that way. We are commanded-to keep , sentiments expref1sed.
- .
ourselves unspotted from the world. How are we to teach
May the blessings of the Lord attend the efforts of the
others and do the same thing ·ourseives? If -v,re will quit Saints this year and comfort their hearts.
thinking that the world has the only pleai;;ures and keep the '. Your bi·other in· Christ,
commands and follow the plans and e:icamples that were set
C. A. LAYTON.
for us, then we can indeed sing:_ "We feel it a pleasure -to
serve thee, and love to obey thy commands." In the first place
older ones should not attend such places of pleasure. I have
Lines from Lamanite Lands.
heard children say, "Papa and mamma go," or "Brother So
Being intrusted .bY the church through its 1910 ministerial
and So goes," or "Sister So- and So goes," and the ch~rch council and conference, with a share of gospel respo:iisil)ilities
workers have a much harder time teaching them the harm to the Lamanites, we have begun the year's work among that
of it.
""'
people. As many of the Saints are aware, we have arranged
Let us all, Sunday school teachers, Religici workers,r! and to supplement the preaching to the Indians by modern illuschurch workers, teach them to put on the whole armor of trative methods of mechanical picture work. We rep01•t -to
Christ, not a part of it, by our own example as well, and those interested, ·that the experiment_ so far seems to indito try to Ehun the very appearance of evil. Now is the time cate this supplementary feature will be a valuable factor in
for the young to work in the service of the Lord. Later on a introducing the work among them, at least, if those who love
• great many will have families 9f their own and will require to bear a part in working out the_ ete.rnal--purposes of God,
more of their time and attention: By beginning now we will and who are financially able to hold up our hands, will do so
be better qualified to train them aright.
in such a liberal -way that without let or-hindrance we may
When I was a young girl I had none of our church privi- push into new points and break the sectarian mesh and false
leges, only Sunday school and the Epworth League of the _ doctdne which enthrall the sons ·and daughters of prodigal
sectarian churches, and the;{did not think it was so wrong to returning Laman. We pledge ourselves to the limit of our
attend these places of pleasure. If I could have had the ability by ·the grace of God to emblazon the_ name ·of the
privileges then, I would have made use of them and would Reorganized Church upon the minds of himdreds of youthful
have been qualified for work now.
,
dusky stalwarts in whose plastic minds even· now the destiny
The Brush Creek Branch here seems to be in a better con- of thefr race is 6eing cast.
·
dition than it did when we left over two years ago. Quite a
We should not permit the years to creep by and be content
· nu'.11ber have been baptized; the sisters have their prayer to lull our senses inttf hazy stupidity in the lullaby dream, for
umon. The Daughters of Zion had their first meeting this God is going to raise up and do mighty things to emancipate
month. Even the young sisters attend !he-prayer union and and ·make delightsome this branch of Israel, some time. God
all take part. There seems to be ·nothing hindering the Will do a mighty work right now through us if we will thi·ow
Jirogr~ss of the work here. Though we are poor in this . ourselves into the work in a practical business way, but woe
~:~d s go.ods we ar~ trying to. P11~ ou1:selves -in a. condition betide us if we be content to let the Lord raise up from the
I hwe will be penmtted to dwelhn the·.Jand of Zion;. . , , very stones, as it were,
people who· will move out in -the
ope that. what I have wtitten will be of some good to fulfillment of the prophecies concerning the conversion of
=~~ o~e. I hav~ learned from·experience that we must learn 2 .;Laman to the knowle?g? of his father~.· Wha_t shall the record ,
P ove our time as well as our talent. This is a grand of the year be? If it is a good one m the mterest of truth,
work.
Your slster in bonds·
and the increase of rewards in store for eternity, what part
- LAURA R. '.BING.
of the good record may you rightly lay claim to?
k for much growth in the church in ~hese par.ts and

%thed entertain
East who may be: contemplating ~ovmg to
Samts d
no fears of being out of a Job; so to
~e 1

a

a
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We. take the liberty to .repeat here aK many have heard:_expressed by the writer in public at Independence and els"ewhere,
that •it will take systematic work; diligence, patience, pers.e~
verance, and dollars to get returns out of this Lamanite missiqn work.. What we mean by this is, to get th.e gospel before
anfbonsidei·able number of them, that it may bearthe fruits
of righteousness to the salvation of souls. In writing these
lines, it was not the purpose to solicit for the sinews of war,
but if any should take it that way, all we have to .say is; our
address is Ripley, Oklahoma, and that as conference appointees, we are expected to give - a faithful accounting of all
contributed funds, who from and for what expended. Elder
C. Ed. Dillon, of Oklahoma City, a recent convert under the.
preaching of Bi·o. Hubert Case and the writer, who was
called to the ministry shortly after his baptiSm, was sent out
by the recent conference with us in this Indian work, a~d is
doing efficient work for the Master.
In the past the Indian measured his success in battle by
the number of white scalps at his belt. We will now return
the compliment by taking the Indian's scalp, in a gospel
sense, and we are glad to hereby hang one scalp within the
lines this early in the year's campaign, that of Wa-kun-da,
or David Pettit, of the Otoe tribe. The meaning of the name
Wa-kun-da is god, or godlike. One year ago J. E. Page first
began teaching Brother Pettit, or Wa-kun-da, giving hi~ a
Book of Mormon with this inscription in pencil on the fly
leaf: "Presented in the name of Jesus Christ."
Yours in the hope of eternal life,
JAMES·E. YATES.

News From Branches.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
Little "Sister Rhoda" wants to tell you a few more of her
doings, for some of her children "have gone to lands far distant, and with strangers maae their homes." We can trace
them north, east, south, and· west. We think they remember
our Wednesday evening prayer meetings. These are still
well attended and are the spiritual life of our branch to both
old and young. Many of our veterans are still on duty with
the testimonies, "I know this work is true."
Aunt'Foster's celebration was given in honor of her seventyfifth birthday, on the 23d by the Sunday school. One hundred and fifteen met on the occasion, and after lessons an
appropriate musical and literary pi·ogram was rendered, including a sketch of her life. At the -age of· sixteen she was
baptized and afterwards saw and mourned the scattered condition of the church in the dark- days, until the recall, when
she joined the Reorganization 'vith seven others at Dennis
Port, Massachusetts, and was chosen as one of the first :Sunday school teachers at that place. She has been and is still
an example to us all. After the program she was presented
with a bouquet of seventy-five pinks.
The Saints are receiving reading matter in the form of
tracts. "Polygamy" has been ably answered by Elder Suttill
on Sunday evening a few weeks ago. It reminded us housekeepers of house cleaning; and the· arguments were met and
overcome. to the satisfaction df all.
··
·The late Attlebo1'0 Convention: It was a success. Special
mention should be made of the entertainment of so many
visitors by so few local Saints. Thirteen families, I am told,
·cared for all. The little chapel was very prettily decorated.
Two .pillars of white from each side supported a lar/l;e half
circle, in the center, bearin~ the inscription in red letters,
"Unity is strength"; jmd on either side was a smaller circle
bearirig the wcn'ds, "Sunday school and Reli~o."
.
We are. still _g.waiting the arrival of our pastor's wife, Sr.
Edith Robe:i;ts, o:iie of_ our delegates at the General Confer-

ence. The Saints'· Aid h'as ~taken -~ new life under th - - __ a.gement of its new _Pl'.esident; S_i_ster Gundolf. Theire ~~~>J
t10ns help ~he br~nch _}·ecy _ofte_n, We have shingled our .
chapel and it J!OW awaits a new coat of paint -outs'd -d
· 'd
w
·
'
1 e an
m~1 e. . e expect cont~_nu~d aid from'the auxiliaiies. Reumon will soon be.here.
"·- · · . .
·
Our Reliiio has lost some -of :it~ hiterest and attend
't 'th' I
- ance.
Why.? w_ e awa! w:i ;Pea.sure the anival of Brother Howlett, of Canada, who will be -0ur ·speake1• for some Sunday in
the near future.
Yours in_bonds,
GEORGIE M. SPINNETT..
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Messages of truth were deiivered here for the past month
by Brethren Tanne1', Elliott, Archibald, Dowker, and F. M:
Smith. The evening prayer services have not been as we!{
attended as they should. be on account of the Saints living so
far from church, and it was very brd for them to attend all
the services.
-At our branch business meeting the following officers for the ensuing term were elected: President, T. J. Elliott··
1
presiding priest, S_. A. Burgess;-teacher, A. W. Smith; deacon
W.R. Cowlishaw; secretary, G; S. Trowbridge; library board'
R. Archibald; the undersigned, correspondent; auditing com~·
mittee appointed by the chair; George Reeves, H. C. Burgess,
and L. P. Smith.
Brother Tanner preached his farewell sermon the morning /
of May 15. Friday, the 20th, a joint meeting of district,
branch, Sunday school, Religio, and Mite Society was held,
at which time appreciation 01; Brother Tanner's efforts among
us was shown. A beautiful chain and focket was presented
him by the church, Sunday school, Religio, and Mite Society.::
Brother Tanner has our sincere desires for a successfui
future.
Brother Archibald united in marriage, on May 17, Sr.
Gladys Gall and Mr. Fitzgerald. They have our best \vishes.
Children have been born recently to Sr. R. Archibald, Bro.
and Sr. L. Joerndt, of Landsdowne, and to Bro. and Sr. Clyde
Baker, of CheltenJ.iam.
The Sunday school is decidedly on the increase. The
Religio is movfog, though not with the rapidity of the Suny om· sister in Christ,
day school.
E. M. PATTERSON.
2739 DE JONG STREET.
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, May 15. Bro. F. G. Pitt occupied both morning
and evening to the interest and -enjoyment of his hearers.
Sr. F. H. Johnson, of La Grange, favored us with a solo in
the morning and Brother Pitt ·fo the evening, which were
very much appreciated.
Bro. Henry Keir pi·eached at West Pullman in the morn!n.g.
Brothei; and Sister Jarvis, from Burlington, Iowa, were vrnitors at the morning service. We understand that Lyman
Johnson, son of Bro. and Sr. F. H. Johnson, has been suffering with rheumatism, but we hope and pray for his speedy· recovery.
Mr. ·and Mrs.-Thoihas Brown, of Braidwood, Illinois, who·
with their three· children have been visiting at the home of
Bro. and S1~ Henry Keir for a few days1 took their departure
Tuesday -·of this week. Mrs. _Brown and Sister Keir wer~
scho9lmates.
·
15 ··
The Gleaners met at the home of Sr. T. Vandei·hoof, 66 Partli_p.a street, on Thursday; the 19th., . -.
ha~
We understand that Bro. LeRoy -Wood, of. Omaha,
accepted a position in _this city, -and trust we will have one·
more worker on the South Side.·
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tials of happin.ess are something to do,
"The gran d essen
, . ,,
·
.
_ .
1 ve and something to hope for.
so'.'.1etlnng. to :
an act of daily kindness to his !lerghb~r
If everydo: do any unkindness, half of. the sorrow of this
and refuse o
.
,, .
. ..
_
would be lifted and disappear. ·
· .
worId
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentw,prth 8731.

ilia

Miscellaneo:us Department

Reunion .1'Jotices.

The Northeastern-Illinois district reunion will be held on
same ground as last year· beginni_ng August 19 11nd closing
August 28. It is supposed that the dining tent will be in
operation;- Watch for later· notice for prices of tent meals.
Those who purchased tents from ·the committee last. year ·would do the committee a favor ·if they can send their yearly
payment before the reu.nion, as the committee has some expenses to meet. May all try to make this :reunion a succ~ss.
· Brother Wight has promised to be he:re part of the time, also
Bro. Heman C. Smith, and perhapi;' a patriarch. For any
information write to the secretary, __J, M. Blakely.··

Conference Notices.

The Chatham district conference wil.l convene with th.e
Branch, June 11 and 12, i~ Creamer's .Auditoi~um. north side of the river. Meals ~ll be serv:i:d m the
roller ~kating rink between the two stations. Trains from
the north due 8.25 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.; ~rom the south due
10.50 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., Saturday, will be met PY delegates. Electric car from Chatham due.at 7 a. m .. and about.
every two hours after first car; on Sunday at 9 !l· m., a~d
·every three hours after. Farmers and, ;hose comi_ng by ng
will find plenty stable room at Cre!lmer s Stable m connection with auditorium. Mrs. C. E. Bnstol, secretary of branch.The Northeastern Illinois district conference will. be held 11:t
Mission Branch, June 18 and HI, 1910. Those commg by rnil ;
wil! be met at Sheridan on the C. B. & Q. or at Se~eca on the
Rock Island road up to Satutcia,y.:!Joon. Please notify Brother
Midgorden, Marseilles, Illip.~i~, Route 57, of the time and.place
)ou are coming. W. E .. Williamson, secretary.
·.': . The Idaho District will conveP.°e at Boise, Idaho, J_une 11
·and 12, 1910. Send all reports 'to J. E. Condit, Hagerman,
._Idaho. J. E. Condit, secretary.... :
;; The Saints at Chatham Distri_ct will .meet in conference
·'"c·apacity Saturday and Sunday,_ June 11 and 12, 1910, at
••wallaceburg, Ontario. Will branch clerks see that their
·reports get in in due time and that credentials are also sent
in. May each branch be represented, a_s important ·business
may come up. Anthony R. Hewil;t, secretary, 39 King street
east, Chatham, Ontario.
-

w llaceburg

Convention Notices.

The Fremont District will convene with Thurman Branch
June 18 and 19, 1910. Let all officers report this time. C. ·w.
Forney, secretary.
.su1,1day ~chool and Religio conventions of Eastern Michigan
District will convene at Minden City, Friday, June 10, 1910.
Services held in town hall. Emma H. Whitford, secretary.
The Sunday school convention, of the Nauvoo District will
meet at Fort Madison, Iowa, June 3, at 10 a. m. Clara Ortleb,
secreta1·y, 1314 North Eighth street, Burlington, Iowa. .
The.Eastern Iowa Sunday school· convention will meet with
the Clmton Branch, June 10, 10 a. m., at the Saints' church,
311 ,South Third street. Please be pro!f!pt _as possible in
sendmg reports. Amos Heide, secretary. ·
.
. The !Cewanee District Sunday school and Religio conventions. will be held at Millersburg, June 17. Religio convention·
opemng at 10.30 a m.; the Sunday school at. 2 p. m. All
.. locals are r~quested to send delegates, as there will be the
annual election of officers. Credentials should reach the sec·hetary not later than June 15. Let all come who can ·and
Ce Krepared to make these conventions a grand success. Mira
a y, secretary, Millersburg, Illinois.
.
d Th\Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District Sung:~ sc Ho! convention wi!l he ~eld June 3, at Coldwater, Michi~
b f · hpe all secretaries will note and have all reports in
p~ro~e t t at ~ate. Everybody attend that can and .come pre~Ce o a~s1st. Mrs. J. W. Knight, secretary.
_ .
ciatl:en~llob ofh the Minneso~~ ·~Pistric~ Sunday sch.ool assoBemid "wi . e eld June 17, lJHO, durmg the reumon, near
Minne~~ta~mnesota_. Hallie ~;;;·aould; secretary, Clitherall,

tio~P:if bRiher

District Stind~j school and Religio co~ven
e eld at Scammon;, Kansas, .Friday, June 10, at
repo~ts ·a Sdhoold an~ locals please take notice a!!d see that all
as possibl~ ~e he~tials be sent. to. the undersigned. as s·oon
ington stre'et Pl\tte be. Holsworth, secretary, 219 West Wash'
i s urg, Kansas.
.
.
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Order of. Evaril[E;li~ta.
To Whom It May Concern: Our 'force is very small, that

is, of men who are able to leave home and do work abroad·
but at the same time, we are anxious to do what we can t~
meet the demand, Those who have charge of reunions, where
the help of a patriarch is desired .and needed, will please
notify us as soon as practicable, so that, if we are able to
supply the demand, arrangements cah 'be made with the one
desired or the. one. available; . also with a stenogi•!lpher, etc.
If you have a ch01ce, name him. In case cyou write directly
to the one desired, and he consents to· go, he will please let
me know, at one~, that I may know where o,ur men are and
what they are domg.
J. R. LAMBERT
. ,

Acting P1·esident of the Orde1· of Eva.;,gelists-:

LAMONI,,lOWA, May 30, 1910.

The Bishopric.

To Whom These Presents May Come:

This is to certify
that by reason of change of. field of. laboi• of Elder A. C.
Silvers from the Clinton; Missouri, Di!~trict, and upon recommendation of the Eldorado Springs conference, the Saints
of the Clinton, Missouri, District of the Reorganized Churah
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will please take notice-.
that Bro. W. E. Reynolds, of Eldorado Springs, has .beenduly appointe_d agent of said district and authorized to per- form all the duties usually required of ·agents in behalf .of
the Reorganized Church.
· .
_ ·
Trust that each and every member in the district may be
a helper to Brother Reynolds in his work and tbat all working together may honor and glorify the name of the Master
for the year. Special thanks are extended also .to Bro. A. C.
Silvers for his faithful work as agent in tlie district. ·
Ever striving for success of the Master's work, I am,In behalf of the Bishopric,
E. L. KELLEY,. Presiding Bishop.
Paatoral.

-To All Those Concerned, in Mission No. 4; Greeting: Hav-

ing been appointed as minister in general' charge of the above'
field, which comprises the following territory:· Ohio, Western
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky,_ Tennessee,
North Qarolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, -and Florida, I take this opportunity of .congi·atulating
you on the success hitherto achieve.d J.n the inission, an<l being
desirous that such may increasirig'],y_ continue, I offer the
following:
·
· ·t "- .
.
In the Kirtland District: Bishop ,J. A .. Beeker, Route No.
2, · Willoughby, Ohio, will be assistant minister in charge of
the Kirtland District; and will; as hitherto, labor in Pennsylvania, Kirtland, an\l Ohio districts. .
.
Elder T. U. Thomas, 9'7 Oakland avenue, Sharon, Pennsylvania, will act in his office as district president, besides
.
occupying in the capacity of a j;r~veling missionary.
Elder D. E. Tucker,·Route No. 2, Willoughby, Ohio, will lfe
in charge of the- Temple at Kirtland during the summer
months, after which arrangements will be made for. regular
missionary work.
· . . ·.
.
Elder J. C. McConnaughy, 598 Coburn street, Akron, Ohio,
will labor in Akron and vicinity for· the present.
In the ·Pittsburg District: Elder ~ichard _Baldwin, 98 Oakland. avenue, Sharon, ~enn:syJvania,. will .be assistant minister
in _charge, and associated· with him in the mission· labor. will
be Elder J. C. Farnfield, 10721 :H:athaway .avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio; ;EJlde1: C.. Ed. Mi!ler, 72 .Miller stre~t, Pi~tsbm:g1 Pe~n-·
· sylvama; district president will, along with his presidential
duties, act in· his office of missionary;
· -Elder F. J. Ebeling, Route No. 2, Willoughby,.Ohio, will act ..
as assistant minister in charge.
·
· _: ·
_
, Elders O. B. Thomas, L;imoni, Iowa, N •. L. Booker, Biloxi;
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Ente_red at post-omced Lamoni, Iowa, as 1econd,claB1 mall matter
pu~R~!if~~~ons · ~eceive tor _Zion'& .Ensl111, also ordero for all -En~fJID

men

Mississippi, and 0. R. Miller, Knobnoster, Missouri, will re- to contend against; the1:efore do not ask hi)ll to listen to tale~
ceive the necessa.ry information from him .relative· to their of sorrow reflei:ting upon the weaknesses of others. But
assisting him in the mission work.
_ .•
.
rather stren~hen his fait)l and good ~pini~n of you and your,
· In the West Virginia District: . Elder Samuel -J;lrown, brother or sISter by -relatmg the sunmer side of life and the
Stevenson, Ontario, district president, will be ·assistant min- beauty marks in the oasis of your neighbor's life. Then when
ister in charge, and assisting him will be Elder J. M. Stub- he stands to feed the congregl).tion the bread of life if the
bart, Lamoni, Iowa.
Spirit of the ~otd that indites the- thoughts wishes t:i chide,
Elder I. · N. Roberts, Stewartsville, Missouri, -will labor the mouthpiece of the Lord is ·unprejudiced and does not
in western Ohio.
quench th~ Spirit, and thus the ·desired end is accomplished,
_
Elder J. W. Metcalf, 1381 Seventh street, Louisville, -Ken- and good is.the result.
tucky, will labor in Eastern Kentucky and Ohio districts.
We trust. that the greatness of the harvest and the few· Elder A. E. Whitaker, Valley ·Junction, Wisconsin; will ness of the laborers will appeal so effectively to every Saint.
attend to park and other work in Cleveland, Ohio, and that they will show their appreciation of God's goodness to
vicinity.
.
them by paying thefr tithes and offerings, so that not only
. In the Southeastern Mission: Elder F. M. Slover, 806 may the wid_ow and orphan and .the missionary's wife and
South Crysler street, Independence, Missouri, assistant min- child be given their daily bread, but also the nations who are
ister in charge, will have of the General Conference appoin- hungering arid thirsting after righteousness be also supplied:
tees as his fellow-laborers, Elders J. R. McLean, Fulton,
We ·also solicit the assistance of the loeill priesthood that
Kentucky, district president; W. E. Peak, 207 East Washing- new openings may be effected wherever possible and should
ton street, Pittsburg, Kansas; J, W. Peterson, Lamoni, Iowa; you require the assistance of ·a missionary, consult as soon
J. T. Davis, Thayer, Missouri; and A. E. Vancleaye, Van- as possible the proper· parties and your wants will be sup·.
cleave, Mississippi.
,
plied when practicable~ And thus by a united effort in all
Elder S. J. Jeffers, Radcliff, Ohio, district president, having the varied lines, the church, assisted so nobly by her daugh'
received a local appointment, will labor throughout the Ohio ters, the Sunday school and the Religio, as she has hitherto .
been, may accomplish all that the Lord ii:i his love has deDistrict as circumstances permit.
signed that she should.
·
REPORTING.
Your colaborer for the ultimate triumph of our cause,
.
.
R. C. RUSSELL,
Arrangements having already been made with the mission•
Minister in General Charge.
aries relative to reporting, ·the branches and districts will
ARTHUR,. ONTARIO; May 12; 1910;
please observe the following: Branch presidents will please
be prompt in -reporting as per blank forms (obtainable at
Herald Publishing House) to the district presidents for the
To the.Saints of Northern Kansas: We have again b~rt
following terms, for four months ending June 30, three assigned to the Northeastern and· Northwestern Kansas dismonths ending September 30, three months ending December tricts and therefore ask your cooperation in an endeavor ~
31, and two months ending February 28.
.
get this gospel before the people. , Brn. John A. Teeters, S. h.
The district presiden~up·on receipt of the branch reports, Madden, and S. -H. Fields have been assigned to the Noi;t ·
will as soon thereafter 4 as •possible, · forward their· complete western Kansas District, and Bro. S. Swensen and the wyted
district report to the secretary of the First Presidency, Pres. - to the Northeastern Kansas. District. Bro. O. W. Okerm
F .. M. Smith. But in cases where the law and-usages of the has been: appointed to the State of Karisas an? will lik~~:.e
church are involved to the detriment. thereof, and difficulties with us part of the time. We have two elders m the fie! 18
of° long standing are remaining unsettled, the authorities year who can preach in the Swedish language and any ocenwbose duty ·it is are requested to inform as soon as con- ings that can be found-of the same please inform me oft em.
venient, the minister in charge (see Doctrine and Covenants My address is Box 396, Holden, Missouri;- and all lette1:s sent'
·120: 7.) . Where.the assistance of the missionaries is required
that address will be promptly forw;ard~d to .me ID. I?~
-at conferences, two-day n),eetings, and .reunions, it would be to
field. Will all Saints who desire preachmg. m their locahtI~
well for those having charge thereof to .consult as early as or who know of new openings; please notify us !ls .soon. possible with the minister. in charge, that . the requisite ar- possible? Let us all, Saints, local ministers, and !UISSJOnal'les,
rangements m;ly be made,::
do all we can for the work of God.
·
H. E. MOLER·
. ELDERS' COURTS.
Owing 'to the effect that :elders' courts have towa~ds prejudfoing' more<or Jess of; those affected, therelly, ag~in~t the
Addrea9e1.
elders taking. part therem, I would advise that the m1sS1onary
force-+not. holdingc P?Sitions whose duty is to so engageFred B. Farr, 228. East Anderson street, Stockton, Cali·' would as ·far •as .possible leave the care of ·such to the local fornia.
forces.·
· . ·-. · ·
To' those not· engaged in the active missionary labor: - As
- ··
· · · to
k the sinner
_we are fellow-travelers to "the great tribunal bar, -where reTo know the !?reacher wt;ll ough~
m~ e
. st the
·,ward . shall• be· given according to works, remember that the hungry. to .know his God,. l:>ut it sometimes turns out JU _
·:friiBBionary
hf
riot'
without
his
"human
weaknesses
and
has
such
other
way,
which
is
most
unfortunate.
·:._
' - i _.
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Suburban Homes at Lamoni
A beautiful 6-acre tract, high and dry.
Good 7 room house, good, large barn,
chicken house, two good wells and plenty
of fruit. $3,000. · .
.
23 acres near the college. Five room
house, good, snug barn, new chicken
house, hog house, etc., $3,750.
10 acres in West Lamoni. Five room·
cottage, fair. barn . and other out buildings; wen set .w fruit. $3,500.
Four acres iil.'''East Lamoni near the
college,·· .Good· seven. room cottage, _small
barn, chicken.,'house and plenty of fruit.
$1,200.
,;_ .
.
-One·half cash, balance on time for any
of the above except "the 23 acre tract
which -would require more money down.
These are desirable places and anyone
adapted to the tJusin~ss of gardening and
poultry raising could make more than a
living on any one- of them besides having

HOME BAKED FOO.D~

lresll, good, wholesoJD.ej· .
economical.. R,eadil~ .
made with

the advantage of one of the best high

schools in the State and Graceland College to finish with.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
.
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 103-Leatherette, each 80c; per dezen SS.20.
·No. 110--Llmp Cloth, each 85c; per dozen 88.76.
No. 111-CJOth and Leathtt, each liOc.
Mo. 114-FlexibleLeathtt, eaCb $1.60.

THE INSTRUCTOR

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depoaita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the bankinz lawa ol the
State ol Iowa, and under direct control

of the Auditor of S!Bte.

No. 126, cloth •••••••••.••••••••• $ .'15
No. 12'1, leather ••••.•••••••••••• 1~00
No. 128, leather, flexible •.••••••. 1.60

POST CARDS.
Herald Office, Cra~eland College, Liberty Home

S~nts: Home, Saints" Church, ~am~ni, Iowa.

Samts Church, Independence, Mmoun.
These
cards are printed in colori. Two for five cent1.

i---------------'--

REAL ESTATE FOR· :·SALE

Whose roof is ?Ver your head? -Do you
move when you hke, or when the landlord
says move? Why rent when you can
E. f. HALL; Lamom, Iowa. own your own place? Buy .a home in the
Ozarks where homes are in reach of
Care Herald Publishing House.
everyone. Land ranges in price from $5
to $25 per acre, and we have the best
GracelandReceipt Book • • • fruit, ~ass, and poultry country, a11:d the
.
healtlnest country, and the finest climate
-· Over three; hundred receipts for prepaqn the world. For further information
ingthings to"eat.
write
McINTYRE & SIMMONS,
Price • • • • • •
SOc
20-4*
Cabool, Mo.
· .

Postage prepaid.

;

.

. .

.

Special pnces to IDISS1~nane1.

FOlt ·SALE.
1

LOTS ANli-ACRE PROPERTY

5 per cent
Capital and Surplus Earnings •. $ ?0,000.00

Assets Over

. ' 400~000.00

FiYe per Ct!!! per annum intem; will be paid on one year depo•it1. Send your surplus lund1 to
this Bank by mail, and l'rompt

atte~tion will b~ given. Address

~THE STATE SAVINGS BANK ·oF lAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DiRECTORS: Wm. Anderlon, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Ge<>. W. Blair, A. K. Andenon,

Having bought the Edgefield }!roperty
conta:ining· 80 acres, I now offer this
property to the . Saints at low figure11.
This is one of the most sightly and
finest· tracts now on the market, being
high and <Iq. This prop~rty is located on
the• south· side .of the . city of Independence, being fr.om 2 to 6 blocks from t!ie
new South · Side church and same die• ·
tance from the street car line, and i of a
mile from the public square in Independence. The price of lotS is from $3 to $6.60
a front foot.· . We discourage the Sainte
· buying this · property for Bpeculation.
Those wanting to secure one lot or mere
·and can not personally '-inspect them the
Stake or General Bishopric will locate
them for you, .and 'should anyone . after
examination not be pleased tlieir money
will be refunded on demand.. For .the
correctness of this statement Wt! refer
you to the Presiding .General Bishopric.·
10tf
ELLIS SHOl\T.
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JA·CKSO'N-'COUNTY BANK Erigravin,-gs_. of .u.'Pre)llstorlc Specimens-_

from MiChigail
S; A. Tablet recordS
of copper, cll}y, a11d stone. Forty-four
cuts,, among tnein seven of Flood, five of
'{he ~ower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar _C8z~endar; - The Ten Command- .
MiBB01!-fi-the S~ate l'.ecognized a.e h~ving the m!lat rig!d-banking eupervilii~n of- ~my ments,
EhJah and Priests of Baal co State m the Umon. State 11xammat10n and pubhc publishe4 et~tement required.
, ~e.st, Chisel;
and-C.ompass, etc; Their.~:
mneness
and :int1quitY; established: •New
CITY DEPOSITORY
FOR
THE
CITY
OF"
INDEPENDENCE.
·. ,. .
book of rare m~ereiit m archreology)llb.d
all that,iappertail!sto the Book of ·M:orlntere1t Paid on Deposits
mon anQ._ Rest~ration. - Explanatory:-~.. -Our- business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public a.nd dat'\!:-i·· Price $1..00,'atHer-ald 0 sign
Of!!ce. 21alt
·
and invite all in attendance ·at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
"frl''.
<;#,_~~~~- correspondence where ple_nty of stationery will be provided _and your acquaintance,
c:}J:-- .
.
•
association and business.solicited.
- ,
Very truly yours,
1~HAT IS MAN?
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
One of the best. works on one of the
mo~t interesting and important subjects.
It .1s a complete refutation of the falIacie.s of- soul sleeping. ·Only 50 cents,
Just to Cet Acquainted_
cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert;
I will send 30 beautiful flora, tip-to-tlate
post cards for 10 cents. Anything you
lived in independence twenty 'years.
want in the line of Socialist literature, has
I have many residences, vacant lots, subRULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.
Send for my free 64 page catalogue.
urban - acre:;i, from one acre up-anii
'
s.- DRAZEY, Reubens, Idaho. farrns
Every Saint should have this book. It
from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell_ for the -least money that
buY' is complete as well as explicit in its state~~~~-~-~---~--~-~--------;
-them. I refer you to any bank of this city ments as to _how to conduct all business
Kansas City, as to my st11nding as a meetings. Only40 cents, cloth, No. 161.:
: I would be pleased to correspond with : or
business man. Correspondence solicited.
- '-:
: pa.rtles seeking lnv~stment In Jack- : Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building, J. E. Bozarth.
W~ A. Duncan.
Indepenqence, -Missouri, Bell- 390~Home
" - ·'
• 8: son County, Missouri, FIRST : 504.

INDEPENDENCE, _M!S~OURI
Does a General Banking Business under charter IiJ'o. 1324 granted by the State of

-

-

~---

John A. Kerr

,

,

'

,

: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL ·:

,' BONDS,

OR INDUSTRIAL

,,~ STOCKS. Very truly yours,
,,

'

1

,:
I

.
~
~
.
J. D. Brigg:,
1
~ _ Independence, Missouri
_ 44tf
l.-...a..-... ---.---.--~------. .............. _........~_

i
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KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE·-

To the Ministry: In harmony with
the resolutions passed by the last General
Conference, · we have printed proper
blanks for -the recording of blessings .of
children. Order No. 16711. In bookform
sa~e .as baptism certificates, 25c, or 12c
per doz.

..

Good graded school and L. D. S. church privileges.
Membership about three .
hundred. Are you _looking this way_ for
a honie? - If so, and desire reliable information;'call on-or write
- .BOZARTH & DUNCAN;
Knobnoster, Mo_.

YelloWstone Park is the
Nation's Playground
It b~lo~gs to·"'~ll the people. ·You are one of the people-have
you,Jnspected· your property?
.
_··N'owhere else in the world is thEire such ;i. playground-no~
ZION'S--. -PRAISES
-where else is Nature's revelation to man ·so complete and awe-in· - - _
$ 4C
No. 70, cloth ..• · · · · • • · • · · · · · · · · · 1'0-0
spiring. With comfortable vehicles and excellent hotels and camp- · No.
7,Q~h., le;:\ther., ... :. · · · · · • · · · •50
ing arrangements, the Park trip entirely lacks hardship or even No. 7Q1h, ·leather, flexible ..... ·.. 1' .inconvenience. _·. - · ·
_
...
Let me tell you· how you can make the P.ark trip to the best
advantage, not only as to cost and train service, but as to the order
By AMn Kni1lo1
fa which the :wonders ·should be visited.
- · Let me give.You our Yellowstone Folder. It tells all-about the
Paper cover .•.
trip and c-011taills the best map of the Park published. · If yo'u want
Cloth cover
...
to camp out ask for the folder "Cody Road into Yellowstone Park."
'

Bille References- -

-See· me before you etnrtI .can help you.

L. F. SILTZ., ~GENT, C. B. & Q. R. R:

er-Training Lessons --

Hurlbut'steach

'
.
f H !hut's Nonna!
is the name.of the latest ed1tlOJ1 o . ur t f the for·
Leason&. This edition is an en1argemen o _ :
mer one and takes its place.

No; 77 Paper •

No.
-

id

t

'

771-2.Cloth.
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.Entered as

second-~laee

matter at Lamoni poat-olll.ce.

"If ye continue in my word, then are Yfi! my dis·
. I · dee d·1 and ye shall know the
truth,
ancJ the
cipes1n
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
.. ·

Editorial EVERY MAN ACCOI_tDING TO HIS .CALLING.

All are called according to the gifts of God unto
them.-Doctrine and Covenants 119:8.
But now hath God set the members eVM'Y one of
them in the body, as it pleaseth him.-1 Corinthiami
12: 18.

·

"There shall not any man among you have aave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book. of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA,. JUNE. 8, 1910
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After all, God is the best judge of men; and he
calls them and blesses them.• according to their
various temperaments. Here · is one man who is
naturally a Protestant. It is his strong hold to protest against ·evil, to resist that which. he even
suspects of being evil, either outside or inside of
the church. As a result of his strenuous and constant opposition to various' measures whicl;l he con·siders wrong, he becomes known as an objector and
is quite offensive to some individuals. · Here. .is
another man whose nature it is to affirm. He
preaches an affirmative gospel, and perhaps neglects to negate certain errors that may b·e creeping
into the church. It may be thatthe man first mentioned comes to regard him as an individual who
is inclined to smooth things over, to shrink from,,. if .
exposing evil ; while the last named individual re.,
gards the other as a confirmed crank and "knock-·..
""
er." Perhaps in some instances both are correct . ?'w.,
to a degree, in their opinion; but in other instances ·1 't\
. they are decidedly wrong. In such instances. God . ::2. ~
has been using both men very successfully
his · S
r.12,9.
.
work. He has given them work according to their
""
' temperaments. One has been the able and eloquent . \ ~
exponent of truth; the other has been the stubborn
and successful opponent of error.
These are but typical instances. Our readers may
enlarge upon the theine at .their leisure. It all goes . ·
to show that we need a broader charity. We must
learn that honest men· inay differ from its widely in
opinion, policy, and personaH.ty, and. yet in the hands
of God be of immense service to the. cause that we
all love.
.
E. A. S.

In the church there are :µiany men of many minds.
They differ in disposition and in ability. Not all of
them could do any one class of work; and perhaps·
no one of them is adapted to all classes of work. It
remains for the Infinite One to set each man his task
according to his individuality and mete out.to him
such spiritual gifts as he shall need in that work.
But we, short-sighted mortals, sometimes feel
that all men should be cast in one mold,-and that
after our own pattern. when we find individuals
differing radically from us we are surprised, and at
times irritated. We feel that such men
are a menace
.
to the work,-that they should be crowded out. We
dQ not realize that God can find a place for them "'to
lb
a or where even their peculiarities shall praise him
and rebound to his glory.
.
Two men of widely differing temperaments find
that they can not get on together at all. They rub
each other at every-angle. Each sees the faults and
failings of the other; and each wonders what earthly
good the other can be to the church. Yet God will
take these men, and using them in different fields,
he will accomplish a wonderful work with both of
them. This has been done repeatedly. Our readers
~ave but to cast about in their minds to recall such
mstances that they have observed.
· ·
. It is a constant marvel to the thoughtful man to
THE PARABLE OF THE .VIRGINS.
0
. ?serve how God accomplishes so much with' indiQUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
.
;,idual~' that he himself. had mentally catalogued
Question.-Will y~u please t,ell when the time will
n. g, The man's style of preaching is not mv be that the church, as represented in Matthew 25,
style; it bores me; I decide that he would, make ~ as the ten virgins, fa to slQmber:,-,-as it· seems. by
poor. .missionary. But lo! he is ·led to a certain reading that p~rable that all the~vinrins, both wi~e·
!~caht~, and pre~ently I a~ rudely surprised to find · and foolish, were asleeP_ when the cry came, "B~hold
itsat his preachmg has stirred th~t community to · the bridegroom cometh, go ye· .9ut to meet .h1m'1?
'ba .depths, and manY. .a1•e commg forward for Now in verse 13 of the same chapter, w.e are com,
Pbs~. The secret of1t 1s, that the man-has worked manded to "Watch, therefore; for ye neither know
:~~o~d~ng to the_ gifts of God unto . him, nc.!t the hour, nor the day whe.rein the Son ;-of Man
ordmg to. the gifts of God unto me. God set.that cometh." Also please tell me ~here the five .foolish _
man Where It pleased liim; not where lt pleased me, yfrgins could go to buy oil? for it· seems the Wise :
.

~~

in

.
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ones told them tQ go and buy for themselves. That
they did, seems to me to be assured, by _their comin_g
back and striving to have the door opened for them.
Don' t think I ask these questions to get up
argument, as I do not have that motive. I am superintendent of a little, weak Sunday school held at my
house, and the school asked that question in the last
review and I could .not answer it. We number about
thirty-five and have a splendid interest.
· Answer.-We are not prepared to say to whom in
the church the appellations "wise virgins" and_
"foolish virgins" apply; nor are we prepared to say,
whether the time in which the distinction is to be
so sharpiy made is mow come or is yet future. To
us it seems unfortunate, for our own advancement
and spiritual increase in knowledge and power, that
we should so ·industriously seek to classify and
identify the classes or individuals in these modern
times, these "latter days," to w:hom the Savior may
have specifically intended this and some other of
the parables to apply.
·
Our opinion is, that this parable applied to the
people in the age and time when the parable was
spoken, has continued to apply in each period of
time, and to each people. to whom the message of
salvation has come; that it applies now and will
continue to apply until the marriage feast is spread
ready for the guests. The evident intention of the
Savior in using this parable was to impress upon
the minds of those to whom he spake the principie
that men were to be ever ready for the coming of
the end of th~ world, the apportionment of the reward of merit, for upright thinking and good lives,
or for the loss which must inevitably accrue to them
if they fail to make the wise choice, and fritter their
lives away in careless disregard for~ the truth, lost
in the pleasures and evils of the world:
. It is easy enough to distinguish the difference be- tween these two classes in principle. The one class
is ready; their lamps are trimmed and burning;
their lamps have oil in.them; and they 'have other
oil ih vessels ready for use, whe~ necessity occurs.
The other class, -equally virtuous at the start and
probably worthy thlil name of virgins, have lived
carelessly, thoughti&ssly; and have suffered their
lamps to becom~ dii!r(i)y disuse, or soiled by accumulathm of dirt, and ha{fe failed to keep them trimmed,
filled with oil, and blitning. They must" have known
at the start where they-could ·have purchased oil or
they would not have left their compani-Ons'to g-0 and
purchase when rebuked and told to go and procure
oil f-0f themselves, lest both would be too late to wel-come the bridegroom when he should come, such delay being caused by the Jabor of cleaning the soiled
· _ lamps, filli'ng them, and depleting the supply of oil
which the\vise had p;rovided. The principle applied
then· when it was· uttered, and it applies now. The
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key. to .the mid~rstan~i~g of the intention of the
Savior is.found m the lllJUnction, "Be ye also ready :
ye know not the day and the hour when th~
bridegroom cometh." Also in the injunction, "Occupy till I come."
The Savior said in the 24th chapter of Matthew
that no man knoweth the day nor the hour which
the Father has fixed in his power, no, noiJ even the
Son. Still the injunctions hold good, "Be ye ready'"
· your vessels" '· -"OccuPY t'll
i_ -1 come" ,· "Have -01·1 m
make no unneccessary delay; for it would certainl;
mark us as unwise if the sounding of the trumpet
announcing the coming of the ·bridegroom should
find us unprepared. The knowledge as to the spe:.
cific individuals who might be styled "foolish virgins," or those who might be styled, "wise virgins,"
or whether the exact and specified time should apply
to the church, if the~e was any set time for it, might
add a little to our store of knowledge; but we doubt
if we would even then be any wiser than we are now.
It is said that knowledge is power, but the right use
of knowledge is wisdom. Solomon tried to impress
upon his son, that the principal thing was wisdom,
and charged him to get wisdom, and with all his
getting to get understanding. Why should we
quibble or cavil about the specific application of this
parable
to identified classes and time when the
principle taught by the Master in the parable is so
plain? Why not at once place ourselves in the place
of wise virgins, in which class if we remain true
to the knowledge of the gospel of the Son of God and
obedient thereto, we shall be sure of the abundant
entrance referred to by the apostle? Let us be wise
virgins arid be ready always.

fo::

as

THE BEAUTIFUL IN CREATION.

Were all the interesting diversities of color and
form to disappear, how unsightly, dull, and wearisome would be the aspect Qf the world! ·The pleasures conveyed to us by the endless varieties with
which these sources of beauty are presented to the
eye, are so much things of course, and exist so much
without intermission, that ·we scarcely think either
of their nature, their number, or the great proportion which they constitute in the whole mass of our
enjoyment.
But, were an inhabitant of this country_ to be removed from its delightful scenery to the midst of an
; ...rabian desert,
bolindless expanse of sand, a
waste, spread with uniform desolation, enlivened by
the murmur of no stream, and cheered by the beauty
of no verdure; although he might live in a palace,
and riot in splendor and ,luxury,· he '!Votild, I think,
fipd life a dull, wearisome, melancholy round of ~x
istence; _and, amid all his gratifications, would sigh
for the hills and valleys of his -native land, the

a-
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"This is submitted in all respect to the members.
rivers the living luster of the ~pring,
. brooks an d
.•
t
.
.: ,
of
the ministerial association and to all others whom
d the rich glories of the. au umn.
. .· . .
. anThe ever-varying brillia.ncy and grandeur of the this may concern."
landscape, and the magmficence ?f Ith~ t.skyth' sun,
A notable feat accomplished during the closing
ars enter more extensive y m o e enmoon, an d St '
·
· · · th· _,_ days of May was the flight Of Glen H. Curtiss from
,
t f mankind than we, perhaps, ever imK,
.
.
Joymen
t
d ·
Albany to New York City in his aeroplane. The
.or can possibly apprehend,. without fr(3quen _an ex- distance is one hundred and twenty-seven miles. The
tensive investigation. This beauty and· splendor of . actual time of flight was two hours and forty-six
m'n
. t s on
t.he obJ' ects around us, it is .e.ver to be remembered,
t
h t
i ut es. The t'ime ma de b et ween· these pom
is not necessary to their existence, nor 0 w a . we different notable occasions is .given below:
It is, ther.e.S t b
12 1614 H . d .k H d . . th
Commonly intend by their usefulness.
f 1
t
ep em er
;.
. - en J.'I
u son m
e
fore, to be regarded as a source 0 ·P easure gram- Half Moon sailed from New Yp-;ir~«)n its first voyage
tously superinduced upon the general nature ?f the to Albany in five days.
n'
objects themselves, and, in th~s light, af:l ~ testn~ony
August 17, 1807.-Robert Fulton's first trip to Al. b t c·z
t t I th..irt. Y-t wo
of the divine goodness pecuharly affectmg.-·Timo- b any on th e st earn
oa
ermo.n oo c
thy Dwight.
.
'
hours.

°

'

·

NOTES AND. COMMENTS.

Through the kindness o:f our British brethren we
have received numerous profusely illustrated British
periodicals describing the burial of King Edward
VII. Through this medium we are able to see, as
it were, the pageantry and the solemn ceremonials
that accompanied the burial of the great king of a
great nation. King Edward was known as a peacemaker, and it is evident that he ha'd the love of his
people; their mourning is real. These periodicals
also contain articles descriptive of the man upon
:whom has fallen the solemn duty of the kingly office,
George V. We trust that the rulel' will fill well his
station and that his people may be prospered in all
good works.
Elder J. F. Mintun is to debate with Rev. W. G.
Roberts, the redoubtable .survivor of fol'mer encounters with S. W. L. Scott, E. E; Long, and 0. H.
Bailey.
·

October 23, 1835.---Steamboat Champlain raced to
Albany in nine hours·and thirty-one minutes.
· 1900.-The fastest railroad time from New York
to Albany, two hours· and forty minutes.
April, 1910.-Edward Payson Weston walked
from Albany to New York in five days.
The Herald Publishing House again wishes to call
the attention of the Saints to the work Bro. A. A.
Reams is now doing in western Iowa. Brother Reams
is a ·special traveling agent for the Herald Publishing
House. He has been well received so far and we
hope all the Saints where Brother Reams works will
avail themselves of the opportunity of securing any
of the church publications. Brother Reams is authorized to collect and receipt for any of the Herald
Publishing Ho~se p,apers and bookso
" ·"

Man's essential greatness and sovereignty r13main
sure. Social progress has not lessened Chr.isVs estiElder A. H. Parsons writes that he was not in mate .of the value of the human soul~ Though this
attendance at the World's Sunday School convention world were turned into one flashing gem, it were
in Washington, D. C. He had arranged to go, but nothing, put over against the man who carries eterwas notified that no Latter Day Saint delegates nity and God in his heart. Some materialists insist
would be admitted. .
that evoiution exhibits man as an educated animal,
a refined beast, a cultivated biped. They say man is
In a recent number of th~ Des Moines Capital, as much better than a trained horse or sheep as he
Elder J. F. Mintun appears with an open letter to has more nerves and larger bvlk in propo1;tion of
the ministerial association of his city, from which brain. The measuring rod. is .R];\:ysical magnitude exhe was recently expelled on the ground that he did · pressed in terms of the nervo.qsr,i;;ystem as the me.chnot represent an evangelica( church. The letter . anism of thought. But this }u,agm~nt is as super1
cl~~es w~th the following challenge:
,
.
·
ficial as it is false. Because it .~pntrasts man's little
I beheve that I represent an evangelical church, physical stature with the eleph~nt's big bulk, while
· and I am ready to prove it by the word -0f God as his essential suprem. acy is moral. Pascal..'s thought
cont · d ·
·
· . aine m the Old and New Testament Scriptures, still holds-man may be as frail as the reed, but
~1 ever an opportunityis granted me, and if any of when the reed is bruised he knows what enemy ine ~embership committee wish I will enter upon a jured him. Man's eyes may be darkened by an eclipse
f~:~: ,examination ?f th~- question with him ~r of the moon, but he can measure the moon, foretell
chu · Does J. F ·.Mmtun repr?sent. an evangelical the eclipse,. weigh the sun in. scales, pµt U;ranus ill
~e~ch, the word of God containeq m the .o.~d .a.nd the balance, and blow the rest of the. planets out of
· .Testaments to be the standard, of evidence.' - .. the scales like dust and sand._:.$el~cted .
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Elders' Note"!Book

Truth Teller, July and August, 1864; published by the "Hedrickites."
..
·
.
. :'

THE BOOK OF COMMANDMENTS AND THE BOOK OF
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS RENDITION OF THE

· The first committee appointed to publish the Doc•.
trine and Covenants was William W. Phelps, Oliver·
Cowd~ry, and John Whitmer, "published by W.
Phelps & Co;.., (S~e Church History; vol. 1, p. 249,)
The above committee·published what is now known
as the Book of Commandments. The work done by
this committee was never indorsed by the church.
The Book of Conimandments,. so far as we know,
never in early days received the indorsement of a
leading man. of the church, so far as the correctness
of the revelations are concerned~ (See Church History, vol. 1, p. 578.)
The above comniittee ·published what is now
known as the Book of Commandments in 1833, In-

. REVELATiON CONTAiNED iN SECTiON
.FORTY-TWO.

EDITOR'S NOTE.-There are certain differences between the
Book of Commandments and the Book of Doctrine and. Covenants in the renditiOn of certain revelations. For instance,
section 42, paragraph's, of the Doctrine and C.ovenants says:
"And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor, and consecrate of
thy properties for their support, that which thou hast to impart unto them." In: the Book of Commandments_ this was
rendered, "And behol<;I{thou shalt consecrate all thy properties that which thou 'i{{i9t unto me." During the recent confer~nce the matter was .. taken up by the First Quorum of
Seventy and they appointed a committee to investigate. 'I'he
committee reported and.their report was adopted by the quorum and a copy was ordered furnished the SAINTS' HERALD
for publication. The report follows:

We your committee on matters pertaining to the
Book of Commandments report as follows:
We your committee find that there are wide differences in the wording of the revelation found in
the "Book of Commandments" as compared with the
one found in section 42, Doctrine and Covenants,
and the same revelation was published in the Evening and M~rning Star, July, 1832, as follows:
If thou lovest me thou shalt serve me and keep all my commandments. And behold, thou wilt rell).ember the ·poor, and
consecrate of thy properties for their support,. that which
thou hast to impart unto them, with. a covenant· and deed
which can not be broken-and inasmuch as ye i:rilpari; of your
substance unto the poor, ye will do it unto me-and they shall
be laid before the bishop of my church and his counselors,
two of the elders, or high priests, such as he shall or has
appointed and set apart for that purpose.-Morning and Evenin[/'Star, vol. 1, p. 80, of July, 1882.

We find the above quotation· from the Evening
and Morning Star is the same in wording as found

in section 42, paragraph 8 of the Doctrine and Covenants as published by the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and as found in
the first edition of the Doctrine and Covenants published in 1835. The "Book of Commandments" was
published in 1833.
In regard to the correctness of the 1835 edition
we call your attention to the following testimony
found in the Truth Teller:
It contains the revel~j/pps to the. church as far as has been
correctly published: alsorsoine of their proceedings during the
first four years of the' ~lii,lrch. This book of covenants ·was
received and ack~owleqi~d by all· the· leading authorities of
the ehurch, in a generfa.l assembly at Kirtland, Ohio, in the
year 1835, as found on page 255 of the first edition. . . .
For the benefit of tho.se who wish to read arid see for themselves, they will please. remember the second edition, herein
referred to, co:ri.tl;lins all, the former or first edition of ·the
Book of D. C., both being.published as one book together, and
all those contradicting revelations ·referred to can be found
in every se~ond edition of the book of D. C., coIIl1)1encing gen. erally at section 101, and continues down to section 107, num. bering only six revelp.tions. . . . . Truth Teller will advocate
the primitive organization of the Church of Jesus Christ.-

w.

dependence, Missouri. Tihe printing press was destroyed before the work .was completed:
There lay the/printing office a heap. of ruins; Elder Phelps'
furniture strewed. over the garden as common plunder; the
revelations, book work, 1mpers1'and press in the hands of
the mob as the booty of highway .robber.s.-Church History,
·
vol. 1, p. 353.

A second committee was ·appointed to do the work.
This committee-was Joseph Smith, jr., Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon, and F~ G. Williams.
In this cmim:il Elders Joseph Smith, jr., Oliver Cowdery,
Sidney Rigdon, and F. G. Williams were appointed a committee "to arrange the items of the doctrine of Jesus Christ,"
for the government of the church; with the provision that,
"These items are to be taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and the revelations which have been given unto the church,
up to this date, or shall be until such arrangements are
made." To this the committee was intrusted the duty of
arranging and publishing the "Book of Covenants."-Church
History, vol. 1, p; 523.

W.W. Phelps was added to this committee:
Frederick G. Williams was appointed to edit the Northern
Times, a weekly newspaper, which we had commenced in
February last, in favor of democracy; and W. W. Phe!ps
(with his son Waterman) made his·home with my fam;Iy;
and assisted the committee in compiling the Book of Doctrme
and Covenants.-Church History, vol. 1, p. 564.

'l'his committee was appointed by a General Assembly of the church. At a General Assembly .of the Church of the Latter Day
Saints according to previous notice, held on the 17th of
August, 1835, to take into consideratfon the labors of a certain committee which had been appointed by a General Assembly of September 24, 1834, as follows. (See Doctrine and
Covenants, p. 326.)

The above committee was appointed September
24, 1834. (See also Church History, vol. 1, p. 573.)
In the second committee there were two of the
members that were in the .first comm~ttee, Oliver
Cowdery and W. W. Phelps, with an addition .of
three morB members, Joseph Sriiith, jr., Sidney Rigdon, and F. G. Williams.
·
· ·.
The work committed to this committe~ was done
by them and presented to the church and dedicated
to the church by Joseph Smith, jr. (Times and Seawww.LatterDayTruth.org
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Accepted and in-

Book of Commandments (1835), and accepted by
the church in th~.year of 183~, having it ~ust t~e
dorsed 1 lssembly of the Church of the Latter Day . same as the Evening and~¥ orning Star published m
Ge~~a ording to previous notice, held on the 17tll 1832; hence it must be rigiht _as it appears in the
SfaiAn ' actc 1835 to take into consideration the la- Doctrine and Covenants ; and as it appeared in the
obors ugus
' committee
·
·
h ad beeJ1· ap- Book ·of Commal).d ments it was wrong
·
of .a ' certain
which
and not as it . ted by a General Assembly of -September 24, was given by the Lord to the churcih.
~
.
·
.
WEP
1834, as follows:
. . EAK,

sot~, vo b 'the church August_ 17, 1835, "At a

· Th

enerable assistant pi·esident, Thomas Gates, then bore
of the book, and with his five silverheaded
assistants, and the whole congregation, accepted_ and .acknowld d it as the doctrine and covenants of then· faith, by_ a
:n~:imous vote. The several authorities, -and the General·
Assembly, by a unanimous vote, accepted of the labors of the
committee.-Church History, vol. 1, pp. 572, .575. ·Also Do:.trine and Covenants, pp. 329, 330, as found m the 1835..,_edition of Doctrine and Covenants.

GEORGE JENKINS; ,
J. E. VANDERWOOD,

recoi·~ ~f the truth

Committee.
, INDEPENDENCE,

THE BETTER PART.

Bishop N. K. Whitney bore reco1'd of the·t:r_uth of the book,
and with his counselors accepted and acknowledged .it as the
doct11ne and covenants of their faith, by a. unanimous vote.
(Doctrine and Covenants, p. 329.)
W. W. Phelps bore record that the book ,presented \to the
assembly, was true. President John Whitmer- also arose and
testified that it was true. Elder John Smith, taking the lead
of the high council in Kirtland, bore· record that the revelations in said book were true, and that the lectures were judiciously arranged and compiled,·_ and were profitable for doctrine; whereupon the high council of Kirtland accepted and
acknowledged them as the doctrine and covenants of their
faith, by a unanimous vote. (Doctrine and Covenants, p.
328.)

President W. W. Phelps then read th_e written testimony of
the twelve, as follows: "The testimony. of the witnesses to
the book of the Lord's commandnients, which he gave to his _
church through Joseph Smith, jr., who was appointed by the
voice of the church for this purpose: We therefo1·e feel willing to bear testimony to all the world of mankind .to every
creatme upon the face of all the earth, and upon the islands
of the sea, that the Lord has borne i·ecord to our souls,
through the Holy Ghost shed forth upon us; that these commandments were given by inspiratii>n of God, and are profitable for all men, and are verily true (Doctrine and Covenants,
p. 328).

The quotation from the Evening and Morning
Sta1·, as above quoted was published July -1832 ·
wh'l
'
' - pub-'
. i e th e Book of Commandments
was. not
hshed until 1833, the next year after: the revelation
appeared in _the Evening ~Mu( Morning Star: :
b fh.e Eveni1}'g _and Morning Stm· haVing it in there
e oie the prmtmg of the "Book-Of Commandments "
and the Doctrine and C~.lVenants publishedafter t~e

April 16, 1910.

Original Articles

It was accepted by the Quorum of Twelve (Doctrine and Covenants, p. 328).
·

. Afternoon.-After a hymn was sung, President Cowdery
arose and introduced the "Book of Doctrine and Covenants
of the Church of the La<tter Day Saints " in behalf of the
co~mittee. He was followed ··by Preside~t Rigdon, who explamed the manner by which they intended to obtain the voice
of. the assembly for or against said book: the other two committee, named above, were absent. According to.said arrangement W. W. Phelps bo1·e record that the book presented to
the assembly, was true. President John Whitney also· arose
and testified that it was true (Doctrine and Covenants· pp
327, 328).
.
.
'
.

MISSOURI,

Perhaps no revelation in the Book of Covenants
has received greater comment than section 86, _containing a word of wisdom for all the Saintii .in the
latter days. Some persons have not stopped at comment; they have actually ridiculed and denied the
inspiration-of this revelation.· Men who would feel
insulted if yori were to accuse them of -quibbling,
have distorted this revelation, and, be it -said to
their shame, have taught their· children to break it.
With the Jews it was not because the Scriptures
were not plali:i concerning Ghrist, but because they
were blinded by tradition, willful hearts and carnality, that they ·did- not receive the Son' of Man
when he came ; hence they must suffer. This word
of wisdom, "showing forth the order and wiii of
God· in the temporal salvation of all Saints in the
last days," is plain enough. If a person wants to
break this order, disregard the 'Will of God, why
does he not do so like a man, instead of presenting
excuses? There is no excuse for neglecting proper
attention to the body. God tells us that he has
never given us instructions _that we -can not keep;
and this word is "adapted to the capacity of the
weakest of all Saints."
If there were need of this. word of wisdom eighty
years ago, who will say there is not double need of
it now?
STRONG DRINKS.

It seems plain that this language 'l.'efers to all

alcoholic drinks.· They are not good. God says so.
And he always says that they are for the washing,
-of the body; external use, but not internal. They
"are riot for the belly." It is easily proven by sta-tistics that alchohol is one of the greatest evils of
this day. It has been shown that it is next to impossible to procure unadulterated liquors. The most
disgusting things are employed by unprin,cipled nfon, (and who ever saw· an honest man dealing in
this hell~broth 9f 'iniquity?) with. which to adul· terate the stuff. Tihe brandy, pouredinto the mouths
of our patients in some hospitals, is nothing but
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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inferior liquor doctored up with the essence of black
ants or similar foreign substance. In the distillers'
secret book, such things as the following are recommended: logwood, gooseberry juice, tobacco, pepper,
kerosene, cockroaches, and the like. Such concoction as this (and there is comparatively none other)
is the cause of so much sickness and death resultant
from its consumption. The old fashioµed New England rum w.as bad enoug"h, but hardly to be compared with the liquors of to-day that are responsible for a large percentage of our insane, many of
the horrible crimes of this age, and the pitiful
wrecks that literally wear out their own hearts,
struggling to escape .from some hallucination that
perches upon the mantle or crawls upon the wall.
And the Lord has said it is not for the b~lly
then why use it for such? Can't we take him at
his word? If it could be employed in small doses,
then why does he not .so specify? Must countless
men and women, and worse yet, little children, suffer and even die from the effect of this poison until
the chains of superstition are rent asunder, and
the administration of alchoholic stimulants in the
routine of medical practice be placed on the shelf
where rest the fads of bleeding and exordsm? ·I
could quote many statements torn~hing on this point,
but suffice it to mention that since the large New
York hospital elimil).ated all forms of alcohol from
its internal treatment, the death rate has fallen four
per cent.

June 8, 191G

action on the bra~n, then the heart is forced to do
extra work, the kidneys also, and the whoie syst
is deranged·. The tannin in the tea attacks the ::
blood; the <mtraged. nervous system cries out and
the foolish man deals it ·another blow. The 'good
Father was right, "hot drinks are not for the belly."
HERB&, MEATS, GRAIN.

. One very important s~atement in this paragraph
is often overlooked or d1sregarded;·yiz: that fruits
and herbs should be eaten in their season. There
are. mighty reasons fot thiS observance. The Creator has placed in each herb and fruit that particular,. substance which is ·adapted to the needs of the
body at the time that the vegetables grow. For
instance, in the heat of summer, when man needs
to be protected from sun prostration, etc., he partakes of the cooling peach, melon, cucumber, summer apple, In the early summer when the strength
of the blood needs modification, the strawberry
does its work; so in the early fall does the luscious
blackberry soothe and invigorate. As the days grow
cooler, the pumpkin, squash, new corn meal, and
early nuts, begin to- thicken the blood and prepare
the body for winter. Then the heat producing fJods
are served. Dried peas •and beans, nuts rich in oil,
potatoes now more concentrat~d than in summer,
the winter apples, cranberries, stronger vegetables,
etc. All in their season, as God has_ said. Then why
bring up the canned stuff. Better to let it ferment
TOBACCO.
in the cellar than in the stomach; Pears, blueberThis stuff is for neither body nor belly. God says
ries, strawberries, pickles, and all things that must
it is not good for man. Then it must bei bad for man.
be al'tificially prepared were-never meant for winter
And yet we hear ·persons trying to justify its use.
use. In eating them thus prepared we consume an
Says one, "Well, I can't see that it ·hurts_me." _Anabnormal amount of sugar; The system rebels
other, "I can't quit using it." What are you going
against it as it would against the drinking of cl'mr
to do with the Lord's words, my brother? "It is
grease. Sugar is composed largely of carbon. If
not good for_ man." "The weakest of all Saints" can
the money spent for sugar; glass jars, rubber rings,
live by the word of wisdom.
to say nothing of the fussing in preserving, and the
like, were invested in the fruits that were intended
HOT DRINKS.
for winter consumption, such as cranberries; apples,
And here we get the quibbling.. This statement in
late pears, prunes, raisins, etc., we would be far
the revelation is not all that we have by which to
better off physically and' spiritually, for no man.
determine its meaning. On November 7, 1837, at
with
a sour stomach can be a real sweet Saint.
a General Assembly of the church, at Far~West,
Why
not profit by this wonderful revelation? Why
Missouri, the following resolution was passed:
so much stubborn disregard of the will of God? The
The congregation after a few remarks by Sidney Rigdon,
' unanimously voted not to support stores_. and shops selling Seventh Day Adventist is putting many of us to
spirituous liquors, tea, coffee or tobacco.-Church .History, open shame on the question of diet. All grain is
vol. 2, page 120.
·
good for the food of man, but wheat should form
Joseph the Seer wasalive· then, and if a-.inistake. the basis; it' is the staff of life. And here there is .
were made in this matter, why did he not correct no need of quibbling. Wheat means wheat, not a
it? Both tea and .coffee contain d;ugs; I .mean part but the whole. That stuff with·the life bleached
drugs in the worst sense; Persons who use the_se out, strength gone, containing little blood, muscle,
drinks use them for ,the· drug that they contain. or nerve food that comes
us under the names of
·· Remove caffeine from coffee, and you have ·a harm- "--'s Best/• "King --," etc., is not wheat; it
less drink; but what coffee toper would care for it is a counterfeit and one that we accept at the exthen? Arid the same with tea. There is a direct pense of teeth, ~tarving nerves, muscles, and bones.
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"In conducting experiments in his laboratory on
good
entire ;heat flour and learn ·to make
d"
· v.arious creatures" Doctor Kress continued,
·ead. Persist in doing right, the rewar 1s sure•.
Gauthier observed, that animals.. :when fed. upon- gi'ains
brWh · it so difficult to break away fro~ trad1-_
y IS
.
d
b
t
remained
gentle, but when given flesh to eat they became quar..
to get out of the ruts ma e . y pas genera'unmanageable and destructive. He .discovered that
t~ons,? Some people feed their horses corn meal relsome,
he could change their dispositton at will merely by changing
t10ns.
.
·
··
1.1 d ·
because their fathers did, or because so-ca . e sc1en- the quality of their food.
·
·
t'fi experiment has recommended such act. Is all
This fact is made use of by dog-trainers;· it is the greatest
t~i: superior to the wisdom of·..God? "O~~ for the pity that it is neglected by trainers of ·human beings. In
horse." In all the poultry farms I have VIsited, and my journeys through Europe and Australasia, studying the
the numbers are not few, I have- _never seen. the influence of food on the habits, disposition and physical en~
.durance of the people, I have always found the stronger,
fowls fed that kind of grain they need so much,- healthier, and happhn· among those who eat sparingly of
i;ye. And the same _with the swine. ·Some people ·meat.
are ever learning, but never able to come to a knowlMeat has concealed within its fibers. poisonous wa~tes which
exert a narcotic influence on the brain similar to that of alcoedge of the truth.
·
·
And what a war of words ha'S been. waged over hol. For this reason the meat habit is quite as difficult to
give up as the alcohol habit; but it must be given up to reach
the meat question, and yet I ask any neutral Latter
the highest ideal in health or in morality.
Day Saint if anything could be' stated more plainly
There exists no doubt in the minds of men of science that
than that concerning the eating of meat found iri too much meat is being consumed ·by the average American,
section 86, paragraph 2. The flesh of beast3 and and that many of our modern diseases. are due chiefly to its
fowls is to be used sparingly and that only ill winter, excessive use. If the present boycott _does no more than to·
times of cold and famine. It is not for hot or warm call attention to this fact it will accomplish go'od, for it will
lead to greater modification ~n its uEe.
weather, hence restricted from the diet of tropical
Meat should be regarded only as an emergency diet. In
countries, except in time of famine, ancl in the north the absence or scarcity of better foods rrian ·is justified to slay
only in times of cold. The wild animals that run or and eat, but it is not to his own interests to subsist on an
creep on the earth are to be used only in times of inferior food so long as more suitable foods, t.lie simple prod·
famine or excessive hunger. A volume could be ucts of the earth, are obtainable.
RALPH
W.,FARRELL.
written on this subject, but it may suffice to close in
the language of one not familiar with the word of
• >:• • + •
God as revealed to us;
HELL-IS ITS FJRE LITERAL?
Dr. D. H. Kress, superintendent of a sanitarium
It is not my intention to enter into controversy''
in Washington, D. C., and a man of profound ex- · on this subject, as Bro. J. R. Lambert haw·ably preperience in the diet question, expresses the -follow- sented the matter in Zion's Ensign for September·
ing, as given by the Boston Globe, January 31, 1910: 17, 1908, and August 5, 1909, but my object in writFood has as great an influence on the health and disposi- ing this is to show an experience had with some
tion of an individual as has drink. No man can be in health who claim to 'SO believe, and my defense.
who has a Eour stomach, and no one can have a sour stomach
During the latter part of July, 1909, a boy twelve
and a sweet, amiable disposition at the same time.
·
rs it· not time to recognize
·
years
of age and styled as the "world renowned boy
that the same intimate relation
that exists between the diet and the health exists also between preacher" came to our village. I listened to him
the diet and the morals? 1£, it is necessary to give attention seven nights during which time he talked princi~0 diet in order to promote health, it will be found equally pally from Romans and Hebrews upon the law and
important to give attention fo diet in order to elevate the sacrifices and did fairly well. Later he was remorals.
.
,Undoubtedly many a crime and many a· sin have been com- quested to preach in the chur.ch of East Delevan of .
m1tted on the impulse of the moment simply because the brain which I was a member for three yea1s. The presidwas under the narcotic influence of poisons generated in the ing· elder, a young man who had put in one winter
stomach and intestines. The imp~tience of the mother the in the Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, having a
unreasonableness of the father and the rebellious natu:e of zeal but not according to knowledge, said he would
the children may frequently and correctly be attributed to tlle stand back of every word the young preacher said.
food prepared by a well-meaning but ignorant cook.
I~ order to have health and peace in our h~mes, the prepa- This particular Sunday night the subject was hell,
'.'atiou of 'the food must receive consideration. Cookery will and he pictured it as being literal and real fire, much
~~ t~e near future be regarded as one of the greatest and m_ost to the satisfactfon of the elder in char&"e, ·whose
ig Y educated and accomplished young women.
hobby w:as eternal punishment.
Doctor Kress cited various authori-lres to show
Notwithstanding the fact that'he had reacl sev~hat flesh foods tend, Whether ih animals or men, to · eral of our publications along this line, well under;:el~~ the most. undesi~able .traits of character. standing our posi~ion relative t~ereto, and. h_ad
fl hqd' te~ Doctm Gauthier to the effect that "a ·-taken the opportumty when the Samts were present
aes iet is a more important factor in determining to say that hell was not · a place of correction as
th:~~~~e or violen~ disposition in any individual some believed, but a place of never ending punishrace to which ·he belongs."
ment and that those that entered there were never
h
~roa~
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to expect alleviation, but a never _en(ling burning
throughout eternity.
After 'the boy had read from the work of some
noted reverend that there might be a possibility of
counting the blades of grass and the stars and the
grains of sand upon the seashore, affirmed ·.that
after an individual had been in hell a million and
a billion of years, his suffering was 1.l!O less and
he w'as no nearer a condition of coming ·out tlian
he was When he went in; then he emphatically
affirmed that hell was literal fire, and was about to
proceed, after a pause, the room being as still as
death, when I felt impressed to say these words,
"You can not prove it."
· .
The young preacher asked, "Who said that hell
fire is not literal ?"
Partly rising to my feet, I said, "You ·caµ not
prove it by the Bible; 'it does not :so teach." He said
the Devil had all kinds of matches, and I toid him
there would be no matches there at all and that
literal fire would not burn spiritual bodies. He proceeded io picture hell and the lake of fire the same
as before. Before pronouncing the benediction the
presiding elder scored me and sanctioned every
word the boy said. I requested the privilege of
speaking, but it was refused, and the service closed.
I heard nothing. more of the matter ~ntil Friday,
five days later, when I was :summoned before a jus·. tice. The deacon of the church, after consulting a
justice in the neighborhood and a lawyer in a near
. by town, who refused to listen to him, went to Elkhorn, five miles distant, and hatched up a story, mis-representing, and the papers were served.
The
trial was set for two ·weeks later. In the meantime
there was a division among the Baptists, some of the
members going to Elkhorn and requesting that the
charges be withdrawn. One woman wrote the following notice in the East Delevan items in the
county paper, the Delevan Republican.
"Elder.Joseph Raycroft, the twelve:-year-old boy
evangelist of Chicago, preached both morning and
evening to a full house. His theme in the evening
was the rich m'an and Lazarus. He handled it skillfully and proved by God's word that hell is a literal
fire. A shameful but unsucce.ssful attempt was made
to flustrate the little preacher, and' disturb the
meeting, but it seemed to only make the boy more
bold for the truth. His mother was afterward heard
to say, 'It was not he, but God.' -In closing he gave
a ·.~ontrast between hell and heaven, using several
pa$sages from Revelation, among. them Revelation
21: 8, coininencing; 'But the fearful· an.d unbelieving
and. the abominable alid murderers' ; and called the
attention of th ff audience to the fact that murderers
do not head the)ist of those who shall have part in
the lake of brimstone, <but the feal'ful and imbelieving. Hecsaid, 'Many do not believe in hell,. because
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it does not suit them, but they d/believe in hea
because it does· suit them!". .
ven
When. the. day of tlie triaL arrived, mine accusers
were not. present. · Th~y had _disappeared like those
who_ came befo~e t~e Master when .he wrote upon
the sand. The Justice :summoned the deacon to his
o~ce. and after a severe scoring for misrepresenting,
d1sm1ssed the case .•. In the next week's issue of the
Enterprise, not being able· to get the article in the
Republican, I printed the following challenge and
have heard notliing from the matter since:
"We hereby challenge any man, woman, oi·
child to prove that the Bible teaches hell to be literal
·
fire.
"We affirm that hell is a place of correction; an
intermediaite state between death and the second
resurrection, the Lord _holding the keys of hell in
his possession (Revelation 1: 18; 20.: 1, 2).
"Hell· and the lake of fire are two different conditions, hell being the pit or prison house where the
gospel is proclaimed to the spirits confined therein
(1 Peter 3 :18, 20; 4 ~ 6; Psalm 28: 1), the lake of
fire being the second death, arn~ the Bible does not
teach the second death to be literal fil;e.
"We herewith submit a few texts, showing that
the word fire is not always used in a literal sense:
Matthew 3: 11; Acts 2: 3; Malachi 3: 2; James 3: 6.
Neither the word bosom: Luke 16: 22; John 1: 18.
"We furthet ·affirm that .there are degrees of punishment and degrees of reward: Matthew 5 : 25, 26;
23: 15; Mark 6: 11; Luke 10: 14i 23: 43; 2 Corinthians 12: 1-4; 1 Corinthians 15: 29; 15: 40, 41;
Mark 9 : 41 ; Revelation 20 : 12 ; Matthew 16: 27."
'
FRED M. BALL.
• +±•

e. ·+--, 'o

"OTHERWISE THEY SHALL HEARKEN UNTO THESE
THINGS."

What are "these . things'' here referred to by
·Jacob and why does the prophet here call the attention of the N ephite congregation to them? Certainly "these things" could not be the commands
which Jacob was about to deliver or the errand
which Jacob had obtained of the Lord, for, in the
errand was the manif~station of the Lord's desire
and effort to "raise up seed unto me" (the Lord),
and even had the transgression of this people
gone so far .that the efforts to raise up a righteous branch from the fruit of the. loins of Joseph
had to be abandoned, still the obligation to "hearken
unto these things" would be upon them.. Before we
undertake 'to answer this, let us take a look at one
of the customs of· Israel. of' old, for this of which
we write occiirred about 545. B. c; and only fifty-five
years after these people ·had left Jerus'alem.
In the wilderness Moses was commanded to make
'
.
an ark, and in it was to be placed "the testimony
that I shall give thee'' (Exodus' 25: 16; Deuteronwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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When th£ temple was .J::iuilt, this ark; ~ people Qf Nephi should always walk in harmony

o~Y 31. 26t)e.stimony also, found. its · resting pla.ce ·therewith or come under condemnation~ even though
with the
d. gly when Josiah after years of they got so far from God that he ceased to send his
01
.··therein. A~~ ~~~ple' repaired· the 'temple,.· Hilkiah .· . prophets with their warnings and· threatenings.
·
neglec~ byf is d the book of the law in the house o~
.
.
A.'M. CHASE;·.
the pr1pst
oun
-~ . -h
• + • ·+ •
;· • . -,
··-·
Lo :d (1 Ohronicles 34: 15) ..· Also, m . armony
~~~h t~is custom, P.aul declared,. "For M.os_es of ?ld
SUND A y THE TRUE SABBATH, .

'. h th ·n every city them that preach him, being
In presenting this subject to the public, I ins~1.-£
t nne · a 1
'
·
·
· d. ·" A t
f rom Mrs. E . G. ·Wh"t
every
Sabbath•.
ay
..
c
s
.
·
a
quotation
· 1 e, off
· ame among .
.
the
synagogues
d
reream
·-·
·
t
·
d
·ddbth.
:
Zl).
Indeed
it
is
and
prob~J.:>ly was a cus om Seventh Day Adventists, an regar e
y em as·
15
. d by all people w:ho were far enough ad- a prophetess. On page 58~ of The Great Contr-0obseive
-·
l" · · s , to versy, publ"ish ed rn
· .1907, she ·says·
d to have establishe4
·1-aws :lnd re.1g1on
·. .
~:~;etheir sacred records"In their temples ?r places Through the two great errors, the irrllriortality of the soul,
e Ne.pli.1tes, five and Sunday sacredness, Satan will bring the people. under
Of Wol·ship. In this, probably th.
f
Ch t
e his deceptions. While the former lays the foundation of
hundred and fifty-five years be ore . TIS ' · wer . spiritualism, the latter creates a ·bond of sympathy with Rome.
no exception. When Nephi, by c?mipanq. of God The Protestants of the United States will be foremost in
(see here an evidence of God's desire t~ raise up a stretching their hands across the gulf to grasp .the hand of
.· hteous seed) had separated from h1~ brethren, . spiritualism, they will reach ovei· the abbeys to clasp hands
. ~g was careful to take "the records-which were en- with the Roman power, and under the influence of this.three~aven upon the plates of bra.ss" (2 Nephi__ 4: 17). fold union, this country will follow in the steps of Rome in
glNext
we see a temple erected "after the manner of trampling on the rights of conscience. the temple of Solomon, save it were· not built of. so
. I suppose she intends that we shall take this as
recious
things"
(2
Nephi
4:
22).
Soon
after
divine
revelation, as she said several years ago:
many P
1
"
I do not write one article in the paper expressing merely
this, came the command to "make other P ~tes
my own ideas. They ar.e what God has opened before me in
upon which were engraven "many things which are . vision, the precious rays of light shining from the throne._
good in my sight." "And if my peo~le desire to
While resting from ministerial duties for a few
know the more particular part of the hJstory of my days I busied myself for a part-of the time reading
people, they must search mine pther plates" (2 Nephi J. N'. Andrews' History of the Sabbath, ~laimed by
4: 46-50) ·
.
_
our Seventh Day Adventist friends to be their most
We have been careful to give t}l.e_se citations for able and complete work on that -subject. Mr. Anthis reason : The particular portion of 'the Book of drews states on page 3 of preface:
M:ormon scripture under consideration (Jacob - The patriarchs could not possibly have been ignoran~ of
2: 39), as indeed all of the record from 1 Nephi to the facts and obligations which the fomith _commandment
the words of Mormon, are. a translation of these shows to .have originated in the beginning.
"other plates" and not mt abridgment from the
Why Elder Andrews makes such a positive state"plates of Nephi" kept ·from near ·the first of the. ment here, he has left us to conj ec_ture. Certain it
wanderings of this people. Hence, if we fail to find is that he does not cite any proof to justify the
in this record "these commandments which were statement. He further says :
given to our father Lehi" until we fin(! them here,
Indeed the entire church of God embraced within the record
we need not be surprised. But now we have reached of inspir~tion were Sabbatli keepers.
the time of Jacob's administration of the prie<:t's
Of course his statements and .arguments are all
office. We behold him going up to the temp1e where · an effort to prove that Saturday is the Sabbath, for
these sacred records-especially the plates of brass with them "Saturday is the Sabbath from Genesis
-would be kept. H.ere he delivers his errand and to Revelation." But I call •attention to the essential
here he calls attention to "the things," evidently the fact that they have never proven their Sabbath docscriptures kept in the temple for the use of. those trine. The nearest approach to it they have ever
whose duty it was to read and preach every Sabbath made is their bare assumption. Qn page 16: "Hence
day, With these plates or scriptures under his hand, it was on the first day of the second week of time
what would be more natural than that the prophet that God blessed the seventh day."
should call the attention of the people to their rewe have Elder Andrews' word alone for this
sponsibility, not to follow the examples of David and . important statement, .and the interval of tim~ beSolomon as given in the historical portion ·of ·the · between him and the time ·of which he speaks is so
record, but to keep in harmony with tJ;re commands great that I doubt very much if he knew anything
that th~y had known before (Jacob 2: 41J, and ~h,at about it.: After saying a great deal ·about those
were given to Lehi. It seems to us that it is very times, he says on page 28 :
c~ear that "these things"· referred to in verse 39 are After this sad aspoj;asy, no further•mention of the-Sabbath
simply the scriptures had and read· in. the· temple occurs until Moses, on the sixth day said, "To-morrow is th_e
there, and the principle- announ~ed was that- the ... Sabbath." (See Exodus 16: 23.)
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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It is rematkable that_ he. makes the statement,
"No further mention of the Sabbath occurs," _when
the quotation cited is the first one to be found
the
Bible that :rllentions the Sabbath, and· he had to follow the history of the race for twenty~five hundred
years to fi.nd th~t, and then it fails to be a Saturday
Sabbath, as may be easily 'Seen by reference -tQ the
Scripture.
The fifteenth day of the first month was always
Sabbath under the law. (See Exodus 12: 17; Numbers 33: 3.) This is the Passover Sabbath (Leviticus 23: 5-7) ; and when Israel left Egypt "on -the
fifteenth day of the first month" (Numbers 33: 3),
that day was Saturday. "On their flight from
Egypt, the Jews made Saturday the last of their
week."-Don Cassius, by S. W. Ga,mble, page 60.
McClintock & Strong, vol. 4, p. 665. From what the
Lord said to Israel at the falling of the manna,
(Exodus 16: 5, 22, 26) it appears that they ,knew
nothing of any Sabbath or Sabbath law. The reason
for this condition- is accounted for in the fact that
the law was not given until the fifth day of the
next month. (Exodus 19 and 20.) And the Sabbath given at the falling of the manna was a temporal Sabbath given to Israel '"that I may prove
them whether they
walk -in my law or not"
(Exodus 16: 4), when it should be given. But when
the true Sabbath was "made known" (Nehemiah
9: 13, 14), and its observance enjoined, it was for a
decidedly different purpose. (See Exodus 20: 11.)
That this manna Sabbath fell on Monday IT).ay be
determined by counting. The fifteenth day of the
first month is a Saturday Sabbath; the 22d, and 29th,
and the 6th and 13th of the second month are
Sabbaths. "Israel came into the wildernes"s ·of sin
on the fifteenth day of the second month, Monday.
The manna fell that night. · They were to gather it
six days. (Exodus 16: 5.) Now add six to fifteen
and it makes twenty-one; the next day would be
the Sabbath, the 22d day of the Becond month. But
it falls on Monday. So our Saturday Sabbath friends
will have to fook elsewhere for proof of a Saturday
Sabbath.
On page 80 he says, "'l'hus have we traced the
Sabbath through the book of Moses. We have found
its origin in paradise." That may be true ( ?) , but
if it is, he has certainly failed to furnish any proof
· for the statement ·in his book.
On page 83, he has quite a little to say. about
"feasts" and "annual Sabbaths," but he does not
set •aside the fact that the Sabbaths from Moses
tfo Christ were fixed date _Sabbaths, the seventh
day Sabbath being a fixed· date Sabbath ·as well as
the others, which may be determined b:y reading
Leviticus 23 carefully. Read also Exodus 12: 3, 6.
Here •are speciaUabor days. The labor on these days
was .to be aone as long as the :-Sinaitic code was
operative, so that -they never could be Sabbaths

in

will

)-.
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under - the . law. (Se~ E~odus 20: 8-10; 23: 12;
35/: 1-3.)
· On page 127 Andrews quotes modern authority
"Sabbath· examined," to show the fatal work of th~
pope on the church. The writer has this to say of
conditions the latter part of the secorid century: .
By this time the invocation of Saints and of c~nsecrateil oil
had become established practices, and pretended miracles were
confidently adduced in proof.

Yes, they said. earlier than that, that Jesus cast
out devils by the prince of dgvils (Matthew 9: 34).
In 1 Corinthians 12 : 28 ~ read that God set miracles
in the church. In James 5: 14, 15, I read that the
sick were to be anointed with oil by the elders of
the chu;rch. Jesus says, "And these signs shall follow them that believe." So in his efforts to bring
something against the pope (that didn't exist at that
time)· he attacks· the practice and teaching of Christ
himself. And then Elder 4rrdrews forgets all about
that; and on page 284 he says:
The e<lrly_ preachers, elders, or bishops of the church of the
Romans were modest, unassuming ministers of Christ.

On page 286, Andrews quotes· from "The fathers
of the first three centuries," the writer of which
speaks of "An assembly on that day (Sunday) in
which the Bible was read and expounded, and money
collected." Yes, that is the way Paul said they
should do (1 Corinthians 16: 2). It seems that Andrews got on the wrong side of the question here.
On page 287, he quotes Tertullian, ·who says, "I
will not say your own days, but, more, too; for to
the heathen each festive day occurs but once, annually." And on page 351, Andrews says:
We have aim shown that heathenism, in the person of Constantine, first gave to Sunday 'its Sabbatical character, ...
thus establishing a heathen Sabbath.

Put this with his quotation from Tertuman, "For to
the heathen · each festive day occurs but once, annually," and Andrews makes it out that we Sunday
folks have a Sabbath only once a year, and if our
Sunday Sabbath comes but once ·a year, then Saturnsday (Saturday) would come but once a year,
also. So his argument to destroy the Sunday Sab·
bath would be equally fatal to the Saturday Sab-.
bath.
·
On page 305, Andrews says, "We know that God
at the beginning, did appoint the Sabbath to a holy
use." He doesn't tell us how he knows it, nor does
he tell. us what day of the week he knows to be the
Sabbath. On the same page he pronounces a numb~r
of Tertullian's statements to be false, but he doesn t
tell us how he knows them to be false. It is unfortunate for our Saturday folks. that they have to attack the character of the early Christian fathers to
try to maintain their Saturday theories. It seems
that they are ;at war with all reliable books, t}le
Bible not excepted.·
"And upon- the first day of the week (Sunday)
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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'seiples came together tO breakbr.ead."-,-:
.fi.
d
f
Acts zo: 7. They say, "~o, noton the. rst ay <>
'the week; not on Sunday;_it was Monday or Tu~.day."
'On page 310:
. ,
.
when th e dl

.such an impression on his mind that _the next day '
he publicly embraced the Christian faith. The forces
of the riv·al emperors met a1:most at_ the gate of the
capital. Maxentius was defeated 312 A. D. (Elements
of Universal History, W. White, p. 174.)

· Constantius, having died at York in Britain, A. D. 306, he
was succeeded in the government of the west by his brave,
astute, and ambitious son, Constantine. He had been converted to Christianity by his mother, Helena. (History of the
World, N. Robinson, vol. -1, p. 72.) This latter authority
The acknowledgments made here, iif seems to.~me, puts the conversion of Constantine previous to 306, the forare ruinous to the whole Sabbath theory. First he mer at 312. But what did Constantine do? He legalized the
tells us that "the early fathers neglected to keep the Sunday Sabbath that had been kept by Christians for more
Sabbath" (Saturday Sabbath), and then he. assigns than two hundred years befo1'e he made it the legal Sabbath
of the Roman Empire, by "transferring the .Roman Nundinre
as a reason that it is because "they had no special to
Sunday."-McClintock and Strong, vol. 2, p. 318. As quoted
light that we in this later age do not possess." And - by S. W. Gamble, p. 153.

·The reasons offered by the early fathers for n~gfoctin~ the
· . nee of the Sabbath, show conclusively that they had
0bse1va
f r .
. the
no special light on the Sabbath by reason o. ivmg m
first centuries which we in this later age do not possess.

that was not sufficient to direct them to keep Saturday. He then charges them ·with false reasoning.
Of course everything is false that is out of harmony
with the Saturday Sabbath idea of our Sattirdarian
friends. On page 313 he says, "Novatian make~
striking remarks concerning moral law." Novatian
doesn't mention the moral law in the quotation cited.
On pages 331 and 332, speaking of the change of
the Sabbath, he says,

But so great a work required the united action of powerful
causes: 1. Hatred toward the Jews.. : . 2. The hat;red of
· the church of Rome toward the Sabbath, and its detei'mination
to elevate Sunday to the highest place.... · 3. ·The voluntary
observance of memorial days. . . . 4. Making tradition of
equal authority with the Scriptures. . . . · 5. The entrance
of the "no law" heresy. 6. The extensive observ'ance of Sunday as a heathen festival.

It is surprising that Andrews would make such'
charges as these against the early church of Rome,
after telling us on page ·2.~4, "The early preachers
or elders or bishops were.modest, unassuming ministers of Christ."
· ·.
On pages 335 to 338 he quotes a number of authors, none of whom prove the s·aturday Sabbath
observance. On page 346 he says of. Constantine's
ed!ct, "Yet we have the most indubitable proofs that
this law was a heathen enactment." Andrews seems
determined to have us believe that Constantine's
Su~day law was heathenism pure and simple. His
obJect in this is to make it appear that Sunday o~
servance was a heathen practice, and was enforced
by ~onstantine while yet a heathen, before his convers10n to Christianity. But Elder J. H: Waggoner,
a co_worker with Elder Andi·ews tells us that this
ternble heathen enactment bear; date .of March 7
3~~ ("Origin of Sunday observance," page 24). Thi~
Pft 8 the heathen edict from nine to fifteen years
a er. Constantine became a Christian. When Consta~tme was marching to Rome" to punish Maxentms,
he is said to h
b
·
supernatural
ave een converted to Christianity by the
· this inscri t' ap~;~rance ~f.a fie;cy cross in the heavens, with
P ion, in hoc mgno vinces."

The sight of this sacred symbol, we are told mad~
.

.

'

. The Bible Sabbath was not transferred to Sunday,
but the pagan Nundim:e wa$; Sunday was made
equal to the pagan Nundinre, hence two sets of numbering of days had to be placed in the Roman calendar. This law became too bl!rdensome, and Theodosius the Great is supposed to hav~ suppressed the
pagan Nundinre, and to have accepted the Christian
Sunday Sabbath, not on1Y as "a legal" but as the
'"onl.y legal Sabbath of the Roman Empire" ( G. W.
Gamble, pp. 152 to 153). Speaking of Bishop Sylvester, Andrews says, "He changed the name of the
day, giving it the imposing title of the Lord's day."
-Page 351. Sylvester ariinistered in the fourth
century, A. D. Elder Andrews tells us that Tertullian, who wrote about A. D. 200, gave the day "the
imposing title of the Lord's day/' (See Testim<my
of the Fathers, pages 63, 64.) Also others used the
same title in the first and second centuries. Se.e Revelatio;n 1: 10; "I was in the ·spirit on the Lord's day."
'l'his was about A. D. 96. Ignatius Martyr, a disciple of Saint John, says, "Every lover -of Christ
celebrates the Lord's day, consecrated to the resurrection of Christ, as the queen and chief of ·all
days. (Enright letter No. 3, S. W. Gamble, page
150, A. D. 194.) Clement, of Alexandria, Egypt, A.
D. 306; in fulfillment of the precept, according to the
gospel, kept the Lord's day (Book 7, chapter 12,
quoted by D. M. Canright, page 189). It seems to
me that this ought to be sufficient to show that Sunday had acquired "the impos,ing title of Lord's day,"
and was generally and familiarly known as such
long before the time of Bishop Sylvester.
On page 357, Andrews says, "Before Constantine's time there is no trace of the doctrine of the
change of the Sabbath." I have already shown that
the only thing Constantine sought to do was to do
away with the Roman calendar, to stop the trouble,,
and confusion of double. counting, virtually keeping
two calendars. And in the Christian calendar, their
Lord's day Sabbath came every seventh day, but the
heathen Nundime of the Roman calendar came
every, eighth day. From this confused state of afwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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fairs Constantine sought to relie:ve his .people by
supp~·essing the Nundime, "eighth day Sabbatli."
There is no intimation that Constantine ever interfered with the Lord's Sabbath, the first day of the
week, Sunday. This Sunday seems to be the real
and true Sabbath from the beginning, and was to
be kept by Christia,ns when all tlie other Sabbaths
went down as predicted of them. (See Isaiah 1: 13.;
Hosea 2: 11.)
The Sabbaths referred to here are evidently the
ones Israel were required to keep under the law, and
had no reference to the true Sunday Sabbath,Athe
Lord's day. The mistake Elder Andrews has made
in his book, is that all the way through he has assumed the very thing that he should have proven,
namely, that there was a Sabbath in Eden, that that
Sabbath was Saturday, and was to survive the going
down of all the other Sabbaths we read about in
Leviticus 23: 27-32; 25; and elsewhere. T_hese were
all to go down at the cross, but the true Sabbath, the
Lord's day, Sunday, was to remain to be joyously
kept by Christians. As Elder Andrews' book defeats the object of its author, I wHI follow him no
further.
I have called attention to these statements of our
seventh day friends in order that the. weakness of
their position may be seen, not that I have any ill
will for the people; on the contrary, I wish that I
might be able to cause them to see their errors in
such clearness that they would forsake the same and
accept the truth. They have been very aggressive
in the past, with reference to their Sabbath doctrine,
and in their blind zeal have resorted to things that
illy become them ·a,s professed Christians, seeking
thereby to sustain their Sabbath position. ·I ;have
iu mind now the one thousand dollar bluff that they
picked up from a Catholic priest by the name of
Enright. Twenty or -more ye::i,rs ago, in a sermon
prea~hed by T. Enright, he made this sta~ement:
I have repeatedly offered one. thousand dollars to anyone
who can P.rove to me from the Bible alone that I. am bound
to keep Sunday holy.

day. ri~ to. the comin:g·~LCilrist. These are among
the things . they have .;never proven, and are vital
nec;es~ities to their Saturdirian tlieories. One thing'
more,. equally as pad as 'Enright's statement is a
.
tract . of sixteen pages they are circulating entitled ' .
"Rome'i,i. arraignment .of ·f:labbatli breakers." The
tract is a sermon by J. 0. Keefe, a Catholic priest.
and ·appears to hav.e more abuse and unwarranted·
statements in it than any traCt -0f its size that I have
ever ·read that was written by themselves. Because
the priest ·has greatei· ability. than they may be one
reason why they publisbit,In c-0nnection with this,
I quote fl~om Waggop.er, page 4_8. He saYs,
PeThaps the first edict of Constantine \vas not so well known
in M0Te1"s _day a.·s it "is in oui·s, and his mutilation would not
attract much notice. Dishonest as it manifestly is, it is in
perfect keeping with the purity ·of all ages in this particular, for the Sunday Sabbath is a fraud at best. It has
been constantly upheld ·by fraud, and nothing but fraud can
give it even an appearance of art institution entitled to our
respect.

It appears that tliey want to defend their position
by abusing all authors "-Opposed to them, and all others
who practice Sunday observance; ·It is lamentable
that our $aturdarian friencI.s are driven to such
straits. If Saturday is, or ever was the true Sabbath, they should be •able to pr-0ve it without intro- ·
ducing this ultra abuse, which among sensible people never is argument. So far as Bible proof is
concerned that Sunday is the Lord's Sabbath, we
certainly think there is an abundance of proof for .
it.
True enough the Lord says, "Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy," and our Saturdarian
friends tell us that means Saturday because our calendar is so arranged that Saturday is the seventh
day of the week. But the fact is that it all depends
on where y-0u commence to count as to which day of
the week wiH be the seventh day. The seventh day
did not always mean Sabbath. (Leviticus 14: 9, 39,
42; Numbers 6: 9.) Nor does Sabbath •always mean
one day. It may mean one day (Leviticus 23: 3) ;
or it may mean two. days (verses 15, 21 ; "Ron1:e'.s
challenge," p. 17)' or it may mean one year
cus 25: 4) ; or it may mean two years (Leviticus
25: 8-11; 19-22) ; or it may mean seventy years (2
Chronicles 36: 21). These could not all have been
Saturday Sabbaths, but among these are _to be found,
no doubt the Sabbaths that Hosea (2: 11) refers
to that V:ere to cease, and that is testified of by ~ew
Testament writers as having ceased. See Colossians
2: 14, 16, 17:

c1::1ti- .

. The Seventh Day Adventists have picked this .up
and put it into a leaflet, and since its utt.erance have
circulated more than- a hundred million·- of them,
while they must know that there is nothing but gust
and bluff in it. It simply serves them with a class
who do not notice the· wording, and' they uriblush.ingly use it; while they know to their shame and
sorrow that if they or their Father Enright will
allow a candid public to decide the matter, they
. will unly have to let it be known, and they wiJI be
Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against
.. met. But notice, Enright says, "Prove to me." With us, which was contrary to us, and. took it out of the way,
the same show of fairness I might offer one thou- nailing it to the cross, . , . Let no man, therefore, judge you
sand dollars or more, for that :matter, to prove to in meat, or in drink, oi• in resp~ct of a holy day, or of th~
that l
bound to keep Saturday holy, or ¢ven new moon, or of the Sabbath days, which ::.re a shadow 0
to prove that Saturday is the Sabbath,
that it -things to come, but the body is of Christ.
. ever has been the Sabbath any more than any other
With other JeWish ordin~nces, the Sabbath (see

1ne

-__ ,.;..

am

or
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·this particular day always.

"It shall be a statute

L~viti.~us The;~fore no man ·is to judge u~ abo~t . for ever in all your dwellings throughout your gene- .

CIOS~· the Sabbath days; The statement is; pos1k.eepmgd lai·n In Galatians 4: 10, 11; the apostle
t1ve an P
·
· of · the Jewish
·
· · · · th s, and
Sab._ba
Sets asl'de the keeping
I
all those holy days of the :aw. .
.·. .
.· . .

rations." And Exodus 20 :10 tells us very positively
·that there should be no work done on the Sabbath~
Also, the fourteent.h day. of this same month there
was work to be done·that barred it from ever being
b . days and months and times-and years, I am a Sabbath under' the law. (See Exodus 12: 6, 9.)
Y~ 0 serve 1 t 1 have bestowed upon you lab6rin v_ain. • As this was to be a day of butchering and cooking;
afraid of you, es
. · · · · "·
·
't
Id t b
S bb th. d th I
(S E
ee xoThat this refers to the Mos:i-1c .la:V seems qmt~ Clear, -1 cou no e a a a un er e aw.
f 0 . that is what he is dealmg with. ·
dus 35: 2, 3.) The sixteenth day of the month
;
th 1 w was our schoolmaster ti> bring u~ unto Christ Abib, or the morrow •after the .Sabbath (Leviticus
or e. :ht be J·ustified by faith. But after that faith is 23: 11), was another labor day; it could never be a
' that we mig
· ·· · ·.. · G. 1 t'
S
h
h I
a. a ians · abbat under t e aw ..
come, we ar·e no longer under a schoolmaster.~
·
3: 24, 25.
·· _ · ·
···
From this date Israel was to count seven SabTherefore the law has ended at the cross, as Paul baths, "Even unto the morrow after the seventh
said in Colossians 2: 14, ~ 7; "Also. tell ine, ye th~~ .. Sabbath shall ye number fifty· days." (Leviticus
desire to be under the law, do ye not hear the la~? "· 23: 15, 16.) This fifMenth day rrom the passover
-Galatians 4: 21. "Ye are not u~der the law. ~ S_abbath was always to be a Sabbath, ~see verse 21,)
Galatians 5: 18. So then he me!!,ns the holy days 0~ · and it always fell on the ·fifth day of the ·month
the law, and these included the SaJ::>bat~s as perhaps Sivan. That befog true, the seven Sabbaths that
the chief of all.
.
had to be counted reaching. up to Pentecost (for
In 2 Corinthians 3: 7-13 Paul · speak.s .plainly Sivan five was Pentecost), would. also fall on fixed
about the abrogation of the law, he says it is abol- days of the month, and would not be governed by
ished. I notice further in a gospel sense, that any particulm· day of the ·week. From the forecovenant or law contained not. "the righteousness of going facts, and many more that might be :adduced,
faith," and the "Gentiles, which followed not aft~r the conclusion is forced upon me that the Sabbath
righ~eousness," b~ doing the work ~f ~~e law, "~id kept by the Jews from -Moses to Christ was a fixed
attam unto the righteousness of faith by obeymg date Sabbath, and came on· different days of the
the gospel, while the Jews who sou~ht •after ri~ht- _week, the same as your birthday, Christmas, or any
eousness by the work of the law, failed. (Romans other fixed. date affair, and that Tertullian knew
9: 30-32.)
what he was talking about when he sal.d, "Those
.
l
The law is not of faith.-Galatians 3: 12.
of you who devote the day of Saturn (or Saturday)
But now the righteousness of the law is manifested, being
to ease and luxury go far away from the Jewish
witnessed by the law and the prophets.-Rm.nans 3: 21.
.
ways of which you are ignorant." The Lord was to
So we are not to be justified by the works of the
become disgusted with the g~·eat array of Sabbath
law, "Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall
no flesh be justified in his sight."-Romans 3: 20. service under the law as may be seen by reference
But we may be justified and saved from our sins by to Isaiah 1 : 13. "And He will cause all her Sabbaths to cease" (Hosea 2: 11). It appears that the
obedience to the gospel of Christ.
Jews under the law were not required to give the
Be it known unto you thei·efore, men and brethren,· that
through this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins: true Sabbath any more Fespect than they were any
and by him all that believe are justified from .aII things, from other day, for each day of the week was Sabbath
which ye could not be justified by the law of Mo~es.-Acts in their turn, and each respected alike by the Jews
13: 38, 39.
ori the date that they became Sabbath. But it wiH
The fact of redemption through Christ' and his be seen that the day the Lord designated as his
gospel is declared her~, and with it we find the true .Sabbath, was the day we call Sunday. In the third
Sabbath, the Lord's day, Sunday.
·
month, when the children of Israel were gone forth
Israel left Egypt on the fifteenth day of the first out or the land of Egypt, "the same. day came they
month (Exodus 12: 2; Numbers 33: 3). · That day into the wilderness of Sinai" (Exodus 19 :·1). Now
was always to be a Sabbath under the law (Leviti- as they reached the mount on the third day of the
cus 23: 6, 7, 10, 11, 15.) Now, as this fifteenth day m~nth Sivan, and were to sanctify themselves on
of the month Abib was always to be· a Sabbath, it that day and the ·next day, the- fourth day of the
could not come regularly on any particular day of month, and be ready against the third day (Sivan
the week, but would change. from. one day to an- 5) (verses 10, 11). "And on this morning, the
other, the same as your birthday does; And from third day after they arrived at the mount, ,Moses
the duties that were required of Israel to perform brought the whole camp out and they ,stood at the
on the tenth day of this month Abib, it could never nether part.of the mount."-Ibid., 16, 18. This was
have been a Sabbath under the law. (See Exodus the first Pentecost, the day of giving of the law.
12: 2-5.) Here labor was required to .be done O!l Remember that this was Sunday, they did not work,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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for Israel "stood" that day at the nether part of the
mount. · The message Moses brought to them that .
evening embraced Exodus 20: 21-24, and the Lord
·says in Exodus 20: 8-10 that they should remember
the Sabbath day, and again he repeats it in chapter
23: 12. "Six days shalt thou do thy work, and on
the seventh day· thou shalt rest," 'and when Moses
delivered the message that evening, all the people
answered with one voice and said, "all the words
which the Lord hath said will we do." Bear in mind
that this is Sunday and Israel is standing at.the
nether part of the mount not at work. But the
Lord says this is the day they must remember
(Exodus 20: 8-10; 23: 12), because it is the Sabbath. Nehemiah 9: 13, 14 says, "Thou earnest down
also upon Mount Sinai, and speakest with them
from heaven and madest known unto them tliy holy
Sabbath." What holy Sabbath was this? It was
the Pentecost Sabbath,· the Lord's day, Sunday.
They were to do no service work on that day. Why?
For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea
and all that in them is, and rested the seventh ·day; wherefore
the Lord blessed the seventh day, and hallowed \it.-Exodus
20: 11.

Now the people said, "All that the Lord hath said
will we do," so they must have gone to work the
next morning after receiving the law, and that was
Monday; and when they had labored six days, the
next day would be the Sabbath, the Lord's day,
Sunday. This is in harmony with Nehemiah: 13,
14. From all these facts it seems that if there was
a Sabbath in Eden it was Sunday and not Saturday,
and as a consequence we might expect that there
would be some.disagreement between Christ and the
Jews about the Sabbath, and there was, as may be
seen by reading John 5, espechilly verses 17 and 18.
When they found fault with him for working on the
Sabbath, he answered, '!My Father worketh hitherto,
and I work." Here Jesus reveals the fact that he
was doing as his Father did in regard to labor and
rest; and as this particular Sabbath seems .to have
been Thursday and not Sunday, Jesus was not particular about keeping it. Hence the answer, "My
Father worketh hitherto and I work."
Paul seems to understand this, for he said, :.'For
He. that is entered into his rest, he also hath ceased
from his own work as God did from his.-Hebrews
4: 10. Then as God rested, so did ·Jesus. What
day did Jesus enter into his rest? Upon the first
day of the week very early in the morning (Sunday
morning) (Luke 24) ..
Did you never read in the Scriptures, the stone which the
builders rejected is beconie. the head of the corner? This is
the Lord;s doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes.

When did Jesus become the head of the corner?
. Was it on that fatal Saturday when he was in the .
narrow confines of the tomb, in the cold embrace
of death, when . the last lingering hope of his best

June 8, 19lO

friends gave way to .despair; when men and ang 1.·
wept~ and devils rejoiced? No, but it was on
glorious Lord's ·day, SundaY., so we may say w·t~
the Psalmist, "This is the. day whi.ch the Lord h~th
made, w~ will rejoice a:nd be glad in it."-.Psahri
118 : 24. Thank God for this gloripus day that set
~he flame of hope burnihg in the human soul, light.
mg up the pathway to eternal life by the triumph
of Jesus over death, hell, and the grave.
Now, to sum up, God honored Sunday by the
giving of t~e law <m that day, and gave as a reason
for so doing because "He rested on that day,"
Jesus entered into. his rest on that day as God did.
Jesus broke the bands of death on that day, and
becaine the head of the corner. God sent the Holy.
Ghost to his people on tha~ day (Acts 2: 1-4). And
the saints kept that day· from the resurrection of
Christ as their Sabbath, the Lord's day, as see John
20: 19, 26; Acts 2 :1; 20: 7; 1 Corinthians 11: 1, 2.
May God bless and comfort his people in keeping
his commandments, and enable them to do his will
in all things.
c. w. PRETTYMAN.

ths

COMSTOCK, NEBRASKA.

Of General Interest
WOULD NOT KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH SLAVERY.
Before proceeding let me say I think I have no prejudice
against the southern people; that they are just what we
would be in their situation. If ·slavery did not now exist
among them they would not intr.oduce it. If it did now exist
among us, we should not instantly give it up. This I believe of
the masses North and South. Doubtless there ate individuals
on both sides wh,0 would not hold' slave.s under any circumstances; and others who would. gladly introduce slavery anew
if it were out of existence. We kilow'that some southem men
do free their slaves, go north, and bec~me tiptop abolitionists,
while some northern ones go south and become most cruel
slave masters.
When southern people tell us they are no more responsible
for the origin of slavery than - we, I acknowledge the fact.
When it is said that the institution: exists and that it is very
difficult to get rid of it in any satisfactory way, I can understand and appreciate the saying. I surely will not blame them
for not doing what I would not know how to do myself. If
all earthly· power were given me, I should not know what to
do as to the existing institution; my first impulse would be to
free all the slaves and send them to Liberia-to their own
native· land. But a moment's reflection would convince me
that whatever of high hope (as I think there is) there
may be in this, in the long run, its sudden execution is impossible. If they were all landed there in a day they would
all perish in the· next ten days, and there are not surplus shipping and surplus money enough in the world to carry them
there in many times ten days. · What then? FreP, them ~II
and keep them among us as underlings? Is it quite certam
that this betters their condition? I think I would not hold ,
one in slavery at any rate; yet the point is not. clear enough
to me to denounce people upon.
What next? -Free them and make them politically a~d
socially our equals? My own feelings will not admit of this,
and if mine would, we well know that those·of the great m~s~
of white people will not. Whether this feeling accords Wlt
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·udgment is not'the·solaquestion,if, indeed, · the children of the covenant ought 'to l;le. · Does ·not this iii.di11 · ·11 ' cate .that somewhere there is neglected work.
.
we or i
not, then,
"If one member suffer, all the body: suffers with it." Let
· te
f us illustrate:
s:i:s m ?
"Boys will be boys," says a tl!oughtless young mother, not
make
ncipation might be adopted.-Abraham_ L~ncoln m
gradua1 ema ttawa Illinois.-Lincoln-I>oug
.
· 1.as d eb a t e--.-A ugust realizing that to a very large extent she has it in her power
aspeech at O
•
"'-·
,.
to determine what kind of boys her boys shall be, nor doe's
21, 1858.
she realize how much thefr future depends upon what kind
. of boys she causes them to be.
She has.not stuftied, she has not been taught the laws governing her own being, and she has a vague, indefinite idea of
EDITED BY FRANCES.
her duties and responsibilities. She (loes not. realize that in ·
Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
. all his creations God governs by immutable laws; that obeo
Mi·s. B. c. Smith, pres!dent, 214 South Spring street, Inde- dience to these laws places her in harmony with him, and that
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-jmisident, La- .. violation to them (no matter how ignorantly done) brings
moni Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krahl, secretary, 7_24 South Crysl~r discord and sin, with sorrow and suffeling in.their train_:· Thus
street Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South in her child, or children, are perpetuated the mistakes of hei.·
Crysl~r street, Independence, Missouri; .Mrs.. L. L. Resseguie, own ignorance, and many times such mistakes bring trouble,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes,. treasurer, .909· Maple even disgrace and reproach upon the entire body--,-the church.
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
Is it not good to unite in an effort to avoid~these dangers?
Is this work. to be dime in the Sabbath school among the children? Can it be done in the Religio ammig the young?
Questions and Answers.
Yes, a part of it may.be done even -th(li'e, but it can never
The questions, "What is the character- of the work con- be done thoroughly by anyone but parents or guardians;_ and
templated by the Daughters of Zion?" and "What_ are they, to such the Daughters of Zion say: "Come and let us coundoing that the Sunday school and Religio are not doing?" sel together, pray together, and together labor for the advanceare among the first usually asked by those whose interest we ment of the cause we love--the· cause of Zion, the ~ure in
seek to enlist.
heart.
In the earlier days of the Sunday school the same questions
Requests for Prayer.
(differing slightly in form) met the woi'ker there, and later
on the worker in the Religio was expected to answer similar
Sr. L. Gamet, Inman, Nebraska, w1:ites that Bro. J. H.
ones. "Does not the gospel cover it all?" was often asked.
Jackson, of Meadow Grove, Nebraska, is seriously ill and reLet us rnv briefly that the gospel does cover it all. It is quests the prayers of the church in his. behalf.. ,
· gospel work,-all of it, hence it is go.od WQrk and greatly
Sr. Annie Johnston, Huron, South Dakota, writes: "Sister
needing to be done; but as the body has many members, so Marsent has been afflicted with rheumatism since last Thankshas the work of the body many divisions, and that the work giving. She is able to walk with crutches, but the knee is
of the body may propser, the work of each division needs to stm stiff. She wishes fasting and prayer that if it is the
have its due share of attention in order to _be thoroughly Lord's will she may be healed."
done.
In answering the first question, namely, "What is the
character of the work contemplated by the Daughters of
Zion?" let us say, it is FOUNDATION WORK, and contemplates the laying of a solid, firm foundation upon which a
McGREGOR, MINNESOTA, May 25, 1910.
beautiful superstructure of character may be reared.
Dea1· Herald: We are still striving to do God's will. We
"Ah, but is not this mainly the work of parents?" you have not the church privileges, as a good many of you have,
reply. And we answer, ''It is." How then can it be done by and of course it seems harder to live our religion, but I hope
the Daughters of Zion or by any other oi·ganization? We are· and pray that we may not falter by the way, but ever be
persuaded that it can be done only by parents, and done thor- found doing God's will. It is hard to always live right. We
oughly only by thoughtful, devoted, God-fearing parents. meet with so many discouragements on account of our_ lack
Wh~t then remains to call for the work of this· organization? of faith. We want to come to Zion as soon as the Lord can
Simply the work of parentqood united for the accomplish- open a way for us. May God hasten. that glad day when he
ment of the highest results. Parenthood taking counsel to- will make his appearance, is our earnest prayer.
gether and together, not only praying for wisdom to guide
There were two Mormons here and left some tracts for us
but seeking wisdom out of all good .books as God has com~ to read. One was called,· "The plan of salvatfon," and the
~a~ded. Pa1:enthood thoroughly alive to the ·responsibility other was called, "The Reorganized Church vs. salvation for
I~stmg upon it, and baptized with the Spirit of Christ suffi- the dead." They were told that thei:e were some Latter Day
. ~iently ~o understand that, to .a certain extent, all parents are Saints here, but they ~aid, "They are different from us." I
espons1ble for the welfare, not alone of their own children
was glad they said it, for some in the neighborhood said that
bu~ for the children of other parents as well. Parenthood we were all the saine.
whi~h realizes the right of-every child to be well born; which
They came back -in about a month wanting to get a drink.
~e~hzes the responsibility and power which God has laid upon They wanted to know if we had ;read their tracts. I told ·
it in entrusting immortal souls to its guidance· which has a them that I read part of them and then they wanted to know
realizin
'
at its what I thought of them. I told them that we belonged to the
h
g sense of the strict account God will demand
ancj for the manner in which this responsibility ha~ been Latter Day Saints, and that•there was a great differen_ce betnet.
tween us. They said, "'0 yes, 'certainly, there is just. as much
.
''
t,The1·e
. are Ch'ld
I ren born to parents in the church Who are
difference between us as there is betwee11. the two Catholic
s raying from the fold, indifferent to the faith and often even churches" and sever~l others they named. They said, "We did
~~po~ed to it. There are others.who, though they remain With . not com: to discuss religion, but to get a dlink and find out
e c urch, are not the blessing to themselves and others that the nearest· way to the railroad." I :wanted them to stop
and soun d J
·
·
· fee
1
?u~
art of it. A universal· feeling, whether
it is dandy p not be safely disregarded. We can
foune can
~
·
tl;em equals. It does seem to me that a
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where· my husband was working and have a talk ·,vlth ·him;,.
.
but they did not stop.
We take the HERALD, Ensign, Journal of History, Autumn
Leaves, and Hope, and think they are all of the_ best readii;ig.
This spring I was very sick.
·
I would take cramping spells which wo:uld be~ in:uch
worse from about ten to twelve in the morning and from
five to eight or nine in the evening, and was steadily gre>wing·
worse. They sent a telegram to my father, but .he could not..
come, for mother was sick. Two days after that when.I was
the worst,. about noon, the pain suddenly left· me and· I ·was
given to understand that prayers had been offered. for me.
The old lady that· stayed with me noticed the· difference as .
soon as she came into the room. To God we gi~e all the glory.
Remember us in your prayers, for we know by the ui:iited
prayers of the Saints much can be accomplished.
·
Your sister in the one faith,
.
MRS. LILLY A. PEEK.
BICKNELL, INDIANA, May 3l, 1910.
Dem· Herald: There are quite a few Saints here. B1;other
Rogers lost his wife, May 7, and the remains were :sent to
Portsmouth, Ohio, for burial, where she· and Brother Rogers
were raised. We tried in our weakness to show_:what a contrast there was in the way God deals with men in the hereafter and how men say, We believe some good was done and
if ED, we want God to have ali the honor and gfory.
I visited Brother Tempest and family, also Sister Nelson
in Terre Haute. They are strong in the faith. They are also
receiving tracts from Uta.h that are not appreciated. The
Saints of God do not need the doctiines of devils. Alf their
tracts lead to polygamy.
May God bless his Saints everywhere is the prayer of your
brother in Christ.
ROBERT GRIEVE.
ARLINGTON, SOUTH DAKOTA, May 30, 1910.
Dear Herald: I commenced tent work here yesterday. It
is out in the country on the farm of Sr. Celia McCallum. A
Sunday school has been kept in her home for about one year
with an enrollment of thirty-six. Yesterday forty-two were
present in the tent. I preached to an audi!mce of about
twenty-five in the morning service and forty at night. it is
more pleasant and attractive than in the schoolhouse. The
great drawback is the pleasure of the world. The only difference between the country 'and city is as to the number.
My mission address is 706 West Sixth street, Madison, South
Dakota.
EDWARD RANNIE.
DAHINDA, ILLINOIS, May 26, 1910.
Dear ilm·ald: The HERALD is a welcome visitor to us. We
enjoy reading the letters lrom the different brothers and sisters, telling qf the truthfulness of this work. We feel thankful to our heavenly Father for the gospel that b1ings so much
peace, j(J)y, and happiness to the lives of so many.. This great
latter day work makes Saints feel that the longer they are in
it the better they like it, and they long to do and keep all of
God's blessed commandments. We are frail and prone to
wander, but we do not lmow ·that God can strengthen us to
overcome all that will hinder our .sweet communion with him.
Not long.ago, I was asked what church !·belonged to. I
said, "To the Latter Day Saints." They said it.was .too bad,
but I told them that I did not think like.that, and it does me
good to think I am associated V{ith this glorious gospel.
It is my prayer that I al.ong with .you may let my light
shine in the straight and nai·row way that· leadeth to life
everlasting, that others seeing. our· good yrorks may be led to
a knowledge of the same. · My h'Qsband .has been in this work
for over twenty year~>
is an.~lder, and is also president of_
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this branch. .we :have good prayer ineetings here as
..
11 as
. .A
. t h·e1:e
-· . ar~ quite a number
wepres-oth er goo:d meet"mgs.
·. t t·imes
ent a~d "'~fee~ that ~he good seed 1s l;iemg sown here, and we·
pr~y it W1U yield a_n abundant ?arvest,. I believe that the
~amts here are. t~·ymg. te> walk m ~~e li~ht. We have two
little boys and1t is our earnest desire and prayer that th
may grow up in grace and have a knowledge of the truth a:~
be bright and shinjng lights _in proclaiming this gospel to the
sons and daughters of men.
You.1~·sister in.the faith,
AGNES MUNRO.
HESPERIA, CALIFORNIA, May 21, 1910.
Dear Hera.Id: You arn· one of my most welcome visitors
and when you fail to · pULin your. appearance, I am sure!;
much disappoint~d, ·and keep close •watch on the office until
my paper puts in its appearance •. · How those that are dGnied
the privilege ·Of hearing the~gospel ·pi"eached can do without
.the dear HERALD, Ensig'n, and. Aupumn Leaves, is past my
understanding. .
Like many others I am one of the scattered, living out on
the Mojava desert of .California. But 'I can truthfully say
that God is here as well as elsewhere, if we exercise the proper
faith, keep his commandinenfs, and walk in the path "that
leads to life everlasting." The way is so clearly blazed before
us by the Master who said, "Follow me," that we could hardly
make a mistake if we would ever watch "unto prayer," as he
has also said, "Men ought always to pray, and not to faint,"
remembering "that the prayer of the righteous availeth much,''
while the prayers of the wicked "are an abomination in the
sight of the Lord."
·
I am track foreman here .on the Santa Fe, have been sorely
and wrongfully persecuted by outsiders, ·but. God has ever been
my sh.ield and guide. And so long as God is on our side we
do not fear the persecutors, no matter who they are. He has
always heard and answered om· prayers, \\Then we exercised
the proper faith ·by a close walk with him. Those of our
family that have been sick and afflicted have been miraculously healed,-to God be the praise.
At one time last summer, while praying to God at the dead
hour of midnight for light on a certain subject, I was in the
Spirit told that, "I, your God, have heard your prayers," and
that those I loved would shortlyobey the gospel. Less than
six months after that time five of my children were led into
the waters of baptism by Bro. C. El. Crumley, of San Bernardino. How we did rejoice to_ see· those dearer than life
(this life) "born of the water and of the Sphit."
Pray for us that God will bless us with knowledge and wis·
dom, th.at we through him may be able to ever keep them }n
the straight and narrow way. We realize the fact that our
responsibility has now only begµn.
We, too, like a great many of the brethren, have been 1'eceiving "plenty" of the literature of the Salt Lake kind. But
they would do better if they would devote their time and money
to caring for the poor and afflicted, and possibly gain some
converts to ·thinking that they were trying to follow that
meek and lowly one, Ch1ist Jesus. As ·for us, judging the.
future by their past, as well as the misleading statements that
are in their literature'..we can't possibly see where any ,,well..
informed "Reorganite" could or would be converted to JOJ!l
in with them,''-not I at. least. Knowing their history as we
do, we voice the sentiment of Brother Smith: We can we!!
afford· to lose anyone that desir~s to follow after those that
are practich1g and. teaching the abomination that ·David·.and
Solomon practiced, which was an "abomination in the sight
of the Lord."
.
.
.
Take for an illustration the epitome of faith, as compiled ~y
the "Seer."- Read it carefi:tlly; -t~en write by its side. thei~
Adam-god, blood atonement, nefar10us, so~called revelat10n
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gamovs marriages, -"destroying a:n'gel," -etc. ·: By so doing, I can make arrangements for meetings in their

celesti~;l ~~en P:/able to clearly see who, what, arid where ~bee part of the territory and in this way we can all help in this

You WI d on! original church is, and. I ..flatter myself with great work, if we can not all preach:. We can all help the
true. an thaf the name that would appear before. our Salt minister and help open the way for others to s~e the light ·so
the idbea th
"'ould stand out in bold relief, and spell "Reor- that we will be coworkers for good. May the message of God
ren "
· · ··
·k ·
-b
d · 1·
d
'I
d t d
Lake't ,,ret tllem
as well as it does to us. _May ._God ever eep,_
e pure an s1mp e an eas1 y un ers oo .
0
gani
e
.
•
tf
II
·
h'
Y
b
th
. gospeI- b on ds,
'd
d protect those that pray and·.stnve o o ow 1m,
our ro er m
1
?"11 e, a~ er of your brother in bonds of the restored /gospel.
H. V. BRAUN.
IS the piay
T ~ e. TURPEN.
JOPLIN, MISSOURI, May 28, 1910.
IMBLER, OREGON, May 22; 1910.
Dem· Herald: I find on every hand-Willing and eager readIn a dream that my son had, it spoke o(a slaughter house. . ers for Latter Day Saint literature; prejudice giving way to
I think it meant the hospital where I was taken to be-operated eager listeners. Creeds are crumbling to pieces;· spiritual
on I was there a month. .No one thought _I would liv~. _ I rebellion is growing worse; the fall is sure and near at hand
w~s sixty-seven years old last January, but thanks be to my and great shall be the fall. 'Great and. noble men of this
heavenly Father and the good nurse!; and doctors, I a~ so condition in forms of godliness will turn· to the fullness of the
I can wait on myself and do the work for iny s_on w~o 1s at gospel. For the past eighty years the pulpit and press have
home on the farm with me. May God ble.ss all his Samts and failed in their rejection. Churches were built ilp for gain.
all the honest in heart.
Their craft was in danger, but now they have ch;:mged -their
Your sister in ChriSt;
attempt to cany on man made religions, built upon the· sands
MRS. F. A. ELMER.
· for foundations. All men were commanded to repent.
The gospel is preached as a witness in- the world and to all
MAQUOKETA, IOWA.
nations, kindred, tongue, and pe.ople. A nation born out of
Dea1' Herald: We are very thankful to our heavenly Father .an nations, a designed ensign set up, the Book_ of Mo1;mon and
for the blessings he has bestowed on us from time to ~ime and
the Bible, and proof shall continue to be turned to public gaze ..
for a knowledge of the gospel. _Our number is small in this
The arming of all nations under the guise· of peace is only
place, but we are trying to keep the camp fires blazing. We a cry of peace, and there shall be no peace. An awful doom
have prayer meeting every week and a Bible and Book of awaits the wicked nations of the earth. The arm of God will
Mo11non class. Bro. John Heide, of Fulton, has been very· ere long fall upon them and they who can not take up sword
faithful to us for a year in coming to talk to. us, and his to defend themEelves must needs flee to Zion." The awful
se11nons and kind and brotherly counseI;-with the other elders decree that the wicked shall perish leaves no way of escape,
who 1come occasionally, have- given us much strength and but the great and noble men, even the kings and princes out
encouragement.
.
ot' all nations, come with· their gold a:rld--silver and precious
When we read of so many i~olated ones who hear a sermon things to offer at the feet of Ephraim in Zion, a marvelous
only once in a long while, we feel very unworthy and think we and matchless wonder to all nations in Zion, and the hill of
do not appreciate our privileges as we shouldJ but we hope by Zion will be a pillar of fire by night.
God's help to overcome all our imperfections.
Our Lord and Christ will come and reign over many nations
Sr. Minnie Davis, who has had poor health and is blind at for a 'thousand years antl those that. are faithful to ·the
times, asks the prayers of the Saints that; if it be God's will, end will sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingshe may be restored to health again.
dom of heaven, for all things will be gathered in both heaven
'Your sister in the faith,
and earth.
MAE DAVIS._
Let us warn our neighbors that' there may be many stars in
our :crown.
Faithfully yours. in Ch1ist,.
TRYON, NEBRASKA, May 24, 1910.
A. N. HOXIE.
Dear Herald Readers: I like the HERALD very much. I
think there are so many instructive and helpful letters and
articles in it. If we wish to enter the great feast when Christ ·
PERRY, IOWA.
comes, we can not expect to do so if we are not faithful. We
Dear Herald: The work 'in Perry has taken on a new
can not go to the great marriage feast of the Lamb, unless impetus. We have secured the Commercial.Hall of ~he busiwe· have on the robe of purity.
·
ness college for services and ~verything seems now to be in
I want to ask the prayers of the Saints in: behalf of my our favor. Brethren Clark and .Salisbury have each made a
uncle, Hemy W. Godfrey, who is in the insane asylum at tiip from Des Moines to dispense the· true word to us and
Pueblo, Colorado, that if it be the Lord's will, he may be both sermons were greatly enjoyed. Broth~r Clark's prinhealed of this affliction. He has been in the insane asylum · cipal theme was the eleventh hour. Brother Salisbury por~or some four or five years. If there are any Saints living · ,trayed the plan of salvation. · Many outsiders have promised
m Pueblo, I know he would be very glad to have them call to attend our services. We all hope they will keep their
and fee him at the asylum, as he is very lonesome.
promises.
We have a little Sunday school an:d Religio here .. Although
Our people here are .hospitable and .kind. There are no
the attendance is small, I hope that it may -increase and that· slande'i·ers or devourers of any kind among them and each
the Lord's work may go onward and upward. I have been' in one seems to have his mind.wholly ori the work •. The Bliglmmchurch six years and I have never regretted the step- I ites had seven men here last· fall, but they wei·e ask'ed to
ok when I was eight years old.
move on and nothing was heard from theii· sermons; People
PEARL STOPDARD.
in general know no difference between us, and the student of ·
nature does not care to hear the other side .discussed, whHe· • 'D
GAMBURG, RIPLEY. COUNTY; MissotmI. _
those who are ndt chUl'ch goers are not· interested in ei~her
~a1 • Herald: I have been appointed to southeastern Mis~ side.
:m~ tnd as I :want to get acquainted with all the Saints in
We expect a couple of baptisms here soon; Perry is the
y e d they will do me a favor by _wliting tp me at Naylor. _ old stamping ground of Brn: John Roth, Billy:Johnson, James·.
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Morgan, and some others. All these men were favorites ·· shelter. Horses graze.the year around on prahie ha · Th
in this community and correspondence wit_)_l these b:i·others bri:ng from one hunqred and fifty to s.even hundred ~~Uarse~
is asked for. Here is where Brethren Roth and Sedgwick pan·; oxen from one. to two hund1'ed· and fifty dollars
. ,
.
..
worked together for the benefit of outSl'ders an d .·were not cows th'rrt y t o sixty
dol'mrs;· Draft
horses are ina pair
reat
appreciated until their departure. We hope to meet With the demand this year.
g ·
conference people in Des Moines on June 3.
Grain ranks first in the world in>yield; wheat went over
NELLIE M. MARTIN·.
forty bushels to the acre and. oats in many parts went
,·
eight~· bushels.· Other grains ..accordingly ·as •well. Tim~::~
hay rs a success. Roots,. such as turnips, carrots, beets,
JOHNNIE, NEVADA.
When I read the letters from the Saints it makes me feel potatoes, ~nd cabbage do excellently. The seasons are short
as though I would like to write all the time. We came here a~d the mghts too·cool for corn, tomatoes, cucumbers, pumpwith Elder James Mead, from near Flint, Michigan. We al'8 kins, although many have had fine·success with them.
Parties coming here should have means according to their
the only Saints here. I am thirteen years. old; and ani learning fast so I can come to Graceland College some time soon. families. Where families are all grown so that they can
Pray for us, as there is no church nor Saints with :whom earn something, there are practically no funds needed, as th~re
are always opportunities for work.. One needs some funds so
we can associate.
Your brother in Christ,
as to travel to find the best locality for homestead entry.
EDWARD W. JONES,
Parties desiring. information further should write to Frank.
Oliver, minister of ·interior of Ottawa, Canada. Also get
MOOSE JAW, SASKATCHEWAN.
from the aboye ·named, name and address of agents in the
I will be pleased to learn if there are any Saints in or
· State which they may wish to reside, and· rates and any
near Moose Jaw, Sasketchewan.
information will be cheerfully fornished.
S. E. HEWITT.
Trusting the foregoing will be useful to some, I am ever
your pi·other and colaborer.
FRED A. Row.
CLINTON, MISSOURI, May 24, 1910.
Dear Herald: I am unable to work at all, so I cari't make
my own living. I have to live with my children and friends.
My children are all poor and hardly able to support. their
families, now that work is so scarce. One of my sons was
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
crippled last November in the mines. He is not able to be out
Regular sessions of the Religio ·have been' held since last
of bed yet. His wife and children have to depend upon the
report; attendance and interest have been fair, though there
mercies of the people to be supported. His wife belongs to
is room for improvement.
the church. She was baptized by Bro. I. N. White. When she
On the evening of May 20, our regular meeting night, the
was a child, she and her "brother and myself belonged to the Sunday school and Mite Society joined us in giving Brother
Deep Water Branch. I have the rheumatism so badly that Tanner, who has been an active Religio worker while among
I am unable to comb myself or dress myself. I ask the Saints us, a farewell program. Talks were given, representing each
to pray for me that I may be healed if it be the Lord's will, organization, the branch and district also being present.
and that I may hold out faithful to the end.
,
Vocal and instrumental musiC was enjoyed and a nice little
' . ANNA M. HUTCHINS.
token was given Brother Tanner, to all of which )le responded
in a feeling· manner. Such manifestations as this, evidence
the fact that our young peop.le a're heeding the instructions
CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON, May 22, 1910.
Editors Herald: Please note the following corrections to received in their lessons and showing -f<heir faith by their
my hymn, "Forth to battle, sons of Zion," on page 492 of works.
One of our Religians, Sr. Anna Mowry, was baptized the
·the HERALD for May 18. The first two lines of third stanza
evening of M_ay 18. We are always pleased to see our young
should read:
people serving the Lord in their strength.
"Soon from all four winds .will gather
Your sister and coworker,
Out the people of our God.''
E. M. PATTERSON.
Yours "in the faith,
2739 DE JONG STREET.
LEONARD S .. RHODES.

News From Branches.

From Canada.
We are still in the faith, doing what our hands find fo do,
all for the good of the work we love. A few worl:ls of information concerning the West might· be appreciated by the
readllrs of the HERALD. Any having a ·desire to come west
should be certain that God's hand is doing the directing.
This being the case, there should be no feai.· of coming west.
Railroads are being built· every year, penetrating in. new
localities where thousands of acres of land can be homesteaded
and bought. Coal is found in abu~dance in nearly every part
of the Northwest. · Grain g;~owing is a success.· Some have
been hailed, but not general. Occasionally early frost has
occurred in this vicinity,. has not damaged anything except
off low g1'ou11d. , Grain .on higher ground ,ripens in nearly
evei:y case;·
.
,
This is the.gi·eatest dairy and stock country in the world,
in my judgment. There· are also. thousands ,Qf horses raised
. ,that haven't cost their owne1.-a bushel of oats or a shingle for

CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Friday, May 27~ Our Religio program regarding Memorial Day was quite intei·esting and very enjoyable.
·
Sunday, May 29. · Very-excellent sermon by Elder F. G.
Pitt. Appropriate remarks regarding our heroes and the
trials and conflicts of' wai· and then as to· our spiritual we!-•
fare. Are we fighting the good fight of faith? Are we
putting on the 'whole gospel a:rmor, and lastly the shield of
faith that we may be able to withstand the fiery darts of
the Evil One? If our shield is strong enough, we should never
fall, no difference how much we are criticised, shunned, or
foi·saken. May we grow stronger as the months and years
pass by and be valiant soldiers in the -gospe~ army. Bro:
Harry Passman occupied in the evening, also favoring us
with a memorial sermon which was much appi·eciated.
Monday, Decoration Day. Very cold and disagreeable, but
not raining. Quite a fair attendance and a very enjoyable '
time reported at the union picnic held at River Forest. The
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·ned however regarding the ball. game, the
tables were tul
'
'
· t
S"d WJ'nning this time, but not nearly so g_reat a VIC Ory
West 1 e
-· .
as for the South Side at the last p1cmc. · • · ·
· ·
June 1. A good attendance of young people at
Y,
Wednes dameeting
.
·
d
f
1
which was sp11'1tua1· an we ee much
th~ prdayber 11
were very glad to see Elders F. G. Pitt,
en3oye Y a ·
- · ·
' · . and Brother Bone, .and to meet our new m1sJames I '-e11 '
.sionaI'Y, Elder Tanner.
.
- . . ·_
Sr. Maggie Kelso leaves to-day for South Haven, Michigan,
to visit her daughter, Sr. Addison Frantz. Tlie Gleaners met
t d
(Thursday) at Sister Pement's home, 5217 South
~ .:;fourth avenue, and were entertained at luncheon.
We undei·stand Iittli:i Eva Sherman is quite sick again, al~o
Alexander Keir at our home. We hope ap.d pray ~or their
speedy recovery, and also others who may be suffermg.

·
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and J. W. Metcalf was the speaker. At 10.30 a. m. E. 0.
Byrn was in charge and Jacob Halb was the speaker. At
2.30 p. m. sacrament meeting, Brn. Charles H. Fish and John
Zahnd in charge. At 7.30 p. m. preaching by Bro. John Harp;
Conference thus ended: The work seems to be taking new
life for the coming year. Let us labor and pray that it may.
E. 0. Byrn, secretary.
FLORIDA.-Conference met with the Pleasant View Bran~h,
Florida, May 21, 1910, with W. A. West presiding. By vote
all visiting brothers· and sisters were invited to take part in
the conference. The minutes of the previous conference and
the ministe1:ial reports were read. W. A. West was elected
president. Bishop's agent's books were audited ·and found
correct. Next conference is to be held at Santa Rosa church.
It wa,s decided that a reunion is to be held at Pleasant View
church, beginning July 20, 1910. ·.The district extend their
appreciation to -Bro. T. C. Kelley for the good work that he
has performed here. E. N. McCall.
· .
.

·CLINTON.-District convened May 21-· and 22, at Veve
"So day by day and step by ·step, sustain thy failing strength i chapel with a good attendance. We enjoyed a good spiritual
conference. All branches reported except the Fort Scott and
From strength to strength indeed, go on through all the Lowry City brf!nches. Bro. James Moler was elected president; Bro. John W. Noyes secretary and treasurer; Sr. Lucy
journey's length.
God bids thee tarry now and then, forbear the weak com- Silvers recorder and historian; John W. Noyes ·library committeeman; Bro. W. E. Reynolds was recommended .as
plaint;
Bishop's agent. The following elders reported: C. J. Peters,
God's leisure brings the weary rest, and cordial gives tlie W. E. Reynolds, S. C. Williams, F. R. White, A. Lloyd, Wilfaint:
liam Lowe, C. W. Keck, J. B. Gouldsmith, A. I. Roberts, G. W.
G@d bids thee labor, and the place is thick with thorn and Beebe, sr.; Priests Warren McElw;ain and John W. Noyes;
.Deacons Fred Cool and Pleas Budd. John W. Noyes, secbrier,
retary, 611 North Main street, Nevada, Missouri.
_
But he will share the hardest task, until he calls thee higher.
So take each disappointment, friend; 'tis at the Lord's com- · WESTERN MAINE.-District convened with the Saints at
·Stonington, May 21 to 23, i910, with Elder E. B. Hull premand!
Shall God's appointment seem less good than what thyself siding. Branches reporting: Little Dee:r Isle, Stonington,
and Mountainville. Official reports, ·Elders J. J: Billings, J. N.
had planned?"
•
Ames, H. R. Eaton, G. H. Knowlton, D. C. Torrey, _James H.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
Robbins, and R. W. Fanell; Teacher Mark E. Billings,· and
Priest J. IC Eaton. Bishop's agent's books were audited and
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE..
found correct.. At the ·Sunday morning prayer and ·sacrament meeting, Bro. Moody Eaton, of Mountainvi!le, was
ordained to the office of priest· by Elders Billings, Farrell,
Ames, and Robbins. Florence Wallace, clerk.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

SOUTHERN INDIANA.-The one hundred and first conference
of the Southern Indiana District convened with New Albany
Branch, May 14, 1910, at 2 p. m. Meeting called to order by
E. 0. By~·n, secretary. Bro. John Harp was chosen tempoi·ary chamnan. Brn. John Harp and John Zahnd were
chose~ to preside over the conference. E. 0. Byrn, Charles
H. Fish, D. H. Baggerly, Robert Miller, James Eulette, and
E: A. Jaegers were granted the courtesies of the floor. The
mmut~s of last conference were read and approved. Branches
report~ng: New Albany, 27; Jfope, 43; Byrnville,'102. Elders
reportmg: Jacob Halb; Priests Charles H. Fish and John
Zahnd; Teacher G. B. Miller· Deacons Charles Ferguson
~· ~· Byrn. District tr!!asu~·er reporting,· on hand last
I$eport, $2.47; total expenditures, 62 cent!?; amount on hand,
.1.8~. Report of John. Zahn?, Bishop's agent, read: Total
~eceipts, $179.90; total expenditures, $179.90; amount on h"and,
~~ 3.05 .. Approved. as read. Conference to be held at Byrnd 1le Branch next ti.me. Bro. Jacob Halb was elected as presirent', Peter A. Flmn as vice-pr~sident; E: .O .. ·Byrn as secv:;~~Y and tr~~surer. The president was authorized to inre igate condit10ns of Leavenworth and ·Oriole branches ·and ·
01
)
at nex~ conference. Resolved, That the Bishop's. agent
on Y e req_mred to make a complete1 and itemized repo1~t
a~f~a}ly, said report to be made to the first district conference
~ er anuary 1 of each year. Motion with amendment that·
o/s~at~er. of ap~ointing two-day meetings be left in hands
the di~~~~o3ar~
m charge, president, and superintendent of
the pre 1
tun ay school association. Conference appoill_ted
districts~een.d_secretary, and Bishop's agent to compile.a new
the districcto\ ~n~ tdhe record to be the official membership of
names be
,0 11 .U e only those who are. willing that their
exact co em 0 11e ~n some branch of the district, and that an
correctio~ ~e £.urmshed the General Church Recorder for the
record to bo ~s record, and that· the said·copy and the new
October Pa fir~ ~Cp{ovhed by the next dhitrict conference in
member~ of sse
..a t ere be no more. topa·cco used. by the
Bishop's a e;fe ~iesthood. : John Zahnd was sus~amed a.s
g ·
t 8 p. m. D. H. Baggerly was m charge .

Conference Notices.

The Central Oklahoma District will convene August 20,
1910, at Morrison, Qklahoma. Send all reports t() Sr. Alice
Case, secretary, Kingfisher, Oklahoma. Edgar H. Smith,
prei>ident.
The Northeastern Illinois District will convene at Mission,, Illinois, June 18 and 19. Those des!ring to attend will
please write to Elder J. Midgorden, so that arrangements
can be made to meet them at Seneca or Sheridan, Illinois.
Elders F. G. Pitt and J. A. Tanne.r are expected to be present.
Full reports and good attendance' are solicited. F. M. Cooper.
Semiannual conference of the Spokane Dlstl'ict will be held
at Saints' church at Spokane, Washington, on Saturday, June
11, 1910, at 10 a. m. Let all who ·Can come. Please send
reports early. Oliver Turnbull, secretai'y, Sagi\), Idaho.
Montana District conference will be held at Bozeman, June
18 and 19, and on Sunday, the 19th, the new church at that
place will be dedicated. Bro. Frederick A. Smith and others
are expected. J. P. Wyckoff, secretary.

t

.d

d

Convention Notices.

The Little Sioux District conventions of the Religio and
Sunday school will be held at ;Missouri Valley, June 2 and 3.
This is the first time for a riumber ·of years that Missouri
Valley has had the conventhms. Let us have a good attendance with spiritual interest... President of Religio.
!['he Idaho District Sunday school association will convene
June 10, 1910,.at Boise, Idaho. Please send in all reports to
M. J. Gilmorn, secretai·y.The Winnipeg District Sunday school convention will convene with the' Saints of the Rosendale Branch, near Trehern; ·
Jrtne··17·, at· to .a. m. Annual election of officers. The, various
schools are" i·equested to send delegates. Send all repoits and
credentials tci tlrn secretary as soon as possible, not later than
June 15:- Estella_ Haywai·d, secretary.
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_Reunion Notices.

The reunion of the Central Oklahoma· District will J:J°egin
August 12, 1910, at Morrison, Oklahoma. Be sure and come
and make this reunion a success in every way. Hube1:t Case
submissionary in_ charge; Edgar Smith, president.•
'
Reunion of the Southern Wisconsin District will convene at
Madison, August 26 to September 4, 1910. The same grounds
will be used as last year on the north side of Lake Monona
Price of tents will be as follows: Wall tents, 12 by 14; $2;
cottage tents, 10 by 15; $2.25; cottage tents,· 12 by 19,- $2.75;
cots, 25 cents each for the ten days. Meals will be furnished
at. dining tent at 15 cents unless found impossible. J. W.
Wight has arranged to be with us and there will be others
besides the missionary force of Wi~consin. -Let everyone
remember the word.of the Lord, "I will bless you_ from year
to year." Let everyone say, "I will not yield .to worldly
pleasures, but will sacrifice to be in the gathering the Lord
has promised to bless." Address all orders for tents to Bro.
0. M. Carpenter, 2109 Dunning street, Madison, Wisconsin.
Try to send in orders at least ten days before the reunion
J. 0. Dutton, chairman, 0. M. Carpenter, secretary.
·
The North Dakota reunion will be held at Dunseith North
Dakota, June 25 to July 4. Meals will be furnfahed'on the
grounds at twenty cents. All who can, bring tents ·as tooms
are not as' plentiful as last year. Those who wish rooms
please write to the undersigned. We will do the best we car:
to procure them. S. Stowell, chairman, C. J. Spaulding; secretary.
·Pastoral.

To phe Ministry, Saints and Friends, of the Utah Mission;
G~·ee_ting: As I am once more to be associated With you as a
m1Ss10nary, and by the general minister in charge appointed·
to take the oversight of the work in Utah, I take this method
to communicate with you.
~ desire to hear from aJl of the ministry, both general appomtees. and the local force, that we may become closely in
touch with eac~ other and thus be able to accomplish the
most good possible. I trust also the Saints and friends will
give their hearty cooperation so that by united effort 'good
may be done, and the gospel message proclaimed to the erring
ones.
Brethren, we have much to encourage us. Truth is our
message, and the Lord has dfrected us to continue the conflict.
Let us take .courage, trusting the Lord, and with renewed
effort do all m our power to move onward the cause of Zion
that the -honest may find comfort and joy in the__ gospel of
peace.
All information from Saints or frien(is with reference to
opportu_nities for labor will be thankfully received. I hope
to be with you in the field shortly, but for the present address
me at my home, Weston, Iowa, and it will reach me.
Your brother in the conflict,
H. N. HANSEN.
To the Saints and Friends of Soµthern Missouri District
Missouri; Greeting: Having been appomted m <;barge of the above mentioned terri~ory I write
these few Imes that we may labor more effectively for the
advancement of the gospel work. - We only have· four traveling missionaries in this large field. Therefore we want to
earnestly enco,urage all the local forces to thrust in their
sickles a,n!1 reap the golden grain. There are three missiona1:y .fam1hes to sustain, and also the freewill offerings to the
mm1stry .that they might get to their appointments and
als? receive money for clothing and incidental expenses.
This 1s <;>ne of the commands, and it is a means of grace to
every child .of God who will observe to do these things. Last
ye:i-r the Bishop commended us for our efforts in temporal
thu~gs; let us -labor to keep our record clean.
Those who
desire to send tithes and offerings will see my address below.
Let all the Saints who have places of interest for the missionary to visit, write me and ·we will try our best to reach
your locality.
_
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. M.BAKER.
WILLOW SPRINGS, MISSOURI; R. F. D. No; 2, Box 63:
a-n~l Soi~theastm·n

To t1"'3 Saints of the Rocky Mountai';, and_ Pacific Slope
Mission; Greeting: You have doubtless _ere this noticed the
changes made at theJate General Confei-ence, The two above
named fields have been joined;.With Bro. J,~·w,- Rushton
and the_ undersig:iJ.ed'as associates• in- cha1'ge. _With -you we
hope for congenial: relations, With mutual forbearance, inclusive of that charity· becomi:ng· disciples of the Christ. Paramount respect: for our great '_Teacher will overshadow all
-

mi_nor con_sidei-atiOns; May g~·atefulness fo~ Ch .· t'
ship as .. o~r boon arouse us )'or :proper appre:i~ti;~ feliow.
holy pnv1leges. _ The f.ollowmg arrangements
t . of our
the benefit of th~ work intrusted to tjs, are offe~·ed~ rust for
"VY· H. Mannermg .and W. S; Pender Will I b 01. t
·:
~eir new appoi~tmi:nts, the· Republic of Mexi~o. 1 ~re!1dJr in
t10ns as to detail will be given them . In the m
rec.
can be coni;luding their labors i:n the "missions of ~~~time !hey
W. S. Simmons and T.: J. Shepard will
· year ..
cumstances "?'ill al~ow iri New Mexico; · .
associate as cir.
The work m Arizona will be cared for by Bro J E V
derwood.
-.
· · · an.
In G,olorado, F. A.-RusseU and J. D. Curtis will :.
as durmg the latj;_er part of the past year. s l'II P~.1 ~
J. H. Petre, and. Columbus Scott continue their l~b 0 ; s '
h~retofore. If occasion requires, Brother Scott ma
~s
e~ther of ~he last .two ~entioni;d... Bishop R. Bullai!d ~fr
give attent10n to the duties of bishop ·as wisdom may direct
L. G. Holloway, who has removed to Colorado for busi ·
re_a~ons, will do what circumstances permit him to d0 · ntehss _
mm1sti·y.
·
in e
In Utah, H. N. Hansen Will be in charge. l'II. F. Gowell
located at Provo; A. M. Chase in Salt Lake City· J D
Stead at- <;Jg?-eh and vicinity; John Davis labor in a 'ge~er i
way as m1ss10nary.
_
a
Hale .w. ~mith and vy. P .. Bootman work together as much
as possible m_,new openmgs m Montana.
. In Idaho,. S. D. Condit, with T; C. Kelley to operate the tent
m. Idaho District. A. J. Layland, Eastem Idaho and WyrJ.
mmg.
_
..
T. W. Chatburn in charge of So~thwestern Oregon District.
M. W. McConley and B. J. McK1m under the direction of
G. J. Waller in Hawaii.-_
.
J: I\'!:.. Ter~·y :vill continue as now laboring in Northern
Cal~forma D1stp~t. When Brother Cady is ready, if he_ will
notify me, proV1s10ns can be made for him.
The above outline is regarding principally the changes
mad.e; those not ~entioned in the above will labor as per
certificate of ,appomtment. I1 have not been able to consult
~th Brother Rushton in these arrangements. When he arnves from Europe, there may be other changes.
Fraternally submitted,
F. l'II. SHEEHY.
903 WEST WALDO A VENUE, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

/r

h

Having been appointed again to act as assistant minister
in this fi~ld, we desire to greet you -once more, as fellowworke~·s in the Lord, and ask your cooperation in all the
work mtrusted to our care. Write us at any time on the
needs of the· work. Also as Bishop's agent, we n~ed your
cooperation. The Clinton reunion will be held September 2
to 12, at Morrison, about August 1. Watch for notice.
Brethren Yates, Dillon, Fisher; S. S. Sand, ·E. H. Smith, are
our coworkers as rilissionai"ies. · Give us your faith and
prayers, and lend a helping hand. · Let everybody work.
Your colaborer,
HUBERT CASE.
KINGFISHER, OKLAHOMA, May 27, 1910.
To the Saints and Friends of the Spring River District;
G1·eeting: The· appointing authorities have seen fit to return
us to this. field for .another year. In order that we may accomplish the purpdse of thus sending us back we ask the
heai<ty cooperation of the Saints and friends, that we may
work together to that end,· of carrying out the angel's Jl!e.s· sage to the world. We desire to do all ·the good we can m
getting this work before the people. To the scattere.d ~aint~ I
would say, Do all you can to get places for the nuss1onaries
t© occupy and wi·it.a us and let us know of the prospect of
gospel work in your neighborhood. By so doing we can get
the work out over teri·itory that has not yet been canvas.sed.
Address Bro. E. A. Davis, the district president, ~t Pittsburg, Kansas, and Bro. J. Arthu1· Davis also at Pittsburg,
Kansas. My address is Holden, Missouri, Lock Box No. 3.06.
You can address either of us in regard to your needs of havmg
work <;Jone in your c_ommunity. _We will· try ·t"o give it prompt
attent10n.
·
·
Let us all go to work in earnest and do all the good we
can, remembering that when the .year has passed we can
never live it over again, for we only pass thiS wa_Y once.
Let the watchword. be first, last, and all the time, the sal·
vation of poor souls, and every move that we make let it b~ to
save. As ministers for Christ let us not wait for sometbmg
to turn up, but get busy and not let one moment be lost for ,
the work the Lord has intrusted to our care, and we must•
answer to God for our stewardship while here. Let us ask ·

,
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h
estion how maii.y s·ouls will there be around 'bless the household of faith a loving Father with lavish hand
ourselves .t e b~· of God that will have the fcrown _of ever- remembered his children. If any _were thoughtless. during the
the yle~~fng 1 ced upon their heads by reason of our assist- past year, and forgot their duty to the· church,_ let them
lastmg ~h~J; ~n helping ·them over thee ro:ugh place~ in life. examine themselves carefully and see if they are in the faith
ance to
d Lord add to each such-bJessmgs as will be for or not. Do not delay, commence at _once to plan and act to
.
X.~ay thde good his glory Youi·- brother and colabor_er for the be numbered among the· faithful ones.
his goo an
·
_ . _
· The families of the missionaries must be cared for, and the
great work of God.
GEORGE JENKINS; missionarie_s must depend· ori your generosity to supply their
_wants. Both are making sacrifice that they might win souls
has become the custom to issue pastora~ letters~ the 'to Christ, and also -b_less the household of faith. The poor
be!:er to acquaint t:11e c~t~rch ;nd colaborers with the plans ·and the widow and orphan must also share with them .
. It is for these purposes that your tith\\$.and freewill ofl'erfor work, and the disposi ion o ;men. . .
_ _
The past year was one rich m .lil~ssmg, an_d ·phenomenal mg$ areysed.
.- _
-_ --,;:: .~
success in several districts of th!'. m1ss1on, and we trust, u_nder
We will use the gospel tent the connilg year, and we. need
the blessing of God, to !11!'.ke this yea! on!l of, the landmarks your assistance in small donations to meet_ the incidental expenses connected therewith. We hope,to hear froni all during
in the history of the nuss10n.
_ .
._
Our ministerial force has been mcreased somewhat, and the year.
Youi• colaborer in.the gospel work,
with the local ministry constitutes a splendid . corps of
EDWARD RAI4'jt1E, Bishop's Agent.
MADISON, SOUTH DAKOTA, 706 WJii'STr'SIXTH STREET.
workers.
· t · · t t
· "st ,
~ arIt is thought advisable riot to appom assis an :wim ers
in charge. We therefore request every man to keep.m touch
Jnic
with us as to conditions where they labor. We expec.t those·
Notice· of Appoint~nt.
assigned to missionary work to open new places; leaving the
-Elder B. S. Lambkin having been "refer1:ed to the.. minister
care of branches to local officers as provided for _in the law.

in charge of Michigan and the Bishop," we hereby notify

those concerned that ·after June 15, he
ern Michigan and Southern Michigan
districts.
Respectfully,
J. W. WIGHT,
E. L. KELLEY,
_,LAMONI, IOWA, May 30, 1910•.

REPORTING.-

will labor in the Westand Northern Indiana
. •

Brethren will remember that reports are expected .promptly
July 1, October 1, January 1, and-March 1. On t~e last date
in addition to the quarterly, an annual report is expected.
Ministe1· in Charge;
Every branch officer and member ofthe priesthood, no matter
Presiding Bishop.
what office held, is expected to report on the above dates, to
' the president of his branch, or to the president of his
· district. Branch presidents should see that these reports are Notice.
summarized and their reports forwarded to the district president not later than the· tenth of the months' provided for
The quorum of priests of the Lamoni Stake will meet at
reporting. All missiona1•y reports will be sent to the minister . Lamoni, Iowa, in the north room in the basement of the
in charge.
Brick Church. James J. Johnson, secretary.
MARITIME PROVINCES.
It has been thought advisable for Elder S. O. Foss to
labor in Nova Scotia. We trust the Saints there will render
.him needed assistance, and that God will. open the way for
a harvest of souls.
MAINE.

Addresses.
Arthur 1\,llen, 86 Go,odwin avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
F'rederick W. Holman, 4106 Sixth avenue, Northwest, Seattle, Washington.
Edward Rannie, home _address, 709 South Fuller street,
Independence, Missouii; field address, 706 West Sixth street,
Madison, South Dakota.

For the present Elder S. F. Cushman will labor in the
Eastern District; Elders E. B. Hull and H. A. Koehler in
Central Maine; Elder R. W. Farrell in Western Main_e.

Died.
SMITH.-M. F. Smith died Sunday, Ma.y 22, at Buffalo Gap,
South Dakota.
MASSACHUSETTS.
CAMPBELL.-ApriL 18, _1910, at Fulton, Iowa, ·ii.on of Bro.
Clarence
and
Sr.
Lydia
Campbell,
after
the
short life of one
Elder~ A. B. Phillips, ·D. Macgregor, R. B. Howlett ~nd
.J. A. Gillen. Elder Phillips will endeavor to open the 'work hour. It seemed hard for them to give up 'this bud of promise, but the Savior says, "For of such is the kingdom of
m~fu~~~
·
heaven." May the parents so live that they may meet their
loved one in the sweet by and by. There was no sermon, only
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA.
a prayer offered by Elder John Heide;·
· SNIVELY.-At her home four miles south of Lamoni, May
Elder W. W. Smith, Philadelphia objective point• A. E.
17,
1910,
of
typhoid-pneumonia,
Sr.
Ellen,
wife
of Elder Hugh
Stone, Scranton objective point· W. Anderson Gus Koehler ·
and J. B. Lenten.
'
'
·
' N. Snively. She was born October 2, 1850, came to America
in 1853, was baptized September 24, 1875, at Keokuk, Iowa, by
NEW YORK DISTRICT.
Elder John H. Lake. Married November 23, .1870, and to
th\s union were born five children, the youngest, sister Olive;
H.·1 0. Smith, Buffalo objective point;-Alma Booker.
gone on before to the paradise of G!>d. Left to mourn, a
cie~' a¥gtehs may be made in these assignments as the exigen~ companion of almost forty years, anf!,_. sons and daughters:
Mo
e ~ork suggest.
·
_
Charles, George, Bertha, and Myl<tler two grandsons, and
at t:y God richly endow with his Spirit that we may meet' sisters, Alice Jacobs, of Keokuk,'<liowa; Hattie Lambert, of
ner of i~oseLo~dthe year bringing precious ~heave~ to the gar- Ferris, Illinois, all of whom were Jffgsent; ·one sister, Lizzie
e 01 •
Your brother m Chnst
Anderson, of Saint Louis, ~issouri~".i,iBt present. Prayer at
U.
GREENE.
the home by George W. Blair; serv1C!e at the church, prayer
To th 0 8 ·
by Columbus Scott, sermon by R." M. :EHvin, ',from Isaia~ 61 : 2.
fer
ai~its of South Dalcota; Greeting: -The new con- Prayer at grave by Asa S. Cochran, cand mterment m Rose
ha;S~~ year IS now upon us. What will it be? It is in our Hill Cemetery.
_
'
advanceC:Um~ke aThgood record. The last year has been one of
SMITH.-John Smith died in Grey, Ontario May 11, 1910,
and in en · .- e. ~hurch as a ·whole has moved forward, at the age of eighty-three.. He was baptized September 28,
shown ·some localities. the special favor of God has been 1899, by Elder S. W. Tomlinson.; Sermon .by Elder- William·
. brightf~· ~ehalf .of the ministry and people. ThE! future is Fligg; interment in Molesworth cemetery.
-with God ~i sgre,i;id ho~ gospel truth, and we are all-coworkers: _ BROWN.-LouiSa Jane Brown, died-April 29, 1910, at her
laborers i
. o~mt ians 3: 9) '· and _all are called to bE!- home" in Aldborough; Ontario. · She was baptize.d. about
The work ~s his vineyard (Doctri!le. and Covenants _119: 8). twenty-five years ago by'Elder J. H. Lake, and was married
part to perfnot co¥fined to the ministry; each and all have a- about seventeen, years ago. Brother Brown has the sym.. 20: 10) or 1~1:1·
f we expect to get_ ()Ur penny (Matthew' patliy of _the Saints and friends in his sad bereavement;
were faithful dar~ we must .do ou,r. par_t ·fajthfully. · Many - Buried in: Wardsville • cemetery, funeraL from Presbyterian ._
unng the past· yef!:?:'.I .and as they sought_ to .chlirch. _Serlllo?l- by. Elder William Fligg,_
·

w.
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JONES.-Mrs. Lydia Blasdell· Jones was born in Lyriden,
Ontario, April 14, 1853; and died April 7, 1910, at her home
in Bellaire, Michigan. She was mariied to Gordon Blasdell- in
1873; came to Michigan· about three years later and joined
the Reorganized Church shortly afterwards, living a useful
and faithful life until her death. Seven children were born
to them. Her husband and two sons preceded her to the better land. In 1896 she was married to T. M. Jones, of Coleman, and one son·was born to them. She leaves four daughters and two sons to mourn, besides numerous relatives and
friends. Funeral services at her home in. Coleman, April 10,
1910, Elder J. J. Cornish officiating.
PHILLIPS.-Flora Averel Phillips, youngest d'aughter of
Bro. and Sr. G. D. Phillips, died May 10, 1910 at. her home, of
typhoid malaria fever combined with some form of catarrh.
She was born October 15, 1899, and baptized May 30, 1909.
YAGER.-Michael Yager was born in township of Holderman, Canada, and died April 16, 1910, at the age of seventyeight years, one month, and twelve days. He was baptized
into thll Reorganized Church Julie 12, 1898, and was married
August 31, 1852, .to Miss Betsy -Waun. Nine children were
born to them. His wife died March 26, 1891. He was married again;September 27, 1891, to Mrs. Maria Moore Ward.
Three children were born to them. He leaves to mourn,
wife, five sons, five daughters, and a great many friends.
Funeral in charge of 0. J. Hawn and J. J. Bailey; assisted
by Reverend Nixon.
ROBERTSO:N.~Anna Robertson, wife of Harry Robertson,
was born at Tekamah, Bert County, Nebraska; died April 24,
1910, at- the age of 26 ·years, 10 months, and 24 days. To
them were born three children: . She was baptized September,
1901, by Elder M. T. Short at Hebron, Nebraska. Our sister
was faithful to the last. She was known by a host of friends,
who extended their sympathy to the family. She was sisterin-law to om; Bro. Ed. Robertson, missionary to Austra:lia.
·-Funeral conducted by Bro.
William Self.
•
YOUNG.-Anna Umland Young, wife of Richard Young,
was born near Auburn; Nemaha County, Nebraska, MaTch 9,
1872, and died at th1V 'age of thirty-eight years and two
months. She was marned October, 1891. One child was
born to them, Mary, who is near, eighteen years of age.
Her father and ohe sister passed on before her; Our sister
was baptized April 6, -1905. She was very patient in her
suffering. ·Funeral· services conducted by Elder William
Self; at Nebraska City, Nebraska.
_
EVANS.-Sr. Ann Evans departed this life at her home in
Malad City, Idaho, February 10, i910. She was born in
Glamorgan, Waill,s, July 10, 1841; was married to Edw. J.
Evans in 1863. . To them were .born . nine children, four of
whom preceded he1' to the great beyond; five remain to mourn
the loss of a kind; loving· mother. Services were held at the
church, conducted by Elias E. Richards. Sermon preached
by Elder John' Davis to a. host of sympathizing friends. Interment in~ the Malad ~emetery:: ·
~q
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ANDERSON.-Emma A. _Anderson was born May 27, 1884, at
Greenwood, Cass CoUl)ty; ·Nebraska. She was baptized into
the Reorganized Church July 29, 1894, by Elder George W.'
Chute. Died at Omaha, Nebraska, May 16, 1910, aged 25 '
years, 11 _months, and 19 days. The remains were shipped
to the home of her parents, riear Franklin, Nebraska, where
the funeral was held May 18, 1910, conducted by Elder C. H.
Porter.
·
PRITCHARD.-Carlon S., died. at Fulton hospital April 28,
1910. He was born at Phoonix, New York, March 21, 1843,
and was baptized about 'two years ago, uniting with the
Saints and continuing. a devout and faithful member among
them. He was buried beside his Wife, who passed away five
years ago, there being one son and two daughters who survive him, of whom one, Mrs. Earl Loomis, is a member of the
church. Sermon by A. B. Phillips.
STEVESON.-Ida M., daughter of A. B. and Phcebe Evin,
was born May 10, 1872, near Jackson, Ohio, and died February
1, 1910, at Coalton, Ohio, where she ljas resided since her
niarriage to W. A. Steveson,- J Ul)e 17, 1891. To them were
born seven children, six of whom remain with the husband
to mourn the loss- of a kind and• loving wife and mother.
She also leaves to mourn, father, mother, five. sisters, two .
brothers and a host of friends. · She was looking for the
comforts of others beforn the comforts of herself. She was
sti'icken with that dread disease, triberculosis, about one year
before her death. All was done that loving hands could do,
but God saw fit to call her home. - She united with the church
in 1888, being baptized by Bro. James Moler. Funeml at
M. E. church. Sermon by A. B. Kirkendall, assisted by
Reverend Carroll, . pastor of the 1\1. E. church. The very
large attendance and. the beautiful floral tiibute showed.the
high esteem in which. she was held.
CLAWSON.~ames Peter Clawson was born February. 9,
1824, _on the island of Gothland,- Sweden. He '\Vas 1!1arned
to Miss Mary Margret Sandel in 1850, and to. this ~mon two
sons were born, Nichols Peter and John, who With then· mo~he_r
survive him. He embraced the gospel by being warned 1~Jd
dream twelve years in advance of its coming. It was
him that in twelve years the· judgment would come and about
that time the Mormon elders came to the island and heUtah
among the first to obey the gospel. He immigrated .to tah froni Sweden in 1864 and in 1874 was baptized mto e
Reorganization by Elder H, N. Hansen. . From U~ah he
came to Nebraska City, Nebraska, placing his letter with the
Nebraska City Branch in 1885, where he has since held_ me1!d
bership. B_:rother Clawson died Thursday,_ May 6, 1?10, ag re
86 years, 2 months and 26 days.. The funeral serVJces we -.
held from the Saints' church; Sunday, May Bi conductetfJi ·
Elder H. A. Higgins, assisted -l!Y ,J:. S. ~eyer. Beau 1 m .
floral offerings and the large attendance mamfested the e~te~
in which Brother Clawson was held by Saints and fnen s.
He passed away with. the hope of eternal life. -
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JACKSON co·UNTY -. ·BA. N K. Engravings of. Prehistoric Specimens

from Michigan U. S. A. Table£ records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Commandeneral :Banking Business ~der charter NC?.}824 g~anted by ~h.e State of ments,
Elijah and Priests of Baal· con~
D~ea a. Gthe State recognized as havmg the µiost ngid bankmg supervl8lon of any
test; Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genr~t:fi;1°ihe Union. State examination_ and public'.published st!Ltement requir~d.
uineness and. antiquity established. New
book .of rare in~erest in archreology and
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY _OF INDEPENDENCE
all that appertams tg the Book of Mormon and Restoration: Explanatory notes
and· data; Price $LOO· at Herald or En-·
Interest .·P~d3 on. Depo1ita.
sign Office.
-- · ·
21altlyr.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Our business having practicaliy doubled in the past year "".e wish ~o thank the publ~c
d 'nvite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
WHAf
IS MAN?
·, iI · '
an r!spondence where plenty of stationery will be proVided and your acquaintance,
-~~~ociation and business solicited.
.
Very truly yours, .
One of 'the best works on one of the
.
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
most intere.sting and important subjects.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier. It is a complete' fi'efutation of the fallacies of soul sle~ping. Only 50 cents,
cloth, No. 140. By El~er J, R. Lambert.
~

~-------------..__-----~--;1
1

l Iwould be pleased to correspond with
l1 parties seeking Investment In Jack: son County, Missouri,
1

' MbRTGAGES,

1

:
:
1

!

FIRST

•

MUNICIPAL :
-

1

: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :
STOCKS.
1

1
:
I

.. , ·

Very truly yours,

I

!,
J .. D. £Mggs
l Independence, MlssourL 44tf
........
' , .....,..______..,.,...... ...............
4

-

i
!

..

J 0. h· n · A • K e r r

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.

Every Saint should have this book. It
is complete a·s wellas explicit in.its statemen ts as to how to conduct all" business
has lived in Independence twenty years. meetings. Only 40 cents, cloth. No. 161.
I have many residences, vacant lots, sub- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - urban acres, from one acre up-and
W. A. Dunc:a.n.
farms· from 40 acres to 500 that I can J. E. Bozarth.
sell for the least money that will buy
them.I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing a1> a
business man. Correspondence solicited. Good graded school and L. D. S. church
Membership about three
Office, Chrisman Sa'Wyer Bank Building, privileges.
Independence, Missouri, Bell 890-Home hundred. Are you· 1ookin1t this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor504.
8
mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, -Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

.
•
:

~·

Herald Publishing House
$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interes.t at five per. cent
Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

. Rh.edeemable a:ijer due notice is given by the Herald Pub1is mg House.
·
Thes~ bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The mterest coupons call for. payment semiannually-on
February let and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
. T.hese Bonds are backed by the very best of se<;iurity,. eon- .
SIBtmg of .assets o,f _$100,000, and afford the .purchaser a
chfance .to mvest with perfect assurance as to· the soundifoss
o the mvestment.
.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
f (a) They are of small :denomination, thus enabling those .
o very moderate means to become purchasers.
.
(b) We ask n,o premium-your interest is clear. ·.
<j( We h.ave 1asued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars'. worth
of. which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
mg improvements since the fire.
.·
·
··

;jd'

Are you aware ·of .the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and. are prepared to do any
printing job yop "inay send its way? Ask
for prices and sa:iriples and surprise yourself. Nothing (o<{big, nothing too small.
All work turned1out promptly.

ZION~S ,. PRAISES
No. 70, cloth ••• ·............. .' ••• $ .40
No.· 701,4, leather..•.•.. i,· ••••••• 1.00
No. 70%, leather, flexible, •.•..•. 1.50

Bible References-..._
i>alier cover .
Cloth cover .•

By AMn Kni1ley
6 cents·
• • lOcents
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Suhbrb~it Homes at Lamoni

G

.. A beautiful 6-acre tract, high and d :
G~od 7· ro9m ·house, good, large bari;·
chicke~ house; two good wells and plenty'
of frmt. $3,000.
·
~S. acres near the college. Five room
· housei. ·go~d, ,snug barn, new chicken·
house, hog ~Oljse, etc., $3,750.
10. acres ,m, West Lamoni. Five foom
cottage, fair barn and other out build.
ings. Well se~ ti> fruit. $3,500. > • ·
Four acres. m ~East Lamoni near the
college, Good seven room cottage small
barn, chicken· house and plenty of fruit.
.
.
$1,200.·
One"h_alf i;.a·sh,. balance on time for ari:v ··
of ;the above exc~pt the 23 acre tract.
which ·.would require more money down.
,These are desir11;ble places and anyone
adaptE)d t~ .the busmess of gardening and
poultry raising· could make more than a.
living on any one of them. besides having
the advantage of one of the best high

eysers, Mud Volcanoes, ;Hot S.·!1_rin
__ ·_·gS,··._··.. M· ineral. Si)rings
Colored Pools, . Mountams .~nd· · Canyons .
··
Lakes,. Rivers and Waterfalls, Wild - ·

Animals and Wild Ffov.rers

The11e are some of the profusion'of Nature's wonders robe seen in

Yellowstorie National Park
Here you can camp out in the good, old-fashioned way, or you can stop at
splendid hotels which differ from the best hostelries only in rates-they
are much lower. There is no better place'in the whole world to spend a
summer vacation than the Yellowstone National Park, and the most
comfo~table and pest way to go there is in
.

Lui.urious Burlington Route Tl'ains
The only way _:\o reach, witheut chaniJe, the Official Entrance

to

Park.

The low priee of 'vaeation tickets is _an added inducement to visit Yellow·
stone Park. You will enjoy the
Burl~ngton's Yellowstone· Park Folder
copy of which I'll gladly hand you on application. It ·contains a histOry
of the Park and description of its wonders with the" best tourist map of
the Park published-also beautifully illustrated.

schools in the State and Graceland Col-

lege to finish with.
,.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
·
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

-Do7ou know about the Campiilg Tour&into the P8rk via
Cody? Let me give you folder telling all about them.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette; eaeh 80c; per d•zen $3.20.
No. 110-:-Limp Cloth,· each S5c1 per dozen $3.75.

L. F. SILTZ, AGENT
C., 8;& Q;·R.R.

No: 111....:.Ciotb and ~ther, oach 60c.
No. 114-FlexibleLeather, each Sl.50,

THE1NSTRUCTOR
. District and Branch Presidentis

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depo1ita at tha

FARMERS STATE. BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,0.00.00
Incorporated under the banking law• of the
Stale of Iowa, and under- direct control
of the Auditor of Siate.

Take Notice.

'

.

No.--126, cl6th 0:.·. ;;; •••••••••••••• $ .75
No. 127, leather· ..•• : ............ t.oo
No, 128; Ie_at1ter, flexible ......... 1.50 -

"'I

f'.ICITA
....
1 ..
r.

Tin.ft

• " ....

We have just printed a i'eporling blank nt.Ju., r.>ll ,
fUK ;)AL)'..
for branch officers. One blank provides Whose roof over your head? Do you
for all .branch officers.
move when you like, or when the landlord
· .. says ·move? Why rent when yo~ can
No.1651-2 Per dozen .. • • .08
own ·your o\"\Tn place? Buy a home m the
Ozarks where · htmes are in reach of .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . eve1yone. Land ranges in price from.$5
to . $25 per acre, and We have the best
Graceland Receipt Book
fruit, grass, and poultry country, a~d the
;
. ·
. healthiest country, and the finest climate
Over three .-..hundred receipts for prepar in the world. For further information
ing thivgs to eat..
write
McINTYRE & SIMMONS,
.
Price · .. .. . • .. ·.
SOc
20-4*
·
Cabool, Mo.

is

. FOR SALE

LOTS AND ,:ACRE PROPERTY

cent
Capitaland Surplus Earnings:.·$ 50,000.00
Assets Over
·
·
--~ .· 400,000.00
Five per cenfper annum interest.'will.be·paid. on oneyea:r deposits. Send your surplus funds to
this B~k_by !nail: ...;d pr~mpt atte~tion \viU be given. Address

THE STATE
:BANK
OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
-.
- SAVINGS
.
-.
.
,;,
'

-

'

._

,_

LIST OF DIRECTO~s\: Win; , A!ldci~Qn; Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
.
.
. .
.And~~o~; W. A, Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

Hayi~g ~bought -the Edgefield 11rope1~Y
contamtng 80. acres, I now offer t is
property tci the Saints at low figUresd
This is one of the most sightly ~n ·
finest .tracts now on the market, being
high aria drf· This.propi;rty is located °if.•..
the south side of the city of Indepenh
ence, ·being from 2 ro 6. blocks from•j. e.
new South Side church and same is·
tance from the street car line, and i of a
mile from the public sq1iare in Inde~wi:o
ence•. The price of lo~§ is from $3 to ., .· .
a front foot. : We discourage the Sa~nts
buying this pfoperty for speculation.
Those waliting ..to secure one lot or more
and c11n not personal}y inspect ~yef0 c~~
Stake or General Bishopric Wl
f r ·.
theni for you, and ·should any~ne a te
examination: not- be pleased theiF mott~
will be refunded . on demand.
or efer
·correctness of this. statement B'Yeh
rpric
16
you to thEi PrJ!siding General S HO~T • ,
10tf
.
.
oELLIS
~

1
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Official Publication of the R~rganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
· Illntered as secodd-clasn matter at Lamoni poat-olllce.
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
. Ies 1n
· de ed·1 and ye shall know the truth_ , and the
cip
truth shall make yeu free."-Joha 8: 31, 32.

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be '!Pe wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:-36.
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Editorial
CORNER STONES OF. THE UTAH CHURCH.-NO. 1.

The Scriptural Test.-Whosoever transgresseth,

and abideth not in the doctrine of Chi·ist; -hath not
God. He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ,
he hath both the Father and the Son.-2 John 9, 10.
In the introduction to a tract called "Cornerstones of the Reorganization," widely circulated by
the Northern States Mission representing· the domi- nant church in Utah; we find these words:
When men come as servants of God, claiming a divine
commission to REORGANIZE the Church of Christ, the SEARCHLIGHT OF INVESTIGATION should-. be turned -upon them.

Having given this advice, our friends of the Utah
church can not consistently feel reS'entful if they
find themselves under the direct ray~ of the searchlight of investigation, as they were among the first
and most radical advocates of "reorganization."
Parley P. Pratt claimed that he received from
some spiritual source the following instruction, only
a very short time after the death of Joseph Smith:
Go and say unto my people in Nauvoo, that they shall
continue to pursue their daily duties and take care of themselves, and make no movement in _church government to
REORGANIZE oT alter anything UNTIL the return of
the remainder of the Quorum of the Twelve.-Autobiography
of Parley P. Pratt, p. 371.

Some time thereafter, as early as December 23,
1847, at Winter Quarters, Brigham Young and his1
associates issued a general epistle in which they
said:
We now, having it in contemplation soon to REORGANIZE

~~E CHU.RCH accoTding to the originai pattern, with a

NUMBER 24

P. Pratt wrote from San Francisco to Brigham
Young, concerning the church at that place:
We have rebaptized m;my of them, and have REORGANIZED the church.-Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt, p. 432.

Brigham Young carried this work so far that he
caused himself, his fellow-officers, and the membership in his following to be rebaptized, reconfirmed, and reordained, after they had reached the
Salt Lake Valley. The following is from Wilford
Woodruff, at one time president of their church:
We soon repaired to the water, and President Young went
down into the water and baptized all of his brethren of the
Twelve present. He then confirmed us, and sealed upon us
our apostleship and all the keys, powers, and blessings belonging to that office. Bro .. :Heber C. Kimball baptized and
confirmed President Brigham': Young. . . . On the next day
(Sunday, August 8) the whole camp of Israel renewed their'
covenants before the Lord by · baptism.~Life of Brigham
Young; or, Utah and Her Founders, pp. 180, 182.

It will now be in order for us to turn the searchlight upon some of the "corner stones" of this institution.
Kind reader, please read all of this article ere
you cast it aside. Do not become offended, or attempt to quarrel with facts.
THE CASE OF BRIGHAM' YOUNG.

The epitome of faith as adopted by the church
during the days of Joseph the Martyr declared, "We
believe in God the eternal Father."
But there came a time when Brigham Young
transferred his allegiance -from God the eternal
Father, and became a worshiper of Adam, and
Adam alone. Hear him in his -own behalf:

Fi~s_t_ Presidency and PatriaTch feel that it will be the
Pl'IV!leg_e of the Twelve, ere lon~, to- spread abroad among
the nations.-Millennial Star, vol. 10, p. 86.
'

Now hear it, 0 i_nhabitants of the_ earth, Jew and Gentile,
Saint :rnd sinner! When our father Adam came into the
Garden· of Eden, he came into it with a celestial body, and
brougM:_
Eve, one of his wives, with him . . . . He is Michael,
. This work of reorganizing was carried forward
the Archangel, the Ancient of Days! about whom holy- men
m the various quorums, f:rom the First- Presidency have written and spoken-He is our Father AND OUR GOD,
down, so far as it could be carried among those who and the ONLY GOD WITH WHOM WE HAVE TO DO ...•
Now, let all who may hear these doctrines pause befor!') they
followed Brigham Young. Parley P. Pratt says:
Febmary 12 [JBJ,B]
I _
.
;·
.
make Jii{ht of them, or tl'eat them_ with indifference, for they
p, 'd
'
' . - met m council with the First
will prove their salvation or damnation.-Sermon, preached
reSJ ency
vaca
. . and memb ers o f t h e Twelve, in which certain .
April 9, 1852, Journal of Discom·ses, vol. 1, pp. 50, 51.
ncies
in
our
quor
fill
d
. .
um were
e . We were then instructed
The ·~pitome of faith, before referred to, said:
QUORU~ assist Ill REORGANIZING THE DIFFERENT
Autobi , S HERE, and in estab}ishing righteousness.We lidiev;e in God -the eternal Father, and in his SON
ography of Parley P. Pratt, p, 407. - ·
Jesus ,C) rist, and in the Holy Ghost.
0

inNor
U was th'IS work cC!nfined to the membership
tah. Under date of August 28, 1!?5l, Parley

-· Thatcstatement was in harmony with .the Scriptures:
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Jose~h, thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee·J'.'lary
thy wife: for that which is conceived in her is .of the Holy
Ghost.-Matthew 1: 20.
And behold, he [Christ] shall be born of Mary, . . . she
being a virgin, a precious and· chosen vessel, . who shall . be
overshadowed, and conceive by the power of the Holy Ghost,
and bring forth a son, yea, even the Son of God.-Alma 5: 2.

June 15, 1910 .

On the important question of marriage the chui:ch
early received- pure and explicit instruction. That
has been the custom whenever God has had a people
as appears from the following:
I
For if I will, saith. the Lord of Hosts, raise up seed unto
me, I WILL COMMAND MY PEOPLE: otherwise, they
shall hearken unto these things.-Book of Mormon, Jacob
2: 6; later edition 2: 39.

But there came a tiifie when Brigham Young concluded that Christ was not conceived of the Holy
Ghost; that he was merely a son of Adam, and was
not the Son of God the eternal Father. Hear him:

When the Lord is raising up seed unto him~elf
he commands his people, pending such instruction
they must hearken to the things that are written;
and when the instruction comes, it will harmonize
with that which is written.
At that very time the Lorq was raising up seed
to him,self, and s_o he commanded his people:

When the Virgin Mary conceived the child Jesus, the
Father had begotten him in his own likeness. He was NOT
begotten by the Holy Ghost. AND WHO IS THE FATHER?
HE IS THE FIRST OF THE HUMAN FAMILY; and when
he took a tabernacle, it was begotten by his Father in heaven,
after the same manner as the tabernacles of Cain, Ab_el, and
the rest of the sons and daughte1•s of Adam and Eve, from
the fruits of the earth, the first earthly tabernacles were
originated by the Father, iand so on in succession. Now,
remember from this time forth, and for ever, THAT JESUS
CHRIST WAS NOT BEGOTTEN BY THE HOLY GHOST.
-Journal of Discourses, vol. i, p. 50.

David and Solomon .truly had many wives and concubines,
WHICH THING WAS ABOMINABLE BEFORE ME, saith
the Lord. . . . For there shall not ANY MAN among you
have save it be ONE WIFE: and concubines he shall have
none.-Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6; later edition 2: 33-36.

Again, with the restoration of the gospel in these
last days, the Lord began to rajse up seed unto himself, and true to his promise, he commanded his
people, "otherwise" they should have hearkened only
to the things that were written aforetime. But he·
commanded his people, and the commandment was
in harmony with the written words:

The doctrine of Christ forbids murder, but there
came a time when Brigham Young concluded that
under certain conditions he could save men by killing them. In a sermon, February 8, 1857, he said:
This is loving our neighbor as ourselv~s; if he needs help,
"help him; if he wants salvation and it is necessary to SPILL
HIS BLOOD on the earth in order that he may be saved,
SPILL IT.-Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, p. 220.

Marriage is ordained of God unto man; wherefore it is ·
lawful that he should have ONE WIFE, and THEY TWAIN
shall be one flesh.-Doctrine and Covenants 49: 3; Utah
edition 49: 15, 16.
Thou shalt love THY WIFE with ALL thy heart, and
shall cleave unto her and NONE ELSE.-Doctrine and
Covenants 42: 7; Utah edition -42: 22. ·

In a sermon preached September 21, 1856, his
counselor in the presidency, J. M. Grant, (another
corner stone,) told how this killing should be done,
not by an executioner carrying out a sentence imposed by a civil court, but by a committee appointed
by the ecclesiastical leaders,-a purely church affair. He said:
,

And yet, at a conference held in Salt Lake City,
August 29, 1852, Brigham Young introduced a do~u
ment the teachings of which were absolutely opposed to these plain commandments. Under his
presidency and leadership those ·teachings became
the practice of his church, and were taught and are
still taught as a law to that church. That document taught. as follows:

I say that there are men and women that I would advise
to go to the President imrnediately, and ask HIM to
· appoint a committee to attend to their case; and then let
a place be selected, AND LET THAT COMMITTEE SHED
THEIR BLOOD.-Deseret News, vol. 6, p. 235; Journal of
Discou1·ses, vol. 4, p. 49.,,
.

And again as pertaining to the law of the priesthood:
'
ESPOUSE

It was the idea of the church originally that the If any man espouse a virgin, AND DESIRE T~
gospel was the "power of God unto salvation/' and ANOTHER and the first give her consent; and if he espouse
the second,' and they are virgins, and have vowed to ~o
that salvation came through righteous obedience · other man THEN IS HE JUSTIFIED; he can not comm~t
·' they·are given
·
thereto. But in the document introduced by Brig- adultery for
unto h'im,. f 01. h e·can not com1mt
.
· that that belongeth ·unto h"1m an.d to noHIM
one
ham Young, August 29, 1852, and advocated _as adultery' with.
eternal in its nature, this extraordinary promise is else; and if he have TEN VIRGINS GIVEN UNTO
BY THIS LAW HE CAN NOT COMMIT ADULTERY,
found:
'
·
t h"
there·
Verily, verily I say unto you, jf a man marry a wife .a?cording to my word, and they are sealed by the Holy Spmt
of promise, according to mine appointment, and he ,or she
shall commit ANY SIN OR TRANSGRESSION of the new
and everlasting covenant whatever, and A<LL MANNER OF
BLASPHEMIES and if they commit no murder, wherein
they shed INNOCENT BLOOD-yet THEY SHALL COME
FORTH IN THE FIRST ·RESURRECTION, AND ENTER
INTO THEIR EXALTATION; but they shall Be destroyed
in the flesh and shall be deUvered unto the buffetings of
Satan, unt; the day of redemptiou.-Utah Doctrine and
Covenants 132: 26.

for they belong to him, and they are given un o im,
fore is ·he justified.-Utah Doctrine and Covenants 132: 61'
62.

It is true that Brigham Young claimed to have received this document as a revelation through Joseph the Martyr. That claim is challenged, and has
never been sustained by· proof. ·
But the human origin of the· document is of ~ec
ondary importance. The question of p1 1:1nary importance is, Did it contain true doctrine? We say
that it did not.
1
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The natural result .of such departure from the
doctrine of Ch1 ist both in teaching and practice, was
that God ceased to be with Brigham Young. Nor
has he been with his successors in office.
The Utah church has had "prophets, seers, and
revelators" in plenty; but revelation none.
That peopl~ have not rg~eived through their
"prophets" one single revel,l;\tion during the past
sixty-three years that has been considered worthy
a place in their Book of Doctrine and Covenants
where revelations are published.
If they have received any re~elation at all from
God since they accepted the doctrine of polygamy it
THE NATURAL RESULT OF SUCH DEPARTURE.
.was contained in the Wilford Woodruff Manifesto,
The teachings above quoted are found in the -which was forced upon them, and which told them
standard works of the Utah church and can be veri- that they should stop their polygamous marriages,
fied in almost any good Brighamite library.
a fact that the Reorganization had dinned into their
It seems from them that in Brigham Young's deaf ears for nearly forty years.
scheme of things Adam took the place of God the
ELBER'l' A. SMITH.
eternal Father.
Concluded next week.
Jesus Christ became merely a son of Adam, and
not being conceived of the Holy Ghost, he was only
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
an illegitimate son of Mary.
Nine
Mormon
elders of the Western Iowa conferMarriage and the home were degraded to the
in
Lamoni Saturday. They held servence
assembled
level of the barnyard.
Sins that water could not wa&h away might be ices on the streets Saturday afternoon and evening
remitted, providing the l:J.postate sinner were killed and in the park Sunday afternoon and evening; They
by a committee appointed by the president of the did not ask for the church,· stating that they preferred to hold open air services. Elder Amos Chase
church.
The gospel and righteous living ceased to be of followed them at each service, in reply. The dismoment. If one were married to a woman accord- cussions were spirited and resulted decidedly to our
ing to this new law and sealed by the Holy ( ?) advantage. The evening service at the church was
Spirit of promise, he might commit all manner of dispensed with Sunday and the people of Lamoni
sin and blasphemy (with one single exception) and and vicinij;.y attended the park services. Elder Chase
yet come forth in the first resurrection with the followed the Utah speakers and at the close of his
good and pure and pass by gods and .angels to an remarks Elder Heman C. Smith. read and commented on the report that our Utah friends wrote
unmerited exaltation.
Brigham Young married some nineteen women to the Improvement Era last year concerning their
~ccording to the terms> of his own law a man mar~ visit to Lamoni. He extracted from the leader,
n.e~ to one woman might espouse o~her women pro- Elder Clarke, an acknowledgment that many of
viding they were virgins. But among the women the statements· were overdrawn, and some of them
tha! he married were those who had. engaged in were false, and a promise to endeavor to have them
varied marital ventures until it would have required corrected. Our· Utah friends did not seem com~:earch ":arrant to discover any traces of virginity. fortable or happy during the comparison of views
cohabited with women who according to their and departed Monday for other fields. "
o~n ~estimony had been· sealed to other men for
The quorum of priests of the Lamoni Stake, will
~ ermty by a covenant that death could. not abrogate.
h ne of these women he married while she had a meet in the church at Lamoni, Saturday morning,
usband living from whom she had not been di- June 18, at 9 o'clock. The date was omitted from
~~r~~~n'(see Wh~tn~y's History, vol. 2, p. 758). If this notice in our last issue, by mistake, and we take
thi
t ~mow 1t •. 1t was ~ bad joke on the god of this way of correcting the error.
~.celestial marriage busmess ; if he knew i t - - 1
The Harrison County, News, Missouri Valley,
enta~~ :nnection with th~se women was such as t~
Iowa, has <1 column devoted to a very favorable ree penalty stated m the following law:
·
Thou shalt lo
THY .
. . .
view of the recent conference of the Little Sioux
shall cle
Ve ·
WIFE with ALL thy heart and
ave
unto
her
AND
NONE
.ELS
'
looketh up
·
E; and he that District.
When Brigham Young and his associates broug?t
that doctrine forward, and they and the <;hurch m
Utah practiced its teachings, the~, all together, were
·1ty of a terrible transgression and tdepartu1,e
~~m the doctrine of Christ, ·and they are still suffering the penalty.
·
Their Book of Covenants remains barren of reve- .
lation from God from that day to this. Their
"prophets and seers" have not received and do not
receive the word of the Lord,, as we Shall prove by
their own testimony.

0

·faith, and ~H~{Z~n to Just after her, shall deny th,e .
and Covenant
OT HAVE THE. SPIRIT.-Doctrine
8 42 7
:
; Utah edition 42: 22, 23.
.
:

1

. ;,One u~kindness you show another harms you far
more than all you receive.''
.
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Original Articles
MEMORIAL ADDRESS.
(Prepared as a Memorial Address, and delivered at Wilber,
Nebraska, May 29, 1910, by C. H. Porter.)
"Our Father which art in ·heaven,
Hallowed b.~. thy name.
Thy kingdow, come..
Thy will be ,done in earth,
As it is in heaven.

For thine i)l the kingdom,
And the power, and the glory,
For ever. Amen."

In this prayer we find the fatherhood of God recognized ; also that we are looking for the coming of a
kingdom in which his will shall be done in earth,
even as it is done in heaven; also an acknowledgment that the kingdom is his, with the power and
the glory for ever.
"Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people" (Proverbs 14: 34), said the
wise king of Israel.
When our fathers declared themselves a free and
independent people, they said, "We hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men are created equal ;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness."-Declaration of Independence.
These men could see that life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness, were good for them, and believed it to be self-evident that these rights were
inalienable, because all men were born equal; and
had been endowed with these of right by their Creator; but they seemingly took no account of the one
hundred and thirty thousand negroes who prior to
1740 had been brought to this country, and were at
this time in slavery. And yet this proved to be the
"dead fly" in the "ointment of the apothecary" that
caused such a "savour" (Ecclesiastes 10: 1) to.arise
from the cotton and rice fields of the South that its
fame went forth into .all the earth, and whfoh nearly
rent this great and growing nation into fraginents,
which caused four years of bloody war, and which
causes . us to this day to hold memorial services in
honor of our heroes who died that the Union might
live and men be free.
Slavery was always wrong, and legislation could
not by any possibility make it right. It was a national sin, and the nation had .to pay a fearful price
for its indulgence in it. It commenced, as many
another matter has, in a small way, and because it
proved profitable it took firm root until it became a
national institution; and in our halls of legislation,
in our papers, and ill the pulpit, it commanded the
attention of our ablest men. ·No account was taken
of the suffering .of these men of color who were
ruthlessly captured in. :their home land, and forcibly
0
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brought to this so-called land of the free and c
pelled to serve their white masters. But God r~m
supreme and though "the mills of the gods g/~
slowly, they ;!!.rind exceeding fine," and the tt~e
came when with groans, and tears, and bitter cries
the nation was called to pay the penalty of its great
transgression, and drink the bitter cup of sorrow
to the dregs, that it might no more be polluted by
this great crime-the traffic in human life.
Let us look briefly into the history of our nation
in connection with negro slavery.
SLAVERY.

A Dutch man-of-war landed twenty negroes for
sale at Jamestown, August, 1620, and so introduced
negro slavery and the slave trade.
The negroes pr<;>ved profitable, and people of all
nationalities indulged in the traffic; and as early as
1706 we find the statement made that "the colony
of Carolina swarms with negro slaves."
This was also true as touching other colonies.
The first stand.against negro slavery seems to have
been made by Oglethorpe, who sailed from England
with about one hundred and twenty emigrants, November, 1732, and landed at Beaufort, South Carolina, and selected the site of Savannah, Georgia,
where the colonists arrived, February 12, 1733. He
prohibited negro slavery.
In 1734 "Van Reck, a German traveler, estimated
the negroes in South Carolina at thirty thousand,
and t!ie annual importation at nearly three thousand."
In 1740 ~ouisana had two thousand five hundred
negroes.
In 1738 Oglethorpe again prohibited slavery.
Up to 1740, about one hundred and thirty thousand negroes had been introduced into the colonies.
In 1784 Connecticut took preliminary steps to
abolish slavery within her limits.
Congress passed an orilinance July 31, 1787, establishing a form of government for the territory
northwest of the Ohio, but before passing it "the
provision that after the year 1800 there shall be
neither slavery nor involuntary servjtude in any of
the States," was stricken out.
The first fugitive slave law was passed by Congress February 12, 1793.
In 1800 a petition was presented to Congress ask0
ing that the way might be prepared for emancipation. Congress refus«;)d to refer the petition to any
committee.
In 1807, by the unanimous vote of Congress, the
importation of slaves was forbidden fr-0m January
1, 1808.
.
.
A convention between the United States and Great
Britain was held March 13, 1824, for the suppres-.
sion of the slave trade.
In 1834 the antislavery agitation created mob
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. · • leading abolitionists were brutally at- Charleston, to relieve Fort Sumter, and was fired
v101ence ,
.
h
"th
tacked, and their dwelhngs, toget er w~
a upon by the forts on Morris Island, and driven back
number of churches, schoolhouses, and negro . ouses to sea.
. April 11, General Beauregard demanded the surin various parts of the country wLere ~estroyebdl: h
render
of Fort Sumter.
.
November 7, 1837, Rev. E. P. oveJOY'. p~. is er
April 12, · General Beauregard, at 4.30 a. m.,
of an abolition newspaper at Alton, Illmo1s, was
opened fire on Fort Sumter. This was the beginning
killed by a mob, and his property de.stroyed.
In May of 1854 a fugitive slave named Burns was of the civil war.
April 14, Major Anderson and his men marched
arrested in Boston, and a riot ensued. United States
troops were sent from Rhode Islan~. t? sustain the out of Fort Sumter, bearing the torn flag, and reofficers of the law, and the local militia was called tired to the government vessels outside the harbor,
out to protect the court and · its witnesses. The and sailed immediately for New York. "Precisely
United States commissioner decided that the slave four years afterwards he took it back, and raised
must be returned to his owner, and Burns was con- it again over the fortress, then an almost shapeless
mass of ruins."-Lossing, p. 553.
veyed to Virginia in a government vessel.
;(
April 15, President Lincoln issued a proclamation
In 1858 Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Dougcalling
for seventy-five thousand men, of the militia
las held a series of debates which proved to be of
national importance; especially because of their of the country, to suppress the rising rebellion.
In the free-labor States there was a wonderful
bearing upon the subject ofnegro slavery.
Stephen A. Douglas stated in debate at Jones- uprising of the people. Nothing like it, in sublimity
boro, "I, for one, am utterly opposed' to riegro suf- of aspect, had been seen on the earth since Peter
the Hermit and Pope Urban filled all Christian Eu- ·
frage anywhere and under any circumstance."
Abraham Lincoln in reply said, "In so far· as he rope with religious zeal, and sent armed hosts to
(Douglas) has insisted that all the States have the rescue the sepulcher of Jesus from the hands of the
right to do exactly as they please about all their infidel (Lossing, p. 554).
While the loyal troops were passing through Baltidomestic relations, including ~hat of slavery, I agree
more to defend the National Capital they were asentirely with him."
"I have upon all occasions declared as strongly as sailed, April 19, by a fierce and angry mob. A scene
Judge Dot1glas against the disposition to interfere 0f indescribable confusion ensued. Men were killed
with the existing institution of slavery." (A. Lin- and wounded on both sides. The mayor of Balticoln at Alton.)
more informed the President that no more troops
The great contention at this time was that no could pass through that city without fighting their
more slave territory should be permitted within the way.
· bounds of the United States, and that the people
"Fifty thousand men may be raised in an hour to
of the new territory of Kansas and Nebraska should march through Baltimore" exclaimed one, and Baynot be allowed to decide the mattei· for themselves ard Taylor wrote:
by vote. Douglas contended that they were entitled
"Bow down in haste thy guilty head,
to the right of choice. Lincoln denied the right to
God's wrath is .swift and sure;
extend slave territory.
The sky with gathering j:>olts is redThe question of slavery led to secession, and seCleanse from thy skirts the slaughter-shed:
cession brought war.
Or make thyself an ashen bed
0 Baltimore!"
SECESSION AND WAR.

-Lossing, p. 557.

. In 18?0 Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas
were rival candidates for the presidency. Both
;ere able men but represented different policies.
. he masses of the people were greatly stirred; and
1
n the South complaint was made that the Republi~ns were determined to destroy the slave system.
s ~he clay of election drew near, the conflict waxed
mhoie fierce. The idea of secession as the result of
t eel r10
.
d · ec n of Lmcoln
was freely discussed and the
Seclaration made that if Lincoln was el~cted the
outh would leave the Union
Lin 1
•
.
·
co n was elected and secession quickly folIowe d.

.. Thus was war with all its horrors ushered in.
Four years of fighting, such as the world has seldom
witnessed, was the result.
"Early in May, 1865, the armed rebellion was
ended.-Lossing.
The whole number of :men called into the service
during the war, was 2,628,523.
Of this number, nearly 60,000 were killed on the
field, and about 35,000 were mortally wounded.
Disease in camps and hospitals slew 184,000.. It
is estimated that 300,000 Ul).ion soldiers perished
during the war. Full that number of Confederate
soldiers perished; and the aggregate number of
9 ~~~first shot of the Rebellion was· fired Ja~uary men, including both armies, who were crippled, or
'
l, when the Star of the West arrived off permanently disabled by disease, was· estimated at
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400,000. The actual cost to the country, of· ablebodied men, in consequence of the rebellion, was
full 1,000,000.
On the 2nd of June General Grant issued the following farewell address:
Soldiers of the Armies of the United States: ·"By your
patriotic devotion to your country in the hour of danger and
alarm, your magnificent fighting, bravery, and endurance,
you have maintained the supremacy of the Union, and the
Constitution, overthrown all armed opposition to the enfo):"cement of the laws, and of the proclamation for ever abolishing
slavery-the cause and pretext of the rebellion-and ·opened
the way to the rightful authorities to restore order, and inaugurate peace on a permanent and enduring basis on every
foot of American soil. Your marches, sieges, arnf~battles,
in distance,· duration, resolution, and bTilliancy of results,.
dim the luster of the world's past militaTy achievements, and
will be the patriot's precedent in defense of liberty and right,
ih all time to come. In obedience to youT country's call,
you left your homes and families, and volunteered in her defense. Victory has crowned youT valor, and securnd. the
purpose of your patriotic hearts; and, with. the gratitude of
your countrymen, and the highest honors a great and free
nation can accord, you will soon be permitted to return to
your homes and families, conscious of having discharged· the
highest duty of American citizens. To achieve these glorious triumphs, and secure to yourselves, your fellow-countrymen, and posterity, the blessings of free institutions, tens
of thousands of your gallant comrades have fallen, and sealed
the priceless legacy with their blood: The graves of these a
grateful nation bedews with tears, honors their memories,
and will ever cherish and support their stricken families.Lossing, p. 723.

Let me call your attention briefly to the following
statement as just read, "In obedience to your country's call, you left your homes and families, and
volunteered in her defense. . . . You will soon be
permitted to return to your homes and families conscious of having discharged the highest duty of
American citizens."
·
We may expect to find deeply implanted in the
heart of every trul? man the love of home, and love
of country; and in the higher type of human life
we will also find, to supplement these, the love of
God.
Of the love of home and country Sir Walter Scott
has said:
.
"Breathes there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said,
This is my own, my native land!
Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,
As home his footst~ps he hath turned,
From wandering on a foreign strand!
If such there breathe, go, mark him well;
For 'him no minstrel raptures . swell;
High thougli his titles, proud his name,
Boundless his wealth as Wish can claim;
Despite those titles, power, and pelf,
The .wretch concentered ap in self,
Living shall forfeit ·fair renown,
And, douply dying, shall ·go down
To the vile dust,, from whence he sprung,
. Unwept, unhonored, and unsung."
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These soldiers, whoi:le.l~~es were spared, gladly i·e~
turned home. They reJ oiced not alone in victori
gained, but i": the consciousness of duty well don:~
They had a right to expect fair treatment from a
grateful nation, and they asked for no more. Today, af!er the lapse of almost half a century, we
have with us a few of these men who in the days
of their youth responded so nobly to the call of their
country, in the hour of its danger; and who fought
so gallantly- for the cause of freedom and right,
Soon they will be called· to follow their comrades
who have passed on before, and the Grand Army of
the Republic will be on the other side of the river of
death; but their deeds of prowess will be remembered so long as the history of this country shall
be read ; and we are satisfied that a grateful nation
will always remember with pride the achievements
of this glorious army which suffered so much that
the Union might live, and a race of men be made
free.
In conclusion, a few words in reference to the love
of God which should supplement the love of home
and love of country; as a Christian nation we recognize almighty God as "our Father." Let us there,fore reverence his name. Let us continue to pray
that his kingdom may: come, and that his will may
be done in the earth, as it is in heaven. Remembering that in his sovereign hand is the destiny of all
nations; and that ill due time we must all stand before him, and receive a just reward for the deeds
done in the body; for to him belongs the kingdom,
the power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

If in the field of religious thought, there is one
question more misundersto~d than all others, and

upon which the minds of the learned men of the
world seem to be most darkened, it is in regard to
the kingdom of God; what is it, where is it to be
found} and what are its effects upon the finder?
These are some of the questions to which the most
contradictorv and absurd answers have been given,
and so completely mystified have people in gene1:al_
become, that a large cfass of religionists, comprising all of the so-called evangelical churches (~nd
some others) describe it as an indefinite "sornet~1~g
that comes into the heart of the,converted ind1v1dual, making him happy and full of zeal." Some
candidly confess their inability to find it by aflh·~
ing that it is not on earth, nor will it be until Christ
shall come again.
.
The imuortance of finding it is emphasized bY
the Savior-in these words, "Seek ye first the kingdom
of God" (Matthew 6: 31) and we believe that our
S01Jl'S salvation depends up'on our finding and U?del'standing it, aiso that in our definition of it is r~
vealed our religious status and standing with Go ·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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But woe unto you, scribes .and Pharisees, hypocrites! for
ago we were 'discussing religious
ye shut up the kingdom of heaven against men: for ye·
~om:it~n: minister of a certain popular chu~ch, neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are
topics
1 h d been driven from one theological · entering to go in.-Matthew 23: 13.
nd after 1e a
.
fi
t d
a
The foregoing texts are surely sufficient to show
1 nt to another he finally took a rm s an :
intren~,
im:d lie "I lmo~ I have the kingdom of God that the kingdom of God is f'jomething we are to
"Well, sa1
,
"press into," to "enter," all,d in the light of them
in my heart."
,,
.
"I am very sorry if that is the case, we replied. the position of so-called orthodoxy, that you must
"Why?" in a surprised tone: ..
get the kingc1om in you is worse than absurd. It
"Because there is small p~ss~b1hty of my .ev~r get- reininds us of a set of pictures we once saw in a
. 111
· I·t, 01• even finding it if,,you have it. m any }uvenile paper, a snake was. coiled around a poor
tJng
art of your physical anatomy. .
.
little frog, his mouth· wide open to swallow him,
p "B t" he asked, "doesn't the Bible say the kmg- in the next picture the snake had struck, but as
.
dom uof' God is in the heart?"
.
the frog had jumped, he missed. him and caught
"Where?" we questioned.
his own tail in his month, the last picture Bhowing
"Why I think it's in Luke somewhere."
just a bunch of snake-he had swallowed himself.
"vVe turned to Luke 17: 20, 21, and read:
One of the surest indications of a great apostasy,
And when he was demanded of ·the Pharisees, when t~e and of the religious darkness in the world to-day,
king·dom of God should come, he answered thei;i and .said, is found in the descriptions of the kingdom of God,
The kingdom of God cometh not with observat10n; ~either
shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, -behold, the kmgdom given by their religious leaders. No less a person
than the renowned John Ruskin says:
of God is within you.

t'

"There," said he, "didn't I tell you it said the kingdom of God was in the heart?" We explained to
him that the term "within .you," was no more definite in its description of his heart than his stomach,
and that we must be excused if we looked elsewhere
for that which Jes us told us to "seek first." Neither
would we look for it in the hearts of "Pharisees,
hypocrites." I called his attention to the marginal
reference which says, "or among you"; referred him
to the Revised Version which he had just been defending, which also says, "among you/' ·and gave
him the rendering of the Greek text: "He bassilea
tou theou cntos human estin." The kingdom of God
is in the midst of you." He had to go-"getting so
late."
It is evident that Jesus meant "among-in the
midst of" their city or country, instead of their
physical anatomy. It is a strange thing that when
men think or speak of an earthly kingdom, there is
always the concomitant association of a king or
ruler, laws and officers to execute them, territory
and subjects, but let the kingdom of God come under
consideration and it immediately becomes divested
of all its natural parts, and becomes an intangible
"something in the heart." Do you suppose that Jesus used the term "kingdom of God" to help men
to find it, instead of for the purpose of mystifying
them? And that when found it will have a similar
construction to an earthly kingdom, with subjects,
territory, laws, officers, and a great king? Christ's
~vowed object was to establish the kingdom of-God
m the earth, and he told men : ·
. The Law and the Prophets were until John: since that
God is preached, and every man presseth
into it.-Luke 16: 16.
·
·
th N~· every one that sayeth unto me, L~i;d, Lord, shall entei•
. F:th I~gdo'.11 o~ ~eaven; but he that doeth the will of my
er winch 1s m heaven.-Matthew 7: 2L

~tme .the kingdom of

If you do not wish for his kingdom, don't pray for it, but
if you do you must do more than pray for it; you must work
for it. And to work for it you must know what it is: [This
is very true.] We have
prayed for it many a day without
thinking. [True again.] Observe, it is a kingdom that is to
come to us; we are not to go to it. Also, it is not to come
outside of us, but in the hearts of us. "The kingdom of God
iS within. you." And, being within us, it is not a thing to be
seen; but to be felt; and though it brings all substance of
good with it, it does not consist in that. [Italics mine.-

all

F. B. F.]

He says, "It is to come to us, we are not to go to
it," yet Jesus said, "Enter in at the straight gate,"
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God" ; and "Knock
and it shall be opened unto you, seek and ye shall
find." Again, note that Ruskin says, "and being
within us, is not a thillg to be seen, but to be felt."
The Savior told the ruler who came questioning in
regard to the king·dom, "Verily, verily I say unto
thee, Except -a man be born again he can not see the
kingdom of God."-John 3: 3. Antithetically then,
He who can not see the kingdom of God, has not
been born again, and those who assert that, "It' is
not a thing to be seen," and "It is in the hearts of
us, are giving good proof that they are not only
unable to discern the kingdom of God, but that
they ha-ye not been born again.
Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a
man be born of water and of the Spirit, he can not enter
into the kingdom of God.-John 3: 5.

By this he not only made plain that it was something for man to .enter, but showed the way by
which he was and is to enter. Of course if the kingdom of God is in the hearts of men, it is hardly
necessary for them to be born again (baptized)
of water .and of the Spirit in order to ep.ter the
kingdom ~f God, and there follows as a natural consequence, the statement that baptism is only "an
outward form of an· inward grace, and not neceswww.LatterDayTruth.org
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sary to salvation." But Jesus did not say this, and
it is poor logic, based upon false premises, and is
daily leading thousands into darkness and away
from God.
·
.
Perhaps the kingdom of God can not be better illustrated than by parable. The Savior used them
and why shall we not?· A great king, desiring to
enlarge his kingdom and give his subjects greater
opportunities for development, announced that he
was going to colonize a beautiful country, and that
those who chose to go there and bear their share in
building up his kingdom, would receive certain
great privileges and blessings. The announcement
was received with shouts of joy and songs of praise
to the great king. "But," said he, "Those who go
there will forget about this land, lose their remembrance of former things, and be compelled to labor
under adverse circumstances, but you shall have
great reward if faithful and I shall send my· servants to you from time to time to help you."
Many chose to go, and in due time' the colony was
founded under auspicious circumstances, but troubles began to beset the kingdom. One of his subjects, a great noble, rebelled, drawing away a third
part of the kingdom with him, and thinking to gain
greater power and further harass the king, went to
the little colony, and by subtility and deceit persuaded them to give up their liberty and equality,
and becomes servants and slaves to him and one
another, actually convincing them that the king was
an unjust monster, that to serve him was a hardship, and that to become perfectly happy and free
they must be rebellious like himself. Knowing that
one of the first laws of the kingdom was unity and
equality, he taught them how to get power over one
another, and by trickery and murder to obtain possession of the property of their fellows. And they,
thinking they had discovered the secret of happiness, became willing tools in his hands, robbing and
plundering each other, and thereby bringing want
and misery into the land; the robbed were unhappy
because of their oppression, and the robbers were
unhappy because of their wickedness and fear of
each other, the strong oppressed the weak, and
murder and bloodshed were everywhere. The king
kept himself informed of the conditions of the colony, and from time to time sent messengers to it,
who tried hard to get the people to return to the
· king and obey his laws, but the adversary persuaded
the people that the king's servants were sent to
bring them into bondage, and they cast them out,
maltreated and killed them. · Finally the king said,
"What shall I do? I will send iny only son, and he
shall teach them my laws, and perhaps when they
see how great my love for them is, and it exemplified in him, they will return to me." The--son went,
he taught them the laws ·of the kingdom, showed
them the trµe character of the adversary, and how
c
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he was 'a -liar from the beginning, told them that in
order to be happy they must love the king and each
other, and to the extent, they could, undo the evil·
the.y had done; to be unselfish, help the poor and
reheve the oppressed; that
they must not seek power
over one another, but over themselves, and that
they must be equal. -_
He reorganized -the colony after the pattern th
king had given him, and found a few who woul~
serve the king, only a few, however, and they among·
the poor and oppressed, for the rich were selfish and
cou~d not bear to give up their great possessions,
havmg been taught by the usurper, that "might is
right,'' and "all you can get is yours." In their
blindness they hated him because of his teaching
and instigated by the adversary laid a plot to kili
him, and so far as_ they were concerned and able
to do so did kill him. But he escaped aud returned
to the king telling his followers that he would return
forcibly take possession of the kingdom and over~
throw the power of the adversary. He told them
he knew that the little colony which he had reorganized could not stand:the tide of oppression long,
and that the adversary would soon wear out the
people of it, for, said he, "It has suffered violence
ever since I came, and the violent will take it by
force." However, he gave them' the assurance that
just before he came again, he would send messengers who would reorganize his colony, and publish
this fact and the news of his coming through all
the land, 'and then he would come in great power
with legions of followers from -the king's country,
overthrow the forces of the usurper, and himself
rule over them in righteousness for a long time,
and until all traces of the pe!·nicious influence of
the adversary were removed, when his father the
great king would come, and the colony become fully
merged into the one great and glorious kingdom.
This, clear reader, as you have possibly discovered
- ere this, is a history of the world told in parable.
We are told in scripture that when God laid the
foundations of the earth, all the morning stars sang
together and all the sons of God shouted for joy.
(Job 38: 4-7.) Why should they do this but because
there was to be an opportunity for the development
of the spirits to be sent here; by coming in contact,
with evil they were to obtain the power of resist"
ance? Lucifer "the star of the morning" "fell and
drew the third part of heaven with him." He it is
who has brought all the misery and woe into the
world, he it was who suggested to Cain that he
might overpower his brother Abel, and get possession of his goods by killing him. He is inordinately
ambitious, and he taught evil ambition to others,
and all those who manifest such greed for the possessions of others and work so hard to get power
over their fellow-~en, are only his poor dupes, and
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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fol!owing in his footsteps. <_>h yes, w~ ~now th~_:e
to his own ex.
wme Whom Satan has blmded
.
. 1~to decry a personal devil, but the forces
Wh
d
ence an
.
·
b
of evil are far too well orgamzed to have come Y
e and we say of him. as we do of God, that
chanc,
contrivance proves a contriver.
.
At different periods God has sent his serv~~ts,
h0 ly men to call men to repentance and back to h1mi
. d they' were cast out, despis~d, whipped, stoned,
:~d slain. In five different dispensations he sent
laborers into his vineyard (Matthew 20: 1) ; they
were to come at different hours of the world's day.
In the ninth hour he sent his son (Luke 20: 9-15),
and they crucified him. Christ came preaching the
glad tidings of the kingdom, and reorganized the
colony of the kingdom, which is the church, after
the pattern laid down by the Father, placing in it as
officers, apostles (Matthew 10), prophets (1 Corinthians 12: 28), seventies (Luke 10), 'bishops or
financial overseers (1 Timothy 3: 1-4), evangelists,
pastors, and teachers (Ephesians 4: 11), elders
(Acts 14: 23) , and deacons ( 1 Timothy 3 : 8) . All
men having by sin become aliens, they must obey
the laws of naturalization if they would enter into
the colony, and become citizens of the kingdom.
These laws were, faith (Hebrews 6: 1-4), repentance (Luke 24: 46, 47), baptism (John 3: 5), laying
on of hands (Acts 18: 1-7). They must believe in
the resurrection of the dead and prepare for the
great judgment. Jesus told them that they should
not be left without guidance, but the Comforter, the
Holy Ghost, would be sent to take his place, and
would guide them into all truth, bring all his teachings to their memory, and show them things to come
(John 16: 13). That certain signs would follow
them to certify of their citizenship in the kingdom,
and that the Comforter would bring gifts and blessings to them. (See Mark 16: 15-18; 1 Corinthians
12.) He taught them the doctrines of love, equality,
and self-abnegation. He told his disciples "Let he
that is greatest among you become the s~rvant of
all," and when a rich young man came desiring to
follow him he said "Go sell all that thou hast and
give to the poor, a~d co~e, follow me." The young
man turned sorrowfully away, "For he had great
P?ssessions," and Jesus said, "How hardly shall a
nch man enter into the kingdom," He told them
to "love your enemies, bless them that curse you,
and pray for them that despitefully use you, and
persecute you."
The world could not endure such teachings, men
ha.d been educated by the evil power "the prince of
~his world" (John 12: 31), that "~ll you can get
?l? of lceep, for it is yours," and the thought of
givmg it up, so that others who were in need and
want could be supplied, was ··harrowing to ·their
· enol!1gh m
· the world· so that all could
·hsouls · Thei· e is
ave plenty, if it were not for the greed, lust, and
~
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selfishness· of men who desire to heap up great possessions for themselves. O that men could see that
great possessions and wealth do not bring happiness. He who is the greatest miSer, is the poorest
man on earth, and is the most completely deluded
by Satan. All the happiness he has is the poor consolation of heapb1g up wealth so that he can keep
others from using it. He who is the richest iri this
world's goods is by no means the happiest. A short
time ago one of the richest farmers in northern
Iowa was compelled by. the courts to pay fifteen
thousand dollars alimony, and a beautiful home was
left desolate. The other day a man who lives in the
finest mansion on one of Chicago's most fashionable
streets, paid his wife seventy-five thousand dollars
to walk out of it. Satan taught men to "get all you
can,'' the Savior, to give all you can, and therein lies
the secret of true happiness. Oh, the barrenness of
a life lived for self! Oh, the poverty of selfishness!
To-day we honor the rich and arrogant who place
themselves above their fellows and compel them to
work and drudge that the high born ( ?) may have
race horses, yachts, pleasure, and parties, and many
thousands really believe th~t God placed those people in their exalted positions. But they draw their
power from the opposite source, and when the king~
dam of God shall fully come, the proud, selfish, and
arrogant will be an outcast there, and receive least
honor. Verily, "the last shall be first and the first
last." The divine right of kings! No man has a
divine right to lord it over another. The kingdoms
of this world are dominated largely by the one who
showed them to Jesus saying, "All these will I give
thee, if thou wilt only worship me," and whom Jesus
called "the ·prince of the world."
Stung and maddened by the rebuke in the teachings of the Son of God, wicked men misrepresented,
lied about, and crucified him, and his doctrine being
a standing rebuke to them, they, under the guise of
friendship to him, perverted and changed it, telling
men they need not look for the kingdom of God, as
it could not be seen, mystifying them so they could
not find it, and telling them to be content with the
way Satan is running things, for "the world is getting better every day." "Saying peace, peace, when
there is no peace." Greed and graft are prevalent
everywhere, and is it any wonder that Jam es was
led by the spirit of prophecy to say,
Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your miseries
that shall come upon you. Your riches are corrupted, and
your garments are moth-eaten.
'[our gold and silver is
cankered; and the rust of them shall be a witness against
you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have heaped
treasure together for the last days. 'Behold, the hire of the
laborers who have reaped down your fields, which is of you
kept back by fraud, crieth; and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered fa1to the ears of the -Lord of sabaoth. Ye
have lived in pleasure on the earth, and been wanton; ye
have nourished your hearts, as in a day of slaughter. Ye
have condemned and killed the just; and he doth ~ot resist
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The Son returned to the Father, and Satan waged
relentless warfare upon the little colony of the kin$dom of God, a tide of bloodshed and murder swept
in and overwhelmed the little church, and in a short
time about twenty of the apostles chosen of God
were slain and thousands of disciples suffered martyrdom; false doctrines were taught by men who
were professed friends- of the kingdom, but who in
reality were the emissaries of Satan, and by the
year 570 A. D. not a remnant of that colony could
be found. And what had become of the kingdom
of God? Surely we would all desire to , find it, we
read about it in the Scripture and can see now how
much happiness, peace, and joy aTe to be found in
it, how the poor are provided for with loving hand,
how equality would exist, the law of love would be
the rule; and love the motive of _action, tha~ he who
is greatest would be so because_ he was of greatest
service to his fellow-men and could help them most,
and our hearts yearn for that kingdom. Loo}dng
about us in our search, we behold a great and powerful organization with it{! seat of government ·in
Rome, a great king sits upon a splendid throne, and
kneeling worshipers beg for a chance to kiss his foot.
He lives in luxury and is su'pported by the poor of
the earth. He calls himself the "vicar of God,'' and
the ruler of all the earth, proudly affirming that it
is his right to depose kings at will, and make them
crawl at his feet. His proud and arrogant clergy
extort money from the poor, and fare sumptuously
every day. Instead of equality there is oppression,
and men groan with their burdens. We see no such
organization as Christ gave to the colony, the Comforter guiding into all truth and showing things to
come, is not there, and we turn sadly away. -Many
others come to us with similar claims, but upon
investigation they prove to be only offshoots of the
"mother" at Rome, and the burden of their message
is that the kingdom of God is not to be seen, and
we must not expect to find it.
In astonishment we ask, Why is this? Is it possible that the kindom of Goel is no longer on the
earth? Let us turn to Scripture for our answer :
And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman
clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon
her head a crown of twelve stars.-Revelation 12: 1.

Most theologians agree that this represents the
church, with the old Mosiac covenant under her
feet, twelve apostles as the stars, and clothed with
the glorious light of the Holy Spirit.
And she being with
pained to be delivered.
child, who was to rule
her child was caught
Verses 2 and 5.

child cried, travailing in birth, and
. . . And she: brought forth a manall nations with a rod o.f iron: and
up unto God, and to his throne.-

-~0 A<"~. ~--,,~
-

-

J

And the dragon prevailed not against Michael, neither the
child, nor the woman, which -was the church of God, who
had been delivered of her pains, and brought forth the
kingdom of ,God and his Christ.-Verse 7.

So the church brought forth the kingdom of God,
with much tribulation, and Satan, working through
the papal power, stood ready to devour it.
Now, mark you, the kingdom of God exists wherever and whenever there is a man called, sent of
God, and clothed with authority to represent him. So
the kingdom was on earth in the days of John the
Baptist (Matthew 11: 12; John _l: 6) ; and as no
man can be clothed with authority unless he is
"called of God as was Aaron" (Hebrews 5: 4), and
as revelation is the only way by which God ever
called and authorized man to represent him, then
the day that revelation ceased, God began to take to
himself the "man-child,'' and when the last man
who had been "called of God as was Aaron" died,
then was the kingc_lom of Goel no longer on the earth.
The claim of apostolic succession by the Roman
Catholic Greek Catholic, Episcopal, and Baptist
churche~ is preposterous, for it makes no difference
who- the man is, be he apostle or heathen, angel or
devil, should he lay on hands from the time of Peter
until Gabriel sounds the knell of time, he can confer
no authority to represent God, unless Goel himself
has spoken and called the individual. He can. n~t
confer his own uriesthood upon another, for rt is
not his to give, "'No man taketh this honor,'' etc.
Hence as the above-named, with most other
churches, claim that revelation ceased with John the
Revelator, they can have no authority to represent
·h
God.
The thirteen colonies rebelled against the Engl!s.
king and set up a government of their own. It .~8
not patterned after that government and has di ferent laws, and no one would be silly enough to
claim that the officers of this United States now
have authority to represent the king of Engla~d
simply because they happen to have a book contaming the statutes of England. Yet this is what th:
churches do in regard to the kingdom- of God. They
0

-This represents the church bringing forth the
kingdom of God with' much travail and suffering.

-

thought the ma: ~:,: · : . .~

"I.
Christ." Did the church bring forth Christ? Just
_j
the opposite of this, Jeswr said, "I will build my
!
churc_h.''
-"Well,'' says another, "I thought the church and
kingdom of God were one and the same thing.".
When the king of England founded a colony in
Australia, was not that colony and the kingdom of
Great Britian, to all intents and purposes, one? And
was not that colony endeavoring to bring forth the
kingdom of that king and establish it in the new
land? Well, just so did the church, which was the,
colony of the kingdom of God, bring forth and es- ·
tablish that kingdom in the earth. The Inspired
Correction says,

,,_,,,_

.-

~~~
'_
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. not organized after th~ p~ttern of Christ's . ducers waxed worse and worse until the whole
aie . h they have different doctrmes and laws, yet world went into darkness, mental, moral, and spiritchuic ' "We have the Bible, and· it gives us the . ual, indulgences to sin were sold by a hireling,. cort.?~~t s::'represent God."
_
..
.
rupt clergy, the Bible was chained like a wild beast,
ngG d v that Satan was about to devour the little and men and women tortured, murdered, and
. od ~av so he caught it up to himself (without burned at the stake in the name of religion. In
lnng 0 '
k' d
th) and connection with this we read,
authority there can be no ,!ng om ~nfl e~r. t th
And it was given unto him to make war with the. saints,
the church, typified by the woman,
e m o e
. and to overcome them: and power was given him over all
wilderness.
kindreds, and tongues, .and nations. And all that dwell on
And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath
repared of God that they should _feed her there a
1
P
· 12 8
a pace
'
thousand two hundred and threescore days.-Revelat1on
: .

We have often heard people speculating as to
what the wilderness might be. Turn with us to
Ezekiel 20 : 35, 36 :
And I will bring you into the wilderness of the people,
and there will I plead with you face to face. Like as I
pleaded with your fathers- in the wilderness' of the land of
Egypt, so will I plead with you, saith the Lord God.

God took the elements of earth and formed man,
breathed into him the breath of life, and man became a living soul, capable of answering the purposes of his creation. He sinned, his spirit was
taken from his body, and the elements that composed his body returned to the chaos from whence
they were taken. We call this death. When Christ
organized his body, the church, he took elements of
the earth, lowly fishermen, breathed upon them and
said, "Receive ye the Spirit." Upon Pentecost we
see that Lody alive and answering the purposes of
its creation. But sin entered in, and the Spirit
was taken away. John Wesley said:
It does not appear that these extraordinary gifts of t4e
Holy Ghost were common in the church for more than· two
centuries .... The real cause was the love of many waxed
cold. . . . The Christians had turned heathen again, and
had only a dead form left.-Sermon 94.

The elements returned to the wilderness from
whence they were taken,-the wilderness of the
people. A resurrection is necessary for both.
Following the narration in Revelation· 12 a little
further, we read of a great battle in heaven, how
· Satan was cast out into the earth, and when the
dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman which brought forth the manchild. And to the woman were given the wings of
~ great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness,
mto her place where she is nourished for a time
and times, and half a time, from the face .of th~
ser~ent. No one who has read the terrible persecutions of the early church is in doubt as to whether
this prophecy of John came true or not.
hThe serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after

~he woman, that he might cause her to be carried away of
e llood.-Revelation 12: 15.

-

What would be the nature of anything coming
out of the mouth of Satan? Even in the days of the
apostles, false doctrines and li~s were being taught
as truth, and as Paul prophesied, evil men and se-

the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written
in· the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation
of the world.-Revelation 13: 7, 8.

But listen:
And the earth helped the woman; and the earth. opened
up her mouth;·and swallowed up the flood which the dragon
cast out of his mouth. And the dragon was wroth with the

woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her
s:eed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ.-Revelation 12: 16, 17.

At a time when all Europe was und~r the sway
of Rome and men dared not differ from her or
disobey her ecclesiastical mandates, and while Satan
was hunting down the remnant of the faithful in
Asia, a humble man inspired of God we believe, and
in the face of great opposition and religious bigotry,
prejudice, and superstition, braved the terrors of
the unknown sea, and sailing across the Atlantic,
discovered a new world. "The earth opened up and
helped the woman," and the first permanent settlement of any consequence upon this continent, was
by people who came here to escape religious persecution. America became the refuge of the oppressed,
men came here and braved the wilderness that they
might "worship God according to the dictates of
their conscience," and the first nation to be set up
here proclaimed in her constitution that, "All men
are free and equal."
Yes, the earth opened up, but how did that help
the "woman," or church, in her chaotic state?
This g·ospel of the kingdom ·shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end
come.-Matthew 24: 14.
And I saw another angel fly in the mi"dst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the
earth, and to every nation, and kind1·ed, and tongue, and people.-Revelation 14: 6.

After twelve hundred and sixty prophetic days,
which most theologians agree represent a day for a
year, making twelve hundred and sixty years, the
woman is going to come out of the wilderness.
Counting from 570 A. D., the time when the apostasy
became complete and all authority lost, we find that
the woman is to come forth in 1830. Where would
she come forth but in a land of religious freedom
and toleration? The earth opened up to help her,
and should she not avail herself of that help?
In 1820 a young man in the backwoods of New
York, prayed to know which of all the churches was
the right one, and Goa spoke to him telling hi_m to
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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join none of them, for all were wrong, 'but that the
young man himself should soon be a:q instrument
in his hands for a reorganizing of the church, and.
to preach the true gospel, and thereby bring forth
the church out of the wilderness, and build up the
kingdom of God again on the earth. In 1830, by
command of God, the church was reorganized after
the pattern of old, with apostles, prophets, seventies, bishops, evangelists, high priests, elders,
priests, teachers, and deacons. With the restored
gospel principles (Hebrews 6: 1-4) the gifts of the
gospel were again given, men were called of God as
was Aaron by revelation to go forth and "preach
this gospel of the kingdom in all the world for a
witness to all nations." The doctrine of equality was
more fully explained, and men asked to consecrate
their surplus property to the Lord, that the poor
and needy might be cared for, and all might receiVe
according to their needs. The doctrine of love, unselfishness, and self-abnegation was emphasized,
and men were told that to love their neighbor as
themselves meant to help him all you can.
Yes, the gospel, church, and kingdom have been
restored. Some of us have found it, have pressed
into it, and are now trying to eliminate from our
hearts all traces of the reign of Satan,, trying to
eliminate self, learning the sweet lesson that it is
more blessed to give than to receive, learning to
love as Christ loved, trying to "come up higher";
and God is helping us, his loving hand is guiding
us, and we are coming nearer day by day. Dear
reader, do you not wish to find it? "Seek and ye
shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you."
FRED B. FARR.
IN JEOPARDY.
(Note.-This will be followed by an
Equity, by the same author.-EDITORS.)

article entitled,

This term is used to express the danger of conviction and punishment, which the defendant in a
criminal action incurs. The general idea back of
it is, that a man should not be harassed for the
same cause again and again.. Hence this idea runs
through all the law and equity, and appeals also
to man's sense of justice. Jeopardy, though, is restricted to criminal cases, "nor shall a defendant
be placed twice in jeopardy of life and limb for the
same offense," i. e., criminal offense.
In general, in its broadest statement, it means
that a man shall not be twice tried for the same
offense, but there are many qualifications. Some
States keep it to its strict form: "life or limb,"
which means that it applies only to felonies, but in
most States it is extended also to misdemeanors.
There is also quite a difference of opinion as to
whether preliminary examination and acquittal bars
indictment and. trial, with a strong tendency to the
contrary.
·
·
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Another qualification is: That J. eopardy h · · ..
·
.
as not
attached so as _to prevent a new trial, unless the
defendant has been placed in real danger of
· t'ion. 0>i'.>O I't h as b een held repeatedly th tcon.
v1c
1
though indicted and the jury sworn, still if any~hi~~
occurs to prevent a verdict, jeopardy has not at.
tached so as to bar further prosecution. Misco .
duct or incapacity of the jury prevents jeopar~
fro~ attaching. And it' has been held, that th~
bar I~ not compl.eted eve~ after the case has been
~u~m1tted ~o the Jury. But once the jury has brought
m its verdict, even through a mistake of law on the
part of the court, further trial is barred, though a
fraud of the accused preventing a fair trial may'
permit the case to be reopened for retrial.
In case the defendant appeals from verdict and
judgment of _conviction, of course he can not plead
this in bar of a new trial, if the case is remanded
by the appellate court. It has been held very clearly
in Missouri and elsewhere, that if the defendant
takes an appeal to an intermediate court of appeal
and there a judgment of conviction is reversed, the
State may then take- an appeal to the highest appellate court on the law and such action is not placing
twice in jeopardy. (62 Missouri; 40 0. St. 253; 47
0. St. 477; 107 New.York 607; 99 New York 610;
97 New York 63.)
In the Federal courts, in Iowa and in many other
States, the State is allowed to take an appeal even
in criminal cases, in order to have the law and procedure determined for subsequent cases. Such appeal, l].owever, can not affect the liberty of
defendant, once acquitted. Furthermore we may
remark in passing, that a State may appeal any case,
the same as an individu~l suitor, unless the case is
criminal. This restriction of jeopardy applies only
to cases criminal in their character. The State also
has the right to appeal the law points, as for instance the quashing of the indictment, and yet re~
indict and try the defendant, since he has not yet
been placed in jeopardy. The New York code allows
an appeal from the supreme court to the court of ·
appeal in the following cases: 1. Judgment affirming or reversing judgment of conviction. 2. Judg·ment affirming or reversing judgment for defendant
on demurrer on indictment or an order of the court
arresting judgment. 3. From final determination
affecting the substantial rights affecting the defendant an appeal may be taken by the defendant. (New
York Criminal Code, 519 seq.)
It should be further noted that the legislature
may carve out of a single act several crimes, so that
the individu'al may at the same time commit several
crimes, in which case acquittal or conviction ofo~e
will not be a bar to indictment for another. It JS
not prosecutions for the same act that is barred, but
it is that no man shall be brought twice in jeopardy
for the same offense. One act may constitute several ·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Of General Interest
WHY DO MEN DRINK?

"0 God, that men should put an enemy into their mouths to
same off ense ,
.
St t
or is conviction or acqmttal by a a e steal a\vay their bra~ns! To be now a sensible man, by and
an d acts · N
.
t by a fool, and presently a beast?"-Shakespeare.
· 'pal court a bar to a_ trial for the same, ac.
or mumc1
To me there is no more interesting problem in psychology!
before the other, since in the eyes of the law it is
Come to think of it, this whole question of alcoholism is one
t the same offense. Conviction and sentence by of the most astounding puzzles in moral inconsistency and
House of Representatives against a _rion-membe~ intellectual perversity that has ever come before the intelli·
.
is not a bar . gent world for solution.
f 01 assault and battery on a member
Why we should tolerate this accursed stuff among us, with
•
A Ju
· dgm ent
to indictment for the same offense.
the evidences of its cruelly destructive nature confronting us
reversed on appeal is no bar even though defendant at every turn, is a question that should sca1·e us as to our
own personal sanity!
has served part of the sentence.
We suggest the above, somewhat briefly, it is true, · In its initial stages alcoholism is the birthplace of moral and
physical degeneracy, later on the hotbed of dishonor, dis~
as the law in regard tq. jeopardy, since there seems · honesty and disloyalty; and, at the last, the sad burfal ground
to be some m1sapprehension. It will be noted that of wrecked hopes, of ruined careers, of lost souls, and all that
like other parts of the criminal law, it issery techni- might, but for it, have been so beautiful and good and true.
Why do men drink? It is the dew that moistens the roadcal and every condition must be fulfilled before a bar
way to hell! Yet we nurture the germs of our future hopes
attaches. Also there is a .difference existing be- and fears in its foul pollution, we suckle it to our innocent
tween the various States of the Union, as to just babes, and proffei' it to one another at the most sacred rites
when jeopardy attaches, so as to effect a bar of of our religious beliefs! Why do we do it?
further prosecution. Some States express it: "Shall
"Wine throws a man out of himself, and infuses qualities
not be placed twice in jeopardy for the same of- into the mind which she is a stranger to in her sober mofense"; others and the United States Constitution · ments."-Addison.
have it: "Shall not be placed twice in·- jeopardy of
Why do men drink? Ask the "total abstainer" who smilingly offers it to his guests.
life or limb for the the same 9ffense."
'
Ask the "moderate drunkard," who, sneering at his more
The above is suggestive· for a consideration in
involved brothers, wickedly boasts that he "can take it or let
connection with our work in the courts of the it alone."
church.
Ask the "convivialist" who, swearing love and loyalty for
We may note again, in eonclusion, that while the the companions of his debauch, takes to the tall timber at the
term "in jeopa1·dy" only applies to criminal cases, first sign of trouble.
Ask the "dipsomaniac" who periodically kisses death in
the p1·inciple of 1·es judicata applies in civil cases a perfect
Niagara of the vile stuff he abominates.
and that the same general principle and estoppel is
Ask the poor "chronic inebriate" who but "marks time" in
also extended into equity.
the morass of alcoholic bilge till" the reaper gathers him in.
In addition to citations given hereinbefore, the
"Who hath woe? Who hath sorrow? They that tarry at
following have been consulted: A. & E. Enc. 27, the wine. It biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an adder."
580-609, jeopardy; 9, Cyc. 259-288, Criminal Law; -The Bible.
12 Cyc, 79, former jeopardy; 36 Arkansas, 81; i5
Why do men drink? Of what use is medical science if this
Arkansas 261; 144 United States, 310; 65 Connecti- question can not be answered? We are given countless good
aut, 265; Iowa Code, 5448, seq.; 26 Iowa, 402 ; 82 and sufficient reasons why men should not drink, but no one
seems ever to have sounded the depths of human perversity
Iowa, 393; and a number of other cases.
for one good and sufficient reason why men do drink!
S. A. BURGESS.

::e

One of the dangers of this busy, bustling age is
that we shall give ourselves so exclusively to busy
work for Christ as to neglect that quiet communion
which is necessary to prepare ourselves for the best
work.-A. N. Gilbert.
·
"B umps and thumps are frequently signals which
warn you of a wrong line of direction. Hard slams
are splendid lessons if they teach you to rebound.
Every time you fall and recover you gain confidence
a~d bear a shield on which every discouragement
will shatter."

The fact of the matter is that, with few exceptions, everyone who comes within the alcoholic atmosphere falls under its
control-they become obsessed with a moral obliquity, or what
may be perhaps more correctly termed an intellectual stra•
bismus-the axis of their mental' vision has become deranged
by alcoholic hypothesis, and their logical instinct a nonresponsive blur.
Nature has S"\}pplied an antid'ote for all her ills,-Is there
no immunity from the infatuation of this mirage? No redemption for those who have fallen? No hope for the lost?
"Drunkenness is nothing else than a voluntary madness."Seneca.
·Let us be truthful-we do not want to esc~pe it! Our
fathers pledged their friends in it, and our mothers wet our
lips with it on the tips of their rosy fingers. What was good
enough for them is good enough for us! Our mental process
will not, or can not, travel fartl'1er.
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We have been unfairly dealt with by the countless generations who have traveled ahead of us. Even before birth, and
during our helpless childhood, the fine clockwork of out mental
balance has been tampered with, and thrown awry by alcohqlic
stimulants; and now, we have ears that hear not, and eyes
that see not. We welcome bestiality with an inane smile, and
extend the glad hand of shame and ruin!
"Oh, wad some power the giftie gi'e us,
To see oursel's as ithers see us!"
Is there absolutely nothing in all this wide, wi\!e world that
can free us of our asses' ears?
·
"Soon as the potion works, their human countenanc~,
Th' express resemblance of the gods, is changed,
And they, so perfect in their misery,
Not once perceive their foul disfigurement."
-Milton.
I cla.ss akoholism under two distinct headings-"Criminal"
and "Irresponsible."
Criminal alcoholism may be subdivided into "moderate
drunkenness" and "convivialism"; while irresponsible alcoholism includes "periodic dipsomania" and "chronic inebriacy."
Moderate drunkenness is the persistent use of alcoholic
stimulants in small quantities. It is a vice in its very essence,
being void of excuse-sensible or otherwise. "Moderate drunkenness" may be fitly described as the criminal culture of
alcoholic insanity, and the man who vapors and boasts that
he "can take it or let it alone" is the self-convicted missionary
of intemperance, who willfully makes of his body the spawning
bed for immorality, hypocrisy, untruthfulness,· deceit and disloyalty. ·
Convivialism is the horn of the fool· and the resource of a
weak mind. It is the vapid imitation of a merriment that has
no more of substance than the crackling of thorns under a
pot. Convivialism is the alcoholic assumption of an ability
that we do not possess, the treacherous manifestation of a
friendship that does not exist, the garden of lies, the ephemeral realization of a heaven in hell.
"Almighty God! If it be thy will that man should suffer, let
the cold hut of poverty_ be my dwelling place and the wasting
hand of disease inflict its painful torments. Take from me
the friends of my confidence. When I anticipate good, let evil
annoy me. When I look for light, let darkness come upon me.
Do all this, but save me, merciful God! Save me from the
fate of a drunkard."-Talmage.
Periodic dipsomania is an unexpected and uninvited derangement of the mental balance, wherein the will power,
which a few short moments before was as adamant in its
rnvulsion of liquor, is now reversed in irresistible, unreasoning
desire. The characteristics of this phenomenon are its sudden
appearance, its equally abrupt exit, and the fearful agonies of
remorse and mental torture that follow in its wake. On
subsidence of the attack the sufferer loathes the bare odor of
liquor, and passes long intervals of time in black but happy
total abstinence. "Periodic dipsomania" is, more often than
not, the result of severe emotional disturbances that, in some
as yet obscure manner, have deranged the mechanism of the
brain. Primarily, however, the gr.ound has been made receptive by the evil practice of moderate drunkenness.
Chronic inebriacy is but an aggravated form of moderate
drunkenness. In this unhappy condition the purblind mortal
can not distinguish.friend from foe. His poisoned system continually craves for "another hair of the dog that bit him."
Most forlorn of mankind, he has no lucid intervals in which
to 1·ealize his condition and strike out for the shore. A foolish
parody on the delusions of his "moderate" brother, he proudly
boasts that he, also, "can take it or let it alone"; even carry-
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ing the absm•dity to its limit by scornfully referrin t 0 h'
18
brother inebriates as "tanks" and "bums"-and g
that, at a
time when he is footlessly drunk himself!
"Where drunkenness i·eigns, there reason is an
·1 "
Quarles.
·
... ·
exi e. We have here
an exceedingly
complicated study 1·n psy,
.
.
ch o1ogy.. . A disease more i:ie~tal than physical, and one which
the dommant power
has
·
. impulse
.
. again and again
. of rehg1ous
.
conq~ered, thereby demonstratmg its mental origin. Is it
possible that nature has made an exception, in this particul
case, and provided no physical remedy?-Absurd !
ar
But knoWing, as every drinking man does know, the delu~ve
pleasures of liquor, the dangers.-that beset its path, its disastrous ending, a~d the cruel wrong· to generations as yet un- ·
born; the question stands out in letters of fire--Why do men
drink?
The answer, it appears to me, will· be found around the
family fireside. Moderate tippli:tfg, under the fostering encouragement of home influences, has there sown the seeds of
alcoholic insanity-for insanity it undoubtedly is.
"Woe to him that giveth his neighbor drink, that putteth
the bottle to him and maketh him drunken."-The Bible.
Let me put before you the truly pathetic case of the dipsomaniac.
He is smoothly sailing on the peaceful and pleasant waters
of sobriety. Months have intervened since his last debauchit is but a disagreeable memory, Liquor he abhors-the very
name brings a furrowed frown to his brow, while the foul
odor from a passing saloon sends a nauseating horror through·
his stomach. Trouble is coming. Shadows begin to cloud the
sunlight of his happy day. Strange chords within twang
memories of the forgotten. past, and, with hellish persistence,
"harp" on things which "might" have been-the man is lost!
"It" has again enshrouded him-for "mights" have no place
in a sane man's vocabulary-and, though the symptoms are
ever the same, he is now blind to the presence of his enemy.
If he is unmarried, he takes a downward plunge by assuming his utter unworthiness to be entrusted with the futme of
any good woman! If he has a wife, he is possessed with
indescribable dread lest harm should come to her for her faith
is such a wretch as he! The apologetic courtesy with which
"his people" hold aloft their brimmi:i:ig glasses, and commend
his total abstinence, cuts him like a sharp razor! The "moderate drunkard" smites him unmercifully actoss the mouth
with the vain boast that he "can take it or let it alone," and
the ladies talk pitifully of him as "a man of straw." The
light of day is fading, and his heart grows smaller, and yet
smaller.
·
" 'One soweth and another reapeth,' is a verity that applies
to evil as well as to good."-George Eliot.
"He will be a man, though!" "Yes! If he die for it he
will at least die sober!"
The lights and shadows of other days are again crowdi~g
him, and a never-ending "wail of the Banshee" sings in~o his
ears of an evil day dawning nigh! No proffer of fr~endly
sympathy will now avail for his comfort, and his pillow IS wet
with the tears of a sleepless, unmeaning sorrow! The man
is lost!-and he does not know it!
Is there nothing that can reawaken him and side track the
demon who has filled him with this folly? Is there none ~o
warn and help him? Absolutely none, but God-and he is
forgotten!-The man is down!
.
.
. 1
The leaden cap has been whisked from off his achmg brow.
The tears have been dried from eyes that now dance in the
delirious ecstasy of a heavenly relief! A great love for .all
mankind now floods his bursting heart! The sun is shinm.g
anrl all the earth joins with him in happy, joyous song. He ~s
drinking!-drinking!....:.drinking!
How it came about e
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knows not, nor does he care so that he drown !-drown!-'- suspension in the 'air, a~d falls to the earth. The dew is
the vapor in the air. When the temperature falls below the
d wn'
•· want dew point, or thirty-two degrees, the dew then becomes conroH
reawakened! Some one asks him: "Do you
e a~ · I ? or could you ventui·e on a small cup of broth?" verted into frost, and we have a deposit of hoar frost, instead
another l'lh~ Lf ce to the wall! "What have I done?· Oh! of dew.
He turns is a
Dew has frequently been quoted as "A shower from heaven,"·
what have I done!"
Hell opens wide its portals with all the tortures . of ~he but this is not literally correct. True, it appears rather mysdamne d, an d t his poor suffering mortal walks dumbly m with . teriously from a clear sky, and upon a still, cloudless night
head bowed down.
.
. covers thickly every blade of grass and plant life with seem"W blame the drunkard and despise him, but why? The ing raindrops, and that frequently where rain clouds rarely
folly :nd the guilt lie in the tampering, all the rest is law."- appear, and the rain seldom falls. In such climates, whe1·e a
rainfall is rare, it is certainly a most beneficial and wise
Abraham Coles. .
.
.
. "
.
.
Why do men drmk? It is certamly not ~th : rn:ihce af?re- provision, for it gathers upon all herbage and vegetation in
thought;" it is certainly not from cowa~d1ce; it IS certab1ntl! sparkling, refreshing profusion; while it avoids instinctively
not from Jack of v.<ill power-for al~oho ics ·~\e usua11y o s i- all barren, rocky formations, and all things which could not
nate self-willed men-then, why do they do it.
.
be benefited by its grateful, cooling moist_ure. Also, in cold,
M~n drink, because the alcoholic follies of their forefathers damp climates, where the air is constantly saturated with
have biased their line of thought. Men drink, because their moisture, and where an additional amount is not ·required,
mental equipoise has been thrown awry by alcohol, dm·ing the gathering clouds and the dampness of the chilly atmostheir conception. Men drink, because their moral and physc phere prevent a radiation of heat from the earth, and the
ical stamina has been undermined by alcohol in the early dew never falls in such climates.
days of their childhood. Men drink, because theh:· adolescent
There are three requisites which appear to be essential for
brains must "ape" the manners and customs of i;_hen· day.
the formation of the dew: First, that the air should be moist;
Men drink, because drink is their master !-The Bowery
second, that the surface upon which it falls shall be cold, and,
Beacon.
third, that the sky be clear.
It has been remarked that certain plants possess greater
powers of radiating heat and of expelling moisture through
eyaporation process than others; upon such plants the dew
EDITED BY FRANCES.
deposit is always more profuse, while those plants possessing
Advisory Board, Daughters of .Zion.
less powers of radiation and evaporation, collect little dew.
There are very many plants whose leaves are downy, with a
ilfrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, La- · thick growth of tiny vegetable hairs; the mullein leaf is a
moni, Iowa; i\frs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler good example. Its thick, velvety leaves are thickly covered
street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South with this growth of vegetable down, and present a velvety
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie, surface; these leaves always collect a fine display of dew
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple jewels. . . .
During still nights in the early spring and fali, when there
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
are no disturbing winds, the water molecules, or dewdrops in
countless numbers form one upon another, all night long, and
Daughters @f.Zion Reading for July.
settle upon blades of grass and all growing plants, and in the
One of the most interesting and instructive phenomena in morning sunshine dance and sparkle in strings of scintillating
the lessons of nature is the falling of the dew-a seeming diamonds from every pasture and hedge row.
miracle which begins with the setting of the _sun, and goes
The sharp-pointed grasses collect the dew very copiously
on mysteriously, collecting and distributing its countless and in a most interesting manner. Dewdrops formed upon
exquisite water jewels, all through the long stillness of the the grass blades, it
be observed, are arranged in a truly
night, only to be dispell~d again by the heat of the rising wonderful symmetrical fashion, and one marvels at the orsun.
derly arrangement. Frequently one large dewdrop, clear as
A walk in the country or park, in the early midsummer a diamond, is deposited upon the very tip of the little grnss
morning just after the sun has risen, will enable you fully to blade, sometimes two and even three large drops are held
apprec.iate its charms; especially if the dewfall during the in suspension thus, while upon the extreme sharp edge of
~recedmg night has been a copious one. Every bit of plant one or both sides of the blade a collection of small bead like
hfe a.nd vegetation will sparkle and twinkle in the .early drops cling in orderly, precise fashion, strung from tip to
~unshme, hung and embellished with millions of glittering root of the grass blade. A broken or blunted blade of grass
Jewels. The very smallest grass blade you will discover has collects no dew, or very little. When the large dewdrop
n0 t been neglected by the Dew Fairy. ' And even the delicate
'
perched upon the tip of the grass blade decides to fall, it
gossamerlike spider's web swung from twig to twig, or caught descends rather slowly at first, following the extreme edge of
among the grass, is dew-laden, and an object of beauty well the blade in its course, and thus meets and collects all the
worthy of consideration.
other dewdrops which it encountern strung along the edge
The phenomenon of the dew is simply explained and well of the blade, until, forming at least one heavy drop, it sudwor~hy of a short study, as it is really a most imp~rtant fac- denly falls to earth, where it is instantly. absorbed, and goes
tor m nature' s I aws. s·impI y explamed
·
. really an
the dew is
to give life and strength to the very roots of the plant.
actual deposit of water from the atmos~here upon the surface
Cobwebs attract the dew in a rather singular manner. It
of the earth
· f orme d when the earth is sufficiently
. ' an d is
is yet to be discovered why the dew forms only on the horicooled durmg the night by radiation.
· zontal threads of a spider';;; web, while ·the vertical threads,
Upo~ a pleasant day during the summer especially- if the though smaller, collect no dew deposit. This curious fact is
sun shmes
. · is
. held sus. brig·htlY, much aqueous vapor or' mISt
well shown in the photograph of the entire .spider's web, also
ded m
th e au,
-. an d 1"f the temperature at sunset
·
bPen
.falls in the section of a web, showing the dew deposit in detail.
1
e ow the dew point, that vapor can no longer be retained .in Wonderfully beautiful are these dew-laden webs. It will lie

h

1
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observed that each drop is similar in size, and closely re- •w••ting nf a gJ.,, pltohorY Whnt •• , , _ , U. f•U
sembles several strings of well-matched pearls, although in of. the de,w? ~hat purpose does the dew answer in certain
the sunshine they appear as clear, flashing diamonds. Certain r8:mless countries? Have you shown the children the dewdro
.
P
leaves collect the dewdrops in a novel manner, notably the mirrors?
strawberry leaf, and similar plants having serrated edges.
Program,
The strawberry ·leaf, besides being plentifully decorated upon
its surface with water beads, holds in each tiny serration
Hymn 288 in Saints' Hymnal; prayer;- reading from Hom
about its edge, a large, clear, sparkling dewdrop, which gives Colunm with discussion; roll call; business; closing hymn an~
prayer.
the leaf a wonderful jeweled effect.
We are all familiar with the so-called "sweating" of a
Request for Prayer.
glass or pitcher, or a metal pipe containing cold water; this
Sr.
America
I.
Thompson,
Alexander, Kansas, asks the
is another phase of the dew, and may be observed in the
Saints in general to pray and fast for her son Heman, who
daytime.
is seriously afflicted. He has been administered to several
A cool night in spring or autunm, after a hot day, we usutimes for the aflliction and has been helped.
ally receive a more copious fall of dew, which gradually increases as the night becomes cooler. Should clouds gather,
the precipitation of the dew at once ceases. Wherever a
bush or bit of vegetation overhangs a spot, it has a similar
effect to that of a cloud, and the dew does not collect at all,
SCAMMON, "KANSAS, June 4, 1910.
or not as copiously, in that spot.
To the· Saints in the twenty-five counties in Southwesteni
In the tropics, and in certain countries where there are
Kansas: Having been appointed sub-minister in charge of
no rain clouds, where they rarely have rain for many months that unorganized territory, I desire the cooperation of the
at a time, the dewfall is so heavy that it quite supplies the Saints, and especially of the p·riesthood to assist us all they
lack of rainfall. If it were not for this providential visita- can. Please let me hear from you what th.e chances are for
tion of the dew, all vegetable life must certainly perish, preaching in public buildings, on the streets, in private
scorched and withered by the torrid heat.
houses, or any place where we can get people to hear us.
In the East, in the region of Palestine, the dew frequently
We may ha~e some one to help us and we may not. Let
is so heavy that it closely resembles rain. Upon the great us unite our faith· and prayers that we may have success.
burning deserts alone the dew never falls, for the moment One thing we -do know: if we do our part God will do his.
the dew vapors or molecules encounter the scorching breath My · home address is Nevada, Missouri, 629 North Main
which arises from the face of these barren -seas of sand, they street. Mail sent there will reach me. After I get acevaporate and are redissolved, dissipated, and consumed by quainted with the field 'I will have a mission address.
the heat. So it \Vill be seen that the fixed molecules which
Your brother in the conflict,
compose vegetation alone have the power to attract and arrest
F. C. KECK.
the water molecules of the air with which they come in contact, and thus form, in combination, the dew.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, June 4, 1910.
Another interesting- fact, and one which is known to few
Dear Hm·ald: I like to read the church papers, more
of us, but \Vhich may readily be seen, if ·We take time to
especially since I have been unable·'to attend all the services
study the dewdrop minutely is, that each tiny d~·op of dew
on account of poor health. I hope, however, that when the
is in itself a miniature mirror, for upon its clear, crystal-like
weather becomes more pleasant and I regain my strength,
surface it holds and faithfully portrays upon its rounded.
I shall be able. to attend more regularly: I had to give up
form the image of any near by onject. The picture is, of
a class in Sunday school because I could not attend regucourse, naturally inverted. But you will find it; a bit of larly.
blue sky holding a scrap of fleecy cloud, or a pigmy forest
All who have obeyed the gospel from sincerity of purpose
of trees caught and mirrored in the dewdrop. Often sleeping have a testimony to its divinity either in one way or another
and dormant insects when caught out in the open during the and shoul-d be willing to acknowledge the same. I f~e~ that
night, receive a copious deposit of dew. . . .
we are indeed a blessed people that· we have been pr1V1leged
Nature in all her moods, and they are many, is always ·to hear the gospel in its purity and were led to obey it. I am
entertaining and instructive, and perhaps one of her greatest made sad to see those who were once faithful in the cau~;t
marvels is that which takes place in the silence of the brood- become careless. We !mow the race is not to the sWJ
ing nigh~the falling of the gentle dew.-Jean M. Thompson but to those who endure to the end. If we all can not do as
in American Motherhood.
much as we desire to in this life, we can do our part well.
Having done our best under present surroundings we can
trust God for the future. I want to be true to my God, h~n
Questions on July Reading.
est in my endeavors to serve him, truthful to tho_se WJth
Have your children ever asked where the dew comes from? whom I associate, diligent in my services before him, and
Could you tell them'? You may be barred from the walk in truthful under all conditions.
tl
the country, but do you notice the dew miracle in your own
May the Lord bless his people with faith to endure to. 10
back yard? Do you also call your children's attention_ to it? end. I desire an interest in the prayers of all the Saints
Where does the edw come from? What is the process by for my permanent recovery.
Hopefully,
which the moisture in the atmosphere is converted into dew?
SR. H. H. ROBINSON.
From what condition does the hoar frost result'? Why does
826 WEST BLUE AVENUE.
dew collect on vegetation more than on barren and rocky
.
.
th e l'1ves of Saints fiandd
formations? What are the requisites for the formation of
We are clomg
what we can to 11ve
dew'? What kinds o:l' leaves collect the most dew'? How is to present before the children of men the truth as we ~
the dew deposited upon grass blades? How is the grass root it. As a hranch, we are ·not fully organized here. We are
served by the dewdrop on its tip? How do cobwebs attract the lacking the most essential officer of a branch, namely ..a
dew'? What threads collect the dew'? What is the arrange- teacher who could find a lot to do a t presen t · Four were
ti
ment of dew on a strawberry leaf? What is the cause of the baptized May 23 to walk in newness of life. When iey
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fi . d there was great evidence of their acceptance, · after Bro. W. Morgan told me that Bro. 0. J. Hawn and
were con rme
filled with-the Spirit of God. We were Bro. W. Davis were coming here to preach. They
·
the
room
was
·
h Id
f or
the Spirit that our toiling and labormg s ou con- ·held services about a week. We were very sorry to see them
~?ld b[n steadfastness and then our efforts would be crown~d go away so soon. I was very glad to see ·Brother Hawn,
' 1 ~ue
- that God would honor his servants and their for I had not seen him for about two years, and through
Witl~ suct~ess, inasmuch as they were faithful and labored -him I received this glorious gospel. The Lord has blessed
min1stra wns,
h
.h
y sing·le to ·his glory. There are more · ere .now me many times since I came into the church and I am very
wit an e e
·
f th
. near· the kingdom who bore testimony o
e power thankful that I heard and accepted this message.
who are
·
h'ich th ey h a d never·
Pray for me that I my Jive more worthily before God.
· fl nee at the confirmatrnn,
w
an d 111 ue
d
Your brother in the gospel,
·
d before This makes us all feel happy an enexper1ence
·
M
, b'dd'
FRED SCHENKEL.
courages us to press onward to do the asters. 1 ~ng.
We have just had a visit from ·Bro. Rees ~enkms and
Brother Rushton who has given us a few of hrs masterful
The joint convention of Sunday school and Religio of, the
sermons which have been food for t~e. soul. We are sorry il'Iassachusetts District was held Saturday and Sunday, May
to see him leave for his west~rn m1ss1on, ~ut our p~ayers 14 and 15. It will be noticed that we believe in women's
are that God wiil preserve him and use h;m to assist to rights in this district, there being ten ladies among the
ther into the fold all those who have a desll'e to serve God twelve district officers in the Sunday school and Religio.
:: his footstool, that they may be qualified here in this life
The program was a well-planned affa:ir. At 2.30 p. m.
for the life that comes beyond the grave when all our sor- Saturday was the Religio business meeting with Susie
rows, troubles, trials, and difficulties will be end(ld, and all Jordan presiding. The Sunday school business meeting was
will be joy, peace, and blessedness.
held at 7.30 p. m. with Superintendent Lucie H. Sears, of
The Western Wales district conference was held here on New Bedford, in charge. I heard the remark after the
!\fay 14 and 15. The business part was conducted in a good meeting that the ladies could run a ·business meeting better
spirit. In prayer and testimony meeting the gifts of the than the men. I believe there is some truth in this statement.
gospel were enjoyed in tongues, interpretation, and prophecy. Our district superintendent is also editor of the District
The preaching service was full of light and instruction and Gleane1'. She and her staff of reporters worked hard on it
was much appreciated.
and when she had it to her satisfaction, she went to do some
l\Iy desire is to continue in the work of the. Lord to the .shopping and returned to find her paper destroyed. She
end of my days. May God bless all his people is my prayer. was very disappointed, but she set t-0 work and wrote another
I am your brother in gospel bonds,
one and read it, although it was not as good as the first
F. SIMMONS.
would have been.
·
Sunday morning, at 8.45 Brethren Howlett,_ of Canada,
and Koehler, of New Bedford, had charge of the prayer
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, June 8, 1910.
Dear Brother Smith: Your letter of the 2d was duly meeting. Here the Spirit was felt very much. Bro. Howreceived. In reply will say I shall take pleasure in writing lett spoke to us in tongues. The interpretation was that we
for the church papers relative to places and sceltes visited had made great sacrifices, that we are pleasing in the sight
in my long journey. I am very anxious to learn all I can of the Lord, offering our superintendent and editor a mild
nf conditions in and about Jerusalem, and I have no doubt rebuke for not having confidence in him. He sought to enthat others are as anxious as 1 am, and 'I shall keep this in courage her in her work.
mind when I visit the places where so much interest is
At 10. a. m. Sunday school was in charge of local Sunday
centered.
school officers. Several papers were read which showed good
The exact date is not yet settled, but I expect to leave in judgment of those having it in charge. Ora V. Holmes,
September via London. I go overland from London to district secretary, read a paper, "The importance of secretary
Naples, thence by steamer to Port Said, and from there to work," showing how important it was to give a full report
Jerusalem, reaching the ,Jatter place, if I can, in October. to her, so she in turn could give a full report to the General·
If conditions are favorable for the work there I may remain
Secretary. Edna W. H. Cochler wrote a paper, "The typisome little time; that is as Jong as the inter~st of the work cal teacher." She ·being a day school-teacher handled her
will seem to justify.
have a good camera that I expect subject well, showing how important it is to train ourselves
to make use of and hope to be able to send you some inter- and understand how to teach. Rena Rich is interested in
esting pictures.
the Religio normal work. Emma Dobbins, of the Religio
I rejoice to say that I have fully recovered my health, and home department, had a paper on this subject. Primary
I never felt better in my life. I am looking forward with methods were in charge of Alice Fielding, who is primary
much pleasure to my .Johg journey, and to my new mission teacher at Fall River. Lucie H. Sears, an intermediate
field, and trust the Lord will enable me to make my work teachei·, had a paper· on, "A plea for intermediates." Mary
there a success.
0. Lewis and M. C. Fisher gave us some interesting points
w r. am. h.avin.g a little visit with my loved ones in this city from General Convention. There was a question box in
h!le a1d111g m gospel work ·here and in the district as well. charge of Mary 0. Lewis.
·
JOHN SIDDALL.
In gospel bonds,

E:

I

F. G.

PITT.

HARBOR BEACH, MICHIGAN, May 30, 1910.
ea.i· He1'ald: I enjoy reading the HERALD- very-much. I
a~ a member of the Rose City Branch, but have left that
p ace, and came to this city September .1 .1909 I have not
heardthLt
'·
··
here. Me a ~er Day Saints' gospel preached s_ince I came
th
t an~ times I ·have been lonesome, but after reading
e 1etoters
·
back
R 1n th
. e .HE•RALD, would f eel encouraged.
I went
ose City m the early spring on a visit enjoying it
very much. I returned .though, in about sfx ~eeks. SoonD

BALDKNOB, ARKANSAS,. May 27, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: The branch at this place is still alive
though not gaining ground very fast. I think we are holdi.ng
our own, but we hope and pray that the time is near at hand
when we may all be aroused to the full sense of our duties
and that the work may be- prospered at this place and that
~very hindering cause may be removed from among us as
a branch. I am ofttimes surprised at my own we!:'Jrness.
When I stop to consider ·the blessings I have enjoyed in
this grand work, to know of the bright testimony I have
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concerning this latter day work, I am made to wonder at
the weakness of human nature. I know that the blessings
of God are for .his people if they will be faithful and -Jive
worthily, and my desires and prayers are that I Jllay be
able to overcome every weakness and everything that is
displeasing in the sight of the Lord, that I may be instrumental in causing others to know and accept this blessed
work.
I will say to some of the missionaries of Tennessee that
I would be pleased to have some of them call and preach
for some of my relatives who live near Hixson, Te_nnessee.
I have been sending them the church publications and they
seem to be interested and say they would be glad to hear
some preaching. If you can arrange to go there, inquire
for Kinney Hixson or.James Hixson, either one will do.
LEONA MARTIN.
ARLINGTON, SOUTH DAKOTA, June 1, 1910.

Dear Herald:

I have carefully read Talks about Joseph

Smith, and I am greatly pleased with it. It- ought to be
read by every Latter Day Saint and especially by the young.
They would obtain from it a correct view of the life of
Joseph Smith, for his worth as a man of God and a good
citizen is clearly portrayed. His foreknowledge of the evils
resulting from the use of liquor, tobacco, tea and coffee,
so widely pointed out by our own most eminent physicians
and surgeons, is truly marvelous. His insight concerning
the best means of dealing with the criminal classes and
its adoption by our most humane and progressive judges,
confirm the thought that he was inspired of God to be a
blessing to the human race.
With best wishes for the spread of its truth, your brother
in gospel bonds,
EDWARD RANNIE.

Dear Herald: It is strengthening to me to read in the
HERALD so many letters from the Saints I know. .u; nas
been long since I heard one of our elders preach and I
would enjoy hearing a sermon. Sometimes it seems as
though it is a hard test to live as we ought to, but when
I think how merciful the Lord is to his children, it puts
courage in my heart to do what is right. - I have been a
member of the church for about twenty years. My husband
also has been a member for nearly thirteen years. We have
four boys and we desire to raise them in the way the Lord
would have them go, that they may be true workers for
his cause. We have no Latter Day Saint Sunday school
here, but we send our children to other denominations. Pray
for me that I may ever be turned Zionward. I feel as
though some one ought to be sent here to preach this
glorious gospel, so that the people would throw away their
prejudices and listen to the truth. I ask an interest in your
prayers, that I may live faithful till the end.
MRS. BELZARA BASS.

•
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We were so fortunate
(?) as to receive three of th e1r
· t racts
·
I read the second one out of· curiosity, to see what ne~
method they would take to lie in an underhanded
th e truth . They were
· trying in the tract to way,
and
v1'Jl'f
1 Y
make out
. . .
tiiat th e R eorgamzat10n was not the true church Wh
· h ~ d i·ea d'mg the -tract, I was thinking that
·
en I
h a d fi ms
if there
was a Samt who was I!Ot well informed in church' histor
and who had not receiv_ed a spiritual knowledge that '" .y
. th . h th
.
.
,,e are
m e rig t, ey m1ghJ ·~e m some little danger of becoming
doubtful where to stand m regard to succession. That · ht
' t ft
f a 11·mg. asleep, I dreamed that I steppedmgjust,
JUS . a er
o:its1d~ ou:r ?oor ~nto the porch and saw a nice, clean, bright
dish piled !ugh with every kind of fruit. I was pleased and
I at once took the ~ish into the hous~ and passed it to my
husband and the children. I handed it to him first and he
asked me what that was I was carrying the dish in. I
looked. and sure enough the dish was in a dirty, filthy, discolored dish, and it was in anothe1• which was clean but had
a few remnants of fruit sticking to it. I was made to understand that. the outside dish was the original church and ali
which was left stkking to it was good. The second dish
was the church of Utah. The dish itself being discolored
and dirty, within and without, and all that had stuck to it
had become mouldy and rotten. The third or top dish was
the Reorganized Church and was so pure and bright and
clean that the dirt would not adhere to it, even when it
was sitting exactly on it. The dream was so plain, I laughed
aloud, which woke me.
Two or three days later we got another tract about polygamy. I read it and was thinking of their misrepresentation and of my dream. I again dreamed. In this dream I
seemed to be driving a very spirited team of hDTses and
I saw a very large wagon coming at an angle towards me.
The wagon was exceedingly large and powerfully built and
was of a bright red color, except for a very small stripe of
white, almost invisible. I was afraid it would run into
my carriage and mar the beauty, but it ran so fast its
di·iver lost control and it ran away with all on it to destruction. I was wondering what the bright wagon represented when Bro. T. R. White came up and I asked him.
He laughed to think I did not know and said, "The wagon
is the Utah church, the red is the evil, and the white the
goood in it." I instantly awoke and could still seem to hear
the rumble as it went down to destruction, with its big red
stripes and a tiny streak of good, or of white. As they tried
to harm us by running into us they lost control of their own
wagon and it ran away 'vith them. I can also seem to see
and hear Brother W-hite laughing to think I didn't know
what the ugly wagon was.
Your sister in Christ,
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 24.
MRS. RENA GRAY ANTHONY.
CRESCENT, IOWA, May 30, 1910.
Hear He1·ald: Our district conference and Sunday school
convention met here. . The conference was good and the
Saints were blessed and strengthened in the work. God
always ready and willing to bless his people if they do their
part. I think there should· be more interest taken in our
conventions. Every Sunday sch·ool worker should make an
effort to be there and take an active part. It would then
be a success and we would recei~e spiritual strength and we
would be able to do more good and have far better success '
in the Sunday school work. We have started our Wednesday
evening prayer meetings and the Spirit of God has been
poured out over us at times and we have been greatly
blessed. Two have been lately baptized and I believe the~e
are others that will soon come if the Saints will do then·
duty. I fully believe that through the means of prayer
meetings the spiritual condition of the branch is kept up
to a greater extent.

!s

FALL CREEK, PENNSYLVANIA, May 21, 1910.
Dem· Herald: We enjoyed the last number of the HERALD
very much. I came here from Lowry City Branch, Missouri, almost four years ago. Have not been in a Saints'
meeting since coming here, except when we had Bro. L. D.
Ullom, of Wheeling, West Virginia, come up to administer
to our little daughter who. had been stricken with paralysis
of the hand and arm. He held a few services at our house
and at some of the neighbors' hous_es. The people here do
not seem to be interested in theh' souls' welfare although
some have inquired when our preachei· is· coming. back.
- We "have Sunday school every Sunday at 2 o'clock in
our house. I have read so' ·much lately ·about the tracts
issued by the Northern States Mission of the Utah church.
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been called to go through great trials and
the 15th of last _month had to submit t? a
It was indeed one of the hardest trials
suffenng a t"
painful 1Jeer~u1;ni earnestly plead with God - that he would
0
~ my
~vhat I should do. When the doctor told m.:e that
dire~t me!
uld save my life and that I could live only a
nothmg e .se co ndition it was revealed to me that I should
f w days m my co
'
,
I
e · d th t I18 would be with me and all should be well.
go an
a 1. 1 could not get to the hospital till I received
was so wea '
f
- d I
I asked the Sa-ints to fast and pray or me an
streng ti1.. the elders who admmrstere
• •
d t o me t··.wrce
·
a d ay
sent f or
'
before I went to the hospital.
When I was laid on the operating table I c~mmitted mY,self
· t the hands of God and prayed his guardian angel might
: ~here t~ care for me. I went fully trusting in God and
h h greatly blessed me. My health is much better now. I
a:k
pmyers of the Saints that if it be God's will, I may
be restored to health again.
I

r. 1'.~v~ 1 ~~ ~n

::ie

CHRISTINA RASMUSSEN.

OTTAWA, KENTUCKY, May 22, 1910.
Deai· Herald: God is pouring out his blessings ?n this
little branch. A few nights ago there were two persons
healed one of heart ·trouble and the other of throat trouble.
In pr~yer meeting the writer spoke in prop~ecy to the one
that was healed and commanded him to abstam from the use
of tobacco. May the brethren who use tobacco, lay down the
lust of the flesh and serve the Lord in spirit and truth.
We would be pleased to have an elder come and ·hold a few
meetings here. llfay the honest in heart -be gathered home
to Zion is my prayer. Pray for us that we may be faithful.
I feel the Lord is blessing me every day with his Holy Spirit.
A few weeks ago I was very sick and I asked the Lord to
heal me. I was commanded to rise and wash my hands
and face and I would be healed. I was healed and I give
God the glory.
Your sister in the -faith,
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sometimes left deep scars, but I think she would say, "God's
supporting arms have given me strength." In the dark
days of the church, when they were like sheep without a
shepherd, she stood still and watched for the salvation of
God -and the redemption of his people. No doubt she has
felt in her heart to say, "Why has my path been so hard?"
Perhaps some day he will tell her why he has tried her, and
let her look back on her life story and see the golden thread
of his fatherly love and care, shining over and around it all.
"For the test of the heart is trouble,
And it always comes with the years,
And the smile that is with the praises of earth·
Is the smile that can shine through tears."
Of this, I think we can say-0_~1r sister has been cheerful
in her warfare. Of sucli. is a triumphant victory, "Well
done."
After the lesson, she was presented with a bouquet of
seventy-five pink carnations. To also please her, our superintendent had arranged a short program. Brother Fox said
he had lived with the sister twenty years ago and it was
through her instrumentality in God's hands, that had brought
him into the church, for which he is now grateful. Brother
Fox had sent invitations to the relatives of our aged sister, t-o attend the Sunday school and the celebration, to which
they goodly responded, and thus the membernhip and offer.ing of the day were greatly increased. The following Thursday evening a class supper was held to increase the Christmas offering fund for Sister Whipple's class.
L. A. B.

The Tempal'ance Fol'ces and Theil' Wol'k.
Temperance is one of the characteristics of the "fruit of
the Spirit," and we are clearly informed to "be not deceived;
neither fornicators, . . . nor drunkards, . . • shall inherit
the kingdom of God." Fo1i these reasons above all others it
is a part of the duty of every repres_entative of the "kingPEARL OLIVER.
dom of God" to advocate temperance in the most effective
way, as the Spirit will outline the way to advocate the _principle, either by supplementing every effort made by the public
From Massachusetts.
of a general or special character, ·or so labor as to permit
The Sunday school and Religio convention which was held these forces to supplement om' efforts to· represent this feaat Attleboro, Massachusetts, May 14 and 15, was a decided _- ture of spiritual development, and of civic righteousness.
success. The active workers of this convention were
We can not render our full quota of influence for good
mostly sisters taking their right place, demonstrating among men in any direction unless we encourage every eftheir efficiency to work along the only lines open to women fort of our fellow-men to prom_ote civic and moral reforms,
to use the missionary spirit. We were very much gratified and to make the most telling efforts we must acquaint ourto see the sisters qualifying themselves to care for the youth selves with all movements made in the interest of humanity
of the church, to train them to be missionaries to go into and their betterment.
the world to gather more students to care for and educate
Our citizenship requires of us and obligates us to tjle
in the gospel. After the dose of the convention the Sunday various arms and forces of government to which we are
school superintendent extended invitations to all to attend related as citizens, that looks to the enacting of better laws
his Sunday school the following Sabbath.as he had a surprise or -of executing those already enacted. The best way to show
for them, which we later found· to be the celebration of the the deficiencies of any law is its enforcement. This shows
seventy-fifth birthday of our beloved Sister Reumant who just what the deficiencies are, where they exist, and how
had been in the church fifty-nine years, and as in the :.Vords best to proceed to eliminate them.
of the original paper by Sr. Florence Leckney, "A beautiful
To fulfill the God-given injunction, "Wherefore, honest men
and .successful life is made up of small things. Little words and wise men should be sought for diligently, and good men
of kmdness, little helps to the discouraged, a cheerful counte- and wise men, we should observe to uphold; otherwise whatnance when the sun of life is hidden and the clouds of soever is less than these, cometh of evil," requires a study
severed earthly ties and shattered hopes hang low, yet looks of men, and to seek for honest and wise men diligently to
up to God in trusting faith." Of this we can say of our occupy in the various offices of government; and in order
dear sister: Truth is not flattery, so let us be generous in in conscientiousness to "submit to every 01,dinance of man
ou~· a~preciation, as a rose to the living where they can for the Lord's sake," we must see that those who are to
enJoy rts fragrance.
bring into existence these ordinances are such ones as win
Our sist er Jome
· · cl th e church when she was sixteen
· us good ordinances. A goo d man-- rs
· not on1y o,ne WI'th
years
give
01
d, most of the time attending the Sunday school where good intent, but a man with good thought which he is willing
you see her t 0 - day. Can we 1ook upon our sister
-.
· an d goo d
and say -to place where it Will do the -mos t goo d , an d a wise
h
pathh has been a fl owery_one? If we should ask _her, she· man is one who has studied
· t h econ d't'
mier ht
r ions so th a t h e may b e
8
g
ow many a thorn th>.t bruised her weary feet and - able to see that the good he would do finds its place in the
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laws, for the laws can not make us free if they are vicious
laws, and to be free from intemperance we must not only
have good laws, but we must have men in the executive department of government who will be good enough to see that
good laws are executed, and wise enough to resist all bribe
or influence. When the righteous rule the people rejoice,
but when the wicked rule the people mourn.
There is on the statutes of Iowa a law called the Mulct
law which is but another name for indulgence; and while
it has some features that are better than some license laws,
yet it is surprising that so many who are such bitter opponents ·of indulgences should favor this law. It does indulge the people under certain conditions to break the statutory provision to prohibit the manufacture and sale of
intoxicants under penalty. It both permits them to break, and
also to set aside the penalty, providing a certain majority
desire to break the law. This in a way establishes the
principle of state rights, by setting aside the general law
of the commonwealth, providing a part of the commonwealth
desire it set aside and so request. In this case the commonwealth of the State of Iowa has said that the sale and manufacture of intoxicants should be prohibited, but the policy
of politics is that the right is resident in any county or city
of this commonwealth to live a legal transgressor of the
general law of the State if a certain majority of them request to so live.
The policy of politics is too treacherous to deal with a
church question, and since it is the policy of the "land of
the free" to keep church and state entirely separate, we
conclude that no political party now existing or that may
exist should be entrusted with the legislation of righteousness, or the execution of such laws, and that the divine policy
to uphold good and wise men of whatever party, both by
our votes and by our influence, faith, and prayers after they
are elected, is much the wisest course to pursue.
There are two general organizations in the State of Iowa,
both claiming to be outside of politics,··one the Anti-Saloon
League, and the other the Iowa Constitutional Prohibitory
Amendment Association, both having their headquarters in
Des Moines. One (the former) is United States wide, the
other relates only to the State at the present time. To understand the object of each will aid the membership of the
church to concentrate their efforts where they will accomplish
the most good.
The Anti-Saloon League is the federation of all the religious and temperance forces, and men and women of temperance proclivities, to remove the saloon from the State and
nation, and to educate the people to have no desire for it.
The Iowa Constitutional Prohibitory Amendment Association is an outgrowth of the allied forces, although not supported as an organization by a large portion of the
membership of the organizations comprising the allied
forces.
Both these organizations are seeking to elect legislators
who are favorable to the adoption by the State of a constitutional amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale
of intol>.-icating liquors within the State. Both urge the repeal of the mulct law, but neitther are satisfied with that
alone, for that would only give to the State statutory prohibition, while constitutional prohibition is the objective, and
the only objective that will fully satisfy the earnest temperance workers in either of these organizations.
The Anti-Saloon League has an enforcement feature in
its work that the other does not consider as a part of its
work.
The Anti-Saloon League favors the calling of a constitutional convention 'by the votes of the p_eople this fall, while
the other has resolved to use its efforts to defeat the calling of such conventio;.,, and rests all its hope on the legislature giving the desired amendment. It is possible that
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both houses of the next legislature may not be in fav
f
submitting a constitutional-amendment to the people but ~r 0 .
they did last fall, while at the _same time the peopl~ by tho ~s '
·
eir
vot es may f avor· a const't
i u t'10n_al convention.
Should the
people say that sue~ a convention ~hall be called then it is
the duty of the legislature to provide for it. It is just as
easy to vote for men for the legislature who are in favor f
su~mitting a constitutional amendment to the people f~r
then· vote, and at -the same time vote to favor a constitutional convention, then if they fail in securing a favorabl
legislature, neve1·theless they, the legislature, are compel!e~
to arrange to choose delegates to compose such convention
and by this means secure constitutional prohibition much th~
sooner.
From the present outlook the legislature will be more
strongly in favor of giving the people th_e privilege to vote
on an amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of
intoxicants, but the senate will, without much doubt remain
opposed to submitting such amendment to the vot~ of the
people. This being the. case it is safer to vote for both
favorable legislators and the constitutional convention, for
if both are defeated then we will have the same privilege
that if the former only is defeated, for which both organizations are laboring, and then will have to wait twJ years
hence to secure a favorable legislature, and ten years fo1·
the purpose of securing a constitutional convention. But if
we should have both a favorable legislature and the privilegQ
of a constitutional convention then we would be yet more
secure in obtaining the one thing desired, constitutional prohibition, and to obtain_ it the more speedily.
It should, then, be the effort to select wise and honest as
well as good men to occupy in. the next legislature, in both
houses, and to secure the constitutional convention, and thus
show by all that there is in us that we are in favor of
speedy temperance legislation.
Another thing the Anti-Saloon League _is laboring for that
will be of great benefit in securing temperance for the State,
and that is the enactment of an interstate law governing the
shipping of intoxicants into States that have p1·ohibitory
laws. ·Because of not having this law is where the intemper·
ance element made it appear that statutory prohibition did
not prohibit but if it had been so deficient, and so favorable
to the sale' of intoxicants without ·the payment of license,
they would not have worked so hard against it.
In the cause of temperance,
J. F. MINTUN.

A Letter from Mexico.

In reading the account of past events concerning the former inhabitants of America I could not help but observe the
painstaking manner· ,in whi~h the writers kept in sight. th_e
things that we at this late period would most need to vmd1cate their words. They plainly saw that the people in gen·
era! would not accept the record as true, notably in respect to
the location of cities ·and physical featui·es of the land.
Repeatedly they, thinking we might have become confu~ed,
stopped in the narration and gave us a new start by statmg·
just where the scene of action lay. Can it be that they saw
down the stream of time and saw what a powerful factor
the subject of archreology 111ight be in establishing the truth
of the record? I think they did: It is wi·itten that they saw
· general
our day, and I think they saw the con d1't'10ns m
about as clearly as you or I can see them to-day.
.
How shall we accept all this evidence as seen in the rm~s
of their cities, the inscriptions carved in stone, the ~ertam
message read in the different wi·itings upon the walls of ~he
temples; the evidence daily excavated ·from sonie buried cit~
or village forming an avalanche of proof. of the truth 0
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ook of Mormon? God works in mysterious ways h~s
the B .
erform. The destruction of the fac~ . of this .
0
wo~de~stlte
1 c~·ucifixion of Christ has its import. C1t1es were
Jan a
buried and water came .UP in the place of some.
sui1k, some
'
· ·
t to
·
·
h f 0 ll wing quotation may be of mteres
some:
T '~A m~le and a half before it is reached the tram J?asses
. I ke in the bottom of which is a submerged village.
a cIear a
1 ·
· "bl
b
th
Not even the top of its church. steep e is VISl e af ove the
water's surface, but any who trouble to row out rom
e
the whole village more than a hundred feet
See
sore
can
.
d d
h
below them. It must h~ve had a population of five hu? re
or more but its name is now as muc:i a m!stery as ·IS the
nner of its burial. A deep-sea diver might make some
?1~resting discoveries down in these inland depths.
m"At present no satisfactory accommodations exist .at the
Jake, but it has attracted so much ~ttention that at this wri~
ing plans are on foot for the building of a hotel there. It is
but five miles from Puente de IxJ;la, a town of four thousand
population with hotels and da1ly train service.''
.
I expect to sift this matter to see whether the village re_ferred to is modern or ancient. The pyramids have a great
significance, I am sure. Here is a quotation concerning one:
"The Cholula pyramid adjoins the city of Cholula. and is
ascended by a thirty minutes' leisurely climb up . a massive.
stone stairway which has been the route of great religious
processions for five hundred recorded years and· probably
twice as many more that are unrecorded. Every September
thousands of the faithful come miles and miles to climb this
stafrway (many of them upon their knees) to worship before
Nuestra Senora de los Rernedios (Our Lady of the Remedies) who is the virgin presiding above the altar of the chm'ch
on the pyramid's summit." ·'''.
I can not but connect these'':{i}ramids with the hills spoken
of in the Book of Mormon, viz, Rainah, Shun, Comnor, etc.
It seems to me that it would be a matter of patriotic interest
to say the least, that we try to locate the hill upon which
was spilled the blood of two nations. -Let us forge this
mighty sword placed in our •hands and wield it manfully in
this great last battle of the world.
I am happy to be among the Lamanites and am learning
their language. Please send any suggestions you may have.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
A. H. CHRISTENSEN.

News From Branches
DES MOINES, IOWA.
The city is in the throes of a political ·strife, to be settled
at the primaries to-morrow partly. The temperance forces
are making an effort to inform the voters which of the candidates have been good in the past, and who it is that has
shown their interest in the temperance work.
.
Elder C. E. Butterworth will hold a series of services in
th.e .local church, assisted by the city missionary and the local
m1mstry this week.
Conventions of the District" Religio-Literary and Sunday
sch?ol associations were held in this city Friday. During the
busmess the secretaryship of the Religio Society was made
V·acant by resignation, and Sr. Sarah Rogers, of. Boone, was
;lected to fill the vacancy. Two took the firstc examinatiOn
in normal work and passed by a good percentage. An effort
was made t
·
· ·
·
· ., ··· ..
I'
o revive an interest in the normal work with· but
rttle .apparent results. The convention ·of the Sunday· school·
association voted n
d
f
1.
·
· ·
·
.·..
·
·
fund.
.
o. e. P1e ge . or tue · temporary .en<l~wment
felt tha~everal were interested enough to say that if. they
There ar they could they would make a pledge for ~h.ls fund.
Th
e many that look i;tpon this effort with much favor.
of the q~_ar~~rly conference of this, di~t1·ict selected as officers
e istnct, Elder O. ~alisbµry1 . p1:esident; with Elders
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W. Christy and E. 0. Clark associated, and E. O. Clark,
secretary.
It was reported from several sources the wrong conclusions
that had been formed in the minds of those not of the
church in reference to the action of the ministerial association in dropping the city missionary from its membership,
and· to correct these misunderstandings the conference took
decided action, and in emphatic terms made it clear that
that action had not affected tlie; ii'tembership or ministerial
standing of the brother, as some 'Ii.ad concluded, and had
reported, and that they protested against any human organization passing judgment upon th.eir evangelical standing.
.
J, F. MINTUN.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Notices.

The Winnipeg District will hold its semi:annual conference
or reunion at the McCleary church, with the Rossendale
Saints on June 16 to 19, 1910. Bishop R. C. Evans, of
Toronto, and most 0£ the western missionary staff are expected to be present. Those that expect to attend please
write to Elder Nelson Wilson, of Treherne, Manitoba, and
conveyances will be at either Rosendale or Treherne stations
to take them to their destination. W. S. Carter, secretary.
The Saint Louis District will convene at Lansdowne, lllinois, Saturday and Sunday, June 18 and 19. Election· of.
officers for the next six months, also the ·report of the reuni0n •
.committee, and other matters of importance will come up.
Let us have a full report from the branches, not later than
June 15, 1910. Charles J. Remington, secretary.
Saskatchewan District will convene at Regina, Saskatchewan, July 2 and 3. Let all reports be sent. to the secretary
promptly, that each branch may be properly represented and
no delays caused. Grace Diggle, secretary.
Convention Notices.

.

The convention of the Northeastern Illinois Religio society.
will convene at Mission, Illinois, June 17, at 10 a. m. Blanche
Fairbanks, 7157 Perry avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Reunion' Notices.

The eighteenth annual reunion of ·the Northeastern Missouri District will be held at Stewartsville, Missouri, on the
old grounds, August 12 to.20, 1910. For accomodations and
rates look for further notice. T. H. Hinderks, secreta;ry.
Two-Day Meeting.
.

Q

There will be meetings held at Rose City, Michigan, on
July 3 and 4. All are cordially invited to come and have
a spiritual feast. We have obtained good speakers. George
Burt, president.
·
Correction.'

My letter in the HERALD of June 1 should read as follows:
"Sr. Anibel Carr was baptized," instead of Annabel Bass.
Also, "All the homes were filled and 'we had to put nine in the
hotel" instead of, "I had to go to the h:otel.''
JOHN ZAHND.
Notice.

I notice a mistake in the notice published in ·the last issue of
the HERAI.D. The notice should read as folows: "The Fremont district conference will convene with the Thurman
. Branch June 18 and 19, 19910. Let all officers report this
time.'' C. W. Forney, secretary.
Pastoral.

To the Officers and·Membe1·s oftlw British.Isles Mission: I
anticipate being present at th~ missi_o~ confer!lnce to .be held
at· Birmingham. . The travelmg mm1stry W!ll CQntmue to
labor in tlieir respective localities assigned them by B1·other
Rushton. I have. requested BrotJ:ier Rushton _to remain in
England until after the conference. 'Different •arrangements
roay be made affecting the .. trayeling ministry at the time of
i>m· gathe;ring. I sincer.ely hope. that the priesthood will put
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forth a special effort to be present. Hope the spirit of
:cooperation among the officers and members will grow so that
the wotk will develop more rapidly under our care. Many
changes have taken place since my departure from the British
Isles Mission by reason of death and immigration and I feel
sad that l can not meet again with Bishop Taylor and his
counselors. Address all communication to William Armstrong,
57 Upton street, Ardwick, Manchester, England. If Peter
Anderson should read this, I hereby extend a hearty invitation to him to be with us at the conference.
Wishing all godspeed,
Your brother,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.

To the Saints and F1-iends of Northe1·n Nebraska: Having
been appointed by General Conference to labor as missionary
in your district for the year, I write to ask your cooperation
in getting the gospel of our Lord. and Master that we all love
so well, before the people at your place. Please let me hear
from you and make your wants known. I expect Sister Self
to travel with me to help in the work. Part of the time my
field address will be Blair, Nebraska, Box 76. All mail addressed there will be forwarded to me in my field:
Your colaborer,
BLAIR, NEBRASKA, June 8, 1910.
R. 0. SELF.

•
Died.
EPPERSON.-Orphelia Arthusa Epperson was born December
20, 1838, in Oswego Com1ty, New York. Died May 8, 1910,
at the age of 71 years, 4 months, and 18 days. f?he came with
her parents to Mills County, Iowa, in 1846, where her home
has been since, and where we met to express our i·espects to
the departed. She was married to Charles Lee Epperson
August 16, 1860, to which union two daughters and three sons
were born, Clara Lenna dying in infancy; David, Elias,
Charles Guy, and Anna Effie Hunter reside near the old
home, and Johathan Roy resides in Des Moines, all of whom
feel the loss of mother very keenly, but their mourning is
mingled with a bright hope for the departed one. She was
baptized at Thui.·man, Iowa, by Elder T. W. Williams, August
16, 1896, and has proved her faith by her works. She was a
homekeeper, cherishing with mother-love the privilege of giving· of her best and all that was of her for those whom God
had in his· kindness granted her the privilege of caring for.
The appreciation of which love and care is shown in the effort
unitedly made to make her last moments all that she would
wish them to be, considering her every anticipation in the
preparations, for this sad rite. She passed peacefully to rest,
to await in the paradise of God the glorious·resurrection of
the "blessed and holy." Funeral services were held at the
home near Pacific Junction, conducted by Elder J. F. Mintun,
of Des Moines, Iowa, after which the remains. were laid in
the lot already prepared by the. thoughtful husband with a
monument to mark their .last resting place, in the Glenwood
cemetery, Tuesday, May 10.

Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Snilth, Associate Editor·, Iera•l
A. Smith, Assistant Editor.
·
'
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EPPERSON.-Bro. Charles Lee Epperson was born in Montgomery County, Indiana, _July 30, 1835, dying at the age of
74 years, 9 months, and 14 days, on May 14, 1910, only about
six days after seeing his loving companion taken from the
home and laid in the tomb. He was taken sick about the
same time as his wife that had so recently deceased, and the
sorrow of that event, no doubt, hastened his death. All was
done to alleviate his distress an·d relieve him, but it was willed
that he should not abide here in loneliness. Previous to his
death all the sting of this cha11ge was taken from him, and he
died as one going to sleep. Ile came with his.father's family
to Iowa in 1837, and to Mills County in 1853. This death of
father coming so soon after the death of mother was a sad
blow to the children now left to mourn, mentioned in the
obituary of the mother, but they bore this sadness with calmness indicative of faith in God. He had made provisions for
the service, which were fully complied with by the children. He
was baptized in Harrison County, Iowa, by Elder J. F. Mintun, September 8, 1897, since which time he has occupied
every opportunity to permit his neighbors to know of the
blessedness of his faith in Christ' Jesus. He was plain and
outspoken to all, a man everywhere known for his hone~ty,
and his devotion to his home and church. Funeral serVJces
were conducted by Elder J. F. Mintmi, the Glenwood Sai!lts
again rendering the music, and the same pallbearers bea1:mg
his body, as had rendered such service in the burial services
of his wife, and the services conducted at the old ho:n;ie as
had been his wife's. After the sermon the body was laid by
the side of his companion, the flowers on her grave as .yet
but little wilted. The heartfelt sympathy of the whole neighborhood where they had made their home for many years was
fully shown.
The Annual Fourth of July Killing.
It may surprise many a citizen to know that a very rational
and earnest movement gainst the use of firewo1:ks. on I_ndi:
pendence Day is now in its seventh year; n?r is it universally realized among us how many of our childern have, b)
reason of these yearly celebrations, suffered the most cr?e
death known to medical science. Were any such emot10n
possible in the English breast, that' of satis~action for ~~
losses and humiliations endured by England m the ward or
Independence -at least so far as human life is conce~·ne ,could hardly' be more thoroughly justified; for, takmg n;
account whatever of our national losses of many decades P,as'
but only of those incurred in the last three yearly celebr~t;~nd
and in the metropolis alone, we find that 1,339 have been. n ~
and inJ'ured -more than the casualties in the Revolut1Whona.1tY
'
,
battles of Lexington,
Bunker Hill, Fort Mou ltne,
b' I de
Plains, Fort Washington, Monmouth, and Cowpens com m~e 1:
Nor have these losses been· among fighting men, but rat d'
among little children; and of the latter wounded ont~~ ;;
pendence Day many· that have• not ·died have never" e debeen dreadfully maimed and disfigured for life.-From Hri r
pendence Day,-The modern Moloch,'' by John B. u e'
M. D., in the American Review of Reviews for June.
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
cuts, among them seven of Flo'od, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten CommandGeneral Banking Business un~er charter N«?· .1324 ~anted by ~h.e State of ments,
Elijah and Priests of Baal con~~es a· the State recognized as havmg the most r1g1d ban mg superv1B1on of any
1
test, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genst'::1'1::. Union. State 0xaminat!on a~d public published statement required.
uineness and a'.ntiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archreology and
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
all that appertains to the Book. of Mormon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or EnInterest Paid on Depoaita
sign Office.
21altlyr.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year v.;e wish~o thank the publ~c
nd invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
WHAT IS MAN?
~orrespondence wh~re plenty _of s.tati<merrwill be provi?ed and your acquaintance,
association and busmess solicited.
Very trnly yours,
One. of the best works on one of the
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
most interesting and important subjects.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
It is a complete refutation of the fallacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 cents,
cloth, No. 140, By Elder J. R. Lambert.

tiie

_____

---~~-------..._

m,..~.,...-----;

I would be pleased to correspond with

i John A. Kerr

parties seeking Investment In Jack- :
son County, Missouri,

FIRST

'
'
I

MU.NICIPAL II
BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :
MORTGAGES,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

STOCKS.
Very truly yours,

J. D. Briggs
Independence, Missouri
44tf ~

................
___..________......
I

:

I

_..,_~,

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.

Every Saint should have this book. It
is complete as well as explicit in its statements as to how to conduct all business
has lived in Independence twenty years. meetings. Only 40 cents, cloth. No. 161.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
W. A. Duncan.
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can J. E. Bozarth.
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my &tanding as a
business man. Correspondence solicited. Good graded school and L. D. S. church
Membership about three
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building, privileges.
Independence, Missouri, Bell 890-Home hundred. Are you looking this way for
a
home?
If
so,
and ,desire reliable infor504.
8
mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Herald Publishing House
$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

. R.edeemable a{tei due notice is given by the Herald Pub1rnhmg House.
Thea~ bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The mterest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa .
. T.hese Bonds are backed by the very best of security, conSistmg of .assets o_f $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance ~o mvest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the mvestment.
.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
f (a) They are of small-denomination, thus enabling those
o very moc!erate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask n.o premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We h~ve ISsued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
dad~l of. which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
a mg improvements since the fire.

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and ai.·e prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

ZION'S PRAISES
No. 70, clpth .................... $ .40
No. 7014, leather ................ 1.CO
No. 70%, leather, flexible ........ 1.50

Bible References-Paper cover
Cloth cover

By AIYin Knialey
• 5 cents

• • 10 cents
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE
Keep Your Eye on the

Burlington's New Main Line
Through Central Wyoming
the richest undeveloped country in the west

The .Big Horn .Basin

We h::V:e just iss~ed a descriptive cir.
cular g1vmg. description of farms and
town proper~1~s we have for sale in !Ind
near Lamom. Send your address on a
postal card an~ we will mail you a copy.
· Lamom Land and Loan Co
G. w. Blair, 'se~.

is now so well started on its great wealth producing era that it not only appeals
to farmers looking for new lands upon which to establish new homes under
most favorable conditions, but appeals as well to the investor, who wants to
turn his money quickly, and to the

A REAL BARGAIN

For 25 cents I will send prepaid a
genuine leather pocket book. These
Business Man, Professional Man, Mine Operator, and Manufacturer books are 2 ).,-2 inches square and fold
very compactly in the pocket. They are
in new towns that are springing up like magic and where raw material in
made of a gom~ grade of leather and
plenty can be handled at a profit.
well worth the price.
The New Line Will Reach Thermopolis About June 20 ConM. T. Williams, Lamoni, Iowa.

necting the Outside World With One of the Greatest Health
Resorts in America.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL

CHEAP EXCURSION TICKETS first and third Tuesdays. Send

right away for our new booklet just off the press, and
ask your local agent for the rates and then go with me
on one of our ~ersonally conducted excursions.

No. 108-Leatherette, each Soc: per dozen $3.20.
No. 110--Lirop Cloth, each S5c: per dozen $3.76.
No. 111-Cl<>th and Leather, each 60c.
No. 114-FlexibleLeather. each $1.50.

D. CLEM DEA VER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

THE INSTRUCTOR

·-vwr: z r mm

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Deposita at the

t' Al>Mt'DC CT
ATI:'
I .H. I L

a .nauf&&.1'"1 l.1

DA '1.YV

Dlll'U~

LAMONI, IOWA

No. 126, cloth .".................. $ .76
No. 127, leather ................. 1.00
No. 128, leather,. flexible ......... 1.50

District and Branch President&
Take Notice.

Religio's
·Book

1\..

We ha,ve'just printed a reporting bl~~k
T~~,,...:,..-1
for branch officers. One blank provmee ! ~Ullllcll
for all branch· officers.
A normal book
' No. i65 1-2 Per dozen . . . .08

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

Graceland Receipt Book • • •
·Over three ..".hundred receipts for prepar
ing things to eat.
Price • . . . . .
80c

containing lessons
upon the Book of Mormon and
Religio Society. Every student of
the Book of Monnon should have
one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

5 per cent
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ 50,000.00
Assets Over
400,000.00
Five per cent

per llDnum interest will be paid on one year. deposits. Send your surplus funds to
~this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given. Addres~

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF .DIRECTORS· Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, o.cnr
_
• Andet5on, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson ..

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the vari·
ous parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 14i-H-4, respectively.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Whose roof is over your head? Do yo~
move when· you like, or when the landlorn
says move? W·hy rent when yo~ cahe
own your· own place? Buy a.home Ill t
Ozarks where homes ~re- 1~ reach 0~
everyone. Land ranges m pnce frob $t
to $25 per acre, and. we have the ~e
fruit, grass, and poultry countcyt ard
te
healthiest country, and the fiJ?-eSf c 11~fon
in the world. For further m orma
write
McINTYRE & SIMMONS, l M
20-4*
Caboo, o.
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VOLUME 57

Editorial
CORNER STONES OF THE UTAH CHURCH.-NO. 2.

THE CASE OF JOSEPH F. SMITH.

How is it with the present successor to Brigham
Young? Is God with him? Is he indeed receiving
light as a prophet, seer, and revelator? We will
permit him to answer for himself. ·We quote from
his testimony before the United States Senate Committee on Privileges and Elections, as published by
the United States Government: ·
Mr. Tayler.-Are you a prophet, seer, and revelator?
Mr. Smith.-! am SO SUSTAINEI,> AND UPHELD BY MY PEOPLE,
Mr. Tayler.-You are possessed of the same .powers that
they [Joseph Smith the Martyr and his associates] were.p;;issessed of7
Mr. Smith.-Yes, I am SUPPOSED to be possessed of ,.the
same authority that they were. · ·
Mr. Tayler.-You believe yourself to be, do you not?
Mr. Smith.~! THINK I do believe so. '
-Reed Smoot Case, vol. 1, pp. 80, 81.
Senator Dubois.-Have you received ANY revelation from
God, which has been submitted by you and the apostles to
the body of the church in their semiannual confer1mce, which
revelation has been sustained by that conference, through the
upholding of their hands?
Mr. Smith.-Since when'!
Senator Dubois.-SINCE YOU BECAME PRESIDENT OF THE
CHURCH.

Mr. Smith.-No, sir; NONE WHATEVER.
Senator Dubois.-Have you received any INDIVIDUAL revelations yourself, since you became President of the church
under your own definition, even, of a revelation?
Mr. Smith.-! CAN NOT SAY THAT I HAVE.
Senator Dubois.-Can you say that you have not?
Mr. Smith.-No; I can not say that I have not: .
S~nator Dubois.-Then you do not know whetlier you .have
received any such revelatioR.as you have described, or wh~er
you have not?
·
. Mr. S~ith.-Well, I can say this: That if I live as I should
~n the I.me of my duties, I am susceptible, I thinfo, Qf the
i~pression.s of the Spirit of the Lord upon my mind at any
time, JUST AS ANY GOOD METl'IODIST or any othe1· good
church member might be. And so far as that is concerned
I .say yes; I have had impressions of the Spirit ~po'n m;
~Ind very frequently, but they are NClT in tll'e sen~@ ti:lvelatias
· · .. •
·
-Reed Smoot Case, vol. 1, pp. 483, 484. ·
A CORNER STONE WHO "THINKS;, HE BELIEVES THAT
HE HAS HAD "IMPRESSIONS." .
.

!~1

"Thero shall sot any man amollg you have save· it
be eno wife; and coacubinas he duo.II have ao11ut."-

the foregoing we discover several important
thmgs regarding one prominent "corner stone." . -~

NUMBER25

According to his own testimG>ny he is not a
prophet, seer, and revelator. He is me;rely sustained
as one.
He does not have the authority that Joseph Smith
the Martyr had. He is merely supposed to have that
authority.
' ·.
·
He is a "revelator" who never;has received a revelation.
.
He thinks tbat as a prophet" seer, and revelator
he is about on a par. with any good Methodist, but
perhaps that is an injustice to the good Methodists.
Is God with Joseph F. Smith, president of the
dominant church in Utah?· NO! Not according to
God and Joseph F. Smith.
Why not? Simply because like his predecessor
'he has failed to abide in th6l doctrine (and for other
reasons). He still indorses the doctl,4ines taught by
his predecessors. He still practices those doctrines,
having been convicted and fined in his own . State
for not "cleaving unto one wife and none else." The
· human penalty was a fine of some three hundred
d€>llars; the divine penalty waf!, "He shall deny the
faith, and shall not have the Spirit."
CORNBR STONES THAT DO NOT OB:l!:Y THE LAW. ·

If a man does not keep the law of the land he can
not keep the law of God. The lq,w of God says
clearly:
..
·
.
Let NO MAN ~reak the laws of the land, for he that keepeth the Jaws of God HATH NO NEED to'break the laws of
the limd.-Doctrine and Covenant$ 58: 5; Vtah .edition 58: 21.

Now we will listen to the testimony of the president of the Utah church. When he was before the
Senate committee he was asked why he did hot c~ase
to have childran by five different. women. We quote:
Mr. Smith..-! have chosen not to do. that, Mr. CJhairman •
The Chairman.-You have chosen
tp do it?
Mr. Smith.-That is it.. I am re,sponpible before the law
for my action.
· · ·
The Chairman.-And in not doin·g::it,· y1>u are VIOLATING
THE LAW?
.
Mr. Smith,-The law of my State?
The Chairman.-Yes.
Mr. Smith.--'YES; SIR.
, ..
Senator Overman.-Is there not'·&.rev1Jlation published in
·th·e Book of Covenants here that you shall abide by the law of
the State.
· .Mr. Smith.~It includes lloth unlawful ·cohabitation. and
polygll.rny. ·.·

not
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Senator Overman.-Is there not a revelation that you shali
abide by the laws of the State and of the land?
Mr. Smith.-YES, SIR.
Senator Overman.-If that is a revelation, are you not
violating the Jaws of God?
Mr. Smith.-! have ADMITTED that, Mr. Senator, A
GREAT MANY TIMES HERE.
-Reed Smoot Case, vol. 1, p. 334,_
At the same time the president of the Quorum of
Twelve was questioned on the same subject:
Mr. Tayler.-Then you ·did wrong?
Mr. Lyman.-Y es, sit; according to the law.
Ml". Ta-yler.-According to the law?
Mr. Lyman.-Yes, sir;
Mr. Tayler.-It was"Wrong according to the church Jaw as
01 :
well?
·
Mr. Lyman.-It was wi'ong according to the rule of the
cnurch.
-JHJ '
Mr. Tayler.-So you violated BOTH laws?
Mr. Lyman.-Yesri!Jtl
Mr. Tayler.-The JbtW of the land and the rule of the
church?
: t [Ji
Mr. Lyman.-YES, J,}p:i.
The Chairman.-I wrnh to ask a question- right here. y OU
are now continuing in this polygamous relation?
Mr. Lyman.-YES, SIR.
The Chairman.-And intend to?
Mr. Lyman.-! had thought of NOTHING ELSE, Mr.
Chairman.
-Reed Smoot Case, vol.- 1, p. 428.
These men claim that they got into trouble
through observing a law of God. But he that "keepeth the laws of God hath no need to break the laws of
the land." So they are forced to admit that they
have vi.olated the laws of God and man; and, further, that as a natural consequence they no longer
receive the divine manifestations that their people
expect them to receive.

June 22, 1910

Mr. Smith. says that th~re has been no revel t•
. · apos tl es t o offi ce -smce
·
ca11 mg
the days of the awn
M
tyr. Probably he will be ·accepted as authorit a;Utah. _
Ym
HOW DID THE PRESIDENT OF T1fE UTAH CHURCH RE~
CEIVE HIS CALL?
The law says that the president of the high priesthood must be called by revelation, and his two counselors in like ma~ner. The- law also says that the
president shall be ordaihed according to the law
(see quotations given further on).
But no man has EVER been called by revelation to
occupy as president of· the Utah church; and no
man has EVER been ordained to that office. Note the case of the present incumbent:
Senator Bailey-Who chooses or elects the president? For
instance, who elected you Jo your present position?
Mr. Smith.-! was NOMINATED by the Twelve Apostles
and submitted to the whole church and SUSTAINED BY THE
WHOLE CHURCH.

-Reed Smoot Case, vol. 1, p. 92.
These apostles (twelve corner stones), themselves.
called and chosen of -inen:, proceed to "call" and
choose Joseph'F., and the church elects him.
People of Utah, do y:ou realize that from year to
year you sustain twelve-men as apostles of the Lamb
and three men in the First Presidency, and that
you can not point to a revelation from God calling
a single one of these men to such office?
These men are elected, the same as any sectarian
officer might be eleCted. There has been no revelation calling them. The chiefest among them, the one
who should receive revelation, says that he has never
received o~e, either ]or himself 01· for the church.
And this thing began a long time ago when BrigTWELVE CORNER STONES CHOSEN OF MEN.
ham Young said :
In the days of Joseph the - Martyr the Twelve
Who ordained me to be First President of this church on
Apostles were at first called through a committee earth? I answer, it is the clwice of this people, AND THAT
of three appointed by direct revelation and inspired IS SUFFICENT.-Millennial Star, vol. 16, p. 442.
Having turned the searchlight on these "corner
to designate those who should be ordained. Subsequently the Lord called members by direct revela- stones" we :find that they have "transgressed" and
tion through the Prophet, and that rule continued have failed to "abide" in the doctrine.
Applying the scriptural test we conclude that God
until his ·death. The same general custom has obtained in the Reorganization.
is not with them.
But the man who is "sustained" by the Utah
When placed upon the witness stand they confess
Church as a prophe'IFriever receives revelations. So that our conclusions are correct.
note·-how their apd~l'Yes are selected:
AN INVl'l'ATION.
Senator Hoar.-! Ji\\I~i:stand you to say that the original
Twelve A~ostles were''A'elected by revelation?
Kind reader, if you are a member of the d0minant
Mr. Smith.-Yes, .sirfitH
church in Utah, are you satisfied with the conditions
Senator Hoar.-Thrpu_gh Joseph Smith?
that are revealed when the searchlight is turned on?
Mr. Smith,-Yes, sirJJ,h<1..t•is right.
Senator Hoar.-Is there any revelation in regard to the If you are satisfied, that is your affair. But if you
subsequent ones? .
are not satisfied, we invite ·your attention to t~e
. Mr. Smith,-No,-slR~(it has been the choice of the body. message of the Reorganized _Church of Jesus Chnst
: Sen.ator- McComas.-+-Then the apostles are perpetuated in
succession by their OW~ ·ACT and the approval of the First of Latter Day Saints.
This work of reorganizing the ehurch after the
Presidency? death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith began among men
Mr.' Smitli .....:..THAT-IS RIGHT.
--Reed Smoot Case, vol.· 1, p. 92.
with· whom God was w01·king. These men were
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. everywhere among the many conflicting
searchmg
· ld t 0· fi d th t, th ·
n
e ru. · ·
f ctions trying as best they cou
~nding' by personal invest~gation and by. revelation
that the truth was not with. these· fa~t10ns, _they,
of their membership and priesthood ob- .
posses Sed
·
tained
in the church during
the days of.J o_seph
.th,· and also by the authority conveyed t_o them
Sml
d d t0
by direct revelation from God, procee e
r_eorganize the church.
·
They took the stand that they would teach all
the doctrine of Christ as found in the Bible, Book
Of
of Mormon, and Doctrine. and Covenant s; and th ~t
they would for ever oppose doctrines that were m
conflict with these three books. The Reorganization
has ever maintained that stand.
In 1860, Joseph Smith, oldest son of the martyred
Prophet, took his father's place at the head of the
church, as had been predicted:
·
·
For this anointing have I put upon his [Joseph Smith's]_
head, that his blessing shall also be put UPON THE .HEAD.
OF ms POSTERITY AFTER HIM; and_ as I said unto
Abraham, concerning the kindreds of the. earth, even_ so I say
unto my servant Josaph, Ip. thee, AND I~ THY SEED, shall
the kindred of the earth be blessed.-Doctrine and Covenants
107: 18; Utah edition 124: 57, 58.
Prior to his tragic death J-0seph Smith the martyr had blessed this son and set him apart to that
calling, as is attested by many witnesses, and was
in harmony with the law:

6il
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.these many years, take Qn the armor of the just, calling on
the name of the Lord for help, and unite once more for the
emancipation of the honest in heart from the power of false
doctrines and the shackles of sin.
In the name of bleeding Zion, I call upon all those who have
been wandering in .by. and forbidden paths, and' have been led
· men, to turn from their scenes
astray.bY wickd
e an dd'
es1gnmg
of wickedness and sins of convenience, to turn from their
servitude to Satan, in all his seductive devices; from vice in
every phase, and from the labor of sin, the wages whereof are
ever death, unto their true and delightsome allegiance to the
principles of the gospel of peace, to th~ paths of wisdom, to
the homage of that God that broug}l~ the. children of Israel
out of bondage; to turn and remember"the new covenant, even
the, Book0 of Mormon; to lay hold a~~;w,_upon the rod of iron
which surely leads to the tree of life; to remember that those
who live to the Lord keep his commandments, and that the
promises are unto the faithful, and the reward unto those
that endure unto the end.
rw
·
Thus occupying in his God aro)ointed place, and
having continued to "abide in theidoctrine of Christ,"
he has had "both the Father and
the Son." Thi>ough
1
him God ·has continued "to give \lJ'k people revelation,
from time to time, even as in days gone by, and the
church has continued to enjoy the gifts of the gospel
and the blessings of the Holy Spirit.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

GRACELAND COLLEGE
NEWS.
.
.

we presume that many are wondering in reference to the success that the temporary endowment
plan is meeting throughout the church. We are glad
to report that the plan seems to be meeting with

And this ye shall know assuredly, that there is none.other
appointed unto you to receive commandments and revelations
UNTIL HE BE TAKEN, if he abide in me. But verily, I
say unto you, that none else shall be appointed, unto this gift favor wherever it is understood. Several missionEXCEPT IT BE THROUGH HIM, for if it be taken from arl.es have sent in endowment cards siglied up, anQ.
him he shall not have power, except to appoint another· in his those appojnted to labor in districts and branches
stead.-Doctrine and Covenants 43: 1, 2; Utah edition 43: 3, 4. in many cases have responded in a very satisfactory
Joseph Smith the Martyr was to appoint his sue- manner. One small district-having only three huncessor. This right of appointment was to be his dred member~ ·.has already sent in six subscription
even if he were to transgress. Certainly it would cards signed up for ten dollars each, and the solicitor
be his in the event of his continuing faithful. That has _requested that twenty-five ·more cards be sent
right he exercised in the appointment of his son. to him. One branch having a membership of one
Thus having been called by "revelation" and not hundred and seventy-two has. signed and sent in
by the will of "the people" alone, Joseph, the son fifteen subscription cards for the full amount of
of Joseph, was duly ordained President of the high ten dollars each.
..
prie~thood, at the conference at Amboy, Illinois,
These cases merely ,show what can be_ done when
April 6, 1860. This fulfilled the chm·ch law: ·
the disposition to do is not lacking. The opportunity
The president of the church, who is also the president of the is with us to accomplish spleJh'\}~\i work in the incouncil, IS APPOINTED BY REVELATION, and is acknowl- terests of Graceland College, and .through the coledged'. in his administration, by the voice of the church.- lege for our young people, andr.We trust that wherDoctl'lne a~d Covenants 99: 6; Utah edition 102: 9, 10.
ever the Saints have been appointed to take charge
He that is ordained of me; shall come in .at the gats AND of- th1's work, they will give tbl!f<thne and attention
BE ORDAINED AS I HAVE TOLD YOU BEFORE to teach
1
those revelations which you have received and shaiL receive necessary at once so that tlifi.)9vrork may not be dethrough h'1m whom I have appointed.-Doctrine
'
'
rL
and Cove- layed.
nants 43: 2; Utah edition 43: 7. .
/
.
.
The outlook for the coming Yyfi_r-js very encouragth;At the very beginning of his leadership he made ing indeed. We expect to have~-strong faculty and
is declaration:
·
.
a large enrollment, and if we >e'Ali fully ~arry qut
I In the name of the God of Abraham. of Isaac and of Jacob . the temporary endowment pl~n, there is no reason
~:II ~pon aU the· scattered Sairtts, upon' all the broad . why Graceland College should not fill its place in the
' al'!se and shake off the sleep that.hath bound them church. Those who have not done their part should

ear;:,:
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write at onee to the treasurer, F. B. Blair, Lamoni,
Iowa.

The Saints 1;1.t Lamoni are holding Sunday night
services in Central Park.
.

WITHOUT GOD AND WITHOUT HOPE IN THI& WORLD

The Register and Leadm•, Des Moines, has an account of the conference of the Des Moines District
They give special promi:qence to the fact that .th~
conference sustained Elder Mintun in his conflict
with the local ministerial association.

In my morning's mail to-day .was a postal card
picture of a Navajo Indian with this laconic, but
pregnant, sentence written at the foot in the wellknown hand of a friend, a consecrated worker in
that tribe, "Without God and without hope in the
world. Why?" It is not difficult to supply the answer. It is found in those wo;rds of the Apostle
Paul written to the Romans regarding the9 pagans
of his day, but eq1,1.l;llly applicable to the pagan Indians of our own land and time: "How then shall
they call on him in whom they have not believed?
and how shall theij)>elieve in him of whom they hav.e
not hem·d? and /(ow shall

tliev

hear

without

a

preacher? and ho'i})~'shall they preach except they be
sent?"
,·
This great Navi.ifo tribe is but one of the many
tribes, or portions of tribes, in our land still without
a knowledge of even the historic Christ around
whose manger-cradle our thoughts cluster at the
Christmas time. It is perhaps needless to say they
know nothing whatever of the transforming power
of that gospel of "Good news" which he- 'brought to
the world. When I took up my pen to write these
"notes" I had no intention of being didactic and I
crave the indulgence of my readers if what I say
appears to be such. But the question asked by my
friend is one which Christian America must answer.
Why is it, that to-day there are thousands of native
born Indians living in our midst not only utterly ignorant of the blessings of Christianity, but in the
grossest superstition and in bondage to 'the arts of
their medicine men? . . .
These pagan Indians are ready tQ hear the gospd
message if it is sent to them. . They are pagans because it has not been sent. The National Indian Association will shortly open at least one new mission
among them. Will the readers of these "notes" help
us in this pioneer work?-The Indian's Friend, January, 1910.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Elder James E.:>Y\ates writes from Red Rock, Oklahoma, under datW'of June 12, as follows: "We
report the baptism9df three more Otoe Indians here
to-day. There wet"~.).bout one hundred in attendance and witnessed"the .baptism. As our results are
brought to noticeJ~Jliis locality, by these results,
opposition increasei:Ji.and springs from new sources,
but of course Vfe tn~Y1 expect that."
·
bar: _ __

Bro. Elbert A. Smith, assocfate editor, left on Saturday for a short visit among Saints and friends at
Bur\ingtori, Iowa. ··

.

.
I

The class of 1891, the second class to graduate
from the high school of Lamoni, held a class meeting
in Lamoni, June 10, at the home of Elbert A. Smith.
This was their first meeting in nineteen years. Only
one member, Pres. F. M. Smith, was absent.

·Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original
SAFE HOME;
[This is one .of the spirited translations from the Latin
made by Dr. John Mason Neale (London 1818-1866). The
monk who first wrote it lived somewhere in the ninth century;
he was also the author of the original of "O, happy band of.
Pilgrims." Sir Arthur Sullivan composed an exquisite and
appropriate tune for this song of. the wanderer at rest.]
Safe home, safe home in port!
Rent cordage, shattered deck,
Torn sails, provisions short,
And only not a wreck;
But 0 ! the joy upon 'the shore
To tell our voyage perils o'er!
.The nrize, the prize secure!
The warrior nearly fell;
·Bare all he could endure,
And bare not always well;
But he may smile at troubles gone
Who sets the _victor ga>:Iand on.
No more the foe -can harm;
No more of Ieaguered camp,
And cry of night alarm;
And need of ready lamp:
And yet how nearly had he failedHow nearly had that foe· prevailed.
The Iamb is in the fold,
In perfect safety penned;
The lion once had· hold,
And thought to make an e_nd:
But one came by, with wounded side,
And for the sheep the Shepherd died.
The exile is at home l
O nights and days of .tears,
0 longings not to roam,
0 sins, and doubts; and fears:
What matter now tliis bitter fray?
The King has wiped those tears awl\Y', ,,
-"Joseph of the Studmm.
"It was never i~tended that a Ia·zy person should reach t~:
top of the ladder. There's no plaCE! up there for him to 81
down."
·
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Elders' NoteaBook
THE TEMPORAL LAW OF GOD.

PAPER READ AT IMPROVEMENT CLASS, PRIESTLEY ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Dear Saints: It is with pleasure I greet you th.is
evening, and pray the blessings· of heaven may
1n
our midst at this meeting, and trust the Spirit s
guidance may assist in our consideration of the subject. We read in Hebrews 12: 6:

?e.

1

For whom the Lord loveth_ he chasteneth, and scourgeth·
every son whom he receiveth.
Furthermore we have had fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them 1:everence: shall we not much
rather be in subjection unto the Father of spirits, and live.
-Verse 9.

It is a grave question unto the Father if we have

613

All the tithe of the land whether of the seed of the land,· or
of the fruit of the tree, is the Lord's, it is holy unto the Lord.
And concerning the tithe of the herd, or of the flock, even
of whatsoever passeth under the rod, the tenth shall be holy
unto the Lord.-Verse 32.
Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of thy seed, that the
fi!illd bringeth forth year by year.-Deute1•onomy 14: 22.
And thou shalt eat before the Lord thy God, in the. place
which he shall choose_ to place his name there, the tithe_ of
thy corn, of thy. wine, and of thine oil; and the fil'Stlings of
thy herds and of thy flocks; that thou mayest learn to fea1·
the Lord thy God always. And if the way be too long for thee,
so that thou art not able to carry it; . . , ·Then shalt 'thou
tµrn it into money, and bind up the money in thine hand, and
shalt go unto the place which the Lord thy God shall choose.
And thou shalt bestow that money for whatsoever thy soul
lusteth after.-Verses 23-26.

Also i;;ee further instruetions and advice in the
following quotations: Matthew 3: 8-11; Luke 11:
43 ; Hebrews 7 : 2-4 ; ~ : 9 ; Book of Mormon, Alma
10: 1; Doctrine and Covenants 64: 5; 106: 1.

always given our earthly parents reverence, and
feel sure vve have not. always had respect for the
God of heaven. It is very necessary tl).at our atten- _ I, the Lord, stretcheth out the heavens, and buildeth the
tion should be called to the laws that are .placed on earth as a very handy work; and all things therein are mine;
record for our guidance in life's journey to prepare and it is my purpose to provide for my saints, for all things
us for the future life and be in the presence of the are mine; but it must needs be done in my own way; and,
behold, this is the way, that I, the Lord, have decreed to
Lord.
provide for my saints: that the poor shall be exalted, in
In the 11th verse are these words :
that the rich are made low; for the earth is full, and there is
Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous,
but grievous: nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable
fruits of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.

enough and to spare; yea, I prepared all things, and have
given unto the children of men to be agents imto themselves.
Therefore, if any man shall take of the abundance which I
have made, and impart not his p01·tion, according to the law
of my gospel, unto the poor, and the needy, he shall, with the
wicked, lift up his eyes in hell, being in torment.-Doctrine
and Covenants 101.
·

What do we understand by the last two words,
exercised thereby? Well, from my feeble observation it impresses me that it means that those who
are moved to obedience to the request or laws made,
Much more could be written and said on this subsee the necessity of obedience and therefore feel
ject,
but time at present does not permit. May we
their punishment was just and necessary. The punbe
blessed
with bright eyes to see, minds to be able
ishment the heavenly Father metes out to his creato understand, and inclinations to comply_ with God's
tures is not as unwise and as severe as those we
mete out to each other, therefore it is necessary we temporal laws with love and cheerfulness.
The bishops and his agents are the. ones who are
look into the Book of Books and see what is written
.
commanded
to look after the temporal aff11frs, in
for our guidance through life. We so far have complied with the spiritual law, and it is ~ecessary we caring for the families of the missionaries ~nd _the
J ..E. MEREDl'J,'H,
understand some of the temporal laws as given for poor.
Bishop's Agent.
God'.s children. God is our creator who has given
~is hfe, and he has intrusted us with a few things
ll1 earthly possession for a time while life may last
"It isn't a great thing to give some one else the .
and we are given a free agency to act and do a~
first
reading of the new magazine, or to take the
we think well, but have laws given to which we are
piece of gingerbread which is burned at the corners,
expected to be subject or obedient.
but these little, unnoticed bits of self-denial help to
The earth is the Lord's and .the fullness thereof; the world,
make
the beauty of unselfishness."
and they that dwell therein.-Psalm 24: 1.
ior we are laborers together with God.-1 Corinthians 3: 9;
f ~onor the Lord with thy substance, and with the firstrmts of all thine increase.-Proverbs 3: 9.

22 f~cob made a vow ~r promise thus

(Genesis 28:

Athnd of all that thou shalt give me I will surely give the
t en unto thee.
·

Further the Lord gave commandments to Moses
(Leviticus 27: 30) :

"The Bible, which the Christians get from the Jewish race, presents the noblest and most beautiful of
religions to mankind. But every man is happy in
his faith and fortunate in its promises."
Only the deed or the life over which can be spoken
.the Master's "well done,'' is worthy of the adjective
"successful." God's disapproval nullifies all the verdicts of earth.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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THE BONDWOMAN'S AWAKENING.·

Am I to blame that I am a bondwoman? Why
should I be banished to the desert solitude? Have I
not ever served my mistress faithfully? Even my
person was claimed by her and at her behest was
yielded up to the embrace of my master; and yon,
sleeping youth, is the heritage of that claim!
Did I choose my lot? Was I not born a slave?
Even the free breezes of fair Egypt used to mock
my thraldom !
Then came the time when my mistress placed me
in the arms of her lord ! For a while I thought I
knew what it was to be loved-an honored wife;
but man's affections can not be divided, . and woman's heart can no more brook displacement from
its throne than can yonder God whom I have been
taught to worship. And though at my mistress'
command I had yielded my person to his embrace
as a wife, I soon found that I was still a slave!
Even the angel that met me at the well called me,
"Sarai's maid," and bade me return and submit myself under her hand; and I, fearing to disobey the
Lord, returned, feeling that henceforth I must ever
be a bondwoman! Still, when the child was born, I
thought, "Surely the mother of his son shall ever
have a place in his household !"
But God who hath decreed that man shall cleave
unto his wife, and they twain shall be one flesh, hath
given my mistress a new name, and I am cast out!
I have endured and served, finding my only consolation in the son whom the angel promised should
one day dwell in the presence of his brethren. And
now the decree is that we must be gone, and the
declaration is made that God-that God whom I
have been taught is a God of justice-sanctions this
decree !t Did I not know that he hath looked after
me hit}lerto, I should surely cry out against such
·
an object of worship!
Whither shall I go? Where shall I find water and
food for the lad? Little does my proud mistress care
for us now ! There was a time when she called my
son her own; but now there is not place for him in
her tent, and he-with me-is an outcast!
The loaf is not consumed; but the water jug is
empty! The sun shines down upon us like the eye
of some pitiless god-one of the gods whom I was
taught to worship in Egypt!
The lad is tired and thirsty.
My heart aches
for him. Is it not enough that I should be a slave,
without my son feeling the sting of being an· outcast? See, he stirs. in his slumbers, ever and anon
crying for water! .
0 thou God above, let me not see the death of my
son! J had thought· thafathy ·Promise was sure, and
that my son should h'ave an honored place among the
seed of him whom thou hast chosen to be thy

I

had

forgotten

that

I

w::·:2

~ :'.'~ l

But hush, my heart--there comes to me a voi ·
that voice that once before_spoke to me in mine ~e-:
of trial! I will bow my. head and hear, for "th:~r
Lord, seest me!"
'
Mine eyes are open! There. is water for the lad
and freedom! The freedom of the desert for u~
both! The Lord has again spoken, and my son~
for now he is my son ; before the fiat of this day
-he was Abraham's son, and I,-I was Sarah's bondwoman; but now my l'iberty is purchased, and he is
my son! No longer fa -the taint of bondage in his
veins ! We will dwell in the wilderness, and some
day yon sturdy lad shall more than repay his brethren for all this day hath meant!
ESCALANTE, UTAH,

November 22, 1906.
0

A. M.

CHASE.

+ • +- •

EQUITY.
(This will be followed by an article entitled, "Equitable or
criminal," by the same author.-EDITORS.)

In the early history of the Roman law we find that
causes of action before the magistrates or courts
had fallen into certain definite forms~ Certain writs ·
were issued and wrongs could only be righted, when
a suitable writ could be found therefor. The writs
were in set form and inflexible, and not readily
adapted to a large part of what would otherwise
have been causes of action.
Later these five actions were supplanted by formulre. These formulre were brief statements, clear
and to the point, and were referred to by the judex
with a brief statement of the rule of law applicable.
Although this relaxed somewhat the arbitrariness
of the former actions;, which before this time had
been enforced,, stilhtht:lre·1:wete:it1nany ,rights not
thereby sufficiently protected.· '.-Thevprffitbrs were
the highest magistrates of the law. They boasted
almost legislative power, in_ that by their edicts
certain other rights of action and defense were ·
given and defined.
Still later the prretors. exercised extraordinary
jurisdiction and tried both law and facts, especially
in cases where no suitable remedy was· provided by
the regular formulre. And in time this extraordinary
method of hearing by the prretors became almost the
only method, because it sought for justice-mquitas.
The principles that governed the prretors in these
hearings were those of common right and justice.
The principles they enunciated were found upon examination to be the great fundamental principles
back of the law of all nations. Also these principles were found almost identical with those set
forth by Aristotle, as the law of nature or abstract
justice. Hence we find equity sometimes referre:d
to as. the law of nations, or as the law of naturei
And again we find it set forth that the Roman J~w
was primarily morality, that 'it did not distinguish
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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·ctly between law and morals, as do our pres-'
t
wsn
. .
"
t I w philosophers. "Jus est aus bonum et mqum
enth: law is both good and jus~. We find in this
·d !Bqititas the idea of equality before the law,
wor. so than in the common or in the criminal law.
more Roman law is referred .to as " no t onI Y JUS
. t
Th e
II"
J
.
externally, but good internallly as we . . ~nsprudence was defined as "the knowledge of d1vme and
human things, the science of right and wrong."
"Justice was not merely external legality of acts,
but the accord of external acts with the precepts of
Jaw prompted by internal impulse and volition."
Much more might be said, but lest some be deceived
we hasten to add that these remarks refer not to
the early Roman law, but to the law as administered
by the prmtors later; in other words, mquitas
(equity).
The early law of England was doubtless affected
by the Roman law,. but later there came a sort of
antipathy for everything Roman. Thereafter, we
find the English common law like the old Roman
law: taking set forms, in which no variation was
permissible. As an instance of this strictness corning down to the ·present day, we may refer residents
of Missouri to the case of the· State :vs. Warner decided during the month of May by the Supreme Court
of Missouri. This case was· reversed and remanded
for retrial, not because of any want of proof. of guilt,.
but simply because, that at the. very end of the
indictment the stenographer left out the word the.
"Against the peace and dignity of State," instead of
"Against the peace and dignity of the State." Under
the law this defect is fatal to the indictment. It
is the law to-day, but in early. England it was the
same with every cause :0:£ ·action; "The exact form
and writ had :bcrrbejfollowedr verbatim; The allegations had'fo be m'ade fin a,, certain form, regardless.
of whether in fact true in the particular case at bar
or not, much as it is now in a criminal case.
There are also many cases, where the common
law failed to give any relief whatever. Still other
cases in which relief was not adequate. By the time
o~ Edward III these cases, in which the law provided no sufficient remedy, were turned over to the
keeper of the king's conscience, the lord high chanc~llor. In fact this had been done prior to this time,
smce all the courts sat in the name of the king, and
where no writ issued from Westminster to cover
the P~rticular case, appeals were taken to the king's
conscience. These cases were in time turned over
to the lord high chaneel1or. The chancellor belonged,
as a rule, to the clergy in those early times nor
wa s 1·t necessary even later that he be a practitioner
'
of the common law. Though in later times this be~
came the practice. As representative then ·of the
clergy,
· he h ad been well instructed
..
' the' canon
in
law
. '. wh"ich was founded on the Roman law. So in
his Jllris?iction he applied those principles of equity

a
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and good conscience, which had been formerly enunciated by the prretors.
The early chancellor also acted on the "conscience
of a good man"; "Honesty, Equity, and Conscience"
were their watchwords. Thus there was gradually
built up parallel with the common law this system
of equity, which provided, first, for those cases
where the law gave no relief; secondly, for those
cases where the relief was inade·quate. Natu~ally
there was much opposition in the early years, but
with the power of the king behind him, and as
keeper of the great seal of England, the chancellor
-was able to enforce his decrees from the first. Equity
also recognizes the principle of res judicata and
estoppel, even more so than the common law. Where
the common law ·permitted repeated suits, equity
permitted one action to quiet title once and for all.
It permitted the joinder of plaintiffs and defendants,
where the common law would not, to prevent not
. only successive but also simultaneous actions. It
also permitted other parties having like rights, to be
joined, in order that in one hearing all claims concerning the same special matter might be at once
settled for good.
But equity as now practiced has been gradually
·affected by the principles of the common law, while
at the same time ti1e common law has been influenced by the principles of equity. During the
last century, and especially the latter part of the
century, most of the United States and England
provided by statute that there should be but one
cause of action for civil suits; whether formerly
designated legal or equitable. The result has been
to largely mitigate the harshness of the common
law; but it has also had the effect of hastening the
solidification of equity. Equity no longer means
the general open principles of justice, bufa·.it dsJJ~a
part of human law, having set principles arld definite rights of action. It has not as yet adopted that
formalism which has been found so objectionable' in
the early Roman law and in England. So a cause of
action, however informally brought, will not be
thrown out, if a substantial right and wrong is set
forth.
"Human law is not the moral law, the natural
law, or the divine law." The divine law or moral
law contains principles both jural and non-jural.
The jural prinCiples are those which should be embodied in human law-, and have been in good part.
But of all the different parts of law, equity is· the
nearest to the :f'.ountain head. Equity partakes the
most of the great principles of natural justice. "The
great underlying principles of equity, the roots of
its particular rules, are unquestionable principles
ofright;1 justice, and morality." It is more just and
moral in its creati:ve-.rdepartment, than. what we call
the law. or common law. Still, it is not identical
with natural justice or morality, as a considerable
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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part of it is held to be founded upon expediency and
policy, rather than upon any abstract right (Pomeroy).
/
An appeal, however, is freely granted in cases
of equity. When a case goes up in equity it is heard
de nova; in other words, a new trial or hearing· is
given. When an appeal is taken, however, to a
general court of appeals, they do not call before
thein the witnesses at the time. But they will consider all the evidence, not only that which was admitted, but also .that which was excluded by the
trial court; and they will admit evidence wrongfully
excluded, and reject evidence improperly admitted,
without, however, reversing the judgment for that
reason, as they are able to hand down the decision
that should have been given. Also rehearings are
granted an appeal in courts of equity upon showing
clearly that some. question (decisive of course, and
duly presented by the counsel) has been overlooked
by the court. The court will also of its own motion
grant a rehearing for many causes, especially if it
appears to one of the judges that more light. is
needed or advisable. There is considerable liberality,
both in appeal and in granting re-hearings.
Equity, therefore, has high antecedents, and although it is by no means identical with natural law
or abstract justice, still it more nearly approaches
thereto than any other department of human law.
Citations and references above to the following:
McKeldey's Roman Law; Cicero de Officiis, Iiber 1,
cap. 3; Code Napoleon; Gibson's Chancery; Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence; Bispham's Equity;
104 United States 9 sequiter (equity rules) ; Res
J udicata-Hopkins Chancery; Pleading and Practice, 18 sequite1'.
S. A. BURGESS.
I,
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"THE CHILDREN OF THEM WHO KILLED THE
PROPHETS."

There have been regrets expressed in the church
papers of late because certain of our elders had
failed to "cut the riffle" with certain of the reverends, the preponderance of which should- be, that
they ever tried it. It seems that we, as a church,
should offer the hand of fellowship to our contemporaries and league for the doing of good. ·There
could be nothing more fair when considered from the
great plan of brotherhood which Jesus came to teach.
But men have formed their circles upon a moral and
spiritual plane far below that occupied and recommended by Christ. · They have organized· fraternities, formed alliances, clubbed ill conclave and
orders without one spark of the true spirit of
brotherhood as taught by Christ and revealed
throughout Holy Writ.
Jesus sent.men to sa;ye, but they have vilified and
murdered. He taught the golden rule and the
brotherhood - of men, but they have disseminated
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hatred and deceit. Instead of warring with Sat
they have wounded their fellow-man without caan,
· t provocat•ion. T..· h ere is
· no light in them. The
use
or JUS
do exactly as the "childre? ~f darkness" did in dais
of old. They stone and kill the prophets. Then why
should our elders seek alliance with them?
Our gospel is an aggressive force; God told us
that the creeds of men were wrong; -and further
that we should call upon them to meet with us and
bring forth their reasonings that the rays of truth
might· have access to the hearts of men. What fellowship can you have with unbelievers? We affirm
our divine calling, our authority as ministers of
Christ; they deny it. We. say Joseph Smith was a
prophet; they say he was an impostor. "Be not
unevenly yoked together with unbelievers." If our
doctrine is right, thefrs is wrong. -They war against
and persecute us.
Ministerial · alliances ! Who organized and ordained them? Did God? If not, why should we waste
time with such things. Some may argue that to be
a member of a ministerial alliance would be a means
of advertisement; would be an introduction into
circles otherwise inaccessible; that it would open
up avenues, "lay dust," oil things up in general, and
insure easy sailing in erstwhile troublesome waters. But their conclusions are reached from a point of
deduction not known to the writer. Controversies
are settled only upon an adjustment of the original
differences, and that difference with other churches,
in our case, is that we claim more than they are
willing to concede .. we say that our church is organized from God; they dispute it. Members in
every ministerial alliance in ·existence would either
have to dispute . .it or· surrender to us that which
would dissolve their own churchesoand brand their
ministers -as false teachers' acting without' authority.
Are they going to do that? Have they ever for once
admitted the slightest possibility of our being divinely ·authorized? No, nor will they until they are
baptized with the same baptism with. us and receive
the same spirit,-the spirit of life.
When we become willing to broaden out and lop
off here and there and concede differences, then the
sectarian clergy might extend to us, with a lingering
misgiving still, the hand of fellowship. But can we
do that? Overtures and concessions belong to those
who are in the wrong and wish at last to strike
league with the right. There is nothing for us to
concede had we the disposition to do so. Compared
with the Scripture, our organization and priesthood
is faultless and the denominational ministry know
it. Added to that, is the Holy Spir.it's prese~ce
among us guiding the church as a body and edifym~
the members in particular. Can any church orgalll- ·
zation except our own claim the same? At least we ·
·
ds t 0 do
can not admit as much, nor have we groun
so. None claim nor profess to desire prophets, aposwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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'fts and miracles. This has been. our message
'
,
d'
t d •t.
from the beginning and .they have ISPU e 1 ,
called us deceived and deceivers. They have fought
us on evel·y hand and gloated
· over our reverses.
Our message is the message of peace, the same
eace which the angels announced· to the shepherds
~hen they sang tidings of great joy, .peace on earth
and good will toward men .. We have. ever taught
peace, lived peace, and desired peace. But they_
have returned our truce with a full measure of war.
We have carried our message into almost every town
and hamlet, in country place and large city, and
preached there the same gospel of peace that Jesus
preached, and the ministry of the. churches h_ave
ever crossed our path and challenged_ us. Agamst
our crusade for peace and brotherly love they have
turned loose the dogs of war and hurled at our feet
as the gauge of battle our-prophet's blood.
What harm have we ever proposed to the world?
What idle doctrine have we ever advocated or weakness revealed? Everywhere our elders have gone
they have preached the pure gospel of Christ, backing the word with a consistent daily life. Where
among the clergy have we been "gladly received"?
And what harm have we done them that such a
spirit should be manifest as was in the late exneriences our elders have had with the ministerial
alliances? 0 for a Jes us to stand again on the
Areopagus of the woi·ld and hurl his ringing adjectives at spiritual Babylon!
Ministerial alliances! What bond of sympathy
has there ever been between us? What token of
respect have their churches ever shown us? The
B_ook of Mormon was not translated before they
were at our heels like ravenous wolves. What 9ffense had we offered prior to that, or since?
Jesus said, "Think not that I have come to bring
peace, but a sword." He knew that his doctrine
would be assailed, and by whom? By Satan, through
his human agencies. Man made creeds may sound
a moral key, look well on dress parade, but they
know not the bugle call of the Master. Theirs is
a human institution and it will do battle for human
ends. Jealousies stir their ranks, and they can not
stand the fire of truth. They. fly the open field and
take to ambush, night attacks, and massacre.
. They begrudge our every foot of advance. Ours
18
a doctrine that, if .once becoming popular, will
throw them into eclipse. The doctrine of Christ
swept Judea in its day, and only for the Roman wars
would have gradually consumed the whole house of
Israel
·
' ord'mary circumstances
considered. So it
·
w~s with our own church. While iniquity to a certam extent disunited the body and weakened it had
our ne1g
· hb ors let us alone these things might grad'
ually. have been purged away,
'
and the church left
to Work out its destiny
.
.
'
0
ur efforts have ever been for the establishment
ti es, g1
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· of peaceful communities, the preaching of the gospel. In this we have been met with the sword, and
would be to-day were it not for the high tide of
common sense and love of justice that prevails
among men of the world. Tlie religious bodies
wc:mld b1:ing the torch and tar bucket against u.~.
Then why should our elders desire to "co(Jsin" in
}Vith such?
Granted that you are a full-fledged member of a
. ministerial alliance, have your card and credentials,
what advantage will it secure with those of the
"hedges and highways" to whom we are sent to
preach? Our gospel is an aggressive gospel. We
are to go and preach repentance to these very ministerial alliances, to their flocks, and to. unbelievers.
Will men have any more confidence in you after you
have joined hands with a class of men with whom
you have hitherto been at war?
- Realizing the fact that we are looked down on by .
other churches and their ministry, we have done'
altogether too much "pussy footing" at their heels
for petty favors. V\fhen their "divines" come in our
midst we are too quick to surrender our pulpits.
They would not do the same in return, and after
we have showered favors and kindnesses upon them,
they go away and laugh at us, misrepresent, and
abuse us. Of all representative men in the world,
men of class and profession, the clergy is at the
lowest ebb, so far as principle between man and man
is concerned. They are less united among themselves; have less real communion and cooperation.
The business world, though competitive in a measure, maintains a uniformity, and for. the interests
of all, deals at a fixed standard. Education is agreed,
inventors and the trades are in sympathy with each
other. Political parties meet upon friendly ground
and settle their differences peaceably. ,The 'liquor
traffic is agreed upon all points of interest; the
sporting world is regulated to a fine art and seldom
comes to a cavil. But how is it with the churches-and their representatives? It is war with the knife
•·and the knife to the hilt!
There is no man who stands so low in the estimation of thinking men, as the preacher who will stoop
to do little things in the name of religion. And
there is no one who will do it so quickly. As a rule,
your Mr. Preacher is nosing about looking for trouble. He is ever preyed upon by a consuming jealousy of his contemporaries. And he either strikes
them outright or lifts his .dainty nose in shameful
disdain and passes on. "Oh, ye,"-I was about to
say what Christ would say.
Ministerial alliances! I wonder if they .had such
things in the days of .Christ and the apostles? And
did those noble founders of our faith seek alliance
with them? No! Imagine Paul or Peter stepping
over the contested line and seeking admittance to. a
corrupt priesthood ! We have no such instances
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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on record. Nor have we any concept as gleaned
from their record that they had the disposition to do
so.
Think of the breadth of our organization, the glory
of tlie message, an:d the commission we bear. It is
they who should seek us. And they have done it in. a
way, by modifying their creeds to a status more in
keeping ·with the biblical church than when first we
taught them the lesson. Let them come on nearer
and nearer, but let us not give one inch. Our uniting with them will not change their policies, nor
broaden ours. Their plan of evangelizing is not in
keeping with that taught in the Bible or as practiced by us. Then how are we to derive any benefit
from associating ourselves with them?
Brethren, our old enemy is before us ! The same
sword that Jesus saw suspended in the heavens is
there to-day. It belongs to the enemies of God, and
they are they who teach for doctrine the commandments of men.
The ministers of other churches have laughed at
us and heaped upon us persecutions. We have suffered much from violent hands and the heel of the
clergy has been upon us. What condolence did they
offer when our city was in mourning for the prophet
they had killed? Since when have their lachrymal
glands begun to leak forth a carressing tenderness
toward the widows and orphans their cruelty left
us? When and where have they sought to correct
the errors their falsehoods have written into histories and encyclopedias? Or do they know or
care? No! At our expense they laugh; and when
the vampire of persecution hung over us and sucked
our very blood, there were snickering in the synod
and smiles in the court! But some day, some day
our vindication will appear, when looking to the
east we behold· emancipation written across the sky!
J. H. CAMP.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

PESSIMl~TIC.

Does a man show a well-balanced mind in prophesying of calamity in the very near future? We
attended a social meeting on Sunday, June 5, at
Independence. One brother, seemingly moved upon
by a force not of himself, warned the people of coming calamities that were very near at hand; but not
giving detail what they were. The next day in conversation a brother who had attended a social gathering of Saints in Kansas City, at the same hour as
that held at Independence, made mention of two individuals in the congregation, each had by a spirit
not of themselves declared calamities were near at
hand. The exhortation in each of these was to the
Saints to be very diligent:in· theii· w0rship :of God,
and their lives to be pure and good, that they may
escape, or be cared for by the loving Father in time
of ·these coming troubles .
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Now, how shall the Saints be profited by these.
admonitions? is a very perpl~xing question for us to
solve. We are fully persuaded that there must of
necessi~y be ~o~ething 1llore than moral exceliency
aboundmg w1thrn the church collectively, as also
individually; both. need to obey the injunction of the
Apostle Peter;. "Add to your virtue [moral excellency] knowledge.
Without a knowledge of the impending calamities
more in .detail, and why they should come, and the
results of their coming; we can see but very little
profit. The Saints should so acquaint themselves
by a perusal of the prophecies and revealments of
modern times, that they may know how, and know
when they can "Enter into their chambers and
'shut their doors allout them for a little moment
while the indignation of the Lord be overpast':
(Isaiah· 16).
We think it is pointed out very clearly, that as
Israel suffered at the time of their fullness A. D. 60
to 70, just prior and at the destruction of Jerusalem, calamities multiplied upon them, such as they
had "not known since they were a itation,"-extremely appalling according to the history of those
times. Even so in like manner, rtow in the fullness
of the Gentiles there is to be "a day of vengeance"
upon the Gentile nations, that shall be more calami;
tous than Israel's. day. As Israel was completely
broken as a nation, even in like manner shall the ·
Gentile nations be broken when Israel's time be come
in. And the knowledge as to which of the nations
is to be broken first should be resident in the church;
as also the knowledge of the holy place for God's
people to flee unto i·and how, and when.
.
Book of Mornion;: J~c('.}bl3: ·102-114, and Jeremiah
31: 9, give us to understaii.dgthat'•IDphr'll,,im <will establish the kingdom of Israel, and that kingdom will
not be under any Gentile domination. And because
of this breaking up of Gentile law and rµle, whereby
the kingdom of Israel can be set up, it will be a day
of trouble such as that nation in which it takes
place has never before known.
But Ephraim must have a knowledge as well as
moral excellency in oraer to be able to enter in and
occupy. This is imperative. And the signs of the
times are, that this can take place in a very short
time; the harvest is ripening very fast, so fast that
our old men may live to see the kingdom of the
ancient of days set up. "God will hasten it in its
time."
·
The establishing of this kingdom as spoken of,
and seen in vision by the ancient prophets, was
prophesied of by them as the coming of Christ. A~d
we should so understand the fulfillment of the Scriptvrrs relative to his coming means to us a period rof
Vme and he that lives to see this kingdom set up
ES ]:;~fore stated lives till the coming of Christ.
MARCUS
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ARE WE EVANGELICAL?

. ntl Elder Mintun was dropped from the Minis(Only 1.ece Y0 f D Moines Iowa on the ground that he ·
terial Alliance, t an e:vangelic~l chm'.ch. The following
h d
. arti-_
·1
d1.d not .represen
le is his de fense. Other brethren who
. have
E a a:) simi ar
~xperience will write on the same subJect.- 'DITORS.
"
.
advised
by
apostolic
instruction
that
If
We are
h Id t. b . dged "
Id 1·udge ourselves we s ou no e JU
•
we wou
· J.u
· d g ment on
and
hence to answer this quest•~on m
ourselves would be the right kmd of JUd~~e;it to
. d I e 1·n• providing we may
have thed Spirits
asmug
.
·
sistance that we may be nghteously le m our conclusions.
No satisfactory answer can be given as long as
there is not an agreement as to the meaning of words
!·elating to the question to be answered,d hence w.e
l
must decide as to the meaning of the wor ?vange ical in this question, to arrive at the most satisfactory
and beneficial conclusion. We ar~ aware that to
answer selfish religious purposes there are several
definitions, such as:
1. "It does not make any differen_ce what you believe, just so you are honest." To believe that this
is a correct answer we must believe that it does. not
make any difference whether we believe as Christ
believed and taught, or not. We would be justified
in believing that it had been better that Jesus Christ
had taught nothing, if this answer be true. Tlwse
who give this answer are as a rule very tenacious
in denouncing as non-evangelical those who declare
a disbelief in Jes us being the Christ.
2. "To believe the Bible, the whole Bible, and
nothing but the Bible." Those who are the loudest
defenders of this idea, alwaYf.l.. add ito the first part
of this definition, l'a.si:we:jnt~J!pret it':~ ;.to the second,
"that is ..:o:ot,,d!fnei.awa~~l;:and to ,the third, 1'that'
claims to be given of God, or by inspiration." To
accept this as conclusive in its abstract sense is to
accept the thought that God, Christ, the angels, or
the Holy Spirit do nothing now, that all they are to
do is to give us the Bible. But I find that these same
religionists have as many books written in explanation of what they believe about the Bible as any
other class of religionists, and while they in words
denounce creeds and disciplines, this denunciation
is only words, for they have both, both printed and
unprinted, and no two of the unprinted ones agree,
and most of the unprinted ones do not agree with
their printed ones:
3. "To believe that the complete canon of scripture is contained in the Old and New Testaments."
To this is attached always, "as interpreted by us in
our creeds, written or unwritten." .
·
4. "To believe that you are i:ight, but not the
?nly ones that are right." -This expresses the mean-.
I~g that a person may be right, and one who htay
differ from him be right also, thus making two or
more standards of what is right. This can· not be

true, for if a thing or declaration is right, it is
right, and all that is contrary to it is in another column,-the column of wrong. Only one religious
system is right and that is the system that was believed in and advocated by -the Lord Jesus Christ.
To none of these defi:n.itions of what is evangelical
can I agree, but believe that they are the outcroppings of priestcraft, but I can agree with the defini1 ·
tion that is given by one of the greatest p h"l
1 o og1sts
of this age, Noah Webster, who gives this as the primary definition to the word evangelical:
According to the gospel; consonant to the doctrines and
precepts of the gospel published by Christ and the apostles.
This might be more fully represented in the following language:
That system of which Jesus Christ is the author, and that
was advocated by him while here on earth, and by his dis-~
ciples who immediately followed him, a part of which systern is published in the New Testament.
No system can be evangelical that is out of harmony with, or contradictory to, what is tai.1ght by
the New Testament.
In this standard of evidence we find taught that
we will find eternal life in searching the Old Testament Scriptures, or the scriptures that the Jews had
when Jesus was instructing them, and this is declared in this clear language: "Search the scriptures . for in them ye think ye have eternal life : and
they ~re they which. testify Of me." To believe on
the one testified of, Jes us Christ, is eternal life, but
this carries with it the belief in that testified by
him. We strengthen this conclusion by the statement of Paul to Timothy in which he says:
And that from a child thou hast known the holy scriptures,
which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through
faith which "is in Christ Jesus.
n
·:·!L
·me·
Now, it is known by all that at the timEr'Jesus
spoke to the Jews, as quoted, and when Paul spoke
to Timothy, as quoted, none of the New Testament
had been compiled, and from Timothy's childhoo·'l
he had not had access to even a knowledge, except
it be through the scl'iptures had previous to the ~om
pilation of the New Testament, that there was or
was to be a Christ, and yet we are here informed
that from a child he had known the holy scriptures
that was able to make him wise unfo salvation.
It is then evangelical to believe that which the .Old
'Testament testifies of concerning Jesus Christ and
his work.
Then we are informed by the New Testament that
not all that had been written by the inspired men of
old and that had been done and said by the Christ,
is
the New Testament, but that some of it that
is quoted; and some referred to by inspiration is not
associated with that hvhich •refers to it. As proof
we invite the reader to the following passages :
r wrote unto you in an epistle not to company with fornicators: yet. not altogether with the fornicators of this world,

in

1
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or with the covetous, or extortioners, or with idolaters; for
then must ye needs go out of the world.-1 Corinthians 5: 9._

This shows that Paul had written a previous
epistle to the one that is found in the New -Testament, and it contained things of such. importance
that he refers the Saints to it. Had we it we would,
without doubt, find benefit by referring to-it also.
i

How that by revelation he made known unto me the mystery; (as I wrote afore in few words, whereby, when ye_ read,
ye may understand my knowledge iri the mystery of Christ.)
-Ephesians 3: 3, 4.

This gives the importance of that previously
written, as given by revelation, and through the
reading of which they could understand P_aul's
knowledge in the mystery of Christ. If it would
give them this understanding, it would also give us
the same, hence its importance.
Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the
common salvation, it was needful for me to write unto you,
and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith
which was once delivered unto the saints.-Jude 1: 3.

Whatever it was that Jude had written was needful for the good of the Saints, and if good for the
Saints then would be good for Saints now.
To be evangelical, then, is to- believe that all inspired writings are not found in the New Testament, and the Old Testament testifies of several
books written by inspired men living at t~at time
which are not found compiled with the books found
there, but reference is made to them.
Now that we have concluded what the standard
is to which reference is to be made in proof of what
is evangelical and what is not, we must decide another equally important matter, and that is, by what
means shall we interpret that which is written, or
by which that which is written will be interpreted
to us, as God intended that we should understand
it? That this interpreter is not operativ~, or not
listened to by many, is evidenced by the many contradictory theories as to what the gospel is, and
what God requires of mankind as essential to their
salvation. · The Bible alone, without any interpreter, is meaningless, and the Bible alone with other
than the divine interpreter is of no special value in
giving to us the divine mind. To enjoy the divine
interpreter, "the Holy Ghost, is to believe in more
than. the Bible alone. Paul says, "Even the things
of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God."1 Corinthians 2: 11. To believe in the revealed
meaning of the written word as given by the Holy
Ghost is a part of evangelical Christianity, and in
this we are evangelical.
The New Testament unfolds to us the following
principles as believed in and published by Christ and
the apostles.
-. '' ·'
·
1. To believe in God as the Creator (Acts 17: 24
26)' who is, and who is a rewarcler of those wh~
diligently seek him (Hebrews 11: 6) : who!'le prom-
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ises are yea and amen (2 Corinthians 1: 20); and
one to whom all may _come an_d receive wisdom
(James 1: 5). In this we are evangelical.
2. To believe in J e~us Christ by whom all things
were created ( Colossians 1 : 16) ; who is the Savior
of all men, specially of them that believe (1 Timothy 4: 10) ; the author of eternal salvation unto all
that obey him (Hebrews 5: 9) ; and who will come
again with his angels in the glory of his Father to
reward every man according to his works (Matthew
16: 27). In this we are evangelical, for we thus
believe and teach.
3. To believe in the Holy Ghost as a gift promised
to every baptized believer (Acts 2: 38, 39); as the
Spirit which guides into all truth, and wiii show
things to come (John 16: 13); as that which leads
the sons of God and bears witness to their spirits
that they are the children of God (Romans 8: 14,
16) ; and as that medium through which God reveals
the things that he has prepared for them that love
him, and by which all the things of God are made
known (1 Corinthians 2: 9-11). Thus we believe
and teach, hence, in this we are evangelical.
4. To believe the 'gospel of Jes us Christ is the
power of God unto salvation (Romans 1: 16); that
it must be obeyed to escape punishment (2 Thessalonians 1: 7, 8) ; and that it comes.in word, in power,
in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance (1 Thessaloniaml 1: 5).
To believe that the gospel of Christ and the doctrine of Christ are the same, for they both promise
salvation (Mark 16: 15, 16; 1 Timothy 4: 16); by
doing of which doctrine we shall know whether it
is of human or divine· origin (John 7: 16, 17); by
abiding in which we hav~ both"the'Father and the
Son, but to transgress which we liMe iiot God (2
John_ 1: 9). 'Tis thus we preach, and are evangelical.
5. To believe that the gospel or doctrine of Christ
is a unit, composed of certain fundamental principles briefly defined by the Apostle Paul (Hebrews
6: 1, 2) ; and that out of such as )Jelieved the church
was organized, and to that church others were added
who thus believed unto salvation (Acts 2: 36-47) ;
which church must be heard in its disciplinary
authority or such ones who do not hear shall be as
though they had never obeyed (Matthew 18: 15-18~ ·
6. To believe that not only God communicates his
will through the Holy Ghost (John 14: 26) ; but that
the Devil can and does converse with humanity(Genesis 3: 1-5; Job 2: 1-6; Acts 19: 15) ; that while
God's word is truth, and, hence, always in agreement with itself, and endures the same for ever
(John 17 : 17 ; 1 Peter 1 : 25) ; the Devil is the fa the~·
of lies (John 8: 44). We thus believe.
7. To believe that angels have been used as instruments in God's hand of ministering to fallen humanity, as is witnessed from the beginning of Genwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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· t tJ e close of Revelation, and that their special·
es1s o 1
h · ~
business is to minister to those who shalL ~e em,,
of salvation (Hebrews 1: 13, 14~. So we beh~v~.
8. To believe that God authorizes men to immster
the word of salvation (Mark 16: 15) ; but that he
does not always choose those i:onsidered the wise and
noble (1 Corinthians 1: 26) ; but that no one has
the right to preach unless he is sent of God (Romans
10: 15; John 20: 21) ; and that to receive. those sent
in the faithful discharge of their duty is to receive
Christ (John 13: 20) ; and to further believe that
none can officiate in the higher offices of the priesthood unless they are called of God (Hebrews 5: 4).
To this instruction we humbly submit. ·
9. To believe that there has been a complete apostasy, and the authority of God has been taken from
among men (Revelation 12: 1-5; 13: 7, 8; Matthew
11: 12).
To believe that because of this apostasy there
must be a restoration of the gospel in word, in
power, in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance,
the same way the gospel came in New Testament
times (Revelation 14 :6, 7) ; that in that restoration
the same fundamental principles will be taught, even
faith, repentance, baptisms, the laying on of hands,
the resurrection, and eternal judgment, as was
taught by Christ and th~ apostles, and that those
who believe these principles will be governed, by
the same organic law, and the same offices be filled
with men to whom Christ will give the same gifts
to officiate as in New Testament times, even apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers, etc., that
the saints may be perfected, the work of the ministry effectually conduct~d, and. the body of Christ
or the church ~dified, .(Ephesians 4: 8-13) ; and the
same manifestations of the Spirit's work as in the
church before apostasy caused these manifestations
to cease (1 Corinthians 12: 1-11). We thus teach,
and enjoy all these privileges.
10. To believe that Jesus Christ is the head of
the. church as the husband is the head of the· wife,
which means that the church like the woman has
a head, divinely fixed, and that this woman has
C.hrist as her husband-head, to give counsel and advice, and to protect from the d_estroyer (Ephesians
5: 23-27). We thus believe, and conclude that there
can be bi;t one church; if otherwise, for a men to
have more than one wife is right, and we know that
such an act is polygamy, and condemned of the
Lord.
11. To believe that marriage is a sacred as well
as a civil contract, and the law governing is that
one man should have but one woman as a wife, ;md
one woman but one man ·as a husband (Genesis 2 :
24; Matthew 19: 4, 5; Ephesians 5: 31) .. · ·
12. ~o believe that we should do good to allmen
~?alatians 6: 10) ; eve_n to our enemies (Matthew
. 44, 45); and that we should over.come evil with
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good (Romans 12: 19-21) ; that intemperance is an
evil, and it is our duty to overcome it \Vith the good,
by suppressing the .temptation to intemperance in
every vvay that is held out to us. \1/ e sho\v our faith
in these things by our works. ·
13. To believe that all men should be., subject to
those in governmental authority, and uphold good
and wise men in official positions and duty (Romans
13: 1-8; 1 Peter 2: 13-17) ; and that we should be
honest, and owe no man anything (Romans 13: 8).
Our patriotism is evidence o{ our belief in this, and
we believe that a debt affects one's standing in the
church.
14. To believe that marriage is for life, and that
there is but one class of sin th~t entitles a husband
or wife to a divorce that permits them to mari·y
again (Matthew 19: 9; Mark 10: 11, 12; Luke 16:
18) ; that if one has other women more than one that
he claims as his wives when the gospel is believed
he must put away.all except his legal wife, and arrange as best he can to care for those who are illegally made claimants upon him for support.
In short we believe that for anyone to live to all
the privileges that God has ordained we may enjoy
we must live by every word that God has given to
govern his children, and in all this we are evangelical as a chu~ch, and only such members of the church
are in practice non-evangelical as do not so live.
God grant that all men may recognize our evangelical· standing.
J. F. MINTUN.
DES MOINES, IOWA.

Of General Interest
ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S PLACE IN HISTORY.
Human glory is often fickle as .the winds) and transient as
a summer day; but Abraham Lincoln's place in history is
assured. All the symbols of this world's admiration are his.
He is embalmed in song, recorded in history, eulogized in
panegyric, cast in bronze, sculptured in marble, painted on
canvas, enshrined in the hearts- of his countrymen, and iives
in the memories of mankind. Some men are brilliant in their
times, but their words and deeds are of little worth to histo1·y;
but his mission was as large as his country, vast as humanity,
enduring as time. No greater thought can .ever enter the
human mind than obedience to law and freedom for all. Some
men are not honored by their contemporaries and die 'neglected. Here is one more honored than any other man while
living, more revered when dying, and destined to be loved to
the last syllable of recorded time. He has this threefold
greatness-great in life, great in death, great in the history of
the world. Lincoln will grow upon the attention and affections
of posterity, because he saved the life of the greatest nation,
whose everwidening influence is to bless humanity. Measured by this standard, Lincoln shall live in history from age
to age.
Great men. appear in groups, and in groups they disappear
from the vision of the world'; but we do not love or hate men
in groups. We speak of Gutenburg and his coadjutors, of
Washington and his generals, of Lincoln and his cabinet; but·
when the day of judgment comes, we crown the inventor of
printing, W!'l place the laurel on the brow of the father of his
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country, and the chaplet of renown upon the head of the
rnvior of the republic.
Some men are great from the littleness of their surroundings, but he is only great who is great amid greatness. Lincoln had great associates-Seward, the sagacious diplomatist;
Chase, the eminent financier; Stanton, the incomparable secretary of war;_ with illustrious senators and soldiers. Neither
could take his- part nor fill his position. And the same law
of the coming and going of great men is true of our -own day.
In piping times of peace, genius is not aflame, and true greatness is not apparent; but when the crisis comes, then God
lifts the curtain from obscurity and reveals t~e man for -the
hour.
Lincoln stands forth on the page of history,,unique in his
character and majestic in his individuality. Like Milton's
angel, he was an original conception. He was raised up for
his times. He was a leader of leaders. By instinct the common heart trmted in him. He was of the people and for the
people. He had been poor and laborious; but greatness did

not change the tone of his spirit or lessen the sympathies of
his nature. His character was strangely symmetrical. He
was temperate, without austerity; brave, without rashness;
constant, without obstinacy. He put caution against hope,
that it might not be premature; and hope against caution,
that it might not yield to dread or danger. His marvelous
hopefulness never betrayed him into impracticable measures.
His love of justice was only E'.qualed by his delight in compassion.
His regard for personal honor was. only excelled by love of
country. His self-abnegation found its highest expression in
the public good. His integrity was never questioned. His
honesty was above suspicion. He was more solid th·an brilliant; his judgment dominated his imagination; his ambition
was subject to his modesty, and his love of justice held the
mastery over all personal considerations. Not excepting
Washington, who inherited wealth and high social position,
Lincoln is the fullest representative American in our national
annals. He had touched every round in the human ladder.
He illustrated the possibilities of our citizenship. We are not
ashamed of his humble origin. We are proud of his greatness.-Bishop John P. Newman.
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REARING A CHILD.

GUIDING MAXIMS FOR PARENTS WHO WOULD BE WISE.

Don't coddle the child. Gratify many wants and you will
make a slave of the boy. Your husband is probably a better
man than your boy is likely to become, because he had to
rough it.
·
Live in simplicity. Stick to nature, and you are sure not to
go far wrong.
Don't dismiss your child to. an ignorant hireling. If you
have never seriously tried the companionship of a little child
you have missed one of the greatest pleasures of life.
Join in the child's games. Solve his doubts:· Answer his
questions. Become a child again.
Don't deceive your child. Keep your promises. Let your
word to you1· child be your bond.
Don't make your child an epicure. Better for his health
and happiness that a child be brought up ~ore as a Spartan
than as a sybarite. Simple food is best for the health. Don't
lead him tp the belief that he lives merely to eat and not that
lie eats to live.
Don't tell ghost stories. The· Pennsy lv1J-nia;; Dutch used to
delight in ghost stories. _,·And! how many horrible nights I
spent as a boy in consequence! I used to be distracted at the
figure of a tree or the shaking of a bulrush, and affrighted at
my own shadow.

June 22, 1910.

Don't surfeit your children with too severe religion unless
you want to turn them against it.
'
Don't make home irksome. If you would not have
"ld
1
.
your
ch 1 ren ost to you in after hfe, make home happy to them
when they are young.

Don't force· the children to look elsewhere than at home foi·
pleasure.
_
T~e h_ome evenings !?resent a field rich with possibilities of
lastmg. mfluence. It is one of the misfortunes of our times
that neither men nor women spend many evenings at home.
In neglecting the culture of our homes we- let our children
slip from us for ever. The boy or girl whose evenings are
spent on the street almost inevitably turns out bad.
·
How can we keep our boys off the streets? Make the home
life for" the evenings so plea~ant, so attractive, that the children will not want to leave it for any amusement outside.
Don't grow away from the spirit of childhood. Never become old in heart. Swedenborg wrote of heaven that there
the oldest angels are the youngest.
Grow always toward youth. If you grow old it will be bad
f01· your households.
·
In some homes children are expected to wear a countenance
grave enough to break an undertaker's heart. All the joyousness of their nature is suppressed.
It is a crime to repress gladness and make children stately.
Make childhood joyous, playful, bubbling over with laughter.
Put as much sunshine into childhood days as possible. Provide all the games you can afford and let your children have
so much fun at home that every place outside will seem dull to
them.
Don't exaggerate. The great want of Americans is accuracy: If a man is to be accurate he must be taught it in his
childhood or he will never learn it. As a small mistake in
leveling an arrow at the hand makes a great difference at the
mark, so a small mistake in the notipn of truth makes a wide
difference in the telling of the truth.
Don't be affected. A child is never affected naturally; he
must be made affected •by ·imitation or by instruction. When
Cicero consulted the ora:Cle •at Delphos concerning what course
of studies -he should ·pur~me the answer was:'- if'Follow nature." Let everyone do thii; and affectaticin''Willbe;unknown.
Don't be bigoted. Bigotry is the whole man put into a
Chinese slipper and kept there.
It is a stint upon the human name, and makes man unlovely
wherever there is light and nobleness. A great deal of
bigotry comes from wrong education in the home circle. Parents, never caricature or jeer other denominations that di~er
from yours. That kind of education often results just opposite
to what was expected.
The children grow up to see for themselves and find that
the people in those churches love God and keep his commandments, and by natural reaction they join those churches.
Bigotry often starts early in the home. There are tens of
thousands of bigots eight years old.-Written for the PostDispatch by Rev. Madirnn C. Peters.

Father (meaningly) .-Who is the laziest boy in your class,
Tommy?
Tommy.-I don't know, pa.
1
Father.-I should think you would know. When all tie
others are in<lustiiously studying or writing their lessons,,
who is it sits idly in his seat and watches the rest, instead of
working himself?
Tommy.-The teacher.
Did Tommy mean you?
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Advisory Board, Daughtera of Zion.

Mrs. B. c. Smith, president, 214 South Spring- st1:eet, Indeendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president,- Lap · Iowa· Mrs. D. J. Krah!, sec_retary, 724 South Crysler
nti~mt, Indep' endence, Missomi; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South_
s ree '
.
. M
L L R
.
Crysler street, Independence, M1ssour1; rs. . . essegme,,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
avenue, Independence, Missou1i.
A Plea.

I plead with those whose lives are bright,
For those who dwell in gloom,
On whom there breaks no starry rift
Of hope beyond the tomb.
I plead with those whose homes are fair,
For those whose homes are dim0 guide them in the way of Christ,
That they may learn of him.
-M. E. Sangster.

A Little Sermon to Little Folk.

There is a little insect which you may often see fluttering
slowly about the room, especially in spring and early summer
-I mean the little gray clothes moth. These tiny visitors 'give
a great deal of trouble, foi· they do damage out or all proportion to their size to carpets and rugs and clothes. Prudent housewives use all kinds of means to drive them away,
such as camphor and pepper and insect-powders. And if any
are caught they generally _suffer speedy execution as a penalty
for the mischief they do. .Perhaps you wonder why such
troublemme creatures as moths were ever created. But be
sure of this, that everything has a purpose. Moths are often
spoken of in the Bible, both in the Old Testament and in the
New. These little moths that ma,_ke .havoc -among our nice
things are solemn Ht:tle ._preai;he1rn,. and,. the: Lord Jesus bids
us listen to_ thel!l·i;-:1 .1,J.'"'fl- _
But first let me tell yo\l the story of a moth's life. You
will treat them wil>h more respect when you know more about
them.
A moth starts its career as a little white caterpillar, lying
snugly in the soft folds of a woolen rug, or carpet, or curtain.
As soon as it is born it begins to' make clothes for itself
which is more than you or I did. And very cleverly it make~
them at our expense. The little fellow looks about right and
left for pieces of wool for his coat and vest, and he is delighted
to find beautiful wool close to his side. He has no idea it
belongs to anyone else. He thinks it has been put there expressly for his convenience, and he sets to work at once to
Weave a suit of clothes. The suit is rather like' a long ulster
coat, with openings at both ends, one for the head and the
other for the feet. Our little friend cuts out threads with a
shm·p pair of scissors called mandibles and then he weaves
them into a piece, and turns the ends ne;tly inside for a lining.
A v~ry convenient coat it is, almost as wonderful as the
magical coats in fairy tales-and this is a -real coat. The
soft lining is nice to eat, and the owner makes his meals off
the inside of his coat. Is not that curious?
. Soi~e boys and girls are so fond of good things to eat, that
if then· sleev_es were sweet and tasty I am afraid they would
~oon be out at elbows. But our smart little tailor can sew
Ill
·
h new linings as f as t as th e oId- disappears,
and, more than
t at, he can enlarge his coat. He has a good appetite and
he grows big
ger an d s t outer very fast. -Have you _ever' seen

a boy who was growing so quickly that his clothes had become
too small for him, and his sleeves were halfway up to bis
Eilbows? Well, soon the young moth is in the· same condition.
But what do you think he does? He takes his suit to pieces
and makes it up again. He slits his coat from end 'to end,
and puts in pieces at both sides to make it more roomy
and comfortable; in fact, he makes it quite new again.
How it would save your father's purse and your mother's
fingers if you were as good at cutting out and making up as
the moth you can crush so easily!
This clever little insect lives happily in his long coat until
-the "appointed time" comes for him to pass into a higher
stage of being (Job 14: 14). And then a most wonderful
thing happens. · The coat is turned into a coffin. The insect
creeps up to a wall or ceiling, and hangs the coat up, and
closes the ends with a fine silk shroud. For three weeks he
quietly sleeps a sleep like death, till his great change is complete. Then he comes from the grave clothes a new creature;
no longer ,a worm that must crawl and grovel, but a fullblown moth, moving, with delicate wings, in a new world, a
citizen at last of the free air of heaven.
Now, has not the moth a strange history? And the Lord
Jesus shows us that this quiet-robed preacher, in his gr~y
coat, teaches us a great lesson. The moth "corrupts" or
"consumes" (Revised Version). It destroys fine clothes and
furniture by tea1ing away their threads. God means the moth
to destroy them, for he does not intend earthly things to last.
And he does not want us to have earthly things all to ourselves, lest we set our hearts upon them. Red rust eats away
the iron, and dark .tarnish cl_ouds the silver and the brass.
Wood rots, and even stone wears away. Fine clothes become
threadbare and moth eaten. And _all these decaying things
bid us seek treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not
consume. God has "an inheritance" for them that love hip.1,
"incorruptible and undefiled, and that fadeth not away." (1
Peter 1: 4.)
Don't you see, dear boys and girls, how silly it is to seek ·
first things that last only a short time? Suppose a boy were
offered the choice between a packet of sweetmeats and a
splendid gold watch, which ought he to choose? -Every sensible boy will say: "The watch." The sweets would soon be
eaten and gone, and nothing would be left but the crumpled
paper. But the gold watch would .last all his life through ....
But the little fluttering moth leaves us a warning. Like
many larger people, the moth_ is very clever in some respects,
and very foolish in others. The silliest habit it has is that
of rushing straight into the naked flarn,e of any candle it may
happen to catch sight. of. If the window is ·left ·open on a
warm summer evening, after the lights are lit, you may often
see moths flying in, and dashing themselves against the gaslight or lamp. They will try fl,gain and again to make their
way past the glass globe, and often, in spite of all some kind
person may do to drive them away, they will persevere in their
folly till they drop, burnt, and shriveled, on the table. Poor,
&illy moth! He gets excited by the glare and dazzle, and he
little thinks he is rushing madly to death. You think you
would never be so stupid as a crazy moth. But even grown men
and women, who know better, are often every bit as foolish.
God has. given them minds and consciences, and yet they !et
themselves be dazzled and deqtroyed by the fascination 6f sin,
as the moth is by the flame. The drunkard will go back again
and again to the fatal cup he knows is destroying him. A
boy will play with forbidden gunpowder, till the explosion
bursts when least expected;; and he ·injures for life himself
or his companions. -Many bad thoughts and wrong things look
.as attractive at first as the forbidden fruit to Eve in the
Garden, or the bright light to this foolish insect. But "sin·
when it is finished bringeth forth_ death" (Jan1es 1: 14, 15).
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And every scorched moth warns us to keep as far as possible
from the perilous places of temptation, and to beware of "the
deceitfulness of sin" (Hebrews 3: 13) .-Selected.

Letter Department
McKENZIE, ALABAMA.
Deai· Herald: We take the HERALD. I enjoy reading it
very much, especially the letters and the sermons that are
written by our brothers. My heart rejoices to think that I
am a Latter Day Saint, and my desire is that we may aH
prove faithful throughout our life that we may have part in
the first resurrection and in order to do this we must let our
light shine. I can see where I could have lived better, but
the only thing to do is to improve the present. My desire is
to live that I may be worthy of the blessings that are p1·omised
us if we keep his commandments.
I feel sad to think that our brother, T. C. Kelley:, will not
be with "us this year. May God bless him wherever he goes.
I ask an interest in your prayers that I may remain faithful
to the end when I can my, "0 how sweet to toil and· suffer
for the sake of Jesus' love, pointing men of Christ the Savior
to the blessed home above." My soul is filled. with gladness
when I think of that blessed day when with pain and sorrows
ended, God shall wipe all tears away.
Your sister in Christ,
KATIE BOOKER.

June 22, 1910

NEW SALISBV~Y, INDIA.NA, June 6 1910
Dear Herald: Is baptism· one of the essentials f' . ·
.
?
y
f
·h
·
·
.
o our salva t 10n.
. es, .or Wit out it no. person can be rec · d .
God ' s k'mgd om h ere on the earth · It is esoential to e1vet mto
· d
,
· ·
•
en er the
krng .om here· on i;he earth and . keep the command mens
t of
God, m order to be accepted of him while we l'emain on this
Jesus says,
you must be baptized fol' the 1.em1ss10n
· ·
sphel'e.
.
·
of sms. Jesus answel'ed, "Verily verily, I say unto thee
Except a man ~e bol'n of the water and of the Spirit, he ca~
no: ~nter the ~mgdom of God." It takes the watel' and the.
~pint to constJ_t_ute the second birth, which is the saving bapt1s~. We m~st put ?n Chri.st. The way to put on Christ is
to hve accordmg to his teachmgs and obey his commandm t
en s.
H e says t o a II, "F Ol' . as many of you as have been bapti
d
into Chl'ist h~ve I_JUt on . Chl'ist. Tl).ere is neither Jew ~~r
Greek, there .1s nmther bond nor free, there is neither male
nor female; fol' ye are all one in Christ Jesus."
Thel'e are many ways taught by the religious world that are
~dvocating their theory of religion to get into Chl'ist, but there
1s. o~ly one way to ge~ i~to Chri~t, that is to be baptized by a
mm1ster for the rem1ss1on of sms by one having authority
and the laying on of hands for the receiving of the Holy Ghost.
It takes that to get into the kingdom of God.
P. A. FLINN.
PERSIA, loWA.

Dear Herald: After three months at home in Independence,
the longest stay I have made since entering the missionary
field in 1901, the building of a shack as a tempol'ary dwelling
of a basement and an unfinished house two blocks from the
Sanitarium, I broke my home ties, left wife and babe, and
MIAMI, .OKLAHOMA, June 6, 1910.Dear Saints: For several years there· has been a small went for my field of duty once more. An eventful home going
branch here, but owing to the persecution and lack of preach- it was this last time, and a very eventful home staying it
ing (we hear on an average about six sermons a year) the proved to be. I went to Missouri Valley in time to preach the
Saints have not prospered spiritually as they should. Having last sermon of their peaceful and spi_ritual conference, and in
recently l.ost our branch president by death, we are very much. time to hear a good sermon from one who is on the ascent
instead of the decline in the Reorganization.
in need of assistance, for there isn't even a teacher here.
I had been officially invited bef~re I left home to attend the
· If some officer who is a good, willing worker and able defender of the faith, patient and indefatiguable (this would Gallands Grove conference to be held in Deloit the next
be very necessary in a place like Miami, where the gospel has Saturday and Sunday. With my new colaborer and subbeen rejected so often), could be sent here to live, a house missionary in charge, Bro. W. A. Smith, who is the father of
would be provided for him and his family free of charge. many score of gospel children thl'ough this region of country,
We must have help if the church is to be built up here. This I went to Deloit on the 9th. We stoppe.d between trains at
is a little city of eight thousand inhabitants and as can readily Dow City, a name I had seen for many yearn in the HERALD,
be seen, there are many honest souls among them who need but unvisited until that day. Whlle there I had a long visit
to be taught the truth. There are only twenty or less Saints with a dear brother who had also been familiar to me only
in Miami, although there are several of the members of the by name. I refer to Bro. Romanan Wight, once a missionary
branch who are absent., We realize more fully than ever the of power, and not long since .one of ·'the seven presidents.
meaning of Luke 21: 16, for we are having some experience The poor man sits in the robes of an invalid, burning with
in that line. However, we are still true to the doctrine of zeal and desil'e, but endeavoring to be resigned to inexorable
fate. We could but think, "The spirit is willing but the flesh
l;nrist; some of us at least.
For further information concerning the needs and condi- is weak," and wish that that !al'ge but infirm body with
tion of this branch, address me and I will answer all letters, its Daniel Webster. head, would soon again go in partnership
with its intelligent inhabitant to do gospel labor. What a
endeavoring to do justice to everyone concerned.
good cook he has and what a good dinner we had!
Your sister in gospel bonds,
. The description of Missouri Valley conference describes the
VIDA CATO.
conference at Deloit. Deloit is the home of Bishop Hunt, upon
whom the conference also bestowed the l'esponsibility of
To the Saints in the West Virginia District: The members district presidency. I returned to the.Little Souix District on
of the Clarksburg Branch hereby respectfully solicit aid from the 13th and went home with Sidney Pitt, who has a comfortyou and all the friends of our cause in the building of a able home near Persia. We begin a series of meetings he1·e
chui·ch building. We have the lot and some means in the to-night. We called to-day, •on. the local M. E. exhorter, who
treasury, but in order to complete the building by September published a challenge in last week's paper to any Latter Day
1, we make this appeal to you. Also to the Saints and Saint in this vicinity to meet hini in debate on baptism. We
friends who may feel impressed to contribute sums from had in for publication a cheerful acceptance of his challenge.,
twenty-five cents to twenty-five dollars may be sent to the He refused to sign his own propositfon. 'fhe reason he would
. secr~t:1ry, F: L. Shinn,. Clarksburg, West Virginia, Stately not sign or stand by his published proposition was bewuse he
Add1t10n, or to D. L. Shmn, R. F. D. No. 1 Clarksburg West said the editors did him injustice in putting quotation marks
Virginia.
'
'
in the wrong place. He is held fast. They showed me his
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ffi e and it was just as published and they will not
0
copy 111 ~he ;e have met many of the old timers, some of
spare him.
tt .· . near the portal of the grave. We
who?1 . ar~ toto e~;!her Galland who is in the nineties and
adnumsteri~d the early church and well acquainted w!th t~~
who was M , permanent address is Independence, M1ssou11.
martyrs.
Y
ALVIN KNISLEY.
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MAY, OKLAHOMA, June 9, 1910.
Dea1· Hei·ald: We are isolated from all church privileges,
but we know tha:t if we live up to the law He has laid down
for us he will own and bless us as his children. My husband
and myself and my parents, Brother and Sister Blakesley, and
one sister, Sr. Rosa Hall, and Bro. Willie Barrett are the only
Saints in the neighborhood. Most of the people here are
Baptists, and there is much prejudice among them, but we
hope to set a good example before the people.
There was a good debate here last fall between Bro. J. E.
Yates and C. C. Platt of the Church of God. As a result my
companion was baptized. I was baptized twelve years ago.
We have never regretted the step we took and hope that we
may live worthy of the name we bear. We have two little
girls. Our desire is to raise them up to be true followers of
the Lord Jesus Christ. We have many loved ones we would
like to see obey the gospel. We are longing for the time when
we can move to Zion and associate with the Saints. If anyone
knows of some one who wants to· buy three quarter sections
of land, will they please communicate with W. C. Newcomer,
or C. H. Blakesley, May, Oklahoma. Almost anything that is
grown can be grown here. Prospects are good both for
grain and fruit. We would consider a trade for either a
smaller farm or for town property, preferably in Lamoni.
Ever praying for the redemption of Zion.
ADDIE B. NEWCOMER.

GALES FERRY, CONNECTICUT, June 9, 1910 •.
Dear Hendel: It is with pr?fit that _I 'have re~d thc _ed1.
· the HERALD and Ensign. The last Ensign had an
toria 1s m
·
S " t-h
article on the Utah temple builder~. I_hope the .am s ave_
d the various articles concernmg the succeEsIOn to the
rea 'd
< f the church that have recently appNJ.red in our
pres1 ency 0
.
· h h' h
. l papers in answer to the various tracts wit w ic
h
cth UICUtah
1
fl
d'
th
R
. d
church has recently been oo mg
e eorgamze
Sa~nts' mail boxes. These tracts are very mislead~ng and· the
Saints should be on their guard and not allow themselves to
be misled.
'There have been three different Mormon elders at my place
recently and they have tried to bolster up their claims to the
presid~ncy and the succession to the original chu.rch
I
answered all their arguments and showed them their .false
position. One of them said he did not believe i~ polygamy
and they sent him away to New Haven, puttmg another
polygamous Mormon here in New L~ndon. Th:y must .have
LENORA, KANSAS, June 7, 1910.
been afraid that I would convert him. I beheve he rs an
Dear Herald: I was appointed three years ago to labor
honest man. The other two elders believe in blood atonement
as a missionary in southern. Illinois. I found a field in the
and polygamy.
southern part of the State where I spent most of my time.
I showed them by the history from the Doctrine and I did some very hard labor there, sometimes almost fainting
Covenants, Book of Mormon, and Bible and church literature by the wayside, but the Lord was always near me. One time
printed before the prophet's death, that they had depa·rted when I was traveling along on foot in the rain and mud ·until
from the faith and had tried to organize a church after they I was almost broken down, I sat down on' a log to rest and to
left Nauvoo. I Ehowed them where, only four months before think over the matters as to whether the results would ever
the prophet's death, he and Hyrum Smith both publicly equal the labor, but so far I could see no results. At that
. denounced polygamy and that John Taylor and Orson Pratt point there was a voice saying, "When Brother Snow comes he
also denied that the church priwticed it. A society of ladies will tell you something." I had written to Brother. Snow to
renounced polygamy in 1842 by publicly having a document , come and help me in a meeting and I was on my way to meet
printed in the church papers at that time and signed by the him. The Lord showed to Brother Snow that night in a dream
leading· women of -~he .church. Wilford Woodruff's wife, that there were hundreds of people that would be brou_ght
Heber C. Kimball's wife, and Emma Smith were among the into the light of the gospel through the work that ·I had"dlme
number. It was also publicly printed in the church papers there in southern Illinois. If it had not been for the help of
that polygamy was not and should, not be practiced in the the good Lord I could not have met the issue. As there were
church at Nauvoo. They read statements from their tracts very few railroads in that country, I had to walk many places
and showed me what purported to be statements from Strang, where I felt I ought to go. By the divine Spirit I was able to
Weight, and others endeavoring to show that polygamy was make a good many friends and some Saints. I am attached
practiced at Nauvoo before Joseph's death, and that Hyrum to the people in that part, and it is hard for me to reconcile
knew all about the revelation- that Brigham Young claimed myself to the idea of going out from among them. I walked
Emma burned.
and preached and talked among them till some of .them sh~wed
I asked them when those statements were written, and their appreciation of the angd's message by bemg baptized.
found that it was years after Joseph's death. I told them I was able to open up the work in so many places that I
that unless they could produce some written statement made thought I would have a pretty good time this year working
by Joseph or Hyrum Smith before thefr death, in which they in those openings and not have the sticks to break so much,
advocated polygamy, I should have to believe that they said and so I was mrprised and disappointed very mueh when I
what they meant and were honest in their denunciation of was sent to another mission. I could have sat down and cried
polygamy which they made so short a time before they were bitterly if it could have helped the matter any.
mu1·dered. I know that we have the.truth, but why are we so
I do not want to lay· down or sit· down· on anything that
slow to come up higher? I for one :;;ee- in myself the need of_ comes along, so it only remains for me ,at.present to extend
a cloEer walk with God.
mrheartfelt thanks to the Saints and friends who treated me
. Let us allow nothing to tempt us to sin; but may we coh- so kindly. Many true and faithful Saints did .I find in southt~nual!y examine. ourselves and see if we are walking in the erii Illinois and I shall ever remember them. The scene has
h~ht as Christ is in the light, that we may have fellowship ·changed and I am. in ~?.rthwes~ern Ka~~as, doing the best I
with each other, and then the blood of Jesus Christ the Son can. I find the' wch·k in very bad. condition. It seemed very
of God, will cleanse us from all sin. Hoping to endur~"faithful strange to me when ·r "first caili.e 'out here and found no branch
to the end.
organization that was doing any good. . Thei:e ar~ on~y ~wo
church buildings that belong to the Saints m this district,
THOMAS G. WHIPPLE.
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one being entirely abandoned and a family living in it. The
land is mostly owned by big landlords with hundreds of acres
under their control, which is farmed by renters, thus making
a floating, moving population, so the branches can not be
held together very well. They seemed to be scattered all over
and their interest seems to be more scattered than-the people,
but still I find some good people in and out of .the church,
The people that I have met are very kind and friendly, especially so with a stranger. The people have to make their
living by renting0 and they say they have no time to go to
meeting.
I am stopping at J. N. Boyd's, at Lenora, the west side
of the district. They are doing what they can to help get the
angel message before the people. If all the Saints in their
district will follow their example and put a little notice in the
HERALD or Ensign to let the missionaries know where they
are and the opportunities of work arnund them, the scattered
condition of the Saints might work good, to some at least.
I want all the Saints to cooperate with me in this great
work, that we may be truly colaborers in the work of the gospel. The Lord requires a united effort on the part of the
people. We need unity to build up the work in this district.
!\fay the Lord pour out his blessings on ev!)ry honest effort
that we make until the work and designs of God are fully
accomplished.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
•
S. H. FIELDS.

BULWELL, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND.
Editors Herald: I am sorry my position is not of such a
nature to be able to support my family and have a surplus
with which to obtain church literature. I have True Succession, by H. C. Smith, which is very helpful to me in my
isolated position among a hotbed, as it were, of Utah Mormons. I have received many of their tracts lately. In the
tract, "Reorganization weighed,'' is a quotation ·as stated,
taken from SAINTS' HERALD of August 18, 1888, as follows:
"Joseph Smith was taken away, dying a martyr, of which
death he was conscious, and made preparation before it occurred. He -\v'as not accused by the Lord of transgressions,
and the gift that )Jad been conferred upon him taken from
him; n,~r was the~e a command given him to appoint another
in his -stead, because he had been unworthy, and the Lord
proposed to depose him from his office. It was only in the
event of the gift being taken from him, that he was to so
appoint nnother. This event did not occur." This in large
type was written in a booklet published by Northern States
Mission, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, German
E. Ellsworth, president, 110 South Paulina street, Chicago,
Illinois. I would be glad if some able Saint would supply me
free with above HERALD or a true reading of quotation referred to.
I am thankful our district is on the upward trend, both
spiritually and numel'ically, but am sorry we are 'going to
lose one of our able missionaries, Brother Rushton. We feel
that what will be our loss will be some one's gain. I sincerely
pray that the Lord may spare him, that he may enlighten the
minds of so many darkened ones of this world. I do not
regret that I em4raced this gospel. The Order of Enoch is
t!!uly a work of God and I am ready to comply as soon as
es_tablished. I .realize I am bought with a price and am not
my own, and not one hour is spent in idleness for the time
is far too sho11t for me. Let us pray -for on~ another that
we may remain faithful andi partake of ·rthat, life our Master
has provided:,
Your brother-in Christ,
GEORGE GAYDON.
9 STREET, ALBANS ROAD.
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FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, June 3, 1910.
Dear Herald: In your issue for May 25, is a letter signed
by Thomas W. Whipple, giving an account of a conversation
between him and some Utah elders, and something was said.
about what I had written in my autobiography and the Utah
brethren said it was false, or at least words to that effect. I
ask just a little space in which to say that what I mid was
all truth, but I did not say all the truth by any means. If
anyone will get the Autmnn Leaves for December, 1907, and
read what I said there, and then say that it is not true,
he will tell an unqualified falsehoQ.d, I don't care who he is
or where he is. Then I wrote that I fully expected that it
would be read by many of the Utah people and I knew it
could not be controverted by those who know the facts, but
expected it would be denied by some of the young and ignorant
ones that are sent out to represent the church of Utah.
I recollect, a few years ago, going -with Bro. William
Schade to call on the elders of the Utah church in Los
Angeles. I think theii· mission is on Tenth street. The president of the mission is or was, Elde1'. Watts, a son of Elder
Watts, shorthand reporter, who used to report all the sermons
of the Utah church, and Elder Watts denied that there ever
was a work published by them entitled, Jou1·nal of Discourses;
said it was a forgery, and that blood atonement was a
Josephite lie gotten up to slander the people of Utah. And
there we had with us the Journal of Discou1·ses with the very
article referred to in it, with the statement, "Reported by
G. D. Watts." Truly "th_ey haye m!}pe a re~uge of lies and
underfalsehood have they hid tpe!!],~f,\Y,)s.'; 8 ,i, , , ,,, .
I affirm that anyone who knows_ anythmg alw1;1t _1t knows
that every word I wrote is truth and will not dare to contradict it, but these young zealots are trained to lie to cover
up some of the bad work of their fathers, and the more they
squirm the deeper they get into the mire. I can say that I
wish them nothing but good, but I despise their hypocrisy
and their attempts to mislead the people. I am not able to
write anything very lengthy, but I will give anyone liberty
to ask questions concerning my experience in Utah and I
will try to answer them or tell why I don't answer them.
With a deep, settled love for the truth and the church, I am,
R. F. D. No. 3, Box 84.
J. C. CLAPP.
WOODBINE, IOWA, June 11, 1910.
Dear Herald: As I read your pages from week to week,
illuminated as they are by the light of God's word, and ba~ked
up by the testimonies of his faithful children, I sometimes
think it my duty to contribute my mite as evidence of the
blessedness and power of the truth, but realizing my insuffi•
ciency to convey my thoughts as lucidly as many of my ?reth·
ren, and desiring not to "darken counsel with words without_
knowledge,'' I forbear many times when, perhaps, it is my dnt~:
to 'do the best I can. My eyes have lost their keenness· an '
my hand is less certain than in the years gone by:
nd
My observation tells me that there are many devoted a
earnest Saints to whom this work is the dearest thing _on
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EUBANI's, OKLAHOll'IA, JunJeunle0,2129,110910 .CC'•}_-_·1
,
Dear Herald: Bro. E. A. Erwin came here Ju ne 4 and
.
,
preachdfi
e
ve goo d sermons to a small but attentive audie
Brother Barnum came up from Antlers Sunday and t nee,
'll M d
G00... d
'
'
s ayed
ti
on ay.
was done for the cause. BrothPr "' . left h~re June 9 and went to Texas.- May God--bles:r~~
j
and ~is efforts a~ he .;oes on to tell _the good news of the
ange s message m ot er places. I ask an interest in the
praye.rs of God's people, ~hat we may so live as to have a
part m the first resurrection.
Your sister in the faith,
MRS. E. C. WILSON.
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ly in this branch,· but throughout the district,
t On
h
eart
·
'h.I 'I no n painfully aware that there a,re some w1h o, '"f
1 ~h
• e1r
w 1 e dali"ves are a true index, have but little realization of
n~u
I
b
the blessedness of the gospel. Either. they have never een
·ted or they have lost then• first love. Is there
d h
h.
.
f uII.y con Vel '
such a thing as being converted to a man an w en IS ;yo.ice
is not heard and his influence not felt by them that they pme
die? I sometimes fear that such has been the case,
away
andis the judge and 1t
· 1s
· writ
· t en, "He W)·11 ·not .JU
· d ge
but God
fter the sight of his eyes nor reprove after the hearmg of
~is ears." I rejoice that he i~ t~e ~~dge. Where .ther~ is
rnfety in his judgment, there IS hab1hty of wrong m mme.
o charity, thou precious boon, the crown o~ every excellence
fill thou my heart so weak and prone, so Judge by my own
feeble sense.
.
We have been bombarded by the literature from the Utah
church. Four shells have been poured into our t:amp, but
they being filled only with chaff, no damage has been done
to my knowledge. I have neither met with nor heard of any
wounded from their guns, but rather it has had a tendency to
came such as were not well ·acquainted With both sides of
the controversy to look more carefully into the question, and it
has caused them to see greater· beauty in the cause they have
espoused, which is always the case when the truth is opposed.
Our people do not believe that the unchangeable God, the
infinitely wise Being, gives one law for the salvation of the
race and then finds himself under the necessity of introducing
another diametrically opposed to the one he issued before the
foundation of the world. A very slight knowledge of humanity would satisfy all men that there would be no. need of
an angel with a drawn sword to persuade a man to gratify·
his lower passions. One incontrovertible evidence against
polygamy is the nearly equal number of the sexes, the preponderance, if any, is on the side of the male. I express my
pity for the young men who have been raised and tutored
under the darkening influence of the Utah system and sent
out to propagate a system that bears upon its face the evidence of falsehood. I thank God that he has reserved unto
himself men who had the manhood and the sterling love for
God and his cause, sufficient to impel them to search diligently
into the phantom lights that were being held up until they
were satisfied that God was not th!Jre, and continued to seek
unto God until they ':i:'(\ti'iid' th~ tf'ue light. The charge of
apoEtasy agitinst 'kuch 'iii'er('falls harmless at their feet and
only shows the weakness of the enemies of truth.
Our district conference was held in Missouri Valley and
I believe it was the largest conference ever held within this
district. Sidney Pitt and the assistant minister were in charge.
!he business was transacted without a jar. The prayer meetmgs were good, and the preaching by J. C. Crabb, W. A.
Smith, and James E. Kelley was also good. I could see the
fire and determination of the latter's worthy father in his
efforts, but I fear his physical strength is not equal to his
zeal. Elders Knisley and Smith preached a few nights after
I was gone. The officials of the district were all heartily
sustained.
. I am Etill trying to uphold the sacred banner. I have no
mtention to let it trail in the dust. I know my efforts are
feeble ' but my de sue
·. t o d.o goo d, Increases
· ·
· h my years.
wit
1 w~nt to say to my Utah friends, I thank God for the Reorgamzed Church of Jesus Christ. Had I never. met with it I
~~.st have been walking in the dark,· foul quagmire of infie ity,-yes, atheism, for I could not believe that the God who
crea~ed the heavens and the earth could be. so weak and
unfair
·
who h as. to ch~nge h"is P1an or stoop to falsehood. .But
He
.
eard a widowed mother's prayer and accepted her :gift '
:~i:Y earl_Y infancy, led me and helped me to see the :true.
' and in that light ,I rejoice.
.
.CHARLES DERRY.
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Why l Am a Latter Day Saint.

I was baptized when I was eight years old. I spent my
young days in the Sabbath school. Years passed by and
finally I reached the age !JI twenty-one when I was married
to Miss Sprott, of Montrose, Iowa. We moved to Fort
Ma:dison where I have remained till the present time. After
corp.ing to this place, I was on the way .J1ome one night,
when I was impressed to try and get a place and have some
of the elders come and hold meetings. I was granted the
pr·ivilege of using the hall and I at once sent for the elders
who came at once and commenced a series of meetings'.
After about two weeks' preaohing, ten were baptized, my
wife being one of them.
I set to thinking and wondered, "Is this church the right
one just because my father and mother belong to it and ai·e
good people?" If I thought my father and mother were
right and I was satisfied, others of my companions might
take a similar stand. But no, this will never satisfy me.
Then I read, "The gates of hell will not prevail against
the church of Christ,'' and I read again, "And I will be
with you alway, even unto the end of the world." Then I
thought, How shall I know the church of Christ? How my
heart did ache! I said to myself, I will lay aside all religion and give myself to prayer. I promised the Lord that
if he would show me the church that he ha:d established I
would join that church if I lost all the friends I had.·
Then came the testimony that I had longed for, in the
form of a dream, and I thank God for the light and knowledge which I received, for then I saw that the gates of hell
did not prevail against it, but that Christ entered and
preached to the spirits in prison and that he will be with
his church till the end of the world. Hence I am not a
Latter Day Saint because my father and mother taught
me it was right, but I have many evidences of this .latter
day work, for which I am thankful.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
SOLOMON TRIPP.
3010 Seneca street, FORT MADISON, IOWA.

News From Branch.es.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.
According to agreement quite a large mimbel~ o:l' Sai\lt~ hi'bt
at the houEe of Brother Selby, at 7404 East"Fifte~ntli.''street,
May 29, 1910, I. N. White and A. H. Parsons presiding. We
were organized into a branch, to be known as the Centropolis
Branch. D. F. Winn was chosen as presiding elder; W. W.
Leaton, priest. Brother Selby was ordained and chosen
teacher, and Brother Cleveland was ordained a;;,d chosen
deacon; Sr. Lola Bolinger was chosen to act as clerk. A most
excellent spirit prevailed and twenty-six members were enrolled by letter and nearly as many more live in that neighborhood who will get their letter and unite later on.
F. C. WARNKY.
6223 EAST FIFTEENTH STREET.

iNDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Of the ministerial force, we have had the pleasure of hearing Elders E. C. B1iggs, W. M. Aylor, J. W. Wight, F. A.
S.mith, F. M. Sheehy, C. Scott, and A,, H. Parsons. Rev. R.
Mais, pastor of the Watson. Memorial Church, delivei·ed a
memorial address before the G. A. ·R. Among the archreologists as speakers, we mention C. Ed. Miller and Prof. K. B.
Millard; .,Our brother;t.in1;the :in,terest <of our .young people,
has recently: delivered in the auditorium a series 'of stereoptican lectures full of instruction and interest relating to the
American Indians arid their ruins now existing. It was a
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good effort and was well appreciated. Last Sunday, Professor
Millard presented himself for the third time before about two
hundred of the Saints as a traveler and lecturer on archaiology. He talked on the pyramids and wonderful structures
and builders, its hieroglyphics, and the powerful men of that
remote age, chief among them Noe. At the close of the lecture· that was delivered by him, he spoke in high cqmmenda-tion of the Saints and this was courteously re!:Jponded to· by
taking up a collection to help defray expenses.
There are three more public speakers worthy of honorable
mention, who have lent dignity to the L. D: S. pulpit in the
Stone Church quite recently. There are Edwin R. Weeks,
president Kansas City Humane Society, Senator H. R. Wamsley, and our own beloved brother, Pres. Joseph Smit!). On
tll.e 5th instant the Saints' Band of Mercy presented itself
in public and was represented by both aged and youth. Elder
W. H. Garrett led in the opening prayer. Mr. Edwin R.
Weeks gave a lengthy lecture on humane education, it being
read from a manuscript, and Senator Wamsley, a very fluent
speaker, discoursed on the rights of our dumb friends. The
program was made complete by recitations by Miss Mabel
Briggs and Miss Messenger, aim by several young people who
displayed much talent in song· and reading. On May 8,
Mothers' Day, there was rendered l fine musical and literary
program, also Pres. Joseph Smith delivered an appropriate
and interesting adddress in which he paid memorable tribute
to Sr. Emma Smith of days gone by, his own beloved and
gifted mother. At the afternoon service four little ones were
blessed, also four more were presented for blessing on the
29th of May. There is much for the Saints here to· rejoice
over, although they are subject to many of the afflictions that
flesh is heir to. We ask the prayers of all the Saints for all
who seek an interest in our prayers, the aged ones, and the
lonely, the sick, and afflicted.
May the Good Spirit comfort and bring peace to all the
Saints, is our sincere desire.
ABBIE AUGUSTA HORTON.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
June 12, a fine Sunday, and being Children's Day, the whole
morning was given up to the children's exercises.· The attendance was a record breaker for our Sunday school. _
The weather being favorable we started our open air services in the public par]~ to-day at 2.30, having again obtained
permission from the city to use the facilities provided, which
consist of a speaker's stand and a large rnpply of seats. We
started up with a little music to attract attention and Bro.
F. T. Haynes addressed the congregation.
Bro. R. C. Russell dropped in on us at our branch meeting
in the evening, just in time to be the speaker. There was a
good attendance and a troupe of visitors from Ringling
Brothers helped swell the crowd of listeners.
We are located on Wade Park avenue, at 715.
FRANK C. WEBBE.
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, June 12. The Children's Day program occupied
the Sunday school and morning service hour, and we feel that
all enjoyed the exercises and were benefited as well. Elder
F. G. Pitt's sermonette was quite instructive regarding the
growth of a seed, and what is necessary in order to grow
spiritually. How many of us are more prayerful and humble
than a year ago? We often think of the question, "What
kind of a church would our church be, if all the members
were just like me?" In some cases it might be necessary to
dispense wi.th the prayer meeting, Religio, and Sunday school,
but let us examine ourselves to see whether we are in the
faith. Edith Dorothy, youngest daughter of Bro. and Sr.
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' morning. Elder p p
Loyd Lang:, was blessed Sunday
· m
· th
··
·
was th e spea1rnr
. e evenmg,
assisted
by Brother · Neement
The Northeastern Illinois convention and conferenc ;~:·
held at Mission, Illinois, June 17, 18 and 19 Theowi he
- '
•
Ee W O
aMntGiciphate Watt:ndi~ghfrom our branch are Brethren Pement
c ,a _:_n,
~mw:ng t, and Cochran, and Srs. Ed. Lang and
Floren~e Wamw!:1ght. We pray for a peaceful and spiritual
gathermg.
The measl.es and mumps. are
the boys home f.rom
, . keeping
.
sch oo I a t B ro. H enry Keir s, and we understand that s .
Maggie Kelso is quite sick at her daughter's, Sr. Addiso~
Frantz, South Haven, Michigan.
S1:. Dorris Seymo~r, from Kansas City, Missouri, is now
malang her .home with. us, and may remain in the city for
some time.
A new sign has recently been placed, on our church, and
Mr. George Warlick has donated some carpet for the aisles as
well as furnishing. the sign, and deserves the thanks of the
branch. We trust'"all, ap~reciate the kindness of those who
lend assistance and will remember them in their prayers.
"Perfect obedience would be perfect happiness if only \Ve
had perfect confidence in the power we were obeying."
Who is the happiest of men? He who values the merits of
others and in their pleasure takes joy, even as though 'twere
his own.
·
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

NAuvoo.-District convened at Fort Madison, Iowa, June
4 and 5. C. E. Willey and James McKiernan presided and
M. H. Siegfried and Charles Fry acted as secretaries. 0. H.
Bailey acted as chorister and Madge Siegfried organist.
The morning session of the 4th was devoted to routine work,
hearing reports from the following branches: Montrose,
Keokuk, Farmington, Rock Creek, and Burlington. Pr~si
dents of these branches and of the Ottumwa Branch, which
did not send a statistical report, reported the condition of
the branches and the work done there during the last four
months. Ministerial reports additional to those of the presidents of branches, were made by George P. Lambert and M.
H. Siegfried. The treasurer reported a bala?1~e on han~ of
$15.06. This report was referred to an auditmg cornrn1~tee
consisting of 0. H. Bailey, W. T. Lambert, and S. '.l'!'IPP·
They reported it correct, together with.the book. All v1S1tmg
brethren were given right of voice and vote. The secretary
and historian presented a bill for $1.32, which was allowed,
and an order drawn on the treasury. At 2.30 p. rn. officm:s
were elected for one year as follows: Charles Fry, preSldent; M. H. Siegfried, secretary; George P. Lai?1bert treas·urer. T·he president nominated for his associate, M. H.
Siegfried, which nomination was ratified by the conference.
The reunion committee reported that t~e date for the re·
union was set for July 29 to August 7 mclusive, to b~ held
at Montrose, Iowa. By resolution the br;:inc~ pres1~ents
were directed to report quarterly to the district pres1d~nt
hereafter and not to the conference direct. The followmg
resolutior: was· passed unanimously by a rising vat~: . ·~~e;
solved That we extend to Bro. C. E. Willey our app_resrn IOI
of his' long and faithful servfoe as president and n11ss10nar~
in our district and that as he goes out to other fields of iab 0!•
'
· h es for his
we hereby express
our earnest good w1·11 an d wi.s
ui·
welfare and success; and pray, t?at t?e ~lessmgs_ of \
heavenly Father may continue with him m !!II !us wo~d:
Resolved further That we extend to Brother Willey a sta
ing invitation t~ visit us at any time." At 7.45 P· mt 1~
Saturday Brother Fry preached, with W. T. Lamber 1 d
charge. 'sunday, ~he 5th, the district 'superintendency B~o.
charge of the sess10n of Sunday school at 9.3(~/·MD aid
9. H. Bailey preached at 11 o'clock, .w.ith F. · ~ .~nnce
m charge. At 1.30 Brother Fry adnnmstered the or di the
of baptism to three individuals. They. were confirme~ ~ T
prayer meeting at 3 o'clock, in charl!;E;i.:of Geo. P. an. f~re:
Lambert· In the evening
Brother w
..,..illey
Mreached
lns1rnvlll
•g·
.
·
K"
well sermon to the. district, Bro. J,atf!~s
c iernan ded
the
charge of the meetmg. A vote of thapks W!!S ~xten
de.d
Fort Madison Saints and friends foi•(j;he hosp1tahty exten -
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· ·r1 Saints Adjourned to meet in Farmington, Iowa,
~:tob~~ f~nd 2. M. H. Siegfried, secretary.
0

Ceiafero11.ee Noticl!!S.

The Texas Central conference meets July 16 at 10 a. m. !Lt
h T as Central Branch. We request all the branches m
\ e a·efrict to send in their reports to the conference, that all
~; ~!e the condition of the Lord's work in this part. ~here
wiif be a reunion to follow the conference, .to last. abou" tc:n
d
It will be expected that all of the Sarnts who can will
atysn. d for the good of themselves. and the work. Come, and
t e
abring
· 't w1"th you.
a good sprn
.
.
·
The Southern Nebraska conference will be held at the
Saints' ~hurch at Nebraska City1 at 11 a .. m., Jul¥ 24, 1910.
All reports must be made covermg a period of six months,
from January 1 to June 30, and may be forwarded to Elder
H. A. Hig ·ns, Nebraska City, Nebraska. We trust that the
district
be well represented at the conference. C. H.
Porter, president.
The Central Illinois District will convene at Beardstown,
Illinois, on the 11th and 12th of. June, 1910. All are_ cordiall~
invited to attend. Chas. C. Simpson, secretary, !120 .l!iast
Oak street, Taylorville, IUinois.
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PuteraJ.
.To th~ P~·esiiJ,ing Offic~rs of the Branches of the Clinton,
Missoun, District: I have been selected to preside over tho
district for another year, and I am under obligation upon
the 1st day of July, October January, and March to make
a report to the secretary of the First P1•,,siden<'v of th<> conditions of each branch, with the work-done--each- quarter·
.therefore, to assist me in making my report, I kindly as!~
that upon the 25th day of June, September, December, and
February, you forward to me a report of the condition of
your branch with the work done: Address me at Holden, Missouri, Box 435, and the same will be forwarded to me at:once.
Please remember that the district reunion will be held at
Eldora~o Springs,, Missouri, beginning August 19, 1910. All
the Samts and friends are· urged to be present. Notice will
be given later in regard .to tents, etc. It is also requested
that the presiding officer of each branch make an effort to
raise funds to assist in defraying the expenses of the reunion
and bring or send same at the beg'mli\.~ng of the reunion.
J.AiMES MOLER, President.
ROCKVILLE, MISSOURI, June 8, 1910.
(\

'fo all who are interested in. the. Des Moines District
Mission: In the love of God l gr'e& you. I have delayed
issuing this letter hoping to hear th~t another or others had
been appointed to labor in this distri~.t. for since the General
Conference Bro. W. Christy has entel'll'd into business of such
Convention No\iccc.
a nature that it has taken him out of the active field-work,
leaving only Elder C. E. Butterworth and myself iri this
The;Saskatchewan District Sund~y school convention will large
with the city of De-ill.M'.oines as objective point
be held Friday, July 1, at Regina:~' Saskatchewan. Let all of my district
labor, and I had hoped to have somethinl} of a more
come and help make this convention.'!'\ success. Minnie Smith, ehcouraging
nature to write about,-and we still hope for
secretary.
more laborers to be sent to assist us. · How(lver, until iluch
time let us keep the work moving, and so labor that the
Reunion Notices.
interest now existing may not decrease.
.
Tne work is the Lord's, and to him we should go for
The reunion of the Northern Wisconsin District will convene at Chetek, July 8, 1910. The same grounds will be direction and strength. Any of ·tlie local ministry who can
used as last year, which is indeed an ideal place to hold our spend a month or more in the active work will please ret:iort
reunion. Brother J. J. Cornish has agreed to be with us. We to me at once. We can only bid you who are anxious for
also expect Bro. J. W. Wight, together with om· Wisconsin special work i~ your vicinity to be pati~nt, .and see!{ t~e Lord
laborers. Corne one, come all who can, and .Jet us have a real that he may direct those who are labormg m the district, .and
spiritual feast. We shall endeavor to furnish meals to all that he may send more laborers into the vineyard. And as.
who come and camp on the ground at fifteen cents per meal, you pray, so labor by n~t only paying that whjch i~ due,tfre:::
transient at twenty cents per meal. Cots and tents will be Lord, but by encouragmg all others to do hkewise. ·Tli1r':
fur!Ji&hed reasonably cheap. All wish~ng .the same:, please · Bishop's a~ent's address is W. Christy, Mineral Ridge, Iowa:
For a time it is thougltt best that Brother Butterworth
notify Brn. Leroy Colbert at Chetek, m time to ipve committee time to look after your needs. S. E. L1vin11:ston, attend to his special work as a patriarch and minister to the
reviving
of the· Saints. Any sp!icial desire for his service
president; Lerny Colbert, secretary.
·
The Kentucky and Tennessee District reunion will begin may be sent to him at Dow City, or to me, and I will inform
July 16. Everyone is invited to come prepared to camp on him. Please inform me of any special intei·est and desire
the ground. Arrangements will be made for pasturage of for labor, and I will, with the help of Cffid, satisfy it as soon
as it is po£sible.
st~ck. No ar~angernents will be made for a boarding tent, so
Any of the Saints having friends in the city of Des Moines,
brmg your skillet along. J. J. Adair, secretary of committee.
or that may be corning to the city for a few days or weeks,
please info1'm me, and inform them of the location of the
Saints' chapel at East Fourteenth and Lyon streets.
Two-Day Meeting.
With Cffid's help much can be accomplished that it may
.Th~ Sa!nts of th1i Saint Thomas Branch of the London
appear to us is impossible, and without him· we can do
D1stnct will hold a two-day meeting on Saturday and Sunday
nothin~.
Te assist m this work we are informed by the
June 25 ai:id 26. A,ll the Saints of the London District wh~ revelat10n of God that we must "be humble and full of love,
can maki: it convement to attend, please do so; and a cordial having faith, hope, and charity, being temperate in all things
welcon_ie is e~te_nded .to Saints of other districts, especially to whatsoever shall be intrusted to our ca1·e,'' and so I hope
trayehng 1:mss1onar1es, as the· Saint Thomas Saints are and pray we all will be.
desirous .of making . this a banne1; meeting. Lodging and
My address is 1205 Filmore street, Des Moines, ·Iowa;
meals will be provided free of charge. L. O. PearsoN.
·
secretary.
·
• Iowa Phone No. 2335.
Hopefully ·in Christ,
d fw?-day meetings w.ill be h.eld at.t}\e following places and
June 10, 1910.
J. F. MINTUN.
a es·. J1:1ly 2, 3•. at Wu·~. Indiana; Umon Chur<!h: July 9, 10,
at Bthrnl'll~, Indiana, Samts' Chutch; July 16, 17, at LeavenStake and District Sunday Soli~ol and Roligio Officers,
f0r. • nd1ana, Dry .Run Church;. July 23, 24 at Derby
Officers of Local Orgtmizations, alteunion Committees, eto,
c~~~n~, Hofied~ranch; July 30, a1; at Millstone, I~diana, nea; Greeting: Agreeably to an actio~, :. of the executive ComCum e. on., n 1ana; August 6, 7, at Lamar, Indiana, at J. E. mittees ef the Sunday school an·d Religio in joint session a
Cut ()lf~8 hdmeA August 13, 14, at New Harmony, Indiana, number of local field-workers havelbeen appointed for various
1
Harbst ..~,a~
ugust 20, 21, at Hyatt, !ndiana1 near Wm. districts and localities, These P.el~\lJ;lj?S are to repl'ese'nt the
Ha
lei s,
ugust 27, 28, at Clay City, Inctiana,
near work of both organizations at teuihbns, institutes1 convenSe ~PY bHollow; September 3, . 4, at In~ianapolis, ·Indiana; tions, and locally as circumstances{:tequire and permit, including the normal department. -In thjlir capacity they are to
11 PatrnN er lAOl,bll, at ~ew Trenton, In.d1ana; September 10
Th ew
any, Indiana. .
.
· . .
• teach, encourage, build up, advisefftmd counsel conduct the
p. m~ P:ogra.m for all meetmgs as follows: Friday,_ 7.30 work of reunions, arrange for instill1Jtes, etc, A11 such work
2.ao p pr::iachmg. h~aturday, 9.30 ·a. m., pra.yer.. S:i.turday, when performed ip. di~tricts or )9<;!l~S. is. fo be in harmony
Sunday l~~
tg. Shaturd:,iy, 7.?~ p, m., pre_a:chfog. with the officers m cliarge, and1.~ll their work undqr the
preachin
a
un ay sc ool, ~.30 a; m. Sunday, 10.45, general direction of the unders.igned officers of the general
.
.
.
·
,
·
school 0 ~~er~un~ay-d2.30 P .. m., m charge. of. di~trict Sunday oi·ganizations.
We .therefore sug-gest tha~ ~istricj;,· st!l;ke, and local officers,
· un ay, 7:·? 0. p. in., preachmg. ·
· ,.
·
JOHN, ZAHND,
' · and ·reunion committees, des1rmg the asmstance of these fieldJOHN I'[ARP,: . . .
wodrnr~ •. should communicate with the1n · or appl;v~ ;to. the
JAdon· HALB, \ . "
general officers. below. .A.nd we bespeak for them the kmdly
consideration of the Saints, ~emembering that their needs
Committee,

A.

rr?r
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are such as are common to humanity, and must be. suppliep.
They get no salary. The appointments to .date are giv~n below, and other names
will be added and pubhshed from time tti time.
J. A. Becker, R. F. D. No. 2, Willoughby, Ohio,-Kirtland
District.
Mrs. Blanche I. Andrews, 422 North Thirty-second street,
Lincoln, N ebraska,-N ebraska.
Mrs. Hattie Griffiths, 185 West Eleventh street, Ctilumbus,
Ohio,-Ohio District.
Mrs. Birdetta Smith, Minot, North Dakota,-North Dakota.
C. Ed. Miller, 72 Miller street, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,
-Pittsburg District.
Mollie Davis, 115 West Jefferson street, Pittsburg, Kansas,
-Spring River District.
Mrs. E. M. Walker, Jonesport, Maine,-Eastern Maine
District.
Flo. McNichols, 712 Commercial street, Atehison, Kansas,
~Northeastern and Northwe11_tern Kansas districts.
Mrs. Delmont C. Torrey, North Deer Isle, Maine,-Western Maine District.
Mrs. Hube11; Case, Kingfisher, Oklahoma,-Oklahoma.
T .W. Williams, 1307 West Forty-fifth street, Los Angeles; California,-Southern California.
J. M. Terry, 1230 Magnolia street, Oakland, California,
-Northern California.
Mrs. D. H. Blair, 428 Prospect street, Kansas City, Missouri,-Indenendence Stake and Clinton District.
Walter Wayne Smith, 112 West Ontario street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,-New Yo1·k and Philadelphia district.
Anthony Hewitt, care of 23 Joseph street, Chatham, Ontario,-Chatham District.
,
· 0. W. Cambridge London, Ontario.
·
Hannah Leeder, Port Elgin, Ontario,-Toronto District.
Alice C. Schwartz, 924.American Trust Building, Chicago,
Illinois,-Northern Illinois .. and Chicago.
Frank Shinn, 302 St~@iy avenue, Clarksburg, West Virginia,-West Virginia ~!jtrict.
· Mrs. E. M. Bell,
07 East Pacific a-venue, Spokane,
W ashington,__:_Spokane _istrict.
.J. !"· Mintun, Filmo~;~rlstreet, Des Moine.s,-Def! Moines
District.
.1 •
·
T. A. Hougas, Mac~~?:nia, Iowa,-Fremont and Pottawattamie districts.
_,> >'"
,H ..A. Doty, Traverse 0 ~lj;y,1 ;Michigan,-Western Michigan
District.
L" · ·
Edward Rannie, 706'.L'W'est Sixth street, Madison, South
Dakota,-South Dakota, ill'Strict.
Mrs. T. J. Sheldon, Gam'eton, Missouri,-Far West District.
Annie Stuart, Box 220, Woodbine, Iowa,-Little Sioux
District.
H. W. Smith, Lamoni,,Ipwa,-Montana District.
Myron C. McConley, Honolulu, H. I., Hawaii Territory.
.Wm. Aylor, Independence, Missouri,-Texas.
M. H. Siegfrio<!. Nauvoo, Illinois,-Nauvoo District.
Joseph Al'l~er, mdependence, Missouri,-Kewanee District.
S. D; Condit, Logan, Utah,-Oregon and Western Idaho.

J ollfJpll _Smith, li!dltor ; !Dibert A.. Smith, Aasoclato lldltor.

A. Smith, A11l1tant Editor.
• 1sraeI
Publl!!h.. nor7 Wedne=da7,. 8ubaerlpt1ol'l price U.50 per •ta In
adnneo.
·
• r
When pAJmont la made,
date on yellow label ahva7 1 ahoin the
time to whlell 7en lsan paid~ er the :ti- wllell :ronr snbtcrlptlon
explre11.
If not chan11d within a month afur pa:vo:iont 11 maclo notlfJ 01,
Tho paper will not be. sont to. peraona who are •Ix months In
arroan, unless apecltJ. arr11n1ementa are m1.clit.
.·Au article•, lattera for publlcatlen, notlc11 etc., and communlelitloni
concerning the 11.me, 1hould bi addrean' to "Editors Htra14." .lll
bu1lno11 lottero 1houlcl be alldreued to lbrald Publlehlns Hout
Lamoni, Iowa, and all romtttericn ah•uld bo m11cle p117able to tlle .. ~
..lll orrora In the llllln1 of erclero or rend1rln1 of account• 1bould bt
reportoc1 lmmodiatol7, llB recelpt1 for mon17 rocelnd are s11nt within
two da71 after reaching the ollc1.
:U:arrlB1•, death, and birth notices: ·:u:arrla111, $1 per 100 worda
or fr11etlon thereof. Death•, 100 words free ; aboTe that number, 50
oonta per 100 wo•d• or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents vu 75
weNa er imctioa· thereof. -rro, in1ure prom.pt ln11rtlon, make
remltbmco with notice.
For adnrtl1lng r&tea apply to th1 bu1lne11 4epartment.
l!lntarell at poat-oilce, Lamoni, Iowa, as aecond-clan mall matter.
Suboerlptlon1 received for .,Zion's lln•llll, al" erden for all BnallJD
publlcatlonll.

the

H. J. Davison, Edgerton, Alberta,~NorthV{estern Canada.
J. B. Wildermuth, Osterdock, Iowa, Eastern Iowa District.
Leonard Houghton, Clitherall, Minnesota,-Minnesota.
J. W. Metcalf, 1381 Seventh street, No. 98 Station E,
Louisville, Kentucky,-Eastern Kentucky and Southern Ohio.
W. E. Peak,- 1207 Washington street, Pittsburg, Kansas,
Southeastern Mission.
S. A. Burgess, 5920 Etzel avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri,
-Saint Louis and Southeastern Illinois.
·
Mrs. A. M. Chase, Alva Oklahoma,-Utah.
G. W. Thorburn,-Seattie and British Columbia.
A. C. Silvers, Guilford, Missouri,-Nodaway District.
The general officers of both organizations are recognized as
field workers and will do field work under the direction of the undersigned.
.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to commumcate
with us with reference to the needs of your locality so far
as these departments of work are concerned, and we wili try
to help you.
.
Your colaborers,
DANIEL MACGREGOR, Sunday Sclwol Superintendent, .
·
.
Thedford, Ontar10.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Religio President,
Lamoni, Iowa.
Addresses.

Joseph Arber, address, 802 North Main street, Kewanee,
Illinois.
John Zahm!, Bishop's agent, General Delivery, Indianapolis, Indiana.
·Reporting.

To the Ministers of Mission No.· 1; Greeting: In reportin1
July 1 please send to Chetek, Wisconsin. Please d!J no
delay in making this report or it may not reach me without
being forwarded and thus cause unecessary delay.
Very sincerely,
.
J. W. Wight, Minister in charge.
PORT_ HURON, MICHIGAN, June 9, 1910.
Notice to the Prieathood of the Lamoni Stake.

At the meeting of the priesthood last plOnth it was deci~ed ·
by vote to hold the meetings monthly mstead .of quarte.ilyt
The next meeting will be held at the church m L!!dmont· a
4.15 p. m., Sunday, June 25, and the matter f<?r cons1 ~ra 100 '
will be a paper by Elder E. A. Smith, of the _F~rst .Pres1denclf ,
on the spiritual advantages of stake orgamzat1011, a~d the
time permits, also a paper by Elder R. J. Lambert, 0 ni~
sta~e bishopric, on the temporal advantages of stake orga
zation.
.
h Id be
Every member of the priesthood i:o. the stake s ou ble
intei;ested in this subject, and .should. make any .reasof~me
sacrifice necessary to. attend this meetmg. All are we c
and a, large attendance is desired.
ITTEE
BY ORDER OF THE COMM
'
LAMONI, IOWA, June 14, 1910. .
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK ~~;nNo~TER REA~· ~si!ii

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Good graded e:chool and L., D. S. church
Membership about thru
ral Banking Busineas under charter No. 1324 granted by the State o privileges.
8
D?e a 1.G~h: State recognized as having the moat rigid banking eupervision of any ,hundred. Are you looking thia way fer
Union.
State
examination
and
public.
published
11tatement
required.
a home? Ii' 110, and desire reliable infer11
mation, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZAR'l'H & DUNCAN,
lntere•t Paid on Dcpoaits
Knobnoster, :Me.
Our business having practica!ly doubled in .the past year ~e yrish ~o thank the pubi!c
d 1·nvite all In attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
an spondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
;~~~~iation and business solicited. _ · ·
Very truly yours;
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.

:;:::fn tii

,f---------------.------.. ----~. I
'

1

l would be pleased to corre:1pond with ~

j

parties seeking Investment In Jack- :

1

I
I

·j

0

h.ft, A Kerr
o

, County, Missouri,· FIRST ' has lived in Independence twenty years.
l son
I have many residencea, vacant lots, subMORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL
urban acres, from one acre up-and
, BONDS,
,
farms from -'O acres to 500 that I can
OR INDUSTRIAL
1

~

I

1 sell for the least money that will buy
I

.1
1
I

them . .I refer you to any bank of this city
or 'Kan&as City, as to my standing aa a
:
Very truly yours,
: business man. Correspondence solicited.
I
I Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Buildinr,
J. D. Briggs
1 independence, Missouri, Bell 1190-Homll
8
Missouri
44tf
__ ..,._,..Independence,
...
._.._..,. 504.
STOCKS.

l

I

__

II

_________________ i

Planty of Room for the Italian.

The East is protesting against the Latin. There is boundless room for him in the Southwest. His former .environment
ideally fits him for the section. There's a wage waiting for
him, an acre to till and a chance to own-a_ l'"io1ne. Italy could.
empty herself into Texas alone, and Texas would still have
room for Germany and France to boot.
·Distributive immigration would benefit alike the densely
populated coast and the empty plains. With Galveston as a
port of entry, the South Europeans could b.e diverted from the
New England and Middle States, and landed in a region of
farms.
.
T?e cry a~ainst imi;nigration is nothing less than' a proteiit
agamst the mcrease m the number of bread eaters without
a corresponding addition to the bread raiSers.
We want the European, but we don't wish him to remain·
~uro_Pean in his instincts and his habits; he must settle where
will )Je ~ost useful and best serve his adopted country. In
e begi?m?g, the Southwest may meei! him with a prejudice;
but preJud1ce against the stranger is a matter neither of ,
geography nor of period.
·
.
In 1817, a writer in Niles's Register declared: "We have
room ~nough y~t; l~t them come ... but the immigrant should
press mto ~he mter1or. In the present state of the -times we
~eem too thick on the maritime frontier already. Within there
is ample and profitable employment for all in almost any
brarc.h of business, and strangers should b~ encouraged to
see 1ht there." History repeating itself! Ninety-seven years ·
ago, t e East had no room 1
.
1n 1819, the anti-immig~ationist again cried out in al&1m
:n . again the. city ;urged the foreigner to take .up land. The
1f<;,;,ent alarmist did not differ from his brether of to-day.
. . as t~e German and the Irish who would prove unfit for
~htizensh1p then; America would go to the dogs if the Celt and
W:0;eh{ 0.~ w~re not re:itrained. But what the melting-pot has
its 1 g . 1 will do agam, and the new America· will assimilate
Herba~~nKand add ~heir quick strain to the national breed.er
aufman, m the June Everybody's.

th

------=~--------

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and are prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices. and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

has held the primacy as master of both gentle and ironic wit.
Other humorists have come and gone, but he has remained a
standard, national and, with all his flavor of the soil,. unprovincial. He was in his way as truly American as Abraham
Lincoln.-Editorial in June Century.
·
My Firat Job.

Forty-eight hours without food! For two days and nights
Bob and I had tramped through the snow and slush_:_Bob
with his thin, scant tail bobbing back and forth whenever I
glanced down at his shaggy form, myse~f with my. head bent
wearily to escape the blasts and to hide 'somethmg of my
heartache from the jostling world arouna me. Bob was ai:i
optrmist. The spirit of the optimist pervaded every hair of
his back. What mattered it though he did fail to. find a bone
for dinner? There was· always supper to look forward to.
This was Bob's philosophy, and I verily believe he tried to
impart it to me during those weary ~ays of tramping through
the friendless streets of the great city.
I was out of a job, out of money,· out of friends, or so I
thoughtr-and almost out of hope and..ambition, and when I
closed my second breakfastless, dhmeriess, supperless day and .
faced a blizzardly night without -~i~h~r food or bed, I was
as di8couraged a youth as ·ever trniiid the Bowery. Bob
kept faithfully at my heels, drawin1#~ . great, shaggy tongue
over my hand whenevei· l chanced tl1i )l"op it at my side. He
was my only friend-a dog·!. . Never did the world look
drearier and morn hopeless than whii'rt I sank exhausted in
a. doorway of the Cooper Institu¥f1~!M1~ drew my shivering
body out of the reach of the nee'Qle'::hke snow.. . .
It is in this desperate phght th!\t it. man who IS now a
highly ·succeesful journalist and autlloi' is introduced to the
readers of Human Life for Jul'le .i,twan article by Hugh C.
Weir entitled "My first job," beh:igr ii, . series of personal
interviews with noted men in vari9-!\ll'.Jip,es.
.
.

,0££

No civilized community in our da:Y«¥nresist the ~oncl.usion
that the killing of man by .man as a m.e;ms of settln~g mtertJi!~ ts tribute to Mark '."'!'aln's originality and spontaneity riational disputes is the foulest. blot upon human so~1e~y and
back ~ astnever had an imitator. During -a career 'reaching· the greatest cur)'!e of human hfe.-Andrew Carnegie m ·the
a mos to the second series of·the "Bigli>w Papers," he' June Century.
"

h
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Ever Been to. Colorado?
No? Then you have an 1deal vac·ation trip in store for you-one that·
will mean a complete change of scene and of living conditions, as it should
to result most beneficially.
'
·
The grandeur of the majestic Rockies will inspire the mind; ·the
picturesque beauty of forest and stream refiesh th.e .soul, while the dry,
tonic mountain air will rebuild the wom and jaded.body.
Don't take our word for it but go and be convinced. It costs little ·in
time or money (I'll be glad to tell you h,ow much) and you will be a
thousand times repaid.
. ·
You have perhaps beeR planning a trip to Colorado for years-make up
yotir mind to-day ti> go this Summer and Jet ni.e hand you one of the
Burlington Colorado handbooks which tells all about where to go, what
to see and what to do, and contains a complete list of hotels,
boa.rding houses, and ranches, with their rates.
Ask me about Estes Park, Colorado, $lso.

We h~V:e just issued a descriptive ~ir.
cular.. g1vmg~description of farms and
town proper~1es we have for sale in and
near Lamom, Send .your address on
postal cLard an~Lwe will mail you a copy,
·
· amom · and and Loan Co
·
·
ct. Blair, ·s~z·.~;.

w.

A'..;;.~EAL BARGAIN
1

For 2!f'. ~ents I will send prepaldk,
genuine te11ther pocket book.
The~e
books are'*2'' 1-2 inches square and fold
very compactly in the pocket. They are
made of a good grade of leather and·
well .worth the price,
M. T, Williams, Lamoni, low~.

T.HE:SA.INTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, eaeh 80c~ per dozon $8.20.
No. 110-Llmp Cloth, each Ilic; per dozen $1. '15.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, each 60c.
Mo. m..:..P.ioxibi..Leat.ber. eacb 11.60.

District aQd Branch Presidents .~
Take Notice.

A good watchmaker, L. D. S. preferred,
can obtain employment in my jewelry
We have just printed a reporting blank
THI!, INSTRUCTOR
store located at 410 Broadway, Council
Bluffs. Iowa. There is a good branch for branch officers. One blank provides No. 126, cloth .•••.••.....••..•.• 3 .75
here. 'Write me for particulars.
for all branch officers.
·· No. 127, leather ... ·: .......... .. 1.00.
25
G. J, HANSEN.
_ Per do.zen . • • .OB
No. 128, leather! flextblo . . . . . . . . . 1.H
165 1 2

Ni,.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depo1it1 at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000;00
Incorporated under the b~ng laws. of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

TRUE'kUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
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sacond-class matter at Lamoni pont-olllce.
"There ahall not any man among you have aave it
be one wife; and concublnes he shall have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob·· 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciple• indeed; and ye shall know the truth, -and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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perish by the sword," carrying the inference that
the sword will be the means used for their destruction. The meaning of the term to our understanding
is that the condition of things created by the power
of might typified by a sword should pass away and
those who trust in that power wiil be overcome; that
the lesson intended to be taught by the Savior was a
broad one to the effect that the sword was typical of
an earthly power and they who trusted in that power
would necessarily be overcome and perish with the
power which the sword typifi,ed. We once heard this
quoted in this way, by a man who sought to prove
that Joseph Smith was a man of blood instead of
being a true prophet and elder of God's people, because he used a small pocket pistol which had been
dropped into his pocket by a brother in the church
on the morning of the day that he consented to take
refuge in the jail at Carthage, at the solicitation of
Governor Ford. His argument was that Joseph
Smith, by reason of his attempting to defend his life
with the weapon, thereby came under the condemnation of this passage of scripture, signifying that
he should perish by the sword. We think the meaning of the Savior was broader than this and commend our thoughts upon the subject to the attention
of tJ.:ie eldership, suggesting that it is better to make
the quotations as they are in the book, rather than
· by the change of a word to make it fit a temporary
understanding or implication that might be in the
elder's mind at the time.
·

Editorial
DO WE UNDERSTAND THEM ALIKE?

There are two passages of scripture which are
frequently misquoted by some of the elders, and it is
possible that in misquoting them we do not get a
unity of understanding, though we may not be very
far apart in either case.
One is the one so frequently quoted from John
17: 3: "And this is life eternal, that they might
know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
thou hast sent." This is usually quoted thus: "This
is eternal life, to know thee the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent." As quoted last
above it would seem that all that was essential to
eternal life, was to see and know God and Jesus
Christ, but elsewhere in the Scriptures it appears
that even evil spirits knew who Jes us was, and surely
they have not eternal life in the sense in which the
words are used in the quotation.
Our understanding of the text is that it is essential
for persons to reach a certain condition through
obedience, in order that, being placed in such condition, they have an opportunity and the ability
given them in order that. they know God, the one
true God, and Jesus Christ, whom God had sent.
Jesus says in the 14th of John, that it was necessary
for him to go away, and that if he went away, he
would prepare a place for them ( thaCis, his disciples
to whom he was talking), that where he was, there
they might be also. We believe that this is the corre~t understanding to be had of the text. It may be
SUPERIOR SPIRITUAL CONDITIONS TO OBTAIN
said that the attaining of a knowledge of Goa is a
UNDER STAKE ORGANIZATION.
sufficient qualification to entitle one to eternal life
but we think not. It is said in prophecy that ever; (READ BEFORE A MEETING OF THE PRIESTHOOD OF THE
knee shall bow, and every tongue confess to the glory
LAMONI STAKE, SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 1910.)
of. God, and that a certain class shall be overcome
In considering this question we must, to an extent,
with terror when he appears, and shall call for the at least, speak of that which may be, and not of that
rocks. and mountains to fall upon them to hide them; which is or has been. If we were actually to select
certaml~ hardly compatible with· the promise of · any one stake and use it as a basis for our j.udgment
~ternal life. The condition coincident with the ability ··as to the superiority of stake over district organiza- ·
bo :ee.and k~ow G?d, that is, eternal life, is to use the tion, we might be unfortunate in o~tr selection and
e tei undeistandmg of theterm.
so might reach a .wrong conclusion.
~atthew 26: 52, .K. J.; 26: 50, J. T.: "Put up
Individuals of a pessimistic tu:rn of 'mind might
~:: 111 th:' sword into_ its pl~ce; for all they that :take look at the Lamoni_ ~take in .its p~esent stag: of de~·
fre swm d shall, pe,~·1sh with the sword;'' .. This is velopment and .deciae that little is to be. gamed. by .
quently quoted, 'J;hey that take the sword shall. stake organization. In fact some have alleged, w1tli""
~
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out reason, we believe, that the Lamoni Stake is in
no way in advance of the old Decatur District.. We
will not argue that point at this time. If it is in
no way in advance of the old district, then it is far
beneath its privileges and should not be used as a
basis in forming a conclusion regarding possibilities
under stake organization as opposed to possibilities
under district organization. One might select the
Zarahemla Stake, which reached such a low state
that it was disorganized in 1842, and from it argue
that stake organization is a complete failm·e; another might look at some more prosperous stake and
reach a very different conclusion.
Though some may have been discouraged, possibly
without sufficient cause, when they have considered
that which has been accomplished by the stakes at
Lamoni and Independence, when we consider that
which may be accomplished, there is no denying that
the possibilities for growth and development are
vastly greater under stake organization.
SUPERIOR ORGANIZATION.

. June, 29, 1910

councilors, and a· bishop with two counsel 01:~. He . .
we have eighteen men who are preachers. They a~·:
authoritative preachers. They are called of God and
they go with authority as officers of the Stake in
which they labor. We can not estimate the good that
can. ~e acco~plished by these men when all are in a
positron to occupy as needed in the var~ous branches
and throughout the territory embraced in the stake.
IN ADMINISTRATION,

The administration of affairs in a stake requires
a settled and wise policy. The mapping out of such
a policy is not left to the brain of one man. The
stake president assisted by his two counselors primarily directs in the mattei· in relation to spiritual
things. The stake bishopric, consisting of the bishop
and his two counselors, has charge of temporal matters. And fa addition we have the high council of
twelve. In a multitude of counsel there is safety.
Such a body of men can formulate and carry out a
policy that will be safe and effective much more readily than one man could.
These men are not placed in office at random, nor
are they elected periodically as is a district president,
so that the dangers and disadvantages of shifting and
changing administrations and policies are avoided.
They are called of God and sustained by the people
during good behavior. If advis~ble, they remain in
office indefinitely, or fQr life. They have every worthy incentive to activity that an elected officer could
possibly have, and in addition they have the opportunity to deve.lop and carry out permanent and we!!
defined policies.

The secret of superiority is in superior organization. Simple and primitive organizations can never
accomplish the work that can be done with ease by
more complex and highly developed organisms.
Our mayor and town council could not possibly
administer the affairs of the United States Government. It requires the President of the United States,
the Senate, and House of Representatives, the judiciary, and the various departments with thei_r ,respective officers, to carry on affairs of the National
''overnment.
The president of the Evergreen Branch, with his
IN OPPOSITION TO EVIL.
corps of priests, teachers, and deacons, could not
It is reasonable to suppose that the Devil has his
direct the affairs of the general church. In that
work the Presidency, the Twelve, the Bishopric,4ll(;he forces well organized. It is evident that he concenSeventies, and other officers and quorums must par- trates them on the Saints who are in a gathered conticipate.
dition, as we are here · in the Lamoni Stake. It
One man, as district president, with perhaps an devolves to a lai·ge. extent upon the priesthood in such
assistant and a Bishop's agent, can not properly pre- places to meet him: and defeat his plans. The memside and conduct the affairs of the church in a locality bers of the priesthood are in much better condition
where many Saints are congregated, and where to do this when they are closely organized. They
others are constantly gathering in accordance with may fail then ; they are sure to fail otherwise.
revelation.
There is still wo1'k to do in the way of discerning
Such a situation demands more perfect organiza- spirits; in the way of casting them out; and in ~he
tion, and the Lord meets the demand by giving us the way of defeating their plans. Eighteen men holdmg
form of government prescribed in the law for stakes. the high priesthood of the Son of God, living praye~·
fully and spiritually, and closely bound together m
THE PREACHING OF THE WORD •.
their work as administrators of the affairs of a stake,·
Such a gathering of the Saints as we have men- form a fighting force that may well make Satan
tioned, such as is now going on in the regions around tremble.
Lamoni and Independence, brings together a great
THE RESULTS.
body of individuals who need to be taught from the
pulpit and in the home regarding things temporal
We have briefly stated the reasons why conditions
and things spiritual.
·
obtaining under stake organizations are better tha~ .
Stake organization provides a president with his those under district organizations~ Superior organitwo counselors, a standing council of twelve high zation is the keynote.
{\>
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The establi.shment of the United Order of Enoch
When the forces of stake government are w.orking
as they should we will surely ha;e th~ follow1.ng r~- has long been looked forward to by thousands, by
. A body of Saints of a high order of mtelh- many with fond and big anticipations; and now that
su lts.
l . t
. d
gence, the result of having-been proper y ms rucie · it has been established those who have long been
and directed by the ministry who are set to do that patiently waiting should become energetic, zealous
work. Spiritual gifts of whatever nature shall be supporters. We are aware that other movements
exactly adapted to accompany the intellect?al de- have in the past .borne this name, but we feel safe in
velopment of the Saints. Power to detect, resist, and assuming the position that not since the revelation
cast out evil spirits and evil influences. And last, but given in an early day touching on the Order of Enoch
not least, the opportunity and ability to organize in has there been a movement of this kind other than
temporal matters, in harmony with the law, so as to the present started by direct command of Go.d and
secure equality in temporal things, a condition that under the laws of the land governing corporations.
must be reached before satisfactory spiritual conThe officers of The United Order of Enoch at presditions can obtain.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
ent are: President, E. L. Kelley; secretary, Frederick M. Smith; treasurer, Ellis Short. The executive
THE UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.

committee consists of the three officers, Roderick

WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION.
To organize for the purpose of carrying out benevolent work for the good of a community, or people,
is one thing, but to successfully take up and carry
forward to completion this s·ame work is quite a
different task. With a diligent and united effort,
however, no good· and worthy undertaking is too
great for an earnest, upright, and intelligent people;
and the helpful, charitable work provided for in the
articles of this association is so apparent to everyone who is desirous of the welfare of his fellows as
well as that of himself that there ought to be but
little question as to the final results to be attained by
this under proper effort.
The honorable judge who passeq upon the legal
phases of the incorporation stated in the course of
the examination:

May, and Joseph Mather.
The order has an option on a tract of eighty acres
of land lying conti'guous to and within the corporate
limits of the city of Independence. We consider the
offer a very liberal proposition, but to avail ourselves
of it we must have capital at once in order to de~
velop and carry forward the work that will be required if we accept; hence this call. Let those in-terested in the movement respond heartily.
All funds should be sent to "The United Order of
Enoch, Box 52, Independence, Missouri," and all letters of inquiry and all mail matter intended for the
order should be addressed to the -order as before
indicated.
That those desiring to become affiliated with the
movement may know what has been done and what
is necessary for them to do relative to membership
In reading over these articles I do not find anything but · we shall at an early date publish the by-laws which
what appears to me to be ·commendable; but whether those have been adopted by the order.
who have charge of the work shall successfully carry it out
Let your response to this appeal be ample, hearty,
is another question. But they are responsible for that. I do
not have to pass upon it.
.
and prompt.
E. L. KELLEY,
It will thus be seen that the opportunity is afforded
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
us for work and to show our faith by our works; and
ELLIS SHORT,
to the members and friends of the United Order of
RODERICK MAY,
Enoch is laid the task of demonstrating what the
harvest shall be.
JOSEPH MATHER,
Executive Committee.
To move in such a work we must have means to do
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, June 21, 1910.
with; it requires some capital to help in the work and
much honest labor. All should put forth an effort
and help what they can now; It is absolutely neces- ·
JEWS INVITED BY TURKEY TO LOCATE IN
~ary first to place ourselves in a working condition;·
MESOPOTAMIA.
it will be time enough then to determine just what
The movement for the formation of.a great colony
shall be the order of procedure.
.
of Jews has, in these days, received a strong push
By due instruction of the association and directors forward, and representatives for the great intert?e u~dersigned are authorized to call for, such spe~ national colonization organizations have come tocial gifts, donations, and freewill offerings as the gether to consider the invitl:J,tion to the Jews to settle
people may feel able to give in order that there may in Mesopotamia. The invitation to colonize this in ,
be formed a substantial basis for the work. Every- anCient time so fertile spot has come from Ahmend
one who is a friend of the policy of laboring for the Riza Bey, president of th~ Turkish Parliament under
g?od ?f his neighbor as well as himself should show the new young Turkish rule. It is sent through the
his faith by his works,-anq NOW.
. ·•
· chief rabbi over the wbole world with promise from
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the Turkish government of complete self-government.
At the head of this movement to accept the invitation stands the rich banker, Jacob H. Schiff, of New
York who is now on a visit in Europe, and Israel
Zang~ill, head of Jewish territorial organization.
Private information from London tells of a meeting
of the last named organization, wherein Mr. Zangwill, Sir Andrew Wingate, Meyer Spielman, and
others declare that in colonization of Mesopotamia
will be found the solution to the difficulties which
have "surrounded the Jews ever since they were
driven from Palestine.
Mr. Schiff is now expected in London for the con-

ference with the men, who have received assurances
from the Turkish government that the Jews can have
the privilege of settling in Mesopotamia and formulating a state of their own. There are four organizations which are concerned with plans securing the
Jews a home of their own. These are the Zionist,
The Jewish Territorial Organization, The Jewish
Colonization Association, and the Alliance Israelite
Universelle. The first of these organiz;:ttions was
founded by Dr. T. Herzl over twelve years ago.
The second is really only a branch of the first and
separated itself from the mother organization under
the leadership of Israel Zangwill, over five years ago.
Zangwill and his followers would not take the position that the colony should be absolutely in the Orient. but that it could be some other ulace just as
well, j~st so they secured self-goveri-iment. The
Zionists on the other hand were for Palestine or
neighboring countries. There are in the United
States, three hundred and thirty Zionist associations
with an aggregate membership of fifty thousand.
The Jewish Colonization Association was founded by
the late Baron de Hirsch, who willed it fifty million
dollars, or the greatest part of his wealth. The
French organization was founded fifty years ago,
and has especially directed its work in building and
maintaining of schools in the Orient.
All these organizations whose aggregate financial
resources are estimated at one hundred million dollars present themselves favorable toward this undertaking. The Zionists are satisfied, as Mesopotamia
is not far from Palestine, and the others have. no
objection since preliminary examination has proven
that the land is suitable for settlement.
It is estimated that it will cost at least forty million dollars to irrigate the territory but after this
expense has been placed upon the land, it is estimated
that it will support ten million inhabitants. No immigration is expected from the United States, but
the colonization plan is especially directed to help
the five million to six million Jews who are in a pitiful condition in Russia as also about four· hundred
thousand Jews in Roumania.-Translated from
......,~ .....
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.NOTES AND COM.MENTS.

The lawyers of the iowa State Bar Association
spent some time at their recent meeting discussing
the alarming increase of divorces in the State. They
passed resolutions recommending more stringent
laws. The Kansas City Star for June 20 comments
on a similar situation in Missouri, and states that
during the past year there were three thousand, nine
hundred marriage licences granted in Jackson
County, while during the same time there were one
thousand, five hundred, fifty-five applications for
divorce.
Bro. ~. A. McConley writes from Honolulu, in
sending in a death item: "I hope this will be the
last death I will have to report this year. We want
the reports to show baptisms instead of deaths, but
guess the Lord knows best."
The assocfate editor, Bro. Elbert A. Smith, occupied the pulpit at Burlington, Iowa, Sunday morning
and evening, June 19. He also solemnized the marriage of Sr. Edith A. Jarvis, of Burlington, and Mr.
Harry S. Alden, of Chicago. The marriage occurred
at 8 o'clock in the evening, June 22, at the home
of Bro. H. E. Jarvis. The young people will locate
in Chicag,o.
Again, there is no confusion in the teaching of the
Holy Spirit. Growing out of the fact that the church
has but one head, there must be also one faith. We
see here no hint on the lame theory which justifies
sectarianism. A man once said, when some one was
deploring the spirit of sectarianism, "Oh, well, we
have all kinds of people in the world, and we need
all kinds of churches to put 'em in." On like grounds
Paul might have justified the presence of the many
gods in the city of Athens. The faith once delivered
to the saints is the one in which the saints of to-day
may hope for unity.
Unity is becoming-in the body of Christ, because
it, in all things, stands for unity. When Jesus prayed
that his followers might be one, it was "as I and the
Father are one." The divine teachings .are never
conflicting. When the church is spoken of as a .bod!,
we get an idea of the absolute necessity of umty JU
the doing of its w~rk. When the member~ of t;e
body are at war with each other, the result is cos. Y
and deplorable. No member of the body can do its
work well when there is lack of Harmony. The co~-parison between this state of affairs and that of t e
church with- warring members needs only t 0 be ,
mentioned .
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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warned, the responsibility or ~in is ~pon our. heads,
but is shifted when we are faithful m ."'."arnmg the
eople. When we consider the opportumties that are
~ithin our reach, in the distribution of God's word,
" !rood excuse can not be given by us if we shall fail
to c-omply with this commandment of the Lord. One
of our missionaries said, in his sermon, "The greatest
possible blessing you can b(:)stow upon your neighbor
is to make him acquainted with this latter day work
-the gospel."
Since the church was organized in 1830, there
never has been a time when such a varied and excellent supply of tracts and books were at the disposal of the Saints as there is at the present time.
The tract work has been deemed so important by the
Lord that the First Presidency has been chosen tract
committee to the church. All manuscripts intended
for tracts must first be sent to them for approval.
Their 0. K. is upon all the latest published. Our
opportunity then for spreading authoritative literature never was better than at the present time. Our
publishing houses are putting out tracts and booklets
which are not only meritorious for the truth they
contain, but alsO' for the manner in which they are
presented, the library_ style. Daniel Macgregor's
booklet, "A marvelous work and a wonder," is truly
a masterpiece in this respect. This is a tract in booklet form and is one you may_ justly feel happy in
presenting to your friends and neighb_ors, and· is
indispensable to the Saint who desires to distribute
up-to-date and right literature. People who would
not condescend to take a tract will readily accept
this booklet.
We know by experience that the best general tract
published is one in which much of. its contents were
given by inspiration. Its title is, "The church of
Jes us Christ. Where is it? How -shall I know it?
There are many churches of men; only the one
church of Christ." Its author is William Lewis, of
Saint Joseph, Missouri, One brother, converted by
this tract, gave five dollars at the last General Conferance for the spreading of th~ same.
A tract inspired by the Almighty? Certainly. Why ·
should not the work of God be in harmpny with its
author? Why shoulQ not th~ Saints, young, middle. aged, and aged, be diligent in wa,i'ning their neighbors, thus in their warfare workingln harmony and
0
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following the instructions of their Leader, who said,
"Occupy till I come"?
Saints, to-day is the day for sowing, Never mind
the reaping. God will take care of that. Our Religio good literature worker in the Independence
Stake, every week, places from twenty~five to sixty
Ensigns in a box at the entrance of a large manufacturing plant, and this box is usually empty at the
end of each week. This brother does not care particularly to know the results of his sowing the good
seed; to him it is a source of gratification to feel that
he is trying to help his fellow-men. Are you a subscriber to the Ensign, most appropriately called,
"The silent preacher"? If you are you partake of
the missionary spirit in excess of 'the Saint who is
not a reader of the Ensign. Many are the letters
received at the Ensign Office in the past which tell
of members being conve·rted by reading this grand
little missionary paper.
Paul advised the Corinthian Saints to "Abound
to every good work." If you can not find anyone to
accept your Ensign each week; place it in the hands
of the Religio good literature committee and perhaps
they may be successful. The spreading of tracts,
church papers, and good literature is not a work that
is very conspicuous, but the noiseless worker, conscientious, patient, and full of zeal is nevertheless an
efficient workman. Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, in a letter
to me, made this statement, "The work of carrying
the gospel to people by means of the mails and the
printed word is but second to that of carrying it to
them by word of mouth."
King Benjamin, the-spiritual lf)ader in his day of
the Nephites, ordered his last sermon to be printed
and sent among the people. "Therefore he caused
that the words which he spake, should be written and
sent forth among those that were not under the
sound of his voice, that they might also receive his
words." Spiritually, we are stronger than our friends
of other churches and those not members of any
church. What can be more noble and godlike than a
man who is strong to help his weak brother? The
strong assisting the weak out of the mire of ignorance into the beautiful road of knowledge.
A number of years ago, a man walking along the
street picked up a soiled piece of literature-one of
our tracts. As a result, he is to-day, 13, noted missionary in the church. Forty years ag9, a man was
handed a tract by one of our members. For twenty
years this little tract lay. in the bottom of his trunk,
forgotten. One d~y in looking over the contents of
the trunk, he dis.cov~red the silent little missionary
and after carefully readin,g the tract he was converted and to-day he is a happy worker in the
Master's vineyard. "My word shall not return !Into
Il'le void," saith the Lord 9f Hosts. "Cast thy· bread
-upon the waters," should be the s_ong of our hearts.
Sa,ve your HERALDS, Ensigns; and Autumn Leaves
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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gladly read them if they had the -Opportunity.
What is needed then? Workers! The labor13rs are
the ones the Master shall call around him and reward. The soldier of the cross who presses forward
into the thick of the battle, fearlessly and unselfishly
throwing his all into the conflict, will sometime,
somewhere, hear the welcome words, "Well do,ne,
thou good and faithful servant." Should any .Saint
desire special information or instruction, we· shall
serve them free for the asking.
JOSEPH A. FERRIS,

Gospel Literature Superintendent.
INDEPENDENCE,

MrssouRI, 126 Pendleton Avenue.
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LEAVES FROM LIFE.

ELDER JESSE REEDER.
Jesse Reeder, ninety-seven years old, a man who,
in his boyhood days, viewed with wonder the- first
locomotive to rumble through the pine lands of South
Carolina, and a man who has seen the making of the
Republic, is in Mobile, a guest of his son, 'Jesse H.
Reeder, residing on Palmetto street.
Mr. Reeder, while ninety-seven years old in July,
1909, is still hale and hearty, in full possession of his
faculties, converses freely, and gets about fairly well.
The only infirmity the weight of years seems to have
affected him with is a slight stiffness in his ankles.
He has a splendid pair of eyes, reading. ordinary
print without glasses, and his skin is absolutely without a wrinkle. His hair, it is true, is white, but that
is the only indication one sees that would point to
old age. His voice has a ring, and his intellect is
sharp. He is a minister of the denomination of the
Latter Day Saints. He explains clearly the difference between the Latter Day Saints and the Mormons, whom he charges with polygamy. He says that
the Latter Day Saints are the true followers of the
lowly Nazarene and that the revelation made to a
seventeen-year-old boy back in the thirties was the
fulfillment of the prophec~es.
SPEAKS OF BOYHOOD DAYS.
Speaking of his boyhood days Mr. Reeder said:
"When I was but a lad I saw the first locomotive
which actually ran on rails and carried passengers.
It was an · engine and caboose which ran from
Charleston to Hamburg, South Carolina, the company being chartered in 1827. I was then fourteen
years old and with my father and mother was traveling from my nati:ve state, South Carolina, to Barbour
County, Alabama. We heai;d· the new train was
coming through and we got up early in the morning
and s~t :t>:V our .}'l'agons until daybreak to see.'it. _It
camEf:'t~r~ug~.~pit~ing ?re from the ~it~le smoirnstack
and rustlmg and J anglmg ove1• the light rails of the
time. It was a wonderful sight to me, then a mere

not then know the wonders :·:::::•:•

spared to see. I did not know then that it would~
but a few y:ars when a me~sage. might be tapped off
at one sta~10n and b': recerved m a few seconds at
another miles and miles away; I did not dream of
the electric telegraph, of electric lights, or the auto.
mobile, let alone the wireless system. ·
"I can remember many wonderful things during
my boyhood days, .among them the day when the
stars fell from the heavens. I could not understand
it, neither could those about m{), and it seemed to
some that the world was about to come to an end.
The stars commenced to fall to the ground about
nine o'clock one night and it continued a veritable
shower of fire until eleven o'clock the next morning.
It was a marvelous thing to me and I shall never
forget it.

,,.,1

LIVED DURING BIG WARS.

"I lived during four big wars in which this country was engaged, the war of 1812, the Mexican war,
the civil war, and the Spanish-American war. Of
course I passed through several Indian wars or
campaigns. The massacre of Fort Mims made a
profound impression on me although I was still
young. We had no telegraph then and the story
of the terrible occurrences at the fort was carried
from Stockton by word of mouth, and I remember
how every man was· ready to. shoulder his musket
and fight.
. "I did not engage in arty of the great wars this
country haq; neither did I ever fight a duel. The
nearest I ever came to that '\Vas '\Vhen I \vould strip
off and go into a bout, fist and skull, to subdue some
bully who claimed he was the worst man in the
county and had to.·be shown that no matter how
bad a man is another better man has been created.
"The trip overland from South Carolina to Alabama was a most eventful period in my life. I was
but a lad and the hardships and privations of the ··
trip are something never to be forgotten. We had
to keep a close lookout to. keep the blazed trail and
then again· we had to keep our eyes open for the
Indians, who were still very troublesome in those
days. I lived many years in Barbour and finally
settled down in Baldwin County, near Seminole,
where I now live.
RIGHT LIVING, LONG LIFE.
"During my time I h~ve been a farmer, a timberman, and have preached the gospel. I am of the
denomination of the Latter Day Saints, which must
not be confused with the Mormons, for we do not
believe in polygamy. The King James Version of
the Bible is full of polygamy, but the belief of the
Latter Day Saints as rev(\aled to a sevente~n-:y,ea~~
old boy many years ago smacks. nothing of that CUS•
tom. It iS simply the following of the original teach·
ing as laid down by Jesus Christ.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"I am a strong man yet, although I will be ninety- that those who have obeyed the doctdne taught by
eight years old in July. I attribtlte my .long 1ife to the Latter Day Saints and have tested its claims,
right Jiving and plenty of outdoor exercise. I have are the proper witnesses to be credited. What think
withstood man~ har~ship~ but it has not hul't me you?
The Latter Day Saint teaches faith in God and in
because I have lived right..
.
..,
:Mr. Reeder has fifty-eight grandchildren, ~fty- his Son Jesus Christ and in the Holy Ghost as one of
en great-grandchildren, and three great-grea.t- . the first principles of the doctrine of Christ, and
sev
. m
. h'1s d ecl'mmg
.
grandchildren to cheer lum
years. hence he testifies to that as a truth. This is his oral
He seems to know them all by name and to take testimony. In the sixth chapter of Hebrews there
great pride in them. His youngest son, whom he is is a written· statement made by Paul to the very
visiting in Mobile, is fifty-one years old.
same thing. Shall we accredit the oral statement
of the Saints when it is in harmony with Paul's
OUR TESTIMONY.
written statement? We can not reject such tP::itimony.
As a church ·we claim that God is directing us in
Next, the Saints teach repentance as the second
church building and that our work is in harmony
principle of the d-0ctri:ne of Christ. Their oral testi~
with his will; that God directs and we obey. We thus
mony is in harmony with a written statement made
put ourselves before the public in such a way that
by Paul in Hebrews 6. Shall we reject the Saints'
they haye to give us some consideration as a church.
Our work demands t}].e attention of the people and testimony when it harmonizes with the written tes- we have attracted the attention of the world in timony of Paul? No.
every place ·where our voices have b~en heard in
The third principle of the doctrine of Christ as
defense of the gospel and the church as set up as taught by the Saints is baptism by water and also
an ensign to the nations, having been fully organ- by the Holy Ghost. Their oral testimony is, Except
ized April 6, 1830. Since then, her banners have a man is born of water and the Spirit, he can not
been floating through the mists of darkness that enter into the kingdom of God. There is a written
have covered this earth for twelve hundred and statement to that effect in Hebrews 6 and in John
sixty years, but God has said there.would be light at 3: 5.
evening time, and so light has come, and just as it
The fourth principle of the doctrine of Christ
was in former years, some love darkness rather th~n taught by the Saints is the 'laying on of hands for
light, while others love the light and are walking in the gift of the Holy Ghost and for blessing children
the light. They who love light and are walking in and for the healing of the sick and for ordaining
the light, have received the latter day message officers in the church. The Saints teach and practice
brought by the angel of God to ibe preached to every ihe laying on of hands for all the above things.
nation and people. They have received it with glad- There is a written testimony found in Mark 16: 18;
ness. Those who love darkness·1have condemned this 13: 16; 6: 5; Matthew 19: 13; Luke 4: 40; Acts
latter day work in the strongest terms. It is plain 8: 14-18; 13: 1-3; 6: 5, 6; Numbers 8: 27; 18: 20.
that two powers are at work, side by side, wherever So with all the oral testimony of the Saints, testithis gmipel is preached. Men and women are af- fying as to the laying on of the hands being a prinfected by one or the other of these powers. Some ciple of the doctrine of Christ, can we doubt the
claim this is God's work while others claim that testimony of the Saints who have testified to the
it is the work of the De~il: and so we have a conflict truth that the laying on of the hands is one of the
o~ witnesses. In all such cases, how shall we de- true principles of the doctrine of Christ? None
cide as to what witness tells the truth. It is our can deny their testimony and claim to be a right~uty to hear a witness testify before we pass our eous judge of evidence, hence the oral testimony
Judgment on his testimony.
of the Saints is just the same as is written in the
Greenleaf in his work on testimony says the wit~ Bible and the testimony of Christ and .holy men
ness having the best reason for uttering a truth that spake as they were moved upon by the Holy
or having the least inducement for testifying· falsely: Ghost; so we must receive their testimony as that
shall be credited. Written testhnony is better than of true witnesses and reject statements coming
oral, and no oral testimony shall be introduced to from men and women that testify differently.
change cir alter a written statement. Let the reader . Next, the Latter Day Saints claim that their
~ease apply this rule to t}ie Latter Day Saints. church pas a quorum: of apostles in it, als~ prophets,
ho has the best reason to testify as to the truth evangelists, elders, bishops, teachers, and deacons
of the Church of Jesus Cprist of Latt'er Day Saill:ts, as officers. This is their oral testimony. Now turn
the ones that have obeyed the doctdne and· have and read 1 Corinthians fa and Ephesiarls. 4, atl<:i"you .
tested its clai:µis, or thosl'! who have neither ac- will find Paul's written testimony proves that the
cepted nor investigated· its claims? It se~ms to ,me above officers were placed in the true church of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Christ for the preaching of the gospel, the work of
the ministry, and the perfecting of the saints.
Again the Saints testify by their oral testimony
that they have the spiritual gifts in their church.
Paul's written testimony is the same as the Saints',
and is found in Corinthians 12.
The Saints testify that if the people will do the
will of God they shall know the doctrine is true.
Christ promised the same thing to the people, that
if any man will do the will of his Father, he shall
know whether the doctrine he preached be of God
qr of himself. The Saints testify by their oral testimony that if people will repent of their sins and
be baptized in the name of Christ for the remission
of their sins they shall receive the Holy Ghost.
Peter's ·written testimony in Acts 2 is in harmony
with the Saints' oral testimony. Shall we accredit
such testimony? Of course we must. Again, the
Saints claim that when people receive the Holy
Ghost, it will guide them into all truth and show
them things to come. Christ's written testimony
is the same, found in John 16: 13.
The Saints testify. by their oral testimony of the
gathering together of the children of God, proving
their faith in the gathering by coming from all parts
of the world to the land of Zion beginning at the
center stake; Independence, Missouri. What written
testimony can be found in the Bible to corroborate
the oral testimony of the Latter Day Saints on the
gathering together of the children of God? Was not
Abraham gathered out from· his wicked kinsfolk?
Lot and his family were gathered out from Sodom to
the city called Zoar, where there was safety, while
the wicked were destroyed in Sodom. Again, was not
Israel gathered out of Egypt to the promised land?
Ezra tells us the Jews were gathered .from Babylon.
Christ taught the gathering of his people fo Luke
23: 37. Paul testifies to the gathering in Ephesians
1: 10. In Acts we are told all that believed were to
gather and have all things common. This is the
very thing for which the Saints are gathering together to the land of Zion, that they may establish
all things common among Saints. Whose testimony
shall we receive on the gathering, the oral testimony
of the Saints corroborated by the written testimony
of Christ and inspired men of old, or shall we take
the testimony of infidels and so-called Christians
that testify by their oral testimony? The gathering
of God's people is going on and has been for a number of years, and God is blessing his people in their
gathering together, insomuch as· they live righteously before him. So we say to the world of mankind, to a11 nations, tongues, and people, Gather with
us to Zion by making the sacrifice in obeying the
gospel'and preparing yourselves to reign with Christ
a thousand ' years,· while the rest' that reject this
gospel as taught by the Saints will be as the people
we1·e in the days of Noah. They will suffer loss. The

••.
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chosen family of God entered into the ark for safety
so must the choseU" people of God enter into th~
church of God and enter into Zion and live pure
lives before God.
.
Zion is the pure in heart· gathered to the land of
Ziop., the city of refuge. May the Saints so live in
Zion that their light may shine till all the honest in
heart· can see the true light that is to lighten the
world. May we as Saints have the same care one
for another in order that this. may be obtained
among the Saints. Selfishness must be rooted out
from among us and the Saints establish all things
common. Can this be done? Yes! By making consecrations. Who is willing to lay all at the apostles'
feet that none can say we have aught of our own?
That would put a stop to all speculation. All would
be equal in temporal things, then the manifestations
of the Spirit of God will be enjoyed by the Saints.
Then, and only then, can we fully enjoy the power
of the Holy Ghost; then peace and good will will
come to the people of God and the poor will rejoice
in the Holy One of Israel. Can they do it now?
Under the pre['(ent situation of things, I answer, No;
but when the law of God is fully complied with by
the Saints, then all will be equal in temporal things.
Then we may lift up our heads and rejoice and
praise God for a perfect plan of redemption, a pure
gospel that saves us all alike when we comply with
its precepts. Dear Saints, let us pray and work that
the will of God may be done on earth as it is done
in heaven. In order to know of the doctrine of
Christ in all its points, let us do the win of God here
in Zion. May the Lord pardon our weaknesses and
make us strong in his hand to herald forth the gospel
message to the nations of the earth, saying, Repent,
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand. Prepare to
meet your God in peace. What I s_ay to one I say to
all, Watch and pray, for you know not the hour when
the Son of Man will come. Be ye ready, is the advice of your humble servant and colaborer in Zion.
C. L. SNOW.
THE TIME OF DEPARTURE.

FUNERAL SERMON OF EARL V. NEWCOMB, WHO DIED
IN SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS,
FEBRUARY 6, 1910.
For now I am ready to be offered, and the time of my
departur~ is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I have
fini,shed my course, I have kept the faith: henceforth there
is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Loi·d,
the righteous Judge, shall give me at that day; <and ~ot to
me only, but unto all them also that love his appearmg.2 Timothy 4: 6-8.
·

These words of Paul in this farewell message to
Timothy, are the saddest and sweetest ever' written.
This great' apostle of righteousness is to be offered
from the friends who. loved him~martyred by the
very people he had tr~e'd to save. After all the sufwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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.· g wrecks at sea, struggles with Jions, lashes
fand
ennhungers,
'
· t h'is.1 ·Y e.t m
. 1't a ll h e was
' '
to die hke

him, for I know that my Redeemer liveth and in my
fl esh s h aII I see
. God ." The inspiration of Amos:
ined by hope-more than hope, the very hands "O ! grave, where is thy victory? O ! death, where
SUS ta
'
• bl~ssmg
.
• th y st'mg ?"
of
knowledge
had been pla.ced m
upon h'
~ is 1s
. ..
head and he knew that his reward was sure, r~r
The brother whG>se body lies folded in the arms
through all those weary years, God had been wh1s- of sleep was my friend. It was his request that I
pering words of love in the ear of his soul." So. he i\peak the last farewell over his lifeless clay. It is
sends to Timothy these last sweet words, I have : with mingled sorrow and joy that I comply with his
kept the faith, there is laid up for me a crown of wish. Sorrow, because he has gone from us and we
life." And not for Paul only, but for all who love shall see him no more in this life; joy, because the
His appearing. That glorious day when wrongs \Vill pain and suspense are past and he has entered into
be made right; when the wounds of aching hearts ·. rest. It is with emotion that I recall our associawill be bound up, and the widening chasm between tions, how from the first of our acquaintance there
the rich and the poor, the strong ap.d weak be closed; swang into being that mysterious affinity of friendwhen no more shall be felt the sting of pride and ship. In this world of doubt, unkind remarks, and
prejudice, luxury and lust, envy and covetousness; axtensive misunderstandings, it is beautiful to posthe insolence of riches with the rancors of poyerty. . sess that most priceless of all earth's gifts-a friend.
O! God, hasten that day!
·
. .
· Such the brother proved to be ..
On this solemn occasion, we have me~ to pay our · He told me that he was born in Delhaven, Kings
last tribute to the dead. A young man has gone County, Nova Scotia, September 7, 1885. He was
from among us. The being we call Death has opened baptized March, 1907, by R. W~ Farrell and conand closed the door, leaving a vacant chair by the firmed by M. C. Fisher. IIe was an honest young
fireside. Of all life's scenes, none is more pathetic man, and better than this, he was a Christian. A
than the death of a little child, but more sorrowful contemplation of his future state brings nothing
than this is the cutting off of a man in his youth, but consolation to our mind. We have good reasons
when the sun is in midheiwen and the very air is for saying, "It is well with his soul." While he
freighted with happiness and bright prospects. Yet, valued life, yet he was not afraid to go, and he could
'tis not for us to question the wisdom of God.
well have said of that great meeting with God:
"All is of God! If he but wave his hand
The mists collect, the rain falls thick and loud,
Till, with a smile of light on sea and land,
Lo ! he looks back from the departing cloud.

"Somewhere he waits upon a sun kissed hill
And softly' says: My boy is coming .soon,
He'll know me from afar-I know he will!VYhen world tired, I trudge home, some afternoon."

"Angels of life and death alike ai·e his·
Without his leave they pass n°0 thre~hold o'er;
Who, then, would wish or dare, 'believing this;
Against his messengers to shut the do01\?"

In the midst of this restless city, he is at rest.
Humanity rushes on, with its thousand.s of throbbing
hearts, aching brains, toiling hands, and weary feet.
From all these God has seen fit to release him. To
you who mourn the loss of Earl, I have only this to
say:

Death does not end all. To the righteous, it is
but a brief cessation of perfect activity which will
be renewed in all its glorious fullness when the
spirit and body reunite. To that person whose eyes
have never been anointed by the finger of God, life
and death are two profound mysteries, deep as the
ocean and fathomless as eternal space. To that
man who has entertained the sacred Guest life is
a serious and solemn trust death but the d~or that
admits him into the presen~e of the redeemed.
Paul did not doubt, his faith did not tremble on
. ~e bri~1k, Peter lo~ged to depart and be with Christ.
h, this hope of life everlasting! this knowledge of
eternal peace! It is the thing that sustains God's
people when the bitter _.blows of suffering are laid
he~vy upon the aching heart. This hand of immortality! How it presses aside the clouds of gloom and
reveals th e d'ivme
· ·presence; how it plays a requiem
~~ peace upon the chords of our life and points to
e star of hope. Job, in the hour of his deepest
agony, cries out, "Though he slay me, yet will I trust

"Be still, sad heart, and cease repining;
Behind the cloud the sun is still shining,
Thy fate is the common ;fate of all;
Into each life some rain must fall,
Some days must be dark and dreary."

Into the tender bosom of mother earth we ·commit
his body and in the loving arms of his Father, God,
we leave his spirit. Amen.
BY ELDER RALPH

W.

FARRELL.

"It is better to grow straight than strong;· better
still to grow straight and strong."
There is no substitute for thorough-going, ardent
and sincere earnestness.-Dickens ....
There is a nob~e manner of being poor, and ,;who
does not know it
never be rich.:.-Seneca. '
Fell luxury! more perilous to youth than storms
or quicksands, poverty or chains.-Hannah Moore ..

will
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Of General Intere5t
SLAUGHTER OF THE· INNOCENTS.
EDITOR'S NoTE.-By courtesy of the Woman's Ho1ne Companion we reproduce the following article. Parents wiil do
well to read it carefully and see if they can do something to
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not believe what the doctors tell you, if you do not know wh t
tetanus is, we will tell you.
a
WHAT TETANUS IS.

These words are not for the squeamish, they are for the
fathers and mothers who wish to do their duty by their chiJ.
dren. Tetanus bacilli are tiny micro-organisms so
small that six could He side 'by side on the edg~ of
a razor and hav~ space ~ tu.rn over:--but deadly
out of all propor~1on. to their .size. They are every.
where about us, m the dust of the street, on every .
surface we touch. They would depopulate the earth
but for one reason, they are powerless in the presence of air. But let them be inclosed in some soft
warm receptacle, given animal matter upon which
to feed, and 'ijith their eneiny,-.oxygen, shut out, they
breed -an.d multiply and spread. If this soft, warm
place is a \Vound, and the animal n1atte1· is the body .
of your child, and the edges of the wound are closed
and the oxygen kept out, the tetanus bacilli will secrete a poison which will travel, not in his veins and
arteries, but along his nerve sheaths, slowly and
surely and deadly, until muscle after musch is
affected, paralysis sets in, convuLsions occur, and.after contortions so violent that the ligaments of
the body are frequently torn in two, your child will
die, literally tortured to death.
This is tetanus-and tetanus may be the result
of any powder wound deep enough to close. The toy
pistol, the firecr~cker, the cannon cracker, the rocket,
or even the pin wheel, in the grimy hands of your
little child, is charged with agony. You, in the ignorance of your day, faced these dangers and escaped. Thousands did not escape. You can not,
Copyright 1902, Life Publishing Company.
now, place these instruments of death in the hands
WILL YOU HAVE THIS KINQ oF A FOURTH?
of your own child.
avert some of the tragedies that might otherwise
occur. There is too much suffering and loss connected with our ·present way of celebrating Independence Day in America. The cuts used are
furnished by the Woman's Home Companion.
We believe in the old-fashioned Fourth. It is the
one clay of national joy in which Americans are ·
participants and not spectators. It is a great day
-for the boy. It is noisy, but we can not stop the
noise without stopping the boy. Let the boy have
his fun. But--two hundred and fifteen of them
can not have their fun this Fourth because they
were killed last Fourth. Five thousand more were
blinded or maimed. This is not fun, nor is it patriotism-it is slaughter, the slaughter of the innocents.
YOU WERE NOT KILLED.
How does all this apply to you? You had fireworkis and pistols when you were young and you are
no worse for it. Why should you take them away
from your children?
Would you give your child milk from a tubercular
cow?.
Would you send your child to an unsanitary school
building?
Would you try to make him catch the meas1es or
the mumps?
·
Yet all these things were done when you were· a
child,. We know better now, and because we know
better, we act in a different way. Why, then, because you
were exposed to the horrors of tetanus and the lesser evil of
burning alive, should you abandon your children to the same
perils? If you do not know what these perils are, if you do

Copyright Crowell Company.

OR WILL YOU HAVE THIS KIND? YOUR FIRST DUTY.
Two plain duties face you who read these words. The first
is as easy as it is obvious: Keep your own b_oy or girl out of
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·er By your own is meant the boy <!l' girl nearest and
dang t. t 0
u It is inconceivable that you should read of
deares
yo tetanus
·
· · own
·
t o i.'t·
and then· expose your
ch'ld
I
f
the agony o
.
. .
f
·1
No ou will resolve to abohsh fh·eworks .m your own am1 y,
' y the ink on these pages grows cold and the child's enbut,
as grows hot, severa.1 argu_ment s w1'll oppose you I · . re thusiasm
'lie most insistent will be m your own generous mmd.
so lve. 'l
·J h
'll
If Johnny-Across-the-Street has firewodrn, your o. n~y WI
want them and who could .have the heart to refuse him. You
l Id and will. Show this page to Mr. and Mris. Across-thes iou tell them of your reso1~e,. co?pera
..
t e.;WI'th• •th em in
Street,
finding a substitute-just as patr10tic,_JUSt ;is JOy-givmg. and,
if necessary, just as noisy. If Mr. and Mrs. Across-the-S~~eet
are sensible people they will bless you for the suggestio1;1·
If they are not sensible people, you can not afford to let their
influence decide your conduct. After all, you are Johnny's parents, you are responsible, you will suffer if :he '.suffers, .you .
will rniss hin1 if through your carelessness he 1s killed. Your
first duty is to "your own."
PUBLIC OPINION IS YOUR OPINION.

Your second duty is a public one. If tetanus is perilous to
your child, it is perilous to others. If you, as a father or
mother, are wisely protecting yom•- child, you, as a citizen,
should move for the protection of others. And you can do it.
Public opinion, which is your opinion plus your friends' .and
their friends', has swept the record clean-in Cleveland, Wa.shington, Toledo and several other progressive cities. Public
opinion can do the same in your community. You_ will not
be fighting for a lost cause, but a winning one. Men like
President Taft; Governor Deneen, of Illinois; and Governor
Hughes, of New York, are behind the movement for a sane
Fourth. You can be behind the movement in your ·town. You
are not a politician, you may have no public influence, but
you have friends. Set them the right example, talk tO them,
show them this page. Organize your own movement. If you
do not know, write to us and we will tell you.
LET THEM HAVE THEIR FUN.

Dynamite is not essential to ·pat~i&,~'~fu, but neither is total
abstinence from fireworks necessary- Wi a .sane Fourth. Washington, for instance, had in 1909, a fu,µJjicipal fireworks display conducted by experts, lasting two· hours, witnessed by
forty thousand people, and will have another this year. The
money was rnbscribed by business men, fireworks bought of
a firm willing to send men tci set them off and the exhibition
held in an open space where no damage to life or building
could, nor did result. An automatic parade with pdzes, was
arrang·ed by a local newspaper, boat clubs held regattas, and
a general exodus for a picnic· day and a day fa the country
0 c.curred. For those who had a· mind.for it, patriotic assembhes were held, the Declaration read, and music played its
part. And Washington found it worth while as· Toledo has
a~d Ch~cago and Cleveland. New York City {oins the proces~
sion tins year. There will be no going back to the old days.
The new way has been tried and found admirable.
·
YOU CAN DO IT.

\\'.hat Washington has done on a large scale you in your
f am1l
· your neighborhood,
·
' effect.·
y
Y an d 111
can do with' equal
ou. may not be able, this first year,. to change the public
sentiment
in you 1. commum•ty b ut you can change it
. m
. your
.
0
:n cncle. Look well at the pictures used in this article and
ct! oos:. And if you can not ·persuade your friends to choose
· you, at least you can do this much for
tiie nght course with
iem
t ·· Show them th'is · page. M ake them understand the
~a ui·e of the danger they face. Above all, tell them that if
our
:V0 rds and the words of their trusted physicians have
0
nk • 'veigh~ on the question of denying fireworks to little uns I ed ' dirty h an ds, a t 1east they must not neglect the seem'
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ingly harmless powder wound. Or if, in spite of· your own
wisdom your child suffers through .the ignorance of others
and is even slightly wounded, dci not try the old Imme remedies
that close the wound and.shut out the one hope, oxygen. 'l'.ake
him at once to your physician. Give him a fighting chance.
for his life. Give yourself the chance to escape the unspeakable horror of watching him in the agony of tetanus. Do this
much at least; do more if you can. And you can if you start
now.-Woman's Home Companion, June, 1910.
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THE WORLD'S ADVANCING CIVILIZATION.
The American republic has in the fortunes of war a destiny
to perform in Asia, greater than was its mission to Japan
half a century ago. Of all the nations it is the one best fitted
to extend free representative institutions to the inhabitants
of eastern Asia. As a world power this nation seeks . no
ext_ended dominion. Its mission, its manifest destiny, is to
promote the peace of the world and so far ·as possible, by
precept, example and influence, to aid in se.curing civil and
religious liberty for all mankind. There was a time when
the world's advancing civilization gathered around the Mediterranean Sea. The world's historic events were the)l. along
the Nile, the .lEgean and the Tiber. Egypt, Greece, Rome and
Carthage were the gTeat actors. At that time the English
language was nowhere heard save among the few Anglo-Celts
scattered over the British Isles. .To-day it is spoken by one
hundred and forty millions of people, more than half of whom
dwell in the United States of America, representing in their
bfrthplaces all the nationalities of the earth, ·and to whos.E_l
children the Anglo-American language will be their mother
to:iigue. In the long struggle between· the Indo~Germanic and
the Semetic races of mankind for the dominion of the· world,
vast armies of Asiatic hordes, at intervals long or short, invaded eastern Europe. The little republic of Greece, from its
geographic position, was for a lbng time the vanguard of
European civilization. Five hundred years before the Christitin era, eleven thousand Grecian soldiers at Marathon turned
back Darius' army, gathered from all parts of the great
empire founded by Cyrus, and which then extended from the
Ganges to the eastern shores of the Mediterranean. This
victory saved Europe from Asiatic civilization and Asiatic
barbarism, its enslavement of man, and cruel degradation and
v~ssalage of woman. Had Dairus' army triumphed at Marathon, ·there was then no power west of Greece that could
have offered any effectual opposition to its triumphant march
over eastern Europe.
At a later period Attila, with his vast army of Huns invading western Europe was defeated at Chalons, in southeastern
France, thus saving infant Christianity from disaster and
Eu):opean civilization from probable overthrow. At a still
later period the Saracens, having overrun Syria, Persia,
Arabia, Egypt and Spain, were in their intended conquest of
Europe defeated at Tours by Cliarles Martel. This victory,
in the language of .an eminent historian "gave ·a decided check
to the career of Arab conquest in . western Europe, rescued
Chlistendom from Islam, preserved the relics of an ancient
· and the germs of modern civilization, and reestablished the
old supremacy of the ludo-European over the Semetic family
of mankind."
Though the sermon on the mount, the beginning of Christian
civilization, and the teachings of the Savior of mankind on
the seashore and along the hillsides of Judea, were in the
western confines of Asia, yet they had little influence upon
Asiatic civilization. •Though Alexander carried- Grecian arms
in triumph to the walls of Babyl01a, "the oldest seat of earthly
empire,'' yet Grecian arts and Grecian civilization made no
lasting impress upon the civilization of the Persian empire.
For two thousand years civilization.has been moving westward
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from the we~tern confines of Asia, and to-day the American
republic holds the torch of the world's advancing civilization,
having carried it westward across the Pacific· Ocean and
planted it on the eastern confines of Asia ,where its illuminating rays light up with the brightness of a morning sun the
Chinese sky, which canopies one third the population of the
globe. In the overhanging future no prophet can now fortell
what will be its noonday splendors if the American people,
true to their manifest destiny marked out by the mighty
events of four hundred years, shall faithfully discharge their
responsibilities to liberty and the rights of a common humanity
in the onward progress of the race to a higher and better
civilization.-Galusha A. Grow.
e+!+O+!+o

THE CITIZEN AND SOCIAL REFORM.
"There can be little doubt," Professor Jenks says, in his
recent!)' published Governmental Action for Social Welfare,
"that the promotion of the public welfare rests upon private
citizens, almost,
not quite, as much as upon any official."
In these days when it is customary to "get after" the offcials,
this view _possesses the quality of novelty and in view of· the
author's succeeding remarks, it appears most sensible. He
writes further: "Any intelligent man interested in social
reform may think out the best way of bringing about a
reform, even though it is to be by governmental act. He may
then prepare an appropriate bill, have it presented to the
legislature and take an active part in securing its ·passage.
Perhaps nine tenths of the work of individuals in the direction
of social reform has been done by public-spirited citizens not
interested in office holding for themselves."
For successful work in social improvement, Professor Jenks
emphasizes the value of personality. "No student of society and
of the means of improvement can overlook the fact that back
of every good work is a personality. This is a point that can
not be emphasized too strongly and _that particularly our
younger citizens should keep in mind constantly, because
perhaps the best preparation that can be made by young
people to fit themselves for public work is to cultivate and
develop a personality that will count with a continually
stronger influence as the years go by. A man of the right
character and a personality that gives him influence with
others can make his work for the public welfare felt in private
life practically as well as in official life. The vital element is
not position but purpose and personality."

if

A GOOD NAME.
It is ever to be kept in mind that a good name is in all
cases the fruit of personal exertion. It is not inherited from
parents; it is not created by external advantages; it is no
necessary appendage of birth or wealth or talents or station,
but the result of one's own endeavors, the fruit and reward
of good principles, manifested in a course of virtuous and
honorable action. The attainment of a good name, whatever
be the external circumstances, is wholly within the young
man's power. However humble his birth, or obscure his condition, he has only to fix his eye on the prize and press toward
it, in a course of useful and virtuous conduct, and it is his.
How many of oU:r worthiest and best citizens have risen to
honor and usefulness by dint of their own persevering exe11tions !
In the formation of character, personal exertion is the first,
the second,. and third virtue. A good name will not come
without -its being sought. All the virtues of which it is
composed ai'e the i·esult of untiring application and industry.
Nothing can be more fatal to the acquirement of a good character than a treacherous confidence in external advantages.
These, if not seconded by your own exertions, will drop you,
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midway; or perhaps you will not have started,, while the
diligent traveler will have won the race.
.
b~t i: .of t~e high;s;hi~portan~e t~at .you have a commanding
o dJec. m ~b1ewth' atn"h. a hyo~r aim m life be elevated. It is an
o1 p1~ver , ~ . e w o. aims a~ the sun, to be sure, will not
reach 1t, but his arrow will fly higher than if he aimed t
object on the level with himself." Just so in the form:ti~:
of c?ara~ter.. Set Y?Ur sta~dard high, and you can not fail.
to rise higher -than 1f. you aimed at some inferior excellence.
Young men a~:e not, m general, conscio~s of what they are
capable of domg. They do not task then· faculties, nor improve their powers, nor attempt, as they ought, to rise to
superior ei:ccellence. The consequence is that their efforts are
few and feeble; .they are not waked up to anything great or
distinguished, and therefore fail to acquire a character of
decided worth.
·
You may be whatever you resolve to be! Resolution is
omnipotent!· Aim at excellence, and excellence will be attained. "I can not do it" never accomplished anything; "I will
try" has wrought wonders. A young man who sets out in life
with a determination to excel can hardly fail of his purpgse.
There is, in his case, a steadiness of aim, a concentration of
feeling and effort, which bear him onward to his object with
irresistible energy, and render success in whatever he undertakes certain.-Joel Hawes.

Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
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street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
avenue, Independence, Missouri.

Sometime.
"Be wise to-day; 'tis madness to defer."-Young.
We are going to do a kindly deed,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
Our sympathy give in time of need,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
We will do so much in the coming years;
We banish the heartaches and doubts and fears,
And we'll comfort the lonely and dry the tears,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
We will give a smile to a saddened heart,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
Of the heavy burdens we'll share a· part,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
Sometime we're going to right the wrong;
Sometime the weak we will help make strong;
Sometime we'll come with love's old, sweet song,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
Ah, how we'll plan out the work in view!
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
Building air-castles of what we'll do,
Sometime, perhaps, but wh(Jn?
Sometime, resolves that we'd pledge to make,
We with fresh courage will undertake;
Sometime to duty we will awake,
Sometime, perhaps, but when?
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Sometime we'll reap of the joys ;o be.
Sometime, perhaps, but when·
Sometime from worry and care ~e free,
Sometime, perhaps, but when·.
Sometime we'll taste of the glories there,
Sometime a part of those splendors share.
And for eternity we'll prepare,
Sometime-perhaps-but when?
-Selected.
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When it would have been so simple a matter to have taught
the "othe1: things" at the same time, one is rather at a loss
to see why they should have been omitted from the .small boy's
code. Courtesy is, after all, a form of consideration and its
·omission frequently causes as real a discomfort as a more
active offense.
·
DECENCIES OF LIFE.

The boy who is taught, from the time he has a cap that
is not tied on, to take it off when he meets a lady, is not· a
victim to harsh or useless discipline. Nor is he badly treated
Manners in Children.
when he is obliged to remove his hat when he comes into the
The question as to when a child sh.all learn m~nners .is house. The persons that urge that such rulings are too
. tly ·mswered by many parents m some equivalent to strict might perhaps have some difficulty in telling where
apparen
'
,, ·
h t · th
the words, "When they are grown.
At least ~ a is
e common sense training in manners .ceases and unreason be. interpretation one is forced to put. upon the breeding or lack. gins. It is taken for granted that a boy shall observe certain
decencies of life in table manners and the like, and the
of breeding of the average child.
So unusual a thing is it to see a well-bred boy that _the other conventions to which he is requested to pay attention
appearance of one is commonly greeted by a chorus of admlTa- are no more arbitrary,
_
tion from all who meet him. The mother who takes good
Yet perhaps I ought to modify that statement, or part of
breeding for granted is overwhelE1ed with compliments u~on it. It is not always taken for granted that a child should
the marvelous training she has given her son, and feels a trifle observe the decencies of life. When I recall households in
dazed that what she takes as a matter of course should. Le · which I have seen children over-i)ldulged, allowed to behave
regarded by others as a prodigy.
as they pleased, to eat as they chose with no regard for the
If I say boy rather than girl it is because the boy's ill man- stomach& of the visitor, to knead their food with grimy fists,
ners are, as a rule, more aggressive than those of the girl. to shout and sing into their drinking glasses, to handle the
The woman child is more or less imitative and is also more bones of poultry or chops with as absolute freedom as though
subdued, owing partly to her nature and partly to her bring- they were prehistoric savages with none but the natural
ing up. Once in a while one meets a hoyden who disputes the m-ethods for detaching the meat, I think perhaps I have put
palni for bad manners with the boy hoodlums of her neigh- the presumption of training too strongly.
borhood, but she is the exception. She may b~_ deceitful and
GRACE OF COURTESY.
sly and a variety of other unpleasant things, but she is usually-clever enough to assume a virtue even if she does not possess
Still, there are homes where a certain amount -of decency
. it, and behave tolerably well in the presence of outsiders. is required from the children and where they are yet not
The boy, on the contrary, is generally at his worst when there trained in courtesy. The lack seems to be either because of
is anyone at hand to be impressed by his conduct. Occasion- some fancied consideration due the child or else from laziness
ally a lad is found with a stock of company manners which on the part of the parent. In at least half the cases I am
he can draw upon when oc.casion demands, but he is another inclined to think it is the latter explanation which applies.
exception.
The mother-for it is the mother who does the training nine
To the boy, as to the man, is the burden of aggressiveness times out of ten-feels she has so much to teach the child
in act and demeanor. When they are ill bred, it is in positive that it is easier to let manners go by default. She may
fashion. They have more chance to be rude, or at least lack- instruct her boy not to pass between her and the fire or to
ing in courtesy, than has the girl. The little girl, if she keeps walk between her and the person to whom ,she is talking, but
quiet, may not be accused of bad behavior, while. the very she feels it is too much trouble to teach him to rise when an
fact that the boy does not i'ise when an elder person enters older person comes into the room, to remain standing until
the room, that he fails to lift his hat to an acquaintance on guests are seated, to delay taking his place at the table until
the street, or uncover his head when he comes into the house the older persons, or at least the women of the company, are
are counted unto him for unrighteousness. His sins of in their chairs. If she obliges the boy to remove his hat wheri
omission have the same rank as his sins of commission.
he comes into the house and to lift it on.the streets.when he
meets an acquaintance she feels she has do.ne her whole duty.
When it comes to such minor refinements as requiring he
TRAIN AT EARLIEST AGE.
shall stand aside for a lady to precede him into a mom or
The only way to make it secure that a boy's breeding shall from it, that he shall draw back the chair of his moth<:r or
be more than skin deep-a lacquer or a veneer that will not any other woman at table, that he shall take off his hat
stand friction or rough treatment~is to so drill him in it tha~ before he kisses his mother-these, to her mind, are a needless
the courteous thing shall become instinctive. It must be his heaping-up of ceremonies.
na:ura! impulse to be polite, and in order to secure this the
CLASS ALMOST EXTINCT.
child must be put in training at a tender age. ·
To some persons this sort of thing seems nothing short of
It is true that all these .small, sweet observances are less
~bsurdity: "Give the child good principles," they will say, common than they ought to be among grown men. Once upon
and let it go at that! They will leai'n manners when they a time there was a class known as gentlemen of the old school
are grown." I think rhave quoted elsewhere the incident of who had a knightly, chivalric courtesy in their treatment of
the !~other who told me that sh~ never.taught her boy to take women-a courtesy that was admired by those who did ·not
off his hat when he came into the house or to lift it when he possess it and adored by those upon whom it was lavished.
met a lady on the street.·
.
That class of man has almost died out, although here and
"I taught him," she said, "to be kind to poor persons and to there one finds an example of the almost ex.tinct order.
be. h eIPf u1 Just
·
as quickly to a beggar as he would to the
I say "almost extinct," and yet there bids .fair fo. ,be somerichest person he knew. Then I did not give myself any thing like a revival of the old-time courtesy. For a while
~~re trouble about it. I knew he would learn the other there was a dearth of it that was hard to bear by those who
t lllgs as he grew up."
i;ecollected what such courtesy could be in ·its finest flower.
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Perhaps it was because men were too busy ~rnking haste to
be rich to have any time to spare for the mmor refinements
of life. Perhaps it was because the whole constitutfon: of
American society was in a state of transition. What ever
the reason, the smaller courtesies seemed to go out of fashion.
(Concluded next week.)

Letter Department
SWEENEY; SOUTH DAKOTA, June 15, 1910.
Dear Herald: You are a welcome visitor in our home .. I
thought you would like to know how we are getting along in
South Dakota.
We still have our little Sunday school that Brother Rannie
helped to organize last fall. There is an F. M. minister th_at
preaches every two weeks. We are waiting patiently for our
Latter dav Saint elder to come.. I have not been to Sunday
school. {have been sick. I thought that I would. not get
well again, but there was an elder near us and I put :µiy
trust in God. I have a niece and nephew who are in good
faith and they prayed for me to be spared a while longer
in this world, as there is something for me to do. I did not
forget to pray myself either.
I know what it is to be at death's door. I can thank God for
his goodness and mercy he bestowed upon me when I was
suffering more than death. I ·believe through faith and
prayers of the Saints I was spared. I think when we Saints
pray we should pray for .all the sick and afflicted, for we are
all God's children; whether we are all in the same faith or
not, he loves us just the same. I am not well yet. The
doctor said I would not be well for a long time yet.
I ask the prayers of all the .Saints that I may get well.
I never murmured once, for I thought God knew best and
doeth all things well.
Your sister in the same faith,
MRS. FRANK KEARNES.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA, June 17, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: I take pleasure in writing my first letter to
the HERALD. I wish to say we held our Religio and Sunday
school convention of the Northern Nebraska District at Collumbus, Nebraska, June 3 and 4.
Our Sunday school met Friday, the 3d, at 2.30 p. m. The
meeting was called to order by Secretary M. A. Petei'son, and
Bro. J. M. Baker was chosen as chairman in absence of
president, and later chosen as president of district to fill
vacancy for the remainder of the year. Evening program:
a regular session in charge of D. S. Condit, president. A
half hour was spent in the study of the lesson. At the
close of the lesson study a very interesting map talk by
Brother Baker followed. After that we were favored with
a solo by Sr. Anna Hicks, of Omaha; a reading of a fine
paper, by Sr. Ira Lewis, of :i;>ecatur, Nebraska, entitled,
"What can we do for the advancement of the Religio work?"
Saturday morning, June 4, at 8.30, Religio business session
called to order by Pres. D. S. Condit. The session was short
on account of conference convening at 10 o'clock, yet we had
ample time to attend to all business and a little for a question
box that had been provided for. The time was taken up in
Religio work and we found that the work was very interesting, enough so that I called a special meeting Sunday evening at 7 o'clock for the purpose of organizh~g a Religio local,
and I ask an earnest desire in your prayer in their behalf,
for they are few in number; but the Lord will bless them and
give them: strength to make a grand success.
I do not believe I ever enjoyed myself any better at a
convention .than I did at Columbus. There were but a few
of us, but it seemed that the Lord blessed us wonderfully and
made it a meeting that will long be remembered. I want to
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say to the Religio workers, Do not get discouraged but st' k
to the good work until the Lord will say, It is eno~gh. ic
Yours in gospel bonds
DAVI~ S. CONDIT.
3418 CORBY STREET.
MADISON, WISCONSIN,
Dea1· He1·ald: The stars and nj.oon are shining and after
the heat it is cool and refreshing· and everything is beautiful. The surroundings are ,all that one could wish and I
think, how is my standing with God? The day has brought
forth many peculiar things, and I think and meditate upon
the day's work, as -I always. do. How much have I failed
and how much have I prospered this day? If I have failed
I have nc;it only hurt myself but my brother and sister also'.
This work is of great importance, first ·of all to each one
individually, and then to those we come in contact with. We
do not, we can not, live of om:selves alone. We have ·an
effect for good or evil every. day. If I fail I have not failed
alone. If I have prospered, I have not prospered alone. I
have helped some one else to. fail or prosper with me and so
it is -of great impoi·tance that I should watch my life work
and see that it is good.
While at ·a sacrament meeting not long ago I sat deeply
interested in all that was said, and almost every testimony
was sad or of a hard trial some one had to bear. Some had
to see loved ones pass through the dark .valley of death, some
were bowed down because of their trials of life, and as I
thought I -said, Is this hard life a Christian life? Is this
what Christ meant it to be? Is there nothing else to it but
this; no comfort at all, no joy, no peace, no gladness? And
a favorite passage of S""cripture passed through my mind:
Come unto me; all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I
will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of me,
for I am meek and lowly in heart, and you shall find rest
unto your souls, for my yoke is easy and my burden is light.
A sweet peace passed over me, a, peaceful rest, and I felt
joy springing up in 1ny heart and I drank of the fountain of
living waters and was filled. The sweet influence of God's
Holy Spiri£ had come t9. me. I then compared it to the trials
and sadnesses that were so: hard and so many and I saw them
get smaller and smaller till they all vanished away. 'Tis all
I ask for, just a portion of God's Holy Spirit from time to
time to encourage me. I am willing to labor foi· that, I am
willing to pass through trials if need be to get nearer to God.
Pray that I may be faithful.
As ever your sister,
SISTER BROWN·
NEW SALISBURY, INDIANA, June 18, 1910.
Editor He1·ald: In our conference minutes which came out
in the HERALD last week I note two mist?.kes, the resolution
pertaining to tobacco w~s as follows: Resolved, That it is
the sense of the body that member<S of the priesthood who ~o
not discontinue the use of tobacco be not recognized in then·
office until they shall discontinue the use of same; further,
Resolved, That as God is no respecter of persons all lay
members that make no effort to discontinue the use of tob1cco
be considered weak in the faith of our Lord and Savior Jesui
Christ and that we pray all to discontinue this habit. The
courte~ies of the floor were granted to all visiting brethren,
instead of as stated.
Yours for the truth,
E. o. BYRN.
THEODORE ALABAMA, June 18, 1910.
Dear Herald: I have been thlnking for some time that I
would write a few lines to the Saints, telling them that I h~ve
been blessed in many ways and that my dear comp~mon
who for six years has heard· the gospel preached bas now
obeyed it. His father was a Baptist preacher, and on that
account he has .had a hard time but the first Sunday in May,
.

.
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, he was baptized by Brq. G. T .. Chute. It w~s a ,sur- Pement favored his audience with ·a Jerusalem gospel sermon
1910
rise to most of the people and to his father especially, for in the evening. Visitors were Bro. James' Keir and wife from
iiot spoken to him since. He has done all· he can for Matteson, Illinois; Brn. A. M. Dobson and D. C. Wilkie Saint
p
•
h.
.
to f
.
J
h M
.
.
,
Iie 1ias
his father and has ask~d the .Lord ~n 1s prayers
org.1ve · osep , issouri; and Miss Bessie Peslin, sister of Bro. FreJ
his father for what he has said agamst th~ church and him. Peslin.
'
have been called a .Mormo.n so .many times that I have
Brother and Sister Ware, of Niagara Falls, visited Chicago
1
gotten almost used to 1t, but 1t does not hurt us .to be called on their bridal. trip and spent a few days with their cousiri,
that.
.
.
Mr. Stein. We understand they left Sunday eveiling for
We have a good Sunday schcfol here, prayer meetmg on Detroit, Michigan.
Saturday night, preaching on Sunday riight, and Religio
Monday evening, June ·20, the Searchlight Club gave a: reon Wednesday night. We go to them all if we can_. I prai~e ception in honor of our' missionary, Elder J. A. Tanner. A
the Lord for bringing my companion in so I can have help m
short program was rendered, which was much enjoyed, after
bringing up my two little ones in the right way. I have one -... which ice 'cream and cake were ·served. A number of the
little boy five years old and a little girl two years old. .
·
West Side members were present, and all consider that
I ask an interest in the prayers 'of all 'the Saints that we thanks are due the club .for the pleasant evening spent. The
may hold out to the end.
Your si.ster in Christ,
club will hold their next meeting on Thursday evening .at
ELDORA LOMBARD.
Jackson Park, taking their lunches.
Bro. and Sr. 0. W. Newton, recently from Salt Lake City,
are now located at 6229 Rhoades avenue. ·
PLYMOUTH GROVE, MANCHESTER, June 9, 1910.
Dear Brother Joseph: We baptized three very promising
"Teach me to nnd my life in thee,
girls into our East Manchester Branch last week. We had
Looking from earth and earthly things away,,
a spi6tual and impressive service.. Over forty persons were
Let me not falter, but untiringly press on
present. The Lord's work is growing here.
have a lively
And gain new strength and power each day."
Sabbath school under Elder J. W. Green as superintendent,
and a fine Religio under the presiaency of Elder W eate. Both
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
of these men have their whole soul in the work. It is re6549 MARSHFIELD A VENUE.
flected there.
I hope yourself and brethren of the office are well and
trust the Lord will spa1'e you to us a few more years.
With gospel love,
Your brother in Christ,
17 ALEXANDRA GROVE.
W. R. ARMSTRONG.

We

Miscellaiieuus Department·
Conference Minutes.

News From Branches

POTTAWATTAMIE,-District conference met at Crescent,
Iowa, on Saturday, May 28, 1910, continuing over Sunday. S.
Harding and A. Hansen presided. A report on credentials
was approved. Two names were dropped. All branches reported except twl?. B.oomer a)ld Carso}!. . Ministry reports
from Joshua Carhle, H; N. Hansen, J . .A,rber, J. A. Hanson,
S. Harding, A. J. Davidson, R. M. McKenzie, J. C. Cayworth,
C. B. Bardsley, James H. Baker; priests C. C. Larson, J. P.
Christensen, A. C. Riley; Teacher H. Anderson; Deacon A.
A. Gaylord. Bishop's agent's report read and accepted. The
secretary was authorized to notify presiding officers of
branches that if they want two-day meetings in their locality
to arrange with district presidency. Adjourned to meet Saturday, October 1, 1910, at Boomer. J. C. Jensen, secretary;

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI ..
iviany good Lhoughts were bTought out in oUr sacramental
service which was presided over by Brethren Cooke Dowker
Reeves, and Beaird. The preaching· services were' occupied
by Brn. S. A. Burgess, Masten, Elliot; J. W. Peterson, and
Dowker. Regular monthly priesthood meeting was held and
subjects of interest were discussed. Disttict conference was
held at Landsdowne, June 18 and 19.
Food. for the soul was delivered by Apostle Curtis, strength
FAR WEST.-District convened with the Norboi·ne Branch,
also bemg derived from the prayer service. Two promising
June 4 and 5, William Lewis,· J. F. Curtis, and Charles E.
young men were baptized and three little babes were blessed; Harpe in the chair. The following gave summarized reBrother Paxton was ordained to the office of seventy.
ports of their several branches: J. L. Bear, jr., for Saint
Joseph Second Branch; L. F. Ferguson, Holman Branch;
T~e .Christlike spirit was manifested in the generous
hosp;tahty of the Lansdowne Saints which was muck ap- Coleman Snider, Oakdale Branch; H. J. Friend, Far West
Branch; L. L. Babbit, Pleasant Grove Branch; J. D. Proffit,
preciated.
Trenton Branch; V. M. Goodrich, Saint Joseph First Branch;
The Sunday school will hold its annual ~icnic at O'Fallon John Piepergeraes, DeKalb Branch; T. T. Hinderks, German
Park on July 4. A good time is anticipated. Brother Stewartsville Branch; B. J. Dice, Stewartsville Branch; W.
Dowker has been doing some preaching in Belleville, Illinois, P. Pickering, Saint Joseph Third Branch. The treasurer's
report was accepted. Elders J. S. Rock, C, E. Harpe, W. P.
and Brethren Paxton and _Sparling at Oak· Hill; Brother · Pickering, and Roy Sly reported. Committee on organizing
Sawyer, of the missionary. force, was an attendant at the the Third Saint Joseph Branch reported having organized
said branch with W. P. .Pickering president. Committee
conference.
Your sister in Christ,
William Lewis, C. E. Harpe, V. M. Goodrich, and W. P.
E. M. PATTERSON.
Pickering gave branch report, which was approved. Elias
2739 DE JONG STREET.
Hinderks was ordained to the office of priest. J. E. Horenga,
from Oakdale, and R. B. McFee were .ordained to the office
of elder. Gordon C. Littrell, of ·the Far West Branch, was
ordained to the office of priest. .John Piepergerdes was orCENTRAL CHICAGO.
dained to the office of elder. L. F. Ferguson and J. H. How. S~nday, June 19. The Sunday school decided to hold a ard recommendations were accepted by the conference and
iicmc on the 4th of July at 82d and Stony Isl;nd and ex- ordinations provided for. District officers for twel.ve months
e~ded !nvitations to the West Side and Pullman ~chools to are: T. T. Hinderks, president; S. H. Simmons, vice-presiumte with us · W e t ms
. t th e weath er will
. not be qmte
. so cold dent; Charles P. Faul, secretary (who also wa:s sustained as
Bishop's agent): B. J. Dice, treasurer; V. M. Goodrich,
as 1ast Year, but if the hot weather continues we may welcome member library board. The committee's report on ordaining
a cool breeze by that time
·
J. W. Adams to the office of elder was adopted. Preaching
th Elder James Keir, from. the West Side, gave us many good by Jesse A. Roberts, Saturday, at 8 p. m. At 11 a. m:
Sundali J. F. Curtis preached. Social meeting in charge
oughts on the gathering to Zion in the morning, and Elder . of
D. i!;. Powell and B. J. Dice. Adjourned to meet October
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15 and 16 with the Far West Branch. Charles P. Faul, secretary.
DES MoINES.-Conference convened at Des Moines, June
4 and 5 1910 with Bro. 0. Salisbury in the chair and Bro.
J. F. Mintun' assistant. E. 0. Clark was cho,sen secretary
and Sarah Rodgers assistant. Statistical reJ?orts were received from the following branches: Des Momes, ·-346; Des
Miones Valley (Runnells), 119; Boone, 88; Rhodes, 63; Oskaloosa, 63; Concord, 56; Clear Creek, 34; Fra.ser, 27 ;, J?aking a net gain of 24 for all the branches reportmg. M1mstry
reports were read from the following: Patriarch Charles E.
Butterworth; Seventy J. F. Mintun; Elders Fr~d Wells,
Emsley Curtist- C. B. Brown, Ray Chandler, 0. Salisbury, J.
R. Epperson, J. E. Laughlin, and Wardell _Christy; Priests
C. F. Merrill, W. T. Maitland, Henry Castmgs, a_nd .FranJ'
Walters; Teachers Ancil Freel and George LongdoI\. Bishops
agent reported as follows: On hand last report, $66.08;
received $673.75; paid out, $512.37; balance on hand, $237.51.
Elder o'. Salisbury was elected president of tJ:ie district for
the coming year and chose Elders Wardell Christy and E. 0.
Clark as his associates, which choice was ratified by the
conference. E. O. Clark was elected secretary. The time
and place of the next conference were left in the hands
the
presidency of the district. E. 0. Clark, secretary.
-

of

WESTERN W ALES.-District conference was held Saturday
and Sunday, May 14 and 15, 1910. The following business
was transacted: J. W. Rushton and Rees Jenkins were
elected to preside during conference. The following reported: J. W. Rushton, John G. Jenkins, H. Ellis, T. J. Picton,
D. Lewis. Bro. Silas Evans', Bishop's agent, report was
referred to an auditinl! committee. Rees Jenkins' report on
behalf of Llanelly Branch showed good prospects for the
future of that place. Bro. D. Lewis reported the spiritual
condition of Llansamlet Branch in a fair condition, showing
good prospects for additions to the branch in the near future.
Bro. Silas Evans reported Aberaman Branch in good S"iritual condition. Brother Edwards' reported on behalf of Perth
Branch, in good condition. Bro. John Thomas, of Pontyeates,
was recommended for ordination as elder, which was approved. Bro. Rees Jenkins reported on branch radius. It
was carried that we draw no plan upon branch radius. The
Eastern and Western Wales reunion was left in the hands
of the district officers. Brother Jenkins was elected president; H. Ellis vice-president; T. J. Picton secretary; D.
Lewis treasurer; Bro. Silas Evans was sustained as Bishop's
agent. Sunday morning. preaching services at 11 a. m. were
conducted by ·Rees Jenkins, who pTeached in Welsh. .In the
afternoon at 2.30 was prayer service, presided over by J. W.
Jenkins and D. Lewis. It was resolved to sustain the local
officers of the church. Pr~aching service at 6 p. m., presided over by Bro. Rees Jenkins, and Bro. J. W. Rushton
preaching. T. J. Picton, secretary, 77 John street, Resolven
Nr. Neath.
IDAHO.-District convened at Boise, Idaho, June 11, 1910;
S. D. Condit was chosen to preside, assisted 'by Wm. Glauner
and A. J. Layland; J. E. Condit secretary, and Hazel Fuller
chorister and organist. The elders reporting were S. D.
Condit, A. J. Layland, J. H. Condit, Wm. Glauner, Robert
Owen, and A. Hendricson. Statistical report read and accepted. Boise Branch gained 3, total 7. Hagerman Branch
gained 13, total 46. Teton Branch total 25. George Heaton
was expelled from the church for misrepresentation and
refusing to make restitution.
Hymm Grimmet, John
Frances Grimmet, and Martin E. Jacobson were expelled
from the church for apostasy. Conference adjourned to meet
at call of district president, who will appoint time and place.
J. E. Condit, secretary, Hagerman, Idaho.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.-The semiannual conference of the Southern Michigan and Northern
Indiana District met with the Coldwater Saints at their chapel
June 4, 1910. After an hour's prayer service S. Stroh toak the
chair. Presiding officers of conference were J. W. Wight,
S. Stroh, S. W. L. Scott, and J. W. McKnight; Secretaries,
Mrs. J. H. Royce, assisted by John H. Royce. Eleven
branches reported, showing a total membership of 790. S. W.
L. Scott, of the Seventies, and the following elders reported:
- F. T. Field, Nathan Hill, F. J. D. Earl, J, W. McKnight,
Wm. S. Shaub, Joseph Dexter, S. Stroh, and W. P. Buckley,
showing total number of sermons preached, 360; total number
baptized, 16. Children blessed, 7. Administered to sick,105
times and did much other ministerial work. Priests reporting
were Starr Corless, S. _A. Barss, and Wm. T. Garver. Their
reports show that they have been active along their lines of
work, including one baptism. Bishop's agent's report shows
a total receipt of $809.96 and a balance on hand of $45.19.
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A d!strict Religi~ was org_anized ~ith Ralph McElhanie
president, S. W. L. Scott v1ce-pres1dent Elsie Lockerb · as
reta~·y, and Ella Davis member libra1!,r board. Pre~'hs.ec- ·
services conducted by J. W. Wight, J. W. McKnightc ~~a·
E. J. Goodenough, assisted by S. W. L. Scott Joseph n' te
S. A. Barss, Wm. T. Shaub, Daniel Gray ~nd E J Gx r,
enough. Sacramental service in charge of T. A. Smith 00 ~ 1
S. A. Bars~. ~ most excellent spirit prevailed through~~t
Brother Wights counsel was greatly appreciated Conf ·
ence adjourned June 6, to meet at Lansing. Michigan MerJ. H. Royce, secretary.
'
·
rs.
NORTHERN NEBRASKA.-Quarterly conference of the district
convened at C_olumbus, ~ebras~a 1 Jl!ne 4, at 10 a. m., Pres
J. M. Baker m charge. Statistical and priesthood report~
read. Brother Baker announced lilro. R. · 0. Self as assistant
president of the district, and his choice was ratified by the
conference. The speakers during the conference were Bish.op
E. L. Kelley and Elder R. 0. Self. Adjour11ed to meet at
Dec.atur, Nebraska, October 8, at 9 a. m. for I_>rayer service;
busmess to be taken up at 10 a. m. Anna Hicks secretari
Omaha, Nebraska, 3019 Pinkney street.
'
·
GALLA!"DS. GROVE.-Quart.erly conference of the Gallands
Grove Distnct met at Deloit, June 11 and 12, which was a
spiritual one, enjoyed by all. J. L. Butterworth and C. J
Hunt, with the submissionary, W. A. Smith, of Independence'
Missouri, were in. charge. All -branches reported except
Cherokee, Auburn, and Lap.esboro. Ministerial reports were
read. C. J. ~lunt wa.s appointed president with Jay G.
Myers as associate president. Edith Dobson was retained as
secretary, with Nellie Hall as her assistant. The following
committee was chosen to revise the district conference resolutions. C. J. Hunt, Fred H. Hansen, and Edith Dobson. It
was voted by conference to buy one set of legal forms as
issued by the Herald Office, to be distributed among the
branches. Bishop Hunt's report was .read and approved.
The following visiting elders we1;e in attendance: Sidney
Pitt, W. A. Smith, Alvin Knisley, John D. Price, and A. A.
Reams. The next conference will convene October 8 and 9 at
Dow City. Edith Dobson, secretary.
NODAWAY.-Confetence convened in Guilford, June 4, 1910.
at 10 a. m. Bro. E. S. Fannon called the assembly to order.
Bro. E. S. Fannon and Bro. I. N. White were chosen to preside over the conference, W. B. Torrance secretary, Sr. Verna
Ross organist, and Bro. A. C. Silvers chorister. J. T. Ford,
J. D. Showers, and T. A. Ivie were appointed committee
un credentials. The local deacon was chosen as usher of the
conference. District treasurer, W. B. Torrance, reported
$1.42 on hand. Branch reports were as follows: Sweet
Home, -51, loss by letter, 10, Ross Grove, 46, gain by lettei',
1, Bedison, 82, net loss by letter and death, 3, Guilford, 89,
loss by letter, 7. Ministry reporting: Elders E. S. Fannon,
A. C. Silvers, T. A. Ivie, C. C. Nelson, J. T. Ford, and Joseph
Powell, Priests W. B. Torrance and Alec Jens_en, Dea~ons
Robert Nelson and Christian Kalstrup. Auditing comnnttee
reported that conditions prevented them auditing the books
and that the Bishop's agent had failed to send them t? the
conference. It was accepted. The name of A. C. Silvers
was added to the committee instead of Bro. C. E. Harpe.
Bro. T. A. Ivie made a short speech in behalf of the r~uni?n
committee. W. B. Tori·ance, superintendent of th!l _d1stnct
Sunday school association made a statement explammg ~he
library commission. A few questions were asked regardn~g
same. Bro. E. S. Fannon was elected a member of said
commission. The president of each branch was selected as
a committee to solicit funds for tent work and turn sal!ie over
to the district president. Bro. R. K. Ross was sustamed as
Bishop's agent and he was requested to bring his books and
vouchers to the next conference for inspection and to bde
audited. While the choir was singing Brn. C. C. Nelson an
T. A. Ivie passed the hat and collected $~.6.0 to .help defd~·ay
expenses of Brn. I. N. White and G. H. Hilliard m atten mg
the conference. I. N. White addressed the conference upo1d1
the former and present conditions of Zion ancl the Umte
Order of Enoch. Bishop G. H. Hilliard spoke at leI?-gth ~n
the more complete consecration of self to God an? his '~?Ik
also touching upon the Order of Enoch. Preachmg ?nnJ!g
the conference by Brethren White and Hilliard. Serv-1~es m
charge of missionaries and local priesthood. Three children
were blessed by Brethren White and Hilliard. Conferencd .
adjourned to meet with Sweet Home Branch, Octo~er 15. an .. :
16, 1910. W. B. Torrance, secretary, Bolckow, M1ssour1, R.
F. D. No. 3.
SOCIETY IsLANDS.-Conference convened at Manihi, :EiP£1:•
1910, at 8 a. m., called to order by C. H. Lake. Chas. · a. j_
was elected president, J. C. May associate president, Pohemit
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. . H Tane assistant secretary, H. W. Savage fo1:eig!l
secretary, P~rara and Parai ushers, Tahuka and Tetua Jamsecret~ryd Bishop'; agent's report of C. H. Lake. Read finant?rs .. e~·ts of c. H. Lake, J.C. May, and H ..w. Savage. R?ad
cml iepo
·ts of Wiriamu Tetai, 'l'ema1'e1, Tetaku, Te1ho,
Elders
'
· · H repor
w Savage, J. C, May,
Hotu, H •. Tane. convepe d a t
Hitt, ·
continued reading elders' reports of Tefau an?·
19• n\ 1an Read reports of Priests Faarii, T!tne, TenatJ,
Tepo~i l .Tekakahu, Tetoka, Tahuka, Fareea, Nm, Marama;
edoT:gata. Read report of elders quorum,;and branch i:e:
an. from Niau, Manihi, Takapoto, ~nd '.f!tmga. Pohe~1tJ
~~~t~sed a resolution defining more .1mp!Ic1tly a r!'lso~ut~on
Fas~ed by this conference at Anaa, m 1?q4. Cons1derat1<!n
~f said 1)10 tion was deferred. Elder W1r1amu preached .m
the evening. April 7, at 8 a. m., conferel:lce convened .. D1sssion of Pohemiti's proposed resolut10n. was contmued
t~::. 0 ~1 ghout session. At 1 p. !fl·• Branch of Taka1:0~ presented
name of Temaui to be ·or4am~d an elder; Mam~1 presente?
following names for or?mation :. · Teaotea fo! · an elder,
Tehuka for a teacher, Pam for priest, Ma:r;erenm for ?~aeon.
These names wer~ referri:d te>. a !!omm1ttee of W1r1amu,
Tetaku, and Tepoaitu, for ~nvest1gat10n .. Vo~ed that confe~·
ence of 1911 be held in. Niau .. Read. Bishop s agent H?~U's
report. Wiriamu, .Teta1, and Tepoa1t~ elected as aud1tmg
committee to examme books of B1hsop s agents, . C. H. Lake
and Hotu. Read branch report of Takaroa. Temaupu
proposed resolution seeking to get better branch reports, also
to have satisfactory division of land at ·Tarona among the
several districts of the mission. Matter deferred. . Committee on investigation of names presented for ordination
reported all favorable. I!-eport accepted an? .ordinations _Provided for. Voted that W1r1amu and Pohem1ti be a committee
to draw up blank form suitable for elders' and priests' reports. Teachers and deacons ordered' to reorganize and
report to this body. Tetaku preached at 7 p. m. .. April 8,
prayer meeting at 7 a. m. Conference convened at 8. Panau
Branch proposed name of Turoa for or.dination to a teacher.
Referred to committee. The aforesaid deferred resolution of
Pohemiti was, "Resolved, That a parent is not .to be held
responsible for the sins of those o;f their children who are
grown up and beyond parental control,'' thus mor.e ·fully
defining the law passed at Anaa in 1904, which rea.ds as fo}lows: It is not permissible that any man should· act in his
office in this church who agrees to his children living in
adultery. Resolution was adopted. Committee on report
blanks reported. Report deferred till afternoon. At 1 p. m.
auditing committee's report read, and was returned to committee for further investigation on Hotu's books. Committee
on report blanks reported. Report received and put in hands
of committee of Temaunu and Tetaku. Newly organized
quorum of deacons reported; officers elected as follows:
Tagata pres!dent, Tetua first associate president, Mahinui
sec~nd associate president, and Tararii secretary. Investigatm~ committee on candidate for ordination reported recommendmg i;uroa for teacher. Ordination provided for. At 8
a. m., April 9, read reports of priests Atahi, Taninui, Haurea.
and Rootaura; also reports of Elders Roo Taruia Taroi
Pul!ua,_ Taihia, and Turatahi. Avatoru Branch proposed
ordmat10n of Roo and Taaroa to elders and Heiau to a
teacher. Referred to committee. Tiputa Branch reported.
Tarona Branch presented resolution that the church build
a chapel oi;i . Tarona worth $4,500. Resolution was adopted
an~ Poh~m1ti and Turatahi <ielected as a committee to make
estimate 9f ~vhat it should cost per head on the membership
of the m1s~10n. Voted that the several branch presidents
let as rece1vern of money for the aforesaid building fund.
T t 1 P: m. read reports of Elders· Elfred Sanford Kehauri
e?tal11, Maun~, and Teuraivae. Auditing com{nittee re~
~~~ted on Hotu s books as follows: Received $224.17; paid
"t't $215.86; ~alance on hand, $8.31. Investigating comH1 . ee on candidates for ordination reported recommending
onei:u. for. a teacher. Ordination pi·ovided for. Committee·
h s\1mation of amount each member should pay on Tarona
~e;P{ ~undRreported that it would amount to $5.00 French
suin :ea · . eport adopted and money to be collected in enl910g year. was ordered to be t!1rned over to conferenca of
folio ~t N1 1• The conference mdorsed appointmem of the
presidmg 0 cers: :f. C. May and H. W. Savage, assistant
sionarents of. t~e mission; Tetakli, Bishop's agent and missecretlr of fissi~m i Turatahi, secretary; Temaunu, assistant
Te ioaitJ' 0 • mission; ~otu, pr~s~dent of u.riper division;
diJision.' as~ista~t pr~mdent; W1,riamu, president of iower
district 'i T¥.Uii~~~ 1 • a~s1stant president; Varoa, president of
nui, miP~o 31. 1 113 T~1, ~iss!onary ~~ Rai~·oa dis~ri!!t; Tan!'lTahiti. T !1°~ Y ? .d1st11ct. ll;l "r:ah1ti; T.e1ho, m1Ss10nary m
in Rair ar])i\
P.resident of d1str1ct of Rauoa; Tane a Temai
oa 1s r1ct; Tetai, president of Kaukura District;
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Hitf a Hiti and Parara, missionaries in Kaukura District;
Araiaiti, president of Tupuai District; Taputu, missionary in
Tupuai; Pal10a, president of Hao District; Putoa, president
of Raroia district; Teangi, missionary to Raroia; Tepautuata,
presidenL of Takaroa District; Tenati, missionary in Tupuai;
Paia, missionary in Takaroa District; Teuraivai, missionary
in Hereheretue; Tapuni, missionary in Makatea. Committee
of J. C. May, Tetaku, and H. W. Savage, was appointed to
divide Tarona among the districts. Turatahi proposed resolution that the several branches of the mission send two men
from each branch to Tarona to help that branch in the
various duties that devolve upon it as headquarters 'of the
mission. These men to be reappointed or succeeded by others
at the end of each year. Carried. Tetaku proposed that the
following men be aopointe"d. as assistant Bishop's agents for
the ensuing year: Tetai, Kaukura District; Tahua, Rairoa
District; Rua, Tikahau; Teopa, Makatea; Hotu, upper
division; Pahoa, Hao District; and Turatahi, lower division.
The atte1idance at the conference was 330. The following
· branches were represented: Manihi, Niau, Takaroa, Takapoto, Fakarava, Kaukura, Apataki, and Avatoru. Total number of sermons preached, 1,573; baptisms, 40; branches reported, 8. There are 21 branches in the mission. So it will
be seen that we have nothing like a good representation of
the mission either in members present or branch reports. It
is impossible to get anywhere near a correct report, as many
missionaries do not report at all; likewise the branches. H.
W. Savage, foreign secretary.
Convention Minutes.

CLINTON.-The Sunday school of the Clinton District,
Missouri, met in convention at Veve Chapel, May 20, 1910,
at 10 a. m. A peaceful influence was enjoyed throughout
the convention. The following officers reported. Superintendent, secretary, treasurer, library committeeman, and
home class superintendent. All active schools in. district
'but one reported, showing an enrollment of 553. Adjourned
to meet at Coal Chapel, October 14, 1910. Zora Lowe, secretary, Eldorado Springs, Missouri.
CLINTON.-The association of the Religio Society of Clin-ton, Missouri, District, met in convention at Veve Chapel
May 20, 1910, at 2 p. m. 'The fol!tiwing officers were elected
for the ctJming year: President, Fred Cool, 704 North Ash,
Nevada, Missouri; vice-president, John W. Noyes, 611 North
Main, Nevada, Missouri; secr.etary, Miss Zora Lowe,
Eldorado Springs; Missouri, R. F. D. No. 1; tr1msurer, Miss
Adrain Lowe, Eldotado Springs, Missouri, R. F. D. No. 1;
library committeeman, W. J. McElwain, 108 East Cherry
street, Nevada, Missouri. Adjourned to meet at Coal Hill
Chapel, October 14, 1910. Zora Lowe, secretary.
'
:. Conference Noti!'es.

The Saskatchewan District will convene in Regina, Saskatchewan, July 2 and 3. Saintfo< coming to this conference
will be met at the station and escorted to suitable places of
lodging. All trains will be met Thursday, the day of Religio
convention, also Friday, the day of Sunday school convention,
and Saturday and Sunday for district conference. All should
come and have a pleasant and profitable time. Bishop Evans
and Apostle F. A. Smith will be with us. T. J. Jordan, president.
Northern Wisconsin District will convene at Chetek, Wisconsin, at the close of the reunion, Saturday, July 16, 1910.
Branches, please send reports in plenty ·of time and address
to S. E. Livingston, president, Chetek, Wisconsin.
Annual conference of the British Isles Mission will ·be held
in Birmingham, on July 30 and 31, and August 1, when
Apostles J. W. Rushton and G. T. Griffiths are expected to
be present. Business will commence in the i!laints' chapel,
Priestley Road, at 6 p. m., on July 30. All ex officio representatives and delegates requiring accommodation for sleeping, etc., will please write Elder Charles Walton, president of
the Birmingham Branch, at 22 Lee Crescent, Edgbaston, Birmingham, not later than Jul:y 24. Will all mission officers send
in their reports to the mission secretary, Elder W. R. Armstrong, of 17 Alexandra Grove, Plymouth Grove, Manchester,
as soon as possible before the holding of conference ( vide
mission rules 7 and 8).
Reunion Notices.

The annual reunion of the Southwestern Oregon District
·will be held at Myrtle Point, Oregon, b,eginning July 22, and
continuing ten days. Able .speakers will be in attendance,
The use of the grove has been secured for those who desire
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to camp. All are cordially invited t? attend .and .help to ma!rn
the reunion a success. For any mformat1on m regard to
tents etc., write to the seci·etary of the reunii>n committee,.
Frank· W. Digp-ert, Myrtle Point, Oregon. ·
·
The reunion of the Alabama District will begin on Friday,
August 12,· 1910, at 10 a. in., with the Pleasant ~ill Branch,
near Mackenzie, Alabama. All Saints are invited to come,
remembering that au earnest desire to serve God and draw
others into his fold will make this meeting a success. · · J.. R.
Harper, secretary.
The Eastern Reunion Association will hold their annual
reunion at "Highland Lake," Massachusetts, July 23 to August
1. Price of tents, 10 by 12, $3.00; 12 by 15, $3.50; double
cots 80 cents; single cots, 40 cents. Please send or give your
ord~rs for tents, cots, etc., immediately, and come and enjoy
the reunion. Committee: Elder U. W. Greene, president of
Eastern Mission, Willoughby, Ohio; A. Otis Toombs,. chairman and manager of store department, 395 Potter avenue,
Providence, Rhode Island; D. F. Joy, commissary department,
20 Warren street, Providence, Rhode Island; Owen Newcombe,
tent and cot department, 7 Jasper street, Winter Hill, Massachusetts; M. H. Barnes, baggage and shipping department,
Copicut, Fall River, Massachusetts; H. W. Howlett, ~ecretary
and treasurer, 312 County street, Fall River, Massachusetts.
The Kentucky and Tennessee District will hold· a reunion
at Oakland Church, eight miles south of Farmington; 'Kentucky, at date not stated, but doubtless known to th.e Saints
of the district.
The Nauvoo District reunion will be held at Montrose, Iowa,
July 29 to August 7. The city park has been secured, which
gives excellent facilities for shade and shelter in case of rain.
Good grass. The park is only three blocks from depot and
a little more from boat landing. Elders Elbert A. Smith and
J. w. Wight and othel'.S of the ministry will be there, and
we look for a larger number of Saints than last year. Our
experiment of last year was pronounced a success by all, and
now let us put our reunion beyond the experimental stage by
making it a still greater success this year. Come one and
all. For particulars as to tents, etc., write .to the secretary,
Charles Fry, 1604 Louisa street, Burlington, Iowa. Mark
H. Siegfried, chairman of committee, Nauvoo, Illiirois.
The Lamoni Stake holds its annual reunion August 12 to
21 on the grounds south of Lamoni. Announcements will be
made later on rent of tents, etc. Please send all inquiries
to the secretary of the committee, Joseph Roberts, R. F. D.
No. 4, Lamoni, Iowa.
A reunion of the Eastern Oklahoma District will be held
at Wilburton, Oklahoma, August 12 to 20; conference at the
close of reunion. We wish all Saints in the district that can
come and stay the entire time, would notify u-s at once whether
they want tents or not. Tents will be furnished at as low
a rate as possible. Those that can not .come and camp can
be furnished with a place in town so that none need stay
away, but come and let us have a time of rejoicing together.
We expect to have one of the patriarchs, besides several of
the missionaries with· us.· D. 0. Harder, secretary.
C~nv~ntion Notices.

Sunday school convention of Far West District will be held
at Cameron, Missouri, July 16 and 17, beginning at 10
a. m. Let all school and local school secretaries send in their
reports to the respective district secretaries at lea.st ten days
before. Let everyone come and make this a successful conventiofi. · B. R. Constanc~ presidep.t Religio; Carrie M. Lewis,
superintendenj; Supday >:>chool.
'
The Southwestern Oregon District Sunday school association will J:\old a semi:'tnnual convention, Friday, July 29, at
10 ;i. m., at Myrtle Pomt, CoQS County, Oregon, the day previous to the semiannual conference, and in connection with the
annual reunion. All disti-ict officers are requested to hand
in written reports. Georgena H. Rice, secretary.
The convention of .the Central Oklahoma Religio Society,
will be held at Mornson, Oklahoma, August 18, 1910: All
Religio' workers come prepared to help in the work. J. E.
Hughes, president.
.The district convention of Central Oklahoma District Sunday school association will be held at Morrison· August 19
1910;. >l\fany subjects of great interest to Sunday school work~
ers will'be-p1'~sented and discussed. Sessions of institute and
normal work vii.ll be conducted daily during the reunion. We
hop(dhe .Sunday school workers from all over the district will
make an -effort to be present and take part and make this
convention the best one yet. Anita Reid, ·secretary.

June 29, 1910
Three-Day Meeting.

A three-day meeting will be held at McGregor M' h"
on July 21 3, and 4. Meals will be_provided at flfte ic igan,
each, or eight for one dollar. · Fred w. Raub.
en cenh

Two•Day Meetings.

~wo-day m~etings, Saint Thomas, Ontado, August 6 an
7, instead of June 25 and 26, as announced in late HERAL d
It was decided at last autumn conference of London Ont D••
District to hold· two-day meetings this· summer inst~ad a£10•
June conference_. f\.ccordingly :;irrangements are being i::ad~
for a two-day p1cmc to be held m Bro. E. T. Rodwell's rove
Beaconsfiel~, Saturday and Sunday, July 16 and 17. Gr~und'
are two miles from Burgessville station on Wiarton Owe~
Soi:nd, and Port Dover division of the Grand Trunk R~ilroad
Friday afternoon and Satul'day trains will be met there"
~et all the Saints c?me ';vho can, :;ind help to successfUUy
mtroduce the gosp()l m this commumty. Committee in charge
are Elder R. E. Longhurst, Vanessai J. H. Cohoe, New Durham; and E. T, Rodwell, Beaconsfielu. J. Herbert Cohoe.
Redick~lle, Ontario, Branch will hold their annual two.
day meetmg on Satl!rd~y aJ?-d Su~day, July 9 and 10. Quite
a number of the m1ss1onaries will be present. Trains will
be met at Corbetton station on Friday, July 8. Would like
those coming on the train to come Friday if possible as we
are quite a distance from the station. Robert Gozzard, secretary. · Conover P. 0.
The Bishopric.
AGENT'S NOTICE.

To the Saints of the Clinton; Missouri, Dist1-ict: As I have
been appointed Bishop's agent of this district, I ask that the
Saints will remember their duties in tithes and offel'ings and
send them by mail, as we can save expense to the district.
W. E. REYNOLDS,
ELDORADO SPRINGS, MISSOURI, R. F. D. No. 5, Box 102.
To the Saints and Friends of ihe Nauvoo Disti·ict; Gi·eeting: Another conference year is· upon us. What shall it
be? Who shall say? Shall. we answer for you or you
for us? :No! each must answer for himself. Last year was
quite successful, in many reg11rds, though falling sh01t of
what it should have been in many ways. All in all, we think
it an improvement over the year before. The present year
is in our hands, and we can make it successful or we can
make it a failure .. _Let .us remember we are "laborers together
with God." The success of the work does not entirely devolve
upon the ministry. Each and every member can do his part.
No missionary can be successful·unless he is supported, financially and spiritually, by the Saints in his field of labor .. One
of the difficulties -the ministry of our district has me~ m t~e
past has been a lack of financial support, thus causmg dis· .
couragenient to some degree. Brethren, this ought not .to
be. They have a right to as many of the comforts of life
as we who stay at home. Let"the Saints remember that the
missionary can not get along simply on his traveling e~penses.
When he comes into your midst to preach, see that his needs
are supplied. Don't expect him· to get his money from the
Bishop. He is expected to get that from those among whom
he labors. He is exp.ected to call upon the Bishop only when
he is not supplied by the Saints while out in the field. Remember also that if new places are opened th~re. must be
money come from the Saints to assist in doing this, m almost
every instance.
.
.
Many have been faithful during the past, and a loving
Father's hand has been over them for good; Those who have
been thoughtless heretofore, should examine. themse\ves an~
see if they are in the faith, with their might, imnd, an
strength.
Let us also remember that 'the missionaries' !ami!ies art
to be supplied from the Bishop's fund. Whe1:i:; is he to ge
that fund? From the Saints, in tithes and offermgs.
Each being a laborer for the ~pread of the gospel, we ~?P1
to hear from all during the ·year, as often. as it is prac ica: ·
for you to respond.
· ·
Yours for the Christ's sake,
GEORGE P. · LAMBERT,
- M. H. SIEGFRIED,
.
Of the District Bishopnc.
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Paatoral.

To the Sa·ints in Southern Indiana Di;st1·ict:. H!iving been
laced in charge of the Southern lndrnµa D1s~r1ct, I tak!l
fiiis means of informing you that I hope to be :-vith you s?on.
I arrived at New Albany, May 12, stayed with the Samts
over the 15th to a good conference. I )Vent _fro~ there .to
Byrnville where I received the sad H;ews on the 18th of tne
death of {ny wife and daughter. Arrived hoip.e on the morning of the 20th, just in time to attend the funeral. Arra~ge
nients were made at the conference to hold two-day. mee~m~s
at the following places and dates:- July 2 and 3, Wirt,. Imdiana Yoeman church; July 9 ·and 10, Byrnville, Indiana,
Sali~ts' church; July 16 and 17, at Leavenviorth, Indiana,
Dry Run church; July 23 and 24 at Mill Stone, lndiaµa, near
Connelton, Indiana; A~gust 20 ·and 21 at Hyall, Iµdiapa,
near William Harbstreit's; August 27 - and 28, Clay ~1,ty,
Indiana, near Happy Hollow; September 3 and 4, at Indianapolis Indiana; September 10 and 11, New Trenton, l)idiana;
Septe:Uber 10 and 11, New Albany, In4iana.
_ ·
As there are so many calls for preaching in that district
I don't rnppose Brother Halb and I can labor together_ all
the .time, as we are the only two missionaries; but we will
do the best we can.
JOHN HARP,
To the Saints cmd Friends of the Southern Missouri Mission; Greeting: Having been appointed to labor in the a):Jove
field, I shall make it a point to visit all the branches and scattered members as soon as possible. If they will inform me
as to their location, wants and needs along gospel lines, I shall
be glad to assist as well as be assisted by the local ministry.
Until further notice addreES me at 2225 Empire sti-eet, Joplin,
Missouri.
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. c. CHRESTENSEN.
Missionary Appointment,

LAMONI, IOWA, June 16, 1910.
.To Whoin it May Concern: ?'his i~ ·t,o notify that· Bro.
R1~hard D. Weave~', of Brown City, M1ch1gan, is hereby appomted to labor Ill" the Northern Wisconsin District and
we trust that he will have the confidence of the Saint~ and
those among whom he labors.
J. W. WIGHT, Minister in Charge.
Concuned in by the Presidency..
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
r
F 0 r the Presidency.
0 1
.iNDErF.KDENCE, l\'.lISSOURI,. June 21, 1..L~..Lo.
Addresses.

Joseph Arber, 802 North Main street JCewanee · Illinois
R. Etzenhouser, 1285 Br.ookly street,.'. Detroit, Michigan:
Marriages.

~ULLAJD-LUFF'..-At. the residence of the bride's parents,.

1p epkn ence, M1ssour1, Tuesday evening June 14 at 8
Brother Wilham J
to. Sr. Melissa P. L'uff; the form'er the baby and th~
u
1thst ~n;'.hct of the family of ~ro. and Sr. W. D. Bullard, and
b e 1a td the last of the family of 'Dr. and Sr. Joseph Luff·
offt~ 0
b~lt of .Independence young folks and they started
at ~~ 1te 't~it .1 bright hopes ahead of them. They changed
ce o ien new home, 1403 West Short street.

Bc11r l· m., Bro. E. L. Kelley officiating

b.

\.Vie

Died.

FIELD -Au ··1r F' Id
·
worth indian1; rn d Ide. dwas Dborn ~ay 19, 1826, at LeavenShe ,~
, .' an
1e ,:it ow City, Iowa, June 1, 1910.
Five ch~ld~mned to Lewis Pe_ckenpa'ugh August 29 1847.
living. iH:i~ihuw~re la~·nd tDo them, thi'ee of whom a~·e still
ried again to ~ an
Ie
. eceml;ier 8, 1856.
She was mai·born to ti
r. A. J. Field in 1867. Two children were
0
August, l~m' bne ~ whom surviv~s her. She was baptized.
Elder A J j Y Brn. W. W. Blau·. Funeral in charge of
DOWER _:c rno!l, sermon by J. L. Butterworth.
17 1908.° ~i~dm tDower, horn May 28, 1897; ha ptized May
1
t)urteenth birth/ HoFnolulu, T. H:., Mi:y 28, 1910, on his
M. A. McConl ay S ' uneral sery1cei;; 1rt charge of ·Elder
leaves one sist:~·
erm?n h~ Bro. B~r~on L. JYicKim.. He
. Moss.-Fern Mand th1ee brothers, besides other relatives.
wl!s born Decem o~s, daughter of ~ro. and Sr. Edward fyfoss,
Missouri, May e1 7i 1900, and died at her ,home in Macon,
0, 9 0· Father, mothel', and two .younger
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~fjers are left to mourn their loss.

Services in charge of
er Ed. E. Thomas ::ind.sermon by Elder W. B, Richards.
PAYNE.-Sarah Payne died at Tryon, Nebraska, April 14,
1910, at the age of 87 years, 4 months; and 9 days. She has
~een a m_ember ~f the ch.urch for many years, and died firm
m the faith, havmg a bright hope of a glorious resurrection.
Funeral sermon by. C. W. Prettyman.
pows~.-Bro ... Richard Dowse, at his home in Evansville,
W1sconsm, Apnl 30, 1910, of cancerous affection. Brother
D?wse wa.s born August 20, 1849, at Trampton (near Boston),
Lmcolnsh1re,. England. He was married to Miss Ella A.
Hi1;dley December 18, 1890. One daughter was born to this
ul!-10n, Vera A. He was baptized in July, 1894. He leaves
w_1fe and daughter to mourn their loss. Funeral se:t·vices at
his horn~ .May 2? sermon by Elder W. A. McDowell to a
sympath1zmg audience. Remains were laid away in the Stevens cemetery. He was loved by all who knew him.
D«;iWER.-Died at Honolulu, Hawaii Territory, May 21, 1910,
Eumce Dower, aged 39 years. Baptized May 17 1908 by
Elder~· J. Waller; Funeral sermon by Elder M. A. McConley. Sister Dower s death was very sudden and unexpected.
OL~EN.-Peter W. Olsen, departed this life May 19 1910
at his ho.me near Stewartsville, Missouri. Was b~rn i~
Swede_n, April 23, 1847; married to Eva G. Smith October 14,
1875, m Dekalb County, Missouri. To this union six children
were born'. two boys and four girls, one half of whom have
p~·eceded J.um to the spirit world. The wife, one boy, and two
girls .survive to mourn. Brother Olsen was baptized at Stewartsv1_lle, Jm~e 17, 1899, by Eide!" Andrew St. Lewis.. It may
be said of him, that he was faithful to his covenant to the
end, having faith and a hope of a better resurrection. Funeral sermon. by V. M. Goodrich, in charge of Elder John
Davis, from Saints' church, May 21, 1910.
EMMERSON.-9aroline Emmerson was born in Indiana, July
15, 1830, and died of cancer May 30, 1910, after an illness
of three years. She was married to Thomas Van Eaton in
1847, who was killed in Minnesota, by the Indians in the Little Crow Massacre in 1862. The deceased was left with five
little . children to battle amid p'rivation and poverty on the
fl:ontier. On March 25, 1868, she was united in marriage
with. J.ames Emmerson. To them were born four children.
SI;ie Jomed the M. E. Ch~rch in ef!-rly life, and in 1880 united
with the Latter Day Saints, ·bearmg a faithful testimony of
the greater light received. She was very much loved by all
that knew her. She fought a good fight, kept the faith and
we mourn the loss of a mother in Israel. The funeral s~rvice
was held _in_ the Magnolia Latter Day Saint chapel Charles
Derry and Aima 'M. Fyrando officiating.
'
. WrLLIAMS.-Morgan L. Williams, adopted son of Bro.
R.
and Sr. Helen Williams, was instantly killed in the coal mine
at War.d, Iowa; May 17, 1910. He was respected by all who
knew him. Funeral sermon by Elder Parley Batten, assisted
by Elder Edward Rowley.
·
KEAWE.-Rebecca Keawe, born July 5, 1842; baptized December 25, 1892, by Elder J. C. Clapp. Died June 4, 1910,
at Honolulu, T. H. Funeral sermon by Elder M..A .. McConley.
In the death of this sister, we lose one of the oldest members
in the Hawaiian Islands.
SPAULDING.-At her home in Lamoni, Iowa, June 12 1910
S~'. Carrie M. Spaulding, wife of Elder John Spa{ilding'.
Sister Spaulding was born May 17, 1839, at Walton Delaware County, New York. She was baptized August 17 1887
at Riggin, Benson County, North Dakota, by Elder J. L. Pride!
and was married to Elder Spaulding in 1892. Funeral service~
at the home June 13, in charge of Elder John Smith. Sermon
by Elder Heman C. Smith.
BEST.-:-At Garden Grove, Caljfornia, April 24, 1.910, Sr.
Althear Duncanson-B(lst. Born at Horton, Kings County
Nova Scotia, July 13, 1833. · Married in November 1859 t~
Chas. H. Best in Nova Scotia, to whom she bor~ one 'son
and four daughters. .Baptized by Joseph Burton at La Graciosa, California, May 16, 1875. Four daughters survive
her. Death was a release from a long illness. Interment at
Santa Ana. Sermon by C. E. Crumley. She was a good
mother and a true Saint.
·
CRUMLEY.-At Los Angeles, California, .June 1, 1910, Bro.
William Crumley. Born in County Tyrone, Ireland, April
18, 1848, of Scotch-English J.>arentage. Married May 8,
1870, at Allegheny, Pennsylvama. Baptized by C. w_. Earle,
at Los Angeles, 1895. He ]eayes his wife, one son, ;Charles
E., of the seventy, and two. daughtei·s ... : Brother Crumley 1had
long been connected with the financial work of the· church
and was well known in Southern ·California. He held the
office of teacher. The ·service was conducted by Elder T. W.
Williams, who rendered.ail eloquent tribute to his integrity
'
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and sturdiness of character. He welcomed his release fi:om
pain and said, "I want to go, to work as soon as I get over
there."
PEAKE.-At San Bernardino, California, June 2~ 191Q, Bro.
Charles Lester Peake. Born Au11;ust 9, 1879, at San Bernardino, and lived there most of hrn life. Married September
9, 1903, to Cora Green, of Riverside, California. He leaves
his wife and three small children, two girls, and a boy, also
his father, mother, three brothers,, and two sisters. Brother
Peake has gone to opportunities that his long affliction denied
him here. He made a good struggle. Sermon by C. E.
Crumley.
DENNI"s.-Sena June Harp-Dennis, born SeJ?tember 30, 1881,
at Davis City, Iowa, and died at her home m Bethany, Missouri, May 18, of heart trouble, the shock •Of her mother's
cleath being more than she could stand. She was baptized
April 19, 1893, by V. D. Baggerly. She was married January
1, 1899, to Mr. ·Alfred Dennis, at Centerville, Iowa. She
leaves a husband, five small children, father, cine brother,
and six sisters, to mourn her death. A double funeral was
held on M:;iy 20 at Lamoni, Iowa.
·
HARP.-Mrs. Susan C. Lambkins-Harp, born June 3, 1852,
in Perry County, Indiana, died at the home of her daughter,

Mrs. Alfred Dennisb at Bethany, Missouri, where she was

visiting. She was aptized Septembei· 15, 1878, by Elder
Harbert Scott. She was married to Elder John Harp January
27, 1870. To them were born nine children, eight girls and
one boy, one girl having died in infancy and one on the following day after her death. She was a faithful, loving
mother and wife. She had been in ill health a number of
years. A double funeral was held, at Lamoni, Iowa, May 20,
of her and her daughter. Sermon by Elder H. C. Smith. She
was laid to rest in the Rose Hill cemetery.
SHEPPARD.-Sr. Alma Sheppard, daughter of Elder ·T. J.
Sheppard, was born August 22, 1890, and died . June 14,
1910. She was baptized when eight years old. She was sick
only about two weeks and she was not thought to be dangerously sick. She attended the Baptist Church at Tucummcary, New Mexico, for two years, sang in the choir, and
taught .a ;Sunday school class, and won the respect of this
little city-' in so much that when she died every bank and
business house closed to attend the funeral, which was in
charge of the Baptist minister. Serm?n by S. W. Simmons.
Great News from Denver.

June 29, 191C

<iecutions of the allied "plunderbund " Denver h
and saved itself. He has won.-Everybody'a M~ sav.ed him
July.
,
gaiine for
:rhe Rural Delivery M ... n.

"That he is a public benefactor is undoubted!¥ true"
f,!ertha . Poole W eyl in W eman' s Home Companion fo;. rys
But his usefulness wou~d be immeasurably increased }~·
were allowed to extend his business. People who !iv i1 the
cou~try routes would joyfully welcome a chance to s~;J e
receive packages by the rural carriers if the Post and
pepartment would charge only a reasonable rate for th 0 ~c~
ice. Under the prese~t postal law~ it costs eighty c~~: 1 ~·
send five pounds of rice by a carrier from the village 0 t
office and gei:ieral store to a customer living on a rural ro~t~
though for sixty cents th.e same package can be sent to En '.
land or any o~ ~wenty-mne foreig·n countries. Is it strange
that fifteen million people carry their own parcels back a~d
fort~ to town and that the rural free delivery has an annual
deficit?
"This deficit is not Sm!J-11. T~ere are 38,215 routes which
average annually $130 m receipts and $850 in expenses
This means a. net los~ of $f"20 per ro~te or a total loss of $27;
514!800. Qmte a , big pnce for failure to adopt ordinary
business methods.
"S~veral plans have be~:ij. suggested to obviate this annual
deficit. A special rate might be made for the rural service
five cents for the first pound and two cents for each additionai
pound up to eleven. Provision may be made for carrying at
special rates, packages origi_nating o~ the line of the spe~ial
route, as on an· average trip a carrier handles but twenty
pounds of mail with facilities for harn:lling five hundred
pounds. All this could be done withoout any increase in
expenditure, and it is estimated that the increased grocery
trade alone :would cover the dreaded $27,514,800 deficit.
"Consider what this increase in trade would mean to the
country store. It would bring to its doors customeTS from
a radius of twenty and thirty miles, it would reach the
needs and purses of, on an average, four hundred and fifty
people to a single delivery route, and, if ycm count all the
routes, fifteen million men, women and children, the number
that the parcels post of the rural free delivery would benefit.
Does it not seem as though they should be considered?"
The Bibie in the Far East.

Followfng his articles on "College men and the Bible" and
Have you heard the great news from Denver? The Beast
has been driven from the Jungle; the citizens of that long- "Bible study in India," in the May and June issues of The
Century,
Clayton Sedgwick Cooper contributes to the July
c0rrupted city have asserted their manhood and womanhood,
have thrown off the yoke of the bosses, and have seized the number an account of the present active interest in Bible
reins and tools of government. Denver has triumphantly study in China, Korea, and Japan, ,based on his recent visit
vindicated herself; Judge Lindsey has been justified. The to those countries as one of the se'cretaries of the intercauses of good government, of virtue, of civic honesty, aye, national committee that is at the head of the new Bible movement.
of "muckraking" have been gloriously upheld.
This victory constitutes the most encouraging, the most
splendid event in the history of the great movement to restore
Insect Immigration- The Curse of American Agriculture.
democracy in the United States. Before the people of Denver
there was a moral issue; it had been clearly defined; there
A billion dollars a year is a conservative estima~e o~ what
was no possibility of misconstruction. The people decided Americans have to pay for the work of depredatm!l,' i!1sects
right, as they will always decide right if only they are hon- that eat our crops and destroy our products. This is the
estly convinced where the right lies.
.
statement of Samuel Hopkins Adams, who writes .a verr,
What Denver has done other cities caii do. Lindsey's interesting and enlightemng article on "Injurious msects
noble work and his ultimate success must encourage other in the July American Magazine. He claims, how!Jver, t~at
men to emulate his service. This was our belief and our the curse of American agriculture is the importation of m,
hope when we agreed to publish "The beast and the jungle." sect pests from foreign countries. He says:.
.
We are proud to have borne a part in the awakening of
"Of our seventy-two importantly destructive species-those
Denver, proud to have published Lindsey's story, and proud whose appetites run well up into the millions of doll~rs
to be able to congratulate him and his fellow-citizens on the annually-thirty-five have come to us from other countries.
ending of the Beast's reign.
The codling moth, that winged ogre of apple a~d pear orThe campaign to free the State has already been begun. chards; is of European origin, as _are the Hessi!\n fly and
The insurgents of both the old parties are organizing to the 'green bug,' despoilers of wheat, and th~ Mediterra~ean
throw off the control of ',;he corporation machines. A special flour moth which goes to the mill for what is left after the
session of the Colorado legislature has been called to pass other two 'are through their meal. The dreaded cotton bollthe. reform election laws which Judge Lindsey's exposure was weevil hails from Mexico. The San Jose scale is a traveler
written to support. They will be passed. Constitutional · from the immemorial East: The gypsy moth and the bro~t
amendments are being prepared giving the citizens of the tail moth, twin plagues of New England's tre!!s were bWu~d
s.tate the powers of direct legislation now possessed by the in, one by design, the other by :>.ccident, from the. O)d 01 ci
citizens of Denver. The corporation control of politios in It is an axiom of science that an imported insect, if 1t succee ,
C0lorado is coming to an end.
in acclimat;zin~ itself at all 1 flom·ishes in its new h01Ae be~ter
Coloi·ado is . cutting down its Jungle. Its Beast driven than in its native land. This
is particularly true of m~!l~~
from its lair in Denver, is being pursued by a determineGl where the climate seems to favor insect life, .and where.b~lty
body of citizens. , Judge Lindsey's prediction made in the con- and forest are -of such extent as to be beyond the possi 1 • :
clusion of .. his ai·ticl<:s is already as good as fulfilled. He is of the rigid guardianship maintained over the smaller ~yrt
no_long!'r '}} dang~r m Denver. He Js p.o longer "alone on the pean holdings. More impoFtant still, it often happens .. ~~~
.firwg lme.
He is no longer the victim of the lies and per- while the newly arrived msect accustoms itself to conditI
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here, the parasites which, in its true. home, hold it in check,
Then the newcomer has everything its own way." ·

fail to become natmalized, and soon perish.

Prizes Won by Bird Men.
Glenn Curtiss' aeroplane flight from Albany to NJlW York
deserves to rank as an historic achievement. Three centuries
ago, in 1609, the Half Moon made the same journey in eleven
days; in 1807 the Clermont made the trip in thirty-two
hours; the average first-class river steamboats now make it in
nine and one half hours; the Empire State Express makes its
daily run in two hours and forty minutes, and Curtiss made
the distance-137 miles-in 152 minutes, eight minutes faster
than the express train! Deducting his short st.op at Poughkeepsie, Curtiss' actual flying time was fifty-four and four
fifths miles per hour. It was not the longest trip on record
th.e honor of which belongs to Paulhan, who covered the 186
miles from Manchester to London in a single flight; but his
spe~d was far slower than that of Curtiss on his little biplane.
Besides, the American had to contend with a rugged country
~~ith many hill~ and valle"s and a variety of perplexing
air currents, while the English trial was over a comparatively
level area.. The day of the aeroplane is surely on the way.
The temptmg prizes now offered will induce the aviators to
take unusual risks. For his great achievment Curtiss won
ten th?usand dollars, but now premiums are i:nnounced ag~regatm~ $55,000. for flig:hts from Ne:v York to Chicago and
ew Yo1k to Samt Louis. These will doubtless bring out
al1. the famous aeronauts, and we may look forward to
seemg Paulhan, Lathan:i, and Bleriot the Channel flyer, as
v:e11 as Rolls, the Englishman, who on June 2 crossed and
1;;crossed. the Channel without alighting.
A contest between
tC,e~~ ~mghts of the blue will be well worth seeing-.-The

mistian Herald.

"The Reaction in Russia."

onI~'~h Georg~ Kennan's claim, in the ·second of his papers

of th e reaction in Russia/' which will be a notable feature
the Ce Jul:r Century, that m the four and .a half years since
on zar signed the freedom manifesto, October 30 1905 not
re:li~~d~he reforms promised in that manifesto hav'e yet been
"Men are still arrested, imp~isoned and exiled " Mr Ken

c;~ ~ays,
"without judicial process; 'there is no' freedom of
1

11

grad~ :nc~, sp.eech, assembly or association; officials of all
10
circular~til~
/ate _law under sanc.tion of ministerial rules,
01
promi
ec arat10ns; and the third Duma, which the Czar
the er::e~ should 'actually participate' in the government of
01• 1·n Pd!re, s~ends most of its time on bills of no importance
JScu•smg
· 1Y t rymg
·
.
reform b'll
'th
an d vam
to improve
government•
to reforn:."s at do not reform and that.never were intended

J
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Marriage, death, and birth netlces: Marriages, ;1 per 100 words
or :traction thereof.

Deaths, 100 wordl!I free; above that number, 50

cents per 100 words or tr11ct!on thereof. Blrthe, 4.0 centa per 75
words ·or fraction thereof. 'l'o insure prompt !naertlon, m:ke
remittance with notice.
For adnrtislng rates apply to the .bu•lne.u• department.
lllntered at post-omce, Lamoni, Iowa, as eeeond-clus mall matter.
pu~~::U~~;~ona roceived tor Zion's lllnslgn, also ordere for all l!lnel!Pl

The American Flag.
A thoughtful mind, when it sees a nation's flag, sees not
the flag only, but the nation itself; and whatever may be its
symbols, its insignia, he reads chiefly in the flag the government, the principles, the truths, the history, winch belongs to
the nation.
When the French tricolor rolls out to the wind, we see
France. When the new-found Italian flag is unfurled, w·e
see resurrected Italy. When the united crosses of Saint
Andrew and Saint George, on a fiery ground, set forth the
banner of old England, we see not the ·cloth merely; there
rises up before the mind the noble aspect of that monarchy
which, more than any other on the globe, has advanced its
banner for liberty, law, and national prosperity.
This nation has a banner, too; and wherever it has
streamed abroad, men have seen daybreak bursting on their
eyes, for the American flag has been the symbol of libel'ty&
and men have rejoiced in it. Not another flag on the globe
had such an errand, or went forth upon the sea, carrying
everywhere, the world around, such hope for the captive and
such glorious tidings. The stars upon it were to the pining
nations like the morning stars of God; and the stripes upon it
were beams of morning light.
As at early dawn the stars shine forth even while it grows
light, and then, as the sun advances, that light breaks into
banks and streaming lines of color, the glowing red and
intense white, striving together and ribbing the horizon with
bars effulgent, so, on the American flag, stars and beams of
many-colored light shine out together. And wherever the
flag comes, and men behold it, they see in its sacred emblazonry no rampant lion and no fierce eagle; they see the
symbols of light. It is the banner of dawn; it means Liberty.
Consider the men who devised and set forth this banner"
they were men who hr.d taken their lives in their hands, and
consecrated all their worldly possessions-for what? For
the doctrine, and for the personal fact, of liberty-for the
right of all men to liberty.
If anyone, then, asks me the meaning of our flag, Y say to
him-it means just what Concord and Lexiµgton meant; what
Bunker Hill meant; which was, in 'short, the rising up of a
valiant young people again£t an old tyranny to establish the
most momentous doctrine that the world had ever known, or
has since known-the right of men to their own selves and
to their liberties.
The history of this banner is all on the side of liberty.
Under it, rode Washington and his armies; before it, Burgoyne laid down his arms. It waved on the highlands at
West Point; it floated over old Fort Montgomery. When
Arnold would have surrendered those valuable fortresses and
precious le~acies, his night was turned unto day, and his
treachery was driven away by the beams of light from this
starry banner.
It cheered our army, driven from New York and in their
solitary pilgrimage through New Jersey.. It streamed in light
over the soldiers! heads at Valley ·Forge and Morristown. It
crossed the waters rolling with ice at Trenton; and when its
stars gleamed in the cold morning with victory, a new day
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I Church Publications Wanted

Send f'1o Money

I

Wanted, to puTcji.ase bound volumes or
coml!lete sets of ·Times and Seasons l\fl
lennial Stai.-, SAINTS' HE~~Ln, Sa-ints'
vocate, also Pl!-lmyra Edition of th B k
of Mormon, K1Ttland Edition of Doe t~o
· t s, and other church ,Public
crine
a,n de ovenan
~ions. For, church use, by an active m' a1ster. Address, stating prices,
m26_5t It
.
R. s. SALY,ARDS,
a
Lamom, Iowa,

Ad:

Do not send us one cent. \Ve will trusi young or oid of
either sex, and send 24 of our handsome 16x20 richly .
colored religious pictures. Sell these 24 pictures at
25 cents each.
When
you have collected the
$6.00 send us $3.00 and
keep the· balance
($3.00) for your trou·
ble. A nice light em·
ployment that will pay
you well .without you
having to ,pay us any money in advance or take any risk
whatever. Write, stating age, and the pictures will be
sent you at once by prepaid express.

Oklahoma City

The American Art & Medallion Co.,
DEPT 50.

838 East 57th Street,
.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

t-----------------------------------'"I

Herald Publishing House
$100000 Gold ·Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable after due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House. ·
.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These Bonds are backed by the very' best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and affo::-d the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very moc:'erate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

. We have fo~ sale fine farms and also
city pr~per~y m Oklahoma City. Ok\ah.oi:na City IS one_ of the fastest growin»0
c1t1es of its age m the United States.
We have about 135 miles of paved
street~, and about 30 miles under construct10n.
Tf!e have recently gained the Capitol
~h1ch makes 9kl~11.oma City the capital
city. An:yone w1shmg to purchase business
lots,. residence lots, or lots in the manufacturing_ districts, and wishing to co!'l'espond with us, we will certainly give
their correspondence special attention.
yr e can sell property by mail as well as
hf the customers were here.
j . Our terms on city lots, close-in sub:divisions, are $20 down and $10 to $15
!per month at l!-n interest of 4 peT cent.
' Anyone buymg pToperty in Oklahoma
City now, will certainly reap good re1turns upon his investment, as we will.
have a city of two hundred thousand people in 1915. ·
We can. refer YO'IJ to any bank iu the
city in regard to our Tesponsibility. Write
for a free book of Oklahoma City.
DANIELS REALTY CO.
I Oklahoma City is a maTvel. I have
seen Daniels Realty Company's holdings, and believe them to be safe and all
right.
HUBERT CASE,
K.ingfisheT, Oklahoma.

!

THE TWO. STORY BOOK.
This is a splendid book to hand inquirers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.

Every Saint.should have this book. It·
is complete as well as explicit in its s.tate·
ments as to how to conduct all busmess
'-----------------------------~---..s meetings. Only 40 cents, cloth. No. 161.
of hope dawned on the despondency of this nation. And when
the long years of war were drawing to a close, underneath the
folds of this immortal banner sat Washington, while Yorktown surrendered its hosts, and our revolutionary. struggles
ended with victory.
How. glorious, then, has been its origin! How glorious has
been its history! How.divine its meaning! In all the world is
there another banner that carries such hope, such grandeur of
spiTit,. such soul-inspiring truth, as our dear old American
fla~? Made by liberty, made for liheTty, nourished in its
spirit carried in its seTvice, and never, not once, in all the
earth' made to ·stoop to despotism!
,
~ccept. it, then, ,in its .fullness !lf mea~ing. It is not a
painted rag. It is a whole national history. It is the
Constitution.- It'' is. the government.· It is the free people
that stan.d in the Government, on the Constitution. Forget

... (at[.

7

·,

not what it ·means; and, for the sake of its meaning, be true
·
to your country's flag.
Let us, then, twine each thread of the glorious tissues of
our country's flag about our heartstrings; and, looking upon
our homes and catching the spirit that breathes upon us from
the battlefields of our fathers, let us resolve, come weal ~!'
woe, we will, in life and in death, now and for ever, stand Y
the stai·s and the stripes. They have been unfurled from th~
snows of Canada to the plains of New Orleans, jn the halls 0d
the Montezumas, and amidst the solitude of every sea; an
everywhere, as the luminous symbol of r~sistless and bene.ficent power, they have led the brave to -yictory and. to ~loi;d
They have floated over our cradles; let 1t be our prnye1 a
our struggle that they shall float over our graves.-Hem·y
Ward Beecher.
·
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COUNTY JS AN K

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

J. It.Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Good gmded school and L. · D. S. church
Membership about three
noes a General Banking Business un.der charter Nf;>. ;1324 f.anted .by ~h_e State o privileges.
ii'. i-the State recognized all havmg the most r1g1d ban mg supervm10n of any hundred. Are you looking this way for
s:::~'fn the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE. CITY OF IN_DEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Interest Paid on Depoaits
·
Knobnoster, Mo.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to,thank the public
and invite all in attendance at Confi:rence to. occupy ou: directors';parlor f?r th~ir
correspondence whE'.re plenty _of stationery will be provided and .your acquamtari:ce,
association and busmess sohc1ted.
Very truly yours,
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.

;----------------------=---: I
: I would be pleased to correspond with :
: parties seeking investment In Jack- :
I

: son County, Missouri,
1

,·
:

1

:
1

1
I

:
I

I

J- 0 -h. n

A~

•

Kerr

FIRST : has lived in Independence twenty years.
l have many residences, vacant lots, subMORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL : urban acres, from one acre up-and
BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL : farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
1 sell for the least money that will buy
STOCKS.
~ them. I refer you to any bank of this city
'
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
Very truly yours,
: business man. Correspondence solicited.
J D B .
I Office, Chrisman SaW'yer Bank Building,
· · riggs
I independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
Independence, Missouri
44tf : fi04.
8

I, .............. 'Oo. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,._-i
I

Chicago's Insurgent Judge.

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald. Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and are prepared to do any
printingjob you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

The Modern Man's Gospel.

There are twenty-seven stand-pat judges on the municipal
"Is the Gospel of the New Testament to be the power of
bench at Chicago and one insurgent. The lone insurgent is God unto salvaitio"n for the modern man? Or must it be
McKenzie Cleland, and his story, as told in Human Life for replaced by a philosophy of religious values that reduces
July, is too good a one to miss.
historical Jesus to a creature of the unwarranted faith of
After .his apJ?ointment to the municipal bench Judge Clel- the
Galilean fishermen and changes the Church into a polite
and dut1fu_lly !med the crowds of offenders up before him audience
listening to discussions of social reform."
each mormng, and sent them to jail. in the good old way to
It is with the present!l!tion and solution of this vital
be warme~ and _fed-~i!l", able-bodied men-at the city's expense, while then· families suffered meanwhile with cold and question that· Dr. Shailer Mathews is primarily concerned
in his new book The Gospel and the Modern Man, published
want.
But i~ wasn't a week before Judge Cleland's conscience last week (May 4). Doctor Mathews first attack-s his probturned msurgent. He saw that the whole process was un- lem by a discussion of the differences between the world in
reasonable--wrong. So one fine morning he·· threw the old New Testament times and the world of to-day, between the
system overboard, and started on an entirely new tack. The man of the first century and the modern man. The charmethod h~ adopted was_ so revolutionary that it lias drawn acteristics of the modern are fourfold, he says: first, a high
the attent_10n of the entire country to the man and his ideas. development of scientific thoug·ht; second, a conception of
God a-s a force in the wor.Jd rather than as an extra-mundane
·,, H~ _has k_1cked over the traces of. medireval ideas in the adm1mstrat1on of justice in a manner calculated to give the monarch; rthird, a, great sense of social solidarityi and
fourth, a refusal to accept as basis of truth, authonty or
stand~patters fifty-seven different varieties of shocks,-says
that Judges. 0~1ght to be trained for their work like any other metaphysical deduction.
be~ of _specialists, not with books and Latin phrases but by
Doctoi· Mathews' definition of the mod~rn man is especially
emg lill~ersed for a period in the lives of the ihen and ·interesting. It is as follows: "The modern man of to-day
women with whose fate they are to be intrusted_.:even advo-' is he who is controlled by those ide!lis which are tr·ansforming
ca.teh esrnblishing a school for ·them in the Ghetto where they his inherited world into the newer order which his child will
b~g t come to know the problems of the people who are inhe1,it. He is the child as well as the maker of to-morrow."
10
ught befor~ them for sentence. For all of this thoughtful
The second part of the book sets forth the reasonableness
pdeople recogmze his as "the voice of one cr,ring in the wil- of rthe gospel of Christ. The author shows by numerous
erne<s"
and
·
t"
th
J •
me '
porn mg e way to saner and humaner treat- examples how it conforms with the facts of history; he
, nt of the helpless and hopeless derelicts on the sea of life. shows as well how the p1inciples which the Christian religion
lays down are the most reasonable principles for the govern-·
>ing of man's life, not alone to bring about spiritual happiness
,
b Yfe may be on good terms with ·God's childhm without but material.
t~~~~-doG ~0 ?l terms with God; but we can not feel right
o 1 we do not feel right toward his children.
Your cross 1
ought
to c , . :nay b.e Iieavy, but for. that very reason you
There is one element that is worth its weight in gold, and
There is j 11 Y it until qne co~es to take it off your shoulders. , that is loyalty. It will cover a multitude of weaknesses.
a ways danger rn trymg .to drop a very heavy burden;
"Courtesy, kindness and .concentration-this trinity forms
A man m th" k h
·
·
unless he hay G idnh. e _own~ a whole township.of land, but the· sesame that will unlock all doors."
. Show . as 0 • is title ISn't go'od. · The land owns him,
. "The boy who does his work so well that he needs no
except ,~hs oftklessmgs are not likely to fall upon the church, supervision has already suc.ceeded."
en e pr~acher has an overflowing cup.
·
"You can not go forW(\}'d without leaying some things
8
earch the Scnptures more and the coffiinentaries less.
· · behmd."
·
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L.AMONI REAL ESTATE

ct

Ever Been to C I

··
d
..
ec1r-. 0 0 ra O·,.;.".IP.".mg.: escr1ption of farms and
1... .to.1:1c. wn..1:!-ll ·.properties
we have for· sale 1.
d
We have just issued a descripti'v

· •..
No? Then you have an ideal vacation trip in store for you--one that
will mean a complete change of scene and of living conditions, as it should
to result most beneficially.
The grandeur of the majestic Rockies will ·inspire the mind; the
picturesque beauty of forest and stream refresh-the soul, while the dry,
tonic mountain air will rebuild the worn and jaded b'ody.
Don't take our word for it but go and be convinced. It costs little- in
time or money (I'll be glad to tell you how much) and you will be a
thousand times repaid.
- -'
You ·have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorado for years-make up
your mind to-day to go this Summer and let me hand you one of the
Burlington Colorado handbooks which tells all about where to go, what
to see and what to do, and contains a complete list of hotels,
boarding houses, and ranches, with their rates.
Ask me about Estes Park, Colorado, also.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent

c. ·B.

.

near Lamoni. ·senq your addressnonana
postal card and we will.mail you a
L
· L
'·
copy,
amom and and Loan Co.,
_
G. W. Blair, Sec.

A ~EAL BARGAIN,
Fo~· 25 cents I will send prepaid .'a
genume leather pocket book. These
books are 2 1-2 inches square and f~ld
very compactly in the pocket. They a're
made of a good grade of leather and
well worth the price.
]4. T. Vlilliams, Lamoni, iowa.

& Q. R. R.

THE SAINTS'
HYMNAL
.

f

~

No. 108-Leatherette, each SOc; per dozen $3.20.'- ,
No. 11()---Limp Cloth, each 86c: per dozen $3.76;
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, each 60c.

Watchmaker Wanted

.

No. 114-FlexibleLeather: each _Sl.60.

· District and Branch Presidents

A good watchmaker. L. D. S. preferred,
Take Notice.
can obtain employment in my jewelry
We have just printed a reporting blank
T-HE INSTRUCTOR
store located at 410 Broadway, Council
Bluffs, Iowa. There is a good branch for branch officers. One blank provides No. 126, cloth ••••••.•........... $ .76
here. Write me for particulars.
for all branch officers.
No. 127, leather .... : .. _.•........ 1.00
No. 128, leather, flex1ble , ........ 1.50
25
G. J. HANSEN.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen • . • .OB

Five per cent interest
Paid on Timo Deposits at tho

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking law1 of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

rnuE succ.EssioN IN

GHURCH

PR~~IDENci Religio' s

~ Our Brighamite friends are making an
active campaign amongst the Saints.
You need this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman c. Smith. 35
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
~~

NQfffiaI·- BQQk
A normal book contammg
· · Jessons
upon the BLlok ot Mormon and
Religio Society. Every student of -

Graceland Receipt Book • • •

the Book of Mormon should have

Over three ."hundred receipts for prepar
ing things to eat.
Price . . . • . . · 30c

one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.·
0

5 per-cent

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith_. It is a small_
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-U-4, respectively.

Engravings of Prehistoric Specimen~
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ 50,000.00
Assets Over
•
400,000.00
Five per cent per annum ·intereil will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to

~=this Bank by maif, and prompt attention .will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF:,DIR~CTORS:

Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oocar
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet recordsof copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cut1> among- them seven of Flood, five of
The' Tower of Babel, five of 13 month 0c[
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Cornman ·
. ments, Elijah and Priests of Ba~! contest, Chisel, and qompass, etc.,,Their ge~
uineness and ant1qmty estab11shed. Ned
book of rare interest in archreologyMn
all that appertains to the Book of or·
mon and Restoration. Explanatory n~es .
and data. Price. $1.QO at Herald or n·
sign Office.
2laltlyr.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
lllntered aa aecond-clallf matter at L!lmonl post-oJllce.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my . dia·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, .and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32 •.

"There shall not any m.an among you have eave it
he one wife; and concubih~s.he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:·lfo.

LAMONI, IOWA, JULY 6, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
THE LEGITIMATE AND THE HONORABLE.

The legitimate l.s that which is said, written,
acted, or performed within the lines of right, propriety, or necessity, by any person or association of
persons, who set themselves before their fellow-men
in positions which they deem to be essential to their
existence and well-being among their fellow-men.
.. The honorable is that which conforms to the common; to the understanding of the community, state,

NUMBER 27

the church as the result of the preaching of the word
which they had received.
. In section 102, par. 8, in this original Book of
Covenants, is the following declaration, being a part
of the document presented to that solemn assembly
in 1835, defining the views of the church, on laws
and· government:
·
We believ!J that the con»mission of crime should be punished :
according .to the nature of the offense; that murder, treason,
robbery, theft, and the breach of the general peace, in all
respects, should be punished according to their criminality 1
and their tendency to evil among men, by the laws of that
government in which the offense is committed; and for the
public peace and tranquility, all men should step forward and
use their ability in bringing offenders, against good·laws, to
punishment.
The other Book of Covenants is an editioh pub~

or nation, and is within the lines of right thinking,
common decency, and the observance of those rules
of courtesy and fair dealing between men engaged
in different pursuits, having similar interests at
stake, and also between those who differ widely· fn
opinions domestic, political, or religious, which par- lished by S. W. Ricl;iards, 15 Wilton street, Liverpool,
take of the chivalrous nature of the definition of England, in 1852. In this edition, published as
charity by the Apostle Paul in the 13th chapter of stated above, the section is number 110 and the par1 Corinthians.
agraph is number 8, the same as in the original
Joseph Smith, the Martyr, fitly summed this up at edition of 1835. It must be remembered by the read~
the close of the "Epitome of faith": -"We believe in ers of the HERALD. that this latter edition was pubbeing chaste and virtuous, and whatsoever things are lished under the rule of the Church of Utah under
lovely or of good report, we· seek after those things." Pres. Brigham Young and his associates, and was
One of the New Testament writers, referring to the published the same year that the so-called revelation
office of the bishop, said, "He should be the husband on celestial mm;riage, including plurality of wives,
of one wife of good repute among them without." was read at the special conference assembled at
Another writer of the New Testament in his exhorta- Utah on August 28, 1852. It is a peculiar and striktion to the Saints, said, "Provide things honest in ing·ly" significant fact that in every edition of the
~he sight of all men." In what we present under this Book of Doctrine and Covenants containing the revemtroduction we desire the readers of the HERALD to lations of God, through Joseph Smith, a declaration
think within the meaning of the words used "that is of principles of faith and belief published subsequent
'
to 1852 by the Church of Utah, up to the fall of the
legitimate and honorable."
We have before us two editions of the Book of year 1876, contained this section from which we have
Doctrine and Covenants, one of them issued by the quoted the eighth paragraph, and alongside o:i' this
church in 1835, after the destruction of the press at section is the one on the domestic relation, in which
Independence, and in pursuance of the action of a it was declared to be the belief of the church that
solemn assembly which m~t at Kirtland, Ohio, there were to be but two persons acknowledged as
August 17, 1835, to take into consideration the work parties to a marriage contract, one man and one
of the committee appointed the year before. The woman, and that a departure from this rule was a
duty of this committee was to present a compilation breach of the law by which the church should be
of the revelations which had been received through governed, and in this. sectiOn on marriage the departhe Prophet Joseph Smith, and to· formulate from ture from this i·ule is called a crime, This particular
~~- ~evelations a declaration. of faith and belief, . statement, that such departure was a crime, was the
Ic was to be presented to the outside world to result, as stated in the article, of the church being
those already holding membership in the church ~rid. . "reproached with the crime of fornication and polygto the prospective members who should join 'with · ainy!' Then follows the declaration~:
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Inasmuch as this Church of Christ has been 1;eproached
with the crime of fornication, and polygamy: we declare that
we believe that one• man should have one wife; and one
woman but one husband, except in case of death, when either
is at liberty to marry again.

As to the right of the church in 1835 to make a
declaration of the items of belief,. currently understood and acknowledged among them as a church,
by which the different officers of the church in their
respective places of occupation were to be governed
in their work of preaching and proselyting, we presume that there will be no possible dispute. It therefore must be concluded that the solemn assembly
was within lines of legality, and its action at the
time of making such declaration was. legitimate.
Further consideration of the subject wou!d place it
within the lines of that which was proper, and hence
the propriety of .such declaration, at the time, must
be considered, especially so as they were looked upon
with suspicion by their neighbors and those of no
religious belief who were hostile to the faith because
of their peculiar religious views. Besides being
within the lines of what was legitimate and proper,
it was eminently honorable on the part of the church
to make the declaration referred to as being against
the charge of being disloyal, in that their peculiar
faith was said to favor and foster practices that were
contrary to the rule of good order and conducive of
evil. It could be held justly that they should make
such declaration, conformably to the common sense
of good citizenship, everywhere acknowledged to be
principles of right conduct in the citizens of the common country, state, and nation.
Whatever else may be said of the church authorities in Utah, respecting their loyalty to the Government; their reverence and regard for the law of the
state and nation, it can not be successfully denied
that after the public declaration of the belief and
practice of plural marriage, they continue to hold out
to the world, through a successive publication of the
book of Doctrine and Covenants, the principles of
faith and practice publicly stated by the church in
solemn assembly August 17, 1835, republished by
Joseph Smith in 1844, published again in 1845' and
1846 at Nauvoo, Illinois, and which left a record
absolutely clear, at that time, of any just imputation
that the body was not living and working within
lines of the declaration, made by virtue of the author-·
ity of the church at tlfat early date.
We have never heard any authoritative reason
given by the church officials in Utah why the section
on marriage was taken out of the book of Doctrine
and Covenants in 1876 and the so-called revelation
on celestial marriage, including plurality of wives,
instituted in its place; nor have we ever seen by
whose order this peculiar change was made. This
has a peculiar ~nd striking significance, looking at
it from the viewpoint of the legitimate, with which
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are included .the proper and honorable, espe.
cially as the. section on law and government
from which we quoted paragraph 8, which was en~
acted by the same authority in 1835, was left with.
out disturbance by the Utah ajfthorities in 1876. The
one on marriage was elill!!nated and the one on laws
and government continued to be quoted by church
authorities in their public services, as their faith
and belief to govern their conduct and practice.
What defense can be made by those prominent
church leaders in the Utah church who are living in
direct contravention of and disregard for the statute
enactment of the lawmaking power under their con.
stitution and· the act of admission of the State into
the Union, against whom. there is no movement made
for punishment by the church or by their associates
who, by their own declaration, "should step forward
and use their ability in bringing offenders against
·
good laws to punishment"? ,
That the statute enactment of the Utah legislature
defining the living in polygamy (that is, with more
than one woman as wife) as "unlawful cohabitation," making the offender guilty of misdemeanor,
subject to a penalty more or less severe, was a kind
of palliate offered by the Mormons to the strong
sentiment of those not members of the church and
of some members of the church who objected to the
continuance of polygamy, would seem to be a correct
conclusion; but this does not and can not satisfy
the demand of good citizenship that offenders
against the law so enacted should be brought to
justice. The saying of a leading official, "I hate
an informer," is an emotional scarecrow, invented
for a specific purpose, calculated to deter those
within the circle of polygamous membership, and all
others holding membership to whom knowledge
should come. of such transgression, from making
complaint in which offenders might be prosecuted
and penalized.
It is utterly useless for anyone to make a statement that there are no such offenders in Utah
against such statute enactment. More than one
prominent officer of the church stated publicly on
the witness stand that he was living contrary to such
·statute law, and proposed to do so, preferring to
take the chances of punishment by the law. It must
be a foregone conGlusion that if the leading authorities could afford to live in defiance of their statute
enactment, every other officer holding position under
them who esteems them as "estimable and honorable ~en," notwithstanding the known fact of their
methods of living, would do the same thing. And
when these people presume to charge upon the Reorganized Church faults that may have been committed by some of the members with whom the Reorganization began, such fault being but an effort to
find a way out of their religious difficulties that were
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of his life, being at the time of his death president
of the Tun curry Branch.
,.
"Brother Wright's home has been a haven of rest
for weary missionary elders, since the days of
Brethren Wandell and Rodger, as may be attested by
Brethren Wight, Butterworth, Kaler, Wells, Gould,
Hanson, Barmore, Haworth,' Jones, Davis, the
writer, and others of the present day, not to mention
J. W. Gillen, J. F. Burton, T. -W: Smith, A.H. Smith,
etc., of the past, all of whom have partaken of his
hearty hospitality and been cheered by his genial
presence and hopeful and optimistic spirit. He was
always ready with substantial aid when work necessitating the outlay of money was contemplated and
never turned the needy empty 'away from his door.
His ability as a man of business, his sterling worth
as a citizen, his high sense of honor, together with
the kindliness of his nature, secured to him the respect, confidence, and love of all classes with• whom
TRACTS ON UTAH_ MORMONISM.
his many interests brought him in contact.
The tract entitled "Corner stones of the Utah - . "The funeral, which was the most largely attended
Church," by Elbert A. Smith, recently published in and most expressive of general sorrow ever witthe HERALD, will soon be ready for mailing. Copies ne'Ssed in this part ·of the country, was conducted
of this tract may be secured at the rate of fifteen by Elder John Jonei;; and the writer. We feel that
cents per dozen, or two cents each. Order them iµ in the death of Brother Wright, the work in Ausquantities and place them where they will do the tralia has sustained a great loss, and yet take commost good. This tract is listed as No. 450.
fort in the thought that after a long and strenuous
The office has on hand a limited supply of the life, a great peace has fallen upon him, and as retracts recently issued, "Duplicity exposed," -by corded by the Spirit's command so long ago, "Blessed
Heman C. Smith, and "All Brighamite roads lead are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth,
to polygamy," by Elbert A. Smith. The first named for they shall rest from their labors and their works
sells for fifteen cents per dozen, two cents each ; the do follow them."
last named is ten cents per dozen, one cent each.
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are fatal to the legitimacy of th.e1r ac wn m a1 mg
a reorganization of the church, 1t would be w0_1l for
them to examine more closely the corner s~ones upon
which their own institution rests. Th<: vmce of revelation to those earnest workers, which finally l~d
them to that which resulted in the fulfillment of their ardent desires, pointed them to the great f~ct that the Jaw of God was_ to be found in the Doctrme and
Covenants of the church and that by obs~rv~ng the
laws therein given, they would be accomphshmg t~e
will of God in that which they sought to do. Their
action was legitimate within lines most proper and
honorable.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Under date of May 31 Elder E. F. Robertson, missionary to Australia, writes as follows concerning
one of the stanch pioneers in gospel work in Australia:
-

"It falls to my lot to. report the loss of one of our
oldest and most faithful and efficient workers in
Australia.

c

"Elder John Wright died suddenly of heart failui·e
at his home in Tuncurry, Saturday, May 28, 1910,
at 1 o'clock p. m. Brother Wight was born at
Keith, Scotland, May 21, 1836. At a very early age
he immigrated to New Zealand where he remained a
short time, coming to Australia in the late fifties.
He was married to Miss Catherine Giil, March 12,
186~, who with six -sons ·and three daughters, mourn
then· loss. He was among the first to receive the
gospel in Australia, being baptized by Elder Glaud
~odger in 1876. His companion was not baptized
till the year following. Shortly a:fter uniting with
~he church, he was ordained to the office of elder
Ill which calling he occupi~d faithfully the remainde1:

The commonest bad habit in life is a bad temper,
and the usual place it is indulged in is at home. It
is so common that ma:l).y girls do not consider it a
sin at all. They poison the atmosphere of home with
fretfulness, faultfinding, and fits of anger. They
indulge themselves in evil, :;u1:d then wonder why
they are not happy in their religion. No good Christian has a habitually bad temper, any more than a
habit of lying or theft. Bad temper is a sin. The
sooner we realize that, the better.
Paul makes plain some of the things that are necessary to the preservation of peace in the spiritual
body. For one thing, there is;J:mt one Lord. Whether
the disunion be that of congregations or of individuals the fact of the one Lord has been lost sight of.
Chu~ch strife usually has its origin in the attempts
of -men -to exercise the lordship which belongs only
to the Head of the church.' Where there are lords
many, there is sure to be confusion.
"The right things are so few and the wrong things
are:so many that safe principles can only be learned
through elimination."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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a
every financial undertaking of the church
church, and if they are used according to the Loi·d's .
intention, they will lend safety to individuals as well.
FINANCIAL ADVANT AGES TO BE OBTAIJllED
One moving into a stake of Zion should be able to •
UNDER STAKE ORGANIZATION.
find
an officer who can give Mm counsel, from experiPAPER READ BEFORE A, MEETING OF THE PRIESTHOOD
ence
and a knowledge of things as they are. For
OF THE LAMONI STAKE, SUNDAY, JUNE 26, 1910,
instance, a brother coming to Lamoni, and wishing
BY ELDER R. J. LAMBERT, OF THE LAMONI
to invest in land, or to make a beginning in business
STAKE BISHOPRIC.
has all the advantages of securing advice fro~
In this short paper I do not intend attempting to agents and individuals that he would have elsewhere,
separate financial from spiritual advantages, as I or that anyone not an approved member of the
am convinced that neither myself nor any other one church would have here, and in addition he would
can successfully undertake this segregating of :the be entitled to the special advice and effort of an
financial law. It is a part of the spiritual law of the officer whom the Lord has chosen to be of assistance
gospel in just as great measure as is_ the moral law; to those who keep his commandments.
in fact, complying with the edicts
the Almighty
If this officer and his counselors in the office shall
regarding our earthly store puts us m better s~and
fail, or if they ai:e not faithful in this their stewarding spiritually and morally, as well as financially.
ship, they shall be condemned, and otfl.ers shall be
It therefore follows that much of .the advantage acplanted in their stead. Under this organization
cruing to us spiritually because of stake organizait becomes a duty of the officers to see that the Saints
tion also affects us financially. ·
are not imposed upon in any line of trade. I can not
Quite a common viewpoint is this: It is very apbut think that when the Lord commanded that Sidparent that financial advantages do accrue to the
ney Gilbert should establish a store in the land of
church as a body under stake organization, but
Zion, to sell goods without fraud, in order that he
where are the advantages which accrue to the in- might obtain money and power, that he also had in
dividual?
This is an erroneous viewpoint or mind the protection of the weak among his people,
superficial question, as further thought and more that they might not be imposed upon, and their hard
complete investigation will establish the fact. that gotten moneys spent for shoddy goods, or to add
what is good for the body is also for the advantage shekels to the already fat store of some unholy comof the individuals of the body. This, however, in- bination. In this the Lord set up a pattern for all
volves the use of the word advantage, as a condition the stakes of Zion ever after, and no stake organifavorable to final success; not power of circum- zation has fulfilled its mission if, seeing a state of
stances for the accomplishment of a given purpose, trade ·existing whereby members are compelled to
without reference to the character of that purpose. pay exorbitant prices for goods, or to p~rchase
It is almost universally recognized nowadays, that
fraudulent articles it does not strain every tissue to
organization and a degree of permanency and system undo such a state' of affairs and relieve the Saints
are necessary to influence, a,nd the accomplishment from these burdens.
of any worthy end. I therefore suggest the first
You have probably come to the conclusion that the
advantage which stake organization furnishes us
for financial ends, to 'be organization; the second, writer thinks the church membership should be
permanency; and the' third', system; the third being represented in each line of-trade, and in this you are
more or less a repetition of the first, and an out- not far wrong. We are a peculiar people (not as
much so as we should be), and the world is not lookgrowth of the first and second.
1. Organization.- The stake organization contem- ing out for the good of a peculiar people, but for.the
plates at least three men whose first duty to the good of its own kind ; and it will favor its own kmd.
church shall be that of administering the financial But the duty of this offic~r is not done when he ha~
law. A bishop and his two counselors, two of the seen that our. membership is properly repres.ented,
elders, or high priests,, such as he shall select. More he must also see that the membership is co~mg up
than this, the stake high council has financial respon- to the instruction that Gilbert was constramed t~
sibilities, more especially of a counseling or appellate come up to: "Sell goods without fraud, : · · th:
nature. Among these duties being the settling of they may obtain whatsoever things the discrp}es m ~
matters in dispute betw~en the bishop and any mem- need to plant them in their inheritance;" also. tha
ber who calls in question the bishop's judgment as to fraud is not committed against the dealer; the bishop
.
what shall be dedicated to church uses and what shall herein exercising his office as a common judge.
As to general matters, we should say th at orgambe retained by the individual as an inheritance or
" 'bl Y more so,
stewardship; also the building of houses of worship, zation is just as necessary, an d .po,,sr
. that when
etc.
than individual matters. I mean bY th is
These two bodies of men should give safety to a church institution is to be established, for a gen'.'!'

o!
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We are ready
to commence busmess when- 'we
us. Id be compelled to spend time in organizing,
"'f~
h might mean failure fo the venture. We had
1
w ~:ample of this kind in Lamoni, in January, 1907,
~:iien the Herald Publishing House burned to .the
ground. Organization, permanency fof ~stabhshment, and system, along with plent~ o act10n, gave
the results we see to-day, and of which we may well
feel proud. Where, except in the stakes of Lamoni
and Independence, could such an end have been
~ccomplished? Surely not elsewhere in the church.
2. Permanency.-The officers of a stake are not
to be changed at every beck and call, as they are
likely to be under district and branch organization;
neither is the plan of organization a matter of change
at the whim of a small set. For -this reason one need
not fear to work in harmony with the scheme, thinking that loss may follow because of change in plan.
Once this advantage becomes fully appreciated, it
will be an easy matter, upon the establishment of a
new stake, for our people to get in on the ground
floor, as the Lord evidently intends we shall.
Another advantage of this permanency of organization is the fact that every day and month and year,
we are training men for work in which the best fitted
candidates will be used. I am sure this can be
counted an advantage,
You remember that e;very time the Government
changes administrations the newspapers are full of
talk about it taking from one to -two years, or longer,
for things to get running smoothly. _ They say the
present administration is just now getting on its
feet. Under stake organization, we will have a few
years advantage every now and then, and if we use
it properly it will be said of us, "Let us not go up
against Zion for battle, commercial or otherwise, for
the inhabitants of Zion are terrible." I believe this
to be one of the many advantages of a system under
gospel conditions and permanent organization.
We will not attempt to further mention the advantages of permanency from a financial standpoint.
Suffice it to say, their name is legion, and their power
tremendous.
3. System.-We will only mention one or two
matters in regard to this division of our subject, as
our paper is longer than we intended it should be.
One of the greatest advantages of organization is the fact that system is comprehended. And a permanent organization gives room for a well developed
system. Our movements under stake organization
fr01~ time to time display themselves as _wise· or
unwise, and if we be workmen that need not be
as~amed, we eschew the unwise adopt the wise· we
reJect the rasping, inharmonio~s, jarring methods
and
·
·
'
a a d_ovt mto
our system
those that
~re in h~,rmony,
nd will work smoothly under God's';,,.·laws. May we

in the devclopment of •uch n •y•t::
Just one more thought, to start the discussion, if
I
you Pease,
and t h at is this:· No stake will be organi:zed unless at the place of its organization there
exists at least quite a respectable following, in memhers, if not in wealth. This being true, the organization being quite complete, and its permanency more
sure than other organizations, we have two out -of
three of the requisites for successful financial operations, provid.ing always that we have average ability. These three requisites are, in their order of
importance:
1. Field of operation,
2. Sufficient body of operators.
3. Capital.
Possessing the first and second, there is no legitimate reason why we should not soon possess the
third and thus "Prove me herewith, saith the Lord
of hosts."

Original Articles
EQUITABLE OR CRIMINAL.

It has been a source of surprise time and again
to find how many elders consider a trial before an
elders' court a matter of criminal procedure. So far
is this the case, that many think a court has failed
altogether, and has only wasted time, unless some
one is expelled from the church. Such extreme conditions are by no means general, yet even the past
year has brought forward a few such 'cases.
We would respectfully suggest that an elders'
court is not one of criminal jurisdiction. A crime
is a wrong against the public laws of the state.
There are many serious moral wrongs which are
not criminal; while many crimes are not morally
wrong, but are crimes, simply because the state has
so declared them. The majority of crimes are mala
p1·ohibita (wrong because prohibited). The minority are mala in se (wrong in themselves). It is a
crime to steal a banana, but it is no crime to borrow
ten thousand dollars you do not expect to repay,
even if you know it is your creditor's whole fortune.
It is a crime to secure money by false -statement of
past or existing facts, but it is no crime to secure
money by any other kind of falsehood. You may let
your neighbor's house burn down, while he sleeps
therein, and you play the mandolin, yet you may
never suffer for it in this world.
It is true that a member may be before an elders'
court for an act which is a crime against the laws
of the state. Yet even in sue}). a case,_ the person
does not appear before an elders' court as a criminal,
~no more than he would in a civil case for a tort,
or personal injuries, p.lthough he may be tried for
that same act on a criminal charge before a proper
.court having criminal jurisdiction. 'If we underwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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stand the laws of the ch~rch, an elders' court should
rather seek to reclaim wherever possible; to help
those· who have stumbled. Its purpose should be
justice and equity towards all, to the individual as
well as to the church. Practical right should be its
aim rather than technical formality. In equity, we
respectfully submit that before the church courts
the complaint and other pleadings should not be ignored because of technical inaccuracies, if they can
rightly be. understood by a man of ordinary intelligence. Form is not essential.
The rule in Rules of Order and Debate (section
158, paragraph 6, page 99) permits of an appeal
when the case is between two members, .but where
the church is complainant, the right of appeal
appears to be limited to the "accused." This means
that the accused has seven chances of winning to
one of losing, because he has an equal chance before
the elders' court. If he wins, that ends the case. If
he loses, he may appeal again before the Bishop's
court, where he has an equal chance of winning.
If again defeated, he may appeal to the High Council. If at any one of these three stages the decision
is in his favor, that ends the case, as we are told that
he has been tried by a proper court, and can not be
placed again in "jeopardy." But how often should
the church be placed in "jeopardy"? But often the
defendant can not be helped, until he appreciates
the fact that he can be reached. But when he does
see that action can be taken, and at the same time
there is a disposition to help him, he may for the
first time seriously consider his error, To say that
an elders' court makes no mistakes, would be an
untenable position. If such were the case, what
would be the need of a High Council, or in fact any
appellate court? Some may think that the use of
the word jeopardy in connection with the church is
erratic. But it is not more so, than to apply it to a
member before a church court? "In jeopardy" is
strictly a criminal term.
But there is such a general principle, not only in
common law, but also in equity. In the laws of most
nations,
Justice requires that every case should be once fairly tried,
and public tranquility demands that having been tried once,
all litigation about that case should be concluded for. ever between those parties.-22 How. 352.
From the earliest time courts have followed and acted on
the rule of conclusiveness of judgments.-Laws of Res Judicata Hulcm. Chand.

The Roman Law had also this principle, "Res judicata," as the term itself shows. "Res judicata p1·0
veritate accipitu1·" (a thing decided 'is' accepted as
true'). ''"-'Interest. rei· piiblicre, ut sit finis litium"
(it concerns the commonwealth that there should be
an end to litigation). Also, "Nemo debit bis vexari
pro eadem causa" (no one ought twice to be troubled
for the sam~ ·cause). And then our own book has
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it,." And after this bdefcision it shall be had in remem. ·
brance,-no more e ore the Lord."-Doctrine anl
·
c
Covenants 104 : 35.
That there should be an end to litigation will b
generally agreed. "In jeopB,rdy" and "res judicata~
~re. both f?un~ed on this broad principle. But there
1s Just this difference: the principle of "1·es judic~ta" d?es not p:oh~bit an a~peal. or rehearing on
e~the~ side. Eqmty m fact will brmg in other par.
ties, m order that the matter may be disposed of
once and for all, but gives equal opportunity to ali.
The term "in jeopardy," being part of the criminal
law, has yet been introduced in our church courts
to prevent the church from.taking an appeal. This
we suggest with all due respect, is not founded · 0~
the fundamental law of the church, nor on principles of equity. There does not exist in fact the
reason of the criminal· law to prevent the church
from taking an appeal or asking a rehearing, unless
we consider the case to be criminal in character.
The oppression which caused this rule to be adopted
in the criminal law, does not as a rule exist in a case
before the church courts. Nor is there usually the
animosity in a case presented on behalf · of the
branch as in a case .between two individuals. In
fact, if the office1·s of the branch show personal feeling, it is made a matter of adverse comment. Furthermore, if the decision .is correct, the member is
not running a very great risk in having it reheard
before the higher courts. If it is not correct, the
church· has interests to protect, as well as the individual.·
The p~incipl~s o,f,Jhe gospel .and of the court of
the church are justice, equity, and brotherly love.
If the arm of the church is to. be shortened, there
will be times when it can neither protect itself nor
help the individual. We do not urge nor believe as
a rule, that an elders' court is actuated by fraud or
collusion (Rules of Order and Debate, p. 99); but
we do believe very often a serious error is made
through misunderstanding and misapplication of
the law. Will the member be a better citizen of the
kingdom of God, because the matter is dropped,
right or wrong? Or is it probable he would be a
better Christian, if the matter can be taken up and
rightly decided? Can it hurt him in any case? We
could cite man:v. instances where such a mistake has
been made in all good faith, nor need unnecessary
criticism be made. The thought we are now con·
sidering is not the inaccuracies or mistakes of some
single d~cision, but it is a question of'the prinqiples
inv.olved: Should our church procedm;e :m.ore clo~el~
follow that of the criminal courts,· or that of eqmty · ·
In the courts of the land a case is not presented to
the people for their vote, but the decisions of the
courts are respected until reve:i·sed by a higher
court. To require that a branch shall receive and
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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t the findings of an elders' court, and then ~se
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f the action of the branch, which deprives em o
~heir rights of appeal from a decision ~hich !hey
believe is not correct. What other committee bmds
the body so it can not act?
Again, before the ~riminal co~rts the defenda~t
is not required to testify. In equity one of the first
steps is to require his answer under oath. The law
of the church encourages confession and repentance,
that if a man has done wrong he should make everyeffort to right that wrong. It is his privilege to
receive the counsel and advice of his breth:ren, how
best to right the wrong, and their assistance as well.
As we read our Doctrine and Covenants, it would
be quite in order for the elders to call the member
before them, and ask him in regard to the truth of
certain accusations against him; yet on a criminal
basis this would be an error.
It is not the purpose of this article to. suggest a
few alterations but rather to consider the principles
on which our 'procedure should be founded. The
church may make its own rules of procedure, and is
not bound by any particular secular' court; Furthermore although the majority of our members are in
this ~ountry, t]J.e church is universal, and in' principle we should consider the law'of othet g·overnments
as well as that of this great land of ours. Still we
would respectfully suggest that the principles of
equity more nearly accord with ·what should be our
proper procedure, than do those of the criminal law.
Yet it is not our purpose to urge the adoption of the
rules of equity. Our fundamental law should be the
revelations of our heavenly Father to the church.
That should be our standard, and the more nearly
we can observe its spirit and purpose, the more
nearly right will be our efforts in every capacity and
department of our work.
S. A. BURGESS.

ac~ep

ARE WE EVANGELICAL?
EDITORS' NOTE.-The following article is from the pen of
Elder W. E. LaRue, pastor of the Central Church, Kansas
City, Missouri. During the present year he was deni'ed membership in the ·,ministerial association in his. ·city ori the
ground that his· church was not evangelical. He 'was not
permitted a hearing before the association.

. In order for us to properly determine this question, we must go back to the meaning of the word
evangelical and we find that Webster defines it as
follows: "Belonging to, agreeable or consonant to,
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or contained in the gospel, or the truth taught in the
New Testament; as, evangelical religion. Earnest
for the truth taught in the gospel ; strict in interpreting Christian doctrine; preeminently orthodox.
. Contained in or relating to the four gospels."
It might be an easy task for us to establish the
fact that our church stands for the truth taught in
the New Testament; that as a people we· are strict
in interpreting Christian doctrine, that all of our
faith is in exact harmony with the four gospels. We
as a people might easily recognize these things as
facts, but can we persuade others to so believe?
On our part there is no question over the matter of
our being evangelical and orthodox in every particular but the Christian world at large questions it and
refuses to be associated with us to some degree, in
performing work in which all churches are interested and in which all churches might cooperilte and
work together to some extent.
·
Could it be demonstrated to the membership of our
church that our teaching is out of harmony with the
truth taught in the New Testament, they would sever
their connection with the church at once. While our
people may reverence the teaching of other books,
there is no book which is so authoritative to us as the
New Testament and to be found out of harmony with
what is taught therein would put us in an inconsisttent and undesirable light. As a people, we have
long since cherished the thought that our mission to
the world consists in contending for the faith once
delivered to the saints, to ..preach the everlasting
gospel; and that work of course includes the attitude of being "earnest for the truth taught in the
gospel." As the Master came in his day, not to
multiply the number of religious sects, but to bear
witness unto the truth among a large number of
sects and religious devotees, all of whom were di"'
verse from him in their teachings, so we, as a people,
have come on a similar errand, carrying the message
of the original gospel and the precious faith once
held and observed among the ancient saints, to our
present day and time. Here we have reared our
standards in the midst of numerous other sects and
religionists whose views on Christian_ doctrines and
morals are far from being harmoniously blended.
Strange as it may appear, with some exceptions,
all of the various sects of the Jews existing in the
time of Christ joined together to wage opposition
against him. In the tumult which was raise.,d ,their
petty differences were drowned. Jus:t so has it been
in our day., OP:, how good and pleasant, it has ·been·
for brethren of all denominations (except\ ·ours} ,to
dwell together in unity, especially when an effort h~s ·
been made to counteract our teaching and influence~
We have been denied admittance unto the Sunday
s~ho~l associations ; our sisters have been scornfully
treated (with some exceptions) when they have dewww.LatterDayTruth.org
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sired to be .associated with the Women's Christian
Temperance Union.
Quite recently, the ministers' associations of sever~f cities have rejected the applications of our ministers who deserved to affiliate and cooperate with
them in every good work. In some instances our
ministers have been turned out of these associations,
not because of any unchristian conduct, but for the
general reason that they were considered unevangelical. The question might well be asked by those
not immediately affected by such action, W):J.o is
authorized to sit in judgment and determine who is
evangelical?
In nearly every instance where such judgment is
passed upon us, there is no reasonable opportunity
offered for any exposition or explanation to be made
of our faith. Some do not want to hear for fear
they will find out that it harmonizes with the truth;
others do not want to hear it for fear their own
craft will be endangered thereby, so they raise the
cry, Away! away! unevangelical !
A.s a rule, people do not take the time nor make
the effort they should to determine what the various
churches do believe; what their mission; what the
history of their rise and. progress and leading facts;
and when they hear all the churches combining to
raise the cry of unevangelical against us, it usually
brings the desired result, to prejudice the people
against us so that they maintain an attitude of indifference toward our faith. They know better, and
some have learned by sad experience that when an
attempt is made to prove by the Bible that we are
unevangelical, they are utterly unable to do so.
We have never shunned a rigid and thorough investigation of our claims, using the Bible as a standard
by which to determine the facts.
It is only a matter of years when all the various
Protestant denominations that now flourish ·in the
public gaze were victims of persecution, intolerance,
and religious bigotry. Does it not seem strange that
they should not have learned by the sad and bitter
lessons through which they have passed, to have a
proper respect and consideration for those, eqµally
honest in their convictions with themselves, who
hold as precious· and dear to their hearts a faith
which may differ in some respects from theirs?
Let it be understood that, notwithstanding we are
not recognized, we do not yield our claim to be
strictly orthodox, sound in the Christian faith, and
evangelical in the sense that our faith is in strict
harmony With the Bible. We are not called upon to
sit in·judgrp.ent upon the faith of otMrs rlor should
\\ri ~v~~flsfbbp to the 'ungentlemanly and ~nchristian
attitude of mistreating or abusing those who may
differ from us_ in faith. Let the world see that we
have more· of manly principle, more respect for the
rights of men than ever to attempt to deprive our
feilow-man _of just and equal privileges. Christ's
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attitude of r~buking with piercing, burning words
of truth, while ·surrounded by those who wer d
riding him, shows us dearly what our att~t :·
should be. Of him it was said, "Behold the ~a~~
and it is under such conditions that the manho~d
which should have developed in us through our
gospel experiences should assert itself. It may seem
that if the ma~l~ principle were well developed in
professed Christian men they would receive and
treat us with that degree of courtesy which is due
man from man. They know full well that we stand
high in moral principles,· on an equality and in
some instances above that represented by many
churches. They may believe that we are extreme in
our interpretation of some portions of the Scripture,
they may .think that our claims regarding fulfilled
prophecy and some of our customs and traditions are
strange ; but what of that? Shall we be ostracised
from the society of good men? Are we entirely
past redemption? In the language of one fairminded minister, who protested against the proposition to reject the application of one of our
ministers, "What good shall we accomplish by turning our backs upon these people?" You may search
through the pages of history and you will find that
the men most worthy of honorable mention therein,
are the men who have stood for justice, for human
liberty, for equal rights and privileges, for religious
tolerance, for respect and· consideration, for the
opinions of all mankfnd. Such men believe that
truth is its own''defense and that its claims can not
be dignified nor effectually enforced by oppression
nor by ungentle:inarlly or unmanly deeds.
It is deplOrable''th'at'fo suwming u'p the character
of professional men, ministers of the gospel, socalled advocates of modern s·ectarianism, supposed
to be examples of what our manhood should be,
should have such a poor rating. In many instances
their moral standing is not equal to· that of men of
no professed faith at all. Search the pages of history
and out of the great ar:iny of clergymen of sectarian
tendency you will find an exceedingly small percentage of those who have distinguished themselves as
real benefactors of mankind. Many of them have distinguished themselves as champions of their creeds
and many have been known for their intolerance,
narrowness, and injustice toward their fello'."-men,
while occasionally the world has felt the thnll ~hat
has come from a great heart filled w.ith compass10n,
with charity and love .for all mankind, who has
wrought for justice and equal rights _for all and
special privileges for none, who manif-ests ·i·eal. devotion to God and seeks the welfare' of fellow-men.
All men will be quick to recognize the virtue of su.ch
a man without respect to his belief or church affiliation.
d
The ·common people of to-day would be plea~e
to receiv~ and to recognize the good we are domg
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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were it not for the fact that their mi~1isters misgu~de determine by an investigation of our position, and
them in their attitude and seek to make th~m preJU- finally our cause with that of all others will be
a· d and for this reason we are pronounced as passed upon by the Great Judge of all the earth.
u:~:v~ngelical. Some belie~e it, but they are of _the
Because we are not considered evangelical by
class who are in absolute ignorance of our church some of the sectarian churches and because we are
and our faith.
· .
.
not accepted by them as worthy of their association,
Having set forth some of the leading facts r?gard- should not be interpreted by any as an indication
ing the question, it may be well that somethmg be that we should be condemned as unchristian and our
said with reference to our attitude toward other cause treated only with sneer and contempt by the
churches. It will be remembered that when Joseph public at large.
W. E. LARUE.
Smith received an answer to his prayers. and the
KANSAS CITY, MissouRr.
visitation of an angel, he went at oncff to the clergy.
• + 0 +•
men who were acquainted with him and told them.'
MILESTONES OF UTAH CHURCH.
of the incident. From them he should ·have received
For a starting point in this inquiry we will call
kindly consideration and· sympathy. When Samuel attention to some of the statements of the first presiheard the voice of the Lord, he went at once to the dent of that church just before he arrogated to himpriest Eli and told him the message. . Eli charged self the right to preside over the whole church and
him not to "hide anything from me of all the things assumed the title of prophet, seer, and revelator to
that he hath said unto thee." And notwithstanding the church. He was at this time president of the
it was a message of condemnation to him because he Quorum of Twelve.
had not restrained his sons in th~ir evil doing he
The Lord will not cease to give revelations to the people,
said, "It is the Lord; let him do what seemeth him unless the people traniple on. his laws and forsake and reject
·
· d hiin. ... This church has been led by revelation, and unless
good." Instead of the b oy, J oseph • b emg receive
we forsake the Lord entirely, so that the p~iesthood is taken
and treated in like manner, he was -thenceforth cast from us, it will be Jed by revelation. all the time.-Brigham
out and regarded as the lowest vile wretch that ever Young, October 6, 1844, Times and Seasons, vol. 5, pp. 682,
lived. Nothing can be said which has not been ut- 683.
·
·
tered in defamation of liis character.
Here we have a rule laid down that they should
Why could not these ministers have manifested not go back on, but it no doubt will show up some
the same attitude toward Joseph that Eli manifested inconsistencies that will be hard for them to explain,
toward Samuel? Circumstances have 'since sub- and as they have invited the .turning on of the
stantiated the facts that their creeds were wrong searchlight they should not. be opposed to a little
and their professors were corrupt to a large degree. investigation along historicai iines.
Many of them at that time w~r~rh~9ki:qg forw;ard and
Four years later, after this people had gone west
expecting that God wou\d som.i · begl1' ,the ,perform- and located in Utah, we have 'this from one of their
ance of a marvelous work, and why should they.. own men, as published in one of their own works:
not treat the testimony of this young boy with care
No godly people ever Jived in any age of the world without
and caution instead of meeting it with ridicul~ and enjoying the spirit of prophecy and immediate revelation ....
brute force? I think this incident as above related When mankind can not get immediate revelation from God, it
should furnish us a proper example 'Of what we both is and always has been a sure token that they had fallen
into t?·ansgression, and were suffering rebuke and banishment
should do in our attitude toward other churches. We from the presence of God.-Orson Spencer, May 1, 1848, Milshould not withhold our message 'from them. We Zennial Stm-, vol. 10, p. 139.
should put upon them the responsibility of receiving
Four years have passed and we find this people
or rejecting us as they may choose. We. should ever reaffirming the rule laid down by B. Young, now
extend to them every courtesy and respect which we· · their president, and publishing it to the world. They
would desire them to grant to us. If they do mis- surely expected the people to believe . it and they
treat us and manifest contempt for our message, should have put the measure on closer than they
we .should not retaliate nor revile those who may . did ; had they done so there would not be the necesrevile us. The truth is sure to win its way and sity for doubt and fear and difference that now
when it is enforced by upright and praiseworthy presents itself.
conduct on the part of those who are its standard
The Doctrine and Covenants has the revelations
bearers, it will appeal to the thoughtful and consist- of God to the church and this l}tah church projesses
ent with doub.k power. Are we evangelical then?
to believ~ them. In that. book we are. told pl::;i.irily
·' }Ne have not presented any of the great array of that the Presidency of the chur~h shall 'lifappoi'nted
re~erences that might be offered showing that our by revelation, sustained by the voice of' the people
~aith and practices are identical with that set forth and ordained to that office. (See Doctrine and Cove111 the New Testament.
In the light of the-New nants 80: 1; 99: 6; Utah edition 81: 106.) This
Testament teaching we claim .to be evangelical and . would emphasize the necessity for direct revelation
as to whether we are or not, men and woinen must from God, to fill any vacancy that might occur in
1
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that office. That such a vacancy did occur is one of
the historical facts that makes this investigation
necessary; the further fact that the one whom we
quoted at the outstart (Brigham Young) was the
prominent figure in the first change of presidency
that ever occurred in the history of the. church in
these latter days, makes it very interesting; for he
seemed to have forgotten the rule he laid down.
And when he and eight others of the Twelve· got
together at Winter Quarters, December 5, 1847, and
proceeded to nominate and elect a President and two
counselors, there was not so much as a hint at a
revelation from God, and there was no ordination as
required by the law of God. (See Life of Brigham
Young, p. 188.)
Here is one of the milestones that marks the turning of this Utah church from the law and starts
them on the wrong road. Things moved along for
several years, when the evidence of the lack of
revelation from God began to manifest itself in other
ways. This self-elected president who did not consider it necessary to comply with the law of God,
was never ordained to the office that he pretended
to hold. See his own statement as follows :

Utah church has been held responsible for the ab
ination. We discover that the departure has bom.
slow. At first the leaders were wrong, then ~~~
people accepted them (the leaders) and sustained
them in offices where they had never been called by
the Lord; this led to more departure until they had
fastened the responsibility on the church.
We must come now to another milestone or two.
It may not be so far between the milestones now as
in the past. Thirty years passed away and President Brigham Young died. The Utah church found
themselves without a president, prophet, seer, and
revelator, here we come to one of the strange features in this people's work.

meni. · v;P.,:t9' this t~1ll~ he has only committed the
people as a' church to his departures in a roundabo1it
way, by sustaining him as the president, prophet,
seer, and revelator, but now he presents this relic
of barbarism in the name of the prophet who had
been dead for eight years, and from that time the

We are struck at once with the fafffth~t the mh~
take of the former president in assuming that ~n
ordination was not necessary, is carried .into this
emergency, perpetuating it of course.; but the law
of God says he should be ordained. But we are met
with another condition: the argument is made that

Three years passed before they attempted to fill
the vacancy made by the deaJh of President Young,
and the people became anxious over the matter and
of course asked questions. We will ask why, and let
George Q. Cannon, one of the counselors to President
Young, answer:

For the first time in the history of the church, the Twelve
Apostles stepped forward and took the charge of affairs, by
the authority of the apostleship, and the authority which they
had received from the Prophet Joseph. And for a little rising
Who ordained me to be president of this church on earth? of three years they led and guided the church, until the Lord
I answer, it is the choice of this people, and that is sufficient.- inspired his· servant Brigham, to organfae a First Presidency
Brigham Young, Millennial Sta·r, vol. 16, p. 442; Journal of of the church .... Every man who is ordained to the fullness
of the apostleship, has the power and the authority to lead
Discourses, vol. 6, p. 320.
and guide the people of God whenever he is called upon to
Setting aside the law that required revelation do it, and the responsibility rests upon him. . . . In relation
from God to call a man to occupy in the office of to ordination, a great many people have imagined that it was
president of the church, was followed by setting necessary to ordain a man to succeed another, that it would
aside the law that required ordination, and that put impart a particular , efficacy or endow him with some addihim outside of the line where we could expect to find tional power, ... but it is not necessary that an apostle should
be ordained to stand at the head of the people. When the
revelation, according to his own rule, and m~de exigency arises,· he has afready ·got the fullness of authority
him a transgressor of God's commands. So we are and the power of it.... As I have stated, it is not necessary
not surprised that in his teaching after this we for a man ·who has received this power and these keys to be
should find him wandering from the pure teachings ordained and set apart to act, he can act in any position.. · ·
of Christ, rejecting the Lord, advocating that Adam Was it necessary that Elder Taylor should be set apart to
preside over this people? Was it necessary that the Twelve
was the only God we had a,nything to do with; also Apostles should be set apart to preside over this people? ~o,
denying that Jesus was begotten by the Holy Ghost it was not; for they already possessed the power, authority,
(see Journa,l of Discourses, vol. 1, pp. 50, 51), nor and ordination. . . . Well, but, says one, why can not you orthat he should go so far as to teach that men would ganize a First Presidency now, if the Twelve have the
authority? . . . The reason is simply this; the Lord has NOT
commit sins that the sacrifice made by Jes us Christ revealed
it to us· HE has not commanded us to do this, and
could not atone for, but they must have their own until he does req~ire this at our hands we shall not do it. For
blood shed -to atone for their sin or they would be the present, it SEEMS to be the mind and will of God, as
damned for ever. (See Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, manifest to us that the Twelve should preside over the
p. 220; Deseret News, vol. 6, p. 397.) Again, we church. And u~til he does reveal unto his servants that i.t is
need not be ·surprised that he should have gone ·right and proper that a First Presidency should be orgamzed
again, we shall wait. We shall do nothing of the kind. · · · ~~
further into darkness and partaken of the spirit of three men have the right to govern, certainly Twelve men, a
adultery, which necessitated the doctrine of po- possessing the same keys, have that right and authority.-G.
lygamy which he introduced publicly on August 29, Q. Cannon, in Journal of Discourses, vol. 19, pp. 230-237,
·'
,
1852. We want to notice this carefully for a mo- October 8, 1877. (Italics mine. F. A. S.)
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they will not fill the vacancy because the Lo;d has
not revealed it to them. Here they .recog~ize the
necessity of revelation to. fill the presidency s offi~e,
and lest anyone should thmk we have overlooked the
statement that the "Lord inspired his servant,
Brigham, to organize a First Presidency,'.' I have
but to call the attention of thinking readers to the
law of God, as related before. God does not change,
so if he had been the source of Brigham's inspiration
he would not have forgotten that these officers were
to be called of God by revelation, that they should
have been ordained. He would have moved in harmony with his own law. Hence it must be evident
to every thinker that a mistake had been made when
Brigham was made president.
But let us follow this a little farther: On October.
7, 1877, we have the following from George Q. Cannon:
Some had been much exercised about a First Presidency
being organized. He wished the Saints distinctly to understand that "whenever God commanded a First Presidency to
be appointed, it would not be revealed through anyone but
his se1·vant who was now God's mouthpiece.-Millennial Star,
vol. 39, p. 739.

We have emphasized their position by quoting
from Cannon, to the effect that a command from God
must come before they would organize another First
Presidency; now we will see if they did as they seem
to feel was the proper way to do. Did they wait till
God commanded them? I will now quote from a
sermon by Orson Pratt on October 10, 1880, three
years later, and we will see what they did and how
much revelation there was in it:

th~,,Fi~.'~t ~~esidency,

And much. might be said of
which
quorum presides over all the church of God; •••We therefore
considered the propriety of organizing it at the conference;
and Broth~r John Taylor, by the voice of his brethren, the
Twelve, be1.ng the person holding the legal right to that office,
as the p:·~Sident of the Twelve Apostles, was selected to occupy
the pos1t10n of the President of the whole church and he
a~cording to the right and authority .given to him, ~uggested
his own counselors. They were sanctioned by the Twelve
Apos~les; hence the First Presidency again so far as the
council of th~ Twelve is concerned, has bee~ reorganized.Journal of Discourses, vol. 22, pp. 26-38.

~ e are face to face with the record again, that
this Utah church has done what they said they would
not do. No command from God, no revelation, not
even to ~r. '.raylor, but he is put in because he was
~~e pre~.1de~; of the Quorum of Twelve and had a
le.gal Hght to the office. Will our friends tell us
where that law is found that gives the president of
~~e ~w:lve the legal right to succeed to the office
wh!''esident,: prophet, seer, a,nd revelator .to the
d le church? Another milestone marking their
eparture fr?m the law of God. But listen to Mr.
Taylor on this question:
"Pl'esident J h T
. .
.
know that the 0 .n ~yl~r said, it was gratifying to. him to
fol' Tl
. oigamzat10n of the church was now provided.
·
ie ipmd of tte Twelve had been exercised on the
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question of ~he First Presidency, and what ·has been done
to-day he believed was approbated by the Lord as well as the
people. So far as his own feelings were concerned he could
have wished to cor.tinue his connection with the Twelve, but
as was clearly portrayed to us by Brother Pratt God has an
01·de1· in his kingdom, and it is our duty to ob~erve it. He
th~refore .acquiesced. in the change. When everything was
adJusted, it was nothmg but right and proper for the quorum
of the First Presidency to be filled.-Millennial Sta1· vol. 42
. p. 724.
.
'
'

It is a strange thing that if the revelation was to
come through this man he did not say something
about it, but he is gratified, and he believed that
what had been done would be approbated by the
Lord. To the thinking mind if God had spoken to
this man he would have been sure that what was
done would meet the approbation of the Lord if done
ac~ording to his commandment.
Again we ask
Where is the law that we are required to observ~
for "the order in his kingdom" that provides that
the president of the Quorum of Twelve has a legal
right to this office of presidency over the whole
church? They must know (if they had not been
blinded and in transgression) that there was no
such law in the commandments of God anywhere;
. but instead it was a custom introduced by the
usurper in that office (Brigham Young) before this
one (John Taylor) was put in and adopted by the
Twelve. But this is not the only case: it·was but
a short time till President Taylor died and this Utah
church was without a presidency again. The same
rule was followed, no revelation calling a man to the
office, no ordination again, as provided for in the
revelations of God to the church, and no revelation
or ordination for the counselors. President Woodruff lived but a short time, and once more the church
was facing the vacancy in the Presidency and again
the opportunity to come into harmony with the law
was before them; but no, they put Mr. Snow into
that office,-no revelation, no ordination. They follow the lead of the usurper who established this
custom contrary to his own teaching, and the law
already received and believed (professedly) by this
Utah church. Mr. Snow's reign was a short one and
now we come to the last time they have had occasion
to change the occupant of the presidential chair.
When Mr. Snow died they found it necessary to
proceed somewhat .differently from the past• two
cases. They put Mr. Joseph F. Smith back into the
Quorum of Twelve and gave him the honor of being
the oldest in ordination in the quorum, which would
give him th,e ri,ght to the presidency of the quorum,.
and then at once elevat;ed him to be pres~9e~hof WEi ,.
whole church and agam proceeded to organize the' ·
First Presidency. without revelation or ordination.
In this connection we will examine some of the evi- /
dence before the Senate Committee on Privileges
and Elections in the case of Reed Smoot.
SENATOR

BAILEY.

I do not refer to the counselors.
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have already said that the president chooses or designates
them. Who chooses or elects the president? For instance,
who elected you to your present position?
MR. SMITH. I was nominated by the Twelve Apostles and
submitted to the whole church and sustained by the whole
church ....
SENATOR BAILEY. I understand that. As a matter of fact,
the apostles nominate the president and the church elects
him. Do I understand that to be the case?
MR. SMITH. Well, yes, sir; that has been the case.
And
then, again, the senior apostle, through custom of the church
since the death of Joseph Smith, has been recognized on the
death of the president as the legitimate successor to the
president.
SENATOR BAILEY. It is a question of succession rather
than of election?
MR. SMITH. Yes, sir ....
SENATOR BAILEY. Has that the force of law or has it
merely the persuasion of custom?
MR. SMITH. MERELY A CUSTOM. 'rHERE IS NO LAW IN
RELATION TO IT.-Vol. 1, pp. 92-3.

Where are we now? The present president of
the Utah church affirms there is no law relating to
the choosing of presidents of the church. What a
spectacle of "trampling on the law!" This milestone
would look like they had got so far from the line of
truth that they had lost all trace of the right way.
To be charitable with this church would be to say
that their leaders have led them into transgression
and darkness; but we· have one more line we wish
to notice before we conclude.
I again take up the Smoot case and notice some of
the evidence offered by the president of the Utah
church:
THE CHAIRMAN. I do not quite understand that-"when
it is divine." You have revelations, have you not?
MR. SMITH. I have never pi·etended to nor do I profess to
have revelations. I never said I had revelations except so far
as God has shown to me that so-called Mormonism. is God's
divine truth; that is all.-Vol. 1, p. 99.
SENATOR DUBOIS. Have you received any individual revelations yourself, since you became president of the church under
your own definition, even, of a revelation?
MR. SMITH. I can not say that I have....
SENATOR DUBOIS. Then you do not know whether you have
received any such revelation as you have described, or
whether you have not?
MR. SMITH. Well, I can say this: That if I live as I
should in the line of my duties, I am susceptible, I think, of
the impressions of the Spirit of. the Lord upon my mind at
any time, just as any good Methodist or any other good
church member might be. And so far as that is concerned
I say yes; I have had impressions of the Spirit upon my mind
very frequently, but they are not in the sense' revelations.
-Vol. 1, pp. 483, 484.

We have foliowed these men now for .some time
and in summing up we are struck at ~~ce with the
array ilflwidence that, examined in the light of the
teachings we started with, shows very clearly that
t?is chur:h has l.eft the commands of God, in practice and m teachmg; that darkness has ensued, and
as a.:natural consequence they have gone into transgression; They have trampled the law of God under
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foot, they have forsairnn his. teachings a d b
means they have rejected him. The hi hn t Ythat
· th a t b od y, w h o claims
·
g es t officer
m
the title of pi·oph
e,seer
l
d
an reve ator, and who is sustained by th
'
of the church, comes out with the clear r . e t~eople ·
s
·
eJ ec ion of
God' s on and asks the inhabitants of the ea ·t1 t
h'
.
r .11 o
.
h ear an d .b elieve im as the interpreter of the
law
and teachmgs of the Lord, affirming that Adam is
o~r god and t~e only god we have anything to do
with, also denymg th~t Jesus Christ was begotten by
the Holy Ghost, makmg light of it in a disgust'1
mann~r, thus throwing ridicule on the teachings ~1
the Bible and the Book of Mormon. And as we
move ~long the line we are painfully conscious that
there is a dea1·th of revelation. The heresy of polygamy was brought in and the church was induced
to accept it, and the only thing, with one exception,
that they pretend to consider as a revelation in all
these years from 1844 to 1910, was a command to
stop polygamy. . The revelations are all against this
church and yet th~y ask us to accept them as the
church of Christ. The rule laid down by their own
teachers condemns them: no revelations, departure
from the law, rejecting the Lord, forsaking his
teachings. According to the test they have forfeited their right to God's recognition, and we have
the sure tokens that they have fall en into transgres-

sion and are suffering rebuke and banishment from
Gnd' s presence. How long will you people of the
Utah church continue to sustain a man as president,
prophet, seer, and revelator who declares that he
has never had nor;,does not pretend to have revelations, who admits'.that he.was not called according to
the law, and was not ~rdained as the law directs, and
who confesses he is a lawbreaker?
Again we ask, How long will the Utah church be
a party to deception and transgression? Why sustain men who defy the law of God and man as the
present president of that church has done? Will .
you continue to be led by that relic of the Dark Ages,
the infallibility of the living oracle? Arouse and assert your rights and say to those leaders, We will
not sustain you while you are in open transgression.
Only when you come back to the law of God and keep
his commands can we give to you the hearty and
loyal support that men of God are entitled to.
Turn from your wanderings and come back to
God and then will he bless you with revelation from
God and direction of the Spirit as at the first, before
you turned from the law and trampled it under your
feet and rejected the teachings of C.11rist for the
heresies of men.
FREDER'i6if A'. SMIT.JI.

• +. +.
"The shape of the seed has nothing to do with the
form of the fruit. . The cl~msiness of the novice
doesn't indicate his future capability. The outset
fixes neither the time nor the place of th!;J victory."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Of General Interest
THE FEDERATION OF THE WORLD.
The foreign relations committee h~s just ;eporte~ back
. bl to the House of Representatives.a bill bearmg the
favora Y ongressman Bennet, of N ew y orlr, provi
. 'd'm g for
_
nameo f C
..
'd
h
d'
the appointment of a comm1ss10n uto con~1 er t e expe 1ency
f t'lizing
existing international agencies for the purpose
1
of ~ 't'ng· the armaments of the nations of the world by
0 1 um 1
•
•
h
b' d
international agreement, and of constitutmg t e com me
navies. of the world an international ~orce for the preservation of universal peace." This bill 1s 11; waY_S ~nd means
easure to bring about a world federation, limited to the
:aintenance of peace, so that our recommendati~ns to the
Third Hague Conference of 1915 ;may be well considered. and
far-reaching. It is indorsed by the New York Peace Society;
the Intemational School of F'eace of Boston, and the New
England Arbitration and Peace Con?res~ held-at Hartf~rd,
Connecticut, on May 11. If passed 1t will be the-~rst time.
in history that a government has officially recogmzed that
the true philosophy of the peace movement requires world
federation as a pre-requisite for universal peace.
In his famous essay, "Perpetual, peace," published in 1795,
Emanuel Kant declared that we can never have universal
peace until the world is politically organized, and it will
never be possible to organize the world politically until the
majo1~ty of the nations have a representative form of government. At last all the peoples of the world have achieved
in some measure representative government. Rupsia_ has
its Duma; China has announced that shortly it will prnmulgate a constitution, while Turkey and Persia have each just
gone through the throes of revolution and emerged with a
vigorous parliailllent. If Kant's philosophy is sound, therefore, the world is at last ready for world organization and
universal peace.
The only two powers that ever have or' av.er can govern
human beings are force and -reason-war and law. If we
do not have one we must have the other. Th~ problem before
the world is how to decrease the Jfili.1of w~r· !and increase the
area of law until war vanishes and law envelopes the world.
At the present moment the world is organized into fifty-nine
nations claiming independence and within their territoriesnominally at least-organization, law and peace prevail. We
have already learned to substitute law for war in cities and
states and even up to the . fifty-nine nations; but in that
international realm over and above ·each nation in which each
nation is equally sovereign, the only way at the present
moment for a nation to secure its rights is hy the use of force.
Force, therefore, or war, as it is called when exerted by a
nation against another nation, is at present the only legal and
final method of settling international differences. In other
words the nat!ons are in that stage of civilization to-day
where without a qualm they claim the right to settle their disputes in a manner they would put their own subjects to death
for imitating. The peace movement therefore, fa nothing but
the process of substituting law for war.
But how can we best create law in the international
realm. Certainly not by the cumbrous methods of the pres-·
ent. To-day there is no such thing as a code of international
law which js binding on the nations. What passes under
t.4~ ~ame of hite~·nat.io:iial law is simply a series of arguments,
ma~ims, precedents, and opinions. It is the work, not of
legislators, but of scholars. The nations are at perfect liberty
to accept it or reject it as they wish, Before we can have a
rea~ .international law we must have.behind it some conscious
~oht'.cal organization to give it sanction .and validity, and that
implies a federation of the world.
":
The history of internation.al law'p_i·esents ·striking analogies·
0

to the history of private law. Likewise, the history of the
organization of the "United Nations," which is to give sanction to international law, will co1•1•espond to the history of
the organization of the thirteen American colonies into the
United States. The United States, therefore, fui:nishes the
model for the United Nations. The Declaration of Independence foreshadows the declaration of interdependence.
The beginnings of world organization, however, have
already taken place. In the Hague Court and the recurring
Hague Conferences we see the germs of the international
court and the parliament of man. The problem is how to
develop these so that they will become the judicial and legislative departments of a powerful world constitution, just as
our Articles of Confederation and Continental Congress developed into the present United States Constitution, which a
century of storm and stress has' not broken and which still
serves as a model to all the republics of the earth.
A careful study of existing arbitration treaties and of the
work of the first and second Hague Conferences shows that
our international law is at the same stage of development
as private law of about the tenth century, while the organization of the "United Nations" has reached the same stage
of progress that our thirteen States did before the Constitutional Convention of 1787.
The problem, therefore, before the world is to perfect
the Hague Courts and Conferences so that finally, if it be
deemed necessary, we may even add a world executive and
thus create the united nations in the very image of the
United States.
The peace advocates from Penn and Kant and Hugo and
Burritt down to Hale and Bartholdt and Carnegie have long
realized that world federation is the key to peace and disarmament. Even Mr. Roosevelt in his remarkable Nobel
peace address the other day at Christiania goes so far as to
urge a "league of peace" to abolish war, paradoxically, by
force if necessary. The governments themselves, however,
have not yet officially recognized that world organization is
the goal of international effort, though they have unconsciously and inevitably been driven much faster and farther
along this path than they realize. The passage of the Bennet
bill, however, will remedy this. The creation of a world
federation commission would guarantee to our own people
as well as to the peoples of the world that the United States
is in earnest and ready to take the lead in the only practical
and promising method of obtaining international peace.
It seems the destiny of the United States to lead in the
peace movement. The United States is the world in miniature. It is a demonstration that all the races of the world
can live in peace under one government and its. chief value
to civilization is a demonstration of what this form of
government is. We have settled more disputes by arbitration than any other nation. In all history no men have
done more to spread the gospel of peace than the two Pennsylvanians, William Penn and Benjamin Franklin. David
Low Dodge, of New York, in 1815 founded the first peace
society of the world. Two generations ago Elihu Burritt
and a dozen others in New York and l'i[ew England went
up and down this country, and even over to Europe, urging
and prophesying the formation of an international court
which Burritt declared when it came into existence "would
~onstitute the highest court of appeals this side the bar of
eternal justice." Coming down to more l!enent, timei;nit is
probably a fact that the late Frederick W. Rolls, of New
y ork, had more to do with the establishment of the Hague
Court than anyone .else, while .Mr. Carnegie has given it a
palace in which it shall hereafter sit. The United States
took the fii;st case to the Hague Court that ever came before
it and the American minister at Venezuela .sent the second
case there, which brought all the great powers before its
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bar, and established it in the estimation of civilization. Mr.
Bartholdt was the first man who ever stood up in a national
parliament and suggested turning the Hague Conferences into
a real international parliament. Elihu Root planned the. idea
of having the Second Hague Conferepce create a world court
modeled on the United States Supreme Court, and now
Secretary Knox has announced its early establishment. President Roosevelt's Christiania address is nothing else than a
plea for the federation of the world. Not since the "Great
Design" of Henry IV of France proposed in 1602, has ·one
who has represented a great people ever promulgated so
comprehensive a plan for universal peace. Mr. Taft says
that if the Bennet bill becomes a law he will appoint Theodore
Roosevelt as chairman of the commission. Does not the last
sentence of !\fr. Roosevelt's address indicate that he would
feel compelled to accept the honor? He says: "'But the 'ruler
or statesman who should bring about such a combination
(league of peace) would have earned his place in history
for all time and his title to the gratitude of all mankind."
If the world federation commission is appointed . by the
United States Government with Theodore Roosevelt as chairman, can anyone believe that the day will not be brought
measurably nearer, when as Victor Hugo prophesied in 1849,
"the only battlefield will be the market opening to commerce
and the human mind opening to new ideas?"-Hamilton
Holt, editor of the Independent.
SPECULATION.

Speculation is one of the most intolerable and revolting
manifestations of disease in the economic organism. Those
profound sages who maintain that everything that exists is
super-excellent have also attempted to defend speculation,
to justify it, to assert its necessity even to enthusiasm. I
will immediately prove to these paregyrists what the pl'inciple which they are espousing really is.
The speculator plays in the economic world the part of a
parasite. He produces nothing, he does not even perform the
questionable service of middleman performed by the merchant. He confines himself to taking away from the real
workers, by stealth or violence, the largest part of the proceeds of their labor.
The speculator is a robber who robs the producer of the
articles produced by forcing them to accept inadequate compensation for their toil, and the consumers by forcing them
to buy from him at an enormous advance. The weapon with
which he falls upon the producers and consumers like a highwayman is double-barreled, and is called rise and depression
of prices, or cornering the markets. He makes use of this
murderous implement in the following manner: When his
intention is to plunder the producer, he begins to sell certain
goods which he does not possess at a price lowc;ir than the
c.urrent market rates, promising to deliver them to the purchasers a Jortnight, a month, or three months, later than
the date of sale. The purchaser, of course, buys of the
~peculator because he asks lower prices.
The producer now has only two courses open to him. If
he is rich enough to carry his goods without selling until
the day arrives when the speculator is obliged to deliver
those he has guaranteed to the purchaser, then the speculator
wjll not be able to get the goods at as low prices· as he had
hoped,,nmdowill•be obliged to buy them at the producer's
priCe and .lose-"inoney on ·them, thus being robbed instead
of robbing. But if the producer can not do this (and this is
by far the most frequent case), then he is forced to sell his
goods immediately at such pl'ices as the goods will fetch
in the ma1·ket. He must underbid the speculator, who then
becomes his purchaser, for the consumer has already ordered
what he wants from the speculator. Thus, when the time
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comes for him ·to deliver the goods he is able to b
· · .. ·
·
·
'
uy t1em
1
of the producer at a lower price than the one contracted for
The producer may have become bankrupt by the operation.
but the speculator has got his pound of flesh and · h
'
If his ~im is .to plunder the consumer, then he bu~~ ui~
the available goods offei-ed of a certain kind at the prod r'
·
H e can. d o th'~s W1'th out t rouble, as the transaction
uce 8
price.
doets. not c~stbht1~ a smg!e penny; he pays for his purchase,
no m cas , u m prormses. He need not settle his account
for we~ks or months, as .t~e case m~y be. Thus, without real
possess10n, frequently without gomg to the expense 0 f
single dollar, the speculator becomes owner of the goods n~
if the consumer wishes to buy any of them he must ap;l; to
the speculator and pay the price he demands.
The speculator receives into one hand the money given him
by the consumer, and after abstracting a portion as large as
possible, which he puts into his own pocket, he hands over the
remainder with the other hand to the producer. In this way
the speculator, without·. labor, without benefiting the community, becomes wealthy and -influential. Capital extends
to him the highest favor, i. e., unlimited credit.
Every workingman, everyone without exception, is tribu-·
tary to the speculator. All our wants are foreseen, all the
necessai'y articles of .our cbnsumption are bought up beforehand by speculators, on credit, and sold to us at as high a
price as possible, for cash. We can not eat a bit of bread,
nor lie down to rest beneath our roof, nor invest our savings
in stocks, without paying to the speculators their assessments
in corn, in land and buildings and Stock Exchanges.
The taxes which we pay to the State are oppressive, but by
no means so oppressive as those exacted from us by speculation. Certain persons have ventured to defend the Stock
and Corn Exchanges as necessary and useful institutions. It
is a miracle that they were not suffocated by the enormity of
their assertions. What! The Exchanges of the world useful
and necessary! Have they ever kept v;ithin the lirrJ.ts of
their legitimate business? Are they ever simply the meeting
place of the bona fide purchaser and the bona fide seller, where
honest demand !).i'id ·hohesf supply can come together and
transact their business?
The simile comparison of the· Commercial Exchange to a
poison tree is incomplete, because it only symbolizes one phase
of the transactions carried on there, their effect upon the
moral nature· of the people. The Exchange is a den of robbers in which the modern successors of the robber knights of
the Middle Ages make their abode and cut the throats of all
who pass by. Like the robber knights, they form a kind of
aristocracy, which gets a handsome livelihood out of the people. Like the robber knights, they claim the right to exact
contributions from the merchants and artisans. But, more
fortunate than the robber knights, they run no risk of being
hung high and dry if a sti·onger person than they comes upon
them in their high-handed course of purse-slashing.-Selected.

• +. +

0

CONCERNING HELP.

Too much help is no help. The young eagle is taught to
fly by being pushed out of the nest. Left to follow its own
inclinations it would never learn to leap toward the sun.
Parents too often destroy their children because they haven't
the wisdom to know what is best for them. They :follow r~~
blind dictates of their love, and by doing too much for them
make them incapable of doing anything for themselves. But
God makes no such mistakes as this. "For whom he loveth
. th"
he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom he receive
·
He gives him the right kind of training to make a man of
him; often throwing him upon his own resources to develop
his strength.-Our Young.Folks.
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Letter Department
DES MOINES, IOWA, June 25, 1910.
a
0 n last Friday afternoon I received
·
·
to come to Runnells that evenmg, smce
telephone 1~~:;1;:ching at the Saints' ch1J,pel by the Brigham~iere 'w1'1ohu 1 ITived they were preaching and I heard among
1tes.
en a
.
.
ti . things the followmg:
.
0
ier trea t [t ea ch] the gospel of Christ as. taught in former
"We
d s and again taught in our day.
a;.People do not appreciate what God has reveale~.
'
"G 0 d · establishing his kingdom never to be thrnwn down
• is to another people,''--quoting professedly from
nor given
Daniel 2: 44.
. .
"Discord is a sure evidence of error. One idea only can be
right all others must be wrong. ·
"A~·e we sending out enou~h missionar:i~s to preach the
word? Too many are preachmg the doctrmes of men and
advocating broken ordinances.
"We are trying to bring mankind to a knowledge of the
Son of God in the proper way.
"I may be wrong in some things I say to-night; if so, I
would like to be corrected.
"Every truth is in harmony with every other truth."
1 Corinthians 15: 29 was read, and said that was "a part
of the gospel. We should teach and practice this o~·dinance
now, for if one does not start as soon as another he will never
in all the ages catch up with the other.
"It may be asked, What is being done in the temple in Sai.t
Lake City? We are working for our dead ancestors, but that
is not all, not by any means. People are becoming saviors to
their fellow-men. How? By preaching the gospel and adminiEtering the gospel ordinances for the dead and the living.
On these we differ from you people. We desire to have
harmony."
At the close I asked the speaker to read Daniel 2: 44, and
I had to urge it read before he would read.that verse without
special comment. I asked why the words. tlwown down were
used instead of destrnyed. "Well," }\e''~a.id, '"I think it means
the same thing,'' but he admitted that'll~ had rfot read it as it
was. Then I asked him why .the representatives of that" church
thus quoted that passage when they wished to make an
argument against the "Reorganization." I told him that we
believed that it, the church,. had not been destroyed, but if
we believed in their theory we would have to believe that it
had been.
He made the same claim that is generally made about
building temples, that is that they are always commanded to
build, and not always commanded to build. He confessed that
we had a record of the command to build the Kirtland Temple,
and the Nauvoo Temple, but he did not know where the command was to build the temple in Salt Lake City,-that they
did not have the records, all of them.
I asked what other things they did in the temple at Salt
Lake City besides work for their dead ancestors, as they had
said that was not all they did there. They answered by reading out of the Doctrine and Covenants abo.ut washings ·and
anointings, etc. I asked them if that was all they did. They
said, No. I inquired what else they did, but they again answered that they did not have all the records, so they could
not tell.
..
. Id.
Editors Hern ·

.

. .. 'T

I inquired if i: understoQd that they were sent to,,p1·each
the gospel. They answered, Yes. Do you preach anything
?ut the gospel? I asked. Th,ey answered, No. I then asked
if t.hey did not preach polygamy privately whenever opportunity offered. They said sometimes .they showed' it was
acco~·ding to the Bible. Do you ever advocate that p1in~iple
publicly? They answered, 'No. I.asked i{ they knew any-
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thing about a tract being sent QUt by the Northern States
Mission of their church that advocated polygamy. They at
first tried to evade the question, and tried to make it appear
that they did not send out such a tract, but they finally aclmowledged that they each had one, but that it was a lecture
by a non-Mormon. I acknowledged that, but I inquired why
they were interested in spending postage in sending it out
to our people. They . said, to show that the Bible did not
oppose polygamy, and that it was so understood by others
besides the Mormons. I asked what they called such work as
sending out tracts favoring polygamy, if it was not publicly
advocating polygamy, but they could not answer. They concluded that the best thing was to discuss the differences publicly, and to that I agreed, but I could not get them to write
out a proposition, but said that when Elder Pace was tltrough
discussing at Davenport they would send me the same propositions, and took my address ostensibly for that purpose. We
will wait and see.
Elder Roberts has accepted of the following pi:opositions
to be discussed at Ottumwa, beginning July 25, nothing preventing:
.
"1. The church of which I, J. F. Mintun, am a member,
incorporated under the name of the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is the true church of
Christ, and in harmony with the Scriptures in orig·in, organization, doctrine, ordinanees, and practice.
"2. The Church of Christ, of which I, W. G. Roberts, am a
member, is the church of Ch1ist, and scriptural in organization, origin, name, doctrine and practice.
"3. The Book of Mormon is of divine origin and its teachings entitled to the respect and belief of all Bible believers.
"4. The sixty-six books as found in the King James' Translation and Revised Versions is the perfect revelation of God's
will to man and all that is essential to his salvation."
We expect to begin tent meetings in this city the first of
next week, to continue as interest may require. ·
Your tracts entitled, "All Bri11:hamite roads lead to polyga~y," and "Duplicity exposed,1' just received. They will
do good. The article on the "CorneJ,· stones of the Utah
church" should be in tract form.
In hope of the final conflict,
J. F. MINTUN ..
FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS.
So many of the Saints have been
in and passed through our city, and quite a number, commissioned with a special charge, have labored in our midst to the
end that we might see the beauty of the Christlife and the
glorious possibilities of life eternal, that a letter coming from
us may be like a voice speaking from the past, awakening in
some one's mind, pleasant reminiscences, and for a brief
period transporting the mind in thought to the many manifestations of God's Holy Spirit, that are not confined by time
or space.
Fall River is a city of hills -and vales, a city the land of
which must have be!Jn shaken tenifically at the time of our
·Savior's crucifixion, according to the Bible and the Book of
Mormon statements, for on every hand the granite rocks have
been thrown to the sutface, making the cost of working the
streets to grade and the putting in of the sewerage system
very expensive.
I do not wa:u't to speak about the rocks of .Quru~ity,and, its.
· municipal expenses, but- about the power of the .gospel· and'
resistive forces that this same power meets. A perfect man
being placed in an imperfect enviro:i;-ment may not ~e afl'ec~ed
by his environment, but place an imperfect m.an . m al!- l~
perfect environment and- I am s1;1re.. the enVIronment .win
make the same in_Jpression upon him m the course of time.
In Jooldng at the -different races of the wor!d they appear to
Dea1• Herald Readers:
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have taken upon themselves peculiarities, manifested ment_ally
and physically, that seem to be confined to that particular
portion of the earth upon which each race of people dwells.
Now, Fall River, being such a city of hills, vales, and rocks,
it almost rnems that the people have taken upon themselves
the characteristics of their city. Fall River is a city of great
cotton manufacturers, a home of cotton goods workers; ·all
except a few having hearts like their native hills, whe_rein the
seed of the gospel can find no root. For the past two or three
years our missionary in charge has tried to place before_ the
minds of the people of this city, their position in the kingdom
of God, from the Bible standard, sending such able and efficient workers as Brn. A. B. Phillips, and R. B. Howlett to
labor in our city, in tent preaching.
When the books are opened at the great judgment day, they
will show the earnest efforts put forth and also· the results,
and while we feel sorry that the results have not as yet
matured into obedience to the gospel principles, we feel sure
that our city has been salted to some extent by the salt of the

Mannering sees .this, or if anyone will notify him 0 f
t I ·
h'
my re~.~~ , , want 1mEto be sure .and ,write me. I am at Brother
I
s now at • scatawpa, and will try to start a meeti
here m a day or two.
ng
I left the Bluff Creek Branch this morning at the 1
the Mobile district conference that had been held the .c osTeh~f
b
h .
re.
is
ranc 1s near Vancleave. The many strangers that I ' t
could think of my name with little trouble. I met man med
and faithful Saints. The Saints here are so friendly
ro
can not help but -enjoy himself. We had fasted and :ra;:~
the Sunday before the conferenc!l for its welfare, and when
all th.e people met you cou~d see the very spirit of charity and
love m all. I must say it was a good conference in every
way. A fine prayer and testimony meeting was held Sunday
with many good prayers and testimonies.
There was a step taken in regard to , helping the Mobile
Saints· buy a gospel tent for that city, to be used at other ..
places at idle times. There were about twelve dollars raised
at the conference for that purpose. The confe1·ence closed

earth. Some of the Saints may take the view that it is neces-

with many sad hearts, warm handshakes, and an urgent invitation to come again, but one of the best parts of the conference

sary to preach the gospel to all people, as a witness either to
bless or condemn, but personally I want the gospel to· be
a blessing to the people. If it be necessary that_ the Saints
be divided in the working out of the gospel plan, one part of
the Saints standing upon the mount of blessing to bless the
acts of obedience, the other standing upon the mount of
cursing to curse the acts of disobedience, it is my earnest
desire to stand upon the mount of blessing, not with the
thought of shrinking the trials incident to the overcoming the
lusts of the flesh and the putting on of the nature of Christ,
but that my feet may appear beautiful as we walk upon the
mount, bringing good tidings.
Well do I remember Bro. David Anderson visiting thif; city
to labor in our midst. I was an attendant but not a member,
and how my heart was filled by some influence that was divine
in its nature, and how beautiful nature seemed, what wonderful testimonies were opened up to my mental vision, all seeming to testify of a Father's love and care of his creation.
Time has found me growing quite accustomed to this marvelous light, and while we may get accustomed to receiving of
the Spirit, we never get weary of receiving it, for it comes
as an old friend, and yet there is something new with each
visit. It is a familiarity that does not breed contempt. How
glorious will be the morning when we live in the place that
God has set apart for his people and the storehouse of heaven
is opened unto us, with Christ in our midst initiating us in
the glories of a life in the presence of God.
May the present find us all preparing, and the future find
JOHN PILLING.
us prepared.
SAINT BERNARD, OHIO, June 27, 1910.
Editors Herald: I request the prayers of the Saints in my
behalf. I will add a testimony concerning my weakness of the
flesh. I have not been living right and I am cut off from the
church. I know this work is true and my heart's desire is to
make all things right and live right and come back. I want
all the Saints to pray for me and I will live right, so God will
answer your prayers in my behalf. I am the lost one, but
pray that I may be found.
Yours in the one faith,
LAFAYETTE GOTT.
4936 »CARTAGE PmE.
'_t,-, .,,[,

ESCATAWPA, MISSISSIPPI, June 30, 1910.
Dear Herald: I have looked for a letter in the HERALD or
Ensign for some time, from some of my old friends in Texas,
but I s,ee they do not write much. I feel very lonesome here
and would be glad to hear from anyone. You can address me
at 262 Biloxi, Mississippi, and it will reach me. If Brother
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was enjoyed Friday night,-an entertainment conducted by
Sr. Edna Cochran with the Sunday school and Religio workers.
I know it was the best I ever attended. It made me think
that it was the drilling of an· army for a great battle that
awaited them in the future. Sister Edna is to be highly recommended for her faithfulness.
Since coming to this State about two or three weeks ago,
I have inducted five precious souls into the kingdom. I feel
well in the work flf the Lord, but I feel weak and want all ·
the Saints to pray for me. This is a grand work, and we
that occupy places therein ought to be faithful. God is smiling on some of the young people here in this district, and the
Spirit has designate!I some that will be called to occupy in
the priesthood. May they live faithful.
Your well-wishing brother,
ALBERT VAN CLEAVE.
VALLEY1;STATION, KENTUCKY, June 23, 1910.
Editors. Herald: I 'willidropi a word from this part of the
vineyard to your valuable columns. I have been holding
meetings in a schoolhouse about twelve miles from the city
since the 12th with a growing interest. One very nice lady
stood up for baptism last night and her husband has said he
was going to go with his wife. I think there will be rnveral
others in the near future, as many have confessed that they
never heard the gospel before, although they have att.ended
church all their lives.
This place is a new opening. Just last winter I held a
week's meetings here. The people are kind hearted and take
us home with them. They are mostly members of the Methodist and Lutheran churches imd many of them have expressed
themselves as not believing the doctrines and baptisms in their
churches. The only remedy for them is to come over on the
Lord's side and obey his word. Then they can know that the
doctrine we preach is true.
May we ever be faithful to this ever true church and be ab1e
to build it up. Our branch in the city has such a scattered
membership that we can not have any Religio, and we have
no success in building up a Sunday school, but we hope f~r
better conditions. May the Lord bless and speed his ca~se, 18
my prayer. I am ever praying for the ltedemP:tiol,l of Zion.
1381 SEVENTH STREET. .
,
J. W. METCAJilk
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, June, 191~. I
5
Dea1· Brothers and Sisters: Having passed through t 11a
and sorrows as well as joys in this latter day work, and ~~t
seeing any account of the loss that came to me aml my fami Y
in any of our church papers, I thought I would write to you
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d 1 t ou see that although the dear Lord saw fit to let
an et!~ ugh a severe trial, yet in his great mercy he also
US go
HO
•
oured out his blessmgs on us.
P 11 the 7th day of December, 1909, two of my sons (George
0
A d Robert E.) were installing an acetylene gas generator
fo~·":elding purposes. This was their last day to be at ~his
I
where they make safes, and the firm that was buying
fi :c~elding plant wished it for welding certain parts of their
safes together. I had been talking to my son George at 1.15
o'clock p. m., and when he bade me _good-bye, he told me that
he was going up to the safe works to put on a s11-fety valve on
the generator and then they would be ready to turn the plant
over to the owners of the safe works. My ·youngest boy,
Robert, had been there two or thre~ days showing their people how to work the plant for weldmg.
After I bade my son good-bye; I had to meet a party from
New York who came to Philadelphia to see me on business.
We did not get through our business till 6 p. m. I lived near
the church, which is about an hour's ride from my office, so
when I got home it was about 7 p. m. I did not know what
was wrong, but I could see by their faces that there was
something wrong. One of the sisters of the church and my
oldest daughter and her husband were there, but I did not
see my wife. I asked for her and they said she_ had gone up
stairs and for me to get my coat off first as they had something to tell me. I took off my coat and they told me that
my two boys had been blown up in an explosion, killing George
instantly and burning Robert almost into a crisp. You may
judge what a blow this was to me, to know that when I bade
George good-bye near my office, it was the last time I would
ever see him alive in this world, and to think that Robert,
though his life might be spared, yet he would be disfigured
for life and blind, for they said his eyes were blown out.
After I had spoken to my wife, with very poor comfort,
as I had none to give, I got ready to go to the hospital to see
them and claim George's body. Bro. W. W. Smith came in.
He harl been down and claimed Geor!!"e's bodv for us and had
seen Robert. When he met me he c;uld hardly talk. He just
took me by the hand and said that Rbbert 'was still alive, so
I went to the hospital and what a 'siitht! ' Robert was covered
with bandages from the top of his head to-below his knees,
and the doctors told me it would b_e better for him to die, as
his eyes were gone, both blown out of their sockets, and that
his back was broken and large holes were cut and burned into
his body. While they were working with ·him he came to and
whe~ he did he told them not to bother about him, but to go
to his brother George and save him for he had a wife and
child. George was twenty-five and Robert was nineteen.
This explosion happened within two hundred yards of Bro.
A. D. Angus' home. When his daughter Jennie heard the
explosion she ran out and when she saw it was at the safe
works and knowing that my boys were there, she ran d~wn,
and the first thing she saw was the men bringing out the
body of George. He was dea.d when they got him out, but it .
:vas an ~our before they got Robert, for he was covered up
m th~ rums, there being a large s:;i.fe on top of him and tons
of bnck on top of that. When they got him ·out Sister Angus
. wanted to go to the hospital to claim the bodies for us but
~er.mother sent her son Archie to get Bro. W.W. Smith. 'Bro.
_ mith went and claimed the bodies of the boys and found
Robert still alive. He stayed with him until they had him
bandage? up, for••Robe1·t's clothes were burned ·off his b~dy,
e~cept his shoes. Brother Smith then went and told George's
wife and then came and told my wife and after he' had sent
some_ of the sisters to stay with my wlfe he went back to the '
hosp1t 1 t 0
R
. '
see obert ~gam and to administer to him. Dea_ r
. a
brothers and · t
'l
- the Lor
sis. ers, you WI 1 .wonder where the. blessings of
d comes m when here is my oldest son killed and my
youngest son mlth
· eyes bl own· .out, his
. , back broken,. and
.. ~ h is
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his body all cut and burned; but God is good and his promises faithful and true to his children.
When Brother Smith (though tired and worn, for he is not
strong in body, but faithful to his calling) went back to the
hospital the doctors would not uncover Robert's head· for him
to anoint him. He found a little spot on his neck that was
bare so he anointed him there aml prayed over him that he
might by the Lord's will and power come out of this with his
body in perfect health and strength, with all his faculties. The
brothers and sisters were gathered at the church for teachers'
meeting but they turned it into a prayer meeting for our boy,
and glory be to · God, their prayers were heard and answered, for when I went back to the hospital in the morning,
the first thing the doctors and nurses told me was that my
boy's eyes were all iight. They said it was something that
they could not understand. They knew his eyes were gone,
for 'when they cleaned his eye sockets out there was not an
eyeball to be seen and that they were positive his back was
broken, but now it seemed to be all right. This happened on
December 7, 1909, and it was not two weeks when I brought
my boy home with perfect eyesight and a perfect body, and
not anything on his body to show that he had ever been burned.
The eyes he had before were somewhat weak, but the set he
has now is sharp and strong so you can see that the dear Lord
will and does hear and answer the prayers of his children.
Dear Saints, is it not worth all our sacrifice to get to serve
a God and Father like this, and to _give even our life to his
service~

My son George makes four boys we have on the other shore
to meet us when we come.
Vole ask an interest in your prayers that we may prove
faithful and be able to receive a crown of glory. After the
debris was cleaned away, it was found that the plant my boys
were installing did not explode, but that a man that worked
at the safe works lit a match over a can of benzine, and it
was that which caused the explosion.
·
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOSHUA P. FOWLER.
3419 A STREET.
SIMMS, TEXAS, June 20, 1910.
Dear Herald: A few lines from a poor missionary amid the
the lone pine hills of northeastern Texas. I am listening to
the sighing of the wind as it passes through the tall pine trees,
and I think I hear the hum of the mosquito and the crotchet of
the frog, all of which makes the missionaries think about the
millennium.
I left home May 15 for ·a trip through eastern Oklahoma
and northeastern Texas. My first stop was at F;mshawe,
where I preached one sermon to a noble little band of Saints.
We enjoyed a fine prayer meeting in the evening.
My next stop was at Wister, where I met with Bro. Asa
Harder and his noble little wife. They are running a lively
paper at this place, called the Wister News. I -was royally·
entertained at the hands of Brother and Sister Harder. My
next si;op was at old Standley, where Bro. Ellis Short and
Bro. W. R. Pickering once had a large lumber business and
where there was once a good· branch; but all the Saints a1·e
scattered and gone now. This is where the Northeastern
Texas and Choctaw District was organized. I preached a
funeral sermon here to a nice little crowd gathered out at the
cemetery. When I got through a lady stepped up and asked
me if I was acquainted with Sr. Nora Short.. L,told..hei\:that
I was, but that Sister Sho1-t had passed over to the other side.
She said her kind deeds in that country would never die. Let
us all live that way, that our good deeds will never die.
My next stop was at Eubanks where I met with Brother
and Sister Wilson, noble. good Saints that knew how to make
a missionary feel at home, and they placed in my hand something to pay my way on to tell the gospel. I preached here
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a week to a fine audience. Several will be gathered in here
this summer. I blessed four children. This is a new place.
My next stop was at Cedar Springs, where the .gospel had
never been heard. Here I met with Brother and Sister Chapple whon1 I baptized a few years ago. I preached a wee~ to
an interested audience. I baptized one man and three ladies.
I went from here to old Spencer where the sound of' the
gospel had never been heard. I preached four days to an
interested crowd and I think I will be able to do a good work
at this place in the near future.
From there I came to northeastern Texas where the owl
hollows loud and the pine trees grow tall and mosquitoes
keep you good company during the few hours the poor missionary has to sleep.
,
I met many Saints I had baptized when I first went into the
ministry work, still holding fast to the rod of iron. Some
day I hope to meet them all in Zion.
,
We are preaching every night and two sermons on Sunday and having a good audience. I have met some Saints
that have not heard for three years. I preach a few sermons
and administer the Lord's supper and have a prayer meeting
if I am with them on Sunday, leaving them rejoicing, and
pass on. So I am i~ the battle until the conflict is over and
the victory is won.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints, for my health
is not good.
Your brother,

E. A.

ERWIN.

CLAY CITY, INDIANA, June 21, 1910.
Dear Herald: I so enjoy reading the HERALD and in fact
any and all things which have to do with this glorious latter
day work. Yet I feel impressed that I should do my part,
be it ever so small; and I trust I may perhaps be able to
encourage some, even as I have been encouraged and strengthened by the good letters I rnad from time to time.
I have not always been a Latter Day Saint, having been a
member of the Christian Chu1·ch before uniting ,.,-ith this one.
I often feel that I have miEsed so much in that I never even
knew of this church until we moved to Fayette City, Pennsylvania, two and one half years ago. Still I feel that God
is wonderfully kind and merciful to me to have led me into
this marvelous light--this wonderful truth.
I have four boys from one to five years of age, and my
greatest desire is to see them stanch defenders of the truth
once delivered to the Saints, and my constant prayer is that
God will spare me and so help me to train them that I may
see this prayer granted.
We are not close enough to any branch of Saints that I
can attend regularly and bear my testimony of this work and
to receive strength from such meetings. I have been in this
work more than two years. I know this work is from God
and therefore true, for God is true. He has blessed me and
mine so often and so wonderfully, that never has my faith
and joy in the work been greater than now, and I feel to say
as did Job, "I know that my Redeemer liveth."
Pray for me that I may ever be faithful, meek, and humble, doing my duty cheerfully at all times. Ev-er praying for
the welfare of the church and for the redemption of'Zion,
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. C. F. DAVIS.

, Editor£l''1Ierald: We 'are now settled at 802 North Main
street, 'Kewanee, Illinois, in our new home, ready to take up
our pastoyal duties. The ptospects are not flattering by any
means, but we are hopeful of better conditions and by the
help of the ,Spirit of the Master we trust to have results.
Yours in bonds,
JOSEPH ARBER.
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July 6, 1910
That Kirby ville Debate,

It is very evident that the millennium has not yet c

Neither have'the saints or Christians all come to a unii°mef
0
the faith. This fact was manifested in the debate at Ki~b •
ville between Elder W. M. Aylor, <if the Reorganized Chur~h
of Jesus Chi·ist, and J. W. Chism, Christian Evangelist for
the Church of Christ. '
Kirbyville is a lively little city of three thousand inhabit.
ants where Mr. Kirby has a large sawmill. The debate was
held in the auditorium with ample seating capacity for five
or six hundred, but on account of the prejudice against the
local congregation of the Church of Christ and general prejudice against the angel's message, the other churches were
prepared with a· well-organized boycott in the form of protracted prayer meetings the tirst week and later by preaching
services, but we had a fairly good attendance.
The debate occupied twelve sessions, six on each proposition. Brother Aylor affirmed that the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is in harmony with
the New Testament church, in origin, organization, doctrine,
faith, and practice. Mr. Chism affirmed the same for his
church. The pegple of the Church of Christ have a membership in Kirbyville of perhaps fifty or more. J. W. Chism is
recognized by them as their champion debater of Texas,
so it was with some degree of pride and happy anticipatiOn
that they entered the conflict. We have no members there,
therefore we were sti'angers among strangers in a strange
land with a champion to contend with, but, we were hopeful
nevertheless, aEd had ,confidence in , our cause and faith in
the triumph of truth.
We were kindly cared for' at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Gilchrist, our board being paid by the members of
the Church of Christ, therefore we can remember with grati- ,
tude many features of this conflict. We were hopeful and
prayerful that' good wouid result and God's truth be vindicated. We would not enter into details in reporting many
minor issues, but there are a few we desire your readers to
know. Permit me to say, first, that each time I attend a
debate and hear what we. call the angel's message attacked,
it makes me rejoice to know that my faith and member~hip
are in a church that can be defended honorably and candidly,
that we do not need to reso.rt to trickery, quibbling, slander,
and sophistry to maintain our cause. _ I have seen so much
of that kind of work, nof only in debates but to oppose our
efforts all along, that I am at times forced to doubt the
sincerity and honesty of those who oppose us. I prefer to
believe them honest--honcst, but miserably blinded.
Brother Aylor led in the affirmative by explaining the differ-ence between us and the Utah Mormons, reading from co?rt
decisions· and other extracts to prove our respectable sta~dmg
where we are known, and that it is only prejudice and ignorance that speak evil of the Reorganized Church. He the.n
gave a description of ,the New Testament church, what it
was in organization doctrine, faith, and practice, and urged
the people to observ~ that-he was to prove that the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ was in harmony with it. The
church of the first centur;v had in it prophets, apostles, e~ang elists I bishops > teachers I eldersI and deacons; halsor gifts,
the
prophecy, and tongues, interpretations of tongues, ea. mil',,, d'
sick, wisdom, knowledge, miracles, etc., with an mspn~d'
ministry and the promise of the Holy G~os~\~o ap,,who wou
obey the gospel. (Acts 2: 38, 39; John 7: 16; 17.)
",
· f 01· its share • ofh
· h came m
The mission of Joseph S m1t
support, using Daniel 2: 44; Isaiah 11: 10-13 ;. Zech·a~ia
2: 1-5; Genesis 4!'): 22-27; 48: 12-20; and Revelatwn 14 ~a~
The e texts with others were used to prove that Go
'
to do" a work' in the last d:;-.ys-in
the eleventh hour (Matthew
20: 1-6).
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But the champion of 1'exas therefore disputed the applica. · d and in lieu thereof challenged, defied, and dared
tton
ma!or
e to
' prove that they meant what hi! said
· t h ey d'd
. A
I . M'r.
~:~· ~ontended that Joseph Smith was a bad man in every
nsmt and opened his first speech in an effort to belittle
respec
'
• et c.,
· an d
for his knowledge of grammar, l ogic,
. ti ,. Aylor
BIO Iel
'
" '
th th' k t ' t · d f
that the Devil appeared to. "Joe h1n
e . Itchet !~s ~~ hod
the Lord. He contended with muc energy
a
oe .a
dd d two books to the Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrme
a de Covenants, that he came under the curse of Revelation
;~· 18 that the gospel of Christ was complete without these
tw~ b~oks. James 1: 25 speaks of the perfect law of liberty,
hence the law was perfect and needed nothing further. Timothy had known the Holy Sc1'iptures from a child, "which
·is able to make thee wise unto salvation," so we don't need
"Joe Smith's" revelations nor Book of Mormon. Brother
Aylor Ul'ged Mr. Chism to explain· what scripture i_t was
Paul referred to that make Timothy wise unto salvation. Was
it the New Testament? If not (it being not written then)
and he was wise unto salvation without it, why do we need
it? But !\fr. Chism found many' other things to talk about,
so he did not explain. This same champion also said that
Isaiah 29 does not refer to a book at all-no hint there
that a book was to come out of the ground or any other way
-but something, he didn't say what it was, was to be as
a book.
After setting up the church in the first century, Brother
Aylor Ehowed where the wicked apostasy was to overcome it
and violence take it by force (Matthew 11: 12), and that
the church pictured as a woman .(Revelation 12) was,to flee
into the mountains for 1,260 days or years. Then traced the
history when it went into the wilderness; in A. D., 570, remaining 1260 years, which would give us 1830 as the date of its
return or reestablishment. ·He then called attention to the
proposition, Is this restored church or this reorga~ized church
in harmony with the New Testament church. Notwithstanding we were among strangers and had a champion tq contend
with, the people began to see from the· first session that
Brother Aylor was supporting his claims by the Bible, while
Mr. Chism was answering him withJslander and -ridicule and
real infidel argument. Mr. Chism delighted to read from
such works as, Metropolitan Life'of New York, John Hyde,
Towne, Brighamites, and others who were turned out of the
church and afterwards spoke evil of us. He seems to have
no regard for court decisions or witnesse:;; unless they were
p~·ejudiced against us, but the effort of Mr. Chism to prejudice the case was a flat failure. The prevailing sentiment of
the people is that Chism lost from start to finish. I wish
to my, however, for Mr. Chism that in just one session during
the discussion of the first pro~osition did he really debate the
question at issue. I- think he made an honest able effort to
explain 1 Corinthians 13 the way he believes it, but Brother
Aylo.r. held the fort and showed the people that the perfect
cond1t10n has not yet come; therefore these gifts are to continue till we all come to a unity of the faith, until the coming
0
~ our Lord in power and glory, when he shall reign as
Kmg of kings and Lord of lords. "Then that which is in
part shall be done away."
It should be recorded here that Mr. Chism in his attack
on Joseph Smith being a prophet, praised the idea that
Al?xan.der Campbell was not
propl).et, that he was an
u~msp1red man. This statement will be needed later on and
~I no doubt appear strange, to say the least especially
w en we anive at the end of Mr. Chism's argum'ent in sup~orf·t of the 1827 movement which, as he claims, was established
in
· when the sanctua1'Y shall
· be
( ulfillment of many prop h ec1es
;~s) cleansed and the primitive gospel restored! -Just think
? ;t'd· . Prophets as far back as Moses, 'then on to Malachi and
Ille u mg the apostles, John in 'the wonderful vision on Patmos

a
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all of them under the inspiring influence of the Holy Ghost
-foretelling future events. One event especially: the cleansing of the sanctuary and the restoration of primitive Christianity and yet God using Alexander Campbell to do the
missionary work of it and not giving him any inspiration whatever! This modern expression see.ms to fit right here: "Now,
what do you know about that?"
Mr. Chism's attacks on joseph Smith did not win him any
favor, nor his ridicule .about him "seeing the Lord in the
thicket." He made quite an effort against the Doctrine and
Covenants. See -section 26, where it says, "Behold,, I say
unto you that it mattereth not what ye shall eat or what ye
shall drink when ye partake of the sacrament, if it so be that
ye do it with an eye single to his glory." This was evidently
very sweet to Mr. Chism and he seemed to enjoy himself keeping it before his audience. "It makes no difference what
ye Latter Day Saints eat at your sacrament services, pork
or beans, soup or cabbage, anything, Joe Smith said so."
No explanation from Brother Aylor would satisfy this Texas
champion. He was determined we should eat pork and beans at
sacrament. It should be remembered that this same Mr. Chism
was representing a church and people who make the boast that
they speak where the Bible speaks and are silent where the
Bible is silent, and that they have no creed, no confession of
faith, no discipline-nothing but the Bible alone. Of course
this idea was paraded for six sessions of the debate with
much enjoyment for Mr. Chism and his faithful few. When
Chism's church was on trial, Brother Aylor introduced so
many other books written by leading lights in this "Church
of - Christ" movement that it seemed a revelation (as it
were) to even Mr. Chism himself. It had been made promi-.
nent that the Latter Day Saints had other books beside the
Bible, but now when their books were being introduced, several
of them, it was a bitter dose for the "faithful few." Can
the reader imagine the surp11.se, the humiliation, and defeat
they encountered when Brother Aylor read from one of their
oWn. books the following instruction regarding the sacrament:
"The best loaf of bread for this service is made like common
pie crust, well-baked, not dried or burned." This is found
on page 29 of The Christian Minister's Manual, compiled by
F. M. Green, assisted by writings of Alexander Campbell,
Prof. J. W. McGarvey, F. M. Brunner, T. W. Brents, and
A. B. Jones, and from the direct contributions of Thomas
Munnell and Robert Moffit.
The above extract about pie crust was simply dreadful to
hear after what had gone before, especially as Mr. Chism had
read in the Doctrine and Covenants, words that were not
there and had boasted with such glee of his Bible and "Bible
alone" creed. This is more amusing since it is a fact that
for years the members of_ this Church of Christ have been
breaking pie crust every Lord's Day as sacrament and did
not know why they· did so! But I venture to say that the
"faithful few" at Kirbyville for weeks to come will eat their
pie crust in remembrance of W. M. Aylor.
Another interesting feature of the debate was the argument of Mr. Chism to do away with apostles and proph"ts
in the church. The apostles were the constitutional committee
appointed to form the constitutional government, the church,
and therefore these committeemen_ would have no successors,
their work having been finished. Now there is quite a diffe1;-_
ence in a set of men being members of a constitutional committee or convention and being members of the state or
government after the constitution j~. adopted ... '.'l.Paul says,
"God set in the church first apostles," and Chism says, "God
called twelve apostles and appointed them as a constitutional
committee." I suppose that could be called Chismism. This
is a sample of this Texas champion's. work all the way through
the debate. If our brethren are posted in books, theirs and
ours, there is no need to dodge this self-styled "wise-man."
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The most glaring piece of his work was his effort to explain
Revelation 13 and make the beast therein refer to Joseph
Smith. He claims to read Greek as readily .as English, . so
he pretends to furnish the Greek in explaining Revelation
13 and concludes that Joseph Smith is the.beast referred to,
his name corresponding to Greek numerals to make 666. We
had with us the Greek grammar and the Emphatic Diaglot
and anyone who knows thee English alphabet and can count
from one to nine can see that Mr. Chism is wrong in his
explanation. In SAINTS' HERALD of January 18, 1905, you
will find an article from Bro. H. 0. Smith on this same
matter which you will find correct. Mr. Chism contends that
the word Smith in Greek should have the letter i added in
order to "Greekize" it; it would then read "Smithi." Granting
this to be true, it requires this additional i supported by the
natural 10 to permit this champion to have the full number
-666. In the Greek alphabet, the letter o appears twice,
once as in omicron which is short o. The other is omega, long
o. But we are not left to a matter of preference or taste
as to how we pronounce the word Joseph-whether long or
short o. For the Emphatic Diaglot furnishes the long o. as
in omega, its numeral being 800. If Mr. Chism had used this
o it would have been fatal to his plan, so he used short o
in order to decrease the numeral to 70, then to diminfsh still
further and make his letter scheme work, he uses the vau,
the Greek f instead of sigma, the Greeks in the word Joseph.
Vau has only six to its credit while sigma has 200 as its
natural, so by these cunning changes, together with the added
i to "Greekize" the word Smith, he makes out his case. Then
to clinch his argument he says, "Can anyone doubt that I
am right in it after noting the image?" ·He then closed his
preface with the solemn words, "I am yours for the whole
truth." These qoutations are from Mr. Chism's book, Campbellism-What is it? On page 195 you find this language
after several pages of endeavor to prove that- the prophecies
of Daniel were fulfilled in 1827 by the cleansing of the sanctuary by A. Campbell and others.
There is a quotation which Mr. Chism should read: "The
wisdom of their wise men shall perish and the understanding
of their prudent men shall be hid." We will not prolong
our comments on Mr. Chism's rendering of Greek on the name
of Joseph Smith, but simply say, "It is a glaring, deceitful
bluff, such as gamblers use .when they w~nt to scoop in the
other man's money with only a pair of deuces in hand."
On Mr. Chism's proposition, he laboted hard to establish his
church in fulfillment of prophecy. That it was in harmony
with the New Testament church, hammer and 'chisel cutting
down the standard so it would fit his little Pennsylvania town
church by Alexander Campbell. Brother Aylor repeatedly
kept that before the people, that Chism was cutting down
the standard in order that he might be in harmony, etc. The
people could see this and it proved a heavy blow -to the
champion and his "faithful few." We rejoice in the triumph
and are happy in the conflict for truth.
In bonds,
R. M. MALoNEY.
"Wh~n P}iilJ.ips Brooks was going abroad," says the "Spectator" hi·.the Outlook, "a friend rallied him about discovering
a new religion and l)ringiug it back with him. 'You had better
be careeful, Bishop,' .he said; 'it might be difficult to get a
new religion through the customhouse.' 'I think not,' observed
Mr. _Bro'oks. 'Any religion popular enough to lmport would
have no duties attached to it.' "
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iiew$ From Branches
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Although the air is hQ.t and humid, nature is dev l ·
wth f 11
·
·
eopmga
· h
r1c gro.
o a .thmgs. good for the)nner man. At the
Juneh budsmedss m~etmg, _thirteen were received by letter and
one un re were granted letters, about ninety of wh' h
B ranch . Our
. present memberic were
f o~· th. ose of th e S outh • S'd
1 e
ship rs twenty-two hundred.
On Children's Day, the 12th, nine hundred and thirty-three
we1:e ~resent. On: ~hat occasion, there were a fine large choir
of Jumors and durmg the evening's exercises, which were in
charge of Bro. H. Barto1 four young men delivered excellent
short addresses to good effect. The decorations, which wer~·
of flags, oak leaves, ferns, and flowers, were beautiful. At
1.30 p. m., thirteen -children were baptized by Bro. D. J.
Krahl, Sunday school superintendent, and on the 19th eight
more went forward in baptism.
'
The Second Independence Branch was organized on the
12th, Elder I. N. White in charge of the ceremony, and Pres.
F. M. Smith. delivering a welcome address, also a full corps
of officers bemg elected and set apart for services.
On Flag Day, the 14th,. were two noted events: the marriage of Bro. and Sr. W. J. Bullard, and in the evening the
concert of Professor Carl Bush, in the _fine large chorus of
which were present seven of our own Latter Day Saint singers. Also on the 21st was another day in our memory of unusual happenings. The excavation for our new government building was· begun, a one hundred thousand dollar project.
Srs. 0. B. Smith and J. C. May have left us for their long
journey to the Society Islands.
Pres. Joseph Smith, speaking to the Saints at th~ morning
service pf ;the 26th, selected for his theme, John 8: 31:
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed;
and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you
free." The discourse contained .a great historical narmtive
and its lessons have been taught· since sixty-six years ago.
The fifty years of the speaker's service since then, beginning
April, 1860, have been offered, through the help of a higher
power, fully and freely, and he would, were he permitted,
willingly devote as long a time again, that he might make
honorable the name of his father and his co-laborers, and
that of every true and faithful Latter Day Saint. Brother
Joseph's voice was clea1• and his words impressive. They
combined to make a fitting memorial of the lives and martyr:
dom of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, and were delivered in a
manner fully in harmony with the just yet tender and kindly
spirit with which the venerable speaker has ever been inspired.
ABBIE AUGUSTA HORTON.
217 SOUTH RIVER BOULEVARD.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

KEWANEE.-District conference met with the Millersb~rg
Branch, June 18. at 9 a. m. A prayer and testimony meetml!
was held, presided over by Elders 0. E. Sade and Amos Berv~.
Business session began at 10 o'clock, presided over by Elde8
O. E. Sade and D; S. Holmes. Ma1·y E. Gillin and Amy g'
Hendricks acted as secretaries; Mira_ Cad~•', organist;, 0. • f
Bailey, chorister•. Stati_stical reports reecerved from eight ~
the nine branches in distri~t. The bishop's report..and t
treasurer's report were audited and ·found to be con.ect ~red
were accepted by the conference. Brother Berve Id~pohn
that he and Brother Bailey had attended· to the or maier
of I. H. Chamberlain, of the Tri-Cities, to the. office of .el ~ict
as instructed by the last- conference. Election of d!~tr t·
officers resulted as follows: Oral E. Sade, for. presi env~
Mary Gillin; secretary; C. E. 'Ball, treasurer; Nettie I. Ilea
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ener librarian. The conference gave Brother Sade the privilege' of choosing two counselors as he requested. He chose
Charles L. Mohny and C. E. Willey. The present auditing
board was sustained for another year. Reunion committee
announced that the joint reunion would be held at Prospect
Park, Moline, Illinois, August 12 to 21. Bro. Roy Hopkins
was granted the privilege of addressing the conference in the
interest of Graceland College and he did so. There were
three prayer and four preaching services. Elders Amos
Berve, C. E. Willey, Joseph Arber, and Oral Sade were the
speakers. Of the ministry there were present 13 elders, 4
priests, 3 teachers, and 4 deacons, total 24. Unity of purpose
and diligence in labor seemed to be the keynote throughout
the sessions. Conference adjourned to meet with Dahinda
Branch, October 1 and 2, 1910. Mary E. Gillin, 115 Clark
avenue, Peol'ia, Illinois.
iVIONTANA.-Montana district conference met at Bozeman
at 10 a: m., with Bro. A. J. Moore, president in the chair.
By i,not10n the conference was presided over by the district
pres1denc)'.. Branch~s reporting: . Bozeman, gain 2; Deer
L~dge, gam, by baptism, 24, b:y transfer from disorganized
Victor Branch, 32. Report of Bishop's agent, Bro. Thomas
~ee.se, was read and referred to an auditing committee· conSIStmg of the following:: Brn. J. P. Wyckoff, W. P. Bootman, and John E. Eliason, who reported. it correct. Report
as follows: Balance on hand last report (February 17
1910), $93.6?; collected, $1,143.85 ;, paid out, $1,226.24; balanc~
$11.26. Written reports were read from Brn. W. P. Bootman
and A. J. Moore. Motion made and seconded that the district
tent .be placed at the disposal of the missionary in charge.
Carried. Brother Young was elected chorister. Sr. Maggie
~eese was elected organist. At 2 p. m., written report of
Elder I. !VI. Sm~th was read. Others who reported were J. H.
Wells, F. Chr1stofferson, A. B. Moore John E. Eliason
Thomas Reese, Clint Williams, Jake Ehason. Mo'ved and
0
kded that w.e hold t~e next district conference at Race
a
motion the time was set at October 15 and· 16,
1 10c· · J .Bpy. Wyckoff,
clerk.

r?t

ilioo.
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means to purchase a tent for the benefit of Saints in Mobile.
B.ro. W .. L. Booker was .elected president, Oscar Tillman,
v1ce-pres1dent, Edna Cochran secretary, and Oscar Tillman
librarian. Preaching Saturday night by Brother Van Cleave,
and on Sunday, at 11 a. m., by Brother Chute. Prayer and
sacrament meeting Sunday at 3 p. m., in charge of Brother
Booker and L. C. Goff. Preaching Sunday night by Brother
Van Cleave. Conference adjourned to meet with the Three
Rivers Branch September 17, 1910, at 10 a. m.
Convention Minutes.

NOR1'HEASTERN ILLINOIS.-Convention of the Northeastern
Illinois District Sunday school association convened at Mission, Illinois, June 17, 1910, at 3 p. m. The usual routinel;msiness was transacted together with institute work. Adjourned to meet the day previous to the next district conference, the time being left with the presiding officer. La
June Howard, secretary, 12055 Parnell avenue, West Pull. man, Chicago, Illinois.
MINNESOTA.-Sunday school convention met at 2 p. m. 1 on
June 17, 1910, during the district reunion near Bemidji,
Minnesota, T. J. Martin in chai·ge by request of superintendent, Kate Martin. Secretary reported 129 members in the
five schools of the district. Treasurer reported $2.03 on hand.
The district home department has a membership of 27 with
$3.27 on hand. Officers elected: Kate Martin, superintendent; P. W. Martin, first assistant; .Eleanor Whiting, second
assistant; Hallie M. Gould, secretary; Ethel Tucker, treas.
urer and home department ·superintendent. The matter of
organizing a library board was presented by Leonard Houghton. Matthew Houg·hton and Matthew Jepson were elected
to act on such board, providing the conference should also
elect a member the following day. Three superintendents,
Delbert Whiting, Fannie Houghton, and P. W. Martin gave
interesting reports of the work of their schools. The requirements for the standard of excellence were taken up and
addresses or papers were had on the library work, benefits of
sending delegates to district and General Conventions, normal
work, and necessity of quarterly .school reports. Adjourned
to meet on the Friday preceding th'e next disti'ict conference
at same place. Hallie M. Gould;: secretary.

MOB~LE.-District .convened with the Bluff Creek Br~nch
B~~k an Cleave, Mississippi, June 18, 1910. Brn. W. L.
Coch ';I and G.. T. Chu~e were chosen to·· preside; Edna
Gl dian and Vida D~Pnest secretaries; Leah DePriest and
MOBILE.-A business meeting of the Mobile District Sunday
vislti~ce :~ble orgam.sts; and Vida DePriest chorister. All school and Religio associations was held1 in connection with
. g amts were mv1ted to take part in th. e conference
the. district conference at Van Cleave, Mississippi, March 18,
Mmutes
·
reportingof Ia~ t . seBs10n
w.ere read and approved. Branches· 1910, Brn. W. L. Booker and A. G. Miller presiding. Sunday
Rivers
';eie ·
~y Mmette, 1~5 i Tlieo'dore, 88; Three
schools reporting were-Bluff Creek, Three Rivers, Theodore,
123 •Bluff Creek, 111. Official reports: Elders G. T. and Pleasant View:; the latter, being a newly organized school,
Chute'w
Booke~· · J. ~o~ker, F. P. Scarcliff, G. W. Shermani W. L. . was enrolled as a school of the Mobile District. Edna Cochw. SmithOscar Tillman, and Albert Van Cleave; Priests T. ran was elected home department superintendent and Vida
agent's , and L. C. Goff; Teacher James Powell. The Bishop's ,De Priest assistant. Mr. Garrett, .Oscar Tillman, and Albert
was readepodt was read and approved.. Treasurer's report Miller were chosen as a committee to solicit means to }:rnrL. c Goffan approved. Books were audited by G. T: Chute, chase tracts and otli'er literature for distribution in the disand 0scar'
J. C. Yocom. Mr. Garrett, .Brother Chute, trict. Reports of Religio locals at Th1'ee Rivers and Theodora
1 man were chosen as a _committee. to solicit ·were read, also report of home department ·superintendent of

.
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Herald Publishin!!- House
$100.00 Gold Bonds,. bearing
interest at five per cent

Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

Redeemable a:(_ter due 'notice is given by the Herald Publishing Himse.
·
These bonds. are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August 1st.
·
Both principal and inte1·est payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
·
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are of sm.all denominationi thus enabling those
of very moc!erate means to become pure rnsers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We h;ive issued only 250 bonds-$26,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

July 6,.19~0

Oklahoma City
. We h·ave fo1: sale fin~ farms and
city pr~per~y m Oklahoma City. o~11 80
homa C1tv is one of the fastest
·a·
cities of Its age in the United lt~iwing
We have about 135 miles of es. ·
streets, and about 30 miles undelaved
struction.
con"?/e have recently gained the Ca ital
'!'h1ch makes 9kl!1lioma City the ca';iital
city. An;)'.one WIShmg to purchase business
lots, r!JSlde~ce .lots, or lots in the manufacturmg. districts, and wishing to corre- ·
spop.d with llil, we will certainly give
then· correspondence special attention
, Yi' e can sell property by mail as well a~
if the customers were here.
. Qu_r terms .on city lots, close-in subd1v1s10ns, ·are $20 down and $10 to ~15
per month at an interest of 4 per cent.
Anyone buying property in Oklahoma
City now, wil.J .certainly reap good returns upon his investment, as we will
have a city of two hundred thousand people in 1915.
j • W !J can refer- you to any. b.ank in the
1c1ty m regard to our respons1b11ity. Write
.,for a free book of Oklahoma City. .
DANIELS REALTY CO.
I Oklahoma City is a marvel. I have
·seen Daniels Realty Company's holdings, and believe them to be safe and all
right.
HUBERT CASE,
King-fisher, Oklahoma.

,_----------------------------------..! !
Religio. Convention adjourned to meet with the Three Rivers
Branch, September 16, 1910, at 3 p. m.
Conference Notices.

At the last conference of the Toronto District held in the
city of Toronto, Canada, it was resolved that the time and
place for the fall conference be subject to the call of the district presidency and missionary in charge. Now in order
that proper time may be had to make arrangements with
railway companies regarding rates and for all arrangements
and advertising for said October conference of the Toronto
District, we do humbly request that branch presidents bring
the matter of iriviting said October conference before their
branches at the earliest opportunity and as soon as possible
inform us. John Shields, Clavering P. 0., Cameron, Ontario.

days. Price of board, tents, cots, etc., will be noticed later.
A welcome is extended to all the Saints, especially in the
East, to meet with us. Arch D. Angus, chairman; Benjamin
R. McGuire, secretary'.
Pastoral.

Having been placed in charge of the Southeastern Mission,
I ask all the Saints in this large field to give all the assistance they can in every legitimate way possible to the missionary force and thus be helpers in making the efforts of the
missionary a success. I take this method of asking all who
live far away from branches where the work has never been
preached to make an effort to get the people interested in
our work and also to get church houses and schoolhouses
where these can not be secured, if you can only secure a
private house, the missionary will be glad to come and preach
the word if you can get the people out to hear.
Convention Notices.
I would be pleased to have any of the Saints or friends of
The Sunday school con~ention and the conference will meet the cause to write me in regard to the conditions where they
reside
in new places, in order that I may know what the opwith the Clearwater Branch on August 12 and 13, the convention to be held on the 12th and the conference on the 13th. portunities for labor are in your respective localities and that
All are invited to come and bring the Spirit with you. Send the demand for labor may be met so far as possible in ev,ery
the branch reports to William Kester, Clearwater, Nebraska. place in this field, while thP. missionaries m:.ike a sawfi~e
of home and loved ones and are faithful and diligent in then·
work of spreading the gospel. All the Saints are .requested
Two-Day Meetings.
to be helpers in every lawful way they can, acc<!rdm&" to thd
At Beaverton, Michigan, July 30 and 31. All are invited Lord's plan, and thus be laborers together with him and
to attend. Saints from the north on Michigan Central and worthy to share equally when the Lord comes to rewar ·
servants.
P. and M. line will be met with teams at Gladwin, Friday. hisInfaithful
behalf of the missibnaries sent to this field I ask the
evening, July 29. George·.,W. Burt, preside.nt..
prayers of all the Saints that the kind Father in heaven may
bless and direct us in our work, that all may endeayo\:
keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace, is. . e
Reunion Notices.
earnest prayer and desire of your broth!Jr and coworker Ill
The first reunion of the New York and Philadelphia Dis- Christ. All letters will reach rrie if addressed to 908 South
trict will be held at Osborn's Point, Manasquan New York
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri.
F. M. SLOVER.
fr?m August. 27 t? Septembe1: 15, 191q. '.f'he la~t three day~
will ~e o~cupied wi~h the;meetmgs of district conference. The
locat10n 1s a be.aut1ful P!ne grove overlooking the Manasquan
Riv~r. G-Ood ,river bathmg. Within two miles of the ocean.
High Priests' Quorum.
Easily a!!cess1ble to New York and Philadelphia. Trains to
these pomts every )lour. Fare from New York, two dollars
To the High P1-ie'sts: At the quorum nieetin~ last April,
and return, good till use.d. From Philadelphia, two dollars I was authorized to prepare and 1;1ublish a new hst of ,na~=~
and ~eve11ty-five cents, via Market street, return trip, good and addresses of the membersliip, and that this c1.1 1 ou
for sixteen ·days; two dollars and twenty-five cents for five letter may be up-to-date, I respectfully request that I Y
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
.
KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
J, E. Bozarth.

\V, A. Dunemn.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
G neral Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State o priviieges.
Membership about three
D~en a.1 ~he State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any hundred. Are _you looking this way for
Mts 5o'!1' -th Uni·on State 0xamination and public published statement required.
a
home?
If
soj!(p.nd
desire reliable inforState m e
•
·
mation, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF .INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
lntereat Paid on Depoaita
Knobnoster, Mo.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year ~e wish ~o thank the publ~c
d · •te all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
an m;~ndence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
~~!~~lation and business solicited.
Very -truly yours,
·
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
I~~~~-~------~-----------;I

I Iwould be pleased to correspond with

~

'' parties seeking Investment In Jack- ,,, John A. Kerr
has lived in Independence twenty years.
son County, Missouri, FIRST
I

II
,I
I MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL :
I BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL :
II STOCKS.
:
I
I
Very truly yours,
:
J. D. Briggs

I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
'them. I refer you to any bank of thio city
or Kansas City, as to my standing. as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
: Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
604.
8

i·---~n~:~:~::~:~~:~~~--~_::~

have changed your post-office address or streat number since
your last report to the quorum (some have not reported for
·one, and some for two years)-, please send me your correct
and permanent street number or post-office address. Please
do so at once upon reading this notice; as we -desire io get
this letter printed and sent to you in the near future.
Your fellow-aervant,
ROBERT M. ELVIN, Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, June 27, 1910.
.
The Bible in the Orient.

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a moden1
equipment, and are prepared to do any.
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

ent almost entirely upon the number and equipment of
teachers.
The Bibie comes to the East with a personal religion. It
brings the gospel of a new individual consciousness and
responsibility. One who has not seen the influence of the
Bible in Asia can scarcely appreciate the optimism and good
cheer which it is bringing to peoples to whom life at best
has meant in many cases illusion and despair. These men,
who have been accepting our material achievements and our
modern civilization, but have been rejecting our creeds, will
find by the study of outstanding Biblical truths the real message of Christianity to individual men.-Clayton Sedgwick
Cooper in July Centiiry.

. A 1.arge hope of Bible study in the Orient resides with the
mtelhgent Western college men who are teachers in the
government schools or representatives of the Student Volunteer Movement. In Asia there are 1,253 student volunteers,
Bathing and Health.
many _of them strong, far-sighted crusaders whom western
It might be said that the power and strength of a nation
educat10nal institutions have contributed to the Far East. or a person may be measured by its' or his regard for the
But these men, and the men who will follow them, in order bath. History furnishes emphatic iJlustrations of this fact.
to succeed, must have increasingly in mind the necessity of When Egypt, Greece and Rome wei·~ at the ·height of their
a .thor~ugh knowledge of the Oriental, and broad sympathy ancient power, their citizens made bathing a social function,
":1th h:m. In spite of recent indications of progress, espe- a municipal duty and a religious observance. The public
cially m the great port cities of the ·Orient, the men· who baths of these nations were magnificent architecturally, and
!Ire sent out to teach the Bible and to assist these countries important as centers of hygienic and municipal sentiment.
E1 the appl!cation of its principles must appreciate that With the decadence of these countries, the world seems to
astern society does not admit of sudden transformation. .have reverted to a period of mental sloth and physical unThe leaders must be content with a slow march.
·
cleanliness.
Ii Th~ g\·eat OJ?portunity of the Bibl!'l re~aissance of the East
As an authority on the matter puts it: "For a thousand
es m its bemg a movement which 1s not hampered by years, there was not a man or woman in Europe that ever
~ree.ds _or by P!trticular met~ods. It· may include men of took a bath, if the historian of these times, Michelet, is to be
~ery kmd .of faith or of no faith. It asks only that men come believed. The ancient love of the _bath seemed to have disapgethe\· with serious and practical purpose to learn the facts peared from off the land. There was no Greece or Rome to
~ruc;irnmg- a great literature. The leaders of this movement hold up the ensign of cleanliness to the nations of Europe.
f e ucated men have set their minds in the direction of a · Small wonder that the peoples ·of the Continent became
great central ideas, which are being emphasized in care- physical decadents, as indeed they were in· spite of tradition
of fh ar1()~ged courses of Bible study in the native languages to the contrary. It is not strange that there came the awful
will e r!ent. · All. ecclesiastical and sectarian· machinery epidemics that cut off _one fourth of the population i;if Euth . be omitted both m the preparation of the studies and in rope-the spotted plague; the black death; the sweating
en· P1"?motion. No priests or temples or formal observances sickness and the terrible mental epidemics that followed in
h~ft~£ thh ~oreground to d~stract or prejudice..,Over one ctheir train-the· dancing mania; the mewing mania and the
enroll
e t ree th~usand Chmese students who voluntarily biting mania. Not only the houses, but the persoµs of all
instit~f themselv~s
m Bible classes during my visit to: .the classes reeked with filth and vermin. 'fhe bath was banished
Chri f wns 0.f _Gluna last year professed !aiths other than the and filth was almost deified. Indeed, it was then thought that
prises ian rehg1on. The tremendous possibilities of this· enter- the sanctification of the body was only accomplished when
studen~ppehr when one. rc:;ali?.e~ tha~ ·the number. o~ •.Oriental· that body was indescribably dirty.-From July Physical °Culs w o could be enhsted m this study to-day is depend- ture.
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Ever Been to Colorado?
No? Then you have an ideal vacation trip in store for you-one that·
will mean a complete change of scene and of living conditions, as it should
to result most beneficially.
The grandeur of the majestic Rockies will inspire the mind; the
picturesque beauty of forest and stream refresh the soul, while the dry,
tonic mountain air will rebuild the worn and jaded body.
Don't take our word for it but go and be convinced. It costs little in
time or money (I'll be glad to tell you how much) and you will be a
thousand times repaid.
You have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorado for years-make up
your mind to-day to go this Summer and let me hand you one .of the
Burlington Colorado handbooks which tells all about where to go, what
to see and what to do, and contains a complete list of hotels,
boarding houses, ayµl ranches, with their rates.
Ask me about Estes Park, Colorado, also.

. We h~V:e just iss~ed a descriptive circular givmg. description of farms and
town proper~1es we have for sale in and
near Lamom. Send your address on
postal card and we will mail you a cop a
L amom"Land and Loan. Co., ~
G. W. Blair, Sec.

Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens
froµi Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay,. and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of·.
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar_ Calendar. The Ten Commandments, f!Jlijah and Priests of Baal con'.
t<';st, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their ge1y;·umeness and !lntiquity established. New
book of rare mterest in archreology and'·
all that appertains to the Book of Mormon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or Ensign Office.
21altlyr.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R.R.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL

Bible References-By Alvin Knisley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

• 5 cents
• • 10 cents

Five per cent interest
Paid on Tima Depoaita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking law1 of the
Stale of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

District and Branch Presidents
Take Notice.

No. 108-Leatherette. eaeh SOe; per dozen $3.ZQ,
No. 110-Limp Cloth. each SOc; per dozen '3.75.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, oach 50c.
No. 114-Flel<ibleLeather.
each $1.50.
/

We have just printed a reporting blank
THE INSTRUCTOR
for branch officers. One blank provides No. 126, cloth ..••.••••.....• , , ••. $ .76
for all branch officers.
.
No. 127, leather •.••...•....•• , , , 1.00
No. 1651-2 Per dozen . • • .OB
No. 128, leather, flexible ......... 1.50

rnuE su.ccEssioN 1N cHuRcH PRESIDENCY.

Religio' s

n --

qur Brigha~ite friends ~r~.mak~n~ an l\. T- ---- - 1
L
active campaign amongsi; me :samts. l ~ormal DOOK
You need this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the Pr~sidency
A normal book containing lessons
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
upon the Book ot Mormon and
No. 153.
R 1· .
E
d t f

s .

Graceland Receipt Book • • •
Over three .:.hundred receipts for prepar
ing things to eat.
Pri~e . . . • • •
30c

e 1g10 oc1ety.
verv stu en o
the Book of Mormon should have
one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

5 per cent

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. I~ i~ a .small
library of information w1thm itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-H;-4, respectively.

Good Location
Capital and Surplus Earnings
. A11&ets Over

$ 50,000.00
400,000.00

Good
maker,
ferred.
County,

location for blacksmith, hamess
and shoe mender. Elder
.E. · M. Carr, Allendale, WZ*
Missouri.
27-

Prlh ·

Five 'per cent per annum intere•I will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to
;:this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF:DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar
Andenon, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Andeuon.
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Watchmaker Wanted

A good, live. Latter. Day Saint, ~ohY%~
on commission. One mclmed to shg h
work need not apply. Must be tho~~~h~
Write at once to· Q, W. Pro.pst,
_z•
maker and jeweler, Vale, O~·egon . 27
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matter at Lamoni poat-o!llee.

- "If ye continue in my word, then a~o ye my dia·
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Editorial
THE MARTYRDOM OF JOSEPH AND HYRUM SMITH.
SERMON BY PRES. JOSEPH SMl'rH, AT INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

JUNE

26, 1'910.

If you need a text for the morning's service~ you
· will find it in the eighth chapter of John's gospel,
the words of the Savior, of whom the Book of Mormon tells us no man can be saved except through
faith in him; of whom Peter says, a better foundation can no man lay than that which is laid in him.
In the eighth chapter of John's gospel, the thirtyfirst verse the Savior, speiaking to those who professedly b~lieved in him, said, "If ye continue in my
word, then are ye my disciples indeed, and ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall-make you free."
Sixty-six years ago to-morrow, between four and
five o'clock in the afternoon, the lives of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith were taken by the hands of a violent
mob in the county seat of Hancock County, Illinois,
and their testimony, whatever it might _have been
up to that time, was sealed in their death. Whatever
may have been the causes primarily that led up to
the taking of the lives of these two men, one thing
is absolutely sure, that to a greater or less extent,
religious and irreligious men were banded together
to do that act of violence. There were two of their
companions in the jail with them, where Joseph and
Hyrum Smith had consented to be incarcerated, having received the faithful pledge of Thomas Ford,
then governor of the State of Illinois, that they
should be preserved from personal violence, and
should be given a fair trial before the courts of the
county. Of these two conpanions, the one, John
Taylor, was grievously wounded; the other Willard
Richards, escaped unhurt. These two we;e of the
leading quorum of the church at that time.
You will pardon me this morning if in my remarks
they shall tend somewhat to the personal side of the
question, for <as his oldest .son at the time of his
death, and now the only surviving one of his immediate family, I have a very striking, a very strong,
a very earnest interest in all that appertains to his
history, in all that he taught, in all that he left upon
record, and one of the persistent aims of my life has
been t? prove myself worthy of bearing his name,
of havmg heard him teach, 'arid of having been bap-

tized into the church in which, under the ministration of the angelic message, he. was the foremost
instrument in instituting its faith and organizing
its body into an active membership.
I was baptized by him, confirmed by an elder in
the church who was our Sunday school teacher, and
my membership in that church has never been forfeited by an act of mine, so far as such acts may
have come to the knowledge of those who are alike interested in and members of the church. I have never
been cited to appear before any ecclesiastical court
for personal immorality or evil conduct, nor has
a verdict ever been found against me by any such
court, by which my membership in that church could
be taken from me justly. In my effort to honor and
revere his name, I have believed that that reverence
and that honor could be more distinctly shown in the
strictest adherence to the things which he left on
record, which had been held out to the church as the
doctrine and faith and praCtice of the church for the
fourteen years which he and his brother and their
associates had. been engaged in the propagandizing
work that had been confided to them by their call to
the ministry and their ordination under the hands of
those who had been commissioned thus to ordain
them.
Words with me mean but little unless they be
coupled with acts, and that which is written, taking
refuge under that wonderful example given by the
Master when tempted and .tried, to exercise his
power to make bread of stones, to throw himself from
the pinnacle of the temple, when offered the temptation of wealth and power and influence of the world,
he answered that tempter with the simple statement,
"It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but
by eyery word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God." "It is written, thou shalt not tempt the Lord
thy God." "It is written, thou shalt worship the
Lord thy God and him only shalt thou.serve." I have
taken refuge under this example, "It is written."
It had been written, and though I may have been
charged with believing too much, I have yet ta learn
that God has authorized or holy men have written
more than was necessary, providing that which was
uttered and recorded accorded with tbiat which was
written -authorized to be written, comported itself
. with that which had been heard and accepted and
.
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acknowledged to be of God as his word. Hence, it is mon, as the angelic message, as the everlastin . . ;,
·... ·
d ·
g cove-·
with confidence that I express my faith in the text n~~t has IL
IS name m one of the revelations, and.
which I have chosen: "If ye continue in my word, w IC c.ame as a mei:;sage, a revelation to the
then are ye my disciples indeed, 'and ye shall know from God for the special purpose of reinstit ~an.
the truth, and the truth shall make you free." Rev- the church, restoring the angelic priesthood u mgd_ · ' an
.
. th
erence to the memory of Joseph Smith expressed in re~ t ormg
agam
e, means_ of salvation unto the
word only, and, contradicted by acts, amounts to ~hildren of men by declaring the gospel found
nothing with me, and I am satisfied that they will not m the ~ew Testament · Scriptm~es as given of
when tried before the august court of God on high. Jesus Chl'Isi! and taught by his apostles, the aposThere are three organizations to-day that profess tles of the Jamb. The second book in this triune
love for Joseph Smith the prophet. They profess to was the book of Doctrine· and Covenants first
honor and revere his memory, and possibly in each published in 1835, by- the authority of ~n asone of these organizations, to-day or to-morrow hold- sembly, · a solemn assembly of the church, held
ing special session for that specific object, the name August 17, 1835. It was held for the special purpose
of Joseph Smith will be emblazoned anew on the roll of _takin~ into account .the work of a committee apof fame by worshipers before God and in the ll'ame of pomted m September, 1834, and this committee rethe Master, who will recount the wonderful qualities ported to that au·gust assembly of 1835, and their
of the man, and the fact that he was accounted work was approved. The then existing Presidency
worthy to receive administration of angels, for the gave testimony of the truth of the ·book, the then
salvation of the children of men, that that promise existing Quorum of Twelve gave their testimony to
made to him directly, that had been spoken to Abra- the validity and truth of the book. The existing
ham of old, might be fulfilled, "in thee and thy seed quorums of seventy did the same thing, and so on
shall the kindreds of the earth be blessed."
from President Joseph Smith down to the deacons
One of these organizations, one party of those who represented in that august assembly. This book was
honor and revere the memory of Joseph Smith, say being republished at the death of Joseph and Hyrum
that he fell from his prophetic calling somewhere Smith. Wm, D. ·Morton, who was employed in the
between the years of 1832 and 1834, and was there- office of The Times and Seasons at that time, worked
after no longer worthy to receive the administration on it, and I myself ~ith one of the old-fashioned
of angels, and that the authority which he held up inkers, inked one of the forms of that Doctrine and
to that time had become vitiated, and these take his Covenants, that it might be published and sent out
words coming through him to the church up to a to the world. And through the efforts of John Taycertain period of time, and there they draw the line lor in 1845, after father's death; the book went out t-o
of demarkation, and say, what was received before the world, containing a declaration of our faith and
that time we accept, what was received afterwards, belief, as arranged by that committee in 1834 and
we deny, and hold it to be not binding upon us. They reported in 1835, and accepted by that divine assay, The acts performed up to that particular time sembly, by that august assembly, August 17, 1835.
we acknowledge as having been valid before God, but
Now you may ask what object I have in this. This
whatever took place after that in the history of the book was left on Tecord by Joseph Smith, my father,
church is not worthy of our consideration. Prac- as containing the revelations, ·a belief in which I
had accepted and into which I had been baptized by
tically this is the position taken.
Another body accepts the prl.esthood of J ciseph by the hands of my father, with others, in the MissisSmith, denies that he was a fallen prophet at any sippi River at Nauvoo. Some curious things take
time in his history, and that his being taken from the place in this history. Are they of value to us? Let
earth was the sealing of his testimony, in his blood, us see. One of the revelations contained in that book
and that all that he had done or that he had said up · of 1835, 1844 and 1845, given unto the church ditime should be received and accepted as of God and rectly said "Thou shalt ·take the things which are
to that time should be received and accepted as of writt~n in :riy scriptures to be my law, to govern my
God and that whatever afterwards might come to church." And at the close of that statement it is
light respecting him was also of God and must needs declared to be wisdom in God that such should be
become a part of the curriculum of faith, and be ad- the case. Now was that a solemn charge to the
hered to by them who honored and respected him as church?
a prophet of God. I wish to call your attention to the
Then I present the third in this triune testim?ny,
fact that when Joseph and Hyrum Smith were killed, the Bible Scriptures: "Thou shalt tak~ the thmgs
there were existing publications of the church which which are written in my scriptures." There was _not
were held out to the church and to the world as con- at that time what is called the Inspired Verswn.
taining the cbde of faith, that were given to the They had only the King James Version. That is all
'church as standards of faith, doctrines and com- they had at that time, and _all they had until 1833.
mandments. Among these we1·e the Bo~k of Mor- Joseph Smith in his history says he ,had completed
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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. the translation of the Bible, .and it w.as laid up to b~ and revering; the memory of Joseph Smith, my
k tin security until such time as circumstances 01 father, was I to stand idly by when my majority was
w~~dom authorized jts being printed ~nd prese~ted attained, without an attempt at least to stand for the
to the world. We have; then, these three: The Bible faith into which I had been baptized, to honor and
which was first in point of history ~nd fact. We - revere the name of my father by pursuing the things
Jiave the revelations of God to man _in the Book of he had left on record at his death? Answer it, you
Mormon, the everlasting covenant, that that is refer- who will. As to myself, I expect to answer it before
red to in the Apocalypse as the everlasting gospel ~ qod, as I have answered it everywhere I have been.
that the angel was to fly in th_e midst of the earth and I will present myself before the great throne on high,
preach to every kindred, tongue, and people. We with the revelations given to the world in the time
have the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, co.ntain- in which I live and but a little period before I was
ing revelations of God to men, for the testimony of born, before God who gave that revelation to me
himself, and his Son, the words of God. I have taken and to others of the world, that we were to take the
refuge against the world, so far as my teaching the things written in the Bible to govern the church -in
scripture is concerned, upon the statement of the the operation of the gospel of the Son of God for
fact that I was commanded to do -it by virtue of . the redemption of men. I will present that wonderdirect revelation, the principle that arrayed the ful revelation that has never been successfully conwhole religious world against Joseph Smith and his troverted by any attack made upon it, the Book of
confreres, and which finally resulted in their driving Mormon, and will say, You ·gave this to the world,
the Saints from one place to another, an.d making - and to the church, and held the,church under condemthem take refuge where they could. I believed it to nation because they did not the things which were
contained therein, and toid them to do according to
be the word of God. I believe it now.
Now it is a singular fa-ct, pardon me, but it is a that which was written. As the Son of God when
fact just as clear as any other fact that was under temptation said, It is written, Thou shalt not
ever recorded, that from 1835 to 1876,-please bear tempt the Lord thy God I will present that Book of
it in mind, all of you,-from 1835 to 1876, those Covenants, those revelations which he gave to the
revelations continued in the Book of Covenants un- church through Joseph Smith the martyr; I will
disturbed, and with those revelations were some ar- pres_ent'them as we have bound them together, as a
ticles of faith and declaration of doctrine that were record of the Twelve Apostles of the Lamb of God,
to control the church, approved by that august as- and the Twelve Disciples in the church in this land,
sembly in August, 1835, published side by side, the and present them to the Judge, and say to him,
one on general governments, and the other on domes-- - "Judge, if thou canst justly condemn me for my
tic relation or marriage. Both of these declarations conduct in reference to that church thou caused to
were contained in it. Now mark. Let me' repeat be instituted in 1830 and left these things on record
at the death of my father who baptized me into the ·
it, from 1835 to 1876 there was no change.
_
In the fall of that year, one of these organizations faith, if thou canst justly condemn -me on these rewho say they revere the memory of Joseph Smith cords, I must stand condemned." Now will he do
honor him as the instrument of God in bringing t~ it? Answer who will. Will he do it? Every heart
pass the restoration of the gospel in these last days; answers, He can not. Thei·e is one thing that God
. that body of people, by what authority! do not know, can not do. He can not lie. His son is like himself,
-I have never heard by whose authority it was done, he can not lie. "If ye continue in my word, then are
--:-to?k out one of those sections, that on marriage, ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth,
ehmrnated it from the publication in the fall of 1876 and the truth shall -make you :free."
For fifty years, long or &hort, I have been standing
and inserted that that was purported to be from God'
but which was never presented to the church and .thus before my brethren and before the world. ·I
acknowledged as a revelation by that people, by the pledged myself on the 6th day of April, 1860, that
ch~rch. It never went through the trying ordeal of I would promulgate no doctrine that should not be
bemg submitted and tried, to see whether or wit it approved by them and the code of good morals. That
was in accordance with the word of God which had - same body of believers (whom I have mentioned
gone before,-eight years and two months after Jo- - second heretofore) professfng to honor and reyere
s~ph and Hyrum Smith lay i:Q. their graves,. and were Joseph Smith the Prophet and his brother Hyrum;.
sile~ced for ever from standing in their ow~ defense say that I then pledged mys~f not to proceed as a
agarnst such representations.
man of God, but to be dictated to by men. I stated
. In revering the memory of Joseph Smith, answer- thatI came not to be dictated to by men, but thatif
mg for myself as having been baptized into the the same power that .sent me authorized them to rechurch, acting for myself as his oldest son without ceive me, I would be with them on m:V, original
regard for my membership in the church, honoring baptism under the hands of my father. But the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Then; iz :..nr;th;;r band (Jf bdievers that profei>.'l to tions as have been received by the chili-ch. s:.i G:.rr
hr,nr1r :...nd m 1mre th,, rnHtwry <1f .fo:ieph Smith. N(Jv; pa;,sed through the trying ordeal of b€ing a.c2.'i D::-0".1
thh.t rni.nd r,f rJf;lie'IHil VJOk up the work left by .fo- by all the quorums and the general body. 8:.:i ~'
V;ph Smith and Hyrum 8mith a.g laid down by them, have tried to honor God in keeping those c;jnor,-;;:ntlm:ufo a.ppr:::.i.l t/J God for diredfon as to the organiza- ments.
tirm (Jf tJw v~att•;n;d m<:rnr.lf:rs, thoi!e in :i\Iiswuri,
Xow here is one of those commandments: fGr&
fo'lfa, N€:bra.:ib., and other placf:E, ag gheep without fully· gather together. Boast not of migh;::;- fait-.h.
a 11ht:phr;rd, and Jo()king for that that was to come trJ Talk not judgment. Carefully gather tog2;:£ff as
h,,Jp thr:m. Th,;;;r, m<: had borne the prieilthood of many in one region of country as is comist:E!lt filth
GrJd, had ad•:d in itH officf:. When they came to Gr,d, the feelings of the people, and continue to plead befoll(Jwing th<: exampl<: of Jogeph Smith and other:;, fore the courts and governors, etc., until hc1w 1@g?
th<:y rH'.<;i ved word by nwelatirm, that the law to gov- Lntil such time as ye shall find favor in their eyes,
<:rn tJ1<: <:hureh via;; found in the Book of Covenant>i, and they shall hearken unto you, etc. That they
tlw.I; which God rw.H given, told them where to find have done. That is a· splendid -tribute of reverence
Jt, hovi to nxarrdn<! Jt, f;f~nd when they did, the Reor- to the memory of the man, tribute of thank5 to God,
v,ani;r,af,Jrm waH the r<~Hult, the people who are repre- or a tribute of praise to the W(}rthiness of the men
H<mfod hf:r<: t<J-day, with whom I have Htood now for throµgh whom this commandment came, and who
fifty yeani, and, plea8<: God, will HO Htand for fifty were martyrs sixty-six years ago to-morrow, to
Y<!ftrH longer, if he will give me that length of time.
that faith. Thousands have been received into felBut wheth<~r trw period that I Hhall live may be long lowship with this organization.
'or 11hr,rt, here ii; where I Htand, and not in a boaHtful
Now I only promised ·cto talk a little while. I
Hpirit, hut in thr! Htning reliance which Martin expected Brother Luff to be here, but I make no
Luth<!r had when he watt called on to go to Wormf! apology for the thoughts presented to you. I do
wh,m! f'riendtt told him hitt enemies would destroy not believe it right for men to apologize for what
him, when he Haid, "If there he af! many devils in God has to say, or to apologize for God in any way.
Wormtt f!fl there are chimney potf! on the houses, I I have never done it, and shall not do it now.
woul<l go to Worm11." Or as Reverend Dr. Roherts,
In keeping the memory of Joseph and Hyrum
when leaving Amr1terdam for the western world:. Smith green within our recollection, we have pre"lfore J tttand, God being with me." So in the ttame sented these things to you in the light of that stateHpirit in which ;Jottc!ph hore hill testiomny, in which ment made by the Master to those who believe in
Hyrum bore hifi tCfitimony, I have not yet scaled my him, "If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
teHtimony with my hlood, and from the conditions disciples, indeed; and ye shall know the t:cuth, and
now J do not expect to do that, as it may not be the truth shall make you free." We have not .
req11ired of me, hut I have never sh11unk from duty thought it to be right, we have not thought it to be
yot, ·have )lover at any time permitted the banner to just before God that we should change one jot or
trail in the dust, have never blanched with fear in tittle of the commandments which came to the chur~h
tho rn·eHenee of any, and have never been afraid to from 1829 to 1844, when Joseph Smith laid down his
mont tho iHHuns raised by our preiwnting our views life, nor are we willing to accept of any other'.no
of' tho truth.
matter who it may be, that presents to us anythmg
Now thiH body of people took this Book of Doc- that controverts' that which had been received up to
trine and Covenants aA direct revelation to the that time and were kept constantly befo~e the world
<;rff'.:T1><.r.t:1, ~">
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of Doctrine and Covenants.
t .1 1876 in the Book
uni
. the
. Book of Covenants of
h
ve
in
my
possess10n
1
and 1852. I have seen .the edition of 1856; have
18 4~ the
one of 1869. These I have seen; and know
:~e~
they contain those things which I have stated,
1
~ that they were never taken out until the fall of.
~~76, and when I asked one .well in authori~y, by
whose authority or command it was done, I will not
tell you his answer, but he told me he was at the
spring conference and at_ the. fall _conference. and
that not a word had been said, nor was a s~n.gle
action taken by the church at that time, authonzmg
it to be taken out. Not one.
r have stated these things in the memory of Joseph
Smith my father. As his son I have the right to
defend his memory against every unjust attack made
by his friends or his foes, and as a member of the
church I have the right to defend his memory, and
to see that every particle of _evidence produced
against him, or against ..the philosophy .lie left on
record, to investigate and see if· it was good proof,
and good evidence, and if it was found to be not good
I am authorized by divine commandment to reject it.
"Though we, or an angel from heaven preach any
other gospel unto you than that which ye have received, let him be accursed." And Paul repeated
that, and I propose to stand close by Paul, if I am
permitted in that august assembly, and with whatever judgment is passed on him I will be content in
the goodness of God and the mercy of Jesus-Christ.
May God's blessing be ours until the fight is ended
and the labors closed and the victory won, is my
prayer.
"MURDER COMMON IN KANSAS CITY."

685

church [Independence, Missolll'i,] Sunday n,ight, in
an argument, compact and logical, in favor of the
prohibition amendment. He spoke for an hour. The
audience filled the big auditorium, overflowed into
the Sunday school room and the galleries. It was a
union meeting·. The Rev. H. G. Ma,is, pastor of the
Watson Memorial Methodist church presided, and
the ministers of the other churches were present. At
the close of his address Judge Wallace asked for
money to help carry on the prohibition,campaign.
Judge Wallace announced in the beginning that he.
would make an argument for prohibition to appeal
to the milld and not to sentiment. He followed this
line and his speech was unanswerable.-Jackson Ex.amine1'.
CORRECT-ION.

In the leading editorial, July· 6, the quotation
credited to section 102 of the Book of D-0ctrine and
Covenants should be credited to section 112. The
language referred to in the third paragraph as a
quotation should not appear in quotation marks as
it is a free rendition of language found in the
third chapter of First Timothy. In the same paragraph the words, another writer, should be, "The
same writer."

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original
Hymn of Prayer.

0 Savior, keep me day by day,
And make me always thine to be;
0 guide me through the narrow way,
Till thee in glory I shall see.

"We are wading knee deep in blood in Jackson
And now obeying thy commands,
County. Murder is so common a thing in Kansas
By holy burial 'neath the flood,
City that the newspapers often don't report murder
And by the laying on of hands,
as news. If a packer kills an ox that weighs three
I stand redeemed through thy dear blood.
thousand pounds, the newspapers will hear about it
and print the story, but I know of murders which
O send the Comforter divine,
With all thy gracious power and love;
were not even. printed. It is no more to kill a man
Come dwell within this hear.t of mine,
in Kansas City than to kill a dog. When l was
And fit me for thy home above.
criminal judge we had a murder trial set for every
Monday morning. One Monday morning we had
O help me now to learn thy word,
five murder trials set for hearing. In one batch of
That I might know just what to say
prisoners sent to Jefferson City were seven · murTo help some wand'rer who has erred,
And show some one the better way.
derers. The criminal court records of Jackson
·county should be written in red ink. I investigated
And when my work on earth is done,
the cause of these murders and found but one during And when my soul has fled to thee,
the_time I was judge that could not be traced directly
I then shall sing the victor's song,
t? intoxicating -liquor. The liquoi· tr,affic is 'respon. And with the saints in gfory be.
sible according to statistics for ninety per cent of
EDGAR G. WICI{SEY.
the crime, and my experience indicates.t,hat the perLUMSDEN, SASKATCHEWAN, C~NADA.
centage is higher than that."
··
These things and many other, Judge, William WalDon't give your pupils good reason for calling you Prof.
lace spoke in his address at the First Presbyterian Dry-as-dust. The Bible, your text-book, is the Book of Life!
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Articl:HE

SAINW'o:::::

LEAVES. FROM LIFE.

Charter members of the Oskaloosa Branch of the Des
Moines District, Iowa, organized in 1862.
We are glad to present to the HERALD readers the following
sketch of the Oskaloosa Branch, organized in 1862, thus making it one of the early organized branches of the Reorganization. The mention of President Smith and Bishops Rodgers
and Blakeslee is of interest;
Elder C. B. Brown, now president of the Oskaloosa Branch,
furnishes us with the information contained in this article.

branch w;th ten membe'8,

.~::.:~:

were
ldersD,. avis
on.e priest,
on~ teacher,
and one
con. tWw~
. i ~iam
was ordamed
an elder
in Edea- ., ·.· ····I
la~d! where _he and David Hu?son were baptiz~~~
Wi_lh_am ·Davis :was chose.n president of the bran.ch·.,
W II
R B
i iam
·. rown,. priest; Francis H. Brown1
teacher; David Hudson, deacon; Albert P. Bro\vn
clerk.
·
'
I

11

BRO. ALBERT P. BROWN.

N_ew London, Iowa.
ELDER C. B. BROWN.

Oskaloosa, Iowa. One of the charter members of the
branch organized in 1862.

In the fall of the year 1860, William Brown, with
his family, arrived from the East in Oskaloosa, Iowa.
He and his wife, Lydia Brown, were members of the
old church, h~ving been baptized at Bingha.;mton,
New York. :A.tithe time·pftheir arrival at Osk;~loosa
they knew not:Iiing of the church having be~Jii' reorganized; however, they had never joined any of the
factions. Along in the summer of 1861 they became
acquainted with William Davis and David Hudson,
who were also members of the old church, and
learned a littl~ in regard to the Reorganization, but
nothing very definite.
,
In the after part of the winter of that year Willi.am
Davis had occasion to go to Burlington arid there
met Elder William Morton who gave him full information concerning the Reorganization, who also sent
a number of copies of the TRUE LATTER DAY SAINTS'
HERALD.
,
It was probably through Elder Morton that Elder
C. G. Lanphear learned that there were soine ·members in the vicinitY of Oskaloosa. He came to Oskaloosa in the spring of 1862 and preached and labored
.~e1.'Y>iearpestly and .diligently for!,two,mo~tl}s;· bap·tizi!\lg'\so.m!l;;;and -Orqained William ErPoV'i_h an Elder,
WillialJl.' R! · Brown; . priest; · Francis It Brown,
teacher:· and David Hudson, deacon; and in June

',

Elder Lanphear went ~way refoicing in the result
of his labors. In the fall of the same year he, in company with President .Joseph Smith, Bishop I. L.
Rogers, Bishop Blakeslee, John Shippy, George Rarick, and one whose nam~J c~p. not now recall stopped
over ~ight with. t~Mil~:~f.~lWi?i~ff'i\!i:faints. They were
travelrng by teaJI1 ,~Wlf:O'lfk~ :t9,\Mlli~~~~n Iowa to attend
conference. It w1iiai!Eltiftd3'.y:~{f~J:iii\.'g when they arrived, and an appointment was given out for preaching that night, and word went out that Joseph Smith,
president· and prophet of the church was there.
Meeting was held at the_residence of William Brown.
The bouse was not very commodious and the result
was that standing room was at a premium, especially
near the doors, which were open, and even in the
yard. Elder Shippy did the preaching. The writer
was quite young at that time and remembers very
distinctly wondering in his "youthful mind as to how
the appearance of the prophet, as he came foi,th out
of an obscure corner aLthe close of the·Bermon and
arose to make ·a few· remarks, corresponded with
what the people really. expected to see. I remember
him as a young man, wit{l very dark hair, a dark and
quite lengthy ipustache,. and no beard. In my youthful mind· a prophet had long white hair, a long flo~~
ing'white. bea:rd, .and a robe.
,
• 1 ·1 • , T 1• :r1 ::
Elder·William Stevens, of Des Moines, stopped antl
preached for.us in those days when passing through.
He was en~~ged in hauling apples from southeastern
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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to Des Moines. Elders Wood and Cureden, of remember Elder Lanphear as a very quiet unassum. .
ing man, but very earnest and diligent, one whose
The branch became m an unorgamzed cond1t1on two whole soul seemed to be ill the work. Conditions are
years after it was organized, all its member!'Jhip mov- . ,Aifl'erent to-day from those pioneer days of forty'ng away but one family; however, there was preach- eight years ago. Then one would travel many miles
:ng done in the vicinity from time to time by Eld.ers across the prairies of Iowa on foot or with team and
Longbottom, Lange, Stamm, and others, .and later by .. ~ot meet with a Latter Day Saint for days, while now
one can travel by team across the State in almost any
direction and stay with a family of Saints each night.
Elder Lanphear has long since gone to his reward, ·
where all those like him that were pioneers in the
long ago will soon pass over to receive their reward.
. God bless the pioneers.
·
A. A. REAMS.

I

;.;~em Iowa, also d~d some pre~c?ing.

DES MOINES, IOWA, May,

1910.

•+t+•ot·•
/

·QUESTIONS TO AND ANSWERS FROM FIVE PROMI-

NENT BRIGHAMITE. ELDERS ON ORDINATIONS.

"Ask and you shall receive," proved true when my
desire became so strong that over the name of Frank
M. Sheldon, Larrabee, Iowa, was submitted the two
following questions to Elders Joseph F. Smith, jr.,
German E. Ellsworth, and A. Theodore Thorup, and
Bishops G. Lorentzen and G. W. Goons:
SR. CELIA R. PHILLIPS.

Kamas City, Missouri.

Elders James McKiernan, J S. Roth, and Nathaniel
Miller, and on April 24, 1892, .. he present Oskaloosa
Branch was organized by J. S. Roth. , There are now
living four of the charter members of 'the old branch,
William R. Brown, of Oskaloosa, fowa; Elder C. B.

BISHOP C.

WILLIAM R•. BROWN •.
· ··'

i: ,'I

:i

Oskaloosa, Iowa .. ·.

.

,Brown, of Oskaloosa, Iowa; Albert p;Brown, of New
L?ndon,_ Iowa;· 1 and Sr. ~Celhr R. Phillips~;'of Karisas
City, Missouri. William R. Brown ·and C. B. Brown
are members of the pr~'s~nt Oskaloosa Brap.ch. We

J~

HUNT.

1. Can an elder occupy· the position of, and enjoy
the rights and privileges of, a seventy without being
ordained to that position by the laying on of hands?
2. Can an ordained seventy occupy the position of,
and enfoy the·rights and privileges of;ian;apostle and
.act iii the Quorum'<:if Twelve Apostles:with'out;bEiing
ordained to that position and·office by_ the layin'.g on
<of hands?
·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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they claim that the three leading quorums in -Christ's
church are the First Presidency, the Quorum of
Twelve Apostles, and. the seventies quorum;_ second,
it is a fact that Joseph Smith, the Martyr, and his
counselors were ordained to the position of presidents of the church by the laying on of hands ; third,
the Brighamite church have repeatedly admitted 'that
.
from Brigham Y i;mng to their present President, not
one president or counselor in their First Presidency
was ever chosen and then ordained to those positions
by the laying on of hands; fourth, in the following
answers to the foregoing questions they do admit
that an elder, although holding the Melchiiiedek
.
priesthood, must Be ordained }:>y the laying on of
hands in order to occupy in, and enjoy the rights and
privileges of, a seventy. The:{ also declare that a
seventy must not or can not occupy in the -Office and
calling of the Twelve Apostles without being ordained to that office and position by the laying on of
hands. Now that the position from elder to that of
seventy in the church is only by ordination to that
office, and from a seventy to an apostle is also ·by
ordination by the laying on of hands, it ought to be
clearly seen by !tYE)ryone .clg.iming faith in the restored gospel (tli~''Btigh~fuit~s-not excepted) that in
e order for any apostle or high priest to rightly occupy
in the office of the Quorum of the First Presidency,
according to God's law, he must be chosen and 01:dained to that position and office by the laying on of
hands. (See Doctrine and Covenants 107: 22, Utah
edition; 104: 11, Reorganized Church edition.) Replying to the above questions, Joseph F. Smith,
jr., wrote from Salt Lake City, March 5, 1910:
I do not think it. would be in, harmony with the Scriptures
for an elder or !l. seventy to act in the Quorum of A,postles
Without being first ordained to· that calling by the laying on
of hands._
Pres. German E. Ellsworth of the Northern
States Mission, wrote from Chicago; March 7, 1910:
Answering yours of March 1, will say that the-duties'of an
elder and a seventy a~·e especially laid down in the Docfrine
and Covenants, pages i25, 387, respectively, and personally
we know of no occasion for ·these officers having to act in
any calling higher to which they have not been ordained... ,
l see no occasion for an elder or a seventy or a high priest
operating in a calling higher than the one they held, unl_ess
called to assist a superior officer.
Elder A. Theodore Thorup, president of the Southern, States Mission, writing from .Paducah, Kentucky, March 17, 1910, said:
The Elder ... ca!l not act in the office of the. seventy unless
he is ordained to that· office.... Apostles, patriarchs or evangelists, are high pries.ts, but. can not act in their respective
offices without being ~hqsen and ordained. The'~~: b~ing only
twelve·,ap'ostles,' !should a vacancy bl)- :inade :t;lirohgJi:• death
01•1·ap,o,~~~syl .il,nother one would be chosen from the body
of high priests_ and ordained to the office of -an apostle to
fill the vacancy, The F'irst Presidency also are high priests-

It must. be remembered that each body of the p1·iesthood'' ·
a head-men who are chosen out of that body to
.d has
same, so that all things are done in order.
pres1 e over
B· h
,
IS op G. Lorentzen, of Sevier Stake, Salina
Utah, wrot~ March S, 19 10, as follows: .
'
The seventy ·can not act as an apostle without b. ·
ordained to .that cal~ing ~nly in aii fi:r as their calling ise~~!
sa~et·h· ._d. Tbhet ed~dff.e1, ~eve)lty, ~nd b1gh priest hold the same
pries oo , u 1_ er m callings .in the pi'iesthood.
-B' h G
-· ·
· ·· ·
is -Op. . W. Co~ns, Rfohfield,. Utah, wrote March
15, 1910, the followJng plain'. answer:

The easiest way to answer)oth qu!lstions is to say no. An
elder can. not occupy ~h~ position ..of a seventy no1· cqn a
se".enty occupy t~e pos1twn 'of an apostle without being ord~med ?Y the laymg on of nands: .. , .An elder may be specially directed to_ do some work __that comes under the duties
of a seventy and if so specially' directed by the President of
the church or an apostle lias a right to· do that work.
The above answers shew how thoroughly those
men have bee!l schooled in the law governing ordinations, and it will :certainly not be presuming too much
for them and their fellow~ministers to say that in
all probability they have seen aiJ.d do now see where
their church hag_:failed fo:keep the rule and law gov.
erning, by not ordaining men to the office of First
Presidency by the laying on of hands. It is a fact
that a<;:cording to their own Doctrine and Covenants
their so-called presidents and pr~phets have not
received a revelation from God, Yor their church, for
over half a c~ntury, and their prospects for such
heavenly favors grow denser· and darker. The fact
that the popes of CatholiciSJ!l• do not receive divine
revelation is evidence in itself that God does not
:ecognize that churnM}~~ ~IW.iiHI~~ j"h,e same logic. we
mfer that the Brighamite church has also apostatized
and it has need tc'.i' mo1"e: carefu'lly ! and prayerfully
examine the position and standing with God of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, which church is the'i:mly .truE,l Church of Lat.
ter Day Saints in succession and -·ordination from
1830. Its President is Joseph Smith, son of Joseph
Smith the Martyr. He was· chosen and ordained
president and prophet of the church and he is recognized by the Lord in ·that position by divine revelations. In the words or the poet we urge you to
"leave your poor. old stranded wreck [church] and
pull for the shore,"-and_-µnite with the Reorganized
Church, the d~ar old ~hip of ·safety, the one God
owns, Joves, .and directs.
C. J. HUNT.
DELOIT, IOWA.

o ;:.. o··+.o

Something• more than remembe:r:iri'~f'the Ldrtl'_is'._ .
necessary; ,.''Remember tbe Lord,, 1 • • : ahd fight,•''was Nehemiah's·entreat:vd:~:'(We made our prayer.··
and set a watch " was hi~'ib~ example.-Forward.

'

-~ ~~~(lt.'
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tions, and the powers with which he. conquers the
world in many regards and brings it to his service
that tell us that death does not end all ; in fact when
we think as far as we are able to go, humanly think(Reported by Estella Wight.)
ing, we are convinced that there is something yet
Notwithstanding the idea that is sometimes ex- greater and grander than the great possibilities of
pressed that the world is a fleeting show, there are the human· mind in a mortal life. This power of
a few-a good many-great facts, and grand and intelligence and its capabilities were not born to just
wondrous and mysterious realities ....
be snapped in an instant ·at the place called death,
. and never be permitted to move out and exercise in.
the world. This one consideration, if there were not
others, -is sufficient to almost convince a skeptic that
man does not stop here for a.U eternity, when it comes
·to this supreme moment.
The Apostle Paul, as a great man and a reasoner,
. had this experience. and this .inspiration, and he gave
utterance to the thought that I would not fail to
express at this time· under the circumstances. .It is
found in his second letter to the Corinthians, in the
fourth chapter, and I think the seventeenth. verse.
He says: "For our light affliction, which is but for a
moment, worketh for us [worketh for us, this light
affliction, evidently refefring to his experience and
that of mankind who served God during·their lifetime] this light affliction which is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory; while we look [remember it works
for us while we look]-while we look at the things
which are not seen."
· Even. inspired men sometimes when wrought up
speak in paradoxes. "This light affliction worketh for
us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory;
while we look." To us· ·when it works-to
the
condition under which this affliction works-while
we lOok not at the things that are seen; ·but the things
ELDERlcQLT);l\?:BYS:~SCOT',r;
thiit' are not seen. Thing$ :se'en with'the eye of faith
To-day we are face to .face again with one of these -the spiritual eye-yet
seen with the natural
mysterious, incomprehl?nsible realities, insofar ras eye; "for the things which a1·e seen are temporal."
human reason may attempt to analyze or may be able
We are witnesses to the truth of that, that the
to go. Many men have expended solemn thought things that we see in this world, especially associated
touching the mysteries of death, and after all it with man, are temporal; they. endure but for a little
seems the one condition that mankind ultimately while and then pass away. "The .things which are
reach when they may.lie down and rest after a world seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen
of toil, sorrow, joy, sympathy, and of their opposites. are eternal."
_ It is not a light .effort to-day to attempt to speak
I invite attentiOn to this passage because, no doubt,
a few words on the behalf of those who survive our it has been the sentiment of the one Whose demise
sister, who has just left us. I have known her for we here solemnly celebrate to-day,. or mourn
a number of years; have I).oted her effort toward rather, because during life's pathway (that was rugChristian consistency, and effort to stand by her in- ged, and the feet were weary many times) she was
tegrity, and in saying this, I remember that I fl.ID in afflicted. But there is cheer in the thought that when
the presence of a number who personally have known we entertain.the hope of .the gospel, "this light afflich.er perhaps most of her life, and this is not the occa_. · tfon worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal
s'on to give:yvay, to mere sentiment. But, is this the weight .?hi ~lory." Well, it seems to I:\l~, that :µnde,:i; 1"
only. fact, is this the only reality in ~to1~~ for" rr{e~, . the .moi'it.itryjng circumstances this statement ;would; .i
-this mystery of death? ·
·
. ·' . ·
· contain comfort, ifoit works for us; if.i~t l)l'ings to
When we note the intellig(lnce (atlea~t Hi is called us, if it sanctifies us, if we are reconcile~ ui:tto'it, if
t~at) manifested in the world. on the part of man, - we are willing to say, "Not my will, but thine be
his mental as well as physical capabilities, his aspira~ done,'' we are gaining· the purpose of affliction, .it
THE DOOR OF MYSTERY.

~R'!ON OF SR REBECCA. J. JAMISO.N, LAMONI, IOWA,
FUNERAL s~ "
'
JUNE 11, 1910, BY ELDER COLUMB~S SCOTT.
·
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worketh for us a far more exceeding, exceeding,
exceedind and eternal weight of glory.
Another comforting thought associates itself in
my mind, and this was expressed by the Apostle
John. It is found in the fourteenth chapter of Revelation and the thirteenth verse: "Blessed are the
dead which die in the Lord from henceforth; Yea,
saith the Spirit." "From henceforth,"-and I dQ not
know whether to begin to measure that period indicated by the term henceforth from the time · J_ohn
uttered the language, or whether it be associated with that wondrous event that it was associat_ed
with in its connection in language, the restoration
of the gospel by the angel. Whether this word henceforth relating to time, I say, whether it began with
John's expression of it, or at the beginning of the
world, or whether it began as he saw in vision, the
wondrous era and dispensation that we to-day have
the privilege of enjoying, participating in, and bearing a part as well ; that dispensation to be brought
in by the angel that he saw flying through the midst
of heaven, having the everlasting gospel. But the
central thought is, "They rest from their labors, and
their works do follow them."
I am minded to present just a few thoughts touching the question of our stepping over just through
this door of mystery, just onto the other side. You
may imagine, if you choose, the weary pilgrims, having handled the sword of the Spirit, fought a good
fight, kept the faith, and watched the doors come ajar
as they step along the way, as they drop the armor
a crown comes down and rests upon their heads, an
insignia of faithfulness unto the end-unto the end.
"He that endureth ito ·the end, the same shall be
saved." He that endureth to the end. What is it just
on the other side of rbhis veil that hides the shining
way from us when we reach this period? The Scriptures inform us that there is a rest for the weary
spirit. Not in inactivity. Not thait. Have you ever
seen good persons rest while they were in inactivity?
Do they not become more weary and restless and dissatisfied resting so, as they sometimes express it,· or
rather with ina0tivity, than they become while active? Why, to the industrious, the honest, the upright, the ambitious man, this rest is found in
activity and in labor, s<:J to speak. He is greatly in
unrest when not engaged in some proper avocation.
Is not this our experience? And is it not true? I
think everyone who is moved with ambition in this
world in laudable undertakings, will agree thait our
rest is found in our labors and in the duties that we
are called upon and under obligation to do; Hence
when we step across the shining way, just into the
intermediate beyond, I do not appreheric!f: fdr I a. !110irientl; thiit''while they are resting, they··are resting
in the sense. of being asleep or inactive, or anything
of that kind. Why, that would be contrary to the
first ordaJned law of man's whole being. Think of
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i·t ! It would be a cessation of'his
. normal co"d"t•
ui1on.
As you kn_ow, whatever that condition is, while there
may I?e differe;°'~ degrees o~ normal, normality, yet
whatever condition we are m, our normal condit"1
is the best-good spir_i,ts, _ch~er, labor, activity. ~~
not that true? We thmk it is. We believe that th
whole world bears testimony to it. We are not no\~
speaking of the motives that may move men, but the
faot that their normal condi1tion is one of intelligent
progression right along on the way. Now you take
the intelligent travelers. A .traveler surrounds himself wirth various environments and C();llditions and .
he is always learning something new. Some people
travel to learn, others, while they may not travel to
learn, nevertheless, the more they travel, .the more
they attain ; they attain something additional, they
attain additional knowledge, they find out new
things. And shaH we argue that the passing along
through this dark, mystic door to the bright beyond
to that glorious conditfon necessitates no new relations, no new avenues of work and labor and understanding? I may not have a clear mode of expressing the conception, but the conception that comes to
my mind is, that it is our business in this life to move
along spiritually and morally, and qualify ourselves
for work in higher stations on the other side. That
he that humbles himself to the duties requisite now,
and makes the necessary ,advancement, is exalted to
higher conditions, a grander calling, and more pleasant work on the other side, and I wiH tell you why.
My oonception of the other side of death is, that
all intelligences are moved there by the power of
divine love. They do whatever they are called on
to do by the power oFinfin"ite- love. They do it because they are anxiously desi'i'ing to do it. They do
it because they are' anxious' fo 1gli:>rify God. They are
anxious to accomplish their work on. the other side.
I say anxious, of course we have to use terms .that we
understand, this anxiety (if you will allow me that
expression), this power that moves is the love of
God shed abroad in the spirit and soul of his children. Let us not for a moment, while we all concede
that the Bible sets forth that man is of a dual nature,
in general terms body and spirit,-let us not for a
moment imagine that spirit dies. We may not be
enabled to analyze the spirit-spiritual substance-:any more than we may some other things in this
world; but we may read that God is a spirit, that
angels are spirits, that the word s.pirit is the woi:d
used in order to define or convey an idea of theu·
nature-the nature of them as immortal beings, their
nature as entities-spirit in -contrast with flesh, fies~
in contrast with spirit. Angels do '.not die, •sb ·yJ_
speak. ThaH is, as substances of their being' do':Uo~
die. Spiritual substance can not ·be dissolved 01
destroyed. Spiritual substance can not change.
Spiritual substance always did. exist, does, and, f_or
ever and ete~nally will exist,becau~dt can not, in ihL
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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·e dissolve. That is the reason that by and by
nat tul
·
. 'tuaI
the 'resurrection the body
w1'II become a sp1r1
~ody; a body changed into spi:itual, imperishable,
undying substaillce, immortal, m .other words, undying.
.
.
If ..
Well if spirit could die, God could die~
spirit
could die, angels could die. But they may fall, f~r
angels do not die in this sense, though they may die
a worse death than this we call temporal death; they
die a death that is a penalty. I do· not know that
' physical death is a penalty in its· re_lation to
the kingdom of God, nor do I think of anything in
which physical death could be a penalty.__ Sometimes
men think that God has removed from among them
an undesirable citizen. It may possibly be, in the
divine economy, some man's life may be cut short for

the same reason, but death as a penalty, it seems to
me, is an untaught question, physical death I mean,
for death physical comes to the great and .small.
The old die, the middle aged die, the youthful die,
and the little sinless babe dies. What penalty does
death mean to it? It is that more wondrous death,
that death that comes to men because they allow
themselves to fall, that is the death that becomes a
penalty. That reaches away on the other side of this
temporal death when it has been brought to an end.
This other death-spiritual death-may continue. It
is the death to fear.
And so, to my mind, there is comfort i'!J the
thought, that so far as physical death is concerned,
it is appointed to man once to die, speaking of this
death. It is an appointment evidently im. the mercy
of Go~ and in the interests of immortality. I believe
that you will find th~t ~d~s, flXpJei:ised in the revelation of God, that gr~a~;- wongrqus revelatiqn ,;that
came to us in latter -days," that ·:this mortality and
death is necessary in order to the attainment of immortality on the other side. I believe one of the inspired writers expresses that idea. That man is a
composition of body and spirit, we need only to
consult the Savior. He says of man, "That which is
born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of
the Spirit is spirit."
It seems to me that this ought to be sufficient to
the one who has learned what the Savio_r said that
m~n, whom he created under the supervision and
wise recognition of his Father, through the energy
of the Holy Ghost, was, and he had a right to pronounce upon man what he is and of himself he said
.
'
speaInng
even of his own death,
"Except a ·cqrn. of'
wheat fall into the ground and die it abideth alone:
but. if it die, it bringeth forth f;uit," and fruilifi'.m~age-is.w.hat the Lord is looking for in tl).e lives
~f hi~ peqple, in this ~arth)ife, and in all;tpe wond~
. ul l~fe to come-1--frmtage. And so even ·:t.4~ Sav10r
m. his physical being submitted to death that HE
might bem· fruit, that is, fruitage might be seen i~
the redemption of th~ nations,_the millicms, through
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him, and the glory of the Father through them.
"Thus saith the Lord who created the heavens and
stretched out the earth, and formed the spirit of
man within him,'' says the prophet. When God
formed the spirit of man within him, that spirit had
form. This the Savior could have corrected, if it
were not true, when on one occasion they saw him
coming toward them and they supposed they saw a
spii;it; ·but he said to them, "Handle me and see; for
spirit hath not flesh and bones as ,ye see me have."
Could he not have corrected the idea, if it is not true
that spirit exists independent of the body? If it was
not true how easily he could have swept it from the
earth, and then stated it to be an error, on that occasion. But he did not correct it. He admits it in
the language used, inferentially, that spirit exists
independently of body when he says to them, "Handle
me [he had been resurrected], and see; for a spirit
hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have." He did
not say the spirit does not exist, or that it does not
have form.
But again t,his is very plainly expressed, this disdistinction between flesh and spirit as existing in
man, by the young prophet Elihu when he sat there
to correct even Job, the old patriarch some call him,
a,nd his comforters, when speaking of the justice_:_
infinite justice of the Almighty, he says: "If he
set his heart upon man, if he gather unto himself
his spirit AND his breath." I give this passage more
particularly because of the use of the two words
spirit and breath. Now if breath is all there is of
spirit, then indeed it would be tautology, a vain repetition, for the prophet should have said that if he
set his heart upon man, if he gather unto himself .
his. breath and his breat}:l,, or two w;or1<ts the equivelal}t of each other in meai:ii:µg. It wpqld have been
mere tautology, a kind of-a senseless expression that
I would not charge an inspired man with making,a divinely inspired man, hardly. But "if the Lord
set his heart upon man, if he gather unto himself
his spirit and his breath; surely all flesh shall perish
together."
Man's spirit, then, is gathered into the power, or
if you please, the hands of God, and is then cared for
according as his justice, forthat is the question that
Elihu had under consideration when he made the
expression, "shall attain to that which his justice
requires," and his justice requires him to gather unto
himself man's spirit and his breath.
So to-day we do not look upon our sister as having
passed altogether into nonentity, but that.her spirit
has passed on evidently to the paradise of God where
Jesus told.J~e penitent thief that he would be :with
him th~t,cp~y,,that is, "in paradise." ~I . '::i ';,, -11 • .•. ; 1
It is not mete th~t I should stop to cqif.ve:rs~- Ol}.;tP,.e
. subject of the resurrection, and the reunion o{ body
and spirit at the second coming of Christ reserved
· for the faithful ones, more than to express . the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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thought that that coming is so near at hand now, that
the one falling asleep will not sleep in the earth for
thousands of years like those who have fallen since
Christ, since the time of Christ's resurrection from
the dead. 'l'hey will not sleep thus so long; but entitled to the great power that shall be manifested
when the trump sha:ll sound, they shall be resurrected. They will not sleep so long. Paradis!'J, this
place where the spirit rests from the time the body
dies till the body is made alive again, that is, for the
righteous, those that are prepared to take part in
the first resurrection. That period is near at hand,
as we ·all believe, we do not know how.·near, it may
be much nearer than we think; but whether it be
very near or just at hand, or whether it be delayed
for a short time, as we expressed the thought, yet
the spirit in its active energy is in its new environments where such sorrows and afflictions as we are
accustomed to here never reach, never enter that
place of rest. That is, it is rest from the things that
make us weary here; but it is active and progressive,
and advancing in knowledge, wisdom, understanding
divine, and in the labors of service, .and this service
is prompted by eternal love which flows from the
bosom of God, an eternal, perennial fountain. ·
I speak of this because of what I may now read to
you. Our sister just before her demise had a glimpse
of this condition and this labor she was to do, and
some other things.
Sr. Rebecca Thomas Jamison, daughter. of .Acquilla and Martha A. Thomas, wife of Bro. George
M. Jamison, was born in Belmont County, Ohio,
April 1, 1847. In 1857, when she was ten years old,
the family removed from Ohio to Warren County,
Iowa, settling near the village of Hartford, where
her parents now sleep.
She was married to Bro. George M. Jamison in
Warren County, Iowa, May 28, 1882, when she was
thirty-five years of age. To her and her husband
were born two children, a son and a daughter; both,
with her husband, survive her. The son, Marshall
Thomas, and the daughter, Ursula Pearl, are present. She was the second of a family of twelve children. Five sisters and two brother~, with husband
and children, survive her. Her sisters, Mrs. Mary
Bassett, Sandyville, Mrs. Martha E. Wieker, Des
Moines, Mrs. Eveline Freel, Pleasantville, Mrs. Fannie Chandler, of Des Moines, and Mrs. Harriet M.
Chandler, of Lamoni, Iowa, are all present. The two
brothers, Wm. Walter and Alvin A., both of Runnells,
Iowa, are present to-day. These are the bereaved.
She was baptized near Runnells, Polk County,lowa,
by Elder Isaac N. White, January 16, 187,6,,li\nd confirmed a member of the church by E:Iders>LNi.:White
and::Nicholas·iN. Stamm.
Sistet. Jamison died at Lamoni, Iowa, June 10,
1910, about five o'clock in· the morning, after a
number of weeks of suffering with a complication of
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ailments. Sh~· was aged . s~xty-three years, two
months, and nme days. She hved a faithful life and
true to the gospel and died in the glorious hop . f
the reward of the. righteous.
e0
A short time before· the end she saw Zion th
beautiful city as redeemed, clothed in heavenly ii hte
saw the glory and. peace that rei~ed in her cou1·ts'
and that characterized its inhabitants, and walkfo '
in the light of the Lord. And she wondered when sh! ·
saw this, why it was that the people of God could be
frequently so slow and inactive, not more energetic . '
not more faithful in keeping the law, that thes~
beautiful and wondrous and indescribable conditions
might be attained. She saw the peace that prevailed
in Zion's courts.
This was a most beautifol thing to me, because all
God's faithful children will meet there, nevermore to
separate from each oth~r by death. Later she was
informed that she could have been raised up again,
but a greater blessing than that was awaiting her on
the other side. These are the substanc.e of the words
that she used, a greater blessing was awaiting her
than to be raised up and abide for awhile yet under
affliction with her family. A greater blessing than
this by passing on. Let us not forget it. On the
other side this blessing was awaiting her. On the
other side she saw something of the work of faith
and labor of love that she was to engage in associated
with others in heaven, with the children on the other
side. Of course these little children's spirits who
die in infancy, they need the asso~iation and the care
and the development and the bringing up. This is
but reason. And as she engages in that on the other
side, it inspires us to move along more energetically,
more faithfully, and that ought to give us hope and
joy rather than sorrow to'-d.8.:y,''though this parting
may seem severe for a time.
She saw also that she was keeping a record relating
to her work. How beautiful that is! Nothing strange
with that, and the idea of books and the book of life
being kept in heaven and angels writing, ministers
writing on the other side. It seems to me to be
perfectly consistent, and so we conclude with the
thoughts, "Blessed are the dead who die in the Lor~
from henceforth; Yea, saith the Spirit, that they res~
from their labors [the labors of this life]; and their
works do f~llow them." They walk in white, they
are enrobed in white robes because the Scripture
says in the vision of John th~t to the souls that were
seen under the altar white robes were given to every
one of them, and it was said, rest a little while yet.
So this little :while is only a little mor~ time in the
great ultimate and sum of God's ages. ,.
·"
~~

I! 'l
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"The t~~k and the duty .of each man is to think
independently and to live as good and honest and
useful a life as he can, believing in eternal justice."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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INDIAN TRIBES JOIN IN GIVING PASSION PLAY.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, June 14.~0berammergau is famed
the world over because of the Passion Piay; Skwa, the hamlet
THE OATH OF A KING.
of the Skale or Fraser River Indians, on the Chilliwack Res.fi
t"on
of
the
oath
which
George
V
will
have
to
The mo d1 ca 1
ervation, is not, but if the wonderful portrayal of the story
references to the· Roman of the cross as produced by them wa·s as widely known its
take w1·11 n ot contain the insulting
.
Catholic religion which his prede.cessors for ce":tur1es were fame would be greater.
obliged to make, regardless of then· p:rso~al. feelmgs.
•
For twenty years thes~ Skale In~ians have told the story
· ·IS a step forward ' and one
which IS m harmony
with of the cross in tableau. They ·were taught the life, teachings
TlUS
• •
• •
ti tolerant and fraternal sp1r1t now preva1lmg between
and the death and ascension of Christ by fathers from the
n~~ions and between the peoples Of different creeds.
many mission churches in the Northwest. Every few years
The logical next step is to make-r~ligion a p1:ivate. matter they celebrate, and often the Passion Play is a feature.
by separating church from state'. as is the c~se m. this counThe Passion Play at "Skwa was the closing event and featry. The Roman Catholic soldiersh anBd .ts.a1hlors, ':ho st~nd ture of a week of religious ceiebration at whfoh from thirtyready to give up their lives for t e r1 is ~mpire, su .er five hundred to five thousand Indians from all over the
humiliation from the knowledge that the sovereign .for who~ Northwest participated.
Several hundred Indians from
they are ready to die is by law forbidden to ·profess their Puget Sound journeyed toward the Fraser River by canoe.
relig·ion.
Indians from reservations in -Washington and Oregon g·ot perThe spirit of the twentieth ce~tU_EY is aga:nst. all r~li?"ious ~ission to invade Skwa overland by ponies. Indians from
proscription. Even Spain is wakmg up. Her prime mm1ster, Alaska and British Columbia: were present.
Canalejas, has removed the prohibition against religious bodThe tribes taking part in the play and in attendance in- .
ies other than Roman Catholic from affixing" to their places eluded the Seechelts from the beaches of Vancouver island,
of worship insignia announcing the. denomination worshiping Tlaimens, Sheewans, Port Douglas, Lillooets, Suqumish,
therein.
Siwash, Tulalip, Lumns, Cowchans and half a hundred visi1
The example of American institutions has beeh the -strong~ ting nations.
est force in promoting religious tolerance among the peoples
The Skale Indians revere the story of· the Christ and try
of the world.-Selected.
·to emulate his .life. Daily rehearsals were-held. Chief John,
of the Euwawas, was Pontius Pilate and wore the same
clothes he wore ten years ago. This raiment consisted of an
old red tunic with epaulettes, navy blue trousers with a wide
OUR NATIONAL ANNIVERSARY.
We celebrate to-day no idle tradition-the deeds of no fabu- artillerymen's stripe and a black helmet. He carried a saillous race; for we tread in the scarcely obliterated footsteps or's cutlass, with the sheath strapped over his chest, similar
of an earnest and valiant generation of men, who dared to to the manner pirates carry knives.
A tall, manly Skale Indian "impersonated Jesus. His dusky
stake life, and fortune, and sacred honor, upon a declaration
of rights, whose promulgation shook tyrants on their thrones, £ace, somewhat covered with a black beard, was in marked
gave hope to fainting freedom, and reformed the political contrast to the white robes he wore. The portrayal of the
treason of Judas and the trial before Pilate ended the great
ethics of the ·world.
The greatest heroes of former days have sought renown in play at the churchyard, and the procession that marched toschemes of conquest, based on the love of dominion or the ward the crosses at the end of the plain was~one of the greatthirst for war; and such. ha,d_.been··thll worship of power..in est spectacles ever seen in the Northwest. Every event in
the minds of men, that adulation had· ever followed in the the great week before Christ ascended was portrayed.-Boswake of victory. How da~·i~'g then the trial of an issue be- ton Travele1·.
e•t+•+•·
tween a handful of oppressed arid outlawed colonists, basing
their cause, under God, upon an appeal to the justice of manTHE UNTAMED WILDNESS OF NATURE.
kind and their own few valiant arms. And how imnieasurnbly
(From an oration before the municipal authorities of the
great was he, the fearless commander, who, after the fortunes ' city of Boston, July 4, 1854.)
and triumphs· of battle were over, scorned the thought of a
The first struggle of American life was against the unregal throne for a home in the hearts of his countrynien. tamed wildness of nature. When the Hebrew tribes emerged
Amidst the rejoicings of this day, let us mingle something of from the wilderness and set foot in the promised ·land, they
gratitude with our joy-something of reverence with our grat- found it in the expressive phrase of scripture, "a land flowing
itude--and something of duty with our reverence.
with milk and honey." The art of human tillage, the .labors
Let us cultivate personal independence in the spirit of loy- of human industry had preceded them. It was built up with
alty to the state, and may God grant that we may always be walled towns and stately cities .. Its hills were green with the
~hie to maintain the sovereignty of the state in the spirit of olive-its cliffs purple with the vine. All they had to do was
mtegrity to the union.
to- enter in and take possession. But our land of promise
Whatever shall be the fate of other governments, ours thus was the wilderness still. As the keel of the Atlantic voyager
sustained shall stand forever. As has been elsewhere said - approaches now these sl10res he gazes upon broad-armed harnation after nation may rise and fall, kingdoms and _empire~ bors, inviting him into their peaceful waters as the weary sea
crumble into ruin, but our own native land, gathering energy bird to its nest, beacon towers, flaming· red, warning in the
and. strength from the lapse of time, shall go on and still go darkness or ringing their chimes through the fog-great cities
on its destined way to greatness .and renown. And when pushing their adventurnus granite; munitions of wealth and
thrones shall crumble into dust, when scepters and diadems trade far out against the besieging waves-forest-girded
shall have been forgotten till heaven's last thunder shall with 'the masts of a world-wide commerce--:green heights·.·
shake the world below, the flag of the republic shall still wave around ado'rned· With fair villas-smiling- valleys··fotreatii'I'g il
on~ and its stars, its stripes, and its eagle, shall still float in back among the hills, continuous gardens~surilighted streamw'
pride, and strength, and glory,
bearing down to ocean ports the flow of inland wealth-little
"Whilst the .earth bears a plant,
brooks white from the vexing water wheels-the smoke of
Or the sea rolls a wave."
tall chimneys beneath whose shadows toils the dusky artificer
-the lifted spires of Christian temples-all heralding to
~A.H. Rice.
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. t)mt voyager a land o{ peace and plenty and giving sign of
generous and hospitable welcome.
How different this picture from tha,t which frowne_d before
the resolute eyes that first measured the New England coast!
Hills robed in forest terrors sloped backward from the water's
margin-up ·the silent valleys there were no fracks save those
of savage beasts or savage men--over what hidden perils the
harbor tides ebbed and flowed they had yet to learn-whither
the valley streams led in theh:e;upward course to theii· fountains none could ·tell them-the future harvest plains grew
the oak harvests of slow centuries. No houses were built· for
them-matron and maiden, age and infancy, must shelter
themselves in tents or beneath evergreen boughs from winter's rigors. Na·ture in her sternest panoply seemed thus to
defy our fathers to the struggle. Sheathed in glittering
snows, like a virgin warrior in mail, she seemed to expect by
her very aspect to decide the conte&t. She gathered up the
awe of her grand mysterious solitudes to lay upon their
spirits. She blew upon them with the chill of her December
winds and sought to pierce their hearts with her spear of ice.
But they were no faint-hearted champions that had come
over to measure their prowess with her savage wildness.
The land was .to be possessed. Therefore it was to be explored, subdued and made to pay tribute. Upon it' were to
rise cities and -villages,' and roll the yellow harvest seas.
They had strong arms and stout hearts and the conflict was
joined. The first strokes fell-they rang through the woodland depths and their echoes swept over the sullen waves.
The foremost forest ranks bowed to the invasion. - Again the
ax advanced and again the serried-lines of resistance \gave
way. Still was the onset &trengthened by new forces and still
the woodland veterans with all their plumed honors went
down before them. And so the battle front was rolled on,
and s,o the sturdy giants of the forest and the wild have
retreated before it. It has been a continuous conflict and the
end is not yet-but victory has always declared for the invader. The ax, the fire, the plow, the spade, those weapons
of assault can not be withstood. The noise of the sylvan war
is now quite remote.
It has rolled backward on the Alleghanies-it has swept
northward and eastward into the fastness of our mountain
ranges and the old woods of Maine-it has rusped- across
the prairies and left them broad oceans of rolling. harvest
wealth-faint and far we hear- the sturdy strokes tha;t tell
where the van marches, coming back to our ears from . the
distant valley slopes that rise from the fa,ther of waters
-toward the heights that look down upon Pacific seas; In
the track of this bloodless contest shoots the green blade of
the corn, rise the walls of cheerful and busy hamlets_ growing
soon to emulous cities, where wealth buHds and taste and
refinement adorn-and bloom and smile everywhere the gardens of peaceful and happy homes.-Andrew L. Stone.

Christ gives new life, hopes, joys, ·goodness, comforts, b1wond' all the best men out of Christ can conceive.-F. N. Peloubet.
The fixed distinctions of class are so forced and
so unjust that there can be no peace in society until
they can be done away.-E. B. Wakefield.
.-"A rrian inay have perfectly correct opinions, and
yet''ilave1 wi10rl~ feelings, desires. and eve:ri habits. It
was onde ~ai'il of a man of this sort that 'he had
principles .but no morals.' The only way really to
hold a prfociple is to put it into action in one's life."
.~~,.. ~ -
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Manners in Children.

(Concluded from June 29.)
REVIVAL OF OLD MANNERS.

Now, among our younger men, we see something ·more
like the old time breeding than -c-o'i:ild have been found a
generation ago except among much older men. Here and
there one meets "a specimen striking enough to, impress the
average observer.
"There is one nice man!" I heard a girl. say not long
ago, as I passed by her on the street. Near by stood a fine
looking man of about thirty. He was talking to a couple
of women, and he was uncovered, holding his - hat in his
hand, as his grandfather might have done fifty years ago.
He seemed to take his action as a matter of course, ahd there
was no consciousness in his manner to indicate that he felt
he was doing an unusual thing. He had evidently been
trained to such conduct since his boyhood.
The same day I saw another illustration to give one hope
for the growth of courtesy. Two small boys were walking
with their mother, when she stopped to speak to a friend.
Off went their caps, and they stood bareheaded until the
brief chat was at an end. They seemed to do it as instinctively as the grown man had done.
EARLY HABITS COME EASY.

As ,a;,matter of course,,.it ,11{jl~ 1 .nqt'be easy to break into
such habits a half grown boy who has always lacked training in courtesy. He will resent them and feel them an
imposition. For this reason I urge that the instruction and
drill should be begun at a tender age. The boy who has always
practiced these small conventionalities will take them for
granted, and the habit of them will grow with his growth.
If he has been trained to rise when his mother comes into
the room, he will not need to be told later in life that he
is guilty of a discourtesy when he remains seated at the
entrance of a woman. If ho is accustomed to draw back
his mother's chair at table, to open the,door for her, to let
_ her pass in or out ahead of himself,- he will do these things
with other women. And he will do them naturally, with
no show of putting on his good manners for that occasion
only. It is like accustoming a child_ to g1:ammatical speech.
He gets to the point when it would be an effort to speak
otherwise than correctly.
Some one will ask, however, what is the good of all this.
The same good there is in any form of courtesy-to make
life easier and pleasanter for otliers. After all, great
unselfishness underlies good breeding and mq~tr:!!onven~ions,
It ,is a gratifying thing to a woman to feel that -ii, ,ma~ µqt .
only respects her sex and her, but that he shows it in his·
conduct. It brightens life for her to receive the deference
manifested in a courteous act. The fact that -the courtesy is
sometimes extended by those who do not feel the deference
has nothing to do with the matter. Hypocrisy is called the
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homage vice pays to virtue, and it does a man no harm to ' ~or granted that a boy must be a boy, but a girl-"lilies
festered smell far worse than weeds," and the woman child
assume a courtesy he may not feel.
should be well behaved, as a matter of course.
CAUSE FOR THANKS.
Y~t her courtesy is not always a matter of course. She
Married life would be much easier for many women if i:e?mre~ instruction as much as the boy. She must be
their mothers-in-law had taken the pains t<i tea<;h their _boys dnlled m graceful observances, in gentleness in consideration
manners. Only the breeding that was !_earned so early that While she is yet tiny she should be made to feel that ther~
it has become instinctive will stand the wear and tear of are upon her certain duties of hospitality. In her mother's
matrimony. But when a lucky wom~n marries .a man who absence she must act as mistress of the house and put herhas such courtesy she.should thapk ·all_'fortunate fates. There self at the services of guests. She must set aside her own
are many trials of wedded life she can not escape, but the inclination for the sake of making people comfortable and be
worst of them are eased to her if she is married to a gentle- taught to put herself in thought in the place of others in
order that she may be helpful to them. Service is bound to
m&
.
.
Of course, he may be a gentleman at heart and yet be be more or less a woman's portion through life, and the sooner
lacking in the minor rll,finements. That is quite possible- she learns its positive duty and its possible joy, the better
and more than probable.. A man may show every considera- for her as well as for others.-Christine Terhune Herrick in
tion to his wife so far as practical matters are concerned; Record-Herald.
without its ever occurring to him that sh~- would love the.
little delicacies of breeding. If he "lacks these she may loyally
aver tlrnt she does not care for them-and perhaps she does
not. Still, she would doubtless like them if he had them.
WIRT, INDIANA, June 29, 1910.
Certain persons will 'read this chapter only to scoff at
Editors
Herald:
We
-are
going to commence the two-day
the suggestion of training. "What real difference does it
make if a man takes off his hat when he comes into the meetings at this place July 2, as the notice has already been
house, or gets up when his wife comes into the rooni ?" they given, and wish to say to the isolated Saints, we would like
will ask. Well, if they are sincere in their point of view, you all to attend these meetings that possibly can and pray
they ai·e lucky people. They are much more likely to get that these meetings may be spiritual feasts to the Saints and
what they want than those who declare that it is useless to those that are investigating the work. We hope the Saints
to waste time in writing or reading about the things that - in the several branches where the meetings are to be held,
everyone knows and does. Both types are represented in will do all they can in advertising the meetings. Remember,
you all have a part in the great work and if we all do our
almost any part of this land of ours.
part, surely God will do his. As I have b~n chosen president
GOOD SOCIAL ARMOR.
of the district and have not had much experience in the work,
Apart from the comfort and pleasure it is to have well I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints that God may
give wisdom and strength to preside over the district faithbred persons about one in one's house, there is another recomfully,
and hope the Saints will all lend a helping hand. . Let
mendation in favor of good breeding. In this country of
us work in union and the love of the Master. If you lack
rapid changes in social position· one can never tell v;hoi-0 the
next generation may land. The ~oy who lives in a poor wisdom ask God who giveth to all liberally ·and upbraideth
home to-day may be in a high office within the next half not, and hunger and thirst after the righteousness of God and
century or less. When he ;comes tg,,i~ he will need the grace you shall be filled. 0 ! that we might be humble and faithful
and manners suitable to the position. '.!.'here will be many that God can use us for the building up of his kingdom.
I baptized a sister at Bicknell, June 15, and a brother and
a. mortification spared him':{in -his ·way''to' eminence and ·~fter
his arrival there if his courtesy iS ingrained-a part of him- sister· at Clay City on the 24th. I want .to return to these
places as soon as th() two-day -meetings are over, as there
self.
Thus far all the stress has been laid upon the necessity . is a good interest there. At Clay City, some of the Utah
of training in courtesy for the boys. Are the girls to be peop)e are quite interested. I heard some of them say they
counted out in the distribution of good manners? By no were done with the Utah church. If Bro.- J. W. Wight, our
means. As I said earlier, the· girls do not have so many missionary in charge, could visit this place, I am sure good
Your bi·other in Christ,
chances for displaying gross breaches of good manners as could be done.
JACOB HALB.
thei.r brothers. Yet they are not altogether without oppor-

Letter Department

tu?1ty, and to do them justice they do not, in some cases,
fail to avail themselves of it. A little girl who is really ill
mannered can find occasions to display this without difficulty.
Perhaps it is because the mother bestows more attention
upon the girl's manners than upon the boy's that these will
usually stand ordinary tests. The well-trained little maidens
~~e to-d~y are taught to make their curtsies, to speak when
a Y. are spo~en to, and to keep silent when they are not
ddressed, qmte as the girls of old· times were.
PERT YOUNG- MISSES.
of ~~;n here an~ t~ere ?ne sees a' specimen Of,_the other kind
b
g a child who is pert and forward who has evident!_y
een allowed to· fe e1 th a t sh e 1s
. of sueh nnportance
.'
.. -.. that she
~~nt say and do what she pleases without regard to ·the: fact
. a th~re are present older· persons to whom a' meed of
respect 1s due.
. I
.
.
Such bad mann , .
e~s m a g1r somebmes strike upon one more
rude!
.
Y than a boy s worst breaches of behavior. I.t is taken

CANTON, ILLINOIS, June 26, 1910.
Dem· Herald: I received these pamphlets of Bro. Heman
C. Smith, "Duplicity exposed" and "All Brighamite roads lead
to polygamy" by Bro. E. A. Smith. I have been favored with
so many tracts this spring from our Utah friends who have
been trying to make us believe that their crooked way is the
straight and narrow way that leads to life eternal. When
the testimony of these people is louder than the tracts they
send us, I suppose we Saints here, having no meetings for:
nearly a year, would be ready to take a bite of any kind
of food, but thank God, we are not hungry for Brighamite
food.
' ·
l don't' .expec~"to see any great things from· the Brigh_amites.
They have about fulfilled the prophecies of J'fr111piary,, J1he~r,-,
had nothing to do with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob after they·
had followed the man who gave them the privilege to follow
the flesh, the world, and the Devil, and to become one in
the hand of the Devil to do all manner of sin, even to the
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shedding of innocent blood. This was done by being led. by
Brigham into ·the salt land to receive darkness for· light.
See all those wlio came into the church, how easily ·they
dropped out. Without the Holy Spirit of the Father, there is no
man able to stand. I don't think we need to trouble ourselves
the least bit about that, for they have done all in their vower
to sift the saints of God if they could. The power of God
is too great for th.em. I feel it, that the hand of God is
against them. All we want to do is to keep God's commandments and we will be sure to have the light and I feel that
the time has come that truth must bring all the honest to
victory. I have no doubt but thel'e are hundreds of honest
souls in their midst that will come to the fold yet as the
darkness disappears.
.
•
'!'here had to be a great deal done to get ready· to start
for the desert. They had to obey orders of the chief of
hosts which was that they -all had to be baptized into Brig- hamism and when this was done they were no. longer Latter
Day Saints but followers of Brigham Young. He was the
host to whom they sold themselves and the only deliverance
was the mercy of the all-wise God by letting them reach Fort
Douglas on the hill above the beehive of Brigham, where
the army of the United States was ·sent for a place of safety
for all refugees to fly to for safety from Brigham. This
fort was placed here for the safety of the people from having
their blood spilled by a lot of bloodthirsty murderers. Where
are the corner stones? They clearly rejected them. t thank
God for the eye opener which is the operation of the Spirit
of the livirig God.
.
.
I was seventy-two years old last April and I feel that I
can do some good here yet selling papers. This is the first
letter I ever sent to you. I don't know whether you can
understand it or not, but I thought I would let you !mow
how I feel about the Utah trash we received. if you \vtsh
to publish this letter, you can do so, so that the Utah missionaries· may know how we stand as to polygamy.
Your brother;
ISAAC BATH.
BROWN CITY, MICHIGAN, June 29, 1910.
Dea,r Hemld:
Three years ago to-day I was buried with
Christ in baptism and arose to walk in newness of life. Elder
George M. Shippy acted as porter and as we came up out of
the water those on the bank started •to sing that beautiful
hymn, "Nearer, my God, to thee." It was the happiest moment of my life when I hea1·d those ·words. They seemed to be
in exact harmony with the occasion. I was leaving the world
and its follies far behind and was indeed drawing nearer my
God. I heard the gospel when I was very young, but owing
to existing conditions I did not rend°er obedience to it at that
time. My mother was and is a Methodist, while father did
not then belong to any church, so it would have been rather
hard for me had I wished to unite with the church then, however I was much interested in <the truth, and I made it a
subj(lct of much study and the result was that I was able,
with the aid of my older brother Edward, to convince father
that the angeFs message was true, and on June 17, 1906, he
rendered obedience the1:eto, while I 'was known to many as a
"\lry land Saint."
·
At times I would attend revival meeting in some of the
churches in this place and when some of my friends would
come to me and ask me to go to the altar and give my heart
to God. I would just turn on the light and it was amusing
to .·see how.quickly' they would give me up as a hOpeless case
an.d·. go .. tQ.-.some, others who had not been instructed in the
way of the,Lord or come in contact with the touchstone of
truth.
On August 26, 1906, my brother Edward was baptized
and during the following winter the Lord showed him a vision
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•in which he was made to know that the hand of God was
upon me, and unless I would humble myself and do God's
will, I would be Jost. When he told·. Ille what he had seen I
only smiled, and when he had gone I remarked that Ted V:as
getting "batty," but it was not long until I knew that he had
told me the trnth. In the spring. of 1907 I was taken down
with a terrible affliction and for .weeks I was nigh unto death.
During that time I thought much of my condition and words
fail to express the anguish of my soul when I realized that
God had wa1;ned me an'a I ·had._heeded not "the warning. I
understood that I was resting under .greater condemnation
than I would have been had I not heard the gospel. It was
then these words came to me, "Thank the Lord for the plan
he has given, that will render ·US pure ·as a child." How I
wished that I had obeyed that plan. Then my heart turned
to God and I prayed for mercy, promising God that if he
would spare my life, I wouJ.d dedicate the remaining years
of it to his service. It seems to me now that I could almost
hear my Savior say, "Father, I died for him; spare him yet
a little while," and ·God in his terider love and mercy, granted
the request and I got better.
Then !··went forth and obeyed the gospel and from that
time I have been striving to do my duty.
On April 5, 1908,~Elder George M. Shippy spoke.to me in
the gift uf tongues, calling me to the office of priest, and
since then I .have been spoken to twice, so I feel to rejoice
and take courage.
Dear Saints, this work is true and while the world may
heap all manner of vituperation upon us, we can rest assured
that we are safe from the anathema of God, pronounced
upon all who dare to pervert the gospel of Christ.
The HERALD, Ensign, and the Jom·nal of History make regular calls and are always welcome. Ever praying for the
redemption of Zion, I am, your fellow-traveler in the old,
old path.
RICHARD ]). WEAVER.
DEDERICK, MISSOURI.
Editors Hera,ld: I left Lamoni on the morning of May 20,
bound for my mission fieid, the.:Clinton, Missouri, District.
I arrived at Veve chapel northeast·of Dederick, on the morning of the 21st, where we enjoyed a spiritual conference of
the district on the 21st and 22d; meeting several old and
making many new acquaintan~es. After conference Bro.
and Sr. Ben Glick conveyed me over six miles south of Dederick to the hospitable home of Sr. and Uncle John Harper,
where I began trying to hold up .the banner of King Emmanuel.
Since the 1st of May to near the middle of June, it has
rained almost incessantly, and for two weeks past the weather
has been dry, so that farmers are getting up with the procession again in tending their crops. Wheat is now ripe and
oats beginning to turn, and both extra good. Fair prospects
for corn, apples are a fair crop, peaches are in abundance,
and are now in the market, selling at one dollar per bushel.
I have been quite busy since coming here. Have occupied
at Glen Wood for the second time, with good attendance and
splendid interest, with many invitations to come again when
"we are not so busy, so we can attend regularly." Three
different parties out of the church at Oak Grove requested
us to come and make our home with them when I came back.
I am being blessed in presenting the truth and am getting
the gosifel before many of my old neighbors··an'd: friends· that
I got acquainted with wl}i!e I lived here last yeifr by visiting
them at their homes. What would the harvest be if it· were
not for the disgrace of Brigham Young and his co-laborers
brought upon the gospel. ·But Brighamism really cleansed
the church of its corruptions in the forties by taking out
those that would not live according to the gospel law after
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the stigma of Brighamism, generally
d Come in ' and
they dIia
'
"Mormonism
" keeps those out of· t h e ch urch th a t wou'Id
11
· ca e 11 1·n the str~ight and narrow way if they got therein.
notI wa {glad to note that the scattered Satnts
·
an d oth ers, as
am liere are pointed to as the very best citizens and
we·]l I as
'
· . to th e m1ss10nary
· ·
bors. That
is very encouragmg
as
ne1g
well ias a great help. W e won d er. son:iet•unes, Why. preach
to the people when they will not obey, bu~ ~e read where t~e
M ter said Go teach all nations, baptizmg them, and his
w:i~d does n~t return unto him void. As Isaiah says this will
f course be accomplished and all shall bow the knee and all
~hall be baptized and walk in the light of the gospel and. the
Lord Jesus Christ will accomplish fully as much as Satan
offered to do, as recorded in Genesis 32. The Psalmist surely
told the truth when he said, "All the ends of the world shall
·remember, and turn unto the Lorcl; all they that go down to
the dust shall bow before him."-Psalm 22: 27-29. Zechariah
said the day would come at about the close of the Millenium
that it could be said in deed and truth, "By the blood of thy
covenant I have [God has] sent fQrth thy prisoners out of .the
pit wherein is no water." 1 John.1: 7 tells us how the blood of
covenant is applied, by walking in the light as God is in the
light, and Jesus said no man could come unto the father
except by him. (John 14: 6.) I was never able to find any
other plan or scheme devised, only by the gospel plan. Go
teach all nations, baptising them. I noticed one good old
brother get a little excited because a Seven Day Adventist
had told him that some of our elders. had preached that even
the Devil would be saved, but don't get worried, Brother
Clapp, the Adventists told the same story on me and others;
but it was a falsehood made out of whole cloth. We do read
of a few who after having obeyed the gospel fall away and
become angels to the Devil. (See Hebrews 6: 5-6; Matthew
25: 41; Doctrine and Covenants 76: 4.)
But let us press onward to the mark of our high calling in
Ch1·ist Jesus and work for the redemption of the whole world
from his Satanic power. I would like to say to the Saints of
the Clinton District, if you want the work opened up in your
vicinity, .iet us hear from you. We are here to occupy during
the conference year and only thre~ of us for this large district,
Bro. W. S. Macrae, Bro. James Moler, and the writer. Do
not be backward in letting us hear from you so that we can
perform our part of our work acceptably to him whom we
serve, that all that will hear may hea1•; that none be left without excuse. My field address will be Nevada, Missouri, and
I will be glad to hear from you as I am not acquainted outside
of Vernon County.. Working. and praying for the advancement of the truth, your brother in the gospel covenant,
C. J. PETERS.
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prayer meeting, there seemed t~ us a tendency to quench the
Spir~t. Having lived among the Methodist so much, you will
readily understand my desire to turn the whole affair into a
Methodist class meeting· and. call on each one severally, with
the accent on the last syllable, for the Spirit was there in
power. to bless all who obeyed, and he spoke thmugh a dear
old lady and revealed his presence and chided his chi.ldren
whom he was so willing and able to bless. Now, I am not
fiµding fault with any one. I love -each and every one, but
the people here need a revival. I feel that. they are drifting
and. to drift is dangerous. Just at the present time, there
is--much uneasiness among us because' of the dry weather.
This is one thing which causes the depression, fear of a crop
failure and financial complications. But .Jet us not worry.
God will take ~are of his ·own. We can but do our best and
trust God for results. If we would only exercise more faith
in God!
·
There was some ·amusement Saturday afternoon. Brother
Knisley spoke on the difference- between the Reorganized
church and the Salt Lake faction. He made a most able
defense of our position, told a few amusing stories concerning
our Utah opponents, their faith, belief, and practices, and we
were enlightened. He had not reached the door when he
was called to task, and he now adds one more experience with
the Utah Mormons to his list. He was not aware of the
woman's presence, but I believe he would have spoken just
as he did and maybe more so had the whole Utah church been
there to hear him; but he was somewhat consoled the next
day·"when Brother Chase, on his way to his mission in Utah,
stopped and surprised his many friends by attending Sunday's
meetings. He was -accordingly invited to preach the morning
and afternoon sermons, and all unconscious of the lady's presence, he launched out on a vivid description of Utah Mormonism. After the sermon, Brother'" Knisley took pleasure in
introducing him to the sister. God bless her, is my prayer,
and I feel to believe that she will get her eyes open to:> the truth
and obey the true gospel. Our Utah brothers and sisters
are mistaken when they say we do not love them. We may
not love their ways, but we love them and pray for their
redemption. Please pray for us that we may ever be found
down at the foot of the cross, always leadable and teachable.
Your sister in the great and glorious work,
.

SADIE BURCH.

KEWANEE, ILLINOIS, JUl)e 22, 1910.
Dear Herald: The conference of the Kewanee district is
now history, but will long linger in the memory of those who
wei'e privileged to be in attendance. I am told that it was
one.of the best ever held. One thing was especially noticeable,
the spirit of unity and peace that was in evidence in all the
sessions. The Sunday school and Religio were r~presented
CASTANA, IOWA, June 28, 1910.
Dear Hemld: We have just attended a two-day meeting in convention, which was a success. Here was the first opof the Saints at Moorhead. It is needless to say we enjoyed portunity afforded us, to make our maiden effort as a 'field
them and received rich food for our hungering souls. We worker of both auxiliaries since our appointment as such.
w;.r~ feeling somewhat discour.aged because of our lack of Altogether we had a good time. The kind Saints of Millers" a Ihty to do more for the cause and the sermon of Brother burg spared no means to make us feel at home, and as we
. Pitt was a very great encouragement to us. I have heret~;fore heard it expressed by one good brother, the worst feature of
.been afraid that we were ever overzealous for God's work
all was that the parting time came only too soon.
but I now b el'ieve that our anxiety for the cause is only the'
It was certainly an enjoyable occasion to me, as a new man
result of his Holy Spirit working with us. We humbly ask in this district. With few exceptions all were strangers to
th~ ?rayers of all the Sain,ts that we inay never lose the me, but we were not strangers long. I was anxious to beSpmt or in any way f all
· to do what he
· prompts· us to do. come acquainted and they did not fail to reciprocate. This
Sunday, the 26th, we attended oui· first sacrament service, seems an easy matter with those who have little or none
also
.
· . d . m~ny blessmgs
.
of· that stiffness. of disposition. My experience in this city,
d our first p J;l\Yer
meet'mg. We receive
~n. encouragement at these meetings. ·We ar .cmere h. abes . ~lso in the c:listrict, is somewhat limited as yet; but I can •'
IU th k'
d
"' .
we e . mg om and almost strangers in this comm1mity,, but truthful.Jy say that so far I never met a more •Joyal' and'"
. pra~se and thank God for the privilege we have to mingle whole hearted class of people, I do not mean that they are
with his Sai n t s. W e fi n d grand
.
. .noble people
.
. the perfect, or else we could say we had got Zion right here in
M
and
.m
oorhead Branch. We wi;re somewhat _disappointed in the Illirtois. In all of us there is still room for improvement.
0
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I reached this plac1t May· 17. This being my objective
point, I have my family with me, and we are now settled
down to housekeeping at 802 North Main street. I have
been chosen pastor of the branch, and trust to be worthy of
the confidence of those I am called to preside over. Like all
other branches this one has seen its dark days, but we.believe
there are brighter prospects ahead if we. are only humble and
faithful.
.
On last Tuesday evening Sister Arber; the children and I,
went out with the object of visiting, but no one seemed very
anxious foi· us to tarry long. In fact they appeared to be
pushing us toward our home. We had taken pr~caution to
lock up the house, but we have about come to the conclusion we
might just as well save ourselves the trouble, for if those coming in our absence want to, they will get in an:yway. For as we
neared the house to our surprise we saw it all ljghted up, and
about fifty of the Saints and friends had taken possession.
"Did they surprise us?" Well, yes, and in a very substantial
way; by having lots of good things to eat. And then we were
presented with a purse of silver. We certainly appreciate
such kindness, for it helps, oh, so much.
We wish to say to our many friends in western Iowa; we
shall not soon forget them and their kindness to us. After
an acquaintance of four years of pleasant association, I am
sorry I can not write to all who have asked me to do so, but
take this means of telling a.JI that we are well and busy in
the service of the Master. We shall always be pleased to
hear from you. A number have already written, and ·we
will reply just as quickly as possible.
Our desire is to be humble in our work, that we may be
accounted worthy when the Master shall come. May the
Lord bless all his people until Zion shall be redeemed, when
the toilers wiil be all gathered home.
Your brother in thil conflict of truth,
.
JOSEPH ARBER.
CINCINNATI, Omo, July 4, 19i0'.""'
Dear Herald: I am .Jonesome, being alone in this large city.
I am at work here and three hundred and fifty miles from
home. I have fallen, and I request the prayers of all the
Saints in my behalf. I know this work is of God and it is
true. I have read the prophecy of Elder John Smith of
November .24 •. It does me good to read it every week. This
city is very wicked and a man that has to board can not get
a place except at a saloon, so you can see I have great things
to overcome. I am mixed with the evil ones, although drinks
do not tempt•me in the least.
I pray that this letter will be in the SAINT'S HERALD, and I
will be glad if some of the dear old Saints v.rould send me
some HERALDS to read.
I am going to rent a room to stay, but take my meals at the
same place that I now do. I will say right hei·e, I will make
all things right in the next eight weeks if God gives me
strength.
I have a job at the Globe Soap Company at one dolla1· and
seventy-five cents per day. I will be here until October,
far as I know now.
I know the good Spirit is upon me that leads men to repentance and I will surely do it. I can not do otherwise. I have
faith to know that God will hear my prayers and the Saints'
prayers and I will put my works with my faith. I have the
evidence that all things will be right if I am faithful and fast
and pray. I do not know whether there are any Saints in
this large city or n(>t. I have asked the prayers of the Saints
and I know I can feel the good Spirit upon me. .
,·
. L. L. GOTT.

:s
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COYOTEJ, MONTANA, June 27, 1910.
Editors Herald: When I awoke this morning I found that
I had been dreaming of doing something great for the church
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of Jesus Christ and for the gospel it represents and contends
for. This text of scripture was brought to my ·mind: "He
that is faithflil in that which is least, . is faithful also in
much.'' It a.Jso came to me that I was lacking in not doing
what I could now to prove my faith, in.that I had allowed my
time to overrun in paying for the HERALD, so I hasten to
amend. and pay dues for ·coming year.
Further, in reviewing the past, I realize that I have made
many mistakes, and ask pardon of all who have felt aggrieved
or injured by any word or fault of mine and will continue to
pray that friend and foe may have a clear understanding of
the truth and that all may be saved in the kingdom of God.
. WILLIAM WATERMAN.
WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.
Dear Herald: It is not often that I ask for space in which
to talk for a little while with my friends scattered from Nova
Scotia to Missouri. Just a word in passing. In my seven
years battle in the missionary field,- I ha,ve received few scars.
Life has seen the experiences of to-day repeated -to-morrow,
old faces moving aside to give place to the new, and a continual death and resurrection, like the ever changing shade and
sunshine. The enemy has been met and partly conquered,
and strange to say, the only hurt has been the blow of the
friend. And more rooted is the conviction that misunderstanding of each other's motives is the ·great cause of disharmony among Saints. Every chapter of life's history teaches
the lesson: "God is great! He is terrible and stem, but we
know also, He is good,'' as Carlyle wrote to Emerson.
Maine is peculiar in many ways. It is my native State, so
I feel free to criticize it. ('Tis well to bear in mind that
criticism does not necessarily mean saying that which is bad.)
This State is not so progressive as some States. She is not so
prosperous. The long cold winters we read of in the geography and experience in reality are responsible in pa1:t for the
backwardness of this country. The vegetation of semitropical
climate is never raised here. We import the watermelon,
peach, and such like, yet the potato and apple seem to offer
a fair exchange. There are no iarge cities here, but miles
and miles of ocean-washed seacoast and acres of woods.· The
summer visitor waxes eloquent when he refers to_the summer
days in Maine. And ·what think you? Your writer was
preaching not long since, in a country where the bear made
his retreat. A neighbor was going to the well when he saw
Mr. Bruin. The thirst for water vanished and the man
went home with an empty pail. This is also the Jand of the
deer and the moose. Recently a bull moose invited a wood
chopper to leave the woods and he (needless to say which one)
went. Another man spent a comfortless hour up a telegrnph
pole, waiting for a moose to say goodbye. But the lakes and
the fish, the sighing and scent of the pine trees, cool breezes
freighted with bird songs, and the exceptionally fine opportunities of preaching· the gospel to the fellow-men, make
Maine an ideal place for summer work.
As it was in the days of Christ, the common people hea1·
us gladly, but such people are becoming rare. Pride seems
to be a complete barrier between man and Christ, and this is
the modern stumbling-block. As Nephi saw, "The Gentiles
are lifted up in the pride of their eyes and have stumbled."
Pride, false teachers, and false doctrine have corrupted the
children of men. Of the high-minded, some become interested,
a few convicted, fewer converted, and the majority pass us
by. I am thoroughly convinced that one of our writers was
correct when she said that our church has ·a, mission of its
own and sho11ld· not expect the support of the .'general: .public'
Witho'ut doubt, we are living in. momentous times; serious
problems confront us and we do not fully· comprehend how
serious, nor do I see that we are so much to blame. The world
is big and the signs of His coming have come upon us
quietly, in a way. To-day we hear of. ·an earthquake In
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terday it was a fire in Baltimore, to-morrow it will
Ita1y, {e~ine or tidal wave somewhere else, and, with the
be aid a liave become accustomed to such things. Yet they
wor , we
"ar·ni'ngs that God has flashed upon th e
are none tiie I ess ' "
.
t d . h 1 1
. of time and let him who sees, s an m o Y P aces,
cur tthat
am which 'has been spoken· by mspirat1on
.
.· ·
for
must be f u I -

be in the field; one shall be taken and the other left? We have
all been baptized, received the laying on of hands, ·have oui·
names on the church books. These things a·re spoken to the
ch urch , not to the world at lar·ge. T. he Doct1·1'ne and Covenants makes this very plain, saying the church shall be like
unto this parable of the virgins.
Let us hear what the word says. Listen in the silence of
filled.
. d your hea1t with
. the ear of faith: "In returning and rest
The principle things that we are look'mg fo;·war d to .. a:~
th t God is waiting for, are: More perfect umty among his
shall ye be saved; in quietness and in confidence shall ye flee:
· aple· the building of the temple; conversion of the Laman- and we will ride upon the swift; therefore shall they that
peo and
' Jews; and the army of desoation
1 ·
· t o array i'tseIf pursue you be swift."-lsaiah 30: 15. Return, examine your
ites
is
against Jerusalem after which the sun shall be darkened· and thoughts, the forces of your life, your affections, do they not
the moon shall not give her light; the stars shall fall, and the flow away from you? Your thoughts, they fly hither and yon,
signs of the Son of Man appear. T~e angels shall be s~nt they roam afar. You say you are nervous, restless; the
to gather those Saints who, for domestic reasons or otherwise, forces of life are in strife and commotion. Your affections
could not assemble at Zion before. Ah, that midnight cry:
or desires are constantly wanting and never satisfied; a new
"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him." dress or a new house, or a larger farm. Set your affections
And I call my friends to witness that whether on the street·· on things above where moth and rust do not corrupt. Come
at Cape Cod, in the grove at Brooksville, in the tent at home, dear soul, come home and sit down and sup with the
Amherst or Quidnick; in the kitchen at Shawmut; in the . Master in tl1e midst of your own heart. Fix your mind and
parlor at Tuckahoe; in the churches at Maine, Massachusetts, heart on the one word Jesus, nor let any other word slip in,
etc.; in schoolhouses in Pennsylvania and elsewhere, I have and feel all the forces of life begin to return to their center,
plead with men and women to do right, to clothe themselves for God is the center of the universe, the center of all things,
with the wedding garment, which is the righteousness of and he would dwell fa your heart. You may be able to comSaints. Everywhere it is the same cry: "Repent and be mand them only for an instant, but return again and again,
baptised everyone of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for. the until you shall find Jesus within your soul dwelling in your
remission of sins and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy midst. Will that not be a holy place? "To be strengthened
Ghost." And to the Saints it .is, "That which thou hast hold with might by his Spirit in the inner man; that Christ may
fast till I come."
.. dwell in your hearts by faith."-Ephesians 3: 17.
In returning and rest ye shall be saved. Has it not been
This letter, then, is to you all; to tell you that I remember
every handshake of friendliness, every kind act, all, in fact,
said that if we stand in holy places the· desolating scourge
in substance. And on some future day, even that which shall shall pass us by? Must we stand in the church building?,
know no night, when that vast multitude of redeemed Saints Or in a branch? Only in union with Jesus have we any unity
rush in to clasp the hand of God, we may perchance be per- one with another. Come let us return unto God, now, to-day,
mitted to meet. Until that th;ne may we battle on in the pres- receive Jesus into the midst of your heart and remain quietly
ent, with brave hearts and pure spirits.
to sit and sup with him. Let not even the form of a word
RALPH W. FARRELL.
disturb that peaceful quiet-therein shall ye find great
strength. "In quietness and confidence shall be · your
strength." Do not think this a hard way; far from it, "Take
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA.
Deai· Herald: Why is it that so many of the isolated Saints up thy cross daily and follow me,''-patiently and quietly.
feel that they do not have opportunities to grow in grace and How many of your duties require your undivided attention?
to stand in holy places? So often. 1·. hear, "We are not very Consider the needless thoughts that float idly through our
religious, we have been deprived of church privileges so· long." brains. When you farm, when you drive a team, when you
True, we are commanded not to· neglect the assembling of . come and go, when you wash the dishes, when you sew, inourselves together, but will the church save us? If so why stead of thinking of the latest novel or bit of gossip, or concriticise the Catholic who believes the church will save' him? sidering the fashions, return to Him, and, as you are able to·
From whence is our salvation? "Ask, and it shall be given bear it, he will hold sweet converse with your soul and new
you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened realms of beauty and holiness will finally be your everlasting
unto you." Ask of whom? The church? What shall we portion. It is the way of the cross, wherein we seek to have
.ask of the church? Where shall we seek?' In the church? no thought, no word, no action, but such as is the will of our
In the church we hear faith, repentance, baptism and the Father. All interruptiomJ;' all distractions are borne with
gospel of the kingdom preached, but have we heard and patience and we immediately return. At first you may be
obeyed?
discouraged, but remember the infant lies quiet and receives
Knock and it shall be opened? But we have entered the its nourishment and even sleeps; by and by it grows stronger,
church-at least our names are on the books. Shall we now sit it creeps, it walks, it speaks, until it comes unto its full statdown and let the church save us? Or do these words apply ure. "Except ye become as little children" (Matthew 18: 3,
to ~ur soul life? Were they ever intended to apply to our Ma1·k 10: 15). Return, be quiet, be confident, he is faithful.
bodily or temporal life? Saint Paul 'says we should go on His word is sure. Nothing shall harm us if we abide with
unto yerfection. Can we stand in holy places only when we him in the secret ·place of the most High. Blessed be God in
are m a church building or among a sufficient number to all his saints. Amen.
If any one seeks the way of the cross, I would gladly- cororganize a branch? The greatest saints <if all time have
wandered in the wilderness, have walked alone have com- respond with such that we may be mutually benefited and his
muned with God the Father. Is:.isolation the caus~ of sor1;ow? righteous cause advanced as the Spirit may direct. I, too,
Rather let 1't b 0
.·
talk wi . •
·Source of Joy,,-and fet J~s walk closer .and have been an isolated one, away where there was not even a
unto ~h o~r Lord i;iore often, yea watchmg•day.•and mg:ht soul 'who took any thought of our blessed Re~emer. Let all
.. P ayer· Isolation should ·be a source, ·of.· strength and things praise' and glor.ify and eternally exalt o)lr ~(Jr~ ~nd
~pn~tual power, for :then we· sliould seek from the fountain: King, and let us magnify .his great and holy name~Jesiis' in
ea .' There are already too many dependfog' upon . the whom is our salvation.
HARRIET M. SMIT!{;
church · Oh • no • th e c1iurc.h can not save us;
. neither the
b.
Box 305.
ranch officers. Know you not that in that day, two men s~all

1
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Minne•ota Reunion.

The Saints' annual reunion of the Minnesota D.istrlct 'was
held at Bemidji, June :U to 22, and now only" remains in the
pleasant memories of those who attended. The attendance
was not quite so large as some former years on account of
being quite a distance fo1· many of the Saints of the district
to travel. However, some pleasant meetings were held and
I think all felt well repaid for the time and sacrifice of
attending. The Saints of Bemidji did all they could in many
ways to make it pleasant for the visiting Sajrits. Brn. J.
W. Wight, E. E. \,ong, E. A. Stedman, Birch Whiting, besides
many of the local brethren, did all they could to assist il.l the
meetings, including our old time brother of the ministry hem
in Minnesota, T. J. Martin.
On Saturday, the conference convened, p1·esided over by
Bro. J. W. Wight. Bro. Leon A. Gould was elected presid~nt.
He chose as his assistant, Bro. E. A. Stedman. Brother
Leon is a young man with many noble qualities of char·acter
and is known to many of the church. We believe the district
will be well served by him and we hope the Lord may bless
him in his labors. The reunion next year is to be held at
Frazee. Let all attend who can. The district conference will
be held at Clitherall this fall.
The district conference also sustained Bro. Birch Whiting
as Bishop's agent for another year. Sainfs, do .not forget
him even thoug]1 times may seem hard. It will make you
feel much better to pay your tithing, and you will hav'"
more confidence to trust ·the Lord through the times to come.
We are sorry the church was unable to appoint more missionaries to Minnesota than it .did. We think several more could
find opportunity for useful labor. We hope that any of the
·missionaries who may be passing through at any time, will
stop and help us what they can. We need it and will be
glad to have them do so.
A few in various parts of the district are investigating
the gospel and hope in time they niay accept. The writer
has traveled considerably the past few months and has
found many earnest hearted Saints who are anxious to do
what they can. Failing years is hindering some who have
been willing workers in the past. If the Saints knowing of
f~vorable opportunities for gospel .labor will let us know, we
will do what we can to assist in it.
I should not forget to mention that Sunday afternoon, the
closing day of the reunion at Bemidji, the new chui·ch building built by the sacrifices of the small branch of Saints there,
was dedicated to the service of the divine Master. It is
located about six miles north of the city of Bemidji among the
tall pine trees; a sheltered and shady nook in the midst of
the great forest of this northern country. It is a .nice home
for the Saints in all their service's~ It· is not very large, but
large enough for many souls to be blessed who might earnestly
seek the gospel within its walls. May its missions for good
be blessed of him who is able to give every good and needful
thing to his Saints. Dedicatory sermon by Bro. J. W. Wight
and prayer by E. A. Stedman.
Trying to labor in Zion's cause,
Your brother in Ch.rist,
L. HOUGHTON.
Extracts from Letters.

Bro. F. M. Freeman, Toronto, Canada, July 1: "I am getting stronger after my great affliction and will write full
account la.ter on. The Lord is blessing us in Toronto, adding
to olir numbers; blessing the local priesthood and Saints. The
work is progressing and to God our Father be all the pra'ise."
The New Testament. is enfolded in the Old Testament and
the Old Testament is unfolded in the New,_.::_St. Augusti~e.
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MELBOURNI;:, AUSTR.l\LIA.
Our branch is known as Rkhmond, because it is located in
a suburb of that name. It is not in the city proper, although
it was at one time. We have a nice brick church built about
two and a half years ago. It is located at the junction of
Swan and Mary streets. Traveling Saints and friends will
please take notice. Elder Barmore has beeen our missionary
for nearly two years. Some fine young _people have joined
the church during his sojourJl here among us. He has been
changed -to Sydney and will ·leave for that place shortly. Sister Barmo.re has already gone. The choir gave her a fl).rewel!
party Thmsday evening, May 26. Many of the other church
members were present ·and a splendid time.. was enjoyed.
During the last few months .. we c have, had several visits
from Elders C. A. Butterworth arid J; .H(:N~ Jones. Since
he went into the field recently, Brother Jones ·dfd missionary
work in Ad2laide, South Australia, where he with Sister

Jones' help and the help- of the Lord, raised up an excellent
branch. Elder J. W. Davis has taken his place there. Of
late Elder Jones has labored in Geelong wher~ Elder Butterworth resides, while the latter was absent in New South
Wales. Brother Butterworth has now returned. It is therefOTe probable that Brother Jones will be Brother Barmore's
successor here.
Elder David Mcintosh, our monthly district and branch
president, has for some time been in ill health. He is a
valuable gospel crusader and we trust he will, for the work's
sake, live many years.
Our former Australian missionaries will be. pleased, but
pe1:haps surprised, to learn that a valuable coal field has
been opened up in the vicinity of Queensferry. That locality
promises to be the New Castle of Victoria. A naval station
in the Hastings region is also,_,talked of and will probably
include the land now owned by Bro. Ashton Wooley. Indeed,
Westernport Bay, the shores of which co:ntain both coal and
iron ore, bids fair to beco.me one of tlie principal shipping
and industrial centers of Australia.
WATCHMAN.
June 2.

Miscellaneous · Department
Conference Minutes;

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.-The Southeastern Illinois District
convened at Dry Fork, June 18 and 19, 1910. District President I. A. Morris, and sub-missionary, H. _Sparling, in charge.
All the branches reported except two. Ministi'y reporting:
Elders H. Sparling, I. A. Morris baptized 2; P. T. Plumb,
F. M. Davis, Samuel Hoover baptized 2, Lloyd C. Moore
baptized 1, Henry Walker, J. F. Henson, M. R. Brown;
Priests John Fuqua, Fred 0. Prickett ba,ptized 1, Henry
Rankin baptized 2, Hilliard Henson, A. H. Burroughs; Teachers William Clements, Canon Dillon, James W. Slove~ James
P. Brown, James Rockett, and L. M. Edmonds. .1:Sishop's
agent's report was audited and found correct. The president
called attention to some items of business to be considered.
The advisability of changing the. reunion from Parrish to
Bungay· to decide what to do with the Bilhorn organ; a
proposai to buy or. build a church in Centralia, etc. The
matter of changing the reunion was left_to the reunion committee. The branch presidents in the district :were instructed
to urge the Saints to contribute at once for the purchase of a
tent for the district. By vote, the Bilhorn organ was declared
the property of the Southeastern Illinois District and .the
district president was made its custodian. A motion prevailed
rthat the Saints throughout the_ district lend their suppo~·t
financially and otherwise to help the few ·saints _at Centralia
build a church house. The preaching during the ccmference
was by J. F, Henson, -G. H. Hilliard, and P. T. Plumb. Adjourned to meet at.the call of the president. A.H. Burroughs,
secretary and treasurer.
·
·

EA~TERN WALES.-A conference of the Eastern· Wales District convened at Ledney, June· 11, 1910, at 7.45 p. m., Elder
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Thomas Gould in charge. assisted by Elder E. J. Trapp; B.
Green secretary. Resolution passed that Elder J. W. Rushton b~ associated with president of conference. Visiting ministry were granted voice to vote in conference. Branches
reporting: Cardiff, 27; Gloucester, 14, gain 3; Ledney, 39,
gain 1; Nantyglo, 18. Elders reporting: T. Jones, L. Gould,
E. J. Trapp, B. Green, G. Cope, and A. Jones. District
treasurer's report and Bishop's agent's reports were read.
Following officers were chosen: E. J. Trapp, president; B.
Green, vfoe-president; A. T. Trapp, secretary; L. Allen was
sustained as treasurer. Thomas Gould was sustained as
Bishop's agent. Following resolution pas,sed unanimously:
"Whereas, it is reported through the columns of the HERALD
that our Bro. J. W. Rushton has been withdrawn from this
British Isles Mission, and another appointed in his stead, and
whereas, in view of our past experience, such action is much
opposed to our wishes as a district, therefore be it resolved,
That we hereby respectfully express our regret that such
change is considered necessary." June 12, at 10 a. m.,
quorum meeting, J. E. Meredith, of the seventh qum;um of
Elders, in charge. At 11 a. m., preaching, Elder J. E. Meredith in charge, Elder Rees Jenkins was the speaker. At
2 p. m., fellowship meeting, Elder T. Griffith and T. Jones
in charge. Bro. S. G. Cope was ordained to office of priest
at this meeting by Elders Rul'hton, Trapp, and Green. At 6
p. m. preaching by Elder J'. W. Rushton, Elder T. Gould and
E. J. Trapp in charge. Collection was•taken during conference. Adjourned to meet at call of presidency. A. T. Trapp,
secretary.

Subscription price $1.50 per year _i~

c

If not changed within a month .after payment is made notify us.
'l'he paper will not be sent to persons who are six months in arrears,
unless sprcial arrangements are made.
All articlPs, letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." ·All
business lrtters should be addressed' to Herald Publishing House,
Lamoni, Iowa. and all remittances should be made payable to the same.
All errors in the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
reported immediate}~·, as receipts for money received are sent within
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one child blessed. Preaching in the evening by N. V. Sheldon, assisted by A. V. Closson.
Adjourned to meet at
Spokane on Saturday preceding the second Sunday in December, 1910.
Convention Minutea.

PORTLAND.-District Sunday school convention held its semiannual gathering at Hood River, Oregon, June 24, 1910. A
D-oodly delegation was present representing nearly every Sunday school "in the district. The usual routine of business session from credentials on through the regulation business formula was gone through with without a hitch or mishap of any
kind every one performed his duty well and favorably for the
good' of the cause. A general good time was had, the Spirit
of the Master prevailing. A lively interest characterized the
session throughout. A joint Sunday school was held on
Sunday morning following, with a total repre.sentation of
eighty participants, young .and old. A good mterest :was
manifested in the lesrnn, winch was on temperance; quest10ns
and answers followed in rapid succession. Good instruction
was meted out and well received. A general good feeling
was vidbly depicted in eyery countenance and respond~d to
liberally by every hand m the way of monetary offermgs.
A collection of $Z.39 resulting. Geo. Pearson, secretary pro

teni.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS.-The Religio society convention was
held Friday afternoon, June 18, 1910, at Mission, Illinois.
Sr. F. !IL Cooper called the meeting to order. Bro. Joseph
Tanner was chosen to preside and Sr. La June Howard to
.SP'?KANE DISTRICT.-Semiannual conference of Spokane act as secretar~' pro teni. Voted to resolve the meeting into
D1str1ct convened at Spokane, Washington, June 11, at 10 a. a mas 8 convention. Reports of officers and local reports read.
m. 1 A. V. Closson presiding, assisted by T. W. Chatburn; ' As the president and vice-president, Bro. Arthur Allen and
Oliver Turnbull, secretary. Ministei'ial reports were read Bro. J. E. Vanderwood, are now laboring in othe1: districts,
from A. V. Closson, W. J. Brewer, W. W. Fordham, J. R. Bro Fred Bone of Chicago, and Bro. Lester Wildermuth,
tllen, M. D. Agens. Statistical reports. from the followine; of Plano were ~lected to fill their places. Bro. Glenn Fairr~nches were read:
Spokane, 236, gain 11; Roslyn, 38, banks g~ve a very instructive talk pertaining to the normal
gam 1; Sagle, 48, loss 3. Bishop's agent's' reports were audi- work Adjourned to meet at 10 o'clock at the same place as
ted and found to be correct. Request for investigation of the district conference, the day pr';vious. J:!Im:iche Fairbanks,
troubles in Sagle Branch was -read and the matter referred secretary, 7157 Perry avenue, Chicago, Illmo1s.
to the district president. Brn. IJ. Silvers and John E. Turn•
bow. were ordained priests. A. V. Closson was reelected
Reunion Notices.
president, N. V. Sheldon vice-president, W. W. Fordham
Reunion of the Northwestern Kansas Distri~t will convene
se~retary. Motion to sustain present Bishop's agent prevailed. Motion prevailed that we have a reunion and that at Alexander, Kansas, Aug1;1st 19, and contm~e over the
ih~ presi~ent of the district appoint a committee, himself 28th. District conference will be held on reum_on grol!nds
emg chairman, to provide for same. Brn. A. J. Smith and the 27th at 2 p. m. .Please &'et your reports m on tm:ie.
~am. Wood were appointed to complete the committee. Preach- Meetings will be held m the d1str1ct tent., Address of dismg m the evening by E. E. Keeler, assisted by W. J. Brewer. trict secretary is Elizabeth Teeters, Ness City, Kansas. John
~hnday morning, Sunday school in charge of local officers. A Teeters, president.
.
The annual gathering of the Saints and others of Northe:i;n
~church was then dedicated. Sermon by T. W. Chatburn,
assisted by A. V. ·Closson. Dedicatory prayer by Patriarch California and Nevada will oc_cur '.It the same grounds m
~· E. Keeler. Three were baptized in Spokane River at the Irvington, Alameda County, Cahforma, on ~eptember 2 to 11.
cos~ of the services by A. V. Closson. Prayer and sacrament The price on tents will be for th.e entire time: 8x~O, $2.00;
services at 2.30 p. m. in charge of E. E. Keeler, T. W. Chat- 10x12, $2.50; 12x14, $3.00; sprmgs or box matt1 esses, 75
burn, and A. J. Smith., Two sick were administered to and cents. Straw for sale on the ground at reasonable rates.
0
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$100.00 Gold Bondsf~bearing
in.ter~st

at Jive p¢r cent
'»Dlle;August 1, 1914

Dated August 1, 1909
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Redeemable a{ter due notice is given by the Herald Pub-.
· lishing House.
.
·
.
~· c -:•
_
· ·
These bonds are offered to the purch!lser at par.
· The interest coupons call for . payment semiannually-on February 1st and August 1st,
· . - "
.
-Both principal and interest payable ·at the State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Iowa. ·
·
These Bonds are backed by the very best· of security, consisting. of assets of $100,000,. and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest With perfect assurance as to· the soundness
of the investment. . .
· :· -Note some of the facts about our bqnds.
(a) They are of small denominlltion1 :_thu.11 ·enabling those
of very mocerate means to become purcnasers.
_
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$26,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.
'
.
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klalloma. City

. We hav'e .for sale ftll!i faims and also ·
city pr~pe~y ill. Oklahoma City. Oklah~l_lla C1tr is .one of_ the fastest growing
cities ofits age in·l;h_e-United States.
- We )1ave about 135 . l}iile:S. of. paved
street~, and about . 30 miles under construction;• ,._ · ..•. . . · · ·· ·.
; We ha,v~ · ~~cently :~ain~d the· Capitol
~h1ch ma.kes 9kl:ilio~a ·City the capital
mty.. )\nyone w1shmgto pµrchase.business
lots, residence lots, or. Jots in the manufacturing. distriefa, and Wishfog t9 corre- ·
.spond With •. us, we wi!Lcertainly irve
their . correspondence . speciB;l · attention.
yr e can-sell ~prop_erty by mail .as well as
if the customers \Vere here. - • .
Our terms_ on city 'lofsi. close-hi: . subdivisiC1nsi are $20 .down and $10 to $15
per month il.t: an interest of 4 per cent.
•.. Anyone buying :Property_ in Oklahoma
City nowi will certainly :reap~good returns - upon his investmen.t, as we will
hav~·a city of-two·hundred thousand peo..
·
ple in 1915. .
We can refer ·you .to ~ny bank in the
eity in regard to ourresponsibil~ty, Write
1
,for a free book of. Oklahoma• City.
DANIELS REALTY CO.
I -Oklahoma City i~ a marvel.. I have
seen Dariiels Realty Company'.s holdings, and· believe them to be- safe- and all
right.
. HUBERT CASE;
Kingfisher, Oklahoma.

I·

I

·

-------------------------------.--..i l ·-

Those Wishing rooms will ·wi·ite J. H. Driver, Irvington, chairs, 15 cents. ·. Orders for tent!! and supplies must be reCalifornia, the price as arranged by the parties concerned. ceived by the undersigned on 01• before July 25, owing to the
The usual restaurant department will be maintained with large demand for tents. Complete your plans and send in
good meals as cheap as possible. Those wishing tents- and your orders.at once. Do not delay. The committee are doing
all in their power to make a 13uccessful reunion, ahd prompt
sprin~s will please order as soon as possible, so we can determine now many to obtain. Bro. F. M. Sheehy· and .,Bishop action will help lighten the burden, so let all work. together.
E. L. Kelley are expected to be present, With other able C. W. Forney, secretary.
··
·
preachers. The Sunday·school and Religio work will occupy
Reunion of the Des Moines District Will be held August 12
a prominent place under able management. The .usual joint to 22, 19iO, at Frazer, Iowa. We Wi.sh that all those that
entertainment will be held. In planning to come arrange to expect to camp would order their tents as e·arly as August 1
bring along a large quantity of deterniination to try to make as the tents will have tQ be.shipped from·Des Moines. The
others happy and do all you can to make the meeting a bless- ground that has been secured is an ·ideal-place, and we kust
ing to all. Leave morbid complaints under lock and .key at that the Saints Will make a special effo1·t to be present. The
home. J; M. Terry, chairman committee, 1230 Magl\Olia street, Sunday. school work will -be 'represented- by district fieldOakland, California.
·
•
worker, Elder J .. F. Mintun and the district officials. Do not
There will be a reunion held at Bayard, Nebmska; to fail to. brillg your quarterlies and s()ng bo<;>ks. - Prices of tents
assemble on· Friday, September 2, and continue over the 11th. delivered on the ground: 10x14; 2 rooms, $4.50; 14x16, standAll are urge~ to come and h!JlP make. the meeting .a success. ard, $3.95; 12x14, standard, $2.35; 10xl2, standard, $1.85;
We have written Brother Wight, askmg for help m way of 7x9, standard, $1.25. ·Tents will be set :tip for an. additional
good speakers, and no pains Will be spared to make it a charge of 25 cents; cots, 40 cents; cots, wire, single; 55 cents;
date to look back upon with pleasure. Bert E. Hart· for com-" cots, wire, double, 75 cents; mattresses, single, 45 ·-cents;
mattress, double, 60 cents; camp c)lairs, .15 cents. All orders
mittee.
·
·
.
be accompanied with money order. <A barn will be
The Southwestern Iowa -Reunion will be held this year must
August 13 to 21 in J. E. Claiborn's grove just east of the old at the disposal of the campers· for their· horses and ·. we also
to have pasture. A bus Will convey campers Jo a~d
expect
camp ground on William Leeka's place, near Thurman:, Iowa.
There will be plenty of shade trees, good water, and good from the depot at· a small charge, also baggage. Frazer is
speakers. There will be a_ boarding house on the ground . located on the interurban railroad a short distance north of
where meals will be served at 20 cents each to holders of meal Boon() and has a car each way every . two hours. This· is
tickets, and'at 25 cents.each to those not taking meal tickets. a good chance for you Coalville Saints to attend a reunion.
A stand on the ground will supply bread stuff, canned goods, Good speakers will. be present. ·Begin· now to arrange for a
provisions, and refreshinents. Arrangements have been made ten-day spiritual feast.· All· orders· for tents, also money. for
by the committee to furnish free transportation from: McPaul the.reunion association, should be forwarded to Elder Warde!
from all day tra.ins on Friday, August 12; Satu.rday, August Christy, Mineral Jl,idge, Iowa, or the writer at · ;1.0\) . East
13; and on Tuesday, August 16, for visitors· coming to camp, Locust &treet, Des Moines,· Iowa. My hbuse address_1s 1340
and on Monday,. Aµgust 22, for those returning home pro- East· Twenty-fifth ·street, .Des · Moines, Iowa. ·I.owa Phone,
vided notice is given the undersigned before August 10, stat- 5772. 0. Salisbury, for the committee. ·The Southern California ·reunion ·will convene at Garden
ing· date, train 1 number of persons, and amount of baggage expected. 0~ Othe~ dates than those given, visitors may find Grov~, August 12 to 22, 1910. The committee are niaking B;ll .
transportation at r~as?n.able ra~es on the regular hack line necessary arrangements; It is desired that all who can will
from· McPaul. .· .The mm!§try. will. be transported free at all come prepared to do their own cooking. For those who are
·times. · .Tents. anll:supphes· will be furnifhed campers at the unable to do this arrangements .will· be .made to 'furnish me.als
following fates whicli include freight charges: !J'l!xl2, 3 -, to a lim.ited-mimber. Bring your own bedding and cookmg
f 00trwall;. $1.40;~J.2:X:l4, 3-foot wal_l, $1.75; 12x14, eompart- utensils.--. Tents, cots, and matresses can be rented on the
,·ment te_nt,, 67fC>.O~ wall, $5.00; sprmg cots, 50 cents; camp grounds. For particulars address, Nathaniel Carmichael,
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Dunc..n.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
General :Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the State o privileges.
Membership about three
D~es 1· the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of any hundred. Are you looking thi11 way for
ft~:;l:; ilie Union. State !llXamination and public published statement required.
a home? If so, and desire reliablo information, call on or writo
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE. CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Interest Paid on Depoaita
· Knobnoster, Mo.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year v.;e wish ~o thank the publ~c
d invite all in attendance at Conference to o_ccupy our directors · parlor for their
~~rrespondence wh~re plenty _of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
ZION'S PRAISES
association and busmess sohc1ted. ·
Very truly yours,
No. 70, cloth ..........••..•.•••• $ .40
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
No. 70%, leather ....•.........•• 1.00
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
No. 70%, leather, flexible ........ 1.50
1

______

r·

,
l
l

_________

_,_,_

,

~-._,,.------,·

, John A. Kerr

I would be pleased to correspond with ~
parties seeking Investment In jack- 1

I son County, Missourr, FIRST :
: MORTGAGES, MUNICIP·AL. ~
'·

1

I
I
: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~
1
STOCKS.
1·
:
I
1
Very truly yours,
:

l

J. D. Briggs

.:

Independence, Missouri
44tf.,J:
!:_________________________

WHAT IS MAN?

One of the best works on one of the
most interesting and important -subjects.
It is a complete refutation of the falhas lived in Inde£enaence twenty years. lacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 ·cents,
I have many resi ences, vacant lots, sub- cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert.
urban acres, · from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
Are you aware of the fact that the
them. I refer you to any bank of this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a Herald ·Publishing House has a modern
business man. Correspondence solicited. equipment, and are prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise your504.
8
self. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

?n~~ie~J1~~!:1aMi~s~~zr B~ii°~9~uijt~~~

Orange, California, R. F. D. ·On Monday, August 15, at
10 a. m., the semiannual district conference will convene.
During the reunion the Sunday school and Religio will hold
conventions. There will be several sessions of Sunday school
institute. It is requested that branches, Sunday schools, and
Religios appoint delegates. We can not promise any speakers
other than the local force at this time. This plaee is away
from the beach; there may be some discomforts, but let
every member in Southern California resolve to attend and
make the meeting a success. By order of the committee.
The Northeastern Illinois District reunion will convene
at Steward's Park, Plano, August 19 to 29. .Those wishing
camping Lents should notify the secretary 0£ the committee
not later than August 5. Prices of tents as follows: 10xl2x2~
wall, $2.25; 12xl4x3 wall, $2. 75; 10x15x6 wall, $3. 75; 12x19x6
"(all, $4.25. Springs free if ordered with tent. Meals at
dmrng tent, 15 cents, children, n cents. Any contributions
for _dining tent will be thankfully received. All come who
possibly can and help to make this reunion a grand success.
Lester 0. Wildermuth, E. A. Blakesly, L. E. Bone, J. M.
.
Blakesley, committee.
. All the Saints and friends expecting to attend the reunion
m the Southeastern Illinois District which begins August 12,
1910, at Bungay, Illinois, and who want tents should notify
jeh at_ once, so I will know about how many -tents to order.
o nme Fuqua, Bungay, Illinois.

they moved to Indiana, and eleven years later to Wisconsin.
Immediately after the close of the civil war they came to
Nebraska. taking a homestead four miles west of Palmyra.
Some years later, after the death of his wife, he moved to
Bennet, three miles from the old homestead, and it was here
that he spent the declining years of his life. When sixteen
years of age the deceased united with the Methodist Church,
being a member for a number of years. Later he united with
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints, being baptized
by Gorrlon E. Deuel, March 15, 1874. He was ordained an
elder March 29 of the same year. There are five living
children, thirty-six grandchildren, fifty-!lix great-gr.andchildren, nnd nineteen great-great-grandchildren, makmg five
generations, and a total of one hundred and sixteen direct
descendants. Funeral service was held at the Presbyterian
church at Bennet, June 20, at 3.30 p. m., conducted by Elder
C. H. Porter, 0£ Wilber, assisted by Elder W. M. Self, of
Nebraska City.
HAY.-Bro. William Hay departed this life February 13,
1910, at his home at Coalville, at the age of 70 years and
5 months. He was born at Kelty, Scotland; baptized August
23, 1892, by Bro. C. E. Butterworth. He was united in
marriage to Sr. Mary Muir on the 7th day of June, 1860.
To this union were born twelve children, nine of whom remain
with the aged widow to mourn their loss. While in poor
health for a number of years, yet his -death was unexpected
and was a great shock to Sister Hay, who had cared for him
with all the patience that could be exercised and who feels
her loss keenly. Brother Hay was loved and respecteed by
all who knew him. Funeral services were held at the Saints'
. church in Coalville, the sermon being preached by Elder
Samuel· Jordison to a large concourse of friends. Interment
in Otho cemetery.

Died.
Milstead Lowe was bern in Illinois, September
11•L~r·-Ada
65, and died June 16, 1910, at her home in Wilber,
~ebraska. She came to Nebraska with her parents in 1878.
~s married to William Lowe, November 12, 1890. 'l'wo
children were born to them a boy and a girl. They -are
members of the Saints Sunday school. Mrs. Lowe was a
BARROWs.-Lucy Hardy Barrows was born October 29,
~erli~2r of the Christian Church, having united with them 1838,
at Bradford, Massachnsetts, •. and died at Independenc.e,
· Funeral sermon by Elder Samuel Brolliar.
Missouri June 19,, 1!)10. She accepted the gospel early m
B ~I~LDs.-Henderson Fields was born in Hawkins -County
life and' was a pioneer in Utah, was married to Ethan
er's Valley, Tennessee, May 19, 1806, and died June
Banows at Salt Lake City whe1'e· they both united with the
19
AI . •. a~~d 104 year~ and 1 month. He was married to Reorganization, being baptized by W. W. Blair July 24, 1881.
thi~Ia .Fields who q1ed eleven years ago. last March. To Funeral at Lamoni, Iowa, June 21, in. charge of Pres.
befo umon twelve. c!nldren. wer~ born, !!even '\iaving gone on - John Smith and sermon by Robert Elvin. One son, C. H.
B re, the re_mammg _five . ch1ldr.en_ l_ iving. 1n and ar_ound Bartows mourns ·the loss 0£ a loving, kind mother. Interennet, exceptmg one, who lives in Nebraska City. In ;l.834 ment in 'Rose Jiill Cemetery.

10
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,LAMONI·. REAL ESTATE

Colorado?

Ever,

No? Then you have an ideal vacation trip in store for you-one that
will mean a complete change of scene and of living conditions, as it should
to result most beneficially.
·
The grandeur of the majestic Rockies will inspire the mind; the
picturesque beauty of forest and stream refresh the soul, while the dry,
tonic mountain air will rebuild the worn and jaded body.
Don't take our word for it but go and be convinced. It costs little in
time or money (I'll be glad to tell you how much) and you will be a
thousand times repaid.
You have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorado for years-make up
your mind to-day to go this Summer and let me hand you one of the
Burlington- Colorado handbooks which tells all about where to go, what
· to see and what to do, and contains a complete list of hotels,
boarding houses, and ranches, with their rates.
Ask me about Estes Park, Colorado, also.

We have just issued a descriptive circular giving description of farms and
town properties we have for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send your address ·on a
postal card and we will mail you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G:_ w. Blair, Sec.

EngraVings .~f Prehistoric Specimens
from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Commandments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and _antiquity ·established. New
book of rare interest in archieology and
all that appertains to the Book of Mor-

mon and Restoration. ·Explanatory notes

and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or Ensign Office.
21altlyr.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent Q, B. & Q. R.R.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL

Bible References-s,.

Alvin Knisley

5 cents
• • 10 cents

Paper cover
Cloth cover

Five per cent interest
Paid en Time Depoaib at ·the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking law1 ol the
Staie of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor ol Stale.

District and Branch Preeidenta
Take Notice.

No. 108-Leathorette, eaeh SOc: per dHen $8.20.
, No. 110-Lim~ Cloth, each SOc; "per dozen '8.76.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, oach liOc.
Mo. 11'-FlexlbleLeather, each Sl.60.

We have just printed a reporting blank
THE INSTRUCTOR
for branch officers. One blank provides N
th
·
·$ 75
126
ll b
h ffi
o.
' c10
•• • • • •• • • •• •• • • •• ••
•
for a
ranc o cera.
No. 127, leather .• ~ .••.•.•••••••• 1.00
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen • • • .08
No. 128, leather, ftexible ....•..•. 1.50

rnuE succEssioN 1N cHuRcH PRESIDENCY.
Our Brighamite friends are making an

a~tive

camp~ign

amon~st. t~~

S,aill;~S.

You need this book. It; IS i;ne ueatnknell to all pretenders to the Pre.sidency
of the church. By Hernan C. Smith. 35
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
No. 153.

Graceland Receipt

Book • • •

Over three hundred receipts for prepar
ing thingf! to eat.
·
Price . . . • •
30c

Religio' s

NormaI B00k
_

A normal book containing lessons
upon the Book ol Mormon and
Rel'1g10
• Soc1ety.
·
Everv student of
the Book of Mormon should have

one.
No. 258---Cloth, 25c

COMPENDIUM OF F AlTH.

5 per cent

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Clot.Ii,. 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexiblf
$1.50. Nos. 141-H-4, respectively.

Good Location
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ 50,000.00
Aneta Over
400,000.00
FiYe per cent per a1umm intttelt will be paid on one year depoaits. Send your surplus funds to
;:thi1 Blllk by mail, and prompt attention will be given, Addreu

THE STATE &AVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
0

R

Wm. Anderaon, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. DAntH', Oscar
LIST OF:i)IRECTO S: Andcuon, W. A. Hopkina, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anda;•on.

Good location for blacksmith, harness
maker, and shoe mender. Elder Jlreferred. E. M. Carr, Allendale, Worth
County,. Missouri.
27-2 ·

'\Vatchrnaker '\Vanted
A good, live Latter Day Saint, !o wo1:k
on commission. One inclined to slight hhs
work need1not applv. Must be thorough·
Write at onc'l to Q. W. Prqpst, watc ;
maker and jeweler, Vale, Oregon. 27-2
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Official Publication of the Reorganiz~ Church ·of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Entered u ·aecond-claes matter at Lamoni post-ofilce.

"If ye continue in my word, then· are ye my disciple• indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he ahall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, JULY-20, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
THE CHILD'S PLACE IN THE GOSPEL ECONOMY.
JESUS VERSUS THE CREEDS.

(Synopsis of a sermon.)
Scripture reading: And they brought young children
to him, that he should touch them: and his disciples rebuked
those that brought them. But when. Jesus saw it, he was
much displeased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children
to come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is the
kingdom of God. Verily I say unto you, Whosoever shall not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall not
enter therein. And he took them up in his arms, put his
hands up cm them, and blessed them.-Mark 10: 13-16.

The scripture that I have read presents to our
minds one of the most pleasing pictures that can b~
found in all history. Jesus is talking to the assembled disciples. There are mothers in the audience.
Mother like, their thoughts are for their children.
They think that if their little ones can only be
touched by the hands of the Son of God all wil~ be
well. Probably there are mothei·s here to-day who
feel just that way,-if the loving Jesus could only
touch their children they think that it would be the
finest thing in the world. Well, it is the finest thing
in the world, and Jesus is still here to touch and bless·
the little children, watching over those who are not
yet accountable, and blessing and directing those
who have reached the years of discretion.
Some of the disciples think that the Master should
not be troubled with such trifles and so they rebuke
those who are bringing the little children to Jesus.
Bl!t when the Master .sees what is done he is sore
displeased and declares, "Suffer the little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is
the kingdom of God."
· Jesus was one who could be approached by all
classes, His heart was open to rich and poor, young
and old, saint and sinner. He was no aristocrat or
autocrat. The chief priests and scribes were shocked
and horrified when· they heard the children in the
temple singing and shouting "Hosanna to the son
of David," on the occasion ~f the· triumphal entry.
They were greatly displeased and called the Master's
attention to the matter. He replied, "Have ye not
read, Out of the mouths of babes and· sucklings thou
hast perfected praise?" .
.
So on this occasion instead of rebuking 'tho3e who

NUMBER 29

brought the children to him he commended them
and took the children in his arms and put his hands
on them and blessed them. There were some happy
mothers in Israel that children's day.
These were little children that were. brought to
Jesus. Luke speaks of them as infants. Mark calls
.them young children.· Matthew calls them little children. They were children that might be carried in
arms. Jes us did not tell them to repent and be baptized, as he did older people who came to him. They
had no need of repentance or baptism. Instead he
put his hands on them and blessed them. And he
declared, "Of such is the kingdom of God."
.
Now I wish to compare his teaching on that point
with certain ideas that have been widely and zealously preached since his day. Certain powerful religious denominations have held, and probably still
hold, that little children, such af? were brought to
him that day, are naturally and totally depraved and
must be baptized or they will be for ever lost. If
the parent neglects that rite and the child dies in
infancy God will consgn it to a never ending hell
of fire and brimstone. And we are asked to believe
that the mild and gentle Jesus, whose heart was so
big that it reached out and embraced all people, the
one who never harmed man, woman, or child, or
dumb beast, will be a party to such an infamy, and
will go on with his redeemed Saints singing joyful
preans of praise to the being who has committed
such an act.
Others who hold to the doctrine of predestination,
teach that God has divided all people into two
classes. The one class includes those who will ·be
saved for ever by the free grace of Christ and not by
any merit of their own. The other class includes
those who are predestinated to be for eve:r damned,
because there has not been enough of the free grace
of Christ to go around, or for other reasons,-!
believe that tll'e reason ascribed is that God· may
be "glorified" by their suffering, "to the praise of
his glorious justice." Little children are included
in both classes. Those included among the non-elect
must perforce suffer untold torture through endless
ages as a punishment for sins that they have never
committed. The Westminste:c. Confession of" Faith
says:
Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved
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by Christ through the Sphit, who worketh- when, and'whe1'e,
and -how he pleaseth. So also are all other elect persons,
who are incapable of being outwardly called by the ministry
of the word. Others not elected, although they may be called
by the ministry of the word, and may have some common
operations of the Sp!rit, yet they never - ti;uly come' unto
·Christ, and therefore can not be saved: Much less can men
not professing the Christian religion be saved in any way
whatsoever, be they ever so diligent to frame their lives
according fo the light of nature, and the law of th-at religion
they do profess; and to assei't and maintain that they may,
is very pemicious, and to be detested.

This -doctrine of the creeds was the basis of the
statement made by the great Protestant, Jonathan
Edwards:
Reprobate infants are vipers of God's vengeance whom
he will hold over the pit of hell in the tongs of his wrath
until they tum and spit venom in his face.

It was the inspiration of the old hymn that is
now mostly mentioned in execration:
"There is a never ending hell,
And never dying pains,
Where infants must with demons dwell,
In darkness, fire, and chains,
Have faith, the rnme with endless shame,
For all the human race,
For hell is crammed with infants damned,
Without a day of grace."

It may be urged that these things are not believed
in now. That reminds me of the poem regarding
Calvin, the great apostle of predestination:
"An unelected infant sighed out its little breath,
And wandered thro' the darkness, along the shores of death;
Until the gates of heaven, agleam with pearls it spied,
And ran to them and clung there and would not be denied.
Though still from earth came mutterings, You can not enter
in,
Depart into Gehenna, you child of wrath and sin;
At length the door was opened, and a man with features mild
Stooped down and kissed the weeping and unelected child.
Immortal life thrilled softly down the avenues of bliss
As on the infant's forehead the Spirit placed a kiss.
Who are you thus to hallow my unelected brow?
Dear child, my name is Calvin, but I see things different

-It is to be hoped that the creed makers see things
differently now, though the statement that we have
quoted from the Westminster Confession of Faith is
still retained in certain circles, and one denomination within the past month spent some time in an
attempt to explain tha~. section so as to retain the
original wording and at the same time convey a
meaning different from the one that was originally
intended.
Sentiment is better now, but when the gospel was
restored in the early part Of the last century these
The creeds
ideas were quite generally accepted.
were in full binding force; And I do not marvel
that when Joseph Smith asked of the personage that
appeared to him, "What church shall I join?" he had
occasion to write, "The personage who addressed
me said that all- their creeds were an abomination
in his sight." Nor am I surprised that having made
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such a statement, and having caused it to be published widely throughout• the world, he should meet
with bitter opposition. -For I find in the Compendium of t~e Laws of the Church of Scotland, published in 1844, ·and perhaps typical of religious senti- ·
ment at the time, this law:
It is ordained, That no sort of persons, of whatever quality
or degree, be permitted to speak 01' write against the confessibn of faith, concluded on by this kirk, botn concerning doctrine and discipline; 01• against that assembly, or any act
thereof, upon the pain of-censure:

When Joseph Smith wr~te and spoke against those
creeds he was .censured and persecuted. But let us
now contrast the words that he taught with the
teachings of the creeds on this one subject.
In the Book of _Mormon (Mosiah 8: 60) we read:
"Little children also have eternal life." Now that
sounds better to me than the song that hell is
crammed with infants damned without a day of
grace.
And irr the Book of Mormon I read:
Behold i say unto you, that this thing shall ye teach, repentance and baptism unto those who are accountable and
capable of committing sin; yea, teach parents that they must
repent and be baptized, and humble themselves as their little
children, and they shall all be saved with their little children:
and their little children need no· repentance, neither baptism.
Behold, baptism is unto repentance to the fulfilling the commandments unto the remission of sins. But little children are
alive in Christ, even from the foundation· of the world; if
not so, God is a_partial God, and also a changeable God, and
a 1·especter to persons; for -how many little children have
died without baptism. Wherefore, if little children could not
be saved without baptism, these must have 'gone to an endless hell. Behold I say unto you, that he that supposeth that
little children need baptism, is in the gall of bitterness, and
in the bonds of iniquity; foi· he hath neither faith, hope, nor
charity; wherefore, should he be cut off while in the thought,
he must go -down to hell. For awful is the wickedness to
suppose that God saveth one child because of baptism, and
the other must perish because -he hath no baptism.-Moroni
8: 11-16.

In the Doctrine and Covenants there is this statement:
But, behold, I say unto you, that little children are redeemed
from the foundation of the world, through mine Only Begotten; wherefore they can not sin, for power is not given unto
Satan to tempt little children, until they begin to become
accountable before me; for it is given unto them even as I
will, according to mine own pleasure, that great things may
be required at the hand of their fathers.-Doctrilie and
Covenants 28: 13.

From the foregoing we learned that little children
are redeemed from the original sin by the blood of
Christ. We get the further thought, that may be
new to some, that they are under God's care and
Satan has no' power over them. And as they grow
older there is further provision for them under the
gospel law:
And again, inasmuch as parents have children in Zion, or
in any of her stakes which ar1> OTganized, that teach them
not to understand the doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ
the Son of the living God; and of baptism and _the gift of .the
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heaven. We talk about the heavenly host~ and think
how wonderful it would be to see them; but according to this stateme1it, the home that has a little
beh~haw-eunoro-·mized;
and their children shall be baptized for
w JC al
e•
Id · d
·
· .. · of their sins when eight yeai;s o , an receive · child in it is sheltering one of the heavenly host.
the remJ>,JOn
· · •
cl h ·
Your child is the greatest treasure that God has
·
shall also te.a 1 t. e1r
the Jaymg
on 01·• the hands·• and they
.
"Id. ·o praY and to walk uprightly before the Lord.- intrusted to your care. One poet contrasts his estate
chi Ieii.
Doeh·ine and Covenants 68: 4.
"
with that of his rich but childless neighbor, in words
Little children are not proper candidat.es for bap- something like this:
tism. Baptism is for the remission of sins and they
":-Oiy neighbor owns an auhimobile that goes
have committed no sins. They are as pure and sweet
Two score or more of miles per hour-that's fine!
and innocent as the flowers, and a god who w~uld
Here comes a brown-eyed boy with fre;:kled nose-cause one of them to burn for ever in fire and
The boy is mine!"
brimstone would be an inhuman monster. Our God
would not do such a thing and he abhors the creeds
The children that are intrusted to your care are
that teach that he would.
your riches,-and they are also God's riches. He
These little children that were brought to Jesus has cattle on a thousand hills and gold untold in
were as pure as the lilies that figured in his parable,;. undiscovered mines; but his greatest power for good
And Jesus took them in his loving arms and blessed in the redemption of Zion and the world is in the
them. That is the example that we as a church fol- children "·ho will make the church of to-morrow.
low. ~Iothers bring their little childr~n to the minVi!lrnt are the ideals that they are receiving from
isters of Christ and they put their hands on them. us'? One little girl was rebuked by her auntie and
and bless them.
told that if she were naughty she would never go to
But all must recognize that as the child grows heaven. She replied, "Oh, well, I have been to the
older it reaches a time when it begins to think and theater once and to the circus twice, and I can't exto understand. It becomes responsible to a degree pect to go everywhere." ·
for its own acts, and is capable of bearing blame.
If we are not careful our children will get some
It can understand what baptism is for and can have such idea, for the mad rush of older people in search
faith in God.
of pleasure suggests the idea to them 'that the main
vVhen does that time come? Our religious friends thing is to get to th'e theater and to other places of
have never told us explicitly, but it is revealed to us pleasure and leave heaven for future consideration
in the passage that I have read from the Book of as a matter of minor importance.
Covenants. And as being in harmony with this
Why should we love pleasure more than God?
revelation I present a statement made by one W. I. Men should rise to a higher plane. If we are to
Thomas, psychologist, as found in the Anie1-ican make pleasure our sole aim in life we will find that
Magazine, April, 1909:
the hog has us all beat. We can not compete with
At the age of perhaps eight the child's brain is practically 'him. When it is hot he cravvls into the mud; when
all in; he is short only in experience and practice. He can
it is cold he crawls into a straw stack. He can eat
understand any abstract principle and any piece of literature.
corn and drink swill and sleep all day loi1g'. . He is
Psychology is the science of the human. mind, and happy, and in a· way he answers the end that man
as stated by this man it agrees with revelation, has set for him. The bigger hog he is the better
in this particular. The prophet of Palmyra made no. he succeeds. And finally he makes a lot of good
mistake when he said that at eight years of age the bacon that is much relished if the eater can forget
average child could understand the gospel, if it were how it looked when it was alive.
taught him in simple terms, and might be in fit conBut when man makes pleasure his only aim he
dition to be baptized.
defeats himself, for he has a consciousness that ever·
At that age, the children who have been taught tornients him with the fact that he was meant for
at home and in the Sunday school know the story higher things. He is tormented with remorse, so
of Jesus and can tell what baptism is for. that his most coveted pleasures turn stale, and freAnd the word of God makes it the sacred duty of quently at the last he commits suicide, thus confessparents to see that their children are taught to ing most dramatically that he has failed to attain
understand the gospel and that they are baptized at his aim. Life after all has not been pleasant to
that age. You may say that you prefer to let your him.
child grow up and make the choice when he reaches
We should rise to a higher level and crucify pleasmanhood. But in that you are out of harmony with ure if necessary. We should pattern after the Man
the word of God, and if your decision restilts dis- of Galilee who made it his aim in life to do the things
astrously you must bear the blame upon your own that pleased his F'ather in heaven. Only in that way
head.
can we become a proper example to our childrcn,The Master said that of such is the kingdom of· that even ·as we obey God so may they obey us.
. . · , the Ja-ving on of the hands when eight years

Gno,i: 0
Hok
""
f
thi sh a ll
• h · b~ upon: the head· of the parents; or · s
old' t e sm to i:he inhabitants of Z10n,
·
· any of h er s ta k es
or
m
1

l
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In a way children are to be an example to
us. on: a certain occasion when the disciples were
crowding around the Master with the query, ~'Who
is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?" Christ
called a little child to him and set it in the midst
of them. He did not select one of the most learned
men as an example, nor yet one of the most wealthy,
nor one of the most influential in society. ·He simply
took this little child and set it in their midst and
said, "Except ye be converted, and become as little
children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven."
Of course this language has a limited application.
We can not become small in stature. again and in
all things like a child. Evidently the idea was that
we must become as pure and free from taint of sin
as was the little child that he set in the midst of
the disciples that day so long ag9.
·
In other ways we may with profit become more
like little children. The average child, up to a certain age, regards his parents as the personification of
wisdom. What father says is so. And surely under
such conditions no thoughtful father would intentionally deceive his child, though he might do so by
mistake. But we have a ·Father in heaven who not
only will not deceive us intentionally,-he is all wise
and will make no mistakes. We can afford to accept
his word with childlike faith and simplicity. No
matter what the world may say, with us it should
be the end of controversy.
The average child is constantly seeking after information.. He inquires 'about everything. He is
continually asking why. His intelligence is growing.
We should be like that in spiritual matters. We
should be eager to learn and we should constantly
go to our Father in heaven with questions.
·
Now briefly to recapitulate: Little children when
they come into the world are holy and pure. Of
such is the kingdom of heaven. As yet Satan has
no power over them. To speak of them as reprobate
vipers who are the object of God's wrath is blasphemous. To say that they need baptism is foolish,
because they neither understand what baptism is
for nor do they need it. As well talk about di.3infecting a pure and fragrant rosebud. But there
comes a time when they can understand the gospel
and obey it. It devolves upon the parent to see that
they are so instructed that when that time comes
they will be ready to yield an .intelligent obedience.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
,

COLLEGE· AND MORAL EDUCATION.

An inquiry has recently been conducted by a committee of the Oberlin Association into the attitude
of college-bred men toward lawlessness and public
immorality. · A;report giving the results of the inquiry has been issued, and several newspapers have
commented upon its·salient features.
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The report is somewhat pessimistic and censorious. The evidence gathered seems to show that college men are not superior morally as college men,
to the uneducated or insufficiently educated.
College men· are found among the ·political and
commercial "grafters," among the tax dodgers, the
· breakers of the anti-monopoly acts, the violators of
prohibition and other laws. College men, not excepting college presidents and professors, show undue
respect for mere wealth and fail to rebuke or discipline the undergraduate sons of rich, influential fathers. College men are found among the supporters
of bosses, machines, lobbying for special favors·, and
so on.
What is the explanation of this moral indifference
or worse of so many college men? asks the report,
and what can be' done to improve their standards
and make them real force for righteousness in the
state and ·nation?
Various answers have been given by college men
and newspapers to these questions, but little light
has been shed on the subject. One editor has pointed
out, however, that all great philosophers and moral
teacher_s, :from the ancients down to the moderns,
have asserted with emphasis· that mere intellectual
training does not insure superior moi·ality or right
conduct. The will, the "heart," the emotions, they
have insisted, must be educated along with the intellect. lntelligence and information furnish "tools,"
but they furnish tools to the criminal as well as to
the virtuous citizen, to the selfish reactionary as well
as to the earnest reformer. The making of citizens,
the building of character, requires particular attention, and can not safely be trusted, "to take care of
itself." The kindergarten, the elementary school,
the college and the university, and the professional
schools beyond as well, must severally teach ethics,
individual and social, by precept and example. They
. must inspire, implant high principles and ideals, in
addition to teaching facts, sciences and abstract or
nonmoral principles.
All of this should be obvious and trite, but it is
not, and hence there is important work to do along
the lines of moral, religious and cultured education
in school and college,....,...The Chautauquan, .July, 1910.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Under date of July 15 Elder E. B. Morgan writes
that he and his wife are to leave New Yodc City
July 2Q, on the steamship, Lucania, bound for his
mission field in Wales. They will accompany Bro.
Gomer T. Griffiths, who goea to take active oversight
of the British Isles Mission.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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LETTER FROM THE BISHOPRIC.

To the Saints and FrienM . in All the World;
Greeting: It is with mingled feelings of duty and
gratitude to God, that we address yon thus formally,
being mindful first, that we must faithf~lly per~or~
our own work if we would have place with the JUStlfied when the Messiah shall come, and secondly,
thankful that we with you are privileged to live and
occupy with Zion's children in the era wherein yre
are assured: "The set time to favor her hath come."
At such a time and with such opportunity there
should be but a single thought dominating the niinds
of the "children of the kingdom,'' and that thought
·should be, "Let me perform first, and fully my duty
to the work of Christ, for rightly all things else are,
and should be, subsidiary." In the language of Jesus
when he taught the importance of duty first to his
cause, as essential to making the highest success in··
life: "Therefore seek ye to bring forth the kingdom
of God, and all these things shall be added unto you."
Let us not forget, that seeking to build up and
establish Christ's work first, we gain all things; but
failing to do this and, instead, reaching out and
making first the things of the world, which in fact
is not our own if we should chance to gain it all,
we lose all things, as did the generation which failed
to move unselfishly and lay up true ·treasures when
Christ spoke as never man had before. ,
With united, diligent, and faithful labor the -songs
of Zion may and will soon be heard around the
world; but the heralds of these will not be the selfish
or the half-hearted, the jealous, the idler, nor the
faithless. On the contrary they will be the courageous and devoted who are ever seeking the interest of the Lord's work first, and who are.willing
in comparison, to count all else as naught, that it
may be established in holiness and peace.
This is preeminently a time when everyone should
seek to magnify his own talent,-perform his own
work-whatever that may be, or however of little
consequence it may appear to us or others. Duty
is performed and the merit of reward given, when
we have accomplished the task required of us, not·
by our doing some othe1; thing that was not enjoined.
Let the missionary and the home elder perform the
work to which they have been respectively set apart
to do, each at times as occasion r·equires assisting
the other and ;;tiding the other's work, but neither
should be content to let the other do the work of
both, nor to have anyone els~ perform the work,
for them. When each shall contribute faithfolly his
share then he is entitled to the commendation, "Well
done, thou good and faithful servant"· but not otherwise.
-·
.
And what is true of tlle missionary and elder· as to the necessity of diligence and; earnestness in the
•

'

•
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performance of their work, is equally true and applicable of every member, whether he is called to labor
in spiritual or temporal affairs ;_.:..it is not of so
much consequence whether we are called to the task
of "a sower of the seed,"-a preacher of the word
of life,-or placed at the task of furnishing "bread
for the sower"; but it is of very great moment to
us whether we have faithfully and industriously performed our part of the labor, whatever the task.
No principle laid down in holy writ is more plainly
or fully set forth, than is that which enjoins honest
labor, industry and faithfulness in our places. "Six
days thou shalt work." "The idler shall not eat the
bread of the laborer." To please God we must not
have too many holidays to our credit. We should
remember the urgent injunction of Jesus: "Let us

labor while it is day, the nig·ht cometh when no
man can work."
As members of the "household of faith" let us
examine ourselves. We may thereby avoid trouble,
perplexity, and disappointment both in this life and
the next. The apostle urg;es the matter in this language: "For if we would judge ourselves we should
not be judged." To labor for, or with the Master,
in his work, it is not sufficient that we' occasionally
preach a sermon, contribute something of our means
and attend church upon the Sabbath day, but that
we strive to learn the Lord's will concerning us,
and with a soul anxious to fulfill and acceptably
perform that will, move out at our own sacrifice
and inconvenience, if necessary, to accomplish the
work. "As every man hath received the gift, even
so minister the same one to another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God."-1 Peter·4: 10.
The work before us to-day is of great magnitude
and can only be accomplished by faithfulness and
courage and these should be traced in the work of
everyone. "He who is faithful in that which is
least, is faithful also in much; and he who is unjust
in the least, is also unjust in much."-Luke 16: 10.
Whether in much or little then, let us prove ourselves
faithful to the trust committed, and never be found
as was the man who had been given the "one talent,"
hiding what little we have away, and filling the niche
of the idler and truant.
In preaching the gospel in all the world it must
not be forgotten that there is a special duty devolving upon those to whom the minister is sent, additional to the rendering of our accounts in temporal
matters to the Bishop. Both are enjoined under the
law and it is to the good of the Saints to discharge
every duty. The missionary may properly call upon
the Bishop for expenses, food, and clothing, but only
where the people for whom and among whom he
fabors ·have failed of duty on their part. Iri sending
his elders forth among the people, Jesus said, "They
shall feed you, and clothe you, and give you monf)Y.".
The law has not been changed. This is as true to- '1
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day as it ever was. By this, men prove themselves
and are proven, to-day as in every gospel age. If
· the labor of the elder is among the Saints, the Saints
should look after these necessities; if to the world,
or those not of the household of faith, then the
world must look after them and the promise is, "He
who feeds you and clothes you and gives you money,
the same is my disciple." Christ takes recognition of
the faithful service rendered, and he who fails in
his life and work to approve himself to the Master
by doing these things, loses an everlasting reward.
In stakes and districts as well as in the broader
missionary fields, let us wake up to a full appreciation of the opportunities open to us and let no elder
who labors among us be compelled to turn back to
the church for clothing, or for food, or incidental
expenses. If he is compelled to do this, the treasury
is depleted and the work of Christ hindered. Can
we afford to neglect these little things? No wonder
Jesus says: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the
least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me."
Let us cheerfully help him then by aiding directly
his minister, while the minister faithfully toils to
build up the Lord's work in our midst, wherever we
are, thus laboring together for the accomplishment
of the work intrusted to all, instead of a part looking on while others labor.
Special attention is called to the fact that we live
in the day-the time-of the coming of the Son of
Man. It is truly a day of sacrifice, and a day for
the tithing of the Lord's people; and the promise
is made that he that is tithed shall not be destroyed
at his coming. (Book of Covenants 64: 5.) This is
a truth that is equal to any other truth in the gospel
economy: It is the instruction of the Christ, and he
also taught that, "If ye continue in my word, then
are ye my disciples indeed." The contrast to this is
readily seen. If we do not keep his word then the
truth is that we are not his disciples; we have instead, chosen to disobey, and the disobedient are
"the children of the wicked one." We are oft'
charmed in singing: "Is my name written there?"
But we should not stop at the inquiry merely; let
each examine and see; no person's name is there
in the accepted sense who has not kept the 'law.
There ought not to be found a single member of the
church who has not complied with Christ's law relating to temporalities. Let us all wake up arid
"examine ourselves" and prove ourselves by yielding
a full obedience to his word.
Another duty, incidental in a· way, but which is
often overlooked by the Saints, is that of supplying
the tract fund, thus helping om: friends. and neighbors to a knowledge· of the truth. Of course, the
missionary or elder may write to the HERALD, or
Ensign for tracts and get them, having them charged
to the Bishop and thus furnish the supply for use
in the branches or neighborhoods where he labors.
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But who pays for the.m? Unless the Saints in these
places ta.ke up a tract collection and send in to the
Bishop some one else pays for sending this gospel
literature. We can not afford to have this done. It
is a loss, not a gain to us, when we quietly iet some
one else perform the work we should do, especially
when we may be better able to bear the burden. The
message to the churches through the apostle on Patmos was, "Let no man take thy crown." We should
be on the watch tower and. let our "light shine,"
each bear the burden and perform the work that is
his own, and thus as good stewards, commend ourselves by giving meat in due season.
These incidental things. may often be met by simply denying to ourselves some of the pleasures of
life, never reaching the higher condition of sacrifice, but they will prove great factors for our good
when we render an account to the Supreme Judge
by and by. None can afford to spend what they
. have iri pleasure seeking, and the frivolous things
of life in comparison to that which is for their eternal good. .By all means let us avoid bringing upon
ourselves the severe denunciation of the apostle wh.en
he exhorts the Saints to "turn away" from those
"who are lovers of pleasure more than lovers of
God."-2 Timothy 3: 4, 5.
We should not overlook the fact that the church
to-day is in the midst of the preparation to be made,
for the good of those who embrace the truth, as the
missionar:y performs his work among the nations.
Those who accept the gospel message must be looked
after, instructed, strengthened, and provided for in
the Lord's own way and time. -It is not only necessary to bring in the sheep, but we should then "feed
the sheep," ahd also "feed the lambs." To do this
it is essential that each one put forth a hand to help
with all his might, no one hesitating, none doubting,
none f~aring, except to "fear God and keep his commandments; for this is the whole duty of man."Ecclesiastes i2 : 13.
The ministry must be sustained, homes secured,
the work established, the poor provided for, and the
business interests firmly and carefully guarded.
There is great demand for the help of everyone, and
if everyone will do his or her part, there will he
plenty to insure full success.
That feature of our work which is more directly
helpful to the poor and needy is in a measure provided for in the work of the benevolent association
entitled, "The United Order of Enoch." This order
is gathering in preparation for the performance of
its work. No thoughtful person will expect it to
accomplish the· things for which it is instituted and
incorporated, without means to assist it in its work.
It must have a substantial basis of capital and every
brother and friend -should have their names as helpers on the books of this order to aid it in its great
work.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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We bespeak for it your support and at once.
you can send up a tho~sand dollars, or more, t~ aid
this work, the Lord will greatly bless the deed, but
if you can only send up one dollar, or less, do your
best and the Lord who lmoweth the deeds _and desires of all of his children, will greatly bless the
deed. The amount necessary to sec~re the approba~
tion of our heavenly Father is simply proportionafo to our ability and willin~ness to do. No one
gives because he has to do so, nor would giving in
this way commend him; but what a person does let
him do it with a "free heai·t willingly"; then he
will be entitled to reward, for it is written, "The
Lord loveth a cheerful giver."
Let us not forget then that simply the organization of the United Order of Enoch, or any ·other
benevolent society, is of itself of especial worth, but
to be effective the organization must be supplied
with funds so that it may be prepared for good
among the people. The Saints for a number of years
have hoped for and anxiously awaited the time, and
opportunity we trust, to help in such a beneficent
and uplifting work as The .United Order of Enoch,
and now that the· work is here and awaiting our
action we should prove ourselves faithful to the
trust committed and "not only say, but do," what
we can to make its work effective in the accOmplishment of the things for which it was founded.
The Bishopric thus address you feeling assured
that with us you are anxiously waiting and inquiring, "What of the hour?" and· as watchmen from the
outlook where we are called to occupy, we reply,
that it is preeminently the time for unselfish, united
labor; everyone putting away frolp his heart the
thought of selfishness, and seeking the good of his
brother and neighbor instead of his own ; thus manifesting that he is a true disciple of Chdst by the
rule laid down by the Lord himself, when he suffered
for us, and taught : "This is my commandment,
That ye love one another, as I have loved you."John 15: 12.
Ever striving for the welfare of his children and
invoking the divine favor in behalf of each we are
in the gospel hope,
'
.
Confidently yours,
E. L. KELLEY.
G. H. HILLIARD.
E. A. BLAKESLEE.
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI, July 8, 1910.

AN ESSAY ON BROTHERHOOD;

The possibilities of spiritual .and temporal improvement, which repose in this gospel of. latter
clays, in its urgent temporal duties required on the
one hand, and its spiritual -and moral attainment
expected on the other, are practically unlimited, and
so far by us as .the church have only been fairly
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. begun. With us, a brotherhood with the strongest
and most fraternal ties should be no poet's dream,
but one of definite reality. The prospects of the
world for a true Christian brotherhood are largely
chimerical, so far in the distance is its glimmering
light; but with the church it should be ·a condition existing here and now. Many religious people have contented themselves by simply talking about it in a
dreamy sort of way. I hope we will never so' prostitute our fond ideals with such a sluggish theism. It is
high time the Saints of God should make good, and
step forth and claim the promised possession. We
should therefore striv~ to recognize this brotherhood
not as merely a mirage of the desert,-a phantom of
no material tangibility,-a hope never to be realized; but a definite fact, ·a living reality, a positive
certainty. There seems to be altogether too much
theorizing on this question and not enough demonstration.
Our conception of the Christian religion should
only be one of increased knowledge and growth. Our
responsibility and worth is measured, not so much
by the expedient of our present attainment and ca~
pacity, as by the latent powers we possess and the
possibility of bringing life to its fullest development.
If we are not awake to our responsibilities and capabilities, we should ask ourselves, How and why are
·we in this condition and how can such be corrected?
We should never excuse ourselves from engaging
in God's work on the ground of present incapacity
and lack of qualification. This thought should never
. lull us into an inactivity that is inexcusable. It
never should be said of us that we have wasted our
opportunities, neither that we lack appreciation of
our glorious cause for the reason of ignorance. As
we come to know God we will have a grander conception and appreciation of his divine law. God will
not supernaturally endow us with wisdom, faith, and
ability. If we acquire such a high posture, we must
exert ourselves with unfaltering diligence, increasing and strengthening every faculty we have. Our
dormant energies must be awakened and then our
palsied powers will be merged and there will be evi'
dence of life.
Everyone has a responsibilij;y, and we should
qualify, for no one is exempt frorn duty in this work.
It means more than a few unconnected snatches of
serious reflection, hastily indulged, or a few halfhearted deeds performed with regret. It must be
considered an interest, a business, a vocation. It
must ever be the great livelihood of our lives, the
profession of the souls of men. It must be started
continued, and never terminated. Resolution and
persistency of effort· are its do~inant force, and we
are the willing instrument through which these pow.ers have surged. The law of God is our text-book.
Prayer is the sacred key. God is the great teacher and Christ the pattern. Our work will show our charwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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act1:ir, and to build well we must have a character
having no tarnish of reproach. Thus practical work
of application is the great feature we lack in the
realization of this fond hope. We hav,e a revealed
policy that if _carried out will fulfill our most sanguine hopes and expectations. The duty now before
us is to work out ·and make practical. this great law.
If we expect to advance such fraternity and gain a
Zionic condition, enhancing our salvation with us,
it must be more than a theory. It must ever be a
posture 9f practical helpfulness and sincere sympathy wherein we see nothing clashing ·with the
highest interests of the entire body.
Our ideals will never be made possible unless we
entertain the greatest tolerance and charity. Yes,
more than that! We should have a sincere love
towards those of our associates. Love is the divine
. establishment of the Christ life, and peace another
one of its humble characteristics. These. are the
arguments that will make for peace, stability, and
tranquility, and such forces will ever carry us onward with ever constant certainty. We will therefore ever seek a reciprocity that is constantly on the
alert for opportunities for doing good. We will feel
that every association we have with those with whom
we mingle, is within itself an opportunity for welldoing. Preeminently above all else is that service we
can render others. Service to God is thus demonstrated. We should learn well the lesson how to care
for and protect against poverty, as well as sin, if
we expect to continue in harmony with the genius
of this latter day message, The kind of charity
that is the most lasting and beneficial to the men
reduced and in temporal straits, is that which coerces them into action by placing the burden_ of their
support upon themselves, by providing them with a
reasonable opportunity. It is a fact, human natµre
is so constituted that the grandest attainment and
development is made when man is given a responsibility and must act upon his own resources, and not
through a pampered charity unwisely bestowed. We
will be promoted towards the ideal through dint of
struggle, and not by a succor that calls for no response in return.
Inheritance in Zion should not be sold to the highest bidder; but upon the merits of a well-regulated
life in accord with gospel law will be predicated our
worthiness to abide. It is not a question of dollars
and cents, but consecration to principle. that will redeem us in the Lord. It is, however, intolerable to
our conception of right religion that many ate compelled to wear rags, and dwell. in poverty and be
miserable, while there is abundance in the Father's
house. Surely we ca:n not be. in sympathy with the
poten(!y of O!Jr message when we think one can go
hungry ··and be destitute, while another has plenty
and is living in ease. Without replenishing, the
Lord's storehouse would be depleted and would thus
~ -~
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fail to accomplish the desired end. The ,!:lxistence
of such will be a glorious provision, its existence,
however, should not be to stimulate a coddling dependency but to emphasize and assist in making selfreliant the consUtuency of the church. We do not
wish to encourage an enervating dependency, but
a wholesome brqtherhood, self-reliant with the pulse
of life and activity. That man is imposing a dangerous innoyation who seeks to take away another's
privileges, o:r make others contribute to his wants
and necessities and give nothing in return. When
there is had no purpose any more than the beetle
which wings its droning flight, -there should be that
encouragement that will prompt to endeavor. God
pity that man who insists that all ·others should
act their part of brotherhood and himself do nothing. It is one thing to preach brotherhood and another to carry it out. With us, our career should be
one continuous expression of high regard, of love,
of service, and of mutual respect and good will to
one another.
Ours is a process of building up, not a tearing
down. Better do nothing than to do that which is
in flagrant disregard of the law. If we can only
give forth doubt, denial, and ridicule, it will impart
no sustaining·.power, or material for growth. Every
step in advance that points men out from existing
errors must be by observing the ever living truth
which is enthused by the vitality, life, and divine
power of its eternal Author. Religion that makes
no demand on one's volition, can not be taken seriously as being the gospel to save. Christ's cause
demands active work. It is not a i'epose, in merely
the po1:1session of an abstract intellectual conviction.
If the disciple is required to surrender his will to
. God's will, and step forth to a life of service, there
is bright prospect for growth to more perfect conditions. It will, therefore, take earnestness of zeal,
or in other words, the fire of sacrificial devotion to
"boil the pot."
The real and only position of a saintly brotherhood, is the impersonal standpoint. We labor under
a heavy delusfon if we think we can gain for ourselves in the long run, when we cheat and dishonestly gain from another. When such an idea is entertained, that man takes a ludicrous and unenviable
view of matters, and is undoubtedly leaving out of
the reckoning factors of merit which our cause seeks
to make lasting in the lives of men. Christianity,
when rightly interpreted, condemns such measures,
for the real interests of all are not dissimilar, and
no man can make a real gain for himself when
there is involved a loss in human suffering to our
brethren. To be pious will not atone for· such unworthy action. You gain and I lose over some deal
between us. The fact that because of your shrewd
penetration and manipulation you gairr an advantage, does not make such to be right and give you a
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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· t privilege to bring ruin to me while you fatten
JUS
• .
on
the spoils. I would have no f ears of gammg
a
better verdict than you at the bar of God.
To make complete surrender of self, by .adj11s~ing
life and its true purposes, it is requir~d o~ us to
learn Christianity's truth, and we -can mtelhgently
apply these facts and carry them into higher realms
of possibility. There is always surety for that person who knows his duty and does it. The only
insecure and indefinite field of activity apd pursuit
is such a one where the individual has no certainty,
nothing stable or tangible upon which to build. So
many times in our endeavors to satisfy the longings
of the soul for wisdom and the things of most practical benefit to life, we become satisfied too soon
with that which is so easily accessible, yet untrue in
the field of literature. Many times we· accept for
granted that which comes to our hands as though
there was no question of its reliability and validity
as truth. All that sails under the banner of truth,
is not true to this banner. We thus sometimes evolve
false standards and ideals because we have fed our
minds upon the liternture wholly incapable of producing it. A condition of brotherhood never can
be merged until we becoll).e freed fro~ the ruck of
worldly things and we have right conceptions, together with a right appreciation of the only law on
earth that will bring it. The Holy Spirit in its grand
office work is invaluable for it ever guides us to the
right standard.
Passive assent to what we know to be of God,
will not bring celestial reward, any more than to
say that seed corn will grow and then expect a bounteous fruition. We must sow ere we reap. So in
our prospect for brotherhood and Zion's weal, there
must be intense activity, which will enlist the full
energy of all. When we set the pace of such cooperation there will be a mighty impulse •that -vvill command the admiration .of all the world. Again we
express the thought, a brotherhood here and a redemption and glory in the future is wholly contingent upon a proper hypothesis in learning, reasoning, and practical work, which can not be obtained
unless we grasp and hold on to the facts· as God has
given them and make· a success of life, as does the
man who not only holds a correct conclusion of what
duty requires, but carries out by constant living in
humble demonstration, making a living reality of •
the gospel.
·
. .
· ·
We see so much of the false and unreal the sham
in life these days, that wesicken at its ~agnitude.
Such presses backward agaihst, 'the great endeavors
at progress: Our onward ma1~ch under such adversity can only be slow, and if we ·are not careful we
will lose our· hold upon· Christian life ·altogether;
In such matters, we should not go with the crowd.
Our endeavor in life in view of this danger should
be to create an environment of'our own ' free .from
.
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such contamination, and instead of the world and
its folly being an example for us to be profited by,
pur duty is to make an environment of our own, and
that so attractive in righteousness and purity that
it will be a pattern for them.. However, if we scavenger in the same. filthy gutter with the sinful world,
what is to hinder us from having the same putrescent smell?
Theory is all right, if true, but practice in harmony with true theory is better. Tlie old saying is
a good one, "God helps them that help themselves";
not to help ourselves to that which is not our own,
however. Such a course should bear its own condemnation on its face. A true brotherhood, we should
say, carries with it the fact of regeneration. If we
will regenerate. society, it must be a direct personal
effort in regenerating the individuals composing it.
{['his should be done by appealing to their soul and
honor and not their material interests. Our profession is, therefore, practically worthless, if there
is not that sensible persistence in bending our energies in taking advantage of so excellent an opportunity. A wretched hypocrisy, that soothes itself
with a sham lullaby in profession, will never do.
True religion does not mean the ..blowing of a horn.
It is not a varnish that is to be applied in covering
up rottenness of character. It is not a refuge in
which we are to be protected while we act a contradiction before the world. There must be actions
of right living that iouch the high sounding tension of a strenuous life. There must be that incentive that ever spurs us on to higher and nobler
achievements. True religion is an inspiration within
itself, as well as the Spirit of God, that encourages
the greatest and deepest enthusiasm. If it does not
rise above all else, it does not hold its proper position in the hearts of men. Such a grand object and
.attainment are ,only that which the true religion
would undertake to accomplish and expect success.
There will ever be disappointment to us if we dissipate our endeavors by bringing to bear that which
is foreign to one perferk ideal. Our ideal must
be viewed properly from ·all sides. As we advance,
we will see the intrinsic value of a perfect ideal
attained only by a perfect law. In endeavoring for
this ideal it is self-evident that he who has acquired
a degree of the divine and abundant life must give
manifestations of all the functions of life that will
indicate it. A proxy can never take your place in .
believing· and acting your part any more than another could· take nourishment for you. The circulation of your blood, does not build up my system,
neither does your breathing supply oxygen for me.
So each one has his individual duties to perform.
You will never attain your inheritance by leaving
undone what the law requires. Jf we assign the
Lord's own prnperty to ourselves, can we J,'ightfi:tlly
claim Zion's protection? It is not so much a test
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of faith in giving what we do not miss, and make
no sacrifice in giving, as it is when we place
our all upon the altar and say, If I am the Lord's,.
that carries with it my possessions. There is a more
advanced lesson to be learned in self-sacrifice and
fuller consecration to the cause than we have heretofore learned. The design has been made in our
behalf, so let us hold fast our profession ..
Should the farmei• spend the season in useless
dreams of a bo_unteous harvest without using the
tools in plowing, sowing, cultivaiting,. and reaping
it would be folly; so with us if we do not move out
and use the means at hand to accomplish our task.
The gospel alone can accomplish the magnificent
ideal. No side issue, in the form of a political party,
cult, or fraternity falsely labelled a true brotherhood, can reach such a condition. There is not within
the province of their jurisdiction the accomplishment of an ideal that the gospel alone can reach.
Undisciplined and ungoverned work must necessarily be considered detrimental as speculative. We
are indeed free to think, it is true, but when there
is sought to make that which is speculative a part
in expression, in aiding God's scheme to materialization, we only hinder instead of help. We have
no right to bind on other people that which is experimental outside God's indorsement: Our gospel must
ever be the test in fundamentals, as a distinct expedient for all time, and by it our influence and destiny will ever be shaped. We are free men in- a
gospel sense, it is true, but such freedom is not a
license for indulgence in projects wholly speculative
outside God's redemptive policy. We see infringements on the divine law perpetrated so 'oftEl,n it is
getting a very common thing. No matter how near
such counterfeit is to the genuine law, it will never
be the genuine, neither will it accomplish the desired
result; for such is not capable of reaching a condition of absolute unselfishness, because the law they
have honored does not cause and require the expurgation of those selfish and evil motives of the heart.
The gospel is not at fault because of so many fraudulent imitations upon it. The existence of the counterfeit testifies to the value of the genuine. In fact
there would be no counterfeit if there was not the
genuine in existence. Calling worldliness and human institutions the gospel does not make it so,
any more than to state that biack is white. We
. must not be flattered into an assumption that we are
about as good as can be, when we lack the qualities
of soul that ·are necessary. To the principle that right
makes makes might we must render unswerving
fidelity. It is unworthy reasoning to say the gospel
must pass through a political phase, or a false religious strainer before it is capable of attaining an
ideal brotherhood. The ancient gospel is not the latter
day gospel, plus some other ingredient. It is not
. true religion qualified by politics. It is not the sweet,
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tame olive tree with a wild wood graft. . It is truth
unsullied by any adulteration. It ·is evident the gospel offers the only possible means tO attain a brotherhood as Christ through the revelations advocates.
The political parties as well as the religfons of the
world will see their natal day in progress towards
mutual toleration and· brotherhood in fact, when
they espouse this, the Lord's own cause.
With us there should be that freedom from sins
and contamination that sho~1ld the Lord come and
claim us at any time, there would. be no danger of
introducing pollution to heaven's atmosphere. Surely
our policy is the greatest amount of good to the
greatest number. When we allow this grand object
to be diminished for any consideration whatever we
are acting with stupidity. Our religion will bring
the proper relationship of brotherhood, temporally,
socially, and religiously, as well as divine relationship in communion with the Holy Spirit. We can
not well look for the true Christian brotherhood to
obtain without the Spirit of God and fraternal contact with our fellows in harmony with gospel law.
As well expect tropical fruit to grow in the frozen
North. That we have not seen its full fruition of
brotherhood jg. a poor argument that such will never
be. There are some things of this world that have
seen a slower materialization.
Nothing could be more erroneous than to confess
that it is beyond our interest to have a word of
advice on questions of moment on current wrongs
and moral reforms. It will ever be shortsighted
and calamitous for us to leave to outsiders and unbelievers, and in too many instances those of
prejudiced minds, the discussion and enactment of
regulations for our government in Zion. The
church must lift up a standard. for the people in
good deportment by being "living epistles" with a
sense acute for civic probity and demonstrated
righteousness. Zion should not be lacking in any
sense of essential virtues and good government as
compared to any city of the world. It is ·our duty
to use our utmost to cleanse and make better conditions where we reside.
In our judgment there is danger of the spirit of
commercialism and speculation which seems to be
devoid of moral or spiritual essence to assume the
role which should be held by holier ideals. We
should never admit a commercialism .whfoh elevates
money getting· above principles. Such should be
considered an evil instead of a virtue. The world is
infiltriated with the co.mmercial craze, and in too
many instances the standard by which a man's value
is determined is rated according to the scale of wage
he commands and not by the real character he possesses. Such with us should never be. It would only
fire the brain of our young with a false ideal of life
by having unworthy and unholy ambitions.- The policy will cause us to transcend the scale and bring a
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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fusion of moral values. Neither should we hav;e only mete out to us a deserving condemnation for
having slept on our passing opportunity. If we sense
cond'ffei·ei
1 t standard of morality and righteousness
1
·
· l
· .the its magnitude, and make good our cherished wishes
-fa . business and politics
to that we emp
oy m
. d' b
. and past hopes, our loving Fath~r will give us a just
hillme and in the church. If we are engage
m us1~ss we should value God's only standard of right recompense of reward, commensurate to such a
~s highly there as we do in our .relations to the worthy endeavor in having done his holy will. This,
church. If we do not, such would only be after the dear Saints, is our true inheritance. Our fealty only,
power of a carnal co~mandment and not af~er the -is due to Christ and loyalty to his perfect law in
power of an endless hfe. In such a case we would . pursuit of this great and glorious ideal. As we
find the result to be a deM. system, impotent of ¢1.isengage ourselves from all earthly human trambringing an ideal brotherhood. Any action on our mels, our growth wiU be certain, and the power and
part in which there is carried out a policy that is greatness of this latter day .glory will dawn as never
not of the strictest honesty and frugality only deter- before on the minds of men. Our broad platform
mines us to be immaculate of divine life· and to be and earnest, divine plea is bound to be respected and
masquerading with the .fickle instead of acting the honored. We can well afford to hold our arms open
to receive all in loving fellowship and brotherhood
part of a true saint.
.
Welcome is the trend and desire of God's people who obey God's commandments by seeing and actto-clay in endeavoring to put fn force the fondest of ing in unison with the genius of this restored gospel
all hopes in infusing brotherhood into the temporal in its divine potentiality. It is then our sacred right
industries and marts of busilless, •as well as the social and privilege to move out and vanguard the Lord's
life. we are realizing to some extent, as shown by progressing hosts and herald boldly the truth, and
recent revelation and procedure in organizing the sanctify within us the sacred obligations of that
United Order of Enoch, that our law has more than truth, showing a filial, godly relationship of endeared
a statutory significance. We are v,ery hopeful of the. brotherhood, then the blessing of the Lord God Alpresent prospect, yet we hope to see a fuller expres- mighty in final victory and salvation in ours. This
sion of cooperation. As we deal with these com- is our bounden duty; this must be our holy aspiras. s. SMITH.
plexities we will know that failure will be prospec- tion.
tive unless we willingly surrender that portion that
is the Lord's. By the sequence of oui· committals
in rendering an interpretation to the revelations we
are bound to the proposition of advancing in gospel
CONSUMPTIVES WARN ED.
work until we have reached the inevitable concluNO MEDICINE A smrn CURE.
sion, if there be any conclusion to such a grand enDES MOINES, July 15.-So many people suffering with tub~r
deavor. Each one should now speak and act as our culosis and hopeful of cure are apt to be deceived by advermessage-the Lord's message-requires. It wili'not . tisements of remedies guaranteed to cure their malady. It
do to now shirk so great a responsibility.
is a fact that patients afflicted with tuberculosis are always
The late revelation, and the endeavor in harmony hopeful of recovery, and consequently very easily dcc~ived.
with it to carry it out, can only be interpreted as It is also a fact that many of the remedies ·advertised to cure
a healthy sign. Such law is vulnerable only when "coughs,'' "colds,'' and "consumption," not only' are valueless
but are positively harmful.
we fail to make actual its far reaching meaning.
It has been ascertained that many of the so-called "curea"
We readily see it does not mean a divorcement of re- for consumption contain habit-forming drugs, such as morligion and life. Its truth is still harmonious. There phine, opium, and chloroform. None of them will cure conwill be discord only when we fail to apply it or mix sumption. There is no sure cure medicine for consumption
it with falsehood. With heroic determinati6n we known to the medical fraternity to-day, and a warning to all
' persons suffering with tuberculosis is uttered here.·
should take up this stupendous responsibility and
There is another class of "cures" which includes "insticarry it on, and on, and on. If we do not it will tutes," "professors," or companies of «doctors," who for a
be our greatest loss. We should shoulder whatever consideration guarantee to cure the consumptive by some
burden is ours. Should we not heed the pleading of secret method of which they are sole p.roprietors. It is stated
those appointed of God to especially direct the tem-· that there are nearly one hundred and fifty of these in th.e
States.
poral work of the church? Their words have gone ..United
There is also another class of "cures" in which are placed
forth "out of Zion" so repeatedly there should be more home remedies which, either through ignorance or superheed given. Such must be or else we- will be a hin- stition have been advanced as treatments for this disease.
drance to them. Here we should work in harmony Some ~f these are lemons, rattlesnake poison, coaL dust, lime
and show a blending of interest&, then-the eternaJ dust; pig's blood, dog oil, milk strippings, and alcohol. The1:e
truth, inherent principies of life .and titanic·strength is no drug or other material yet discovered which, when eaten,
inhaled or injected into the body, will kill the germs of tubero~ this latter day gospel wm' :be known far iarid culosis.
wide for its excellency and superiority. If we fail, · If you have consumption you should observe the following
our God who has given us this responsibility will i'ules: Consult a good physician at once, and request a
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thorough diagnosis, then do absolutely what he tells you.
Live and sleep in the open air. Get as much rest as possible.
Stay in the sunshine. Be cheerful. Eat an abundance of
good, wholesome food. Don't worry. Be sure to inform yourself so that others will be protected against your infection.
Fight hard and you will win.-Furnished by Board of Control of Iowa State Institution.

and pleased _the children. Such authors never tell whether
they have tal,~n pains to find out in just what the children's
pleasure consrnted. They probably would not know ho t
go about it. It is pretty certain that if they could have :ee~
the real source ~f pleasure in the child's mind, they would
have been astomshed at its remoteness from any cone t
process, or idea in their own minds.
ep '
A mother· once told me how her boy, at the age of four
years, had enjoyed the stories of ancient Israel, its wars and
many details of its history, straight from the Bible as sh
read to him without either adaptation or explanatio~. I d~
EDITED BY FRANCES.
npt doubt her testimony that he seeme_d interested in it and
enjoyed it. But I claitn the right to ask the question what "it"
Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
stands for. Was it the activity of war? War has little if
Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Indeany, meaning to a boy of four. Was it a matter of res;lts,
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Laor causes and effects? Was it a question of nations? No boy
moni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler
of four can form the concept bf a nation, a municipality, a
street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
commonwealth, a people. Was it a suggestion of the remote
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
in time, the ~ar off in space, of geography, topography?
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
These are not mfant concepts. Was it the development of the
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
Lord's eternal plan that interested him? The inner connection of historical linkings is hardly a source of delight to a
"Ask God to give thee skill
child of four. Where did the enjoyment come in?
In comfort's art,
I knew a child who, at that age, astonished his parents once
That thou may'st consecrated be
by reciting a book of nonsense-rhymes through from beginning
And set apart
to end. He really did enjoy it. But enjoyed.what? He found
Unto a life of sympathy.
delight in some words strung together like these: "HymenFor heavy is the weight of ill
opteria, ripiptera, diptera, lepidoptera, coleoptera," etc. DeIn every heart;
lightful! Now if the first boy seemed to be gaining religious
And comforters are needed much
concepts, or concepts of Bible history and Israelitish polity,
Of Christlike touch."
because he was delighted, the second was just as truly becoming a naturalist because he was enjoying the technology
Deceptive Delight.
of natural history; and I doubt the first inference largely
"The children like it!" "The children were delighted!" These because I know that the second will not hold . . . .
phrases are the teacher's refuge. But the refuge is a death
Great, good, wise Jacob Abbott understood this liability of
trap.
the gratification or delight of the child to delude the teacher.
The little child's expression of delight is too often a siren to
He speaks of the child's susc~ptibility to pleasant images
the parents or teacher. It is as decentive as it is allurimr.
The teaching process is daily suffering.wreck by it.
~ awakened in the mind by means of the magical power of
certain sounds striking upon the ear. He says:
Ought not the child to enjoy his study, or the story that is
"There are thousands who have observed the indication of
·read to him? Is there any harm in our taking note of his
this pleasure who do not understand the nature and the source
pleasure, and of being in some measure guided by it?
Rather let us say that he ought to enjoy it. If he does not, of it. Every mother, for example, observes that the children
something is wrong, and, until otherwise proved, the teacher love to be talked to, long before they can talk themselves;
and they imagine that what pleases the listener is his interest
must take it for _granted that the fault is with himself.
On the other hand, if the child does evidence pleasure, the in the particular thing said,-whereas it is probably only
teacher must not take it for granted that there is therefore his interest in finding himself possessed of the new and strange
no fault in him as a teacher. In a large majority of cases power of understanding sounds. The mother says, 'Where's
the pleasure arises, not from what the teacher intends, or father?' 'Where's father?' and imagines that the child is
even supposes. It has a wholly different basis from the pleased with the inquiry, whereas it is only pleased that the
sound, 'father,' striking upon its ear, can produce so strange
teacher's own conception.
In reply to an animadversion . . . on the unwisdom of an effect as to call up to its conception a faint mental image
attempting to teach the children of the primary Sunday school of the man. It is this magic power of a word to produce a
the doctrinal and ethical abstractions of Paul's Epistles, active new and peculiar mental state which is probably the source of
primary workers declared that the members of their Primary pleasure. Hence the interest which the auditor will take will
Union had found those lessons the most delightful series that not he in proportion to the connection, or the point, of a
story, but to the frequency of the words contained in it which
they had ever had in their schools!
Delightful to whom, and delight in what? I ask. Here call up familiar and vivid .ideas. Thus a talk like this, 'Fire,
lies the pith of the whole matter. Says Rousseau: "There fire, pussy runs; tongs, tongs fall down; walk, run; Mary
is a considerable difference between being pleased with any walk, Mary run,'-will be listened to by the child, who is just
occupation and being capable of it. It requires much nicer learning to listen to language, with as much pleasure as the
observation than is generally imagined to ascertain the taste most conne~ted or pointed little story. It is not, therefore,
and genius of children; their casual inclinations display them- what is understood, but the mere power of understanding, the
selves oftener than their innate dispositions, and we judge first development of a new mental faculty, which pleases the
possessor."
from the first for want of knowing how to study the last."
I have !'ead manuscripts by the hundred and thousand conBut, worse than this, the child's pleasure may be in an
taining stories written for children. Once in a while an el'roneous and even mischievous conception, suggested by his
author tells me that he has tested his story or bit of rhyme misunderstanding. Or it may be one of mere sound, without
upon real live children with great success. It has interested any formed idea at all.
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Let us conclude, then, that nothing is mo.re, sedu.ctive, mis- the. HERA~D a.nd conference minutes since the beginning of
] d'111g perilous, to the teacher than the child s enJoyment or their pubhcat10n and have heard Brother Joseph make the
ea . t'in his tadc Not that he should not delight in it, but statement in the early days of the church, that he had never
d 1 11
· 1ea d us as to 1'ts Sigm
. 'fi cance. "It 1s
'
been baptized only by the hand of his father in his boyhood."
tie ig
t the delight may mis
"Well, sister, I can bring you the history of his baptism at
~~sible," says Pres. G. Stanley Hall, "that the present can
p
.
., . i;'h e cl'l'
the time of taking the presidency of the Reorganized Church.
be
attractive and preoccupymg
i11ai;
11 a never once
80
,
nds his thoughts to the remote in time and place." The which you will surely admit when I produce the record."
"There can be no authentic record of an incident which
~~resent" may be anything but the concept which is in the
never occurred; nevertheless, if you can bring any such a
mind of the teacher while observing the child.
Yet more. I have known teachers to be so subjective that statement, you are at liberty to do so."
"Well, sister, I will look it up and .will surely bring it to
their own pleasure in the study before the class was their
mainspring of action, however unconscious of this they may you soon." This conversation occurred about three months
have been. Being themselves pleased with the line of investi- ago and he has not brought it yet.
I was not a member of the early church, but my husband
gation or study, or with a story, they imagine the little ones
pleased also. Perhaps this is the most short-sighted condi- was, and he also went to Utah and to California and before he
' reached the twenty-fifth birthday, he lmd passed throug·h four
tion of all.
The real question for parent, teacher, or child observer of reformations, with a baptism each time and the introduction
any kind, is, When, in any particular case, the child gives of new doctrines, thus obliterating from the minds o"f the
evidence of interest or delight, what· is the real source and people every feature of the original teaching. The statement
was made by their Utah president and other leading officials,
significance of that delight?
Answer this question specifically every time, basing your that the book was no more to be considered than the ashes of
answer upon a close investigation of the conditions, and you a rye straw, but that the people were to look to the living
will have made a long stride in the direction of being a child's oracles for their instructions. Thinking that others might be
fit teacher and trainer.-Patterson Du Bois in Primary Edu- interested in knowing the line of instructions these fellows
distribute in their house to house ·canvass, I send this as a
cation.
sample of their teaching.
Respectfully, your sister in the g·ospel,
MRS. E. C. DODSON.

Letter Department

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA, July 2, 1910.
Editors Herald: Feeling that a line from Marion Saints
Dear Brother: I received the two tracts which you sent
me. One entitled, "Duplicity exposed," by Heman C. Smith, would be of interest to readers of the HERALD, I would my
and the other "All Brighamite roads lead to polygamy," by the work is moving along nicely here. About a year ago, the
yourself. I wish to thank you for them. This spring I re- writer and family moved to this place. Bro. and Sr. S. D.
ceived quite a number of tracts sent out by the Northern Cudney were the only Saints remaining close by. The elders
States :Mission with headquarters at Chicago. I also received always have found a home with Brother and Sister Cudney.
For a number of years the gospel has been preached here.
calls from several of their traveling missionaries.
One man in particular was very positive in several of his Seemingly the people were not ready to receive it when Bro.
statements regarding our church. In the course of his re- and Sr. C. H. Cudney, now living at Lamoni, lived here.
marks, he inquired, "Why do you people call yourselves Together with his parents, S. D. Cudney held Sunday school
Reorganized and what do you mean by saying Reorganized for a while and the elders came in and preached once in a
Church?" My answer was, "Because we are reorganized. while a;1d did their best to open up the work, with the assistAre you not aware that when a society or lodge, take the ance of the Saints and those who have come to our rescue of
the ministry. Fourteen have been baptized, nine by W. D.
~ood Templars for instance, have lapsed in holding meetmgs for months or perhaps years, and several of the mem- Ellis, four by A. E. Burr, and one by Clyde Ellis.
About a year ago we organized a Sunday school and began
bers wishing to prosecute the work of the order meet
together and choose a chairman and proceed to elect a to hold regular meetings. The progress was slow and we
Now our number is
prc~ident and all other officers necessary to fill the official had many discouraging features.
chairs;. after these officers are duly installed, they proceed twenty. We have a good Sunday school and prayer meetings.
busmess for the good of the order. The secretary is We have preaching every Sunday evening. More are near the
mstructed to send out cards of notification and invitation to door. and the material we have is doing well. The outlook
all the old members to meet with them at the next meeting is good for an organization of a branch, as most all are tax
payers here. We were told through prophecy that if we were
~s they have again organized under the old charter." I
mf?rmed him that was exactly what we had done. We faithful there would be many added to our number. The
behe':'ed th~t from the martyrdom of the prophet, the church larger part of those baptized are heads of families. The
was m. a disorganized condition and it was necessary for us young people are beginning to come in. We look forward to
to agam organize according to the old statutes· that in our the Religio work in the near future. Revival meetings were
case to reorganize was correct, but would not have been in recently held by M. E. Methodis, a Seventh Day Adventist.
any of the'"Lo heres and lo theres" who were calling to the Some of their new converts have obeyed the gospel. Others
scattered Sa1'nts
t o come t o th em, w h ere they were mtroducmg
·
·
have heard enough of the angel's message not- to be satisfied
'
many new and strange doctrines and baptizing them into their with what they have at the revival meetings.
fold.. He. said , "D on 't you 1mow that two of the men who
We pray they will be honest and come to the light. Surely
assisted 111 th
d · t'
f
·
whatever not\o~· m~ !Otnh o young. Joseph h!Ul no authority the words of the apostle are true: "If this counsel or this
•
emg m
e church m ·old Joseph's day? Do work be of men, it will come to naught; ·but if it he of God,
you lmo"". that many of your people deny that young Joseph ye can not overthrow it." I feel very thankful when I read
w~; bapt:zed at the time of his ordination?"
the HERALD and church papers. God blesses his Saints with
Cert~mly they do, because he was not."
. talent to write and gives encouragement to others. Many
He. smd • "S"ist er, I can prove to you by the history of that times I have been blessed reading the letters and articles
llleetmg that h e was. ,, "No, Sil',
. you can not. I have read written in the HERALD. May God bless the one who contrib-
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utes to the columns of church papers, thus helping to keep
courage in others. I am unable to express in writing the joy
and the com.fort found in the gospel. My heart goes out to
God in humble prayer, for very Saint whose. influence brought
me to the gospel and has helped to keep me in it.
Very sincerely,
A. M. BOOMER,
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, July 12~ 1910.
Dear Herald: Not having seen anything from this metropolis of the great Canadian west, I thought I would drop a few
lines. The work is progressing slowly here but surely. We
have no church building as yet, although negotiations are;
pending for a building, which we hope to convert into one.
A.t present we rent a hall.
Our branch is ably presided over by Elder T. R. Seaton,
who is also president of Religio. A pleasing event took place
at the home of the writer on July 2, when Lora S. Fleming
and John Kolman were united in marriage, Elder T. R. Seaton
officiating. May peace and happiness be their portion.
Your brother,
W. I. ARNOLD,
736 SINCLAIR STREET.
SPRINGFIELD, OREGON, July 9, 1910.
Dear Herald: I surely enjoy readmg your valuable columns, and can say that the pieces recently published on
Reorganization and on the tracts recently sent out by the
Utah church, are grand, and came to us just when we needed
them most. Recently I had about a four-hour talk with a young
Utah elder, which to me was very interesting. I took the
recent HERALDS and found plenty to expose their doctrine. I
believe this elder is sincere, but is terribly misled. He found
some things, I think, he had never seen before, while we were
talking.
We are a little band of Saints here without a shepherd, as
we have no officer here, excepting my husband who is deacon.
We have a splendid little Sunday school of about thirty-five
scholars. \Ve have excellent prayer meeting, and the Lord
spoke to us recently in words of consolation, admonition, and
commendation. May we all prove faithful, is my prayer
in Jesus' name.
MRS. CHARLES E. WILLIAMS.
PLEASANT HILL, MISSOURI.
Editors Herald·: I am anxious t~ have the Saints locat9
in this locality so we can have a branch. If any Saints are
thinking of locating in the Independence Stake; l would like to
have them come and see this part of the country, as I think
it a good location. The soil is good and price of land is more
reasonable than any place I know of.· I am twenty-four
miles east of Independence on _the Missouri Pacific and Rock
Island roads. Our town has a population of twenty~five
hundred. If any, will write me I will give them any information I can. There are fourteen members here at the present
time and with a few more we could have a branch.
Your brother in the faith, ·
J. M. LANE,
MARION, IOWA.
To the Saintli: Bro. J. S. Watson, a butter maker of
twenty-five years experience, wishes to get a creamery to run
where he and his family (wife and three children) can have
church privileges. They are new members and are anxious
for. the association of Saints. I am well acquainted with
them and know·them to be fine people. He can give the best
of references. He is in charge of the creamery here in Monmouth, Iowa, but because of his interest in this latter day
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work may have to leave here. I gladly reco~mend 'them and
hope his' services may be secured in a locality where there
are Saints. His address at present is, J. S. Watson, Monmouth, Iowa.
ELDER L. E. HILLS.
WEYBURN, SASI<ATCHEWAN, July 6~ 1910.
Dem· Hei·ald: The gospel work in Northwestern Canada
though not advancing with leaps and bounds, is still movin~
along toward the ultimate triumph that we all hope for and
pray about.
,
Recently the Winnipeg District held its semiannual conference and auxiliary conventions with the Rosendale Branch
near Treherne, Manitoba. Owing to a change in th~
time and circumstances which prevented a good advertisement
the attendan_ce was not large, but those who did attend got
busy and made the sessio!ls- both enjoyable and most certainly
of profit. Credit is due to the resident Saints for hospitality
and generosity. Besides the local ministerial force, Bishop
R. C. Evans was then the preacher and representative of the
financial wing of the gospel message; also J. L. Mortimer
the father of the missionary w-0rk in the Northwest, H.
Davison, in the interest of Sunday school and Religio work.
work. Later came E. E. Long and Smith, the efficient missionaries appointed to the l?rovince of Manitoba. They began
making themselves acquainted with new conditions by entering
into conference work a!ld left a fair impression among
their colaborers-the Saints in general. There is foam for
improvement, however, all along the line of conference and
convention work, but the Saints are alive to that fact and
are living up for future perfection.
Later the Saskachewan District held their conference and
conventions at Regina. A goodly number of delegates from
different localities were present, and the gathering as a -whole
wa~ a success. Being in a city ·with only one Saint as a
resident there, it is somewhat expensive; still there remains
a balance in the hands of the locai Bishop's agent, J. A.
Beckman.
A good impressi-0n was made in the city and the outlook
-for future advancement in the district is quite encouraging.
There i8 a lot to do though. The numbers are increasing, the
body is growing larger, too large now for small buildings,
for confei:ence and conventions to be held in. Branches should
not be content- to. keep themselves crowded into small unaccomodating schoolhouses, which can not be controlled by
them. We hope to see at least two .or three. new church
buildings on the road to completion this coming year.
Bishop Evans, of Toronto, and F. A. Smith, of La.moni,
were present and some good strong sermons were preached,
and while they are respectful to those of other faiths, there
is none of the ministerial alliance sentiments about these men.
They realize they have the restored gospel to dispense and
don't wish to be tied up and handicapped with ari affiliation
with that which is numerically and popularly strong but not
in all points, genuine. Others of the ministry were present
to aid in labors and councit The auxiliaries were not emphasized in their work as they should be, but it was their ·awn
fault in not arranging preliminary far enough aHead. This
we expect to observe at our next gathering. We will understand conditions better and will profit by experience. The
officers are beginning to realize that it means something to
be an officer in this growing country.
There was a good feeling prevailing, however, and the
Saints returned to their homes strengthened and encouraged
and are already making ,plans to attend the next one to be
held with the Minnesota Branch near Vanscoy, Saskatchewan,
about Christmas time.
COMMITTEEMAN.

J'.
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CAMERON, 0J;'ITARIO, July _12, 1910.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, July 13, 1910.
Since n1y partial recovery from n1y long and severe affliction,
Dear Herald; lvlessenge1· of _Good Ne7.1JS and Soiace t_o .the
it seems somewhat as though I had just awakened from a Jong
lVeary 0 1,es ·. I break the silence and
· write
· you
- · a· few Imes
d
sleep. I make myself think of Rip Vanwinkle, who is said to
from this place where many battles have been fought an_
have slept twenty years and awoke and looked around to
victories and failures recorded.
On June 25 and 26, I was privileged 1:° attend a tw~-day find his gun and dog. However, I have not been looking for
meeting here, presided over by. ou~· pres1~ent, John Shiel~s. rriy gun and dog but for the church and Sabbath School. I
On Saturday at 2 p. m. a session m the .mtere~t of ·Sunday recently picked up a Sabbath school quarterly and looked
1ool work was held. The laws concernmg pnmary teach- through it. The first one I had looked through for perhaps
~~; were shown and our needs and ben~fits exempli~ed. At a year. I found the subjects of repentance, baptism, all
g p. m. the writer preached _on the financial law, showmg that things common and so on, so well arranged, and the explanation on these various subjects so true and easily understood
we are laborers together with God.
that I thought, What a change since I took sick--a change
Sunday, 9 a. m., we assembled together . for praye~· and
for the better.
sacrament meeting presided over by Elder Shields. We were
The Sunday school wprk is progressing. Truly the Sabmade to rejoice·for the sustaining power that keeps- us in the
, bath school in the church has grown to such proportions that
straight and narrow way. At 11 a. m., Elder Shields· ad"
the scope of its work is beyond our comprehension. Only
dressed the assembly showing what it means to be custodians
last Sabbath I. N. White was telling a dream in which he
of the angel's message. The writer spoke at 2.30 and Elder
EaW that the young people of the Sabbath school would redeem
James Pycock spoke at 7.30 to a full house, extolling the love
Zion in troublous times. The old men were laying the founof God and the redemption of mankind.
dation for her redemption, but it\vas declared to him by the
On the \\'hole, we.had a successful two-day meeting, and we· Savior himself that the young now in the Sabbath school would
hope the Saints may be strengthened for the duties that lie redeem Zion. Surely Sister Salyards and the revising combefore them, ever recognizing that we are either tearing mittee are not neglecting the young in the church, as the food
down or building up this work by our. actions. We leave on for their young minds is well prepared. May God bless and
Friday for Burnt River to open up the work and gladden the prosper the Sunday school work till its beneficial influence
hearts of the few isolated Saints.
_shall reach all the world, is my desire and prayer through
I am your colaborer,
Christ.
J. T. THOMPSON.
I am very weak yet. My recovery is slow. Will the Sunday school and church workers remember me at the Sanitarium that if it be the will of the Lord, I may yet be made
VANSCOY, SASKATCHEWAN.
C. J. SPURLOCK.
Herald Readers: There is now a branch here of over forty strong to do the will of God.
members, perhaps fifty, as four have been baptized lately. We
PARIS, TEXAS.
are trying to keep the faith the.best we can. The homesteadDea.r Herald: We feebly stepforth once more to bear our
ers are apt to be widely scattered, which hinders holding
services as often as we would like; however, we keep Sunday testimony to the angel's message, because we know it is true.
school going all the time, every Sunday at half past ten with Each stormy cloud seems to come closer and grow stronger
preaching or prayer service right after and Religio at-night. and we know not how long we will be able to stand. I feel
When a missionary is here, which is seldom, we have meet- that the time is at hand when the midnight cry will soon be
heard and the question is, Will we all be ready or will we not?
ings during the week, sometimes.
Sometimes it rnems like the last feeble pi·ayer has been
We were disappointed again this summer because-Bi.·o. R. C. offered and our strength is spent, no more to rise, and then
Evans never visited our branch when he was so near, and: we we see the bright cloud and hear the ki_nd words of the
could not visit the Iowa Branch, forty miles away, at that bright May morn nine years ago:
"Son, be faithful."
time, as there was to be baptism at Pike Lake, and we had And again, while behind the great still bars, we say, "Lord,
no time to go any way. Well, we will try to do the best we remember us in thy mercy and put it into the hearts of men
can, but we are hoping to see a!'ld hear Bro. F. A. Smith to deliver us from this place." We see Him plead our cause
soon, as we suppose he is now with the- Iowa Branch.
and · soften the ·hearts of beasts to the tender heart of a
Brother Davison, \Vas here to help us last summer a few child and when we hear the words, "Come forth," we leave
days and any of the missionaries will be welcome and will the prisoners within weeping and we meet the sheriff and
be cared for who can make it i~ this way, to visit our branch. jailer trembling, and as we pass out they stretch forth their
yYe hoped to see our district president last winter, as he wrote hands with tears and say, "We wish you well," who so short
It was his intention to be here, but I have never heard that a time ago had said, "We will show no sympathy." And
he came this way at all.
·
·
again we are show11 the resurrection· and again we are
I consider it a blessing .from the hand of our heavenly restricted and made to see and know a life beyond the grave
Father, that we were permitted to visit my dear old mother and with power to ride the wings of the wind where there is
and our daughter Alice and other Telatives in Minnesota last no more sorrow and no m()re pain. Thank the Lord for his
winter. Well, good for you, Sr. Rhoda Hunter. Your Jette1: goodness, is my prayer. I hope the time will come when we
to the HERALD was all right. May we all keep the faith and will all meet in Zion and sing the good news. With these
few scattering words, I will close, asking t}le earnest prayers
meet each other with joy in .the millennium. ..
of all the Saints that I may hold out faithful to the end.
EMMA L;A,NDERSON.
Your faithful brother,
G. M. Cox.
All truth always existed. _
.
. - .
Truth is right whether it is believed. or denied.
.
Simmona-Seh:erpe_bate.
~~illions ~f people b_elieving wrong, do not make it ;i~ht. _
The Simmons-Setser debate at'. Ad~1nson, Oklahoma, began
ght believed by only-a few people does not make 1t any June 15 and ended June 19. Adamson is a small coal camp
the less right.
· · · '
- - situated on a branch of the M. K.· & T. R. R. There are
Truth will vindicate itself.-J ohn C. Grainger.
about four or five hundred inhabitants. · Previous to .this time,
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Brother Simmons held a week's meeting here and had a good
attendance and of course this aroused the Baptist brethren.
Eldei• Setser was absent at the time. They made the statement that when Brother Setser would come home, he would
thrash him. At the close of the meetings Brother Setser came
home, saw Elder Simmons and proposed to preach evening
about with him, but Brother Simmons being wise caused him
to sign propositions for debate.
The subject discussed was the plan of salvation. There
being six two-hour sessions, each session was occupied by
two half-hour speeches by each of the disputants. Elder
Simmons was in the affirmative the first three evenings and
Elder Setser on the affirmative the last three evenings. He
declared that salvatioii. is by grace through faith and not of
works. Elder Simmons handled Elder Setser well. We must
say for Elder Setser that the harder he was pressed the
stronger effort he would make. He had the dirt and tried
to thTOw, but Brother Simmons quieted him very nicely by
saying, "Now, Brother Setser, be good, and if you can't be
good be careful."
The main bone of contention was John 3: 5. Brother
Simmons with other scriptural quotations proved it to be
water baptism, while Elder Setser contended it was not water
baptism. Brother Simmons roused them up to a high pitch
on John 3: 5 and at the close of the discussion, Brother
Setser's moderator, Elder Nelson, challenged him for an hour
and a half discussion on John 3: 5. Brother Simmons told
him he would just as soon sprag his wheel as anyone else
if the missionary of the Baptist church would indorse him
for a debate, but they thought best not to, saying he could
not do anything with Simmons, as "he is the best they have."
Brother Simmons ably handled the subject. Elder Setser
acknowledged on the second evening of the debate, that he
was not prepared to ·meet Brother Simmons. During the
fifth session on Saturday morning, Brother Simmons produced evidence from the Philadelphia Confession of Faith,
page 70, and also from Baptist History by Vedder, page 162,
that the Baptists in the seventeenth century held to the laying
on of hands after baptism. This fired Brother Setser and
he ran for D. H. Bay's Doctrine and Dogmas of Mormonism,
to produce sworn statements that Joseph Smith had five living
wives. This being off the subject, he was called to order by
the writer, who acted as Brother Simmons' moderator,' stating
that he had free access to our articles of faith, as polygamy
is not the subject on discussion. Then Brother Setser continued to discuss the point at issue. It was a decided victory
for the cause. We were cared for and treated well by the
Saints scattered around the camp.
In bonds,
W.W. PEACOCK.
Curtis-Roberts Debate.

The debate commenced at Higbee, Missouri, June 21, at
8 p. m. and lasted till the 29th. Eight sessions on plain church
propositions were debated, Bro. J. F. Curtis affirming the
first proposition and Mr. Roberts the second. Wl,lile the
Latter Day Saints' church was on trial, Brother Curtis
affirmed it was in harmony with the scripture, in organization,
doctrine, practice and teaching. Roberts denied. Mr. 'Roberts
commenced on Joseph Smith ar.d the Book of Mormon. One
of the best informed men in town came the first night. He
got disgusted at Roberts and would not come any more. He
told me that he thought he would hear a high class discussion,
but there was a good crowd attended all the way through.
him.
Iii referring. to the,•'po*~ion of the Saints, Mr. Roberts
called it "Mormon hash/' ' 1!'!1op-doodle-gush," and such things
as that. He was always talking of taking Brother Curtis to
the .hurrah patch, and w.as going to spank him till he was
blue, etc...
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The chairman of the !1ebate was a very intelligent and fair
man. Because Roberts· couldn't do as- he- pleased with him
he accused him of being a Mo'rmon sympathizer, illsulted th~
man, and he quit. But 'they selected another man who was
good for the place.
·
All the church_es in town opposed the debate all they could, ·
but there was a good crowd attended all the way through.
The gospel has been preached in Higbee for twenty or more
years, yet there is lots of prejudice there to meet and such
is always hard to meet in a debate.
When it came to Mr. Roberts' affirmation, he made one
very nice speech on the foundation of the chui·ch. Brother
Curtis so completely knocked out his position that he jumped
on to Joseph Sn,1ith and the Book of Mormon again and rode
it all the way through the remainder of the debate. I presume
we might sum up the result about as other debates end: our
people felt like the work c'aine out without even the smell of
fire on its garments. Those who were not too prejudiced
saw the inconsistencies resorted_ to to oppose us, while others
liked the work of Mr. Roberts. Our work will not suffer any
loss and it may be of lasting good to it when the people have
time to think and consider. Some noble hearted Saints are
in this part, but laboring against great disadvantages. May
the Lord give us success.

E. L.
Portland Conference Notes.

The Portland District convened at Hood River, Oregon,
June 25 and 26. Being favored with fine weather, a large
attendance was noticeable at our gathering. Every one enjoyed himself, seemingly, and a good-time had. We were only
sorry to note the absence of our missionary in charge, though
others of the traveling ministry cheered and comforted by
their presence and able assistance. The business and social
sessions were well attended. A marked interest was manifested throughout, facilitating dispatch and decorum, a manifest token of the Spidt's presence. The district officers were
all sustained, also significant of fulfilling their functions by
duties well performed.
The Sunday morning prayer and testimony meeting was a
spiritual feast to all present, the Spirit speaking _through
two of our brethren to our comfort, consolation, and edification. Both old and young be_ing admonished to faithfulness
and patient continuance in trials, w_ith a promise of its everpresent sustaining influence, and of a sure reward. It was
good to be there and hear the prayers offered, the praises
sung, and the testimonies borne to the faithfulness and
sureness of God's promises, to the truthfulness of his word,
and to the assured lmowledge that this is his work we are
engaged in, and to the undoubted goodness and continued
mercies of him who is both able and· mighty to perform his
truth and bring all his works to a successful consumation and
our lives with it to a joyous and 11erfect issue if we but endure faithful _and obedient unto the end. Let us go on, therefore, brethren, with a renewed determination to fulfill his
blessed will with the reinforced might of his help and of all
our soul besides and we shall neither fail nor falter, nor
doubt of winning the eternal prize of life everlasting. Thou
God of abundant mercy, and grace arid love, do thou help us
so to do. Let this be our united and most earnest prayer.
Last, but not least, a good word is due to ·our Hood River
brethren for their -liberal way in providing the good things of
this, the lesser -life, and their royal way of entertaining·. It
was truly a time of feasting in every sense of that term from
beginning· to end, in partaking of the generous spread of
viands provided to feed and sustain the physical man, to the
good things enjoyed that feed and sustain the spirit in us.
All this we enjoyed and were par.takei·s of with you while in
our midst and we desire once more, after fii·st rendering our
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nd heartfelt thanks and acknowledg.ements to our
due a I . F th er for these and all other bounties bestowed for
heaven ,. ' a
d 1·n the next place to tender our thank s to you, one
ourd go 'f your unprecedented hospitality, thoughtfulness,
an a11 ' or
l
.
.
d care for us while among you. ()ur esteem rns r1~en m
an f or several notches, because of th9se savory clnckens
~ITTH
.
d
k
and toothsome noodles. But, let the goo wor . go on; may
all be once more gathered around the festive board of
we
.d.
our heavenly Father's prov1 mg.
.

°

GEO. PEARSON,

Assistant Secretary.
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Sister Clasby, with the twins, has returned to her former
home in Henderson, Iowa, for a few months' visit. Her
mother, Sr. Pritchard, who has been visiting her for some
time, accompanied her. The twins were blessed at the morning service, the 19th ultimo.
Sr. J. H. l'vkVey is visiting with friends and relatives in
Minnesota.
·
Sunday, June 26, was observed as memorial day, being the
sixty-sixth anniversary of the martyrdom of Joseph and
Hyrum Smith, Pres. F. M. Smith being the speaker in the
morning, and the pastor in the evening, his subject being the
martyrdoin of Joseph and Hyrum Smith.
Sunday morning, July 3, our hearts were made glad in
listening to a sermon by our worthy Pres. Joseph Smith. \Ve
were gratified to see him looking so well, and trust he may
be spared to give us many more such words of cheer and
advice.
·
Our Sunday school and Religio are doing fine work, which
can only be appreciated by paying us a visit. These organizations at Central are the talk of the stake.
Our Sunday school superintendent, Bro. A. G. Larkey, a
few weeks ago took a short vacation, and hied himself away
to the mountains of Colorado to rest a short while. This
is not all. He took Sr. Vida Reyner, of Independence, along
with him and Saturday, June 25, they were married in Denver. We were not at all surprised at this either, as Arthur
has had that far away, lonesome look in his eyes for a long
ti\lle. Both are well and favorably known here and at Independence. They have taken up their home in Kansas City,
and we join their many friends in wishing them a long and
prosperous life.
The Saints of the Centropolis Branch which was recently
organized, are meeting from house to house until they can
build a church. They have a nice lot partly paid for. Within
a few weeks they expect the stake tent to be moved to their
vicinity and a series of meetings will be held. An ice cream
social .will be given at the first of these meetings to raise
rnoney to\vards putting up their tnuch needed church.

CENTRAL CHURCH, KA~.SAS CITY, MISSOURI.
Since our last report we lrnve had cause to rejoice became of additions to our numbers by baptism. On .Sunday
. evening, June 12, Theo. L. Thyous (colored) was baptized;
on the 19th l\frs. Jennie N. Hahn and Mrs. Laura M. Hogue;
the 26th, Misses Fern and Madge Sollars, Bertha Strickland,
and Miller, Dick, and Audrey.McVey, all by the pastor, W. E.
LaRue. This makes about twenty-five that have come into
the church since the first of the year, a number of whom
were led to investigate through the Evans' meetings. Others
are contemplating taking the step and will no doubt come .in
in the near future. "\Vhile there is considerable room for
improvement, we feel very much encouraged over the outlook.
Sunday, June 12, was observed all day as Children's Day,
the intermediates and primaries rendering the program. Two
children were blessed, Bro. and Sr. F. P. Hitchcock's baby
boy, the name of Gerald given; also the baby boy of Bro.
and Sr. Frank Whitmeyer, the name of Wilber Lorraine
given.
Bro. and Sr. L. C. Hughes, formerly of our branch, but
now of Independence, are rejoicing over the arrival of their
fir1t boy, born June 9.
The infant son of Bro. and Sr. A. L. Lightfoot, which was
born on the 5th of June, died on the 12th of the san1e 1nonth,
and was buried in the Independence cemetery.
HARVEY SANDY.
Our pastor has solemnized quite a number of marriages of
NINTH STREET AND LYDIA AVENUE.
late, thus with weddings, baptisms, and numerous other
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
duties, you will see that he is a very busy man. Each Wednesday and Friday of the week from 1.30 to 5 p. m. he will be
Bro. R. C. Russell has visited us and spoke once in the
at the church to converse·' with any that may. wish to call on park to a fair sized congregation.
him; also sell or distribute any literature needed.
Brother Connoughy, of Akron, was here July 3 with a
We are making another strenuous effort to round our lost party of Akron brethren on a visit to Kirtland Temple. , He
and strayed members. Any member of the First Kansas spoke in the park in the afternoon.
City Branch, either .in or out of the city, who is not an
July 10, Bro. John W. Topping spoke to a large and
attendant at Central Church, will confer a great favor by interested crowd.
communicating with the pastor, Eldei· W. E. LaRue, 811
Since Brother Russell was here this branch in general has
Lydia avenue, Kansas City, Missouri.. We wish to know awakened concerning outside work. Street work is being
where you are and what you are qoing. If you are "dead" we carried 0n by Brn. F. T. Haynes, J. W. Topping, A. Thomas,
:would_ be pleased to have a11 opportunity to liven you up, and R. Miller, J. McNeil, and F. C. Wehbe. An effective method
.1 ~ '.'ahve," it would give us much pieasure to know it. Those employed is by a long scroll .or script, eighteen inches wide
hvmg out of the city and near bi·anches should secure letters. and .fifty feet long, which we unroll in part or whole on the
The church directory is under way and the committ~e con~ · curb or sidewalk on which is inscribed verses of scripture
templates having it out by the 1st of August. All members telling of the early church, how persecuted, time of going into
of the church living in Greater Kansas City should forward obscurity, etc.; a chart showing the length of time in wiltheir names and addresses· at once to s.
Saridy, chairman deri:rnss and the time of restoration of the gospel in its fullness
of the committee, 2321 Colomdo, Kansas City, Missouri, in and putity in 1830, with name of church and address of
order that their names may appear in this directory;
branch: Wade Park and Seventy-first; also invitation to
New people are constantly coming atnongst· us and it will . park services; invitation to question and debate. We give
~e but. a short time when.
will ll~:Ve. as !11a:riy or more . ;.i.way literature with address stamped thereon.
~mbe1s than we had before·the oi'gamza:tion of the CentropEld~r J. c. Farnfield gave us a visit and also helped in the
··~Is Branch. Bro. and Sr. C. · H. Johnson, .of Minnesota, and . street woi·k.
ro. and Sr. H. C. Ellsworth, of' Michigan, have recently
Gomer T. Griffiths on his last visit here called out one for
c?me with us. We extend a welcome to th~se brothers. and .the priesthood, Brother Russell ordaining the same.
sisters a~d any 11thers that may co1ne,:an<:l want them to'feel
F. T, Haynes has been reelected president.
at home Ill our midst: .
.
FRANK WEBBE.

s:

we
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We ai·e all alive in this branch and are expecting a good
time at our reunion which will meet on July 22 at this place,
at which time our new chapel will be dedicated. I have had
the pri~ilege of speaking in the neat and unique iittle place
and rt is very fine. .
Last ·Tuesday evening I ·solemnized the marriage of Mr.
J. M. Laird and one of our nice young sisters, Miss Verna
Weekly. It was a real nice wedding and quite a crowd witnessed the ceremony.
A general invitation is extended to all Saints to attend
our reunion.
J, C, CLAPP.

RIVERTON, IOWA.
The Riverton Branch has reorganized the Sunday school by
choosing Jesse Donaldson superintendent; Barney Donaldson
secretary; Marguerite Comes.tock treasurer; John T. Comestock assistant superintendent; Delilah Donaldson, teacher
primary class; Anna Donaldson, teacher of intermediate class;
James Comestock, teacher of senior class. We have prayer
meeting regularly every Sunday. Every· third Suriday we
have preaching by L. C. Donaldson.
REPORTER.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

During the early part of July, with the mercury at about
ninety degrees, many kinds of meetings have been held. There
has been a fairly good attendance at the preaching and aftel·noon services, and at the Sunday morning and midweek praye1
meetings about fifty and one hundred and fifty respectively,
were present.
At the union prayer meeting of the home department Book
of ]Viormon classes, held June 30, Pres. G. E. Harrington, by
request, was in charge. There was evidenced by the fifteen
present a steady and spiritual interest in the Religio work.
Last Friday evening's session of this society was . made
especially interesting by Pres. F. M. Smith's geological lecture. On the evening of the third the Stone Church was
closed and many of the Saints attended the union prohibition
rally at which Judge William Wallace presented many facts
of importance. "'God help the man," said he, "who is willing
for the saloon to run on account of the revenue," and he
stated that two billion one hundred and fifty million dollars is
the annual bar bill of the United States.
A large number of Saints on the Fourth gathered at Yorbis
Park, and the Mount Zion Sunday school picnic (although a
few of the boys suffered injuries from firecrackers) p~·esented
many unusual attractions.
Considerable interest is here being shown in the erection
of ·its new county hospital and. McCune Home for boys, and
Jackson County, with its wealth and two hundred thousand
population can well afford to rejoice over such efforts. While
hearing of these two great humanitarian institutions, of the
spacjous grounds, pleasant rooms, and modern conveniences,
of the verandas facing well-kept roads and gardens, the
Saints. also are glad, and here and everywhere their hearts
swell with gi·atitude in view of the improvements which,
through many difficulties, the church has been enabled to
accomplish in the building and management of the Independence Sanitarium and Saints' Home, and in the success so far
attending other projects entered into at the center place for
the carrying·on of the work in Zion.
. May all the workers for good everywhere be blessed in their
every righteous endeavor.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
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CENTRAL CHICAGO.
.
Sunday, J;uly 10. Sermon at 1'1.15 by Elder J. A. Tanner,
which was very- interesting and instructive, his theme being,
"Judge not that ye be not:judged, for with what judgment ye
judge it shall be meted to you again." Do we always observe
the Golden Rule in this respect? .
Visitors at the morning service ,-.,ere: ·Mrs. 0. A. Pennuck,
of Elko, Nevada, daughter of Elder W. A. McGahen, who
with her husband has been visiting relatives and friends in
the city; Sr. Edith Alden and hei; husband, Mr. H. S. Alden,
who now reside at 1518 East .Sixty-fifth street, and :j3ro.
Charles Tanner, of Saint Louis, Missouri, son of our missionary.
Elder Pement occupied in the evening, discoursing on the
"gift of tongues" to the editication of his hearers.
A son ha~ recently arrived at the home of Bro. and Sr.
Ralph Hastings, also at the home of Bro. and Sr. Alma Pitt,
whom we trust in time to come will prove valiant workers in
the Lord's cause.
Sr. Carrie Vanderhoof and her husband, Mr. Thomas Vanderhoof, with their two little girls, . are visiting in Galien,
Michigan.
Sister Bradbrook, with her little son Kelso and your correspondent, crossed Lake Michigan last Friday and enjoyed
the lake breezes very much. We stopped in South Haven a
couple hours, visiting with Bro. and Sr. Addison Frantz and
Sr. Maggie Kelso, who truly miss the church privileges.
"Like as·a father pitieth his children,
So the Lord pitieth them that fear him,
For he knoweth our frame;
He remembereth that we are dust."
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

LAMONI STAKE.-On June 18, 1910, at 10 a. m., the 28th
conference of the Lamoni Stake met at Lamoni, Iowa. The
sessions were presided over by the Stake Presidency, and
Assistant Secretary C. I. Carpenter acted as secretary.
Branches reported showing totals as follows: Centerville,
71; Davis City, 105; Evergreen, 133; Graceland, 24; Greenville, 51; Hiteman, 180; Lamoni, 1,588; Leon, 44; Lucas, 153;
Pleasanton, 88; Lone Rock, 86; Oland, 52; Pawnee, 26. Allendale and Ellston no. report. - Of the ministry reporting there
were: Elders John Smith, R. S. Salyards, J. _F; Garver; J. R.
Evans, D. C. White; M. M. Turpen, Duncan Campbell, J. R.
Lambert, William Anderson, R. M. Elvin, G. R. Wells, Joseph
Roberts, Price McPeek, T. J. Bell, Parley Batten, H. N.
Snively; Priests Nephi Lovell, J, J, Johnson, and A. L. Keen.
Report of stake bishopric for five months from January 1,
1910, to June 1, 1910, showing receipts from all sources $3,394.62, including $794.59 which represents January balance
on hand; and expenditures, $2, 837.03, leaving. a balance on
hand of $556.59. The Second Quorum of Priests and the
Fifth Quorum of Elders submitted reports showing progress
in theh· work. The time and place of holding the next conference were left with the stake presidency. The preaching
during the conference was by Elders C. H. Jones, M. M.
Turpen, and Heman C. Smith. The attendance was small,
but a pleasant and peaceful time was erijoyed by all who
were present.
,
EASTERN MAINE.-Conference convened at Little·. Kennebec,
June 18 and 19, Elder U. M. Kelley in charge. Bro. S. F.
Cushman was chosen to preside with Bro. E. C. Foss assista~t;
Herbert Rogers chorister· Sr. Cora Rogers, orgamst.
Branches reporti~g: Olive, i68; Indian River, 60; and Little
Kennebec, 68. Official reports: Elders U. M. Kelley, S. F.
Cushman, E. C. Foss; Priests L. A. Woodward, Frank P.
Smith; Teachers B. F. Foss, A. D. Mattatall, U. E. Rogers;
Deacons Albert Marston, G. C .. M11nchester, and J. L. Vl'."o.odward. Bishop's Agent's report was referred to an aud1tm.g
committee, and was reported correct. The name of Lewis
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H" 11 was presented to conference for orqination to the
u~ 1~/ )~·iest. Resolved that the. present distri~t official!? be
office.
Vote of thanks was g'lven to the Samts of Lit.tle
jZStanle c. for their kindness to . visiting Saints and friends ..
frit of harmony prevailed, and a SJ:!iritual time was
1
· .e ,jd by all the Saints.
Four wer~ baptized. Conference
0
e:Jl ) ·ned. to meet with Jonesport Saints October next, date
Jg~nleft with district officials. ·E. M. Walker, clerk, Jones0
port, i\faine.
·
·

d

Tt1n:
f

SASKATCHEWAN.-The Saskatchewan district semiann~al
conference was opened at Regina on.July 2, by_prayer service
t 8 30 a 111. presided over by Elders Walhstrom and Beck~ian: i\I~ny' prayers and testimonies were offered and ~he
Spirit was present to a marked degree. ~fter pra¥er meetmg
a business session ~as held, T. J. Jordan ii:i t!te.cha~r. Apostle
F A Smith president of the Canada Mission, Bishop .R. C.
E~an"s, of T~ronto, associated with ~lders Jordan a_nd Dodson;
of the district, were elected to preside. The presidency was
empowered to choose the various committees. The reports of
the different branches were read showing that . work was
progressing. The credential committee's report was adopted
and it was ordered by the body, that the delegate system be
dispensed with and that we have a mass conference. The
Bishop's agent's report was read, whieh shows a substantial
balance. The district treasurer's l'eport was read and referred
to the auditor. Elder H. J. Davison's report as a delegate
to the conference was read, showing that the gospel was
spreading its evangelization; both spiritually and fina.ncially.
. Apostle F. A. Smith explained the endowment plan of Graceland College, and told of the great amount of good that was
being accomplished by the college. The auditors' report of
the Bishop's agent's and district treasurer's reports were read
and adopted. The matter of-dividing Alberta and Saskatchewan into two districts was brought up and laid on the table.
Bro. 'vV. E. Nelson tendered his resignation to Bishop Evans
as Bishop's agent for the Saskachewan District. The Bishop
stated that his association was of a pleasant nature and he
regretted that Brother Nelson was leaving the district,.as he
always found him careful and attending to his duti~s in a
satisfactory manner. Elder Beckman was chosen to act as
Bishop's agent for the Saskatchewan District by Bishop
Evans. The appointment was sustained by the conference.
The matter of appointing the speakers and arranging for
other meetings was left in the hands of the district presidency. At 1.30 p. m. Apostle F. A. Smith was in cliarge.
The conference set apatt $20 for the purchasing Of tracts.
It w.as resolved that the b_ranch officers i·eport to the branch
pre>1?ent, who !n turn will repo'rt to the district president,
the d1stnct president reporting to the First Presidency of the
church. The missionary to report to the missionary in charge.
The next conference will be held with the Minnesota Branch
?f the. Saskatchewan District on December 29 to January 1
mclus1ve. Elder T. J. Jordan was elected district president·
Elde_r Dodson, vice-president; Elder Beckman, second vice:
president; and Sr. Grace Beckman was reelected secretary.
At.the afternoon session Bro. C. S. Van Eaton gave an interestmg address outlining the benefits derived from Graceland
C?llege. Apostle F. A. Smith occupied the pulpit at 3.30 and
Bishop R. C. Evans preached in the evening. The last day
?f the conference was opened by prayer service in the mornEg at 7 o'clock when the sacrament was dispensed and
Ider '.f· J. Jordan was ordained by Apostle F. A. Smith
a~d _Bishop R. C. Evans to the office of high priest, . as
01 ~e~ed b:\' the last General Conference. Following the prayer
se1 vice B1sho~ R. C..Evans preached on the law of tithing
and. consecrat10n, which was also followed by an eloquent
add1~ss before a large number of visitors and Saints in the
~henmg. Apostle F. A. Smith addressed the gathering in
He '.1fternoon. C. A. Smith, Regina, Saska_tchewan; S. E.
ew1tt, Moose Jaw, Saskachewan, press correspondents.
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reported seventy sermons, 1 blessing to children 30 administrations to sick, 11 administrations of sacrame~t 6 official
visits. Lost since last report, 14. Petitions were ~·ead from
Hamburg and Henderson requesting next conference. Vote
resulted in favor of Hamburg. Bishop's agent's report was
read: Dece.mber 31, 1909, balance due church, $407.62;
amount received to June 16, 1910, $680.20; expenditures to
June 16, $950.75; balance due church, $137.07. - Report was
referred to an auditing committee. P. M. Hanson and Frank
Becksted were appointed by the chair as that committee.
Shor~ speeches from P. M .. Hanson, H. N. Pierce, N. L.
l\forbmore, A. A. Reams. At 2.30 the annual election of
officers was held when T. ,A. Hougas was chosen president
and C. W. Forney secretary and treasurer. A motion that
the Bishop's agent's books be. audited but once a year and
that be in February, carried. Moved that conference grant
the request of the Hamburg Branch and send them a court
of elders to settle the difficulties. A substitute was offered
and passed that the district president select the court of
elders. President announced that he had chosen N. L. Mortimore as his assistant. Preaching at 8 o'clock by H. N. Pierce,
assisted by C. W. Fomey. Sunday school at 9.30 Sunday
morning in charge of local su,perintendent, C. W. Forney. At
lQ.30 a children's day program was nicely rendered. Preaching at 11 o'clock by T. A. Hougas, assisted by P. M. Hanson.
At 2.30. social service in charge of N. L. Mortimore and John
Huston. Preaching at 8 o'clock by P. M. Hanson, assisted by
R. N. Pierce. Adjourned to meet with Hamburg Branch at a
time to be fixed by district president. C. W. Forney, secretary.
MINNESOTA.-District convened at 2.30, June 18, 1910, during the reunion near Bemidji, Minnesota. J. W. Wight presided. Three branches reported: Union, Bemidji, Audubon.
Ministers reporting: L. Houghton, W. C. Griffin, Birch Whiting, L. A. Gould, T. J. Martin, H. Way, F. E. Anderson, D. A.
Whiting, G. G. Buell, P. W. Martin, A. W. Whiting. Bishop's
agent's report was read, audited, and accepted. A reunion
in 1911 was provided for, to be held in Frazee, time to be
decided by reunion committee. L. A. Gould was elected president, and the selection of the assistant was left to him, subject
to the ratification of the conference. E. A. Stedman was
chosen assistant. Hallie M. Gould elected secretary; Eleanor
Whiting a member of the library board; Birch Whiting was
sustained as Bishop's agent. On June 19, the church just
completed by the Bemidji Branch was dedicated; J. W. Wight
preaching the sermon. Adjourned to meet at Clitherall at call
of district president. Hallie M. Gould.
·
·
Reunion Noticen.

The Eastern Michigan District will hold a reunion at Port
Huron in Pine Grove (two blocks from the Pine Grove depot
of the Pere Marquette railroad,) September 2 to 11; conference will be on the 10th. We expect the following missionaries: J. W. Wight, minister in charge, part or all of
the time, J. J. Cornish, S. W. L. Scott, also all the missionaries
of the district and possibly some others. J. J. Bailey, our
patriarch, will have a stenographer on the grounds and will
be prepared to give blessings. Tents can be rented at the
following rates: 10 by 12 or 12 by 14, $2.50; 14 by 16, $3.
The committee will have the tents set up for 25 cents extra,
and for $1 you can haye a board Jloor in your tent; springs
can be rented for 25 cents; bring your tickets with you and
the committee will furnish you plenty of clean straw free.
There will be a dining tent on the grounds, also a refreshment stand; meals 15 cents each or 8 for $1, children under 8,
half price. Let all the Saints of the district that can arrange
to' attend the reunion order a tent and stay right on the
grounds. We extend a hearty invitation to the Canadian
Saints to cross the borders and join us in this reunion. Let
all send in their orders foi' tents, etc., as soon as possible.
Send all orders to Elder Arthur Allen, 86 Goodwin avenue,
ThFR.EMONT.-Conference convened at. Saints' church near Detl'Oit, Michigan.
.
.
uirnban, Iowa, Saturday,• June 18, ·at 10 a. m Called to
The reunion of the Spring River District will be held August
or dder Y N · L · Mortimore.
·
·
·
·
A motion that N. L. Mortimore. 12 to 22 at the beautiful city ·park of Columbus, Kansas. The
an T. A. Hougas preside over this conferen.ce_ prevailed
ground; arc ideal, located inside the city limits, and are. in
Loren L 1
·. . Branch
·
Bar a ee m :was chosen chorister.
reports from• fine condition; plenty of shade and good water. A boardmg
T btlett, 39; Riverton,· 54; · Hende1·son, 89; Shenandoah, 125 • .tent will be on the grounds and meals will be served at fifteen
st~nor, 47;. Hambur~, ~~; Thurma_n; 207; Gle!lwood,_ 66; Key: cents or a twenty-one-meal ticket for $2.50. Tents will be
Hou e, n? ieport. Mmistry reportmg were High Priest T. A. furnished at the following prices: 10 by 12; $2.25; 12 by 14,
J. C~as, ~lders D. Hougas, N ..L; Mortimore, C. IV;. Roberts, $2.50. Springs and cots will be furnished at the lowest rates
Claib ~ooie, James Comstock, Frank Becksted; Priests J. E. obtainable. · Saints desiring tents will please notify the secForn~rn, L. C. D<;>nal~son, F. B. Knight, J. R. Wright, C. W. retai·y Otto Hempel, 407 North Fairview street, Pittsburg,
Cl ·k Y, H. N. Pierce; Teacher R. E. Pratt· Deacon S .. S. Kansa~ and their wams will be promptly attended to. If
11a~lde . Ml3ber_ship of district, 729; irichiding 1 high p1;iest, tents a~e ordered and the order not canceled three days before
Is,
priests, 9 teache1:s, and .. 7. deacons. There were reuilion, they will have to be paid for by parties ordering.
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same. Saints coming to the reunion without first preparing
the way can not expect good accommodations from the committee. 'District officers and the auxiliary work will be looked
after by an able field-worker. It is the hope of the committee
that all the Saints and fiiends that can will come and stay
the whole time, that we may all have a season of· rejoicing
together. Otto Hempel, secretary.
A reunion, or ten-day meeting, will be held at Blue Rapids,
Kansas, beginning Monday, August 28. The district conference meets at the same place on the 26th and 27th. While
this meeting is in the Northeastern Kansas Disti·ict, it is
also in convenient reach of many of the Northwestern Kansas District, and an invitation is hereby extended to all the
Saints of that district to meet with us for a pleasant, spiritual,
profitable time. Let all who have tents, or can secure the
same, bring them and thus prepare to camp on the ground.
An effort will be made to have the various departments of
the work represented there, including both the Sunday school
and the Relig'io. Saints, begin now to make preparntion- to
come, and let us revive the reunion spirit in ·no1·thern Kansas.
Blue Rapids is a beautiful place, and an ideal _location for a
reunion. Samuel Twombly, president; H. E. Moler, assistant
minister in charge.
Reunion of the Ohio, Pittsburg, Kirtland, and West Virginia districts will be held at New Philadelphia, Ohio, August
13 to 28, over three Sundays. Tents for the two weeks or less,
$3; cots, 50 cents each. Meals for adults, 55 cents per day;
children under ten, 10 cents per meal. Order tent as soon as
possible from J. A. Becker, Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. No. 2,
until August 5; after that date address him at "reunion
grounds," New Philadelphia, Ohio, mentioning date you will
arrive and the time train gets in. The grounds will be
equipped with a telephone. No bedding whatever will be furnished on the grounds, so take what is necessary. Inclose
stamps for circulars and additional information to the undersigned. Elders R. C. Evans, R. C. Russell, and other able
ministers are expected to be with us. . C. Ed. Miller, 72 Miller street, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
·
Those desiring to rent tents for the Lamoni Stake reunion,
should make their wants known to the secretary at once.
Orders for the rent of these tents should be in the hands of
the undersigned on or before the 1st day of August. We can
not insure tents to be handled much later than the 1st, as
meetings commence on the 12th of August; so all should be in
readiness. We will not be able to secure Davis City tehts this
year as before, consequently shipments must.be made from
Kansas City, necessitating a longer delay in reaching us. 10
by 12 wall tent, $2.05; 12 by 14, $2. 70; 10 by 14, two rooms,
high wall, $4.40; 12 by 14, two rooms, high wall, $4. 75; 12 by
16, three-room, high wall, $5.30. These prices are at actual
cost to committee laid down to you on the grounds. All parties ordering tents will be expected to remit the amounts,
whether they occupy the tents cir not. Meals may be had on
the grounds as also other things incident to camp life. Joseph
Roberts, secretary, R. F. D. No. 4, Lamoni, Io:wa,
The Saint Louis district reunion will be held at Lansdowne,
(East Saint Louis), Illinois, August 12 to 21 inclusive. Parties desiring the use of tents should notify the undersigned
at once, so we may be in position to place order for same at
an early date. The following prices are quoted for tents as
described, delivered on the grounds: 10 by 12, $2.40; 12 by
14, $2.90; cots 50 cents each. We will arrange to have tents
and cots on the ground for all parties who notify us promptly,
giving number and size which they will require. R. Archibald,
president, 5741 Garfield avenue, Saint Louis, Miss~uri.
The Southeastern Illinois reunion will be held at Bungay,
near Springerton, Illinois, beginning August 12, 1910, instead
of Parrish. All coming by train will get off at Springerton.
Hope to have a good turnout of the Saints. A. H. Burroughs,
secretary al}d treasurer.
The Wilburton, Oklahoma, district reunion will commence
August 12 for ten days. H. R. Harder, chairman reunion
·
committee.
Convention Notices.

Religio and Sunday school associations of Chatham, Ontario, District will meet in convention at Bothwell, Ontario,
July 30 and 31,. 1910. The executive committees of both
organizations have met and arranged the following program:
Saturday, 10.a.· m., Sunday school work, prelin:iinary organiza-
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tion, followe!l b¥ papers and discu,ssion. At 2 p. m., Religio
work, orgamzation,. etc., after v11'!11ch papers and discussion.
At 8 P·. m., entertainment of a literary and musical nature
The Sunday's program is to be arranged by the superintend:
ency of the Sunday school and" the presidency of the Religio.
G. Orlow Coburn, secretary of Sunday school; Anthony R
Hewitt, secretary of Religio'.
·,
·
Eastern Oklahoma distl'ict Sunday school convention will
be held with the Wilburton, Oklahoma, school in August day
previous to our district conference. Lula Perkins.
'
Conferenee Notices.

Conference of the Northeastern Missouri Distl'ict will meet
with the Sain~s at Lagonda, Missouri, August 17 and 18, 1910.
Conference w1U- open on the 17th at 10 a. m. The election of
distriet officers will take place at this conference. Parties attending conference will be met·at New Columbia on August
16 and 17, at 11 a. m., and conveyed to Lagonda by team.
~et all th?se who expect t? attend conference ;make preparations to be at New Columbia on dates and at time mentioned
As the place of meeting is eight miles from station teams wili
be there only as above stated. Let all attend who possibly
can and help to make this a good spiritual gathering. Wm.
C. Chapman, secretary, Higbee, Missouri.
Notices.

By concurrence of majority of members in Florida District
we have decided to change date of reunion to be held in this
district; so the reunion will not convene July 20, as per conference resolution, but if thought advisable will be held at
some later date. W. A. West, W. M. Hawkins, reunion committee.
•
To the Saints of Northern California: As chairman of the
committee appointed to collect funds to buy a tent, I wish to
report that so far I have collected $65~72. We ought to have
$150 dollars to put a good tent in the field equipped for work.
We have men anxious to go with the tent, so if you want it
sent out, please send your contributions to me at 235 Third
av.enue, San Francisco, California.
CHAS. A. PARKIN, Bishop.
Fourth Quorum of Elders.

NOTICE.
I would like to have the addresses of all those who did not
report to the quorum for last year. I need your addresses in
order to make a correct list of the present membership of the
quorum.
WM. CHAPMAN.
HIGBEE, MISSOURI.
The Bishopric.

AGENTS' NOTICES.
To all Saints of Southern Indiana District: My permanent
address in the near future is as follows: Lock box 320,
Indianapolis, Indiana. We are in need of tithes and offerings
and hope the Saints will remember this, as we can not take
care of the poor and needy without funds.
. .
JOHN ZAHND, Bishop's Agent.
Addresses.

W. N. Armstrong, mission secretary, 6 January street,
Upper Brook street, C. upon M., Manchester, England.
Emma Whitford, secretary Eastern Michigan Sunday school
and Religio associations, ·1226 Short street, Port Huron,
Michigan.
Alvin Knisley, field address, Persia, Iowa.
B. St. John, Boyne City, Michigan.
PastQral.

To All Whom It May Concern: Having been placed i_n
trust with the work in the State of Alizona, I take ~his
means of reaching all who reside in the State or who might
be interested in the work in this part of the world. 9ur
desire is to see the work spread and that our work might
be made more effectual we solicit the coi)peration of all: om:
work is an aggressive one and we therefore need to umte our
efforts for good and not only improve our opportunity, but
go to work and make opportunity and then utilize it.
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I will be pleased to hear from anyone that desires preaching Mary Davies in 1858. To them were born fourteell' children
in their vicinity or f.rom anyone who has friends living here of whom three sons and three daughters are still living. 'He
that they would like to have hear the gospel, and we will and his family went to Utal1 in 1870. He returned to Scranton
try to serve you so far as our strength and ability will per- and, disgusted with Utah Mormonism, united with the Reor~
mit.
ganization. He came to Lucas, Iowa, in 1879, where he
My field address, unless otherwise ordered, will be Bisbee, died. Elder John R. Evans preached the sermon, assisted
Arizona, care of John Farley, box 1774.
' by Elder E. B. Morgan. He died without pain. Before dying
June 29, 1910.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
he asked one of his sons, "Why don't you come into the
·church?"
Died.
CAUGHILL.-Dallas Paul Caughill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robt.
Caug~ill, was born November 16, 1909, at Fargo, Oklahoma,
and died at the home of his grandparents, near Carson, Iowa,
July 3, 1910. Funeral services conducted by Elder J. C.
Crabb.

SHARP.-Oren Richard Sha1·p, son of Ray and Sr. Jessie
Sharp, was born March 6, 1908, near Pawnee, Harrison
County, Missouri, and die.d at their home June 30, 1910.
!funeral held July 1, 1910, at residence, Elder T. J. Bell
m charge of services and Bro. Price McPeek offering prayer.
'.!'· J. Bell preached the sermon to a good audience of attentive
listeners wh<? were touched tenderly in much sympathy for
the pa~·ents m tl~e loss of their only child. His little body
was laid to rest m East Cemetery at Eagleville, Missouri.
LAWTON.-Sr. Isabel P. Lawton was born in Provincetown
Mas~achusetts, August 14, 1869; died June 27, 1910; wa~
baptized by Elder H .. 0. Smith, June, 1899. She leaves· a
h~sband and four children. She was a kind, affectionate
wife and d~vo~ed, zealous mother highly respecte_ d by her
~e1ghbors. withm and out of the church. 1 She was cut down
1n the pm:ne ~f life. Her last words were, "Death is swal- ·
1owed up m victory." She was laid to rest in the beautiful
Mou~t Mora. cell!etery, and hei· grave was decorated with
fl owe.rs. Services m charge of Bro: Hodson, sermon by Willian'l
1 ~L
.
.
FISH.-Joseph Fish was b!!1'll ~t Roi:Istock, England, August
20
M' ~837, and came to ~menca m 1865. In 1872 he married
wh~~ Hodgs?~ and mad~ their home near' Mallard, Iowa,
-un'tre th~y iaised a family of seven children, five of whom
we~·:db wit.h the church. .In 1898 Brother and Sister Fish
aptized by C. E. Butterworth For the past seven
~fa~h BMther Fish Was the faithful· and beloved president
f . e all!!rd Bra_nch. On June 22,1910, he called his
a~~i1_y to f his bedside · and gave them loving instruction
72 m .a ew hours passed to his well-eained reward, aged
Sailts~1 sh 10 hmbonths, and 2 days. Funeral sermori at the
c urc
Y C. J. B:unt, assisted by·M; W; Hartshorn ..

~~HN.~Bro. Thomas A.
18
Jun~ 3ei~ ~avHrford, West

John wa~. b~rn November. 29,
Pemb.rokeshire, Wales, and died
at Ser~
·
e came ~ the Umted States in 18661 located
·Miss
nton, Pennsylvama. :.United· in-marriage with

1

-

<

--

-·

•

•

BRIGGs.-Stephen Briggs, died April 29, 1910. He was born
.rnly 28, 1849, at Mount Sterling, Brown County, Illinois; was
baptized April 24, 1882, at Echo, Delaware District, Indian
Territory, now Delaware County, Oklahoma, by J. 0. Stewart.•
Brother Briggs lived in Miami, Oklahoma, at the time of his
death. He was sick about twenty-four hours. He was brought
from iVIiami to Fairland to be placed away to await the resurrection of the just. Said brother was faithful to the latter
day work, and was contending earnestly for the cause. He
leaves a wife and one son to mourn. Bro. 0. P. Sutherland,
of Webb City, Missouri, pre.ached the funeral sermon. There
were many Saints and friends viewed his face for the last
time untii'the judgment day. Said brother was placed in the
Fairland cemetery on the 1st day of May, 1910.

The Twentieth Century Magazine for July contains an
illustrated critical dramatic paper by William Mailly, entitled
"The decadent drama triumphant," in which the author, who
is a great admirer of such playwrights as Ibsen, Sudermann,
Hauptmann and Maeterlinck, ·shows how the plays of this
school of dramatists, which lay hold. of .vital nresent-day
issues, are appealing more _and more to the imagination of
the American people. Thomas Mufson contributes a fine
critical sketch of "Walt Whitman, poet of the new age,"
which merits general perusal. Under the title of "Why we
·oppose the bills to establish a national department or bureau
·of health " Mr. Flower contributes an extended essay which
in a .way' complements his paper on that subject .in the June
issue. It is a thoughtful, closely reasoned argument ·and will
doubtlells occasion general discussion. Among the _essays on
live questions relating to the general weal which call for
inore than passing notice are "Classes and privilege," by
William Kittle, a brilliant and exhaustive discussion of an
overshadowing issue; "The only political boss in Switzerland " a most interesting and informing paper by George
Jud;on ,King, Secretary of ~he. Qhio State. Direct Legislation
League; "The growth o~ Judic1i::1· despotisll}i"' by Theodore
Schroeder· and "Man's mhumamty to man, . by Hon. John
D .. Works 'formerly of the Supreme Bench of Cahfornia ..· The
issue contains, in the series of papers devoted to "Progressive
·!eiliders/' ·an admirable sketch of Senator Robert M._ LaFol"
Jette . writteh by Congressman Irvine L. Lenroot, one of Mr.
LaF~llette's ablest lieutenants, and .also an editorial . sketch
of the life and work of Hon. John D. Works.
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Oklahoma ·City

Herald Publishing House

. We {lava f01: sale fine .farms and also
city pr~per~,3, m Oklahoma City. Oklahoma- City Jg one of the fastest growing
cities of its age in the United States.
We have about 135 miles of paved
streets, and about 30 miles under consti,-uction.
We have recently gained the Capitol
'!'hich makes c;>ld!1homa. City the capital
city. Anyone wrnhmg to purchase business
lilts, residence lots, or lots in the manufacturing districts, and wishing to correspond with us, we will certainly give
their correspondence special attention.
Redeemable afj;er due notice is given by the Herald PubWe can sell property by mail as well as
if the customers were here.
lishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
Our terms ·on city lots, close-in subThe interest-- coupons call for payment semiannually-on
divisions, are $20 down and ··$10 to $15
February 1st and August lat.
per month at an interest of 4 per cent.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Anyone bu¥,ing property in Oklahoma
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
City now, will certainly reap good reThese Bonds are backed by the very best of security, conturns upon his investment, as we will
sisting of assets of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
have a city of two hundred thousand peochance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
ple in 1915.
of the investment.
We can refer you to any bank in the
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
city in regard to our responsibility. Write
(a) They are of small denomination1 thus enabling those
1
,for a free book of Oklahoma City.
of very moc!erate means to become purchasers.
I
DANIELS REALTY CO.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds--'-$25,000 dollars' worth
\ Oldahoma City is a marvel. I have
seen Daniels Realty Company's hold-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
ings, and believe them to be safe and all
adding improvements since the fire.
·1right.
HUBERT CASE,
'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~•
Kingfisher, Oklahoma.

$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five, per cent

Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

I

This is only a nartial table of contents; while the book
studies and reviews, the editorials and the news of progressive democratic movements are exceptionally interesting; the
, whole making a magazine that persons interested in the
great issues of the hour can not afford to overlook.
In his recent book, The Chinese, published by the BobbsMerrill Company, John Stuart Thompson concludes his appeal
for a fleet on the Pacific stronger at all times than Japan's
with these pregnant words: "In a Chinese cradle, under the
mysterious yellow robe, really lies the commercial future of
the Pacific States of America. Shall it be rocked by a faithful hand, made steadier because of the backing of a mighty
fleet, or shall the nursling be 'tumbled out to be jiu-jitsued,
bear-throttled, or stein-smashed? The fleet shall say." Mr.
Thompson argues that the Anglo-British alliance only substituted Japan for Russia as the aggressor against the
American doctrine of the "nonpartition of China" in practically occupying those two of China's twenty-one provinces
where American trade exceeds that of any other nation. The
London Times also is campaigning for Ru.ssian and ·Japanese
control of the three Manchurian provinces, "treaties and
agreements notwithstanding," on the plea of "economic gravitation." Apparently only America is sincerely· allied to the
proposition of preserving the integrity of China, and Mr.
Thompson's book urges a mighty fleet to back up our altruistic diplomacy on the other side of the Pacific against all
comers. The Chinese-American side of the question is certainly the correct one-morally, commercially and ethicallyand Japan has been allowed sufficient expansion in the absorption of Korea. China should be saved, not alone because of
her immortal past, but because of her glorious future, and this
is America's mission across the Pacific to-day.
Reunion Notices.

The reunion of the Clinton, Missouri, District will be held at
Eldorado Springs, Missouri, beginning August 19. Those
wishing tents will please notify S. C. Williams, Eldoi·ado
Springs, Missouri, not later than August 5. Tents with table's
and chairs can be had for $2 per week, and we think we can
setmre them for the ten days for $2. Gasoline stoves, cots,
and mattr~sses can be rented a~ reasonable rates, and pasture

can be had for horses at fair rates. Brn. I. N. and Ammon
White and other able speakers will be with us. Please get
busy now and let us come together with one accQrd at the beginning and make the reunion one of the best. James Moler,
Box 435, Holden Missouri.
First Sight at the Age of Forty.

In Harper's for August Dr. Edward A. Ayers tells of a
remarkable case of a man who, blind until the age of forty,
had been able through some rematkable instinct to !iv~ a
normal life, who could distinguish colors and had the hommg
instinct.
.
"This man was well developed, healthy, quick-witted,
shrewd, and, we may say, observant though uneducated. He
acquired a moderate competence as a fi;irm laborer; couid cut
wood, mall rails, split shingles, and pick cotton, often eightyfive pounds a day. He wove baskets, gathered r~sh fr~m
the Louisiana swamps, and meshed new bottoms rn chairs
which had been worn through by lazier fellows. He learned
to pick, shuck, and asso.rt corn and pull fodde;r. IJ;e felled
trees and split two hundred rails a day. He binlt rail f~nces
after the 'worm' was laid-his eyeless senses could not hne a
surveyor's plot without running a string from one corner
stone to another. Farmer John did what many a man with
five senses and little sense had failed to do-he earne~ and
bought a forty-acre farm, clearing half, which he cult1vat_ed
with the hea1·ty aid of his wife and five children. What family
would not work under 'the influence of such noble industry!
He could not use the plow or hoe, for the plowman must look
ahead and the man with the hoe· must know 'pussly' froi:n cabbage. He 'specialized' with .his neighbors, picking then· cotton while they plowed and hoed his fields. He was a rare
sportsman, followed the hounds afoot after opossums, coons,
and even foxes. He was usually at the finish, often got the
brush, and always knew the way home.
"We wonder that the sparrow-hawk, flitting with great
speed through the thicket, does not bump its head and f.all
senseless to the ground. But bird's eyes make very qmck
change in focus. I•'armer John ran after the hounds through
thicket and brush and woods without bumping, and he ~a~
no ey'es to guide him. When ·he walked down the hosp1ta
haJI they placed obstructing chattels in his path, but he t~rn~g
aside and touched none of them. After many turns thrnug
the streets of the unfamiliar city of Memphis, and the halls
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JACKSON cou·NTY
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
Membership about three
oes a General .Banking !!ueine!l!l un!1er charter Ni;i..1324 g~anted by ~h_e Sta_te o priv~leg_es.
D. souri-the State recogmzed as haVIDg the most r1g1d bankmg euperv1eion of any hundred. Are you looking thia way for
in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
'lntoreat Paid on Deposits.
Knobnoster, Mo.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year v;;e wish to thank the public
and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
correspondence whi;re plenty _of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
ZION'S PRAISES
association and busmess sohc1ted. ·
Very truly yours,
·
No. 70, cloth .•......•. , .••.... , .$ .40
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
No. 70%, leather ................ 1.00
J. D.-BRIGGS, Cashier.
No. 70%, leather, flexible ...... _.. 1.50

fl!ta

,.~----~~------~-~----~----;, John
I (would be pleased to correspond with

A. Kerr

~parties seeking investment In jack- 1 has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, subson County, Missouri, FIRST ~ urban acres, froJil one· acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL ~ sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you_to any bank of this city
BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~ or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
1
STOCKS.
1 business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Very truly yours,
~ Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
8
J. D. Briggs
~ 504.
:......, ___________________
Independence, Missouri
44tf ~
VI._.....,.._,
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Bible References,---..
By Alvin Knieley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

6 cents
. 10 cents

THE INSTRUCTOR

No. 126, cloth . , • , , , "',, ..... , ... $ .76
No. 127, leather •. , .•• , ... , . , .... 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible . . . . . . . . . 1.60

THE SAINTS'" HYMNAL
N'o. 108-Leatheretro, eaeh SOc; per dezen $8.20.
No. 110--Limp Cloth, each 85c; per dozen $8. 75.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, each 60c.
No. 114-FlexibleLeather. each $1.60.

WHAT IS MAN?
One of the best works on one of the
most interesting and important subjects.
It is a complete refutation of the fallacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 cents,
cloth, No, 140. By Elder J, R. Lambert.
Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and are prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

District and Branch Presidents
Take Notice.
We have just printed a reporting blank
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen
• .08

Wanted.-"At once" L. D. S. help.
Two bread peddlers and two bakers.
Young married men prefe~·red. A good Hurlbut's Teacher-Training Lessons
THE TWO STORY BOOK.
chauce for men of zeal to assist in get- is the name of the latest edition of Hurlbut's Normal
This edition is an enlargement of the forting the gospel introduced in a new field. Lessons.
This is a splendid book to hand inquirmer one and takes its place.
ers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinatAddress, RIVER SIDE BAKERY
.35
No. '17 Paper .
ing story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.
.50
No. 771-2 Cloth.
A. A. WARD.
Elkhart, I~diana.

and offices of the hospital, when asked which way lay home best, he had touch-color lessons of the most kindergarten
he.,correctly pointed to the south.
form. Through constant practice under his faithful wife's
guidance he learned that certain sensations (which he could
Often, when hunting coons opossums or· foxes at night
the companions of Farmer Joh~ 'tried to 'rose him ' but could not nam~) when handling goods meant red, g1:een, yellow,
not. succeed. In fact, he occasionally heaped coal~ of fire on blue, as the color might be."
then· obfmcated heads by leading them home when they were
lost. On one o~casion, after spending half the night chasing
. Hardly a week passes without a report of an earthquake dis\fox, he and his compani?ns, having lost directjon,. disagreed
a ot~t it. They went th01r way and he went his. He went .turbance somewhere, and yet the Western World has done
little
in the study of these phenomena. Here, again, Japan is
straight ~ome, aryiving at noon; They wandered away from
home until reachmg a railroad which set them right they at the front. The interesting and unique work of the J apanes!l
Earthquake Committee will be described in the August Cenreturned
only. at even1'ng. ·
'
.
"If
. '
tury by T. A. Jaggar, jr., professor of geology in the Massaof
an.yt~ing in this world seems wholly for the service
b b];jes it is colors. Whether-they flash iridescently from . chusetts Institute of technology, under the title, "Studying
earthquakes." The obj.ect of. the committee is twofold: in
~ . e or dewdrop or opal, or glow in the living coals, or
t8 ai~ green the knees of stumbling youngsters, or hold true the first place to investigate.whether there are an~ mea1;1S of
predicting
earthquakes, and m the second place to mvestigate
tl t e hc;>ttom of a pot of paint, they :areall intangible reflecce01t~-vibrat?ry waves of light, sensations only in the brain's what can be done to reduce the dis,itstrous effects of earthers. of sight. Yet Farmer John learned .to recognize· quake shocks to a minimum. ·
·~hao~·s m worsteds, hosiery,· and scarfs with mo~·e accuracy
could most men. are capable of who a;re color-blmd, _and he
Study pure and holy walking, if :[OU ;would have yo~i· cone
not use his eyes. He could not recognize .the color 9f
b~et noh the blue of streams· and lakes, for. they. wei·e not to fidence firm and have boldness and JOY m God. You will find
a d ouc ed. He started a country storn-which differs· from that a little' sin will shake your trust and. disturb your ,v.eace
wif:~~rment .store mainly in. size; and with the aid .o:f his more than the grea~est. sufferinl\s; yea, , m those suffermg!l,
lle'cktie ~ stocdkings, woolen ski;n'!s,, bandannas, and occas10nally youi· .assurance and JOY m God will grow and abound most if
8 ' an
· as the most bnllt!l;nt and elemental colors sold sin be;kept out.

l
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Is Here

Vacation· Time

The present hot weather brings thoughts of where to spend
your vacation.

Colorado
Yellowstone Park
Either place is ideal if you are in sea1·ch of rest, recreation or an outing.
The cool bracing mountain air, every -breath of which
gives new life and energy, the dashing streams full of fish,
and where game animals of all kinds abound in their native
wild state.
Surely these and many other attractions found in the
American Wonderlands, should be en"ough to decide any
question of where to spend your vacation.
The Burlington's through, electric lighted trains offer the
best service.

We have just -issu~d a descriptive cirfarms and
sale in and
near Lamoni. S.end your address on a
postal card and we will mail you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co
· G. w. Blair, Sec.

cu.lar giving description of
\ town
properties we h_ave for

0

Religio's
Normal Book
A normal book containing lessons
upon the Book ot Mormon and
Religio Society. Every student of
the Book of Mormon shduld have
one.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c

You have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorndo or Yellowstone Park for
years-make up your mind tOd~y to go this S~mmer and let me hand you one
of the Burlington Colorado handbooks or Yellowstone Park
folders which tell all about where ·to go, what to see and what
to do, and contains a c'Omplete list of hotels, boarding houses
and ranches, with their rates. Ask me about Estes Park,
Colo., also.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depo~ih at tho

L. F. SILTZ, Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R.

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and 'Surplus, $30,000.00
COMPLETE CONTROL

lnco;.::a~~ .::~~~~e u~;:;:~;:n:~i'he

All necessary operations in writing, billing .or- statistical work are accomplished 1
from i:he keyboard of the light running, easy acticn Mode! 10 (Visible)

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douglas Streets, Omahtt, Nebraska

5 per· cent
Capital and Surplus. Earnings
Assets Over

$ 50,000.00

1

of tlie Auditor of State.

COMPENPIUM OF FAITH.

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-H-4, respectively.

Engravings of Prehist~ric Specimens
from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven ·of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Commandments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and antiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archroology and
all that appertains to the Book of Mormon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or Ensign Office. .
21altlyr.

400,000.00

Five per cent per annum intern! will be paid on ·one year deposits. Send your surplus funds io
this Bank by mall, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STA~E SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
UST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Andenon, Alice i:'· Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, 01car
Anderson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our Brighamite friends are makin~ an
active campaign amongst the Samts.
You need this book. It is the deathkne.11 to all pretenders to the Presidenc~
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 3
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
No. 153.
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Entered a& second-clasa matter at Lo.monl post-olftco.

"The!"e shall not any m1m among you have aave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are. ye .my _ciis·
. Ies in
· deed·, and ye shall know the truth, and the
cip
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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Editorial
THOUGHT.

In the physical world the gradation toward perfection is upward toward man where it reaches the
acme of usefulness in a physical contrivance best
adapted to subdue and rule the world. So, in the
world of mental activity, we find the same gradation
upward toward man where, so far as we know, the
perfection of finite mentality is reached. In either
realm mere bulk seems to count for little. Skill, celerity, and precision are the factors which conquer.
In the conj unction of the material with the spiritual, that matetial form is given to each creature
which is best adapted to its spiritual development.
To man, in whom the material elements are arranged
in their most pleasing and useful form, is given the
higher mentality, the swift, sure, logical:· reasoning
power, thought.
. It is this mysterious, unending process going on
m our minds that is altering, building, an.d making
us what we are, almost despite ourselves, by its
qualities of good .or bad, its slowness or. speed, its
certainty or its error.
·
There is no escape. We read a book, see a picture,
o

or hear a spoken word, a train of thought is started
in our minds, and none knows where it will stop.
From a strain of music or a pretty flower to the
wonders and mysteries of eternity is a short flight
for the human mind.
There is no escape. Here is the possibility of a
wreck or of eternal salvation. Well-directed thought
may lead to the acceptance of those things that are
for our everlasting welfare, while neglected thought
is like wildfire, running we know not where, burn~
ing up the good, the useful, the worthy, and tran~,
forming it .into smoke, ashes, and noxious gases. !iJ
Clearly there are some thoughts, many of then C'1
which we have no right to entertain. It is our posi ~
tive duty, even from the most selfish point of view. -B....,
sedulously to avoid them. One bad story leaves a e f
desire for two more. One evil thought goes away, ~ 0
· and returns again with seven others worse than its ...,.. ;g
self, laying persuasive hands upon the soul and lead- ~~
ing it to deeds terrible for the sober mind to think
upon.
The wisely directed thought leads upward, finding
in the common, the homely, and the good, the springboard from which it leaps into the higher glories.
The soul that has risen above the ignoble and the
impure of earth does not return to dwell upon therh.
His course lies ever above these.
The wise thought goes into the highways and the
hedges, into the cities, up and down through the universe gathering friends, the best of its kind, and
bringing them in to the feast of the Master. Waiting like a high priest before the altar of the mind,
bringing the first fruits of the whole world, of the
material, the ideal, the religious, the scientific, it lays
them a sacrifice upon the altar for the enrichment
of the temple and the dweller therein, for not only
is the mind benefited for all time, but the temple of
the mind is also made beautiful.
We meet the man of intellect upon the street and
we know him at a glance by his refined face. Here
.is a high spirituality that takes joy in the things
of the ideal world and in the pure and beautiful
of the material wodd. Music, pictures, statuary,
flowers, scenery, poetry, the truth, appeals to his
mind. His heart is open to the sunshine. You see it
inhis walk, in.his gesture, in his face, in his eye from
which his soul looks into yours. You see it and you
~

.~

-E. W. Nunley-Reporter-J. E. ,Vanderwood

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

NUMBER 30
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know. it, Thought, the great artist, has been at
work upon this man. The good thought has beautified him.
We meet the man of vicious thought upon the street
and we know him just as surely. Not all the paint or
powder of the world, not all the Michael. Angelos. of·
fame . or obscurity could conceal or· alter the fact.
The improper appeals to his vision; the vulgar, to
his ear. His soul has fed upon the impurities of the
earth and .the haunting shapes that dwell within
look forth from his shifting eyes. You see this and
know it; for thought has been at work upon this
man. The malignant thought has twisted and deformed him.
It may not seem to matter so much what a man
thinks, but it does matter. As a man "thinketh in
his heart, so is he."
·
~
The first requisite is to think. The second to think
right. The untrained mind is an undisciplined soldier, head forward, shoulders bent, hands and feet
in the way. The trained mind reaches its conclusions by straight, swift marches. Its evolutions are
all to the point. Its battles are well planned, skillfully executed.
. ·
There is mental as well as physical laziness. If
you can persuade a man to remain idle one year, it
is not hard for him to idle the next; he has not the
interest of the man in the full activity of life, pushing his work. Just so when the mind contends with
trifles only, it shrinks from the contemplation of
more \Veighty subjects that are from time to time
forced upon it;' with as much actual fear and pain
as some indolent ones experience in the contemplation of hard physical labor.
The flower draws from the soil its form and color.
Whatever the nature of the soil, it is the same flower.
The mind is not so happily exempt from the law
of influence. It is distinctly colored by that upon
which it feeds. Those minds which have struck root
into firm, strong soil, are strong and unconquerable.
Where persecutions and death have stood in the way
such men have continued fearlessly to do duty's bidding in the presentation of those truths which their
thoughts have discovered and demonstrated, so that
all men in time come to honor their firmness. It
is the firmness of conviction, the conviction attendant upon the actual perception of truth through the
activity of their own minds.
What a power the qualities of our thoughts are
for good ·or bad in the shaping of our lives. If we.
look within, we may read our destinies. We are
what we make ourselves. Man is the master of his
own destiny. He holds within himself the germ of
the glorious. Let him see to it that he gives it
development.
Who shall cry in the last day, "Lord, my thoughts

. July 27, 1190

have been evil because nothing good was given me
to think upon"? To how many shall the answer come
back, "The world is full of good, bu:t you gave it no
heed when it sought you out" ?
E; A. s.
UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.

As per promise .in pr~vious ·notice, issued by the
executive committee of the United Order of .Enoch,
we herewith present to the readers of the HERALD
a copy of the by-laws which have .been adopted by
the order. From this it will be learned what is necessary to be done in order to become affiliated with
the movement. Quite a number of names have been
already presented to the ·order at recent meetings
to be voted on at the next regular meeting. It will
be noted that persons desiring to become members
ml!st have their nallJ.eS recommended by at least
three already in the order, and that name must be
presented at least one regular meeting before being
voted upon. The next regular meeting of the order
will be on the first Tuesday afternoon of August.
The response to the call for aid has been fairly
good, donations coming in from amounts varying
from one dollar to five hundred dollars.
The order has accepted the offer of the eighty acres
of property, mentioned in our last notice, and the
tract is being laid out in suitable lots of varying
sizes. The order has also arranged to purchase a
property on North River Boulevard, between Erectric street and Maple avenue, which will be used as
headquarters of the order.
Please address all mail matter to the United Order
of Enoch, Box 52, Independence, Missouri, and .have
all maii orders, checks and drafts drawn in favor of
the United Order of Enoch.
BY LAWS

OF THE UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.
MEMBERSHIP.

First. Any persoi-i not a minor may by a majority vote of
the Board of .Trustees become a member of the Order of Enoch,
by subscribing to its rules and regulations as set out in the
Articles of Incorporation of the order, having complied with
the conditions therein named. But each candidate :(or membership must be recommended by at least three members of the
order, and the name to be voted upon must be presented to
the Board at least one regular meeting previous to the meeting
at which the vote is taken.
SPECIAL MEETINGS OF MEMBERS.

Second. At any time it may be deemed necessary for the
good· of the order, the Board of Ti'ustees may call a special
meeting of the members, by giving due notice to each member
of time and pla·ce .said meeting is to be held; due notice
referred to herein shall consist of notice published in some
newspaper, published in Jackson County, Missouri, for at
least two consecutive weeks, the last publication to be at least
fifteen days prior to the date of the meeting.
Third. At all meetings of the. association, in the proceedings, the general rules of parliamentary practice shall apply,
so far as applicable.
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TRUSTEES' MEETINGS.

·th The trustees shall hold· Tegulai;
mon.thly. meetirtgs,
.
F our .
but may meet oftener on call_ of the chairman 01· any three
members.
.
·
Regular meetings shall be .on the afternoon .of the first
Tuesday of each month at 2 o'clock.
· ·
Fifth. The regular meetings of the trustees shall be held at
the headquarters of the order, unless otherwise ordered by
special vote of the trustees.
·. . · c
.
.
,.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
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Original Articles
LEAVES FROM LIFE.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF RICHARD B. HOWLETT.

Secretary of the United01·der.of Enach. NOTES AND COMMENTS•.

The Des Moines Capital of July 22 contains the
following item regarding the experiences of the Utah
Mormons in Germany: "BERLIN, July 22;-Herr Dallwitz, Prussian min.:.
ister of the interior, on recommendation of the political police, has signed orders for the expulsion of
twenty-one Mormon missionaries, most Qf whom are
Americans or Englishmen, and they will be conducted to the frontier to-diw.
"The missionaries had assembled from various
parts of Germany at the Mormon headquarters on
the east side to meet Superintendent McKay, an
American, usually resident in Switzerland...
"The authorities state~ that in recent years the
Mormons have disregarded. the . understanding of
1903, and from time to time individual missionaries
have been apprehended and expelled. In such instances they haye not applied to the American embassy for relief, nor made· a protest against their
expulsion."

ELDER RICHARD B. HOWLETT.'

I am the fourth son of John and Elizabeth Howlett. Both parents were of English descent, father
from Suffolk, mother from Norfolk. I was born at
Eight Kinghenery Street, Mildmay Park, London,
England, on the 2d day of June, 1852. Both of my
parents were members of the Chu~·ch of England,
.so-called.
I am sorry to say mi father was given
Miss Christiana Wall er· has accepted a position
to
that
accursed
habit, drink. ·· As a result of this
in Graceland College as instructor in the piano. She
I
had
to
get
my
own living when nine .years old,
is the daughter of our well known brother Elder G
J. Waller, of Honolufu. She is well qualifl~d for th~ being deprived of schooling that I should have had.
place, having completed her musical education at ·My father was a carpenter contractor, but the evil
habit referred to hindered him from giving me an
the University of Leipsic.
education, or trade, and I therefore started out very
Reunion attendants will please take notice that the . young in life without either.
following reunions will be represented by the Herald
My mother, having a family of thirteen children,
Publishing House: .
found it very hard work to live ; but mother was a
Montrose, Sr. E. A. Smith; Saint Louis and Stew- good woman, and tried to bring up her children in
artsville, Fred B. Blair; Moline, E. B. Blett.
.. · the fear of the Lord as she understood it. Being
Let all who expect to attend these reuunions be brought up in London, England, a city of much evil,
I remember well, before I was fourteen years of age,
prepared to renew subscription, etc.·
of running away from home; and the companions I
It
b
· ·
chummed with, though young were bad, so the thea~
may e gratifying to the Saints to learn that the
Church R
d
·
·
·
· ter and other evil places were where· I loved to go;
.
ecor er reports one thousand baptisms·
durmg the first half of l910. ·
·
. and had I continued that life ruin would have been
my lot. But as stated, having a godly mother, I
. remember well one Sunday evening, while I had my
Trusting to their own wisdom the wisest are lost• hand on the knob of the street door, about to go
those taught of the Spirit kho~ the way of God_: out to go with my evil companions, my mother said
Buck.
· · · · ·· ··· '
·· ·
· .··
. to. me, "Richard, why don't you go to the iron room
Every moment of. resistance to ~emptation is a
(a place of worship for the poor of ·the parish).
victory.
1 said in answer, "What is the use of me going
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"My old companions, fare ye well,
to a place like that?" and I went out and shut the
I will not go with you to hell;
door.
I mean with Jesus Christ to dwell;
But mother's words followed her son Richard. I
Let me go; let me go."
reached the top of the street, got to the center of
the cross-roads, and stopped; and then my mind beFrom that time a great change was made in my
gan to work with these thoughts: "Go with your life. I ~en~ to Sunday school, and am pleased to say
companions."
that, while it was forty-two years ago, I still have the
Then mother's words would come to me: "Go to first Bible given me as a reward of merit -for good
the iron room."
conduct, in the Saint Jude's Church Sunday school;
A certain distance to the left was where I was and I am pleased to say I have taken it as a lamp
to meet my companions; and about the same to the' to my feet from that day to this, and cfaim that God's
right was this sheet-iron mission hall, called the word is our only safeguard to gain life with God.
iron room. I was some time under these two powers,
I became a Sunday school teacher, taught the little
the evil and the good. I thought of the companions, ones, and became otherwise active as an exhorter on
and our fun. Then I thought of mother, and her the corners of the streets; and my spare time on
kind advice. I must confess I thought much of my Sundays would be occupied in handing out tracts on
mother, an!l this had its effect. And while I did the public highway, to those who loved pleasure
not then understand the connecting power of the more than God. From the age of between fourteen
Spirit of God, I have every reason to believe its in- and fifteen, till I was eighteen, I remained with the
fluence was behfnd the words of mother, as I was Church of England. I can say truthfully, I tried to
satisfied the evil power sought to lead me to the be a true church member; but in reading my prayer
left. I thank God with my purest feelings, that I book with my Bible, I found they did not agree; and
was led to take dear mother's advice. So I made up when inquiring of those who claimed to be teachers,
my mind after a struggle, and went to the iron Why this and that? I was informed that these were
room.
. the deep things, and foi me not to try to get into
An evangelist, by the riame of Aitken, was to too deep waters, or I might be lost. My mind became
preach, a very earnest, zealous man. While preach- dissatisfied with the church teachings-not with the
ing, he would lean over the desk before him, and word of God, however. And as I could not accept the
plead with the people to accept Christ as their pres- prayer book and Bible, I gave up the prayer book,
ent Savior. His subject was, "The love of God, and and this led me out of that church, in the year 1870.
the condition of the sinner."
Work in London, at that time, was very slack,
When he got through, I felt, "Oh, that I could love especially in the carpenter's trade. I had served a
such a God as that/'
few months in that trade with my father, and was
But the thought came up in my mind, "I can not; about to be bound for seven years to said trade; but
for I am a sinner!"
circumstances overruled, and I went into the butcher
After the preaching, there was an after meeting, business. This position· I enjoyed, and was doing
and the .minister, with some (that were then called well; but in the year 1870, an older brother, John,
"Bible women,") would come and talk with those being named after his father, and the oldest child,
who stayed, inquiring as to whether they were saved. having learned the carpenters' trade with father
I, with others, stayed, and one of these women came while a child, being out of work, and learning that
to me and inquired of me if I loved God. I told her there was lots of it in Canada, wanted to emigrate
I would like to; and I felt in my heart that if the with his wife and child. His wife would not consent
world were mine, I could freely give it in order to to leave the old land unless Richard (the writer)
love God; but I felt that I was a sinner, and told this would come also. My brother John then called upon
woman so. Then she told me Jesus had died and as me, requesting me to come with him, with the propoa result all my sins had been washed away; all that sition that we both take up carpenter contracting, he
was required of me was to accept Christ as my pres- the leading man.· While my brother was out of work
ent Savior.
most of the time, I was doing well at the butcher
I thought, "If that is true (for I did not know it) business, and it was hard for me to know what step
then I can love God." So I believed the woman's to take, to stay in my good place, or leave to help out
statement, and went home singing that old hymn, · my brother.
"Happy day, when Jesus washed my sins away.''
By this time I had read my Bible some, and at this
I must confess it was great joy to my dear mother, time of important thought, I was impressed by readth?ugh she was in _bed, having j_nst given birth to a ing of Gideon, found in Judges 6: 36-40, regarding
child; and she stated that two children had been born the fleece, by which he might know that the Lord
that day-a fleshly birth and a spiritual birth. I would save Israel by his hand. This became a sign
well re?1em.ber the words. ~here was i~deed a to him. Then the thought came to me, as Paul inchange m Richard, and I sometimes would smg,
forms us in Hebrews 13: 8, "Jesus Christ the same
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rday and to-day, and for ever." So I thought,
yestw
e am ' I to know I'f it
· is
· · rig
· ht f or me t o 1eave a
"FI
0
' .
d place and go to a strange ·1an d?"
. I was -irymg
ve God as I had understood, and had read that if
00
tgool
. a 11 our ways, h e
would ' acknowledge him m
:~uld direct our path. While thinking ~f Gideon·
and the fleece, this thought came to my mmd, after
asking the Lord for light upon the important step.
While butchering, our morning meal was brought to
us in the front shop: three ·slices of. bread and butter sometimes meat with it, and a jug of coffee ..
So~etimes a spoon would be brought with the co:tfee,
more often none. Then these thoughts came to me:
"Lord, if it is pleasing to thee for me to leave and go
to Canada, let me know by this sign, a spoon in my
jug in the morning. This request no one on earth
knew then. When the time came for the morning
meal, the tray came into the shop, and in my jug was
a spoon. This affected my feelings; and thinking of
Gideon and the fleece, I asked the Lord, if he would
grant me another evidence, that at the next morning
meal there be no spoon in my jug, as an evidence it
was pleasing to him that I should go to Canada.
The meal came, and this time no spoon in the jug of
coffee. I was satisfied to move out, leave a good
place, and go to a strange land.
A few thoughts just here. I have heard some say,
"There is no light or Spirit of God outside of the
latter day work." l for one proved there was; for
God led me. John informs us that Christ was the
true light which lighteth every man that cometh into
the world. I came into the world; and I was permitted, to a degree, to receive of that light.
The time came when, in the month of June, 1870,
we left England, and reached Canada safely. Wishing to obtain means for a livelihood till my brother
could get things in shape for us to work together, my
first job was upon the Grand Trunk Railroad, repairing the road-hard, hot work in the month of July.
I worked but a few weeks; for the hot sun, water,
and strange work made me sick. I thought I would
try butchering, and so hired out at London, Ontario,
where we landed the former· part of July, 1870.
While in this business, my oldest brother, John, saw
in a London paper an advertisement, "Carpenters
wanted at Amersburg, Ontario," offering fourteen
shillings a day. He, thinking they meant English
shillings, went; but, to his disappointment, he found
they were York shillings, so called,-just half the
value. This move of my brot]J.er's left me alone, and
I never saw him or his family till twelve years afterward. His promise was broken and I was left to
•·
mourn my loneliness in a strange land, at the age
of eighteen.
·
·· ·
I did not like the butchering in· Canada, so got out
?f the trade; and, not knowing much of carpenter.:.
mg, I worked at what came first till July 17, 1871; ·
when I went to John McClai;y's stove foundry, and
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apprenticed myself for three years and ·all loss time.
While serving my time, I connected myself with the
Canadian Methodist Church, thinking at that time
they taught more in line with the Bible. I took part
in Sunday-1school work, and became what is called a
local preacher, and was connected with said church
twelve years, bringing me to the age of thirty.
Some changes took place during those years. A
Miss Emma Hocking, of Cornwall, England, who
came to London, England, before I left in 1870,
thought something of me, and I of her. She, too,
was a in ember of the W eslyan Methodist Church.
We agreed to write to each other, with the understanding we would be made one some day. Am
pleased to say we were faithful to our vow, and in
1872 Miss Hocking came to London, Canada, to become some day the affectionate wife of Richard B.
Howlett. While my life was somewhat lonely before
she came, it was. made very pleasant after her arrival. She got work as a cook in London, Canada,
and we both attended the Methodist Church together.
Molding was good at those times, and an offer
was made to the apprentices to work piece work,
after the first six months. The first agreement was,
first year two dollars and fifty cents a week; second,
three dollars and a half; and third, four dollars and
a half. But the new offer after the first six months,
the first two dollars we made over that the half; and
the first week after my six months I got five dollars.
I had a great struggle to get along the first six
months, having to pay two dollars and a half a week
for my board. I worked around so as to pay for
my washing and mending, so that I kept clear of
debt. Before the year of 1872 ended, I was earning nine dollars a week, and by the time Christmas
came, Miss Hocking and myself had saved seventyfive dollars each, and we made up our minds to
become one, after asking the Lord for light. So on
the eve of December 24, 1872, the Methodist minister at the parsonage united us, and our savings put
together bought the household goods, and a happy
life commenced.
We both at this time were strong members of the
Methodist Church, becoming acquainted with a Mr.
Parker, father-in-law of Apostle Luff and W. Clow, .
both of Independence, who at that time was a strong
Methodist. But in about 1872 he joined the Latter
Day Saints, whose church was then and is now on
Maitland street. So after Mr. and Mrs. Parker had
joined the Saints, just before we got married, we
both paid them a visit; and I must say they were
both very earnest in their new faith. They did their
best to try to show us the pure gospel restored ; but
I was too full of Methodism, so that it had but little
if any effect upon me.
After we were married we went to live next door
to a Brother Harvy, ii, teacher in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. His wife was not 'in
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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favor of his church teachings, so it made his -road
rough. However, Elder J. J. Coi·nish came to visit
Brother Harvy, and for the first time Elder Cornish and I had a long talk on gospel lines over the
fence, he on one side and I on the other. When
I got into the house the wife said to me, "Well,
how did you get along with the elder?" I at -once
said I thought I knew about as much as he, and
thought in my heart I was living -as good. So you
see I was so full of religion (of its kind) that there
was no room for the gospel restored. I remember
before leaving London for Detroit, I went to the
church, when Mr. Deper had a claim on the same.
I served my time out at McClary's-stayed with
the firm till the spring of 1876. Two boys were
born to us by this time, Horatio and Richard. Both
of them were christened in the Methodist Church
by the minister who united us, Rev. W. Zoloff.
Would say that while serving my time at McClary'·s, Mr. vV. Clow, who, I understand, runs a
foundry at Independence, was serving his apprenticeship in molding at the same time; and at that
time I was the means of bringing him into the
Methodist Church, through talking to him about his
soul. We went, both of us, to the top of the warehouse, and there he claimed to have got saved.
After leaving London, as before stated, Bro. W.
Clow joined the Saints, and a little while afterward
was called to the office of priest. The time came
when he with his wife and child, or children, left
London for Independence, and this thought came to
him: "Richard Howlett is in Detroit, and we have
to pass through there. We must stop over and see
them. He was so earnest in trying to show me the
Methodist teaching of salvation, it is but my duty
to try to show him the angel's message, the gospel
in its purity and fullness."
They reached Detroit. Brother Clow having other
friends there called them together, thinking he might
preach the gospel to us. This meeting, however, was
a disappointment to him; for it was turned into a
social gathering. But Brother Clow tried again, and
this time he preached, and the wife and I were there.
I watched him very closely. His countenance would
light up under the Spirit of Goel-but unknown to
me at that time. For by this time I was dissatisfied with the Methodist teaching, though going to
the Methodist Episcopal Church in Detroit at the
time, and was an assistant class-leader.
After the meeting, walking home, the wife said to
me, "How did you like Brother Clow's preaching?"
I said, "My clear, that man has got something"that
you and I have not got." I felt to know that.
Before Brother Clow left D~troit, four of us met,
the class-leader, Brother Roush of the Methodist
Chttrch, J3rother Clow, the wife and the writer; and,
before we parted the Spirit of God (for we are to
know it by its fruits) rested upon Brother Clow and

I remember well these words : "Two of the three
here will some day obey the gospel." We were not
informed who the two were. This was fulfilled in
1882. This was the last visit we had with a Latter
Day Saint till the year 1882. While in Detroit another son was born. We called him William. I still
followed the molding, working ·in the Michigar
Stove Plate Works, and was there till 1878. My
religious views were :much shaken, and I began to
drift, not being able to harmonize the teachings of
the church of which lwas a member, with my understanding of the word of God. I often would shed
tears, and long to know how to become satisfied ;
but was still in darkness regarding the true plan of
God's salvation.
The thne came when my father was not expected
to live and I was invited to return to Eng.land. I
was led to pray regarding this move also, and believe
God's hand was in it, though 'no special evidence.
We sold our home goods and got ready to start. And
just before doing so I lost my ticket for us all from
Detroit to London, England. I thought of God an.
swering my prayer in coming out; so I called upon
God, and can truly say he answered my prayer, and
my ticket was found where least expected.
We arrived safely, and when seeing my parents,
they did not know. me. I left when eighteen. Was
now twenty-six, with wife and three American
boys. In a little while my father died. Am sorry
to say that drink brought him to an early grave.
We stayed in London, England, four years, till June,
1882. A girl was born to us, who died before a year
old, having got hurt by being thrown out of a child's
carriage. But before we left, another boy was born,
whom we named Timothy, after Timothy of old.
The first three years was very unsettled regarding
my spiritual progress-could not find food for my
soul in the sectarian churches. A Mr. Squires, of the
Utah church came to London, who, I learned afterward, was a barber to Brigham Young'. He did not
teach polygamy; and the teachings he gave us were
more in line with truth. He had elders, anointed
the sick with oil, baptism, laying on of hands, etc.;
so wife and I were baptized by -him. It was in a
large tank made for that purpose; but he stood outside to do the baptizing. I must say he had more
light than the other churches i but it was not long
before we found out who he-was and came out. This
made me feel bad; for I was, as it were, out in the
cold. I would go to one church, then to the other,
and ask questions; but no one could answer satisfactorily, and my only hope was to live to the light
I had and trust God for the rest.
One Saturday night in June, 1882, I was peddling
butter, calling at a house where lived a man by the
name of William Waterman, who had ,stepped out
from this Mr. Squires. After taking some of my
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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. he said to me, "Richard, I have found the age me along these lines; but my object in going
bl lttel ,
.
true
church of Jesus Christ
a tl ast"
.
was to learn my duty, .and to know from God what
I said to him, "William, you are a happy man, if he would have me do. After this meeting, the evenyou have."
. ·
.
.
ing meal was spread in the same room. Most all the
We had a long talk along gospel lines, and I must Saints lived far away; so they turned in all their
admit that never. in all my life did I feel as much of food on the one table, and I was invited to eat with
the influence of the Spirit of God as on that night. them. All were strangers to me except Brother
It was late before we got through, but before leaving Waterman; and I told nobody my object in coming
he gave me an epitome of the faith, and said, "Rich- till after the prayer meeting which followed the
ard, to-morrow is Sunday. Now take my kind ad- evening preaching meeting. Some went outside to
vice, sit in the house and read that epitome. . Ask preach or invite the people in. Others made ready
God to open your eyes that you may behold the won- for service, which was preaching, followed by a
prayer meeting. At the prayer meeting, Sister
ders of his law."
I said, "William, I will."
Bradshaw, wife of Elder Bradshaw, sat two seats
He had prayer, and I left for home at a late hour behind me, on the east side ·of the building, while
-or early in the morning. My- mind was engaged I was on the west. It was not long after the m.eeting
upon what I had heard. I did not say anything to commenced till Sister Bradshaw arose, and, under
the wife till daylight. Then I told her that I Wfl.S the power of the Spirit, spoke to me in prophecy.
going to stop in that morning and read up, informing It was wonderful! The words spoken unfolded to
her of the meeting we had the night before. So after me my life from my youth up, and a command from
the first meal, I went into the front room ; for v
the Lord for me to arise and be baptized, and wash
had rented three in a tenement house; and all alone away my sins; for God had a work for me to do.
I bowed down, asking God to help me by his Spirit And while he had watched over me, and heard my
in the reading of that leaflet. And I made a vow, prayers, the time had aome for me to obey the gospel
telling the Lord if that leaflet was true, I would ohey and work for him as his law directed. The Lord
its teachings at any cost; if untrue, and he would said he would bless me in basket and in store; and
help me, I would in a public way expose it, if it while many trials awaited me, if faithful to my mistook my life, if he would help rrie..
sion I would be permitted to preach the fullness of
I took my Bible and the leaflet, and when I got the gospel, and to lead many into the kingdom of
through I was convinced by the. Spirit of God that God. The power of the Spirit of God was so strong·
it was divine teaching. My eyes were opened, and that the seat on which I ·.gat shook; and I was lifted
I was led to see that I never had been building on to my feet, and I asked permission to speak there. I
the true gospel of Jesus Christ in its fullness. and told my experience, and how the dear Lord had
my old structures had to come down; and I h~d to blessed me at Bro. Waterman's; also my study of the
seek first the kingdom of God, as taught in the Bible leaflet, and my object in coming there, and that I
which I claimed to love so much. I could not but was satisfied God had spoken through his handthank Goel for such light divine; and l could not maiden in accord with the .gtatement made by Peter
keep from telling it to the beloved wife at once.
as found in Acts 2: 17, that in the last days God
She said, "They are Mormons."
would pour out of his Spirit upon all flesh, "and your
I said, "No," and told her I was going to hear sons and daughters shall prophesy." I asked for
them for myself, at a place called Hackney, where baptism; and the following night, the 5th of June,
Brother Tubb, of Toronto, was then an elder of the 1882, Elder W. Waterman baptized me in the River
branch. While the good wife thought it not wise for Tee, for the remission of my .gins; and Tuesday night
me to go, I felt it was my duty to hear for myself. - 0 was the prayer meeting, and on that evening I was
Being satisfied with the leaflet, t wanted to see for c·onfirmed. With Elder Waterman I was again
myself, so I started on a two-mile journey, reaching spoken to, with words of love, with great promises,
the back room where the meetings were held in time if faithful. It was a happy time-as we sometimes
for the first meeting at three o'clock, praying as I sing:
went for m0re light, to know my duty to God, as
"With joy we remember the dawn of that day,
well as to know which was the true church of Jesus
When led by the Spirit the truth to obey.
The light dawned upon us and filled us with love,
Christ, and what the Lord would have me do.
The Spirit's sure witness sent down from above."
It was a small room, with forms with no backs.
As. soon as I entered, however, that holy feeling·
The wife at this time was much troubled; and
whwh I enjoyed at Elder Waterman's· (for he had while she could see the great change God had
been called to that office) was again· enjoyed, which wrought in me; she could not see the need of the
was a tower of much spiritual strength to me.
step to obey. I was at this time in the molding,
It was sacrament meeting, and of course the em- and coming home at noon for dinner; would go to
blems were not passed to me. Satan tried to discour- prayer; and I remember well when the witness of.
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the Spirit came upon me. The Bible was a· new
book to me. Truly my eyes were opened, and I beheld the wonders of his holy law. This somewhat
troubled the good wife; and one morning, after the
first meal ·was over, the dishes still upon the table,
she was led to sit down and read her Bible. She
opened it to John, where Jesus said to his disciples,
"I have many things to say unto you, l;mt you can
not bear them now." The beloved wife told me that
as she looked upon these words they appeared to her
to be raised in letters of gold. It so affected her that
she closed the book, and there and then knelt down
and began to pray. While doing so she had an open
vision. She was permitted to see a beautiful river
of water, so clear she saw the pebbles at the bottom,
and a man standing in black clothes, in the act of
baptizing her therein. It convinced her of the truth
of the gospel, and the next evening she was baptized
by Elder Bradshaw, then priest; and was confirmed
a member of the Church of Christ. This was about
the 15th of June. This was a happy season in our
home-both in the true church of Christ.
At this time a ·man by the name of Anderson was
paying great attention to my· dear mother, who had
been a widow over three years; and while I tried in
my weak way to tell my dear mother of the light of
the gospel, this man, who afterward became my
stepfather, was a bitter opponent of the Lord's work,
and tried to discourage me with the Mo1~mon question; and while he was not successful in this, yet it
seemed to affect my efforts with my mother in receiving the truth.
About this time I had a vision. It was this: I
was in a room with a lounge on the east side and a
window oil the west. I was resting upon the lounge,
when my eyes caught sight of a balloon descending
from the clouds toward the window. I was led to
watch it, and in doing so I found it came to the
window and stopped. I did not see any person, but
heard a voice which said, "Arise," and I was led to
enter. This I did without any fear; and in a little
while the balloon went up and went west, and after
. a while it began to descend, and I was let down upon
a lovely land, and the vision closed. I did not under!'·
stand i.ts meaning. I had read Peter's statement,
"Your young men shall see visions," in the last days;
but never unde1 stood its meaning; for we were
taught that all these things were past and gone.
However, in a few days a letter came to us from
Reverend Sterling Herring, stating he would like to
see me. I went about four miles, and after a little
talk he said, "I am sending out emigrants to Canada.
I hear your wife would like to return, as her people
are there. Would you like to go? Yes, or no." I
did not know what to say on such short notice. I
knew the wife was willing; but having just come
into the church, and my people living there, aside
from the brother who went with me to Canada in
1
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1870, and none of my people in the true church I
did not of myself want to go. So I said to Mr. H~r~
ring, "Will you permit me to go out for one hour
and I will return and decide the important question.';
He said, "By all means." So I went out, found a
park close by, walked therein, then prayed to the
Lord for light divine to know what would be for his
glory and our good; and in a few minutes the vision
came before me, and I l()arned the interpretation of
the same, that I was to go west to Joseph's land;
and would be blessed. I returned to .Mr. Herring
and informed him that we would accept of the kindness; and go. Our tickets were made out, man and
wife and four boys-two Canadians, one Yankee,
and the English born. We had but three days in
which to sell our few things and pack up, to get to
Norton Station, then on to Liverpool. To show how
the gift coming through Sr. Bradshaw was divine
when through the gift I was told my basket should
not be empty, and the storel}ouse should be filled, I
had an egg-shaped bushel basket that I carried my
butter in when calling on Elder Waterman. I had
a brother-in-law that kept what we call in Canada
a general store. He informed me, if I had a basket,
and would send it to him or bring it, he would fill it
with tastable things for us, as we had to go steerage
to London, Canada. This was done, and all made
ready, and we reached Liverpool and started for
Canada. Who should I find on board ship? Why,
the cook that was on the ship when we came to Canada in 1870, twelve years before. He was very
pleased to see me, and when he saw my wife and
four boys he was surprised. He said, "Richard, I
throw good food overboard. Come to me from time
to time, and I will help you out." So, with the basket
filled by my brother-in-law, and the cook on board,
the basket never was empty from the time we left
London, England, till we reached London, Canada,
about July 4, 1882. So that part of the prophecy
came to pass ; and in eight years from that time we
owned our own homestead, not having a cent to start
with-and it has never been empty yet. Coming to
London, we soon found the Saints, and had our letters of removal, a,nd put them in at the London
Branch; and there they are yet. Our four boys were
blessed under the hands of Elders John H. Lake and
R. C. Evans, a few days after we landed.
As time went on, I took part in Sunday-school
work, teaching a class, till the time came when I was
made superintendent of the school; and in 1883 I
was called through Apostle J. H. Lake, now patriarch, and or.dained to the office of teacher, March 18,
under the hands of Elders G. ,.Mottashed and Harrington. In 1884 I was again called throtlgh J. H.
Lake, and on the 26th of May ordained a priest.
And in 1886, at the October conference at St. Mary's,
at the early morning prayer meeting, a gift came
through J. H. Lake, then president of the Canada
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Mission, and though I was not in the meeting at the
time, but with Bro. William Corbutt o~ the way .driving down from London, we got the evidence while on
our way that I would be called to the office of elder.
Many gave testimony at the meeting of the call; and
we confirmed it when we came in. A vote was taken,
and Bro. John Pearson, of Corrinth, and myself,
were ordained on the 3d of October, 1886, under the
hands of Elders J. A. Mcintosh, J. H. Lake, R. C.
Evans, and J. Smith. Under all these callings I
acted for the London Branch, till I was elected their
presiding elder, fulfilling more of the prophecy given
through Sr. Bradshaw. While in the eldership I became identified with the Second Quorum of Elders,
receiving my license from Elder Atthur Allen, sec. retary of the quorum,
When returning to Canada, I saw my eldest
brother, John, who wa~ to give me my trade-the
first time in twelve years; and I have not seen him
since. I have tried to bring the gospel before him
by correspondence, also to others of the family; but
to no avail.
I returned to the molding shop at McClary's till
the close of 1899. By this time four daughters were
born to us, in the home we still live in. We. taught
them the truth, bringing them up in the light
thereof, both at home and in Sunday school. Though
we lived two miles from the ~hurch, yet winter and
summer I took them to Sunday school. The result
was, all of our eight children asked for admittance
into the church. Elder R. C. Evans baptized some,
and their father the others. Seven are still living.
Richard, second oldest boy, enlisted in the American
army, and took a disease, and died November· 10, ·
1898. Six of the seven left are now married. The
Youngest is at home with her mother unmarried ·
'
wh1'] e our oldest son is to-day the presiding
elder of'
the Fall River Branch.
Leaving the molding December 1889 I took the
missionary field, under the superv'ision ~f President
R'. C: Evans, and am still trying to do my duty. as a
mJSs10nary sent of God and the church.
While laboring as such in the city of Toronto in
1900, while walking with a Brother Jillot the S~irit
of G0d came upon me, and I told the b1:other who
was a deacon, if he was faithful he would be ~alled v
~o a higher office. This came to pass. He was called to
he o~ce of teacher through President R. C. Evans.
1 was mformed that if faithful I would be, ordained
~ seve~ty. I did not tell this to the Brother J!llot;
ut a little afterward I was permitted to go home to
~ee loved ones; and as Eld~r R. d. Evans lived then
Ill London, I went to see him. He was glad to see
me, an? said, "Brother Richard, sit down; I have
some~hi;ig good to tell you." I said, "I am a lover of
00 d Ghmgs. What is it?-" He said, "I was praying
~\~Y men in the field,_ and ':hile p~ing .so the Spirit .
0 e Lord came upon me mformmg me that you
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should be ordained to the office of seventy." I did
not tell Brother Evans of the evidence I had in Tor-·
onto till some time afterward ; but it was a confirmed one. So at the General Conference of 1900,
I was, with others, brought before the body, and my
name was accepted, and provision made for my ordination; and at the London District conference, held
at Saint Thomas, on the 17th, I was ordained to the
office of seventy under the hands .of R. C. Evans,
JQseph Smith, President of the church, and R. C.
Longhurst, president of London District.
Since entering the field, I have been permitted to
baptize one hundred and thil'ty-six, and to organize
and help build up the church and kingdom of God.
Much could be said of missionary life. No person
knows the up-hill work, as do those who have to
travel the same; but believing that the steps of the
good man are ordered of the Lord, I still trust him,
to endure to the end.
I must say I feel the sacrifice to be a ve1;y keen
one ; for from the day of our marriage I have been
a lover of my home. And as my family began to
come, we, like Hannah of old, presented them to the
Lord. I was, and am still, a lover of children; and to
be away from the wife of my youth, and children,
is to me the greatest sacrifice I feel I am asked to
make.
I could relate many things of interest in answer
to prayer; but perhaps I am intruding with my
lengthy autobiography, therefore will close with the
hope that some one who is starting out in life, may
see that God lives to guide and direct the honest in
heart to-day as in the past. I ask the faithful
prayers of the lovers of truth, that my mission may
be rightly filled, so as to hear the "Well done, good
and faithful servant, enter into the joy of thy Lord."
RICHARD BENJAMIN HOWLETT.
SOUTH LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA.

The stingy man has at least ,one good trait: He
won't pay the cost of folly.
He who will not take advice gets knowledge when
trouble overtakes him.
The more one speaks of himself, the less he likes
to hear another talked of.
It is not your posterity, but your actions, that will
p.erpetuate your memory.
The most completely lost of alf days is the one on
which we have not laughed.
Experience is a keen knife that hurts, while it
extracts the cateract that blinds.
The differ~nce between having pride and being
proud is worth while learning early in life.
With too many persons charity means only the
getting rid of what they don't happen to care for.
The man who is always offering to prove what he
says himself fixes the public estimate of his morals.
_:..Qur Young Folks.
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Of General Interest
SABB ATH OBSERVANCE;
There is no end to the variety of practical and pressing
problems of Sabbath observance that confront one in life;
and we should be grateful that this is so. For it helps· to
keep us clear-headed and discdminating as we seek to know
how Christ would have us apply his principles . . . .
There is no such thing as a "necessary"·· evil; if a thing
is necessary, it is ·not an evil. But there are two evils of
~hich man is in danger.
One is the evil of dulling the keen edge of his Qonscience,
which means, if continued in, breaking down his conscience
and character, by entering upon a course concerning the right
of which he is not wholly and consciously c-lear. . . .
·
The other evil is that of rendering himself inefficient, and
thereby greatly hindering his usefulness to God and man
by attempting to conform his actions to impossible standards
that are not demanded or authorized by the principles of
Christ. This was the evil of Phariseeism, which Christ especially warned against, and which dishonored the Lord's Day,
as it hindered the usefulness of men in God's service. . . .
It is important for him to face the possibility of erring in
one or the other of these directions, and then make so sure
of God's will for him-as he can-that he shall be saved
from eith~r mistake.-Sunday School Times.

WHY ARE ALL CltRISTIAN NATION!f ARMED
TO THE TEETH.-NOS. 1 aad 2.
(Editor's Note.-The following appeared in the Boston
Globe· for July 3. Rev. B. F. Trueblood is general secretary
of the American Peace Society, and the Reverend Van Allen
is rector of the Church of the Advent, Boston. Numbers 3
and 4 will follow next week.)
A SPURIOUS PATRIOTISM.
BY BENJAMIN F. TRUEBLOOD.

That is a hard question to answer. It is easy enough to say
that the Christian nations are armed to the teeth simply because they are not Christians. That is certainly true, if the
standard of measurement be a genuine, all-round Christianity. But such an answer throws little or no light on the
subject.
In their private relations the men of the Christian nations
live together largely in a spirit of confidence and mutual helpfulness. They have Jong ago given up personal fighting and
arming themselves for personal defense or the redress of personal grievances and injuries. Questions in dispute between
them are settled by direct conference, through the mediation
of friends or are carried to the courts, where disinterested
judges examine the cases and say where, in their judgment,
justice lies. The system of Jaw and of courts for _its administration is one of the greatest triumphs of our civilization.
In this respect much of genuine Christianity is manifested
and the rights of men are for the most part well cared for,
in spite of the law's delay and the imperfections of the courts.
In their corporate national capacity, on the other hand, the
citizens of the different nations have failed to realize that the
spirit and the principles of Christianity know no race and no
· national boundary. Love and law, brotherhood and cooperation, have been assumed to stop at the border. Ethics have
been held practically, if not theoretically, to be national and
racial instead of universal.
In their relatiOns to each other the nations, up to recent
decades, have indeed behaved toward one another very much
like savages and barbarians. Those of other lands and other
races have been. treated often like wild animals, to be killed
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off at pieasure and to have their lands appropriated. Might
has been selfishly and blindly exalted into the place of right
and in every country a spurious and deadly patriotism h '
very largely prevailed. .
as
The present. system of "a~med peace," which is in many
respects as rumous as war, is the result of these perverted
and false conceptions and of the bad habits and policies which
have grown out of them. Christian -men, really Christian in
the gospel sense of .the term,_ have protested over and over
again against these absurd and scanda_lous international conceptions and practices, but they have been sent to a back seat
by the majority, by. those who have been only imperfectly
Christi.an or Christian only in a nominal serise.
The situation into which the nations have thus come is
monstrous, both in its absurdity and its iniquitousness. The
hopeful thing is that some clear consciousness of this fact is
already dawning in most countries. Men are beginning as
never before to think of each other across the boundary lines
11!! brothers, as members of _a common family, as children of
a common' father. Justice, love and mutual service are increasingly conceived to be universal and the racial gods are
fast disappearing. In other words, men are coming to understand better the -spirit and the-teachings of the Christ, whom
they profess to follow and from whom they derive their name.

A ~LES~ON TAUGHT AT RENO.
"I couldn't come back, boys,'' Jeffries gasped to his friends
as he was lifted off the ropes to save him the .humiliation of
being counted out. It is the old story, which is still so for ever
new that there is always a man ready to believe himself the
exception needed to prove the rule. What we have Jost of
value in the result at Reno is not glory, for there would have
been no glory in a Jeffries victory. It is not money, for
though money has been Jost to individuals, the loss is not to
the race. The loss is of a practical demonstration of a means
by which a mall' who has gone the pace can have a reasonable
hope of rehabilitating himself. - If Jeffries could have "come
back," every man who has ever gone a pace would have
studied his methods of training and regimen "-Nith a vie\11 to
getting back to w1'.<tt he himself was when at his best. This
is a real los~; the 102~ of a hope to many men that there is a
road back an~ that Jeffries would chart it on the map. They
mourn now as those without hope that they may ever again
be bad and feel good at the same time. Now they know
that they must be good and feel bad at the same time, to the
end of the chapter.
If Jeffries had "come back". we might have been afflicted
with floods of advertising matter purporting to tell us what he
ate and drank during his Jong walk in getting back. _This
might have made a new boom in breakfast foods. It might
have given a vogue to some sort of aperient water. It might
have raised a loud call for some particular style of bath mitts.
These possible calamities we are now spared. The black
cloud has its silver lining, after all, and it may even have
a golden lining if the .Youth of the land, they who are traveling the gait now, and raising a dust to hide the milestones
as they go by them, can grasp the moral of the Reno "story,
and not wait until they get to the point where the road
turns before they turn back. If a man, in turning, turns
before his stomach does, it will follow him, and he will then
be "coming back." If the stomach turns first, he must follow
it and will then be "going back." Jeffries did not turn first,
and was really "going back" when he tho~ght he was "coming
back."
_ Every day of wild-oat sowing is sunshiny, no matter what
the weather. The seed strikes· root in a warm soil, but there
is nothing of what farmers ca.11 "a crop stand" until after
the rainy days begin. The rainy days begin with that change
of seasons which brings strange internal emotions and erup-
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0 Trinity of love and power,
tions resulting in strange. and unf3:miliar sensations of pain.
Our brethren shield in danger's hour;
He who waits for the r3;1llY days 1s lost ~nd · can never - get
From rock and tempest, fire and foe,
b k For with the rams c·ome a seemmgly spontaneous
Protect them wheresoe'er they go;
a~p~-inging of the crop of wild oats, which, having struck
up
· now ripe
·
And ever let there rise to thee
d p root in the years of sunsh"me, is
unt o an a b unGlad hymns of praise from land and sea.
d:~t harvest. A crop of wild oats is the only crop which can
be and must be harvested in the rain. And there is no such
thing as getting away from the job or doing it under umb1·elSONG OF THE SERAPHS.
las. Jeffries waited for the rains and then tried to_ use an
BY MATTHEW BRIDGES.
umbrella in his harvesting. If he had stopped sowing before
(Matthew Bridges, born in England July 14, 1800, was
the rains began he would have had :(10 crop to harvest. But
we must credit him with provirig the impossibility of a man educated in the Episcopal Church and afterward became a
"coming back" after going a hard pac~ even up to the early , Roman Catholic. He wrote many beautiful religious poems
age of thirty-three years. We must also credit him with and in 1852 he published a book containing this hymn. Sung
having made the hardest an:d most earnest fight ever made to the tune "Diademata," it is one of the most stirring as well
by a man to restore the powers of youth. The length and as one of the most beautiful hymns. It is used to-day by
earnestness of this long-sustained effort, when set against its churches of every creed and in every land.)
complete failure at Reno, shows and- illustrates the trJith so
Crown him with many crowns,
plainly that any youngster who hereafter persists in thinking
The Lamb upon his throne;
that he can harvest his wild oats under an umbrella will
Hark! how the heavenly anthem drowns
have to be set down as of the class of unintelligent individuals
All music· but its own;
of whom it is so often said that they can't be convinced. And
Awake, my soul, and sing,
so, in passing, prize fighting may have left us something
Of him who died for thee,
worth while, if American youth are capable of learning the
And hail him as thy matchless King
lesson Jeffries went to Reno to teach them. A great lesson
Through all eternity.
was taught at Reno. The same lesson is taught in the Book
of Proverbs, but that is only by precept. Jeffries has taught
Crown him the Lord of love;
it by example. He fulfills Scripture in going down and out.
Behold his hands and side,
-Sai11t Louis Globe-Denwcrat.
Rich wounds, yet visible above,
In beauty glorified;
No angel in the sky
Can fully bear that sight,
But downward bends his burning eye
At mysteries so bright.

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original_
SAILOR'S PRAYER.
BY WILLIAM WHITING.

(William Whiting, for many years master at ·winchester
College. Chorister's school, when he wrote this hymn, in
1861, chd not know that it would become a familiar institution of ocean travel. On Sunday, when the passengers gather
~n the main saloon for divine service, this hymn always is
included in the order of worship. Its peculiar appropriatenern has associated it inseparably with that occasion in the
minds of all travelers. It always is sung to "'Melita," by
Dykes.)
·
Eternal Father, strong to save,
Whose arm doth bind the restless wave,
Who bidd'st the mighty ocean deep
Its own appointed limits keep:
0 hear us when we cry to thee
For those in peril on the sea.
0 Savior, whose almighty word.
.
The winds and waves submissive heard,
Who walkedst on the foaming deep,
And calm amid its rage didst sleep·
0 hear us when we ci·y to thee >,.
For those in peril on the sea.
0 Sacred Spirit, who didst bro.ad
Upon the chaos dark and rude,
Who bad'st its angry tumultcease,
And gavest light and life and peace;
0 -hear· us when. ,\re cry to thee
·For those in peril on-the sea.

Crown him the Lord of peace,
Whose power a scepter sways
From pole to pole, that wars may cease,
And all be prayer and praise;
His reign shall know no end,
And round his pierced feet
Fair flowers of paradise extend
Their fragrance ever sweet.
Crown him the Lord of years,
The Potentate of time,
Creator of the rolling spheres,
Ineffably sublime!
All hail! Redeemer, hail!
For thou hast died for me;
Thy praise shall never, never fail
Throughout· eternity.
EXPERIENCE.
Behold yon rough and flinty-road
Where youth, now youth no more,
Gropes whining, seeking crumbs of loaves
He cast away of yore.
-Emma Ghent Curtis in the January Century.

"Quality, not quantity, as a motto for mothers, is a false
cry, founded neither on facts of record nor theories of accuracy. Washington was one of a family of ten. Jefferson was
one of eight children. The small family is not necessarily of
high quality.
''Race suicide fills the homes for crippled children, the
asylums and prisons. How respectable wom(Oln can advocate
pi·actices so contrary to ·the laws of man and of Go.d, is a
-foysJ;ery' beyond comprehension."
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Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins; vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South' Crysler
street, Independence, Missouri, Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 -Maple
avenue, Independence, Missouri.

Daughters of Zion Reading for August.
HOW THE INDIAN CORN GROWS.

The children came in from the field with their hands full
of the soft, pale green corn silk. Annie had rolled hers
into a bird's nest; while Willie had dressed his little sister's
hair with the long, damp tresses, until she seemed more lili:e
a me:rmaid, with pale blue eyes shining out between the locks
of her sea green hair, than like our own Alice.
They brought their treasures to the mother, who sat on the
doorstep of the farmhouse, under the tall, old elm tree that
had been growing there ever since her mother was a child.
She praised the beauty of the bird's nest, and kissed the
little mermaid to find if her lips tasted of salt water, but then
she -said, "Don't break any more of the silk, dear children,
else we shall have no ears of corn in the field,-none to roast
before our picnic fires, and none to dry and pop at Christmas time next winter."
Now, the children wondered at what their mother said, and
begged that she would tell them how the silk could make the
round, full kernels of corn. And this is the story that the
mother told, while they all sat on the doorstep under the
old elm.
"When your father broke up the ground with his plow,
and scattered in the seed corn, the crows were watching from
the old apple tree, and they came down to pick up the corn,
and, indeed, they did carry away a good deal. But the days
went by, the spring showers moistened the earth, and the
sun shone; and so the seed corn swelled, and, bursting open,
thrust out two little hands, one reaching down to hold itself
firmly in the earth, and one reaching up to the light and air.
The first was never very beautiful, but certainiy quite useful;
for, besides holding the corn firmly in it place, it drew up
water and food for the whole plant; but the second spread
out two long, slender, green leaves, that waved with every
breath of air, and seemed to rejoice in every ray of sunshine. Day by day it grew taller and taller, and by and
by put out new streamers, broader and stronger, until it
stood higher than Willie's head. Then, at the top, came
a new kind of bud, quite different from those that folded the
green streamers; and when that opened, it showed a nodding
flower, which swayed and bowed at the top of the- stalk like
the crown of the whole plant. And yet this was not the
best that the corn could do; for lower down, and partly
hidden by the leaves, it had hung out a silken tassel of pale
sea green color, like the hair of a little me1•maid. Now, every
silken thread was in truth a tiny tube, so fine that our eyes
can not see the bore of it. The nodding flower that grew so
gay.ly up above there was day by day ripening a golden dust
called pollen; and every grain of this_pollen-and they were
very small grains indeed-knew perfectly well that the silken
threads were tubes, and they felt an irresistible desire to enter
the shining passages, and explore them to the very end: so
one day, when the wind was tossing the whole blossoms this
way and that, the pollen grains danced out, and, sailing down
on the soft breeze, each one crept in at the open door of a
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sea green tub?. Do.wn they slid over the shining floors; and
what was theu delight_ to find, when they reached the end,
th~t they had all along been expected, and for each one was
a little room pre~:i,red,, and sweet food for their nourishment!
And from tins time they had no desire to go away but r _
mained each in his own place, and grew every day 'strong:r
and larger and rounder, even as baby in the cradle there
who has nothing to do but grow.
'
"Side by side were their cradles, one beyond another in
beautiful straight rows, and as the pollen grains grew daily
larger, the cradles also grew for their accommodatiOn, until
at last they felt themselves reaHy full of sweet, delicious life;
and those who lived at the tops of the rows peeped out from
the opening of the dry leaves which wrapped them all together, and saw a little boy with his father coming through
the cornfield, while yet everything was beaded with dew, and
the sun was scarcely an hour high. The boy carried the
basket; and the father broke from the corn stalks the full,
firm ears of sweet corn, and heaped _the basket full."
"Oh, mother," cried Willi.e, "that was father and I! Don't
you remember how we~used to go out last summer every
morning before breakfast to bring in the corn? And we
must have taken, that very ear; for I remember how the
full kernels lay in straight rows, side by side, just as you
have told."
Now Alice -is breaking her threads of silk, and trying to
see the tiny opening of the tube, and Annie thinks she will
look for the pollen grains the -very next time she goes to
the cornfield.-Jane Andrews in the Stories Mother Nature
Told Her Children.
WHAT ROOTS ARE FOR.

When a seed sprouts, the root, I have told you, goes down
into the ground, while the stalk goes upward into the air.
The root goes down because the food of the plant is in the
ground. It is the business of the root to suck up this food,
so that the plant may be nourished and grow. The root is,
then, a sort of stomach to the plant. If it had no root it
would not grow, any more than you would if you had no
stomach to put youi· food in.
The root has little mouths in its branches everywhere. It
is by these that the food of the plant is sucked up. They
are so small that you can not see them without a powerful
microscope. They are in the fine parts or fibers of the root
that you see hanging to the main branches of it when you
take up a root. We are very careful not to break off these
fibers when we take up a plant or tree to set it out again in
another place, for the more of these little mouths there are,
the more likely will it be to live. If all the fibers be broken
off from the root the plant can not live, because there are
no mouths to suck up the food. It will die just as you
would if you should stop eating.
As there are little mouths all over the fibers of a root, there
must be a multitude of them. You can not count them any
more than you can count the sands on the seashore. These
mouths drink up a fluid from the ground. This fluid is the
sap that goes up jn the stalk to nourish the plant. Everything in the plant-the leaves, the flowers, the fruit-is made,
as .I have told you before, from the sap that the root sucks
up.-From The Child's Book of Nature.
Questions on August Reading.

Mother.-Now, I want you to let that corn silk &lone!
Children.-Why must we let it alone?
Mother.-Because I say so.
.
Which sounds the more familiar, this conversation, or the
one between the mother and children in the story? Why is
the method employed by the latter mothe1; the .better o:f the
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two? Of what benefit to the children would such explanations be?
. h
· h
When a seed sprouts what does it send out? W at. is t e
work of the roots? How is this performed?_ Wha~ is sent
·d from the grain of corn?. Of. what country is co1·n a
upwai
. .
t'
d. th
native? What other gram is men 10ne as corn i~
e
Bible? What is the office of the corn tassel? What is the
form of the silk? What is the destination of the po~len?
How is it received? In what are all ears of corn simi.lar?
Why is it good for mothers to b: prepared. with answers to
these questions? How are the mmds of children affected by
gaining information of this kind?
Program.

Hymn 145, Saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading from Home
Column with discussion; paper, "The value of instructive
home entertainment for children"; roll ca.11; bJisiness; closing
hymn and prayer.
-

Letter Department_
MILLET, ALBERTA.

Dear Herald: I have .located here now having bought out
ilfr. Grant and will in the future make my home at Millet
where the family lived for ten years and then moved away
for about seven months but was not satisfied, being separated
from our church as we were. Here, we' have a lively little
branch with all officers to fill a branch and a goodly number
of members and a fine Sabbath school all working in harmony
and we feel grateful to our heavenly Father to once more
be associated as we are. If any of our brethren wish any
information about this country write me at Millet, Alberta,
Canada, and I will advise them the best I know. Crops and
everything are fine here and alw.ays have been since I have
been here. There is plenty of homestead land about fifty
miles west of Millet and I would Jove to see a lot of our
saints settle there where they can have good homes of their
own. I am willing to do all I can to instruct them about
the country. With love and good wishes to all of God's people, and praying always for the advancement of our Father's
work and the upbuilding of his kingdom, I am,
YouJ.• colaborer,
F. T. COATS.
CHICO, CALIFORNIA, July 10, 1910.
Dear Herald: Chico is still in the fight. We are having
interesting meetings at our new chapel and good attendance.
We have a good many st1'angers at our Sunday services from
time to time and especially the Sunday school. We have
many children there whose parents are not members of the
~hmch, but who like our Sunday school better than any other
m town. The people are growing more_ favorable to us than
at any time since our woi•k was opened here.
We were called to preach the funeral sermon of Sr. Mary
~· Severy, July 4, 1910. Services were in our chapel. Fifty~ig~t \~ere present, many of· them strangers. The many
. oral y1eces bore an eloquent testimony of the higJ:i esteem
in which our dear sister was held. We have had two funerals
and two weddings in two weeks. On Monday, the first wedding
Was Sr. Inez Morrell and Mr. Harvey, June 20; 1910, ·and on
~ull 3 we joined Sr. Lillie Shoemaker and Bro. john White
111
oly bonds of wedlock. The other funeral was one of our
shop mates, a member of-no church who scoffed at all religion
but when he realized his time had come he--said, ''John, I want
0
u to pray for me." How often do we find this to be true.
fen, when in the full bloom of health, ridicule. religion and
God, but when their time comes to pass over they happen Jo

r
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see their need of God. Let us be watchful and prayerful
ever abounding in the work of God, so that when our tim~
comes to pass over the dark waters we shall be ready.
Yours in bonds,
310 Avon street.
J. S. HOMMIS.
ONAWA, IOWA, July 13, 1910.
Dear Herald: When I read of Brother Fowler's letter
telling of the wonderful healing of his son I could not help but
think, Why is it we never hear of that unless it is through the
one healed or some one that wants to give God the glory and
praise. I remember one time when my youngest son was small
he was quite sick, and his aunt, his father, sister, and my
mother-in-law were at our house. His aunt said he looked
just like he was dead when he had his eyes closed and she ,
begged me to give him some mediCine. I told her that I always
trusted to using the consecrated oil and to God to heal us
but she said, "You are out of the oil." I told her God could
heal him without the oil, but she insisted so on my giving him
something when she went to start home, telling me of a rnmedy
her mother-in-law used, that I thoug·ht I would give, him some.
I started to prepare it for him. As I started to get it the
thought came to me that in my prayer that morning for my
boy, I had promised that God's name should have the praise
if he was healed, and I knew if I gave him anything, God's
name would not get the praise, so I just trusted him to God's
care and the girl that was working for me said she never saw
a child get well so fast.
-But what seems so strange to me is that the papers will be
full of healing done by such men as Dr. T. _E. Yoakum, from
California, who was in Sioux City this spring. Every day
the Sioux City paper had something about him in it. Some
went to him from Onawa and a dear old blind lady living in
Onawa was feeling· badly because \She could not go to him
while he was there. Her husband's niece, living in Sioux City,
sent her handkerchief that the doctor had blessed and told her
to put it on her eyes and pray to God and perhaps she would
receive her sight. The paper stated there were several helped
and some healed by him while he was in Sioux City. But I
was thankful that no one from Onawa was benefited by going
to him. Not that I do not want to see all healed in the right
way, but I felt that if any healing was done to anyone in
Onawa, through that means, it would lead so many from the
truth to follow false teachings. I was especially anxious about
my blind friend, for she has so many relatives and friends
in Onawa who would be led wrong if she had been benefited.
While we were living in Onawa she desired me to get some
consecrated oil for her to try on her eyes. She knew that I
never used any medicine and when she asked me, I tried to
make it plain to her that I could only put the oil on her eyes
and pray for her, that it would take an elder with authority
to anoint her eyes; that all I hoped for was that the pain
-would leave. Her niece told me she said when I put the oil
on her eyes and prayed for her, it seemed just like she ought
to see, but the severe pain gi·ew less in her eyes. After a long
time -she was sick for a few days and the pain came back.
She wanted the doctor to give her something to stop the pain,
it was so severe, but he said he was afraid to, for fear it
wnuld go to her heart. I was over to see her and she was
suffering, so I asked her if she wanted some consecrated oil
put on her eyes. I told her we knew if God saw fit to stop
the_ pain it could not hurt her, and she wanted me to, and
after I had_ put the oil on her eyes and prayed for -her, she
soon went to sleep. She wants to be administered to if she
gets the chance. I wish Bro. Hubert Case could administer
to her, for we know God can heal her eyes if it is his will.
- l also desire to see my neighbors and friends in Onawa and
all accept the true gospel.
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I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints· that I may
be faithful. My desire is to ·be worthy of God's blessillgs.
MRS. MOLLIE LUKECART.
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meeting, and much good to result from it. The work in Texas
is and has been rather on a standstill for some time. We are
very desirous for a real revival of the work soon. I am yours
for the truth and righteousness now and for ever.
. E. W~ NUNLEY.

COOICES POINT, TEXAS, July 12, 1910.
Editors Herald: I have just read a· synopsis of a debate
held at ICirbyville by Bro. W. M. Aylor and J. W. Chism, of
PORTLAND, OREGON, July 6, 1910.
the Christian Church. I once held a debate with Mr. Chism
Dear Herald: On Thursday, June, 23, at 8 a. m. about
of twelve sessions upon church propositions. He is an able twenty of the Portland Saints. took the new and fast river
debater. I think I understand his tactics; I see that he con- steamer Chds. R. Spencer for a ninety-eig,ht and one half
tinues to contend that Joseph Smith is the beast referred to mile trip up the scenic Columbia River to attend the Portland
in the thirteenth chapter of Revelations. His proof for this District Sunday school convention artd conference to be held
is that the numerical letters of the Greek alphabet that it at Hood River, Oregon. At Vancouver, Washington, some
takes to spell "Joseph Smith," when added up, make just six ten more Saints came aboard_ and in company w'ith about one
hundred and sixty-six, the number of the beast referred to. hundred passengers prepared for a day of great pleasure,
Now let us see whether Mr. Chism is right or not; we will especially so to a lover of grand and beautiful scenery. 'l'he
day was perfect an_d we were not disappointed, arriving at
measure him up by one of his brethren.
I have had a book in my possession written by a Campbellite the boat landing at Hood River about 3 p. m.
This is a little city of about three thousand inhabitants
preacher by name of J. M. Martin. This book is an interpretation of the book of Revelation as given by Saint John; it is situated at the confluence of the Hood and Columbia Rivers
a very able work. On page 208 of said book, we have what among the Cascade range of mountains, beautiful for scenElder Martin understood the beast of Revelation thirteen ery, with snow-capped Mount Hood just a few miles south and
to be: "The Hebrew and Greek letters are all numericals, Mount Adams to the north on the Washington side of the
each letter stands for a number; hence the propriety of saying Columbia, a place become famous throug·hout the world for
let the scholar count what the number of these letters are its apples and strawberries which grow in the Hood River
that spell the name of the beast, for it is the number of a man. valley, but a valley of high altitude, delightful for climate.
In the Greek language, the Latin kingdom, when spelled out, The city of Hood River is built upon the sloping side of a
and the numbers for which each letter stands placed in a line hill and the district tent had been set up and a dining hall
and added up, is six hundred and sixty-six. Lateinos was built in a grove of firs on the top of the hill upon land
the first king of that kingdom; and when the letters that spell belonging to Eldei• N. L. Chapman. A cook had been hired
his name are.placed in a line, and the numbers for which they and everybody was .made welcome and fed free of expense.
stand are added together, it is six hundred and sixty-six. But Each boat and train throughout Friday and Saturday brought
the strangest of it is, that the word Rome, in the Hebrew, more visitors until another store was set up and another cook
when the numbers for which the letters stand are added to- hired, the brethren and sisters, both old and young, waiting
gether, is six hundred and sixty-six. These three could hardly on the tables and washing and wiping dishes. The dining
hall was built of boards with canvass roof, decorated with
meet accidentally; the chances are against it. It is the Latin
red, white, and blue bunting and American flags and the
kingdom, the number of the beast, six hundred and sixty-six.
motto, "Cheer up," 'in sprigs of evergreen. Two long tables
It is Rome, the number of the beast, six hundred and sixty-six.
neatly covered with white oilcloth were filled over and over
Scholars have to settle that matter, but it is plain without that.
again with the choicest of viands. On Sunday, twenty fat
The Latin kingdom took the place of old pagan Rome, and
fowls were cooked for dinner and about one hundred and
has been wearing out the saints; for twelve hundred and sixty
twenty-five were fed at the tables, all free of cost to visiting
years it drove the church of Christ into the \vilderness." The
Saints, the Hood River Saints with their families- also eating
foregoing is a verbatim extract from Elder J. M. Martin's
at the hall, giving all an opportunity to cultivate the social
book, the "voice of seven thunders."
side of life and become acquainted with.each other. Bro. H.
We see there is a great difference in the interpretation given W. Chapman was steward and right nobly did he fill his
by Martin and Chism, both pose as scholars and are repre- position.
sentatives of the same church. Which one of them are we to
The district tent had a large platform built along the side
believe? Both can not be right. For my part I rather believe with three arches in front, also decorated with the national
that Elder Martin is nearer right, than Chism; the fact is T colors, the center and tallest arch bearing the word welcome
know of no better interpretation of the matter than Martin in evergreen. On either side the words, . "Our creed, all
gives. To my mind the interpretation that Chism gives is truth."
ridiculous.
On Friday, the district Sunaay school association held its
I have debated with a number of these Campbellite preach- convention, beginning at 10 a. m. for a business session in
ers, and have found that no two of them agree as to the charge of district superintendent. At 2.30 p. m. an eduteaching of the church they represent. They remind me of cational program was rendered consisting of papers pertainthe old saying, They are like the "Indian'.s flea." When you ing to Sunday school work, interspersed with music and song.
think you have your finger on them, you will find when you In the evening, an entertainment was given by the Hood
look under your finger, that they are not there. ·
River, Portland, and Vancouver Sunday schools, in charge
I have written this letter for the defense of the good cause, of Bro. N. T. Chapman, assistant 'Superintendent, which was
and that the brethren may have the 'privilege of using it well done and educational in character. On Saturday the
when. they come in contact with Chism. Remember that the district conference was. held, both president and assistant
interpretation given is of the beast referred to, in Revelation being reelected. R. E. Chapman was elected 'Secretary ~nd
13: 18. That is the one that Martin and Chlsm both referred treasurer and Sr. Mary Harvey as member of library board.
to.
Sunday at 8 a. m. the Saints met for a so.cial service in
We expect to attend a reunion near Hearne, in Robertson charge of district superintendent. At 2.30 p. ni. an eduCounty,· commencing on next Friday, to continue for ten days. W. H. Baker and N. W. Chapman respectively, which was
Brn. ·w. M. Aylor and R. M. Maloney are in our neighborhood accompanied by much of the Holy Spirit speaking in comnow, on their way to the r~union. We expect to have a good mendation of the step taken by a number of the young men,
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eat little or much," and we therefore had a good night's rest
·ting· them to preparation and diligence for the
I101
also
·
and at 7.30 the next morriing we took the train for Bisbee,
· ex
t hi'ch a number had lately been ca11e d , t h ree h avmg
1
won ·dw·ned priests and ·one deacon, ..Just previous
·
t o th e and of all the rides we evei· had this was the dustiest. After
been 01 ai
· of Sunday schoo1 m
· ch arge an all day's ride over the deserts of Arizona we reached our
t 10 a m a sess10n
A
con f erence.
· ·
N v
of district officers followed by a sermon by Elder
.
• destination at about 5 p. m.
As we stepped on the platform with our grips a man
Sheldon. At 3 p. m., Elder T. W. Chatbur.n gave us a good
houg·h he rather objected to preaching to such a
stepped up and asked, "Is this Vanderwood? My name is
~~rmon, 'alt
.
.
h d
Farley." We shook hands and he had my grips, which were
II-filled audience. In the evenmg Elder .E. Keeler preac e
we i·o\vded tent many of them outsiders. Several of the
filled mostly with books and therefore were anything but
to a c
'
.
.
b th .
Saints had taken the evening tram for then.. homes, ut en· . .light, hauled to his home away up the canyon.
We were then taken into the grocery store and introduced
places were filled and _m~ny gathered outside to hear who
to Brother Lamb, the branch president, and the two took
could not find room w1thm. . .
.
·
I have heard that the meetmgs have contmued every even- me to the barber shop whei·e the barber removed a little
ing since with good interest, as your corresponde~t took th.is of the Arizona dust from my head and face, after which we
were presentable enough to go to supper. Sister Farley, of
boat on Monday morning for Portland. The meetmgs are m
charge of the district p1:esidency, assisted by Elder N. V. course, had something good to eat and we felt at home there,
Sheldon and Priest Carl Balding, one of the young men as we used to know the "hostess," only by another name, as
lately ordained, who performed his first baptism oii Sunday we always used to call her Sister Condit.
·we have found the Saints here worthy the name they
at the conference, baptizing Miss Eva, daughter· of Elder
H. w. Chapman. Our old friend of many years, T. W. Chat- bear and we are trying to assist them in building up the
burn, came to Portland with us, visiting for a few days and work.
seeing the sights of the wonderful city, taking the steamer
They all seem to have the fault ( ?) of having something·
Breakwate1' on Sunday, the 3d inst., for Coos Bay to his good to eat and the result of it is the elder is getting fat,
mission field and son Frank and family. Eastern Oregon and with the treatment we have received thus far, think we
was represented at conference by Saints from Condon and will be able to get along without making any complaints.
Have been preaching on the streets as is customary for
The Dalles.
Among other kindnesses of the Hood River Saints, who only me, and also visiting with those who seem to be interested.
number about thirty-eight, they hired teams and met us at
We hope by a persistent effort to be able to reach the honthe boat carrying us and baggage free to and from the tent
est-hearted ones and teach them the gospel of Christ and
ground, which was more like a· reunion than anything else its power to save men and thus enable them to turn thereto
held in this district, and long to be remembered by those who
and live.
had the privilege of attending. Our last February conference
The language of our Master is worthy of notice which says,
held at Portland amid storms and rain and wind was an "My Father worked hitherto and I work." And it suggests
initial one in the powerful influence of the Holy Spirit, to us the idea of work, that work of love that is able to better
straightening out tangles, overcoming difficulties that human the race and fit man for an abode with God. Ever hopeful,
wisdom could not overcome. At thiE one, the weather was
I remain your servant,
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
ideal and will be one more of the pleasant and happy recollections of the past, hoping that love and harmony will still
MOUNT CARMEL, ILLINOIS, July 19, 1910.
continue and many more blessed experiences be enjoyed at
coming conferences.
REPORTER.
Dear HeraUl: I am truly glad that I am a Latter Day
Saint and am gfad that my parents belong. I am staying
with my aunt. There is no Sunday school of our own here.
BISBEE, ARIZONA, July 14, 1910.
All the Sunday school I .have is the Bible. I love to read it
Editors Herald: On the 16th of June we took our leave ~nd try to convince my uncle the best I can. We all have
from home and loved ones, a wife and three children left our trials. I know I am not perfect but I try to live better
to fight the battles of life alone, the eldest child being· but every day. I was baptized when I was nine years old. I
four years and the youngest but two weeks old; yet under have been healed many times by the Lord. The year after
t~~se conditions we were obliged to go feeling· the responsiI was baptized I nearly had the typhoid fever and I sent for
bihty of our calling. Bidding them good-bye we took the Bro. I. A. Morris. He administered to me and I immediately
car for Kansas City where we had intended to take the began to get better and I was soon up. I thank the Lord for
~outhwest Limited for El Paso, Texas. We reached ·the city the grand things he can do. Dear Saints, pray for me that
m due time and purchased our ticket and made ready to -I may hold out faithful to the end.
I will pray too.
board the flyer, but were informed that the trairi carried
Your sister in the one faith,
only Pullman passengers and we would have to pay six .dole
ROXANNA BING.
lar~ extra fare. We did not have the price, so had to wait
until. 3 p. m. and take the slow train. The time went slowly,
SAINT BERNARD, OHIO.
but it served as a good patience stretcher, and finally we
Dear Herald: Permit me to write a short letter to the dear
found ourself aboard the train making our way towards our
new field of labor.
.
Saints, as I have received a number of HERALDS and Ensigns
After riding all that. nig·ht and the next day we reached from them. My cup runneth over with joy, and I feel imEl p
·
aso and were there compelled to stay over night, due pressed that I should do my part, be it ever so small, at all
to the fact that we could not take our first train. We did tiines.
Bro. C. A. Martin, of Pittsburg, sent me forty HERALDS. I
not have much cash to spare, as we had only received enough to
pay our fare, so we had to figure closely; but at length decided thank him very much for them and th~ kind letter he sent me.
to take a fifty-cent room and get little rest and· let supper I received a letter and some papers from J. T. Johnson of Kana~d breakfast go, thinking we could get along all right . sas City, for which I thank him very much, also from Bro.
J. F. Mintun of Des Moines, Iowa, and from others whom
without such luxuries as that ·since wife had put us up a
lune~ when we .Jeft, the last of which we had eaten the noon I do not know. I than!> them all.
Some of .the brethren said they would do anything to help
prev10us. As we retired we thought of the scripture which
says ' "The sI eep o f a laboring
·.
. sweet, whether he
me,_but all I ask is to pray for me. God will hear the prayers
man 1s

°

a
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of the righteous. I know I am in the b'attle until the conflict
is over and the victory is won.
I just received some more HERALDS from Bro. 0. T. Williams, and a letter from Covington, Kentucky; also a letter
from Wellston, Ohio. I thank them all. I would like to hear
from Uncle I. S. Mori'is, at Xenia, Illinois. The last. time
I saw Brother Morris in the pulpit, he said if I would
straighten up and do right, I had a work to do. I will live
to fulfill that word. Pray for me.
L. L. GOTT.

CASTANA, IOWA, July 14, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: Greeting and love to all the Saints. God
is manifesting his love for us in many ways and we are
more in love with the gospel now than ever. Will Bro. Alvin
Knisley please write us, for we have secured an opening for
preaching, one candidate for baptism, and two 'babies to bless.
Yours in.the faith,
GEORGE AND SADIE BURCH.
Extracts from Letters.

Bro. L. L. Gott, Saint Bernard, Ohio: "My heart has been
made to rejoice in the prayers of the dear Saints. God has
comforted me with his Holy Spirit and I will say that I know
God will redeem me if I will pray and do his will. God
has blessed me in times past and at this time he is blessing
the labors of my hands at this place."

July 27, 1910

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

NORTH DAKOTA.-District conference commenced at Dunseith, North Dakota, June 30, 1910, at 2.30 p. m. with J s
Wagoner in charge. J. W. Wight was chosen to p~eside ~th
Brother Wagoner associate. J. W. Darling was chose~ secretary with J. E. Wildermuth assistant. Branches reporting·
Bottineau and Lake View. District President, J. S. Wagone1?
reported. Branch presidents reporting.: . Elmer Weddle and
J.E. Wildermuth. Missionaries reporting: J.E. Wildermuth
William Sparling; Priests Thomas Leitcli and William H'.
Haygood; Teacher Calvin Waga1:. Bishop's agent's books
were audited and accepted as audit~d. J. S. Wagoner was
elected president, with Lulu Stowell assistant. Sr. Almeda
Banker was elected sec1'etary with Sr. ·C. A. Smith assistant.
Reports of Sunday School association and Religio convention
were .read and adopted. Bottineau Branch requested that
Bro. John H. Stowell be ordained p1,iest and Bro. Tony Butler
a teacher. Request was granted and provision made for ordination. Bottineau Branch requested the name to be changed
to Dunseith Branch. Request was granted. A request from
the Fargo Branch to have a seimannual district conference
and that the next conference be held at Fargo some time in
winter was Tead and granted. The time for .holding next
conference was left with the district officers. Moved to adjourn. J. W. Darling, secretary.
Conference Notices.

The Western Maine District will convene with the Little
Deer Isle Branch, August 20 and 21, 1910. Please send all
reports to Florence Wallace, Stonington, Maine.
Convention Notices.

News From Branches.
FLINT, MICHIGAN.

On. reading of the request for branch news in the HERALD
and other church papers, our branch appointed a press committee. We are going to send you the items of what we are
doing in the great "vehicle city" of Michigan once a month.
At present we are holding meetings in a tent near the corner of Dort and Baker streets. We have prayer service at
10 a. m., Sunday school at 11, and preaching at 7.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting is held on Wednesday evening at 7.30 p. m. and
Religio is held Friday evening at 7.30 p. m. Elder D. E;·
Dowker is president of our branch. We number about ninety
members besides many who have not as yet joined our branch.
In all there is about one hundred and twenty-five Saints in
Flint.
The work is progressing finely here. All services are well
attended. Our tent is filled and a crowd on the outside. Elder
Arthur Allen, of Detroit, was with us last Monday evening
and we enjoyed a fine sermon. Many are investigating and
about a month ago about eight were baptized. Truly God is
blessing his people. Many times God has owned and blessed
us as his children.
·
This morning we were greatly blessed in our prayer service.
Every word that was uttered was in admonition. We felt that
God was with us and it gave us courage to press on.
We have purchased a lot and expect soon to build a church
that we may have a meeting place to invite God to and all
those who are seeking after more righteousness. We had a
fine Sunday school and also a good lively Religio .. Our young
people have organized an orchestra· and we intend to cultivate
the gift of music and song as we have been admonished to, ·by
the voice of God's Spirit. I will close now before my letter
gets too lengthy. Remember us in your prayers that we may
be blessed in our efforts, in· the advancement of this glorious
work.
I am your sister in Chi·ist,
JENNIE BENJAMIN.

Religio Society of the Northern California District will
hold their semiannual. convention at IrVi.ngton, September 6,
1910, at 2 p. m. District officers, please send' your reports to
me; also local secretaries, please send in your credentials as
early as possible. There will be election of district officers.
Pauline O. Napier, secretary.
Reunion Notices.

The reunion of the Northern Michigan District will be held
at Bay City, :Michigan, Carrol Park is the location, with
good street car accommodations. Meals may be obtained at
the restaurant near by for 15 cents each. Tents can be secured as follows for the whole ten days: 10x12, $1.50; 12x14,
$2.00; 14x16,- $3.00. Pres ..G. W. Burt Beaverton, Michigan,
requests that all those who desire tents to send one half payment to him, so he can be sure to hold enough there
for all who come. Bro. J. W. Wi!\'ht will be there and other
good speakers. Those interested m music will please bring
the Hymnal and Praises, also such musical instruments as
you have and are able to bring. H. A. Doty, secretary, 116
Monroe street, Traverse City, Michigan.
Church Recorder.

NOTICE TO BRANCH CLERKS.
Members Absent f1·om the Branch: Under this heading on
the branch report should. be counted and reported only th?se
who reside at a distance from the meeting place which
would make it inconvenient or impractical for them to
attend the regular services of the branch by reason of. such
distance. These should be counted and reported each tune a
report is made to a conference on the regular report fo1·m.
· Those members who reside near enough to attend the services with reasonable convenience but absent themselves for
reasons of their own could not be properly considered absent
members, but rather are subjects for the attention of the
proper branch officers.
Branches do not have "scattered members," this term
properly being applied only to those members who do not
belong to any branch.
,..
C. I. CARPEN'fER,
Ghii1·ah Rea01·dei·.
LAMONI, IOWA, July 18, 1910.
Correction.

In last HERALD notice was given that the conference of th~
Northeastern Missouri District will be held at "New Columbia
on August 17 and 18. This should have read New Ca1nbria.
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Sir, that same bill of rights which so solicitously separates
executive, judicial, and legislative powers from each other
"to the ~nd," in the fin~ and noble expression of Harrington;
EJSTABLISHEJD i860.
borrowea from the ancient pruclence---0ne 0f those historical
Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Associate Editor; Israel A.
phrases of the old glorious school of liberty of which this bill
of rights is so full-and which phrases I entreat the good
Smith, Assistant Editor.
taste of my accomplished friends in my eye, to whom it is.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per yeaLl!!·
committed, to spare in their very rust, as they would spare
nd\'ance.
the general English of the Bible-"to the end it may be a
When payment is made, the date on yellow label_ always shows the
time to which you bave paid, or the time when your subscription expires. _govemment of laws and not of men;" that same bill of rights
separates the people, with the same solicitude and the same
If not changed within a month after payment _Is made notify tis;
reason, from every part of their actual government-"to the
'l'he paper will not be sent ~o persons V?ho are six months in arrears,
end it may be a government of laws and not of men." And
unless special arrangements are made.
.
what functions does it resei:ve or assign to the people? It
All articles letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
makes them creators of l~gislatures.
·
concerning the same, shoul_d be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should; Ii¢ addressed to Herald Publishing House,
It leaves to them to make and unmake the frame of the
Lamoni, Iowa. and all remittances should be made. payable to the same.
government; to establish, define, and reconstruct its great deAll errors in the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
partments, and clothe them with their several powers to elect
reported immediately, as receipts for money received are sent within
to office; to remove from office, to set and keep the whole stutwo days after reaching the office.
pendnus agency in motion. And this done the people repose
Marriage, death, and Dirth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words or
on their sovereignty and supervise their servants each in their
fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free ; above that- number, 50 cents.
several spheres of political employment. They are constituted,
per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75 words or
and
they remain the fountain, the source, of all power; they
fraction thereof. To insure prompt insertion, make remittance with
dispense honor and shame; they create the public opinion
notice.
which is arbitress of the- state. But a legislature they are
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
not; and the only modes known to our system by which they
Entered at post-olllce, Lamoni, Iowa, as second·class mail matter.
can or do, or ever assumed, or sought to act, on the legislaSubsc1·iptions received for Zion's Ensign, also. orders for all Ensign
[JUblications.
ture, are either by petition, remonstrance or instruction, or
by changing directly that constitution itself, under which the
legislature exists and has its allotment of being and of work.
Died.
-Rufus Choate.
SEVERY.-Mary Ellen Severy was born February 1, 1883,
at Stewartsville, Missouri, and died in Chico, Califirnia. She
was baptized by Bro. L. A. Parkin at Santa Rosa, California,
In the August Century.
November 11, 1894, and was married to .Bro. F. A. Severy
The August Century will offer to its readers an authoritaMay 26, 1906, at Berkeley, California, by Bro. J. M. Terry.
tive discussion of a vital problem of the day in Dr. WashingLANPHIER.-Sr. C. K. Lanphier, of Logan, Iowa, was born ton Gladden's article on "The municipal church," which he
July 15, 18,13, in Broom, Oa:nada, and died July 2, 1910, at declares is the need of the hour in every town and city. Docher home, Logan, Iowa. She .was married to Edgar R. Lan- tor Gladden's article will discuss in detail some of the causes
which make possible the cmm'non questioning of the church's
phier October 17, 1860. To them were born eight children
four having died in infancy. The four remaining are Albert~ efficiency to-day, and will outline a program of the organfaaKi~g. of Visalia, California; Sr. May Bene and Fred -Lantion, wo~·k, and possibilities of the municipal church.
plmr of_ Logan, Iowa; a~d Sr. Littie Adamson, of Pomona,
Cahfonua. She was a faithful member of the church being
baptized on June 27, 1879, by Elder J. C. Johnson a~d conConcerning the entrance into the spiritual kingdom there is
firmed by E_Iders J. C. Crabb and George S. Hyde. A good no confusion. While some might be led to believe that there
mother, a kmd and loving sister, and a faithful loyal Saint was a roval road for the great by-paths for those who wanted
has gone to her well-earned rest. The funeral service was to come in some other way, the ·word of God gives no hint of
held at Saints' chapel, Logan, Iowa, July 5, 1910. Funeral such a thing. The one baptis111 is that which is more fully set
sermon by Elder W. R. ·Adams.
forth in another one of Paul'~ letters, where he speaks of its
being the believer's burial with Christ. There is only one of
_PLAIN.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, M~y .8, 1910 Sr. Sallie A.
all
of the ceremonies practiced to-day under the name of bapwife of Bro. William Plain, died at the ag~ of thirty-fom:
)'.ears._ She left her husband and five young children. Family tism which fits the meaning and purpose of the ordinance.
hved m Oklahoma for some years and there she was baptized
by ~l'O. J. H. Baker. She was faithful unto death. Funeral
s~rv1ces were in charge of Brn. 0. A. Bender and D. D.
Just a Little Mother.
Young, and Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached the sermon.
She's just a little mother in a cabin far away;
Since I kissed her in the gloaming 'tis for ever and a day.
In my dreams I hear her calling, calling o'er the weary sea,
The People Making " law.
"Come. ye back to Ballyshannon, Katy dear, come back to me."
Siri let _me say, in a rnmewhat broader view, passing from
the h1~toncal fact and the immediate subject, that I have no She's standing in the doorway, filling up the little space,
~~cult1e~ to apprehend what in the world is meant by the peo- ·with the kerchief o'er her bosom and the frills around her
face;
j e makmg a law. What a popular law is we all know. We
.mow what an unpopulai· law is. We know too very well what Sh6 is smiling as Our Lady smiles above the Holy Child,
And my heart runs forth to meet her, o'er the waste of waters
isr~wa_nt by th~ legislature as a convention,_or by a convention
wild.
P pei, proposmg amendments of the constitution to the peo1
p e and their adoption of them.
·
th~ut wJ:en \l,'entle1i:en. talk .of the people making a law, under Do you know our Ballyshannon, where the very winds are
sweet
constitution as it 1s; without change of the constitution·
?;·,of uniting with the legislature to make a law which i'~ With the saltness of the sea-foam and the tang of smoldering
peat?
;uepealabl~, I am completely mystified. The constitution
know our mists that fold us in a blanket soft and
mows n?thmg: of such a thing as this. The constitution knows Do you
gray,
·
pot w_ay Ill which t.he pe?ple can take a power from "the 'legis- Do you know our Ballyshannon in the red-rose dawn of day?
a md_but by actmg directly on the ·constitution itself and
amen ~ng it. It knows nothmg about enactments or decrees
or ordman
~ of any b od y, · h alf way between the const1tut10n
. . ' Then you've seen the little mothe1·, just herself, so small an(
t
c"s
old,
~nc1 he law; neither one nor the othel"" in form mere statute
With a look I'm sure would warm you were you shivering
~~i~t~ec_t ~.mi:ipotent an~ irrepealable. 'It knows nothing of ~
with
the cold,
•
latur e.rs 1P !n Jaw-mak1_ng, lietween the people and the legis- Dh so mirthful and so patient, she whose work is never done.
d e, and it is (permit me to say) a disparaging idolatry Oh; ·so ready with her laughter, at the rise and set of sun.
a? not a true religion; which thus confounds creature and
eatt?r, and destroys the identity and misunderstaffds the In the great house where I'm serving, folks are ever kind to
fciunc
ions of both.
· ·
.. ·
me.
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Okl~hom~, City

Heraid Publishing House

. We have for. sale fine farms and also
city pr~pe~y m Oklahoma City. Ok!ah_oi;na City is one. of the ·fastest _growin"'
cities of its age m the United States. i;
We have about 135 miles of paved
street~, and about 30 miles under construct10n.
·
We have recently gained the Capitol
"?'hich makes <;>kl:tlloma City the capita\
city. An:yone WIShmg to purchase business
lots, residence lots; :.or lots in the manufacturin~ districts;, ~µ_d~ wishing to correspond with us, w,e• will certainly ~ive
their co·rrespondence special attention.
We can sell property by mail as well as
Redeemable a:(ter due notice is given by the Herald Pubif the customers were here.
lishing House.
.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
Our terms on city-lots, close-in subThe interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
divisions, are $20 down and $10 to ~15
February 1st and August 1st.
·
per month at an interest of 4 per cent.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Anyone buying property in Oklahoma
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
·
·
City now, will certainly reap good reThese Bonds are backed by the very best of security, conturns upon his investment, as we will
sisting of assets of $1'00,000, and affo:::-d the purchaser a
have a city of two hundred thousand peochance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
. pie in 1915.
of the investment.
J
We can re£er you to any bank in the
Note some of the facts about our .bonds.
!city in regard to our responsibility. Write
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
,for a free book of Oklahoma City.
of very moc!erate means to become purchasers.
I
DANIELS REALTY CO.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 dollars' worth
OklahOJl!-a City is a marvel. I have
·seen Damels Realty Company's hold-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in .
ings, and believe them to be safe and all
adding improvements since the fire.
!right.
HUBERT CASE,
,....~~~~~~~~~_...~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~•'
Kingfisher, Oklahoma.

$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent

Dated August 1, 1909

Due August 1, 1914

!

But they do not guess my yearning for the cabin over sea.
Wage I earn and wage I send her. Yet I can not longer bide.
I must see my little mother. I must nestle at her side.
She's just a little mother in a cabin far way;
Since I kissed her in the gloaming 'tis for ever and a day.
In my dreams she's calling, calling! "Mother, darling, yes,
I'll come.
I'li go back to Ballyshannon, to my mother and my home."
-Margaret E. Sangster in th. Woman's Home Companion
for August.
William Kent-Reformer.

A fine type of public-spirited citizen is William Kent, of
Chicago and San Francisco. Mr. Kent is a philantropist who
has always backed good men, good measures and good movements and vigorously fought their opponents. Something of
Mr. Kent's character and the work he has outlined for himself is described in the August Arae1·ican Magazine. The following is quoted from the article:
·
"Upon his graduation from Yale, in 1887, he went io Chicago, where he lived for more than twenty years. He was,
from the beginning, a leader in the struggle for municipal
deceny. He ·found Chicago in the clutches of a corrupt city
council. with a public too busy and too_ complacent to effectively object. He served as an alderman for two years, during
which time. with voice and pen, in and out of the council,
like John the Baptist, he called the council and the people to
repentance. He was one of the founders, and afterwards
president of the Municipal Voters' League of Chicago, the
most successful institution ever or~anized in America for the
purification of the municipal legislature through publicity
and effective assistance to worthy candidates.
"Every worthy reform enlists his sympathy1 his cooperation
and his pocketbook. Absolutely democratic himself, he trusts
the people, and is afraid of no reform which increases the
power of the people in their own government. Independent
and fearless, and endowed with an unusual power of keen
analysis with regard to governmental institutions and tendencies, he is admittedly one of the greatest reformers in that
band of his contemporaries, who have been chiefly responsible
for the moral movement throughout the country known as
the 'uplift.' If he were not a reformer. he would be a writer.
His literary contributions to many hard-fought political campaigns have exposed the men an_d issues involved with such

picturesqueness, keenness and forcefulness that the best man
has won.
"Living near San Francisco for the past two years, he
naturally became much interested in the troubles of that
unhappy city. His last public appearance has been as a
member of the Denman Committee, which has recently published a really notable report on the graft situation in San
Francisco.
"Mr. Kent's wife, who is the daughter of the late Professor
Thomas Thacher, of Yale University, has ever been his
sympathetic adviser in all of his good works. They have a
family of seven- children. His friends are legion, and his
life is one of the best illustrations of the possible power for
usefulness of the high-minded. independent, private American citizen.
A New Role for the Church.
DOCTOR GLADDEN PROPOSES RADICAL EXTENSION OF
RELIGIOUS LIFE. .
It is safe to assert that the state of the Christian Church
in this country at the end if the first decade of the twentieth
century is not aJl that could be desired. Without indulging
in any pessimistic deplorings or venturin~ on any percentages
or estimates, I am content to rest this statement on the
experience and observation of intelligent men. Put this questi~n. to any Christian minister: "Is your church t~-day s~1s
tammg the relation to all classes of the commumty which
you would like to have it sustain? Has it the measure of
respect from the high and the low, the powerful and ~he
weak, the learned and the ignorant, that you would like
to claim for it? If you are a pastor of a good many years'
experience, do you feel that your church is gaining in its
hold upon the people round about it?"
.
The only way to judge of the true condition of the Christian church is to bring it into immediate contact with ~he
character of Jesus Christ. It claims to be the body of which
he is the head, the organism in which he lives and through
which his life is manifested to the world. The primary question is, therE;fore,. whether its _Iife reproduces _his l_ife. Byd
as much as 1t does not must its strength be- impaired an
its influence annulled.
'
·
I do not wish to undertstate that pa1:t of our Lord's ministry
in which he sought to bring men into conscious fellowsh,ip wit)l
God. That work of restoring the wayward and the d1sobed1ent to 'the joy of sinship and•the strength of virtue was nevert·
absent from his thought. We must not undervalue this, bu
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BANK
JACKSON COUN·TY·
KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncaµ.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOUR_I
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
Membership about thrllCI
General Banking Business un?er. charter N?•.1324 g~anted by ~~e State o privileges.
D~es a i-the Stat~ recognized as havmg the most rigid bankmg euperv1s1on of any hundred. Are you looking this way tor
a home? If so, and desire reliable inforthe Union. State examination_ and public published stf!,tement required.
mation, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Interest Paid on Deposits
Knobnostcr, Mo.
Our business having practically doubled in the past year w:e wish ~o thank the publ!c
d invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
~~rrespondence whi;re plent, .of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
Z•ON'S PRAISES
association and busmess sohc1ted.
Very truly yours,_
No. 70, cloth .......... : ......... $ .40
'
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
No. 70%, leather ................ 1.00
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
No. 70¥,,, leather, flexible ........ 1.50

f/::fn

.------------------------~---;
I

I would be pleased to correspond with
,l' par!les
seeking lnvest.ment In JackI
1 on
I 3

County, Missouri,

FIRST

, John A. Kerr
I

~

1

I

1
I

: MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL ~
: BONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL ~

, STOCKS.

,

I
1

l
lI

I
1

Very truly yours,
.

:
I

J,. D. erlggs
1
Independence, Missouri .................
44tf ..J~
,:_____________________

Bible References-By Alvin Knisley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

5 cents
. ·. 10 cents

has lived in Independence twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, suburban acres, -from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
sell for the least money that will buy
them. I refer you to any bank ot this city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
business man. Correspondence solicited.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home
504.
8

THE INSTRUCTOR
No. 126, cloth ................... $ •75
No. 127, leather .• ............ , ... 1.00
No. 128, leather, flexible ......... 1.50

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette. each 30c; per d<>Zen $3.20.
No. 11(}--Limp Cloth. each 35c; per dozen $3. 75.
No. ifl-Cloth and Leather, '1ach 50e.
No. 114-FlexlbleLeather. each $1.50.
-

WHAT IS MAN?
One of the best works on one of the
most interesting and important subjects.
It is a complete refutation of the fallacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 cents,
cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert.
Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and are prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

District and Branch Presidents
Take Notice.
We have just printed a reporting blank
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
'
.08
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen •

Wanted.-"At once" L. D. S. help.
rwo bread peddlers and two bakers.
Young married men preferred. A good Hurl hut's Teacher-Training Lessons
THE TWO STORY BOOK.
chance for men of zeal to assist in get- is the name of the latest edition of Hurlbut's Normal
Lessop.s. This edition is an enlargement of the forting the gospel introduced in new field. mer one and takes its place.
This is a splendid book to hand inquir·
ers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinatAddress, RIVER SIDE BAKERY,
No. 77 Paper .
.35
ing
story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.
No. 771-2 Cloth.
.50
A. A. WARD.
Elkhart, Indiana.

a

w~

do need to get into its proper perspective before our minds
this other phase of our Lord's ministry. And there can be
no doubt that his relation to the poor and the friendless was
the outstanding fact 'of that ministry.
. We a_re comparing the life of the church of to-day with the
!ife .o~ its Master. How does it compare in this respect? Is
it g1vmg. an equal proportion of its ministry to social service?
J:?o. the ~!Ck and the poor and the despised in our American
c1t1es thmk of the churches of these cities in the same way
that ~he same kind of people in Galilee and Decapolis used
to thm~ of Jesus Christ?
Martm Luther's idea was that the care of the sick and
the P?Or ought to be handed over to the community instead
of bemg; provided for by the religious organizations. 'His
exp.ectat10n was, of course, .that the comifiunity--,-the municipahty ?r the state-would. be so. thoroughly ChristianJzed
~3at this work could be safely intrusted to it. That was the·
1 ea of the New England churches aiso. When. the town and
~he. church were one, the church had the philanthropic work
m its hands; when the church was separated from th'e town
~le c)mrch i·elinquished to the town this part of its fu11ction'. ·
s ut it was :;uJ?po~ed that the political community .would be
0 fu_lly ~hr1stiamzed that the work would be properly. done.
It .1~ highly probable that the first Christian churches were
m~mc1pal churches; that in. every town or city was one church
wi~h seve1:!ll locii:l co!1gregations, each wi~h its elder or leader,
hn a.II cooperatmg 1n the wo.rk ·of the city. The need of the
our is the restoration to .every town 01; 'City of the municipal

church. It ought to include all the Christians of the municipality; every Christian organization should be represented

.

~~

· Its claim to the philanthropic leadership of the c01µmumty
would not be disputed. If it is the body of which Christ js the
head that is its first business. In passing it over to. the state
the dhurch has divested itself of its most vital function. The
loss is lamentable, almost fatal; the weakness of the church
in this latter day is largely due to it. The church must
recover this function; it is not a mere matter of expediency,·
it is a question of life or death.
For such a service as this the municipal church would
require no creed. Its :;imple. message to the :norld would ~e:
· "We believe in the fnendsh1p of Jesus Christ, and we hve
to make it known to those who ne~d it most."
.
Nor would it need any new machmery.· In most commumties the nucleus of such an organ!zation. as is required alre::idy
exists. There is a local Federat1~n of Ch~rches, or. a Umted
Brotherhood which holds occas10nal umon meetmgs, and
sometimes fiiids it hard to justify its own existence. Let it
·assume this task. Let the churches commission it to represent
them in this larger service to which Christ is calling them.Rev. Washington Gladden in August Century.
Each of us has the power of making hapl!ier, sunnier, the
little spot wherein our life is spent.-Archb1shop of Canterbury,
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Vacation

Is ·Here·

Time

The present hot weather brings thoughts of where to spend
your vacation.
-

Colorado
Yellowstone Park
.-!

Either place is ideal if you are in sea).'ch of rest, recreation or an outing.
The c-001 bracing moilntain air, every breath of which
gives new life :;ind energy, the dashing streams full of fish,
and where game animals of all kinds abound in their native
wild state.
Surely them and many other attractions found in the
American Wonderlands, should be - enough- to decide any
question of where to spend your vacation.
The Burlington's through, electric lighted trains offer the
best service.
-•

- We have just issued a descriptive chcular giving description of farms and
town properties we have for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send ypur address on a
postal card ana we will mail you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.

Religio's

Normal Book
A ,normal book containing lessons
up_on the BJok oi Mormon and
Religio Society. Even student of
the Bookof Mormon should have
one.
No.

You have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorado or Yellowstone Park for
years·-make up your mind today to go this Summer· and let me hand you one
of the Burlington Colorado handbooks or Yellowstone Park
folders which tell all about where to go, .what to see and what
to do, and contains a complete list Of hotels. boarding houses
and ranches, with their rates. Ask _rile about Estes Park,
Colo., also.

258-~-Cloth,

25c

Five per cent interest
Paid on Tinie Deposits at the

L. F. SILTZ, Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R.

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
COMPLETE CONTROL

Incorporated under the banking law1 of the

All necessary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible)

State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State•

•

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douglas Streets, Omaht:1. 1 Nebraska

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
This book was written for those who
wished to become well p.osted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 7_ 5 cents; Leather, $1; F!exiblf
$1.50. Nos. 141-H-4, respectively.

I

Engravings of , Prehistoric Specimens

5 pe1.. cent
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ 50,000.00
Assets Over
400,000.00
Five per cent per annum interest will be paid on one yea~ deposits. Send your surplus funds to
this Bank by mail, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS: __ Wm. Anderron, Alice i:'· Dnncer, Ann~ A. Dancer, Oscar
_
-- Andenon, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Commandments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and antiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archroology and
all that appertains to the Dook of Mor" mon _and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data. ' Price $1.00 at Herald or Ensign Office.
21altlyr.

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our Bi-ighamite friends are makin~ an
active campaign amongst the Samts.
You need this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the Presidency
-of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
No. 153.
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BISHOP'S .ANNUAL REPORT
Of Receipts and Expenditures of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
from January 10, 1909, to January I 0, 1910.
Insurance ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211 36
$
961 2
Interest . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 7,505 13
On hand last report .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . 5,
Inheritance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 00
Aid returned ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Kirtland Home ............. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 00
, 5 0
42
26
108
Local bishops and agents . · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·
Kirtland Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301 62
Bishop's office expense ... · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · ·
3 00 .Kirtland Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 15
Book of l\Iormon Translation .Fund .. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· 26 55 Bishop's office library .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
178 31
Central Church account, offermgs and rent .. · · · · · 3,067 27 Church library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 00
Children's Home ..... · · · · · · · · · .-. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .5,164 47 First Presidency's library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
102 03
Christmas Offermg .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-· · 5,~~~
Public libraries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 05
Church buildings ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Live stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
137 50
College running account .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1,243 01 - Merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184. 36
Consecrations ....... · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · "· • · · · · · · 5,82~ ~~ Patriarch's office expense ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355 54
Danish Doctrine and Covenants translat10n fund.·
Postage ................................ , . . . .
82 16
Elden' expenses returned ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
107 67 Quorum of Twelve expense ...... , . , , , , ... , . , . . .
16 20
Elders' families retui·ned ... · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
53 00 RecoTder's office expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,682 58
Graceland College debt account ... ·. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 00 Real estate expense .................... '........ 1,455 46
Herald Building Fund ; ..... · · · , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
50 Real estate improvements ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,608 60
Herald Publishing House ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2,253 98 R'eal estate contracts .......................... 21,355 00
G. H. Hilliard, counselor ...... .". · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1,113 00 Real estate accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,675 95
Home Pond, Lamoni .......... •. ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
9 45 Sai:iits' Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,292 03
Independence Sash, Door & Lumber Co., dividends
80 00 Sanitarium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,868 95
Independence Sash, Door & Lumber Co., stock.····
720 00 Secretary's office expense . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280 28
Independence Planing Mill & Supply Co., stock .. ··
800 00 Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773 69
Insurance returned ........... · . . . · · · · · · · · · · · ·
7 97 Tracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
115 68
Interest received ......................... · · · · ·
627 71 Typewriter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 00
Independence Shale Brick Plant ........... · · · · ·
234 96 Utah Mission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112 00
Kirtland Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. · ·. · · · · · · · · · ·
15 00 Zion's Religio-Literary Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
591 74
Kirtland Temple repairs ........ : ......... · · · · ·
40 00
General Sunday School Association· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
950 00
Incorporated town, Lamoni, Iowa .............. · 3,000 00 Bills payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 191,923 27
Live stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... : .... · · · · ·
30 00 Bills receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,005 91
Memorial fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... · · · · ·
3 50 Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... · . . . 16,566 14
Merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
67 99 · ·Balance on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 12
Olive oil · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~ ~g
Total ...................... $398,483 76
Rent .................................... · · · ·
,
Real estate expenses and repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17 40
REPORT OF G. H. HILLIARD, COUNSELOR.
Saints' Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,758 56
RECEIPTS BY BISHOP.

g

zg

122

~~~p{,~1~iu;,;

~:~~~ 28
~~

""""""""""""'..'. ·:::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ·
Taxes returned .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
50
Temple consecration fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52
Tithes and offerings .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,308
Tracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22
Zion's Religio-Literary Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,001
General Sunday School Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,550
Real estate contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,016
Real estate ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64,435
Bills payable' .................. " ............... 187,756
Bills receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,649
Accounts ............................ , . . . . . . . 20,063
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $398,483
EXPEND~TURES

50
65
80
96
00
13
62
54
08
40
76

BY BISHOP.

Aid poor and needy ............••............ $
Auditing expense ............... ,,...... : . . . . . . . .
Bishops and agents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bishop's office expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Centrul church buildings ..... , ...... , ; , . . . . . . . .
Children's Home ......... , , . , , . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Church buildings-improvements ...... , . . . . . . . . .
College running expense account . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . .
Elders' expenses ..... , ......... , ... ,...........
Elders' families ........... -. .......... , .. .. .. ..
Ensign Publishing House ....... , ..•... , ... , • . . .
Exchange . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ........•. :-. . . . . . . . . .
First. Presidency's office· expense : , •.•••... , . , . . . . .
F urmture and fixtures ....... ; .. :... •.... , ...... :
General expenrie .............• ~.•. :;~.,,........
Graceland College manual training account .•.... ·. .
Graceland College old debt account , .... , . . • . . . . .
HH~ral~ Publishing House , ... , .·; ...... , ...... , . .
· G1stor1an's office expense , ..•... '.;.·. ·.· . ··.• ..•.•• , , . ,
· ·· 1or• .....
·. , .. ,....
·
H.o H . H'll'
1 ia1·d , coul!se
:- .... : ...· '. ..
me pond, La:rpom, labor and material . , .... , • .
1Independence Sash, Door & .Lumber Co ........•• ,
ndependence Planing Mill & Supply Co .... ;.··:·.
1ndependence Shale Brick Plant •..... , . .- , .•.. ; .

11,115 34
88 90
5,660 7 4
3,135 38
8,621 30
2,007 17
219 80
3,530 60
10,571 -.48
16,974 60 ·'
. 106 39
26 48
804_13
200 29 ·
1,372 92
245 66
360 00
1,982 79
· 565 96
25 00
3,035 08
230 · 00
150 00
6,644 94

Receipts.
From Bishop ................................. $
From other agents ........................... .
From tithes, offerings, and consecrations ........ .
Total ...................... $

25
615
1,534
2,175

00
77
30
07

Expenditures.
Paid Bishop ................................ $ 1,213 00
Paid elders' families. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
224 00
Paid elders' expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240 87
Pai~ agents ................................._._··__
4_6_5_7_7
Total .. .. .. .. ; .. .. . . ; .... ·.. $ 2,14.3 64
Due church .................. $
31 43
REPORT OF E. A. BLMrnSLEE, COUNSE.LOR.

38 75

Last report due church ........................ $
Expenditures.

Paid elders' expenses ............ · · ........... _,$_ _ _1_0_0_0
Due church ..•............... $
28 75
ACCOUNTS WITH AGENTS.

Receipts.
.

Balartce due church last report, $14,570.90, less
differences in balances,. $674.32 .......•.•. · · . $ 13,896
Received from Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,742
Received from other distric~s and agents : . . . . . . . . 1,841
Received·from tithes, offermgs, consecrations, and
.
·. surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... • ........... 123,669

~~:et~i 0;!s~~1a~~~~~s·:: : : : : : : : : : :-: : : : : : : : : : : :
'

9

58
26
73
__
~8

'~7~ 2~

'I;'otal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... $155,338 94
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Expenditures,
Due agents last report; $1,295.12, less difference in.
balance, $8.40 ............................. $ 1,286
Paid Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............•..... 25,759
Paid elders' families ....................... ; . , . 69,727
Paid elders' expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,744
Paid aid, poor, and needy .................... , . . 9,085
Paid districts and agents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,442
Paid miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 12,463
In hands of agents ........................ ·: . .. 26,829
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... $155,338

73
92
17
18
16
32
69
77
94

REPORTS OF ELDERS.

Receipts.
In hands of elders last report, less settled balances
and elders not reporting ..................... $
Donations from Saints and friends ..............
Received from bishops and agents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Furnished by elders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .- .$
Expenditures.
Expenses, traveling, etc. . . . . . . . . ; ............. $
In hands of elders : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ...................... $

873
20,960
15,299
2,592
39,725

29
11
80
30
50

37,821 93
1,903 57
39,725 50

STATEMENT AVAILABLE ASSETS.

January 10, 1910.
Cash, Bishop's account ........................ $.
933
Cash in hands of G. H. Hilliard, Counselor. . . . . . .
31
Cash in hands of E. A. Blakeslee, Counselor.......
28
Cash in hands of local bishops and agents ......... · 26,829
Bills receivable ...................... '. . . . . . . . . . 53,888
Accounts receivable ........................... 25,473
Real estate contracts .......................... 17,918
Building stone .account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284
Central church, Kansas City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,974
Graceland College running expenrn account . . . . . . . 1,383
Danish Book of Mormon account..................
307
Derrick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375
Furniture and fixtures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,634
Home Dam, Lamoni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,025
Independence Planing Mill & Supply Co., stock....
930
Independence Sash, Door & Lumber Co. . . . . . . . . . .
310
Independence Stake, assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359
Kirtland Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
929
Kirtland Hotel, furniture and fixtures. . . . . . . . . . 1,692
Lamoni·. Stake, assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282
Library, Bishop's office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,178
Library, Church . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349
Library, Historian's office.......................
48
Library, First Presidency's office.................
183
Live stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342
Memorial fund (real estate)....................
653
Merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
166
Olive oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18
Postage stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39
Saints' Home ................................. 47,286
Sanitarium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52,442
Society Islands Mission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565
Steam engine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.100
Supply Store . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,792
Typewriters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250
Real estate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90,212
Total assets .................. $346,221

12
43
75
77
52
60
87
32
28
54
76
00
38
63
00
00
50
05
15
43
31
53
83
65
30
88
37
00
18
25
85
20
00
64
58
17
84

STATEMENT LIABILITIES.

Bills payable ................................ $127,724 72
Accounts payable
11,613 15
Due agents ...... ". ". ". ". ". ". ". ". · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
372 22
Book of Mormon translation fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
828 55
Children's Home fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,707 80
Doctrine and Covenants translation fund .... , . . . .
5 00
Graceland College debt account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,166 46
Herald building fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23 33
Herald Publishing House ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
673 14
Sandhedens Banner ..... , . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 35
Independence temple fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,900 70
Zion's Religio-Literary Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
916 66
General Sunday School Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,400 00
Total liabilities ....· .......... $161,333 08
Net ·assets .............. ·; ... $184,888 76
Total _
....... · . . . . . .. $346,221 84

Net assets .......__............ $184,888 76
Net as~ets last report ......... $152,095 80
Net gain for year ............. $ 32,792 96
HOME FUND.

Receipts.
Offerings . . . . . . . . . . ........; . . . . . .. ·.......... $
125 41
Care and board ................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,630 00
Return on ·repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 15
Total . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... _.. "$--;8'""',7°"'5=3-'5:.::.6
Exl(enditures.
Bills payable ........... ; . . .......· ........... $
500 00
For .running ;expenses advanced Home committee .. 5,050 00
Medical· services . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ............ .
97 85
Ice house and lease ................ ·............ .
425 00
Repairs and sidewalk ......................... .
282 58
Inte1,est . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .- . . . . . . . . . ......... .
285 00
Running expenses ............................ .
651 60
To General church fund ....................... . 1,466 53
Total ......_ ................ $ 8,758 56
ASSETS, HOME FUND:

Real estate, Saints' Home ..................... $
Buildings and fixtures, Saints' Home ........... -. .
Real estate, Liberty Home . ~ ................... .
Improvements, Liberty Home .................. .
Furniture and fixtures, Liberty Home ........... .
Real estate, improvements ..................... .
Live stock and implements, last inventory ........ .
Grain and hay, last inventory .................. .
l<'ruit, vegetables, and canned goods, last inventory
Accounts receivable ........................... .
Due from Independence Branch ................ .
Total ...................... $
Liabilities.
Bills payable .... , ............................ $
Accounts due as per Home Committee . . . . . . . . . . .
Net assets ...................................
Total ...................... $

16
90
00
31
45
81
50
73
87
00
74
47

3,000
1,164
47,286
51,450

00
22
25
47

INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM.

Receipts.
Offerings, etc ................................ $
From general fund ..... , ..................... .
Total ...................... $
Expenditures.
For finishing, furnishing, etc ................... $
For running expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... $
Net assets last report ........... $
Increase ................... $
Net assets ................... $

2,738 48
3,130 27
5,868 75
4, 777
1,091
5,868
47,665
4,777
52,442

29
46
75
56
29
85

CHILDREN'S HOME.

Assets.
Real estate ..... '. . . . . . . . ........ : ............ $ 2,007 17
In hands of church ..... , ..................... . 14,707 80
Total
................ $ 16,714 97
Receipts.
Ba1ance on hand
December 31, 1908 ... $5,9G1
A brother and sister (J. &
F. T.), Io., t .......... 450
A .sister, Kan., o......... ;-,
A sister (M. H.), Ill., t ... G
A sister, Io., o...........
1
A sister, Mo., o. . . . . . . . . .
Adams, :Mary, 1.Io., beqnest1,000
Adamson, Sr. N ..J., Cal., t 2
Adamson, :Marie J. T.,
Cal., t ................ 10
Airl Societ.I', L. D. S., i\Iich.
acct .................. 15
Aldrldge, Dr..T. W., Cal., o. 45
Albertson. Chas., Io., t. . . 20
Allen, Alice, Ill., t....... 6
Allison, Nora'- Mo., t ... , . fi
Allison, I\lrs. JlJ. A., :Neb., t. 2
Allen, Annie, Io., s .... .-. . 500
Allen, Blnrlche, 1\Io., t.... 4
Allen, .Jessie, Mo., t. .... 70
Allen. Mary C., Io., t ..... JO
Amend, S. r,,, Okla., t. . . 20

28
tlO
1:0

00
00
50
00

00

00
00
00
00
00
00
50

00
50
00

00
00

Amos, Annie, acct ........ 12 00

.\nclcrson, A., and wife,

Kan., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 00

.-\nderson, Ross, Sask., t .. 425
Anderson, 1\Irs. A . .T., Cal., o 25
Anderson, Anna C., Io., o. 1
Anderson, :Mrs. Beryl, Io., o 5
A.nderson, Anna C., o.,
foreign missionaries. .. . . 5
Archer, l\Irs. A. V., Okla., t 1
Armstrong, :Mrs. W., Sash:.,
trans. fund. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Armstrong, Hugh, l\Ilch., t. 1
Atkins, Hannah E., Colo., t.100
Awalt, 1\lrs. F. E., Cal., o. 3
Bndgro, Ellen, Ind., t... . 1
Iladgro, Chas. nn!l Ellen,
Ind., t. ......... , . , , . , , 5
Badder, II .•J., l\Io., acct. . . 3
Iladder, IL ;r., and wife, o
foreign mission . . . . . . . .
Baird, >\Irs. Elia, l\Ilch.; t.100
Bailer, 0. H., and wife,
Ill., s. . . . . . . . . . .. , , . ,
Bailey, Mrs. Geo., Mo., t.. 1
Baker, Emily, Ind., t. · · · ·
22
~~g~~'t;\~~
-fi~~tio'.,"
12
Baldwin, D. >\I., Ark., t... 2
Barker, Vera. Cal., bo..... 1
Barks, Carrie, o.......... 1

Ifp
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15,455
19,683
3,000
7,002
1,432
897
1,619
592
266
208
1,291
51,450

t:::

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

og
0

00
00
O
6

00

50

00
~g

00
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50
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Bnrnlrnrt. Sr. L., Mo., t.. ~
Bnrrl'tt, Geo., a?ct; · · · · · · · 12 00
, Barrick. :\I nrra~' N. y ., t. . 5 ·00
Bnum~n_rtPl, 0., Kan., t. . . 3 25
Bnth · 11. !.. III., t....... 5 00
Bn:x:ti:>r, Fannie, ?.pch., t. . 5 00
Bnxtcr, F. JI., Mich., t... 1 00
Beard, \'\. L., Io., acct... 6 77
Beard. w. L., Io., t. .... .
Ikard. Erlith, Io., t ...... 16 00
BC'ck. ·r1ctorin, Mont., t. . . ~ 5g
Beek<''" .J. .\., 0., c....... " 0 0
Beckstead, S. P., Io., t ... 2200 000
Beel.Je. ~r. C. A., Io., t .... 1
BePbe. Sr. c. A., Io., tract
_
fund.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D 00
Beaman. )Jrs. Wm., acct. .. 20 02
Benham, .Tohn P., Wash., t 8 4 u
Bennf't'.-· )Jrs . .T. D., ~· on
c:ont1art . . . . . . . ...... 600 0 0
Benson. B. F., Ida., t. . : . . 25 00
Berger.sen, C. B., and wife, 20 00

ue~~~:~·Ltfi.: ·a~a 'Wife:···

K> .. t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Bit 1:1<-in, )!rs. K. B., !\1o.,
(~prman tract fund. . . . .
2
Bierh· Solnmon, Ind., t. . . 1
Bill; i•a;·a blc ......... 190,83:£
Rills rl'r'1_·ilaUle ......•. 9,81n
Hillman. Emma, 0., t... . . 1
BinstPad, ~I 1·:::. E. E., :Afo., t . 4
Bird. \\'. II. and Isabelle,

00

1

~o .. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

00
50
H
96
00
00

10 36

Bird. \\'. II. and Isabelle,
)lo .. "·..... . ........• 2
Biak,·J\. )Jr>. :\. L., Ill., c. 15
BJakesl"'" E ..\., acct. ... 2,500
Blair. \\· .. \ .. and wife,
~o .. , . . . . . . . . .
10
Boat\\Ti'...'ln. Hobt., Ariz., t 75
Bogur. )Jrs. X. B., Io., o..
Bohrt·n. :-;amuel. Cal., t ... 150

00
00
00

00
00
50
00
4 45
5 00

Bodi. :-:;r .. o ... .'..........
Booth. fie Ila, Kan., t. . . . .
Bos"W<>il, .T . .T. and R. A.,
Kan .. t........
10
Bos1n-ll. \\' ..T.. Ill., t ..... 84
Bowman. Tempy, Okla., t.. 20
Bozarth. \\'. T., dep ...... 450
Bradford. :\lrs. L. A., 111., t 1
Bradh•h, Hachael, "-"· Ya., t
3
Brannan, Halph, and wife,
lo .. ,.. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 2
Branrwait. \rm., and wife,
)font .. t ......• , •...•• 25
Brirnin. ~!!try (deceased)
Kan., o............
20
Broadway, Hobt., Sask., t .. 15

t:\.

B!x~h~/~· I~ .... ~~~. ~.i~~·. . 42
Brown )1. IL, and wife,
JIJ.. t ............•.... 25
Brown, )!rs. IL S., Mo., t.110
Brown, I>orothy, Colo., t..
7
Brown. 1'. :;., Cal., o ...... 25
Bun, .\. E., )!ich., t... . . 4

00
13
00
00
25

00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
15
00
25

Ilu1t1m. :\1rs. I-I. A., N. Y.,
tkg .•

0 .••.•••••••••••

5 00

Butts, .f ane, dcp ......... . 10
Unllanl. .\. J. Colo t
5
Burlingame, Iiuth 1~ • 1 ri.i:,t 2
l:alil!•, .Judson, Conn., t ... . 10
c.n!ms. ~aloma, ~Jo., t ... . 2
Ca1rns, Amy, Oreg., t. ... . 2.
t.aln·rt. ~!rs. U. L., Kan., o
(,al~1~han, .Jos., Tex.,
t ... 10
l alilornia, ::\'orthern Disll'il't, C. A. rarkin,
, h~~hop . . . . . . . ........ 700
l a!Jtoraia, Central District,
, .\ .. ,J. Damron, agent ... 27
\alkms, \\'m. It., Oreg., t. . a
l,alkms, )!rs. O.A., Oreg., t. 2
~amphcll,.!Jugh G., 1Mich., c.101
\amp hell, .Jane, Ont., t. . . 20
l,am1ihell, !I. G., dep .... 2,000
l,amph!'ll, IJ. G., Mich., t .. 200
t,amp, .fos. II., III., t..... 3
l.a1111·t•n, .Jennie, Ind., o... 4
l,anwy, Albert, Kan. t. .. 15
l ar1111<'hael, .A. and "Alary
, lo., t ............... .'.. 200
1
,""'-'" Otis A., Ill., t ..... 10
tar;;.r,
w., and wife,
1

1

!J.

c:asti;rn,

r~ffi"u;ii ·c:.; 'iii.;;;:::

18

40
00
00
50
00
00
25
00
00
60
00
00
51
60
00
00
50
00
00

00
08

8&

Cato .. John R. and Carrie
t' ~I .. , Ida., t. ............ 100 00
a1!ar.a. H. C. Evans

(, h1"hop · · · · · : · · .. '. ... 1,500
_e(.~~·~1 Church Kansas .
30
c;hanibe;.,;; ~iai·Jon: .
i
C,hapmun, ,John, Io., t ..• ,, 28
C,haJmun, M. G., Neb., t. '., 29
t,hrw, )f:tggic, Kan., t. . . . 5
C,hcstnut, .T. D., Flu., t... 2
c.hflster, .Joseph, Cal., o... 3
C,hester, Joseph, Cal., L.. 3
Ch~ster, .Joseph, Cal.,
, hhrnry Soc. Is.. . . . . . . . . 1
( lttu·eh buildings ncct ..... 314

coici.;

00

iZ 00~z
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Chrestensen, Alfred A.,
Kan., t ................ 10
Christiansen, Hy., S. D., t. - 10
Christy, Mrs. M. A., Io., c. 7
Christy, .lllrs. M. A.; Io., t. 2
Christy, Mrs. E. A., ·colo., t 17
Chilclren's Home fund .... 5,164
·Christmas offerings .... 5,499
Clark, J. Edmund, and wife,
Mo., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16·
Clark, C. J., Oreg., acct. . 40
Clark, John W., Ky., t.... 6
Cleary, Jennie A. H., 0., o 1
Clark, Lottie, Io., .t. . . . . . .
Clark, C. F., care of Rip.gling Bros., t ........... 152
Clay, William, .:r.fo., o..... 5
Clifford, W. J., Alta., t .... 35
Cline, Albert and Emma,
Mich., c ............... 100
Colorado, Eastern District,
C. E. Everett, agent ... 425
Cobb, Dora, ret. check. . . . 10
Cochran, Scott, Kan., t. . .
Cole, S. L., Kan., t ....... 20
Colley, W. H., Tex., t..... 7
Corey, ~frs. Frank, N. D., t 5
Connelly, Gl).llio C., Wyo., t.100
Connelly, Nora A., Wyo., t.. 20
Colvin, Alonzo B., R. I., o. 3
Condit, S. D., Ida., t. . . . . . 46
Conrad, Elizabeth, ~finn., t.67
Condit, S. D., Ida., o acct. . 23
Cook, -Eric P., Mo., t

28

6 00

2
Cook, Geo., Sask., t. . . . . . 10
Coonce, .Mrs. F. ~[., Ill., t. .
Cooper, Otha, Ky., t... . . .
Collins, G. R.,· and wife,
Mo., t................ 5
Coshaw, .fas. 0., New :.I., t 1
Coshaw, .Jas. 0., N. ~f., o 1
Corbett, Wm;, N. D., t .... 25
Cotton, Bro., Ill., ret. aid. 5
Corliss, .T. E., Man., t. . . . . 50
Covell, Fa~~, N. Y., t ...... '· 7
Council Bluffs Branch,
tkgv. fund . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Couts, F. T., Alta., o ..... . 3
Crabb, J. C., Io., t ...... . 38
Craine, Etta, Cal., tract
fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Craig, C. ='i., ~lo., t ....... 15
Crane, Herbert, lfo. and
Io., t... . ............ 30
Crane, Herbert, :\fo. and
Io., c ................. Hi
Croshaw, Benj., and wife,
Ida., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Crocker, .A. L .. and \'."ife,
Mo., t. .. .. .... _.. .. .. . 50
'-'rum, :\f. A., and wife,
20
cu~~~~~c~ 'E.: '<i~1l:.: : : : : : 20
Cummings, '\Vm. C., Va., t. 2
Cunningham, ~Irs. Kate,
Colo., o .............. .
Cunningham, Herbert, and
wife, Pa., o............ 5
Curtis, Frank, Kan., t. . . . . 1
Cm tis, Iln rrison )!., )lo., t.100
Curtis, BC"rthn, Kan., t. . . fiO
1

~~~~f1 {~1m~:i~~al~:, ~~~~de~: : : . §g

00
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
61
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

a&

Cushman, S. 11'., )le., t .... 11 no
Dnke, Sarah A., acct ...... 35 00
Dalllns, W. !!., 'l\!x., t .... 10 00
Dnle, 0. n., and wife,
Okin., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
DallimorP, Loulia Il., Ida., t 1 00
Dancer, Anna A., Io., s .. 2,000 00
Danil"l,•D. E., Okin., c.-·... 350 00
Davis, .T. W., acct.. .. .. .. 12 · 00
Davis, Alfred E., Kan., t. .. 21 !JO
Dny, Sophia T., Io., t. . . . 8 00
Dempsey, s. Mo., t ...... 35 00
Dempster, A 1Ice M., Ida., t. 35 50
Dehart, :Mary, C,ul., -o..... 3 70
De Grost, J., U., t ....... 10 00
Dehart, Mary, Cal., t .. , . . 2 80
Dennis, Ruth, Ill., t. . . . . . . 1 00
Dennis, Adaline, l\Id;, dep. 15 00
Dennis, Sr.. A. L.,' dep .... 11l 00
Deuel, Caroline, Kan., o... 5 00

~.c~if.~~io!~i:e:-. ~~·: . ~:~~' . .
Dewes. Alic~, Io.,. tract
fund .-.............•.
Dewey, Alice, Io., t ....• ,.
Dcwc;\', Alice, Io., o ...... .
Diefendorf, Maggie, and ·
family, Neb., o_ ........ .
Diehl; .Tennle1 Neb., o .... .
Di§lmer,_ Genie A., U., o._,,
Dll~oh, Ency C., -Jo., t .. -..
Dlcterman, :i\irs. U:fenzo,. t ..
Douglas, J\Irs._ Bertha,- o .. ~
Brown, B. E.,' :Mo., t,' .' .- . ~
Drazey, ~tephen, Ida., o ..•
Dnn4am, A._ B., and :'Yife,
'l'ox., t...... .. ;· .. _,.,,
·nl~~~cee, ·f:1adie, _-N~b., -o ...._

~~~~~gs,~~~-~· s~s. cw;/·~00

00
consin, North Atlantic
l"leet, t ............... . 2 00
Eklof, 'Mrs. Victor, Ill., t .. 20 00
Edwards, ,J. "r., Ark., t ... 11 00
Edwards, W. J., Ark., t. .. 13 00
Edwards, Mrs. Evelyn, B.
c., t.................. 5 00
00
Edwards. R. S., Wis., t... 2 00
00
Ekman, Anrlrew, Ill., o. . . 15 00
Ekman, Andrew, Ill., t.... 6 00
00
- Elmer, ~!rs. E. A., Oreg., t.100 00
.Engstrom, :'.\I rs., Kan., t. . . 1 00
...
Ensign Publishing House
80
acct ................. . 87 44
00
Enge, Axel T., Mo., t .... .
25
0-0
Enge, A. .XC'l
.
T., ~10., c .... .
50
Epperly, ,Tames A., Ill., t .. 6 00
Emslie, Mrs. D. A., Wash.,
00
o, Llanelly Ch. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
00
Erickson, 0. A., J\fo., s. . . 5 00
00
English, F. L., Mo.,(note)t.584 50
50
Evans, Sr. )f. A., Mo., o.. 2 00
Ewing, A . .T., Kan., o..... 1 25
40
Ezzell, L. H., ~lo., t......
10
50
50
Etzenhouscr, Rudolph, and
0-0
wife, )lo., o ........... 300 00
Exp. Bis hop Office . . . . . . . 3 00
00
Farley, ~fary Ann., Neb.,
00
00
tract fund ........... .
50
00
Far 'Vrst Religio, Mo.,
trans fund. . . . . . . . . . . .
2 25
00
00
00
00
00
20
47
70

.... 12 75

Cook, Laura I., Md., t. . . . .
Cook, R. B., ~Io., t. . . . . . .

3

. 5 00
00
10 00
20 00
ij

10

00
30 00
1 00
·5 00
2 08
4 00
2 00
21 50
3 00
1 50

Farrell,

C~11thia

E., l\Ie., t

Farrow, Herbert, and A.
E., ~liss..
I>'erguson, W.
Ferguson, W.
F'errr11. Thos.

1 00

t ........... 17 75
T., Ida., t. .. 110 95

T., Ida., c. .
K., and wife,

5 00

(\
.~fo .. t. .............. ..
Fenell. A. IL )!iss., o .... . 2
Fenell .. \. B., ~liss., t .... . 6
F'Jori<la District, E. ?\. ~IcCall. agent ............ 154
Flinn, llnl<ln. )lo., t. ..... 17
li'lory, Joseph. Cnl., t ..... 17
Flory. I sane 'J't.., Cal., t .... 28
Flctch<'r, ~[rs. )f. L.,

2:~

00
00
35
50
~O

VO

i-: ::. 3 no
~g

Fe~~:~i!1.l.'.l .t E'.: ')[is's::
I
Ferrell, ll. F., )liss., t .... 1 t
Fike. Lydia L ... \riz., t .... 100
I•'lcet. B. D.. lo.. t ...... 25
ll'orbrs. \Y. H ., Ky., t . . . . . r)
Forhrs. T.nra )f., :\lich., t. 4
ForlH•s, 'l'homas. Ky., t. ... ia
Forgeus, Mrs. S. A., Io., t.
1
Foss ..T. C.. ~r o., t ........ 1 Oo
ft'oss, .T. C., )fo., acct.. . . . 30
FrC'dPrickson, )frs. r.,
Colo., o.....
. . . . . . •l
li'rnncis, L.. X<'h., c ... _
1
Fl'nnklin . .T. )!., ~Io., t... 1
Franklin, .Tames, CaL, t ... zu
Frederick, Catherine, ,V,
Va., o .................. 30
FrederiC'k, Catherine, \V.
Vn., t ................ 40
Frick. Clara :\I., Mo., o
11 1

11

Fr~!~ X ~~e~, ~~b:, · ~: : : : : :
Fro~·cl,

5

\Vm., and wife,
B. C., t ............... 25
Fuller, I~liza .T., Io., t....
I1,ullcr, F.liza .T., Io .. e.....
Fuller, IP. M., La.,
Fuller, N . .r., La., t......
Fullerton, Arthur and
Grace, ~Iont., o ....... .
Fyrnndo, A. M., lo., memo
fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Gamet, Ira D., and Lelia,
Io., t ................ .. 10
7
Gnrdner, .T. A., Mo., t. ..
Garner, .Eliza, 111., t ..... . 5
Gault, Jane, Nev., t ....•.. 54
Gault, Jane, Nev., trans.
fund ............... . 5
Geish, Louise, ·Mo., t. ... . 40
German, Lee, Ida., t. .... . 5
Glilusnel', .Tames, and
1\Ia1:y,' Io., o .•••••••.••. 10
Gen'I s. s. Assn ......... 1,m:rn
Gilbert, Sr. II. B., Cul., o. 15
mllllanci Lorena, Ill., t. . . 2
Gladwin,' W. S., and wife,
. Wash., t........ . . . . . . 5
Glenn, Io M., 1'.fo., t...... 1
Glidden, ,Mrs. Volney,
l\Ilch., t... . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Golclsmith, Mrs. John, Ill., t 1
Gooeh, .Wm., Okin., t. .... 10
Goddard, Iva, Neb., c ..... 200
Goodale, 0. I-'., nncl wife,
_
clep . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . foO
GQJlneck, i\frs. A. i\I., Wis.,
t .................... 1
Goss, B. E., Okla., t ...... 5
Gott, r,., rn.,-t .. :. . . . . . . . 1
Grac~lnnd College running
cx'pcnse account ...... 1,2•17
Graham Amanda, Sask., o. 2
Graham: Mrs. W. n., o... 2

t......

<iG
flO
1J0
00

'-.')

~_-, 0

6

00
fill
00

80
00
80
20

gg
00
GO
00
50
50
00
uO
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
85
50
00
25
00
00
00
00

gg

72
00
50

Gray, A. T., and wife,
·llfo., t ................ 175
Graybeal, ·Mrs. E. V.,
l\Iont., o...... . . . . . . . 3
Griffiths, l\Iary, Oreg., t ... 20
Grice, Marv, Ont., s...... 1
Griffith, Llicy r,,, W. Vn., t.301
Gross, John W., and
Rachel, 0., t. . . . . . . . . . . 1
Gunsolley, Sophia Powell,
l\Io., t ................ 10
Gurwell.._shns. A., clep a·cct.150
Haden, w. E., and family,
Mo., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Hager, Susan, Kan., o..... 1
Hain, David, and Amelia
lC., Okla., t .... , ... , ... 176
Hain, P. 1'.I., ancl wife,
Okla., t ............... 12
Hall, David, Io., o Llanelly
. ch .................... 5
Hall, L. A., Kan., t ...... 172
Hampton, W. IL, Ark., t. . . 2
Ham, G. W., Ala., t...... 2
Hamil, Margaret E., Colo.,t 7
Hnmil, ~Iarg11ret E., Colo., o 2
Hammer, C. D., and family,
Iowa, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Hammer, C. D., and wife,
ancl Stella, t ......... . 5
Hammond, E. G., '\Y. Ya.t o 5
Hammond, Nora, Colo., t .. 1
Hansen, P. J., Colo., t. ... 5
Hansen, .Laurine, estate

00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
25
00
'\)2
00
00
40
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

50

account . . . . . ....... 1,000 00

Hannnh, ;\Irs. ;\fary C., Cnl.

t ...................
8 00
Hann~r, Wm. N., Ky., t...
1 60
Harbottle, Alice, Neb., o. . . 8 00
Ifardcr, 11. A., )lo., t ..... 153 30
Ilartnell, \Ym. and Polly,
B. C., t ............... 250 00
Harrington, .T. C., Io., t ... 23 27
Harrington, .T. C. nnd Grace,
Iown, s........ . . . . . . . 1 00
Harris, ;\lary, To., t .. , .... 10 00
Harris, Annie, Kan., t..... 1 00
llnrris, Peter, Mo., t. . . . . 20 00
Harper, Prederick, and wife,
='i. Y., t ............... 11 00
Harper, ;\!rs. D. A., Tex., t 2 00
Harper, ~[rs. D. A., Tex., o
50
IIarp, Edwarcl. Io., t ..... -. 18 00
Hartnell, Thos., 'Mich., t.. 5 00
Hawley, A. 13., and wife,
Mo. 1 t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Tlawkms, Chas ..T., )lo., t.. 2 00
Hayer, I>;Ii, Iowa, t ....... 10 93
IIares, Mrs. A., '!'ex., t.... 5 00
Ha)'S, L. W., Kan., t .. ,... 1 10
Hays, A., and wife, 'l'ex., t 10 00
Ha)·moncl, ;\frs ..T. E., Mo.,t 3 2G
He11vener, Melvina, Ill., t. . 50 00
Uead, i\f. II., Kan., t. . . . . . 2 50
Henderson, A. F., Man., t .. 147 50
llendriekson, Alfred, Idn., s 10 00
Hendrickson, ll. IJ., Ida., t !) 23
Hendrickson, B. I1., Ida., c 8 05
Herald building fund . . . . .
uO
Jlcrnhl Puh. House ncct .. 2,25!l 08
Herrick, L. ~I., Yn., t. . . . 1 :l 25
HinU, l\far.r N., bequest. .. 75 80
Hildreth, 0. II., Io., t. . . . 5 00
Hicks, 'l'heodore A., Neb., s 25 00
Hinton, Edith, Cal., t. . . .
2u
Hinton, Glnd;\'S, Cal., t....
2!3
Hilliard, G. II., clcp ..... 2,409 45
Hilliard, G. II., Counselor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,113 00
!Illliard, Cl. II., c ......... 100 00
Hiil; John, ncct. . . . .. . . . . u 00
Hilton, .T. F., l\llnn., t. ... JO 00
Hills, Sarah A., i\fo., t .... 45 30
Hinds, Peter M., lo., t.. . . . l 00
Hixson, B. It., Okla., t. ... 10 00
Hodgins, ,John, Mich., t. .. 70 00
Hodges, W. A., and wife, o
work among Incllnns ... . 20 00
Holm, Annn, N. D., t .... . 10 00
00
ffg!J~~:'":fu~izfi;e~f;; ~~.b·t.~·: 25
20 00
Holsworth, .r. A., nnd wife,
Mo., t. ............ , .. 10 00
Holmes, Zeta, NC'b., t ... ,. UO 00
Ilollldny, Alice, Io., bcqu. 200 00
Hovenga, J,t1ppe, bequest .. 000 00
Huff, Mrs..Tohn, Knn., t. . J 1 00
Hughes, l\Irs. l\I. A., Io., t.. 6 40
Hughes, :Mr~. l\-f. A., Io., o..
30
Hudson, Mrs . .T. JD., Okin., t 5 00
Hughes, Mrs. S. JD., Okin., t 2 00
Hunt; .T. W., Colo., t ...... 10 00
IIutchlM, C. N., Neb., t. , . 2ii0 00
llnll, G. W.; Neb., t...... . 8-00
Huston, Henry, and wife,
Ont., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Iludson, Icln M., Okla., t.. 5 00
Idaho District, Ellns Richards, agent . . . . . ... : . UU 7D
Illinois, Central District;
Luther Simpson, _ngent .. 100 00
Illinois, Southern District,
F. 11!. D.11vls, agent ..... lGl 18
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4
Incorporated Town of Lamoni, lowa, balance on
contract . . . . . . . . . . 3,000 000
Independence Branch, tract
fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 70
Independence Sash, Door, &

Lumller Co., dividend. . . 80
Indepcntlence Sash, Door, &
LmnL>ei· Co., stock ..... 720
Independence Sbale Brick
Plant . . . . . . . . . ..... 234
Insurance . . . . . . . .
7
Inde:>en<lence Planing Mill
& ·Supply Co .......... 800
Iowa, li'rcmont District,
Lorena Leeka, agent .. 1,500
10

';~~~t?rg~aJ_dsI-J~~·f.vip1:it146

00
00

96
97
00
00
25

Iowa, Little Sioux District,
A. ;\I. Fyrando, agent 3,000 00

~X~·a~·~~~1~nbi~l;~~e,_ ~:~: .504

50

Ing~.~~·/:_"~·. l'.a~~~~·. ~g~ ..1.'~8~
.Jackson, T. B.,· and wife,

~~

10

Iowa,

Pottawattamie Dis-.

Idabo, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
.Tacollson, ,\ndrcw, :\Io., t .. 50 00
.Jamison. E. ,V., :\Io., t.... 2 50
.Jnques, Wm., Ont., t...... 2 00
.Jelley, Malissa, Ill., t.. . . 1 00
.Jenkinson, .Tay, -acct. ..... 2;; 00

.Jeppeson, ..\manda, S. D., t 20 fiO
Johe, Clarinda B., Ind., t..
35
.Tohmrnn, .\ug-ust, t.... . . 10 00

.Johnson, Andrew, Io.,
~canclina rian )lission
;) 00
.fohnson, 3Iinerrn, Nell., t 3 40
.T olurnon, Lydia, lo., t. . . . 1 00
.Johnson. B. P .. Ark., t ... 20 00
.Tones, .T. n., XPb., t. . . . . . 5 00
.Tnn<'s, F' . .-\., )lont .. t .... 75 00
.Jones. David G. and ':\Iary
''"· 310., t. ........... . 10 00
.Tones, Harah P., Io., t ... . 2 75
.T on·cs, Cosir, Io., t ...... . 2 50
.Tonf's, D. TI .. Xcv., o .•... 20 00
.Tones, )!rs. Seth, Ill., t. .. . fj 00
.Tonrs, .\seneth. Ill., t .... . 7 00
.Tones. heginald. 111., t. .. 10 00
.Torgnnson. Sr. Chris, Cal., t 10 00
Knlstrnp, Christian, )lo ..
{'nit.eel Order of Enoch .. r.o 00
Kalstrup. Christian, and
wife. )lo .. o Independence
Temple . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
KnnstnN', Frank, and wife,
Io., t. . . . . . . . . . . ..... 50 00
Ka11sns. Xorthweste1n I>istl"let, .T • •-\. Teeters, agt.~00 00
Knn~ns. !\"orthenstern District . .John Cairns, agent 230 00
KPlIPI". " 1 111., Sask., o. . . . . 2 00
Krcgan, )lrs. Ii~ ..J.. ~ev., t 8 00
KPisnPr. Lehman, )fo.,
translation n. & c. into
I>nnhdt language . . . . . . . f) 00
Keith ..Janet, :\lich., Temple
Lot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r>o
KPith . .Tnnet. ~lleh., cem. .
50
KellPy, '"· B., i\Io., t. .... 1;} 00
K('ek. '\Vm .. III., t ........ 2:5 00
KPl!er, I~. L .. jr., acct. ... 3:1fl 50
KPllC'y, )fargaret, Kan., t .. 10 00
KPlle>·, l~. L., e. . . . . . . . . . G :JO
Kelley, .Tames 31., Io., t.. r.o 00
Kelley, .T. S., dep. . . . . . . . 15 00
J(Plley, James E. an<l ·.:\udiP,
Iowa, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 00
Kelley, .T. S., Mo., t. . . . . . ii 00
Kenned>•, .John ?\I., \V. Ya.,t ii 00
Krnnetl>· . .J. A., and wifP,
~Io., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~o oo
KPnnPcJy. D . .J., and wife.
Mo., t
........ 1fi 00
Kemw<ly, ~mmn B .. acct .. G2 :w
Kf'nntcut, A. B., and wif(',
Neb., o . . . . . . . . • ••.. 25 00
Kennicnt, .Amy A., Neb., t..
64
Kerr, ;\Irs . .T. E., Kan., t.. 1 00
Klar, A. B .. 0., t. ....... 10 00
Klemm, R., Okla .. s....... 5 00
Kl1111. Grace I~ .• Neh., Scan.
mission ....... .
2 r.o
Kipp, Grace E., Nrb., trans.
fund
. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
KhmP. Alex., nermany, t .. !) 52
Kirtland 'l'r.mplr. rolJPf'tion 40 00
Kllboum. Rarnh C .. )!lch.,t " 00
Kilmer, i\[rs ..T., Mich., o .. 1 00
K!lllorn, .\lice. Wash., t .. 3 00
KimH')'. lnPz, Io., o ..... ,
3 50
Kier, Da vicl, and wife,
Neb., o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r. 00
Kilmer. ·)llllie .T.. :\'eh., t.. r, 00
Klrtlanrl Hole!, return ck .. 15 00
Knanp, )!rs. M. C., Neb., t. 2:. 00
Knlchrwsk:v. Louis, Onrt., t 2 00
Knisley, Alvin, ~Io., t .... . 6 00
Knight, Alma L., Io., t ... . 5 00
Krahl, D ..T. nncl Grace Ii.,
acct. . . . : . . . . . . . . •. ·. 389 01
Krnhl, D. ,J. ·nnd Grace Ii.,
~Io., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00

Krisrier, :.\Ii·s. Floyd, and

La;;;g'.il)oh~.is1.r~~.". · i:: : : : : ~
Lambert, D. J., 0., t...... 2

Lambkin, B. S., ret. exp. .
Lambert, J. R., ret_. 19an .. 100
Lamkin, C. H., Colo., t.... 5
Lane, I. M., and wife, Io., o 10
Land, Lottie, Sask., t._.... 5
Land, Harland P., Sask., t 1
Lanning, .Joel, ·K·an., t .... 10
Larson, G. P., Neb. 1 Scan.
mission . . . . . . ... . . . . . 10
Lawrence, Mesa, Wis .. t... 1
Leask, ?liagness, -Ont., Independence temple . . . . . . ·2
Leeka Bros., Okla., t .... 1,000
Leeper, Helen, Io., t. . . . . . 3
Ledingbam, .John, U., t ... 10
Ledingham, John S., l\Io., t 10
Lehman, David L., llfo., t .. 65
Lehman, J. ~I.. Io., t ...... 10
Lenten, .\nna. acct ... ·- .. 24
Lepsky, Sr., Germany, o .. ;
Leland, Andrew and Martha.
Wyo., t. . . . . . . . . ..... 100
Lewis, .T. II., Okla., :t. . . . . 1
Lewis, C. G., l\Io., - c..'O••••• 344
L'Ilomme<lieu, Frank, and
wife, Io., t . . . . .· ......-;100
Liebner, Byo., Germany, o..
Lill~·, IT. E., Kan., t .. , .. , 10
Live stoci{ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Limnus, Frank, acct. . . . . . 5
Lindsey, G. W., ~- D., c .. 10
Lindsey, G. W., N. D.~ o .. 25
Lindser. Margaret, l\Iich., t 5
Lippa, Bro. and Sr., Ger., o
Little Rioux reunion, Io., o 10
Lofty, F., Mo., t .......... 25
Long, S. :'>L, Ala., t ....... 100
Long, S. 111. and Lucy V.,
Ala., t. . . . . . . . . . , .. 1,400
Longsdorf, B. 0., and wife,
Oreg., t...... . ...... . 60
Loveland, Sr. N. B .• Wis., t 10
Lffle, :\frs. .John, Kan., t .. 5
Lornr, E. E .. Io., c ........ .
'1cCall um, Celia. S. D., c .. ~
)fcCulley, .Tobn D., Oreg., t
3!cClain, Ella, Okla., t. ... 32
31cClain, ~line.tta. N. Y., t 5
~lcCulle)'. Nellie I., Oreg., t
9
:\fcDonalrl, Lester F., Ill., t 164
31eDonalrl, ~fnhel, Cal., t .. 20
~fcDonald. Edna. Cal., t. .
1
:\fcnnire, B. R., N. Y., tract
fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
)fcKPan. Channjs, Nellie,
and Annie. Ont., t ...... · 2
:.\I~Kif'rnan, .Taml's, Io., t.. 22
)fel'lain, Oral !•' .. t. . . . . . . 7
)fcLain. 8. K. Kan .. t. ... 20
~leLean. Isabel A., N. Y., t 23
:\f<'Lrod, George T., Alta., o 3
)fc::\'amarn. C. D., Colo.,t .. 15
'1eYa)· ..T. W., !llo., t ...... 10
)fa<li"on. Lena. Io .. t. .... 18
~fninP. 1'1 Pstern District,
II. R. Eaton, agent ..... 660
)fahw. EnstPrn District, R.
Bnllard. hishon ...... 1,48:1
)fri inP. EnstPJ'n District. S.
_
Ji'. Cushman, a~cnt .... .478
)falonPy, :\Irs. B. F., Io., t 30
).fa l nch. TI ro., Germany, o ..
3lark. )fary A., Mo., t ... . 10
)fartin, E11a 8., acct ..... . 16
Vartin. W. F .. -.-\rk., t ... . 2:1
"'.\rnson. )frs. 0. B .. 0., o .. 21>
:\rn~h ..T. Ji\ and N . .J.,
).fo .. t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
)Ia~snrhnsetts District, ~I.
C. Fisher. hlshon .... 1.~11
'1attatall, A. D .. l\Ie., t ... 10
)fatthison. W. D., o ...... 100
)<althows. )!l's. S. N., acet. 10
)fo tthP\\'S, .T. E. and A ..
).fo .. t....
40

~:~~~~;f,:i!~. '/i~et1iJ~··1~:. · t ~g
"'.\fl>1·f'h~nals"

. . . . . . . . . • . G7

)fotralf, .T. W., Kr., t.....
~fir•Mf!f!n.

'\\'pst~rn,

gg
00

97
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
30
00
00
00
00
00
24
00
00
52
00

47

00

00
00
00
.00
00
47
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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00
00
22
70
00
00
40
00
44
00
00
31\
7fi
00
00
00
00
88

71
00
!l5

00
00
00
00
~:J

40

00
00
00
fl~

ggO!l

1 00

.T. .T.

Cornish. agent ....... 1,400 00
~Jill man, Rosolla. )finn .. t..
7 00
:\llllman, Isabell G., Minn.,

t.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'JHlroJ', Trl11 ••-\rk .. t ..... , ..

o no

2:1 00
r.o
00

MlllN·, Ehcn, acct.. . . . .. 802
)filler, Rusnn, Ill .. t.. . . . . 2
)fills. Ji'. W., and wife,
Okla., t. .....•.•.•.... 8
Mink, .Tohn Marl<. l\Io., t. . l
'ftnP1\

.~liner,

o

P.ro. nncl Hr., Io .. o

Emma, and son, Io ..

:i

.. .... .... ...... 1
Inc1C'nenclcmcc
Stake., R. ~la.·v. bishop ... 277
:.\Ilssonrl. Far '\\'C'st District,
C. P. Fanl, agPnt ...... 7!1
Mitchell, Eli?.abeth. Ind., t
1\IoffPtt, Ti. W., and wife,
Iowa, t.... . ......... 40

?tll~souri,

7ii
fiO
00
nO

50
00
1O
00

-Moody, Mrs. R. C., Wis. 1 o 5 00
Post, ·Rexford V. 1 Tex t
4
Montgomery, Belle, Ark., t 4 00
Powell, _Florence, Io S · ·
OO
)fontgomery, Lavinici H.,
Powell, Vina; Mo., f:' · · · ·
Nell., t .... .. : .. .. _..... 10 40
Powell, _.i_\frs. Wm. :MO · ·t' · 5
00
l\Ioore, D. A.,·. Mont., t .... 27 50 __ Pow~Il, Fr~nk, ¥~., t.":. ::
20 00
Moore, F. '\V., -~Io., t.- .. _.-~. 3.-.00
Powell, -Jane,- _Mo.~ t......
Moore, L., S. D., t ... , .... 50 00 .Po~ers, Joel H., Mex., t... :i5 00
;\forris, Polly I-I., o.-, t. . . . 1 O_O
Price, D. -B., j\lont. o
10 00
oo
~Iorrisop, Grace, :Mich., t.. 10 00
~rice, John_ U., ilIO.,
3 15
.)Iorrison, Sarah,- Ont., t.. 3 50
Propst, Mrs. 0. W., Oreg o 2 50
Moore's, Sister, Book of
P~opst, 1tirs. 0. W., Oreg.,t 2 15
)formon class, trans. f .. 2 10
Propst, .0. ~V., Oreg., o
~ 50
Moxon, J. ,V., 0., .t ...... . 3 00
Pratt, James, Wis., t · · · · 1 oo
)for\viclc, George, i.\Io., t .. . 25 00
Radmall, H. J., l\Io.,
20 oo
:\Ion tan a District, Thomas
Ransom, Emma, Tex., o ... 10 oo
Reese, agent . . . . . .... 166 00
Rans<?m, -Sammie, jr., Tex.,t
60
)!organ, A., ::.\Io., t........ 4 12 _Rannie, E., Mo., acct..... 5 oo
;11ullen, W. B., Mo., t. ..... 42 25
Ratcliff, A. L., and wife
~Iullen, Ethan I., Io., t. . . .
1 00
Ka!'·• t . . . . . . . . . . . .' .. 100 00
:'\Iullen, Ira, Io., o. . . . . . . 5 00
Rawlms, C. H., Neb., t .... 50 oo
Nebraska, \Vestern and Black
Real estate contract, Io. . . 37 ;JO
Hills District, R. S. MenReal estate contract, l\Io. . . 82 80
gel, agent.. . . . . ......-. 50 00
Real estate contract, Io. . . 75 oo
Nebraska, Southern Di_strict,
-Real estate contract, Mo . .. 10 oo
C. H. Porter, agent
.. 388 00
Real estate contract, .Mo . .. 648 oo
Xebraska, Central District,
Real estate contract, Mo. . . 20 oo
Levi Gamet, agent .... 300 00
Real estate contract, Io ... 120 oo
Xelson,, Wm., Pa., t ...... 25 00
Real estate expense, ret .... 17 40
Xelson, Wm., Pa., o ...... 10 00
Real estate, ~Lamoni, Io ... 800 00
Xelson, John E., Minn., o.. 2 _00
H.eal estate, Independence,
Nelsori, .John E., ·Minn., ~-. 20 00
l\Io.... . ... ' . . . . . .1,900 ~5
:Kelson, Wm. T. and Martha
Real estate, Cheltenham,
A., Mo., c ........ , .... 10 ()()
·l\Io. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,350 00
Nelson, Mary F., Mo., t ... 10 00
Real es:tate, Knobnm~ter,
Xelson, Alma, Mo., s ...... 50 00
}lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Xelson, Alma, Mo., c ...... 30 00
Real .estate, Laclede Co.,
Xelson, F. F., Cal., o ..... 10 00
;\Io.... . . . . . . . . . ... soo on
Xesbitt, Mrs. G. W., acct. . 10 00
Real estate, Independence,
'X evada District, D. R .
-l\Io. . . . . . . . ._. . . . .1,18S so
.Jones, agent ....
46 00
Real estate, Lamoni, lo .. l,000 00
Xewberry, Philo U. and
Real estate, Lamoni, Iowa 3fi0 00
Amarilla A., Wasb., t .. 10 00
Real estate, Lamoni, Iowa 20 0(1
Xewton, 0. W., :\fieh. and
RP.al estate, Lincoln Co.,
Utab, t. . . . . . . . • . . . . . 25 00
Neb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 oo
Xewton, :\Irs. C. J., Cal., t 21 00
TI~al estate, Fairbury, Neb.:1-Hl ::-iO
Xewton, ~!rs ..Jane, Mich., t 20 00
Real estate, San Diego, CaJ.400 00
Xew York and Philadelphia
Real estate, Deloit, Io ..... 700 on
District, .T obn ZimerReal estate, Sedalia, Mo .. 3,300 On
mann, bishop . . . . . . . 2,539 17
Real estate, :Monona Co., Io.7rl0 00
Xicoll, )Irs. J. E;, Tex., t.. 1 00
Heal estate, Lyons, Wis.16,711 6'-.
Xicholls, .John L., ).fo., _o
Ileal estate, Andrew Co.,
Llanelly church· . . . . . . 10 00
Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 Oil
Xickelson, :'\Iautle L., Kan.,t 5 00
Real estate, ~Io ........ 29,665 nn
:\olan, C. .\., ~Io., t ...... . 1 00
Real estate, Independence,
'.'\orris. ,Y. n., and wife,
)Io . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 0()
,\rk., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Real estate, Pettis Co.,
:\orth Dakota District, J.
Mo..... . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 00
E. Wlldermutb. agent .. 375 00. Real estate. Iiamoni, Io ... 400 oo
Xo,·a Scotia District, :\Irs.
neams. I. c. and I, ..T., Io.,t 40 no
L . .T ohn"on, agent ...... 73 13
Redfielcl, Chas. H., Kan., t 2~0 no
'.'\owak, Bro. and Sr., GerReed, .John J., and wife,
many, o . . . . . . . .
47
1 ;;o
Ill., t ....
Xunamaker, ,V. II., jr.,
Reese, D. T .. !\fo., t-...... . 20 Oil
Okla., t.... . . . . . . . . . 8 40
Recd, .T. S., N. ;\f.. t ..... . 1;) on
()pJuing, Hobert, Wyo., t ... 17 75
\);'i
Reher, Anna, Germany, t..
Oklahoma, Eastern District,
Reimann, Bro. and Sr.,
Ellis Short. bisbop .... GOO 00
Ogarcl, ~Irs. Il. :\I., Neb., o 5 00
Ile~rr~~~y'. ~.. .' _' .' . .' '. .'.'.'i°,2G~ ~g
Ogard, P. A., Neb., o. . . . . 3 50
Hcneau, Hllic ~I.. Neh .. t .. ~O 00
Olive oil . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3 00
Heeser, Evert and -;.\far~·.
Oliver. Hose. dep
40 00.
Okla., t. . . . . . . . . ..... fiOO 00
Oliver. E. Y., Io., t...... 2 00
never, rr ..E., Isle of Pines,t 33 011
OlivPI', .John F., Colo., t..
50
Ilic hards, Ji'. E., ~Io., t. . . .
2 ~.·
Oli·!er, C. I,., Ky., t. . . . . .
00
Richards, E. T., Ida., t. . . 4 1
Ontario. Chatham District,
Ric"\do1ls. Arthur, acct. . . . 18 oo
.T. II. Trrrell, agent .... 200 00
Riggs. I. D .. ~Io., t. . . . . . . rn oo
Ontario, London District,
Rof~d~.st~·..?\.Ir;'..":,·. ~I.:.
~ rin
IL C. Evans, bisbop .. 4,000 00
Otto, .T. F. and Augusta,
Roi!ers, .Tohn Il., 0., t..... fi 00
Io., o....
. .800 00 Robinson, Sadie, ~Io., t. . . . 7 Oo
Osler, Wm., ,\Jta, t. ...... 10 00
Rollinson, W. P., -acct ..... 20Q 00
OwPn. Hoht. and .-\nnn,
Rodger, .T. B., Ill., t. . . . . . 3o 00
lrlaho. c. . . . . .
. .. 5 00
Hodger; Zadie M., Ill., t .. 2~ on
Ow('n, Roht. and Anna,
Idaho, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 1i0
61.rY.:.~~\'.. ai~;;.,\::::
g~
Page, "'· .A..., and wife,
nOhrer, H., Ca.1., t ....... 10 fiO
)lo., t.... . . . . . ..... 100 00
Roseberry. Sr. Fl., Cal., t. . ~ g~
Parker, R ..T., Mo., t. ..... 70 00
Uosson, Wm., Mo., t ...... _ ~
Parker, Edwin B. and Etta,
Rotb, W. C., ;\Io., t ....... nO:i
Okla., t. . . . . . . . . ..... 1!l7 81>
Roth.
Anna S., Pa .. o. t"..
:IO
.1 arker, Edwin B. and Etta,
Uunkle, Elizabeth. Io., ...
Okla., e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,lO 00
Runn. Rohert and Paulina,
Patrick, 1'-Irs, . . Ellen, )lo., t ~ 00
i\fiss., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . G 00
Patterson,- Cella. Alta., o. .
25
1
Pearce. Sr. )I. C., :\Iass., t
l
(It. E.) . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,200 00
Sacry, 'Vm. '1'. and i\laggie, r::
Peters, C ..T., Io., t ........ :n 00
~font., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,o 00
Pell, II ..J., Nell .. t. ....... :io oo
Aalnts' Home . . . . . . .... 8,756 ~~
Perry, .T. P .. 3Io., t. ..... 13~ 00
Saints'. Home dam . . . . . . V
Peterson, Frank, Ill.. Scan.
fla.lyards,
n. S., jr., acct .. ~ ~ ~2
~lisslon . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i'i 00
8anltarlum . . . . ·. . . . · · 2, I _
Perigo, Wm., Ont., t. . . . . . l 00
8andage, Emanuel, ].fo., t. '2 0 0
Penrud, f'lo)'rl. Oreg., t. . . . !\ 00
Phelps, I~mma, Mo., t. . . . .
r; 00
PhHJhs, Ceo. D .. Ark., t. . G 25
Sannders, 1\frs. S. C., ,V.
on
Pleasant. nobt.. u ., t. . . . . 2 00
Plain. Christopher. ~Io., c !JOO 00
Ha~~~e.t.1-iin'ma;..~
w:.~iiCh)·
2:1 00
Pickering. W.R., 3Io., t .. l,000 00
Ravage, Hinman W.,l\Ilch.,c 80 00
Picklrs, Elizaheth, Cal., t .. 500 00
Plumb, 31rs. P. •.r .• Mo., t.. 4 00
:-1~~1:~~ -~·: -~r_1~1~._, 2 :i 0 00
Poole, ~Iary :11., Io., t. ... 80 00
Savage, Allee, WaRh., t. .. 10 40·
Porteous, A., Sask .. t. . . . . . 2;; 00
SawJ•er, Harriett l\I., Io.,__ 9 OOO on
Post, .J. H., and wife, Tex.,t 14 55
Post, J. I_I., and wife, Tex.,o 1 00
Sc~~%~~~tch0.~.'
i:(y.: 't'."'.'
:?:i
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Scholield, .las. s., N. Y., t.. 10 00
1 00
Schuyler, _pose, .. Mont, o t• 9
00
~chmitt. catbau_ne, Ky.,.
8.l'heidecker, Delia, Ill., t .. 10 00

8cinnirtz, Alice C., Ill., t: ·
Scudder. I. B. and Jenme
E :\eb., t .... · · · · · · ·
f{cbi;·a;lel. .Julia, N. D., t..
Scott, ~olurnbus, Io., o
elder~ acct ... · · · · · · ·
Seavey. D. i' ... ~Ie., t ..... .
Srdoris, Ilarnctt C., Mo., t
Self. n. 0., }Io., t. ...... .
Sererin, Hilmer T., Mo., t. ·
Shan:or, Helen, Oreg., t. · · ·
~ha \'el'. )!l's. L .. acct ..... .
Shambaugh, B. F., Io.,
memorial fund . . .. . . . . .
Sh?de. Chas., and wife,

25 00
25 00

2 00
20
86 oo·
60
30 80
24 00
22 00
39 30
1 00

10 00
Sh~~ ,\"·1ii;.i;: )I~..:lOQ 00
Shaw, Eliza, )Jo._, acct.... D 00
Shaw, E!Iw_.r, \Vis., t.....
~ 50
Shell, A ..T., Ala .. t ....... 31 95
Sheldon. T ..T., ~Io., t. . . . . '! 26
Slw1v1g:t· . ..\Iary L. F., Cal.,t112 00
Shepnwn, H .. Io., t .. :.... D 00
SbowN· . .T. D., and wife,
}lo.. t . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 10 00

t:.::.:

1

sH~d'ai~'~k;_ _n~1.a -~~~u_e: ...

Sills. Lake and Hattie,

Idaho. c. . . . . . . . . . . .
Shumate. F. B., and wife,

25

50

5 001

Coln .. t.... . . .. . .. .. . 5
Short, Ell is. )Io., t. ...... 500
Shupe, Winfield and Ida
}lay, T•'nn .. t. . . . . ... 20
Simmons. \\". ""· ~Io., t ... 10
Slorer, F. )!., Ala., o. . . . . . 20
Sloan ..Jamrs )I., Cal. 1 c.. 2
Smit I!, .\lYin, ).lo., t ...... 17
Smith, C. E., )lo .• o...... 5
Smith, .\nna E., Cal., t.... 6
Smith, .John, :-.:cv., o...... 4
Smith, .r.,1111 G., III., t .... 15
Smith..lnhn, Xev., t. ...... 50
Smith, .J11:>Pph B., U., t.... 5
Smith . .John, Nev., o
Llarwlly church . . . . . . . 5
Smith, .r 0-;sic B., Cal., t ... 345
Smith ..14·:-::-:ie B., Cal.,
trans fund . . . . . . . . . . •
Smith, Frcclerick A., and
wife, lo., t . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Smith. PrPs ..J mmph, J\Io., t 2
Smith. lleman C., acct .... 51
Smith, llonry C., acct., ... 20
Smith, .\. 11., f ret....... 5
Smith, l'alr. A. H., Io., t .. 150
Smith, I tarry, and wife,
)Jo .. t.... . . . . . . . .. . .
5
S~1ith, .Tessie B., acct ... 2,000
S1stel', .\. )fich., t. . . . . . . . 5
Smith, l!eman C., Adm. M.
\Yoods 1~:.;tate for P. An' derson, European mis ... 100
Smith, F. C., Mo., acct. . . 75
Smith, Isaac .'IL, o acct ... 40
Smohwy, Bro. and Sr.
, Hohel't, Ge-rmany, o..... 1
~molnr>y, .Tohn, Germany, t 3
Sm?iiwy, Bro. and Sr., sr.,
, (,e1·man:r, o . . . . . . . . . . .
~mith, )fark N., 'Vash., t .. 30
Snead. :\lay dep
!l7
~nea<l. )la~< N. Y:'
2
~now. IL .J., Mas~., o .....

50
00
00
00
00
00
87
00
80

75
50
00
00
00
00
50
50
25
45
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
00

19
54

!l5
00
50
50
50
~n~thPn, ~frs. C. C., Io., t
50
8m1th, .r. \V i\Iinn t
30 00
Soulh !Jakoi..~ D!st;·ict' "ill'
, Hannie, agent .... '. .. :500 00
~t.. wart, Alice R., Kan., t.. 1 50
~tewart, Opal, Kan., t .. ,. 1 00
8p;> ~~~~~~ f.istrict, Wash.,
6 30
Slan<lrfer, LeR~y
ieiia
.Irk .. t. ·.
' 40 00
~trwart, ~lo,:o~i: 'ica;,:'
50
X;i;:nce1-, 'lrs. H. B., Okla.,
25 00
~1rn1.-1f,(.k, -6."
·ai~.,·
1 45
~JlrnguP., .Tennie Nev t
24 00
~tephenson, P. L., Neb:
5 00
~J>lll'gron, M. II., Kan.: t.. 3 00
8t]{lr>(- 1 If~nry, and wife,
s1arie.-·he;1·ri:
500 oo
. II. C.•. c .. '. . . . . . . . .'.2,000 00
~l~M.~'··
E. c.. i\Io., o.. . 2 oo
Str>rf('· H~~i1na, :\lo., c .. ,., .100 00
Sioll 'r . na, Mo., t ...... 80 00
St°'···.1 •,1¥111a, Kan., t ....... 10 50
\Y;
J., and wife,
Si .,1s11., c.... .. . . . • .. 200 00
''fl H'rnmn, Anna, Colo., t. 4 00
•. teamship agertcy
60 00
Stewart L o M · · t · · · ' 7
~l1•wnrt'. sieuii I~f:i f: ·' • •
05
StPwart, ·Matt ' Ind., t. . . . 13 00
Stcwartsillc re'union"' ]t-I~· · 0 4
Strong, i\~abel f)., 1\Iich., "t ... 1
Street, Anna Mo t
4 35
Stockton cln;rch ·~al~' : : : : 400
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55
White, John S., Okla., t.. 5
"\Vhite, Susan ::u., :\Io., t... .2
65 20
White, Sarah, )lo., t. . . . . . 1
St~~~~-·L1ZZie. F.; .i\nCh:,. t 1 00 "rhitmeyer, F. A. and C. II.,
~Io., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400
Stroud, John, Neb., t ...... 67 10
Whitney, )faud Preston,
Stroud, John, ·Neb., s; .... 277 90
Ill., t.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Stnrges, Clare E~ ·and Eva,
,..
Whitney, ~laud Preston,
Ariz., t.... . . . . . . . . . . 7 3 v
Ill., 0 . . . ' . . . • . . •. ' . • 5
Stubbart, >\fay A., Io., t. . . 10 00
"\\,biting,
Frank, and wife,
Stubl,Jart, Jas. M. and
N. D., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
M. A., Io., s. .. . . .. . .. 1 00
Wilder, Isabell and C. M.,
Stoker, Geneviev·e, Mo., t..
30
Io., t. . .. . . . . . . . .... 100
Stoker, Mary, Mo., t. . . .
30
Wjllhan, W. L., K~·., t....
Stoker, Harry; Mo., t .....
30
"r1llard, E. E., S. D., o
25 55
Stoker, I. W., Mo., t. . . . . . l"
public library . . . . . .. 5
Stone, Frank, S. D.,. t.... v 00
Willis, Robt. L., Ky., t. ... 1
Sumner, Lizzie, Neb., o. . . . 1 ~oo
Williamson, Myrtle, Ala., t 6
Suit, Roy, Wash., t. . . . • . . 6 25
W-illiams, Clinton Mont., t 10
Supply Store acct. ....... 500 00
II. )f.. 'Ark., t .. 10
Suspense acct. . . . . . . . . . 7 00 · · Williams.
7
" - illiams, Iris, Mo., t .....
75
Sutton, J". R. and Libbie,
Williams, Jos. T., 1!0. 1 t .. 5
Kan., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 00
1
"
illiams, )L B ., l\Io., acct .. 31
Swenson, Swen, Mo., t. . . . 54 60
Swenson 1 Swen, l\Io., s .... 50 00, Williams, Lyda, Io., t .... . 3
Willis, Elbert E., )Io., t .. . 10
Swenson, C. A., ret. f .....--30 00
Willis, Jennie G., .:.\Io., t. _ 10
Sykes, Mrs. Geo. L., Oreg., f 1 50
Wilkinson, ).f. J., Io., o .. . 1
Tainter, ;)frs. El. S., Me., t.. 40 00
Wilkinson, .Tames, Io., o .. . 1
Talcott, Belle. S. D., trans.f · 1 00
Wilkinson, Xoble, and wife,
Tamplin,.G. F., W. Va., t.. 2 00
N. Y., t.... . . . . . .... 50
Tappan, Lizzie V., Ind., t.. 15 00
Wiltfong..T. D., acct. . . . . . 5
Taylor, Mrs. A. J., Kan., t 1. 00
Wilson, ~rs. E. C., Okla., t 10
Tuxes .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 28
Wisconsin farm acct. . . .. 175
Temple, W. C., Io., o. . . . . . 1 00
Wise, ~rs. H. R., Cal., t .. 14
Thring, Wesley,. Ont., o.... 2 00
Withee, E1'a C., Mo., c .... 23
Thorp, Nancy, Kan., t.... 1 00
Woodhead, :\Iyra, U .. t.... 1
ThOrp, Nancy, Kan. 1 o.... 1 00
Woodhead, ~Irs. C. A., U., t 5
'l'horp, l\Irs. l\Iartha, Alta.,t 1 50
Wray Saints, Colo., trans.
Thorp, ·Mrs. Martha Alta.,o
25
B of )I.... . . . . . . . . . .
Tharp, Mrs. N. J., Neb., t .. 20 00
Wrigbt, )Jarv L., Neb., t. . 11
Thompson, Mrs. Ruby. Io.,o 18 50
·Wright, )Iarj· C., )lo., t ... 200
Thompson,: 1Iartha El.",
Wnnsch, Elijah, ~Io., t. . . . 10
Oreg;, t.... . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Yates, E. E., and wife,
Thornton, Chas., :\Io., acct. 7 00
Okla .. t. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Thomas, Mrs. J. D., Mont.,Zion's R.·L. S . . . . . . . . . . 1,001
o Llanelly chnrch . . . . . 10 00
Thomas, 0. B., and wife,
Total . . . . . .. $398,483
Iowa, t.... . . . . . ..... 12 00
Expenditures.
Thomas, J. B. and M. L.,
Kan. t .............. 90 04
Aid, Home occupants .. $8,580
1
'l homas, J. B. and M. L.,
Allen, Carrie, a ........... 10
Kan., s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 96
Allen, Arthur, f. ......... 88
Thomas, D. w~, Io., t .... . 4 00
Allen, Arthur, c... . . ... ; 20
Thomas, Julia A., l\Ie., t .. . 17 00
Allen, Blanche, steno ...... 364
Titus, Harriet G., 0., t ... . 3 00
Allison, A., loan . . . . . . . . . 5
Tibbells, D. G., for mother,
Allison, A., u. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Neb., t .. : . . . . . . . . . . . 55 00
Amos, Anna, loan . . . . . . . 12
'l'oronto church acct. . . . 3,000 00
Anable, Mrs. A. B., acct. .. 30
Tooze, :Mrs. I.. A., 01jeg., t 1 75
Anderson, A. C., e. . . . . . . . 20
'.Tbtty, Elizabeth, l\Io., t. . 6 oo· Anderson, Peter, f. . . . . . . . 70
Trachsel, Jacob, Kun., t. .1,100 00
Anderson, Peter, ex f. . . . . 30
'!.'rotter, M. A., Cal., t. . . . 29 70
Anderson, Peter, e . . . . . . . 106
Trotter, M. A., Cal., s..... 5 00
Anderson, William, e. . . . . 45
Tncker, Mrs. J. A., Tex., t 10 00
Anderson, Peter '!'., f ...... 240
Tucker, D. Fl., acct ........ 10 00
Anderson, Peter, for Euro'I'ucker, D. E., and wife,
pean mission . . . . . . . . . 29
0., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Anderso!l, Peter '!'., e. . . . . 40
Tuttle, Betsey A., Conn., t fiO 00
Anderson, Peter, acct ..... 207
'I'urpen, 'Ji. C., Cal., t .... . 25 00
Arber, Joseph, ex f.. . . . . . 8
Twaddle, Lizzie, Nev., t .. . 20 00
Arber, .Tosepb, e ......... 26
Ullerich, D., Germany, t .. . 35 35
Arber, Joseph, f. . . . . ... 15
Unknown, St. Louis. i\Io., o 8 00
Aylor, W. llI., e .......... 30
Unknown, Stewartsville,
Baggerley, Mrs. II. S., a .. 10
·l\Io., o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Balley, 0. H., f. ......... 4V
Utterback, Annie, Io., t .. . 10 00
Balley, 0. H., e .......... li2
Uncafer, Juliette, Mo., o .. 5 00
Balley, O. H., acct........ 1
Vanderwood, J. E., and
Baillie, James, f.. . . . ... l!l
wife, Mo., t.... . . .. . . . 2 00
Baldwin, D. R., f. ....... 100
Vaughn, i'\Irs. L . .A., Io., o 3 00
Baker. .r. II., e. . . . . .. .. . 15
Vernon, M. A., and wile,
Baker, "'Irs ..T. :III., f. . . . . . 15
Ind., t... . . . . . . ..... 43 20
Baldwin, Hie hard, e. . . . . . . 25
Virginia, Western District,
Baldwin, D. R., e ......... 27
B. Beall, agent . . . . . .. 100 00
Barnhart, i\frs. L., acct. . . . 5
Virginia, New Hope DisBarrows, :l\L, a. . . . . . . . . . . 15
trict, Isaac Coffman, agt. 10 00
Beal, A. M., acct ......... 25
Ward, Joseph, Okla., t ....
29
Berve, Amos, e. . . . . . . . . . 1~
Ward, >\Irs . .T. R., Ill.,. o .. 1 00
Berve, Amos, ex f. . . . . . . . 1D
Waldron, .J. W., ~Io., t. ... 10 00
Binger, Cliarles, acct. ..... 10
· Wakefield, W. II., and wife,
Bms payable . . . . . . . . 191,96z
i\Iich., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Bills receivable . . . . .. 37,00u
Warlick, Mrs. l\I. C., Ill., t 30 00
Blair, C. V., salary ....... 267
0
5 00 Blakeslee, El. A., e. . . . . . . . 30
~:t·~~~~~ ~,' '~~~~i~l,tt:: 3 50 Blanchard, Geo. S., a ...... 15
'Vaterman, Wm., ~Iont., o.. 5 00
Bogue, T. A., acct. . . . . . . . 50
"\VatsOn, Wm., ].lo., t ..... . 3 50 ·Bond, l\I. H., e. . . . . . . . . . . 50
\Varel, F. S. and Eunice,
Bond, M. II., f. . . . . . . . . . . 18
Kan., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 00
Boswell, .Joseph, acct ...... 25
Ward, Alice A., Neb., t. .. . 2 50
Ilooker, Henry, a . . . . . . . . · 25
Warren, Sr. C., Okla., t .•• 18 20
Booker, Henry, Joan . . . . . 8
'Veed, Sarah I.1., Neb., t .... 1 00
BooJ>er, Mrs. N. L., f ..... 18
Weeks, Bert, and wife,
Booker, N. I,., e ....•...... 30
Kan.t t.... . . . . . . . . . . 4 70
Booker, Alma, c . . . . . . . . . 35
Wells, Geo. II., Mo., t. . . . 6 00
Bootman W. P., e. . . . . . . . 32
Weeks, G. El., Kan .• _t. .. ~. 5 00
Boswell, Joseph, acct. ..... 25
Wells, G. R .. and wife, Io.,t 35 00
ilozarth, W. T., acct ..... .450
Welllngton, Martha, ·colo., t 10 00
Briggs, El. C., f .•.....•.. 100
Weldon, G. El., Cal., t .•... 34 00
Briggs, El. C., e. . . . . . . . . . . 35
Wertz, Henry, Sask., t.... 7 10
Brookover, G. J;, e ....... 124
Wertz, Louise K., Sask., L
1 00 - Brookover, G. ,J., ex f .... 60
Wertz, llfary, ·sask., t..... 1 00
Brookover, G. J., f. ...... 47
Westervelt, l\frs .. ; Kan., t... 1 00
Braffett, Lizzie, a. . . . . . . . 20
White, l\Irs. D. B., l\Ilch., o
30
Brusli, Lillie M .• a ........ 20
White, S., l\Iich., t. . . . . . . . 15 00
Braun, II. \7"., e. . . . . . • . . . 31
Brooner, W. A., e. . . . . . . . . 20
White, Ammon,. ret. f .••. ; 23 00
Brown, H. E., acct. , . . . . . 3
White, F. 0., Ari<., t ..•... 250 00
Stoker, J. E., Mo., t ..... .
·Strickland, L. H,, and wife,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
95
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Off.

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
41
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
96
76
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
70
99
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
21
91
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
80
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75

~::~i:o'~s. R~ief-V1ii". ·a: :::::: jg

Burhnrt, Ira J., acct ...... 15
Burr, C. II., e .. , ........ 15
Bush, Lillie, a. . . . . . . . . . . 25
Burr, A. E,,. e ........... 19
Burton, J. 11·., e .......... 45
Bush. George W., acct. . . . . 5
Bussell, P. B., f .......... 50
Buschlen, J: P., office work lHl
Buschlen, .T. P., ex ....... 20

g~Iti~~~~i:.thso~th~1:n enis'- · ·

83
00

00
00
25
00
00
00
6i
00
25 00

trict, A. Carrnic\Jael, hp. 300 QO
Canada, R. C. Evans, bp .. 23 20
Caims, W. P., a .......... 30 00
Campbell, H. G., acct ... 2,000 00
Campbell, G. F., loan ..... 25 00
Carlson, C. J., jr., acct. .. :345 00
Carpenter, C. I., salary .... 645 00
Carmichael, J. B., f. . . . . . . 31 00
Caress, Addie, a .......... 10 00
Carmichael, A., aud. e. . . . 20 00
Carmichael, A., e ......... 140 00
Castins, Emma C., acct. . . . 27 00
Carmichael, A. "liaxwell,
Recorder's Office work ... 1:1,6 57
Carpenter, Blanche, Hecorder's Office, work .... 108 00
Carpenter, ,J. A., e ....... 15 00
Cashman, F., a ......... ·. 21 00
Central Church. Kansas ""
City, Mo., acct ....... 8,621 80
Chatburn, T. \V., e ....... 67 00
Chatburn, F. J., e ........ 40 00
Chatburn, 'J\. W., ex. f. . , . 37 50
Children's Home ........ 2,007 17
Church buildings ........ 210 80
Clapp, .T. C., e. . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Clark, Ann, acct .......... 125 00
Clotfelter, Nettie, a ....... 40 00
Closson, A. Y., e. . . . . . . . . 45 00
Coburn, Mrs. Emma, a .... 10 00
Cobb, Dora, acct . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Colorado D1strict, C. E.
Everett, agent . . . . . ... 200 00
Cobb, U., children acct. ... HO 00
Cochr.an, A. S., c ........ 12 00
Coe, 'I'hos. G., acct ........ 25 00
Cole, .Jos. C., loan ... , .... Ii\ 00
Condit, S. D .. f. . . . . . . . . . 6!l 00
Cooper, I•'. ~I.. e. . . . . . . . . 50 00
Cook, Ida M., a .......... 10 00
Cook, ill. H.. e.. .. . .. . . . 53 oo
Craw le~', D. S., t .... ..... 94 00
Crawley, D. S., ex. f ...... 75 00
Crabb, J. C., e. . . . . . . . . . . 5:l 61
Crawley. illrs. D. S., a .... 10 00
Craig, James, f. ......... 20 00
Culbertson Mrs. A. E., a. . 25 00
Culver, C. El., acct ........ 130 00
Curtis, .T. F., e. . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Curtis, .T. F., f. . . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Curtis, J. F., ex. f. . . . . . . . 37 50
Cutler, W. D., a. . . . . . . . . . 3 '15
Dake, Sarah A., acct. . . . . . 30 G6
Daniels, Henn, a ........ 40 ·00
Davis, .T: Arthur, e. . . . . . . 46 00
Davis, ,J. Arthur, f. ...... 52 00
Davis, H. N., acct ........ fiO 00
Davis, John, c ........... loO 00
Davis, .Tohn, f ........... 62 00
Davis, E. A., c ........... fi5 00
Davis, E. A., f.. .. . .. . . .. 20 00
Davis, .Tames 'l'., f .. , .... 361 00
Davis, .Tames '!'., e ...... ,. 84 10
Davis, William, e ......... 20 00
Davis, l\frs. Addle, a ..... 60 00
Davis, ,J. 'V., c .......... 2-50 OU
Davis, J. Alfred, a ....... 10 00
Dexter, W. R., salary ..... 504 84
Devore, L, R., c. . . . . . . . . 26 00
Devore, I.,. R., f. . . . . .... 258 00
Denton, JAssle, a. . . . . . . . . 20 00
Dowling, A<luline 1 a. . . . . . 25 00
Dowker, D. 'llJ., f. . . . . . . . . 2~1 00
Dowker, D. E., e. . . . . . . . . fi 00
Dowker, .T. A., e ......... 26 00
Dowker, .T. A., f ......••.. 241\ 50
Dowker, .T. A., acct ....... 00 00
Dutton, J. 0., f .......... 12 00
Dutton. J. 0., ex. f. . . . . . . 24 00
Duthrldge, W. D., a ....... 15 00
JDbeling,. F ..T., e .......... 55 00
Flbellng, F. J., f .......... 145 00
Elvin, R. ,1\f., e. . . . . . . . . . . 35 00
El Yin, R. l'vL, f ... , .. , ... , 40 00
Elvin, R. M., acct ......... 11 95
Emmett, .Jos ..J .. acct ..... 40 00
FJnglnnd, Birmingham District, J. Jll. Meredith,
agent.. .. . . . .. .. ..... 113 79
JQngland, Manchester District, .J. Dewsnup; agt ... 130 ·36
England, J,ondon Dlstrlct,
Richard Clift, agent . .'. 29 22
England, Sheffield Dis·
trict, .T. Austin, agent ... 14 01
FJnge, N. C., e ........... 44 50
FJnge, N. C., f ............ 105 00
Elnstgn Publishing Honse .. 106 39
Erwin, E. A., e........... 1·00
Erwin, Emily, a .......... 15 00
FJthridge, C. W., e. . . . • . . • 10 00
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6
Exchange . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . 26 48

J'Jxpense, Bishop's Office ... 721 72
Expense, U'irst Pres. Office.?~~ 4 6
Expense, general ........ l,3iJ3 0 3

Exf;ges~,. ~~~~1:~1. C·o·n·f~~·~

Expense,
Expense,
l<Jxpcnse
Expense:
Expense,
Expense
Expense',

.. 2
High Council . . . 9
Historian's 0,ffice.257
Patriarch's Office. 11
Quorum of '.rwelve 16
auditing . . . . . . . . 8
Hecorder's Office .. 229
Secretary's O:ffice.155

J~zzell, L. II., loan. . . . . . . . 14
11,..arnfield, John C., e ...... 2~
Farr, Ii". B., e. . . . . . . . . . . . Do
Ii'ender, H'red'k E., acct .... 50
l•'ields, S. H., f. .. : ....... 119
l•'ields, S. H., e .......... 10
l•'linn, P. A., f. ........... 11~
U'linn l!. A., e ........... lv
l•'ordham, W. W., e ........ 35
Ford, Emma, acct ........ 75
F'oss, .J. C., f. ........... 299
11'oss, .J. C., e ............ 169
11,oss, J. C. 1 acct .......... 30
11~rv
Chas. 1 and., e. . . . . . . 20
Fl'~.; ··c11as., e. . . . . . . . . . . . lt
Fulks, C. :\!., a. . . . . . . . . . 2o
ll'urniture and lt,ixtures .... 200
Garner, 1\Iary J., a. . . . . . . 15
Gard, A;( a . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Gard, John, acct.:........ 5
Garrett, "~· I-I., inh ....... 150
Garrett, W. H., f. ........ 200
General Sunday School
.\ssoci3.tion ............ 050
GiYens, Nancy, a..... . . . . 5
taenn, ,J. )!., acct. . . . . . . . 18
Uuhle, Luer, a ............ 1~
<;oss, Sr., a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . l;:,
Goodale, Mary Ella, dep ... 150
(;oodcnough, E ..T., e. . . . . . 25
Gold, H. H., salary ....... 339
Good, Lucy .M., wor!_{
Hecorder's Office . . . . . . . 9!)
Goodrich, Y. M., e ..... : .. 20
Gowell, M. F., f ......... 151
Gowell, M. F., ex. f. . . . . . 15
Gowell, ~I. .I~., e. . . . . . . . . 12
Graceland College running
expense . . . . . . . ...... 3,530
Graceland College debt
acct ................. 3GO
Uraceland College manual
training .............. 245
Gra\·es, J\fr-s. S. J., f. a ... GiJ
<lreen, .T. F., a .......... ao
Green, 0. E., a ........... 27
Greene, U. \V., ex. f. ...... a;
Greene, U. W., e .......... 25
Greenwood, "\V. H., f ...... fill
Gregory, Fred, e .......... 25
Grf'nawalt, W. A., and
Bro., acct ............. 100
Grimes, J. F., e ........... 35
Griffiths, Hattie R., f. ..... 185
Griffiths, G. 'l'., ex. f. ..... 40
Griffiths, G. T., e. . . . . . . . 25
Gurwell, C. A., acct ....... 150
Hackett, J. T., c. . . . . . . . . 24
Hackett, J. T., f. ......... 55
Haden, W. E., e ......... 15
Halb, Jacobi e ............ 10
Hancock, E iza, a ......... 10
Hanson, Paul M., e ....... 23
Hanson, John H., e ....... 40
Harmon, .Ethel, office work. 72
Harrington, G. FJ., ex. f. . . 70
Harrington, G. E., f. . . . . . . 67
Harpe, C. E., ex. f. . . . . . . . 20
Harpe, C. E., f. . . . . . . . . . GO
Harp, John, e ............ 46
Harpe, C. E., e .......... 18
Hayer, Ell, e. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Hedrick, E. W., acct. . . . . . 31
Henson, ·E. I-'., e .......... 15
Herald Publishing House.1,082

50

09
96
70
20
90
73
28
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
7G
75
00
00
00.
29
00
00
00
00
00

Independence Sash, Door &
Lumber Co. . .......... 230
Interest: . . . . . . -........ 7,505
Iowa, and Illinois, Nauvoo
District, Geo. P. Lambert,
bishop ............... 100
Irwin, Mrs. Emily, .a ..... 35
Jarrad, .Elizabeth, acct .•.. 136

00

13

00
00
04

~~g~i;:~~nne!~;·f . ~~~: : : : : : 1ig
Jenkins, Rees, e ......... _. 19 48
Jen kins, Geo., e ......... : 33 99
Jenkins, Geo., f. . . . . . . . . . 96 00
.Toehnk, C. C., e. . . . . . . . . . 60 75
.Johnson, E. P., for aged
sister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l!l 00
Jones, Thomas, f ..... ., ... 128 39
Jones, Thomas, e ..... "· .. 40 46
Jordan, Mrs. 1\f. D. C., loan 50 00
Jordan, A. P., n ..... ;,., .. 30 00
Julian, Mrs. N. B., a ..... 347.62
Keck, F. C., ·e ............ 20 00
Keck, F. C., ex. f. .. ·. . . . . . 15 00
1

gg

gg

~~ll~~; ~~~rli.,
1~~~: : : : 5i2,
Kelley, W. H., Io., e ....... 90 00
Kelley, Grace, steno ....... 123 25
Kelley, J. Stanley, salary .. 125 00
Kelley, E. L., jr., salary .. 326 00
Kelley, E. L., jr., acct .... 339 50
Kelley, E. L., e .......... 695 59
Kelley, E. L., ex. f. ...... 111 03
Kelley, E. L., f. ........ 1,088 62
Kelley, .w. H., Ind., f ..... 157 00
Kelley, W. H., Ind., ex. 'f. 55 00
Kelley, W. H., Ind., e ..... 32 00
00
Kelley, James E., e ...... 165 00
00
Kelley, E. L., acct ....... 240 00
00
Kelley, T. C., e .......... 25 00
Kelley, E. L., Hjatt estate. 75 80
00
00
Kelsall, Marie M., acct ... 120 00
00
Kennedy, Emma, a. . . . . . . . 20 85
00
Kennedy, Emma, acct ..... 70 27
G6
Kentucky and Tennessee, J.
H. ;\fcClain, agent ...... 125 00
00
Kern, J. E., a ........... 10 00
00
Kippe, Alex., e. . . . . . . . . . . 4 52
00
Kirtland Hotel. . . ....... 301 •62
00
Kirtland Temple repairs. . . 41 15
00
Kirtland Home .......... 200 00
Knisley, Alvin, e ......... 38 00
GO
Knisley, Elizabetn, f. ..... 34 00
Knisley, Alvin, f ......... 120 00
00
Knisley, Alvin, acct. ...... 60 00
Koehler. Arthur, e ..... ~ . . 30 00
6G Krah!, D. J., salary ...... 1,303 43
00
Krah!, D. J., dep. acct. ... 5GO 00
42
Lake, Chas. H., e ......... 100 00
00
Lambert, D. F., salary ..... 258. 00
50
Lambert, Lena J., sala1·y ... 83 93
20
Lambert, J. IL, acct ...... 100 00
98
LnmhP.rt 1 .T. R., e ......... 21 DB
00
Landon, Clara, a. . . . . . . . . 45 00
Lane, ·Mrs. Ethel, acct. . . lfl 50
00
Lane, Guy W., n. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
00
LaHue, Wm. E., e ........ 08 50
00
LaHue, Wm. E., f..: ..... 265 00
00
Laurel Club, loan ......... 40 00
00
Layland, A. ,J., e ......... 60 00
00
Layland, Ella, a. . . . . . . . . . 35 00
00
Layland, Ella, loan.... . . . 6 00
00
Lee, ,John H., on contract .. 300 00
00
Lewis, \Vm., e. . . . . . . . . . . . 78 79
00
Lewis, Wm., f. . . . . . . . . . . . 37 00
00
Lewis, Walter, acct ....... 15 00
00
Library, Bishop's omce .... 12!J 26
00
Library, Church ......... 50 00
00
Library, First Presidency .. 152 75
00
Public libraries . . . . . . . . . . 51 05
00
Limpns, Frank, acct. . . . . . . 5 00
00
L!Ye Stock .............. 137 50
00
Long, E. E., e. . . . . . . . . . . 35 00
00
Luff, .Joseph, e........... 5 00
00
I,undquist, David, e ....... 116 00
93
Lundquist, David, loan. . . . 5 00
00
Lyons farm ..... , .. , . , .. 139 00
00
MeCallum, Alex, acct ....•. 46 80
79
MeCnllum, Mrs. E.G., acct. 50 00
2
l\IcCormaek, Allie, steno. . 7 05
~~r,;~i~\ri,';~-N.~c~s\aie: : : : : ~~ 2,g McClain, Elin, Okla., a ... 10 00
Hill, .Tohn, a. and acct. . . 13 50
:McClain, J. R., f .......•• 135 00
Hilliard, G. H., acct ...... 503 55
McCoy, H. A., a and e .... 50 00
Hillin rd, G. II., f ......... 100 00
Mcconnaughy, Jas. C., e .. 46 00
Hilliard, G. II., e ......... 30 00
McDowell, W. A., f. ...... 130 00
Hilliard, G. H., Counselor. . 25 00
McDowell, W. A., e ...•.• 1~ 00
Hills, L. E., e. . . . . . . . . . . 75 00
.McFarland, Mary, loan. . . . o 00
Holton, r.rhursa, a ........ 20 00
McGuire, Polly, a ....•..• 10 00
Holloway, L. G., e ........ 80 00
McKlernan, .Jas., e .•..... 42 44
Ilollowa.v, L. G., f ....... 4H 00
McVey, .T. H., loan ....•.. 20 00
Houghton, Leonard, e. . . . . 20 00
Macgregor, Daniel, e .. , • . . 11 08
)ludson, Mrs. M. ,\., a .... 00 00
Macrae, W. S., ·f .•.....•. 40 00
Hulmes, Alfred, acct. . . . . . 25 00
Macrae, W. S., e .....•.•.. 55 00
Macrae, W. S., ex. f •••.•. 45 00
Hughes, Mrs. V..T., n ..... 10• 00
Madden, S. J., e ......... 20 00
Illinois, Kewanee District,
.:Madden,
. S. J., f ......... 12Q 00
.las. Norris, agent. ...•.. 73 00
Madison, Mrs. A. E., S. D.,a 2~ 00
Inman, Mrs. lllarthn, a .... 10 00
Maloney, R. M., e ••.••... 15 00
Independence Shale Brick
Mannerlng, W. II., f. . . . . 76 00
Company .. .. .. . : .. ... . 57 00 liannering, W. H.1 e ....... 25 00
Independence Shale Brick
1a.lnrlrn, :Mrs. Eula, a. . . . . •! 00
:Massachusetts District, }.f.
Plant . : .. . . . l. " ... 6,587 94
Insurance . . . • • . . .•••.• • 211 .36
C. Fisher, bishop. . . . . . 31 3!J
Independence Planing l\Illl
Mash, J. F., a .......... 80 05
& Supply Co ... ·..••..•. 150 00
~lash, J. 11.,., acct ......... 10 00
1

¥o.,

May, J. Chas., e .......... l 76 55
Real estate, Bald Knob, Ark.2 25 00
Merrill, A. M., a. . . . . . . . . 10 00
Real estate, lo........... 1,0W 50
Metcalf, J. W., f. 1 • • • • • • • 5:40 00
Real esta,te, Mo-.......... 150 00
Miller, C. Ed., e. . . . . . . . . 20 (•O
Heal estate, Mo .......... lOO 00
:Miller, Eb2n, acct ........ 650 UH
Real estate, Alabama .... 1,400 oo
:\Iiller, 0. R., e. . . . . . . . . . . 73 24
Real. estate, lo.. . .. .. . .. 800 00
J\iinnesota District, Birch
He!il estate,_llfo .......... lOO 00
Whiting, agent. . . . . . . ·.. 160 00
H.eiste, S . .M., e. . . . . . . . . . 34 .J.5
Mintun, J. l.i''., e .......... 21 00
Rent . . . . . . . . . . • . ..... 11 50
Mintun, J. F., acct ....... 30 00
Ren~roe, B. F., f .••...... 125 oo
Missouri, Southern District,
R~pme, Ella, loan. . . . . . . . . 25 oo
A. llf. Baker, agent. .... 24 00
R!ddle, Mrs., a. • . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Missouri, St. Louis District,
Hiley, J. T.,.e ........... 15 oo
R. Archibald, agent ..... 205 01\
Uoberts,
.. I. l'l ., e. . . . . . . . . 35 oo
Missouri, Independence
_
Rob~rtson, E. Ii'., e ........ 215 oo
· Stake, R. May, bishop .. 2,100 00
Rob!nson,
W. P., e ....... 30 oo
:Missouri, Clinton District,
Rob!nson, W. P., acct. ... 630 oo
Geo. W. Beebe, sr., agent.195 00
Robmson, W. P., f. ....... 12 50
Missouri, Far West District1
Ross, "Mrs. C. A., a. . . . . . . 15 oo
C. P. Faul, agent .... ,.. 2. 00
Roth, J._ S., e ........... 12 oo
Moler, H. E., f. . . . . . . . . . 201 \JO
Rudd, Vina and Lavina
l'lfoler, H. E., e ......... ·15 00
loan and a ......... '. .. 20 oo
Moler, James, t .......... 25 00
Rushton,. J. W,, c........
G4
~foler, James, e .......... 14 07
Rushton, .J. \V., f ....... 69 07
~loo re, Lloyd C., e .... , . . . 22 00
Rushton, J. W., ex. f ..... 48 70
.i\Iorgan, E. B., e .....•... 108 3,3
R ushong, Salena, a. . . . . . . 17 50
~!organ, J. W., acct ...... 40 uo
Russell, F. A., e. . . . . . . . . . 31 oo
Morgan, J. W., e ......... 10 0•)
Russell, F. A., aud. e .... 40 oo
llforgan, J. w., f a ....... 100 on
Russell, R. -'C., e ........ 26 5;3
Morgan, Vida E., a. . . . . . . 55 00
Saints' Home. . . . ...... 6,942 03
J\Iortimel', A. E., e. . . . . . . 15 00
Saints' Home dam ...... 3,035 08
:Mullen, Eri B., loan .... ; . . 3 00
Salyards, . R. S., f ........ 2r.o 00
Nebraska, Southern District,
Salyards, H. S., salary .... 36:i 00
C. H. Porter, agent ... , 150· 00
Salyards, Joseph R., loan .. 15 00
:>\ew York and Philadelphia
Sandy, Harvey, acct. . . . . . 45 00
District, J. Zimmermann,
Sanitarium .. : ......... 6,178 05
bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lll ii8
Savage, H. W., e ........ 208 3:J
Newton, Wm., e .......••. 276 97
Sawley, F. L., e ......... 40 oo
Ohio, Pittsburg. and KirtSawley, F. L., f. ........ 72 75
land District, J. A. Becker,
Scandinavian 1-Iission, P.
bishop . . . . . . . . . ...... 500 00
Muceus, agent ......... 400 oo
Okerlind, 0. W., f ........ 373 20
Schmidt, II. G., acct. . . . . . 70 oo
Okerlind, 0. W., e ....... 115 00
Scott, ColUJllbus, e. . . . . . . 50 00
Oldham, Annie, loan acct. . 2 50
Scott, Columbus, ! ....... 424 00
Oliver, Rose, acct. . . . . . . . 40 00
Scott, S. W. L., f ....... 102 oo
Page, Jerome E., e. . . . . . . 5 00
Scott, S. W. L., ex. f. . . . 23 oo
Page, Jerome E., f. . . . . . . 60 00
Scott, M. H.,· sr., a ....... 135 oo
Page, Albert, acct. ....... 725 00
Scott, Mrs. J. M., a . . . . . . 10 00
Palmer, D. S.,.,. f. . . . . . . . . 60 00
Scogin. }.frs. M. E., a . . . 12 00
Parker, Geo. tt., a ....... 20 00
Self, R. 0., e. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 so
Paxton, J. W., f .......... 164 00
Self, R. 0., on contract. . GO 00
Paxton, J. W., e ......... 46 00
Seigfried, l\fadge Craig, f. 25 00
Paxton, J. W., ex. f ...... 50 00
Shaw, Eliza, acct. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Payne, l\frs. E. A., f. a. . . 62 00
Sheehy, F. M., e ......... 151 oo
Peak, W. E., f .......... 322 00
Sheehy, F. M., f ......... 50 00
Peak, W. E., e .....•.... 104 70
Sheldon, T. J., e ......... \l2 211
Peak, Fern, a ...... _. . . . . 4 00
Sheldon, T. J., f. . . . . . . . . . 50 50
Pender, W. S.; ex. f .•.... 25 00
Shields, Henncttn B., n. . . 35 00
Persinger) Cornelius, on conShields, John, e. . . . . . . . . . 20 00
tract . . . . . . . ........ 1,330 00
Shinn, D. L., r. . . . . . . . . . 20 00
Peterson, Mrs. J. W., t. . . 59 00
Snort, Ellis, acct ........ 2,000 oo
Peterson, J. W., e ....... 94 50
Siegfried, l\f. H., e . . . . . . . 21 00
Petre, J. F., e. . . . . . . . . . . 15 00 · Simmons) Jessie M., e ..... 2fi 00
Petre, J. I•'., f. . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00
Simmon, S. W., e. . . . . . . . 35 00
Pierce, F . .1., e. . . . . . . . . . . 41 00
Simmons, S. W., f ........ 245 00
Pickering, W. P., c ........ 15 00
Silvers, A. C., e. . . . . . . . . 32 00
Pitt, F. G., e. . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00
Slivers, A. C., t. . . . . . . . . R:l Ofl
Ploughc, James, a ........ 12 00
Sitzer, Edward, n ........ 10 00
Plumb, P. '.r., f. .......... 127 00
Slover, F. l\f., f. . . . . . . . . 40 00
Plumb, P. T., c ........ ." .. 10 20
Smart, W. II., e .......... 40 00
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 16
Smith, A. H., f .......... 3ii4 -11
Potato acct . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184 36
Smith, A.H., e ........... 20 oo
Potter, W. N., e .......... 15 00
sf~~er!i
~~ck·n·e·s~. ~~~ .125 70
Prettyman, C. W., e....... 5 00
Prewitt, W. H., a. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Smith, A. H., estate ...... 123 90
Purfurst, A. B., e. . . . . . . . 70 02
Smith, Cleoj acct......... 4 "O
Quick, Lee, e. . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Smith, Dav d, e .......... 30 00
Hannie, Edward E., ex. f. . 20 00
Smith, l\frs. R. E., n. . . . . . 2Q QO
Rannic, Edward, e ....... 23 00
Smith, Edgar H., e ....... 2a 14
Hannie, Edward, acct . . . . . 25 00
Smith, E . .A., e ........... 52 QO
Hannie, Edward, f. . . . . . . . 62 00
Smith, F. A., e ..... ,, ... 159 ,,o
Real estate contract, J\fo .. 4,500 00
Smith, F. A., f. ......... 8G~ 48
Heal estate contmct, Wis.15,000 00
Smith, F. C., acct .....•... llli 00
Heal estate contract, llfo .. 290 00
Smith, F. ·l\f., e .......... 673 98
Smith, F. llf., ex. f. . . . . . 81 00
~~!t ~~\~\~ c~g,{f:a"Jf, 11f~:: :~8g
Smith, F. JI!., f ....•..... 623 54
Heal estate contract, Io ... 800 00
Smitll, Elizabeth A., acct. . 50 00
Real estate exp. and rep .. 1,403 05
Smith, Henry C., acct. . . . 20 00
Real estate improvements.1,G15 96
Smith, Hale W., e ....... · · 35
Real estate Improvements.. 25 00
Smith, Hale W., ex. t . .. · · 25
Heal estate, Lamoni, lo .... 100 00
Smith, Hale W .. f. . . . . . . . 87 •00
4
Real estate, Omaha, Neb .. 1,200 00
Smith, Heman C., e ..... · · 2~:!
Real estate, 11ro.......... 300 oo
Smith, Heman C., ex. f. . . oo 0
Heal estate, Mo .......... 200 00
Smith, Heman C., exp.
·
Heal estate, Mo ......... 1,00.0 00
Society Island case..... 8 30
Heal estate, Okla ......... 500 00
Smith, II. 0., ex. t. . . . . . . . 31 50
Real estate, Utah ....... l,100 00
Smith,
c .......... ~g
Real estate, Kensington
ad., l\fo ................ 180 00
~::::~g: 'i;,~:· oTuc~. w~;·k: GO 00
Real estate, Nauvoo, III .. 3,150 00
Smith, .Jessie B., acct. ... 2,~g~ ~~
HeKfo:s'.~t.°'. ·I·n·d·ep.e~~.e~::'.. 762 50 Smith, .Toseph, e ....... · · · 3 '"'7 26
Smltn, .Joseph, f. . · · · · · · ·
on
Heal estate, Independence,
Smith, .John, c ... · · · · · · · \;~ 00
?\fo. . . . . . . . ......... 1,777 50
Smith, .T. W., f. ....... · · · jj OO
Heal estate, Johnson Co.,
2
Smith, Jesse, acct. .. · · · · · · 7 "O
Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,278 00
Smith, Joy M., acct ... ··
Re-R{ estate, Independence,
40 OO
Smith, .T. W .. e ......... · r
Smith, .Jas. ~I., e. . . . . . . . . sG nr.
Re~1°csiii.tc', 'kirt'1a~d; 'ci1;i,;.~gg
Smith,
S.
S.,
e
.......
·
·
·
·
Hen! estate, Kirtland, Ohio.:l17 00
8; OO
Smith, S. S., ex. f. · · · · · · · "O¥
oo
Heal estate, Mo .......... 923 45
Smith. Thomas N., ncct .. ,v
~
Heal estate, Mo ........... 200 00
Smith, .W. R., e ... -· · · · · · 2 000
Ilenl estate, Oklahoma City,
Smith, w. H .. n ....... · · · · · !! 00
Olclnhoma. . . . . . . . . . .. 350 00
:Smith. W. ,V., e ......... ti 0
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Snead, )fay, acct. · · : · · · · · t:~
Snow C. L., f · · · · · · · · · · ·
S011tl: :qairnta District, E.
24
Ranme, agent.: : · · · · · ·
Societ~· Islands M1ss10n, C. 50
II. Lake. agent .. ·· •. · · · · ·
S~ar!ing, Henry, f. ...... 128
Sparling, Ileni·.\". e .... ·: .. 30
Sprague. i:;thcl L., Recordcr's Othcc .. · · · · · ·-· · · · 28
Spurlock. C . .J., a········ ~2
Standefer, \Y. IL, a and f. ...,..,
Rtcamship agency · • · · • · · · IQ
stead, .r. D., f. · · · · · · · · · · 16g
Stead, .T. D., e. · · · · ·· · · · · · 7 Steaclman, B. A., e. . . . . . . . 50
Stebbins, H. A., f ........ 300
Stewart, L. 0., acct........ 5
st . .John, IL. e .......... lQ
8tuhhart, .T. 3I., f. ....... lOu
~tuhbart J.M., e ......... 20
Sus1wnse' acct. . . . . . . . . . . 72
Sutton, J. H., e. . . . . . . . . . 20
Sutton, J. R., f. ......... 70
Swenson, )frs. C. A., f ... 295
Swenson, C. A., c ......... lOQ
Swenson, Swen, f ......•.. 10il
Swenson, Swen, e. . . . . . . . . 40
Tankard, Ruth, steno. . . . . 5
Tanner J. A., e. . . . . . . . . . 15
Taxes '. . . . . . . . . ........ 7!3
Taylor, Thos., f. . . . . . . . . o9
Taylor, ~Iary, a .......... 10
•rexas, N. E., and Choctaw

g§

bishop . . . . . . ........ 300
Thorburn G. W., e. . . . . . . 35
Thomas, Pearl, n. . . . . . . . . 25
Thomns, 0. B., ex. f. . . . . . 50
Thomas. 0. B., f. ........ 125
Thomas, 0. B., e. . . . . . . . . 39
'l'hornton, Chas., acct ...... 10
Tomlinson. G. C., e ....... 15
Tracts, Arber, ,Jos., Io.... 3
Tracts, Baker, A. M., Mo. . 4
Tracts, Brown, Samuel, Va.
Tracts, Brann, FI. V., llfo..
Tracts, Bnllard, TI., Colo. . 1
Tracts, Bootman, W. P.,Mo. 1
Tracts, Cooper, F. M., Ill. 1
'I'rarts, Condit, S. D., Ida. 5
Tracts, Case, Ilnbert, Okin. 1
'l'racts, Cushman, S. F., l\fe. 2
Tracts, Eastman, Dr.. . . . . .
'frncts, I•~ordham, .w. W.,
'\\'ash....... . . . . . . . .. 3
Tracts, Farrell. TI. W., Me. 1
Tracts. Ferris, .T., i!o ..... . 4
Tracts, Derman hymn books 10
Tracts, Gooclson, R .•T., ...•
Tracts, TTarpcr, 'l'homas ...
Tract~. Hawn, 0. J., :Mich..
2
Tr~f~_s •. 1_1~r~i·n-~t~~~ .~·. ~:'•.. 7
Trarfs, llnnner, W. N., Ky ..
Trnct;;, JJarp, .Tohn, Tt2x ...
Tracts. Hunt, C..T., Io.. . . 1
'frncls. Hull, E. B., Pa ... , 1
Tra<'t~. ITnwe, Geo. B., So.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
02
25
40
75
00
00
00
25
40
00
90

District, Ellis Short,

.\fr1ca..

. .......... , •.

'fraets, .Jenkins, Rees,
\\"airs . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tracts, Kelle;i.·, ,J. Fi., Sask ..
,fracts. Kirtland '11 emple ..
,rracts, Knisley, Alvin, Neb.
l'racls, Lytle, H. S., Neb ..
Tracts, Layland, A. J., Idn.
'J'racts, Long, E. E., o .....
?:racts, :\Incrae, 'V. S., ·Mo ..
1 rnrts, ~lny, .T. C., So. Is ....
?:met:-:, Min tun, .T. F., Io...
1 rncls, :\Ioler, I-I. E., Kan.

00

00

00
00
19
5
00
00
18
30
00
00
00
00
00
00
64
00
00
00
00
OQ
00
00
00
69
98
00

°

00
15
50
80
55
35
00
40
50
30
85
00
35

2 05
2 05

1
1
2
1
1

55
12
00
60
00
2 26
50
4 15
65

7

40Wisconsin, Southern DisOgden, Charles, Mo., o ....•
25
1 15
trlct, C. C. Hoague, agent.200 00
O~Brien, Joseph, 1\.fich., o ..
50
4 · 00
Wisconsin, Northern DisPaddock, Belger, Ill., o .. . 1 00
1 15
trict, Nalmer Johnson
Quinley, J. W., l\Io., o ... ,. 1 00
35 - Yates, James E., e ... : .. 15 00
Quick, l~rank, and wife,
Mo., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
~ ~g Zi~~~/:~i~i~-~l~~~~r·y· S.o.-. 501 74 Randall,
Bro., o ......... .
25
~ 00
Balance on hand, .. 933 12
Rothrup, Fannie, o ...... .
25
Reunion. Nebraska. City,
~ ~g
Total ........ $308,4$3 7G
Neb_., ·o •...... ~ .•.... {l 50
1 00
Reunion, Joplin, ?tfo., o ... 4 00
REPORT OF GEORGE H.
3 00
Reunion, Nevada, Mo., o .. 3 00
HILLIARD, COUNSELOR.
50
Heunion, Plano, Ill., o .... 15 00
3 00
Receipts.
Rosson, "-Tm.. and wife,
1 75
Akridge, James, J\Io., o .. $
50
Mo., c ................ 100 00
1 00
Andrews, Blanche I., Neb.,t 26 50
Uosson, "-'m., and wife,
Alexander Reunion, Kans. o 14 30
ll!o., t.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 08
40
Hootman, Chas. ID., ~Io., o 1 70
Himley, Joseph, Ill., o.... 1 00
1 00
Boardman, .i\L N., Mo., o. 1 00
.Sutherland, 0. P., Mo., t. 50 00
65
Bishop, Sr., ·"?ifo., o. . . . . .
10
Sutherland, 0. P., .M:o., o..
50
Bootman, Frank, ~Io .. ·o. . . 1 00
Smith, Sr. E. F .• Mo .. ; . . . 9 30
1 00
Blackford, Sarah, Mich., t 3 60
Slover, James, Ill., t. . . . 5 00
Barr, Andrew, agent, Mich.615 77
Shepherd, Charles, Mich., o 1 00
Barr, Andrew, Mich., o. . . 1 00
1 00
Scheidecker, Sarah, Ill., o. 1 00
Brown, Robert, ~Iich., o. . .
50
Scheidecker, Della, III., o. 1 00
50
Bradford, Ollie, ~Io., o...
25 · 'l.'hompson, Mrs... . . . . . . . .
10
Boughan, Harry, Ill., o.... 1 00
50
Trimmer, Robert A., Nev., t340 00
Bensing, Pauline, Ill., o. . .
50
'.rucker, .Julia, 'Hex., t. . . . . 40 00
Brown, Lewis, Ill., t. . . . . 50 00
1 50
Upton, Sr., Ill., o. . . . . . .
50
- Burroughs, .Arthur, Ill., t. 10 00
Vote, TI. C., Ill., o........
25
2 60
Brown, """rn. V\'., Ill., t.... 5 00
Vowels, Bro., Ill., o...... 2 00
Bozarth, Jennie, ~Io .. t.... 4 70
Williamson, Charles H.,
10 00
25 00
Chr.estensen, A. A., Mo., t. 8 00
· Mo., t ..... , .......... 350 00
25 00
CampiJell, H. G., Mich., o.. 1 00
"Tithee, Eva C., :;\fo., s ... 10 00
50
Williams, George, Mo., t. . 2 00
30 00 Carter, NeYa, Ill., o. . . . . . .
14 00
Clements, Wm., Ill., t. . . . 25 00
Westervelt, Bertha, Mo., t. 1 00
Warrensburg Branch,
12 00
Cisne, Lizzie, Ill., t....... 1 00
Mo., o ............ , . , . 2 70
Dunseth, .\nn, Mo., t. . . . . 1 00
?}mw~f;~io~cc~::::: :·:.: :1~~
Dun Ian, ~fnrthn, Neb., t. . 3 00
Williams, Jerome, III., t.. 5 00
Weston, John F., Mo., t.. 2 00
Everett", .John and wife,
United Order of Enoch. . . 5 00
Lamoni reunion committee 5 00
Neb., t... . . . . . . . . ... 10 00
Vanderwood, J .. E., e ...... 30 00
Lance, Sr_. . ............. · 5 57
Vanderwood, J. E., f. . . . . . 60 00 _Edwards. l"van. ~fo .. t .... · 20 00
Walters, Il. T., e .......... 14 00
Ewing, Emma, III., t. . . . . . 1 00
Total. . . . ...... $2,175 07
agent . . . . . . . ........ 20 00
Ewing, L. 0., Ill., t.. . . . . . 5 00
Expenditures.
Wales, Western District,
Elbert, Ernest, Kans., o. . . . 1 00
Knobnoster,
Sedalia & Cosby
Silas Elvans, agent ..... 121 75
Ellis, George. Ill., o. . . . . .
50
Il.
E.,
e .............. 13 69
"Ta.Ies 1 Eastern District,
Fairland conference, Okla.. 2 10
Hilliard,
G.
H., · f. ........ 224 00
Thos. Gould, agent ..... 155 84
Ferrell, Thos. K., Mo., o .. "_ 25
Personal and traveling, e .. 215 18
Warnock, Mrs. l\I. E., n .. 222 90
Gray, A. T., Mo., t....... 1 00
Kelley,
E.
L.,
Bishop .... 1,213 00
Warnock, l\Inry, n. . . . . . . . 5 00
Gray, A. T., Mo., o..... . 1 00
l\Iay, TI., bishop .......... 350 00
Wells, Gomer Il., e ....... 104 92
Hughes, S. C .. Mo., o..... 1 00
Smith,
\V.
I~
.•
agent ..... llri 77
·werner, Mrs. J. M., acct. .. 15 00
Hughes, Sr. C .. ~Io .• o....
25
Davis, Wm., e........... 5 00
Hager, Peter G., Mich., t. 10 00
Wells, G. TI., f .......... 429 34
Elders' board on High
Wells, L. R., loan ........ 10 00
Hilliard, G. H., and wife,
Council, e. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00
l\fo., t ............... 15 00
Whiting, W. w .. acct ..... 12 25
Total .... : ..... $2,143 64
Whiting, Alonzo, f. ...... 18 00
Hilliard, G. H., and wife,
Due church . . . . $ 31 41!
Wheeler, J,awrence, acet. . . 63 00
Mo., c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
'Vhiteal<er, Iva, a. and acct 25 00
Holdsworth, Jesse, and
REPORT
OF E. A. BLAKES.
White, W. A. 0., acct ..... 38 90
wife, Mo., t ........... 10 00
LEE, COUNSELOR.
Whiteaker, Mrs. E. J., f ... 100 00
Hart J. D., and wife, Ill., t 20 00
Hart: .T. D., and wife, Ill., o 5 00
White, I. N., e .......... 10 00
Receipts.
Whitoaker, A. L., e ...... 20 00
Hilliard. David A., Ill., t.. 7 00
Due <'hm•<'h December 31,
Wight,· J. W., ex. f ...... 150 00
Henrv, John A., and wife,
1907
................
$ 75 25
Wight, .i\Irs. J. W., loan. . . . 50 00
MlCh., t .............. . 10 00
.Jackson, Adeline '.r....... .
50
Wight, J. W., f. .......... 203 35
Jones, George, ~~o., t. ... . 10 00
Total
............
$
75 75
25
00
Wight, .T. W., e ..... : .... 28 17
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... .
Wight, h L., e .......... 30 00
Lemons, Lee, ?\fo., t ...... . 5 00
Expenditures.
.
Wildermuth, .T. E., e. . . . . 25 00
Longfield, A .. F., ~fo., o
Blakeslee, K A., e ....... 24 00
Wildermuth, .T. B., e ...... 35 00
(funeral) ........... . 15 00
McDowell, W. A., e...... a 00
Wildermuth, J. B., f. ..... 25 00
Lasater. ~fary, 111., o .... . 1 00
Davis, J ..:\.rthur, e . . . . . . 10 00
Wildermuth, Lester, e .... 23 00
Mack, Minnie, Mo., t .... . 5 00
Total ............ ~ 37 00
25
Williams, David, acct. .... 18 00
:Martin, Sr., ~fo., o ...... .
Due church ...... ~ 38 75
2r;
Wiltfong, .T. D., acct. ..... 100 00
]tfannering, Bro., :\fo., o ..
Wilcox, Mrs. Cassie, a .... 10 00
~full, Mirna. Mo., t.......
1 80
REPORT OF E. A. BLAKESWilcox, R. C., a. . . . . . . . • 25 00
McDonald, Sarah A.,
·
LEE, COUNSELOR.
Wilcox, Earl, acct....... 6 00
Mich., t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Receipts.
],f.cTaggart, Wm., and wife,
Wlls 0 n, W. A. and Mae E.,
Balance due church, Deneet ................ . 25 25
llfich., t .............. . 5 00
cember
31,
1908 ...... $ 38 75
:Mission Branch, Ill., o .... . a oo
Wilson, Mrs. C. C., loan .. . 21 00
~
Expenditures.
Willey, C. E .. e ......... . 4 00
Nunamaker, W. II., Mo., t 10 25
Kelley,
Wm.
H.,
e ....... $ 10 00
50
Nelson, Alma, ~Io., o .....
Wildermuth, B. TI., n ..... . 20 00
Du.e ehureh ...... $ 28 75
Null, :Margaret, Ill., o. . . . .
25
\Villiams, '11. W., e ...... . 25 00
(Here
read
table
on pp. 8, 9.)
Nowles, Fred, Iii., t. . . . . . . 10 00
Williams, M. B., acct. ... . 21 00
Tracts,
Tracts,
Tracts,
'l'racts 1
Tracts,
Tracts,

.McArthur. P. D., ..
1\.IcClain,· .J. R., Ky.
:1\-Iacg~egor, D., :Me~
Nanny, -L W., Mo.
Olsen, Geo. F ..... .
Pierce, If'. .J., Mo ..
Tracts, Palmer, D. S., Tex.
Tracts, Peak, W. E., Kans ..
Tracts, Pickering, W. P .• ~fo.
''rracts, Ilannie, E., S. D ...
Tracts, Roberts·, I. N., Va ..
Tracts,.Ilussel!, R. C., Can ..
'l'racts, Randall, E. ·H., Mo.
Tracts, Russell, F. A., Colo.
Tracts, Stone, A. E., Pa ...
'.rracts, Shippy, G . .i\I., Mich.
'.I'racts, Smith, Hale W.,
1\Iont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l.'racts, Stubbart, J. M., A.Ia.
Tracts, Stebbins, H. A., Io.
Tracts, T.omlinson, S. W.,
· Canada.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tracts, Thompson, J. "..O.,
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tracts, Tomlinson, G. C.,
Canada ... : . . . . . . . . . .
Tracts, White, Bert, Mo .. .
Tracts, Wildermuth, L.,
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l1 racts, Wildermuth, J.B.,
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Trusler, Mrs. James, n ....
Tucker, D. E., e. , . . . . . . . .
Tucker, Walter, and wife, a
Turner, Warren, El., e ....
Twombly, Samuel, acct ....
Twombly, Samuel, e .......

gg

Accounts with· Local Bishops and ·Agents.
-'-

Alabama District.
George 0. Sellers, Agent.
Receipts.
Ba!clwin ,J. w
~
Booker 'G. a" · '' ·'' '· ·,, 25
Booker' R L . . ... ' ' ' ' ' 5
Hookp/ n· n' '''.'' '''' · 10
()2
Bookrr: '"· Ii · · · · · · · · · ·" 5
Ba~rn. ~Irs. 1'iin"n'1C' ' ' ' · · ~ 10
llrnkr, W. II.
· · · · · ·'
Ilarprr .J. n ........... .
Harp(\r: Herihfi.
30
llar1wr, Maggie .. :.:::::: 0
l!arper, Mrs. M. A
1

·n· ·· ··· ··

I Inq1rr

N

B

!Tawklns .T. j
)!cl'herson

'

'-' · .' '

· · · · · · · ·'
w· s· ........
.

"T · · 'J°·· ·· ·· ··

~kPherson' M~·s '11.f'

:\Iiniarcl, d.
Oilom w ti. ···········.•.
Pnrkc/r, \V. ·\V.' · · · · · • · · · ·
Parker L G
· • · · · • · · ..
Pea.cock T "?iii''.'_''''''':
Penccok; Jifi·s/" AitC~' · · · · · 'Pa trick, z. K. ... : : : ; : : :

00
00
00
00
00
00

2g gg

00
00
00
5 00
5 00
10 00
20 00
10 00
20 00
12 00
5 00
,.50
50
5 00

Raborn, Mrs. Matilda. . . .
Sellers,. Idella_. , . . . . . . . . • 5
Sellers,. S. 'D. • • • • . • • . • . • 18
Sellers, .o. M .....• ; ..... 10
Sellers, L. G.. . . . . . . . . . . 6
Sellers, J .. D... . . .....•• 10
Sellers, D. B.. . . . . . . . . . . 20
Salter, H:· F.,............ 5·
Vickrey, F.;..... . ...... 10
Vickrey, T. llf.. ..... : . ... 20
Vickrey, .T. G .......•.... · 18
Vickrey, .T. A... . . . . • . • . . 5
Wiggins, G. ru. . . . . . . . . . . 15
Wiggins, J. E.. .. . .. . . . . . 6
Total ; ......... $ 423
Expenditures.
Balance due agent December
31,- mos . : ............ $ 9
Colinnn, ll!rs. Mary, n.... 5
Harn,_ John, e ..........-.-.- · 5
Stti6ba1·t. Mrs. h· .i\I.; f. . 70
Slover, llfrs. F. llf.; f ••.•.. 220
'l'ucker, Mrs .. D. Ill., .f .• ·.•. 108
. Total ... ." .... -. . : $ 417
Due· chmeh •... ; . $
5

50
Mobile District.
00
W. L. Booker, Agent.
00
00
Receipts.
00 ·
1
00
Antony tMnrk, t. ...... $
00
Bool<er' Wiilis L., t. ... . 5
00
Booker: Lafayette N., t ... . 2
00 ~Bankister, Ed and wife, t. 25
00
_Bankister, :Mary, t ...... . 4
00
Courtne:v, Aaron, t ...... . 1
00
Cunniniham, "rm., t. · · · · · 2
00
Cooper, James and wife .. . 10
00 .Dungnn;.T. C., t ......... . 5
Gideon8, Sidney, o ....... .
50
Gideons, ·uary, o ....... .
Howard, Hiram, o ....... .
5G
ng~~:~!:~: firir~~~~ 0 ~: : : : : : :
00
Long.-\Vm. W., o ........ .
00
1\fizell, Reuben, t ........ . 6
00
1'-lizcll,· .John, t .......•... 5
00
'Miller, .Tocl,.and wife, t. .. 6
00. Miller, Albert G., t ...... . 5
56 · ·1IUler, Eal on E., t ....... . 1
Mil!e~·.- Ii"'rank t ... ·...... . 20
94
1

00
00
00
90
00
00
50
00
00
20
50
50
30
50
25
00
00
00
50
00
00

Miller, Powhattan, t ..... . 20 00
Miller, Lester, t ........ . 1 00
McDowell, Simon, t .. , ... . 5 00
:McCormack, fif., t ..•.....
50
Powell, George, t ........ .
50
P<nvell; -James and wife, t. 10 00
Parker, John G. and wife, t 9 25
I'arker, Gld, and wife, t .. 7 00
Parker, Ed., t ........ -.. . 3 00
Rodgers, Wm., t ......... . 1 50
Hodgers, John, t ......... . 1 00
Sherman, Geo. \V., t ..-... . 9 50
Sherman, .-Ellis, t ....... . 5 00
Sherman, Daniel, t ....... . 9 00
Sherman, ,John, t ....... . LOO
Stiner, I1"'r8.nk, t .......•. 15 00
Smith, Lester, t ..•....... 9 00
Smith, '11l10s. L., t ....... . 1 00
Scarcliff, Frank, o •....... 1 00
rrillman, Oscar, t .... -... . 2 00
Young, Lottie, t. ........ . 1 50
Young, .Tohn '\V., t ....... . 5 00
Young, Arthur, t ........ . 1 50
25
Young, l~onnie, · t~ ....... .

(Continued on page 9.)
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l\Iinnesota, Birch Whiting .......•.......
Missouri, Clinton. G. W. Beebe ...•.......
Missouri, Far West, •Charles P. Faul .. .
Missouri, Independence Stake. R. May .... .
Missouri, Nodaway, R. K. Ross, ........ .
Missouri, Northeastern, W. B. Richards .. .
:Yiissouri, Southern, A. M. Baker ........ !
Missouri, Saint Louis, Russell Archibald .. .
Montana, Thomas Reese . . . . . . . . ..... .
Nebraska, Central, Levi Gamet.'. ........ .
Nebraska, Northern, H. S. Lytle ..•.....
Nebraska, Southern, C. H. Porter ........ .
Nebraska, Western and Black Hills
R. S. Mengel .............•..•.•....
New York and Philadelphia, Jno.Zimerma.nn
New York, Western, F ..T. Updyke ....... .
North Dakota, Jerome E. Wildermuth .... .
No"Va Scotia, ~irs. Lois G. John"son ...... .
Pittsburg, Kirtland and Ohio, J. A. Becker.
Oklahoma, Hubert Case ................. .
Oklahoma.. Eastern, Ellis Short .......... .
Ontario, London, R. C. Evans ........... .
Ontario, Chatham, .T. H. Tyrrell ......... .
Oregon, Eastern, A. J. :Moore ........... .

Michigan, Western ..T..T. Comish, ........ .

)!aine, Eastern, R. Bullard ............. .
l\laine, Eastern, S. F'. Cushman .•.........
)la!ne, Western, H. R. Eaton. . ........ .
~lass. and Rhode Island. M. C. Fisher ... .
~Iichigan. Central, G. W. Burt, .........·.
l\Iichigan, Eastern, "\\:-m. F. Smith ........ .
:Michigan. Northern, J. C. Goodman ..... .
Michig-ar., Southern and Northern
Indlane., Samuel Stroh .............. .

Kentucky and 'fennessee. J. R. McClain ... .

Iowa, Gallands Grove. C. J. Hunt. ...... .
Iowa, Lnmoni Stake, '\Ym. Anderson ...... .
Iowa, Little Sioux, A. :Ii. Fyra.ndo ...... .
Iowa, Pottawattamie, J. -~. Hansen ..... .
Iowa and Illinois. Nauvoo, Geo. F. Lambert
Kansas, ~ortheastern, John Cairns ...... .
Kansas, Nortl1western, John Teeters ..... .
Kans.as. Spring River, Ellis Short, ....... .

Iowa, Eastern, Jphn Heide ............. .
Iowa, Fremont, Lorena Leeka ........... .

.Alabama, G. 0. Sellers ................. .
. Alabama, :uobile, W. ~· Booker ......... .
.\.ustralia, George Lewis ............... .
British Isles. J. W. Rushton ............. .
California, Northern, C. A. Parkm, ..... .
California, Southern, Albert Carmichael ..
California, Southern, Fred Adam ....... .
Canada London. John L. Burger ........ .
cannda: Saskatchewan, ·wallace E. Nelson.
Canada, Winnipeg, L. H. Carter .......... .
Colorado Eastern. C. E. Everett ........ .
England: .Birmingham, J. E. Meredith .... .
l'ngland. ~!an chester, .T~seph Dewsnup ... .
Fn~lancl, London. R. Cllft .............. .
I~ngland, Sheffield. John ....\..ustin .•........
Florida, E. N. McCall .................. .
Hawaii, G..T. 'Valler ................. .
Idaho, Elias E. Richards ............... .
. Idaho, NortMrn, l\Iyron J. Durfee ...... .
Illinois, Central. Luther Simpson ...•.....
Illinois, Kewanee, C. E. Ball ......•.....
Illinois, ~ortheastern, John Midgorden ... .
Illinois, >iouthern, F. M. Davis ......... .
Indiana, Southern, John Zahnd .......... .
Iowa, ·Des 11oines. Wardell Christy ...... .

Districts, Local Bishops and Agents.
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GO :1ri

1,055 90
31G 4G

73 60

87 67
907 25
68 95
781 08
9 50

133 63

88 36

00
62
10
96

35
19
100
2

82

47
64
60

16
371
1,070
197

209 93

3 71

23 02

104 20
909 59
24 77

SS 72

27 12
G9 11
346 66

J2S

67
255 30

2,ri24

JS GS
t)S;J :38

3GG 89

42 65

,H
40
34
223

vu; 7ri

99 00

947 70
14 47
444 65

Church.

G6G Gi

36 51

, 19 43

2:1 20

9S 2r.

16 5S

rno oo

24 00
205 00

2 00
2,100 00

so

ma oo
rn;; oo

837

125 00

100 00

I

14 61

l4 iii

->1) •)•)

24 35

200 00
113 79
136 36

I
I

soo

00

350 00

115 77
:25 00

ti 36

20
300 00

s

300 00

t 1S2 12

1

Other
Bishop. \ .Agents.

Received.

I

1 52 I

37

80 15

tiG s:;

22 ·15

160 30

120 61

91 07

s

I

I

561

Agent.

Last Report Due.

61
74
28
3S
09
35
70
00
60
80
35
82
01

Hi
00
27
00

37

7,nn2 GD
1.i)~l 12
.1 ... ,
SG

4,30!) !JS
1,7fi7 22
2.001 Sri

5,:133 2:3
277 00
1,807 25

338 40

1,01:;
732
1,249
1,665
1,434

768 25

]:3
:·t7
90
71

763 87

4,557
12,212
911
69:;

I

45 OG'
3,:18;) 70

I

2,4:38 12

191i 00

00

o on

so

~i.:.!I

5 00

6 26

2 22

G 75

51 00

144 40
u 74

::\Iiscel-

lancous.
'

I

~r.

fiO

478 71

!JJiOO 00
200 00

37;; 00
73 13

50 00
2,58!) 17

388 00

166 00
300. 00

75 00
277 50.

1,400 00

660 00
1,036 tiO

1,43:l 88

500 00
GOO 00

2GO 00

1,100 00

;;().I

::.uoo 00 .,

1,HG

1,500 00

lGl 18

100 00

tiG 75

154 35

42:-> 00

700 00

Bi.shop.

uu

00

'i

uu

OU

00

2,4!)7 00
l.Gl 4 on
18-4 00

B,624 rm
l,G74 00
827 00

330 ·oo
1,306 00
216 00
1,451 00

630
1,116
488
790
1,432
720

G,48()
J ,016
548

I

I

4::! 8(;

00

!14
00

gr,,

35
00
Hi

00
70
00
00
G7 27
!}3 10

:336
103
30
30

rn o·o

176 80
49 00
10 00

r.o oo

8 00
25 00
118 04

17:) uo

Ul> (}U

fiG ti3
\)lj :!l

105
36
61
42
178
i3
GD

H7 UO

30 00
20 00

:iu 59
20 00

4U 7;)

106 65

77 95

1G OU

50 00

:~o

no oo

osr.

fH3 riO

00
15
50
33
~g ~o
3.l.; uO
(;!) 00

35
417
11
138

.,.~

o·>

fiO

nn ;,o
1::.?0 riO

1~1:"i

44 r.o
20 00

822 30

00
91 00
71 .00

r.

20 00

3l6 47
8 00
183 15
204 00
2,794 32
5 00
\ 72 00
50 25
47 00

. 3!) 25

18 00
27 00

12 O!)

40H 80
:.!i> OU
:!O 27
10 00
lHi 00
.:.!72 GO

00
10
00
00

f.o!~ g~

7
102
1.0
20

314 77

3!) 66

268 00

2·1 11
;)2 87
1 00

7G ,Q

llG 1G

87 GO

11 2U

.!GO OU
Gt. OU

J.Glj 11
62 12
39:3 00
24· 1,288 35
00
;:; 00
00
24
135 01
127 fiO
00
00
58 10
00
41 00
116 60
00
102 00
00

887 00
980 00
620 00
715 42
2,161 no

1,822 00
1,415 00
1,140 00
!)()2 00

2,rn.i oo
4Gll 00
201 91)

o'""

1,~=-~ 00

't;~..[ (l(J
H-10 riU

·l 117 I:.!

'415 :25
\JG 00
1,470 00
9;l(j 00
7UG 00
1.0~0 00

i·m ss

21G 00

40 00

UU4 U7

:.!UU U4

00

7a Oti

[j

:.w:-; 7G

I

I
:174 GO
7:! 00

7U 10

30:~ O~l

5 oo
180 J.!J

.\ill.

l'aid.

00

oo I

300 00

25

11 43

5 11

ii 7'}

141 23
Sti 90

soo

8 20

Distl'kt~.

G9
97
98
!!9

3G

00

7i3

65

60

I

1

93
64
01
G4
64

70
57

84

88

83 18

9 07'
1,172 19
118. 4;,
624 00

\!04 78

10015
910 96
114 03

4:s 43
11·75

3,5~;~ ~6

1,496 00

mo 44
117 52
M .10.

3:6 45

107
2,077
210
411

f i 92

73 58

ti3 42

is12
4,5'1'5
lOil
H:3
11

407 62

€i6 08
333 18

22

21 67

7~18

H5 51
216 82

4,3 95"

21.5 38

4,(i 21
~:;; 15

:32:7 83
385 15
544 05
i:l68 40
·4~19 20
GiO- 60

sou tm

1,077 00

5 94
2:6 ti7

s

~:!

20S Gl I

I

·--1

due

Cllurch.

IBalance

14 .. 00
1G9 40.
20;) 82
I
412 78
1,01.1 90
3,llr. TD
:wr; <M

7 00

. . 62
111 17

2 00
25

31 .85

25 00

2,362 4.3

8 26
12 92
23 78
15 00
1·10
1,503 '78
2 00
2 85

2 00
160 40
19 19
3 46
1 79

2 59
111 90
G 00

442
3,174
32
2
11

2 31

5 55

1 45

2 18
G 77

17 00
6 85
23 28
81
59

7 3G

1
71
238
1-!G

'48 60

3 01

~li~ccl1 aneous.

I I I

Paid.

I•}:qwn::;L'R.

7;;
00
001·

1,.\U:! 00

lU8

1,Gur.
970
G:!:J
:HiO

1,48\J ,u
lUG ·!:!

llJ8

:ms

_____ _

I1,:unilies.

Pn.id.

I I I

64
30.
88 \
26
47.

1,149 26
2,665 08
785 51

735
3,703
1,750
1,47G
651

l,~~~ ~t

750 70
2,602 13
592 09

!)74 30

1:206 06

4.:.!2G 7H
-> J '31 l)U

8,077 81

:.!,HiJ.l G-4

1,369 13
1,277 91
2,14G 04

225 67

l,72S
2,319
656

377

2,4SS
222
S15
100
72
215
438
. 45
29

l,~~~ ~g

51 01
3,47G 15
1314 lH
1:oss 9:2
G4;J 01

G~
1, ~=~
j j(j l.i

423 50

01Il•rinis.
Titlle•
Con!:lc.
Hurplus.

Received.

Tabulated Report of Local Bishops and Agents for the Year 1909.
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Accounts with Local Bishops and Agents .
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0

George Lewis, Bishop:
Receipts .
Balance due church De·
cember 21, mos ........ $94 7 ".70
Wallsend Branch t. and o.
Daughters of Zion . . . . .
49
Gregory, Ann . . . . . . . . . . . 1 22
;Lewis, G.... . ......... 24 35
Potter, .J.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 52
Stewart, G.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 22
Wallsend Religio Society. . 1 22

"'...,..j''
0
0

rl

AUSTRALASIAN MISSION.

"''
..."'

,,,

0

C>

Young, Harry, t.. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Yocom, J. C., t........... 6 00
T t
___
o a 1 ........... $ 228 65
Expenditures.
Due agent, December 31,
1908 ········ . . . . . . . $ 1 07
Booker, Sr. N. L., f. ..... 198 00
Agent, e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Money orders . . . . . . . . . . 1 01
Total .. .. . .. .... $202 08
Due church . . . . . . 26 · 57

"'

rir-IL'?CJ'Jr-1

0
,....

"'""'
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9

IIomesville Branch.
Ley, Harry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 74
Hamilton Branch.
Bradd8ck, M ............ . 9 74
Birt, John.·........... .. 13 39
Bramston, Sr ............ . 7 31
Cornelius, Jas.... . ..... . 1 22
Davies, Rene ........... .
24
Dixon, .Jas.. . . ........ . 2 44
Davies, Ern ............ . 1 22
Gammidge, W. ll ........ . 2 07
Heslop, no,· ............ . 1 22
Imrie, Grace ........... . 5 48
Imrie, Ivy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 48
.Jones, .Tessie ........ ,_, .. 6 82
,Jones, John . . . . . . . . .... . 48 70
Jones, .James, .......... . 7 31
.Jamieson, Thomas ...... .
97
Sister, .-\. ............... . 19 48
Smith, :.\laggie ........•..
2 44
"~illi:uns, Ann .......... . 73 05
Leichhardt Branch.
Elliott, Thos., jr... . . . . . .
49
l•'errctt, fl:. A............. 14 61
:'1111.arcl, G. W. . . . . . . . • . . 4 38
Balmain Branch t. and o.
Blackmore, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . 7 12
Corbett, A ..T..... : ....... 25 08
Donolrnc, .Tas. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 04
Dohrn, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 74
Daniels, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 22
Fordham, Sr.. . . . . . . . . . .
49
i•'lood, J3lanche . . . . . . . . . 4 87
l<'crritt, :\'ellie . . . . . . . . . . . 8 04
Grest)', .T. T . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 48
Henrichs, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 44
Kennedy, Sr............. 35 31
:Manning, Bro. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 44
Madrers, Polly ........... 14 31
l\Iadrers, Sr., Sen.. . . . . . . • 2 92
Prescott, Bro. . . . . . . . . . . 34 09
Sister, A.... . . . . . . . . . . 4 87
Smith, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . 13 27
Smith, .Joseph W. . . . . . . . 4 87
Sen berg, A. . . . . . • . . . . . . 7 31
Seaberg, Victor . . . . . . . . . . 1 22
Thearlc, C. .~.. . . . . ..... 2:1 13
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Sr. . . . .

......

4 50

White, Bro.... . . . . . . . . 9
White, Hose . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Wilson, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Wallis, n. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
'1 uncurry Brnnch.
McLaren, C. S. . . . . . . . . . . 93
Rankin, Sr. . . . . . ....... !9
Taylor, .T. IL.. . . . ....... ol
Wright, ,John ........... 316
Wright, H. 0. . ......... 14
Nambucca Branch.
Argent, J . . . . . . . . . ·. · · · 24
Ballard, G. '.r........... . 24
Ballard, W. C.. . . . . .... . 24
Ballard, M. J. . . . . . . ... . 14
Ballard, E. J. . . . . . . ... . 14
McKay, A ............. . 4.
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OG
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Bullahdelah Branch.
Burdckin, Sr. . . . . . •.•.. 5 3G
l!Jngel, .A............... . 9 74
2 44
Fraser,
Maybury, .Wm. . • . . ....•. 14 61
i\Iaybmy, Doll.v .......... . 2 44
3IcGulnness, .J. . . • . •.... 2·44
:\lcGuinness, Sr. . -. .•..... 4 87
2 44
Hicl~ards 1 J. . . . . . . .. : .. ..
Brisbane Branch .
Barkus, .T. W: . . . . . . . . . • 4 87
-nun·ows,_ Sr. J. . . . . . . . . . 8 52

1\...... . ...... .
.

Burrows, J ......•......
~db~hwort~, U'. . . . . . . . . . .
Med erz, ............ •.
, I dleton, V. . ......... .
~Ii~ldleton, Sr. G. . ....... .
· ~1sker, Bro., and wife ... .
l'-oles, ..:-\... ·.............. .
'Yaldman, G........ , ... .
Perth Branch.
Broadway, Bro. and wife ..
Davies, Bro., and wife ... .
niil!ard, G. w. . .... '. ... .
Robinson, A. F., and wife ..
Hobinson, .Aubrey ....... -.
Robinson, A., and wife ...•
Robinson, W. A. . ...... .
Robinson, A. L., and wife ..
Sharp, Sr.:. . . . . . ..... .

4 87
1 58
13 15

14

25
4 87
1 09
1 22
22
14
5
47
9
12
23
41

lG
Gl

36
00
74
18
38
40
49

Scattered Members.
Clarke, E. M. E., and wife 4 87
Ivers, W. E. . .. :· ....... . 14 61
Ivers, C. H., and wife ... . 95 45
,....I.,ebherz, .i\., ••••••.•••••• 9 74
l\lather, Sr. . ........... . 5 84
i\Ioore, G............... . 12 18
McI,a ughlln, R. . .•....... 4 87
)+IcLaughlin, "-1· . . . . . .. . 25 57

Parker, G. II ........... .

7 31

Building and Tent Fund.
Adelaide Branch . . . . . ... · 21
Balmain Branch . . . . . . . . . 62
Hamilton Branch ....... .-· 27
?\father, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tuncurry Branch ........ 17
Wallsend Branch . . . . . . . . 14

21
07

66

73
94
79

Victoria District.
Craig, Albert . . . . . . . . . . . 9 74
Craig, James . . . . . . . . . . . 26 79
Craig, Sr. W. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 44
Craig, Sr. Sarah . . . . . . . • 2 · 44
Clarke, Ernest . . . . . . . . . . 4 87
Daniels.I. Sr. R. . . . . . . . . • . 5 84
Eden, l.i. • • • • • • • • . • • • . •
Gl
Emmerson, Bro., n.nd wife 11 69
Emmerson, Charles . . . . . . 11 2G
Emmerson, Lucy . . . . . . . . 4 87
Prowse, Sr. . . . . . . . . . • . . 4 87
Quecnsferry Branch . . . . . . 3 29
Rowse, Bro. . . . • . . . . . . . . . 7 31
Squire, Bro., and wife .... 58 44
Stephenson, Sr. . . . . . . . . 4 87
'l'aylor, Sr. L. . . . . . • . . . . . 1 22
Wooley, Ashton . . . . . . . . 9 74
Total . . . . . ..• $2,868 25
Expenditures.
Barmore, Sr., f ......... $ 77
Davis, ;r.. W., e.......... 4
Haworth, W. J., f. ...... 525
Haworth, W. J., e ........ 19
Jones, Sr., a ........... .-. u8
Jones, l-I. J., f ........... 288
Robertson, E. Ii'., e. . . . . . . 9
Storm, Sr., a. . . . . . . • . . . . 4

92
87
96
48
44
95
74
87
1Vells, G. U., f. .. ." . . . . . . . 175 32
Wells, G. R., e .......... 121 75
rrruemai:t, Sr., a ...•. ·.... D 74
Rank charges . . . . . . . . . . 2 44
Exchange . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 22.
Stamps, etc. . . . . . . . . . . • 5 43
Deeds, transfers, etc. . . . . . 32 75
Building ancr Tent Fund.
Postage.... .. .. .. .. .. ..
10

Victoria District.
Making nfildavit . . . . . . . . 2
Butterworth, Sr., f. ...... 260
Barmore, Sr., f .......... lGO
Barmore, A. C., e-. . . . . • . . 24
Exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Total ... , ...•. $1,791
. Due church ..... $1,077

4'!
55
71
35
22
25
00

BRITISH ISLES MISSION.
J. W. Rushton, acting agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, ,1903 ......... $ 14 47
Sheffield Branch, John.
Austin.._ agent . . . . . . . . . 5 11
London lltanch, Richard
Clift, agent . . . . . . . . . . 9 74
North Manchester Branch.
Baty, :Mary Jane arid Ann,t
49
Nixon, Edwin . . nnd Ellzabeth, t.... .. .. .. .. .. 1 46
Green, and Hobinson Sisters, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 31
Smith, John, o..........
3G·
Eccles Branch.
2 59
Heywood, Bro., and wife,
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10
East :\Ianchester Brarn;:h.
Clarke, James, and wife, t 2 44
East ).lnnchester Branch, o
24
Farnworth Branch.
73
Hope, David, o ......... .

49
Yates, Betsy Ellen, o ..... .
South :IIanchester Branch.
Baty, Lilly, o............
12
4
Coun, TomW, _t .... · · t... · · · · ·
~
Maddock,
111 rnm,
. . . . . . 1 9u
'l'owers, George, t .. -. . . . . .

40

Northeastern :Manchester Branch.
Schofield, James, and wife
Hope, ~Iaru Jane, t ..... .
Topping, Fred, t ........ .

73

49
24
2 44

Waugh, James, and wife, t
Birminghn.m, .T. .E. ~Ieredith, agent ........... 141 23
Dewsnup, Joseph, agent... 7 08
Emsley, Sr., t.... . . . . . . . . 1 22
73

F'isby, G. II., t. ........ .

Manderfield, Arthur, t ... . 10 96
Hice, Jessie, t ........... . 4 87
Saints CoOp. Society, t. .. . 12 18
'l'rapp, .E ••T., t. ....... · · -

Tavlor, .John W., t. ..... .
Taj•lor, Jessie, Christmas,

Offering, Wortley Branch
Sunday school) ....... .
Weate, John, t. ........ .

'Vilson, Henry, and wife, o
'Vilson,

E.,

1 22·

4 87

3 77
2 44
3 53

offering from
1

i[r~~~'1i ~ ~.s~ .. ~~~t~ '. . • . 1
'Varren, Lily, returned loan 9
).fason Rro., balance Leeds
Disti·lct mis. fund .. -~
Total . . . . . . .... $257
Expenditures.
Bail lie, James, e ........ $ 14
Gren wood, Elizabeth A., f .. 52
Greenwood, Wm. H., e ... . 7
.Jenkins, Hees, f ......... . 9
,Jones, Thomas, f. . . . . .. . 9
.Johnson, Bro.~ and Bro. and
Sr. Howarth, a . . . . . . . . 6
Hushton, .T. W., f. ....... 66
Hushton, .J. W., e ........ 24
'l'aylor, Sarah, f. . . . . . . . . 26
Taylor, Thomas, e. . . . . . . . 32
Wilson, Henry, and wife, a 4
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total . . . . : . . . . $257
1

58
74
64
34
61
60
31

74
74
33
35
35
99

86
87
59
34

Birmingham District.
.T. E. Meredith, agent.
Heceipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ......... $136
Eccleston, George, t. . . . . . 2
Edmund, Bro. ana Amy, t.. 3
Eccleston, TIT., t......... 4
Eccleston, Sr. F. C., t ... , 1
Greenwood, George S., t. . 3
Greenwood, Joseph R., t... 6
Kendrick, Albert, t. . . . . . . 1
.Meredith, Ada A., t. . . . . . . 38
Meredith, John El., t ...... 126
Meredith, Beatrice A. D., t 4
Hoberts, David, t. . . . . . . .
Simpson,~ I. II., t... . . . . .
Snead, Howard, t. . . . . . . . 4
Smith, Herbert, t..... . . .
Scholefleld, J., and wife, o
4
'l'ayior, John W., t. ... , . . 8
'l'aylor, Sr. I. . . . • . . . . . . .
'l'abblnor, Hobert; t. . . . . . . 1
Walton, Sr. S. :m., t...... 2
"Talton, C. 'I'. F., t...... ..
Walton, Charles, t.. . . . . . .

75
35
G5
38
4G

30
45
46
96
70
87

61
73
14
73

87

77

49
64

V2

97
61

~~m~: ?i.AF'.• 1t::::::::: 2 ~~

Kelley, El. L., Bishop ..... 11 O
Kelley, El. L., Bishop
(Christmas Offering) . . 3
Graceland College fund . . . 2
Total . . . . . . . . . $475
Expenditures.
Agent's expenses ....... $ 4
Gage, Bro., a. . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Greenwood, W. H., e ..... , 14
Greenwood, W. H., f. .. ,,. 209
Loyd, Will, a ..•..• ;,... 1
Hush ton, J. W., e ...• , . . . 14
Uushton, .T. W., agent.,, .141
'l'aylor, Sr. I., a ......... 14
Taylor, Thomas, e. . . . . . . 14
Ke/~~iie~e) 1:·: ~~s~~P . . . . • 2
Total .. . . .. ... ·.. $424
Due church ...••. $ 50

13

66
22
50

London District.
Hlchard C]jft, agent,
Heceipts.
.\ sister, o. . . . . ......... $ 2
Clift, Hlchard, and wHe, t 46
Purness, Emma, o. . . . . . . .
Goullee, Wm., and wife; t... 17
Goullee, Wm. T., t....... -3
Hockaday, J., and wife, t 7
Kemp, Sr., t............. 2
~ewton, James, t ........ 10
Oblation, London Branch.. 4
Oblation, Enfield Branch. . .4
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 29
Worth, John ..... , . . . . . .
Total . . . . . ...... $129
Expenditures. ·
Armstrong, W. H., e ..... $
A sister, a. . . . . . . . . . . . .
A brother, a. . . . . . . . . . . .
Leggott, G. W., e ........
Rushton, J. W., e ........
Rushton, J. W., agent.....
Stamps . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . ..... $
Due church ...... $

3
11
12
22

03

51
49
20
04

67

19
53
87

79
22
97
60

90
93

18

91

22 92

9 74
81

84 30

45 21

Manchester District._
Joseph

Dewsnup, agent.
Heceipts.
o.
Exeter Braneh.
Ireland, Stephen, and
wife. t. . . . . . . . . ..... $ 1
Ireland, Elizabeth, t. . . . . .
Ireland, Samuel, t........
~ichols, ·1. ;\I., and wife, t
4
Pope, Elizabeth, t.. . . . . . . 9
Hichards, Sophy, t....... 4
Wilson, Emily . . . . . . . . . . 2
"Tilson, Henry, and wife, o 1
Eccles Branch .
Grundy, .Joseph S., t......
Farnworth Branch.
Bramall, Aliee1 t._.......
Fenny, ·Mary, Sen.,
Fenny, William, t ..... , . .
Harper, .Joseph, t........ 2
IT ope, David, Sen., t. . . . . . 3
Hopson, Annie, t......... 1
Hurst, Sarah A., t. . . . . . . .
Hope, Sarah, t. . . . . ..•. ,
Hope, David, jr., t.......
Hope, Annetta, t... . . • . • .
Hope, Samuel H. . . . . . . .
Hope, Alice,. t .....•.•. , . .
Spargo, .Tames, t........ . 2
Spargo, John, Sen;, t......
Spargo, Sarah E., t.. . . . .
Spargo, Eliza, t ....... ; ·. .
Spargo, .T ohn, jr., t .. : . . . .
Spargo, Ethel, t. . . . . . . . .
Yates, Betsy El., t........

t......

95
49
40
87

74
87
44
83
22
28

63
12
31

67

52
22
08
JO

08
17
46
flG
71

42
4!>
•12

:rn

18

Leeds, Burley Branch.
Bradford, Yooks mission, o
Burley Branch, o..... . . .

il~~td~dei'ci~ml1.~\~3dw'l/t~·~

2 fi2

1 17

g~~
1 71

Hushton, Beatrice, t......
Schofield, Annie J., t ..... 499 28
Wormald, Nellie, t ........ 11 GO
Wortley Branch.
!•'Irby, G. W., and.wife, t ... 2
Horton, Samuel, and wlfe,t •l
Harper, Herbert, and wife,t 24
~Ieaclowcroft, John, and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jtoume, Eliza, t ......... .
Sykes, Joseph Henry, t... 4
Saints' Coop. Society, t ... 12
'l'aylor, .Jessie, t ........ .
'.I'aylor, Sarn~1, o ........ .
South l\Ianchester Branch.
Baty, James, t .•........• 6
Baty, Sr..James, o ...... . 1
Baty, James H., t ....... .

][)

24

~-¥

North ·Manchester Branch.
Baty, Ann, o ........... .
Baty, Ma$ Jane, o ...... .
Coux, i\Iary H.;-t ........ ,
Coux, Tom, t ....... -.... . 2
Greenwood, :Maude, t .... .

·g~;~~~,~~~.' a~IJz~~tt~ t~::i. ~
Green, Emily, t ...... : .. .
Nixon, Edwin, and wife, t
Smith, John, t .... " .....

73

2 92
1 58
24

Northeas.t Manchester.
Barrington, James, and
'vife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
:\Jayne, Arthur, and wife, t 4
)Iayne, A.rthur, jr., t ....
Schofield, James, and wife,t 1
Schofield, John, and wife,
Sen., t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Topping, Fred, and wife, t 2
V\'augh, James, arid wife, o 3
Plymouth Branch.
~litchell, Alice, t. . . .....

36
36
24
68
24

7 31

East ~Ianchester Branch.
Armstrong, W. R., and
wife, t.... . . . . . . . . . . 2
Armstrong,- .J. W., t ...... 12
Branch, o . . . . . . . . . . /!-·•.
Clarke. James, and wife, t 17
Gayter, Albert, and Nellie,t 1
King, E., and wife, t .... . 2
Kirkham, Minnie, t. ... : ..

68
18
97
23
71
56
lS

22

87

06

46
35
92
65

9 74

Stockport Branch.
Xadin, F., and wife, t....
Worth, Wm., o.... . . . . .

2 44
61

Warrington Branch.
Cank, Clara,

t. . . . . . . . . . .

Chandler, Wm. I-I., and ·
wife, t.... . . . . . . . . . .

1 44

Eastern Wales District.
Thomas Gould, agent.
Heceipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ......... $ 1
Evans, D. L., t. . . . . . . . . . 38
Evans, S., agent . . . . . . . . 4
~-reen, _Sr., o. . . . ... . . . . . . . 1
Green, -B., and wife, o. . . . 7
qould,, T., and wife, t. . . . 7
G!ll, Ms. B. and El. t
o
Gill, Srs ..B. and El.; o:::: i
Gloucester Branch, o. . . . . 2
Harris, Sr. A., t......... 2
Jones, Sr. M., o .. , .. , . , .. 1
Kelley, El. L.. Bishop ..... 155
lllilis, P.,
2
~.Iacray, G.,
8
-Macray, G.~ o............
Trapp, El. J., t........... 5
Trapp, A ..T. t........... 2
'l'rapp, A._ T.,- o. . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . ..... $24 7

t..............
t............

Expenditures.
Jones, Mrs. M., f ....... $226
Bevan, Sr. F., a. . . . . . . . . . 16
Postal orders, postage, etc. 1
Total . : . . . ..... $243
Due church. . . . . . $ 3

Silas Evans, agent.
Ueeelpts.
Aberaman Branch .•. , .. $
Bishop, James . . . . . . . . • .
Collins, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Davies, Thomas . . . ... . . . .
Dewsnup, Joseph, agent... ll
Evans, S., and· El. A .. , . . . 34
Edwards, D. . , , . . . . . . • . • 4
.Jen kins, ~Iaggie ... , . • . . .
.Jenkins, John G... . . . . . .
Jenkins1 Hannall ........ ,
Kear, 'l homas . , ... , . . .. .
Kelley, El. L., Bishop ..... 121
i\Ian, E. ,J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Member, A. . . . . . • . . . . . 34
Porth Branch . . . . . . . . . . 3
Pughsley, John . . . . . . . . . . 3
Phillips, John . , ......... 10
Phillips, IOllzabeth . . . . . . .
Thomas, D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
rl'homas, Roger . . . . . . . . . .
'l'homas, M. . . . • . • • . . . . . .
Thomas, 'l'. J. . . . . . . . . . .
'l'homas, W. S. . . . . . . . . . .
Williams, Daniel . . . . . . . . . 2
Williams, Edward. . . . . . . . 27
Total . . . . . ..... $305

Expcndi tures.
Austin, John, age!lt ..... $ 43 83
.-\gent's expenses ....... . 5 54
E\•ans, Bilas, agent ..... . 9 74
F,vsh, A., and wife, a .... . 2 44
nreenwood, Wm. H .., e ... . 47 48
Greenwood, E. A., t ..... . 75 24

Howarth, Ed., and wife, a 10 96

I [ ughes, .Jessie, a .....•.. 7
.T_ohnson, Wm ...._1_1nd wife, a 11
h.clley, E. L., .tS1shop
(Graceland College) . . . . 6
Laycock, Hannah, a. . . . . . . 4
1foredith, J. El., agent ..... 24
Mason, Emily, a .......... 14
Hush ton, Beatrice, f ...... 320
ltushton, .J. W., e ........ 30
ltushton, J. W., act. agt.. 7
Taylor, Sarah, f. . . . . ... 209
Taylor, 'l1homa.s, e ........ ID
\Vilson, Henry, and wife, a 24
Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postage, etc. . . .
. . 1O
Total . . . . . ..... $986

Sheffield District.

00
71

Joseph, a.:::::: -3 gi
5

Heahng, ·James, a
1
Marshan, Sr., a ... : : : : : : : 3 6
Hushton, J. W., e. . . . . . . . 4 87
Rushton, acting agent
5 11
Tayloi·, rl'homas, e ..... ::: 34 72
Total . . . . . ..... $781G
Due church •..... $ 23 15

·Western Wales District.

.John Austin, agent.
Hecelpts.

73

Garr~tt,

31

16
26
87
35
61
20

69
98
53
48

B5

85
63
50

Austi[\, John, t ......... $ 2 44
Cousins, Charles, t. • . . . . . 22 40
Foster, Joe,
1 71·
llolmes, G. H., and wife, t 14 12
Holmes, 'Vm., Seri., t.. . . . 3 65
Holmes,. Simon, jr., t. . . . . 1. 83
Low1 charles, t. . . . . . . . . 1 17
Matuer, Mable, t. . . . . . . . 1 46
Mather, Martha, t. . . . . . .
36
Naycor, Joseph, t. . . . . . . . 5 36
ltichardson, Herbert, t... . 5 78
ltall!ngs, Itobert, t. .. , . . . 2 44
Smith, SrI t. . . . . . . . . . . . .
55
~,i~ps~n, ,., Ienry,
4 14
tnne1 1 ,..,r,, t ........ ,..
30
Taylor, Harry,
3 G5

t............

t........
t..........

ir~~~~~l1p~l'J~~!v1~,·
14 ~~
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 14 61
'l'otal
...... $101 31

ageiit:::

60
96
87

22
31
31

80

11
41

92
01
84

68
52
24

60

63
12

20

45
19

17
81

39

03
71

00
42
74
09
75
85

73
73

97
75
2·1

09
41
35
35
49

06

2·!

61
Gl

61

44
27

34

Expenditures.
Edwards, Sr., a ......... $ 17 O~
Agent's expenses . . . . . . . . 1 3
Epton, Brother, a. . . . . . . . 2 4~
Ellis, Paul a............ 1 2
Eclmundg, D., a........... 4 8 7
Gould, 'l'homas, agent. . . . . ~ g~
Jones, l\Iary, f ...... · · · · · fo
Jones, '11homas, e ..... · · · · 9 74
Jenl<ins, Hannah, f ....... 147 93
Jenkins, Rees, e. . . . . . . . . . 23
1
Lewis, William e ....... · ·
Hush ton, J. W., e.. . . . . . . .
Simmons, Frank, .n .....• • 2 44
44
rrrebearne, S1'., a ........ __
2_
Total .. . . . ..... $287 ~~
Due church ...... $ 17 "

50

1g ¥4

CANADA.
H. C. Evans, bishop.
Heceipts.
rlaiance due church Deceru· _
ber 31,,. 1908 ...•... • $1, 0 0 5G
Arthur Hranch ........ · ·
Armstrong, Wm. \V-. • • • • • 10
Arnold, µowley,and wife. . 37
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59
1 22
03 13

38

73
Gl
87

::rn

$

Austiµ, Georg~, a ..... : : : .

Wigan Branch.
8pargo, .Tames, t. . . . . . . . . 2 · 44
r;raceland College . . . . . . . 6 26
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 13G 36
~leredith, .T. E., agent ret .. 24 35
'Hotal . . . . . ..... $982 25
Due agent . . . . . . $ 4 25

35

18

Expenditures.
Agent's expenses . . . .
Caton, S1'.;. a ...... ,

:{8

12
63
49
58
g~;,rsn~~'.'1f-i"ep\;J,
16
61
Dewsnup, Josepn and Har94
riet, t.... . . . . . .... . 13 47
83
Sr., t ........... .
2·1
64 ·· Ilarris,
Maddock,
Wm., t. .. , ... . 10 23
23
Maddock,
William, o ••.... 7 79
61
l\Iaddoek, Selina, t ...... . 1 95
61
ll!addoek, Ethel, t.: ..... .
12
Samuel F., t .... . 4 26
22. 1riather,
Mather, Mary, t. ....... . 4 26
90
Mather, Samuel F. and
60
Mary, t ....... P- •••••. 25 57

t :: :: :: :

rl'owers, George, and wife, t

~~~~~:~: ~::;~:!'~\~:·. ~::::

00
01
00
00
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\tkins Herbert H. and wife ~
\rmsh:ong, \Yilllan.i · · · ' · · 1
:1 drews. )fartha · ·. · · · · ' 10
~d~xandcir, Henry
2
\ndrews )Irs. Wm· · · · · · · 1
\ndrews: Enunerata ...... 15
iiuschlen, Chal'les S ...... -60
Digger, Richard L .. ', · · · · • : 7
Bannister. James, J.l. . . . . . 3
Dates, Wm .. and w1fe ..... 10
Bate, James G.- · · · · · ·' · · · 5
Date..James .Amos . · ·: · · · 3
Butler, r~h1.e, and wife. .
Beemer, Lrnz1e . . . . . . . . . . 10
Bigger, Gertie .. · · · · · · · · ·
Bi{Tcrei· Flossic ... · · · · · · · 1 0

A

3g

Bt~~~hi'en, car_rie (refund)

Coburn, 0. ,0....

......

00

40 00

Bannister, Ehzabeth ..... 200
Bover, Grace . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Draden, Jennett ......... 11
Beemer, Elizabeth ... : . . . 61
Burton, Georg«:;, nnd wife. . 5
Beemer, )Iagg1e. . . . . . . . . . 6
Bagnell, Ace! B. . . . . . . . . . 20
Beemer, Cecil . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Drigham, C. E ........... 300
Drers, Arthur . . . . . . . . . . . ~
Bllrrick, Clarence . . . . . . . . lo
Braden, I"lorence . . . . . . . .
Braden, Emma .... : . . . . .
Bacon, R. H., and wife.... 5
Bern· W. J. . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Berr)·; Thos., and wife .... 10~
Dravener. neorge . . . . . . . . 2n
Braden, John A.......... 1
Deckett, George W. . . . . . . . 10
Jllow, .lrtl!ur . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Bricker, Lillian . . . . . . . . . 37
Barris, W., and wife. . . . . . 2
Barnes, W. ll., and wife. . . 7
Brown, )!rs. William...... 5
Jllakely, Georgina . . . . . . . 5
Jllazey, John . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Jllazey, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Jllazey, nelwcca . . . . . . . . . 5
Dannlster, Wilson D ...... 25
Bannister, William S ...... 40
Date, .Tohn, and wife ...... 10
Daker, n. 'l'., and wife.... 3
Dear, )!rs. Rosie . . . . . . . .
Benham. Ira I. .......... 20
Baylis, Pearl ..... , . . . . . . 1
Barnhart, Hoyrlen, and wife 60
lll'fldley, Louis . . . . . . . . . • 3
Dell, R. ,\ .............• 165
Burtch, T<la ............ , 7
Church. )[aria . . . . . . . . . . 1
Cla\·ering Branch ........ 11
Ciif!orrl. Bmma . . . . . . . . . . 10
Clark, .T. Y.. and wife. . . . . 60
Chillman, Bmma . . . . . . . . S
Cullington, W., and wife.. 2
Cmwh~y. Thus., and wife..
U
Crake. )[. R. . . . . . . . . • . . • 3
Cam~hnll, Thomas ....... 100
Coe. \\'illiam , .... , , , , , . . 3
Camhrl<lgr\ George ..... ,
2
Clark, ~amuel ........... 15
Childs, .\lbnrt . , , , .. , , ... 10
CamplicII, ~laggie . . . . . . . .
1
Chur<'h, )!rs. John , . . . . . 1
Church, 8mmn . . . . . . . . . .
1
Clark, Forbes . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Coburn, Richanl, and wife 5
5

Carle8', Bllza .Jane . . . . . . 20
1
Catto, David ............ 20
~askie, .fames, and wife .. 70
g1rn1·1lon, 'J'homas . . . . . . . . 5
ampbell, IL B . . . , .• , , ... 11
C
Charil<m, Cllll'ord.,. , , . . . 5
oe, .Joseph .. , . . . . . . . . . . 1
C,latworlhy, Duncan. . . . . . 5
Camp hell, )frs. William. . . 5
~hnreh, U'lorence . . . . . . . 1
Clat\\'orthy, .T., and wife .•. 10
Campbell, William , . . . . . . 2
\lrnmbers, Frederick .... , 10
C,hurcl~, rent an cl sales , .. 254
Omuulrnn 1ll esscnocl' . . . . . 25
Cameron Branch . . . . . . . • .2
Crump, Philip, and wife .. 32
Chapmi:n, War<l . . . . . . . . 6
Clark, l'homas, and wife. . 5
Coats, Finley, an<l wife .... 500
Chapman, .Tohn . . . . . . . . . . 1
Crowley, .Toseph M. . . . . . • 5
gooper, King, and 1vlfe. . . . 25
C~cl~r, \William ..... , , .100
C~1:1e'r' Bnie ........... , 25
Clark,' Ma~~c~~ . : : : : : : : : :
Chown, Wm. and wife
10
Cornish Joh'
· ••·
Delhi Bi·an In · · · · · · · · · • · 200
D~1·Isville criranch' •:::::: ~
giekont, Hiram, and wife 100
D~~~~na.T'bmes ........ : : 10
B"i'iing,' John,' n.Ti·a·
~g
Dg~l~' Nolly ..... • .... : : 7
Dixon, ~Yt'ifim·
CamJJton. Bertram .... , . .

88

50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
8o0
00

00

OQ

7o
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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50
00
00
00

00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
02
00
00
00
00
00
OS
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
SO
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
32
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

sg 00
gg
00

gg

00

oo.

wire· · 00
gg
w:::::::: g88

88

Dailyon, Ambrose . . . . . . . . ~g
ggg~g~:
3 oo
Dobson, William G . . . . . . · 1_ u-uDensmore, Sarah ....... . 0 0 0
Dodd, . Thomas . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Egremont .Branch ....... 1 4~ 0 0
Everitt, George, and wife .. 0 0 0
Elves, John .... · . · · · · · · · ~ 00
Farr, Charles E. . . . . . . . u 0 0
l?ord, Bert . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 20
Frazer, Daisy .... · · · · · · · ~0 0 0
Fligg, Wm. I., and wife ... v 0 0
I1'arthing, W. H. . ....... 17 -00
Farthing; Annie :Mable . . . 2 00
Field, Alfred .....- . . . . . . l Q 0 0
Frazer Henrv. and wife ... 0 0 0
Freem3.n, F. ·~r., nnd wife.. 1 00
Fletcher, James . . . . . . . . . 3i- 00
Farthing, Lilfian . . . . . . . . 3 00
Fletcher, Fred, and wife. . . 20 00
Freeman, Lillie . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Forest, A1ex.,, and wife. . . 2 60
Fuller, Charles . . . . ... . . . 10 00
Franks, :Mamie . . . . . . . . . 1

1ir"f.t. ::::::::::

4

0

gg

b~~~6i~~,F~!d~}l, ·and Wife::

s5
Gerrie, W01., and wife ..... 3S 50
Goods, Effie . . . . . . . . . . . . . lS 00
Goheen, Frederick .......

1g gg

8~~~ID'~~~i&eo~·ge · : : : : : : : : rn oo

(ireenway, Laura ........ 70 00

Granger, Frank, and wife. . 25 00

Guyer, George . . . . . . . . . . 10
Gillett, Joseph, and wife. . 5
Gillen, Rebecca . . . . . . . . . 5
Gray, Frank, and wife.... 7
Gillen, Bert . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Gozzard, Wm., and wife ... 10
narard, Charles T. . . . . . . 4
Gmnger. Wm., and wife .. 10
Griffin, George ........... 10
Gerrie, Harry . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Ge1'rie, James. and wife. . . 5
(joodall, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . 50
Grigsby. William, jr. . . . . . 1
Gozzard, W. N .......... . 2
Gozzard, Harry . . . . . . . . . . 2
Gray, R-0se . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Grice, Annie . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Hailston_e, Harry . . . . . . . . 5
Hathaway, Ha_zel ...... , .
Hathaway, Ira . . . . . . . . . .
Hardey, Raymond . . . . . . . .
Hardey, ,Wm. A., and wife .. 56
Hesson, James P. . . . . . . . . 1
Hamilton. Libbie . . . . . . . . 2
Hada th, W., and wife. . . . . S
Hoclgson, Robert . . . . . . . . . 10
Hathaway, May ......... 200
Humber Bay Branch .... 20
Hillis, John, and wife, jr.. 5
II!ller, )Iarie ............ 101
HowcJ', Elias ............ 15
Hannah, l\Ielvln .... , . . . . 10
Hulbert, W!lllam, and wife 2
Hayward, l\Irs. l\Ilnnle .... 1~
Hooper, Albert . . . . . . . . . . . 1u
Humphries, Edw., and wife 25
Hannah, Charles, and wife 4
Hales, Lottie. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hales, Richard, and wife.. 1
Hales, Hodson ..... • . . . . 1
Hannah, Hugh, and wife . . 2
Hughes. John, and wife... 5
Hill, Elias ...... _ . . . . . . . 3
Howson. George . . . . . . . . 25
Hattie, .J\fatilda . . . . . . . . . . 5
Hughes, Robert . . . . . . . . . . 2
Interest . . . . , . . . . . . . . . 26
.T udkins, Levi . . . . . .. , . . 5
.Tordan, Perla .......... 10
·.TuliITe, J\Irs. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
.Judkins, John . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Jack, Charles, and wife.... 5
.Tack. William, and wife ... 10
Johnson, Lizzie . . . . . . . . . 5
.Johnson, Annie . . . . . . . . . . 1
.Tolmson, "\\'m. F., and wife 5
.Towell, Fanny . . . . . . . . . . 3
Kline, Wm., and wife ..... 100
Kennard, Nelson . . . . . . . • 10
Kelley, Henr.v, and wife... 5
Kilpatrick, l\Iyrtle
10
Kilpatrick, Matilda . • . . . . 10
Kennedv, Flora . . . . . . . . . . 7
Kennedy, 'l.'liomas, and wife 5
Keene, Charles E . ........ 10
Kennedy,,. Angus . . . • . . . 10
Kellev, ;:;arah . . . . • . . . . . . 2
Knlschcwsk:v, Louis . . . . . 20
Kellev, ,Jil, r,., Bishop
(College) . . . . . . . . . .. 23
Lands. George, ancl wife .. 50
r,aw, Edwin G. . •...•.•.. 115
London Branch ....•. , . . 11
Long Fred . . • . . ..... : . 1
Lislce, Jtnbert J. . ...· . . . . . 25
Likins, El. W. . ......•..•.. ·1
Lott, George, and wife .... - 2
Le.oder, N .•E., and wife .•.. 135
Lands, William J.. . . . . . . • 3
La1!1Iaw, R. G., and wife 50

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
0_ o
00
50
00
00
00
40
60
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
65
00
00
00

11

Lake, Chester, and wife. .
Leeder, .May . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lonsway, .T. H ...........
Life, Henry E. . . . . . . . . . .
J\Iatheson, Alex.. . . . . . . . .
Morrison, Sarah . . . . . . . .
Meadows, Hannah . . . . . . .
J\Ioore, Ray . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mount, B., and wife......
iliorris, .John, and wife ...
J\Iark, Hugh, and wife . . . .
:Martin, Richard, and wife
l\Hnor, Roland . . . . . . ...
J\Iinor, Laura . . . . . . . . . . . .
~Iesle,

Frank

10
3
28
12
3
5
5
1

7
10
45

20

1
. . . . . . . . . . . 15

Miller, Mary E.. . . . . . . . .
l\fartin, Albert, and wife. .
Martin, Norman . . . . . . . . .
Minor, Eliza . . . . . . . . . . . .
1Iason, Peter, and wife...
:Morrison, Jennie ........
Moore, Catherine . . . . . . . . .
·Morrison, Walter, o......
;\fart in, Harry ..... ; . . . . .
J\Iesle, Fred . . . . . . ,. . . . . .
l\IeLean, A. F., and wife ..
'l\IcLean, Charles . . . . . . .
McKibbon, Annie . . . . . . . .
l\IcArthur. C.Irs. John ....
'McLean, )frs ..John . . . . . .
l\IcLean, Gertie . . . . . . . . . .
•llicDonald, Clarence . : . . .
:McDonald, Viola . . . . . . .

5
5
8

5
1
10
5
5
2
1
16
5
2
14
1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00

oo.

00
00
00
00
00
.00
00
15
00
00
00
00
30
20 00
7 00

McArthur, W. E.. and wife 10 00

00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
97
00
00·
00
00
00

McLean, Archibald . T. . . . . 15
McArthur, ;\Iary J. , . . . . . . 13
McDonald, David ....... 15
J\Icintosh, Wm., and wife .. 10
McKenzie, Rachel . . . . . . . . S
J\IcDonal<l, Aus tin . . . . . . . . 20
McConnell, 3Iary . . . . . . . . 1
l\fc~Iullen, 3!rs ..John......
~IcArthey, William . . . . . .
2
McDonald. Emelia . . . . . . 5
Norton, ,J. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Nelson, W. H, agent ...... 800
Northey, Felix . . . . . . . . . . 1
Norris, Alfred, and wife.. 2
Owen Sound Branch . . . . . 3
O'Dell, Leslie, and wife. . . 25
Oliver, )fary . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Osbourne, Joseph R . . . . . . 15
Proton Branch ... , ..... , 8
Peterson, Nels .T ..••••••• 100
Philippin, P. H., and wife 15
Pr.entice, .-\ngus, and wife .. 100
Prentis. ;l!argaret . . . . . . . . 2
Place, William, and wife .. 5'1
Perry, Dallis .. . . . . . . . . . 7
Port Elgin Ilrnnch ...... 14
Pren tis, Leslie . . . . . . . . . . fi
Perrin, Noble, and wife. . . 4
Pugh. II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Palmer, Burdett . . . . . . . . 8
Parks. 1\!rs. IT. , . . . . . . . . . !\
Pvcock .lames and wife. . . 15
PCrkinS, D. B.: and wife, c 100
Perrin, .Joseph . . . . . . . . . . ,q
Phillips, .Tames. and wife .. 22
Phillips, Wilfred . . . . . . . . .
Palling Perc.r, and wife .. 20
Perrin,' P. E.: and wife. . . 10
Pugh John and Cora . . . . ~
Phillpot, Thos., and wife. . 8
Phipps, Annie . . . . . ..... _1
Rowatt. William
nO
Randall, H. R ........... 30
Rodwell Oeorge, and wife.. 15
Rodwell'. Edwarcl. anrl wife 5
Rock, Harry, and wife .... 12S
Ridley S. T. . .... , . . . . . . 20
Rouledge, .Tohn . . . . . . . . . 1 O
Raison, Charles, and wife 66
Ryclall, Thomas ......... 10
Richardson. 'l1l10mas B. . . f"i
Howatt, Mar.v . . . . . . . . . . fl
Rnmsdf'n. Zehina . . . . . . . . 2
Recd, William . . . . . . . . . 5
Rcedie, Wm .. and wife - . . . 44
Ribble, Henr,I', and wlf.e... 2
Rowatt. Ernest, nncl wife .. 25
Russell, R. C......... , .. 18
Rvdall ,Jessie . . . . . . . . . . 4
nhodcs, Normi:n . . . . . . · ·
~r;.~~1so£ii1~a.'1.1~ .. : : : . : : : : RB
Scott.' R . .T.. and wife .... 3~,
Smith .T ennle . . . . . . · .. · ·
Snell, 'Eli7-ahcth .... · · · · 1.5
Snell Abbie . . . . . · · · . · · 6'
Smith. C. R .. nnrl wife.... !!

20
00
00
45
00
00
00
05
00
00
00

Smith' Marv Edith . . . . . . fi 00
Smith' PhOO:bc II . . . . . . . . · fi 0 0
Smith: W. n .. an cl wife. . . . 2 0 0 O
Swalnson, Earl . . . . . . . . 7 00
Small. Harriett . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Sh Thomas Branch ...... 11 45
Stokes Bav Branch . . . . . . 2 00
Sharer, J\irs. L. · · · · · · · · · l
~li~e~~ 8 'p~~\~'i, ..
;,;jf;,: : 10 00
Smith, H. O., (refund) .... 40 00

:is

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
10
00
50
00
00
fiO
00
32
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
9!!
00
25
80
00

00
05
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

Whitman, James, and wife 11
Whittaker, Emily . . . . . . . . 6
Waie, Waiter C. . . . . . . . . 5
Wiarton Branch . . . . . . . . S
Wahl, Connard, and wife .. 100
Washington, George . . . . . . 7
Warren, J\Irs. George . . . . 12
Wilson, .James . . . . . . . . . . 17
White, Wil!iam . . . . . . . . . . 5
Whitehead, J. T., and wife 115
Wylie, James, and wife ... 10
Wheeler, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . 4
Waterford Branch . . . . . . . 9
Wilson, Wellington, and
wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.. 61
Wood, Margaret E . . . . . . . 20
Watts, Claude . . . . . . . . . . 1
Welsh, ·Ernest, and wife.. . 5
Whitehead, Robt., and wife 5
Whitehead, l\Iary . . . . . . . . 1
Waters, Harry . . . . . . . . . . 1
Wells, Phil!ip, and wife... 4
Whitworth, George and wife 25
Willing, Brother . . . . . . . . 5
Yerks, l\Iary . . . . . .... , . 10
Young, R....... . .. .. .. . 3
Young, Harry P .......... 10
'l.'otal . . . . . , .. $13,257

00
00
00

1

00
96
00
00
00

oo

00
00
00
00
00
10
00
00
00
00
00

Wilson, John . . . . . ...... 10 00
85

00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
S5
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
49

10

Expenditures.

00
10
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
2!'i
00

Anderson, William, e ..... $ 15 00
Buschlen, George, f. , .... 2(J0 00
II urger, John L., agent ... 300 00
Il uschlen, George, e. . . . . • . 45 00
Davison, H. J., e ......... 10 00
Dooner, Sr. . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 00
Evans, R. C., f. .......... 360 00
Evans, R. C., e .......... 114 SO
Gregory, Frederick,
e .. ... 15 00
Gregory, Ji1 rederick, f ..... lGQ 00
Greene, U. W., e .......... lo 00
Howlett, R. B., f .•.•...• 153 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop (for
loan Toronto church) . , 3,000 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 5,500 00
Kelley, James E., f . . . . . . 24 00
Longhurst, R. C., f. . . . . . S4 00
Longhurst, R. C., e. . . . . . . 21l 00
Moss, William . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
l\Icintosh, John . . . . . . . . , 5 00
llfortlmer, J. L., f ..... , .. 26S 00
~lacgregor, Daniel, e ... ... 15 50
Xorris, Alfred . . . . . ..... 25 00
Office expense . . . . . . . . . . 50 25
Orders, checks, dritfts . . . . 15 05
Postage ... ·. . . . . . .... , 42 SG
Phillips, '.r. A., a. . . . . . . . . 62 50
Pycock, David, e. . . . • . . . . 10 00
Pycock, .Tames, e. . . . . . . . 50 00
Russell, R. C., e ... , ...... 188 50
R1rnsell, R. C., f ......... , :JOO 00
St ..Tolin, Louisa, f ........ HOS 00
St. John, Annie, f. , ...... 202 00
St John. Grant, e ...... , . 10 00
S~lth, H. 0., e .......... '15 00
Shields, .Tohn, e. . . . . . . . . 30 00
Sanders, Sr . . . . . . . . . . . . ·-- 5 00
Thompson, Joseph T., f ... 22S 00
Thompson, Joseph T., e .... 48 50
Tomlinson, G. C., e ....... 20 00
A brother, a.. . . .. .. . .. . 16 00
Tracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
Total . . . . . ; .. $12,243 50
Due church ..... $1,013 !JO

oo

50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

i ~8
80

oo

00
0Q
0"
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~:;;2i\7~· liz~c ·:::: ·:::::: ~ oo

aud

Smith, ·Mary ........... . 30
Seerg.pton, 1\frs. Henry ... .
Stout-enburg, l\Irs. Arthur .. 5
Smith, Sidne,y and wife .. . 1
Shute, ~~nie . . . . . ..... . 5
Schrank, Ossie . . . . . .... . 5
Sheperdson, Wm. and wife 25
Seaton, Grandma ....... . 1
Sinclair, Thos., and wife .. 5
•.rerrybury, A. II. ....... . 11
'l'emple, Harriett ........ . 5
Tovey, Florence . . . . . .. . 1
'l'hompson, Hobert G. . .. . 24
'l a~rlor, John H., and wife .. 40
Timbrell, Thomas, and
wife ................. 500
Toronto TI.ranch ......... 17
'l1oronto Branch (for payment of loan on ch.). 3,000
Thomas, Frederick H. . . . . 10
Town sen cl, Elizabeth . . . . . 1
'ray!or, William E. . . . . . . 2
Taylor, Willialjl J. . . . . . . . 5
Taylor, Isaac, and wife. . . 10
Tubb, F., and wife ....... Hl
Taylor, L., and wife...... 1
Thrlng, Wesley . . . . . .... 200
'l'hompson, J. 'l'., and wife 2
Thompson, Lizzie ....... , 2
Thompson, Kate .. , . , . , . . 1
'1.'imbrell, Martha . . . ... . . . 6
Vasbinder, John, and wife 10
'Vilson, Susan . . . . . . . . . . ti

gg
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Chatham District.
J. IT. Tyrrell, agent.
Receipts.
Balnncc clue church Deccm·
bet• 31, 1908 .......... $310
Atkinson, Henry and Maggie, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Arnold, .3Iinnie, t. . . . . . . . . 6
Al cl, Ladies', o. . . . . . . . . . . 1
Atkinson, Ji;verett,
1
Atkinson, .Tohn and Jessie,t 6
Brown, Samuel and Emily, tlOO

t......

Hea\'fes, Emily_, t: . . . . . . .
1

~i:~isd~ ~~ezetena; 't'. ·.. : : :-:

46
62
00
00
00
00
00

Brown, Leslie, t .......... 2G 75
Brown, ~1ay, t.. . . . . . . . . 2 0!1

Brown, 'l'hcimer, t.......
10
Brown, Gordon S., t....... 3 00
Bacon, S. H. :md Maggie, t 45 00

R~~fJ1,M~rrza~· o::::::::::

i2 gg
00

t.. . . . . . . . . . . . .... .

3 25
1 00
3 00
16 75
20 00
1 00
50
2 GO
5 00
50
17 40

Bristol, Catherine E., t...
Birklcy, George and ·Myrtle,

Birl<ley, Russel, t . . . . . . . .
Badder, ·Chas. and Mable, t
Baclcler, .J. 1V. and Maggie,t
Bennett, Elizabeth, t ..... .
Bennett, Richard E., t ... .
Bndgln.1·, L., t ........... .
Dennett, Albert, t........
Baclclcr, Jol~n and :Mary, t.
Buck, i\Iary 1 Sen., t ...... .
Campbell, H.n;v B., t ..... .
Campbell, Minnie, t ..... . HI 00
Campbe11, David, and Elizabeth, t.... . . . ...... . 10 47
CnmphclJ, Lawrence, t ... . 2 50
Camph611, ·Myrtle, t. . . .. . 6 13
Campbell, Clyde, t ....... . 1 85
CampbeII, Clarence, t .... . 3 00
Coburn, Hichard and Maggie, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Coburn, George Orlow, t. . Hi 00
Chathman, J,. and wife, t.. o 00
Dent, .John and Emma, t .. 100 00
Dunlap, Wm. and Annie, t :i 00
Duhah, Emma, t. . . . . . . . 2 00
Depew, I,., t. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Dakens, George, t. . . . , . . . 4 00
Dooland., .James, t.... . . . . 3 00
Dezelie, Sarah l\I., t. . . . . . 1 00
I1iclmond~. Alex. and Elsie, t
~ 00
ll'reer, A. '"·· t .......... 10 00
Fowler, Alonzo, t. . . . . . . . 25 00
Gnlhrath, .T. and Maggie, t 4 00
Giibert, Christina, t.. . . . . 4 50
Gooch, Fred, t . . . . . . . . . , 2 60
Gibson, Dora., t. . . . . . . . . .
25
Gibson, .Tamrs and Nancy, t 2 00
Gibson, Susan, t. . . . . . . .
fiO
Green, Keziah, t......... 5 00
Gooch. Bertha, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Guy, Watson, t . . . . . . , ... 101 00
Gaw. ,John nncl Lillie, t .. , 5 00
Hewitt, Samuel E., t. ..... 78 00
IIorlcs, Fannie, t......... 7 00
Hewitt, Anthony R., t, . . • 10 00
Hewitt, Willett, t. .. , . . . . 1 00
Hewitt, Mabel, t. , , . . . . .
50
Hewitt, Delmar, t.. , . . . . . 5 00
Ilildrcth, ,John and Emma,t 40 00
Hughs, Pierce, t. . . . . . . . . 9 00
.Johnston, Albert, and wlfe,t 10 00
.Tohnston, D. TI1 ., t ........ 50 00
.T ohnston, Bertha, t. . . . . . 1 00
.Jaques, .John, and wife, t .. 11 00
.r ones, Richard and Allee, t 15 40
.Tones, l\Ilnnle, t .. , .. , . . . .
45
.Tacklen. C. and Harriett, t 12 50
Kelley, Mary, t. . . . . , . , . . 1 50
Kelley, Rachel, t... . . . . . 1 00
Kelley, A. E., t........... 5 00
Kelley, Isaac, t . . . . . . , . , , l 00
Kelley, ,Jas. nnd Charlotte,t 2 00
Kimball, Charlott, t. . . . . . r,:. 00
Leverton, Arthm, t ....... 10 00
Leverton, Fred, and wife, t 1 85
Leverton, Elizabeth A. . . . 10 00
Leask, Magness, and fam. t 2:. 00
Larabee, .John, t.......... o 50
J,ively, Wm. and Sarah, t.. 4 00
Lamont, Stewart, t ....... 13 00
Law, A. W., and wife, t...
50
Lamont, Vernal t., ...... , 1 00
Leatherdale, H. and Jane, t 4 00
Mencl, FJttn, t.... . . . . . . 1 45
l\fnrtln, Albert, t. . . . . . . . . G 70
Martin, Harry, t. . . . . . . . .
10
Menlln, M. and Annie, t... 2 00
Melben. Catharine, t. . . . . . 1 00
McFadden, Melissa, t .... , 14 00
JlfcDonalcl, David, t., , , • , 22 50
McDonnlcl, Mary, t ..... ,, !J 00
McDonald, Florence, t ...• , 15 00
MeBrayne. Mary, t.,.,.,..
75
Nevels. William, t ..• , ...• 51 00
Nell, William .....• , . , ... 110 00
Overstreet, Corn, t. , ..•• , • 5 00
Outrhn, Ph!llp, t.,,, .. ,,. 20 00
Perritt, .William, t .. , • . , . ·74 00
Per1•1tt, llfnrthn A., t .• , . ; 1 00
Perritt, George, t, , • • . • . .
50
Piper, Nancy, t .••• , . • . . •
25
Pritchard, Mamie , . • • . . . 8 50

Hamsden, Charles, t. .... .
Hamsden, Emma, t .. _. . . . .
Spencer, Emily, Sen., t ... .
Sours, Aaron, t. . . . . . ~ .. .
Smart, 1iired and Lizzie, t. ,
Smith, IL and Catherine, t

Sussex, Clayton, t. . . . . ...

Shippy, Harry, t . . . . . . , •.
Shippy, Sarah, t.. . .... .
Shaw, Agnes D., t ....... .
Shaw, Noah and Mabel, t .. .
Shaw, John and Mary, <t.-.
Shaw, Francis, t ... , ... .
Shaw, Joel, t . . . . . . . . . . .
Shaw, Pheland, t ..... , . ,
Shaw, Arthur, t ...... ,,.
Sharrow, Rebecca, t ..... .
Schrader, John, t ...· .. -•..
St . .John, Louisa, t ... ·... ,
St: .John, Abner and Clara,t
St. John, Emily, t ....... .
Smith, ;\Iar!ah, t •...•... ,
Snobelen, Da ·vid, t. ...... .

~'~-~~~/~n:r_sfl8!~J-Ei1i~.: ·t.:

T'yrrell, Janey, t.· ....... .

'l)'L'rell, Bulah, t;. -. ...... .

0 50
4 00
75
2 00
23 50
7 50
4 65
1 00
30 00
5 00
24 00
3 00
6 80
11 00
22 00
2 OD
1 60
3 40
8 30
28 00
3 00
8 75
1 75
75
5 00
10
50
2 00
11 00
50 00
27 00
1 00
10 00
1 25
10 00
G 00

'.raylor, .T ohn, and wife, t.:
Taylor, .Tohn and Arthur, t
Taylor, George, t ...• - . , ..
rraylor, Elizabeth, t ...... .
Thompson, George and
Catherine I., t. . . .... , 100
'l'urner, .Tenn, t .....•... , 4
Vince, Thomas, jr., t ...... 12
Viucc, )fnry A., t. , . . . . . . . 2
Vince, 'l'homas, Sen., t.... 7
Vince, llfay, t. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vince, Hattie, t. . . . . .•. , 2
Veal, F. J., t . . . . . , . . . • . . 5
'Vrcncher, A., and wife, t.. 2
"·alton, Emily, t . . • . . . . . 5
Willmore, Walter, t, ..... 10
Walker, G. and Harriett, t 8
1
"
ooc1, Benjamin, t.. . . . .
Wood, Lessie, t .. , .. , . . . . 5
Wood, William, t.,.,., ... 2
Welch, William, t.... . . . 5
Total .......... $2,197
Expenditures.
Brown, Samuel, f. . . ..... 420
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 200
Shields, .Tohn, f .......... 424
Shippy, George llI., f. ..... 410
Shippy, George M., e ...... 30
St. John, Benjamin, e. . . • . 3f)
rrumIInson, G. C., f. . . ... 360
Agent's expense . . . . . • . . 8
'l,otal . . . . . .... ~1,801
Due church . . . . .;. 305

00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
70
00
58
00
00
00

oo

00

uo

00

•12
!J~

GG

t.......

1

~~~~s~ R~nc~: ii~tiOv::::: :30~

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
00
7G

88

l•'nrth Ing, Hobert .T., t. . . . 30 00
Grice, ~Iary, t. . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Hanley, .Tohn, and wife, t .. 10 00
Hardey, J<Jthel l\I., t. . . . . . 2 00
Hardey, W. A., nncl wife, t 0 00
Harrison, 1\-frs. John and
famlly, t.... . ; .. .. . . 7 ;,o
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H5
.Tewell, lt,annie,
1 ao
.Johnson, Annie, t .... ,., . . 4 7:1
,J ol)nson, Lizzie, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
,Judkins, Levi, t.. . . . , ... 11 25
,Julfffe, 'J'lllie, t ..•.. , . . . . 4 50

t........

1

}'.~~gg~r~t:aR~ 6.~and\v'lfc,i: ~~

Lott, George, and wife, t.. 5
Meadowcroft, Elizabeth, t.. 5
l\.Ioore, Iloy, t. . . . . . . . . .
lliottnshccl, Mrs. Walter, t.. 3
Macgregor, Daniel, t... . • • .
Oliver, Frank H., t .•. ,.,.
Pearson, SamueJ,. t. , ..... 40

White, William, t . . . . . . . .

66
02

00
50
00
01
50
00

gg
15 00

~!~~~f£.1.n,u~~.!i~itant~ .':'.f::~ ~g

~~'i~i.. ti.nw.: ~~S ~l~~: t:
8
i:~!.~li.Jc~~; B.:'t'. '. '..::::

00
00
00
00
01

00
00
00
00
00
80
50
16
40
86

Hr·

Saskatchewan 'District.
Wallace E. Nelson, agent.
Receipts.
.\nclerson, E. B., t ....... $ 10
Bctland; Carl J., o ...... , 10
Bergerson, B. E ..... , .... 150
Beckman, J. A. 1 t ........ 25
Boa<lway, Robert, 1: ••••••• 24
Binkley, Earnest, t. , . , .... 75
Dobson, Josh, t .......... 200
Da\·is, E. R., t ........... 110
Diggle, Mrs. Grace, t, . . . . . 15
Erixon, Charles, t. . . . . . . . 5

Graham, l\landy,

t.... . ,

1

GI add, William, t. . . . . . . . 11
.Jordan, T . .T., c ....... ,. 50
Kinsfatiler, l\Irs. llI., t. . . . 75
Land, Emma,
5
:"<eill, :\Irs. D. t .......... 160
Xcill, .Tames, t . . . . . , . , , , 25
Neill, John R., t ....... , .100
XPlll, Joseph; t... . . . . . . . . 5
Xcill, Lizzie, t ......... ,. 1
:\clson, " 1 • E. and wife, t .. 82
Xclson, Leah R., t ... ,....
Xcwberry, John, t ........ 10
Osler, Ward, t. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Peterson, Nels J., t. ...... 200
Ho~·, .Mrs. "'m. H. 1 t... . . .
5
!toy, Wm. H., t .........• 30
Ran<liclge, Caroline, t. . . . .. 5
Rmlth, l\Irs. Thos., t. .. ,.. 1
Rmith, l\Iinnie, t. . . . . . . ... . 2
8mith, 'Vm. IiJ., t ......... 10
Scott, Thomas, t . .'....... 100
'l'oovcy, A. Il., mid wife, t 25
Toovey, Florence, t. . . . . . . . 1
'l'oovey, I. It., t. . . . . . . . . . 10
\\"atson, Mrs. Chas., t .... , 2
'Vii Iiams, J\Iae, t.......... 5
\Yllllnms, )lar,v Fl., t. . . . . . 3
"'illiams, It}dward, t. . . . . . 1
\\'ii Iiams, Thomas II., t. . . 1
\Yilllams, Elizabeth, t.... 1
Interest on bills receivable 5
T0tal ......... , $1,562

t..........

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
.60
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
15
85
50
20
00
75
05

Expenditures~

London District.
John J,. Burger, agent.
Receipts.
Ilonnlster, ~Irs . .Jamcs,t .. $ 11
Bannister, Walter, t ... , , . 10
Bannister, Will S., t. . . . . . 80
Beemer, Elizabeth, t. . . . . . 10
Beemer, Lizzie, t. . . . . . . . . 3
Beemer, :Maggie,
3
Burtch, Ida, t . . . . . , . , . , 3
Cambridge, Clara, t ..... '.. 2
Cambridge, George, t ... , . , 7
Cohoe, John H., t ........ 50
Cralrn, M. R., t. . . . . . . . . . G

Italsonj. Chas., itnd wife, t ..

Lizzie, t.. ...
5
Lucy, t... . .
3
Mary, t....
5
Percy, t. . . .
15
Total . . . . . .· .... $845
Expenditures.
Farnlicld, J. C., e ... ·...... 10
Gregory 1 Fred, e. _. . . . . . . 25
Gregory, Mrs. Fred, f ...• 224
]:,onghurst, Robt. C., e. . . . 30
Longhurst, Mrs. R. C., .f. .. 126
:\Ioncy Orders . ; .....• , . ; 2
Phillips, 'l'. A., a .......... 87
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . .• , 1
Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Total . . . . . ..... $500
Due church ... . . . . $335
Wylie,
Yerks,
Yerks,
Yerks,

Rgg
5
8
88
10 00
1

Ernns, R. C., bishop ..... $800
Keller, .Tames E., f. ...... 168
)fortimcr, ,J. L., e ....... 50
'J'otnl . . . . . .... $1.018
Due church . . . . . . $544

00
00
00
00
05

Winnipeg District.
L. II. Carter, agent .
Iteceipts.
Arnold, James A., t ...... $ 2
Carter, W. S., and wife, t .. 25
Carter, L. I-I., and wife, t .. 10
Clark, ll'orbcs, t .......... 10
Conlin, Ethel, t . . . . . . . . 10
Hayward, Minnie, t. . . . , . 2
McGregor, Edward, t, , . , , l9
Yennarcl, l\f., and wife, t ... 100
'Vilson, N., and wife, t .... 150
Wilson, W., and wife, t .. ,. 50
Winn, George W., t .. ,.... 3
Winnipeg Branch, o...... 1
Total . . . . . ..... $383
Expenditures .
Mortimer, .T. L., a ..... , . $ 15
Total . . . . . . , ... $ 15
Due church . , .... $368

40
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
50
40
00
00
40

CALIFORNIA.
C. A. Parkin, bishop.
Receipts.
Balance due church Decem·
ber 31, l!l08 . , ..· .. ,., $444 65
Anthony, III. I-0.... , ...... 50 00

t:·:::::::::

Fulton, :Mary· I1\ . . . . . . . .
E. A. H. and

Gutzman,
Katie .
Gutzman,
Gutzmau,

5

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
-Ellen .... - . . . .
Charles . . . . . . . .
Gutzman, Katie C. . . . . . .
Gilbert, Bertha E. . . . . . • . 20
Hawley, Cecil ........... 10
Hendrick, Sarah .. , ; .. , . 31
Hartsough, E. E. . . . . . . . . 1 O
Hintz, II. A., and wife. . . . 10
Ingham, . Edwa1'd . . . . . . . . 20
Interest- . . . . • . . . . , . . . .
J arvls, Minnie .. : . . . . . . . 5
Jackson, Elizabeth . . . . . . 20
Kern, Albert and W. . . . . . 5
Landrum, Clara B. . . . . . . 7
Landis, Arthur L . . . . . . , .. 10
Lea, Mary .H. . . . . ... . . . . . 1
Lincoln, George S. . . . • . . . 4
Lawn, T. J., and wife .... 230
Lawn, F. H., anu wife. . . . . 3
Lea, Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Len, l\Iary H. . . . . . . . . . . . 30
i\IcGce, Kate .........-. . . 6
McKee, TI:. C....... ; . . . . . 10
:Manion, Elizabeth -. . . . . . . 1

~f ~~Volf,~':.'t~':Y~li~~~,1;,;

GO
00
oo
oo
OO
oo
oo
oo

00
00
00

88oo

oo
oo
oo
GO
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
oo
00
oo
00
oo
oo
oo

50

00

oo

00
00

oo

00
00

oo

00
25
15
10
00

oo

10
00
00
00
35
00

00
00

oo
OU
oo

00
40
00
00
00
70

oo
GO

: : : : ~g
Mette, Wm. G. . . . . . . . . . . 1
McDonald, Wendel . . . . . . . 1
l\IcDonalcl, l~lorence . . . . . . 2
l\lcDonald, Flossie ........ 500
l\Illgntc, Annie S. . . . . . . . . 75

8800

1\Iorrls1 A. 'l'. • , . . . . . . . . . 7
:Mossop, N. A. . . . . . . . . . . . 6
McKee, R. Y., and wife .... 10
Neal, Stella ......- ..... , G
Orr, A vis, (loan return eel) . 20
Oblation, San l•,ranclsco
llranch . . . . . . . . . .... lG
1
ObJation 1 Ceres Branch
Orman, D. J ............ . 5
Oblation, San Jose Bmnch 2
Oblation, Sacramento
·Brauch. . .. .. .. .. .. . . 54
Parkin, C. A., and wife ... 12;:;
Parks, Wesley· ...... , . , . . 14
Pleasants, Porter . . . . . . . .
Putney, !Int tie llf......... 1
Post, Sarah . , • , . . , , ... , 1 O
Pope, Elizabeth , , ....... 10
Phelps, Ira A .. ; , .. , , . . • . G

50
50
00
50
00

~~!s~~eh.ci:,.'T.:. ~~~- :':1.f~::

~~~g!Pej, E;~~ePh ·:::::: '.::

Russell, Isabell ..• , .
Ross, Ruby . , . , , , , , .
Ross, Sarah J ....... ,
Hoss, Ralph ...•.....

..
..
..
•·

.
.
.
·

.
.
.
·

~

3
5
46
70
1

00
00
00
00

gg

36
GO
00
7,J
10
00
00
80
00
00
00

gg

00
00
25
10
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Northern District.

;~~~Jl~g,~Yhds.

Abbott, Geo. F ., _(lnd wife. . 31
Brother, A..... • . . •. ,
25
Bell, Luther, and wife: : : : 10
Brown, Betsy . . . . . . . . . . 20
Br~, Mrs. R. S. . , . . . .
40
Bates, Harry V . . . , ..... : 5
Bates, E. JTI., and wife. . . . 7
B?n.nett, John , .. , , . . . . . . 3
~-a'Ji• G. W. .. .. . . . . .. . . 20
us , Dr. W. P .... , , , . , , . 50
~~1fe~fieid 1~ir .. : ""·\· :··.. 7
mum, Johii. . .'.: ·::.::::: ~
Brown, Hannah S., c. .
5
Curtis, Caroline ..•. , . : : : 10
Crocker, - Julia .....•.... 325
Christopher, Almeda , . . . . 7
Carlton, Etta . . . . . , . , . , 7
Carlson, C.- and Grandma. 23
Cannoni JIIahlon . . . . . ... 100
Daley, da . . . . . • . . . . . . . G
Dagner, Louis . . . . . . . . . . 50
Darrow, Matilda , . . . . . . . 20
Dewel, Charles . . . . ... . . . 10
Dewel, Mina . . . . . . • . . . . . 9
Dn~ron, A. J. 1 and wife .. 75
Dawson, W. N., and wife .. 50
Dawson, W. H.· .....•.... 50
D!Jmouoske, Arthur B. . . . . 10
D1ggsh Mrs., friend , .. , . . 20
Etze!' ouser, C. . . . . . . . . 1
lt,err1s, Richard ......•. , 19
F~ank, Esther . . . . . . . . . .
3
Fisher, B. N. , . , , , , ... , . 2
l~lory, Joseph ... , ...... 82
Flory, Isaac T .......... , 10
Flory, Emma B. . , , . . . . . 1
I•'lory. Mabel . . . . . . . . . . . 1

l~

Anker, Lena . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Adamson, III. .T. T. (omitted
Inst year) . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Askew, Jane ............ 30
Aslrnw, .James .......... 100
Ashley, Ca therlne . . . . . . . 5

gg

00

00
00
00
00

§8 gg
g

Simpson, Clcda . . . . . . . . . .
Slmp"on, !Iebbert . . . . • . . .
Sl<les, ·Rosa . . . . . . · · • · · · 2 00
Saxe, .T. A., and wife..... !: 00
Sister, 83 years old. . . . . • o
Shinn, Hulda ........ · · •
00
Simpson, Lillian S. . . . . . .
00
.Smith, Mldle . . . . . . . . . . .
Stivers, Letitia .. • . . . • · ... 1 00
Smith, Sr. . . . .
2 00
Smith, 'l'. .P. . ..•....•. · · ~ 0
0
~:~: ~~l~~g~; ~·~1~i ;;if~:
20 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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g
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THE SAINTS' HERALD
Schade, Wllllam . . . . • . · - 7 5 0 0
Voshell, F. L. . ... , . . . . . . 60 00
Sarita Ana Branch, obla .•. 1 2 2 9
W!lley, Fannie ... , , , . . . .
Thompson, Maggie . . . . . • 5 00
Wells, Sarah · · · · · · · · · · · <> 10
Taylor, Mary . . . . • . . . . . . 2~
Waters Mrs. H. L .. ' . ' C 32 50
ward, G. El. and Amelia ·.
ij~gm,t~ou~u.;i;.,t· : : : . : : : : 16 oo
Ward, Elaine · · . ' ' ' ' • . . 12 54
70
Charles S. . . . . . . 15 50
Ward, Myrtle . . . . . . . . . . .
73 ,· Warren,
Wyman, George M. . . . • . . . 7 00
Ward, Byrl · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
59
Westphal,!. Catherine . . . . . 7 00
Ward, Leigh . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Wixom, ueorge H .....•. 20 00
Wilson, Ellen · · · · · · ' · ' · · 150 00
Wallace, Delia . . • . . . . • . . 5 00
W!l!e, F. W. · ' ' • ' • ' ' ' . ' . 1 5 76
Total .... ·, ... $1,614 54
wme Nancy · · · · · · · · · · ·
Expenditures.
York' Henry and wife. . . . 5 00
ursebach, L.'F., and wife.-~ ·Balance due agent DecemTotal ... , ..... , $3,920 80
ber 31, 1908 . . . . . •... $120 61
Error last report . . . . . . . .
90
Expenditures.
Agent's expense .•.. · . . . . 3 78
Anker Wm and Lena a.$ 50 00
Bowlby, J. J., a......... 5 00
Burto~. l\1rs. Joseph, f .... 473 75 Burton, J. F., e .......... 25 00
Betts P. M., Insurance. . . . 14 53
Barker, F. D., loan. . . . . . 25 00
Bennett John, a. . . . . . . . . 40 00
Betts, Peter M., cont ... : .120 00
Crumley, Mrs. C. E., f. ... 480 00
Carmichael, A., aud. exp. . 47 61
Crumley, C. El., e ......... 62 00
Carmichael, Mrs. A., f .... 280 00
Cato Ida a. . . . . . . . . . . . 42 00
Carmichael, A., e. . . . . . . . 83 75
card 0, Ida, a. . . . . . . . . . . . 38 oo
Gibson, William, f. . . . . . . . 60 00
Chester, Mrs. Joseph, a.... 7 00
Holt, Hyrum L., a ....... 50 00
Daley, Emma R., a ....... 120 00
Milam,
Frank,_ a. . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Earl, Mrs. C. W., f ........ 152 00
Pender, Will i:;., e ......... 10 00
Frazier, A. and Kate, loan 35 00
Pender,
Will S., f ........ 180 00
Farr, F. B. e.. .. . .. .. • . 15 00
Pender, W!ll ~ .. extra f .. 50 00
Higgins, Sylva, a. . . . . . . . 30 00
Pitt,
F.
G., e. . . . . . . . . • . . 55 00
Ju!lan Ben, loan ..... , . • . 32 50
Pitt, Mrs. F. G., r ........ 100 00
Joebnk, C. C., e .......... 36 00 Robles,
Ruby, a ••.••••••• 15 00
May, J. Charles, c ........ 25 00
Real estate . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90
Parkin, Mrs. C. A., f ..... 260 00
Smith, F. A., e ........... 10 00
Parkin Chas. A., e ....... 113 03
Smith,
Frederick
M.,
e.
.
.
.
5
00
Stockton taxes ..... , . . . . 17 44
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 50
Savage, H. W., e. . . . . . . . . 25 00
Urblta
house
repairs
.
.
.
.
.
25
29
Smith, R. M., a. . . .. .. .. . . 15 00
Williams, Mrs. T. W., f ... 300 00
'l'erry, Mrs. ,J. M., f ...... 240 00
Williams, T. W., e .......• 15 00
Walsh, W. P., loan....... 5 00
Adam,
Fred, agent . . . . . . 8 20
Wiles, John F., e ........ 27 00
Total . . . . . ... $1,614 54
Kelley, El. L., Bishop . , .• 700 00
Total .. .. .. ... $3,055 25
Southern District.
Due church . . . . $ 865 55
Fred Adam, agent.
Southern District.
Receipts.
A. Carmichael, bishop.
Carmichael, A., ,.bishop .... $ 8 20
Receipts.
Adam, Viola .... " • .. . • .. 2 00
Adam, l•'red, t .......... $ 2 00
Adam, Fred, and wife . . . • 20 00
Aldridge, Emily . . . . . . . . 7 50
Adam, Fred, o ...... , • . . . 2 50
Adam, Fred, and wife. . . . . 5 00
Aldridge, Nellie . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Aldridge, Emily . . . . . .. , 10 50
Aldridge, Minnie . . . . . . . . 5 00
Aldridge, Nellie ... , ..... 10 00
Best, Fred N. . . . . . .. '. . . 20 00
Aldridge, Minnie . . . . . . , , 5 00
Bullard, Walter . . . . . . . . 10 50
Butts, Sarah H. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
~:1~ei,ri,~ki>.a~?. ::1:~:::: 11
Bullard, Walter . . . . . . . . . 17 70
Burkhart, Minnie . . . . . . . 10 00
Barker, F. D., on loan. . . . .5 00
Ball, l•'. A., and wife. . . . . . 2 50
Burton, Annie E.. . . . . • . . 10 00
Barker, Frank, and wife. , . 1 00
Burton, Frank .-. . . . ..•. 20 00
Barker, Lulu . . . . . . , . , , 11 00
Barker, Lulu . . . . . . . . . . . 1 05
Brush, Susan . . . . . . , , .. , 15 00
Burkhardt, Minnie . . . . . . 10 00
Burton, .T. F., and Wife .... 352 55
Backer, Henry F.. . . . . . . . 25 00
Burton, Frank W. . ... , , , 10 00
Badhnm, Hermina . . . . . . 5 00
· Best, Cicora, o ..... , ... , , 1 50
Carmichael, N., and wife .. 11 00
Best, Irlora, o ...... , , , . . 2 00
Carmichael, David . . . . . . 1 00
Brush, Da vld . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Castle, Rufus P.. . . .... , . 23 50
Coopc1" Il. T., and wife .. , 15 00
Clapp, Olive M. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Casteel, ,Joshua 0. . . . . . . . 8 00
Clark, Geo1ge M.. . . . . . . . 5 00
Coopm., Robert T. . . . . . . 6 00
Crumley, William . . . . . . 163 45
goopcr, Lella . .. .. . .. . .. 5 00
Craw, Sr. III. E.. . . . . . . . 5 00
arpcnter, C. El. • • • • • • • • • 80 00
Cooper, Robert T.. . . . . . . . 27 25
Cucamonga Branch obla .. , 6 72
Crumley, Edna M.. . . . . , . 16 50
Carmichael, A., and wife .. 50 00
Cucamonga Branch, obla.. 4 75
Dexter, Ida . . . . . . . . . , , 9 oo
Dana, Roswell R.. . . . . . . . 1 50
Davidson, Elizabeth ..... , 5 00
Darby, Jessie . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
~blnger, Minnie ... , .. , . . 20 00
Duntley, Ethel . . . . . . . . . . 6 50

8g 88

gg

0

:: :::: ::: ~g 50
gg

G~~~~a1I-i~~~1~~

Pnrfurst A B

'

•••••

Paulson 'Nel · · · · · · • · · · ·
Pethoud, Th:resa · · · · · · · ·
Sister A (A
·' · · · · · ·
Sister' A' (A. N·~· s. · · · · ·
Sister: A' (A. n' • o. · · · · ·
Ritter vi 1 ' · • t .. " ..

Slotte~bec~~,',','',,',','','.',':
Smit!~, Christene .. , , . . . .
Sodc1 berg, Augusta ... , . ,
San Bernardino Branch
oblation
'

229
45
50
2
12

00
00
00

oo

00
00
50
00
64
00
50
00
00
00

oo
oo

88 54

°°
25

00

00

00

r ~g

00

8 50
5 00

Swan, IDva • • • • · • • • • • · • • 21 55
2 50
1 60

s1ottei·beck "E:ai:te · · · • · · • ·
Smith, Harriet 111:. :.:{:.:::

3 00

Santa Ana Branch, ob!a •.. 6 22
Stants, J osephlne . . . . . .. 2 00
Stauts, Katie . . . . . . . • , . 1 50
Salter, C. M., and wife ... . 5 00
Swall, Estella . . . . . .... . 5 50
Swan, Ethel . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Swall, Vada ............ . 2 20
San Bernardino Branch,
oblation . . . . . . ; • . . . . 7 97
Stauts, May . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Thompson, Maggie . . . • . . 5 00
Taylor, Mrs. A. A. . . . . . . . 1 00
Thornton, Hugh . . . . . . . . 10 00
Thurston, Olive . . . . . . • . ..
50
Ward, Edgar W. . . . . . . . . . 60 00

~:ftz~nM~~a~."'k~:::::::: ~

Wetherbee, W. 0 ... , , , . , . 2
Wagon, sale of . . . . . . . . . . 7
Williams, Elizabeth . . . . . . 5
Westfahl, Catherine . . . . . 22
Woods, T. B.... .. .. . .. . 5
Wixon, George H .. ,, ..... 15
Wyman, George M....... 6
·Wilson, C. C ........... , .
Total . . . . . .... $1,148
Expenditures.
Agent's expenses ........ $ 4
Burton, Joseph F., f ...... 20
Betts, Peter M., (cont.) .. 120
Crumley, Charles E., e .... 40
GibsonJ. William, e ....•... 60
Holt, 1:1iram, e .......•... 50
Pender, Will S., f. ....... 190
WilllamshT. W., f ........ 315
Taxes, c urch property. . . 20
Total .. .. . . .... $820
Due church ...... $327

28 gg

3g 88

9:: : ::: li gg

88
00

00
00
25
00
00
00
50
12
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
79
29
83

COLORADO.
Eastern District.

C. El. Everett, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908, (notes) .. $ 99
Akers, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bullard, El. D., and wife .. 10
Brolliar, D. B.. . . . . . . . . 4
Bacon1 Charity L. . . . . . . . 20
Bozarrh, John A . . . . . . . . 10
Brannen, Ella . . . . . . . . . . 34
Boyd, Mary A...... . . . . 1
Bullard, i\lary E ......... 71
Bullard, F. D., and wife ... 10
Bradshaw, Bessie I.... . . 5
Bradshaw, Lewis J ...... 10
Barrett, J. H., and wife. . 20
Branch, Talitha C........ 1
Cramer, Hortense S. . . . . . 4
Clarke, E. J.:., and wife. . . . 10
Cooper, E. 1:1. and wife . . 10
Christensen, Alva H., t. . . 48
Ch1'lstensen, Alva H., s. • . . 25
Clarke, Elbert R. . . . . • . .
Collpltts, J. 0., and wife .. 40
Davis, Sarah A.... . . . . . • 9
Duvlc, Eva . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Ewert, Roland . . . . . . . . . . 10
·Edwards, L C., and wife. . 12
Elliott, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 2
Everett, C. E., and wife. . 50
Edmonds, Catherine . . . . . . 5
Fishburn, Louisa . . . . . .. "25
Fishburn, El. W. . . . . ·. . . . 25
Glllespleb John, and wife... 3
~n~~~rH:!~~fna ·: :. : ·::::
Harris, on A., and wife. . 15
Hawkins, Anna . . . . . • . . . 1 45
Hopper, F. M., and Ida JII. 13
Howland, Gertrude . . . . . . 21 00
Hearron, Margaret I . . . . . . 1
Hill, Lena . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
fl~~tlm~~:a~eter · : . : : · : : : :
Huudleson, Julia . . . . . . . . 1
Kittredge, Richard . . . . . . 1 00 llartley Abraham L...... 1
Knowlton, Albert . . . . . . . 50 00
Kelley, 'E. L., Bishop ..... 200
Knowlton, Raymond ..... 10 00
Kemp, Jos. S............. 5
Johnson, Margaret . . . . . . 2 50
King, W. L.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Los Angeles Branch, obla.. 29 61
Kennedy, Margaret. . . . . . . 28
Keck, Adam J., and wife.,. 5
M~~fi~de~~nlif~~n~
Kemp, Jas. A. and Carrie. 25
Mills, Addle . • . . . . . . . 1 50
Kemp, Frances M.. . . . . . . . 5
Morse, Edna . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Kemp, Delbert A.. . . . . . . . 10
Newport Branch, obla.... 4 87 • Kennedy, George 0. and
Paulson._Nels ... : ...... 20 00
Margaret . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Powell, p. C. . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 00
Korf, Leopold, and wife ... 400
Pope, nrnrlel A.. . . . . . . . . 18 00
Lamb, Ethel . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Pickles, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 5 00
Liggett, C. D., and wife .... 450
Pender, Will S., loan"...... 10 00
Mohr, Peter . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pender, Will S.hand wife .. 30 00
McBurney, w. S., and wife 5
Rlible, Elizabet
. . . . . . . . 5 00
llfoWllllams,. Sa~ah Ill.. . . . . 10
Reynolds, Annie E.... . . 10 50
McQucary, .Nelhe M.. . . . . . 8
Reynolds, H. V, .. . .. .. .. 5 00
McConlcy, Myron A., and
Rent, Urblta Springs house 8 00
wife ................. 15
Rent, Orange Co. land .... 26 00 McPhei·son, Elizabeth . . . . . 20
Ritter, Viola . . • . . . . . . . . . 10 15
McCord R. A,, and wife. . . 2
Rockhold, Mr. and Mrs.. . . 6 50
Nudd, Lillie i:;.. • • • • • • • • • 5
Schade, William . . . . . . . . 75 00
Neef, Carrie. . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Sister, A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 25
Oliver, John F., and wife.. 4
Smith, Christina . . . . . .. ' 13 00
Oliver, .Tohn F. . . . . . . . . . 60
Southern California District,
Pople Martha H .......... 22
o ................... 16 45
Property Account ........ 194
Smith, Harriet M.. . . . . . 12 00
Parker, Ella L.. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Smltll, Ella . • . . . . . . . . 1 50
Richards, Emeline . . . . . . . 3

g3

Howland, Gertrude . , . , , 24
Hawker, Charlotte . , , . • . 1
Holt, Hyrum L. . , . . . . . . . 10
Jones, A. El., and wife. , . . 2
frk"Yr· May Belle . . . • . . 1
KPtiw don, Ray T ... • •. • • • 19
re ge, C.. .. . .. .. . .. . 5
I( n Iescl,
Mearl . . . . . . . . . .
Kelley, El. L., Bishop ..... 300
Los Angeles Branch, ohla .. 85
teippe, Elizabeth . . . .
1
~i"lp&c, Frank . , . . , .. , . ,
3
111~&aaaen Midge P · · · · · · ·
Mill c1,.
. James
• ·111:.
C. • · • • • • · • 1
5
~pmgcr,
W. R. . .. , . , .• , . 5
0
ft
[~
u1'
~".ind
wife
....
20
11 0
1
Newport Br~:ch 'o'bia · • · · · 2 1

13

00
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
65
00
25
00
00
00
00
30
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
70
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

00
00
60
00
90
00

00

Russell, Sarah A ....-. . . . . . 30
Roush, Belle B.. . . . . . . . . . 45
Roush, Belle B., c ........ 10
Schall, Ina 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Sutton, Anna . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Schmutz, Lydia A. . . . . . . . 15
Tyson, Mrs. L. A ....... ; . . 3
Templeton, Florence P.. • . . 3
Trinidad Branch.. . . . . . . . 1
Tabor, A. E. and N. A.. . . . 59
Tabor, A. E. and N. A., c .. 10
Tabor, Ellen E.. . . . . . . . . . 5
Willis, Emma E .. , ..... , . . 21
Wood, Lena M ........... 34
Walters, Henry, and wife .. 14
Wells, Ethel ............. 10
Wolfe, W. E. and S. E.. . . . 25
Weller, W. H., and wife ... 11
Wagner, Michael J........ 5
Weller, W. J., and wife ... 50
Willis, Coral El., and wife .. 273
Young, Maggie........... 1
Total . . . • •••... $2, 787
Expenditures.
Balance due agent, Decem-·
ber 31, 1908 . . . . . ...,$160
Beebe, Mary, a .......... ; 35
Burnett, Emily, a .•...... 28
Curtis, Jake D., f. . . . . . . . 60
. Daughman, Augusta, a. . . . 12
Davis, Charles, a .•..... ,. 11
Denver Branch building

fund • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • .

00
00
00
40
00
00
00
06
35
65
00
00
00
00
60
00
80
00
00
00
55
00
61
30
41
75
00
00
00

7 00

Expense, printing and
mailing circulars . . . . . . . 10
Hearron, Margaret, a. . . . . . 5
Johnson'--E.·C., a......... 3
Kelley, m. L., Bishop ..... 425
Kemp, James, f, .... ; ..... 280
Kemp, James, e.......... 5
Morgan, Mrs. J. W., f ..... 335
Martini Bessie, a.-. . .. .. .. . 5
Russel , F. A., e.......... 6
Russell, Frank A., f, ...•.. 232
Shupe, E. F,,, e.. . . . . . . .. . 5
Shupe, E. l!'.,_...f • ••••••••• 330
Simmons, S. w., f, ....... 256
Scott, Columbus, e. . . . . . . . 31
Sheehy, Frank M., e ...... 30
Worthing, Grace, a, .... -.. 15
Total ....•..... $2,288
Due. church (notes) $181
Due church (cash) $317

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
95
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
41
50
70

FLORIDA.
Florida District.
E. N. McCall, agent.
Receipts.
Chestnut, J, D .... : ..... $ 4
Calhoun... Mary J.......... 1
Dixon, J. G.............. 1
Dixon, Samuel . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Edeker, F. M.. . . . • . . . . . . . 5
J.ones, Nancy J........... 5
Jernigan, B. L............ 5
Jernigan, Jeff N...........
Jernigan, Laura . • . . . . . . . . 1
McArthur, J. D .•......... 40
McCall, J, S.. .. .. • .. .. .. . 50
McCall, M. M.. . . . .. .. . . . 20
McCall, E. N ............. 57
Peevy, C. Brock . . . . . . . .
Peevy, Ollie, and Minnie. . 2
Peevy, Ollie ....... ; . . . . . 1
Peevy, Patsy . . . . • . . . . . . .
Peevy, W. ·ID. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Smith, Nora . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
West, w. A.. . .. .. .. .. .. . 10
Total .. .. . . .. .. . $215
Expenditures.
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... $154
Harp, John,.e ............ 20
Slover, F. lll., f. . . . . . . . . . 40
Thompson, H. W., a....... 1
Total • .. • .. .. ... $215

00
00
35
00
00
00.
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
50
00

oo

00
35

35
00
00
00
35

HAWAii TERRITORY
MISSION.
G. J •.waller, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church, December 31, 1908 .•..... $ 44 68
Alberts, J. J., t ........ ;-. 8 50
Alberts, Fanny, t .. ,., .. ,. 2 50
Alber.ts, Geo1•ge W., t .... . 2 50
Alberts, Georgiana, t ..... . 2 50
Alberts, .Minnie, t .•...... 2 50
Auld, J., o ............. .
10
10
Auld, Mrs. J. o ........ .
Antone, R!iche,
1 t .. , ..... . 3 50
Dower, Eunice, t ........ . 13 00
Dower, Marguerite, o ..... .
40
Dower, Edward, t .......•. 2 00
40
Dower, Weston, t ........ .
Dower, Walter, o ........ .
40
Dower, Frn,ncis, o ........ .
40
Felter. Wm. R., t ........ . 11 25
Felter, Elsie D., t ........ . 9 75
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Craig, Samuel E. . . . . . . . . 41 25
Jones, .J. D., a ........... Bl! 47
Chamberlain, Ira, and. wife · 5 00
Peters~n, Mrs. J ..W., f. ... 48 oo
Cady, J. L., and wife.... 6 00
"right, J. w., e.........
2 en
Cole, George J. . . . . . . • . . . 2 00 Agent's Expenses ....... : : 5 77
Cole, Clauge . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
'J'otal . . . . . . . . . $1,521 su
Cole,
Amy
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
2
00
35
Due church ...... $216 82
Constance, J. C. . . . . . . . . . 20 00
00
cndy, Mira . . . . . . . . ... . • . • 3 00
00
Cady,
John
F.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
4
00
Northeastern
Diotrict.
60
Cady, Mira and John F.... 5 00
00
John
Midgorden,
a.gent.
Duncan,
Wm.
and
Mary
A.
20
00
00
Dawson, Charles, and wife 39 60
Receipts.
95
Dawson, James .......... 40 50
Allen, Arthur .....•..... $ 2 00
1
0
Dawson, Filletta . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Anderson, A. H. . . . . . . . . . GO oo
~~~~~~: ~~ ~ie, 0::::::::
~g
Dillon, E. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
00
Anderson, J e.reminh .... , . 25 00
Dewrose,
Linnie
....
-.
.
.
.
.
1
75
Ingham, Helen, o. . . . . . . . .
25
00
Anderson, __jUa1·y . • • • . . . • . 25 oo
Kea we, Rebekah, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Dahinda Branch . . . . . . . . . 2 11
Bohlander,.
Jennie ........ 50 00
00
Davis, C. A., and wife..... 1 00
Klein, F. \V., t. ......... 11 75
Butcher, Mrs. W . . . . . . . . . 4 oo
95
Kahanamoku, \Vm., t..... .
25
EJ\·in, Heuben, and wife. . . 10 00
Bone,
Fred,
and wife . . . . . 52 70
Klein, Walter, ii:: . • . • ... . . . 4 00
Epperly, James, and wife. 10 00
Bronson, Corn . . . . . . . . . . . 5 35
ILLINOIS.
Epperly, J. C. . . . . ... . . . . 2 00
Klein, Ii"'reida, t. . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Bronson,
Eli
. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
Klein, Barbara, t. . . . . . . . 6 25
Green, Elizabeth ......... 10 00
Central District.
Bhikley, Mrs. N. L ........ 12 00
1
Grim, Ephraim W., and wife 11 50
1
Bronson, J., and wife. . . . . 5 00
ff~h~1ci, i~rii :~~- ~:::::::::
~g
Gillen, Chas., and wife . . . 5_ 00
Luther Simpson, agent.
Binkley, Nellie -· - . : . . . . . . 1 50
Gritton, Mrs. S. C. . . . . . . . {i 00
Keaulana, Moses, t.... . . . . 1 00
Receipts.
Burr, Chas . . . . . . . . ; .. . .. 2 00
Keanlana, .)!aka, t. . . . . . . • 1 00
Gritton, Bertha, . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Beardsley,
Sr. B..... . . . . . 6 oo
Balance
due
church
DeKanui, Alice, t.. . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Goodale, 0. L., and wife ... 80 00
Cooper, John L., and wife. R 50
cember 31, 1908 ..... $223 05
Gainey, Thomas, and wife. 10 00
20
Cooper, Sr. J. L.. . . . . . . . . 3 25
Abbott, J. B.. . . . . . . . . • . . 6 00
~:giW: ~~~:~,o~::::::::::
Ginthardt, Della . . • ... . . • . 2 00
Cooper, ,John," and Jas. Keir 30 oo
Grim, Harriet . . . . . . . . ... . 4 00
Kahannmolrn, Duke, t. . . . . 1 00
Cooper, ~:Irs. F, M.. . . . . . . . 7 50
~~~~~An~~!~~
Kahanamoku, Bernice, t. . .
50
Gilchrist Saints. . . . . . . . . .
76
Carter, C. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
Curry,
Alice
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
00
Hopkins,
Burt
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
4
90
Kabannmokn, David, t. . . . .
25
Cook, Silas.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 oo
Curry, Taylor . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Kahnnamokn, .Julia, t.....
50
Hopkins, Mary . . . . . . . . . . 3 60
Cooper, Stella . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Curry, W. J. . . , , .. , .. , , 29 00
Hopkins, Maud .. , , , , • , , • 19 75
Lewy, Annie, o. . . . . . . . . . .
50
Chapman,
.l\L F. • . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Curry,
Mary
A.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
1
00
:Mahoe, :Napahu, t. . . . . . . . 4 00
Hart, Cora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Edward . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Curry, )1. T.... . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Mahuka, Mary, t......... 1 20
Heavener, Nettie I ...•.... 8 80 Darman,
Darman,
Wm.
. ... , . . . . . . 10 oo
Curry,
A.
F.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2
00
1Iahuka, .John, t. . . . . . . . . 11 00
Horroun, Lowell, and wife 2 25
Danielson, Thomas . . . . . . . 3,3 00
Carrol, Sarah P. . . . . . . . . . 3 60
Ilolmes, Chas., and wife .. 100 00
Morris, Benjamin, t.. . . . . . 6
Danielson, Sophja. . . . . . . . 1 50
Ettinger,
J.
G
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
30
00
Hare,
Theresa
.
.
.
.
.
...
.
.
...
2
75
Danielson, C., and wife. . . . 20 00
Grive, David . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 00
~~:f~~~:; ~~~~: 810 ~: : : : : : :
25
Holmes, David S., and wife 50 00
Danielson, 0. M.. . . . . . . . . . 50 00
.Jones, Thos. . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00
Holt; Charles, and wife. . . 2 00
Milne, Alex., (fr!end), o...
10
Daer, J. A., nud wife ..... 70 oo
Jones,
Sophia
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2
00
)l1lne, .John, (fnend), o...
10
Holmes, l\I, B., and wife ... 200 00
Erickson, Caroline . . . . . . . . 10 00
Jones, Abram . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
1Ioore, L. ., t ..... , , , . . . 1 00
Hopkins, Mary and Burt... 7 12
1
Erickson,
George . . . . . . . . . 10 00
.Tones,
"
iliam
............
10
00
Interest,
July
1,
1909.....
65
1Ioore, L. A., t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Elklof, Sr. V. .. .. . . . . .. .. 5 00
Longden, Charles, and wife 15 00
~Ioore, ·Madeline, t. . . . . . . .
1 00
Johnson, Bert, and wife . . . 8 50
Friends, .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 136 50
Lu fkins, Susie . . . . . . . . . . . l 00
)!oore, Nellie, t. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
.Jones, Joseph, and wife.... {) 00
Falkner, W. M., and wife.. 5 00
Lufkins, Ardice . . . . . . . . . .
25
1Ioore, Marguerite, t...... 1 00
James, Alice ..·. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Ii1redricks, 1\Iargaret . . . . . . 5 00
:\loss, .T. T ............... 10 00
,Jones, John F., and wife ... 18 00
Nmnaielua, Isabella, o..... 2 65
Fairbanks, Glen . . . . . . . . . 2 40
Nowack,
Fritz
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5
00
Namaielua, J., o.......... 1 75
.Jacobs, Milton, and wife ... 11 00
Frantz, A. It., and wife. . 5 00
Xowack, Ed ......•..... 10 00 Johnson, Clara . .'. . . . . . . . . 10 00
Nato, Paulino, t ....... :.. 5 50
Fairbanks, P. G., and wife. 4 00
~owack, Fred, and wife ... 15 00
Nato, Hattie, t.......... 5 50
.foy Branch, obla ......... 19 69
Fairbanks,
Blanche . . . . . . 2 50
Oblation Pana Branch .... , 7 46 Luker, 1Inttie . . . . ... . . . . . .
Nakuina, .J., o............ 1 60
50
Faulkner, Daisy . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Oblation Beardstown
Lorence, Jacob Il., and wife 20 00
1
00
Branch
...............
.
~~~~l~; l':,~i'e,\:::::::::: ~ ~~ Oblation, 'l'aylorvllle Branch 15 21 Lord, James . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 ~~~~~nb?r~ 1.". : : : : : : : : : : 2~
Napela, Dick, o. . . . . . . . . . .
25
Mehlisch, Ames E.,and wife 13 00
Hole, Eleeta . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5 00
Oblation, Central Illinois .. 12 38
Oneha, ,Julia, t. . . . . . . . . . . 3 75
1Iiller, ill. P., and family. 5 00
Hayer, Elias and wife . . . . 10 00
Reynolds, Ed ........... . 11 00 1Iiller, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Olmlenui, P. K., o........ 1 00
Hougas, Thomas ........ 100 00
Heynolds, Fred ......... . 6 00
Pahau, Robt. K., t ....... 12 00
Minteer, Elizabeth . . . . . . . 7 00
Hamilton, l\Ia.ry·J......... 1 00
Richards,
W
.
.
J.
.
........
.
2
00
Pahnu, 1Iary, t. . . . . . . . . . 12 00
..'llehJisch, Mable . . . . . . . . . .
60
Haas, John, and wife ..... 25 00
7;>
Huppert, ~lary .......... .
Pahau, Hobt. IC, jr., t. . . . 1 75
)!urdock, M. D., and wife. 1 00
Hamilton, l\Inmle . • . . . . . . 2 35
S tonger, Sarah A ........ . 10 50
Pahau, Lydia, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 75
1Iunroe, Hobert, and wife.. 2 50
Heavener, Alice . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Stonger, Philip ......... . 7 00
I'll tz, .\!aria, t. . . . . . . . . . . 11 05
1Iitchel, Nora ... ; . . . . . . . 4 00
Heavener, Dora . . . . . . . . . . 1 70
Stonger, Chris .......... . 6 lf>
Poepoe, ~'\melia, t...... ... . 4 50
)la)·nnrd, Alfonso, and wife 5 00
Heavener. Melvina . . . . . . . 95 00
1!!
00
Stong-er,
E.
E.,
and
wife
..
Paoa 1 I~"Jorence, t. . . . . . . . . 2 00
)Jarkwick, George w·. . . . . . 3 50
11owe,
l\Inrtha . . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo
Sharrock, F. ~I ...... , ... . 5 GO
Paoa, Henry Il., t........ 2 00
)lc!ntire, :Mary . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Hayer, Ellen . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Seeger, 1Ingg!e ........ , . 2 00
Poepoe, .T os. 1\1., t. . . . . . . . 1 00
1Icin tire, J. ic. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Hartshorn,
c. B. .. ·. . . . . . . . 15 45
Seeger, II. ............. . 2 00
Puohnu 1 James1 t......... 2 50
:\Icintlrc, Henry ......... 10 00
Ray . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 00
8impson, Chas. C........ . 10 00 Needham, Alfred C. . . . . . . . 8 70 - Horton,
l'uohau, Helen, t...... . . . 1 50
,Johnson,
Grace
. . . . . . . . . . 65 82
10
fl()
Simpson,
Luther
.......
.
Pnkoi 1 David, t. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Norris, i!Ienry, and wife. . . . 25 00
Johnson, Ellen . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Thurman, Elmer ........ . 1 00
Sharpe, Cecelia., o. . . . . . . . . 1 50
Norris, Richard,. and wife. 30 00
l~ahlen, Barbara . . . . . . . . .
5 00
'\Yaltenbaugh, David, and
Sharp's, Cecilla, chlldren. .
65
Nealy, Anna ........... ; . 3 25
Keir, Henry . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
wife . . . . ... . .
ll 00
Scott, 1Iarin, t. .......... 13 00
Norris, William, and wife.. 5 00
Knutson, K. H ............ 20 00
Souza, Mary, t..........
50
Olive,
Bessie
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
•
.
.
4
60
'J'otal ............ $600 8~
Kilgore, Sr. Il.. . . . . . . . . . . 51 63
Scott, John, (friend), o..
00
O'Dell, Grace . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Leland, Jennie 111.. • • . . • • . 50 00
Expenditures.
'l'hompson, Emily, t ....... 08 10
Palmer, Edith . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50
Joseph, and
n Ul'l' I Chas., f ........•.. $21 G ()() Pine, George . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 l\Ia.rshall,
'l'hompson, Margaret E., o. 3 30
·wife ................. 10 00
Burr, Chas., e ..•......•.. 70 ."iO
'l1hompson, 1Dmily P., o. . . . 3 00
Puffett, Mary C. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
l\Ildgorden, J., and wife ... 50 00
fllng, Wllllam A .. a. . . . . . . 24 SO
'l'hompson, Wm. F., o..... 2 00
Pettifer, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Mlesenhelder, Velma . . . . . fi 80
Kelley, It1. L., Bishop .... 100 00
'l'hompson, John C., o. . . . . 2 00
Palmer, Rachel . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Mend, Grace . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Lill)·, 'rhos., a ........ , ... lfi JG
Voeller, Annie, o......... 2 00
Hoberts, Clara LaRue . . . . 4 00
l\Iorgan, Mr. and Mrs.. . . . 1 00
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 18
Voeller, Ruth, t..........
55
lt!chards, Lydia . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
Newman, Mary . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Smith, David, e .......... 27 00
Waller, G . .J., t .......... 100 00
Hlchards, Viola . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Nelson, Marcus . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Hichards, William, and wife 7 00
'l'otal . . . . . . . . , .. $4fir. :14
'J'otal . . .. . . . .... $483 38
Olson, Cora . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
llichnrds, J\Iyrtle . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Due church ...... $14u fil
Patridge, Sr. Ii.. ......... 150 00
Suman, .Jennie . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Expenditures.
Parks, Agnes . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Kewanee District.
Schwerdtfeger, Louisa . . . .
45
Parks, Rose ,J. . . . . . . . . . 25
Sade, Oral E., and wife ... 30 00
Pomroy,
Wi.... . . . . . . . . 2 iJ
~l~~~~kt~e8~r{\l'.: ~:
~ ~
C. E. Ball, agent.
Sacl:field, Albert . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Pinkerton, Wm. . . . . . . . . . 2{) 2-'i
Malloy and family, a ...... 206 10
:>weeney, Elizabeth ....... 29 25
Receipts.
Pement, P., and wife . . . . 10 0 0
Shen, Tin, n. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Sacklleld, George, ancl wife 15 0()
.James, Norris, former agt.$ ;') HG
Rogers, Abe, und wife. . . . . 20 00
Voeller, Annie, and famlly,n 4{) {)0
8tanley, George .......... 15 00
Aid, Ladies' . . . . ... . . . . . . . 1 00
Richter, l\Iarle . . . . . . . . . • . 20
'J'otal ........... $268 oo., Atkinson, ,John B., and wife 16 00
Swanson, Louise . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Hichter, Hannah ... ·. . . . . .
Due church ............ $215 38
'J'erry, .Joseph L., and wife 25 00
Brother, A .............. 32 20
Rogers, J,. D. .. ..... · · .. 2
Bath, Jsnnc, and wife . . . 1 50 , 'J'horp, Jilllza . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
Richter, Adolph ... , . . . . .
50
Tryon, Ascneth ...... , . . . 5 00
Ba.th, D. I., and wife , . . •.. 24 no
Rogers, Luella . . . . • . • . . . . 19 00
IDAHO.
Trlelty Branch, obln.. . . . . . 1 16
Barnes, and wife . . . . . . . 37 00
llichtei·, Rudolph . . . . . . . . .
Winders, F. A., and wife.. 7 50
Ball, Carl El., and wife . . . 68 26
Rathbun, Jennett · · · · · · · · 3 00
Willis, Arthur . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Idaho District.
Benn, J,, L., and wife ..... 71 00
Richardson, Norn .. · .. · · · 4
Willams, llfr.e. IC . . . . . . . . . 5 00. Rogers,
00
Bean, J. W., and wife ..... 4f> 00
Earl D .......• · · · 5 !i?
Elias JD. Richards, agent.
Wakeland, W. E. . . . . . . . . . 42 00
Bean, J. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
Stones. Frank ....... · · · .1 0 3
Willis, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
Bryant, 'J'resale . . . . . . . . . . 18 00
St. John, l\Ir., and l\Irs.. . . 9 3 00
Hecelpts.
Willetts, Thomas R. . . . . . . 1 00
Bryant, S. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Sfy, Frnnl<, nncl wife. . . . . ~O
Sale, bugg)', .J. D . .Jones'
Balance due church, DeBryaut, Ezra T ........... 20 Oll
Sheehy. Ellzaboth ...... · · 10
account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
cember 31, 1008 ..... $ 40 75
Bryant, i\frs. 1\1. E.. . . . . . . . 2 00
Schwartz, Alice C., t. · · · ·
.John, Mrs. William •... , 20 00
B1trnes, l\Inry . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Total . . . . . .... $1, 738 71
Schwartz, Alice C., o · · · · 1 00
Itlchards, Edmund F.;. . . . 15 00
Bice, Katie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 fiO
Selle, Sadie .•.. · · · · · • · · · 5 00
Expenditures.
00
Richards, Ellns El.. . . . . . . . 10 00
Bice, Lucy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
·Sister, A. . . . ... · · · · · · .. 3 00
Bridgeman,
Adam
.T.,
and
Sister, A .......... • .... · 2
Bervo, Mrs. Amos, f. ..... $250 00
Total .. .. . .. . ... $ 85 75
\Vife .•.•• , , , .•. , , , , , • 8 ()0
Balley, Mrs. 0. II., f ...... 490 00
Teal, Sabina . .,..... · . · · · · 10 00
Expenditures.
Bn uguess, Clara ........ . 5 00
Brookover, Mrs. G ..J., f. .. 308 00
Ten!, Nathan .... · · · • · · · · 10 00
9Barnes, Ellen .......... . 8 00
Berve, .Amos1 e. . . . . . . . . . . 71 10
Warby, Henry .... · • . · · · · ~ 42
Brooner, W. A,,_ e .. ·•. , .. $ 30 00
William, and wife 1 00
Brookover, G. J., e ........ 23 00
Williams, Henry .. ,. .... · ·
Kelley, E. L., J.Sishop ..... 55 75 · Blodgett.
Balley, Ora, and wife ..... 1!\ 00
2
Balley, O. H., e........... 8 60
Williams Wm. N . . . . . . · ·
"
1'otnl ..... , , , , • , f85 75
Blake, Iva .•. , . . . •.... 2 00
Wright, Fred, ancl wife.... 0 lu
Hnrtcourt, Mrs. !If., a .. , , . . 3 30
U'riend, Chinese, o. . . . . . . .
11'riend, A., o. . . . . . . . . . . .
Higgins, Katie, t. . . . . . . . . .
Higgins, Phyllis, o. . . . . . . .
Ha waiinn friends, o. . . . . . .
Hain a, Deborah, t. . . . . . . . .
Harbottle, Isaac, t. . . . . . . .
Hnt·bottle, Mary, t. . . . . . . .
Harbottle, Gardie, o. . . . . .
Harbottle, Nina, o. . . . . . . .
Harbottle, Alma, o........
Harbottle, Pearl, o. . . . . . . .
Ingham, 1"mily, t. . . . . . . . .

10
1 65
1 00
35
20
2 00
50
50
20
10
10
10
4 00

gg

Northern District.

1\Iyron J. Durfee, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church De-cember 31, 1908 ...... $ 3~
Allen, Brenettn .....• .. , . . u
Allen, William, . . . . . . . . . . 2
Hanbrouch, Mrs. ,John .... 12
McKnight, Florence . . . . . . 5
Owen, Robert ... , . . . . . . . 5
Total .•...... · .. $ 63
Expenditures.
Brooner, W. A., e.: ...... $ 10
Layland, A. J., e. . . . . . . . 10
'l'otal . . . . . . .... $ 20
Due churcll .... ; .. $43
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Heintz, Lizzie. . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
~Flinn, Peter" A.., and wife, t 2 01
Williamson, W. El. · · · · · · · 1~8 88
Hampton, Odessa . . . . . . . . 5 00
Houstin, Glenn, t. . . . . . . . . 15 00
Vicn:ery. George ; · · · · · · · · 1 00 - Hyatt, El . .J., t ............ 12 60 , Harris, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Vanderhoof, Hr. C. · · · · · · ' · 1 O 00
Hali, .John, and wife ..... 10 00
Harbstreit, Wm. A., and
\rnrhmd, )!rs . .-\Iva . . . . . . _._ 35
10 00
Johnson, C. R., and wife .. 25 00
Vincent, Sr. L.... . ....2. 319 82
H~~b~eirelt;
2 oo
Jones, Mrs. E. J., and
daughters . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Total .... ·· · · · .$ •
Huff, Henry A., t ... , .... 20 00
Kennen, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
Hedrlet_ .EJJlzabeth, t.. . . . . 1 uO
ExDcnditures.
Laugl,Iin, .r. E., and wife. . 50 00
.Jolley, Yhilip S., and wife, t 14 50
Balance clue agt>nt De$ 22 15
Lane, Mabel ... , . . . . . . . .
50
Jaegers, ID. A.,
4 ~~
cember ::n, 1!108.......
'
Lane, 11'ern . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Jenkins, David, and wife t. 4- vu
Allen .. ~rt lmr. : · · · · · · · · · · ~g~
.Lilley,
.J.,
and
wife
.
.
.
.
.
.
8
20
Kirineer,
Flora
F.,
t.....
.
.
2
25
Cooprl', )!rs. 1' · )1., f. · · · 36 80
Langdon, :Mary . . . . . . . . . .
50
Cooper. I•'. )!., c. · ·,·' ·' · · · O 00
i\1cBirnic,
Samuel,
and
wife
65
00
5
('oodenough, ),frs. E .•T., f .. ;4
.Mulllns, )laud . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Miller, ~Iyrtle, t. . . . . . . . . .
75
,\'ildermuth, )!rs.)~- 1'L, f. -~g OO
illintun, Guy F. . . . . . . . . 2 00
Mlller, Hobert, t. . . . . . . . . .
75
\Yight )!rs..r. ". ·• f. · · · ·
OO
;\!in.tun, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
l\Iiller,
G.
B.,
t.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
00
Yande'rwood, )!rs . .J. E., f.30~ ~g
Myers, .Joseph W. . . . . . . . . 2 00
l\Iiles, Delta, and wife, t. 1 00
Drafts .. · · · · · · · · • · · · ~ · · - - ;\lather, ,J. H. . .......... 100 00
Miles, Elli, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Total . . . . . . ... $1..?521 60
Nirk, Chas., and wife..... 5 00
Monroe, Elmore, and wife, t 3 00
Due church ...... ~798 22
Oleson, Ole . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
l\IeCullough, Bessie, t. . . . . 1 00
Park,
Nancy P.. . . . . . . . . . 30 00
New 'Albany Saints, t. ... . . 6 2!l
Southern District.
Park, Emma E.. . . . . . .. . . . 20 00 Stewart, Wm. A., t ....... 10 oo
11,, lL Davis, agent.
Pratt, Henry, and wife. . . . 45 00
Tempest, Edith G., t ...... 11 00
Pitcher, Walter, and wife. 10 00
Tempest, J. L., and wife, t. 5 00
Receipts.
Park, Wm. F., and wife. 35 00
Wynn, Emma, t... . . . . . . . 1 00
Brown Claud, t ........ $ 15 00
Powell, Florence. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Wynn, .James M., and wife,t 6 00
Brown: Lc,wi~, t ... · · · · · · · ,5g
Perrish, Glenn . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Zahnd, John, and w.ife, t .. 20 00
Borland, Sache, t ... · · · · · ·
Park, H. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Total . . . . . . . .... $268 32
Burroughs, Arthur H., t. . . 10 00
Perry, Anna ............. 15 00
Burklow, Charles W., t. . . 5 00
Expenditures.
Price, Mvrtle . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Bolls, )larina, t.......... 1 00
Robertson, I;'. D., and wife 32 00
Dowker, Wm., e ......... $ 10 00
Burroughs, Lucy, t ... :. . . . 1 00
Robinson, .Tames, and wife 10 00
Dowker,
David
E.,
e
.....
25
00
Clements, \I'm., and wife. . . 10 00
Hobinson, Nellie . . . . . . . . .
25
Dowker, Mrs. D. E., f ..... D6 00
Clements, ~amantha S., t. . 5 00
Robinson,
"\nthony . . . . . . 6 00
Goss,
Sarah
A.,
a.
.
.
•
.
•
.
.
30
00
Dillen, Lanra, t.......... 5 00
Robinson,
T.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
50
Halb,
.Jacob,
e............
7
95
Dillen Carrol, t .......... 10 00
Richeson, C. M. . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Maymon, Wm., a .......... 10 00
Davis,' F. )1., and wife, t.100 00
Rodgers,
.Jeanette
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
00
:McLean,
~Irs
..
James,
a
...
10
00
Edmunds Luther "1., t. . . . 15 00
Rodgers, 8arah . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Scott,_;\f. R., a ........... r;g ~~
Ellis, H,.;·um, and wife .... 10 00
Heed', Mary . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Agents expense . . . . . . . . . n. on
Ellis, Cora, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 90
!lodgers, \\'. G. . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Faulkner..James '11., o •• -. •
uO
Total .. .. . .. .... $246 65
RolJinson, ~l1homas, and wife 5 00
Ferguson, :.\larr A., t. . . . . 1 00
Due church . . . . • . $. 21 67
Robertson, J!rs. "!. .T. . . • . 4 00
Goodwin, hiaac :.\I., t. ~ . . . 15 00
ItidgwaY, .r., and wife. . . . . 1 00
IOWA.
Goodwin, :.\Iertie, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Shannoi1, C. V., and wife.. U 50
Uaugcr, ~!rs. J. IL, t ...... 51 00
Des Moines District.
Salisbury, Orman, and wife 18 03
Harris, )Jilton E., t ...... 20 00
Skinner,
:Mason . . . . . . . . . .
50
Harris, ~hanon J ., t ..... , 5 00
Warden Christy, agent.
Skinner, )[. 13., and wife., 1 00
lloon~r. Luer, t....... . . .
5 00
Smiley. Samuel, and wife 2Q 00
Receipts.
Hoover. Hamucl, t ........ 32 00
'l'hornton, .rohn . . . . . . . . . o 00
Ilolman, )lark, t. . . . . . . . . !JO 00
Balance due church De'l'homason,Osmand,and wife 5 00
Kurtz . .fosPph T., t ...... 17 UO
cember 31, 1908 ....... $355 8!l
Veach, )lartha . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Launius, .James \Y., t..... 5 00
A sister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 45
'Vasson, :.\Ielissa . . . . . . . . 31 00
Launius, Liza ., t. . . . . . . . 3 00
A sister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Wells, Fred and wife. . . . 35 00
:\!orris, :.\fn:. I. A., t. . . . . . 5 00
A sister . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2- 00
Watson, II. 'l'. . ......... 65 00
)!dlalmn, l'etr'l' G., t. .... 20 UU
Anen, ~Iai·J· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Walters, !•'rank. and wife. 22 00
:\Iathrny, .Tames, t.... . . . . 5 00
Anderson, .Tessie ........ ,
52
Waller, J!rs. B. X . .•.•.. 10 00
Xorman. l 'ha1·1(~S I-I., t. . . . 5 00
Anderson, Harry . . . . . . . .
2o
Wielrnr, J!rs. JI. ill. . . . . . . 2 00
Xorman. :\lrs. Charles H., t 1 00
Anway, Dena . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 oo
Wicker, Hobert . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Xorman. Hobert E., t. .... 10 00
Bixby, D. S., and A . .J.. . . 3 50
Youn tz, Blanche . . . . . . . . . ! 00
01wtnrf.. John IL, t. ..... 10 00
Ballenger, Lovlna . . . . . . . . 1 00
Young,
.T. 8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . D 00
Parson, Etlna I., t ........ 10 00
Brown, F. A., nnd wife . . . 9 00
Young, Jfarlha . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Hobrrtson. Ernest, t. ..... 45 00
Bacus, C. A., and wife . . . 2 00
Zlmbleman, lcln . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Xutton, Elisha "'.,
5 0()
Buckley, .Joseph ......... 15 00
Hutton, William, t. ....... 1a Ou
'l'otal .......... $1,725 02
Hrown, J. M., and wife . . . 5 00
8ummf'1·s. IJora, t. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Carmer, I". E., and wife ... G7 ·a5
Expenditures.
8Iorp1', .Janws \Y., t ....... 15 00
Chandler, Ray . . . . . . . . . . . !l 00
Cook,
JI.
II., e. . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
H11n11np1·s. Harmon,
5 00
Chandler, I•'red and Fannie 9 00
Cook,
J!rs.
)L II., f. ...... 264 00
'l'uckl'J', l'auline, t. . . . . . . .
2 00
Casting, II. A., and wife. . . 20 00
Christy, L. Len or, f. ...... 418 00
l'pton .. losephine, .t.......
46
Casting, Sadie ..... , . . . . 3 50
Christy, \\'a~·cJcn, q.,. ..... 1p 58
Ward, Belle Z., t. . . . . . . . . 2 00
Casting, Lizzie . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Haclwtt, Jlts. ,J. 1., f. .. LO
\\'chh, l'arlcc, t. ........ , 2 00
Clark, Hattie . . . . . . . . . . 6 50
,:;.\fintun, .T. Ii"'., e......... 5
Warren, Elisha \V., t.. , . . 1 00
Cm,tls, Rosa • . . . . . . . . . . .
50
illinlun . .Jlrs .. r. !•'., f. .... 368 00
Cook, 1\I. II. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Total ............ $656 01
l\IcKiernan, .James, C'..... 6 00
Clark, Lucy 0. . . . . . • . . . .
iJO
Expenditures.
Pr<~ssnnl1, :.\In;. :.\Iariha, a. 10 00
Curtis, Edward . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Scott, C., e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
l•'iPhls, 8. 11., e ........... $10 50
Cushatt, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . G 00
l•'ielrts, )[rs. S. ti., f. ..... 118 00
Clark,.J. l\I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
b~1~alcli1i1;c·h '.' .' .'.'.~i1 ' 6 gg
Uran•, .Joseph II., a......
5· 00
Carpenter, ,J. G., and wife 10 00
Kelley, I•:. L., Bishop .... 161 18
Crawford, l\IarJ' . . . . . . .. . . 2 70
)larshall, Elsie, a. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Eastern District.
Cmwford, Mrs . .J. W ...... 10 00
l'lumh, P. 'J'., e ..•..••.. ,. 24 00
Clark, Walter . . . . . . . . . . . ri 00
,John lIC'icle, agent.
Sawl<•.r, :.\Irn. It\ L., f. .. , .. 297 25
Davis, l\Iary . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 05
Heccipts.
Hawff')', I•'. L., e .......••.•• 9 15
Doss, Mary. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Hpnrling, Henry, e ... , .... 17 50
Balance due church DeDewey, .J. H., and wife... 5 00
.\g!'nt's !!XJH!nse .......... 11 43
cember
:u,
HJOS ..•..•• S 18 58
Drake, .Tennie,. . . . . . . . . .
7U
Bessie, Mary, t ......... . 4 00
Total ............ $056 01
Davis, Dave and Adda .... 10 00
Buckner, W. I!., t ....... . 10 00
lllpperson, J. R., and wife. 2 00
INDIANA.
Bowman, .Jessie, t ...... . 11 00
FJmsley, Orpha . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Jlooth, Hermon, nnd wife,t 1 00
Freel, Eva . . . . . . • . . . . . . 5 55
Southern District.
Clnrlc, Ii'. S., and wife, t. 10 00
Freel, Grace . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Clnrk, J~thel,yn, and bus':'
li'rcel, Benona ..... , . . . . . 5 00
.John Zahnd, agent.
band, t ............... 150 00
·Farr,
W.
H.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
15
00
Receipts.
Campbell, C. A., and wife, t 1:3 50
!Petters, Mary EJnen . . . . . 10 00
Balance due church DeDavis, .:\fae, t........... 5 00
l•'limey, Nelson .......... 10 00
Davis, ;\lary, t ........... 10 00
JPJnney, r,,, and wife . , ..• 30 05
ua'~'':::~i'~'.·
1008 ...... $ 42 65
1
Dykes, C. U., and wife, t. 12 00.
2 00
Fetter, Bessie. . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Bm.fun, · 1:Jmi 1 t c · · ' • · · • '
5
oo
Douglass, Bertha, o. . . . . . " 00
Fetter,
W.
C
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
2.0
_
B.rnJP, J>alsv t ' ' ' ' ·' · · ·'
llesart, C. )!., and wlfe, t. 10 00
50
.........•
,
8
00
Griffin,
L!Zzie
lluggerly, Iie'nriettR'
I!Jlledge,
Mrs. I. B., o ..... 10 OQ
50
Grlfiln,
Wm.,
and
wife
....
10
00
I~nrk~<lale, I1'elix, and wlfe,.t 1 00
Nckright, Inez, t. . . . . . . .
2o
Grows, Fannie . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7ti
Curmmgham, \Villiam,
·ri'arr ).Irs. It', ll ........... 10 00
Gill'ord, Julia. B. . . . . • . . • . 1 00
am~ wife, t ....... , • , .•
]i'ran'k B !•'. . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Huffaker, Mae . . . . . . . . . . 25 80
C,arm1~hnel, Emma, t .• , .-. , 1 00
1 00 · Herring, l\Irs. Alice .. , . . . 8 00
Heide,' .Toim, and wife ... 30 00
Cnmmmgs "'m t
2·00
Helde Cia rence . . . . . . . . . 41! 15
Hess, C. D., and wlfe .•.• .,. 4f> 00
Cun~mings; .JosCph
2 50 Hayer, C. F., and wife .•.. 50 00
Helde: I•J. L., and wife. . . . 30 00
I )avrn, Hose
11 87
Helde, "" W., and wife . . . 15 00
Hartshorn,
H.
A.,and
wife
20
.00
lJm·iH, ,J. \V ,,
14 25
Hal'ris, Ella s. . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Hidy, ,J. C., and wife,, •. Hi 00
llauglu.rty .Tennie t
·
Hodges .John G., and wife 7 00
20
0
11
1 1
J.;aton, .Jolin M t' '· ·' ·' 5 10
00
,Jllcob, and wife . : . . . ~O 00
i~~fi: ~v. 1ii~: ~ ~'. ~'.-~, : : : :
~8 Hale,_
l•'nl11•r, J!}va
'• ·' · '_· · ·'
00
Haller, Charles, and wife .1<12 00
Hand, H. H., nnd wife, o. . 16 00
Ii'ewell, .Tan'ie~:. D.rid. W'ifci,' .t 10
1
Hirids, HUjah . . . . . . . . . . . ri. 00
Hidy,
Flora
B.
.
.....
,
..
,
2
00
Ii'ewell, "'m., and wife t
1 00
Ivie;. Urace .......... , .. 10 00
Harding, Mrs. FJ. J\L. . . . • . 5 00
Ford, Ed and wife t t - • 1
00
.Tackson, George. . ........ 200
Hardy,_ W. El., and wife,,. 10 00
Flps, Emiua, t ... '. ;~-:: :.:·
25
Illckman, J. C. . .. , . . . . . • 1 00 ..Johnson, Icla, o ... , . . . . . 2 0
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Kelsall, ill. lll., t ......... 10
Lowe and Son, o. . . . . . . . . 4G
Lowe, Edwin, Sen., t·..... 14
Loveland, Leuben· ....... , 8
Moore, L. B. . . . . . . . . . . . ii
·11.Ioser, ~Iary, o.......... 5
)lcHae, John, and wife, t. 11
Myatt, Louisa ...... , . . . . 5
Nesbett, Estella . . . . . . . . . . ·5
Nabb, Emery, and wife....
5
Nedraw, Mary . . . . . . . . . . 4
Palsgrove, D. L. . . . . . . . . 4!l
Pool, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . . • 23
Robinson, Ezra, and wife. 10
Higgs, Olive ............ . 3
Roush, Martha . , ...... , . 30
Rust, Hattie . . . . . . . . • . . .
Rich, Carence . . . . . . . . . . 1
Swails, Matilda . . . . . . . . . 1
Ston, Wm., and wife . . . . . . 55
Smith, Rosena . . . . . . . . . 1
·Shields, Louisa . . . . . . . . . . 7
Shields, Minnie . . . . . . . . . . ,1
Smith, Robert . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Schrunk, Luer, o. . . . . . . . . 10
Schrunk, lP. 'L . . . . . . . . . . 30
Sutton, Anna, t .......... 50
Seward, Mrs. G. W. . . . . . . 5
Seely, Rutb . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sartell, Emily ... , . . . . . . 50
Welsh, Christ, and wife, o 10
Wright, Ada, t...........
Williams, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Weston, W. B . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Wildermuth, l\Irs. ,J. B .... 10
Weir, .John, and wife .... 20
Total ... '. ...... $1,290
lllxpentlitures.
F. B., f. ~ ......... 120
Hills, L ..El., f. .......... 300
Hoosier, Bro., a .......... 20
Heiste, S. ill., f.. .. .. .. .. 60
'.rurner, \Yarren, e....... 5
'l'urner, 'Yarren, f ........ 210
Wildermuth, .r. B., f ...... 240
~\.gent's expenses . . . . . . . .
2
Total .. .. .. .. .. ~!l63
Due church ..... , $333
l~nrr,

80
00
96
00
00

og
0

00
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00
00
00
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00
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00
4!l
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
81
31
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Fremont District.
Lorena Leek a, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church De·
cember 31, l!lOS · ...... $585 58
Benner; Philip,, and wife. . 5 ·oo
Denner, ,John It'. • . . • . • . . U 00
1

11

1

1

~~~~~~-~' t~iii~~ :; ~~'. . ~~ ::

88

lg
llrown, A. N., and wife . 2 00
Beckstead, Elizabeth . . . . 30 00
Blessing, Roxanna ...... ·.. 150 00
Ileeksted, l•'mnk, aml wife. GO 00
Comstock, ,las., and wife .100 00
Cline, .T. B. . . ; . ; ; ...... 20 00
Dawes, Viola . . . . . . . . . . . . !l 00
Duncan, Emma ...... , • . . 5 00
Dundson, l\Iarinn ........... 30 00
liJttlcman, Sarah JD. • • • • • • 5 00
Ellson, George· -,,.t-. • • . • . • •
75
lt'orney; e. "'· f~ . . . . . . . . ' 5 00
Goode, J..''ra.nk, ifnd· wife: . UO 00
Gaylord. Moses W ........ 23 00
Hall, Asbury· . ·.-. ..... , .... 10 00
Kemp, George . : . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Kemp, J. Henry, and wife 55 00
Liggett, C. It., and wife. . 5 00
Lentz, Gertrude . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Leelm, Wllllam,. estate .... 500 00
Leeka, It. B ............. 100 00
Leeka, Loi•ena . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Lenka,· Sadie . . . . . . . . . . . . fi5 00
Leelm, W. Madison ...... 50 00
Leeka, .Jay .............. 25 00
.Lcelm, Rachel S . . . . . . . . 100 00
11.lortimorc. N. L., and wife 55 00
l\Ioore, .J. Co, and wife .... , 15 00
Newton, i\Inry A. . . . . . . . . 18 44
Oliver, Milton, . . . . . . . . . .
10
Pace, 1\Iary E... . . . . . . . . • . 5 00
Pratt, I~ .. E.,. . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Pace, :Mamie . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 50
Hoberts·, C. :.\I. . . • . . . . . . 5 00
Heclflelcl, El. B. . .... , . . . 08 25
Heo.uelcl, Eliner n: ....... 10 00
Heel field, . I-I. 0., and wife. 300 00
Roberts, Ellen . ·. . . . . . . . . . ti 00
Heclfiefcl, ,J. F., and ~,ucy .. 15 00
.,chenek, U. S . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Schenck, Marcella . . . . . . . 20 00
Swain, Belle, o. ',........ 5 00
Stewart, Mrs. .Tohn, t, ... lo (l,
Skunk, G. F. . .......... 15 00
Skunk, l<Jthel I. ......... , 10 00
'l'opharii, llfcllmla ....... · 2 00
White, Layton . . . . . . . • . . 1 00
'Vil cox,
·s. and Clara A. ~G 00
'Vil cox Franklin E. • • . . . . 10 00
Wight,' .T. R., and wife ... ·-~
Total ..•...... $2,Wl 02
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.Expenditures.
Arber, Joseph, f ••••••••• $120
Arb<tr, Joseph, e ......... 20
Fry, Charlcs f .......... 120
Fry, Charles, e. . . . . . . . . . 20
Hauen, W. E., f ......... 288
Haden, W. E., e .......•. 14
Hayer, Ell, e.. .. .. . .. ..
5
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 1,500
Lentz, Gertrude, f .••...•. 45
Walters, R. T., f .... , .... 192
'l'otal .......... $2,324
Due church ...... $407
1

Gallands Grove District.

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

oo

00
62

RReynolds, Martha J. . . . . . . 25
oosn, Emma . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Reynolds, Abel B. and·
Martha .J. -·········~·125
St~el, George and Agnes· EJ. 11
Skmner, Isabel M......... n
Wallace, Elizabeth . . . . . . • 25
Lanesboro Branch;
Byerley, John H. and Ettie ij
Duckett, Lora ..•.•.• •.•.• 20
Duckett, Ellen •......••.. 10
.ruergens, George G. and
Mary ................ 60
Juergens, Gerrit •....••.. 150
Lewis, Louise A.. . . . . . . • . 7
Salisbury, Herald and
Pearl . . . • . • •....•... 25
Salisbury, Orman and.Ida 5
Salisbury, George
20
Colevllle Branch.·
Anderson, Francis and
.Sarah .'.....•..••••.• 1
Dixon, Samuel .......... . 25
Hay, Thos. and Elizabeth 10
Hay, Elizabeth ..•...... : 2
Jordison, William C......• 25
.Jord!son, John and Mary. 1
Jordison, Richard and
Agnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Gallands Grove Branch.
Ballantyne, Robert, Marinda,
and family . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Baughman, Eugene A.. . . . 10
Baughman, Hezekiah N.
and Irene .....•....•• 29
Baughman, Grace .•..... :l
Crandall, Mrs. A, B. . . , . fi
Gunsolley, George H. and
Ruth ••.•.•....••... H
Holcomb, Oliver E. and
Lizzie El. • • • . . . . • • • • • • 10
Holcomb, Drayton A. and
Floy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
Keairnes, Bertha ........ . 7
Kealrnes, Laura A ....... . 1
llicCord, Patrick C. and
Nora . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 10
McCord, Wm. and Isabel. . 10
McCord, Hazel I. ....... .
Matheson, John B.and Anna 10
Pett, Howland S ......... . 2
Pett, Loyd ..........•.
Pett, John M. and Ella E .. 20
Pett, Wm. and Sarah .••. 50
Pett, John . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Pitts, Carrie A. . • . . .. , •. 2
Houndy, Sophia .....•••. 18
Houndy, Anna ......... . 3
Harlan Branch.
Brewster, David ........ . 50
Cunningham, Ethel EJ •••• 1
Haskins, Joel . . . . . • • ..• 7
Swain, Irene . . . . . . . .... 1
Soesbe, Pearl, and family .. 3
Scattered Members.
Dewey, Alice . . . . . . . ... . 55
Edson, Ellzaueth B ...... . 25
Vassar, Lillie . . . . , .... .
lliallard Branch.
Brimm, Nancy N . ....... . 5
62

C. J. Hunt, bishop.
Receipts.
Deloit Branch.
Brogden, Newton H., and
Rebecca . • • . • . . ..•.. $ 5 00
Brogden, Newton . . • . . . . . 15 00
Dllllvan, Walter. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Dobson, Eunice E.. . . . . . . . 10 00
Dol>son, l\Iarle . . . . . . . . . . . 58 00
Dobson, Jennie .......... 10 00
uardner, Lucy A. • . . • . . . . 1 80
liunt, Maynard C.. . . . . . . .
10
Hunt, Ario L.. . • . • . . . . . .
25
Hunt, Russell W. . . . . . . . . .
25
!Illlebran t, Susan E.. . . . . . 10 00
House rent, Deloit . . . . . . . 24 oo
Imes, Clarence and Stella 10 00
Jordan, Melissa E.. . . . . . . 3 00
Jordan, Norn . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Jordan, Melissa L.. . . . . • . • 12 25
Johnson, Jane . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
-Lee, Vivian . . . . . . . . . . • • 2 150
i\!clntosh, Malinda . . • . . . 8 oo
Myers, Agda M.. . • . . . . . . . 25 00
Myers, Jay G. and Ida ..• 20 00
Myers, Merle and Bessie. . 20 00
Myers, Lacy O. and Myrtle 10 00
Myers, Wm. W. and Hattie 20 00
Miller, Rebecca E. . . : . .. 25 00
Newcomb, Heman G. and
Chloe ••...•..•.•..•.• 35 00
Richardson, Mary I. . . . . . . 3 00
Richardson, Blair W. • • . . • 2 50
Stevers, Sarah A. • . . . . . . 1 00
Taylor, John B. and Stella 18 oo
Wedlock, James A. . . • . . . . 1 oo
Wedlock, Silas F. and Cora 15 00
Wlney, Carl W. and Flora 50 00
Worley, Daisy B. • . • . • . . . 2 oo
Worley, Jacob and Eliza J. 8 00
Dow City Branch.
Bell, Saphrona ••••••.••• 2 80
Butterworth, James L .•.•. 30 00
Butterworth, Raymond .. . 2 00
Clark,, Salina E ......... . 5 00
Cranuall, Nellie •...•••..• 2 00
Galland, W!t!lam W .•..... 100
Holcomo, Channey S. . .... :! 00
Jackson, Alfred and Martha 5 00
Jackson, Andrew and
Blanche .•••.•....... 10 00
Jackson, Helen L ........ .
50
Jackson, Bernice L .•.•...
50
Leise, Isabel E .......... . 2 00
Miller;· David S. and
Nancy J ..•••••••••••. 75 00
Miller, Nancy J ..••••••. 2 10
Rudd; Abel H. and May • 5 00
Rudd, John R. and Serelda 10 50
Rudd, Vinnie ••...•...... 2 00
~:~~'\~ha'il,e~adf~i~1.f~'.".i~~
Rudd, Gladys ••••••••••.
50
Carmichael, Eleanor . . . . . 1
Itudd, Sunshine ..••......
50
Carmichael, C. L. and
Salem Branch.
Sarah A. .. . . .. . . • . .. 30
Bullard, Johnathan •••••• 10 00
Cook, Annie . • • • . ..• , • . • 1
Carlson, Worden J. . . . . . 4
BullardhJas. H. and Edith 5 00
I•'lsh, Joseph and Mary.... 5
Bell, T omas . . . . • • • • . . . 8 00
Hall, David and Emeline .372 40
Hartshorn, Manly W. . . . . 55
Hall, Nellie . . . • • • • • • . . . . 1 50
I;Inrtshorn, Catherine . . . . 21
Smith, Luda E.... .. .. .. 5
Hall, Alva and Lulu A.. • 20 00
Hansen,Frederlck and Mary 25 00
'.L'ruog, William . . . . . . . . 5
•.rruog, John, Sen.... . ... 40
Cherokee Branch.
Young, Emma . . • . • . • • . . 2
Crippen Albert R. and
'.L'otal • . . . . • . • $2,961
Isabel .. . . . . .. . . .. .. 5 oo
Ellis, Eleanor • . • • . • • . . . . 15 00
Expenditures.
Hayes Nathan H. and
Balance due agent Decem·
Catherine . . . • • •...... 100 00
l>er 31, 1908 ...•.•.•. $ 56
Sheldon, Zenas B.. . • • • . . • 5 oo
Butterworth, Cbas. E., f .. 360
Sheldon, l!'rank and
Booth, .Joseph O., a. • • • • • • 20
Amanda . • • . . • . .•.... 300 oo
CheroKee, Iowa, church
Auburn Branch.
l>ulldlng fund . • . . . .• .400
Ashbaugh, Walter s.
Hunt, C. J., e .••..•••••• 43
and Cornna M .......•. 10 oo
Postage, exchange, etc ...• 20
Bean,John W. and Anna E. 4 00
Hunt, Charles J., f ..•.... 420
Bush, George II. and
Hanson, Paul M., e....... 8
. Catherine ...•........ 13 00
Hattery._Mrs. Martha, a... 1
Brady, '.rlmothy c. and
Kelley, ru. L.t...Blshop .• $1,146
Jhnnle ......•...••• ,.150 00, Peterson, J. w., e........ 5
Cuasrrom a,n._.Cmh.csAt.eraTn.d',. :. 5 oo · Stationery and printing .• 22
·mchardson, Mrs. M., a •..• 14
11 w
C
~aorlltbaMaJr.th"a'
..
J ·.·••••••• ',", ·, 42 0705
Rickman,
•.••..
"
Snyder, A.John,
H., aa ...
•....
, .... 55
Howara, Rachel .. .. .. .. • 1'00
Wight, Romanan, f .... : .. 240
Kindel, Mary J. , .. : . . . . 5 00
Total . . • • • ••• $2, 768
Lane, Avis C.. .. .. • .. . • • 2 00
Due church... .. $ 192
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Lamoni Stake.
William Anderson, .bishop.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31 1908, notes,
$1, 969.01, less $686.03
paid .. .. .. .. • • .. $1,282 98
Due church December ill,
1908, cer. of dep ••••••• 100 00
Due church Dec. 31, 1908,
cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 841 45
A brother (A) o.. .. .. .. . 66 00
A brother (M) o ......... 20 00
A sister (B) t........... 6 00
A ~lster (H) o .... , • • . • •
75
A sister (H) t ............ 21 60
A sister (Kj t...... .. .. 1 QO
A s.ister (K t. • . • . • . . . . .. 1 85
A sISter (R) t............
25
Adey, Lizzie Albia, o....
30
Albertson, Charles, o .. ·, • . .1 00
Albertson, Charles, t. • . . . 16 o'o
Alden, Leah, t. . . . . . . . . . 20 00
Aldredge, B. D., t ..... ,.. 3 oo
Allen, Annie El., t ...•.... 92 00
Allen, Annie E., o ...•..•. 15 00
Allen, Mary A., t......... 2 50
Anderson, Anna C., t..... 2 00
Anderson, Andrew, t. . . . . 25 00
Anderson, Daniel, and wlfe,t 25 00
.A.nderson, Jas., and wife o 10 00
Anderson, J. El., and wife,' tlOO 00
Anderson, Oscar, and wife, t180 oo
Anderson, Oscar, and wife,o 45 oo
Anderson, Oscar Kelley, t
50
Anderson, Wm., and wife tlOO 00
Angell, G. T., and wife, t'. . 10 oo·
Atkins, Ferris B., t...... 1 00
Atkinson, Nellie G. t ...... 40 00
Atkinson, Levi, and wife, t. 10 00
Atkinson, Susannah, t..... 5 15
Bailey, Sarah J., t....... 2 00
Bailey, Vaughn C., and
wife, t.... . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Ballantyne, F. M., t ..... , 5 oo
Ballenger Abagail t. • • . .
50
Ballou, S. E., and wife, t 2 00
Barker, Estella, t. . . . . . . . 1 oo
Barrett, Ella, t. . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Barrows, Lucy, o ...•.... 40 00
Batten, Daniel, and wife t 70 00
Batten, Parley, and wife; t 5 00
Beck, Victoria . . . . • . . . . . 5 00
B~ll, T ..J., and wife, t. . . . 32 50
Bwrleln, K. B.. . . . . • . . . . 10 00
Blair, C. El. and wife t .. 20 00
Blair, Geo. W., and wife, t 60 00
Blair, Mrs. W. W., t ...... 25 00
llootmun, C. E., and wife,
< (note).... . . . . . •.. 10 00
Bogue, Emma, t.... . ... 2 50
Bogue, Joseph, and wife, t 50 00
Bouten, 1.Irs. S. E., t ... . 6 50
llo'uten, Mrs. S. E., o . ... . 11 00
Bowen, Elizabeth P., t ... .
25
Bi·ackenbury, Chas., and
wife, t (note).... . ... 1578 00
Bradfield, C., and wife, t. • 5 42
Brown, Mrs. Geo. V., t... 2 00
Burk, Chas. El., and wife, t 15 00
Butts, Nancy J., t........ 3 00
Caress, Addle, t. . . . . . . . . . 7 60
Carlile, Isaac, and wife, t 100 00
Carmichael, A., t. . . . . ... 210 00
Case, Mrs. J.M., t •...... 10.00
Case, Milnor, t.......... 2 00
Cave, JessleJ t.... . ..... 17 00
Cave, Mrs. L. M., t....... 6 00
Chandler, Mrs. H. 111., t. . 3 00
Chapman, A. H., t........ 5 00
Chandler, J. Roy t...... 2 00
Chapman, C. E., i. . . . . . . . 1 00
Chapman, J. W., t........ 1 00
Church, C. F., and wife, t 110 00
Church, Laura L., t ....... 05 10
Clark, Hannah, t.... . ... 10 00
Clum, Lewis J., (deceased)t 19 34
Cochran, W. P., t........ 8 35
Cole, Thos., and wife, t ... 16 00
Creveling, llfellle V., t. • . . . 1 150
Crooks, Dorcas, t. . . . . • . . 5 00
Cudney, C. H., and wife, t 7 .00
Dancer, Allee P., •t ...•... 40 00
Dancer, Anna A., t ....... 800 00
Dancer, David.A., t....... 2 25
Dancer, Howard M., t. . . . 1 50
Danielson, Floyd, t........
33
Dann, J. A., t.... . . . . . . .
50
Dann, Mrs. J. A., t......
50
Davis, Leland, t......... 2 00
Dawson, Edwin, t........ 9 30
Day, Geo ..w., and wife, t 30 00
Day, Geo. W., and wife, c 1 00
Day, Geo. W., and wife, s 1 00
Day, Louie, t . . . . . , . . . • 70 00
Denio, Evangeline, t. . . . . . . 1 00
Denio, Vina,
12 00
Dickey, Mrs. Effie,
1 00
Dexter, W. It., and wife t 4 00
Duckworth, l\lrs. J.l: t • .'.. 1 00
guckwo~th, Theda, . . . . . .
4 oo
El:;,1~0~;6t'. sll~rah, t. • • • . • 17 00
•
.• t ........
6·87

t.... t......
. .....

Evan~ J. A., and ·wife
E (m

60 82
1 OO
vans,
. ID., t. . . . . . . . . .
50
I•11eldhahn, Frank; and wife tlOO 00
Fletcher, Dola, t '
2 0
Fletcher, Mrs. J. "ifI.:," t:::: 11
Foreman, C. E., and wife t 25 oo
~oreman, Velvetta L., t.'.. 2 00
]) ranee, Joseph, t. . • • . . . . 4 00
France, Mrs ..Thos. t. . . . . 40 oo
France, W. A., and wife, t 40 oo
Freeland, Thos., and wife t 10 oo
Fuller, Eliza J., t ...••. '. .
67
Fuller, Eliza J., o. • . . . • . .
08
G~rver, John F., and wife, t
1 20
Giles, T. J ., and wife t. . 3 oo
Goode, J qseph, and wlfe, t 13 oo
Gould, Leon A., and wife, t 36 20
Grahn~ Sarah, t. . . • • . . • 15 oo
gray,
C., t ............ 50 oo
reen, 0 . E., t. . . . . . . . . . 50 C:O
Hall, Earl, and wife, t. , . • 29 20
Hall, George B., t. • . . . . • • 5 oo
Hahn, Elise, t ....••• , , . . 10 oo
Harp, Edward, and wife, t
(note) . . • • . , • . . .. , • 25 no
Hartchen, Matilda, t ..••.• 45 oo
Hartshorn, S. B., t. . . . . . 2 oo
Haskins, E. E., and wife, t 18 oo
Hatcher, Pearl, t.... . . . . t) c,o
Hawley, El. P., and fam., t 30 00
Hayer, Ell, and wife, t, , , 30
Hayer, Oliver, and wife, t.. 30 oo
Hayer, Susie L., t •••• , • • . 32 50
Helde, A. J., and wife, t .. 35 oil
Herrick, Catherine, t. • • • • 1 r,o
Herrick, Catherine, o. • . • •
50
H!ll, George, and wife, t .. 10 no
Hilterband, George, t. . . . .
25
Hilterband, Hattie, t. ... • . •
25
Hllterband, Martha, t.,,.
25
Hitchcock, Catherine, t. . . 6 fiO
J. F .. Hopkins, and wife, t 10 00
Hopkms, W. A., and wife, t200 ilO
Hopkins, R. V., t •.•...••• 24 oo
Hougas, John, and wife, t 35 LO
Howery, George, and wife, t 18 50
Howery, Mattie, t........ 3 !lfi
Hull, Frank, t ........... 13 uO
Hull, Charles F., t....... 9 00
Jaco)Json, Maren, t....... 3 00
Jamison, George M., t....
70
Jamison, Mrs. R. J., t.... 2 65
J enklns, John, and wife, t 60 00
Jen kins, John, and wife, o
50
Jenkins, W. S., and wife, t 77 75
Johnson, Mrs. Bertha, t.. 1 00
Johnson, Nels,
1 50
Johnston, Mrs. Robert, o. • 5 00
Jones, A. C., and wife, t .. 25 00
Jones, C. H., and wife, t .• 40 00
Kaestner, Henry, and wlfe,t 40 00
Keen, A. L. t ........... 39 15
Keown, Dav1d, t ......... 20 00
Krucker, Rebecea •.r., t... 7 45
La Fraunce, Jos., and wlfe,.t 15 00
Lambert, Anna E., t...... 1 40
Lambert, J. R., t .••.•..• 49 25
Lambert, Lena J., t ...... 12 00
Lambert R. J., and wife, t 5 00
Lane, l\Iary A., t. . . . . . . . 15 00
Lane, Wm., and wife, t. . • 23 00

s8

oo

t.... . . . . .

t~~;1ir;"i'I'.ile~~t ~~~e:. ~: :: 12 ZS

Lester, Martha, t. . . . . . . . 10
Lester, Rutllln, •t.... . . . . 3
Lewis, Jane, t.... .. .. .. 1
JAncoln, Mrs. Minnie A., t 200
Long, El. El., and wife, t. • 5
Loper, Mrs. Emma, t. . . . . 2
Lovell, Alfred, and wife, t 20
r,uke, Gertie, t. . . . . . • . . . 22
Luke, Jacob, and wife, t .• 12
LuIce, John, and wife, t. • • 65
Mader, Mary, t. . . . . . . . . . 5
Mader, Minnie, t .••..••• 38
l\Ialcor, C., and wife, t .•.. 85
Mann, Mrs. E. A., t...... 5
Martin, .Tames, and wife, t 45
Mather, W. J., and wife, t 50
May, Mary, t.... . . . • . . . .
Mayer, Eliza, t,.. . . . • . • . • 15
Meltabarger, Mrs. James, t 1
Mlller, David, and wife, t 100
Miller, David, and wife o 15
Miller, Alex. U., and wife, t 42
Mite Society; t ..•....... 10
Monroe, Isaac, and wife, t 50
Monroe, Zllpha, t. . . . . . . . 2
Moore, Cara B., t. • . . . . . . 3
Moore, Thos., and wife, t 12
Morey, G. M., .t ..•..•.••. 30
Morey, Walter, t .•.•.••• 10
Morgan, J. L., and wife, o 8
Morgan, f,Jzzle, o. . . • . • • •
MorgapJ Mai·garet, o. . • • • •
Mull, Mina, t.... • . . . . • . . 1
McComle, Isabelle, o. • . • . . 4
McDonald, Mary, .t....... 5
l\IcElroy, Clara P., t..... 6
McKean, El. D., t. .... , . . 25
McKlm, Mrs. .r. El., t. . . . . 2
McPeek, Price, t. . . . . . . . . . 20
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THE SAINTS' HERALD
Notes from loans. , . . . . 91
Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,647
B!lls
receivable . . . . , ... 686
Nelson, Carrie,. 0 • ' ' • • • • · '
1 60
Real estate . . . . . . . . . ... 479
Nicholls, .Aurelia, t. . . . . . . 2 60
Total . , . . . .. , $13,512
Nicholls, JCl~ra,aJci ·~iie" 't.150 00
Expenditures.
Nicholls, 0 n, .
'
5 00
Nicholson, G~ac1.a, t .... , • 50 00
Anderson, Wm., e., . . . . $ 9
Niebolson, Mmn1~ B., t. • · 5 OO
Allen, 'l'. R;, a ..... , ... , .
Olsen, Mrs. Nel!Jeci t .. f .. 16 00
Anthony, Mrs. J. R., f .. , .204
Orten, Samuel, an Wl e,
10 00
Baggerly, I. P., f ........ , 216
Pauf, w. B., and wife, t •.
B_ennett, Mrs. J. D., a .••. 13
peat C J and wife, o. . . . 7 60
Berger sen, Mrs. Ellen, a. .. 5
Peat' c· J:' and wife, t. . . . 23 50
Brantwait, El., a .•..... ·., 29
Petei-s, 'c. 'J ., and wife, t. . 45. 00
Campbell, Duncan, f. ..... 216
Perry Sarah, t .. · · · · · · · • 5 00
Case, Mrs. J. M,_. a ....... 78
Pbipp's, w. J., and wife, .t 25 00
Cashman, Mrs. JJ·., a. • . . . . 7
Phoenix Robert, o. . . . . . . . 1 00
Cochran, A. S., f., ....... 216
Plain,
G., and wife, o .. 10 00
Cochran, A .. S., e......... 1
Prall, o. E., and wife, t. . 25 00
Cull1ertson, George, a ... , • 1
Purvis Susan, o. . . . . . • •
25
Dexter, W. R., e ......... , 6
Rasmu'ssen, Peter,
3 _50
Evans, J. R., e ..... ,..... 5
Reed, Malinda, t. . . .
35 00
Elvin,
Robert M., f, •.... 220
Resseguie, Lucy, t ........ 60 00
Evans, J. R,, f. . . . . . . . . . 216
Richards Lucy J., t...... 2 00
Garver,
John F., f ........ 248
Richardson, Retta M., t... 1 00
Garner, Mary J., a ....... 67
Hoberts, Jos. and Clara, .t. . 30 00
Goode, Mrs. Emma, a ... _.. 69
Rowley Samuel, t .......• 55 00
Goode, Lucy, loan . . . . . . . . 10
Salrards R. S., and wife, t 5 00
Goodwin, Mrs. Nelson, a., 19
Sampson' Alice M., t ...... 20 10
Gray,
A., a.. .. .. . .. .. .. 1
Sandage,' and wife, t (Wyo) 15 00
Gunsolley, Lau1;a, 101,1.n. • • • 15
Savage, Grae~ M., t ....... 25 00
Harp, John, f. . , . . ...... 312
Shafer Carrie, t. . . . . . . .
15
Hayer1 Elli, f. . . . . . . ..... 236
Shafer' Myrtle
15
Hearsney, .A. E., a ........ 12
Sbakedpeare, ~i'rs. Samuel,t 10 00
Shippy, Geo., and wife, t.. 5 oo· Holloway, L. G., loan ..... 32
Holloway, L. G., e ... , , , , 3
Simmons, ~!rs. M. Ji!., t. . . 15 25
Lambert, J. R., f. ...... , .216
Smith, E. A., and wife, t. . 4 25
Lambert, J. R,_ e.,, •••• 60
Smith, E. A., and wife, o. . 1 00
Landon, Mrs. clara, a .... 286
Smith Jessie, o. . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Morforo, Mrs. Etta, loan. • 46
Smith; John and Kate, t .. lQ 72
Morgan, El. B., f. ......... 216
Smith, May Bell, t. . . . . . . lo 00
McDaniel, Mary, a.... . . . 5
Smith, Korman, and wife, t 15 00
McDaniel, Mary, loan . . . . 2
Smith, Hon aid C., t ... , . . 2 07
McHarness,. Ella, a .•. , •• 27
Snively, ~Irs. H. N., t. . . . . 6 00
Needham, Mrs. El. H., loan
Snively, )!rs. H. N., o.... 5 00
retnrned , . . . . .. , •• , , 45
Snively, )fyrtle, o........ 5 00
Page, El. L., a. . . . .. . .. . 69
Sparks, )!rs. M. A., t. . . . . 5 00
Peterson, J. W., e .... , • . . 5
Stafford, W. II., and wife, t
Peterson, J, W., f ..... , .• 133
(personal property) . . . . 130 00
Potter, Mrs. Rebecca, a •• , 5
Stebbins, Callie B., t .. ,.. 3 00
Reiste, Mrs. S. M., f. • , , •• 112
Stebbins, II. A., and wife ,t 5 00
Rodger, Mrs. M., f. ...• , •• 120
Stone, A. C., t. . . . . . . . . . 4·· 00
Rodger, Mrs. M., a ........ 38
Strauss, .Jennette, t.... . . 8 55
Shippy, John, a .......... 117
Strong, D. W., t ..... , .. ,. 26 75
Shippy, S. El., a ..... , ..• , 1
Summers, Ruby, t.,.. . . . . 6 00
Smith, Heman C., f .... , ,520
Sumption, Benj., and wife,t 11 00
Smith, John, f. . . . . •.... 216
Sumption, W. H., and wlfe,t 50 00
Smith, Nettle, a ....... , .. 152
'.l'homas, 0. B., and wife, t 40 00
Sparks, El. J~, a .. ; .. , .•.. 20
'rhompson, Grace, o. . . . . . 10 00
'.rhomas, 0 . .t:>., f ... , , , . , • 200
Thompson, Florence, t.,,. 6 00
'l'homas,
0. I., a ....••• , , 5
Thompson, Laura, t ..... 1 6 00
'fhompson, F. L., o...... 5 00 . Traxler, M.1 e... . . .. , , • • 1
'£rumble,
l\1aud, loan ret .. 16
'fllton, Letha, t. . . . . . . . . 5 00
'l nrpen, 1\1. M., f .....•••. 300
'rraxler, 11., and wife, .t. . 8 25
Wells, G. R., loan ... , .• , • 35
'l1raxlcr, :\I., and wife, o. . .
50
Wells, G. R., e. . . . . . . . . . 5
'.l'rumble, Maud, o. . . . . , . 10 00
Wight, J. W., loan., ... ,. 15
'.l'urman, Pearl t.... . ... 23 13
Yarrington,
Mrs. Elmira, a 10
'.l'urman. Joseph, t.. . . . . . 3 50
Stamps . . . . . . . . , , , • • . 17
•rurnbnl!, A. M., and wife, t 25 00
Letter heads . . . . . .. , . . 3
Turnbull, Ii,red, t .•...• ,. 1 00
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . , , • • 53
Vandel, Goldie, t. ...... , . 3 00
Pens and ink . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandel, Silvia, t ... , ... , . 31 50
Drafts . . . . . . . . . . . • . . :
Wadley, Minnie, t........ 5 00
Receipts . , . . . . . . , • • , , 3
Walker, Mary J., t....... 2 00
Printing cards . . . . . . . . . .
Waltenbaugh, Mary J., t.. 6 00
Envelopes . . . . . .. , . , . • 2
~)falters, 'l'. M., t ......... 500 00
Bookkeeper . . . . . . . . . ... 360
,f,•t;per, Clarence, t....... 3 00
'l'ypewriter ribbon . . . . . • ,
e ie1·, Mary, t ... ,...... 5 20
Safe . . . . . . . . , .. , , , , . 50
Weedmark, John and wife t 10 00
l!'reight and delivery on
White, Samuel, and wife 't 17 50
safe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Wight, Estella. t., .. .' .. 15 00
Stove . . . . . . . . . .. , , , . . 18.
Wiicl9rmuth, Berta, t. , . , 5 00
Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
";!lk!nson, Fred 0., t ... ,. 13 50
Linoleum and oilcloth . , . , 13
\\ 1lkmson, J. N., and wife,t 13 00
Chairs , , , , . , , . , , . , , . 9
W!lk!nson, Lehi, and wife,t 69 00
Moving furniture ... , , .. , · 1
W1lkmson, Lehi, and wife,o 1 00
Coal .. , . , . , . . . , , . , . . 10
W!lklnson, Wm., and wife t 15 00
Library Commission . . . . . 5
~~!Jl"ls, Hattie, t ... , , , .'.
50
Drafts . . . . . . . . • . . • , •
w\iey, Roscoe, t.... . ... 13 85
Stake record and express.. 6
, ..1 ey, Rufus, t .. , ..... , 5 00
Hanling tent . . • . . . . . . .
'', 1ll!ams, J. A., and wife, t 8 00
Postage, blanks, etc, , , , , , 1
\\ lllrn1ns, J. A., and wife o 3 00
Centerville church ... , . • 46
'~llllams, Wm., and wife: t 12 00
El. L., Bishop.,.,, 25
~il:~~nmsC D. J., and wife, t 25 00 - Kelley,
Insurance on church bldgs. 4
Real estate . . .. .. .. .. •. 475
~
Wilson: Wm~;
Personal property . , , , , , , 70
Wilson, Wm. and wife o.. 8 00
Notes .. ,,· : . , ...... 1,647
Woodstock, A. D., t .. '. , . . . 2 OO
Loss on mdse.. .. .. . .. .. • 2
Woodstock, C. B.,and wife t 5 00
Losa on personal property. 10
'York, Orlando, and wife,' t 40 00
Church house.••.•.•.•..• 125
~oung, D. D., and wife, t., 35 00
Kelley, El. L., Bishop (r e)479
'onng, Mrs. Frank t
' 5 00
Young M th
' '·'···
Total •..•.• , , • , $8,936
Young' zar a, t. · · · · · ·. 60 00
Due church (per. prop.)$ 80
.Jntere't u a, t.". " " " 2 00
Due church(cer. of. dep.)$100
St k s · · · · · · · · · .. • .• 102 99
iit\ e colleetlon, Pleasanton 1 80
Due church (notes), .$3,701
Due church(caah).; .• ;$694
l'r~n':bl~olk~ctlon, Hiteman
3 ,50
Needh ' ., loan . , , .... , 16 00
Hollo;m, Ei. H., loan .. , . , 35 oo
Little. Sioux District.
Sale ofY• . G., loan ... , 19 00
A. M. Fyrando, agent.
note personal property, 55 00
Receipts.
sa1e of. i>ei·s~rui.i i>rope~ty'
Balance due church Deceninotes and eash .. , .... : 77 50
ber 31, 1908 .. , ...•.. , $121l
Needham, E. H., and wife, t 2~ ~~
Needham, M~s. E. H., t. . . 4 50
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Adams, T. M., and wife, t.. 30 00

Adams, .A. H., and wife, t..

Adams, A. H., and wife, c.
Adams, W. R., and wife, t
Allen, Mary C., t .........
Amundson, Ole, and wife, t
Anderson, Mildred, t. . . . .
Askwith, Alice. t ........ ,
Baker, W.W., and wife, t.,
Ballantyne, C. R., and wife,
t ............• ; ....
Ballantyne, Jane, t.... . .
Ballantyne, Myrtle, t. . . . .
Ballantyne, J. Q., and wife,t
,Bai;tholomew, Mabel, t...
Beecham, Harriet, t. . . . . .
Beecham, James,,.and wife,t
Benson, George '-'·• t ......
Belvllle, M., t. . . . . . . . . . .
Blnnall, Emma, t........
Binn all, Kate, t. . . . . . . . .
Binn all, Margaret, t. . . . . .
Butler, Ann, t. . . . . ... , ,
Caffall, Eliza, t ......... ,
Christy, Mrs. 111. A.,
Chambers, David, R., t ...•
Chambers, Josephine El., t ..
Clulow, Nancy, t.........
Conyers, Joseph, t. . . . . . .
Crabb, Charles, t. . . . . • , •
Currie, J. A., and wife, t ..
Deal, J. H., and wife, t ...

t....

Deal, Ora, and wife,

t.....

9 30

25
20
10
25
5
10
5

00
28
00
00
00
56
00

Sister, A, ·t.. .. . .. . .. .. 10 00

~~~~~~rto~~nj_,ai:_'~d ~W3e, ~ ~g

Smith, Samuel, and wife, t 50
Smith, C. R. and wife, t .• 100
Smith, A. J., and wife, t .. 100
Strand, T. O. ._and wife, t .. 600
Strand, Mrs. '.l'. 0., t.,.,,. 17
Stuart, J. D., and wife, o.. 5
Stuart, Annie, t. , , , , ... , 26
30 00
Stuart, Wm., and wife, t., 32
1 00
Swain, H. D., and Wife, t,. 20
24 00
Thompson, Sarah, t (dec.)200
10 00
Vredenburg, Chas., and
5 80
wife, t. . . . . . . .. , ... , 65
4 70
Vredenburg, David, and
16 20
wife, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
30 00 _ Worsencroft, Martha, t, . , • 7
2 00
Worsencroft, Priscilla, t. . 9
4 00
Worsencroft, T. J., and
2 00
wife._ t.... .. .. . .... , 21
2 00
West, m. S., and wife, t... 5
28 50
Wilder, C. M., and wife, t 5
58 70
Wight, Keith, t ... ~·......
4 00
Yocom, Nephi, t .......... 10
10 00
Total . . . . . .... $4,355
10 00
5 00
Expenditures.
80
Call'all, Eliza, f ....... , .. $144
6 15
15 00 . Agent's expenses . . . . . • . . . 18
10 00
~~;~, ~l:'!;ie~;
1 00

Deal, Leora and Coral, t.. 1
Derry, Cbarles, t ......... 38
Derry, Mrs. G. N., t .. ,.... 1
Derry, George A., t ..... , . 2
l!'allon, W. B., and wife, t 55
Fessler, Mary P., t ....... 26
Fyrando, Elsie. ( deceased)t 25
Fyrando, Alma 11!., t...... 8
Gamet, H. S., and wife, t .. 51
Gamet, Carl, and wife, t ... 25
Gamet, Ira D., and wife, t 20
Garner, John P., and wlfe,t 64
Gatrost, Michael, and wife,t 10
Gatrost, Martin, t. . . . . . . . 1
Grigsby, Chloe, t .. , . . . . . 1
Halberg, Mrs. J. A., t.... 5
Halberg, Katie L., t...... 3
Harper, A. F., and wife, t 225
Harper, Inez, t. . . . . . . . . . 13
Harper, Minnie I., t. . . . . . 32
Hawley, l\fary C., t ...... 15
Heistand, Wm., t ........ 40
Hight, E. S., and wife, t.. 2
Hight, Asa, and wife, t .... 10
Hoffman, A. E., and wife, t 73
Hoyt, Cora, t. . . . , . . . . . . 2
Hupp, Frank L., t. . . . . . . . 50
Hutchings, D. A., and
wife, t.... . . . . . . . . . . 7
Johnson, Julia, t.... . . . . 3
Johnson, Annie, t........ 1
Johnson, Henry, and wlfe,t 50
Kemmlsh, D., and wife, t., 15
Kemmish. Susan, t ....... 40
Kemmish, William, t..... 2
Kemmish, ~1ina, t........ 1
Kemmish, Arthur, t ... ,,. 1
Kennedy C. S., and wife, t 5
Kibler, S. B. 1 and wlj'.e, t .. 668
Kilmon, Edith, t. . . . . . . .
Koehn, C. A., and wife, t.. 5
Lane, Joseph, and wife, t.. 14
Lane, John P., and wife, t. 35
Lane, Cbas., and wife, t. . 25
Lamb, Chas. W., t........ 9
Lanpher, F. W., and wife, t 20
Lewis, Earl, t. . . . . . . . . . . 10
J,ukehart, Mollie, t. . . . . . . 1
Mann, John R., t. ....... 10
Mann, Lou, t.... . . . . . . . . 7
Martin Chas. and Nellie, t 33
Martin; Ruth, t... . . . . . . . 1
Martin, Chloe, t. . . . . . . . . 1
Martin, Esther M., t. . . . . . 2
l\fartole, John, t. . . . . . . . . 5
Mefford Mary R., t...... 8
Meggers, Bertha, t. . . . . . . . 6
Meggers, Geo., and wife, t 56
Merchant .T. W., and wife,t 10
Merchant' A. L., and wlfe,t 25
Miscellaneous, t . . . . . , .. 100
Motz WllliamJ. t. . . . . . . . . 20
McDonald, J. :s., and wlfe,t 18
Mcintyre, Ammon, t . . . . . 200
Osler Minnie, t.......... 2
Oviatt, F. C., and wife, t .. 50
Outhouse, E. R., t ........ 54
Parker, l\f. C., and wife, t 6
Peasley Mrs. S. J., t..... 1
Peasley; S. J., and wife, t .. 30
Peasley Mary, t ......... 36
Peaaley; Lawrence, t. . . . . .
Pierce Ethel, t.. . . . . . . . 3
Pitt, Sidney, and wife, Sen.,
t . ' . ' . . . . . . . . . ' .• ' . 20
Pitt, Sidney, and wife, jr.,t 10
Pratt, Minnie, t......
2
Seeley, F. J., and wife,-· t. , 8
Scott · G. M., and wife, t .. 12
Scofield, Maud, t......... 1
.Silsby, Amy, t,...
5

50
00
00
00
00
00
84
35
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
80
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
10
90
00
00
00
00
73
00
00
35
00
00
98
23
21
00
00
00

oo

60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
74
00
00
00
00
50
00
20
uO
00
50
50

oo

00

88
00

00
00
00
21
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
55
00
00
00
01
00
46
00
00
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Farmer, R., (deceased)acct. 5

Haner, Isaac, a. . . . . . . . . . 30
.Hanson, P. M., e ....... , 66
Holeton, Thurza, a .• ,. , , 11
Kelley, El. L., Bishop .... 3,000
Oliver, Clarence, a, .•.. , , 3
Shupe, Mrs. El. M., a .. ,, .. 65
Smith, W. A., f, ....• , .. 300
Taxes . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 9
Tidd, Moses, and fam.,a., .130
White, Clark, a .... , . , • , .100
Total . , . , . , , •• $4,252
Due church ... , .. $ 103

00
00
00
00
00
30
50
00
65
00
00
45
01

Pottawattamie District.
J, A. Hansen, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church Decem·
ber 31, 1908. . . . . , . , , , $255
Adams, Eluphema , , . . . . . . 6
Allison, ol\frs. El. A. . . . . . . 50
Altrup, Thomas ....... , . 6
Anderson, Anna , , . . , , , , 5
Baxter, Matthew .... , . . . 15
Beecroft, Mary , , . . . , . , , 1
Beebe, Emma . . . , , , . , •. 110
Beebe, Angeline , • . .. , . , . 20
Bardsley. C. B., and wife 50
Carlile, I!l. A.. . .. , , , , .. , 17
Carlile, Caleb, and w!fe,,, 10
Carlile, J. P., and wife, , , .150
Carlile, George . , . . . . , , • 20
Carlile, El. H. , , • , ... , • , • 50
Campbell,, J. N., and wife .• 125
Carlile ,Joshua, and wife .• 40
Evans, John, and wife .• ,, 20
Elswick, Edna • , . . . ... , 37

30
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
61
25

5g
11.,rederickson, P. W., and
wife ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Frederickson Laura , . . . .. 5
Hansen, G. J., and wife., .100
Harding, Stella . . . . . . . . . 7
Harding, Samuel, and wife 50
Harding, G. J., and wife,. , 100
Hansen, Annie •.. , , .. , , 25
Harding, Zelpha , , . , . , • • 10
Hansen, Ellen C. . . . . . . . . 43
Hansen, Johanna, .. , .. , , • 15
Hansen, J. '\,, and wife .•• 40
Hansen, II. l.'l .... , , ••••• 250
Jeffries, ·Thomas El ... , . , . 2
Jensen, Elsie 0. . . . . , , . . . 15
Jacobsen, Stephen, and wife 14
Jensen, Martin, and wife. , 15
Jensen, Caroline ...•.. , . . 6
Jensen! Wm. C., and wife,., 10
Koupa , Mary . , , ... , , , , . 6
Lapworth, Izetta .• , . , , , . 18
Lapworth, .T. R., and wlfe.200
Liles, H,' M., and wife., .. 10
McLean, Olive . . . . . , , , . ,4
Mackland, Joseph, and wife 25
Nelson, Anna .. , , , .. , . , • 5
Peterson, Marie , . , . , , , .135
Parish, Delorma, · and wife 20
Peterson, Petrus, and wife 30
Riley, C. A.,.. . . .. .. .. . 5
Stewart Lola M. • • • • • • • • 11
Scott, corn . . . . . . . . . . . • 5
Scott, Mrs. William . . . . . 5

50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00

~~~~'.c~y~t1:'c.a~.~ "'.l.f~: : :

~Y8~e1Ealfe~cnnr;t. ~l~e:::: ~~

Terry, Esther . • . . , , . , .. ·!13
Underwood, S., and wife. . 12
Wind, Floy .... ·. • . . . . . . 2
Wight, Paul P., and wife .. 17
Total . , • . , • , .$2,366

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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88

38
00
00
00
89
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.Expenditures.

~~t~;:. ~~"if.~·/:::::::: !m

*

Ilnker, J. II., e .......... 15
Daugherty, l\I. . . . . . . . . . .
Hansen, P. M., e......... o
IInnsen, I-1. N ., e. . . . . . . . . 50
Hnyer, Eli, e. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Haicher, :Minnie, a.·...... 25
Kelley, E. L., Ilishop .. '.1,100

Ly~'giir~~k~·n~fft~~~t ~~'. ...
~lndlson, ~!rs.

gg
00

75
00
00
00
00
00

50 oo
A. E., f .... 40 00

Se1f, \V. M., f. . . . . . . . . . . . 207 50
l';<>lf, W. M .• e ............ 25 00
8mith, F . .A., e. . . . . . . . . . 25 00

Sorensen, S. IC, f. . . . . . . . 72 00
'.rotnl . . . ...... $1,943 25
Due church .... $ 443 64

IOWA AND ILLINOIS.
Nauvoo District.
George P. Lambert, bishop.
Receipts.
A mold, Isabelle, o ....... $ 1
Brown, Elizabeth, t....... 5
Bierman, :Mrs. Sena, s .... 10
Batley, Mr's. George, t .... 15
Conn, Clara E .. t. . . . . . . . . 1
Calvert, l\Irs. 'I.'. E., t. . . . . 6
Da~-, Bertha, t. . . . . . . . . .
1
Dawclle, Electa A., t...... 1
David, Addie, t. . . . . . . . . . 5
Ellison, Eleanor, s ....... 50

00
00
00
00.
10
00
00
75
00
00

I•Jdwnrus, Lewis, and wife, t 21 00

Freeburg, Rollin, t.... . . . 1
11.,rc~ehurg, AJice, t. . . . . . . .
1
(Jibson, Chris, and wife, t .. 10
Haas, Lester, and wife, t. . 50
IIovPrson, Andrew, t...... 5
.racobs, Alice, t. . . . . . . . . . 28
.Tarvis, Harry E., t. . . . . . . 98
Kaestner, Uenry, Sen., t .. 20
Kelley, rn. L., Bishop ..... 100
Kunz, Edward F., t..... . 5
Kreuger, Florence, t. . . . . . 15
Krettgcr, Florence, o. . . . . 1
Lawson, .John A., t ....... 25
Ladies' Aid Society, Burlington, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 4
L!Hli<!s' A id Society, Ot-

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00

tumwa, t . . . . . . : . . . . .

72
Lambert, William 'l'., t .... 145 00
Lambert, G. P., and wife,tlOa 00
Lambert, G. P., dist. treas. 25 00
Lacey, Ethel A., t. . . . . . . . 8 80
~IcKlernan, .J. and Ilatt!e,t
4 00
Newberry, Mrs . .Tnmes W., t 7f> 00
Newman, Ella, t.... . . . . . 5 00
Ortleb, William, t . . . . . . . . 25 00
Porter, .Tennie, t. . . . . . . . . 3 05
Peters, Alice 1'.i., o ...• , . . .
25
Pitt, Henry '!.'., t. ....... 2i> 00
Parrish, Caroline, t. . . . . . 5 00
Hogers, Hobt., and wife, t.. 11 00 ·
Rayer, r.J. P., and wife, t. 50 00
Reed, Catherlne, t. . . . . . . . 2 00
Ross, Ellen, t... . . . . . . . . 2 00
!toss, Ellen. o. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Rallshury, Don C., Sen., o .. 1U 00
Salisbury, II. S.,
5 00
Salisbury, .Josephine, t .... 10 11
8n11shury, i.\Iary L., t ...... 15 50
Salisbury, Grace, t. . . . . . . 1 00
Schweers, William H., t. .. Hi 00
Scott, Annie, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Schroder, Sarah, c... . . .
50
Siegfried, M. II., and w!fe,t 5 00
8iegfrlecl, i.\far~· R., t ...... 114 7B
Siegfried, Mary E., o. . . . . . 2 00
Santee, Viola, t... . . . . . . . 2 50
Santee, George l.J., t. . . . . . 1 00
Stevenson, Grace A., t. . . . fi 00
Rlonn, lllrR. Edwin, t..... 2 00
Simpson, 'l'homas .T.,, t. . . . 2 00
Speers, Jennie, t.......... 5 00
Vandine, Bert, and wife, t :12 75
Vandine, Ilert, and wife, s.. 1.0 00
Wooding, l\lary JII., t. ..... 21 00
Winter, Marie Fl., t ....... 10 00
Wilson, JiJllzabeth .T., t. ... 10 00
Wilson, Anna and Snrah, t 12 00
Williams, Daniel 'l'., jr., t 2 00
Wallace, Mary A., t....... 5 80
Wright, Margaret S., t .... 10 00
'Yrlght, ~largnrct S., s.... r. 00
Wl!!ey, Chnrlcs JD., t...... 5 00
Warnock1 Susan, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
'l'otal ...-. . . . . . $1,306 OCl
Expenditures.
Balance duo agent December 31, 11.108 . . . .... $ 30 15
An<lerson, Andres C., f. .. , 1UO 00
Cooly, Sr. 111. S., a. . . . . . • 4 27
David. Addle, a .......... 16 00
Fry, Charles, f . . . . . . . . ·; .210 00
Lambert, G. P., bishop, e .. 11 00
McKlernan, .James, f .. ; ... 240 00
McKlernan .•Tames, e..... ti 00

t........

Wrn~Y.ecah~~.~~·!' J~:· f ~: : : : : ~~g
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Willey, Charles E., e..... 3 00
Total . . . . , .... $1,204 42
Due ch_urch . . . • . $ 11 64

KANSAS.
Northeastern District.
_John Cairns, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . ... $ 27
Brooks, Agnes . . . . . • . . . . 2
Bell, Emeline . , . . . . . . . . . 20
Buckley, James, and wife. . 55
Blankley, .Jane . . . . . . . . . 5
Illauser, Sarah . . . . . ..... 10
Cairns, John . . . . . ...... 40
Dayis, George . . . . . ..... 10
Fletcher, Jennie . . . . . . . • 7
F'letcher, Ellen and Jennie 15
Gurwell, Abram L . . . . . . . 100
Green, Henry, and wife .... 20
Green, .J. M., and wife. . . . 10
Gouldsmith, C. L......... 2
Hodson, W. S. . . . . . . . . . . 50
Hayes, L. W... .. .. . . . .. 1
Hedrick, Frank G.. . . . . . . 16
.Johnston, Robert, and wife 15
.Jacobson, Charles . . . . . . . 17
Love. Christina . . . . . . . . . . 2
Lones tone, Chris.... . ... 10
Lentz, Dowell . . . . . . . . . .
Lucas, Edward T. . . . . . . . 6
~Iurphy, Wm. H . . . . . . . . 145
:\Imphy. Mrs. ·wm. H .... - 5
:\Iurphy, II. L........... 1
~Iiller, J. A. and Elmira ... 21
:l!enzies, William . . . . . . . . 5
~IcDougal, Matilda .... : .
6

~~}.f,e,:;:. vI~~~r\'ih. :::·.::::: ~g

Patterson, .John . . . . . . . . . 12
Ragsdale, Emma . . . . . . . . 1
Rohinson, George H. . . . . . 30
Robinson. John S. . . . . . . . 10
Hogers, V. F. and :Mary .. rn
Smith, Arthur . . . . . , .... 100
Scott, :\Iary . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shower, .T. D., and wife ... 100
Twombly, Samuel, and wife 20
Wise, Annas . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Williams, l\Iaud . . . . . . . . . 2
Willey, lllary . . . . . . . . . . 5
Wl!!ey, Annie B. . . . . . . . 2
Wolfe, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 5
York, E. L., and wife .... 10
'L'otal . . . . . . . . . $1,001
Expenditures.
Raillie, .Tames, f ......... $ 4i"i
Coburn, Emma, a........ 5
Gowell, JII. F., e.......... 5
.Johnston, Norvil, a....... 5
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 250
l\loler, H. Jil., f .......... 328
'L'wombly, Samuel, f ...... 160
Twombly, Samuel, e ...... 20
'l.'aylor, I~. E., f. ......... 120
Total . .. . . ..... $9a8
Due ch_urch . . . . . . $ 63

12
00
85
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
_oo
00
00
00
00
80
00
00
00
00
00
30
70
00

oo

115
55
00
00

z.00g

25
00
00
55
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
2fi
00
00
42
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
on
00
on
42

Northwestern J;>istrict.

.r.

A. '.reeters, ageflt.
Uecelpts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 .......... $ 50
Brown, l\Iarla . . . . • ..... 55
Boyd, .T. N., and wife .... 10
Boyd, Arthur and Carrie. . 32
Iloyd, Ilert . . . . . ....... 140
Bergelr, i\Iary . . . . . ; . . . . 15
Bullard, E. I,. and Lois ... 40
Drovetta, Sarah . . . . . . . . . 3
Grogg, l\Iar" . . . . . ...... 10
Greer, Phmbe . . . . . . • . . . :1
1Iettlen, Ed. lil. . . . . . . . . . 3
Sears, J\Iary . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Seaman, ~Irs. P. ~L . . . . . 2
'.reeters, Virgil and Mary .. 400
'l'hompson, Amerlca . . . • . . 2
'l'hompson, 0. Ed. . • . . . . .. 3
'l'hompson, Clarence and
May . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2
Wolfe, Mrs. '.r. B. ... . . . . . . 8
Total .. .. .. .... $800
JiJxpendltures.
Anderson, Mrs. George, a .. $ 30
.Johnson, Jj: F .. a. • . . . . . . . 35
Kelley, E. I,., Bishop .. ; ... 500
Moler, II. E., e ........... 1ii
Peak, W. El .. e ........... 20
P-0tler, W. N., e .......... 20
Robertson/ :IiJ, Ii\, e. . . . . . . a2
'.Paylor, F ..E;, c.......... r;
~['eetcrs •.T. A., c. . . . . . . . . 20
'.J'wombly. Samuel, e...... G
Wallrnr, Mrs . .Tessie, a .... 2;,
Ward, '.r. S., a. . . . . . . . . . . . 2!'i
Agent's expenses . . . •
2
Total . .. . .. .. .. $72G
Due church . . . . . . $ 73

Spring River District.
Ellls Short, bishop.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . .... $346 66
Aid Society . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Andes, B. D .... -. .-.. .. . 2 00
Bair, Edwin . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 35
Bird, Richard . . . . . . . . . . 35 00
Beagan, I. 11. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Barmore, .Jennie . . . . . . . . 5 00
Brewer, .John . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Baird, Ella, Mich ......... 15 00
Bird, Lotta . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Bird, Clarence . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Ilird, Earnest . . . -. . . . . . . 5 00
Bird, Susan . . . . . . . : .. . . 5 00
Bath, William, and wife.. 5 00
Bowman, B. T. . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Back, Manda . . . . . . . . . . 13 00
Bradley, Sarah C. . . . . . . . 1 85
Barnett, C. H., and wife ... 20 00
Bradford. 0. L.... . . . . . . 3 00
Binkley, L. F ............ 15 00
Boren, J. H. and Becca . , . 10 00
C:awkins, C. E., . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Connor, F. 11., and wife .. 100 00
Connor, J . . eonard . . . . . . . . 10 00
Connor, W. L..... . ..... 10 00
Curtis, Laura . . . . . ..... 10 50
Chrestenson, Nellie . . . . . . 2 00
Carter, G. E., and wife. • . . 35 00
C'awkins, Lottie . . . . . . . . 3 25
Carrow, s. G.. . . . . ...... 10-00
Cliegsten. Cnrrle :M. . . . . . 5 00
Connor, Rebecca J. . . . . . . . 2 00
Dickenson, .T. I., and wife 16 80
Davis, 'l'. B ............. 10 00
Ila vis, .T. II., and Ida...... 8 00
Davis, ~Iariah . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Dea ''ors, A. N. . . . . . . . . . 26 60
Daniels, Elizabeth . . . . . . . !'i 00
Duncan, .T. N. • • . . • . • . . . 4 !'iO
.English, F. L., and wife ... 15 00
Freeman. F. L . . . . . ; . . . . 1 00
Foster. Ray D. . . . . . . . . . 50 00
r:ray, W. A.... .. .. .. .. 8 00
f!ray, Seward . . . . . ..... 28 00
f!ravos, .J. A .. and wlfe... 1 50
(;!lhert. Elmer . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
(;ilhert, Elsworth . . . . . . . .
20
Hndson . .T. E .. and wife. . 14 00
Holsworth, :llyrtle . . . . . . 7 00
Holsworth, :lfnhel . . . . . . 10 00
Tlohnvorth, Fern . . . . . . . . 5 00
!fart, Rimer . . . .
34 !iO
Hnrt, Elmer. c.... . . . . . . 1 r.o
IT a rt ..Jesse :I[. . . . . . . • . . . 22 90
!Tohart. C. II., and wife ... 41 00

lii~]~~'.·;.r.R~:: '.':.:::::: ~ gg
nm~~: ~~wg
~ 3&

2

::::::::::

Tlai·t, .T~ic:se )I., c. . . • . . . .

00

Hart. h. nnd wife .......
!Tart. Wilbert, and wife ...
!Tohart, JiJvrn . . . . . . . . . .
!Ticklln. Riley . . . . . . . . . .
!Tillrn. W. B., and wife.-. . .
Huff. S. D.... . . . .
Herke. Lizzie. . . . . .
l!nrtman, Lettie . . . . . ...

4n 00
20 00
!'i 00
n 00
22 00
40 00
4 00
11 00

H~~1~~;.. ~~1~~hG~

11

20
00
80
00
00
00
00
00
GO

r.o

00
GO
00
00
00
00
00
81
00
00
00
00
00

oo
00
00

04

00
00
oo

on
2~

GB

X:::: :::: ~ f,g
. . . . . . . . . . lO 00

.fonrs, F,thrl
Jonf'!"l, IT. R .• nnc1 wife .. 12
.Ton rs, )fn ggif' )f. . . . . . . . . !'i
.Tones . .Tohn W. . . . . .... 20
.Tones. n. fl. . . . . . . . . ... 300
KM<. Wllllnm. on<l wife .. 21
Kelley. Susan . . . . . . . . . . 1
0

00
00
00
00
110
Of!

~:~1ri1. -\r~~i·l · T~ . .' .' .' · .... · H ·6~
LPP!"l. William . . . . . . . . . . 2 H!i
Land. church rent ...... 80 00
Ln1l11Px. )fnud . . . . . . . . . .
1 !'iO

t~~~~·s~;~11 ;,;,·~ct ·: .' .' .' ·::

16 88

).fnrti11, " 1 • :\I.... . ...... 4rl 4!i
)fnrt·In, H. R. and wifr . . 2 !iO
)f1Wl'Pl, Chnrlf'y . . . . . . . .
R !iO
.\fyers. C. 0., nnd wife .... RO 00
~fercrr, Charles, and wife Hl 00
)f Pr<>c·r. O<>or!!c . . . . . . . . . .
2!i

Parsonf!_, ~Mercy Ann. . . • . . 5 50
Qulek, Lee, and wife. . . . . 89 oo
Hoss, Frankie . . . ...... : 10 oo
Ross, Emma .•. : • . • • . . . . 2 oo
Ross, Ella . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 oo
Handall, Curtis . . . . . . . . . . 7 oo
Randall, Sally lil. . . . . . . . 1 oo
Randall, Herman . . . . . . . .
50
Randall, N. - J............ 2 oo

Randa.I]., Charles C. . . . . . .

l~~~·~fit:J1~~s.·s: A.:,·.t:.:: : Hl

Petentiler, Charles, a. . . . 5
Quick, Lee, f. . .'. . . . ... 300
Hudd, ,J. M., a.... . ..... 15
Riley, J. 'I.'. f. . . . . ..•... 300
Smnrt, Henry, o.. . . . . . . . 7
Short, Ellis, e. . . . . . . . . . . 28
Standeffer, W. K., f ...... 190
Smith, "'· R., e.... . . . . . . 5
Wilson, C. C., a .......... 21
Walters, R. 'l'., f. . . . . .... 120
Total . . . . . .... $3,198

Utt..

oo
00
oo
oo
oo

70
55

oo
00
oo

00
oo
oo
00
00
00
00
00
00
85
00
50
00
00
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61
00
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00
00
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KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE.
Kentucky and Tennessee Distl'ict.
J. R. ll!cClain, agent .
Hecelpts.
Adair, ,J. J., and wife, t .. $146
Adair, J. J., and wife, c.. 1
Adair 'l1urner, t. . . . . . . . . . GG
Aclair, Moille L., t. . . . . . . . 80
Alexande1•, Joe., and wife, t 25
.Alexander, ,J oc., and wife~ o 5
Booth, l\Ialura C., t..... . 2
Booth, Malura C., c. .. . . . .
Boaz, Emma, t ....... , . . 3
Cook, quy D., and wife, t .. 14
Cook, Guy D. and wife, c. 1
Cook, Willie C., t. . . . . . . . . 6
Cobb, Idnmu, t. . . . . . . . . . 3
Christopher, Sarah E., t. . 1
Caldwell, O. S., and wife, t 2
Dickson, Rebecah A. t. . • . 1
Dlclrnon, Williard, and
10

Dl~j:~g;.,;t.Idn: t .' .' .' .. .' .' .'. : :

Dickson, S. ]J., t. . . . . . . • . . 5
Gower, J. W., t....
3~
).ffll'<'P1'. 1\Talter . . . . . . . . . .
2!'i
'11lls. Je. W .. and \vlfe ... 1 R 00 . Griffin-, Annle, t.. . . . . . . 3
Harris, D. C., and wife, t 20
20
.Tones, .r. ru., and wife, t. . . 2
~;~~.7.rt)'h~~1~;; ~~~.~~'.e:: : ~
Kelleyl Jil. L., Blshop ..... 125
McCnll. I,. IT., and wife ... 20 00
McCia n, l\Iartha J., o.... 1
~f'Nlles. Alice . . . . . . . . . . .
2 7Ei
McClain, J. H., and wife, t 15
~Orth. Ji'rnnk . . . . . ..... 10 00
McCialn, W. J,., nnd wlfe, t 20
N°<'W. "'· FL.. . . . ....... 70 00
McFadden L. !II., and wlfe,t 5
7\'nnamaker, W. II. and
Powers,
James IC, t. . . . . . 2
N. n ............... . Hi 00
Peeples, Alice, t. . . . . . . . . 1
"N'1mnmakPr, ?\Iollif' . . . .• 1 00
Pickle, Carra, t. . . . . . . . . 4
:i 10
X11nnmnkN', 0 .. and wife ..
Hoberts, ~Inlindn In., t. . . . 5
Nnnnmnkcr, .Tnmrs ...... . 2 00
Rush, Annie, t.... . . . . . .
Nnnnmnkcr, ·w. n. nnd
!tush,
Abner E.. . . . . . . . . . 2
"N'. n .............. . r, Of!
Smith, Iludd, t.... . .. . .. _
Owen, Eclna . . . . . . . . . . o on
Snow, IAlburn, t ..... · • · · ·
Perkins. T•aac N. . . . . .. . 1 00
Snow, Hose, t. . . . . ..... 1
Piper, Pernecln ..
10 00

gg

°
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Rudi:!, -;:;r. R. D. . . . . . . . . . 2
-nickelson, H. M. . . . . . . . ti
Rlley, J. T. and wife. . . . . 20
Simpson, V1ctor -. _ . . . . . . 50
Sutherland, 0. P., and wife 61
Severine, Mary .Jane. . . . . . 2
Stricklin, Minnie·. . . . . . . . 55
Stoffer, Minnie F., on loan.. 6
Standafer.'r Leroy, and wlfe 20
Sande~·s, •.. 9.... .. . .. .. 1
Stoffer, Mmme . . . . . , . . . . 15
Scammon Aid Society. . . . 2
Simpson, Victor .. -. . . . . . 35
Taylor, W. S. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Turner, Alexander D. . . . . . 70
'.rhomas, John H.... . . . . 5
Thurman, H. J.... . .... 10
Ulner, John and l\IelYine .. 25
Virgin, John . . . . . ..... 45
Ward, James . . . . . . . . . . 5
Watson, James, and wlfe .. 178
Wooten, J. W., and wife .. 13
Williams, Mark, and wife .. 19
Wiiliams, Sr. N. El ....•.• 17
Young, W. A., and wife.... 2
Total . . . ...... $3,028
·Due agent . . . . . . $169
Expenditures.
Bookkeeping, stamps, and
stationery . . . . . . . • . . $ 40
Cherokee Co., land tax. . . . 21
Cooper, Samuel, a. . . . . . . . 20
Cato, 1Iaggle, a. . . . . . . . . 70
Davis, John A., f. ........ 600
Davis, J. Alfred, f. . . . . . . 70
Davis, EYan A., f ........ 360
Ervin, Sadie, a. . . . . . . . . 10
Harris, Otto, a. . . . . . . . . . 10
Herke, Lizzie, loan. . . . . . . 50
,J enklns, George, e. . . . . . . . 10
Keck, F. C., f ........... 224
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 600
1

BG
00
00
00
00
00
40
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00
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THE SAINTS' HERALD
S aton Cora t.. . . . . . . . . 2 50
siiupr,' Hoss.' and dwif ~ \ · ~~
Scaggs, ;\.·\\Fl~ ananlwffe t 10 00
·~~wn~~~~: ~\.:
and wi~e: t 10 00
Williams, .T. W., an.d w1fe,.t
ward, I. A., and Wlf~, t ...
Webb !l. l•'., and wife t .. .J:Q_QQ
'Total . . . . . . . . . . $717. 09
Expenditures.
'nalance due agent Decem- 8 37
ber 31, mos ..... · · .. $
Brush, Lillie, a. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Dowker, .r C!lm,, e .. · · · · · · · · 7 l9
Denton, Ltssia, a· · · · · · · · 1 ~g
Unrp, John, c .. · · · · · · · · · 2 50
~~~~JKi/:r.ciL," ~:
81 27
McClain, .I. It., f. ........ 356 00
Hoberts. Clyde, a. . . . . . . . . 2 00
snow, c. L. f. . . . . ....•. 110 00
Snow, C. L., e. . . . . . . . . . 68 42
'l'ueker, D. K, e. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Agent's expenses . . . . . . . . ~
Total .. . . . ..... $669 17
!JUP church . . . . . . $ 47 92

n::

gg

1

16 gg

g
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MAINE.
Eastern District.
IL P.u!lard, bishop.
Hccelpts.
Balam'<' d1w church December :n, l~l08 ......... $ 88 72
Beal, fl . .\., and wife ... . 2 00
Beal, Sarah A .......... . 2 00
Bra!, Lucinda .J. . . . . ... . 3 00
Real, Eiihu . . . . . . . • . . . . 2 00
5 00
3 00
g::~~Nt~~· :'\~~~~riC
1 00
Crow Ir~·, I ff•nrietta . . . ..
Crow!Py, Octa via . . . . . .•. 1 00
Dobbin. XPllie . . . . . ..••• 1·00
Dobhin, .\da . . . . . • • ... 2 00
J1;ckle,v, ~rar~· . . . . . •.... 1 00
8 00
I1'ootf~. E!izaheth . . . . . ...
lj'aulkingham, Lewis, and
wife.... .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 00
Grey, l!attie E.... . . . . . . 4 00
Hall, Ht>h0cca . . . • . • . . • .
5 00
Hall, ~!a1·y A.... . . . . . . . 5 00
Ingersol, Carrie E. . . . . . . .
50
.Toy, ~Iar,v E.... . . . . . . . . 1 35
Kelley, Eriah ~!.. and wife 3 60
Kelley, .\aron M., and wife 6 50
Lamson, )fary . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
LakPnHrn, Lucretia . . • . • .
. 50
)!cDnnalcl, Betsy . . . . . . . . 2 00
)Iltchrll. \\'. 0., and wife .. 20 00
Norton, Lury .\ .......••. 10 00
Pray, .Ida . . . . . . . . . .. , . 53 90
Pray, .\rla, c ....•..••.•• !JOO 00
HP,vnohls, Blanche........
5 00
Hr,vnolils. Iloward . , . , . .
2 00
~tinson. E\·n . . . . . .... , .
1 00
~m!th, Fran I< P., and wife.,
4 00
8~11th. llenry, and wife...
5 00
\\nits, Florence B... .
, 4 80
Wiisrm, Laura . . . . . . : : : • 1 00
\\'.ooilwarcl, Bertha L ..... 10 00
".ooclwarcl, ,Joel L.... . . 5 00
\lass. :-\1·llle D.... . . . . . .
50
Willin~ \\'orkers .Tonesport 1 40
From ~faints in '"1 estern District.
lll~stow. fl. W., and wlfe .. 301 00
\lullhrick, P. X., and wife 35 00
811~,\';rr'!"I<l, 'l'homas ~-I.,
"!'
Wife . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 10
J io~n1Hwn, Lafn~·ette and
'I' :v1fr . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . 10 00
amt<>r. I•;muy S.... . ... 15 00
'l'ota I . . . . . .... $1,684 87
Expcnclitures.
llullarcl, It., e . . . . . . . . . . $ 49 OO·
l!ullarcl, It., extra f. ..... 73 ll9
l•arn•ll. Tl. W., f ......... 128 00
Krlh·y, K L., Bishop .... 1,433 88
'l'olal. . . . . . ... $1,684 87

· s·. ::: ·. ::

Eastern District.
8. I". Cushman, agent.
Hecclpts.
Beal, Lowell E., and wife.$ 10 00
Beal, Ohed J,
.
5 00
~cal, 0. A.I nnil \vlfe.. . . . 2 00
C~~~·', t~,% I A .... : : : : : : 2 00
Crowley, 6u: 1:1 ~ · · • · · • · • · ~ 00
Crowley, Charlott~' ~\' · · · · 1 OO
Dobbi 118 , Ada
·····
00
Foss, Benjamin. F. . .. .' , . . 347 0000
Gra~., Hattie
·' • · • · ·'
Hall Tl b
· · · · · · · • . . 1 00
Ingel·so11, "X~ii 1 ;, 'it' · · · · · .100 oo
IngcrsolJ, Carrie • . • .
1 ~O
Joy, Mary ID
uO
Kellrv ·\' W · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 00
Kelle)< ;\da '(,and Wife ... ·. l3 00
Kelley, r,yd'ia · .' .' .'. ·;:: ~:: 10

y gg

Lakeman, Lucretia . . . . . .
Leighton, Gertie . . . . . . . .
Lenfesty, Fred . . . . . . . . . 5
l\IacDonald, Betsey J. . . . . 1
Mealy, Jeremiah . . . . . . . . 5
Norton, Lucy Ada . . . . . . 7
Norton, Nettle M.... . . . . 1
Heynolds, Horace F. . . . . . . 1
Reynolds, H. L., and wife. 65
Hogers, Cora . . . • . . . . . . . . 7
Hogers, Amanda . . . . . . . . . 2
Smith,- Annie ... , . • . . . . . 5
Smith, F. T., and wife.... 3
Walker, Eliza M.... . . . . 1
Wallace, Frank, and wife .. 13
Watts, I!'lorence P........ 9
Woodward, Bertha L ...... 20
Woodward; Joel . . . . . ... 10
Total . . . . . . . ... $438
Due agent . . . . . . $ 50
Expenditures.
Greene, U. W., e ..· ....... $ 10
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .••.. $478
Total .. .. .. .... $488

50
5 0,
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
30
00
00
00
66
40
00
00
00
71
00
00
71
71

Western District.
H. It. Eaton, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . .. $104
Ames, Sophrona . . . . . . . . . 12
Billings, Arthur .. , .•.• , , • 4
Billings, Rhoda . . . . . . . . . 1
Billings, Pearl . . . . . . . . . • 7
Blastow, Edwin . . . . . . . ... 10
Blllings, Philip . . . . . . . . 15
Billings, Walter D. . . . . . 5
Bray, Elmer . . . . . . . . . • . . 2
Blastow, George, and wife 15
Carter, Julia ll. . . . . .. ', . 20
Carter, Ervin . . . . . . . . . . 26
Carter, Samuel . . . . . ...... 7
Carter, Silvia . . . . . ....... 9
Carter, Howard . . . . . . . . 9
Carter, Arthur . . . . . . . . . 5
Carter, Frank 1\1. • . . • . . • . 5
Carter, ,Joseph B. . . . . .. , 120
Carter, ,Judson . . . . . . . . . . 5
Colby, Abbie L.... . ... : . 2
Candage, Willie D . . . . . . . 6
Dotton, Hobert . . . . . . . . • . 4
Dotton, Addle . . . . . . . . . . 1
Dotton, Willie . . . . . . . . . . 7
Eaton, Hattie . . . . . . . . . . 4
Eaton, Herbert ..... , ... ; 5
Eaton, Lillian 1\1. . . . . . • . 1
Eaton, John B.... .. .. .. 1
Eaton, ,John K.... . . . . . . 2
Eaton, Nathan . . . . . . . , . . 2
Eaton, }.Ierton . . . . . . . . . .
Eaton, Lewis . . . . . . . . . . 1
Eaton, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 1
Eatuu, Charity. . . . . . . . . 3
IiJaton, Dennis 1\I.... . . . .. 4
Eaton, Benr.v It . . . . . . . . . 41
Eaton, Emery F.. . . . .... 23
Eaton; Abbie A. . . . . . . . . 4
l!Jaton, Zelotes F. . . . . . . . 2
Eaton, Emery 11.... . ... 10
Eaton, ,Joseph II. . . . . . 5
Eaton, ~lary . . . . . . . . . . . 1
IDaton, Daniel H. . . . . . . . 2
Fletcher, G. .J ... , . . . . . . . 2
Gray, Lunettia . . . . . .. -. . 1
Grindle; l\Iedrlc . . . . . . . . . . 1
Hackell, I1"reeman . . . . . . 10
Hackel!, ,Jennie . . . . . . . . 3
Hackel!, Daniel . . . . . . . . 3
Ilolman, Odessa . . . . . . . . . 2
Holman, Jennie . . . . . . . . 5
Holman, Agnes . . . . . . . . .
Holman, Myron . . . . . . . . 1
Holman, E. E.... . . . . . . 1
Ilarvey, Bertha . . . . , , . • 3
Ilutchlnson, l\Irs. Alonzo P. 1
Hatch, Jennie . . . . . . . . . . 1
Ilutch, Abbie . . . . . . . . . . 1
.Tones, Kate . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kidder, l\fatllda .J.... . .. 10
·Knowlton, G. 11., and wife 200
Knowlton, Florence . . . . . .
Knowlton, Ethel . . . . . . . . 3
Knowlton, Cynthia . . . . . . 10
Nelson, Nancy . . . . . . , • . . 1
l\lcDonald, Louise . . . . . . . 1
Parker. l\Iary . , . . . . . . .
Plclrnrlng,. Mattie . . . . . . . . 1
Powers, Winfield . . . • . . . . 1
Hobbins, Newell . . . . • . . . 1
Hobbins, Abbie . . . • . . . . . 1
Hobbins, Bert . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shepherd, Albert • . . . • , 10
Shepherd, Cornella M. . . . 4
Shepherd, Otis . . . . . , . • . . 8
Shepherd, Lewis . . . • . . . . 1
Stenson, Currie . . . . . . . . . 1
Small, Wallace A., . . . . . . 1
Sergent, Eltza . . • . . . . . .. .. U
'l1 racy, Anna . . . . . . . . . . . 4
~'hompson, Gertrude I1. • • •
r;
'l'owle, .Tohn .T., nnd wife.,. 6
'l.'aln ter, Emily S . . . . . . . 10
Total . . . . . •.... $839
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00
00
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00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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Expenditures.
Buschlen, .r. P., e. . . . . . . . 35
Farrell, Halph W., e ...... 15
Greene, U. W., e .......... 20
Kelley, El. L., Bishop ...... 660
A.gent's expenses . . . . . . . . 2
Total .. .. .. .. .. F32
Due church . . . . . . ~107

00
00
00
00
00
00
84

MASS~CHUSETTS

AND
RHODE ISLAND.
Massachusetts District.

M. C. Fisher, bishop.
Heceipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . ... $009
A.bbott, Frank, and wife. . 2
Abercrombie, Isabelle . . . . 6
Ames, Isaiah B. and Jane.. 10
Andrews, Thomas . . . . . . . 2
Arnold, Henry, and wife .. 10
Ashton, S. W. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Baker, Alpha, and wife. . 32
Baker, El. L., and wife. . . . 99
Ball, Anna M.... . . . . . . . 2
Barnes, .r oseph . . . . . . . .
Barnes, ;\Iichuel H. . . . . . 10
Bearse, Anna L .......... 13
Bearce, W. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Booth, Nellie . . . . . . . . . . 2
Booth, ~Irs. Sarah . . . . . . . 2
Bowen, Lucinda W. . . . . . 15
Bowers, Annie M.... . . . . 5
Bradbury, Elsie H. . . . . . .
Bradbury, Frances . . . . . .
Bradbury, William . . . . . . 5
Bmdshaw, G. H., and wife. 6
Bradt, Dorris . . . . . . . . . .
Bradt, Eleanor G.. . . . . . . 6
Bradt, .r. H. and Clara .. 19
Bratesman, .B1 erdinand L. . . 7
Briggs, ~frs. ,Jane . . . . . . . . 5
Brown, Edmond l\I. . . . . . . . 1
Busie!, l<'. P. and Julia . . 2
Boston friend . . . . . . . . . . 6
Carter, G. E., and wife. . . . 15
Carter, Wallace It. . . . . . . . 12
Chase, Abbie \V. . . . . . . . 11
Chase, Lydia . . . . . . . . . . 2
Chase, Lizzie . . . . . . . . • . 1
Chase, Mary . . . . . . . . . . 50
Chase, Hose . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Chellin, Anna . . . . . . . . . . 3
Clough, Adelaide . . . . . . 7
Clough, Leon . . . . . . . . . . 1
Cockcroft, l\Iyra . . . . . . . . 2
Cockcroft, Nellie ... . . . . . . 2
Cockcroft, Charles . . . . . . 14
Congdon, Bertina . . . . . .
Congdon, Hartwell . . . . . .
Congdon, ·Marion . . . . . . .
Congdon, Sadie . . . . . . . . 2
Coombs, ~fnrgaret . . . . . . . 20
Coombs, Alma M . . . . . . . . . 6
Davison, Glen L .......... 12
Davison, Nina L.... . . . . 4
Delano, Eloise . . . . . . . . . . 11
Dennisport, )Jass., IIelping
Hanel Society . . . . . . . . 4
Donnell, Lavinia . . . . . . . . 28
Douglas, Charles, jr ...... 25
Dunn, Annie . . . .

. ... . ..

59
'00
00
00
00
00
00
00
20
00

25

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
35
35
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
95
65
00
20
30
30
20
00
10
50
00
76
28
00
88

8 00

Dennisport sisters . . . . . . 1,1
Enton, IIerbert E. . . . . . . . 3
Edwards, .T. L., and wife. 150
Eldridge, Sylvia C. . . . . . . 5
FalrclouJ!h, ~!ary . . . . . . . . l!l
Fairclough, Hobert P. . . . . . 8
Flelc1ing, Thomas, and wife 12
-Flelc1ing, Susannah . . . . . . 6
Fisher, FJ. II. anrl )[. C .... 500
Fisher, Lawrence ancl Sanford
.. ...
..
Fisher, ~i." 'c.,' 'and wlf~ ... 12
Fraser, Allan . . . . . . . . . . 9
Fraser, Anna L. . . . . ... 10
I<'rost, William. and wife. . 2
Friend, A. Providence, It. I. 2
Gage, Sad le . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
G11rdner, Hon ry II. . . . . . . . 4
Garfield, Salome . . . . . . . . 3
Gates, G. II. A., and wife. . 5
Gates, Minnie . . . . . . . . . . 1
Gerrish, Clara D. . . . . . . . 15
Glover, E\'a D. . . . . . . . . . . 10
Gilbert, .John, and wife.... r.
Goff, Eva 1'1. . . . . . . . . . . . »
Goll', Georgia 111. . . . . . . . 2
Goll', Ira A... . . . . . . . . . 2.
Goll', Mav R.... . . . . . . . . 7
Gondolf,';untthlas, and wife 66
Granger, Ann . . . . . . . . . . 8
Griffiths, Hnnnnh . . . . . . . 1
Hall, Clnra . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Hargraves, Elliiabeth . . . . .
Harvey, Agnes l\I . . . . . . , . 14
Hntch, Fran!< . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Haverhill, l\fass. Brunch... 3
Heap, 111,•rn . . . . . ... . . . . . 1
Holmes, .T. IT., nnd wife ... 10
Holmes, ,Cb rlstlne . . . . . .

30

00

00
00
00
00
50
00
00

34
00
00
00
00
97
00
20
50
00
20
00
00
00
24
50
65
00
75
00
00
00
50
30
00
00
00
!JO
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Holmes, .Tames H., jr. . . . .
Howlett, ll. W., and wife. . 8
Ifoxie, John C.. . . . ..... 13
Humphrey, Nellie . . . . . . . 1
Interest·. on deposits ...... 15
Jackson, Martha A.......
J ohnsoh, Alice ll. . . . . . . .
,Johnson, Mary B. . . . . . . . 1
Johnson, Noble ....... : 1
Jordan, L. E., and wife.... 8
.Toy, D. F., and wife. . . • 84
.Toy, Elthlna F ...... , . . . 2
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 806
Kelley, E. L. Bishop,
special funds . . . . . . . . 31
Kelley, Mary ......... , . 5
Kimball, Hebecca B. . . . . . 13
Knowlton, Cecil . . . . . . . . 4
Koehler, Edna . . . . . . . . . . 5
Kozman, Harry . . . . . . . . 4
Ladies' Aid Society, Fall
Hlver, Massachusetts. . . . 5
Lawrence, S. and Mary . . . ll
Leather, Annie . . . . . . . . 11
Leather, I!Jmma . . . . . . . . . 2
Leelmey, .T. Adolph. . . . . . . 12
Leland, B. W., and wife.. . 1
Leland; Emma . . . . . . . .
Leland, IIIary G. . . . . . . . . 2
Lewis, Elizabeth D. . . . . . 4
Lewis, L. H., and wife .... 24
Lewis, l\Iary 0. . . . . . . . . . 40
r. .inney, 1'hirzn . . . . . .... 200

Lonsdale, Clarence B. . . . . .

21
75
04
00
81
50
.50
00
00
00
00
50
50
39
14
50
50
00
30
00
00
30
00
50
00
84
00
10
00
00
00

1 00

1'Inss. District Sunday
School .Association .... 5 25
ilfegathlin, J. E., and wife 10·00
Miller, Eliza beth ....... . 1 00
1\Iillward, George M ..... .
50
:\Ionks, William, and wife 12 00
)foore, Catherine . . . .. , . 25 00
:Moore, Edwin . . . . . .... . 30 00
~foore, Elizabeth L ..... .
75
l\Ioore, Thomas H. . . .. .
10
~forrls, Anna and Ellen ..
5 15
:lfortimer, Sarah .J ...... . 10 00
:.\Iorton, Elizabeth ....... . 5 00
;\lcKee, l\fyra D . . . . . . . . . 10 70
l\IcPhee; Clara . . . . . .... . 10 00
Nelson, Alonzo E ....... .
25
New Bedford, l\Iass., Z.
H.-L. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Newcombe, Lloyd and mrle 71l 00
Newcombe, Lloyd, and wife 3 00
Newcombe, Owen L. and
Hannora . . . . . . . . . . . . 70. 00
Nr.wcombe, 'ramzie A. . . . . 6 UO
Nickerson, Arthur S ..... , 5 49
Nickerson, Laura D. . . . . . !"i 00
Nickerson, N. It., and wife 8 1\0
Nickerson, Nellie P. . . . . . . 5 00
Owers, ,John C. . . . . . . . • . . 15 00
Perry, Carrie . . . . . ..... 10 00
Perthel, Olga 1\1. . . . . . • • . 20 00
Pierce, Nellie S. . . . . . . . . . iO 00
Pierson, Laura . . . . . . . . . 5 80
Pilling, .John . . . . . ...... 10 00
Providenc~, It. I.,. Ajd So..
1 30
Provlclencc, It. I .. Z-. ·n.-L. S. 3 83
Rn,•moml, Franklin P. . . . 1 00
Heed, W. II. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Heumert, Hannah !Poster.. 15 00
· Hieb, Henn . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 115
Roberts, Asa Ii' .........•. 10 00
Roberts, Edith and Fred'k. 8 00
Hoherts, .John William.... r, 05
Hobley, George R. . . . . . . . . 10 55
Hogers, Fred C. . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Rogers, l\Iary C . . . . . . . . . 13 00
Hogers, l\Iary E .......... 15 00
Hussell. .Temima . . . . . . . . 1 00
Sanford, Ada B. . . . . . . . . . 19 00
Sanford. A. L., and wife .. 50 00
Sears, Ressie l\f ..·. ... .. .. . 5 50
Sears, Lucie . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Sears, Nettle . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
8P-ars, Teresa T. . . . . . . • . 1 25
Shaw, Lorenzo, estate .... 360 60
Sheehy, .T ohn Ii'. . . . . . . . . . .
60
Siddall, ,John . . . . . .... .- . 2 00
8immons, G. F. and Alice.. 5 00
Sincl')lr, W. A., nnd wife. . 6 00
Sisson, Ella . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10
Smith, Clifford . . . . . . . ... . 2 00
Smith, Dorothy . . . . . . . .
25
Snow, Hepsebeth .T. • . . . . . O 00
Spinnett, J. F., and wife. . 77 50
Spurling, Annie R,.... . . • 7 00
Stanley, Ida F........... O 00
Sister, A, Fall Hlver. , . . . 21 00
Staples, Iclella I<'. . • • • , • • Hi 00
Steele, J\fyra . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Stevens, Elnora E. , . . . . . . 1 00
Suttlll, ,John D., and wife. . 5 00
Thayer, Harvlyn, and wife 18 00
'rhayer, C.· E., and wife. . ll 50
Thaym•, Ella . . . . . . . . . . 2 95
Thayer, Verna . . . . . . . . . . 12 00
'L1homas, Julia A........ 0 GO
'rhompRon, Anna . . . . . . . . 2 00
Tl~omnson, Etta L. . . . . . .
3 00
Tift, Ge1·trudc Fillmore. . . . 2 00
Toombs, Alfred E. • . . . . . . 1. 00
W<trren, Cllarles S.. Sen; . 12 00
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Webster, Abbie . . . . . . . . . ij
1
~~r~~~~;htici1i:¥h:~. : : : : : 4 oo
Whitehouse, Lavina S..... 9 40
Whiton, 111. C. . . .
4 00
Wholley, Nellie . . . . . . . . 3

;J~g~: ~~m~'ii'

T: .::::::
Thankful W. . . . . .

gg

oo

1

Wixon,
7 00
54
Wood, Alta ............ .
27
Wood, Clara M.... . . . . . .
Wood, Cyrus W . . . . . . . . 74 73
Wood, Gertrude . . . . . . . . . 7 00
Wood, Harry, and wife ...• 15 30
Wood, Jennie L.......... 6 00
Wood, Margaret C ..•..... 15 00
Wood, Thora I. . . . . . . . . .
26
Wylie, William . . . . . • . . . . 52 80
Wylle, William, s ........ 230 00
Yerrlngton, George R, . . . . 10 00
York, G. W., and wife .•.• 10 00
Young, William B........ 5 00
Offering . . . . • . . .
10 00
Redemption.
Chase, Rose . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 25
Dobbins, F. S. . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Fairclough, Mary J. . • • . . 15 00
Glover, Eva . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Howlett, Harry . . . . . . . . 25 00
Kimball, Rebecca B. . . . . . . 5 00
McKee, Myra . . . . . . . • . . 2 85
Splnnett, F. J., and wile. . 10 55
Total . • . . . . . . $5,450 78
Expenditures.
Bullard, Richard, f ••.... $328 00
·Bullard, Richard, e ....... 60 00
Davison, H. J., f ........ 384 00
Davison, H. J., e ......... 75 00
Farrell, Ralph W., f ...... 260 00
Farrell, Ralph W., e ...... 25 00
Greene, U. W., e .......... 35 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 1,036 50
Koehler, Arthur, f ........ 108 00
Koehler, Arthur, e. . . . . . . . 45 00
Phillips, Arthur, f ........ 652 00
Phillps, Arthur, e. . . . . . . . . 35 00
Ramsdell, Elizabeth, a .... 10 00
Shaw, L. C., estate ...•... 150 00
Sheehy, F. M., e •..•...... 25 00
Sinclair, Alex., e. . . . . . . . 36 00
Suttlll, Mahe!, f ...•..... 90 00
Yerrlngton, George S., a. . 8 00
Mileage . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 00
Olllce expense . . . . . . . . . . 8 40
Total .•........ $3,372 90
Due church . . . . $2,077 88

MICHIGAN.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31j 1908 .•••.. $ 24 77
Ackley, Will s W., t....... 5 00
Anger, Goldie, t..........
25
Angle, Nellie M., t....... 4 00
Angle, Nellie M., o.......
75
Angle, Orpha M., t........ 3 80
Angle, Orpha M., o ....... 18 00

~8'.1:ir~~~e~o:~p'\,~~~\~:: i~
i~J:'t:'.;~~ga~~~z:niwife; i: ~
~~~1:,YM:r:.o:r.i!;;,:,ng_ ~-'~:·~:

Barnes, Frank, t..........
Barnes, Thos., and wife, t.
Barnes, Frankie, t. . . . . . . .
Barber, Jane, t...........
Beck, Wm., and wife, t....
Bechtel, Annie, t.........
Bellenger, John, and wife, t
Bellenger, Chas., t. . . . . . . .
Bellenger, Rolland, t. . . . . .
.. Ballenger, May M., t.....
Bennett, W. M. J., and
wife, t . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Bennett, Eleanor, t. . . . . . .
Bennett, Richard H., t .....
Blackford, Sarah A., t. . . . .
Blasdell, Zella, t .........
Blett, E. B., and wife, t..
Bovee, Abram, t..........
Bowelsby,Sldney, and wlfe,t
Bozett, Lorin, t..........
.. Breeves Freeman, t. . . . . . .
Brlntne11, Hiram, and wlfe,·t
Brlntnell, Jane, t. . . . . . • . .
Brlntnell, Aaron, t........
Brown, Ellzabetn, t.......
Brown, Mary A., t........
Brown, Geo. E., t. . . . . . . . •
, Brown, John W., t.......

~~~~: ~fgyd~ ~~?' ~- ~~ ~
1

0.
..
·Burt, Florence, o: ... ·.:...

gg

gg
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8 00
10
25
2
3 00
4 95
05
2 50
5 00
4 50
1 50
2 50
45
1 75

gg

10
10
11
18
2

1
3
2
1
8
8
1

11

50
00
00
40
00
00
50
60
60
00
50
50
50
20.
20
80

gg

17
12

2 00

1 00
10
60
Carriclr, .J. R., and wife, t 23 00
Carrick, N. A.. and wife. t. 23 00

Chambers, Wilber, and wife,

t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Chaffee, Charles; t. . . . . . . 1 25
Clingerman, Dora, t .. -. . . . 2 00
Clingerman, Daniel, and
wife... t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Cook, J as. A., and wife, t. 23 00
Collett, Hermon, t. . • . . . . . 12 00
Cornish, Lucretia, t. . . . . . 8 -05
Cornish, W. J., and wife, t 19 55
Cornish, James A., t ..... · 20 05
Davis, Jane, ·t............ 1 00
Demich, Elmer, and wife, t.
10
Demery, Nettie, t. . • . . . . . . 1 00
Derbyshire, Mary, t. . . . . . • 1 00
Derbyshire, A., t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Dolson, Elizabeth, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Douglas, Adelbert, and
wife, t... ; ........... 26 59
Douglas, Evah, t. . . . . . . . . .
55
Drager, Fred M. A., t.... 8 00
Field, William A., t ...... 10 00
Finch, Armetha, t. . . . . . . .
50
Flashman, Eliza M., t.... 2 00
Flashman, Mary E., t..... 1 50
Flashman, F. E., and wife, t 15 00
Flynn, Edward, t .... : . . . 3 50
Fowler, Bert, o...........
50
Frank, Omer, and wife t. 5 00
Frank, Orlando, and wlfe,t 16 00
Frank, Alfred, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Frank, Levi, and wife, t. · 1 00
Fuller, John W., and wife, t 3 25
Fultz, Emory D., and wlfe,t 8 00
Gamble, Louisa, t. . . . . . . . .
25
Gamble, J ennle, t. . . . . . . .
25
Garbet, Wm. H., t....... 7 25
Gilliland, Wm., and wife, t 1 35
Goodwin, Mrs. C. M., t.... 4 10
Goodwin, Mrs. C. M., o.... 1 00
Goheen, Israel, and wife, t 1 65
Gorton, Fern,
25
Grant, Floyd M., t. . . . • . . . 1 20
Grant, J. A., and wife, t. 35 00
Grant, Alma E., t........ 4 45
Greer, Mary Jane, t.......
30
Greer, Michael E., t.......
90
Grillln. Nancy, t..........
25
Hall, Henry,
9 50
Hascom, Isadore, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Hanson, Christopher, t. . . . 27 00
Harder, Addle M., t ...... 12 50
Harder, Fred Z., and wife, t 35 75
Harder, Nevada !If., t..... 2 50
Harder, .Ralph A., t....... 4 50
Harder, Eugene,
8 00
Harder, Howard W., t. . . . . 59 70
Harper, Thomas E., and
wife, t........ . . . . . . . 3 00
Healey, Welcome,and wife, t 1 00
Hemlnway, Marshal, and
wife, t". ..•.•••••.••••• 1 00
Hemlnway, llflnnle, t .... . 2 00
Hogle, Wm., and wife, t .. . 5 00
Husted, Grace, t ..•.•••.. 4 00
Jack, George, t .......... . 13 70
Janson, Cora El., t ....... . 18 90
50
Janson, Cora E., o ...... .
.Janson, Elsie 0., t ...... . 15 00
.Tanson, Hannah, t ...... . 1 00
.Johnson, Annie, t ........ . 1 00
.Toslyn, Alice, t ......... . 12 00
Joslyn, Alice, o .......... . 6 00
J"ubb, Ida, t ............ .
25
Kier, Thomas, t ........ . 1 00
Kilburn, Susan, t .......• 5 40
Klnsle, Alvin, and wife, t. 1 00
Klnsle. Alvin, t ......... . 4 53
Koyl, CTeo., and wife, t .... . 2 00
Koy!, Minnie, t ......... . 2 00
Lake, Charles, t ........ . 5 00
Lake. Victoria, t ......... . fi 00
J,elghton. Bessie, t ....... . 1 30
Lent, .Tohn, t ........... . 1 00
Lent, Geo., and wife, t .... . 1 00
Leverton, Anna, t ........ . 1 83
1 32
J~everton, .Toseph, t ...... .
Leverton, Minnie, t ....... . 8 00
Leverton, Minnie, o ...... . 1 00
Mann . .Jacob, and wife, t. :l 00
Manning. David, and wife, t 6 75
30
Merritt, Boydon, t ....... ;
35
Merritt, Chancy. and wlfe,t
On
Merritt, Elizabeth, t ...... .
05
Merritt, Iva M., t ......•.
Methner, Frank F., and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . ...... 130 00
Methner. Fred F., t...... 1 00
Mogg, Ellzaheth. t....... 2 00
·Mogg, Ortressa, t......... 6 75
Mogg, J'ohn, and wife, t .. 11 00
Monroe, T. M., and wife, t 5 00
Morean, Joseph, and
wife, t ........... ,... . 1 00
McCanle, Mrs. S. A., t ... . fl 00
1 00
50
M~26H~:: 1b~~~es:·
McCollum, Eddie, t .... , ..
10

t...........

t............

t........

Gentral District.
G. W. Burt, agent.

Atkinson, Geo., jr., t. . . . . .
Atkinson, Ben T., t.......
Atkinson, W. E., t........
BabcockG Ira, t . . . . . . . . . .

Bushaw,J.Uchard, and wife, t
Bushart, Geo. W., t. . . . . . .
Camp~ell, Sever, o •••• ;...
Cann, Ammon, t. . . . . . . . .

t:::::

McCormick, Mable, t. . . . . . 2 50
, McGuire, Robert E., t. . . . . 1 00
McGuire, Thomas, and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Mcintosh, Matilda, t .... . 5 50
D.fcKinnon, David, t ...... ~ 1 00
McKnight, Geo., and wife, t
50
McRanolds, Mary, t ...... .
25
illcQuaid, Ethel, t ........ .
25
Nabb, \Vm., and wife, t .. . 1 2G
Newberry, Alfred, t ...... .
75
Nichols, Augusta, t ...... . 13 00
Nichols, Ernest :hf., and
wife, t .............. . 9 65
Norton, Ezra, and wife, t .. 9 20
Norton, Otta, t ......•....
25
Norton, Pearl, t ......... .
~m
Notter, Nettle, t ......... .
75
Oesch, Christ, t ......... . 5 00
Oesch, Samuel, and wife, t 35 00
Orton, James, and -wife, t. 4 00
Orton, Mador a, t ........ . 2 00
Osborne, Ellen, t ........ .
10
Owens, Henrietta, t ...... . 3 50
Owens, Henrietta, o ...... . 2 50
Paul, Charley, o ......... .
30
Pendleton, Samuel T., and
wife, t .. ; ........... . 29 45
Perry, Robert, and wife, t. 2 76
Peterson, Leo, t ......... .
15
Peterson, Fred, and wife, t
92
Peterson, Geo., and wife, t. 1 10
Peterson, James B., 't .....
10
Peterson, Chas. A., and
wife, t...... . . . . . . . . . .
50
Peters, Caroline, t. . . . . . . . 9 39
Phelps, Lydia, t..........
65
Phelps, Glaud R .. t ....... 37 50
Phelps, Levi and Annie, t 17 25
Phelps, Levi, t. . . . . . . . . . . 50 38
Phelps, Alv!n, t .......... 10 00
Phillps, John, and wife; t.
28
Phillps, Grace M., t. . . . . . .
25
Provost, Jennie, t........
20
Provost, Sam'I, and wife, t
20
Proper, Elmer, t..........
50
Pushman, Sophia, t ....... 12 00
Pyer. Fred, and wife, t. . 4 00
Ranney, Geo. A., and wife, t 10 00
Ramster..Tohn, and wife, t 10 72
Reeves, Edward, and wife, t 29 65
Reeves, Mary M., t ........ 10 40
Richardson, Henry, t...... 2 50
Roberts, Henrietta,
60
Roberts, Henrietta, o. . . . . .
25
Roe, Ephraim, and wife, t 8 00
Rosevear..Tos., and wife, t 6 00
Rouse, Wellington, and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
8harkey, John, and wife, t. 2 00
8heffer, .Tos., and wife, t.. 1 00
Spurge, Robert, t. . . . . . . . . 3 00
8henkel, Fred, t .......... 100 00
8heehen, Edward, t.......
50
8hoults, Tacle, t. . . . . . . • . 5 00
8hoults, Mary Jane, t. . . . . 1 00
8mlth, Arthur C., t.......
75
Smith, Hyrum, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
8mlth, Emma, t.......... 2 00
8mlth, Mrs. Flan., t...... 1 00
Smith, .Tudson A., t....... 3 00
Smith, .Jacob L .. t........
50
8tark, Noel, and wife, t... 3 00
Stewart, J"ohn, and wife, t 2 00
Stocks, FJll1.,abeth, t. . . . . . . 1 00
8tocks, William, Sen., t... 2 00
Stocks, William, Sen., o... 2 00
Stoutenburg, Jacob L., and
50
wife, t ............... .
Summerfield, M. A., and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 81 00
Sylvester, Geo., and wife, t 5 00
8yrbrook, Fldna, t. . . . . . . . . 20 00
Tesman, Chas., and wife, t. 11 00
Thomas, Frank, nnd wife, t 19 00
Thomas. Frank, and wife, o 4 00
Tower, Thomas N., t......
25
Tower, FJllzabeth, t. . . . . . .
50
Ulman, Mary Ann, t.. . . . .
50
Ulman, Richard, and wife, t
50
Ulman, .Tos.. and wife, t... 3 35
Umphrev, Mathew, t..... !I fiO
Vennard, William, t ... . . . . !I 00
Wall, Mary, t....... . . . . . 1 00
Wall, l\fary, o............ 1 00
Wallace. W. T., t......... 1 00
Ward, Robt., and wife, t.. 1 50
Weaver. Geo., and wife, t. fl i;o·
Welch. E. B .. t........... 2 00
Wheeler. 0 . .T.. nn<l wife. t n 3!>
Whftforrl. l'Jllznhoth. t. . . . . '1 00

t......

Wh.ttfor<l, Thomn<:i:. t
Whitfl, "P.. K. nn<l wifn_
Wiln'r', 0fonn. nnrl wHn
Wflli<:i:, Tflhn...-.!1 <t R.. t. .

10 ?n
?~

t
t,

4 pr;

...

WfJTfq: ~llnn t
nrtHC',., ... \H1:n,1: ·n·.~,i ·,~·ir~:
Vq<l'nl'. 'fl. n .. f.,.
, ......

f.

Yne-(lr, F'1·nrH•is. nn<l wife, t.

no

RO
~

()~

'>;\

1~ 00

R 00

Yerington. Ester, t....... 1 00
Yoder, EJdward I., t.......
40
Total . . . . . . . . . $1,775 65

Expenditures.
Agent's expenses ........ $ 19
:ur~,
~., f ........... 416
.B~~r: A: E.,"r::::::::::: :2~~
Burr, A. E., e ... ·'· ....... 13
Cooper, Sr., a. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Dowker, William, f. ....... 198
J?avis, William, e ........ t 5
yrant, J. A., f ........... 165
.uoom1s1....Sr., a. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Smith, uavid, f ........... 420
Teal, Sr., a. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Yager, Henry, a .......... 10
Total .......... $1,564
Due church ..... $ 210

3·
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oo
oo
oo
oo
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Eastern District.
William F. Smith, agent.
Receipts.
Bailey, J. J., and wife, t. 20 00
Ba!ley, Francis, t ... : . . . . . 3. oo
Bailey, Frank, t.......... 2 oo
Bennett, Walter, and wife t 28 oo
Bennett, R. D., and wife' t 25 oo
Benedict, Andrew, and '
·wife, t............ .. .. (l 50
Benedict, F. O., t......... 7 oo
Benjamin, Jennie, t....... 4 00
Becker, Mary, t .......... 23 00
Becker, Mary, o .......... 14 80
Bopra, .J'li!as, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00
Bopra, Mary, t.-. . . . . . . . . 10 00
Bopra, David, and wife, t. . 10 00
Bopra, Margaret, t ...'.... 5 oo
Binder, Fred, and wife, t. 10 00
Binder, Lewis, and wife, t. 10 00
Brown, Robert, jr., t ...... 30 00
Brown, Naoma,
5 00
Brown, Maggie, t......... 3 00
Brown, John, t........... 5 00
Brown, Elsie, t.......... 1 00
Brown, Robert, Sen., t .... 10 00
Brown, Mary, t.. ... . . . . 5 00
Brown, Ida M., t ......... 55 00
Brown, Thomas and wife, t ::; 00
Brooks, Stacy D., t.......
50
Breakie, Isabell, t. . . . . . . . . 4 00
Breakie, Allen. t. . . . . . . . .
50
Bradford, Sarah, t. . . . . . . . 1 00
Burgett, John W., and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 2 00
Burns, Geo. H., and wife, t a 00
Campbell, Thomas, t. . . . . . 10 00
Cadow, Fred, t.......... 1 oo
Cadow, Kathryn, t....... 1 00
Chapman, Ben, t. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Cline, Cyntha, t .......... 15 00
Claus, John, and wife, t ... 10 00
Clark, Geo., and wife, t. . 5 00
Collins, Wm., and wife, t.. 17 50
Collins, Frankie, t. . . . . . . .
20
Collins, Ether, t ...... : . . .
20

t.........

£~~~Ilfra~,mt. ~::::::::::

1g gg

Day, Maggie, t........... 5 00
Davis, Wm., and wife, t. . . 4 00
Davia, J, W., t........ ... . 8 40
Davis, Eliza, t. . . . . . • . . . . 2 00
Davia, Wm., t............ 4 oo
Daunt, Bertna, t.......... 1 00
Daunt, Robert, t.......... 2 00
Derby, Ella,
1 00
Diem, E. R., and wife, t. 15 00
Diem, Robert, t. . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Dickinson.Joseph, t....... 1 00
Dowker, wm., and wife, t 10 00
Dowker, D. E. ·and wife, t 2 00
Drager, Fred A., t. . . . . . . . 2 00
Duke rt, Albert, t. . . . . . . . . 15 00
Eastman, Hay C., t..... 3 00
Evlson, Rachel, t. . . . . . . . .
75
Farley, John, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Farley, Nora, t ........... 13 20
Fettlng, Albert, t ......... 25 00
Fettlng, Mary, t.......... 5 00
Fettlng, August, Sen., t. . . 1 00
Frisbie, R. A., and wife, t. 5 00
·Frisbie, Nelson A., t...... 2 00
Gault, James, and wife, t.. 4 50
Gault, .Clyde, and wife, t. 2 50
Grice, J. R., and wife, t .. 20 00
Grice, w. M., t........... 1
Green, C. K., t ..... · · · · · · 1
Gaey, Amos, t............ 1
Ilarrlman, J. E;, and wife, t 20 0 0
Hawn, O. J., and wife, t .. 25 0 0
Harrison, W. 0. 1 and wife, t 2 ~g
Heard, Frank, i: ••.••••.••
Hilliard, G. H.i counselor.11~
Hodgins, Henrie ta, t .. · · · · 2 00
Hunter, Edward, t ...... · 7
Hunter, Jennie, t........ 17 00
Huniter Jennie, o. . . . . . . . 1 00
"
Hartneh, Elizabeth, t. · · · ·
Henry, John, and wife, t. · 1 00
1
Hinton, Mrs. Jolm, t. · · · ·
Hodgins, Mrs. J., o ..... · · 2 50
Hinton, Mrs. Edward, t. · · 5 00
40
Irwin, Pearl, t ........ · · · 1 00
6 00
Ihrke, Albert, and wife, tt 15
Jones, Ail.en J., _and wife,

t...........
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00
Jones Walter, and wife, t. 20
Kearfls 1 Christopher .J., t. · 1 50
00
Kearns John, t .... · • · • · · · 15 00
Kile Henrietta, t .. · · · · · · • 35 00
KraUse, Fred, and wife, t ..
10 00
Lakin, Geo., t. · · · · · · · • · ·:
Ledswortb, Albert, and
5 00
wife, t .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Ledsworth, Calvin, and
5 00
wife, t .... · · · · · · · · · · ·
Liddy, Ralpb, t .... · · · ·.· · · 2 70
Ledsworth, C. G., and w1fe,t 7 70
Liddy, Frank W., and
5 00
kei·bert: ·a:r{ci
i 5 00
LivclY Henry, and wife, t 1 00
Lore1iien, Celia M., t ..... . 3 00
50
Mack, Rebec&, o ... -.. · · · ·
Maxwell, Mrs. E., t.: .... 1 25
Maedel, Wm., and wife, t 5 00
4 00
M:~~~: J!~~an~ a~ci ·~ire: t 50 00
Mead, James, t .... ·..... 7 00
Merers 1 J. W., and wife, t 6 00
MoOre, 1frs. Alex., t ...•. 2 00

Li;ig;

·,vii;,;

·

Moore, .T ohn L., t ....... .
Moore, John H., t ....... .
:UoYell, ~falisa, o ..••.••••
:Movell, Ellis, o .......••.•

Movell,
Movell,
Movell,
Movcll,
Movell,

Ellis, t .......... .
Enos, t .......... .
Enos, o ......... .
Vern, t ........... .
Malisa, t ....... .
Moran, .Terry, t ........ .
Miller, 'l'hos., and wif~, t.
Muir, .Tohn, t .......... ..
Muir, Henry, t .......... .
McDonald, Peter, t ...... .
McGeachy. :'lfary, o ...... .
McGeachy, )Jnr.r, t ....... .
McGeachy, 'l'lws., o .....••
McGeachy 1 'l'hos., t .... , ••
McGeach:r, John, o ...... .
McGeachy, .John, t. ...... .
Mcintosh, Artbur, t ..... ,
Mcinnis, Margaret, o .• , • , •
llclnnis, Grace, t ..•.....
McKenzie, Mrs. Geo., t ....
McKenzie, Geo. E., and
wife, t. . . . . , . . . . . . . .
)leTaggart, Mrs. Wm., t.
O'Brien. '1'. I-I., and wife, t
Orme, Hoht., and wife, t, .
Orme, Hobt., and wife, o .•
Orme, Les.de B., t. ..... , .
Pangmnn, Orin, t .. ,., •• ,.
Pangman, Chas., t ... , , .. .
Pangman, Geo., t ........ .
Pa!lgmnn . .James, t ..... , ..
Parker, ll. F., t ........ ,
Paton, Geo., t ....•. , ...••
Pearson, :Nelson, t ....... .
Plato, .Tasm1, and wife, t.
Phetteplace, B. F., and
'\Vife, t.,, ... ,,,,,,,

1 00
1 00
25
15
20
05

10
05

1 15

15 00
2 00
4 00
4 00
5 00
45
25

10
35
25
25

10 10
2 00
3 00
1 00

40 00
3 50
10 00
14 00
50
15

2 00

25
75

2 00
5 00
5 00
1 00

80 00

, , 21 00

Philip,, Lewis, and wife t
Popplewell, Wm., t..,, . .',,
Provost, L. R., and wife, t
Provost, ~!ary, t .. , .. ,.,.
n~~.~~~'.1:f~~:·'t and wife, t
Ripplierger, C'. C.° .and' . ' .

nol~~:· ? · · · .. '. ...... · ·
Rushf;m?·"r?n•. }: · RTid'' ·''
Wife t
Rusht~n. ·s~r·a·ti · t · · · · · · · ·

5
3
5
5
5

00
00
00
00
00

3 00
4 85

10 00

1

1 00
1 00
Salonimcr, Pbll'ip ·
13 00
50
~~mri'\~;,, ~f,rs. Cleo., t ...
~c1Zaar, vinee~{O:nci
t 172 00
00
~chcuhlc, M. E., t .....• '•• 5 15
Shcrmnn, Margaret t ...
4 41
Sherman 'V J t '
· · 3 00
Rheufett,' M;s iiiary · i:' · · · 1 00
~heir. Anna ri., t .. .'.. : : : : 1 00

i::::::
'wife·

Sh~-Ti:.owter, Simpson,~.and

Shaw,' )I~i·t1iii · i:' · · · · · · ·
~k1!1ner, Geo. 1 'and· Wife','
~m~th, \V. L·., and wife o
Smith, Eunice t
'
~milh, W. F., 'and wife' t'
SSota"'·"k-.s. ~Diary, t ....... .' .. :
• • l •
ora t
Stin;house, 1roSCS . a~a.

i.:

0

Wife t

'

....

10 00
2 55
5 00
1 00

5 00
5 00

50

8 00
25 00

~mit11;· <ieo".,' ·arid. wiie,. i:: : 1
Stewart, Henry' and wife t 5
Summers, Anna t
•
~utton, Fred and. wife . t' 54
Surhl'ook, Affios t
' · 1
Surbi:ook, Harry, an() wife
4
Simlnss, Fred'k, and wife 't 31
Simmons .Jane t
'
2
Sweet J' r
• ·········
Sweet' ~i '·• t. · • · · • · · · • • 6
'faytoi·, J~· 1~· A., t. · • ·.. 2
Tedford Chas' ~ · · · · · · · · · · 5

t

50
50

88
8800
00
00
00

Thomps~n. Or~llle: t. . . . . .
..gg
50
Terry L A t
' . • • • . • 5 00

t. '

Tree, 'Fr~nk., and. wife .
Tremain, Elizabeth, t. ' .. : :

9 00
50

Trescott, Alex., and wife, t 5 00
Ward, Lincoln, and wife, t 10 00
Ward, John, t........... 1 00
Weaver, R. D:i, t .........• 16 50
Whitford,_ C. c., and wlfe, t ·1 00
Whltfotd, L. D., t. . . • . . .
1 00
White, Anna, t .. ,....... 1 40
Williams, Bert, and wife, t 2 00
Winters, Clayton, and wife,t 2. 00
Wilson, Maud Bailey, t ... 10 00
Weaver, Isaiah, t ........ 15 00
Wesley, Howard, and wife, t 3 00
Wood, Robert, and wife, t
25
Woodward, Sarah, t...... 1 50
Wortz, Ezra, t ........... 15 00
Wyman, Eugene, t....... 1 50
Yager, Michael, and wife, t 2 00
Younge, Thos., o..........
50
Younge, Thos., t..........
45
Younge, Mandy, t.,, ... ,..
10
Yoder, Edwaro, t........ 1 00
Zapfe, Gns, t. . . . . . . .. . . . 5 30
Total ....... -... $1,591 03
Expenditures.
Barr, Andrew, f ......... $108 00
Balley, J. J., f, .. ; ....... 108 00
Davis, Wm., f ... , ........ 210 00
Davis, Wm., e.. .. . .. . . .. . 15 00
Etzennouser, R., f ..... , . , 240 00
Hawn, 0. J., f .... ·........ 216 00
Hawn, 0. J., e .......... 15 00
Wight, J. W., f. .......•.. 264 00
Stationery and postage . . • 3 46
Total .... .' ..... $1,1 '79 46
Due church ..... $ 411 57
Northern District.
John C. Goodman, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due ehurch Deeember 31, 1908 , •.•. $ 23 02
Alldread, Wesley, and
wife, t .............. . 27 50
Allen, Chas., t .......... . 2 55
Allen, James, t .......... . 26 00
Atkinson, Thomas P., t .. . 63 00
Atkinson, Mildred E., t .. . 7 00
Atkinson, Roy, t ......... . 5 00
Armstrong, Thomas, and
wife, t .............. . 10 00
Albertson, Elizabeth, t ... . 6 30
Barney, W~. A., t ... , .. . 14 00
Bartley, Wm., t ......... . 1 30
Bashaw, Mary, t .... : . .. .
50
. Blackmore, Edward, and
wife, t .............. . 1 00
Bla~kmore, George L., t .. . 15 43
Boszor, Francis E., t ..... . 1 50
Brearley, Mat, and wife, t 5 00
Burtch, Cbas., and wife, t 2 00
Burden, Julia, t. ........ . 7 45
Carpenter, James A., t ... . 1 00
Carpenter, Elizabeth, t ... . 3 00
Carpenter, James Wm., t. 8 50
Ca verley, Sarah J ., t .... . 6 00
~ook, Ernest, t.,. , ...... .
20
Cornish, J . .T., agent
Western District ...... . 25 00
L.rawford, I1"'Iorence, t .... . 2 00
Derenzy, Albert, t ....... . 2 50
Derenzy, Will, and wife, t 12 00
Dudley, Andrew, and wife,
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 30
Dudley, Leonard, t. . . . . .
20
Dudley, Leonard, o ....... .
50
Dudley, Jane, t ... , . , , .. .
80
Eeker, George H., t ...... . 11 50
Ellis, Lucian,. and wife, t 5 00
Emans, Mary Ann, t .... . 10 00
Emans, Wm. H., t .... , .. . 1 00
Ferguson, Robert, and wife,
t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Ferguson, Alex., t....... . 4 40
Gagle, Katherine,,. t. . . . . . 4 00
Gooclman, John c., nnd
wife; t....... . ....... 73 65
Goodman, Margaret,·t..... 2 00
Graee, John, and wife, t.. 1 00
Grossett, Billy R., t ....... 2 00
Harper, Albert, and wife, t 10 00
Harper, Noble, and wife, t 2 00
Harper, Noble, and wife o. 3 00
Hawley, Wm., jr., and
wife, t......... . . . . . 5 00
Heaverland, Louisa, t. ,_, , .
25
Heaverland, Louisa, o....
25
Hendricks, Lou. L.;- t. . . .
25
Hendricks, Jeannette, t .. ,
. 25
Herbert, Wm., and wife, t. l 00
Hoover, John F., and wife,
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Hugill, Josephine, t...... 5. 00
Hunt, Thom~s,. and wife, t 22 50
Hunt, W. G., i;, • • • • • • • • • ,· 15 00
Keeley, Martha J., t .... :. 1 oo
Kesslck;W. H.;.t..... ... . . 3 50

~r~~'.ckso~g~ghik · i:.::::: 1~ ~8
Kinney; Eunice, t.,, .. ;, .
LaFayette, -Chas.; o ... ; . . .
Lalqne, John; t ..•• --. •• -. • ,

40
90

3 50

21

Lanr, Monrtovllle and
wife, t . . . . . . . : ......•
Lusk, Chas., and wife t
Miller, Martha, t .... ' , : : :
Moran, John, and wife, t.
Morey, Herbert, and wife, t
McArthur, Alex., t ....... .
McArthur, Lula, t ....... .
McAllister, Coda, t ...... .
McClain, Wm., and wife t
M.cCla!fl, Wm., and wife: o
McClain, Clara,. o ...... : .•
McClain, Lewis A., t ..... .
McClintock, Ed. and wife t
McNal~y, EmnY J., t ... ~.
MeWam, Almira, t ... , .. .
Norton, Willis A., o ..... .
Odell, Ellsworth, t ....... .
Parks, Chas., and wife; t.
Pushman, Alex., t ...· .-...
Pushman, Alex., o .. , ••••
Ran!lall, Alvin E., and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rea, Thomas and wife, t..
Rusnell, Joseph J. and
wife, t ........ •...... ,.
Rusnell, Verna, t ........ .
Rusnell, Muriel, t ........ .
Schoolcraft, Anson, and
wife, t....... . ..... .
Shay, Claudia, t ........ .
Sheltron, Emma A., t ... .
Snelling, Geo. F., and

wife, t. ............ , .

10
12
1
10
11
1

00
40
00
00
00
00
2 00
2 00
2 00

Ellis, Wm., and wife, t .. .
Ellis, Etta, t ..•..... , .. .
Ellis, Catherine ......... .
Ellis, Ellen ...........•.
Ellis, MelvLn G., and
wife ............... ..
Buchanan Branch.
Burgoyne, Ida, t ......... .
Bell, Bertha ............ .
Exner, Iva ....... ·;·:, ... .
Kiefer, John W., t ......•.
Kiefer, Lena, t .......... .
Kiefer, Lena .......... .
Most, Sarah ............ .
Richardson, H. A., t .... .

1 25

6 30

25
25

50

8 25

2 75
20
50
5 20
1 75
2 05
1 00
9 00
Richardson, Bessie . . . . . .
90
16 80
~?i~~~'!y~~~y·. ~::::::::::
75
Shook, John, t .......... . 8 00
Shook, Joseph .......... . 3 35
Shook, Caroline, t. ...... . 1 00
Knox Branch.
Cannon,. Glena, t. ....... , 18 50
Cannon, Fred W.,and wife, t 10 00
Lohse, Bertha, t ......... . 3 00
Prettyman, Mary, t ...... . (l 00
Prettyman, J. Burt, t ..•.• 80 00
Pierson, Mollie, t .....• , . 2 00

5 75

Boyer, Geo. W., t ..•....• 12 35

5 00
1 00

2 15
50
2 00

1 55

1 68
50
12 50
1 00
1 00
6 76

5 00

8 00
10
10

1 00
1 00

i,mall, Mary J., t ....... . 3 50
Small, Mary J., o ..•••.•
50
Smith, Ellen, t ......... .
50
Starkes, Arthur, and wife, t 2 00
Starkes, Arthur, and wife, o 1 00
Sutton, Clara, t. , , , ..... .
40
Temple, Cora, t ......... .
50
Thomas, Geo. W., t. ..... . 10 00
Thomas, Eliza A., t ...... . 7 00
Washburn, Alfred, and
wife, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 00
Washburn, Geo. D., t.... 1 00
Whiteford, Gladys, t. . . . . . 2 35
Whiteford, David M. t....
30
Wiggins, Johnathan, t .... 30 00
Wooden, Aner, t......... 7 60
Wooden, Oral, t.......... 1 50
Wooden, Minnie, t........ 3 00
Wooden, Anna, t.......... 3 00
Total ............ $699 49
Expenditures.
Blaekmore, J. H., f. ..... $340 00
Blackmore, J. H., e ....... 30 00
Burden, Julia, a. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Bartley, Wm., a: ........ 34 25
Hanson, J. H., f. ....... 216 00
Lambkin, B. S., f. ........ 36 00
Stationery and postage. . . 1 79 ·
'l'otal ........... $663 04
Due church ....... $ 36 45
Southern Michigan. and Northern Indiana District.

Scattered Saints.
Ackley, W. W., t ........ $

5 00

Buckley, Walter P., and
wife, t •. ;.... . . . . . . . . 1
Daley, Alve:i.ia J., t ...... 10
Friend to the work, t. . . . . 7
Glidden, Volney, and wife, t 10
'l'anner, Amy . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Tong Clarence B., and
wile, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 2
Tritt, J. A., and wifel t, .. 25
Waru, Asa A., and w fe, t. 25
White, Loren A., and wife, t 7
Wilhelm, Andrew J., and
wife, t ............... 150
White, Laura, t .. ,...... 2
Wismer, Catherine, t...... 2
Yeager, Geo., and wife, t. 10
Yournd, Mabelle, t. . . . . . 5
Belding Branch.
Butler, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . .
Davis; Vivia, t ........... 30
Davis, Vere, t.... . . . . . . . . 3
Davis, A. V., t.......... 1
Garver, Wm. '.r., and wife, t 20
Hill, Nathan A., and wife, t 12
Hill, Leo, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Hill, Leo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
La very, Jerome, an.d wife, t 8
Sparta Branch.
B ushor, Mary t t. .... , , . . 0
Erhart, J. J., and wife, t.
English, Carrie, t ........ 10
Field, Fred 'l'., and wife, t 10
Lankneet, Richard, t. . . . . . 25
Norton, Mary I., t. . . . . . . . 20
Sticlmey, Mary, t......... 1
Galien Branch.
.Allcott, Catherine, t ..... $ 5
Allcott, Catherine, . . . . . . . 1
Blakeslee, E. A. . . • • . . . . 17

00
00
50

00
00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00
50
70
50
00
00
50

00

50
00

2 00

Samuel Stroh, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ...... $ 3 71
Coldwater Branch.
Blote, Eva, t ......... : . $ 3 50
Corless, J. Dean, and
~~~f.:'r~kF~~~g~r_e:. : : : : : : : 15
wife, t ................ 10 00
Clark, Lydia, t ..... ,,.... 9
Corless, Starr, and wife, t 7 00
Clark,
Lydia . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Corless, Elvin, t ........ , 1 00
Clark, Leslie B. . ......... :
Corless, Hiram, and wife, t 7 00
Clark,
Winnie G ...... , . . . 1
Crandall. Roscoe,and wife, t 5 00
Collings, George . . . . . . . . .
Farris, Ka tie, t. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Green, Cbas., and wife, t. 25
Fay, . Lorenzo, t ......... 10 00
Green, Chas., and wife . . . . 5
Johnson, Melvin, and wife, t 15 00
Green, Bessie, t. . . . . . . . . .
Kelley, Delancy, and wife. 1 2
Green, Bessie . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lockerby, Cornelia, t. . . . . . 1 00
Green, Bernice ..... , . . . . . 1
Murphey, Carrie, t........ 2 00
Green, Ola, t. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Parker, Jessie, t ........ , 2 00
Green,· Ola : . . . • • • . • . . • . 1
Stroh, Sam'l and wife, t. 10 00
Green, Elorella . . . . . . . . . .
Stroh, Snm'l, n.nd wife,. • • 1 00
Glover, Dora, t.... . . . . . . .
Sweet, l\Iark, and wife, . . . 1 00
Glover, Dora· . . . . . . . . . . .
Capitol City Branch.
Harner,
Permelia, . . . . . . . . 3
.Bar_rs, S. A., and wife, t. 8 00
Hooper, Mary, t .......... 12
50
Cook, Nellie, t .......... .
Hooper
....
Mary
............ 5
50
Dexter, Joseph ........ .
Keen, rumma W., t....... 4
Daley, Dcsde, t. . . . . . . . .. 2 00
Keen, Emma W. . • • . . . • • • 1
Fraser, .Jas., and wife, t. 10 00
Lawton, Ella .......... ,
50
Fraser, Millie B ......... .
Mathews, Esther . . . . . . . .
50
ll'1ras-er, Ada N ....••..•.•
McKnight,
Agnes . . . . . . . . . 2
1
00
Grant, J osepbine, t ...... .
McKnight, John W. . . . . . .
50
Glassbrook, E ........... .
Royce; Belle, t. . . . . . . . . . . 45
25
Herr, Mrs ......... ., .... .
Royce, Belle . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Kutt, John .T., and wife, t. 3 00
Stoner, Harvey J. . . . . . . . 2
Larkin,, Carrie, t ......... . 2 00
'·25 - Stimer, Hattie B. . . . . . . . . 2
St. J obn, George ........ .
Shearer,
Mattie . . . . . . . . . 1
25
St. John, Nelson' ...... .
'l'errell, Laura J., t. . . . . . 5
25
Smith, Richard, ......... .
Wright,
Georgiana
... , . . .
White, Mo.!inda, t. : . .... . 2 00
~~ft~~ogl1a!e.u·b·e~.. '. ". ', ', ~ : :
Alto Branch.
White, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dygert, I... ornn .i\.. , t ....... 33 00
White, Emma ........ t • • •
Dygert, l\Irs. Chas., t. . . . . 5 00
Cox, Lurlnda, t... . . .... 10
Ellis, Macy, t........... . 1 30
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00
00

00
00

00
00

Clo

00
00
00

gg
25
75
50
30

25
00

75
50

55
70
00

75
Hi
50
50

00

00
00
50
75
50
65
25

25

oo

00
70
00

00

oo

25

~g

50
50
.00
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Clea1· Lake Branch.
Bailey, E. Jane, t ..•...... 18 05
Balley, Florence, t ... ·. · · · ~
c~~~·ie
60
Benjamin, Allen, and wife, t 5 00
Benjamin, Allen, and wire 1 70
Baker, Julia, t. . . . . • . • . . . 4 00
Burnison, Lell . ... . . . . . . .
15
Chapin, Pearl •.......•. · 2 0 0
Cairns, R. M., and wife, ..
40
Davis, Ella, t. . . . . . . . . . . . .8 00
Davis, Enoch . , , • . • . • . • . 1 00
Davis, Vere ..... · · · · · · · • 2 0_ 0
Emerick, Bessie ......... . 1 0 0
Emerick, :i\Iary .... ~· . . • . .
50
Housman, Nettie,
5 20
Housman, W. W., t....... 5 00
Housmand, d~ebec"'I, t ..... · 4_ 5 0
Huss, A ie, t .......... . 0 0 0
Landis, Anna, t. . . . . . . . . 2 50
Lords, Harriet, t. . • . . . . • . 5 00
Lords, Harriet, • • . . . . . . . .
30
Lords, Floy . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
McMurrey, Vine . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Meeks, Curtis . . . • . . . . . . . .
50
McElhenie, Ralph, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Porter, Chas... . . . . . . . . . 7 50
Smith, Priscilla . . . . . . . . 14 9_1
Smith, Peter; t •.•..•..•• 1 0 0
Smith, Peter . . ... . . . • . . . . 1 00
Smith, Lulu . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Smith, Wayne ....••... ,
50
Storey, Otto H., and wife, 't 25 00
Storey, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . .
35
Shook, John . . . . . . . . • . . •
05
Teeters, D. Benton, t ...... 27 OQ
Teeters, Susan .....
2 2o
Whistler, Della . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Marcellus Branch.
Goodenough, Amanda, t .. . 5 00
Goodenough, Vernie, t .... . 5 00
Goodenough, Muriel, t ... . 5 00
Hartford Branch.
Earl, Francis, t. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Pearson, Maggie, t ........ __:l__QQ
'l'otal .......... $1,152 97
Expenditures.
Kelley, Wm. H., e .....•. $ 10 00
Moler, H. E., f ........... 67 00
Moler, H. E., e. . . . . • . . . . . _3 00
McKnight, John W., f. ... lo4 00
Agent's expenses . . . . . . . . 8 26
Stroh, Samuel, f. ........ 264 00
Stroh, Samue[, e. . . . . . . . . 2§ 5!!
Scott, S. W. L., e. . . . . . . . o 7o
Scott, S. W. L., f ....... 402 00
St. John, .J3., e .......... 23 00
Total ........... ~962 53
Due church ...... $190 44

Ellis, Al Vin R.. and wife, t 2 00
Emmerson, Lillian C.,
2 00
E~merson, Walter, and wife,
L
• • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 50
Emmett, John, t .....-..•.. 7 50
Frankie, Anna, t ........ . 2 25
11""rees, Luella J., -O ••••••• 3 20
Frees, C. Arthur, and wife1 t '6 05
Genson, Julia C., t ...... . 3 50
Graham, Elva A. 1 t ...... . 3 25
Graves, Francea L., t .... . 2 50
Ureen, Willard E ..~ t .•.... 12 50
Green, Augusta A., t .... .
50
Hanson, Mary, t ........ . 2 00
Hartnell, Guy, o .......•..
'08
Hartnell, Sarah A., t ...•.. 25 00
Hastings, Ii""red W., o .....
50
Hastings, Fred W., and
wife for· 1908, t ..••.•.. 10 00
Hastings, Carrie, 0 ........... .
50
Hastings, Donna M., t .. -..
50
Hastings, Varian M. t ... . 1 00
Hastings Varian M., o .. . 3 00
Hastings, Lano A., t ..... . 1 00
Hastings, Lano A., o .... . 1 00
Hastings, Shelden D., t .. . 3 00
Hastings, Sheldon D., o .. .
50
Heaviland, Edward 1 and
wife, t ....•..••••..•. 4 00
Hill, !Uta, t ........... . 1 00
Hoffman, Elizabeth I., t .. . 12 00
Hoover, John L., and wife,
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Iloover, Susanna, t. . . . . . . 30 00
Hutchinson, Mark C., t... 8 00
Johnson, Alvah E., t .... ; 10 00
Kapnick, lloland, t... •.. • • 6 70
Kapnick, Lyle, t. . . . . . . . . . 3 60
Kapnick, Nellie, t......... 7 00
Kapnick, Waldo, t. . . . . . . •
40
Keith, Ellen A., t. . . . . . . . .
25
Keitu, Adda T., t.. ... . . . .
25
Keith, Jannett, t. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Kenyon, Robt., and wife, t 5 ·00
Kilmer~ Gertrude, t. . . . . • .
6 50
King, John B,. t......... 5 00
King, John B., o......... 5 00
Kinney, Hyrum M., sen. t. 3 00
Kinney, Hyrum M., jr., t. 15 00
Kinney, Huth, t. .••...... 10 00
Knickerbocker, Steve, t...
85
La cure, Le,yis M., t. . . . . . 2 QO
Lacure, Lewis M., o. . . . . .
oO
Lambkin, Byrnie S., and
wife, t... . . . . . . . . . . . 4 90
Lathwell, Warren Ii'., and
.
wife, t.......... . . . . • . 2 00
Loomis, Squire, and wife, t 25 00
Loudan, .Annie, J .. , . . . . . . 5 00
McCullough, Mariah, t.....
25
.Mccuaig, li'arquer D., and
wife,
~
1 00
~lead, William R., t. .... . 15 00
We3tcrn District.
nUiks I\Iartha B., t ....•.. 2 50
}.!ilks,
:Martha B., o ••••••• 2 80
J, J. Cornish, agent.
.Miller, Althea, t ......••.
55
lleceipts.
~Iiller, John, and 'wife, t ...
1 00
:Miller, uora M., t ....••.. 3 00
Balance due church De}.Iorrison, Hobert, t. ..... . 5 00
cember 31, mos ....... $209 93
Nelson, Fannie, t ....... .
Adams, Catherine E., t.... 4 00
60
Nelson, Horatio E., and
Arriadon, Ada, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
wife, t. . ........... . 11 9()
Ammerman, Nettie, t..... 5 00
Nephew, Martha, t ....•.. 1 00
Anness, Geo. W., and wife, t 1 00
Nephew, Geo., and wife, t 5 00
Anness, Geo. '"·' and wife, o
50
Barlow, Ira, t. . . . . . . . . . .
50
Nephew, Orin D., t ..•.... 3 00
Barnard, Herbert El., t. . . . 10 00 Nichols, James H., t ....• , . 3 50
Bennett, John E., and
Peck, Gertie, t .........•..
50
Pennells, Nina, t ..• , ..•.. 3 00
wife, t.... . ......... 600 00
Boomer, Alpheus ~I., t.. . . 2 00
Polack, Otto, t .......•... 5 00
Boomer, Alpheus i\I., and
Polack, Frank, t ....•••.• 50 00
'vife, t . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
Boyer, Elizabeth A., t .... 42 5o ~g/fi,~a. i1S!!!,~at. ~:
5 00
Brackenbury, !!""red S.,
OO
Heyn olds, Mary, o .....•.. 2 00
and wife, t ........... . 14 00
lleynolds, Chas. and wife. t 1 00
Brackenbury, Josic ~I., t .. 7 00 Reynolds, Chas., and wife, o 2 00
Bright, Eva, t ......... .
Heyn olds, Phoebe, o ..•....
25
50
Bunting, Rena, t ........ . 1 50
Richardson, Jessie K., t ...
50
Burkholder, Minnie i\I., t .. 26 00
llockwood, Jas. H., and ·
Burkholder, Abbie llI., t .. . 25 50
wife, t....... . ....... 15 15
Burkholder, John llI., t ... . 25 00
Rockwood, Jas. H., and
Bushor, i\Iary, t ......... . 5 00
wife, o ............•... 4 80
Carnes, John, and wife, t. 5 00
Hoth, Carrie L., t ....... . 3 00
.pole, Nellie l'., t .• : . .... . 2 00
Sabin, Alonzo D., t .....•• 5 00
Cornish, J ..J., sen. t ..... . 26 47
Sabin. Hannah, t .....•.. 5 00
Cornish, Mary .J., t ...... . 4 79
2 65
Cornish, Bertha, t ....... . 4 10
2 35
Cornish, Rosetta, t ...... . 21 75
Saunders, Byron 0., and
wife, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Cornish, J. J., jr.i t ... ·. ·• 5 71
..CorniSh, Leotis ~ ., t ..... .
Saunders, Byron 0., t.,.. 1 00
71
Cudney, Laura, t ........ . 1 70
Saxton, Hannah, t........ 2 00
Cudney, Simon D., t. .... . 4 00
Schreur, Dirk, t ....•.•.. 1,090 00
Curtis, Lucy J ., t ....... . 2 50
Schreur, Allen! t ......... 30 00
, Davis, Jas., and wife, t .. . 3 00
Sessions, Char es L., t. • • • 13 00
~Decker, Elmer, and wife, t
Shelley, Buel. ancl wife, t 5 00
1 00
Shelley, Geo. E., t. . . . • • . . 20 00
Decker, Owen, t. ........ .
10
Sh~lley, Geo. E., and wife, t
6 00
: Desbro, Armen Ia C., t .•.. 5 00,
Shelley,· Ina, t.·.......... 1 00
:Doherty, Gracie B., t. .... 8 15
Sherman, Chas. I-I., aild
Doty, Byron II., and wife, t 4 50
wife, t... • ........ .. 1 70
Doty, HOmer A., af!d wif~, t 10 00'
. Dunshee, ·Dwight, and
~k~;;,"y~nA~~nk'?., \:::::: 353 00
34· 00
00
Shippy, Albert A., t ..... . 3 00
mIT!~~We1iliiit~t.
·12
Shippy, A. A., and wife, t
25
50
·Ellis, Clara V., t .•• · · · · ·
05
Shippy, Sa1·ah, t. ....... .
60
,}!]ills, Ju~la A., t · · · · · · · · ·
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Smith, Hay El., and wife, t.. 9 00
Slight, Charles J., t...... 2 00
Slight, Sara!J. ~·· t....... 2 oo
Stafford, Priscilla, t .•••.• 2 0 0
Teal, George H., t. . . . . . . . 5 50
'l'eal, George F.,. t ... ·:... 1 50
Teal, George F., and wife, t 5 00
Tibbits, Reuben, t........ 1 00
Tucker, John, jr.,_ t ...... 25 00
Tucker, Alice, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Turner, A. B., and wife t.. 3 00
Tuttle Ellen, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 35
Tuttle; Aden A., and wife, t 10 16
Tuttle, Aden A., t........ 4 00
Tuttle, Wm. A., t........ 6 18
Wakefield, Wm. H., and
,
wife, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Walrath, Ruth A., t ...... 35 00
Walters, Andrew, and wife,t 2 00
Walters,
J\Iar:l'.t t.... . . . . l. 00
1
"
ard, Carrie .tt., t,........_ 2 00
Warden, John, and wife, t.. 5 00
Warden, l\Iary A., t ...••. 12 00
Webster, Isaac D., t...... 1 50'
Wethrell, Amanda, t.. . . . . . 9 77
Yakes, Hannibal, t. • . . • • 10 00
Total . . . . . •.. $2,965 01
Expenditures.
Barlow Ira, a .......... $ 25 00
Biglow; Elijah, a ......... 85 00
Cornish, J. J., e. . • • . . . • • • 33 10
Cornish, Mrs. J. J., f ..... 320 00
Campbell, Jas. F., a ...... 25 00
Davis, J\Irs. Jas., f ........ 300 00
Eilis, Mrs. W. D., f ....... 360 00
Eilis, W. D., e ........... 2Q 00
Green, Airs. Frank, a. . . . . . 4o 00
Goodman, John C., agent
Northern District . . . . . 25 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 1,400 00
Lacure, Louis and Pilbeam,
George B., a ........... 119 47
Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 92
Error in last report, Martha
Schreur, credited twice.. 70 00
Hanlett, Charles, a........ 9 00
Welch, Thankful, a ...... ~
Total . . . . . .... $2,84 7 49
Due church . . . . $ 117 52
1

MINNESOTA.
Minnesota District.
Birch Whiting, agent.
Receipts.
Albertson, Roseltha, o .•.• $ 5
Barnes, F. G., t .....•••.. 14
Barnhard, Abraham, o.... 2
Bustad, Ole, t. . . . . . . . . • . 10
Craven, Susie Belle, t.....
Conference, l\Iinn. District,
5
Do~so~: ~{,:s". · iaIT;~s". · ~: : : : 1
Ericson, O. A., and wife, t 10
Frazee Sunday School, o. . 5
Griffin W. C., t .......... 12
Gould' Hallie ~I .. t. . . . . . . 7
Gould: Nina, t. . . . . . . . . . 5
floulcl, I Ya, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 8
i-IawJey, Lucy i\I., .t ...... 18
Hawley Lucy llf., o.... . . 5
Horne, 'Bert G., t. . . . . . . . 12
Hastings, C. J., o...... . . 2
Horne, Ida, t ............ 31
Herring, W. ,J. R., t. . . . . . 25
Harpster, Ottilla, t. . . . . . 30
.Jepson, Kate, t. . . . . . . . . . 15
Kelley, El. L., Bishop ...... 16Q
Keith, Drucilla, t. . . . . . . . lo
Keith Drucilla, o. . . . . . . . 1
Kidder Lovell and wife, t 5
Klmbe1:. C.
and wife, t.17
famdeen, Charles, t. . . . . . 2~
~lartin, P. W., t .......... 2
Murdock, 0. E., and wife, t 150
Murdock, John, o ........ 250
Martin T. J., and wife, t ..
Murdock, .Tannette, t. . . . . !
l\Iur<lock, R. E., and wife, t 3o
Murdock Lucia, t. . . . . .. 15
Nelson, .tohn E .. t........ 6
Olson, Mrs. Andrew, .t .... 10
Smith, Henry C., o. . . . . . . 5
Smith, Henry C., t....... 1
Sloan, Saul, and wife, t.. . 40
Tomason, H. M., t........ 5
Whiting, Floyd, t........ 5
Whiting, Violet, t.... . . . .
Whiting, A. W., and wife, c 100
Whiting, A. W., and wife, t 10
Whiting, Haymond, o.. . . 2
Winslow, Edna, t.... . • . . 3
Whiting L., and wife, t ..• 10
Whiting, Alonzo, t ........ 16
Wolfe, Mrs. G. E., t...... 1
Wise, 'hfrs. Harry, t. . . . . . 1
Wise, Mrs. Harry, o...... .1

n.:

00
00
50
00
50

oo

18
00
00
00
00
00
GO

60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
40

gg
00
0000
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00
00
00
00
00
40
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00

Whiting, Ellen, o. . . . . . . . . 5
Total . . . . . •.... $915
Expenditures.
Balance due ageut December 31, 1908 . . . . . •.. $ 1
Insurance, Audubon church 16
Johnson, Brother, a. . . . • . 8
McCoy, H. A., e .....••... 10
Peak, W. E., e ........... 27
Smith, J. W., f .•...•••.•. 60
Smith, J. W., e .......... 19
Swenson, Swen, f. . . . . . . . 80
Swenson, Swen, e.... . . . . 7
Whtting, Birch, f. . . . . ... 300
Whiting, Birch, e ....... ,' 96
Whiteaker, A, L., f ·G· .•.. 180
Whiteaker, A.· L., e...... 5
Stamps and stationery. . . . 7
Total .. . . . ....• $818
Due church ...... $ 97

52
20
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
61
00
00
58
41
10

MISSOURI.
Clinton District.
G. W. Beebe, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . ..•. $ 16 82
Andes, S. C., and .wife. . . . 25 00
Andes, J. W., and wife.... 2 50
Beebe, G. W., and wife, o.. 1 00
Beebe, G. W., and wife.... 4 70
Brunson, M. D., and wife.. 4 40
Brunson, Dollie . • . • . . . . . 1 00
Bruce, Anna . . . . • . . • . . . .
50
Budd, Pleas . . . . . • . . . . . . 10 OQ
Beebe, Lenora . . . . • • . . . . 2 4u
Beebe, Bessie . • • . . . . • . .
75
Bellville, Sarah . . . • . . . . 1 00
Bunch, Sr. W. J .•......... 2 60
Billingsly, Hazel . . . . • . . . 5 00
Bass Julia A............ 3 00
Cran'e W. P., arid wife ... 30 00
Cool Fred and wife. . . . . . 2 00
Chesem, Stephen, and wife 20 00
Dennis, 11. A. . . . . • . . . . . . 5 00
Dempsy< _Albert . . . . . . . . .
15
Evans, M • .A., o. . . . . . . . . . ~ 00
Glick Alvin, and wife . . . . lo 00
GablCr, R., and wife ...... 25 00
Glen, Anis . . . . . . . ... : . 5 QO
Gouldsmith, J.B., and wife 14 ~O
Gillmoret _Amanda . . . . . . .
HO
Goff E. JU.. • • • • • • • . • • • . • 1 00
Holingsworth, M., and wife 2 00
Hatfield, El. S.... . . . . . . . 4 10
Hulse, W. J., and wife.... ~ 00
Kelley, El. L., Bishop ..... l!Jo 00
Lyon, L. A., '!~d wife ..... 3!! 50
Lockling, A. JU. • • • . . • • • •
1

t~~;r·D!{·a ::::·::::::::
8

g gg

10 oo
Lowe: W. H., and wife ...• 36 20
Lyle, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~ 00
Lukenbill, Edna · · · · · · · · ~
Lloyd, Anna . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ~
Mitts, Albert .. · · · · · · · · ·
~~~t,~th,J:;n,J ii..
5 oo
:Mannering, Lura . . . . . . . . 2 00
McCormick, T. L., and wife 10 00
:McCormick, T. L., and wife,
0 • • • . • • ·'· . • . • . . . . . • 11
Mcllllwaln, W. J. · · · · · · · · 2
McElwain, John W .. ·... · 1 00
~IcIDlwain, Warren, and wife
McDowell, Hosa .. : · · · · ·
Niles, G. S., and wife..... 51 00
Penick, R. C. . . . . ..... · ·
Palmer, Daniel (for calf).· 5
Peters, C. J., and wife. . .. 9 1 00
Paxton, A. A •........ · ·
Paxton, Harry, and wife.· 2
Paxton Vcvie N · · · · · · · · ·
oo
Quick, Sherman .. · · · · · · 10
Heyn olds W. E., and fam. · 3 0
3
Reynolds; Sarah · · · · · · · ·
000
Reynolds, Oscar, and wife.. 2
50
Roush, Sam., and wife, o. ·
Rounds Abbie ... · · · · · · · 2 00
0
Roberts', A. I., and family.·
Silvers, A. C., and wife .... 11 00
Slivers, M. A .. ··
oo
Slivers, 111. A., c · • · · · • · · · · 1 13
Silvers, Jessie F. • · · • · ·'
00
Snodgrass, Nora . . . • . . . .
00
Snodgrass, Sarah . . . . . . . . 5 00
Staley, J. E · · · ·. · · · · · · · · 5 00
Sandage, Joshua . · • · · · · ·
Stevens, Samh · • · · • · · · · · 6
1 oo
Taggart, JII. A· · · · • · · · · • · 6 91
'l'ucker, Eva · · · · · · · · · · · · 25 00
Tap ham, 0. J • · · · · · · • · · · 3 00
Witherbee, Perllna
8 00
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wood, John, and wife.···

WOO'], John T • • • ·

10 28
1g
gg

' • ' • . • 78 50

waterman, A., and wife.· .
97
Total . . . . · • •,• · .$569
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THE SAINTS' HERALD
Sheldon, N. V. . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Snider, Nellie . . . . . , . , . • 11 00
Snider, Jake H . . . . . . . . . . 300 00
Summerfield, George . . . . . 6 00
Schmidt, D. J. . . . . . . . . • 1 00
Simmons~ Samuel H. . . . . . 60 00
Snider, Julia . . . . . ....• 201 20
Uphoff, Caroline. . . . . . . 10 00
Uphoff, 'l.'illie . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
_Uphoff, Carrie . . . . . . . . . • 2 00
Uphoff, Fred, Sen. . . . . • . . 10 00
Uphoff, Addie .... - . . . . . . 15 00
Vories, Martha ...•..... 10 00
Weitlich, Frank . . . . . . . . 1 00
Wilke, Maggie . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Worden, William . . . • . . . . 5 00
Saint Joseph Branch.
Archibald, Helen .... -. . . . 4 00
Burlington, Belle . . . . . . . . 5 00
Burlington, Belle, c ....... 10 00
Best, G. W., and wife ...• 21 60
Best, G. W., and wife, c.. . 4 · 25
Bear, J. L.... . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Brackenbury, Viola . • . . . . 1 05
Christiansen, L . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Christiansen, George . • . . . 5 Q 0 0
Clay, William . . . . . ..•.• 0 0 0
Curtis, Nancy J., o.'.. . . . .
75
Erler, Lucile . . . . . . . . . . .
05
Ehler, ,._.tugust, o. . . . . . . . .
25

Expenditures.
Beebe, ~bigail, f. · · · · · · · $1~2 ~~
Beebe, G. \V., e. · · · · · · · · ·
50
Curtis, .T. F., e. · · · · · ·' · · 5 00
Elliott, )laud, a· · · · · · · · · 39 00
Frost, Henry, a....
15 00
Hood, Elmer, a .. · · · · · · · ·
Jenkins George e. · · · · · 1 50
Jenkins: )!rs. George F ... 21! 00
Palmer, Daniel, a. . . . . . . . 2" 65
Ramsell, M. S., a ..... .,. . 53 50
Rernolds, w. E., (repairs _
on church) . . . . . . . . . . 1" 00
Silvers, .\. C., e. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Sih·ers, Lucy, f. . . . . .... 231 28
Stephenson. I1"lora, f. . . . . . 82. 32
Wedlock, P. E., a .. ······~
Total . .. . . ..... $975 69

i

Far West District.
C. P. Faul, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31. 1908 . . . . . ... $371
irnev Addie . . . . . . . . • . . 3
Aucles: Sam M ....... " ... !O
Agenstein, John, and wife .. "O
Adams, Sr. J. W.. . • • • . • .
·\tkinson, Elsie T. . . . . . . . 20
:uma Branch oblation . . . • 2
Barnhouse, Clara . . . . . . . _1
Babbitt, L. L. . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Bush, .-\nnie . . . • • . . • . • • 5
Bush, Frances . . . . . . . . . 5
Bean, B. L. . . . . . . . . ... 293
Binstead, Sr. E. E. . . . . . . 4
Cato, J. ~- (note) . . . . . . . 75
Constance, Sam H. . . . . . 27
Constance, Ida . . . . . . . . . 1
Constance, 'Willie B.... . . 47
Cosb;-, Lulu . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Cran•ns, Joseph D . . . . . . . 30
Cra,·ens, Elsie ~L... . . . . 7
Christ(·nsen, P. . . . . . . . . . 10
Daniels, It. B., t. . . . . . . . . 45
Daniels, IL B., c. . . . . . . . . 5
Dice, Ben .T.. . . . . .•..... 200
Daries, .John . . . . . .. , . . . 20
Dodg<', Dwight D... . . ... 30
Ethridge, Chas. W. . . . . . . 5
Ehlers, .\rthur . . . . . .... 26
Elvert, .Ta;- C.... . ...... 100
l'aul. Chas. P. . . . . . . . . . . 50
l1'oster, Dora B. . . . . . . . . . 3
Foster, Onlle . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Fairbank, Sr. J. M ... ,.,.. 7
Fairbank, Chas. B .. , . . . .
Fost(lr, Le,·i. . . • . • • . . • . . 5
Franklin, .J. ~I.... . .... , 31
Flanders, .J. D. Sen ...... 25
Ferguson, L. F. . . . . . . . . . 10
1

Graham, David • . • . . ••• ,

Far \Yest Branch, obla. . .
llinclerks, Ilenry G. . . . , ,
Ilinderks, ~lary H ... , . .
Ilinclerks, Temme H. . . .
Hinclerks, 'l'. T., and wife..
Hinderlrn, ~loses . . . . . .. ,
Heckemlorf, F'rank ..• , . .
wad, 8r. )!. J . . . . . . . . . . .
·cad,.\. W . . . . . . . . . . . .
Howard, .J. JI ... , ..... , ,
Hovenga, .John E... . . ...
Holmes, Li1lie . . . . . . . . . .
Hamann, 'Villiam, Sen. , . .

I-Iamann 1 Dora • , , • . •. , . •

__
47
00
00
00
50
00
45
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00

Erler, F1·ieda . . . .

5 00

G
51
18
48
20
1
10
39
2
10
60
5
20

15
00
00
04
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
00

5 00

Hamann, Charles, and wife 30 00

H~mann 1 Henry, and wife .. 240 00

Hmes, Stonwall J, , , . , , , 26 00
I-Ioven.ga, 'l'rinke. . . . . . . . 15 00
!Iawkms, )lary C. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Hartshorn, F. G. and Annie300 00
Johnson, 8r. 'l.'yleke...... 5 00
Johnson, Henry H ... , . . .. 5 00
Johnson, August . . . . . . . . 10 00
Johnson, Guy . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Jones, Hobert . , ... , . . . . . . 2 00
Ko~er, c;ines B. . . . . ..... 136 oo
Bi111psch1ld, Fred ... , .•.. 200 00
~~~·bfil;Je Branch, obla. • . •
. 75

350gg ·

Lew!s, ciirr1e' 1i:. : : · : : : : : 2
Lewis, Emma n
32
t~:~s,
J .' .' ." .' : : : : : : 50
L Is, . nn • . . . . • . . , • • • 20
I er s, ,J · E., and wife ...• 152
~eE~~1}' Sr. E. C. 1 (now
Le~man,' i:ionii1e' '. • : : · : : : : ~
Merchant, Elva M
5
Moore Zill
••· • •••
Mauze'y, 'l.'~m· J'.". ,',' '.'.'.'.'.' 5
Mauzey' George W
20
Morrison E
·' '· ·'
Milligan ' Ma · · · · · • · · • • • 20
Middleto Jyh"" .. " .. 45
Nesser, 1\.i·noidn J°·. •. . • ••
Olson'. Peter W' .. ~ ',' : : : : : : 1
~J~~~~~~fae'J'· }0 \ and wife 1
Hanes J H '
n · · • • • • 50
Roberts, '1~ N.,a~~dw~\~;,:::

tenos

00
00
00

gg
8gg03
00

oo

·

50.
i .oo

gg
90
1g 00
gg

..... .

30

Ehler, Emma . . • • . . . . • •
Erler, Sophia . . . . . . . . . .
Ehler, Sr. August, o.....
Goll', A. D...... .. .. .. .. 1
Goben, Ora . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Hale, T. E.... . . . . . ... 25
Hill, W. E.... .. .. .. .. . 5
Isleib, C. H. . . . . . . . . ... 150
Jones, R. C . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Leach, George . . . . . . . . . . 6
Ladies' Aid . . • . . . . . . . . . 1
Morton, Chas., and wife. . . 6
McCormack, E. E., and wlfe350
McNutt, F. J. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
McNutt, Hugh . . . . . . . . . 10
~IeNutt, Lena . . . . . . . . . .
5
Phillips, 'l'homas . . . . . . . . 1
Rogers, P. I. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Happ, Ft·ed . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Hichardson, A. A., and wife 2
Ilichardson, Clyde . . . . . .
Richardson, Pearl . . . . . .
Scott, Nellie . .. . . . . . . . . . . 5
Smith, Mary . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Spillman, Robert . . . . . . . 1
Tilden, Sr. J.P ..•..... ; . 9
Taddicken, H. B., and wife 15
Oblation • . . . . . . . . ..... ·110
Kelley, E. L., Bishop
(Sanitarium) . . . . . . . . 2
Total . . . . . ... $4,930
Expenditures.
Books for agent ........ , . 1
Ilootman, W. P., e ....... . 20
Carter, ·r.rury, a ......... . 30
Coss, Ira, a. . . . . ...... . 11
Kelley, E. L., Bishop
(note). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Deitrich, l\Iary, a. . . . . . . . 20
Davis, .Tohn, f. . . . . . . . . . . 230
Farr, F. B., f. ........... 126
Hovenga, Luppe, a . . . . . . . 43
Garlish, Sr. a.... . . . . . . . 6
.Goodrich, V. M., f ........ 444
Goodrich, V. M., e ........ 35
German Mission . • . . • . • . 25
Henson, El. L., f .......... 540
Henson, E. L., e. . . . . . . . . . 18
Harpe, C. E., e. . . . . . . . . . 19
Hall, a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Hayes, l\Iary E., a. . . . . . . 30
Keck, F. C., f ........... 116
Lewis, William, f. . . . . ... 300
Lewis, William, e. . . . . • . . 80
Newman, Grace, a .......• 21
Pickering, W. P., f ........ 201
Parker, Brother, a ..,, ...... 20
Pickering, W. P., e., ..... 10
Purfurst, A. B., e .......• 125
Roberts, I. N., f .. , ....... 216
Roberts, I. N., e .........• 30
Swensen, Swen, f .•.....• 125
Swenncy, Ciara, a. . . . . . . . 7
Summerneld, W. E., f. ... 120
Shool, Sr., a ... ·... .. .. .. 5
Sheldon, T. J,. f. . . . . .... 297
Sheldon, T. J., e .......•. 30
White, Ammon, f. , . . . . . . 46
'l.'otal . • . . . .... $3,434
Due church .•... $1,496

30
50
30
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
72
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
30
25
00
00
00
65
15
74
00
60

10
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
75
00
00
00
00 ·
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
75
00
00
50
00
00
60
00

Independence Stake. ·
Roderic\< May, bishop.
Receipts.
Ilalance due cllurch December 31, .l!JOB •••••• $1,070 64
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Ahrens, Louis ,and wife, t 12 00
. Adkins, Asa, and wife, t . . . . 3 ·oo

Alle1.1, Vernie, t....
Allen, Mary, t.... .. .. .. 2
Allen, Dave and Carrie, t. 10
.Anderson, B. M., and wife,tlOO
Anderson, l\larie, t. . . . . . 7
Anderson, Anthon, t.. . .. 50
Anderson, Peter, t. . . . . .. 405
Anderson, Louise, t. ..... 200
Arber, Joseph, t.... . . . . . 2
Arber, Mrs. .Joseph. . . . . . . 2
Arber, Joseph A., o......
Arber, Archibald, o. . . . . . •
Atkins, Reuben, t. . . . . . . • 10
Arnold, George F., t. . . . . . 20
Babb, )!rs. Jeannette, t. . 20
Badder, Henry, and wife, t 1
Badder, Henry, and wife, o 1
Bailey, Edith, t.... . . . . . . 1
Bailey, George M., t...... 5
Bailey, Mrs. May, t...... 1
Bailey, George W. A., t ... 70
Bailey, Mrs. Allen, t ...... 34
Ballinger, W. and Carrie, t 9
Ballinge1·, Sarah E., t. , . . . 5
Banks, Joseph, t. . . . . . . . . 8
Banks, l\Irs. Birdie, t...... 4
Blatt, Minerva E., t. . . . . . 4
Barrett, Geo. and Alice, t.. 3
Barto, Mrs. Jeannette, t. . . 4
Barto, Herbert, t ....... , . 5
Barto, Harry G., t........
Barron, Chas. S., c. . . . . . . . 7
Blankenship, Dora, t.. . . .. 4
Brackenbury, J. A., t ..... 277
Braidwood, Mrs. Julia, t.. 11
Beal, Vernon, t . . . . . . . , .. 20
Beal, Alonzo. and wife, t .. 11
Becket, W. T., t ......... 37
Bellmore, Lydia, t. . . . . . . 2
Bennett, .Jas., and wife, t 92
Benner, •Iillie, t. . . . . . . . 5
Brendal, Norine, t. . . . . . . . 10
Brendal, Viola, t. . . . . . . . . 5
Bird, William, t .......... 15
Bootman, Herbert, t. . . . . . 15
Borbridge, A. W. and E., t250
Brocow, Royal, t. . . . . . . . 24
Brother, A, o.... . .. .. .. 1
Broeker, .John T., t. . . . . . . 20
BrO'wn, Frances, o. . . . . . . . 5
Brose, Philip, and wife, t 15
Boycl, Newton, t. . . . . . . . . 10
Bozarth, Alice, t..... . . . 3
Budworth. W. W., t...... 5
Bullard, W. D., and wife, t 108
Burrows, George, t. . . . . . . 2
Buschlow, Mrs. A. A., t ... 15
Bushnell, W. A., and wife, t 5.
Campbell, Okie, t. . . . . . . . 3
Campbell, Willis, t. . . . . . . . 30
Catlin, Cora B., o. . . . . . . . 5
Carson, Chas. D., t.. . . . . . 7
Carstensen, Sarah, t.,. . . • 5
Chatburn, Helen, t ....... 17
Chatburn, Mrs. 'I.'. W., t .. ; 3
Clark, Susana, t. . . . . . . . . 5
Clark, Arma, t . . . . . . . . . . ·11
Clark, Anna, c. . . . . . . . . . 12
Clark, Anna W., t ........ 10
Crayne, May, t . . . . . . . . . . 16
Crayne, Chas. E., t. . . . . . 3
Crayne, Robt., t. . . . . . . . . 20
Clemensen, .las. F., t. . . . . . 36
Cleveland, Fred, and wife, t 5
Cresse, Nola, t.... . . . . . .
Crick, David H., t ........ 100
Cricl<, l\Irs..T. V., o....... 3
Crick, Mrs. Leticia, t. . . . . 10
Christensen, Charles, t. . . . 5
Christensen, Carrie, t. .... 29
Criswell, )!rs. P. M. G. t 10
Criley, .A lice, t. . . . . . . . . . 5
Cockcrton, ,J. M., t. . . . . . . 6
Conoly, Robt. C., t ....... 12
Coleman, Anna, t.. . . . .. 10
Coleman, .T. A., t. ....... 10
Coleman, Martha, t. . . . . . 62
Cook, Hattie 'l'., t ........ 25
Cook, ;\fory E., t ......... 26
Cook, l\fary E., o. . . . . . . . 5
Cook, R. P., t . . . . . . . . . . 10
Cook, Margie, t. ; . . . . . • . . 2
Cook, Lillie, t. . . . . . . . . . . 20
Cook Bessie, t. . . . . . . . . . 3
Cook; Bessie, o. . . . . . . . . . 2
Closson, Andrew V., t. . . . 50
Clow, Robert, t. . . . . . . . . . 50
Clow, Robert, o..... . . . . . 6
Cooper, Mrs. l\Iell A., t. . . . 6
.Cox, Andrew .T:, t. . . . . . . . 7
Cox, Fran!< W., t. . . . . . . . 3
Crow, David, and wife, t .. 119
Crull W. L., and wife, t.. 3
Curtis,
A., t. . . . . . . . . . 5
Curtis, John T., t. . . . . . . . 15
Daniel, Arthur, and wife, .t 05·
Davis, Evan V., o....... 1
Davis, l\I., and wife, t..... 2
Davis, IAzzle t. . . . . . . . . 20
-Dawe, Elias, t ........... 13
Drawn Emma,
1
Deam, 'w. H., and wife, t.. 10
Depuy; Calvin, t. . . .
6
DeTray, Mrs. George, t....

w.
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Devore, L. R., and wife, t.. 3 00
Dickinson, Mrs. Caroline, t 21 36
Dick, Valentine, t. . . . . . . . 3 35
Dobie, F. T., t.... . . . . . .

5 00

Donaldson, Carl, t.... . . . 3 00
Donaldson, Bertha, t. . . . 5 00
Doo,le~', .i\Irs. Ernest, t. . . 10 50
Doty, Kate; t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Durfee, l\Irs. llL J., t ...... 100 00
Duroy, Sr. C., t.......... 2 50
Eason, Zeno L., t. . . • . • . . 6 78
Eastwood, G. W., t ...•... 45 00
Erwards, 'Villiam, t ....
10 00
Edwards, Charles, t...... 2 50
Edwards, Martha, o ... , . . 3 20
Emm.,tt, Jos., and wife, t.. 4 00
E. Brother . . . . . . . . . , , ,
50
Etzenhouser, Rudolph, t .. 100 00
Etzenhouser Bros., t ...... 75 53
Etzenhouser, Mrs. l'.f. A., t.. 2 30
Etzenhouser, Virgil, t. . . .. 8 00
Ely, John, and wife, t .... 12 00
Eirson, C. IL, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Emmons, ~frs. A. M., t.. . . 3 00
Faler, Sarah, t. . . . . . . . . . 14 40
Fann, Elizabeth :B'., t. . . . . 7 40
Farr, lllrs. Nellie, t. . . . . . . 21 20
Farrer, Emily B., t ....... 10 92
Frankenberg, Fred, t. . . . . 4 50
Faussett, ,Alfred A., t. . . . . 4 20
Fender, Annie, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Fender, America, t ........ 312 00
Fender, Fred, t ...••••... 35 00
Fieeharty, Clara, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Fletcher, George W., t. . . . 9 50
Ferguson, :Martha, t. . . . . .
60
Ferguson, Thomas, .t ..... 100 00
Ferris, Joseph A., t. . . . . . 12 00
Frick, George, t. . . . • . . . . 27 99
Frick, Bertha, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 19
Frick, Rolland, t. . . . . . . . 1 85
Flickenger, Ellen, t .... ·. . . 2 00
Friend, A, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Fowler, Louis A., t •...... 25 00
Flower, Anna, t......... 2 25
Flower, Anna,·o ......• -. . . 2 00
Garrett, W. H., t. ....... 14 30
Gray, llfarjora, t. . . . . . . . . 18 00
Graham, l\Iina t. . . . . . . . 1 00
Gearhart, Eliza, t. ...... , 4 05
Gerber, Ralph, t. . . • . . . . . . 50 °'00
Gerber, Theo., t. . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Gerber, Theo., o. . . . . . . . 32 00
U-erbcr, Fred, t. . . . .. . . . . . 80 00
Gerbe1·, Clara, t. ..... , . . . n 00
Green, Fred, t. . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Gillen, J. A., t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Gilmore, Brother, t....... 5 00
Good, Andy H., t ......... 24 00
Good, Andy H., o. . . . . . . . 2 25
Goodwin, John C., t ...... 51 25
Goold, H. W., t .........• 15 00
Gowen, Samuel B., t .... 14 00
1• •

Guinand, i\faud, o. . . . . . . .

Guin and, lliaud, t. . . . . . . . . 1
Gunsolley, Mabel, t. . . . . . 7
Gurwell, Abraham L., e... 6
Guinand, C. E., t. . . . . . . . 30
Gurwell, Chas. A., t ..... , 15
Gunsolley, J. Frank, t. ... 13
Hattey, Mrs. T. C., t ..... 10
Hattey, Harry W., t ...... 37
Hands, Wm. 0., t ........ 23
Haines, Jos., and wife, t.. 12
Hall, Martha, o ... , . . . . . .
Hansen, Oliver, t ........ 58
Hanson, Jacob, .t ........ 25
Handy, A. B., t,.........
Handy, A. B., o. . . . . . . . . . 1
Haines, Carl R., t........ 7
Harrington, J. A., t ...... 22
Hart, H. B., t ........... 10
Harring, Gilbert, t. • . . . . . 4
Harring, Blanch, t. . . . . . . 1!l
Harring, Minnie, t. . . . • . . 2
Hansen{ Mrs. H. l\L, t. .. , . 5
Hartne i, Carlotta, ,t ..• ; . . 13
Hartnell, .Carlotta, o. , . . . . 8
Hartnell, Carlotta, c. . . . . . 11
Hartley, Daniel, t ........ 10
Harvey, Hattie, t .... , , . .
Ha1'tneU, William, t... . . . 1
Hartnell, Mrs. Wm., t.,.. 1
Harvey, William, t .... ,,. 12
Harrington, Edward L., t •• 10
Hawkins, .George, o. • . . . .
Hawkins, Alma, t ........ 15
Harvey, Bertha, t. . . . . . . . 30
Harvey, Fred C., t ....... 30
Hawkins, Mahle, t .• , ... ,. 30
Hawkins, John, t ........ 10
Hawkins, Herman, t .....• 25
_Hawk!ns, Mrs. Kate, t ...• 10
Hell'ion, Fred and wife, ,t,. 5
Hensen, El. L., t.. . . . . . . . . 5
Hepworth, G. ·F., t ..••••• 29
Hepworth, D., and L., t. . . 20
Headley, F. F., t......... 5
Hepworth, George, t •....• 24
Hendrickson, James, t .... 60
Hilliard, G. H., counselor 350
Highman, Jas. and Mary, t 28
Hiles, George M,, t. . . . . . 4
Hitchcock, G; W., t, •.•..• 20
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t.......

Holden Ladles' Aid Soc. o 15
HoffmanbJay, .t .......... 75
Hough, anlcl, t. . . . . . . . 62
Hulmes, Mary El., t. . . . . . . 14
Hughes, Violetta, t. . . . . . . 1
Hughes, Violetta, o. . . . . • 1
Huckle, Elizabeth,
2
Huckle, Elizabeth, o. . . . . . 6
Hulse, Stella,
5
Hughes, Violet G.,
9
Hutton, A. J., t.......... 5
Hulmes, George H., t .•... 40
Hutchinson, William, t .... 43
Holden Christmas offering 26
Inman, George, t. . . . . . . . . 8
Isaacs, Mary, t ........... 700
Isaacs, Mary, c .......•.. 500
James, Frank, t .......... 20
James, Mrs. M. ru., t. . . . . . 9
Johnson, J. T., o... . . . . . . 1
Johnson, John, t. . . . . . . . . 1
Johnson, l\Irs. Bettie, t. . . 1
Kelley, T. C., and wife, t 84
Keplinger, J. L., t........ 2
Kenworthy, .A.lbanus t .... 19
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .. 2,100

10
Resch, B. Frank, _t •• ,; ••• ! 1 00
Ward, Mrs. Kate,
1 00 -·Ravelll, Dora, a.... . • .
3 50
00 Resch, Henry, t........... 2 00
Waygood, Marie, o. . • . • . .. 5· 00. Riddle, Harve, a •..•... :: 3 oo
60
Ringer, Harry, t •..•...•.. 10 69
Wax, Luticia, t ........... 10 00
Rogers, E. L., a .......... 10 oo
80
Hlchards, Meda, t ......... 20 00
Weeks, Bert, o ...•.•. ;... 1 00
Roshong, Mrs. Selena, a. . . 11 20
50
Rlddols, A. G. B., t .••••.. , 6 10
Weedmark, Heman, t .....• 23 00
Rogers, Philip, a......... 2 75
00 - Roell, Mrs. Margaret, t. . . . 4 00
Weir, Sadie, t. • . . . . • • • . • . 1 60
Rossel J. A., a ............ 28 oo
00
Robertson, Margaret, t. . . . 15 50
Weston, J. F., and wife, t 13 50
Row en, Ellen, a . ." ..•... 10 oo
00
Robertson, l\Irs. J., t...... 1 00
Weller, C. and Sallie, t. . . . 2 25
Rudd, Mrs. H. A., a ...... 35 06
00 Roell, C. F. A., o ..... .-.-. . .
50
Williams, M. T., and wife,. t 10 00
RushtoE,
W. T., a........ 7 oo
30
Robinson, Mrs. J. A., sr., t.. 4 00
Williams, Pearl, t. . . . . . . . . 7 50.
Rush, w. R., a .......... 19 60
00
Roberts, Ada, o .•.•.•... ; . 7 00
Wlltfong, James D., t....
90
Scarclifl', Elizabeth, a. . • . 91 50
00
Rogers, Samuel, t .•. , .• ; .. 46 00
Williams, Drue, t .......• 10 00
Smith, w. R., a., ..•.... : 20 oo
00
Roberts, Samuel, and wife,t 15 00
White, Mark S., t ........ 58 17
Smith, Mary K., a........ 6 00
05
Iloberts, Horace, and wife, t 20 50
White, Ammon, t. . . . . . . 25 05
Simpson, Emma; a. . . . . . . 59 60
30
Rosson, Wm., t •.... , .• , . . 5 70
White, Valentine, t. . . . . . 15 00
Smith,
l\Irs.- Edith; a. . . . . . 6 oo
00
Roberts, J. W., t ......-. . . . 2 00
Wiggins, Jos. and J:ennie, t ·25 00- Spurlock, Chas. J., a .•.... 100 25
00
Robinson~ Mrs. H. ·H., t;.
1 50
Whiteaker, Mrs. Alina, t. .
60
A
sister
(S), a ........... 11 36
00
Roberts, Jess A., and wife, t 42 79
Wolfe, Lillian,
_5 00
Strong, Julia, a, . . . . . . . . 8 00
60
Robinson, John A., and
Yarrington, Tracy, t. . . . . . 3 00
'l'aylor,
John,
·a. . . . . . . • . . 28 25
30
wife; t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 90
Young, Roscoe, t ........ 18 00
Taylor, Marla E., a ....... 10 00
00
Rudd, J. F., t ...........• 47 40
Zerr, Chas., and wife, t ... 20 00
Trainer, Virgb:;tia, a ...-. . . . 3 00
00
II ush, Willis, t. . . . . . . . . . .
2 00
Broom account . . • . . . . . . 8 75
Thomas, Clarence, a. . . . . .
35
05
Rudolph, Carl, t..........
35
Rent account . . . . . . . . . . 26 00
Vaughn, F. 0., a......... 1 00
00
Sandy, Walter E., t .•.•... 44 50
Osage street property,
Vernon,
James,
a.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
50
00
10
Sandy, Walter, E., c ....... 50 00
(sale lumber)..... . . . . 2 00
Walls, Nancy, a .......... 47 50
00
Savage, J., o ........ , ••• , 7 00
Orchard Home account ... 9 55
Warnock, ~rs. Minnie, a .. 29 25
Keplinger, ~acob, and wife,t 3 00
Savage, l\Irs. J., t......... 5 00
Real estate commission .. 10 50
Warner, Clarence, a. . . . . . 1 20
Keplinger, .Jacob, and wife,c · 1 50
Sandy, Harvey, t ..•.••••• 14 50
Graceland College .... · ... 56 37
Wilson, W. A., a .•....... 29 51
Kerr, Lillian, t ..... : . . . . 1 00
Savage, Walter, t. . . • . . . . . 3 00
Etzenhouser property acct. 2 51
White,
Sarah, a. . . • . . . • . . 13 25
Kemp, Robt., and wife, t. . 35 00
Savage, Frank, t. • . . . . . . • . 25 60
Children's Home fund •... 2 50
White,
George, a. . . . . . . . . . 30 oo
Keough, llfrs. l\Iary, t .•... 82 60
Shaver, Lois, t........... 7 00
Langley church account '
Wilcox, G. W., a •. ,......
35
King, Sarah A.,
7 30
Shaw, Vern,
25
(Ada Roberts).. . . . . . • 1 00
Bishop's Office Expense.
Kn Isley, Mt•s. illllzabetb, t 16 94
Shaw, Mrs. M. A., t ....... 15•00
Sanitarium fund . . . • • , . 75 82
Kirby, .Joseph, c ......... 27 50
Sandy, Seth, t ........•..• 52 68
Rent
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
.
82
50
Branch Oblations.
Kirby, Joseph, t. ........ 19 50
Stahelle, Anna,
7 50
Typewriter . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 50
0
Kochler, J. A., and wife, t 88 00
Smart, Mrs. Margaret, t .. 12 00
telephone . . . . . . . • . . 28 55
t~ci~~~
J,lfi,:k
""::.:. : : : : :
~~ Bell
Koilcschnig, Max J., t .... 21 00
Stationery . . . . ... . • . . . . 90 57
Stratton, .T. H., t......... 1 00
East Independence . . . . . . .
86
Kuntz, Paul,
3 20
Printing . . . . . • . . . . . .- . 44 50
Stratton, Zatella, t. . . . . . . . 2 00
Englewood . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 69
Larson, Enoch, t. ........ 40 00
Office fixtures . . . . . . . . . . 5 89
First Kansas City . ; . . . . . . 49 27
Largent, Bessie, t. . . . . . . . . 10 00
~~1;,';,~\Y&· Ii~na
~
Salaries (bookkeeper and
Fourth Kansas City . . . . . 16 99
f,anscott, Rufus, o. . . . . . . . 10 00
Selbe, ;.i:'rs. Livy, t ....... .. lo 6·o
stenographer) . • . . . .. .436 50
Grandview . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 86
Larson, Andrew, t. . . . . . . . 7 00
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 37
Selbe, Christopher, t .. , . . • 9 00
Holden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 30
Layton, John W., t ... -. . . . 1 00
Telegrams
,... ...• .....
85
Steel,
Frank,
t.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
20
Independence . . . . . .....355 17
Layton, .John '\\7 ., o . . • . • • 1 00
Drayage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50
Steel, Mary, t...... . . • . 9 40
Lee's Summit .. , . . .. , . . 9 85
Lalluc, Racl!el, t......... 5 00
Water company . . . . . . . . 9 30
Stewart, llfrs. Ida H., t. . 12 50
~Ialvern Hill . . . . . . . . . .
8 10
La,v-ton, .T. h, t. . . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Stove .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
Sterrett, W. G., t. . . . . . . . . 20 00
Orchard Home . . . . . . . . 1 00
Lenten, '.rhos., and wife, t 6 60
S. N. Matthews . . . . . . . . . 9 60
Steel, J. W., t..... . • . . • . . 7 40
Post Oak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 07
Lenten, Wm., t. .......... 15 00
Bullard
and Gray . . . . . . 1 50
Scendlon, Frank, t........ 7 50
Second Kansas City . . . . . . 22 11
Lee. Vemon W., t ........ 20 00
W. T. Goodman . . . . . .. , . 2 50
Sears, John, t . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Warrensburg . . . . . . . . . . 1 63
Lea ton, l\I. M., t. . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Coal oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85
Shiflet, Nancy,
1 00
Total . . . . . ... $15,928 01
Lentell, .John, o.......... 1 00
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 18
Smith, Carrie, t. • . • . • . • 10 00
Lewis, Wm., il.hd wife, t .. 25 00
Expenditures.
Kindling . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Smith, Lyman, t ...... -. •. 30 00
Lloyd, .Tulia, t. .......... 14 10
W. H. Bird (labor) . . . . . . . 1 00
Smith, Francis C., t... . . . 2 00
.\shhaugh, Charles, a ...... 77 50
Lio.rd, E. W., and wife, t. . 44 00
Ice company . • . . . . . . . . . 4 35
Smith, Harry C., t. . . . . . . . 10 00
Ashhaugh, Mrs. Eva, a. . . . 8 60
Lio.rd, Millie, t. . . . . . . . . . . 12 30
J. E. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Smith, Alvin, t ...•.•.... 18 64
Babcock, Daniel, a .......• 60 94
Lloyd, John W., ·t.. . . . . . . 5 00
Box rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 90
Smith, Benj. c., t ........ 100 00
Blaha, l\Irs. Nietta, a. . . . 8 85
Ludwig, Earnest, t. . . . . . . . 11 00
Shimel, Alexanaer t ...... 100 00
Presidency's Ofllce Expense.
Blakesley, llfrs. A. J., a .. 23 25
Luff, Amelia, t ........... 32 00
Smith, l\Irs. Emma, t .• ;... 5 10
Bernard, Peter, a ......•• 10 00
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Luff, .John W., t .......... 40 70
Skinner, Ruth, t .. , . . , , . 5 00
Booker, Henry, a .... , ... , 5 95
Bell
telephone . . . . . . . • . . 5 00
Madden, Silas, and wife, t, !ifi 00
Smith, Tessie, t. . . . . . . . . . 32 00
Burch, Ellen, a. . . . . . . . . . 16 00
Stamps . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 7 00
Macrae, Mrs. W. S., t..... 1 50
Shirk, D. W., .t.......... 2 70
Hush,
Geo.
and
Mary,
a
...
22
10
~lartin, Catherine, t......
a 00 Six, Carrie;.. t . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 Cairns, Wm. P., a ........ 25 .00 ~ii'iit/,?~:i_~{e.:
~lanzey, 'l'hos., t..........
6 75
Smith, R. u., and wife, t .. 10 00
Chapman, l\Irs. May, a. . . . 10 00
Furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
Marvel, Philip N,, t ........ 10 00
Skinner, llfrs. W. 0., t.,,. 1 00
Clemensen, .Tas.· F., a. . . • . 17 80
Bookcase and table . . . . . . 10 00
l\Iatthews, ?i.Irs. I'S. N., t.... 2 00
Sister from l\Iissourl, t ..• 14 00
Cleveland, llfrs. Charlotte,a 15 00
Supplies . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2 20
~latthlson, Williard C ...... 10 00
Smith, Clifford, t. . . . . . . . 28 00
Cook,
~frs, E .•T., a.......
5
00
Stamped envelopes . . . . . . 10 02
lllntthcws, S. N., t. ....... 10 00
Shimel, Phlllp, t. , • . • .. , 100 00
Cook, l\I,s. Ida G., a..... 6 _
Postal cards . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Meggers, Henry, t ........... GO 00
Strickland, Mrs. N. F., t., 5 00
Crowley, Mrs., a...... . . 4 0
Home telephone . . . . . . . . . 28 20
,lessrnger, W. E., t ........ 48 00
Smith, Catherine, t ... , . • . 10 00
Doty, John, and wife, a .. 24 00
Smith, Edgar, f .......... 250 00
lllessickil Hattie, t ......... 125 00
Stoker, Gertrude, t. . . . . . . -2 00
Dungee, G. F., and wife, a.253 61
Bond, M. H., f . . . . . . . . . . 209 50
l\Iilliar , Clarence N., t .•.. 15 00
St..Tohn, Elmer, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Erwin,
J.
D.,
a
...........
32
71
l\Iay,
R., f ............. 330 38
~tiller, 1\Irs. Loduska, t....
2 20
Snodgrass, .J. A., t ........ 16 8:1
Foullrn, Chas. llf., a. . . • . • 44 55
Kalei·, John.... f. . . . . ...... 460 00
~lllls, Henry R., t ........ 100 00
Slocum, Elsie, t. . . . . . . . . 6 20
Gard,
.John,
a..
..
..
.
..
..
9
00
Chatburn,
'J.'. W., f ...•... 216 00
l\Illler, Guy, and wife, t. . 1 00
Slover, Francis M., t ...... 25 20
C:ard, .Tames, a........... 1 00
Closson, A. V., f ......... .420 00
Morris, Eva, t .... , ....... 10 00
Short, EJiis, o. . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Garland, llfrs. Samuel, a.. 9 75
White, I. N., f. . . . . .... , 300 00
~f orris, L. ~I., t ..... , . . . .
ti 00
Rhort, Ellls, c. . . . . ..... 1,000· 00
C:aulter children, a. • . • . . • 3 00
T. C. Kelley, f.... . ..... 410 00
:\Ione,\'make1·, Kate, t...... 1 00
Scott. B. J., and wife, t.. 2 915
Green, Carlie H;, a ...•.•. 10 00
Kemp, Henry, f. . . . . ..... 240 00
Muse, l\Irs. Margaret, t.... 1 00
Rhoup, Samuel, t.. . . . . . . . 6 00
Green, .James, a. . . . , .... 191 33
Smith, I. llI., f ........... 40 00
l\Ioler, Martha, t,.,.,..... 5 00
Shore, Maggie, t. . . . . . . . . 3 00
Gibbons, Kelley, a ........ 13 60
Parsons, A. H., f ......... 300 00
Myers, Andrew .J., t. . . . . . . 5 00
·Stoll, Emma, t. . . . . . . . . . 6 50
Givens, :Mrs. Daniel, a .... 12 25_
Aylor, W. M., f .......... 220 00
lllclntosh, Alexander and
Rtout, Myrtle, t. . . . . . . . .
40
Hancock, George, a .... , . . 10 00
Smith, H. o., f. . . . . ..... 272
wife, t ................. 28 00
Rtout, Sister, t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Harrison, ll!rs. l\Iary J., a 15- 00
Slover F. llI., f. . . . . .... 160 0
lllclntosh, Alexander, jr.,
Spurlock, C. J., t.... . . . . 4 215
Harcourt, Lavenia,
7 40
l\Ioler,'
James, f .......... 27!\ 00
an cl wife, t ... , , ... , .... 10 75
'l'nnkard. Ruth, t ... , . • . .
75
Haynie,
R.
D.,
a
..••.•...
5Z
50
Grimes,
,T. F., f. . . . . . . . . . 90 o0
Mc Withy, !•'reel, t. . . . . . . . .. 3 50
'I'annchlll, Allen, t. ....... 33 40
Herman, Mrs. A. B., a .... lo 00
Garrett, W. H., f ........ 233 36
Mcintosh, Katherine, t. , . . 10 00
Ta)•lor, G. W., t.... . . . . .. 6 00
Holmes,
J.
B.,
a
..........
81
99
Harrington,
G. El., f ...•.. 405 00
McKim, Bmton, t •• ,.... ... 7 00
Taylor, l\!arla, t... . . . . . 2 10
H!lrton, George, and wlfe,a103 57
J,uff, .Joseph, f. • . . . ..... 14Q
l\IcKim, Burton, o. . . . . . . . . 2 00
'l'aylor, )fnry H., -t. . . . . . .. 1 20
Hudson, Ma1·garet, a., .... 10 00
Scott,
B.
J.,
f. . . . . ...... 28n
llfcDonald, llfrs. Milliard, t. 5 00
'I'rego, A. V., t. .......... 25 00
Inman, Mrs. John, a ...... 25 00
Curtis, .T. F., f. , ..•..... 3gg
Needhnm, Albert,, t .... ,.. 5 00
':I1reslcr, .TmL, and wife, t. . 17 00
.Johnson, l'llrs.-Bettle, a .... 25 00
Pitt, F. G., f . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,
Nesbit, Binn, t. . . • . . . . . . . G 50
'I'lller.v, William, t..... . . . 1 00
.Johnson, Mrs. IL C., a. . . . 21 00
Knisley, Mrs. E., f. · · · · · - 8 0
N~wland, Z. f,., t. ...... , .
50
'l'hompson, G. F., and wlfe,t Ia 00
Kay, Mrs. Nannie, a ..•... 39 20
Smith, W. R., f ..•....... 40 0 0
Netter, Geo., t. . • . . . . . . . . 22 00
'rhompson, Bernard, t. . . . . 5 02
Kelley, F,. h, Bishop ...... 277 50 . May, J. Charles, f ........ 1 76 o
Newton, '!'hos., t. . . . . . . . . . 20 00
'l'hompson. A . .T., t. ....... 44 2ii
Kennedy,
1ilrs.
Emma
S.,
a
12
13
White
Ammon, f .....•... 2 5 0
Nichols,- Sarah S., t., ..... 18 40
'l'homns, .John, t. . . . . . , , .135 00 · Kern, l\Irs. Nora, a ....... 20 00
Osage' streGt property ..... 13'1 59
Norman, Y. J., t .... , . . . . . 2 00
Thompson, Henry Il., t .... 20 00
Lacllos' Aid So., Indep. . . . 14 45
'l'hircl Kansas City . . . . . .108 7Q
Nunn, Joshua C.,and wife, t 62 00
Thompson, Laban, t...... 2 00
Lamb, Sr. N. R., a........ 1 00
South River boulevard . . . 2 ~~
Oleson, Samuel, t ........ 15 00
'l'homason, Frank 0., t... 12 50
Lane, G. H., n........... 5 00
Orchard Home . . . . . • . . . . !J
'J'ucker, Daniel. t. . . . . . . . 20 00
2
Graceland College fund · · ·
~~
Tucker, Edward;' t ...•.••. 20 00
Ma:v, R., e ......... • .... 3
Peacock, Hannah, t. ...... 100 00
Tucker, William, t...... 5 00
00
llfash, .T. S., a............ 9 27
C:ai·rett, W. H., e ...•. · · ·
4
Peek, Frank and Llllie, t. , 50 11
Tnrnour, .Jules,
110 00
5
l\Iarks,
Mrs.
Eula,
a.
.
.
.
.
.
8
00
Scott. B. J., e ......... · ..
Petre, Elmer E., ·t. . . . . . . • 45 75
Tuckerh ,John, t; ......... 100 00
182 41
McCarthy,
Louis
D.,
a
....
15
45
Peterson, Peter, t .......... 50 00
IIarr!ngton,
G.
El.,
e.
Thrutc ly, l\Ilnnlc, t...... fi 00
20
Merrlll,
A.
M.,
a
.........
251
54
Parsons,
J\,
H.,
e
........
·..,
r:::
Peterson, Bert, t. . . . . . . . . . 50" 00
Uncafer, Mrs . .Tulia, o. . . . 5 00
McGee. Elin, a, .......... · 9 25
Smith-Whiting, e... . • ... 1~
Price, ,John D., t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00 ,Vickery, .r. .T._. t .•.....•.. 10 70
Mitchell, Rebccea, a. . . . . . 43 75
Scarcliff, Ii,. C.,. e .... · · · · s2
Price, John D., o. • . . . • • • • 3 00
Vickery, .T ..J., o .......... 10 00
40
Morrow, 11I1·s. Clara, a. . . • 25 75
Pooler, Emma llfay, t.,.... 4 50
Victory, William, t....... 1 20
Niles, Mrs. Lll!le, a .... , . . 12 50
ii ~1~~·111: ii::~::::::::::: 88 oo
Pooler, Wm., t ............ 18 50
Vincent, l\.!rs. Anna, t. . . . 1 2!'i
Oldham,
Mrs.,
a
...
-.
.
.
.
.
.
4
00
May,
.J.
Cha1•les,
e.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
~~
Pooler, Chas., t. • . . . • • • • . 5 00
Warnl<:V, F. C., t. . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Petre, Mrs. J. F., a. . . . . . . 25 00
i\Iay, .J. Charles, e ...... · · ~ R
Rndle)', Susie, t .•.•• , . . . • 20 -00
Waddell, M1·s. S. 0., t..... 1 00
Phillps, Mrs. S., a ........ 13 35
Arber, .Joseph, e., ..... · · · i 00
Ravelll, Wesley, •t.; ....... 20 00
Walden, Theo., t.... . . . . . 1 50
16
Price, Maud, a. . . • . . . . . . 10 00
Hilliard, G. H._, e ....• · · ·
Heed, Same, T ......... , .. 15 00
1 16
Phillps,
Frank,
a.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
5
00
1
;~~~ ~~fh!i.:"t. ~~~ ~I~~·: 7
Resch, Orestas; t ... -.. .-. , . 35· 00
Poor, Christmas donation to 44 60
~::'~li'erf~sj~ h.~·
8 00
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11
Bozarth, .r. E., e · · · · · · · · 10
Kemp, Ul'n r.r, e ... • • • · · · · 70
Pitt, F. Cl-., c ... ·
98
SarafJ'e H. \\r., e. • · · · · · · · 8
Sav~e: II. \V., e. • · · · • • ·
Interest account
Sanitarium account . . · · · 11
General Stake Expense.
:;uga 1• Creek mission . . . . . 26
Post Oak llranch . . . . . . . .
\\'. II. Garrett . . . . . . . . . . 1
Grand\·iew Branch . . . . . •
UublH~l' stencil . . . . • ••. ~ • 1
'l'elcphone tolls . . . . . • . • .
Bates City _church
5
llallwn 11111 . • • • • • • • • •
It. llay ..... · ·.· ... · · •
Fourth Kansas C1ty Branch
\Y. Jl. !'ease . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Bnsi1:o'l1 l'uiJlishing Co., adv. 30
w. 8. ll rown expenses . . . . 56
Third Kansas City Branch,
st,_.reo. entertainment . . . 1
Jack Totty . . . . . . . . . . . .
1". C. \Yarnky . . . . . . . . . . 5
Bates City ch. insurance.. . 18
Bates City ch., real estate 25
Telegrams and postage . . . 4
'l'eam exvcnse . . . . . . . . . • 37
Christmas offering . • , • . • 9
Stake reunion (1908).,, .. 28
Brick plant . . . . . . . . . • . 1
Total . . . . . ..• $12,353
Due chmch (Monnd
Gru1·e Cem. acct) .. $1,582
Due church (acconnts
and bills receivable)$ 505
Due chmch (cash) .. $ 1,487

Nodaway District,
R. K. Ross agent.
Receipts.
Bala1H.'(' clue church De-

cember :;1, 1908 . , ... , $197
Black, 1-:lizaheth ........ , 4
Bond, W. S. . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Clester, \\'. IL ........... 125
li'annon, E. 8. . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Ford, J. T .............. 100
lllll, IL F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2
Hawle)·, .\Ima .... , . , .... 50
Ivie, '!'. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
h"ie, Tena . . . . . . . . . . , • . . 1
Jacobson, A , .. , • , , , • , • , 15
J0nsen, .\. .............. 150
Kalstrup, Christian . . . . . . 25
Lorens1·n, It . . ... , , . , , , . , 30
)lcConl, .\. E., and wife ... 10
l!adISon, llaren . . . . . . . . . 25
~elson, Bertlla .... , . , . . .
2
~Plson, C. C., ........... 70
·:elson, ~r. J. R. . . . . . . . . 1
~elson,

)larie . . . . . . . . . .

~elson, llary ........ , . ,

2

Foster, Jane Ann, t ..... .
80
G-raupner, Eva M., o .....-.
00
Holvey, Ruth, t . . . . . . . . . .
00
90 - Holvey, Ruth, o . . . . . . . . .
Hicklin, W. T., and .
25
\Vife, t.... . , , , . . , , . ,
50
Hill, Corinne, o. . . . . .... .
50
hill, Alice, o ...· . . . .... .
H_ill, -Marie, o... . .... ·-·.
50
·Jon~~· Richard R., and
07
10. J o:~s~'Ja~iaret,~
Joyce, Mayme, t ... : .• , .. .
20
00
Jones, Sr. E: J., t ...... .
30
Julius, Jacob, and wife, t.
Keown, Chas.} and wife- t.
~O
Wiliam, and wif~ o.
•2 K.elso,
Lill;:, John •. and -wife, t ...
5,,
24
Lewis, Lewis, and wife, t ..
00
Lewis, Lewis and wife, o •.
27
Miller, Elizabeth, t .... , ..
34
Miller, Freddie, t. , •.....
!loss, Harriet, o. . . . . .. -.
50 _Mussell, F. T., and wife, t
65
Rj!lss~ll, E'rankie, t ...... .
00
M:~~nall, ~~ma, o ......•
86
1
00
Macrae, 1W~ ~:,
25
Miller, 0. It., t. ........ .
50
Palfrey, Frederick, t ..... .
96
Palfrey, Louise, t ....... .
16
Perry, Thos., t ••. , , •.•.••
50
Pilkinton, ~IarY. Ann t
-Uichards, Wm: B. and .. .
19
wife,' t.... .. .'........
Rogers, Catherine,
01
Richards, Wm. M and
wife, t ....... .''
·
75
Reesman, fl..,lorence t .....
06
Surridge, Ivor, and wife t
Surridge, JIInggle, t. ... .' ..
~urrldge, Maggie, o .••.••
~urridge, i\Iariah, t. . . ...

t :-: ::::::
t.......

1

u?~> <•• r~orge, f. . . . . . . . . . • 90 00
D.iL f,porge, 1008, f .•...• 30 00
Harpe, ~· E., f. · · ........ 290 00

OO
00
00
00
50

Northeastern District.
Wm. B. Hichards, agent.
Hecelpts.
Byers

Paul

t

Brodi~ •. lane t. · · · · · · · .$ 27

ll~rnett, .r. \v.,' t:::: ·::::

oo

88

"A
mn~er, A. H., and wife t 20 00
Cht~cl,11 ;1Ul~. ~\· Cand Wife, t, 5 00
Cochran
Coc:lnan:

'n ·
u6:~,

t

o. · • • • • • •

: : : • • • •

• •

0
~hapman, Willie
M .... ' .

50
5 00

1 55
Chope Hose '1' t
ne, o. .
25
Chope: !•'rank;' t::::::::: ~
gg~~~la~et', l•'.A.,nnd wlfe,t 4 50
wi~c a oer, Ii\ A., and
f!avis,' J•;iien · 't · · · · · · · · 2 00
bdmtmds Mil ·0• · · • • • • • • 3 50
Ednn l ' " es, • • • • • • • 11 00
Ed mes, Chas., nnd wife 1o 2 oo
Ed~~~g~, <j51ns ., and .wlfc,t 3 oo
\Yifc t'
an 1cl, and
Fre:v G . i.V .. , . a' . . . . . . • o!20 5205
li'rel.' G · W ., an wife, t.!
li'ass~acht, J ~ 1:id ~~~e, o. ! . ·1 00
Wife, t .... ' : " •' • .. ' 25 00

gg

01

30 00

-5 00
1 00
5 00
5 00
1 00
6 00
75
23 00
2 10
3 00
4' 40
60
75
5 00
2 50
55
30 10
25 80
1 00
2 00
10 00
2 60

5
15
10
14
3
3
10
5
2
5
2

s~~~~~r'of!~l~~~'. ~: . : : : : : :
Stanford, Alice E., o ....•
60
Salyer,
Jas. W., ·and wife t
40
'l'homas, Maryl and Emily o
00
'l ucker, Danie E., and '
00
wife, t. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 30
00 ·
'l'homas, ·Ed. E., and wife t 10
00
Vaughn, w. T., and wife t 96
00
Williams, John 'l'. and'
00
wife, t ... : . . : . . . . . . . 2
00
Williams, Hattie, t. . . . . . . 11
00
~evier Branch oblation. . . 40
00
oo Northeast Missouri District
_oblation . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
00
00
Total . . . . ...... $695
00
Expenditures.
00
Balance due agent De00
cember 31, 1908 .. , ... $ 19
00
Macrae, W. S., f. ... , .... :548
00
~Illler, 0. R., e....... .. .
5
00
Tanner,
James, a. . . . . . . . . 72
00
Agent's expenses . . . . . • . • 2
00
00
Total .. .. .. .. .~647
00
Due chnrch ...... ~ 48
00

.\ndt-1·~011, Peter, f ....• ,. $480 00

B!aek, hlizabeth, a........ 5
\\ells., Gomer It., f ....... 126
~\gents expenses ... , • , • . • . 2
Total · · · · · . . . . $1,023
Due church ..... $ 86

20 00
15
15
·15

t: ::.:::: 13
71
10 00

5
oss, l. )!. . . . . . • • • • • • • • 25
H. K., and wife ..... 100
I?_rrance, Caroline. . .
35
\\mslow .J E
5
Ir oodhe,;d ·win· · ' ' ' · ' ' ' ' 2 oo
\Yholfor<i,' Sarah·:::::::: 2 50
Total . . . . . • . . • $1,109 50
Expenditures.

~\oss,

10 00
5 00
25
1 25

50
00
00
50
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
87
00
00
00
08
71

43
00
00

oo

85
28
43

Southern District.

A. ~I. Baker, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church De·
cember 31, 1908 ...... $ 35 00
Atkinson, Hebccca . . . . . . .
25
Atkinson, J. C ......•. , • , 2 00
Bateman, Melissa . . . . . . . . 3 00
Brooner, l\Iartha . . . . ; . . 10 00
Brooner, Hlbbie . . • . . , • . . 1 00
Bradley, Sr. R. M......... 6 50
Boardman, M. M . . . , , •. , 10 00
Bootman, C. E. . . , .•... 16 10
Bishop, Luke . . . . . . . • . . 1 40
Davis George A. . .•.. , . 50 00
Duemler, A. W. . . . . . . • . . 1 00
Davis, Cordia . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Iflngland, Jennie . . . . . . . . 5 75
Donaldson, Sr. L. W. • .. · 5 oo
l~rltz, IL J. . . . . • . . . • . . . .
3 00
I~rlsbie, Sr. P. • .... , • . ,
6 00
Freeman, Leona· . . . . . . . . .
50
Gran:, Mary . . . . •. , • • . . 5 00
Graham, John A ......... 253. 00
Grnlr, Lizzie ...... , . . . . . 2 00
Gran:, Lewis . • . . • . ..•.. 100 00
Glasener . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Hues, S. C.........•... ,
50
Huntsman, George A. . , . • 24 75
James, nrother . • . . . . • . • 1 50
Kelley, E. r,"' Bishop - , . . . • 24 00
Hocutt, W-. '-'· .•. , •.... -. • 10 00
IAndermuth, E. E. . . • • . • • 6 50
Luchsinger, Louise IC . , • . · 3 00
Moser, Fred ..•• , ..•••• 17 00
Marshall, Allie •• , • . • • . • l 00
l\!cC09n, Katie . . • . . • . • • • 1 15
,Jordan, Tom, and wife • . . 5 00
Hubble, A, R ...• , • . . . . • . 10 00
l\lcCray, Mary E.. . . . . • . • 5 00
Martin, Albert . . . • . • • . .
50
Poort, K. . . . . . . • . • . . . . • 12 50

~ie~son,

25

Benj. . . . . .

. . . . 63 20

Q~lnie;; .J~· ,v:,':::::::.:: 3~

Qn!ck, C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
iu.mlfy' J. M. . . . . . . . . . . . 2
ries , C. E.. . . . . .
10
~Jmpson, Bei·tha . : .. · · · : : 5
Ihomas, D. W., and wife. 41
'.I1hayer, Earl . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Vandiver, l\Iary . . . . . . . . . 8
Total ........... $827
Expenditures.
~ake~. A. M., r. . . . . .... $371
Baker, A. M., e ........... 94
Baldwin, D. R., e .... , , . 12
s~~~~~~im~vilofs·D~Arc · · · · 28
Mo., a... . ...... .'.... 2
Baldwin, D. IL, f. ....... 10
Cook, May Beckley, a. . . . . 9
Campbell, Mattie, a ....... 20
Fletcher, A. J., a. . . . . . . . . 4
Irwin, Sr. Emily, a ...... 15
Plumb, P. T., f. ......... 249
Total ........... $815
Due church ..... $ 11

n
oo
oo

00
00
55
00
50
25

Tanner, J. A., f ....... , •. 444 00
Total . . . . . . • . $3,652 93
Due church ..... $
83 18

MONTANA.
Montana District.

Thomas Reese, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ..... , $100 10
24
Beck, Josie, t..... . . . . . 10 00
51
Dungan, I. M., and wife t 15 00
50
Eukes, Eliza,
10 oo·
00
Es~ar, Eliza, t. . . . . . . . . . .
5 00
Eha~on, John E., and
00 ·
wife, t....... .. .. . .100 oo
00
1Rmmons, M. V., t ....... 10 00
00
li ull~rton, Grace and
00
F Arthnr t..... . . . . . .
2 oo
25
• oster, Z. D.; t....... . . 10 Off
00
Green, Sr. A. J., t..... . . 24 85
00
Johnson, J essle, t
2 oo
Johnson, Mable t · · · · · · · 1 75
50
Johnson, Hattie Ai:tn · t. · · 33 50
75
Joh~son, John, t .... : .::: 33 25
St. Louis District.
~em~~on, J. F. ,t . . . . . . . . . 15 00
en ms, Arm, t. . . . . . . . . 50 00
Russell Archibald, agent.
Leibold, Robt., and wife t 5 oo
Receipts.
Moore, D. A., t ........'. . fiO oo
Reese, Sr. 0. L., t.... . . . 6 80
Balance due church DeReese, Thomas, and wife, t 51 00
cember 31, 1908 ..•.. $ 19 62
Raymond, Mary II. o..... 5 oo
Archibald It., t..... . ... 15 oo
Raymond Mary, H., t ..... 22 oo
Atkins, JIIrs. Elizabeth, t. . 10 00
Spragg, G.. A., and wife, t 10 00
Barker, C. W., and wife, t 20 00
Sund, Carne, t. . . . . ..... 10 oo
Barraclough, E. L., t. . . . . 23 50
Smelser, Mattie, t .... : . . 2 00
Barraclough, Geo. F., t ... 100 00
Schuyler, Hosn, t. . . . . . . 1 00
Beaird, John, t. . . . . . . . . 60 00
Staffanson, Beulah V., t... 2 00
Beaird, John, c. . . . . . . . . 60 00
Staffanson,Jacob, and wife,t105 00
Be~be, Geo. W. and Jane,
Stalrnnson, Dora, o .. , . , . • 8 00
Jl'., t... . ............ 16 00
~~!f~nson, Dora, t..... . .
2 00
Betts, Joseph E., Sen., t .. 40 00
Wh\n ey, Sadie, t........ 8 15
Bourgeret, Maria, t ...... 10 00
i ey, Nell C., t...... 6 60
Bonrgeret, 1Iary, t. . . . . . . . 5 00
Williams, ·Clinton, t ...... 10 oo
Brown, W. S., t ......... 10 00
Wash, Joseph P., t ...... 60 oo
Burgess, H. C., t. . . . . . . . . 24 00
Wycoff, J. P., and wife, t 42 25
Burgess, S. A., t. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Cooke, Ivor, t....... .. .. 10 00
Total . .. .. ..... $832 25
Cooke, Noah N., t . . . . . . . . 30 00
Expenditures.
Crudus, Anna, t..... . . . . 5 00
Baldwin D. R., f ....... $200 00
De Jong, Anna, t..... . . 7 00
~~nditt John H., f. ....... 90 oo
Doss, Ray N., t.... . . . • . . 5 00
lls, . E.te... . . . ..... 25 oo
Elliott, T. J., and wife, t. 20 00
Kelley, E. ., Bishop .... l<l6 00
Fairhurst, Alma, t. . . . . . . 10 00
~ee sH Thomas, e. . . . . . . .
3 10
. A friend, o. . . . .. . . . .. . .
15
Sm 1 t , Hale W., f .•. , •. , 54 00
Geeson, II. C., t. . . . . . . . 33 40
mlth, S. S., ·e. . . . . . . . . . 15 oo
Guthrie, Wm. A., t. . . . . . 46 36
~111ith, F. A., e . . . . . . . . . . 15 -00
.Jacobs, J. E., t......... 5 17
mlth, I. M., f ..•. , .... 144 · 00
Jacqnes, Rachel, t ...... ., 10 00
White, Susan M., a ...•.. 20 00
Joerndt, Lonis, t. ........ 25 00
JQhnson, Marion, o....... 1 00
Total . _.
~7~?. 10
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 205 00
Due church· : : : : : : ~ioo 15
Kemple, Belle, t.......... 3 00
Lloyd, John M., t....... 50 00
NEBRASKA,.
Mantle, ;,;uza J.,
5 00
McDonald, Mary, t....... 5 00 ·
Central District.
Molyneaux, John, o..... 2 00
Oak Hill Branch, oblation 9 06
Levi Gamet, agent.
Owens, Leonard '\\r., t... 1 00
Receipts. ·
Owens, Mary Ai., t ....... 10 00
Radford, I. P., t,...... . . 4 30
Balance ·due church DeReeves, Geo., t. . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
cember 31, 1908 , ... , $ 2 96
Richardson, A. C., t. . . . . . 3 00
Barton, Hester • . . • . . . . . 12 00
Remington, C. J., t ....... 76 45
Bender,
Geo, w .. and wife 10 oo
Remington, Roy, t........
40
~eider, Dwight.... . . . . . .
l oo
Roberts, Henry, and wife, t 25 00
a b, Viola • . . . . . . . . . . . 11 oo
St. Louis Branch, oblation 72 41
Butlerk
N.
S.,
and
wife....
7 oo
St. Louls Mite Society, t. · 4 50
~!aloe , Henry .•. , • . . . .
1 oo
Smith, Louis, t. . . . . . . . . 20 00
1
00
Tnndberg, Esther, t........ 35
B~~l1'lia~'l!a, :Neii1e · : : : : ·. ·..·
Tandberg, Mable, t. . . . . • •
42
Crool<, Bertha . .
Tanner, Mrs. J. A., t ..... 11 _00
Coo~, Joseph, and 'wife::: 1 oo
Thomas, Stella, t. . . . . . . . . 3 00
Davidson, Bertha • . • • . • , 7 00
Trowbrldge, G. S., t. . . . . 38 60
15g;;:neyM
E~eryj (note) •. 100 oo
Underwriter, Lorena, t . .... 3 00
Fred' E el".ma , .• , .... 10 00
Vandel, Geo. :I.I., t. . . . . . . 5 00
,
dwm . . . . . . . . . • 10 00
Volz, Rnth, t..... . .... , 20 00
Gatenby, Fred s., and wife 15 oo
Webber, Mrs. M., t ....... 10 80
Gamet, Lillie •...• , • . . . 2 oo
Whitesides, Mary, t. . . . . . .
. 40
Gamet, Eliza A. • • , , • , . , 22 oo
11
filu~c~ms,
Chas. N. . . , . . . 25 oo
2
u c )ns, Ann . . . . . . . . . . 11 20
Whiting, Mary E., t...... 1 00
Jackson,
Joseph,
and wife. 25 oo
Wlld, James, t ........... 25 00
Knapp, M. L.. .. • .. .. .. . 5 00
Wilson, Jns. F., and wife, t 30 00
Larson, John P, . . . . .. , . 254 00
Wlnkle Terra Cotta Co.,
Lewis, Lorinda •..•. , ... 300 00
rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 12
La Haye, Nelson , . . . . . . . . 3 15
Winkle Terra Cotta Co.,
Moore, Wllllam S. and wife 65 65
real estate sale ...... 2,350 00
Moore, Mariel E. . . , .. , • 5 00
'l'otal . . . . . . . . . $3, 736 11
Manchestei;, Frank J. , . . . 5. 00
Myers,
J . .u., and wife. . . . 25 · CiO
Expenditures.
Moorei.. Nina.... • .. , . • . .
50
Braun, II. V., e ..•..•.•. $ 24 00
Nies/
John,
and wife .... , 20 00
Kelley, E. L., Bishop, for
Nano, John . . . . • • • • , .. , 10 00
real estate sold . . . . . 2,350 00
Palmer, Mrs. Wllllnm w.. . 4 ·oo
Madden, S. J., e .•.•.•..• 40 00
Prettyman, Charles w. . . . 50 00
Madden, S. J., f. . • • • ... 240 00
Schmnk, John F .. , •.•.. 10 00
Paxton, J. W., e . . . . , .... 51 00
Stoner, Mrs. E. A. . ...... 150 00
Paxton, J. W., f. . . . . . . . . 176 00
Schaefer, Mrs. Anna, a. . . 4 7 00
~fc:'A'fc'keer,~l~'i.~he ·11: ·:::
Sparling, Henry, e. . . . . . . • 12 50
Onthonse, Francis H. . . . . • 10 00
Sparling, Henry, f ..•.... 256 00
Vanalstyne, Louise •.. , , . 1 00
St. Louis, City of, taxes. 12 43

t..... . .' ..

t.......
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26
Williamson, Georgia . . . . . 20
Williams, Chas. E.,and wife 2
Total . . . . . . . . $1,251
Expenditures.
Gamet, Eliza A. 1 f. ..... $300
Kelley, E. L., Brnhop .... 300
Peak, W. W., e ........... 25
Prettyman, Mrs. C. W., f .. 225
Smith, Mrs. Lillie, a. . . . . . 5
:McKee, \Vm., Bonesteel
church debt . . . . . . . • • . 25
Smith, ~ll"s. J. W., f. ... 265
Smith, J. W., e ........••• 16
Total . . . . • . ... $1,161
Due church . . . . $ 90

00
00
96
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
96

Northern District.
H. S. Lytle, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ..... $
Ahlstrand, Ed H., and wife
Black, John A., and wife.
Coffeen, C. C., and wife .
Case, E~ogine . . . . . . . . .
Condit, D. i:I. and wife . .
Cobb, Sadie S. . . . . . . . . . .
Cha.J?in, Harvey F., and
\VIfe

•••••

, , , ,

, , , , , ,

SS 36
35 00
1 00
37 50
2 00
10 00
25 00

8 00

Chapin, Elizabeth • . • • . . .
25
Case, J. li,rank . . . . . . ..• 9 00
Case, James, and wife .. . 2 00
lJearcls, ~!rs. C. II. . .... . 74 00
Edwards, Ann ......... . 2 50
F'rancis, Stephen, and wife 3 00
I1"'arley 1 :Mary A. . •..•.•• 5 00

Joshua, and

Fun~llouser,

wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

Gr~~f:li~,..':~n_a_c;: -~~~

Gunsolley, Albert, and wife
Gatrost, Isaac . . . . . . . ..

Huff, James, and wife .. .

Hill, Wm. N., and wife .. .
Hicks, Addie ........... .
Hicks, Margaret ....... .
Hineline, Silvia E. . .... .
llag~n, Sigward C., and
w1fe . • . • . . . .•....
Hipp, Charles . . . . . . . . .
Hansen, J. A., agent ... .
Jensen, Sr. J. P ......... .
Keck, Ellzabeth ......... .
Kilmer, John .......... .
Koupal, ~farie ........ , .
Lea~h, ~Mortimer L., and
wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
L?we, Walter, and wife .
Lmdsey, Lena ........•..
Lytle, Ivan B . . . . . . . . . . .
Lewis, Ira C., and wife .••
:Madsen, Chas., and wife .••
~Iar~oy, Samuel E., and

2 00

15
20
5
25
60
68
3
1

00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00

10
20
50
1
15
10
13

00
00
00
00
00
00
20

50
10
3
2
so

00
00
50
00
00
8 00

Wife • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1
McCaig, Fannie . . . . . . • . • 1
Eliza . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Murteeny, Lloyd . . . . . . ... 5
olcCoy, "lary . . . . . . . . . . . 1
l\Iurie, Geo., and wife. . • . 20
Montgomery, Lovina H .... 36
Peterson, ~.like;, and wife. 15
P~·eston, l\Imnie S . . . . . . . 121
Pierson, Maude . . . . . . . . . 3
Hae, numel . . . . . . . . . . . . s
llumel, Nicholas l\I., and
wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 9
Rannie, Alma E. , . . . . . . . 7
Rowen, Harriet . . . . . .... 1
Scott, Harlan A., and
wife . . . . . . . . . . ..... 65

~Iarsh,

~igH: "~\~~iY,u·,: ·:::::

00
00
50

20

oo

00
07
00
40
50
50
50
55
00
00

· · · · ~g gg

Self, Carl '.L'., and wife· · · · 1
Schafer, Frank IL, and
12
Stoft, Will, and wife
10
Suttles, ?\Iamie, ..... : : : : : 2i>
Smith, Darrel . . . . . . . . . . 5
Smith, Zera . . . . . . . . . . . .
Satterfield, Rachel ...... .43S
Smith, Bessie A. . . . . . . . 5
Withee, Eva .••......... 111
Wallac~ Grace . . . . . . . . . .
o
'Yced, .1ennlc . . . . . . . • . • 10
Youtz, Blanche . : . . . . . . . 2
Total ......... $1,753

,vife

oo

oo

50
00
00
60

oo

50
50

oo

00
00
63

Expenditures.
J}11gerson, A. C., e ....... $ il 00
Bal er, {MM., f .....•... 300 00

o.::::::: i8 gg

.Tgn<g_~:· 8tISU~ er,;.:.
tytle, H. S., f. .......... 403 00
yt e, H. s., e........... ·so oo
Man,nle, Eel, f .••.••••••. 270 oo

S~ttg~: } ~::
:45g
Trusler, :i\Irs. JameS, a, . . 81 00
Total . . . • . . • . • $1,63960
Due church ..... $ 114 03

!: ::::::::

.

3&

Southern District.
C. H. Porter, agent.
Receipts.
Ba1ance due church December 31, 190S . ; .. $133
Allen, Lillie A. . . . . . . • . .. 10
Artderson, A. P. . . . . . . . . . 12
Anderson, Mrs. P. B . • . . . 12
Anderson, I):anna K. . . . . . 5
.Armbruster, \Vm. and
Carrie . . .. . ; . .. .. . .. . 50
Barrett, Jennie . . . . . . . . . 3
Brolliar, Emma . . . . . . . . . 1
Brolliar, Florence . . . . . . . . 2
Brolliar, Samuel . . . . . . . . • 26
Blodgett, ,Caleb ..... : . • • 5
Burgess, Almon, and wife. 10
Burgess, Robert E. . . . . . . 5
Collins, A. Dwight . . . . . . 11
Cox, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Crisman, Morris, and wife S3
Diefendorf, Rena, and
family . . . . . ........ 10
Dibble, Nellie . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Dibble, Jessie . . . . . • . . . . . 5
Dunlavy, Martha . . . . . . . 9
Durkee, Charles T. . . . . . . 5
Durkee, John, and wife . 2
Easterday, Olive
....... 10
Echternacht, Henry ..•...- 30
Ech!ernacht, Frank, and
wife . . . . . ....•.••.•• 21
Ervin, Nancy J. . . . . . . . . . 15
Everett, Geo., and wife . 48
Faunce, Ruby . . . . . ..... 100
Foreman, Wm. A., . . • • • . • 10
Fisk, Mary . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1
JCitten, Annie . . . . . ...,- . . 56
Gouldsmith, Zara . . . . . . . . 3
Graf, David- ............. 25
Graf, Adaline . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Grubb, "'m. E. . . . . . . . . . . 25
Grubb, Stella A. . . . . . . . . 1
Hillman, E. R. . . . . . . . . . • 2
Hillman, E. C. . . . . . . . . . . 7
Hillman, John T . . . . . . . . . 21
Hillman, Mrs. John T. . . . . 2
Hillman, Reuben L. . . • . . .
Hillman, Leroy F.. . . . . . . .
Holcomb, Z. B., and wife. 10
Hurshman, C. F. . ....... 100
Jarrad, Rachel . . . . • . . . . . 20
Johnson, George W ..•.•. 100
Keller, Henrietta •. , . . . . 5
Keller, Julia . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Meyer, Joseph S .......... 37
~Ieredith, Mary . . . . . . . . . .
1
Mock, Ethel P. . . . . . • • . . • 3
Orr, Margaret S. • • . . . . . . . 3
Parr, Amy •..•......••• 100
Porter, Cal'l"ine . . . . . . . . . 11
Porter, Laura A. . . . . . . . . 5
Porter, Chas. H. . . . . . . . . . 57
Su vage, Oscar . . . . . . . . . . . S
Sa \'age, Sarah . . . . . . . . . • 2
Savage, Wilber . . . . . . . . . . 2
Sarratt, Mrs. Amos . . . . . 8
Sarratt. L. M. . . . . . . . . . . 30
Spanswick, Wm. T., and
wife . . . . ....•.••••.• 25
Spear, Frances . . . . . . . . . 2
Spear, Della . . . . . . . . . • . . 3
Strickland, Saran A. . . . . . 10
Sutherland, Mrs. M. • • • . . • 5
Trask, Edith . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
'J'hompsoh, Gustavius . . . • 164
White, Henry . . • . . . • : . . 5
White. Robert . . . . . . . . . • 10
Waldstnith. Mrs. J. W. . . . 5
Woolsey, Emmaline ... ; .. 10
Wycoff, .Tessie . . • • . . • • • . 5
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... 150
Total .......... $1,717
Expenditures.
Enge, N. C .. f ........... $140
Enge, N. C., e........ . . 3
Fisk, Mary, a ............ 50
Moore, Henry N., commission
on sale of church property . . . . . . . ......•.. 15
Porter, C. II., f ..••.••.. 300
Porter, C. H., e. . . . . . . . . 50
Perrin. James, a. . . . . . • . . 52
Self, W. N., f. . • . ...... 100
Sutton, .T. R., e ......... lS
Waldsmltb, J. W., f ....• 180
Agent's expenses •.... , • . 7
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !l
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 388
Total . . . . . .... $1,312
Due church ..•... $404

lia~~J~[1; . vioia

63
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
45
45

oo

00
00
00
00
00
20
00
00
60
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

oo

oo
00
00
4fi
00

00
00
00

oo
00

()3

00
oo
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
8~

00
00
8:3
7S

Wes tern Nehraska and Black
Hills District.
R. S. Mengel, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church DeA ~1~~~r 31, mos ...... $ 87 67
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
G 00

1 85
. : : :..:.-: . : : :
Barkdoll, Ralph . . . . . . . . ~
Bark?oll, Lorence . . . . . . .
soBaskms, Nora . . . . . . . . . 9 00
Craton, Charles A. . ...... 35 00
C'.'mpbell, Mrs. Alice ; . . . • 2 00
Diehl, .Tohn ............ 35 00
Diehl, Katherine . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Dickey, E., and wife .... 50 00
Fulmer, Mrs. Lillie . . . . . 10 00
Goddard, Ira . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Godfry, A. B. and C. M.. 8 50
H!irt, Bert E. . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50
Kipp, Grace E. . . . . . . . . . . 2 60
l\Iengel, Mrs. W. R. . . . . . . . 18 15
Mengel, Pearl . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Pierce, 0. D. . . . . . • . . . • . . 60 00
Pierce, Eliza . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Il.u~ter, Nancy . . . . . . . . . .
2 00
S1v1ts, C. F., and wife . . . 30,.00
Stoddard, W. A., and
su~i~; 1:
ia~i~::: 15 00
Sale, Mrs. C. E. . .. , . . . ~
Wagoner, Geo. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Total . . . . . . . . . . . $426 07
Expenditures.
Ag~nt's expenses ........ $
2 00
Gr~mes, Mrs. ,J. F., f ..... 240 00
Gnmes, J. F., e .......... 10 00
Kelle~', E. L., Bishop ..... 50 00
Kelley, Mrs. J. E., f. . . . . 90 00
Kelley, J. E., e ......... .' 25 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . $417 oo
Due church .....• $ O 07

gg

c". .:r:a

NEW

<\8

YORK

AND PENNSYLVANIA.
New York and Philadelphia
District.

John Zimmermann, bishop.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, mos ..... $907
Philadelphia Branch.
Angus, A. D . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 30
..\ngus, 1\.. D., o ......•... 10
Bortell, Sarah .......... . 2
c;opeland, Gertrude ..... . 10
CaUle, .Tudson .....•.... 3
l!esjardines, P., o .••.••. 77
7
~elle(" Jil· L., Bishop .....
i nge , Susan
. . . . . . . •.. , 3
I~owler, Robert E .•. , , , ..
3
I• reeland, Jennie
25
I<owler, Robert E.: ·
~ounds, Ruth A ...•.•••.
5.
t rcas, Sarah
. . . . . ..... . 3
Fry, 'Vm., E., and wife .. 40
Fry, 'Vm. E., and wife, c. 20
~?· O~T!n K. ......... . 7
y, L1lhe K . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Hopkins, Sarah A. . ..... . 1
Hettrick, Olive ......... . 1
I-Iettrick, W. • •••• , ..•.• 8
lliller, John V. . . . . .... . 21
Harrison, Alma ....... . 50
Harrison, Wm. . ........ . 48
:\Iatthews, ~Iar,y ........ . 10
~J~;~~\~nett . . . . . . . . .... . 2
~Ion tg~m~~y,G. rr"a" ' ' · ' · · ' ' 201
)!ill igan, N. E. . . : : : : : : : 20
Philadelphia Branch
R oblation . . . . ........ 117
oth, Anna . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
l!ittenhouse, Elizabeth . . . . 2
Rhaw, Daniel T., and wife 40
Shaw, ltosabel . . . . . . . . . .
~haw, Evangeline . . . . . . . .
~unshine Band .......... 10
Sunday school . . . . . • . . . . 17
~!"Ith, Walter W. . . . . . . . .
2
~1mmermann, Anna . . . . . 15
Scott, Charles . . . . . . . . • . . 8
~~ott, Charles, c. . . . . . . . 10
Zimmermann, .John ..... 4 000
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ... : O
Brooklyn Branch.
Brooklyn Branch ........ 50
Buttery. Homer . . . . . . . . . 1 O
Bat)•, Geo., and wife .... 10
Craig, Paul •........... 62
Haan, Violet E. . . . . . . . . 2
Lester, Stephen . . . . . . . . S
Lester, Stephen W. . . . . . .
Vis~11" Agnes . . . . . . . . . • o
'n ey, Ralph ......... 10
Potts, Geqrge, and wife ... 100
McGuire, Benj., and wife,.. 20
Squ!res, Elizabeth . . . . . . . 1
;;quires, Eph., and wife . . 10
Tyson, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 1
Whltneli, Ellzabeth . . . . S
White, Rachel . . . . • . . . . 20

C: : : : :

25
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00

00

50
00
00
00
00
00
0000
00
75
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
S6
00
00
00
l!l
2D
00
30
16
00
70
00
00
58
54
00
00
15
50
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00

Scranton Bl·anch.
Bishop, Lot
2
Scranton Branch· ~biati~n · 19
Engle, Annie
- · 2
Hawkins, R j · · · · · · · · · · 14
James David · · · · · · · · · · 5
Jones,' Tallie T
Jones Ann
· · · · · · · · · · 15
Lewis Waite~··········'· 1
Lewis Wm.
· · · · · · · · · · · 62
Lewis: Waite!· ~· · · · ' · · · 2
Morris, Geo., 'and· ·~if~· · ~ 26
:Morris, Geo., and wife '
10
Thomas, John J ...... : : : : 3
Elk Mills Branch.
Atkinson, Wm
2
Carter, Mary :E · · · · · · · · · · 6
Carter, Jonothan · · · · · · · · · 5
Carter, Joseph, jr ·::::::: 5
Carter, Emma
4
Cooling, Samuei · · · · ' · · · ·
Elk Mills Branch· · · · · · · · 3~
Hulmes, Oscar ... : : : : : : : 1
Knopp, Lillian . . • . . . . . . . 7
Lawrence, John ......... 117
krawren'ij, R.uth . . . . . . . . .
~ . . ann,
oldie, . . . . . . . . . . 3
il.J.ann, Emma J .... ;·. . . 5
ofatthews, Dora . . . . . . . . . 12
W,\',~aughlin, C. . . . . . . . . . .
5
ite? Wm., . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total .......... $6,257
Expenclitul·es.
Barnes, a ..... ·• . . . .. .. . 2
~uttery, Ernest, a ........ 25
aeon, H. H., a.: ....... 15
Buschlen, John P., e..... 5
Car\"• Henry, a .... ·"· . . . . 00
Christy, Anna, a. . . . . . . . 4
Diegel, C., a. . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Farnfield, J. C., e. . . . . . . . 25
Greene, U. W., e.... . . . . . 5
Greene, U. W., f .•...... 384
Hull, E. B., e ............. S6
Hull, E. B., f ......... 144
.Toehnk, C. C., e. . . . . . . . . 55
Kelley, E. L., Blsbop .. 2,539
Kelley, W. H., e ....•... 45
Leary, a....... • . . . . . . . 2
Lightcap, Sr., a. . . . . . . . . 3
Lewis, Wm., e .........• 30
Lewis, Wm., f. . . . . . . . . . . 40
Meek, Alfred, a .......... 117
Milligan, N. E., a ....... 26
Morris, Ellen, a .......... 335
Painter, a... .. .. . . .. . . 1
Pluncket, Wm., a ..•.•... 74
Stuart, a.... . . . . . . . • . . 1
Stephan, a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Shaw, Daniel '11., a ....... 40
Sheehy, F. l\I., e. . . . . . . . . 35
Stone, A. E., e .......... 131
Stone, A. E., f. ......... 300
Smith, W. W., f. ......... 438
Rtatlonery .... h· • • • • . • • •
Thompson, Christina, a. . . 61
Young, William, a....... 6
Total . . . . . . . . . $5,0S4
Due church .... $1,172
0

''

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

oo
00
oo
oo

00
00
00
00
00

oo
oo
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88

50

8~
oo

37

20
3l

oo
oo

00
50
10
06

oo

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
17
00
00
00
00
00
80
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
15
00
00
25
00
00
87
19

Wes tern. District.

F.

J.

Updyke, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1008 ...... $ 68 9n

~r:i~~n, rlr1~~~ie,t ~: : : : : : : : :

g 88

Booker, Alma, o. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Booker, Julia, t......... 1 00
Deremer. Sally, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Doty, Walter, t..... . . . . 5 00
Davis, Jed, t ............ 50 00
Doty, 1\Irs. Charles, t. . . . 5 00
Griswold, E. l\I., and wlfe,t 6 00
Loveland, Ed., t. . . . . , . .
50
Lewis, L. H., and wife, t 10 00
Loomis, Lena J., t ........ 10 00
Parmer, Jessie, t. . • • . . . . . 1 00
Stephens, l\L l\f., t. . . . . . . 6 00
Surdam, M. A., t....... S 00
Surdam, T. J., t ......... 13 50
Surdam, ·Rosa, t. • . . . . . 5 00
Rathbun, B'loyd, t. . . . . • . . 5 00
Rathbun, Geo. L., and
wife, t....... • . . . . . . . . 2 00
Updyke, Elroy, t. . . . . . . . 75 00
Updyke, B'. J., and wife, .t 50 00
York, Charles, t •..•.•... ~
Total . . . . . . . .. . $345 05
Expenditures.
Booker, Alma, f ..•.•... ,216 00
Updyke, F. J., e ......... ~
Total . . . . . •.... $22'1 50
Due church . . . . • . $118 •15
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NORTH DAKOTA.
North Dakota District.
Jerome E. Wildermuth, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church De-. ~
cember 31, 1908 ....• $181 08
Bro"111 Elvira . . . . . . . . . . 20~ 00
Brother, A . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 00
3
Baker, Wm. H · · · · · · · · · ·
50
Couev Icrank . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Couey; Emily ... ·,· ..... 25 00
Darling, Joseph. \\ . . . . . . . 30 00
Darling, J ?sepbme
4 00
Davis, Elw~n R. . ... • . • • • 20 00
Davis Lutie B. . . . . . . . • 10 00
Dab!,' Ole . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 00
Frie, Arthur . . . . . . . . . . 18 00
Holmes, Mrs, H. L. . . . . . . 1 00
Heiszler Mrs. Henry . . . . 9 00
Howery,' Charles
10 00
Hower), )!ary E. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Kennicutt. Earnest W ..•.. 240 00
Keck, J. C. • . . . . • • • . . . . 35 00
Keck .TaY • . • . • • • • • . • • • 2 00
Lan;ton ·)!rs. James . . . . 16 50
Langton: Lavina
7 00
Langton

.Tessie . . . . . . • . •

5 00

Langton: '1i~ard . . . . . . . . . 1
Langton, Fern . . . . . . . . . .
Leitch. Thomas ........ 125
Leetun, Lars . . . . . . . . .. 150
Live!)·, \\'. H. . . . . . . . • . • 5
)lotlit, )!rs. George . . . . . . . 1
)!urry. Wm. . . . . . . . . . • . 11
McPhail, Bliza . . . . . . . . . . !"!
Massor. Samuel . . . . . . . . • o
)[cC!ellancl ..T. Chas . . . . . . 10
Nasb Sr. Bboda ......... 100
Palmer, Carrie B. . . . . . . . 2
Rasmussen, Jiichael ...... 100
Rogers, Sr. Ida . . . . . . . . . 10
Stowell, Frank . . . . . . . . . 10
Stowell, Salu ..........• 15
Stowell, G. W........... 25
Shocko"·· :\!rs. Wm. . . . . . 7
Spaulding, Frank G. . . . . 40
Spaulding, Charles J. . . . . 15
Sparling. Wm. . ........ 100
Smith, Charles A. . . . . . . . 65
Sherritt, Lill)' . . . . . . . . . . 16
Sto"·ell, )!rs. Hannah . . . . 20
Stowell, .Tohn A. . . . . . . . . 5
'l'hompson, ·wrn. D ........ 150
Thompson . .John W. . ... 50
Wildermuth, Jerome E ... 17
Wagoner, .James S.. . . . . . . . 15
\\'agoner. .T. M., • . . . . . . • 10
Wager, Calvin J ......... 25
Wager, Ada '! . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Wbeele1·, Clara B. . . . . . . . 7
Weddle, Elmer .......... 25
Wilcox. Alex . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Young. Bache]. .......... 10
Zimmerman, Elizabeth ... 10
'l'otal . . . . . .... $2,588
Expenditures.
Houghton, Leonard, f .... $340
Kelley, E. L., Bishop ... 375
Peak, W. E., f ...•...••• 346
Peak. W. E., e .......... 34
~parling, Wm., f. ........ 198
• parllng, Wm., e ......... 38
Wildermuth, .T. E., e. . . . . . 65
Wildermuth ..J. E., f ...... 202
Whitini:.. \lonzo, f.., ..... 275
Total . . . . . ... :j\1,964
Due church ..... $ 624

00
25

00

00
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
33
00
00
00
00
00
83
50
00
00
33
00

NOV A SCOTIA.
Nova Scotia District.
Lois G..Tohnson, agent.
Itecelpts.
Balance clue church December 31, 1908 ..... $ !)
Dimock, .Tohn W
10
Dimock, .Tohn w' . . • • • . • 3
. Il)·att, )!rs. Joh~·::::::'. 5
l!)·att, Kenneth
20
.Johnson Leander" · ' ' · ' • ' • 15
Johnson'. ~!rs. Lea~~l~~·::: 1
,JJo hnson, ~Irs:. Eclwln . . • •
. o1mson, I. Boyd
. 15
Woori, ~!rs. Bertie .. • .. •. • 5
Wood, Wilfred ... : : : : : : : 10
Total . . . . . . . . . . $ 93

50
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
75

E~pendltures.

n' .

Buschlcn
J wp ., e. . . . . . ..$
l'arrell
K 11 '
·
·• e · · · · . . . .
p e. C)', E. L., Bishop . . . .
ostnge for year ...... • . .
Total . . . . . .•... $

10 00
10 00
73 13
62
93 75

·OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA,
AND WEST VIRGINIA.
Kirtland, Pittsburg, and Ohio
Districts.
J. A. Becker, bishop.
Kirtland District.
Receipts.
Abbot, Jane . . . . • . . . . . $

7 50

~t~~~~0Eui~!:.rlfia a:fo~i:t~e; · i ~~

Ashman,
Atwood,
Atwood,
Atwood,
Badgley,
Baldwin,

Charles . . . . . . . . 5
Frank L. . . . . . . .
F. W ...•..•..• 5
Loyd . . . . . • . . . .
Sr.. . . . . . . . . . 1
John, Sen., and
wil~ ... ···-········382
Baldwin, R., and wife, o ..
BalP.win, W. J., and wife, t 5
Barber, :Mina, t .........• 7
Barstow, George, t ...... .
Beck, Carl, and wife, t ..•. 15
Becker, Mrs. J. A., t .... . l1
Benbow, Carie Viola, t ... . 1
Benbow, Susie, t ..••..•••
Bowers, J. K., t ......... . 1
Brockway, F., and wife, t .. 5
Brockway, F., and wife, o 3
Brockway, Bessie, t ..... .
Buchanan,. Mat!lda, t ....• 7
Burdick, u. Leon, and
wife, t ............... . 15
Burdick, Wm. F., and wife,t 53
Calhoun, Mrs. John, t ... . 2
Carlisle, Belle, t ......... .
Carlisle, John, t ......... . 9
Carlisle, James, and wife, t 7
Clark, Sr. D. c.., t ...... . 1
Cleveland Z. R.-L. S., t .. .
Conneautville, Z. R.-L. S., t
Corey, Leonard, t ....... . 2
Corey, T. A., t. . . . . .... .
Cozadd, E. E., t. ....... . 2
Cozadd, Mary, t ......... . 7
Cramer, Annie, t ........ . 3
Cramer, Bryan, t ........ .
Cramer, Chas., and wife, t. 2
Cramer, Hazel, t ........ , 4
Cramer, Dora, t ......... .
Cramer, J. II., and wife, t 1
Culp, Ha.rry, and wife, t. 10
Darst, T. H., and wife, t. 3
Davidson, La.wrence, t .... . 30
Dlckerhore, Harriet, t .... . 10
Ehellng, Minnie, t ....... . !J
Ellwood, Wm., and wife, o 10
Erter, .John. t .....•..... 15
Fnrnfielrl, Mrs. J. C., t ... 3
2
l~edderson, ~Iiss T. C., t.
Fischel, Agnes, t ........ .
Ii'lack, Ella, t ........... .
Gale, Thomas, and wife, t. 20
Gale, 'l'homas, and wife, o 3
Garwood, U. L.,_ and wife, t 12
George, Alma v., t ...... . 2
George, W. C., nncl wife, t. 3
Gillespie, .T. B., and wife, t 10

ai~ci~~lics~';i~:·:rt. ~: :: : :: ::

00
50
65
25
00

50
25
00
O'O
50
00
11
20
20
00
50
00

50

00

56
00
00
75
00
00
25
86
10
00
05
05
00
00
05
00
50
50
00
00
50
00
00
50
50
00
00
00
50
10
00
00
00
50
!JO

00

11 00
5 00

Gordan, Alexander, ·and
wife, t...... . . . . . . . . . 6
Gordan, :111a_ry, t . . . . . . . . . 1
Graff, 1\larie, t. . . . . . . . . . 6
Greene, l\Illdred, t. . . . . . . . 1
·Hanna, l\Irs. C., t... . . . . . 2
Hardin, Jona, t .......... •10
Harper, i\Iar~., t. . . . . . . . . . 6
Harper, Pea1·I, t .......... 10
Hartz, Charles, t. . . . . . . . .
Hal'tz, Joseph, and wife, t 9
Hai·tz, Perry C., t. . . . . . . . 3
Haynes, F. '!.'., t ........ 45
Headley, III. H. and wife, t 3
Holllnhaugh, Sarah C., t.. 3
!Iollinbaugh, Harry, and
wife, t •.•............ 40
Hollinbaugh, Samuel t .... 1
Holman, L. S., and wife, t 6
Hostettler, Ada, t ....... . 4
Hostettler. Wm., and wlfe,t 2
Hulmes. B. F., and wife, t
.Tones, David .T., and wife, t 9
Jones, David H., and wife, t 11
Jones David H. and wife,o
.Tones, David R,,_ and wife,t 22
.Tones, Eleanor u., t ...... .
•Tones, Hannah, t. . . . . .. . 14
.Tones, Jacob, ancl wife, t .. . 1
Jones, Jacob P., and
wife, t,. '· .........•. 3
.Tones, Jacob P., Sen., t ... 3
•Tones, .Tennie :ilriay, o .. : .. 9
.Jones, John C., o ...•.. , •. 2
.Tones, 1\.Iorgan G., t ..... . 15
.Tones, 1\.forgan J,, t .. , •.•. 10
.Jones, Thomas J., and
·
wife, t ............. . 14
Jones, Mrs. V. l\L, t .•.... 13
, Judd, Jn.mes, t .....•..... 2

25
70
25
00
00
00
50
00
05
00
25
00
03
75
00
70
60
00
00
50
50
00
50
00
80
75
00
00
00
75
75
00
00

50
00
00

27

Keck, C. B., and wife t
Kelsey, Floyd t .... ' .. :::
~elsey, Mrs. Frank, t .... .
e sey, Ira, t ........... .
~e!sey, Mary, t ......... .

Kfr~f[~dWJ\~fr1fCt t~e\illiOil' ·

3 05
50
50
25
10
10

association . . . . . . • • • . . 9
Klar, A. B., t ............ 45
Kling, Martin, ancl wife, t125
Kozman, H. H., t ......... 15
Lew!s, D. W., ancl wife t .. 20
Lewis, John, and wife t 10
Logsdon, Alva, and wife, t. 8
Lucas, Mrs. C. A., t. . . . . . . 5
Mackenzie, Margaret, t .... 20
Manchester, A. R., and
Wife, t. . . . . . . . ... , , . . . 45
i\IcConnaugh, Ella, t. . . . . . 1
McDowell, Delos, and wife,
t .................. 11
McDowell, George and
wife, t ....... .'... . . . . 6
McDowell, Lamont, and
wife, t....... . ..... . 1
McFarland, Nellie, t ..... . 1
:McKenzie, Y. S., and wife t 32
?tI~Niel, J. A., and wife,' t 55
Miller, Eben, t ......... . 1
:Miller, Sr. M., t . . . . . . . . . . 2
Miller, Hobert and wife t 24
:Minkler, I-Iazei, t ....... ' ..
Moore, Elizabeth, t ...... . 2
No1·th, Fannie, t ........ . 6
Nevills, John, t ......... . 1
Oblations, Akron Branch .. 15
Oblations, Baldwin Branch 10
Oblations,CleYeland Branch 31
Oblations, Conneautville
Branch .............. 3
Oblations, joint reunion
association . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Oblations, New Philadelphia
Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Oblations, Sharon· Branch. 10
Oblations, Temple Branch 14
Oblations, Youngstown
Branch . . . . . ........ 15
Ogden, Ella, t. .......... .
Ovenden, Sr. E., t ....... . 9
Overholt, E. ~I., t. ..... . 1
Parsons, Martha, o ...... . 1
Pappe, Ethel, o ......... .
Phare, J ..T., t ........... . 2
Polly, Frances :M., t .... . 3
Powell, L. W., and wife, t. 5
Proper, Auvergn, t ...... . 1
Proper, D. I-I., and wife, t 10
Redler, )!rs., t .......... . 3
Rhodes, Herbert, and wlfe,t 26
Rice, Emma, t .......... . 2
Uichnrclson, Andrew, and
\Vife, O., •• , , , • , , , , , , 1
Richardson, !;'ranees E., o 2
Hichardson, lllrances J., o., 1
Uichardson, Geo., and wife,o 1
Uichar<lson, .John A., o, .. . 3
Hichner, George, t ....... .
Robson, I~vangeline, t. . . . . 51
Robson, George, t ......... 10
Robson, .Tohn, and wife, t 1!J
Hobson, Hobert, t. . . . . . . . 27
Uomig, Anna, t ......... .
Romig, Anna, o ......... . 1
Romig, Charles and wife, t 5
Russell, .Jennie, t. ...... . 2
Russell, :\Ielzine, t ...... . 5
Ityhal, .To!Jn C. and wife, t 5
Ryhal, Lamont, and wife, t 6
Ryhal, 1\Lvrten, and wife, t. 8
Ryhal, l\fyrten, and wife, o
Uyhal, Hansom W., and
wife, t .............. . 30
Schmidt, E. P., and wife, t 18
Schmidt, rn. P., and wife, o 1
Schmidt, George, t ....... .
Semler, Orin, t ......... . 5
Senior, Mary, t ......... .
Sharon Z. H.-L. S., t ..... . 1
Sharon Sun clay school, t. 1
Shepard, .Tnne, Arthur, and
Le,vis, t ............. . 12
Snycler, Godfrey, t. . .... . 2
Steffe, ~Irs. Frank, t ..... . 3
Steward, \V. E., o ....... . 3
Stone, Corn, t . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Stone, Mabel, t. ........ . 2
Stonebrook, Chua, t ..... . 1
Stottler, Silas, and wife, t 4
Strachan, :Mrs. Ann, t ... . 4
'I'homas, I. Z., t ......... . 13
~'homas, 'I'. U., and wife, t . 24
12
Thomas, Ula,
Thomas, Viola, o ......•..
'l.'hompson, Margaret, t .•.• 1
Tibbits, Sr. W. A., t .... .
Titus, Harriet G., t ..... . 8
Titus, I. P., t .......... . 7
Topping, .T. W., ancl wife, t 49
Warner, C. E., t ......... . !)
Warner, Clarence F., and
wife, t ..............• 34
V/arnock i\fiss L., t ..... . 10
Watkins,' Ethel, t ••.•.•...
1

t....... . ..

39
00
00
':l:D

00
00
50
00
00
00
00
23
98

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
50

00
00

47

51

91

07
67
62
29
26
04
50
00
00
00
05
00
60
00

75

00
00
50
00
50
00
25
25
50
50
65
00
00
00
57
15
75
50
00
00
00
70
80
00
00
00
50
00
fJO
55
15

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
75
00
25
25
00
50
25
00
00
00
00
00
50

'Vntkhrn, James, and wife,t

1 00

Webbe, E. A., and wife t 39 50
Webbe, F. c., and wife t 10 oo
;epbi{, Mrs. R. B.,.t ... .'.. 6 00
e c , May, t........... 5 00
Wellhouse, Margaret t
1 00
Williams, J. A., and' wire" t 2 50
Wil~on, E. W., an:d wife, l:. 10 00
Whitcomb, Sadie, t..
4 oo
i'.oung, Chloe P., t .. ::::: 2 50
oung, J. N.,
2 75
Pittsburg District.·
Aldridge, Minnie t
2 50
Alridge, Russel, t .. ::' · · · '
50
Anthony, Abner, t ... ::::: 4 55
Anthony, Bessie, t...
25
Anthony, Frank t
·· ·· ·
1o
Anthony, George t · · · · · · ·
80
Anthony, Grace,'
05
Anthony, Harry, t.. . . . • . . 1 oo
Anthony, Olive· t
25
Ashton, Palmei: t · · · · · · · ·
30
Bahanna, Carrie t · · ' · · · · 1 oo
Barker, Arthur, 'o.::::::: 1 00
Barker, Emma, t......... 1 00
Barnes, Eliza, t. . . . . . . . . . 10 oo
Sarnes, Henry, t. . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Barret, George, t. . . • . . . . 5 oo
Beam, Eunice,
6 00
Benner, Mary A., t....... 1 00
Black, Wm., and wife, t. . 10 00
Bla~k, Agnes, t. . . . . . . . . . 15 GO
Blan·, John H., and Wife t1G5 60
Boob er, J. R., and wife' t 2 00
Brewster, Manilla t ... .'..
02
Brewster, Mary S., t.... . 3 oo
Brewster, William M., t. , ! 75
Burke, Charles,., t. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Cha_mbers, ~lllie E., t... .
50
Cra!g, Anme, t. . . . . . . . . .
50
Craig, James, and wife t 2 00
Collin, John t .....• , .. '.. n 95
Curry, Earl It., t. , . . . . , . 10 00
Curry, EIJenezer, t. . . . . . . 3 oo
Curry, Lemn.el F. P., t .... 13 50
Curry, Nanme, t ..... , , , , . 3 50
Davis, Catherine, t...... . 1 10
Daugherty, Nettle t.. . . • . 1 55
Daw, Elizabeth, Sen., t... 4 50
Dobbs, A. C., t. . . . . . . . . 1 25
Bo~bs, Annie ID., t. . . . . . . .
7 25
o bs, Gomer, t ...• , • . . .
25
Dobbs, Gordon, t. . . . .
50
Dobbs, J. lPrank t
· · '· 2 00
Dobbs, Jasper N.,
1 10
DDobbs, Jennie, t.. . . . . . . .
25
50
obbs, Lillie ,,I., t. . . . . • .
D obbs, Lovina E., t ..... , 15 00
Dobbs, Martha, t. . . • . • . . .
1o
Dobbs, Nannie J., t..
25
gobbs, Nina, t ...... ::::: 2 75
obbs, Rosa, t, . . . . . . . . .
75
Dobbs, William A., t
1 oo
Dobbs, W. H., t ..... ::::: 4 50
BoJtns, '!'hos., an cl wife, t.. 5 oo
Dull' Clyde, t ........ ,..
25
Duffy, Cora, t............
25
Duffy, Earl, t .....•. , . • •
25
Eu y, Eva, t............ 1 00
'beling, F. J., t. . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Ebeling, Joseph E., and
wife, t. ...... ; . . . . . . . 15 00
Ed
!I wnrcls, A. H. D., and
wife, t......... . .... 156 25
Edwards, Joseph, t... . . . . o 00
IDlder, Annie, t ......... ,
50
Forsythe, J. F., and wife t 1 00
Gamba!, Lillie, t.. . .
'
1 25
Annie, t ....... ::::: 1 00
.vens, Creacl, t ....... , .. 1 00
G 1vens, :Martha t ......•.. 2 00
G!nssfordi Edith t
10 00
qrazier, lelen,
10 00
Greenwood, .Tames, t, . . , ,
75
Hadfield, 'l.'homas S. and
H 'fife, t ......... '...... 4 00
Ha,1, G. w.i
10
a I, .sumue , t ........ , . .
30
i~~~~mg, W';'-lter, and wife,t G 00
Is, Ma1y, t.......... 2 10
Nf!derson, Nellie, t,., .... 11 00
c rn, -Encil, t. .. . . . . .. ..
50
H 1icl ks, Irene, t. • . . . . . . • •
40
11
· man Robel't, t ...... , , 2 00
Hilty, Elizabeth, t. . . . . . . 1 oo
iio~ge, Amanda, t..... . . .
50
o man, llfnry, t. . . . • • . . . 1 00
}jolllbaughh .Johnathan, t.
70
Kuse, Itac ael, t. • • . . . • . .
10
ennedy, .John,
2 00
Lamer, Presley, and wife, t 6 00
Lang, John M., jr., t,. , . 22 00
Lang, .John llL, Sen., t. . . . 1 00
:ten hart, .Tohn1 t. • . . . . • . . 2 oo
ewls, Mary,
1 00
Lewis, . Wm., and wife t. 10 00
Liston, Gomer, ancl wife t 7 00
Liston, Mathew W., t .. .'.,. 7 50
Liston, Wm. S., and wife t 7 00
Liston, Wm. S., jr., t .. .'. .
70
I~oclmrcl, Emma, t...... ...
2 00
Loclmrd, Lucy Anna, t...
10
Lockard, W. II., nncl wife, t 8 50

t..........

t:::::::

t..........

1::::::::

g:n,

't.:::: '.:::

t...........

t...... . . .

t,..........
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Lucas, Emmet, and wife, t
Lucns, \Vm., and wife, t ..

h~~.\1~·, nc1~:st~~- ·A.:· t::::
Martin, Chester A., and
wife, t.......... . . . . ..

9 00
6 00
25
57 00

5 00
Martin, John W., t.,., ... 12 00
Maxon, Joseph, t..... . . . . 2 00
McMillen, John. and wife, t 7 00
Moore, James, ·and wife, t 1 00
Nickison, Alberta, t. . . . . .
01
Oblations, Fayette City
Branch
8 40
Oblations, Pittsb,;,:g· °Clty' '
25 72

0J;~1~~~, Si~tibellVhie · · · ·
Branch

49 79

Obb~~~~g· :~~~~'.i~g: :::::.

Oliver, John F., t ........
Oliver, Norman, t. . . . . . . .
Pace, J. G., and wife, t ...
Perrie, Emma A.,
Phillips, Laura B., t......
Phillips, Zella Ruth, t....
Raisbeck, James, and wife,t
Randall, Ella, t..........
Redicar, Arebel, t........
Richards, Wm., and wife, t
Scott, George, and famlly,t
Serlg, Iouis A., aud wife, t
Serlg, Louis, jr., t. . . . . . .

t.......

Shepard, Alice, t. . . . . . . .

Shepard, Arthm•, t. . . . . . . .
Shephard, .John, and wife, t
Shotten, wm., and wife, t
Stinson, Robert. and wife,t
'l'ar,1', 0. J., and wife, t ...
Teagarden, Margaret J., t.
Thomas, Clarence, t. . . . . . .
Thomas, E. H., t .........
Thomas, Lydia, t........
Thomas, 1Iyron E., t. . . .
Thomas, :Myron E., and
wife, t. .............. .
Treadway, Susan, t ...... .
Ullom, L. D., t .......... .
Wayt, Ellen, t .......•....
wai•t, .Joseph, t ......... .
Wensyl, :Mary, t ....... .
\Vilcox, Charles J., t ..... .
'Vilcox, Ida, t .......... .
"-1 inship~-Amos,

t ........ .

1Yinship, George, t ...... .
WinRhlp, .Jesse B., and

w{:;;~~lp,t. i(ate:. t::::::::
Winship, :Mary, t. . . . . . . . .
Winship, Robert, and wlfe,t
Winship, Sam'!, and wife, t
Yocum, Eleam, t..........
Yocum, Isaac El., t.......
Yorurnt Oliver 1 t ........ ,
Ohio District.
Altman, Samuel, t ....... $
Beatty, Iva, t. .......-... .
Beatty, 111. L., t. ....... .
Beeler, Martha, t .....•..
11

~~~~Tng~~. '!:,td.i; i::::::::

12
2
29
8
2

3
1
6
5
46
52

50
35
55
70
85
50
31
00
00
00
00
00
30
10

1 90

2
8
2
20
18
3
17
23

00
00
25
00
82
45
25
17
50
12 00
3 00

5 00

20
1
1
1

2

1

7

1

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00

1 50
25
1 00
9 00
n 00
2 00
2 50
20

4 00

50
50
25
25
9 50

Bennington, l\f. L., and
wife, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
Betz, Catherine, t. ...... . 15 00
Bierly, Allee, t. . . . . .... ,
25
Bowen, Harriet, t . . . . . . . . 6 00
Bowen, Laura, t . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Braddlck, Rachel, t ..... . 2 00
Clark, Curtis W., t. .... . 7 00
Clements, Herbert B., t. .. 5 00
Cook, Jennie, t. . . . . .... . 6 00
Coon, Alice, t. . . . . ..... . 1 00
Coon, Andy, t. . . . . . . ... . 1 215
Cooper, Charles, t ..... , .. 2 00
Conn tryman, Mabel, t ... . 5 00
Countryman, W. H., t .... . 5 00
Crabtree, Elijah, t ....... .
50
Crabtree, Ellen, t . . . . . . . .
95
Crabtree, Ida, t. . . . . ... . 1 00
Crabtree, ,J. F., t. ....... . 1 00
Crabtree, Nancy, t. ...... .
50
Crabtree, Sarah Ann, t ... . 1 50
Culp, Rufus, t. . . . . . . .. . 2 20
Curtis, Mnry, t. . . . . .... . 1 00
Cmtls, Rebecca, t. ...... . 1 00
Davidson. Mary .J., t ..... . 4 00
Davis, Addle, t. . . . . .... . 4 00
Davis, Carrie, t. . . . . . . .. .
75
Douglas, Nola, t. . . . . .. . 1 00
Dnffner, Ar~na, t . . . . . , • , 2 00
Duffy, ,Jimmie, t ......... .
50
Duffy, Tommy, t . . . . . . . .
50
Edwards, Addie, o ...•. , .• 5 00
Eichorn, ~lizabeth, t .... . 21\ 00
Ellis, J. W., t ....... ,, •• 1 50
FJrvin, Arthur, o ..... ,, ..
25
25
Ervin, Lehi, o ......... , . ,.
Ervin, Phoebe, o .......•• 2 75
Everman, Edith, L- ... , ..• » 00
Everman, Geo., and wife, t 4 00
Everman, Nora, t .•.• , .•. 1 00
30
Foster, Charles, t .....•.•
Frederick, Catherine D., t .. 20 00
Fr_ederlck, Catherine D., o. 2 00

French, A; E., t ........ -. . 2 50
French, Mrs. A. E., t. . . . . 2 50
Gabriel, 1Iargarct, t. , , ... , 50 00
Gallagher, Sarah, t......
50

~~~~~r~!~~'ii1Jro:,· i::::

5 gg

Hanna, J\Irs. S. D., t ••... 10 00
Hanna, D. J., t .......... 10 00
Hiser, Nettle, t ...••..•.. 10 00
J efl'ers, Elizabeth, t ....... 15 00
Jenkins, An!ia, t, . . . . . , , 32 00
Kirkendall, A. B., and
wife, t. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 18 00
Kriebel, A. w., t .••.. ,.,, 5 00
Kriebel, Edna, t. • . . . . . . . 5 50
Kriebel, Eliza, t . .,. • . . . • . 5 00
Kriebel, S. B., t., ...• ,,,, 13 00
Landrum, Effie, t. _........ 4 50
Lewis, .Jennie,
-5 00
Lewis, l\Irs. L. C., t ..... , 20 00
Long, Esther and Katie, t. 5 00
Long, Lyman, and wife, t 4 00
Martin, Mamie, t . . . • . , . , 50 00
l\Iathews, J. E., t ..... ,. 12 50
l\Iay, Bertha, t .. _. . . . . . . .
50
May, Frances, t. . . . . . . . . 1 50
Merrick, Andrew J., t. . . . 7 50
llliller, J. E.,
8 00
Miller, l\Iary, t.... . . . . . . 1 00
Miller, Sarah, t. . . . . . . . . .
50
:\IcLaughlin, Effie, t.... . .
70
Neville, Margaret, t. . . . . . . 6 00
Nichols, Kate, t. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Nieman, Frank . . . . . • . . . 1 00
Nieman, Harry, t.- ... ~··· 1 00
Noble, Lulu, t........... 5 00
Obla., Ohio district conf. , 13 70
Obla., Columbus Branch . • 41 15
Obin., Highland Branch . . 1 50
Obla., Ironton Branch. . . . . 9 29
Obla., l\Iiddletown Branch.. 16 60
Pleasant Valley Branch . . 15 32
Pleasant Vales Mills Branch 21 29
Pollock, Rosa, t.... . . . . · 50
Powell, Rebecca, t. . . . . . . • 5 00
Robinett, C. C., t •..•. , . . 2 50
Robinett, Maggie, t. . . . . •
50
Rogers, Joseph L. C., t... 1 00
Rowe, Harry, t.......... 1 25
Rowe, :Mary, t.... . . . . . . 3 25
Rowe, Stephen, t. . . . . . . • 1 00
Schafenberg, Charles, t....
75
Schmidt, Ida, t.... . • . . . . 1 45
Schmidt, Thressa, t. . . . . . . 1 00
Sinnot, A. E., t. . . . .. . .. . . 1 00
Sisler, James, ·t.... . .. , . 14 95
Sherman, Albert, t. . . . , . . 2 00
Skeen, Addle, t. . . . • .... , 25 00
Smith, H. K., t. .. , . . . . . . 5 00
Smith, H. K., o. . . . . . . . . .
50
Smith, J. C., t. . . . . . . . . . 4 00
Stanley, Rosetta, t. . . . . . . . 1 00
Stem, Nathan, and wife, t 5 00
Stone, Lizzie, t .... , .... , 2 00
Tharp, llfary A., t ..... , . . 8 20
Thomas, Callie, t ... , . , . ,
50
Vale, Sr. Lute, t.... • , •. 50 00
Vance, .J. L., t. . . . . . . . . . 1 00
warn, C. H., t.... . . . . . . 5 00
Wheate, Nathan, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Williams, Charles T., t... 2 715
WilUams, Clara, t.... . . .
25
Williams, David, t........ 2 00
Williams, G. E., and wife, t 5 00
1Yilllams, .Jane, t.... . ... 14 00
Wiiliams, Jeannette, t.... 1 00
Williams, .John, t ........ 16 00
Williams, Joseph, t.. . . .. .
10
Wiiliams, Thomas, t. . . . . . 3 50
Wilson, Hannibal, t. . . . . .
50
1
TI ilson, Henry,
50
'\Vilson, :Mary, t.. . . . . . . .
50
Woods, Alice C., t.. . . . . . . 5 00
Woods, I. P., t . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Wren, Edith, t.... . , ...• 55 00
Wren, Elizabeth, t. . . . . . . 5 00
Williams, Mary, t., ...• ,.
25
Total . . . . . •.•. $4,309 58
Expenditures.
Balance due agent December 31, 1008 .. .. .. .. $ 36 51
.Baldwin, R., e . . . . . . . . . . 32 00
Baldwin, R., f.. . ....... 216 00
Becker, .J. A., e .. , ..•.... 110 00
Becker, J. A., f. ......... 325 00
Brown, Samuel, e. . . . . . . • 2 00
Craig, James, f.... . .... 180 00·
Dohhs, Gomer, a. . . . . . , . . 5 00
Ebeling, F ..T., e., . . • , . , . 24 50
Ebeling, F. J., f. . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Farnlleld, J. C., e. . . . . . . 5 00
Farnfield, .J. C., f.,,, .... 211l 00
Fryman, Melvina, a...... 4 50
Greene, U. w., e ..• ,., .. 27. 00
Griffiths, G. T., e ........ 55 00
Griffiths, G. T., f., . . . , .. 384 00
Hanna, Floriy a.... . •.. , 15 00

t...... . . .

t...........

t.... . . . .

i1e'lil~\!'s~u§~·J.,''e~:::::::::

1g
Jeffers, S. J., f ........... 117
Kelley, W. H., e .... · ..... 17
Kelley, W. H., f .....•...• 224
Lake, J. H., f . . . . . . . . . . . . 276

gg50

00
00
00

Long, E. E., e ........... 22
Long, E. E., f. . . . . ...... 360
McConnaughy, J. C., f ...• 272
Miller, C. Ed., f .......... 288
Puppe, Josephine, a...... 5
Russell, R. C., e. . . . . . . . . . 10
Roberts, I. N., e. . . • . . . • . . 10
Smith, G. A., f .......••. 120
Stubbart, J. M., f. : . ..... 280
Thomas, T. U., f . . . . . . . . 192
Tucker, D. E., f .......... 144
;n~~~:
~lrt~iiilil · · · 15
Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Typewriter . . . . . . . . . • . . 30
Stationery and printing . . 11
Office desk . . . . . • . . ~ . . . 27
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 15
Express orders . . . . . . . • .
Express . . . . . . . . . .... , . 1
Total . . . . . ..... $4,150
Due church .... $ 159

:.a¥..

-00

·oo
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
00
25
50
80
52
10
18
40

OKLAHOMA.
Oklahoma District.
Hubert Case, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due·church Decem- .
ber 31, 1908 . . . . . . . . $ 73
Ballinger, E. L., and wife, t 25
Ballinger, E. L., and wife, s 5
Bowers, A. E., t. . . . . . . . . . 1
Bartels, Mary, t.......... 1
Berry, T. N., and wife, t.. 58
Bowyer, Annie, t.... . . • . 1
Ballard, John, and wife t 10
Blakesley, C. H., and wife,t 16
Butler, Amanda, t .•.•.... 10
Bly, Delcie,. t.... . . . . . . . 7
Carter, S. u., and wife, t.. 25
Clesson, G. F., and wife, t 61
Carter, 0. L., and wife, t.. 4
Coiner, Fannie,
5
Craven, C. J., and wife, t 10
Craven, E. S., t ... ,...... 1
Craven, Claude, t. • . . . . . . . 1
Craven, Mabel, t. . . • . . . . . .
Dower, A. A., t., ...•. , . , 4
Dillon, Ed., and wife, t ... 45
Doggett, H. L., t ....... ,. 45
Farmer, w. H., and wife, t 17
Grim, Jennie, t . . . . . . . . . , 1
Goodson, Byrd J., t .•..... 10
Gamet, w. S., and wife, t 37
Gray, C. W., and wife, t .. 45
Hall, Rosa, t. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Hughes, Mattie, t. . . . . • . • 10
Jones, Ida, t. . . . . . • . . . . 5
Klemm, R., and wife, t. . . 5
Lccl:a, C. 0., t ........... 100
Mannerlng, J. F., and wife,t 15
Maloney, Mrs. R. JII., t. . . . 15
Moldrup, !If., and wife, t. . 70
:\IcGeorge, T. L., and wlfe,t 10
McGeorge, T. R., t.......
McCullough, J. E., and
wife, t.... . . . . . . . . . . 8
llicKnight, E. T., and wlfe,t 10
Nowack, Fred, t. . . . . . . . . . 22
Newcomer. W. C.,and wife,t 16
Plain, Christopher, t. . . . . . 75
Piatt, H. V., and wife, t.. 5
Powell, T. P., t... . . . . . . 5
Patton, S. C., and wife, t.. 10
Patton, w. I., and wife, t 15
Patton, S. J., t .•••..• , •. 40
Potts, Mary, t.... . .. .. . 2
Rowland, H. K., and wife, t200
Rowland, Rex,
5
Ross, J.B., and wife! t .... 10
Reser, J. w. and w fe, t.. 5
Rorden, Dan 1el B., t ...... 13
Sorden, Ruth, t. • . . . .... 10
So"den, L. M., and wife, t 100
Sheppard, C. T., t........ 5
Sumter" Bessie, t. . . . . . . . 1
Scott, ,J eptha, t .... , . . . . . 20
Stelle, G. M., nnd wife, t 33
Rtelle, Sarah, t .•..•.. , •• 10
Swain, G. A., nnd wife, t 19
Sweet, G. L., and wife, t.. 50
Spencer, Rosa, t. . . . . ... , 2
Smith, C. L. and wife! t. . 50
Tennery, T. C., and w fe,t 125
Trevey, Mrs. J. E., t...... 5
True, W. M., and wife, t .. 25
'.!'rue, Mabel, t.... . .. .. . 2
'J'aylor, H. C., and wife, t 20
Vredenburg, Mrs. A. M., t 50
Vredenburg, Grace 111., t.. . 75
Vansickle, E ..J., t ..... , . . 2
Vickrey, .T. D., t. . . . . . . • . 8

t........

t.... . . . .

~~~~~~'11. lf..~ni~~·. ~-:::::: 1~

Proceeds snle of Redmoon
church . . . . . . . . , . . . . 45
Total . . . . . .... $1,&75
Expenditures.
Box, Zora, a . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10
Case, Hubert, e ......... , 26

60

00

00
00
00
25
80
00
00
00
50
00
60
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
80
00
00
95
37
00
00
85
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
05
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Otl

00
00
60
00
50
00
00
40
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

gg

00
82
00
00

Chatburn,

T. W., e .... ,-, . 10 oo

Ch~se, -?-.. JII., _e .......... 15 oo
<;a~e, ~ubert, :r. .- ••...... 457 oo
Ch!'se, A. M., f ... , ... , .. 192 00

G:r1mes, J. F., e.......... 5 oo
_Jordan, May, a .......... 10 oo
Maloney, R. ·M., f ..... , .. 440 oo
Page, J. E., e............ 5 oo
Ya_tesf J._,E.s f. .......... 485 00
Yates, J. :E., e. . . . . . . . . . . 8 oo
Agent'~ .expenses , . . . . . . .
7 oo
Total . . . . . .... $1,670 00
Due__church ..... $ 205 82

OKLAHOMA.
Eastern District, formerly
Northeastern Texas, Indian
Territory, and Choctaw Districts.
Ellis Short, bishop.
Receipts.
Ad!'mson, Peter, jr ..... $1,025
Badey, Earl D ........... 20
Bayless, W. A . . . . . . . . . . : 3
Bowers, Benton, and wife. . 5
Brannon, Sarah A........ 5
Brannon, J. P ... , . , , . , . . 2
Chaney, Cornelia . . . . . . . . 3
Chrisman, C. C .......... 10
Erwin, Bettie . . . . . . . . . . 10
Goodman, w.·S.... . . . . . . 5
Hamil, Leemon . . . . . . . .
Jackson, J. J.... . ...... 10
James, 0. L;, and wife .... 225
James, Belle, o. , . . . ...... 35

.James, Pauline, o........

1

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
45
00
00
75
00

oo
00
oo

Kelley, E. L., Bishop ..... : 300 00
Kelley, J. B. • • • . . . . . . . . 2 65
Kelsoe, S. N.... .. ...... 10 00
llfontague, Nellie . . . . . . . . 2 50
Marchbank, Nathaniel . . . . 5 00
McCiaim, J. E.... .. .. .. 2 50
Perkins, Grandpa . . . . • . . . 2 00
Peacock, William w.. . .. 10 00
Peterson, L. • . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Reed, Flora . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Robinson, W. N. . . . . .... 250 00
Stephens, J. C., and wife. . 23 00
Sullivan, D. C.... .. .. . .. 5 00
Watson, John • . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Wooten, A. L.... . .• , , , 10 00
Wilson, Jack . . . . . . . . . . . JO 00
Total . . . • . .... $2,001 So
Expenditures.
Balance due agent December 31, 1908 ..•. , , , .$66:\ 57
Aylor, w. M ...._e ..•...••... 10 00
Baileyi Earl u., e. , , , , • , , 26 50
Busse!, P. B., e .....• , ... 10 00
- Erwin, E. A., f. ......... 360 00
Jackson, J. w., f. ........ 175 00
Simmon~ Jesse, f . . . . . . . . 292 00
Short, rullis, and Earl D.
Bailey, e . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
Total .... ,, •... $1,'58907
Due church .... $ 412 78

OREGON.
Eastern District.
A, J. Moore, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ..• , ... , $ 60
Amend, J. H .... : .. ..... 12
Amend, Mrs. J. H .•.•.... 17
Amend, C. L., and wife.... 8
Amend, Fannie . . • • . • . .
Austin, N. E ............ 25
Becker, Carl, and wife. . . . 10
Bartimus, Sr, . , , , , . . . . .
Carson, Minda . . . . • . . . . . 10
Clark, C. J ... , . . . • . . • . . 10
Calkins, D. A.... . . .. • . . . 5
Condon Mite Societ-y . • • . . 24
Christman, Morris . . . . . . . 8
Dams, Mary . . . . . , , .. , . • 16
Dams, Mollie . . . . . . • . • • 39
Dunlap, Nettle . . . . . . • . . 10
Engle, C. W .•.. , •....•. 1
Edwards, Jane ..•..... , . 5
Giengar, Mary . • . • • •.• · ·
Holmes, Mary . . . . . • . • . . 10
Lasley, A. El. . • . • . . . . •. 22
Moore, Huldah . . . . . • . . .
Merryman, H. E ... , . . . . • • 22
Minor, C. E., and wife .... 200
llfcCulley, Neille I.... . . . 5
Portland Aid Society. . . . . 2
Rice, Mary .J. • . • • .• · . · · 10
Russel, M. H, .. , . . . . . . . . 20
Smith, William, and wife.. ~
Thorpe, Sr. S. A. . . . . . • ...
Thorpe, T. A. . . . . . .. .. ..
'J'horpe, J\Irs. W. F.... • . 1
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25
50
50
00
40
00
00
50
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00
00
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THE SAINTS' HERALD
W F

......• 10 00

~~fici~~,' wi11iO:m; ·and wife 1g 88

Wallace, E. A., and wife.. 3 00
Witherby, W. W · · · · · · ' · - - Total . . . . . ..... $598 11
Expenditures.
Billings, Sr., a. . . . . ..... 110 50
Condit, S. D., f · · · · · · · ' . . ~g
Chatburn, Fra?k, e ....... 96 80
Moore, Lula, f. · · · · · ' · ' · 75 00
Moore, A. J., e. · · ~ · · · · · ·
Walls, )Ir., and wife, a. . . 10 00
Total . . . . . ..... $394 50·
Due church ...... $203 61

og

Portland Distrii:t.
L. Stover, agent.
Receipts.
dpplernan, ;\Iaggie, t. . . . .
Becker, c.,rrol, and wife, t
Barker, \\alter, ~. . . . . . . .
Balding, C>;rrol S., t · ·: · · ·
Chapman, 'Ihos., and W!fe,t
Crawford, Hobt., and w1fe,t
Clark, Clarence J. · · · · · ·
Cook, )!arcus II., t. ·. · · · ·
Calkins, David H., t .... · ·

Calkins \Yilliam R., t.....
Dodge, J essie, o. . . . . . . . .
Dodge, Rachel, o. . . . . . . .
George, Ana, t. . . . . . . . . .
Harver, )Jary H., t. . . . . .
Haney, John P., t......
Haze Agnes, t. . . . . . . . . .
Jone~. Christina F.,
Jones, llarry A., t........
Livingston, Bell, t. . . • . . • .
Livingston, Clark, t. . . • . .
Lofton, )!rs. Lu, t. . . . . . .
1

t.....

~~~~~~·n,A;_~~o~~·g~;' t ~: : : : : : :

6 25
15 00
10 00
1 00
57 2 0
2 00
6 0~
10 . v
2 00
1 00
1 00
50
50
72 ~00

2

v

1 00
1 55
2 40
3 00
3 35

ggg
3 00

Russell, \Y. II., t........ 5
Shippy, Lewis ll., t....... 3
Strickland. Lewis H., t. : • . 1
Walling, B. E., and wife, t 1
\\'ailing, llattie, t. . . . . . . .
Willing !lelpers' Society, t 2
Total . . . . . ...•. $159
Expenditures.
Condit, S. D., f. ......... 138
Total . . . . .. .... $138
Due church . . . . $ 21

00
00
00
-50
50
19
69
00
00
69

Southwestern District,
William Smith, agent.
ncceipts.
Balance due church December 31, mos . . . . . ... $ 19 · 77
Buell, Ophelia . . . . . . . . . . 70 00
Baker, A. A .......•.•.• 17 00
Boyd, Laura ~l. . . . . . . . . . 13 00
Buell, Florence . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Christensen, Lena , . . .. , .130 00
Cro)', S. II. ............. 14 00
Drgcrt, Frank . . . . . . . . • 6 25
a~eek, \\'. A . . . . . . . . , , . , 28 65
imlm, IL L.... . . . . . . . . 5 40
Giii, Susan . . . . . . , . . . . . 22 00
Hansen, Olive, and family 10 00
f I ansen, :-\ylvia B . . . . . . . . 10 oo
11nmes, Xellie . . . . • . . • . . 5 00
~linard, )label . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
~lurraJ-, 8.... . . . . . . .. .
2 00
S.rn!th, William . . . .
59 70
~m~th, .li;nes . . . . . . , , , , 33 20
s~:lg· ~11a. . . . . . . . • • • . . 4 63
S . , Ull!CC ••• , • , , •• , 1 00
D\~i<l E · . . . . . . . • . . 10 00
1
32 00
1
\\;JJliams'. D~T~
;~;;; }
\\II hams, Delmar . . . . . .
15
'fotal . . . . . ..•.. $516 70
Expenditures.
Chatburn, !<' ••r f
'$
Chatburn li' ., · • · · • • • 344 00
CJ
l • · J., e. ·...... 2 00
si:Ptri· '1~1~:sh c., e. . . . . . . 40 00
StamPs and r:i~i-ieeY "o"rd~~· • , 20 00
fees . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1 78
0 tnl . . . . . ..... $407 78
ue church ... , , , $108 92

\i't\·

wfi1{.1;s 'lna . . . . . . . . . .

::: :

gg

fi

SCANDINAVIAN

MISSION •.

Peter Muceus, agent.
Receipts.
Isackson Carl A t
$
.Jonsson,' Gust t"' . ''. •
2
Pedersen M ·' · · • • ' • • • •
.T ohnson,' I-Ia~~~h t • • · · · • • · 5
Kelley, E. L.,
4ofi
~otal ... , ...... $400
ue agent ....... $ 80

msiioi>: : : : :

8300
40

3g
35·
00

Expenditures.
Balance -due agent December 31, 1908 . . . . . . . . $ 23
Anders_on, P. T ., e ..• ·- .• ~ 20
Muceus, Emma,_ f. . . . . .• 317
Muceus, Emma, f (1908) .. 46
Muceus, Peter, e. . . • • . . • 78
Okerlind, Oscar, e. . . • . . . 2
Exchange of money . , . . . . 1
T_otal . . . . . ..... $489

Maro, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OB,
25
75
00
90
56
33
85

Mission Fund.
Peter Muceus, agent.
Receipts.
·
Collections . . . . . ..••... $ -18
Nygaard Aid Society,
Eidsvold . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Total . . . .. . . . .... $ 31
Due agent . . . ... $ 53
J,Tixpenditures. Balance due agent December 31, 1908 . . . . . ... $ 34
Hal] rent . . . . . . . • . . . . . 35
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . , ,- 14
Sending tracts . . . . . . . . .
Total .. .. .. .... $ 85

29

00
50
50
90
84
56 .
50
50
40

¥:~i~~h.t :t:. . . . _:: _: . . ::::::
~~~~~u: .t... · ". ...... : : . : : : :
Turatahi, t. . . . . . . . . ...
Tehei, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Tetuarere, t. . . . . . . . . .. .
Tehuru, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rua, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sisters of Tikahau, o .... .
Tahania, t. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teuraiiaea, t ... .
Rereao, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hoo, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tevaite, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marere, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marere, (money returned)
Taihia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Tara, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Afai, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marama, t . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kanoho, t ... .
Tarau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vetea, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Takotua, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
2
1
4
2
2
1

25
25
00
50
25
25
80
7 00
3 10
3 60
1 80
80
1 00
50
30
40
30
1 30
5 00
5 00
6 75
50
1 10
4.50
4 50
2 25
2 25
1 10
1 10

Vairau, t . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Urapuni . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Titi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tlO
Terai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Sandhedens Banner.
Tane a Pou ............ . 17 00
· Petel' Muceus, agent.
Teaua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 30
Hiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 50
Receipts.
Tehaurai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Balance due church DecemMai
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
ber 31, 1908 . . . . . ... $ 36 21
Tarihauroa . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Subscriptions . . . . . . . . . . . 72 32
'.retauhiti
. . . . . . . . . ... . 2 25
Donations . . . . . . .. .. ... 87 92
Hio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Total . . . . . ..... $196 45
Marama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
2 25
Expenditures.
t~~~~f
2 25
For pr in ting . . . • . ..... $148 65
Papaiterai
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
2 25
Postage, stamps, ·and paper 30 62
fl 75
Total .. . • .. .... $179 27
~!~i~~a.::::.:·::
2 25
Due church ...... $ 17 18
Makino . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90
Rahiri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90
Book of Mormon.
Terai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45
Teopa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 75
Peter Muceus, agent.
Marama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 50
lleceipts.
Teahu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 75
Feiura . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Balance due agent DecemFaatoro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
ber 31, 1908 • . . . . ... $ 14 46
Bebe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Due agent ...... $ 14 46
Mai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
SOCIETY ISLANDS MISSION. Tetuaoho . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
'l'eehu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 25
1Ietuaore, agent.
Sisters of 'rarona, o ..... . 1 90
Receipts.
Sisters
of Takume . . . . . . 1 50
1
\ airan
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00
Sisters of Makatea . . . .. $ 16 75
Oriori . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 00
Sisters of Tarona ..... , . . () 00
Puturua
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Christmas offering, Takaroa
2 25
~!flnnrii :.· _. . . . . . . . . . .
District . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
Ietuauaru ............ . 2 25
Hotu, t.... . . • . . . . . . . . 3 00
'l,eotahi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Christmas offering, 'rupuai 19 80
Tetauhiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Uraheiata, t. . . . . . . . . . .
50
2 25
Christmas ofl'ering, Aratika 4 10
2 25
Christ~ns offering, Kaukura 10 60
Talo
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
90
00
Sisters of 'l'iona . . . . . . . . 3 00
'11 uratahi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4'20
Matahira, t. . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Tiniatua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
Tetupaia, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 25
Patetepa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00
S. S. convention, o ...•.•. 17 30
Hu1'i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
).1aeva tua 1 t. . . . . . . . . .. ;
1 00
Sisters of Tarona . . . . . . 9 80
'l'etuapua, t. . . . . . . . . . . . l 00
Urapuni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 00
:N'auatua, t.. . . . . . . . . . . 6 75
Mataua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00
'l'eiho, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80
Nuihau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 25
'.l'erpromaihiva . . . . . . . . 12 00
Turntahi, (money returned) 2 25
Purina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Taran
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Hotu .. ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
30
Sisters of )Janihi . . . . . .. 12 80
Taruia, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
'l1 ehina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 90
Tanenui, t.... . . . . . . . . . 3 25
Yaiarii . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60
Roo, t.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Naki . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 20
Tiraha, t.. . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
1
50
Teua
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
'.l'upurun . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
Terika . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
r1,aroi, t. . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . 1 00
Manu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Ella, t and o ............ 14 60
Naki . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 3 00
Eiau~ t ................
1 00
8 50
Mahuru, .t. ............. · 9 50
~~iiina
1 00
'£etuatun, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 30
Puahi . . . . . . . . . . . · . · · · 4 00
'l'anenui, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Ta1·i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Pal, t . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . 1 00
Tetua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Pala, t.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
'l'eariki . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 20
'l'etuapua, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 60
Turatahi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
'l'uratahl, (money ret.)... 6 75
Afai . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 1· 00
Taro!, t.... . • . • • • . • . • . •
40
1 00
Tara, of Makatea . . . . . ., . 51 75
r,~g~ri.:::
3 00
Sisters of Tiona . . . . . . . . 5 90
Hotu, agent . . . . . . . . . .. 4 00
Haua, of Amann . . • . . . • •
50
7
20
Sisters
of
llfanihi
.
.
.
.
.
.
Tanepa, t ............. :.
50
Matahira . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
'l'ahua, t .•.. ,. . • . . . . . . . . • 1 25
6
75
Urarll
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Teapal, t. . . . . . . . • . • • .. 1 00
60
Natna . . . . . . . . . · · · · · ·
Havaiki, t.... . • . . . • • . •
· 30
H. Tanc . . . . . . . . . . . · · · 3 70
Meka , . . . . . . . . . . • • . •
20
1
60
Terna!
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
.
.
Aro, t . • • . . • •• • . . • . • . • 2 .25
Ieremin ........... · ... . 5 10
Fe urn:, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Te1·aiefa . . . . . . . . . . . . ·, · 3 20
· Mlhi, t......... . • • • . • . . 4 50
80
TnUrua . . . . . . . . . · .• · •
·Kehauri, t ..
30
1 10
Hio, t ..... ; . , , ... , . . . 1 00
~~~~~a:
3 30
'l'epul .. , . · •.. , • . . . . . . 2 25
5 88
Korikori ... .
Teroromate, t. . • • . . . . . 1 00
'remaun11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 70
1\100, t. . . . . ... ' . . . . . ; . . 1 00
Puturua ... , .- . . . . , • • . . 2 25 , Etetlera . . . . . . . . · · · · · · 2 40
Teotahl, t ............ ;.. 4· 50·
Teupoo . . . . . . . . · · · · · · 2 SIJ
l 00
Tapu, t .. .-. . . . • . ..•• ; • 2 25
u·aa.ril . . . . . . . . . . . .

......... ·.·.·.·. ::::::
:::: ::

~~~~1~f ......... ·.-.·.· .:::· .::

·:::: .".".'.. ·. ·. ·. '. :::

·.:::-. ::: ·::::

c:, ........ ,

.::.:.::. :.::.:. ::

~eepava

....

....

. ·... :.

U_nu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Teura . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ponemiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.:Matatia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Teapehu . . . . . . . , ..... .
Teumere . . . . . . . . . . • , ..

'l,iraha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Tetai agent . . . . . . . . . ..
Hoo ....-. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hilala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Honotama . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,Roo a Taihia . . . . . .....
Tapairu . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:!.Iatahira . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tarona and Tiona o ..... .
Aro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tavi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tetuarere . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T~~}-'aivaea

. . . . . . . . . ..

H1upa . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Hanotama . . . . . . . . . . . .

r_rane

1 60
5 00
6 18
1 80
1 00
8 00
1 00
2 20
15 00
() 39
2 00
•
50
50
. 2 25
1 80
6 75
90
15 50
9 00
4 50
4 50
2 25
50
50
1 70

·T~tai .t' 'ai:i<i -~ ciii1i
money . . . . . . . . $905
American money .. $377
Total money rec'd.
from books sold,
Chill money .... $113
American money .. $ 47
Total Chill mon. $1,019
American money $ 424
Expenditures.
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 10
Stationery • . . • . • • . . ..• 8
Tapunl Aporo, a ......... . 11
Tai, fares _ana a. . . . . .. , 25
Turatahi, fare on vessel ... 4
Account book for llfetuaore 1
Mission house, printing
room, etc. . . . .. .. .. . . 88

Translation of extracts for

tract . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 4
D. M. Pohemiti, I. . . . . . . . 2
Vaiarea, a. . . . . . . . . . . . • 2
Medicine for sick . . . . . . . . 7
Turatahi, loan . . . . . . . . . . 4
Printing plant . . . . . . . . 297
Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
'l'emakehu, a.... . . . . . . . . 1
Notices or dep. of vessels. 6
Freight and duty on printing plant .. .. . . . • . .. 17
John Hawkins, aid and
burial expenses . . . . . . . 71
Joseph Burton, f.... . ... 45
Metuaore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
C. II. Lake, f. . . . . ...... 232
Printing of S. S. bool<s and

tracts . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1

70
38
40
25

10
63
35
95
40
00
00
35
88
50
20
20
25
00
90
90
00
75
70
15
65
15
54

134 05

'l'otal Chili mon. $1,018
Total Am. money $424
Due church, Ch!H ,
money ....... :.$
Due ch., Am. money$

87
55
23
08

SOUTH DAKOTA.
South Dakota. District.
Edward Hannie, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . . . . $ 90
Bierlein, John, and wife, t 200
Bierlein, John, and wife, o 200
Brower, Sarah E., o. . . . . . 1
Crosley, Anna, o. . . . . . . . 1
Dougherty, Edward C., t .. 10
Farber, .r. E., t. .... , . , . , 10
Grant, E. P., t. . . . . . . . . . 25

Hughes, Lena, o... . . . . .

84
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1 75

Horr, 11!. A., and wife, t ... 30 30
Horr, M. A., and wife, o.. 3 00
Knight, Mary t.... . . . . . . 3 00
Kelley, E, L., (Bishop)., 24 00
Kelsey, Elizabeth, o. . . . . . 2 00
Lillick! Martha, o.. .. . .. . 2 00
McCal um, Celia, t. . . . . . 40 00
Mccallum, C. Rodney, t... 2 00
Mosher, Cornella, t. . . • . . . 20 00
Perrin, Joseph W., t... . ... 5 00
Rooker, Benson C., t .... , . 10 00
Stone, Edward, t. . . . . . . . . 8· 50
Shulte, Lizzie, o ... ', .. , . . . 15 00
Shulte, G. H., and wife, t 100 QO
Tm·ner, Carson, t ........ 15 00
Talcott, Bell, o. . . . . . . . . . 2 00 Willard, Erwin E., t ...... 2·1 50
Willard, Nellie, t. . . . . . . . . 12 50
Zerkelback, Albert, t. . . • • . 10. 00
Total .. .. . ..... $868 30
Expendituree .
Agent's expenses ...•... $ 5 70
Holloway, ll!rs. L. G., f .. 72 00
Knisley, Mrs. Alvin, f .. , .. 24 00
Knisley, Alvin, e. . . . . . • • . 7 00
Kelley, E. J;., Bishop •.... 500-00
~Iadison, Mrs. A. E., f. . • 06 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

THE SAINTS' HERALD

30
Rannie, Edward, e. . . . . . . 2-! 33
Total . . . . . ..... $729 03
Due church ...... $139 36

TEXAS.
Central District.
J. :ll. Nunley, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . • ... $ 42 26
Allen, Hebecca. . . . . . . . . . .
25
Allen, Tom . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 .
Bryant, Jim Lewis....... - 50
Beley, M. L.... . . . . . . . . .
10

Dotson, Exa . . . . • . . . . . .
Dotson, Harry B. . . . . • . .
Dotson, Sallie . . . . . . . . . .
Davidson, ~L1om C.... . ...
Dotson, William A.... . .
Dunman, A. B. . . . . • . . . . .
Gray, Henry D.... . . . . . .
Gray, >\fary E.... . . . . ..
Higginbotham, David B. . .
Hill, Ella . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Hartman, Elias W. . . . . . . .
Hobbs, John Thomas . . . .
Hay, Lila May . . . . . . . . . .
Hobbs, Nancy . . . . . . • . . .
Hay, Samuel R ..........
Hay, Sallie A.... .. .. . ..
Hay, Vida . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
10
10
1
2
1
15
1
20
10
20

6

James, Frank A.... . . . . 5
Jones, Ora . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Kincy, Abbs . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1
Mitchell, C. ;\f.... . . . . . . 3
~Iitchell, Merrill ..... : . .
Mitchell, Martha E. . . . . . .
Norcross, Aaron . . . . . . . . 15
Nunley, Adam j\Jartin . . . 5
Nunley, John M . . . . . . . . . 40
Norcross, Saleta 0. . . . . . . . 2
Pressley, Rebecca . . . . . . . . 1
Sherrill, Carl A . . . . . . . . . 10
Schuster, Carl E. . . . . . . . 19
Squires, Martha J. . . . . . . . 2
Sikes, V. H.............. 1
Vancleave, Albert . . . . . . . . 7
Vancleave, Ira . . . . . . . . . .
Vancleave, Levy Gilbert... 5
Vancleave, Lena L.. . . . . . .
Whitehead, Lizzie . . . . . . . 1
Total .. .. .. .... $262
Expenditures.
Hay, Mrs. Maude, f ...... $105
Nunley, Mrs. B. A., f. .... 25
Squire, Mrs. M. J., t..... 2
Postage . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . ..... $133
Due church ...... $129

75
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
25
00
00
50
00
05
00
50
25
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
05
00
20
00
41

75
00
50
11
36
05

Northwestern District.
B. F. Renfroe, agent.
· Receipts.
Bates, E., and wife ...... $ 14 55
Fisher, ;\fary . • . . . . . . . . 3 30
Halcomb, Bettle . . . . . . . . . 2 20
Herron, Bell . . . . . . . . . • 1 50
Renfroe, Martha . . . . . . . . 1 60

~l~\~~~::; j~~.. a~gd w~\'i;,: :

i83 00
gg

Skinner, Ira . . . . . . . . . . .
Skinner, Roy . . . . . . . . . . 17
Tucker, Julia . . . . . ...... 50
Total . . . . . ..... $113
Expenditures.
Due agent . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 82
Renfroe, B. F., f. . . . . . . . . 15
Renfroe, B. F., e ......... 10
Total . . . . . ..... $107
Due church ...... $ 6

00
00
70

30
00
00
30
40

Southwestern District.
D. S. Palmer, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church Deeem-

Ad~e~s~1o.1i?.~.::: ·.::: :~.gij
Albright, Ettie . . . . . . . . . . 5
Applewhite, Minnie . • • . . . 7
Baccus, Lizzie . . . . . . . . • . 4
Barber, Kate . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Barber, Everet . . . . . . . . . .
Benson, J. W., and wife .•. 40
Callaham, Katie . . . . . . . • 1
Callaham, Joseph . .•. . . •• 16
Callaham, Lizzie . • . . . • . .
. Davenport, Velma . . . . . . .
Davenport, .Jane . . . . . • • . . 25
Davenport, Armenia . . . . . .
Davenport, William . . . • . . 4
~~~"a~~~~\rzez"i~ie.::: ·::::

Edwards, Josie . . . . . • . • • •
Edwards, Eva ... , . . • • . •

6 ~g
1 30
,25

gy~~~tufa?". ~~~ ~ ~~::: ~
1

2

gg

00
00
50
00
25
00
00
00
50
05
70
50
00

gg

Galbreath, George . . . . . . 10 00
IIay, Virginia . . . . . . . . . .
Hodges, Minnie . . . . . . . . .

Hodges, Exie . . . . . . ;-. . .
Hodges, ·Cora . . . . . . . . . .
Hodges, Vercy . .. . . . . . . . .
Hodges, Gentry . . . . . . . .
Hodges, Vernon . . . . . . . . .
Rodges, Sr. F. . . . • • . • . • .
Haught, Josie . . . . . ... , .
Jackson, Edward . . . . . . . .
.Johnson, Vida . . . . . ..•. ;
Johnson, 0. D . . . . . . . . . .

5 00
2 85

-6
5
1
6
_1
1

60
00
50
00
50
55
80
80 00
5 00
28 80

88

k~We':i'ciafi'.mLena· '. . : : · : : : ~
Langfor.d, Mary . . . . . . . . . 3 25
Lewis, Nettie . . . . . • . . . . 10 00
Menchaca, Librada . . . . . • .
50
:McRae, Florie . , . . . . . . • •
25
llfcRae, Minnie . . . . . . . . • 1 00
McRae, Ed. N. .. . .. ....-. 5 00
Minear, Hattie . . . . . . . . .
50
Neal, Elma . . . . . . . . . . . 16 50
1

j:;:i: 'fu~U~h·::::·.:::·::: gg3,

Paulger, W. _H. . . . . . . . . . 11 25
Paulger, W. H., and wife .. 28 40
Ready, Pearl . . . . . . • . . . . 2 00
Stapleton, Fannie . . . . . . .
25

~ri11:;:· c".1s~~o·e· .:::.. ::·: : 2~

Whitney, Artie . . . • . . . . • .
Wallas, Sr. W. G ........ 15
Total . . . . . •.... $557
Expenditures.
;\fannering, Mrs. W. H., f $162
llfannering, W. H., e...... 5
Palmer, Mrs. D. S., f .... 300
Palmer, D. S., e. . . . . . . • . . 34
Total . . . . . ..... $502
Due church ...... $ 55

g3

25
00
46
00
35
00
65
00
46

UTAH.
Utah District.
Gerard

J.

S. Abels, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . • . ... $133 65
Abels, Gerard J. S. . . . . . 35 00
Bawdidge, Mrs. Minnie . . 3 00
Barton, Hugh J. . . . . • . . . 10 00
Benson, Emma . . . . . .... 10 00
Coy, .John . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Coy, Sarah . . . . . . . . . ... 10 00
Carlson, Ellen Anderson. . . 15 00
Cooper, Jane D. . . . . .'... 3 00
Carter, Aaron, and family,o 5 50
Carter, Jane . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Carter, J\lae:!!ie . . . .

.....

Condit, llfrS.-s. D. . . . . . . .
Davis, Edward iI ...... , ,
Dykes, Pauline llf. . . . . . . .
Ecklund, Hilda . . . . . . . . .
Ekman, Anna . . . . . . . . . .
Gardner, Lorenzo . . . . . . .
Hodson, Rebecca . . . . . . . .
Hedlund, John E . . . . . . . .
Humphries, Mary, o......
Johnson, Ole . . . • • . . . . •
.Johnson, Oscar . • . . . ..•.
La udle, Margaret E. . . . .
Littlewood, Sarah . . . • . .
Lorenson, Hans, and family
Larson, Mrs. M. C ........
llfangum, l\Irs. M. E......

.~;[t~i: ~~~a~~ .~n~ .fa.~11~.

1 00

5
4
5
5
5
15

oo

00
00
00
00
00
50
15 00
50
20 00

20 00

7
4
20
40
3

00
00
00
00
00

ggg

1
Pleasant Grove rental ... 20 50
Stransbach, Mrs. D. A., o. , 1 00

~vW~~~· J~l::nb~::: ·::::::

16 00
gg

Wardle, James, and family 50
Wardle, Allan . . . • . . • . . . 10
l!'rom a Saint . • . . . . • . . . 10
Total . • . . .. ••.. $524
Expenditures.
Curtis, J. F., e ...•..... $ 30
Chathurn, T. W., e........ 5
Curtis, J. F.,
200
Holloway, L. G., e....... 5
Holloway, L. G., f ........ 144
Rep. Pleasant Grove chapel 10
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 46
Stationery and stamps . • . 2
Telephone expenses -. . . . . . 2
Agent's expenses . . . • . . . • 39
Total . . . . . •..•• $486
Due church ...... $ 38

f.... . .....

00
00
65

00
00
00
80
00
00
92
30
35

90
27
38

VIRGINIA •
New Hope District.
Isaac Coffman, agent.
Receipts.
Brother, A. . . . .. . . . ... $
Bowman, Noah . . . . , . . . .
Coffman, Isaac, and wife..
Davis, A. W., and wife ..•.

25 00
50 00
10 00
10 00

Martin, Mrs . .Alice
2 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . $!l70o
Expenditures.
Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... $ 10 00
Roberts, I. N., e ........ 87 00
Total . .. . .. .... $ 97 00

WASHINGTON.
Seattle and British Columbia
District•
Frank Holmes, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . • . ... $286
Allen,-Helen, t.... . . . . .. 3
Adams, A. J., and wife, t.. 5
Aid Soc., Seattle Branch, t 17
..-\.nderson, Anna, ·t.... . . . 3
Briggs, Mrs. H. Ail. t...... 3
Butterfield, T., an wife, t 10
Berringer, Jacob, and wife,t 10
Butterfield, Jessie, t.. . . . . 2
Burrell, Lottie, t.... . . . . . 3
Beal, C. W., t .... · ....... 16
Buckley, Anna E., t....... 5
Clark, Charles L., t. . . . . . . 90
Christensen, "Airs . .James, t 4
Clark, Mrs. l\Iary, t. . . . . . 50
Crum, S., t ............. 10
Clark, Mrs. Nellie, t...... 5
Dunlap, May, t.... . . . . . . 8
Davis, Thos. R .. t.. ... . . . . 9
Davis, D. W., Sen., t ...... 18
Davis, D. W., jr., .t....... 5
Dancer, Mrs. W. H., t ..... 12
David, E. E., t.... . . . . . . 1
Drier, Ferdinand, t. . . . . . . 20
Estus, Ellen, t (deceased) 7
Emslie, Wm., and wife, t.. 50
Garbutt, A. W., and wife, t 10
Garbutt, l\Ioroni, t. . . . . . . .
Goode, Melissa, t . . . . . . . . 10
Gladwin, W. S., and wife, o 9
Hastings, Agnes, t ........ 27
Holmes. John W., t. ..... 10
!Iartnell, Richard . . . . . . . 50
Haze, Agnes, o. . . . . . . . . . 2
Haze, Agnes, t. . . . . . . . . . 2
Inslee, Evan . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Kinghorn, S. G .. and wife .. 10
King, Mrs. L. T . . . . . . . . . 40
:\fatson, Ben . . . . . . . . . . . 5
:\forcer, Mrs. Margaret . . . 20
:\fc:\fullen, Isaac, and wife 23
)lc:\Iullen, Geo., and wife 12
Premo, P. W., and wife ... 101
Premo, Annie L. . . . . • . . . •
Phipps, Eunice M. . . . . . . 6
Quigley, l\Irs. D. F ... ;... 5
Rhoades, J. E., and wife. . 8
Hhodes, Leonard, t. . . . . . . 25
Rainey, J. S., and wife.... 5
Stade, Henry and l\Iary, t 175
Sanders, John N., t ...... 80
Smith, Mrs. Alice, t ....... 100
Yater, W. H., and wife, t.. 15
Willing Helpers, t........ 3
Wllliams, Mrs. H. E., t... 2
Williams, Effie,

t.... . . . . .

92
00
00
00

00

57
00
0(1

00
25
00
00
00
00
00
30
00
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
05
00
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
03
50

7 50

Ward, Hattie, t.... . . . . . . 2
Ward, Jessie .T., t. ....... 34
Watrous, Roselle, t . . . . . . 30
Total . . . . . . . . . $1,490
Expenditures.
Agent's expenses . . . . . .. $ 5
Bergstrom, Emil, and wife,a 17
Davis, )!rs. :Mary E., f ... 96
.Johnson, Mrs. William, f 380
Johnson, William, e . . . . . . 10
Enge, N. C., f. ........... 125
Sheehy, F. M., f ......... 50
Smith, Fred A., f. ....... 303
Smith, Fred A., e. . . . . . . 15
Stead, J. D., f. . . . . . . . . . 54
Stead, .T. D., e ........... 25
r_rhorburn, George W., e ... 25
Total . . . . . .... $1,l 05
Due church .... $ 384

50
00
00
67
·
90
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
90
77

Spokane District.
W. W. Fordham, agent.
Reeeipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 . . . . . ... $248
Agens, )Jason D.... . . . . . 3
,\lien, Mury E ........... 33.
Allen, Elizabeth . . . . . . . . 5
Allen, .T. R., and wife, s ... 10
Allon, .T. R., and wife . . . . 5
Allen, Thomas L ......... 16
Anderson, Gus.... . . . . .
Atkinson, Wm. E., and wife 17
ReU, .James B. and Emma.2-25
Berry, Mrs. E. E.... . . . . 1
Berry, :Minnie . . . . . . . . . . 1'
Brewer, W ..J., nnd wife ... 20
Butler, Clarence A . . . . . . . 10

Browning, lfr'ederlck
22
Chapman, Joseph, and· wife 1
Clark, C. J., and wife
5
· Clark, Louis . . . . . .. : : : : : 10 00
Cleary, Lettie . . . . .
2 00
Eliason,·.John, o ...-. ::::: 5
Fackenthal], J. H ..... , . . 4 00
Faulkner, J. L..
·
25 50
Faulkner, Jane . : : : : , : : : 25 50
Faulkner, Maud .
25 50
Faulkner, Walter : : : . · : : : 27 50
_Fordham, M.; and wife. . . . 62 oo
Fordham, W. W. . . . . . . . 43 53
Fry, H. S., and wife ...... 10 oo
Fry, Harry-S. J .......... 5 oo
Fry, Pearl N.... . .. .. .. . 5 oo
F~lls, Sophrona . . . . . . . . . 1 oo
G~lmore, A. A., and wife. . . 21 oo
G!Jmore, Maud . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
G!lmore, Pearl . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
G!lmore, Asa . . . . . . . . . .
50
Gilmore, Galen . . . . . . . . .
50
Gordon, Geo. and Myanda. 15 00
Hanson, H. P. and D. M .. 25 oo
Hoisington, Frank, and wife 50 00
Holmes,· Aimee" D., o ••• :. . 2 oo
Holmes, Frank . . . . . . . . . 45 00
Holmes, llfrs. D. M., o. . . . 1 00
Holland, Ella 111., o. . . . . . 2 oo
Hower, .J. 0., and wife .... 15 00
Jenk!Jis, H. P., and wife,o.. 1 00
.Tenkms, H. P., and wife.. 5 00
Kellum, Ada . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Kennedy, Almeda . . . . . . . 3 00
Lull, Celia W., o......... 2 oo
Lull, Cella W. . . . . . . . . . 15 oo
Martin, Jerome W.... . .. 53 10
i\IcCalmant, Alice J. . . . . . 5 00
McDole, Dana S. . . . . . . . . 62 00
McDole, Robert . . . . . . . . . 18 75
Oblation, Sagle Branch. . . . 1 25
Oblations, Spokane Branch 76 94
Olsen, Christina . . . . . . . . 2 00
Owen, Robert and Anna. . . 5 00
Owen, William R. . . . . . . . 5 00
Powell, Nathan and Ida... 5 00
Richards, Evan . . . . . . . . . 40 75
Runkle, Maud Elsie . . . . . . 2 00
Sheldon, James 0. and
. Martha E. . . . . . . . . . . . 70 00
Sheldon, James 0. and
Martha. E., o. . . . . . . . . .
2 00
Sheldon, Lloyd P. . . . . . . .
35
Sheldon, W. T., and wife, o 1 00
Sheldon, W. T., and wife 10 00
Sheldon, N. V., and wife, o 1 00
Smith, Dora . . . . . . . . . .
50
Stedronsky, F. A. and wife 124 70
Summers, Mary . . . . . . . . 10 00
TaylOl', Mary L., 0. . . • . . . 2 50
Tomlinson, Jane . . . . . . . . 10 00
Tomlinson, Mary . . . . . . . 26 00
Turnbow, Ilenj. R . . . . . . . 20 00
Turnbow, ,John E.... • . . . 5 00
Turnbull, Hattie . . . . . . . . 5 00
Turnbull, Icymlnda . . . . . . 1 oo
Turnbull, Mary Jane .•... 15 00
Turnbull, Oliver. . . . . . . . . 19 88
Turnbull, Phmbe . . . • . . . 2 00
Van Eaton, J. H., and wife 10 00
Yan Eaton, Claire . . . . . . . 10 00
Winegar, .Jas. and Clara, o
50
Wlnega1', Jas. and Clara . . 25 00
Winegar, Thomas H. . . . . . 5 oo
Worthington, Eliza . . . . . . 2 00
Wright, Wm. P., and wife .. 100 00
Youngson,. Leslie ........ 37 50
Total . . . . . .... $1,886 15

88

gg

Expenditures.
Chathurn, F. J., f ....... $172 00
Chatburn 1 F. J., e ........ 10 00
Closson, a. V., e. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Enge, N. C., e ........... 40 00
Fordnam, W. W., e ....... 69 60
Keeler, E., f. .... ; ...... 240 00
Layland, A .•
T., f. ........ 360 00
Layland, A.0 J., e. . . . . • . . . 30 00
Morrison, Peter S., a. . . . . • 7 00
Smith, F. A., e. . . . . .·. . . . 20 00
Smith, S.S., f ........... 364 00
Smith, S. S., e. . . . . . . . . . . 53 00
Smith, Hale W., f ........ 102 00
Smlth Hale W., e....... 1 00
1 expenses . • • • . ... ~
Agents
Total . . . . • ..•. $1,572 10
Due church .... $ 314 05

WEST VIRGINIA.
60
50
00
00
00
00
40
25
40
25
00
00
00
00

West Virginia District.
B. Beall, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 ......... $ 39 21
Baker, Ranzo R., t ...... . 53 50
Bakei:, George F.1 o ..... • · 5 00
75
Biggs, Joseph, t .......•..
Beall, Mary J., t. . . . . .. . 1 00
Beall, Baronet, t ........ . 5 00
Callihnn, S. S., t ........ . 5 00
Cottrill, Joanna, t ....... . 2 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Frederic!<, Catharine, t. . . .

gg

Greene, Ida,. t. · · · · · · · · ·' 10 00
Givens, Dam~! E., t. · · · · · · 10 00

Husted, Lottie, t. · · · · · · · 20 00
Kidd, Mar;: F., t. · ....... 10 00
Leason, Ehza J., t · · · · · · ' ·

5 00
5 00
2 00

Smith, Frank, t .. · · · ·

1 5

Ross, Maybell, t · · · · · · · · · ·
Ross Joseph, t · · · · · · · · · ·
Ross: Sarah J ·• t · · · · · · · · 1 00
Ross, Katie, t. · · · · · · · ·' · 50 00
Shian, Frank L., t. · · · · · · · 10 00

8

Smith, Louell~, t · · • · · · • ·
0
Williams, Lucmda, t. · · • · ~ 66
Williams, Clara, t ... · · · • ·
Wilson, Laura, t. . . . . . . . . 5 00
Wilson, Emma R. · · · · • • · ·~
Total .. .. .. .... $270 17
Expenditures.
Brown Samuel, e ........ $ 58 00
GodbeY, ~Irs. G. H., f. · · · ·
OO
Griffith G. T., e. · · · · • · · • ·
OO
Kelley,'E. L., Bishop ...•.. 100 00
Thomas, 0. B., e .. · · · · · · ·~
Total .. .. .. .... $224 00
Due church .....• $ 46 17

f8

WISCONSIN.
Northern District.
Na1mer Johnson, agent.

Receipts.
From Lester Wildermuth,
former agent . . . . . . $ 1 71
Barns, )!rs. ·w. T. . • • . •• 2 75
Colbert, Orlando·. • . . . ..• 40 00
Colbert, Leroy and Leda .. 62.66
Ganoe, Orin D. . • • • .• , •• 20 00

Hook, Archie and wife ...• 12
Hook, Teddie . . • • • . . . • • 3
Hooker, John W. • . . . . . . . 1
Johnson, Nalmer and Cora 75
Johnson, Edna M ...• ·••.•
Johnson, Belltha -L ...•.. -.
Kelley, E. L,:- Bishop. • • • • 20
Knapp, Orin A.. • • . . .. . • 20
Longsdorf, John and Lucy 10
Longsdorf, ·Annie . . • . . . . • 1
Richardson, Perry and Isa- _
bell..... . . . . . . . • . . . . 5
Runkel, Augusta Ill....... 9
Shedd, M. 0.. .. .. .. .. . 15
Wildermuth, Mrs. D. R. • . 1
:rota! " . . . . -. •• , . $300
Expenditures.
Agen't's expenses· • . . • . .• $. 1
Wildermuth, Lester, f .•... 180
Total . . . . . ..... $181
Due church ...... $119

Ball, Fred M., and wife. . . 10 00

00
30
00

Montgomei·y, Frank . • • • . . 5
Montgomery, Fannie . . . . . 1
Montgomery, Norman . . . . 1
Dreyer, Joseph . . . . . ....
hiathcWs, 'ViUia.m . . . . . . 1
Dreyer, Fred V. . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Noble, Hannah . . . . . . . . . . 5
Davenport, Philip, and wife 5 00
Ott, Harlow S., and wife.. 5
Davenport, }.!rs. Philip, o 1 00
Oates, Thornton . . . . . . . • 30
Davenport, Mrs. Philip . . . 1 00
Orton, Mrs. J. C. . . . . . . . 1
Davenport, Wesley . . . . . . 1 00
Pendleton, J. T. . . . . . . . • • 3
Davis, Mrs. Porter . . . . . . 2 00
Pendleton, J. T., o. . . . . . . 5
Dahlem, Olive l\I. . . . . . . . . . 3 oo
Pendleton, Rosella F. . . . . . 20
Edwards, John ......... 10 oo
Pennock, Lucretia . • . . . . 5
·Edwards, Mrs. Jane . . . . . . 5 00
Pearce, Clara, o. . . . . ... , 1
Endsby, Albert . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 - Robinson, Randall . . . . . . 2
Ellis, W. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Robinson, Helen • . . . . . . . 4
Ellis, Elizabeth A. . . . . . . • 10 00
Roberts, H. L., and wife. . 5
Ellis, A. Lincoln, and faro. 10 00
Rounds, Isabella . . . . . . . . 8
Edgington, Eliza, o. . . . . . 2 00
Stevens, H. D., and wife .. 15
Freeman, 0. F. . . . . . . . . • 1 00
Spease, John . . . . . ...... 10
Freeman, Evah . . . . . . . . . 1 00 . Spease, Lizzie . . . . . . . • . • 1
Gaylord, C. E ........... 50 00
Sperry, Ida M. . . . . . . • • . 25
Gaylord, Martha . . . . . . . 1 00
Swenson, Lorinda· . . . . . . . 4
Gratz, August and wife. . . 1 00
Spencer, Thomas Ill....... 2
Hudson, Alberta . . . . . . . . 5 00
Williams, Agnes . . . . . . . . 1
Harwood, Esther . . . . . . . . 1 00
Whiteaker, J. W. . . . . • . . 5
Houck, llfrs. M. . . . . . . . . . 22 00
Whiteaker, Mrs. J. W. . . . • 5
Hleld, Norman E., jr., o... 2 00
West, Almin . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Hoague, C. C., and wife ... 107 25
Kelley, Ill. L. Bishop ...... 200
Hoague, Charles C., jr. . . . 3 75
Total . . . . . .... $1,073
.Tames, Mary, o.... . . . . . .
25
Klshner, Mrs. Floyd, and f. 42 00
Expenditures.
Kimball, W. L., and wife .. 20 47
Kimball, Ormond G. . . . . .
10 Brookover, George J., f .. $140
Dutton,
J.
0., f. ...... , .. 216
Kimball, Lawrence W. . . . .
10
Dowse, Richard, a .•...... 165
Kimball, Russell M. . . . . .
10
llfcDowell, W. A., f .... :· . . 290
Lennox, Elmer, and wife.. 3 00
Robinson, W. P., f ........ 262
Loveland, Nancy . . . . . . . . 40 00
Leighty, Fred, and wife ... 10 00
Total . . . . . ..•. $1,073
Due church .... $
Miller, Clara . . . . . . . . . . 1 50

~~m~: .?iiu~·'N~~~. f~~i~::

00

25
20
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
37
30
00
30
07

Southern Distr1ct.
C. C. Hoague, agent.
Receipts.
Balance due church December 31, 1908 .......... $
Askin, Sarah . • . • • . • . . • .
Andrews, Samuel . . . . . . . .
Anderson, Isaac, esfate . . .
Anderson, J. W. • . • • . . . . •
Bettner, Mary ...• ·:. . . . .
Bettner, Mildred . . . . . • . .
Brown, Ira, and wife.....
Brown, Mrs. Ira . . . . . . . . .
Brott, William; and wife. .
·Brickner,. Mabel • . . . . . . .

85
70
10
29
25
6
6
4
5

1
5

31

54
50
00
30

oo

00
00
00
00
00
00

ig
gg
20 00

00'
00

00

50

00
75
00
00 '
50
00
00
00
00 ·

00
50
00
00
80
00
00

00
00

00
50
00
00
00
00
91
00

00

00
00
50
50
41

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF ELDERS, FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1909
Due Church
Last Report

NAiVIES.
Allen, Arthur .• , . • • . • , •.•..••
A.nderson, Peter • . • • ••••.•••..•
.Anderson, \Yilliam • . • • • • • ••••.•

Anderson, ,\, C............ . ... .
Anderson, Peter T. . ........... .
Arb er, .J oscph . • • • ..•.•.•..•.•
Aylor, W. }!. . . . . ........... .
Baker, J. II. . . . . . . . .........•
Baker, 1\. ~I. . . . . . ... , •.......
Baggerly, L P ............•.....
Bailer, .J. .J. . ...•..•.•.• , •••••
Balley, 0. II. . . . . ........... .
Baillie, Ja1nes •.. , , ••.••.••• , •
Baldwin, H . . . . . • • • •••••.•.•
Balclwin, IJ. H. . . . . . •..••••.•.
Baker, .J. }I. ................ .
Beebe, G. W ....•....•..•.•.•••

R~i.~~~·, lin~~·

::::::::::::::::::

Blackmore, ,J. H. • .. .. .. .. .... .
Rond, }I. II. ................. ..
P ooker, Alina . . . . . • . . • •..•••..
Booker, x. r... . ............... .

g~~~~Di.)Y:
.~.... :::::::::::::
• - .\ ...••••••••••••••

B

B~g~~O\'~J'~. ~.. ,J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Bullard

R .. · ·

······

· •••· •· •

l~WJ fi·::.:::-:·:-.·:·:·:·:·::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

$

7 34
15 80

4 00

5 35

13 58

2 on
8 72
11 84
20 42

4 00

9 20
2 11

7 06

22 13

llussell 'P. B. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
BuschtCn Georg'C · • ·' · · • · • · • · · • •
Butterwo'rth
Butterworth'

2·
D;m ·

····

~·

1

• '. • · · • · • •

Carpenter, ,J. ~\· • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Chatg~n:n·

• • • • • • • •

5 59

"1/ · · · · • · · • · • ' • • • • • •
Chatburn: T. {·, · · • '· · • • • • • • • •

Chris! • w · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Clapp,l 'J.C ... '. '· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Closson .\ y · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · · •
Coehra11 · \ ·s· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·; ·

's' 'n' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Condit: .1.' n · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Cook, }I. n · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
Condit

Cooper I•'
Crabb 'J ·
Craig,'

9 55

cir ·· ··········•· •· •· •· •· •· •· •· ·· •· •·

Curtis. .J IP • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Crumlev · c F. · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · ·
Davis ~fa · !.i. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Davis: .-J ~l~es. • • · · · ' • •
Davis, E. J\. • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Davis, William e

... • . . • ... • •

102

20
57
110
86
30
106
35

00
00
00

100
70
60
124
60
70
85
32
85

80
00
00
00
00
00
76
25
50

10

13 50
15 00
52 00
!s2 00
lH 58
50 00
50 00
13 41
204 12
00
00 61
00
50
00

150 00
55 00
51.00

·d·..· ·•·.·.· . , ...... .

Davis, J. 'l,, .. : : • : : : : : : : : : : : : : ._

00
60
00
00
47
00
12
00

78
86
53
20
61
62

,j:lmeS · · · · · · · · • • · · · • • • • •

Davis, .r. Aruu;r
Davis, .John Alfr

20
60
20
57

223 75

1

· ···············

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

43 35

• • • • • • • • • • • •

· · · · • • ••

20
40
60
31
25
49
40
45
94

40 00
45 00

Campbell
E .. · · · · · · · · · · '
CarmicluieI A can • · ' • • · · • • ' • ' ' •
Case, Hubert
Chas .\ }!

Receipts
and Agts. J Individuals

6

16

45 00
84 10

$

301 58
116 89
163 22

Furnished
by Self
1 77
69 25

10 25
67 30
134 80
4 50
50 45
6 50
66 06
,134 36
15 12
130 23
36 50
58 45
7 82
82 59
40 10
37 17
5 26
131 05
133 80
140 05
10 43
61 20
56 00
102 08
187 24
40 00
59 76
63 50
16 00
17 60
56 55
86 93
149 77
19 35
1 00
4 75
150 45
73 10
118 00
35 00
50 81
22 00
65 62
2 02
81
69
33
18
217
113
43
58
87
26

52
30
72
00
96
90
65
45
80
00
. 7 95
146 57
15 00

6 95
56 02

22 55
19 69
57 38
9 90
10 33

8 16
10 40
33 86

48 16
65 00
39 24
19 83
05
6 04
8 19
17 15
34 82

17 57
39 75

Receipts
$

330
226
223
46
35
120
181
105
144

69

14

22
80
25
30
75
52
45
05
75
96
50
58
45
78

29
105
194
92
192
162
90
73 66
204 43
146 62
33

75
121
170
176
240
128
188
187
201
299
125
92
155
24
57
118
121
193
'36
224
44
169

66
05
86

85
59
31
06
32
20
81
01
04
19
60
70
75
12
92
75
50
54

88 10

35 85
87 41
'\5 00
33 30
9 54

21 74
8 55

11 68
9 00

205
117
168
72
203
15
258
33
169
155
87
38
279
175
65
217
154

85
00
39
00
03
43
67
30
06
30
33
00
46
90
39
00
48
86 00
7 95
197 73
9910

Total
Expenditures

$

330 69
226 14
220 08
35
81
181
105
144
29
105
133

92
184
162
90
73
204
146
75
121
162
176
209
128
177
102
201
299
125
92
155
24
57
118
121
192
36
224
44

25
40
75
52
45
05
75
84
50
20
45
78
66
43
62

I

Balance
Due Church

$
3 14
46 80
38 90

61 12
8 38

33

66
56
86
40
59
67
30
32
20
81.
01
04
19
60
70
75
12
92
75
50
163 95
73 10
205 85
109 70
168 39
64•00
203 03
15 43
258 67
33 30
169 06
135 20
87 33
37 00
266 40
175 90
65 39
217'00
154 48
86 00
7 95
144 95
87 00

www.LatterDayTruth.org

7 49
31 45
10 64
84 76

1 00
5 59
15 00

7 30
8 00

20 10
1 00
13 06

52 78
12 10

32

THE·SAI~TS'

HERALD

j...

Due Church.
Receipts.
Last Report. Bps. and Agts. J Individuals ..

NAMES.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-"c

Davis, J. W .........•..•.....

250·00
85 00

Da\rison, I-I . .T. . .............. .

Day, George W .................
Derry, Charles . . . . . . . . . ......
Devore, L. !{. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dowker, William .............
Do\vker, D. E.
Do\vkcr, .T. A.
Dutton, Jasper
Bbeling, F. J.
Earle, C. ,,,,

.
.
.

.

20.41

. . . . . . . . . ...... .
. .............. .
0 . ............. .
. . . . . . . . . ...... .

........ , ....... .

30 26

~~~?~, '~~-- ~i . .: : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : :

I£:nge, N. C. . ...... .
Er\vin, E. A ..................
Etzenhouser, R. · ..............
Ethridge, C. W. . .............
Evans, It. C. . ...............
ll'arnfield, J. C. . ..............
Farrell, R. W. . ..............

.
.
.
.
.
.

21 91
12 36
1 80
7 00
02

Ir~~~;~:.~~~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Fry, Charles . . . . . . . .

8 10

. ....... .

Gamet, Levi ................. .

Garrett, W. H. ............... .
Garver, J. F. . ............... .
Goodrich, V. "AI. •..•..••.....•
Goodenough, E. J . ............. .
Goodman, J. C. . ....... , , , .... .
Grant, J . ..\_, ................. .
Gregory, Fred ................ ,
Greene, U. W . ............ ~ ... .
Greenwood, W. H . ............. .
Griffiths, G. T. . .............. .
Grimes, J. F. . ............... .
Haden, W. E . ................ .
Hanson, Paul 111...... . ...... .

5 28

19 30
5 15
7 49

n~~~~nj o~~ ~: .'. : : •. : • : : : : : : : : : : :

Harpe, C. E. . ...............
Harrington, G. E. . ..........
Hawn, 0. J .............. , ...
Halb, Jacob . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

.
.
.
.

, I-layer, Eli . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
I-Ienson, E. L. . ............... .

Hills, L. E ............ , , . , , . , ,
Holloway, L. G.. . . .......... .
Houghton, Leonard .... , ...... .
Howlett, R. B ................. .
Hunt, C. ,J. •••••.•••••••••..••
Hull, E. B .................. .
1-Iumes, Ira . . . . . . . . . ........ .
.Jackson, J. '''· .............. , .
Jeffers, S. J. . ................ .
.Jenkins, Rees ................ .
Joehnk, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,
Jenkins, George . . . . . . . ...... .
,Johnson, William . . . . . . . . . , , . , .
.Tones, 'l'hon1as . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Kaler, .J •... , •...•.. , ••..•....
I\:eck, Ii'\ C. . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
ICeeler, E ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kelley, T. C ................. ..
Kelley, .J. E .................. .
Kelley, W. H., (Iowa.) ......... .
Kelley, W. II., (Mo.) .......•. ,.
Kemp, Henry . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Kemp, .Tames . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Knisley, Alvin . , , .... , , , . , . , . ,
l{oehler, A. . . . . . . . . .......... .
Lake, J. II .................. ..
Lambert, J, U,, ..... , .... , , , , .
LaRue, \V. E ........ ......... .
Laylancl, A . .J. . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Leggott, G. W. . . . . . . . ..... , .. .
Lewis, \Villiam . . . . . . . . . ...... ,

3 03

1 16

4 44
5 63
5 35
4 11
9 95

9 55
19 13
17 47
3 00

1 49

6

so.

Long1 E. E .......... ......... .

Longhurst, U. C ... , , .... , , . , , , ,
lllcClain, J. R ... , •... , , •..• , . , •
McConnaugh;', .J, , . . . . . , .... , .. ,
:McDowell 1 '\V. -A. . . . .

, , .... , .. .

24 70

l\Iacgregor, Daniel . . . . . . . . .... .
1\IcKiernnn, .James . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McKnight, J. W .. , . . . . . ...... .
Madden, S. ,J. . . . . . . . • , •• , •.. , .
Malone;-, R. M. , , , , , , • , • , , •...•
lllannerlng, W. 11 .. ,... . •.•.•..
Metcalf, .T. W .... ·.. .. • .. ......
l\Illler, 0. R ...........•......•
llllller, C. Ed ....•.....•.......

12 90

I\llntun, ;f. Ji", •••••• , ••••••••••
:;\lorgan. E. B .. .-.............. .
"i\loler, ll. E ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1\Ioler, .JamP.s . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Moore, A. ,J ....••.. , ••.•••..••
~Ioore, L. C ... ; .. .. • .. ...... ..
~Iortlmer, J. L .. ,..... • ...... .
~luceus, Peter . . . . . . . . . • ..... .
Newton, William , . . . • . . •...•..
Okerllnd, 0. W. . . . . . . • . ...... .
Parkin, C. A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parsons, 1\, II . . , . . . . . ......... .
l:)almcr, D. s, ....... ......... .
Jlaxton . .J. W ... . ·.,, • · • · ·-· · · · · ·
Pcftk,· \V. E . ...... , . . .... · · · · ·

4 49
87
8 55

1 97
12 55

5 00

2
26
10
30
33
24
69

00
00
00
00
19
00
50

20
35
87
7

00
00
50
00

10
114
65
50
110
39
15
112
67

00
80
00
00
00
66
00
77
00

47 20
55 00
40 00
.. 65
192
60
90
50
29
102
50
87
49
182
15
17
20
33
100
88
20

00
29
88
00
00
00
00
00
42
75
41
00
95
93
00
00
80
00

43 53
16 00
0
45
159
45
10
40

00
41
20
49
00
46

230
105
49
13
5
45
75

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

95
98
110
17
203
57
53
81
46
15
26
31

98
50
00
05
79
00
00
27
00
00
58
00

60 00
15 00
30 35
78
20
28
108
33
14
75
22
65
78
276
117
113
229
34
102

24
00
92
35
00
07
00
00
00
90
97
30
03
50
05
00

221 20

Furnished
by Self

129 54
131 92

66 95

95
39
46
94
56
158
33
45
96

23

15 55

4

106

44

93
24
132
76
74
146
60

85
79
03
60
56
22
43
45
37
50
90
10
03
70
20
55
00
40
43

37 29
52 05

115 75

5
60
335
76
1
7
81
158
24
113
114
89
111
19
10
118
29
118
20
30
96
70
12
117
19
89
20
7
9
17
38
67
96
80
23
21
115
116
129
83
50
29
56
25
116
80
14
55
168
138

00
85
75
75
60
86
65
75
10
75
17
75
21
20
00
95
42
40
83
02
68
25
15
44
90
58
25
50
45
75
15
17
41
00
98
93
10
50
28
60
00
73
00
70
30
95
51
35
35
05

46
99
51
8
05

16
91
35
50
70

9~.

35 44

3 64
3 95
12 15

8 32

25 20

15 65

25 37

36 91
14 54
10 18
33
16 65
31 53
10 38
26 22
11 00
34 07
10 27
3 50
8 17

2 00

9 74

45 65

82 U5

46
76
90
01
56
75
85
85
20
91
98
10
81
05
85

16
31
20
23

89
05
92
83

25 90
10 80

5 43

04 04
08 55

31 01
50 15
87 72
44 45

446-49 ..
. 216 92
15 55
121 77
65 79
76 44
124 60
125 19
.182 22
102 93
45 45
146 63
43 14
198 35
63 25
114 94
55 38.
248 80,
148 55
124 02
256 40
108 19 ..
15 00
150 06
144 25

115 75

116 17

61
100
67
64
38
112
160
120
44
150
51
26
52
194
17

'Total
Receipts.
Expenditures

0 95

52 20
66 13
300 75
116 75
17 25
7 86
146 65
370 34
84 08
208 90
164 17
126 24
213 21
94 57
97 42
168 70
211 ·33
133 40
38 78
50 95
129 68
173 28
139 02
151 ..08
34 52
133 11
36 25
7 50
15 41
43 40
115 .09
231 72
146 01
110 33
64 44
21 93
141 32
137 05.
148 41
331 07
189 07
92 00
69 00
34 20
169 47
155 95
16 00
158 13
266 85
250 05
20·79
249 95
156 91
104 35
89 77
141 70
155 87
72 23
113 55
61 46
rn0 55
113 95
115 28
62 39
190 99
180 85
149 77
152 55
183·01
70 54
127 00
75 68
287 40
06 75
282 ·40
219 19
. 181 58
202 48
97 35
194 72
205 65

446 49
183 92
·12 48
.121 77
65 79
64 56
124_60
125 19
154 36
96 15
45 45
96 90
43 14
198 35
63 25
85 07
55 38
246 35
141 25
118 35
254·40
1l7 90
12 49
150 06
144 25

L

Balance
Due ~hurcb

33

oo

3 07

11 88

27 86
6 78
49 73

29 87
2 4r.

7 30
5 67
2 00

10 29

2 51

115 75
15·
60
344
82
17
7
141
350
84
193
148
121
213
94
75
153
188
133
36
50
125
152
139
151
34
133
35
6

15
43
115
219
121
110
57
21
141
137
127
276
189
. 92
69
34
169
135
16
158
243
250
26
214
146
95
89
lU
147
70
108
59
199
113
115
62
160
175
147
119
151
70
127
47
287
96
203
219
181
250
96
188
252

35
44
96
29
25
86
65
77
98
90
08
96
21
57
25
86
56
40
93
95
96
61
02
98
52
11
93
95
41
40
09
62
19
33
69
93
32
05
65
56
07
00
00
20
47
95
00
13
85
05
79
65
95
88
77
73
90
23
30
80
55
95
28
39
44
00
02
00
58
54
00
33
40
75
35
19
58
52
60
40
95
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m·.

I

36
5
45
34

85
69
79
46

5 00
19 57

15 00
16 09
4 28
22 17
14 84
23 27
1 85
3 72

20 67

32
55
12 10
24 82
6 75

20 76
54 51

20 00
23 00
35 30
9 96

8 47
23 97
7 97
2 00
5 16
1 66

21 55
5 85

2 '75
33 55

32 33
28 35
79 05
11 96

75
6 32
12 70

THE SAINTS' HERALD
Due Church

NAMES.

Last Report

Pender, Will ~ · · · · · · • ·
Peterson, J. " · · · · · · · ·
Petre, .T · I•~· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·
Phillips, -~· B . . . . . . . . . •.•••••••

~~~~~!·,inf~ ~~ .. ~:: _.::: ·:. : : : :·: : : :

60 00
46 41'
3 47
7 15

Pitt, F. (,. · · · · · · · · · · .•..•.•..•

t: L ::::::: ::::::::::

~~~fe~:

Prettyman, C. W · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Prcock, .1 . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Quick, Lee ... ·······

• • • .. • • • • •

: ;: :;~;. :::~-~ ~ ~ ~

10 78

nannie, Edward .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

~~f:~~i>

28 63

Robertson I-~. F · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Robinson.'"'· P · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

~~;~·t~;.~i.' w:::::. ·.. ::::: :.: :::

Russell, fl. ·c · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Russell. F. :\ · · · · · · · • · · • · · · · • • •
Salrards. R. S .... · · • • · · • • • · · • ·
Sa'"·Iey, .F'. ?I.. .•.•••• • •• • • ••••••
Scott. S. \\. L · · · · · · · · .. • · · · · •
Scott, ~· ... · · · · · · · · • • · · · • • • · •
Self, ". ~f .... · · · • · • • • • • • • • • • •

~l:~eh~;

1 00

~~1ifl/\:::::::

::: ::::: ::

Simmons, .rcsse )f .. . . . . . . . . . , .. .
Silvers, .\. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Siegfried, ~f. I!. . . . . . . .....•.••
Skinner, \\'. 0. . . . . . . . ...... ,,, .
Slover, F. ~!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Smith, W. H ........ ......... .
Smith, Isaac ~I. . . . . . . . . ....... .
Smith, Da Yid . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Smith, H. 0 ..............•....
Smith, .Joseph W. . . . . • . . •.••.••
Smith, Edgar II . . . . . . . .•......•
Smith, c;. A .........•.•.••.•..
Smith, \\·. \\" ...........•....••
Smith, .los1•ph . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Smith, Elbert A. . . . . • . ..•.•••••
Smith, John . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smith, .James ~f. .. ............. .
Smith, Heman C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smith, If ale W. . . . . . . .....•..•

.

~~m~: ~, s °'...... _·::. :.::::::::::

Smith, F .. \ ..........•.•.•..••
Smart, \\". II. . . . . . . . . •...•.•••

25 00

122
50
30
15
35

7 69
. 7 50

Ste,;:1~ '.f'.' ii: ?::::::.::.::::::::

14 50
5 05
10 02

, •..•.••

14 19

¥~~~~~~: s~~-e~\'. '.'.".'.".'.'. : ; : : : : : :

T~~Jo~~' i~· ·~ ...... "

40 82

3 38

38 83
60 00
82 50

25 41

10 00
97 30
50 00

7 85

' .. ";"''

10 94

'l'al·Ior', Ti1 on1as
E · ·: ·........••••.••
· · · • · · · •· ••••'
'l'.

1 51

'l'~;~~r~j- ·~i A . .... , . . , • , .. • . • • ,

.. .................
.
11
Tti~~~~o~ll .T. . " ' " " " ' " • "
Thomas' o· U. ' . ' .. ' ' ' • ' • ' •• ' ' •
1'horbm:n GB· · · · • · · • · •
'1 oml in so~ (1 W · · · · · · · · · · · ' • · · •
'fucker D' E. C.''' '' ... ' .•• ' . '
Turner' \V.arr~ · · ~ · · · ' · · · · · · · · · ·
'l'ur
'~!
n E ....• • ..•. • • • •

'1'1 •

1

1·wt~bi

whrte,

51 25.

: s~~ . .. .. .. . ........ .

White, I. N
' ' ' ' . ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ••
Whiteaker A'. 'i, · · · · · · · ·. · · ' · · · · ·
Whiting \1
0 '''''' '· · · · '· · · •
Whiting'. Bil?c1Ji" • ' • • • • •·• • • • • • •
Wight ,T w
''' · · · · · · ·' · · · · ·
Wight'

r'

12 25

L".'''' '· • ·' • • • • • • •

· ···· ··········
Wildermut~' J° 0, · · · · · · · • • •.• '·· '.
Wildermuth' m' ~- • • · • • • • • • • • • •

wnue1:m;;u · i,'

67

m· · · · · · · · · · ... · · · ·

w· ' .' ' ' · ' ···•··•·
Yates, James E::::::·: ........ .

Williams: T.'

00
60
00
00
00
00
6G

45 00
60 00
35. 00
25 00
35 00

14 00
5 00

40
25
5
. 96
45
30
35
87
5

0

Wildermuth' J B • • • • • · • • • '· • · •
Willey c
\VHes ' J · F · · · · · · · · · · ~ ' · · ·' ' • ' - ·

20
43
45
47
15
5
101

38 00
30 00

c1 ri ...... '. ''.' '. ' .. '

Ammon .. .. · .. · .. · .. · · ..

53 15

48 50

Vander,~·Ood ,Jue~· · · · · ' · · · ' ' · ' •
Vancleave .~Ibii .J.!l. • • • • • • · ' ' ' ' · '
Walusmith J rt · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
Welters n' T.' ' ' ' ' ' . • '· ·' · ' ' '
Wells

30
00
00
00
00
74

249 50
47 00
68 42

tebbins, Henry A ........ ..... .

8
Stone,
A. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~tuhhart, .T. M ...•...•.•.•.••.•
Sutton, .r. R ........•••.•.•• , ••

34
30
57
155
75
25

50 00
128 87
52 00
108 09
25 00
271 97
56 00
94 5ii

1

~teclman, E. A ..... , • .

26
00
00
00
00

34 00
22 00

Sparling, William .....•..•.•.••
St. John, B .. .'.....•..•.••....•
~;andefer, ,w.,n ...... , ........ .

10 00
104 50
15 00
35 00
25 00
41 00
185 00
34 20
50 00.
10 00
50 00
15 00
41 65
34 45
10 00
15 00
182 00
276 60
3000
12 00
95 70
234 50
31 00

30 80
241 00

~~~~'s('~·, I~.· i~::::: .. :: •::::::::

Sparling, Jlenrv . . . . . . . . . . , , , .. ,

Receipts

~~~~~~,,~~-~~~~--.-----.F~u~rn-,-is~h~e~d,...
Individuals
by Self

Bps. and Agts.

43 50
6 75
103 50

20 37

g_: 1i:::: ::.:·: :::::::::

Sheldon, :\. \ . . . . . . . . . •.•.••••
Sheldon. T ..J. . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · ..
Shields, .Tohn . . . . . . . • . . ..••..•

.
I

..

2 20

33

35
10
30

00
00
00
61
82•
00
00
00
00
00
00
10

103 37

23 00

71
126
46
90
44
12
128
60
54

164
124
168
93
59
1
71

00
98
07
40
70
72
10
85
31
05
76
31
71
76
00
00
90
01

4
83
87 13
89 00
105 90

203 68

34
18
81
95
104

03
26
07
15
53

5 56
1 67
47
86 10
2 94
17 60

30 15
79 90

64

19 84
7 25
8 39

53
8 56

35
106
104
95

65

19
63

65

75 45

79 98
63 47
52 32
181
42
259
85
124;
33
90

44 81

58

7 98
n 75

49 12
2 \l6
18 00

44
65
35

8 22

35

s

75

96
3 00
109 60
32 64
53 00
17 95
76 90
73 05
207 38
223 GO
05 80
237 12
69 35
6 67
5 40
68 60
129 35
65 40
12 50
06 01
00 60
12 50
38 65
28 65
04 40
96 95
4 111

123 46
186 97
13 63
1350
7 95
208 85
.131 11
78 03

83

10 55
14 40
107 57
40 21

13 66
100 00
2 89
4 90
22 50
!) 47
4 64

0 30

14 05

15 33
9 76
1 63

0 22

37 17
1 00

48·20

93 85
84 89
_176 85
44 05
25 21
25 19
83 85
6 40
52 50
135-82
350 49
99 00
56 67
·15 06
50 25
6 45
271 62
43 61
121 51
17 13
-72 20
77·65
143 95
59 20
149 19

38 17

7 35
3 13

10 71
26 58
36 15

9 62
33 28

2 45·

Total
Expenditures

00
97
63
07
64
87
20
05
25
05
36
09
36
21
15
90
53
25
\l7
25
99
18
56
82
94
90
03

141
231
60
127
73
56
399
88
107
168
192
157
135
94
50
165
211
360
136
108
210
431
65
26
123
101

358 81

358

\ll
19
30
40
95
10
47
28
00
58
96
15
40
77
18
70
55
00
51
00
61
90

150
151
150
120
113
129
87
77
18
170
84
283

141
277
66
127
73
60
399
95
·107
174
192

194

135
94
50
165
215

360
136

108
210
438
65
26
144
101

208

22 25

19 47
73 00

Receipts

47 25
50 27

157
156
150
120
117
129
\l7
77
18
181
84
304
147
289
117
116
13
174
161
105
23:J
101
345
317
318
95
i:i27
116
75

02

78
15
80
44
35
00
19 06
207 43
195 02
152 80
35 00
115 48
217 95
71 80
38 65
95 85
137 58
140 55
59 07
172 O\l
212 01
27 85
116 67
45 12
208 85
179 61
79 03
93 20
205 10
158 06
20185
79 05
25 21
G3 19
113 85
13 75
55 63
140 82
355 49
111 25
107 38
67 54
91 40
103 06
317 44
30 00
79 28
208 51
31 75
14048
~oo 10
'174 05
254 77
172 10

106

41

50

146

24\l
117
110
13

174
161
105
233
92
341
317
314
05

407
107
6\l
19
207

00
48
63
07
04
27
20
85
25
58
36
95
36
21
15
90
62
25
97
25
99
71
56
82
01
90
65
07
27
81
65
61

30

40
75
10
47
28
00
84
\l6
40
00
77
18
20
55
00
51
00
61
78
08
78
30
80

oa

40
75
06

I

Balance
Due Church
46 49

4 60
6 20
5 47

36 14

3 91

6 47

21 93
11 38
G 18
7 26
4 58
4 20

10 00
10 74
20 75

50
40 00
6 50

9 12
3 94

3 85
30 41
8 95
5 34

43

105 62

152
35
115
217
71
38
05
137
139
50

172
205
27
113
45
197
164
70
93
179
158
141
50
25
62
105
13
55
130
346
107

80
00
48
05
89
05
85
58
00
07
00
03
85
34
12
20
81
03
20
14
06
41
19
21
36

82
75
63
11
63

63

1gn~

91 40
103 06
311 43
30 00
72,08
208 51
. 31 75
140 48
90 .10
162 80
254 77
167 19
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59
7 88
3 33

11 56
14 80
25 06
60 44
10 80
83
8 03
10 't1
8 86
62

·a

6 01
_7 20

11 25
5 00
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34

Govtcll, M. Ii'. . . . . . . . . ........ .
Barmore, . A. C. . . . . . . . . ...... .

I

I
10 10

Haworth, W. J ................ .
Macrae, W. S.. .. .. .. .. ...... ..
Potter. W. N. . . . . . . . . . . ...... .
Pycock, David . . . . . . . . . ...... .

.r ones,

14 00

J. II. N. . . . . . . . . . ...... .

Total

SAINTS'

..

..

HOME

. .....

FUND.

Receipts from January 10, 1909,
to January 10, 1910, by
Presiding Bishop.
Offerings.
A.dams, A. H., and wife, Io.$ 3 00
Adamson, ·Marie J. '11., Cal. 1 00
Armstrong, :Mrs. 'Valter,

Sask ............. ', .. .

Barrett, Geo., j\fo . ... " .. .
Barrett, Geo., Mo., on acct.
Butts, Sarah H., Cal .... .

Calkins, Wm., R., Ore ... .
Daer, J. A., and wife, Ill.

Engel, Susan ........... .

Frew, Agnes, NeQ ........ .
Gorr, H. L. ( orf carriage (
JO\Yll . . . ,

.•........ ,

Keith, Janet, l\Iich ....... .
Keir, David and wife, Neb.
1
I., Ore .. ..
l\IcCulley, Neille
l\Iehlisch, Mabel, Ill., ..... .
Newcombe, 0. L., and
wife, Mass . .......... .

1 40
1 00
2 00
50
1 00
5 00
1 00

2 00

48 92
25
3 00
1 85
6 20

5
1
Welch, Mary E., 0 ....... .
Miscellaneous.
Dancer, Alice P., Io., on
lease . . . . . . . . . . ..... 40

Tabbiner, H., Eng . ...... .

Morgan, W.

'.r.,

for care

00
79
50

00

Erma l\Iorgan, Cal. . . . . . 50 00

$

873 29

2i

24
36
62
45
1g

00
35
00
50
00
gg •.

Receipts.

I

'Due Church \
·
Last Report Bps. and Agts.

NAMES.

I

$ 15 299 80

42
94
7
56
43
14
64
$20 960

Canada.
Armstrong, Mrs. W ••...• $ 2 00
Armstrong, Mrs. Walter , • 2 00
Anderson, Mrs. E. B ..... . 1 00
Kelley, James E. and
Audie ............••.. 2 00
Perth Branch ... , . . . ... 10 89
Sandage, Caroline •.•.. , .. 10 00
Colorado.
Brolllar, D. B. . ........ . 5 00
Chambers, Marion ....... . 5 00
Hamil, Margaret E,. .. , .. , 1 00
llfilgate, A. S. . ........ . 5 00
Wray Saints .......... . 28 40
Idaho.
Hobson, Betsy ......... . 2 75
Illinois.
Adder, J., and wife •... , , 5 00
Aledo Sisters' Aid Society. 5 00
75
R~~~h I~~:;k 'M'1~n~~ea~ci' •
Zion's Hope S. S. . . . . . . 5 07
Daer, J. A., and wife ...... 10 00

!f;'~'tct~1in~~h~UJ~~~ ~ .. :::: :.: .
llaas, Anna, and Melvina
Heavener ............
Herbert, Geo. . . , . . . . . . . . .
Horton, F. L. . . , ... , .. , .
Johnson, Grace E. . . . . ... . .
.Tones, Jos. L., and wife. . .
Jones, J. F..... .. .. . .. .
l\Iatthews, J. A..........
:\Iarshall, Joseph, and wife

f 88

50
10
16
50

00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
45

1
12
5
Norris, James, agent .... 22
Quick, Ada, and Luella
Rogers . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . 25 00
Sartwell, Emily . . . . . . • . . • 10 00
Schwartz, Alice Cary . . . . . 15 00
Smith, John G......... , , 1 00
Whitney, Maude. . . • . • . • . . 1 00
urer, Home Committee.
Indiana.
Receipts.
Ward, Asa A., and wife... 1 00
Offerings.
Iowa.
Due church last report .. $ 78 57
Alldredge, B. D., Io. . . . . . 1 00
Adam, A. II., and wife . . . 5 00
Case, George, Io. . . . . . . . . 5 oo
A brother by A. M.
Case, William . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Fyrando ............ . 20 00
Hayer, L., Io. . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00
Ballantyne, Inez ........ . 19 00
l\Iltler, David, and wife, Io. 10 00
Barnum, 1Hrs. L . ........ . 1 DO
Stowers, I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 00
Boone ~lite Society, four
Miscellaneous . . . . . . ... 1,338 96
sisters . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 8 00
E.. L. Kelley ••....... 5,050 00
Burch, Hannah . . . . . . . . . . 1 GO
Total . . . . . . . . . $6,540 53 Burlington Ladies Aid Society, 2 cushions and 12 quilts.
Expenditures.
Comstock, J as .. , and wife. . !:!5 00
Council Bluffs Ladies' Aid
Paid for running
Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 00
expenses . . . . . . .... $5,97 4 02
Councll Bluffs Aid So., ... bedding
Due church . . . . . . . . . . . 566 51
Danielson, l\I. J. . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Total . . . . . . ... $6,540 53
Davis, Mrs. . • . . • • . • . • • . . 10 00
Dewey, Alice . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Eagle Grove Sunday school 3 l 1
INDEPENDENCE SANIFrederickson, 1\Irs. P. W... 5 00
Gillaspey, Jas. and Mary.. 5 00
TARIUM.
Hartchen, Matilda . . . . . . . 5 00
Hardy, Sr. 1 and Sr. U'lora
Receipts from January 10, l!lO!l,
Hidy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00
to January, 10, rn10.
l!illcbmnt, l\Irs. E. . . . . • . • 5 00
Imes,
Clarence
and
Stella..
2
00
Offerings.
Ladies' Aid Society, box of goods.
Lamoni, Second Quorum of
Arkansas.
Deacons ......... ,,, . 2 50
Meyers, A. S. .. ....... $ 1 00
Lamoni, Sisters . . . . . . . . . 90 00
Logan,
L. D. S. Aid Society 50 00
Callfornia.
lllclntosh, l\Irs. l\Iallnda , . . 1 00
Adamson, l\Iarie J. T. . . . 1 00
llllller, David, and wife ... 10 00
Brown, Hannah . . . . . . . . . 7 50
Meyers, l\Iyron and Sarah A. 5 00
J. A., . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
R~~lt~'.·dsa~~~· rf~o:t.1:: : : : : : 10 gg Newlin,
Peasley, S. J., and wife... 2 50
Domonoske, Arthur .... , . 5 00
Pottawattamie District , , , 50 00
Flory, ,Jos ...........• , , 5 oo . Rasmussen, Katie , . , . , . . . 20 00
Flory, Isaac 'I' . ..... , ... . 2 0 0
1r1ory, Lennie and Mabel., 2 00
~~~~~t~ii.Ji>~":r1· : : : : : : : : : : 1 g gg
Grimes, Nancy , ... , , . , • , . 5 00
Shenandoah Sunday school 14 00
Kelley, Mrs. w. D. , • , , ... 60 00
Stephenson, Jennie , , ... , 2 GO
Millet', J. M ... , ..... , , , ,
50
'l'abor Saints
6 p!llow cases
Newport Branch : ...••• , • 10 00
'.ralbot, J. W . . . . , , , . , . . . 1 00
lllchardson, Jas. and
'l'emple, W. C. . . , , , , . . . • 1 00
Isabella . . . • • . • • • • • . . 10 00
Kansas.
Smith, Jessie B ••.•.•...• 12 ·50
Argentine Aid Society .... 50 00
San Francisco Sisters'
Anderson, Ji;Ir. and !-Ira. A .. 5 00
sht~~. s:t.~~1;.t:iri:g1'lt'iik~~e. ????11~·
Blauser, Sarah ......... . 5 00
White, Lythe E. . . . . • • . . . 1 00 Cairns, .John . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 00

Return on check for sewer

repairs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 15
'.rota! .. .. .. . .... $178 56
Saints' Home Fund.
Receipts and Expenditures from
February 23, 1909, to February 11, Hll 0, hy 'L'reas-

oo

I

Total.

In<lividuais

80
05
50
03
57
64
14
11

Furnished

Receipts

by Self

12 39
16 70
18 25··
45 93
9 18
$ 2 592 30

I
I

82
145
61
132
134
24
75
39,725
$

19
20
75
53
50
64
67
50

\

Balance

Expenditures Due Church

82
145
61
132
134
24
75
$37,821

19
20
75
53
50
64
67
93

$1,903 57

Columbus Sisters' Aid So .. 10 00
Independence Rellgio
1 00
home class . . . . • . . . . .
4 oo
5 00
Independence Ladles' Aid '
Grandview Aid Society,
Society • . . . .. . ...... 202 50
Kansas City .....••. two quilts. '' Independence Laurel Club .109 33
Hayes, L. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Independence Book of l\Iorl\Iurphy, W. H ........... 20 00
mon Class, No. 1 ...... 20 oo
~Iurphy, Anna ........... 10 00
J ones, AI. A. . . . . . . . . .
50
Redfield, Chas. II.. . . . . . . 2 50
Joplin Branch . , ...... : : 50 00
Smith, Arthur . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Johnson, A. II. . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
Sutton, J. R. and Libbie
Kelley, R. C....... : .. .. 10 00
Sutton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Kelley, W. B ............. 25 00
Williams, Nancy E. . . . . . . 50 00
Kelley, Mrs. 'L'. C., two pillows
and one mattress.
l\Ialne.
l\Iorgan, D. J. . . . . . . . . . . 5 oo
Tainter, llfrs. E. S. . .••.• 2 00
:i-;eison, Alma . . . . . . . .... 40 00
Maryland.
Nesbitt, Mrs. R. M. . .... , 2 00
Cook, Laura I. .......... .
50
Palf~ey, Louise . . . . . . . . . . 2 oo
lllassachusetts.
Patrick, Ellen . . . . . . . .
1 25
Bacheller, Inez M. . ..... . 2 60
A friend by D. T. Reese::
25
Clark, Mrs. Ardelia l\I ... . 2 50
Re~se, D. T . .............. lfi 00
Le"•is, j\fary ......... , .. 1 00
Bnck sold . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00
Sears, '1 '.r. . .......... .
50
Hosson, Sr. W. H .... two pillows.
Newcombe, 0. L., and wife 5 00
Hounds, Abbie . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Spinnett, J. F. and wife .. . 21 00
St. Joseph Zion Star SunSears, Teressa .......... .
2 00
day school . . . . . . . . . . . 51 So
Sanford, .Ada B. . ....... . 2 00
St. Louis Mite Society,
1 box goods.
Siddall, ,John ..... , . . . .. 1 00
Wylie, Wm ............. . 5 00
Self, H. 0., and wife .... . 50 00
Short, Eva B. . ......... . 5 00
l\Iichlgan.
Short, .T unc A. . ......... . 10 00
Stonef J ............... .
50
Alto Sunday school and
Unca er, ::.\Irs. J . ........ . 5 00
Aid Society .... , . , . , . , 7 25
Uphoff, Caroline ....... . 1 00
Cline, :Mrs. A. . ......... , 7 00
~Ietal corners sold ...... .
1 44
li'raser, Millie . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Brick sold ............. . D 00
Goodenough, Amanda .... .
50
Zerr, Chas. and Ella ... . 15 00
Glidden, Volney T., and
\Vife ... , , . , , , , . , , , .. , 10 00
Montana.
Goodenough, Vernie •.....
50
Beck, Victoria, ........ . 5 00
Green, C. H . . . . . . , ..... . 5 00
Reese, 'l,homas ... , ..... . 25 00
Goodenough, l\Iurlel ..... . 1 00
Haymond, l\Iary II....... . 10 00
Keith, Janet .... , ... , , .. .
25
Staffanson, Dora ........ . 5 00
l\IcDonald, Sarah A . . . . . . . 10 00
Staffanson, Beulah V. . .. . 1 00
Hogcrs, Mabel and Mrs.
Staffanson, l\Iyrtle D.... . 1 00
Joseph Stickney ...... . 7 00
Staffanson~ Ida C. ....... .
1 00
50
Touchatt, COra ......... .
Staffanson, Ernest ~L ... . 1 00
Thomas, Bro. and Sr . ... . 3 oil
Thomas, Mrs. J. D ....... . 10 00
'Varel, Asa A., and wife .. 1 00
Nebraska.
Curtis, Sr. F . ..\.
. ....-.... , .
Fletcher, Jennie ........ .

1

•

~Ilnnesota.

Clitherall Willing Helpers. 12 00
Missouri.
.~rchibald, Russell, agent .. 51 00
..-\lbson, Nora .......... . 5 00
Archibald, Helen ........ . 2 00
Barto, I-I. L . ........... . 1 20
Bass, ~!rs. W. W ........ . 1 00
Badder, H. J ........... . 5 00
Bishop, ~Ir. and ~Irs. John 50 00

BraidwooU's, ~Irs . .J. :i\L
Sunday school class ... . 15 00
Barraclough, Geo. F .. ... . 25 00
Beebe, Mrs. G. W ........ . 1 00
llond, Mrs. ~1. H . ....... . 2 00
Chapman, Alice . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Chutlmrn, .Jonas, and wife 2 00
Clay, William .......... . 5 00.
Crawford, N. ~L .... , ... . 22 00
Frey, G. W. and wife .... . 5 00
GarlorU, Nleanor J3 . ..... . 25 00
Griffiths, Bernie~ ....... . 1 00
Gunsolley, .T. F . ....... . 1 50
Haines, .J. E., (Sanitarium
tile) . . . . . . . . ....... . G 00
Hansen, ~Irs. Ii''. M: ....... . 5 00
Harrington, G. Leonard .. . 5 00
Hemon, Lizzie ......... . 2 00
Ileth, Fl. W ....•.•..•.•. 5 00
!Illllard, .J. A., and wife .. 20 42

Hilliard, G. H., counselor,
list as follows :

Brown, Lc\vis ...... , , .. .

Burroughs, Arthur ...... .

Burroughs, Lester, and
wife, ...... . . . . . . . , ..
Cisne, Clements, Wm . .... .

Henson, John .... , , . , , , •

Brown, Cloyd .. , . . . . , . ,
Bl'O\Vll, l\[.

w . ......... .

Slover, .J. W. , . . . . . , , , .
Cisne, Lizzie .......... , .

II oover, J..,ucy ........... .

~~~~~~r.'~~~: :f·n'. ·:::::::

fl;[il'l~;1~1 s~ll~r'tiii . : : : : : : : :

5 00
2 50
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50

50

50
1 00
2 00
1 50

Armstrong, l\Irs. J. W. . .. 10 00
1 00

Derry, C. ll. . .......... .
Derry, Melvina J . ...... .
I1'rc,v, .A.gncs ........... .
Keezer, ?tlrs. E. N., bedding

5 00
2 00

Keir, David, and wife....

2 00
5 00

and rugs

I<lpp, Grace E. . . . . . . . . . .

Inman Branch . . . . . . . . . . Ga <JO

)IcGrcw, 8r . .... , . . . . . . . 1 00
Myers, Bro., and wife. . . . 2 00
1-'rcston, :Minnie S . ....... . 121 40

Strickland, Mrs. Alice ... 1
Suttles, l\Iamie .........
Weed, 8arah L. . . . . . . . . . .
Ward, Alice A. . ... , . . . . .

quilt.
10 00
D 00
1 00

New :Mexico.
Sheppard, ?tlrs. E. A., center piece.

Nevada.
rl'remmcr, Mabel . . . . . ...

1 11

New York.
Button, l\Irs. H. A. . ....

5 00

Schofield, Jas. S., and

wife ............... .
North Dakota.
Dewitt, llll's. Cora ...... .
Dewitt, Muzett ......... .
Ohio.
Betz, Catherine ........ .
Oklahoma.
Adamson, Peter, jr.; . . . . . .
1

ii~ir~~0i:.~ ~~

00

1 00
1 00
5 00

22

88

1
1
5
5

00
00
00
00

t. ·::::::: :12g oo

Oregon.
Calkins, Wm. R .•.••.. · · •
Propst, llfrs. 0. W .••.... ·
Griffiths, Mary . , ...... · •
Lasley, A. E., and wife ..
Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia Wiiiing

55 00
Workers' Society ....
Sharon, Daughters of
Zion ............ · · · · 19 25
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South Dakota.
:i 00
Lettie Dunn . · · · · • · · · • •
Sweden.
23
00
Lawrence, Hannah .. · · · · ·
rrexas.
2 50
Schreier, Il1red · · • · · · · · • · ·
•rennessee.
Kelley, 'l'. C. · · · • · • · · · · · 4 00
Utah.
·,uexander, James . . . . . . . . 1 00
Warburton, Emma . . . . • • .

1 00

Washington.
Stone, ~Irs. A ....• · · · · · -~
'l'otal . . . . . . . . . $2,738 48

CHILDREN'S HOM£ FUND.
Receipts from January 10, 1909,
to January 10, 1910.
Australia.
Robinson, A. J. . ........ $ 6 27
California.
Adamson, :.Uarie J. 'l'..... 1 20
50
Butts, Sarah 11. ....•••.•
Irvington Sunday shcool . 4 00
50
Miller, J. ~!. .. · .. · · · .. .
Smith, Jessie B . . . . . . . . _.. 12 50
Tulare :5unda]' school. ... . 4 26
Colorado.
Rocky )!ountain S. S. • • • • 5 00
Wray Sam ts . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
England.
w. Maddock . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Illinois.
Daer, Bro. ancl Sr.••.•..• 5 00
Gunn, Wm. H .......•••• 1 00
Johnson, Christina . . . . . . . 1 00
Jones, Jas. L., and wife .. .
50
~lchlisch, >label ....... .
6 !JO
Norris, J mnes ........•• 5 50
Schwartz, Alice Cary .... 10 00
Indiana.
Fish, >Iaude >I. ........ . 5 00

Iowa.
A.dams, A. I-I., and wife.·. 2 44
Anderson, Wm., IJishOlJ •.•. 10 00
Hall & Darid ........... . 25 00
Kenney, l:ihirley and Ken-

neth . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
Newlin, .T. .\ ......••••••
Second Quoi·um of Deacons
Wagner, George .... , ...•
Kansas.
Curtis, Sr. l•'. A. . . , ..• ,
Kerr, Mrs. J, E. , , , , , , , ,
Maine.
Powers, Joel JI. ....... .
:\Iaryland.
Cook, Laura r. ...... , , , .

1 00
5 00
7 50
2 50
1 00
1 00

2 00
50

~Iassachnsetts.

Brad!Jm·y, 'Vm., and wife
friend, h,v .:\I. C. F'isher
N~wcombe, o. L., and wife
Wood, Clara and Thora ...

1\

1 00
1 06

5 00
50

:\Iichlgan.
Alto Sunday school and
\ A~d

8.oci.ety. . . , , , .. , , ,

7 25

CJ~c , Lizzie . . • . . . . ..• ,
46
K'rr'fj >Irs. A....... , ... . 7 00
, e , .ranet ......... , , .
50
1
1
il c <cnzie, Archibald, and

wife . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:i\-ioran, Jerry . . . . . . . ... .
Moran, Jerry . . . . . . . . . . ;
South _Boardman S. S. . .. .
Thomas, Bro. and Sr. . . . . .
Minnesota.
Jepson, Kate M. . ..••..•
Missouri.

Aelison, Nora .......... .
Barraclough, Ge&. F. . ..
Fourth Kansas City S. S,
Franklin, Faye, Eva,
Beryl, and Leslie .....
Morgan, D. J. . . , , .....
Peters, C. J. . ..........
Uplroft', Caroline ..... , ,
Nebraska.

5 00

5 00

95
3 78
3 00

5 00
5 00

. 25 00
, 7 15

. 2 30
. 3 00
. 10 00
. 1 00

Frew, Agnes .......... . . 1 00
Keir, David, and wife ... . 2 00
Kipp, Grace E. . ........• 5 00
Lambson, Mrs. M. J . . . . , , 2 00
Lytle, H. S., agent ..... . 10 00
Nevada.
·
Gault, Jane , ...•...• , , . 10 00
Jones, Allen ............ .
50
Jones, Bernice · ..•.......
25
25
Jones, Atherton .....•...
25
Jones, Eddie .......•...
North Dakota.

Wheeler, Clara . . . . . . . . . .

2 50

Pennsylvania.
Wm ....•...•••.. 3 00
Engel, Susan ........ , .. 1 00
Philadelphia Sunday school· 6 00'
Philadelphia Sunday
school, primary dept.. . 3 00
Philadelphia Willing
Workers' Society .•.... 100 00
South Dakota.
Perrin, Ruby, and Alta,
Hngh, and Edge • • . • • • '1 00
Vaughn, Sarah A . . . . . . . , . 5 00
Texas.
Nicoll, I. ill., Thelma,
and Ethel . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Schreier, Fred . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Utah.
Condit, S. D. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Watburton, Emma . . . . . . 1 00
Washington.
Seattle Sunday school .... 10 00
Stone, llfrs. A. . • • . . • . . . . . 5 00
Wisconsin.
Davis, Charles ........ , 4, 755 70
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. H. D. 3 00
Wyoming.
1\Iahoncy, Wlllle and
Tommy (deceased)
2 50
Total . . . • . . . .. $5,164 47
Receipts by Mrs. l\I, E. Holmes,

Black,

General rrreasurer, Daughters of
Zion Society, from ii.larch 30,
l!JO!J, to April 4, 1910.

Balance on hand March 30,
l!JO!J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $190
Interest on deposit certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
California.
Daughters of Zion local,
San li'rancisco . . . • . • . . 2
York, Sylvan and Charley,
Ukiah ... , . . . . . . . . . . 1

00
52

00
00

THEIR GOD IS GOLD.
BY CHARLES FLEISCHER.

A curious question, the answer being so obvious: Because
these nations are not, in any vital sense, really Christian.
Note the contrast with the so-called heathen peoples, all
0
~ \':'h~m, excepting Japan, are unarmed, and therefore easily
Vlchm1zed by the armies and· navies of marauding Christen~om. And Japan has caught the contagion of martial fever
rom too close contact with "Christian" civilization!
1 shall not soon forget a scene in our Twentieth Century
club in Boston one Saturday afternoon about ten years ago;
~h~ Were being addressed, in excellent English, by a cultured
me~e woman, Dr. Y amei Kin, who appealed to us as representatives of the western world not to force China to resume
afi·ms, her people having passed ages beyond the barbarism
o War,
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Illinois.
Brunson, for fi.Iarion Hiel,
deceased . . . . . . . .

1 00

Iowa.
Young{ Mrs. Joseph S., Eddyv Ile . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 50

Kansas.
Sunday school, Topeka .....

3 34

~fichigan.

DaF~~~';;jj ~~. ~i~~. ~o~~I'. ..

4 00
Missouri.
Daughters of Zion local
Bevier . . . . . . . . . .. '. . . 11 20
Nevada.
Trimmer, for Mable,
deceased ....... .
3 66
New York.

.

Ho6~b6~t~!;·s: .':.m·~ ~~n ..' ..

1 00
Ohio.
Daughters of Zion local
Kirtland . . . . . . . . . . '.. 3 00
Pennsylvania.
Collected by Daughters of
of Zion local from Philadelphia Branch . . . . . . . 23 85

Co}l.ected by Daughters of

Zion local, Philadelphia
4 25
Kelley, Mrs. James, Scandia
25

'£exas.
Hodges, Bro. Exie, Pipe
-Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Total .. .. . ..... $258 57

Deposit certificates on in-

terest . . . . . . . ........ 161
Deposit certificates on in.terest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
Cash deposited in bank. . . . 33
Total . . . . . ..... $258

24
29
04
57

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI,
CENTRAL CHURCH
ACCOUNf
Receipts.
Sale of c!rnrch lot ....... $450
Wate1· !nil return . . . . . . . 8
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 341
Offerings.
~arnett, G_. 'Y· . . . . . . . . . 5
L..Oean, BcnJamm . . . . . . . . . 10
Bleil, E. J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Burden, Lucy L. . . . . . . . . 5
Central Church S. S . . . . . 18
Clcvelund, C. S. . . . . . . . . . 1
Cox, Earl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Crick, Wm. . . . . . . . .... 500
Dempsey,_ S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 O
Dlggle, ;:;, C ..... , .. .. .. 50
Diggle, ;\lrs. S. C. . . . . . . . 10
Edwards, Henry . . . . . . . . . 5
li'leming, Mrs. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Gray, :\layora . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Hidy, Geo. II., nnd wife. . 5
Hitchcock, 10. I'. . . . . . . . . . 50
Howden, ,Jos., and wife . . 1
Jeffords, John . . . . . . . . . . 5
La;\Inr, Mrs. J. C. . . . . . . . 3
LaRnc, Rachel . . . . . . . . . . 5
LaRue, W. E. . . . . . . . . . . . 5

00
64
GO
00
00
00
00
78
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Lo?semore, :Mrs. 1-l~nry . . . 1
llien-, Sarah . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Messick, A. A., ancl wife. . 5
l\Iitchell, llirs. C. C. . . . . . . 1
Pickering, w. R ......... 1,000
Rambo, W.,C. . . :. . . . . . . . 2
Rehwald, C, F. . . . . . . . . . . 5
Richards, Louise 1!. . . . . . 1
Riggs, l\Irs. D. 1II ..... , . • 5
Salander G. W . . . . . , , , , , , 1
Salander, Roy . . . . . . . . . .
Sandy, Harvey . . . . . . . . . 5
Sandy, Lott. . ......... , 10
Sandy, Seth . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Sandy, W. E ............. 10
Short, Ellis ............. 500
Slocum, l\Irs. G. B. . . . . .
Strlckl_and, Mrs. N. F. . . . 2
Swanson, Mrs. A. A. . . . . . . 5
Walker, Mrs. J. M. . . . . . . 5
Warnky, F, C ............ 10
Winn, l\Irs. D. F. . . . . . . . . 1
Winning, Robt.. . . . . . . . . 1

Zerr, Chas.,--- and wife ... ,

00
00
00
00

oo

00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00

5 00

Total . . . . . . ... $3;077 27
Due church January 10, 1910. , $9,964 20

Expenditures.
Balance dne church January
10, 1909 . . . . . . . . . . $4,420 25
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Abstract, lot sold . . . . . . . . 6 00
Bills payable ......... 7,000 00
Collection fees (rent acct) 6 00

Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Interest . . . . .. . .. ....... 887
Janitor work . . . . . . . . . . 25
Repairs . .. . ............ 561
Water bills ............. 100
Total . . . . . .. $13,041

60
00
25
45
55

BALANCE 5HEET
THE "STANDARD" PUBLISHING HOUSE.
(Australia).
December 31, 1909.
Receipts.
Balance on liand from
l!l08. . . . . . . . ....... $323
Receipts from all sonrces3,851
'J'otal . . . . . .... $4,175
Expenditures.
Paid ont for stock, wages.
etc. . . . . . . . . ....... $3,936
Balance at bank ..... , . 238
'L'ota! ............ $4, 17fi
Assets.
Stock . ' . . . . . . . . . . . .. , $849
Plant . . . .. .. . . .. ...... 860
Bills receivable . . . . . . . ; .147
Bank balance ........... 239
'J'otal . . . . . . ... $2,0!JCl
Liabilities.
.\gency stock ... , ..... , .193
Bills payable ............ lOG

Balance, being excess of ·

58
52
10

12
98
10

11
!JS
66
08
72
38
44

assets over liabilities .. 1,706 90
Total . . . . . .... $2,096 72
Net assets . . . . . $1, 706 !JO

Net assets last re-

port . . . . . . . . $1,246 19
Gain for year .. , $ 4Cl0 71.

The irony of the situation impressed me deeply and helped
me to realize again the emptiness of the western vaunt. of
superiority over peoples who have long since .lost the savage
defects which still disgrace the spl,endid qualities of the
younger races of the world.
Let me offer another bit of personal experience. About
seven years ago I was a member of the conference on peace
and arbitration at Lake Mohonk, New York. There were
present so many professional fighters from our army and
navy (among them Richmond P. Hobson, the ridiCulous American Cato, whose monomaniacal cry is "Japan must be de"
stroyed, else she will destroy us"), and so warlike were the
utterances of practically all the speakers, that· I was moved
at last to exclaim impatiently, "Is this a conference oi:i peace,
or is it a council of war?"
There is no need t~ ask why all Christian nations are armed
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to the teeth; when even a Lake Mohonk peace conference
plainly apologizes to the Devil for even seeming t6 believe in
the feasibility of peace.
,
The fact is that the rulers and the people of Christendom
are only "fooling" about it. They are not i·eally Christian.
They do not believe in peace, nor have they any serious intention of treading too closely upon the heels of the Prince of
Peace, or of embodying, in the individual spirit and in the
practice of nations, the teaching of the Jew Jesus:· "Love one
another."
Pessimistic? No; but I hate hypocrisy. And I would like
to have Christendom ~ease to make Christian profession,
which it has no intention of giving worth through practice.
Pessimistic? No; on the contrary, I am invincibly optimistic. I hail with the deepest joy the establishment of The
Hague tribunal, the organization of the interparliamentary
union, and all the practical discussions of peace and arbitration by men who are not dreamers nor avowed idealists.
The "Christian" nations will never disarm, from the teeth
downward, until peace commends itself to them, not as a spiritual ideal, but as a practical necessity. Then, out of that
necessity (the impossible burden of growing armaments and
the ever-present menace to commerce) the hard"headed westerners, whose god is gold, will some day make a shining virtue-which, doubtless, they will then have the-hardihood to
exalt and exhibit as an original discovery, proceeding to convert to the "new" ideal even the oriental nations, who need
not preach because they practice "peace on earth."
INDIAN PERSONAGES OF DISTINCTION.
AN ffiIQUOIS ARCHJEOLOGIST.

He signs his letters "Arthur Q. Parker," but in his own
home he prefers to be called "Ga-wa-so-wa-neh." In English
this means "Snowslide" and is the name given him in infancy
on the Indian reservation.
Mr. Parker is proud of the fact that he is a hereditary
chief of the ancient Iroquois. He openly proclaims that
despite a college education and long association with whites
his whole heart and interest are bound up in the people from
whom he sprang-"the Romans of the New World," as he
calls them.
It is this attitude and its resultant zeal, says the Bookkeeper, which have made Mr. Parker a success as state
archreologist of New York, the position. he has held with
honor foi· four years.
In New York State there are six Indian reservations containing about five thousand full-blood redskins. These people still maintain a nominal national independence and are
self-governing, thus being able to keep alive their ancient
customs and religion.
Not until the State decided to appoint a state archreologist
and Ga-wa-so-wa-neh-or Mr. Parker-won the office by virtue of his well-nigh perfect civil service examination did New
York really begin to have a place on the archreological map.
From the moment he undertook the work progress was
_ · marked. By virtue of his Indian ancestry he had access to
much that had been denied former investigators. Scarcely
had he been appointed before he uncovered a village and
stronghold of the Erie Indians which had been previously
unknown.
He has recorded hundreds of -folks tales, translated the
rituals of Indian secret and social societies, made photograph
records of their ceremonies and songs, photographed their
mysterious rites and delved into the secrets of their fraternities. The collection of relics he has gathered, now stored at
the state museum at Albany, is one of the finest of its kind.

And all this when he is not yet thirty. Born on the Cattaraugus reservation in 1881, when still quite young Mr. Parker
was moved to one of the suburbs of New York. His mother
is of Scotch-English ancestry and was for a long time a
teacher in the Thomas Indian school, where she had Mi·.
Parker's father for a. pupil and was aftenvard married to
him. The latter is a full-blQOded Indian, coming of a long
line of chiefs, among whom was General Ely S. Parker, the
military secretary to General Grant.
It was from his father that yo:ung Parker inherited his
affection for the Indian race, and later when he took up the
study of anthropology under· Prof. Frederick W. Putnam, of
Harvard, it became his irrepressible ambition to tell the true
story of the people whose ''history has been written only by
their enemies," as he says. Mr. Parker has written several
volumes for the state libral'y and given numerous illuminating
Indian lectures.
Mr. Parker's wife was an Indian maiden and a member of
the Shenaki tribe.-The Indian's Friend, July, 1910.
) the ") capitalizer."

) to the ) editor of ) the ) world:

) there is no more real
different necessity
two kinds of letters-capital and small
ones-than there is for two different kinds of figures or for
divergent forms of punctuation marks.
) nominally we have an alphabet of 26 letters; actually all
are confronted with, and every schoolma'am must teach and
each pupil mµst .learn to write, 52 alphabetic outlines, of
which the 26 logically superfluous ones are by far the most
cumbrous and difficult to make for the youngsters. ) the unnecessary characteTS offe1' the greatest basis and temptation
to indulge in senseless pen-flourishing and related phenomena
of illegibility.
) on any kind of typewriting machine, although on an ave;:age only one stroke in 30 is for a capital letter, 30 per cent
of the keyboard is sacrificed for capitals. ) the mechanical
and other problems which each maker of such machines must
meet and master to equip his contrivance with 26 capitals go
far to make the machirie more expensive, harder to learn and
slower to operate than it ought to be.
) the same statement applies also to the machines which
type-compose matter for the printing of books and newspapers. ) regulation of capital letters from all "body-type"
composition (using instead a I or a ) as a "capitalizer")
would conduce to simpler and cheaper machines and cases,
facilitate type-composition and cleaner proofs.
) nothing that is here. said antagonizes letter-forms which
sign-painters find necessary in their business or whic~
printers must use for headings and displayed type-composition. ) but for every-day use by every-day people small
letters adaptedly used will answer all purposes, and amply.
) what useful purpose is served by 26 capital letters which
will not be fully as well served by one capitalizer?) in the
interest of an effective short cut in education and of the
saving of time, study and labor on the part of each one concerned, it could be very reasonably urged that the 26 s_mall
letters are the ones to which instruction should be restricted
in school and college.
·
) projects affecting the_ visible representation of thought
often limit their applicability to one language only; but
) germany would find that an introduction of the H) namen. ) france that her adopt10n
·
strich" and
of th e "trai"t de n om",
would prove as beneficial as the use of the "capitalizer·'
) s. ) w.
would be to the people of the ) u. ). s. ) a.
)perth· )amboy, )n. )j., )june 10.
-New Yorlc World.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye

my dis-

ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the_

truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"There shall not any man: among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:· 36.
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VOLUME 57

Editorial
PERSONAL ASSURANCE _OF THE TRUTH.

In his work entitled, Power and Perso~ttlity in
Speaking, Grenville Klieser, formerly instructor in
public speaking at Yale University, says: "No one
thing will add so much to a man's power in speaking as the conscious possession of truth."
On the same subject, Cardinal Newman says:
"What is so powerful an incentive to preaching as
the sure belief that it is the preaching of the truth."
A great fact is set fortki:Ii these two utterances.
The powerful preacher is the one who thoroughly
believes in the message that he is engaged. in presenting. But we may extend the thought beyond the
pulpit and apply it to those who are interested in
the everyday work of living their ·religion. Th6se
who are thoroughly convinced of the truth and value
of the gospel of Jesus Christ will be successful in
living it and will be a power for good in the hands
of God.
We see Peter on the Day of Pentecost standing up
to preach the first great sermon under the commission, "Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature." Peter is the exponent of
Christianity, the advocate of Jesus. But see, he is
to address J ews,-thousands -of them. -These are
the men who have crucified Jesus. Judging fr9m
a human standpoint a s'ingle ill-advised word may
precipitate a massacre. We say it is a time for
diplomacy. But God knows and the disciples know
that it is a tim,e for more tl}an dipfomacy. For that
reason have they kept their mouths closed and have
waited for the promised endowment of power from
on high.
· . ·
·
Peter, clothed with that power, proceeds to deliver
an address that judged by immediate results is one
of the most powerful sermons evei' delivered. Peter
has been only a poor fisherman, yet he dominates
the multitude. He presents Jesus as the Christ and,
the Son of God. He plainly accuses the Jews of crucifying him with "wicked hands." The force of his
attack is such that he overbears their preju4ices,
breaks dqwn their defense; arid convicts them bl:lfore
the tribunal of. their own hearts so that when. his
sermon is ended three thousand of them are repented
and ready for baptism.
• .
· ··
'

NUMBER 31

What was the secret of Peter's assurance as he
stood before that idly curious yet potentially dangerous rriob and realized the possibilities of that day?
We have our answer when we reflect that Peter had
tested the Christian religion. He knew of the doctrine of Christ. He was filled with the divine assurance that had been poured out upon him and his
associates at the Pentecostal meeting, just as Jesus
had predicted that it would be.. He knew that . s 1
was the Son of God and that he had died for
men. He knew that those men must repent ai
c:
baptized. He knew that if they would repent
~
be baptized they would receive the gift of the~
t
Ghost. He realized the absolute truth of every \. ~ ~
that he WE" ·equired to utter, every promise'>if.2C
'§ [.:t;.
he made, c . y commandment that he voiced.i
if
0
Turning our scrutiny to the membership of\ i:r:;-;:::.
1
church at Jerusalem immediately following the vi:},t
of Pentecost we find that they were strikingly successful in living their religion. They were of one
heart and one mind. God added to their numbers
daily. They had implicit confidence in the gospel
that they had espoused, so much so that they placed
everything upon the altar, even selling their possessions when required to do so and distributing to
those who were in need.
Paul explained the situation later when he said
that the gospel came not "in .word only, but also in
power and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance."
· The restored gospel came to the people in later
tinws in a similar manner. One of the songs that
the Saints used to delight in singing began like this:
"We as the living witnesses declare the word to you,
And bear our testimony that wh_at we teach is'true;
Beware how you receive it, do not yourselves deceive,
For God himself revealed it; we know what we believe."

In order to preach or to live the gospel now we
need the same abiding assurance that our fathers
had that it is indeed the eternal truth. That assurarice can be obtained in the same way in which it
was obtained of old. The promise·is still 'in force:
"I;f ·any man will do his will, he .shall know of the
doctrine/'
·
This assurance may be obtained in a twofold way.
Peter had list~ned to the preaching of the gospel.
He.had examined its t@ets and had tested them fo1~
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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himself. He found them reasonable and. logical.
They appealed to his intelligence. He was intellectually convinced.
But Peter also receiN'.~d a further assqrance of a
spiritual nature that s~~jsfied him concerning certain things that were beyond the reach of his mental
·research. For instance, when questioned by the
Master, be coulq say, "Thou art the Christ, the Son
of the living God." And Christ said, "Flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father
which is in heaven;" Peter was converted both
intellectually and spiritually. He had received a divine assurance even prior to the Day of Pentecost,
and that assurance must have been repeated with
added force on that day.
Peter's experience was peculiar to himself; other
men may receive similar exper1ences, differing a~
their natures differ, yet of equal value in beini,
sufficient for their personal needs. If they
study
the gospel and obey it they will find that more and
more it meets the approval of their intelligence; and
they will also be entitled to receive spiritual assurances in some form or other requisite to establish
· them in the faith, providing they desire such evidences with sufficient ardor to ask for them and live
worthy of. their reception.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

will

EUROPE TO OUST

MORMONS~

BERLIN, July 24.-(Special cablegram.)-Germany has taken the lead in what v,rou~d be an international movement against Mormonism and Mormon m1Ss10naries. For several years missionaries
sent out from America and England have been working diligently upon the continent. Recently Mormonism has grown to such an extent in European countries that the governments took cogniza11ce of
protests from various c~~'.:rches.
The campaign to drive· Mormonism out of Europe
will be systematic. Those who profess to be members of the church will not be molested so long· as
their religious observances do not interfere with the
civil or criminal laws of the country in which they
reside._ Only the missionaries, who are accused of
under tactics in preaching their doctrine, will be
ordered to leave the countries.
Of the twenty-one Mormon missionaries whose
expulsion from Germany was ordered by the Prus-·
sian minister of the interior, there are three young
American ·students who may be allowed to remain.
The other eighteen have until Monday to leave German territory.
·
The police to-day assembled the Mormon missionaries.· The three young Americans had, in the meantime, appealed to Charge d' Affairs Irwin Laughlin
of the American embassy. Mr. Laughlin, in the absence of Ambassador Hill, requested the foreign
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office to cancel the orders of expulsi~! for the young
American students until a further investigation
could be made. This delay will likely be granted.
Herr Dalwitz, the Russian foreign minister, who
has expelled the Mormon missionaries, did n~t act
hastily. It is understood that the French, Italian,
Franco-Austro-Hungarian..and other· governments
stand ready to continue the prosecution if it is necessary. It may not be necessary, for word from the
foreign capitals said that a number of foreigners
who had established themselves as Mormon· missionaries had already fled.
·
Mormonism has attained a stronger hold in Germany and England tnan many Americans believe.
Missionaries first came across the Atlantic many
years ago. At first,· m~etings of the proselytes were
l:J.eld in the home of a member of ·the new church.
~radually churches have been built and communities
t1ad sprung up.
Although the missionaries disclaim polygamy, the
civil authorities say that it exists to an alarming
extent in some of the .Mprmon settlements. It was
this phase of the matter, together with the growing
power of the Mormons, that caused the authorities
to take drastic action.-Omaha Bee, July 25.

a:

A grade teacher, after having medical examination in her room, recently wrote the following note
to the parents of .a certain little boy: · "Your little
boy, Charles, shows signs of astigmatism. Will you
please investigate and take steps to correct it?" to
which she received a note in reply, saying: "I
don't understand exactly what Charles has been doing, but I have whalloped him to-night, and you can
whallop him to-morrow, and that .ought to help
some."
The Daily Parable.

As a ruin the clouqy heaven,
Shakes to the wind's wild shocks;
To the echoing bolts of the lev'en,
As a wreck the ocean rocks;
And the storm on earth careering
Seems, with its thunderous i·oll,
The laugh of a monster jeering
At the dreams 9f the human soul.
But behind the ephemeral thunder
Smiles the eternal sun,
Whose glory provokes no wonder,
Since only a common one.
0 Truth, so close at our portals,
With silent but constant sign1
When shall we learn, dull mortals,
The common is divine?
-Henry Austin in July Century.
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Elders' Note-Book

Original Articles

MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION.

LEADERSHIP•.

Under the above title, I wish to express a few
thoughts about ministerial associations. From my
experie.nce and obs~rvation in refereiwe to the Prot:..
estant ministry, I divide them into two classes. A
percentage of them are honorable men and give our
people fair treatment, but by far the greater number
will do us all the harm they·can; all the mean, little,
low down tricks they can think of they will do. Misrepresentation is a common weapon and some of
them will lie to accomplish their end.
The Saints in the branches· have not seen much
of these things, but the missionary out on the firing'
line is the one that knows by experience what they
will do. They run up against the real thing, a live
wire that burns. There is such a close resemblance ·
·between them and the Pharisees that it is easier to .
find the common points of agreement than those of
disagreement. The Pharisees were the people that
went to church, did the praying and preaching a.nd
read the scripture, and they were the bitter enemies
of Christ and his work.
Who is it gives us fair treatment? The nonbeliever is always our best friend when our enemies
assail us. It is the class of men we find in the ministerial associations that blind the eyes of the public
and cause them to reject the truth as stated in Doctrine and Covenants 45 : 4 : "They turn their hearts
from Me because of the precepts or' men." The best
thing for us to do with them and their assocfations
is to let them alone. There is no more need for it
in our work than there is to join some secret s9ciety
ELDER GOMER R. WELLS.·
in order to carry on the work of the gospel. They
"Wherever there is true prophet leadership, there is true
will do with us as the spider do~s with the fly, draw
brotherhood."
'
us into their clutches and then let us down good and
"We thank thee, 0 God, for a prophet
hard.
To guide us in thes~
latter .days;
! fJ ...
As men, we should treat them just exactly right,
We thank thee for sending the gospel.
with all the courtesy that is due them according to
To lighten our minds with its rays."
the golden rule, but it should end there. We can not
work with them without compromising the truth.
Thus do the Saints sometimes sing in prayer meetThe advertising we can get out of trying to get in ings. There are many to whom this sentiment seems
or being put out after we are in is not worth th~ strange. They would accuse us of man worship or
· time and trouble it takes. A fat better advertise- pity us for being priestridden. That is a hasty conment is a consistent, honorable life in harmony with cltrnion. Such critics have not studied our principles.
the teaching and example of Jesus Christ. We can
"We thank thee, 0 God, for a prophet"-what
do more good without them and when God is on our does it signify? It means leadership. It stands for
s~de :ve. are a mighty arm~, and he will be on our the highest type of organization. Wherever there is
side 1f we put our full trust in him.
· true prophet leadership, there is true brotherhood.
EDWARD RANNIE.
· Let those who doubt it turn to the pages of history
wherein God was directly concerned in uplifting the
human race. Prophet leadership is seen in every
."The man who has never had any 'ups and downs' movement. It is God's way, and "His ways are one
will not enjoy heaven when he gets there."
eternal round."
h "Any man can preach what humanity likes to
In foreshadowing the restoration and conversion of
bear, but to preach what humanity needs requires . latter day Israel, he says he will make a new cov1:.mant
ackbone-and rElligion."
with them. This requires leadership now as it did
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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when he brought Israel out of Egypt, "which covenant they broke."
When the British people sing, "God save our king,"
and bare their heads as he goes by, does that reveal
man worship or does it show respect for government
and the principle of leadership for which the king
stands? It must bethe latter, for in the next breath
they sing, "Britains never, never will be slaves."
The Americans own no king but God in their
national anthem. They sing, "Our fathers' God, ...
author of liberty, to thee we sing. . . . Great God,
our king."
If this be not lip service and represents a great
national ideal, we would like to ask, What, then, does
the President of the United States stand for? Does
he not represent the principle of leadersl;iip? When
we cheer his approach' and do him honor are we
guilty of man worship? or do we not thereby respect
leadership and good government?
It is easy to sing the national anthem with patriotic fervor, but it .is not so easy to answer the question, How can the divine King "reign over-us"· in
fact except it be by God appointed leadership? If it
be not in that way, then we sing a hollow sentiment;
his reign is only theoretical. Perhaps the thought is
after all borrowed from the good book. It is a beautiful ideal to talk about and sing, but what is there
in it that would preclude good citizens as church
members singing of a Moses man who· stands as
leader to the most unique movement of modern times
-unique because it represents the Bible plan, and
claims to be organized by divine command· and sustained from the same omnipotent source. We, too,
can sing with true fervor, tlie same national anthem,
because we are willing that God's rule should be i·eal
and not theoretical.
Unless this nation will love righteousness more
and get into closer touch with their King, he can not
rule in fact-it is only a 1make-believe. The American has a grand and noble ideal-that o:f being free.
But until he is free from the political boss, and the
"machine" that runs the electioris ·in far too many
States, he is not free. Even when that is righted,
he is yet in bondage unless he can get the power of
the gospel into his life and then be free from the
higher standpoint. Jesus says, "The truth shall make
you free" ; "If the Son shall make you free,. ye shall
be free indeed." The more of truth we live by,
the greater the 'freedom.
As a church, we respect civil authority and believe
with Paul that rulers and magistrates, "the powers
that be," rule permissively until He comes whose
right it is to reign. President Joseph Smith believes
this, and so did his father. As leaders of men in a
divine movement, neither of them ever presumed
to take charge of ·a conference of the church in an
- arbitrary manner. The records show that the father
1
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of the present incumbent was directed to obtain the
consent of the chi.Ire'\]. assembled before presiding.
The honored son of a noble sire has strictly observed
the same rule. God's.appointed servant, but He will
the same rule; being God's appointed senant, but He
will not force him upon the people. He repres~nts divinely appointed leadership agreeably to the consent
of the people. Thus the principle o~ common consent
was from the first established in the church of latter
days. It is a principle that has always been an essential part of. true pri~sthood. Said the first ·Joseph,
"Amen to that. man's priesthood" who presumes to
use the keys or functions of the same except in harmony with this divine principle of common consent.
It then becomes priestcraft.
It would be a proud record indeed if our civil government had been as free from "bosses" and the corruption thereof as has been our church during the
last fifty years of prophet leadership. It is pertinent to ask: Which more clearly represents a composition of the will of God merged into the consent
thert;to of a willing free people, the church or the
state?
GOMER

R.

LEAVES FROM LIFE.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDE].'t L M. SMITH.

In a little log cabin in Johnson County, Illinois,
s'ome four miles west of where Tunnel Hill now
stands, I first saw the light of this world, on the 23d
day of May, 1853. Tunnel Hill is forty-five miles
north of Cairo. I was born in that part of Illinois
known as "Lower Egypt."
To my father and mother were born fourteen children, eleven of them are still living. The first child
died before he was a year old as also did the two
youngest. I was the second child born to them, hence
am the oldest of the eleven now living. As a child
I was sickly until after I was two years old; after
that, however, I was quite fleshy, and was large for
my age, but was never rugged and strong. My
parents were uneducated, but .seeing the necessity of
giving their children at least a common school education, they sent us to school, when much of the time
we were really needed at home to help do the work.
Schools in thait country, then, were far 'inferior to
what they ·are now ; and what was worse than that,
I did not always take advantage of my limitea opportunities, hence my education is quite limited. My
environment was not of a character to broaden my
mind and give me high ideals; my standard of right
and wrong was not, in, every respect, what it should
have been.
We lived in the back woods, and our neighbors,
with few exceptions, were poor and qneducated like
ourselves; church and Sunday school influences had
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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but little to do, if anything at all, in shaping the in_fluence on my life. When I was in my ninth year,
lives of myself and young associates. My Sundays, the spring of 1862, my father joined the church, be-,
at least many of them, were spent· on the creeks, on ing baptized by William H. Kelley. I can well rethe bluffs, and in the woods; and while my intimate member when he was baptized, though I did not see
associates, as a rule, were respectable, the places we the baptism, but so limited was my understanding of
frequented often brought us into contact with that such .things, I did not even know what baptism was,
which was not at all elevating. Profanity, vulgarity, nor did I have the remotest idea what it was for, and
and sneers and scoffs at religion were altogether too yet I was nearly nine years old. · But I was not in
common and they made their impression upon .our "Zion" or in any of "her stakes"; not even in a branch
young mind and soul, and that for the worse; they of the church. Ignorance is ignorance, though,
lowered our ideals of purity, they lowered our morals, wherever it is; and I was certainly as ignorant concerning the gospel as a boy of my age possibly could
be. My father had belonged to the old church before
I was born. My grandfather and grandmother had
belonged to the old church too, as did also many of
his relatives, long before he did. They had joined
the church 'when my father was only a boy. My
father, although he -had belonged to the old church,
had never tried to teach the principles of the gospel
to his children, -hence I have sometimes thought that
I must have inherited faith in the gospel from my
father and my grandpare:flts, for even after my
father had c-ome into the Reorganization, we had no
branch of the church there, no Sunday school and no
books or papers to teach the little ones the principles
of the gospel. My father always advised me to be
honest and truthful, read the Bible, think for :myself, .
and do that which is right; and that was about the
extent of the religious instruction I received. But
I had great confidence in my father, and still have,
hence I had confidence in his religion and in the
church to which he belonged.
I made no study of religion, however, until I was
fifteen years old. · At that time, Bro. Benjamin H.
Ballome came to our place, and as he and my father
talked a great deal on religious subjects, I became
much interested. He loaned me the Book of Mormon,
ELDER J, M. SMITH.
The Kingdom of God, by John Taylor, and some
"I wish to exhort the young men who are entering the min- other works, all of which I read with much interest.
istry t? consecrate themselves to God and to his service, in · But still I had that erroneous idea that religion was
word, m thought, and in act."
not intended for boys; just for grown people;- My
and they strf!.ngled, for the time being, all the higher father subscribed for the HERALD and while it came
aspirations of our souL Such associations and in- I read it, more or less, and I was really a believe1~ in
fluences are bound to bear fruit in any boy's life, the gospel. There was no church there of our faith
and no preaching. I heard no preaching after
and the fruit will always be bitter.·
·
My parents were honest, moral, and well-respected. Brother Ballome was there except one sermon
They always taught their children to shun bad com- preached by Brother Hilliard, until after I was
'
pany, but like many other parents, they were not twenty-one years old.
The winter after I was twenty years old, I taught
always succesful in enforcing their teaching. Their
teaching was not altogether lost on my life, even, my first school, and then having money of my own, I
though I did not always obey them. I was like· a decided to learn something of the church. Looking
great many other boys; often thought I knew more up some of the old HERALDS I found the address,
than my parents, took my own course and had to wrote to Brother Joseph, and in due time received
suffer the consequences. Notwithstanding all that, a copy of the HERALD. I subscribed for the HERALD,
I had great respect for my parents, because of their sent for the Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Coveh.onorable, upright lives; and I am sure that the prin- nants, Holy Seri ptures, Voice of Warning, and a comciples of right which they taught me had an uplifting plete set of tracts, and then began reading. This was
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in the summer of 1874, hence I was then twenty-one.
. In August of that summer, Bro. J. C. Clapp came and
preached twelve sermons. I heard most of them and
was anxious to be baptized; but he gave no public
invitation. · I did not have the courage to go to him
and ask him to baptize me, and so I let that opportunity slip, but in December, 1874, Brn. G. H. Hilliard
and I. A. Morris came in there and held a series of
meetings, and on the day after Christmas, Aunt
Rhoda Kelley, one of my uncles, my mother, oldest
sister, and myself were baptized by Brother Hilliard.
My health at that time was very bad; I was suffering
from nasal catarrh and from throat and bronchial
troubles. My condition was considered quite critical,
in a sense, for there was danger of the affliction
extendin1r to mv lun1rs. A few davs after I was

baptized ~I asked the brethren to ad~inister to me,

and after they had. done so, Brother Hilliard said to
me, "You are not going to die now. You will live to
preach this gospel." And Brother Morris added,
"Yes, that will be your work, preaching the gospel."
I was timid, awkward, bashful, of a stammering
tongue, and in poor health, and from a human viewpoint that prediction seemed unreasonable, and yet
there was an influence accompanied it that caused
me to believe it, and I took courage.
That was thirty-four years ago and I have been
preaching the gospel more than thirty years of that
time.
The next spring after I was baptized, March, 1875,
I attended a district conference at Brush Creek,
Wayne County, Illinois; my first conference and my
first meeting with the Saints in an organized branch.
Nothing worthy of special mention occurred, until
we met in social service on Sunday afternoon. Then
Bro. B. H. Ballome (the same one whom I have already mentioned) got up and bore his testimony; he
said there was some calamity coming upon the Saints,
but he did not know just what it was, but said it
would be severe. He exhorted the Saints to be prepared' for it, and said, "I know it wiil come, for it
has been shown to me by the Spirit." That was the
first time I had ever heard anyone get up in a prayer
and testimony meeting and speak in prophecy, and
it seemed very, very strange to me.
The following summer, about three or four months
after that conference, Brother Ballome, his wife
and two children, and old Bro. Nathan Morris, and
a number of his family, died of smallpox. Brethren
Ballome and Morris were both elders. Being young
and inexperienced iri the work at that time, that
pi:ophecy and its immediate fulfillment made a deep
and lasting impression upon my mind. In August,
1875, the Tunnel Hill Branch was organized and I
was ordained teacher, but the next year, 1876, and
I think it was in August, too, I was ordained priest,
but for some cause I never received any positive

,.
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knowledge of my call to either of those offices. I believed then and I still believe that I was called, but
I did not magnify my calling, I suppose, and I never
could say that I knew my call was from the Lord.
In the fall of 1878, Bro. G: H. Hiliiard was holding
a series of meetings in the Tunnel Hill Branch and
he said to some of the Saints that Bro. I. M. Smith
ought to be ordained to the office of elder, and
when this was told me I said, "No, not until I can
receive a knowledge from God for myself that it is
the Lord's will." My desire was to serve the Lord
in whatever office he wanted me to labor; but having
accepted two ordinations without any positive knowledge, it seemed to me that -it would be presumption
of the rankest kind for me to accept an ordination
to the oldership \.VithoUt a knowledge for n1yself,
hence I decided to take that stand, and did take it.
During that series of meetings, a day was set apart
for the Saints to meet, fasting and praying for light
regarding a fuller organization of the branch. We
did so and when Brother Hilliard got up in that meeting and said the Spirit indicated to him that Bro.
I. M. Smith should be ordained an elder, the Spirit
of the Lord rested upon me in power and it seemed
to penetrate every fiber of my being, and although I
heard no audible voice, I was made to know, beyond
a doubt, that the. Lord required me to accept that
office. I felt assured that it was the Lord's will and
I accepted the ordination in November, 1878, and
feeling irnre, as I did, that the Lord had called me
to preach the gospel, I immediately commencPd to
do so.
I had no appointment from either district or General Conference, but I went to work just the same,
laboring under the direction of the branch and district officers. I would study all week and then go
out and preach on Sunday evening and frequently
on Saturday evening, too. In March, 1879, at the
conference of the Southeastern Illinois District, they
passed a resolution that Bro. I. M. Smith should
devote his entire time to preaching the gospel in that
district. Not being in attendance at that conference
this resolution -was a g-reat surprise to me ·when
notified of its passage, as I had not been consulted
beforehand and was not even thinking of such a
thing. While it was a great surprise to me, it was
certainly a pleasant surprise, for my acquaintance
with the Saints in the district was limited, and it
pleased me to know that they had that much confidence in me. As I had been practically devoting
my entire time to the work, ever since my ordination,
it was a pleasure to have the whole district standing
by me officially, in my effort to magnify my calling.
My labor under district appointment continued until
the spring of 1883, stopping only to earn m_oney for
personal expenses when I ran short.
In March, 1883, I was married to Malinda M.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Kelley, a sister of T. C. Kelley, who is well known to My experiences while there were not of that nature
the church. She was a noble, intelligent Latter Day that would interest. and edify the general reader.
Saint, also a good wife. Had she lived, my life might M-y appointment for 1895 was the Eastern Mission
have been better and more useful, but she had had Bro. W. H. Kelley was in charge, and· so I labored
two spells of lung fever before we were married and, under him for the next three years. The first year
shortly ·after our marriage, consumption set in and in that mission I labored in Ohio, Western New
she never recovered. In November, 1884, h~r suffer- York, and Pennsylvania.
The next year, my
ing ceased and she passed ovei· on the other side. labors extended farther east; did tent· work with
One child had been born to us, but she died before Brother Robley, on Cape Cod; attended·· the
the death of her mother; hence when my wife died, reunion at Poquonnac Bridge, in Connecticut, and
I was again left alone.
then went into Maine. The next year my labors were
Af.ter going to school a few weeks to brighten up I in the same territory, much so at least, only I did
.
taught two winter terms of school, five months each, not go so far to the east as Maine.
One experience of that year might be of interest
preaching under district appointment during the
summer when not teaching, and .preaching locally on . to some. The latter part of February, 1898, I atSunday when teaching. In April, after finishing the · tended conference a!t Providence, Rhode Island. On
last term of school, 1887, I attended the Genei'al Con- Sunday evening, at the close of the conference, a
ference at Kirtland, Ohio. This was the first General prayer meeting was announced for the next morning,
Conference I ever attended, and I there received many of the Saints not being able to get started for
my first General Conference appointment. My field :their homes until the afternoon. The prayer meeting
of labor was the Southeastern Illinois District, the in prophecy, tongues, and interpretation of tongues,
district in which I was born and grew to manhood, was certainly a Pentecostal outpouring of the Holy
where I first heard and obeyed the gospel, and where Spirit. I shall attempt to tell only that which relates
I was ordained and had been preaching for nearly to myself in this paper. I had been undecided as to
nine years. In November of that saine year I was whether I should attend the General Conference that
married again, but this marriage was an unhappy spring or not. On my way to the prayer meeting
one, and proved to be one of the saddest experiences that morning, I had decided that I would not go.
of my life. As the fruit of that marriage, however, During the prayer meeting, Sr. Hattie Griffiths spoke
I have one daughter; now Mrs. Gemrude Arthur, in prophecy, and after speaking to Bro. Richard Bulof Little Blue, Missouri, who has been and is now a lard she turned to me and said, "Verily, thus saith
great comfort to me. My labors in the Southeastern the Spirit unto you, my servant, Isaac Smith, it is
Illinois District, under the General Conference ap~ my will that you meet with my people in General
pointment, continued for five years, Bro. J. W. Gillen Conference at Independence, Missouri, and there you
being in charge. Of my experiences while in this shall be blessed, and you shall be sent to another
field, I think of but little that would be of sufficient mission; and while you may feel witpin your heart
importance to put on record, hence I shall not burden that you would rather not go, yet you shall be blessed
in that mission." She spoke more, assuring me that
the reader with any lengthy details.
During the time in the summer of 1888 in June the Lord would care for and protect my loved ones
Brn. J. W. Gillen and G. H. Hilliard ordai~ed met~ and telling me to trust him and not doubt. I can't
the office of seventy, and I was enrolled in the first. remember just how the latter part of that prophecy
quorum, the only quorum there was· at that time. was worded, hence I shall not attempt to state it
After being ordained to this office I began to attend verbatim.
the General Conferences oftener than I had before,
Feeling sure that this prophecy was of the Lord,
and as a result became better acquainted with the I attended the General Conference and sure enough,
ministry and also with the general workings of the I was sent to another mission, Southwestern Iowa.
church. At the April conference 1892 . I asked for a Although I had been told that I should be sent to
new field of labor.· I had be~n p~eachi~g in that one another field of labor, and was expecting it, I felt
district for nearly fourteen years, part of the time as hurt because I could not go back to the East, but I
a local elder, and part of the time under the dis- labored in Southwestern Iowa for the next three
trict appointment, ·and five years under General Con- years, and I can truly say I was never more blessed
ference appointment, and I felt that a change would in all my ministerial work than I was in that mission.
b~ better for me and also better for the work in that Why didn't I want to go? Was it rebellion? Whether
district. My request met with favor in the Quorum of it was rebellion or not, I went direct from conferTwelve and I ' was assigned the Southern Michi- ence to my field of labor and went to work, and I still
gan and Northern' Indiana District. There I labored feel glad that I was ever permitted to labor in that
f.or three years, very pleasantly. for me, and I be- field.
lieve for the work, Bro. E. C. Briggs b.eing in charge.
One experience while in that mission I wish to
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relate, hoping i,t may be of some benefit to others w_ho
may be hungering after a chosen walk with God.
I can not give the daite, as it has entirely slipped my
memory. It was at a conference of the Fremont,
Iowa District held at Shenandoah, Iowa. On Sunday ~fternoon' we had sacrament and social service
and at the beginning of that service, there came over
me such a feeling of hunger for God to come into my
soul as I had never before experienced. I seemed
to be in absolute darkness, spiritually, with the last
ray of hope almost extinquished and such a longing
for a word of comfort from my heavenly Father! It
seemed to me that unless that word of comfort and
assurance came, I could never again go out and try
to preach the gospel; that I must stop, leave my field,
and do something else. l\1y very soul seemed crushed
within me. I sat there and cried like a child while
others were bearing their testimony and telling of
the comfort and peace they were receiving from the
gospel, but for me there was no peace. I seemed.cut
off and shut out from God, and yet I was pleadmg,
begging for recognition. After this had continued
for half and hour or niore, I should judge, Bro. Henry
Kemp got up and spoke in prophecy assuring me that
the 'Lord had accepted my work and that I_ should
be greatly blessed in preaching the word in the future
and that my life should 'be spared fo1• years, to labor
for the Master. With these words of prophecy came
the assurance that the Lord was actually speaking
to me by his Spirit through his servant. Darkness,
doubt, and fears, all fled from my soul and then there
came such joy and peace as I have seldom experienced. This experience, I believe to be the strongest
assurance I have ever had of the divinity of the gospel of Christ. "Blessed are they that do hunger and
thirst after righteousness, for they shall be fi1led,"
had been running 'through my mind during all that
hour of suffering and now I knew thwt that statement
of our Savior is absolutely true. The fact that I
know there is that within the gospel of Christ which
satisfies the longings of my soul is to me the strongest
assurance of its divinity I have ever experienced.
When the Lord's people become sufficiently hungry
for spiritual food, I know he will feed them, but ~hile
their souls are satisfied with husks, with the thmgs
of this world, it would be useless to give them that
which belongs only to the children of light. They
would not appreciate it, neither could they use it
wisely.
But I am digressing too far. In making out my
report March 1, 1901, I asked to be sent back to
Western Iowa for the next year, but for some reason,
those in authority thought best to give me another
change of field, and so I was assigned to Maine. At
the suggestion of the minister in charge, Bro. H. J.
Davison and I exchanged work for a few weeks of
this year, he ·assisting me in Maine and I assisting
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him in Nova Scotia. My _work in Nova Scotia was
among the Saints and was quite pleasant to me, but
it is certainly a hard work for the man who tries
to push out into .new fields. Brother Davison surely
deserves great credit for the many, many long years
he has spent in that field, under such discouraging
and trying circumstances, as do ·also the few Saints
living there. My work ill Maine that year was not
all pleasant, but on the other hand· it was not all
unpleasant. Taking the year's work as a whole, I
was fairly well satisfied with it and believe that
good W<tS done for the cause.
The following year, 1902, I was again assigned
to the Eastern mission, but that year I did not go to
Maine. I labored in the Massachussetts District, and
- was fairly successfiil, I thought, in a way, but not
in making converts. .At the conference of 1903, I
was again assigned to Southern Michig.an and Northern Indiana, and was kept there for two years. My
labors in that district at this time were not as pleasant and satisfactory •as they had been when there
ten years before. After arriving in the district I
soon found that the spirit of contention and division
was making much trouble in some places, and as
usual this leaven of contention was spreading, and
was affecting the spirituality of the Saints in many
places in the district. Bro. Asa S. Cochran 'Nas
president of the· district, if I remember correctly.
A more patient, forbearing, God fearing man I have
never labored with in all my ministerial experiences.
All the missionaries in the district stood together
with him battling against that spirit of contention,
but our s~ccess was anything but flattering. I wish
to say, however, that there ~are some noble Saints
in that district who stood by the work as brave
soldiers of the cross, while Satan was trying so hard
to destroy the work.
Brother Cochran was president of the district,
the greater part of the burden fell on him, yet he
never faltered in his labor of love for the little flock
placed under bis care. I left the Southern Michigan
and Northern Indiana District the spring of 1905,
not feeling at all flattered over the result of my two
years' work, but I hope the record may show, when
the time of reckoning shall come, that some good
was done for the cause, even though it be bu~ little.
My appointment for 1905 was Pennsylvama and
Ohio, but my labors were mostly in Ohio. I felt
somewhat disappointed when assigned to this field,
but I enjoyed - the year's work, - as a whole,
and am glad I went. The next year, 1906, they gave
me a big surprise; assigned me to the Rocky Mountain Mission. My labor up to this time had been
in the Eastern and Central States and thus the Rocky
Mountain Mission was to be a new experience to me,
and it was too for a few months ·at least. My first
point was' Salt Lake City. My work there was ~o
continue only until some one else arrived, and I did
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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not know whether that would be one month or six
months. I was somewhat embarrassed and. hampered in my work. I made one trip into Southern
I<laho under the direction of the minister in charge,
attending their district conference at Blackfoot,
Idaho. Then Brother Layland took me in his gospel
wagon on a visiting tour, visiting the isolated Saints.
The last place we visited together was Eight Mile,
near Soda Springs, Idaho, where we organized the
Eight :Mile Branch. From there he went to his
home and I went first to Malad City, Idaho, and then
back to Salt Lake City, attended the district confer~
ence and reunion, at Provo, Utah, and then went
to :Montana. Utah is not a pleasant field in which to
labor, and I was glad when the missionary in charge
said for me to move on to Montana. Iviy work in ·
Montana for the remainder of the year and the year
following was quite pleasant, and while I realized
that some men ·might have done much better than I
did, I felt that some good had been done and I felt,
too, that I should try to be satisfied that I could even
do a little good. At the conference of 1908, I was
assigned to the Spokane, Washington, District. After
arriving in my field, taking in .the situation as best
I could, and consulting the minister in charge, I
accepted the presidency of the Spokane Branch. Havin~ been a seventy for twenty ye.ars, and my health
bemg worse than usual, I soon found .that doing the
work of a high priest was very, very trying on my
~erv.cs, but having accepted, I did not feel like givmg it up, and so I stayed with it during the conference year. I felt, too, that I left the branch in as
~ood condition as I found it, but I prefer laboring
m m~· own calling, believing .that the Lord gives to
every man that which belongs to his office and calling, if he is faithful in that work.
~mergencies occur at times, I know, but all things
bemg equal, a man is better qualified to do the work
the Lord has called him to do, than he is to do the
w~rk the Lord has called some other man to do. I
tried to do the work of a high priest in the Spokane
Branch, and at the end of the conference year I
returned home a physical wreck. I do not kn~w,
howeve1~, that the nature of my work had anything
to do with the condition of my health but I prefer
{ 0 cl? my own work so far as I can, in the future,
e.avi~1g the High Priests and elders to preside over
chstncts and branches.
Not feeling able to bear the strain of a general confe.re?ce and do my part of the work and not feeling
~villmg to shirk, as .I had been compelled to do the
lst,.two or three conferences. I did not attend the
~ml conference, 1909, the first conference I had
missed sin·ce '1897. · My mission for 1909 was Mon~na Dist:i;ict which takes in all of the State. On
ay 13, before leaving home for my field of labor
I was marne
· d to Miss Clara McPhee, of Waverly,'

Massachussetts, and at this writing we are now located at Deer Lodge, Montana: [The conference of
1910 appointed Brother SmitlJ. to Montana Bozeman
objective point.]
·
'
T.his ?aper is quite brief, I know, for the length
of time it covers, but it contains all that is necessary
think, and perhaps a great deal more. My interest
m the gospel of Christ is as strong as it ever was
and I still desire to labor for the Master in this great
work. I am glad to see so· many young men in the
church fitting themselves for the conflict, for I know
the Lord has work for all. It is sometimes called
~.work of sacrifice, but I never felt .that I was makmg any sacrifices for the cause of Christ nor do I
·feel that way nmv. There is no other worl~ in which
a man can engage that will yield such immense profits as work done for the Lord, and a man will not
have to wait until he gets a reward for the work he
does for the Lord either. No, the Lord rewards his
servants richly, even while they are doing the work.
Not in dollars and cents, but in the glories of the
divine life. 1;'here is not a single regret in my soul
that I have been engaged for so many years in this
\\1ork, for I look upon it as a glorious privilege to be
permitted to labor with the Lord in his vineyard. I
do regret very bitterly that my life has not been more
fully consecrated to the Lord and his services. I
am thankful that I have been permitted to do even
a little good in my day.
In conclusion, I wish to exhort the young men,
who are entering the ministry, to wholly consecrate
themselves to God and to his service, in word, in
thought, and in act. Live for God and his truth
solely and you will never, never regret it.
In gospel bonds,

!

ISAAC M. SMITH.
HOW SCIENCE CONFIRMS THE TRUTHFULNESS OF THE
BOOK OF MQ_RMON.

"He left not himself without witnesses."~Acts
14: 17. When the latter day message first came
forth it was dependent largely on biblical evidence
for its support, and it was objected to by a great
many on the ground that it spoke of a civilized people on this American continent, which to them was a
thing impossible. It was not long, however, l!-ntil the
scientist began to unearth the ruins .of the aborigines of America and to-day we have an abundance of
archaic ruins to prove the divine authenticity of the
angel's message.
The Los Angele11 Examiner for Sunday, July 3,
1910, has a lengthy article on the ruins of the ancient
American from which we extract a few items that
are of interest:
·
With the treasure hunters will go soQ1e of the greatest
archreolog'ists and savants of the world . . . . It is the knowledge of this hunt that has set the Maya Indians. in rebellion.
For the Mayas are at least partial descendants of the van- .
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ished race which built the sunken cities of Caribbean and the
buried cities of Yucatan ·and Guatamala.

And again:
For many years fishermen, miles off the coast of Central
America, have from time to time brought up carved stones,
vases and small objects of gold and silver. Invariably the
fishermen have been Indians, because they know where these
articles come from, they consider them sacred, "Given to us
by our forefathers," is their invariable formula in speaking
of such things.

It is well to note at this juncture that this agrees
perfectly with the Book of Mormon account; It will
also be remembered by the reader of the Book of
Mormon that it speaks of two civilizations and that
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tention to another witness that has rendered us good
service in the past when we have had the clergy of
the day criticizing the Book of Mormon on the
ground that it was impossible for the account of
Nephi's temple to be true, as found on page 64 of the
small edition which says:
And I, Nephi, did build a temple; and I did construct it after
the manner of the temple of Solomon, save it were not built
of so many precious things: for they were not to be found
upon the land; wherefore, it could not be built iike unto Solomon's temple. But the manner of the construction was like
unto the temple of Solomon; and the workmanship thereof
was exceeding fin~.
.

In the Wonders of America, by James P. Boyd,
page 535, we find this remarkable statement:
There are great ruins on Teauhuanuco island, in lake Titicaca (S. A.), not belonging to the Inca civilization, there are
ruins of a building built like Solomon's temple. Stones fitted
and fastened by bronze pins inserted in holes drilied in upper
and lower surfaces.

This confirms the truth of the Book of Mormon
and ought to be a means of silencing every tongue
that is raised against it.
Ever hopeful in the work.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
THE PASTOR AND HIS WORK.

ELDER J. E. VANDERWOOD.

some of the later cities were builded upon the ruins
of the older, i. e., that the Nephites rebuilded some
of the Jaredite cities. Now note what this writer
says:
One must consider the facts a little to see how amazing all
this is. For many thousands of years South and Central
America was the seat of a powerful and advanced civilization.
... When the Spanish conquistadores first invaded the country the great cities of Yucatan were in ruins and had been
for centuries. In some cases other cities had been bui~t upon
their sites; some were considered holy; some were places to
be shunned.
Did the Mayas buildjthe ruined cities, those forest-covered
and those sunken beneath the sea? It would seem that even
before the Mayas these gigantic piles of sculptured stone had
been erected and that the Mayas, like the Aztecs, took what
they found. It is probable that they merged with the last
members of the lost race, and it is possible that they may be
its lineal descendants. They think they are.

In addition to the foregoing we desire to call at-

Having had some experience as a pastor, and believing that the church at large might profitably consider some thoughts under the above caption, I will
attempt to set forth some of the duties which belong to the work of a pastor, and also speak of the
nature and scope of his service.
Our people, as a rule, are so overwhelmed with
the idea of- missionary work, 'and missions and missionaries, that the idea of pastors and their work
has in a large measure been frowned upon as a sort
of innovation. I believe that the need for pastoral
work is becoming more and more evident, with the
steady growth and progress we are making as a
church. There was a period in the history of our
church when the work to be accomplished was almost exclusively. of a missionary, character. Now
that we have several large and established congregations in various places it follows that with changing and growing conditions, there will arise needs
and demands which we must be prepared to meet.
By reference to the following scriptures, we shall
learn that the work of pa:stors is likened unto that
of a shepherd of his flock. Paul, speaking to the
elders at Miletus, said:.
Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock
over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to
feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his
own blood.-Acts 20: 28.

Peter, in his first epistle, has this to say:
The elders which are among you I exhort, who am also an
elder, and a witness of the sufferings of Christ, and also a
partaker of the glory that shall be revealed: Feed the flock
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of God which is among you, taking the overs~ght thereof, not
b constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, . but of a
r;ady mind; neither as being lords over God's heritage, _but
being ensamples to the flock.-1 Peter 5 ~ 1-3.
.

In speaking of his people, God has _:In many instances called them the '!sheep of his pasture," as
we read:
Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath made
us, and not we ourselves: we are his people, and· the sheep.
of his pasture.-Psalm 100: 3.
For he is our God; and we are the ·people of his pasture,
and the sheep of his hand.-Psalm 95: 7.
So we thy people, and sheep of thy pasture, will give thee
thanks for ever.-Psalm 79: 13.

By reference to the following quotations, we shall
see the harmony in the thoughts already noted and
the provision God has made for the welfare of his
people and that the work of pastors is of ancient
establishment and not a sectarian .innovation. The
Lord condemned the shepherds or pastors because
they were remiss in duty with these words :
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•the edifying of the body of Christ. It will be readily
noted that before a pastor's work is in demand,
there must be a flock gathered by the efforts of the
missionaries who are to open new fields and gather
the lost ones into the fold. Men of eX:perience in this
church know well the loss the church has sustained
by reason of a lack of men who were competent and
available to be placed as overseers over flocks that
they might have oversight of them and labor for
their preservaition and upbuilding. The branches
of the church to-day which inake the best showing,
which are in the liveliest and most up-to-date condition, are those who have the help and assistance of
a competent pa_stor. The law given, of recent date,
·· tells us very plainly :
The twelve and seventy are traveling· ministers and preachers o:f the gu::;pel, to persuade men to obey the truth; the

high priests and elders holding· the· same priesthood are the
standing ministers of the church, having the watchcare of the
membership and nurturing and sustaining them, under the
direction and instruction of the presidency ~nd the twelve.Doctrine and Covenants 120: 3.

Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter the sheep
of my pasture! saith the Lord. Therefore thus saith the Lord
We see that there is a difference in the work of
God of Israel against the pastors that feed my people, Ye
have scattered my flock, and driven them away, and have not ·the traveling ministers, but ~ach of them is imporvisited them: behold, I will visit upon you the evil of your tant and necessary in its place. The pastor is a
doings, saith the Lord.-J eremiah 23: 1, 2.
standing minister and it is his duty to give attention
And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of to all details affecting the growth, development, and
man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and
stability of the church work in the locality where
say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God unto the shepherds,
Woe be to the shepherds of Israel that do feed themselves! he may be stationed. The Lord has further revealed
should not the shepherds feed the flocks? Ye eat the fat, and his will:
ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: but
The twelve and seventy administering as those prosecuting
ye feed not the flock. The diseased have ye not strengthened, the work of preaching with the warning voice, baptizing,
neither have ye healed that which was sick, neither have ye organizing and setting in order, then pushii;ig their ministry
bound up that which was broken, neither have ye brought into other fields until the world is warned. It is the will of
again that which was driven away, neither have ye sought · God that they do this; yea, verily, thus saith the Spirit, If
that which was lost; but with force and with cruelty have they will now enter upon this work, leaving the burden of care
ye ruled them. And they were scattered, because-there, is in organized districts, or conferences to the standing ministry,
no shepherd: and the;y became meat to all the beasts. of the under the presidency of the church; observing the law already
field, when they were scattered. My sheep wandered • • • given to ordain and set high priests or elders to preside in
and none did search or seek after them.-Ezekiel 34: 1-6.
large branches and in districts.-Doctrine and Covenants
By further investigation, we shall learn from the 122: 8.

teaching we find in the tenth chapter of John that
Christ speaks of himself as the "Good Shepherd,"
and as such, he careth for his sheep and in the
perfecting of the organization of his church, just
previous to his ascension on high, he gave
some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists;
and some, pastors and teachers; for· the perfecting of the
saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the
body of Christ.-Ephesians 4: 11, 12.

Why do many of our people lay ;uch stress upon
the fact that God has placed apostles and prophets
in th~ church, and seemingly fail to recognize that
God has placed pastors in his church as well? The
work of the apostle iS to direct the operation of the
missionary forces in all. the world-the work of the
ministry. The prophet and ev.angelist likewise have
their special duties to perform, while it is the specific work of the pastor to labor for the perfecting
of the Sain~s and that he may be able to teach unto

Here we note thait the Lord repeats the instruction
clearly defining the work of the "traveling" and also
the "standing ministry." Instruction is here given,
in fact, releasing the Twelve from the oversight of
.the standing ministry and directing that they shall
operate "under the presidency of the church." And
it will also be noted that such high priests and elders
shall be "set" to preside in large branches and in
districts. We here note that the Lord definitely
directs that only in branohes that are large, where
the conditions of the work demand the constant attention of the high priest or elder who may be set
there to preside, is it necessary or needful for one
to give his entire time to this work. Small branches
require less attention and can be cared for by men
who can spare some of their time aside from their
-secula1· pursuits.
Where high priests and elders are sent by direction of the Presidency, Twelve, or the church to labor
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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in connection with the branch, it is wisdom and of Goci. unto th~ people, the people also left their labors to
according to divine direction as above noted that hear the word of God. And when the priest had imparted
they shall preside. It would be utterly out of place unto the~ the word of God, t?ey all returned again diligently
u~to then· labors; and the priest, not esteeming himself above
and embarrassing to the local laborer as well as to !us hearers; for the preacher was no better than the hearer
the one sent, should he who is engrossed and daily .... And thus, they were all equal, and they did all labor eve, '
'
ry
occupied wi.th his secular work be called upon to pre- man ac_cording to his strength.-Alma 1: 37-39.
side over and dictate to the one who, being free to
Such teaching as this was gi~en, no doubt, to show
wait on his ministry, is giving his entire time to the proper contrast from that which was given by
spiritual work. Both may labor effectually together the dissenter, Nehor, who had tang.ht that
according as time, circumstances, and conditions every priest and teacher ought to become popular; and they
may permit, but each in his place.
ought not to labor with their own· hands, but that they ought
Against this idea some have urged the objection to be supported by the people.-Alma 1: 5.
Who, in our church to-day, is advocating the idea
that by setting men to preside violence is done to the
law of common consent. To this objection we have that our ministry should be ·supported by the people
only to say that it could not possibly be left to the simply that they might avoid hard work? Is it not
people to say who of the number of available men a fact that hundreds of our men· are doing to-dav
should serve them, for the reason that the whole field just as was done in Book of Mormon times, ~orkin~
at large must be taken into account and this by those to support themselves and others, and at the same
who understand conditions and needs. The Lord, time they are rendering valuable aid to the church
who gave the law of common consent, has directed using what time they may have at their disposal?
that the Presidency and Twelve shall send men to Wheri it comes -to work, can ·not a man work just as
preside where conditions are such that the needs earnestly and faithfully ~n spiritual work as in any
demand it. It follows that neither the Presidency other kind of work? , The fact of our church to-day
nor the Twelve would send a man to preside nor giving men who are laboring exclusively for its inindorse him as a representative of the church, unless terests simply enough to meet their bare necessities
he was considered competent and worthy. When while so laboring is quite a different proposition to
he comes, then, he does so not by virtue of his own that which was offered by Nehor. We are giving
authority, but by direction of those superior officers financial support to our ministry to-day simply from
in the church whom the church at large has by com- the standpoint of necessity.· Many of our men, who
mon consent sustained in their offices and callings, have been blessed with a goodly share of this world'8
and unless it can be shown that he who may be goods, have labored just as faithfully foi.· years, asksent proves himself to be unworthy he should be ing· no remuneration at all, as it was not needed.
received and chosen to preside, and by so doing But, if it is wrong for a pastor to be sustained
the local church simply recognizes the authority of financially, so that he may perform his work, it is
the general church as represented by its officers. just as wrong to sustain the missionary or the genObjection might be equally made against the ap- eral officers of the church so they may perform their
pointment of missionaries to certain States or dis- work. We are not living in Book ·of Mormon times
tricts without the consent of the people therein, but now; however, we are preaching the same gospel
it will be seen that the right of appointment r.ests and serving the same God, neither God nor his goswith the Presidency and Twelve and they are given pel has changed, but the people and the many condithis right by revelation and by voice of the church. tions surrounding them have changed marvelously.
As will be noted in the organization of stakes, the God has very wisely given directions to his church
in our day, meeting emergencies and conditions as
· officers are to
preside over the branch in the city of the stake or seat of they are, and why not accept his word and be happy
organization, subject to the advice and direction of the gen- in performing that service we can render? No man
eral church officers who have general control of the work in our ministry would accept the remuneration given
everywhere by virtue of their office,:._Book of Rules 15: 170.
him for his actual necessities, simply for the love of
Thus it is well to recognize the fact that the gen- money. If he really loved money, and that is the
eral church officers have control of the work every- real sin, he would be foolish to preach for our church
where, and who can point to any serious harm that for all he would get.
has come by reason of their having appointed compeT-hose who are disposed to pass adverse criticism
tent pastors to preside in places where needed? An- upon pastoral work would do well to read and conother objection has been urged (notwithstanding sider these words:
revelations given in our day authorize it) that the
Who art thou that judgest another man's servant? to his
appointment •of past01:s to labor in spiritual work own master he standeth or falleth.
and receive remuneration therefor would do violence
Perhaps a missionary who counts his success by
to the following teaching of the Book of Mormon : the number uf sermons he reports ·and ·the number
And when the priests left their labor, to impart the word he baptizes, simply can not understand how a paswww.LatterDayTruth.org
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tor spends his time. Because-a pas~or does not work sight of the flock, it is well to know their wherelong the same lines that he does 1t do~s not follow abouts and keep in· touch with each one. It should
~hat he is not just as'busily employed. Let the mis- be a source of comfort and strength for any member
·sionary bear in mind that '1}.e is on duty while in his to know that some one is making it his special busifield and at 'Nork, and that the pastor is never off ness to look after him. In order that I may do this
duty day or night and all the time. Let it further effectually, I have devfsed blanks for use with an
be borne in mind that the pastor who does his _duty, indexed loose leaf book, size eight by five inches. The
accomplishes a great deal of missionary work-in John C. Moor Corporation, Rochester, New York,
fact, are we not all teal missionaries, whatever our makes the book and blank leaves and one can get
work in the church may be? How do we spend our them printed anywhere. The book with three huntime '? Read again that -beautiful quotation from dred leaves costs one dollar and twenty-five cents
Ezekiel where he briefly cites every detail of that ahd the printing will cost about two dollars.
attention ·which a shepherd should give his flock. He
By using this record, I can instantly locate any
charged them that did not do their duty by the flocks, member of the branch over which I preside. I can
which we must interpret spiritually, as applied to· tell the names of each member of the household,
the people, for the di~eased were to be strengthened; their business and location; their spiritual condition;
the sick were to be healed; the broken bones were t.l)eir street and telephone numbers; their record for
to be bound up; those that wen~ driven away were church attendance; whether or not they take the
to be brought back; those that were lost were to be church papers, and dates when I have called upon
sought after and found. Because of the lack of shep- them for a visit or when I have written to theni.
herds, the Lord said his sheep had become meat to If the name of any member of the family is changed
all beasts of the field whose aim was to destroy them, by marriage, or if anyone may die, ·or be expelled
and being scattered, the Lord reproved the shepherds from the church, or move away to other places, I
because none did search or seek after them.
make note of it on the rever-se side of the sheet,
What does a pastor do? He tries to care for the giving full particulars. I find this record to be very
spiritually diseased; to heal the spiritually sick; to practical, as a pastor's office is a sort of a central
bind up the broken bones and restore the broken- bureau of information for the congregation.
hearted; to reclaim those who are driven away for
So many times, people in and .out of the church invarious causes and bring them back unto fellowship quire for certain members of the church· and it is
and communion with the church. He seeks after the very convenient to have the information at hand.
lost and strayed ones and keeps in touch with them; Another very desirable advantage of this system is
he labors to so teach and train them not to stay that when a change of pa·stors is ordered, this record
away from the church and become the prey of some can be given over to the one succeeding and he will
fiendish sin or lust that will result in their destruc- at once be put in touch with every member of the
tion. He is to feed them, and under this head ·is flock over which he becomes overseer. In my book
included their whole spiritual education. He is to _ I use two hundred white leaves and O'ne hundred blue
preach such things as he sees are needed and encour- leaves. The white leaves I use for members of the
age his flock to inform themselves by obtaining the church and the blue ones for those who hold the
books and periodicals of the church; he is to guide priesthood and for friends or prospective converts
his flock into pastures green where their souls may whom I may wish to follow up. My experience conbe satisfied with foretastes of the joys of heaven; vinces me that a pastor will do his best work where
he is to promote harmony, peace, and good will and he is best acquainted, therefore I believe that his
lead his people into conditions so free from trouble work should be lengthened out, covering sufficient
as those beside the still waters; his effort is to so length of time to enable him to lay and perform such
acquaint .himself with those whom he is leading plans of work as in his judgment will bring best
that he may lead them indeed into the paths of right- results in the church and locality where he may be
eousness. Added t~ this and many other quotations stationed. It should be remembered that his work
we might make is this very fitting one from modern is of a standing and not of a traveling character, and
revelat:on which says: "Having the watchcare of his power and influence, his work and plans are sure
the membership and nurturing and ·sustaining to be disrupted and foiled if he is called upon to
them."
make too freqtrnnt moves.
The appointment of pa·stors being left with the
Anyone who has had experience in pastoral work,
well knows that in the performance of this work he higher officers of the church, they must use their
may spend the very best of his bodily and mental judgment as to the length of time one shall serve
powers. He may work just as hard as he may choose in one place, but all being well, I believe a pastor's
and the more that is accomplished, the greater will work will be the most effective when covering a
be the opportunities for sel'vice. Having the over- number of years in one place. He is to feed the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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church of God, and to do this best he must know
each one and by continual association, he learns to
know them with that accuracy and definiteness that
will enable him to adjust his teaching to their deeds.
Of education, Professor Huxley has said:
Education is the instruction of the intellect in the laws of
nature, under which name I include not merely things and
their forces, but men and their ways; and the fashioning of
the affections and of the will into an earnest and 16Ving
desire to move in harmony with those laws.

No missionary can possibly get down to the detail
·of such work as that which a pastor performs, for
he has not sufficient time to give to it. I believe the
crowning success of a pastor's work is to be able
to fashion the affections and will of his flock into
an earnest, intelligent, and loving desire to move in
perfect harmony with every divine law. If we are
to build permanently and solidly as a church, we
must put into this great spiritual building every
specification as indicated by our Lord, and as there
exists everywhere such great need for higher spiritual attainment, it is well that those whom God has
designated should give their time and best thought
to this work. Both ancient and modern revelation
clearly indicate that the burden of this work rests
upon those who are called to be pastors. They are
to labor in harmony with the direction and instruction of the Presidency, and as Paul says:
And we beseech you, ·brethren, to know them which labor
among you, and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you;
and to esteem them very highly in love for their work's sake.
-1 Thessalonians 5: 12, 13.

Take special notice of the fact that it is for their
work's sake that they are to be highly esteemed, not
for personal reasons. A.gain Paul says:
Against an elder receive not an accusation, but before two
or three witnesses.:_! Timothy 5: 19.

As a pastor is the leading or central figure upon
whom the success of a local church depends, to speak
disparagingly of him, or accuse him of things of
which he is not guilty, would do him no more personal harm than it would do others, but as it would
do a vast amount of harm to the work, no one should
speak disrespectfully of or throw discredit upon his
work. If he is guilty of any misdemeanor, call the
two or three witnesses to hear the accusation and
report it to those under whom the pastor labors,
otherwise, for the work's sake, keep silent. Paul
has further said,
Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double
honor, especially they who labor in the word and doctrine.! Timothy 5: 17.
Remember them which have the rule over you, who have
spoken unto you the word of God; whose faith follow, considering the end of their conversation; . . . Obey them that
have the rule over you, and submit yourselves: for they
watch for your souls, as they that must give account, that
they may do it with joy, and not with grief.-Hebrews
13:7, 17.·
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Much of all this instruction, of course, applies to
all grades of officers in the church, but I believe that
it specially applies to one · doirrg . pastoral work
Upon the pastor, or president of the branch, devolve~
the responsibility of ruling and deciding what shall
and what shall not be done. He must protect the
rights of the body and of individuals, even though
his ruling may seem unkind to some. Of the fitness
of one qualified for this line of work, Paul has said:
And the servant of the Lord must not strive; but be gentle
unto all men, apt to teach, patient, in meekness instructing
those that oppose themselves; if God peradventure will give
them repentance to the acknowledging of the truth; and
that they may recover themselves out of the snare of the
devil, who are taken captive by him at his will.-2 Timothy
2: 24-26.

Men who labor in this capacity are called upon
to be
an example to the believers, in word, in conversation, in
charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity.-1 Timothy 4: 12.

While they thus labor for the pe:i:fecting of others,
God has set a very high standard for them to reach
and except they shall succeed in reaching it in a very
large measure, the people will not have confidence in
them. Not only must they attain to it, but they must
maintain a constant consecration of their powers
and unswerving loyalty of their attitude toward God
and his work.
'
The pastor and his work being an important part
of the whole work, entrusted to our care as a church,
let us not hesitate to give it intelligent consideration
and support. All departments of service in the
church of God should have that recog·nition which
is right and proper, and I firmly believe that the
growing and established conditions in our church
will soon claim recognition for the needs and merits
of pastoral work as never before.

W. E.

LARUE.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

How quick we are to notice the difference between
a forced and a spontaneous laugh. It is the latter
that falls on the ear like music, and brings an answering smile to one's lips. And the s?.me is true
of kindness. If it is forced, mechanical, inspired by
a sense of duty, it lacks the charm of the spontaneous
kindness which is the overflow of a loving heart.
Life has no other utility or aim than the throwing
of one's self heartily into the supreme struggle.
Nothing is lost in it-grain of sand or cornerstone;
all that man's effort brings ·to it finds by the eternal
laws its appointed place, goes to strengthen either
the bulwarks of evil or the City of God. Woe to him
who folds his hands because of his insignificance;
to do nothing is the very worst fashion of doing evil.
-Charles Wagner.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Of General Interest
WHY ARE ALL CHRISTIAN NATIONS ARMED
TO THE TEETH.-NOS'. 3 AND 4.
[EDITOR'S NoTE.-Nos. 1 and· 2 appeared. in issue of July
27, but through mistake No. 2 was not placed in proper position and may be found on page 35 of the Bishop's report,
under the heading, "Their God is gold." Edwin· D. Mead is
director of the International School of Peace. · Dr. William
Van Allen is rector of the Church of the Advent, Boston.]
NO CHRISTIAN NATIONS.
BY EDWIN D. MEAD.
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next Hague conference. It might prove a salutary revelation
to them of the true relation of their battle ships to their
vaunted "Christianity."
'. The fi~·st answer, therefore, to the question why all Christian nations are armed to the teeth is that they are still
largely heat~en nations-begging the heathen's pardon-and
need convertmg. Or we can adopt Mr. Roosevelt's phrase and
say that the governments have no proper seriousness in the
matter.
A. se~ond ans~ve~· is that, in thi~ age of devotion to money
~akm~, the bmldmg of battle ships-and this is only one
~tem-:-1s one of the most prof!table businesses on earth, enlistmg. immense capital and numberless "vested interests."
Qumcy, Massachusetts, offers one little illustration-the whole
town recen~Iy. turning out, church bells ringing, young men
of the Ch.r1stian association burning red fire, in a regular
Roman trmmph for the admiral who had captured for the
Fore River shipyards the contract for two battle ships. That
n;ieant "business" for Quincy, and Quincy was "solid." Multiply that by a thousand.
A third cau~e is th·e· immense influence everywhere to-day
of. the professrnnal m1htary and naval class. It is slight in
this .country yet t? what it is in England and Germany; but
Justice Brewer pomted out a little before his death the menace
to the country from the seven hundred and twenty-seven
active and retired military officers now--an entirely new
phenomenon-living with their families in Washington.
"Do. you won~~r," he"'asked, "that these, connected as they
are with the nuhtary and naval forces, are gradually transforming the capital of the country into a military and naval
center, and that their influence is· constantly pressing upon
Congress for continued development and increased expenditures in military and naval lines?"
We must all recognize that all nations have to-day ten
times as many points of contact with each other as ever
before. The new means of transportation make them all
neighbors. Germany and England to-day almost touch each
other. .Japan and China, which once seemed so far away from
us, now seem scarcely farther away than England. All this
gives suspicious people a sense of multiplied dangers. This
is one reason why they "arm to the teeth." It is a very
real reason for better world organization.
I am myself of those who believe that this wild naval
rivalry and extravagance is the final spasm of declining militarism. The people everywhere are waking up to the waste
and wickedness of it. They see that the great. navies have
now become vastly more a provocation and a danger than a
defense.
At the same time, the legal machinery for the settlement of
international disputes is rapidly evolving as never before.
More and more the nations are submitting their differences to
The Hague tribunal, and learning that this is the effective,
sensible and "Christian" way. Their confidence in the international courts will steadily gfow. Coincidently will grow
the perception of the folly and uselessness of the exhausting
armam~nts; and in time it is to be hoped that the "Christian
nations" will act in a Christian way.

Doctor Hale was once asked in a public meeting, after one
of his peace addresses at the time of the first Hague conference, how it happened, if the new peace movement was so
strong as claimed, that war is always increasing and there is
more war to-day than ever before.
"Because there is not," was his quick and emphatic answer.
This fact should never be forgotten. Wars do still occasionally break out, but the decrease of war in recent times has
been rapid. A few centuries ago,. war was ..the regular and
chief business of all nations; peace was an occasional respite
when resources were gathered for further war. War is not
to-day the chief business of the United States or England or
Germany or any other great nation, and it becomes less and
less their business. There was not half so much war in the
nineteenth century as in the eighteenth, and there will not be
half so much in the twentieth as in the nineteenth.
When I am asked, "Why all Christian nations are armed to
the teeth," I answer: Because there are no Christian nations.
Doctor Bartol once exclaimed, after listening to a discussion
of the failure of Christianity: l'Do not talk of the failure of
Christianity before Christianity has ever been tried."
Christianity has never been tried in international affairs.
Even men whose personal ethics are highly honorable and
scrupulous constantly lose every scruple in their capacity as
"patriots" when some conflict is precipitated with some mil1'.ons of "~atriots" across the border, over some paltry ques~10n of pnde or prejudice.
Every feeling of humanity goes
mto abeyance and every impulse of cruelty and greed has full
sway with them as members of• a ·nation until the nation
against which their passion is roused-every member of which
they would personally treat like a gentleman-is humiliated
or has humiliated them.
'
. This describes, with varying accuracy, every so-called Christian nation at this hour. Certain easy contingencies might
half a dozen times in the last half dozen years have made it
a perfectly true description of England and Germany. It
was true of three quarters of the people of England including
three quarters of the bishops, during the Boer wa~·. It was
~ru~ of a majority of the American people during the Phil1ppme war.
·
Th~s, I say, is not Christianity. It is barbarism, with a
sufficient amount of Christian veneer to stick on in pleasant
weather, when the "Christian nation" is under no provocation
?r temptation. If the·nations were really Christian nations,
if they on~e really did "get religion," they would devise some
THE BEAST DIES HARD.
way to brmg this "armed to the teeth" condition of things
BY REV. W. H. VAN ALLEN.
to an end before Christmas. Even Mr. Roosevelt declares they
could do 1't as th'mgs are 1f
· they had any proper seriousness of
The spectacle of Christendom armed to the teeth, after
. purpose.
eighteen centuries of the proclamation of the gospel of peace,
Every one of them knows pe~fectly well that their present is disgusting and scandalous. I do not forget that there are
illustrious military virtues, courage, self-sacrifice,. _obedien~e,
~·maments are a, parody upon their professed Chrisdanity
'veryone knows how grotesque and ghastly it would be t~ discipline. I remember all the happy warriors, from Cornelius
:~t a figure of Christ over the gate of each navy yard and at 'the centurion, to Washington and Lee and Gordon. But God
the Prow of each battle ship. I propose that experiment to never meant his earth to be an armed camp, .h_is sea a field
e sundry "Christian nations" from now to the time of the of battle for mighty men-of-war; and his truth condem~s ~~e
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waste of militarism, the mutual suspicion, the greed and folly
of imperialism.
Where lies the fault? In the failure to recognize _the essential social doctrine which our blessed Lord revealed, the one- ·
ness of mankind, whereby men's real interests are common,
not opposed. The beast dies hard; the law of the jungle has
been so long affirmed that the law of 1ove is slowly accepted,
whether by nations or individuals.
To think of all other men as rivals, and to destroy them if
possible, that the fittest to survive might survive; something
like this appears through the mists of humanity's emergence.
That meant private warfare as the ordinary condition of life;
and though the tribe and the nation came into being, the
huge castles of ancient times prove how long the old notion
prevailed, that a strong man must fight with his own hand.
So, competition in the .economic order is a suryival of that
same savagery-some day, please God, to disappear.
But gradually men learned the majesty of law; they found
that peace brought blessings which continual biekerings with
their neighbors could never give; and when a clash of interests
appeared inevitable, they had recourse to the courts for calm
and temperate adjudication by disinterested judges. The
man who, in a civilized state, "takes the law into his own
hands," under whatever pretext, is an enemy to· society and is
rightly punished as such; for law is nobler than revenge,
and its arbitrament is better than that of physical force.
This is the lesson that nations haive not yet learned, because international law has been slow of development, without
adequate courts to expound and apply it, and with no police
force to execute decisions. Other factors have conspired to
perpetuate the old bad order; the ambition of a military caste,
the pomp and circumstances which minister to the vanity of
kings, the delusion that conquests by war add to national
wealth. But underlying all these is the fear that if a country's honor or welfare is jeopardized by a neighbor, recourse
must be had to warfare, the last arbitrament of sovereigns,
to settle the dispute. "Ne need not be surprised to find it so.
The evolution of society is, in the nature of the case, gradual,
even as the evolution of the highest iridividual type. But I
believe that when the peace palace is opened next year at
The Hague we shall have entered fairly upon the stage of
development which will make vast armies and navies as
patently absurd and needless as the robber barons' fortresses
or the massy armor of their builders seem to-day.
The family of nations is coming to a consciousness of solidarity. If one member suffers, all the membe1·s suffer with
it. Ties of commerce, finance, sympathy are stronger than
offensive alliances ever were. Battle ships never wrought so
nobly as those that carried food to Messina last year; soldiers never did more gallant service than those who saved
the earthquake's survivors from the ruined cities. Working in
the cause of a common humanity old national and racial
prejudices disappear, and the full significance of the divine
precept is felt: "Honor all men."
Some statesmen (too few, alas!) are learning that politics
is the science of human happiness and are turning thefr attention to the problems at_ home, where millions are submerged in
the slums of great cities by the criminal neglect of their
rulers to conserve the nation's most precious treasures; and
victories in that battle against poverty and misery and vice
will deserve greater glory than victories on battlefields where
conqueror and conquered alike are vanquished by cruel and
hideous death, arid the triumph is as woeful as the defeat.
By. the abolition of warfare all nations will gain immeasurably in the energy a_nd wealth set free for constructive service
to the state. Even now those tiny European countries whose
freedom is guaranteed by international agreement show a
joyous prosperity altogether different from their neighbors,
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where every peasant or artisan carries· a warrior on his
back. Witness th.at Arcadian principality, the grand duch
of Luxenbourg, with an army of three hundred, who serv~
as postmen, firemen and policemen except on parade days and
where poverty as we know it is unknown.
FAMOUS GEMS OF PJWSE..
"MATCHES AND OVERMATCHES."

But the gentleman inquires why he was made the object
of such a reply. Why was he singled out? If an attack has
been made on the east, he, he assures us, did not begin it·
it was made by the gentleman from Missouri.' Sir, I answered
the gentleman's speech because I happened to hear it; and
because, also, I chose to give an answer to that speech which
if unanswered, I thought most likely to produce injuriou~
impressions. I did not stop to inquire who was the original
drawer of the bill. I found a responsible indorser before
me, and ii was my purpose to hold him liable, and to bring
him to his just responsibility without delay. But, sir, this
interrogatory of the honorable member was only introductory to another. He proceeded to ask me whether I had
turned upon him, in this debate, from the consciousness that
I should find an overmatch, if I ventured on a contest with
his friend from Missouri.
If; sir, the honorable member, modestim gratia, had chosen
thus to defer to his friend; and to pay him a compliment, without intentional disparangement to others, it would have been
quite according to the friendly courtesies of debate, and not
at all ungrateful to my own feelings. I am not one of those,
sir, who esteem any tribute of- regard, whether light and
occasional, or more serious and deliberate, which may be bestowed on others, as so much_ unjustly withholden from
themselves. But the tone and manner of the gentleman's
question forbid me thus to interpret it.
I am not at lib_erty to consider it as nothing more than
a civility to his friend. It had an air of taunt and disparagement, something of the loftiness of asserted superiority, which
does not allow me to pass it over without notice. It was put
as a question for me to answer, and so p1tt as if it were
difficult for me to answer, whether I deemed the member
from Missouri an overmatch for myself iri debate here. It
seems to me, sir, that this is extraordinaty language, and an
extraordinary tone, for the discussions of this body.
Matches and Overmatches! Those terms are more applicable elsewhere than here, and fitter f~r other assemblies than
this. Sir, the gentleman seems to forget where and. what we
are. This is a senate, a senate of equals, of men of individual honor and personal character, and of absolute independence. We know no masters, we acknowledge no dictators.
This is a hall for mutual consultation and discussion; not
an arena for the exhibition of champions. I offer myself, sir,
a~ a match for no man; I throw the challenge of debate ~t
no man's feet. But· then, sir, since the honorable member
has put the question in a manner that calls for an answei·,
I will give him an answer; and I tell him that, holding myself
to be the humblest of the members here, I yet know nothing
in the arm of his friend from Missour~ either alone or when
aided by the arm of his friend from South Carolina, that
need deter even me from espousing whatever opinions I may
choose to espouse, from debating whenever I may choose to
debate, or from speaking whatever I may see fit to say, on
the floor of the senate.
Sir, when uttered as a matter of commendation or compliment,. I should dissent from nothing which the honorable
member might say· of his friend. Still less 'do I put forth
any pretentious of my own. But, wnen put to me as a matter
of taunt, I throw it back, and say to the-gentleman that h.e
could possibly say nothing more likely_ than such a compal'lson to wound my pride of personal character. The anger of
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its tone rescued the remark from. in_tentional irony, -w~ich
otherwise, probably, would hav:e been its ;!5eneral ·acceptati:m·
B t sir if it be imagined that by this mutual quotat10n
d uc~mm'endation; if it be supposed that, by casting the
:~aracters of the drama, assigning to each h_is. p~rt, to on~
the attack, to another the cry of onset;_ ~r if 1t ?e thought
that by a loud and empty vaunt of anticipated VICtory, any
laur~ls are to be won here; if it be imagined, especially, that
ny or all these things will shake any purpose of mine, I
:an' tell the honorable member, once for all, that he is greatly
mistaken, and that he is dealing with one of whose temper
and character he has yet much to learn.
Sir I shall not allow myself, on this occasion, I hope on
no oc~asion, to be betrayed into any loss of temper; but, if
provoked, as I trust I never shall be, into crimination and
recrimination, the honorable member may perhaps find that,
in that contest, there will be blows to take as well as blows
to give; that others can state comparisons as significant, at
least, as his own; and that his..impunity may possibly demand

River-to-River D1'agged Road Commissioner" as captain. He
had his squads strung out along the road, and upon the word
from Secretary Eichinger started them to work dragging the
highway. The haughty owner of an· automobile, perforce,
hitched a drag .behind his car and got to work. It did not
take long to establish the .fact that a motor-car could drag.
after a rain from eight to ten miles of the highway in an
hour, thus leaving the road in excellent condition.
When the feminine portion of the community discovered
that the dragged road meant more frequent trips to town,
more visitors, and lots of touring cars whizzing by, they
spurred the male laggards. Road-dragging parties became
the vogue from the Missouri to the Mississippi. The old-time
buggy ride, formerly a Sunday luxury, became an every-day
occurrence. The farmer and his family started to talk motorcars-and before they realized it they bought one. More
than eight thousand cars have been sold in the State this
spring. Up to date seventeen thousand automobiles have been
licensed by the State.-Stewart· Ives de Krafft, in Harpei·'s

of him whatever powers of taunt and sarcasm he· may possess.

Weekly.

I commend him to a prudent husbandry of his resources.GOLDEN SABBATH MORNING IN JERUSALEM.

Daniel Webster.

It is a golden Sabbath morning in Jerusalem. Already in the
LIBERTY OF THE PRESS.

The liberty of the press is the highest safeguard of all
free government. Ours could not exist without it. It is
like a great exulting and abounding river. It is fed by the
dews of heaven which distill their sweetest drops to form it.
It gushes from the rill as it breaks from the deeP, caverns
of the earth. It is augmented by a thousand affluents that
dash from the mountain top to separate again into a thousand bounteous and irrigating streams around.
On its brnad bosom it bears a thousand barks. There genius
spreads its purpling sail. There poetry dips its silver oar.
There art, invention, discovery, ·science, morality, religion
may safely and securely float. It wanders through every
land. It has a genial, cordial source of thought and inspiration wherever it touches, whatever it surrounds. Urton its
borders there grows every flower of grace and every fruit of
truth.
Sometimes that river oversteps its bounds. Sometimes that
stream becomes a dangerous torrent and destroys towns and
cities upon its banks. But without it, civilization, humanity,
government-all that makes society itself-would disappear
and the world would 'return to its ancient barbarism.Edward D. Baker.
DRAGGING A ROAD ACROSS IOWA.

Any man who can transfo1:m an Iowa mud road to a nearly
perfect highway, three hundred and eighty miles long, at
an estimated cost of· building and maintenance for the first
year of three dollars a mile,· has grasped a new idea in the
matter of road building. That the road from Council Bluffs
to Davenport is a success and is commanding the attention
of Lhe entire country and Canada, is shown not only by its
splendid condition, but by the enormous mail which pours in
;ipon the Secretary of the River-to-River Dragged Road, which
Is Mr. Eichinger's official designation-without pay, by the
way.
Once Eichinger hit upon the township unit, he promptly
proceeded to interest the influential men of the county in the
project-farmers, bankers, automobilists, country editors,
clergymen, merchants, school-teachers, and scholars, all were
pressed into service. Governor Carroll appointed commissioners for each county, every one of whom received a commission
bearing the great seal of. the State, with a lot of i·ibbon, and
w?s altogether an imposing document. And these men served
without pay. Upon a diplomatic hint the townships of a
county through which the road passed were formed into an
organization like a company of infantry, with the "Special

early dawn there may be seen upon the roads that wind in
tortuous fascination amid hills and valleys the coming caravans of festival worshipers. From the fields of the north,
from the mountain fastnesses beyond Jordan, and from the
slopes of the great western sea there come to the center of
the religious and patriotic hope of the Israelites, the sons of
Abraham, to their great feast. As one of these little companies approaches the holy city and finally passes through
the gates, in the nearer view, we see that suddenly there steps
forth from the crowd an aged man. The years have silvered
the once raven locks, and in the stern, stl'Ong face there are
the lines graven deep by years of yearning in· captivity. It
is a returning exile who, for the first time after many years,
stands again within the sacred enclosures and realizes that
his pilgrimage is done.
In the hush that falls upon the younger men and the
women, even the children are stilled and the little band halts;
while from the old man'·s lips there come the tones of the
pilgrim's song:
"Our feet are standing in
0 Jerusalem, builded so
Whither Jehovah's tribes
For thanksgiving to the

thy gates, 0 blest Jerusalem,
beautifully strong,
go up, Israel's mighty testimony
Lord."

For a moment a long-suppressed sob breaks forth and interrupts the Eong, but with a great effort the head is once
more lifted and the voice is heard again, and now the pilgrim has touched another theme:
"Thrones are there of judgment true,
Great David's house still rules the land.
I salute in peace Jerusalem,
They must prosper that love thee!"
There is another pause and the strong form quivers as with
some deep, inexpressible pain. The light in the eyes, then
filled with tears, becomes dim, and when they are clear again
they have a dreamy look that tells of companions yet in the
far-distant exile. And then again the song, the benediction
of suffering:
"Peace be within thy walls,
Prosperity rule in thy palace,
For my brethren and companions' "·sakes
I will now say, 'Peace be within thee.'"
And the old Hebrew patriot, the long hope of many years
fulfilled, sinks to the ground, lost in a flood of devotion to his
country and his God.-Adolph A. Berle.
·
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Mother's Room.

He's that boy that lives with his aunt, you know.
I'm awfully sorry for poor Jack Roe;
And he says his house is filled with gloom
Because it has got no "mother's room."
I tell you what, it is fine enough
To talk of "boudoirs" and such fancy stuff,
But the room of rooms that seems best to me
Is mother's room, where a fellow can rest,
And talk of things his heart loves best.
What if I do get dirt about
And sometimes startle my aunt with a shout?
It is mother's room, and if she don't mind,
To the hints of others I'm always blind.
Maybe I lose my things-what then?
In mother's room I find them again.
And I've never denied that I litter the floor
With marbles and tops and many things more;
But I tell you, for boys with a tired head,
It is jolly to rest it on mother's bed.
Now, poor Jack Roe, when he visits me,
I take him to mother's room, you see.
Because it's the nicest place to go
When a fellow's spirits are getting low.
And mother, she's always kind and sweet,
And there's always a smile poor Jack to greet,
And somehow the sunbeams seem to glow
More brightly in mother's room, I know,
Than anywhere else, and you'll never find gloom
Or any old shadow in mother's room.-Author unknown.
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VALUE OF THE BOY.

"The boy is worth more than any other creature that treads
the earth, yet far more than any other thing in the world, I
think, there is less place for him. Now, don't misunderstand
me. He is less welcome anywhere than others; there are less
kind words for him than' anybody else. I am not saying that
the lad measures up to the standard of the girl's life. I will
grant you that we are raising a very much better type 0 ~
young women than we are young men. But we are none the
less interested in the young men, none the .less interested in
the boy.
"From morning to night it is 'stop it' and 'don't do this' and
'don't do that' and 'don't come in here With your muddy feet.'
"He never sees much of his father. The father in gone in
the morning and the boy is in bed when father comes home
and all he sees are other boys and some mo9t excellent and
very competent women teachers. But you can not rear a man
without bringing the boy in contact rrith man. That is what
the family is for. That the boy should be brought into the
woi:ld and just left to the mother to rear is the darkest error.
He must come in contact with both his father and mother."
Now, strange as it may appear in this age of quibble and
combativeness, nobody has yet come forward to disagree with
the secretary's ideas. Even the mothers take his side and do
not attempt to put forth any argument even against the heresy
that the boy is a more valuable thing in this world than
the girl.
JUDGE DUNNE'S IDEAS.

Judge· Edward F. Dunne, the man who made Roosevelt
famous, and incidentally jealous, by comparing tallies in Wmhington the other day, has very decided and very interesting
ideas on the subject. When I asked him to answer the question, "What is the boy's place in the home?" he sent along
the following. One might write on the subject a whole day
and not compass so much of intelligent comment:
"To me the answer seems simple. Any place at home is
the boy's place, so long as he is at home. Give him any place
in the establishment congenial to his tastes, but see that he
remains at home as much as possible. If he studies, give him
the softest seat in the house. If he is athletic, give him bats
and balls, the punching bag and boxing gloves, but encomage
his athletic exercises in the house, the barn or the adjoining
lots. If he discloses a leaning toward any special science, art
or craft, encourage it,· and, so far as you can afford it, give
him the appliances, books or mechanism necessary for its
development.
MAKE HOME ATTRACTIVE.

No Place for Boys.

Secretary Shaw has a habit of saying things every little
while that set his countrymen and country women thinking
·hard. The characteristic is not a new one with him, nor has
it developed since he went to live in .Washington. When he
was governor of Iowa he had a way of making public announcements that started debating societies going at full
speed all over the country.
But he has never made any statement of quite such general
and vital interest as he did the other day in Washington, when
he spoke before a large number of women on the subject of
"Boys." The feature of this address that has caught the ear
of a great many fathers and mothers was the- sentence:
"There is no place for the boy," followed up with this explanation:
"I. think that most of us who have been boys and those of
us ~ho have watched the boy will have found and recognized
that he is, all things considered, the most valuable thing on
thi's earth.

m I111

.

"But install them in your home and keep him home as much
as pornible. Has he a penchant for billiards? Get him a
table, even if it be a miniature one. The more hours each
day your son spends at home the more ahd the sooner he develops a clean, healthy social temperament.
"Encourage him to invite clean, manly boys 9f his own age
to his home, and let him return such calls. Spend as much
time with your sons at home as business will permit; enter into
their studies, their play, their thoughts, interests ·and ambitions. Take them out with you as often as possible. Encourage an intimacy with them. Make them your companions as
well as your sons, as far as practicable.
.
"From one to five years old the boy differs little in domestic
economy from the girl. He is a ·cherub to be fondled and
trundled and kissed. From five to ten he becomes noisy, turbulent, and destructive, with splendid appetite and vigorous
digeEtion. The best treatment during this period is plain
corduroy or never-rip clothes, heavy shoes, spring-lock doors,
easily opened from the inside, and ever-ready sandwiches and
dough.nuts. Never bar his egress from the house; it's a waste
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of time. He won't go far-his app~tite won't let him. T~e
· loci' however gives you a chance to look over his
sprmg- ''
'
.
muddy boots before they strike the rugs of carpets.
(To be con~inued.)

Letter Departll!ent
BOZEMAN, MONTANA, July 23, 1910.
Editors Herald: The Bozeman Saints are not dead. I
can't say that we are as fully alive to the. work of the Master
as we should be, but signs of life are visible, and we are
hopeful. At our conference, held here on the 18th and 19th
of June, our church was dedicated to the Lord; and it is
certainly a nice place in which to meet and worship our
heavenly Father, and the Saints should take a great interest
in making a success in church work in this city. I am glad
to say, too, that most of them do try faithfully to do the
work assigned them. This is the hot season of the year, and
we are not at all crowded at our services, but we are trying
to hold on to the "rod of iron" which leads to the tree of
life.
The HERALD of July 20 and Zion's Ensign for July 21 are
at hand and I have just read the appeal from the Bishopric.
It has the right ring and I truly hope it may be read by all
the Saints. And not only read by them, but may the truth of
the document fire all with love and zeal for the Master's
work to that extent that united action may be the result.
Surely the time to favor Zion has come. ' Are we ready? If
we are not ready, will we get ready? It is left with us to
decide whether we will stand with the Lord and his people
or with the world; and our choice will be expressed by our
actions, rather than by our words. May the Lord help us to
make the wise choice. Asking an interest in the prayers of all
of God's people, I am yours in the hope of Zion's redei;nption.
ISAAC M. SMITH.
23 NORTH SEVENTH AVENUE.
WEST DERBY, VERMONT.
Dear Herald: As I am lonely to-day I will write to you
all and tell you how much comfort your letters give me. May
God reward you for your sunshine.· I am able to sit up a
little bit, but am in great pain all the time. I am in hopes
to be able to go to the hospital this fall, as I can not get the
care I need at home, for my husband can not manage housework, and when he is away I have to stay alone all day and
the days seem so long and weary.
Con lei some of the sisters send me flower seeds or a rose
root? Many thanks for the tracts and good reading. My husband likes to read when he sits down. I can enjoy them too.
As I can get postage, I pass them on to the Vermont prison.
I think Goel wants us all to do what we can to cheer others.
No matter what one's lot is, there is a little mission we can
P.ass on and may our heavenly Father help us in all trying
circumstances to press onward until we reach that home where
pain and want are not kn'own. Pray for us.
SR. ROY COWLES.
BOISE, IDAHO, July 21, 1910.
Edito?'S Hemld: Since the 4th of June, I have been associated with Elder S. D. Condit in holding meetings in the gospel
tent that was purchased by the Saints of western Idaho and
eastern Oregon. Our labors. so far have been confined to
~oise and Meridian. i have been expecting Elder T. C. Kelley
0
come to the assistance of Elder Condit and release me from
tent work, so i can go to other points in my mission; but to
.date, he has disappointed me.
The weather is hot and dry here and considerable sickness
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has resulted from the continued hot weather. The Saints,
however, with few exceptions, are in good health. The
Saints composing the Boise Branch are a noble band and
show their faith by their works, and when they undertake to
provide for a conference or for mission work, or for the missionaries, there is no halfway work with them. And notwithstanding they are generally poor and their numbers few,
yet in less than a year they have furnished more than fifty
dollars for conference expenses and more than one hundred
dollars for a tent fund, beside keeping up branch expenses
and contributing to other good works; and last, but not least,
in the estimation of the writer, they raised . a nice sum of
money and presented it to the writer, more than enough to
buy him a good suit of clothes \vhich he very much needed.
May Goel reward them for their liberality.
For the information of those who desire me to visit them,
I can not say just when I will be able to reach them, but I
hope to soon be released from tent work, and then I will try
to leL you know when I can reach you. Hoping and praying
for the salvation of the honest in heart, your friend and colaborer in the gospel,
A. J. LAYLAND.

Dear Herald: I am a resident of Newton County, Arkansas.
I live within ten miles of Jasper, the county seat, or seven
miles north of Deer, which is my post-office. If there is an
elder in this country or near. here,' I would !lke him to come
here, for I want to be baptized.
Yours truly,
A. •D. ZEARLEY.
FORT SCOTT, KANSAS, July 23, 1910.
Dear Herald: It has been some time since I asked for
space to let your readers know how the work is progressing
in the Clinton, Missouri, District. I believe we are holding
our own and in some parts of the field we are making some
advancement.
In the latter part of May I held a few meetings at Eldorado
Springs with fair attendance and interest. Two were baptized and the Saints were encouraged. My next effort was at
Coal Hill. Farmers were very busy, but we had a fair
attendance and on Sunday we had an old-fashioned basket
dinner and supper, and three meetings besides the Sunday
school services were held. There is a live Sunday scho6l
there, Bro. Oscar and Sr. Jennie Reynolds being the directors
of it.· The branch is presided over by Elder W. E. Reynolds
with wisdom and earn and, Saints, please remember that he
is the Bishop's agent and he needs your tithes and offerings
badly now to assist him in supplying the dependents. His
address is Eldorado Springs, Missouri, R. F. D. 5. Let him
I
hear from you at once.
From Coal Hill I went to Rockville and held three meetings
at the home of Bro. Thomas Wright who, on account of affliction has not been able to leave the house since December 3,
1909. (then went out to the home of Bro. 0. J. Tophome,
southeast of Appleton City, where I held nine meetings on
the lawn. The people were very attentive and Brother
Tophome and his neighbors did not forget that a missionary
had to pay care fare, as was evidenced by me leaving there
with $8.97 more than I had when I went. According to the
Master's statement there are disciples there.
I will not ask for space·to tell of all my travels and labor,
but wish to tell you of the work in this part of the field
by the earnest request of Bro. Lee Quick, near Mapleton,
Kansas. I visited his home and on the 8th of July we began
meetings in Rock Ridge Schoolhouse and on Sunday, the 10th,
we held meetings at the ·home of Bro. W. Elethrop; in his
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grove. We had a good day with another basket dinner, with
Sunday school in the morning, preaching at 11 a. m., dinner
at 12.30 for all present; Sunday school, with a real good
program, at 2 p. m., and preaching at 3 and 8.30 p. m. We
then held forth in 'the schoolhouse until Wednesday night,
and Thursday morning four were baptized and with those
who have resided there for some time and the nine baptized
last winter, there are twenty-one members living close together and they have a fine Sunday school presided over by
Sr. Lee Quick.
Brother Quick and family have lived their religion in that
locality and the fruits of their de1iortment and teaching are
beginning to appear. Brother Quick stands high in the estimation of his neighbors, both members and nonmembers, as
does also his family. Numbers of others are interested. I
was royally entertained both by members and Qthers. I made
my home mostly with Brn. Quick and Elethrop, but visited
a number of others and was treated kindly by all. They, too,
remembered the financial part.

From there, in company with Brother Quick, I went to
Hepler where we held four inte1:esting meetings at 'the home
of Bro. and Sr. Stephen Chezem. There are a number interested there. Brother Jenkins will please forgive our trespassing, as this last place is in the Spring River District,just a little over the line, and it is said that "Over the fence is
out."
I am now back in my field but I believe Brother Quick is
still in the Spring River District. Since last Tuesday night
I have been preaching on the fawns at homes of Brethren
Coolman and Balkham, and am having a fair hearing. We
are reaching more outsiders than we could reach at the hall.
I am having good liberty and attention and the Saints arc
assisting fairly well. One outsider, an old man, said to
Brother Coolman, at the close of the last meeting, "If the
gospel ever was preached, that man preached it to-night";
but as in the past, "Man·y believed, bt;t for fear of the people, they did not confess Him" (did not obey).
I am feeling well in the work and hope lo overcome and
labor on, though the heat gets real close to me. Now Saints
of Clinton District, awake and get ready for the reunion at
mdomdo Springs, beginning August 19. Hoping for the final
triumph of the work, I am trying to do my part of the work
and I believe that I am in the faith.
.JAMF:S MOLER.
MOUN'r CAitMEL, ILLINOIS, .July 19, llllO.
Dear Herald: My heart has been made to rejoice many
times that I am a Latter Day Saint. How much joy and
comfort we find in this great work if we will only live it
and do our duty. I often feel that I can't do as much as
others, but God has given each a talent of some kind. Let
us use it in the best possible way, so as to bring others into
the fold of God. We should never get discouraged. There
is nothing to discourage us if we will keep this beautiful
gospel ever in our minds. We must not forget we are Latter
Day Saints and children of God, and that he watches and
cares for us every hour and minute, and is always with us,
and in trials and troubles we have a strong arln to lean upon.
We all have trials and disappointments along our life's road.
God's people must be a tried people. The trials make it easier
'for us, though they may be hard. Look at the life of Christ,
how rm1gh was his road. We must not think that we have
a hard time and go around murmuring about it. We should
take our trouble to God in prayer. He can help when no one
·
else can.
As I am one o;I: the isolated ones, I have the privilege of
attending church only as I make a visit to my dear old J;omcstead. 'fhcre I meet with the dear Saints. I think you will
agree with me that the· difficulty is not in the meeting together,
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but in parting. The da~ is fast approaching when we shall
m~et to ~art no more; when we shall be fashioned like unto
His glorious body, not as the various sects of to-day would
tell us, that we shall all be in a spirit form, having neither
body nor parts. We know that the resurrection of Jes
C~rist, if taken alone, ought to be sufficient in regard ~:
this.
Let us so live that when we pass from· this present state of
action, the world may be made better for us having lived in
it. As the hymn says, "L:t us keep our spirits pure." Pray
for me that I may be faithful unto the end so as to hear
Him say, "Come up higher."
Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. SARAH GREISS.
ALBANY, OREGON, July 12, 1910,
Deai· Herald: I am very glad to get the HERALD and to
read the good letters from week to week and all the good
reading. It makes me feel glad to know that I was led to
receive the angel's message and I want to so live that I can
receive that word, "Well done." I ask an interest in the
prayers of the Saints that I may live faithful to the encl.
Your sister in Christ,
CLARINDA E. COWDEltY.
LENOR.A, KANSAS, July 24, 1910.
Deai· Herald: The Saints are very few out here and they
are somewhat scattered. Bro. S. H. Fields called on us and
preached several times, the interest being quite fair. On
the last night (Sunday) the house was filled to overflowing.
While most of the crowd was outside waiting for the time to
meet we had quite an interesting time. One neighbor asked
Brother Fields if he believed in "Joo" Smith, as he called
him, and the Book of Mormon, and why didn't he preach on
that? Brother Fields told him that ho wanted to get the
people to believe the ·Bible first, then it would be easier for
them to believe the Book of Mormon and believe that Joseph
Smith was a prophet of God. One· man in the crowd told
Brother Fields he could get a man that could show him he
didn't know anything. Brother Fields said that was the kind
of a man he wanted to meet, that he would meet any man
and prove Joseph Smith was a prophet called and sent of
God, and he proposed to prove it from the Bible. This man
said, "I don't want any man to stand up and say my parents
are not good people because they belong to the M. E. Church
and not to the Latter Day Saints." Brother Fields said, "I
do not say there are no good people in all churches and sincere
in their belief, but they have been traditional and misled by
man made doctrines."
At last it was time to commence, and all went in that could
get in while Brother Fields occupied one hour and a half.
There was perfect order. He spoke on tho divinity of the
Book of Mormon. According to my judgment he is an able
defender of the gospel of Jesus Christ as it is contained in the
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants.
I received a card from Brother Fields a few days ago. He
and Bro. J. A. Teeters were going to start tent meetings at
Seldon, about thirty miles west of me.
Brother Madden called on us a few days ago. He only
stopped over night. He went on to Hill City, then to Grcnell,
then to I-Ioyse, and I haven't heard anything farther from him.
. Brother Showers, from the Nodaway District, called on us
on· his way out to his farm, ten miles west of where I live.
I tell you, dear Saints, it makes my heart rejoice to meet
with those of like faith, as we don't have the privilege of
meeting with the Saints as we did when we wei'e in Iowa. As
I announced in the HERALD some timo ago, that if any of the.
ministry wish to call on us, I would meet them at Penoka or
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Morland on the U. P. R. R. or at Lenora on the Missouri
Pacific. The invitation still stands good'. Address _me. at
Lenora, Kansas, Route 2. May God bless his people tJ1a,t they
may be brought to see the light, is the prayer·of your brother
in Christ.
J. N. BOYD.
North Dakota Reunion.

The annual reunion of the North Dakota District is now
a matter of history, having convened at Dunseith, June 25 to
July 3, and by many it wiII be remembered as a time of rejoicing because of influence of the Spirit that prevailed.
The attendance of Saints was nearly as large as usual, and
of nonmembers was better than -the last reunions held at that
place. The preaching was done by Elders J. W. Wfght, Joshua
Carlile, Alonzo Whiting, James Waggoner, Elmer Weddle, and
the writer, and were of a high order and seemed to be appreciated by all.
Many rejoiced in receiving their _patriarchal blessings, because of Father Joshua Carlile's presence.
Some of the social services were very spiritual, the Lord
speaking to his people by tongues and interpretation through
Apostle .J. W. Wight and Pres. J. S. Waggoner, admonishing them that if they desire to be relieved from the power of
the dmughts, famines, and scourges that are coming upon
the earth they must come up higher.
Though the most severe and general crop failure this State
has evct· known seems to be upoh us, yet the Saints here with
their 11rnal generosity, met the reunion expenses cheerfully.
If all the 8aints o.f the district will manifest that same spirit
of willingness to sacrifice a little, and send or give it to the
Bishop's agent or his assistants, we are hopeful of keeping
the expenses of the district paid even under the severe conditions.
It was voted to hold a semiannual district conference with
the Farj';o Branch sometime during the winter. Watch for
the datr. It will be published later.
'l'he next reunion was voted to be held at Milroy, North
Dakota, during the summer of 1911, the exact date to be set
by the committee and the field minister in charge.
,
JEROME E. WILDERMUTH.
1:3'18 FIWNT STREET, FAUGO, NOUTH DAKOTA.
Extracts from Letters.

Lydia Meeber, Excelsior, Missouri: "I will ho glad when
we can all meet around. God's bright throne where there will
be no sonow or vain or death and no more parting. Pray
for me. May God bless tis all."

News From Branches.
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, .June 24. The Sunday school accepted an invitation
from the West· Side to unite with them in a picnic on Labor
Day. Morning sermon by Elder J. A. Tanner, theme, "I am
11,0 t ashamed of the gospel of Christ, for it is the power of
(,od unto milvation." · Visitors: Sr. M. J. Jenkins, who leaves
for her home in Akron, Ohio, this week. Sr. Dorris Seymour,
and Bl'O. ,James Lang, who on account of Sunday employment
~an not often be with us. Bro. Heriry Keir occupied the pulpit
Ill
choosing for his tekt.. a very important
"Ji1 the evening,
.
(.
.subJ'ect ,
"xammc yourselves, to sec whether ye be in the faith." Bro.
Keir also occupied at West Pullman in tho morning.
Sr. Maggie Kelso has returned from her visit in South
Haven, Michigan, and is at home to all her friends at the
address given below.
Some members of the Searchlight Club spent Sunday at
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South Haven, and Miss Jessie Pement returned with them
from her vacation.
·l;lro. George Kelso and John A. Lilley returned to their
home at Higbee, Missouri, this week, after having spent some
months in this city. ·
c,
We neglected to mention in la.lit week's items that Dorothy
Edith, infant daughter of Bro. and Sr. Fred Pesliil, and Ralph
Victor, son of Bro. and Sr. Ralph Hastings, wei·e blessed on
Sunday, July 17.
'fhe attendance at prayer meeting Wednesday evening was
much better than usual, Bro. F. G. Pitt and Sr. J. A. Tanner
being among the number.
"A sacred burden is the life ye bear;
Look on it, lift it, bear it solemnly;
Stand up and walk beneath it steadfastly;
Fail not for sorrow, falter not for sin,
But onward, upward, till the goal you win."
ALICE CARY SCHWAR'l'Z.
6549 I\IARSHFIELD liVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.-The" annual conference of the
above district convened in the Saints' chapel, Priestly road
Birmingham, March 26, 1910, Pres. William Ecclestone in th~
chair. ,J. W. Rushton was chosen to preside, assisted by Elder
William Ecclestone and Robert Tabbiner. Deacons chosen
were Francis Smith and Edmond Norton; organist appointed
being Arthur Walton. Branches rcp<>rted as follows: Birmingham, 117; Summerfield, 50; Lucestcr, 36; Stafford, 24.
District treasurer's account showed an income of £7 12s. Sci.;
expenditures, £4 14s. lld.; balance £2 17s. 9d. Bishop's a~cnt's
report presented an income of £97 12s. nc1. j expenditures
£87 4s. JO~cl.; balance on hand, £10 7s. 9d. Ministry reporting: Elders William Ecclestone, J.E. Meredith, Charles Walton, J. W. Taylor, E. A. Webb, G. S. Greenwood, John Schofield, W. N. Kemp, and Joseph Ecclestone. On the election of
oflicers for ensuing year, Elder W. Ecclestone was reelected
president. with Elders Charles Walton and J. W. Taylor vicepresidents. The resignation of J. Ecclestone was accepted and
R. Tabbincr was appointed secretary, with G. S. Greenwood as
assistant. Elder G: S. Greenwood was reiilectcd treasurer and
Elder .J. E. Meredith was sustained as Bishop's agent. Sunday services were as follows: Morning, in charge of Charles
Walton, the preachers were J. Ecclcstone and G. S. Greenwor2d.
Afternoon fellowship meeting was in charge of J. R. Greenwood, assisted by H. W. Taylor and John Schofield. Evening
service was in charge of W. Ecclestone, assisted by Elder
~endrick, preaching by J. W. Rmhton. Conference adjourned
to meet at Eastertide, 1911, place of meeting left in the
hands of district president. Robert Tabbiner, secretary.
PoRTLAND.-District convened :with the Hood River Saints,
June 25, 1910. The presidency, Marcus H. Cook and N. T.
Chapman, presided. R. E. Chapman was secretary, assist.eel
by George Pearson. Zella Baldin~ was or~anist, and Mai·cus H. Cook was chorister. All vISiting Saints were invited
to take part in the confercmce. Branches reporting were:
Portland, Hood River, and Vancouver, Washington. Official
reports: Elders M. H. Cook, ·N. T. Chapman, E. Keeler,
H. W. Chapman. G. W. Howard, A. Whorlow, Walter H.
Barker W. A. Goodwin; priests, W. W. Witherbe, G. M.
Apple~an, R. E. Chapman; teacher, William Chapman jr.;
deacons George Pearson, Marion L. Howard. 'l'he Bishop's
agent's 'report was read and approved. 'fhe tent which belongs to the district was foft to the discretion and wisdom
of the pr.esidency. Upon re~om!llend!J-tiim of M. H .. Cook.
Carl Baldmg· was appomted distrwt rn1Ss10nary, accordmg to
General Conference resolution No. 420. L. Stover was recommended to the conference by the Vancouver Branch to be
ordained to the office of cider, which was approved 'by the
conference, and as Brother Stover was called east on account
of the illness of his mother, the ordination was left in el1arge
of the district presidency. 'l'he following o,fficers were elected
for the following year: M. H. Cook, president; N. T. Chapman vice-president; R. E. Chapman, secretary; Fran~is M.
Chapman. member of the library b?ard. L. Stover W1;tS sustained as Bishop's agent. Prcachmg Saturday evenmg by
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T. W. Chatburn and on Sunday at 11 a. m. by N. V. Sheldon.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock by T. W. Chatburn, and
Sunday evening by E. Keeler; also prayer meeting Sun_day
morning at 9, in charge of Walter H. Barker and H. W.
Chapman. Conference adjourned to meet with the Portland
Branch;. the time of meeting left to the district presidency.
R. E. vhapman, secretary.
EASTERN IowA.-District convened in the Saints' chapel,
Clinton, Iowa, .June 11 and 12, 1910 1 with President .J. B.
Wildermuth in the chair. Branches reporting: Fulton, Muscatine, Green Valley, Marion, Clinton, Oelwein, Osterdock,
Baldwin and Davenport. Ministry reporting: Seventies James
McKiernan, J. B. Wildermuth, and L. E. Hills; Elders John
Heide, E. W. Voelpel, C. G. Dykes, Wm. B. Weston, Ira A.
Chamberlain, E. Lowe, jr; Priests David L. Palsgrove, Amos
W. Heide, Robert Smith. A very peaceful and spiritual conference was held. Robert Smith, secretary.

Convention Minutes.

KEWANEE.-District Sunday school and Religio met in convention at Millersburg, Illinois, June 17. The Sunday school
chose the following officers for the coming year. 0. E. Stade,
superintendent; Joseph Arber, assistant superintendent; Mira
Cady, secretary; Willare McNeal, ti;easurer; Anna Amos,
librarian. The following were chosen by the Religio association as officers for the coming year: Amos Berve, president;
Joseph Arber, vice-president; Mira Cady, secretary; Alfred
Needham, treasurer; Mrs. Nellie Elvin, librarian; Mira Cady,
home class superintendent. Elder Joseph Arber was chosen
by both associations to assist Sister Etzenhouser in auxiliary
work at the coming reunion. In the evening, a program was
rendered by the district associations which proved both entertaining and instructive, and though no theme had been chosen,
every number seemed fraught with the inspiration of doing.
We were favored with some good spirited talks by Brn. Joseph
Arber and C. E. Willey during conventions. A good spirit
prevailed throughout each session and we trust it may continue with each one through the coming year that much good
may be accomplished. Mira Cady, secretary.
PoRTLAND.-The Portland, Oregon, District Sunday school
association met in convention at Hood River, Oregon June
24, Supt_. Frances L. Keeler occupying the chair. Bro. George
Pearson acted as secretary for the meeting, owing to the
absence of _the secretary, After the general routine business
was dispensed with a motion prevailed to extend an invitation :to the general ·officers for one of their number or a representative' to be with us at the June convention of 1911. The
afternoon session was devoted to institute and normal work
which pro".ed to, be both interesting and instructive. Mary
·Harvey ·Shippy, secretary.
'

To insure -prompt insertion, make remittance with

notice.
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mall matter.
[>U~~~!if~~;'.ons received for Zion's E11Blg11, also orders for all Ensign

Conference Notices.

To the Saints of the Seattle and British- Columbia Disti·ict:
The reunion has been cal!ed off foi• this year, owing to shortage in finances. The conference, however, will be held at
Seattle, commencing Saturday, September 17, at 10 a. m.
Religio and Sunday school conventions will be held on Friday
at the same place, commencing at 10 a. m. All the meetings
will be held in the Saints' church located on the corner of
Kilbourne and First avenue northwest. The change of date
is made that we may have Brn. E. L. Kelley, Presiding Bishop,
and F. M. Sheehy, missionary in charge, present at the conference. It will be an opportunity that no Saint in the district should miss. We have never had the pleasure of meeting those brethren at our conference before. Now, take notice,
the Fremont-Ballard car runs by the church_. This car may be
taken two blocks from the depot, one block west and one block
north. Remember there are three car lines running to Ballard, but only the one mentioned goes to the ·church. Let all
come who possibly can. Let each one come expecting to
receive the blessings of the Spirit., The Seattle Saints will
make ample provisions for ·an. Brethren Kelley and Sheehy,
please read. William Johnson, president.
The Southern Missouri District convenes at Beaver, Douglas County, Missouri, August 20 and 21, at 10 a. m. All re·
ports should be sent to the undersigned. Those coming by
rail will be met at Cedar Gap on Friday, August 19. We
hope that every branch will be well represented at this conference. Benjamin Pearson, secretary.
Reunion Notices.

Reunion of the Utah District will be held at Provo, beginning August 27 and continuing over Sunday, September 4.
The ·conference of the district will be held the last Saturday
during the reunion, and Friday will be given to the Sunday
schoof and Religio for conventions. All the missionary force
assigned to Utah, together with a number of local elder~, a~·e
expected to be present. Come, Saints, and let us umte m
making this a spiritual feast. Bring your tents and covered
wagons, and camp with us and help make the reunion a su~
cess. H. N. Hansen, assistant minister; John Hall, vice-president.
.
·11
The eighteenth annual Northwestern Missouri reun10n w1.
be held on the old camp ground at Stewartsville, Missouri,
August 12 to 21. Tents: 10 by 12, $2,; 12 by 14, $2.50. Those
wishing to rent tents should write B. J. Dice by August 6 so
we can make arrangements for the required number on hand,
cots, etc. Meals at the boarding tent can be had at a i:cason·
able rate. Local and long distance ·telephone serV1ce on
grounds. Have your mail addressed in care of camp grounds
and it win reach you in good time. The usual number '?f a)>le
speakers will assist the already able force of the d1stl'lct.
Come and have a good time by casting your burdens at the
Master's feet and bearing a song away. T. H. Hinderks, secretary.
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK KNOBNOSTER REAL" ESTATE
Good graded .~qhool and L. D. S. church
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
privileges. ·Membership about three
General Bankinu Bueinel!B under charter No. 1324 granted by the State o hundred.
Are you lookine- th!!I way tor
D~et! a 1· the State reWinized as haVing the moat rigid banking supervision of any
a home? Ifo!so1 and desire reliable inforMia~~1!1' -thA Union State examination and public publisqed statement required.
~-m
mation, call on or write
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.
Intereat Paid on -Oepoailll-

•

.

.

Oar business having practically doubled in the past year v.;e wish ~o thank the publ~c
and invite all in attendance at Conf~rence to. occupy ou! directors parlor f~r their
YOUNG MAN WANTED
respondence where plent;v of stationery will be provided and your acquamtance, To learn the soda and lunch business.
~~;ociation and business solicited.
Very truly yours,
Steady position for a bright young man.
·
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
Latter Day Saint preferred, and one
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
who can play some instrument in an
orchestra. This place must be filled by
September 1. For further information
.-.-·---------------~;,
f
.Ill.....
address,
31-2
: I would be pleased to correspond with ~
C. A. FREES,
801 Randolph Street,
I parl!es seeking Investment In jack- 1 has lived in Independ11nce twenty years.
I have many residences, vacant lots, subTraverse City, Mieh.
1 son County, Missouri, FIRST 1 urban acres, from one acre up-and
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can
MORTGAGES, MUNICIPAL : sell for the least money that will buy
FOR SALE
I
I them. I refer you to any bank of this city
At a bargain; eight acres well imBONDS, OR INDUSTRIAL : or Kansas City, as to my i;tanding as a
1
proved, five roomed cottage, good barn,
II business man. Correspondence solicited.
I STOCKS.
Office, Chrisman Sawyer Bank Building, ~wo wells, new wind pump; good orchard
Very truly yours,
: independence, Missouri, Bell 390-Home :onsisting of apples, plums, peaches,
I
I 504.
.
8
:herries, apricots, crabs, grapes, etc., aH "
J. D. Briggs
1
bearing. Newly fenced with woven wire.
Independence, Missouri · 44tf :
Just inside of city limits of Cameron,
THE
INSTRUCTOR
~ .............. -------:..--------~-- ~
Missouri, a town of four thousand inNo. 126, cloth ................... $ .75 habitants. Taxes reasonable. Address
No. 127, leather ....••.•.......... 1.00
0. T. ARNOLD, M. D.
No. 128, leather, flexible . . . . . . . . . 1.50
31-4*
Cameron, Missouri.
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Bible Reference$·-e,.

Paper cover
Cloth cover

AIYin Knisley

5 cents
. 10 cents

Wanted.-"At once" L. D. S. help.
Two bread peddlers and two bakers.
Young married men preferred. A good
chance for men of zeal ·to assist in getting the gospel introduced in a new field.
Address, RIVER SIDE BAKERY,
A. A. WARD.
Elkhart, Indiana.

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette, each 80c; per dozen $8.20.
No. 110-Llmp Cloth, each 86c; per dozen $8. 76.
No. 111-Cloth and Leather, oach 60c.
No. 114-Fl~xlbl~LPathe•. Nl~h Sl.liO.

Hurlbut's Teacher-Training Lessons
I• the name of the latest edition of Hurlbut'• Normal
Lessons. Thia edition is an enlargement of tho former one and takes its pla.-;e.

No. 77 Paper · .
No. 771-2 Cloth.

Graceland Boosters.
W~ understand that iri many ,par.ts of the country fruit is

plentiful. In Lamoni we have none this year. College boosters of limited finance who desire-to aid, could do no better
th.an can or dry apples, peaches, etc., and send to the Industnal Department for use in the hotel. · Due credit will be given
the same as if cash-were sent.
CHARLES B. WooosToclc,
Director Industrial Dqpartment.

The Bishopric.

APPOINTMENT f!F BISHOP'S AGENT.
'rhe Saints and f1iends of the Saskatchewan District of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will
1
Pease
take notice that upon the resignation of Bro. W. E.
Nelson, as Bishop's agent for said district, Elder John A.
Bedckman, Nutana, Saskatchewan, has beeh duly appointed in
an for the said district.
t Elder Beckman has proved his· faith by his works, and we
hrust that the Saints of Saskatchewan will give. to him as
.earty support as they gave to the retiring agent.
,·
We reg'ret to lose Brother Nelson, for he was a very·efficient
agent, but feeling that he was called to leave Canada to labor

.35
.50

Church Publications Wanted
Wanted, to purchaae bound volumes or
comJ?lete sets of ·Times and Seasons, Millennial Star, 'SAINTS' HERALD, Saints' Advocate, also Palmyra Edition of the Book
of Mormon, Kirtland Edition of Doctrine
and Covenants, and other church _Publications. For church, use, by an active minister. Address, stating prices,
R. S. SALYARDS,
26-5t alt
Lamoni, Iowa.

in the United States, he thought it wise to hand to me ·his
resignation.
·
The Regina conference tender.ed to Brother Nelson a hearty
vote of thanks for past services, and gave Elder Beckman a
right royal welcome, so we look for good results from his
selection.
Sincerely yours,
R. c. EVANS, Biahop of Canada.
AddJre88ea.

Alvin Knisley, field address, 610 Center street, Sioux City,
Iowa, instead of Persia.
·
A J. Layland, Raymond, Bear Lake, Idaho.
J~mes Moler, home address, Holden, Missouri.
Died.

DAVIS.-Helen Zaloma, infant daughter of Bro. George and
Sr. Maggie Davis, died July 9, 1910, at the age of 4 months
and :(g days of pneumonia, after. an illness of about five
days. She ~as a very intelligent, sweet spirited child, and
had entered deeply in the affections of those who lmei.y her.
Funeral sermon at the home, July 12, by Elder .J. F. Mmtun,
in charge of Elder E. 0. Clark. A g?od· attendance at the
services expressed the love for the child and sympathy for
mourners.
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Is Here

Time

Vacation

We have just issued a descriptive circular. giving description of farms and ·
town properties we have for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send your address on a.
postal card and we will mail you a copy';t.,,__JtJ\W~ni Land and Lo;m Co.,
·~.,.
G. W. Blair, Sec.

The present hot weather brings thoughts of where to spend
your vacation.

Colorado.
Yellowstone Park

Religio's
Normal Book

Either place is ideal if you are in search of rest, recreation or an outing.
The cool bracing mountain air, every breath of which
gives new life and energy, the dashing streams full of fish,
and where game animals of all kinds abound in their native
wild state.
Surely them and many other attractions found in the
American Wonderlands, should be enough to decide any
question of where to spend your vacation.
The Burlington's through, electric lighted trains offer the
best service.
-

A normal book containing lessons
upon the Book ot Mormon and
Reiigio Society. Everv student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c

You have perhaps been planning a trip to Colorado or YeUowstone Park for
ycars--make up your mind today to go this Summer and let me hand you one
of the Burlington Colorado handbooks or YeIJowstone Park
folders which te1I all about where to go, what to s2e and what
to do, and contains a complete list; ·of hotels. boarding houses
and· ranches, with their rat.Eta. - Ask me about Estes Park.
Colo., also.
--

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depoaib at the

L. F. SILTZ, Agent, C. B. & Q. R.R.
9§14$@&±

FARMERS STATE BANK

-t

LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00

I

COMPLETE _ CONTROL

wri~ing,

All necessary operations in
billing or sh1tistical work are accomplished.
from the keyboiard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible)

I

I

Smith Premier

Incorporated under the banking laws of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control

of the Auditor of State.

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

Write for information

This book was written for those who
wiEhed to become well posted on the vari-

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc., ous parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 \cents; Leather, $1; FlexiblE
$1.50. Nos. 141-H-4, respectively.

19th o.nd Douglas Streets, Omnhu, Nebraska

Engravings of -Prehistoric Specimens

from Mi~higan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of
The- Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Commandments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and antiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archreology and
all that appertains to the Book of Mormon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data.-- Price $1.00 at Herald or En·
sign Office. ·
21altlyr.

5 per cent
Capital and Surplus Earnings
Assets Over

$ 50,000.00
400,000.00

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.

Five per cent pcr-an.nuin intere•t will be paid on one year deposits. Send your surplus funds to.
this Bank by mail, nod prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVINGS BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
LIST OF DIRECTORS:_

!'d·
Anderson, Alice ~· Dancer, Anna A. -Dancer, Oscar
n erson, W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

·

Our Brighamite friends are makin\\' an
active campaign amongst the Samts.
You need this book. It is the deathkncll to all pretenders to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35
cents, paper; No. 162. 50 cents, cloth;
No. 153.
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THE SAINT! 1-cl\GRALD
Official PubJi,.Ation of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Chriot of Latter Day Saints
Entered 11• aecond-clnas ·matter at Lamoni post-otllce.

"If ~·e continue in. my word, then are ye my dis·
ciple• indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and .the
truth shall make you free."-John. 8f31, 32.

VOLUME 57 ·

"There shall .not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubine• he shall ,have nona."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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NUMBER 32

These three processes of proof are definition, division or analysis, and probation.
·
PROOF AND ARGUMENT.
Definition is the process of determining the nature
[The following is a short synopsis of a chapter on the sub- of the issue and what is to be proved or disproved.
jec-t taken from a well-known book on logic. We take no · Here is where one outlines the proposition to be
credit in any way for what is given, and trust it will cause
dealt with. Supposing the proposition was, "Man
HERALD readers to give some thought to the subject presented.
We have contemplated publishing ·a series •of articles along ·is mortal," it would be necessary at once to state
whether it was proposed to deal with "man" simply
the line of argumentation and debate..,-Ass1sTANT EDITOR.]
There are three methods or processes by which in as the animal organism, or as the abstract subject of
a systematic way thoughts and facts are presented. consciousness, without reference to the animal, or
That is, by these processes of description, 'examina- as both. Such a definition on the start makes easier
tion, and exposition we are able to set out a concep- the argument and less likely to confuse, as the reader
tion of the things connected with a partic:ular sub~ may have in mind one concept of "man" and the
writer another. It makes for directness and is esject.
But proof and argument go beyond this. They~ sential in the discussion of most any question.
Analysis is the process of showing how many speendeavor to convince, to remove doubt, to give belief
and knowledge to the intellect. And it therefore fol- cific and different aspects of thesis are involved and
lows that unle~s it is convincing it is not proof, and which can be separated for distinct treatment. This
what may be proof to one mind may not be- to an- is also quite important as it assists in discussi~ • a.
other.
·
part at a time, building up a: proposition and ~ i~·
Proof brings assent to the proposition, and assent fying it from attacks based upon its general n
comes to us in two fo!;ms: belief, or probable truth; ing. Thus literature would be divided into ' ~
and knowledge, or certain truth.
torical, religious, scientific,' 1 etc., and the value ~
Proof as a process, reverses the usual order of such a process is invaluable, as may be seen upt ~
reasoning by inference. In the latter we have given first thought.
·~ o
to us certain premises from which we reach a certain
The third process is that a probation, the arrange.:tP0t1~
conclusion. In proof we first have the proposition ment of facts and truths which will bring certitude, ~tor conclusion and set out to establish its truth.
which will establish belief or knowledge concerning
There are two kinds of proof, direct and indirect. the proposition. The common ground in argument,
Direct proof consists in the successful attempt to of course, consists of those axioms or truths which
support a proposition. Indirect proof consists of will be accepted by the person to whom the matter
removing objections to the ,proposition.
·
is presented. Here we come to the two kinds of
There are three processes of proof or argument. reasoning: deduction and iilduction, both of which
There is a certain proper order for the presentation are inference, one having ·greater value and force
of proof, and it quite naturally follows that as proof than the other.
·"
is 4'ntended primarily to convince it does not always
The two kinds of inductive reasoning as stated,
please. The msthetic is lost in the practical. In are perfect induction and impei'fect. induction. Peroratory it is different. ·we recently had two speak- fect induction is really nothing more.than generalizaers in Lamoni. One gave us a fine oration. It was tion, that is, a certain. thing being true of each and
pleasing to the ear. What he said was true. It was every member of a .class, it is therefore true of the
·a red-blood talk and not only appealed to us from class as a whole. For example: Mercury revolves
the side of beauty, but als6 ·because we recognfaed on its own axis; so do Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupi· that what he said was true. The second speaker ter, Satutn, and Neptune. These being all the plan~ave us an argument. 'He todk up his proposition ets, we say, "All the planets n:wolve on their axes."
Ill logical order and set out to prove a certain thing.
Imperfect induction is where the concluf'\ion goes
Both efforts were equally enjoyable, though quite dif- beyond the facts upon which it is based. ( Jf for
ferent in style and thought.
·
instance, we only knew that four of the pla~ets re-
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volved on their axes, we might infer that all of them
did. Now this is true inductive though imperfect
reasoning. Perfect inductive reasoning is generally
spoken of as deduction. We deduce something from
and within the premises, and the conclusion has
therefore a certitude which is lacking in imperfect
induction; '
A common error of those who fail to reason closely
is to reach a general conclusion from the particular,
when it is not true of the class. If one seeing an
individual cliff dweller and noting that he has abnorinal ears, should arrive at the conclusion that
cliff dwellers have abnormal ears, he would be guilty
of what is called "hasty generalization," and is a
fallacy. This is characteristic of the insular or provincial mind, and should be carefully avoided.
In probation, the third division of proof, it is essential that the arrangement be suited to the proposition in hand and to the person or persons addressed. We have often heard the remark that
Brother Blank has made a logical sermon, ·or that
Elder So and So is such a logical speaker. And I
have often wondered why they were considered logical. Upon what grounds was the statement made?
Was it because .of the order in which the matter was
presented? or simply because c.onclusipns reached
appealed to one as being correct? I greatly fear that
the term logical is used too often without a fuil understanding of its meaning. For what would be a
logical presentation to one audience would not be
logical with another. What might fail to c:onvince
one audience might not fail with another, for the
reason that the "state of minds" varies with different audiences.
Probation is the real proving, the arrangements
of facts and truths and the marshaling of the' same
in the order calculated to produce conviction. It is
the work laid out in the other two processes. The
proof may consist of axio:tp.s, postulates ·or pi'<:> positions not in dispute and considered proved, and the
object of proof is not only to have correct and true
propositions; but to have correct reasoning, and can
only work from some middle ground or from that
which is accepted by the hearer. And when we come
to the real live reasoning we find ourselves back to
deductive and inductive arguments which have already .been brie~y discussed.
Ill the consideration of the arrangement of matter
in debate or argu_ment, th.ere are a number of divisions which my t~.~t·uses, but we will take time only
to name then~vand t;ust we may be able !o take them
up at som_r.;Iater time. They are, "analytic arguments," '!synthetic arguments," "arguments from
antecedeht possibility,_" "argument from· circumstantial evildnce," "personal argument," and "argument
from te~ imony," and these are given for what suggestive.. · alue they may have.

/
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And now we find, ourselves face to_ face with the
general rule as follows, which we quote:
-

'·

!

If t~e ~in_d add1:~ssed be ?'lready i~ a state of belief, and
the obJeCt or the mscourse is ~ co:n,firm and strengthen it,
then the weaker arguments may generally need to be placed
first, and the stronger ones last. But if there be an opposin
belief to set aside, it will be better to advance the strong ~
·
d
.
er
fi rst, m
or er to overthrow opposition at once. The weaker
may follow, which will confirm when .they would be of no avail
in the first assault. In order to leave a strong impression
however, some of the stronger argumenti; may be reserved
for the close; or what is equivalent, ·the arguments may be
recapitulated in the reverse order.
·

Of course'when necessary for the building up of an argument where one thing depends upon what goes
before, the situation will not allow the order to be
disturbed or influenced by the state of mind of the
audience. But other things being equal, we are given
the following rules:
1. Deductive should precede inductive proofs. This assumes
that they are both applicable to the isime. In case only one
of them is possible, this rule does not apply, and in case that
the state of mind is already one of belief, the order should be
reversed. Those also who maintain that induction conditions
deductions might adopt the reverse order.
2. Analytic proofs should precede the synthetic and all
others. The reason for this rule is that the analytic argument
· naturally. follows the process' of definition, and prepares the
way for the reference to general principles or particular facts
antecedent to the proposition stating the issue, while the
analytic argument does not go behind the cqnceptions whi~h
define the issue.
· 3. Antecedent possibility arguments should precede the inductive argument's generally and those from cfrcumstantial
evidence in particular. If any presumption against the possibility of the thesis exists, the first thing is to get that out
of the way, and the mind is then i.freptive for the others.

But yet, after all, we are told there are no hard
and fast rules. The judgment of the person making .
the argument must be followed. He must decide.
whether the state of mind warrants a reversal of
order of-the cumulative method, which under normal
conditions should always be followed, because of the
greater value and weight. While circumstances will
determine, the usual order is antecedent possibility,
testimony, circumstantial evidence, personal argument, and deduction. And this should be concluded
by a recapitulation which sums up briefly all of the
arguments presented. "Just as definition introduces.
discourse, recapitulation should close it."
,i
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

We are pained .to learn of the death on the 3d
inst. of Elder E. Harrington, of Independence, Missouri. The Hlj::RALD exte11ds sympathy to the family
and friends of the brother.
."Some men are so bUsy planning for to-morrow
that they have no time to execute the things which
yesterday they planned for to-day:"
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Elders' Note-Bc:)ok
ONE WHO HAS GONE TO. HIS REWARD.
(Written at the grave of Eide~ W ..c. Duncan, Mound
Grove Cemetery, Independence, M1ssour1, October 7, 1909.
Brother D~i1can for many years·held the gospel banner aloft.)

Beneath me lies the form of. one
They say is dead. A noble son
Of toil was he, but now they say
That his great so~l has passed away.
That on some distant brilliant shore,
Where sun and moon and stars no more
Remembered are, he dwells in bliss;
Nor longer kens a world like this.
No more the soft green coverlet
Of mossy grass he sees i nor yet
The rustling leaves, stii'red by the breeze
In yonder thriving maple trees.
No more this pansy at my feet
That lifts its tiny cheek, so sweet,
To meet the tender, soft· caress
Of yon bright shinip.g sun, shall bless ·
His inmost soul, as in the days
When he was here. ·But where he stays,
His soul delights in singing praiSe,
While on a golden harp he plays
Some magic tune-no old home lays,
Like those he ·ioved in other days,
But some great song, so vast and gra:ii.d
No human heart could understand.
No more he loves by rippling stream,
On mossy bank to sit and dream,
While singing birds their melodies
Employ to cheer such hearts as pis.
No more? Ah, wlio shall dare to say
But that on this October day,
He, whose remains below abide,
Is standing at my very side;
And as I write these thoughts of mine,
His eyes are reading every line?
And who shall say but that he feels
The joy that Nature's soul reveals;
And loves, just as he used to love,
The things that raise our thoughts above
The cares and sorrows of the world;
And looks at Nature's flag unfurled;
Rejoices, just as I rejoice,
As now I list to Nature's voice;
And quaffs with me the perfume ·rare
Borne on the sweet October air?
Oh, what philosopher shall say
That heaven is so far away;
That if the veil were only rent,
We might not find where'er we went,
That heaven is right here· at hand,
And not in some far distant land?
And those we love, perhaps we'd see,
Are watching over you and me;

Are all about u~, day ancf' night;
Not in some spacious palace bright
With dazzling lights and massive dome,
But right here where the}'.'d feel at home.
I hate to think that when I die,
I must go flying through the sky,
Beyond ~1e bounds of time and space, .
E'er I shall find a resting place.
But when I go, it seems to me,
The place that I had rather be
Is right in this loved world of o.urs;
·With bfrds and bees and trees and flowers.
And to be near those -dear to me
Where I their cares and joys might see;
Where I might lend a h_elping hand
To guide them to the better land.
And so with him, whose body lies
Beneath this spot, the thought I prize
That his bright dwelling place- might be
Not very far from you and me.
(MRS.) w. c. DUNCAN ..

Original Articles
THE GREAT UNREST; ITS CAUSE.

The world is not at agreement as to the cause of
this condition except in a general way.' It i~ claimed
that the cost of living has focreased without a corre. sponding increase in wages; but while many nave
tried to explain whY this situation exists, their expla~ations have differed widely and radically., One
article contributed by a liberal number of our lead-.
ing public and business men to a prominent periodical recently, was noticeable in that each contrib.utor
strenuously endeavored to shQW that the particular
buusiness in which he was engaged was not respon_sible,f or the undesirable situation, while it was generally admitted that the conditio:{l existed.
The fact that this trouble is world wide should
caution us against seeking a local cause for it, as far
as a principal one is concerned; though contributory
·ones may be local.
·
Several things we notice that bear upon the situation.
Organization of industries, and that of labor: It
is claimed that this tends to preserve a just balance
between the laborer and his' employer, and prevent
oppression by either. If both sides are ·equal in the
contest th,is may be the result, but not otherwise
unless they both work to the same end. _In general,
their aims are opposed to each other; for instance,
the "captain of industry" endeavors to so 01;ganize
his forces that he can eliminate competition. as far
as possible in his business, control the market in his
particular line, and cheapen production of· his goods
as well as the cost of distributing. This requires
low wages, and is ·facilitated by competition among
the laborers who, on the other hand, form unionf;l. to
.prevent such competit~on. These unions. naturally
0
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seek to' secure higher"' "Vvages and less hours of labor
. which, -0f course; increase the cost of tP,e goods made.
·Patented machinery ·and processes: . While these
tend to lessen the cost of producing articles, the fact
. that the right to use a patented process.is restricted
to a few who· control it by law, makes it possible to
maintain a higher price for the article made than
would otherwise be the case; but where several par. ties obtain patents in a particular branch of industry that while slightly differing are of nearly equal
val~e, the producers tieek to form a· com:binafion or
to effect an "understanding'" whereby the higher
prices can be maintained, and the would-be competitor driven out of the market by a temporary lowering of prices if occasion requires.
Improved service to the consumer: The customer
wants delivery to suit his convenience; notwithstanding the many sales in the various stores of our
cities· each day, the number who· carry their purchases home with them is .very small; the reason
assigned would probably be that they have included
the cost of delivery in the price of each article, ~hich
would cost no less if taken home by the customer;
yet the sum paid for such delivery during one year
would surprise most of us, probably, if known. The
fact that in many places several· stores exist where
only one oi· two is needed of a kind, adds considerably to this cost. In view of tl]is fact it should not
sm~prise us to read Secretary Wilson's claim that -:reports from fifty cities showed that the consumer paid
thirty-eight per cent more for beef than did the
retailer. The president of Swift & Company states
that they make a profit of about three and ohe fourth
cents on each.dollar's worth of meat sold. We presume this is the net pr.ofit, while the other is not, but
even then it indicates somewhat the cost of thjs-"convenient service" to·the consumer. A few cents more
for an article of consumption seems insignificant,
but one cent added to the cost in a ten cent purchase
is an increase of ten per cent. on what m:ay be consumed in a single day.
·Mr. Hill, who owns a railroad amid vast' arable
fields that he wants some -0ne to occupy and grow
produce that can be shipped over his road, claims
that the trouble is that ·we are not producing foodstuffs enough ; but a closer examination reveals the
fact that too often the farmer is compelled to sell
for a low price until some one "corners" th·e market,
whereupon prices soar and foodstuffs are reported
"sca1·ce."
Taxation, direct and indirect: The demand by the
people for greater conveniences and various other
things of public benefit real or imagina1·y, for town,
state, and nation, necessitates enormous sums of
money to be raised in some manner. Direct <taxes
are not difficult to fathom as contrasted with indi,
rect. The latter are usually i;aisE?d by the tariff
.

'
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principally. It may be so levied that it will protect
the prices of goods made in this country; or it may
only protect the raw material produced here, which
at first thought may seem to amount rto the same
thing in many cases; but if a combination exists
among the manufacturers of certain goods by which
they practically control the market here', ·they may
benefit by cheap prices of raw material and still
maintain high prices for the finished product; the
people as well as the employee receiving no advantage. If the tariff is so placed that the labor instead
of the material is the thing proteCted, it enables the
employee to earn fair wages when otherwise he
would not be able to do so, but causes the cost to
the consumer to be more than it otherwise would be,
if the articie is produced much more cheaply in a
foreign country. With many advocating free trade,
some calling for a tariff that will protect the workman, some. for one that protects the manufacturer,
and others for protection for the people, it is not .
strange that it is a disturbing facto1~ in the world.
The manufacture1~ in his <>JVll · defense claims that
"natural" goods have r·elatively advanced far more
than manufactured ,goods, while it is admitted Jhat
some things are cheaper than ever before.
Organization and combination: Probably ait no
time in the world's history have these two conditions
been so prevalent as now. When it is remembered
that" milk selling for ten cents per quart fo. New
York City is sold by the farmer for less than three
cents, something must be radically wrong. If all
other foods should be so manipulated it vrould mean·
starvation for the people. Some are recommending
legislation forbidding speculation in foodstuffs and
some other necessaries of life. There is· scarcely a
large industry in existence that is not controlled or
sought to be controlled by some combin.ation or socalled "trust"; they teach us real lessons in economy,
for it is the watchword from start to finish with
them. But the consumer usually follows quite a different policy, for he wants all the pleasure he.can
get from life and pays a good price for .it. Pla~es
of amusement are on every hand, all sorts of novelties useful and useless are constantly brought to his
attention to separate him from his money, little by
little it may be, but not the less ·surely. It bec.omes
an abnormal thirst for pleasure, and his money is
soon spent; whereupon he concludes to borrow
money, perhaps to speculate in some su1·e thing that
is to make him rich beyond the need of labor. He
goes to some loan association, so-called, to be accommodated with a small amount at what seems to be
a not very unreasonable rate of interest which, of
course, he can easily pay along with the principal·
from his earnings; but,he finds that the little inter~
est is really a small matter compared with the other
charges that are raked up in every conceivable manner, which he has to pay. When these charges are
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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paid he has nothing'left with which tQ pay even a
part of the principal, and to keep the loan "good"
he must renew it for another short term; which
means a repetition of all these charges; he wishes to·
avoid publicity in the matter, hence he renews the
loan from time to time until, if he is fortunate
enough, he pays back the principal and perhaps two
or three times as much more in payment of extra
charges. One has but to see the many advertisements of these loan coll).panies to realize to what
enormous proportions the business is grown. ·Are
they in business for pleasure? Yes, of a certain
kind ; and many of them are combined, forming
chains of a system.
Meanwhile what is done with the money that is
used in speculation, even supposing the business in
which it is invested proves to be a profitable one?
A corporation is formed by a few who hold the balance of power in their own hands, the public is invited to invest in an enormously profitable business
and operations are started; perhaps a small dividend
is paid and the public .is confident. They wait ex-.
pectantly for the golden egi, but it is not laid-yet.
Unfavorable reports are heard or else all is as silent
as death, or perhaps the officials require large salaries that leave no profits, or yet again, possibly the
business seems to be going along all right but still it
does not quite pay a dividend. Finally the small investor is disgusted, and sells his shares for any price
he can get, which is very little. After the manipulators have secured most of the stock back again at a
fraction of what they received for it, behold, it pays a
large dividend; so large in fact that it looks good to
some one who does not know that it may be two
thirds "water," and he buys at a high price, though
the price seems to him to be low; and then the process will probably be repeated. Of course there is
money in the business, but who will get it?
Thus many things enter into this great question
that seemingly is more complex as we consider it
more carefully, until we wonder where it began and
where and when it will end. Behind it all is the distressing fact that if crime is not legalized it is at
least tolerated by law to the extent that it does not
make these things unlawful.
One thing seems certain, that Ul).til the majority
of men desire equality it can not exist in our nation.
As long as the people seek self-gratification at the
expense of others, crime and misery will continue to
increase until they are caught in their own snare.
True happiness can never . come through chasing
these elusive rainbows and will-o'-the-wisps, because happiness is not founded on wrongdoing; it
lives hi a higher atmosphere where dwells love for
God and for mankind. Some of the most eminently
successful men of the world '(measuring success· by
the world's standard) have admitted their ignominious failure to grasp it. They have pursued, it in the
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manner of the milli-0ns who failed before them, have
grasped what they pursued but happiness was not
there, it still soared pure and unsullied immeasurably above them.
·
We should be profoundly grateful that so far as
we are concerned the solution of this matter is in
· no other human hands than our own. The divine
plan has been unfolded to us, we are assured that
we can accomplish it in our own midst, and we are
expected to accomplish it. To be occupied in a good
cause, to be at peace with God and man, and to be
assured of the things required for the comfort of all,
is to breathe an atmosphere, a diviner than which no
mortal may retain. Reason tells us this is true ; the
experiences of all throughout all ages witness that
it is true; God says it is true. Shall ·we follow the
·course of all the miserable failures of the past, or
will we choose the pathway where, in the past, God
has walked and talked with man.
P.A. B.
LEAYES FROM LIFE.

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER GEORGE W. THORBURN.

I was born in Holytown, Scotland, March 26,
1863. My ancestors were born in Scotland as far
back as we can trace them. I came to America with
my parents in 1869, making our first home in Orangeville, Pennsylvania. In 1873, we came to Boone,
Iowa, living there only a short time, then moving to
Morngane; from there to Grand Junction, and then
to Coalville. In Coalville, I spent my boyhood days,
and grew up to manhood. My father followed mining, so when I was thirteen years of age I took up
the same occupation and followed it till seven years
ago, when I quit to go into the general mission field.
In my boyhood days I had many experiences in
common with other boys, which I will exclude from
this short sketch of my life. But I desire to relate
one or two of them so you can think of them in connection with my religious experience. First, permit
me to state that I had a God-fearing father and
mother; both at one time belonged to the Presbyterian Church. Father in later years became dissatisfied with their teachings and left the church.
Mother continued till a little over a year ago, when
I baptized her into the true Church of Jesus Christ.
When about seventeen years of age, I had a longing desire to become a professional baseball player.
And, while my liberties at home were not curtailed,
I· thought by leaving home I would be more able to.
accomplish my purposes. So one night, unbeknown
to my people, I took my departure to fields unexplored by me. My only baggage was my baseball
suit. I made my way to Angus, remaining thete. two
or three days. I finally got another young inan in
the same notion as myself, so we concluded to go.
south next morning. The morning broke nice and
clear. All nature seemed"to be rejoicing, and two
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hearts beat as one, rejoicing over the bright. pros- been alone I. should have gone in there. On the 18th
pects before us. We just got to the depot in time to of April, I landed safe in Union. After four m'onths
get our· tickets, then rush out to get on the train. of pleasant visit the time came to say good-bye. In
There was a large crowd to get on, and· all seemed . bidding father and mother good-bye, mother clasped
to be trying to ·get O!l the front end of the coach. me in her arms, and, with tears running down her
My partner had gotten on; but I got squeezed out, face, she said, "George, I don't think we will ever
so I ran to the rear end of the car, to get on,' when · meet in this life again." As she uttered these words,
I met my father getting off. Well, I will not attempt this great latter day work, with its saving power,
to describe the scene. Suffice it to say that after a came vividly before me; and these are the impresfew minutes' talk, I consented to go home with him. sions that were left in my mind. Go you back to
My partner came to the rear end of the train. I Missouri. Join the church. Be faithful to your
waved at him, but have never heard.of or seen him covenant, and in due time God will call you into the
since.
ministry. You will be sent to your people. They
After being at home but a short time, and .still will accept the gospel, and in the next world you will
having the desire to be a professional ball-player, be one unbroken family.
I a.gain took my departure unbeknov1n to my people.
I came to Higbee, Missouri, with ti1e full intention
This time I went to Saint Louis, Missouri. Father of joining the church; but when I got among my
did not follow me, thinking I would be a better boy old companions, I seemed to forget my former resoafter I got a taste of the world. I was gone about lution; so fo;r a little over a year I continued in the
two months, and had several experiences in that time world. But all that year I could feel a change comthat are still fresh in my memory. I am confident ing· over me.. I quit many things which I thought
I will profit by them in all this probationary life. would be hard for me to lay down. The f.inal climax
After many disappointments and trials, like the came one night about twelve o'clock, while I was in
prodigal son of old, I concluded to "arise and go bed. The voice of God rang in my ears these words,
to my father, and ... say unto him, Father, I have "If it were not for your associates, you would do
sinned against heaven, and before thee, and am no the will of your heavenly Father." The voice sounded
more worthy to be called thy son : make me as one so real, I answered immediately that I would ; for
of thy hired servants." As in the case of old, to a that was one of the things I thought I could not
disobedient son, the love of an earthly father and break away from, my former associates, which I
mother was manifest on my return.
felt I would have to do in order to be true to God,
In my younger days my thoughts and desires were myself, and them. Waking my companion, I told
not along religious lines. Hunting, fishing, and base- her what I had heard. She said, "You better be bap~
ball were the things that engaged my mind mostly. tized." I thought so too; so on the first day of DeStill I remember at times the thought of a future cember, 1895, I went through the waters of regenlife would present itself very strongly to my mind. eration, being baptized by Elder A. J. Cato.
In the town where I was raised, there was a branch
Thus I began my spiritual race, which I hope to
of the Latter Day Saint Church, presided over by continue to the end.
Bro. James Allen, now of Lamoni. They met in the
After coming ii:ito the church and hearing others
schoolhouse, and I used to go quite often; and myself testifying how they prayed and read the Bible that
and others used to say if we .i oined any church it they might get a knowledge this work was true, I
would be old James Allen's church.
began to see how the mercy of God had been exMy first religious impressions, which finally cul- tended to· me ; for I did not read a chapter in the
minated in my coming into the church, came to me Bible; nor did I pray till after I came into the
in July, 1894. In April of the same year I made up church ; but the mystery was partly solved the first
my mind to visit my people, whom I had not seen night after my baptism. When it came time to refor about thirteen years. At this time they were tire, my wife (who had been a Latter Day Saint all
living in Union, British Columbia (on Vancouver her life) said to me, "It is a rule in the church to
Island). I went by the way of San Francisco, and have family prayer. I have been fasting and praytook boat from there to Victoria, the capital of the ing every Saturday and Sunday for three years, askisland. While in San Francisco, by request, I went ing· God to bring about what my eyes have witnessed
with a young man to hear a lecture by a Buddhist. to-day; so now you are in the church, also the head
When we had gotten nicely seated in the large hall, of the family, it is your duty to lead in prayer." I
I heard some singing in an adjoining room. I asked submitted to the instruction, and offered 'the first
the young man who they were. He said, ''Oh, they prayer of my life outside of what my mother taught
are Mormons." I listened a little closer, and could me when a boy,
recognize the pieces they were singing. I knew then
they were J osephites. I felt then like they were
"I lay me down this night to sleep,
the people I wanted to cast my lot with; and if I had
I pray the Lord my soul to keep."
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My prayer was not very long; but his sweet.Spirit
was there to comfort and to cheer. There was also
a large branch at Higbee. Their prayers were for
me, that God might bring me ipto the church, to be
a worker with them in this great latte!' day work.
Surely "the effectual fervent prayer" of the :i:ighteous availeth much. I was ordained a teacher in February, 1896, by William Vincent and R. R. James;
an elder by I. N. White and Joseph Tanner in June,
1897.
.
In 1900 I sent my application to the Quorum of
Twelve, stating if they saw fit to give me an appointment, I was willing to go. It was accepted and my
first mission was North and South Dakota. I was
ordained a seventy, by Joseph R. Lambert and W. E.
Peak, in April, 1901. Since then I have labored in
Minnesota, Scotland, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois,
Iowa, Washington, and British Columbia. The latter is my present field of labor.
In the spring of 1906 I was appointed to this field
of labor. On this trip I met my people for the first
time after coming into the church. They were living
in Seattle. The first Sunday there I preached in the
Seattle Branch. At that meeting my father and
mother, and brother, heard me for the first time. As
I tried to tell them the gospel story in its simplicity
and beauty, that same Spirit that told me thirteen
years before that they would accept my message was
with them, and also the speaker. I baptized my
mot.her and sister-in-law. My father said he intended to be baptized, so I hope to baptize him and
my brother before long.
Going from there to Union, British Columbia,
where my sister and her husband live, I preached
there five times, and baptized both of them. To show
how the Spirit of God worked with those whom God
gave me to understand thirteen years before would
accept. the angel's message, permit to state one instance. During my thirteen years' absence my sister
and her husband joined the Presbyterian Church.
As before stated I visited them and preached five
times, and talked m11~h to them evenings, principally
answering questions. I was to. leave on the Friday
boat, so my brother-in-law said, "Wednesday, I will
take you for a drive up Courtney Valley. This is one
of the finest valleys on the island." So Wednesday
came, and we started early in the morning, taking
our dinner along. We drove till two in the afternoon, selecting a lovely place on the edge of the beach
to take our dinner. After eating, we prepared to
take a bath. The tide was coming in, so the water
was fr~sh1and clear. While preparing to go into the.
water, my brother-in-law said, "George, I have one
request to make of you. I want you to baptize me."
He said, "I presume I don't know all there is to know
about the message you have brought; but I have
heard enough to believe it is true. Last night I
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could not sleep for thinking about it." So I led him
into the. water and buried him with Christ to come
_forth a new creature.
_ We got back home about five o'clock. My brothe11·"rn~Iaw wen into the kitchen where his wife was. He
said, 'Mary, you don't l~now what I did to-day."
"Yes, I do."
"What did I do?"
"You got baptized. That is what I intend to do
to-morrow."
So the next day I led· my sister into the waters
of regeneration, so they are both rejoicing and praising God for the angel's message.
In conclusion let .me say these last seven years
in the missionary work have proved to me beyond
-a·,doubt that this work is divine; and God is true
to his promises.
Your brother in Christ,
GEORGE W. THORBURN.
UNION,

B. C., November 20, 1907.

Of General Interest
OUR PHYSICAL HEALTH.
THE DEADLY FLY.

The old view of the fly, that he was a scavenger and in one
way a blessing because he consumed filth of all kinds, has
given way to clear recognition of the fact ·that the fly is a
.real menace to health.
He has always been fought by the cleanly housewife, but
unfortunately the husband and children did not always sympathize with the effort. Now everybody begins to see that
his habits are filthy. He paddles 'his horrid ·feet, begummed
with vilest matter, in the baby's milk. He probably disseminates every disease, including typhoid fever and tuberculosis.
HOW TO GET RID OF FLIES.

In spite of the warfare so long· waged against the fly, few
people have any clear idea of how to get rid of them. This
is largely because all families are at the mercy of their
neighbors. One home may fight them effectively, another
home may maintain a place where they breed and furnish
more flies than the whole neighborhood can destroy.
Getting rid of flies depends upon three things-prevention
their breeding, killing them after they have· bred, and
keeping them out of your own home if your neighbor breeds
them.

··ar

A FEW FACTS THA'r WILL HELP.

B'reeding P/accs.-The principal breeding places of the common house fly are in· decaying animal and vegetable matter,
outside privy vaults, and in barnyard manure, particularly
horse manure. It is estimated that from 85 to· 90 per cent
of the ho1:1se flies are born and reared in ordinary horse
J! ,I
manure.
The average time from the laying of the eggs in tlle b'.rEieding place until the development of an adult fly is about ten
dliys.- The eggs hatch in from fourteen to twenty-four hours;
producing the larval st:lge, which are commonly known as
maggots or worms. This stage lasts from five to seven days,
depending largely upon moisture and temperature. At the
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end of this period they seem to seal themselves within their
skin, forming a hard case around them, an!-1 s>fteri. burying
themselves in the soil; they are now known as pupro, this
stage lasting about five days, during which time tiie remarkable transfoi·mation into a fly occurs, when they emerge from
their shell in the shape of. an adult fly; and thus t,he life cycle
is complete.
·
The average female lays about 120 eggs, and it is estimated
that in the temperate zone of Massachusetts these 120 eggs
are multiplied from twelve to thirteen times. Assuming that
one half of. the eggs produce female flies, and that one half
of the total number of larvro are destroyed by their natural
enemies before their transformation into the adult· ·fly, the
remaining number of progeny of a single female fly during
the course of a summer season would make a total in figures
which is appalling. Try to figure it out, and after you have
arrived at the correct result you will begin to realize the
il~portance of doing something to prevent the br.eeding of
fhcs.
Ilabits.-The odor of food in house and stores, together with
the warmth and protection afforded therein, makes these
places a desirable home for the fly; and while as above stated
he is fond of filth, yet he also relishes most all kinds of foods,
particularly those containing sugar or milk, and all kinds of
meats. It can reasonably be expected that a fly having just
gained entrance into the house has come frOIJl some filth producing or disease breeding place, and it is because of this that
his presence in the house or in the store or shop becomes exceedingly dangerous. This is particularly true of flies that
breed in human excrement, carrying, as they may do, the
germs of intestinal diseases, such as cholera, dysentery or
typhoid fever, from their breeding place to foods or drinks.
'fhe result of examination of fly specks found upon a lemon
pie in a certain bakery, was to the effect that the fly speck
contained germs belonging to the fermentation group of bacteria; but what was worse, it also contained a large number
of pus-forming germs.
Ncttil?'al E11emies.-'fhe house fly has a number of natural
enemies, which greatly reduces the numbers. First there is
the worm known as the house centipede, which devours the fly
in great numbers. There are also certain predatory beetles
that devour the pupre, also several fungous diseases, as well
as a reddish mite that is very destructive to the fly in the
latter part or near the close of the fly season. Flies are often
found sticking to the window pane, with a whitish ·looking
material radiating from the fly upon the glass in every direction, which is an illustration of death caused by the fungus
growth upon the fly.
THE l•'IUS'J' S'l'EP IN l'REVEN1'ION,

The final solution of the fly nuisance must rest entirely on
prevention.; that is to say, to do away with his breeding
places. His destruction, after being born, can never be accomplished, as they come in such great multitudes as to
make that task too great. 'fhe majority of the house flies
being reared in horse manure would seem to point the way
for successful abatement of the fly nuisance. Indeed, it is
now thought by sanitarians that if these places were either
properly and effectively screened from the fly, or were· disposed of by cremation or buried or scattered upon the ~elds of
the farms, and if the outside privy vault was made fly'proof,
and every· householder was careful that no decaying anilnal
or vegetable matter was permitted upon his premises, the fly
· \Vould be very largely and quickly extermi11ated.
·
Surely the time is coming, since it is now an accepted fact
that the fly is a source of danger in the community, tl1at such
step.a should be taken by the state and rnunicipal\ties as would
without unnecessary delay accomplish his destruction.

Screens.-The next step in p~·evention is that of thorough
screening· of all places where foods are manufactµred, pre1mred or sold, including, of course, the home. It is particularly important that the sick room be kept absolutely free
from flies, especially where there is one suffering from tuberculosis or typhoid 'fever: It is quite as important that this
should be done as that the mosquito should be kept out Q~ the
room ·Containing the yellow fever or malarial patient.
·
Until recent years screens have been used principally. to exclude the fly and mosquito solely on the ground of personal
comfort; but now we know that the principal benefit derived
from the use of screens is that of preventing sickness and
disease.
·
Among other preventive measures is that of fly paper, both
poison and sticky, fly traps, and the fly-swatter, all of which
are of various degrees of utility.
·
HOW TO KILL FLIES.

To clear room of flies, carbolic acid may be used as follows: Heat a shovel or any similar article and drop tli.ereon
twenty drops of carbolic acid. The vapor kills the flies.
A cheap and perfectly. reliable fly poison, one which is. not
dangerous to human life, is bichromate of potash in solution.
Dissolve one dram, which can be bought at'any drugstore, in
two ounces of water, a11d add a little sugar. Put some of this
solution in shallow dishes and distribute them about the house.
Sticky fly paper, traps and liquid poisons are among the
things to see in killing flies, but the latest, cheapest and best
is a solution of formalin or formaldehyde in water. A spoonful of this liquid put into a quarter of a pint of water and
exposed in the room will be enough to kill all the flies. They
seem to be fond of this water. Care should be taken to place
it beyond the reach of children.
To quickly clear the room where there are many· flies, burn
pyrethrum powder in the room. This stupefies the flies, when
they may be swept up and burned.
If there are flies in the dining room of your hotel, 1·estaurant, or boarding house, complain to the p.roprietor that the
premiseu are not clean.
RULES l'Olt DEALING WITH THEl FLY NUISANCE,

"Keep the flies away from the sick, e.specially those ill with
contagious diseases. Kill every fly that strays into the sick
room. His body is covered with disease germs.
"Do not allow decaying material of any sort to accumulate
on or near your premises,
"All refuse which tends in any way to fermentation, such
as bedding straw, paper waste and vegetable matter, should
be disposed of or covered with lime or kerosene oil.
"Screen all food, whet~er in the house or expose.d for ~ale.
"Keep all receptacles' for garbage carefully covered and·
the can cleaned or sprinkled with oil or lime.
"Keep all stable manure in vault or pit, screened or sprinkled with lime, oil, or other cheap preparations, such as are
sold by a number of reliable manufacturers.
"See that your sewerage system is in good order; that it
does not leak, is up-to-date, and not exposed to flies.
"Pour kerosene into the drains.
"Burn or bury all table refuse.
"Screen all windows and do01's, especially in the kit~hcin
.and dining room.
'
I
"If you see flies, you may be sure that their breeding place
is in nearby filth. It may be behind the door, under the table
or in· the cuspidor.
"If there is no di rt and filth there will be no flies.
"If there is a nuisance in the neighborhood, write at once
to the health department."-Gospol Trumpet.
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AN ILIAD OF AN ANT-HILL.
A cro~d of the ants quickly f.ell to work about the fly, trying to draw it into the entrance_of.the gallery. At the same
EDITED BY FRANCES.
time many began to car1'y away bits of _sand to enlarge-the
,Advisery Board, Daughters of Zion.
opening. Suddenly a largel' ant, more than twice as long as
Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Indeany of the others, and which I had casually noticed scurrying
about in the edge of the adjoining thickets, dashed into the pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamidst of the laborers and laid hold of the fly, which he tried moni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler
to pull away. He certainly pos!;essed the requisite size and street, Independence, Missouri, Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
strength to achieve his purpose, but he had seriously mis- Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
calculated the spirit of those whom he meant to rob. Hardly Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
had he fixed his pincers on the prey when he found himself a-venue, Independence, Missouri.
seized by the legs.
_
Who Is My Neighbor?
And now began a mill as desperate as it was brief, swift,
and decisive. The sharp mandibles of the diminutive warliors
Thy ncighbor?-It is he whom thou
must have inflicted torturing wounds, for the robber dropped
Hast power to aid and bless,
the fly and doubled himself into a knot. He squirmed and
Whose aching heart or burning brow
twist~d, snapping at his tc·rmentors, several of whom he disThy soothing hand may press.
abled, but he gave up all thought of securing his prey and
concentrated his attention upon saving himself. He was marThy neighbor?-'Tis the fainting poor,
velously quick in his motions, and a sudden dash set him free,
'Whose eye with want is dim,
whereupon he ran for the woods like a whipped dog, with
Whom hunger sends from door to door:
such a craven aspect that onlooking Jove shook with Olympian
Go thou, and succor him.
laughter. It was a spectacle which;- unlik!l the struggle with
the poor beetle, awoke no painful and conflicting sympathies,
Thy neighbor?-'Tis that weary man,
and the stout little fighters had all the honors.
Whose years are at their brim,
At my next visit I supplied the busy citizens with another
Bent low with sickness, cares, and pain:
fly. I threw it down far froni any gallery, and near the
Go thou, and comfort him.
edge of the valley, hoping, I confess, that the robbers would
take a hand in the business; and I was not disappointed.
Thy neighbor?-'Tis the heart bereft
The myrmidons had hardly organized their engineering operaOf every earthly gem;
tions before several of the big thieves began to make dashes
Widow and orphans, helpless left:
for the booty. One of them quickly paid for his temerity
Go thou, and shelter them.
with his life, and the rest were driven off in panic. Almost
invariably they sought refuge high on the grass stems, and
Where'er thou meetest a human form
one bore off a myrmidon firmly fastened to a hind leg. Every
Less favored than thine own,
few seconds he would stop; cm·! himself up, and bite savagely
Remember he thy neighbor is,
at his little enemy, but the myrmidon never let go, and,
Give bread instead of stone.
allhough I followed them for nearly a yard through the
"woods," the robber running from stem to stem, when I finally
0, pass not, pass not heedless by;
lost sight of them the little chap was still hanging on with ,.
Perhaps thou canst redeem
unconquerable tenacity.-Garrett P. Serviss in Harper's
The breaking heart from misery:
Weekly.
Go share thy Jot with him.-:-Selected.

Mothers' Home Column

O+!<O+t•O

Religion is the subject of violent debates in both houses
of the Cortes. As reported from Madrid on the 6th, the
Bishop of Madrid, leading the attack in the Senate, claimed
that the laws of the church are the Jaws of the country, because the constitution makes Catholicism the state religion.
Premier Canalejas in reply declared that the invasion of state
mvereignty by the church was no longer tolerable. Commercial bodies, according to reports of the 7th, had signed a
petition to the government in favor of limiting the growth of
monastic orders. They asserted that the orders are monopolizing many branchas of industry and commerce. The Republican organizations had pleaded support to the government's religious program. The King signed on tl}e 7th, a bill
forbidding further religious orders to enter Spain until the
pending negotiations with the Vatican for a revision of the
Concordat are ended. The measure was then to be ljl~".esentcd
to the Cortes.-The Pitblic.
_ .
"

0 +t• 0

+t• •

"It is not the children of the rich that become our great.citizens, but tho children of the poor. The curled and perfumed
darling whose early .years are smoothed recruits two classes,
the idle rich or -the , wastrel and criminal. The boy who
has to fight his own_ way develops real manhood and those
qualities that make for success. -

No Place for Boys.

(Continued from last week.)
THE FIRESIDE CONFERENCE.

"Between ten and fifteen years your son needs special care
and attention. During this period he begins to show his
natural bent or inclination toward industry or idleness, manliness or effeminacy, integrity or moral weakness. If he is
strong and healthy, keep him steadily at school. Give him
plenty of time for physical exercise in the daylight, but see
that he is at home after dinner. Between dinner and bedtime
the boy of this age, if he is a healthy minded lad, can employ
himself at home most profitably and enjoyably. His mental
labor at school has been relieved by the physical labor of after
school sports and games. He has digested· his dinner, and
physical relaxation is both healthful and pleasing. An hour
over, his lessons for the succeeding day leaves 1,P,im ,another
hour before he need go to bed.
_,.
"This hour should be regarded by both parents and chilr
dr11n as sacred and -devoted to the family altar. _ Mother,
father, daughter,_ and son should for that hour become comrades. A boy of fifteen who spends from dinner to the hour
for sleep among his own people in this way will ne'Vnt go
wrong.
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"From fifteen to twenty comes the first breaking of - the
family ties, .when the ·answer to this question; 'Where Js the
boy's place at home?' is most frequently answered by the
boy. If his parents are of poor or moderate means he goes to
work. If they have ample means he goes •to c-oliege. or the
university-and sometimes to the Devil. If, however, he be a
boy·of manly instinct and honest heart, wherever hil;! province
may be, his 'place in the home' is always, in spirit at least, a_t..
the side of his mother and sisters.
"Be he in the workshop, the factory, the mill, the college
or the university, his place is in his mother's heart and at
the family fireside. If in the yeal'S he has passed before
leaving home he has been made his father's friend and com·panion, he still remains that friend and companion in spirit,
and will on meeting him do as two boys I know-one of sixteen and the other of thirteen-kiss that father and murmur
in their slumber, 'There's no place like home.'
AGREES WITH SECRETARY.•. -

often quite as much the fault of the one as _the ot~er. It
is a great mistake for a mother never to do any governing
herself, but constantly to threaten the boy with his· father's
di_spleasure, and make the home-coming of the latter a sort of
clearing house for the day's offenses.
"Under such circumstances the boy naturally does not look
forward to his father's society :with unalloyed pleasure. ·A
mother can not be too womanly, but she can be too 'womany'
-for instance, when her boy has a fight with the boy next
door, she ought not to immediately jump to the conclusion
that the neighbor's son is totally depraved and her, own an
abused cherub. When she washes her son's disfigured and
possibly bloody nose, she says gently, 'Who began it, Johnny~'
And Johnny, of cour,se, being a normal boy, always announces that it was the other fellow. A mother ought to try
to influence her boy never to fight, if he can possibly avoid
it, but if he must fight, to retain his self-respect and fight
fair. No sticks or brickbats, but a good, hard pounding and
a settlement _of the question once for all.

Mrs. George W. Trout, a well known member of the Chicago
Woman's Club and the West End Woman's Club, has nothing but praise for Mr. Shaw's ideas. She said yesterday:
"Secretary Shaw knew what he was doing when he said
what he did about the boy. He knew thofle simple words "the
boy is the most valuable thing on this earth, but there is no
place for him," would cause a general awakening and a realization of what a dreadful, dreary, unfillable, empty place this
would be without this same obstreperous boy.
"Having four boys in our home, the subject to us is naturally a vital and often a strenuous and lively one. 'There is
no place for the boy.' The sentiment makes one smile, for
the funny part of it is that you can not read it in cold type
without realizing that there is not only a place for the boy
as a generality, but that there is a place for each individual
boy which no other boy in the whole wide world can fill.
How many fathers and mothei:s can recall some particular
boy who left them once to take perhaps a higher training, but
whose place will always remain vacant until the family is
again reunited in that country where the boy long ago preceded them.
EQUAL RESPONSIDIUTY.

"Secretary Shaw sounded another great truth when he emphasized the equal responsibility which the father shares with
the mother in the bringing up of the boy. A boy needs the
influence and companionship of his father, he needs to come
into contact with men. And right here let me digress a
moment and add that the girl needs her father, too. I can
not understand why the boy is treated as an entirely different
specie from his sister. He is quite a near relative to his
mother, and his sister is quite as close akin to her father.
"The remembrance of these facts will simplify things wonderfully. It is a fatal mistake to map out one line of conduct for the boy and an entirely different one for his· sister.
However different their tastes, pursuits, or pastimes may be,
their training should be judged by the same moral code. Most
intelligent fathers and mothers now recognize this fact, and a
great deal of useless heartache, regret, and remorse are going
to be saved in consequence.

SHOULD BE MANLY.

"But it is a splendid thing to teach the boy that it is a good
deal manlier for him to keep his temper and not fight at all
than to fight. The father and mother in each family ought
to be a sort of Hague Tribunal for the settlement of differences. All that they, need in the training of the boy are
unlimited tact, force, wisdom, a keen sense of humor, patience,
purchased in wholesale lots, and a few other little things of
like character.
"But it is comforting to think that we only have to do the
best we can and then cheerfully and reverently leave the rest
to God.''
(Concluded next week.)
Requests for Prayer.

The sister's Prayer Union requests the prayers of the Saints.
Bro. Thomas Lewis, of 1814 Holly street, Kansas City, Mis·
souri, who has been a great sufferer for twenty-nine months,
would he glad to have your prayers in his behalf.
Mrs. C. E. Smith requests the prayers of_ all the Saints
that if it is consistent to God's will, she may be healed. "I
leave it all with him. I can not find any medicine that helps
me. Ever your sister in Christ.''
Sister Moody earnestly requests the Saints everywhere to
join her in fasting and prayer on August 14 in behalf of her
niece who is mentally unbalanced, The physicians say she
will never recover. She seems to be possessed with evil spirits,
from association with spiritualism. Will the ladies of the
Prayer Union offer prayer in her behalf at their next meeting
that the evil spirits may be cast out and she may be made
whole?
S1-. Joanna Gou den back: "On the third Sunday in August,
1910, I have asked the Bay Minette Branch (Alabama) to fast
and pray for my baby who some time ago was taken by a
fever and she lost the use of one of her limbs. Please join
with us that our heavenly Father may send his healing power
upon my baby. I expect to have her administered to that day.
This is the request of your humble sister in Christ."

WORSHIPS HIS FATHER,
·_ •tD'tih>.

"The boy loves his mother, but he worships and desires_ in
all things to emulate his father. And I think there are few
fathers who would not give up some very undesirable habits,
even at considerable self-sacrifice, if they knew how eage~·!y
they would be watched and imitated by their sons. .It is a·
great thing for the complete and hqppy development -of the
boy if there is perfect harmony between the father and. t~e
mother. If the father's influence in the home is lost, it is
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'All that is unpleasant and inharmonious in the church is
due to a lack of oneness with Christ. Paul describes beautifully tl1e growth of those who keep the bond of i.leac~lfo the
unity of the Spirit. Because this blessed state of affairs does
not prevail, we have stunted Christians instead of those -who
have come unto the measure of the unity which is in Christ.
In the sixteenth verse we see the body made up of full-grown
Christians doing ·the glorious work for which God called it
forth .
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foot over rough, hilly country to carry this good news of the
gospel to his brother, who with Bro. John Wright (who has
rec?ntly passed away) was baptized in the lake quite near
GREENVILLE, UTAH, July 29, 1910.
Editors Herald: I arrived in Utah on the 1st of the month, the~r re.s1dence. .Both of these brothers had the pleasure of
and began my labor in Salt Lake City, Sandy, and Midvale. then· wives obeymg, therefore their families are all strong
Late as I was, I found that among the elders appointed to defenders of the gospel to-day.
.Brother Rodger's house still stands. The photograph of it
this part of the field, I was the first to arrive. Bro. J. D.
Stead arrived shortly after I did, however, and is at work will appear later, as my husband intends forwarding it
at Ogden and vicinity. I am informed that Bro. John Davis through Bro. W. J. Haworth.
After these families removed further north to enable their
also reached the field last week, but I have heard nothing
business to grow, each settled in a different part. Therefore
from him direct.
I came to this place day before yesterday, as I had found in that way the gospel has new centers and their names will
considerable interest ·when here last February, and felt that well be remembered by those early missionaries who had few
the work ought to be looked after. The people are anxious Saints' homes to call at. I am sure Brother Wight will rethat the issues between us and the dominant church should member the miles of this coast without any Saints to welbe publicly discussed, and the authorities pretend to be wm: come him, but it is very much better now. Brn. J. Kaler and
ing, but I very much doubt that they will agree upon any G. R. Wells will also know.
Since the above named Saints left this place the gospel has
fair proposition. They shall, however, have an opportunity,
hoping whatever may happen that good may accrue to the not been preached here, until two yearn ago we removed
here, and then Brethren Jones and Haworth called on us and
cause of truth.
In consultation with Bro. John Hall, the vice-president of preached to a few attentive listeners. It has caused a couple
the Utah District, the reunion is appointed to meet at Provo, . of families to read and investigate, and of· course others
August 27, and will continue over Sunday, September 4., The · it caused to stay away for fear they may be caught in the
conference of the district will convene on the last Saturday awful ( ?) mesh.
Last week we were privileged in having Bro. E. F. Robertduring the i·eunion, and it is hoped that both the ministry and
the Saints of this part of the mission will unite. in making this son and Bro. Victor Seaberg with us. Brotlier Robertson
gathering a success.
. preached twice in the hall and had one Bible reading in the
Mail addressed to me at Provo, Utah, will reach me, and same house that Bro. Glaud Rodger had first visited. He
I shall be glad to hear from any of the elders as well as from found the man of the house quite ready with questions that
were answered as simply by Brother Robe.rtson as the alphaall members relative to the work in which we are engaged.
bet would be to us. He could just roll off passages to verify
In gospel bonds,
his statements and belief.
H. N. HANSEN;
We pray God is blessing him on his mission. He is surely
sent to us as one of those earnest young men that the Lord
CONIFER, COLORADO, July 27, 1910.
Dear Herald: I have been highly interested in your edi- loves. We were sorry this time to see him so sad and lonely
on receiving his home mail, which brought the sad news of
torials. I think they are grand and very encouraging to the
the loss of his sister-in-law. How he grieved with that brother
Saints. I wish to say to all my brothers and sisters, notin his widowerhood ! It made us feel we grieved with him,
withstanding my infirmities, I am still trying to hold up the
but as he very nicely put it, what a wonderful difference it is
banner of King Immanuel, preaching the gospel on Sundays,
to grieve as the Lord's child and grieve without him.
and I am happy to say the Lord is still with us and blessing
I forgot to state that Tuncurry Branch is twenty-four miles
us with his Holy Spirit.
to the north of us and Bulahdelah nineteen miles west. We
My heart was made glad a short time ago in having the
drive to the latter place when convenie~t. In three weeks'
honor of inducting three precious souls into the kingdom of
time we hope to visit Tuncurry when the new church will be
God, a mother and two little sons, and I wish to say that one
opened and a memorial service preached.
of the little boys was quite sick last fall with typhoid fever
In Bro. John Wright's death, the Saints here have lost a
and not expected to live. He was given up by the doctors,
strong defender of the gospel, a true friend, a man who was
but the mother had faith in God and sent word to us to pray
always a better man than he pretended to be, and the home
for her child that he might live, and so we took the child's
has lost-well, much more than my pen would pretend to
case to the Lord in prayer, not being anywhere near so he
write and more than our imagination could rise to.
might be administered to. The same day we were praying
Praying that we will be of some use in the Lord's vineyard,
for him, the little boy took a turn for the better and got well.
Your sister in the bonds of love,
This summer the mother came and brought the family with
ANNIE J, PARKER.
her and she with the two little boys were baptized, and the
youngest, a little girl, was blessed and they went on their
way rejoicing, to meet the father of the children. So this
LAMONI, IOWA, July 18, 1910.
is evidence to us that there is a God in heaven who hears
Dear Herald: I wish I could see you all and speak a word
and answers the prayers of his Saints. So do not be dis- of cheer. There arc some of you that I am personally accouraged, dear Saints, when you are in trouble. Call upon quainted with. I would be glad to clasp your hand and say,
Him who is mighty and powerful to save and he will come to May God bless you; but as I can not do that, I ask that his
our rescue. He has said in his word that whatsoever we ·ask Spirit may convey you a special blessing. There are some of
in.faith b1;1/~\)Ving, doubting nothing, we are to recel~~. May you··I wish I could write to in person, but I have to write so
God help,9ur unbelief is my prayer.
JAMES KEMP.
many letters to my children and other relatives that I"doinot
have much more time as I have to do my home work; ·and
there is no one to help me but my husband and he has much
BUN'GWAHL, MYALL LAKES, NEW SOUTH WALES.
Editoi·B Hemld: We are the only S~ints just here and it to do out doors.
We are here in the land of Zion trying to live faithfully,
has been a nice change for us to be even near a branch. This
place, it may be remembered, is one of a good number that but there are many things to try us. I have a hard trial to
Bro. Glaud Rodger visited in Australia, and he came here on .bear at the present time. I have to do a good deal of my work
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sitting down. I wish that you would all pray for me that God
would give me more strength of body. It seems that if I
could be stronger I could accomplish mo1•e good in every way.
We are commande_d to ask in faith. Ye§, faith is what we
want. May the Lord give us living faith so that when we
ask we shall receive. We are commanded to love one another
and when we love each other as we should, we will not say
wrong things about any one. May we all live in love and
unity; then when we ask God to heal our sick and afflicted ones,
he will do it.
I would like to call attention to this, that we here in and
around Lamoni have been blessed with the rain from heaven
while many other places are dried up. Some are burned up
with the hot winds and sun. Where my boys are, in South
Dakota, they are harvesting their wheat with the plow. We
lived in North Dakota twenty-three years and I know what
it means to lose your crops. We lost a good many crops
there, but I wish to say to the Saints there, Be cheerful, God
has not forgotten you; but in some way you will be provided
for. We lost our crops there for three years in succession and
yet we never wanted for bread. Dear Saints, it is my prayer
that we may come up higher. May we all be faithful that we
may meet our loved ones to part no more.
Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. MATTIE E. S. HOWERY.
NEW LONDON, IOWA, July 28, 1910.
Edito1·s Herald: Bro. Charles Fry and writer came -here
July 19 aitd found Brother Willey had announced us for a
series of meetings -to be held in the city park. It will be
remembered that it was here that W. G. Roberts earned a
sixty-five dollar purse in January talking about "Mormon
hash" and "slop doodle gush" and other nonnutritious substances, and really if the church had paid this sixty-five dollars it would have been a splendid investment. The antiChristian methods used the last night of the discussiOn by the
minister in charge of the Christian church here, Il)ade it
necessary for the members of that church to give him his
release. We understand he has signed up with a church near
Lamoni, Iowa. The man who will take charge of the Christian church here is named Teaser. I think perhaps that should
have been the name of the other man, because he certainly
worried several good honest souls of his congregation.
The people are coming to our meetings in large numbers
and have been constantly in attendance. In all our experience in church work, never have we seen such interest. In
fact, it became so unbearable to the M. E. minister, who with
the minister of two other denominations are holding Sunday
night union meetings, that he took occasion to revi{lw us;
but his efforts were so weak that it didn't even start either
one of us to answer him. We leave here to-morrow for
Montrose reunion, but leave an appointment here for August
2. Then if you conclude we are lost, look for us 11t New
London, Iowa. Should you see this, Elder_ Roberts, you can
tell just about what your "slop doodle gush" has done for the
gospel of Christ. Go on, if you will, you are _doing the work
good, for we can do nothing against the truth but for the
truth. We are remembering Brother Mintun in our prayers.
Yours for truth,
0. H. BAILEY.
ER9s, LOUISIA'NA, ifuly 23, 1910.
Deai; Herald: This is the only organization in Louisiana.
I think this is a hard field and' the Saints have not lived as
near the cross as they sh<,>1'1~, but tru~~· as Bro: J. T. Riley
has just been here and heli:J1 a two-week meeting and shook
us up in our slothful and disobedient condition·, that all have
decided to walk in the sunlight that God's children should
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walk in. It rained all du~·ing Brother Riley's stay and there
was :aot much interest had. The -Saints are -all poor here,
and we have not yet reached that exaltation of building a
house to worship in, so when it rains _we are out of doors,_
but hope we may be able soon -to buiid.
·
Kind Saints, I i·ejoice to see the day when my HERALD
comes, to see what the Saints are doing in other-_parts, for
I rejoice to see the number swell, and as I see the leaven gi·ow
it makes me more desirous to do the will of the Father, that
I may have a right to the tree of life, for I know that the
day soon cometh when all who are called Saints must take
up their sword, or flee to ·zion. The gathering time is now.
Ask yourself the question, Whose place is it to _purchase lands to gather on? Does the right belong only to those
who are wealthy in the church? Can the poor excuse themselves and say they are not able? Do you expect to be
there? If so, make yourself able. Remember the widow's
mite, Remember how much you spend for that which does
not satisfy, All is required of rich and poor. There are nearly
seventy thousand members, not one but what can pay, one
dollar, if he is able to work in any way. If he has to make
a sacrifice it is required of him. That would be seventy
thous:;md dollars, which would begin the work at the prese_nt
time and we can pay more as demand calls. Some may be
able to pay ten dollars or some one. hundred dollars, but that
will not excuse your one. Pay God as well as man, if you.
expect to inherit eternal life.
Now Saints, when God's people gather I want to be there,
but I am poor. I leave off lots of things ·that some use, so
I can now thankfully say to the- Herald Publishing House:
Find inclosed five dollars for the establishment of the reunited
Order of Enoch. May God bless our minds that we may all
see that it is our duty to prepare a place for the coming 6f the
Son of Man, Ch1ist our Lord. So we· believe in the near future
we will have to put forth another effort to build God's temple.
So let us be up and doing temporally and spiritually. Let us
work, for the eleventh hour is far spent. Ever praying for
the speed of the gospel.
W. H. FULLER.
MONROVIA, KANSAS, July 27, 1910.
Editors Herald: This seems to be the off season for mis-'
sionary work in this country. Farmers 'are all so very busy
that it seems it is almost useless to-try to do ·anything in the
country. I have recently visited Denison, where I prea<!hed
on the streets and made an opening four miles south at a
union chapel. Also held a week's meeting at Netawaka, trying
to encourage our people there. Brother Ethridge- had given
them a start by reorganizing the Sunday school there. Most
of the members remaining there are old and are increasing
in feebleness. Brother and Sister Parker soon go to Atchison
to live. Netawaka's loss will be Atchison's gain.
The reunion of the Northeastern Kansas District has been
arranged to begin on Monday, August 28, at Blue Rapids,
preceded by the conference on the 26th and 27th. The reunion
of the Northwestern District begins on the 19th of August.
We are sorry that through circumstances which we can not
account for, these two reunions are so close together in the
matter of time. But we hope that both may be well attended.
Sister McNichols, our Sunday school and Religio worker, will
be at Bh,rn_ Rapids, to look after those departments, She
should have been with the Northwestei·n District'&ir!mnion 'at
Alexander, but being so close together, it will be doubtful.
The Sunday school work needs reviving in the Northwestern
District. Let all attend the reunion most convenient for .th._em
to attend. Be sure to bring your Bibles, Hymnals, Zion's"
Praises, Sunday school and Religio quarterlies and thus come
prepared for spiritual and intellectual work, n() matter which
reunion is attended. Let all who can, come prepared to camp
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on the grounds. Those desiring information about the Blue accept the truth. Many times the woes that I have had to
Rapids location would do well to address Elder F. E. Taylor, endure and the circumstances that I have· been placed in
Blue Rapids, Kansas. The time is drawing nigh, so it is best . have seemed more than I could overcome, but that same Spirit
that led me to accept the gospel has been with me all along
to be making our preparations now.
The outlook for. the country missionary at.prnsent is not these many years, so to-day I am strong in the faith and I
very cheering. Should he stay home waiting for the busy ca~ say I ~ave received a testimony that I can say I know
season to pass he is liable to censure. If he courageously goes , this work 1s true. I have always made an effort to live as
among the people making the effort to get people to listen to best I could. I am still striving to overcome my faults and
the word, he is everywhere met with the statement, "We are b.e able to continue faithful until the end shall come. I want
all so busy now," which is all true enough. I know not of a tO live and so conduct my life here as to meet the Savio1:·
single place where preaching is dPsired now. And when the when he shall come. I want to. be with him here when he
missionary meets these conditions it makes him feel as though shall come to reign a thousand years on this earth with his
he was regarded as an intruder. Who'll show us ·just what saints.
I have been attending the_ Holy Roller meeting here; the
to do under the circumstances? In the. meantime, we'll keep
first of them I ever heard, and sorry to say, they caught one
trying in some way, but-In gospel bonds,
of our members, but the scriptures say the very elect will be
deceived if possible. It is sad for me to see Latter Day
H. E. MOLER.
Saints led away with other denominations. I have gone to
hear them three times and I can not see or understand how
WonDBINF., IowA, July 28, 1910.
Editors Herald: Will you kindly allow me a brier space in our people can be led away by them. The Lord said that his
the HERALD for an exprel?t>ion of gratitude to the many Saints house must be a house of order and that he is not the author
and friends, both official and lay members, for their kindly of confusion, but in this meeting you can see everything but
subjecting of myself to such a vast· shower .of kindly greet- order. I noticed last nigh.t some were singing, some praying,
some speaking in unknown tongues, some confusing the ones
ings on the eighty-fourth anniversary of my bhth.
Beloved Saints, my pen is too feeble to express the gratitude· that were baptized dming the day, and some conversing. All
of my heart for the very many beautiful tributes of love this going at once, so I know this is not of God. And they
eventful day, July 25, 1910, believe, in order for you to receive the Holy Ghost, you have
showered upon me on that to
in which expres8ions I was given the assurance that I had to have spells that cause you to roll on the floor. I.t kept
been used as a means in the hands of our divine Father in several busy last night laying them out just like dead people.
blessing you directly or indirectly through pulpit or press: in They ad just like anyone in a convulsion.
We are looking forward to our reunion that is to convene
administration. of God's word and ordinance a:;; well as by
example, according to the glorious gospel plan. I can only here the 12th of August, and are in hopes our meeting will
say, my heart is ~ade glad beyond my power of expression. be a success. Bro. Henry Kemp, one of the patriarchs, was
But when I enlisted in this glorious cause, sixty-three years with us in our district conference at this place five years ago,
ago, the height of my ambition was to win souls into the and several got their blessings, and I was one of the number,
kingdom of God. That has ever been my one aim in life. I and I have read and read mine with pleasure. Many promises
have felt that that was my only mission on earth, and still for me if I am faithful, so this encourages us to press onward
and try to do our duty. I am promised in my blessing, if
feel that I have no other.
I am not blind to the fact that what little good I may have fajthful, I would be able to endure and overcome and gain
done has been done in great weakness on my part. I have the victory, and when I called upon him in faith he would
never lost sight of tl}e truth that my strength was only in come to my relief. Dear Saints, let us take courage and try
the Lord, and I have remembered the divine .injunction, "If to live for the blessings that are in store for us.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
ye receive not the Spirit ye shall not teach." However, there
LULA PERKINS.
may have been times when I have mista'ken the motions of
human desires for the operations .of the Spirit of God, but
when I have discove~·ed my error, my heavenly Father has
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA.
accepted my repentance, and has not forsaken me nor cast
Dear Herald: I have been engaged in this latter day work
me aside as a useless instrument. But in these i~stances I for about eight years. Although I was raised up with Latter
have learned lessons of humility for which I praise his holy Day Saints, I had not learned much about this church. I
name.
never saw a Latter Day Saint Sunday school until after I came
. My powers for good are waning as my physical nature into the church. My father used to take the HERALD and when
gives. way under the weight of years, but I thank God I am he died mother continued taking it for a while. In the meanpermitted the use of my mental powers to a fair degree and time she taught us children some nice pieces to use in school.
I pray that I may ever be able to use them to his glory. May She taught us to sing from the Saints' Harp. I suppose we
~he choice blessings of heaven be yours and all Saints to enjoy, would call it the old-fashioned way of singing before music
1s the earnest prayer of your humble brother,
came in style. Finally we moved away where there were no
CHARLES DERRY.
Saints; no one to cheer and to comfort us in the gospel work.
Of course, mother having to look out fo1; a living for herself
· and six children and not having anyone to cheer and comfort .
WILBURTON, OKLAHOMA.
DeM Herald: You come every week laden with good news her, she became disinterested in the work. She had hands
to your reader. I do enjoy reading the HERALD so much. It laid on her children and blessed when they were little and
makes us 'all rejoice to know there is a reality in this grand ~ow they all belong to the church and most of them ai;e a
latter day work, and the more we read and study the woi'd of · comfort 'to her. Of course they are not living on the highest
the Lord the plainer it is to us. I was baptized when I was plane of life, but hoping that sooner or later, they will strive
eleven years old by Bro. A. J. Moore and I have never re- lawfully to that end and gain, a celiistial home.
I was ordained a teacher about six years ago, have tried to
gretted the step taken on that day. I l~ok back to my youthful
days spent in the church with pride and thankfulness to my fill that office as best I could ever since, but during this .time
heavenly Father for, having led me by his Holy Spirit to I have met with many difficulties pertaining to the office
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work of a teacher. Nevertheless, I try to press my way on.
I have labored with members and have carried out the law in
every detail.
We-live in a new place where there is no branch and just
a few Saints. We have had some of the best men -of thll
church with us the last year and hope to have some of them
back this year.
In conclusion let me ask you to pray for my wife who has
been sickly for a long time. Trusting the prayers of the
Saints may raise her to her former health.
JAMES COOPER.
WAKEFIELD, ENGLAND, July 16, 1910,
Dear Herald: I feel led by the Spirit to write a letter to
you and say a word for my heavenly Father, and though it
may seem a simple letter to those brothers and sistei·s that
are well experienced in this latter day work, it is a spiritual
one.
I was baptized June 3, 1907, at the Clay Cross Branch,
Derbyshire. I am pleased-to say that·! have never regretted
the day I became a Latter Day Saint, because I know this is
the true work of God. When a schoolgirl, I used to go to the
meetings with a little sister in Clay .. Cross Branch, and from
the first, I was interested and got more and more so, until
I felt led to become a sister, and I am pleased to say I have
been interested ever since. I stand alone in our family as a
Latter Day Saint, but I hope my heavenly Father will give
me the health and strength to keep pressing on in this grand
and glorious gospel.
I am now living in Wakefield, but my home is at Clay Cross.
As yet, I have not come across any Latter Day Saints of the
Reorganized Church. There is a small meeting room here of
some Latter Day Saints, but a kind sister told me that they
belonged to the Brighamites, and I have no desire to mix up
with them. I get very depressed at times, I have made a
great mistake in coming to live here, but the best of us make
a mistake at times. I feel it so because I can not attend any
meetings, but I still keep pressing on in the narrow way. All
seems bright again when I have had a word or two of prayer
with my heavenly Father. God helps them who help themselves. I am pleased to say, brothers and sisters, I have found
this to be true. The few months I have lived in Wakefield, I
have expe1ienced it, for I have taken more interest in the
scriptures. Time after time I offer up prayers to God for
more knowledge and understanding in this work, and I know
if I am only faithful, God will grant me this privilege. A dear,
kind sister has sent me a few HERALDS which I find are very
interesting. It is a pleasure to read the letters of those unknown brethren and sisters. It is my desire that I may keep
pressing on in this latter day work, that my lamp may be a
shining light unto those around about me. I hope by God's
help and the prayers of my brothers and sisters and by my
faithfulness, that I may continue to be steadfast, unmovable,
and ever abounding in this the true work of God until my
life's work on this earth is done. May God help and bless all
my brothers and sisters that are in his vineyard, both the
sick and the afflicted, the tempted and tried. I am pleased
to say that God has given me my health, strength, and the
use of every limb, for which I give God the praise. This is
the prayer of your sister in Christ.
E. A. SMITH.
SOLDIER, IOWA, R. F. D. No. 2, July 29.
Dem· Herald: I wish t<l'thank the niany sisters and.brothers who so kindly responded. to Sister Bul'ch's_request in my
behalf. I can not write each of you separately as I can not
use both hands to handle pen arid paper, but I have enjoyed
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your lettel's and the paper.s and books sent me from nearly
every State in the Union. I l'eceived two Books of Mormon.
One I shall keep and the other I shall give to one who is
interested in this latter day work. I would be glad to write
to each of you and I am always glad to receive letters from
each of you. My daughter says that she is one of the' black
sheep now, but she expects to be. a member of the church in
the near future.
If an elder comes this way he will be kindly cared for. I
think we can get the schoolhouse for him to .prea:ch in, and if
not we could have meetings in private houses and there is
plenty of water and a few c:;mdidates for baptism ..
I would be glad to hear- a good gospel sermon again, as I
haven't heard a sermon since moving from Wisconsin 'years
ago. My father was an elder. Some of the older Saints will
remember him. His name was Reuben W. Newkirk.
Thanking you each for the the kindness shown me, and
hoping to hear from you all from time to time and begging
your pardon for taking this mean_s of answering your letters,
your sister in this one faith and a hope of a glorious resu1·rection.
MRs ..._LINDY E. GREENOUGH.
PERSIA, IOWA, July 21, 1910.
Dear Herald: The district conference of the Little Sioux,
Iowa, District was held at Missouri Valley, June 5 and 6;
attendance good. We had a good, spiritual time. Preaching
by Elders J.C. Crabb, Charles-Derry, James E. Kelley, W. A.
Smith, and Alvin Knisley. The writer was called home on
account of sickness in his family.
·
.
June 12 and 13 I attended the conference of .the Gallands
Grove District at Deloit. There also we had a ·season of enjoyment, spiritually and socially. The Saints of the district appear to be much in earnest in the Lord's work.
Brother Knisley came home with me and preached a few
evenings in Persia, to the edification of the Saints and the
entertainment of the outsiders, the brother being a very entertaining speaker. He would have preached longer, but the
Saints had granted the Seventh· Day Adventists the use of
the church lot to hold meetings on and they came on and set
up .their tabernacle, living tents, and are still holding forth,
with energy and zeal, but, as we are informed,' with a perfect
horror at the thought of joint discussion, although a kindly
request was made to them for a showing up of the differences
between us and them on the Sabbath and other questions. I
knew Brother Knisley was just "spilin" for a fight, and went
to Brother Metsgar, one of their preachers, and told him how
much we would be pleased if they would find some one of
their ministers who would discuss differences. The request
is not granted. What is the matter with these brethren who
are so sure they are right and everybody else wrong. Here
we are trying to make our way to a better world; they claim
to have the way, the bread and water of life; they maintain
that we are radically wrong; we ask them that out of pity for
us they will turn on the light; we hold out our hands and in
pleading tones ask for light; they say, Come and hear us; we
answer, We have heard you, now paint your picture and set
it up alongside of one painted by us, so that we can make
comparison and come to better conclusions. You won't,~why?
"Well, we don't believe in discussion."
Then 'quit preaching, for the preacher must be a disputant.
On the 27th and 28th of June, Brother Knisley' and I held
a two-day meeting at Moorhead; found the Saints the1•e alive
to the work.
Last week I visited the Saints at Missouri Valley, then: on
to Sioux City and Akron. Found Bro. A. M. Chase at Mis"
souri Valley holding meetings in the open air and holding the
crowds, too. Bro. W. A. Smith is now there, operating the
tent. Brother Chase has been doing yeoman service at Pisgah
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and Mondamin, also, while en route to his mission field. I mysterious way his wonders to perform. I and Brother
forgot to say that he put in an app~arance at the t?vo-day _Schofield pr()mised the Lord a thanksgiving offering of ten
pounds, if the Lord would bestow this needed blessing on our
meeting at Moorhead and preached twice.
The Saints at Sioux City are doing well under the leadership son. We-·gladly kept our promise and thank him daily for his
of Bro. J. L. Parker, lately ordained an elder, and now ·that goodness and mercies. ·
they have the services of Brother. Knisley I hope to see an
It is with much regret that I learn of the call of our reingathering there. They all speak very highly of Bro. James spected missionary, Bro. J. W. Rushton, to go and labor in
E. Kelley and regret very much that he was compelled to give another part of God's vineyard, and we pray that God's
up his charge. The few Saints at Akron feel that they are special blessing will rest upon him, as we feel sure our loss
neglected. They are still faithful to the truth, and hopeful is some one else's gain. His ability and willingness at every
that they may be supplied with preaching services. Akron is ·call has been such that we always felt safe in his presence,
the home of Sister Cluisty so long and favorably known to no matter who was attacking this latter day work. May God
the Saints. She speaks feelingly of the efforts of the elders bless his wife and children, is our prayer.
there, among whom she mentioned Brn. J. M. Baker, W. A.
On Sunday last we had oU:r Sunday school anniversary,
Smith, J. C. Crabb, Charle's Derry, and the earlier efforts of when we paraded the streets in the vicinity of Bradford, led
Bm. J. R. Lambert and Samuel Longbottom.
by a band which was a great attraction to the public, which
A letter from Bro. A. M. Fyrando tells of his continued ill was also the means of making known to them that there had
health. Eleven years of continued affiic"•ion has greatly tried been Latter Day Saints in their presence for seventeen years.
him, and now he is compelled to resign as Bishop's agent. On this special occasion, our Brother Rushton preached two
Saints, I appeal to you, won't you remember him earne!ltly grand sermons which were appreciated by a large gathering.
in your prayers? He is faithful, true, loving, and kind, and On Tuesday we had four baptized in the baths which belong
would gladly devote his life to this great work. Surely the to the city. The price of two pence is charged for admission.
Lord will hear our prayers in his behalf,
About fifty witnessed our Brother Rushton officiate in the
ordinance.
Yours in hope,
SIDNEY PITT.
We expect to have a good time at the conference which is
being held at Birmingham. May God bless all that shall be
said and done. We expect, if all is well, to be present, as
GRIND STONE CITY, MICHIGAN, July 30, 1910.
Dear Saints: I am going to write a few lines for your our John's daily occupation has taken him to live at Bircolumns. I know it is every Saint's duty. I know the Lord mingham. M:ay God bless all his people in every land.
Your sister,
has blessed me many times in the past, for I have been heaied
MARTHA SCHOFIELD.
many times, for which I am thankful. I know this work is
35 BARLOW STREET, BRADFORD.
true. My heart's desire is to be with the Saints to bear my
testimony with them. Pray .for me that I may walk upright
and just. I am the only child in our family that. belongs to
WHITTEMORE, MICHIGAN, August 1, 1910.
this work and I have been in it for eight years, although I
Dear Herald: You are a welcome visitor and much appream only seventeen .. I will nevei• regret the step that I took. ciated in our home. We are cheered and comforted many
Pray for rne thaL I may ever be faithful and my prayers aJ.,e times by the words of instruction given through you. This
for the Saints of God. The HERALD is a welcome visitor to me dear latter day work makes life some brighter as we grow
every week. I can hardly wait till it comes.
older. How we rejoice when we read of the progress of the
Your sister in the one faith,
work in different parts of the world. My companion is meetELIZA HUNTER.
ing with some opposition in telling the angel's message, but I
hope and pray that those who are persecuting him and Brother
Long will be brought to repentance. ·1 will inclose a letter
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, July 10, 1910.
Dea?· Hei-ald: I have been very much blessed in reading which I received from him which will show some of the
the letters of my brothers and sisters which appear in the things they have to contend with. We are hopeful. We know
HERALD, and being so blessed I have a desire to write that they will do much good. This is God's work and it is gaining.
AGNES SMITH.
others may be blessed. Since I last wrote I have had an
The letter referred to in the foregoing is the following:
experience which caused me to exercise faith in my God and
TREHERNE, MANITOBA, July 19, 1910.
prove him to be a Father and an everlasting Friend.
Twelve months ago, one of my sons, who was not in the MRS. AGNES SMITH,
Dear Wife: Your letter with Neva's card inclosed came to
church, but knew as much as I did as regard to necessity of
obedience to the gospel, was . affiicted with a sore affliction, hand last night and found me well and I was glad to hear
which caused us great sorrow, and in our great trouble we from home again. I have been out in the country over Sunremembered the promises of our Father to his children. We day where I preached twice to the Saints, and came to town
prayed long and often that God would heal him of this afflic- again last night, fully intending to go to Winnipeg to be with
tion and restore him to his wife and three little children. He Elder E. E. Long, my associate, to assist in street preaching
was very anxious and willing that the elders should come thei;e; but on my arrival here I found a letter from a Sister
according to the pattern found in James' epistle, though he Wilson, from Cypress, where Brother Long and I met with
said he had no faith, but God heard our cry and blessed him such opposition, that there are now some people who are
with a good night's sleep which he had _not had fol'. quite a anxious for our return and she said they would· hir~ a hall.
while. On the following Sunday he stood up in the meeting So you see we will not be compelled to preach on the streets.
and gave his name in for baptism, which had an effect on his We certainly had persecution to meet there. Broken bottles
good wife, who also said she was willing to be baptized, which were thrown, cigar stubs, small gravel stones, old tin cans.
in due course took placia. They had the honor to be the first kicked up and down the sidewalk, . bagpipes were played,
to be baptized in the New Baths at Bi·adford. They also phonographs sang silly songs, we vte11e·called wolves in sheep's
had their three children blessed according to the pattern laid clothing, books, were knocked out of our hands, and they
down in the Bible. Their presence in the meetings causes threatened to tie us together in a true lover's knot and whip
tears of joy to run: down my face. , Sul'ely God moves in: a us, and now if I cari, I am going back and have it out with

.
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them. Theil~ leader was a Presbyterian preacher. I have· no Spirit which flows when conditions of heart and.. mind are
fear at all and do not want you to worry one bit. God .took right, this intelligence wili' disturb the sweet memories of the
care of I_'aul and Silas while in the dunge~n and good came · past and will create a longing for "our 11ext." The dear old
from it and I may yet be instrumental in b1foging some poor spot retains its former charms and: b1'ings to reinembrance
soul to know what we know to be the g·ospel. I a:m sorry you treasurable thoughts of former successes which have all had a
are not well and hope and pray your health will improve and purpose in our lives.
We tasted of th_e joy of the Spirit's presence to the extent
God will care for you all, while I am so far away. I will
write you againin a few days. With love to yourself, gtandpa, that we sensed our unworthiness 'and were admonished time
and the children, I am,
Your husband,
and again that this was but a foretaste of what was to come
DAVID-SMITH.
provided we awoke to the sense of duty along temporal lines
as well as the spiritual. In fact, I believe that there has
never been a time in the history of our distiict that it was so
GWYNFA LoNLAS, LLANSAMLET, SOUTH WALES.
Editors Herald: We have a nice little branch at Skewen at impressed upon us that a strict· adherence to these principles
p1;esent. We have rented a chapel in this plac~ for very ultimately means happiness and prosperity, while· a continual·
reasonable prices. The owners of same have been very disregard outlines sorrow and even death. Let us heed the
lenient towards us and they wished us god-speed. Tlie burden admonition. The spirit of unity was there. The discordant
of this payment is resting on the shoulders of a few persons. note was lacking and the willingness to assume a share of the
If the Saints would unite in the bonds of love and.peace and other fellow's burden was pronounced in many ways, hardly
be coworkers for Christ, I would have no hesitation in saying mentionable, but open to the vision of our heavenly Parent.
The young people came prepared to be of assistance and· it
that the work here ought to prosper. We have baptized four
persons here recently and there are signs of more coming did not take a week for them to come to the front with their
very soon. We are doing what we can under the circum- offerings to the Master, which showed plainly enough that
stances, but the people are rather indifferent to come to hear faith and works had been a part of the preceding year's prothe word preached. I hope that God will move on them and gram in their daily lives. Always room, of course, for adgive them a pure inclination to seek for the truth as it is vancement, but particularly pleasing to note that progress in
the majority was apparent.
in Christ Jesus.
I could, in passing, mention many little scenes to illustrate
We have meetings here twice in the week, and three times
on Sunday, and by coming together faithfully in this man- the manner remarkable in which God is working among the
ner, we are blessed immensely by the Spirit of truth, and the young, but the incident of worthy mention which linge1;s in
gifts of the gospel are enjoyed to some degree. We have been memory as a powerful event is the picture of about twelve
privileged to have two district conferences held hei·e since we young men who were awakened when sleep is sweetest and
took the chapel, and the gathering was very good on the whole. marched in file humming softly an inspiring gospel tune, to a
Bro. J. W. Rushton presided over the meetings on each quiet, secluded spot some distance from camp, the youngest
occasion, with full satisfaction to all concerned, and we are lad being fifteen years of age, while one or two acknowledge
very sorry that he is leaving for America. We hope that he twenty-six. With an opening song and kneeling in a circle
will return soon to our midst in Wales, as we are under the their hearts WElre bared and desires made known to a God who
impression that "he is the right man, in the right piace." I seemed very near. It was demonstrated not many hours after
hope that this place will be filled well by his successor, Bro. the effect and answer to humble and earnest prayer, some
G. T. Griffiths, who is familiar with a good many of the being called and set apart for service in the Master's cause.
Worthy of mention, too, was the demonstration of the Holy
Saints in Wales.
I am rather surp1ised to find that the elders in Wales are Sphit in behalf of the missionary in charge of the Eastern
not appointed to the· rttissionary field in Wales. What is the Mission, which admonishes us to heed his counsel as he is led
matter? Is it necessary that they should emigi·ate to America from time to time by the office of the Holy·Spirit in his: office
first? We are under the impression here that it would be in calling.
Saints, why has God placed these directing forces in our
far better for the church to appoint men from Wales to labor
for the church in Wales, than to send men from America here midst? To disregard their counsel and advice? Let us recontinually. It would save expenses and quench the sph·it member that God's purposes can not be frustrated. So we
of emigration which has been injurious to the work in Wales enjoyed a happy week. The influences for good can never be
for many years. I notice during the thirty-five years of my estimated until the final gathering. The parting hymn at
career in the church that no promotion has taken place in the the railroad station, sung· as the train bore into sight,
ranks of the officers in this country similar to other nations
"0! Watch! and fight and pray!
in connection with the church. I am writing this in zeal for
The battle ne'er give o'er,''
my language, my country, and my nation.
was
appropriate
to the sentiments of our hearts and expressed
God has blessed his servants here to preach the gospel with
eloquence and power to the convincing of many people in the wishes. Let it be our fighting song until another year rolls
past, and no doubt he will bless his servants "in the future more around that when· we meet again, we will not be obliged to
than he did in the past. May that happy time soon appear ask you, "Did you think to pray?" but can sing like the
that the purposes of heaven may be fulfilled on the earth to saints of old: "We have fought the good fight with all our
Yours in the service of the Master's cau.se,
the glory of God and the salvation of the human·family, May might."
the peace of heaven rest upon all the household of faith.
.

DAVID LEWIS.

NEW YORK CITY.

Dear Saints: The J;>.~~s~ed exp~r.iences of gospel associations can hardly be related in mere word13 and at the same
time convey the innermost feelings of joy' and peace which
accompany the same. But· of those. who have enjoyed the
Eastern 1·euniorts in the past and -have partaken of the good

ALBERT N. HOXIE, JR.
.

'

.

In Answer to Bro. C. J. Hunt and Others..
Brother Hunt's question was: "I would like" to. know if
your lab01·s since conference have increased your faith in the
genuineness of all that is given out in the book that is ah~~ady,.
published?"
Yes, decidedly, Brother Hunt. Although I am not as yet
rewarded with any more finds, except some fragments of
.Pottery in two counties not heard from before. Residents of
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these localities have also found such fragments for years past.
None of the parties who have been_ in_ any way connected with
the published relics have operated in any way in these counties
referred to. Since returning I have also seen other collections
of the times and places of those published and have examined
the evidences for and against; the results being safely on thi!
side of genuineness of the relics.
The published ones it will be seen by the associated dates
cover more than a decade and the fi:nds had been going -on
nearly as long previously. Though o~t assailed as spurious,
no suitable examination of the evidence has appeared. The
. charge of fraud is a bare and unsupported one.
If they are restless for more finds it __should be remembered
that in Bible lands, though the finds have been many, they
are not of constant ~currence. They are found only at
intervals.
Had these relics published (and .the hundreds more that -are
not) been forgeries, concealment so long and so complete,
could not under ·the agitation and circumstances have been
possible, the time, nineteen years, too long, and the wide area,
more than half a score of counties, too great to admit of it.
Professor Kelsey is out again with a rehash of his unsupported charge of fraud and will be· given proper attention in
due time. Let none be fainthearted, but render the enterprise
loyal support. Let the few who have aided continue and
others join in to help and so prepare to enjoy the sure ultimate
i·esult.
R. ETZENHOVSER.
1285 Brooklyn avenue, Detroit, Michigan.
Northern Wisconsin Reunion.

The second annual reunion of the Northern Wisconsin
District has passed into history and will compose one of those
bright pages which will be long remembered by all who
attended. The preaching was excellent and the interest was
good. We believe much good has been accomplished, even
though there were no baptisms at the time.
Among the missionaries present were J. W. Wight, J. J.
Cornish, W. A. McDowell, W. P. Robinson, J. A. Gunsolley,
J. 0. Dutton, S. E. Livingston, and P. L. Richardson. Brother
Gunsolley gave some very interesting discourses on Sunday
school and Religio w~rk, ;which were appreciated by all present. Bro. J. J .. Cornish,. who was a new man to all of us,
will ever be remembered, as also his cheerfulness, and his excellently delivered lectures, especially noted for the plain and
beautiful way he presented them. None could take offense.
l\Iany friends will welcome you again, Jack.
Elders Wight and McDowell ·bore well their part with
deep and scriptural sermons none could deny and still hold
to the precious Writ. In fact all labored together to the one
end, "success."
Among other things to be remembered is the abundance
of fish in Lake Chetek (where about two thousand resorters
spend the summer each year), hundreds of which suffered at
the hands of camping Israel. Much credit is due the worthy
who fried theru nice and brown to the satisfaction of all
(taking over twenty-five pounds of dressed fish each meal).
Soon the ten days had .vanished and the sad time of parting
drew nigh, many expressing their regret at leaving, but 1·emembering the words of the poet, time passes swiftly andjoys can not last, a hearty :handshake -was passed froin one
to another, 'and one by one they departed. until what once
looked .Jike a camping city- now -appeared desolate, only the
committee being left to complete the desolation very soon.
But one bright thought being· cherished by all, the hope of
returning in 1911. A vote to have a reunion at Chetek in 1911
was carried.
·
·
- ·
The financi~l Ol,ltcome is as follows: . Total receipts, in-
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eluding tents sold, is $357.72; expenditures, including tents
bought, is $339.04; balance, $18.68; balance on hand from last
year, $17.65; total balance, $36.33. While last year we began
with $24 on hand and cfosed with $17.65, this year shows
considerable change. Over 1,600 meals were served, over
twenty tents pitched, and over one hundred campers. Beautiful weather continued throughout.
Your brother and servant,
LEROY COLBERT, Secretary.
CHETEK, WISCONSIN.

"The Test of Reason."

For some years past we as well as others have wondered
how it was that those sent out representing the dominant
church in Utah, in presenting their claims and defending their
faith, affirm, from the least to the greatest, that Joseph Smith
was a prophet of God. In each and every instance there had
been a personal revelation to bear them out in this staement,
was the impression made. In the Lialw?J,a for May 14, 1910,
we belieVEo there is an article that throws light upon this
matter. Elder William Evans, of the Maine conference, has
an article entitled, "The test of reas01.i," wherein he says, "The
average Mormon in bearing a testimony of his faith and belief
in ,Mormonism, closed \vith an assertion in strong terms that
Joseph Smith was a prophet of God. When asked his reasons
he will tell you candidly and \vithout reservation that it has
been proven beyond a doubt. The ancient test of a· prophet
as described in Deuteronomy 18: 22 is as follows: 'When a
prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing follow
not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath
not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously:
thou shalt not be afraid of him.' What a simple, reasonable,
logical test. Truly if a man prophesies and it comes not to
pass that man is a charletan and a fraud. Then applying
the rule the other way, if a man prophesies in the name of
the Lord and the thing predicted actually come to pass, he ·
surely must be a prophet. What other test can be made? It
is the only one that reason suggests. This method applied to
the prc>phecies of Joseph Smith, stamps him as a true
prophet," etc., etc.
Now we have no objection to this reasoning; it is but just
and right, but when men come to us and leave the impression
that each and everyone has received a revelation, that is
quite another thing.
"OTHERWISE THEY SHALL· HEARKEN UN'l'O THESE THINGS.''

What is meant by these things as spoken of by the p).'Ophet?
It seems to me there is one answer that is very plain and
simple, when we take into consideration what has preceded
and what follows. The human mind is prone to wander from
its Lord, but when touched by the divine Spirit of God, and
he reveals himself in plainness, the darkness disappears and
those who would otherwise walk in darkness, behold the light
and happily walk therein. So when we hear the prophet's
warning voice to flee from s~n and death; we take heed thereunto. Otherwise we would listen to the voice that says, "Ye
shall not surely die.'' Now what is the prophet alluding to
as mentioned above? Namely this: He was pointing them
to_ the practices of David and Solomon, and condemning·,
and he emphatically says through the Spirit of God, "I will
raise up a righteous seed.'' How? Why, by commanding
one man to have but one wife and concubines none saying,
"If I will raise up seed unto. me, I will c.ommand 'my people.
Otherwise they shall [or will] hearken unto these things.''
What things? Why, having more than one wife, or in other
words, doing the things Iike unto David and Solomon. The
Lord knew their weakness, hence the safeguard.
In order to get a p~·oper understanding of the matter under
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consideration, Jacob 1: 4 should be read in ·connection therewith. Wherein Jacob mentions their evil practices and concludes in these words: "And we did magnify our office unto
the Lord, taking upon us the responsibility, answering the
sins 9f the people upon our own heads if we did not teach them
the word of' God with all diligence; wherefore by -laboring
with our mights, their ·blood might not come upon 'our garments; otherwise their blood would, or shall, come upon our
garments, and we would, or shall .not be found spotless at
the last day." Also notice the word shall as used in the sixth
line from the close of . verse six, chapter two. Again, with
the restoration of the gospel in these last days, the Lord
began to raise up seed unto himself and true to his promise he
commanded his people, but Brigham Young could or would
not see that way and did otherwise.
F. M. BALL.
A Letter from Puget Sound.
I have been told that it is sometimes a trial f9r people to
get ready to go to church when the church was only a few
blocks away, so I thought perhaps it would be of interest to
some of the Saints who have all the church privileges at hand
to hear how some of we isolated ones manage to go to meeting when we have an opportunity of doing· so.
A short time ago, Bro. G. W. Thorburn came to Langley
to hold meetings and· of course we wanted to go. We live
about el~ven miles away by land, and about twelve by water,
so I concluded to go over in a launch, while Sister Premo and
her son and daughter walked over. It was a treat indeed to
visit with the Saints and hear such splendid sermons. There
are a few people at Langley who seeem to be genuinely interested and are reading and investigating. There were not
many out at the meetings besides the Saints, just one or two
at first, but more kept coming as the meetings went on. A
revival at the M. E. church conducted by a coworker of Billy
Sunday's was a drawback to us, but a few were enough interested to come out night after night.
I went over on Tuesday and my son can{e on Saturday and
my husband on Sunday to be present at the prayer and
sacrament meeting that was held that day. He took Sister
Premo and family and Howard (my son) home that evening
in the launch, but I stayed until Tuesday to play for the
services. We thought the meetings would close then, but some
were so anxious for Brother Thorburn to keep on that he
decided to stay over another Sunday. It was absolutely necessary for me to go home that ·day so I walked the first five
miles and some kind friends took me the rest of the way,
for which I was very thankful.
I promised to go back for over Sunday if possible though,
so when I laid the case before my husband, he said he could
take me over on Saturday, as he had business there, and we
could go in the little launch, if I was brave enough. -Although
I am very much of a coward on the water, I felt like taking
the risk when I thought of all I was missing. When I went
ov~r the week before it was on quite a large boat, and that
made me nervous, although I knew there ·was no qanger.
But I was willing to try the smaller boat and Sister Premo,
who isn't afraid of any boat if it will stay right side up, said
she would go along. So I got everything ready and on Saturday morning about 8.30 we started out. The water was like
glass.
.
When we start down the harbor, the scenery is beautiful, ,
as only Puget Sound scenery can be, and I nevei· knew what
it was to enjoy a boat ride before. There wei:e six of us in
the boat, but we had plenty;of room. The only drawback was
that we couldn't talk much: as the noise that a gasoline engine
makes in a small boat is ~ot c6nducive to conversation; We
made the run in a little. less than two, hours and found a
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welcome awaiting us. Brother Lovejoy had to go back in the
afternoon, but promised to come on Monday for us, which he
did, but a north wind come up and I decided that . the best
thing I could do would be to go home by the overland route.
So our party divided up, Howard, Lillian, and I walked
(eleven miles I think it is), and Brother Lovejoy, Sister
Premo, and Ha.rold went in the,boat. They promised to·have
supper ready when we reached home, but when we got to the
harbor they were not in sight and the water w.as very l'Ough,
So we came on home !,!nd got our own supper and spent the
night worrying about them.
Howard started- out by 7 o'clock next morning to look for .
them, and Lillian (Sister Premo's daughter) and I went up
on a bluff with a pair of field glasses to watch for them.
About 12 o'clock we saw both. boats coming. They had
not been in any real danger, but it got worse and worse after
they started and they went ashore and some friendly fishermen gave them shelter and supper in their house-boat. Something about the engine got wet, and it refused to work pl'Operly, so that delayed them the next morning. They looked very
much dilapidated when we met them at the wharf, but they
were in excellent spirits and none the worse for their adventure. Harold said the only time he was afraid was when he
thought he would not get any suppe1: the night before. Sister
Premo's skirt had had an encounter with the engine, and
when I saw her !'had to dry my tears and join in the laughter
with the rest.
\
We were very happy and very thankful that all were safe.
Our trip to Langley and experiences there will always be a
bright spot in our memories, and the kindness of the Saints
was greatly appreciated by us all. They surely treated us
like brothers and sisters. And I am sure that the meetings
left us all with a stronger desire to live better lives and more
in accordance with the will of the Master. Four young people
were baptized, all children of the Saints, and we hope when_
Brother Thorburn comes again that others will obey the
gospel.
MRS. H. E. LOVEJOY.
LANGLEY, WASHINGTON.

The Kentucky and Tennessee R;,union.

Our reunion convened with the Farmington Branch at Oakland, July 16, 1910, at ten o'clock in. the morning, but° owing
to rain, not enough were present to organize, so that matter
was postponed until 2.30 p. m., at which meeting Bro. F. M.
Slover was chosen to preside. Bro.· J. R. McClain was to
assist him, also Bro. J. W. Peterson was to be associated with
them. Alma Snow was cliosen as secretary; Gertie Ward,
organist; and Rubie Snow chorister, until Bro. J. A. Dowker
came on Monday. All were glad to see him, especially the
singe.~·s, as he was a great help in singing. We were surprised
by Bro. George H. Hilliard visiting us at our reunion. He
arrived at the camp Sunday. No one knew of his corning
until he was right in our midst. We were pleased also to
have Bro. C. L. Snow, of Knobnoster, Missouri, with us again.
The preaching was done by G. H. Hilliard, F. M. Slover, J. R.
McClain, C. L .. Snow, J. A. Dowker, and J. W. Peterson.
They were assisted some by the local officers. Brother Shupe
and family came on Wednesday with theii· musical instruments, 'which was a great help to our meeting.
Thursday was given over to the children, and after a short
t~lk on Sunday s~hool work by Bro. G. H. Hilliard, a splendid and encouragmg program was rendered and enjoyed by
all. There was a large crowd of outsiders present. There
was a iarge. attendance of Saints from the i:listrict and. a:t
nights and on Sundays a great many outsiders attended.
On the last Sunday of the reunion, July 24, funeral service
of Bro. Turne!' Adair was conducted by Bro. R. C. McClain,
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. assisted by C. L. Snow. There was a large crowd present
considering the rain. The reunion committee did what they
could to make it pleasant for all who attended.
.
It was decided to hold the next reunion at. :High Hill,
near Lynnville, Kentucky, ~on the third Saturday in July,
1911. D. C. Harris, Lawry Lamb, 0. S. Caldwell, J. R. Gray,
and Robert Warren were chosen the ·reunion committee for
next year.
ALMA SNOW.

News From . Branches.
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Brn. S. A. Burgess, R. Archibald, N. W. Cooke, and G.
Reeves presided over our monthly sacrament service at which
time Brethren Cooke, Burgess, and Archibald confirmed four
little buds of promise who had been baptized· on .Children's
Day, June 26. They were John Smith, Russell Archibald, Etta
Mercer, and Myrtle Trowbridge, all scholars of the Sabbath
school.
"
The preached wo1;d the past month was delivered by Brn.
S. A. Burgess, R. Archibald, R. J. Elliot, R. J. Lambert, of
Lamoni, Iowa, Harold Burgess, and George Reeves. The last
two being recently ordained to the priesthood did nobly in
their first attempt, July 24.
On the evening of July 18, the district priesthood meeting
was held in Saint Louis, to which young men not of the priest. hood were invited. Matters of"interest were discussed. The
Children's Day program was a decided success. Two names
were added to the cradle roll, one child blessed, and four
baptized. Four more little ones are to be baptized the first
Sunday in August.
The district reunion will be held August 12 to 21 at Lansdowne, Illinois. A good spiritual time is desired. The Sunday
school and Religio election resu.lted in selecting officers who
are deemed capable of advancing the work during the ensuing
term. The Sunday school picnic, July 4, was reported as
having been a success. »Brother Sawley was in attendance at
our last district conference. He has been doing excellent work
in the district since about May 10. His most effective work
being at and near Alma, Illinois.
E. M. PATTERSON.
July 27, 1910.
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-Aid and the Daughters of Zion. The latter held its last
monthly session on the 17th of July, forty sisters being present
and every number of the program was full of profit and
interest.
Bro. James L. Gray, who has made the subject of child
training a study, in a short, practical speech, presented many
good thoughts. A discussion .on portions of the Word of Wisdom, interesting comments on the subject of canning fruits,
and reports of committees, among them one on library books
of the "Purity and truth,'' series also a very sweet vocal solo,
"My ain folk," by Sr.. Jeanette Kelley, and besides all this,
the reading and discussion of the lesson in the home column,
all made up a full and excellent program.
The little prayer circles here and there among them, the
Prayer Union, also that at the Saints; Home, the Sanitarium,
· and on the South Side, are all centers of spiritual growth
and. encouragement.
At this writing our faithful, aged brother, Elder E. Harrfogton, is seriously ill; and for him, with all our aged and
afflicted ones, the call goes forth to our readers for the Saints'
kindly remembrance in prayer.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
AUGUST 2, 1910.
(Sister Horton sends word later that Brother Harrington
passed away on the 3d instant, as noticed in our editorial
column.-EDITORS.)

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

VICTORIA.-Semiannual conference at Geelong, Victoria,
Saturday, March 26, 1910, at 2.30 p. m. President and vicepresident of the district, Elders D. Mcintosh and M. F. W.
Kippe, were chosen to preside. The seventies present, J. H.
N. Jones and A. C. Barmore, were chosen to assist the president of conference. The following delegate credentials were
submitted:
Queensferry . Branch, 7 delegates; Hastings
Branch, iO delegates; Richmond Branch, 20 delegates. Brethren Kippe, Walker, and Ford were appointed to examine above
reports and while thus engaged the assembly was addressed
by Elders Barmore and Mcintosh. The credentials committee reported as follows: Queensferry, no i;eport; Hastings,
59 members, entitled to 10 votes; Richmond, 117 members,
entitled to 20 votes. By motion speeches during conference
were limited to five minutes. Elder Barmore submitted the
following report: "To the Conferf!nce: We y<;mr .committee
appointed to present a protest agamst the utihzat10n of any
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
missionary
the Standard Office, such protest to be sent to
After the excessive heated season of July, relief came in the general in
authorities of the church thro~gh the missionary
a copious downpour of rain this morning, reviving and de- in charge hereby report that we have wr1tten out and sent
veloping the luscious ears of corn and all the fruits and such prot~st. A. C.. Barmore, M. F. W .. Kippe, of .the comgarden vegetables, and breaking the long and weary drought,. mittee." The foregomg report was received as satisfactory.
The following statistical reports were read: Queensferry,
for which we all .are grateful.
last report 43, present number 47; including 1 elder, 2 priests,
The business. meeting of August 1 was a spirited one, 1 teacher '1 deacon; gain by baptism, 4; absent, 20. Hastalthough rather poorly attended. Branch financial matters ings, 69; 'present number 67; including 3 elders, 1 priest, 1
were discussed, church improvement decided upon, and quite a teacher 2 deacons; change, by removals, death 1; absent from
branch ' 55 · new ordinations, 1. Richmond, last report, 114;
number of letters of removal were received.
present nu~ber 117; in~luding 1 ~eventy, 2 elders, 5 priests
On the 24th 'ult., called "The hottest Sunday in July," the 1 teacher 1 deacon; gam by baptism, 2; removal, 1. Movea1
Saints listened to excellent sermons from Elders E. C. Briggs and seco~ded that. the adoption of the foregoing report be
and H. W. Hattey,· and on last Sunday, Elder John Kaler, withheld pending the.report of a special cp"!llmittee appoi"!lted
the district cons1Stmg of Brethren Kippe, of Hastmgs
with his wonted vim and plainness, talked on practical lines by
Branch, Ford, 'of Ric~mond Bra!1c?, and Reed, of queensconcerning those principles which should govern a self-ordered ferry Branch, to examme the statist1~al reports rega~·d!ng t_he
life. The Sunday school attendance was nine hundred and numbers of absent members appearmg thereon. Mm1sterial
eight, and the morning prayer meeting and that of the after- reports were given as follows: Seventy A. C. B:irmore;
noon were full of cheer. and comfort to all present. In the Elders D. Mcintosh, Kippe, W?oley, Trembath;. Pnests P.
Rouse, A. H. Ford, G. W. Hailey. '.fhe ·toregom15 rep?rts
evening, Elder Guinand preached acceptably to an unusually were received as satisfactory. T?e Bishops agents report:
small audience of about two hundred and fifty. The auxil- Total receipts, £62 5s. 6d.; expend1~ures1 £5~ 9s. 5~~.; balance
iaries,. too, have been somewhat awake through the last long in hand, £5 16s. ~d. The m~mbers ,11). :Victoria contributed.£27
15s. 6d. in tithes and offrormgs, while :£34 10s. was obtam~d
?eated term, the Laurnl Club doing good social work by giving from
Bishop Lewis ·to meet the r~qmrements . of the work
Ice-cream suppers on the east lawn every Saturday evening, here The above report was received as satisf_actory. A
and chief among the active .church societies are the Ladies' committee was appointed consisting of Brethren Ford, Walker1
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and Walton, to audit. t11is report. The follo,ving resolution
was submitted by Elder Barmore. "Whereas there is need
for more general mission work in Victoria, and_ whereas we
have a tent for doing such work, which tent must be sustained
by funds, therefore be it Resolved, that the sum of fifteen
shillings per week be raised by the various branches for that
purpose, and the execution of this matter be left in the hands
of ilie district officers and Bishop's agent." This was received
and seconded. A communication was received from the Richmond Branch relative to fue · ordination of Brothe1~ Thorpe
to the office of deacon. This was referred to a committee
consisting of Elders Mcintosh, Kippe, Jones, and Barmore,
this committe to report on same before close of conference.
Election of district officers: President, D. Mcintosh; vicepresident, M. F. Kippe; secretary A. H. Ford. The above
brethren were chosen to represent the district for the term
until next conference. The appointing of preachers, etc.,_ during conference was left with the presidency. Was decided
to hold the next conference at Richmond. At 8 p. m. met
again for preaching service, in charge of Elders Kippe and ·
Wooley. A 11J.rge and attentive congregation was present.
The ser:rnon was instructive. Sunday at 9.30 a. m. met again,
. in preaching service in charge of Elder J. H. N. Jones, assisted
by Elder A. C. Ba'rmore. The preacher gave an interesting
discourse on the commission of Christ, and was listened to by
a large and appreciative audience. A session of Sunday school
at 11 a. m., and priesthood meeting at 1 p. m., were held. The
Saints met again at 3 for sacrament and testimony, meeting
in charge of Elder Mcintosh and Priest P. Rouse. The
church was filled to its utmost capacity. The ordinance of
administration was attended to, after which the meeting was
given into the hands of the Saints. A pleasant and profitable
time was spent by all present and each one enjoyed the
presence of the Spirit of the Master, which was present in
a marked degree. It was indeed a time long to be remembered
by all present. Met again at 7 for preaching service in
charge of Elder Barmore, assisted by A. H. Ford. A very
instructive sermon was presented to a well-filled house of
Saints and friends. Presentation of the report on ordination
by the committee appointed: "Having investigated the request
of Richmond Branch regarding same and not having sufficient
information regarding the call, recommend it be returned to
Richmond Branch for further consideration, branch to act
with discretion and according to the Spirit in his ordination."
Report on Bishop's agent's book: "Committee reports that
same had been audited and found correct." The foregoing
reports were received and adopted and committee discharged.
Met again at 10 a. m., Monday, March 28, for social service
and prayer meeting, presided over by Brethren Kippe and
Jones. A good time was spent in prayer, praise, and testimony, and expressions of satisfaction as to the blessings enjoyed during the conference were given. This meeting will
long be remembered by those present. The Spirit of the
Master was present and its presence seemed to be felt by
all. A vote of thanks was given the Saints and friends for
hospitality and assistance during conference. Motion of adjournment to meet at Richmond on or about September 25,
1910, or at call of district president was moved, seconded, and
carried unanimously. The singing of "God be with you till
we meet again" and benediction by the district president,
brought the most enjoyable conference yet held in Victoria
to a close. D. Mcintosh, president, A. H. Ford, secretary.
SHEFFIELD.-The eighteenth semiannual conference of
Sheffield District convened at Sutton in Ashfield, July 9 and
10, 1910. Business session commenced at 7.35 p. m. Carried
that J. W. Rushton be associated with Brother Austin in the
presidency of their conference. J. W. Rushton then made a
few timely remarks. Letter calling conference asked for, and
not being at hand, was stated from memory. Resolved that
George William Rallings be deacon and organist with power. to
add, and that Henry Taylor be chorister. Elder c., Cousms
was called to assist secretary. District officers reportmg w~re
as follows: Elders J. Austin, Vice-president J. Holmes; High
Priest T. Taylor. Branch reports: She~eld, by :Elder J.
Austin; Sutton in Ashfield, by Bro. R. Rallmgs; Clay Cross,
by Bro. E. Wragg. Reports also. by Elder S. Holmes, C.
Cousins, J. Naylo1·; Priests George Gaydon, G. H. Arber;
Teacher J. H. Simpson. These were all approyed, as also
that Brother Meredith· of Birmingham, have voice and vote
in this conference. Recom:mer\c'lation from_ Clay 9ross that
Bro. Joseph Holmes be ordriiiied ..a d~acon. Considered .and
resolved that this conference approves the recommendation;
that he be referred to the Clay Cross Branch for ordination.
Carried that the elders' quorum meet at 9 a. m., to-morrow and
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all may attend who desire. Notice of an amendment of district rule 15 in regard to collection for district purposes.
Carried that the place of holding next conference be left in
the hands of the district authorities of the church. Resolved
that we tender our hearty vote of thanks-to the Sutton Saints
for their hospitality to the visiting Saints, also to the ·
organist, chorister, deacon, and Bro. George Ralling for
the use of their room for conference purposes. Resolved
that we do now adjourn until 4 p. m., to-morrow for
business. Elders' quorum meeting at 9 a. m., Sunday. A
paper was read by district president, J. Austin. Preaching
service, 10.30 a. m. presided ove1~ by J. E. Meredith and J.
Holmes, preaching by Elde1· T. Tii.ylor. A noble example and
a life of love was portrayed by him. Fellowship service at
2.30 p. m., presided over by E. Wragg and R. Rallings. The
testimonies were borne with the power of the Spirit to the
edification of all. Busines:;; meeting resumed to hear treasurer's report, which was not made out, so was given orally.
Moved that we adjourn to meet at the call of the presidency
of the district. Evening preaching service at 6 p. m., presided
over by C. Cousins and J. Austin. Attention paid the speaker
was marked. An outdoor preaching was held in the market
place afterwards, when four brothers spoke explaining the
gospel. George Gaydcm, secretary, 9 Albans road, Nottingham,
England.
'
SASKATCHEWAN.-District conference convened at Regina,
Saskatchewan, July 23, 1910. Conference was opened Saturday, July 2, with prayer meeting, presided over by Elders
Dobson and Walstrom. Business meeting was opened at 10
a. m., by--district president, R. J. Jordan. On motion F. A.
Smith and R. C. Evans presided, associated with presidency
of district. Elder Josh Dobson gave verbal report. The
statistical reports were read and appi:oved. The appointing
of all committees was left in the hands of presidency. Committees were appointed as follows: Press committee, H. J.
Davison, Brother Hewitt, and Victor Smith. Auditing committee, J. Neill, W. J. Fisher, and William Toovey; credential
committee, Elders Mortimer and Beckman, and Sister Ferrie.
Administering committee. Elders Walstrom, Dobson, and
Beckman; ushers, Brothers Wicksey, Bergersen, and -c1arke;
H. J. Davison was appointed chorister with power to choose
organist. Credential committee's report was read and approved and the committee continued. Delegate system was
suspended and business done en niasse. Bishop's agent's and
treasurer's reports read and referred to auditing committee.
Report of Elder H. J, Davison as delegate to General Conference was read and adopted. Auditing committee's report was
accepteci, also Bishop's agent's and treasurer's. The motion
to divide the Saskatchewan District into two distlicts was
laid on the table. The matter of money paid Brother Gunsolley
was taken up. Carried that it is the sense of this body that
what has been. done in regard to this matter be considered
done through a misunderstanding and can hardly be refunded
and that the matter be dropped. Bishop's agent handed in his
resignation and the same was accepted. It was moved that we
indorse the selection by Bishop R. C. Evans of Elder J. A.
Beckman for Bishop's agent for this district. A vote of
thanks was given to retiring agent. At 1.30 p. m., it was
carried that the_ district purchase· twenty dollars' worth _of
tracts, ten dollars' worth besides the ten dollars' wo1,th 'now
on hand, and that they be left in the hands of the district
president. Summarized report of district president was read
and accepted. Moved and carried that we rescind the motion
requiring distiict pl'esidency to make· a summalized report of
all branch and district officers to each district conference.
Also until further ordered, that each minister be authorized
to report to each district conference. On motion it was decided to meet with Minnesota Branch for next confei·ence on
Saturday, December 31, and Sunday, January 1, 1911. Carried
that we sustain R. J. Jordan as district pi·esident. Josh Dobson and J. R. Backley were elected vice presidents. Present
clerk was sustained. Elders court held at 3.15 p. m. Preaching by F. A. Smith at 3.30 p. m., assisted by J. W. Diggle.
Preaching services at 8 p. m., speaker, R. C. Evans.· Sunday,
July 3, 1910, prayer meeting at 7 a. m., conducted by R. C.
Evans and F. A. Smith. Immediately after prayer meeting,
Bro. T. J. Jordan was ordained to office of high priest under
the handi; of R. C. Evans, and F. A. Smith. Preaching services 9 a. m., conducted by J. A. Beckman; speaker, R. C.
Evans; and at 8 p. m., conducted by J. L. Mortimer; SP\l?ln1r,
R. C. Evans. A vote of thanks was rendered to all who'-took
part in making the ·meetings enjoyable and those that .found
places for Saints to stay. Canied that we adjourn to meet
at the time appointed. Mrs. Alvin Beckman, clerk.
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l':oUTHERN .NEBRASKA.~Tht;i Southern Nebraska District
eo;;-vened with the Nebra~ka City Branch _if uly 24 and 25, 1910.
Preaching Sunday i:riornn~g at 11 by Paul M. Hanson, C. H.
Porter, distric~ ~resident, m charge; at 3 p. m. by J. R. Su~ton,
H. A. Higgins m cha;-ge; and at 8 p. m. by. J. W. Wight,
Elder ·Wilber Savage m .charge. Prayer l!leetmg at 9 a. m.,
July 25, in the churc~ with J. V!· Waldsmith an~ W. M. Self
in charge. The busmi;iss meetmg; convened at 10.15; .Pres.
c. H. Porter in the .ch'.11r. On motion C. H. Porter, pre~14ent,
J w Wight minister m charge, and J. R. Sutton, sub-m1mster
i~ charge, ~ere a~sociated together. to preside over the conference. J. W. Wight took tl!-e chair. Paul .M. Hanson a?d
J. R. Croft appointed a committee on credentials; H. A. Higgins secretary. BishoI?'~ agent's i:ep?rt was read and referred
to a committee on aud1tmg. Statistical reports of the Franklin Eustis Blue River, Fairfield, and Nebraska City branches ··
we~·e read'. Ministerial i·eports of J. W. Waldsmith, C. H.
Porter W. M. Self, Wilber Savage, James Thomson, James..··
Huff, FL A. Higgins, and J. R. Croft were read.- Paul M. Hanson A. A. Reams, and J. R. Croft were appointed a committee
on 'auditing. Eustis, Nebraska, City, and the Blne River ·
branches were placed in nominations for the place of the ne_Jet
district conference. Eustis was chosen, the time being left
to the district president. Elder ·Paul M. Hanson was elected
district president for the ensuing term. H: A. Higgins was
sustained as district secretary. C. H. Porter was sustained .
as Bishop's· .agent and district . historian. J. W. Wight
preached at 8 p. m., C. H. Po1;ter i.n charge. The conference
adjourned to. meet at some date m ,January, 1910. H. A.
Higgins, secretary.
Convention Minutes.

CHATHAM.-The saints of Chatham District held their semiannual convention of Sunday school and Religio in the town
hall at Bothwell on Saturday and Sunday, July 30 and 31.
The convention was opened at 1 p. m., the district officers
being placed in charge and a fairly good representation being
present. The program for Saturday was along the line of
institute work which was educational. An entertainment was
given Saturday evening consisting of appropriate recitations,
speeches, and songs to a good sized and appreciative audience,
and ably presided over by Elder Arth~r Leverton. The Lord's
day was begun with a prayer and,saci·ament at 9 a. m. which
continued till 10.30. The time from 10.45 to 12 m. was occupied with round table talk-upon best methods of teaching and
conducting Sunday schools. Field worker A. R. Hewitt being
in charge. From 2 to 4.45 p . .m. the time was occupied with
model Sunday school and Religio sessions. The . convention
closed with a gospel sermon by Elder G. M. Shippy and all
seemed to enjoy the.various sessions and expressed themselves
as edified and strengthened for christian warfare. G. M.
Shippy, Nellie Taylor, press_ committee.
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Convention Notices.

Northeastern Illinois District Sunday school association will
con".ene for business at Plano, Illinois, August 26, 1910.
Durmg the reunion institute work will be conducted by the
field worker. Please have all credentials in on time. La June
Howard, secretary, 12055 Parneil avenue, ·west Pulln'tan
Chicago.
.
· '
The Northern California district Sunday school association
will convene at reunion camp grounds. at Irvington September 7, '.'-t 10 a. _m .. We would like very much to h~ve every
school m the d1str1ct represented by one or more delegates.
A joint entertainment will bt! held under the ,management of
Religio and Sunday school officers. Lizzie Day, secretary, 3031
Sixteenth street, San Francisco.
The Sunday school convention of _the Eastern Colorado District will meet at the church in De~ver,·Friday, September 9,
at 2 p. m. Mrs: ·M. E. Everett, secretary, 129 South Logan
street.
Reunion Notices.

at

The western Iowa reunion will be held
Little Sioux Iowa
from September 9 to 18 inclusive. Besides district w~rkers'
we will have with us, J. W. Wight, Heman C. Smith and
expect S. W. L. Scott. Sister Etzenhouser wiff have charge
of the Sunday school and Re!igio wo~·k. Meals fuel and feed
fo.r ~earns will be fur~ished as cheaply as p~ssibie. Those
wrnhmg board and lodgmg please make your wants known as
soon as you can to S. J. Linn, Little Sioux. Rent for tents
is as follows: Wall tents, 10 by 12, $1.75; 12 by 14, $2;
compartment tents, 12 by 14, $2.75; 10 by 20, $4.25. No
charge for setting up. That there be no disappointment please
order your tents accompanied by the cash by the 1st ~f September. We expect this to be one of the best reunions held
in western Iowa, and if you will all come with the Spirit of
the Master, our expectations will be more than realized. Geo.
Miggers, secretary, Little Sioux, Iowa.
The reunion of the Alabama District will begin August 12
and last ten days, closing August 21. Bro. W. E. Peak field
worker for Sunday school and Religio will be with u~ and
.arrangements are being made· for one session of each day
to be occupied by Religio-Sunday school normal workers. All
come with a desire to be benefited·:and to benefit others and
we will have a revival of interest throughout the district.
Let us pray that at this reunion we may be led nearer to
God and our hearts united "in love. A. A. Weaver, W. H.
Drake, M. T. Odom, committee.
Two-Day Meetihgs.

There will be a two-day meetiiig: at Gotts, four miles ·and
a half east of Caseville, the 13th and 14th of August. Everybody come and bring baskets. Hoping we will, have a good
time. All trains .will be met at Caseville, Huron County,
Mkhigan. Arthur Mcintosh.
Conference Notices.
Two-day meetings will be held in the Eastern Michigan
The Northern California District will convene at Irvington, District as follows: Rush Lake, August 13 and 14; BurnSeptember 4, at 2 p. m. During the time of the annual reunion side, August 17 and 28; Bell River, October 1 and 2. W. M.
held at that place,- 'Bishop E. L. Kelley, F. M. Sheehy, and Grice, president.
··There will be a two-day meeting ·held by the Sparta,
most of the California missionaries are expected to be present.
All branch clerks are requested to send their reports to the Michigan, Branch, at Grant, August 27 and 28, 1910. There
undersigned, not less tr.an 'one week prior to the conference. will be teams at the train Saturday morning to take those
Let us have a full report from every branch in the district. coming, two and one half" miles· out where meeting is held.
Remember the date, Monday,. September 4. J. A. Lawn, sec- Elder W. D. Ellis requests that Saints bring well-filled
retary, 48 West avenue, San Francisco.
baskets, as that makes work lighter for resident Saints. Fred
president.
The conference of the Eastern Colorado District will meet Field,
'Western Michigan two-day meetings have been arranged
in Denver at the new chapel, corner of Speer boulevard and for
as·
follows: Joyfield, September 3 and 4; Burdickville,
L?gan street, September 10. Get ·transfers to Fourth on September
and 11; Inland, September 17 and 18; Freesoil,
Sixth avenue, or Washington· Park cars, from the Centr11I September 10
and 25. Saints living in the vicinity of the
Loup, and get off at Sixth avenue and Pennsylvania street. Go · above places24should
an effort to attend these meetings ..
one block west and one and one half blocks south. Send re- Competent speakers make
will ~': prov.ided and. all who avail themports to F. A. Russell, secretary, 728 North Institute street, selves of such opportumties
will feel the stronger for so
Colorado Springs, Colorado; E. F. Shupe, . ;president. · .
doing. John Schreur, president; H. A. Doty, secretary.
A The conference of the Northeastern Mission will convene.
ugust 27 and 28 instead of August 17 and 18.
The Presidency.
S The nineteenth semiannual conference of the Independence
rJ.ake will be held September 10 and 11, 1910, at Knobnoster,
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT.
ISsouri, convening at 10 a.· m .• All reports must be in the
Notice is hereby given that Bishop R. C. Ev~ns, of Toronto,
h~nds of the secretary August 30. Knobnoster is seventy-five
miles east of Kansas City, on the Missouri Pacific Railroad. Ontai·io, having resigned as one .of the committee of. conf~r
ence
on the part of the Reorgamze~ Church of ~esus Christ
WM: S. B.rown, secretary, 3005 Baltimore avenue, Kansas City,
of Latter Day Saints, to confer with the committee of the
1ssour1.
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Church of Christ, appointed for the pui·poses of conferring in
joint council, which resignation has been acc~pted for reaso~s
assigned by Brother Evans, I hereby appomt Elder. F. ll:L
Sheehy, of the Quorum of· Twelve,, to tJ:ie Vll;Cancy 1'!1 said
cpmmittee, created by Brother Evans res1gnat10n, subJect to
the approval of the conference of 1911.
JOSEPH SMITH, President.
Addresses.

A. M. Chase, 137 ~oi-th Main street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Correction.

In Bro. Joseph Luff's paper read on Jubilee day at General
Conference, and published with minutes of conference recently
issued, on page 1279, seventeenth line from the bottom, strike
out the word reserved and write instead thereof the word
reve1·ed and you will have it as written by him.
Saint Louis Reunion Postponed.

Owing to existing conditions it has been considered best to
postpone the reunion set for Lansdowne (East Saint Louis),
Illinois, Au&"ust 12 to 21, until some time in the year 1911.
All parties mterested will please take notice that no reunion
will be held this year. This by action of the district officers.
R. Archibald, president.
Died.

FEAGINS.-William C. Feagins was born in Ohio, August 2,
1852, and died July 14, 1910, of heart failure. He was sick
only about twenty minutes when the end came, and he peace-.
fully passed away with a 'smile on his face. He came with
his parents to Marion County, Iowa, when two years old, and
was married January 18, 1880, to Lydia I. Ray. Moved to
Douglas County, Nebraska, in February, 1880. To them
were born six sons and six daughters. He moved to Wallowa
County, Oregon, seven years ago, where he lived until his_
death.
HALL.-Sarah Hall was born October 14, 1826; died July
26, 1910, at Kingstont Missouri, at the home of her daughter,
Sister Bryant, with whom she made her home. She leaves
one son and daughter, twelve grandchildren, and twelve g1'eatgrandchildren. Has been a member of the church from her
girlhood. Of her it can be said, in the language of Proverbs
31 :31, "Give her of the fruit of her hands; :ind let he~· own
works praise her in the gates." .· She was la~d. to rest !n the
Kingston cemetery. Services in charge of Wilham Lewis.
Liberty is the result of la.w-not, as many suppose, of the
absence of law.--Joseph Alden. ·
·

When payment ls made; the date on yellow la.be! always shows the
time to which you -have paid, or the time when your subscription expires.
If not changed within a month .after payment is made notify· us.
The paper will not lie sent to persons who are six months In arrears,
unless special arrangements are_ made.
All articles, Ietfers for publication, notices, etc., and comni1mlcatlons
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing /House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same.
All errors Jn the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
reported immediately, as receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the office.
· .
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per lOp words· or
fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50. cents
per 100 words or fra'ctlon thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75 words or
fraction tbereof. •.ro insure prompt insertion, make remittance' witb
notice.
·
•
For advertising rates apply to the business department._
Enj:ered at post-olll.ce, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mJlll matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders ·for all Ertslgn ·
µublicat!ons.
c

Where Is the Moral Curse of Slavecy?

(From a speech on an Indian appropriation bill in· the
United States House of Representatives, December 11, 1854.)
I have no desire to deprive the people of any state or territory in our common country of the right of adopting such
institutions for their government, when they become states,
as they please. It is anti-American and entirely .at war with
the spirit of the age about which· we hear so much. I ask
why t4e people of any section of the country should be prevented from adopting the, institutions of the south if they
wish them? Socially, morally, and politically, or in any.
respect of the question, is there any reason for depriving them
of such right? Is it for the sake of humanity that gentlemen
are not willing for the people of Kansas to assign the African
the same condition there that he occupies in the south if they
think it best to do so?
.
.
Are gentlemen willip.g to degrade their own race by. not permitting them to vote upon matters relating to tneir own government while they are endeavoring to elevate the negro to the·
standard of the white man? You may degrade the white
man, but you can. not raise the negro to the level you purpose. It is impossible. You have to reverse a law· of nature
first. Man may indulge in philanthropic speculations as much
as they please, but here is the g1'eat immutable law of·nature,
and they can not avoid it. I am not here to argue whethei'
decrees of the most high are right, wise and just. There is a
difference, a vast difference, established by the Creator between the different races of men.
For myself, I believe that he who made us all is just, and
that he made the white man as he made-him-and .he made
the negro as he made him-for wise and just purposes. Some
vessels are made for honor and some for dishonor; one star
differeth from another star in magnitude as well as in brilliancy. I believe, too, that the system of government as
adopted by the south defining the status or relation of these
two races is the best for both of them; and I am p~·epared to
argue that question with the gentlemen, here or anywhere.
Take. the negroes in Indiana, take them in the north generally,
_and compare their condition with those of the south.
·
Take them in Africa; take them anywhere on the face of the
habitable globe; and then take them in the Southern States
and· the negro population of the south are better off, ·better
' fed, better clothed, better provided for, enjoy. more happiness,
and a higher civilization than the same race has ever enjoyed
anywhere else on the face of the world. Could Howard the
philanthr~pist, who has left an undying fame for his deeds
of humamty have taken the same number of Africans from
their native country and raised them from their barbarous
condition to that of the slaves of the south, he would have
added much to. that stature of immortality which in his day
he erected to himself.
·
But some people say that slavery is a curse to the white
man. They abandon the idea that it is a curse to the negro.
They say it weakens, impoverishes and demoralizes a State.
Let us see. They say there can be no high social, moral, or
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOORI
Does a General :Ba~ing Business un?er charter Nl?. :1824 gx:anted by ~~e State of
M' ouri-the State recognized as havmg the most rigid bankmg superv1B1on of any
St~~e in the Union. State examination and, public puj;llished statement required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
]ntereat Paid on Deposits

Our business having practically doubled in the past year ~e wish .~o thank the publ~c
d invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors parlor for their
~~rrespondence wh~re plenty .of stationery will be. provided and yo,ur acquaintance,
association and busmess sohc1ted. ·
Very truly yours, ·
.
ELLIS. SHORT, Pres.
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier.
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FOR SALE
At a bargain; eight acres . well improved, five roomed cottage, good barn,
two wells, new wind pump, good orchard
wnsisting of apples, plun;is, peaches,
~berries, apricots, crabs, grapes, etc., all
bearing. Newly fenced with woven wire.
Just inside of city limits of Cameron,
Missouri, a town of four thousand inhabitants. Taxes reasonable. Address
0. T. ARNOLD, M. D.
81-4*
Cameron, Missouri.

The Floating Hospital.
material development under the institution of slavei·y. I
have before me some statistics on this point--statistics relatBoston's
floating
hospital
is one of the greatest monuments
j~g to material development. But before alluding to them I
in the history of charitable works, and Anne Hathaway tells in
will say upon the subject of morals that I saw a table of Human Life for August, the unique position that it occupies
crimes made out in the census office for 1850.
in the world of philanthropy.
From those statistics it appeared-I speak from memory;
'They tell of one mother," says the writer, "who, starved
I have not the. p·aper before me-that the number of convic- and beaten by a drunken husband, had risen early in the
tions for crimes of every grade in Massachusetts, .the land of morning, and with her wasted infant in her arms had sped
"steady habits" and where we hear so much of the immoral . toward the water front, not to find the hospital, but peace
effects of slavery, with a population under one million, was beneath the sparkling waters.
several thousand; while in the State of Georgia, with a popu"How, putting her baby's tiny hands up to her neck and
lation not so great, the similar convictions are less than 100. holding them there within her bosom, she had kissed its face
I say, then, upon the score of crime, upon the score of morals, and sped on to the portals of eternity.
.
I an1 ready tb compare my State with that of Massachusetts,
"How, when she reached the wharf, she saw a g1·eat boat
or any one of the free States. Where, then, is the moral curse riding an anchor, while hundreds of mothers, poor, humble
which arises from slavery?-A.lexander H. Stephens.
like herself, were hurrying on.board with babies in their arms,
sick babies-she recognized that fact and the wonder grew in
her eyes.
.
"At last, mustering courage, she spoke to one of her countryThe Death-Dealing House.Fly.
women and learned the mission of the boat with the snowy
The common house fly is coming to be known as the "typhoid decks, the mission of the spotlessly attired nurses, learned that
fly," and when the term becomes universal, greater care will they were to save sick babies like her own, learned also that
be exercised in protecting the house from his presence. Flies she might have a chance like the res.t to save her child.
swallow the germs of typhoid in countless millions while feed"She did save her child, who is to-day a beautiful and welling on excreta. They spread a thousand times more typhoid grown girl, a living monument to one of the greatest charigerms in their excreta than on their feet.
ties of our age and Limes."
·
As soon as the fly comes .out of his shell he is full grown
and starts out in the world to make a living, and if your
home is not clean, he knows it; for the fly cari discern. an
Where Washington Knelt in Prayer.
unclean odor for miles. A pleasant smelling substance-the
A few years ago, Valley .Forge was one of the most negfragrance of flowers, geraniums, mignonette, lavendar, or any
lected of the nation's historic places. Visitors saw Washperfumery-will drive them away.
The fly lays her eggs in the manure pile or some other filthy ington's headquarters and then wandered around aimlessly,
place. All the germs-all the 'microbes-fasten themselves on regarding with disappointment the rubbish-choked ditches that
the spongy feet. The fly brings them into the house and were pointed out as the entrenchments dug by the patriots of
wipes them off. The fly that you see walking over your food '77. A few vagrant looking sign-boards informed the tourists
is covered with filth and germs. If there is any dirt in your that the almost obliteriited lines were forts, constructed by
house, or about your premises, or .those of your neighbors, he Washington's soldiers; but the entire camp ground was rapidly
dissolving itself into the scenery, and landmarks were becom~as just come from it. Watch him, as he stands on the sugar,
mdustriously wiping his feet. He is getting rid of. disease ing more and .more difficult to find.
All this has now been changed. The trenches have been
germs, rubbing them on the sugar that you are going to_ eat,
leaving the poison for you to swallow. This does more to cleared of rubbish, the forts restored, monuments erected,
markers
placed to show where the men of the various States
SJ?read typhoid fever, cholera infantum and other intestinal
had their headquarters, and the entire camp fairly bristles
diseases than any other cause..
with signposts to guide the patriotic visito1:,
Don't allow flies in your house. Don't buy food stuffs where
Most notab.Ie of all is the Memorial Chapel and Patriot's
flies are tolerated. ·Don't allow you'J.· fruits and confections to Hall,
erected on the spot whe~e Washington knelt ~o ask divine
be exposed to the swarms of flies. Don't let flies crawl over aid for
his difficult and seemmgly hopeless campaign.
the baby's mouth and swarm upon the nipple of its nursing
bottle. Dispose of waste materials in such a way that the
house fly can not propagate, for flies breed in horse manure,
decaying vegetables, dead animals, and all kinds of filth.
!The Heaviest Offense.
L~ok ~fter the garbage can, see that it is cleaned, sprinkled
our form of government all authority is vested in
w!th hme or kerosene oil1 and closely covered. Screen all theUnder
people and by them delegated· to those who represent them
wmdows and doors and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker, in official
There can be no offense heavrnr than that
and everyone from whom you buy foodstuffs does the same. of him incapacity.
whom such a sacred tr~st has been l·epo~ed, who
Reme~fier that a large percentage of flies breed-in ~he stable.
sells it for his own gain and enrichment. . . . He Is worse
There 1s more health in a well-screened house than m many a than
the thief, for the thief rops t~e individual, whil«; the
doctor's visit.-B. M. Clinedinst, in The Christian Herald.
corrupt . official plunders an ent1r_e city or state. He 1s as
wicked as a murderer, for .the murderer m~y only take one.
life against the law, while the. corrupt official .and. the man
·No free government or the blessing of liberty can be pre- who corrupts the official alike aim at t~e. assassmatwn of the
commonwealth itself.... The first reqms1te of successful S!Jlfserv~d to any people but by a firm adherence to justice, mod-.
erat10n, temperance, frugality, and virtue, and by a frequent gov rnment is unflinching enforcement of the law and the
cuttlng out of corruption.-Theodore Roose,•elt.
recurrence to ~undamental principles.-Patrick Henry. .
I
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LAMONI. REAL• ESTATE

. ·. 1
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.We have--just issued a descdptive circular giving description of farms and
town 'properties we ·nave for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send your address on a
postal card and we will mail you a· copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.

1

onaer1ana
Is

Yellowstone· National Park
A vacation spent there, ~here geysers, mud volcanoes, hot springs, mineral
springs, colored pools, mountains and canyons, - lakes, rivers and waterfalls,
wild animals and wild flowers abound on every side, will do more to rebuild
the worn body than any place you could go.
And the most comfortable and best way to reach without change the official
entrance is in

Luxurious Burlingtori Route Trains
The low price of vacation tickets is an added inducement to visit Yellowstone
Park. You will enjoy the

Burlington's Yellowstone Park~Folder
copy of which I'll gladly hand you on application. It contains a ·history of
the Park and description of its wonders with the best tourieiit map of the Park published-also beautifully illustrated.
If you would prefer a camping trip, we will send. you.
our folder on the Cody Trail to the Yellowstone.

-,~.

Jo.bn· A. Kerr

..

Five p~r cent interest·
Paid on Time Depooils at the

.L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R.

FARMERS STATE BANK

-~
';_

~~

.

·,_

has lived in .Jndepemlei1ce twenty year11.
I have many residences, vacan_t lots, suburban acres, from ~ne acr_e up....,...~nd
farms from 40 acres to 500 that I can ·
sell for the .least money ' that ,will· buy
them.. I i'6fez yvu tG an7 bank cf thia ·city
or Kansas City, as to my standing as a
· business man. Correspondence· solicited.
Office, ()hrisman Sawyer Bank Building,
Independence, Missouri, Bell 890..:....Home
504.
.
8

----.--

LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00 ·
COMPLETE CONTROL

Incorporated under the banking la}Va of the

All necesaery operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of. the iighi: running", easy action l'"'-fodel 10 (Visible)

State of low11, and under direct control
oi the Auditor oi State.

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Doqg)e.a Streets, Omahtt. 1 Nebraska

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
.

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faitli:. It is a smi:1ll
library of -information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-111-4, respectively.
.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. ·A. Duncan.

-KNOBNOSTER REAL EST.ATE
\

5 per ·cent
ltel~aildt•Mi~l•lltJ~iI•IMHl
Capital and Surplus Earnings • $ 50,000.00

. Assets Over

400,000.00

five per cent per annum interest will be pnid on one year dep'osits. Send your surplus funds to
this Bank by ~~ii, and prompt attention will be given. Address

THE STATE SAVlNGS'BANK OF LAMONI, LAMONI, IOWA
UST OF DIRECTORS:

Wm. Anderson; Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer Oecar
Anda•on. W. A. Hopkino, .Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderion.

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

YOUNG MAN -WANTED ··
To learn the soda and lunch business.
Steady position for a bright young man .
Latter Day Saint preferred, ahd one
who can play some instrument in an
orchestra. This place must be filled by
September 1. For furthei' information
addrnss,
31-2
C. A. FREES,
801 Randolph Street,
Traverse City, Mich.
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Official Publication
of the Reorganized Church of Jesm Chi·iat of Latter Day
.
. Samu
lllntered as second-clan matter l\t Lamoni post-omce.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciple• indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth ahall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"There shall not any man among you have aave it
be one wife; and concubinoa he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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Editorial
ANCIENT AMERICANS MIGRATED NORTHWARD.

TERRITORY OF TEPIC, MEXICO, August,
1909.-About where the imaginary fractional 'meridian of 104
degrees 30 minutes west intersects latitude 20 degrees 30
minutes north, twelve or fifteen miles W. N. W. from the
town of l\fascota, in the western part of the State of Jalisco,
Mexico, is a record left by some forgotten race which would
doubtless prove of absorbing interest to the ethnologist curious as to the mystery of those unknown, pre-Aztec peoples
who undoubtedly inhabited certain parts of the west coast of
Mexico in the remote ages of the past.
This consists of a well-preserved series of inscriptions
deeply and skillfully incised on the face of a porphyry cliff,
at present almost inaccessible, but which, judging from the
amount of talus at its foot, must, in some far distant period,
have been easier of ascent.
.
From the evenness of the cut and regularity of the individual characters of the inscription it is quite evident that
this message from the unknown past was graven in the obdurate stone by no 'prentice hand. This was the decisive,
unhesitating work of a master, familiar with his work and
competent to convey in permanent, lucid form, some story of
seeming import to unborn posterity.
The writing, which is in two distinct sections, runs in regular horizontal lines-but in which direction it should be read
it is impossible, of course, to say. In character it appears
to have progressed beyond the purely primitive hieroglyphic
type, and to have entered that more advanced stage of conventionalized symbolism, where the obviousness of the hieroglyphical significance of the character is subo1'.dinated to
cursiveness and ease in formation. The general appearance
of the writing is even and graceful and the impression left
on the observer is that this memorial from the past could not
have come from a race in the initial stage of cultural progress. There is too much of finish and decisive definiteness of
purpose in the work to admit of this conclusion.
What most impressed this observer in. studying the inscription in detail was the frequent recurrence of certain characters strikingly similar in form to some of those shown by
Doctor Lumholz, the Norwegian archreologist, in inscriptions
discovered by him, in the abandoned cliff dwellings of Arizona
and in the ancient cave sepultures of the Tarahumare pagan
tribes of southwestern Chihuahua, on wliich he mainly relies
in his assumption of a common origin. The Mascota inscription appea1·s far less crude in design and workmanship than
those discovered by Doctor Lumholz, and comparably are as
the tentative efforts of a beginner in chirography to the work
of a master in the art.
.Owing to the ·almost insup~rable difficulty of ascent of the
chff, observation of the inscription under discussion was
made from the preca1·ious edge of a shelf of rock. at about a
similar altitude, some distance in front, through field giasses,
AMATLAN DE CANAS,

NUMBER 33

but it is hoped that by the use of a swinging' platfo1;m, suspended from above, a closer inspection may be made.
The appearance of the characters is indicated by the subjoined detached symbols, which give a general idea of their
characteristic forms:
These are not exactly literal, perhaps, but they suggest the
peculiarities 0£ the characters, and will serve to substantiate
the observer's claim to their resemblance to those found in
the ancient cliff dwellings.
Most ethnologists appear to assume that the migration of
. American aborigines was from the north southward, and that
as they moved toward the more fruitful south they progressed
in cultural advancement and civilization.
This appears fundamentally wrong in theory. Draper enunciates the doctrine that culture is more uniform and homogeneoi1s in a primitive civilization moving between latitudinal
zones than across them, topographical obstacles being equal,
and finds climatic reasons for this difference in racial evolution. As a lesson from historical precedent, as we know it,
the first civilizations, unassisted by modern artificial aidfl,
developed in southern lands, where the friendliness and fruitfulness of nature afforded more of leisure for observation and
mental comparison than did the rigorous exigencies of a
northern cliniate, where the incessant struggle for n1ere exist..
ence gave little time for speculative surmise and contemplative comparison-the very source of intellectual development
and progress.
Hence, when we find cognate races of wide differences of
social development, and the higher civilization in the blander
climate of southern latitudes, while that of their northern
brethren is crude and primitive, it appea1·s more logical to
assume that the civilization was lost by the latter by a nor.thern migTation, rather than that the race had improved its
state by coming southwardJ where, as we know, all unassisted primitive civilization had its origin.
This seems borne out by an observation of Pickett, in his
Hi.story of Alabama, as far as the aboriginal Americans· ate
concerned, where he mentions the fact that the Muskokis, or
Creeks, as the English called them, wer·e newcomers in Alabama, and that their language, traditions and customs were
alien, and pointed to a Mexican origin, though they were a
much cruder race than their congeners to the south. In
other words, in their long wanderings among a ruder people,
they had lost much of the cultural advancement of their k_indred, as white ~rontiersmen have frequently done, under like
conditions.
From this it is concluded that the mound builders of Ohio
and the Mississippi Valley, and the cliff dwellers of New
Mexico and Arizona were not the percursors of a race who
improved their civilization by southern migratio~ to Mexico
.and ·central America, but that exactly the opposite was the
case and that the former peoples, by a migratory movement
to the harder conditions and in the face of ruder dangers of
the north lost wholly or in large part, the civilization with
which th:y left their ancestral homes in the south, and were
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destroyed or merged with the crude barbarity of th1i n!Jrthern
tribes.
It certainly seems more consistent to believe that the lost
cliff dwellers were finally exterminated by their natural enemies, ·the Apaches, rather than that they esc.aped t~ found a
marvelous civilization, as Toltec or Aztec, m Mex1co.-San

Antonio Light and Gazette, March 6, 1910.
THE ROBERTS-MINTUN DEBATE.

The editors are in receipt of the tfollowing letter from
Bro. J. F. Mintun, outlining his experiences in the recent
debate with w. G. Roberts. The letter was received too late
for publication in the regular department, consequently we
give it space in the editorial department, as we feel that many
of our readers will be interested in learning the outcome of
the affair:

A word from me in regard to the late debate that
I held with W. G. Roberts may be of interest to some,
for it was dissimilar to any I have held, and closed
rather abruptly.
He began the debate by giving notice in the Octogmphic Review that we were "Mormons," and that
"It will be a battle for truth against infidelity. They
are a set of infidels. If you never heard a debate with an infidel .attend at Ottumwa, Iowa, and
you will."
Mr. Roberts has no argument, or if he has, he
doesn't know how to present it. What he calls argument is mere assertion, and he expects because of
the prejudice of the people that they will accept
anything he will say as against what scriptures we
may present in favor of the faith we represent.
His demeanor from the first was of a silly character, using such expressions as, "I will spank 'em";
"I will skin 'em''; "I know· that it hurts, but you will
have to take your medicine"; "I have nothing to do
but to look nice and sweet and pretty"; which he
came over three or four times. "If he is not careful
I will tell all that he believes"; "Abominable stuff";
"Mormon howl"; "Mules in Missouri as old as his
church"; "Mormon hash fried and dried"; "Universalism"; "Russellism"; "Adventism," etc., etc., etc.
Then he would take a position and when its absurdity was shown he would deny that he. took such a
position, and say, "Why will he thus misrepresent
me?" "Don't he know that I would' expose him,"
and then he would make statements, and when the
exact statement was repeated he would deny making
it. He said several times when quoting from David
Whitmer's Address that he was quoting from "one.of
them," "one of their church," and wl:J.en I referred
to it he denied saying it, but I showed from three
statements in one speech that he did say it, and then
he would say nothing more about it.
His methods .of cgnducting himself and his uncouth and ridiculous expressions drove the people
from the debate till on the l~st night there were
only about thirty present, and they of his yeople and
the Saints.
·

August 17, 1910

He was called do~n repeatedly by the chairman,
Mr. J. A. Ballard, a man who has .had much to do
with the law as justice of the peace, and a'very fair
man, and of good judgment. At the close of th~ second proposition I gave notice publicly that if he continued his present dishonorable methods I should calJ
the debate off, for I would 'not stoop to follow him in
his disreputable methods. The b!Jard of moderators
then took the matter under advisement and after deliberating a half hour decided that he must cease
making personal attacks on nie, as he had repeatedly
done, and of using the term Mormons as a term
applied to us as a people, and by insinuating arguments make it appear that we believe in stealing,
in the Danite band, and in· polygamy. We started
upon the third proposition with that understanding,
but he had continued but a short time till the same
tactics were pursued, and on Friday night he read
a quotation made by the Savior while here instructing the people in reference to the promises of God
made to Israel through Micah, in which it is said
that if the Gentiles did not repent Israel would be
among them as a lion among sheep, and then made
the application that it was known what that meant,
that all believers in the Book of Mormon would be
inrn a lion among sheep, and then with all the··vehemence he could exert warned the people as to what
they might expect, and what their friends in Missouri might expect, advising them to warn their
friends, if they had any in Missouri, .to flee out of
the State for the reason that they did not know when
Independence in all her strength might rise up. He
was called to a point of order, and took back what
he had said· about Independence, but it was said, and
what he had said insinuating that the Saints would
destroy life, was not taken back. I said nothing, but
decided that I would be truthful to my notice, and
so prepared my summary on the third proposition,
and I declared the debate off, in the following language:
"When I meet an infidel I desire to meet one who
honestly professes to be one.
"When I meet a Brighamite I wish to meet a person who professes to be one.
"When I meet a man who professes to be a representative of Jesus the Christ I desire to meet one
who does not profess to believe the Bible and in his
ways deny it.
"When I debate upon that which is sacred, and so
important as that which relates to the salvation of
souls, or that whieh others esteem to be sacred, I
will treat the subject with respect, and the person
representing it as though. he was honest,-not a
thief or polygamist, or murderer,-and'one who has
as good right to his belief as I have,, and I expect
them to treat me the same, and this treatment has
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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not been accorded me, only so far as Mr. Roberts has
been compelled to accord it.
"By reason of the respect I have for Jesus Christ
whom I serve; in respect to honorable manhood; in
respect to the members of the church here represented ; in respect to my brethren and sisters whom
I represent as they are in the Lord ; in respect to the
neighborhood and the city of Ottumwa in which this
debate is being held; in respect to the rules of honorable debate so often violated by my opponent,-he
giving as his excuse for this condition that the rules
could not be observed inviolate; and in respect to ·
the good judgment of those within and without the
church of which I am a member who have expressed
themselves disgusted with the deportment beheld in
this debate by my opponent, some of them having
thus expressed themselves being m.embers of the
church of which Mr. Roberts is a representative;
"I hereby declare, so far as I am connected with
it, that the debate is closed, the contract entered
into having been so grossly violated by my opponent
that I feel I am freed froni further obligation to said
contract."
The course I pursued was indorsed by my moderator, the Saints without an exception, the chairman,
and all those not members of the church Mr. Roberts
represented, and even by some of them, who :;i.fter
coming one or two nights would not return, giving
as their reason that they were disgusted with Mr.
Roberts' manner of conducting a religious debate
and of treating sacred subjects.
The chairman said that it was the only honorable
thing left to do, as it was a disgrace to us to have to
continue to follow Mr. Roberts in his dishonorable
course. He further said that Mr. Roberts ·could not
be held down with a block and tackle, and that if he
gave him a chance he would tell him that he was the
most unfair man in debate that he had ever seen.
He further said that he had not sustained a point in
the debate.
Mr. Roberts' stock in trade is assertion, ridicule,
misrepresentation, Brighamite arguments, and insinuating arguments of a criminating nature. His
methods are too low for one who has respect for the
name of Christ, and the intelligent among the people
to follow. The result of such proceedings is to lessen
respect for that which· claims to be sacred, and by
being associated with Mr. Roberts as a disputant
we are credited with being an accessory in permitting such work being done in the name of the Christ.
I am convinced that Mr. Roberts has pursued such a
course so long, and is developing along the line of
such dishonorable methods that he himself does
not realize to what extent he is carrying it. He. is
so egotistic, bom.basti~, and full of ridicule and sarcasm, that he can not treat an opponent with even
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gentlemanly respect, saying nothing about Christlike demeanor.
His ignorance, either real or professed, at times
is painful, and it is evident that through his opposition to the truth and his great desire to be in
debate, it is having a debasing effect on him. His
silly demeanor before the public is painful to behold
by the more refined and intelligent, and causes those
who are of a devoted disposition to look with disrespect upon those who profess to bear the name of
Christ.
Brother Berve and I have concluded that the pub~
lie should be apprised of the character of Mr.
Roberts as a debater, and of his deportment. He
has but little influence. What influence he has is of
such a character as to keep the more intelligent and
spiritual minded away from a debate that anyone
may hold with him. I heard from several in the
city of Ottumwa that the reason they did not come
to this debate, was because they knew Rober.ts and
the methods he pursues, and they, did not Wish to
hear him, that his methods were below' their resp~t
•
I am sorry that anyone will willingly place themselves at so low a plane intellectually and i·eligiously
as Mr. Roberts does, but I have written this to let
alJ know the facts in the case, that they may know
how to govern themselves in the future.
The Saints of Ottumwa are coming into a better
spiritual condition, and ·trust that they may fully
enjoy the blessings that God has in store for them.
They have a commodious place to worship, and there
are some very spiritual' and devoted Saints there,
judging from what I have seen. Though there are
but a few of them, yet there was a cheerfulness in
the manner in which they met the expense of the
debate.
I am under lasting obligations for the help received from my moderator, Elder Amos Berve, and
for the evidence that God hears and answers in a
marvelous way' the prayers of his people. I was
continually blessed with the presence and guiding
influence of the Holy Spirit, and the abuse that
Roberts used towards me did not disturb me, but
when he asserted that which gave all t.o understand
that we believed in stealing, polygamy, and murder,
then I was moved to give Mr. Roberts a warning,
and it was in a measure needed, but he was so imbued with such a spirit of misrepresentation and
desirous of inflicting upon others that which would
hurt their feelings, that he could not, s·o he said, keep
from that way of doing, saying, "I know it hurts, but
you will have to take your medicine."
The Saints in this district are preparing for the
reunion to begin next Friday at Fraser, Iowa. The
Saints of the city are having a Sunday school picnic
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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to-day, and to take a little rest I shall associate with
the children.
With love towards all and with malice towards
none, but that truth may be held sacred, I pen the
~~

~~Mrnru~

THE FORTHCOMING ARTICLE ON SOCIALISM.

Some of our Socialist friends have felt that articles appearing in the SAINTS' HERALD in the past
have misrepresented Socialism. In order to be perfectly fair and give these brethren representation,
the editors announced some time ago that they would
publish the best article on Socialism, from Socialist
standpoint, received before June 1. A number of
articles were received and were submitted to three
disinterested judges, not resident in Lamoni, ·all of
whom are students of Socialism and one of whom
is an active Socialist. The manuscripts were numbered and the names of the authors were not made
known to the judges. The judges gave first place
to article No. 3, written by Victor W. Gunsolley.
His article will appear in the next number of the
HERALD. '
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At a meeting of the trustees of the Order, held
August 6, at Independence, Missouri, sixteen names
were voted upon for admission to the Order, and·
sixteen additional names were presented to be voted
upon at the next regular meeting. The addition of
the new members to the charter members makes a
membership of forty-one, which will undoubtedly he
rapidly increased.
Contributions to the Order continue to come in
in small quantities and we are pleased to receipt for
such amounts as interested friends feel like donating, to get the work well started. As the work of the
Order develops and opens before us, the whole duty
of those ·a«iliated with the Order will become more
and more apparent, and from the present outlook
the members will be ready to do their full _d~ty.

With feelings of gratitude that work of a momentous character is being continually undertaken by
the church at large, I am,
Very sincerely yours,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,

Secretary of the Order.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.

It will be of interest to readers of the HERALD to
know that the work of the United Order of Enoch
is progressing steadily though perhaps slowly. In
fact, in view of the nature of the work which the
Order will eventually be compelled to undertake it
is the better part of wisdom that the Order should
move slowly in its developments. Opinions as to the
functions of the Order, particularly as to the details
of its work, differ widely, as is readily apparent in
listening to the comments and criticisms which have
been and are being passed upon the Order as at
present instituted; but we have been told that in a
multitude of council there is· wisdom, and perhaps
safety lies not so much in following the opinions and
dictations of one or two men, as in awaiting for the
impulse which must necessarily come from weight
of unanimous opinion, maturely ripened.
In negotiating for the tract of land to the south
of Independence, known as the Edgefield Addition,
the Order has done so with the view to disposing of
it in tracts such as are suitable for and desired by
persons looking for home spots. The ground is being platted and properly arranged ·for such home
sites, and we are hopeful that it will soon be available for such.
It will be of further interest to those who are
watching the developments of the Order to know that
headquarters has been secured at 102 North River
boulevard, Independence, Missouri, which will be
fitted up for suitable office, and for a place where
visiting members of the Order can be properly cared
for.

We want to call the attention of our readers to the
advisability of addressing their mail properly. This
week we are publishing notices that were delayed
several days in getting to the printers because parties addressed their letters to individuals instead of
to the editors, which necessitated forwarding back to
the office after having been forwarded from this
office to the editor who had been addressed personally. We assume no responsibility for ·delay when
mail is addressed personally in su.ch a way that it
can not be ascertained that it is intended for publication. . Letters so sent may be forwarded several hundred miles to reach the parties for whom they are
apparently intended, only to be returned, as have
several this month, to our office. Those who are wise
will remember this injunction. .
Under date of July 22, Apostle John W. Rushton
writes that he will sail from Liverpool, October 11,
on the steamship Ivernia. .The Saints in America
will welcome him to his new field of labor.
We are in receipt of a copy of Holly Leaves, "published monthly in the interest of the second branch
Reorganized Church," Kansas City, Missouri, J. W.
Nanny, editor. This number contains a history of
the destruction and reorganization of the church,
and departments devoted to Religio, Sunday school,
and temperance. May Holly Leaves never fall.
"The que~ti?n is not, is life worth living, .but are
you worth hvmg it?"
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articies
LEAVES FROM LIFE.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER R. M •. ELVIN.

In harmony with your kind invitation, I pen this
autobiographical sketch for publication.
Far away o'er the rolling wave on the bank of the
historic Clyde, in the Trongate, Glasgow, Lanarkshire, Scotland, January 6, 1846---time and place of
my birth.
I was the eldest child of Robert C. B. and Martha
(Baird) Elvin, and the offspring of anti-polygamous
parentage, born in the faith of the restored gospel,
I was never taught, neither did I imbibe the doctrine of any other religious society.
When about two weeks old I was blessed under
the name of Moroni, and had not my parents and
others followed the foolish fashion of shortening the
name to "Ronie," .I suppose that I. would have passed
through life with the name of him who delivered the
Nephite records to Joseph Smith. When about eight
years of age father bought a yoke of oxen, one of
which we called "Roan." This so set me against
my nickname that I entered a protest! and this was
effectual, for a few months later I was permitted to
make choice of a new name-the result was the world
and the church has a Robert 1\1. Elvin, and this name
has been acknowledged from on high in prophecy,
tongues and interpretation, and in revelation.
In the fall of 1849 father immigrated to America,
via Liverpool, New Orleans, to Saint Louis, Missouri.
Our trip across the Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and the
Gulf of Mexico was made in the good ship James
Pendle. I was almost four at the time our journey
ende'cl. There remains on memory's, wall the following:
The steward of the ship, an African servant, gave
me a piece of pie. Because his hands and face were
black I threw the gift in his· face and exclaimed,
"Dirty!"
Another incident: Father had me astride . his
shoulder in a nude state, and some one laughed at
me, This made me ashamed, and was a painful experience, but perhaps a blessing in disguise, as I have
since been carefully modest in the presence of both
sexes.
·One of the most pleasant and beautiful sights was
a sunfish. I was held up to the ship's side by a
sister, Julia Crijse, and there were- many gazing at
this wonder of sea life. It looked like a great round
plate of shining gold in the blue water, some ten or
more feet in size.
Our trip up the Mississippi River was on the
steamboat Uncle Sam. I remember but one event on
that trip: An English brother with a b'llcket on the
end of a rope went to the side of the boat to draw
·water from the river. The momentum of the steamer
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and the river being in opposite directions was cer. tainly not understood or realized by the poor fellow,
and he went head first into the water. The boat
slowed up and deck hands put out in yawls, but his
body was not recovered.
My first remembrance of snow was the morning
after our arrival at Saint LQuis.
Shortly after father came to the last named place,
he opened an upholstery and secondhand store on the
corner of Ninth and Market streets. We lived in
back rooms of the store. The ·old building still
stands, or did in 1904, when I visited it. The only
things that seemed natural were the old front doors
and the step thereto.
Early one beautiful summer morning in 1850 I
was carried away with the excitement and rush of
people going to a big fire-the burning of a castor
oil 'factory. The more water that was thrown upon
the fire the wider it spread, as the burning oil floated
on top of the wate1;. Many buildings and steamboats
went up in smoke.. As the sun went down in the
west I was a lost boy! Hungry and crying I knew
not where to go. A big policeman took me up in .his
arms and asked, "What is your name, my little
man?"
"Ronie," was my simple answer.
"Have you no other name?"
"No, sir."
"What is your father's name?"
"Papa."
"Has he no other name?"
"No, sir."
"Well, my little man; where do' you live?"
"On the corner of Ninth and Market streets."
"All right, we will go there."
He bore me in his strong arms, and after a long
walk we came to the store door. The lights were
burning. As the policeman stepped in mother appeared at the partition door crying, and throwing
up her hands she exclaimed, "There is my boy!"
Father was away hunting the lost.
Some time later I was pushed into an old cellar
in which there were about two feet of water. The
top of my head was eut open on a broken bottle,
and I was taken out of the water and carried home
in an unconscious condition. When I came to, men
were praying for me with their hands upon my
head.
The elders from Utah were constantly exhorting
the Saints to move on to Salt Lake, calling Saint
Louis by the ugsome title of "Hello kitchen," and
asserting that Saints could not reside there a year
or more and retain their faith. This was partially
true; for hundreds and thousands departed their
first love· of the gospel in that city.
. Late in the fall of 1852 my ·father disposed of his
business, and stored in a warehouse to be S(mt up
the Missouri River such goods as he expected to take
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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to Utah the following spring, and he drove through church?" The answer was, "He lost the Spirit, got
to Kanesville, now called Council Bluffs, with horse into trouble, and thought he was wronged."
As to polygamy she said : "It was never heard of
team. The passengers in the wagon consisted of
till
after the death of the prophet, only in condemnafather, mother, and two children, a Bro. William
Gibson, wife, and child. The balance of the load ·tion of those who were secretly guilty; and not until
was the necessities for camping and living outdoors lately was there any who advocated it."
Late in the wintei· of 1854-55 there came to father's
during the twenty-one days occupied on the trip. One
two
missionaries, Eli B. Kelsey and Alexander Piper.
day while eating dinner we saw many Indians on
the opposite bank of the river and our departure They urged quite vehemently that father remove the
was hasty, nor did we stop for supper, but continued next spring to Utah as that would be the only place
our drive away into the night, and no fire was built for the safety of life and property, and while I sat
for fear of attracting the red men. Next 'morning, on the knees of Piper, Kelsey took from his inside
long before daylight, we were on the move, and not coat pocket a written document and read the revelation on the Rebellion, and their argument painted the
till near noon did we stop for breakfast.·
forthcoming
scenes of terror anfl <'nrnnP'P. in n most
One day shortly after this scare mother set' out
fearful exaggeration.' All ~e;~-vi~ibI~~~~;ed ;ith
afoot just after dinner, and we drove for miles, and
not overtaking her we became alarmed lest the In- the impetuosity of' their fervid testimony. Notwithdians had captured her. Father stopped and went standing the long ago of the scene the appearance
back on a horse all the way to where we stopped for and emphasis of my father is still fresh upon my
dinner. Mother had taken the wrong road, and not mind. He arose to his feet, tears in his eyes, lookseeing us coming had turned back. She was weary ing and pointing heavenward he said in a strong
and worn when found. Oh, how our little hearts voice: "The God who could protect me in Utah,
rejoiced on the return of our parents in the gloam- can protect me and mine in any other part of ·the
ing, and our thankfulness was expressed in tears world."
I may add, father was never in Utah tHl the sumand sobs! Who can tell the hardships and fears of
mer
of 1887, and that was on a short visit to my
pioneer life but those who have passed the experience
uncle
and family. Nevertheless, his best horse and
thereof?
eight head of young cattle went in the spring of
Our traveling companions left us at Saint Joseph,
1855 and that without his consent.
and we were glad, for it lightened the load, and
In March, 1856, father moved to southeastern Neremoved the heart trial of murmuring and complain- braska and settled adjacent to a Pawnee village on
ing.
the south fork of the Weeping Water. For six
The last of the journey it was bitter cold, and the weeks we lived in a tent while building our log house.
last two nights were spent respectively at "Lone Father paid in advance to have ten acres of the virTree," now Hamburg, and "Coonville," now Glen- gin soil plowed, but the man failed to keep his conwood, Iowa. At this last stop the principal place of tract until it was too late for us to obtain a crop that
business was an inn, a two-story log house with a tall season, and the winter of 1856-57 was the most sepole set in front with a stuffed coon on the top vere for years, and with deep snow on the ground for
thereof. The proprietor was a recusant Mormon, almost four months. For six weks of that time our
and his chief delight was the exchange of liquid family had nothing to eat but deer meat, not even
spirits for ready cash.
so much as salt did we have. It was broil, boil, fry,
Our first night in Kanesville was spent at the or roast three times a day. The first change of food
hostelry of Elder James Little. His inn stood where was sod corn, for which a dollar a bushel was· paid,
the Methodist Broadway church now stands. The and we ca,rried it on our backs eight miles. After
next day we located in a log hut on Hyde street. shelling some mother would put it into the QVen and
The word volygnmy first impinged upon my hear- parch and then pass it through the old coffee mill.
ing-a Sister Piper hung herself because her hus- That mill, unlike the mills of the gods, did not grind
band paid too close attention to a young sister.
exceedingly fine, but say ! those little corn cairns withThe goods that father left to be shipped when o_µt salt or soda, made up with water and fried in
n~vigation opened were lost on the ill-fated Selndn
deer•fat, have never been surpassed. by any cake or
and this loss changed father's program, for he pur~ food of any kind that came ,between my grinders.
ch~sed a small farm in Davis' Camp, some three Ah, want is what puts the keen edge upon relish!
miles from Council Bluffs. One of our near neighbors
We continued on tJ;ie farm until late in the fall
was Andrew Jackson, a brother-in-law of Oliver of 1860, and I wish to record for the consideration of
Cowdery, and well-to-do. I remember being at Mr. the young people who may chance to read this the
Jackson's and listeping to a conversation between happiest days of my life and the freest from 'care
my father and the mother of Oliver ,Cowdery. She were ·spent in the log cabin on the farm · and notwas asked the· question, "Why did Oliver leave the withstanding the privation of the pioneer, the drudg- .
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ery of the boy on_ the farm, the want of associates George M. Rush came to our town and held a few
and society, nevertheless there are unalloyed pleas- meetillgs at the home of William Lane. The next
ure and happiness in the absolute freedom of the month an attempt was made in a more public mannew country; to ride a swift horse on· the wide;. ner. An old paint shop, centrally located, was fixed up
spreading, undulating prairie in chase of the deer for meetings with a dry goods box for a pulpit, and
or wolf, to hunt or fish at will is gratifying, and in boards upon nail kegs and soap boxes for pews. Here
the evening gather in front of the fireplace around was where l attended the first service and I want
the family table and listen to father read from the · to tell you about it. I had been singing i~ the CongreBible, books, or papers.
gational choir for some time, and was well acquainted
At time of last date above we moved into Nebraska with all the young people of the town, so that
City, at that time a small frontier village built up bright Sunday morning when I·went to that old paint
near the original Fort Kearney. For me there were shop I felt for some reason that I have never fully
new life and experiences that I will not occupy space understood, a fear or shame come over me, and to
to give in detail. ·have anyone see me go to that "Mm:mon meeting," .
When the war of 1861 swept through our country, oh, that was too much! This strange power or feelit set on fire the enthusiasm of the loyal citizens to ing was so strong that I passed by and walked dear
"Old Glory," and our village partook of the excite- around the block. There was a side door to the old
ment. A mass ·meeting was called, war speeches paint shop at which I halted. I looked in every direcmacle and cheered. My father being an ex-British . tion, and not seeing anyone, I hurriedly dodged in.
soldier was loudly called. He went to the stand and That service did me no particular good so far as
his address in behalf of the flag of his adopted conn- what :vas sai·d i for my mind was not upon the
try was the climax of the evening. It was the first preachmg, but how could I get out of and away
time I heard my father talk in public and I felt from that place without any person seeing me? I
proud of him when he was the first rr:an to write was indeed a fish out of water, or a cat in a strange
his name upon the roll for service. One hundred and garret. However, I bethought me to move out in the
eleYen others followed, and father, by reason of his midst of the people and down a side street and thence
military training, was elected captain.
up an alley and thus make my escape. Over and
. t ory over again .the thought came, or
0 11 e add i·t·10na1 war i•tem. Aft er a great v1c
. seemed to be whis.
by the Union army we celebra.ted the event one dark, pered, I will never b~ caught I~ that crowd agam,
ra 1·11 ,, ni'ght 'th b fi
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and was mterested to a degree 111 the sermon, noted
I
•
down all the quotations, and read them before sleepSh · .
. e p~mted to her footstool for l'l}e to be seated, ing; but the one thing that made a lasting, lifelong
an.cl puttmg her hand upon my damp and hot head impression was the closing hymn and the following
said, "My. boy, you little know or understand the portion was burned into my ver; soul:
cost of this great battle. M'bre than ten thousand
"We want no cowards in our band,.
brave men lie unburied upon the battlefield, and the
Who will our colors fly;
thousands more who are wounded and pe1~haps left
We
call for valiant-hearted men,
cripples for life, and the host who are made widows,
Who're not afraid to die."
and the fatherless children. Think of all this and
ask why do I cry."
Oh, the chain of thought that verse set agog in my
That was the most effectual 'sermonette I ever brain, and I just loathed myself for the cowardice
listened to. I did think .and have thought· many, of the morning; but the crisis was passed and living
~any times since: No· great victory, no, not even was a new life, and study had something of eternal
m spiritual warfare, is won only itt the expenditure value in it.
of life and wealth-yea, without sacrifice and great
For the next two months the midnight oil was asloss. Well hath the inspired man said: "These are siduously consumed while I devoted myself to the
they which come up out of great tribulation, and reading of all that I could possess or borrow that
have washed their robes and- made them white in the was exegetical of the doctrine and history of the
blood of the Lamb."
·
Church of Latter Day Saints, and the thirst for
During the fall of 1865 ·I had a prolonged sieg~ knowledge and truth begotten at that period of .life
of typhoid fever and while convalescent I did con- has never al}ated an iota, and with avidity have I
siclerable readin.g in Cartle's Pictorial Bible.
pursued all that time and money would permit, both
January, 1866, Elder·s Wheeler . Baldwin and .,/;avorable to the church, and of the anti~Morinon
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sort, and I confess that much of. the latter may be
illustrated like the sturdy miner delving in mother
earth, shovelins- tons of material to obtain a single
grain of gold,
April 8, 1866, the Nebraska City Branch was organized and I was made secretary thereof, and a
week later, the 15th, I was the first one baptized at
that place. Elder Georg€! M. Rush officiated. The
work grew quite rapidly, and they still continue to
"hold the fort."
·
Shortly after my baptism came a proposition to
ordain me to the office of priest. Immediately there
·arose within me an opposition to this, and I asked for
time to consider and to study the duties thereof. I
was never so ordained.
The following dream has been helpful all through
my long gospel experience, and difficulties in penury.
In dream I was on the hilltop in a narrow path
which led directly west, and was both straight and
lonesome. At the bottom of the incline was a stretch
of flat land that had been timbered, but fire had left
only blackened stumps and logs 'mid tall grass and
rank weeds. The sun was low in the west when I
reached this level spot. To the right of the path I
saw a small "comma'' marble, and taking one step
from the path I picked it up. As I did so I saw a
striped marble some two or three steps farther away
from the path, and as I picked it up I saw a beautiful
china marble. After this I went, and the increased
value but whetted my desire for more, and the next
attraction .was an agate. I was elated as I picked it
up. Some fifteen feet further I spied a chunk of gold
some two or three pounds in weight. As I held this
in my hand contemplating its great value I realized
that the sun had gone down and that it was dark
and that I could not see or find the narrow path. Oh,
the fear and torment of my soul as I knew that I was
lost. I awoke in great trepidation of spirit.
Financial temptations coming my way have not
been a few during the past forty years. One ·man
offered to start me in business upon a loan of twenty
thousand dollars at four per cent without security.
On entering the active ministry I turned down a situation of eighteen hundred dollars a year, and twice
since I have been in the mission field have I rejected
a situation of twenty-four hundred dollars per year.
The Christian Church offered me free two years in
college and a pastorate at fifteen hundred dollars,
while the Bapitsts made me the offer of three years
in college and an annual sala·ry of twelve hundred
dollars; Add to these that during my five years in
United States Revenue office I handled about two and
a half million dollars that was all coming one way,
but flowing out or going in the"oth,8.r):lir~ction, I have
lost nearly all that I possess(eci' in ttyin.g'to be helpful
to others. In all these things of trial or temptation
I have never forgotten the warning of the dream.
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Praise God for his loving kindness and continued
mercy! I am poor in worldly things, _b~t so thankful
for the hope of eternal life. So I am willing to ·
struggle on in weakness and poverty; .
In October, 1866, through the gift of tongues and
interpretation, I was called to the office of elder, and
was ordained under the hands of Elders William A.
Litz and R. C. Elvin. A few days after· I baptized
my first candidate, John Liberty Tempest, and he
still abides in the faith.
·
Soon the spil:it of the restored evangel took posses- .
sion of me, and nearly _every Sunday found me out
somewhere in the surrounding country trying to tell
the gladsome news. Wisdom is not always in ev~- ·
deuce in a young man's zeal. In those early experiences oft I would leave home fasting, walk twelve
miles, and frequently preach three times, and on
Monday morning up and walk home so as to· open the
store a little after five o'clock. Oft of late, by reason
of what I suffer physically, am I led to conclude that
I was blest with more zeal than wisdom. Of the latter I do not yet possess an overstock. However, my
experience has been full of confirmation to. the divinity of the work.
I must pass by many interesting events for want
of space. In the fall of 1867 I took my first mission
away from the vicinity of home, made an overland
drive to near Guilford, Missouri, in company with
Elders Mark H. Forscutt, John Vanderwood, and
James Thompson. We organized the first branch in
the northwestern part of the State.
Next ·was Saint .Louis with Brother Forscutt.
There are ~any things connected with this mission
that I would like to relate, but will rest satisfied with
only one experience. I was at Greenwood, an environ of Alton, Illinois, 'and promised to preach.
About time for the meeting to open there walked in
over twenty young men, well dressed, and all looked
quite intelligent. Immediately I made inquiry who
these visitors were, and was told they were students
from the ·Baptist college. I was scared! Turning to
James ·Whitehead, who had charge of the service, I
gasped; "I can not preach!" In his fatherly manner
and soothing assurance he said: "Oh, yes, you can!"
The best treaty that I was able to make was to
obtain a promise that when I failed he would finish
the sermon.
When the meeting was opened and I was presented, I stood up, my heart in my .mouth and going
pit-a-pat, equal to any young man when he pops the
question. I trembled like ·a reed, and my knees
knocked together, and in a faltering voice I read the
text: "One Lord, one 'raith, one baptism." Two
of the brethren said that I held my Bible upside
down while reading, and I have never had courage
to deny their assertion, neither do I recall aught that
I said to that audience, for it seemed that by some
power I was lifted from the floor and stood in ~he
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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air and at the end of forty minutes I noticed that seemed to -be one, and upon equal social standing;
~e~rly all in the room were using their handker- the well-to-do farmer and his hired help, the worthy
matron in her comfortable home, with her maidchiefs.
-·
.r left Saint Louis about the middle of- March and servant all dressed alike. The men in homespun
went to Wayne County; Illinois. A circumstance jeans and the women in linsey. It was the prettiest
there took place that I will relate: Bro. ·Mark H. sight of my Hfe, so far as dressing is concerned, and
Forscutt had been greatly troubled upon the ques- the only fellow who felt out of place and uncomfort. 11 • "Was there any priesthood authority in the able was I. And do you wonder why ? Those people
t IO
•
h
Reorganized Church that did not come throug or in -referring to Brother Mark and myself called us,
from the Utah Mormon Church?" Now w~e?- he "Those little fellows in store clothes." For more
and I reached the home, of Bro. George H. Hilliard; than forty years it has been the constant, earl).est
there we found a young sister in fearful agony. It desire of my soul to see the God appointed equalitytook three or four strong men to hold her in bed. obtain, and I have not entirely lost hope, or conOn our arrival a request for admi~istration was cluded that equality in tempoi·al affairs is an empty,
made and Uncle Mark was _in charge aJ\d he found chimerical fantasy; but as I see it and understand
an opportunity to test the mooted question of au- conditions of the present time, we have drifted and
thority. Bro. Thomas P. Green, who was ordained are drifting farther and farther away from the goal
a high priest prior to 1844, was present, and he had ·of perfection that might obtain among Saints in the
never associated with any faction of the church, and earth life.
myself who was ordained under· the hands of men
I attended, and for the first time, the General Conwho received their ordination prior to 1844. The ference of 1868 at Plano, Illinois, and was the youngfollowing was the order of the administration:
est ordained minister present. While my name does
Brother Forscutt offered prayer, after which I
not appear, I served as assistant secretary, and two
anointed and Brother Green confirmed, or proresolutions were considered at that conference
nounced' the blessing and rebuked the power that
that have never been published so far as I know. I
afflicted the distressed sister. She immediately begive them from memory, namely: "That George A.
came calm and in a few minutes arose and dressed
Blakeslee be ordained an apostle, because his father
herself and assisted in getting dinner ready for the
held that office." "That no person shall be ordained
large company who were there gathered, and the
to the office of an apostle, but by revelation." The
next day she rode several miles in a lumber wagon.
first was defeated and the second adopted.
While in that region I witnessed the most vivid
-There were present two Indians and their wives,
demonstration of the Utopian idea of the Saints, as
Covert, and Moses Jam es. The next day after
Daniel
taught in the Doctrine and Covenants:
the
close
of conference they and others were in the
And the Lord called his people Zion, because they were of
one heart and one mind, and dwelt in righteousness; and Herald Office. Bro. John H. Lake sat upon a counter, his arm resting upon a pile of Books of Morthere was no poor among them.
I say unto you, Be one; and if ye are not one, ye are not mon. One of these Lamanite brethren sat by his
mine.
side the other stood before him, with several of us
Every man equal according to their families, according to list:ning as he talked to the Indians relative to their
their circumstances and their wants and needs.
·
origin, and the purposes and promises of God conBehold, this is what the Lord requires of every man in his
cerning
them. Of a sudden Brother L,ake jurrwed to
stewardship, even as I, the Lord, have appointed, or shall
hereafter appoint unto any man. And, behold, n'one are the floor, Book of Mormon in hand, and began talkexempt from this law who belong to the church of the living ing to those Indians in their own tongue, and conGod; yea, neither the bishop, neither the agent who keepeth tinued to do so for some twenty rriinutes or more,
the Lord's storehouse; neither he who is appointed in a
explaining the history of their forefathers, and God's
stewardship over temporal things, he who is appointed to
administer spiritual things, the same is· worthy of his hire, will and design relative to them in the latter ages.
even as those who are appointed to a stewarqship, to ad- Those men wept with joy under the power of the
minister in temporal things; yea, even more abundantly Spirit until the floor was dam,p with tears where
which abundance is mu}tiplied unto them through the m.ani- they ;toad, and I bear record that it was the Spirit
festations of the Spirit; nevertheless, in your temporal thmgs of God by which the brother spoke.
you shall be equal, and this not grudgingly, otherwise the
My first public discussion was in the winter of
abundance of the manifestations of the Spirit shall be withheld.
1869 with Edmund Barnes, a recusant member of
The anxious, earnest, waiting heart of every true - the church, upon the issue of who was the true sucSaint asks, When .shall these thin~s be? and cessor of Joseph Smith the Martyr. He put up a
echo answers, When? The nearest my soul -has defense for Ama!m Lyman, and I for Joseph Smith,
ever experienced that much desired, prayed tfor, the eldest son of the martyred Pl'.Ophet. Long years dreamed of, and God promised equality, was during ago both Mr. Barnes and his championed candidate
my short sojourn in Wayne County, Illinois: All have gone to their reward.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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The principal field of my labor for several y~ars
was southeastern Nebraska and southwestern Iowa,
and they were the most fruitful in baptisms of any
field in which I have labored.
February l3, 1870, Carterville, near Council
Bluffs, Iowa, was time and place of my marriage to
Emeline A. Hartwell. We were blessed with four
sons and t~o daughters. Three boys and wile are
sweetly resting in paradise and thence our weary
feet are tending.
At the semiannual conference of 1879, upon the
resignation of Elijah Banta, president of the First
Quorum of Elders, I was chosen to fill the position,
and was ordained under the hands of Elders William
H. Kelley and R. J. Anthony. With a go<?dly degree
of pleasure and satisfaction did I fill this office for
eleven and one half years, and I still possess a warm
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Translation, and to everyone who was entitled to
enter the house was. granted a key. ·There came a
man who did not have a key, but he had a very sharp
knife and he undertook to cut the book· to pieces
and take it out of the '1ock; for when this would be
accomplished any and everyone could go in and out
at pleasure. While the keen edge of the knife passed
clear through the book it was strange to me that
the incision would close as if the book had been
water,. and the effort to remove the book was in
vain. This dream coming after the debate; was to
me comforting and satisfying.
Had the ancient prophet written a dissertation in
advocacy of the restored gospel, he could not have
penned a more truthfui.staiement than,.
No weapon ,that is formed against thee shall prosper; and
every tongue that shall rise against thee in judg!llent thou
shalt condemn. .This is the heritage of the servants of the
Lord, and their righteousness is .of me, saith the Lord.

feeling for that faithful quorum.
April 6, 1880, I met in public debate Rev. David
Not with the slightest wish to appear superior to
R. Dungan, of the Christian Church, at Clear Creek, any of my associates in the ministry, nor yet in an
Nebraska. At that time he held the chair of Greek arrogant manner, or to pose as an egotistical fellow,
in a college at Oskaloosa, Iowa. Each defended his do I claim my humble portion of the promised "herichurch.
tage," and to the praise and glory of God never has
The night before the debate I saw in a dream a he disappointed me whHe in the forefront of the
beautiful cottonwood tree standing where the Chris- forensic field. While upon the topic of public distian church stood in Clear Creek. A severe storm cussion I will finish what I have to say thereon.
came from the northwest, and I saw the tree snap
January, 1883, I met Rev. N. M. Allen, of the
off about three feet from the ground, and upon ex- Missionary Baptists, at the Bottom Schoolhouse,· in
amination it was found to be rotten through and Cass County, Nebraska, upon church propositions.
through, save the bark, which seemed to be perfect During the debate he v,ras constantly switching off in
and natural.
personal attack and abuse of Joseph Smith the Mar. At time of discussion the Christian people owned tyr, charging that he taught and practised the crime
a fine large house of worship and had a congregation of polygamy. This was finally formulated into a
of over two hundred. We had but three members in proposition and some months later we discussed it
the place. Shortly after the contest they fell into for seven sessions at the game place as the first dedisunity and the trustees sold their church to a cat- bate. He was driven from every position assumed, ·
tleman for a barn and the organization went to pieces even the last and most flimsy of all, that he (Joseph
in confusion, and inside of a year we baptized sev- Smith)' was a polygamist in his heart.
eral, and a branch of twenty-two was built up. Well
The position that I occupied in that debate I have
do I remember the closing words to my opponent: never had occasion to relinquish, or to be ashamed to
"You have the education and I have the truth."
affirm before any audience, namely: There is no
Mr. Dungan had and used a copy of the Holy existing. proof that would stand as reputable eviScriptures, and it was profusely marked and ga"."fi dence, and that would stand the test of cross-exami~
evidence of much use, more so than any that I have nation, and be received by an impartial court, .that
ever seen in the hands of our eldership, and he told would convict Joseph Smith of· either teaching or
me it was the best translation he had ever examined. practicing the crime of polygamy.
After the close of the debate, and the responsi~
December, 1887, I met Rev. M. T. Lamb of the
bility of defending the truth was discharged, I diS~-- · Baptist Church, at Malad City, Idaho, for twelve
missed as best I could the whole matter from my nights, on the divinity of the Book of Mormon. There
mind, but while on my way from place of debate to was deep snow and bitter cold weather. NevertheWilber, I stopped over night at Lincoln and that less, the court-house was packed every night and
night I dreamed that I saw a very large and beauti- "truth's triumphal car" came out of the furnace of
ful stone building, several marble steps leading up contest without the "smell of fire."
to the front door. There was a ..burglar proof lock
August, 1898, I met Elder Joab Paget, of the
· on the door such as are upon safes. In the face of Christian Church, at Pollock, Missouri, on cliurch
this lock ~as an open. space; about three by five propositions. He was unkind, bitter vile and cruel
inches, and in this open .space was seen an Inspired in vituperations against the restored gos~el and its
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ministry, both the dead and living, but the rigid law and a willingness to confess to both God and man
of compensation was manifested. He that is splenic .my shortcomings.
will ultimately discover that his output will recoil
That which brings the most unpleasant feelings
as a boomerang to the destruction of his stronghold. to me is a disposition upon the part of some to overSeptember, 1901, I met Will E. Ellmore, of the ride the privileges and prerogatives of others. ManChristian Church, at Davis City, Iowa, on the usual ism in the church is ever subversive of the appointchurch propositions. He was the most gentlemanly ments of God, and will be sure to breed distrust and
opponent I have ever debated with. By times I al- confusion. The faithfulness of individual duty well
most felt sorry for the poor fellow in his vain attempt performed will bring a rich and abundant harvest
to defend a man made plan of salvation.
to the laborer of grace and peace, and prove a ·blessMy last public debate was with Elder Ira C. Moore, ing unto many.
otherwise known as "I. C.," of the Helper, a radical
To conclude, not for want of material, but for
Disciple evangelist. We met on Thanksgiving, 1903, want of space, I submit the following extract from
at Washburn, West Virginia,- and there were four- my blessing, received under the hands of Patriarch
teen sessions; but I am creditably informed that in Alexander H. Smith. He said in part:
that Christian house of worship there has never

been a religious service since.
At the General Conference of 1888 the Quorum
of High Priests recommended thirteen elders for ordination to their body. I was one of those named.
Final action was had two years later when God
directed
Those who were presented by the high priests for ordination to their num)jer, if approved by the council of high
priests now present and the conference, may be ordained, and
from their number may be selected by a committee of conference . . . a sufficient nu.mber to fill the vacancies now
existing in the high council.

In harmony with the above I was ordained a high
priest under the hands of Elders John H. Lake and
Charles Derry,· and the next day I was ordained a
member of the High Council under the hands of
Presidents Wiiliam W. Blair and Joseph Smith, also
was chosen as the recording secretary of the council.
My missionary efforts. have been in Nebraska,
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, l):ansas, Utah, Idaho, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia respectively, and
in most of these God hath given me souls for my
hire as a seal of approval. The Rocky Mountain
Mission was the most sterile and unprolific in gospel
fruitage,
Opposition from the world has never cooled or
daunted my ardent desire and zeal for the truth of
heaven as restored by the hand of an angel, but
rather has always proved an incentive to my
growing zest to spread as far and wide as possible
the gladsome news whereby eternal life can be obtained, and in God and his promises I have never
been disappointed, and oh, how I wish th"at it were
possible for me to say truthfully the same of all
those who make a .profession of like precious faith
in the- living, coming Lord who will render to every
man according to his works. We may deceive our
fellow-man, yea, deceive ourselves, but it will be
utterly impracticable fo deceive the Almighty, and
none are- so in· jeopardy as those who in their own
estimation are always "right. That is not I. Thank
God for the ability of understand_ing wherein I err,·

I perceive, dear brother, that in the past thou hast had
struggles and combats with thyself to overcome, to bring
·thyself into line of submission, entering in upon the duties
devolving upon thee with thy whole heart. Thy surroundings
and environments have been such that thou hast been compelled to make sa,crifices. Sometimes it has .seemed to thee
as though they were uncalled for; thou couldst not understand the reason for them. Thy environments controlled,
thou couldst not help thyself, and thy heart sometimes
trembled with fear in consequence of that which seemed to
loom up before thee. All around seemed dark, and thy heart
W!loS in despair; trouble and sorrow came upon thee, and thou
hadst to bear without murmuring. Sometimes it seemed
more than thou wast able to bear. Many of those things
which have distressed thee have been the lack of understanding; thy brethren have not understood thee; and for the lack
of an understan.ding of _the nature and the things which thou
art undergoing, sometimes thou hast felt hurt and sad. Sometimes it has been a cross for thee to bear patiently that which
has been imposed upon thee. I bid thee to be comforted,
however, inasmuch as thy integrity has been such that the
Lord has been pleased to recognize thy work, to give thee
testimonials of his approval. Do thou go· 1ight forward in
the discharge of the duty that haf? been placed upon thee,
with the understanding which he has given thee. Thou canst
not use the understanding of others in thy labor. For thy
ministry thou mayest use thine own. God will hold thee
responsible for thine own judgment, in the use of it.
I bid thee to be humble; be meek, and yet be firm. The
dark hours of the past, and the trials and the sacrifices which
have been made shall all be recompensed unto thee, and thou
shalt receive from the Lord the welcome plaudit, when thou
shalt come"into his presence, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant; thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will
make thee ruler over many."

From the long years of experience there has been
much more omitted than is herewith submitted, but
this must suffice for the present. The sole labor of
life is my service to God and my fellow-mortals. It
is all that I have to live for, as I have sought to
crucify every selfish and earthly wish and ambition.
Hopefully,
ROBT. M. ELVIN.
1

_ ;;You can not judge by the height of the ste'eple
the number of saintly members."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Of General Interest
GETTING EVIDENCE AGAINST MALEFACTORS.

Is it wrong to get evidence against wrongdoers
in order to put a stop to their wrongdoing? This
question is a very practical one in certain communities, and enters prominently into the life and work of
those engaged in certain lines of suppression of evil.
A physician in one of our Southe~n States which has
recently enacted prohibitory laws against the liquor
traffic has an interesting instance of this question to
present, out of his own experience. He writes:
We have a law in - - prohibiting the sale of intoxicating
liquors, or the keeping of such in one's pl.ace of business, or
even giving it away for the plirpose of inducing trade. The
la\v has been openly and continuously

violated

here

for

months, and the officials were, to say the least, indifferent.
Various efforts were made at different times to stir lhe officials, but they gave numerous flimsy excuses, and allowed conditions to get worse. We appeal to the solicitor-general of the
city court, and he said there had been a good many cases
brought in his court, but that the character of the witnesses
was so vulnerable, and prejudice against the law so strong,
that most of them had to be dropped or abandoned. After
consultation with two of the best lawyers here, who advised
that we would have to get some reputable citizens to make
cases against the offenders, I volunteered to get some men to
do the work.
I had associated with me three men from our men's Bible
class, the teacher of a woman's class in the same school, two
stewards from my church, a pastor of another church (who
was never put up as a witness in any of the cases, however, as
he wasn't needed), and two members of another church in
the factory section of the city, one of the rifen being superintendent of a cotton mill. These were all men whose character was above reproach. We went into the so-called "nearbeer" rnloons (the legislature made a grievous blunder in
licensing these dens for "blind tigers") , and bought liquor
in whatever quantities we desi1·ed, usually half pints, though
we were assured we could get it by the jug.
We have made cases against thirty of the viofators. Most
of them have entered pleas, one has been tried and convicted,
one is being tried as I write.
We have been severely condemned by the sympathizers
with the liquor men, and also by some who stand high here.
They claim that we betrayed the confidence of the men from
whom we bought the liquor, even though we did not practice
any deception or tell any lies to get it, for they say the
liquor men took our order for liquor on the assumption that
we would not report the sale.
When a man comes to me and requests that I give him an
hour of time, and pays me for services rendered, I do not
consider that by so doing he pledges himself as iny friend,
and will not report me if I am practicing without a license
or am guilty of malpractice. I would value your opinion.

A lawbreaker always acts on the assumption that
he will not be reported, or found out, or convicted;
but this assumption is one of the extremely uncertain
risks of lawbreaking. If the assumption is one that
must be honored and safeguarded by the law-abiding
community, then the sooner we g,9, 11 i}:W~Y with our
law courts, prisons, police ,prote¢ti,ap,r,and the-1like,
the better. Of course, such talk is veritable twaddle.
. The day has not yet. come when. the lawbreaker's
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business is to be counted as sacredly immune from
the rough handling of law-enforcers. The city from
which the gouthern physician writes ought to be
proud of him and his coworkers in their running to
ground of the an11rchists who assumed that they were
safe in the hands of American citizens.
It is interesting and important to note just here
the distinction between the decoying of a man into
doing wrong, and the getting of evidence against a
man who is already doing wrong. The first is indefensible, and wrong in itself. The second is not" only
proper, but often an urgent duty.
Mr. Anthony Comstock, who as secretary of the
New York Society for the Suppression of Vice, has
devoted thirty-eight yea1·s of his life to running out
of business thousands of men who were making a
living by illegal practices that depended on character-wrecking for their success, long ago had to become quite clear in his own mind between the two ·
things. The entire value of Mr. Com.stock's efforts
in behalf of purity and in protecting the children
and young people of our land against impurity lies
in his ability to secure legal-evidence: evidence on
which an honest court can not but convict and punish. The securing of such evidence often means that
either Mr. Comstock or a reliable deputy must prove
by having had business dealings with these lawbreaking dealers in obscene matters that they are
regularly engaged in such traffic. Their goods must
often be purchased, through the United States mails
or in the usual channels of trade. Such purchasing
Mr. Comstock does not hesitate to do, using methods
which, without the use of lying or any other form of
wrongdoing, conceal his identity and his ultimate
purpose from the lawbreaker. · And the -highest
courts of the land have declared that such securing
of evidence, as Mr. Comstock has conducted it and
as the southern physician conducted it, is legal and
justifiable; while one's own common sense and conse ience affirm the righteousness and duty of such a
course.
But Mr. Comstock would not tolerate the decoying
or tempting of a man into engaging in this business
and then arresting him. That would make one a
partner in wrongdoing, which the mere securing of ·
evidence does not do. In the case of the decoy, a
man may be led into wrongdoing when he would not
c,therwise·have done the wrong,-as, for example, if
the southern physician had persuaded a citizen not
engaged in the liquor business to secure liquor for
him, and had then prosecuted him. Such an act
would be indefensible and intolerable. But the proper securing of evidence is simply the dealing with
a man who is regularly engaged -in the business of
lawbreaking; and this is done, not for the purpose of
tempting -him, but of putting- a stop to his tempting
others.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Evidence getting is a vital part of the enforcing of
our laws, and our countr_y is becoming a better place
to live in because there are more and more men who
are wming, like this southern Christian gentleman.
and his friends, to expose themselves to slander and ·
unpopularity by insisting that the laws shall be
obeyed.-Sunday School Times.
THE "WHITE SLAVE" REPORT.

The presentment of the grand jury headed by
John D. Rockefeller, jr., which recently ended its investigation of "white slavery" in New York City, is
found somewhat puzzling by several of the newspapers printed outside the metropolis. The Pitts- .
burg Sun, for instance, frankly admits an inability
to understand the purport of this "distinctly inconsistent, contradictory, and unsatisfactory" report.
This uncertainty seems to be largely caused by the
jury's finding. "no evidence of the existence in the
County of New York of any organization or organizations, incorporated oT otherwise, engaged as such
in the traffic in women for immoral pµrposes," or "of
an organized traffic in women for immoral purposes." Yet it does appear, we read further, "that
a trafficking in the bodies of women does exist and
is carried on by individuals acting for their own individual benefit and that these persons are known to
each other and are more or less informally associated."
In discharging the grand jury, Judge O'Sullivan
called their ansv1er to 'vhat he considered the "main
question submitted,'' a "merited rebuke to the slanderers of the cleanest, and greatest city in the world."
The Times and The Citizen in Brooklyn heartily
agree with the judge, and the New York Morning
Telegraph, a Tammany organ, exults in "the end of·
a malodorous myth." This paper continues:
It will be remembered that not long ago there appeared in
a certain magazine a filthy article filthily written, asserting
amid sensational and portentous innuendo the flourishing existence of the· very thing that legal investigation has shown
to be nothing but the hallucination of a gangrened ·and purulent imagination. It will also be remembered that a particularly cowardly use was made of these foul inventions in
the mayoralty campaign of last autumn.
The Morning Telegraph has maintained from the first that
the "white slave traffic" was a myth, and a myth that could
only be believed either by those who had
material interest
in holding such an opinion or by those uncommonly good,
virtuous, and reformatory people who find a strange pleasure
in imagining the world-and particularly their neighbors and
compatriots-to be infinitely worse than they really are.
And these same virtuous, reformatory people are really a
little disappointed and heartsore when their worst estimate of
human nature is found unjustified by 'facts. ., ·

a

On the other hand, even if vice is not "organized,"
The Tribune insists that the conditions actually
found by the grand jury were such as no self-respecting community should "tolerate. The Evening Post
regrets that Judge O'Suilivan "should have been so
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preoccupied with the importance of confuting the
slanderers of the city as to have overlooked every
aspect of the grand jury's report except that which
may be utilized for this purpose." There may have
been exaggerations in some of the published accounts
relating to this evil. But this is by no means the'
main question, asserts The Evening Post, and it
adds:
All that the grand jury's report does, on the negative side,
is to admit that there is no evidence of an organized traffic in
the commercial sense of the word_:a full-fledged combination,
with regular division of profits or the like .. But on the positive side it is evident from the grand jury's report that there
must be a large number of persons more or less closely associated with each other, who carry ·on the infamous business;
and furthermore, not a word is contained in the report to
diminish the well-grounded belief that it is through the protection of district leaders and their influence in the police
force that this is made possible.

After stating the case regarding the actual "organization" of the traffic, as quoted above, the report
goes on to set forth some of the conditions revealed .·
by its "careful investigation" of the subject and concludes with six recommendations, which were published as follows by the press :
First.-That no effort be spared in bringing to justice the
panders. When the character and prevalence of these creatures are more fully realized and public sentiment· aroused
regarding them, the inadequate punishment now imposed
should be increased and every legitimate means devised and
put into execution to exterminate them.
Second.-That the existing laws be more rigidly enforced
to safeguard the patrons of moving picture shows, and that
parents and guardians exercise more careful supervision over
their children in connection with their attendance upon these
shows.
Third.-That vigorous efforts be made to minimize the possibility of the Raines law hotel becoming a disreputable house
and that where necessary proper supervision al)d inspection
looking toward that end be provided.
Fourth.-That the so-called massage and manicure parlors
be put under the control of the health department; that ·a
license from this department be required for their operation;
that· certificates be granted to operators only by some approved medical authority, and that proper measures be taken
to enforce these laws.
Fifth.-That the laws relating to disreputable ·women in
apa:rtment and tenement houses be rigidly enforced, and that
the present laws be supplemented if necessary.
Sixth.-That a commission be appointed by the mayor to
make a careful study of the laws relating to and the methods
of dealing with the social evil in the leading cities of this
country and of Europe, with a view to devising the most
effective means of minimizing the evil in this city."-Litera1·y
Digest, August 6, 1910.

The great curse of the laboring man is intemperance, .,It
has brought more desolation to the wage earne,rs than strikes,
or war or sickness or death .. It is a more unrelenting tyrant
than the grasping monopolist. it has caused little children to
be hungry andicoldi•t\i"grow up among evil associates, to .be
reared without the knowledge of God. It has broken up more
homes and wrecked more lives than any other cause on the
face of the earth.-Cardinal Gibbons.
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REASONS FOR CHURCHGOING.

People who stay away from church "seem always
prepared to make an eloquent defense of their inaction," observes a writer in The Woman's Home Comvanion. The challenges that they often meet prepare them with reasons good or bad, but the churchgoer is rarely asked to account for his action.
Reasons inspired more or less by malice · are
often imputed to him, but this journal has instituted
an inquiry, with results that are interesting religiously and psychologically as well. The question
why is answered by one in saying : "Because it seems
to me that the church bears the same relation to
right living that the flag does to patriotism-it
upholds an ideal." A lawyer, who says that perhaps
he "should not be expected to go to church at all,"
replies that he also in church observance follows
an "ideal." He writes:
Briefly, I go to church to worship God and because I know
that I can live a higher, a broader, and a better life as the
result. I am in action a busy man and· my religion is rational
rather than emotional. But I know that "ideals" are the
lever which moves the world, that behind every ideal lies
a religious inspiration, and that churchgoing is the practical
support of all religion:

Another has three reasons :
1. Because of what it stands for.

With all of its human
imperfections the Christian church stands for the best elements of life and the highest conception of God known to
mankind.
2. Because of its offspring. Nearly all the institutions and
agencies interested in the uplifting of humanity are the
product, directly or indirectly, of the Christian church. And
most of the people who give their time, talents, and money
to the support of these beneficent institutions are members of,
or results of, the life and work of the church. I want to have
a part in this general uplift.
3. Because of its enemies. If a man is to be judged by his
enemies, why not the church? The foes of the home, marriage, and righteousness are also foes of the church. All
forces which seek mankind's destruction seek the church's
vilification.

A farmer's wife gives a mingling of religious and
worldly reasons that bear a very human stamp:
I am the wife of a farmer living in a thinly settled section
of the country. I go to church services held in a log shack,
to hear sincere, if not always brilliant, sermons; to sing; to
wear my best clothes, and to see other people.

One who answers the question admits that his
(or her) reasons for going to church are un-Christlike as can well be imagined. Thus :
I have been reared to think that all well-bred people go
to some church. It doesn't take very much time out- of your
Sunday-two hours or so--,.and you leave ·an iJl\pression
that you are distinctly high-toned aµd ;perfectly proper.
No cold cream to hot flesh eve~· produced· such soothing
sensations as this churchly applicaj;ion will to your. soul.
Now Mr. Editor, j;hat is . the. i;qu11-r1k. l1!l11e~t reason why
thousands of peop1e go to church. But if you are hunting
for a "true religious. uplift;" you'll squirm and be afraid to
publish this.

Fifteen letters were sent to fifteen young men,

known to be churchgoers. These·were the questions
asked:
"Name? Age? Married or single? Occupation? About
how many Sundays of the year do you attend churcih? Why
do you go to church? Please confine your .answer within one
hundred words." Fourteen out of the fi.fteeh replied. Seven
express a desire to exert a good influence over others by the
rightful observance of the Sabbath. Ten believed that church
attendance is a duty, and eleven speak· of church attendance
as a privilege. Only four speak of .the sermon, and one
touches a keynote when he· says; "I never go away without a
blessing. It matters not who the preacher is, whether he be
an eloquent or scholarly orator or not: If he· be a Christian
at heart, he will bring us the blessing that we need."-Liter-

ary Digest.

Mothers'· Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Adviaery Board, Daughters of Zien:

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Sp'ring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler
street, Independence, Missouri, Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
If We Knew.

If we knew the cares and crosses
Crowded round our neighbor's way;
If we knew the little losses,
Sorely grievous, day by day;
Would we then so often chide him
For his lack of th1ift and gain,
Leaving on his hearth a shadow,
Leaving on his life a stain?
If we knew the clouds above us,
Held by gentle lilessings there, Would we turn away all trembling,
In our blind and weak despair?
Would we shrink from little shadows,
Lying on the dewy grass,
While 'tis only birds in Eden
Just in mercy flying past?

If we knew the silent story
Quivering through the heart of pain,
Would our manhood dare to doom them
Back to haunts of guilt again?
Life hath many a tangled crossing,
Joy hath many a break of woe,
And the cheek tear-stained is whitest-This the blessed angels lmow.-Selected.
No Place for Boys.

(Concluded.)
Prof. Graham Taylor of Chicago Commons, who, in addition to rearing boys of his own, has had a tolerably large
handful of youngsters of the neighborhood more or less under
his care, and who is loved by all of them, has very. decided
views on the subject. His statement shows that he has studied
every phase of the matter deeply and understands the truth
about the situation:
·
·
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HALF ORPHANED BOYS.

"American boys, both rich and poor, suffer more from too
little father than from anything else. Enough mother is all
that saves most of them, but it does not give any of them
their full rights. Men have no right to make half orphans
of their children. A child's birthright is to fatherhood as
well as motherhood. The money a rich man gives or leaves
to his child is no substitute for his __ companionship if he is
the right sort of man. His_ boy would be a great deal better
off all his life for more of his father's. time even at the cost
of less money.
"It is a sorry substitute for his share of fatherhood to be
sent to one of those military schools which are coming to be.
private reformatories for rich men's sons who have become
incorrigible-often because of their fathers' neglect. I know
a former superintendent of an eastern state reform school
who left that institution to esta:bltsh a private enterprise for
this avowed purpose. Some poorer men are just as -negligent,
but many of them are literally forced almost to abandon
their fatherhood by the requirements of their industrial occu-·
pa ti on.
EVILS THAT RESULT.

"To earn the family's bread many a worthy man must be
away from home at work all the hours his boy is awake, to
return only after he is asleep. The Saturday half holiday is
a remedy more immediately available for this very real and
desperate situation. It is hollow cant to deny it to all because
some misuse their leisure. In examining fclr several years
prisoners about to be discharged from an eastern state prison
I found nearly half of them wholly or half orphaned. A prison
or reformatory is too far down stream to check the flood of
wild, growing boys. It should be checked, or rather rightly
directed, at its fountain head in the fatherhood and motherhood
of the home."
Professor Taylor's iast statement, though it goes to the
extreme of gravity, bears the same- moral as the lighter touch
placed on the argument by Mr. Shaw, a moral that stands
out strongly no matter from what aspect we view the subject.
Indeed there is something of vast interest and concern to all
of us in the half contemptuous, half jocular snubbing and
too frequent neglect that are th'.~ -lot of a great proportion of
the boys of America.
.
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crimes that they were a generation ago. The indictments,
prepared by the boys themselves, include:
Lugging pets into the house.
Eating with the fingers.
Twiddling the thumbs.
Asking fool questions.
Snuffling.
Whistling.
Taking the clock to pieces.
Whittling furniture.
Muddy boots.
Losing buttons.
Handling percussion caps.
Sulking.
Loud talking.
Fighting.
Making faces.
Teasing the cat.
Breaking windows.
Dawdling on errands.
Walking over the garden.
Stealing preserves.
G_oing swimming.
Cutting wire with the best scissors.
Scaring sister.
Sliding down the banister.
Playing the harmonica.
Jumping down stairs.
Hammering boards.
Smashing his sister's dolls.
Sitting on the roof.
Wiping shoes with a towel.
And there are many others, all as heinous and all helping
toward the condition of perpetual hot water which is the lot
of far too many of our boys. The only interest they have
in their fathers is the result of the threat that comes from
many mothers at regular intervals: "Wait till your dad
comes home; he'll wallop you well for this." If "dad" didn't
do something of this kind once in a while they would forget that he was alive.
BOYS TEACH A LESSON.

There is no one more to be envied than a good-natured man
watching the workings of boys' minds or overlooking their
play. Their eagerness to encompass by a quick imagination
These things tend to age a lad in the most cruel and crush- what they see but a part of, their fanciful combinations and
ing fashion, and to give him a mental environment of melan- magic inventions, creating out of ordinary circumstances
choly that all his fi·eshness and natural buoyancy of spirit and the common things which- surround them strange events
can not overcome. And some of us may remember the brilliant and little ideal worlds, form study enough for the most acute
note of earnest protest that Jean Paul Richter, humorist minds, and should teach us also not too officiously to regulate
though he was, sounded on this very phase of the subject: what we so little understand.
"I can bear a melancholy man, but never a melancholy
The still musing and deep abstraction in which they somechild. Into whatever quagmire the formel' sinks he may raise times sit, affect us as a playful mockery of older heads. But
his eyes either to the realm of reason or that of hope. But the these young philosophers have no foolish system, with ,all
child sinks and perishes in the little black poison drop of its pride and jargon, confusing their brains. Theirs is the
the present time. ,Only imagine a butterfly crawling like natural movement of the soul, intense with new life and busy
a caterpillar with his four wings pulled off and you will feel after truth, working to some purpose, though without a noise.
what I mean!"
'
We are apt to deplore the tendencies of boys in a big city
SOME OF THE OFFENSES.
to loaf on street corners or join gangs that form caves under
There is a boy in ChiC,ago who for the first eight years of sidewalks which they fill with the proceeds of petty thefts.
his life fully believed his name was Jimmy Don't, this being But no boy ever left an attractive home for adventures of
the only way in which he ever remembered being· addressed this -kind, and none ever yet preferred them to even a poor
home; where he could find love and sympathy and a- little
during that time by his father, mother, and sisters. The man who 'Can look -back on his earlier days and recall geriuine understanding' of his many needs and his boisterous
·: I , ,
.
ll
no memories of gentle nagging has a great deal to be thankful .spirit,'L"we are respectable and honest people, and yet our boy
for. A few hours spent am-ong the boys of a public school
the other day brou_ght out the fact that the occasions for the has gone astray and disgraced us." This pitiful expression
employment of thfo nagging process are the same old fearful , almost invariably comes from the lips of parents of boys like
A CRAWLING BUTTERFLY.

,

.
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our car barn murderers; every judge on the bench has heard
it over and over again.
The sire of a destructive and wayward puppy has a better
understanding of the responsibilities of fatherhood than this.
He at least not only reprimands his offspring when it is
necessary, but also gives him much of loving companionship
and advice.-Joh1{ R. Rathom.
~

Letter Department
FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS, July 31, 1910.
Dear Editors: Having a few hours to spare, I want to inform the Saints of the existence and progressiveness of Fall
River.
During the past week, all who could possibly attend were
gathered at the annual reunion of the Eastern l\1ission held
at Highland Lake, Massachusetts. The camp is beautifully
situated in a large pine grove while on either side is a pond.
'l'o call them lakes might be to exaggerate. ·A large meadow
suitable for baseball purposes is quite near, also a railroad
track, while the depot is but a three-minute walk from the
grove. The grove is centrally located and everything considered it forms an ideal spot for the annual reunion of the
Saints. Last Sunday there were four baptisms, one of them
being a young girl from Fall Rivel', Miss Mildred Chestworth.
As I was only privileged to attend that day, I do not know the
number of those who have been baptized since. I should
judge that there were between two hundred and fifty and
three hundred Saints at the reunion.
This is the daily routine of the campers: At 6 o'clock in
the morning all are awakened either by bell or bugle so that
they may be in time for breakfast which is served at 7 a. m.
At 9 o'clock all are called to prayer service, which is in session until 10.30, and from then until noon there is preaching
by one of the missionaries. After dinner some have a nap
while the majority go in bathing. Then the rest of the
afternoon is spent by having a walk with your dearest friend,
taking a short trip to some of the neighboring towns, or in
participating in or watching the games.
Baseball is the favorite pastime. It is either a nine composed of the Fall River boys against the pick of the camp
or the best players in camp against some of the surrounding
towns. At 6 p. m. all are called to supper. From 7.30 to 8
is song service in which all are invited to join and then follows preaching until 9 o'clock. Between 9 and 10, instrumentals, solos, and the singing of hymns by the entire camp
make the time swiftly pass. At 10 o'clock the signal is given
to retire for the night, which is soon followed by the signal
for "all lights out." Then after giving thanks to the Lord
for all of his blessings and the camp has become quiet, one
lies awake thinking and thinking and - - · then, "Come
Alma, get up, there goes the bell. You'll be late for breakfast." So passes, too quickly, the happiest days of the year,
and the thought comes, "If heaven is anything like reunion,
I want to be there." Then we depart to our homes built up
physically, but better still, strengthened spiritually and feeling
that we are better able to bear the sneers and silent contempt of those who are so unfortunate as not to be able to
realize that which we possess.
.
, .
But I fear .I have digressed somewhat· from my or1gmal
subject Fall River. On the 4th of 'July, we hold our semiannual' picnic at a grove on the othei.· side of Watuppa Lake,
a large body of water from. which ,fa.H, ~iver ob~ains this
necessity of_ life. We had a.\), enjoy~bie tn,ne. Pr1z~s. Were
given to the winners .. in the races, which pleased the children
greatly. Jn the.baseball game, the sing!e m_en proved ~o the
married men that the life of a bachelor is the most desirable.
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On the 29th _day of June we had a most u11pleasant experience. Our chapel was entered and _the savings of six months
for the Christmas Offering were stolen. While. the thieves
were caught, the sum of money recovered did not represent
half of that which was stolen. As young boys were the offenders, a good deal of the money had been spent on Indi~n suits
etc., and consequently could not be recovered.
_
'
On Monday, July 11, 1910, was held the semiannual election of officers, and business meeting. The following are the
names of the officers of .the Fall River Branch for the next
six months: H. W. Howlett, pastor; John F. Sh1Jehy, first
priest; John Pilling, sr., second priest; William WHey, first
appointed teacher; George Sinclair, second appointed teacher;
William Baldwin, third appointed teacher; James W. Heap,
first appointed deacon; Moses Sheehy, second appointed deacon; Hattie J. B. Howlett, secretary; James W. Heap, treasurer; William Baldwin, book agent; Alma M. Coombs, correspondent; John Pilling,Jibrary committeeman; John Pilling, sr., and George D. Sinclair, auditing committee; H. W.
Howlett and John Pilling, sr., and Dr. John Gilbert, trustees.
Fearing that I have used too much space, I will now bring
this message to a close. Personally I think it would make
it more interesting if a representative of every branch would
furnish the HERALD with a few gleanings of a social and
spiritual nature from the lives of the Saints as a. whole in
their locality, at least once or twice a year. With a desire at
all times to be, to the best of my ability, a faithful servant of
our best friend,
Your brother,
82 BARRE STREET.
:ALMA M. COOMBS.
PERRY, IOWA, July 1, 1910.
Editors Herald: I wrote you a short time ago of our
progress. I want to tell you now of our success. Brother
Roth came in a week ago Monday, from Des Moines, telling
us that Brother Clark had asked him ,to,fill his appointment
here and do some baptizing, so long as he was coming anyway.
We are sure Brother Clark gave the instructions as reported,
but do not believ_e he told him to throw a bomb into the Holiness camp so hard that the pieces would hit the Campbellites,
Methodists, Dunkards, Catholics, and others, but he did it anyway.
He began preaching a week's series of meetings. The
people began coming and we had all kinds. The sermon was
two hours long Sunday night and despite the fact that we
were on the top floor of a building, with a skylight drawing
the sweltering sun through the day, the room was cool and
comfortable and no one was tired. Never did Brother Roth
do better. One of the train dispatchers said it was the only
real gospel sermon he ever heard. A card was handed in
saying: "Why do you not get a salary if you are a worthy
p:::eacher?" Brother Roth had just finished his regular theme
and was all aglow with the Spirit. He took up the card,
surveyed it for a moment and began his argument. This
brought much demonstration from the audience, repeated
amens and groans from the Holiness people and a nodding
assent from others. He baptized six and· .there are four more
about ready. The confirmations were wonderful no two alike.
While Brother Roth was preaching on his fi~·st theme, he
declared there was no man living a perfect life. One man
w?o calls hin_iself a preacher of God, objected, saying he was
without a sm., Brother Roth stopped a moment, looked
amazed, and charged his people to bid hfm good-bye as he
(the Holiness man) was apt to be translated before morning.
After the sermon was over, the man still declared he was
perfect and undertook to haul Brother Roth over the ·coals.
He gesticulated wildly and misquoted scripture, but was completely subdued, and it is doubtful if he ever again attempts
to argue with a Latter Day Saint minister.
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People took special pains to make things pleasant for our
brother. One old man who is extremely hard -on preachers
sent Brother Roth a card of honey and had his daughter
invite him up to see them. He went and was well treated.
The family is a fine one. and I am sure Brother Roth will
baptize the daughter, who is a shorthand reporter, and talented on all lines. The girl's mother (a Campbellite) is also
investigating and declares she is a Latter Day Saint now in
belief.
When our brother stepped into the cab to take his departure, he expressed hjmself as so happy. He said, "You don't
know how much better we can preach when we are made to
feel welcome and at home." I wondered if it could be possible that any of our own people had ever shown a disposition
to the contrary, but if they have, they must meet it some day.
Our ministers have a hard enough time as it is.
NELLIE M. MARTIN.
RIBSTONE, ALBERTA, July 29, 1910.
Editors Herald: With much pleasure I take my pen to
inform your readers that I am once more engaged in actual
mission work after about four years release from the field
and I feel as if it will take some time for me to get back that
old missionary spirit that I enjoyed and wonder where the
responsibility will rest at that great day when accounts are
rendered.
My first stop after leaving home was here at Ribstone,
where I labored for nearly two weeks and made one new
opening south of here. There I met our beloved Bro. and Sr.
J. Daylon, whom I baptized out at Sulphur Creek, Manitoba,
the spring of 1906. They were much encouraged by my visit
and preaching. The Ribstone Branch is ably presided over by
Elder Beckley, and is the most spiritual branch I have visited.
Many of the old Saints from Gilbei:t Plains, Manitoba, and
Sulphur Creek reside here.
From here I went to Edgerton, labored there for a while
and baptized one fine man, head of a family. I joined our
young missionary here, Bro. Fred Rowe, a priest, and we
took our departure for Edmonton and on to Bonnaccord.
Brother Fred and I parted .there, he. going on to Cardiff and
I remaining at Bonnaccord fo1~ two weeks. I did not find
the branch in a promising condition and outsiders were
poisoned by harsh preaching and sayings. I tried to comfort
and cheer the Saints and do what I could to repair the branch.
I administered to their sick and left many cheered and encouraged to fight the battles of faith.
I came back to Ribstone by invitation of Elder J. R.
Beckley, president of Wisconsin Branch, to help them out in
their two-day meeting held on the 23d and 24th of August.
Here I had the pleasure of meeting our esteemed president
of the Canadian Mission, who endeared himself not only to
me, but to all the Saints here, and they did wax strong in
love towards him. Yea, they did esteem him, for they did
not find in him the spirit of an autocrat but one full of love
and justice, and by ·his wise council and inspiring sermons
many were made glad and rejoiced and were made strong in.
love to God.
The Saints met for prayer service Saturday morning at
~.30, presided over by Elder Clyde Walrath. Many soul cheering testimonies and prayers were offered. At 10.30 the writer
occupied, assisted by F. A. Smith. At 2.30 F. A. Smith
occupied, assisted by .Elder A. W. Borton. Sunday, the 24th,
prayer service at 8.3ci; preaching at: 10.30 by F. A. Smith.
After this service we rdtired to a grove-where the sisters had
prepared dinner which. we. all enjoyed. At 1.30 th.ere was
a short Sunday school session; Apostie .F. A. Smith presiding,
and many questio~s. along· church work were ·asked which
Brother Fred anewered readily. At 2.30 p. m.,.· the writer
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occupied, assisted by Elder Beckley. After this service many
proceeded to the water where baptism was to take plaee, but
there c~me such a downpour of rain the ordinance was post·
poned till the 27th. The evening cleared up so we returned
to the schoolhouse to hear F. A. Smith. This was the climax
of the two-day meeting. Brother Fred held his large audience spellbound for about two hours. His theme was, "'Charity
preventeth a multitude of sins." Many were heard to say,
"Was not that grand?" and so it was. Surely Bro. F. A.
possesses a great deal of that old prophetic fire and zeal that
was with his father and grandfather. Monday, the 25th, we
had to say good-bye to him, but we hope to be' associated
with him again both here and in eternity. May God preserve him for years to come, is our prayer.
I am still here at Ribstone doing what I can for the work.
Yesterday morning I was summoned to the bedside of Sr.
George Burton, who was not expected to live. Brother Beckley, a brother, and myself administered and, thank God, she·
recovered and is doing nicely.
Crops are quite good here and Saints are hopeful. I have
cellected some funds for the college and I hope to get more.
I feel that I am in need of the prayers of the church that I
may forg(;t the cruel dark past and have courage to press
onward and do good. With greetings of love to all, I remain,
THE LONE NEPHITE.
STONINGTON, MAINE, July 24, 1910.
Dear Herald: The comfort derived from you more than
compensates one for the money. When laboring in places
obscure from the gaze of the world, and seemingly exiled in
a far away country, I find its pages are most gratifying.
May it ever realize its purposes and be ever a solace to the
weary traveler.
This Jetter finds me among the pines of Maine. God's
handiwork in nature is evidenced upon all sides, as the pie-'
tnresque shores of the· many islands along the Maine coast
loom up in such grand array. It is here we are made cognizant of the great power and magnitude of God's wisdom.
This is the place, as most all HERALD readers know, where
Brother Macgregor had such good success during .last conference year.
The Stonington Branch, under the leadership of Elder(Captain) George Knowlton, seems to be in a prosperous condition.
The majority of the Saints are giving their assistance in
making the missionaries' work a success. Since the great
ingathering here last year, business has retrogressed greatly,
and many of the Saints have gone to other places to seek
employment. A few others who have tasted of the word of
life have fallen back into the same old carnal ruts.
The conditions, as I discern them, necessitate our instructing the flock concerning their ·work as members, and the
weeding out of those who have not shown a disposition to
live up to the light of the gospel. In times past some have
been baptized contra1·y to the sentiment of the branch. Those
objecting have been termed as narrow minded Saints. In.
fact the whole district has been declared as such. But permit
me to say that the officers of this branch now are having
trouble in putting out of the church those who have been so
liberally considered.
· Brother Macgregor's energetic way in getting the work
before the people has won for him the praise of the Saints,
who are anxiously awaiting his return. Elder U. W. Greene·
and iny big brother Gus held a series of services in the
church which f think "\vas productive of much good. The
street 'iiervices 'h.'~ld 'ii·io1;'!to those in the church attracted
large ~nd interested audiences. Gus did the solo work, as
Brother Greene says .that his own "base" singing would be
offensive. Brother Greene did the preaching, becaus;i Gt!s
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did not know just how the "masts should be regulated" to
make his destination.
I was sent to Mountainville for a few nights to see what
could be accomplished there. Good audiences greeted the
speaker, and last Sunday night the little chapel could only
comfortably seat the people. The Little Deer Island Saints
called for some one to assist them, and a few meetings were
held. They are progressing rapidly with their new. church
which they should be proud of, as it is being· built by sac1;ifice,
and is a credit to the few enthusiastic workers residing there.
During the celebration of the Fourth, twenty dollars were
made selling ice cream, to defray the expenses of the pulpit.
Ye missionary conducted the races and the rest of the sports,
while Brother Eaton dished out the ice cream to the contestants to cool them off.
My wife is at present enjoying the association of the
Stonington Saints with me. I am preaching in places that
can be obtained for this purpose and am contemplating' opening up in Oceanville, a little town near Stonington. Places
can be obtained in all of these little towns, if you have mone\'
enough to rent halls, but you have to get.out when the pe,;_
pie want a dance. There are schoolhouses galore around
here, but the trustees say they don't want to let th~in for
religious purposes, say~ng, "We h~ve not let them to other
religious denominations, hence we don't wish to extend to you
this privilege." They don't let them. to other denominati~ns
because others can get the church b°uildings. This is certainh;
a poor excuse; but it necessitates the missionary, who has n~t
an abundance of money, preachfog on the streets or holding
cottage meetings. 8uch is the predicament we are in. As we
have become hardened to these experiences we do not bemoan
our lot, but are willing to put forth our best in accompfohing the designs of God.
As I am a new man in this district, I trust that the Saints
who live here in this district may direct me or inform me
concerning places where good can be accomplished. Address
communications to Stonington, Maine, Route 1.
Your brother,
H. ARTHUR KOEHLER.
TWIN LAKES, CALIFORNIA, July 31, 1910.
Editors Herald: I was baptized in 1895 and have enjoyed
the Spirit and comfort ever since, except a few times. Our
heavenly Father is so good he would forgive me. I have
never lived where there was a branch of the church. l like
to sing poetry. I liked Bro. Elberf A. Smith's poetry in
Autunqi Lecives, "Hill Cumorah." When I first sang those
words I was so overjoyed I would say, "God bless Brother
Elbert." I am all alone. My wife died three years ago last
Ma)'·
Your brother in the faith,
H. RAHRER.
SELDEN, KANSAS, August 6, 1910.
Dear Herald: I wish, through your columns, to say to the
Saints and friends in Northwestern Kansas District that I
would like to hear from any desiring preaching: The way
seems to pe greatly hedged· up and we need the cooperation of
the Saints. The three conference appointees have been laboring in the district trying to get openings, but have found it
up-hill work. If you know of a place in your locality where
preaching can be done, let us hear from you. We must keep
always and everlastingly ·at it if . we wish to accomplish
desirable results. If- in your locality preaching has been
done and things do not look prosperous, ·keep pounOing away
.educating until the minds of t11e people caff g1•asp our teaci1'.
ings.~
·
I haV:e been preaching this "'.eek at this place, in the dishict tent, ably assisted·· and seconded by my brother who
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resides on a farm here. The audiences .have r.anged from
ten to thirty. The attention is good. We expect t<> continue
here until after the 13th when we go· with-the tent to our
home town to engage in reunion. We are hopeful of havin,,.
Elder Columbus Scott with us, also the missi-Onaries of th~
district. After reunion we will be· ready
.attend to calls
for preaching.
There has been a severe drought over the western part of
the district, which contributes to the hindrance of the work.
Will the Saints please remember the tithing l~w and their
duties thereto? The writer is agent for the district. Will any
Saints who may have an offering to send for expenses of tent
work or reunion, please send it to the undersigned at my
home, Alexander, Kansas, marked "conference matter"? I
am hopeful for the triumph of the kingdom and the increase
of righteousness among careful, honest souls.
In bonds,
JOHN A; TEETERS.

to

DOWNS, KANSAS, August 5, 1910.
Editors Herald: We have a small branch here, but are
quite scattered. We don't have meeting very often. Bro.
S. H. Fields preached in our house twice in May. He is a
good speaker. Bro. S. J. Madden preached one good sermon
for us in June. We are glad to hear a good sermon. All
our meetings are held in our house. We have no church
building in the branch. My health has been very poor lately
and I ask all the Saints to pray for me that if it 'is the Lord's
will, I may have better health and that I may live faithful
and try to do the will of my heavenly Father.
Your sister in the one faith,
MYRTLE COOP.
HAMILTON, MISSOURI.
Dew· Herald: We never see anything from this part of the
country, so I thought a few lines to your columns would not
be out of the way, if it does not find its way to the \Vastebasket. I and family left Minnesota the 13th of last N ovemher and started for Hamilton, Missouri. Four miles south of
town we found a little band of faithful workers who made
us welcome not by empty words, but in spirit and true deeds.
All that could be done to make us feel at home, was done.
Bro. Coleman Snider is our branch president. He is a good
Saint and a wise leader.
God has certainly set him apart to build up a large branch
here. It is a fine looking and good farming country. We
haye a new church, all paid for and in good repair. The
membership is about fifty. We all try to do the best we can,
to come up higher. We have Sunday school·-and preaching
every Sunday and prayer meeting Wednesday nights. Somet'.mes an elder drops in and as a rule gives us from two to
six sermons. It is heavenly food to live in a place like this
and among such good, kind people. I thank God and fully
appr:ciate his loving-kindness in permitting us to come back
to this land, most precious of all lands.
·
Dear Saints, how thankful we ought to be to our heavenly
Father for the plan of salvation and the blessings it brings
to his faithful followers. I know this work is of God, and
God has spoken to us time and again in different ages of the
world to be good and faithful so he can ble~s _us. • We must
not have any other God but him. Let us see to It that we
do not love some one or something else better than him; if we
do God is under no obligation to us and he. can not bless us .
We do like this country well, have never been homesick, but
we remember our folks and the dear Saints of ·Minnesota. I
say to o~e and all of you that it was a great blessing to me
and family to come back to this land. May the day soon come
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when some of you will come .this way. Hoping the Lord will
keep you all from harm and danger, is our wish.
Bro. John Davis is our deacon, a good and faithful brother
is he. We are very sorry to lose him and his good companion
and the dear children. Brother Davis has made up his mind
to leave us this fall. Chances are he will locate in .Independence. There are some small and some good sized farms for
sale and some close to the church. If anyone is moved to
come this way, address Bro. Coleman Snider, Hamilton, Missouri. Love to all the Saints.
Your brother,
0. A. ERICKSON.
PENSACOLA, FLORIDA.
Dea?' Editor: I take pleasure in writing j;o the HERALD.
because I feel it is my duty to do all I can for God this
morning. I am behind the bars of the county jail of Escambia and I ask the prayers of all the true Saints, because I
am in trouble and praying to God that I may overcome.
MALCOLM BOOKER.
GILROY, CALIFORNIA, August 4, 1910.
Dear Herald Readers: I see by reading my church papers
that I am not the only one who has been receiving tracts from
the Northern States Mission of the Utah ·church. When I
received the first I supposed they had been sent through
Elders Gaylor and Decker whom I had entertained previously,
but I find now that they have been sent broadcast among the
Saints everywhere. I hope no one has been misled by their
deceptions, and if they have read the two tracts, "Duplicity
exposed," by Heman C. Smith, and "All Br1ghamite roads
lead to polygamy," by E. A. ·smith, and all that has been
wrilten concerning them in our church papers, they certainly
have no reason to fear.
It is more than a year ago that I had the privilege of entertaining the two elders mentioned. They came to ·the door
about the middle of the afternoon saying they were Latter
Day Saint. elders traveling without purse or scrip and went
two by two through the country telling their mission and
inviting to attend their meetings for two evenings on the
s~reets of Gilroy and at a hall Sunday afternoon, at which
tnne there would be sixteen speakers. Said I, "You are
elders of the Utah church, are you not?" They said, "Yes."
I said, "Well, I am a Latter Day Saint, but I have no use
for polygamy and its kindred evils."
However, I invited them in and we talked on our differences, a_nd after saying they traveled without purse or scrip
they said that while in the country they expected people to
extend their hospitality gratis, but when they had to go .to a
hotel they paid their way as they couldn't expect to be kept
at ~uch places free of charge, but they tried to sell enough of
then· literature to meet expenses. They said they sold more
Books of Mormon than anything else, for which I was glad.
Finally' Elder Decker said they had better be going as they
would have to find a place to stop over night, and if they
~ad to go back to town it would be late. I told them I believed the golden rule and if they could put up with what I
had to offer, they need not go any further that day, so they
gladly accepted- and we talked- on and during the conversa~
ti on Elder Decker said: . "There' was a curious coincident
happened at one of our conferences." . (He couldn't just rememb~r the date, bu't at any rate it was when Joseph Smith
~nd his son, Fred M., of the Reorganization, were there.)
When the vote to sustain the authorities of the church was
taken, Joseph voted to sustain them."
..
Said I, "I don't believe it"
•
"O yes, he did, for my g~·andfather - - Smith [the given-
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name has slipped my memory n~w], who is Hyrum Smith's
son and a cousin to Joseph, took particular notice to see if
Joseph raised his hand and he did."
.
I told him Brother Joseph wouldn't do such a thing", as he
_knew better than to take part where he had nq right, and I
didn't believe it. Said I, "I'll write and ask Brother Joseph."
Elder Taylor remarked, "Of course that is your privilege."
I said, "Certainly it is."
So I did, and Brother Joseph replied, authorizing me to
brand it as a lie without a shadow of a foundation.
Before they left next morning, while we were still at the
breakfast table, I told them I had something to read to them
if they would listen and they said they would, so I got Bro.
R. C. Evans' tract, "Latter day polygamy, its origin," .and
read it from beginning to end to them. I feared if I gave
it to them to read they wouldn't have time, at any rate both
n1ight nut have taken tin1e to i·ead it, and I_ wanted both to
receive the benefit. So they sat and listened till I had finished
then Elder Taylor remarked, "Yes, _they fix up some nice lit~
tle stories about us," and this was all the reply they made.
Elder Decker then said he would like to read something to
me from the Doctrine and Covenants, and I promised to listen
and at the same time got my Doctrine and Covenants. He
then turned to the revelation on polygamy and began to read.
I told him my book didn't read that way. He said, "0 well,
this was given after the revelation in your book," I said,
·"you think, then, that God changed his mind? And my
Bible says, 'I am the Lord, I change not; and if he has
changed his mind he has ceased to be God and I don't care to
worship such a being.' " I also told him it was only anothe1'
evidence that Brigham Young was the author of the polygamous revelation. They then thought' they must go, as it was
late, but wished to thank me for my hospitality, and hoped I
would consider I had entertained two of God's servants. I
said I hoped I had entertained two ·honest-hearted men. They
invited me to attend their services in the evening, which I
did, but a drizzly rain set in, so not many lingered till they
were through.
Each speaker took his turn and bore his testimony to the
divinity of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon and that
they were ministers of Christ traveling without purse or scrip,
and closed their meeting, distributed tracts, and invited people to attend their services at the hall at 2 o'clock next day.
We didn't go next day and heard afterward that there was
but one gentleman aside from themselves that attended the
meeting. It might have been a lit_t!e different had the weather
been fair, but I must say it doesn't take much of an excuse
to keep people in Gilroy from church, especially if it be a
Latter Day Saint or "Mormon," as they will call us.
I am glad to say I am still in the faith and trying to keep
up courage, distributing literature whenever opportunity of~
fers, hoping that some day it will be the means of helping
some to see the truth. I ask an interest in the prayers of all
God's people in behalf of my family that we may all be more
faithful in discharging our duty, that not one be lost. We
have no church privileges here of our own, -and anyone that
has had the trial of it knows how hard it is to keep chiltlren
interested along gospel lines when there is _so much to draw
them aside. Occasionally we go to San Jose to church, which
is our nearest branch, but that is thirty-five miles away. Last
year I attended the reunion at Irvington the entire time, but
husband could only go on Sunday, as he was in the l'ush of
fruit drying; and. it will be the same this year. Don't know
yet as either of us.will be able to leave.
Trusting I have not wearied you, I beg to remain, Your sister in Christ,
SARAH J. Ross.
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BLISSFIELD, MICHIGAN, August 8, 1910.

Editors Herald: We have at present twenty-one Saints in
and around Blissfield. I myself can look back and remember
the time when I was the only Saint in this part, but now we
have a Sunday school of about thirty members and a Religio
of about nineteen. It will be only two years next December
since the first was baptized, and they have been coming in
one, two, and three at a time. Our missionary, Bro. S. W. L.
Scott, of Coldwater, has been here with us again and stayed
this time three weeks, leaving everything in good shape, and
preaching twenty-six sermons while with us. We all hated to
see him go, but other business called him away, leaving here
on the morning of August 1 with the intention of going to
Indianapolis to organize a branch. We pray for his speedy
return.
·
'
I can now begin to realize what Christ meant when he said,
"The kingdom of heaven is like unto a mustard seed/; but
grew to be a big tree. I was here alone at one time and now
we are twenty-one inside of two years, and more close to the
water, and again I do realize that this Christian life is a
war, not with man, but with sin and principalities in high
places, and we can always know when God is doing something.
Then is when the Devil will shove his cloven foot in,-"in some
form, or probably in the way we are least expecting.
I have been in this church fifteen years and have seen quite
a little of the ups and downs of the life of a Saint, but there
is nothing that can daunt my faith in Christ and this latter
day gospel. I feel more to be faithful than ever, for I can
say with Job of old, I know that my Redeemer liveth, and if
faithful to the covenant made at the water, I shall 'be one
of the first resurrected and will reign with Christ a thousand
years, at the end of which I shall see God. Asking the prayers
of all of God's people for us in general here in this place, that
we all may be faithful and be found worthy of ·the words,
"Well done, good and faithful servant, enter into the joys of
your Lord," and my prayers are for the redemption of Zion.
Your sister and coworker with Christ,
Mns. C. B. ToNc.

August 17, 1910

fellow-travelers are a good natured lot of people, very sociable
and courteous to each other, notwithstanding there is a conglomerated mass of nationalities. The1·e is also a great
variety of professional men aboard, viz, doctors, clergymen,
nuns, merchants, actors and actresses, saloon keepers and
gamblers. An orchestra makes fine music twice daily to entertain the passengers, which is highly appreciated ·by. the
people.
We have with us a number of aged people. One old Welsh
lady over eighty-seven years old is going back to visit her
native land. How is that for the Welsh?.
We anticipate landing at Liverpool early Tuesday moi·ning.
I herewith append a few items which I believe will be read
with some degree of interest, especially by those who are not
acquainted with ocean life, i·elative to the magnificent steamer
Lusitania and her sister ship Mauritania. Both are express
turbine steamers. They ar.e 790 feet long, 88 feet wide. If
stood on end would tower more than 100 feet over the highest
tenement building in the world, the Singer Building. The
depth to boat deck is 80 feet. The keel is 37 feet below the
surface when the ship is fully loaded, displacing 45,000 tons
of water. The horse power is 70,000, requiring 32 engineers.
One hundred and seventy-five firemen are necessary to keep
up steam. The height to the top of the funnel is 155 feet and
to the masthead 216 feet. Her speed is 26 knots an hour.
She carries 550 first-class passengers, 500 second-Class passengers, and 1,300 steerage, and a crew of 900 persons. Those
steamers are veritable palaces as to equipment, beauty, and
appointments. It consumes 1,000 tons of coal a day.
Monday, July 25. Weather fine overhead, but the sea is
awfully rough, and has been all night, and the ship is rocking
terribly. We have just seen land on the Irish shores and the
people are happy. We :will not land until to-morrow at 8
a. m. Mission conference convenes Saturday, the 30th inst.
I go to Manchester, thence to Birmingham. With love to you
and HERALD force.
Your brother in the one faith,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
17 ALEXANDRA, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

On Board Express Liner "Lusitania."

(Twenty-two hundred miles from N~w York.)
Dear Herald: This is the ninth trip for me across the
Atlantic. Bro. E. B. Morgan, missionary to Wales, wife, and
self sailed from New York at 9 a. m., the 20th inst. It was
a great as well as a grand sight when the largest ship in all
the world pulled out from the dock with her cargo of thousands of human beings on board. It was also a pathetic sight
to see the hundreds of friends who had gathered on the piers
to bid farewell to their friends and loved ones. Handkerchiefs and hats were waving in the air until the monster
vessel disappeared from view. The sun was shining brightly
and the water seemed as smooth as glass as the gallant ship
sailed majestically up East River, and out upon the briny
deep. It was with sadness that we gazed upon the Statue
of Liberty as we passed close by, for my mind wandered back
home. I could not help but feel that I would experience a
happier feeling in my soul when I will be permitted to gaze
upon the same statue when homeward bound. However, I
felt happy in the thought that he who had. called me to go to
a distant land to labor in the interest of his cause would care
for my loved ones and protect the writer from every danger
t_o which he may be exposed. It is good to trust in one whose
promises are true and faithful and who is able to save to the
uttermost.
We have experienced a very._pleasant voyage so far, only
a few have been made to pay tribute to Neptune. We have
encountered some rough, seas, but our gallant ship plows right
aleng and· maintains its. equilibrium amid the billows. Our
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Tennessee and Kentucky Reunion:·

The reunion of the Tennessee and Kentucky distrfcts which
was held near Farmington, Kentucky, has just closed. The
writer, J. R. McClain, and J. W. Peterson were chosen to
preside. The Saints did all they could to make everybody feel
at home, which was a great help hi. making the meeting a
success.
The speakers during the reunion were G. H. Hilliard, J. W.
Peterson, J. R. McClain, C. L. Snow, J. A. Dowker, and -the
wiiter. All were blessed in preaching the word of God while
the people were blessed in hearing. Brother Hilliard presented the financial law in regard to tithes and offerings and
also the duties of Saints in regard to the Word of Wisdom in
a very plain and comprehensible manner, and I believe that
some will be greatly profited by what they heard by reason of
obedience to the advice given.
The light of Zion will shine in every locality where Saints
yield a faithful obedience to the law. We have on the wedding garment as long as we are keeping the !aw of God. As
long as we are obedient we have oil in our vessels and we
are accounted among the number as wise virgins. It has
been truly stated by the wise man of old that the path of the
just is as the shining light that shineth more and more unto
the perfect day. I pray God to bless zfon•s children everywhere and help theJ..ll to appreciate and to improve upon the
grand opportunities which are theirs. The eye of God is upon
us in all of our work and all should be ve1;y humble and
prayerful in order that they m·ay not offend him in the least.
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Bro. J. W. Peterson and the writer have been associated
"Convention Notices.
together in gospel work the greater part of the time since
'.fh~ Nor~heastern Illinois Religio will convene at Plano,
we came to this field. He has now gone to open up the work Illm01s, Friday, August 26, at 10 a. m. Blanche Fairbanks,
in a new place, while Br-0. J. R. McClain and I will labor here secretary, 715~ Perry avenue, Chicago.
The com:ent10n of the Northeastern Missouri District will
for a time, after which Brother· Peterson and I will go tO be held with the Sai!1t~ near Lagonda, Missouri, Friday,
Southern Alabama to attend a reunion which ·will begin at August 26, 1~1~. Chr~sti~a Edmunds, secretary.
E~stern .Michigan Distri~t Sunday school and Religi9 conMcKenzie, August 12.
I have a great desire to continue on in the good fight until ve~t10ns will convene at Pme. Grove, Port Huron, Michigan,
. F~'lday, September 9, 1910. ·Trust each school and Religio
the victory is won and be worthy to receive the crown of will be largely represel_l~ed. Emma. H. ~hitford, secretary.
eternal life when Christ shall come to reward his. faithful
Th~ ~eattle. and British Columbia District Sunday school
assocrnt10n will convene with the Seattle Branch at their
Saints.
F. M. SLOVER.
church, corner First avenue Northwest and Kilbourne street
Seattle, Washington, Friday, 2 p. m., September 16, 1910'.
Take Fremont-Ballard car, get off at First avenue Northwest
Corrections.
at. door. Will be pleased to. have every Sunday school in disIn my autobiography in HERALD for August 3, 1910, page trict represented. ),\1rs. H. A. Briggs, secretary.
753, first column, tenth line from the top, "our young mind
and soul," should be, "our young minds and souls," as it inReunion Notices.
cluded 1ny intimate associates, as v1e1l as myself~ Same page
The reunion of the Southe1~n Nebraska District will conand also page 754, the name "Benjamin H. Ballome" should be vene
September 9 to 18, 1910, in the W. M. Self grove one
"Benjamin H. Ballowe." (Bal-loo.) He was an uncle to W. H. mile south of the court-house on the Eleventh street ~·oad.
and E. L. Kelley. Page 756, second line of first column from There are good shade, good water, and other accommodations
top, "a chosen walk with God," should read, "a closer walk- equally inviting. Good speakers ai1d those prepared to carry
with God." Page 757, seventeenth line from top of second on the. Sunday school a.nd Religio work will be in attendance.
We will have a boardmg tent and will furnish meals at a
column, "and a man will not have to .wait .until he gets a
reasonable rate, which will be as· near cost as we can deterreward for the. work he does for the Lord either," should mine. There will be a stand on th;oi ground where provisions
read, "and a man will not have to wait until he gets over on may be had by those who- do not care to take their-meals at
boarding tent. Tents will be furnished at the following
the other side before receiving a reward for the work he does the
rates which include freight: 10 by 12, $1.50; 12 by 14, $2;
ISAAC M. SMITH.
for the Lord either."
14 by 16, $2.50. All orders must be accompamed by cash and
BOZEMAN, MONTANA; August 7, 1910.
placed in the hands of the treasurer on or before September 1
1910. Those coming to spend but part of the time, who do not
care to rent tents will be cared for at a reasonable rate but
must notify the committee on or before September 1 i910.
The above rule also applies to single persons. Come ~th us
and spend your time enjoying a spiritual feast, the preaching
of the word, the Sunday school and Religio work, and the
pleasantness of the association of the Saints. Anyone desirCLEVELAND, OHIO.
ing· any fu~·th~r information; co~municate with E. D. Briggs,
The Cleveland Branch is holding the gospel banner aloft in or H. A. H1ggms, at Nebraska City, Nebraska. E. D. Briggs
the downlown section of this city Satm·day nights, Brn. F. T. president; J. R. Jones, secretary; H. A. Higgins, treasurer;
Haynes, Robert Miller, and F. C. Wehbe assisting. We get Samuel Brolliai:, W. E. Grubb, Robert Burgess, commjttee.
Those expectmg to attend the reunion or ten-day meeting
good audiences. We have an attractive banner and give away
at Blue Rapids, Kansas, beginning August 22, and wishing
tracts.
to camp on the grounds, can get nice large tents for $3. We
Elder Samuel Brown, of Ontario, was with·us Sunday and have a very beautiful camping ground. Also good pasture
occupied the stand out in Wade Park in the afternoon to a where horses may be had in convenient reach of grounds.
Those wishing tents should write to Bro. Henry Bivei:(s at
good audience. Bishop Becker, of Kirtland, occupied the once. Also those wishing board and lodging or board afone,
previous Sunday.
please write Brother Bivens or the undersigned that full
arrangements may be made to accommodate all. Prices
We baptized three members of the Sunday school into the reasonable.
F. E. Taylor, president Blue Rapids Brancli.
branch, two of whom were on the home department.
FRANK C. WEBBE.
The Bishopric.
WADE PARK AND SEVENTY-FIRST STREET.
MONTHLY FINANCIAL REPORT.
The monthly reports from agents, as pr9vided by blanks
for the purpose the present year, have been of great assistance to the office in advising us of the true state of the
treasury, taking into consideration every part of the country,
and we are glad to know that most of the agents are prompt
Conference Notices.
in forwarding these reports.
There are two things to be gained in this. First, it makes
,(F. T., Mussell, president of the Northeastern Missouri Distr~ct, wi:1tes that former notices of their reunion at Lagonda, it less liable for the agent to make a mistake in making up
Missouri, have been wr'ong. The following is cori'ect) : Con- his report at the end of the year. Second, it furnishes such
ference of the Northeastern Missouri District will meet with account to the Bishop that it makes mistakes in his account
the Saints at Lagonda, Missouri, August 27 and 28, 1910. at the end of the year with agents less liable. These, together
c.onf~rence will open on the 27th at 10 a; m. The election of with the fact that it is necessary that the Bishop be informed
distric~ officers will take place at this conference. All parties of the financial condition of the work in all parts of the
a~tendmg conference will be met at New Cambria on August country at all times should be sufficien~ t<? awaken an interest
26 and 27, at 11 a. m., and conveyed to Lagonda by team. in everyone and see that the report is m hand at as early
1:et all those who expect to attend conference, make prepara- a time after the first of each month as is practicable. It only
tion to be at New Cambria on dates and at time mentioned, takes a few minutes to make out the report and it is the
a~ thbe place of meeting is eight miles from station and teams saving of hours and sometimes days of time at the end of the
"'. 11
e there only as above stated. Let all attend who pos- year to the agent in making up his report. ~takes and disWbly can and help to make this a good spiritual gathering. tricts reporting for month of July up to this date are as
me. C. Chapman, secretary, Higbee, Missouri, July 10, 1910. follows:
Alabama, Mobile, W. L. Booker, agent, Theodore, Alabama.
onference of the Southern Wisconsin District will conColorado, Eastern, Charles E. Everett, agent, 129 South
vene at Madison, Wisconsin, September 3 and 4, 1910, at the
Logan, Denver, Colorado.
close. of the annu<il reunion there. B. C. Flint, secretary.

News From Branches

.

Miscellaneous Department

1
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California, Northern, Charles A. Pa1:ldn, bish.op; 2.35 Third.
avenue Richmond District, San Francisco, Cahforma.
' California, Southern, Fred A?am,_ agent, 1714 .New England avenue, San Francisco, Cahforma.
Idaho, Southern, Elias E. Richards, agent, Malad City,
Idah·o.
Iowa, Eastern, John Heide, agent, Fulton, Iowa.
Iowa, Fremont, Lorena Leeka, agen~, Thurma11;, Iowa.
Iowa, Gallands Grove, C. J. Hunt, !Jishop, Del01~, Iowa.
Iowa Lamoni William Anderson, bishop, Lamom, Iowa.
Iowa: Pottaw'attamie, J. A. Hansen, agent, Weston, Iowa,
R. F. D. No. 1.
·E· · 0 k
Illinois Central, Luther Simpson, agent, 1001 ast a
street,. T~ylorville, Illinois.
.
.
.
Illinois, Southern, F. M. Davis, agent, Thompsonville, Illinois.
Kansas, Northeastern, John Cairns, agent, Scranton, Kansas.
~
Michigan, Central, George W. Burt, agent, Beaverton,
Michigan.
Michigan, Eastern, ·w. F. Smith, agent, Howlett, Michigan, Box 1.
.
Michigan, Northern, J. C. Goodman, agent, Boyne City,
Michigan.
, ..
.
Minnesota, Birch Whiting, agent, Bem1dJ1, Mmnesota ..
Missouri, Clinton, W. E. Reynolds, agent, Eldorado Sprmgs,
Missouri, R. F. D. No. 5, Box 102.
.
Missouri, Far West, Charles P. Faul, agent, Stewartsville,
Missouri.
.
.
Missouri, Nodaway, R. K. Ross, agent, Mound City, Missouri.
.
.
Missouri, Northeastern, W. B. Richards, agent, Bevier, M1ssomi.
Missouri, Independence Stake, R. May, bishop, Independ·
ence, Missouri.
Missouri, Saint Louis, R. Archibald, agent, 5741 Garfield
avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri.
Nebraska, Central, Levi Gamet, agent, Inmap, Nebraska.
Nebraska Northern, H. S. Lytle, agent, Blair, Nebraska.
Nebraska' Southern, C. H. Porter, agent, Wilber, Nebraska.
Nebraska'. Western and Black Hills, R. S. Mengel, agent,
Belmont, Nebraska.
New York, F. J. Updyke, agent, Canisteo, New York.
Nor.th Dakota, Jerome E. Wildermuth, agent, 1348 Front
street, Fargo, North Dakota.
.
Ohio, Kirtland, Pittsburg and Ohio, J. A. Becker, bishop,
Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. No. 2.
Oklahoma, Hubert Case, agent, Kingfisher, Oklahoma.
Oregon, Portland, L. Stover, agent, Vancouver, Washington.
Oregon, Spokane, W. W. Fordham, agent, South 238 Haven
street, Spokane, Washington.
South Dakota, Edward Rannie, agent, 706 West Sixth street,
Madison, South Dakota.
Texas, Central, J. M. Nunley, agent, Hearne, Texas.
Texas, Southwestern, D. S. Palmer, agent, San Antonio,
Texas, R. F. D. No. 7.
Washington, Seattle and British Columbia, Frank Holmes,
agent, Roslyn, Washington.
.
West Virginia, B. Beall, agent, Cairo, West Virginia.
.
Wisconsin, Northern, Nalmer Johnson, agent, Chetek, Wisconsin, R. F. D. No. 1, Box 12.
Wisconsin, Southern, C. C. Hoague, agent, Janesville, Wisconsin, R. F. D. No. 7.
Very truly,
E. L. KELLEY.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, August 6, 1910.
AGENT'S NOTICES.

To the Saints of Seattle and British Colitmbia Dist?·ict;
Greeting: I wish to make an appeal to you in behalf of our
funds. They are exhausted and the elders' families must be
taken care of if the elders are to remain in their fields of
labor. So let us each make some effort and sacrifice something for the Master's cause, for we read in Psalm 50: 5:
"Gather my saints unto me, those who have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice." So if W(', wish to be among his children we must sacrifice something for this work. It is a sacrifice on the part of the elders and their families when they
leave home and loved ones to declare this gospel to the world,
so let us try and do our part in sustaining them with our
means, for we are all workers .together with God for the
advancement of the gospel cause and while we are at home
enjoying the comforts of life let us not forget those whom
we should sustain: ·.with our tithes, offerings, and consecra-

tions that they may .also enjoy some of the comforts. The
Lord' has said in Doctrine and Covenants 64: 5: "Behold
now it is called to-day (until the coming of the Son of Man)
and verily it is a day of sacrifice and a day of tithing for
my people, for he that is tithed shall not be burned at his
coming." I am unable to supply those whom the Bishop has
placed upon this district for support. Hoping you will each
try to do your best and not fo~getting. that you have. done
well in the past, let us each contmue to improve and stnve to
fulfill the whole gospel law that in the end we may receive
that welcome plaudit, "Well done, thou good and faithful
servant, enter into the joys of thy Lord," is my prayer. Address all remittances to Frank Holmes, Roslyn, Washington,
Lock Box 78.

Editors Herald and Saints of Northern Nebraska District:
A few words in regard to tithes and offerings from 'this district will not be amiss, I hope. I have not spoken to you
through the paper yet, but will try to reach as many as I can
through the HERALD, hoping you will give ear to what is said,
for I believe you all know your duty. You have been instructed th1~ough preaching and the papers, so there- '\Vould
be a waste of space for me to tell you what to do. Just do
what you know how to do and God will bless you. The wo~·k
needs you and you need it. I think it is us who need it the
most, for God can get along without us, but we can not do
without him. So let us do all we can for him and also let
him do for us the things we can not do for oui:selves. I am
not traveling this year, but have a helper, Bro. R. 0. Self,
who has been appi>inted to look after the work among the
scattered ones where I can not reach you; but don't hold your
money for some one to come after it. Get a money order or
draft and send it to me and Brother Self will receipt you
wherever he finds you. Bro. M. A. Peterson is sub-agent for
the Omaha Branch and Lloyd Marteeny for Decatur.
Praying that God may prosper all the Saints,
Your brother in bonds,
H. S. LYTLE.
BLAIR, NEBRASKA, Augu.st 5, 1910.
Addresses.

G. T. Griffiths, care of W. R. Armstrong, No. 6 January
street, C upon M, Manchester, England.
Died.

MORGAN.-Zelda Irene Morgan, daughter of Charles and
Sr. Grace Morgan, died at her home· August 1, 1910, aged 2
years, 3 months, and 8 days. Little Zelda Irene was taken
Eick while on a visit with her mother in Des Moines, Iowa.
After her return she lingered about nine days· when death
claimed her. Services were held at the home August 3, by
Elder William B. Richards, assisted by Elder F. T. Mussell.
FEAGINS.-Bro. William Carey Feagins died suddenly of
heart failure at his home near Wallowa, Oregon, July 14,
1910. He· was born August 2, 1852; married Miss Lyda
Isabella Ray, June 18, 1880, in Taylor County, Iowa. They
were baptized in 1901. He leaves wife and six children, five
of them being married, and .the youngest, Joseph Henry,
nearly grown. Funeral services held at the Wallowa cemetery by Elder H. E. Merryman. Address of widow, Mrs.
W. C. Feagins, Box 29, R. F. D. No. 1, Wallowa, Oregon. ·
THOMPSON.-At Liberty Home, Lamoni, Iowa, August 1,
1910, Gustavus Thompson, born March 24, 1826, at Sanford,
Maine. He was an early settler in Nebraska, and he and
wife were baptized at Wilber, October 23, 1881, by Robt. M.
Elvin. Funeral was at Liberty Home, the 2d, in charge of
Henry A. Stebbins, and the sermon from Luke. 12: 48, w:as
by Robt. M. Elvin. A good man who loved peace, of strong
hope in the promises of the gospel, has gone to rest. Burial
in Rosehill Cemetery.
ANDERSON.-Bro. Silas Edward Anderson died at the home
of his parents at Miller, Illinois, July 31, 1910, of acute
appendicitis. Deceased was born January 12, 1883, in the
same neighborhood where he died. Was baptized by Elder
John Midgorden, October 14, 1899. He was a young man. of
excellent habits and died as a Christian philosopher dies.
Shortly before death he said to a dear friend: "You, too,
must pass through the suffering incidental to death; I am
nearly through it all. What is this life compared to the
life beyond? If it is God's will for me to die, it is my ,wiII.':
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On Sunday morning he said to his mother, "I have seen a
star in the east and will follow it soon." He called each member of the family to his bedside and bade them a tender farewell. He leaves his father and mother, one brother, and
four sisters to mourn. The funeral services were held in
the Saints' cha12el, August 4, in charge of Elder John Midgorden. The sermon was delivered by Elder F. M. Cooper, to
an audience of about five hundred people.
MATTHEWS.-John_Edward Matthews was born in Bh-mingham, England, May 22, 1876, and died June 3, 1910, aged
24 years and 9 days. · Was united in marriage to Sr. Annie
Oliver, August 6; 1901; came to America in 1904. He was
baptized by Bro. Ephraim Webb, in Birmingham, England,
when 10 years old and was ordained to the office of priest in
1903; he died strong in the faith. He leaves to mourn a wife,
father, mother, brother, and sister. Funeral service· held in
Stone Church, Independence, Missouri, Bro. M. H. Bond in
charge; sermon by Bro. Joseph Luff. Laid to rest in Mound
Grove Cemetery.
BERRY.-Little Bettie Berry, the three-year-old daughter of
B.ro. an~ Sr. L. D. Berry, died after a few days' sickness of
diphtheria. She leaves father and mother, three sisters, and
three brothers to mourn. The funeral was preached by J. W.
Metcalf.
,
REDFIELD.-At Bucklin, Kansas, July 26, 1910, Bro. George
Z. R:dfield, born December 8, 1838, in Caldwell County, Missoun He joined the Reorganized Church in 1864, remaining
tl'Ue to his faith, his fellows, and his God. He was married
to. M!ss Imogene I. . Austin, January 26, 1865, at Nauvoo,
Illm01s, by Pres. Joseph Smith. Of this union were born
h".elve children, seven of which are still living. He came to
this place from Kingman County, Kansas, in the fall of l'.902,
and continued to. live here till stricken with apoplexy at his
ranch southwest of Dodge City, Kansas. He died suddenly.
He ~eaves a wife, four sons, and three daughters. Funeral
f.erv1ces by Elder B. J. Scott, from the M. E. church in Buck. m, the pastor and choir assisting.
American Woman Teachers.

b But the great burden of American school education has been
orne by American women, who in every State and Territory,
and under every vicissitude of climate, weather, prosperity,
and even danger, have done work which has never been adequately recognized and seldom adequately paid.
Often misunderstood and misrepresented, generally handicapp.ed by poorly kept buildings and insufficient furniture and
appliances; exposed to extreme cold and heat, and terrific
d~orms, and sometimes to insult and danger from savage In1dns, and not less dangerous outlaws and criminals, the
en urance, courage · and devotion to duty of the ·American
Woman teacher is one of the first elements of the prosperity of

Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Associate Eldltor; Israel A.
· Smith, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per year In
advance.
. When payment Is made,· the date on yellow label always shows the
time to which yotl have paid, or the· time when your subscription expires.
If not changed within a month after payment ls made notify us.
The paper will not be sent to- persons who are six month& In arrears
unless special arrangements are made.
,
'
All articles, letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the oame:
All errors in the filling of orders ·or rendering of accounts should be
reported immediately, as receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the office.
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words or
fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50 cents
per 100 v,~orda or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per '?5 words or
fraction thereof. •ro Insure prompt Insertion, make remittance with
notice.
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-omce, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mall matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all IDns!gn
1mbllcat!ons.

the Republic, and the intelligence, morality and patiiotism of
its people.
In the biographies that to-day describe the career of so
many thousands of American citizens; who in war and peace
have been eminent servitors of their nation, state or city
there are relatively few individual histories which do not o;.
should not, record the fact that the subject of the sketch'began his education in the public schools. Myriads of successful merchants, manufacturers, 'lumberers, miners, etc., never
received any further education than that conferred in the
"little red schoolhouse," except that later secured in the way
of business, and the general information and reading of maturer years.-Charles Winslow Hall, in the National Magazine
for September.
Rev. Dr. Charles Scaddings, Episcopal Bishop of Oregon,
understands journalism and knows how to make use of the
newspaper as an ally in progressive work.
Addressing a national missionary organization, he said:
"Newspaper men should be located as allies instead of as spies
and imp_ertinent meddlers in things which do not concern
them. We can take them into comradeship in the work we
are doing, and by treating them as friends, instead of enemies,
secure their confidence, good will, and cooperation."
This is all so obvious that it is strange any other view
could ever have obtained a foothold. And yet the numerous
outbreaks of yellow pulpiteering on this subject of late, go
to show that Bishop Scaddings' counsel is greatly needed.
As a class newspaper men are just like other men-good,
bad, .and indifferent; there are black sheep and white. As
a corps they are trying to do their work on the highest possible plane, just like preachers, doctors and lawyers.
Many complaints of inaccuracy and inexactness in news
reports might be avoided if people who have news to give
out would do it frankly and not obscure the issue by silly
irrelevances like those Bishop Scaddings describes. A reporter's greatest difficulty is to get a man or woman to tell a plain
story plainly, and the worst offenders in this respect are by
no means found among the ignorant an,d inexperienced.
The only aim of the editor is to give the news, the whole
news, and nothing but the news. If he fails it is due, in
part, to the fact that reporters are sometimes inexperienced
-like other young men, but in greatest part to the fact
that few persons know how to describe a fact or relate an
'event intelligibly. The obscurity of many news reports as they
appear in newspapers, is only the reflection of the obscurity
in the minds and speech of th~ perSOf!S who su_pply the in"
formation to the reporters.-Saint Louis Post Dispatch, May
22, 1909.
The spirit of liberty is not, as multitudes imagine, a _jealousy
of our particular rights, but a respect for the rights of
others.-Channing.
Books without the knowledge of life are useless; for what
should books teach but the art of living?
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE

Ho! For the Pacific Coast
Low Colonist Fares
in effect

August 25 to September 9
October 1 to October 15
$27.70 To San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego

September 15 to October 15
$27.70 To Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Vancouver,

Bellingham. and Victoria.
$27.70 To Spokane, Walla Walla, Wenatchee.

Correspondingly low fares to many intermediate points
Tickets are on sale on dates mentioned above.
Through tourist sleeping cars from Chicago, Saint Louis,
Kansas City and Omaha and intermediate points.
Ask for descriptive folder telling all about
routes and rates and tourist sleeping cars.

a

we have just issued descriptive 1:ircular giving description of farms and
town properties we h.ave for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send your address on a
postal card and we will mail you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co., .
G. W. Blair, Sec.
I

-

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depo'lita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the- banking law• of .the
Stale of Iowa, and under direct control·
of the Auditor of Stale.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R.

FOR SALE
At a bal'gain; eight'.acres well improved, five -i·oomed cottage, good barn,
~wo wells, new wind pump, good orchard
~onsisting of apples, plums, peaches,
~berries, apricots, crabs, grapes, etc., all
bearing. Newly fenced with woven wire.
INDEPENDENCE, ~ISSOURI
Does a General Banking Business under charter No. 1324 granted by the Stl\te of Just inside of city limits of Cameron,
Miseouri,-the State recognized as havin!l the moat rbdd banking supervision of any Missouri, a town of four thousand inState in the Union. State oxamination and public published etatement required.
- habitants. Taxes reasonable. Address
0. T. ARNOLD, M. D.
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
31-4*
Cameron, Missouri..
lntereat Paid !'n Depoaita

COUNTY BANK

JACKSON

Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public
W. A. Duncan.
and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their J. E. Bozarth.
correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance,
association and business solicited.
Very truly yours,
.
ELLIS SHORT, Pree.
Good graded -school and L. D. S. church
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
COMPLETE CONTROL
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
All necessary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
Knobnoster, Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

from the keyboard of the light running, eaay action Model 10 (Viaible)

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douglas Streets, Omohu, Nebraska

Capital and Surplus Earnings, $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be pai4. on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by ~ail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Io.

.

.

UST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderoon, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderaon,
W. A. Hopkino, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Andciraon.
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FOR SALE
I own 53 acres in the corporation of ·
Lamoni, Iowa. Joins Saints' College.
Has an eight-room house, barn, and all
kinds of out-buildings. There are 15
acres in fruit of all kinds and d!ls~ip
tions; balance in pasture and meadow;
fenced and cross fenced; I traded for
this and would sell at a bargain if could
sell it at once. For further particulars
address, B; W. Welch, New York Life
Building, Kansas City, Missouri.
33-*

COIYIPENDIUM OF FAITH.
This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the, various parts of our faith. It is. a small
library of information Within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather; $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-111-4, respectively.
.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my di•· ·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth ahall make you free."-John 8: 31-, 32.

VOLUME 57

"There shall not any man among you have Hive it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, AUGUST 24, 19fO

-Editorial
THE DUTY -OF THE TEACHER.

We have received a letter from a brother of which
the following-is an ext~act:
President Joseph, please give me an outline of a teacher's
duty, as you see it. They have placed me a-s presiding teacher,
with two others in the branch .. What should be my attitude
towards such in branch work?

We think it possible that what we might write to
this brother in reference to. the duties of the teacher
might be of some value to other teachers under similar conditions. We therefore take this method of
replying to him, and thus possibly avoiding having
to write to s.everal others upon the same topic.
We are admonished in the law to this effect, "Now
therefore let every man learn his duty." It is understood from this that all have an ·equal opportunity.
to read and examine the law and draw conclusions
therefrom. What we write here therefore is as the
brother suggests, as we see it, and is· not_ in the way
of dictation or under the supposition of our having
superior wisdom.
Paragrap:(1 11, section 17, of the Doctrine and
Covenants reads thus:
Tl~e

teacher's duty is to watch over the church always, and
with, and strengthen them, and see that there is no iniquity
m the. c~urch, neither hardness with each other; neither lying,
backb1tmg, nor evil speaking; and see that the church meet .
together often, an,d also see that all the members do their
duty, and he is to take the lead of meetings· in -the absence
of ~he elder or priest, and is to be assisted always, in all his
duties in the church, by the deacons, if occasion requires; but
n~it~er teachers nor deacons have authority to baptize, ad- .
mm1ster the sacrament, or lay on hands; they are, however,
t0 warn, expound, exhort, and teach, and invite all to come
unto Christ.
~e

The evident intention of this teaching is, that the
t~acher is not a traveling minister, acting as a mis-

s10nary to preach the gospel. He is essentially a local
officer of the church. As such it is understood that
his duties lie with, the church; that is, such portion
of it as may be associated with the branch or congregation to which he belongs, or of which h.e is a
member. In. this capacity of local officer -he is to be
~dentified with them in, their church relationship, and·
18 supposed to be qualified- by his temperament and
the spirit of his officeto strengthen artd .aid them

NUMBER 34

in their church duties, and both by precept .and
example to lead them into right ways of thought and
conduct as children of the covenant and members of
the body of Christ. He is not a visiting officer in
the same sense that the priest is, but in the discharge

of his duty he may visit the membership when occasion requires, or when in his Judgment he may benefit the membership by such personal visits.
To answer this requirement the teacher should
provide himself with a list of the membership of the
branch living within the precincts of the branch,
this list to contain the names, the place of abode,
and the post-office address of each faimly or isolated
member whose name is on the branch record~ He
should by observation or proper inquiry inform himself of the business, occupation, and calling of those
members of the branch who have business- occupations, or callings. He should do this with ~ -ecoming a busybody, a Paul Pry or impertinei
!ddler
in the affairs of the brethren. He need
~know
the private business of any member unless
ro nem'-"
ber may choose to inform him of such a ~ .may
wish him to know, nor is it essential that . ~ ~ ould
inquire into the details of the business of 1J1 o 1embership. If one of them wishes him to·lno ~ '1ow
his business is prospering or failing, such iz: t:! ber
with propriety may inform the teacher with as r.riuch
as he wishes him to know. A teacher may also inform himself by examination of the branch record
and consultation with the secretary as to what members of the branch are absent from the branch and
their whereabouts, if such is known, that correspondence may be had with them if necessary.
It is the teacher's duty to be at the various meetings of the church when it is practicable, where he
will take notice of those who are present, thus informing himself as to who are absent; He can then
make proper and judicious inquiry and can ascertain whether such absences as ·he may note are the
result of sickness, necessary cares, cif home or bmiiness matters, or from spiritual indifference and neglect of duty. He can make these inquiries without
making himself an obnoxious intruder into other
men's affairs, and when informed in regard to these
thipgs, he should be very careful in dealing_ with them, that he does not do more harm than good, by.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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his interference. A whip may be a necessary thing
to have in the house as a show of authority of the
master of the house, but it is a poor instrument with
which to incite love and tender regard for the rules
of the household. A teacher should always remember this: "A soft answer turneth away wrath, but
grievous words stir up anger."
A teacher should never indulge in talking about
the affairs of the membership tif the branch, to
others, either in the church or out of the church,
except in cases where church discipline may
seem necessary, and then only to a fellow-teacher
or the authorities of the branch, should he have
anything to say, and. should then only say just
so much as may be n'ecessary to give the officers
a proper understanding of what he knows or
may have discovered. Should the teacher discover
that a member was doing wrong or had been guilty
of wrongdoing he should first be reasonably sure,
and should then carefully visit and talk with the one
supposed to have done wrong, and seek by wise counsel and proper sympathy to win such person back to
right ways. He should not by any means betray the
confidence that may be placed in him by telling to
others of such wrongdoing or confession of wrongdoing, and thus make himself a party to taletelling
and backbiting.
A teacher should not listen to talebearers, and if
approached by a member with a story of wrongdoing upon the part of another, by which the member has been offended, he should refuse to hear such
statement, except in the presence of another, and if
the charge be serious he should require the informant to make it in writing, and should refuse to hear
a statement of complaint, upon which he is requested
or expected to act, unless it be reduced to writing.
The ears of a teacher should be open to appeals for
spiritual aid and comfort, and to statements of physical sickness, hunger, thirst, or suffering for the necessities of life; and in such cases should give relief
if he can, or inform the presiding elder of the branch
or the bishop or bishop's agent, if there be one in
the branch, and should see so far as is in his power,
that the appeals for aid should be heard and supplied.
In the duties referred to above one of the essential
aids provided in the law.~9f. which the teacher may
avail himself is the deac,g~ or the deacons. In the
absence of the presiding officers of the branch who
hold higher authority than the teacher, the teacher
is to take the charge of, meetings at which he may
be present, he being the teacher of the branch. Should
there be officers·in the church present who hold the
higher priesthood, and who may not be officers of
the branch, courtesy would require that he should
invite one of these to occupy the pulpit, or to, take
charge of the meeting if he so desired. However,
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he may i·emember that he is the proper presiding
officer, and as such he may interfere to prevent
disorder in the congregation and may open and close
the meeting, retaining the presiding authority so
far. If he be so led by the Spirit he may occupy
the stand himself, or ask a fellow-teacher who expects to be present, but should use this privilege in
wise discretion, lest he should be called discourteous
or presumptive. In the absence of officers holding ·
higher authority it is the duty of the teacher when
present at meetings to preside, and he may be assisted by an associate teacher or deacon, who may
open and close the meeting upon request of the presiding teacher.
In the duties heretofore mentioned,. with such addition as may be suggested by careful thought, the
teacher will find ample scope for the occupation of
his time and the exercise of his abilities, whether
they be small or great. The closing portion of the
paragraph in the Book of Covenants suggests the
wider scppe for the abilities of the teacher in that it
opens a door for him to occupy the pulpit where. opportunities may offer or where branch authorities
may need such assistance to warn, expound, exhort,
and teach, and invite all to come to Christ. In order
to warn he must himself, feel that he has been
warned and that there .is a necessity for warning
. others. In order to exhort, he must himself feel that
he is,in a great degree a proper example, or his exhortation would be apt to fall upon deaf ears, those
who heard him would set his example before his precept and decline to follow where he did not lead. In
this respect he should be as blameless as either priest
or elder. In order to teach, the teacher must study,
read, think, and inform himself, not ohly upon the
.necessities for teaching, but as to the· subjects he
should teach and the best manner of teaching. He
should make himself as attractive in his speech as he
is able to do, and should avoid what would be calculated to drive men from the truth rather than att11act
them to it. In this respect he may be accounted in a
sense as a preacher of the word.
Where necessity in church work requires or opportunity offers, in order to invite all to come to
Christ he may properly address those outside the
church as well as those in the church; thatis to say,
those who are not members of the church as well as
those who are. He must himself feel that he has
come unto Christ and properly become a member
of the church, the body of Christ, and can assure
those whom he invites that they can find room in
. the church through obedience to its teachings, the
Spirit of comfort and of peace and a knowledge of
the things of the kingdom of God.
The presiding teacher of a. branch may ask the
assistance of other teachers in the branch, if there be
others, for their assistance in whatever· he may be
-

-:--<i
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called upon to do in which their assistance may be
required. He may be called upon by an offended
member to visit with· such offended member· of the
church who has offended him, in which case he
should go cheerfully, if ip his power to go, and should
by wise and calm counsel help to secure an adjustment of the difficulty, but before going he should
ascertain if the offended member has complied with
the law, and properly have tried by himself to secure
a settlement, and if he has no! so done, the teacher.
should refuse to go.
It is the duty of the teacher to assist the presiding
officer of the branch in his official capacity, to serve
notice upon offending members who are required to
appear before the courts of the church in the. branch,
and to serve such notices and other papers as may
be required in such cases. There is one clause that
seems to be especially difficult of comprehension, and
of definition as to how far the duty of the teacher
may go. He is to see that there is no iniquity in the
church and that other members do their duty. The
evident meaning of this, so far as we are able to
construe it, is to this effect: that the teacher being-a standing officer to the church .is by wise supervision and by the intuitive perception of his office,
to observe the conduct and attitude of members in
a spiritual and moral sense, and by such efforts as
he may be able to put forth to prevent the occurrence of bad or evil conduct; and so far as it is
possible for him to do, by wise counsel, and example
free from blame, prevent the incoming, of anything
of a nature to injure or destroy the membership and
thus injure the church.
A wise teacher may, by habit of observation and
clear thinking, discover lapse of'..duty on the part
of members without making himself a busybody, and
without taking upon himself the duty of the priest
as a visiting officer. He certainly will know if he
attends the meetings whether the membership are
all there, especially upon sacrament service, and may
ascertain upon proper inquiry whether sickness or
other causes have hindered their attendance; and if
such members have absented themselves because of
the offences of others, misunderstanding with the
church officers, or from a personal sense of want of
worthiness, he can then lend such aid to such members as may lie in his power, or secure the attention
of the presiding authorities of the branch. This is
especially true of small or comparatively small
branches. In larger branches a proper division of
labor and responsibility will accomplish the intended
design.
·
The teacher of· a branch may take the branch
report of membership to the different conferences
if they have no branch secretary or clerk, to whom
this duty is specifically assigned. The presiding
teacher may also· issue certificate of removal that
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may be ordered by the branch, providing such branch
may not have a secretary or a clerk to whom ·the·
branch has delegated this duty. He should not, however, presume to issue letters except upon order of
the branch by vote.
The teacher may also respond to the request of
proper authorities of the branch or district to assist
officers holding the higher priesthood in preaching
service with such assistance as is necessary.
We think the foregoing suggestions as to duty
may assist the brother whose request we have responded to, to learn by proper research and study
what the teacher may or may not, should or should
not, do. He should remembe}: that he may do all
these things, but may not administer the sacrament,
baptize, or lay on hands, for either confirmation or
healing of the sick.
JOSEPH SMITH.
0

NOTE5 AND COMMENTS.

Our respected Bro. F. G. Pitt, who is about to
depart for his far away mission field in Australia,
has decided that· after all it is best to travel two by
two. He has made his own chioce of traveling companion without consulting General Conference.
However, under the circumstances, he can not be
blamed. He has the good wishes of the SAINTS'
HERALD and its many readers. That the Saints may
be. further informed we quote from a letter written
by Elder J. A. Tanner:
"A very beautiful and peaceful wedding took place
at the home of Sister Parks at Joliet, Illinois, August
17, 1910, at 4.30 p. m., .in which Elder Frederick G.
Pitt, of Chicago, and Sr. Rosa J. Parks, of Joliet,
Illinois, were the contracting parties, the ceremony
being performed by Elder Joseph A. Tanner.' About
fifty relatives and friends were present and all
partook of the nice wedding supper, served on the
beautiful lawn of Sister Parks. Brother Pitt and
bride are well known throughout the church, especially Brother Pitt, who is one of the church's faithful ministers. - He has served on the high council and
as president of the Quorum of High Priests for a
number of years, and is now a patriarch, appointed
on a mission to Australia. Brother Pitt and -wife
leave the 18th for Niaga'ta' Falls, then on to New
York, and will probably. a'tt'end the Philadelphia and
New York District reunion. They will sail September 3 for London, England, spending a couple of
weeks there, and then on overland to Naples, from
where they will go to the Holy Land, where Brother
Pitt will baptize some and do other church work,
after ,which they will go to Australia, their field of
labor. The best wishes and prayers of the Saints.
who know them go with thefn on their journey, and
may God protect them."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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SOCIALISM AND ITS RELATION TO CHRISTIANITY.
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of unhappy marriages and of the ever increasing
number of divorces, are directly traceable to economic causes. We may admit the truth of what is
said about "love in a cottage" if the cottage is not
simply a rented shack, and the young husband has
an income that doesn't make a slave· of him and a
drudge of his young wife, but we insist upon the
truth of.the other proverb that "When poverty comes
in at the door, love usually flies out at the window."
Fact No. 4. The liquor traffic. Capitalism creates
the brothel and the saloon. By preventing marriage
it creates the brothel. The saloon woul(i not exist
for a day if the profits of the business were to cease.
Capitalism lives on profits, and it is for this that
the saloon is maintained, and drinks are sold.

In presenting the philosophy of S_ocialism before
the people, we find at least three classes of opponents,
the largest of which is composed of individuals who
know practically nothing about it, and have either
no time or disposition to investigate it. Another class
is composed of persons who have read what has been
·written against so-called Socialism and have settled
convictions ·against the popular conception of what
Socialism teaches. The third comprises a vast number of good, honest people who are fair enough to
investigate both sides,, .of the question and conseNuently admit that the doctrines of Socialism are all
~ight, but we never can put them into operation.
Fact No. 5. Selfishness.and pride. These two evils
For the benefit of the first mentioned cla(rls, I desire are especially apparent to religious people, and we
to call attention to a few facts that are really famil- have been warned that herein is one of the greatest
iar to most of us, but which have bec~e so common dangers confronting the church to-day. Capitalism
amongst us that we pass them over as being natural develops selfishness and opposes the sentiment of
and unavoidable, and which we claim would be abol- brotherhood. Everybody is trying to get what everyished by the introduction of a ~ocialist form of gov- body is trying to keep everybody else from getting.
ernment.
You are "held up," and you politely hold up others,
Fact No. 1. The unprecedented accumulation - of for large sums- and small, under the profit• making
large fortunes by a few, at the expense of privation, system. I believe nearly all Latter Day Saints will
suffering, and unthinkable misery on the part of agree that a proper execution of the law of equality
thousands and thousands. Socialism teaches that will abolish from the church the chief source of selthis great gulf is the outgrowth of what has been fishness and pride. Socialism presents a plan dicalled surplus value. Briefly stated, surplus value rectly in harmony with this.
is that value produced by the worker which he does
Fact No. 6. The tramp. Capitalism creates a connot get, but >vhich goes to the employer, and consti- stantly increasing army of unemployed. In 1890,
tutes his profits. According to government statis- 85 per cent of the workers in the United States had
tics, the worker, on an average, receives only about steady employment, in 1900 only 78. per cent, and in
one fifth of the value of his output.
1903 only 50.2 per cent. There are 2,000,000 conFact No. 2. The social evil. In other words, the stantly unemployed.
white slave traffic, one of the blackest blots upon the
Fact No. 7. Chiid labor. Si:x;ty thousand children
pages of American history. So black, that when the between six and sixteen years of age work twelve
results of government investigation of the traffic was hours per day in Southern cotton mills. In. New
published recently, effort was at once made to sup- · York State there are 92,000 child laborers; in the
press it. Write your representative for a copy of United States 1,500;000. These children grow up
it, U. S. Senate document No. 196. Here is a quota- illiterate, many of them dwarfed in mind and body.
tion from page 46 of this document which indicates
For the benefit of that class of Individuals who
what we claim is the chief cause which leads women have read only the attacks upon Socialism, and who
to enter this shameful profession (from examination are ..consequently misinformed as· to its true teachof professional prostitute, by commission agents) : ings, it is necessary to present a few statements as
"I don't want to go into the dressmaking business to what Socialism is not. However we shall content
and earn $8 or $9 a week, when I can make that ourselves with simple reference to a few very comii"
every day on Broadway."
.
mon objections m!lde by the average Latter Day
Fact No. 3. The domestic evil,-unhappy mar- Saint. It, is said by many that Socialism is a deriiages and divorces. Among the extremely rich, structive philosophy. That we are wrong in our
marriage for love seldom occurs. Among the ex- effortf;l to destroy existing institutions without pretremely poor, the same is largely true, for they are senting a tangible plan of reconstruction .. We are
kept in such gross ignorance that they do. not know . proud to plead guilty of trying to aim sledge hammer
the meaning of love. And in all classes, when a blows at every existing institution that is antagoyoung woman marries, her friends on learning of nistic to the principles of right, of justice, and of
it, at once ask, "Has he· got__ anything?"'
·
equality, no matter how popular some of these may
We, as Socialists, claim .that the large majority be. If we discover that an enterprise depends for its·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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success upon the confiscation of the major portion
of the earnings of its employees, or the employment
of helpless women and children at a mere pittance,
we hesitate not to bud against it the battering ram
of truth. But think not, my brother, that we are
unprepared to step in among the ruins of any of these
temples of greed with plans and specifications for
a structure that shall be a monument of justice to
future generations, In fact the Socialist Party presents the most definite plan and the most precise
philosophy of economics that has· ever been presented
in the political world.
Another objects to the Socialist propaganda because of the harsh attacks that are made upon everything but Socialism. Do not Latter Day Saint elders
meet with the same criticism regarding their preaching? No matter how mildly they may point out the
errors of other systems of religious belief they can
not avoid voicing the sublime statement of inspiration, "Their creeds are all wrong."
It is well enough to talk about presenting these
debatable questions ip an affirmative manner, but
it seems there is not much consiste.ncy in trying
to persuade a man to let you build him a new home
until you have shown him the leaks in his own. At
least, we feel safe in following the example of the
"undesirable citizen" of Galilee in this respect, and
We remember how he occasionally made USe of such
terms as "hypocrites," "whited sepulchers," "devourers of widows' houses," etc. However, if one will
take the pains to airnlyze these attacks he will discover that they are based upon a position that is
charitable indeed, for almost invariably the writer
will blame the system under which we are living
rather than the individual.
Another common charge is that we are advocates
of viol€nce, an appe~l to aims in oxder to accomplish
our plans. The writer has read everything for and
against Socialism he could get his hands on for
the last fifteen years, including some of the most
radical publications that are printed, and only once
has he found a single ·statement encouraging a resort
to arms. If there is one thing emphasized more than
another by the Socialist press, it is the idea that the
people rnust become educated in the philosophy if we
would hope to realize our dreams of industrial liberty,
Some people who even admit that the Socialist
doctrine is all right, refuse to take an active part in
supporting it because of fear that it will wean them
away from the church.
I can not understand upon what grounds such
a fear could be based. Certainly the plan of temporal
and spiritual salvation as prese11ted in the three
books is far more enticing than the ideal of any
Socialist dreamer. It might be that some impatient
Saint, observing the fact that now palf a century has
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passed, and scarcely the first essential step has been
· taken toward establishing the principles of equality,
. while in the meantime the Socialist movement has
sprung into existence, and with its assurance of
temporal salvation has won its adherents to the
number of over ten million souls, would become discouraged with the slow progress and· financial impotence of_the church and lie down upon his spiritual
oars, so to speak.
Another objection is that we propose, after we
have secured the reigns of government, to force
every individual into communistic relationship, and
that to do this would be slavery. Thaf would be the
sa.me kind of slavery that is instituted now every
four years when the large minority are compelled
against their wm to submit to the will of the G. O.
P., only there \Vould be this difference: under the
present system the people are entirely at the mercy
of the millionaire senators and representatives who
are either corporation stockholders or attorneys, or
are more or less under the control of their wealth;
while the Socialist platform arms the people with
the "initiative and referendum" and the "recall" by
which they may defend themselves against the infidelity of the men they have placed in office.
I herewith present a condensed statement of
THE SOCIALIST PLATFORM.

Principles.
Human life depends upon food, clothing, and shelter. Moral and spiritual development depends
largely upon the material conditions. To secure the
means of life, land and machinery are needed. Whoever owns or controls the land and machinery controls labor and consequently human life and liberty.
To-day the land and machinery are owned by -a
rapidly decreasing minority, and necessarily a·
rapidly increasing majority are passing under the
control of the minority, thus becoming the h~lpless
slaves of industrial masters.
A bitter struggle over the division of the products
of labor is constantly waged.
The fact that a few capitalists are permitted to
control the world's industrial resources and tools,
for their individual profit, is at the bottom of all
the social evils of our time.
The wage workers can not be freed from exploita• tion without conquering the political power and substituting collective for private ownership of the land
ahd means of production used for exploitation ..
The Socialist party is primarily an economic and
political movement. It is not concerned with matters
of religious belief.
In the struggle for freedom, the interests of all
workers are identical. The struggle is international.
'l'o unite the workers of the world and their allies,
and sympathizers of all other classes, is the mission
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of the Socialist Party. In this battle for freedom, it
does not strive to substitute working class. rule for
capitalist class rule, but by working class victory,
to free all humanity from class rule and to realize
the international brotherhood of man.

1908.

PLATFORM FOR

The Socialist Party, in national convention assembled, again declares itself as the party of the
working class, and appeals to all workers and their
sympathizers for support.
General Demands.

1. Immediate government relief for the unemployed by building schools, reforesting waste lands,
reclamation of arid tracts, building of canals, etc.
2. Collective ownership of all railroads, telegraph,
telephones, steamship lines, etc.
3. Collective ownership of all industries which
are organized on a national scale.
4. Extension of the public domain to include
mines, quarries, oil wells, forests, and water power.
5. Occupancy and use of land to be the only title
to possession.
6. Absolute freedom of press, speech, and assemblage.
Industrial Demands.
Improvement of the condition of the workers:
7. a. By shortening the work day in proportion to
the increased productiveness of machinery.
b. By securing to every worker a rest period of
not less than a day and a half each week.
c. By securing better inspection of workshops and
factories.
d. By forbidding the employment of children
under sixteen years of age.
e. By forbidding interstate transportation of the
products of child labor, convict labor, and uninspected factories.
f. By abolishing official charity, and substituting
·compulsory insurance against unemployment, illness,
accidents, invalidism, old age, and death.
Political Demands.
8. Inheritance taxes.
9. Graduated income tax. 10. Equal suffrage for men and women.
11. Initiative and referendum,.-proportional representation, and the right of recall ..
12. The abolition of the Senate. '
13. Abolition of the power. of the Supreme Court
to pass upon the constitutionality of legislation.
14. The Constitution to be made amendable by
majority vote.
15. Further measures fqr general education, and
foi· the conservatio~1 of public health.
16. Separation of the Bureau of Labor from the
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Department of Commerce and Labor, and the establishment of a department of labor.
17. Election of judges by the people for short
terms, and that the power to issue injunctions be
curbed.
18. The free administration of justice.
Socialists believe that Socialism, by abolishing the
profit making competitive sy~tell1, and by establishing the cooperative commonwealth, will remove more
than anything yet proposed, the motive as well as
the opportunity for political corruption and economic wrongs; and that without destroying· individual liberty or the incentive to worthy effo1t
The Encyclopedia Britannica says : "The ethiCs

of Socialism are closely akin to the ethics of Chdsti-

anity if not identical with them." Prof. R. T. Ely
says : "It is applied Christianity-the Golden Rule
applied to everyday life." Rev. Father McGrady
says: "Under Socialism religion will conquer the
globe, education will expand, science will dazzle the
world with its glittering sheen."
Socialists present the folloWing three great truths
as underlying the development of the social revolution:
1. The class struggle. There has been all through
history a struggle between oppressor and oppressed,
master and slave, employer and employee. Each
economic period ends in a revolutionary reconstruction of society. The present struggle will end in
the establishment of a cooperative commonwealth
in which justice and equality will prevail.
2. Surplus value. Labor applied to nature is the
only source of wealth. Those who do not labor productively live upon the labor of those who do. It
follows, therefore, that those who labor do not get
what they produce. Socialism contemplates the public ownership and operation of the means of production and distribution, which will make it impossible
for ariy set of men to live on the labor of others.
3. Economic determinism, or the materialistic interpretation of history. In any given epoch the most
important element in shaping social, legal, and political institutions is economic. It does not deny that
there are other factors, even ideal elements in history. It as~erts that for men in the mass, economic
interests are decisive.
The Socialists unhesitatingly charge that the existing social order is practically all wrong .and propose
to substitute for the competitive, profit .making, private monopoly system, a social order based upon
cooperative production for use through collective
ownership.
The latter day work was introduced with the declaration that all the creeds were wrong and presented a philosophy embracing the principles .of
"common consent" (cooperation), consecration of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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property (church ownership), and ·stewardships
(service for needs).
Strong charges .have been made against Socialism
on the grounds that government ownership would
prevent the operation of the plan bf inheritances.
On the contrary this is one of the strongest points
of our philosophy. Referring to article five under
"General demands" we find this clause: "Occupancy
and use of land to be the sole' title to possession."
This would prevent the acquirement of land for speculative purposes and guarantee to every man at
least a plot of ground upon which to erect a home.
Associate with this the further provision that every
worker shall receive the full results of his labor, and
we begin to see how that instead of this principle
being a hindrance to the operation of the divine plan,
it will untie the hands of thousands of us poor,
struggling victims of capitalist greed, so that instead
of being a burden upon the church treasury we could
turn in dollars where we now give but pennies for
carrying on the Lord's work. The following statement may make this point clearer: "Socialism provides for the collective ,ownership and democratic
management of all the means of production and
distribution that are collectively used; the private
ownership of all property that is privately used."
The latter day revelations emphasize the principle: He that will Iiot work neither shall he eat.
While due provision is made for the invalid, the unfortunate, and the aged,· it is demanded that all who
are able shall render faithful service as stewards.
Socialism demands that if there is any "surplus
value" there is one thing it shall not do; it shall not
be used in the hands of one or more men as a means
of exploiting those who may not have been able to
develop a surplus.
The principle of economic determinism opens up a
phase of the Socialist philosophy which has met with
very active opposition. It is simply the question of
envi1'0nment. As it is at this point where Socialism
comes· so close to the field of the gospel work of human salvation, we may well pause a moment to examine it.
It is in the light of this principle that the Socialist,
while condemning in the strongest terms the system
under which he operates, sees in such characters as
Rockefeller, Grosscup, Aldrich, Taft, as well as those
at the other extreme, the common tramp and petty
criminal, simply the pitiable victims of a corru, •
and soul-stifling environment.
By reference to what we all know of the natural
world we gather a lesson of considerable value in
this connection. The natural world is divided by the
scientist into three kingdoms; 'tnin:eral, vegetable,
and animal. The mineral kingdom is inorganic, ·or
lifeless, but when we enter the vegetable world we
discover there exists a principle of life which reaches
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down into the insensible clay and up into the air and
sunlight, gathering various elements together, it organizes a visible body which performs certain functions necessary to its growth. Passing on to the
third kingdom we find here a higher form of life
associated with various degrees of intelligence. On
observing its activities we discover that it, too,
stoops down, partakes of the materials prepared by
the vegetable life, and with portions of the mineral
world and the atmosphere in which it lives and
moves, it performs the functions necessary to animal
life and growth.
Now would anyone be so foolish as to assert that
the tree could grow without the air and sunlight
above and the eaith beneath from which to extract
the elements that enter into its composition? Surely
there will be no opposition to the thought that the
nature of the soil, the condition of the atmosphere,
the intensitiy of sunlight, all are controlling influences in' the life of that tree.
In the animal world vYe discover the same law
operating. Areas of the earth's surface which are
marked by different climatic conditions are inhabited
by animals of correspondingly different characteristics ; and if a resident of one district is suddenly
transported to another locality it will not thrive and
will likely succumb to the conditions to which it is
not adapted.
Thus it appears that we are justified in our conclusion that the spiritual man, or that form of life
operating in what we call the spiritual world, is
influenced, yes, is governed almost entirely by the
material soil and atmosphere in which it is planted.
The Scriptures furnish us with abundant proof that
our position is correct.
It is interesting to note that while the incident of
the fall of man from paradise is often used as 'evidence that man acts independent of environment,
yet a closer analysis of the subject discloses the fact
that this Garden of Eden episode is the strongest
kind of proof that it was the environment and the
environment only that led to the expulsion from the
garden. Adam and Eve remained pure and innocent so long as the atmosphere was uncontaminated.
When there entered into their society another influence, that of Satan, Eve at once yielded to the influence and acted as she did as a direct result of the
changed environment. Then God, recognizing that
a change in their condition was necessary to restore
them to their former position, at once commences
the work of the redemption of man, preparation for
which was made from before the foundation of the
world. In the plans for the accomplishment of this.
great work, what do we find? A man stepping out
.from among the hordes .of despised Roman slaves
boasting his power to make his own environment,
and manufacture his own circumstances, an alL but
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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god, presenting monumental evidences of man's in- entirely beyond the realm of Socialism, so we need
examine only that portion which deals with man's
herent greatness? Let us see.
An angel ·from heaven appears to a young Jewish relation to his fellow-man, The spiritual law is
virgin and tells her that she is to be the most favored summed up in these few ·words, "Thou shalt love
of all women-that she shall be overshadowed by the Lord thy God :with all thy might, mind, and
the power of the Highest, and that she is to become strength"; the temporal in these, "and thy neighbor
the mother of one who. should be King of. the Jews, as thyself." Socialism -has nothing to say about the
the Savior of the world, the Son of God, Jesus, the first, but declares that the second shall become a
Christ. Not a man in all Judea could be found pure grand reality instead of a fruitless theory, as it has
enough to be honored with the fatherhood of this been with but few exceptions frorn the days of Jesus
wonderful child that was to be. What greater pre- until the present time.
Referring to the law as given in section 42, we
cautions could the Father have taken for the perfection of the prenatal environment of this man with find the following crimes forbidden in paragraph 7:
a mission? And when he begins his life work, pre- murder, theft, lying, and unfaithfulness to wife.
senting himself to the world, does he come boasting
Socialism declares that the wholesale slaughter of
of his inherent greatness? Not at all. On the other men on railways, in mines, and in factories, due to
hand he says, "I do nothing of myself" ; "My doc- criminal negligence in providing safety appliances,
trine is not mine but His that sent me"; "Thine is sanitary conditions, etc., in order to save a few doithe kingdom, the power, and the glory."
lars' expense, is murder, and they propose that it
Certainly nothing can more effectually feed the 5hall cease. They claim that the employment of
fires of human pride and class hatred than this per- women and children at long hours and small pay on
nicious doctrine of man's inherent greatness. And farms and in sweatshops, thus wearing out their
nothing can more certainly smother this same fire Eves by slow degrees at work that they were never
and kindle the warm glow of brotherly love than the . designed to perform, is one of the most accursed
forms of murder, and they propose a system of inSocialist doctrine of economic determinism.
The latter day revelations are very clearly in har- dustry whereby one man may by his own labor promony with the foregoing. Before the church was a vide for his family in abundance without the help
year old, detailed instruction was given looking of his wife and babies and still have time and opportoward the alleviation of the condition of the poor, tunity for moral, intellectual, and spiritual develop·
the giving of inheritances, the gathering, and the ment.
laying of the foundation of the city of Zion. (SecSocialism also calls attention to the fact that sneaktion 38: 5, 8; 42: 8-10; 48: 2.)
ing into your neighbor's house and carrying off his
While it may be true that men have preached the valuables is not the only kind 'Of stealing. It contends
doctrine, based on the text, "Zion is the pure in that if the average product of the workers of the
heart,'' that we must become pure in heart, free from nation, after all running expenses are paid, is over
selfishness, pride, hypocrisy, envy, and attain to a $2,000 per year, then each worker on an average is
high degree of spirituality, before we are entitled robbed in broad daylight of about $1,500 a year, if
to the temporal blessings provided for in the celes- he receives in wages only $500.
tial law, yet we find very strong statements to the
Little boys are not the only ones who tell lies.
effect that the temporal advantages are' given as a When four merchants in one town advertised each
means of acquiring to spiritual excellence, as it is ex- a brand of goods as being the best on the market,
pressed in section 42: "And this I do for the salva- "somebody lied." Indeed, when a careful examination of my people." What further salvation does a tion is made it will be found that the whole system
man need in this life if he has obeyed the outward of competitive advertising is a huge lie, allowing, of
ordinances, purified his heart, and attained to a high course,· for some exceptions. Bear in mind, I said
degree of spirituality?
competitive advertising.
Section 70: 3 states in plain words as follows:
But what has Socialism to do with a man's love
"Nevertheless, in your temporal things ye shall be for his wife? Oh, that I had the tongue of an archequal, and this not grudgingly, otherwise the abund- angel and the trump of God to proclaim to the mil-.
ance of the manifestations· of the Spirit shall be lions of wretched hovels, mistakenly called homes,
withheld." Doesn't this make the spiritual blessings what Socialism even, to say nothing of how much
. dependent upon the material condition? It is only more the gospel in its fullness, has to do, if applied,
·another way of expressing the law of economic with a man's love to his wife! The love of a man
determinism.
and wife. can not thrive amid squalor, wretchedness,
Now let us make a more careful comparison of the hunger, privation, hopeless indebtedness, overwork,
two subjects. · The first' principles of the gospel and endless worry. Socialism will remove the cause
which pertain.to the spiritual man particularly are of most of this in the same way that the gospel will
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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do it by the establishment of economic justice, guarante~ing to every man his just wants and needs.
Paragraph 8 starts o~t by making the observance
of the temporal law a sign or token of our love to
God. A careful examination of this paragraph with
those following discloses the following points: It
is every man's duty to lay his property before the
bishop and his counselors, who then appoint him his
stewardship and assign him his inheritance, "inasmuch as is sufficient for himself and family." This
arrangement plainly est_ablishes church or collective
ownership of capital, a:p.d private 'Ownership of
homes. Socialism differs from this only slightly;
it allows every man to retain all he can produce
while the temporal law of the church involves the
spiritual obligation of turning into the church treas=
ur.v all above necessities. There is· no conflict, the
gospel plan is just that much higher. Here appears
one of the grandest phases of the Socialist doctrine.
As I have mentioned before, under the present capitalist system the· average wage o~. the workers of
this country is less than $500 per annum, while the
average of his products is over $2,500. Under Socialism, even with the present wasteful methods of production and distribution, he would receive this average value instead of the idle capitalist, and there
would be the possibility of an almost unlimited increase in his income' as a result of improved methods
and the elimjnation of profits and the waste of advertising, transportation, and many other ways. Thus
the church could receive from its members in tithing
and consecration many times the amount that it now
receives.
The idea of cooperation ·as against competition is
held out all through the Scriptures: "We are laborers together with God for the accomplishment of the
work entrusted to all." The Golden Rule will not fit
any transaction under competition in either commerce or industry. It will be the very essence of the
cooperative commonwealth under Socialism.
But, says some objector, "The theory of Socialism
may be all right and in harmony with the gospel,
but if we have it all and more too in the gospel, why
not let's work it out in ithe church? .I don't believe
church members ought to dabble in politics."
Very well, let us work it out in the church in so
far as we may under present unfavorable conditions.
But the church as a body is not in politics, and can
only bring ·the benefits of this philosophy to its own
members. The only way to assist in advancing these
principles of justice and equality in· the world in
general is to act through a political organization.
Now we have one party and only one that is pledged
to the execution of these principles and determined
to lay the ax to the foot of the old corrupt tree of
capitalism that has flourished so long and brought
forth such an· abundant crop of graft, debauchery,
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war, and famine, and we have failed to disc;ver one
good reason why a Latter Day Saint should refuse
to cast his vote for a party that is committed to the
enactment of laws aimed to help to bring about the
conditions provided for in ·the law pertaining to
temporalities in the church, and choose to cast his
vote and influence with parties pledged to the opposite principles.
Much has been said about the danger of going into
politics, and examples are cited of persons who suffered spiritual death as a· result of such steps. But
that does not condemn all politics. It proves only
that this particular politics \Vere bad. Surely if there
is no political organization with which a Christian
may affiliate without becoming contaminated, it is
time Christian people were getting busy and fltarting
such a movement.
Section 95: 2 has something upon this point. Referring to the "law of the land which is constitutional, supporting that principle of freedom," we
are advised to "befriend" that law. It is further
stated "and the law also maketh you free; nevertheless when the wicked rule the people mourn; wherefore honest men and wise men should be sought for,
diligently, and good men and wise men, ye should observe to uphold." How can we carry out this instruction without taking more or less active part in
politics? If it is so important that we should search
out good men, how much more important, is it not,
to seek men who are pledged to the enactment of laws
that guarantee life and liberty as vouchsafed in the
Constitution !
Another significant statement is found in section
98: 10: "Therefore it is not right that any man
should be in bondage one to anther. And for this.
purpose have I established the Constitution of this
land, by the hands of wise men whom I raised up
unto this very purpose, and redeemed the land by
the shedding of blood."
The prophet no doubt had· special reference in
this statement to the institution of chattel slavery.
But who will say that the yoke of bondage is any the
less galling because the slaves have their political
liberty? What is the difference whether the master
owns the bodies of the workers, or the land and tools,
or machines, with which to provide the means of
life? In the latter case the master does not need
to use the lash to compel his servv,nts to do his bid. ding, he may simply say, Very well, if you do not
wish to comply with my terms an,d accept what I
offer, there are plenty of men who are ready and
anxious to step into your place. And so to-day we
have hundreds of thousands of men, women, and
children who are absolute, helpless, hopeless, slaves,
wearing away their lives at long hours of hard labor
for which they receive a mere pittance; while the
man, or men, who own the machines and land, literwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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ally roll in wfalth and vie with each other in their
efforts to spend the largest sum of money that might
properly be said to represent the very life, the tears,
and the cries of these wretched victims of capitalism.
The Lord through his latter day prophet, said this·
bondage is ~rong, and told us how to guarantee liberty indeed to every faithful Saint. Almost a century
has passed and the people to whom this declaration
was made have scarcely taken one essential step
towards relieving the condition of these poor victims
of human ig'norance. Over ten million Socialists
throughout the world are agreed that this condition
of human bondage is Wrong, and they are determined that the system under which i·t has grown
up and through which it now thrives, shall be utterly
destroyed, and a system of justice, equality, and liberty shall be implanted in its stead, founded upon the
God-given principle of universal brotherhood.
Now where is our duty as men of this church?
Shall we be found lending our support to a system
which has produced the present shameful condition
of social and political corruption, or shall we be consistent with our profession of faith, and seek to align
ourselves with the great mass of the under world who
are struggling, sometimes almost hopelessly, to reach
up into the sunlight of truth where they may enjoy
the realities of life, liberty, and happiness?
The church does not hesitate to speak out against
the liquor traffic; yet it has become a political issue.
It can easily be shown that the extremes of wealth
and poverty are productive of far greater evils than
is the liquor traffic; in fact it is becoming more apparent every day that these two extremes are largely
responsible for the drink evil itself. Why then should
the church of Christ be silent in the face of the
greatest evil in the world simply because it has become a political issue? May the Spirit of the Master
who had not where to lay his head lead us to see
the truth and live it.
VICTOR GUNSOLLEY.
HAVE FAITH IN GOD.

The above is the statement of Jesus the Christ as
we find it recorded in Mark 11: 22, and again in John
14: 1 he says, "Let not your heart be troubled: ye
believe in God, believe also in me." Thus we are
commanded by the Master to have faith in God, also
in Jesus Christ our Lord. Now the question arises
in my mind, How much faith have we in God and'
Christ? We as a people have been taught, and do
believe that faith must be made manifest by our
works, otherwise we do not. believe the. Scriptures.
Jam es says,
. .
Yea, a man may say 'Thou hast faith, and I have work~: ·
show me thy faith without thy woi·ks; and· I will show thee
mty· faith by my works. Thou believest th'.1-t there is one
God; thou doest well: the· ·devils also believe, and tremble.
But wilt thou know O 'vain man, that faith without works is
dead? Was not . Abraham our father justified by works,
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when he had offered Isaac his son upoi:i the altar? Seest thou
how faith wrought with his works, and by works was faith
made perfect? And the scripture was fulfilled which saith,
Abraham believed Go'd, and it ~as imputed unto him for
righteousness: and he was called the Friend of God, ye see
then how that by works a man i!j justified, and not by faith
only.

So we see by these statements that it is not enough
for you or me to say, "We believe in God." It is easy
enough for us to say so and at the same time have
not the necessary faith in God and Christ to claim
the fulfillment of his promises made to us if we had
faith in God and Christ. We would be ready and
cheerfully willing to do what they have commanded
us to do, like Abraham of old. To my mind there is
quite a difference between faith and belief. I plant
my crop believing I will raise or reap a harvest from
it, but will I have the necessary faith amid all the
drought and hindrances that may. arise after I have
planted in belief to raise that .crop? Paul says,
"Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the
evidence of things not seen." Abraham had an assurance that when God made the covenant with him
"that in him and his seed should all the nati,ons of the
earth be blessed" he beHeved or had faith what God
said would surely come to pass. When God commanded him to offer his son· Isaac a living sacrifice
upon the altar, he did not refuse to obey God, but
trusted in him to provide and 'had sufficient faith
and assurance in God that he would fulfill his promises, and asked no questions about it.. In Genesis
22: 3 we read:
And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and saddled
his ass, and took two of his .young men with.him, and Isaac
his son, and clave the wood for the burnt offering, and rose
up, and went unto the place of wh)ch God had told him. Then
<;>ti th'e third day Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw the
place afar off. And Abraham· said unto his young· men, Abide
ye here with the ass; and I and th(\ lad will go yonder and
worship, and come again to you.

Abraham was perfectly sure the lad would return
with him. What mighty faith he had in God!
And Abraham took the wood of the burnt offering, and laid
it upon Isaac his son; and he took the fire in his hand and a
knife; and they went both of them together. And Isaac spake
unto Abraham his father, and said, My father: and he said,
Hern am I, my son. And he said, Behold the fire and the
wood; but where is the lamb for a burnt offering? And
Abraham said, My son, God will provide himself a lamb for
a burnt offering: so. they went both of them together. And
they came to the place which God had told him of; and Abraham built an altar there, and laid the wood in order, and
bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the altar upon the wood.
And Abraham stretched forth ~his hand, and t'ook the knife
to slay his son. And the angel of the Lord called unto him
out of heaven, and said, Abraham, Abraham: and he said,
Here am I. And he said, Lay not thine hand upon the lad,
neither do thou m,i;yth,i:qi:;- unto him: for now I know that thou
fearest God, seeing thou hast not withheld thy son, thfrte only
son, from me. And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and looked,
and behold behind him a ram caught in a thicket by his
horns: and Abraham went and took the ram, and offered him
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up for a burnt offering in the stead ·of his son. . . . And the
angel of the Lord called untD Abraham out .of heaven the
second time, and said, By myself have I sworn, saith the
Lord; for because thou hast done this thing, and hast not
withheld thy son, thine only son'; that in blessing I will bless
thee, and in multiplying I will muJtiply thy seed as the stars
of the heaven, and as the sand which is upon the sea shore;
and thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemies; and in
thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed, because
thou hast obeyed my voice.
·

The promises are to us just as much as to Abraham, and God is just as faithful to fulfill wlien we
are willing to obey his voice and have faith in God
and Jesus Christ. Now we read in Daniel, when he
was cast into the den of lions and the king because
of it was sore distressed, he spake unto Daniel and
said, "Thy God whom thou servest continually he will
deliver thee." This shows that this king had faith
in Daniel's God, notwithstanding he was looked upon
as a heathen, and had the assurance that Daniel's
God was a God that could save, and that he would
save Daniel from the lions' mouths.
The king went to his palace, and passed the night in fasting: neither were instruments of music brought•before him:
and his sleep went from him.
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Christ, such a faith as Abraham and all the others
had. We shall have to come to it. Why not begin
now? If we expect an inheritance in the kingdom
of God, "Love God and keep his commandments for
this is the whole duty of man." It will not be~efit
us to be just hearers of the word. We must do the
works we have been commanded to do that we deceive not ourselves. May God bless and help us all
to think less of self and more for the work of our
blessed Master, he has assigned us to do, is my
prayer.
JAMES KEMP.
CONIFER, COLORADO.

WHAT OF THE UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH-IS IT AN
IMPORT ANT, NECESSARY, AND NEEDED
ORGANIZATION?

I shall endeavor to offer a few suggestions relative
to this order, believing that it is necessary and
needed ; believing that God does not counsel or command things to be performed which are not important, necessary, or needed.
Latter Day Saints arraign others who are slack in
the observance of some of the commandments of God,
therefore we who believe in and do receive from
the great fount of life and truth the precfous word,
who also receive direction when direction is needed,
should be most carefi.Il to observe his counsel and
commands when given.
Section 128, paragraph 1, which was given by the
Lord to his servant after continual supplication and
prayer by the people during the assembly of the
conference at Lamoni, Iowa," April, 1909, says:

And I presume he must have coupled his fasting
with prayers to the God of Daniel, that he would
close the lions' mouths. This was a wonderful thing
for a heathen king to do. He certainly had more
faith in Daniel's God and the same God we worship
than some of us Latter Day Saints to-day. Why
can't we believe and have faith in God, who hath
counseled and admonished us to do thus and so, yet
we heed it not? Dear Saints, how much faith have
The conditions surrounding the work, the increase of the
we? Have we as much· as the heathen king who membership
of the church, the increasing desire for gathering
went early the next morning to the den of lions ex- together, and the necessity existing for the obtaining places
pecting to find Daniel ali've according to his faith; o~ for settlement in the regions round about, under the existing
as much as good old father Abraham, who knew God laws of the United States, and especially the State of Miswould provide the sacrifice in place of his son? "O souri, requires that the Bishopric be authorized to take such
for a faith that will not shrink." Have we enough measures as will b1ing to pass the organization of those who
are desirous and willing to form parts in colonization under
faith to believe in God's promises? In Malachi 3 terms of association in different localities where settlements
we read:
may be made and may lawfully secure and hold property for
Bring ye all the tithes .into the storehouse, that there may
be meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith the
Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven,
and pour you out a blessing, that there shall not be room
enough to receive it. And I will rebuke the devourer for
your sakes, and he shall not destroy the fruits of your
ground; Ii either shall your vine cast her fruit before the
time in the field, saith the Lord of hosts.

Let us have faith that God means what he says
when he speaks and come up to the help of the Lord;
that he is a God of truth and can not lie. We have
so little time to do the very best we know how. Then
let us be up and doing and work while the day lasts
that we may be counted worthy to eatthe good of the
land. May we heed the adnio:IH#oif to come u'p
higher; stand upon holier ground; keep all of God's
commandments; and show by so doing that we love
him and have faith in him.and his blessed son Jesus

the benefit of themselves and their fellow church members,
and the whole body of the church when organized.

You will note the Lord in the foregoing states in
plainness why the organization should be effected,
and gives the people to understand that those conditions require that the Bishopric be authorized to take
such measures as will bring to pass the organization
of those who are desirous to form parts in such colonization, for the benefiting of themselves and their
fellow church members. We believe that a very
large majority of the Saints have with fond desire
and anxiety been looking forth with faith ·and confidence for the coming of these conditions, provided
for in this revelation and this organization, namely,
that a general cooperative work, according to t4~,
will of God, and in his way, should be entered into.
Some have asked, "Why should such a work be ihwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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aug·urated, and how, and whom will it affect?" In
reply to such inquiry I will answer by referring the
inquirer to section 51. There you will note the people were to be organized, otherwise they "o/OUld be
cut off; and every man was to receive according to
his circumstances and wants, and as the old law of
circumstances and wants still exists, the necessity
for supplying still exists, and the word of the Lord,
counseling organization, stating conditions and surroundings making organization necessary, should be
accepted as ample reason for this organization. Aside
from the above-named reasons, should not the direct
counsel of God when given to a people be accepted,
even should no positive and definite reason be given?
We think so. The martyred prophet's statement relative to the baptism and confirmation of himself and
Oliver Cowdery on that very important and solemn
occasion is, "We were so commanded." No definite
reason given. On that very command, authority, and
counsel rests the superstructure of our work to-day,
and will for all time to come. Thousands have and
are now believing it, and have received the Spirit
confirming their belief, as a result of that command
and work of the Lord's messenger, John the Baptist.
The Lm~d counseled his people relative to authorizing the Bishopric, which they did, and with such
authority delegated by the Lord and approved by the
people, the Bishopric moved out, met obstacles, overcame them, and effected an organization of men who
are ready and willing to say, "Speak Lord, thy servant heareth,'' most all of whom have already made
donations to assist the ;vork nov,r in hand. The organization under the direction of God for the carrying out of his work in both spiritual and material
things, is one of the cardinal principles of this
church, without which no great spiritual development can be expected. The preaching of the gospel
in all the world, the gathering of the Saints, the
building up and redemption of Zion, the perfecting
-of the Saints, providing for the poor, etc., all comprehend organization. Hence we should welcome with
gladness an opportunity that will lead us up- to a
higher plane, that will increase our desires to serve
God, and that will result in the betterment of mankind.
First we cite you to the articles of association as
published in both Ensign and HERALD, calling your
attention to the preface, which reads as follows:
'l'he United Order of Enoch is a helping and benevolent
association, organized for the benefit of the poor and needy,
dispensing its charity by furnishing equal opportunities rto
the needy, upright and industrious, in a financial, educational
and social _way, with those who are more fortunate, and supplying of stewardships and _homes or inheritances to the
worthy who may lack.

,It is through this order we believe that the law of
·God, if faithfully honored, can be made more operative pertaining to the protection of those that may
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need care and oversight, and God has certainly enjoined this care and oversight upon those of his
people who are able to assist. See section 101. -Here
the Lord states that it is his purpose to provide for
the Saints, 'but it must.be done in his way, and his
way as stated is, that if any man shall fail to impart
his portion according to the gospel law unto the poor
and the needy, that man is likely to get_ into serious
trouble and torment. The Lord demands that the
worthy poor must have their wants and necessities
supplied, inasmuch as their wants are just.
Now an organization would not have been counseled had that not been the Lord's way. The-order
can not move in its work unless the people make it
possible for them to so do. Lands for homes must
be provided; both city and farm industries stirnulated. Great faith and confidence will be necessary
and valuable factors. The Lord's work is an educational work, and men must not expect great results
in too short a time. Section 98, paragraph 9, reads:
Again, verily I say unto you, I will show unto you wisdom
in me concerning all the churches, inasmuch as they are willing to be guided in a right and proper way.

Are we to-day willing to be guided in a right and
proper way, in the way the Lord directs? If so, let
those that can spare money send it to those who have
been set apart to receive it, that lands may be bought,
and the way prepared so that those who desire may
go upon them and establish themselves.
It is hoped that some large tracts can be secured
in time and those who have means to secure their
own homes will assist in the purchasing of such large
tracts, and in this way form permanent settlements
and abiding places, and thus labor together with God
for the establishing of the work intrusted to all, and
do this in God's own way. One beautiful tract of
land containing eighty acres has been arranged for,
and is being platted. This land is close to the South
Side Church, and from two to six blocks from the
street car line. Any of the Saints who can send
means to assist in payment of this land, either by
donation or having lots set off to them, will be working in hearty cooperation with the order, and with
the work of God.
ELLIS SHORT.
Box 52,

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

Is your field of labor too small? Do you long for
·greater opportunities? Remember that God sometimes puts a wall around a life and confines it to a
narrow'field because he knows the value of concentrated effort. Fill the field in which you are set
to labor, and a larger will open· for you as soon as
you are prepared to enter.
"Setbacks can only check you-your chance is
merely delayed, your prospects are unimpaired, if
but your courage survives."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Of General Interest·.
THE PILGRIM MONUMENT.

a

It is fitting that granite shaft of dignified design
should be dedicated, -0i:J. the shore of Cape Cod Bay,
at Provincetown, to the memory of the bmve m_en
and women who came to these shores n~arly three
centuries ago to find "freedom to w_orship God" according to the guidance of their own unfettered spiritual inclination.
It took a supi:eme faith in themselves and in the
righteousness of their Christian hegira to bring the
Pilgrim fathers-and mothers-to the untenanted,
uncharted desolation of the North American wilderncss in 1620. It meant vlhat inany an eaSe=loving
descendant of the Puritans would consider and inordinate sacrifice of worldly prospects, as well as an
inevitable rupture of close ties of association and
long-standing friendship; it surely entailed a final
scverence, for most of the Mayflower's company,
from their beloved mother country, for between England and some of her children, who felt the filial relationship most keenly, the destiny of America
ordained that there should be for evermore "the
unplumb'd, salt, estranging sea."
The Pilgrims did not come here to enrich themselves, to enlarge the dominions of a royal lord and
master, to subjugate the Indian and the wilderness
with ruthlenness and violence in the satisfaction of
the lust of predominance and power. They came here
to found a commonwealth, with the Bible as the
corner stone of whatever firm foundation might be
established. They builded better than they knew.
We have seen fit,.in our day and generation, to mitigalc some of the asperities and austerities ortheir
secular and spiritual code. Religion and statecraft
in our eyes are no longer inevitable yoke-fellows.
We read our Bibles with a wider latitude of interpretation, and the Sabbath is no more made a bugbear
to children with the protracted announcement, in an
all-day session, of the torment of sulphurous flames
and the undying worm for hell-deserving sinners.
But if we have modified some of their theological
notions, we have not found ourselves able profitably
to dispense with the finer qualities of the Puritan
character. We can not do witpout their inexorablescnse of justice, of the equality of every man with
every other, of the little vital difference there is in
the sight of God between the best of us and the most
hardened criminal. If we are to realize the loftiest
ideals as a nation or as individuals, we can. not far
depart from the established ways of the forefathers;
we must conserve the Puritan tradition; we must
keep alive the memories of the Pilgrims, not alone
in monuments of granite, but in our daily perfo~m
ance as living men.-Philadelphia Public Ledger.

833
A' LITTLE LAY SERMON.

There will m~et in the city of Saint Louis August
25, 26, and 27, a convention of the leading· negro
educators and representatives of their race in other
walks of life, the chief purpose of which will be to
arrive at a working basis for the negro's efforts to
deserve the friendship and good will of the white
race in his struggle to better his condition. Frankly
admitting the faults emanating from the negro himself and retarding this progress in the past, the leaders of the movement, which originated chiefly in
Kansas City, appeal to the best instincts of the best
elements of the white race for encouragement and assistance in tbis most laudable endeavor. That this
appeal is being responded to in a manner befitting
its almost pathetic importance is evidenced by the
fact that President Taft has appointed delegates
from the District of Columbia and the governors of
all the Southern States have likewise not only ap- ·
pointed delegates but have assured the leaders of
their heartiest cooperation in forwarding the objects
of the convention.
At this meeting the following will be the principal
topics of discussion:
1. How can we inspire more confidence on part of people
for our professional men?
2. How can negro journals best iielp so!ve the race problem?
3. Does a college education pay?
4. To what extent should manual training be taught in our
public .schools?
5. Are we losing ground as a serving class? If so, why?
What is the remedy?
6. How can we get our people to engage in farming?
7. What is there in the text books now in use in our public
schools to inspire the negro youth?
8 .• Should the church go beyond its pews in the work of
saving souls?
·
9. What can we do to minimize crime among negroes?
10. Do the courts give us justice?
11. Are we making progress in our home life?
12. Should the negro confine his residence to any particular
section of the country?
13. Has his activity in politics been hurtful to the race?
14. Who should teach school? 15. Who should preach the gospel?
16. How can we help our Lusiness men?
17. The negro mechanic.
18. Is the press of the Nation fair to the negro?

Down in Oklahoma last week the so-called "grandfather clause" was adopted as an amendment to the
State Constitution, the practically openly avowed
purpose of which is the disfranchisement of the negro as a voter. This is the more insidious blow at
the spirit of our institutions since it aims by a pretense of legality to nullify the plain provisions of the
Constitution of the United States. The time would
.seem to be approaching for the final adjudication
of this constitutional problem, for another Dred Scott
decision which shall establish once and for all the
i·ight or the lack of the right of a State to override
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the federal Constitution's declaration that no State
shall disfranchise any citizen on account of race,
color or previous condition of servitude and at the
same time retain the respresentation in Congress enjoyed at the time of such disfranchisement. The
federal Constitution should be obeyed, the States
which nullify it should be deprived of the fruits of
their nullification and, defiance of the supreme instrument of our popular Government or the Constitution
should be amended so that States may not abrogate
the solemn agreements into which they entered when
they obtained admission into the Union.
The country has been unspeakably disgraced during the past few weeks by massacres of defenseless
and innocent negroes in Texas which transformed
the Lone Star State into a shambles rivaling the
butcheries of history. The ruthless Turk never committed outrages so atrocious as those. committed by
blood-maddened mobs which pursued negroes who
were guilty of no crime but that of color, shot them
down like wild beasts and left their bodies unburied
for the vultures to devour. This happened in America, not in Armenia. The original cause of the bloodiest of these crimes was a murder by a negro over
a promissory note, not the conventional crime which
infuriates the whites and rouses the worst passions
of the people. With negroes being slaughtered by
wild and irresponsible mobs on the one hand and disfranchised by voting mobs on the other, it would
appear that it is high time for conventions of some
·
sort.
The civilized powers of the earth have intewened
and importuned the "unspeakable Turk" to cease the
Armenian massacres. Why not appeal to America
to stop the massacres within its own borders? Because one negro was guilty of an unprovoked ~nd
utterly indefensible murder, more than a score of
negroes who had committed no crime whatever were
slaughtered in a horrible orgy of bloody fury that
places those guilty of the atrocities outside the pale
of civilization.
It is in the midst of such conditions as these, not
confined by any means to one section of the country,
that the best elements of the negro race are appealing to the white people for help in repressing crime
among the black race, of uplifting the whole race
and making it more worthy the assistance of the
whites. This is the element of the pathetic that
enters into the situation-a race pleading for a
chance. A glance at the subjects of the yonvention
referred to will show,,,that ,the fault does not altogether lie with the blacks. Th.ere is crime among the
whites as well. The truth is that there is no color
to crime or criminals. A white man's crime is as
black as that of the blackest negro Who ever took
the life of his fellow-man. During his fifty years
of free·dom the negto has made wonderful strides

and if a proportionate amount of preventive effort
was used in behalf of the. negro as compared with
the same sort of effort in behalf of the 'whites, the
showing would be stHi more gratifying.-Kansas
City Journal.
·
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If the Baby Would Sleep. .

Oh, the oceans of work that could be done,
The garments cut and the long seams run,
The blankets woven of yarn homespun,
And the silk quilts pieced, not yet begun,
To be placed in the chests of cedar deepIf the baby would only sleep!
How the rooms could be swept and dusted and aired,
The windows cleaned and the curtains repaired,
The stockings darned that have poorly fared,
The visits paid and the pleasures shared,
For the sun to the west would slowly creep,
If the baby would only sleep!
Then, the books with uncut pages read,
The flowers attended in garden bed,
The doggies trained and the cats well bred,
The naked clothed and the hungry fedFor the charity fairs would fortunes reap,
If the baby would only sleep.
Oh, the pictures painted, the music learned,
The stories writ and the sonnets turned,
The questions discussed that women concerned,The money spent that her pocket burned, As life went by with a dance and leapIf the baby would only sleep!
Ah, poet, think you 'twere heaven on earth
If the baby's prattle no longer made mirth?
If the little papoose from the hour of its birth
Could take care of itself, would mother be worth
The love she bestows on cap and bib,
As baby crows and cooes in its crib,
If the baby did nothing but sleep?
-Nelly La Rue Brown, in Springfield (Mass.) Republican.·
How Faith Came Back.

The corn waved and the tall wheat began to turn from
green to gold. The farmers gathered i.n the horse sheds bef'!Jl'e
the Sunday morning service and talked hopefully of the crop.
Then they went inside and listened to the sermon, and returned home with feelings of comfort and satisfaction. In
that quiet, prosperous,. and upright farming community, with
corn still in the cribs and harvests hopeful it was easy to
belie;ve God good.
'
The heat grew. The day became sultry and the night was
hot. The next day thick clouds shut in the hot air and re-
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fleeted it back and forth from earth to sky, and as the day ~s well as the most expert and experienced, they decline teachwore on, the breathless calm grew- oppressive. An hour mg altogether. Now, this is as if a man should refuse to
before the sun went down there came a sudden darkness, and be good or do any good whatever unless he could be and do
out of the west stalked a great, whirling funnel, reaching more good_ than anyone else. This is just what the unprofitable
from sky to earth. It came on with an ominous hum that servant did. We all know what he got for declining to do
increased to a roar. In its track were desolation and terror. the best he could with his' one talent. The widow's mite was
Night fell an hour before its time, and a fearful night it was. more than all who gave of their abundance. The p·oor woman
The blackness seemed unnatural in its intensity, and the of Bethany shines as a star for ever and ever beca\1se she
absence of familiar objects sent men gi:oping, bewildered, did what she could and what no one else would. God requires
through the wreckage of their own dooryards.
of no one im~o.s~ibilities. He simply demands of us according
Soon lanterns flickered, and little parties of men gathered to our capab1hties. He asks only a return of what he has
to give assistance where it was needed. The rain beat upon already given us-nothing more. T<> refuse to give this bethem, and the lightning that now and then rent the darkness e~use it is not equal to what others may render, is sinful in the
gave them momentary visions that struck terror to their lughest degree. Let us do whti't we can. To do less than this
hearts. Fences were -gone, trees were uprooted or twisted will bring upon us condemnation. To do our best--no matter
off, crops were completely ruined, buildings were demolished how small that may be-is our imperative duty.-Selected.
or unroofed. Now and then a cry out of-the blackness guided
the searchers to where a neighbor lay imprisoned in the
I - L A - - - 1""I>
•
•
wreckage of his hoUS\!, or crushed and suffering under a
fallen tree. By noon the next day forty-three bodies had been
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, August 11, 1910.
recovered, and every house that was left standing was a
Dear Brothers: As -I am trying to get the church record
hospital.
When the farmers went forth after that awful night, and straightened out here and find names of persons I am unable
looked again on the earth so changed, a sudden and over- to locate, anyone having any information will confer a great
powering atheism came over their minds. Where was God? favor by communicating with me. The following are the
How could such things .happen if God really lived and loved? names: Emma C. Yaud, Emlea Robbins Morey, Elder
During the next days this undefined and muttered feeling Samuel Robinson, William Amer, Margarett J. Jones Johnson,
swept through the whole community. It rose all unbidden Matilda Beaker, Josephine Beaker, Henry H. Holler, Charles
and unexpected, like the tornado itself, and like that desolating S. Mattison, Malinda Pinkerton, Agusta Viola Flemming
cloud, it swept over men's souls. The minister, wh.o had been William Donaldson, Julia Donaldson, Clara McCracken, Mile~·
with the searchers all night after the storm, and since then S. Young, Harriet C. Hettiker, Mary Halverson, Rosa Anna
had gone from home to home, stood, within the space of two Brice, Pearl May Brice, John D. Allen, John Bormer.
A. E. FRAZIER, B1•anch Clerk.
days, beside forty-three new graves, and heard women wailing
521
EAST
JACKSON
STREET.
and saw men sitting stolid and tearless. How could he make
them believe that God was good? Th~ words he sought· to
SPRINGERTON, ILLINOIS, August 12, 1910.
ulter would not come at his bidding. He read the promises
Herald Editors: I am on the battle ground where the
of God, and poured out his heart in prayer. But his listeners
sat stolid and tearless, or wept with a grief uncontrolled and fight is to take place August 29 between W. H. Boles, Campbellite, and the Englishman for the Saints. For two or three
uncomforted.
But one great and press~ng need was upon them all, and years the Campbellites have been in the habit of spewing
all who were alive . and able gave themselves to meet it. out something about our church. So at last our people took
There were wounded to be nursed and homeless to be sheltered the matter up and propositions agreed to. W. H. Boles is
and houses to be made habitable; and so the living members the man to do the thing up just right. Curtis and Moore
of the community joined in a new and closer brotherhood for have debated with him in the past. We came out with our
service. Nor were they alone in this. From distant farms colors still flying with the best thinking people on our side
and from other communities came offers of help, and help and baptized eight fine people, all grown and three of them
without offers. Help came, more than could be used, food Missionary Baptists,.and one of them the sister of Reverend
and raiment and labor. In the traek of the storm sprang up Tucker, the man that raised the fuss. This Reverend Tucker
and bloomed the seeds of unexpected kindness. A week before, is an apostle of the Baptist Church, so Moore said, when
every man had wrought for his own household and farm. driven to the wall on every other point.
This Reverend Tucker has been using the Saints' church
Now there was labor and love for all.
each
month, and the Saints thought he was getting too fresh
It was this that brought the reaction. The whole community felt it, and responded to it. The minister felt it, and sailing into our people, so this debate was gotten up.;. the
it opened his lips with a new message. Another Sunday Baptist submitting the proposition, with ours last. That
came, and they gathered again in the little· church. The gave Moore an advantage to sling mud, which was his stock
steeple was gone and the windows were broken; and many in trade, and like all the kind, he knew more about that than
seats were empty. . But when the minister thanked God for the Bible. But Frank met him on everything and the truth
human kindness that helped men to believe in the love of God, was nicely set forth and by the results it is plain that there
there was an outburst of grateful tears. The people had were some, even among the Baptists, who did not indorse
Moore's methods and especially that part when. he offered·
found again their faith in qod.-Selected.
Brother Curtis a bottle of arsenic labeled, "Poison," from a
Missionary Baptist druggist.
All passed off·very nicely until the close, when they wanted
Do your Best.
Some people will never assist in a~y.: good.· work, unless in the bottle back, but Brother Curtis would not hand it over. ,
doing so they can outshine everybody else:· If ·they' can not Moore and his . moderator got quite. warm and called us;,
excel as singers, they will not sing at all; and if they can thieves and other pretty names, and in fact they got scared up'
not speak in meeting better than anyone else; they will ovei" the bottle.
This is some of the goods the Baptist promised to hand over,
remain silent; if they can not teach a Sunday school class
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and so they did, and we have the goods, bottle and all. I am
glad that God is raising up such men as Frank to defend our
cause. The work is safe in God's hands with Frank as mouthpiece.
Ever in bonds,
HENRY SPARLING.
TOLAR, NEW MEXICO, August 8, 1910.
Dear Herald: As my subscription to yom· we!Come pages
has almost expired, I thought I would renew at once as I do
not want to miss a copy. The HERALD and Ensign are a great
comfort to me. I don't l\now how I would get along without
them, being isolated from the Saints as I am. I long for the
association of th~ Saints and wish I could live where I could
attend meetings.
We have but very little preaching of any kind at this place.
The Methodists have preaching the first Sunday of each month
and the Baptists the third Sunday from now on, I understand.
I would be so glad if some of the elders could get down this
way. I haven't heard a sermon by the Saints for twelve
years this month. I think good might be done here .if the
elders would come. I feel to say that the Lord has been good
to myself and children since I have been trying to live nearer
to him. In the years 1906-7 he saw fit to take three members
of my family by death. While it was hard to part with them,
I feel that there was an all wise purpose in it, and I feel
resigned to say, Thy will, 0 Lord, be done, not mine. Dear
Saints, it is my desire to live a pure, upright life, so that
when the summons comes I will be ready to meet my dear
Savior.
I inclose a card given to me by one of my neighbors. It
was given to her father several years ago by two elders who
were traveling through the country where they then lived.
I told her that they wern Salt Lake Mormons. She said she
did not see anything wrong with that doctrine, meaning that
on the card. I told her they did not live up to the teachings
on that card. This spring I received a number of their tracts,
but they did not convert me to their belief. I appreciated the
tracts sent out by the Reorganization in reply to them.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints that I may
have wisdom to teach my dear children the p1inciples of the
gospel and that they may accept the gospel and be saved with
the redeemed of Israel. It is my daily prayer.
Yours for the truth,
MRS. L.A. TYSON.
FAIRFIELD, ILLINOIS, August 10, 1910.
Saints' Hemld: This finds me in the Southeastern Illinois
District. Just closed a six day debate with Elder W. J. Moore,
of the Missi•onary Baptist Church. Five persons have united
with us since the debate started, two of them from the Missionary Baptist Church. One lady (who is -now a sister),
Mattie A. Colvin, is a sister to the leading Missionary Baptist
preacher in this part of the country. His name is -Tucker.
The debate here was held in the Saints' church at Dry Fork,
and was well attended. The house was full and overflowing.
'I'he Saints feel encouraged ~nd several who were prejudiced
against us before are now our friends, and we may have to
trouble the waters again before we leave.
Just beforn the debate here I held another meeting at
Brush Creek church where so many were baptized last year.
Seven were baptized this time, making over one hundred there
during the last year. Since the debate at Higbee, Missouri,
that I held with W. G. Roberts, of the Campbellite Church,
I see by his papei:, the Octographic Review for July 19, 1910,
that he has published a statement that misrepresents the
facts in the case. His statem-ent in his paper is as follows:
"The debate at Higbee; Missouri, closed last Tuesday night
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with a fUll house and everybody glad but Apostle J. ·F. Curtis
and his brethren. The apostle was m.ad all the way thr-0ugh.
One night he jumped up while- I was speaking and wanted
to fight, it seemed, but I was too big a coward. He struck
at me, or my arm, but did not hit me. A miss is as good as
a mile, hence I am still alive. Well, I gave him a little lecturing and he tried to be good most of the time after, but
could not keep in a good humor. The audience broke loose
and cheered me a few times until they could be heard -most
all over town. The apostle could not raise a l_augh among his own brethren. One Mormon left them during the debate."
The debate lasted eight nights. Mr. Robert Marton, superintendent, was chairman of the debate the first four nights
and resigned because of the bad conduct of Mr. Roberts. Dr.
G. M. Nichols was then selected and acted as chairman the
next three nights. B(,iing called out of town to answer a sick
call, Rev. C. S. Hargis, a I9inister of the Free Methodist
Chul'ch acted as chairman the last night of the debate. On
seeing Mr. Roberts' statement I wrote to Elder William Kelso,
who is president of our branch of the church 'at Higbee, and
he called on the three men that acted as chairman and· showed
them the statement published by Roberts. They gave to
Brother Kelso the following statement:
"HIGBEE, MISSOURI, July 26, 1910.
"MR. WILLIAM KELSO,
"HIGBEE, MISSOURI. "Dear Sir: Replying to y.our request for a statement regarding the truthfulness of the printed statement in the
Octographic Review given me and which I have read carefully,
I must say, it is certainly a very wild distortion of the f~cts.
The conduct of Mr. Curtis during the time I was chairman of
the meeting described was that of a perfect gentlemen at all
times, and was in m.arked contrast to that of his. opponent,
Mr. Roberts, to- whose very ungentlemanly conduct- at all
times may be ascribed my refusal to act any longer as chairman during the debate.
"Yours very truly,
"ROBERT MARTON,
"Superintendent N01·thern Central Coal.Cornpany."
Dr. G. M. Nichol's statement is as follows:
"HIGBEE, MISSOURI, July 26, 1910.
"To Whom it May Concern: This is to certify that I was
chosen chairman at the debate held at my town by Brothers
Roberts and Curtis for three nights and -I can cheerfully
state that Brother Curtis was not angry while_ I was chairman and was a perfect gentleman in every respect. While
he was roughly ti·eated on several occasions he maintained
control of himself perfectly eve1·y time.
"Respectfully,
"G. M. NICHOLS1 M. D."
The third and last chairman, Rev. C. S. Hargis, states as
follows:
"HIGBEE, MISSOURI, J~ly 27, 1910.
"To Whorn it May Concern: This is to certify that I attended the debate at this place between J. F. Curtis and
W. G."'Eoberts, four nights, acting as chairman one of the
nights, and can truthfully say that said J. F. Curtis ~cted
the gentleman in every respect, and was a fair and logical
debater.
"C. S. HARGIS, Chai1:Vian."
The three men were not connected with either church.
Brother Kelso says that the statement of Roberts- that "One
Mormon left them dill"ing the debate" is not true.
Yours for the truth,
J. F. CUR'J'IS.
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SEDLEY, SASKATCHEWAN, ·August 12, 1910.
leave the result with the Lord. Those who like big reports
Ofttimes we have felt to write your need not come to this field. May the work ·of the Lord move
valuable columns the progress of the work in these regions on to victory and bring peace and happiness to everyone· of
and throughout the Saskatchewan District in general.· As his Saints is my prayer, in the name of Christ,
a whole, we believe the work is in .a progressive state, and
In gospel bonds,
many new openings are being made and a number coming
S. H. FIELDS.
forward and accepting· tlie angel message. Branches are
being org;anized; some called to the priesthood; tJrns the work_
DUNSMORE, SOUTH DAKOTA, July 31, 1910.
is progressing.
My mind has been filled with the thought of writing to
The writer was invited to Weyburn Branch a few days ago
you all morning and so much so that I have taken up my pen
and said the words that joined together for life, Sr. Lizzie
_and began. The thought that has been in my mind is rGlative
Neill and Mr. Andrew Jansen, both of Weyburn Plains. They
to the tracts that were sent out last winter by the Northern.
start their journey through life together amid the best wishes
States Mission, and the comments that have been made and
of their many friends.
published. While I have been interested in each comment and
Apostle F. A. Smith has been in our district since June.
the attitude of the different Saints that have spoken, and do
He has the confidenGe, respect, and love of all whom he has
not feel to criticise, there comes a thought to me that we
met and is accomplishing good as he journeys from branch
should not spurn the idea of some one presuming to tell us
to branch. Our missionaries are all busy in their respective
whe1~e \Ve are Inistaken or in the wrong, and from my experifields of labor, and are making friends for the gospel. A
ence the safest course is to listen to anyone who thinks he
number of the local priesthood have made some splendid
has a message for us. It does not follow that we must adopt
openings of I.ate and we look for a nice ingathering as the
what they bring to us, but to prove a thing seems wisest,
result of their efforts. Temporarily things are prosperous
in view of the fact that the truth can not suffer eventually
most all over Saskatchewan.
by anything that can be said against it. The truth. seeker
. Faithfully,
should not feel alarmed, because all things support iinrl verify
T. J. JORDAN.
the truth if but pressed far enough, and we should not feel
nettled that some one should send us a tract that conflicts
with the truth as we understand it, or say stinging words.
WAKEENEY, KANSAS, August 15, 1910.
Dear Herald: I am still in the field of the Northwestern It may seem very absurd and irrational; it may ·be a falseKansas District, trying to push my work as a missionary, but hood, but to have the best effect upon those that might be
so far as I can see, am doing but little good. Somehow it in a condition to weigh matters and be benefited by what we
seems that most every condition .that exists here is against the might say, it is best to .speak in a simple and considerate
progress of the work. The man who labors as a missionary manner, with feeling for those in error.
It is a gpod thing to expose error and present the truth
in this field has to learn to content himself with many fruitless
efforts. The people here who are not of the faith are clever with enthusiasm and interest, but to do so and retain the
and friendly enough, but are almost absolutely unconcerned consciousness that we have not injured the cause nor our
own standing by our demeanor is one of the fine arts and
in the gospel work and I think they aim to remain so.
There are two things that are plentiful out here and I truly a blessed one. For my part, if anyone feels he has
suppose they are very necessary; they are wind and territory,. something of interest to me and thinks enough of me to send
and it takes both of them to run a missionary's business me a tract of whatever nature, I will gladly accept it, but
successfully, still I would greatly appreciate a few more must reserve the right to act upon my own judgment and
feelings. The tracts in question have been a source of edufavorable conditions.
The Saints are so scattered that there are not enough ,oi cation, for no doubt all who received them and read their
them in one community to do very much in church work among contents began a diligent search for facts with which to
themselves. There are two Sunday ·schools in the district, reenforce their position, and in so doing, if the search is
one at Alexander and one at Wakeeney. I visited their place . continued sufficiently, will discover what they were looking
the first of June and found three or four families of Saints for and praying for, the truth. I heartily agree or concur
in this part surrounded with people who care nothing about in the expressed view that "All Brighamite roads lead to
our work, but in spite of all' this, the Saints have organized· polygamy"; but• reading the tracts, "Corner stop.es of the
and are running a little Sunday school here. Yesterday, the Reorganization," "Reorganization weighed," "The Reorgani14th, was their second lesson since organized and the writer zatron vs. salvation for the dead," and "Polygamy from a
was permitted to meet with them in their little Sunday school non-Mormon view point," bring out old and in some instances
work. It was indeed a bright and happy day to me and I new the evidences both pro and con and undoubtedly will
think it was the same to the little band present. Most every- bring out tracts setting forth fully tlie answers, which will
one seemed to be fully enthused with the spirit of the iesson, be a support to those who have not hitherto known the details
that being the spirit of unity arid the good Lord potlred out in the case; and surely in this casEJ,. the Reorganization has·
his Spirit upon us in such a degree that I was sorry when the not suffered. For instance, "Reorganization weighed" means
that every other organization must be weighed, and who of
lesson hour closed.
Bro. Charley Ethridge, of Cameron, Missouri, was with us, the Reorganization would object to· such a thing? And who
which added much to our pleasure, as we believe him to be could possibly be injured by such· an event? Because when
a true man of God. This is the first Sunday school of the we read all the history of authority and succession and the
Saints that I hav~ met with in this district and it was so en- i•evelations upon the subject and compare the two organizajoyable that I forgot all ·about the unpleasant conditions that tions, a preponderance of evidence is strongly in _favor of
surround us and enjoyed to a great·:aegrei!' the sweet and the Reorganization.
Again, "Corner stones,"-Who will object to knowing all .
peaceful influence of the good Spiuit throughout tlie day in
each service; so I really felt encouraged in .the great gospel that. can be revealed about William Marks, Zenos .H. Gul:ley,
work, though I have preriched but few times this summer. I ·w: W. Blair, and Samuel P-0wers; for the most striking
expect to push on and do what I "can though it be little and ·suggestion in the tract is, Who are Joseph F. Smith, R!led
Editors Herald:
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Smoot, Roberts, and others that have gone before and those
now living of the Utah organization? From whence came
their authority according to the true history of the church
and revelation? Who will suffer by a compa1·ison? And
again "Reorganization vs. Salvation for the dead": Have
not ail who wish to become posted upon the subject read up
on the si1bject, leai·ned under what circumstances the rite may
be performed as well as the place where, and that to do so
otherwise would be of as little benefit as to be baptized by a
sectarian minister? Has not the tract been a decided benefit
to all "Reorganites" and in fact to all who read by even suggesting a consideration of the question? For instance the
position taken by the Reorganization is that it is a local commandment and has a specific meaning and application. "Local"
means in a certain locality, in a certain place. Read the
revelation on the subject and see if there was not a place
designated by the Lord where such a rite might be performed,
and -further, to show that it was (is) a privilege as well as a

commandment and must be exe1·cised under special endowment. How am I to know when I am to be baptized for my
dead friends and for which ones and when and where that it
may be acceptable to the Lord, without special endowments?
Has there been any other place designated by the Lord than
the one mentioned in the revelation? If so I have not seen it.
Then who is right in the face of the evidence?
Then, the crowning effort comes in the tract, "Polygamy,
from a non-Mormon view point." While it seems a travesty
of, or upon, the subject and imposition upon all that have
read and understand the subject as revealed in the Bible,
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants, nevertheless it
is a fulfillment of the Scripture, That which is spoken in
secret shall be revealed from the house top.
Who is there that is willing to take as conclusi,ve the resolutions of the different denominations mentioned in the tract?
While I am sorry to see any following such an erroneous
doctrine, I feel to rejoice that it reveals more fully, by contrast, the true light, and I say to the Northern States Mission,
Send along any tract you may feel like sending. I will
read them carefully and give you credit for whatever good
I may receive. Brethren, let us advertise the truth to the
ends of the earth.
Have just received the tract, "Corner stones of the Utah
church," and how anyone can chide the "Reorganite" people
in the face of the history is a mystery to me. Two of the
Utah church were in Seneca, that is our town, preaching on
the streets, which gave occasion for me to point out the
differences and at the same time make a strong talk for the
restored gospel, which I hope soon to follow•up and let them
hear some further facts. How blind the world seems, all
denominations, when you speak to them of the priesthood,
authority, definite church organizations, and so many other
points. How stubbornly and blindly they resist such fact,
but they claim their churches all right and theh' work approved of the Lord. That we may all come and succeed to
perfection is my prayer.,.
Your 'brother in bonds,
C. F. PRATT.
KINISTINO, SASKATCHEWAN, August 7, 1910.
Deai· Hei-ald: You are a welcome visitor to my home; in
fact I don't know what I should do without you, as there are
no Saints within twenty. miles that I know of. I with my
family moved here last spring from -Union, Ontario, where
I had lived for seven years. I_ was baptized in Saint Thomas
fourteen years ago, by Elder Evans, ~nd confirmed by hi_m.
Since then I have receiv(!d many bl_essmgs. I have no desire
to go back to the world but. rather go on in thi_s work and
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do all I ~an to help build up Zion. I feel sometimes as thpugh
the Lord was not pleased with my efforts, but one night last
·week while meditating upon these thoughts, I prayed to God
that if he was pleased with me to give-me some manifestation,
and asked that a certain thing be granted me within twentyfour hours as an evidence of the same, and long before that
time had elapsed my prayer was answered. Thank God, for
he is ever ready to own and bless all who try to do his will
and keep his commandments. ·
Your sister in the one faith,
FANNIE JEWELL.
HENRYETTA, OKLAHOMA.
Dear Herald: I love this work and want to do all I· can
for it, yet I realize that will not be much. One night I was
thinking, "If I could only do something for this work" I
went to sleep and dreamed that something said to me, "You
will help spread this gospel from pole to pole." When I
awoke, I thought, I can't do that, for I am a woman, and' I
studied about it, so told mother my dream and she said, "Yes,
it is possible to help spread the gospel by warning our neighbors and speaking a word for the Lord when opportunity
affords us a chance." I have several chances here and will
try to tell you of them, with the help of the Lord.
The first was at a cottage prayer meeting at Sister Davis'
house. It was a- Holiness prayer meeting, but there were a
few Methodists and a few Latter Day Saints there. The
lady presiding read a chapter in the Bible and made th,e
statement that there was enough in that chapter to save any- ·
one. Yes, she said, even in one of these 'prayer meetings if
we would live up to it. Toward thi:i last, I got up and said
I thought we should take the Bible as a whole, that most
anything could be proven by picking out passages here and
there, and that I knew that there was only one true church on
earth and that it was set up on Christ, set up with· apostles,
prophets, priests, teachers, and deacons, and with the same
gifts and blessings that he put in it.
After the meeting a Holiness missionary lady was sent to
my house to show me where I was wrong, I suppose, and in
our talk she asfred me the question, "Do you think water
baptism essential to salvation?" I assured her that I did;
if I believed the Bible I would have to.
She said, "Why, that is taking all the honor from the
blood of Christ, for he shed his blood for the sins of the_
world."
I said,. "So he did, but baptism is one of the requirements
of the la~ of God and· God does not give any foolish commandments, and if it was necessary for Christ, a perfect
being, to· be baptized to fulfill all righteousness, how much
more necessary for us!"
She said, "Do you think it is for remission of sins?"
I said, "I do." She said it wasn't in the Bible, so I told
her to turn to Acts 2: 38. She did so and seemed perfectly
surprised, and read it over and over. I then asked her if
the chuhh was set up with apostles, prophets, p1iests, teachers, and deacons, and she said, "We don't have priests, that
is too much like Catholicism and that isn't in the Bible." We
searched the Bible, but could find nothing about priests, so
I told her I knew it was there or pretty sure it was,· 11nd
would· come to Grandma Hicks', one of their sisters, the· next
night to their p'rayer meeting and that I would have it
looked up by that time and show her.
She said, "I dbn't-ithink you can find it, and if you can't
your church must be wrong." I went the next day to Brother
Day's, and went the next night, as I promised, but she
was not there. I told them of the discrnision we had had the
day before. I told them that I was mistaken_as to how it
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read, but the Bible' said in many places that priests were
necessary. The Bible said, "God set some in the church,"
etc., but that it didn't name deacons there any more
than priests, but almost all churches believed in · deacons,
and I showed them in other passages of scripture even how
their wives should be. A Methodist preacher got up and
said if we were earnest and sincere, we were all right, no
difference what church we belonged to. I asked him, "What
are you going to do with that passage of scripture where it
says, one God, one faith, and one baptism? You know there
are many different ideas of God to-day; many different faiths
and many different modes of baptism on earth to-day." He
· said, "I didn't come here to argue scripture." I told him I
didn't either, but the Bible says, "B1'ing forth your strong
reasoning." He again asked, "Do you believe we will be
raised with these same bodies?" I said, "Job says, Though
skin worms eat this body, yet in my flesh will I see God."
He said; "Do you helieve it will be the same identical body;
not changed?" I said, "It may lack the blood, I don't know;
but when Christ came to his disciples and they were afraid,
thinking he was a Spirit, he said, Handle me and see. Spirits
have not flesh and bones as you see me have."
If I were a man and were called to preach the gospel, nothing on earth would make me happier. I don't see how some
can feel to shrink from it. It doesn't seem like I would, u~
less I felt the Spirit's presence was not with me, then it
would be something to be dreaded: I would rather be a
preacher of this blessed gospel, if I could have the Spirit's
presence with me like our elders have, and such good understanding and knowledge, than to be President of the United
States or even king of the whole earth. These would seem
but small honors in comparison, but if we all could but have
the Spirit's.presence with us all the time our trials and temptations that now seem like mountains would seem but molehills.
Yours in gospel bonds,
ROSA FRANCIS.

Righteousness.

If we as Saints of the most high God were to search for

something better than righteousness, where will we find it?
We may seek after pleasures of this world, but it will not
bring so much pleasure and peace to the soul or inner man
as will righteousness, yet we know that righteousness is not
popular among worldly pleasure .seekers of to-day. A rig!lteous person should not be bound among the class that are
not trying to follow after the things of God. Can a person
live a righteous life? is a question that is often asked. The
Bible says we can awake to iighteousness and sin not. (See
1 Timothy 6: 11.) The question may be asked, Why do we
not all live righteous lives in this world, "For the grace of
God" and the plan or' salvation are free to all men, "teaching us that, de~ying ungodliness· and worldly lusts, we should
live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present world"
(Titus 2: 11, 12) ? How long can a person live righteously
if he desires to do so? "Blessed are they that keep judgment,
and he that doeth righteousness at all times."-Psalm 106: 3.
(See Luke 1: 74, 75; 1Petei-2:22; 1 John 3: 3; 1 John 3: 7;
1 John 4: 17.)
What must we hunger after? "Blessed are they which do
hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be
filled."-Matthew 5: 6.
What is it that we are persecuted"for1 '·For teaching the
truth and striving to serve. the Master: "Blessed ·are they
which are persecuted for righteousness' sake: foi· theirs is
the kingdom of heaven."~Matthew 5: 10. "But and if ye
suffer for rightei>:usness' sake, happy are ye."-1 Peter 3.: 14;
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What is the effect of righteousness? "And the work of
righteousness shall be peace; and the effect of righteousness
quietness and assurance for ever."-Isaiali 32: 17. "And th~
fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of them that make
peace."-James 3: 18.
What kind of paths must we make for our feet? "And
make straight paths for your feet, lest that which i; lame be
turned out of the way; but let it rather be healed."-Hebrews
12: 13. "He leadeth me in paths of righteousness for his
name's sake."-Psalm 23: 3.
.
The prayers of whom does the Lord hear? "The effectual
fervent prayer of a righteous inan availeth much."-James
5: 16. "The righteous cry, and the Lord heareth, and delivereth them out of all their troubles."-Psalm 34: 17. "The
desire of the righteous shall be granted."-Prove1'.bs 10: 24.
Reader, are you hungering and thirsting after righteousness that ye may be filled and have quietness and assurance
for ever, or are you trying to prove to your neig·hbors that no
one can live righteously in this world? Once I did not believe nor try to obey the teachings of the Bible. But I am
thankful the Lord did lead me to obey the angel's message.
I did not believe in the Bible nor the teachings of the Bible.
After hearing the gospel preached, I soon learned that the
Bible was full of such doctrine, and the only thing I could do
was to believe the ·doctrine or disbelieve the book. Thank the
Lord that the gospel is again restored in its fullness, with
signs following the believer, and that God called men to preach
and to lift up righteousness and to fight sin. If you desire to
make sure of heaven you had better live right and do as the
Bible teaches, letting the Bible be your guide. Not what some
man writes, advertises, or tells.
Your brother,

W.R.

RUSH.

Reunion at Myrtle Point, Oregon.

On July 22, at 2.30 p. m., J. H. Hunt, of the reunion
committee of the Southwestern Oregon District, called a
n)eeting for the purpose of organizing for the reunion. Apostle
F. M. Sheehy was elected to preside with T. W. and F. J.
Chatburn as assistantfl; Frances L. Keeler as secretary; F. J.
Chatburn as chorister, who selected as organist Maude McCracken, and assistant, Kate Chatburn; Frank W. Dygert
as usher, and assistant, H. Hunt; Elder A. A. Baker, president, as marshal and H. Hunt assistant: The best of order
was maintained throughout the reunion. The services were
held in the new church building while an adjoining grove
furnished ample room and beautiful shade for the campers,
who with many others domiciled in the town, enjoyed the
ideal weather of this fine climate. The meetings were spiritual and uplifting, all enjoying the especially grand sermons
of our minister in charge. Other speakers were: T. W.
Chatburn, "Jots Man," F. J. Chatburn, J. C. Clapp, E. Keeler,
A: A. Baker, and. T. B. Nerrenlate, of Colorado.·
Five were baptized by F. J. Chatburn, president of the
Myrtle Point.Branch. Six children were blessed and a number
of administrations to the sick and afflicted. On Sunday, July
31, the church building was dedicated at 11 a. m. The sermon
being by vur venerable Bro. J. C. Clapp, a pioneer missionary
of Oregon, assisted by F. l\f. Sheehy. The dedicatory prayer
was offered by T. W. Chatburn, sub-missionary in charge,
This building is unique in design and a q·edit to the Saints
of Myrtle Point and friends who so generously contributed
toward its erection. The attendance of the town people was
large, especially so on evenings and Sundays. Much has
bee1~ done here in a few years in overcoming great prejudice
and the Saints stand well in the community. Elder E. Keeler
and wife, now of Portland, were in attendance, who greatly
enjoyed meeting old friends and neighbors,, they having lived
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here for four years, doing much toward building up .the work . ing to be away two or thl·ee years. They will start east,
at Myrtle Point. One .marriage was solemnized directly stopping en roitte at Niagar'a Falls, Buffalo,_ and Albany,
after the reunion ·by Elder E. Keeler, Elder A. A. --Baker, New York, reaching New York City via the Hudson River.
district president, taking for his assistant, Sr. Lena M. Chres- About S.eptember 3 they will sail -for Liverpool, and after
tensen, of Bandon, Oregon. May God's choicest blessi_ngs be visiting several cities in England they will ·travel through
France, Switzerland, Italy, to Rome and Naples, and then sail
theirs.
for Alexandria. A short stay in Egypt will be followed by a
F. L. KEELER, Secretary.
visit to Palestine for a few weeks. ·From there they sail for
Australia, and will perhaps spend a, year or two teaching
through that country, then retUrn home by way of San Francisco."
Elder Tanner united the above mentioned couple -in marCENTRAL CHICAGO.
riage at 5 p. m. Wednesday.
"God be with you till me -weet again."
Sunday, August 7. Very few tardy ma1·ks at Sund.ay
school and trust we will be able to report that some -Sunday
Elder Tanner occupied in the evening, taking for his subthere were not any. Sacrament service was in charge of ject, "Charity," and we lea1·ned how much we lack that ChrisElders F. G. Pitt and P. Pement, very good spirit, and Brother tian grace in many ways. If we had charity, the true love of
Pitt left his parting blessing 'On the branch. How many God, how much we might be able to accompiish in our daiiy
blessings are promised if we are only humble and prayerful, work.
filled with love, and dwell together in unity. Brother Pitt
At the close of prayer meeting Wednesday evening a short
has given us much good counsel the last few months and we business session was held, delegates were elected" to the conregret his departure soon to his mission field in foreign lands, ference at Plano, and Elder Pement resigned as president of
but our prayers will ascend for him that he may be protected the branch on account of not having time to devote to the
and blessed at all times. Brother Pitt occupied in the evening, work. Elder J. A. Tanner was elected to fill the vacancy.
the leading thought being, "Prove all things, hold fast that
ALICE _CARY SCHWARTZ.
which is good."
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.
Many visitors in our city attending the Knights Templar
Conclave, and so many people are anxious to attend the
different receptions, etc. Will the time ever come when so
many will be interested in the eternal life? Illuminations
were very fine, and the decorations beautiful. No visiting
Convention Minutes.
Saints at our prayer meeting Wednesday night, so wonder if
SASKATCHEWAN.-The second semiannual convention of the
there are many in the city.
Saskatchewan District Religio met at Regina, June 30, 1910,
Mr. Paul Parkhurst and his wife, Sister Frances, are Sr. Nellie Ferrie, district president, in the chair, and H. J.
Davison assisting. First session, devotional ·exercises and
spending their vacation this week away from the noisy city. addresses, was very enjoyable. At the business session, reOur Religio have been planning. a picnic next Saturday ports from General Convention delegates were read, financial
and otherwise. Balance returned from amount paid delegate,
afternoon and evening at Jackson Park.
$2. Officers elected as follows: Sr. Nellie Ferrie, president;
Sr. Henry Keir, with her four children, are sojourning in Bro. A. R. Toovey, vice-president; Sr. Mae Williams, secreSouth Haven, Michigan, this week, her cousin, Mrs. George tary; Bro. John R. Neill, treasurer; Sr. A. E. Nunn, libraBrown; and daughter Sadie accompanying them on their rian; Sr. Estella Toovey, home department superintendent.
By order arrangement was made to meet at next convention
trip on Friday, the 5th, and returning Monday.
on Thursday, preceding the next district conference. The
The reunion of the Northeastern Illinois District will be conference arranged to meet on December 29, 19iO, with the
held at Plano, Illinois, from the 19th to the 29th of August,' Minnesota Branch near Vanscoy, notice to be published at
and we trust a number of the Chicago and West Pullman least four weeks previously. Resolved, That the convention
defray traveling expenses of the secretary. Reports and
Saints will be able to attend.
addresses show that the work is growing and hopes are large .
Sunday, August 14. Elder Pitt preached his farewell ser- for a good covention next winter. Mae Williams, s,ecretary.
mon this morning. He starts on his long journey of some
sixteen thousand miles this week. He says that inasmuch as
Conference Notices.
the church failed to furnish him an associate as the law,
"Two by two," provides, it seemed necessary for him to
The New York District will convene at Greenwood, New
choose a companion for himself. His choice being Sr. Ro.sa York, September 17, 1910, at 10 a. m. All branch clerks will
Parks, of Joliet, Illinois, who besides being a· cultured lady see to it that reports of their respective branches are in the
is an active church worker. Besides her musi~al talent she hands of the district secretary, Sr. Lyla Schofield, 101 North
Ashland avenue, Buffalo, New York, in time to be presented
is now studying shorthand and typew1'.iting in order_ to be to the conference. It would be better to send them a week
of further assistance to her companion. We understand the ahead; if this is impracticable, send or bring them to the
wedding will be at Joliet, August 17, after which they will conference. Hyrum 0. Smith, president, Buffalo, New York.
The New York and Philadelphia District will convene in
immediately start on their journey._
conference at Bass Point, near 'Manasquan, New Jersey, on
The following is from the Joliet News of August 4: "Miss t~e 3~ of September, 1910, at 10.30 a. m. Branch clerks
Rosa J. Parks, daughter of _Mrs. Agnes--Parks; 111 Blackman Will krndly mail statistical reports to district secretary at as
avenue, will be married August 17 to Frederick G. Pitt, at early a date as possible. R. E. Hockman, secretary, 213 West
·
.
the home of her mother. Miss-Parks is a popul>'r teacher in Penn street, Germantown, Pennsylvania.
The Northeastern Kansas distiict conference will begin
the Joliet Conse1·vatory, having b~n graduated ii1 •'1Usic under August 27 instead of August 22, as first published. F. E .
.the famous Augu_st Hylistedt, __now of Glasgow, Scotland. Mr. Taylor.
Conference of the Northeastei·n Illinois District will meet
Pitt is an evangelist and singer, who has traveled extensively
in the United States and Europe. Immediately after the with the Plano Branch, August 27 1910. Send all reports to
W.
Wi!li~mson in_care of Bro. F. M. Coopei·, Plano, Illinois.
wedding Urny will leave ori a trip around the world, expect- W. E.
E. W1lharnson, secretary.

News From Branches

Miscellaneous· Department

~
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Convention· Notices.

Having purchased the Oxford Cafe in Albia, Iowa, we will
be pleased to have all those traveling in the interest of the
cause, stop with us.
BRO. AND SR. D. MILLER.

Eastern Colorado District Religio and Sunday school will
meet in joint convention at Denver, Colorado, corner of Speer
boulevard and Logan street, Thu~·sday evening, Septembe!-' ?'
at 8 p. m., and continue over Friday. C. E. Cra~ne, Rehgro
president, Louisa Fishburn, Sunday schobl ·supermtendent.

Request for Prayer.

Reunion Notices.

New York and Philadelphia District reunion to be held at
Bass Point near Manasquan, New Jersey, August 27 t-0 September 5, i910. Board furnished on the grounds at rate of
50 cents per day. Cots 50 cents each. Tents: 10 by 12, $3;
12 by 15, $3.50; for ten days. Check all baggage in care of
John A. McGuire, to Manasquan, New Jersey. Stages will
leave the Manasquan depot for the camp at 11.40 a. m. and
3.45 p. m. Those coming from or via Philadelphia, travel over
Pennsylvania railroad from Market street wharf, leaving
there
9.28 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. Those coming from or via ·
New York travel over either Pennsylvania railroad, leaving
Cortland street at.9 a. m. and.;12,30 p. m., or by New Jersey
Gimtral railroad, Sandy Hook'X!>ute, leaving foot of Cedar
street at 9.15 a. m. and 1 p. m ..-._.<Tents, cots, and board during
sessions of conference only OJLS.eptember 3, 4, and 5. Those
expecting to attend who have>µot received an order blank,
kind Iv notify Bishop John Zimmermann, 1512 Allegheny avenue ·Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;-..prior to August 25. After
that date to Manasquan, New-Jersey, in care of John A. McGuire. Elders U. W. Greene, F. G. Pitt, William Anderson,
and W. W. Smith, and others. will be present. All are welcome. Benjamin R. McGuire, secretary reunion committee.
The western Iowa reunion will be held at Little Sioux, Iowa,
from September 9 to 18 inclusive. Besides district workers,
we will have with us, J. W. Wight, Heman C. Smith, and
expect S. W. L. Scott. Sister Etzenhouser will have charge
of the Sunday school and Religio work. Meals, fuel, and feed
for teams will be furnished as cheaply as possible. Those
wishing board and lodging please make your wants known as
soon as you can to S. J. Linn, Little Sioux. Rent for tents
is as follows: Wall tents, 10 by 12, $1. 75; 12 by 14, $2;
compartment tents, 12 by 14, $3.75; 10 by 20, $4.25. No
charge for setting up. That there be no disappointment, please
order your tents accompanied by the cash by the 1st of September. We expect this to be one of the best reunions held
in western Iowa, and if you wiii ali come with the Spirit of
the Master, our expectations will be more than realized. Geo.
34-2t
Miggers, secretary, Little Sioux, Iowa.

at

Two-Day Meetings.

There are hereby appointed two-day meetings in the following named branches of the Nodaway, Missouri, District:
Sweet Home Branch, August 27 and 28, in charge of Elders
T. A. Ivie and E. S. Fannon; Guilford Branch, September
10 and 11, in charge of Elders Joseph Powell"and R. Lorenson;
Bedison Branch, September 24 and 25, in charge of Elders
R. K. Ross and C. C. Nelson; Ro'ss Grove Branch, October
8 and 9, in charge of Elders John Ford and J. L. Gunsolley.
Our missionaries are invited to attend these meetings and
let all in the district arrange to be present and make these
meetings a success on our part. E. S. Fannon, ,president.
The two-day meeting at Burnside, Michigan, has been postponed. William Davis.
A two-day meeting will be'.)ield at Pine Grove, Alcona
County, Michigan, September 3'1rnd'4. Trains on the B. & M.
Railway will be met with teani('!'.on Friday evening, September 2, Ossineke. George W. Bttrt, president.
Addre11ea.

_

r C. ~hristensen, home address, 2225 Empire str~et, Joplin,
Missouri; field address, Tigris, Douglas County, M~ssouri ..
E. J. Goodenough, 930 East Johnson street, Ma<l1son, WIS"
cousin.
Notices.

In last week's HERALD in notice of Western Iowa· reunion,
~he price of conip.artmeiit tents, 12 by 14, should be $3.75,
lllstead of $2.75.
.
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Sr. Margaret Lewis, 1224 Luzerne street, Scranton Pennsylv:ania, writes: "~r. Mary Lewis, of Scranton, Pennsylv_ama, earne~t!Y: desires a~I the Saints everywhere to pray
for her that if it be the will of the Lord she may be healed
?f a~ affliction that has troubled her. for' over two years. It
1s evident that she has gone beyond the aid of the physicians
- and surgeons and patiently waits upon the Lord to restore
her to health if it be his will."

Died.
DAVIS.-Mr. Dwight Davis died at Oskaloosa, Iowa, July
30, 1910, of Bright's diesase, aged 55 years, 9 months, and 1
day. He had a long illness, yet was quite resigned and submissive. Not a member of the church, but Sister Davis is
·the daughter of Sr. Marietta Walker, the well-known author
o'f many writings for the gospel work. He leaves wife and
three sons, noble boys of six, twelve, and sixteen years. Mr.
Davis' body was brought to Lamoni for burial. Bro. H.. A.
Stebbins preached the sermon, and Bro. J. F. Garver had
charge of the service.
PARKER.-1\Iary E. McDonald Parker died at Mountainville,
Maine, July 4, 1910, of tuberculosis. She was born at Oceanville, Maine, May 5, 1852. Married Mr. Edward Parker in
1882. She leaves husband, three boys, and one i?;irl to mourn.
She was baptized at llfountai.nville, Maine, in 1901. Funeral
sermon by Elder U. W. Greene.
·
BEAL.-Eldon W. Beal was born November 4, 1900, at
Beals Island, Maine. A rugged boy, full of life, he was
killed by a heavy log falling from a rock upon him. He was
a member of the Sunday school. Funeral at the Saints'
church; sermon by U. W. Greene, assisted by William Bradbury.
ALLEN.-Beede Everett Allen was born in Cove, Ohio,
February 16, 1869. He \Vas baptized April 30, 1884, at
Limerick, Ohio. Brother Allen has always been a hard working man, a good citizen, a faithful Saint, a kind neighbor. He
leaves two children, Vemie May and Orville Everett. He
died May 13, 1910, of pneumonia. Funeral held in the Temple
in Kirtland, Ohio. Sermon by Elder U. W. Greene, assisted
by Elder J. H. Lake.
ALLEN.---Joel Allen died in Kirtland, Ohio, May 24, 1910,
from a combination of diseases brought· on by exposure during the war. Forty-six years he had been a sufferer, seventeen years confined to his chair unable to walk. He was
baptized June 8, 1878, at Cove, Ohio, by Elder L. R. Devore.
Ordained to the office of elder October 29, 1879. He leaves a
wife, with whom he had lived fifty-two years, four boys, one
girl, and ten grandchildren. Funeral in the Temple. Sermon
by U. W. Greene, assisted by J. H. Lake.
MclNTOSH.-Emma Mcintosh was born August 11, 1838,
at Caldwell County, Missouri. Death came to her July 31,
after an illness of eleven months as the result of heart trouble. Married John P. Stephens, October 14, 1856. To this
_ union eight children, five girls and three boys were born, of
whom seven survive. Her husband died August 24, 1875.
She. united with the church January 30, 1865, baptized by
C. G. Mcintosh at Provo, Utah. Married C_. G. Mcintosh,
. August 15, 1886, ~t Council Bluffs, Iowa. Thrn husband and
the surviving children deeply mourn her departure. She
was a worthy member, true mo)lh,er, a loving friend. Funeral
services held at L. D. S. church, Crescent, Iowa, August 2,
Elder D. R. Chambers officiating.
HALL.-Sr. Mary C. Evans, daughter .of Bro. and Sr. T. A.
Evans was born at Arnot, Pennsylvama, May 8, 1881; was
marri~d to Mr. G. W. Hall, January 1, 1901. After an illness of three weeks she passed away August 2, 1910, leaving
husband two small children, parents, five sisters, and three
brothers' to mourn. Funeral services at the Sajnts' .chapel,
Bevier, Missouri, August 4, 1910, by W. B. Richards and
F. T •. Mussell.
MOORE-Irene Bernice and Eileen Inza were twins·, born
to Bro. ~nd Sr. George E. Moore, on July 19, 1908. They
were blessed by J. M. Terry, May 23, 1909.. They were botp
taken back to the Father from their home m Berkley, California, the former April 29, and the latter August 41 1910.
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Both buried from the same undertaking parlors. The arrangement and services were q~i.i~e the same. . The sermons
by J. M. Terry. This double affl1ct10n fall~ heavily upo.n these
tender-hearted parents, but with resignation upon their part.

August 24, 1910

Tuberculoois Leads all Centagious Diseaaes; Very Infectious.

DES MOINES, August 15.-Tuberculosis still leads all contagious and infectious diseases as a death-dealing agent, barring pneumonia. For the first six months of the year 1910, the
health department ofJowa shows there were 724 persons died
of tuberculosis, 688 •having died _of tuberculosis of the lungs.
Retaliation.
In the same period there was none who died of small-pox, 57
of scarlet fever, 42 of measles, 56 of whooping-cough, · 91 of
There is a glory among us of getting even by .retaliation. diphtheria, 123 of typhoid fever, 78 of appendicitis-a total
We, as a rule, think that things swing more evenly this way of 447. From all of these contagious and infectious diseases,
than any other.
together, with appendicitis thrown in for good measure, comIf somebody does something to us that is disagre~able we
think: "Oh, never mind, something will happen to· him some pared with the number·dying of tuberculosis, it will be seen
that the white plague is still easily 'the "captain of the men
day just as bad."
.
We do not think of punishment for the sake of making the of death." That this disease is exceedingly infectious is witworld better, but for the sake of getting even with just this nessed by the fact that it leads all of the contagious and infectious diseases by a very large per cent. The stealthy charone man.
.
What a lot of barbarism there is left in this world after acter and_ insidious nature of tuberculosis, destroying as it
all. How many of us are really living for ~aking the world does; without exciting attention, makes it imperative that restrictive measures be established in every community throughbetter or to show that we have had a good mfluence?
Wo~ld you rather suft'er.something if by doing so you might out the State. The people should use the knowledge which
they
now have on the methods of preventing the spread of
make the community understand that you were taking. your
stand for the right; or would you hang back, preferring a this plaguea The publi~ drinking .cup should be abindoned.
It is the. most unsanitary thing imaginable. It is an abominalittle flash of honor or conspicuosity?
If a man over whom yoqJ1ave control doe.s something wrm:ig, tion, and no intelligent community should tolerate it. Children
what will you do with him-discharge him.? Or do _you m- in particular should be guarded against its dreadful danger.
The tuberculous dairy cow presents another aspect of danquire into his surroundings, his needs and his compamons?
How do you know but he has a wife, sick or hungry, and a ger, which may be considered serious when viewed in the light
pile of debts from former illness weighing him down until he of the above startling statistics. That tuberculosis abounds
in dairy districts is a fact, and the tuberculous animal is a
doesn't know which way to look?
Maybe he takes five dollars of yours from the desk and serious menace to the health of a community, this particularly
puts it in his pocket, fully expecting to return it when things with reference to little childr<;!n, whose food supply is obstraighten a little for him. The good times do not come to tained largely from the dairy.
Anti-spitting ordinances should also be iigidly enforced,
him and he is tlnally found out. Now, do you stop to find out
all about this, or do you say? "Take him away. I can't have and there should be a renewed agitation concerning the pe1ils
dishonest people working for me. If. he'd take a f'!lllall sum ~e'.d of careless e:i.::pectoration in public places.
take a bigger one and he's a bad risk." So he 1s sent to Jail,
There are many other ways in our social life through which
where he can not contribute to the support of this family of tuberculosis is spread and it is incumbent upon· health and
his which has brought him into all this trouble.
administrative officers in Cities and towns throughout the
Have you been bettered by the episode? May you not get State to diligently endeavor to prevent this ·scourge from
somebody in his place who will rob you of large su~s, instead further possibilities of destruction. Economically considered,
of five dollars? Would it not have been a better investment tuberculosis in the first six months of 1910 cost Iowa $1,574,for you to look up the reasons for his fall and cancel them by 700, for it should be remembered that tuberculosis is a disyour own aid until he has no pressing anxiety on his mind ease among the young, and that a large percentage of those
about his family, then take him back?
dying are in the earlier productive years of life. This is a
Have you thus helped to make the world better? You know conservative estimate, and would be placed much higher by
that you have made a friend who is yours for life and will the most noted authorities conversant with the ravages of this
help to protect your business from harm instead of ever in- disease.
jming it.
Let no one be deceived-tuberculosis still easily leads as
The longer anybody stays with a business, the more he the most dreadful scourge of mankind, and it is foolish for
feels as if it belonged to him, and there is never anybody so any community to permit this preventable disease to destroy
faithful as the human being who has been forgiven by the its best manhood and womanhood. Arise and smite iH
right fjort. Men under t~e circumstan?es of need become
mad arid should be healed mstead of pumshed.
There are many judges now who make this a great factor.in
What Makes Mirrors Reflect.
their judgments, for environment·- makes crime that would
Minors
that
are
made of glass have metal placed on one
never in the world be committed without it, and feeling that
you have gotten even with somebody for something they have side of the glass.. The light will pass through the glass, but
done to you, by retaliation, is not to be considered as a will not pass through the metal bac;k:ing. Light has the
property of bounding from a surface that it can not peneremedy.
This retaliation is a humbug, anyway, for what good does trate, the same as a ball would when thrown against a surit do you to "get even" with somebody by working your head face that it can not penetrate. The light passes through the
oft' to get something to happen to them for whatever tbey'Te glass of the mirror, meets the metal backing, and then bounds
from it. This bounding of the light from the metal surface
done.
Better start at once to see what is the matter with the man. is called i·eflection, and mirrors are said tO reflect.-From
What has he to aggravate him until he can't be civil? What ''Nature and science" in September Saint NicholM..
is there in his life that brings up the pride in a great, big
choke in his throat whenever he thinks of it and makes him
The Twentieth Century Magazine gives more attention to
unsociable.
the discussion of social, economic and political problems than
Bend to your companions.rl%0~e. ~ake them .like to haTe any other American review. Each month will be found in its
you around. That's the s~ret, for if people hke you, you pages, in addition to a number of important essays, a digest
will have no trouble with them.-;-Arletta B. Canfield.
of the principal news relating to indust1ial cooperation, land
and ~a.xation, conservation, J?Ublic ownership, direct legjslation,
mumc1pal progress, proportional representation, socialism and
Th·e story is told that, upon one occasion, ·a :farmer in the woman's progress.
neighborhood of the desolate ·Camp at Valley Forge, observed
The A'\lgust ,n_umber will app~al stro1wly t~ all persons inthe commanding general dismount from his horse arid.disap- t~rested !n pol.1tical and economic quest10ns discussed· from a
pear within an adjacent grove. Drawing nearer, the awed liberal viewpomt. Among the important papers devoted to
farmer :patriot beheld Washington kneeling. upon the frozen these ~ubjects are "railway rate extortion," a carefully writsnow, his hat removed, and his face lifted in the Teverent ~en, timely and. sm?ewhat startling discussion of this v,ery
attitude of prayer. It is easy to trace the unfaltering patience important and hve issue, by L. S. Lewis· "Insurance agamst
and determination with which the great man upheld the unemployment," an interesting account ~f successful experishivering starving soldiers who loved.him, to his own reliance ments being made in the Old World, by Odon Por; "Teaching
upon. th!l' Source of all strength• and wisdom.-The Christian the young idea how to shoot--civically " a valuable contribuHerald.
tion to the progressive municipal lite~atu:te of the hour, by
0
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irregularities of the weather are as· much the result of fixed
laws as the revolution of our earth around the sun or the
rise and fall of the tides.
On the other hand, we know that no man has ever prayed
sincerely without effecting changes in his character that otherwise would never have taken place; and -unless all the teaching of modern physiological psychology be false, no man can
affect his character without effecting his 'nervous system, and
through the nervous system his entire physical organism.
Psychology has done much to vindicate the reasonableness
of prayer by coordinating it with other familiar phenomena
of our mental life. For example, some of the workings of
prayer are analogous to the results brought about by suggestion and self-suggestion. A man, le.t us suppose, prays, and
invites others to pray with him, that he may have strength to
overcome the craving for alcohol. These uetitions act as uowerful suggestions which, if they are continued long enough,
and assuming that there is no serious lesion of the brain, will
accomplish the desired result. We know, too; that praye1·
under certain conditions has in cases of sickness a therapeutic
efficacy. The lives .of great religious. personalities, such as
Augustine, Francis of Assisi, and Luther; and the growth of
faith-healing and prayer-healing cults in our own time, offer
such abundant proof that only ignorance and prejudice can
any longer affect to doubt the reality of the alleged phenomena.-From "The new belief in prayer" by the Rev. Samuel
McComb, D. D., in September Century.

Within the past fifty years five hundred tourists and guides
have perished on Mont Blanc and the body of every one has
been brought down on its slow journey of forty years' duration with the glacier on its movement to the sea. Forty years
ago the 7th of next September, John C. Randall of Quincy,
Massachusetts, Dr. James B. Bean of Jonesb!)ro, Tennessee,
and the Rev. George Mccorkindale of Scotland, with a number
of guides, were lost in a snow storm on Mont Blanc. On the
16th of the month a rescuing party found Mr. McCorkingdale
and two of the guides about seven hundred and fifty feet from
the summit; about three hundred feet higher they came upon
Mr. Bean and another guide seated, the former With his
head supported by one hand and his elbow on a knapsack.
Loch Leven.
They hunted in vain for Mr. Randall and the rest of the
On
the
memorable
night
of Queen Mary's escape from Loch
guides. For four decades Mr: Randall's body has Iain in a
slow-moving coffin of ice, progressing inch by inch a few Leven Castle a hundred horsemen were concealed. among the
hundred feet each year; about him, entombed in ice, are five hills and several were at IGnross near the loch. As they
guides faithful to the last, escorting him back to Chamonix, waited at half past seven when the guards went to supper
the place from which they started forty"'years ago. The Bos- they s~w a skiff dart out from the island. One of the rowers
sons glacier will give up its dead this year within a few days, · was Mary herself, who helped the lad who took the precaution
or weeks at most, of the anniversary day, September 7. Four of locking the castle and then unnecessarily threw the keys
children await the return of -the body of their father. Mr. into the loch. Jane Kennedy, onE! of the Queen's maids, came·
an alarm was sounded
Randall's widow died in 1891, but Miss Edith Randall, the with her. As the boat touched:·~ore
1
Mary, mounted on a
second child, twice has been abroad to look with awe on the from 'the Castle but it was too .!iate.
1
slow-moving ice tomb of her father.-Rev. F. C. Iglehart, in swift steed was galloping awaf With her faithfuLfollowers
'to safety-~afety however only for a moment.
The Christian Herald.
Early in the nineteenth century during. a drought the bed
of the loch appeared and the keys of Loch Leven Castle were
found. They are one of the precious relics. at Abb~ts.ford.
Prayer in Modern Life.
'rhe pious man will not p1·ay. for a violation or suspension The tale of Mary's imprisonment and escape is entertammgly ·
of any of those fixed .expressions of the divine will which we told in "The Abbot."-From "Aberdeen deeside_ and centi;al
·. call "the laws of nature." A true instinct warns us not to Scotland." "A reading journey through Scotland," ChauPray that the law of gravitation may cease to operate when tauquan, August, 1910.
we P:;iss by, nor to pray -that the moon should fail t<? attract
the tides, nor to ask that the buried dead should rise· from
their graves. Praye~·s for changes in the weather held their . There are two freedoms, the false, w!J.ere one is free 'to do
gro!J!Jd much longer than other indiscriminating forms of what he likes, an~ the true, where he is free to do what he
petition, because people did not realize that the apparent ought.-Charles Kingsley.
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LAMONI REAL ESTATE
Watch the Progress of

Farm Development ill \Vyoming
the richest undeveloped State in the West
GO WITH ME on one of our personally conducted landseekers'
excursions to

The Big Horn Basin

We have just issued a-descriptive circular giving description of farms and
town properties we have for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send your address on a
postal card and we will mail you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. Blah-, Sec•. ,,,
:1.;:=. F

the first and third Tuesdays of each month and see what
the farmers are doing on these new lands where the Burlington Railroad is building new lines; where new towns
offer splendid business openings i)l all lines of trade and
profession.
EXAMINE THESE LANDS PERSONALLY with me. I will help
.
Railroad for this very purpose.
you to pick out the best. I am employed by the Burlington
OUR HOMESEEKERS' TICKET allows you twenty-five days.with
ston-overs everywhere in homeseekers' territory; ample
time to examine the lands and spend a few days fishing
in the mountain streams if you like. See the irrigated
lands where ditches are built by the Government and also
by private companies, and the Mondell 320-acre FREE
homesteads, all on one trip.
SPECIALLY PREPARED WYOMING LITERATURE, just off the
press. Write for it to-day.
D. CLEM DEA VER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

""~~'.

.

Five per cent interest -~ ·
Paid ·on Time De~aita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30;000.00
Incorporated under the banking law• of thll
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor el State.

FOR SALE

At a bargain; eight acres well improved, five roomed cottage, good barn,
two wells, new wind pump, good orchard
~onsisting of - apples, plums, peaches,
~herries, apricots, crabs, grapes, etc., all
bearing. Newly fenced. with woven wire.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Just inside of city !imits of Cameron,
Does a General Banking Bu1inea11 under charter No. 1324 (ranted by the State of Missouri, a town of four thousand inMin1ouri-the State recognized ao having thu most i'llfd biin.. ing supervimion of any habitants. Taxes reasonable. Address
State in the Union. State examination and public published statement required.
0. T. ARNOLD, M. D.
31-4"'
Cameron, Missouri.
CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Inter.at Paid on Depo1ita
Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the public J. E. Bozarth.
W. A. Duncan.
and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their
correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your acquaintance
association and business solicited.
Very truly yours,
'
Good graded school and. L. .D. S; church
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.
privileges.
Membership about three
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier
hundred. Are you IOoking thi11 way fer
a heme? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
COMPLETE CONTROL
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
All ·necessary operatiena in writing, billing .or atatiatical work are accomplished
Knobnoster, Mo.
from the keyboard of the light running, easy actio~ Model 10 (Visible)

JACKSON COUNTY BANK

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Smith Premier
Write for informatiol)

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th - and Dollglas _Street&, Omahtt, Nebratka

Capital and Surplus .Earnings, $50,000.00
Five per cent per annum

.Church Publications Wanted
Wanted, to purchase bound volumes or
comJ?lete sets of Times and Seasons, Millennial'Star, SAIN,TS' HERALD, Saints' Advocate; 'also Palmyra Edition of the Book
of MorJnon, Kirtland Edition of Doctrine
and Co:venants, and other church .Publications. ~For church use, by an active minister. :;•Address, stating. prices,
· R. $. SALYARDS,
26-5t alt
Lamoni, Iowa.

Assets Over $400,000.00

will be paid on · one year deposits.

Send

your surplus funds to this Bank: by mail and prompt attention will
be g!yen. . Ad~ress,_The ·State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
UST OF. DIREc'I:ORS: Wm; A1.~mo11, Alice P •. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oacar Anderoon,
·
W.· A. Hopkine, Gee. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-li-4, respectively.
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THE

Official Publication of the Reorg~iZed Church of Joous Chrut of Latter Day Srunb·
!Dntered as second-clasm matter nt Lamoni poat-of!lce.

"If ye continue in my word, then a.re ye my dis_•
ciples indeed; and ye ahall know the truth, and the
tl'uth shall .make you free."-John 8.: 31, 32.

VOLUME 42

"There ahall not any man among you havo aave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall h·ave none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:.36.
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ways broken the Fed(!ral banking laws, varying
from stupendous bank swindling down to petit larA VISIT TO THE .FEDERAL PRISON AT
ceny. There are two hundred and fifty Catholics,
·LEAVENWORTH.
but the numbers of Protestants from the various
On Monday, the 15th inst., a little party composed denominations and those of no religious faith were
of the following named persons visited the Federal not stated.
prison at Leavenworth, Kansas, in charge of Major
After a brief inspection of the dining room the
R. W. McClaughry: Bro. F. M. Smith and wife, party visited the kitchen which. was in charge of a
Ruth, and daughter; Alice; Bro. B. M. Anderson, steward who with his assistants made up the culison-in-law of Pres. Joseph Sinith, his wife, Audentia, nary staff. This department was especially intertheir daughter, DoriS, and son, Duane; and Pres. esting to the women of the party, who took as
Joseph Smith, his wife, Ada, and their sons, William minute notice of what was shown them and the
·wallace and Reginald Archer.
statements made in regard to it as the time perA previous arrangement for this visit had been mitted. Among these were coffeepots or vessels
made with the warden, Major R. W. McClaughry, by_ for making coffee, holding one hundred and fifty
letter from President Smith, and the party reached gallons each. The coffee is ·made from the best of
the prison' a little after 11 o'clock a. m., and after material by the filtering or dripping process, in
passing the guards who had been informed of the which the hot steam or water is turned in upon the
visit of the party, the visitors were met at the inside ground coffee, and drips into a receptacle below and
entrance by Major McClaughry who gave them a · probably at the sides of the receptacle holding the
hearty and cordial welcome and proceeded to show ground coffee; which produces a liquid which as a
the visitors the premises and describe and explain beverage made from the berry is equal to any that
as the party proceeded. We were shown the inmense can be served anywhere. It is rich in color and is
dining room in which tables are provided for the ac- clear from sediment and to those who are lovers of
commodation of the inmates, and is capable of seat- the drink it is, as one of the party said, "'lovely,"
ing some two thousand persons. The room is .cov- and was voted "delicious," by those who drink it
ered with four rows of narrow tables, capable of with cream and sugar. The party were given cups
seating six persons each, all facing a balcony from of this liquid together with pieces of what was
which the warden or other officers who may be in called their "Sunday bread"; that is, the bread that
charge look down upon the prisoners as they march is served to the convicts on Sunday with their midin and are seated, and while they are eating. The day meal. It is slightly sweet in taste, made of exoccupants of the tables do not face each other, but all cellent flour, and well baked in the forn:i of large
face one direction, so that the officers may at a glance cakes like thick ginger bread.
see every face at the table.
This little lunch was refreshing coming, as it did,
There are at p~·esent fourteen hundred inmates of after a forty-mile ride by trolley car, involving two
the prison, all suffering confinement and restraint changes the last stage, being a little ov_er a mile of
from their liberties on account of breaches ·o:f the way between theterminusof the trolley line between
Federal law of the Government. The offences for Kansas City and Leavenworth and the great Federal
which they are serving time range from murder all prison. This last stage was made in what is affecthrough the list of breaches of national legislation. tionately called "the bobtailed car," through a heated
The following i~ems, wei;e noticed in the conver- atmosphere made bearable only by t~e breeze whicli
sation which ensued: Of the fourteen hundred in- the rapid speed of the car made ip passing through
mates thirty-three per c@t are negroes. These are the air., Part of the way on the main line of the
imprisoned for various offences. -There are one hun- ·trolley an interesting race between a freight train.
dred and thirty-five whose terms are life imprison~ on the Missouri Pacific and the trolley car gave zest
ment. . There· a.re forty bankers, cashiers, and to the ride.
All this increased the appetite of the little party
clerks, or other malefactors who have in. different .

Editorial
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who had left their homes in Independence a little
after 7 o'clock in order to reach the prison in time
to witness the filing in of the convicts, ·and taking
their midday meal. Among other implements of
the culinary department the party were shown huge
kettles, some. of them capable of holding from five
to ten bushels of vegetables, such as beets, potatoes,
or any other vegetable served at their meals. There
were other kettles much like these combination
cookers which the housewives value so much, in
which meat may be roasted and other things cooked
of that character, by steam heating without coming
in contact with the moisture or the steam, the product of all of which is simply to give the wards of the
Nation the best of food prepared in the most satisfactory manner, healthful and good, both in product
and in preparation.
The bread as made in -the institution was shown to
the party, and the women folks were shown bread
in the process of being ·made, and the warden took
from a cupboard or box one of the loaves, which was
over a foot long and probably weighed two and one
half or three pounds. The manner of slicing this
bread by a machine was also shown, and it was done
so quickly that one of the ladies asked the attendant
if he ever cut his fingers. He laughed and said, "No."
The party was also shown the cooler, or cold storage room, in which the meats intended for consumption are kept. The warden explained that the
Government required these meats to be of the most
excellent quality. The beef carcasses which are
furnished by contract must weigh six hundred
pounds, nothing less than that being accepted. They
are specially inspected and none but the best are
accepted: The younger portion of the party noticed
the arrangement of the meats cut to supply the
tables prepared for cooking, and were instructed
and delighted by the statements made by the attendant. It appears that one of the convicts was a chef
in a somewhat fashionable restaurant and he had a
faculty of preparing the meats and making. them
appear attractive in appearance. When stepping
into the cold storage those of the little party who
went in were cautioned to keep moving and not stay
too long in the cold atmosphere, as it was chilling
to one coming from the heat without.
The little lunch was served after these things had
been shown, the coffee being served in heavy white
ware, mugs, holding about the ~sual amoup.t of other
coffee cups, with excellent cream and sugar in connection with the "Sunday b:read.'"
By this time ·the hour for the midday meal had
come and in company with 1the warden the party was
seated in a balcony ·above the dining room, and in a
very few minutes the gG>;l}g· was sounded and the
march into the dining· h{lilf began. The long file
came in from the farther ·end of the room, filed in
1
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and took their places, slipped into their seats, until
the first table at the right was filled. They all filed
in from one side of the long row of tables and a
guard followed a certain number of men and took
his place against the wall on the opposite side of the
table. There were twelve of these guards armed and
in uniform, who stood watching the men as they
seated themselves and while they were seated and
while going out. After the first table at the
right was filled · the gong sounded again and the
march was begun for the second_table, and ;So each
table was filled, no food being served until. all the
tables were filled and quiet had ensued.
The attendants upon the tables are made up apparently of a class of men among the convicts who
it may be said came from the better ranks of life
outside, if it can be said of such men that· they
came from the better ranks, and these stood at the
far end of the room while the tables were being
filled. They were sufficient in number to serve the
tables in dispatch, and wearing a white cap and a
round apron or jacket, these attendants went to the
cooking department and returnep with large square
cans holding several gallons each, supported by a
strap over one sho~lder, and beginning at certain
·places passed down the line depositing upon the
plates the food; that is, the cooked food ;•the bread,
salt, and pepper, and such condiments being· already
placed upon the table. The tables are so arranged
that one attendant upon either side serves three
plates and passes on to the next table. There is no
restriction placed on the appetites, as far as ·quantity is concerned, and the food served is of the best
of its kind. The writer did not see whether knives
were among the things furnished to eat with at this
meal, but he was told that only forks and spoons
were .provided. The meal consisted of pork· and
beans, and whether it tasted good or not, it was
evident to at least one of the party that it was good,
for "it smelled good." It was obsei·ved by some of
the party that some of the eaters were helped three
times by the passing waiters. Water was the beverage served for drink. When it was apparent that
all had finished the gong sounded and the men filed
out, followed by tlf eir guards in sections in the order
in which they had come in, without noise, without
confusion, everything working with absolute precision.
While they were eating a running conversation
was kept up between members of the party and the
warden, and items of interest gathered from him,
some of which have already been given. As the men
filed in it was noticeable that here and there a bald
or partially baldheaded man appeared, his s~alp
shining white, showing cleanliness, the whole appearance of the men indicating . that attention to
cleanline~s was enforced upon all. It was stated by
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the warden that no prison uniform was specially ing to the rule of the prison the lower part of his
enforced ,as a mark of imprisonment except upo~ face wal') shaven clean. Out of deference to his wish
those who came under the term, "incorrigible," and his mustache was left and his hair. cut reasonably
these are marked with the striped garment, and the short. This must have made a change in his appeal,'writer was informed that some of thos~ who came ance. We did not seek an interview with Mr. Lee
in were hampered with ball and chain or s6mething for this reason, that just after his arrest, and while
like it, and had- the letter "E" on the backs of· their he· was waiting preliminary examination in the
jackets or uniform which it is supposed meant to prison at Helena, Montana, President Smith wrote
show that the party bearing this had made an effort him in care of the sheriff of the county, the letter
to escape, and had been caught and returned to the to be given to him if the rules of the prison permitprison. The other ite~s in regard to numbers were ted. To this letter President Smith received a very
given by the warden ~n the course of conversation. curt reply, indicative that he did not care for any
After the men had retired from the dining room communication with us; and the further thought
the warden conducted us along the corridors and that he might misunderstand our motive in wishing
into the cell department, and we were shown tb.e to see him or have an interview with him, and thus
mattresses and cot arrangements and the arrange- we might irritate rather than do him any good.
ments of the cell for s~nitary and cleanly purposes. The men folks of the party remembered J. S. Lee,
Some of the party noticed in some of the cells they "The hunter," when he wa:s-·.active among us, and
were shown the individual belongings of the occu- while we commisserated hisscondition and the huinilipants-books, piCtures, papers, ·and, one thing and ation of his situ·ation in his old age, we could not
another. In describing these cells, one of which was sympathize with him respecting his punishment for
but a pattern of all others, the warden stated that breaking United States" law;for we felt that he knew
by a proper arrangement of electric fans air was better, and that his act must have been deliberate
forced through these cells in such a way that the disregard of the restrictions of the statute.
air was changed every seven minutes during the
After the dismissal from the balcony at the close
night when the doors of the cells were closed. Owing of the dinner hour the party visited the chapel of
to the number of inmates and want of sufficient num- the institution, a capacious room capable of seating
ber of cells the management was under the necessity some two thousand, eighty feet wide and one hunof confining two in each cell, but care was taken dred and forty feet in length, with a flooi· rising from
not to mix the white and the black together, so far the speake1"s stand with comfortable seats of the
respecting existing race prejudice. This arrange- opera house pattern similar to those used in the
ment is possible ill assignillg cells, but is not possible church at Lamoni. This chapel, as might be expected
in assigning the work or in the feeding of the con- from the nature of the institution in which it is
victs, where they· are under tlie necessity of mixing :found,·· is non-denominational, and all classes of
indiscriminately. The warden informed some of the speakers are invited and expected to visit and adparty that there were no women convicts in the dress congregations meeting there, upon invitation
prison.
or permission from the waiden. The music is well
There is one man in the prison whom the men of appointed for congregational and worshiping· pm·~
the party knew, and who was once a member of poses, and is used for literary and theatrical and
the Reorganized Church, a fair and able preacher, musical performances as well, it being the design of
though always more or less eccentric. While labor- the management to interest, amuse, ·and instruct
ing in Nebraska under the administration of Elder those who are forced inmates of the institution. Able
James Caffall, of the Quorum of Twelve, this man lecturers are from time to time invited to 'visit the
stirred up trouble in one or two of the branches in prison and address the convicts, so also are readers,
Nebraska, of the Northern District, and it was nee- elocutionists, singers, and musicians. Whether any
essary to enforce the discipline of the church upon of these are paid for their services by the Governhim, and the hand of fellowship was withdrawn ment we did not learn, but we would suppose from
from him. This occurred several years ago, just the nature of the institution that such services would
how many the writer does ~ot remember. He was be supposed to be of a gratuitous nature, such request
known among us as J. S. Lee, "The hunter.i' He for service being granted and rendered out of love
and two of his sons are serving a term of imprison'.- for humanity and out of regard for those suffering
ment for counterfeiting the 'coins of the United imprisonment.
;>1 .,
States, and were se11t to the Federal prison from the
One 'lmique featul.·e h~~' been introduced by Warcourts at Helena, Montana.
den McClaughry, resulting from a conflict as,to time
When this man was received at the "prison, he had ~f service between the Pl'otestant deno1niriatioris and
a long, white beard, and his white locks were long · the Catholic Church: T<'F'avoid this conflict i.n apalso, be being seventy-nine years of age. Accord- ' pointments, and out of regard for the large propor-
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tion of Catholics held in confinement, the warden
had a chapel fitted ·up for this branch of .religious
service alone, placing it at the disposal of the church
dignitaries. Warden Mcclaughry rather in a joking
way stated that a number of the men sent by the
Catholic authorities to occupy the chapel had given
evidence of littleness of mind, perhaps being too
conservative of the rights of the Catholic Church
to supremacy. Taking notice of this the warden in
consultation with Bishop Lillis requested him to send
only broad minded men, as he thought such men
would better serve the reform movement in prison
discipline than would the others, and the warden
also requires this of the Protestant denominations
who may be represented by those who come to address the convicts. We thought this view imminently proper, as it is known Warden R. W. McClaughry is among the, .foremost advocates of the
larger and more liberal and more beneficial treatment of the unfortunate among men who fail to
yield to p1;bper restraint to the laws of society, and
by conviction of crime are made the wards of the
State or the Nation by force of circumstances. His
view is, that punishment, while commensurate with
the magnitude of the crime committed, should be
for reformation,-a return to right ways of thinking
and of conduct, with a view to make a reformed
criminal a fit member of society again, as well as
being punitive for those who prove incorrigible, reserving the severity of punishment for those who
remain brutal and vindictive or sullen and sour
under the restraint· of law. The little·· chapel
fitted up for Catholic service is fitted up in a characteristic manner so far as it is compatible with the
rules of safety governing in the institution. That
a comparatively large number confined in this prison
are Catholics does not necessarily prove that the
teaching of the church is more pro.ductive of wrongdoing than the teaching of Protestantism, but rather
that this particular church is the largest single association .from which this class of clientage i~ recruited. It would be interestiQg to i·ead the
occasional reports from the prison as to the different
faiths which have been held by the prisoners, when
access can be had to such reports.
After leaving the chapel we.passed afong the corridors to the place of entrance, where we parted from
the warden with usual expressions for the courtesy
shown us by this busy -man. In parting, one of the
party jocularly remarked to.. the warden, that he was
pleased that out of the fourteen ·hundred inhabitants
of this national institution who were' confined to its
. walls, he knew of .but two with whom he had had
personal acquaintance and knowledge, These were
Joseph Smith ·Lee and the warden; the one an in-
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mate from compulsion of-the law, the other by choice
. .
of work and duty.
One thing- that made this· visit to. th~ national
prison at Leaven"7orth of special-pleasantness is the
fact that the warden, R. W. McClaughry, and Pres.
Joseph ~m!th were old acquaintances and official friends in Hancock County, Illinois, wli~re the
warden was for a term or two clerk of the circuit
court, and the President was for two terms justice
of the peace, and frequently had business· at the
county seat in connection with his office and other
duties which called him to the different sessions of
the court. The · warden ·was also connected with
Judge George Edmunds, attorney at law at Carthage,
Illinois, in quarrying stone from the bluffs just below Nauvoo, and while engaged in the duties of, this
quarry, he boarded at the Nauvoo Mansion with Sr.
Emma Bidamon and her hllsband.
Warden McClaughry speaks in high terms of the
mother of President Smith, and ·has always stood by
the friendliness to the family wherever he had been.
It was good to see these aged men who had met after
many years of separation chatting together lik_e boys,
recalling the scenes of the past and the men of the
period in which they occupied association as.citizens
and men of affairs in the county where they lived.
R. W. McClaughry was also warden of the penitentiary at Joliet, Illinois, where some of tne elders of
the church had visited at the prison in his charge,
one of whom he remembered, Bro. John ~. Patterson, who had spoken in the prison chapel on one or
more occasions, with the warden's permission. There
are not many now living who were part of the circle
of acquaintanceship of that period. Judge Edmunds
is living at Chicago, nearing his ninetieth anniversary, and President Smith will soon be se.venty-eight,
and Warden McClaughry, the youngest of the three,
is seventy-one. We trust that Warden R. W. McClaughry may be permitted years of activity in the
possession of his faculties and in pursuit· of his
chosen calling, to perfect his studies into the human
nature of those intrusted to his care by force of
law, and to give to the people of the United States
the results of these studies, which will be calculated
to assist in the amelioration of the condition· of the
unfortunate, _and help to reform the prison discipline
of the various States and of the Nation.
WRITERS ON SOCIALl_SM, ATTENTION!

Some weeks before the convening of the late General Conference we announced throtigh the HERALD
that we would give space to the best article on Socialism to be received prior to June 1. Several articles
;vere received and were submitted to competent
Judges who awarded first place to the article written
by Victor Gunsolley. Accordingly his article was
published in the HERALD, August 24. · Now there are
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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in the church those who are quite ardent opponents of the stipulated number. Is it not manifestly unof Socialism.1'hey hold that while some of the ideals fair, then, to ask us to give in addition a half page
of Socialism may be very commendable, the proposed of poetry about the party's death and funeral?
methods of Socialism are inherently inadequate to
But, says one, we see an occasional poem concernever bring about a realization of those ideals. They ing some one's death. True, but the conditions and
also hold that God has given to the church a plan . c;ircumstances have warranted giving the space to it.
that if put in operation will reform the individual This involves a prerogative which belongs peculiarly
and society and bring economic justice and equality, to the editors. We doubtless make mistakes, err in
and that this. plan is at some points·in conflict with judgment, but kindly give us a "square deal." Do
and superior to Socialism. We have had a defense not condemn us until you know we unjustly disof Socialism from a Latter Day Saint standpoint, criminate between persons. We are trying to judge
now it might be in order to have an article on the things on their merits, and if somebody appears to
other side. If any care to w1·ite on this subject we have been given an undue advantage over you, please
will publish the best article on the subject, "The consider that there doubtless are circumstances peweakness of Socialism from a Latter Day Saint culiarly within our knowledge which ·justify. Our
standpoint," to be received by us prior to January position in a few respects is pleasant; our work
1, 1911. All articles must be typewritten. They in some ways places us in a delicate position. We
must not be in direct reply to articles that have are often between desire and duty. Please be charitappeared in the HERALD, but must take up an inde- able with us and give us credit for doing the best we
can .
pendent line of argument.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The poem appearing in
August 10, entitled, "One
ward," is credited to Mrs.
we find that the author is
in-law of 'Sister Duncan.
note the correctl.on.

"Elders' Note-book" for
who has gone to his reW. C. Duncan; however,
B1;0. C. L. Potter, a sonOur readers will please

We wish to say a word in regard to our department called, "Hymns and Poems." We have not
tried to present something along this line every issue,
because we do not get enough original matter and
we prefer to let our readers select for themselves
such other poetry as they wish to read. As a matter
of fact, we get considerable in the way of original
poetry, that is, matter which outwardly resembles
poetry. But we want our reade1·s to understand that
there is really a large proportion of this which we
do not consider usable. It is not really poetry.
There is an attempt at rhyme-too often a very
clumsy attempt. We do not wish to offend any of
our contributors, but we believe much that is sent
us, if published, would bring anything but credit to
those who sent it in, and they might be embarrassed
to see their productions in print. We reserve the
right to use any or all that is sent us, or to reject any
or all.
·
·
Now, many 'of the productions sent us are those
pieces inspired by the death of a ·relative or a friend,
or lines read at the funeral of a brother or sister.
We can not dodge the fact that much of it is not
"good poetry," that it is lame and weak, and our
candor and the situation prompt this plain speaking.
Besides, the death notices are in another column of
the paper, where a certain number of words are published free, a charge being made for items in excess

.Some days ago a Canadian gentleman, not a member of the church, wrote to the office for literature
on the question of differences existing between the
Reorganization and the Utah church. He had receiyed some of the tracts recently issued by the
Northern States Mission. We sent him tract No.
450, better known as "Corner stones of the Utah
church," now on sale by the Herald Publishing
House. He now writes us as follows: "Yours with
form No. 450 at hand, which is simply a knockout.
I have received several tracts of the opposite party;
have investigated both sides in fairness, but your
form 450 is a clencher. Let the good work go on."
Readers of the HERALD will do well to order a supply
of these tracts. They are on sale for fifteen cents
per dozen.
Every man is a priest, even involuntarily; his conduct is an unspoken sermon, which is for ever
preaching to others, but there are priests of Baal, of
Moloch, and of all the false gods. Such is the high
importance of example. Thence comes the terrible
responsibility which weighs upon us all.-Henry
Ami el.
The desire to be greatest is in every one of us.
What shall we do with it? When men find a torrent
of water running down hill they do not stop it, but
they build channels, and harness the power for industrial purposes .. Thus that which seemed useless .
becomes a blessing. What this age needs is, ·not men
to decry the age and destroy ambition, but men who
will give our ambitions proper direction and harness
them to high purposes.
The readiest and surest way to get rid of censure
is to correct ourselves.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articles
A BETTER HOPE.
SERMON DELIVERED AT LAMONI, IOWA, GENERAL CONFERENCE,
SUNDAY, APRIL

11, 1909,

BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH. SMITH.

It is with some regret that I undertake the task
of filling the morning hour as the speaker. It ought
necessarily to follow that a man who has been
preaching for nearly half a century, and a quarter
of that number of years in one place, should repeat
himself to a greater or a lesser extent in traversing
the gospel economy in thought, to think with the
same thoughts that other men have thought, to speak
the same wol'ds that other men have spoken, and
follow the lines of argumentation that other men
have followed in the presentation and defense of
what he understands to be the truth. It ought to be
readily impressed on every man's mind, that sooner
or later there will be an adjustment of the great contrariety of things that are transpiring in this world,
and that all men, no matter where they live, or who
they are, or the position which they hold in society,
must answer, whether they now think that they will
or not, whether they shall be then prepared or unprepared, for that adjudication which must surely
take place. And a concurrent thought and understanding with these should be, that when that which
is true, ·when that which is real, judging from divine record, will continue, and whatever the condition that may await those who are dwelling upon
the earth, the only thing which lies in their power
here is to prepare themselves to live under those
influences which are good; as they know, must know,
only those conditions will be allowed to obtain on·
the other side.
We have been long contending against error and
wrong. We have tried to proceed from the affirmative standpoint to preach the gospel of the Son of
Cod for the redemption of the human race without
objectively and obnoxiously attacking the· things
which we see in those around us who may hold different faiths from ours, for the purpose of destroying
their confidence and faith in them; If we have wandered from this path, whoever among us may have
d-0ne this, they have, to a certain ext~nt, debarred
themselves from the attention of their fellows who
differed from them and have injured the influence
that they might have otherwise had with them, and
this should be a source of regret to everyone.
As a people, we are concluded ·.before our fellowmen in several positions. We have stated to the
world for over three fourths of a century ourselves,
and those who have preceded us in .like faith, that
we believe that God does reveal himself to man.
While many around us concede that he has revealed
himself, we contend that he does reveal himself and
will conti11ue to''do it in his own way until the earth
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shall have finishec,l the object of its creation and the
conditions that are to follow are upon us. By virtue
of this voice of revelation to us, clearly acknowledged, from which there is· no practicaLretreat, we
are pledged to sustain the Scriptures as·they have
come down to us, and the commandment was given
to us when we had nothing but the King James Version of the Bible. It might be understood from my
statement that we are pledged to the· King James
Version of the Bible, but because we have made this
statement we are not necessarily pledged to accept
all the interpretations that those who assume the
same position of belief, have advanced, and are holding in the world. We hold ourselves amenable to
no such rule and for some of the plainest reasons,
which we are prepared, if chal~enged, to present, but
which do not necessarily enter into this morning's
service, for reasons.
The first manifestation of this voice of revelation
among us was that those to whom it came were to
take the things that were given to them in the New
Testament Scripture as the gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ and preach it to the world, to m'ake no apology
for it, precluding them from turning aside either to
the right or to the left the just conclusions which
the texts themselves would convey to human minds.
This view has won to the cause from every class
and community, and, I came very near saying, from
every phase of belief in the word of God. It has commended itself to the old, to the middle-aged, and to
the young; and its devotees, whenever' the;,.' have
stood by their convictions, have never yet been under
the necessity of retracing their ·steps.
Unfortunately, as it is looked upon by some, we
believe a great many things, and we have been frequently told that we believe too much, but when
I think about what has been stated in the book itself,
the New Testament Scripture, one of the writers says
that if all had been written which Jesus both said
and did, or began to say and do, the world itself
would not contain the books which should be written.
Does it not occur to you that if the world itself
would not ccntain the books, that the one witness
found in the New Testament Scripture, backed up
by all th'at might be taken from the Old Testament
word, prophetic foreshadowing of the message of
Christ into the world, it is an unfortunate witness
when brought into court and depended upon only by
the feeble intellect, unfired by the Spirit of the Master, whose words and whose acts are therein restated?
Now, if you want the text, I will give it to you,
and I hope you will remember it. I have heard people
say a sermon was a wonderful thing, and I have
asked for the text and they could not tell it. We
~ave used the text frequently and pr9bably •will use
It a great many times more; so will our brethren :
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"For the law made nothing perfect; but the bringing
in of a better hop~ did."
·
Such a condition of things was shadowed forth
away back yonder in the fields of prophecy when
it was stated that the time would ultimately come
when there would be a new covenant made with the
house of Israel. Not like the covenant which God
made with them when he took them by the hand
to lead them up out of the land of Egypt, which
covenant they broke; but this will be that covenant:
"I will put my law in their inward parts, and write
my Jaw in their hearts; ... for they shall all know
me, from the least of them unto the greatest of them."
When the Apostle Paul wrote one of his epistles,
writing evidently under the inspiration of the Spirit
that had been with him and that had taught him so
successfully, when after fourteen years of' his ministry he had gone to the disciples at Jerusalem and
they added nothing to him; referring to this, he said:
"This is the covenant"-mark the terms, prophecy
said it would be, Paul said that it was-"I will put
my lawtr in their mind, .and write them in their
hearts."
By what process was this to be done? Was it to
be by the Spirit which moved their forefathers but
which was withheld from them? The New Testament warrants us in believing that the same Spirit
that moved upon those men that spake as holy men
of God in olden times, was with these movers in these
New Testament times, and by virtue of that Spirit
truth that had been uttered by the forefathers beyond them, a long time beyond-them, was understood
and its application made with them. "This is that
which was spoken by the prophet Joel; and it shall
come to pass in the last days, saith God, your young
men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream
dreams: and on my servants· and on my handmaidens
I will pour out in those days my Spirit; and they
shall prophecy." How far-reaching was that word!
And is it not strikingly significant that when there
rises up at any period of the earth's history, among
any class of men, individuals who say while they
read that word, that the Spirit has spoken to them
and has borne testimony to them of those things '
which their forefathers in the times when Christ
and his disciples were· here received under the inspiration of th.at Spirit, and they should be told, all
the Spirit that can move upon men now is that which
is in the word, upon the hypothesis that "My words,
they are spirit and they are truth"?
We do not plead for the world to pity us. We have
never done it. But we have pleaded for a space in
the arena of conflict, religious controversy, where
we might ·be heard by these, our religious confreres, ..
and that which they held to be the word of God
might be, examined by us ih their presence, as. of
right; and allow it the interp!etation of that Spirit,
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under the influence of which it was given. That has
been our plea.
We have quoted the statements of the Master when
he was assailed by temptation of first one kind and
then another, when he, not forgetting the ~ission
upon which he was sent, stated, "It is written,"
and taking refuge under that which was written was
justified of his Father in so doing. Now, if any of
these elders here choose to adjudge me a heretic,
I hope they will begin, but after they have m~de
their indictment I hope they will give me a .chance
to plead to it before a common jurisdiction.
Why was it that the law made nothing perfect,
and what law was it that was referred to? We have
told the people, in our controversy with them, that
one of the reasons why we do not accept Saturday,
or the seventh day, as the Sabbath of the Lord, is
because we have been given to understand that it
is not binding upon the Christians, that while it may
have been given to those away back yonder who
came under this regime of the Mosaic economy, it was not continued in the New Testament times, bi
that the time on which we should assemble ourselves
together was the Lord's day, in contradistinction to
the Sabbath, Jewish Sabbath. We have said to them',
and I fancy that ~ utter the statements that many
of you men have made in the fieid and wouid make
again when you come into controversy in regard to
this matter, that when the Savior came, and when
Jesus was put upon the cross, that law was nailed.
to the cross and was to be succeeded by a different
order of things. Any objection 'to that? If that
nailing to the cross abrogated that which was understood to be an enforcement of the Sabbath, seventh
day, as the Sabbath of the Lord, and that it, was to
become binding upon all who professed belief in the
word, by what rule of right do we hold that any
other provision of that law is to be continued binding and operative upon us? By what right? Would
not those who contend against u.s turn our own argument upon us and say that we were inconsistent,
from our taking one single portion out of that law
and saying that it was nailed to the cross; but that
all the rest was continued? It strikes me that would
be the legitimate argument that they, would use
against us. I think I would hear some say, "Why,
Brother Smith, you are striking at the moral law."
Will some one of you tell me what the moral law is?
Is not that to which yott refer when you use the
statement "moral law" a conception formed in your
mind of some restricting force of commandment or
power or some suggestive and directive portion of
the word to do against which would be a wrong
and io fol'iow which would be a right? How is that?
My understanding of that moral law, in brief, is this~
That when the commandments were enacted, written by the finger of God in the imperishable table$
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of stone Moses,· by accident or purpose, broke the
table and subsequently it was reenacted in a similar
way; that it formed the basis of what is known
among us and the world as the Mosaic code; and we
frequently use the expression, "As long as the moral
law," a continued reiteration of what we should do
and what we should not do, restrictive, mandatory,
and otherwise.
Every statute enactment of the State of Iowa and
the State of Missouri and other States repecting
humane conduct has its basis .resting in the Mosaic
code, and it was based upon the ten commandments.
You may ask me, Do you intend to do away with the
ten commandments? If that law was nailed to the
cross, v:hat right ·have \Ve to take it froin the
cross? By what process can we take it from the
cross ? Do you not know that so far as the church
is concerned we can put no man in jeopardy of his
life, or his property, by force? Do you know that?
Our declaration Of belief says so. It therefore is
reserved for the State, for the Nation, for the citizenship of which we form a component part, to put
into operation the legislative deductions from the
moral code, using the word to signify the Mosaic
economy, based upon the ten commandments. No,
I do not purpose to attack their validity. I leave
them for the carrying out by the. forces which were
evidently designed of God to do so, when he raised
up wise men to make the Declaration of Independence and furnished the men who wrote the Constitution, the wisdom under which they wrote that Constitution which has passed through more than
a century of trial, executive, judicial, and otherwise,
and has been so far enabled to witshtand the attack
of time, the development of events among the children of men.
I purpose, so far as I am concerned, to insist that
there should take place among us and be felt in its
operative force, that better law by which we draw
nigh unto God, and how far is that reaching? And,
how far-reaching is that? If the statement itself is
of avail, "All shall know him from the least to the
greatest," by what purpose will they acquire this
knowledge? And what rules of law shall we make
use of to enforce the sentiment upon ourselves and
those who hear us?
Let me see: "As ye would that men should do
unto you, do ye even so unto them." What rule is
that? Is that called the Golden Rule? I am living
among my neighbors.· Occasion arises for me to direct my conduct with regard to them. I deal out
to them certain'words or certain deeds. They may
be considered by others exorbitant; they may be considered by some cruel. I take ·myself, and wrap
myself around with th!'l thought that I have treated
that neighbor just exactly as I wquld that neighbor
should treat metunder similar conditions. And the
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wickedest man in society can do that, a man absolutely free from every moral or religious restraint
can do that, can he not? And take shelter under the
Savior's words, "As ye would that men should do
unto you, do ye even so unto them." Did you ever
think of it? Take a mandatory transaction. Take
the sale of land, the asking for it no more than it is
worth, the taking from your neighbor whatever you
may covet and paying him an inadequate recompense
for it, and you have done to him as you would that
he should do unto you under different conditions.
Now I know somebody down there says, "Well, the
result of that would be, as you think a man would do
unto you, do unto him, but do it first.'' Now you
know that is not good. Well, it is not always stated
alike. "Whatsoever ye would that men shoul<l do
unto you, do you likewise unto them." That is itself
based in the ethics which Christ came to bring,
which Jesus started to enforce, a spiritual law to
take the place of the so-called moral law; to make
a law that should be resident in those upon whom
this wondrous law,-shall I say law? No? Yes?This wondrous law that the Lord would put into the
hearts of his people, that wonderful, restrictive, urgent principle by which men should be moved upon,
a spiritual ethic far better, far nobler far more
widely reaching than anything that has ever come
from the Mosaic economy. I do not wonder that
Paul should have written touchi·ng that: "They gave
us statutes which neither we nor our fathers could
bear." I do not wonder that he should have so written, that he should have written that that law should
"make nothing perfect, but the bringing of a better
hope did, by the which we draw nigh unto God."
And can you not see that when that principle is at
work in the human hem•t, its work is to eliminate
from the' heart, from the brain, 6very incentive to
do wrong of any kind, unto our fellows; that a man
who is moved by that spirit takes the proper cognizance of his relation to those by whom he is surrounded, and is not at war with the moral law, nor
is the moral law at war with him; because he walks
the ways of life in every way conservative of the
principles upon which the Master acted when he gave
his life for mankind.
We have told the world that this Spirit accompa- ·
nies the preaching of the gospel, and that it is at the
mercy-nay-at the will of the Master, who has
promised when a person is converted-and how frequently we have heard the expression used and sermons preached from the text, "The law of the Lord
is perfect, converting the soul,"-when the soul is
converted under that administration, then comes the
divine presence of that Spirit which was with the
Master; and those men and those women upon whom
this has its beneficent effect, go forward and·walk 'in
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the light of the Spirit and there is no terror in the
Jaw for them.
But certain things that have been found in the
moral law have been found in the spiritual law, and
Jesus has told us by revelation that he "has not given
at any time a law that was temporal, but spiritual."
Hence this is to become part of the spiritual law.
They are not parts of the moral law. When a man
asks me to conform to the moral law, and says that
r am breaking a portion of it, or I am not living in
accordance with a portion of it, I have a right to ask
him to tell me the specific rules of the moral law
upon which he relies for authority to condemn me,
or commend me·for my,course. But if he comes to
me and quotes the spfritual enactment and holds
me to the spiritual performance of that law and that
spiritual law has had that spiritual reflex in me,
then I can understand what he means and what he
intends to convey.
One of the most consistent things found in the
finding of the Book of Mormon, one of the most consistent things in its testimony unto the law is the
confirmation of the fad that Jesus was the Christ.
Professor Hayden, who wrote the history of Discipleism in the Western Reserve, and a celebrated professor, who wrote a similar work of the
same characteristic religious work-each of them
used an expression in reference to the Book of Mormon, and it was practically this: That the Book of
Mormon was written expressly to bolster up the socalled Mormon confession that Jesus was the Christ,
and the other party wrote that the book was written
to bolster up the confession that this Christian
Church made that Jesus was .the Christ. Both of
them give credit to the same motive, and yet the
Book of Mormon distinctly affirms that no man can
be saved without a ,positive belief in Christ, just
pricisely what the :J3ible affirms, t.hat "A qetter foundation can no man lay than that which is laid, even
Jesus Christ, the righteous."
I am persuaded that ·when we examine it closely,
when we see how far-reaching it is, we will be better
prepared to defend the proposition that the gospel
was intended to beget faith in those who heard it,
and that a proper observance of the commandments
of the gospel, of the requirements of the gospel and
its authoritative administration unto those who believed it and desired to put themselves under its
influence, would prepare them to come nigh to God.
And when they did this, there should be his Spirit
taking cognizance of their act and the authoritative
performance of the agent by whom the act was consummated, and there would come a testifying evidence of the Spirit of God, making known the power
of the truth. Arm a man or a womv,n with an absolute
consciou.sness within that Jesus was the Christ and
that th~re 'has been fulfilled unto them the word that'

was uttered away back yonder by Christ, that he
and his Father would take up their abode with them
who loved him, and his Spirit should testify of him,
and that they should also testify of Christ, because
-for reason of the evidence, or cause to show that
when this gospel is to be declared in the power and
efficacy of that Spirit which accompanied it then,
'and which must accompany it until the last son and
daughter of Adam has had an opportunity to hear
and either disregard or obey,--.:.arm an individual
with that absolute consciousness (and that is what it
amounts to-sooner or later), they may go where
they will, they see what is presented to them, they
may hear whatever may be expressed in their hearing, and they have a right to search and research
everything everywhere that either professes to be
against it or for it; and to determine, and not one
single one of them will ever be led astray or to deny
that sacred truth that Jesus is the Christ.
What a wonderful revelation that is! You know
that it has been said that the sheep referred to shall
go in and out and shall find pasture. The simple
meaning of that is that an individual who is a sheep
of the Lord, in that he has followed him through the
doors into the sheepfold, partakes of the Spirit of
the Shepherd, of the wisdom of the Shepherd, and
they may go out and pasture where they will, they
will feed on that w-hich presents to them, that builds
them up, just like the shepherd's sheep feeding upon
the mountains will reject the poisonous vegetations,
but they will eat that which is good for them. Is
that worth striving for, my hearers? Is that worth
striving for, you to whom I have preached for over
forty years and who have constantly known the testimony that I have borne in regard to these tr'uths?
You >vl10 have heard me at times who do not hold to
my faith or the faith of those with me, is not such a
condition as that worth listening to? Is it not worth
obeying? Is it not worth finding one's self in sympathy and touch with, because it is in sympathy and
touch with the Lord Jesus Christ?
·
I make no apology for the word of God. If any
man asks me if I believe the Bible, I tell him, Yes.
If he asks me if I believe that the sun stood still
at the command of Joshua, I tell him, Yes. I do not
understand how it was done, but the Being which
hurled it into space and ordained the laws which
had breathed upon inanimate man, could put his
hand upon the machinery and stop it without
damage to man as easily as he could have hurled
it into existence at the beginning.
If you ask me if I believe in the resurrection of
the dead, I tell you, Yes. I do n:ot understand it,
how it may be accomplished; except that I follow
the example of the Master and the statement made
concerning him, that if the Spirit which was in him
and which raised him from the dead ·be in you: and
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·abide in you, it shall also quicken your mortal bodies.
I may not understand these things. Many of them
I do not; but ·because I c.an not, shall I put a limit
to God's power? Nay-shall I say that .he can not
do such things as he has promised? No,-he has done
much for the world and he will continue to do it. He
has ruled well while I have been in it. He ruled well
before I came into it; and, I thank God,. he will rule ·
it well after I go out.
Let us then be patient and hopeful. You who have
been striving together so long, many of whom I see
before me whose hair and beards are white, whose
years are reaching to their close, and who only stand
waiting for that silent monitor to come and bid these
busy pulses to cease, and us to fa~ down to our rest.
It i~ ~ot far to any one of us-and, some of us are
nearer than others; but let me adjure you, that when
there come to you matters which you are called upon
to decide, put self and humanity out of sight, and
judge from the spiritual intuition of that Spirit
which has been promised and to th_e law and testimony. If that which you hear or read does not accord with that, you know very well that there is no
light in them.
But what is law? It is that which has been written; and our Christian ethics under Jesus Christ and
his enactments have taken the place of that moral
code which has been so long held over the world.
Testimony is that which has been written of the
endurance of other men, a history of things which
have been wroug·ht in the world by them, the testimony that has been borne to them and they bear it.
It has come down to us through the revelation of
God, and when others say we believe too much, we
tell them that so far as the Bible is concerned, we
believe it to contain the word of God. They do no
more than that. We believe the Book of Mormon to
be also the word of God. They say they do not, and
yet it is affirmative evidence of the truths of the gospel as found in the New Testament Scripture, and
some of our able men can tell you that the things
which have transpired in the researches of wise men
in the earth in archffiology, these relics that are
found, are confirmative to the testimony that the
Book of Mormon bears to the inhabitants of this land
years and years agone.
Well, we have nothing to fear except our own failure to fill the measure of our days acceptably to God,
to fail to accomplish that which he has intrusted to
our care and to do it either because we have been
fearful ~r because we have carelessly lent our aid
to the inward commotion which ha.s destroyed our
identity.
It is our priv_ilege to examine whatever is presented to us but1t is not our privilege, as I understand to att~ck those of our companions in the spirit
of en~ity, or to be exercised unduly by the spfrit of
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resentment. The Savior endured the contradiction
of sinners against himself. I am sometimes at fault
because I fail to endure the contradiction of friends
to myself. The rebuke of a friend ·is better than
the kiss of an enemy, and how unwilling I am that
my brethren should rebuke me!
_
Let us take the lessons taught to heart. Let us
be patient. Set a good example, maintain the integrity of our standing before God, and trust him
and the Master for the issue, and not one of· us will
lose or be lost.
WHO SHOULD BE BAPTIZED, AND RI;:CEIVE THE LAY·
ING ON OF HANDS FOR THE GIFT OF
. THE HOLY GHOST?

This is a very important question, and we will
answer it by the Holy Scriptures contained in the
standard books of the church: Those and only those
who have complied with the prerequisites . io baptism. First they should hear the gospel, and believe
it,-that is, believe in God and Christ, and repent of
their sins. And they should manifest it by their
fruits before baptism. John ·the Baptist told those
who came and demanded baptism at his hands, to
bring forth fruits meet for repentance (Matthew
3: 8). Peter preached: "Repent ye therefore, and
be converted" before baptism. (Acts 3: 19).
Let us see what the Book of Mormon says: "See
that ye are not baptized unworthily" (page 500,
small edition). This forbids all but those who have
complied with the prerequisites to being baptized.
We will now draw attention to the Doctrine and
Covenants for a plain explanation of the qualification
that all must have before they are baptized. Section
17: 7:
And again by way of commandment to the church concerning the manner of baptism :-All those who humble themselves
before God and desire to be baptized, and come forth with
broken hearts and contrite spirits, and witness before the
church that they have truly repented of all their sins, and
are willing to take upon them the name of Jesus Chl'ist,
having a determination to serve him to the end, and truly
manifest by theii· works that they have received of the Spirit
of Christ unto the remission of their sins, shall be received by
baptism into his church.

The above is so plain it needs no comment; all
those who come forth and desire to be baptized. bringing the fruit above required, are proper subjects for
and should be baptized, and none else. I have baptized many persons who did not bring forth fruit
meet for repentance, as required in the Scriptures.
If asked why I did it, I will answer, Because it was
and is a custom of the elders to do so, I never intend
to do so any more ; I see as a consequence Of failing
to strictly conform to the law that we have a large
number of unconverted members in the church, who
have never received the remission of their sins. Ten
thousand baptisms will not remit sins of those wlio
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have not complied with the pterequisites to baptism
that are required by the law. When a person has
obeyed that form of doctrin~ contained in the gospel,
including baptism, they receive a remission of their
sins. Such persons are in a proper condition to receive the gift of the Holy Ghost, after they have been
properly taught. What are they to be taught? Let
us turn to Doctrine and _Covenants, l 7 : 18, and we
will see:
The duties of the member_s after they are received by
baptism:-The elders or priests are to have sufficierit time
to expound all things concerning the church of Christ to
tl,Jeir 1inderstanding, previous to their partaking of the sacrament, and being confirmed by the laying on of the hands of
the elders; so that. all things inay be dol).e in order. And the
members shall manifest before tlie church, and also before
the c1der8, by a godly Walk and eonversation; that they are
worthy of it,. that there may be works and faith agreeable to
the Holy Scriptures, walking in holiness before the Lord.

When a baptized person has been taught as above
required, and manifests that he has received the instructions, he is then re~dy to receive the laying on
of hands for the 'gift of the Holy Ghost, and he will
receive that gift that he needs at the time he receives
the laying on of ·hands, without any exception.
But if he has not been taught and qualified he does
not, nor can receive the promsied gift of the
Holy Ghost.
In the above I think I have set forth the qualifications of those who should be baptized and receive the
laying on of the hands of the elders for the gift of
the Holy Ghost. I am a believer in and contender
for the faith once delivered to the Saints. I will say
in conclusion, that according to their fruits there
are many in the church that have not received the
remission of their sins nor the gift of the Holy
Ghost; because they have not been properly taught
before they were baptized and received the laying on
of hands. As a rule just as soon as any person will
permit an elder to baptize him, he does it, and at
once hands are laid upon him to confirm him a member of the church, arid in consequence of this practice
we have a goodly number. in the church that are only
nominally members, but spiritually dead while they
live. God hath said that when we do what he has
commanded, then he is bound; otherwise he is not
bound to do that which he has promised.

E. W.

NUNLEY.

THE CRITIC.
"The malignant deity Criticism dwelt on the top of a snowy
mountain in Nova Zembla; Momus found her extended in
her den upon the spoils of numberless volumes half devoured.
At her right sat Ignorance hei· father and- husband, blind
with age; at her left Pride, her mother, dressing her up in the
scraps of paper herself had torn. There was Opinion, her
sister, light of foot, hoodwinked and headstrong, yet giddy
and perpetually turning. About her played her children,
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Noise and Impudence, Dullness and Vanity, Positiveness, Pedantry, and Illmanners."-Swift.
That was a pretty severe arraignment of criticism, and we
w9uld hesitate to subscribe to the same. Criticism too often
is born of ignorance and nurtured in pride. It may be light
of foot, perpetually turning, giddy and yet headstrong. In
its train may be found noise, impudence, dullness and illmanners. ~?s.itiveness, ped~ntry, and vanity may be its offspring.
Yet C1'1tic1sm plays an important part in the world, and we
could by no means get alOng.without it. The more we have of
it the better off we are, provided it is of the right kind.
Critics are easily divided into the useless and the useful.
The useless critic has several alliases. He may be known
in the vicinity of his pernicious activity as a kicker, a
grumbler, a knocker. The grumbler is a halfbreed, and the
knocker is a degenerate; a kicker gone to seed. His habitat
is anywhere, his calling anything. His auditors are many, his
friends are- few. He is "a brisk little somebody, critic and
whipper-snapper in a rage to set things right." His condition
never satisfies him. The present is always the worst. And if
Providence should grant his every request, he would still, like
Oliver Twist, be asking for more. He is so sure that the world
is going to ruin that he resents every attempt to console him'
as an insult to his sagacity, Longfellow compares him to a
chimneysweep who puts out the fire and frightens the swallows from their nests, scrapes a long while, and covers himself
with soot. And what does he carry away? A bag of cinders,
and then forsooth, proclaims himself the architect of the
building. He is pleased to find fault, and would be just as
much displeased at finding perfection. He is never happy
unless he is miserable. He would kick even if he were hanged
at the county's expense. He complains because it is his habit,
developed into second nature, and no longer subject to his
control. He is inspired to pry into abuses, and discovers
them where they are not. He holds -his fm;thing candle to
the sun and complains because men fail to use it as a lamp
to guide their feet. Or he may be like a pair of snuffers which
put out the flame but never strike a light. Neither talent nor
education is needed to set him up in business. The height
of his mental stature is reached when he becomes an intellectual brusher-off of flies. In the bottomless pit of his own
littleness he can only attract attention by croaking, and he
knows as little of the world's progress as frogs in a well
know of the high seas. The last thing on earth that he desires is to have the cause of his complaints removed, for then
he would be out of business. He is good only by reason of
his exceeding badness. Grumbling is the only incense he has
to offer in return for the_ blessings he may enjoy. lie travels
from Dan to Beersheba through a land flowing with milk
and honey, and cries it is all barren. The man who becomes
a critic by trade ceases to be one at all, and his usual fortune
is to excite more of _contempt than pity. He deserves to be
operated on surgically, for his trouble is chronic. His name
is Legion, and the reason is that it is so much easier to be
critical than to be correct.
The malignant, malevolent, malicious critic does not dwell
- in a far-off country. It requhes no search warrant to find
him. He is both seen and heard.

He is in our very midst. There are few branches
of the church which have not at least one member
who should be quarantined; for he is not only il].fected, but infectious. His contagion is liable to
spread among others of low mental and moral vitality. If the branch president calls a fast on Sunday,
the critic will say, What is the use of asking us to
f~st while some of the officers and leading members
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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are working to make money on Sunday? He says so there will be found· in about every branch one of
every expenditure for local improvement is money the other kind. He is willing to approve the right,
thrown away. Every scheme to promote the growth but is not afraid to criticise the wrong. f!e is not
and prosperity of his branch is branded a_ flat failure willing to handicap every effort for the promotion of
in advance. Every entertainment given by the Sun- the work by criticism in advance. Not every enterday school or Religio is of the wrong kind or given tainment is· useless in his opinions. If he finds some
at the wrong time. Every talk made (except his talks or sermons a bore, he also finds some which
own) is mere wind. The branch itself is the poorest are helpful. He believes the church itself is all right,
in the church. Its officers are not of the right stamp. although some of its ~cts may be all w_rong, and like
If the officers were more spiritual, the gifts would the other fellow, he, too, has his influence. He enbe more manifest. The whole thing should be re- courages others in the :faith, just as the useless critic
modeled, but he stays in the church because he can discourages. He does not believe in the superlative
not afford to drop out. Like the devilfish, he accom- wisdom of the minoi·ity, but acquiesces when the
plishes nothing except to muddy the waters about vote is against him, and waits to see if he may not
him, and then try to escape under their cover.
have been wrong. His critfoism is born of love for
But there is another kind of critic who is just 'as useful the cause. The fellow who kicks at everything is
·
as the first is useless. The useful critic is not the one who disloyal.
criticises because he has nothing else to do, or because it is
The Lord speaking to the Religio said,

his habit. He is a man who finds fault when fault should be
found, and has the moral strength to say disagreeable things
even at the cost of his own popularity.
Somebody has said, "Civilization is the work of the kickers."
They are the advance agents of progress. Take it in our civic
affairs, when we see things which are not right done under
our very eyes, it is our duty to criticise, and to speak up loud
enough so people can hear. Even as the mountains were
brought forth by the unrest in the earth's bosom, so every
reform which has come to the world has come because somebody objected to the existing order of things, and objected so
strenuously to that which was wrong that a wave was started
which set things right. Our independence as a nation came
because the sturdy colonists were not afraid to criticise the
unjust acts of a king.
The same is true of the individual. Perhaps the greatest
impetus for good comes through kindly criticism of our faults.
There is no man so perfect that another can not pick a flaw.
As long as a man is growing and mentally alert (which he
should be at all times), he should be ready to accept honest
criticism, and profit by it. If no one ever called attention to
our shortcomings, we would soon become too arrogant to be
endured.

I will use this organization for the establishing of Zion.
Therefore cease to complain of each other, and be one, even
as I have commanded you, and clothe yourselves with humility as with a mantle and come up to the light which has
been given you and your souls shall i·ejoice with greater
power from your Father than you have ever received before.

And this is applicable to the church in. general,
in regard to ceasing to complain of each other, and
coming up to the light which has been given us.
The higest type of criticism is constructive and not destructive. It was Michel Angelo, poet, painter, and patriot,
who said, "I criticise by creation, not by finding fault." Let
us refrain from criticising that done by others when we have
nothing better to offer.
Our criticism should be of means and measm'es, rather than
of men. But there come times when it is necessary to criticise
men and their motives, as well a:s means and measures. And lastly, have some objective good in view when finding
fault. The strength of criticism lies in the weakness of the
thing criticised. Do not kick for just the exercise. It is ··
dreadful wrenching· to kick against nothing.
J.C. GRAINGER.

'.l'he sentiment of the above quotation holds true
of the church. God started the Reorganization as a
God is a rock for a foundation. Build your lives,
criticism and a protest against the methods and sysyour
thoughts, your efforts, your hopes there. The
tems of the old churches. And with the growth of
house
founded on the rock will stand though wind
the Reorganization came criticism, yet it has the
and
rain
from aobve smite it, and floods from bevitality to live and grow. A church which is growneath
beat
on it like battering-ram. God is a rock
ing will not resent criticism within its own ranks.
fo~ a fortress. Flee to him to hide, and your· defense
The church wihch has no differences of opinions is
shall be the "munition of rocks,'' which shall laugh
in heaven with Enoch.
to
scorn all assault, and ·never be scorned by any
The changes for the b~tter in the vast majority
foe.
God is a rock for shade and refreshment. Come
of cases have followed criticism of methods once in
close
to him out of the scorching heat, and you will
vogue. A Saint objected and said he had something
find
coo1ness
and verdure and moisture in the clefts,
better, and not until then did the better appear. The
old churches have been our consistent and persistent when all outside that grateful shadow is parched and
dry.-McLaren.
c.ritics from the beginning. Yet that very criticism
has been an aid to our salvation,
the Nephites
Only a few sweet, loving words-that is all; but,
were brought from their fallen condition by the coming f~·om the heart and going to the heart, they
scourging they received from the Lamanites.
would brighten many a life and comfort many a soul,
Just as 'nearly every branch has a useless critic, as the speaker of them little thinks. Let us. not .be
who is a nuisance -to everybody, including himself, so chary of them.-Mary H. Perkins.
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Of General Interest
GOOD INDIANS WHO ARE VERY MUCH ALIVE.
(By T. R. Porter,_ Omaha, Nebraska, in New York Press.)

The Western Indians are turning the tables on the
white man, and the race which has for half a century
pushed the red men back from the great plains and
forced them on to reservations is now having its own
fields invaded by these same red men, and Indian
lawyers, doctors, teachers, preachers, judges, and
stenographers are becoming common in the transMissouri country.
One of the foremost lawyers of eastern Nebraska
is Tom Sloan, an Omaha Indian. Sloan has been
United States Commissioner an!l has held offices of
trust. His clients are not all Indians, by any means,
as he has a large practice among the whites in the
towns near the reservation. Sloan has been admitted to practice· before the United States Supreme
Court and is often before that tribunal in Washington. He is a college graduate and is a sharp, shrewd
lawyer. He is well read and is a cultured and polished man, but prefers to spend his time with his
own people rather than to reside in a city among
white men.
Every Indian reseryation in the Northwest now
boasts several Indian doctors. Not the old-time
"medicine man," with his charms and his'magic, but
the modern, educated, intelligent physician who uses
the white man's methods. The practice of these Indian doctors is limited largely to the educated
younger class of Indians-young men and young
women who have been to eastern schools. The older
braves and squaws yet believe in the tribal "medicine
man" and prefer him and his methods to anything
that the modern doctor can do for them.
Dr. High Eagle, one of the best lmown physicians
and surgeons of southern Montana, is a Crow Indian. He has a large practice among the whites as
well as among the younger and educated Indians.
Dr. High Eagle was one of the pioneer educated Indians and has been a practicing physician for more
than thirty years.
On the Northwestern Railroad running into the
Black Hills there is a ·swarthy locomotive fireman
who answers to the name of "One Bull." He has
been at the job several years and is slated for the
"right side" of the cab at an early date. One Bull
may not, perhaps, be thought much of by white men
other than his employers, but when he goes to the
Sioux reservation for a holiday, he is received with
the greatest respect. He is the oldest son of the
famous mediCine man, Sitting Bull, one of the most
redoubtable military strategists the Sioux tribesmen
ever knew. One Bull may some day be chief of the
Sioux, but just now his highest ambition is to be· a
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locomotive engineer. His first employment on the
railroad was as a section hand.
Three years ago a grandson of Red Cloud, the
great chief of the Sioux tribe, learned shorthand in
an Omaha business college, He returned after graduation to the 1ndian agency, where he has since kept
books and done stenographic work for one of the
large trading firms at the post.' One of the most
successful teachers in all the Indian service is a man
named Lewis-a full..1blooded Indian. Lewis teaches
on the Pine Ridge reservation am011.g the Sioux, and
while there are many white teachers on that reserve, Lewis's school is the model one to which all
visitors are taken. Lewis is a serious-minded, well
read man.
Tripp County, South Dakota, one of the counties
carved from the Sioux reservation some years ago,
is officered almost entirely by Indians. There are
almost as many Indians as whites in that county,
and these Indians, by voting together, have repeatedly elected their own candidates. And there is not
even a whisver of any sort of graft since the Indians
took iiv the reins of gove1'1iment. Of preachers and
missionaries there are any number among the Indians. The most notable of these is probably Mr.
Coolridge of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes of Wyoming. He married a prominent and weaithy society
girl of New York, and the two have devoted their
lives to missionary work among the Indians.
Pine Ridge agency of the Sioux Ip.dians, in South
Dakota, boasts of a court presided over by an Indian
judge. This man, Judge Thunder Hawk, is empow~
ered to hear any case except one of murder, and his
decision is final. There is no "stay" of any kind
whatever, no appeal and no delay, once Thunder
Hawk has handed down his decision. Backing him
up is the famous Indian police of the reservation,
who stand ready to obey any order given them J::iy
the court. Judge Thunder Hawk is a man of great'
dignity and takes himself, as well as his position,
very seriously.-The Indian's Friend.
THE UNRULY MEMBER.

"But the tongue can no man tame."
It is quite evident that there were talebearers and
scandalmongers in the days of the Apostle James
because in the preparation of his epistle he devotes
considerable space to a discussion of the evils of
reckless speech.
· Were the Apostle James to come to earth twenty
centuries after his apostleship in the early church
perhaps he would be startled or sac1dened to discover
that. mankind does not seem to have improved very
in that respect.
There are certainly few evils under the sun which
may be more far-reaching in their consequences th:m
that \vhich arises from ill-considered and indiscrimi-
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mite accusations of another. Men and women, sometimes thoughtlessly and sometimes with malicious
intent, will set their tongues in motion and a few
poisonous words will drip from the end thereof.
From these arise a miasmic stigma which attaches
itself to the reputation of some other nian or woman
and the damage is done. If the slander fs, baseless
the injury is accomplished, and it often requires
years to remove the misconception which has thus
arisen in the public mind. Sometimes it can never
be dissipated, but remains a cloud upon the individual's life until the shelter of the grave has been
reached.
The reader does not need to be flooded with specific illustrations in order to understand the evil to

The dream that troubled his sleep js forgqtten. He
is a Columbus sailing unknown seas in se~rch of a
new world.
He begins to think this new thought the moment
he awakens. He is thankful for the opportunity of
another day. He feels the past is forgiven and forgotten. He is eager to meet the world with a glad
heart and a sm~le of welcome. He has no time for
his own troubles, but plenty of time for yours.
Above all he wants to get to his work and give himself expression through its demands.
The environment crowds upon· him its countless
suggestions and temptations. He goes through it as
through a jungle, making his path, admiring, perhaps, the beauty that lies about him, but keeping on

which we refer. In every community there are peo-

and winning his goa:l at every step.
II. ,

ple in both public and private station who are victiins of what we might term the "they say" element.
We all know of the rank injustice which is frequently
clone to innocent people through the activities of the
neighborhood gossip. We all know how one idle
remark may damage .a pure girl. We all know how
one false rumor might lead to the ruination of a
business enterprise or close a bank. We all know
how a malicious publication might end the career of
a public official.
It is true, as the inspired writer proclaimed, that
the tongue is an unruly member and one which no
man can tame, but we have equal authority for saying that charity, which is a synonym for love, is the
first-named virtue in the trinity of Christian graces
and that "love worketh no ill to his neighbor."
From this teaching we may derive the plain lesson
that the man or woman who would meet the highest
ideals of life, so far as the limitations of weak
human nature will admit, will cultivate. the habit of
carefully weighing words to the end that reputation, which is really the most priceless possession
vvhich a man hath, be not needlessly tarnished by
the poison of reckless speech.
Cultivate the art of saying good things about people. Give them the benefit of the doubt when evidence at least which the courts would demand is
lacking to substantiate a charge.
Shakespeare never said a truer thing than in the
words with which,we are all familiar:
"He who steals my purse, steals trash; but he who
filche·s from me my good name, robs me of that
which ne'er enriches him and makes me poor indeed."--:-Editoria!' in Des Moines Cavital.

In living thus, day by day, the maximum of a
man's energy is employed. New thought vitalizes
him. An inexhaustible reservoir 6f .:Power is open
to him.
Living in the old way fills the streets with people
long since dead; people who, not knowing they are
dead, continue to wander aimlessly about. Old
thought, old fears, old negations have killed them.
New thought makes a new man, creates a new and
inspiring countenance, gives life to the eye and a
zest to all being.
Hence new thought is the oldest thought in the
world. Noah had it when they said of him, "He
walked with God." This means he kept close to the
source of his being. The Savior referred to it when
he said, "Knock, and it shall be opened." The thing
to be knocked is the portal of the kingdom of heaven,
which, by the way, is within us, and· by seeking we
find this kingdom. To acquire an abundance of new
thought is simple.
Don't nurse dead griefs and yesterday's troubles.
Don't mistrust yourself or suspect your neighbor.
Don't look for the kingdom of heaven somewhere
in town. The guide may lead you- into an amusing
place, but the address you are after is inside. A
trusty sei"vant with a still, small voice will answer
if you knock.
All negatives and minus quantities are the brigands and highwaymen of mental life. Slay them.
The law, being on your side, will protect you.
Positive thoughts of hope, faith and cheer are
ministering angels. The portal, having been opened,
they fly back and forth from the inner kingdom.
0~+0+1+~
The lusterless eye, the death mask face, the inGENERATING NEW THOUGHT.
nctive body, all spell separation. With these one is
L
lke a bay of stagnant water, unmoved.and unsweetNew thought is that which causes a man to rise _ened by the flow of the great tide impulse. He may
eve1·y morning with the conviction that he can make think he is independent and unobserbed that he can
a fresh start.
look smug and do things on the side, b~t. in, reality
The dead· weight of yesterday has.dropped away. h<· is separated and cut off from the sotll'ce.. He is
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for ever at low tide, and the odor of his separation is
bad for the nostrils.
Let him break the barrier between himself and
the ocean of life and he will again be moved by its
fde throb, once for the hours of the day, once again
for the h6ui·s of the .night.
Make a fresh start every morning and sail the seas
in search of a new world. It is somewhere ahea·d.

-Bosten Ameriean.
GRAPE FRUIT.

Who discovered grape-fruit? A writer in Leslie's
W eelcly says : "Few of the thousands who daily
enjoy the wonderful tonic found in those big, butterct;p-yellow globules that have become a breakfast
nEcessity to Uncle Sam's discriminating children
know that they are indebted to a woman for discovering the value of the once despised fruit as a table
delicacy. /Not more than fifteen years or so ag9 the
grape fruit was a thing without value-a product
interesting because .of its decorative appearance.
Now the number consumed annually in the United
States exceeds four million boxes, which means approximately a half a billion grape fruit. About one
million of these are grown in Florida, from which
comes the stoty of the grape fruit's bow to the epicurean world. The woman to whom grape fruit
growers should take off their hats is Mrs. Frank
Leslie. She was on a visit to Henry Plant, the
builder of the East Coast railway, in-Florida. James
E. Ingraham was then, as now, the vice-president of
t'1e road, and it was in his car that Mrs. Leslie and
her party traveled. On reaching the home of Mr.
Flant, the travelers were first introduced to the delights of the refreshing citric fruit, which hung in
clusters on the trees, bending the branches down
almost to the ground. Thousands of bushels lay on
the ground under the trees, from which they had fall'n. There was no market for them. Only a few of
the native Floridans liked them,_ so the fruit that
could not be eaten by Mr. Plant's immediate friends
was left where it fell. Nearly every plantation in
hwer Florida had numbers of the grape fruit trees,
and under each one was the same display of goldenyellow balls which had fallen from the branches.
Pas8ing one of these plantations, Mrs. Leslie asked
the planter what he would take for his crop. 'Why,
madam, there is no market for it. Nobody wants
grape fruit. Help yourself.' The party helped itself,
and grape fruit was thenceforth a regular part cif
the daily menu. So much did Mrs. Leslie appreciate
the fruit that she decided to introduce it to her
friends up north.·· She carried home several boxes,
and later Mr. Ingraham sent her forty barrels, which
she distributed among her friends, with instructions
how to prepare them for the table. Encouraged by
the unanimous praise which issued from each recipi-
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ent of the fruit, Mr. Ingraham had a famous New
York physician make an analysis of it and to certify
to its remarkable qualities as a tonic, especially in
the spring. As a result of this combined effort of
Mr. Ingraham and Mrs. Leslie, a demand for grape
fruit grew rapidly.''-The Commone1·.
THE SPIRIT LAND.

· "Their angels always see the face of my Father
who is in heaven."-Matthew 18: 10.
Always, and not less now, men, consciously or
unconsciously, have turned inquiring glances toward
that other world where the Deity reigns and his
cohorts deploy their activity in his· service.
This curiosity has never been shaken off. It is
an inheritance of our nature, and, be he religious or
irreligious, everyone is helpless against its resistless
fascination. It is all no weak proof that this haunting desire springs from the fact that we have not
been made for this world, but are destined, thanks
to_ the gracious God therefor, for a goal higher and
more lasting.
_
Men run in vain solicitings to science and to- uncredentialed oracles for some utterance to satisfy
this restless, chafing curiosity, when with Bible in
hand every reverential Christian may in prayerful
meditation learn all that it behooves to know and
more than blatant charlatanry can ever reveal.
Innumerable passages in Holy Writ give the story
of that supermundane sphere. The Son of Man in
his eternity saw Satan and ·his minions fall like
lightning from heaven. There is flashed upon us
that region with its two kingdoms, the k1ngdom of
light and the kingdom of darkness. In one the
powers are set against God and all that is godly.
The po\vers on the other are champions of the rights
of the Divinity and protectors of all who rely upon
their succor. God's commands are being executed
with more than Ariel swiftness, and no mortal is
unsafe save the one who refuses the blessed ministrations of those who were faithful from the dawn
of time. If the child has his angel, how much more
certainly has the man, for the man needs him more.
'I'here are angels for all-for the child, the man, the
family, the State, the Church-and they all see always "my Father's face."
Much and everything needful does Scripture tell
us. Its pages are vocal with the melody of the rustling of angel wings. In fact, the uplifting and helpful story is narrated in its entirety as those s1:iirits
energize in those vast stretches of duration from the
angel of the flaming sword to the bright one, who
came to John and unveiled all the glories of the New
Jerusalem. There is no story, save that of him crucified, more satisfying·, more consoling, more invigor. ating. vVhy search elsewhere than in Scripture? As
early as Deuteronomy the _world was warned against
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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trifling with those realms so near and yet so far
away. "Neither let there be found one among you
that seeketh the truth from the dead. For the Lord
abhoreth all such things." (Deuteronomy 1!3: 12.)
The attitude the Scriptures urge is so simple, so
sublime. That attitude is one of prayer and worship.
Such an attitude takes so much away from the loneliness of our pilgrimage. Wait and be contrite and
humble and our angels, when the summons sounds,
will lift us gently from our couch of death and place
us in the arms of the loving Father, whose face they
always see.-Rev. P.A. Halpin in New Y9rk Herald.
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approved, and they have no life for us. Entomb them in your
public libraries, if you will, but henceforth they will stir no
man's pulse and warm no man's heart. But this thrice blessed
book of God, though it has -been extended among us these
many hundreds of years, is immortal in its fire, unwithering
in its strength, the dew of its youth is still upon it, its speech
still drops as the rain, fresh from heaven, its ·truths are
ever flowing founts of fresh consolation. Never book spake
like this book; its voice, like the voice of God, is powerful
and full of majesty.
God does not speak to-day what he meant not yesterday,
neither will he to-morrow blot out what he records to-day.
When I read a promise spoken three thousand years ago, it
is as fresh as though it fell from the eternal lips to-day.
There are indeed no dates to the divine promises; they are
not of private interpretation, nor to be monopolized by any
generation. I say again, as fresh to-day the eternal word
drops from the Almighty's lips as when he uttered it to
Moses, or Elias, or spoke it by the tongue of Isaias, or Jeremiah. The word is always sure, steadfast, and full' of power.
- It is never out of date. Scripture bubbles up evermore with
good matters; it is an eternal geyser, a spiritual Niagara
of grace, for ever falling, flashing, and flowing' on; it is
never stagnant, never brackish or defiled, but always clear,
crystal, fresh and refreshing; so, therefore, ever Iiving.C. H. Spurgeon.
Right Reverend Samuel Fallows.

"Abide in Me."

That mystic word of thine, 0 sovereign Lord!
Is ail too pure, too high, ·too deep for me;
Weary of striving, and with longing faint,
I breathe it back again in prayer to thee.
Abide in me--o'ershadow by thy love
Each half formed purpose and dark thought of sin;
Quench, ere it rise, each selfish, low desire,
And keep my soul as thine-calm and divine.
As some rare perfume in a vase of clay
Pervades it with a fragrance not its ownSo, when thou dwellest in a mortal soul,
All heaven's own sweetness seems around it thrown.
The soul alone, like a neglected harp,
Grows out of tune, and needs that Hand divine;
Dwell thou within it, tune and touch the chords,
Till every note and string shall answer thine.
Abide in me: there have been moments pure,
When I have seen thy face and felt thy power;
Then evil lost its grasp, and, passion hushed,
Owned the divine enchantment of the hour.
These were but seasons beautiful· and rare;
Abide in me-and they shall ever be;
I pray thee now fulfill my earnest prayer,
Come and abide in me, and I in thee.
-Mrs. Har1'iet Beecher Stowe.
The Living Word.

.,

"The Word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever."
How many of us have found this to be most certainly true!
A large proportion of human books are long ago dead, and
even shriveled like. ,the Egyptian mummies; the mere course
of years has i;,~~d~i:~d. t~WP w,1>,rthhiss, their teaching is dis.
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The question was once asked Napoleon: "What is the
great need of France?" He answered: "Mothers." It was
a pertinent reply, for he had sacrificed millions of the best
sons of the nation to his insatiable ambition.
The same answer can be given -to the question, What is
the great need of the United States? Mothers. But we must
also add fathers.
We need mothers who welcome "love children" as the
greatest gift of the God of love. And this of necessity means
fathers who shall inspire the deepest love in the mother's
heart.
Every child must be well born. And this almost entirely
depends, in spite of the heredity from remote ancestors, upon
the father and mother themselves.
It must be received· into a congenial home, one in every
particular worthy the name of American. - There must be
no grind of depressing poverty in it. The mother must not
carry a wearing financial burden. She must not be compelled
to leave her home to help earn the child's support, and thus
leave it to the care of others. The welfare of the child thus
depends upon right economical conditio~s.
· The father and the mother have the inalienable right to
determine in obedience to divine law the number of children
that shall gladden the home. The mother's health and her
consequent power for good must not be impaired by excessive
child-bearing. Neither religion nor common sense demands it.
It is the quality of offspring in which the individual and
Jhe nation are concerned, and not mere numbers. The very·
best should be the end aimed at in paternity and maternity,
to be afterward taken care of in the best manner possible.
If there can be many best, who shall be able to receive proper
food and raiment and attention and harmonious home development, then let the prayer be breathed for the household quive1•
to be full of the pledges of divine and human love.
The highest crown that can be placed Upon the head of
woman is that of motherhood. The mother is both priestess
and queen in the home. If she has been unutterably,,wi;onged
through some despicable "satyr in broadcloth," let sympaj;hy ;;
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and helpfulness and love go out toward her, with no b·ar
sinister upon the escutcheon of her child.
I would have every father and mother in the country read
and follow out the teachings of Luther Burbank in his most
commendable work on_ "The training of the· human plant."
A new heaven and a new earth would result from it,:_Sel;

Letter Department
RIBSTONE, ALBERTA, CANADA.
Deai· Herald Readers: When I sent my last letter we be~
longed to the Fork Branch of Michigan and many were the
blessings we enjoyed there, but two years ago this October
we came to Ribstone, Alberta, and we belong to the Ribstone
Branch. Dear Saints, I was sad ti> leave my old home and
branch, but how my heart l'ejoiced after reaching this place
to see so many good Saints that welcomed us on every side.
It was only another evidence of the· grand old gospel, pure
love that comes from God.
We have a nice little branch of forty-six here. We have
preaching each Sunday at 2 p. m., Si!Crament each month, Sunday school at 1 p. m., prayer meeting and Religio on Wednesday evening. All are moving nicely. My companion is the
presiding officer and he has baptized twelve since we came
in this branch, and others are nearing. The Saints have been
made to rejoice by reason of God's power in helping the
afflicted through the ordinance of God's house. My companion has made one new opening and preached a few sermons
in another place, but on account of backbiting and prejudice on
every side, he could not do much.
This is a new country. Only five years ago this spring
since the first settlers came in. Bro. George Burton and Bro.
Thomas Smith were the first and Sr. Annie Burton wrote a
letter to the HERALD and soon oth!)rs came. We also have
another branch about seven miles away. The Edgerton
Branch, mostly from Michigan, are all alive to the work.
We have been very fortunate in having some one to cheer
us up. A year ago last winter Apustle U. W. Greene was
with us and gave us sermons and advice and seemed to be
pleased in the way we were getting along, also Brother Mortimer, and last winter we had our district conference here and
we had J. L. Mortimer, ;Brother Davison,, Brother Toinlinson,
and T. J. Jordan, our district president, also Brother Dobson,
and our district secretary, Sr. Grace Diggle then, but now
Beckman. Not a large conference, but a real good one. Our
branch was not divided till then.
We were sorry to part with some of our branch, but knew
it was for the best, (so far to go,) and on July 23 and 24 we
had a two-day meeting. Brother Tomlinson was with us again
to help out, and last but not le_ast we had our worthy Bro.
F. A. Smith. It would be useless for me to try to. tell the
good he did. Only eternity will tell, but all that ever saw
him will know the benefit we got. All the regret we had,
Was the stay was too short. I hope he may be returned to
us next year.
Branch officers are doing what they can for the spread of
the gospel.
We like our new home and are getting along fine, as also
m;e all the Saints. It seems to be a great place to get a start
quick. Crops are not quite as good as last year here, but
are about ready to harvest. Nature has on her best drnsR
at present. Waving fields. of grain and the prairies covel'ed
with wild flowers and lots of fat cattle, but homesteads near
here are 'veryiscarce, If this should meet the eyes of Pro.
David 1·Smith, hope he will send my companion a few lines
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for· old times' sake. I wish him success in his new field of
labor, as also all of the vineyard laborers in God's work.
Your sister in gospel honds,
GRACE IlECKi\JA;-r,

DENVER, COLORADO, August 19, 1910.
Editors Herald: I was somewhat late getting into field
assigned, Colorado, this year. After an absence of eleven
months to a day last year, I arrived at home April 19, after
attendance at the General Conference. Having some repairs
to make on our little home, was unable to get at it until after
a three weeks' illness of our daughter with pleura pneumonia;
I was at home, Lamoni, and spent the 4th of July with
patriotic citizens of that little city and loved home ones for a
change. Our traveling ministry are frequently denied special privileges like this. I enjoyed it, attending the celebration of the day as carried ·out by a goodly number of the
citizenship.
I left home July 7, reaching Burlington, Colorado, on the
8th. Was met at the city by Alma Caley who took me to the
pleasant home of Bro. F. B. Shumate, where I made headquarters while laboring in that vicinity. On the way west I
was very agreeably surp1;ised to meet Bro. John Davis, who
was on his way to his field of labor, Utah, and who stopped
over for two days, and preached once for us about nine miles
north of Burlington, where the preaching was done while I
was there. I was pleased to hear Brother John's effort. He
belongs to the Second Seventy and it was the first time· I
had ever heard him preach. His theme was baptism, was
good and altogether appropriate. It was just the food some
there needed. Brother and Sister Shumate have not labored
there in vain and they have endeavored to enforce their
teaching by good examples.
Additional to preaching occasionally, Brother Shumate is
superintendent of a Sunday school and Sister Effie is the
Bible class teacher. The school is union, has an attendance of·
some thirty to fifty scholars, and they use Latter Day Saint
quarterlies and Zion's Hope. The members uf the school
prefer these helps to others.
While at Burlington, I had the pleasure of baptizing five
persons, a Brother and Sister Meunter, and two of their
daughters, Violet and Anna, also a young man who lives with
Brothe1; Shumate, Emil Gompt, by name. Brother Meunter
was bom in Sweden fifty years ago and his wife is German.
They all received the truth without hesitancy and are rejoicing in the work. Brother Shumate and the Saints had them
along the way of truth when I arrived there. Blessed liberty
was allowed me of the Father while delivering the message
of the latter day work and the prophetic calling of Joseph
Smith the Martyr to the people of that community. A few
other Saints live scattered over the prairies around Burlington and it may be that a branch may be organized there later
along.
Sr. Annie Wineger-Stephenson, a sister to Sister Shumate,
living four miles west of B"urlington, has the superintendency
of the union Sunday school in her community and serves very
•acceptably. Let not the ministry forget these Saints when
passing; but stop off and extend help to them. Bro. F. O.
Shumate is an elder and had charge of all the services while
I was there. I left the 17th inst. and canie on to Denv~r.
Bro. R. Bullard and I expect to leave the 20th for Fort Collins, where a gentleman has supplied a tent and seats for it,
to · cii.ll.duct a series of tent meetings. I learn from Bro.
C. E. Everett, since moving in the city that Bro. George F.
Burnett, whom I saw Bro. Everett carry down into the water
and hold him in his arms while saying the ceremony,. and
then baptize him, and carry him out of the wate1· to the
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automobile, has died since I left here fast February. Brother
Burnett came here from southeastern Kansas, was formerly
a Catholic, but died strong in the faith of the gospel as restored. Brother Everett preached the funeral. Sister Burnett is faithful to the gospel covenant and has the word
preached to her friends in her home from time to time.
We are feeling well in the work, are hopeful for the success
of the cause; the United Order of Enoch, in its labor of love
and true benevolence and redemption of Zion. C_raving an
interest in the prayers of the Saints.
Your servant for Christ's sake,
C. SCOTT.
MALAD, IDAHO, August 16, 1910.
Dear Herald: I think it will be all right to give a little of
my experience in this part of the field. After arriving in
this field, I met Bro. J. D. Stead, so he and I together started
to speak ·on the Rtreets in Ogden. I migh ~ say that Bro.
Marshall Jamison, formerly of Lamoni, went with me to the
chief of police and got permission to speak anywhere in the
city, except on the corner of Twenty-fifth and Wa.shington
and Twenty-fifth and Grant streets, these being the busy
corners and the most dangerous; so we avoided those, as I did
not want to be in any danger at all. The chief also suggested
that we see the mayor, and speak from the city hall steps,
so Brother Jamison and I went and saw the mayor and he
said it was up to the chief, and if there was any trouble, he
would have to do the arresting. By that answer we saw our
way clear to occupy where we thought best. .Well, we got
started and we got stopped, too, and I had to march with the
park policeman over to police headquarters and answer to
certain complaints. I did not get back soon, so Brother
Jamison, Brother Stead, and Brother Hedlund came to see
where I was. By the way, i' was accused of speaking in the
park. I told him I was not in the park, I was on the curbstone. The park policeman said, "You was looking in the
p:nk" I said, "That did not hurt the grass to look at it."
The chief said to go and apologize and it would be all right.
Brother Stead said, "We have nothing to apologize for." He
said Brother Stead was a little woolly. I think a person needs
to be a little hairy as well as woolly to cope with the situation in this part. We expected to see the fur fly, but the wind
did not raise. I understand since that one of them was fined
ten dollars for acting smart.
I came to Malad on the 5th of this month, and as my manner is, I began to tell the Mormons what they believe. This
was on the streets, so I was told to preach what I believed
and let them alone. Yes, I said that was the best argument
that the Devil could produce to Jesus, Let us alone. I thought
they looked a little lonesome, so I thought I would keep them
company on the streets for at least two weeks, so kept telling
them what they believed. One of the speakers said that I
ought to be kicked out, but apologized for it the next night,
and inferred that his animal nature predominated. over his
better nature. I told them that Abraham committed adultery.
They just thought that was terdble and said, Won't Mr.
Davis be ashamed to meet Abraham in the next world after
maldng such a statement about him? I said, "No, if anyone•
will be ashamed, it will be Abraham." So that night they
wreaked their vengeance on our little chapel and· broke five
panes of glass. Sunday they came to the position that the
church house was not susceptible to· pain; so they adopted
another plan and throwed eggs at us as we were on our way
home from chm;ch. They missed us and hit the tree by the
wayside. Bro. and Sr. Allie Richards were in the number.
To me that was ·a rotten argument, but I guess it is the best
they have.
·. 1
We will .be h1 the conflict, all this week. These are some
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of the many things that we have to put up with among the
Mormons. Now, do not understand me to say that they all
are this way. There are some good people among them· and
how they do like to bear their testimony about something
that they know nothing about. I see by the Salt Lake T·ribv.~ie
that there have been one hundred and thirty-two polygamous
marriages since the manifesto of 1890. Am told that the
manifesto was for the United States, not Mexico: Polygamous
children are coming to the United States as well as fy[exico,
and they tell me that it is a dead issue, and still it is b'tinging
forth live children all the time. I am glad that t!le·name of
Pres. Joseph Smith is coming to honor in the Eas( among his
followers, though it is in disgrace here.
Hoping that Zion will put cm her beautiful garment.
Your brother in the one faith,
JOHN DAVIS
McPHERSON, KANSAS, August 14, 1910.
Dear Herald: The last tfme I wrote you was from Hesperia, California. I am now located at the above named place.
If there are any Saints in McPherson County or near by, I
would be glad to hear from them. Better still, would like
for them to come and see us. We have Sunday school every
Sunday morning at 9.30. Would like to have others meet with
us if convenient for them to do so.
This is a beautiful city, noted for its fine schools' and colleges. It seems to me that there should be ·some of our peopJe at or near here. If so, let us get together and work together that our faith might be increased in God, that we might
bi'ing others to see the truthfulness and harmony of· this latter day restored gospel. We know that we have the truth and
that it is the truth that is to make men free; one in purpose
as God the Father and his son Jesus. I would be glad to get
a letter from any of my old time associates, especially from
the president of the branch at Holden, Missouri, as I want to
correspond with him.
There are 'seven of my family that belong to the church.
We have a good Latter Day Saint Sunday school of our own.
We desire to do all that we can for the cause of truth. Any
of the ministry passing through here that can stop off would
be more than welcome by us. We live one block west and three
north of Santa Fe depot, close to the Missouri Pacific and
union depots; about nine blocks from Rock Island, corner of
Woodside and Locust sheets. May God bless and prosper the
right.
Your brothe1;,
T. GOMER TURPEN.
MERRILL, MICHIGAN, August 22, 1910.
Dear Saints: I come to you by letter to let you know how
I love to read the many cheering letters coming through the
HERALD, and giving me so much comfort in this great work.
I have just returned home from the reunion held at Bay
City, Michigan, and it recalls to my mind the words of the
poet, "How good it is to be a saint in latter days." W~ had
a very enjoyable time indeed, and met some old-time Saints,
which gave us much joy. May God bless the reunions, and
may they long continue. God is certainly blessing his people
in these last days. And how unworthy I feel when God pours
his Spirit upon me many times. How thankful we should be
since God has permitted us to live in these latter days, when
his gospel is again restored to earth in all of its purity, loveliness, and soul-saving grace.
Dear Saints, let me say to you, believe your beliefs, and
doubt your doubts, but never make the fatal mistake of doubting your beliefs and believing your. doubts, Much skepticism
has its root in sin. Men hold down the truth in unrighteousness, and do not like to retain God in their knowledge. The
great truths of the Bible are bought because they expose sin
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and threaten it .with punishment. - Meµ first make a shipwreck of conscience, and then make a shipwreck of faith. A
belief is to be well examined before it is to be discarded. A
doubt is to be well scrutinized before it is to be· encouraged.
He who seeks- honestly to be godlike will find little to stumble over in the godlike-teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, but
he who would live a sinful and selfish life may well desire to
believe that there is no God, no life beyond, and no judgment ·
to come.
Dear Saints, let ine bring a few things before our minds
that we ought to forget if we would increase our happiness
and prolong life: We should forget our neighbor's faults,
and advise an exchange; forget.the temptations, forget the
fault-finding; gi'C!J_a little thought to the. cause that provoked
it. We should forget the peculiarities of our friends, and.
onlv remember the good points which make us fond of them.
Fo;.get all personal quarrels or stories you may.. have heard
by accident, and which if repeated ·would sound a thousand
times worse than they are. Blot out of memory, as far as
possible, all the disagre~able occurrences of life. They will
come, but they will grow larger when you remember them,
and the constant thought of the acts or meannesses, or worse
still, malice, will only tend to. make us more familiar with
them. Obliterate everything disagreeable from yesterday.
Start out with a clean sheet to-day, and write upon it for
Jesus' sweet memory's sake, only those things ,which are love)y
and lovable; remembering that Holmes wrote poems, Shakespeare wrote dreams, but Jesus lived a poem, and his life was
a drama. Can we not live like Jesus did?
Your brother in hope,
F. P. JUBB.
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Dear Herald: My two years' experience in the church have
really been the best two yeai·s. of my life. I consider I have
seen more and felt more at home among the people called
Saints than I can give account for. I am on my way to
Vancouver, having left Owen Sound, perhaps never to return.
If that be the case, many of the dear brothers and sisters I
may never see again on this land, until the millennium; but
my earnest prayer is that om·· lives will follow the narrow
path in which we have started. If we do, I know I will see
them all again, for the promise is as sure as the word.
The Saints at Owen Sound were very good to us indeed.
We shall never forget their kindness and love and respect
toward us. Even when we were s·aying good-bye at the wharf,
my little boy Robbie said to me, "Daddie, I don't like saying
good-bye. It makes me sony and I feel lonesome." The
parting was quite sad, but in it was true love for each other.
I shall never forget it. The next day a lady on the boat said
to me after we were acquainted, "I felt very sad indeed. I
cried when I saw a little bunch of people bidding each other
good-bye. It looked so sad." 011, I .do hope I will always love
my brothers and siSters so much.
We had a Sunday school teachers' meeting in the hall the
evening before we left Owen Sound. Elder Grant St. John
was there, also the presiding elder, Benson Bellrosc, and we
were presented with a beautiful Inspi.red Version of the Bible•
from the Saints, presented to us by Elder Bellrose. He spoke ·
very highly of my wife, children, and myself; and gave us
much good encouragement and adv.ice, which I intend to try to
follow; and may God· bless him, for he is pulling hard against
the stream. Many odds are against them and Satan .tries so
much to overthrow them, bµt :r:ny prayers and sympathy and
love arc eveJ.• for them. .
.
.
We are getting on our way very nicely and one of the first
things J; 1wUI do when we get to Vancouver is to look for.the
people called Latter Day '.Saints.
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I certainly do not regret the step we took when we obeyed
the first principles of the gospel of Christ, and my desire is
to continue to the end, and I ask an interest in the prayers of
the Saints, for we are going .to a new, place and know not
what is before us. I would like to know the address of some
of the Saints of Vancouver. and where the meetings are, h~Icl~
etc., through the HERALD if it is convenient.
I will draw to a close now, as it is near tea time and the
boat is rocking a little.
Your brother in the gospel,
W. C. REED.
TRYON, NEBRASKA, August 13, 1910.
Dear Herald: As I have not seen anything from this part
for some time I thought it might please some to know that
the few Saints here are striving to do their duty. Although
~t is from five to seven miles for some of the Saints to go to
church, they attend Heligio every Saturday night, and Sunday school.
Bro. Will Godfrey is the president of the Religio, also
superintendent of the Sunday school, and does his work in the
fear of the Lord, and is a very zealous worker. I do not go
as much as I would like as my health is very poor and other
things over which I have no control hinder me, and though
my life seems dark and dreary, still I trust in God and believe he doeth all things well, and that if I had been more
firm in the past, I might have received greater blessings. But
I am now determined to humbly endure the trials that God
sees best to send upon me, and not try to cast them aside,
for in so doing, oftentimes, the Devil steps in and causes the
weak one to fall into the snare he has laid for him, which
must surely bring bitter sorrow and remorse as long as life
shall last even though they repent and are forgiven.
May God help us as his children to be willing to say, "Thy
will be done,'not mine." And may'we that think we are strong·
never cause others to fall, but rather hold them up, for some
day we must stand before the gi·eat and just Judge who
lmoweth the desire of each heart.
!\lay God bless all his children and help them to withstand
the fiery trials of this life.
Your sister,
E. A. PAYNE.
-CASTANA, IOWA, August 18, 1910.
Dear Herald: I wish to make a report throug·h your columns of some very satisfactory work done just recently. The
w1·iter has the writing habit and as it seems to be about the
only thing I can do for the Master at present, I hope you
will bear with me even if I come quite often. :(\iy letter a few
weeks ago asking Bro. Alvin Knisley to write to us was
answered at once and Brother Knisley, although very busy
at present in Sioux City and vicinity, came to our rescue and
was rewarded by leading three precious souls into the waters
of baptism on August 16, and he blessed two babies, also left
some near the kingdom and others investigating the truth.
Those baptized are Mrs. Bernice Clare Keairns, Miss Linda
Lucenda Greenough, and Miss Hazel Delight Greenough,
whose addresses are Soldier, Iowa, R. F. D. No 2. This, I
believe, is just the beginning of the end in that neighborhood.
Bro. Burch gave a talk on the restoration of the gospel to· a small and very interested audience last evening", left
some tracts, and hearts anxious to hear more about this great
latter day worlJ:. These new members will be added to the
Moorhead Branch, Moorhead, Iowa; so brothers and sisters,
you see while we have not been able to meet with you as
often as we would like, we are not idle. We intend to be
even more busy in the future. If you enjoy seeing souls born
into the kingdom as we do, you will each mak~ yourself a
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committee of one to try at least to lead some soul to Christ,
and do not leave all the preaching, teaching, and practicing
to the elders, for God wiil bless your eve1:y · effort to help
spread the truth. We hope that our little victory for Christ
will encourage others to put on the whole armor of righteousness.
Sr. Bernice Clare Keairns is the daughter of Sr. Linda
Greenough, who said in last week's paper that she was a
"black sheep," but expected soon to be a member of the church;
and she is. All glory to God. Ever hoping and praying for
the redemption of Zion.
Your brother and sister in the one faith;
GEORGE AND SADIE BURCH.

August 31, 1910

"Behold, the bridegroom cometµ_; go ye out to meet him."
Let us have on the wedding garment and be ready.
Brother Kester is the president of the branch here, and I'
notice that though he lives in the country three or four miles,
his whole family are aJways in to meeting and always on time;
an example worthy to be emulated.
Elder J. F. Grimes and myself are holding meetings hel'e
this week and will continue· over next Sunday. Our congregations are not large, but they ar.e orderly and seem interested.
The Saints in the branch are generally giving us good assist-.
ance. From this place I will go toward the reunion of the
Western Nebraska and Black Hills District, to be held beginning September 2 at Bayard, Nebraska. Come, Saints, from
near and far, and Ie't us have a_ time of real enjoyment and
spiritual uplift.
Elder C. W. Prettylr!an-.,.and the writer held a very good
series of meetings at Comstock, Nebi'aska, during the forepart
of August. Four we1·e baptized and others ai·e certainly very
near the kingdom. There is a lovely band of Saints at Comstock. All seem so willing to take hold and help move things.
At Grand Island we were permitted to organize a very nfoe
Sunday school on August 11; Bro. Charles Madsen, superintendent; W. S. Spanswick, assistant; Sister Caiffiere, secretary. We are trying to keep busy and are enjoying reasonably good health.
J. R. SUTTON.

CLEARWATER, NEBRASKA, August 16, 1910.
Editors Herald: I came to this place on last Friday to be
in attendance at the conference of the Central Nebraska District. On Friday, the 12th, the Sunday school association of
the district held their business session and in the evening a
Sunday school entertainment, and I feel to commend the
effort of the Saints here for producing one of the best entertainments that it has been my privilege to attend in a long
time. The Sunday school at this place is in a real good,
healthy condition, if the judgment of your writer amounts to
anything, and the superintendent, Thomas Rutledge, seems to
have the school in good command, while the teachers go at
SILVERTON, OREGON.
their work in that spirit of true devotion that would evidence
If there are any Saints living in or near Silverton, Oregon,
to their scholars that they Jove Christ :md their work.
please write me or notify_ me through the HERALD.
The conference was not very well attended by the Saints
MRS. MARY RoBiNSON.
from abroad, but those who came I feel quite sure felt well
repaid for the effort they had to make to reach here. I would
not appear in this letter as a fault-finder, dear Saints, of the
ROME, MISSOURI, August 17, 1910.
Dear Herald: I have lately become converted to the thought
conduct of those who profess to love Christ in this district, as
well as in other places in the State. But I do -wish to call that the church is not yet entirely out of the wilderness, but
your attention to that which appears to me a feature of care- she is still coming out, and will continue to come, until Christ
lessness upon your part. When due notice has been given in comes the second time. One of the strongest proof texts that
the church papers of the time when your district should be we have in favor of this point is the parable of the ten virgins:
represented in conference and you know that the ministry, "Then shall the kingdom of heaven be likened unto ten virgins,
both local and general, will quite likely be in attendance, and which took their lamps, and went forth to meet the bridegroom.
would love to meet you at that place, and witness upon your And five of them were wise, and five were foolish. They that
part an exhibition of willingness to help make the conference were foolish took their lamps, and took no oil with thein: but
a success, and you are conspicuous by your absence, what must the ·wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps. While the
be the disappointment of the ministry when they see possibly bridegroom tarried, they all slumbered and slept. And at mideight or ten Saints in attendance at the business sessions of night there was a cry made, Behold, the bridegroom cometh;
conference out of a membership of three or four hundred in go ye out to meet him. Then all those virgins arose, and
the district? What will you .answer the loved Master in that trimmed their lamps. And the foolish said unto the wise,
day of a·ccounts when you realize that your dwelling place in Give us of your oil; for our lamps al'e· gone out. But the
etemity will be- determined by work done and the opportuni- wise answered, saying, Not so; lest there be not enough for us
ties for work afforded you that may have been miserably neg- and you; but go ye rather to them that sell, and buy for yourlected. At these conferences, matters of grave import arise selves. And while they went to buy, the bridegroom came;
affecting the work not alone of the district, but individually and they that were ready went in with him to the·marriage:
the whole church, that your voice and vote should help deter- and.the door was shut. Afterward came also the other virgins,
mine. And we sometimes hear a brother or-sister say, "Well, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us. But he answered and said,
if I had been at that conference, I could have opened the ears Verily I say unto you, I know you not. Watch therefore; for
of the Saints by a statement of facts that :would ·have possibly ye know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of
prevented the passage of a measure seemingly very hastily man eometh."-Matthew 25: 1-13.
passed upon by the conference." Could you not have .been " ·The Inspired Translation gives a little different renderin.g:
there? Whd has been the impediment in your way? Possibly "You never knew me."
three days of time spent and a couple of dollars car fare. Is
These foolish virgins, then, represent a class of people that
that any consideration to put up against the work that cost have not received a knowledge of the gospel. Or in other
Jesus the Christ so much? We all want to see Zion redeemed words they have not been converted by the law of the Lord.
and her converts armed with righteousness. Attending As David declares, The law of the Lord is perfect, converting
General Conference once a year, hearing big resolutions dis- the soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise the
. cussed and passed, fine discou1'ses upon what we. will be, simple."-Psalm 17: 7.
will never redeem Zion. Read what the Lord said to the
The lamps in this illustration no doubt represent their inSaints in 1834 (Doctrine and Covenants 102: 2). Saints, we dividual capacity for the receiving of light and truth. The
will soon hear the wonderful arid soul-stirring ann(luncement: oil is a· symbol of the Spirit of the 'Lord. It is folly for us to
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claim that the Spirit of God aids no one but the Saints. · The ple out in the wilderness, and he is calling them out. Then
record teaches: "That was the true light, whtch lighteth they become the visible church. So there are a few out in the
every man that cometh into the-world."-John 1: 9. But there wilderness that are doing good. And it is a few that find
is a spirit in man: and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth theirway into the kingdom of God.
them understanding."-J ob 32: 8. So then a portion of
Doctrine and Covenants 5: 3: "And to none else will I gr.ant
divinity follows every man foto this world of sin and sorrow. this power, to receive this same testimony, among this gerniraThere is a part of God in every man, as man was made in the tion, in this, the beginning of the rising up, and the coming
image of God. And Paul declare_s he is not far from every,one forth of my church out of the wilderness; clear as the moon
of us (Acts 17: 27).
and fair as the sun, and terrible as an army with banners."
But their lamps had gon_e out, because; the Spirit had- quit
This language shows this church had an existence even bestriving with them! The Spirit will not always strive with fore she was organized by Joseph Smith. And the church is
man. It will plead with us from time to time to come to still coming forth out of the 'wilderness as honest people accept
repentance and prepare for the greater responsibilities in the and obey the gospel. When they do this the church assumes a
kingdom as the wise virgins were permitted to enjoy. · These brighter and more brilliant form.
wise virgins were not supposed to exhaust their supply ·of
Now in Matthew 7 we find a certain class will come before
light by giving their' oil to the foolish virgins, as this oil must the Lord and say, Open unto us. Have we not done certain
be obtained at the fountain head, even from God. "But the wonderful works in thy name? just as· the parable of ten
Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost,· whom the Fathei· will virgins indicates will be done._ They will not have the oil in
send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and. bring all their vessels and therefore will not be permitted to enter into
things to your remembrance,. whatsoever I have said unto the marriage supper.
you."-John 14: 26. Again: "And we are his witnesses of.
In go;;pel bonds,
these things; and so also is the Holy Ghost, whom God hath
A. M. BAKER.
given to them that obey him."-Acts 5: 32.
In Revelation 12 we learn that the church went into the
BELLAIR, I~LINOIS, August 22, 1910.
wilderness where she was to stay 1,260 years and she was to
Saints' Herald: I am still in the faith in hope of eternal
be nourished and fed of God during this period of time. Of life. When I see the beckoning hand of the Master who says,
course she had lost her visible organization, but she existed in "Follow me, I am the way," reflecting upon scenes of life,
the form of the good, honest people that we find in th" ,;01·ld. and wondering that while the way is. so plain that the waySome may object and say this is too much like the Baptist faring man, though a fool, need not err therein, the world is
found it in the Bible.
still rushing heedlessly on. What kind of a scourge will it
Again we read in Revelation 18: 4: "And I heard another take from the hand of the Almighty to cause the people to
voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that pause and look to see the awful gulf into which they are
ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of heedlessly flinging? The warning voice is daily in storm,
her plagues." So according to this the Lord has a people in fire, water, and blood, yet the world will heed it not. We
the Babylon world, and the chm'ch is coming out of the wil- are rushing down the broad way, not stopping to notice the
derness now as they accept the gospel. The following scrip- straight gate and narrow way, careful and troubled about
ture is conclu:;;ive proof: "Behold, this is my doctrine: many things, not choosing the one thing needful, the thing
Whosoever repenteth and cometh unto me, the same is my which all men should be securing to themselves and more to
church; whosoever declareth more or less than this, the same be valued than the riches of this world, that ·of eternal life.
is not of me, but is against me; therefore, he is not of my
Read Ephesians 4: 18-20. How necessary it is for us to
church. And now, behold, whosoever is of my church, and keep the house clean, swept and garnished, that when the
endureth of my church to the end, him will I establish upon elders return, should they bring fruits of labor, they could
my Rock, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against him." point them with pride and say, "There is the house we have
-Doctrine and Covenants 3: 16, 17.
_
been telling you about." It has been said that the soul of imNo doubt there are some people in other churches that repent· provement is the improvement of the soul. The doctrine of
of their sins before they ever hear the gospel preached in all Christ still lives, and though hindered for a time by circumof its fullness. For instance, there was Sidney Rigdon. The stances adverse to its advancement, it has rallied and is
Lord said unto him: "Behold verily, verily I say unto my marching onward as never before.
My Father has a great many of the finest suits for both
servant Sidney, I have looked upon thee· and thy works. I
have heard thy prayers ai'id prepared thee for a greater work. men and women, and as perfectly adjustable to a child. They
· · · Behold, thou wast sent forth even as John, to prepare are neat, clean, and graceful. Anyone who has ever once put
the way before me, and before Elijah which should come, and on a full uniform has never regretted it. It is within the
thou knew it not. Thou didst baptize by water unto repent- reach of all to become good. He that by overcoming _the evil
ance, but they received not the Holy Ghost; . . . and they in himself has become good, is in a degree great. We hope
shall receive the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands, even and pray the Lord will bless the work at this place, and open
as the apostles of old."-Doctrine and Covenants 34: 2. So the way for the gospel to be preached to the honest fn heart,
here we find the Lord ·recognized the goo'd that this man had that many may be made to see the truth of the glad message;
done, and his people, even when they were in the "Campbel- . We hope on in the work of our Master. Pray for us that we
lite" church.
may live faithful to the end and be accounted worthy to stand
"And my vineyard has become corrupted every whit; and with the redeemed when he comes.
I am in the midst of persecution, but feel glad that I am
their is none which doeth good save it be a few; and they err
in many instanc!Js, because of priestcrafts, all having corrupt counted worthy to be persecuteci'fo~· righteousness' sake. Being
minds. And verily, verily I say unto you, that this church reviled, we bless; being perse~uted, we suffer it; being dehave I established and called forth out of the wilderness; and . famed, ·we entreat. Unity is becoming in the body of Christ,
even so will I gather mine elect from·the'four quarters of the because it in all things stands, .f.qr unity. "And. this is 'life
earth, even as many as will believe in: me, and hearken unto my eternal, that they might know 1thee the only true _God, aiid
voice."-Doctrine and Covenants 32: 1, 2.
Jesus Christ, whom thou.hast sent."-John 17: 3.
The command to warn our neighbor is one of. the most
From this reading we understand the Lord has an elect peo-
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exacting that has been given to the Saints in the latter day.
The Saints of Bellair are in eamest to build a chapel. I have
one dollar for tithing and hope before General Conference at
Lamoni, Iowa, I will have more to send. Some have done
quite well in paying their tithing.
I ought to feel interested in those who are carrying the
gospel to others and be willing to do all in my· powe~· to help
them, if I have the work at heart; if I appreciate as I ought
the blessings I enjoy, and have that love in my soul for
others that I should have, I feel anxious for everyone to hear
it and come to the light, that they may enjoy with me and
many others the great blessing that it brings. We know that
our heavenly Father is no respecter of persons; that one soul
is a5 precious in his sight as another; for the selfsame end
has he created them that they might serve him and finally
gain an inheritance in his kingdom. . Yours for truth,
MRS. MARY A. FERGUSON.
Cheer Up.
Does it not seem strange, dear friends, how many, many
times we grow discouraged and "blue" and feel that we are
forsaken by friends and loved ones, and even G~d? How
sometimes, the very birds sing discordantly to our ears, the
sky is not so blue, the sweet flowers and sparkling brook hold
no interest for us?
We often make a fatal mistake in allowing some sorrow
to blight our lives; we can not see that perhaps this yery
trouble is for our soul's best good. God has given ·us our
lives and we can make them what we will. These troubles
will only make us stronger men and women, if we meet them
in the right way. Let us be courageous and say within ourselves, "God is caring for me and he knows what is best; I
will try to do my part." And so when we grow despondent
and feel that our troubles are more than we can bear, let us
think of that beautiful poem, written by an unknown author:
"Sometime when all life's lessons have been learned,
And sun and stars for evermore have set,
The things which our weak judgments here have spurned,
The things o'er which we grieved with lashes wet,
Will flash before us out of life's dark night,
As stars shine most in deeper tints of blue;
And we shall see how all God's plans were right,
And how what seemed reproof, was love most true."
EDNA VAN ALSTIN,
AINSWORTH, NEBRASKA.

Extracts from Letters.
Elder J. T. Norton has removed from Leeds, ·Ontario, to
the State of Maine and wiil be heartily pleased to communicate with any Saints living in or any way near Norrigewock.
Address Elder J. T. Norton, Dodvill Quarry, Norrigewock,
Maine.

August 31, ·1910

to take part in this high and all important movement. There
was an unusually large number at ·this meeting. At the
same hour the Band of Mercy met in the hall and elected its
officers and we may add that it is daily in evidence ·on the
streets here that there is need of an active society of this
kind in this city.
In the evening, Bro. John Kaler again ·presented the word
of counsel with his usual force and clearness, and the necessity
of a true, spiritual life, actuated by a living faith, was the
basis of his sermon. On the 14th instant he continued the
series, preaching on. repentance, and on last evening on .baptism. The midweek prayer meeting was in charge of Brn.
E. H. Garrett and·J. Luff, jr.,-and other young men-have
been lately called to preside, namely John (}ardner and Harry
Hattey, and the peaceful presence of the Spirit was
attested to.
·
,
Bro. J. E. Page, whose zeal fo1· the welfare of poor Lo
led him to further conduct a missionary wo1·k in qklahoma,
quite recently accompanied Elders I. N. and Ammon White
there, but we regret to note that he has returned under an
affliction, which we trust will speedily· be removed through
the prayers of t;b.e Saints. ·
On yesterday the mercury indicated 93 degrees of tempe'rature, but the electric fan at church on the platform, as well
as a genei·ous supply of the other kind, were in commission
at the morning service, and moreover the Saints were spir~
itually refreshed by the word spoken by Bro._,M. H. Bond,
assisted by Pres. Joseph Smith.
The Daughters of Zion and the -Men's League occupied the
church during the latter part of the aftemoon. On Saturday
the 20th the funeral of our faithful Bro. David Tho:inas took
place, Elder E. C. Briggs and Brother Joseph in charge.
He was kindly cared for ·at the Sanitarium recently, and bore
his sufferings patiently.
The Sanitarium and Saints' Home continue to open their
doors to those overtaken by accidents and life's varied misfortunes and it is v1cll that thcY arc spoken of as institutions
that are "blessed and God ordained·." The Saints will no
doubt be glad to hear the particulars of Brother Joseph's
trip last Monday to Leavenworth, and also of his missionary
trips from time to time, the last of which was to M;alvern
Hill on Sunday the 14th inst. Many of the veterans are still
actively engaged who have heeded the Spirit's call,
"Come with the strong sinew,
Nor faint in heat or cold,
And pause not till the evening
Draws round its wreath 'of gold."
ABBIE A. HORTON.

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Editors Hemld: Since our last report five of our little
Sunday school scholars were baptized by Brother· Cooke at
the Sunday school session of August 7,. They were confirmed .
at our monthly sacrament service by Bm .. T. J. Elliott, N. N.
Cooke, and S. A: Burgess. · These little ones were Ruth and
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Helen Reeves, Roy and Goldie Crowley, and John Radford.
August, with all the delights Dame Nature brought, also
Three sweet little babies were blessed: Joseph Tibbles, ·
started out with a most cheering outlook for the Saints. Our son of Bro. Joseph Swift, jr., and wife; William Russell, son
fast accumulating number was added to on the 1st instant of Bro. and Sr. W. R. Cowlishaw; and Emma May Prall;
by four, and on the 7th six ill.ore entered the fold by baptism; daughter of Brother and Sister Whitney. Blessed by Brn.
but of course the going out a~ 1.weJI· as the coming in continues. S. A. Burgess a'nd N. N. Cooke.
Sunday, the 7th, was a most enjoyable day; Bishop E. Short·
· Instruction was received the past month through Brethren
preached in the morning .with good liberty, closing with an Davis, of Dayton, Ohio; Archibald, Reeves, S. _A. Burgess, and
exhortation to the Saints to·'study carefully what had recently our pastor, T. J. Elliot.
·
been written concerning the ·o~ld_e·r of Enoch,-its organization
The district priesthood meeting was held the evening of
and the benefits accruing thereto, and to prepare themselves Atigust 15. The subject under consideration was the Chui·ch
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of the Devil. Brother . Ellis, of Springerton, Illinois, was
with us August 7.
Brother Dowker has been holding tent services with -good
interest and attendance. He is now in Lansdowne, where
tent services will be held for a few weeks.
We regret that the sweet little boy of Bro. and Sr. Ivor
Cooke \Vas not peTmitted to remain, but \Vas immediately
taken to the world beyond. They have our heartfelt sympathy.
Your sister in Christ,
E. M. PATTERSON.
2739 DEJONG STREET.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Notices.

The conference of the Eastern Michigan District will convene with the Port Huron Branch, -September 10 and 11.
Branches will please be prompt; send in your reports early.
William M. Grice, presider:~·

------

Reunion Notices.

The Eastern Michigan district reunion will be held at Port
Huron, Michigan, beginning September 2, and continuing for
ten days. During the second Saturday and Sunday, September 10 and 11, of reunion time, will be held the conference of
the Eastern Michigan District. We hope for a full and complete report -from all the branches. Let your reports close
with August 3L The,se reports may be sent to me at Applegat_e, or handed in during reunion. Ministerial reports should
be. m the hands of district president, William Grice, Croswell,
Michigan, or district secretary before convening of conference. Do not fail to elect your delegates to conference and
s~e to it that they are supplied with proper credentials. If
time permits we will have blanks in the hands of branch secretaries to be used for reporting delegates. T. 0. Benedict,
'
·
Applegate, Michigan, R. F, D .. No. 1. ·
The western ·Iowa reunion will be held at. Little Sioux, Iowa;
from September 9 to 18 inclusive. Besides district workers,
we will have with us, J. W. Wight, Heman C. Smith, and
expect S. W. L. Scott. Sister Etzenhouser. will have charge
of the Sund:iy school and. Religio work. Meals, fuel, and feed
fo.r teams will be fumished as cheaply as. possible.. Those
wishing board and lodging please make. your wants known as
~oon as you can to S. J. Linn,· Little Sioux.
Rent for tents
is as follows: Wall tents, 10 by 12; $1.75; 12 by 14, $2;
compartment· tents, 12 by 14, $3. 75; 10 by. 20,. $4.25. No
charge for setting.up. That there be no. disappointment, please
order your tents accompanied by .the cash by· the 1st of September. We expect this to be one of the best i·euniorts-.held

Entered at post-ofilce, Lamoni, Iowa,· as second-class mail matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ensign
publications.

in westem Iowa, and if you will .all come with the Spirit of
the Master, our expectations will be more than realized. Geo.
Miggers, secretary, Little Sioux, Iowa.
34-2t
Notice.

A girl eighteen years of age desires a home with a Latter
Day Saint family and will assist with work for necessaries of
life. Belongs to the church, wants church privileges. Is of a
quiet disposition and loves home life,, Would be pleased with
a prompt response from anyone interested. Address X. Y.,
·
Miami, Oklahoma.
"-.

A Request.

Would some one please inform me as to the whereabouts of
Bro. and Sr. Geore:e and Ella Thaver. who formerlv lived at
Bennington, Michigan, and left there ·for some point in Missouri?
F. P. JUBB.
Resolution.

Resolution of the Eastern Michigan district conference at
Minden City, June, 1910:
"Whereas, the General Conference resolutions providing
that membership shall be where residence is, or as nearly so
as possible, and this is in many cases lost sight of, violated,
as also such sentiments as, 'To the work, to the WQrk, we are
servants of God'; 'Am I a soldier of the cross, a follower of
the Lamb'; 'Where duty calls or danger, be never wanting
there'; 'Why stand ye idly waiting, for reapers more to
come'· 'Send me forth to active service'· 'Here am I send me'"
'All a~·e called according to the' gifts a~d callings of God unt~
them'; 'Thrust in thy sickle, thrust in thy ,.sickle and reap';
therefore, be it
·
"Resolved, That the district secretary notify such members
so situated and ask their prompt compliance, thereby maintaining more fully their good standing by conforming to light
rules of discipline as enacted by the church for the conservation of order."
In· complying with the requirements of the above resolution
we take this means of notifying all Saints in the district who
are residing within the ,iurisdiction of branches that they do
not fail to comply with the above request.
____F_._o. BENEDICT, Secretary.
College Opening.

The session of 1910-11 will open Tuesday, September 6, at
i,he college chapel, 10 a. m. A· p1·ogram uf music, reading&, .
and speech making will be rendered, and the public is cordially invited t-0 be present. Monday, the 5th; will pe largely
devoted to registration, and it is desirable that as_ many of the
students as can do so consistently1should register on that day.
Regiilar class work will begin W:ejlnesday morning, and it is
quite important that students should be with their classes ~t
their first session.
J. A. GUNSOLLEY.
/
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·-Int~resth~g Trips to the
w

LAMONI REAL ESTATE
We have just issued a descriptive circular giving description of farms and
town properties we have for sale in and
near Lamoni. Send .your address on a
postal card .and we will mail.you a copy.
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

North Pacific Country
The Burlington Route
offers some of the finest trains in America-electric lighted
throughout and elaborately equipped-running through
every day without change of cars to

Five per ce11t int~rest

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland
A trip this summer to the Great Northwest, that ·wonderful and most rapidly developing and typically American
portion of the Continent, allowing stop-overs at both Yellowstone National Parj{ and Glacier National Park, will be the

Paid on Time Depoilita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

most interesting, illstructing and_ benficial one you could

plan.
For those who desire to economize, nicely appointed "Tourist" Sleeping Cars are provided on all these trains.
I would like to give you, without charge, a copy of opr publications accurately illustrating and describing the wonderful, interesting country thtough which these trains pass,
and tell you the exact cost of tickets, sleeping car accommodations, etc.
Let

me~help

Capital and Surplus, $30,ooo.OO
Incorporated ·under the bankisg law• of th1

Stale of I~~•• and under direct controf

of the Auditor of State.

you plan your trii>.

Why do Quakers Use Water Baptism?

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R.

JACKSON

If you want to know send 50 cents for
book to E. H. Parisho, Indianola, Iowa.
35-t*

COUNTY BANK I(NOBNOSTER REAL. ESTATE

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
nrivileg-es.
Membership about , three
hundre~d. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write .
BOZARTH & DUl'{CAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

Does a General Banking Business under Charter No. 132,1 granted by the State
of Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of
any State in the Union. State examination and public published statements required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid on Deposit.

Our business having practically doubled in the past ~·ear we wish to thank the
public and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors' parlor for their correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your
acquaintance, association and business solicited.
Very truly yours7
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier
ELLIS SHORT, Pres.

.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keybonrd of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible}

Smith Premier
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
- 19th and Douglas Streets, Omahu., Nebraska

te=eC· 1E:f-@'t•i#

Capital and Surplus Earnings; $50,000.00.

$A$-.........

"'*- ·±J"'-~%§·"'~

_c•'ffe

0

"·zj----- ~ .•

-Ji ...ofr_.;:~ ·@·;;j@iJ

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-Hs-4, respectively.

Assets Ove1' $400,000.QO

Five per.cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
;;~r surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lat10t1i, Lamoni, lo.

.

LIST OF DIRECTORS, . Wm. Anderson, Alice P._ Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderson,
A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. An<lercon.
"·- l>J -.

· · w:

Wanted, to purchase bound volumes or
comJ?lete sets of Times and Seasons, Millennial Star, SAINTS' HERALD, Saints' Advocate, also Palmyra Edition of the Book
of Mormon, Kirtland Edition of Doctrine
and Covenants, and other church publications. F.or church use, by.an active minister. Address, stating prices, .
, R. S. SALYARDS,
26-5t alt
Lamoni, Iowa.
___ ........

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

Write for information

+p!

Church Pµblications Wanted

WHAT.JS MAN?
011e of the best ·works on one of the
most interesting and important subjects.
It is a complete refutation of the fallacies of soul sleeping. Only 5·0 cents,
cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert.
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"If ye continue iD my word, then arc ye uiy dis·
ciple• indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

VOLUME 42

at Ulmonl post-omce.

"There shall not any man amonir you have -.•ave it
be one wife; and concubines he ahall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, SEPTEMBER 7, 1910

Editorial
TWO STORIES WITH A MORAL.
THE STORY OF KING SAUL.

The Lord commanded King Saul to.:utterly destroy
the Amalekites. The Amalekites were a depraved
and degenerate race that must be purged away to
make room for better things. The treatment was
heroic, but the disease was malignant.
The Amalekites were to be annihilated; but the
Lord did not wish his people to become a race of
pirates or brigands who would go to war for the
sake of the· spoils, and so he commanded that there
should be no spoils in this pa1ticular case, even the
flocks and herds were to be destroyed.
Accordingly, with all-the pomp and ceremony of
war, King Saul marched away at the head of two
hundred and ten thousand fighting men. It looked
bad for the Amalekites. In a very short time Saul
had desolated their country and smitten them even
from Havilah unto Shur.
So presently Saul came marching home again:, with
all the flourish and jubilation of victory. On the way
he was met by the Prophet Samuel, who was the
. spokesman of the 'Lord. When Saul saw Samuel he
began to very much disturbed in his mind; but like ma~y another offender, he decided to put on a bold
front. He was not the first man or the last one to
attempt to deceive God himself.
So he hailed Samuel with considerable effusion,
crying un:to him, "Blessed be thou of the Lord : I
have performed the commandment of the Lord."
Samuei cut him short with. the query, "What
- meaneth then this bleating of the sheep in mine ears,
and the lowing of the oxen which I hear."
Then devolved upon -Saul the disagreeable and
trying task of explaining why he had not kept all of
the commandment of God. He and his people had
found a way that seemed to them to be better. They
had decided to -spare King Agag as in. interesting
prisoner of war. The best of the flocks and herds
and other spoils they had kept, destroying only the
diseased, ill-favored, and valueless.
They cherished th~ idea that if some of the plunder
thus reserved were sacrificed to the Lord in Gffgal

NVMBER 36

it would square accounts and everything would be all
right. In other words, the Lord had outlined a certain plan that seemed good to him; but they had· a
substitute that seemed better to them. Half-way
methods were deemed just as acceptable as wholehearted obedience.
Theirs is a mistake that humanity often makes,
and it will be profitable, for us to heed the answer
that Samuel gave to their arguments in self justification. Samuel said :
Hath the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings and
sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the Lord? Behold, to
obey is better than sacrifice, and to hea1'1'-en than the fat of
rams.

The favor of God, when lost 1 __ 'obedience, can
not be purchased by sacrifice.
·-;
After pronouncing the judgm. ;:_. of God upon
Saul, Samuel turned to depart. l.;.: ";'.:, Saul reached
forth his hand to stay the prophet\ ~1 seizing the
skirt of his mantle caused it to \-J; ,/.mt asunder.
SamThen in the dramatic style of the oH::. - ';'..'.phets,
luel informed Saul that in a similar r. .- _er God had
rent the kingdom from him because of his heedless
and disobedient spirit.
·
In the hour of victory Saul was defeated. Samuel's
predictions were fulfilled. Saul lost his kingdom.
He lived to see his sons killed in battle, and finally
he himself filled a suicide's grave.
And thus ends the story of King Saul.
THE STORY OF NAAMAN.

Naaman was a great man in his own country. He
was captain of the hosts of the king of Syria: When
the king of Syria spoke, Naaman gave heed; and
when Naaman spoke, others hastened to discover
and execute his will. He was brav~ man and an
honorable man. Moreover, the Lord of_ Hosts had
used him in his own way to carry out his own
designs. At Naaman's command armies marched
and countermarched, fought battles and won victories, and perhaps he never suspected that a greater
than he inspired him to think out the - plans and
stratagems that won the victories and brought deliverance~to Syria.
But N a:'i~an himself had been attacked by a secret
and terrible foe. Against th_is foe shields. and hel-

a
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mets were no defense. Spears and battering rams
were useless. Naama:i'J. was a leper.
Some one has painted an effective word picture
of Naaman riding away at the head of his beplumed ·
and bespeared hosts, a man honored and feared, yet
a man of sorrow. In departing he might wave a
farewell to his wife, but he dare not kiss her. His
body was beginning to rot with a loathsome and
contagious disease that would kill him by inches.
It happened that' in his household there was a
little Hebrew maid who waited upon Naaman's wife,
and she one day made bold to say, "Would God my
lord were with the prophet that is in Samaria!
for he would recover him of his leprosy."
This conversation came to the ears of Naaman,
with the result that in due time he departed in search
of this wonderful prophet. He took with him gold
and silver and many changes of ral.ment, and, doubtlessly was accompanied by an imposing escort of
soldiers.
Presently Naaman, with his cavalcade, his men
and horses and chariots, stood before the door of
Elisha, the prophet of God. Evidently he expected
some demonstration of welcome, such as he thought
befitted his station, but in that he was disappointed.
He had yet to learn that in this instance it was not
his to command; he was there to supplicate. Suppliants may not dictate terms. Moreover, Elisha
was of an independent and democratic turn of mind,
and it is not on record that he even came to the door
to greet the distinguished leper.
He did, however, send a messenger, and this was
the message: "Go and wash in Jordan seven times,
and thy flesh shall come· again to thee, and thou
shalt be clean."
Naaman was angry in a minute, and departed,
raging as he went. This remedy seemed too absurd.
What, should he, Naaman, dirty his august body in
·the muddy Jordan? Why did not Elisha come out
and go through some wild and mysterious incantation, and smite the sores, and command them to be
healed?
Fortunately for Naaman, there were among his
servants men of rare good sense who came to him
and expounded the following excellent philosophy:
"If the prophet had bid thee do some great thing,
wouldest thou not have done it? how much rather
then, when he saith to thee, Wash, and be clean?"
N aaman heeded this counsel, as well he might,
and went and dipped seven times in Jordan, according to the saying of the man of God, and truly his
flesh came upon him again and he was made clean.
That must have been a .great day for Naaman.
I fancy that as he rode homeward the chariots lagged
in their courses, andi•that the spirit of Naaman
chafed at delay.. He ccmld'kiss his wife now. There

''

was no longer a barrie1J~between him, and
dren. He was going home a clean man.
And thus ends the story of Naainan.

hi~ chil-

THE MORAL.

The moral of these two storief! is obvious. ·The
salvation of man is found in complete obedience to
God.'
Saul chose to disobey God; Saul perished. Naaman chose to obey God;· Naaman lived and was
greatly blessed. You and I have the same privilege.
of choice, and the consequences of our choice are
just as important to us individually.
Yet how often do men lose sight of that great
fact. God outlines a certain policy, or commands
certain specific acts; but. man reasons out another
policy that seems to him to be much more desirable,
and he is willing to risk the resultl'l of pitting his
own judgment against God's judgment.
That fact is brought forcibly to our minds when
we are trying to teach sinners the way of. salvation
and life. We tell them that they· must be baptized.
Like Naaman, who stood on the banks of Jordan
and advocated the superior virtues of Abana and
Pharpar, they hesitate and palaver, and finally reject their opportunity, unless perchance they have
the saving grace of common sense that the servant
used to such good advantage when he persuaded
N aaman to take the Lord at his word,
But how is it with us, after having entered the
church? Do we sometimes hesitate and doubt?
When ·God outlines a certain policy do we cherish
an opposite one that seems to us to be better? Do we
think that we can yield a partial obedience and later
on explain the matter to the satisfaction of God?
The time draws nearer for the second coming, of
Christ and· the. culmination of our work. Perhaps
more than at any time in our past history the church
needs men and women who will consecrate all that
they have and are to the service of God, keeping all
of his commandments· without mental or material
reservations.
The burden rests upon all. Ministers, merchants,
farmers, bankers, fathers and mothers, young people, all are required to give their brain, muscle, and
money to the cause of God.
What are you holding back?
- Surely in the past we have made the mistake of
partial obedience, for the Lord said on a certain
occasion that there was within the church an abundance to redeem Zion, but Zion is not yet redeemed.
Let us not repeat the error. The_ experiences of Saul
and Naaman teach the lesson of complete obedience~
ELBER.T A. SMITH.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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METHOD IN PREACHING.

A few weeks ago a new law took effect touching
I know of no department o:flJJ:mman activity, from
periodicals being iµailed at second-class postage ra~es the governing of a great nation to the doctoring of
of one cent per pound. This law affects all subscn?~ - a little body, where the disposition is not constantly
ers to the SAINTS' HERALtl, Ai;,tu,mn Leaves, a_nd m appearing to invent some sudden method or to seek
fact all of our periodicals. We give the extract th~t · some magical and concise prescription which shall
affects us most, as follows:
obviate the need of careful, comprehensive study and
"A reasonable time will be allowed pqblishers to ·long continued application. But this dispos.ition is
secure renewals of subscriptions, but unless sub- nowhere so strong, I think, as in the ministry.
scriptions are expressly renewed af~er the term for ·. There is a certain air Qf spontaneousness; a cerwhich they are paid, withfo. the following periods: tain dislike of rule and system which belongs to a
"Dailies, within three months ; triweeklies, within great many ministers' fundamental conception of the
six months; .semiweeklies, within nine months; work of preaching. Rightly studied and weiglfed,
weeklies, within one year; semimonthlies, within no doubt, the teachings of Christ and of the whole
three months; monthlies, within four months; bi- New Testament all look one way. They all involve
monthlies, within six months; quarterlies, within six· the simple truth that he who works for God must
months, they shall not be counted in the legitimate work with his best powers; and since among the
list of subscribers, and copies mailed on account effective powers of rnan the powers of plan and arthereof shall not.be accepted for mailing at the sec- rangement stand. very high, the whole of the New
ond-class postage rate of one cent a pound, but m~y Testament really implies that he who preaches must
be mailed at the transient second-class postage rate lay out the methods and ways of preaching, as a
of one cent for each four ounces or fraction thereof, merchant or a soldier lays out a campaign of-the
prepaid by stamps affixed. The right of a publisher to market or the battlefield. But at the same time there
extend credit for subscriptions to his publication is are many passages in the New Testament which seem
not denied or questioi-ied, but his compliance or non-. to have in them something like a promise of immedicompliance with this regulation will be taken into ate inspiration.
consideration in determining whether the publicaChrist forbids his disciples_: "Settle it, therefore,
tion is entitled ·to transmission at the second-class in your hearts not to meditate before what ye shall
postage rates."-P. L. & R. 436:. 3.
answer. For I will give you a mouth and wisdom
From the above it will be seen that we can not which· all your adversaries shall not be able to gaincontinue our publications at our own pleasure, but say nor resist." These words, and others like them
we 1n-ust cortiply with the law. No true Lat- were spoken indeed to certain disciples, and in view
ter Day Saint will object to this, as they have of certain special emergencies of their Jife. They
been contending for ·a strict compliance ·with have been easily appropriated by many a poor uninlaw. Now, if any of your publications are discon- spired creature who has found himself the subject of
tinued at any time; don't blame the force at the ordination, and a general impression of the piety of
Herald Office for it, as they are governed in such extemporaneousness, has spread more widely 'and
matters by the postal laws. ·Just make a little extra reached more thoughtful and intelligent men than we
effort and pay your subscriptions promptly and all suppose.
will be well.
I think, too, that the revolt of Protestantism
Your colaborer in bonds,
against the minute and overstrained organization
F. B. BLAIR, Circulation Manager.
of the Romish Church has had very much to do with
the creation of that distrust of methodicalness which
The first and most seductive peril, and the de- prevails so largely among preachers. However it
stroyer of most young men, is the drinking of liquor. has come about, the fact is clear enough. Look· at
I am no temperance lecturer in disguise, but a man ·the way in which the pulpit teaches. I venture to
who knows and tells you what observation has say that there is nothing so unreasonable in any other
proved to him ; and I say to you that you are more branch of teaching. You are a minister, and you
likely to fail in your career from acquiring the habit are to instruct these people in the truths of God, to
of drinking liquor than from· any ·or all other temp- bring God's message to them. All the vast i:ange of
tations likely to assail you. You may yield to almost God's revelation and of man's duty is open to you.
any other temptation and may reform-may brace And how do you proceed?
If you are like most ministers there is no order, no
up, and, if not recover lost ground, at least remain
iri the race, and secure and maintain a respectable progress, no consecutive purpose in .your teaching.
position. But from failure caused by the drink habit .You never begin at tbe beginning· a:hd proceed step.
recovery is almost impossible. I have known but by step to the end of any course of orderly instruction. You float over the whole sea of truth, and
few exceptions to the rule.-Andrew Carnegie.
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plunge here and there, like a gull, on any subject
that either suits yuur mood, or that some casual
and superficial intercourse with people makes you
conceive to be required by a popular need. No .other
instruction ever was given so. No hearer has the
least idea, as he goes to your church, what you will
preach to him about that day. It is hopeless for him
to try to get ready for your teaching.-From Phillips
Brooks Yale "Lectures on Preaching."

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

When Sultan Abdul Hamid was deposed, numerous involuntary grass widows were created. The
Turkish Government has set about the task of pensioning these unfortunate women, and finds to its

astonishment that they number seven hundred and
forty-six. It is reported that during the next ten
· years these women will receive pensions monthly,
ranging in amount from four to twenty-one dollars.
We have received local newspapers from Moline,
Illinois, Eldorado Springs, Missouri, New Philadelphia, Ohio, Montrose, Iowa, and numerous other
points, commenting upon our church reunions held
at these several points: These newspaper comments
in most cases are very friendly and favorable and
will certainly help to put the cause in a better light
before the people.
The last monthly meeting of the priesthood of the
Lamoni Stake continued its discussion of the Order
of Enoch. This subject has been before the meeting
for several months now and interest is very keen,
so much so that it is difficult to find men to fill
preaching appointments in the regions around about
Lamoni on the Sundays when the priesthood is to
meet. It is expected that Bishop Kelley will be present at the next meeting.
In order to complete their files the HERALD editors desire to secure two numbers of Autumn Leaves,
October, 1900, and July, 1899. If any of the Saints
have these numbers to spare they will confer a great
favor on the editors if they will forward them. The president of the Independence .Stake writes
as follows regarding our recently_ issued tract: , "I
am much pleased with your clean cutting process in
dealing with the westirrn abominations. Your latest,
Corner Stones of the Utah Church, is immense. It
ought to make them sit up and take notice. It has
given me great pleasure tonote'your method of treatment of their case~'' Tl:iis tract, No. 450, is· now on
sale at the rate of. fifteen cents per dozen. Address
Herald Publishing HoUSfl~
-
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The newspapers are g1vmg publicity to two rat
stories. One concerns the experiences of .a· you,:n.g
lady whose jealous sweetheart att~mpted to kill her.
He fired three shots, but the bullets all lodged irr the
interior of her abundant factory made coiffure and
she escaped unhurt. There was so much "rat': and.
so little head that he did not know where to shoot.
This migh~ encourage the purchase of even larger
bullet-proof toilets, were it not offset by the other
story of the girl who felt peculiar sensations in her
head, and removing her "rat" found a live moccasin
snake coiled in its interior. These stories may or
may not be true.

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original
LIFE'S MIRROR.
There are loyal hearts, there'are spirits brave;
There are souls that are pure and true;
Then give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you.
Give love, and love to your life will flow,
A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hearts.will show
Their faith in your word and deed.

-

Give truth and your gift will be paid in kind,
And honor will honor meet;
And a smile that is sweet will surely find
A smile that is just as sweet.
For life is the mirror of king and shve,
'Tis just what we are and do;
Then give to the.world the best you.. have,
And the best will come back to you.
-Madeline S. ·Bridges.
THE SHEEP LOOK UP.
"The sheep look up and are not fed."--Lycidas.

·Beating the air with threat'ning hands,
The demagogue defiant stands,
Shouting beside the busy street,
While round him hundreds hungry bleat,"The sheep look up and are not fed."
With eyes on manuscript attent,
On theologic doctrine bent,
The preacher often scowls his views
Nor knows the starving in his pews:"The sheep look up and are not fed."
And oft in academic halls.
Hid from the world by cloist'ring walls;
The teacher, in his learning's pride,
Forgets the pupil at his side,"The sheep look up and are not fed."
0 men of Christ, sent forth to preach
The better way, tlie truth to teach,
Still is He asking, "Lov'st thou me?"
Still is our proof of loyalty
That those who hunger shall be fed.--Joh·n Finley;

~~nr
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Elders' Note-Book
THE. LORD'S WORK FIRST.
De Lawd, he had a· job for me,
But I'd so much to do,
I tole him, git somebody else,
Or wait till I get fr?o·

I don't know how de Lawd come out, ·
But he seemed to git along,
But I felt kin' o' sneakin'. like,
Kase I knowed I'd done him wrong.
One day I need de Lawd myself..;\.n' .need him right away;
He never answered me at all,
But I could hear him say,
(Way down in my accusin' heart)
I'se got too much to do;
You bettah git somebody else,
Or waits till I gits froo.
Now, when de Lawd he have a job,
·
I never tries to shirk;
I draps whatever I'se on hands,
An' does de good Lawd's work.
My own affairs kin run along,
Or wait till I git froo;
Nobody else can do de job
De Lawd lays out for you.
-Mrs. Alex. Conne1:s, in Christian Standard.

SHOULD WE STUDY THE WORD OF WISDOM AND
THE LAWS OF HEALTH AND TEACH
THEM TO THE SAINTS?
(A paper read before the Eighth Quorum of Priests.)

I for one firmly advocate the study of the Word of
Wisdom, and also believe the ministry should preach
and teach it. In reading it, we find that it is not only
in harmony with the best that medical science and
hygiene have to offer, but that it is a revelation from
God to the children of light, for their benefit, both
physically and mentally.
We notice in the preamble to section 86, (Doctrine
and Covenants,) that it is given for a principle,
with promise, and showing forth the order and will
of God, in the temporal salvation of all Saints in the
last days. If this Word of Wisdom is given as a
principle it seems to me that the ministry who are
coworkers with the Christ for the salvation of men,
should study and understand it and then teac:\1 it.
I am of the opinion that a great deal of the si<;kness
and suffering of our people is due to the fact that we
are not keeping this Word of wisdom. How inconsistent it is, when we .disobey God's laws, (relative
to our health) and we get sick and have to suffer,
that we calf upon the elders to administer and expect God to .heal us! I do not mean to assume that
he will not heal, but does it not seem inconsistent?
All of God's laws are essential, and given for
man's ben.efit, and so God, in his great love and consideration for his chHdren, gave us this law, that we
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might be the better and happier for it. If the church
in these latter days is to fulfill the work alloted to
it, each individual in it must give his quota of
strength, both physical and spiritual, and how can
we give either or both, if, through transgression,
neglect, or 'ignorance we become incapacitated?
Anyone who has to stand a great deal of physical
and mental strain must maintain his health, if he
would continue, and nowhere do we have greater
strains placed upon us than when we are actively
engaged in the Master's service. Hence, how essential is a strong and vigorous constitution, that we
may serve our Father well and do his will acceptably.
Unless we are physically fit, great mental exertion
will soon undermine our health.
Now let us notice the promise made to those who

keep this law. "And all Saints who remember to
keep and do these sayings, walking in obedience to
the commandments, shall receive health in tlleir na. vel, and marrow to their bones, and 13hall find wisdom and great treasures of knowledge, even hidden
treasures ; and shall run and not be weary, and shall
walk and not faint; and I, the Lord, give unto them
a promise that the destroying angel shall pass by
them, as the children of Israel, and not slay them.
Amen."
A wonderful promise this, and I feel that many
have not fully appteciated its importance, relative
to our experience in this sphere of action.
Do we want health? Do we wish to be wise? Do
we desire to have even hidden treasures of knowledge? If so, let us take God at his wo1:d, and I
am assured he will make good his promises.
Let the ministry, as leaders and under shepherds,
not only study and teach, but also live this law, and
thus setting the example, I am confident we can lead
the church to a higher spiritual plane, and God's
great work be consummated on the earth.
FRED ADAM.

THE STORY OF THE BILIOUS BOLT.

The sun shone brightly upon the billowy, golden
wheat field. Three strong horses drew the noisy
reaper on its way. The farmer whistled as he drove.
The keen sickle flashed to and fro, cutting the fully
ripened wheat stalks.
·
These stalks passed up through the body of the
machine and were gathered into a sheaf and tightly
compressed. With almost human. intelligence the
steel fingers of the ''self-binder" wrapped a heavy
cord around the sheaf, drew it tight, and deftly tied
a knot. The sheaf was thrown out to make way for
the next,-and so on and on.
But in this machine there was one bolt, ·a little,
bilious, pessimistic fellow, who had Jong cherished
the idea that things were going wrong·. He realized
that it was his duty to regulate affairs. He was jeal~
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Now, have your canvas stretched above your place,
ous of the bright sickle that seemed to get more than
its just proportion of credit in the reaping of the a loud phonograph with sacred selections, only.
Y,ou must be an entertainer, pleasant and apgrain. He argued that the big wheel, which supproachable
always. Be bright, active, and go about
ported the binder and drove its machinery, held too
into
the
crowd,
give out your tracts in a pleasant
much power for one wheel to have.
way,
never
feel
annoyed
if you are· fired at, have a
So in a moment of unusual depression this bilious
pleasant word and a smile for everyone, and keep on
bolt shook loose from his burr, dropped out of his
at your .duty.
place, and started on his tour of regulation.
Use the V·oice of Warning to give to those you
There was the clang of a loosened bar f8Jling from can induce to read it. - Take their names and request
its place.. A rattle and jar of disordered machinery their return after they are through reading them.
followed. Soon the reaper came to a full stop. The Have your prospects ask questions ·::i,nd follow up
farmer got down from his seat and began the long those to whom you have given the Voice of Warning.
and exasperating task of repairing damages.
This plan is especially for local workei·s.
Meanwhile the sun began to decline in the west.
Each city could have a hundred places of this
The night drew rapidly nearer. The wheat stood plan towns could have twelve, and in the country
waiting for the reaper.
many a shady spot could be made use of in this way
Presently the farmer found the recalcitrant bolt, with good effect.
wedged among the cogs that it had attempted to
This would open up the way for the missionary.
regulate. Somewhat bruised, it was restored to its Just think, .·if this plan were carried out with the
place, with a sharp and deserved rap on the head "hundreds . and thousands of places as mentioned
to settle it in position.
above all being pushed, what good could be accomThe machinery moved again; but there had been a plished in this way.
costly, vexatious, and unnecessary delay.
It would make the machinery of the Herald PubThe moral is: Don't ·be like the bilious bolt.
lishing department hum getting out the Voice of
Often we see the church work in some locality Warning· and tracts to supply the demand.
Let us warn our neighbors and keep the work
moving on very nicely. The harvest is being reaped.
moving.
I remain,
J. H. TYRRELL. .
But presently some particular member becomes jealous and disaffected. Everything is going wrong. So
this particular member· drops out of his accustomed
and God-appointed place and starts on a course of
trouble making,
HOW TO HOLD THE CHILDREN UNDER HOME INFLU·
The machinery stops, and valuable time is wasted
ENCES AND A WAY FROM PLACES OF
while those in charge adjust matters. The harvest
QUESTIONABLE CHARACTER.
field stands waiting. The trouble must be searched
As children is a word of common gender, and as
out.. The member must be urged and coaxed back my experi'ettce will'in' ho ·way qualify me to speak of
into position (it is not always advisable in this case the girl side of the question (for I must after all
to administer the sound rap on the head that inclina- draw some on experience) I may be pardoned if I
tion would indicate).
limit the subject somewhat and confine myself to a
Presently the machinery is adjusted. The work discussion of boys in their relation to home influgoes on again. But valuable time has been ·Jost. A ences.
vexatious, costly, and unnecessary delay has oc"How to keep the children under home influences."
curred. Heed the lesson of the dissatisfied bolt.- a noted American statesman once said the way to reE. A. S. in Autumn Leaves.
sume is to resume. The way, then, (with apologies
to Mr. Sherman,) to keep children under home influence is to keep them from getting out from under
AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
it. And if you as parents think that can be done as
During the warm weather, on Sundays, in the city well by force as any other way, then, doubtless (and
parks, the summer res01·ts, and other places of out- that in spite of the quantities of good advice I calcudoor gatherings, or any good piace to advertise, have late to give you) force is what you will use. ·But
a booth with a good attraction, first a.lµ,rge .canvas it strikes me that the question is briefly answered by
with scripture quotations .such asi·.''What must I do saying, Make the home so attractive to your boys
to be saved,'' "Prove all thirigs,iand hold fast that that they will never want to leave; then its influence
which is good,'' etc. Then a table .with plenty of will be an ever-present factor in their lives. Adapt
Voice of Warning and tracts spread o:µ it, . Make the the home to them and their needs as developing
table attractive,· with a· colored cloth spread over it, future citizens, and they will in turn adapt ·themselves to their home.
and the literature on top; ·
1
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A boy might be retained at home by dint of phys- parlor, and some one or two other rooms demanded
ical restraint-by tying him, or by fencing him in, by custom or Dame Fashion, has her pick of what
or building what is presumed to be to him an insur- is then left, while Johnnie-well, if there is still
mountable wall. I say he might be kept at home another room left, gets that, and if there is not, he
by such methods; but a poor stick he would be! gets a snug corner in the garret~ Mary's room must
Or he might, for some years at least, be kept at home be furnished, and have you ever heard the expresby fear of physical pain inflicted upon him by a si-On, "This pretty little chair is just the thing for
physically superior being when he attempted to your room, Mary?" And when Johnnie wonderingly
infract the rigid mandate not to leave home to go asks why he does not have a nice chair for his room,
to the places where he might come under the influ- he is told that out in the woodshed is a nice old chair
ences "of questionable character." But to the aver- which his grandfather or great-grandfather has had,
age boy, of the stuff of which the men we admire are and which he might have for his room if he thinks
made, fear is a misfitting garment, incongruous to he can be very careful with it. "'l'hat's good enough
his proper development, and which he sooner or later for Johnnie's room, for you know he is so hard on
will throw off defiantly; or, broken in spirit, ruined furniture." Why, bless your soul, of course he is
of disobedience will naru on 1urni11Ur~, espec1auy
11
i-.
h
•
1·11 1·11 t'egr1"t-y-, +.he
" consenuences
-..
\Vuen
.ue is
pu.;tt'. .1ng" 11-~_1e
be circumvented by deceptive intrigue.
finishing touches on some wornout family heirloom
And what consequences follow the breaking loose or remnant which the family only discovers is wornfrom under restraint in the one case, or the growing out when Johnnie has fallen through the bottom, or
powers of deception in the other! No, no! Fear is cracked off a worm-eaten leg. And then we hear,
not the tie, though discipline is a most important "Oh, John, you are so hard on furniture!" And when
factor. The cable which would bind the boy always Mary, from the frugal savings of the good housewife,
to the influences of home must be the golden chain is furnished with a neat new wardrobe, or chiffonier,
of pleasant, congenial environment, which will bind or something with a nice sounding name, and
him to the family, the home, in such a way as to Johnnie again wonderingly asks why his room is
make him feel or know that he is an essential factor, not furnished with something to answer his needs
t11at he has a specific function in the make-up of that in the same line, he is consolingly told by the doting·
home-made to feel that he is a welcome adjunct and mother, "Never mind, John. Mother has saved some
a congenial, integral part of the home. Then never nice boards from the old piano box, and some day
will a single link of that golden cable be filed or cut she will make you a nice bureau." And of course he
in an attempt to free himself from home influences, is consoled (?)-he knows his mother's wonder-chal-.
but he will remain a glad prisoner. And when, pe1'- lenging skill ( ?) with the saw and hammer, and
chance, time introduces the ever active elements of besides, he knows it is no use to say more. Mary is
mutations, and the golden chain is finally thrown not to be blamed for this, (though sometimes Johnoff to take on on<'\ of newer forging:--when the child- nie wonders if she in some way is not the real cause,)
hood home is left: to form withr~ ·companion a new for with the wifely instincts that by nature are hers,
home-the old chain will be laid down reverently she tidies her room, while Johnnie, poor lad, with the
and tenderly, and the new one taken on with solem- natural constructiveness and inclinations toward the
nity and firm resolve,-the old giving place to the utilitarian idea which betokens the future provider,
new only because the new attracts with a broader is prone, especially when he realizes that his room
significance.
is filled with the cast offs, to use the various articles
Possibly the best way I can impress my idea of in his room for sundry other purposes than those for
how this can be accomplished will be to tell one or which they were specially designed. He knows there
two of the ways the home loses its hold upon the is something wrong, for he is scolded, and chided,
boy. Let us for a moment look at the picture of a rebuked, and lectured, and the failure of century-old
home which is far too often found in this land of furniture is laid to his lack of orderly instincts or
ours. Mother and father are good as the average · his failure to appreciate the strength of materials
goes, and possess traits of character which promise otherwise than by trying them. And sooner or later
well as heads of a family; are at least comfortably he feels that he is out of place, that he is in the way,
well-to-do, possessed of good intentions, and on the that boys and homes are in some way incompatible.
whole pass as good· or at least not bad parents. · With oft-repeated forgetfulness he walks onto his
We see their oldest child, a daughter, as the average mother's clE;la:ii floors with soiled boots, and becomes
American girl goes. Their next is a boy, and he- almost calloused to the rebukes and oft-repeated
well, boy is the description. We see father and insinuations or open statements that he is by nature
mother quartered, as ' well 'might be expected, in qualified for habitation with swine. or cattle, until
the best rooms in the house. ·And Mary, after father ·he almost believes it, and grows indifferent.
and mother have set apart a spare room, and a
Now that we have used John, let him represent a
-s
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class, and let us follow him some day as he wanders what in the eyes of the -punctilious ·hous~wife is a
from the house feeling that he is not and never has very disorderly person, always having his room litbeen since he can remember, fuHy. a part of the home, tered-with parts of something he desires to ·construct
but that he is an infliction th~t people of older years and make "work." . The life 9f such a lad can be
must endure. Let us follow him, I say, as he pas- made extremely miserable by parents who can riot
sively wanders down the street; and at the solicita- understand such a nature, and soon he would be
tion of some older lad, who perchance has had much looking for some place other than home where his·
the same experience, he enters a saloon, a place inclinations could be humored. Such a boy should be
which is without doubt one of these places ... of ques- given _quarters in the home where lie couid feel he
tionable character." As he enters upon the highly was free to do as he pleased, so far as he kept.within
polished floor, though with an instinctive start he certain bounds prescribed by the demands of justice
may glance at his feet, he does not hear a petulant and consideration for others.
though perchance a tired voice calling attention to
On the other hand, there might be with the same
his soiled boots and ordering him to go out at once family of boys another whose inclinations are those
and not come in till his feet are fit to cross the of a stu..:ent of books only, and naturally his ideas
scrubbed floors. No, his feet are not looked at, and of a room and how it is kept would be more neariy

he finds the furnishing·s all of

th~

finest, and soon

learns that he can use the furniture there, that he
can occasionally even put his feet on the chairs without rebuke. In fact, he is made welcome, and, unconsciously to himself perhaps, he has made the
mental observation that that place, though it may
be a "place of questionable character," performs a
sociological function which to him is absent in his
home. Is it to be wondered at that he comes ~gain,
and still again, and is it to be wondered at that he
gradually passes out from under the influences of the
home only to permit the gradual domination of the
influence of one of the worst places "of questionable
character"? Because the saloon has thus filled a
void in the lives of too many of our boys of this land,
a void due to the absence of home influences which
ought to be within the reach of every lad, thousands
of bright promises for future useful manhood have
been transformed into creatures fit only for the
slums and final filling of a pauper's grave or a
drunkard's inheritance.
While the boy in passing from the home influence
under that of some other place or places, may not
always turn to the saloon, the foregoing illustrates
how the home influence may gradually give way to
other influences not desirable.
To say what should be done in a specific way to
keep the boys at home would necessitate an enumeration for every boy's case, for what will answer in
one instance to keep a boy at home and make him
feel to be a part of that home, might fail absolutely
in another. The parent must, as said _before, adapt
the home to the boy in order to have the' boy adapt
himself to the home. This demands a perfect knowledge of the nature ·of the' boy,. ap,d as, no two boys
are of quite the same nature, it :follows that there
can be no hard and fast rules laid down to suit all
cases.
Let us take for example the case of two boys. The
one has natui·aliy inclinatii>n towards the mechanical
or practical arts. His natural bent will make him

in harmony with the views of the careful housewife,
and unless the parents wete of a carefully observing
kind, without meaning to do so in the ieast, they
would be found favoring the one l~d with his orderly
instincts and making the other lad feel that there
was not a place for him in the home with his brother.
But why attempt to illustrate all such examples?
They could be multiplied. It is sufficient to say
that the peculiar disposition of each member of a
family of children should be carefully studied, and
so far as is possible to do so each child should find
within his home just such conditions as would make
him feel truly "at home" there. . Of course there
could jt;istly be no such thing as allowing each child
to go his way in the home without respect to the
wants and needs of the others. · Such a course wouid
be prolific of the development of the spirit of selfishness, something which would not be for the good of
the child or those with whom .he would surrounded
in future .life. Each child should be taught that
while his inclinations must be curbed to some extent,.
that restriction is placed upon him for his own good
and for the good of others as well. Where is the
child who is wholly unreachable by reason, and who
will not respond to the method of being treated as
an equal. On the other hand, where is there a child
of spirit who will not resent being made an exception
and discriminated against?
Again we answer the question of how we shall
keep the child under the influences of home by saying, Make the home so attractive to him that he will
not want to leave its influences. To do this necessitates each home adapting itself to each component
part of that home.
F. M: S.

What the fool can not appreciate he depreciates.
It is easier to talk like a fool than it is riot to be

·
one.
People who ridicule fools are usually in the same
boat.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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mortal could. The church can ill .afford to lose such
a shining light as our sister has been.
She was a fearless and active worker and writer.
ENA, MONTANA, AT CHRISTIAN CHURCH, NI' 2
·when home duties would permit, she was always
P. M., MARCH 13, 1910, DELIVERED BY ELDER
happy in the opportunity to distribute literature
G. R. WELLS, OF LAMONI, IOWA,
wisely among her friends, or speak earnest, con:vincEffie L. Benedict, whose death we mgurn to-day, ing words to others about "the faith once delivered
was born February 20, 1861, at Logan, Iowa. She to the saints" and redelivered in these latter days.
was therefore a few weeks over forty-nine years of She believed in the Christianity of Christ. Her force
age when she laid down her armor last Thursday,-.· of character and individuality were so strong·, and
March 10, at 7 p. m.
""
.
her explanations so lucid, that she left a lasting imShe was reared by godly parents at Logan, Iowa, pression on those who talked with her. In the lanand there received her elementary education. Finan- guage of the Apostle Peter, she did "sanctify the
cial reverses prevented her father, Brother Adams, . Lord God in her heart" and was "ready always to
from giving her the education that she desired. give a reason for the hope that was in her." The
Then, by dint of her own perseverance and energy, result o.r' this was, that souls were won to Christ
she finished her education at Knox Seminary, at through her efforts. Her husband knows and reGalesburg, Illinois. Following this, for five or six joices in the fact that her religion made her a good
years, she taught in the public schools of Logan, in wife and mother. Her children are a credit to her
the same building in which she and her lover and and a comfort to their father. Who knows but that
then future husband had spent happy school days she was permitted to do such lasting work in their
together. Her remains are soon to be laid away, al- souls as will demonstrate in days to come that her
most in the shadow of that same school building, main work on earth was accomplished. They will
where a host of relatives, former pupils, and broth~ miss her, but they will never be able to forget her
ers and sisters in Christ will mourn the great loss noble exam2le, her teachings, and her devotion to
now sustained by her beloved husband and family, duty. We are sure she left the world better than
the church, and society.
she found it, and therefore (to quote the words of
Effie L. Adams was married to Mr. Louis P. Bene- her husband), "to be compelled to stand by helpclict, at Logan, Iowa, November 16, 1892. They lessly and witness the human shell empty its spirit
came west and made their first home in Butte, Mon- of beautiful character and noble womanhood was a
tana, ·where they lived for several years. They then trying ordeal." But the ordeal is past. Our loss is
moved to Helena, their home for the last thirteen her gain,-one well worth the sting which death in- ·
years. To this union there were born three very in- flicted. She has "fought a good fight; she has kept
telligent children: One daughter and two sons, who the faith; and there is laid up a crown of ·righteouswith their father are present with us to-day.
ness which the Lord, the righteous Judge, will give
Sister Benedict was born and reared entirely un- her at that day [his second appearing]-and not to
der the influences of the Reorganized Church of her only, but to everyone also who loves his appearJ esus Christ of Latter Day Saints, whose headquar- ing." Although her reward is sure, she understood
tcrs are in her native State, at Lamoni, Iowa, where . that she does not enter immediately into it at death,
your speaker resides. Her parents and grandpar- but "at that day" when he shall "judge the quick and
ents were conscientious members of ·that church. the dead."
.
She is therefore a product of that faith, as far as
My acquaintance with the sister dates b'ack to sevrel igion can mold the character or affect the life of enteen years ago, when we and hundreds of others
an individual. Early in life she united with the enjoyed the spiritual and bodily refreshing of a ten
church. Her minister could have said to her, as days' reunion at the Logan camp grounds. Again,
Paul said to his young convert, Timothy: When I nine years ago I was privileged to speak to· a large
call to remembrance the unfeigned faith that is in circle of her friends and neighbors here on Ninth
thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother, and thy avenue, Helena. During my stay with them as their
mother, Almira, and I am persuaded is in thee also, guest I learned again her sterling worth, and found
I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift in her husband a man whotn it was a pleasure to
of God which is in thee by the putting on of my know. On my return to Australia, I had correspondlwnds. For Cod has not given us the spirit of fear ence with them both, which made personal friendbut of power, and of love and of a sound mind. Be ship still more pronounced. I am in the State in
thou, therefore, not ashamed of the testimony of our answer to a sick call to my aged parents. Learning
Lord ... who abolished death and hath brought life of this she requested that I be sent for. I was with
and immortality to light through the gospel. She her in her last hours-hours that I shall never forcame as near fulfilling such an admonition as any get. She had a natural desire to live. All that
"AN ENEMY ,HATH DONE THIS."

FUNERAL SERMON OF EFFIE L. BENEDICT, LATE OF HEL-
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prompts a loving and devoted wife and mother made
her loath to go; but she met death like a true soldier
of the cross. Death is always death-dark and mysterious, but the journey throuzh the valley of the
shadow is often lighted up by the torch of faith ·and
hope. It is a person's previous life that makes the
deathbed a sublime tragedy. Every time I witness
a struggle with that "king of terrors," the conviction
grows stronger and stronger that the body and spirit
were made to go together as natural elements; and
that the spirit would never leave the body unless
forced to do so by the dissolution caused by broken
law. You can dissipate water into gas or steam by
operation of heat, but its elements will again reunite.
You might destroy the form, or separate many of the
things God has created, but they invariabiy reunite.
It is so with man. The race has been at least six
thousand years trying to get accustomed to death,
but we shrink from it still,-it is and ever will be
unwelcome to our proper, naturaf mind. Our natures are wonderfully adaptive. We can learn to
tolerate all kinds of unfavorable and undesirable environment, including poverty.
Children may be
born in it and regard it as the natural thing, but
the race has never gotten used to death. It is an
intruder! The Bible calls it an "enemy." (1 Corinthians 15.) The promise is that it shall be "abolished"-nay, this has already been demonstrated in
the case of our Redeemer, who "has the keys of death
and of hell." "The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death." (1 Corinthians 15: 26.) I am
therefore justified, on this authority, in saying that
in the vast economy of God, its reign is only temporary. Our sister understood this, and it comforted
her in life and in death. She did not regard the
pangs of death as the work of Goel. Neither could
I, as I witnessed them. We hoped and wished that
she might be spared them and loosed from them.
We should never forget that God is a builder, and not
a destroyer. He creates; evil agencies destroy. If
his power came into death at all, it would make him
a party to it. He sends his angels to care for the
spirit, but they must wait for it. They must not
interfere. God placed it there, it will not leave until
dissolution forces it out. It is subject to law to the
last. We should, therefore, not wonder or feel hard
when we see our loved ones suffer. Death has its
"sting." If God had not done his work so well in
creating, there would be no sting.. It would be natural and proper. Some think this sting has been
taken away by the Redeemer. Not so. It is written:
"So WHEN this corruptible shall 'have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put on immortality, THEN shall be brought to pass the sa:v.ing that
is written, Death is swallowed up in victo1;y." Our
victory is yet future, but it is sure. "0 grave,
will be thy destruction/' (Hosea 13: 14.) Paul un-
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derstood the sting will be removed when death is
abolished. "Thanks be to God, who giveth us the
victory, through our Lord Jes us Christ. Therefore,
my beloved brethren, by ye steadfast, unmovable,
always abounding in the ·work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not irt vain."
As our sister began to sink, death was not an impenetrable wall or dark, unfathomable ·abyss. It
was a change. Her religion had fortified her against
resentment. I heard her ~ay in calm, firm voice :
"I love the restored . gospel ; and though I suffer a
thousand deaths I would not renounce it. God is not
a cruel God: He is just and merciful." But when
she knew that she must go she was eager to be away,
and th~ pangs of death tried her-therein was the
trial-not that she feared the result. It was her
last trial in life. As I prayed with her and witnessed
her behavior, I saw a heroic battle, of patience, o
firmness, and integrity. I shall never forget it; it
will inspire me through life.
She was conscious to the last. Once she said: · "I
seem to be talking to you from the other side."
Again, "You can't see through the veil." It was not
all suffering; there were many moments of ease and
happiness; of ecstasy. She tried to sing, "Let. us
pray for one another, for the day is fading fast,"
but her breath was too short to finish it. "We are
walking down time's vista; we are very near the
end." She realized this as never before. She wanted
us to sing, "Lead kindly light, amid the encircling
gloom," but we could not. It has been sung here today by this trained quartet. Oh, how she would have
enjoyed hearing it as we have! Eut she may be
privileged to hear now with clearer ear and join with
sentiments that the '.'gloom" is past for ever. Another,favorite hymn was,. "Jesus, lover of niy soul."
It will be sung at the 'close.
·
You came here to-day, dear friends, to hear a
sermon, I presume. I feel that for the present, her
life is all the sermon worth presenting. "She being
dead yet speaketh." I reverently bow to that and
give it the preference. The regular sermon will be
preached at Logan, Iow·a, where she wished to be
interred. For the present let me say that our sister
believed in the statement that "as in Adam all die,
·even so in Christ shall ALL be made alive. But
every man in his own order." That "there shall be
a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and the
unjust." (See Acts 24: 15.) That God is so just
that he will not let even the giving of a cup of cold
water go without its reward. Still he could not give
people something they never prepared them.selves
for; hence the necessity for various "orders" in the
resurrection. She understood that there is to be
an order or glory comparable to the sun anothei· of ·
the moon, and another as diversified as the stars of
the firmament. (See 1 Corinthians 15: 22-42.) But
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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as it is a fact that the sun 01' the dullest winter day
is six thousand times as bright as the. moon at its
brightest, so she understood the relation of the highest and best glory to the next "order" below it. It
was her understanding that even a careless, indifferent, or rebellious person shall be redeemed from the
grave, (and that may be called salvation or redemption of the flesh or body.) She lived and longed for
more than that ! She wanted her. body and soul redeemed to be again reunited with .her Maker, where
she could eat of the tree of life and live for ever in
fullness of life-life not only physically but spiritually (in God's presence). This was her guiding
rule: "Blessed are they that DO his commandments,
that they may have right to the tree of life, and may,
enter in through the gates into the city." (Revelation 22: 14.)
As I am a stranger in Helena, I feel very grateful
for the use of this house of God for our service today. Allow me to thank you, also these friends who
have rendered so beautifully these favorite hymns of
our deceased sister. I appreciate it; and so far as
I can speak for the bereaved family, let me thank
all who have sympathized and helped in this time of
grief.·
LEAYES FROM LIFE.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER C. C. JOEHNK, MISSIONARY
TO GERMANY.

I was born July 2, 1860, in the northern part of
Germany. My parents had a large family and were
poor in this world's goods. As soon as we children
were able to work we had to earn our own living.
When ten years old I· was hired out to a farmer to
work continually on the farm till I was fifteen. I
also learned then! the trade of b'oot~ and shoemaker.
My parents, like nearly all the people there, (except
Jews, and a few Catholics, and Baptists) belonged
to the Lutheran Church, consequently we children
were baptized by sprinkling when a few weeks old,
which is the mode of baptism in that church. I am
sorry to say that my parents did not teach us to
pray at home, or insist on our going to church, except
on Christmas Eve or some other feast day. Like
nearly all the children there, I went to school from
the time I was six years of age until I was -fifteen.
We learned some of the Bible in the public school,
especially the historical part of it, but very little of
the real doctrine of Christ, which we must obey if
we desire to inherit eternal life.
When I was about twenty years old it came into
my mind to go to the United States. I do not know
what caused me to have this desire. No men or
women had talked to me or persuaded me relative to
this matten I had· :no 'friends or relatives here in
this country. I do not know why it was, unless it
was .the Spirit of God directing me to come to this
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land of liberty (as Nephi saw in his time in the Book
of Mormon) and so intense was the desire to go
that I was willing to take the risk of running away
before the years of my military service had expired.
The laws in Germany are very strict 'and severe in
regard to the military service. If anyone goes away
before he has been in the army, he is not permitted to
return to live there again, To my father it is due that
I remained till the years were over, and I am gfad
now that I listened to his counsel, otherwise I could
not now go back there and remain to preach the gospel. This desire to come to America stayed with me
till all obstacles were removed, and on the ·19th of
March, 1884, I left Hamburg, and landed in New
York on the 2d of April. I went straight through to
Iowa, tu Keystone, in Benton County. I was fortunate
in securing work immediately. I stayed there about
one year and a half when I had a desire to see more
of the western country, so I left there, and for the
following nine years was moving from place to place,
finding rest nowhere, always dissatisfied and discontented. It was not that I had no work or money.
,I was at times quite prosperous, and had business
of my own; but something was lacking that I did
not know at that time. I have often wondered why
I did not get acquainted with the church sooner than
I did. I have been in many places where the church
has quite a membership, but it may be that I was not
ready to receive the truth.
In the autumn of 1894 I heard the first Latter Day
Saint sermon preached, and it was so convincing
to me and it took such a hold upon me that I could
not shake it off. I was led to investigate it, and found
it to be the truth. Up to that time I thought that
I was satisfied that there was nothing in religion,
that the Bible was not the word of God, as it claimed
to be, and I doubted that there was a Supreme Being. I had seen so much evil and wrongdoing among
those who claimed to be the servants of the Most
High, especially in the old country, that I was very
skeptical in regard to all religion.
I was baptized on the 6th day of May,. 1895, at
Roseville, California; confirmed the next day at Sacramento, California. The Lord had shown me thi>
it was the truth, and had given me evidence that
the Book of Mormon is divine. After I was baptized
and confirmed a change came over me: Peace-yes,
sweet peace-had entered into my heart and mind.
I had found rest and peace to my weary soul. I
was contented now, satisfied that I had done right,
that I had obeyed the truth; and from that time until
now my faith and confidence in God and in his word
have increased.
The promise that the Lord has made to the 'human
race has been verified to ·me, that if we will obey
his doctrine we shall know the truth ; and I can truthfully say that I know that this Reorganized Church
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is the church
of God. In it we find the gospel, as it was taught
by Christ and his apostles. I have learned that in
the gospel of the Lord Jes us Christ is the foundation
of all true science; that it embraces all; that it commences in the education of a child of God. It teaches
the child of God concerning the kingdom of God in
the latter days. It goes beyond the latter days. It
teaches us concerning the life that is in the world to
come. It enlightens our minds; it broadens our comprehensions; it enables us to understand God. In
it is the promised light and wisdom that shall lead
the chilclren of God onward and upward into the very
presence of God himself, to dwell with him and
Christ.
On the 6th day of September, 1896, I was ordained
to the office of teacher, at Sacramento, California.
I worked in that office, in the Sacramento Branch,
until I was ordained to the office of priest on the
twelfth day of December, 1900, at Sacramento, California. Was appointed at the General Conference,
1901, to labor in the Northern California District,
and in 1904 to Germany. Was ordained to the office
of elder on the twenty-third day of July, 1905, at
Hamburg, Germany, by Brn. Peter Anderson and
J. A. Becker.
EDITOR'S NoTE.-Bro. Joehnk is at this writing under appointment as missionary to Germany.

TOBACCO AND THE WORD OF WISDOM.

Some time ago a brother asked this quest: )n, "Is
it right for Saints to engage in the tobacco traffic?"
The law is plain about the use of the weed. It is not
right merely because the law of the land permits it.
The question is, Is it legitimate under the gospol
law? I read that we should get all the 11101wy that
we can, honestly. Is the tobacco traffic an honest one
any more than the traffic in whisky'?
A man would be better off if the money spent
for tobacco should be stolen from him, provided this
would prevent him from using it, and yet we call this
way of obtaining money stealing. If we take a
man's money and give him worse than nothing in
return, have \Ve dealt honestly with him? Well,
but men will have the weed, and as long as I am in
businesR, I may as well have the revenue. If we
want to conduct a business for profit, why not engage
in the liquor buRiness? The law of the land makes
it legitimate. I think the church has .taken no
action on the matter, and the business yields a much
larger profit.
.
Now I will give a few facts as gathered from a
work by Mm. Lawrence in 1882. The annual production of tobacco is four billion pounds. This mass,
formed into a two-inch roll, would encircle the earth
sixty times; manufactured into Ci.gars and chewing
tobacco, it costs the consun;ier $93,500,000. A man of
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my acquaintance told me that he and his brother
spent more for the weed than they did for flour,
and the family consisted of six children, from one
to ten years, and three adults. Rather expensive, but
that is not the only expense. If we had the statistics
showing the losses by .fire caused by lighted cigars
and matches, it would qe surprising. Here is one,
"Twenty or more lives were lost in a fire hi' Chicago
which destroyed a furniture building, March, 1910.
Loss, $300,000. Most of the victims were girls. Fire
started by a cigar lighter."
So much for expense, now for the returns. There
are a few in the form of diseases, "Facial neuralgia,
insomnia, dyspepsia,, sciatica, color blindness, delirium 'Temens, heart disease, smoker's cancer, shat-1-.o
..... nr1 novuno h·"'IO:OTii+u ru·'\.n"tT11loir.no ".lnrl fH-o"
1.J'-'..L'-''-l .l..l.'L-.L Y '--'IJ) .l..l.J.IJU..J.J..LVJ) .._.V ..l.I. Y U.l.IJ.l.V.l.J.IJ) c.41.1..l.U .l..1.LllJ•

l\Tn.f.
J.."VIJ

n.
ctr

few physicians regard much of the invalidism and
ill health of women as due to the poisoned atmosphere created around them by the smoking members
of their household.
Tobacco contains seven per cent of nicotine, a
deadly poison which determines its strength. Doctors say that nicotine primarily lowers the. circulation, quickens respiration, and excites the muscular
system; but its ultimate effect is general exhaustion,
and a small dose will cause a man's death in from two
to five minutes.
Doctor Parker: "Tobacco is ruinous in our schools
and colleges, dwarfing body and mind." At an examination for admission to the Free College of New
York, out of nine hundred girls, six hundred and
sixty, or seventy-one per cent passed, while only
forty-eight per cent of the boys passed, on account
of the stupefying effect of tobacco. Doctor Constan:
"Its influence clogs all the intellectual faculties; .especially the memory."
It is claimed that the use of tobacco leads to drink,
and I have wondered why; but here is the reason.
In the. manufacture of chewing tobacco, the following flavoring· is used: sugar, honey, orange peel,
lemon peel, mace, cloves, spices of all kinds, vanilla,
licorice, valerian, tonka-bean, laudanum, Spanish
wine, Santa Cruz rum, and liquor of all sorts. Out
of six hundred in the state prison at Auburn, New
York, sent there for crimes committed through
strong drink, five hundred testified that it was tobacco which led them to intemperance.
This is not all. It affects innocent parties. Listen.
A leading doctor: "But I have never known a habitual tobacco user whose children, born after he had
long used it, did not have deranged nervous systems
and sometimes evidently weak minds. Shattered
nervous systems for generations to come may be the
result of this indulgence. How like the scripture
statement: "The fathers have eaten sour grapes and
the children's teeth have been set ori edge." But here
is another one. I can point you to two families right
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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under my eye, where in each case there is a nest of
children rendered idiots by the tobacco habits of
their parents.. We all know that it is a filthy habit,
that no one can use it and be perfectly clean; that
it is an expensive one; giving no good in return, but·
a great deal that is bad. · '
I might multiply evidence of the above kind until
the reader would tire of reading, but this is enough
to convince anyone whether or not the tobacco business is legitimate.
J. L. GUNSOLLEY.

Of General Interest
LIQUOR DRINKING DECREASING AS SHOWN BY REVENUE COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.

The beer. and whisky

~ntei"ests

are trying

ha1~d

to

squeeze some comfort out of the preliminary report
of the commissioner of internal revenue for the fiscal
~·ear ending June 30, 1910: Because this report
shows an increased withdrawal from bond of 12,007,Gll gallons of distilled spirits and an increase in the
amount of revenue paid for beer over 1909, there is
a great effort made to grow hilarious and to declare
the former decrease was due to hard times and not
to the spread of prohibitory laws or the widening of
"dry" territory. The liquor journals will make
much of these figures, and so will those daily papers
which lend or sell. themselves to the liquor interests.
For instance, here is the Cincinnati Enquirer with
these headlines :
"INCREASE

"Of Liquor Drinking
"According to Report of Revenue Department
"Came with the Return of Industrial· Activity
"Decline of Three Years Due to Hard Times
"And Not to Spread of Prohibitory Laws-Production as Well as Consumption Is Larger."
Let us look at the figures of the internal revenue
commissioner, analyze them and compare them with
the figures of other years. Of course, the figures of
the commissioner are compared with those of 1909.
In 1909 the withdrawals of whisky from bond
aggregated.. 116,650,165 gallons. In 1910 the withdrawals were 128,675,776 gallons. According to the
commissioner's figures revenue was paid on 59,485,117 barrels of beer in 1910 against 56,303,497 barrels in 1909, an increase of 3,181,620 barrels, or
98,630,220 gallons.
You say that looks bad. You say you thought
there wo1tld be a decrease. If you are weak-krieed,
you say it does not pay to fight the traffic and yoq
throw up your hands and become a croaker. But if
you are intelligent and are of an inquiring disposition, you will investigate, ahd when you do, you will
find this alleged· increase is no increase at· all, and
tnat instead of being discouraged there are reasons
to be encouraged.
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Let us make some comparisons. Here are. the
figures for the years 1907, 1908, 1909, and 1910;
these figures covering withdrawals of distilled spirits from bond and bee1; on which revenue tax was
·paid:
1907 ................ 2,019,691,111 gallons.
1908 ................ 2,006,233,408 gallons.
1909 ................ 1,935,544,113 gallons.
1910 ................ 2,046,181,943 gallons.
Do these figures prove that the people of this country are drinking more liquor? Not at all.
Bear in mind that withdrawals from bond and
payment of revenue tax does not mean that all
these intoxicants have been sold and consumed. Because of a desire to make a good showing in the
report of the internal revenue commissioner, dealers
loaded up heavily, and millions of gallons of spirits
withdrawn from bond and of beer on which the tax
has been paid have not been consumed. There is a
difference between withdrawals for consumption and
actual consumption.
Another thing. A ..large amount of whisky and
beer included in the report was shipped abroad.
Producers are pushing their export trade and all
exports are a part of the aggregate as shown by
the report.
President Gilmore, of the l\'Iodel License League,
predicted there would be an increase in withdrawals,
or consumption, as he calls it, this year ove1'. last.
He is not a good prophet. The consumption, using
his term, per capita is less th.an last year and shows
a big slump compared with recent yeal's, Here are
the figures :
Per capita.
Year.
1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.54 gallons
1908 ............................ 23.02 gallons
1909 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.86 gallons
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.4 gallons
If the per capita for 1910 was as great as for 1907,
the figures of the internal revenue commissioner
would have been increased by 180,000,000 gallons.
The per capita consumption sluinps as the population
increases. Is there anything in .these figures to disco:urage temperance people? Is there anything in
them to encourage the liquor interests?
·But this is not all. The average yearly increase
in . beer and whisky for eight years preceding 1908
was over 96,000,000 gallons. Even though the ag~
gregate for 1910 equals that of 1907, there remains
the loss of that averag·e yearly increase for three
years, which is 288,000,000 g·allons, which, added to
the actual decrease in 1908-1909, makes a total loss
for the three years of approximately 375,000,000
gallons.
So what have the liquor men to brag about for the
past three years? They have fallen short hundreds
of millions of gallons in consumption, while there
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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has been a steady decrease in the use of intoxicants
per capita. Even the influx of 1,000,000 foreigners
a year with their almost universal drink habit fails
to bring the per capita use up to what it was a few
years ago, or even to what it was last year.
It is a safe guess the liquor interests will not attempt to prove an increase in consumption by districts. They will content themselves yelling that in
spite of local option and prohibition the consumption
for 1910 shows an increase, but there will be no
effort on their part to show any increase in local
option districts, for the very good reason they can
not do it.
The increase has been in the great liquor centers,
where those elements congregate which are prone
to indulge and where the brewery interests are in
fierce competition with each other. There will be
found, when the commissioner's figures are analyzed,
that there has been a tremendous slump in consumption in saloonless territory. If this were not true,
why would the liquor men fight the spread of local
option and prohibition?
On the whole, it is encouraging to the opponent of
the saloon to know the per capita decrease continues
and that there is a shortage for the past three years
of 375,000,000 gallons over the consumption in the
years prior to 1908.-The American Issue.
THE FAMOUS "FLOOD TABLET" FROM NIPPUR.

Professor Hilprecht's latest "find"-a broken tablet, containing part of an account of the Deluge-is
here reproduced photographically. It is the property
of the University of Pennsylvania. The writing,
which is cuneiform, contains what is believed to be
the oldest account (from Babylonian sources) of the
Flood that has yet been discovered.
It was found among the remains of the Temple
Library of Nippur (the modern Niffer), and was so
covered with crystals of nitre and other sediment
that at first only a few cuneiform signs could be recognized. The word A-bU-bi (deluge) was clear.
Professor Hilprecht then cleaned the tablet, uncovering one cuneiform character after another, qntil he had deciphered every sign. Then it was that
he found that the fragment of unbaked clay (2%,
inches at its greatest width, 2% inches at its greatest
length, and % of an inch at its greatest thfokness)
was a piece of the earliest version of the Babylonian
Deluge story thus far known-about 1,500 years
older than similar fragments known f.:rom the library
of Ashurbanapal ( 668-626 B. 01) •
The fragment has the parts offourteen lines. Professor Hilprecht personally presented it to the Tern. pie Library of Pennsylvania U~ivel'sity. It is not a
very formidable looking affair, yet, small and incomplete as it is, the world's 'leading authorities unite
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in regarding it as the most important find, in the last
quarter of a century at least.
Professor Hilprecht's translation gives this version of the writing -on the tablet. _The first line is
obliterated and undecipherable. Tlie others are
shown line for line, which 'readers may contrast with
the Bible story.
The passages in brackets are supplied by Professor
Hilprecht to complete the meaning of the tablet.
They are, of course, conjectural.
WHAT THE TABLET. ACTUALLY
SHOWS.

2...."I will loosen."
3. . . . "It shall sweep (pr
'take')

away

all

~men

to=

gether."
4. . . . "life ( ?) before the
deluge cometh forth."
5. . . . [over] "as many as
there are, I will bring overthrow, destruction, annihiiation."
6. . • . "build a great ship,
and"
7.... "total height shall be
its strqcture."
8 . . . . "it.shall be a houseboat carrying what has been
saved of life." 9..., . "with a
strong roof covering it."

THE GAPS AS SUPPLIED BY
PROF. HILPRECHT.

"[the confines of heaven and
earth] I will loosen,
"[a deluge I will make, and]
it shall s\veep away all men
together;
"[but thou seek l]ife before
the deluge cometh forth;
"[For over all living beings],
as many as there are, I will
1bring overthrow, destruction, annihilation.
"build a great ship and

"total height shall- be its
structure.
"it shall be a house-boat carrying what has been saved
of life.
"with a strong deck cover
[it].
10. . . . the boat] "which "[The ship] which thou shalt
thou shalt make."
make.
11. ... " ... ing the beasts "[into it br]ing the beasts of
of the field, the birds _of
the field, the birds of heaven,
heaven."
12. . . . "instead of a num- ' "[and the creeping things,
two of everything] instead
ber."
:IL
of a number.
. "and the family" "and the family" ... _
12.

Several critics have protested against tliese conjectures in the bracketed passages, as too speculative
to be accepted seriously. One of these critics, Prof.
George A. Barton, claims that the tablet is of much
later date than Professor Hilprecht believes, and that
while probably genuine, it is by no means the oldest
known Flood record. The highest authorities, however, hold that it is the earliest Flood record yet recovered.-The Christian Herald, May 4, 1910, page
439.

He who foresees calamities suffers them twice
over.
Failure is success if there is a growing intelligence
in it.
More people try to learn by talking than by listening .
Men are seldom thankful when they get what tbeY
deserve.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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another carrying trade, which keeps you and me alive from
day to day; and yet we scarcely think at all how it is going
on, or stop to thank the hands that feed us.
EDITED BY FRANCES.
England and Italy are kingdoms, and the United States a
Advisory Board, Daugli.ten ef Zion.
republic, and they all engage in this business, and are conMrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Inde- stantly sending goods one to another; but there are other
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, La- kingdoms, not put down on any map, that are just as busy
moni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler as they, and in the same sort of work, too.
street, Independence, Missouri, Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
The earth is one kingdom, the water another, and there is
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resse~ie, the great republic of the gases surrounding us on every side;
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M-. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple only we can't see it, because its inhabitants have the fairy
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
gift of being invisible to us. Each of these kingdoms has
products to export, and is all ready to trade with the others,
if only some one will supply the means; just as the FrenchDaugh-ters of Zion Reading for September.
men might stand on their· shores, and hold out to us wines
THE CARRYING TRADE.
and prunes and silks and muslins, and we might stand· on
Who wants to engage in the carrying trade? Come, Lottie our shores, and hold out gold and silver to them, and yet
and Lula and Nina and Mary, all bring· your maps, and we could mr_· ~ no exchange, because there were no ships to carry
will play merchants, and see what is meant by the carrying the goods across. "Ah," you may say, "that is not at a!! the
trade. case here; for the earth, the air, and the water are all close to
Lottie shall have· the bark "Rosette," and sail from Boston each other, and close to us, and there is no need of ships;
to Calcutta; Lula, the steamer "North Star,'' from New York we can exchange hand ·to hand."
for Liverpool; Mary shall take the "Sea-Gull,'' from PhilaBut here comes a difficulty. Read carefully, and I think you
delphia to San Francisco; and Nina is owner of the "Racer,'' will understand it. Here is Ruth, a little growing girl, who
that makes voyages up the Mediterranean. Are we all ready wants phosphate of lime to build bones with; for as she
grows, of course her bones must grow too. Very well, I
for our little game?
Lottie begins, and she must- find out what Boston has to answer, there is plenty of phosphate of lime in the earth;
send to Calcutta. Don't send indigo or saltpeter or gunny she can have all she wants. Yes, but does Ruth want to
bags or ginger; for, even should you have these articles to eat earth?-do you?-does anybody? Certainly not: so,
spare, Calcutta has an abundance at home, and you must although the food she needs is close beside her, even under
discover something that she needs, but does not possess. "Ice," her feet, she can not get it any more than we can get the
says Lottie. "Yes, that is just the thing, because Calcutta French goods, excepting by means of the carrying trade.
has a hot climate, and does not make her own ice: so load the Where now are the little ships that shall bring to Ruth the
'Rosette' with great blocks well packed, and start at once, for phosphate of lime she needs, and can not reach, although it
lies in her own father's field? Let me show you how her
your voyage is long."
And now we will go with Lula to the North River pier, father can build the ships that will bring it to her. He must
where her great steamer lies, and see what she intends to go out into that field, and plant wheat seeds, anrl as they
carry to Liverpool. Bales of cotton, barrels of flour, of beef, grow, every little e11r and kernel gathers up phosphate of
and of petroleum. All very good, so good-bye to her. In a lime, and becomes a tiny ship freighted with what his Ettie
daughtel' needs. When that wheat is ground into flour, and
few weeks we will see what she brings back.
Come, Mary, what has Philadelphia for San Francisco? made into bread, Ruth will eat what she couldn't have been
Oh, what a load the "Sea-Gull" must take of machinery, steam willing to taste, unless the useful little ships of the wheatengines, tobacco, and oil; and such a quantity of other things, field had brought it to her.
Now let us send to the republic of the gases for some
that the "Sea-Gull" will need to make many voyages before
she can take them all. We load her at this busy wharf, where supplies, for we can not live without carbon and oxygen; and
the coal vessels are passing in and out for New York and although we do breathe in oxygen with every breath we draw,
Boston, and the steamers are loading for Europe, .and the we also need to receive it in other ways: so the sugar cane
little coastei·s crowding in one after another; and away we and the maple trees engage in the carrying trade for us,
go for the voyage round the "Horn,'' where the "Sea-Gull'' will taking in carbon and oxygen by their leaves, and sending it
through their bodies, and when it reaches us it is sugar,mem; her namesakes, and perhaps some stormy winds besides.
Meantime Nina's "Racer" has been stored full of cotton and a very pleasant food to most of you, I dare say.
But we can not take all we need of these gases in the form
cloths and hardware, and has raced out of Boston harbor so
swiftly that fair winds will take her to Gibraltar in three of sugar, and there are many other ships that will bring it
to us. The corn will gather it up, and offer it in the form
weeks.
And so you have all engaged in the carrying· trade; ·but as of meal, or of cornstarch puddings; or the grass will. bring
yet you have carried only one way. To complete the game, we it to the cow, since you and I refuse to take it from the grass
must wait for Lottie to bring the "Rosette" safely home with ships. But the cow offers it to us again in the form of milk,
saltpeter and indigo and hides and ginger and seersucker and and we do not think of refusing; or the butcher offers it to
gunny cloth. And the "North Star" must steam her quick way us in the form of b~ef, and we do not say "no."
Alice wants some india-rubber shoes. Do you think the
across the Atlantic, and return with salt and hardware, anchors, steel, woolens, and linens. Mary must beat her way kingdom of air 1 and water can send her a pair? The indiaaround Cape Horn, and home again with wool and gold and· rubber tree in South America will take up wate1·, and sepasilver. And 'the swift "Racer" must quickly bring the figs rate from it hydrogen, of which it is partly composed, _and
and prunes and raisins, ::ind the oranges and lemons, that adding to this carbon from the air, will make a gun which
we can work into shoes and balls, buttons, tubes, cups, cloth,
will spoil if they are too long on the way.
·
,
· ''''
So children may play at the carrying trade, and so their and a hundred other useful articles.
Then,· again, you and I, all of us, must go to the world of
fathers and uncles may work at· it in earnest; and so also
hundreds of little ~oi·kers a1·e busy all' the world ovei: in gases for nitrogen to help build our bodies, to make muscle
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and blood and skin and hair; and so the peas and beans load
their boat-shaped seeds full, and bring it to us so fresh and
excellent that we enjoy eating it.
,
This useful carrying trade has also another branch well
worth looking at.
You remember hearing how many soldiers were sic)~ in
war time at the South; but perhaps you do not know that
their best medicine was brought to them by a South American
tree that gathered up from the earth and air bitter juices to
make what we call quinine. Then there is camphor, which I
am sure you have all seen, sent by the East India camphor
tree to cure you when yo~ are sick; and gum arabic and all
the other gums; and castor oil and most of the other ~edi
cines that you don't at all like,-all brought to us by the
plants.
I might tell you a great deal more of this, but I will ,only
stop to show a little that we give back in payment for all
that is brought.
When England sends us hardware and woolen goods, she
expects us to repay her with cotton and sugar, that are just
as valuable to us as hardware and woolens to her; but see
how differently we treat the kingdoms from which the plant
ships are all the time bringing us food and clothes and medicines, etc. All we return is just so much as we don't want
to use. We take in good fresh air, and breathe out impure
and bad. We throw back to the earth whatever will not
nourish and strengthen us; and yet no complaint comes from
the faithful plants. Do you wonder? I will let you into the
secret of this. The truth is, that what is worthless to us is
really just the food they need; and they don't at all know
how little we value it ourselves. It is like the Chinese, of
whom we might buy rice or silk or tea, and pay them in rats
which we are glad to be rid of, while they consider them good
food.
Now, I have given y-0u only a peep into this carrying trade,
but it is enough to show you how to use your own eyes to
learn more about it. Look about you, and see if you can't
tell as good a story as I have done, or a better one if you
please.-Jane Andrews in Stories Mother Nature Told Her
Children.
Questions on September Reading.

What games similar to this of the carrying trade might be
employed both to amuse and to instruct the children? At
what age will children be likely to understand concerning the
three. kingdoms of the natural world, the mineral, vegetable
and animal kingdoms? Will not the introduction of this
story make it easy to understand? What may be said in the
story of the loading of the wheat ships by the roots? What
members of the vegetable kingdom are mentioned as furnishing oxygen in the form of sugar? What others give us
oxygen in the form of starch? From what sources. in the
animal kingdom does the story tell us we receive this gas
needed by the body? What does nitrogen help -to do in our
bodies? What vegetables bring this food to us"? · What more
do the plants bring from the earth for our bodies?
Program·.
Hymn; prayer; reading from Home Column with discussion; paper, "The usefulness of story telling"; roll call; business; closing hymn and prayer.
There is no liberty to men in whom ignorance predominates
over knowledge; th!lre is no liberty to men who know not how
to govern themselves.-H. W. Beecher;
He that avoideth not small faults; by little and little
falleth info greatci·.~Thomas a ICempis.
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Letter Department
UNA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA.
Dem· Herald: Away up.here the rain has.been scarce this
year, and the ·outlook for temporal things is not as flattering
this fall as in other years. We are still hopeful for the
future, however, with two railroads heading our way, which
in a year or so will reduce our journey to the nearest town
from fifty miles to less than ten.
Meanwhile spiritual matters are moving along favorably.
Quite recently, Apostle F. A. Smith, accompanied by H. -J.
Davison, E. E. Williams, and young Brother Toovey came
among us, an!! the Saints in this region, numbering twenty,
were organized into a branch, to be known as the Sunny Vale ·
Branch, after the name of the post-office that is to be established here shortly. Elder John Wahlstrom was elected president, E. R. Davis and W. Francis Jordan were ordained to
the offices of priest and teacher res_pectively, and were duly
elected to pl'eside in the bl'anch.
·
Elder Smith preached two fine sermons.and gave sotne excellent instruction and advice, and returned with Brethren
Toovey and Williams, the latter of whom presides over the
Twin Hill Branch, leaving Brother Davison with us for a
while. He has preached several times and has baptized two
and we expect one or more in addition before he leaves. The
Sunday school, under the leadership of E. R. Davis, is
progressing nicely, and we have no cause for complaint.
I would like to say, however, that I am growing old, and
the burden of farming is too heavy for me, and I am about
to make some change. I have a homestead "quarter," aiso a
preemption which is not yet all proved up. I would like to
renL to the xight kind of a man. I have team, implements,
and quite a roomy house, with preparations for quite a large
crop next year, and a chance to arrange bigger ones later on.
I would like to correspond with a man who has a wife, if they
desire to get a start in Canada; Latter Day Saints preferred.
Anybody knowing of such a man will kindly refer him to
this letter, and. it might serve each of us profitably. The
ahove address will reach me all right, for a while. Sunny
Vale will be my address a few weeks later.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOHN WAHLSTROM.
SAYERS, TEXAS, August 26, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: The conference and reunion of the Southwestern District of Texas, held with the Bandera Branch,
August 12 to 21, has now passed into history and will doubtless be long remembered as the dawning hour of a great
awakening of the Saints 'in this section.
Except on Saturdays and Sundays, there was not a large
attendance, owing to the fact that sufficient water could not
be obtained at a convenient place. A number of families of
Saints from San Antonio and a few others,-somethlng more
than fifty in all-camped on the ground.
Of the priesthood we had with us Bro. W. M. Aylor, missionary in charge; Bro. W. C. Carl, district president; Bro.
D. S. Palmer, district vice-president; Bro. W. H. Mannering,
missionary to Mexico; Bro. J. P. Neal, president of First San
Antonio Branch, and Bro. T. J, Jett, our leading elder in
preaching to the Mexicans in San Antonio. Each of these
contributed valuable aid toward making the reunion a success.
The regular order of service was prayer and testimony
meeting in the forenoon, preaching at 11 o'clock, services at
2.30, and preaching again at 8.30. Conference convened at
2.30 p. m., Friday, August 19. Among the reports received
were those of First and Second San Antonio branches; those
of the priesthood named above, also of Brn. O. D. Johnson
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and w. H. Davenpo1·t, and the report of Bish?p's agent, Bro. among the Saints, that my boy and girl may have the association of Latter Day Saint children.
D. S. Palmer.
This has been a dry country this summer, and the c~rn
The reports were encouraging. Other items of business
transacted were the granting of priest's license to Bro. A. R. crops have been damaged to some extent, but we have not
Wheeler; the ordination of Bro. Glaud Kuykendall to the _lacked anything yet. The Lord has been very good to us
office of priest, and the repeal of a formerly adopted reso- and has supplied us with the necessaries of life so far, and we
lution that no one be ordained to any ·office except by the trust him for the future. This is the third summer the corn
vote of the district conference. The Second San Antonio crops have come short, but we do not want to complain. We
Branch was chosen as the place for holding the next confer- should cease to complain. My desire is to live a true and
ence which will begin on the Friday before the full moon in Christian life and be numbered with the faithful when Christ
Feb;uary. It. was also decided to hold another reunion next shall come to this earth. Pray for us, that we may walk in
summer, time· and place to be left to missionary in charge that straight way that leads to everlasting life. I love all
the Saints and desire God's choicest blessings upon his
and the district officers.
Your sister in Christ,
All are agreed that the reunion and conference was a great children.
MRS. P.H. SCHMIDT.
success. It is true there was only one addition to .the church,
Bro. Henry Dorow, a young man of high standing, and of
distinguished family, but others have become intensely inCABOOL, MISSOURI, August 25; 1910.
terested and will lill:ely unite with us soon. Besides this, an
Dear ilerald: A few lines from these parts may be of
interest and a feeling of i·esponsibility have ta~en hold of interest to some of your readers. The gospel work is moving
the Saints to a degree hitherto unknown.
along quite nicely. We just closed our conference at Tigris,
We regret to close this with mention of the fact that our Missouri. '.l'he earnest effort the Tigris Saints made to enfaithful Sr. Cora Hodges was seriously sick dming the entire tertain the conference is certainly commendable. It's a rough
series of meetings, and therefore unable to be with us.
country, but they certainly, by the dinner on the ground last
Your brother in Christ,
Sunday, demonstrated the fact, that this is the land bountiCARL F. WHEELER, Secretary pro tem.
ful. Even Bro. W. P. Bootman's face would have turned
blushingly red, I am sure, if he could have thought of his
recent "toast" in the Ensign on southern Missouri. It was a
REAGAN, TEXAS, August 22, 1910.
Dear Herald: I receive much comfort and strength from the toast,-he just about burned everything· to a crisp. We have
not many big red apples this year, but other staple articles of
many encouraging letters in your pages.
We do not meet together as often as we should, and it produce are in abundance; best season we have had for years.
Tigris is a coming village, located about twelve miles from
seems that our·Sunday school has gone down, but some of the
older members are trying to hold to the rod of iron. We the railroad, and the brethren met all the visitors and brought
have our family prayers, and have preaching once a month them back and forth. They all seemed to enjoy Elder C. L.
by Bro. Frank Spicer, and Bro. Riley Standefer. We will be Snow's preaching. Sunday afternoon Elder Pearson baptized
glad to see things revive in this branch again, and we ask three little girls, and in the evening three promising young
the prayers of the Saints in our behalf, that we may all ladies were led into the waters of regeneration. Our prayer
and testimony meeting was spiritual. We all left conference
arouse to diligence.
·
I hope that if any of the old Florida Saints see this letter feeling strengthened in the great work of the Lord.
At present we are domiciled at Sr. E. S. Davis', five miles
they will write to me. I would love to get a letter from Bro.
and Sr. F. P. Scarcliff, of Mobile, Alabama, as I read the from Cabool, preaching every night. Expect to hear from
·
work is onward in that part of the country, and where we Elder Fred Moser to-night.
Let us not give up the fight, but labor faithfully to the end.
used to .live in Santa Rosa County, Florida, and though we are
Yours truly,
far apart, let us keep our camp fh'es burning and ever march
A. M. BAKER.
onward until the perfect day.
Your sister in the faith,
.
M. F. SQUIRES.
August 20, 1910.
To the Herald Readers Who Are Inte?·ested in Albe1·ta,
BAYARD, NEBRASKA, August 19, 1910.
Canada: To answer all your letters personally would be imEdito1·s Herald: We are busy making preparation for our practicable, so I thought it best to answer them through the
reunion to be held here, September 3 to 12. We feel to urge i;olumns of the HERALD.
all to come and be with us. We are promised a good spirThis country, generally speaking, is very good; mostly a
itual time, and think that we will have plenty of good speak- black, sandy loam, or a gray soil. The only way I can deers. We hope to see the work here on better footing after termine its fertility is by its products of vegetation, which
the reunion.
·
are bountiful, of grass, pea vine, and timber, etc. There is
For myself, I can truly say, I know this work is of God, plenty of timber here for fencing and building purposes, and
and that I am in the conflict for life, standing ever for the you can secure good water by digging from twenty to thirty
advancement of the One Cause.
BERT E. HART.
feet deep, and I think it is as healthful a place as I ever lived
in. I have lived here over ten years and speak from actual
experience. Plenty of fish and game can be found here, and
GUILFORD, MISSOURI, August 15, 1910.
Saints' Herald: I write to let the Saints know that we are all kinds of vegetables, and also all kinds of small fruit.
still alive to the foterests of the church and. Sunday school, Wheat, o;ts, barley, and timothy do well he1:e.
Now as to the law of homesteading; any,man over eighteen
and I do not think I exaggerate any if I. say I think a lietter
interest is sho\vn at present than there was during the winter years of age can homestead, and any widow who has young
months. I think our Sunday school is doing nicely for a children depending upon her can also, providing they reside
small Sunday school. It is one of the greatest pleasures for on the land six months out of each year; you must clear and
us to attend church and Sunday school. I ·enjoy the associa-- . put into crop thirty acres, and must have ·some improvements
tion of the Saints very much, and would be very lonesome if made, with at least eighty acres fenced bl;lfore you can prove
I could not attend our own meetings, but I always hope to live up •. You do not have to become a citizen befoi·e you file, but
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;'i-vve up. There is scarcely any of this land very
n~ilr0ad, but roads are being built very fast in this
<x'un!rv now, and I consider this country a good place for
s nnrn. with small means to come. The Lord has blessed me
tlnanciallv since I came here, and also this is the place where
I received the knowledge of the angel's message.
Yours in bonils,
F. T. COATS.

;,t<.U "'

ESCATAWPA, MISSISSIPPI, August 25, 1910.
Dear Herald Readers: I have just returned home from McKenzie Alabama after enjoying ten days of 1·eunion near
there. ' I am gl;d to say this is the third reunion I ever
attended, but if God spares my life and I can, it will not be
the last one.
HERALD readers will discern that the South is coming right
in with the north and east and west in reunion work, and
that God's hand is at work down here as well as elsewhere.
The reunion lasted ten days, with good attendance, good order,
and extra good preaching. I don't believe I ever heard better
or more spiritual sermons. The prayer meetings were good
and spiritual all the time of the reunion, and one morning one
young sister spoke by the Spirit, exhorting the people as to
their pride and selfishness, telling them to put away such and
the Lord would bless .them. It is grand to see the young
active in such a good work.
We had our worthy field normal worker, Brn. W. E. Peak,
and our state normal worker, Sr. Bertha Harper, with us,
and this work was interesting and encouraging. McKenzie
has some good Saints who are trying to live their religion.
Many pleasant little outings were enjoyed during the reunion, and while viewing the natural scenery, we remembered
the statement that this was a promised land, and no wonder
the Jaredites and Nephites were so anxious to reach it.
In gospel bonds,
A. G. MILLER.
TUFF, TEXAS, August 26, 1910.
Editors Herald:
have been very busy in this field this
year. There are many calls for preaching, and few to do the
work. I was surprised to read a statement from, one of
our missionaries of Kansas, that the people were so busy they
could not attend meeting, and it seemed hard for him to
find places to occupy. At the same time we are making
excuses to the people for not coming to them. Come over
and help us in Texas.
We have held two reunions this_ year; one near Hearne,
Central District, and the other on the Medina River, near
Pipe Creek, in the Southwestern District. The one in Central
was not as well attended by the members as it should have
been. They did not seem _to see the necessity of coming
prepared to camp on the ground. The reunion near Pip'e
Creek was quite a success. We held our conference during
the time. One young man was ordained to .the priesthood,
Glaud R. Kuykendall, of San Antonio. The Spirit was present in the ordination, and if he is faithful, will make a power
for good.
·
.
The night the reunion closed, Bro. Arthur Adams loaded
the tent in his wagon, and with his mothe.r-in~la~ and h.er
granddaughter and myself, we lef~ ,for a ~h1rty-five _imle
drive up the 1·ivei;, to Tuff. We arov~ ten miles that mght.
Immediately ,upon our. arrival, I i·eceived a phone message
from Pipe Creek, the place we ha~ started from, that Sister
Cora Hodges;_had died .that mornmg, and they wanted me
to come' and' conduct the funeral services. Brother and Sister
Love started with me, back over the same road. I did all
·I could for them,·under the circumstances, and all seemed to
,~"""" ~_
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appreciate my effort. Sister Cora -was twenty-four years old,
and a devoted Saint. She had been sick for eight months, and
a constant sufferer, but had borne it with patience.. She has
gone to the paradise of God to await the first resurrection.
After the above services were over, we drQve back to our
starting point, and I commenced meeting that night. This
made three trips over the same road, a diStance of mor; than
one hundred and twenty miles, and it was_ hot and dusty.
They have had no rain in this part of the State since the 18th
of May.
I expect Bro. D. S. Palmer in a few days, and then we will
move the tent to Utopia. I am still in the conflict but worn
and weary.
W. M. AYLOR.
LLANSAMLET, SOUTH WALES, August 23, 1910.
Editor.• Herald: It is now some time_ since I sent you a
few lines, but I note with pleasure the' various_ interesting
letters in your columns; not least amo:pg them is the letter
of Sister Schofield, of Manchester, and another from our
local branch president, Bro. David Lewis. All seem to be
unanimous that the work is safe in the care of our beloved
Bro. J. W. Rushton, whose devotion to its interests is beyond
the compre!].ension of any, except those of us who know him,
and have some idea of the sacrifices he has made for the
welfare and good of others, and it is of special interest to
note the testimony of Bro. David Lewis, who, after thirty-five
years experience in Wales, is of the opinion, like myself, that
Bro. Rushton is the right man in the right place; and although
he can not yet talk in the Welsh language, he is a·very fit
and proper person to have the oversight of the work in this
land, and that the time has not come for Wales to be an
independent mission, as some would have us believe, with a
Welsh president and Welsh bishop, etc.
As separation means death, and union is life, and those of
us here who have the work at heart are satisfied there has
not previously been such an inclination as now exists to
unite our forces and our powers in one concentrated effort
for the benefit and good of the people who have not yet
found the narrow way, that they shall rejoice with -us in the
message restored. to the earth by Joseph the Seer. Surely
"God is marshaling« his army" here, as well as elsewhere,
and he has caused· men to come into the church who,
by reason of their past stability, are fully competent to look
after the work, under the direction of those whom God has
set in his church as apostles.
For my part, I can not see why the gospel is not restored
in its fullness to Wales as well as England and elsewhere,
and if so, does not God qualify men here as well as in America? We do not object to our brethren coming here from
America, as we have learned to love Brn. Morgan, Newton,
and others, not forgetting Brother Caffall, who has gone on
to. his l'eward; but what we do object to is the very short
time some stay here after being appointed, and the great
expense entailed to come and return. The men here are
already on the spot, and all their interests are here; as, for
example, Bro. T. Jones, who is doing a remarkable. work at
Lydney, in the Eastern District of Wales, which is gradually
bearing fruit. There are others we can mention, whose
untiring efforts are commendable, and I venture to assert the
work has no more zealous officer than our worthy Bro. F.
Simmonds of this branch. We have had eight added to the
branch by baptism, during the last three months, and others
are interested. May God speed the right, is my prayer,
and may the day hasten when the1'ii shall be aTeigil of peace
and blessedness.
Yours in the conflict for truth,
HENRY ELLIS.
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DICKINSON, NORTH DAKOTA.
Dear Herald: We are some of the isolated Saints, and we
do not know what it is to be associated with Saints. I just
came into the church last May, and I am not sorry so far,
although I am the only one of my people who belong to this
church. I hope to see the day when all the rest of them will
be united with the true church.
Would like to have ·some one write in regard to what is
sinful, in the sight of the Lord, to attend on the Sabbath. I
will close bJ asking all the Saints to remember us in their
prayers.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. A. P. LANGDON.

Dem· Herald: The Saints of Belding, Michigan, had the
privilege of enjoying a grove meeting on the 13th and 14th
of August, with good interest and attendance. We feel t;hat
a great good might yet be done in that neighborhood. Elders
present were: S. W. L. Scott, Brethren Lambkin and McNight, besides om· local elder and priest.
MRS. M. F. HILL.
Des Moines Reunion.

The reunion of the Des Moines District was held at Fraser,
Iowa, from August 12 to 21, 1910. The organization took
place Friday afternoon, August 12. The following officers
were elected: President, J. F. Mintun, with C. J. Hunt and
Wardell Christy assisting; secretary, Alice E. Mintun; chorister, Wardell Christy;' and marshals, J. Daugherty and It'.
Walters.
The number of services held is as follows: prayer services,
9; normal, 5; preaching services, 23; Sunday school sessions,
2; and business sessions, 2. Two were baptized mi Sunday,
August 14. ·
We had the pleasure of having with us C. J. Hunt, Elbert
A. Smith, J. S. Roth, Wardell Christy, 0. Salisbury, and J. F.
Mintun. The meetings were all very instructive and the order
was excellent. The attendance was very good throughout the
meetings, the best attendance being in the evenings and on
Sundays. The reunion for 1911 will be held at Colo, Iowa,
beginning the last Friday in August. We hope that all the
Saints will plan to be \vith us at that time;
.
ALICE MINTUN, Secretary.
Stewartsville Reunion.

The Saints of northern Missouri began their eighteenth
annual reunion August 12; 1910. Organization was effected,
choosil).g B. J. Dice, C. E. Harpe, and T. T. Hinderks as the
presidency of the reunion, they to arrange for speakers, etc.
It was counted the most spiritual reunion ever held in these
parts. The tent used several years ago was 26 by 36 feet;
but the attendance has increased to the extent that a tent 52
by 80 feet will nothing like accommodate the people, evenings
and on Sundays. The pioneer committee are resting now and
enjoying what they at one time saw by the eye .of faith. Bro.
A. W. Head and Uncle Charlie Faul, are all we remember of
said committee.
Brn. David Powell artd B. J. Dice are still rolling the
wheel by keeping their. shouldei.·s to it.
The committee .spa1·ed neither time nor means in making
things comfortable for the reunion, and the committee was
again chosen for the year 1911 at Stewartsville, Missouri.
The word was dispens{ld by I. P; Baggerly, L N. Roberts,
W. P. Pickering, Arch,ie ~cCord, T. A. Ivie, J. A. ,Roberts,
W. H. Kelley, Roy Slye, F. B. Blair, William Lewis, and the
writer. Thui•sday was krio:wn .as children's day. The prayer
services were good, arid the Sain'ts were strengthened by the
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manifestations of the Spirit. Brother Faul, Bishop's agent,
held two meetings, expounding the financial law, answering
questions pertaining thereto. Patriarch Lewis was also kept
quite busy in his line of work. Three were baptized by
Andrew St. Lewis, and Brn. J. A. Roberts and Robert McFall
were ordained elders.
The Saints seemed loath to say good-bye and will have
many pleasant memories of the reunion of Stewartsville. Two letters were read from fornier missionaries of
the Far West District, F. C. Keck and T. W. Chatburn, and
the Saints felt glad that they were remembered, as will your
writer when he is called to go to other fields.
Yours for the committee,
CHAS. E. HARPE.

From Australia.

As a" earnest Saints are anxiously watching the progress
of this 1a1.Ger day 'vork, I thought I wouid drop a few lines
from this corner of the Master's vineyard, and let you know
that we are still holding on to the rod of iron that leads to
the tree of life, and doing all we can to further the cause of
truth among the people. The few missionaries we have are
busily engaged in trying to interest the people with tracts,
conversation, and by preaching as the way opens up, but they
find it most difficult to get an audience, excepting on Sunday,
then the number present is often very small. As the fullness
of the Gentiles comes ~n, the desire of the multitudes for light
and truth seems to grow less and less, until there are a very
few who are really hungering for righteousness. A fight, a
football match, or anything worldly will readily attract a
great crowd of people, which cleariy indicates the flow of the
tide. "As a man thinketh, so is he." And as he thinks, so
he acts, and the actions indicate his standing before the Lord.
Teaching can only be made effective by example, and those
who fail to teach in this way will surely end in failure.
The religious world professes, but fails to do according to
what is written, and can not reasonably expect to hear the
"w.ell done" in the end. I am satisfied that even among' our
own people, there will be many who will allow themselves to
be beguiled of their reward by drifting away from the light
and joining hands with the things of the world until it is too
late to meet the Bridegroom. "The mortar that is not tempered, and the bricks that are not burned," can not have permanent place in the Lord's house, for the angels must be
sent forth to gather out of his kingdom all who offend, and
those who will not cease from doing evil, that the Bridegroom
may come to a church whose actions are righteous.
I have just been to the opening of our new church at Tuncurry, and to attend the memorial service of our late Bro.
John Wright, one of the noble, tried, and true Saints of this
mission; and we had a pleasant and profitable time together.
Sister Wright is recovering from the shock of his sudden and
unexpected death, and is likely to spend many useful years
with us yet. Brother Robertson was present and preached the
opening sermon, which was much enjoyed by all. He sometimes gets lonely, and a little homesick, but still plods away
in the Master's work. We are all anxiously waiting some
news from Brother Pitt, so as to learn the plan of his intended movements.
''New Zealand sends 'a call for help, and w_e hope to be able
to assist them. Moi:e young laborers are sadly _needed to carry
the good news to all who now sit in darkness,· and are longing for the light.
·
·
I am well, and doing what I can to keep harmony; artd 'the·
work on the move.
Yours in.the faith,
C. A. BUTTERWORTH.
SYDNEY,_AUSTRALIA, August 2, 1910.
.
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Miscellaneous Department Conference Minutes.

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA.-District conference convened ·at
Morrison Oklahoma, August 20, 1910. District president
E. H. sr:iith, and Hubert Case presiding. Reports were offered by Elders E. H. Smith, J. E. Yates, Hubert Case, T. L.
McGeorge, H. C. Hughes, Orrel Carter, and H. S. Bayless;
deacon, E. K. Bair. Branches reporting:_ Terlton, Oak
Grove, Ripley, Piedmont, and Holdenville. Rock Creek Branch
did not report. A request was read from Terlton that H. S.
Bayless be ordained to the office of elder. On motion it
was ordered that he be so ordained, which was done the day
following. The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows: For president, J. E. Yates; vice-president,
Ed. Dillon; secretary, Alice M. Case; treasurer, J.E.- Hughes;
librarian, Orrel Carter. A collection amounting to $1.92 was
taken up to procure supplies for secretary. The next conference was voted to he held at Holdenville, the time to be determined by the district presidency and missionary i_n charge.
Alice M. Case, clerk.
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cording to the old original plan-free (}f charge:.....by the
Stratford Saints, who hereby desire to extend a cordial and
pressing invitation to all members of the various branches of
the London District to attend this conference. P. H. Phiiippin, district secretary, 92 Chesley avenue, London, Ontario.
The Massachusetts district conference will co1wene at New
Bedford, Massachu~etts, Saturday and. Sunday, October 1 and
2, 1910, at 3 p. m. All branch clerks are requested to send
in their statistical reports at least ten days in .advance. All
elders, not General Conference appointees, are required to
report their l_abors. Address all communications for -conference to the district .clerk, W. A. Sinclair, M. D.1 166 Pearl
street, Winter Hill, Massachusetts.
~
T_he Central Michigan district conference will be held at
Wluttemore, October 15 and 16. Would like to receive all
branch reports _by <;>ct<!ber 3. Elsie J a~1son, disti'ict secretary.
Pottawattamie d1str1ct conference will convene at Boomer
Iowa, at 10 o'clock, 'Saturday, October 1, 1910. Please send
all reports to . the undersigned on or before September 25
1910. J, Charles Jensen, secretary.
·
'
Convention Notices.

SouTIIERN Mrssoum.-District conference convened with
Zion's Religio-Literary Society, of Central Michigan Disthe Beaver Branch on Saturday, August 20, 1910, at 10. a. m. trict, will meet in convention at Whittemore, Friday, October
District president, J. C. Chrestcnsen in the chair. After the 14, at D.30 a. m. Elsie Janson, secretary.
opening exercises, the chairman suggested that sub-missionary
Central Michigan District Sunday school association will
A. M. Baker, preside over the conference, and on moti_on he meet in convention at Whittemore, Friday, October 14, at 2
was so chosen. Statistical reports were read as follows: p. m. Would like to see each school represented. Cora JanSpringfield, last report 82, present number 16D, absent 72; son, secretary.
Pomona, last report 82, present number 86, absent 48; Beaver,
The New York Distiict Sunday school association of the
last report 71, present number 78, absent 31; Thayer, last Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
convenes
Friday, September 16, at 10 a. m, Charles C.
report 27, present number 2D, absent 5; West Plains, last report 4D, present number 48, absent 31. Ministry reporting: Koehler, secretary.
Elders A. M. Baker, preached 82 times, assisted 35, baptized
15, confirmed 10; J. C. Chrestensen, preached 57 times, asReunion Notices,
sisted 23, baptized 3, confirmed 1, and blessed 3 children;
C. L. Snow, preached 107 times, baptized 5, confirmed 7, adThe Florida District will hold a reunion at Santa Rosa
ministered to sick 32, blessed 4 children; J. F. Cunningham, Branch, October 14 to 23, 1910. The district conference will
preached 33 times, ordained 1 elder, blessed 1 child; 0. E. also hold its session at place of reunion, Saturday, October 15.
Ensley preached 2 sermons, presided 6 times, other meetings We expect to have at least three missionaries at the reunion.
12; Benjamin Pearson presided over Beaver Branch, preach- W. A. West, W. l\II. Hawkins, reunion committee.
ing the 2d and 4th Sundays, and administered the sacramr>nt
the first Sunday of each month, and attended to other duties;
J. W. Quinley, preached 21 times, services attended 88, conThe Bishopric,
firmed 3, administered to sick 11; Priest Fred Moser, j r.,
AGENTS'
NOTICES.
preached 8 times, administered the sacrament 3, other meetings 9, and labored as Sunday school superintendent. The
Owing to ill health, we submitted our resignation as Bishtent committee reported, receipts $103.45. Expenses $115.IO. op's agent for Little Sioux District, to Bishop E. L. Kelley.
Due A. M. Baker', $12.25; the committee continued. Bishop's At his request, and the importunities of authorities in the
agent's report: Receipts, $73.55; expenses, $260.10; leaving district, we have consented to act, until further notice, in· hope
a balance on hand of $13.45. Report audited and found of. better conditions. Pray for us. We herew'ith invite
correct. · The secretary reported that Bro. and Sr. D. W. all Saints of the above district to send all your tithes, and
Thomas were sent to the Sanitarium, as per conference other funds to us, and we will do our best.
resolution, but the doctors never gave any hope of
ALMA M. FYRANDO.
MAGNOLIA, IOWA.
recovery, and that the brother passed away to his reward on August 17. A motion prevailed that the secretary draw up a resolution of condolence expressing our
Notices.
sympathy for the bereaved one, and to have copies of the
Those
who
desire
to
locate
now or hereafter at Independsame sent to the widow of the deceased, the church papers, and ence are advised that the United
Order of Enoch have platted,
spread upon. the conference minutes. A petition from Pomona and
have
on
the
market
for
sale,
the lots in Edgefield Addition,
Branch, askmg conference to provide for the ordination of
F1:cd Moser, jr., to the oflice of cider, was granted. District which is one of the most beautiful tracts to he found. The
ofl1ccrs elected were: President, J.C. Chrestensen · vice-presi- lots are in size fifty feet by about one hundred and forty
dent, J. F. Cunningham; secretary and trcasm·c1:, Benjamin feet, price $4.50, $5, and $6 per foot, with streets graded and
walks. Three to five bl()cks from car line, and
Pearson. J:>. former resolution, prohibiting users of tobacco granitoid
distance from new Latter Day Saints' 'church on the
from labonng as oflicers in this district, was repealed. At same
South
Side.
We can only give bond for deed now, as we
1.30 p. m., on Sunday, baptism of three young sisters from the
Sunc!ay school, by Elder Pearfi.on. At 7.30 Elder Bak<>r must have money to finish paying for the land before titles
can be given. Those who can pay only a part let us know, and
ba~t1zed three, and they were confirmed at the service at 8.30.
will try to arrange for you. Now remember, this is not a
AdJourned to meet at 'l'haycr, November 12 1910 Preach-· we
ing during conference by Elders Cunningh~m · Baker and speculative scheme, but a cooperative move and in the Lord's
. way, for the general benefit of the work of God.
'
Snow. Benjamin Pearson, district secretary. '
'
UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Conf~rence

Notices.

'fhe conference of the London District (Ontario, Canada,)
will convene on Saturday and, Sunday, October 15 and 16, at
Stratford Please send all statistical reports, and other busines-s pap~rs for conference action, to the undersigned by the
10th of the month, that each branch may be propel"ly represented and no delays occasioned. It is hoped that this conference will witness a ."record breaking" attendance of the
London District., Boa1·d and lodging will be provided ac-

,

Request.

'fo the Members pf the Sixth Quoi"U?n of Pi·iests, and All the
Pi iests of the. British Isles Mission, Gi·eeting: The above
ql!Ol'l!m held its annual meeting at the Saints' chapel, at
B1rm111gham, on August -1 1910 during the mission conference session. The items ~n Ag~nda were: first secretary's
rereor~; second, Futme of Quorum, Shall it continue? third,
E ect1on of officers. The following brethren wel'e present:
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Edward Maloney, Albert Hall, Robert W. Smitli, Arthur of Sarepta, may sustain her, until such time as he sees fit to
w
Mayne, David E?wards, A. T. Trapp, <feo1:ge Q!l;ydon, ~rother call her home."
Edwards (Birmmgham), and by mvitat10n High Priest H.
Done at the Beaver Branch of the Reorganized Church of
Greenwood, president of Manchest€r District, and Elder G. W. Latter Day Saints, August 20, 1910.
Leggott of the missionary staff. The advice of these brethren
BENJAMIN PEARSON, District Seci·etary.
was very valuable indeed. The secretary gave a clear defini~
tion of the position of quorum, which was not promising, as
Corrections Biahop's Annual Report.
the quorum was without finance and had no officers·; the
whole of the business· being transacted by the writer until In Presiding Bishop's Itemized Mehlich, I!l. A., and wife t 1 00
report Smith, J. ?\-f., e., $30,
Mead, J. H., t ........ :. 2 00
further notice. After much discussion it was decided to conshould read, Smith, I. M., e.,
Meade!, Wm., and wife, t. 4 00
tinue the quorum and the following brethren were appointed:
$30.
Moore, Catharine, t ..... . 3 00
Albert Hall, 56 Bradford Road, Manchester, president; The following reports were omit- ;\fcKenzle, A., and wife, t. 12 25
Robert W. Smith, 83 Queens Road, Harpurhey, counselor;
ted :
:lfcKen:tle, Lucinda, t •.••• 3 00
Naville, .Annie, t ........ . 5 00
A. T. Trapp, Stanborough, Tewesbury Road, Gloucester, counO'Brien, 'l'hos. H., and
selor; Edward Maloney, 20 Chipping Street, Longsight, secMICHIGAN.
wife, t.......... . ... 10 00
retary. The new president clearly outlined future of quoOrme, Robt., and wife, t ..
50
Eastern District.
rum, and appealed for support of all the priests in mission,
Oversweet, Cora B., t .... 2 00
q'Brien, Jos., and wife, t. 45 00
Andrew Barr, Agent.
and it was resolved that the annual fee of six shillings be
I rovost, Samuel, t ...... , 2 uO
levied. Will every priest in the mission kindly communicate
Receipts.
Provost, Adella, t ....... . 2 50
with the secretary, stating full particulars of branch of · Balance due church DePangman, Cl!'rlstopl!er, t .. 5 00
cember 31, 1908 ...... $058 62
~angman, Charles, t ..•.•.
which they are members, birthplace and date, when baptized, Brown,
50
t . . . . . 1 00
owell, Olive, t ...... : .. 2 00
when orda_ined, and by whom? as we wish to get the records Becker, Margaret,
:. _ i.ry, o ......... 15 80
Provost, Rhoda, ·t ...... .
of quo_i:un]. u-p t~ dat~. Those who_ are no~ m~~bers_ cn:n o_b- ~ecker, ~.Iary, t . . . . . . . . 7 00 Provost, Peter D .• t ..... , 11 00
00
tain all particulars from secretary's membership. lt is the J.:Sarrett, David, and wife, t 20 00 Paton, Robert, and wife, t. 7 50
Jennie, t...... 1 00
Provost, Mary, t ........ . 5 00
desire of-the officers to make the qui!i:um of great value to Benjamin,
Brenkle, Isabella, t .. :.... 1 00
Rushton, Wm. J., and wife,
each member; so please rally round, ;md success will attend llrown, Mary, t.......... 1 20
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
our united efforts. Circular lett€rs wiJI· be posted to all; as Bender, Fred, and wife, t. 10 00 Rosser, Richard, and wife, t 8 00
we receive their addresses. May the blessing of our Father Brown, Ida M., t ......... 20 00 Rosank, Lillie, t. . . . . . . . . 1 25
Ida M., error last
Raul!, Fred, and wife, t .•• 100 00
rest upon the labor of the priests of the mission, and success Brown,
report . . . . .......... 198 00
Rippberger, Charles, and
attend the work in general.
Yours in gospel bonds,
Bennett, W. L., and wife, t 19 00
. wife, t....... .. .. .. .. 5 00
Brooks, Stacy, t. . . . . . . . . 1 35
Rawson, Thomas, and wife,
A. HALL.
Brooks, Cora, t... . . . . . . 1 00
t .................... 5 00
R. W. SMITH.
Braknell, Sarah Jane, t ... 10 00
Steinhouse, Moses, and
A. T. TRAPP.
Burke, Amy, t...... .. .. 1 00
wife, t . . . . . . . . . , ... . 30 00
En. MALONEY.
Bannister, Welsy, t........ 1 00
Steinhouse, Liddy, t .... . 2 80
Independence Sanitarium.
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES.

Bender, Lewis, t. . . . . . . . . 10
Burns, Harriet, t. . . . . . . . . 5
Benedict, Andrew, t...... 2
Baum, Jessie, t ..... :-. . . . 2
Breakic, Elizabeth, t..... 1
Collins, Wm., and wife, t. . 27
Campbell, Martha, t. . . . . . 10
Cadow, Catlrnrine, t..... 2
Casdory, Annie, t. . . . . . . 5
Cleland, Sarah, t.. . . . . .
Campbell, Itussell, t.....
Cline, Cnytl!n, t ......... 10
Cole, Ella, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Chapman, Ben, t. . . . . . . . 3
Carpenter, J. A., and wife, t14
Codington, Hachel, t..... 1
Ciick, C., and w1fo, t. . . . . U
Cllclr, Carmen, t......... 2
Click, Grace, t. . . . . . . . . . . 1
Click, Carl, t. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Cilek, Mildred, t. . . . . . . . . 1
Cline, Albert, and wife, t. 7
Davis, ~!rs. William, t... 4
Diem, lCclward B., and
wife, t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
Dnvls, William, t. . . . . . . . 7
Dutcher, G. W., t..... . . 5
Dutcher, Katie, t. . . . . . . . . 2
Dutcher, Helen, t. . . . . . . . 10
Davis, James W., t ....... 21

The Sanitarium offers a three years' course of instruction
to ladies desiring to oecome trained nurses. The first month
is probationary. The nurse in charge has full power to decide as to their fitness for the' work, and to the propriety of
retaining or dismissing them at the end of the month's probation. She can also at any time dismiss them for misconduct or inefficiency.
Room, board and laundry (except collars and cuffs) is furnished for the term, and an allowance of five· dollars per
month additional, aftllr the first month. Except as above, no
wages will be paid. The instruction, knowledge, and experience furnished, are considered full compensation.
The day nurses rise at 6 a. m., breakfast at 6.30, on duty
from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m., with two hours in afternoon for rest
and study. One half day is allowed each week, and four
hours on Sunday. Two weeks vacation each summer.
The candidates for admission must be unmarried women
between twenty and thirty years old, and must possess a good
common school education. They are required to furnish a
I~dwnrds, EHznbeth, t. . . .
physician's certificate of sound health and two certificates of. I!lnsman, Mlle Ray, t....
Eastwood,
Helen '11., t. . .
good character. Those who have had partial training in any
ll!111y I!l., t......
other institution, or correspondence school, for training nurses, I!lckley,
Frisbee, Ha;. ancl wlfl', t..
are not eligible.
I~rlsbee, C. C., and wife, .t
The applicant should bring two dark wash dresses, four Gardner, ll!elvln, and wlfe,t
GrantJ
U., and wife, t..
white aprons, two inch waist bands and five inch hem plain Goheen,C. Isrnel,
t ......•
underclothing, and rubber heeled shoes for probation. After Grice, .T. R., and wife, t..
bci_ng accepted fol' training, they are required to wear the ,Graves, Sheldon, and wlfe,t
Harder, Byron, and wife, t
umform of the training school.
Ervin, and
Those graduating after passing the final examination at IInrrlmnn,
wife, t . . ... . . . . . . . . .
the close of the three years' term will receive a diploma,
Harder, George llf., t. . .
Harvey, Woulsey, t......
~ertifying to their character, proficiency, and period of train.
ing.

Applicants should address Independence Sanitarium, West
Blue avenue, Independence, Missouri.
36-3t
Resolution of Condolence.

The Southern Missouri District, in conference assembled,
passed the follovying resolution: "That, whereas, it hath
pleased God, in his infinite wisdom, to remove, by death, our
brother and colaborer, Elder D. W. Thomas; and whereas, we
recognize that we have lost a faithful brother, and his wife a
faithful husband; therefore, we extend our sympathy and
condolence to his' widow, who now remains to fight the battle
alone, and PJ:ay that the same God who sustained the widow

Hanecome, Wlnneford, t..
Hunter, Jennie,
Harrison, O. W., and wlfe,t
Harrison, Lillian 11!., o. . .
Hartnell, I!lllzahetl!, t... .
H!sks, Stella, t..........
Hinton, Katie, t........
Irvin, Pearl, t. . . . . . . . . .
Karknfl', Ahrnlinm, and
wife, t...............
Kennedy, Lycla llf., t.....
Kilburn, Jilllzabeth, t. . . . .
Kilburn, Violet, t. . . . . • .
Lawrence, Angeline, t ....
Moore, John H.,t . . . . . . .
Morgan, Chns., and wife, t
b.iorgan, Ellen, t. . . . . . . .
llfulr, Jos. N., and wife, t
Muir, Harold, and wife, t.

.t........

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

oo

00
25
60
00
00
00
00.
50
00
00
00
00
00
GO
15

00
00
00
35
00
10
1 00
:l 00
50
1 oo
u OU
1 05
5 00
2 '35
10 00
4 00
2 00
3 00
25 00
u 00
2 00
1 00
G 20
2 00
10
4 00
2 50
1 00
3 15

5 00
1 00
5 00
25
16 00
4 00
20 00
ti 00
14 00
11 00

Somes, Mary, t ........•
Simmons, .Jane, t ... , ... . 1
~~eufelt, May, t ........ . 3
• lppey, Harry. t .....•.• 1
Smith, W. F., and wife, t. 5
Stewart, IIenry, nnc1 wife t 4
§crivener, Chas., and wif~.t 2
~wcot, J. L., t ..........•
5
Sweet, I!lllzabeth A., t ...• 1
Shell'er, Henry, and wife, t 6
Skinner, George II., and
wife, t........ .... .... .. 5
Steinhouse, llfatlldn',' t. . . . 2
Shur, Vincent, and wife, t 13
Volz, .Jacob, and wife, t .. 50
".'olz, !!'red, and wife, t .. 100
Volz, .l!imma,
1
Weaver, Richard D., t.;. 'I
Weaver, Isnlah, t .. ,..... 5
Wantz, I!lzra, t. . . . . . . . . 25
Winters, Clinton, nncl wife,
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
~~ells, Mrs. 0., t .•....•. 1
ymnn, Roy, t ...... ~,. 1
'Vnlkcr, Jcmimn, t ..•.. ,, 2
Whitford, Lyman D., and
wife, t........... .. .. 1
7
\ \ ymnn, ITiugenc, and wife t
1
Webb, Pearl, .t •..... , ... '.
Williams, Bert, and wife t 6
"-rood, Robt., and wife, t',.
Wilder, Jennie, t. . . . . . . . . 2
Zapfe, G., and wife, .t..... 1
'l'otal .......•. $1,013
Expenditures.
Barr, Andrew, e .......• $108
Bnlley, Jolin .T., f ........ 116
Dowker, D, ]],, f .... , • . . OG
Davis, William, f ...••.. 210
iitzenhouser, n.. f ....•.. 244
nun, 0 . •T., f .•......• 216
Hilliard, G. II., counselor.. 615
Mortimer, A. I!l., e. • . . . . . 5
Weese, P. E., n ••.•..••.• 15
Wlgh_t, J. W., f. . . . . . . . . 88
Totnl •••.•...• $1,713
Due from Andrew Barr. $100

t...........

75
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
uO

50
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
25
00
2U
50
00
62
00
00
00

oo

00
00
77
00
00
00
77
85

WISCQNSIN.
Northern District.
L.ester Wildermuth, Agent.
Receipts.
Balance due chtll'ch December 31, · 1008. • .• $152
Colbert, Orlando •..••.• ,. 10
Enderly, Albert .....• , . •
Hewitt, Mrs. George. . . • . 3
Kna.11v. A. o. . . . . . . . . . 12
IAvln!iston, William . • • • • • 4
Longsdorf, John and Lucy 5
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Shedd, Manly and Sarah 31
Shedd, M. 0. . ...•..... J..l/-.
Total . . . . . . ..... $220
Expenditures.
Moore, Perla, a ........ $ .. 3
Wildermuth, El. M., e..... 5
\VBdermuth, L. EJ., e ..... 24
Wildermuth, Mrs. L., f .. 180
Johnson, Nalmer, agent... 1
Total. . . . . . ..... $213
Due church ..... $ 7

00
00
74
00
00
00
00
71
71

03

MICHIGAN.
Eastern District.
Willlam F. Smith, Agent.
Receipts.
Liddy, Frank W., and
wlte, t ..... ·.. . ....... $ 5 00
(Should read)
Liddy, Frank U., and
wlte, t..... . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
~fead, James, t..... . . . .
7 00
(Should read)
Mead, James, t..... . ... 18 00
Rhode, G. C., t. . . . . . .
10 00
(Should read)
Ithode, Mrs. G. C., t ..... 10 00
Making total receipts $1,602 03,

balance due church $422 57,
instead of amount reported.

NEW YORK AND PENNSYLVANIA.
New Yerk and Philade.lphia
District.
John Zimmermann, Bishop.
Expenditures.
Lewis, William, f ........ $ 40 00
(Should read)
Lewis, Mary, a. . . . . . . . . 40 00
RECEIPTS

AND EXPENDITURES
ELDERS.

OF

Arber, Joseph, received from bishops and agents $49, should read
$29, leaving balance due church
of $18.90.
Dutton, Jasper 0., nothing received from bishops and agents,
leaving balance due church
$3.Sll instead of amount puiJ·
lished.
Smith, II. 0., received from bishops and agents $155, should
read, $115, leaving no balance
due church instead -of amount
publislfed.

·Died.
BA',LOU.-At Saint Joseph, Missouri, August 23, 1910, of
tuberculosis, Sr. Myrtle Ballou, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Archibald Ballou, aged 22 years, 8 months, and 14 days. She
was baptized when nine years old by Bro. S. V. Bailey. Her
illness lasted more than a year. The parents brought the
body to Lamoni for burial by the side of other children of
theirs. Bro. R. M. Elvin had charge of the service at Bro.
Edward Ballou's home, and Bro. H. A. Stebbins preached the
sermon.
THOMAS.-Sr. Nydia Thomas, beloved wife of Bro. E. E.
Thomas, died at her home, Bevier, Missouri, August 14, 1910,
aged 32 years, 4 months, and 14 days; leaving to mourn a
husband, two children, an invalid mother, three sisters, arid a
host of friends. Funeral services August 16, from the
Saints' chapel, in charge of Elder W. B. Richards; sermon by
F. T. Mussell, to a large concourse of people.
WESTLAND.-At Manilla, Philippine Islands, May 28, 1910,
Fred A. Westland, aged 33 years, !J months, and 26 days. He
was baptized by Elder R. J. Anthony when 11 years of age,
and was one of the charter members of the Denver Branch.
He was a man in every sense of the term, and leaves a clean
record behind him. He was connected with the adjutant general's office of the United States Army for over fifteen years,
beginning as messenger boy, and receiving promotion, until
at the time of his death he was one of the chief clerks in
that department. He was with the department in Denver,
Oklahoma City, Saint Louis, Havana, and about eighteen
months ago was transferred to the Philippines. He is survived by a wife, who was with him at the time of his death;
also father, mother, and one sister. The body was brought
to Denver for bul"ial, the funeral being from Horan's undertaking parlors, July 20, in charge of Elder C. E. Everett, and
the sermon by Elder E. F. Shupe. There was a large attendance of Saints and friends, and many beautiful floral
pieces. Interment at Fairmount.
TRIPP.-Algerine 0. Tripp was born July 11, 1834, at Westp~rt, Massachusetts. He was baptized July 20, 1882, at Fall
River, Massachusetts, by Elder John Gilbert. Ordained a '
priest March 16, 1884, at Little Compton, Rhode Island and
passed from this life April 20, 1910, at his home in Westport,
Massachusetts. Funeral sermon by Elder John Gilbert, M. D.,
assisted by Elder H. W. Howlett.
LAMSON.-Mary E. Lamson was born August 8, 1843, at
Jonesport, Maine, and died March 31, 1910. Was baptized
September 5, 1886, by F. M. Sheehy. She was a good, consistent Latter 'Day Saint; a kind, affectionate mother, and one
true to her friends.. The world needs more like her. Sermon
by S. F. Cushman.
JOHNSON.-Mattie Alice Johnson was born in New York,
August 4 1859. Married to John J. Johnson, December 29,
1881. B~ptized . September ~5, '1~95... She P.assed beyond,
Sunday, August 14, after a lmgermg illness of consumption,
leaving husband four daughters, and two sons. While our
sister had lived ~ humble'li:fe, judged by exalted social standards she was a good· mQth!"r, kind neighbqr, and faithful
member. The funeral s1Hv1ce from the . Sam ts' church, at
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Magnolia, Iowa, August 16, was especially impressive. Sermon by Alma M. Fyrando, at her request; assisted by Paul
M. Hanson.
GooDE~t>UGH.~Bro. Chancy E. Goodenough was born June
4, 1836, m Chenango County, New York. Came to Michigan
in 1846, and has lived in Marcellus and vicinity allthese years
He was manied to Miss Mary Eliza Barell. April 6 1856.
This union '?"as blessed with nine chi~d~en~ one of' who~
passed away m June, 1874. ~hose sui'v1vmg are Eva, Elder
E. J., Esther, James C.1. Katie? Grace, _George, and Glenn.
Brother Goodenough affiliated with the Disciple Church for a
season, but hearing the restored gospel he yielded obedience to
the same in March, 1884. He was president of Marcellus
Branch for seven years. HiS sickness dated from the fall of
1909, suffering rheumatism and later a paralytic stroke being
confined to his bed since latter part of February 1910 • 'unable
to ~ove since last June: He was conscious to' the !~st, and
des.ired to go ho.me, askmg prayers that the end might come,
which ':"as rf;lahzed August 13, 1910; He leaves a patient
co~pan10n, eight children, tw~ brothers, twenty-six grandchildren, twelve gTeat-grandch1ldren, and a large circle of
friends - !d acquaintances who held him in esteem, as attested
by the very large attendance at funeral. The obseauies were
~onducted on the beautiful lawn by Elder S.
L. · Scott.
A good man has gone to a bright reward," was the comment on his life and character.
. HALL.-Rebec.ca Hall was born September 12, 1828, and
died May _17, 1910, 31ged 81 years, 3 months, and 26 days.
Was manied to Dame! F. Hall May 13, 1847. Nine children
were born to them, five girls, and four boys. She became a
L~tter Day Saint thirty-seven years ago and has_ lived a
faithful and devoted Christian life. Many will rise up at
the judgment and acknowledge gifts in time of need from her
liberal. hai;id. Her testimo~y and presence are much missed.
Late m hfe the loss of sight was an additional affliction
giving its finishing>touches to an already developed ·life. Fu~
neral address by S. F. Cushman.
WILSON.-Austin L. Wilson was born June 17 1883 and
died July 16, 1910, aged twenty-seven years. For t~elve
years he has been slowly deciining with tuberculosis. His
life has been gradually oozing out day by diiy. However his
faith and fortitude enabled him to endure to the end. 'His
sweet, cheerful .countenance was an indication of an inward
peace and h?pe. He was an example of Christian fortitude.
An appropriate address was given at the funeral by Elder
U. W. Greene, assisted by S. F. Cushman.
·

w:

Prison Reform in Engla"hd.
The Right Hon. Winston Churchill, in the few months that
he hl!-s beei;i at the Home Office, has boldly done what many
Enghsh prison reformers had be(ln vainly. endeavoring to get
done for many years.
This son of an American mother has announced a sweeping
series ?f, reforms. in the ~ritish penitentiary system. Mr.
Churchill s attent10n was directed to the subject by seeing a
performance of John Galsworthy's play "Justice" at the Duke
of York's Theater. In the speech announcing his plans the
Home Secretary referred to the fact that the· evil of solitary
confinement had been brought home to the public and to the
Home Office by various able writers in the press and by exponents of the drama.
Tpe first two ~cts of Mr. _Galsworthy's play appear in the
Sepcember American Magazine, and these are to be followed
by the, rest of the play in the October issue. Mr. Gals;vorthy_s p]ay_ tells the story of a terrible punishment resultmg from sohtary .confinement. It is a tragic, compelling
drama-as strong 1f not stronger than his "Strife " which
awakened such widespread discussion.
'
Woman'o Home Companion for September.
:Women. are planning their fall wardrobes now and rejuvenatmg t~en· houses, and ~he beautiful September issue of the
W .mnan s Home Companion comes to us in the nick of time.
1 ss Gould, the fashion editor, shows all the points of the
utumn styles, and a new department "Home decoration and
handicrl!-ft,'.' will serve as :m inspirati~n for the home lover.
In this JSSue begins an unusually thrilling story of the
btage by Hulb~rt Footni;r, entitled "True·Jove." -Short stories
Y Mary H_astmgs, Anme Hamilton Donnell and Grace Keon
~ogethe~· with another installment of "Brothers four" which
ifs drda'Ymg to a cl?se, complete an assortment of ·fictio'n rarely
oun m a magazme.
·
·
,
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There is also a large reproduction in full color of Jessie
Willcox Smith's painting, "Little drops of water," which is
another of her charming series illustrating familiar verses of
childhood.
Mrs. Burton. Harrison relates, in a charming manner, her
reminiscences of the famous men and women who have gathered in her drawing room.
"Taking royalty by storm," by Arny Sutton Reyner, is a
fascinating and vivid account of the Roosevelts' tour in
Europe.

m1ss10n regards as the maximum which in the interest of
public expediency railways should be allowed to eal'h, it has
never said, but in its original opinion in the 1·ecent Spokane
rate case, it did express the view that the net earnings of the
Northern Pacific and Great Northern, which for five or six
years had averaged from twelve to fifteen per cent, were
excessive.
The rates of all competing railways must be the same;
otherwise all the competitive traffic will go to the road whose
rates are lowest. But the net earnings of competing roads
vary widely; in the same territory there are found roads
which
are earning 20 per cent and others that are earning
Appendicitis.
nothing, or perhaps 2, 3, or 4 per cent. Now, if the comAppendicitis is usually first manifested by the presence of mission reduces a rate it reduces the earnings of the weak
a keen, severe, stapbing pain in the region of the right groin. as well as of the strong competing lines; and if it permits a
Combined with this symptom there may be colicky pain in raise of rates the earnings of the strong as well as of the
the region of the bowels. One may notice extreme tenderness · weak lines will be increased. The commission has repeatedly
upon pressure in the region indicated. In many cases the said that where the earnings of an entire group of roads will
patient has a severe chill, followed by a guick, high fever. be affected by its o·rder, it must take into account the entire
The patient becomes rapidly ill in some mstances, and at situation; it will not reduce rates because the earnings of
times enters a state of utter collapse. The pulse becomes some one road or roads in a group are high, nor refrain from
rapid, and although strong at first, soon becomes feeble. In- reducing them because the earnings of some road or roads
variably there is nausea; and sometimes severe vomiting. are already low.-From "Ought the railroads to advance their
Constipation is always present. The abdomen frequently be- rates?" by Samuel O. Dunn, in the American Review of Recomes swollen and the skin over it tight as a drum head. views for Septembtir.
The pain is often spasmodic in character, not continuous.
When threatened with appendicitis, the first thing to do is
to thoroughly knead the abdomen in a circle, going up the
right side; across the upper side from right to left; down the
WANTED.-Cosmopolitan Magazine requires the services of
left side; across the lower part from left to right. Frequently a representative in southern Iowa to look after subscription
the symptoms of the disease will quickly disappear under this renewals and to extend circulation by special methods which
kneading process. Of course, this treatment is impossible have proved· unusually successful. Sala.ry and commission.
after the disease has thoroughly developed.
Previous experience desirabl~ but not essential. Whole time
When the disease has fully developed, the very first remedy or spare time. Address, with references, H. C. Campbell,
that should be used is a ·copious flushing of the lower bowels, Cosmopolitan Magazine, 1789 Broadway, New York City.
.
36-2t
that it may be cleaned absolutely of fecal matter.-Bernarr ~
Macfadden, in September Physical Culture.
The Interstate' Commerce Commission's Duties Under
the New Law.

The commission must consider the probable effect of its
orders on railroad earnings, both because,61as an administrative body, it is its duty as much as that of the President,
to use its authority to promote the public welfare, and because the Supreme Court of the United States has held that
railways <;an not constitutionally be deprived of the right to
earn a "fair.return."· The Supreme Court, in the Consolida_ted Gas Company case, indicated that six per cent is the
minimum to which· a public service corporation can be restricteq. Just what return the Interstate Commerce Corn-

Mayor Gaynor on City Government.

·::hat William J. Gaynor, mayor of the city of NewvYork,
has to say on "The problem of efficient city government," is
of interest to every American citizen. His discussion of the
problem will be one of the features of the Septembel' Century,
dealing with the training needed for a mayor; the first duty
of officials the folly of partisanship, the passing of ·bosscontrol, and other civic matters of vital interest.
Jesus sets before his disciples.,~We 1·eal glQry. of Service
instead of the false glory of Place.__.:.W" P. MerriU.
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Farm _For Sale

Interesting Trips to the
North· Pacific Country
The Burlington Route .
offers some of the finest trains in America-electric lighted
throughout and elaborately equipped-'running through
every day without change of cars to

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland
A trip this summer to the Great Northwest, that wonderful and most rapidly developing and typically American
portion of the Continent, allowing stop-overs at both Yellowstone National Park and Glacier National Park, will be the
most interesting, instructing and benficial one you could
plan.
For those who desire to economize, nicely appointed "Tourist" Sleeping Cars are provided on all thes·e trains.
I would like to give you, without charge, a copy of our
publications accurately illustrating and describing the wonderful, interesting country through which these trains pass,
and tell you the exact cost of tickets, sleeping car accommodations, etc.

This fine farm is located 21! miles from
city limits of .Lamoni, Iowa. One mile
from Tuskeego, a small shipping station,
and %, mile from school. Rural mail
route and telephone -line passes the door.
Improvements consist of good eight room
hotfse, cellar, well and cistern, two good
bai'ns, double corn crib, granary,· hog
house, two chicken houses, fine '.9.rchard
and good grove. Entire farm 'inclosed
with woven wire niakirig it hog tight, also
suitable cross fences. Price $100 per
acre. Good terms.
Lamoni Land and Loari Co.
G. W. Blair, Sec.
Lamoni, Iowa.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Dapoaib at the

Let me help you planJyour trip.

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAM.ONI, IOWA ·

L. F. SILTZ, Agoot C. B. & Q. R. R.

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking law1 .,f the

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

I

Does a General Banking Business under Charter No. 1324 granted by. the State
of Missouri-the State recognized as having the most rigid banking supervision of
any State in the Union. State examination and public published statements required.

CITY DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE
Interest Paid on Depo1ita

State of Iowa, and uncle: direct control
of the Auditor of State.

I

THE TWO STORY BOOK.
This is a splendid book to hand inquir
ers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

Our business having practically doubled in the past year we wish to thank the
public and invite all in attendance at Conference to occupy our directors~ parlor for their correspondence where plenty of stationery will be provided and your J, E. Bozarth.
W. A. o·uncan
acquaintance, association and business solicited.
Very truly yours,
J. D. BRIGGS, Cashier
ELLIS SHORT; Pres.
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
COMPLETE CONTROL
All neceasary operation• in writing, billing or atatiatical work are accomplished a home? If so, and desire reliable infor
mation, call on or write
·
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Vi1ible}
·
, BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

Smith Premier

. COMPENDIUM ·OF FAITH.
:

Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douslaa Stroete. Omalui., Nebraska.

Capital and Surplus Earnlngo, $50,000.00

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the vari
ous parts of our faith. It is a smal
library of information within itself
Cloth, 76 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. Hl-111-li,_ respectively.

Assets Over. $400,000.00' - - - - - - . , - - - - - - - - - -

Five per cent' per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Ba~k by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address,· The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF· DIRECTOR$: W,m. An~erwn, Alice P._ Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oacar Anderson,
... . ; W. A; Hopkina, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderaon,

WHAT IS MAN?
One of the best works on one of the
most interesting and important subjects
It is a complete refutation of the fal
lacies of soul sleeping. Only 60 cents
cloth, No. 14.0. By Elder J. R. L~mbert
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth •hall make you free."-'-John 8: 31, 32.
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matter a.t Lamont post-omee.

"There shall not any man nmong you have a~vo it
be one wife; and concubines he ahnll liave noBe."-'Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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NUMBER 37

Editorial

Saints, and that even these could not be remitted save thrqµgh
the death of Christ.
Which is the correct position?
QUESTIONS· ANSWERED.
2. Can it be correctly stated, no matter how it may be
We are in receipt of the following letter of inquiry worded, Lhat if it were a question of getting an answer from
from a brother in a prosperous branch, and our ob- heaven as to the baptism of John, "Is it from heaven or of
ject in our replying through the HERALD is, that oth- men," that this question would never be answered; and that
our only hope of a solution to this question is to go to the
ers asking the same or similar questions may read word?
what answers are herein given, and save us the labor
3. Does not this church teach that heaven (God) is ready
of writing personal letters, explanatory. We wish to answer to-day any question involving his eternal salvation,
it distinctly understood that we do not make pretense · which may be directed to him by the earnest seeker after
truth?
to being able to answer questions that involve an
Has not God given an answer to this question in latter day
attempt to state why,• the Lord did this or did not revelation
in the fact that he acknowledged Brother Jose '.:\
do that, instead of doing what it plainly appears he the Martyr's, translation of the Scriptures?
did do. We are not qualified to state what may
4. Our Savior, Jesus Christ, was tested severely; so mu.
~
~
have not been or now may be in the mind of the so that upon one occasion he nearly went under!
"Christ was fully, perfectly, altogether equal to his wonde1
~
Lord, and· of which he has placed no revelation on
record among them. What he has ·revealed it is ful work, and never upon any occasion manifested any weak _::: ~
ness. Had his task proven to be ten times more distressing ·;! \:<.\
within the province of man to become acquainted and difficult, he would have been equal to it! No sign, not (A (}.
with. What he has not revealed or does not presently the least sign of weakness is anywhere evident in the sacred ,--. .--<
reveal it is evi.dent he chooses to retain within him- history of his life's work. The weakness here ·referred to, -·;:~· .--<
t,=
self. What is written belongs to men; what is not ·obviously, is not 'physical' but 'spiritual' weakness, and evidently the 'one occasion' rcferl'ed to above would be that
written belongs to the Lord. He has said to the . wherein
he prayed, 'If it ;:, possible, let this' cup pass from
waves of the sea: "Thus far shalt thou go and no me.' Is this prayer, or th"-:petition of our' Savior; necessarily
further." He has said to the ambition of men, "I .a sign of weakness on hi~, ''~irt?
5. Did God create or , mply organize the spirit of man~
place the fountains of knowledge within thy reach,
G. Does the church hold it to be trnth that the spirits of
but, the knowledge of the sources whence these founmen coexisted from all etemity with God, and that he can
tains flow must remain with me." The old line re- not annihilate or destroy them if he would?
mains true: "If seeking to be gods angels fell, seek7. The teacher's duty in part as outlined in the Doctrine
ing to be angels men rebel." It is safe for us _to and Covenants is that "He shall see that there is no iniquity
remain within the lines allotted to us, rather than in the church," or words to this effect. Does this mean that
to beat our wings against the empyrean heights be- the· teacher's hands are tied so that he can take no steps
whatever in the way of carrying out the law of offenses until
yond which we can not go.
charges are preferred against the offenders?
Dear Brother: I am looking for the. correct answers to
8. Is it wisdom to appoint an elder· to be the priest of a
some questions, which I consider are important ones; ones ·branch, where there is a priest eligible to the office? Is it
upon which there should be no division at all among the as much in harmony with the law, as the election of the
Saints, and least of all, among the ministry. For this reason I priest to the office of the priest would be?
take the liberty of addressing them to you, leaving the
1. In replying to this question, it must be undermatter entirely with you as to whether you publish them in
the HERALD, or do me the very great .favor of sending me stood that the brother is presenting two statements
your personal reply.
.
. made by different speakers, each expressing the opin1. Christ did not die for our sins, becau&e they were not io~ of the speaker ; and evidently used in an argucommitted at the time of his crucifixion. But provision is mentative presentation of the gospel, given through
made in the gospel whereby our sins are. remitted.
· the teaching and example of 1 Jesus Christ, for the
Christ did die for our sins, whether they ·wei•e or were not benefit and salvation of men. Probably it would
commi\ted at the time of his crucifixion. They were the
appear paradoxical to this questioner, that we should
sam,e as committed with God, knowing as he did that they
that if the whole statement of each of the speaksay,
would ·be committed; and thE;i sins for which prpvision is made
in the gospeLas abov!J are the sins we commit after becoming ers appeared in connection with the statements made,
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both might be considered correct. It is evident that
the effort made by each speaker or writer was to
show his conception of the manner in which Jesus
Christ became the mediator for man in the plan
of redemption, and by the offer of his life in his
service and death, to become a propitiation for the
sins of the world. The expression of John the Baptist, "Behold the Lamb of God, who taketh away
the sin of the worlq/' points effectively to the full
completion of the work of redemption. The fact that
the body of Christ was of the nature of Abraham's
seed, subject to' death, shows that the reasoning of
one of the apostles, that, "By the disobedience of one
sin entered the world, and death by sin, so by the
obedience of one, many were made righteous unto
salvation," show clearly that in some way the interference of the man, Christ Jesus, was to affect the
releasing of men from their sins, that they might
have salvation.
The ancient mystery of God manifest in the flesh
appears in the supposed difference between the statements of these two reasoners both reaching the same
conclusion, that the gospel was instituted to affect
the s.'i'.me purpose.
Paul, writing to the Corinthians, the fifth chapter
and twenty-first verse, clearly shows, that unto this
body of Abraham's seed, into which the spiritual
man, Christ, was born, was by that act under the
providence of his Father, "made him to be sin for
us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the
righteousness of God in him."
It would seem needless for us to attempt, by the
expression of our opinion, to settle a query like this
one in such a way that our expression of opinion
might not be controverted. It would require a direct
enunciation of the lawgiver, and such we do not
know is in existence. To our thinking, the sin of
the world is disobedience, and that when Jesus took
his body into the waters of baptism at the hands of
John, he redeemed that body under the righteousness
of the gospel law, ~s by the shedding of his blood
upon Calvary's cros~ ,he paid the penalty under the
law; thus being made free both under the law and
under the gospel. The µifference of statement is only
apparent. Each may have been warranted in following the line of argµment in the speak.er's mind.
We personally should dislike to pass upon isolated
statements like those of the question, ,and by our
i])Se dixit attempt tq Carry Conviction to the minds
of those who might read or ·hear. The .chances are,
if these speakers should meet arid carefully canvass
the matter between thc:nn, they would finally conclude
alike and. say the same' thing. For these reasons we
refrain from stating that 'eithe1· is right or that
either is wrong. .
2. w·e; should answer. this questfon as Jesus answe~ed the tempter during the for;ty days of his
I

~~:o-.-',\ _~, ~ ~ _: -~ ,~:~r

~

·:~.~~' ~. ~ ~·:~-~

i
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trial, or at the close of it, "It is written.''·-· There
is no plainer inference or clearer implication of any
statement in divine writ than that the baptism of
John was from heaven. Mark states, "John did
preach the baptism of repentance for th(l i·emission
of sins," and Luke repeats the statement that John
did preach the baptism of rE,\Pentance for the remission of sins. Both testify. · Jesus the Christ bore
witness to his baptism as being 'from heaven by submitting to it, ·and God, his Father, gave the witness
of the Spirit after his baptism. Under the influence of the strong prophetic statement of Isaiah to
the law and the testimony, we may safely point the
inquire1· for the answer to this question. It has been
answei·ed, and needs no further answer except
through the testimony of the same Spirit which
bears witness to the .believer after obedience to the
word of God. The question carries its own answer
by the introduction of the word if in one portion of
it. It is like the following question and answer.
A preacher of the latter day gospel, at the close
of an impassioned argument in favor of baptism by
water, was challenged by an irrquirer at the close of
his discourse, thus: "If baptism was for the remission of sins, what was Jesus Christ baptized for?"
The preacher instantly replied: "For the remission
of sins, of course, sir!" The questioner was silenced,
and the preacher was told that he was the first man
that had ever answered the querist successfully, as
he was an inveterate questioner at preaching services where new men entered the town. His question
carried its answer with it.
3. The church as a body has not specifically
stated by resolution that heaven, using the word
equivalent to the word God, is ready to answer all
questions that may be considered by individuals as
essential unto their satisfactory knowledge, but the
concensus of opinion among the entire eldership
would be, that the Father,. through the Son or the
Holy Spirit, is ready to give to. petitioners, whether
individual or collective, such answers as in the wisdom of God are essential unto their eternal welfare.
It does not follow, however, that the same importance will be attached to the question 01i petition, by
him of whom they are asked, as does the inquirer.
It is quite possible for men to ask amiss, to transcend
the bounds of legitimate inquiry, and to face the
impenetrable mystery, which God has reserved the
knowledge of to himself. It would seem that we
might safely conclude that where a question may be
answered by an appeal to the word that the Holy
·Scriptures (Inspired Version) might be relied upon
·as the end of controversy, so far as the church is concerned.
4. Our reply to question number four wortld. be
this: If we consider the man Jesus who ·in all
things was made like unto his brethren,' we may conwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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elude that the expression used, "Let -this ·cup pass
from me," was an exhibition -rf weakness, bµt the
strong doubt, expressed in the terms,- "if it is possible," would signify a reser:ie of strength and resolution sufficient for the resistance against weakness.
The expression made by Jesus upon the cross, "My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me.!" would
come nearer to expressing an exhibition of weakness,
for it was the supreme moment of his great struggle
in the flesh ; but "unto thee I commend my spirit,"
again possesses redeeming power, and signifies the
height of his divine trust with the Father. There is
nothing derogatory of the character of Christ.Jesus
to admit his recognition of weakness. Indeed, it
is helpful to humanity now, that he out of weakness
was made strong, that he might be an exampie unto
all those to whom he said, "Come, follow me." Such
expressions as some of those used previous _to this
inquiry would sound coarse to men of refinement
of temperament, and would grate harshly on their
ears, but we dare not -make a man an offender for a
word.
To us the difference of expression only reflects
the light of the different lines of thought which the
speakers were pursuing, taken with their context
it would probably be discovered that the speakers
were reaching for the same thing, the final triumph
of the spiritual strength of Christ Jes us our Lord.
5. We d_o not know. The Holy Scriptures seem
to state, so far as this world is concerned, that all
things that were created materially were first created spiritually, At the time that the committee was
preparing the manuscript of the Holy Scriptures for
publication the committee, consisting of Ebenezer
Robinson, W.W. Blair, and Pres. Joseph Smith, discussed the matter pretty freely, and the seeming conclusion reached was that the spiritual creation referred to was, that of the material things which were
placed upon the ~arth, the crowning creation of
which was man, as ·a material being. The committee
did not then understand, nor does President Smith
now understand, that it referred to the spirit of man.
The creation as given in Genesis was of this material
world, and that it was organized out of material already existing, and the word create is understood
to be equivalent to the word organize. We once
heard a young Holiness prei.cher talking with a
young comrade iri a barber shop where we were having our hair cut and beard trimmed, say that there
was a difference between the word ci·eate and the
word make; that it was stated in Genesis that God
made man, but does not state that he created him.
After the barber was done with us, we· asked the
young -pr_eacher whether we understood him correctly, and then stated what he said, as we understood it. He replied that we had correctly understood. The barber happened to be a member of the
1
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church, and always had his Bible ready for a chance
conversation or a possible discussion. So, asking for
the Bible, we took it, and read for the young preacher .
and his companion whom he was instructing, "And
God made man out of the dust of the earth; male and
female created he them," the record giving the words
create and make as synonymous.
Wh~nce came the breath of life, which God
breathed into the nostrils of nfan according to the record, we do not know, but h'ave been inclined to
believe that it was coexistent with God, as the principle of life must alw~ys have 'existed, and Christ,
by whom all things were made, is the Lord of life
and glory. From what knowledge we have upon the
matter we must repeat that we can not answer this
question.
6. The church has taken no action as a body upon
the subject-matter of the question. Many of the
elders take the ground of the preexistence of the
spirit. Others do not take so pronounced a position.
Still others believe that only Christ preexisted. We
know of no declaration made by the church that
warrants a statement upon our part.
It appears from the New Testament record that
the Sadducees denied pi·eexistence and the resurrection; while the Pharisees confessed both. We do not
know as the question is any nearer 2ettlement than
it was then. It seems to be a matter remaining
within the mind of the Almighty.
7. (See HERALD for August 24.)
8. The wisdom of seiecting an elder to act in the
office of priest must be determined by the conditions
existing in the particular case. Other things being
equal, a priest should be chosen to act as priest, and
each other officer in the offic·e to which he has been
ordained. To choose a priest to act as the priest of
the branch is in harmony with the law. Divergence
from this would be justified by conditions only.
We do not make these answers dogmatically or
with an idea that the expression upon the questions
asked is a finality and conclusive. We answer them
as the Editor of the HERALD 1 ~piore as a help to
thought rather than to put a st«p to thought or inquiry. The eldership comprises a 'great many men of
inquiring, observant, and thoughtful character, dif- fering widely in temperame:df;' w.etho,ds of thought,
and necessarily of different concfusions upon top.ics,
upon which there has not been so far as known a conclusive declaration of the scriptural word. For this
reason we have held that as each of these men must
answer to the Great Judge for the use'of the faculties
with which he has been endowed, and .has also conferred individual identity and imposed individual
responsibility, it is out of character for any one human being to assert dictatorial authority as to the
opinions every other of his associates should hold,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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and thus interfere with the privilege and responsi~
bility conferred upon each.
The great body of the church holds there is one
Lawgiver, the Father, one great Exponent of divine
law, the Son, and one intermediate source of communication, the Holy Spirit, and that God in his
wisdom as the Creator has reserved certain matters
of knowledge to himself, both as to intenti<Jn and
purpose as well as fact,-knowledge concerning
which men aspire tc'r reach by inquiry and reseatch,
which effort must necessarily fail. Mari can not
know the absoluteness of things, which are not measured by the use of the senses which he is credited as
having, except by the revelation of God to him; and
thi8 revelation must invariably reach man as a result
of the wisdom of God in decision as to its effect upon
those to whom it is directed. What is withheld. it
must be concluded would not be for the best interests of those seeking to know. There are many
things of which men may inquire, which if they were
permitted to know would only add to their knowledge
without adding to their usefulness to their fellowmen or to the honor and glory of God. What God
wishes them to know he will impart.
It is with this understanding that we associate
with our fellow-men of the ministry, taking it
for granted that each is as honest in his belief and
convictions as every other, and that each loves his
fellow-man equally well, and is equally desirous to
honor and glorify God. There will come a time that
all will know alike, when the restrictions resulting
from differences of organization, temperament, environments, and education will be removed. Until
then, if we by virtue of the gospel, its spirit and
teaching, are permitted as an association to hold the
revelations of the word in unity of understanding,
will, and purpose, we are doing well, and what God
evidently designs we should do, and thus fulfill the
·
purpose unto which he has called us.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The Associate Edi~or spent a part of last week at
Independence. While there we attended the meeting
of the trustees of the United Order of Enoch. The
meeting was held ill the new office building of the
order. This building fa a remodeled dwelling house,
only a stone's throw from the church .. No business
of special importance was transacted, owing to the
fact that four of the trustees were out of town. We
feel that the order ls making progress, though not
the kind that might appeal to those who love the
spectacular and rapid expansion characteristic of
mushrooms and balloons. It must be remembered
that the trustees haye problems to solve that the
thoughtless wot not of. These pi·oblems may be of
sufficiently grave import to encourage the development of gray hairs. But one thing we are pleased to
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report is that the members of the order are alive to
the situation and are giving it their very careful and
prayerful thought, both day and-night. Where human intellect and piety-are .thoroughly enlisted, God
will not refuse. to guide the way. Those who opposed the granting of the chai'ter are still predicting
rujn and failure, but their nightmares should not
trouble us, as ·it has been demonstrated thus early
that they are false prophets, they having gone on
record in a most positive manner with a prophecy
that the cha11;er would not be granted.
While at Independence we visited the Sanitarium.
Doctor i\l[essenger, as house physician, is undoubtedly
the_ right man in the right place. ...L\.s nearly as "\Ve
could learn, the institution is moving forward to a
still better and fuller occupancy of its special field
of service. The number of patients varies from ten
to eighteen. Probably the building could ·accommodate three times as many patients as jt has ever
yet liad at any one time. However, the institution
is just getting on its feet, as it were, and-the time
probably will come when its capacity will be tested.
Five nurses a1;e employed. ·Those in charge desire
to establish a "waiting list" of girls who wish to become trained nurses, and ask us to call attention to
their card of instructions appearing in another part
of the HERALD.
Elder Charles Lake is taking treatment at the
Sanitarium. It is hoped that he will eventually recover his health. A conversation with him developed
some interesting facts regarding the island mission.
Among other things he mentioned the fact that in
selecting officials among the natives the French Government_ shows marked preference for our people,
owing to their superior intelligence and trustworthiness. Among seventeen islands on which we have
a membership there are eleven whose governors are
affiliated with the church.
Elder E. A. Stedman, member of the Quorum of
High Priests, departed this life at his home in Lamonl, September 8. The funeral was held Sunday.
This closes a long and useful life.
Graceland College people gave a very interesting
entertainment and reception at the Lamoni church
Thursday evening. Those taking part on the program were 'the new members of the faculty: Miss
Christiana Waller, of Honolulu, instructor in piano;
Miss Coralie F. Eastwood, of Canada, instructor in
voice; and Miss Lena Lambert, of Lamoni, Instructor in oratory. The entertainment was excellent, and
those taking part created a very favorable impression.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articles
THE EVANGELIZATION OF THE WORLD.-PART 1.
BY JOHN C. GRAINGER.
INTRODUCTION BY S. A. BURGESS.

In the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, we are told,
"This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness." This does not necessarily mean conversion, but it does mean evangelization.
The so-called. Christian world is making extensive efforts
in this direction, yet small when we consider the work to be
done and the vast number who know- not the Bible. But
while they are ready to convert others in their own rank, we
find confusion .and failing interest. Those awake to the
situation desire a return to the Gospel of Truth.
We claim to have the Truth'. What preparation are V'{e
making to carry out this so necessary work on a large scale?
Are we in such agreement as to be able to do it, even with
the necessary financial help? To the early church there was
a command to organize a school of the prophets, in order
that the ministry might be better instructed "in theory, in
principle, in doctrine, in the law, and all things that pertain
unto the Kingdom of God." Th_e promises in this connection,
and in connection with the temples, are truly wonderflil.
The Reorganized Church in 1869 took the subject up for
consideration, and of late years there has been much more
of thought and realization of our needs in this direction.
We can not take the final steps until commanded, but we can
put ourselves in a position of worthiness to receive that
great endowment which will surely be given to the people of
God, that they may become truly a royal priesthood to the
nations of the earth. But first comes instruction and the
school of the prophets.
We do not expect through the school of the prophets to
come at once to a perfect understanding, but only to make
a nearer approach thereto.
Theology, the idea of God, can never be fully comp1·ehended
till we reach his level and are like him. Until then, every
conception of him and his nature 111ust of necessity be an
a~proximation, more or less crude. But we may, and trust
will, make far more rapid approach to truth and unity on
the basis of truth. Dogmatic utterances, we do not ever
expect or desire. We do expect in that school to gain in
knowledge, light and truth-in other words, intelligence, and
we also may expect much more rapid growth.
s. A. B.

And this gospel of the J~ingdom shall be preached in all
the world for a witness unto. all nations; and then shall the
end come.-Matthew 24: 14.

Let us take a survey of the work being done in the
field, and the efforts that are being made in the attempt to fulfill the above prophecy of our Lord.
The influence of the· thoughts a,nd actions of the
Latter D~y Saints have been instrumental in parn
tially reforming the lives and faith of many souls
who have continued to hold membership in various
Christian denominations and sects throughout the
world, but God knows the exact range of that influence. He ·said, "In the last days I will pour out of my
Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see
visions, and your old men shall dream dreams." (See
Joel 2: 28 and Acts 2 : 17.)
The object of· preaching "this _gospel of the kingdom" is that there may be evidence, or a witness, .and
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this testimony shall face an mankind at the last
judgment day, to their condemnation or exaltation.
"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come."-l'v1atthew 24: 14.
The Saint Louis Republic, May 16, 1909, contained
this editorial comment:
At the annual meeting of the Saint Louis Conference of
the Methodist Church, South, on Tuesday, Mr. W. R. Stubbs,
general secretary of the Layman's Missionary Movement,
unfolded his plans for the evangelization of the world in
this generation. It calls for 27,000 additional missionaries,
of which the Methodist Church, South, is to furnish 16,000,
the Southern Presbyterian 1,000, and the rest of Christendom
9,000. These details speak eloquently for the faith and hope
of the ~l'Omoters of the plan. If this one communion can
furnish 16,000 volunteers it would seem that two thirds as
many might be recruited elsewhere.

The same issue contained a half page illustrated
write up concerning the "Disciples of Christ," giving
particular emphasis to the centennial anniversary
convention of their church, which took place at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, in October of last year.
The following excerpt is taken from ·the article
mentioned, and indicates the general trend of
thought of some who are engaged in the consideration of religious world problems :
SEEK A WORLD CHURCH.

For years the Christian Church has had in mind the
adoption of some plan by which all the churches of the
world could be united under one name, claiming in this
purpose that there can be but one church of God, and that
such a consolidation would result in better church work than
is now dispersed through the many different denominations.
Just how they expect to be gratified in this herculean task
can not be learned, because no material plan _has as yet been
decided upon, though it is understood that at the convention
in Pittsburg in October many speakers will offer suggestions
toward such an end.
This action for consolidation and unity on the part of
the Disciples of Christ in no way smacks of bigotry, as the
Christian Church claims that all of the churches of the
different denominations are effective in their work; that all
are working with God's purposes in mind, and all are serving
Christ.
This fact, the Christian Church argues, makes all churches
p~·actically one, and such being the case there is no need
for denominational differences. To bring about this great
unity is one of the main purposes of the church.

Who can say to what extent the fullness of the
gospel has been preached ?
Who but the heavenly recorder keeps the statis~
tics of men's hearts?
How many sermons have been preached by the
followers of Jes us Christ, to the inhabitants of the
telestial and terrestrial spheres?
The Christian Standard for Aqgust 7, 1909, says:
Among some of the churches, if ~e may trust the symposium, there is a desire for unity; but with many others,
unfortunately, their highest conviction is that something is
out of joint. Others, again, are wholly indifferent to the
problem, affirming their belief that a divided church .is more
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,,fi,,t 1 ~·n· '!°N· 'i:\''".! than a united one could be. These are.
"i.bt·Y Trh-ri 5'l·f' lJ~e C'hurch as an army, \vith every denomina.tion
;i

i·~;"'cmc.n1 ,,,nuibnting to the general good, even when turn-

in.c ~ 1 .;

"·,::iE

on a friendly camp.

These good people have

,..,~ 7 );,,1 ;mder unnatural conditions so long that their judg-

n:rn: ;, inverted. The discordant voices have become sweet
music in their cars, and why should they desire psalmody
when discord satisfies? They see order in chaos, success in
dissensions, and regularity in riot. They will not see the
strife and contention, the wasted money and the wasted
effort, the hopeless confusion that often leads to indifference
and unbelief· nor will they allow their sober judgment to
appraise the' extent of the disaster that must finalfy come
from the assaults of the powers of darkness against ranks,
thinned by division, that ought to present a united and
irresistible front. There are those who see glory in further
dividing the seamless robe, or in keeping i.t rent, and in
breakin-g anew, to little purpose, the body that so oft has
been broken. Every man who professes to be content with
ihe present status of Protestantism is under the spell of a
fatal optimism. He might be full of eyes before and behind,
and. yet be as blind as the man on whose eyes the sun had
never risen."

Other men's opinions are indicated in the following press dispatch:
C11IcM:o, .June G.-The Rev. Herbert Hensley Henson, canon
of Westminster and rector of Saint Margaret's Church, Westminsler, has caused much comment by his fearlessness in attacking religious problems that other men have left severely
alone. Five years ago in The Contemporary 'Review he attacked the Bible, especially the Oid Testament, declaring "its
incredible puerile, or clemornlizing narratives a pack of- lies
loo gross for tolerntion." He concluded the remarkable article
with the question:
"Is the faith of the church in the divine Christ, living,
present and aclive, really built on an empty tomb?"
Although Canon Henson has bolclly questioned some of the
generally accepted teachings concerning the "canonicity" of
lhe Bible, he has always been careful at the same time to
afnrm his belief in the Scripture as the source of light and
power that shall yet redeem the world.

Union among Christians, as it is being promoted
by The Ministerial Alliance, The Federal Council of
Churches, and other similar organizations, is an irride,:cent dream. Such union is impossible because
their premise is wrong. The union for which Christ
prayed shall be founded on truth, and not on men's
theorie8 or opinions.
When men who claim that the canon of scripture
is full and who deny the presence of direct revelation, draw themselves into a ring and set themselves
up as a tribunal to decide who are orthodox and who
are heterodox, under whose authority are they acting?
What right have that class of people to say which
things are essential and which are nonessential to
our salvation?
God will speak to men when he wants them to
represent him, and' his communications will be just
as intelligent and distinct as those given in ancient
·
times.
There is no logical reason why God should not talk
he has done ·ih times-- past, through
to men now , as
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inspiration, revelation, v1s10ns, dreams, angels, prophets, and his personal appearance. · Such manifestations are certainly needed to settle the controversies that now exist in the religious world.
The instruction God will give in our time will harmonize in every particular with the instruction he
has given at every other time.
Latter Day Saints demonstrate that the true gospel of Jes us Christ has been restored .to the earth,
and God does speak to us and direct us in the execution of his will. This is the only road to unity. By
this means the school of the prophets shall be estab1ished, to teach truth and decide differences, with a
divine guarantee that the decisions shall be true.
In learning how to do· right it is always desirable
to be informed as to the ways in which we are likely

to go wrong. In describing to a man the road which
he should follow, we ought to tell him not only the
turnings which he is to take, but also the turnings
which he is to avoid.
An editorial in The Sunday School Journal ancl
Bible Students' Magazine, (Methodist,) merits the
attention of all Latter Day Saints. This article impresses the fact that pastors should be trained men,
in order to train others in human endeavor:
Some time ago we urged the necessity of the training of
laymen for ·evangelistic service. We pointed out that the
unwillingness of many laymen to attempt any effort along
this line is not because of lack of sympathy with the work
but because they do not know how to do it. They feel incapable, and they are not willing to try to do such important
work ignorantly and blunderingly. They need to be shown
how lo do it. They should be trained to do it wisely and
effectively.
Now what is true concerning the necessity for the training
of laymen for evangelistic work is equally true with reference to all other lines of church work. Men can not do
the highest work in the church without instruction and
training any more than they can do it in any other field. It
is characteristic of the business life of the present day that
it demands special training. Railroads, banks, insurance,
journalism, manufacture, merchandise, farming, more and
more demand expert training. This springs out of present
day business and industrial conditions. Untrained and ignorant service now means failure.
'I'he cliicf responsibility for this training must necessarily
rest upon the pastor. He must be the trainer of his people
for doing the various kinds of work which must now be clone
by the church. Of course this means that the pastor must
him>elf be a trained man. The man who is proposing to
serve in the Christian ministry from this on must face this
necessity. He must be a master workman competent to
train oilier people into skilled workmen. Tlie men who are
now in the ministry, if they are not so trained, should lose
no time in securing the training that will fit them for this
large task of superintendency. The man who will not make
this preparation for his work in the church of the present
day might as well at once write faill1re in large letters
across the face of his ordination papers, ,
The old figure of the parish as the pastor's field and force
is a very vital one. 'l'he first year in a pastorate will acquaint
a. man pretty thoroughly with the needs of his field. He will
discover the more. or less crude human material which he is
to work on and with, which must be J.'cfined by the living
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Spirit of God, under his shepherding. He will gradually
stumble upon the specific problems that are likely to hinder
his success: the forces that are arrayed against the cause
of righteousness in his parish; the hindrances and obstacles
-some natural, some human, some jnherited from the past,
some superficial-easy_ to overcome, others deep-seatedrooted in prejudice and in bitter grudge and strife; the local
characters who are ringleaders in opposition, or ridicule, or
mere social competition. This year's experience will Teveal
to him the social castes, circles, classes, the gangs of boys
and their heroes, the secret springs of influence bearing
reciprocally on different lives, the silken clew which leads
through many a social maze and human enigma. He will
come to know the secrets of many hearts, the working
principles of many lives. He will learn· their special talents,
capacities, adaptabilities. In short, a year's study of his
field, with all the discriminating care of the true sociologist,
will reveal to a pastor the objects of his special service, and
the subjects, the possible recruits who best can help him
accomplish \Vhat is needing to be done. He will then be able
to select, enlist, draft if necessary, his fo1·ce out of his field.
The selection of suitable workers for special tasks is half
the task. It requires insight, the prophetic vision, the intuitional knowledge of human nature, and keen sympathy with
people. Every successful pastor who is a true bishop has
this subtle talent. Then the grouping of these selected leaders is speedily accomplished; it is always being accomplished
-it runs parallel with other •activities in the busy pastorate.

Authoritative interpretation of the Scriptures and
the use of tradition will have considerable influence
in the evangelization of the world.
Rev. Xavier Sutton, in Clearing the Way, sets
forth the position of the Roman Catholic Church in
regard to this subject. His quotations and references are in the Douay Version of the Bible. ·I present it without further comment:
THE CHURCH OUR GUIDE.

"And if he will not hear the church, let him be to thee as the
heathen and the publican." (Matthew 18: 17.)
Q. What is the root and foundation of our justification?
A. Faith.
Q. What do you mean by Faith?
A. I mean a firm belief in all that God has taught and
revealed for man's salvation,
Q. What are the grounds for such a faith?
A. The authority of God; I believe the mysteries of faith,
purely because God has revealed them.
Q. How shall I know with certainty that God has revealed
fu~?
A. By the authority and testimony of the holy Catholic
Church.
Q. Is not this trusting to a human authority?
A. No; it is a divine authority established. by Christ, and
upheld by his divine power; as the authority of the apostles
and the church in their time was not a human but divine authority.
Q. Can I with perfect security believe the Catholic Church
in all matters of faith?
A. Yes, .it is an article of the Apostles' Creed; I believe
the holy Catholic Church.
Q. May not the church lead me into error?
A. No, we have the promises of Christ, who is eternal
truth, that his church shall never fail, but teach ·all truth
1
•
to the end of· the ~orld.
Divine faith is a firm belief in all those truths which
God has revealed for our salvation. It is the gift of God,
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and justly does the Council of Trent say that it is the beginning and foundation of man's salvation and the root of all
justification (Sess. 6c. 8). Without faith it is impossible to
please God, as we read in Saint Paul to the Hebrews (11: 6) :
without it none can be a disciple of Christ, or a Christian.
Behold, then, of how great importance it is to hold the true
faith! You can not be negligent or indifferent in the search
of it, without peril to your salvation and injury to the Christian religion,
Now this faith must come to u:i by a divine authority. I
mean that the divine mysteries and divine truths we are
to believe must be taught by some authority which God has
appointed to teach them before they can be the object of our
faith. Christ had this divine authority, having been sent
by the Father. The apostles had it, having been sent by him.
"As the Father hath sent me, I also send you" (John 20: 21).
And the bishops of the Catholic Church, with the pope as their
head, hi:.. J it by lawful election and ordination as their suecessors.
As, therefore, those who heard the apostles, and believed the
doctrine of the church in thefr times, believed µpon a divine
authority and had divine faith in what they believed, hence
at present those )Vho believe ~he divine mysteries of the
Christian religion upon the faith and testimony of the
Catholic Church, also believe upon a divine authority, and
have a sound faith.
But t11ose who believe according to their own private interpretation of Scripture, or that of some particular church,
to which they adhere in opposition to the., universal church,
believe upon an authority that has not a divine mission to
teach; wherefore, their belief can be no more than persuasion,
or opinion; that is, can not be a truly Christian faith. •
Those who have received authority frum Christ to teach
his gospel and doctrine have received also authority to decide
all disputes about the sense of it and to distinguish truth
from error; for to teach the faith anc,l to expose the heresies
contrary to it is one and the same act in a teacher.
There is, therefore, only one safe and secure way of believing, viz: that way which God has appointed; and this is,
lhst to hear the apostles, and after them the church which
the apostles established. By this means the world became
Christian, and by this alone we are secured from error.
That this submission and obedience of the faithful to what
the church teaches might be rational and their faith firm
and certain, when the apostles were sent by Christ; to teach
all nations, he added this solemn promise: "And behold I am
with you all days, even to the consummation of the world"
(Matthew 28: 20). Also a little before his passion, he made
them another promise--of sending the Paraclete: "And I
will ask the Father, and he shall give you another Paraclete,
that he may abide with you for ever, the Spirit of truth"
(Saint John 14: 16). "But when he, the Spirit of truth, is
come, he will teach you all truth" (Saint John 16: 13).
It is acknowledged by all Christians that the church in the
time of the apostles was made infallible or unerring, by virtue
of these promises of Christ; for surely his perpetual presence
and the perpetual assistance of the Holy Ghost could not fail
to make it so.
For the same reason it has been infallible in all times.
For the ·church was no temporary institution, made only for
some particular time or people; but it began with the apostles, and was to continue in their successors who were to
teach ths gospel to all nations and ages to the end of the
world. As, therefore, the authority which Christ gave to his
apostles to preach the gospel and baptize was conferred· also
upon their successors, so also his promise made t<;i the apostles
to,abide with them was extended to their successors.
Now -you can understand how men who are fallible by·
nature may be divinely assisted to teach the oracles of divine
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truth without erring. In this sense Moses, the prophets, the
anostles and the church in their times, are acknowledged to
h~ve been infallible even by our adversaries; and in the
same sense we maintain the Apostolic Catholic Church to have
been ever unerring by virtue of the aforesaid promises; so
that the infallibility of God's church rests, as it did in the
days of the apostles, upon the divine assistance of Christ
and the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of truth ever directing and
leading the church into all truth.
In consequence of this divine authority and infallibility of
the apostles and the church, they are truly called "the ministers of Christ and dispensers of the mysteiies of God" (l
Corinthians 4: 1), their whole knowledge of the truth being
from God, as well as their power and authority to teach it.
Wherefore, it is .written: "He that heareth you, heareth me"
(Luke 10: 16).
The church in holy writ is spoken of as the "piJJar and
ground of truth" {1 Timothy 3: 15); "the glorious church not
hnvinP" snot or wrinkle" IEnhesians 5: 27); "the spous.e of

Chri~t b~trothed to God in ~·ighteousness, and for ever" (Osee.

2: 19). These titles exclude all notion of error and corruption
in her.
We conclude, then, that Lhe present Catholic Church can
no more deceive us than the primitive church which the
apostles founded; for the same promises of assistance were
made to the church for all times. "Behold, I am with you
all days, even to the consummation of the world" (Matthew
28: 20). This church, then, can not deceive us, for she relies
on the promises Christ has made to be with her; and so our
faith rests more on his infallibility than on hers.
Thus, the authority of the apostles and of the church being
divine, and both being appointed by Christ to· teach all the
world the mysteries and truths revealed by him for our salvation, we not only may safely trust, but are absolutely commanded to hear and receive their doctrine, under pain of
eternal anathema: "Go into the universal world and preach
the gospel to every creature; he that bell eve th and is baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be condemned." {Mark 16: 16.) Here the Savior of the world
promises heaven as the reward of submission and faith; and
threatens hell as the punishment of those who do not believe.
Although many in the times of the apostles sought other
ways of coming to the truth, there was no other safe way
of coming to it but to hear the apostles and the church. In
like manner at the present time there is only one safe way
to know the truth, that is, to hear and follow the doctrine
of the One Holy Catholic Church. As it was the distinctive
mark of the heretics in those primitive times not to hearken
to the doctrine of the apostles and the church, so in all
times it is a sure mark of heresy not to hear the church.
As all are to learn their faith from the church, it is necessary that all should become members of it; and therefore
this article is inserted in the Apostles' Creed: "I believe the
holy Catholic Church." 'l'hus the world is taught, by this'
public profession of faith, the certain and only way of coming to the knowledge of truth, and is directed thithe1; where
it is to be found. Accordingly, we read in the Acts: "The
Lord increased daily together such as should be. saved" {Acts
2: 47).
'
Have we not indeed i·eceived our faith, and all the mysteries
of religion from this holy. Catholic Chureli? Our belief in
the Trinit;, Incarnation, Baptism, the Holy Eucharist, and
all other articles of our holy religion, together with the Apostles' Creed, and.the Scl'iptutes themselves; none of th_ese cou.Jd
be believed with divine faith unless we had first believed the
unerring authority of the holy Catholic Church, which recommends· them as divine truths.
· Moreover the church of Christ has been established to instruct all n'atibns in the truth of the gospel; and this being
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as necessary at one time as at another, it is essential that
such a church should never fail, .but should continue for the
instruction of all people·as long as there remain people to be
instructed. Hence its divine Founder declared that he would
build it upon a rock, and that the gates of hell should not
prevail against it. ('Matthew 16 :.18.)
To conclude: if the primitive church was thus divinely assisted, the pastors thereof had a right to be believed, and to
require of the people whom they instructed to receive their
doctrine, for it was the word of God; the church has the same
right and authority in all times.
Nor can this be called "Tyrannizing over our judgments";
but rather, if God has provided for us such an unerring guide
as this church, those who know how to confide in God may
with great security believe all it teaches, and should consider it the best security and the greatest blessing he could
provide for his people; for by this means all the members of
his chu:r..;1, though of the meanest capacity, are as safe and

secure in their belief as those of the highest capacity; all have

the same unerring guide to follow, and all, as long as they
follow it, partake of its infallibility so far as never to err
in matters of faith.
To follow such an authority is not indeed to lay aside
reason, as our adversaries would insinuate, but to act with
the most perfect reason; ·it is not exposing ourselves to the
hazard of being led into error, but providing a security against
error and against the de!Usion of our own private judgment;
against the errors into which private churches,, when dissenting from the universal church, are ever sure to fall.
THE BIBLE ALONE NOT OUR GUIDE.

"Understanding this first, that no prophecv of Scripture
is made by private interpretation" (2 Peter 1: 20).
Q. Are not the Scriptures a sufficient guide in religion?
A. No; they are not, without an authentic interpreter.
Q, Where shall we find an authentic interpreter?
A. In the Catholic Church.
Q. Are the Scriptures not a safe guide when they are
plain?
A. Yes, but they are not always plain; when they appear
to be plain, and when they ar{I, plftin, they al'.\l 1}0t always
followed by those who pretend, to make them their rule and
g~d~
.
Q. A1:e not the Scriptures the· pure word of God?
A. The Scriptures are indeed the word of God; but if the
Scriptures are wrongly interpreted, they become the woi·d of

rnan.
The word of God, as the Protestant Bishop Walton says,
does not consist in mere letters, whether written or printed,
but in the true sense of it.
Christians admit they must believe what Christ has taught.
He has ·declared it. "He that believeth shall be saved. He
that believeth not shall be condemned."
· Bu~ how are we to know what Christ taught? What guide
will lead us into this sanctuary of truth? "The Bible, the
Bible alone," says the Protestant. As salvation depends on
believing what Christ taught, the Guide we are to follow
must be universal as to tirne and persons, and a sure guide.
Is the Bible such a guide? Is it universal as to tirne?
Christ never wrote anything. He did not instruct his apostles to write. He did say, "Go preach," "Go teach," ·but not
a word about writing. The New Testament was not given to
the people immediately after Christ had left this world.
S~int Matthew wrote his gospel about six years ,after
Ch.r1st had ascended into heaven; Saint Mark, ten years;
Samt Luke, twenty-four years; Saint John, sixty-three years.
Wha~ guide did the people follow during these years? How
did they learn the truths of Christ?
In the year 393 the Catholic Church held a Council at
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Hippo in Africa and decided "".hat writings were inspired. Scriptures, which are able to make thee wise unto salvation,
The New Testament was then given to the world. For very through faith which is in Christ Jesus. All Scripture. is
near four hundred years, therefore, the world was without given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine,
the New Testament. If the Bible alone is our guide, all for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness:
those people who lived during those years did not have a that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished
guide· they could not learn the truth in order to believe and unto all good works"_ (2 Timothy 3: 15).
therefore they must have been lost. Who would say this?
Certainly every part of divine Scripture is useful and
were these Christians who lived during the first four profitable, we admit, but it alone is not our rule. What
centuries true followers of Christ?
Scriptmes did Timothy read? Not the New Testament, for it
Certainly, many of them shed their blood for Christ's sak.e. was not written. Are we then to take the Old Testament as
Yet not one of them ever saw a New Testament. How did our guide? The Bible is the inspired word of God, but he
they become Christians if the Bible alone is our guide?
never intended we should use it without an 'nterpreter, the
The Bible is not universal as to time. Is it universal as to church.
·
persons? We all have an equal right to salvation. The guide,
Moreover, Scripture is not always followed by those who
therefore, which God would give must be one that will be pretend to make it the rule of their faith.
suitable for all classes of people, rich and poor, learned and
Nay, it may be easily proved that the sectaries, who preignorant. The art of printing was invented in the fifteenth tend to '"1ild their faith on Scripture and on no other grounds,
century. The labor of writing books was very great and made not one in fact does build on it; for with a little reflection
them very expensive; only the very weaithy couid possess it can be· seen that they follow it only as it is expounded
a Bible. The Bible is a silent teacher: it does not spea~ to them; some expounding it according to their own private
to you; to learn what it contains you must take it up and judgment; others, according as they hear it interpreted by
read it. The ignorant, therefore, can not use it. It can some teacher or particular congregation. So that they do
not be a guide for them. Hence the Bible is not a guide not in truth follow the pure word of God, but only that sense
for all classes of people, because the- poor for centuries could which some of these interpreters, who, by their contradictions,
not possess one, and the ignorant in all ages could not use have given full proof to the world that they do not all expound
one. How could they learn the truths of Christ, if the Bible it in the right sense, attribute to it.
alone is our guide? The Bible is not a universal guide as
Wherefore, their followers, in this case, are not guided
to persons.
by the pure word of God, but by the authority of mistaken
Is it a sure guide? If so, it will lead all to the truth, men, and upon this their religion is built. This is evident.
now truth is one. What happens to those who take the I may add that none of them, in fact, have learned their
Bible alone as their guide?
religion by reading Scripture, but by the instruction of parOne man reads the Bible and believes that Christ is God ents, ministers, and catechisms; and all choose their religion
and man; another reads the Bible and thinks that Christ is before they have ever read the Scriptures or are in any way
only a man. -Here is _one denomination that tells us that it capable of understanding them. Thus it is far from the
is plain from Scriptures that all men are born wholly de- truth that Protestants all build their faith on the Scripture,
praved; and, from the same source, it is affirmed, by a large and on nothing but Scripture.
and intelligent class, that men are born altogether good. One
When, therefore, you take the written word for your rule,
society teiis you that only the few, the eiect, will be saved; let the church be your judge for the sense of it, and you
and the Universalist answers by saying no one will be damned. will have nothing to fear. The church is the only authentic
One proclaims if a man only believes aright he will be saved, judge of what books are to be held as canonical Scripture,
and anothei• maintains that' it is no matter what a man be- of what translation is to be received, and of what is· 'the
lieves, if he only acts rightly. One asserts that the only way true sense of the text in controverted points.
to be baptized is by immersion in water; and another says
By the church we mean the bishops,. with the pope as their
it is enough to be sprinkled with water; while a third de- supreme head, the successor of Saint Peter. These have
clares that no water at all is necessary, baptism being al- received from Christ a divine authority to teach and to be
together spiritual. These are only a few examples of the believed~to teach, I say, the written word, as well as the uncontradictions we behold in those who use the Bible alone. - written, and consequently to expound it when the sense is disIt is not, therefore, a sure guide. As it is not a sure guide, puted; for to teach the word of God, and to expound the true
nor a guide suitable for all people. and at all times, the Bible _sense of it is one and the same act in the teacher, as I noted
can not be the guide given to us by God to teach us what we above.
are to believe.
The sacred text itself teaches that the Scriptures are not
But Christ himself tells the Jews: "Search ye the Scrip- to be interpreted by private judgment. "For," says Saint
tures, for in them ye think ye have eternal life, and tliey are Peter, "no prophecy of the Scripture is made by private inthey which testify of me" (John 5: 39).
terpretation. For prophecy came not by the will of man at
And the inspired writer commrnds the Jews of Berea be- any time; but the holy men of God spoke inspired by the
cause "they received the wol:d of God with all eagerness, Holy Ghost" (2 Peter 1: 2.0). Here the reason is given why
daily searching the Scriptures, whether these things were so" the Scriptures are not to be expounded by every man's private
(Acts 17: 11).
judgment, viz: that every part of the Scripture was delivered
What do these texts prove? "Search the ,Scriptures." What by the Holy Ghost, by whom the sacred writers were inspired.
Scriptures? The New Testament? No, for it was not yet
By whom, then, are they to be interpreted when their sense
written. "Search the Scriptures!" and for what? Because is disputed but by those to whom the Holy Ghost was prom"they testify of me." You will find in them proof sufficent ised and given for the teaching of all truth-the apostles
that I am the Ch1:ist, the Savior. The Bereans were com- and their successors? "But when he, the Spirit of truth, is
mended because they searched the Scriptures, i. e., the Old come, he will teach you all truth" (John 16: 13). This promTestament, to ve1'ify what had been told them about Chdst ise was not made to every particula;r person that undertakes
being the Messiah. We still refer Jews and infidels to the to expound Scripture by his own private judgment, but to the
same proofs .of Christianity;
church alone."
But does not S11.int Paul praise- Timothy for using the Bible
Catholics believe that non-Catholics who are baptized, who
as a rule? "And th~t from a child thou hast known the Holy · 1ead a good life, love God and their neighbor, and are blame,
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Maine, takes exceptions to Mr. Day's statements.
This writer says it is true that for many years little
effort was ma<:}e to enforce the prohibitory law in
some sections of the State. However, even where
the law was not enforced conditions were by no
means as bad as when the saloons were running wide
open. However, there has been~ tightening of lines
the past two or _three years with most beneficial results. A crusade for law enforcement was made and
officern in the performance of their duties were
backed by the citizens of the State.
The city of Bangor had open bars untii the enforcing deputies went there in August, 1907. Under the
practically open barrooms the arrests in Bangor for
intoxical;ion increased from 826 in 1900 to 2,513 in
1907, but under enforcement they_dropped to 1,812
in 1908.
In 1909, according to this writer in the Civic
League Record, Maine had its liquor laws enforced
in varying degrees of effectiveness in twelve counties, with lax enforcement in the other· four. In the
four counties with lax enforcement, the total jail
committals for all offenses increased 19 per cent
over those of 1908, and for drunkenness the increase
was 36 per cent over those committed in 1908. But
in the twelve counties with enforcement the total jail
committals for all crimes decreased in 1909, 15 per
cent over those of 1908, and for drunkenness the decrease was 18 per cent over 1908. In 1907, in four
counties a total of 137 was sent to jail for liquor
selling and only 103 for intoxication.
In the old days it was the rule to an;est only the
intoxicated persons who could not get home, and
SOME FACTS ABOUT THE OPERATION OF PROHIBl·
many so arrested were sent home when :sober withTION IN MAINE.
out a record of their arrest being made. Under enWhen the United States Brewers' convention was forcement a much larger p1;oportion of those intoxiin session in Washington in June, Mr. Holman F. cated, are arrested, and in some centers this is delibDay addressed the convention and sought to comfort erately done to discredit enforcement.
and encourage the brewers by statements unfavorThis writer further declares that carpenters and
able to Maine's liquor laws.
contractors in all the centers where the law is enMr. Day said that during the half century that forced speak in the most positive and emphatic manMaine has had a prohibitory law there has been no ner of the improved condition of their employees
attempt to enforce the law with absolute honesty. He and the greatly lessened trouble arising from the use
declared that in the various Maine counties arrests of liquor under the present enforcement of the liquor
for intoxication have increased beyond the numb'er laws.
·
when open barrooms were tolerated. He said that
Continuing his answer to Mr. Day, the writer in
while it is a fact that the saloon as Maine has known the Record says that his work takes him throughout
it in former years has been ab'andoned, there has the State and he finds that the churches, the grange,
come in its place dives selling compounds called the contractors, the business men, the wives and
whisky, and that the evils arising from the sale of mothers in all centers of population are indorsing
such liquors in this prohibition State have grow; the enforcement of law and are in open revolt against
because there has been no enforcement of law.
those who would nullify the law. In closing he says:
Mr. Day also told the brewe~il that the large ~en
"The people of Maine want prohibition and want
ters of population in Maine are i:i ?pen revolt agamst it enforced. The liquor laws of Maine instead of
any attempt to enforce the proh1b1tory law, and that being a farce are as effective as any iaw against vice
there is a constantly increasing sentiment for a re- or crime, are better enforced than many other crimsubmission of the question to the voters of the State. inal laws, and are as well enforced as any criminal
· A writer in the Civio League Record published in law."-The American Issue.
·

Jcssly ignorant of the just claims of the. C_a~holic reli~on
to he the only true one (which is call~d being in go?d faith)
are not excluded from heaven, provided they behe":e that
there is one God who will reward the good and pumsh the
· ked·' that Jesus Christ is the Son of God made_ M;,i.n,
wic
I
. the
Savior of Mankind, in whom we must trust for o~r sa vat10n;
provided that they repent sincerely of ever havmg offended
God by their sins.
.
..
Catholics believe that persons who have these drnpositions,
nd who have no suspicion of their religion being false, and
~vho have no means to discover, or have failed ~ ?iscover,
although they made efforts to do so, the true rehg10n, and
are so disposed in their heart that they would at a_ny cost
embrace the Roman Catholic religion if they knew it ~o ?e
tne true one, are Catholics in spirit and in some sense withm
the Catholic Church without knowing it themselves. We hold
that these Christians belong to the "Soul," as it is called,
nf t.11P r.ot.hnli" Church. althou!!'h they are not united to th~
;lsibi~ b~d;;-~f the chdrch by ~xternal communion with her
and by outward profession of faith.
The case is different, however, when a person neglects to
learn from the proper sources what the Catholic Church holds
and teaches fearing that, were he to become convinced of
the truth of' the Catholic faith, he would be compelled by his
conscience to abandon his old form of worship, at the loss, perhaps, of friends and worldly goods.
This very fear shows that such a person is not in good
faith, and that his ignorance is not of such a nature as will
excuse him before God. He is one of those who "Love darkness rather than light" (John 3: 19); and you know that the
Master has said: "He that believeth not is condemned."
Consequently, if we were to judge such a person by the
words of divine truth, we should say that he is lost. However,
even such an one may, at the last moment, repent of his
negli11;ence in this matter.
(To be continued.)
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they accept the Book of Mormon. They read it, then look at
us. Can they say we live up to its teachings, with all our
costly apparel? Suppose they are converted and come among
EDITED BY FRANCES.
us, when they look around, how can they see that we look
Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.
any different than the sect that taught them false doctrine?
Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, IndeNow, dear sisters, tell me wherein we have a right to
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, La- expect the blessings of the gospel to any great degree. Can
moni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, .secretary, 724 South Crysler we go to our heavenly Father with a clear conscience and
street, Independence, Missouri, Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South ask, and if not feeling worthy how can we ask in faith? Yet
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie, we are taught it is vain to ask without faith. ·Do we not
Lamoni, Iowa; Mis. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple see why the bkssings are so often withheld? Now, would
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
we rather have fine furniture and fine clothing, or the Holy
Spirit as an abiding comforter? So when we try to teach
others, it will be in vain because of the lack of the Spirit in
Ar~ We Keeping the Law of the Lord?
us. How can we teach others that we have something far
Dear Sisters: Are we, that rock the cradle keeping the ahead of anything they· have, and still not rise above them
law of the Lord in that "let all of your garments be plain," in the foolish vanities of a world soon to be destroyed because
or are we letting the vanities of this world predominate in - of sin.
our hearts,-this world that has so little use for the- people
The Spirit once spoke to a company of Saints at a reunion,
of God? WiU we, daughte1's of Zion, ape after such a world? and told them if they did not come up higher and make the
Are we successors of those spoken of who run after others sacrifice and give up the foolish things of the world, that
for their favor? Do we realize that this world would, as catastrophies would soon overtake them and they would lose
a rule, clap their hands to see us, as a church, fail, or mis- their possessions, that they would be taken from them and
fortune overtake us? Have we no more independence than they would get no reward; while if they would make the
to follow after tµeir vanities and follies? A world that we sacrifice willingly, they would gain a i·eward. While the
expect to see overtaken with the judgments of God, yet we sister spoke by the Spirit to them, another sister, coming
follow in their train. Now, where does that place us? It into the meeting late, saw the one speaking encircled in a
looks to me as though it places us in their scale. We wonder cloud of light, and only about four years from that time
why they can not see the gospel light. Now, what is the earthquake and fire robbed many of their earthly possessions.
trouble with our eyes that we can not see that we come far
Of course the innocent often suffer with the guilty, but
short of the standard, far short in seeing the gospel in its they get their reward. So it will be again if Saints do not
fullness? Dear sisters, who are at the head of the nation, make the required sacrifice. Their possessions will be taken
ir it is not they that rock the cradle? We women lay the from them and they receive no reward. This is a day of
foundation of morals; we mothers put on our infant the sacrifice. We 'have been told by our kind Fatlier, that he will
first fancy, expensive garment. Why do we not say as Han- save us if we choose to let h"im, and if not, we must suffer
nah of old, her heart flowing over with gratitude to God, and no need to complain. Long· the children of Israel of old
that our children shall be consecrated to God? But instead, wandered in the wilderness unnecessarily, because they would
we start them out to serve the world by dressing them after not obey, and were always complaining after the old things
the follies of the world to be sure they meet the approval of darkened Egypt, and many of modern Israel are hungerof it, in place of sowing in their hearts the seed of the gos- ing for the things of the darkened world to-day, and thereby
pel to the exclusion of finery. Why do we not teach them hindering themselves and l?;ion from being· redeemed.
that we are not keeping God's law when we are spending
Now, we have the God-given Order of Enoch. How many
money for needless clothing? Why do we not teach them will avail themselves of this opportunity to help redeem Zion?
first about their Lamanite brothers and sisters that have so Mothers, Will we, that have children to teach, remember that
little, and do not even know the dear Jesus? Why do we not it was to woman our dear Savior deigned to speak first of all
teach them that we can not buy fine, needless clothes and after his resurrection? Woman first looked upon his glorified
send God's servants to the poor, darkened people? Why do face; woman sent by him to tell his apostles he was risen.
we not teach them that these souls will be required at our Why then shall not woman arise and say, I will not be a
hands just so far as we spend our means for unnecessary slave to the world, but will fill my mission and teaoh and
th;ngs? Why? Well, because we are slaves. Slaves are all set a better example? Woman that has been given the sacred
bound to their masters, we all know. Yes, we are taught place in the home to mold souls, to work for Jesus or serve
the gospel makes us free. Then why are we slaves? Because a frivolous world.
Mothers, arise and be faithful to your calling. I hope and
we choose to be so. Then if we are slaves to the world that
knows not God, how can we have the Holy Spirit to teach fervently "pray that when fall comes with all of its rich harvest, that merchants will receive less of God's money and the
those given to our care?
How many of us ever sat down and counted the cost of Bishop's hands will not be tied because of low funds, and
needle:;H clothing we buy just because our old garments are when another General Conference shall convene, that there
not in the style of the world? Have we really counted the will be less new coats, dresses, and hats, and more shining
cost of trimmings, sometimes very expensive? We did not faces, because of the law in its fullness being kept. I hope
need them; and then think if every sister, old and yo_ung, we will hear less crying because "My companion is not in
no matter how· young, would go without that stylish coat, the church," and hear more of "I tried to keep the Ia.w more
hat, or dress, how many elders could be sent into the field perfectly, and God has answered my prayers and wonderfully
that otherwise could not go! Then think of the souls brought blessed me." I don't think that anyone had a strong·er liking
into the kingdom; and they go on and on teaching others. for nice clothes than I did, but I had a deep love for the
Now think of the thousands of dollars that go to enrich mer- gospel work, and as I strove to come up higher, I saw my
chants that should go to the Bishop, then go into your closet weakness and went to God with my tl-ouble, for it did trouble
and ask God to create in you the right spirit to serve him and me, and he gave me more love for him, and my love for
.
not a sin cursed world. Remember we are servants to whom perishing things faded fast.
I know this world is one grand dre!lsing room, but, Saints,
we obey. Suppoae we take th,e gospel to the Lamanites and
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Jet us dress not for it, but for the next. as a bride for the
bridegroom. Then and only then, wi!l we be acceptable. to
him. Sisters, it will pay you just to go and ask yo1:1r kmd
Father, who knows your hearts, to hel.p yo~ .. He \VIII'. ~nd
for your sacrifice h_e will give you his Spirit ~s a hvi~_g
spring, always bubbling up and runni~g over with a te~~I
rnony to those with whom you come m contact. You will
feel more. than repaid. You remember I asked you to pray
for the work in Three Oaks. God is answering your prayers,
for then there were only three Saints here, and now there
.are six. 'rhe seed being sown is taking root, so pray for us
still.
Your sister for the gospel work,
ADDIE DAVID.

THREE OAKS, MICHIGAN, July, 1910.
Request for Prayer.

John Vary desires the prayers of the church for his afflicted
wife who is in the free hospitai for consumptives, Gravenhur;t, Muskoka, Ontario, and also for himself, who has been
on crutches for nearly nine years.

dropped that subject, and asked if we really believed that
Adam was made but of the dust of the ear-th. I turned to
Genesis, and read that to them, and they said they believed
he was taken from another world. You see they get things
mixed up pretty badly, and as I would answer or read them
ask another.
an answer, they would turn
They wanted to know how Marks could ordain the present
,Joseph to preside over the church after he had been in so
many different churches. They said the Doctrine and Covenants said that if a man joined' any other church, that he was
cut off from this. We could not find that in our book. I read
them some of the letters from the Jou1·nal of History and all
I could find in favor of the Reorganization. I feel that it
was God's Holy Spirit that helped me to-talk to them iri the
way I did. My husband bought a Doctrine and Covenants
and a Pearl of Great Price from them so we can prepare ourselves to show them the difference between us and them.
May f'-id help this glorious work to roll on, is my prayer,
MRS, Ln.r.y A PEEK.

or

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, August 31, 1910.
Editors He1·ald: The work in the Northern California
District seems to be on the upward trend, at least in some
localities, and we have hopes of better things soon.
The writer, in company with Bro. J. F. Wiles, spent the
MCGREGOR, MINNESOTA, August 31.
month of June in Nevada, trying to revive the work there,
Dear Herald: As this is the only way I have of bearing but it has been so long neglected that we were unable to
my testimony, I will take the opportunity of writing to the accomplish much; found some spiritually dead, some were
HERALD. This is a glorious work, and it makes my heart working with other churches, and a few faithful ones were
rejoice when I think upon its beauties, and feel to praise stanchly trying to keep their lamps burning.
God more and more every day. Without the hope of the
Those two faithful old standbys, Brother Jones, of Watergospel, I do not know what we would do at times.
loo, and Sister Gault, of Reno, are still valiantly striving in
It has been an unusually dry summer up here; a light the Master's cause, and were on hand to assist the missionrain once or twice a month, and a light frost to follow. We aries all they could.
have had a light frost every month this year until this and
On account of his wife's illness, the writer was called home
last week, it was so bad it killed the corn in places.
about the first of July, and has labored mostly in the city of
We had a few sermons about the middle of this month from Stockton since that time. The work in the latter place is
Bro. Leonard Houghton, and they did us good. It was the getting into excellent condition, a noble band of willing workfirst we had heard here since last October. One man said, ers stand ready to assist the efforts of the missionary, and
"That was a sermon worth going to hear, and I would go the work, so Jong dead in this place, is now .(since the disten miles to hear another like it." Another man, a Methodist, ciplining of some unruly spirits) in excellent condition. A
said that the two sermons had more gospel in .them than the beautiful new church building is about ready for occupancy,
whole year's preaching of their own preacher had.
and will be dedicated September 18. It is built in the misThe night before Brother Houghton came, there were two sion style, 30 by 40 feet, with a nice entry and steps to match,
Utah elders to come, and they stayed all night, and I gave the interior is finished in weathel'ed oak, mission style, seats,
them one of father's cards with the epitome of faith on the pulpit and all; and taken altogether, is about the handsomest
back, in hopes they would say something about it, and I was Latter Day Saint church on the Pacific coast.
not disappointed, for one spoke up and said that we did not
They insist that the writer preach the dedicatory sernion,
have some things in our epitome that they had on theirs, and although we would prefer some one else, we will comply
and I told .them, "No." And I said, "We have some on ou~s with their desires, and also begin a series of meetings on
that you have not on yours." They said, "No," and I said that date, to continue as Jong as the interest holds•out.
that it was on the marriage question. They said "it was not
Our district reunion convenes September 2, and we are
on theirs," and I said further, "You know what Joseph F. expecting a good, spiritual time, and large attendance. Brn.
Smith testified to before the Senate, about having five wives F. M. Sheehy and E. L. Kelley will be with us.
and living with them." The younger man said yes, he knew
Praying for the welfare of Zion,
it; and he says he is in fact proud of it, arid also that the
. Your brother,
ciders in that church believed in it, and defendea it, and that
FRED B. FARR.
they were sent out to preach that it was not essential in this
day and age. I asked them the next moming how the:'{ ma~e
BARTLETT, IOWA, September 2, 1910.
that doctrine agree with the Book of Mormon, and they said
Edit<!,rB Herald: Prayer is the keynote to success in this
they did not try to make it agree, and that they placed the latter day work, as it is the only way to get in close communBook of Mormon aliead of the Bible. They then wanted to ion with God. The Savior said in Matthew 26: 41: "Watch
know if we did not believe in more than one God. We told and pray, that ye enter not into temptation; the Spirit indeed
them "No" and then I took the Inspired Translation and is willing, but the flesh is weak." It seems to be necessary
read 'them 'tile twenty~first paragraph of the revelation given to "pray always," or we may be led away from the Lord. The
to Joseph the Seer, where it says "worlds without number, definition of prayer is, the soul's sincere desire uttered or
have I created." · He had said that there was one father or unexpressed, and we should try to live in accord with our
ruling God ove:v each earth, and that we would all become prayer. The Lord will help us if we ask him, and we can
gods after' while, and then when I read that to them, he not expect the Lord to do it all; we must do our part. We
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must work as well as pray, and must do righteously, for cies, that it may be handled on railway trains and through
the prayers of the wicked are an abomination in the sight of news stands.
the Lord. We must be pure in body, in mind, in thought, for
Some time since, I was in "the railway news service,'' and
the Lord can not dwell in unholy temples. We must have I thought from what experience I had gotten from this kind
faith in God, so when we come to him for a blessing he will of labor, :hat such would not only be profitable to the church,
but that rt would tend to help spread the gospel,· as it will
be able to give it to us.
The Savior has said, "If any man will do the will of the no doubt, arouse curiosity to some extent, to even hear the
Father, he shall know of the doctrine." What a grand name Book of Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, or Inspired
thought! It was by "doing his will," and not defiling himself Translation of the Bible, saying nothing about HERALD Enwith the king's portion of meat, that Daniel saved himself .... sign, Aiitmnn Leaves, etc., af!d then, in each place som~ apand friends from death and was able to interpret the king's propriate tract that would appeal to the prospective pur·
dream. The Lord does hear and answer prayers to-day, as .chaser.
I have ofttimes wondered how many Saints, and especially
in former days. I have had my prayers answered immediately, and how thankful I am that I am serving such a loving the elders, when traveling, would not feel like giving twentyFather. Another reason that the Savior wanted us to "watch five cents, if necessary, to get hold of the latest HERALD, Enand pray" was that we may not "enter into temptation." Let sign, Leaves, or some other of the church works, at a more
us put ourselves in the same position or attitude the Savior advanced price, if it were possible for them to buy them from
placed himself in, when in the Garden of Gethsemane-"If a train ., qws agent or news stand.
Trusting I have been of service to our Master's cause by
pos::>ible, let this cup pass from me; nevertheless, thy "Zvill be
mentioning this, and that I may, with you, live to see that
done, not mine."
In the Book of Mormon, Alma 16: 219-221, we .find these day when all the honest in heart may be gathered into one
words as Alma gave tli.em to his people for their instruction, fold.
Yours for advancement,
"humble yourselves, and continue in prayer unto him; cry
1225 WEST WALNUT STREET.
OLIVER R. ATWELL.
unto him when ye are in your fields; yea, over all your flocks;
cry unto him in your houses, yea, over all your household,
both rooming, mid-day, and evening; yea, cry unto him
ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS.
against the power of your enemies; yea, cry unto him against
Dear Herald: I will write a vision which I received rethe Devil, who is an enemy to all righteousness. Cry unto cently, and hope it will be a benefit to some, as I know it is
him over the crops of your fields, that ye may prosper in strengthening to me. I was in a very large building. It
them: cry over the flocks of your fields, that they may in- seemed to be a church building, and upon the pulpit were
crease. But this is not all: ye must pour out your souls in five or six of the priesthood, and myself, while more of
your closets, and your secret places, and in your wilderness;
brothers and sisters sat very near to the front, and I t]Jrned
yea, and when you do not cry unto the Lord, let your hearts around in my seat to look back of me, and I thought the
be full, drawn out in prayer unto him continually for your sisters who sat back of us were all dressed in the same color
welfare, and also for the welfare of those who are around of garment; that color being a bluish gray, similar to that
you."
oi a soldier's uniform, and very plainly made.
And I thought I felt out of place to see that we sisters who
The Lord never leaves us without a guide to direct us in
the way he wants us to serve him, and he says if we will sat near the front were dressed in the fashion of the world,
keep all his. laws and commandments, and do them, he "will while the sisters who sat back of us were so plainly di·e!'sed,
open the windows of heaven and pour out a blessing we are as I thnught Saints should be dressed.
So, after the meeting was over, which seemed to be of a .
not able to receive." We areitold in Doctrine and Covenants
59: 2: "And that thou mayest more fully keep thyself un- business character, I went back to make myself acquai~ted '
spotted from the world, thou shalt go to the house of prayer with the sisters, and while I was going from one to the other,
and offer up thy sac'raments upon my holy day." And we I could feel the Spirit of God among them, and some of the
mothers held tiny infants in their arms, who were dressed
should fit and prepare our minds, and take the Spirit wit
us, and then we will receive the necessary strength and bless- in the same color of garment, and they also held out their
ings, He has commanded us to stand in holy places, so when ·tiny hands to shake hands with me; and while we were
affiiction and trials come upon us, he can come to our help talking and getting acquainted, one of the priesthood called
and rescue. There is a work for us to do, and God can not with a loud voice, "All ye that are ready to go in the first
give us salvation unless we do these things. He also says wagon come, for Jesus Christ is going to be with his people."
And I thought we all made a n1sh for the door, and when
in Doctrine and Covenants 90: 8: "What I say unto one
I say unto all: Pray always, lest that wicked one have power we got outside, there stood a very large wagon with a white
in you, and remove you out of your place." It is not only horse at the right, .md a black at the left; and I thought
necessary for us to pray, but to live unspotted from the . I was ready to go in the first wagon with the Savior, when
world. James says, "He that lacks wisdom, let him ask of all at once I thought of my clean garment that I had left in
God, who giveth .to all men liberally, and upbraideth not." the church, as it seemed that we all had to take clean garLet us attend to our prayers,. and live as we should, that ments with us, and I ran back to the church to get my clean
we may feel the blessed influence of God's Spirit, and to the garment. I could not find it, so I ran out again, as I was so
end that we may be laborers together with God, to build up anxious to go in the first wagon with the Savior, and when
I got out again the wagon was gone. I could see it going
his kingdom here on earth as it is in heaven.
westward at a distance. ·The churchyard was full of Saints,
HARRY N. PIERCE.
and I could see them coming back in groups, those who had
started after the wagon; and who were not permitted to go.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
All those who had the plain garment~· on had gone on in
li;ditors Herald: This being Labor Day, l thought it might the first wagon, and I stood there wondering wha·t I would
be well that in some way I might make it a day of labor fo1• do, or where I would go, when i,ill at once it beg!J,n to grow
our Master, in some respects, and one in particular which dark, and a form came and stood. at my side, and I could
I have felt it niy duty to mention for some time past; it is see that he had the same colored garmenb on that the sisters
the subject of placing our church literature with news agen- had on, and he sald to me, "Where are you going?" I ·then
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spoke and said, "I don't know where to go; even my companion has gone with the Savior, and I could not go." He
then spoke again and said, "Well, why did .you not come with
the rest of us7" Then I recognized the voice of my companion who had come for me, and I told him that I was ready
to ~o in the first wagon, but had forgotten my clean garment, and had gone back to the churcl1 to get it; and when
I came out of the church the wagon had gone.
Some think this is given expressly for myself, but I do
not feel that it is, as there were some whom I thought would
sure be ready to go with the Savior, who were left behind.
I do not want to be one who will not be 'permitted to go with
him at his coming. I try hard to overcome pride, and many
of my weaknesses. There is so much comfort in the gospel,
for he hears and answers us when we cry unto him. I have
had many testimonies when I 11ave been in prayer unto him,
and I know that this is the true church, and I know when I
am watchful and prayerful that I am blessed. I ask the
Saints who read this to pray for me.
HATTIE IlARNES.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, September 6, 1910.
Sai11fs' Ilcrald: Wife and I located here on June 14, and
bade farewell to a noble band of Saints at New Albany,
Indiana.
We found a few loyal Saints holding a Sunday school in
the home of our worthy brother, Charles H. Fish. On
August 7 we organized ourselves into a \Vorker's Dane!, chose
a committee, and raised funds, rented us a hall, and by now
our work is in fine progress. Our meetings last Sunday were
a great success, as our hall was full of interested listeners.
We feel sure that with encouragement we can do a good work
here, but the writer does not want all the praise, for a more
noble and energetic band of Saints I never met than are here;
even though few in· number, each has that firm determination
that always makes God's work prosper.
No doubt this will be good news to many, as this is the
first public effort made here that we know of. We have
about two hundred and fifty thousand people here, and by
far the largest city in Southern Indiana District. We ask
the prayers of the Saints in our behalf, in this effort.
JOHN ZAHND.
PINE GROVE, MICHIGAN.
Saints' Herald: We have been enjoying a two-day meeting, the first we have had, as we are a new branch. Five
elders, three priests, and two teachers were present at the
meeting. Ten sermons were preached, and two prayer meetings and one sacramental service were held, which were
thoroughly enjoyed by the sixty persons who attended. ,
In our last prayer meeting all felt God's Holy Spirit
present. A gift of pl'Ophecy was given through a visiting
Saint, concerning our branch, and given to the teacher of
our branch, and the priest of Comins Branch, also to the
missionaries. At the close of the meetings all felt a sa_dness
that we had to part, and that we might all never meet again
in this life; but God alone knows and will guide us aright.
Yours in the gospel,
MRS. H. E. FARRAR.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, August 30, 1910.

Dea1· Ilemld: The writer has just returned from Bandera
County, wl)ere a reunion and district. conference were held, at
a place locate\} 9n ·the Medina River. The majority of the
membership "in attendance were· of the First San Antonio
Branch, there being eighteen in number. The ministry in
attendance were Bro. W. M .. Aylor, missionary in charge, who
presided, assisted by our district president, Bro. W. C. Carl.
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Those of the missionary force were Brn. D. S. Palmer and
W. H. Mannering; those of the local force were Brn. J. P.
Neal and T. J. Jett ..
Bro. Glaude Kuykendall was ordained to the office of
priest, and occupied the stand at the. next service held after
his ordination. He preached on the divinity of the Book of
Mormon, occupying about three fourths of an hour, with
good liberty. The brother is only nineteen years ·old, and we
felt to rejoice to see one of our young coming so boldly to the
front. Each morning, at 9.30, the Saints met in prayer and
testimony meeting. While there . was no manifestation of
the gifts, most of the members took an active part, and
a goodly degree of the Spirit was felt at each service.
There were four services held each day. The sermons
were good and instructive. The afternoon sessions were
also profitable, being occupied in songs, speeches, talks, etc.
After the last .service on Sunday night, the tent was pulled
down and "lrother Adams took it to a place calied Tuff. On
the morning· after the meetings closed; just at sunrise one
soul was led into the waters of baptism by Bi·o. D. S. Palmer.
After the brother was confirmed, we started on our homeward
journey. Brother Palmer, after returning home with his
family, joined Brother Aylor at Tuff, accompanied by Ilro.
Glaue! Kuykendall. They intend making several points with
the tent before returning. Bro. W. H. Mannering started
in another direction to a place called Kicaster.
Your sister,
RUTH GIFFORD.
Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, September 1, 1910.
Editor Saints' Herald: The 1910 southern California reunion is now history. Speakers: E. L. Kelley. F. M. Sheehy,
C. E. Crumley, Peter Kaufman, Nathaniel Carmichael, and
the writer. Sermons up to average. A general acceptance
of instructions of Brother Kelley. His sermons were plain
and comprehensive, leaving little to be guessed at along
general lines. One "Round Table" served to quell apprehension, dissipate doubts, and eliminate impossible issues.
We look for results in things financial in this district.
Brother Sheehy was his old time, jolly, cheery, happy self,
and won his way into the heai·ts of Saints and friends with
comparative ease. A much larger attendance than we expected. Considerable interest centered in the proposed purchase of fifteen acres at Shakespere Beach. Two afternoons
were consumed in discussion. Proposition finally accepted.
A committee was appointed who will plat and sell one
thousand lots in the tract at prices ranging from ninety-five
clo~lars to one hundred and twenty-five dollars, realizing somethmg over ten thousand dollars. This will pay for the
ground and leave about five thousand dollars for buildinl\'
auditorium, cafateria, and improving grounds, etc. We will
have seven acres left intact for general grounds. Most of
the other lots will be purchased and owned by the Saints.
We hope to be in a position to entertain a General Conference
in a ye~1: hence. Why not? Most all other organizations
a.re reahzmg the advantages of Los Angeles as a convention
city. pelegates could come here and camp in a tent in April
and be comfortable. Could you say as much as this even in
August anywhere in the midd!0 west?
Several baptisms; seven ordinations. Bishop Kelley went
to San Diego on Monday, August 22. Retumed to San Berna~·dino August 23, remaining until August 25, preaching
tw1c:. He was the speaker in Los Angeles, morning and
evenmg, Sunday, August 28. F. M. Sheehy went to Santa
Ana occupying, morning and evening. Through the courtesy
of loc~l brethren, Bm. Kelley and Sheehy were privileged to
take m southern California sights. Bro. Kelley left for
northern California Tuesday morning, and Bro. Sheehy on
Wednesday evening. The coming of these brethren has
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reunion. The presidency announced the order of exercises
as follows: Prayer and testimony meeting each morning
.at 9.30; preaching at 11 a. m.; normal work at 3 p. m., in
·charge of Sister McNichols, and ureaching at 8 p. m., each
service to be preceded by fifteen minutes of song service.
This program was carried out throughout the reunion.
Elders H. E. Moler, Swen Swenson, and S. J. Madden were
present throughout the reunion; Elder Twombly during the
first half, and Ammon White durii1g the last half of the
reunion. Also local elders and priests, F. E. Taylor, B. F.
Jackson, Arthur and Mahlon Smith and Henry Bivens, were
present during the most of the time. Elders Moler, White,
Swenson, Madden and Twombly did the preaching, assisted
Nel" Philadelphia Reunion.
by the local brethren.
The Reunion of the Pittsburg, IGrtland, West Virginia, and
The meetings were well attended throughout, and at times
Ohio districts was held August 13 to 28, at New Philadelphia, the church was filled to its seating capacity. ·we had heavy
Pennsylvania, running two weeks. It was demonstrated by rain storms nearly every day, which prevented some scattered
experience that the ten day gathering is the most satisfac- brethre;. from coming who were intending to come, but there
tr.,-v.
Considerable sniritual instruction was i:riven and the was a fair representation frch1 different parts of the district.
~if t~ w~1:e in evidenc;, with very little adverse -criticism con- Besides those already mentioned· we noticed the following:
cerning them. The birthday of Apostle R. c: Russell ar- Bro. and Sr. Bolly and Sr. Beardsley, from Washington; Bro.
rived at an opportune time, as did the eleventh anniversary Robinson, from Topeka; Bro. Phinney and Sr. Carstelson,
of Bishop· J. A. Becker and wife, affording the campers the from Marietta; Sr. Willey, from Oketo; Sr. Kendall, from
opportunity for fup, !lpeechmaking, and the presentation of Barnes; Bro. Ora Wilson, from Beatrice; Sr. Ettie Kent,
presents. Brother Russell receiving a watch chain, and from Woodward, Okl'ahoma; Sr. Johnson and children from
Brother Becker and wife a silver tea set.
Cleburne; Srs. McDougall and Haga.r from Centralia; Bro.
Elder 0. R. Miller, of Knobnoster, Missouri, and Sr. Verna and Sr. John McDougall, of Centralia; Cassie Rogers, of
M. Jones, of Dayton, Ohio, met their fate at the reunion, Qla:i; Center; Srs. Nunamaker, of Manhattan, and Mrs. Willey,
and were publicly mai;ried by Apostle Russell on the last. of Oketo.
Sabbath evening after the_preaching service, in the presence
Bro. A. A. Reams, representing the Herald Oflice, came in
of a large gathering of Saints and outsiders. The papers on Thursday and remained through th" reunion. His sales
gave front page article, quoting the marriage ceremony of of books amounted to about thirty dollars.
the church. On the last Sabbath, at' the prayer meeting,
Brother White was also busy imparting the blessings of his
Brother Lake, patriarch, said he felt impressed to bless t11e office to those who had not yet received the same. 'l.'he reunion
audience and he asked the rongregation to stand, and asked was a success in every particular.
God's blessing upon the people. It was an impressive event,
It was a season of joy and rejoicing to all who attended;
which will not soon be forgotten. At this meeting he sang and much good was accomplished by the preachinP,' of the
two verses in tongues, the interpretation being given through word. The branch was ready to turn on forty elcictric lights,
Sr. G. T. Griffiths, and is hereby inclosed. It was sung to the and turn the park into a veritable fairyland at night, and to
tune of, "Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing."
install electric lights in the tent if it had been in a condition
After testing .the matter during two reunions, we find the to use. We may have an opportunity to do this some time in
following program inost satisfactory: Mornings devoted to the future, when the new tent is purchased, provision for
prayer meeting, summer school, preaching service. After- the purchase of which has been made. Sufficient funds, some
noon given over to recreation. Evening preaching service. $25, were raised to defray the expenses of the reunion without
The summer $chool was in charge of Sister Griffiths, and con- any trouble, and more would have been fort11coming if needed.
sisted of classes of the Bible and Book of Mormon norma!S,
At a business meeting of the reunion, September 3, at 7
pedagogy, and.an intermediate normal. A kindergarten school p. m., it was moved and carried that we hold a reunion in
was organized for the children and held sessions during the 1911, the time and place to be left to the missionary in
preaching service.
charge of the district, and the presiding elder of the same.
The equivalent of sixty-two tents were required to house Moved, That a committee of three bci appointed to confer with
the campers. The elders present were R. C. Russell, J. A. and act with the above in arranp:ing for said reunion. Several
Becker, R. B!lldwin, F. J. Ebeling, J. C. McConnaughy, L. nominations were made fo1; this committee, and a vote was
D. Ullom, J. C. Farnfield, F. N. Booker, J. M. Stubbart, S. taken, resulting in tl1e election of Arthur Smith, Mahlon
Brown, John Lake, O. R. Miller, C. Ed Miller.
Smith, and John McDougall as said committee.
C. Eo. MILLER, Secretary.
At Sunday evening service a vote of thanks was passed
for the ;1hounding kindness and hospitality of the Blue Ranid;;
Saints. The work of Sister McNichols from Saturday to Sat,The Blue Rapids, Kansas,. Reunion.
urday in song service and normal work was highly appreciated
The reunion was called to order on Monday, August 29,
and commended by all.
M. SMITH, Secreta1·11.
at 9.15 a. m., by Bro. S. Twombly, district president. Brn.
H. E. Moler and Swen Swenson were elected presid.ents of
the reunion. Mahlon Smith was elected secretary;
·The inside story of Doctor Cook's atrival and stay in
Motion carried to hold the reunion in the church instead of
in the p°urk, as ~dvertise(!. · 'fhis was considered l)~cessary Copenhagen, has been written for the September Century by
on account of the condition of the old district tent, which, Maurice Francis Egan, 0111• minister to Denmark. It is interesting .to have Mr. Egan's word that the majority of the
though on the ground, was not thought fit to use.
Sr. F. McNichol1fwas chos~n organist arid chorister. Bro. ·Danes seem to think that the ex.11lore1: deceived himself; and
Henry Bivens ·was chos.en to act as usher. On motion the, as for their share in the affair, "they know they acted genchair appointed Ina Bivens, A1'thur Smith, and B. F. Jackson erously and courageously, and that is. enough for them and
a committee to raise. funds to defray the expenses of the the rest of the world."
been salutary; their work acceptable; their presence an inpiration • their example commendable; their zeal contagious;
:heir kindliness and good cheer subduing. May God go with
them in their work.
All the local brethren acquitted themselves as becoming men
of God during the i·eunion.
The district is in excellent condition and we are hoping
to make a good fall and winter campaign for the truth;
Yours for the right,
T. W. WILLIAMS.
1307 WEST FORTY-FIF1:H•
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News From Branches
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Friday, September 2, after an interesting Religio study,
two young ladies, Miss Anna P. Keir and Mi~s Florence A.
Durfee, were baptized by Elder J. A. Tanner.
Sunday, September 4. As there were a nu~ber of h~rd
showers during the day, our attendance at services was quite
small. Sacrament service in charge of Elders J. A. Tanner,
Robert Burwell, and James Keir. The two young sisters that
were baptized Friday evening were confirmed by Elders Tanner and Jam es Keir, the witness of the Spirit being present.
Elder Burwell presented many good thoughts to his hearers in the evening on "A living faith," s_howing that some
must be in possession of a dead faith, which is not of much
consequence.
Tuesday evening, September 6. Regular branch business
meeting, conducted by Pres. J. A. Tanner, and H. P. W.
Keir, clerk. A committee ·Was appointed to take charge of
the advertising for the special meetings to begin next Sunday
evening.
Wednesday evening, prayer meeting quite well attended,
in charge of Brethren Wainwright and Sherman, after which
choir practice was conducted by Sr. Marguerite Wickes, and
Sr. Fannie Prentis McGahen, organist. The Searchlight Club
and some others are endeavoring to furnish special music for
the meetings next week.
"Workmen of God, oh, lose not heart,
But learn what God is like!
And, in the darkest battlefield,
Thou shalt know where to strike.
"Oh, blest is he to whom is given
The instinct that can tell
That God is on the field, when he
Is most invisible."
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
65,19 MARSHFIELD AVENUE. Phone, Wentworth 8731.
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livering good gospel sermons, and on the 28th Bro. J. F. Curtis' sermon, based on the text, "Trust in God," .was full of
instruction, inspiring to activity in. gospel work. Brother
Joseph, on last Sunday morning, preached another on'e of his
special sermons; and within· hearing of the echoes from all
the noble speeches of the honorable ones, we can say, in gospel
truth, we still find taught on the rostrum of the church all
that which will most truly edify and uplift. The best of
counsel was given to both old and young, personal responsibility being the theme, based on the texts, "Ma11, know thyself"; and from Job 32: 8, "There is ,a spirit in man, and" the
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding.'' It
did us all good to hear of the noble work done by the Saints
in the prohibition line, in Plano, in: days agone; and this was
accomplished thl'Ough a sense .of personal responsibility.
The old rally song, by our poet laureate, Brother Joseph,
called "Old King Rum," still ril}gs in memory's ear.
The ino.:tute work spoken of, on the 23d and 24th ult., was
enjoyable; as Sr~ Ethel Davis was a member of the association, we note that last year she taught in a public school of
Oklahoma, and, like others of our young people, will work as
.
teacher ·for higlier grades the coming year.
We are ,,-Jad to hear that Sr. Irma Shaver and others from
hereabout are pressing onward to Graceland.
The program rendered by some of the teachers, principals,
and professors, at the convention in the high. schools here
was appreciated, from the fact that many of these at an
earlier date lived and grew up to a noble manhood and womanhood on the humble farms of Jackson County. The subjects discussed, among others, were: "Morality, farming,
civics and health."
Pres. F. M. Smith, who at the Stone Church, on July 8
gave a most interesting lecture and stereopticon view of
Graceland, said with emphasis, in harmony with the policy
of our college, "Let us give our boys and girls a full course
of education, not the rush of a short term in some special
line.''
In Graceland's favor and in view of our brother's success
as a student, let us repeat, '"A good example is an unanswerABBIE A. HORTON.
able argument."

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
DES MOINES, IOWA,.
Between the oft-recurring electric showers, bad roads, and
The Iowa State Fair was 'attended by several. of the J,a:
chilly days in the midst of summer's heat, and the bustle attending the annual elephant show, the Jackson County Fair, moni people, but we failed to receive a call. We would have
and County Teachers' Institute, Labor Day, Plainsmen's Re- been glad to have seen them at our home and place of worunion, and the rally round the speef!h making grandstand of ship. We noticed that the fair had greater attractions to
such distinguished visitors as Roosevelt and B1·yan, to one some of the local Saints than had the pray!Jr meeting last
marching in this long procession of events within the last two Wednesday evening, yet with all this we had an excellent
weeks, life has indeed been somewhat strenuous.
service in which everyone present took part.
And now cometh the quarterly conference, to be held at
The choir is planning to have a platform in the -church
Knobnoster, next Saturday, and the Sunday school association suitable for their use. A sociable was held at the residence
on Friday.
of Bro. E. 0. Clark a few days past, and over twenty dollars
Moreover, within our little church circle acquaintances have were realized, to assist in paying the expense of the improvebeen renewed in the visits and in the coming and going of the ment contemplated.
_
home folk, who went on various summer trips, either for rest
Bro. and Sr. D. C. White and their daughter, Blossom, and
or duty's sake.
son, Dewey, of Lamoni, have been on a visit to their daughSr. E. J. Waller and family, from Honolulu, and Bro. and ter, Sr. May Skinner, and Sister May contemplates going
Sr. C. H. Lake,. with their bright young native son from the home with her mother to spend a few weeks with home folks.
South Sea Islands, were with us last Sunday, and besides
The missionary has been absent from the city for about
these, several from different places were mentioned as vis- five weeks and finds. himseif somewhat nonplussed to know
itors at the Sunday school. The secretary registered attend- just how to take hold of the work, or to get the work in a
ance 753, ofl'erin·g '$16.78. Thirteen were i.n the cradle i·oll shape to take hold of so as to do effectual work. Will occupy
class, the youngest present being not quite· two years old.
at the C_. B. Harding neighborhood, where· we learn- that a
Other pleasant experiences have been intermixed: . in the few are much interested.
lirie of business, we note the satisfactory work done by the
Several of the Saints from the city enjoyed an outing at
committee on: ·furnace repairs, and that of other committees the Fraser reunion held from. the 12th to the 21st, and
and societies, namely; the Laur.el Club,- the Sunshine Band, enjoyed the spiritual ministrations of the ser¥ices.
and the Ladies' Aid, · · ·
The next reunion of the Des Moines District is located. at
Bl'Other Kaler, every Sunday evening "lately, has been deColo, and the committee appointed to arrange consists of Brn.
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Frank Lhommedieu, Henry Dewey, ·John Thornton, Charles
M. Richeson, and J; ·F. Mintun.. The committee met at Boone
last Sunday afternoon and organized by selecting J. F. MinConference Minutes.
tun president, arid C. M: Richeson, secretary and treasurer.
WESTERN MAINE.-District conference· convened with the
Committees were also appointed to look after the advertising
f:laints at Little Deer Isle, August 20, 21, 1910. Elder Daniel
and to secure speakers and musicians.
Macgregor W'.lS ele tecl to preside, with H. R. Eaton as associElder J. S. Roth is making an effort to hold tent meetings ate; Florence Wallace secretary; Mrs. E. B. Hull, organist;
near Garwin under most trying circumstances, so he writes. and Elder Arthur Koel1ler, chorister. Minutes of last meeting
read a1~d approved. Branches reporting: Stonington, and·
The few Saints there were very anxious for tent services, but Mountamville.
Official reports: Elders J. J. Billings, J. N.
we learn that it was a very inopportune time to hold it, or Ames, James H. Robbins, G. H. Knowlton, H. R. Eaton and
has been so far. We hope for more successful report later. Eugene Bramm. Priests reporting Moody P. Eaton and
F. C. Haskell. Bishop's agent, H. R. Eaton, reported as
Bro. Robert Chenis, who was formerly a member and a follows: Receipts $507.75, expenditures, $89, leaving a balrepresentative of the Utah ·Mormon church in the South, and ance due church of $418.75. The same was audited and found
his wife who believed with "him, were baptized into the true correct. Adjourned to meet with the Mountainville Branch
Church of Jesus Christ at the reuriion, and two·happier peo- a~ the call of the presidency. Florence Wallace, secretary.
ple I have rarely seen. He says that there are many of
NORTHERN WISCONSIN.-Conference of the Northern Wisthose who have become convinced of the restoration of the consin nistrict CQ!Wenecl with the Reed Branch, at the close
gospel and the truthfulness of th~ claims made for the Book of the Ghetek reunion, July 16, 17, 1910. Called to order
of I\1ormon and have accepted of these truths who are as by S. E. Livingston, district president, and S. E. Livingston
anxious as was he to find the church which teaches these and W. P. Robinson were chosen to preside. J. 0. Dutton
chosen as secretary pro tern. A motion also carried that all
truths without the contaminations that are attached to them officers of the reunion hold to the close of the conference.
in Utah.
Elders reporting: Archie Hook, P; L. Richardson, S. E.
The present branch officers are making quite ·an effectual Livingston. Priests: J. W. Hooker, J. A. McGinnis, M. 0.
Shedd. Branches reporting: Fox River, Reed, Frankfo1't.
effort to eliminate unfaithfulness and iniquity from among District
treasurer J. A. McGinnis reported as follows: On
the Saints, and as a rule the Saints are sustaining them, hand at last report, 97 cents; disbursed 25 cents; leaving a
Not much sickness among the Saints at the present writing. balance on hand of 72 cents. Bishop's agent, Nahnei· Johnson,
Do not hear of any having infantile paralysis, but know reported as follows: On hand $164.16. District officers
chosen as follows: President, W. A. McDowell; vice-presiof some who have the symptoms of spiritual paralysis. Now dent,
W. P. Robinson; secretary and treasurer, J. A. Mcthat the reunion and state fair are over we hope to see normal Ginnis; for member of library board, Archie Hook. Nalmer
conditions prevail in the services. We hope to revive the Johnson was sustained as Bishop's agent. The speakers
present were: W. A. McDowell, W. P. Robinson, J. J.
normal class and pursue the study to completion.
J. A. Gunsolley, J. W. Wight, J. 0. Dutton, S. E.
Srs. Alice and Ruth Mintun went Friday to their school ·Cornish,
Livingston. The conference closed to meet with the Frankfort
work for the year, the former to Kirkman and the latter to Branch, and the time to be set by the president, W. A.
.
Somers. Any Saints near these places should make them- McDowell. J. A.. McGinnis, secretary.
selves known.
NORTHEASTERN ILI,INOIS.-Conference of the Northeastern
We just learned that Sister Shaver, formerly of Colorado,
Illinois District, met at Plano, Illinois, .t.ugust 27, 1910.
now of Bondurant, is quite sorely afflicted, and has not for- Elders J. W. Wight and F. M. Cooper were chosen to preside.
gotten the source of blessings. Her husband is very much- Statistical, ministerial, and Bishop's agent's reports were read,
interestcd in her welfare, and.a believer in the faith. Their and the bishop's report gave a balance on hand of $646.61, and
the district treasurer's report gave a balance on hand of
son is desirous of becoming a child of God.
. $2.66. It was decided to hold another reunion on the third
The secure hold that ex-President Theodore Roosevelt has Friday in August, 1911, at Chicago. The. following brethren
on the common people was eviden~ecl ~hile the writer was at were chosen as the committee: J. A. Tanner, C. Hartshorn,
Boone last ·Week, when thousands gathered to get a view of E. J. Lang, W. I. Cochran, and James Keir. 'fhe reunion
him as he passed through, and if possible hear him talk for committee was authorized to solicit means in the district
for reunion expenses the coming year. It was also decided
ten minutes. I was fortunate· to be located where I heard to hold the next conference at First Chicago Branch, the
all the speech and could see all his contortions, ·and by every time to be left to the minister in charge and the president
movement of his body and expression of his face he gave of the district. W. E. Williamson, secretary.
evidence that he fully believed what he said.
J. F. MINTUN.
Convention Minutes.
DES MOINES, IOWA, September 3, 1910.

Miscellaneous Department

On Reaching the Masses.

How shall we reach the masses? Well, our receipt is: "To
reach the masses, one must reach for them." Dr. Charles E.
Jefferson has expressed the idea by saying: "It is easier to
put up a sign, 'Strangers Welcome,' but one hand with human
blood in it speaks a warmer welcome than all the signs which
were ever printed or painted . . . . One hand throbbing with
the lifeblood of a heart which loves will do more to.reach the
unchurched masses than
the printing presses in 'the town.
· · . There are men who have ceased to believe in' the Bible
and in the sacraments and in the creeds and in all existing
religious organizations, but no one has yet been ,found who
does not believe in ·a strong· and uplifting hand. We shall
have a new book of the Acts when the church goes back to
the Gate Beautiful· and· gets a· fresh glimpse of the gospel as
P.1·eached by the apostolic hand." Not theory,-but the practice of those elemental acts of personal interest which everybody ,knows and ·everybody responds to. One thing is fairly
certam: to reach the masses we must reach for them; The
evangel of the hand.has still its pathetic.power.
·

all

CEN'fRAJ, OKLAHOMA.-District Religio association met in
convention at Morrison, Oklahoma, August 18, Pres. J. E.
Hughes in charge. Reports from the different locals were
read and approved. There being no special business, the
afternoon was devoted to talks on the Book of Mormon.
Brn. James E. Yates, Hubert Case, J. E. Hughes, and Sr.
McGeorge favored us with some good, spirited talks, which
proved both entertaining and instructive. Motion was then
made to adjourn, to meet at the place of next district conference. Athalia Huglies, secretary.
NOitTHEASTERN lLLINOis.-District Sunday school. association convened at Plano, Illinois, August 26, 1910, at 11 a. m.
The general routine business was transacted, in which steps
were taken to expedite business after this, and tnot •keep the
body waiting upon committee _work .. Prior to the· business
session the Sunday school conducted during each· clay of the
reuniok institute and normal work, ·under· the direction of
the field-worker and Sr. M. A. Etzenhouser. Adjourned,
. leaving the time and place of next meetii:ig with the superintendent and secretary, and they to pubhsh. LaJune Howard, secretary.
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SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.-District Sunday school convention
was held at Nebraska City, Nebr1;1ska, July 22 and 23, 1910.
Friday evening' was. occ_upied with a program. Saturd.ay
forenoon a session of institute wor!r.was held1 Z. L, Gol~sm1th
presiding. The subject, "Organization and tne conductmg of
the Sunday school/' was freely discuss~d .. Afternoo!1 was
devoted to routine 1rnsiness, Z. L. Goldsmith m the chair, B;nd
H. A. Higgins secretary pro tern. It was moved and carried
that the plan of assessment of the district be changed from
a quarterly to a semiannual assessment_. By n:iotion tlie
evening session was occupie~ by preachmg ~erv~ces. Adjourned to meet two clays pr10r to the next district c~mf<:r
encc, and at the same place. Blanche I. Andrews, dis1tri~~
secretary.
; 1c~·~i
NonTmiAS'l'BltN I1uN01s.-Convention convened Friday
forenoon, August 26, HJlO, at Plano, Illinois. - The following
ollicers were elected: President, Lester Wildermuth; viceprcsident, Fred Bone; secretary, Blanche Fairbanks; treasurer, Hazel Maginnis; home department superintendent,
Glenn Fairbanks; librarian, Frank Sly. The time and place
of next convention left with the president, and to be published
later. Blanche Fairbanks; secretary.
Cl.:N'l'ltAL OKLAIIOMA.-District Sunday school association
met at Morrison, Oklahoma, August 19, 1910, at 2 p. m., with
district superintendent Alice McGcorgc in charge. Reports
for first and second quarters were read from Morrison,
'ferlton, Shawnee, Holdenville, Kingfisher, and Ripley schools.
Report for first quarter only, read from Rock Creek and
Piedmont schools. Oral reports from the different local
superintendents and workers showed an increased interest in
Sunday school work during the year. The treasurer 1•eportcd
the amount in treasury, $1.14. We have eight schools, with
a totnl membership or 290. In harmony with the General
Convention resolution, a motion was made and carried that
this district hereafter be known as the Central Oklahoma
District Sunday School Association. It was decided that our
district has qualified upon all points necessary to make it
a first grade district. A napcr was rear! entitled, "Order
in the Sunday school room." Convention adjourned to meet
the day previous to the next district conference of the Central
Oklahoma District, and at the same place. Annita Reid,
secretary.
Conference Notices.

'l'hc Toronto, Ontario, clistrirt conference will be held al
Port El~in, Ontario, Oclobc1· 1, 2, 1910. Send all reports and
credentials ~arly lo Flornlice Miller, nunnville, Ontario.
Bra.nch presidents, please sencl your reports for qmn·tcr
cnrl111g Seplember :w, lo .John Shields, Port Elgin. Arrangenwnts have been made with railways on the certificate plan.
Floralice Miller, secretary,
The Kewanee district· conference will convene with the
Dahinda Bran~h Oclobcr 1. Reports of branch presidents
should all be 111 the hands of the district president before
September W. All .other reports should reach the district
scc1·etary !1ol later than September 27. Promptness in these
matters will be very much appreciated. Mary E. Gillin, Cor.
Bradley and Western avenues, Peoria, Illinois, district sccreta1·y.
The West Virg'inia district conference will convene at
ClarkHburg, West Virginia, on October 1, 2 1 1910, on Saturday, at the hour of 10 o'clock a. m. Saints and friends arc
invited lo attend, and it is cxocctecl that each branch in the
district will bring or send a statistical report of loss or gain.
Let each elder, priest, and teacher· bring or send a written
report of labor done by them. Any ycrson desiring to be met
at the train will kindly write a· car< to Frank L. Shinn, 4M
Staley avenue, Clarksburg. Frank L. Shinn, secretary.
Eastern Iowa district conference will convene October 15,
nt Fulton, Iowa. B1;anch clerks ar<! requested to send in
reports to Elder John Heide Fulton, Iowa; as early as possible. On Sunday, October fo, tlic chui'ch will be clcdicatccl.
'l'hc Saints will be met at ·Maquoketa, on the Milwaukee and
Northwestem railroads. Robert Smith, district secretary.
'l'hc :W cs tern Michigan conference will be held at 'l'ravcrnc
City, Mi~hi. gan, ·oc:tobor 1, 2. It is expected that J. W. Wight
and J. J. Cornish will be present, as also others of the
ministry,_ Secretaries. ·please take notice and act promptly.
H. A. Doty, secretary. .
. Confcrcllcc ·of the Nauvoo District will convene with the
Farmington. Branch, October ~ and 2. Bran~h . clerks and
branch presidents please sec, to it that your statistical reports
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are sent to the district secretary befo1•e the convening of the
conference to insure their getting there. The Sundav School
and Religio conventions will hold. their ·sessions the day
previous. M. H. Siegfried, secretary.
'
'fhc conference for Northern--1\;Hchigan district will meet
wit~ the Ona~vay br!lnch Sat1;;1rday a~d Sunday, October 8, 9.
Busmcss sess10n at 10 a. m. ivieals ·will be served as usual at
10 cents. Come one-come all, so we may enjoy God's blessings; and let the branches who have not paid their per capita
tax get busy. Local secretaries, furrii_sh your own repo 1:t
blanks, and. everyone report. Cnarles Burtch, ·secretary.
The Southern Michigan, and . Northern Indiana district
conference will convene at Lansing, Michigan, October 22
1910, at 10 a. m. Please meet at ? a. m. for vrayer .se1:vicc:
to be conducted by J. N. McKmght ·of Galien, Michigan
Branch clerks will kindly mail reports to district secretary at
as early a date as possible, as this will be the first conference
held in the capital ~ity: We hope for a good representation
from all. ov.er t_he district. Bclli;i M. Royce, secretary, Three
Oalcs, Michigan.
Idaho ";strict conference will convene at Hagerman Idaho
October 16, 16. Those wishing to be met at the ~ailroad
station at Bliss, Idaho, pleasG notify JVi!liam Glauner or
J. E. Condit of Hagerman, Idaho. J. E: Condit, secretary.
Convention Notice&.
The Idaho district Sunday school convention of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints will
meet with the Hagerman school October 14, 1910. We {vould
like to have good reports from all over the district, and send
them to Millie Gilmore, Hagerman, Iclaho. Saints, come with
the spirit of the Sunday school work, and we will be blessccl
as we work together for the upbi1ilcling and education of each
other. Florence McKnight, district superintendent.
'fhe Rcligio and Sunday school conventions of the Northern
Michigan district will convene at Onaway, Friday, October 7.
Social service will be held at 8 a. m. Rcligio business commencing at 9 a. m. Sabbath school convehtion at 1.30 p. m.
l~ntcrtainment in the evening. Let those who come prepare
to take some part on progi·arn, in songs, recitations, music,
or readings. Locals please send delegates and credentials.
Wesley Allclread, president of Religio association, Charles
Burtch, superintendent of Sunday school.
Southern Indiana district Sunday school convention will
convene Friday evening, October 14, at 7.30 i>. m., at New
Albany, Indiana, for the election of officers and delegates to
general convention. As district conference convenes at
Byrnevillc, on October 15, at 2.30 p. m., it makes it convenient for all to 11ttcncl, and \VC hope an· schools. will send
a good rcpresentat10n, Mrs. Erma Zahncl, secretary.
'l'hc Sunday school association of the Kentucky and Tcnncsee District will meet in convention at Foundry I-Iill, October
15, at 8 p. m. We arc anxious to have reports from all the
schools, ~o please don't fail to send in reports before the 15th.
All arc mvitcd to attend. Alma Snow, secretary.
,'l'he 'Ye~tem Michigan conventions will be held at Traverse
City, Mich!gan, September 30. Secretaries please take notice
and send m reports promptly.
The Sunday school convention of the Toronto District will
c?nvenc at Port Elgin, on l~riday, September 30, at 10 a. 111.
qomc prc~arc~I, to do business of district and enjoy a good
time. J. r. 1 hompson, secretary.
Pastoral.

, 'l'o thp ?.lli~crs a!1d M~mbc1'8 of the B1·anches of the I:"ar
Hes~ Dist? ict: I wish to mform you that I am contemplatmg
h?l<li!1g a series of meetings in the various branches of tho
~IS~ric.t ..and to do such other labor as will come under the
Juri?d1ct1011 of th~ ollice I am called upon to occupy. (Sec
scct1?n 125, ~)octrme and Covenants.)
Will ;1'.0ll kmcly consider the advisability of holding a series
of .!llcetmgs, and get an expression from your branch and
!1otif;v me of the result at your earliest convenience. Bear
m. mmcl that. there are about seventeen branches in the district, and I intc!1d to visit all, so I ask that you do not confine
me to any spccia) date, but give me as much latitude as you
can, and I shall give you sufficient time to notify all.concerned.
An early reply will be· appreciated. I remain,
Your brother in the g·ospel,
.
· WM. Lmw1s.
306 W. Fil''fH SniEET, CAMERON, 1\10._
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.Quorum of High Priests.

.

To My Brethren: This will inform the membership.of the
Quorum of High Priests that a4out ten days ago I mailed to
each member a 'copy of the program for 1911, and herewith
request the families of those who may be absent from home ..
on missions, to forward the. program. Would say: if any
fail to receive the copy sent, and they will let me know,
another will be mailed.
Brethren! 'ivhen ·you change your permanent address; do
please inform me of the ne\v address. This conference year
I will have to address you twice more, and it is my desire to
reach every member.
Your fellow-servant,
RonT. M. EI,VIN, Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, August 31f 1910.
Corrections.

Will you please make the following correcti!>ns in my autobiographical sketch: Page 801, second column, and eighth
line from the bottom, for "Hello kitchen" read, "Hell's
kitchen." Page 802, fi~·st column, and ninth line from bottom,

911
Addreuea.

All mail matter will find me at Clarksburg, Missouri
Route 1, Box Number 7, instead of Adamston, Missouri. a~
heretofore. D. L. Shinn.

Marriages.

SPEAKMAN-STOILER,:_At the home of the bride's parents
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Elswo1·th, Sr. Mabel Stoilcr ancl Mr'.
Harry Speakman, of Nebraska City, Nebraska, were, on
August 16, united in the holy bonds of matrimony, Elder
W. M. Self officiating. They are both worthy young people,
well and favorably known, and their many friends unite in
wishing them a safe and happy journey through the voyage
of life. They will make their home in the city.
Died.

'Dow,,,...-Francis J. Dower, was born January 30, 1901,
fm·
!'l.,lnrln" """rl "ill-f:>i:"'I R"lntl,.-" p,,.,.,, RO~. fi-t·~t.
baptized January 31, 1909, hy Elder G. J. Ws.Her, and died
~~iun;~, -~~<l. ~ec;;!iJ 1Ili~ "caiife1s''Aug·ust 19, 1910, at Honolulu, Hawaii Territory, as the result
"Castle's Pictorial Bible." Page 807, first column, and twelfth of falling from a second story window and brealdng his skull.
line from top, for "I. C." read, "I. C. * * *" to be read, "I' He follows his mother and brother, who passed to the other
sec stars." I made a winning hit on this, as Ira C. Moore shore about three months ago, and leaves a siste1· and two
had written an article for the Helper and signed said article, brothers to mourn. Services in charge of Elder M. A. Mc"l. C. * * *" I quoted the article, emphasized the signature Conley. Interment at Nuuanu cemetery.
and added: "Yes! he will see Moore stars."
·
BUitCII.-Sr. Sarah A. Burch, of Pollock, Missouri, departed
'
'
RonT. M. ELVIN.
tllis life September 2, 1910. She was bom near Zanesville,
Ohio, January 18, 1825. She was a devoted mother, a .true
ln the SAINTS' HERAW for August 17, 1910, on page 813, in Saint, and died in full faith of a reward among the just.
a letter from Ribstone, Alberta, on the seventh line reading She selected the hymns to be sung at the funeral, also cliapupwards from the close of the letter, concerning administer- tcrs lo be rend, and M. M. 'l'urpen to preach the sermon.
inv: to Sr. George Burton, it should read, "A. Bui·ton," instead
LANE.-Bro. David Lane was born in Council Bluffs, Iowa;
or "a bmther."
died August 26, 1910, at his home, near Dixon, Nebraska.
He was married to Mary Ann Hays, of Crescent City, Iowa,
Independence Snnitnrium,
1870, to which union were born five children; David, Evn,
Joseph, Mary, and Nellie. They resided in Council Blufl's
TRAINING SCIIOOI, FOR NUI!SES.
till 1905 1 when they removed to Dixon. He leaves a wife and
The Sanitarium offers a three years' course of instruction four children. He was baptized July 241 191.0, while at
lo ladies desiring to become trained nurses. 'fhe first month Saint Vincent's Hospital, in Sioux City, by Alvin Knisley,
is probationary. 'fhe .nurse in charge has full po\vcr to de- who also preached his funeral sermon in Council Bluffs on
cide as to their fitness for the work, and to the pro'pricty of August 30.
retaining or dismissing them at the end of the month's proToMLINSON.-Richard Charles, eldest son of Elder and Sr.
baLion. She can also at any time dismiss them for miscon- George Tomli1rnon, died at the home ·of his parents, in his
duet or inefficiency.
nineteenth year. Deceased was blessed by Elder H. C. Evans,
Hoom, board and laundry (except collars and cuffs) is fur- and baptized by Elder E. K. Evansi when eight years of age.
nished for the term, and an :allowance of five dollars per Died August 27, 1910, after a s 1ort illness with tynhQid
month additional, after the 'first month. Except as above, no fever. Services in charge of Elder William FligP', Ou1;
wages will be paid. The instruction, knowledge, and experi- hitc bmthcr was ticket agent at Saint Mary's, for the T. 'l'.
R., and was lately promoted to like position in the city of
·
ence furnished, arc considered full compensation.
The day nurses rise at 6 a. m., breakfast at 6.30, on duty Brantford. He was active in Sunday school and Rcligio work.
from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m., with two hours in afternoon for rest
PENDJ.ETON.-William Pendleton died at his home, two and
and study. One half day is. allowed each week, and four one half miles rnuth of Farmington, Iowa, August 25, 1910,
hours on Sunday. 'fwo weeks vacation each summer.
·
from an injury received last October, when his team ran
The candidates for admission must be unmarried women · away and threw him to the ground from .a load of wood.
between twenty and thirty years old, and must possess a good He was born in Armagh County, Ireland, July 4, 1830. In
common school education. 'rhey are required to furnish _a 1845 he went to Bram•1ton, Canada, where ho was married
physician's cc1;tificate of sound health and two certificates 'of to Miss Sarah Wamock on December 22, 1863. He was
good character. Those who have had partial training in any baptized at Brampton in 1870, and came to Farmington, Iowa,
other institution, or correspondence school, for training nurses, in May, 1877. Funeral services were held at the home at
2 p. m., August 27. Elder James McKiernan in clforgo,
arc not eligible.
.
'l'he applicant should bring two dark .wash dresses, four assisted by Elder M. H. Siegfried. Interment in Farmington
white aprons, two inch waist bands and five inch hem plain Cemetery.
underclothing, and rubbe1• heeled shoes foi· {>robation. After
\VICIC-Walter Wick died at tho home of his parents in
being accepted for training, they are reqmred to wear the Ladd, Illinois, August 31, 1910, aged 21 years, 3 months1 and
uniform of the training school.
8 days. Deceased was born in Victoria, Knox County, Illmois.
Those graduating after passing the final examination at His parents located at Ladd when Walter was four years of
lhe close of the three years' term .will receive a diploma, age. He was an excellent young man and was devoted to
?crtifying to their character, proficiency, and period of train- hiS mother. He \Vas buried from the Methodist church,
ing.
.
Ladd, Illinois, September 3. Services were in charge of Elder
Applicants should address ·Independence Sanitarium, West Frank Izatt, of •raylorville, Illinois. Funiiral sermon was
delivered at 2 p. m., by Elder F. M. Cooper, of Plano, Illinois.
Blue avenue, Independence, Missouri.
36-3t
HANcm.-Edgar J,, Hance died at Pecatonica, Illinois, Au, -·
:
·
,
gust 21, 1910. Dcccnsod was 46 yC~rs, 11 month_s, _and 27
WANTmD.--:-Ciismopolitan Magazine requires the services of days old. He entered Union Law Schoo,l, at Chicago, when
a reprcscntatiye in southern Iowa to look after subscription twenty-one years of age,-graduating two years later.. He
renewals and to extend circulation by special methods which followed ~he profession of lay; in the city w~ere ho irra?ubavc proved unusually successful. Salary and commission. ated, until stricken by the disease .that termmated Ins ltfe.
Previous experience desirable· but not essential. Whole· time · He leaves his wife, father, mother, one sister, and niece to
or spare time. Address; with references, .H. c; Campbell, moum his departure. He was buried from his father's home,
Cosmopolitan Magazine; 1789 Broadway, New York City.
: Pecatonica, Illinois, August 23, 1910: :funeral address was
·
" ,
.
36-2t by Elder T!'. M. Cooper, of Plano, Illmo1s.
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GREGSON -Anthony Valentine, was born in Holy Island,
England, February 5, 1818. With his. f~mil;v he moved ~o
America in 1849. Came to Essex, Illmo1s, m ~861,, whern
his wife died in 1888. July 11, 1889, he was umted ;m marriage to Sr. Carry Gregson. He .w~s a mi.m _of busmess all
his life, also a man of deep re!Jg10us prmc~p.les, and was
always hospitable to our elders when they v1s1ted us. For
six months his brilliant mind had failed. Died in Englewood
Hospital, Chicago, August 25, and was buried in Essex,
Illinois. He was 92 years, 6 months, and 20 days old.
HJLT,EBRANT.-Sr. Susan Eleanor Hillebrant was born at
Schenectady New York, May 10, 1827, and died at Denison,
Iowa Septe~ber 6, 1910. Miss Susan Eleanor Van Epps was
of D~tch parentage; and her family record is traced back to
the year 1620. She was married to Mr. Peter Hillebrant, near
Albany, New York, in 1846. Nine children were ?orn, two of
them having died in early childhood. Seven remam to mourn
the loss of a worthy mother, as follows: Mrs. Su.san Chambers Seattle, Washington; Mrs. Mary Tarry, Demson, Iowa;
Petdr Hillebrant, Denison, Iowa; Frank Hillebrant, Seattle,
Washington; George Hillebrant, Oakland, California; Mrs.
Emma Alexander, Dow City, Iowa; and Sr. Vina Goff, Pittsburg, Kansas. Sister Hillebrant was baptized at San Bernardino California, in 1890, and has been a faithful member
of the church ever since. Funeral services were conducted at
the home, Denison, Iowa, in the presence of a goodly number
of relatives and friends, Wednesday, September 7, by Elder
Charles E. Butterworth. The remains were laid to rest in the
Denison cemetery.
LoY.-Ollie Loy, of Kansas City, Missouri, was born July 2,
1882. She died September 6, 1910, of consumption, and was
a firm believer of the latter day work. She was married to
Tom Loy, in September, 1900. Her father and mother, Andrew and Elizabeth Johnson, belong to the church. Funeral
sermon was preached to a goodly sized congregation by Elder
J. C. Foss, assisted by Priest L. A. Fowler.
SCOVJL.-Loomis T. Scovil died at the home of his youngest
daughter, Lottie E. Whitestone, of Sioux City, Iowa, April 10,
1910, at the age of 88 years, 7 months, and 19 days. He was
at Kirtland in 1837, and viewed the temple, was with the
Saints at Far West, and at Nauvoo. At the latter place he
was married to Miss Elizabeth Cole. Both were members of
the church, and came to Western Iowa at an early date, and
entertained the first ministers of the Reorganization. He was
baptir.ed about 1862, by Elder W. W. Blair. To his union
with Miss Cole there were born eleven children, all of whom
are living except one who died in the civil war. He remained
true to the gospel covenant till death. He was buried by the
side of his wife at Sargeant Bluffs, Iowa, she having died
about twenty years ago, since which time he has lived with
his children. A good man has gone to rest.
CHANDLER.-Sr. Phebe Rebecca Chandler died of tumor from
which she had suffered for several years, at the home of her
son, Fred Chandler, in Des Moines, Iowa. The three living
children, Brn. Freel and W. R. Chandler, the latter living at
Lamoni, and Mrs. Medora Peters, of Saint Charles, Iowa, were
present at her death. She was born in. Oneida County, New
York, September 8, 1832, and at death was within four days
of 78 years of age. Her maiden name was Mason. She was
married to William Chandler, who died several years ago,
since which time she has lived with her ·Children, who have
cared for her faithfully. She was a most patient sufferer till
death. Funeral services at the home of Bro. Fred Chandler,
conducted by Elder J. F. Mintun. She was buried by the side
of her husband at Cambridge, Iowa. She died a faithj'ul member of the church, with which she had been identified for
years.
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The elemental aspects· of the gospel in its application is twofold, human and divine. The divine side is perfect and needs
not to change, but the human side is not perfect and does
need sometimes to be changed to newer and inore correct
gospel truth. No church in its ecclesiastical government
forms or pronouncements, may claim to be perfect until it i~
ready to claim in fallibility for fathers of the church. We
as a church know no infallible saints. Therefore, it may
not be .un·reasonable, nor radical, nor r~volutionary in any
man to conclude that certain changes in -our ecclesiasticism
may be needed as the church progresses with the passing ages.
-Texas Christian Advocate, April 7, 1910.
The Fear of 'Change.

The son of an old German farmer was getting the grain
ready for mill. He made the astoniShing discovery that the
sack would ride as well on the horse's back by dividing the
load as by putting a stone in one side and the grain in the
other. His father's attention was triumphantly called to the
improven __ !lt, but the old farmer exclaimed: "Hans, your
vater and your grandvater and your great-granvater vent to

mill mit dot sthone in der sack, und vat vas good enough for

tern ish good enough for you. Put back dot sthone." Some
men are contsitutionally opposed to change. Whatever has
been is, for them, right and good. They love the old house
because it is old; they love old tools, old laws, old creeds.
They have a distrust of any who make innovations.
But a way is not best merely because it is an old way. It
may be that for a long time we have done a. thing badly because we did not dare to change. We have gotten into ruts.
Some one has said that a grave differs from a rut only in its
depth. We are partially dead already when we ai•e dead in
progress. Do not be afraid of any change that promises better
things. Make experiments boldly. It is better to make mistakes than to stagnate. Are we not disciples of him who
saith, "Behold, I make all things new"?-The Sunday School
Advocate.
The House of Studebaker.

The sturdy, thrifty Hollanders have been the progenitors
of many men foremost to-day in the ranks of American captains of industry. Thomas Dreier has a strong and compelling story in Hmnan Life (Boston) for September of the
founders of a great industrial enterprise known in every
hamlet in the land-the House of Studebaker.
Back in the eighteenth century it was that the first Studebaker set sail from the land of canals and windmills for the
shores of America, and as far back as 1798 his descendants
wern wagon-builders. As the world moved, the Studebakers
kept, if anything, a step or two in advance of the march of
progress, and thereby proved their right to be considered
captains of industry.
John Studebaker, the best wagon builder and blacksmith
in his community in the early part of the last century, may
be considered the corner stone of the present great house that
bears his name. The heritage he left his sons ·was those bedrock qualities of honesty, industry, courage, and progressiveness-mighty levers in the hands of modern world-movers of
invention and business.
The inventors of the telegraph, the telephone, the submarine cable, and the various machines that minister to the
needs of.mankind are as truly and as grandly missionaries to
the race as those who give their lives to enlightening the
nations that sit in darkness. The inventors, the manufacturers and the distributors of the commodities of the world
a1~e instruments of destiny to bring mankind closer together,
and the story of the rise of this great commercial House of
The citizens of Madrid, on one occasion, refused to clean Studebaker, and of its founders and builders is fuller of
their streets because the dirt was the dirt of their ancestry. romance and live human interest than anything' the novelist's
The Chinese· farmer persisted for generations in plowing with pen may attempt.
a forked stick, l\ecause hi;> fathers ploye,d. that. Way. Ancestral worship is degradmg and a p,os1ttve hmdrance to
Mayor Gaynor Says:
development when it becomes a qo~inant force in the thoug~ts
and lives of men We condemn it m those who have a defimte
(From William J. Gaynor's "The problem of efficient city
system of ancestral worship. May it n~t be possible that we governmen~" in the September Century.)
cling to aome, expressions and -customs m our church for no
'.'Corrections and improvements in government, as in all
other reason.than that they were han~ed down to us from our thmgs, may not be done at once, but only patiently and
and . . . charitably, explaining and teaching as
gradually,
fathers?
·
. 1s
. t rue th a t .tirnre .can b e no
The writer is aware
that. 1t
you go."
·
new discoveries.in theology; m gospel revelat10ns, for God has
. ':Th~ great problem of all is to get the government of Ia1•ge
given us_ the best rind. highest i·evelation of the gospel in the c1t1cs mto honest and competent hands. It is in this tha.t
life and labors· of the Incarnate One, but there may be new we have long since signally 'failed."
visions by men of gospel J,ruth, t.here may be new conceptions.
"No one has the right to aspire to be the mayor of a city
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without having· first qualified himself by studying law.
and.by practical experience therein." .·
' "The chief obstacle to the nominatioll and election of fit
men to city office is nation~!. an,? .~tate party prejl1dice or
bigotry carried into local politics. ·
.
"Nothing should influence -the votes ,in a local election
except the local questions of men and measur'ils which are up
for consideration."
·
·
"Government, like water, does not rise higher than . its
source."
·
~~d· government,
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"Indian Autonomy."

A native of India, Saint Nihal Singh, thus writes:
Considered from the viewpoint of salary, the natives of
India· are mere drawers of water and he\vers of wood: regarded from the standpoint of exercising control over their
own affairs, the Indians are little better than slaves. The
laws are made for the people of Hindostan by the English, ihe
natives having a limited share in the lawmaking, even under
the neo-Morleyan reform scheme. The taxes are levied on
the Indians by the English, the people of India having no
voice in the taxation. The finances. of Hindostan are spent
by
the English without the Indians exercising any control over
A Lesso,n from a Burning Match.
their revenue which they have paid into the government treasA lighted match fell across a little chasm-as great a ury. The Indians do not have any,~l).ing to say about their
chasm to the inflamed )'natch as the Colora40 Canyon to a tariff. Even the universities of Hiridostan are governmental
giant redwood.. The flame was at one end; and as I watched, .affairs, in which the native is practically unrepresented. It
that end turning to chaITed coal and ashes I looked for the is the virtual reversal of this stat,e' of affairs for which the
whole match to crumble and fall through the openng. ~lit East-Indian is agitating. Indian autonomy essentially means
no, The conflagration progressed slowly; it passed the cen- this: and the agitation in India is fated to continue so long
ter it crept steadily to the oppsoite end, and only as the flame . as the majority of the governmental positions carrying the
re;ched the far end did .the ·remains (ashes and charred higher salaries and the executive, administrative and financial
match) crumble and fall into the .tiny abyss.
· , authority are not held by the natives of the land. Educated
.J _ _ _ .J .-.- -.-.
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tenacious fiber that· they cling together till the whole of life
has been burned out, and. not till the very last od they drop
out of sight or cease to give light from their tiny flame of life.
The boys who are to burn: that way in the far-off years of
the future are the boys of pure thoug):its, of temperate habi~s ·
and steadfast purpose to~day. 1:he women whose old age_ 1s
to be tenacious of beauty and light to the next generation
are the girls of to-day whose lives are full of sweetness, love,
and spiritual pow~r.-The Visitor.

Indians urge that they are capabhf of efficiently discharging

the duties connected with the responsible governmental positions. The controversy about Indian autonomy rages around
this claim. Plainly interpreted, India's political aspirations
mean the substitution of native in lieu of the present-day alien
administrative agency, East-Indians not objecting to run their
government under the guidance of the British.-From "Just
what does India \Vant politically?" in The North American
Review for September.
Watches for Boys and Girls. Freel Freel Freel

,What Marriage Should Mean.

Any boy or girl who will secure ten new subscribers for
A man who marriesfor the sake of what his wife can do The Kansas City Weekly Journal at 25 cents per year, each,
for him is not doing what he ought to do for the woman. he making a total of $2.50, and will send the full amount to us
marries. That marriage so far as he is concerned begins as together with the names and addresses, we will mail to his or
a failure, whatever it may come to be in time. A young man 'her address postage prepaid a beautiful solid nickle-silver
writes thoughtlessly to an acquaintance: "I expect to take watch.
a better half. I need some one to help me. I hope this young
Description as follows: Attractive solid nickle-silver watch,·
lady will prove a prize to me." The real question for that . handsomely engraved, Landseer design back. · Movement is
young man is whether he will prove a. prize to the young American construction, jewe)ed escapment, damaskeened
lady. Marriage o.ught to mean to him a .God-given oppor- plates. Dials are white enamel, Arabic figures. :This watch
tunity for service to the woman he loves. To be one and-not is an up-to-date bassine model with antique pendant and bow.
two, to live day by day the to[lether life, instead of the apart A nice size for the hoy 01· girl.
lives; to cherish oneness of aim and faith and work; to give
Boys and girls, here is your chance to secure a beautiful
and not to get, in loving service each for the other,-that is present: by doing a little work in getting subscriptions. Do
marriage. A young man who thinks. of marriage as any- not lose any time, but get out and secure the ten subsci'ibers
thing less than this will be something far less than a prize before it is too late. Remember .that the subscription price to
to the woman he marries.-Smiday School Times.
the Weekly Journal is only 25 cents a year. You get ten subscribers, making $2.50. This offer will only hold good until
January 1, 1911.
·
"In Dreams We Are Alway·• Reasoning."
Write names and addresses plainly, and send money by postoffice
order
or
draft,
and
address all communications to The ·
Only to a few people there comes occasionally in dreams a
dim realization of the unreality of the experience. "After all, Kmisas City Journal, Kansas City, Mo.
Please take note that names must be sent in all in one list
it does not matter," they are able to say to themselves with
money must be sent with them, or we can not send you the
more or less conviction. "This is only a dream." Thus one and
lady, dreaming that she is trying to kill three large snakes by watch. Address, The Kansas City Jou1·nal, Kansas City,
37-2t
stamping on them, wonders, while still dreaming, what it Missouri.
signifies to dream of snakes; and another lady, when. she
dreams that she is in any unpleasant position-about to be
The Angel of thejBhttlefield.
shot, foi· instance-ofUm says to herself: "Never mind, I
On
the
day
of
the great battle1ttif Inkermann, Florence
shall wake before it hap11ens." This duality of dreaming CO'J!-Nightingale
and
her
nurses, thirty•)mven in number, landed
sciousness is a manifestation, and the chief one, of what 1s
called dissociation. In dissociation we have a phenomenon· at Scutari, There were two miles,.of sick-beds; wards were
which runs through the whole of the . dreaming life and is rank with fever and cholera and the odor of undressed wounds.
scarcely less fundamental than. the process of fusion by which Into what Russell c_alls "this great temple of pain and foulthe imagery is built up.· The 'fact that the reasoning of ness " moved the slight and delicate.Jorm of the English lady
dreams is usually bad, is due partly to the. absence ?f mem- and 'her company of nurses. Kitchens we1•e established, and
ory elements that would' be present to wakmg consc10usness, ·intelligent routine took the place of the bungling red tape.
But all this was uot accomplished without much of that
and partly to the absence of sensory elements to check .the
false reasoning which without. them appears to us conclusive. friction which has ever accompanied the entrance of woman
That is to say, there is a process of dissociation, by which into new and wider fields of activity. Miss Nightingale had
ordinar;.,, channels ·of aasociation are temporarily blocke.d a terrible struggle. Surgeons and officers fought her every
through exhaustion of the nervous elements, and the condi- effort, but with the courage of a lion she fought back and held
tion~ prepared for the formation of the h~llu~ination.~From
her own.
,d ; h
h .
1 1
If there were no officer at han ·wit aut or1ty ·to un. oc c. a
"'l'he logic of dreams,'' in The North 4:1nerican Review for
storehouse
she
took
with
her
a.
~ew
Turks
and.
stood.
~Y
wh1~e
September. . .
·
they broke it open. Hei' orgamzmg and executive ab1hty ":'ere
everywhere manifest.. She broug~t comfo~'l, succor, rest mto
The nian who can see nothing in the life cif Jesus which the wards; she established laundries and kitchens for the ho~
nerves him to try to do something for the good of others does pitals and herself found time to superintend them and the!r
work~rs. She orgrinize,<;l the work of the nurses and their
not know Jesus.
·
·
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assistants and had surgical appliances prepared and ready to
meet emergencies. All day long and far into the night herwork continued.
·
I
In company with the army chaplains she established a
library and schoolroom, and she had evening lectures to amuse
the convalescent men. She attended to the correspondence of
. the wounded soldiers, and in short was what the soldiers
christened her, the "Angel of the Crimea."
.
MacDonald drew this picture of her as she went about her
work in the great Scutari Hospital: "As her slender form
glides quietly along each corridor, every poor fellow's face
softens with gratitude at sight of her. When all the medical
officers have retired for the night, and silence and darkness
have settled down upon the miles of prostrate sick, she may
be observed alone, with a little lamp in her hand, making her
solitary rounds." 'fhere were miles of beds, thousands of
sick men; she could not reach each one in a single round, but,
said one poor fellow, "We could kiss her shadow as she
passed."-Kate Upson Clark, in The Christian Herald.
A Still UnexploredJLand.
In size Arabia is an immense country, for it is as large as
all of the United States east of the Mississippi River, or larger
than all of the countries of Europe combined, with the exception of Russia and Scandinavia. In that country, almost without rivers, and until recently withoi1t railroads, and where the
only ship which sails over the great desert sea is the camel
plodding along at scarcely more than two miles an hour, it i~
a journey of eighty days along the Red Sea coast from Suez
to Aden, or it is a journey of forty days from the Red Sea to
the Persian Gulf, or to follow about the coast line of the
country, as an Arab sometimes does, it is a journey of an
entire year.
While travelers have frequently penetrated the desert south
of Palestine, or crossed its,northern part from Damascus to
Bagdad, but two or three2explorers have succeeded in reaching the city of Mecca, and the South Arabian city of Sana,
which was the home of tlle Queen of Sheba. As yet no Christian has succeeded in timv;ensing the land from the north to
the south, from Damascus lob Ba·gdad to Aden. Arabia, then,
presents a field for exploratiqn more extensive, more promising
in valuable results, and ~perhaps more· dangerous, than any
other portion of the worltl.-Prof. E. J. Banks, in The Chris-

tian Herald.
The Century Company 't~m issue this fall a gift-book edition of James Whitcomb Riley's "A Hoosier Romance," with
pictures in color and in black and white by John Wolcott
Adams The text will .be printed against a background of
delicat~ pearl-gray i each page showing a ~typical Hoosier farm
scene.
' __.:

_ ____

There are two sisters so much ·alike that the younger is
often taken for .the elder. Their names are Wisdom and
Silence. Do you !mow them?

Joseph Smith, Editor ; Elbert• A. Smith, Associate Editor ; Israel A
Smith, Assistant .Editor.
'·
·
·
·
Published every W~dnesday. Subscrlptfon. price $1.50 per year In
advance.
•
· ·
..
When payment ls 'made, the date on yellow label a\ways showa the
timo to which you have paid, or the time. when your subserlptlon c.xplre 3 •
If not changed within. a month after payment is made ·notify us.
'l'he paper
not be sent to pernons who are six months in arrears 1
unless special arrangements are made.
·
_ .
All articles, letters for publication, notices, etc.; and communications
concernin1 the same, should be addressed to "Editors Hero.Id." All
IJuslne•s letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same'
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering et accounts· 1hould b~
reported Immediately, as receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the ollice.
.
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 worda or
fraction thereof. De11ths, 100 words free; above that number, 51J cents
per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, <iO cents. per 75 ward• er
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l<'or advertising rates apply to. the business department.
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Success of.,County Option.

The statistics, published elsewhere in this papei·, concerning
the operation of the county local option law. are certainly
surprising and convincing. During seven monj;hs in 1909 with
saloons there were 102 arrests for intoxication and 221 comm!ttments to jail for all offenders, For the·same time in 1910,
with the saloons gone, there were only eleven arrests for intoxication and only fifty-five arrests for all kinds of crimes.
Such facts are arguments that no "wet"·adv6cate can answer.
They should shut the mouths of all carping critics and weak
apologists for the saloon.
We often hear the statement that there is more liquor sold
and more drunkenness under a "dry". administration than
under a "wet" one. The above records pisprove this fact conclusively. There is no question but that some ·liquor is
illegally sold, that blind tigers and bootleggers are in operation. But the amount of this business is greatly exaggerated.
It is the policy of the "wets" to make the option law odious,
and so they have encouraged and aided the violaters of the
law and then howled long and loud about the failure of local
option. The people should not be deceived by such talk. Conditions are better in this county now than ever under the
saloons. Jail and other expenses have been cut off; our business men are having better trade than ever before and losing
less in dead beat accounts; our young men are free from the
temptation of the open saloon and none of them are seen
drinking or intoxicated, In fact, we believe there is a general uplift in the business and moral conditions of this city
and county. The idea of going back to the open saloon will
not be considered for a moment b}' the best people of this
county, irrespective of party affihation.-Noblesville Daily

Ledger.
Let reverence of law be taught in schools and colleges, be
written in primers and spelling books, be published from pulpits and proclaimed in legislative houses, and enforced in the
courts of justice; in short, let it become the political religion
of the nation.-Abraham Lincoln.

~~

The Honor of Washington.

After ·the Revolution Congress voted to Washington a
statue and a large sum of money. He at once declared that
he would not a~cept a single cent. They, reminded him that
he had served eight 'and a half years without pay1 and plead
earnestly to win his c~nsent, but in vain. Then the sum which
had been voted was mvested by order· of Congress in some
government undertaking in Washington's name and he was
told, after the deeds were made out that now it was toodate
to refus~-he would .simpiy have t~ accept it. But 'he still
re~used mexorably. It was a gift, but hC felt it to be like a
bribe. '.fhe who~e nation seemed in a conspiracy to heap riches
upon. h1T; ?,ut 1t could not be. done without his consent,, and
~e said No to the last. He may have acted unwisely accordmg to the modern view, which is unfortunately more ~ommer-
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cial than patriotic; but he won the nation's undying respect
and admiration for his determination not to make money out
of his official position. His attitude is in the sharpest contrast
to that of some of the legislators and officials of .these days,
who are keenly alive to the opportunities that arise to enrich
themselves secretly. With Congress and several of our State
legislatures investigating wholesale bribery charges and other
forms of official corruption, \Ve are reminded of the fact that
we have fallen on degenerate days, as far as the standard of
public honor an<l official integrity is concerned.-Selected.
-

Be not· proud and do not be fond of fine clothes. The peacock has a very gaudy plumage and proud gait; yet he is a
very disagreeable bird.. ·
·
Individual Citizenship.

We are proud of our schools and of the trained intelligence
they give 'our children the opportunity to acquire. But .what
we care for most is the character of the average man, for we
believe that if the citizen is sufficiently high, if he possesses
those qualities wJ-iicl). make him wortliy of respect in his
family life and in his work outside, as well as the qualities
which fit him for success in the· hard struggle of actual
existence-that .if such is the character of our individual
~itize?ship, there is literally no height of triumph unattainable
m tins vast experiment of government by, of, and for a free
people.-Theodore Roosevelt.
··
·
'!'here is to be a ne:w book of Dr. S. Weii· Mitchell, eightyone _years young last' February, this fall, a coljection of short
stories of mystery. The book will be one of 'l'he Century Company's Octob'er issues.
·
· How to ,Help the Minister.

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our BrighamiteY!friends are makin~ an
active campaign .amongst the Samts.
You need this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the. Presidency
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 36
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 cents, clOth;
No. 158.
·
·

Bible References---

e,. Alvin Knisley

- -
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It is a complete refutation of the fa!-

. lacies of soul sleeping, Only 50 cents,
cloth, No. 140~ By Elder J. R. Lamb,ert.

intetest. at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

WHAT IS MAN?
One of the best works on· one of the

.

Make it a rule. to pray before each sermon ·that he .may
rrea.ch such docfrine, ·and in such a simple, forcible and. conv!ncmg manner, .that sinners will be compelled to forsake their
sms and. clef!.ve to the cross .of.Jesus Christ. · · ·
2. "D,uring tli.e sc;irmon make a note of any particularly
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10 cents
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1
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helpful remark, and speak about it ·at the after-meeting or at
t~e next prayer me~tin&". This will encourage him, pro~e that
his words are falling mto good ground and bringing forth
fruit.
- 3. "If :you do not get a ch::ince to than~ him pel'sonally for
the blessmgs you have received from his day's work or "to
testify to it in the after-meeting, tell his wife, and she will
'
·
see that it reaches him.
4. "'l'alk about him and his work to your associates in busi~
ness and social life, and so increase his popularity and thus
fill the church.
5. "Search out the unconverted who sat nearest to you, and
by following up any convincing point which the pastor.made
seek to clinch the truth, and bring it home to them directly, '
6. "When any thought occurs to· you for the upbuilding of
the church, do not allow it to die f1:om suffocation. Give it air,
tell it to the pastor, then help him to put it into effect, if he
deems it advisable.
7. "Call on h_im frequently, not to hinde1• his time; but to
ascertain if you can be of any use to him-if he wants some
work carried out which he can not do;iand you can.
. 8. "Do not bother him with idledtales but replenish the
storehouse of his brain with any :especially interesting bits
of Christian experience which come tO'•YOU from time to time.
9. "Whenever you see anything in. tl'le newspapers in praise
of his work, or taken from his sem10ns, cut the items out,
write the name of the paper and date: upon them, and either
take or mail them to him. Alhpastors al'e helped by the
knowledge that they are noticed by th·e ·press.
10. "Pray every day for him, and try. to get a few really
consecrated Christians together each Saturday evening to
pray the mighty power of the Holy Spirit to rest upon. him
during the morrow.''-The Preacher's Helper.
Citizenship the Test.

The. perpetµation of the republic dep'e;pds on good govern.ment ih low as well as high places. ·
1
Good govemment of the city is as essential to the future of
· the republic as good ·government· of the natiOn, and without
· good citizenship there can not be good 1government. .
Men must take 'as much interest· in the government of the
city as they do in the .government· of their own household,
they mus~ be prel?ared to defend one as pass!onately as the
other agamst the influences of the corrupt.'-Lmcoln Steffens.
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Farm~ For

Interesting Trips to . the
North Pacific Country
f"-

The Burlington Route
offers some of the finest trains in America-electric lighted .
throughout and elaborately equipped-running through.
every day without change of cars to

Seattle, Tacoma, Portland
A trip this summer to the Great Northwest, that wonderful and most rapidly developing and typically American
portion of the Continent, allowing stop-overs at both Yellowstone National Park and Glacier National Park, will be the
m011t interesting, instructing and benficial one you could
pian.
For those who desire to economize, nicely appointed "Tourist" Sleeping Cars are provided on all these trains.
·
I would like to give you, without charge, a copy of our
publications accurately illustrating and describing the won-·
derful, interesting country through which these trains pass,
and tell you the exact cost of tickets, sleeping car accommodations, etc.

.Sale

~- Thi~ fine :fain:i is ]oc~t;ed 2i miles from
city limits of Lamqni, :Iowa; One mile
from. Tuskeego; ·a small-&hippfng. station
and % mil~ from. scno'ot · Rural maii
route anci telephone line passes the door.
Impi·ovenients''consist o:f good eight room
hou,se, cellar, well arid cistern, two good
barns, ~~uble com crib;. gi;anary, hog
hou~e, two chicken· houses, fine otchard
· and: good grove.. Entire: farm· inclosed
with woven wire making it hog tight, also
suitable-- cross ··fences. · Price .. $100 per
~ere. Good terms.
Lamoni· Land and Lo~n Co.
G. W .. Blair, Sec.
· Lamoni, Iowa.

Let me help you plan!your trip.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent C. B. & Q. R. R;

Five per cent- •nterest
Paid

•11 Time ·D•J>O•ita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI,

iOWA

Capital and Surpfos, $30,000.00
·Incorporate.f ~der the. banki_ng ·1aw1 of the

Stale of Iowa,. and un~er direct control
of t\ie Auditor of State.

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

THE TWO STORY· BOOK.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

This is a splendid book to hand inquirers. The Old Gospel is.told in fascinating story. No. 247, cfoth, 50 cents.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association ·and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
, M. H. BOND, Vice President.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All neceuary operations in writinr, bjlling or. statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the.light running, eaay action Model 10 (Visible)

Smith Premier
Wrlte for infonnation

a

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan

KNOBNOSTER REA.L ESTATE
Good graded school and L.' D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking .this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor
.
mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the vari
ous parts of our faith. It is a smal
library of information within itself
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather,. $1; Flexibl
$1.50. Nos. 141-11-4, respectively.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc., Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens
19th and Doug]a~ Streeh, Omahtt, Nebraska

Capital and Surplus $50,000,00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent "per annum will be paid on' one y~ar deposits. Send
your surplus funds· to this Batik by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. · Address, The State SaVf~gs Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Io.

Wrt). ·.Anderson•.. Alice. P •. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderson
· .. W. A:. Hopkine, Geo •. W. Blrur, A. K. Anderson,
· . '

LIST OF DIRECTORSi

:

:-l

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet reeords
of copper; clay, and stone. Forty-four.
cuts, among them seven of Ffood, five of
The Tower.of Babel, five of.13 month or
.Lunar Calendar. The Ten Command
men ts, Elijah and· Priests of Baal con
t~st, Chisel, and Comp·ass, etc; Their gen
umeness and antiquity eStablished. New
book of rare interest in archllliology · and
all that appertains to the Book of .Mor
mon and RestoratiQn. Explanatory notes
apd data. Price $1.00 ·at Herald or En
s1gp. Office. .
· ·
21alt1yr.
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"If ye continue in my- word, then are Yli> my dis- ·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know _the Jruth, and.the'
truth shall make you -free.!'-John 8: al, 32.

"There shall not any man amon1r you have aave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon_, Jacob 2: 36.
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a home, to us no more inviting than a penitentiary.
- Who could live there and be happy?LIFE IN LAMONI.
. Out ')n the barren plains of eastern Colorado -we
note a little dry goods box of a shack; on the prairies
THE I-IOl't·fELY YET WH;OLESOME PHILOSOPHY OFof Dakota, as level as a floor, we find lit;tle weatherTHE'.'SAfALL TOWN.
bleached cluster of houses surrounding one geri
On occasions too numerous to count we have taken
store. How do people live there? Yet in al 1.1
part in a dialogue something like this :
.these places we will discover, if we inquire, m~n'
"Do you live in Lam011i ?"
- women and children who are very happy and i ~
"Yes."
tented.
. i...
"How large a city is it?"
-The same thing that makes us happy in surrmt.c ~ ·
"Oh, it has about eighteen hundred inhabitants." ~ilgs that do_ not appeal to others makes others hat·§~
"Is that all! Any street cars?"
m surroundmgs that do not appeal to us. _ That th: w ~
"No; we don't need-tl1em. We can reach any is human interest. You can not find out what maib~
place in town by the simple proc~ss of putting one people happy by looking in at their front windm~ t: ·
foot in front of the other until we arrive. We never you must get into their homes to learn the secret.
have the vexation of waiting on some street corner
To illustrate: My neighbor, Bro. A, is married.
twenty-five minutes in order to ride ten minutes." He thinks more of his wife than he does of any other
But our interrogator shakes his head. If he does woman in the world, or of any other dozen women.
not say as much, it is as plain as can be that he He would rather spend the evening with her than
feels sorry for· one who lives in a little "one horse . to. entertain some painted chorus gid at a midnight
town" like that. He never could be satisfied in such supper in some swell restaurant. ·Bro. A's wife
a small place. What fs there to do? Where do you thinks just as much of him as he does of her. Her
spend your evenings?
affections are as fixed and unwavering as the north
Such is the attitude _of the man who feels that one star. Their house is an affair of only four rooms, and
is not alive unless he is -surrounded by miles and needs painting. They live in Lamoni where· there
miles of piled up .brick and mortar. We _are duly are no street cars. Yet they find Lamoni a pretty
humbled when we are told that the entire population good place in which to live; their home is the best
of Iowa could move iiito New York City to-morr-ow · place in the world. Human interest, you se!=J.
and neve:i; be, noticed. But then, the entire populatQn
My neighbor, Bro. B, is similarly situated, only
of Iowa will not do any such thing.
in addition he has a boy that he and his wife are
What has the small town to offer one that will niake · trying to raise up to be· a fiod-fearing .and pure
life worth' while? , What is there: anywhere that minded man. Neighbor. B does not find Lamoni a
makes life worth while? Looked at from, the outside, slow town. The past ten years have ggne by so
many places have a very forbidding aspect, apd fast that it makes him sober to think about it. And,
<tfter all, our interrogator l!as but voiced a: feeling -. by the way, when that boy goes down town_-he does
that we have entertained regarding dw1:1llers in other not have to pass a half mile of open saloon doors.
places. .Looking from the car windows as we whirl When he comes home a little late at night he may
through the suburban districts of .some la1;ge city have been stealing water melons, which is bad
we note the tows of :;iman· and· shabby tenements, all enough, but he has not vi sf ted the red light district,
much alike: ,each with its little, diso:i;dei·ly back yard, there to contract some foul and awful disease.
its postage stamp-lawn~ ·1ts gerieraFair of squalor.-· 'Neighbor c, who is alsi? "brother," is situated
We shudder,at"the iclea- ofliving In such a .pface~ -much as neighbors A and B, only .that he and his
Again we note, in the popular· residence district,•-. ~ife have three boys and two girls.;They are in'love
some big- and irripo~ing but cold and forbid<;ling pile with life, !and Lamoni looks good t<'> the:in_, One of
of liranite-or sandstone,· by the grace of God calleil, their. children is in college, tw.o are in the high
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schools, the rest are in the grades, moving up a
grade each year.
Neighbors A, B, and C, also have their circle of
friends, and their few chosen, especial cronies. They
meet these friends most every clay for a few words.
They know their next door neighbors? If Bro. C
observes his neighbor in the act of mowing the weeds
alongside his lot with a new scythe, he is not afraid
to hail him with: "Look out, Dave, or you will cut
your legs off." Then Dave laughs and trys to get
it back on Bro. C. Human interest again. If they
lived in Chicago in the same flat they would pass
each other in the hallway with a cold and glassy
stare.
, •
T
•
_,_.._
Human interest is a great tnnig.
.uove
iS vue greaL
lubricant. Rob life of fellowship and affection, and
nothing worth while is left. Heart strings are the
only strings that bind and 90 not chafe. They are
the cords that tie a man to his home town. If there
are those in Lamoni who love no one and who are
loved by no one, they probably are unhappy, but they
would be unhappy anywhere. The man who loves
no one and whom no one loves does not need to die
to go to hell,-he is there now.
So these little, humdrum, drab-colored existences,
(as they appear to the casual observer) are glorified
and made jubilant to the participants by human interest,-love of husband or wife or sweetheart, .son
or daughter, brother or sister, or chosen friend.
Long live Brn. A, B, and C; they are the salt of the
earth, the dorsal vertebra; of the nation, the pillars
of the church. Their lives are clean, wholesome, and
useful. They are mentioned only as examples. The
golden thread runs through the lives of D, E, F, G,
H, I, and J.
Then, again, when one is busy and enjoys his work,
he is quite contented, as a rule, even in a small town.
Practically everybody in Lamoni is busy. We have
no leisure class, excepting infants and aged people,
and one of these, an old great-grandmother ·in Israel,
eighty-nine years old, has just finished piecing a
"nine-patch quilt," and is feeling pretty well, thank
you. Brother Gaulter, ninety-three years of age,
can still do more worldn a day than some folks ever
did in a month. Our men are doctors, law'y~rs, merchants, carpenters, masons, mechanics, farmers, editors, preachers, what not, as the case may be, and are
busy enough to keep out of mischief. Our women are
not much vexed with the servant problem. They
know how to·do their own work ai:d are not ashamed
of the fact. They can co~k anythmg, from ordinary
baked beans to. angel f?od ca~e that almost suggests .
:e ~·ustle of wmgs. (See Giaceland College Receipt
oo c)
.
t
Lamoni, like many other. sma11. .owns, is an ideal
place in which to cultivate ~nterestmg and profitable
.
N e1g
· hb
poultry
hobb ies.
. or· p -goes
· - m for fancy
~ .
· · ·H e
L

.

' -.-

has as fine a flock of blooded bird_s. as you can find.
He takes _a ,good qeal of pleasure_ in their care, belongs to several progressive poultry associations, and
has won many i·ibboi1s, cups, an!l ,badges. His
family has f1:esh eggs for breakfast ~t seasons when
our interrogator is eating cold storage eggs of the
edition' of 1902. Neighbor E keeps one or two fine
Jersey cows. His children eat good swe!'lt butter on
home made bread. They have cream on their oatmeal an{l plenty of milk to drink.. They do not know
how formaldehyde tastes., Neighbor F has a fine
garden in which he cultivates sweet cqrn, tomatoes,
carrotf' egg plants, oJ,s:ra, celery, string beans, and
sundry
other verretables.
He eniov,,
~
...
... s worki_n_!!
. . . in this
garden of an evening, and takes as much pleasure in
watching these .vegetables grow as his city cousin
might take in a promenade down Broadway, inspecting thousands of passing bipeds whom he does not
know and who do not know him.
Now we come to the religious Hfe of the community, and here we strike one force that draws many
to Lamoni and keeps them there. Here they find the
fellowship that they crave with othei· members of
the. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Here they are entirely free to worship the God of
their fathers after the way that some call heresy.
The church is their rallying point; and as the expression goes, there is always something going on
at the church,-on Sunday, preaching and prayer
services; and during the week, prayer services, choir
practice, Religio, teachers' meeting, and other services; besides entertainments, lectures, musicals,

etcetem.
By way of dissipation we can go to town of a
Saturday evening and listen to the band concert. We
have a very good band. ·Perhaps it is riot in the
same class with the band that plays for you in the
big city park, but then we like t6 hear our band play.
You see most of the band boys grew up in Lamoni.
The town produced them. It is town talent. In
a way we are tooting those horns, or rather they
toot them vicariously,-these band boys toot for the
whole town. We know them. But your· band perhaps is a foreign importation that toots fqr a cash
consideration.
Then there is the intellectual life. The great
dailies, the standard magazines, the reviews, convey
just as much intelligence to us in Lamoni as they do
to our brothers in the Hub of the Universe. We
read just as good books and enjoy the mental stimulus just as keenly. We try to keep in touch with
world movements. And we have our own local, intellectual atmosphere due to the presence of three
good town schools with their instructors Graceland
Coll~ge, with its faculty and student hotly of bright
- ·
.
YPlll~g men and women, a large number of. l'esident
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ministers -0f the gospel, and many workers in Sunday on the college indebtedness. It is very encouraging
school and Religio who are keen students.
. to see the liberality of some of the Saints toward
Visiting lecturers, clergymen of other churches, Graceland, but the thing most needed is not one or
and political. speakers who speak here, invariably two liberal donations, but a united effo1·t by all,, and .
comment on the fact that they have had an unusually the results will do us all good. The college is i·eachappreciative and critical audience. It pleases us to ing out for the young people of the church and en.;
think that they tell the truth. Our people are natur- · couraging them to beter prepare themselves for
ally critical. They watch the speakei', and if he · life's struggle at a school where they are surrounded
makes a failure ·or a mistake it is noted instantly. by the influences of the church. Why convert
But if he makes a good point they are i•ight there strangers and neglect our own? If we can save our
with their· appreci.ation; he does not have tp wait a children th~ church will multiply in numbers very
week for it to soak in.
fast. We want the benefits to be had at Graceland
Roosevelt. says that boys and girls are the best brought within the reach of every boy and girl in
crop that Iowa produces. We believe that our main the ch11rch. To do this we need the financial and
crop gracJ_es up- pretty· well. Thirteen students from moral support of every Saint. Will you help accomLamoni are doing wol.·k in the State University of plish so worthy an aim? Remember, Sunday, Octo·
Iowa at the present time. We do not believe that ber 2, gives an opportunity to all.
In
gospel
bonds,
,
there is another town of the same size that has so
F. B. BLAIR, Treasure?'.
many representatives in its state university, or in
any other institution of .higher learning of equal
standing. Can New York or Chicago or San Fr:mCORRECTION.
cisco produce as many university men in proportion
In
the
article
from
the committee -0f seventy, oc~
to their total number of inhabitants? Not yet; too
many slums, tenements, sweat shops. Lest we be curring on page 565 of th~ HERALD for June 8, 1910,
misunderstood by advocates of Graceland, let us there is a very misleading error, in the quotation
state here that, with perhaps three exceptions, on from the minutes of the General Assembly of the
which we will 'not comment, these students are tak- Qhurch, held August 17, 1835 .. In the first column, in
ing studies that· they cnuld not get at Graceland,- the next to the last line of the next to the last parafor instance, four are studying law, another is taking graph, the name of John Whitney occurs as testifypostgraduate work, etc. Some day we ·hope that . ing to the truth of the Book of Doctrine and Cove-·
Graceland will be equipped to' cai'ry students as far nants as reported by the committee appointed in
1834. No such person is named in the minutes as
as they care to go.
they
occur in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants of
In a limited way we have analyzed life in Lamoni
to show how one can be happy, busy, and very much 1835. It should be John Whitmer. This may have
alive in a small town. Of course the cities have been a mistake of the committee in transcribing the
attractions and advantages that we do not have. minutes or it may have been an error in copying or
They also have other things that have led one writer . printing.
on economies and education to term .them "great
sores upon the body politic."
NOTES ANO,•.· COMMENTS.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
. Church members may be interested in knowing
how our aged Saints fare at the Saints' Home. Mo11day of last week Pres. F. M. Smith and the Associate
COLLEGE DAY, SUNDAY, . OCTOBER 2.'
Editor dropped in at the Home and took dinner with
College Day, the day set apart by General Coil- the old people. They did not give sufficient warning
ference when a collection should be taken· in. all the of their approach to admit; of extra preparation.
branches of the church for the benefit of. Graceland The dinner was well cooked, well served, and there
College, comes this year on· Sunday, October 2. was plenty of it. U did not have a boarding house
Branch presidents can very materially help this · flavor, but rather the good taste of home cooking.
cause by announcing this matter at the meetings They were served with potatoes, green corn in two·
between now and that date, so that all will be pre- styles, baked beans, a salad of cucumbers and onions,
pared to assist. Any of the Saints who can not at- their choice of brown bread; white bread, or biscuits,
tend a branch meeting on that day can send their with good sweet butter; and thefr choice of water,
offering to the college treasurer, F. B. Blah', Lamoni, milk, .or coffee. The inmates are comfortably situIowa.
'ated, excepting that the crowded condition of the
It is very desirable that the collection be _large · Home makes it necessary for some of the men to
enough to pay all of, the running expenses, so that sleep in the basement. Sister Dancer, as matron, is
the Temporary. Endowment Fund can be applied:· always kind, considerate;. and patient. It would be
;
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very difficult to fill her place. She does the work of
the Master quietly and without expectation of
earthly reward. 'The management is hampered by
lack of funds with which to repair the building and
outbuildings.
It is stated that the late Prof. Willlam James, of
Harvard, authority on questions of psychology, was
interested in Spiritualism, and that priQr to his
death he expressed a determination to communicate
with his friends after his demise, if possible. Qertain
Spiritualists no~ claim to be in communication with
him. Whether tests were prearranged by which his
identity could be established we do not know. However, communications received so far are decidedly
noncommital, not to say evasive, and fall exceedingly
flat. M. S. Ayer, a Boston Spiritualist, claims to
have heard from Professor James, at .second hand
through another spirit. Spirit No. 2 gave no credentials. The message follows:
"I am at peace, at peace (here followed some words that
could iiot be distinguished) with myself and all mankind.
I have awakened to a life far beyond my highest conception
while a denizen of the earth. 'l'ell my brothers that I will transmit a message through this instrument that will prove my individuality when I can manifest more clearly than at this
time. I did not realize how difficult it would be to manifest
from this plant of life to the mortal plane. '!'here is much,
verv much for me to learn and many conditions to overcome."

The Little Sioux, Iowa, reunion, just closed; was
quite successful. There were about sixty tents on
the ground. Several visitors from Lamoni were
present, including Bro. and Sr. Heman C. Smith,
Bro. and Sr. J. W. Wight, Bro. and Sr.· Thomas
Moore, and Sr. Jessie Morant, Sr. Laura 'fhompson,
Bro. H. Hale Smith, Sr. Inez Smith, and Elbert A.
Smith.
.
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Our preans of praise to the.Father.wc'll raise··
For the glorious work he's begun, "
Let angels proclaim, with hosannas his fame
And his will now and ever be done.
JAMES L. EDWARDS,
NORTH. WEYMOUTH, MASSACHUSETTS.

-

JESUS, LOVER OF MY SOUL.
Filled with a weariness and pain,
Scarcely strong enough to pray,
In this twilight hour I sit-Sit and sing my doubt away.

O'er my broken purposes,
Ere the coming shadows. roll,
Let me fiuild a bride:e of sonir:
"Jesus, lover of my soul."~
"Let me to thy bosom fly."
How the words my thoughts repeat;
To thy bosom, Lord, I come,
Though unfit to kiss thy feet.
Once I gathered sheaves for thee,
Dreaming I could hold them fast;
Now I can but idly' sing;
"Oh, receive my soul at last."
I am weary of my fears,
Like a child when night _comes ,on,
In the shadow, Lord, I sing:
"Leave, oh, leave me not alone."
Through the tears I still must shed,
. Through the. evil vet to he·
Thougli i falter whil~ I si~g, '
"Still support and comfort me."
"All my trust on thee is stayed."
Does the rhythm of thy song,
Softly falling on my heart, Make its pulses firm and strong;
And is this thy perfect peace
Now descending while I sing,
That my soul may sleep to-night,
" 'Neath the shadow of thy wing"?

Hymns and Poems

"Thou of life the fountain art,"
As I slumber on thy breast,
And I sing myself to sleepSleep arid death alike are rest.

Selected and Original
REVELATION.
Tune, "The story of wonderful love."
'Twas Daniel of old to whom God did unfold
'l'hat his kingdom .on earth would appear'
In latter days, when 'twould be set up again,
All the faithful to bless and to·cheer.

Through the shadows overpast,
Through the shadows yet to be,
Let the ladder of my song
"Rise to all eternity."
·
·

Chorus:
0 I bright is the gleam of this marvelous stream,

Flowing froin the pure fountain above,
Hevealing God's will, and .his power to fulfill
Every . promise of wonderfjll love.
Long ages have p~st, and his word has i{i; last
Been fulfilled to our souls' great delight,
. For the angel lias flown, as to John it was shown,
.And has banished for' ever our night.

·

Note by note its silver bars,
May my soul in love ascend
'rill I reac? the highest round:
In thy kmgdom without end.
Not impatiently I sing
'fhough I stretch my 'hands and cry
"Jesus, lover of my soul,
'
Let nie to thy bosom fly."
-Selected.
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GRACELAND'S INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.

In the past year there has been added to the list
of occupations open to young men in the Indu.strial
Department, oul' planing iriill and furniture factory.
The previous manual training equipment; includ~
ing benches, hand tools, lat}1es and saw, made a good
beginning for the shop. The increasing and imperative· demand for occupation fo:r young men, made development along some
practical line necessary. An appeal to friends of
our industrial movement in various States, especially in Michigan,· secured funds with which a
planer, jointer, and swing saw, were purchased and

921

cles on the market, but at present it is difficult to
finance such a scheme. For the present we shall
be glad to make to order any. article within our
reach, desired by those who are willing to patronize
our industry.
.
When desired, articles will be so constructed as to
be readily· "knocked down" for shipment, the freight
rates being much lower than on crated furniture.
In every case, each article will be accompanied with
ca1•eful instructions for setting up. The finish is a
rich, velvety, mission stain, any 'color ordered~ No
shellac or varnish is used, so there is no danger of
scratching or marring. An occasional application
of any good furniture wax will keep t_he finish in
excellent condition. The upholstering is of the high-

PRODUCTS OF THE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMEN'l'.

installed. This added materially to the scope of our
manual training courses, and at once allowed · us
to bring in two young men, who. practically earned
their way for the year in shop work.
The accompanying illustration represents the type
of furniture produced. Th~e pieces were purchased
by the college board, and pla!!ed in the riew music
studio of the college. The construction is all hand
work, and on the mission order, for the production
of which we are fairly well equipped. · The number
of young men whom we can employ is limited only
by the sale of ou1· product.
.
we plan to put a line of desirable, ready made arti-

est order in all cases, the quality of material used
depending upon the price of the article. We will
finish in varnish if you. desire, or finish ready for
varnish and let you put it on yourself, which would
eliminate much danger in transportation.
We have now on hand five taborets, similar to
those in the illustration, price, knocked down and
packed ready to ship, $2 each. We have also a library table, the exact counterpart of the one illustrated, but in a lighter stain, for $16.
We want to employ two young men, or more, the
coming year, but we must first find sale for our 1Jl'Od~
'uct. Our prices are as low as the regular retail
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Each claimed to be the "only' saving church." Those who disagree with them were termed lost, the Lutherans condemning
the Reformed and vice versii.. TJiey. hurled all manner of
abuse at each other and the very pulpits iri the churches were
desecrated by their heated and intemperate language. The
zeal-for the pul'ity of doctrine was great, but the love of God
and the fellow-man was but weak. The rabies theologoriim,
the fury of the theologians, made the Word of God almost as
scarce in the land .as it had been prior to the Reformation.
There was much dispute but little preaching. In the interest
of truth it i:nust be conceded, that the leaders of the ehurch
in that- dark time were theologians. of the head,-and will
anybody deny that they were ha1·d ones?-rather than the
loving heart.
But while this froth appeared on the surface, there was a
strong undercurrent of piety in the church. The number was
great of those who deplored the lamentable quarrel and hoped
THE EVANGELIZATION OF THE WORLD.-PART 2.•
that God would sopn effect that union for which many had
BY JOHN C. GRAINGER.
prayed ever since the Reformation. Nor were there lacking
Charles W. Eliot, president of Harvard Univer- those who endeavol'ed to reconcile the old difference. But not
sity, in a discourse on religion, speaks of the efforts till the year 1817 were any of these attempts successful. And
of uninspired men to interpret inspired writings. then again, as in the case of the almost successful conference
at Mai·burg, it was not a theologian, who became the human
I quote Professor Eliot because his remarks have a instrument of God to bring the controversy to a close, but a
bearing on our subject:
pious, God-fea1ing king. It was Frederick William III of
Then let us always be careful to observe the distinction Prussia, whom God had selected for this office. Thus, in the
between a mystery-a genuine mystery-and a mystification. year 1817, the third centennial of the posting of the ninety-five
That is a very important distinction. God has surrounded theses by Luther on the church door at Wittenberg, Frederick
us with mysteries; but it is man that has made mystifications. William III of Prussia succeeded in bringing together a numThere are real mysteries in the conduct of the universe at ber of the most prominent preachers of his kingdom and in
which we must look bravely and resignedly, with humble having a book of worship compiled which could be used in
minds. Such are useless pain, the sufferings of the innocent, churches that had been Lutheran and Reformed. And no
the shortness of human life, the broken career, and premature sooner had the initial step been taken, than congregation after
death. These are real mysteries, in the presence of which we congregation joined the rapidly growing ranks. of the Evanmust often be dumb. But there are many things in this world gelical Church, for that was the name :of th.e new church.
that are called mysteries which, in fact, are only human mys- From principality to principality the movement spread, till
tifications; and among them are the chief theological doctrines soon the whole German empire had heard of it and its churches
built up by men round about the teachings of Jesus. ·I refer, were to be found in most of the cities, villages, and hamlets of
of course, to such purely human inventions as the doctrines the whole land.
·
of transubstantiation, justification by faith, the Trinity, and
Men and women wept with very joy that at last the word
the numerous other theological devices of human logic applied of God was restored to .its rightful position and the learned
to p1·emises altogether of human selection. Give a very falli- disquisitions and impassioned invective of the so-called orthoble but opinionated creature the power to select his prnmises, dox preachers debarred from the pulpits.
and then to apply to them his own logic, and we must not be
And leaving the barren wastes of theological discussion, the
surprised if he often arrives at a mystification or a paradox Evangelical Church entered the much more promising, long
which he erects into a dogma. Therefore let us keep clearly neglected field of active service of God and the fellow-men.
in our own minds the distinction between a genuine mystery The church became a missionary church. Foreign lands heard
and a mystification.
the good news of the crucified One, and the sheep from the
After reviewing the history of the Lutheran other folds were brought in one by one to the great Good
Church in Germany, and of the Reformed Church Shepherd. Schools, hospitals, homes for the aged, orphan
in Switzerland, up to the year 1817, in his recent asylums, and many other charitable institutions spl·ang up as
testimonials to the active love of Christ, which recognized in
tract, The Evangelical Church,. David Bruening con- every needy brother an opportunity to serve the Ch1:ist himself.
tinues thus:
Poetry, ever dear to the German heart, was again taken into
It was a great misfortune for the young Protestant Church, the service of Christ, and hymns incomparable for depth of
that its leaders in the years following the Reformation paid sentjmcnt and beauty of form told of a love- too great for
more attention to this old dispute, (about the Lord's Supper), ordinary speech. And no man will gainsay the statement that
than its importance in the Bible scheme of salvation. war- it was the Evangelical Church that saved the day for God's
ranted. As is often the case in the affah·s of men,. trivialities cause during the cynical, chilling time of rationalism just
were insisted ~pon while essential things were neglected. For past!
while the reforme;.s admitted that the ,points on which their
. But on what ground was the union effected? Ah, it was
opinions diverged were of minor weight, and each conceded simply done. The Bible was that ground; ,This Bible,. the
that a man could be saved even though he held the opposing re~elation of God's goodness, was made the only arbiter of
view, their successors placed these differences i~. the very fore- faith .. Whatever was not taken from the Bible was esteemed
ground, and orthodoxy was.made the prime condition for sal- as of httle consequence, no matter how brilliant in conception
vation: It fills us with sadness to note, that the Lutheran and or presentation. But scant attention was paid· to the results
Reformed churches were not only divided in .opinion, but that o~ speculation and Christian philosophy. On the sure foundaan ot;tspoken and bitter· antagonism developed between them. tion of God's word the ·new church was grounded. And to
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this day the _Evangelical Church stands on this immov!lble
foundation, as witness the following declaration of our pririci- pies: The Evangelical Church holds that the Holy Scriptures
of the Old and the New Testament are the-only and infallible
guide to faith and practice. We accept- the interpretation of
the Holy Scriptures as laid down in the symbolical books of
the Lutheran and Reformed churches, in so far_ as they agree.
Principal among these symbolical books are Luther's Catechism, the Augsburg Confession, and the Heidelberg Catechism. In the points on which these books disagree, we rely
entirely on the passages of the Holy Scriptures relating to the
same, and thus avail ourselves of the liberty of conscience,
which characterizes the Evangelical Church.
These principles were brought over from Germany by our
forefathers. Though they l'eft behind them home and fatherland, they took their faith, -their dearest and most precious
possession, with them. And in the land of the politically free
th"v nlanted the church of those whom Christ has by his truth
~-~de. spiritually free. But though we give scope to the iii:di-

of unity in our church by muzzling -our members or by throttling their consciences. Those of Lutheran inclination among
us do not look askance at those of our people of Reformed
inclination, and vice versa. Realizing that the differences
are on points non-essential to salvation, we not only tolerate
each other, but respect each other so much the more highly
as we note the earnest endeavor of our fellows to find - the
truth. And while we do not encourage debate on the points
of variance between the Lutheran and Reformed doctrine,
we do not evade it, where it can be entered and carried on in
the truth-seeking spirit. For all things are ours: Paul and
Peter, Luther and Zwingli, Melanchthon and Calvin; but
Christ being all in all, these>' where they diverge, can not
divide us. And in a spirit of unfeigned submission to the
word of God, we hold to Christ above all -and present to God
and the world a people of single purpose.: heaven; of .single
faith: Christ; and of simple love to all men. Nothing could
be plair.. ·and simpler; nothing greater and more glorious.
And happy are we to note, that these differences which

vidual, constraining the conscience of no man in the non-

once divided the church in Europe are much less prominent

essentials of faith, yet we are no more a church of license than to-day than they formerly were. J<'or there in free America
our Government is one of anarchy. For we are limited in the a new generation is growing up which has buried the arms
exercise of our liberty by the healthful restraint of the Bible. of religious warfare. Nor are we busy about keeping their
Be it said again, the word of God is our standard of faith. grave green. Let others invoke the thunder of God upon
This is evidenced by our name, .the Evangelical, the Gospel those who believe not as they would dictate, we would rather
Church. Others may call themselves Lutheran 'for a man; emulate the example and follo\v the precept of the sanctified
Reformed for an incident in history; Episcopal or Presby- John, whose exhortation is: "Little children, Jove one anterian for a form of church government, or Baptist for one other!" And what gratification to note, that the evangelical
of Christ's sacraments,-we know nothing superior to the spirit has forged its way into wider fields of activity, in that
Bible, and the whole ~f it. And calling ourselves for the very the efforts of many Christians all over the globe are to-day
heart of the Bible, we recognize the sway and power of the directed towards reaching that ground_ so long familiar to
us, toleration and cooperation in the cause of God.
Bible as the God-given guide to salvation.
.
May his kingdom come! And when eventually the grand
But why have Luther's Catechism, the Augsburg Confession, and the Heidelberg Catechism at all? Isn't the Bible day shall dawn on which the desire of Christ will be gratified,
sufficient? Yes, the Bible would be sufficient were all men "Holy Father, keep through thine own name those whom thou
unprejudiced and single-minded in thefr e}\deavors to find the hast given me, that they may be one, as we are," we believe,
truth and the whole ti:·uth therein stated. But so much that in all humility be it said, that the Evangelical Church in
is false and erroneous has been taught about the Bible;-in Alncrica will be counted among those forces that have helped
the course of the centuries past the sacred book has been in~ to bring about this happy unio11 of the hearts of all that love
terpreted to suit s~ inany men's idle whims and perverteq the eternal Christ.
notions ;-parts of it have so frequently been disconnected
The Saint Louis Revublic, May 28 1 1909, under the
from the whole and made to fit into the pet scheme of some caption "Righteousness -by compulsion," tom~hes on
misled teacher, that it.is necessary to have some general interpretation of the salient truths of the Bible. And the above our subject. Speaking of the Presbyterian General
books contain the interpretation which we accept. And though Assembly in its recent session at Denver:
they are old, there is no necessity for their revision or disThe fact remains, however,-an·d in this is seen the secret
placement. They were written in the time of great light from of the downfall of heathenism before Christianity-that no
God. They contain all that is necessary to refute the errors.a. society was ever legislated out of wickedness into righteousof that time and the times preceding. And since the mind ness by the severity of penalties and the enforced observof man runs in ruts, whatever has_ disquieted or alarmed the ance of times and seasons. The history of Rome is the
church since that time, can easily be recognized as an old classic example of this. The censors and moralists had the
fallacy in a new garb. "There is nothing new under the sun," whole force of the Empire behind them in their attempts to
in the line of fallacious teachings alleged to be based on· the secure purity of morals; they affixed rewards to good actions
Bible! The ingenuity of the Evil One has long ago exhausted . and punished evil-and Rome went steadily down hill. ·
itself in this direction. And in these books we have the
How, then, does true i•eligion work7 By a positive enthuBible doctrine as free :from error, misun_derstandings, or im- , siasm. If a baseball game on ·Sunday is immoral you can
perfection as man can make it. , Therefore we hold to them, never cure the evil by laws against it. FiJJ the man with a
placing them next to, but befow the Bible in point of im- great positive religious enthusiasm and the things inimical to
portance, in the matter of the regulation of our faith. And religion will wither away and die in its presence.
as proof for our allegianc~ to the Bible, we claim the priviIan Maclaren . (John Watcion) in ."Respectable
lege of going.back to the precious word itself in those points.
in which these books do not perfectly tally with one another. sins":
Sin lies not in being accomplished, but in· yielding to tempAs is evident, our Evangelical Chu1:ch thus is composed of
people of Luth(lran and of Reformed inclination, but joined tation, and, as a rule, we fall because we 'have p):epared our.
in that harmony .of spirit which -the Psalmist commends to self to fall. One may be tempted either on his own ground,
all in Psalm 133, "Behold, how· good and .h'ow pleasant it is in which case he is likely to starui, or on the enemy's ground,
for brethren to dwell together in unity!" Nor is our union a when he will likely be overcome. When a young fellow tells
cloaked disunion. ·we do not n:eed to preserve a semblance you that he dare not leave his i;oom for an evening lest a
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touch should set him on fire, one's first thought is pity for
the weakness of a human will, but the next is con!!ern about
the past history of this man. What has he b~en doing with
himself, what kind of books has he been readmg, what company has he been keeping, what thoug~ts has ~e been h~rb?r
ing? If you could get at the truth, this man 1s not a v1Ct1m1
he is a suicide. l\Ien do not fall because sin is strong; they
fall because they have made themselves weak. When an
unholy thought lands on a clean soul, it is cast forth with
loathing; when it finds a foul imagination, it raises a fire
none can quench.
It happens after the same fashion with the temptations
which make their approach through the spirit rather than
through the body. Why is it that one person falls. into sin
of spite and jealousy and greed and trickery, while his neighbor is magnanimous, generous, straightforward, and selfforgetful? Is it not because the former has allowed his mind
to dwell too constantly upon his own interest, and his own
dignity, and his own cherished aims, and his own ambitions?
We all live in an atmosphere reeking with temptation, yet
one is stricken, and anothar escapes. Why are bacilli in one
man's lungs, and another's untainted? Because they have
found a congenial soil. There are souls so mean by habit
and training, that sin takes root in them like fungi in a bed
of corruption; souls so pure and lofty, that in them every
evil thought is sterilized. In the sudden hour of temptation
one stands upon his past and reaps his reward, either good or
evil.
May I suggest that the safeguard against temptation is
not seclusion, which is, indeed, impossible, for temptation
rises too frequently from within, but the surrender of our
nalure to the Spirit of Christ. As it is not disinfectants that
will most certainly secure one against infection, but a sound
constitution, so it is not rules of life that will strengthen one
against temptation, but a strong soul. One must build up his
moral constitution by the habit of noble deeds and high thinking, by fellowship with pure women and honorable men. Two
of the chief aids in this regimen are literature and friendship,
for he will not have houseroom whose mind is already garrisoned by goodness. His garments will not take fire in the
fumace who is walking with the Son of God. Above all books
the Bible passes like an iron tonic into a man's blood, and
gives vigor to his will, and he that lives with Jesus from· day
to day catches the infection of his aims and of his Spirit..
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What Miss Willard states, coµld be; just as consistently, applied .to the Epworth League. The Baptist Young P~ople's Union, and numerous other
church auxiliary societies.
But-in the same i~sue, and twenty~one years after
the above· influential letter was written, the editor
is calling attention to the unsatisfied hunger of people for the b1·ead of life, The editor's position permits him to feel the pulse of public qpinion. If
their ministers have not been preaching the gospel
of Jesus Christ, what have they been preaching?
Confession is an element of. repentance, and it is
good for the soul.
His candor· is commendable. The item follows:
There are great hunger and unrest among the people. Who
that goes about in life can deny it? And we.believe that nothing less than the gospel of Jesus Christ can satisfy the human

heart.

·

There are plenty of churches, and ministers enough, and
Christians without number. The gospel is free to whosoever
will accept it.
What is the matter?
.
There are' great numbers of people of sweet and beautiful
life either entir~ly outside the pale of the churches, or connected therewith only in the most perfunctory manner.
What is the trouble?
There are thousands on church rolls that give no evidence
in their lives that they have the fruits of the Sphit. It is
hard to distinguish them from folks that have never made
any profession.
What does it mean?
. It must be that the gospel which we dispense and from
which the hungry crowd turn away is not the gospel pure and
undefiled. Maybe it has acquired accretions through the
years that hide its real nature. Maybe it has ·been crowded
into cramped quarte.rs and not given a chance to expand and
unfold itself in accordance with the g1hwing life of the day.
.Maybe it has been monopolized by those that think thus to
preserve it. . . . May not the trouble be with us,-'-the people
who handle the gospel,-and with the way in which we hanSearchlight.
dle it?

There has been a fine statue of Frances E. Willard
If "S~archlight" will turn his lens toward the
placed in the National Statuary Hall, the Capitol, teachings of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
Washington, to commemorate the life and work of a .,of Latter Day Saints, he will discover the solution
of his riddles.
good woman.
In a letter printed in i;he Ch1·istian Endeavo1·
It is a deplorable fact that "Searchlight" speaks
World, Boston Massachusetts, May 27, 1909, Miss the h'uth. A man may seem to be winning souls to
Willm;d voices the sentiments of some people con- Christ, and it may be really only to himself,· br a
~erning the commission to preach the gospel of Jesus theory, or a party.
Christ:
In Psychic Power in Preaching by J. Spencer
The Christian Endeavor societies have come just in time Kennard, D. D., I find a chapter headed, "A pulpit
to lift tho churches out of formality and iilaetion, to· warm of power the need of the times." The thoughts
them with the young iifeblood without which they would ere
cited are relevant to our theme. Docitor Kennard
long become torpid, and to correlate them v.'ith t~e .blessed
Rays:
everyday activities of this humanitarian age, nor will 1t prove
a small part of the good work which I believe these young
people are to accomplish that they illustrate to their ciders
that, not only has God sot the earth in families, but the
church also, and that ih the household· of faith man and
woman are to stand side .];>y side as priest and priestess,
equal in power, and equally commissioned to preach the glad
tidings of the gospel of· peace.
FRANCES· Wn.1.ARD.
EVANSTON, August 21, 1888.

Twenty years ago a smart writer in the London '.l'imes
asked, "Why this preaching? Why does this m~n talk to us?
Why not be content to worship only when. we go to.church?"
About the same time, in a more serious vein the Edinburgh
Review said, "Div.inity.fills up her weekly h;ui• by the gr~ve
and gentle excitement of an orthodox discourse, or by. toiling
~hrough her narrow round of systematic dogmas, or by creeping along some low level of schoolboy morality, or by m;ldress-
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ing the initiated in mystic phraseology; but she has ceased
to employ lips such as those of Chrysostom or Bi>tirdaloue."
And these utterances have had many an echo since, from
sources of more or less importance. An English Church
clergyman, a few years since, referring apparently to -his
own national chui·ch, elaborately argued "The failure o{ the ·
pulpit," and a New EngJand _religious periodical invited a
symposium on the solemn problem, "Shall we go -on preaching?" These Vbices, which are quite representative of a
class not altogether frivolous, can not be silenced by indifference or apology.· A radical and fearless reconsideration of
the position and function of the preacher in this twentieth
century-:-which is neither the apostolic nor the medireval_:_is
demanded. It need not be feared but that it will appear,
whether from a religious _or philosophical, a socialistic or
humanitarian, a patriotic or a practical, an ethical or an
evangelical point of view, that the -pulpit is neither obsolete
nor obsolcscCn.t. The pr~acher is; and should continue to be,
a paramount power in huma_n society.
The pulpit no longer rules as it did when, allied with the
state, it was the chief fountain of learning and authority;
when the preacher alone raised questions, ethical, and social,
and answered them, with none to dispute his verdict; when
the seminai·y where the minister was educated was the mystic
treasury of most of the learning, and his library contained
the rest. ,
To-day a continuous stream of information and discussion
of all subjects, and in popular form, rolls through the land
and finds its way to every door. The most _vital questions
affecting human life- and destiny are affiu1mtly treated, not
only in books, but upon every platform, in i·eligious and in
secular newspapers, side by side with politics and trade.
Everybody knows everything nowadays, or thi:gks he does,
and the awe which the pulpit once inspired has disappeared.
In saying, however, that the power of the pulpit as an institution has declined, we would by no means concede that the
power of the preacher has gone with it. On the contrary, as
the peculiar awe which invested the office has lessened, the
greater is the demand that the man himself, as a living force
among men and called to a supreme function, should heroically attain and maintain a personal power unaided by the
buttressing of the state or the mystic authority of the church.
The highest and most enduring elements of power remain
the same in all the mutations of the ages, and owe little to
environment. They are at their best when called to conquer
without the alliance of favoring conditions. If illustrations qf
this were needed, the career of that man who, in our generation, has divided with the world's greatest statesmen and
princes the interested gaze of his c9temporaries--Charles
Haddon Spurgeon-would be sufficient. Nay, the beneficent
and acknowledged forcefulness of a Moody among the masses
and a Phillips Brooks or a Maclaren among the cultured,
would prove that this strenuous, conceited ·and materialistic ·
age, not less than any former one, confesses the preacher's
power. I go further; I affirm that it is historically and
rationally demonstrable that times of enlightenment and
progress, like these, are more favorable to the preacher's
power, more hospitable to it, more fruitful of the bestresults
than any i;>ince · the dawn __ of Christianity. In -fact, the
preacher's powe1' is as much nobler an.d more enduring than
that of the Savonarolas 01• the John Krioxes qf n former day,
as that of the '~lectrician, the biologist and- the statesman of
these times is nobler than that of the alchemist, the thaumaturgist anci the feudal 101ld of an age of ignorance and superstition. "Is he a physician of souls? He can bettei· operate
on wakeful than on torpid patients. Is bean advocate_? He
can better plead befo1;e !_in educated jury than a clownish one.
If his appeal iiftci 'men's wilJ, it is, at least to one unfetterE!,d
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by fear; if to the conscience, it is to one unclouded :by superstition; if to the heart, it is to one nevei• more aching with
unrest or hungry for reality and love."
The philosoplier and poet declare that the times are barren
-of enthusiasm and heroism; and that a frivolous .materialism
in its dance of death is trampling· out the torch of the soul;
There is some truth and much folly in this despondent view
of things. It springs from a shallow ske.pticism: which looks
only at the worst features of an age whose field of Christian ·
activities shows divinest enthusiasm and heroism for humanity. But whatever truth there be in the pessimist's view
of the times, it is all but a challenge to the best exercise of
the preacher's power.
.
If never before were men so utterly "without God and
without hope"; if, according to the poets of despair, materialistic curiosity has "1ipped, one by one, the world's pretty
dolls, a~- ' scattered the sawdust along its starless path,"
then it is surely the fullness of time for the true Prometheus
to appear again, if he but carry in his reed the celestial fire;
it is time for the herald who has a real message of life and
immortality, who has seen God face to face and gotten his
.
message from him, to lift up his voice like a trumpet.
In a word, if a man know how to preach the everlasting
gospel, if he be himself a living incarnation of its perennial
freshness and force, its life and peace and joy, if he be a
voice that can speak, not only the seminary lore, but the
-Savior's love, then there ·never was a time when he could
have a more open and inviting field, or a more grateful welcome among thronging men, or a fairer hope of success in
the highest sense. If there is weakness in the pulpit in our
day, it is not the fault of the · "spirit of the age." . The
preachers of the apostolic era faced such pharisaic pride, such
religious obstinacy, such depravity and frivolity, such fortified selfishness as is not equaled in our age; but they were
not dismayed-by the power of their words they conquered,
If the pulpit to-day is lacking in power, the sin ·lies at its
ovm door and can not be shifted to the shoulders of society.
The people, the press, public opinion in whatever way expressed, so far from antagonizing, would eagerly welcome a
pulpit of greater .power, in fact are insisting upon it. The
living preacher never had so many -aids and openings; men's
hearts and homes and lives were never more hospitable to
his message, and all the more as he approaches them simply ·
as a man sent from God with a practical hope and help upon
his lips.
In saying this I would not ignore those palpable facts
which tend to repress pulpit power. One of these is found
in the very process of ordinary theological training in our
seminaries. In spite of the elevation of religious scholarship, the development of pulpit power shows in our graduates
little advance. The seclusion of the student, for the six· or
eight years of his classical and_ seminary course, from contact with the real life of the toiling world to which he is at
length to minister, and -his constant dealing with abstract
thought, and breathing a scholarly atmosphere, is not conducive to that "love of the people" which the Abbe Mullois
tells us is the first qualification; or that "sympathy with
their wants" which · Vinet makes the foundation of the
nreacher's efficiency. His preaching is apt to be scholarly,
theological; apologetic, classical, dogmatic, correct-every-.
thing but simple, natural, yital, enthusiastic, familiar, vehement, or, in othei· word_s, powerful.
Nor can we ignore the temper and trend of the age, its
crowning of material activities and lack of nioral earnestness, its abundant inventions, sciences, discoveries, enfor~
prises, and its few spiritual lives; everything superficial--'except human discontent, and-that very deep, and not without
volcanic mutterings. It is an era, of fads, of la1Jghter at
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everything, from heaven's la'." and love .to. hell's ~ena'.t~es.
Life seems stripped of solemmty and sublimity, m.en s br~ms
and hearts becoming taverns. for the revels of le. 3eiine siecle
novelties rather than the home of truth and happmess. There
is a strong temptation, with such surroundings, to accommodate our teaching to the mood of the people; to make the
word only scintillate when it should shine and burn; to consult people's· whims rather than their wants, to be ·popular
rather than powerful, and to avoid sinking into in~ignifican.ce,
not by the strength with which we breast the tide, but by
the lightness with which we float on the current. ·The very
familiarity of the preacher's themes may put ~is soul t~ sle~p,
while the panorama of the gay world may distract him, hKe
the rest from the pulpit's chief work. Is it any wonder if
power ,~anes, and the preacher almost loses enthusias'.11 ~or
humanity, and with scarcely self-reproach sees the vamshmg
of his early ideal?

Principal P. T. Forsyth strikes a harmonious
chord, when he says in the Sunday School Times:
Are we to infer, from the abeyance of the power of miraculous healing in the church, that faith is dead in the church?
By no means.
But we do gather this, that it is a power which can go only
with the faith of a whole community and not of stray individuals, however numerous or exalted. It can return to the
church only as the effect of a collective faith and action.
It was the faith of a united church that did these things
through the apostles in Acts. And, as done by Christ; they
were the effect of his faith who is himself the common and
perfect life of the whole church.
.

The Saint Louis Post-Dispatch, ·May 29, 1909, expresses its editorial opinion by saying,
The Y. M. C. A. railroad convention in Saint Louis may
be said to be an important feature of current events. Its
importance appears fully only as Mr. F. A. Delano, pre3ident
of the Wabash Railroad, touches bottom and i·ises .above the
current of events to say that good can not be "legislated into
men." . . . Freedom is necessary to the highest gQOdness.

Collier's, New York, takes up the strain with:
"A reforming age is always fertile of impostors," wrote
Macaulay. Hitched to the star of every wholesome reform
are the petty venders who have a prescription for every outbreak of popular folly. They are the camp followers of the
army. Whatever of intolerance is ascribed to every good
reform too often grows out of this chorus. Perhaps it was
as a tribute to the activity of the element that one disgusted
voter in a western city laid down this epicedian platform for
all reformers: "Make it a crime to smile; close up all the
theaters; don't allow dancing; make everyone go to church
for his soul, and to the cemetery for his recreation."
Reform has its infancy and its measles. One may s~ile
and smile, and be a reformer, and one may go to church without becoming intolerant. The virtue which the world wants
is noble-minded and noble-hearted virtue. Statues a1·e not
chiseled to little fault-finders, though they are raised often
to reformers of a larger cast. ·"Deal· mercifully with the
man beside you, for he also has a hard battle to ~&"ht." Perhaps the light he sees is as pure and clear to him as yours
to you.

Dr. W. S. Friedman of Denver, Colorado, writing
on the subj~ct, "The dnity of the. Jew," in the Saint
Louis Jewish Voice, May 21, 1909,"mentions the destiny of the Jew to proclaim God's message to the
world, as a fundamentaf Jewis.h belief. Rabbi Friedman says in part:
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The boast of: the solidarity of the Jew requires considerable
modificaition before it sp,ells t.he truth. A fe\".' decades ago
the claim of Jewish unity passed unchallenged. Notwithstanding variation in religious views, which has always characterized Judaism and which testify to its depth and scope,
Jewry presented a common purpose and common ideals.
To-d~y the. most casual observer must. conclU:d~ that if there
be Jewish soliaarity, it lies so deep that it is difficult to fathom.
Indications abound that the common rock out of which we
were hewn is forgotten.
But are we more united at the present time than the sects
of .Protestant Christianity? Protestarit Christians are a unit
in their "love of the S.avior," however they differ concerning
immaculate con.ception, vicarious atonement, and resurrection.
Denominational lines are being obliterated and religious unity
iri divei·<iity is practically· emphasized. . . ·;
Whis is the way out of chaos? Religion must again assume its place. It must be the leader and inspirer of the
Jew. All else is subsidiary. Religion alone will revitalize our
history and our literature and give meaning to our martyrdom. It alone can harmonize discordant elements, blot out
national antagonism; calm the intolerance of contestants and
curb self-interested vanity.

In the same issue I find this by Rabbi Isidore Lewinthal:
He, of the modern religion, believes nothing. He, of the
modern religion, takes nothing for granted. He depends
entirely on. his reasoning faculty. He relies altogether on
his understanding. This is the basis on· which he stands.
Now then, if we place all mankind, from the child to the aged,
upon the same basis, if we allow the human family of all
its shades free scope to think as it pleases, according to its
rearnn; if we allow children free scope to think as they
please, according to their reason, our whole religious system
would drop back into idolatry of various forms, as the world
saw in ancient times and we still find in the East.
The modern religion wipes out God-our creator and preserver-and it wipes out· revelation. The great Motor, which
has helped mankind to advance from the lower level to the
higher plane would thus be obliterated. Every step forward
would thus be checked, as far as the great masses are concerned. Maybe one per cent of civilized mankind could hold
its moral position for a very short space of time, which, however, would expire soon, or would be lost to sight within,
perhaps, a single decade . . . .
He, of the modern religion, is unconscious of or undervaiues
his own religious training. He has reached a certain height
of civilization; but he has forgotten how he came there. He
is steeped in sciences, but has utterly neglected the ordinary
common sense of wise people. In his search for truth he
is not mindful that the light, which has helped him along
thus far, has, by his neglect, burned out, and that he is
hanging onto a candlestick only. To make proper use of
science requires wisdom; wisdom is the. consolidated product
of brain and heart, and receives animation through reverence ·
of God. We may truthfully assert that no wise man has ever
lived who, in his heart, did not revere God.
..
The modern. religion is a repetition of the vainglory of
learned egotism of other ages. Learned men are not/ alwPys
wise men. Learning is haughty; wisdom jg., humbl . The
learning of men may sometimes bring forth misfort· me and
ruin; the wisdom of men may prev.ent both. Learn ng, unbridled by wisdom's calmness, is ever dangerous!

Rabbi Louis Bernstein, of Saint Joseph, Mi souri,
writes this paragraph:
1
What we need and need badly is spiritual as well a~ mental
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growth: we need. to. _teach our people the· idea of true reverence, the thought that we are God-made men and not manmade gods, that revelation neither began nor ended with Sinai,
that God did not cease altogether to labor on the seventh day
of creation, nor refrain for ever from speaking when Malachi
died. A !Janished God must be brought back to- the hofne and
to the synagogue. Tlie temple ·must again become the heart.
and the sinews, the very center of -Jewish life. Prayer by
prayer and ideal by- !deal must be builded the ·structure of
the Jewish soul. Our young people must be inspired with love
for and zeal in our faith, they must learn to accept Judaism
not as an unpleasant obligation, which an unfortunate birth
has placed upon them, but rather as a proud one, which with
grateful hearts they accept-as a sacred gift.

The Home Herald, October 20, 1909, says: Another magazine has undertaken to enlighten on the question, "'-Xfhat ails :the church'!" presenting a collection of op~n-'
ions by eminent clergymen as a preface to· its several score
pages of new fash~ons and toilette notes. We have read the
material presented, as no doubt many other chur~h members
have, lest any should bring against us the charge that we fail
to progress because we fear criticism; but we find in it.little·
of criticism that has not been uttered before, and nothing
that sheds new light. One writer asks that the preaching be
in terms of modern science; another suggests the addition of
more features of institutional work; another, ·that the church
espouse more- distinctly the cause of social reforms. No one
adds authority to his message by holding up the spirit of the
modern church against the Spirit of its Master, and showing
wherein it fails to measure up to ·the ideal.
And it is for that reason, we believe, that the symposium is
juiceless, that no one will read it with any feeling that it·
helps. For the church in its resurrection into new usefulness
must be raised up in the image of its Master, and not twisted
and distorted into the meaningless form of its environment..
It was launched as a transforming force and not to be conformed. Its Model, if he be lifted up, will draw all men to
him and to it. The church needs to be truly democratic, .and
he was democratic, knowing neither rich nor poor. It needs
to dine with sinners as .he dined with them. Its mission is
not to save the state or espouse reform; for its Master steadfastly refused to do either thing. He came to save sinners,
and he stood and quoted God. Cardinal Gibbons, Catholic
though he is, sounded the clearest note of any man who wrote.
'l'he church needs again to speak with the authority of a
body which know~ that its Mastei: lives, and _that it is modeled in his image.
Would that we might understand this once and for all,
and have done with this endless discussion of defects and
remedies. The bread is so very sweet and the people are
very hungry; shall we let them stai·ve while we stand all the
day long and discuss?
The religion of Islam is one of the most interesting in the
history of mankind. It seems "to be the religion which withstands longer than any other the i•eligion of Christ. The
New Ym·k Independent gleans from a German authority the
following facts:
.
In Turkey the majority of the population are Mohammedans. There are sixty-two millions of Mohammedans in British India and twenty-five millions in Dutch India. Germany
rules over eight and one half millions in Africa, France sixteen· 'and one half millions, and Great Britain nearly eight
millions. But of the two hundred and twenty-three million_
Mohammedans, nearly 011e hundred and sixty millions are
under nominally· Christian governments, whil~ no nation
whose popull},tion is Christian is governed by the Mohammed·-·
ans.
The change of. government in Turkey and in Persia is
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bound to affect the religion of these countries. Pai'liamentary_ freedom, the opening up of commerce, the' building of the
new railroad from Jerusalem to Mecca, and .all other modern \..
foventions will affect the life of the people. Christian America
can do no more Christian thing than to support colleges like
Roberts College at Constantinople, and the· other Christian
colleges which are being introduced into Mohammedan countries. The p1:ophecy. is made by those who are acquainted
with the turmoil in the East that the time is not far di§tant
when greater effcirts will be made to -Chrfstianize all the
Mohammedan nations.

John Vinton Potts, author .of "The Secret Lodge
System," published by the German Literary Board,
Burlington, Iowa, forms logical conclusions and presents his ideas of the panacea for sin, discord and
sufferi:...:;.
·
In chapter 12, under the head of "The tr-ue basis."

in his two h~ndred page book, Mr. Potts says:

-

It is useless to condemn a thing and offer nothing better.
Some men are destructive, but they ·are not constructive:
Wisdom advises us to be both. We would destroy the evii,
and ·build the good. I propose an unfailing remedy for the
evils of which we complain, and under which we suffer. The
plan is practical and may be put into operation in all places
without partisan divisions. The system I propose is open and
constitutes the way of life. It is composed of easy stages,
and may be enjoyed by men, women, and children of all
races in the world. Each point may be amplified into an
extended discourse, but the writer can not do so in this conn~ction.

1. Let us all honestly seek after and sincerely -endeavor to
know the truth. You ask, "What is truth?" "Thy word is
truth." Nothing but the divine word is truth. There are
seven sources from which we derive the truth. ·'rhese are:
1. Instinct; 2. Intuition; 3. Reason; 4. Conscience; 5. Experience, including all human history; 6. Nature, including
all the natural sciences, physics, or natural philosophy; 7.
The communications of the divine Spirit, including the written
revelation of God's will to man. These seven sources of the
truth, when properly understood, interpreted and applied, all
agree and harmonize. In normal conditions there is no antagonism or discord in these things. They all speak with
the same voice. In a true interpretation or exegesis, they
speak the same language. In their true relations there is
not a discordant note in all these seven realms of thought.
They illustrate and confirm the same truths.
2. Believe or have faith in the truth thus brought to our
minds and understandings. It is incumbent upon us not only
to know but also to believe the truth, as truth. To doubt or
deny the truth shows ignorance, dishonesty, or perversity.
The faculty of faith is inherent in the hilm;m mind. Alsostrength of intellect is given to everyone to exercise faith.
The object of faith is afforded us through the seven channels
indicated above. The object of faith is the truth. No man
is under obligation to believe a falsehood, an inconsistency,
or an absurdity. The act of faith, which is the mental acceptance of the truth, is our own, and for this we are responsible.
True faith exists in these four facts "r stages, the faculty,
the strength, the object, and the act.
·
B. Obey ehe truth. We must know, and believe, and do.
Truth demands outward action. It is elemental in our con- ·
duct. Know· first, then believe, then do. , Truth as mere mental furniture is of little avail. Its best results ·are reached
only by obedience. Of. course, it is a mental development
to search after, find out, and believe the truth as a mental
conception. But truth reaches after practical i;esults.
Theory is important, but action goes beyond the stage of
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theory. It is action that tunnels the hills, climbs th~ mountains, bridges the rivers, mines the metals, and. discovers
continents.
4. Abandon all error, evil and wrong. The truth demands
reformation. Our best efforts will be nullified or .weakened
or vitiated, if in any way we cling to error. The truth and
wrong can not harmonize. There is no ultimate advantage
in adhering to evil of any kind. All error in _thought, disposi tion, sentiment, word and conduct must be abandoned. Every
wrong theory, system, and association must be given up, because they do not comport with the truth. Truth fo all its
relations must be preeminent and interpenetrating. As long
as evil, enor and wrong lie in us or among us, the· truth can
not be exhibited in all its fullness.
5. Seek the inward spiritual life, the regeneration of the
soul affected by the truth and the gracious influences of the
Holy Spirit. This is called in the sacred scriptures being

"born again," "born of God," "born from above,"

the water and the Spirit."
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"bQi~n

of

This is a morai and spiritual

change wrought in the thought, the spirit, the disposition, the
words the conduct in life. It is a conscious change. The
Spirit' of Christ is hereby inwrought into our nature. We
are new creatures.
6. Next comes confession of the truth, of our sins, of our
faults, and oi Christ as our Savior and Redeemer. This confession is necessary. Having a personal knowledge of Christ,
the truth, and of our salvation, we are competent witnesses.
7. The next step in the way of life is that of consecration
to God. All that we have and are, or may be, we put upon the
altar at the disposal of the Master. A readjustment is to
come about in om relations in which nothing is to come between our souls and God. He is to direct our thoughts, our
feelings, our dispositions, our words, our conduct in all respects. We are to be co-i;artners with the Infinite '.Being.
Satan is to be counted out as a governing element in our
character and in the conduct of our lives. Mere policy is no
more to be our guide, but true principle is to reign. The
sinister methods of secretism are to be for ever abandoned.
Our bodies, minds, souls, time, possessions, labors, influence,
are all to come under the new and divine regime.
8. We now rest in God. The disturbing element of inward
sin is taken out. of us; the new element of -the divine Presence has taken full possession of us. We now fully know that
we have passed from carnal death into spiritual life. The
fruits of the Spirit appear, \vithout defect or deformity, and
we grow in grace without obstruction.
9. Then comes, in consecutive order, the endowment of
power. This is an enlargement and deepening of the .work of
grace in the mind, heart and life. It is effected by the same
agency, the Holy Spirit, and by the same means; lmowledge,
faith, prayer, consecration, perseverance and obedience. . The
disciples, after the ascension pf Christ, waited in earnest
prayer in Jerusalem, ten days before the wonderful pentecostal endowment of power came. But this abundant grace
will always come if it be properly and persistently sought in.
the divine ways. The endowment of the Spirit gives power,
and humility, and boldness. It removes timidity and slavish
fear.
·
·
It enables us to cheerfully do the will of God,_ and affords
us a patient spirit to forbear in the ills and ielations and
provocations, and temptations of life. This endowment enables us to have the victory over the world, the tiesh and .the
Devil. It ma]{es duty ,easy, pleasant and joyous. It fills
the soul with ~atisfaction and delight. It gives
·power with
God and men; make~ life sweet, and puts divine thhigs foremost in our minds, hearts, conversation and conquct. It puts
us in hearty .fellowship with all the true_ t;hildr<:n. of God,
and makes their association desirable and agreeable._ It is
an antidote against all s~lfishness, and. makes us liberal

us

minded and benevolent. It. prompts us to ·. siµcerely desire
and practically manifest the welfare of all Iiu~nkind, and is
the sure precursor of everlasting life. ·Amen.".
(To be continued.). -

Of Gen~ral Interest
.

.

-

EFFECT OF PROHIBITION -ON PUBLIC EDUCATION IN
.
NORTH CAROLINA.
. .._ .

Hon. James Y. Joyner, Superintentend ~f Public
Instruction in North Carolina, ·in a report·reqently
printed showing the progress of public education in
the State, gives the following facts and statistics.
When we recall the fact that the recent prohibition
mover:.. nt in North Carolina began with the organ-

ization of the Anti-Saloon League

in-_1~02,

we see

at a glance that the marvelous advancement in
schools and education for our boys and girls have
been hand in hand with the temperance and prohibition movement, proving conclusively that the old
cry of l_iquor revenue for educational purposes is an
invention of the Devil.
.J'ONE SCHOOLHOUSE A DAY.

"During the past year, our people have kept up
tne pace of the past seven years of building one new
schoolhouse a day for every day in the year, Sundays
included, in accordance with approved plans of modern school architecture, the new houses built range
in value from $500 to $10,000. The total ·value of
the public school property of the State ·is now
$5,435,789, more than four times the total value of
public school property in 1900.
"NEW RURAL LIBRA!UES.

"Two hundred new rural libraries have been established, costing $6,000, making the total number
of rural libraries in the State to date about 2,500.
lJne hundred supplemental libraries have been added
to . the libraries previously established, costing
$1,500. The average rural library contains about
one hundred volumes of well selected books, the supplemental libraries contain about thirty-five volumes
each.
·
"About $72,000 was added this year- to the permanent loan fund for building and improving public
schoolhouses, which now amounts to about $450,000.
This loan fund continues to be in great demand, ·and
to prove- a great blessing and a great stimulus to
schoolhouse building and improvement.
"LOCAL TAX DISTRICTS.

"Since January 1, 1910, one hundred and sixty-

?ne local tax districts have been voted by the people
~n forty-three counties, to increase the school term,

improve buildings and grounds, pay better salaries
~o teachers, and have better schools in every way
m those districts. This is an average of orie local
tax district for every working day du~ing the past
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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six months. 111 1900, there was only thirty loc;:tl tax tion the welfare of the entire community anu uo
districts intheentire State, all in the cities and Jal'ge · nothing that might prove detdmental to the comtowns. In 1910 ·tlwre are, one thousand and eighty, munity as a whole. These -principles are so selfmost of them"i11 the rur~l- districts, country villages evident that they may be said to be axiomatic.
and small towns. $817,249,82, about One fourth of
But we started out to call attention to a disgrace
the total anuua.l school fund, was _raised last year' by that our Nati on is bringing upon itself; and in so
local taxation. . .
·
·
doing is making itself guilty of a high crime. It
1s well known -that the people in many and large
"ENCOURAQING INCREASE.
\
. parts of our country, have determined that they don't .
"The school population incre1:1sed last year 11,849, want intoxicating beverages sold within their borthe enrollment 23,486, ·and the avet_age daily a~tend ders, and have expressed their determination in laws
ance 27,481. -These figures indicate an encou_raging that they have enacted. But, in spite of this, the
increase in educational interest, as the increased en- - General Government at Washington sells to men
rollment and average daily attendance is largely out licens... . .: to violate the laws of the i·espective districts
of proportion to the inctease in the school popula- in which they live. J'v'Ien who buy from the General
Government licenses to sell liquor in territory where
tion.
"There was-an incr~ase of 2.5 days in the average by local and state laws it is prohibited, do so with
school term of the rural schools of the entire State, the intention of violating local and state laws withmaking an average term in those schools for the out making themselves amenable to United States
past year of 89.6 days. The average term in the laws. Every time the National Government sells
rural local .tax school districts is one hundred and such a license, it puts the seal of its sanction upon
thirty-three days,__
the violation oflaw, and encourages lawlessness, and
becomes JJU1'ticeps c1'iminis with lawbreakers; That
"HIGH SCHOOLS.
is a disgrace and a crime that should mantle .the
"There are now one hundred and seventy-five cheek of every government offif!ial in Washirigton
state-aided public high schools, located in ninety- with the blush of shame; and it should so stir the
three of the ninety-eight counties of the State, in people throughout the country that they would arise
which were enrolled during the past year more than in their wrath and dignity, and hurl from power
six thousand country boys and girls, an increase of every officeholdei· in the Nation's capital who is not
more than -one thousand over the enrollment of the known to be heartily opposed to this outrage.
preceding year. Some of these schools have erected
This iniquitous thing does more to render prohiand equipped dormitories, in whiCh their high school bition enactments ineffective, than any other one
students can secure board at actual cost and pay for obstruction, if, indeed, it is not more powerful for
it in money or provisions at market price.-The harm than all other causes combined. Would-be lawAme1'ican Issue.
.breakers have a wholesome fear of the laws of Uncle
•+•+•.
Sam, and they are loath to make themselves obnoxA NATIONAL DISGRACE.
ious to such laws. They know that when their venSometimes a disgrace comes upon a family when erable Uncle starts in pursuit of a man who violates
the family, as such, is not to blame. Under such cir- his laws, he generally gets him and he has to pay the
cumstances the -disgrace is simply a family misfor- penalty. But if he holds in his hands Uncle Sam's
tune, and feelings of sympathy are aroused through- permit, he is willing to take the risk of violating
out .the comm, unity. But if the disgrace is brought _state and local laws, knowing that it is much easier
about by the family, as such, the. disgrace is a family . to escape the legal penalties of the violations of such
crime, and the family is blamed and held responsible. laws, than it is to keep out of the clutches of national
This is as righteous as it is true, and if it were laws when they are violated. How those who are
otherwise, the foundations of good. society would be in control of ·national affairs at Washington can
sapped, and everything in the community would go reconcile it to their consciences thus to encourage
to sticks morally. This is why every person and lawlessness, and debauch the morals of citizens, is
every family in the community have a right to take · beyond ordinary comprehension. They are supposed
part in the regulation of every other person and to .be there to uphold law and conserve the morals
every other family. A community is made up of of the people, so far as government can do that, and
individuals and families, and what affects one, affects they should not be tolerated in bringing this disgrace
all, and "personalliberty" stops where the interest upon the Government that all patriotic citizens deof the community at large begins. In a sense, no light to honor.
man lives unto himself alone, and as every individual
Another matter comes to view from this standis an integral part of the community in which he point, that deserves notice and the severest censure.
lives, he is under obligation to take into considera- We refer to that construction of interstate commerce
/
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law that aliows common carriers to transport liquor
int~ territory from which it has been ,excluded by
law, to be received and disposed of by purchasers in
violation of state and local laws. It is well known
that an immense quantity of intoxicants is thus
shipped into "dry" territory,, and clandestinely disposed of, and that, too, under the sanction of the
General Government. If these two buttresses of
the temple of lawlessness were removed, we verily
believe that it would reduce the violations of prohibitory laws fully ninety-five per cent. Let the religious press of the country, and all other papers that
stand for law and order, lift up their voices and cry
aloud against this iniquity till Washington sits up
and takes notice. Let the people who have ordained
prohibitory laws and want to see them enforced,
buzz around the ears of their representatives in both
branches of the national legislature, and bring them
to understand that they must not be parties to this
encouragement of the violation of law. The liquor
interests of the country maintain lobbies in our legislatures, both national and state, to try to influence
law-makers in their favor, and they do not scruple
at anything by which they may further their ends.
This is another item of our national disgrace and
shame in regard to ·this matter, and steps should be
taken by the sovereign people to unhorse the lobby,
and drive it from the legislative halls of the land.Christian Stcindard.
LESS HAM AND MORE EGGS..

In the United States in 1880 there were forty-nine
million hogs and fifty million htirhans. Twenty years
later there were seventy-six million humans, but
only sixty-seven million hogs.
In the same lapse of a score of years the production of eggs rose from nine dozen to seventeen dozen
per capita. The market receipts of our leading cities
show that this increase of eggs and decrease of hogs
still continues.
As the hen has outgrown the hog, so the dairy cow
has cast into the shadow her big brother, the beef
steer. In fact, we are becoming a nation of milk and
egg eaters.
This passage of the cattle range, the wheat field,
and the hog lot, and the phenomenal growth of the
dairy and orchard and poultry yard and garden, is
the most noteworthy development of modern agriculture.
In the pioneer days of unfenced agriculture, when
the boundless prairie was yielding forth the stores
of fertility that had been accumulating since the
world began·, humanity could afford to slaughter
animals for food. But the day of limitless land is
fast passing in the United States and in the world
at large, and the more wasteful forms of production
must give place to the more economical.
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A hen can. lay five times her
weight of eggs
in a year. The pdze cow at the University of Missouri produced sufficient milk in one year to equai-the
food value in the carcasses of four three-yea1;-oid
steers.
There are other forces, however, than that of the
growing scarcity.of land that are aiding in bringing
abou~ an increase ip the use of the animal products
in the place of animal carcasses.
The preservation 1and transportation. of flesh is
an ancient art, but ·before the days of the private
car line the only method of taking eggs to market
was for the farmer's wife to hold the basket in her
lap. ·Now the famous yellow special, side-tracking
even the oil tank express, thunders along through
the darkness of the prairie with its 5,000,000 eggs,
each resting securely in its chilly little pasteboard
stateroom.
The flesh of the hog is the natui·al food of the
woodsman, the ·pioneer, the prospector, or the
farmer, whose work begins with Aurora's harbinger
and ends with the smoky lantern; but there is something about fat pork that fails to appeal to the man
who labors with check book and fountain pen.
Perhaps another cause for the , tendency to use
more animal products and less animal carcasses is
the discovery that the full dinner pail of the meateating American is the result, not the cause, of his
efficiency as a worker, and_ that, to a certain extent,
his efficiency increases as the full dinner pail is
lightened.
Much of the credit of this discovery belongs to
Horace Fletclier, who, being troubled with a pain in
his stomach, began to chew his food.
"It is the much chewing,'' said Fletcher, but the
professors were in doubt, so they measured and analyzed Mr. Fletcher's bill of fare, and discovered
that the amateur strong man was consuming but one
third the proteid, or flesh food, element that the professors had said was necessary for physical well-being.
·Further experiments show that increased endurance invariably came to those who chewed more and
ate less, especially less meat. 'To-day the endurance
records stand: Knee-bending test, best vegetarian,
2,400 times; best meat eater, 1,227 times. Holding
out arms, best meat eater, 22 minutes; best vegetarian, 176 minutes.
Now, the vegetarians are vegetarians in name
only-the vegetarian partakes freely of the product
of the cow and the fruit of the hen, There seel'lls to
be a reason why meat p1;oduces more fatigue than
milk or eggs or vegetables. Science can.not explain
just why, but the answer lies deep in the inystery of
the proteid molecule close to the secrets of life itself.
-Selected.
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BAPTIST RETREAT IN SOUTH AFRICA.

The· British Weekly· 1:eports that the,,Baptist lead:.
ers in South Africa are rea,dy to go into "the United
c·hurch . of South Africa." The former Baptist
churches will be allowed to continue the p1:actice of
the immersion of believe1~s, if th~y wish, but the
rest will practice the sprinkling. of infants. We sincerely trust that this disgraceful surrender of Baptist principles will riot be made. Surely the rank
and file of South African Baptists will remain loyal
to the Baptist cause. Uniori is a good thing, provided it is made on the basis of New Testament
teaching. But to go into a denomination that "allows" believers' immersion for those who insist on
it, but that practices sprinkling of infants is nothing
less than abject surrender of the Baptist faith. Evidently there is pressing need of a Baptist propaganda among Baptists. Just at the time when Bapo
tists have made their mark upon the world, when
their main contentions are accepted as true by scholars of all denominations, when the demo·cratic spirit
of the age makes a world audience for our cause,
we have . an attempted movement among Baptists
themselves to scuttle the ship.
The Baptists of Canada and· America will npt
stand for this Baptist retreat. There has been no
action in this direction in America save that of Dr.
A. C. Dixon in Chicago. It is useless and worse than
useless. Besides it will not succeed, and should an
attempted propaganda be launched the Baptist
World; which reac4es at least the leaders wherever
Baptists keep house; will be found a valuable, aggressive asset. A somewhat similar scheme is in the air
in England, but it will only bring confusion there
and disappointment among Baptists elsewhere. The
Baptists of ·wales, Ireland and Scotland are robust
in the faith and have no notion of rushing into a ·
nondescript union movement. If the matter is
pushed, the ~nglish Baptists will simply divide as·
the Cumberland Ptesbyterians have done in this
country. Rev. F. B. Meyer is right in our judgment
in his· opinion that the British Christians have given
too much attention to politics. The necessity of
standing against the politics of the state church is
about to make them more politicians than religious
leaders.·
The Baptist World Alliance meets next year in
Philadelphia. We are very sure· that no welcome
will be extended in that meeting to the white flag of
surrender.. It is a time for Baptists to be pulling .
together all over the wodd, not to be running off
to other folds. These are plain words, but we believe
that they are true words, and need to be said at this
time. Baptists have a mission for Jesus in ·the
world. Let us realize it by his help.-The Baptist
World.
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Baby.

We started the baby to school.to-day,
~'.-!e winsomest mite of a boy of five,
\Vith the brightest eyes of sparkling gray,
The ruddiest little romp alive.
His small feet patter adown the. path,
His voice rings -0ut in its happy way;
The dawn of the golden dream of life
Awakes in the baby's heart to-day.
Noon brought him again to our waiting arms,
His quick tongue struggles the news to tell;
The master has penciled a line or two"The ·little master is doing well.
He is eager to enter the reading class,
He tackles his lessons with hearty will;
But his little limbs are so full of life,
We find it a task to keep him still."
Wind blo_ws the rings of his sunny hair,
His eager bustle we check in vain;
So soon has the business of life begun,
He will never be "baby" to us again!
Baby, whose heaven was mamma's smile,
Content if we gave him a gilded toy; ·
Now, never again!· He is passed away;
In his stead is this riotous, restless boy.
Ah, I think of a day that will surely come,
When out of life's playful A, B, C,
My boy shall have reached to a higher class,
And I wonder what will the lesson be!
A day when no loving hand shall fall
On the brow that will ache 'neath its load of care;
The morn be spent, and the noonday heat,
And the sun's fierce rays be hard to bear.
A day when a longing shall fill his heart
For a morsel of love like his mother gave;
For a draught from the fount of unselfishness, .
He will find it so hard to be always brave.
So hard when the struggle of life is comeSo hard when the way is dark and long,
Storm racked, wind driven, tempest tossed l
Ah! it is hard to be always strong l .
So I bring my burden of. doubt a_nd fears,
And lay it down with a patient prayer;
And I feel that in all that betides my 'boy·
A cherishing God will bestow his care.
May every lesson abound iri truth,
Nor bear the shadow of sin or shame;
In the Master's book, at the closing hour,
No blot be found by my baby's name.
-Nellie M'vey.
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A Prayer.

When on my-day of life the night is falling,
And, by the winds from unsunned spaces blown,
I hear far voices out of the darkness calling
My feet to paths unknown.
Thou who has made my house of life so pleasant
Leave not its tenant when its walls decay;
O Love Divine, 0 Helper, ever present,
Be thou my strength and stay.
Be near me when all else is from me drifting.
Earth, sky, home's pictures, day of shade and shine,
And kindly faces to my own uplifting
The love which answers mine.
I have but thee, my Father! let thy Spirit
Be with me then- to comfort and uphold;
No gate of pearl, no branch of palm I mel'it,
Nor street of shining g9ld. Suffice it if, my good and ill unreckoned,
And both forgiven through thy abounding grace,
I find myself by hands familiar beckoned
Unto my fitting place:
Some humble door among thy many mansions,
·Some sheltering shade where sin and striving cease,
And flows for ever through heaven's green expansions
The river of thy peace.
-John G. Whittier.
Our Daily Bread,

Prince Albert, consort of Queen Victoi:ia, made a translation of a German hymn, which attained to some popularity
in England and Scotland. One stanza was used in some
households as grace before meat. It ran thus:
God bless our going out, nor less
Our coming in, and make them sure;
God bless our daily bread, and bless
Whate'er we do, whate'er endure;
In death unto his peace awake us,
And heirs of his salvation make us.
_ It is told of a Brooklyn city missionary, the Rev. Henry
Bromley, that he was passing one day through the dark hall
of a tenement, when he caught the words of this stanza
through an open door.
_
Looking within, he saw a woman and three children seated
at a table, whereon lay only a loaf of bread. The reverence
and the apparent refinement of the family impressed -him
deeply, and gave to the lines a new beauty.
.
That evening a company of Christian men met to dine together and to consider and di~cuss some questions o:f religion
or philanthropy, and Mr. Bromley was. asked-to say grace.
He related the incident and repeated the stanza. Then the
company sat down to dinner.
After the conference was over, a stranger, who had been
present as the friend a'nd guest' of one of the company, came
to Mr. Bromley, and asked him for some furtl1er description
of the woman who had recited the lines. Such information
as Mr. Bromley was able to give was i·eceived with the very
greatest interest, and the stranger asked to be conducted to
tho tenement.
"Long ago, in our country home in Scotland,'' he said, "my
grandmother taught my sister .and myself to repeat that
grace; Oui· grandmother _died; my sister married and went,

I know not where. -- It is years now sfoce Llost sight. of her; - .
but everyday in my own home that gt·ace is said, and I feel sure that in my, sister's home; if she is living, it is also repe!lted."
_
·
The woman in the t!)nement and this man _wei·e . irid!led.
brother and sister, and were thus reu~ited ·after years of
separation-years that on her. part had been full of tria.L
God's blessing,' daily_ asked upon the humble loaf ·and the
going out and the coming in of the orphaned household;'}Jail
never failed through the years of privation; and it grew inore _
abundant-in the finding of the brother.-Seleeted.
Requests for Prayer.

Mrs. W. B. -McQueen, of Oelwein, Iowa, desires the prayers
of the Saints for her son John, who is severely afflicted,
that, if '·_ be the- Lord's will, he may -be heiiled. The prayers
of the iighl;equs avail much.
Mrs; Alexander ·Mellon, of Tidioute, Pennsy}vani>t, ·desires.
the prayers of the Prayer Union, and of all who nfay read.this
and believe in prayer, for her son Emory, that he may be
spared from a sickness with. }Jis lungs this winter, and that •
he may be able to go to school.- "He_ will soon be ten :years
old, and has only had about four months' schooling,on account
of having catarrhal pneumonia. I also ask your prayers in
behalf of Edgar Mellon, a little QOY who was at our ·house
visiting and got his arm broken at the elbow; the doctors
are afraid his arm will be left stiff. Pray that. he may •get
the right use of his arm, -and that these two boys spoken· of
may grow up to -be useful in -this cause, and we. may be sub- .
missive to His will.
·
-

_ Letter Department
OTTAWA, KENTUCKY,- September 15, 1910.
Editors Herald: We are trying to keep the campfires blazing in this part of our field. We are holding forth in the
vicinity of the Long and Roberts debate. Bro. E. E. Long
is held in very high esteem by the people up here; but W. G.,
the poor. fellow, I haven't met a man that has a good word
for him. Everybody could see his unfairness and turning
and twisting to bolster up his misrepresentations. Well, I
am glad that -our' dear Brother Long won the confidence of
the better class of people.
There- is _a great deal of sickness here now. Tllere is not
a home where there are children that lms escaped scarlet
fever. Two children were placed beneath the sod .Tuesday,
tha 13th.
·
My crowds have been small up till last night. We will stay
with them a while longer, and trust that the dread disease
may be abated. I have had a pretty bad time _of it myself
this quarter. Was in bad health for about six weeks •. Not
able to do much, but I thank my heavenly Father that I am
just feeling well again, and trust I can make up for some lost
time. Praying for-the redemption of Zion,
Your brother,
J. W. METCALF.
Home address: 138_1 Seventh street, Louisville, Kentucky.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA,
Editors Herald: We arrived here the 1st of June from
Topliff, Utah. While there, for one year, we ·:were isolated
from church privileges; but by a close reading of the church
books and papers we have been strengthened and encouraged.
Many times we have felt the Spirit burn in our heai·ts while
reading the letters and articles, whicb. seemed to be written
for our benefit.
When we left Topliff, I distributed over one hundred HERALDS, Ensigns, Autumn Leaves; and Exponents-too good to
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be destroyed. I thought what had ·been such a blessing to heritage, for I believe· there 'are some honest souls here worth
saving. If one can't get a building to preach i~, why not the
us might also help others.
The daily lives of those around us, undei: the name_ of streets; others do. Any Saints will find a welcome. at our
Latter Day Saint, were a constant i'eminder that we should hom_e, and I will assist all I can other ways to help the work:
Jive so as to bring no- reproach on the fair Iiame of the Re- Would like to hear from Saints that are lonely and situated
organized Church.
_
- as I am.
When we arrived in Oklahoma City, we soon: found those
Yours in the faith,
of like faith and began to talk prayer meeting, ·which all
MRS. H. L. LOGAN.
were in favor of. We soon had a prayer service once a ·week,·
an average attendapce of eight members, and each take·s part
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.
every meeting. Those meetings are a feast to our souls,. and
Dear Hemld: Would like to write a few lines through
each one is growing ·stronger: thi·ough his weak efforts in
this great work. We notice a vast improvement in our worthy your pages to Sr. Edna King. I do not know her address,
elder, Brother Djllon, as he is just new in the work, and. we but I know her mother take~ ·the HERALD. I was at church
are pleased to stand by- him, as we strive to grow together Sunday night, the 4th, and heard you sing that beautiful
in grace and truth.
_
. song, "Face to face,'' and it moved me to tears. The following
We have a little Sunday school started, with eighteen ·pres- d~y I had a great sorrow come-into my life, a wrong that I
ent. The writer was chosen superintendent, and Sr._E. C. Nel- bitterly resented. It seemed for a· few hours I cared for
son, secretary; Immediately folloWing Sunday school last Sun- nothing but revenge. I fell asleep resolved to do something
day, fifteen 0£ those.pr~sent went out to -Bell Isle, to witness on the day following that I would have been very sorry for
the baptism arid confirmation of little Mary Layton. She the rest of my life. But the dear Father watched over me
went into the water just as calm as a soldier of Jesus could .tenderly and came to my rescue, and your bea~tiful song
possibly _do. Our hearts were made to rejoice to see the fruits · was the instrument in his hands of saving me from doing
that dreadful wrong. About 3 o'clock I was awakened . by
ripening from the home and Sunday school influence.
We also have a study of the Book of Mormon once a week. some one singing that song. It sounded just like your voice,
As the book; was new to wost of us, we commenced at the and .it caused me to weep for hours.
Dear sister, sing that beautiful song whenever you. can, for
first. We trust that others may come here and assist in the
work in this city, where people are free to listen to whom they perhaps it> will save some· other overburdened heart from
please. With every creed represented he1:e, we also ought to doing wrong. I can unde.rstarid now why it was given in
have the truth. We-have good prospects for' an opening here _J:)octrine and Covenants for the young men and maidens to
cultivate music. You do not realize when those sweet chords
and hope the missionaries will come this way again soon.
When we see the multitudes of people attend the big meet- will touch some aching 11eart. I hope you will be happy in
ings night after night, we long to have the pure go-spel your new home, and that you will use your voice in this
preached to them. we are few in numbers, but a united band, glorious cause. You will be· missed here by many.
' A SISTER.
and this is God's work, and by his help, and our diligence;
faithfulness, and prayers of faith, we are striving for victory
over every opposition.
MRS. A. V. LAYTON.
Editors Herald: Our address, from now on, will be· 171 P
525 NORTH LAIRD STREET.
street, Salt Lake, City, Utah. We are back from our Provo
reunion and commenced our street services here again. Began .
last night. Besides my family, Elder H. N. Hansen and son
SAPULPA, OKLAHOMA.
John, a priest, were with us, and_ Elder Hansen spoke a
Editors Herald: . I feel like congratulating you on the
portion of the time. We are holding open air services in
many good things I read in your pages. I feel strengthened
Liberty Park each Sunday from 3. to 4 p. m. With our
and more determined to fight on with every copy of Ensign
and HERALD. I certainly rejoiced in Spirit when I read of branch meetings these appointments keep us all busy. Regards
to. all readers,
~he healing of J, P. Fowler's son in Philadelphia. I said,
A. M. CHASE.
God has not forgotten. his people yet." What a grand and
glorious thing to be a Saint in these latter days! I am isoMONROVIA, KANSAS.
lated from the Saints, and church privileges, and do not
Editors Herald: The writer attended the Northwestern·
have the pleasure of talking with the Saints upon the gospel
which I dearly love, and which is. so helpful to our trying Kansas district reunion at Alexander, August 19 to 28. The
attendance was very small, but the interest was good, and
to live right.
r. am glad to note the desire in the sisters, though faint, for those present seemed to receive encouragement. Brn: S, H.
plamer dressing. I firmly believe when they understand and Fields and the writer had to do nearly all the preaching,
practice a silnpler mode of dressing and housekeeping, one Brother Teeters feeling a little backwa1;d on account of being
of the great obstacles in the way of redemption of Zion ·:will at home.
Sr. Lillian Curtis did some good work-· each afternoon in
have been removed, and a prolific cause for jealousy removed.
.
the normal work; we are hopeful that it will encom:age others
I am the only member of·my mother's family in the church. to take up the work.
From Alexander, after the last service on Sunday night,
My son 11nd I live alone. He is not a member of any church.
He just recently returned from the West but he with me· \Ve were conveyed by Bro. Herman Kneffer, in his automobile,
.
.
' '
'
'
wlll give any elder a home that will come here and preach, to McCracken, where we took train for Blue Rapids to attend
We live among a Holiness settlement, and we have some warm the N ortl;ieastern Kansas district reunion, arriving· the next
arguments. I give them my church papei·s to read. Have .day and finding the Saints' at work in the reunion, and· doing
had several talks with the Utah faction. I like to have them their best to make the meetings a success. The attendance
was sn1all, but the intere.st was·. good. Both districts have
shown up. before the people in the proper light.
Will c;lo.se now, with .an ;lppeal to the elders in this district voted for reunions next year, and have placed ·the matter in
to take pity on the widows and the strangers, who are trying .the hands of committees, who are expecting· to begin work
to let their light shine; and come and visit this .part of God's
right' away, and make preparations for the reunion of 1911.

.

-
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Let the Saints in both districts take notice and begin now to
make preparations to attend.
The Saints of the Northeastern District have voted to
buy a big tent for reunions, and missionary . work; and
Samuel Twombly, of Fanning, Kansas, and the writer, Holden,
Missouri, are the committee. We, or either of us, are ready
to receive donations for that pm·pose.
At Blue Rapids Swen Swenson, S. J. Madden,· Ammon
White, and the writer were the speakers. Sister McNichols
was present, and did a good work in the normal, Sunday
school, and Religio departments. Her efforts were very much
appreciated. The Saints were also made glad to have Evangelist White with them. All seemed greatly encouraged in
the gospel.
H. E. MOLER.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.
Dear Herald: Our district conference has passed into
history. Bro. 0. D. Johnson and I started to and intended to
attend, but the train we were on happened an accident by
which it became disabled, so we didn't make proper connection
with the conveyance that we intended to, and we failed ·to
appear at the conference.
Our branch is still alive. We hold four services every
Sunday.. We have no Religio as yet. Bro. 0. D. Johnson is
the brnnch president. Bro. Hal Hamilton Davenport is the
presiding priest, W. H. Davenport, teacher, Bro. W. H. Paulger clerk, Sr. Mada Davenport treasurer, Bro .. 0. G. Davenport deacon.
Our district president preaches for us occasiopally. Bro.
D. S. Palmer, of the missionary force, and also our vicepresident and Bishop's agent, gives us a rousing sermon once
in a while, also our submissionary in charge, preached once
for us after coming down. I hear that he has departed for
Independence. Bro. W. H. Mannering, of the missionary
force, also preaches for us sometimes.
I have not been exceedingly active in the work,. but have
preached in the branch and have also been holding services
every other Sunday at a friend's house on Austin street, to
a small congregation of Mexicans in the Spanish language,
alternating with my friend who is a Christian preacher. I
expect to hear from him next Sunday. He seemed to be
pleased with my talk. Bro. Ed. N. McCrae has been too sick
to preach for some time.
Yours for the spread of the angel's message.
W. H. DAVENPORT.
BEARDSTOWN, ILLINOIS.
Dcai· Herald: I feel that I have ma1,1y trials, but I remember that God said he would have a tried people. I have been
quite sick for a long time, and was given up to die by some
good doctors. I was then in the Methodist Church, and I
always tried to live the best I could, a:nd believed that God
was just the same to-day as he ever was, and had faith in
him.
·
One year ago my husband, my son, and myself were baptized in the Mormon Church, led there by false preaching, and
three weeks and three days later found our mistake, and
were led to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, and at once baptized by Elder Burr.
Have had experiences in three churches; the Christian
Church, the Methodist Church, and Mormon Church, and I
have been more blessed in this, the Reorganization, than all
the rest of my past life, ·although r have .had a great trial
this summer. I was. taken to Springfield to a hospital and
the doctors told me that unless, I had an operation I could
not get well. At fir§t,• I would: not consent, but finally did,

September 21,.1910.·

and J:>efore the operation I was encouraged by Elder Burr
and others, and was given assurance that I 'would stand the
operation all right. The doctor was very much surprised at
my speedy recovery, and I told him that it was through faith
that I was getting along so well. Am getting along finely·now,
but am not yet· able to do my work. Was administered to by
Brn. Walters and Guthrie, who are here holding a debate with
two Baptjst missionaries. f ask the praye1•s of the Saints
that I may hold out faithful to the end.
MRS. EMMA SHOUP;
ALBERTA, CANADA.
Edito1·s Hemld:. Would like to know if !_might.have space
in your columns to tell that God does answer pi:ayers. Some
few years ago I was brought under the most severe trlal .
of my life; coming into a new country where everything and
everyon~ were strange to me. My oldest' boy was not contented here, and went ~nva.y.. By neglect vie did not hear
from him, and We C\)Uld not find his whereabouts, for he did
not go to Omaha, where we had lived. Oh, where could he be?
This was heart rending to me. Weeks, months, years went
by. My health was failing fast. Where, oh,. where was my
boy! I was thinking a great deal about him one day, and
I saw him in a vision, sitting at a table eating and laughing.
In this way I saw him two or three times. I earnestly p1·ayed
to God, with all my heart, that he might spare his Jife, so
that I might see his face again.
One day my· husband said to me, if J would address a
letter to· him at Seattle, Washington, I would find him there;·
but just then we were on the verge of moving, so I did not
write until we were settled. By this time a letter came to
me from Seattle. Strange, was it not? God had heard and
answered my prayer. I still kept on praying that he would
come home. I was working in my garden one day and a young
man came up to me and asked if he could get his dinner.
Yes, I said, I could not refuse anyone something to eat.
I looked at him, but there wm•. something that drew him
nearer to me. I looked and looked at him, and then he laughed,
and I recognized that it was. my ·boy. My heart was overflowed with joy. How good it is to be a Saint in latter days.
MRS. G. A. WHITMAN.
UTOPIA, TEXAS, September 7, 1910.
Editors Herald: The 10th of August I ceased my labor in
a di7 goods store, and on tlie 11th, in company with my
sister, and other Saints, we left .San Antonio, Texas, to attend
the reunion and conference at Pipe Creek, about forty miles
distant, up the hills.
The reunion convened August 12. Good spiritual meetings
were enjoyed by all.. We camped on the grounds of the
reunion near the Medina River. On the 19th conference convened, at which time I was ordained to tne office of priest,
in the morning prayer service, by Brn .. Aylor and llfanneripg,
and ·made my first attempt to speak at the eleven o'clock
service. We listened to good sermons delivered by Brn.
Aylor, Palmer, and Mannering, during the reunion,· and· we .
all felt benefited by our meeetings.
On Sunday night, the 21st, the conference adjourned, and
Brother Adams .took Brother Aylor and the tent up to Tuff,
Texas, to hold meetings. Brother Palmer {and I made ourselves ready and started for 'I'uff to assist·· Brother .i\.y lor in
meetings there, according to instructions and request. During
our stay there Brother Aylor baptized nine who had .. heard
the gospel for years.
·
·
I arrived in Utopia the first of September, arid on -the
second day Brn. Aylor and Palmer arrived; and we had
preaching that night in our gospel tent, Brother Palmer being
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the speaker. Bro.ther Aylor remained with us until the
morning of the 5th, addressing the crowd several tiines while
here. The crowds are growing larger and greater interest is
being taken in our meetings. I believe some are near the
kinirdom of God. About the 12th of this month, Brother
Pal~er and I will leave this place and go to Hondo City, to
hold about ten or fourteen days' meeting.
·
I have been a member of the church seven years, was baptized when twelve years old, by Brother Harder, in the
Indian Terrifury.
Praying fo1; the welfare of Zion;
c Your brother,
GLAUD R. KUYKENDALL.
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1 Corinthians 12: 27, Roma:ns 12: 4, 5, Acts 14: 27, show that

the church is not composed of pure in hea1·t altogether,
which would have to be if the church was in heaven, and
nobody but the pure in heart from all denominations belong
t.o it. But read Matthew 13: 47-53. Remember also the ten
virgins. To for ever set aside this theory, we only need to
refer to Ephesians 4: 11-15. Paul said Jesus set those officers
in the church. Now, ·if the church is on earth, we can look
for the officers on earth; but if in heaven, then look for the
officers in heaven. "For the perfecting of the _Saints, for
the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of
Christ," and to continue, "till we all come in the unity of
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a
perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness
of Christ," and in verse 14 of Ephesians 4, "That we henceROSLYN, WASHINGTON.
forth be no more children tossed to and fro, and carried about
Dear Herald: Your pages are so full of good news and with e·~ "Y wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cuninstruction that ·our appreciation may not be amiss here, ning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive." So that
although ft .is with difficulty that i read your pages, having there will be false teachers in the community of heaven.
to use a magnifying glass with very strong lens.
When you drive the people to the post they will do like one
The Sunday school here had a picnic on Labor Day, and did with me a few days ago; when he could say no more
we had a gobd time.
against the church being here on earth, he tlmnked God he
I see in the HERALD a communicatfon.headed "Prerequisites had the church at home, lying on the shelf.
to Baptism" which touches my sympathy, and I believe that in
Well, I've rocked the people so much here of late, in thefr
consequence of not observing the instructions laid down in creeds of various opinions, with the cradle of church organizaDoctrine and Covenants, section 17, there are many who have tion and doctrine, that they are sound asleep, here at Prichard,
not received the seal ·of their adoption. What can these as the Lord showed me in a dream; so I will leave and let them
members do? Are they to remain in this condition, when_ get their nap out.
'
they are not responsible. for it all? How are they to know
But, thanks be to God, ·the people are not asleep everythat this is the reason they do not receive the Holy Spirit? where, for I have been the instrument of leading seventeen
They need our prayers that God will point out such to his into the church already this conference year, and have
faithful ministers, that they may be reclaimed by our h\mv- another to baptize Sunday. She has not heard very much of
enly Father, and be properly taught and instructed. We the doctrine, for· it did not take much to convince her. She
pray that right niay prevail, and that fgno~·ance and assuming was convinced as soon as she saw my chart, and heard the
bigotry may finally be overcome.
- first sermon from it. She had seen it in a vision when she
J. R. ALLEN.
was lying at the point of death, and knew it as soon as she
saw it.
WINFIELD, IowA.
I find many people ready to listen to the gospel, and a few
Dear Hei-ald: We are nearly thirty-five miles from any .ready to accept it. I find many warm hearted Saints in this
of the branches of the Saints, and all the preaching we get county, that are not only ready to do, but are seeking -the
we receive through the HERALD, Ensign, Autumn Leaves, Hope, opportunity of doing good. I labored here at Prichard and in
and Journal of History.
Mobile, which are about five miles apart, for about five weeks,
About five weeks ago a gentleman was here and gave us and find Saints with an interest in the work. So, dear Saints,
a lecture on "Utah Moi·monism." Joseph Smith came in for who live in this mission, let us work together, and aU pull,
his share, and so we sent for some tracts, and distributed and the load will not be as heavy as it would be for a few.
them among the people of the town, the other preachers not
ALBERT VANCLEAVE.
being missed. We give our church literature to our neighbors,
and all those who will read it. We have some studying the
Book of Mormon, and Church History, and they seem to be
From H. M. s·. "Defence."
really interested. The writer has tried to do a great deal in
I was baptized in November,· 1907, by Brother Newton, of
explaining our position the last few months.
Kansas City, Missouri, who was then preaching in Plymouth.
We have been looking for some of the elders through here, I was at the time not a seeker after truth, but when I heard
but as yet none have come this way, except Brother Roth. the truth I believed and asked foi· baptism, and I do not
There is a nice park here that we could use through warm regret the step taken. I know it is based on a rock, and'. that
weather. Should an elder come this way we will do our best rock is Christ.
to secure a place to preach in and see to his needs otherwise.
I am serving His }Vlajesty, the king of Great Britain, as a
Ever praying for Zion's cause.
Royal Marine, and· am now on board the Defence, an ar- ·
. MR. AND MRS. I. M. LANE.
mored cruiser, and being in the service, I have many discouragements and at times I feel I -must give up trying to do
good. I have presented the gospel to the captain of my ship,
PRICHARD, ALABAMA,
Deai· Herald: We are trying to keep the old bell i-inging and he has also perused the Book of Mormon, and the Doctrine
here, and as iii. ·iferemiah 6: 16, "Thus ·saith the Lord, Stand and Covenants but as yet he sees no light.· I have proudly
ye in the ways and see, and ask for the old paths, where is declared my r~ligion and distributed traats to my shipmates.
the good way, arid walk therein, and ye shall find rest for I was called and ordained a deacon to the Plymouth Saints,
but being in the service, and going from one place to another,
your souls. But they said, We will not walk therein."
We try to show the people that the church is here on earth. I· have little opportunity of fulfilling my duties. I feel I am
Matthew 3: 2; Matthew 16: 18; Luke 6: 13; Acts 13: 1; unworthy of the post I serve, but I look to Him above for
Titus 1: 5; 1 Corinthians 12: 18, 28; Ephesians 4: 11. Now. strength and wisdom, and I know he helps me.
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It is my delight to be alone on night watches, when I can
commune with God, and enjoy his Holy Spirit. It thrills
me through and through, and I always wish that was my last
moment. There are. about seven hundred and fifty men aboard
this ship, and it is impressive to think that only one of the
whole number belongs to Christ's church.
Many of my shipmates delight in calling me Mormon,
but I have been able to prove to the majority the difference
between the two churches; but still I suppose the stigma will
stick. I had great trouble to get my religion changed in the
service because of this, but I proved we did not practice po.lygamy, and I was allowed to worship according to niy own
religion. I have intentions of leaving the service and of
going to Zion, about next February, and in the meantime
I shall be pleased if any of the Saints would communicate
with me. I also ask the prayers of the Saints to strengthen
me, and keep me from the temptations that surround me.
Your brother,
DEVONPORT, ENGLAND,

F.

J.

BROOKES,

Western Nebraska and Black Hills Reunion.

The reunion of the Western Nebraska and Black Hills District was held at Bayard, Nebraska, from September 2 to 12,
1910. The organization took place Sunday, September 4.
The following officers were elected: Elder J. R. Sutton
president; Catherine Roberts, secretary; Elder J. T. Grimes'.
chorister. Owing to small attendance only one· service a day
was held except Sundays. Quite a number of Saints from
various localities were present; some camping upon the
g1·ound while others stayed among the Saints. There was
fine attendance during the latter part of the reunion; better
than in the beginning. The meetings were very instructive
and order was excellent. We had the pleasure of having with
us as speakers Elders Grimes, Sutton, and Prettyman. We
were aim very glad to welcome in our midst, near the latter
part of the reunion, Elder J. E. Kelley. His health being
too poor, he was not able to speak but once. Elder Kelley
labored here a few years ago, and his many friends, and especially the Saints, were glad to have him with us, but are
very sorry he is not strong. May he be restored to health is
the prayer of all the Saints.
We enjoyed, during the reunion, fourteen preaching services,
two prayer meetings, one business meeting, two Sunday school
sess10ns, also Sunday school convention on Sunday afternoon,
September 11; and on that day all Saints present fasted_ and
prayed in behalf of our young sister, Clarice Hanson, who has
an affection. Three new members from other branches were
united with our branch, and one member transferred to· First
Kansas City Branch.
..
The reunion of 1911 will be held in Bayard again, between
the 1st and 20th of September, the exact days to be decided
upon by committee in charge.
We hope all that were here this year will b.e present again
in 1911, and that others will plan to be here_that were not
this year. The elders departed to various fields of labor after
the reunions, except Elder Kelley, ·who will remain here for
a time for the benefit of his health.
_
May "God speed the right," is my pl:ayer, and may the day
hasten when there will be a reign of .peace and_ blessedness.
CATHERINE ROBERTS, Sec1·etary.
Two-Day Meeting ~t.Sp.ari:a,,Michigan.
A two-day meeting of the Sparta Branch -met with the
Saints at Grant, August 27 and 28, with $. W. L. Scott in
charge; Fred T. Field, branch president, and J. W. McKnight
associates; Sr. Fred Field -was elected corresponding secretary; Brother Scott as ·organist, and Sr.· Maggie Lindsey
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assistant; Bro, Charles- Gooderhani, chorister; :Brri; Claud
Allen and Charles Whitmore as ushers.
:
Brother Scott. made-a few remarks on .ou1; need· qf faith,
and the need of . watching and prayer, after which eleven-'
hymn_s were sung, six prayei.·s were offered, and t"l'v~nt:Yctlil:'ee _
testimonies given.
··
Saturday, at 2.30 p. m., Elder J. W. McKnight; of Galien,
was our speaker, his theme being resurrection, He quoted
many beautiful passages; mostly froni Job ·and Is'aiah, showing that we bring about our own immoi'tality by the lives we
live here, according tci our obedience to the law of God; or
condemnation by disobedience. Again citing us to ;Matthew
and Ezekiel On. the resurrection, ·strict obedience· to the gospel law will fit and prepare.us forthe first i;esurrection.
Saturday, at 7.30 p. m., Elder S.- W. L. Scott, of Coldwater,
Michigan. was the speaker. His theme was, that- we nmst
emulate tne life of Christ if we would reap a· like reward. ~
Sunday, at 9.30 a. m., sociai service; seven hyn~ns and
eighteen testimonies and five prayers were given, and _this
was followed by preaching, the: theme being, Discerning -"between principles and procedure of good or evil, living by the
principles set down in the standard. Sunday evening after
song service Brother McKnight spoke from Ecclesiastes 3; 114. As Christ set up a perfect kingdom or church, so a
kingdom or church, to be perfect, must be the same in· every_
point, even to the lowest official, quoting from several books in
the New Testament. At the evening service, baptism having
taken place before the meeting, those baptized we1'e confirmed. The last four members baptized were admitted. as
members of the Sparta Branch. A collection of $14.37 was ··
taken to defray missionaries' traveling expenses; while a
hynin was sung. Thirty-six Saints were present at most of
the services, and al'i seemed to feel that it· was good to go·
there. Qu_ite a large congregation of outsiders was present,
and a good interest' was manifested.
MRS. FRED FIELD, Secrntai:y.
Reunion of the Easteri:i Oklahoma District.,

The Saints of the Eastern Oklahoma District held_ their
fifth annual reunion .from August 12 to 21, inclusive. The
organization took place Friday, at 10 a. m. Elders Lee.Quick,
John White, and H. R. Harder, were chosen to preside and
arrange the meetings and speakers. It was one of the_ most
spiritual reunions held in this district.
The reunion committee had secured the large pavilion and
ball park just west of Wilburton. Fourteen tents were on the
ground, besides numbers of the.Saints who lived close to the
park helped to look after the visiting Saints. Towal'd the
close of the reunion, Apostle I. N. White and Patriarch
Ammon White were in attendance, also Brn. Simmons, J. T.
Riley, and Evert Reser of the missionary force.
Twenty-four preaching services were held; six were baptized during reunion and conference. The reunion committee
did all they, could to make the reunion a. success ·and the
Saints did nobly in the way o{-finance.
·
The conference at the close of the reunion was well attended. H. R. Harder was elected president of the district.
The following branches reported: Wilburton, Haileyville,
and Jacksonville.
Those of the ministry reporting: Seventy, Lee Quick, J.
M. Simmons, E. A. Erwin, J. T. Riley. Elders H. R. Harder,
John_ S. Whit~, William Peacock, V. L. Lum, J. N. Perkins,
J. P. Brannon, C. E. Goss, Else Youmans. Priests C. C.
Crisman, D. 0. Harder. Deacons J. H. Sills, L. S. Moore.
Bro. I. N. White preached several times which was very
·much enjoyed by all the Saints, also Patriarch Ammon White
preached a forceful sermon Sunday night. He is a man of
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God, and well qualified foi;' the·high position he holds.
.· inward man, and also in supplying the bread that peri.shes, ·
At the close of the reunion Brother "Quick held a series of as .the basement is arranged especially for serviJ1g meals.
AdJourned to meet at Colorado Springs, March 4, 1911.
meetings at Brothe\· Manning's lawn for two ·weeks. As a
result six more precious souls wei·e united to the cause·, of
Conferen~e Notices.
truth. Brother Quick is an able defender of the truth, and
The
Gallands
Grove
disti'ict conference will .convene at
was well received by the people. both ·out am( inside· the
City, Iowa, October 8. The district secretary would like
church. •Several. more are near· the kingdom, and many· . Dow
to receive all branch reports by October l. - Edith D.obson
friends were made to the cause.
·
district secretary.
'
D; · 0. HARDER, District Secretary.
Nodaway, Missouri, district conference will convene with
the Sweet Home Branch, October 15, 16, at 10 o'clock a. m.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1910. ·
Please send all reports so as to be in hand before the sitting
oi conference. All come that can. W. B. Torrance, secretary.
The Southern Indiana district confei'ence will convene With
the Byrneville Branch at Byrneville, Saturday, October -15,
16. It is honed the Saints in all parts of the district will see
the privilege and ne~essity of attending conference, and
COMINS, MICHIGAN.
come, with the Spirit, that we may have a profitable conferBelieve that most of the Saints here are trying to live their ence. Ji' 0. Byrn, secretary.
religion and come up higher. Our meetings have been spirChatham District will meet in conference October 8 and 9,
itual this sunin1e1:.
,
1910. It is expected that AposUe F. A. Smith, minister in
Bro. D. J. Wheeler, of Rose City, oceupled the stand on charge of Canada, will be present along with others of the
force. The conference will be held in Blenheim,
August 7, and on. August 28 Elder A. S. Pushman occupied · missionary
Ontario, and a good representation is expected. Anthony R.
with good liberty. Also two were baptized by Elder E .. D. Hewitt, district secret<iry.
·
Fultz.
The conference of the Fremont, Iowa, District will convene
with .the Hamburg Branch, ::;aturday, October ·15, 1910, at
On August 31 Elder G. W. Burt appeared in our midst and
a grand prayer meeting was enjoyed at· the home of Brother 10 o'clock a. m. The joint conventions of the Religio and
Sunday school will be held just preceding the conference in
Dimmick.
the usual way. We would be pleased to have each branch
September 2 sixteen of our branch started across the counmake an effort to have at least one representative at the contry for Hubbard Lake to attend the two-day meeting at Pine ference and conventions. T. A. Hougas, District President.
Kentucky and Tennessee district conference will convene
Grove, about forty miles distant from here. The trip and
Foundry Hill Branch, October 15, 1910, at 10.30 a. m.
meetings were enjoyed by all. There was a nice crowd, and with
Address all communications to B. F. Webb, Cottage Grove,
best qf all, the Spirit of the Master was there in power, and Tennessee.
all were made to rejoice in the work. The preaching was
Convention Notices.
done by Elders Joseph Sheffer, James Carpenter, G. W. Burt,
James Blackmore, and E. N. Burt. Each one being well
The Pottawattamie district Sunday sch~~l association will
blessed in his efforts.·- There were also two priests, three convene at Boomer, Iowa, September 30, at 11 a. m., for
prayer service. Let all make an effort to be present that we
teachers, and two deacons present.
may have a good convention. F_loy M. Wind, secretary. ·
On Monday morning a.prayer service was held at the home
Nodaway, Missouri, Sunday school district association will
of Sister Farrar, that wiil be long remembered by all. The convene with the Sweet Home Sunday school on Friday, OctoLord spoke to us, so we had sufficient cause to feel good. That ber 14, at 10 a. m. Schools please send delegates and have
afternoon we drove back as far as Elder Blackmore's and all reports in the hands of the district secretary befofo the
enjoyed a sermon by G. W. Burt that night, and also enjoyed opening session. Alma Nelson,_ secretary.
Gallands Grove district Sunday -school and Religio associaa visit with Brother and Sister Blackmore. September 6 tions will convene in joint session Thursday, October 6, at
we came home; and so the work goes on. The writer had the 7.30 p. m., at Dow City, Iowa, and continue over the Friday
'
pleasure of leading two souls iii.to the waters of baptism at following. Floy Holcomb, secretary.
The Sunday school convention of the Kentucky and Tenthe Pine Grove meetings.
• .
ERNEST N. BURT.
nessee District will convene at Foundry ~ill, October 15, 1910,
at 8.30 p. m. B. S. Webb, district secretary.
The Sunday school and Religio conventions of the Spring
River District will be held at Joplin, Missouri, October 14, 15,
and 16. Mollie Davis, secretary, 115 Jefferson avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
..
.
Conference Minutes.
The Eastern Iowa Sunday school convention will convene
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.-District conference met at Alex- Friday, October 14, at 10 a. m., at Fulton, Iowa. Schools
ander, Kansas, August 27, 1910. Pres.- J. A. Teeters in please send reports early, and hope that all schools will be well
charge, and Elizabeth Teeters as secretary. Reports of represented. Amos Heide, secretary.
elders, S. J. Madden, S. H. Field, J. A. Teeters, A, B. Young,
Zion's Religio-Literary Society of Little Sioux District will
and J. S. Teeters, E. H. Erfert, priest. Report of J. A. meet at Pisgah, Iowa, Thursday evening, September 29, at
Teeters, with case of J. F. McClure, stated he had done as 8 o'clock. Lou Mann, secretar.1·.
the district conference ordered, but to no avail, and had or' The Religio convention of the Nauvoo District will meet
dered the HERALD and Ensign to publish him as being cut off at ·Farmington, Iowa, Friday, September 30. We hope to
from the church. . Report of branches: Homestead, present have good reports and good attendance from all locals. Ethel
number .85; Mount Olive, present number 23; Twin Creek, A. Lacey, District .secretar:y.
67; Kill City poorly organized .. Bishop's agent's report read
-----and received, as also the trea·surer's report. The election of
Two-Day Meeting.
officers resulted as follows: J. A. Teete1:s, president; Elizabeth Teeters, secretary; Myrtle Coop, treasurer. Next conA two-day meeting will be held with the . Saints at Halls
ference to be held with the Wakeeny Saints, and the time Corners, Michigan, October 8, 9; 1910. The services will comto be "left t6 the president. Elizabeth Tepters, secretary. .
mence Friday evening. Will all the Saints and friends conEAs'rERN CoLORADO.-The semiannual conference of the · tiguous thereto, make a grand rally to _make the series of
district was one of the largest attended in its history. The service.s a success, as heretofore? S: W. L. Scott, minister in
·
·
!Jlders reported a number of converts and openings for preach- charge of district.
A- two-day reunion will be held with the Clear Lake Branch,
mg everywhere. The business sessions were marked by peace
and pleasantness. .The new Denver church is just the place Indiana, beginning Friday evening and continuing .October
15, 16, 1910. Those who anticipate attendine; ,from a disfor holding our district gatherings. It is roomy and arranged
f or the accommodation of a large attendance, both as. to the
tance, can confer with Elder 0. H. Story, branch president,
0

News ·From Branches
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as to railroad station conveniences. Order of sessions will be
deteI"mined by local bl'anch management. All come with the
Spirit's influence, and make the occasion "a feast of fat
things." S. W. L. Scott, minister i_n charge of district.Pastoral.

To the Ministers of Mission Number 1: In making your
October 1 report do so the first day and send care of 116 Monroe street, Traverse City, Michigan. With the exception of
two, the last quarterly reports were in early.
J. W. WIGHT.
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN, September 9, 1910.
To the Saints of. the Eastern M~chigan District, Greeting:
As I am now entermg upon my tlnrd year as superintendent

?f Sunday sc~oo!s of the district 1 I wish to say·to the locals

m Eastern M1clngan, together with your efforts the district

boar? ar!! desirous of making this a banner year_ over all
previous years. I also have chaI"ge of the home department
of the Sunday school and Religio and I will do· all I can for
these depal'tments, believing th~t if we have a good live
S~n<,lay schoo\, there will be a live branch also. A{iyonc
w1.shmg to write, please feel free to do so, and I will contribute to your wants and needs so far as is in my power to do
so.
JAMES H. MEAD, Superintendent.
MILLINGTON, MICHIGAN.
Addresaes.

M. F. Gowell, 210 West Fourth South street Provo Utah
Amos Berve, 902 Farnam sti;eet, Davenport, 'Iowa. '
·
Notice to the Priesthood.

The priesthood of the Lamoni Stake will meet Sunday Septemb~r 2?, a~ 2.30 p. m., at Lamoni, Iowa. Resolved,' That
~he time is ripe for th.e organization of the Order of Enoch
!n the: Lamom Stake, 1s the subject for discussion Presidmhg Bishop E. L. Kelley is e.xpected to be present and address
t e body and answer questwns.
PROGRAM COMMITTEE,
Independence Sanitarium.

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES.
The. Sanit~r.ium offers a three years' course of instruction
!o ladies .des1rmg to become trained nurses. The first month1~ probatwnai:y. The nurse in charge has full power t6 demde. as to their fitness fo1' the work and to the propriety· of
ret~ming or dismissing them' at the' end of the month's pro-·
bat1on. She can also at any time dismiss them .for misconduct or inefficiency,
· . ·
. Room, board and laundry (except .collars and cuffs) .is furmshed for. !he term, and an allowance_ of five dollars_ per
month additional, after ·the first month. Except as above, no
wages will be paid. The-instruction, knoV7ledge,-.and experience fu_ rnished, are' consider_ed full compensation.·
The day nurses rise at 6_ a. m., breakfa~t ;i.t~ 6.30, on duty

Subscriptions received for Zlfin's Fltislgn, also orders for all- Ensign
publications.
_
·

from 7 a. m. to 7 p,_m,; with two hours in afternoon-for rest
and study. One half day is allowed each week, and four
hours on Sunday. Two weeks vacation each summer.
,
The candidates for admission· must be unmarried women
between twenty and thirty years old, and must possess a goc>d
common school education. They are required to furniSh a
physician's certificate of soun<J health and two certificates of.
good character. Those who have· had partial training in_ any
other institution, or correspondence school, for training nurses,
are not eligible.
The applicant should bring two dark wash dresses, four
white aprons, two inch waist bands and five inch hem plain
underclothing, and rubber heeled shoes for. probation. After
being accepted for training, they are required to wear the
uniform of the training school.
- Those graduating after ·passing· the final examination at
the close o:( the three years' term will receive a diploma,
certifying to their character, proficiency, and period 'of training.
.
Applicants should address Independence Sanitarium, West
Blue avenue, Independence, Missouri.
,
36-3t

Died.
HARMON,.-At Davis City, Iowa, August 29, 1910, Bto.
Ransom J. Harmon, aged 77 years, 7 months, and 13 days.
He leaves wife, five sons, and one daughter;· First heard
the gospel at Marengo, Illinois-,"in 1874, and on May 11, 1884,
was baptized at Davis City, by Z. H. Gurley. Serv'ed as a
soldier from April, 1861, to May, 1864. Disease was hardening of the liver, as proven by a post mortem examination, ,
parts being found like a stone. · Funeral service in the Saints'
chapel, and sermon by H. A. Stebbins, assisted by James
McDiffit.
STEDMAN.-Bro. Eli A. Stedman died suddenly at his home
in Lamoni, September 8, 1910, aged 69 years, 10 months,
and 1 day. Sister Stedman and one son and four·aaughters
survive him. He was a soldier in the war of 1861-1865.
Was baptized in Minnesota in 1869 by Bro. W. H. Kelley.
For many yea1;s he labor.ed as a missionary, serving as Elder,
Seventy, High Priest, and High .Counselor in Lamoni Stake.
All his family were present at the funeral. Services in·
charge of John Smith; prayer at 'residence by W. H. Kelley
at.the church by J, R. Lambert, and sermon by H. A. Stebbins'.
'BARR..,-Elder Andrew Barr, who died at his home in this'
village, on June 22, 1910, was born in Airdrie Scotland on
the 24th. day of December, in :the year 1&28;_' He cam~· to
Canada m 1853, .and. was marned to Miss Rebecca· Bafr of
Stratford, Ontar10, m October, 1854. By this union there
were born to them t)uee sons and seven daughters of-·whom ·
the e)dest daughter 1s dead. In 1879 death claimed his Wife
. and m Febi;uary, 1889, he was again united in wedlock to
Mrs. Cathe~·me Lane, of Forest, Ontario who with nine children by his former -marriage survive' him' to mourn the ·
lo~s. of a fond husband and a loving father He entered the
mt~1stry o~ the church of. Latter Day Saints about thirt. _
th1e~ ye3;rs ago, and durmg that time he filled the offi~e ·
ff 1Bfstop 8 ~gent ~or twenty-two years; and has been a faith'u o ower of Him who called him to preach the gospel:
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WHAT IS MAN?

·

subj~ts.

One of-the best works on one of the
most interesting and· important
It is a: comnlete refutation
the fallacies of solil sleeping. Only 60 cents,
cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert.

I

of

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY. ,
Our Brighamite friends are makinJ an ·
active campaign amongst: the. Samts.
You need this book. It is tlie deathknell to all pretenders to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman C. Smith•. 86
cents, paper; No. 162. 60 cents, cloth;
No. 163.
.
.

Bible References--.....
·-

February 1st and August 1st.
.
Both principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
. .
These Bonds are backed by the very best_ of security, consisting. of assets of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance ·as to. the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They are ·of small denomination, thus enabling those
of veey mo<!erate mean~ to become. purchas!'rs.
(b) We a$k no·premmm-your mterest 1s clear.
,
(c) We ban issued only 260 bonds-$26,000 dol.lars wo~h
-all of which goel! toward payment of. our debt mcurred m
adding i111provements since the fi:t:!'l.
.
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Paper cover
Cloth cover

6 cents
. • 10 cents

Gasoline Engine.

Small, second hand engine for sale. In
good condition. Will make a low price.
I
J. R. LAMBERT.
Lamoni, Iowa.
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No church ever had a more ardent ·supporter. He ha~ faithfully perfo1;med his duty and has now gone to enJOY the
fruits of a life spent in· tl:ie service of the Mastei·. The funeral held on Saturday, was conducted by Elder 0. Haun, of
McGregor· assisted by Elder F. 0. Benedict, of Applegate,
both of tl1e Latter Day Saints' denomination, also by Rev.
Nixon, of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Among the relatives and friends from outside present at the funeral we.re:
l\Ir. and Mrs. Robert Barr, Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Emenck,
of Richmondville· James Barr and Mr. and Mrs. Hooper, of
Deckerville; Mrs: McKay, of Lindsay, Ontario; Mrs. Wilkie,
of Shepherd, Michigan; Mrs. Provost and Et~el Provost, of
Sandusky· Arthur and Andrew Barr, of Detroit; Mr. McLennen, of B~ffa!O, New York; Mr. and Mrs. Green, of Charles-

1869, locating at London, Ontario. Here he heard the angel's
message and accepted it in 1816. He was ordained an elder
and elected president of the London Branch. In 1884 he removed to Armstrong, Kansas, and acted for several ·terms
of· office as president of the Armstrong .Branch. Lastly he
moved to Independence, Missouri, in August of 1903, where
his beloved companion passed into the great beyond not long
afterwards, departing this life February 9, 1905. He leaves
five sons and three daughters. He was sick but. a short time,
and bore his sufferings patiently. He passed away peacefully, retaining the possession of his faculties. Services at
the Stone Church, and sermon by J. Arthur Gillen ..

RussELL.-Francis M. Russell was borri Jam!-ary ,8, 1848,
at Odessa Ionia County, Miehigan. Was baptized mto the
Reorganiz~d Church of Jesus Christ a_bout th': y~ar 1881,
by Ethan A. Shelly, at' Elm, Mason County1 M1ch1gan, a.nd
up to his departing this life was faithful to his coven~nt with
God, being loved and esteemed by all who knew him. On
August 2, 1870 he was united in marriage to Eunice .M.
Ewer, at Odessa: Michigan. · Soon after. this union they moved
to Sherman Michigan, ·where they resided twenty-~ve years.
Thence to Marshfield, Wisconsin, where they lived nme years,
and in 1904 emigrating to Humansville, Polk County,. Missouri, whe:re they have lived until he was overtak~n by the
Pale Reaper on the evening of August 30, 1910, bemg found
dead in his c}Jair after coming in from his. work. 'I'.o them
were born four cliildren, .three of whom with the wife and
mother survive to mourn the loss of a kind and loving father
and husband. The children are: Leonard. J., of Crandon,
Wisconsin; Laura A. Grovenburg]iJ Fountain, Michigan; and
Victoria M. Gulmbo, · Fountain michigan. Brother Russell
will be ~·en10mbe1'ed b;Y' many of God's servants who have labored in this p·art of· God's vineyard as one who made many
sacrifices to get the angel's message before his neighbor. Sermon at the residence, September 4, at 2.30 p. 1!1·• by Elder ·
C. J. Peters; interment at Humansville. May his ashes rest
in peace until the resurrection of the just.
·
HARRINGTON.-Elder Edgar Harrington died ·August 3,
1910, at Independence, .Missouri'. He was born at Millbro?k,
near Southhampton, England, Match 15, 1832; was married
to Haniet Randall, of Westminster, England, June 4, 1864.
He and family left his native land for Canada, in July of .

Any boy or girl who will sec.u.re ten new subscribers for
The Kansas City Weekly Journal at 26 cents per year, each,
making a total of $2.50, and will send the ·full amount to us
together with th.e names and addresses, we will mail to his or
her address postage prepaid a beautiful solid nickle-silver
watch.
. Description as follows: Attractive solid nickle-silve1· watch,
handsomely engraved, Landseer design back; Movement is
American construction, jeweled escapment, damaskeened
plates. Dials are white enamel, :Arabic figures. This watch
is .an up-to-date bassine model wit'!!. antique pendant and bow.
A nice size for the boy or girl.
Boys and girls, here is your chance to secure a beautiful
present by doing a little work in getting subscl'iptions. Do
not lose any time, but get out and secure the ten subscribers
before it is too late. Remember that the subscription price to
the Weekly Jom-nal is only 25 cents a year. You get ten subscribers, making $2.50. This offer will only hold good until
J.ariuary 1, 1911.
.
Write names and addresses plainly, and send money by postoffice orde_r or draft1 and addr~ss all communic11tions to The
Kansas City Journat, Kansas City, ·Mo.
Please take' note.that names must be sent in all in one list
and money must be sent with them, or we can not send you the
watch. Address,. The Kansas· City ·Journal, Kansas City,
Missouri.
, 37-2t
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Watches for Boys and Girls. Freel Freel Freel

"Ability never amounts to much unless it acquires two
more letterS-:--s-t-ability..'! . ·
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The Government Irrigated

Hom stead .Lan·
of the

Big Horn Basin

and the

Yellowstone Valley

are to-day the garden spots of the country. Several farms are now ready to
homestead, and the Government Surveyors are laying out more new farms for
new settlers who are lucky enough to get.on the ground in time to get +.he choice
of these new locations. Our new literature just from the press tells how you
can honiestead these lands and repay the Gove1~nn1ent the actual cost of the water
right in ten yearly payments without interest..
CAREY ACT LANDS. Several thousand acres of Carey Act land!; just open
to entry-only thirty days' residence required. The settler buys these lands from
the State and the perpetual water right from the irrigation company. . Long
time given to settlers to pay for these lands and water rights.
Join our personally conducted excursions the first and third Tuesdays of each
month.
Write for specially prepared Wyoming literature.

Sal~·-_

Farm For

-_

This fine farm is located 2?! ffiiles from
city limits of Lamoni, Jowa. One mile
from Tuskeego; small shipping station,
.and %, mile from school. ·Rural mail
route and telephgne line~paf!ses'the door.
Improvements consist of good eight room
house, cellar, well and cistern; t\Vo good
barns, dol.Jble corn crib, granary, ':li.og'.
house, t~o chicken houses, .fine orchard
and good-; grove: Entire· farm irtcloseii
With wov~h wire.making it liog tight; also~
suitable cross fences. Price: $100 per
acre. Good terms.
·
Lamoni Land and ·Loan Co.
G.. w. Blair, Sec.·
Lamoni,. Iowa.

a

Five per cent interest
Paid on Tim11 Dei>Ooita at the •

FARMERS STATE BANK .
LAMO~I, IOWA

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

Capital

and

Surplus, $30,o~o:oo .

lncorpoiale<lo under the b~ li1_w1 .cif the~
State of Iowa, and under direct. control,
of the Auditor of State,

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance., and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitablii.
·

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H; BOND, Vice President.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All neceuary operations in writing, billing or statistical. work are accomplished
from the keyhollrd of the light runninii, easy. action Model 10 (Visible)

Smith Premier
Wrl.te for Information

THE

two STORY

BOOK.

This is a 'splendid book to hanQ. inquirers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. N.o. _247, cloth, 50. cents.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER· REAL ESTATE.
Good graded' school and L'. D. s: 'church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this. way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call mi or write
'
. BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
·
Knobnoster, l\:'[o.

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

This book· was written for those wh~
wished to become well posted on the various · parts of our faith. It is a small
library pf information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible' ·
$1.50. Nos. 141-Hi-4, respe·ctively•. · ,

The Sµlith Premier Typewrit~r. Co., Inc•, Engravmgs of Prehistoric Specimens ·
from Mfohigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, atriohg them seven of Flood five of
.
.
The Tow~r of Babel, five of 13 n:onth or
Capital and Surplus $50,000.00
Assets Over $400,000.00 Lunar Calendar. The Ten CommandF"
·
'll b' ·,d
d ·
Send
ments, Elijah and Priests of Baal con~_e per cent per ann~m WJ . e pai 0 ~ one year eposits.
t~st, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genyour surplus funds to this Bank by ma1 and prompt attention will.
umeness and antiqmty established. New
,
•
B nk f L
•
book of rare interest in archaiology and
be g!ven. ' Address, The State Savmgs a o amom, Lamoni, lo.
all that appertains to the Book of Mor,
d
Al" p D
A
A
mon and Restoration Explanatory noteB
LIST ~F DIRECTORS: Wm.-An. eraon, WtceBI •• AerK Annad • Danctt, _Oscar Anderson,_ ap.d data. Price $1.00 at Herald or En' "!'· A. Hopkins, Geo., • air, • • n eraon. ·
sign Office.
. 21alt1yr.
19th and Douglas Street&, Omnhli, Nebraska

I
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at Ll\moni poat-of!lce.
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"If ye continue in·
word, th.en_ are ye
dia~
ciples indeed; andcye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall .make you free."-John 8: 31, .32. ·

"There ahall not any man amons you have aave it
be one wife; and concubines he· sl.iall have nolla."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
·
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fiden.ce that God will . do an that he .has promised,
They should remember the lesson that was. taught
011 t}:i.e road from Bethany to Jerusalem.·

Editorial
. SHORT -SERMONS Ofll FAITH.
ON THE ROAD FROM BETHANY

TO

JERUSALEM.

'

·,

-

f..•

-

THE 'I'H)ACHING OF ALMA UPON THE HILL ONIDAH.

A little group of men are walking along the road
Jesns did not ask his foliowers to have a· faith not
from Bethany to Jerusalem. Presently their leader,
.
based
upon facts. Prior to this exhortation to have
a man of striking presence and personality, discovel's
a fig tree at a distance; and being hungry, he leads faith in God, and afterward, he explained to them
his followers thither, that perchance they may stay the character and purposes of God sufficiently that
they' might know that their faith was not without
their hunger with fresh, r~pe figs.
·
foutrdation. Though surrounded by .mysteries and
When they reach the free tpey discover that it is
oft called to walk by faith and not by sight, they
covered with leaves, but barren of figs. Like some
knew that the faith· by which they walked into
Christians, it is profuse with promises, but empty of
hitherto impenetrable darkness was ,·a faith well
good deeds. However, the fig tree is to be pardoned,
founded upon eternal verities.
for it is not yet the time of year when figs are to be
Faith is something that grows and increases, and
gathered.
· its growth may be encouraged by those who have it,
But to our surprise this man proceeds to curse the even in the least degree, otherwise the e~hortation
fig tree, saying, "No men eat fruit of the_e hereafter to have faith would be wasted.
· f:l· ,
for ever."
·
Mindful of this, Alma in the course
\s ministry
Who is this that thus curses the tree? Is it some delivered a very interesting discourse
fue subject
fanatic who thinks that trees m11st bear fruit for of faith. Remember that he was talki
~o peo,ple
him out of season? Is it some ill-tempered churl who were penitent and had begun to
l-e to have
who flies into a passion when his wishes are disap- faith in God. To them he said:
~~
pointed?
Now as I said concerning faith-that it w. J5. dt a perfect
We must wait until another day for our answer. knowledge, even so it is with my words. Ye : 0 "1ot know of
Again it is morning, and again the same men travel their surety at first, unto perfection, any· mo .,... :=an faith is
the same road. As they pass the fig tree they dis- a perfect knowledge. But behold, if ye will a' ,.... i:--and arouse
your faculties, even to an experiment upon ·my words, and
cover that it is indeed dead, having dried up from exercise" a particle of faith; yea, even if ye can no mo1•e than
the roots.
desire to believe, Jet this desire work in . you, even until ye
They gather around it, filled with awe and conster- believe in a manner that ye ·can give place for a portion of
nation. Clearly the individual who cursed the fig my words. Now we will compare the·word unto a seed.
Now if ye give place, that a seed may be planted in your
tree is one with whom rest the issues of life.
heart, behold, if it !;le a true seed, or a good seed, if ye do
Having thus attracted their attention and riveted not.cast it out by your unbelief, that ye will resist the Spirit
their interest in a way that they will never forget, of the Lord, behold, it will begin to swell within your breasts;
their leader delivers the message that he has in and when you feel these swelling motions, ye will -begin to say
mind; a single terse but all important sentence, within yourselves, it must needs be that this is a good seed,
or that the word is good, for it beginneth to enlarge my soul;
"Have faith in God."
This is no fanatic .. This is the Son of God, and he yea, it beginneth to enlighten my understanding; yea, and it
beginneth to be delicious to me. Now behold, would not this
is laying down a great foundation principle upon increase your faith? I say. unto you, Yea; nevertheless it
which they are to build. The lesson that he taught hath· not grown up to a perfect knowledge. But behold, as
them is no less important for us to consider. With- the seed swelleth, and sprouteth, and beginneth to grow, then
out faith it is· i_mpossible to please God.· Without· ye must needs say, that the seed is good; for behold it
faith. we can not engage ourselves in the work of swelleth, and sprouteth, and beginneth to grow. And now
behold, are ye sure that this is a good seed? I say unto you,
God, or even work oµt ou1· own salvation.
Yea;. for every seed bringeth forth unto its own likeness;
Many are hesitating to-day to do their whole duty. therefore, if a· seed groweth, it is good, but if it groweth not,
They hesitate because they do not have absolute con- behQld, it is not good; therefore it is cast away. And now,
.

.

a
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behold, because ye have tried the experiment, ~nd planted the
seed and it swelleth, and sprouteth, and begmneth to grow,
ye n;ust needs know that the seed is good.-Boo!>- o(Mormon,
Alma 139-149; com. ed. 16: 22, 23; a. ed. 16: 149-159.

In comparing the word of God, when received in
faith, to a seed that is planted in good ground, Alma
used a striking and true illustration.
.
The seed of the humblest stalk of wheat contains
a secret that more than one scientist would give
years of his life to be able to understand and explain.
That secret is the secret of life. In like manner the
word of God contains the secret of eternal life.
A seed may be carried across oceans and continents, and when planted in new soil, it will grow
and bear the same old fruit. There are olive trees
growing in southern California to-day whose an-

September 28, 1910

ANOTHER BOOK ON "MORMONISM." ·

Another expose of Mormonism has been launched
upon a long~suffering public. This .work is entitled
Mormonism Against Itself, pub}ished by 6ur'friends
of the Christian Standard, Cincinnati; Ohio. It ha·s
321 pages and sells for one dollar.
It is a most fearsome thing. This is the way it is
advertised in "Our Reading Table," the Christian
Standard, September 10, 1910. Listen: .
"The author completely· demolishes the Book of
Mormon as inspired of God. He flays the hide off of
Joe Smith jr., and tears every bone out of bi's body,a
and lays his heart on the operating table, as a true
prophet of' God."
We IE.._m from the above that after all this tearing

cestors grew in sunny Spain. Catholic priests car-

and flaying it is the heart of a true prophet ·of God

ried the seed across the ocean and planted it hundreds of years ago. The seed grew just as readily
as it would have grown in the soil of old Jerusalem.
The word of God, when planted in good and honest
hearts to-day, in the United States of America, or
elsewhere, will grow just as readily as it grew in the
hearts of the apostles in Jerusalem so many centuries
ago.
A seed contains power in proportion to its bulk
greater than that contained in dynamite. A tiny
seed, unsuspected and unobserved, lodges between
two big bowlders. It takes root, springs up and becomes a tree, and quietly shoulders the rocks aside
and topples them over.
We have before us a picture taken in a German
cemetery. It is said that a certain German countess
was an unbeliever. Not content with preaching the
doctrine of doubt during life, she desired to preach
it in death. And in harmony with her directions she
was buried in an old burying ground in Hanov!'!r,
and her grave was encased in slabs of granite, a slab
at either side and at either end, and a giant slab
covering all. These slabs were bound together 'with
iron rods. And on the tombstone was inscribed in
German, "This for ever bought grave must never be
opened."
Here was infidelity's challenge to divinlty. ~And
a little seed was the means of bringing it to naught.
Lodging in the crevices of the rocks it· grew out between the upper slab and the lower stone and became
a great tree. And as it grew it burst the iron bµ.nds
and crowded the rocks to either sicie:
There is great power in a little seed, and there is
great power in the word of God when received in
faith; power even to open graves, in dµe time.
To our mind the discourse of Alma on faith is
worthy of careful study, It w\11 encourage those
who are inclined to be qoubtful f!nd disheartened.
And it will point out to them their lin~ of duty in
relation to the principle of faith.

that- goes onto the dissecting table. _Joseph Smith
was said to be ignorant; his critics know how to use
language.
The bloodthirsty author of all this carnage is
Samuel Traum. If all that is said about him is true
he might well be term'ed Bloody ';rraum. -But possibly the language of our Christian brethren is to be
taken figurativ!'!lY, as they take the Bible. Time
was, however, when they tried their best to make it
literal.
The Columbian Encyclopedia says: "March 22,
1832, a mob of Methodists, Baptists, Disciples, and
miscellaneous zealots broke into the prophet's house,
tore him from his wife's arms ... and tarred and
feathered him."
In these days of peace, when the Saints are more
firmly established and better understood, and can
claim and receive the protection of the law, our
Disciple brethren use printer's ink; but we can not
forget that their original choice was tar.
Some ,years ago Davis H. Bays came out with ll.
book on Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism. Our
friends hailed him as "a child of Providence." In
fact the Christian or "Campbellite" Church has been
acting as wet nurse for these children of Providence
for many years. But the1;e has been a fearful mortality among infants.
·
Bays died, and his book now reposes unforgotten
on the dusty shelves of dusty Christian· ministers.
How is it with the church? One of his first public
attacks was made at Little Sioux, Iowa. One week
ago yesterday between four and five thousand people
attended an enthusiastic Latter Day Saint camp
meeting at Little Sioux. When we mentioned .the
name of Bays, incidentally, in a sermon, they looked
at each other in an inquiring manner, as much as
to say, "Who is this man Bays?" At the close of this
camp meeting three Iowa towns, Denison, Magnolia, and Missouri Valley, appeared by representatives ~d competed for the privilege of entertaining
the nex1 encampment of Saints from the Little Sioux

E. A. S.
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and Gallands Grove· Districts', Each _town offered ·. dent Smith, who finds it necessary to secm:e a copy
one hundred doll!lrs in cash, free use of parks, free for-his files. Address Pres. Joseph Smith, 1214 West
lodging for invit~d ministers and their families, and Short street, Independence, Missouri .. ·
other inducements.
·
·
·
Presentiy this inan 'Trau:in wiii die or iapse into
CLUB RATES FOR "EXPONENT."
obscurity, together with his book. .And· then the
The official organ of the General Sunday School
particular 'providence ( ?) that has produced these Association, The Exponent, is certainly a bargain at
children in the past will travail again. But the work fifty cents a year, but the Sunday school executive
of God will move· right on. In the meantime this board has decided to give club rates to schools as
book is of passing interest to those who must meet an inducement to order the magazin,.e for the use of
such attacks, and. we. expect ere long to publish a their teachers and. officers. This should popularize
more extended ·review.
the paper and place it on a permanent financial basis:
E. A. S.
Why not order half a dozen or more copies and
thus mnke your "helps" ~omplete. You· will get a
TRACTS WANTED.
.bigger return in better prepared and more enthusi..
Some years ago a certain Doctor Wyl, .writing in astic teachers. And what is that worth to your
the interest of the Anti-Mormon League among cer- children? The Exponent is a 24-page monthly magtain Christian denominations, published a tract azine, containing seven departments, each in charge ·
against Mormonism, and .in denunciation of Joseph of an experienced worker, viz: Editorial, Cone~ ··
Smith and Utah polygamy. In that tract Doctor spondence, Home, Library, Normal (Religio-Sunday
Wyl published a letter which lie received from Dr. school), and valuable information on the lessons of
William Law, then living somewhere in middle east- the Qua1'terly in the Primary and Lessons ·departern Iowa, in answer to one written him by: Doctor ments. The club rates are: Four to six Exponents
Wyl, inquiring with reference to his knowledge of to one address postpaid, 40 cents each per .year;
events transpiring in Nauvoo, just before and at the seven or more to one aP,dress, 35 cents each per year.
time of the death of the Martyr. We would like to Otder from Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa. ·
secure a copy of this tract if possible, having lost a
copy we lfad by the fire in the Herald Office.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
Also some time. before 1882, a tract bearing the
Elder
Jonn
Shippy died September 25, 1910, at
title, "Why we believe in plural marriage/' was writhis
home
in
Lamoni,
Iowa. He was born January 26,
ten by Helen Mar Whitney, defending the practice
1823.
He
was
an
elder in the old church. He
of plural marriage in Utah, she being with the dominant church there. A subsequent tract was written joined the Reorganization in the summer of 1860,
by the same party along about 1882, upon the same and on October 6, the same year, was ordained to the
subject. We would like copies of each of these tracts office of apostle and was a member of the Quorum· of
Twelve until the spring of 1868.
if we can procure them.
Not long after the ·removal of the Herald Office
Saints should remember that next Sunday, the
from Plano to Lamoni, Pres. Joseph Smith wrote· a first Sunday in October, is College Day. Collections
tract, reviewing one wr.itten by a Mr. Patterson, of should be taken up in all branches for the benefit of
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, in which the aut4or re- the college.
vamped the Spalding Manuscript Story as the origin
of the Book of Mormon, adopting as the basis of his
. October 2 is "rally day" at the Central ·Church,
theory the story of the Spalding Manuscript as used Kansas City. Their program is as follows: Se1~mon
by Dr. J. P. Hurlbut and E. D. Howe in their book, by Elder F. M. Smith at 11 a. m.; an informal m~et
Mormonism Exposed, publi~hed in 1834. President , ing from 2.30 to 4 p. m.; communion service at 6,
Smith has lost his copy of tll.is review written by and a union service of church, Sunday school, and
him and fin~s it essential to secure one or two copies_ E,eligio, at 7.45, with speeches from repres<':ptatives
if he can. Anyone who.has either of these tracts and . of each organization.
will inform President Smith of the fact, he will be
·
pleased to negotiate with him for such tract.
A father of a family 0°nce said ·that, with God's We think th~ tract by Doctor 'Wyl was published help, he was not going to leave his children with the
by the 'rribune Office, of Salt Lake City, but are not handicap of wealth,-and he was a man who <;ould
quite sure. Helen Mar Whitney's tract :was pub- easily have made a fo1-tune, and who declined at
lished by one of the publishing departments in Salt least one conspicuous opportunity to do so. He h<lld
Lake ·city, we presume. Anyone who can give Presi- to his resolve, and died leaving little to his children
dent Smith. any information concerning all ·or any but a riame that stood for Christian character and
one of these· tracts, will confer a favor upon Presi- service.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Eiders' t~oi:e-Book
THE SPICE OF LIFE.
Life's like an inn, where travelers stay.
Some only breakfast, and away.
Others to dinner stay, and are well fed.
The oldest only sup and go to bed.
Long is the bill to him who lingers out the day.
He that goes the soonest has the least to pay.

"Ah, sir, we do enjoy your sermons," remarked an
old lady to a new curate. "They are so illstructive.
We never knew what sin was until you came to the
parish."-The Sacred Heart Review.
FOUND OUT.-"Would you like to hear a secret involving Mrs. Nextdoor in a dreadful scandal?~'
"Yes; oh, yes! Tell it to me!"
·
"I don't know any such secret. You certainly
have got a mean disposition."-Punch.
We clip the following for the benefit of those who
doubt the power of the press:
"Owing to the overcrowded conditions of our columns, a number of births and deaths are unavoidably delayed."
SCIENCE AND THE BOOK OF MORMON AGREE.

"And now I have told you before it come to, pass,
that, when it is come to pass, ye might believe."
(John 14: 29.)
The history of the aborigine of America came to
us in the year 1830 in the form of the Book of Mormon, giving us an account of a prehistoric people
that flourished on this land for about twenty-six
hundred years. It gave us an account of their origin,
their history and religious worship, their wars, of-the civilization that obtained among them, and an
account of a personal appearance of the Christ unto
them.
It locates for us the ruins of a number. of their
cities and strongholds, and also tells ·us of the use
of the domestic animals among them.
·
A great many of these. things were denied and
ridiculed at the time, but we are pleased to notice
that subsequent discoveries have borne record to the
truthfulness of the book.
,
. The Book of Mormon tells us of a vanislied race,
of which the American Indian is only a degenerate
remnant. It tells us that the oldest civilization had
its origin in Central America, and that the people
came here from the tower- of Babel at the confounding of the languages, that 'the later civilization came
from Jerusalem in the days of King Zedekiah, about
six hundred years before Christ.. Recent discoveries liave testified to the truthfulness
·'

:septeinb~r 28, 1910

of this ac~ount given in the book published so_-long
since. Lying before me as I write is a cQpy of the
Los Angeles Exaniinei for Sunday, April 17, 1910~
from which I extract the foHowing: ~'Theidentity
of the powerful race which. built-the wonderful-Cities
of Yucatan. and Central America"-cities now· buried
under a mass of tropical vegetation_:.:h~s · never
reaUy been settled. Among the most amazing _of
these cities is that of Palenque, and the most astonishing of the ruins here is -What is known as -the
Altar or Tablet of the Cross. '. .. T,he synibolitself
is found in every nation of the world, and ruined
temples that crumbled hundreds of years before
Christ, !!.ppear to bear it. The Cross of Palenque
more closely resembles that so.familiar to-Christians
than any other.... Another thing th~t the expedition
wants to classify afo certain hieroglyphs or picture
writings ·at Palenque and Chichen-Itza, which was
the holy city of the people who built the great monuments. These characters have a remark~ble resemblance to the most ancient hieroglyphs of Egypt in
the prevalence of the serpent symbol in the art of
both races, and the striking similarity in their features and costumes, ef1pecially their headdresses.,
Because of this similarity many scientists have believed that there was communicat_ion.between Egypt
and Central America many centuries ago, and that
this country is, in fact, the 'oldest world.,"
This not only coi'roborates the Book of Mormon
regarding their knowledge of the Christ and the fact
that he must die on the cross for the s"ins of the
world, as declared to them by their prophets, but
it also bears it out in the fact that the ancient
American and the Egyptian originated in the same
land, i. e;, they both came from the tower- of Babel
and, therefore, would naturally resemble each other,
both in the manner of dress and writing. [According
to the Book of Mormon, Lehi and his sons were
versed_ in Egyptian learning, as· a result of the sojourn of their ancestors in Egypt. So that the later
civilization brought Egyptian culture direct to·
America.-EDITORS.]
Another point of interest is that the Book of Mormon made mention of the horse among the aboriginesof this country, and for a number of years it was
ridiculed on that account, the objector insisting)hat
the horse was not known on the American Continent
prior to its discovery by Columbus, and some of the
ignorant still hold to that idea; but .we agairi quote
from the article previously mentioned, wh~re we
have this rem_arkable statement: "In the odd colored figure in lhe right of the first page, one of the
~rescoes. f~•om Palenque, the figure, probably a _god,
is seen ndmg on a horse in quite circus fashion:· This
furnishes still another mystery. The Palenque i:uins
were crumbling when the Spaniards swept down on
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the Aztecs. The horse· was u_nknown to the Indians
and the terror the Spaniards created on their steeds
was one of their _best weapons. Yet the horse is
seen often in these immeasurable ancient pictures.''
The mere fact that the hQrse is piCtured in the
ancient ruins is a fact _that it existed just as th~
Book of ;Mormon E;ays it did,' -and the discov~ries ·
made by scientists confirm the truthfulness of the
record.
The apostle declared: "He hath not left himself
without witnesses.'' They who once sought to overthrow the work are our witnesses that it is true.
The Lord has said, "You shall .go in and out and find pasture," and surely as he has told us it has been
fulfilled.
In the inter~st of truth,

J.E.

VANDERWOOD.

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original
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Our sins purgation doth requireSometimes a flood of tears;
·
Sometimes the painful, pµi·ging fire
Of torments, griefs or fears.
And all this cleansing will be lost
When we our best shall do,
Unless we by the Holy Ghost
May be baptized, too.
Lord, by thy sanctifying Spirit,
And through my faith in thee,
Made acceptable by thy merit,
Purge, wash and cleanse thou me.
And as this water purifies ·
My body's outward blots,
So cleanse thou, by thy blood, likewise,
My soul's internal spots.
And since this useful element
Thou freely dost afford,
In using it let me present
Due thanks to thee, 0 Lord;
Though cheap and mean it be,
And do not those requests despise
Which I prefer to thee.
-(Selected by Joseph Arber.)

A Two-Sided View.

You may rail at the wicked old world to-day,
You may talk of its vice and crime;
You may say that its sins g-row -worse each day,
That its goodness has passed with time;
You may rage at the taxes and rave at the trusts,
And picture the nation's fall,
But the weary old world with all its woe
Is a pretty good place after all.
'

l'.'or with all the shadows along the way,
There's many a sunny spot,
And for eve1:y man who breaks the law
There are ten who break it not.
There are noble souls in the world to-day,
There's a prayer for every curse;
And in spite of want and sin' and wrong,
The old world might be worse.

The Unsee.:.. Lord.
[Although Dr. Ray Palmer will always be best remembered
as the author of the great hymn, "My Faith Looks Up to
Thee," he did not regard tirnt product of his srouth as his
best piece of work in hymnody, but preferred this, which was
written much later. It· was the outgrowth of sermon that
he was preparing in 1858 for his people at Albany, on the
text, 1 Peter 1: 8. It was published in a local p'ei:iodical in
the same year. It belongs to the class of hymns of devotion
a:rid it is not difficult to believe that its author was .-heard
repeating the last stanza just before he died.]

a

Jesus, these eyes have never seen ,
That radiant form of thine;
The veil of sense hangs dark between
Thy blessed face and mine.

~

For the same sun shines in the sky above,
"And the soft rain falls below;
And earth her harvest and fruitage yields,
And the summer breezes blow;
And· there still are men -Who strive for iight,
Who hinder their brothers' fall;
And the weary old world with all its woe
Is a pretty· good place after all.
GRACE. BAUGHMAN.

Washing.
As we· by wa.ter wash away
Uncleanness-from our flesh,
And sometimes, often in a day,
Ourselves are fain to washSo ev'ry day thoughts, words or deeds
The soul do sully- so,
That often every day.she needs
Unto her 'cleanser go.

,.

I see thee not, I heai· thee not,
Yet art thou oft with me;
And earth hath ne'er so dear a spot
As where I meet with thee.
Like some bright dream that comes unsought,
·When slumbers o'er me roll,
Thine image .ever fills my thought,
And charms my ravished soul.
Yet though I have not seen, and• still
Must rest in faith alone,
I love thee, dearest Lord, and will,
Unseen, but not unknown.
When death these mortal eyes shall seal,
And still this throbbing heart,
The rending veil shall' thee reveal,
All-glorious as thou art.
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To the mind of the writer it is eviderit that the late
· C. H. Spurgeon, an eminent Baptist preacher, heartTHE INSPIRATION OF GQ~.
ily believed. in the inspiration of God for· this present
·
Webster defines inspiration to mean ·"a super- age, for he said, ·
natural, divine influence on the mind." "'l.'hus, when
My heart exults and my eyes flash. with the thought· that
we speak of inspiration, it is that which has to do very likely I shall live tq ·see the outpouring· of lhe Spirit·
with the divine power reflected upon human thought \vhen the sons and daughters of God .again· shall prophesy'.
or intelligence. And thus we find the inspired Paul an,d the young men shall see visions, and• old men }>hall dream
di-eams.-History Series Sermons, p. 129.
writing: "All scripture is given by inspiration of
Why not. have faith in these t_!:tings now? With
God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness." And the Old Testament Scriptures, and all the inspired
Peter also writes that "holy men of God spake as scriptures of the New Testament; the first Christians
they were moved upon by the Holy Ghost." Right believed and enjoyed theswsupernatm;al gifts or enin this connection we wish to couple a few lines from dowments of the Holy Spirit. And why can ~ot we
the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, section 68, and be bell.eving in them, too? It seems as though the
part of paragraph 1, given November, 1831, through words of the great John Weslev -are havin& thi>i»
Joseph Smith, the servant and prophet of the Lord, fulfillment quit~ largely right no~. w~ h~~·~b; q~~t~
from him:
·
saying:

Original Articles

My servant, Orson Hyde, was called by his ordinance, to
proclaim the everlasting gospel, by the Spirit of the living
God, . . . in the congregations of the wicked, in their synagogues, reasoning with, and expounding all scriptures unto
them. And, behold, and lo, this is an ensample unto all
those who were ordained unto this priesthood, whose mission
is appointed unto them . . . that they shall speak as they
arc moved upon by the Holy Ghost; and whatsoever they shall
speak when moved upon by the Holy Ghost, shall be scripture;
shall be the will of the Lord; shall be the mind of the Lord;
shall be the word of the Lord; shall be the voice of the Lord,
and the po,ver of God unto salvation: behold, this is the
promise of the Lord unto you, 0 ye my servants: wherefore,
be of good cheer, and do not fear, for' I, the Lord, am with
~·ou, and will stand b'y you; and ye shall bear record of me,
even .Jesus Christ, that I am the Son of the living God, that
I was, that I am, and that I am to come.

Now, here the fact is strikingly held out that God
and Christ change not, and for tha.t reason they
will continue to work along the same lines, precisely
as they have in Bible times, and ever will until the
end of the world. Still ready to give scripture, and
to communicate either by dream, vision, angel, gifts
of tongues, or prophecy, giving precept upon precept,
line upon line, here a little and there a little. Why
not believe in an inspired ministry just as well now
as in Bible times? Blind unbelief among the masses
does not make inspiration any the less near or l'.eal
to-day. Popular opinion in the. days of the early
Christian church did not alter the fact that our
heavenly Father did raise up men to speak and write
for him as they were moved upon by the Holy Ghost,
as well as he did a Moses in the-long; long ago. What
difference does it make to the Lord if a prophet has
not been heard for say thousand 'years, or more.
Even that is but a day with: the Lord.
Ancient Israel had not always'the prophets of God
among them, else why the pro~ouncement,

a

Behold, the days come, . sait"h the Lord God, that I will
send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a
thirst for water, but of' h!laring: the words of the Lord.Amos 8: 11.
·
.

Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, in the third century, gives an
account of his time, which in reading one would be apt to
imagine was concerning the present century; so· totally void
of true religion that the churches· of Africa were exactly
like the churches of England to-day.... a Christian nation,
a Christian city (according to the ancient pattern) was no
longer to be found. Has the case altered since the Reformation? How little are any of those Reformations better than
the heathen!
·
·

Back to .the inspiration of God let us get; That
ought to be goo,d enough, and we believe that there
is inspiration in that. idea, and of the proper sort.
With infinite pleasure and satisfaction, in concluding, we present the following from the pen of Joseph
Smith himself, and•leave the reader to draw his own
conclusions .in the pi·emises:
·
In this manner did the Lord continue to give ~s lnstructions from time to time, concerning the duties which now
devolved upon us, and among many other things of the kind,
we obtained of him the following, by the spirit of prophecy
and revelation; which not only gave us much info.rmation,
but also pointed out to us the exact day upon which, according. to his will and commandment, we should proceed to
·organize his church once again here upon the earth.-Church
History, vol. 1, p. 67.
FRANK

J. PIERCE.

THE EVANGELIZATION OF THE WORLD.-PART 3.

The Book of Mormon has been transl~ted into
seventeen languages by the Brighamites. The New
York Press .states: "The Salvation Army is established in fifty-two countries."
·
·
The Encyclopedia of Missions, by Dwight1 Tupper
~nd Bliss, 1904, gives the following,. under the subJ ect, "Roman Catholic foreign missions:"
It is impossible to furnish satisfactory figures as to the
whole number of missionaries, because of the different views
people. may take as to what is understood by missionary
co.untr1.es. and .by missionaries. In the popular sense, those
a1e 1.mss10nar1es who have gone to distant" regions, ap.d
especrnlly to heathen countries for the purpose of spreading
the faith among unbelievers.
'.Caking these distinctions into consideration we may safely
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assert that there are atleast i5,000 priests and others dedicated to. the i'eligforts life, 5,000 teaching brothers, and 45,000
sisters laboring as missi.onaries, not to speak of the priests,
brothers and sisters native to the regions. where t}iey work,
catechists and. others who· make up the personnel of a mission,
and the laborers among the Oriental Rites.· Probably the
estimate is much too small, but we niay conclude that thel'e
are in the fi~!d about .. 65,000 missionaries of· the Roman
Cathoiie Church.
·
.

Under "Protestant missfons" we fi~d this note:

Non-Christian nations will one day know their peculiar
indebtedness to missionaries whose laborious schohh'ship
brought. th~ Holy :Scriptures within their reach.

This encyclopedia gives a list. of 5'.'10 languages ·
and dialects into which the Holy Scriptures have
been translated,,.and states that scholars and missionaries are "\VOrking On other translations.
In a statistical table of the operations or-Protestant missionary societies in non-Christian· lands, is
the following ·note:
·
All Christendom is home to the Christian. To him the
non-Christian lands, alone, a1'e foreign lands. The statistics of "foreign missions" given in the following tables, therefore, relate to missionary work in non-C,hristian land_s.

The figures in the table referred to give the total
number of missionaries, men ·and women, 13,371,
and the total number of native workers, men and
women, 69,670. The grand total is 83,041. These
figures do not include home missions, or pastorates
in Christian lands. The Protestant missions to the
Jews not included in the above statistics have 126
missionaries and 677 unordained workers.
The World Almanac, for 1909, states the number
of inhabitants in the world at the present time is
1,522,700,00,0.
.
'
This number is distribµted among the five races
about as follows : Caucasians, 600 millions ; Mongolians, 589 millions; Ethiopians, 185 millions;
Americans, 11 millions; Malays, 55 millions.
The following estimates, by M. Fournier de Flaix,
of the number of followers in the religious organizations of the wodd, are the latest that have been
·made by a ~ofupetent authority:
0

Cl!EEDS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6:

7.
· 8.
9.

NUMBER OF FOLLOWERS.

Christianity ..... : . ,' ....... ,. . . . .. : .... 477,080,158
Wor~hip of Ancestors and Confucianism .. 256,000,000
HinUaism ............................ 190,000,000
Mohammedanism ....... : . . . .......... 176,834,372
Buddhism .................... ; ........ 147,900;000
Taoism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 43,000,000
Shintoism . . . . . . . . . . . ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,000,000
Judaism .. , . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 7,186,000
Polytheism
................ , .... 117,681,669
Total . ... . . . . . . . . ........ 1,429,482,199

Christianity· is subdivided as follows:
CHURCHES.

1.
2.
3.
4.

TOTA!, FOLLOWERS.

Catholics. . ...... : .... .'. . . . . ........... 230,866,533
Protestant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 143,237 ,625
Orthodox Greek Church· . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 98,0l6,000
Church of Abyssinia ... , .. , .. , ..... , .. , . 3,000,000

5.
6.
7.
·8.
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Coptic Church .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120,000
Armenian Church .......... , . . •..... , . 1,690;ooo
Nestorians . . . . . . . . . . ......... : . . . . . . .
80,000
Jacobites ....................... , . . . . . .
70;000
Total .. .,, . . . .. • . . . . . .... .477,080,158

~

Frederick J. Haskin, writing in the. Katisas City '
Journal, November 10, 1909; says:
The Lutheran Church in the United States now has nearly
two and a quarter million communicants.Jn the sixteenth year
period of religious activity recently reviewed .by the ·census
bureau beginning with 1890, it was found that the Lutheran
Church was the only one of four leading Protestant bodies
which had a greater relative niembership at the close of the
period than it had at the beginning. The Baptists, the
Methodists and the Presbyterians had a smaller percentage
of the t"tal church membership in the United States in 1906
than they had in 1890. Only the Luthei·ans were able to hold
their reiative positions a~ong the "big four" Protestant
bodies. They advanced ~as much from their position in 1890·
as the Baptists and Presbyterians went back. Scandinavian
immigration was largely responsible for this growth, as
Southern Europe immigration is responsible for Catholic
growth.
It is interesting to note that there are only three important
Protestant denominations which held a larger percentage of
the total church membership· of the United States in 1906
than they held in 1890. These three are the Disciples of
Christ, the Lutherans, and the Protestant Episcopal Church.
The fight for primacy in relative growth has been a close one •
between the Disciples and the Lutherans. Gauged by communicant membership ·the Disciples stand a little ahead of
the Lutherans. In the sixteen year pei"iod the Disciples had
a growth in membel'Ship amounting to 78.2 per cent. 'fhe
increase enjoyed by the Lutherans ·amounted to 71.6 per
cent, while that shown by the Protestant Episcopal Church
was 66.7 per cent. No other principal Protestant chui·ch
showed an increase above 56.4 per cent.
.
The ;.·eason the Protestant churches have found it so hard
to hold their relative position as compared with the whole
body of Christian people is because of the phenomenal growth
of the Catholic Church. During the sixteen years that or:
ganization made a gain in membership amounting to more
than 93 per cent. Added to this is the growth of Christian
Science, Spiritualism, and other-like sects, which recruit their
ranks from Protestant soil in far greater proportion than
from Catholic sources. Only five Protestant bodies have been
able to show as great a relative proportion of the total church
membership of the United States at the close of the sixteen
year period as they showed in 1890, and of these only the
Disciples, the Lutherans, and the Episcopalians advan(\ed.
The others merely held their own.
It is a strange coincidence that the two church bodies which
show the greatest growth should show the opposite extremes ,
of subdivision .. The Disciples of Christ are divided into only
two bodies, while the Lutherans are sepai'ated into twentyfour distinct and independent orga,nizations. Furthermoi·e, ,
the Disciples represent the ·purely congl'egationi,i.l form of
government, while the Lutherans· approximate tiie Presbyterian form of church policy. The third of the advancing
bodies represents the third form of church government-the episcopal form. Likewise, in doctrinal matters these three
church bodies represent the three extremel'; of interpretation. It would appear, therefore, that their relative advantage can be ascribed neither to doctrine nor to system of
government, but rather to the mission.ary zeal of those. who
constitute the several bodies. Neither do the statistics point
out the advantage or the clisadvant~ge of subdivision.
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It is not only in the number of communicants . that the
Lutherans, Disciples and Protestant Episcopal churches take
leadership of all Protestant bodies, but also in the increase
of congregations, church buildings, and the value of churc;h
property.
·
The complaint of the Protestant world to-day is that there
are too few men'in the church. Less than forty out of evei:y
hundred Protestant church members are men. But this
complaint does not lie with such force against the Lutheran
Church as a whole. More than forty-six out. of each hundred
of its members are men. No other Protestant denomination
except the Quakers shows as great a proportion of '-male
communicants as the Lutherans. The Baptists, have less
than thirty-nine male communicants out of each hundred
members the Methodists less than thirty-nine, the Preso:!<terians iess than thirty-eight, the Episcopalians less th;m
thirty-six, and the Reformed Church less than forty-three.
In the Catholic Church the number of men is only a fraction
of one per cent under the number of women.

faith. In some .respects they are more easily reached· than
those of any other faith. Confucianism has not been propagated among other people, but has a very strong ·hold upon
the Chinese.
·

A good summary of the present conaitions of foreign missions is given in The Central Bavtist, July
15, 1909, by J. C. Armstrong, under the topic of
"Strong heathen religions."
·

been very much modified through the centmies · by contact
with other. religions and especially by Buddhism. lt teaches
transmigration of· souls and· establishes castes among its followers. Originally monotheistic, it has come to be polytheistic and is heavily loaded with ritualism. The Hindu deals
in speculative philosophy and metaphysical thinking. It
claims nearly 200,000,000 followers. R(lcently some · of its
teachers have .sought to engraft the principles of Christianity·
into the old system, but thus far it has been found practically impossible to put new wine into the old bottles.

By the providence of God, the whole world is now open
to the missionary. A hundred years ago there were almost
none who desired to go to foreign fields. There was hardly
a place open to missionaries. Thus there were two barriers, apparently insuperable, to carrying out the great commission. There was indifference if not real opposition in the
home lan(l, and there were closed doors in the foreign land;
but within a century there has been more change in the
world's religious than in its political geography. The Spirit
of God has been working at the same time on the hearts of
both Pct<lr and Cornelius. While he was persuading Peter to
go, he was inducing C~rnelius to send for him. In modern
times the mission spirit was created just as the fields were
made accessible.
VIEWING THE TASK.

0

BUDD.HISM. ·

Buddhism sprang into existence very nearly at the sanie
time that Confucianism originated. It began in India and
was a sort of revival of or protest against Hinduism. It'
greatly modified Hinduism, but could not displace it. rt was
missionary in its sphit and extended southward to some
extent and ·swept northward through China and Japan. It
is estimated to have a following of 250,000,000. With its
priesthood, its temples, its books, and its hopes fo1' the future;
it presents a formidable front to those who preach the gospel.
It has a number of sects, but usually these get along ha1·moniously with each other as well as with Confucianism.
HINDUISM.

This is the original and subtle i·e!igion of India. It has

MOHAMMEDANISM.

Of these there are about 225,000,000. ·They occupy North
Africa, Arabia and Turkey, besides a large foilowing in
India and in China. Mohammedans ar.e not strictly heathen,
since they worship our God. Christians, Mohammedans and
Jews are theists. All of them accept the Old Testament and
the worship of Jehovah, but when it comes to propagating
Christianity, there is not a more difficult field in the world
than among Mohammedan people. They arc imbued with the
wild Arab blood and with the fanaticism of their remarkable
leader. Th~s far missions have made very slow progress
among them, and· it seems that this will be the last and
hardest field for those who are seeking to win the world to
faith in Jesus Christ.

At length we can sm'vey the difficulties which arc to be
overcome in heathen lands. This is an advantage. 'fo be
sure, sin is the force which is to be confronted and conquered in all countries, but the heathen are more or less
fortified in .their religious beliefs, and these religions are to
THE MAGNIFICENT BATTLE.
be displaced. 'fhe people will not change their faith easily.
It is a slow and tedious task to prove to them that we have
There are places in the old country whjch are spoken of as
something better to offer, and to induce them to yield a manner the world's battlefields. They are the places where hostile
of belief that has become a part of their souls. In some sense governments border· on each other and whm;e their contendwe may measure the undertaking by counting the strength ing armies would most likely meet, but there is no strug;gle
of the great heathen religions. In estimating the strength of on earth so significant and so momentous as that which ·goes
one of these religions we may count its adherents, but we on in silence between the' cross and these human religions.
must especially estimate the tenacity with which it is held. The weapons are bloodless, the spirit is love, the issues arc
With respect to their followings, here are four of these great eternal. The conflict will riot end in a day or in a century.
' religions-Confucianism, Hinduism, Mohammedanism and The promise of our King is that some day and .. in some way
Buddhism. Some of them are strictly religiou·s, while others the earth is to be filled with the knowledge of God, and the
are only e.thical. Mohammedanism is not distinctively deserts shall be made to blossom. To be a partner in such
heathen, and yet so far as the work of missions is concerned, a work and to have a larger share in it ought to be '.the
it may be classed with the heatheh religions.
ambition of everyone who professes loyalty to our Sovereign.
0

CONFUCIANISM.

The Centn;tl Christian Advocate, October 20, 1909,

Confucius lived and died in China five hundred years gives the subject attention by saying:
before Christ. .His teachings contain nothing about a suConditions in Islam have not as yet quieted down. It may
preme being or a future life, and Confucianism is. therefore be of interest in this connection to note the number and di~
not strictly a religion, but it ansWel;S,for Ol).e in the face Of tribution of these believers in Mohammed. The total Islamic
a missionary. Aside from Jesus Christ, Confucius has a population of the world is' placed at 223,985,780 out of 1,500,l11rger following than.any other teacher the world has knowi:. . 000,000 total population. These are distributed by continents
Probably seven eighths of the Chinese .are adherents of this as follows: Austi·alia, 18,00_0; America, 56,000; Eur?pe, 13/·
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"There are thousands of persons. in Kansas City no on!i is
000,000; Africa, nearly· 53,ooo,ooo; Asia, over 158,000,000;
Of these 160,000,000 are under Christian governmentir-Eng-· trying to reach for God. One pastor thinks an individual is
land· naturally in the lead; with over ·s3,ooo,ooo in her vast under 'the ministry of anothe1; pastor and lets him alo~e
empire. Certainly there is here a force ·to reckon with in. the while. that other pastor is laboring U!1de1' a similar mistake'.
efforts to evangeiize the· world-foi· Q.f a,11 religions none are With a united arid organized church, this conditio.n wtmld be .
impossible. If the churches would 'quit their bickerings, their
held with such fanatic zeal of faith and practice.
According to the 105th report· of the British Foreign Bible backbiting, their folly, and stand together, with one Lord, one
Society, the Bible will soon be printed in every· language and faith, and one baptii;_m, they would soon accomplish the work
dialect kno'wn throughout~ the· world. · Complete Bibles· or they were set to do.
portions of the Bible were. issued last year. in 418 diffe1'ent . . "I know little town that ha~ one thousand P,l>PUlation and .
languages. During the year six new translations were added eight churches, none of them bigger than a wart on a pickle.
to the list.' Besides these languag'es, there are complete If these were united into one church, instead of a lot of feeble
Bible(! or portions of the Scriptures made in embossed type sickly denominations, there would be one powerful infiuenc~
for the blind in thirty-one different languages.
'
fo~· good in that town. Salaries of seven ministers, janitors'
fees, cost of lots aild£buildings and church millinery could be
The Central has, ·also, this editorial:
saved. Out of this s·~ving the one church could be supported · ·
Some·deno~inations solve their part in the city "problem" comfortably, with enough money left over to carry evangelism .
by sleeping over it. They sell out the downtown church and to anoth·~ needy community.
put in into a fine plant in the residential district. But that
"If the churches vvould unitn in -Chi~ago, in ii month the1~e
does. not solve the "problem." It runs away from it.
wouldn't be a ~aloon in that city. With Christian union, the
Dr. Robert Forbes understands the gentle art of sarcas1~1 1 saloon would be driven out of America in. a year. The other
and he puts it in this light:
interests are united, you may be sure, The brewel'ies and
"What folfy! We are sending missionaries to the foreign distilleries are working together. And against this solid
fields from which the ·downtown people come, and when Cod opposition, the church is turning a broken and· divided front.
in mercy has simplified our problem by sending the foreigners
"But you say we don't all see alike? 'fhe only thing we
to our shores. 'No downtown church for sale' should be our
have to see alike is to believe in the divinity of Christ, stand
motto. Keep the churches which the fathers built, and let a
alone on the Bible as the only creed and do simply wliat it
mission be establish!Jd in which services shall be conducted in
commands. Business men get together even if they don't
the language spoken by the people who live near the church.
agree exactly as to methods.
'
·
We ha.ve read somewhere of. one congregation reduced in
"If
we
preachers
don't
get
together,
the
laymen
of the·
numbers, who sold their church because foreigners had settled arounq it and they gave their money to a foreign mis- churches some day are going to get together for us. 'l'here
is nothing to this talk of an invisible union. Might as \Veil
sioi:iary society. What folly!
.
The Catholic Church 'does not commit such folly. We say, talk of one's invisible husband or invisible wlJ;e. Theologians
"But the people have moved· away." So? Have not more will never 'bring us together. They are like the six blind men
people taken their place? It is not the part of good soldiers of Hindostan who came away with six different ideas of an
elephant.
·
to run away from the strategic point of battle.
"As for me, I am willing to unite with any people at .. any
The Kansas City Post, March 7, 1910, reports as time upon the Bible. I am in favor of taking all the good in
follows,:
all the churches, and there is no reason why the good in all
Union of all churches in Kansas City and the adoption of a couldn't be blended in one great church.''
Doctor Scoville has been conducting a series of revival
system of religious centers, modeled after the public schools
of the city, was the sermon theme of Charles Reign Scoville n1eetings at the South Side Church for three weeks. More
than three hundred persons have been conver'ted.
at the Linwood Boulevard Christi:in Church last night.

a

He declared that thousands of persons in Kansas City are
never reached by Christian teaching because pastors and the
different church workers. become too much interested in denomin·ational lines.
If such a scheme were carried out all o~~r the country, he
said, the saloons would be driven out of America· within a
year.
"The Savior prayed that his people might be one," he said.
"And I say that if this prayer were answered to-n~ht it
would be but· a short time until that six hundred milhons of
men who have never heard of him would be brought to the
Master.
"There is too little organized church work in Kansas City.
With a united church we could have a congregation· in every
sufficienVy large district of the city, much as the ward schools
are. In this way we could look after the spiritual needs of
the people, just as the public schools look after the intellectual
needs.
·
"Too many churches are moving out into the fashionable
districts. Jesus would be displeased with this. There is need·
of religious instruction in the north end just as much as there
is south of Thirty-first street. Out into the highways and
byways, say the Scriptures. , That means out into the avenues
and into the alleys.
·
·

An idea of the financial expenditures is given in
this press item :
'!'he Foreign Mission Board of the Presbyterian Church in
United States of America (Northern) has an income of
$1,347,265, the second largest, the Methodist coming first and
the American Board third. Approximately $21,000,000 is
given by the Protestant churches .of the whole world annually
for foreign missions, almost one half from the American
churches.

Willim:n D. Whitney, tl)e author of The Life and
Growth of Language, declares:
There are about 900 languages and 5,000 dialects known.
By dialects we mean local forms of language, or branches
of a language, where the forms are mainly the same, but
differing in minor particulars.
'l'hus, while the people of Great Britain and Ireland speak
the English language, they do not all speak it exactly alike,
the peculiarities being either (1) in different pronunciations
of certain words, as the Irishman would say "bowie!" for
"bold,'' and the Scotchman "bauld"; (2) in different grammatical forms, as in some parts of Scotland and England·'the
plural of "eye" is "ey'en,''. or "een";' or (3) in the use of
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isolated; soon become a language···t~t~lly_ unlike the original. :
In fact, at this day, in Scotfand; Ireland; and even Engl~nd,
William McAdams, in his Records of Ancient an American can hardly understand the native dialects, ·and.
his experience there is very similar tcrthat undergone.In .any
Races, 1887, pages 118-20, quotes Lyell's "Antiquity other foreign country, with an unlmown language.
of Man" and Max Muller's "Comparative MytholIt is easy to understand why each Indian tribe hau a
ogy" and relates his own observations which I pre- different dialect, and, if separated foi· some· years, would have
-· · a different language. 'We_ have, ourselves, seen white men in
sent in association with our subject:
Linguists to-day do not know any original language. All the Rocky Mountains, who, -although their · pai.'ents · werC:
languages seem to be made up from fragmenfa of others. Americans, and they had first leai::Ji.ed 'the English'laftguage, ·
Even Latin ifself, as well as Greek, Sanscrit, Zend, Lithunian, having spent the main part of thefr lives among the Indians.
Slavonic, Gothic and Armenian, are varieties of a common and and French traders, spoke a patois of their own, tliat was
more ancient type, and no one of thein could have been the almost wholly unintelligible to us. They had a language· of·
original from which the others could have b'een borrowed. their own. Old trappers, on the frontier, soon acquire diaThey all have a mutual resemblance tQ; a more ancient Jan: lect of their own; intermingled with signs and Indian words.
guage, the Aryan, and those who spoke -this unknown parent Our own knowledge of the Indians has convinced us that no
speech, of which so many ancient tongues were offshoots, must tribe would long s~stain a language without interpolations
have migrated at a remote era from widely separate regions and char~es; and we are not at, aU surprised that each tribe
of the Old World, such as North Asia, Europe and Iv.dla; had a different one. They have no literature. no books. Som"i,
Races change much more slowly than language. Some be- leading orator, however uncouth in words and manners, ~~uid
lieve that there are from four to six thousand living lan- be followed for a while, until,_another was heard. Thei·e is
guages. It is believed by many that the languages of modern absolutely no· guide. The one with the most impressive man-:
·
Europe are not more than a thousand years old. A popular· ner, would convey the meaning quickest.
So we have concluded nothing can be learned; bearing on
English scholar has said that probably no one, who has not
given himself up especially to the study of Anglo-Saxon, can the origin of the Indian, from his language,
interpret the documents in which the chronicles and Jaws of
When Latter Day Saints contempla,te the magniEngland were written in the days of King Alfred; so that tude of the task set before the church, in the great,·
we may be sure that none of the English of the nineteenth
century could converse with the subjects of Alfred if the lat~· commission given to the priesthood· in the revelation
of September 22, 1832, w~ are made to reali~e that
ter could be restored to life.
They who now speak German, if brought into contact with it will never -be accomplished by any humaii. means
their Teutonic anc~stors of the ninth century, would be quite or organization. But our Holy Church; with sixty
~nable to converse with them, and in like manner, the subthousand members, working in. obedience to God's .
Jccts of Charlemiignc could not have exchanged ideas with the
Goths of Alaric's army, or with the soldiers of A1·minius in commands, can achieve the desired result in this
generation, which five ·hundred million people. have
the days of Augustus Cresar.
So rapid indeed has been the change in Germany, that the not reached in nineteen hundred years.
·
epic poem, called the Nibelnngen Lied, so popular and only
The cvangelization of the world must be accom~
seven centuries old, can not now be enjoyed, except by the plished by the demonstration of divil}e power, beerudite.
Even in Rome, where there had been no permanent intru- stowed on Christ'f:l ministers as promised in the Holy
In that way the gospel must be
sion of foreigners, such as the Lombard settlers of German Scriptures.
origin on the plains of the Po, the common people of the year preached, with the full significance and meaning of
1000 spoke quite a distinct language from that of their Roman the words of Jes us: . '"Whosoever repentet)J, and
ancestors, or their Italian descendants, as is shown by the cometh unto me, the same is my church."
·
celebrated chronicle of the monk Benedict, written in such
The
present
age
is
one
of
progreds
in
many
ways.
barbarous Latin, and such strange grammatical forms that it
requires a profoundly skilled linguist to decipher it. ' Strabo. Many questions are being discussed and they are beinforms us that in the limited area of the Caucasus alone, ing decided. The religious mind of the present age
there we1·e spoken at least seventy languages.
is active enough, but its activity does not seem to
In France the Chevalier Pertz has printed a treaty of peace lead to any result. It is like the activity of a locoa U~ousund years old, between Charles the Bald, and l(ing
motive on a frosty mornjng.· A great deal of steam
Loms of Germany, dated A. D. 841, in which the German king
tak.es an oath in what was the French tongue of that day, is let,off, and the wheels run around furiously· but
while the French king swears in the German of the same ;era; _they slip on the track, and the train does not get
and neither of these oaths would now convey a distii:ict meanc ahead. There is plenty of discussion about religion
ing ·to any but the most learned in those two countries. The but no decision; there is plenty of exertion bi1t littl;
.
'
documents would have to be translated.
.
?rogress is made. So, at least, it would seem. It
A German colony in Pennsylvania was cut off from .frequent
rs
better
to
go
ahead
slowly,
than
to
go
around
and
communication with Europe for a quarter of a century, by
around-ev'er
so
fast.
the wars of the F'rench Revolution, between 1792 ·and 1815;
and when the Prince Bernhard traveled among. them, a few
Progress in religious knowledge consists in deyears after the peace, he found the peasants speaking as they ;eloping and restoring the old faith, not in changing
had done in Germany, the century before, retaining a di.alect it or a?ding to it something new. The attempts that.
.
which at home had become obsolete.
Anyone who has heard the Irish and Scotch, and the Welsh, ~re bemg made to solve religious problems will result
speak English in America, so as to be scai'cely understood at m good, because the intellect is strengthened by the
all by an Englishman, can imagine how· ·a dialect might, if exercise, and important discoveries are being made
different words, or what are known as provincialisms, as the
Scotch say for "child," "bairn."

:a
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in these channels and knowledge obtained which is · troughs, water fountains, all necessary equipment
and stock to the total amount of-over nine hundred
of vast importance to mankind.
Thus, like.the vain attempts of ancient.chemists to dollars.
discover the "Philosophers' Stone," which they . This equipment has been secured through .exthought would turn ev~i:ything into gold, resulted in _ chaP:ging advertising· space in Graceland's poultry··
the discovery of many new substances which were journal, Poultry Pointers, donations of stock and
of great value to men. But these substances exii;ited eggs. from some of the best and largest breeders in
before their discovery. So the discussions of these differ.ent States, and some money, growth of stock, ·
religious questions and th.eories. have developed, no
anq tliis first year's work in the new department.
doubt, many true principles, lJ,nd much important
we· now have several hundred head of young stocl~.
truth in rel,igion· has been the result, to say nothing,
of the general awakening of thought-among the great and among the number are about one hundred and
masses of readers. But these principles and-tr11ths ti.fty inales which we do not need and rn:µst dispose.
always existed. Anything which will arouse the of. These are worth more money than would be
minds of the ~eople andlead them to spiritual truth p_ossible to secure as market poµltry. Then, the,y are
more valuable and should be used as breeders, as
is in that sense Gommendable.
(To be,c_on:tinued.)
many could not be purchased for even five doliars
each from large breeders. They are nearly full
• •f+ •· •1' •
GRACELAND'S POULTRY DEPARTMENT.
grown and are extra fine, but in order to move them
A few: months' work in Graceland's new depart- quickly, as we must do, it has been decided to sell
ment, poultry, has been very· progressive, and we them for two dollars each, one or a· dozen. This will
have a department in connection ·with the college give our people a chance to secure some good stoCl~
work, as a seH-help department, that we can well cheap, and help the new department at Graceland.
We have the following breeds:
:-" 1
· ' Rose and Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds, Rose Comb White .-Leghorns,
Single Comb Buff· Orpingtons, Light
Brahmas, and Anconas. The fil;st
four breeds we have the most of. In
Brahmas we have a fine pen that· we
would sell for twelve dollars, w6rt.h
nearly as much at market poultry
prices. In -Anconas have six fine
males to sell. These males will be
shipped by express as ordered, and
POULTRY HOUSES AND YARDS.
the · rates are but a little more for
feel proud of. Although it has not yet been able to three to fom' than for one. They can be shipped
give very much employment to student help, the anywhere with safety.
time has anived and as soon as more houses can
. How many will help the department in this way?
be built, the young stock sorted and put into the lay- Many have given and sent us money to help in the
ing houses, employment can be given to a few building of the new houses needed. Most of these
more stu®nts; and this will start what will be made donations have come from the Michigan Saints. To
a great self-help department, in connection with the those who have and to those who will help, you are
helping .a department that will be a great assistant
already established industrial department.
The intentions are to carry between four and six to Graceland, and one that will help many, as the
hundred laying hens, this depends upon assistance experimental work here is building the journal
in constructing more houses, and this will also gov- Poultry Pointers, which promises to be a leader
ern the amount of student help we can employ. With among that class of journals ; and the Experimental .
this number of laying .hens it will give us a sufficient Poultry Farm is playing a prominent· part in buildnumber of fresh eggs to get a select market for all ing this journal. The proceeds from the journal
we have at a fancy price, and make shipment two will be used in the college work. The suscription
price is twenty-five cents per year, and at this writtimes a week.'
·
At the p1'.esent time we have four laying houses ing we have about 12,000 subscribers. The publica10x18 feet, two pens to the house, well constructed tion has already done considerable to help. the deand painted, with yards connected ; a small brooder partment, but, with the business, when permanence
house, feed house, colony houses; five incubators, is established, a bigger income will be made for the
·
broodel's, trap nests, galvanized feed and water department.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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With the bright future before the department,
witli assistance from those who c~n h~lp and are
interested to assist to build the needed bp.ildings lJ,t
the present time, the sale of the extra stockwill place

Septehlbei~28,il910

lacking for the popularizing of th~ flying machine.
Is safety on the way? It can not be doubted. ·The
skill that: has made railroad travel luxurious and
secure and that has' l'obbed ocean voyages Of their
teri·ors will make man's arti:ficiaFwings as
dependable as tnose ·of a bird. One of the
greatest of th~·aviators at the Squaritum meet
'told a newspapel' man that he was convinced
that several of the builders of aetoplanes knew
at this ~e1·y m6ment how they could produce
absolute stability in air craft, bi,it that they
preferred at present to make' flight .seem as
·difficult as possible for the financial. benefit of
professional· aviators. When the first novelty
f>i. the spectacle had\vorn off; they would begin

in earnest to make practical machines for the

POULTRY YARD AT GRACELAND POULTRY FARM.

the department where considerable benefit to stu-'
dents will be realized at once.
Those whq want stock, and any v;ho want to donate to help build these new laying houses, may send
their orders and money to Ernest B. Blett, Superintendent, Lamoni, Iowa, and receipts will be sent
for donations of money and orders for stock will be
promptly filled.
ERNEST B. BLETT.

Of General Interest
THE FUTURE OF AIR FLIGHT.

Probably not one of all the thousands, even the
least serious-minded, who have been enthralled and
delighted with the aerial evolutions at Squantu:in
during the past week but has asked his own intelligence what was to be the future of the great game
of air flight; has wondered whether the aeroplane
was destined to be a short-lived toy for thy amusement of gaping spectators or to become a useful
and fascinating factor in the solution of the problem
of transportation.
His determination .of the question ·very likely
varied with varying circumstances; As he beheld
Grahame-White soaring off over the waters of the
harbor into the unseen and his beautiful monoplane
reappearing to the vision like a huge dragon-fly he
doubtless felt that all was well with aviation. But
when the machine of some less skillful or fortunate
airman ~fell in a tangled and inglorious heap to the
ground, a somewhat radical revision of opinion was
visibly necessary. Safety" he must have concluded,
was the one tr~mendously important element still

many.
Whether that is fanciful or not, no one with
a spark of imagination can dare to say that we
shall not one day cleave the air with serene
confidence in fhe reliability of our ether riding
craft. The' analogy from every great invention
proclaims this truth. Having attained actual
flight, human ingenuity will not be content to
leave it full of its present hazards. "Must we give
in," asked Darius Green, with his famous grin, "that
the bluebird 'nd phebe are smarte1"n we be?" Not
a bit of it. And the fine old creator of Darius has
lived long enough to see that we need not.
When the aeroplane has been tamed and trained
into docility as well as great speed, what then? Its
qualities for war are already admitted; they may be
so appallingly fine as to end war. Then its tiocial
and practical side must be developed. If it is to rival
the automobile .in public favor, it must make its
carrying capacity equal to that of the motor car,
whose strong appeal is its ability to take whole families for delightful tours into the open. · As·cities are
now constructed it is impossible to think of the aero. plane as a vehicle for shopping or afternoon calls;
its field must be the broad realms of space, with
power to travel immense distances far *above the
grubbing world.
Less than seven years ago the first successful manflight in history was made by Wiibur Wright... It
covered a distance of 852 feet, and civilization rose
Io its feet at the marvel.
Now we· hear without
special emotion of voyages of scores of miles.· The
steamship, the torpedo boat, the carrier pigeon, have
all been beaten in speed. Save for the one element
of safety the triumph of the aeroplane is complete.
But the great mystery of sustained air flight has
been solved. Henceforth comes only the perfecting
of the conqueror. At any instant we may. expect
some genius to flash into view and give mankind
what it has longed for since the fir.st human being
beheld the birds of the air.-Boston Post,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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THE BUILDING OF A COMMONWEA!.,-TH.

The dedication of the Pilgrims' Monument at
Here we stand upon the earth, enveloped, sur:· Provincet,own recalls us to the fundamentals of our
rounded, canopied by the narrow horizon of nig;ht. national entity. Perhaps this basis is most clearly
- . The "fireflies of the skies"-'-the stars.......:.are blaz... defined in the dedicatory address of Dr. Charles W.
ing and blinking their drowsy torches afte1• an all Eliot.
night vigil.
.
.
·. . . .
. .. · "The ·Pilgrims;" he said, "estaplished a community
No hint of sunshine in that dimly sta1:..li~;prison and a goyernment solidly founded on love of freedom
cell of a'shriveled up world.
· ·· ·• '.·".· · ' . and beli;f in progress, on civil liberty and religious
rld .. toleration, on industrial cooperation and individual
. No sights or sounds to indicate that tR~
lives, or ever will live again. All is steelled in the. honesty and industi'y, on evenhanded jtfstice and a
deep repose of the hours just preceding the dawn. i·eal equality before the laws, on peace and good-will
·
We know tliat away out ther~ beyond_ the eastern supported by protective force. t•
sky, beyond that point whei·e the seven' stars comThree centuries, or thereabouts, have elapsed since
posing the "dipper" swing so jocoiiely in the dome these few and poor emigrants from England by way
-away in the east the sunshine is spreading its. ·of Hoiland set up here their tentative commonwealth.
splendors, and the throb and roar and pulsing life . They suffered, cruelly and with decimation, in their
of the human world are in full headway,· doing the · purpose; but they planted the seed.
strenuous work of -existence.
How far have we progressed :f1·om this ideal of the
We know that in London and Paris, although it's . men and women who landed upon Plymouth Rock in
but 5 o'clock in Kansas City, yet in those cities it is 1620? Every step in advance has been. aloll,g the
near the noonday hour.
.
lines of the eternal principles for which they stood .
How majestic the cloudless morning looks with as exemplars. Where we have stepped a~ide from
its stars-those beaming mysteries of the night-- . this path-as in the recognition of manhood slavery
. sparkling Imperial Diamonds .studding the Diadem in the South-we have suffered and have been compelled to retrace our steps with painful consequences-;
of the Infinite!
How serenely calm and· unruffled is this fresh new
The monument at Provincetown certifies as etermorning, which ushers. in a day of· doom for some nal the fundamental principles of social and political
rights. It is a monument to civilization as extended
and a day of gladness for others.
Ah, the relentless mai·ch of the centuries!
over the new continent of the Wes tern Hemisphere.
How many millions of mornings have dawned It marks an era in the uplift of the race.
upon this earth-how inany millions will yet dawn
Since the Pilgrims landed there, three centuries
.:._each bringing into being new born babes, each ago, the idea of democracy has spread and controlled
escorting into the shadowland of the Unknown the the development, north and south, of the continent
aged, the tired out, the infirm and the sick unto Fpon which these were the pioneers of the Aryan
death.
race. Commercial enterprise had already found
But, after all, death is nothing. There is no prob- more or less profitable intercourse. But with the
lem involved in the final demise. ·The great problem Pilgrims of Plymouth was brought the ethical and
is to live. ·How to live comfortably and be useful, eternal idea of government by the people; of posthese are the problems ushered in by the Majesty of session in common, not by selfishly authorized mothe Morning.
nopolies. An.d the basis- of the development of later
How to avoid baneful suspicion, carping criticism, · centuries was laid by these men. Our great republic
the acidity of cynicism, distrust and doubt of the exists to-day upon this foundation.
world, and the irihabitants thereof; how to ·keep
The Commonwealth, the union of the States, the
shining in our hearts and dominating our actions most magnificent and powerful integer .in the conthe love of our fellow-men, the purpose to uplift, to geries of world-powers, is nothing more than the
make happier and 'better, all those with wl,iom_ we evolution of the idea which subtended the declaracome in contact; that's the promem which glorfous .tion on the Mayflower and the more particular ·exOld Sol will soon usher in with only half of his big position of this purpose i.n the constitution~ of the
round face peeping at us above the level of the low · Plymouth colony.
From such a small beginning has a great l<'l-tion
lying eastern horizon.·.
"Act wellyo;ur part, there's where the honor lies.... developed. We ~elebrate the later demonstration
-Selected.
at the same time that we memorialize the inception.
0
9
\
• +t+
+
"With long suffering devotion and sober resolution,"
"Man's reliance must
upon. faith, and his trust says the inscription on the Pilgrims' Monument
based. upori his consciousness that he has' tried to written by Doctor Eliot, ·"they illustrated for the
do as wen as he could."
first time in history the principles of civil and re-

be
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ligious liberty and the practices of a genuinedem()cracy."
.
Conditions are changed to-day, in the ev:.olutidnof
centuries from a small community to a vast nation~
But the fundamental requisites remain the same.
These are the equality of privilege and the equality
of protection. This involves, necessarily, coop¢ration. Distinctions of social order have k~e)i.)1bHt
erated; none such remain recognizable. DistinctiOn
as to the returns from labor and promotion remains
to be entirely adjusted, as recent industrial diffi.
culties indicate.
So far we have not attained the standard of the
Plymouth company. But we have made advance.
When the ideal of equality in opportunity between
labor and capital is reached we shall have cro\yned
the building of the perfect commonwealth whose
origin we now celebrate.-Selected.

Heredity !ind EnVii:onment: ~

Heredity and environment ~re but half truths; and the pa1·t .·•
they play in determining a man's career are as notlifo.g co.ril~. pared with the influence he can hiillself exert, if lle. ·s()'.pre;.
pares himself ·that he is rea<ly\vhen opportunity'kflock$ at
his door. The ·greatest fig11i·es:in human history ai'e men
who have risen above then· environment and who have
ceeded without the influence of illustrious artcestors,· ant! some
of the nim;t pitiable figures-in histoi-y ai·e men,whohavefaHen
in sp'
· jlereditary. attainments and environinent that sh~uld
have
d. them ltp.
·
·.. · · · - · .·· · '

s'uc:

These Were salient points in the Se1'1IlOn. of Dr; l'r'eW~ll
Dwight Hillis of Bi;ooklyn, who p1'eached yesterdar :m~~·ni~g
at the Central Church, his charge before he went to Brookl;Vn.
Doctor Hillis said that God placed in :nla:ri the di\.ine geniu~,
and the nien he thus favored set aside all doctdne of i1eredity
and environment and carved their names in bo]d·lettepi on the
tablets of time by the efforts of their own naked· hands and
their own indomitable wills. . '
·
0

POVERTY NOT A.HANDICAP.
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The My•!ic Sign.

Oh, gorgeous poppy, of great renown,
Show us the way to Sleepy Town.
Baby must go; he's tired of play,
But yet, I think we have missed the way.
Then tranquilly up and down
Waved the flower of great renownAnd softly it seemed to say:
"This way-this way-this wayIs the way to Sleepy Town."

"If you think environm~nt. brings. success, look. at the mei1
who have sat in the haHs of Congrnss, widows' sons,. like
Hemy Clay and William .McKinley, reared in poverty and
hardship. If. heredity brings success, why did Abraham 'Lincoln rise to his high• estate? Benedict Arnold and Aaron
Burr were surrounded by all the influences that should make
men great,' but they flung aside the greatest opportunities •
given to· man and their names are recorded in history a.s
traitors.·
.
' .

"Men rise to greatness by their opportunities, but there are
thousands of' opportunities and only a few men who· are
ready to take advantage of them. Wh:imever a ehanci:i suddenly throws upon a man the spotlight of success. it is b<!cause
he, while his companions were idling, had prepare'd himself
for the chance that he knew some day would come."
The world without· t~ptations would be a hell. Tempta:
ti on and the struggle against it is atJsolutely necessary for
moral character. If man could be righteous without effort
his life would be. meaningless and monotonous. There would ~
be nothing to .resist, hence nothing to gain. Life is a moral
gymnasium; and it is !:>ecause temptation is a universal necessity that it. has been made a universal fact, like sorrow and
death.
RULES OF RIGHT LIVING.

Oh, whispering wheat, all golden brown,
Show us the way to Sleepy Town,
How shall we find where the starlight gleams
On the city of sleep, in the land of dreams?
'!'hen soothingly, up and down,
· .
Went the wheat all golden brownAnd, whispering, seemed to say:
"'!'his way-this way-this way_;.
Is the way to .Sleepy Town."
Oh, little one with curly crown;
Show us the way to Sleepy Town;' ..·
.
Where the faintest music and softest light
And the sweetest blossoms enchaiit the night.
Then drowsily, up and down,
Went the beautifulcurly croWllWhile the tired eyesjieemed to say:
"'fhis way~this way' this way_;.
Is the way to Sleepy:, Towri." ·
.
.
-LiZzie !Iolinap. in San Francisco Bulletin.

"Know thyself. A correct understanding of· the physical
facts ·of our natures ought to be a part of our' armor in
meeting the world's temptations. False mod~sty on the part
of parents resulting in a neglect to instruct them in self-·
knowledge, is a serious handicap to our children. The ·truths
of nature are bound to reach the children's ears ·sooner· or
later, but instead of being whispered in words of lovci. they
come too often distorte~ from the lips of shame.
"Study vices less,'and virtues more. I do not believe ·.that a
knowledge of the wrong side of life, gained through the
procc~s of 'sowing wild oats,' is necessary to any man. If
h~ will. confine himself to the study of truth and virtl).e, he
Wiii find himself perfectly able to .handle whatever vice comes
his way, in the course of his life's duties. ·
"Resist the beginnings of evil .. They may seem harmless
enough, but. they soon develop.into habit. Bear in mind the
Spanish proverb: 'Sow a thought, ·and. you reap an act;
sow an act, and you reap a habit; sow .a habit and you reap
a character; sow a character, and you reap a destiny.'
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-in their eyes, but my time was up, as I had to return
take charge of my sht?P, so that left Brother Erwin
"See that you have no idle hours ·-i.n your life. It is so
to battle alone. I hated to have to leave him, as he was not
easy for sin to .slip into an ·empty life ... If· your business ·
·vei·y well, and so much preaching needed to be done. ·'_'The
does not keep you sufficiently· occupied cultivate a honby.
- ha1'vest is great and the laborers are few." I feel if we
"Overcome evil .with good. · Evil is practically irresistible if
would· aii do as we are commissioned, and pay our tithing,
fought with its own weapons; but there is an antidote for its
the Lord would send more laborers in the field.
poison which, if used, \vill neyei' fail. Yirtue will triumph
Down .where we just closed our meetings, one time was a
over lust; the truth will pluck the sting. from a life; rever-dangerous place for a missionary, but to-day some' of those
ence will shame blasphemy. The secret of self-coritrol is not
same _·people are friends to the work; so you see we are
to resist evil 'but .to overlook it. Fix in the diind some object
gaining· with the people. We had good attendance at every
other than the temptation -that threatens, and you are safe.
service. People would come for eight and ten miles to
"Add to your self-controLChrist control, for without Christ
chui'ch.
the highest life is impossible."-:-Selected.
My prayers are for the good of the work and alI of the. ·
Saints.
Yours in Christ,
V. L. LUM.
IDLENESS BEGJ"TS SIN.

- ·_t13ars

~o~e--a~9

Letter ·D~partment

EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN, September 19, 1910.
SWEENEY, SOUTH DAKOTA, September 15, H!lO.
E.ditors Herald: It is one month to~day since I left Lamoni.
Editors Herald: Would like place for a few line:dc> tell I don't know of any branch any nearer here than Chetek,
the Saints of South Dakota that I am still batt]ingjo~; the Wisconsin, fifty miles away, so I am isolated and ·have no ·
cause we ought all to love, not in word only, but in)ieed.aii:d:_- conveniences for associating with the Saints. I am it) bette1;
in truth, and as the Bishop has intrusted me with -~lie fi.llfn"{o: :}iealth than when I was in Lamoni, having gained .ten poundS'.
cial interests of this State, except Gregory C_ounty, Lwm~;-··u you know of a branch nearer than· Chetek, you \vill do
be pleased to receive aU tithes and offerings that you wa.n,t.:· i:lle a great favor by publishing it in the HERALD, as it is a
to consecrate to 'the LoJ·i:l's work. Until October 15,·'addi·ess \velcome visitor every week, as is also the Ensign, both of
as aliove, and after that date at Madison, South Dakota, 706 which are strengthening' and encouraging in the restored
Wc't Sixth street.
Your brother in gospel bonds,
gosp.el as brought forth by Joseph Smith, the Martyr.
EDWARD RANNIE.
· I shall distribute my papers here among the inhabitants of
Eau Claire, that all may read that will, and be convinced of
the true church of God. In my isolated condition, I need
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONTARIO, September 18, 1910.
Dear Herald: We· are still in the faith, and are trying the prayers of all the Saints that I may hold fast to the .rod ·
to forward the work; and we know that we can not do any- of iron, as found in God's word.
Yours for the t'rue faith,
thing successfully without the aid and assistance of him who
JAMES M. BLOOD.
is the Author and Fini_~he1· of this work. Truly it is a
marvel, and we wonder why people do not see as we do.
We have been greatly edified and benefited by the visit of
Los ANGELES, CAUFORNIA, September 15, 1910.
Elder Frederick A. Smith; We were sorry that he·c_ould not
Editors llercild: Southern California district conference
have stayed longer with us. He was just able to occupy was held in Garden Grove, California, August · 12 to· 22; on
lh ree nights with increased interest. Many outsiders came the ·grounds purchased by order of the conference of last
lo hear him. Remarks were made to the writer after the February.
services, that they could not see any difference between. us
The grounds had been nicely prepared and cleaned up for
and any other religious denominations. "Eyes they have the occasion; also Mr. Beardsley; owning the adjoining propand they see not; ears they have and they hear not." This is erty, had kindly given us free use of his eucalyptus grove in
the statement o:( Christ; as it was then so it is to-day.
which to pitch our tents.
Our missionary, G. C. Tomlinson, was called home very
The attendance was fair, all things considered; good spirit
suddenly, receiving a telegram that his son Charlie was very and harmony prevailed.
sick. He left at once and on reaching home found his son
Bishop Kelley and F. lVL Sheehy were with us, and some
had passed away, which was very ·sad indeed, for he was extremely interesting and educational meetings were enjoyed
a very promising young man. The Saints voted a resolution by the Saints. Many beautiful phases of the financial and
of sympathy and forwarded it to the bereaved parents.
temporal laws were elucidated by Brother Kelley in sermons,
Yours for truth,
and oppo!'tunities given fol' questions by the people, the
J. R. TOMLINSON.
effect being to build up and strengthen the faith of the Saints
·and encourage them to higher attainments in this branch of
our faith.
_
.
.
WII,BURTON, OKLAHOMA, Septemb~r ·s,- 1910.
The drawback of the distance from .the electric car line,
Editors Herald: The. reunion here '.Nas a success, as twelve
were baptized during the reunion and meeting following. ·We one and one eighth miles, was almost altogether overcome by
had lots of good preaching done during_ this time. Some peci~ the transportation furnished by Bro. William· Mills, Nat.
pie heard the angel's message, that would hav~ heard it in· Carmichael, and Bro. Powell's automobile.
T!ie reunion was formally absorbed by the conference as an
no other way.
·
The writer and· Bro. E. A. Erwin left on the 30th of organization and action prevailed to take over ·a tract of
August for north~astern Texas, wliere. we held a ten. days' · fifteen ·acres of land at Shakespeare Beach, which had been
meeting with good success, baptizing six noble people dO\vn secured and held by a number of the brethren and sisters;
in Bowie County, and one was baptized on our way down anticipating such action by the district; seven acref! to be
to the place where
held- the meeting, which made seven - held by the district and improved· wit.h an auditorium, cafegood Saints added to the roll. I never iii' my life heard so teria, p~rking, wall{s, lawns, etc., and the balance sold off in
much demand for preaching. - We would get invitations from_ lots, thus raising sufficient means ·to pay for the land and
every ·side. People would tl!-lk and. beg for preaching with improvements. The plan is meeting with pronounced sue-

we
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cess, and already nearly sixty lots are sold at prices from
$95 to $125 per lot.
. . .
./
Bro. T. W. Williams was reelected pre~ident of the district· Nathaniel Carmichael, vice-president; R .. T. Cooper,
secr:t.ary. Fred Adam and C, E. Crumley were sustain~d ·as
Bishop's agent and district historian, and George H. Wixom
was elected district librarian.
The following ordinations took place: Fred Adam and :i''. B.
Van Fleet to the office of elder; R. T. Cooper to the office of
priest and first counselor in Eighth Quorum of P~iests.
W. O. Wetherbee, president of. the Eighth Quorum. of
Teachers, and H. S. Pankey and Wilford A. Boren, his counselors.
R. T. COOPER, District Secretary.
1648 MILLARD AVENUE.
MILLSTONE,. INDIANA, September 19, 1910.
Saints' Herald: I thought that a few lines from the Millstone Branch would be of interest to some of the Saints.
We are not making the progress that we should, as some are
· careless and indifferent as to their duty, while others are
trying to do what they can to help the cause.
We do not have the privilege of hearing very many sermons,
and we enjoyed the two-days' meetfog in July. Brn. Jacob
Halb and John Harp were the speakers, and the sermons
were interesting and much enjoyed by the Saints. Last
winter Brethren Halb and D. W. Dowker preached several
spiritual and interesting sermons, and we hope some elders
will come this way again and preach for us.
Dear Saints, we must all try to live as our heavenly Father
wants us to live, and be prepared to meet the Bridegroom in
peace and hear his blessed words to us: "Enter into the rest
_prepared of my Fathei'."
Your sister in gospel bonds,
.
MRS. H. A. HUFF.
FANNING, KANSAS, September 22, 1910.
Editors Herald: At the request of the branch president
I came here oh the 16th instant, to hold a two-day meeting on
the 17th and 18th. Bro. Swen Swensen joined me here on
the 17th. Meetings are to be continued during the week. Attendance and interest good. One name, a Mrs. Blanton, has
been given for baptism; others are near.
The work at Atchison seems to be looking up somewhat.
They have had an accession of good help in the persons of
Bro. and Sr. Fred Cool, who have recently located. there.
Now that the busiest part of the season will soon be over, we
hope that we will have opportunity of reaching mo1·e of the
people.
•
Brother Twombly was called to Osborne to preach the
funeral sermon of Sr. May Nunamaker, of Manhattan. The
repoi·t of her death came to us almost like a shock, as she
was young and apparently in the best of health. Her father
and mother have our sympathy in this sad bereavement.
Nothing is so sweet and i:eliable as thi,s gospel o.f the Son of
God, whether in life or in death;'
.
H. E. MOLER.
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Editors Herald: There are but a few Saints in Vancouver,
yet we strive to meet;· t~gether every Sunda~. ~or pi;eaching
and Sunday school. We do not have the miss10nanes very
often, although last year \Ve had Elders George W. Thorburn
and J. D. Stead with us for' about four weeks, preaching on
the streets every night. We have not seen any fruit as yet,
but hope to so:rrie time.
..
.
Since then we have be.en alone, until Bro. Sam Pope and
family came to make their home. in :r.i:ew West".1instcr, and
since then he has heen a great help to me. Agam last week

Septe~ber

28, 1910'

we had a ·visit froin Elders J ohiison and Thorburn, also
Brother and Sister Dickout,.of Hamilton, Ontario; who cheered
our hearts by some good sermons. About forty ·came· out to
the .services on Stlnday, meeting in· Bro. George McMullen's
house.
. ·. .
.·.
.
We are alone again, our visitors havjng_ left for district.
conference, which convened at Seattle, September 17. Bro.
Dickout will visit us again on his way home. He is on a
pleasure trip to . tlie West, also doing some missi()nary work.
We have enjoyed their stay here, and pray for their safe
arrival horrie.
·
Quite a number of Saints have com:e to Vancouver to make
their hoine this summer. Brother and Sister Duckworth and
family, Brother and Sister Spargo, and Brother Rothwell, of
Manchester, England; and, through the HERALD, we see that
W. C. Reid, of Owen Sound, is coming, or is here already.
Have triP'l to find him, but have not succ.eeded ·as yet, as he
gives no address. Hope he will see-this letter and hunt us
up, also any others who are here, or who contemplate coming.
We w,ii{.iie glad· to see them and do all we can to help them
get '.~ol'.k.
·
. :. : We h!'IYe ,a city of one hundred and ten thousa:nd people.
.;.S.u~ly;' s6*1e more Saints can come here and earn a living and
thus b!l·:a: ·help to us in opening up the work. We are
happy'.in\this latter day work and hope to endure to the end.
· · , .· ·..'··
' ISAAC :(\icMULLEN.
EIGHTH AVENUE EAST.

to.

RED LODGE, MONTANA, September 8, 1910.
Editors Herald: You are all aware that my last year's
field of labor wa~ Mop.tana. On account 6f my wife's delicate health in Arkansas, our sons suggested that she accompany me and they would pay her way; so it was that we
reached Philipsburg, Montana, about the first of June, 1909,
where we visited my sister, Mrs. Hawkins, whom we had not
,
seen for about thirty-five years.
Mrs. B11ldwin preferred to remain at Philipsburg, so I
proceeded to do missionary work at various points in the State,
including J!]llison, Deer Lodge, where I attended our di.strict
conference, Victor and vicinity, Helena and suburb, Jefferson
City, Corbin, and in October, by request, I came to Red Lodge.
In November i preached at several points near Luther, about
fifteen miles west from Red Lodge.
In all these places I saw many things of interest that I
would like to tell you about, but I can not do so, for if I were
to pass by the great smelters ·and mining interests of the
State, the twenty-five thousand acre farm of Mr!J. Dailey, the
big Cl'Ops of grain and fruit, and potatoes, and onions, and
the good people who grow them, it would give the. Bitter Root
Valley a world-wide fame. If I were to mention the lofty
mountain ranges whose peaks are hooded with etemal snow,
and just attempt the description of the grotesque wonders of
one half day's exploration of a deep cut canyon in the Bitter
Root Mountains, ·om· church paper could not find the space
required, so I must be satisfied by saying that at all these
places I met warm-hearted Saints, who not only anticipated
the missionaries' necessities, but in numerous ways forged ties
that time can not destroy.
I was surprised at Luther, by learning that many ranchmen had harvested and thrashed forty bushels of wheat, and
sixty bushels of oats per acre without irrigation; and to see
these oats weigh out forty pounds to the bushel. ],'1.emarkable
crops of potatoes and vegetables are also grown. I saw that
the old-time stockmen are being crowded to the wall on account
of the lack of pasture for their flocks and herds. They are .
now fencing the land for new settlers for the use of the pas- · ·
ture two years. They are eager to pay from one ti> two
thousand dollars for these 160-acre homesteads when patents
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spoken in plainness to' Israel astray, at the concf~sion of which
an invitation was extended to all to come to the tent. A few
came, but the majority thought it wisdom to leave us alone. ·
Brother Chase· and family during the reunion were· located
in the ·property owned by the _church, and here was headquarters for the ministry, among whom may be mentioned Elders
J.
S~ad, John Davis, M. F. Gowell, and H. N. Hansen.
Bi·other 'Gowell and wife arrived after the openi'ng of the
reunign and are now located permanently at Provo. The condition of the work there is-such that it will require his constant watChcare, and his appointment there \Vi!l undoubtedly
prove. for the good of the work.
The week following the reunion, in company with my father,
I visite~ Salt Lake City and Ogden. During our stay fo the
city we visited the temple grounds and attended the organ .
recital, and listened with interest while one of the authorities
addresFA'1 the tourists upon some of the principles of their
faith, at the conclusion of which he gave opportunity for ques,tions. 'The .. Josephites, as they .call us, are always ready for
such privileges, whereupon Elder Hansen asked one or two
-questions. Then the police appeari:;d on the scene, ordering
the questioner to leave the grounds at once. The el_der consented, but replied, "He gave liberty for questions." To this
was replied, "You didn't ask the right kind."
I thought of the Master's statement, "For everyone that
doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light lest his
deeds should be reproved." There was· danger the crowd of
tourists might hear somethi!]g.
Thank God, we of the Reorganization are not afraid to have
our position examined. Elder Chase is holding services ·in.
th~ city each evening, and he, too, giv;s opportunity for "questions." But because certain "kind" are asked he does·:not
refuse to answer, nor does he have an officer order them away.
Truth always shines the brighter after a little rubbing.
Elder Chase and family are now nicely located in Salt
Lake, and if they continue their activity they will surely do
all the Lord requires of them in calling man tinto repentance.
~ enjoyed my visit and association with them and feel that
they and the other elders of that mission need our prayers.
Truly that people is in a darkened condition; not able· to see
the weakness of their position.
At the close of one of the services on the street a brother
of the dominant church secured the privilege to ask a question, but instead of doing so, bore testimony to the work in
which he was engaged. He knew that Joseph Smith was a
prophet, that Brigham Young was one also, and the others in
succession, Joseph F. Smith as well. This testimony was soon
destroy'ed when attention was called to the fact that Joseph F.
Smith had testified before the Senate Committee that he had
received no revelations since occupying as prophet, seei', and
revelator, and that he had impressions. of the Spirit just as
any good Methodist. The poor man knew Joseph F. Smith
occupied-as a prophet of God, while the said p1•ophet denied it.
At Ogden we visited a few of the Saints and attended their
branch business meeting·. Our Brother Abels, who a few
years ago came out of darkness into light, wa§ placed in
charge of the branch,' and he is· not "able" by name alone
either.
Altogether I enjoyed my visit among the Saints, and shall
remember this trip as one of the pleasant experiences of my·
WESTON, IOWA; September 22, 1910;
life.
Editoi·s Saints' Herald:· I arrived at Provo in time for the
Now a word to the Saints of Pottawattalllie District.
opening servi.ce of the reunion. There I 'had the privilege of
Please remember I am still the Bishop's agent, and desirous
meeting Saints, and rendering a little assistance in the meet- · of seeing all the Israel of God eventually receive the crown
ings. '.!:'hough the attendance was small, good feeling prevailed promised the faithful. We may be laborers together, then
and the elders· manifested a desfre to get their iueSsage before shall we share together the joys of eternity, th:!J glory of which
the people.· Each evening' bef.ore the preaching in the tent, Paul- w~·ote, "eye hath not seen, ear .hath, not heard,· µeither
short services were held on ·the street, where the truth was - hath it ente~ed into the heart of man'the glory God hath preare secured. ·All this started a tr;.iin of thoughts, for I saw
there was intrinsic value in Carbon County land; so I wrote
these facts to my sons, togeth'er with the glad news of t}l.e
improved condition of their mother's health, and asked them
to con1e to Montana. All seemed pleased at this, and the
younger boys agreed to come. ·
.
At this time there were _large areas of beautiful, rich, tablelands in this. country, and on investigating the ·re_cent enlarged homestead act, I saw th.at such tablelands were -therein
described, but those of Carbon County had not been designated.
I conferred with the county and State officers relative to
getting our tablelands brought under said act; but they did
not think it could be done, because of the peculiar manne1'.
in which these lands were ceded to. the Crow Indians.
·On the . 20th of ..Pecember I wrote a private letter to the
Secretary of the Interior, asking him to look into the pt·opriety
of designating, these bench lands to which I received \I fav01·able reply; later I arranged . petition to which .I secured
many signatures, and sent it to Washington by the hand of
Senator Myers, who promised to :use his influence in favor
of the petition, even if it called for a new a_ct of Congress.
In due course of time, I was officially apprised that on the 9th
of April, 1910, my petition was honored by the Secretary, who·
ordered about three hundred thousand acres of Carbon County
bench lands placed under the 320-acre homestead act.
This news spread like "wild fire," and business at our·
several district land offices were at once revolutionized, and
long ere our boys had arrived, the best of .the land was filed
on. My pmyers to the heads of the Nation were answered all
too soon to suit Irie.
Now the time came when I could no longer successfully
divide my energies between preaching the gospel and locating
my family, so about the last of February· I notified Bishop
Reese that I would soon be off duty, and requested him to
hold the allowance that he had been sending my family. I
bought a team, rented a small place, and commenced action
along another line.
Coming from Arkansas to Montana was a great change,
and after spending nine years in the itinei·ant ministry, it
was no small change to get hold of the plow handles. Some
of you will not be surprised when I tell you that on account of
cheapness I bought a refractory mai·e; an outlaw on account
of her kicking proclivities, who furnished me plenty of diversion. I had ·been preaching for months without seeing any
results, but now I knew full well that there was something
doing.
On the 26th of May, two of our sons arrived, who in company with my sister from Philipsburg, and a niece, Sr. Ina
Shelley, from Michigan, and myself, filed on land, so now we
have five houses to build, over an acre of potatoes to dig, and
oats to thresh; so we are not likely to get into mischief for
some months to come.
.
We are forming a nucleeus around which we hope that the
preaching of the gospel may develop the work of the Lord. A
little later on all missionaries and- preachers of the gospel will
be more than welcome. Ever praying for the disruption of
selfishness in the church, and the indwelling of perfect love, I
am as ever,
Your brother,
D. R. BALDWIN.
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The spirit of peace and harmohy pi·e:V-ai!ed thrcl~ghout the _
reunion and God's favor arid ~lessing-wa:i 3.ppai'ent,11()t only
to those within the camp,. but to those who_ watched,_ with
critical eye, from without..
·
A business session was held on the ;;_fte1;1!00~, of Aufilist 17
for the -purpose of perfecting -a permarientz·()i·garii~ation t~
NORDDEUTSCHER LLOYD, BREMEN,
_
.
be known as The Joint. Reunion Ass<iciation of the -Kewanee
Dampfer "Prinz Friedrich Wilhelni," September-15, 1910.
Editors Herald: We are nearing the shores of England. and Eastern Iowa Districts. The fo11owing-:_offi.cers were
We expect to land this afternoon. We have haq a pleasant chosen.for the ensuing year: _President;-_~Am9s,Berve; first
voyage. A little cloudy, cool, 'windy and wet part of the - vice-president,.C. G. Dykes; second vice-;president, O. K Sade;
time, but no storms. I am a little disappointed in consequence, secretary, Clara ]\!{. Johnson; treasure_r, · C. E. Ball. These
as I have always wanted to see ·a storm at sea. I may be officers, together with J. B. Wilderm1.rth an,d_ G~rge Sackgratified yet. Neither of us were sick. We did not miss a fielcl, constitute the__ reuni~n co=ittee fo1; -1911; Prospect
Park was selected by the body as. the pl~ce fo~· h!Jlding the
meal.
Most of the passengers on board are Germans, so we saw - i1ext reunion, with but three dis_senting vofos. Perhiu--- just a few words regarding, our ,experiences in
plenty of w:ine and beer drinking, but no drunkenness. They
are rather a nice class of people, but seem to care liltle for obtaining. the use of -the park,_ and subsequent 'happenings,
religion. The Catholics held mass early Sunday morning._ may be of interest. When, a little nioi:e than year ago our
But the priest, so we heard, was in the smoking room most committee interviewed the supetintendent of ·the Tri-City
of the afternoon, drinking beer and playing ca1•ds for money. Railway Company, to whom the park belongs, they had no
We had no chance to preach, but wife and I held a song other thought than that they· would have to pay for the
service in the dining room, at the piano., A number listened grounds; indeed, they entertained very little hope of securing
to some of our beautiful hymns from Zion's Praises and ex- permission to occupy even for a liberal consideration, because
pressed themselves as being pleased. They were delighted of the strong prejudice existing here in the Tri-Cities. The
with Rosa's playing. The Ge1'mans love music, and Rosa was committee was pleasantly surprised, howeve1', to,receive the inrecognized as the best pianist on board. We gave them some formation that we could use, free of charge, not only the
of our hymns each evening. Sunday evening after a little grounds, but the buildings as well, focluding one large pasong service in the dining room 'we retired to our stateroom, vilion, with a seating capacity of about two thousand, and
and held a little prayer ,service by ourselves, and enjoyed the one smaller building.
presence of the good Spirit. I am a little sorry that we did
As soon. as people became aware of the fact ·that we were
not take an English steamer rather than a German, as I to occupy, all sorts of tales and warnings were poured into
believe we would have been able to accomplish more good. the ears of the park ·manager, with the result that our comSo few on board are able to talk English. We got better mittee was asked to sign a very rigi~ seJ of rules. At the
rates on this line than we were offered on the others.
close of the 1909 reunion this same park manager, a :Mr.
I had hoped to stop off at Plymouth a day or two, but Freed, apol~ized for having required us to· sign such a set
learn that there is a special train for London that meets our of rules. He said that he and his family had enjoyed our
steamer, and it will be necessary for us to go right on, It is stay with them .and hoped we viould come again and stay
just possible, however, that we will be able to get our ticket twenty days' instead of ten. He stated that never in the
extended. We shall see.
history of the park had so orderly a crowd of peeople occuOur London address will be 137 Leyton High Road, Strat- pied the grounds, nor had things been left ill such splendid
ford, London, England.
condition. Special comment was made on the spirit of unity
F. G. PITT.
and love that existed among the peonle ill the camp. These
statements made us feel just a little ·proud; because the
Reunion of Kewanee and Eastern Iowa Districts.
grounds are occupied yearly by numerous gatherings, such as
The second annual reunion of the Kewanee and Eastern Chautauquas, camp meetings, etc. A, set of resoltitions exIowa districts was held at Prospect Pa1•k, Moline, Illinois, pressing our appreciation of courtesies extended was sent to
the Tri-City Railway Company, ·and to Mr. Freed and family.
August 12 to 22.
Our reunion this year was delight_some from start to finish, The superintendent of the railway company said that similar
notwithstanding the fact that on one or two occasions we favors and courtesies had been extended to hundreds of other
were awakened in the middle of the night to discover that the organizations, most of them religious but that vie were the ·
rain was falling in "torrents and that beds and clothing were only ones who had been thoughtful eno~gh to say"Thank you."'·
drenched. It was not very pleasant,.butit.afforded a great
This year when Brother Berve called the superintendent
deal of amusement and evei·yone seemed to take it good- over the phone and asked if we might use the grounds again,
naturedly. Those who were fortunate enough to occupy tents the request was granted without question, and we were offered ..
that were water-tight "doubled· up" ,and shared quarters a choice of dates. We were not required to sign a single ·
with less fortunate ones._
the morning the_ sun came out agreement, and instead of being charged sev~n dollars pel'
bright and beautiful as ever; .tents were thrown open, bedding night for electric lights in the pavilion·s and on the grounds,
and clothing hung out tO dry,_and in a few hours everything as is the custom, we were not charged a cent, and we were:
\vas just as good as new. The gentleman in charge of the supplied with ice for the dining hall and camps, free of
.
park remarked1 "Well, you are ·certainly the most adjustable, charge.
'
best' natured crowd l ever saw.-"
Thus, though Satan, th1'ough his agents, did- his utmost to
There were forty tents on the ground' and about two hundred thwart our plans and keep us out, and it seemed f01' a time<
campers. - Numer6us c~lls
tents were. received after the that he would be successful, yet Goel was with his people and
reunion begari, .ljuJ it ,was impossible to fill these orders and, opened the way before them, -and the Saints _were not un·_
consequently,' those wlfo could not be fitted into tents already
m~n?ful of the fact that they had a duty to perform in maill- .
on the-ground had_ to secµi·e-lodging elsewhere. MORAL: Send
tammg the splendid record of the preceding year. ·
in.au·ordersnext yeat-.as per, instructions of committee.
CLARA M. JOHNSON, Secreta1·y, ·
pared for those who love him.'' Trusting vie s~all all be so
diligent now that we shall partake of this glorious condition.
·
Yours in gospel bonas;
J; A. HANSEN.
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_their hands, and we expect a d~zen before Sunday. By the
way, we extend the invitation every night and call them to ·
repentance. I think sometimes our ministers are afraid some
MISSOURI.
will obey, they seldom give them ari ·opportunity.·
DAGONIA, MISSOURI, September 1 6 , 1910 ·
Bro. R. H. Counts lives here and ·his influence is felt for
D~ar _He1:ald: T~e gladsome news of the angePs messa~e goo'd. He used to be a reckless man, but now he has changed·
is .wmnmg its w_ay mto the ~e~rts of many of- the honest m - and the people have confidence in- his i;epentance. We -or-·
tins southern chme. The m~ssron~ry has 1'.lenty to do. ·We _ :dained him to the office of elde1' the other day, and he is.
could use two dozen. men m. th.rs field, if they could __"be coming to _the front rapidly; is a product of ti1is country,
seQ~~·-ed_.,_ __The cry of lVIac~d~ma ~s heard. upon everY_ hand, and just the kind of a man to do mission~ry work in -this
in th~ir ,(lff.o-t<.:·,.·. :.ave four.mh~ssronarre~ appomted for thrn vast southeastern Missouri country. We are going to organize a
B...·"' .oulli?nsr~g lO)bout t r~·ty counties.-. Recently o~e _young Sunday school for them next· Sunday.
· .-.an: Elvm Wme_gar,. a _rriest, has enl~sted a~ a m~ssronary
The missionary work in-this land has only just begun. ·we
soldier, to make.it his hfe work. He is meetmg• with favor are embarrassed here considerably financially at times. But
ll
d
"t
k
.·
'
h
h
.
.
.
.
.
f rom a , ·an 1 ma es one wis
e were young agam.
_ . we expect to see improvement before many months; as we
Our gospel tent has been a great advantage t6 us in· expect many of our new members_ to take up the . tithing
spreading the good news of the kingdom this _season. ·.Bro. proposi•;on. And 'ive hope to be able 'to convince the older
C. L. Snow ably assisted us in Springfield with the tent ~or members that it is necessary to do some ''good thing" in order
three weeks. In connection with him a· remarkable case of to obtain eternal life.
·
healing and the casting out '0£ 1 _an evil influence from a cerI am rejoicing in this angel's message. May the Lord bless
tain lady was experienced; This woman had been attending the true and faithful is my prayer.
our meetings and learned that we believed that the signs
A. M. BAKER.
would follow :the believer, and she arose in our meeting andWILLOW SPRINGS, MISSOURI.
requested 'us to administer that she might be relieved. We
made it a subject of prayer and next day went down . . We
found the woman. in a terrible state of mind, and had she
carried out the presentiments given to her, no doubt would
have committed. some terrible deed. We administered, arid
BURLINGTON, IOWA.
when we had taken
hands from her head she offered one
The Religio has had something of a struggle to hold. its
of the most beautiful prayers of praise and thanksgiving that own during the summer, especially while Brother Fry, who is
I ever heard falLfrom mortal lips. -~ut she was only partially our president, was in attendance at the Montrose and Thurhealed at this time, aU:d about two o'clock at night, two nights . man reuni!)nS. A plan was suggested in the spdng of having
after, we were· called ti:i"her bedside and found her undei· this a series of· church history programs. There has not been
evil power again. We talked with them until the rooming much done in that direction during the summer, though it
light began to dawn and tried to dispel this power of dark- may be commenced again.
ness, so that we might administer with faith. Then we adThe Sunday school seems to have done rather better than
ministered, and in the name of Jesus Christ rebuTrnd this evil last summer, as we have kept pretty close around tl{e "fifty"
influence, and it departed. She has not been bothered since, mark for some Sundays past, and_ the "red letter days" (none
and this had been troubling her ever since she was thirteen ' tardy) are by no means as rare as they used to be. The
years old. The woman was baptized, and .stands as a living Christmas Offering aiso is growing, and there seems to be
monument of God's mercy.
hope that we may reach the "fifty" mark in that also, which
I remained at Springfield until the 17th of July. During is our aim this year. Children's Day was observed on June
this time thirteen were baptized. The Saints supported the 26, and while nothing elaborate was planned, the variation
effort reas~nably well. From here I moved the tent to Ava, was pleasing, and all did well. Brother McDonald, who was
J\1:issouri, .where in company with Elder J. C. Chrestensen we here for the day from Montrose, by request of Brother Fry,
held forth about ten days. No baptisms. But we closed with who was absent for the day, gave a short and pointed_ address,
~he tent full_ and crowds on the outside.
emphasizing the need. to b?•ing-not send--the children 'to
From here we went to Rome, Missouri, and we were joined Sunday school.
· The district reunion was held in the park· it Montrose this
by Brother S:riow. 'Here we had a two weeks' meeting.
Preaching three times per day, with dinner ori the g_round. year, and while there were not many campers, a good time
Four were baptized, and we left about a dozen earnest souls is reported, as also a good attendance of outsiders .at the
under conviction; we expect to get them· in the kingdom · preaching services. Brother. Fry and family, and Brother
before Christmas. Here is where you can hear the distant and Sister Buchanan were- there from Burlington. fo1• a part
rumblings of Campbellism and the muffled drums of the of the week, and others went for the two Sunday sessions ..
Bro. J, A. Gunsolley, who attended the reunion, came to
Baptists in their hastening retreat.
Our next point was at Tigris, Missouri, where our quar- Burlington for Sunday, August 7. He spoke morning and
terly conference convened. The most unpleasant thing ·'!1ere. evening, and also made good use of the review period at
was too much "discussion" in our business sessions. Otherwise Sunday school.
_
Bro. and Sr. Elbert A. Smit!}, and son Ronald, who were
we had a refreshing time. Six precious souls were_ led in.to ...
at the reunion, •came tlirough Burlington on their return trip,
the "new and living .way,"•
This pi·esent w1•iting leaves me in one of the most inter- and visited here three days. An informal picnic was hurriedly
esting meetings I have ever been in. 'l'4is point was opened planned in order to give as many as possible opportunity of
up· by Brother Bootman last year. Seventeen· were baptized · seeing them. The crowd vias not large, but all present seemed
and a branch was organized in:the fall. Great opposition was . to enjoy themselves ..
Oui· pastor, Bro. Charles Fry, attended the Thurman remanifested here at first. · B11t.'the 'othe1' nighf while extending the invitation one ·of their preachers that opposed us so . union a·s piie of their speakers. There being no one here to
bitterly· came up_ an_d gave his> hand fo1: baptism~Frank speak dm;ing .'hiS absence, prayer service was held in the
, Randolph. . Six have be~n baptiZed and four moi'e have giyen . mornings,. and evening meetings. were· dismissed .
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Bro. J. C. Crabb, who was some years ago in the Nauvoo
District, was in Burlington over the Sunday just previous
to the reunion at Montrose, where he went from hei·e.
On Sunday, September 11; Brother Fry visited the Farmington Branch. The regular sacrament service was obseryed
in the morning. There was no meeting in 'the - evening.
Brother Fry was chosen district president at the June conference, and we understand he is trying to make the l'ounds.
of the various branches before the coming confernnce, Which
is to meet at Farmington, October 1 and 2.

FIRST KANSAS CITY.
We are all looking forward to our second annual rally- day
services, which are to be held Sunday, October 2. It will be
the event of the year. This is to be a union rally of the
branch, Sunday school, and Religio; Pres. F. M. Smith will
be the speaker at 11 a. m.; at 6 p. m. sacrament meeting;

at 7.45 the church, Sunday school, and Religio will each be

much alive and_ we will• have something special to inentiOn
next appearance.·
__
_
_
The Eur;ika Candy Company, .fostered by Sr;_ Rachel La:Rue
and Bro. W. E. McKindsey Will open at i_2l West l'finth sti'eet
on or about the. 23d. . They_ Will be prepared' to supp"their
patrons With
first-class line.of sweet stuffs. 'Calfand see
them.
ij:. S.

a

--

TORONTO.
-- -

The work in Toronto is still growing and the ..~iildentfif.'K ::;,...,.,
unabated. Our large .church has been fille~ to the doors''\,n,,u. Thes
interested listeners, and fifty-three _have been baptized since
'!qe];
the beginning of the year.
..
Q11ite a: number of Saints took advantage of the cheap rates
during the great fair just closed, to visit the .Toronto-Branch
and ~ake in some cif the meetings which are always well attended, a •• d expressed themselves as refreshed and encouraged
by seeing the grand progress the church is making in Toront<;>.
Bishop Evans was kept bu~y last week tyh:ig matrimonial
knots. WedneEday afternoon, September 7, Sr. Margaret
Smith, daughter of Elder W. R. Smith, of Manitowaning, and
Bro. Maurice J. Kelley, were JIIarried. at the h_ome of the
bride's brother, on Baldwin street; also Sr. Leila Bentley and
Bro. George Taylor, Wednesday evening, same date;-and last
b~t not least, Sr. Laura Greenaway and-Bro. E1~est Oliver,
two of our highly esteemed young people, were happily married Thursday evening, September 8. ·.we should have been_
busy reporting such occurrences all swl)mer, 'as quite a number of very interesting events have taken -place during the
season.
It will be of interest to many of your readers to•know. that
Elder George Virgin, who for many years cm:ried on the work
in Toronto, when our numbers were few, passed away to.his
reward, Friday, August i2. He was afflicted with a cancerous
growth in the stomach, and suffered for several moI!ths prior
to his death. He leaves a widow and grown-up ;family. The
funeral, which was conducted by Bishop Evans, was largely
attended, the church being almost filled, and a great number
of strm-1gers listened attentively while the Bishop took ad~
vantage of the opportunity to explain o-qr belief and our hope
in the resurrection.
MRS. A. F. McLEAN.

represented. The program will be about as follows: -A -ten
minute talk by our pastor, "The church and _its auxiliary
societies"; "Some results of Sunday school work," by D. J.
Krah!; "What the Religio is doing,'' Mrs. M.A. Etzenhouser;
fifteen minutes each. Also five-minute talks by our Sunday
school superintendent, A. G. Larkey; the attendance committee, D. H. Blair; and Seth S. Sandy. All of thes_(l services
will be enlivened by plenty of music, both special and congregational. The afternoon from 2.30 to 4 will be taken up
with short speeches. No one can afford to miss any of these
services, and a special invitation is very cordially extended
to those whose places are conspicuous by their absence.
At the last special J:iusiness 'meeting of the branch caHed
previous to the conference, showed twenty-two additions to
the branch by baptisms, two by certificate of baptism, fortyseven by letter, a total of seventy-one since March; fifty-one
letters of removal have been granted, making a net gain of
twenty. The total membership of the branch is now three
hundred and forty-four. The following letters of rem!'.>val
were received: Lida F. Zuelzke, from Lees Summit; Cora D.
Bowen, from Denver; Guy Miller, Second Kansas City;
Walter lngoldsby, fi·om Armstrong, Kansas; also Sr. Marfon
Cairns-Cane was received on a letter of removal granted in
1877 at Des Moines, Iowa. It may be of interest to the Des
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Moines Branch to know that Sister Cane has finally become
Every moment of our sacrament service, which was held
identified with a branch. Letters were also granted to Bro.
the first Sabbath of the month, was well occupied. A goodly
and Sr. C. F. Rehwald, to Los Angeles, California.
portion of the Spirit was present, which cheered and strengthSince last writing the following have located with us: Bro. ened us for the battles of life. The earnest testimony of
and Sr. L. A. Duvick, at 2308 Prospect; Sr.· May Ross, a_t Brother Peat of Lamoni had the pure gospel ring. One of
1525 Troost; Bro. and Sr. A. V. Armstrong, at_3017 East our noble young men was told to prepare himself for greater
Twenty-second street. We trust all these newcomers may work in the Lord's kingdom.
.
feel that they are one amongst us.
Our district conference, which convened here September
Our pastor was the speaker at the mo'rning hour yesterday, 17, 18, was indeed a spiritual feast. We had a splendid • ..
and the Rev. Albert Bushnell, of the Anti~Saloon League, attendance. The afternoon prayer service was profitably
spoke in ·the interests of the prohibition movement in Mis- occupied in prayer, testimony and song. Our young people
souri. It was a very interesting as well as instructive talk, were admonished to seek for ·a knowledge of the divinity of
and left no question in the minds of· hi_$ hear_ers as }o the the work. The morning speaker was .Brother Guthrie, of
righteou~ness of the cause of prohibition:ill
Nebo, Illinois. He ably d,iscoursed on the subject, "Ye are
The stake presidency have !11Tanged for a~ series .of special the light of the world." In the evening ·Bro. R. Archibald
meetings, to commence Sunday, Octolrer .23;",
delivered an edifying-- discourse, one thought especially dwelt
We are to lose one of our Sunday);c}:iool pupils; Sr. Gert- upon was, our financial duties to the church.
rude Walker~nd Mr. R. J. McVey are to be.united in marriage
Three dear little babes were ~lessed under the harids of
Wednesday evening of ~hfa week: _at the cl?se . of prayer Brethren Co~ke, Burgess, a.h.d Barraclough. They were the
service. They will reside inSaint Joseph, w.h1ch is ou1:_ only daughter of Brother and Sister Archibald; son of Brother and
regret. Saint Joseph sa"ints will please look them up. We Sister DeKoster, of Saint Charles, Missouri; and daughter -o.f
extend our congratulations.
_. _ •
Brother and Sister Peglar, of Oak Hill.
Space will not permit much mentio!1.of the progi:ess being
Conference adjourned to meet in ,Saint_ Louis, Decembei·
niade by the ,Sunday- sc_hool and _Rehgfo, but both are very 10, 11. The district choir rendered _some fine singing, which
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we know was a~preti~ted;·; The Ladies' Mite Society; and the office of the Order "of Enoch, and many dwellings of .our
brethren who assisted in serving tile good.substantial lunches· - p.e_ople, with their pleasant surroundings, - among them the
at noon and evening, are to be -c!oimnended for the -succes~ of Temple Lot.
..
.
: Two or three notable evehts of the last fortnight are the
their efforts. The disfrictj:>riesthood meeting was held about
4.15 p. m.
:
.
Religians' picnic on the i7th; at Budd Park; Sr. Laura B.
We separated in: the' evening af~er a day of activity :{'rom- KeHey's fareweii concert at the Central Church, on Tuesday
9.50 a. m., feeling strengthened in spirit and rejoicing In . · evei1ing, the 20th; and the gala day gathering on the 17th
the love of God, which seemed to be·tJi.e main thought Of' the ,of. our townspeople at "the dedication of the new Jackson
day. Our missii:mp:ry force al.;e actively doing what their hands .County Home,-a building costing· $342,ooo.
.
find to do, and we are pleased to hear that they feel_ encom:aged
Another event of importance to the Saints :\vas the laying.
in their efforts.· · - ·
o·f the corner stone of the South Side Church, on the· 18th.
Breth~rh Dowker and Paxton have been doing tent work. _The_ ceremonies were presided over by Pres. Joseph Smith,
Brother Sparlin~ we unde1~stand;_has been_ engaged in debat- - P1•es, F. M. Smith, Apostle I. N. White, and .Elders A. H.
ing with ·some able ministers of__ other beliefs- and ,Brother Pai;sons, and M. H. Bond, who made addresses.
Sawley has -created an .interest and brought- a number into
On Sunday, the 11th, the meeting~, although- they were
the kingdom in···his efi'o1·ts in new openings in Illinois arid an interesting and iively as usual, seemed to be poorly ataround in Booster. So .all are working with a united effort tended on account of quite a· delegation from our branch
to do the Master's will.
visiting smke conference .at Knobnoster.
Your sister in Christ,
The 18th was a ~elightfu.l day; and a caln11 i·estful spirit
.
ELIZABETH PATTERSON.
pervadecl the atmosphere. Beginning with a comforting eai:ly
2739 DE JONG STREET.
morning prayer meeting, the ·Sunday school took up its pr~
cious burden; and with a sweet song se1;vice, a fervent prayer
and _responsive reading, the study hour with its eight hunCENTRAL CHICAGO.
dred participants, save one, was opened quietly,·and:.orderly;
Sunday, September· 18. Elder Tanner discoursed on the each class in its proper place, th~·ee young people's classes and"Resurrection" in the morning ·and "The ·spiritual gifts'' in the secretaries occupying the platform, and fourteen senior
the evening. Some outsiders are interested and the Saints classes studying the Bible, Book of Mormon, Doctrine and surely are learning, so feel that our special meetings are of . Covenants; and Church History in the galleries. The pr"igreat benefit.
inaries and little tots were busy in the assembly hall and
Sr. Marguerite Wickes returned home Sunday -evening, annex.
mu.ch to our re"gret, as her services. as director of the choir
At the morning service, at which there were thirty present
were much appreciated. Solos were sung in the morning by ·in the choir, Elder G. E. Harrington presided, and his serSister Wickes and Bro. Leroy Wood.
in_on was an earnest appeal to all to attain the mastery over
The special meetings -are continuing this week. Tuesc;Iay self. The evening sermon was by Elder John Kaler; his
evening topic, "Baptism for the remission of sins,'' Wednes- text from Mark 1: 22, being, "And they were astonished at
day, Thursday, and Friday evenings .the different gospel dis- his doctrine, for he taught them as one that had ·'authority
pensations. We suppose Friday evening will be the last and not as the scribes." Our brother's theme was the resursermon, and trust all may have a ·feast on "the fat things" rection, and, filled with inspiring hope, it was delivered With
we have heard for some time to come, and strive to do more the power of th~ Spirit, while his closing words seemed to
in the Lord's work. ..
·
thrill the hearts of all present, and with the Spirit filling
Wednesday evening th~ inale qu~rtet from the West Side their souls with joy- and comfort, they arose Jn parting to
favored us with a selection.
·
sing,
The. Gleaneri;i met at Sr. W.,L Cochran's home, 6551 Justine
"I know that my Redeemer lives,
street, to elect officers for. the ensuing term.
And ever prays for me,
"The best men doing th-eir best,
A token of his love he gives,
Know peradventure least of what they do:
A pledge of liberty.
Men usefullest i' the world are simply used:
The nail that holds the. wood must pierce it first,
Thou wilt return, and, claim me Lord,
And he alone who wields the hammer, sees
And to thyself rece~ve."
The wori{ advanced by the earliest blow. Take heart."
ABBIE A. HORTON.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
217 SOUTH RIVER BOULEVARD.
6549 MARS}IFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.

Miscellaneous Departm~nt

INPEPENJ?ENCE, MiSSOURI.
Since the 6th the sun has not failed us and has brought
Confel'ence Minutes.
.
delightful weather, favorable for:carrying on_ individual work
WESTERN ·OI{LAHOMA.-District conference convenecl Sepand the city improvements which: are constantly being made.
The sounds of industry are heard~ in the land, and especially ' tember 10, ·1910, near Clinton, Oklahoma. Brethren Curtis
and dase ·were chosen to presid·e. Bro. S .. S. Smith -reported
so on South- River. Ji.oulevard; and_ the puffing, clicking, hum- having been quite busy and much blessed since coming to
ming steam rolJer ·and mixer, with the shouts of about thirty Oklahoma. Elder Hubert Case reported having acted as
dark aii.d light complexioned workmen, just now fill the air Bishop's ·agent, local historian, and assistant missionary in
charge, but had founcl time to preach 172 ti pies, and' assistecl
with no unwelcomed inhai·monies·.
71 times. He said the work was progressing, but branches
Vieing With the few city sti·eets made new .and solid in the were widely scattered. The following officers were elected for
last yiiar 'o1; so,,namely:.NorthRivei'boulevard, and Walnut, the ensuing term: ·Brother McGeorge, pres!dent; ·B1'0. M.
Osage; and-·NorthcLiber.ty, the South boulevard, and Blue Moldrup, vice-president; R. B. Brown, clerk; Sister McGeorge,
avenue covered with the firm,·.bright Hassam pavemenf are librarian. clt is voted that the next district conference ccin·vene at" Seiling,_ Oklahoma, the first. Saturday after the nE}w
the last two highwl!-ys to help embellish the "center place.". · , moon in February. The reunion and c6nfere11ce °\yal! a sucAnd .on t)l.ese. stand. the Saints'_ Hoine, the Sanitarium, cess in -promoting friendship- and acqua!ntance and. m mcreas-
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ing the spirituality of the Saints. At the close of the- meeting Brother Case led two into the waters of baptism; and
Brother Yates an-anged to perform similar office for one
more on the following Sunday. R. B. Brown, secretary.
Convention Minutes.

EASTERN OKLAHOMA.-District Sunday school convention
met with the Wilburton school August 19, 1910, with superintendent in charge. Reports of diffei;ent officers of the district were read, also reports of different schools, as follows:
Harlequin, Wilburton, Fanshawe, Manning, and Jacksonville.
Our next conventions will meet a day previous to our next
district conference. Lula Perkins, secretary.
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Riches do not give true happiness, Paul says, while some
have coveted money, they have pierced themselves through
with many sorrows.
·
•
clerks please mail their reports to me . at· Xe~ia, or send by
some one coming ·to conference. Do not forget to make up
assessment for district treasury, as we are needing funds for
the district work. We hope to see, or at least have a report
from all those of th!l ministry in the. district. Arthur H.
Burroughs, secretary and· treasurer.
·-. -.. · · ·
Little Sioux district conference will meet at Pisgah, Iowa,
October 1, 2. James D. Stuart, secretary.
.
The quarterly confel:ence of the Northern Nebraska District
\vill convel).e at Decatur, October 8, at 9 o'clock a. m. Branch
presidents and clerks are·requested to have their reports to
the undersigned by the 1st, if possible. Anna Hicks distiict
secretary, 3019 .Pinkney street, Omaha, Nebraska. '
Convention Notices.

'l'he Southern Michigan and Norther~ Illdiana district Sunday school conven~ion will convene on Friday, October 21,
The Montana district conference will meet at Race Track
October 15, 16, 1910. Dinner will be served in the hall both 1910, ·one day previous to conference which Will be held with
the Lansing Branch. Trusting all r:iay come with the Sphit
days. J. P. Wyckoff, district secretary.
Clinton, Missouri, district conference will be held with· the _of, the. Master, and take part in those services~ Mrs. J. W.
·
Coal Hill Branch, October 15, 16, 1910. Branch ·clerks- are McKmght, secretary.
The first R~ligio c<?nv~ntion of the Southern Michigan and
requested to send all reports to John W. Noyes one week
before co~ference convenes. John W. Noyes, secretary, ·s11 Northern Indian.a District will meet at Lansing, Michigan,
at 10 ·a. m., .Friday, October·- 21, 1910. Locals will please
North Mam street, Nevada, Missouri.
Far West district conference will convene with--the Far lodge rep~rts. m hands of secretary, Mrs. Elsie Lockerby, ColdWest' Branch on Saturday and Sunday, October 15, 16, .1910. - water, Michigan, before that date. Please see fo it that
The nearest and best point by rail will be Cameron, Missouri. delegates are sent to this convention. Elect 'on the basis of
The branch is ten miles to the southeast· of Cameron. In lne delegate to every ten members. (See Constitution, page
3.) . A goo~ prog!"a~ ha.s been provided. - .
order to get to the morning sessions of the ·conference, the
Ch!lt~n, M1~sour1, d1str1ct convention· of the Sunday school
representatives and delegates will be •met ·on Friday,- Octobr 14, at 10.30 a. m., at Cameron, where ·teams will. convey association will meet at Coal Hill chapel October 14 1910
.
'
'
'
the visitors to the branch, and where the· Saints can vi$it the at 10 a. m.
Clinton, Missomi, Religio association conventlon will meet
old landmarks of sixty years ago. It is- expected.b~ the committee on arrangement that. the greater number will come at Coal Hill chi:pel in the afternoon of OctoberJ4. Please
on Friday morning. One. team·.Will moot the train at 10.30 have all credentials and reports in. Zora Lowe, 'secretary.
a. m., at Cameron, Saturday, but no teams will meet th~ train
on Sunday, nor will any delegates- be taken· to the t:i;ams on
N;,ticea.
Sunday. Notify the. committee, Bro; •. Samuel , H., .·Simmons,
BJ:
th!'!
report
of
Birmingham,
E~gland, .conference; apby mail if you are intending to attend the conference, so that pearmg in H!>RALD of August 3 on the
fifth line the.- name of
the number of teams needed can. meet. the visitors. The
Saints of .the Far West Branch Wilrentertain all who come. Robert Tabbmer ~ppears as a'ssistant, with William EcclePlease do not neglect to not(fy Bro. S.-. H. Si.mmons. As in stone, a~ the president of the conference. Robert Tabbiner
former times,. send your' 'reports and, credentials to the sec- was ass1s~a.nt .secretary to Joseph Ecclestone at that conference. This will save any confusion among those who were
retary, Charles P. Faul. · · •· ·
,
., .
Florida district conference· will· convene with the Santa not present, but who are interested in its work.
Rosa Branch; October 15, 1910, ·.at; 10.30 a. m. Please let
I?elegates to .the Lopdon district -conference please take
each branch in district take· notice, and have your branch n<?tice: One third redu~tion of fare on the retu~ journey
reports on hand. ·You .:inay seild them at once to ~he. under- ?'Ill b~ allowed by the railway, on the. certificate plan, providsigned at· Dixonyille, 'Alab.al'r\a. E .. N. · Mc9an, district sec- mg fifty delegates attend the conference· from 50 to 300 deleg~tes, oni; third r.edu.ction; above 300 re'turn free. If-;iU-the '
re1S~iitheastern Illinois. dlstri;t ~ohf~rence \Vin convene with krancl\es
m the d1str~ct will tl!ke immediate steps to·ascertl!in
tlie ,Poplar Creek;Br~nchi:·~n V{ayne;'County1:on. October 15
ow many ?elegates.mtend gomg to the conference and advrne
and 16. · All comi.ng ,J:iy. rail will, get off. at Xema. Branch the
undersigned there will still be time to pub~ish a notice
Conference Notice•.

-·,.

' '

~

,"'·'·-~-:-:-··;

:};.;
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Herald Publishing House
$100.00 -Gold Bonds, bearing·
interest at .five· per cent
Dated· August· 1, J909
.

(,.

'

Due

Augu~t

WHAT JS MAN?
One of the best works on one of the
most int_eresting and _import.ant 11ubJec:_ts.

I

1, 1914

-

Redeemable a:tter due notice is given by the Herald Publi11hing ·House.
.
.
·
These bondli are oft'ered to the purchaser at par.
T.he .interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and Auguat ht.
·
· ..
·
., .

Bot.'i principal and interest payable at th; St&te Savinga

- Bank of Lamoni,· Iowa.
. These Bonds are backed by the very beat of security, eonsiating of as&etll of $100,000, and afi'o!'d the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the inveatment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds.
(a) They ~re of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mO<!erate meane to· become purchasers.
(b) We a1k no premium:--your interest i1 clear.
(e) We have issued only 250 bondS-$25,000 dollars' worth
-all of wltich goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding .improvements since the fire. ·
, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!"-_.

It is a complete refutation of the fal-

lacies of soul sleeping.· Only 60 c&nb,
cloth, No. 140. By Elder J. R. L!!mb@rt.
.·

TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our Brighaniite friends· are makinf: an
active campaign amongst the Sa1nt11.
You need _this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. !6
cents, paper; No. 152. 60 cents, cloth;
No. 163. ·
··

Bible References. .-..
· By Alvin Knieley
P~p-er

eover ;

fl.cent!'!
•. 10 cents:

Cloth cover

Presidency and Priesthood•.•••••
This book has been enlarged by the addition of over eighty pages.
.
No. 134-Cloth
$1.00

THE SAINTS' ._YMNAL

I Ne. 108-Leatherette, eaeh 80c; per de;ien $8.20.
No. 11()-Llmp Cloth, each BOc; per dozen $8.~5.

111-Cloth and Leather, each
I No.
No.11'-FlulbleLGather,·each
U.50.

&Oe.

in the HERALD advising the .delegates whether to ask ·for a consin; Frank and Winfield, of Pardeeville, and Martha at
certificate or buy a return ticket. P. H. Philippin, secretary, home. f\.t the time. of her death, the family represented five
· generations. Mrs. Scott was a member of the Reorganized
London, Ontario, 92 Chesley avenue.
·
Church of Latter Day Sanits for sixty-five years and remained
true to the faith up to the time of her death. The funeral
Saints of the'·Northeasterri Kansas Diotrict; Attention!
was held Monday from the home at 2 o'clock, Rev. Coonradt
At the last district collference it was voted to buy a large officiating. She was laid at rest in the Pardeeville cemetery,
district tent for reunion and .missionary work, and the un~ beside her husband, who died October 30, 1890.
dersigned were appointed as a committee to .solicit money
TOMLINSON.~Richard Charles Tomlinson, who was formerly
for this purpose;·
employed with Mr. W. G: Kenny, but for several months enThis, therefore, is to notify you that we are now ready gaged as ticket agent at Brantford, died at the home of his
to receive your contributions.· Gom:e along with your offelings,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George C. · Tomlinson, Widder street,
whether little or much, and let us not put it off too long.
east, on Saturday, August 27, at the age of 19 years, 7 months,
Send your donations to either Samuel Twombly, Fanning, and 1 day. Mr. Tomlinson had not been feeling well for some
Kansas, or to H. E. Moler, Holden, Missouri, box 396.
time, but did not give up his work at Brantford until two
Praying God to bless this effort, we are your· humble weeks ago. On Tuesday of last week he was taken to his
·
·
servants;
home, ill of typhoid fever, and on Saturday he passed away.
SAMUEL TWOMBLY, Di.strict President.
.
The deceased's father is a Latter Day Saint preacher, and
H. E, MOLER, Assistant Missionary in Charge.·
had been engaged in ministelial work in Manitoulin Island
and Sault Ste. Marie, and the news of his son's death came to
him very unexpectedly on arriving home on Sunday. Charles
Addr;,ssea.
was held in high esteem by his many friends, who will regret
Isaac McMullen, 828 Eighth street, Vancouver,, British to hear of his death. He was an exemplary young man, and
· his passing away in his early manhood makes the sad occurColumbia.
ence all the more sorrowful. There were many floral offerings
• d
on the casket, including wreaths from the deceased's young
Die • · ·
·
fdends in town, and from the members of the Latter Day
SMITH.~Ephraim Henry, the husband of Sr. Martha L{I- Saint Church, with which he had ·been connected, and· a
lian Smith, September 17, 19_10, aged 44 years, 6 1!1onths, and bouquet from his friends. in Brantford. The funeral took place
17 days. Buried September 19. Elder John Smith was the·· from the home bf his parents on Monday to Saint Marys
speaker, assisted by Rev. R. M. Shipman. He leaves a widow, . cemetery.
·
and a daughter aged· seven, and a son ·aged four. There was
GOODWIN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, .~eptember 12, 1910, Sr. Ann
a large attendance at the funeral, and the sympathy of many M. Goodwin, aged 82 years, 5 ·months, and 4 days. By a
. ··
fall last October one thigh was broken and she has been helpwas shown by a profusion of ·flowers.
SCOTT.-Mrs. Isaac F. Scott died at her home near Pardee- · less since then. She united with the Reorganized church a:t
ville, Saturday, August 20, 1910( aged 86 years, 5 months, Malad, Idaho; baptized by Bro. William Woodhead. She was
18 days. Miss Sarah S. Hall ·was. born in Suttqn, Massachli- ·the mother of twelve children, seven of ,whom survive her.
setts, March .2, 1824, .and was married to .Isaac F. Scott, They live in California, Montana, Utah, Nebraska, and MisMarch 17, .1844, at Nauvoo, Illinois. They lived there about · souri. Funeral services at her late home in charge of Bro.
two years and then· moved to Burlington; Wisconsin,· where John Smith, prayer by Bro. J. R. Lambert, and sermon by
they resided eighteen years,. coming ·to their home:; north ~f Bro. II. A. Stebbins. ··
.
Pardeeville, in the , spring of. 1865, where she ln•·ed. until
summoned by death;. She was the mother 6f seven children,
·"success. demands concentration~oneness of - aim and
all of whom survive.. · They are: Calvin and William, .of
Washington; ;E_dwin, of Montana; Charles, .of Deltqn; Wis-· .desh'e."
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STOCK OF , fy'IERCHANDISE.
A nice clean stock ()f up~t~-date merchandise invoi~ing from $7,000 to $10,~00 !ocated m g?<Jd ·· town of 2,000
~nhab1tants and d!>mg Jl.. good business.
is offered for· sale .Pn , account of iii
health of the owner. A fine opening
for the right mam· '· _Livff- branch of the
L. :p. S. church is locat~d at this place.
If mterested address,
Lamoni Land . and .. Loan Co.,
G. W .. Blair, Sec.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

The Government Irrigated
w

"I

H meste .d ·Lands
of the

Big Horn Basin

and the

Yellowstone Valley

are to-day the garden spots of the country. Several farms are now ready to
homestead, and the Government Surveyors are laying out more new farms for
new settlers who are lucky enough to get on the ground in time to get the choice
of these new locations. Our new literature just from the press tells how you
can homestead these lands and repay the Government the actual cost of the water
right in ten yearly payments without interest.
CAREY ACT LANDS. Several thousand acres of Carey Act !ands just open
to entry-only thirty days' residence required. The settler buys these lands from
the State and the perpetual water right from the irrigation company. Long
time given to settlers to pay for these lands and water rights.
Join our personally conducted excursions the first and third Tuesdays of each
·
month.

Five per cent interest
Paid.on Tim.; Dep~lita .ai the

FARMERS STATE·BANK
LAMONI, .IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00

Write for specially prepared Wyoming literature.

lnq1rporated under lhe ~b~ law1 of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

D. CLEM DEA VER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

THE TWO STORY BOOK.

JACKSON COUNTY BANK

This is a splendid book to hand inquir
·. ers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY

FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitabl.e.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor
mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.
COMPLETE CONTROL
All necensary operations in writing, billing or iltatis.tical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running,.easy.act1on Model 10 (Visible}

-Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th_ and Douglas Streets, Omahu, Nebrru:ka

Capitaf and Surplus $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF DIRECTORS• Wm. An~erson, Alice P., Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscer Andereon
W. A. Hoplcino, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson,
•

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the vari
ous parts of our faith. It is a small
library of information within itself.
Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexibl
$1.50, Nos. 141-H-4, respectively.

BOOK OF MOR.MON LECTURES.
This book is deservedly popular among
those who are making a close study of the
Book of Mormon. You need it in your
library. No. 235, cloth, 50 cents.
Are you aware of ·the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and are prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
AU work turned out promptly;
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oecond-clae~·

matter at· L!lmonl poet-omce.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciplea indeed; and ye ahall ·know the truth, and the_
truth shall make you· free."-John 8: 31, 32.

'"There shall not any man ·among you have save. it
be one wife; and concubine• he shall have nono."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36;
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THE CHURCH AS A BENEFACTOR.

Editorial
THE CH{.!RCH AS A BENEF ACTO~.
SERMON BY ELBERT A. SMITH AT THE REUNION OF THE LAMONI
STAKE, SUNDAY EVENING, AUGUST 21, 1910.

NUMBER 40

REPORTED

BY SR. ESTELLA WIGHT.

Now when they heard this, they were pricked in their
heart, and said ·unto Peter and to the rest of the apostles,
M:en and brethren, what shall we do? "Then Peter said unto
them, Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name
of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto you, and
to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall call. And with many other words
did he testify and exhort, saying, Save yourselves from this
untoward generation. Then they that gladly received hi's
word were baptized; and the same day there were added unto
them about three thousand s.ouls. And they continued steadfastly in th!! apostles' doctrin~ and fellowship, and in breaking
of bread, and in prayers. And fear came upon every soul:
and many wonders and signs were dQne by the apostles. And
all that believed were together, and had all things common;
and sold their possessions and goods, and parted them to all
men, as every man had need. And they, continuing daily
with one accord in the temple, and breaking bread from house
to house, did eat their meat with gladness and singleness of
heart, praising. God, and having favor with all the people.
And the Lord added to the church daily such as should be
saved.

I have read a part of the see'ond chapter of Acts.
It tells us about the condition of the church in J erusalem on the day of Pentecost and immediately
thereafter, and before I close I shall read from. the
Book of Mormon an account of the church as it existed in America at about the same time or a little
later. ·
My subject to-night is, The church as a benefactor.
A benefactor is one who bestows a benefit or benefits.
What are the benefits that the church is prepared to
bestow upon the children of men?
My text is found in Matthew 10 : 8 where the Master says, "Freely ye have received, freely give."
What is it that the church has to give freely to the.
people?
·
·

Now I presume that there are a great many people
in the world who do µot think of the church,-any
church;-as being a benefactor, They ·regard "'

churches and preachers as beggars. They are

ac~

<

of

SPIRITUAL BENEFITS.
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What is it that the. church of Christ has to give to
the people? Now we notice that on the day of Pentecost, as we have just read, there were at least three
thousand people, Jews from all over the world, as it·
was 'then known, who were fouched in their hearts.
They' recognized that they were sinners. They saw
We may say that this suggests the spirit of true tl,iat they had crucified the ·Son of God. They perservice. The spirit of the world always says; "What haps were among the people who had said, "His
can y;re get'?~' But the Spirit of Christ says, "What blood be on us, and upon our children," and they in
can we give?" The Master said, "It is better to give their great concern and in their repentance cried
than it is to receive."
·
out,· "Men. and brethren, what shall we do?" And

·,

,..

customed to seeing the collection plate, and being·
solicited for money from day to day and in a thousand diverse ways, and so in many places they have ....
come to regard religion as being synonymous with
·~
graft .and beggary.
I presume this state of mind is a result of the conduct of an apostate, sectarian clergy that has been
more concerned with drawing large salaries and
building large churches, than they have been concerned about preaching the gospel of Christ. That
is partly the cause, and the other cause is that they
have been trying to get money out an unconverted
and sectarian membership that think more about the
almighty dollar than they do about character build~
illg. So as a result of the frantic efforts of the clergy
to get blood out of a turnip, the church is regarded
as a beggar.
· One individual in commenting ·on the story about
· the man who fell among thieves and was afterwards
cared for by the good Samaritan, says that the only ·
reason that the priest and the Levite passed by on
the other side was that the man had been robbed
already. They would gladly have gone through his
pockets themselves, but those ungodly Gentiles got
tlie start of them, and as we say now, beat them to it.
But the Church of Christ in the days of the· apostles was not a mendicant. · It was not a beggar; it
. was a benefactor.
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right there the Apostle Petfr, as the representative
of the church, stepped in and bestowed a great benefit upon them when he told them what they should do.
He told them that they should repent, and be baptized everyone of them, in the name of Jesus Christ,
for the remission of their sins. This they did gladly
and received the promised salvation.
-·"
And so we find that the church is the instrument
through which God extends salvation to man. When
a man realizes his sinful, degraded, and lost condition and wants to get out of that condition, he is in
such a mental state sometimes that he will become
insane unless he gets satisfaction and consolation.
Right then the church of Christ steps in and offers
him the terms of saivation, the greatest benefit that
we can conceive of as being bestowed upon the children of men. Of course we realize that "every good
and perfect gift is from above and cometh down from
the Father of lights," and so we realize that these
blessings come from God, but they come through the
church, and the church under God is the-benefactor
that bestows the benefits upon the individual. So we
find Christ saying to his disciples that "whatsoever
ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and
whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in
heaven."
Now_he did not mean that whatever they bound on
earth should be bound by the edict of some pope or
priest, but when the church should lift up its hands
against an individual, that act would be recorded and
recognized in heaven. And when men should be set
free from their sins through gospel ordinances,
through faith and repentance and baptism by water
and the Holy Ghost, that act would be recognized in
heaven, and that which was made pure on earth
would be recorded in heaven as being purified.
We notice further that the Apostle Peter said:
Repent, and be baptized everyone of you in the .name of
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and-ye shall _receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto you, and
to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall call.
.

So we learn that on the eartli, under the administrations of the church men received the gift of the
Holy Ghost, and und~r its- influence they received
those manifestations that are named in the Corinthian letter where it is said that the manifestations
of the Spirit of God are given uU:to every man. To
one man is given wisdom,: to another knowledge, to
another the gift of tongues, to ·another prophecy, to
another the working of mir~cles, 'and so on. And
in the Galatian letter we are told that the fruits of
the Spirit are love and joy and' peace, and temperance and all those blessed gifts that go to make up
a be~utiful Christi~n lif~_ and character.
Then the. churr.h _-'under God; is the means of
giving to rep~ntant ~inners, those who will come into
the church
and
through it all those
.' the
·_.- ..Holy Spirit,
.
.
-.
-

,-

HERAL~

_
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giftdhat we have enumerated. And in t_he clo~hig
verse of the chapter that !have read we ~finCf a, statement made that confirms me in the argument that I
have made, where it is said that "God added daily to
the church sucli as should be saved." - ' .
The church, then, is a benefactor in spirituai matters. It extends to the human race salvatiQn. Those
who want salvation get it through the church, and
we have no .promise t}lat they can get it anywhere
else.
_ People say, '!Why, I can be saved outside of the
church just as well as inside the church," but by so
saying they place themselves opposlte to God, who
said e i.t he added daily to the church those who
should be saved.
%

PHYSICAL BLESSINGS. -

But not all of the blessings that the church bestows
upon men -are s'piritual in -their nature. Some of
them are more physical in their character. Now I
realize, it is true, that we can not draw a sharp line
between that which is spiritual and that which is
physical, because we are told that the spirit and the
body of man constitute th~ soul of -man. There is
nothing that happens to the body that ,does not affect the spirit; there is nothing that happens to the
spirit that does not affect the body. But some blessings are more spiritual and others are more physical; and. the church bestowed blessings that may be
termed physical in their character. For instance,
in the third chapter of Acts, I read where Peter and
John, on a certain day went up to thetempkto pray,
- and as they approached the temple they -saw lying
on the ground at their feet a man who from his birth
had been a cripple, and every day he was brought
and laid at the gate of the temple that-he might receive alms. He wanted alms of Peter and John.
Peter and John had rio gold or silver to give him, but
Peter, looking ·at him steadfastly, said, "Silver and
gold have I none; but such as I have give Lthee: In
the name of Jes us Christ of Nazareth rise up and
walk." And the man arose. He received strength,
and he arose and walked: Now, tell me, was not that
a great benefit that was bestowed by the church of
God op this man? A great physical benefit, if you
please.
And so I read that on the day of Pentecost, or
shortly afterwards, there were many, many of those
signs and wonders that were wrought by the liands
of the apostles. And this is right in harmony with
the closi:µg promise that the Master gave when he
,
said,
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall be damned. And these signs
sha~l follow them that believe; in my name shall they c;ist out
devils; they sh.all speak with new tongues; they shall take up
serpents; and 1f they drink any deadly thing, it sha~I riot hurt
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them; they sliaff lay' hands on the sick, and they shall -recover.
,

~M:ark16.

And also the promise found in the fifth chapter of
James where it if? said,
Is any sick among, you? let him call for the elders of the.
church; and let them pray 9ver him, anointing him with oil
in the na111e of.the Lord: and the prayer of faith shall save
the sick.

herbs and other medicines. A little later on in our
history he directed that we should have a physician
in the church, and still later he told us to build a sanitarium,_ where the sfok should be treated· accordi!1g to
the laws of health and along the lines of spiritual
tre~tment. So that not only will the church bestow
upon the people benefits that are mfraculous in their
nature, but by cooperating with God and the laws of
nature, in the sanitarium and in the home, under the
.direction of God, the people can receive physical
. blessings that are not miraculous. And for that
·purpose also the word .of wisdom was given, and
the instruction that we should retire early to our
beds.

Thus, I discover, that it w~s designed that through
the organization of. the church man should receive
many physica_l blessings in answer to the prayer of
faith. ,Now, my friends, I believe that to-day you
have but to cast about in your minds and you will
remember instances that have come under your own
TEMPORAL BENEFITS.
observation wherein you have seen great benef\ts
bestowed upon individuals by the church and
I not.ice that when the church :was in. this high
through the ordinances of the church, when they condition on the day of Pentej!ost, and immediately
have been ·taken to God in prayer. I myself remember following that day, they received these blessings.
one in particular that came under my own observa~ But these were not all the blessings that they' retion. It occurred in a family that is connected with ceived. They received blessings that were temporal
me by the ties of blood. The sister had been afflicted in.their nature, and what the world to-day might.
by a cancer on her breast. She had been operated on term industrial blessings-temporal blessings of a .
two or three times, and like the woman mentioned material nature. Now I know that as soon. as we
in the scriptures, she had suffered extreme agony at begin to mention material things in connection with
the hands of the physicians. She was a mother and God it jars upon the sensibilities of some people.
a wife. If she were taken away, the children would They do not like to have God mentioned in connecbe left motherless, the husband would be left with- tion with the material things of this world, and so,
out a companion, and the home probably would be in Nauvoo, when God commanded them that they
broken up. They were isolated from the Saints. should build a boarding house, some people were
But in this condition they went to a certain branch shocked and horrified, and their faith was shaken
at or near Cherokee, Iowa, an.d the Saints appointed at the idea that God would consent to take notice of
a day of fasting and pr~yer, and the elders laid things of such grossly material nature.· That may
their hands upon this sister and prayed for her, in have been the result of the· educ;ation that· we have
connection with, the membership of the church, and received at the hands of those who in the past have
a few hours later that cancer came away, and shortly taught us that God is an intangible, incomprehenthereafter it healed up, so that she is free from it and sible essence having no body, parts, or passions.
alive at this day. That must have been some ten
One of our sisters in the church, a sister· of one
or twelve years ago. She is living to-day in the city of our prominent eld~rs, says that when little girl
of Cameron, Missouri,. and a member of the branch she attended a Sunday school where they tried to
at that place.
explain to her what God was. And the SundayNow you will notice there was a great physical school teacher, to make it plain, told her that God
blessing bestowed through the church and through did not have any arms, ears, or eyes as she had, and
the prayers and fasting of the membership, and the · so .an. The result was that she formed in her childish
administration of the elders in the ordinance that mind the idea that God must be a great big soap
God had set in the church for his people to observe. bubble. That was all she could conceive of that
I am reminded that those things are miracles. would meet the definition that had been given her.
Now a soap bubble, as nearly as I can define it,
They are what we at least call miraculous, and they
require a high degree of faith. They ought to re- is a very thin film, in a globular form, that is filled
quire a high degree of living also, and the Saints do with hot air. When we reach out and try to grasp
not always, all of them, occupy on that high plane it, though it may look very nice, it loses all its beauty,
of· faith. NQt ·all of us have reached it. Possibly l}nd we find that we have nothing left. And I believe
no one of us occupies there all of the time; but the that those old definitions of God are something like
Lord recognizes our weakness, and he has ordained, the girl thought about God, fhey are theological soap
in the Book of Covell,ants, that those who have not bubbles. When you touch them with the scriptures
faith to claim these miraculous benefits shall be they explode and then the theologists have got to ·
nursed in the household of faith,-shall be properly blow another so-ap bubble, and so they have been
nourished and be· doctored .and treated with mild · blowing soap. bubbles for many (!enturies past.

a
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But we believe that God is an individual, and, takes
recognition of all of our conditions1 material and
spiritual. It is no desecration of him to say that he
takes recognition of material things, and the µse that
we make of money and houses and lands.
And so I find that after the day of Pentecost when
men in the church were in need, other men who had
possessions to spare went and sold those possessions
and gave to those who were in need. They gave it
in an orderly way by placing it at the feet of those
who were properly appointed to distribute to those
who had need.
_
Now, my friends, what is the condition of the
world to-day? Is there any need of such a religion
now? When we look at the world to-day we discover there is great inequality in the distribution
of material things. We are told that ten per cent of
the people in the country own ninety per cent of the
wealth, and ninety per cent of the people own ten
per cent of the wealth. Now I do not know whether
that is absolutely correct or not, but even the most
ardent advocates of the "god of things as they are,"
admit that there is great inequality iJ?. the distribution of wealth.
Admitting that this statement is approximately
correct, what do we have? We will suppose that we
have here ten men and yonder ninety men. Every
time those ninety men get hold of ten dollars, those
ten men get ninety dollars. What does that mean?
Why, that these ten men will own the factories,
stores, steamships, railroads, mines, and land. They
may drink champagne and eat porterhouse steak.
They can afford to buy strawberries in December.
They can clothe their wives in silks, and buy them
diamonds as big as walnuts; and if they want to
charter a train to take their dog for a pleasure trip,
they can do it. They can own private hunting
grounds big enough to support hundreds of farmers
or fruit growers.
But how about these ninety? Why, to the ninety
it means that though they work hard, even in prosperous times, they will never have much of a surplus.
They may get some of the luxuries of life, but it
means that if one of them falls sick and loses his
job, in a very few weeks his family is in want. If
he dies the widow must earn her living at the washtub. In prosperous times they may get on very well,
but if there comes a business panic, the great majority of them are immediately out of a job, and as they
have no reserve force, they are soon in great want
and distress. "Well," .you say, "these men waste a
good deal on tobacco and drink and such things."
But so do the rich men, and so they are even on that
score. And it means more than that. It means that
·the great majority of these men can not own their
homes. They are transients and- live in rented
houses, which is. a :._very unfortunate condition to
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have in the land of the free and the home of the
brave. Patriots are men who own homes and have
something to fight for.
. Perhaps others could paint this picture in a more
harrowing manner, but possibly the .picture that I
have presented fairly represents society as we have
it in the United States of Ameri~a to-day.
Now the wealth of those ten men. will certainly
corrupt and destroy some of them: I would not go
on record as saying that all rich men are bad, because some of them are good. The poverty of these
poor men will certainly destroy som<;i of them and
their children.
Thi? ~ondition is undesirable. It is more than that;
it is absolutely unnecessary. The Lord say.s in section 101 of the Book of Doctrine arid Covenants that
the earth is full, and there is enough and to spare.
Now that is the word of God ; it is not my word. He
says the earth is full and there is ·an absolute abundance for all. If these ninety men and these ten men
would merge their interests and be something more
than Christians and brothers in name only, there
would be enough to supply all with the necessities of
life.
This condition is unnecessary and it is extremely
unsatisfactory in the eyes of God; because I read in
the Book of Covenants, section 70 and paragraph
3, where the statement is made, "In your temporal
things you shall be equal, and this not grudgingly,
otherwise the abundance of the manifestations of
the Spirit shall be withheld."
We find the).'e that God wants the people, in his
church at least, to be equal. Inequality is unsatisfactory outside the church and it is even more unsatisfactory inside the church. God says we can
not receive the abundance of the Spirit until we are
equal. On the day of Pentecost they were ready to
comply with that law, and therefore they received
the abundance of the Spirit. · Of course conditions
in the church are not so bad as in the world; our
poor are many of them cared for; and our rich men
are not Rockefellers. ,We have very few extremely
· rich men-. None of them that I know' of got his
riches dishonestly. Some of them are using their
wealth in many ways to advance the cau·se of Christ,
possibly better than you or I would were we in their
position. But still we have not reached equality, and
the abundance of the Spirit is waiting for us until
we reach that condition.
If conditions in the world are unsatisfactory in
the eyes of God, they are also unsatisfactory in the
eyes of men, for I find that these two classes, these
ten men and these ninety men, are arrayed against
each other, and there is a great bitterness of feeling
growing up throughout the country. People always
were unequal. But in the past they did not think so
much about equality. On the hill was the lord in his
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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castle and in the valley were his serfs. ·They never. ·
read, they never.studied, they seldom ·thought.. But
to-day everybody reads, everybody studies, almost
everybody is thinking, and people are saying of this
condition that they are· not satisfied with it. I hold
in my hand a clipping containing a statement made
by one of the ninety men, a sociaiistic writer, a sensationalist, perhaps, by the name of Jack London. He
professes to speak for the laboring man and to address the capitalist, and he says:.
1

969

gathm·ed out froln among all nations, and shall come to Zion
singing, with songs of everlasting joy.

That is one of the first steps that God proposes to
take. He proposes to gathe1· the righteous together
in Zion. Men of talent and wisdom in the world have
recognized the need of a gathering. · They did not
refognize it, however, as so-on as God did, because he
used the principle of gathering away back in the
days of Enoch and Abraham.
J hold in my hand a clipping taken from an article
No quarter! . We want all that you possess. We will be in the A1'ena, June, 1~07, from the pen of a Fabian
content with nothing less than all that you possess. We want' Socialist named James MacKaye, author of the
in our hands the· reins of power and the destiny of mankind. Economy of Happiness. He says:
·
Here are our hands. They are strong hands. We. are going
The desires of each individual for wealth to be consumed
to take your governments, your palaces, and all your purpled
ease away from you, a.nd in that day you shall work for your by hims.,._· rather than by some one else can be eradicated
bread even as the peasant in the field or the starved and runty only by repla~ing his egoism ·,vith altruism. - That wou1d be
clerk in your metropolises. Here are our hands. They are iin excellent thing to do, but how is it to be done? As many
·unsuccessful experiments have proven, the theory 'of comstrong hands.
munism will not work except among a selected community of
Now that is what the ninety men are saying (some marked unselfishness and exceptional habits of mutual toleraof them). "We want your money, our hands are tion and concessions.

strong, and we are going to take it." What are the
ten men going to say? They will say, "Your hands
may be strong, but we've got the money, and money
is power. We can buy muskets and we can hire l')Jl
the men we want to stand back of those muskets and
defend our wealth." There never was a strike yet
that men could not be hired to break. Then will
come the time spoken of in. the Book of Covenants
where it is said that if a man will not take up his
sword against his neighbor, he must needs flee to
Zion for safety.
Of course we have other remedies suggested besides that of violent revolution. Many of these men
do not advocate violent revolution, they advocate
peaceful revolution, but this prophecy indicates to
me that all their plans will come to naught, because
if these plans for peaceful revolution should be successful there would be no necessity for such a condition of violence to arise. But all the wisdom of·
men will fail to solve this problem. The clash is
inevitable. God has. said so. It is coming. And we
must flee to Zion. In Zion will be found the only
solution of this great problem. We must work it out
for ourselves, no matter what the world does.
Well, what is God's solution? I turn to section
45 and paragraph 14 and I find one of the steps that
will be taken in working out this problem. N9w tonight, I propose only to outline some of the leading
and cardinal principles that God proposes to use in
bringing aboqt equality. I dci not profess .to be
posted on all of the details of this law,-1 an:i simply a stud'ent of them, and there are those in the
congregation who.can explain the law far better than
I ; but I want to present to you, some of the plainest
Of th.e main principles that God proposes to. \ise. In
section 45, paragraph 14, I read:
I

And. it sh.all come to pass that the righteous shall be

This man says that we must i'emove human selfishness and put in its place unselfishness. But how
is this to be done'? Here we stand face to face w:ith
a great problem. How is it to be done? We believe
that it can be done by the gospel, and I know of no
other way. The communism here referred to perhaps is not our ideal, yet the principle is similar and
here we have the word from this student of s@cialism
that what he terms communism will not work except
among a select community composed of men of great
unselfishness and marked habits of mutual toleration. For similar reasons God says that he would
gathe1' together the righteous, men of great unselfishness and marked habits of mutual toleration. He
will gather such to Zion to form a select community.
There is the principle of gathering, and the kind of
men and women that are to be gathered. No other
kind can succeed in Zion.
The next step we notice that he will take, we find
suggested in section 101. "It is wisdom in me;
therefore, a commandment I give unto you, that ye
shall o1'ganize yourselves, and appoint every man his
stewa1'dship."
Now here is a great principle, that of organization, and next, that of stewardship. We find that
they organized themselves in Kirtland, and they have
more recently organized themselves in the city of
Independence, that they may be prepared to carry
out the law, as it was told you yesterday by Bishop
Hilliard. Correct organization spells efficiency. .
The idea of stewardship is one that we must
grasp. In the past, men have thought of their property· as being absolutely their own. For instance, a
man ·might say,· "I have here a five dollai· bill. I
worked for it. I earned it. It's 1nine, and it is nobody's business what I do with it. I can spend it or
I can light a cigar with it, or, in fact; do what I
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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please, and it's nobody's ]i>usiness." And if that
principle would apply to five dollars, it would apply
to five million dollars. But now we come to understand it is everybody's business what a man does
with his wealth. No man ever got rich without the
help, support, protection, and coope1·ation of the
community. No man gets rich without using powers
of body and mind and laws of nature that God has
created, and these things with the resultant riches
belong to God. And so we find God saying here that
men shall be stewards over their property, and that
it is the business of God what they do with it. Away
back yonder God said that the ea1·th was the. Lord's
and the fullness thereof. So we learn that in the
t
church people must be educated to the thought tha
they are stewards, that what they own they own
lll1del. God,. and that God has a right to direct them
in the use of their wealth.
Now God proposes to bring about a condition of
equality. He says that "the poor shall be exalted; in
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only part of the wodi: is to receive or bestow money
or goods. It 1s also to educate people in cooperation
along business lines, to bear one another's burdens,
to eliminate harmful competition among·Saints and
substitute cooperation and mutual sul)po1:t.
But I must hasten and bring my subject to a ~lose,
because I want to read, as I promised, from the Book
of Mormon, an account of the people at the time
when the church in America was at the Zenith of
its usefulness. The Book of Nephi, Son of Nephi,
first chapter, says,
And it came to pass that the thirty and fourth year passed
away, and also the thirty and fifth, and behold the disciples
of Jesus had formed a church of Christ in all the land round
about. And as many as did come unto them, and did truly
repent of their sins, were baptized in the name of Jesus; and
they did also receive the 1Holy Ghost.
Here the church was a spiritual benefactor, giving
salvation,-giving the Holy Ghost.

And it came to pass in the thirty &nd sixth year, the people
were all converted unto the Lord, upon all the face of the land,
that the rich are made low." (Doctrine and Cove- both Nephites and Lamanites, and there were no contentions
nants 101: 2.) That does not mean that the rich and disputations among them, and every man did deal justly
shall be dropped down where the poor are, but that one with anothei·; and they had all things common an10ng
while one comes down, the other comes up, and thus them, therefore there were not rich and poor, bond and free,
they meet upon a common level of plain but whole- but they were all made free, and partakers of the heavenly
some living, which can be maintained and enjoyed gift.
Here the church became an industrial benefactor,
by all, excepting the indolent and unworthy, who
shall be cast out. No one has said that the rich organized society, and .did away with the evils incishall give all they have to the poor. The law says: dent to poverty and corrupt riches.
"If any man shall take of the abundance which I
And it came to pass that 1the thirty and seventh year passed
have made, and impart not his portion, according to aw~y also, and there still' continued to be pe'ace in the land.
the law of my gospel, unto the poor, and the needy, And there were great and marvelous works wrought by the
disciples of Jesus, insomuch that they did heal the sick, and
he shall, with the wicked, lift up his eyes in hell, raise the <,lead, and cause the lame to walk, and .the blind to
being in torment."
recei:ve their sight, and the deaf to hear.
Notice here ·the conditions, and that the church at
Now what this "portion" is, is determined by the
law, and it is governed by the law, and in the church the height of its greatest power was ·a, three-fold
we find the organization by which the law shall be benefactor to the human race, giving spiritual, physadministered. If the rich man should take all he-· ical, and industrial blessings.
has and give it to the poor, he would immediately
And now in conclusion, when men were living in
become poor himself, and some one else would have such close touch with God, we are told here in the
to give all that he has to him, and we would have a Bible that God added daily to the church at Jerumerry-go-round of giving and receiving. But things salem. The church was growing and it was adding
must be done in harmony with law, and every to its numbers constantly. And the Book of Morman should give his portion or receive according to mon records a similar condition in America where it
his need as the case may be. Now this is the plan is testified that the people all were converted.
and it seems to me to be an extremely simple plan
In the Bible it says that many miracles were done
by which God proposes to bring about equality.
by the hands of the apostles. In the Book of l.\'IorI have not time to dwell longer upon that thought. mon we are told that they did many signs and wonIn the church we find the, organization by which ders, healed the sick, raised the dead, and so on.
these things shall be bestowed-upon th_e people, these
And there is one other very pleasing feature to
blessings, these benefits. _The church is a benefactor. which I call your attention. In the Bible it says thi;i,t
But some one asks, What will. you ~o with these at Jerusalem they continued to eat their meat "with
people who have no great surplus to give, and at the gladness" and singleness of heart. And the Book
same time they do not ne.ed to be given anything. of Mormon conies right up along that line and says
They are. working along, making their living, not of the church in America, "And surely there
very much more, nothing less. Will they have any could not be a happim· people among all the people
place in this work? I think that they will, because who had been created by the hand. of God." Not
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a happiei· people anywhere than the people who wereunder these conditions. There were the three fold
conditions, of growth, of spiritual power, and of su- ·
nreme and overflowing happtness.
.- Now that is the condition that our. men ana women
have looked -for and have sung about. For this
Joseph and Hyrum Smith· and W. W. Blair and
Alexander Smith and. all_ the Saints gone over on
the other side, labored, p1;ayed and waited; it was
the dream of their hearts, and now we are nearing
the time when perhaps we can begin to realize it.
But let us be patient and not too exacting or harshly
critical if we do not reach perfection at a single
bound. Only three times, once in America, once in
Jerusalem,-and once under Enoch,-only three times
so far as I know,-in all the history of the world
have the people of God risen to the heights outlined
in my scriptural readings. May it be our happy lot
to work up to that condition and to see the church
occupying fully its place as a benefactor to the people.

Note~Book

THE GIFTS AND GIVING.
Had I all tongues that men and angels seek

To send abroad an ever pleasing din,
And be my bearing gentle not, nor meek,
I but proclaim my weakness and my sin:
Like some great bell, melodious of sound,
That sends a warning, reverberating clear,
Until the day its brazen lip is found
Riven arid rift, its voice henceforth a jeer!
A rnunding brass and cold, the note but mars
And jangles on the spurning atmosphere;
So must our brooding, shaping characters
Round out the words that on our lips appear.
0, tongue of olden day, ere Babel reared,
Presumptuous, in the vale of Shinar there;
Desire of Jared's brother he who feared
His Maker, and obeyed with jealous· care.
All that was given for the setting forth
Of humankind unto a more blest land,
The sifting out of everything of worthIn language pure that was its own command!

GRACELAND.
BY VIDA E. SMITH.

Tune:

Nellie Gray.

So now the pleading, teaching Spirit calls
Unto the soul, unsatisfied, wit)lin;
With understanding let us batter down the walls
Of our entombed hearts and gather in

0 Graceland, happy Graceland,
On the hil!.. crest in the sun,
Where the free winds are singing all the day.
With thy corner stone laid firmly,
And thy story just begun, .
We would write.thy deeds of honor all the way.
CHORUS:

0 fair Graceland, like the blue
Of the heavens over you,
And as faithful as the seasons we behold;
May thy sons and daughters ever
In their heart of hearts be true
To the honor of the Navy and Old Gold.
0 Graceland, happy Graceland,
Our own Mater Queen uncrowned.
We are waving a laurel wreath for you.
With your feet in meadow grasses
And your glad hills guarding round,
Ail serene be your life and calm and true.
CHORUS.

0 Graceland, busy Graceland,
Let no hand in weakness fall,
Let no voice now be silent all the day.
Let the well trained mind be list'ning,
For the souls of men will call
To the skilled. s6ns of Graceland, come away.
CHORUS.

Then when our voices tremble
With the cadences of age,
And the pages of thy glory be unrolled,
We will here again assemble
Every white-haired, wisecbrowed sage,
With a blessing for the Navy and Old Gold.
CHORUS.

,._.

With reaching, eager arms the searching Hope,
The cheering Faith, the gentle Charity,
And weave these strands into a silken rope
That leads to God and all Security.
The wide, wide wo'rld cries out for Peace,
That warring kin their quarrels cease,
That mighty lords their prey release
And let the light of Reason shine! .
The wide, wide world bespeaks a truce,
It pleads that parliaments reduce
Their snarling dogs-o'-war-too loose
That roam o'er this fair ,world of thine!
The wme, wide world in travail groans,
From festering gutter and gaudy thrones;
Its scales of Customs false bemoans
And prays for the rule ·01' Right Divine.
But the wide, wide world must take its time,
It will not grasp the Truth sublime;
It dallies with Sin and Death and C1ime,
Yet must be cleansed for his will divine.
Oh, the wide, wide world reaps a judgment plain;
Thou hast bl\rtered for folly and squand!lred again;
Death must thou reap, thou hast sowed it amain.Life is sacred for Life is mine!
EARNEST.

Not to the strong, the prize;
Not to the swift, the race.
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WHY SOME PREACHERS SUCCEED;

Some preachers succeed because they love common
things and common people. A scholastic preacher
wrote a friend of mine : "Charley, what am I to do?
These people of mine are so far beneath me that
when I look into their faces they remind me more of
so many pumpkins than anything else. I am-heartily
sick and discouraged." My friend wrote him a
sensible and encouraging letter, and ended up by
saying, "Remember, ... the best part of the pumpkin
is always inside." I think that the first preacher's
heart was more like a pumpkin than the people's
heads. He did not know, and perhaps never ·will,
the difference between a sermon and a "message."
That preacher had opportunities in that congregation angels would covet. "It is in the, great congregation where heart beats with heart and breaths
conspire, and common beliefs and experiences draw
the children of toil and pain into close, dear fellowships of sympathy and hope, that those messages
will be best given." Again, "Ah, no, while man sins,
suffers, while there is blood-tinged sweat upon his
brow, while there is misery in his home and anguish
in his heart, that voice can never lose its music which
speaks, not through preaching merely, but through
personality and worship as well, of the comfort and
everlasting gospel of Christ, which seems to tell the
sin-tormented spirit the tale of the infinite pity, and
to bid it lay its sobbing wretchedness to rest on the
bosom of the infinite love." The preacher who succeeds, then, is the one who adapts the message, and
coins the message to suit the needs of his congregation, and who lifts up Him who has "lifted with hi~"
pierced hands empires off their hinges, turned the
stream of centuries out of its channel, and still governs the ages, and who, when lifted up, will draw all
men unto himself."-James Small.

THE BIBLE.

"I entered this wonderful temple called Christianity with the Holy Spirit as my guide.. I entered at
the portico of Genesis, walked - down through the
Old Testament art ~allery where the pictures of
Noah, Abraham, Mose's, Joseph, Isaac, Jacob, Daniel
hang on the wall. I passed irito the music room of
Psalms, where the Spirit swept the keyboard of nature and brought forth the dirge-like wail of the
weeping Prophet Jeremiah to the grand impassioned
strain of Isaiah, until. it seemed that every reed and
pipe in <;jod's great organ of nature responded to the
tuneful harp of David, the sweet singer of Israel.
I entered the chapel of Ecclesiastes, where the voice
of the preacher was heard, and into the conservatory of Sharon, and the Lily of the Valley's sweet
scented spices filled and perfumed my life. I entered
the busines.s officeof Proverbs, then into the observa-

tory room of the prophets .where Liaw telescopes of
various sizes, some pointing. to far-otr · ()vents ; but
all concentrated upo-n the bright and mm·ning star,
which was to rise above the moonlit hills of Judea
for our· salvation. I entered the audience room of
the King of kings, and caught a vision of his glory
from the standpoint of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John; passed into the Acts of the Apostles, where'
the Holy Spirit was doing his office work in the formation of the infant church. Then into the correspondence room where sat Matthew; Mai•k, Luke,
John, Paul, Peter, James, and Jude, penning their
epistles. · I stepped into the throne room of Revelation, where all towered into glittering peaks, and
got a vISion of the King sitting upon his throne in all
his glory.;i-"Billy" Sunday.

Original Articles
TlJE EVANGELIZA TION OF THE. WORLD:-P ART 4.
BY JOHN C. GRAINGER.

Isaiah, the silver tongued prophet of God, speaking of the ambassadors for Christ, who shall operate
in the priestly offices of his church in this twentieth
century, states:
Thy watchmen shall lift up the voice; witli the voice together shall they sing·; for they shall see eyi! ·to eye, when the
Lord shall bring again Zion.-Isaiah 52:8;

Which means that the priesthood will be united in
teachings ; they win be perfected in the uhderstanding of their ministry in all their several callings and
offices; in theory, in principle; and in doctrine; in
all things pertaining to the kingdom of God on the
.earth. Through this unity, the Master will bestow
such endowment of spiritual power on the church,
that temporal and eternal salvation will be given
to Zion, and the nations of Israel and of the Gentiles,
as many as will believe.
Through this unity, every nation, kindred, tongue
and people shall be enabled to hear the fullness of the
gospel in its own tongue, and vernacular; the idioms
and phrases, which they understand, through the
administration of those who have been, are now, and
shall be ordained unto this power and authority by
the administration of the Comforter. The gospel
should be preached to-day, with the same convincing
spiritual power as that bestowed on the apostles of
the early church.
The incident of' the pentecostal gift. of tongues,
described in the second chapter of the Acts of the
Apostles, is an example of the conditions that will
prevail in Christ's priesthood when the church is
gathered together "with one accord and in one
place."
The people of the seventeen nationalities mentioned, had the gift to hear in tongues. Peter
preached one sermon, and "every man heard in their
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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own tongue whe'rein they were born." The language stand and occupy as Christ's duly commission:ed amthey heard was inteliigent and reasonable. - They bassadors, as found recorded in· present day revela·
were convillced, they were "pricked in their hearts." tions:
In "The solemn. assembly. of the :School of .the
. Therefore, go ye into all the world, and whatsoever place.
prophets," our Lord has outlined the plan whereby ye can not go into, ye shall send, that the testimony may go
we may arrive at that ... one accord" necessary for the from you into all the world, unto ·every creature. And as I
reception of the endowment of, spiritual power, sai.d ·unto mine apostles, even so I say unto you; for you are
apostles, even God's high priests; ye are they whom my
which will enable his missionaries to touch the mine
Father hath given 'me; ye am my friends; therefore, as· I
hearts and understandings of men, so that they will . said unto mine apostles, I say unto you again, that every sou]·
confess their siris and repent and be convinced that who believeth on your words, and is baptized by water for
the remission of sins, shall receive the Holy Ghost; and these
Jes us is the Christ, the Son of God.
,
By means of the school of the prophets, the church _ signs shall follow them that believe: in my name they shall
can establish a basis of authoritative interpretation do many wonderful works; in my. name they shall cast out
devils; in my name they shall ·heal the sick; in 111Y name they
of the Scriptures. A standara of ethics can be estab- shall or~n the eyes of the blind, ·and unstop the ears of the
lished. Controverted points of theory or doctrine deaf; and the tongue of the dumb _shall speak; and if any
can be settled, and the General Conference cquld nian shall administer poison unto them, it shall not hurt them;
and the poison of a serpent shall not have power to harm
ratify the decisions of the schoo~.
Such proceeding would harmonize with the evi- them.-Doctrine and Covenants 83: 10, 11. ·
We maintain that no man or set of men have the
dent practice of the primitive church, as recorded in
right to take upon themselves this authority except
Acts 16: 4, 5:
(See·
And as they went through the cities they delivered them those who are called of God as was -Aaron.
the decrees for to keep, that were ordained of the apostles Hebrews 5: 4.) Aaron was called by direct revelaand elders \vhich were at Jerusalem. And so were the tion through a living prophet.
(See Exodus 28 :1.
churches established in the faith, and increased in number Numbers 16: 5-40. 1 Chronicles 23: 13.)
uaily.
;
Therefore all ministers, priests, or representatives
The gospel is the basis upon which all true be- of religious organizations,. who are not working
1ievers will eventually be united. What constitutes under the commission given to his church by Jes us
the fullness of the everlasting gospel? Jesus Christ -Christ in September, 1832, are usurpers and inter~
said:
lopers, and, like Uzziah the king, mentioned in 2
Behold, this is my doctrine: Whosoever repenteth and Chronicles 26: 18, it appertaineth not unto them to
cometh unto me, the same is my church: whosoever declareth burn incense unto the Lord, but to the priests, the
more or less than this, the same is not of me, but is against
sons of Aaron, that are consecrated .to burn incense.
me; therefore, he is not of my church.-Doctrine and CoveThose unauthorized priests and preachers have
nants 3: 16.
Sainthood in Christ's church carries with it pecul- trespassed and their work shall not be for their
iar responsibilities that rest on no other organization honor from the Lord God. They are not sent from
on eaii;h to-day. We are close communionists, and heaven, they can not give pardon in the name or by
we do not recognize the acts of representatives of tile authority of Jesus Christ, and their followers can
other denominations as having binding or pardoning not receive an entrance into the celestial glory where
power, when they presume to officiate in the ordi- Christ and his Father are, but must take a lesser
glory according to their works, because a man can
nances of God's house.
·
The members of the Reorganized Church of Jesus receive nothing except it be given him from heaven.
Christ of Latter Day Saints, as a people, hold that a (See John 3: 27.)
This establishment of authorized priesthood does
man to preach "this gospel of the kingdom" in its
fullness, must have a commission from Jesus the not prohibit the development and exercise of human
Christ, to represent, authoritatively, the kingdom of endeavor, in the cause of righteousness, by unorheaven. We believe that the church organized by dained men and women; but it promotes, encourages,
our Savior, when he was on earth in the flesh, apos- and stimulates legitimate efforts in service to mantatized from his instructions, and consequently the kind, for the advancement of the kingdom of God.
spiritual power and authority to preach the gospel, We are not dominated by any form of priestcraft,
mentioned in Mark i6, Matthew 10, and Luke 9, but we are obedient to legitimate authority in its
which was given to the church in that age, had been proper place. We have equal access to the source of
taken away from the sons of men on earth. The knowledge as that of other organizations. Our reacommission was repealed because of transgression. soning abilities are not dormant, and our faculties of
We believe that God, through the power of the Holy observation and preception are as keen as those of
Ghost and the administration of his holy angels, has any other people. In view of the fact that the greatest
restored the power and authority of his holy priest- and most sanctified of men are still mortal and falhood to men on earth to-day, whereby they may lible, we do not accept all of any man's teachings
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without question. We never grant that any man's
doctrine of salvation is superior to God's word, in
that it might be better adapted to man's understanding and needs. Nor do we admit that any one man's
teachings are coordinate with the Scriptures; in that
they state all of the truths embodied in holy writ.
We hold ourselves open to the reception of truth in
any form. We indorse all the good they are doing
and reiterate all the known truth taught by all other
churches, societies, associations, or individuals.
Our creed is, All Truth; moral, scientific, divine.
We can often put the same. truth into different
words, just as we can mold the same clay into different forms, though it always remains the same clay.
People have the right to their opinions, but they
have no right to teach them or to make other people
pay the cost of circulating them, in the guise of divine truth.
We believe that the various religious organizations
have many good people in them, and they are doing
good according to the light they have, and they will
be rewarded according to their works. But God's
plan for man's salvation requires a united people to
work under his guidance. Men should not attempt
to lead people to the kingdom of heaven and make
them citizens thereof until they are appointed to do
so by the King of heaven.
Behold, I command you, that you need not suppose that you
are called to preach until you are called: wait a little longer,
until you sl)all have my word, my rock, my church, and my
gospel, that you may know of a surety my doctrine; and then,
behold, according to your desires, yea, even according to your
faith, shall it be done unto you.-Doctrine and Covenants
10: 8.

The foregoing statements should be borne in mind
when reference is made in this paper to the missionaries and representatives of other denominations or churches. And while the various churches
are not preaching the fullness of the gospel of the
kingdom, they may be used opportunely in the cause
of truth as Paul ·used the temple "to the unknown
God" at Athens. (See Acts 17: 23.)
The following quotations from latter day revelations, indicate our Lord's plan for the evangelization of the world in our day:
And I will show unto this people, that I had_ other sheep,
and that they were a branch of the house of Jacob; and I
will bring to light their marvelous works, which they did in
my name; yea, and I will also bring to light·my gospel, which
was ministered unto them, and, behold, they· shall not deny
that which you have received, but they shall build it up, and
shall bring to light the true points of my doctrine; yea, and
the only doctrine which is in me; and this I do, that I may
establish my gospel, that there may not be so much contention; yea, Satan doth stir, Up the hearts of the people to contention, concerning the points, of my doctrin~; and in these
things they do err, for they do wrest the scriptures, ·and do
not understand them; therefore, I will unfold unto them this
great mystery; for, behold, J. wil.l gat~er them ~s a hen gathereth her chickens under her wmgs, if they will not harden
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their heai·ts; yea, if they will eome, they i:.nay, arld partake
of the waters of life freely.-Doctrine and Covenants 3: 15.
(See also Alma· 10: 1; Doctiine and Covenants 16: 4; 63: 7;
41: 2.)

Our blessed Savior has told his church to "call a
solemn assembly."
Behold, I will hasten my work in its tim<:1; and. I give unto
you who are the first~ laborers i_n this last kingdom, a commandment, that Y.OU assemble yourselves together; and organize yourselves, and prepare yourselves; and simctify yourselves; yea, purify your hearts, and cleanse your hands and
your feet be;fore me, that I may make y9u. clean; that I may
testify unto your Father, and your God, and my God, that
you are clean from the blood of this wicked generation, that
I may fulfill this promise, this great and last promise which I
have rr~<Je unto you, when I will. Also I give unto you a
commandment, that ye shall continue in prayer and fasting
from. this time forth. And I give unto you a commandment,
that you shall teach oni;i another the doctrine of the kingdom;
teach ye diligently and my grace shall-attend you, that you
may be in·structed more perfectly in theory, in· principle, in
doctrine, in the law of the gospel, in all things tha:t· pertain
unto the kingdom of God, that is expedient for you to understand; of things b1>th in heaven, and in earth, and under the
earth; things which have been; things which are; things
which must shortly come to pass; things which al·e at home;
things which are abroad; the wars and the perplexities of the
nations; and the jud;;ments which are on ·the land; and a
knowledge also of countries, and of kingdoms, that ye may be
prepared in all things when I shall send you ::>.gain, to magnify the calling whereunto l have called you, an'd the mission
with which I have commissioned you. . . . Therefore, verily
I say unto you, my friends, Call your solemn assembly, as
I have commanded you; and as all have.not faith, seek ye
diligently to teach one another words of wisdom; yea, seek
ye o.ut of the best books words of \visdom; seek learning even
by study, and also by faith. Organize yourselves; prepare
evei·y needful thing, and establish a house, even a house of
p1;ayer, a house of fasting, a house of faith, a house of learning, a house of glory, a house of. order, a house of God; that
your incomings may be in the name of the Lord; that your
outgoings may be in the name of the Lord; that all your
salutations may be in the name of the Lord, with uplifted
hands unto the Most High. Therefore cease from all your
light speeche~, from all laughter, from all your lustful desires,
from all your pride and light-mindedness, and from all your
wicked doings. Appoint among yourselves a. teacher, and let
not all be spokesmen at once, but let one speak at a time,
and let all listen unto his sayings, that when all have spoken,
that all may be edified of all, and that every man may have
an equal privilege. . . . And again, the order of the house
prepared for the presidency of the school of the prophets,
established for their instruction in all things that are expedient for them, even for all the officers of the church, or, in
other words, those who are called to the ministry· in the
church, beginning at the high priests, . even down to the
deacons; and this shall be the order of the house of the presidency of the school; he that is appointed to be president, or
teacher, ~hall be found standing in his place, in the house,
which shall be prepared for him; therefore he shall be first in
the house of God, in a place that the congregation in the
house may hear his words carefully and distinctly, not with
loud speech .... And ye shall not receive any among you into
this school, save he is clean from the blood of this generation;
ancl he shall be received by the ordinance of the washing of
feet, for unto this end wa·s the ordinance of the washing of
feet instituted. And again, the ordinance of washing feet
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is to be administered by the president, or presiding- elder of
the church. It is to be commenced with prayer; .and after
partaking of bread and wine, he is to gird himself, according
to the pattern given in the thirteenth chapter of John's testimony concerning me. Amen.-Doctrine and Covenants 85:
20-46.

The presidency of the church holds the keys to
this important organization. God speaking to Joseph
Smith, jr. said:
1

verily thus saith the Lord> .Let Zion rejoice, for this is Zion,
therefore let Zion rejoice, while all the
wicked shall mourn; for, behold, and lo, vengeance cometh
speedily upon the ungodly, as the. whirlwind, and who shall
escape it; the Lord's scourge shall pass over by night and by
day; and the repo11t thereof shall vex ali people; yet, it shall
not be staid until the-Lord come; for the indignation of the
Lord is kindled against their abominations, and all their
. wicked works; nevertheless Zion shall escape if she observe
to do all things whatsoever I have commanded her, but if she
observe not to do whatsoever I have commanded hei·, I will
visit her according to ~ll .her works, with sore affliction, with
pestilence, with plague, with sword, with vengeance, with
devouring fire; nevertheless, let it be read this once in their
ears, that I, the Lord, have accepted of their offering; and if
she sin no more, none of these things shall come upon her,
· and I will bless her with blessings, and multiply a multiplicity
of blessr ..6S upon her, and upon her generations, fo~· ever and
ever, 8ailh the Lord your dod. i'-imen.~Doctrine and Cove:..
THE PURE IN HEART;

And again, verily I say unto thy qrethren Sidney Rigdon
and Frederick G. Williams, Their sins are forgiven them also,
and. they are accounted as equal with thee in holding the
keys of this last 'kingdom; as also through your administration the keys of the school of the prophets, which I have
commanded to be· organized, that· thereby they may be perfected in their ministry for the salvation of Zion, and the
nations of Israel, and of the Gentiles, as many as will believe,
that through your· administration, they may receive the word,
and through their administration, the word may go forth unto nants 94: 3-5. (See also 92: 2; 3.)
The fullness of the gospel will be preached
all
the ends of the earth, unto the Gentiles first, and then, behold,
and Io, they shall tui'Il untci the Jews; and then cometh the nations, kindteds, tongues, and people through the
day when the arm of the· Lord shall be revealed in power in plan outlined in the above quotations. God is ready
convincing the nations, the heathen nations, the house of
to bestow the endowment mentioned, and it will be
Joseph, of the gospel of theil'· salvation. For it shall come
to pass in that day, that every man shall hear the fullness received by the church, when the church executes.
of the gospel in his own tongue, and in his own langu;ige, her part of the contract.
through those who are ·ordained unto this power, by the · It is the duty of the church to provide means for
administration of the Comforter, shed forth upon them, for the temporal salvation, as well as the spiritual salvathe revelation of Jesus Ch1ist.-Doctrine and Covenants tion of the Saints. This salvation is through Christ
87: 3, 4.

to

on God's plan for the redem:P,tion of mankind: That
plan must be followed implicitly or the work will not
be acceptable to the Master. Some churches designate their theological seminaries as Schools of the
Prophets.
Alterations of the divine plan of the ages·. may be
suggested by men or devils, but such salvation will
not stand the test on the day of judgment. "The law
of the Lord is perfect."
Verily I say unto· you, that it is my will that an house
It is a general law of nature that like causes proshould be built unto me in the land of Zion, like unto the
duce
like results. Therefore, when the church is
pattern which I have given you; yea, let it be built speedily
by the tithing of my people: behold, this is the tithing and "gathered together with one accord," that is; united
the sacrific~ which I, the Lord, require at their hands, that in faith, love, and doctrine, then the pentecostal enthere may be an house built unto me for the salvation of dowment desired by so many Saints will be given as
Zion; for a place of thanksgiving, for all saints, and for a it was given to the primitive church. Whatever happlace of instruction for all those who are called to the work
pens in one case will happen in all like cases, proof the ministry, in all their several callings, and offices; that
vided
that they are really like, and not merely apthey may be perfected in the understanding of their ministry;
in theory; in principle and in doctrine; in all things pertain- parently so.
ing to the kingdom of God on the earth, the keys of" which
Let the church continue to progress, and not miskingdom have been conferred upon you. And inasmuch as my take self-approbation for the full restoration. The
people build an house unto me, in the nam~ of the Lord, and. Spirit of Jesus repeats his prayer to our heavenly
do not suffer any unclean thing to come into it, that it be not
defiled, my glory shall rest upon it; yea, and my presence Father, for his Saints in 'this age:
When a stake is reestablished there, the Kirtland
Temple could be used for the school.
All the important advances made by the Reorganization,. have ,been the resultSi,of obedience to .direct
commands from God. The building for the school
of the prophets could be erected on the church property adjoining the Rock Church on the east at Independence, Missouri:

shall be there, for I will come into it, and all the pure in
heart that shall come into it, shall see God: but if it be
defiled I will not come into it, and my glory shall not be there,
for I will not come into unholy temples. And now, behold, if
Zion do these things, she shall prosper and spread herself and
become very glorious; very great, and very terrible; and the
nations of the earth shall honor her, and shall say, Surely
Zion is the city of our God; and surely Zion can not fall,
neither be moved out of hei'. place, for God is there, and the
hand of the Lord is there; and he hath sworn by the power
of his might to be her salvation, and her high tower; therefore

As thou hast sent me jnto the world, even so have I also
sent them into the world. And for their sakes I sanctify·
myself, that they also might be sanctified through the truth.
Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall
believe on me through their word; that they all may be one;
as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may
be one in us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent
me. And the glory which thou gavest me I have given them;
that they may be one, even as we are· one: I in them, and
thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one; and that
the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved
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them as thou hast loved me. Father, I will that :th~y also
whon'i thou hast given me be with me where i am;Jha(they
may behold my glory, which thou hast given me:_ for_ thou
lovest me before the foundation of the world. · U i'ighteous
Father, the wo~·ld hath not known thee: but I have k1-iown
thee, and these have known: that thou hast sent .me. · And I
have declared unto them thy name, and will_ declare it: that
the love wherewith thou hast loved me may be iii theII!;,;and
I in them.-J ohil 17: 18-26. -

We believe in all' humility the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints confai4~ the
means and force that shall bring about this happy
union of the hearts of all who love.the eternal truth
of Christ.
We live in the most important pericid of the
world's history. The subJe~ts pressing -upon the
attention of the Saints of Christ call for Pl'ompt and
decided action. They can not be ignored . without
guilt and loss; to treat them with indifference is
perilous and ruinous.
To evangelize the world in the present generation
is our vocation and duty. Soiicitude for· mankind
prompts us to obey the behest that comes to us by
Teason of our acceptance of the gospel as a rule of
action in life. To treat that call and duty with indifference at the presenftime is perilous to ourselves,
and would be ruinous to the church.
In no dispensation since apostolic times has there
been the tremendous responsibility laid on any people as that which now devolves upon us. We are confronted with privileges and opportunities su.ch as
the church has never known, God alone can measure
the peril of indifference to present duty.
There are thousands of people who still seem tohe
ignorant of, and hence indifferent to, the awful _conditions of the heathen world.
.
We believe the Lord is inspiring men to translate;
the scriptures, and thus open the way for the true
gospel and the true interpretation of the Scripture,
to be presented to the nations of tli~·earth. · Hymn
two hundred and eleven, in the Saints' Hymnal expresses our sentiments exactly_:
Yes! we trust the day is breaking;
Joyful times are near at hand; .
God-the mighty God. is speaking ..
By his word in ev'i'Yland; When he chooses, when h~ehooses,.
Darkness flies at his .comrriand,
Darkness flies at his _coilHniui.d.
While the foe be~omes mo~:~ d~rin~,
While .he enters Hke a flood,
Christ, the Savior; is,prepadng
Means to spread -his truth abroad:
Ev'ry language, ~Elv'ry. language
Soon shall tell the love of God,
Soon shall· teil the love. of_ God.
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The fields everywher(l are white ul)_to·.liarvest.~}tn~eds only
that~the sickle be tl!rust: in. ~()p. everyhand _are °those who
should be numbered among the believers:-' ·1{ w~ Ctnild but
have our ears attuned fo the. yearnings· of their. heatts, we
sh6uld hear theni saying: "~en and·brethrenjwhat shall we
do to be saved?-" The salvation of Jesus ChriSt iS for all
and men _i,i11d women on evei·y sfde are s:eekhig the:way,and
asking for the word that shalLopen unto ~hmJl'the\rriys:teries
of the kingdom of God. If is the hour of· opportunit;i; the
hour of.responsibility. Let the ministers an\]. the people have
great faith, earnest pm;pose;'-consecrated. heart§; and a consuming desfre cto !mow and to do the frill Of ~od;' and .then
let.them go forth foto the vineyard of, the Lord ;tc) labor wherever he com_mands; and accordin~ ::is he gives opportunity, and
the glorious work of the salvatfon of.souls WiU fall_ upon the
church like IL gracious benedictfoii.
·' · - · ·

Oui· ..::uty as stewards of the· word iof God directs
us to preach _the whole gospel to th~/whoie Worid.
There is, a world' beyond our owii circle, a: great,
throbbing humanity of multiplied millions, with
hearts and natures just. like" tllose i:ibout us; toiling
and ti:aveling up and down the· bi·oad road of life's
activities. These were nqt.forgotten in the.blessed
atonement of Gethsemane and Calvary, a.nd th~ eye
of God is upon them to-day;, he does :not forget,
although others do .. He is not 'indifferent, although
others are; . He still loves, although others nave prejudices. and need the "sheet" experience which God
gave Peter on the hornietop, Come, deai~ Saints, let
us arouse and not sleep on our rights in this matter.
P1;ovidential hindrances 'may have excused our indifference to this great question in the past; ifot these
have·beenremoved, and we are now 'confi:onted wjth
the one question, "Shall we create the conditions
necessary for the proper establishment of the school
of the prophets?"
·
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, August.24, 1910.

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original

_

(Sang in tongues by Bro. J. H. Lake, at reunion near New
Philadelphia, Ohio, August, 1910.)
Tune:

Come Thou Fount of Every Blessing.

Come, ye people of my choice;
Hear the Spirit's warning voice;
Be united and rejoice
While ye listen to my voice.
With your humble prayers and fasting _. Ye to me have turned your heart · ··
Therefore I with you am meeting
That ye may receive in part.
Oh, the blessings that await you
In the gathering of my Saints;
Greater blessings in the future
According to your needs and wants;
For the day is surely coming·
'
When. the Savior shall appear·
,
Be ye faithful, kind and loving, '
Th.en for his reign he'll you prepare.
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.Mothers_' -Home Coltlmn

beneficial and necessary habits of industry. This should bethe
_stitdy of the parents and not their incidental thought.
EDITED I\Y FRANCES.
- - Helping mother is . one of -~he first anu most pleasant
Advisory Bo~rd;-Daughter& of Zion.
-- ·niodes of· teachin'g children habits of industry. Show a
Mrs. B. C. Smith,-president, 214 South Spring··sueet, 'inde- - sniall child a dusty. chair, perhaps his own little chair, which
_
.
he Iilres very much. Do -not simPly tell him to dust it, but
pendence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A.: Stebbins, vice-president, Lal 1
moni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. E;_fahl; secretary, 724 South Crysier .teac .i iim to do _so. Be pleasing, leisurely; and careful in
street, Independence, Miss_ouii, ·l\frs. F. M. Smith, 630 -south teaching him how to do it and do it right. Then call attention
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie, ;-~0 the_ marvelous .change in - its appearance. How pretty
Lamoni; Iowa; Mrs. - M;. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple its . bright color smce the dust is removed! What . little
.
.
h_ ari_,qs to have done such a wonderful thing! He will -be
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
·
a_lm~st sure to .respon9·~and respond_ heartily to .the sug~ ·
. gesbons, and quickly acqufre a liking for the w:ork. By all
means guard against the creation of the impression of drudDaughter~ of Zion
R;ading
for
October.
.... ·
..
gei•y in connectjon with labor. Teach the child to love it
EVIL EFFECTS_OF IDLENESS; NO .WORK IN THE HOME.
and such will be his attitude in years to come: . This .ca~
.
be,_done if the teaching is carefully accomplished. "Watch
We live -in a beautiful world, a wonderful :world. It is
filled with many things for our enjoyment and benefit.. The and. pray always" can be applied as needfulJy here as in
any.. other situation.
good Father has given unsparingly, that is, he has placed
within our reach, through reasonable effort on our part, count-·
This is a serious question and one not to be incidentally
less blessings and pleasures. But always <plainly disc;ernible . considered. Regularity of labor is needful if good habits
is the need for p.ersonal effort. We enjoy the fruits of the are founded. This responsibility rests on the parent, .and is
soil, the many flowers of varied hues, and the countless forms a duty, not to be avoided nor its.11eglect excused by,any cirof pleasure· and profit_ that· present themselves. But experi- cumstances.
As a child grows old enough to do a number of tasks he
cnce teaches that we enjoy these much inore intensely when
we share in the labor which brings these results. Thus we will often show a real liking for work and have a desire .to
know that industry is divinely ordained. The smalle'st plant help. This is the time that many a father ,and mothe1; make
life, the tiniest insect and all earth's myriad forms of existence a fat~! mistake, much to the disadvantage of the child and
have something to do; some mission to perform. They all secondarily to the loss
the parent as well, resqlting to
naturally have peiiods Of rest and tiIT\,eS of occupation, but him in lack of assistance many times when he should have
there is the never failing, universal, industrious existence. it. When such emergencies arise it is no longer a question
Each individual being accomplishes a mission-it dies; and ·of privilege but one of duty. It is often very tempting to a
largely so is the existence :if man .. And when, individually, busy. parent to do _a task himself rather than stand by and
we have mentally grasped the impo1'.tance of each individual teach the unskilled child. He can do it better and in less
life we shall be able to see the need of. purposeful living. Then time, because of his experience. But this diffi.culty can not
and thenceforth this world is full of things to do, things to be compare in results with a proper start made toward~ teachaccomplished; and a conscientious being can not be idle under ing the child. Most children learn quite readily if patience.
such a realization. There are nian:v. spheres in which man and thought are used by the teacher. But if a child. learns
exists, and there is that endless opportunity for action, for slowly he surely ought to have a very patient, ~areful effort
industry, which leads him to accomplish something. God has made to teach him. It is his right; and the parent has not
originated this plan, it is clearly to be seen, hence no argu- done his duty until he has given him every· advantage of
ment is needed to establish its wisdom.
patient effort in his behalf.
'
The important idea then, is to establish habits of industry
The training of the mind, the body as well, by means of usein our children as early as possible, placing no limitation as ful occupation, is the greatest safeguar<I against the evils in·
to years. The earlier the training is begun_ the more fixed the social life. Vicious habits are often formed simply from
the habit will be; and the home is the place where this train- an idfo atmosphere, and can always be successfully kept out
ing mi:tst be commenced, and diligently pursued. The' little of thought and mind by planning the proper use of the child's
toddler can be taught to .perform small tasks at times and time. The proper balance of mental and physical is important
his energies be devoted to them. As he grows and develops along this line. Right training and instruction should be
he is apt to form and establish habits of useless, aimless accompanied by enough occupation to tire the body suffiliving if he has no work to do. Labor is not always required ciently to induce healthful sleep at proper hours. Then· after
in order to have good results, but occilpation is necessary, proper rest a child will have energy generated in such quanand it should be dfrected occupation.
·
tity as to make him anxious to be busy. Then comes the
Labor has its place from childhood to old age, tasks being opportunity for the parent to direct.
carefully suited to strength and ability. An unoccupied.mind
While we are children we should be prepared, in a general
is apt to be filled with evil. As a spanish proverb has it, way, for whatever will be required of us when we are. grown.
"Men are naturally tempted by the devil, but an idle man If a child is not taught the right use of time, by training and
positively tempts the devil."
·
example, while he is growing and forming hi_s life habits,
Idleness is ve't·y fruitful.in discontent. Tlui·baby just able he will be at a great loss when lie finds himself required to
to sit alone, is made infinitely happy ·if given something to meet life's demands. Does a mother, therefore; have a ?'ight
do which actually ealls_ for labor, always, however, suited to to continually perform tasks which her child1;en could easily
his undeveloped. mii;id and body.' So we are led to ·believe be taught to do? She will be held accountable for neglect of
that what we cali play in childhood occupation, is often labor, duty to some extent if she overlooks this -important idea in
as· serious as.- any we pei·foi·m. It is appropriate to his the training of her child.
·
strength and development, and necessarily so if. any fruitful
The world is so full of wondrous things; calling for action
results obtain." This. is whlit we must study to furnish the' of brain and. muscle, that the moment our hands are loosed
child, as he unfolds _and grows, in order to establish the frori1 common toil they can be full and yet "more left, always.
-

or
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The inexhaustible supply of fields .. of labor" and their infinitely
V'lried ·character plainly proves our predestined adaptability
t~ a Ephere of dsefulness. When we do not act.in this God
given sphere we suffer, and consequently cause other!> to suffer. We also rob the world of the little we might do to further its rightful developmeQ.t.
,
.
.
In church work activity is plainly essential. Lack. of mterest and loss of faith are often the results of no personal
effort. And one of the great beauties of the plan that the
Lord has marked out for us, is its perfect adaptability to all
.
classes and -conditions of life.
Let us therefore, as parents, set a .blameless _example, mr to
proper use of time, it being the outgrowth of though_t and
planning rather than a haphazard ordinary way of: doing
things. Then let us not forget for a moment that- the industrious parent does not make the industrious child, as our
own efforts alone, can not develop our children. But rather
let us teach them personal industry and a love for i~- This
will grow into a firm and fixed habit, making a ~hilq good
and useful in his own life career. Do not be discouraged if
some of your plans seemingly fail. Be resourceful, and study
to be successful. Then do you think the Lord "'.ill deny you
success in that which is positively ordained by him to he
essential to our growth and development? \Ve ca?i succ.eed in
training our children to be industrious, and we -must have
faith that wc can do it. That all children are not so trained
is very evident, hence we need more persistent and continued
camest effort, accompanied by systematic planning. Let us
remember that "there is a pa.st which is gone for ever, but
there is a future which is still our o\\rn."
MRS. MAUD 111. MILLS.

Questions on October Reading.

How are many of the blessings of God to be obtained'!
What is intensified by these efforts on our part? What is
apparent in regard to plant and animal life? What impresses the need of purposeful living? When this is realized, to what docs it open our eyes? What call does this
make upon the conscience? What are we le<l to believe with
reference to the plan of industry? What, then, is of great
importance in the early life of the child? Where should this
training begin and how should it be continued? What habits
result if a child has no work to do'! How should .children
be directed in their. occupations? How should tasks be allotted to a child? To what danger is the unoccupied mind
open'! Why? What results from idleness? What benefit accrues
from the child's labor in play? What thought should parents
give to this? How may the child's love of helping mother be
employed to his advantage? Give. examples of work that
children may do? What should be the parents' attitude in
teaching children to work? In what do pai·ents frequently
make a fatal mistake? How is a busy parent often tempted?
What is his duty? What is the right of the· child who learns
slowly? How arc habits of industry a safeguard to a child?
For what are these preparing him? What indicates our
adaptability to usefulness,? What loss· is suffered. from lack
of industry? What example should parents set as to proper
use of tin'.ie? Arc the children; of industrious parents necessarily industrious? What· encouragement is there for parents who diligently,, considerately, a~d prayerfully seek to
establish tpeir children in habits of mdustry?
Program.

Hymn N 0 , 167, Saints' Hymnal; pray~r; reading from Horne
Column with discussion;· roll call; busmess; hymn No. 172;
closing prayer.

October., 5; · 1910

Letter Department
. GOOSE CREEK, WEsf VIRGINIA, Septe~ber 24, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: Just ~closed a. week's meeti~gs at .this
place; had full house, and good, interest a;id ordei" 'vere manifested by tlie people. Parti.es were present who ha\;e not·been
out before to hear what the_ sl\illti;; teach. J don't:kn~w ,that
I ever enjoyed better libe1•ty ,in presenting. the gospel than
at this time, so have reason .tO believ!l good will coine fi·om it.
man of
Bro. B.. Beall has charge•of the work here and-is
go'od report among. his fellow-men;- . ,_
. '-.·_ ·
There are some who are called Saints who absent themselves from the means of grace, who stay at -home, do not
come to church, and if you talk to them. they say their hope
is in the ultimate triumph of this· work, and hope to be saved
by it, aP<l all the time they sit on the stool of,.doing nothing,
finding fault with those who are doing what they· can for the
work. I have come to the conclusion that these· are the on.es
who will be numbered· among the. foolish virgins;· who will
not have the. Spii·it of God when Christ comes, so will have
fo serve a time in _tli.e prison for their indifference.. I hope
that all who :profesii th·e name of Christ will awake to a sense
of their duty, and the work will go on a lot faster; but I
guess we will have to bear the discouraging featUres as well
as the good ones, as it is written; The battle is not to the
strong, nor the race to the swift, but he that endureth to the
end shall. or may hope for salvation.
The work moves on slowly in this part of the vineyard.
Laborers are few and we have no local force to help out, so
it is more difficult for the missionary.. There are some young
men of promise; if they will ~ut move out, they will undoubtedly be ·instrumental in bringing about much good. The
only way I see out, is for each one holding the priesthood to
get out and do something; then they will receive spiritual
strength and comfort, and the favor of God "fill be on them.
Hope that .our conference at Clarksburg will prove a success. . The Saints of that place have got the. foundation of
their.c,hurch built, but will not have it ready for the conference, which convenes the first Saturday and Sunday in· October. It is understood that the Saints at Cabin Run intend
to have their church dedicated the second Sunday in. October,
and after that I expect to go into Virginia for a 'time to see
what can be done for the work in . that State; so I would
kindly ask all who have an interest in the work, as to good
being done by my presence and preaching, address me,
Waynesboro, Virginia, ca1·c Isaac Coffman, R. F. D. 4.,
In gospel bonds;
SAMUEL BROWN.

a.·

NEBO, rLLINOIS, September. 23, 1910.
Editors Herald: The work moves about as usual here, I
attended Baptist Association some few weeks ago, in fo.ugust
last. It was amusing to witness some of the peculiarities I
came in contact with. One good old sister said she heard I
preached Baptist doctrine, and she thought I would 'come
back, etc, I told her I preached the doctrine of Jesus Christ,
and if they wanted to accept it· l had no objection;. even
though they might call it Baptist doctrine, and that I; hoped
for that union on the gospel plan, ancl then it could be seen
who had done the corning. One Baptist preacher asked me
why I left the Baptist Church. Of course this started the
ball. When I contrasted the Baptist Church and the Church
of Christ, he offered me money if I would go with him to one
of our apostles and have that apostle perform· a miracle for
him.
I told him if. he could find me a parallel to his. proposed
feat in apostolic work, I would take the job. He said that
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was ·only a hole to get out at, for he was in earnest·and would
WEYB~N, SASKATCHEWAN, Sept~mb~r i9, i91_0 ..
on these conditions ..join our work at once. I told. him there _-: Editoi·s Herald: Some months ago, I received a, letter from .
were two kinds of seekers, too; once Jesus said "a _wicked and Bro. Charles Hannah, a barber, inquiring about 13ituatii>ns ·
adulterous .generation seek .after sign, etc." · To. the other in the West. I have lost his nddress and' if he wi!l ·answet by'
James said, "If any man fack wisdom, let him ask of God, first mail, giving his fuli address I'will write to hi!ll. ·
J. R. DICJCSON:
that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not,'! and if.
he belonged to the latter, God would show him the truth in:·
his own way, and not by me escorting him tO the pi:esence of a · . '
LOGAN, IOWA, .September 2,. 1910.
later day apostle to h.ave a mh;acle performed, to s~tisfy his·
Editors Herald: ·How often we become dis_couraged with
morbid curiosity. He furthei· offered if. I would meet 'Bogard, th.e things of this life and wish we were most anywhere but
Moore, or· some one of his picking, to pay our expenses to his the place we are. We sometimes complain· of the trials and
place arid furnish house, _etc. Haven't .heard anything further stl:uggles we undergo and create within ourselves a feelii1g
from him.
·
of disgust toward oui· surroundings; but wheri we permit these
I closed a five days' debate with Elder H. S. Derr, Baptist, . feelings to grow we· are doing a great injury to .. ourselves.
at Beardstown, Illinois, September 9, with satisfaction to our Many times I have so felt and have nurtured those feelings
people, but Elder Derr's people .seemed to have forsaken him, · until I hecame the most miserable being on earth. '[ realized
so different. from what it was at our last debate. At our the foolishness and harm it had done me, ana so am ti·yfog; t~
.
former debates they seemed to stand by him, but this time overcome.
, If we would but stop to think, I believe we would see that
he stood almost alone. It is a picnic to meet Elder Derr.
He challenged me to work a miracle. I met thiS by telling our life is in a great measure what we make it. When· tl-ials
him what Jesus said, and further, that this was a revelation _and burdens confront us, why not put on the face of cheii·fulthat the Baptists weren't as sure of being right as they pre-- ness and try to smile ·our trials away. Can't\.do it? Why,
tended to be, for on other occasiOns and more than onc.e they yes, we can. For can't, you know, as we were ofttimes told
had proffered to join our church if they could witness a mira- when children, "Can't never did anything," -and ·1 am. sure
cle. And further, as this proposition was peculiar to the we don't want to be classed among the do nothings. When we ·
methods of the opposers of Christ and his work, and was have· these feelings of depression, and our burdens bear down ·
never used by Christ or his disciples, I filed· this very Jlropo- heavily upon us, let us go to our heavenly Father, and· ask sition as an infallible witness against the claims of the Bap- him to let his Spirit dwell with us that we may have that
tist Church. The Devil said, "Perform for me a mir!tcle and .strength needed to overcome and bear up undei• our trials.
I will believe." The wicked Pharisees said, "Master, we would He will not turn us empty away.
see a sign." The infidel thief said mockingly, "If he be the · While writing this EOng came to my mind:
Christ, let him save himself and us."
"Oh for a faith that will not shrink,
How few note this fact. They claim to be the continuation
Tho' pressed by every foe;
of the church of Christ. Neither Christ nor his disciples ever
That will not tremble on the brink,
offered to gi-ie up their faith to the.Devil or his coworkers at
Of ~my earthly woe."
the sight of a miracle; but the Devil and his coworkers did
r,,
offer and challenge Jesus and his disciples to perform a miraI wish we could all have just such faith. But if we sit
cle, and that they would then believe. Therefore, we must idly by and say, "I can't,'' we can never .expect to have such
place Brother Derr in his own crowd. Elcler Derr had written faith. So many times we hear the Saints say while praying;·
an article to an Illinois Baptist, telling what a wonderful' "Lord, that we may become as burnished gold.''. How can we
victory Moore had won over Brother Curtis, etc. Well, it was become as burnished gold, unless we are first put through the
amusing; as I i;eferred to the article, Derr suggested that I fire. Those trials an·d troubles are like fil•e to us sometimes;
read all of it. I said, "I'll do it, provided you will give the so if we come out victorious we must have something for
time." "Certainly,'' he would do that. The article closed with ·which we are to fight. So, Saints and friends, when these
these words, write it down, "Victory for the Baptist."
troubles confront us, let us try and think thus, that this is
At the conclusion I turned to the elder and said, "You one more thing to overcome, and- I am going to try my best
didn't say we baptized eight at the conclusion of that debate; to come conqueror over it:
you didn't say three of that number were Baptists; .you didn't
And if we become valiant soldiers in our endeavors to over~
say one of them was a sister of Elder Tucker, Moore's modei·a- come trials, we must wear the smile of cheerfulness, until we
tor. (Brother Curtis baptized eight at close of said debate.) will find it will become a contagious disease, and will so
This gave considerable merriment for the crowd. Although develop that all around us will feel the ~roiling influence,· and
this debate was not very well attended, except by the Saints, burdens will become lighter, and our desires for right stronger.
some few attended that seemed to be interested; one, espeI am ever striving to do that which is right and want to
cially, a Freewill Baptist minister.
go "onward and lipward.'' Please pray for me.
Bro. R. 'r. Walters acted as moderator for me and did his
OLLIE DEllllY.
part well. We were well sustained by the Saints of Beardstown. If the Baptists _had stood by Derr as well it would
SPllINGFIELD, MISSOURI, September 21, 1910 ..
have been more interesting.
Editors Herald: We have just· moved from souther1t IlliThe Saint Louis District conference convened last Satur- nois to Springfield, Missouri, and can say for the time we
day. Myself and five of our young people from here attended. have been here, we like the place fine. We attended church
We certainly had a feast; were well cared for temporally, Sunday and heard Brother Sparling preach, and I must say
and throughout the day there was a· spirit of oneness on the that I felt to rejoice within my heart to have the privileg~ of
part of Saints. Especially r would mention the prayer meet- attending church once more. My one desire is to do som!!-.
ing, which was Well attended and spiritual. ThP. preaching thing to help the cause of this grand and glorious latter day
was by the writer and Brother Archibald. Brother Archibald work. I love this work and I have ,never regretted the step
taken when I obeyed the gospel, but I feel sorry that I haven't
did well.
Ever for Zion's success,
.
W. A. GUTHRIE.
lived a more humble life than I have. My desire is to live
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b~tter than.ever, and by the help of the Lord I feel determined

to do so .•
I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints, "that I may
hold out faithful to the end, and that I may do something for
·this work that the Lord may direct by his Holy Spirit, that
1 may b: the means of bringing souls to Christ and be a
shining light to those around me.
Ever praying for the redemption of Zion,
MRS. ELLA NORMAN.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, September 23, 1910,
Editors of the Saints' Herald: Perhaps it is about time
we were writing to let your readers kno\v that we are .. still
living and fighting. We reach our field of labor· July 27,
stopping in Ogden one night, where, as usual, we were made
to feel decidedly at home by Bro. Wells Chase and family.
There we met Brethren Stead and Davis, and in the evening
repaired to the court-house square, \Vhcrc \VO held a very interesting' street meeting. We could but think of the tirnes
about eight years since when we used to play the same 'game,
only minus the help of our brethren.
We reached the city the 28th. Securing a room and gett~ng
our baggage from the depot kept us busy the rest of the day.
From then until the first Sunday in August we hunted up
Saints, etc. On the date given we were placed in charge. of
the branch and on the 9th took up the burden of the sti·eet
work, Bishop Kelley paid us a visit here from the 10th to
lhe 12th, and since his visit we have been supplied with an
auto, from whose decks we have carried on a continuous
campaign on the streets of this and surrounding cities. This
may seem to some as rather extravagant, but when you consider the fact that there are four of u~ in this missiona1•y work,
all doing- our part, praying, preaching, singing, distributing
tracts, etc., and that that part has required us to travel a
little over a thousand miles since August 14, we know of no
other way in which the same work could have. been done by
us, neither rould it have been done more economically.
We find the conditions in the work here are encouraging and
the interest manifest in our street services is intense, ·and
the attendance is good, and of a marked character. When we
say of a marked character, we mean those that to a. lai'ge
degTec make up the audience come night aifter night watching
and waiting for our appearance.
'
We have only lately received our tracts which were ordered
a month ago, and it seems to us that the peopie were never so
hungry for reading matter as now. Now we are. not casting
renections on the HERAI,D Office when we say that our tracts
were so long on the way. The delay was en route. From the
time taken one would think that progress from the old pi'ahie
schooner to "Nahum's chariots" was not so great as, it might
have been.
From August 22 to September 1, inclusive,. we were in
Provo. There, in cooperation \Vith Brethren Hansen and
others we carried on a week's street meetings, followed by our
reunion, which was not largely attended, \mt we felt was
profitable to all who were pres.ent.
·
Our branch work here is moving along but slowly, yet we
feel we are making some progress. Sister Chase, with our
daughter Alice and our son Charley,_ besides assisting us with
all of our missionary endeavoi-li,·h'as revived the Religio work,
and established a Sunday school n<frmal training class, and
are working in the Sunday school ... In fact .we all have our
hands full; but that is what it takes to make life worth living.
Of course our street· woi•k brings some opposition, but the
opposition only sei·ves to emphasize the truths presented.
We feel the Mastei• is blessing us in this work here, and are
glad that we are accounted worthy to labor in the cause. Our
address is 17l :P str.Bet,
A. M. CHASE.
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MYRTLE PofNT, OREGON, Sept~mbe1' 21, 1910.
Dear Herald:. We have thus early succee.ded ih raising
some trouble with some people in this district. __ One G. w.
Taylor during our reunion 'circulated R. B. Neal's literature
thinking to curtail our influep.ce. Vie apprOacheU- him i~
reference to it, which finally culminated in a scurrflous· effort
by Taylor through the town paper against imr people. F. J.
Chatburn,, as president of the· branch,.rep)ied with. an open
challenge, asking Tay !or to malfe good· hi'" assertfcms. Tay !or
has not yet answered,:·and his members,. Presbyterians, are
not well pleased with ,his specta!!Ular effort.. He may crawl
out through that avenue.
Brother E. Keeler, our worthy patria1'ch, was preaching
in Brewster. Valley; a few adventists took · excepti,ons and
sent_ for one F. S. Bunch, the apostle of adventiSm in Oregon.
We were notified and went to aid our brother· in forming
questior.~ and the necessary · arrange111ents · for discussion.
We finally sncceeded, the question- being:· "Ten corruuandments iri . full force and binding. on all Christian. people."
Time set for September 14. We were on ·hand at the set
time. County superintendent, hioderator for M. Bu'nch, and
ye "Jots man," for patriarch; a nonchurchm;m for .chairman,
and the battle of words was on for six days;
·
Mr. Bunch is at the head of the Adventi~t 1 s College of
Oregon, and noted for his prowess as an educator and debater,
and we give him credit with being a scholar and a gentleman.
Brother Keeler was in: striking contrast with the fine rounded
grammatical sentences of the Oregon te~cher; and his abilit;
to put together, twist and turn
make· his points; but our
plain ,spoken; honest brother had the truth,. while his opponent had the education only, and under the sledge -hammer
blows and sound reasoning of plain, untwisted scripture; the
old law went down "abolished, nailed to the cross," and
better things obtained under the gospel law. "The Sabbath"
was the "Gibraltar" of the college_ man, but ii:, too, went
down, µnretrievably so, by . Christ breaking "it· and teaching
others to do so, as positively stated in John 5: 18, and other
texts.
Brother. Keeler improved from start to finish, while the
Oregon man weakened from the first to last and looked
worried and wearied with the conflict; while od1• Qld farmer
preacher, in thundering tones and with scathing denimciation, objected to the dial of time being turned back two thousand years to live under a law that made nothing· perfect.
Adventists who wearily listened to the doctrine of Christ
hurled a~ainst the Mosaic death trap in this contention, went
away with a confused (to say the least,) sense of their
unwo1thiness in keeping the seventh day, and. the vigorous
appeal of the learned man fell flat, as being essential to future
happiness.
We have another debate brewing with one O. A. Houghten,
who is indorsed by R. B. Neal o.f Kentucky. Mr. Houghten
challenged me through the paper. We have accepted under
the usual conditions, if complied with. This man is a Christian, so called, "So it is war to the knife a~d knife to the
hilt." Brother Keeler has licked Bunch,' F. J. C. will do
the same trick with Taylor, and· ye "Jots man,"- will attend
to the Campbellite's case.
·
'f. W. ;CHATBURN.

to;

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA, September 26, 1910.
As I enjoy reading the articles and letters in the HERALD, I feel obliged to contribute my mite, that
Perchance some one may be edified.
I left home the 13th of June for my mission field in
Canada, expecting to be gone until April, 1911, but on the
9th of August I received a telegram from home saying "Your
house badly damaged by fire, come at once." Two da~s iater
l~'ditol's Hemld:
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I ar1'ived on tlie scene and as· soon as an i;idjustment ·with
the insurance company could be had; I began· makillg repairs;
Our house bllfog uilinhacbitable we erected a tent on the fawn
and enjoyed a. month's enforced ·outing. HaVing' collipleted
Tepairs. and"mOy~dJn· a~~iin~ I bade adieq to love4 ones oii~ the
20th inst., and· sta,rted north again. _ .
"

-upon lives that were otherwise 'dark and cold. Fo_r this ·
reason, perhaps, it is superfluous here
reinind you that
, you have done us good; the evidences of it are eyerywhere
. _apparent to all; however,. our .gratitude pi·ompts us to ·the
·
· · that the encomium,
· ·
of it and we _trust
though_ poor,·
. express10n
-may prove words fitly spoken, which as King Soiomon said
1
'are like apples of gold in pitchers of silver.' To enumerate
havoc wrought on the ·crops by the Chen,ook winds, the fever the many ways in which you have helped iis young people ls
has subsided. Then to think of miles and miles of country too long a story to tell here; suffice it to say that your inftuwithout a fruit tree; of any kind. is
poor stimulant. to ence has been felt in every auxiJia1;y of -the .church j in OUl' ·
encourage admiration in the heart of a "Southerner.'' We educational work you have been there· to teach .and advise;
love the l!!_nd of "big- red apples" and when I read the edi- in our devotions, to ·counsel and lead us; and ill our amusetorial in the late HERALD on "Life in Lamoni," I felt to ex- ments to make us laugh i and thus in all things yo11 have
claim,· ,;Those are my sentiments too.'' Hurrah for Lamoni! been the solar center of our success. We trust you may long
But the Chenoi>k winds, hailstorms, and cold winters are· - be spared to, assist us· in our work and play. May time lay
not the only barriers to happiness and progress up here. The its unw1>lcome hand upon you graciously, and as the years
talebearer; the scandal monger, the backbiter, ·and ot}ler come in and the: sands run out, may there be added to your
pests commqn to most communities are in evidence, For some crown of blessings, jewels richer than b~fore, and to your
cause the minister in charge sought to wreak vengeance upon pathway, light growing' brighter and brighter until the perme during my .absence, and places me in charge of the -work feet day.
.
in Winnipeg and vicinity. If ev~ryone felt as I do concern~
"Given on behalf of the Ti>i-onto Branch."
ing the matter there would be another feature to the conBrother Evans was completely taken off guard, .but replied,
- assuring us that the latter day work was his first care, and
troversy as to who shall preside.
I find some noble Saints here in Winnipeg, and other points all his energies would be spent in the furthering of its inI have visited, but there is a Visibility of dead timber that terests. He stood ready and an.xious to lay hold of ..every'
needs to be removed before desirable results can be expected. opportunity to advance the wo1k in .Toronto, and with ·the
We are hampered for the want of a suitable meeting place. An assistance of the Saints he hoped to make this the greatest
effort will be made at_ once to provide commodious quarters season we have yet known. ·
where we can meet unmolested and -invite those who become
The branch president, Bro. A. F. ·McLean, was called upon
interested in our message, after which we expect to set for an address. He reviewed the work done since January 1,
about regulating affairs as per instructions, and unless there 1905, the beginning of the Majestic Theater services. We
is speedy repentance on the part of some, we will have to give below a synopsis of his address:
apply the "pruning knife.''
"Prior to January 1, 1905, the. Lord by revelation had
Bl'O. Fred A. Smith spent some _two weeks in· the city and notified the little band of Saints that he had a great wo~·k
so far as I have.been able to learn, made a favorable impres- to perform in Toronto, for he had much people in ,thiS city. ·
sion ·, his wo]:k beii'lg ap· preciated 'bv
. all excep. t-well, i'll tell 'l'hrough years of adversity and trials their. hopes,.\jlung to
him all about it when we meet. I forgot to mention that those prophecies; and their expectations ran high; what
Bro. Davis Smith and the writer, assisted by the local breth- seemed to them almost beyond hope, The speaker thought,
ren, have ·done considerable (ltreet work in· the city, as a that had the Lord in those promises given the figures which
result of which some good people are 'investigating and some he (Bro. McLean) had compiled from the branch records and
about ready for baptism.
Hopefully in the strife,
was about to read, few would have had sufficient faith to look
E. E. LONG.
for ·their fulfillment. But the Lord had a great work to do.
He selected a servant to do it. Bishop .Evans, then of :the
First Presidency, came to Toronto again, and by inspiration
the great work opened before us. In the contemplation of a
great work and the selection of a servant, it was reasonable
WORK IN TORONTO.
to suppose that God would direct that servant Jn the carrying
With the passing of the hot weather comes that old feeling
out of the same. Some may have thought Brother Evans was
of "Push 6n the great latter day work; arise and let us be
hard to approach; but probably in that point lay our assurdoing." Down every street and throiigh every avenue must
ance of success. Had he listened to the .various opinions of
we herald tlie angel's message; and as this missionary zeal
how the work ·should have been conducted, he ·might have
intensifies, our people ·turn to our well tried warrior, and
swerved from the way the Lord desired it done. So whether
Bishop Evans is again called to the front. As a preliminary
the methods used suited our ideas or not the wonderful reto the coming season's campaign a reception was given Brother
sults seemed to justify the course taken by Brother Elvans,
Evans on September 1, 19iO. In order that he might be
The figures will not be as interesting to those who have come
taken by surprise,. he was asked to act as. chairman. The
into the church during the progress of the. work, as to those
program consi_sted qf music, recitations, and speeches. Bro.
acquainted with our struggle for an existence in a stall in
Will .McCarthy's name· appeared on the list for a solo;. but
the market on Maud street, The effo1·t to pay $2 per month
instead therecif1 he read the following address to the Bishop:
is present in the mind of .the speaker, arid no doullt others
here remember it. In our minds does tl1is work appear in
"TORONTO, September 1, -1910.
/
"Dea.1· Bro the?' Evans: The young people of the church its full and true magnitude, and from -the, bottom of our
desire to take this -opportunity to express their appi'eciation hearts we thank God we have lived to see this day. Neve1;
of your· interest and cooperation in their work and welfare, in the ·days of privation, povert$', and promise, did our fondfor the life that now is and. will be. hereafter, we have often . est expectations venture to picture anything approximating
heard :you .;say that :youi' most valued reward and deepest the figures which I now give you covering a period of five
source _of enc<iU1'agement were the assurance of ·having been . years and eight months, January 1; 1905, to ·September 1,
a blessing t_() humanity and h-aving power to scatte1: sum;hilie-. 1910.
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"FINANCES.
Paid on church debt ............................ $11,533.81
Paid on Theater Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,171.64
Paid on branch expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,378.29
Total ....................... $20,083.74
"Average per month, $295.35.
"The collections on the plates at the Sunday services in the
church show the increase has been steady and is not the
result of a short boom, but of a gradual growth.
Collections,
Collections,
Collections,
Collections,

1906
1907
1908
1909

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. $344.17
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 577.41
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 724.10
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ : ..... 836.05

"Six months ending June 30, 1910, $501.50, as compared
wilh $406.37 for corresponding six months in 1909.
"None of these figures include the.cost of the three nights
in Massey Hall, where Brother Evans addressed thousands
of people, the collections paying the expenses. As the speaker
was confined to his home with smallpox during those services,
and so is not in possession of those particulars, neither has
payment of tithing been considered, but the bishop has remarked on several occasions that the Toronto Saints are
second to none in Canada in paying tithing, notwithstanding
the great amount of money they were raising and paying on
local work.
"ADVERTISING AND LITERATURE.
"There has been displayed throughout the city, 800 large
fence posters, 5,150 billboards, 300,000 lithograph bills placed
in windows and on fences, 25,000 dodgers put in letter boxes
and shoved under 'doors, 250,000 tracts and sermons have been
given away free. Thus not only by Brother Evans' voice have
thousands heard the gospel, but by his printed sermons have
hundreds of thousands read the glad tidings; also a large
wagon sign has been driven th1·ough the main streets every
Saturday afternoon preceding each lecture in the theater. We
have gotten into every paper in the city (with one exception)
either by way of paid advertisements or a write up.
"MEMBERSHIP.
Baptisms
Baptisms
Baptisms
Baptisms
Baptisms
Baptisms
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1905 ........................................ 35
1906 ........................................ 61
1907 ........................................ 81
1908 .......................................• . 73
1909 · ....................................... ; 69
eight months of 1910 .......................... 51

the a.hove address and figures be sent for publication to the
HERALD, Ensign, and Canadian Mir1•or.
,
JoHN H. McLEAN,

Secretary Toronto Branch.
':·~·

News From Branches
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Cleveland Branch is in good condition.
We have Bro. 0. Miller and his bride with us si,ice the
reunion. He is helping the branch a good deal.
We are continuing the street preaching and have commenced cottage work. It is the intention of those ill' charge
to move forward, and the_ cooperation of all members is desired, as we are looking 'for openings.
Our fo.~e of ministers has also been added to by T. W.
Topping being ordained elder, a:iid B. C. Keek being ordained

priest.
Our street work is being carried on by Elders O. Miller,
F. T. Haines, and John W. Topping, assisted by R. V. Miller
and F. Wehbe,' teachers. We hold forth at two different places
Saturday nights, in the down town district. Our regular
meetings have been well attended and are at· Wade Park
avenue, near Seventy-first street.
F. WEBBE.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS.-District convened in Blue Rapids,
Kansas, at 10.30 a. in., September 27, 1910, Samuel Twomblv,
district president, presiding, assisted by F. E. Taylor. The
following branches reported: Atchison, 77, loss 7; Fannln~,
103, gain 1; Blue Rapids, 116, loss 7; Ce.ntralia, 34; gain 2;
Topeka, 59, gain 5; Netawka, 52, loss 1; Scranton, 93; Idylwild not reporting. · Ministry reporting: Elders Swen Swensen, baptized 7, Samuel Twombly, F. E. Taylor, Mahlon Smith,
Henry Green, and Frank G. Hedrick; Priest W. H. Bivens.
Communication from the Blue.Rapids Branch recommending
the ordination of Bro. B. F. Jackson to the office of an elder.
Recommendation accepted and the ordination provided for.
The. ordination took place at the social meeting on the 28th,
S. J. Madden and F. E. Taylor officiating. Time and place
of next conference left to the call of the district presidency.
The call of Frank G. Hedrick to the office of an high priest.
was received by the conference and referred to the Presidency
of the Church. Preaching during conference by Brethren
Swenson, Twombly, and Madden. Frank G. Hedrick, secretary;

.

"Should we keep up our present monthly average to the end
of this year, it will be our second best 'year.
"While we rejoice in the number who have accepted the
gospel, yet we should figure in the results, 1;hose who have
rejected it. Eternity alone will reveal those figures. The
thought is, How many have heard the gospel. in its fullness
and plainness? These figures show how abundantly God has
fulfilled his promises, and they cause us to trust him for the
fulfillment of still greater promises, which he has made us.
"That the determination to eontimie the work might remain
with us, is the prayer of the speaker."
Your correspond~nt may· add that the Sunday night services
pack the ehurch, and as· soctn as Canadian conferences are
over the bishop will again enter the opera house, when once
mor~ we hope to. see thousands flocking to hear the Old Jerusalem gos·peh
·
Before the close of the reception, a motion prevailed that

~:-,.

f

~ ._
~~,

:

;

.,.~,~~

~;

Conference Notices •

The Central Illinois district conference will convene at Pana,
~llinois, October 8 and 9; Sunday school anrl Rel:g1'.l convenmg the day previous. Chas. C. Simpson, dist,.ict secretary.
The Lamoni Stake conference will be held at the Sain.s'
church, Ola_nd, Missouri, October 22, 23, Saturday the 22d,
prayer service at 9 a. m.· Business session at 10 a. m.

Convention Notices.
The London Rcligio district convention 'di! be held at Stratford, Ontario, October 14, 1910, at 9 o'i;Jo~ic a. m. Lucy Yerke,
;ectela1y.

The Sunday school and Religio conventions of the North<i1·n
Nebraska District will be held at Decatur,. October 6, 7, at 8
p. m. Mrs. M. _A. Peterson, district secretary.
The Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana district Sunday school convention will convene on Friday October 21,
1910, at 2 p. m., one day previous to conferen~e which will
be held with the Lansing Branch. Mrs. J.
McKnight,
secretary.

w:
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Pastoral.

To the Jf!Iinistry, Baints, and Friends of the. Southern
Missouri District; G'reeting: Having· been appointed· and
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Interest ...................................... .

~:~~t~o1?~s::::::::::::::.::: :-: : . : :: : . : :-: : '.::::::

638
240
101
95
161
147
133
10
90
170
52
150
38
115
30
752
143

67
46
46
00.
90.
40
66
50
45
00 '
57
00
40

Studio rent ........... ; . . . . . . . ......•..•. , . , •..
placed in charge of the above district, with Elder J. F. Cun· Insurance ....................... : .. ........... ,.,
ninghain, of Thayer; .Missouri, as my as·sistant, I pray you Rep·airs ..................... , ............ , , .. .
that in order that we may accomplish the good and purpose of Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ........ .
our calling, that we may haye the hearty cooperation of the Printing ..................•................ , .
local ministry, Saints, and friends, and that we may all work ·Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ ._ .•......
together to the selfsame end, c;arrying out· the angel's· mes- LivE! stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ; ..•....
sage that will give life and salvation. to our fellow-men. Let Taxes on farm ................................ .
every officer in or out of branches, be busy doing good. This Three typewriters .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .
is the hastening time, and to God we must answer for our Pipe line .................•.........•......... ;
stewardships.
.
oo·
Return tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .........•...
To the scattered Saints, let me say, Do all you can to secure. Scholarship returned ............ : . . . . . . ....... .
00
places fol' the missionaries to occupy; letting either of us Sundries .................................... .
47
know as to the prospect of gospel work in your neighborhood, Harley Steegall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .
45
and as soon as possibJe ·your requests for labor will be complied with. Shall be thankful for a report of your labors just
GRACELAND COLLEGE RUNNING EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
before each district conference.
Your brother, colaborer, and partner -with God in accomRec' "its and Expenditures by College Treasurer, from
plishing his marvelous work and a wonder.
March 25, 1909, to .Tune 30, 1910.
·
J. C. CHRESTENSEN.
Receipts.
2225 EMPIRE STREET, JOPLIN, MISSOURI.
E. L. Kelley, Bishop ............................ $1,800 00
Bills payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,850 00
Rent coupons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 800 00
Bisb.op's Annual Report.
Floyd McDowell, on note ......... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 87
(Additional Corrections.)
High school, use of hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 50
High school alumni, use of hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 50
BRITISH ISLES MISSION.
Paid by students for hroken window. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 80
J. W. Rushton, agent.
Booster Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70
Receipts.
Stock sold from college farm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530 80
M.
Walker
for
note
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
25
00
Under South Manchester Branch:
Transferred from dormitory account..............
146 87
Coun, Tom, t $ .49
Home Insurance for damage by fire ........ -.......
11 00
should read
Tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,484 18
Coux, Tom, t $ .49.
Under Northeastern Manchester Branch:
Scholarships.
Topping, Fred; t $ .24
should read
First
Kansas
City
Sunday
School ................. $ 30 00
Tapping, Fred, t $ .24.
Graceland College Patronesses .................... , 60 00
R. B. Leeka, Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
MANCHESTER DISTRICT.
JoEeph Mather, Independence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00
Joseph Dewsnup, agent.
Mount Zion Sunday School, Independence ........... 100 00
Under Leeds, Burley Branch:
William Pitt, Independence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Schofield, Annie .J., t. $499,28
A. A. Reams, Des Moines ...................... ; .. . 10 00
should read
G. J. Waller, Honolulu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00
Schofield, Annie J., t $158.38.
Hanson, F. . . . . . . . . . 10 00
ENDOWMENT FUND.
Wormald, Nellie, t $11.69
should read
Allen, Blanche ...... $ 1 00 Hartshorn, M. W. . . . . 5 00
Wormald, Nellie, t $352.59.
Allen, Oscar . . . . . . . . 10 00 Herzing, Mrs. L.... . . 5 00
Mandefield, A., and wife, t $5.84
Albertson, Charles . . 10 00 Hilliard, G. H. . . . . . . 10 00
should read •
Adams, A. H. . . . . . . . 10 00 Johnson, Boyd . . . . . . . 5 00
Mandefield, A., t $ .9.7."
Anderson, Oscar .. _ ... 10 00 Jenkins, Mrs. Ann . . . 5 00
Mandefield, Sister, t $1.87.
Allen, Annie . . . . . . . . 5 00 Kemp, James . . . . . . . . 6 50
Under Eccles Branch:
Baker, A. A. . . . . . . . . 5 00 Kennicutt, E. W. . . . . . 5 00
Grundy, Joseph S., t $1.22
Bierline, J. P.... . .. 10 00 Kennicutt, 0. C. . . . . . . 5 00
should read
Bullard, W. P. . . . . . . . 10 00 Kewanee,. Brother,. . . . 1 00
Grundy, John S., t $1.22.
Long, E. E.... . . . . . . 5 00
Burroughs, A. B. and
Under Northeastern Manchester Branch:
R. H....... ......
75 Lewis, Carrie M. . . . . . 5 00
Topping, Fred and wife, t $2.92
Best, N. W.......... 5 00 McCord, Bradley . . . . 10 00
should read
Bean, J. W.......... 5 00 Moser, Fred, jr . . . . . . 5 00
Tapping, Fred and wife, t $2.92.
Blah-, E. J. . . . . . . . . . 5 00 . Miller, David, and wife 10 00
Blair, I<'. B.. . . . . . . . . . 5 00 Mather, J. H ....... , 10 00
Expenditures.
Blair, G. W.... .. .. .. 5 00 McNutt, Lena . . . . . . . 5 00
Johnson, Wm., and wife, a $11.16
Buckley, James . . . . . . 5 00 McNutt, Hugh . . . . . . . 5 00
should read
Bressie,
Mary. . . . . . . 10 00 Mead, William R. . . . . 10 00
Johnson, John, ·and wif~, a $11.16.
25
Crippen, Mrs. A. R...
25 Meinecke, Bertha . . . ..
Collins, Newt, and wife 10 00 McKinsey, Sr.,. . . . . . . 10 00
Central Illinois Religio 2 00 Mqore, L.B ...... , .. 10 00
Graceland College Financial Report.
Cato, John B........ 5 00 Mortimore, J. L ... -... 10 00
Herewith is presented an itemfaed report of the receipts Daer, J. A.......... 5 00 Nfoholson, M. B. . . . . . 5 00
and expenditures by the treasurer of Graceland College from Danielson, J. C ...... 10 00• Nicholson, Gracia .. . . . 5 00
March 25, 1909, to June 30, 1910. Also a report covering the Derry, G. H. . . . . . . . 5 00 Ode, Fred .. .. .. . ,".. 5 00
same time from Bishop E. L. Kelley. It is the desire of the Denio, Vina. . . . . . . . . 1 25 Outhouse, 'E. R. . . . . . 10 00
college trustees to Close theii· report each year on July 1, so Fike, L. L .......... 20 00 Paul, W. B.... . . . . . 5 00
that the report will cover the entire school year. The next Ferguson, W. T. . . . . . 5 00 Parr, Mrs. Amy. . . . . 10 00
annual report will cor.tain a complete report of the assets and Faunce, Ruby
. 10 00 Peterson, Nels J ... -. . . 5 00
liabilities.
F. B. BLAIR, Treasure1:.
Fa1'thing, R. J . . . . . . . . 5 00 Peterson, Peter ...•._.. 5 00
Friends . . . . . ....... .16 07 Pickle, E. . . . . . . . • . . 10 00
EXPENDITURES.
Geisch, Lulu . . . . . . . . 10 00 Pendleton, Dollie . . . . 1 25
Salaries ............ : ......................... $9,196 45 Grenawalt, W. A..... 5 00 Propst, 0. W. . . . . . . . . 3 00
Bills payable· .......... : . . . . . . •.........·. . . . . . . 5,993 27 " Grenawalt, J. R...... 5 00 Parsons, A.-H ........ 10 00
Addi,tions to buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ; . . 652 78 Heavener, Melvina . . . 5 00 Parkin, C. A. . . . • . . . 10 00
Coal , .... , ... ; ... ; .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,282 95 Hattey, W. W. . . . . . . . 5 00 Rose, Lottie B . -. .. . .. . 5 00
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Redfield, Mrs. I. I. ... 5 00
10 00
Rogers, David
25
Shaver, Bernice .... .
25
Smith, Mrs. W. A ... .
Shaver, Gerald ..... . 1 00
Shaver, Mrs. I,. .... . 1 00
50
Slover, Julia ....... .
Sloan, Sherman J .... . 10 00
Strand, John ....... . 1 00
Sparling, William ... . 5 00
Strickland, Alice ... . 5 00
Sade, 0. E ......... . 2 50
Simpson, Charles C .. . 5 00
St. Lewis, A ........ . 5 00
Smith, II. 0. . . . . ... . 5 00
Thurman & Steffen .. . 5 00
Taylorville Sunday
school and Religio .. 5 00
Ullom, L. D ....... . 10 00
Van Eaton, Pearl .. . 5 00
Williams, D. D ..... . 1 00
~~;i,ght, Jd~ M ..... . 5 00

Chatham Branch ••.
Chatham S S. 1 ••• , , .
Chilliwack Branch ..•
Clavering Branch
Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
E. R....

5 66
73
6 00
2 40

... ,

2 00
Delhi Branch
2 70
Disley Branch . . . . . . . 5 70
Dunock, J. W. . . . . . . .
50
East Garafraxa Branch 3 00
Egremont Branch . . .
52
Ellice Branch . . . . . . . 1 00
Gilbert, Enos
5 00
Gooderham Branch ·. . 2 00
Hamilton Branch . . . . 2 45
Hamilton S S . . . . . . . . 1 00

Huston, Henry, and
wife . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Inwood Sunday School 1 30
Iowa Branch . . . . . '. . 3 00
Johnson, Leander . . . 1 00
Konnesky, L.... . . . . 1 50
\'VJIUUr, ~, 0 • . • • • • • • 10 QQ
Low Banks Branch. . . 1 00
Williams, C.... . . . . . 5 oo Manitowaning Branch 1 45
This report on the endow- Manitowaning S S. . . .
58
ment fund is to July 1, ONLY. McLean, Archibald T.. 1 00
McLean,
James
.
.
.
.
.
2
22
OFFERINGS.
Minnesota Branch . . . 4 45
Minnesota Religio . . . 1 30
ALABAMA.
Bay Minette Branch $ 1 65 Minnesota Sunday S. . 7 48
Pleasant View Branch
75 Mitchell Branch . . . . . 1 75
Neill, Lizzie . . . . . . . . . 2 40
ARIZONA.
Norton, J. T......... 1 00
Oliphant
Branch . . . . 1 00
Bisbee Sunday school
4 50
Bohall, Mrs. Walter.. 1 00 Oliver Branch S S... 2 50
Jarvis, Mrs. Minnie.. 1 00 Owen Sound Branch . . 3 70
I'ort Elgin Branch . . . 5 00
ARKANSAS.
Redicksville Branch . . 4 00
Norris, Mrs. W. R....
25 Rihstone Branch . . . . . 6 00
Ridg·etown
Branch
2 00
AUSTRALIA.
Saint Thomas Branch ·3 22
Cole, Sister . . . . . . . . . 1 22 Slosh Saints
1 50
Steelton Branch
3 50
CALIFORNIA.
Adamson, Marie J. T.
1 00 Stevenson Branch and
Sunday School ..... 4 36
Adamson, Mrs. N. J .. . 1 50
Askew, James ...... . 5 00 Thomasville Branch .. 4 00
Brown, Mrs. T. S ... . G 35 Tone Branch ...... ' . 2 60
Burton, A. E ....... . 1 00 Toronto Branch .... . 12 20
Burton, F. W ....... . 1 00 Valley River Branch.. 3 00
Ceres Branch ..... . 4 36 Vancouver Branch ... 4 25
Ceres Sunday School
1 25 Vanessa Sunday School 1 10
Chico Branch ...... . 4 20 Wabash Branch ..... . 3 50
1 00
Dagner, L ......... . 1 00 Wahlstrom,· John
Wallaceburg Branch;. 1 50
Garden Grove Religio
Wiarton
Bi:anch
and
(dormitory) . . . . . . 8 50
Sunday School
75
Irvington Branch . . . . 4 00
Lower Lake Branch. . 2 00 West London Branch
School . . . . . . . . . .
20
Monterey Saints . . . . . 8 80
Pierce, Caroline . . . . . . 1 00 Wilson, Wellington, and
wife
.
.
.
.
.
...
,
,
.
.
.
4
00
Roat, J. T.... . . . . . . 2 50
Roseberry, Emma J. . 1 00 Winnipeg Branch and
Sunday School
4 72
Sacramento Branch.. 5 55
50
Sacramento Religio . . 1 50. Wood,~ Wilfred ..... .
San Francisco Branch 7 75· Zion's Hill Bi•anch.... 8 75
San Jacinto collection
15
COLORADO.
San Jose Branch .... 11 60
Bozal·th,
Mr. and Mrs.
San Jose Sunday School 2 50
J. A ............. .
50
Stockton Sunday School 1 10
Tomlinson, Nellie.....
50 Denver Branch ..... . 25 72
Denve1"
S
·
S.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
1 69
Wis, Mrs. H. R. ·. . . . . •
50 .
Denver Religio
92
Zion's Sunday School,
Highland
Branch
SunSacramento . . . . . • . .;i. 96
day School ...... . 2 00
CANADA.
: Mohr, Peter . . . . . .. .
25
Arthur Branch .. , . . . 5 00 Myers, Mrs. Charles .. 1 00
Blenheim Branch .. ; • 1 ~6 Rocky Mountain
·Branch .... -. . . . . . 5 00
Blenheim Sunday ...
School and Rellg\o • • . 2 64 Tilton, Annie E ..... . 2 00
Bothwell S S ... ; . , • 1 • · 2 ·00 Trinidad Branch .... . 1 01
Brown, Bella . • . . . . . •
55 Trinidad S S. . . . . .. .
31
Burgess, J. C .. ,.,...
25 Wagner, Michael ... . 5 00
Cedar Springs Branch 2 00 Ward, Alice A ...... .
30
Cedar Springs S S. . 1 85
CUBA.
Cedar Valley Branch 1 1.0
Cedar Valley S S . . . .
34 Rever, H. E ........ . 1 50
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FLORIDA.
Santa Rosa Branch ... ·10 50
Trout, Louise .•. · . . . . · 20
IDAHO.
Boise Saints . . . . . .. . . 4 10
Hagerman Branch .. . 4 75
Hobson, Mrs. Betsy .. 4 00
Jon~s. M. M ........ . ·1 00
Ma!ad ·S1mday School
5 25·
Srmth, Mrs. Josh .... 2 00
Valley Sunday School
50
Wash, J.P ..........• 1 00
Yochem, J. A ....... .
50
ILLINOIS.

Belleville BrancH . . . .
Belleville S S
Belleville Z.
Benson, Mrs. G. W. . .
Blacket!'.. Mrs. Mai'tha
Ce_!1tral Chicago
Hranch . . . . . . . . . .

R.::i,. .S: :

Central Chicago

s s. .

2
1
1
2

50
2
Og
00
50

6 05

.1 30

gongdon, Sadie ..... , . 1
aer, J. A.... . . . . . . 1
EpJ.?erly, H. E. . . . . . . 1
Ewmg, L. 0., and wife 1
Epperly, Arthur . . . . .
First Chicago Branch 7
Frederick, Marguerite 1
Good Samaritan S S. . 1
Good Samaritan Sunday School Home Department . . .. . . . : .
Heavener, Melvina
5
Hopkins, R. V ..... ·:: 10
Jel!y, Melissa . . . . . .. 1
Joh et Sunday School.. 6
Jones, Mrs. Asenath
1
Keir, James . . . .
·· 1
Kewanee district conference . . . . . . . . . . 9
Kewanee Sunday
School session . . . . . 2
Lansdowne Br 0 ~ 0 t1
6
Pana Branch ""~' · · · 1
Parks, Agnes · : : : . : : : 1
Parks, Rosa J. . . . . . . 1
Parrish Branch
2
Sandwich Branch. ·;~d
Sunday School . . . . 4
Sm:twell, Mrs. Emily 10
Smith, John G.... . . 1
Taylorville Branch, less
, ~ cents expense ... . 5
fr1-City Branch .... . 8
rucker, Pauline
Xenia Branch .. : : ' : : 3

25
00

00

00
50

26
00
00

60
00

00

00
00
50
00
05

47
00
50

OO
00
50

89

00
00
45

52
78
87

INDIANA.

Clear Lake B1•anch
10
Indianapolis Home · ·
Class Sunday School 3
Phillips, Mrs. Delbert
Hay Sunday School . . 1
IOWA.
A brother . .
A friend .. . . . : : : · : : 2
Ackworth S S
1
Alden, Lisca . ·. ·. '. ·::: : 1
Aldredge, B. D. . . . . . .
Aldredge, D. B. . . . . . . 1
Anderson, John B.....
Badham, A. . . . . . . . . 5
Banner of Liberty Sunday School . . . . . . 3
Baldwin Branch . . . . 1
Ballantyne, Robert
and Marinda and
family .... .' ..... . 2
Barrett, Ella . . . . , .. .
Barrett, William .... .
Batten, Parley . . . . . . 1

50

70
50

85

50
25

63

00

50
00
50

00

56
60

00
10
10

00

Bender, F. . . • . • • • • , 1
Bigler's Grove S S. . . 2
Blair, Mrs. E .. J
(dormit01;y) •..... 100
Boonsboro Branch . , . 2
Bouton, J. L.. . . . . . 1
Bouton, Mrs. S. E •. : • 1
Bryan, Alice . . . ... , . .
Bryan, Ava Nell·....
Bryan, Lela ·· . . . . . . . .
Burlington Branch and
Sunday School . . . . 13
Byerly, John: and Etta
Caffall, Eliza . . . . . . . 1
...Campbell, _Mr. and Mrs.
J .. N ... • . . . . . . .. . 2
Carlile, J. P. . . . . .... 10
Carson Branch . . . . . . 2
Charles City S S. . . . 1
Cluistiansen, James P. 12
Concord Branch . . . . . 7
Crescent
Branch
.... 8
, - i . " - - - - - L CC
n
vi t'1:)1,;t:ut.i

a

00

70

oo
20
00
00
10
10
10

13
50
00

oo
oo

75
25
50

oo

50

1

Ll, 1ess ex-

pense 14 cents . • . • 2 00
Croston, Doctor , . . . . .
50
Coalville Branch and
Sunday School .... 2 98
David City Sunday S. , 6 00
Day, Mrs. S. T ..... . 2 00
Deloit Branch .... · .. . 5 00
Des Moines Branch .. 8 08
Des l\lfoines S S and
Religio · . . . . . . . . . . 15 15
Dewey, Mrs. Alice .. . 1 00
Dillon, Ency . . . . . .. . 1 00
Dow City Branch ... . 9 20
Dunkle, Eliza .... : .. .
50
Edson, Mrs.. E. J .... . 5 00
Enterprise S S ...... . 1 50
Evans, J. A ....... ~ .. 1 00
Evans, John R ...... .
25
Ex-college student ... . 1 00
Farmington Branch .. 1 75
Fleming', Jessie ..... . 1 00
Fulton Branch ...... . 8 14
Gallands Grove Branch 7 10
Gamet, Carl . . . . . ...
50
Garland, Pearl . . . . . .
25
Garland, Robert .... .
50
Glenwood Branch ... . 5 70
Goode, C. F ........ . 1 00
Graceland Branch,
Lucas, ...... : . . . . 2 50
Graceland College Patronesses ( dormitory) . . . . . ....... 405 00
Greenville Branch . . . 2 09
Hammer, C. D., and
wife ........ ·..... 1 00
Harlan Branch . . . . . . 3 10
Hartshorn, Manly W.
and Catherine . , ' .. 2 00
Hazel Branch . . . . . . 3 05
Hazel Dell S S ... , ..
98
6 71
Henderson Branch
Hillebrant, Susan E .. . 2 00
Hmyer, R. S ........ . 1 00
25
Hopkins, Thomas ... .
Hougas, T. A. . . . . .. . 5 00
1 00
Hutchinson, Elizabeth
1 50
Jaques, M1:s. Chai·les
25
John, •r. A ......... .
50
Johnson, Mary ..... :
Juergens, George ... . 1 00
Juergens, Gei·rit .... . 6 00
Kaestner, Charles and
Mabel . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Kaestner, Henry •.... 1 00
Kaestner, Mattie ..... 1 00
Kendall, William, and
family·. . . . . . . . . ; .
50
Keokuk Branch , . . . . . 5 25
Keokuk Sunday School. 1 08
Keown, Alma .. , . , . . .
10
Keown, Richard . • . . . ' 10
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Kent, Hannah . ·... . • -1 00 Dittemore, Mrs. W. H. 1 00
Lamoni Branch ...... 351 73 Fanning Branch ..... 10- 32
25
Lane, Jam es ... . . .- . . .
50 Harding, Brother . , ..
10
Leon Sunday School.. .
20 Harding, Sister .....
Little Sioux Branch.. . 6 50 Hopkins, Carl and
Minnie ......... .- 5 00
Little Sioux S S. . . . . . 6 60
Magnolia Branch . . . . 7 20 Nunamaker, Mary .. . 1 00
Magnolia S S. . . . . . . . 29 60 Pittsburg Branch . , .. 20 00
Ma!lard Branch . . . . . 3 00 Scammon Branch ... . 7 90
McEJroy, Mrs. W. H..
56 Scandia Branch ..... . 3 30
Martin, James . . . . . . . 1 00 Tyson, Mrs. L, A .... . 1 00
Martin, Mrs. James... 1 00 Wolfe, Mrs. -T. B .... . 1 00
Martin, Martha ..•. ,_.
- 50 Vickery, W ......... . 1 Oei
l\fay, Ethel ..... ~... 1 00 Veckery, Sister ..... . 1 00
lliiner, Henry 0. . . . . 1 00 Williams, Mrs. Iris .. 1 00
Miner, Emma . . . . . . .
50
MAINE.
Moorhead Branch .. ., 18 52
Morey, Charles . . . . . . 2 00 Gardner, Mrs. Stephen 1 00
Morey, Mrs. Charles.. 1 00 Indian -River Branch. . 8 71
Morey, George ....... · 1 -50 Mansfield, M. . . . . . • • . . 50
Oelwein Branch ...... · 2 25 Mattatall, A. D. and
__ f\.bbie E ......... . 1 25
Orson Sunday School,
Little Sioux District 2 50 Mitchell, William O .. 1 00
Mo}Intainville
Branch .. 2 94
Packard Sunday School 1 50
Phipps, W. J. . . . . . . . . 1 00 Philbrick, Preston X.
and Ida L ........ . 1 00
Prall, Mrs. 0. E. . . • . . 5 00
Richards, Carl . . . . . . .
10 · Tainter, Mrs. E. S ... . 5 00
Riverton Branch . . . . . 2 75 Waterville S S ..... ..
65
Rudd, Mrs. William.. 1 00
MASSACHUSETTS.
Rhodes, Clear Creek
and Baxter S S. . . . 6 00 Boston Branch . . . . . . 25 55
Roberts, Jesse . . • . . • 2 00 Boston Religio . . . . • . 1 00
Salem Branch
2 50 Boston S S...... . . . 5 00
Salisbury, Ether .. : . .
25 Brockton S S. . . . . . . 2 85
50
Salisbury, Herald . . . .
50 Burlingame, Ruth A..
Shakespeare, Samuel... 1 00 Fall River Branch . . 8 17
John..
1
00
Gilbert,
Doctor
Shakespeare, Mrs. Samuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 Haverhill Branch . . . . 3 60
83
Shakespeeare, W. E... 1 00 New Bedford Religio..
Shenandoah Branch .. 9 26 Plymouth Branch . . . . 1 62
50
Wilcox, Lottie R......
Shields, W. H., and
wife ........... .
MARYLAND.
59
Sister .......•.....
25 Elk Mills Branch. . . . . 2 54
Sioux City Branch .. . 7 40 Elk Mills S S .•. , . . . .
84
Smith, A. J ......... . 1 00
MICHIGAN.
Smith, J. R ......... . 3 00
Snethen, Belle ...... ,
50 Alto Sunday School •. ,
70
Sni".ely, George E., and
Applegate Saints .•.. 3 85
wife.... . . . . . . . . . 2 00 Baxter, F. H ........ . 5 00
Spray, R.... . . . . . . .
50 Baxter, Mrs. F. H ... . 2 00
Stagge:rs, Hannah . . . 1 00 Bennett, Bertha , ... ,
10
Stanch, Fannie .. , . . . 1 00 Bennett, John E ..... , 2 00
Star of Bethlehem S S. 48 93 Benzonia Branch ... , .
70
Shakespeare, W. T.,
Boyne City Branch .. 2 68
and wife ........ . 1 00 Boyne City S S ...... . 1 51
Talbot, James ...... . 1 00 Brinton Branch , .... . 1 30
Tate, Mrs. M. E .... : . 1 00 Burgett, John, and
Temple, W. C ....... . 1 00
wife ............ .
45
Tharp, Frank ..... ; . 1 00 Burdickville Branch .. 3 26
Thurman Branch .... . 19· 25 Burgoyne, Ida and Cleo 1 00
Turpen, Belle ....••..
50
25 Butterfield, Mrs. E. H.
Turpen, Frances ....
2 80
05 Cass River Branch
Central
Lake
Branch
..
Vandel, Mrs. A. W .•..
52
25
West, Mr. and Mrs.
Coleman S S ....•••.
79
E. S............ . 1 00 Cook, Fannie . . • • . • ,
05
Weston Branch ..•... 7 25 Cornish Branch ...•. 2 35
Wheeler Branch ....• 5 00 Cornish S S ....... .
32
Wilkinson, Lehi .....•
25 Cox, Mrs. L ........ . 1 00
Woodbine Branch ...• 13 00 Curtiss, Essie
25
Work, Lulu ........ .
25
25 Day, Mary ...•...•.
Work, Orlando ..•...• 1 00 Day, Maggie . . . . • •.
25
Work, Mrs. Orlando ..
50
50 Depung; Mattie .....•
Work, Oral ....... .
50
25 Doty, H. A., and wife
Young, David D ..•..• 1 00 Duterman, Sr., ahd A.
Young, David, jr .••.. 1 00
M. Boomer .. . . . • • 1 45
Young, A !ta ......... . 1 00 Elmira Branch . . . .
1 00
Young, Flor.ence •.... 1 00 Emmans, Mary Ann . •
05
Emmans, William . . • •
05
KANSAS.
Evergreen Branch . . . 5 92
Brown, Maria E .....• 2 00 Farwell Branch . . . . . . 1 70
50
Boyd, J. N •... , ..... . 1.75 Frees, C. A:, and wife
Centralia Branch -~·.•. 1 50 Frees, Luella . . . . . , . · 2 00
Freesoil
Branch
....•.
6
50
Chanute Saints ..· ..... 1 10
Freesoil S S. . . . . . . . 6 00
Chelsea Park Branch .•
Darison, Sister- ..... .
~~- Fuller, C. . . .
25

i
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East Fremont Branch 2'70 Coal Hill 'Branch ... . 1 50
Galien Branch ..... . 22 11 Dennis, George W ... . 1 00
Grindstone S S. , . . . : 2 92 Guilford Branch .... . 10 50
Harper, Mary . . . . . .
15 Hawley, Alma, and
Hersey Branch ... , .• 1 00
wife .......•.•.. 1 00
Howell Saints . . . . . . 2 00 Ha\vley, Beu . . . . . ...
'50
Inland Branch . . . . . . 2 60 Hawley, Frank •..... 1 00
Jones, R. B ........ .
25 Haymond, Huldah ..• , 1 00
Joslyn, Alice . . . ... .
50 Joplin Branch . . . . . .. 9 45
Juniata Sunday School
50 Kingston Branch ... . 4 00
Kapnick, Nellie , ....
15 Lone Rock Brarich .. . 4 00
Kapnick, Roland
25 Lowry City Branch •. 1 00
Kiefie, John W ...•.••
50 Mark, Mary A. . . . . , 1 00
Kiefie, Lena E ...... .
50 Mount Hope Branch .. 5 50
King, Mrs. S .. , .
11 Norborne Branch •... 3 00
Kinney, H. M., and
Oland Branch ..•..... 6 06
wife.... . . . . . . .. . 1 00 Pleasant Grove Branch 2 25
McDonald, M ... ,
1 00 Pomona Branch and
McDonald, Mrs. M. . .
25
Sunday School .•... 3' 00
McDonald, Peter . . . . 1 00 Powell, Frank ...•...
75
Macgreb •r S S . . . . . . 3 40 . Powell, Joseph, and
McNamara, Lewis . • .. 2 00
wife . . . . . . . . . , , • 1 00
Markey Saints . . . . . . 3 80 Rich Hill Branch , . , , 1 60
Maxwell, Eliza . . . . . .
06 Riggs, I. D .. ·..... , . 1 00
Mead, Dr. William R .. 10 00 Sai;nt Joseph Branch .. 28 82
Minden City Branch .. 3 75 Second Street, Saint
Nelson, H. E., and fam.
50
Joseph Bi·anch ... , 3 .69
Nelson, Harley . . . . . .
10 Second Kansas City
Onway Saints ... , . . 1 85
Branch ..• , . , ...• 8 00
Pentland, Mrs. Annie
50 Simmon~, Mrs. M. E .• 2 00
Pigeon River Branch
3 16 Smithville Branch ... 2 00
Plato, Lizzie . . . .
2 00 Stewartsville Branch
5 75
Port Huron Branch . . 5 36 Vieve Btanch, Eldorado
Provost, L. R. . . .
25
Springs ........• 3 00
Randall, Mrs. H. R... 1 00 Webb City Branch , , . 8 57
Richardson, H. A. . . . .
50 Webb City S S .. ; .... 5 43
Rose City Branch . . . . 1 00 Whiteside, Mrs. C. F .. 1 00
Russell, J. J. . . . . . . . . 1 00
Whearso Branch •.. , • ' 90
Saint Gideon B'ranch.. 1 00 'Wilson, James .. , ...
50
Sandusky Branch . . . . 2 37 Wilson, Maria . .- . , , •
60
Schreur, Dick . . . . . .. 100 00 Zion's Hope Sunday
Second Detroit Branch 1 32
School, Bevier ,· • , • , 1 94
Shook, John .. . . .. .. 1 00
MONTANA.
Shook, Joseph . . . . . .
50
Silver Lake Branch . .
85 Baldwin, D. R, . . . • , 2 00
Sparta Branch . . . . . . 7 30 Graybeal, Mrs. E, V .. 5 00
Stocks, William C.... 1 00 Jamison, J. F ...... ,. 2 00
Thomas, G. W. . . . . .
25 Sacry, Will and Maggie 2 00
Thomas, Eliza A......
25
NEBRASKA.
Traverse City S S....
56
Turner, A. B., and wife
10 Avoca S S .... , .... , 1 15
Tuttle, Aden . . . . . . .
10 Blair Branch . , . . , . , 2 10
Tuttle, Ellen . . . . . . . .
10 Decatur Branch . , , .. G 81
Tuttle, Martha . . . . . .
10 Decatur Religio ..... 1 55
Tuttle, W. A.... . . . .
10 Decatur SS.,., .. , •• 2 73
Tyter, Marion . . . • . . .
11 Eustis Branch ...••• G 35
Younker, Mary . . . . . .
10 Franklin Branch . • . • 2 75
Gatrost, Mr. and Mrs.
MINNESOTA.
I. G.,, ..... , , • •
25
Bemidji Branch . . . . . 5 00 Graf, Adeline .. , • . , ,
50
Conrad, Mrs. Elizabeth 5 00 Hansen, Kate ...... , 2 00
Donkin, Mrs. C. T. . . .
25 Kilmer, Millie J .. , •. , 1 00
Grant, Emily P. . . . . . 5 00 Pierson, Maud ... , .•.
50
Hill, Mrs. K. C. . . . . . .
25 Sarratt, Anna ......•
50
Moody, Mrs. R. C. . . . 1 00 Sarratt, Leonard ....• 1 00
North Star SS....... 1 62 Southern Nebraska S S
Oak Lake Branch
6 15
Association . . . . • , 6 00
Thomason, Mrs. H. M. 1 00 Smith, Mrs. B. A ..• , . 1 00
Thomason, Lawrence .
70 Summer, Mrs. Lizzie.. 1 00
Umland, Mary .....• 5 00
MISSISSIPPI.
Watkins, Elizabeth . , • 1 60
DePriest, Mrs. J. W .. "' 1 00
NEVADA.
Three Rivers Branch . . 5 25
Three Rivers S S. . . . . 3 30 Gal\).et, Jane •..... , , 13 00
Jonell, A. J., and wife 1 00
MISSOURI •.
W. C.-, and wife 1 00.
Andover S S. . . .
1 50 Jones,
Atkinson, Mrs. Rebecca
50 Smith, John , . • . . , . . 1 50
Twaddle,
Lizzie ••..• , 1 00
Atz, Mr. and Mrs. . , . 2 00
Bass, Mrs. W W .. , , ..
50
NEW MEXICO.
Bcdison Branch . . . . . . 3 00. Chase, Mrs. George H. 2 00
Bevier Branch
6 80 Kennedy, E. L.,..... 1 00
Botirgeret, James and
NEW YORK.
25
John ...........•
25 Buffalo· Branch
5 78
Bourgeret, Maria ....
Chatburn, T. W .....• 1 00 Button, Mrs. H. A.. 5 00 ·
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Congdon, Sadie . . . . . . 1 25
NORTH DAKOTA.
Bantry Branch . . . . . . 5
Butler, Lillie Sherritt. 1
Darling, J. W. . . . . . . . 1
Murray, William I.... 1
Minot Friend . . . . . . . .
Salisbury, F. M. . . . . .
Sherman, Mrs. Ella . .
Whiting, Frank . . . . . . 1
OHIO.
Baldwin Branch
Cook, Mrs. Thomas .. .
Cleveland Branch ... .
Cleveland S S. . . . . ..
Cooper, Charles and
May ............ .
Cooper, Elmira ..... .
Crabtree Branch .... .
General collection, illiddlelown . . . .
..
Hannah, D. J., and
Mary....
. .. .
Hannah, Grace ..... .
Hannah, Samm·l .... .
.Joliff, Mabel . . . . . .. .
Kirkendall, A. B..... .
Master, Emma C .... .
North Columbus
Branch ......... .
Nutter, Flo Hannah ..
Ramsey, F. E ........ .
Siner, Alice ....... .
Steubcnsville Branch .
Temple Branch ..... .
Wallace, Maggie E .. .
Wellston S S ...... ..
Wren, Edith ....... .
Wren, Thomas ...... .
Wren, Mrs. Thomas ..
Youngstown Branch ..
Youngstown SS ..... .

00

50
00
00
25
50
50
00

1 30
1 00

2 28
1 46
1 00
25

50
1 11

1 00
1 00

50
25

1 00
50
1 82

35
1 00
1 00

4 00
28
00

11
1
1
1

00
00

25
50

1 85
18

OREGON.
Baker, A. A. . . . . . . . .
50
Bandon Religio . . . . . 5 00
Bandon Sunday School 5 00
Eckley, Oscar ·w. . . . .
25
Gault, i\Irs. G. M..... 1 00
Hanson, Daisy . . . . . . .
25
25
Hanson, Florence . . . .
Lofton, Mrs. Lue . . . . 1 00
Mayse, A. J.. . . . . . . .
45
Miniard, Mabel . . . . . .
25
25
Miniard, Mrs. R. M. . .
Monteville Branch . . . 4 00
Myrtle Point Branch.. 4 00
Olive Branch S S..... 2 00
Propst, Mrs. 0. W ... , 1 00
Smith, Mrs. William . . 1 00
Smith, William . . . . . . 1 00
OKLAHOMA.
Beck, A. 0.... . . . . . .
Bradley, Sarah C ... ,
Coddington, H. C. . . .
Coddington, Mrs. M. E
Fairland Branch .. : . .
Hain, David and A. F.
Kingfisher S S, .·, . . ,
McLain, Ella . , ; , .. ; .
Piedmont S S .. , . . , . .
Richardson, Retta . , , .
Robinson, W. N. (dormitory) . . . . . . . , •
Ross, J. B;,.; . . . . . . .
Scott, J eptha • . . . . . .. .
Terlton Branch ... , • .
Yates, Blanche • • . . . .

5 00
50
10
25
6 50
2 00
2 70
5 00
8 25
50
·
20 00
1. OO·
3 · 00
4 00
50
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Offerings.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Conneautville Branch.. 2 10
ALABAMA.
Fayette City Branch. . 1 40 Pleasant Hill Branch.. 26 00
Pittsburg Branch . . . . 3 13 Theodore Branch . . . . 2 60
Scranton Branch
3 61
CALIFORNIA.
Sharon Branch . . . . . . 1 75
Sharon SS.... . . . . . . 1 41 Brown, T. S ....
10 00
Casteel, Mrs. J. 0 .... 1 00
RHODE ISLAND.
Fresno Sunday School 5 50
Little Compton Branch 1 45 Garden Grove Sunday
Providence Branch . . . 8 22
5 00
School and Religio
Providence Religio . . .
78
Harris, Ella ... : . . . . 2 00
SOUTH DAKOTA.
Los Angeles Branch. . 23 75
Bean, Archie . . . . . . .
50 Mountain Home Branch 2 50
Newport Sunday School
Bean, John W. and
and Branch . . . . . . 12 60
Annie . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Oakland
Branch . . . . . 13. 00
Bower, Sarah E. . . . . . 1 00
Oakland
Sunday School
Harvey, Mrs. D. E. . . .
50
and Branch . . . . . . . 10 50
M. L...... . . . . . . . . 5 00
50
Vaughn, Mrs. S. A.... 5 00 Petaluma, Sister . . . . .
Pickles, .cilizabeth . . . . 3 00
TEXAS.
San Bernardino Branch ,
San Antonio S S .. ,.. 2 65
and Sunday School . 6 56
Second San Antonio
San Bernardino Branch 10 00
Branch . . . . . . . .
3 75
San Bernardino Branch
Sunday School and
UTAH.
Religio . . . . . . . ..
00
Condit, Amanda . . . . .
75 San Francisco S S ... . 102 07
Condit, Cora . . . .
25
Santa Ana Branch .. .
Condit, Ida L.... . . . . 1 00 Tulare Branch . . . . . . 3 05
Larsen, Sr. M. C. . . . . 5 00 Turpen, T. C. . . . . ... 1 95
5 00
Nazer, Alva . . . . . . . .
25
CANADA.
Nazer, Conrad C......
25
N azer Ernest
25
Cameron Branch
Nazer: Una L........
2;:; Green, Mrs. Georg~::: 2 12
Ogden Branch . . . . . . . 3 50 Halstead, 0 O. . . . . .. 1 00
25
Ogden Sunday School
2 3G
Humber Branch
6 20
Provo Branch ..... ._, 1 GfJ Humber Bay S
2
00
Salt Lake City Branch 4 25 London Branch ..... .
6 42
London Sunday School 1 43
WEST VIRGINIA.
Mary
...
.
McConnell,
35
Cabin Run Branch. . . . 1 25
Nelson, W. E ....... . 5 00
Kennedy, John M. . . . .
50
New
Westminster
Morgan, Elizabeth . . . 1 00
Branch ......... . 2 70
Wheeling Branch . . . . 5 11
Saskatoon Branch
3 60
W ASH!NG'fON ..
Spy Hill Branch . .' .' .': 10 00
Allen, John R ....... .
10 Stokes Bay Branch .. 2 50
Allen, Mary E ...... . 1 00 Wallaceburg Branch . 1 25
Allen, Martha M .... . 1 00 Warburton, Emma ... 1 00
Centralia S S ...... . 2 19
COLORADO.
Drier Ferdinand
1 00
Clearwater Saints ...
25
George, Anna . . . . . .
25
50 Colorado Springs SunHarvey, Mary M .•...
day
School
.......
.
50
Holland, Ella M ..... .
1 04
Holmes, Donna M. : .. 1 00 Colorado Springs
Branch ......... . 5 05
1 00
Holmes, F1·ank
Duvic, Eva A. . . . . .. 4 00
Shippy, Lewis B ..... .
50
25
Hamill, Margaret E .. 1 00
Stover, Cecil . . . . . ..
Hopper, Ida M ...... . 1 00
Stover, Charles H ... .
25
20 Kennedy, Earl A .... . 1 00
Walling, Hattie ... , ..
Kennedy, George o .. . 1 00
Willing Helpers'
Society ......... . 1 50 Kennedy, Sr M
1 00
Pople, IVIartha H· · · · · 2 00
WISCONSIN.
Schall, Ina A
· · · · · · 1 00
Appleton Saints ..... . 2 00 Shumate, F.
~nd.,.
East Delavan Branch
1 50
wife ...
Elvin, Ruthven ..... . 3 00 Wray Saint;·::.:·::: 1 00
18 02
Flora Fountain Branch 1 50
Hook, Archie . . . . . ..
CONNECTICUT.
50
Hochier, Archie ..... .
50
76
Milw@kee S S ... , ..
82 Broad River Branch ..
Reed Branch
3 60
ENGLAND.
Runkle, Augusta E ...
50
Priestly Road Branch .. 2 22
Denton Mission
WYOMING.
73
Eccles Branch · · · · ' ·
36
Daniel, A. M. . . . . ... 1 00 Enfield Branch· · · · · · ·
1 02
Exeter Branch : : : : : :
24
GRACELAND COLLEGE
Farnworth Branch ..
65
Leeds Branch
RUNNING EXPENSE
1
06
London
Branch.··'
·
·
1 03
ACCOUNT.
North Manchest~~· · · · ·
Recepts by E. L. Kelley PreBranch ....... .
91
siding Bishop, from l"eb- South
Manchester
ruary 4, 1909, to June
Branch ....... .
1 45
30, 1910.
Stockport Branch ... .
85

s::::

n:,'

HAWAII,
Hono!Ulu Branch ..
IDAHO.
Boyd, Mary A. . . . . ..
DallimoTe, Loulia B ...
Ferguson, .W. T •.....
Hendrickson, B. L ....
Sagle Branch . . . . . ..
Weinheimer, Susie ...

18 00
1 00
1 00
5 00
1 95
4 56
1 00

ILLINOIS.
Baseore, Clara .•.... 10
Bath, D. I. ....... . 1
Buffalo Prairie Branch 3
Chicago, Hope of Israel
Sunday School . . . . 1
Gillin, Mary E. . . . . . . 1
Jones, J., and wife . . .
Kewanee Branch . . . . 1
Kilgore, Mrs. R. , . . . .
-Leland, James ..... . 1
Media Branch ...... . 3
Mission Branch .... . 16
Plano Ladies' Aid ... . 5
Plano Branch ...... . 3
Piper City Saints ... . 5
Rock Creek Branch
and Sunday School .. 16
Rogers, S. M . . . . . . . . 1
Tunnel Hill Saints . . . 4
INDIANA.
New Albany Branch ..
New Albany S S .... :
New Albany Religio ..
Ward! Asa, and wife ..
IOWA.
Brother, A (M. B.) .. .
Butterworth, C. E ... .
Clinton Branch ..... .
Clinton SS ....
Council Bluffs Branch
Des Moines Vallev
Branch ... ', .. -. . . .
Herring, Alice ...... .
Hiteman Branch .... .
Jones, Cosie ....... .
Jones, Saral:i P ...... .
Lane, I. M., and wife..
Logan Branch ..... .
Marion Branch . . . . . .
Mondamin Branch .. .
Morgan, E. B ....... .
Savanna Branch .... .
Savanna S S ....... .
Snethen, Mrs. C. C .. .
Schrunck, Mrs. T. F ..
Tabor Branch ...... .
Temple, W. C ....... .
Wheetley, David W .. .
KANSAS.
Altamont Branch ... .
Argentine Branch ... .
Atchison Branch and
Sunday School .•...
Blue Rapids Saints ..
Chelsea Park Branch ..
Columbus Saints .....
Davis, B. H. ·".
Hager, Susan ...... .
Malvern Hill S S .... .
Maloney, W. S ...... ;
Pittsburg Branch ... .
Redfield, Charles H .. .
Redfield, Charles H .. .
Scranton Branch .... .
Sqtt-011 1 J. R. and
Libbie ......... : .
Topeka Saints . . . .. .
KENTUCKY.
Louisville Branch ...
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75
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91
65
25

35
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16 70

2 45
2 00
6 65
50

50
3 00
15 15
2 50
4 23

1 00
3 75

75
50
20 00
13 01
1 00
1 00
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6 50
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5 00
5 00
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50
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10 00
2 50
2 50
5 00
5 00
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The Evangelization of the World.-Part 4, by
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HYMNS AND POEMS
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN:

Evil Effects of Idleness;; No Work in the Home,
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976
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Samuel Brown-W. A. Guthrie-J. R. Dickson
-Ollie Derry-Mrs. Ella Norman-A. M.
Chase-T. VI. Chatburn-E. E. Lon.g-John H.
McLean-F. Wehbe.
MISCELLANEOUS

MAINE,
Little Deer Isle Branch 2 00
Sullivan, Sarah M. . . . 1 00
Thomas, Julia A...... 2 00
MASSACHUSETTS.
Attleboro Sunday School
and Branch . . . . . . . 4 00
Dennisport Branch . . 1 11
Dennisport Branch . . . 1 57
26
Dennisport, friend . . .
New Bedford S S.... 3 10
Newcomb, 0. L. and
wife
•..... 5 00
Perry, Fannie ......'
5!)
Plymouth Sainti> .... . 1 57
Rogerson, Harriett H. 10 00
Sears, Bessie .......•
25
MICHIGAN.
Alpena SS........
2 84
Baird, Ella . . . . . . ... 100 00
Bay Port Saints . . . . . · 2 30
Blackmore,· Edward . . 1 00
Cadillac Branch . . . . . 1 21
Central Lake Branch.. 1 50
Coldwater S S. . . . . . . 14 63
Comi~s Sundp.y School. 1 08
Detr01t S S. . . . . . . . . . 3 25
Glidden, Volney T., and
wife ........... ·.. 5 00
Glover B1'anch · ..... . 1 76
Gulliver S S ........ . 1 00
Hawley, William ... .
25
Hunt, William G .... . 1 00
Kissack, William H .. .
25
Kissack, Mildred ... .
25
Laing Branch ...... . 1 55
McArthur, A. D ..... .
66
Mc Clare, Mr. . . . . .. .
15
Munger Branch ..... .
62
Saint Clair Branch .. . 2- 00
South Boardman
Branch ......... . 3 84
Stewart, Rachel ..... . 1 00
-'75
Trescott,. Alex.. . .. .
Ward, Daniel : ..... .50
Wiggins, Jothan .... . 1 00
MINNESOTA.
Clitherall S S .......• 4 70
Frazee SS .......... . 1 15
Hunter, Mrs. R ..... . 1 00
Minneapolis Saints .. . 3 00
Winslow, Edna ..... .
50
Wise, Mrs. H. ..• . . ... . 1 00
MISSISSIPPI.
Bluff Creek Branch ... ·2 05

987

982
MISSOURI.
Beaver Sunday School
75
Cameilon Branch ... . 4 75
Cargyle, Clara ...... . 2 00
Cheltenham Branch .. 3 20
Cheltenham S S ....
3 25
·Eldorado Branch and
Sunday School .... . 5 00
Far West Branch ... . 3 67
Faul, C. P., agent ... .
75
First Kansas City
Branch ....... .
43 61
First IC C. S. S ..... . 14 39
Goodrich, M. M. . . . . .
50
Independence Branch 201 68
Independence, Mount
Zion S S .......... 25 57
Morgan, A. . . .
5 00
Mound City, Pleasant
Hope Sunday School 8 00
May, R., Bishop, list as follows:
Second K. C. Branch 3 57
Grandview S S ..... 2 11
Grandview Branch .. 3 22
Armstrong Branch .. 8 12
Post. Oak ........ . 3 37
Fourth K. C; S. S .. 1 06
Fourth K. C. Branch 1 65
Knobnoster Branch .. 8 10
Oakdale Branch ..... . 5 06
Oakdale S S ........ . 2 24
11 65
Oak Hill Branch
65
Orchard Home S S ... .
Purcell SS ......... . 2 25
Reesman, Florence .. . 1 00.
Saint Joseph, Zion's
Star Sunday School 14 00
Saint Louis Branch .. 18 25
lilaint Louis S S ..... . 5 82
Shower, J. D. . . . . .. . 5 00
Taborville Branch ..• 5 25
White, Ammon .... '. 1 00
MONTANA.
Deer Lodge Branch . . 16 30
·NEBRASKA.
1 25
AinsworLh Saints
50
Defrates, Mrs. M. L .. .
25
Clearwater Saints . ·.. .
Emley, Albert ...... . 2 50
Everett; Mrs. George.. 1 50
Huston, Rose . . . . . . 10 00
7 50
Inman Branch
Kennicutt, A. B .... , . 5 00
50
Kilmer,' Millie J. . . ...
Kipp, Grace E. . . . . .. 1 50

ESTABLISHlllD 18(10,
·Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Aasoclate Editor• Iorael A.
Smith, A••ll!tant Editor.
·
'
ad~::~~~hed every Wednesday. Subscription price $f.50 per year Iii
When payment Is made, the date on yellow inbel always eh owe the
time to which :rou have paid, or the time when your subscription explre 1 •
If' not changed within a month 11.tter payment Is made notify uu.
The paper will not be sent to penons who are ·six months In arrears
unlees special arrangements &re made.
'
All articles, letters tor publication, notices, etc., and commun!catlon1
concerning the same, should be adaressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should . be addressed to Herald Publlshlnll' Hou&e
La.monl, Iowa, and all remittances eho!;lld be made payable to the same'.
All errors in the filling ot orders or rendering ot accounts •llould be
reported immediately, as receipts for money recelvod are aent within
two days after reaching the office.
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 word1 or
traction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; l!.bQve that number GO centa
per 100 words or traction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 76: words or
~~~Y~~~n
·ereot. To Insure prompt Insertion, make remittance with
For advertising rai:es apply to the buoinua department.
Entered at post-otlce, Lamoni, Iowa, as 1econd-cl11.ss mall matter
pu~tl~if~~~l-ons received tor Zion'• N11elun, 11.lao orders tor all Enalgn

Nebraska City, Zion's
Hope Sunday School
Nebraska City Saints ..
Scudder, Jennie ..... .
Strand, John ....... .
Omaha Branch, Religio
and Sunday School. . .
Stoddard, Amelia' . . . .
Stoddard, Pearl . . . . . .
Taylor, J. W....
Ward, Alice A........
Wilber Saints . . . .
NEVADA.
Gault, .Jane . . . . . . . .
Marsh, Joseph and
Hattie . . . .
...
Sprague, Jennie . . . . .

2 52
6 04
50
2 00
15 08
2 48
2 48
50
1 00
4 00
5 00
5 00
2 00

NORTH DAKOTA.
11 50

Antler Branch
Coney, Mrs. Frank . . .
Fargo Sunday School
Lamford Branch . . . . .
Moffit, Sr. H. 0. . . . . . .
Moffit, Elmer . . . . . . . .
Wheeler, Clara . . . . . .
NEW YORK.
Button, H. A ....... .
Lewis, L. H., and wife
Newcomb, Mrs. T. A ..
OHIO.
Columbus, North Saints
Cleary, Jennie A ..... .
Fri family ........ : .
Gross, John W ...... .
Hardin, Jacob ...... .
Kirkendall family ... .
Morris, Fred ....... .
Sherbondy Branch .. .
Tucker, D. E., and wife
West, Jennie ....... .
OKLAHOMA;
Alva Sunday School : .
Craven C. J.... .
Davidson S S ... .
Grim, Jennie M ..... .
Lytle, B. C .......•..

1
4
2
1

00
51
00
75
25
2 50
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 25
1 00
90
25
50
3 25
25
3 71
1 00
1 00
2
5
2
1
1

00
00
25
00
00

Sills, J. H .......... .
Vera Branch ....... .
Wilburton Saints ... .
OREGON.
McCulley, Nellie I. .. .

1 00
8 10

1
M~rryman, H. E ..... . 5
W1lson, Wi!Jiam
Philadelphia Bra~d1; · · 9
Mitchell, W. V., and·'
family . . . . ' . . . . . . 4
Talcott, Belle . . . .
2
UTAH.
Ledingham, ·John .... 25
Woodhead, Mrs. C. A .. 3
Bowman, Noah ...... . 5
WASHJNGTON.
Berham, John
Columbia River .Branch 1
Ellensburg Branch :. . 4
Seattle Branch . . . . . . 9
Spokane Branch ..... 31
WEST VIRGINIA.
Fredelick, Catherine .• 10

42
00
00
50
58
50
00
00
00
00

P....... { 00

WISCONSIN.
.Evansville S S ....... . 2
Honck, Mrs. M·. . . . . ..
Janesville Branch ... . 6
.,,.Madison Branch .... . 3
Porcupine Branch ... . 10
Shaw, Elmer . . . . . .. 1
Expenditures.
1909
April 24, check, Oscar ·
Anderson, treasurer$400
June 3, telegrams, F. M.
Smith . . . . . . . . . . . 1
June 28, expenses, F. ·
M. Smith . . . . . . . . . 10
June 30, note, A. E.
Cobb . . . • . . . . . . .. 1,000
Nov. 27, check, Oscar
And,erson, treasurer 200
December 14, check,
Oscar Anderson,
treasurer . . . . . .1,000

85
00
70
20
00
00
25
68
30
00
00

00
05
00
00
00
00

Getting re!i°gion right always means to get rid of the brier
patch and have in its stead the grove of myrtle trees.
"Never look on the dark side; take. sunny views of everything-. A sunny thought drives away the shadows."
"If one good chapce goes by you, just lie low and grab the
next."
•
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STOCK OF MEReHANDISE.

A nice clean· ~tock of rtp-to-date merchalidi3e inyoi~!ng _fra,m $7,000 to $10,000 . locatea m goou. town of 2,000
inhabitants and doing a good business "
is offered for sale on account of ni
health of the owner. A fine opening
for the right man. Live branch of the

Colonist ates
fie
c·.. : C-·oast· .
P Cl
to

e

L. D.
S. church
is located at this place.
If
interestedaddress,
Lamoni Land and Loan . Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.,,-,
Lamoni, Iowa•

Daily until October 15
$27.75 Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, Everett, Vancouver, Bellingham,

Victoria, Spokane, Walla Walla, Wenatchee, and North Yakima,

Five per cent interellit

Daily until October 15
$27.75 To San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego.

Paid on Time_Depooila at the

Similar rates to many intermediate points

Tickets on sale daily during periods mentioned above.
Through tourist sleeping cars from Chicago, St. ~ouis, Kansas City and
Omaha and intermediate points.
.

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

C~pital and Surplus, $30,000.00

Ask for descriptive booklet telling all about
routes and rates and tourist sleeping cars

Incorporated under the . banking lawl of the

L. F. Siltz, _Agent, C. B. &. Q. R. R.

State of Iowa, and undtt direct control
of the Audiicr ~f Stale.

240 ACRE FARM
To be sold at

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSQURI

DEPOSITORY

FOR

THE

CITY

OF

INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI.

We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to U'! in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.
ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND,. Vice President.

COM PU.TE CONTROL
All neceSBary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, ~aay action Model 10 (Visible)

Smith' Premier
Write for Information

The.:.Sm~tli P.remier Typewriter Co., I~c.,
. _-'19th and :Doulrla• Streets, Omah1i1., N~braaka

$60;ooo.O_O ·
Assets Over $400,000.00
Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
. y~~- surplus funds to 'this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven:: Addreu, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF DIRECTOj\S{',Vni. An~enon, · Alic'A P •• Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar And;,,aon

Capital and Surplus

.

.:

··.• /. W.·
A. ' Hopkins,
Geo. W. Blatt, A. K. Anderson.
.

,-..-o·
'.

>

1

~~
'

.- •

'

~

'

--

' -

T

~

I ·will sell at public sale at my farm
3 miles northeast of Blythedale, Missouri,
and 8 miles south of Lanioni,-Iowa

Tuesday, October

'·_

•'

l8

Beginning at 10 o'clock a: m. sharp the
following described property, to:wit:
240 Acres of· Land

More or Less, Described as Follows:
The northeast 1-4 and the east 1-2 of
the northwest 1-4 ·of section 24, township
66, range. 27, will be sold in 120 acre lots.
House and barn on. each· tract; Subject
to $8,000 loan due in. five" year~. or can
be paid in one year. This farm is an
ideal grain and stock farm, handy to
shipping point, plenty of living· water,
160 acres under ·woven wire. fence and
cross fenced, all seeded to timothy and
clover except 20 acres· in· corn. Anyone
iooki11g for a bargain will not go wrong
in attending this sale. For furth1i"r in·
formation address J. · B; De Bolt, Tuskel)ga, Iowa.
lmplemenb ·
1. new swinging stacker' (Flemming),
1 Dain sweep rake, 1 hay-baler, 20 acres
of No. 1 corn (more or less) , about 200
acres of good .fall pasture, about 100
tons of choice timothy hay. and clover
TERMS CASH.
hay.

J. B. DeBolt
0. F. McWhinney, Auct.

Orra Teale,
·Clerk.· Lunch, on grounds. 40*
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PUB Lrc . SALE
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ERALD

Official Publication of ·the Reorganized ChW"ch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
lilntered u second-clasn matter nt Lamoni poat-omco.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye ·1hall know the truth, and the
truth shall inake you free.''-John 8: 31,. 32.

LAMONI,

VOLUME 57

.

"There zhall not any man among you ha't'e cave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
~owA,
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Utah Mormon church was to bear the inference that
Brigham Young was the successor to Joseph Smith TESTIMONY IN CONFLICT.
as president of the church, those thus formulating ·
"! bear my testimony that Joseph Smith was a prophet of
God; and that Brigham Young wal! his legal successor."
it forgot that Joseph Smith had not been president
Not long ago an ·elder of the Utah Mormon church, of tha~ church in the West, and that Brigham Young
whose name is immaterial to .the issue presented, ,. was. vntually the first incumbent of the office of•
stood before us in private conversation and bore the president of a polygamous church; and these young
above testimony thre~ separate times.. What may men, like the one who so ostentatiously bore testihave been in the niind of this young elder to cause mony to us, that Brigham Young was Joseph Smith's
him to bear such a testimony at such a time it is legal successor, have not been correctly informed as
unnecessary to inquire. It may have been a thought to the history of their own organization. If they
prevailing that his duty to his church organization had been they would have known that on the 6th day
as an elder sent out to present the gospel and evan- of August, 1847, Brigham Young baptized those of
gelize the world justified him in bearing such a tes- the Twelve who were associated with him in the pio..;
timony to those who mi'ght differ from him upon the neer company into the valley of Great Salt Lake,
faith and doctrines of the denomination which he and was himself baptized by one of those whom he
represented, as well ·as to those to whom he might h'd baptized; and on the 8th day of August he bappreach in his itinerancy, in order to secure adher- tized the whole band of pioneers into a new regime;
ence to their faith. The statement, as it is given, is and that subsequently every person reaching ·the
a peculiar one.
valley over "the rim of the basin," (meaning those
Mentioning the circumstances to a few others of who came into the valley over various passes through
our own way of believing one of them from the the mountains,) were required to be baptized, upon
Middle West stated to us that he had heard that no other order or precedent than the one established
testimony borne probably a thousand times by mem- upon those two days, the 6th and 8th .of August,
bers of the Utah church. It would appear that it -1847.
is the shibboleth of those that are sent out from the
These young men should also have known that in
Utah church and forms the basic statement upon the December following this extraordinary action
which their faith and church allegiance are founded. upon the part of Brigham Young and his associates
As such it will repay some thoughtful consideration. of the Twelve, upon Brigham Young's return to
For instance; we accept the first statement as true, Winter Quarters, near Omaha, Nebraska,. and Counthat Joseph Smith was a prophet of God. This is cil Bluffs, Iowa, Brigham Young was first chosen by
broad in its character, and applies only to Joseph his associates in the Quorum of Twelve, with two
Smith and the legitimacy of his labors under the others, to form the presidency of a new church under
angelic message contained in the revelations given the regime of Brigham Young, he choosing Heber
to the church in its formative periods. We can have C. Kimball and Jedediah M. Grant as his counselors,
no fault to firid with this statement.
and proceeded to fill up at that time and afterwards
The second statement, that Brigham Young is his the Quorum of Twelve.
legal successor, is a subject for just dispute. It is
The order for the rebaptizing of all those who
crafty in its spirit and would seem to carry the idea crossed the mountains into the valley was enforced
that if Joseph Smith was a prophet, so also was by President Young; thus baptizing the adherents
Brigham Young a prophet; but this is successflilly to. that faith, including polygamy, as practiced by
disputed by Pres. Brigham Young himself, who said them, out from under the presidency of Joseph
more than once, "I am neither a prophet nor the . Smith and the faith which he had established and in
son of a prophet, but. I have been profitable to this· which he died, and into the church whose. shibboleth
people." If the intention of those who formulated we have quoted at. the head of thi~ article. The
this testimony to be borne by the neophytes in the statement in this testimony that Brigham Young
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was the legal successor of Joseph ~mith is a.subject
of jurisprudence in both ecclesiastical· and secular
law. The issue has thus been joined in the courts of
the United States, and public notice served upon the
Utah Mormon church .. Twice has this joining of
issue before these couds resulted disastrously to the
claim; for twice have the courts decided that the
Reorganized. Church of Jesus Chr!st of Latter Day
Saints, whose president is the son of Joseph Smith
the Prophet and at the time of the holding of
the courts, was the legal successor of t~e ·original
church. The claim in regard to organization is thus
established in the secular courts of the land. This
decision of the court, establishing the identity of the
church presided over by Joseph Smith the Prophet
and the one by his son, Joseph Smith, establishes
the fact that the son of the Prophet was and is the
legal successor of his father.
The testimony in these two separate actions before the courts was based upon the spiritual law and
ordinances of the church, its faith and its practices
as given by revelation of God, through Jm=ieph Smith
the Prophet, and while the courts were what is
known as secular courts, the evidence upon which
the judgment and verdict of the courts were founded
was the ecclesiastical law, and every· lawyer acquainted with jurisprudence is well aware of the
fact that such conclusion based upon such testimony
was inevitable and must stand against all contradiction and dispute.·
The Reorganization stands ready, and has always
stood ready, in forensic disputation anywhere, before any people, under fair and equal conditions,
to defend the claim to legal succession as made by
its officers and members, from its institution to the
present moment, and throw down the gauntlet .of.challenge to those who may claim adversely.
Perhaps the main vital point on.the spiritual"side
of the controversy is this: Jesus said to his diSciples
on one occasion, "Whom do you say that·I am?;' The
reply to this question was this: "Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God." .(Matthew 16: 16, 17.)
Jesus at that time said to these men, .his disciples,
speaking definitely to Peter, tha,t it would be upon
this rock, (the fact that is stated by Peter) that he
would build his church. As a cpnsequence of this
the testimony of the disciples as. a whole was subsequently borne, as stated in the Acts of the Apostles, to the same general principle, that "Jesus is the
Christ, the Son of th~ living God."
The Utah· Mormon!: polygamous church may
conscientiously, devoutly, and possibly sacredly
bear testimony that ·Brigham .Young was the
foster fathe1; prophet of ·the church to which
they beiortg, and. ma¥e the statement that he
was- the .'succ~ssO_r -,of.--,t'.fOse~~ ~mith the Prophet;
but . th,e ..claim 'to. the. prophetic office being re-

futed by the statement of Presid~nt Young himself, that he was neither a pr6phet ncir:the son of a
prophet, and the claim to legal successorship having
been succ_essfully disproved in the courts by both
ecclesiastical and secu_lar law, the testimony fails of
any other effect than to show that they who make it
are both members 'of the church of P1·e~. Brigham
Young- and his successors, · under the polygamous
regime. Each ·of Brigham .Young's successors so far
has been a polygamist, ana the'1ast incumbent of this
office is notable in this distinction, in that-the wives
who have borne him children have been polygamous
wives, and the children whom they have borne have
been: polygamous children ; and if any of them are
now legitimate by the law, it has been through the
action of polygamous associates; , 'Who, have been
made lawmakers in the State -of Uta:h. .
The church of Christ anciently established bore
this testimony, that Jesus was the-'Chrfst and the
doctrine was true. This. wa~. the promise of the
Scriptures. The church estabiished by Joseph Smith
and his associates in 1830 bore this testimony, that
Jes us was the Christ, and the doctrine was true.
the/Scriptures to them.
This was the testimony
This was the testimony of the Book of Mormon to
them. This was the testimony of the revelations of
God to them. The church under Joseph Smith did
not stand upon the testimony (of the membership)
that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God. The Reorganized Church does not stand upon. the testimony
of its membership that Joseph Smith was a prophet
of God, and that his son is his legal successor; but
it stands upon the common testimony of the membership of the church during the days_ of the disciples,
subsequent to the death of the Savior, upon the testimony of the church on this land under the prophets
from Lehi down to Moroni, and upon the testimony
of the same Spirit now borne to the Reorganized
Church, that Jesus is the Christ and the doctrine is
true.
This is the safe ground, and no matter how
strongly these representatives of the polygamous
believing and polygamous teaching church may testify, it must be clear that they come very nearly,
even quite under the condemnation Of the ancient
prophet who said to Israel, "Though ye swear that
the Lord your God liveth, ye swear falsely."

of

TONGUES AND INTERPRETATION.
PROPHECY GIVEN AT REGULAR PRAYER -MEETING AT
BAY CITY REUNION, AUGUST 21, 19l0, BY
APOSTLE J. W. WIGHT.

. Yea; thus saith the Spirit. Many have been doubtmg. Many have been distrustful, but for your good
I say unto you as my people, that which you have
doubted has had no foundation for doubt. For I, the
Lord, your God, have done many things in away ye
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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know not of; but With which the _people should be
concerned,
.
While the. church has been. heavily burdened in a:
financial way, ye are to· remember that as my people
have gathe1:ed·together from time to time, to testify
of their love to me and of thei:i: willing1rnss to do for
me, herein will lie your opportunity to show your
faith by your works. So far as the college is concerned, the homes, the sap.it!!-rium, and the various
auxilim;ies of my church, they have been of lliy righ~
hand planting. They are a help and a gift unto my
people.
And inasmuch as my people will put forth diligent
effort in maintaining them ;for the sake of the young
as well as. the needy, they will be blessed in s_uch
efforts.
And I also say unto you that my handmaiden,
Etzenhouser, and my servant Gunsolley, and many
of my people have been called forth as helpers to the
young of my people, and to encourage them to a
greater diligence. Let my people. continue to be
diligent in the maintaining of these auxiliaries and
my blessings will attend anq there. will be a manifestation of unity of spirit, never before known, or
a realization of such power.
Be not in doubt; be not suspicious. Let my 'people
come down to a spirit of humility and put forth their
best efforts and energies, for the upbuildjng of my
work, and my glory will be made manifest and my
people will be comforted and strengthened. Thus
saith the Spirit. Amen.
(Reported by Bro; Ralph W. Johnson, of Flint,
Michigan.)-G'lad Tidings, Septembe1·, 1910.

with the Doctrine and Covenants, it does the very opposite
claimed by the committee and agrees .with the Book of· Com- .
-niandments.
.
· I have repeatedly compared the extract given by your committee, with the Evening and Moi;ni;ig Star, and- unqualifiedly
state that your article does not state the truth when it claims
the rendition of the consecration law, as ..given in the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants, agrees with the revelation· as first
·printed in 1832, in the 'Evening and Morning Star, for July
of·that year.
Teh Evening and Morning Star has the extract as follows:
- ,"If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my
commandments; and behold, thou s!J.alt co.11secrate all thy
properties, that which thou hast unto me, with a deed and a
covenant which can not be broken; and they shall be laid before the biEl10p of my church, and two of the elders, such as
he shall appoint and set apart for that purpose."
·
There ,3 a so-called "reprint" of the Eveiiing mid Morning
Star in existence, and· it contaii-1s ·the revelation Hke it is in
thll Book of Covenants. The men ·{vho wi·ote your article must
have used the garbled reprint instead of the original.
I sincerely trust that you will print an ample correction in
your next issue, as I wish to refer to the matter in the Octo-her isrne of our paper, and prefer that your readers should·get the conectio,n from you before it appears in the Even{ng
-and Moning Star.
Fraternally,
JOHN R. HALDEMAN>

Editor Evening and Morning Star.

ITEMS FROM THE PAST.
FIFTY YEARS AGO.

The following is taken from the HERALD .for October, 1860:
"A NEW HYMN BOOK.-The minutes of the late
conference will show what arrangements have 'been
made for the publication of a hymn book. Presidents of branches are requested to forward subscriptions
as the min.utes direct. Where it is conA COMMUNICATION FROM THE EDITOR OF THE
venient they may send by drafts. Individuals may
EVl!NING AND · MORNING ST AR.
We are in receipt of the following· communication also send their subsci-iptions without the intervenfrom Mr. John R. Haldeman, editor of the Evening. tion of a president, where it is more converlient. It
is expected that the price will be fifty cents per copy.
and Mo1·ning Star, Independence, Missouri:
lf
there should be any variation from this sum, it
iVIR. ELBERT A. SMITH,
can be afterwards rectified. Sister, Emma Bidamon
Associate Editor SAINTS' HERALD, Lamoni, Iowa.
Dear Sir: I wish to call your attention to an erroneous was appointed by a revelation in July, 1830, to make
statement which appeared in the SAINTS' HERALD for June 8, a selection of sacred hymns. Book of Covenants,
1910. The misstatement occurs in an article headed, "T.he section 48, paragraph 3 says, 'It shall be given thee,
Book of Commandments and the Book of Doctrine and Cove· also;·to mak~ a selection of sacred hymns as shall be
nants rendition of the Tevelation contained in section fortygiven thee, which is pleasing unto :rrw, to be had in
two."
·
·
The article is signed by .W. E. Peak, George Jenkins, and· my church, for my soul delighteth in the song of the
J. E. Vanderwood; a committee acting for the Quorum of head, yea, the song of the righteous is a prayer
Seventy of the Reorganized Church. 'fhe article contains what · unto me, and it shall be answered with a blessing
purports to be an extract from the consecration· law, printed
upon their heads.' She has t}lerefore been reapin part in the Evening. and Af(n-ning Stw· for July, 1832," at"
pointed to the performance of this wo:l·k.''
page 30, volume 1. ·
·
· "Those who have hymr.s which may be deemed
The writer'°Jias recently. examin~d two .copies of the Even"
ing and M01·ning Star, for July, 1832, one of the copies beip.g suitable for this purpose are requested to forward
in the possession" of. Elder Fred ·M. Smith, Independence, MiS- them to her at Nauvoo, Illinois .. If they are written,
souri; and firi.ds ·that. the isl?ue mentioned· does contafn an ex- · they'must be plain and legible." .
·
tract froni the consecratioh)aw; but fails to find the language
"This number will be thl:l last one which we shall
there that your papei' says is the~·e.
·
Instead _of tlie lm1giiage in the S~ar f()r July, 1832, agreeing send to those persons who have paid nothi~g for it,
-·--

-
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except in those cases which are specially provided
for."
"We can supply no more copies of No. 1 and No. 3,
and not many of No. 4 and No. 5 unless some of our
friends can return some of these numbers."
TWENTY-FIVE

YEA!~S

_October 12, 1910

NQTES .. AND COMMENTS.

We wish to thank the brethrep. who have i·eplied
to our request for mission news for our new department. Those who have responded. are Brn. A. M.
Baker, 0. B. Thomas, J. E. Vanderwood, William
Johnson, R. W. Farrell.

AGO.

The following is taken from the HERALD for October 10, 1885:
"We expect to get the Spalding 'Manuscript
Found' on the market in a few weeks, and will announce its issue in due time. We have much other
matter to publish that should have precedence; hence
the delay. Be patient."
"Pres. Joseph Smith was at Stuart, l'.1ontana, the

23d ult., and had held services there with fair sized
congregations of attentive listeners. He and Brother
Luff would soon start for Malad City, Idaho, en
route for Salt Lake City."·
"We have just received letters from Elder T. W.
Smith, Society Islands, dated April 15 and 17, also
July 19 and 26. They will appear in due time in the
HERALD. He says there are now about twenty-five
branches, and nearly one thousand members in that
mission, and thinks the mission will be self-sustaining."
"Bro. S. F. Walker in this issue furnishes another
interesting paper on the 'Origin of all things,' giving
some valuable facts in respect to Hebrew and· Christian civilizations on this continent prior to its discovery by Europeans. Evidences of this class are
multiplying, and now if another Champollion should
read the silent records chiseled on the temples,
tombs, and other monuments of Central, South, and
portions of North America, the world might., learn
the great truths held by the Latter Day Saints for
the past sixty years in respect to the inhabitants of
Ancient America."

·-__--._.-.•.•·.·1.

Elder T. W. Williams writes as follows: "Inadvertently, when reporting our reunion I failed to state
that our Bishop's agent was one of the speakers. He
preached on the law of finance and gave one of the
best sermons of the reunion. Even the Bishop sat
up and took notice, subsequently commending him."
The) .tiSSociate Editor was privileged to occupy the
pulpit at Independence, Missouri, Sunday rooming
and evening, October 2. - The morning hour was
devoted to the interests of the College. The attendance was good .. We were pleased. to have Pres.
Joseph Smith with us in the stand at both services,
also at the afternoon prnyer service. • He seems to
be in excellent health, much better than during the
spring conference.
..,

will

Bishop E. L. Kelley
meet with the Saints of
Lamoni, Sunday, October 16. H<_~· is expected to
occupy the pulpit in the morning and evening; and
will meet\ with the priesthood of the Stake in the
afternoon. The Order of Enoch will be: the subject
for discussion, probably during the entire day.
Professor J. A. Gunsolley reports a total enrolit t G
d C
, f
h d d
l fi e
men a
i·ace1an
o11ege o one un re am v .
There are twenty-eight students from Lamoni and
vicinity, and fifteen from Independence. The Industrial Department has sixteen girls and thirteen boys.
·- Twelve States are represented in the College, and
two foreign fields. Over four hundred. of the temporary endowment cards have been signed. ,

"By letter from Elder M. T. Short we learn the
Marked copies of The Daily Eagle and The EvenSaints had 'a nice camp meeting' at Park Bluff, near ing Record, both published at Traverse City, MichiMontrose, Iowa, from the 20th to the 28th ult. We gan, reach our desk. The Record (September 26)
have received no detailed repo1·t of it. up to this contains a lengthy write up of the work and their
writing."
~coming district conference, distinctions between us
It will beLof interest to HERALD readers, we be- and the Utah faction, extracts from .speeches of
lieve, to give the names and addresses of those who Senators Burrows and Dubois, and pictures of Brn.
had letters in this same issue of October 10, 1885. J. J. Cornish and Graceland College. The Eagle
They are as follows: T, W. Smith, Matea Island, (September 28) writes up the first sessions of the
South Seas· Robert M. Elvill, Elmwood, Nebraska; conference and has. picture of Bro. J. W. Wight.
G. T. Grifflths, Wheeling; West Virgini'a; Aaron It is a splendid thing to have impartial representa.
Burlison, -P~rrish:; Illinpis; C~ G~ Lanphear, Obi, tion in the newspapers,
New York· Peter A11derson, Richfield, Utah; Arthur
B. Pierce, Plainville,- JY.[assachusetts; G. H. Hilliard,
All missionary enthusiasm is born at the foot of
Jefl'erso_nville, -Illinois;~ J o~n , C. Foss, Cormqrant the cross. It is because we our11elves have stood
Mills Minnesota·; J. A. Robinson, Mattoon, Illinois; there and looked into the face of the love of God who
J. T.'Davis, Pittsburg, Ifansas,, and A. H. Parsons, died for us, that we feel sure of the evangelization
North Branch, Kansas.·
·
·
of the world.-W. T. A. Barber.

a
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guidance in his choice. It is no vain, egotistical
utterance to say there were maidens and widows
LEAVES FROM LIFE.-THE LIFE OF A HEROINE.
who had known him in former days, that gave eviBY CHARLES DERRY.
dence of sympathy and a willingness to assume the
In giving a brief sketch of the life of my departed care; but it was not a wife alo1ie that he wanted, b11t
companion, I must necessarily touch ·upon some also a mother to his motherless babes, and not every
items connected with, and forming a part of, the woman is fitted to care for another woman's chillife of the writer. In journeying with ·his little dren. He did not plead with the Almighty in. vain.
family to the West in 1854, it was his misfortune to As he was working one day he saw a train of emibe deprived by death of his beloved and faithful grants coming from the mountains into the valley,
wife, the affectionate mother of his children. He and the suggestion came, and with it the resolve, to
felt all the bitterness of his terrible bereavement, go and look_ for a wife! He met the train. It formed
which was worse than death. · In a strange land, in a corral; he met several people whor.n he knew, male
the bleak and Rocky Mountains, among strangers, and female, and while conversing with a young
with two sweet little babes to care for, the youngest woman whom he had formerly been acquainted with,
of whom had been sick during a great part of the another young lady passed before his eyes whom he
journey across the plains, and seemed now at death's had never before seen; and the moment he' saw her,
door, I repeat, the pain and anguish of soul was the impression came forcibly to his mind that she
worse than death. The charms of life .were gone, ·wDUld be his wife. He did not hesitate, but went to
as he laid her lifeless body, with only a winding her; told her who he was, and his condition; that
sheet to cover her, in the cold and cheerless grave! his wife lay on yonder mountains ; had been dead
In two hours from the departure of her loving and seven weeks; he had two little children, but no home,
gentle spirit, he was compelled to leave her silent nor means; but he thought he could make a living
abode, and march on or be left alone on the moun- for his family; and if, under those conditions, she
tains with his dead. Other hands kindly offered to would become his wife and a mother to his children,
care for his little ones the remainder of the journey, he would be a husband to her in every sense of the
but no other hands must care for he1· loved ones but word.
his. They were all that was dear to him on earth, and
Reader, that may not sound romantic, but every
they were too precious to b~ intrusted to the care of word is true. Some may laugh at the idea; others
may think him superstitious. If it is superstitious to
others until their destination was reached.
After three weeks more the tedious journey was believe in a kind and loving God, who hears his·
ended, and he found himself in a strange city and children's cry, he pleads guilty! He believes, too,
among strangers. It is true there were some there if in anything pertaining to this earth life, mankind
that had heard his voice and received the truth from needs infinite wisdom to guide them, it is in the
his lips in his native land, who bade him welcome choice of a companion for life. He knows nothing
to a temporary shelter; but now, if possible, he felt of matches being made in heaven, but he does verily
his. lonely condition more and more, and the care for believe, that if the race sought unto God for wisdom
his children pressed heavily upon his heart... He was to direct, and were willing to follow his lead instead
unfitted to care for them as they needed, and to put Of following their lusts, there would be no need of
them out to strangers, he could not. He had been· a law against divorce.
an outcast all his life and had deeply drank of the
But to return: Time for due reflection was given,
bitter cup. He resolved never to subject his precious and when he returne~ his heart was made glad by
babes to such a condition; but he must labor for their an acceptance of his hand and heart, and she giving
support, and this he could not do and properly care hers in return. They, together, sought the proper
for them. A kind friend offered a temporary asylum authorities, and they were made one according to·
for himself and babes,.so that he could labor through the laws of the land, and in harmony with the law
the day and have th_e care. of them through the night. of God. Having given this preface, I now proceed
While his faith in humanity had been somewhat to give a sketch of the life of our beloved heroine.
I ·have called her a heroine, because it requires
shattered, his faith in God was strong; and as he
had proved the loving-kindness of God in le~ding .. more than ordinary courage for a young worn.an to
him, in answer to his .prayers, in the choice q~ a undertake the cares of a family not her own, ~nd
companion, and. had given to him the loved 'one that family destitute of a home or means; and when,
whom he had now taken away, he believed that the as I knew, there were more flattering offers for her,
same divi'.!le Father would now, in the hour of his and· grander opportunities ·than,.he could possibly
necessity, hear his prayer and guide him to one who offer; for the only part of his life that he coui'd call
would be a mother to his little ones, as also a wife his own, except six months (the time between his
to him. . Acco~dingly he sought unfa the Lord for ·coming of age and being called to the ministry) had
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been devoted exclusively to the gospel ministry, and
every Latter Day Saint knows what that means, as
far as acquiring the wealth of this world is concerned. Hence it is evident that our heroine must
have been moved upon by a nobler spirit than that of
selfish desire, and a higher motive than that of
merely settling down for life. It was the spirit of
self-sacrifice for others' good.
Eliza Herbert was the youngest daughter of John
and Mary Herbert, and was born on or about the
1st of August, A. D. 1831, in the village of CastleEaton, Wiltshire, England. Her mother died when
Eliza was about three years old. Her father never
married again, but kept the family together, sustaining them until they were able to provide for
themselves, by his occupation as a baker.. The gospel, as restored in these last days, reached their ears.
The father, the two daughters and one son embraced
it, and believing it was their duty to gather with the
Saints, they, with the exception of the son, in March,
1854, emigrated to America. The ffl,ther died on the
way, leaving the two daughters alone (I should have
stated that neither of the sons came with them),
but the daughters, after the death of their father,
continued their arduous journey across the plains
and arrived at the place which they had been taught
was "Zion" about the 26th of October, 1854, when
she saw, for the first time, the one who sought and
obtained her hand and heart.
On the 28th of October, 1854, as before stated,
they were made husband and wife, according to the
law of the land, and in harmony with the law of God.
He obtained possession of a room, and took his wife
and his children there. Furniture was scant, and
provisions were far from plenty; nor will this be any
wonder, when it is remembered that he landed there
penniless, about three weeks before, and the condition of his helpless babes hindered him greatly in
making proper provision, or seizing opportunities
that were open or unencumbered. To one who had
been reared in comparative plenty, and who had
never known want, it was enough to test her courage,
the strength of her love and true womanhood.
She was beautiful in form and feat~re and her
manners such as to attract those who love true modesty and womanly dignity, and in th~t land. where
all men, from the young and stalwart to those
bent with age, gray-headed, and with one foot on the
verge of the grave, was con'stantly on the ·outlook
for a wife, if they had noJJ.e; orif they h~d one or
more, were hunting for others.·to·fill up their harems
and increase their kingdom, and were prepared to
and did make far ,brighter offers than was in the
power ~f the penu,rious suitor wit.h. his tale of woe.
Nothing but the most 'unselfish spmt. and self-denying, heart-felt .}cindness, coul~ have mduced her to
accept the baud of povertyam1d so many apparently
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brighter opportunities, hence we think her entitled
to be called a true heroine, and a recital of her life
will prove that she lived and died one. ·
Winter was soon upon us, and only those who have
passed through a winter in the West, and a newly
settled part at that, know what winter really is, especially to people unprepared for it. Our stock of
provisions consisted of potatoes and salt; of the latter there was no dearth. It was salt land. Of the former I had laid in a good supply by digging them on
shares. So we were.·sustained through the winter
and suffered no inconvenience from _a diet of potatoes and salt, and if there was any murmuring outside of my own lips, it never reached my ears.
The spring of 1855 opened. I obtained work on
the "PuJJlic Works" as they called them. It was
really for the church. I had. to go some three miles
to work every morning. My wages were i·eckoned
two dollars a day, but my pay consisted of flour,
potatoes and other vegetables. Occasionally a little
butter, but other luxuries were not ours to enjoy,
and very little butter fell to our share.
That year, 1855, grasshoppers devoured the growing crops, and famine stared the people ·in the face
and gnawed at the vitals of hundreds. But the
leaders, in whose hands the· tithing fell, knew no
want. The tithing of former years, stored away,
supplied their needs. But many of the masses suffered. In the meantime I was sent to Cache Valley,
some ninety miles from Salt Lake City· to secure hay
for the "church cattle." I was away three weeks,
and when I returned, my wife told me she wanted
me to quit the public works and gave as her reasons
the following: When I was absent from the city,
she had to go to the tithing office to get provisions
which I had earned and she could not get butter,
sugar, tea, coffee, or anything but a little flour and
vegetables, because the leaders with their numerous
families, must be first served ; and they left nothing
for the families of the workers on the public works.
Moreover, Heber C. Kimball had taken occasion to
abuse the men and their families, because some of
the former complained that they had to work hard
on dry bread, and he graciously ( ?) told them,
"Damn it, dip it in City Creek and wet it then. You
need not eat dry bread While there is plenty of water
in City Creek." Then he abused the women because
they applied at the tithing office for the miserable
pittance due for their, husbands' labors.
This was more than her noble spirit would submit
to, and I complied with her request,. a;r:td removed up
in the north country. The devastation caused by
grasshoppers now told with terrible effect. The sufferings endured by thousands can not be told. She
enqured without murmuring the sufferings caused
by the famine, but the unjust and uncalled for insults
and denunciations of those men who ._,posed as
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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our shepherds, she would not brook. The tr_uth been faithfully cared for by her; and she had gathwas as dear to her as ever, but she could not ered in, by her own hands. the little crop and made
reconcile the injustice she saw and felt with all the provision she could for the winter. I may
those truths; hence her request that I should here state that the United States Government had
quit working on the public works. The destruction appointed a governor to succeed Brigham Young, as
;f the crops rendered it impo_ssible for men to obtain governor of the Territory in Utah, against which apemployment, and in th~ face of another hard winter, pointment Brigham rebelled and proclaimed war
only hardships awaited us, but she met them with against the Government; that is, he determined to
the fortitude of a true woman. Too proud to beg oppose the installment of the new governor: and _
and too honest to steal, she submitted to the condi- for this cause he had called out every able-bodied
tions without a murmur. I will not harrow up the man to oppose the army of the Government.
feelings by relating the particulars of our sufferings
We were more than a thousand miles from civilithat winter. Suffice it to. say we lived through it; but zation and had no means of knowing the real purwhen. the spring of 1856 dawned upon us, the moder- pose of the Government, as we could get no knowlating of the weather was the only betterment of oui ,edge of the state of affairs only as it was filtered
condition, since we had to wait for the maturing of through Brigham's channels. When Brigham saw it
the next crop before we could hope to have our nee- was useless to further oppose the entrance of the
essary wants supplied.
new governor, he gave orders for all the people to
When the spring opened I rented a few acres in move south, undet the threat that men should be
the "big field" at Ogden, but having no team, I hired .detailed to burn our houses over our heads if we
a team to plow the ground, for which I paid by work- refused to leave them. To this we reluctantly subing out the tithing of the owner. I got in my little mitted, but as we had no team, we had to get away
crop of corn, then went to making adobes. During the best we could, having to leave what we had bethis time, for some reasoi1 then unknown tp the hind us, and were compelled to sleep on the ground
writer, Brigham gave orders for the drilling of the at nights; but we were permitted to halt about fifty
"Nauvoo Militia" two or three times a week, and miles south of Salt Lake City, making our journey
every able-bodied man was expected to join them, nearly one hundred miles from our residence. I
and of course I had to join. One evening as I was will here state that Brigham had boasted that he
returning to my cabin from my adobe yard, I was knew of a place in the White Mountains where he
notified to be at the Colonel's office by nine o'clock could hide his people up so that the United States
that night. I obeyed and found that the militia was army could not find them in twenty years. He sent
ordered into the mountains to drive back the United out a posse to locate it, but they failed and Brigham
States Army, whom we were told was coming to in- had to submit to the humiliation of seeing the new
vade our territory, to destroy our leader and use our governor come in, in spite of his boast that the
wives and children as they pleased; and if any man "United States Army should melt away ~s the dew
refused to go, he was to be treated as an enemy. before the morning sun."
I informed my wife. She cooked up some provisions,
· In all these troubles our heroine never flinched
such as she had, and I bade farewell to my wife and from her duty as a wife and mother, and a child of
children, for aught I knew, for the last time in life. God. We never returned to the little cabin we had
Having committed tb her the care of the children left in Ogden, but wintered about ten miles north of
and the gathering of our little crop, our separation Salt Lake City, I leaving wife and children in the
is more easily imagined than described. For her, it . south until I could hire a team to fetch them, which
meant care of the family and hardships that should I did from a Gentile named James Lemon, a kindnever be laid upon a woman to bear, and possibly hearted man, but who stayed on his own farm, either
separation by death of husband and father. But she by permission obtained or by refusing to move, I
assumed the care and labor without regret, only at know not which; but he was rich, and friendly to the
my absence.
ruling powers there, and his wife was a member of
I was absent three months, in the mountains, that church. Others, whom Brigham found 'it was
marching through rivers, over mountains and to his interest to favor, were permitted to stay on
through canyons covered with snow, but thank God, - their farms, and they raised crops, though Brigham
I was not called: upon to fire a gun. · I· had. detE!r- had declared that nothing should be planted; but the
mined, howevet', •not-· to .shed human blood, b~ the m'asses had been compelled to move south.
consequences what they migli't be. This Was what . My mind was now made up to make one more
was called the "Mormon War."
move as soon as I could, for· I was satisfied that
I returned home the day before Christnw.s ·of that Brigham and his colleagues ,had· 'departed from the
year, where l was received with wide-open. arms and truth, and .that .that Whole system was corrupt. I
·hearts. by both my wife and children, Th~ latter _had counseled with my wife; she answered in the Ianwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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guage of Ruth to Naomi, and dear as she had been
to me, she now seemed dearer still, and unitedly we
planned and worked, I to earn and she to take care of
my earnings, until we had scraped together enough
to buy a yoke of cattle ..
Learning of others who were intent on leaving,
we joined teams with a man and his wife who had
a wagon, and in the month of June, 1859, we bade
adieu to the salt land. I have omitted to detail the
struggle we made and the privations undergone to
accomplish our purpose, because it would occupy too
much space, but this is told in my journal, already
written.
When it became known to the bishop of the ward
we were stopping in, he came and inquired of my
wife if she was going away of her own consent, or
was her husband taking her contrary to her wish.
She answered him, "Where my husband goes I will
go; his people shall be my people, his God my God."
This silenced them; they saw they had no influence
to prevent her from leaving, and this answer was
evidence of her courage and the integrity of her
heart. Had it not been for her loyalty to me it
might have cost my life; for some time prior to this,
before we moved from .Ogden, I was at a meeting
called by Loren Farr, president of the Weber Stake,
in which meeting it was declared by one of the leading men of the stake that "No man will be allowed
to leave th
Territory; and if they attempt it,
they must leave their wives and children behind, for
the wife and children are the Lord's." I leave it to
the reader to judge how far a man would be permitted to go who had been deprived of all that was
dear to him. But now, at the time of our leaving,
the United States Army had come in, and they gave
protection to such as desired to leave, and it was
stated that five thousand availed themselves of their
protection and left Utah that year (1859).
We crossed the plains with our ox team, there
being ten other ox teanis with us, seeking the land
of freedom. We arrived at Fontanelle, Nebraska, in
the month of August, being nearly three months on
our journey. Here we found my brother and mother,
whom my letters had prevented going further west,
and with them we found a temporary home. The
hardship of the journey and the lack of suitable food
had weakened us, and we all succumbed to disease,
but were kindly cared for by our friends, until we
could begin to help ourselves;· Of course we were destitute of means, having sold our cattle to pay our
good brother, Robert Holt, who hadJoaned us means
to finish paying for our ou.tfi.t. ·Nebraska was a new
country, thinly settled.; the wint~r was a hard one, to
us at least; our long si'Ckness had prevented me from
earning the necessities· of life in the fall, but with
the blessing of God we got safely through.
I rented a l()g cabin; and, pai~ the OWner in labor,
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and wife took in what sewing she could get, and that
was but little, as the farmers were but few and sometimes iniles apart. But the spring of 1860 at length
began tq show signs of appearing. ·
We "squatted" on~ piece· of land on Maple Creek,
and my brothei· and I together put in a cl'op, but as
the season was dry .we did, not raise much grain.
Winter came on and ·we were forty miles from a
mill; and I, having no team, it was impossible to get
to it with a grist tlirough the snow. We ground
our wheat on a coffee mill, and finally, by going
about three miles, I borrowed a larger hand mill
. answered our purpose better, because it was'
which
bigger. I got work several miles from our cabin,
and of cvurse had to leave wife and children in the
little cabin, without a floor,· for timber ,xras Scarce.
Nor was there a door, but we hung up a quilt to keep
out the cold. The snow would blow in and cover the
bed and the floor; and there they were, on the wild
prairie, where wolves howled and Indians sometimes
prowled around! The situation was- anything but
pleasant. It requires no argument to prove that a
woman who had the moral courage to endure it without a murmur was a heroine of the "first ·water"!
The spring of 1861 came, and reports came to my
ears of the Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ of
Latter Day Saints. But I thought it was another
trap laid by Brigham Young to get those back who
had left utah. But the Spirit of God had not forsaken us, and_ was working with us to lead us into
the true fold. Elder E. C. Briggs, whom we learned
afterwards was preaching in Iowa, and had heard;' by
some means, of our presence in Nebraska, had sent
by one of our few neighbors a copy of the HERALD
containing an account of Joseph Smith, the elllest
son ·of the martyred prophet, who had been called
to the head of the above-named church, and was
calling back into the fold those who had. wandered,
not knowing where to go after the prophet was slain.
The Spirit bore witness to me of the truths contained in that HERALD, and with a glad heart, and
truly repentant of every wrong I· had done, I returned home, called my wife and children around
me, craved their pardon for my neglecting to teach
,
them the right ways of the Lord.
I read the HERALD to them and we all bowed in
solemn prayer for his forgiveness and guidance.
My wife heartily united with me as did the children
in seeking God. After counselin~ together we deter~
mined t~at I should leave them, and start into Iowa,
to find, if possible, that people who had refused to
go. to Utah and follow the pernicious ways of
·
Brigham Young.
Thi~ was the latter part of February, 1861. Snow
was eighteen inches deep on the level. Wife fixed
up a few cookies, and early one·morning I bade them
farewell, and commenced my weary march. Our
'
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cabin was about fifty or sixty miles west of the Missouri River. The ice in the river was rotten and
covered with water ·about four inches deep. After
wading shoe deep in water on the ice, across the
river, I landed safely on .the Iowa side, then waded
through six miles of mud and slush to Council Bluffs.
Here I found a member of the Saints' church, who
kindly sheltered me for the night, and in the morning directed me wh~re to find the elders of that
church, whom I found after ten or twelve more
weary miles of travel, such as I had experienced during the last day or two of my journey.
The elders were W. W. Blair and E. C. Briggs.
Suffice it to say, that after a proper investigation I
was baptized and ordained an elder by Elder Blair.
But the Missouri broke up the second day after I
had crossed it, and it was impossible for me to get
back to my family until the ferry could ci;oss ill
safety.
I hired and paid Philip Gatrost (by labor) to take··
his team with me to fetch over my family, for. I
wanted to get them back to civ~lization, and so did
they wish to return. In due time I got them safely
on the Iowa side of the big river. Philip Gatrost
kindly permitted us to go into a log cabin of ·his,
and furnished me with work, and wife began to feel
at home for the first time since she had left her
comfortable home in her native land.
My purpose was now to make a permanent home
for my family. In a short time Elders Briggs and
J airus M. futney visited me and told me the Lord
wanted me in the active ministry. I told them I
must provide for my family, for they had suffered
enough and it was my duty to provide for them.
They insisted the call was from God, and my family's wants should qe provided for. I counseled with
my wife. She told me she believed the call was from
God, and if I would respond she would trust in God
and care for the children; I confess the outlook was
dark-the friends of the cause were few, and far
from rich, and the church very poor, but my wife's
heroic courage gave me courage, and I had many
times proved God was true to his promise, and I
accepted the call to go as I had gone in my native
land, without purse and scrip, to aid in calling back
the wandering sheep into the fold of God. But much
loved the truth and desired the salvation of my
fellow-men, I could· not have left my family but for
the true heroism of my self-sacrificing wife. ·
Th
'f
. e year J86,1 passed away.. Wi e found many
friends; iIJ. fact .. everyone who. knew her was, her .
friend; they. could not be othe.rwise if the love of
God was in their hearts. The year 1862 came in,
and either the hardships I had endured in the past,
or the exertions put forth 1n my ministrations had
been too much for me. I was taken down with fever,
and had to_seek the care of my wife. Months passed
as I
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and I was too weak to labor. She was my earthly
staff and stay. But I gained sufficient strength to
attend a conference held at Gallands Grove October
6, where I met for the first time Pres. Joseph Smith,
and many others of the leading men of the church.
At that conference I was selected, with.Jason W.
Briggs and Samuel Powers, to go to England, but I
was not sufficiently strong at that time to start on
a mission, for when I returned to my home I was
confined to my bed until the 6th of December, when
I started on that mission, leaving my wife and children near Glenwood, Iowa, in a lo!;' cabin twelve
feet square on the outside, kindly tendered by Bro.
William Brittain and his noble wife as a home for
my fa,_,ily during my absence, free of charge.
Here was another test of my wife's fidelity and
heroism. My departure meant for her not only the
prolonged absence of her husband, for .whom her
married life had given ample proof of her undying
love, but the care of his children, still of tender years.
There was no church treasury for her to draw from,
as the church was poor and its members few. Half
a dozen brethren had given me their word that she
should not suffer for the necessaries of life, but our
united trust was in God. Nevertheless, these brethnm faithfully kept their pledge, as her letter.s to me
amply proved, and this was a source of great
strength to me, for had I known that she was neglected, I should have worked my way home to them
as speedily as I could. During the year and nine
months of my absence there came no word of complaint or distrust, but every Jetter breathed encouragement, love and confidence in God and in his ca-qse.
I received kind letters from the brethren in America, but none cheered my heart and gave m.e as much
strength as did the letters of my wife and children.
I here insert a letter dated
GLENWOOD, IowA, January 16, 1863.
I received your letter to-day, after
waiting so long. You can only imagine my feelings when the
children came home from school, "No letter, mother"! The
thought would run through my mind, "Where is my dear
Charles? Is he sick, or where is he? Fifteen days and not a
word from him!" But all is right now; thank God!
I was happy to hear you were well and so far on your
journey. The children are improving in their studies. They
take a delight in going to school; they are clothed warm and
have plenty to eat. Charles, do you know what good it does
me to get a letter from you?' First, it cheers my heart, then
it grows sad, for a moment, and then the tears flow freely and
a silent prayer is offered up to God that he will bless you on
your mission, and preserve you from the allurements and
vanity of the world and fill you with truth and wisdom from
on ·high, that you m.ay fill your mission honorably before God
and with honor to yourself. For this I pray, and will ~hile
God gives me life and being on earth. Charles, your portrait
affords me great pleasure; I take it from the shelf every
night and look at you, and the children wjll, and they will.,
watch me to see if the· tear starts from my eyes.. I feer like
being humble before the Lord, watchful and obedient to the
Lord; for this I pray at ali times., Then, win not my feet be
My Dear Charles:
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directed aright? All the Saints wish to be remembered to
yow. They all miss you.
Your loving wife,
E. H. DERRY.

In another letter she tells me that God has given
her the assurance that I shall be spared to return to
her and the children ; in fact, every letter breathed
her trust in God and confidence in the divinity of
the work in which we are engaged. Thus my hands
and heart were strengthened to endure the hardships of the mission and give greater zeal and energy
to the work. She cared for my children as though
they were the fruit of her own body, not only their
physical, but also their mental and spiritual welfare,
and I owe it largely to her that my children to-day
are loyal members of the church· and kingdom of
God. The best evidence of her motherly care for
them is the filial love they have always borne
towards her, and to-day, while she is with us no more
in this life, her memory is cherished by them, with
all the strength and sacredness of filial love.
I now quote from my diary: "On Tuesday, September the 6th, 1864. After an absence of one year
and nine months. Memorable day! Day of safe return to my foved ones, in fulfillment of God's promise"! I found my wife and children about 3 o'clock
p. m. in the same little cabin in which I had left
them, and was welcomed with all the wealth of love
that a truly loving, loyal, and God-fearing wife could
give a husband. She and my daughter sang me the
"Wife's welcome," and never was music sweeter to
the ear and heart than was their song of welcome
to me! My boy was herding sheep several miles away
for Bro. Jairus M. Putney, a true friend of the
family, but on hearing of his father's return he soon
found his way home-"the one missing link" in the
domestic circle.
From that time until her last sickness came upon
her, her life was one continual sacrifice and selfdenial for the cause of truth. She raised four children to honorable manhood and womanhood, for
God had blessed us with two more children beside
those I had committed to her care. She had. not
given them birth, but a loving Providence had placed
them in her care from their infancy, and they are
livin·g monuments of her faithfulness to her trust,
and their feet directed, under Goel, by her hand, are
found loyal members to the cause of truth.
,
As the years rolled on, the trials, privations, and
burdens she had endured so patiently began tb tell
upon her weakened frame, but no thought or word
of complaint against God escaped her lips, and not
until her final sickness came upon her did she suggest the propriety of my staying by her side: then
she requested that I· leave her no more, with which
•request I felt it my duty to comply. This was the
first time in forty-four years of her life as a missionary's wife. During the_ winter of 1905-6 she showed
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signs of physical disability which focreased until her
demise.
It is proper here to say that God has blessed us
with a guardian angel in the person of our daughter,
Alice Amelia, who gladly .sacrificed her own interests to care for mother and father, who were grown
old and feeble, and she cared for mother as only a
·
·
loving daughter can.
While wife's strength remained, her home and the
best of comforts that she had, were always open,
and free to God's ministry of every grade, for with
her there was no respect of persons. Her delight
was in the society of the Saints, and her hand was
open to every good cause. She loved her church
services and was scarcely ever absent from them,
whether the preacher was eloquent or of stammering tongue. She considered the weakest needed her
prayers the most, and in the social service she took
delight; very rarely did she withhold from taking
part, either in prayer or testimony, and her voice
gave no uncertain sound, as to her faith in God and
his cause. She could truly say with the Psalmist,
"I was glad when they said unto me, Let us go to
the house of the Lord."
·
· Just prior to her departure she gave me the comforting assurance that she was at peace with God,
and that for her death had no terrors. In fact, as
a wise woma~ she had builded her house on the rock
of eternal truth. She made no claim to perfection,
but she tried to live so that the children committed
to her care might be .influenced for good by her
example, and that her life might be approved of God,
and that the church might never be reproached on
account of her life. May her example be a blessing
to all who have seen her life.
After two years of suffering, more or less, she
was called away to the rest which God had prepared
for those who live godly in Christ Jesus. In the
loving-kindness of God she was permitted to retain
her mental faculties, and only desired to be with
Christ and the just and true of all ages. It had been
her desire to pass to the beyond before I did. In
fact, that had been our united desire, for I could not
endure the thought of leaving her behind. She
availed herself of the healing ordinance a number
of times, and often obtained temporary relief,· but
it was only temporary. The unchanging laws of
nature· demand our removal from this life to a
higher and a better life; this she ardently desired.
As I look back at the nearly fifty-three years of our
wedded life, recount the sacrifices she mqde for me
and mine, the many and great privations she endured
for the cause of truth and of God, her life of purity
and integrity, leaving· an example of godliness
worthy for all to follow, my greatest desire ·is that
I may leave a record as clean and as blameless as
hers; then I shall have no fears when the. books are
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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opened, but what my name will be found with hers
in the Lamb's Book of Life!
Her work on earth was nobly done,
For her death had no sting.
Her childlike faith the vict'ry won
Through Christ, her Savior King.
Her life was one example bright,
Of faith and hope and loV!J;
She. lived in Truth's effulgent light;
Dwells in that light above.
I would not call her back to earth,
To suffer grief. and pain.
Sweet as her love, priceless her worthMy loss is her great gain!

Then I will bow to his decree
Who blest me with her love
For nearly fifty years and three,
Then bore her soul above.
I only ask that I may live
Worthy with her to be,
When l am called this life to yield
To Him who gave it me.

FORGIVENESS.

saying a word of forgiveness, they gave me a lecture
which left no doubt in my mind that they had need
to apologize, and it made me feel so rebellious that
I said, If that is the way of forgiveness, I will never
ask again while I live. _It was a person belonging to
the Latter Day Saints' Church, but I did not belong.
So let us be careful. I at that time was swallowed
up with overmuch brief, for I expected to be· forgiven, as they seemed to be a meek follower of
Christ, and were teaching his doctrine at this time.
"Oh," says one, "I will forgive, but I can not forget."
Just one way of saying, I can not forgive. It is
much owing to the spirit that is cultivated whether
we forgive or not.
,,
If "' brother has offended me and comes to me
asking pardon, I can only feel pity for him. They
are grieved, and at once I can pardon the offense,
and wish them every blessing, and if the old offense
comes to mind at any time, I thrust it aside, and soon
it fails to appear again. If on the other hand, when
it comes up, I think it over, or so to speak, cultivate
the other spirit, it will return and finally will grow
so large that it will be worse than at first. So let us
think more deeply as to what forgiveness·· is and
cultivate the right spirit. As has been said, "We can
not hinder the birds frorri flying over our heads, but
'\Ve can hinder their building nests in our hair."
We are to forgive everyone. God says so; also
says, I will forgive whomsoever I will, and we are
of the opinion that.he will not ask us to do more than
he will do himself. He also says in the Doctrine and
Covenants that he who will not forgive his brother
his offense is worse than the offender.. If God can
forgive me my many wrongs, am I better than he,
that I need not forgive my brethren?

Forgiveness is taught extensively through the
Scriptures. It is commanded that we must forgive
as we hope to. be forgiven; but I fear that we do
not at all times think as deeply on it as we do on some
other commandments. The Savior was of a very
forgiving nature, even to the asking the Father to
forgive those who killed him. The Scriptures teach
that if we have not the Spirit of Christ we are none
of his. We believe it to be among the sacred things.
The Spirit should prompt both the asking and the
MINERVA JOHNSON.
answer.
If I have been wronged by a brother or sister, and
they come to me in sincerity and humility and say,
IOWA'S OPPORTUNITY.
"I beg your pardon ; I am sorry if I have offended
It has been said that it is not always the things
you," and after some entreating I say, "I forgir
you," and they seem happy to think I have forgiven we do for which we are held accountable before God,
them, and feel that everything is all right, but pres- but sometimes it is for things we leave undone. I
ently they notice that every opportunity I have I love this latter day work, and I do not want to leave
give them a stab, and also that every time I hear anything undone that I should do, though I ·fear I
some one else speak disrespectfully about them that sometimes do. Our last two issues of ~he Gospel
I show marked evidence of pleasure, would they not Quarterly contained lessons on strong drink and
soon grasp the idea that the forgiveness was not tobacco. The Lord has given a Word of Wisdom to
Latter Day Saints, which we should all strive to heed.
genuine?
In the first sentence of the revelation we find a
Paul, in speaking on this subject, or in regard to
reason
assigned for its being given,
matters of this kind (2 Corinthians 2: 7) says, "Ye
ought rather to forgive him, ... lest perhaps such a
Behold, verily thus saith the Lord unto you, in consequence
one should be swallowed up with overmuch grief." of evils and designs which do and will exist in the hearts of
Some years ago I offended one in speaking harshly. conspiring men in the last days, I have warned you, and
I.did not know much about forgiveness then, but I forewarned you, by giving unto you this word of wisdom by
felt that it was unjust, and I was so1~ry that I did it. revelation.
I am thankful to God for this revelation, and oh,
They did not ask me to apologize, but I did. I said
that I was sorry and asked pardon, but instead of _the benefit we could obtain from it, more and more
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each day, if we only would hearken unto the warning
the Lord has given!
I believe it is the duty of all parents to teach the
Word of Wisdom to their children each day; it contains so much good. The good Lord has promised us
grand blessings if we only keep those commandments. The educated and wise men of to-day are
teaching against the use of tea, coffee, tobacco, and
strong drinks. How injurious and harmful these
things are to the body. How thankful we Saints
ought to be that God gave us this revelation, and it
was given to us before these men ever knew how
harmful it really was. We Saints are often very
slow to hearken unto the voice of the Lord, and then
we wonder why there are not more of the sick healed.
God is always the same and his promises are sure
when we do our part-he is bound. Man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word of God. The
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.
God has blessed me many times, and has heard
and answered my prayers in some marvelous ways.
I have a good home and a good husband,-one that
loves this latter day work. God has blessed us with
two strong and healthy children. We strive to teach
them as best we know, how to observe the Word of
Wisdom. All has been peace in our family so far.
But yet in my heart, I have had great trouble and
sorrow. In my father's family, we had trouble
worse than death, and all because of the "liquor
traffic." There was a large family of us, and we
lived in a community where the environment was
very bad. We children had no such company and
advantages as the young people of Lamoni have, yet
everything went on very nicely in the family until
we were all grown up, and most of us married. We
had a good father and mother, and they had good,
obedient children while at home. I have heard
mother say many times that the boys never gave her
a saucy word.
In the town where we lived we were surrolmded
by saloons. The brother next older than myself took
to drinking, He was the favorite of the family.
He had always been so good and kind to us, not one
of us ever had a quarrel with this brother. He was
married to a handsome young lady, as good a wife
as any man could ever ask for. To them were born
three smart and beautiful children before we found
he was seriously drinking. When .this was discovered everything was done that could be done by
father and mother in the way of advice and warning.
With tears in my brother~s eyes he would promise
never to drink again. But, alas I it was too late.
He had lost all will power and could not pass a saloon
without going in. Oh! what sorrow this was to us
all! We would rather have buried om~ dear brother
than to have had him caught in a trap like this.
Finally his wife was.baptized intq the church. Soon

after this, as we were preparing to attend a reunion
my brother took a notion to leave his business and
go with us. While attending this reunion, he was
converted and was baptized; at the confirmation a
grand blessing was pronounced upon his head while
he remained upon the earth, and in· the life to conie,
if he would continue faithful.. He re.ceived a great
blessing at once, for. after this he lost all desire for
tobacco and liquor, even the smell of them ·'Yas offensive to him. God had heard our prayers. What joy
this brought to the family!
Some time after this his little boy came running
home one day and said, "Oh, mamma; there was a
man ir.. ~he store with a bottle and he had papa by
the neck and \Vas trying to make him_ drink. Papa

told him he would not, he had quit." You see he
was in business at this time; had the same company
and environment, until he finally gave away to the
same old temptation. What a disappointment this
was to us all, and especially to our dear old mother,
who has since pas~ed over to the other side, where
sorrow is no more. He was a bright boy and was
a good business man, but he went on in this way
until he lost all his property,-several thousand
dollars.
Now, Saints, just think of it, and you voters that
go to the polls, think of this brother of mine! Many
times I have lain awake at night with tears in my
eyes, thinking of our happy childhood, when we went
to school together. He was kind, innocent, with a
good disposition, and then turned out lii{e this ! " '
It seems to me that strong drink has eaten his
mind so that he has no love for his wife and family.
Satan has been going to and fro upon the ea1th to
seek whom he could devour. He has a chain bound
round my brother that no one but God can b~eak.
The voters of this country and those that enact our
laws are to blame for it. That rotten liquor traffic
is a shame and disgrace to this Christian nation, this
boasted land of freedom. I do not see any Christianity or freedom about the liquor traffic. Think of it,
in this land of Zion, a thing· is permitted to exist that
is worse than slavery to the wives, mothers, and
children of this nation. If the Christian people of
this nation should hold their peace, the very stones
will cry out. The prayer of every Christian heart
should be that the day may soon dawn when the rum
business shall be down and out, when every State in
the Union will go dry. The people of America have
already been cursed by rum in the weakening of the
race, filling our institutions with criminals, imbeciles, and insane people.
The liquor traffic is dragging thousands and thousands of mothers' darling good boys down to hell.
Across the top of every saloon ought to be written,
"Crime and disease sold here. Our goods guaranwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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teed to maim and destroy unto the third and fourth
generation."
I was reading the other day of a drunkard. He
had a sick child. The wife had taken in washing and
bought the child a pair of shoes. This little child
died, and the father, in order to drown his trouble,
stole the shoes from the wife and pawned them to
buy liquor. I do not doubt it, either, for I have seen
things with mine own eyes that were worse. "Who
hath woe? Who hath sorrow? Who hath contentions? Who hath babbling? Who hath wounds without cause? Who hath redness of eyes? They that
tarry long at the wine; they that go to seek mixed
wine. Look not thou upon the wine when it is red;
when it giveth his color in the cup. At the last it
biteth like a serpent, and stingeth like an adder.':
Voters of Iowa, I plead with ·you,. take our sons
and neighbors to the polls and yote to hold the constitutional conv~ntion, making possible a prohibitory amendment. Do not stay at home if it rains on
election day. Remember, it is not always the things
we do for which we are accountable, but the things
we leave undone. The following is quoted from a
letter sent out by the Anti-Saloon League of Iowa:
Just now the time is critical and the temperance cause
needs your support. The general election is at hand and
every voter. will have an opportunity to register himself. for
or against the saloon by voting for or against the following
question: "Shall there be a convention to revise the con··
stitution, and amend the same?" You must vote "yes" if you
vote.at all, for the reason that if a majority vote in favor of
the· constitutional convention, then such a convention will be
called in 1911, and that convention will decide whether or not
a prohibitory amendment will be submitted to the people. If
we pile up a strong majority in favor of the convention, we
need fear nothing, the State will go "dry."
Three States, namely: Ohio, Iowa, and Arizona are fighting for the same proposition, ·and the question upon the ballot
in these three States will b,e voted for, or against, this fall.
The flurpose· is the same, constitutional prohibition for these
three States. News just comes from Arizona that the election
is over and the constitutional convention is assured by a
majority vote. Ohio and Iowa must follow and succeed.
Remember that this opportunity to vote upon a constitutional convention comes to Iowa but once in ten years. This
is the tenth year, and we must show the strength of the prohibition sentiment by a tremendous vote. It is a thoroughly
non-partisan effort, and the party prejudi.ces will be eliminated both at the polls and in the convention. We shall face
but one foe and that foe is our arch enemy, the. liquor traffic.

May God speed· the day when every State in the
Union will go dry, is my prayer.
A SISTER.

He that giveth his time to prayer, shall have his
life sweetened with the perfume of heaven, and multiplied blessings will crown his efforts, but he that
saveth his tirri.e froni prayer, shall lose it, and find
his path strewn with disappointment and failure.
-Chas. B. · Whiddon,
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"Joy Cometh in the Morning."

Oh! tried and tempt~d one, look up l
These trials shall not long endure;
The bitter draught that fills thy cup
Is not for punishment, but cure.
Take heart of faith, misgivings scorning;
Rejoice! "Joy cometh in the morning."
Oh! tearful one, see through thy tears
The light that falls a rainbow makes,
Which spans with promise future years,
And brighter grows till hope awakesThe bow of promise, not of warningRej oice ! "Joy cometh in the morning."
Oh! lonely one, of all bereft
That made life sweet and bright to thee;
Look up! the many blessings left
Thy heavy eyes have failed to see.
Unshrinking trust be thine adorning;
Rejoice! "Joy cometh in the morning.''
Dear heart, however great thy fears,
Ho'.:vever great thy sorro\vs be;
Look up! the swiftly coming years
Have better things in store for thee.
Stand firm, let faith be thine adorning;
Rejoice! "Joy cometh in the morning."
-Emily Stuart Lawrence.
Fiction.

Dear Sistei·: I have often thought I would write you something of my experience, thinking perhaps it might be of some
benefit to some one. I used to like to read stories so well,
and for many years I could not see the harm in it that I
now do. Waste of time from our work is much, but not nearly
so bad as the waste of time which should be .spent in teaching our children the ways of trnth. Oh, that I could recall
the time when my children were small and liked to hear me
read the Bible and talk to them about it. How much more
of it would I do instead of wasting time reading something
which was of no profit! They then hf'!d faith to ask to be
prayed for when sick, and they were healed, too; had I done
more to lead them in the right way, they might now be in
the church. But having lost their father while they were
mere children, and because of not being strong myself; they
have had to be away from home at work ,most of the time
since they were left fatherless two years ago. They are
among \vicked people much of their time, sometimes coming
home once a week and sometimes once in two weeks for a
few hours. True, I . talk to them about their soul's welfare,
but it does not have the impression· it once had, it seems.
. Once they talked of coming into the church, but now·they
do not say much "about it.
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I have long since quit reading fiction, but to say that the
remorse is hurting m~ still is putting it mildly, for when I
lie awakc·at night thinking of the past and what might have
been, with only heartaches for company, it is simply awful.
Oh, dear sisters, if uny of you indulge in worthless reading,
let me beg of you to stop and think, especially if you have
children; yes, think beforn it is too late what a responsibility
rests with you. It is only a few short years we have our
precious children with us at most, and we should put in good
time teaching them while they arc with us.
Now, dear sisters, and all readers, please pray for me and
my children that they may yet come into the church, for I
feel that if one of them should die outside I would lose my
reason.
Your
SAD HEAUTED SISTER.
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Letter uepartment
BEMIDJI, MINNESOTA, September 25, 1910.
Bditors Herald: Not until we opened the last HERALD did
the sad news of the death of our colaborer and associate reach
us. While it was not unexpected, it was nevertheless a cause
of grief to us, and, we feel, to the Saints throughout the district, and sympathy has been expressed and petitions to the
throne of grace offered in behalf of his bereaved family.
Brother Stedman was selected as vice-president of the district
at our last spring conference, and though, through the
Father's will he was permitted to occupy only so skort a
time, and his ministrations during that time confined to two
or three places, yet we feel that his selection and labor, though
limited will, when the final accounts arc rendered, be found
to have been a benediction to the whole district. Brother
Stedman did much pioneer work in this State, and was instrumental in opening up new places, and raising up branches,
and as a missionary has occupied a place in the hearts of the
Saints perhaps second to none. \Vhilc laboting a111ongst us
this summer he was burdened to some extent with affiiction,
and frequently expressed himself as being ready for the
change whenever his work was finished and the Lord should
call. It may well be said of him that he fought a good fight
and kept the faith.
Elder Stedman preached the first sermon in our new church
built by the Saints here, and though the day was stormy and
the attendance small, the discourse was inspirational. And,
by the way, the Saints appreciate the privilege of worshiping
in a home of their own, dedicated to the service of God, as
well they may, having labored faithfully and sacrificed freely
to accomplish the work. The cost was something over four
hundred dollars, we believe, and one notable feature as compared with reports from other places was the entire absence
of sociables, suppers, and parties for raising funds for the
work. The feeling seems to prevail that they would rather
give for the work's sake than for their stomach's sake-a
dish of ice cream for every quarter,-"otherwise ye have no
reward of your Father which is in heaven." Those whose
love for God and his work is such that their purse strings
can only bo loosened when their palates are tickled, well,
"Verily, . . . They have their reward" here. Yes, they get
their quarter's worth at the time. We are glad this little
chapel was not built upon a palate •and stomach foundation,
and consequently neither Saints nor outsiders imbibed the
thought that the edifice was being erected for the purpose of
continuing in that service. The builc\jng committee seemed
to have peculiar notions, and instead of. scou~·ing the country
to sec how much could be raised among outsiders, they went
quietly ·to work with what they had, and, witl.1 little soliciting,
neighbors and friends contributed of time and money, some
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of them very generously, and means came to hand to carry on
the work almost as fast as needed.
Owing to an unprecedented drought this summer, crops are
short, yet the little band of Saints here are cheerful as a rule,
conscious of the loving watchcare of a heavenly Father, and
with an increasing trust in him. For while the outlook was
very dubious for a time, results are far better than might
reasonably have been expected under the circumstances, and
none need suffer for the necessities of life. The quality of
vegetables, fruit, grains, grasses, corn; etc., exhibited at our
county fair, held in Bemidji September 14 to 15, would certainly be a surprise to many an Iowa man could they have
seen the display. Dent corn and grapes that would compare
favorably with Iowa products. When we state that the fair
paid over eleven hundred dollars in premiums, Lamoni people will -~e that it rathe1' puts their annual Harvest Home
gathering in the shade. [Harvest Home Festival at Lamoni
is a local-not a county fair.-EDITORS.]
The settlers in this section have been, and are for the most
part, those of limited means, who saw no opportunity for
getting a home in places where land was valued at fifty,
seventy-five, or a hundred dollars an acre, and took advantage
of the homestead jaw, or of the low price of land, from five
dollars an acre up, and arc struggling to make for themselves
homes in the forest. With little but their bare hands to work
with, progress is naturally slow. Bemidji, named after a
Lamanite chief, is a town of over seven thousand· inhabitants,
a good market for farm and garden produce, and with three
railroads running through (the steel being laid on· the third
one this fall) has excellent outlets to ihe Twin Cities and the
Twin Ports.
Hopeful for the triumph of truth,
LEON A. Gouw.
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, October 3, 1910.
Dem· Rcadcrn of Herald: Many of you will be glad to
know some of the particulars of our district conference, held
at Dahinda, October 1 and 2, and so I write to tell you
about it.
Wheri~wc reached there, about 2 p. m. on Friday, we found
only a very few delegates and visitors had' come. Brother
Arbcr, who was to have ha<l charge of the Sunday school and
Rcligio work, was not there, and word had been received that
he could not be there. That left us without a program or any
definite plan of action. But as Brother Sade, the district
superintendent, and Sister Cady, the secretary, were present,
together with fifteen or twenty others, it was decided to ho'd
a session. A reasonably good and profitable time was had.
A reading from the Ex11onent was followed by short talks
upon home department work, in which two took part. We
also had a short address by Brother Ilerve upon Sunday
school work in general, the need for it, and the results
from it.
Friday evening· there was preaching service, and Saturday,
at !l o'clock in the morning, we met for prayer and testimony
meeting.
In the meantime incoming trains had brought a number of
Saints, but nothing like the usual gathering was present.
Missionary in charge, Brother Wight, was not there, and
only one of the district missionaries was with us. So some
of us began to fear the conference was going to be a disappointment.· But the weather was delightful, and the surroundings were pleasant, and as we entered the plain little
church and took our seats in soberness, a brooding peace
hovered over us.
The opening hymn was announced and we sang No. 73 •
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•!Lead me, 0 my Savior, lead me,
Closer would I cling to thee,
Ere the shadows gather round me
And my way I can not see.
"Lead me, lead me,
Grant thy strength and grace divine;
Let my thoughts on. thee be centered,
And my will be lost in thine."
These words seemed to go up as a prayer from that congregation, sang with the Spirit that made them the petition of
our hearts, "om· way could not be seen," "our desire was to
closer walk" and '~our effort was to let our thoughts be
centered upon His work."
The result was that the petition remained not unanswered,
but prayers were offered, testimonies borne,. praises sung by
the aid of the Spirit that were comforting and inspiring.
Brother Sade bore witness that the information for which
he had lieen seeking had be~n given, and I think at the close
of the hour many felt with the writer "that a good conference does not depend altogether upon the number there are
in attendance, and that our God is able to perform marvelous
things with but the two or three of his united followers, while
with the hundreds who are at variance with each other, he
is powerless to work."
At 10 o'clock the business session opened, and it lasted
through the day. The peaceful Spirit continued and the
usual business matters were soon attended to and the day
was closed with a sermon by Bro. Charles Holmes.
Sunday, the crowning day of all, dawned fair and clear.
It seemed that nature was helping the Saints to get ready for
this meeting, for the hills all about us were covered with
trees whose many colored leaves shone in the warm sunshine. The sky semed even bluer than usual, and the air
grew balmy as spring as the day advanced. So, with hearts
lilied with gratitude and praise, we began the day's worship.
At 9 a. m. Sunday school was in charge of the local officers
and teachers, except that Brother Berve and Brother Sade
each taught a class. Following the Sunday school Brother
C. K Ball, of Rock Island 1 preached, and very feelingly bore
testimony to the work.
Two were baptized at 1 o'clock and confirmed at the afternoon prayer and sacrament service, which lasted a little over
two hours. During this meeting seven prayers were offered,
twenty testimonies borne, and a number of hymns sung.
The presence of the Holy Spirit was even more sensibly felt
than at the previous prayer meeting. Testimonies of divine
help, of healing, of guidance, of knowledge were borne with
an earnestness that left no room to doubt their genuineness.
An instance of a remarkable restoration of voice to one under
lhc administration of Brother Sade, at which time angelic
voices were heard, was attested by two. And as the Spirit
spoke comforting words to some through one of the presiding
elders, and the purpose of trials and darkness' was made
plain to all, we felt to rejoice, and hardly, think anyone there
will soon forget that Sunday afternoon prayer meeting.
In the evening came the closing service, when Brother
Sade preached. The key-note to the sermon was, "Resist the
Devil and he will flee from you," and "I, the Lord, am bound
when ye do what I say, but when ye do not what I say, ye
.
have no promise."
At the conclusion conference closed with singing No. 73.
And we separated a~ we begun, with th~ prayer upon our lips,
"Lead me, 0 my Savior, lead me,
'fill at last, my journey o'er,
I shall see, adore and praise thee,
With tho ransomed evermore."
MARY E. GILLIN.
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STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, September 27, l!llO.
Editors Herald: The Northern California and Nevada
reunion, for 1910, has now passed into history, and was
characterized by a large attendance, and a marked degree of
· the Spirit. The musical features were especially good this
year. A splendid choir of young people, who took right hold
with a vim, was accompanied and assisted by an· orchestra
composed of piano, three horns, violin and cello, and besides
having vocal solos, duets, male quartets, etc., we were aiso
favored with beautiful and inspiring instrumental selections
at nearly every preaching service. It is gratifying, indeed,
to see the young people heeding the admonition of the Lord,
and taking hold of the musical part of this work. The young
people of Irvington also rendered some assistance in a musical
way that was greatly appreciated.
· Besides the missionary force of the district, there was present wi'" us to assist by their wise counsel and inspiring
sermons, Brn. E. L. Kelley and F. M. Sheehy. Quite a
number of Nevada Saints were in attendance, proof that the
work is not entirely lost in the sage bush up there. The
last day, Sunday, September 11, at high rtoon, two of our
young people, Bro. W. H. Dawson and Sr. Rose Post, were
united for life by a beautiful and impressive ceremony, performed by Brother Hawkins, step-father of the bride, and it
rained-rice and congratulations.
"The reunion over, we returned to Stockton to assist in dedicating their beautiful new church, which took place on the
18th. Brother Sheehy and Parkin came over from San Francisco, and we tried to induce the former to preach the dedicatory sermon, but he refused on the ground that he did not
look a bit like the picture on the bills (of which he was
probably glad), but he took charge of the meeting, conducting
it in his characteristic way, and after the dedicatory prayer,
so eloquently offered by Brother Parkin, we all felt that God
had indeed accepted of the sacrifice of his people, and that
it was now in fact the "house of God." 'l'he services were
quite well attended; some from San Francisco, San Jose,
Ripon, and Irvington being present. With the dedication wo
began a series of meetings, and have been preaching to increasing crowds for the past week, quite an interest being
aroused. As soon as we finish this series of meetings, the
writer will try and answer as many of the numerous calls
for help as it is possible for him to reach. Truly the harvest
is great, and the laborers few.
Hope that our friends back East will not think that because
they haven't heard or seen much about us in the church
papers, that we have dropped into the Pacific Ocean, or quit
the field. The fact is, we were too busy to write much, but
still in the faith and still ready to battle for the cause.
Your brother in Christ,
·
FRED B. FARR.
JSABEI,LA, COLORADO, September 28, 1910.
Deai· IJemld: After reading the letters in your clear columns I think of how strong they make me feel; how cheering
and comforting they are. I am one of the isolated Saints and
am lcinely sometimes. My husband is not a member of the
church, and is opposed to religion of any kind. He has not
yet seen the light, and I fain wou]d let my light shine enough
to put him in the light; but I can not without help. I am
asking you, dear Saints, to make his redemption a subject of
your prayers. Bring it up in prayer meeting, sOmo one,
please, as 1 have the greatest faith in prayer, especially when
a number of us are praying together. In my weak way I
have been struggling for six long years trying to teach him,
but God has not seen fit to lead him on as yet; however, my
faith is still strong.
There is a great deal of good Government land about here,
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and anyone with three hundred dollars or more to invest would
help plant the seeds of righteousness and bring many blessings by spreading the gospel word if they would but go in
isolated districts and settle.
Ever for the gospel cause and for bringing new lambs to
the fold, and ever praying for my dear one's conversion.
Your sister,
MRS. it. S. TROSl'ER.
SEA'fT!,E, WASHINGTON, September 22, 1910.
Dca1· Readers of the liemld: I feel that you would like to
hcur something from this part of the vineyard, and especially
at the close of another conference. The conferences of this
western country are not what they are in the East, and for
more than one reason. One is, that the Saints are scattered so
widely, and another is, there is a spirit of indifference that is
sad to sec. It is true in almost every department· of the
work, and I believe it is folly to try to make ourselves believe that all is well.
The Rcligio convention was a failure; there were not members enough present to do business. The Sunday school convention was better attended, and evidently all enjoyed themselves. The entertainment on Friday evening was the marked
feature of the conventions. It consisted of singing, recitations, a drill by the girls of the intermediate class, a tableau
entitled, The ten virgins, by young ladies of the church. It
was very impressive. We arc indebted to some young ladies,
and young men not members of the church, for the part they
took in making the occasion a success. The sisters who had
the arrangement of the whole matter in hand arc entitled lo
great praise.
The district conference was not as largely attended as
some conferences have been, but those who attended to enjoy
the association of the Saints, and the Spirit of the Master
were not disappointed. Bishop Kelley was with us, it being
his first visit to the Sound country. His counsel in the conference, tcsti.mony of his experience in the work, and his
clear explanation of tho law, made it a profitable conference
to all who would receive it.
Brn. E. L. Kelley and G. W. Thorburn were the spcakcrH
in the preaching services, with comfort to all.
Brother and Sister Dickout, of Hamilton, Ontario, was in
attendance, and we have i·cason to believe they enjoyed themselves, Brother Dickout doing some missionary work. I hope
that we may sec tho necessity of assuming the duties that
have been placed upon us. Let us remember, brethren, we
arc "laborers together with God."
WM. JOHNSON.
CortYDON, lNlllANA, September 27, 1910.
Editors Ileretld: Will write a few lines to let you know
how things arc progressing in the old Hoosier State. We
have not hnd meeting since last fall. We are trying to run
a home class Sunday school, and are looking for the ciders
now at any time. 'l'hcy arc lo preach the funeral sermon of
Sr. Mary IIannel, who died in ;July.
We have a lady in our neighborhood that believes the
Brighamitc doctl'inc, and they have gotten her tangled up
considerably. She wants to hold to them and to Christian
Science. She is sadly in the dark. We give hel' literature to
read. She says the Brighamites have a sanitarium at Independence, Misrnuri, dedicated in the spring of 1908. Would
really like to know if they have, or if the. Brighamites arc
trying to claim ours. It might interest more than us to
know. Will you unswei· through the HERALD?
This lady also said sho ''mfi in Indcpcndenco; said they
showed her tho Reorganized church, a little, old, shabby,
dilapidated building; and the ·_ndghamite church was a large,
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fine structure; and she said, too, there were not many members of the Reorganized Church there. We know the latter
is a falsehood, for we read in the Ensign where the majority
are members of the Reorganized Church.
They sent us a c~u~le of tra~~-s, and iii our estimation, they
arc to the end of their row. We also got µ,-couple of tracts
in reply to theirs, which we appreciated very much.
Yours for truth,
JAMES M. WYM AND FAMILY.
FLINT, MICHIGAN, October 2, 1910.
Editors Herald: It has been some time .since I sent any
news to your columns. I have been very busy and then the1·e
was not much to write.
We have been blessed richly since I last wrote to you. We
have had pleasant weather; only two rainy Sundays. On
August "8 Elder Dowker was with us, and -he preached
several sermons during the week. On September 18 Miss
Electa Grimshaw was baptized by Elder b. E. bowker, and
is now rejoicing in the knowledge of the truth of the everlasting gospel as restored in these the last days.
September 25 Elder J. J. Bailey was with us, and we certainly enjoyed a spiritual feast, for at the morning service
the Spirit of the Lord was poured out upon Elder D. E.
Dowker and it called Bro. George Burns to the office of
teacher. Our joy was soon turned to sorrow, for at the close
of the service, we heard the sad news of the death of Sr.
Sophia Collins, who had been ill for nine months. She was
the wife of Elder William Collins; and is survived by two
sons, Frankie and Ether, her mother and four sisters. She
was a faithful worker for the cause of Christ, and she died
firm in .tho faith.
Last Thursday evening Elder Arthur Allen, of Detroit, was
with us and preached a fine sermon, and we also saw the
pleasant face of Elder James Davis at that meeting. We
have the basement to our church nearly done. Our Sunday
EChool and Rcligio are progressing finely. There is always
good attendance and a fine interest shown. I will now bring
my letter to a close and will try and send news oftener.
Your sister in Christ,
JENNIE BENJAMIN.
JOURDANTON, TEXAS, October 3, 1910.
Dcetr llerctld: It has been some time since I have had the
pleasure of regularly reading your pages, and a few borrowed
copies made me realize what I_ have missed, so I have resolved
that hereafter, the Lord being my helper, I will not miss one
copy.
I belong to tho First San Antonio Branch, but seldom have
the opportunity of meeting with the Saints at that place.
We have recently moved to this place from Ballinger,
'fcxas. If there are any Saints living here or near here, I
would be glqd to find them, that we might cooperate in introducing the gospel in this part of the Lord's vineyard.
I feel to rejoice in this glorious latter day gospel, and
fully realize that if we would be blessed as the Lord has
promised to bless us, we must do our part. Let us not cry,
Oh, Lord! oh, Lord! and stand still, but let our every thought
be for the advancement of his cause. Let us each strive to
~><;_cp his commandments in tempo~·al things as well as spiritual; then tho redemption of Zion will indeed be a reality.
I have neglected paying my tithing, being told that I was
not subject to tithing, as my companion is not a member, and
poor in this world's goods, but I realize that that idea is a
mistake. ·
. I have not neglected to pray and fast for his soul's salvation, and many, many times hnve I been blessed with the
presence of His Holy Spirit, but I feel that my pmyers would
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probably have been answered ere this, if I had been keeping
the whole Jaw. There are none of .us so poor in health, but
cnn find some little work to do some time in the year whereby
we can earn a few cents for the Lord, and none of ns so
poor in this world's goods but can give a few cents toward his
cause.
'l'hen, Saints, we will wax stronger, our health will grow
better, and the Spirit of God will dwell in our hearts and
shine in our faces; yea, we will be doubly blessed when we
live as becometh Saints.
My father, A. B. Kuykendall, and Bro. Gland Kuykendall,
of San Antonio, have just returned from a visit to this place.
Brother Gland preached two nights in the schoolhouse to an
audience of between twe~ty and thirty persons with good
attention.
He has an invitation to return, so we will likely have him
and Bro. D. S. Palmer, our missionary, who is at the present
near Pearsall working for the cause, with us again some time
this fall.
·
My great desire is to so live that I may by my Christian
conduct lead others into the light; also that I may be able
to raise our little boy up in the nurture and admonition of
the Lord.
I ask the prayers of the Saints in behalf of my companion,
that he may believe the angel message and become a child
of God.
May God's Spirit dwell in the hearts of his people and Zion
soon be redeemed is the prayer of your sister in the one faith.
PEARL RICHARDSON.
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We closed our proposition with the crowd coming our way.
Tucker could see this so plainly that he abused the Methodist
people, the Baptist, and eyerybody else. He declared against ..
the Holy Ghost, and all the blessings of the gospel, and made
war on the Saints to the astonishment of the people. But
·it came to pass that I did take the word of God, and show
therefrom that God had promised the Holy Ghost to all
them who obey him, and thus I did slay this mighty warrior
with the word of God before all the peoplo.
.
And it came to pass afterwards that this man of war did
take courage and did go to the front of battle with the weapons
of another man. Yea, even the weapons of Alexander Campbell, and did try to build him a church in hai:mony w,ith tho
New Testament, without apostles, without prophets, without
the Spirit, and thus did the people wonder with great admiration.
The chairman of the debate was Mr. West. He says I
"killed,. fucker in my first speech on his proposition; that if
I did not do any more Tucker was ruined. I told 'l'ucker that
I did not intend that he should have one quotation of God's
Bible in support of his man made church, eighteen hundred
years this side of Christ.
·
I showed from their own books that the Christian world
had all they ever claimed long years before Alexander Campbell was born into the world. So when the debate closed there
was a great crowd of people came forward and sang a song
and placed upon my head a crown wreath of roses. Then I
was put into a decorated rig and driven around the camp
ground, while a crowd of singers followed in wagons singing,
"God be with you till we meet again." This closed one of..the
most· complete victories that I have ever witnessed for the.
truth.
God bless that host of young people who stood so unflinchingly by me in my defense of the gospel. Since the first of
this conference year, I have preached in four States; in
fifteen different places in those States, preached· one hundred
and twenty sermons, assisted thirty-six times, baptized eight,
confirmed eight, and admininstered to sick nilW,.- thnes and
held one debate of twelve two-hour sessions. Was called home
in July, and found a big fat boy there-hallelujah, and am
still feeling "fine and dandy."
J. T. DAVIS.

LYNNVILLE, KENTUCKY, September 30, 1910.
Editors Herald: Here I come once more. I am still alive
and feeling happy in the work of the Lord. Well, that big
debate on Cone Island, Arkansas, is all over and the victory
won. My opponent was a Mr. W. G. Tucker, of Campbellite
fame. The debate was set to commence September 5, and
last six days, tw.o sessions per day. The Reorganized Church
was on trial the' first three days, and· we rejoiced in the defense of the angel's messag~. Bro. H. M. Daniel, of Jonesboro,
Arkansas, acted as my moderator. Bro. G. W. Clemen had
put out a big watermelon crop, with honey in abundance, and
plenty of fish.
CASTANA, IOWA, September 28, 1910.
We entered the front of battle at 10 p. m., September 6,
Editors lIcrald: Inclosed find a clipping from Gospel T1·un~
and held the fort against all efforts of the "Mogul" of Camp- ·
bellism. Reverend Tucker had supplied himself with an pet. I wish you would please give the appeal for Christian
abundance of paper scrolls which he used to show up "Old teaching place in the HERAW, that the Saints may have the
Joe Smith," etc. In hiij first speech he sailed into the Book opportunity of sending the angel's message to these hungry
of Mormon and Joseph Smith in great shape. But as we souls; and if any of our ciders are near there, or could find
had three days to our proposition, we gave him an cxchanj!.'e time to go and get., the true gospel of Christ before these
of views upon that subject, and in so doing broke down much people. A sister of on1·s sends us the Trunipet and for this
one article, I am truly than:Kful. I haven't anything at present
of the long standing opposition to our work.
Tucker read a "shut-in" letter in the Ensign, and then to send them, so I simply send this on that others may have
went off into a boisterous denunciation of the Reorganized a chance to send reading of the right kind to them. I have
Church for. not going and healing that fellow, but I gave the decided, however, to write letters to each of the ladies named,
people to understand that this "shut-in" writer was not a , and by so doing help to point them to the true and living
member of the church, that for all we knew about him he God and his own church.
Please pray for me that I may be a help to them in their·
might be as bitter against healing as my learned opponent.
Mr. Tucker dealt in Braden hash, and called the Saints a need of Christian teaching.
Ever your sister in the one faith,
"God-dishonoring, hell-desiring outfit," all because he had not
BADIE BURCH.
seen a sign. Tucker's moderator, Mr. Mitchell, seemed to
[The clipping is as follows:]
doubt the chairman's ability to keep the time, and got Sister
"PI.EASANT VALLEY, MONTANA, August 7.
'l'ucker to help him. · I let this run .until Sister Tucker got to
"l hope, dear Editor, that you will let this cry from the
waving her watch on my timll as. much as five minutes before the chairman would call the time. But at last Mr. wilderness go out to be heard by all readers of the Gospel
,
Mitchell called the chair in question, in a roundabout way, 7'rumpet.
"While Christian missionary help is going out to all foreign
and then I set my foot ori that trick good and hard. Mitchell
got mad, and Tucker came near fainting, but I had the chair countries, there remains in Montana a territory one hundred
miles sguarc and more, with numerous families and many
on my side, so did not apologize for the blister.
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children in which there is neither church, Sunday school, nor
other ChriEtian teaching. Look at the map of Montana and
note tho distance from Kalispell, in Flathead County, to
Libby, in Lincoln County, and froin Eureka ~o Plains, a~d
remember that in all this great county there· JS no house m
which to worship God, nor Christian teaching of any kind.
Many families, but no Chr.istian teaching is provided for the
children.
"Good Christians have sent some Sunday school literature
to Mrs. Lizzie Orr, but she lives far from some other families.
Christian papers, books, and Sunday school literature, even
if they have been urnd, would do great good if mailed to either
Mrs. C. A. Lynch or Mrs. Isaac Jackson, and the senders
would receive God's blessing.
"ALBERT WILSON."
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 3, 1910.
Editors Herald: A few lines to inform you that, as gospel
literature superintendent, I am busy in the work and rejoicing in the onward march of the gospel.
In the October number of Hampton's Magazine there is a
splendid article on "The head of the Reorganized Mormon
Church." The article is ably written. Every family of
Saints should have at least one of this number. About the
best of the latest photos of Brother Joseph is produced. A
few excerpts from this article may be appreciated by those
who can not secure the mazagine: "He is no religious faker."
"A poor man, despite that for half a century he has had the
administration of the tithes which his followers devoutly contribute." "He is a man of large parts and high character."
The writer has something to say about the "Utah Mormon
hierarchy." The ciders in the field should find this article
valuable, especially in debates.
Last Sunday we journeyed to the union depot in Kansas
City, and placed on sale a number of Daniel Macgregor's
Marvelous Work and a Wonder. This news compa ny (VanNoy's) has 'sold nearly one hundred of tracts Nos. 20 and
209. Any of the Saints in coming to Kansas City may purchase Bro. Macgregor's work at the news stand in the depot
for the same price asked by the Herald Publishing House-ten cents. I am happy in seeing the efforts made by the
Saints to sow the good seed. May the Lord strengthen his
children, and may the honest and dishonest of the earth hear
the saving truths of the gospel from thos!l authorized to
proclaim it.
In bonds,
JOSEPH A, FERRIS.

through before. But I have not let those vexations stop my
labor among the Lamanites or on the street in Pawnee.
I have talked with the heads of the church, and we thought
a Book of Mormon fund might be kept up by selling the book
but as yet they will not buy the book. WhHe they are inter~
ested and almost believe it, there is a power that holds them
back as a body of people; also other churches and many other
things that would take too much space to tell. I believe the
God of this dear people requires us to make haste and distribute at least a few more books among the different tribes
and bands. Do not let some one else be the advance guard
with Books of Mormon. I find now and then one of these' books
from another camp. They are the best as to binding, etc. My
advice would be not to furnish less than a fifty cent book.
However, I do not believe we ought to leave the church with a
lot of cheap books in hand, but I do not believe they will be
appreciated by the Lamanites as will a better book. I assure
you that i will not turn them down should they come to my
hand without any cover on. I would like for each one who
pays or sends for books to have their names placed in the
books. Other churches furnish this people with Bibles; we
must furnish them with Books of Mormon and'fulflll prophecy.
Many of us could furnish thousands of books, many hundreds,
and many dozens, and not be a sacrifice to do so, and those
that can, ought to.
Pray that laborers among the Lamanites may be sent
quickly. I believe the times demand it.
JEROME ·E. PAGE.
P. S.-Since writing you last evening, it has been presented
to me not to give a paper covered Book of Mormon to the
Lamanites. This has always been my· mind, as some know,
but to reach those who want to give a book that would cost less
money, and my desire to get the record among the Lamanites,
is why I wrote you as I did. Give your order to the HERALD
and Ensign and I will order when and where sent. J.E. P.

0

From the Lamanites to the Saints.

Now that I am in the land of the La~anites, and being in
a position to know what I can do through your financial a8
well as prayerful aid, for the best interests cif this people;
also knowing the time has come that this gospel and the
record of our fathers is going to be presented to them, whether
we advance our part in the great work or not, I make this·.
appeal to you.
'rhousands of Lnmanites can be reached if means are forthcoming. Thousands of Books of Mormon ·ought to be placed
in the hands of those who work among this people. As for me,
· I would be content should you grant me the privilege of presenting one hundred to each tribe; That would ,represent mimy
of the rending class, who I think .will read and tell it to others.
I came to Pawnee three weeks ago to-day with twenty-eight
Nephite records. I do not want to claim too much honor for
myself as to guidance by unsee~ P.ower, but I believe that
every book that I have given to my Lamiinite brother or sister,
has been given by a higher dictator to my mind than self, and
that, too, under conditions of mental stress that I never passed

The Irvington Reunion.

The reunion at Irvington, California, has passed into history, but the blessings received and the happiness experienced
by the large assembly of Saints will never be forgotten. The
word was dispensed by Elders J.M. Terry, E. L. Kelley, F. B.
Farr, C. A. Parkin, C. W. Hawkins, F. M. Sheehy, J. C.
Clapp, J. A. Anthony, and Priest C. J. Cady.
There were 6 baptisms, 164 testimonies, 18 prayers, 49
hytlms, 6 prophecies, 5 tongues, 9 prayer services, 47 sermons,
36 young people's prayer services. W9rthy of mention are tho
two testimonies of little George Huston, a lad of a"bout ten
years. He stated in firm, audible tones that he, with some
companions, were out for a ramble over the hills, and he
divested himself of his coat, not noting the place where he
threw it. He searched in vain for it; then, becoming distressed, knowing that his mother would surely punish him
for his carelessness, suggested that they all kneel down and
ask aid from their heavenly Father. They did so, and found
the coat easily. His last testimony was to the effect that the
Saints should be thankful for being supplied with good clothes,
for one of his companions at school was,poor and ragged, and
when the school entertainment was to tak place this boy
could not attend for want of proper raiment. He went to
the teacher and obtained permission to take up a collection
to purchase clothes for the poor child, which he first declined
to accept, but finally accepted. ·
·
'
A very pretty and interesting wedding took place at high
noon on the last Sunday of the reunion, when Bro. W. H.
Dawson, of Sacramento, was married to Rose Post, of San
Jose. After the ceremony they were pelted with old shoes,
and a copious shower of rice.
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panied with the warmth of the beautiful sunshine. Saints,
friends from far and near, gathered together to enjoy the
day's exercises. It beg.an with the regular Sunday school
session at 10 a. m., with Sr,. Floren<;e Holmes, the superintendent in charge. I was requested to take the reviewing of
the whole school for the past quarter. At 11 a. m., preaching
hour, I occupied at the request of the "powers that be." A
basket dinner had been arranged and all were' invited to partake. The Union and Baptist schools of the township were
present and seemed to enjoy themselves. .
Promptly at 2 p. m. we took up institute work for nearly
Eastern Michigan Reunion.
The first reunion of the district convened at Port Huron, two hours, when an enjoyable season was spent by ,all. Thus
situated on Saint Clair River, at foot of Lake Huron, Sep- closed what the superintendent chose to call an "Arber" day.
tember 2 to 12. It was conceded by all present to be an ideal It was my first visit to this part of the country. The Buffalo
camping ground, and one of the most central points in the Prairie church, I am told, is the second oldest in the Reordistrict. It can be reached by five lines, steam railroad, and ganization.
Bidcl'rig adieu to the Saints and friends, I left at the close
one trolly. Those present were so well pleased they voted to
of the meeting in the aftern_oon to fill an appointment at Joy.
come again in June, 1911, for twelve days.
There were 10 social services, 26 preaching services, 4 Sun- Bro. Floyd Holmes kindly took me down there, arriving just
day school normal sessions, 1 Sunday school and 1 Religio about in time to go right into the stand to address a very
convention, 1 conference session, 1 sacrament, 1 Sunday school appreciative audience. I was made welcome to the hospitable
session. The preaching was by J. J. Cornish, R. Etzenhouser, home of Bro. and Sr. J. W. Bean, whose kindness will not
William Fligg, F. Gregory, J. W. Wight, William Davis, Wil- soon be forgotten. In fact, I was treated with kindness by all.
liam Dowker, J. A. Grant, A. Leverton, and A. Allen. Sun- I preached Monday and Tuesday evenings in the neat little
day school normal work in charge of A. Allen. Conference church, and also spoke once upon the street to a large, attentive crowd. Bro. O. E. Sade, the district president, assisted in
in charge of J. W. Wight, W. Grice, and William Davis.
The organization for reunion were: Presidency, A. Allen,, this meeting, and we thought it commendable for him to step
J. W. Wight, William Grice, William Davis; secretaries, Jo- right out of his shop door, and help us to sing; also offer the
seph Carpenter, H. E. Muir; music committee, J. J. Emlaw, opening prayer. Bro. Joseph W. Bean, too, did nobly., as did
Jennie Hunter, Fred Gregory; janitor, George Myers; police, Sr. Malvin Holmes and her son Glen, also Sister Reynolds.
A. Kessler; ushers, Roy Yeager, G. McDonald~ press com- It takes a certain amount of courage, and grit to stand upon
mittee, E. B. Blett, Joseph Carpenter. The local paper gave the street to present the angei message, but since we can
us daily service which was fair and impartial. The most im- not reach the people by other methods, I believe the day is not
portant business transacted at conference was the appointing far distant when more street work will be done. We have
taken up this line of work in Kewanee, speaking on the main
of a music and reunion committee for district.
The music committee were: D. E. Dowker, Sister Terry, street, where we are listened to by a great many that we
Jennie Hunter. The reunion committee consisted of the dis- could not otherwise reach.
Our effort in the city continues about as usual, 1md to say
trict president as and ex officio member, and the following:
A. Allen, of Detroit, and H. Houston, of Allerton, for the we wEre doing anything great would be drawing upon our
term of one ·year, and J. A. Grant, of Detroit, and C. C. · imaginative powers; but we believe we are holding our own,
with some little prospects ahead. We have a nice Sunday
Whitford, of Port Huron, for the term of two years.
E. B. Blett represented the Herald Office and Graceland school, presided over by Bro. Richard Norris; also a small
·
College, giving one lecture on college work. J. J. Bailey was Religio.
The minister's wife, too, is trying to assist all she can,
in charge of patriarchal work, being assisted by Sr. Blanche
having organized the young sisters into a sewing society,
Allen, stenographer.
There were 26 campers' tents, 1 dining, and 1 preaching known as the Kewanee Young Ladies' Fancy Work Club.
tent. Meals were served by reunion committee for 15 cents. They intend having a bazaar about the first of December, the
proceeds to go toward branch expenses.
.
The grounds furnished free by local real estate agent.
It was our privilege to attend the reunion at Moline, which
JOSEPH CARPENTER,
was a spiritual feast. The Sunday school and Religio work
E. B. IlLETT,
was placed in charge of Sr. M. A. Etzenhouser and myself,
Presp Committee.
Everyone regretted that our sister had to leave so soon, we
having her service for three days. Her work was enjoyed
by all.
A few weeks ago two Utah elders visited town and spoke
ILLINOIS.
upon the streets. I replied to them, quoting from their books.
Responding to an invitation to. attend a Sunday school rally I have an old Doctrine and Covenants published in Liverpool,
at Buffalo Prairie, we left the smoky city of Kewanee to England, in 1852; also a copy of their Book of Mormon, which
breathe the pure, fresh air of the country for a day or tw,o, I could use to good advantage; · The editor of tho local paper
arriving at Joy on Saturday evening, September 17, where I he~e gave us a good showing. I believe if the line of demarkawas met by Elder C. L. Holmes, with whom I· enjoyed a ten- tion. was drawn more, we would be much better understood.
mile drive·. to his beautiful home on the farm, and where an I called upon these elders when I got through and asked them
appetizing supper awaited us. Although the hour was late, i{ they had any reply to make, and they shook their heads.
it reminded me of the supper hou~ in good old England. One ,,. I further stated our chui'ch door was open to them if they
never forgets his native land and its customs, though he will wished to reply. They declined the offer. In my heart, I
decide this. is certainly "Joseph's, land;" the choice of all can not help but feel sorry for them. I trust the day may
lands.
come when those who are honest in heart amongst them will
Sunday _morning; the long looked for time· came, accom.: come.out of Babylon.

The Sunday school gave a very fine entertainment, under.
the superintendency of Sister Saxe. In every way the reunion
was a decided success. A goodly number of outsiders attended,
and some seemed much interested. The weather was propitious, and a truly uplifting, spiritual time was greatly enjoyed. It was decided to hold the next reunion at the same
place.
Yours in gospel bonds,
EDWARD F. ADAMSON, Secretm·y.
SEPTEMBER 21, 1910.

News From Missions
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Indications are that we will trouble the waters before many meetings -in Sister Scott's house, baptizing her little boy and
days. We have fond hopes that we may always be found girl. Brother Johnson joined me at Snohomish; from there
occupying, that we can pray that "God will speed -the right." we went to Clayburn, British Columbia, held a few meetings
and had a nice visit with the Saints there.
May the day hasten when there _will be "Peace on earth."
Our next stop was Chilliwack, where. we were met at the
Yours for the spread of the angel's message,
boat by Brother Stade and taken to his comfortable home.
JOSEPH ARBER.
-While there our best meetings were held at_ Rosedale in Bro.
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS, September 26, 1910.
James Muirhead's house. The Saints did what they could to
make the meetings a success. We then came to Westminster;
ARKANSAS.
held some few meetings in Bro. Thomas Butterfield's house.
For those who are especially interested in us and the.work The Saints in Westminster arn fo1-tunate to have Elder Pope,
here, I write. The long looked for debate has passed, but wife, and family located in their midst. They are a good help
I will not attempt to give the details in full. Suffice it to say, to the branch.
·
Bro. J. T. Davis was our representative, and the cause sufWe also held some meetings in Vancouver; the meetings
fered no harm from the Campbellite opposer, W. G. Tucker. were held in Bro. Isaac McMullen's house, only the last SunHe became so enraged he overruled the chair, the people, and day we were there, the Saints coming over from Westminster,
all, on his last speech; however, J. T. has the respect of we held it in Bro. George McMullen's house, it_being larger.
all outside that faction, and the people, not us, crowned him We had ~. good time, the good Spirit being felt in all our
with flowers, covered him with ribbon, paraded him into deco- meetings. -We were also glad to have Brother and. Sister
rated buggies, and sang to the honor of his conduct and the Dickout with us from Hamilton, Canada.
spirit of the work.
We had a good conference the 17th and 18th of this month.
We are feeling good in our isolated condition; only three Bro. E. L. Kelley went with us and gave us two good iiermons.
of us at this place. However, we have had the bread of life
GEORGE THORBURN.
broken to us by Elders D. R. Baldwin, W. P. Pickering, J. H.
2030 INGERSOLL P., SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
Grimes, Henson, Moler, and Davis; also J. T. Riley, our
present missionary. And to all those of our acquaintance into
MISSOURI;
whose hands this may come, be it known unto you that we still
Perhaps I have been a little negligent in writing to your
remember you with love and best wishes. Long life to the
pages but I would rather read what others have to say. My
HERALD, and its staff.
field being a new one for me, I have labored at some disadG. W. CLEMENTS.
vantage; but haye been nobly assisted fo the work of acquaintCONE ISLAND, September 27, 1910.
ing myself with the needs of the work by the officers of both
district and branches. We have had some very pleasant and,
WASHINGTON.
we hope, profitable meetings, since coming i_nto the field,
Editors Herald: I arrived in my mission field June 1, May 4.
Seattle being my first stopping point. A few days after I
In August I was permitted to visit my family 1md attend
arrived Bro. William Johnson and myself started some meet- the reunion held at Eldorado Springs, Missouri, in the Clinings on the streets, during which time we came in contact
ton District, where I labored for more than twelve years. It
wit.'l the Utah elders.
was one of the best reunions I have ever attended. There
One night after they closed their meeting, I undertot'lk to
. were present of the ministry: Apo~tle I. N. White; Patriarch
tell the people who we were, and in so doing, we gave them
Ammon White, Elders J. C. Foss, George Jenkins, W. S.
a brief talk on the history of the church. Of course that Macrae, James Moler, and C. J. Peters. Sr. Flo McNichols
included the latter day apostasy. After I got through, one was in a'ttendance and was of great assistance to the success
of the Utah elders stepped into the ring and, instead of trying of the Sunday school and Religio departments of the work.
to refute my argument, he challenged me to a public debate. Bro. Charles Erwin represented the interests of Graceland
Next night we made it a point to again meet this elder on the College in an able manner.
·
street, and told him that inasmuch as he was the challenging
. The work in our field is moving nicely. Five precious souls
party, we presumed he had propositions drawn up for uir to were added to our number at the Ross Grove Branch recently,
sign, so we c,ould fix· a date for the debate. Then he astonished
when my colaborer, J. D. Shower, and myself held a twome by saying he never challenged me to debate. I fold him
week meeting. I expect to begin meeting to-morrow night at
if he did not have propositions, I did, and I handed them to
the Fair View Schoolhouse, near Barnard, Missouri. ,
him to read. When he to!d me they were counseled not to
Will just say in conclusion, to the scattered Saints of the
debate, I told him he made quite a break last night for a man
Nodaway Distiict, if you want your neighbo1·s and friends to
that was counseled not to debate. He said he did not intend
hear the gospel, address me at Guilford, Missouri, and I will
to be bluffed down.
arrange to hold meeting in your vicinity at my earliest conThe whole matter is just this, he couldcnot meet the argu· Yours for the upbuilding of the work,
venience.
ment, so he had to do something to make good with the peoA. C. SILVERS.
ple. But the debate never came off. For two nights at the
CLYDE, MISSOURI, September 27, 1910.
same place the challenge was made. Brother Stead_ spoke on
the differences between us.
OHIO.
I spent most of the summer in north!lrn Washington and
British Columbia. My first stop was at Langley, Washington;
It is not that I do not wish to write that I have been so
held a little over two weeks' meetings there; baptized four and dilatory in furnishing something for the columns of the
left some of the best people. of the,. town intereste~ in our HERALD, and so tardy· in responding to the gentle reminder
work. From Langley l went to Everett; .found a mce band received recently, but an uncertainty concerrting the "general"
of Saints there; nearly all sisters. My ~e~ years' experience interest in what I could write.
in missionary work has taught ine that if it were not for the
However, upon an impression of the though~ that the
sisters in a good many places,' our work would.sufl'.er.
progress of the gospel work in any locality is of :interest to
After leaving Everett, ·1 went to Snohomish; l!eld some the "wk-Ole" church, I venture a brief account.
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The interest taken in. our' humble work in a new place, last
fall about three' miles from where' our tent now stands, was
such that during a three weeks' meeting held in· an unoccupied Methodist ch.)lrch on the corner of Bro. James Lacy's
small .farm, on which he settled the previous· spring, we were
invited .to partake of the repeated hospitality of some twelve
other fami1i_es, supplemented by an urgent request to return~
Pursuant to· our promise to do so, a_ tent meeting was,· in
due time announced to be held in August, in a grove fitted up
by Bro. Hiram Remy, who, with his estimable wife, was baptized during the tent meeting. Brother Lacy'i;; son; of el.even
years, being obedient to the gospel at th:e same time.
It may not be amiss to say that the arrangement for the
tent' meeting was du_e to the fact that the old church we had
occupied was nailed up, and the statement given out, that the
"Mormons" could not have it again; evidentlyo because so
many became interested in the true and everlasting gospel.
As the time for our tent meeting drew near, a few of the

members of the Christian Church thought .something must be
done to'rescue some of their brethren who were interested in·
our work.
Accordingly Elder Jameson was secured to lecture against
"Mormonism" in their church, some two miles from the
building we occupied on the former occasion. To the scene
of attack the writer hastened,.being so directed by Bro. F. J.
Ebeling, assistant in charge, Four long evening sessions we
sat under the random fire .of "shot and shell," more "bomb"
than logical, unflillchingly taking notes; forbidden, however,
in the outset to say a word.
The cowardly opponent gave us to understand that he had
control there for four evenings, and that there would be ''..no
public utterances" allowed but those he should make. He
stated that he must go as soon as he was through, then had
the audacity to add, "I suppose they will have something to
say after I am gone."
,,
It is needless to say that the tent was erected next day,
and xep!y begull at once. Some of his members v1ho \Vere our
friends, were, from the fir.st, so out of. sympathy with the
attack that they would not attend the bombardment, but got
a good part of both sides in the reply. Some of them have
already declared their intention t.o come into the true church,
ere Jong. Others, wh<J were not members of any church,
were our friends before the conflict, and are so yet. Still
others have since become friends to our work.
During our second series, held some two miles from the
first place, to accommodate those still more distant, five more
were baptized. A number of others are very near the kingdom.
A n~w church building is contemplated, and liberal donations proffered, without a word of solicitation from us. Ground
is offered by three persons. One has already requested a deed
formulated.
The interest in our meeting at the third place is increasing.
A goodly number being present since the first two evenings,
when a sales show was on .the street. Sunday afternoon a
large and attentive audience· greeted the speaker, Bro. A. B.
Kirkendall, who was·present-~or the day. At night the tent
was full and others listening outside. Brn. F. J. Ebeling and
N. L. Booker have been participants in this work, the latter
performing three. o! the baptisms;
More anon,
ALLENVILLE, -October 4, 1910.
0. B. THOMAS.
MAINE.
The mission work in this extreme northeastern corner of the
United States is, in the main, like mission work in other
States. There are few p~rsons who find the narrow way.
In some town·s quite a· number listen attentively till they
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catch sight of the distinctive features of the angel's message;
then good-bye! However, as a rule, each town contains a few
persons who obey; only a few compared with the multitude
who reject. This is one side of the picture. More interesting will be a view of what we had done and are doing.
The minister in charge, Brother Greene, is an energetic
and conscientious man, trying to push the work into new fields
and to strengthen the standing work. Lack of men is the
greatest obstacle; this being true everywhere. There are ·
many places in Maine where the gospel could be introduced,
but results are uncertain. It is ha1;d to'dodge the fact that
this is the time of Gentile rejection, and even God's people
are slow to come out of Babylon. (Revelation 18: 4.) When
we consider that the entire State of Maine contains only a
seventh more population than Boston, one can, imagine what
a large and peculiar territory it is.
The somewhat unique and unusual work of Brother Macgregor at Stonington is new to some. A word relative to it
will be of interest. The writer lived there many years. The
latter day work has been represented there since the civil
·war closed. Over fifteen years ago the Saints erected a large
church. Some thought the building too large, but subsequent·
development proves the contrary. When Brother Macgregor
went there last fall, he became somewhat in doubt as to the
advisability of continuing his series, but the tide turned in
his favor, and with much praying and preaching, the interest
resulted in many baptisms. In th,e interest of truth;.! wish
to say that the gospel net .was dipped deep and gathered of
such kind as the Master said.
Two other instances of reaping seed sown many years ago,
are those of the work of Brethren Greene and Foss around
Jonesport and Machias. In these places the rough edge of '
the gospel had been removed by parents, Sunday. school teachers, and past preaching. In Stonington, a certain percentage·
were outsiders. As it is, however, in the past twelve months,,_
Maine has witnessed upward of two hundred baptized into the
true church. Out on the firing line quite a number are convicted, but only a few converted. Gross skepticism is prevalent and it takes hours of praying and preaching and talking
in order to wrest one soul from the grasp of Satan. It seems,
to me that the chief fault lies with the people; they do not investigate prayerfully. If a person is not willing to do this,
he must die in ignorance; for the Spirit can not accomplish
its work in a stubborn heart.
Not Jong ago the Utah missionaries located in Portland and
began to radiate two by two. They- have traveled through
certain parts of the State, eating the food of the "Reorganite
apostates," and leaving tracts at houses. They are doing
some street preaching in the cities, often holding aloft th_e
·"three books" as the standal'ds of their faith. We may have
an opportunity of exposing their duplicity by turning the light
on page 116 of the Book of Mormon, where it speaks of but.
"one wife," for one man. They claim they disposed of over
seven hundred Books of Mormon in the East last year'.
Perhaps the missionary in the East labors against special
odds. For instance, many persons seem to be entrenched
behind the .walls of deep seated sectarian bigotry. There is
Jess willingness to hear than in the West. Interest is generally
centered in a few, and the elder needs to spend weeks preaching to a half dozen. He often wins them. In many sections
religious indifference is appalling. The maj.ority are not sufficiently moved to even slander. A.s is common in other countries lodges, dances, card parties, and worldism by the wholesale,' are no small enemies to, cope' with; but in the midst of
it all some honest souls are receiving the message of peace.
. o/course the future of Maine is in the hand of Gotl; how
he will ghape it is unknown to us. There ·ai·e many' places
unopened, and many places that yield small results when
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Efforts bring success; yet the chief succe&s -~hat we

can expect is to warn the world and to gather a people prepared to meet the Bridegroom.
-In July, Brother Hull opened the work in Bar HarbQr, one
of the world's most fashionable summer resorts; but don't
think any of the fashionable people come to hear the gospel.
A few people, comparatively, attend his series in a mission
hall. The local paper gave -place to a correcti_oh of its mistake in connecting Brother Hull with the Utah people. After
his departure a woman was hired to lecture on (and it is
understood, against) "Mormonsim." She was to enact the
scene of Moroni's visit to Joseph Smith. I could not· attend,
but presume the usual effect was produced.
People in Maine have scarcely recovered from their political
shock. Contrary to the rule of thirty years the State went
Democratic. This gives prohibition a stinging blow in the
face, as the Democrats are in favor of license and will work to
that end. Your writer and two others v-vere the only ories in
this town who rode the water wagon to the polls. The enforcement of prohibitory laws in this State is almost a farce,
but the principle of prohibition is correct. Statistics, unanswerable, so prove.
However, my thousand word limit must be up; and yet I
have given our readers only a glimpse into the vast field that
is known as Maine. The missionary must go on and on, invoking the spirit of Christianity; clothed with the garment of
patience, hope, charity, and faith; so laboring that at last,
without fear or shrinking, the arms may be placed- around the
pillars of Death, while the soul wings its way to the presence
of God.
RALPH w. FARRELL.
[The "thousand words" was only suggestive, I!rotJ:ier Farrell, and we appreciate your hearty response.-EDIT!JRS.]

News From Branches
DES MOINES, IOWA.
The interest is increasing in the Des Moines Branch. One
was baptized a week ago last Sunday, who was seventy-eight
years old; and one last Sunday, eig)lt years old; and others
to be next Sunday. We have a few strangers to our service
now and then.
Those who have been ailing are improving. Sr. C. R.
Johnson, who had an attack of typhoid fever, and Sr. M. E.
Wicker, who has been very ill, were both at sacrament meeting last Sunday. Bro. A. J. Wicker is still affected with sore
eyes. The choir have erected and seated a platform for their
use in the church.
Bro. and Sr. John Vice are here from Rocky Ford, Colorado, on a visit to their daughter, Sr1 Bertha Oharters. They
expect to return in a few days. Trust the ministry. will visit
them when they return.
Your brother,
'J. F. MiNTUN.

ments have bee_n made for Elder Cooper, district president,
to occupy during his absence.
_
We are glad to report that Bro. and Sr. J. J. Oliver are.
now located at 6610 Paulina street. Wednesday evening prayer meeting was not attended by
many, but everyone present offered prayer, and nearly everyone testified, so it was a profitable meeting and alL were
oenefited. Our pastor asked us on Sunday to .pray .for those
who were spiritually sick, an4 I pelieve that the majority of
us feel that we are not nearly as healthy as we should be'.
May we all endeavor to pray for one another and -be faithful
day by day.
The Gleaners met at Sr. H. P. W. Keir's home on Thursday. The officers elected last week were: Mrs. James Lang,
president; Mrs. T. Vanderhoof,.vice-president; and i'{Irs. Keir,
secretary m;id treasurer. We who work in an office· or store
feel that ~he housekeepers have an excel!ent opportunity to
assist in these societies.

"What doth .the Lord i'equire of us, but to do justly, love
mercy, and walk humbly with thy God."
ALICE CARY SCH.WARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.

Miscellaneous -Department
Convention Minutes.

EASTERN MICHIGAN.-District Sunday school and Religio
associations met in a joint convention at Port Huron, Michigan, September 9. The following were chosen district officers
of Religio ·for one year: William Sage, president; John H.
Grice, vice-president; Emma Whitford, secretary; Blanche
Muir, treasurer; Emma Volz, librai-ian; James Mead, home
class superintendent; Henrietta Hogins, superintendent of
gospel literature. The Sunday school officers were: James
Mead, superintendent; Richard Weaver, assistant superintendent; Emma Whitford, secretary; Sr. J. A. Grant; treasurer; Cara Anderson, librarian; .James Mead, home class
superintendent. The motion placed on record at last ·convention authorizing schools to purchase blanks was rescinded,
and a motion authorizing district secretaries to furnish schools
with blanks was placed on record. Convention adjourned to
meet again the Friday preceding next conference at same
place. Emma Hale Whitford; district secretary.
Conference Noticoa.

The Eastern Maine District conference will be held at Jonesport, Maine, October 15, 16.
Spring River disfrict conference will be held at Joplin, JY.[issouri, October 15, 16. Mollie Davis, 115 West Jefferson avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
Convention Notices.

Lamoni Stake Sunday school and Religio association will
meet at Oland, Missouri, October 20, 21, 1910. Mary C.
Banta, secretary for Sunday school; Martha Martin, secretary for Religio.
Addresses.

CENTRAL CHICAGO.

D. L. Shinn, R. F. D. No. 1, Clarksburg, West Virginia;

Friday, September 30. We· were glad to again. attend Religio, as we had missed two sessions on account of the special
meetings. Elder Tanner conducted a very interesting parliamentary practice,- as our new quarterlies had not arrived.
Sunday, October 2. Sacrament service quite well attended,
and a good spirit manifested. The_ following were visitors:
Sr. E. H. Lacey and Bro. H. E. Jarvis, of Burlington, Iowa;
Bro. M. J. Chapman, of Grant Park, Illinois;, and Sr. W. E.
Williamson, of Missicin, I!linois,' whose husband is confined at
the Wesleyan. Hospital. Eld!ir Pement occupied_ in the evening. Elder Tanner left Sunday evening for Saint Louis, for
a two weeks' stay'. We regi;etted his departure, but arrange-

WANTED AT ONCE.-Hmnpton's Magazine wants a reliable man or woman in Decatur County, Iowa,- to sell- the fast7
est growing magazine in America. Earn $1.50 to $5' a day.
Write immediately for "Salary Pla11" and FREE outfit. AddreRs "VON," Sales Mgr., HamptiJn's Magazine, 85 West
Thirty-fifth street, New York.
41-4
Notices.

There will be a two days' meeting at Vales Mills, Ohio,
Saturday and Sunday, October 29, 30. We expect Brethren
Russell, Becker, Ebeling, and other good speak€rs. Bdng your
baskets well filled, so as to stay all day on Sunday. Come, all
who can, and let us have a grand time. S. J. Jeffries, president of branch.
·
·
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Brethren, Sisters and Friends: We wish to ask each and
everyone who can:, or- will help in_ the indebtedness of the
new Latter Day Saint church at Andover, Missouri, to please
send the offering to thEi treasurer or clerk, on or before
Thanksgiving Day, or leave at the State -Savings Bank of
Lamoni. There will be one Thanksgiving service held that
day.

Gus BERGMAN, Treasurer.
- ARTHUR HEIDE; Clerk.

Lamoni Stake Conference.

Delegates coming by train to the convention and conference
to be held October 20-24, at Oland, MiSsouri, (seven miles
south of Lamoni) will be furnished transportation betwee-n
Lamoni and Oland, bY the Oland Branch.
R. S. SALYARDS,

President Oland Branch.

Notice of Restoration.
Additional Graceland College Report.
DORMITORY ACCOUNT.

Receipts:
Anthony, Pauline ................................ $ 25
Bell, Albert A. . . . . . . . . . . .................. ; . . . .
1
Blair, F. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Blessing, Mrs. Levi ........... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Bennett, Katie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Carlile, Isaac . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... , 25
Fry, Bert E .......... , ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Graceland College Patronesses ..................... 405
Greer, Dr. B. A................................... 50
Hopkins, W. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Prall, 0. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Reiste, S. M................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Smith, C. F................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Star of Bethlehem Sunday School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Worden, J. P ..... ,.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
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Balance on hand March 25, 1909 ...... $269
- $1,086
Expenditures.
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00
00
00
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00
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96
96

Postage ..................................... , .. $ 34
Electric wiring .......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Freight on 'fire escape.............................
3
Carpenter work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , ..... ; . . . . . . 35
Glass ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Hardware account ............................... 100
Drayage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Graceland industrial department work. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Cistern, drain, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
On lumber account ...................... , . . . . . . . . 65
On hardware account .................. , . . . . . . . . . . 100
Well . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
On plumbing account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
iire e~~ape, etc ................ .'; ................ 186
6

00
01
81
60
80
00
85
60
40
33
00
50
00
19

D1~~l~~n~. : : : : : : : : : '. . : : . : : : : : : : : : : .. : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Interest on note . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Erecting fire escape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blacksmithing for fire ·escape ............... ·. . . . . . .

i6 ig90

36 80
3 30

i:1n~~~~ :::::': ::::: :::::~: :::::.::.:::::::::::::: ~ ~g

Transferred to coilege account. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 87
Total ............................. $1,086 96

As a committee appointed by the Northeastern Illinois District to inquire into the expulsion of Hro. Alfred Tarling, with
authority to act for and in behalf of the di.strict, we find as
follows:
1. Brother Tarling was one of the most active church
workers in the branch of which at the time he was a member,
which branch has since been disorganized, thereby leaving the
matter entirely in the hands of the district.
2. That by virtue of existing conditions at the trial the
court was compelled to find against the brother, though contrary to its own convictions in the matter at the time. And
had the case been appealed we believe that the brother would
not have been expelled.
· 3. Believing that his punishment has been greater than his
offense demanded, he having been debarred of church fellowship for twenty years, and even now, after a lapse of so
long a time, still maintains his integrity in the church and a
godly walk before the world,
We are, therefore, of the opinion that said court action
should become null and void, and that the brother should be
restored to full fellowship in the church. And by virtue of the
authority granted to us as noted above; that is, being empowered to act for and in behalf of the district, we hereby
declare the action of the court that found him guilty to be set
aside and Bro. Alfred Tarling to be restored to all the rights ·
and privileges of church fellowship, and recommend him to
such branch of the church as he may apply for fellowship.
J. W. WIGHT,
F .. M. COOPER,
J. MIDGORDEN,

Committee.

BOYS! GIRLS! FREE COLUMBIA BICYCLES for a little easy spare time work for Hampton's Magazine. Send
postal for wonderful FREE Bicycle Offe1'.. Address "Bicycle
Club," Room 538, 66 West Thirty-fifth street, New York. 41-4
Political or civil liberty is no other than natural liberty, so
:f'ar restrained as is necessary and expedient for the general
advantage of the public.-Blackstone.
· ·
The only liberty that is valuable is a liberty_ connected with
order; that not only exists with order and virtue, but which
can not exist at all without them.-E.dmund Burke._ .
No school is more necessary to children than patwnce; because either the will must be broken in childhood, or tl!e
heart in old age.
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STOCK -of MERCHANDISE.

The Government Irrigated

Homestead, L nds
of the

Big Horn Basin and the Yellowstone Valley
are to-day the garden spots of the country. Several farms are now ready to
homestead and the Government Surveyors are laying out more new farms for
new sett!e'rs who are lucky enough to get on the ground in time to get the
choice of these new locations. Our new literature just from the press tells
how you can homestead these lands and repay the Government the aci, ... al cost
of the water right in ten yearly payments without interest.
CAREY ACT LANDS. Several thousand acres of Carey Act lands jusi open
to entry-only thirty days' residence required.· The settler buys these lands
from the State and the perpetual water right from the irrigation company.
Long time given to settlers to pay for thes~ lands 'and water rights.
Join our personally conducted excursions the first and. third Tuesdays of each
mont:1.
Write for specially prepared Wyoming literature.
D. CLI;:M DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMA Tl ON BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

A nice clean stock of up-to~date merchandise invoicing from $7,000 to $10,'000 located in good town of 2,000
inhabitants and doing ·a good business,
is offered for. sale on account of ill
health of the owner. . A . fine; opening
for the right man. - LiVe oranch of tlie
L. D. S. church is located at this place•
If interested address,
.
.
Lamoni Land and LoaU" Co.,
-- G. W. Blair, Sec., Y
. Lamoni, Iowa;,>

Five per cent interest
P~id ~!!Time De~~~ at the

I

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00,
Incorporated und~ the banking lawa of the
State of Iowa, anc! under direct control

of the Auditor of State.

NEW SACRED SONGS

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.
ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

Sheet music form.

By A. B. Phillips.

THE KING OF PEACE

4 pages. Endorsed by music critics as
a most beautiful and effective song.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.
WITHIN THE VEIL

Lovely words and .melody. Price 15
cents. Both for 35 cents. List free. 41-4*

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necesaary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyhoird of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible)

Smith .Premier

Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges. . Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this· way foI
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor
mation, call on or write
'
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo

Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc., Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens
19th_ and DOuglaa ·-Streets, Omn.hu., Nebraska

Capital and SuFplus $50,000.00

Asseh Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be paid on ·one year deposits. Send
y~~- surplus funds ·to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
,

LIST OF DIRECTORSi Wm. ·Anderaon,". .Alice P •• Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Andenon,
· W. A.; Hopkin•,' G;eo· W. Bln1.r. A. K. Anderson.

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
of copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
cuts, among them seven of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten ,command
ments, ·Elijal:i and 'Priests of Baal con
test, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their gen
uineness and antiquity established. New/
book of rare interest in archroology and
all that app1:rtains to the Book of Mor
mon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
and data.- Price $1.00 at Herald or En
sign Office.
21altlyr,
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis· .
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you- free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"There shall not any man among you have

"LAMONI, IOWA, OCTOBER 19, 1910

VOLUME.57

Editorial
THE HEALING OF ROBERT FOWLER.
A REMARKABLE CASE OF HEALING CERTIFIED TO BY
THE PASTOR OF THE CHURCH AT PHILADELPHIA.

They shall lay hands
Mark i6: 18.

on the· sick, and they shall recovm'.- _

In the SAINTS' HERALD, July 6, 1910, we published
the following letter from Joshua P. Fowler, telling
about the remarkable manner in which his son
Robert had been restored by the power of God after
having suffered a terrible accident:
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, June, 1910.

Dear Brothe1·s and Sisters: Having passed through trials
and sorrows as well as joys in this latter day work, and not
seeing any_account of the loss that came to me and my family
in any of our church papers, I thought I would write to you
and let you see that although the dear Lord saw fit to let
us go through a severe trial, yet in his great mercy he also
poured out his blessings on us.
On the 7th day of December, 1909, two of my sons (George
A. and Robert E.) were installing an acetylene gas generator
for welding purposes. This was their last day to be at this
place where they make safes, and the firm that was buying
the welding plant wished it for welding certain parts of their
safes together: I had been talking to my son George at 1.15
o'clock p. m., and when he bade me good-bye, he told me that
he was going up to the safe works to put on a safety valve on
the generator and then they would be ready to turn the plant
over to the owners of the safe works. My youngest boy,
Robert, had been there two or three days showing their people how to work the plant for welding.
After I bade my son good-bye, I had to meet a party from
New York who came to Philadelphia to see me on business.
We did not get through our business till 6 p. m. I lived near
the church, which is about an hour's ride from my office, so
when I got home it was about 7 p. m. I did not know what
was wrong, but I could see by their faces that there was
something wrong. One ()f the sisters of the church and my
oldest daughter and her. husband were there, but I did not
see my wife. I asked for her and they said she had gone up
stairs and for me to get my coat off first as they had something to tell me. I took off my coat and they told me that
my two boys had been blown up in an explosion, killing George
instantly and burning Robert almost into a crisp. You may
judge what a blow this was to me, to know that when I bade
George good-bye near my office, it was the last time I woyJd
ever see him alive tn this world, and to think that Robert,
though his· life might be spared, yet he would be disfigured
for life aniJ blind, for they said his eyes were blown out.·
After I had spoken to my wife, with very poor comfgrt,
as I had none to give, I got ready to go to the hospital to see
them and claim George's body. Bro. W. W. Smith came in.

111Te
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be one wife;. nnd·c;,ncubines he shall have nono.''Book of Mormon, Jl!.coh 2: 36.

NUMBER 42

He had been down and claimed George's body for us and had
seen Robert. When he met me he could hardly talk. He just
took me by the hand and said that Robert was still· alive, so
I went to the hospital and what a sight! Robert was covered
with ba..Jages from the top of his head to below his knees,
and the doctors told me it would be better for him to die, as
his eyeE were gone, both blown out of their sockets, and that
his back was broken and large holes were cut and burned into
his body. While they were working with him he came to and
when he did he told them not fo bother about him, but to go
to his brother George and save him, for he had a wi-f'.e and
child. George was twenty-five and Robert was !t!
)1. ·
This explosion happened within two hundred ~ '"'
-~ Bro.
A. D. Angus' home. When his daughter Jenn
..,., d the
~ safe
explosion she ran out and when she saw it was
works and knowing that my boys were there, sh1
._. \own,
and the first thing she saw was the- men bring _c: ~r""'l ; the
body of George. He was dead when they got hin" ;.,:: G.'. ut it
was an hour before they got Robert, for he was· ~ 0 l up
in the ruins, there being a l_arge safe on top of hi\ "1 if.' tons
of brick on top of that. When they got him out SI· 0 ::, 1gus
wanted to go to the 'hospital to claim the bodies :1 \- 1-: but
her mother sent her son Archie to get Bro. W. W. Smith.
Brother Smith went and claimed the bodies of the boys and
~ound Robert still alive. He stayed with hin1 until they had
him bBndaged up, for Robert's clothes were burned off his
body, except his shoes. Brother Smith then went and told
George's wife and then came and told my wife, and after he
had sent some of the sisters to stay with my wife, he. went
back to the hospital to see Robert again and to administer to
·him. Dear brothers and sisters, you will wonder where the
blessings of the Lord comes in when here is my oldest son
killed and my youngest son with his eyes blown out, his back
broken, and his body all cut and·burned; but God is good and
his promises faithful and true to his children.
When Brother Smith (though tired and worn, for he is not
strong in body, but faithful to his calling) went back to the
hospital the doctors would not uncover Robert's head for him
to anoint him. He found a little spot on his neck that was
bare so he anointed him there and pTayed over him that he
might by the Lord's will and power come out of this with his
body in perfect health and strength, with all his faculties. The
brothers and sisters were gathered at the church for teachers'
meeting but they turned it into a prayer meeting for our boy,
and glory be to God, their prayers were heard and answered,
for when I went back to the hospital in the morning, the first
thing the doctors and nurses told me was that my boy's eyes
were all right. They said it was something that they could
not linderstand. ' They knew his eyes were gone, for when
they cleaned his eye sockets out there was not an eyeball to
be seen and that they were positive his back was broken, but
now it seemed to be all right. This happened on December
7, l909, and it was not two. weeks when I brought my boy
home with perfect eyesight and ·.a perfect body, and not
anything on his body to show that he had ever been burned.
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The eyes he had before were somewhat weak, but the set he
has now is sharp and strong, so you can see that the dear
Lord will and does hear and answer the prayers of his children. Dear Saints, is it it not worth all our sacrifice to get
to rnrve a God and Father like this, and to give even our
life to his service?
My son George makes four boys we have on the other shore
to meet us when we come.
We ask an interest in your prayers that we may prove
faithful and· be able to receive a crown of glory. After the
debris was cleaned away, it was found that the plant my boys
were installing did not explode, but that a man that worked
at the safe works lit a match over a can of benzine, and it
was that which caused the explosion.
Yours in gospel bonds,
JOSHUA P. FOWLER.
3419 A STREET.

We received so many inquiries from individuals
who desired additional witness to this case of divine
healing that we wrote to Elder Walter W. Smith,
pastor of the church in Philadelphia, who officiated
in the administration, and from him we have received the following letter:
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, October 10, 1910.
Editors Herald: The work is just as interesting, and the
Lord just as considerate as ever before, which is saying as
much as we are able, for since we became acquainted with
this latter day work it has been all absorbing. During the
last year we have had renewed reasons to rejoice many
times; rather it should be said I have had continued reasons
for rejoicing, though some of the time we have been incapacitated for active service, which has been a source of regret, as
there is so much to do and there is opened before us in the
City of Brotherly Love such an unusually good opportunity
for service that it seemed extremely untimely to be ill and
have a forced idleness.
'Ne a1'e hincerely grateful for our return to comparative
health and the prospects of complete recovery ere long. We
are doing again what our hands find to do, and find the same
joy in the doing and have had little time for writing. Will
all those who have written me please b~ kind enough to
accept my sincere thanks for thoughtful consideration, and
some time, when I have gone through the accumulated letters, I hope to renew my correspondence with them.
The work in this neighborhood during the summer (for I
have not been far away) has progressed nicely and every
sign of growth is visible. The Philadelphia Branch continues
to grow/both in numbers and in interest in all its departments, and we have very large attendance of nonmembers,
many of whom are much interested. I should say we have
about twenty-five per cent outsiders at evening services, and
good spiritual interest among the membership. In the church
work here I have been nobly supported by the local ministry,
and powerfully upheld by the Spirit of the Lord. For all
this we feel particularly thankful when it has been so much
needed as it has been during the' last year. There have been
special manifestations of the power of -God, and some sadness mixed with it all.
Much inquiry has bee~ directed to us .regarding the healing of Robert Fowler, which. occurred durit1g last December. The history of the occurrence was in 'this wise. Bro.
Robert Fowler was working with his -br'?ther, George Asa
Fowler, in setting up or rather testing out an ascetylene gas
generator which the firm they worked for had just finished
for the Stiffie and Freeman Safe· Works. The plant was to
be used in welding and brazing metals in the manufacture of
sa:fes. When they had· about ·finish~d ·thefr inspection an ex-
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plosion occurred in the room .in which their work was going
on, they were both burned, .and .in the falling of the building,
Bro. George Fowle1' was instantly killed and Brother Robert
seriously bruised.
As soon as they were dug out of the debris they were taken
to the Episcopal Hospital, only a few blocks f~om where they
were working. I was notified by a son of Bro. A. D. Angus
within a few minutes of the accident, and arrived at the
hospital shortly after their arrival. The doctors and nurses
were working on Bro. Robert Fowler when I went in. The
chaplain of the institution welcomed me, as Robert was
thought to be in a dangerous condition, and his brother
before referred to, was c!ead. I assi_sted what I could, which.
was but little, only to speak to Brother Robert an·d cheer
him up as much as one could. His hearing wa·s much impaire<j. by the concussion accompanying the terrible explosion.
I had - • opportunity to administer at this time, but· made
diligent inquh-y as to the extent of his wounds and was told bv
the staff doctor who dressed him and the intern who assisted
him, and in the presence of the nurse, who helped, that he·
was terribly burned about the f~ce and shoulders, so that
he would be badly disfigured, and that both eyes were destroyed, having been both burned and broken, so much so
that no hope would be entertained for his sight; that ne
might recover, but nothing could be certainly said as to that
at that time.
I claimed the body of Bro. George Fowler in the name of
the family and hastened to teil the relatives, who as yet knew
but little of it, only such as the bungling police had conveyed
to them in death notices. This had- occurred between 3 and
5 o'clock p. m., on December 7, 1909.
.
When I had visited the family of the decei.sed and injured
I returned to the hospital. and found Brother Robert resting,
apparently asleep. I made no attempt to awaken him, but
administered to him by anointing the side of his neck and
top of his left shoulder, the only bare spots I could find near
his head. I was particularly moved in the ordinance by the
spirit of liberty in prayer and intrusted hini by-the ordinance
to the care of our Father, and returned to the bereaved
family.
On the next day when I visited him the compress on his
eyes was removed and he recognized me at once. I was, of
course, much surprised and greatly pleased. I had Iio qpportunity that day to speak with the physician, but remarked to
the nurse that it was wonderful that he could see. She said
it was wonderful, she could not understand, for surely his
eyes were out when he was dressed.
Brother Fowler recovered remarkably fast and was soon
with us agaJn in the church work, being one of our active
Sunday school workers and a regular attendant at all church
services. His eyes are perfect, which could not be said. of
them before the accident, as he had a disposition to nearsightedness and a bad defect in one eye, which rendered his
vision rather indistinct. Now they are sharp and cle~r and
perfectly free from any defects. His burns healed without
leaving a scar, the only marks of the accident being twp or
three cuts which were sewed, slight colorings of the skin
reveal the places, but his recovery has been remarkable, and
entirely complete. He is at work with the company filling
now the position his brother held before, and profoundly
grateful to God for his recovery.
'
i have since called on the hospit~l authorities, and made
inquiry as to the history of the case, and in the presence of
Bro. Joshua Fowler, the father of Brother Robert the staff
ph:1;sician, who dressed him on the night of the ac;ident, told
us he would have sworn before any court on earth that
Robert's eyeballs were both broken and burned when- he
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dreESed him, that he wiped the sockets out, ai1d that there
seemed no possible hope for his sight, as the eyes were broken;
but that upon. subsequent examination he found that his
eyes were absolutely perfect, not even injured, and he could
not account for. the discrepancy, that he had spoken of it to
the house physician who assisted him, and he likewise could
not account for it.
When asked ;to certify that the eyeballs were broken he
said, "Well, in the light of subsequent and revised diagnosis,
I could not do that. How could I account for the fine pair of
eyes he has now?" He suggested that "if the days of miracles were not past" he might understand it better.
It is wonderful how God has come to the rescue and so
perfectly restored our brother. We rejoice with _him in this
great manifestation of God's care for his own. The brother
who was killed was a beautiful character, clean and fresh in
the bloom of young manhood, a priest, and a young man
apparently with a very bright future. We regret his sudden departure, but hope and fully expect to meet him in the
first resurrection.
I write this thus fully in answer to the many inquiries
regarding the matter. If I had time and sufficient strength
I would have. answered all directly, with an individual letter, but hope this will suffice. I am, as ever, in full hope of
success.
Your brother in Christ,
WALTER W. SMITH.
112 WEST ONTARIO STREET.

While such a manifestation of power is very comfarting to·the Saints, it need cause no especial surprise. One of the features of this latter day work, ·
indicated by the prophecy of Isaiah, was that the
"eyes of the blind" were to "see out of obscurity."
That prediction has been fulfilled both literally and
spiritually, and on numerous occasions.
It is perhaps only a coincidence that this case of
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ON CHURCH UNION.
-"All churches and creeds should unite, because this is an
age· of combination· and conservation for economic reasons,"
said the Rev. J. A. Schaad, rector of Grace Episcopal Church,
in his sermon yesterday morning. "While the world's great
business enterprises have recognized the urgent need of getting together, the Christian churches have disintegrated ani:l
differentiated and indulged in a wicked and wasteful extravagance in church building. Scarcely . a town in this
country, no matter how small, but has two or more churches
.when one would easily suffice."
To illustrate the tendency of Christians to' :dis.agree and
form different creeds, while hoping for the same end and
worshiping the same God, the Reverend Schaad introduced
these figures;
"For 1,000 years the church was a unit as to government,
and for ',600 years it was a unit as to doctrine. Now Christendom, composed of 550,000,000 people, is. divided into two
great parts, Catholicism and Protestantism. Catholicism is
divided into three parts, Roman, Greek and Anglican, and
Protestantism into 200 disagreeing segments. And yet there
are 350,000,000 Catholics and only 200,000,000 of. Protestants.
"At present there is :a change of sentiment toward church
unity coming over Christendom. The wastefulness of the
present system is almost universally" recognized. It would
do away with the duplication of missionary boards and a
superabundance of church edifices.
"That the world does not now believe is owing to the .fact
that Christendom disagrees as to what it believes and leaves
those in darkness without the light the Lord intended should
be kept burning.
"Such a reunion would mean a return to originals in doctrine, discipline, and worship, and an abandonment of all we
now have that conflicts with those first precepts. Pan-Prot11:stantism would not be reunion. If all the Protestants in the
~vorld should reunite it would still exclude 350,000,000 other
K;hristians.
"The layman's missionary movement, which began last
,iJanuary and has spread with such popularity everywhere,
,t1arks the greatest epoch in the history of Christianity for
RiOO years, because it teaches that different religious organi~ations can meet on friendly terms and perform business
t.vithout conflict."

healing occurred in the Episcopal hospital. About
four years ago the Emmanuel Movement had its
origin in Emmanuel Church, Boston, under the ministry of Reverend Worcester, an Episcopalian min:- I: The foregoing clipping is from the Kansas City
ister. It s~read rapi?ly among the ministry of th~tJ 1Daily Journal for September 26. It is one of the
church, their plea bemg .that the. church must agamrlJ : traws which indicate the way in which the winds
take up her wor~ of healmg the sic~. However, th~yi. ~-~of co~tention are trending in t.he eccl.esiastical world,
have drawn a lme between funct10nal and orgamc1 • r especially the Protestant portwn of 1t. We welcome
diseases. They will not undertake the treatment of · ~this as a. healthy sign, but the reverend pastor of
organic disease. If the ailment is merely functional, · fi· the Grace Episcopal Church would not be likely to
they will take it to God and see what he can do for it. ·~admit all that could be claimed legitimately from
Having heard the diagnosis made by the attend- his sweeping assertion, that a unity of the Protesant physician, no advocate of the Emmanuel move- tant churches would necessitate eliminating from
ment would have asked for or expected the restora- their creeds all that did not conform to the doctrine
tion of 'sight to Robert Fowler through divine aid. set forth in the statements of the primitive gospel
The fact that the affliction involved the organic of the Son of God.
structure of the eyes would have removed it from
We hail it as a token . of the fulfillment of that
their domain as church workers and advocates of prophecy found in the Book of Mormon in which the
the power of God to heal.
prophet states that he beheld until the Spirit of God
However, we are glad that the people of God have moved upon the people and they, gathered together
drawn no line and set no bounds to the ability and and held converse in reference to what should be
willingness of God to heal. God himself has lai:d believed among them. We have believed that this
down certain laws, and those it is our duty to obey. language of the prophet foreshadowed not only the
E. A. s.
moving of the Spirit of the Lord among the rem-
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nants that were left of His people in ancierit and
modern times, but that it also has reference to the
fact that the Spirit of God would be moving. upon
the people not of the faith in the church relationship,
but who were of the churches of men.
And it is a fact that since the instituting of the
church in 1830 there has been a constant trend
among many of the religious denominations toward
the acceptation of the principles of the doctrille advocated by the early elders of the church, and which
have been continued as the foundation principles as
stated by the Savior to his disciples. Here and there
among the Protestant churches there has been from
time to time a man who has unwittingly uttered
sentiments similar to those expressed by this pastor
of the Grace Episcopal Church, as stated· 'hi the
clipping above-perhaps none more sweeping than
this; perhaps none so frank. But as great events
may be preceded by slow approaches to right conclusions with reference to the causes for these great
events, so in this case what began as but a murmur
many years ago, as foreshadowed by the Wesleyan
hymn, "From favored Abram's seed the new apostle.s
choose," and expressed by other different occupants
cf the Protestant pulpit, who deplored the apparent
ckgeneraey and failure of their adherents to come
up to the scriptural requirements, could only lead
to the final expression, broadly stated, as is this one
oJ which we take notice.
We gladly give this space as indicating that the
Spirit of the gospel economy is still spreading, and
it is our business and our duty to recognize it when
we can discover it. We believe that other demonstrations in this regard will occur, and the good
work will continue until men's minds will be opened
for the reception of the complete truth in the nratter;
as truth only is intended to survive "the wreck of
matter and the crash of worlds."
But what a comment is found in the statistics offered in this clipping-550,000,000 prof,essed believers in Christianity or in the Christ i!fea. 350,000,000 of these are under the rule of Catholicism,
divided into three branches: the Roman Catholic,
the Greek Church, and the Anglican ChJJrch. The
conflict between the Roman and the Greek churches
began a great while ago, and finally fate decided on
the plains of Germany, through the efforts of Gustavus Adolphus, who triumphed in the fatal battle
between the forces sent into the .field by the two
churches which resulted in the right of the Greek
church t~ its separate existence from the. Roman
Catholic domination. The Anglican church will
probably deny its identification with Catholicism,
but that would be Jseless in the light of history; for
it r!°)quired the ·.personal defection of King Henry
VIII and the parliamentary action . of 1531 to separate the Anglican cI:iurch from Catholic rule, and

give the church its separate identification and the
king the title of "Defender of the Faith." It might
take two elements more to complete tlie entire separation, and that might be said to be the privilege
granted King Edward VII from the taking of an
"ath at coronation, required, touching· the ma~nle
:r.ance of the catl:wlicity of the faith and the· final
eiimination of this requirement in favor of King
George V. But of that hereafter.
We welcome the spirit of inquiry and hail the
day fast approaching when the question of the
Prince of Peace must 'be answered, "When the Son
of Man cometh, shall he find faith on the earth?"
NOTICE.

Saints will please take note that Bro. A. -A.-Reams
has resigned as agent for the He.raid Publishing
House. All orders taken by Brother Reams will be
filled.
Our brother made a very successful canvass for
business and his work proves that there are too
many of the homes of the Saints who have not the
necessary books to enlighten them regarding the
latter day work. With developments along the economical lines containing some 'of the most stupendous and gravest questions ·to be solved that have
ever faced the church, all should earnestly try .to acquaint themselves with the laws governing. To do
this the Saints must be supplied with the necessary
literature. Fill up your libraries, Saints, with good
The Herald Publishing House would like to get
a couple of the Saints' Harmony's, now out of print.
Write Herald Publishing House.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

We regret to learn that Bro. U. W. Greene is
sufferin-g greatly with an abscess, having been seriously ill for some two or three weeks. His new
home address is 29 A. Walter Street, Winter Hill,
Massachusetts.
Bishop Kelley occupied the pulpit in Lamoni Sunday morning and evening, his subject being, The
Order of Enoch. The attendance was very· large.
The evening service was occupied almost entirely in
answering questions. He met with the priesthood
of the stake in the afternoon. There was a ·large
attendance of the priesthood, probably one hundred
or more. The meeting adopted a resolution expressing the idea that the time has come to organize in
the Stake iis directed in section 128, and asking the
Bishop to proceed with the necessary preliminary
steps. The motion prevailed by a vote of sixty-seven
for and five against. Some who did not .fully understand the question refrained from voting.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articles

Jew received and declared doctrines of the church.
Doctrine, and things of which the church has not
NEEDS OF THE' SUNDAY SCHOOL AS SEEN BY AN spoken, should not be included in a Sunday school
OUTSIDER. .
course of study except as matters for investigation.
(Prepared for. the "Parents' Day"· program Lamoni Iowa·
October 9, 1910.)
· '·
' .
' Doing otherwise, we may educate into the children
what we shall be anxious after awhile to educate out
I do not know the needs of this Sunday school beof them ; for our domain, like that of· the scientist
cause I am not intimately acquainted with it, and
has its unknown-as well as its known, and the for~
hence what this hastily prepared paper contains in
mer may be, and probably is much larger than the
the way of suggestion must be regarded as intended
latter. So it is wise to do no dogmatizing where
to apply only to Sunday school work in general; as
matters are in an embryonic oi· chaotic. state.
having no reference whatever to this or any other
. The moral standard of the New Testament Scripparticular school.
The first requisite of _any school is good discipline. tures should be accentuated more than anything else;
The reason for this is perfectly apparent. Without for while the initiative ordinances of the gospel are
good order attention can not be secured, and without not to he regarded as of secondary importance, they
1
attention instruction is unavailing. The attempt to are so w dl understood so far as the essentials of an
understanding
are concerned, and so well and generteach a class, any portion of which ls permitted to
ally
appreciated,
that there is more need- that the
disturb the rest and dtaw attention a.way from the
child
should
understand
and have fastened upon it
matters under considerat10n, is not only a foolish
as
a
prime
requisite
the
doctrine
of a life of personal
thing, but a very pernicious thing also. Sunday
righteousness
as
indispensable
to
acceptability with
sch~ol superintendents and teachers should stand
God.
upon both their moral and legal rights, and insist
upon keeping in proper order the children intrusted
Good organization is .essential to the success of a
briefly, each week, to their care.
Sunday school, By this I mean good classification;
It is strikingly inconsistent to carefully instruct and by good classification I mean a proper grouping
children in the laws and ordinances of heaven, con- of the members of the school with reference to their
cerning which it is said that order is its first law age, education, natural and spiritual attainments.
while those children are permitted to conduct them~ Just here without further explanation, I should be
selves in a manner well calculated to convince them understood to mean exactly the opposite of what I
that the first law of earth is disorder.
do mean. I do not mean such an organization of
Good order is best secured, firstly recognizing the classes as will put elements of the same ·kind in
rights o~ the child, respecting those rights and doing each class and nothing else; but such a commingJing
so gladly, by patience, inexhaustible kindness which of elements as will tend to bring all nearer to the
is as an everlasting fountain, and firmness which same great elevated plane, for I believe that equality
knows no bounds, except those· of reason. Patience of opportunity is given solely for the purpose of
will enable us to· bear with the peculiarities of chil- securing equality in fact.
dren; kindness will win their hearts, and firmness
It is objected that such a classification as is here
will both win the respect essential to good control, suggested would practically destroy the grading of
and help materially to just dealing under whatever a school. This difficulty, however, is met with in
critical circumstances may arise.
the entire realm of spiritual organization and work,
The second essential is a good superintendent and and seems to be ordained to be there. It is met with
a corps of competent teachers. I do not mean ·so iri the prayer meeting, where all grades of the spirmuch that they shall be good in the sense of possess- itual school attempt to recite at once. It is found in
ing unusual ability as organizers and instructors;- the branch, district, stake, and general organizaas that they shall be good in their lives and good in tions; and finds its most pronounced exemplification
the sense that they believe the latter day work in all in General Conference. A whole class of the right
its fundamental features, and are prepared to teach kind of critics is none too many; but one merely capit with heart as well as with lips and tongue.
tious, carping critic is enough for any class.
I do not mean that they have no need to be good
The Sunday school should provide for the exercise
organizers and instructors; for these are very im- of. right spirited criticism. Righteous judgment is
portant, but I place faith with its legitimate fruitage God's method of reforming the world, righting
o;f righteousness, as the prime qualification of one·· wrong, dispelling error, establishing truth, saving
who is to teach faith and point out the path to mankind. Everything that God wants done" in the
heaven.
earth for the salvation of m,ankind, he .has commisThe third essential is a good course of study. The sioned men to do just as soon as they are able to do
prominent essentials of this are, as little dogmatism it. We learn to do by doing after the reception of
as possible consistent with a clear stateme~t of the instructions as to how to do. We have been specificwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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ally instructed as to how to judge. Our responsibil- called an elder, and this elder 1;1.ying his hands upon
ity attaches with reference to obeying these instruc- the dead man, in the name of him to whom is given
tions. But while all this is true, there is a kind of all power, commanded the spirit' to return. Obedient
criticism which is not good, and should not be en- to the summons it did return, Qut what was the recouraged; instead, it should be positively and fear- sult? Whereas that man had died apparently firm
lessly discouraged. Criticism which is intended to in the faith of the gospel, a good, faithful Saint, yet
destroy the truth, rather than discover it and- assist after his return to this life he grew indifferent, and
in its establishment, it not worthy the robe it tries finally left the church. This example is not given to
to appropriate as a hiding place, and should receive prove that the elders should never. call down -the
scant consideration in the Sunday school or any- power of God to raise the dead, neither is it an atwhere else.
tempt to point out the duty of those who know what
D. F. LAMBERT.
their duties and privileges are. The writer is just
0
+ • •!• 11
now trying to get down (or up) to the groundwork
FAITH.
of faith to see what it consists of, and to point out
This is an old and very familiar subject, but, if the fa ... ~ that we certainly need a higher, diviner
you will permit me, I would like to offer a few wisdom than we naturally possess-in order to pray
thoughts upon it, though at the outset I must con- aright. Let me illustrate still further: I heard a
fess that I do not fully understand what faith is, or mother tell of a time when ···her child lay sick nigh
have an understanding of it, perhaps different from unto death, and she plead with God to spare his life,
that of some others. I will try to give some idea of (what mother could do otherwise?) but in the agony
faith as I have come to regard it. I know, of course, of her longing, she declared in her prayer that she
that it is the vital principle without which it 1s im- would neither eat nor drink until she should see an
possible to please God, and by the right exercise of improvement in her child's condition. Well, the
which miracles are wrought, but what is it? I be- child's life was spared, but health was withheld; he
lieve that I have a degree of faith, but the faith of grew to manhood always afflicted, and when the
some of my brethren and sisters is greater, or it may mother looked upon her son with a family whiCh he
be of a different quality; for instance: in the case was unable to properly provide for, she cried again
of sickness I dare not ask God directly to heal the unto the Lord in his behalf, that he might be healed.
afflicted one without always leaving it for Him to In answer to this prayer she was shown a vision.
decide whether the blessing of restoration from suf- She saw herself kneeling by the bedside of her sick
fering or disease would be best. I know there are child; heard again the prayer she had offered so long
Saints with such faith that they can make such ago, and was told that if the Lord had taken~the little
requests without this proviso, and their petitions are one then, he would have had place in the celestial
granted "according to their faith." If they are kingdom, but the only way for him to reach that
prompted by God's Spirit to pray in this way, it is place now, was through affliction and suffering. This
all right; otherwise I would be fearful-not from experience is purely a personal one, and might not
lack of faith in our heavenly Father, but because I apply to others, yet does it not convey a lesson to us?
know that I can not look into the future (as he can) Are we able to tell what will be for the eternal good
and see the result of receiving what we naturally either of ourselves or those we love? I have heard
look upon as a great blessing. Health is a great and dear faithful Saints pray for "a faith that will take
desirable blessing, but sometimes our Father in his no denial." Perhaps I do not understand just what
wondrous foreknowledge and wisdom sees that we is meant by that expression, but if it be taken litercan receive a greater blessing by suffering for a ally it seems more like a lack of faith, or as though
time; then would we not be frustrating God's pur- we would make up our minds that what we are askposes, and hindering our own development by mus- ing for is right; we are sure God is going to grant
tering all the faith we can command to get him to our request, and we are going to have faith enough,
relieve us at once? The answer may be. made _that or want faith enough, to keep right on asking till he
the Almighty will act according to his wisdom any- does. It must be admitted that there are times when
way, and will heal or not as he sees_ will be best. the assurance is given by the Spirit that the petition
Then why not leave the deci_sion to him in the first is pleasing to the Lord and will be granted, but if
place? I believe, however, that he does grant what we are left to our own judgment as to what is best
we ask sometimes when it would be better for us · for us to receive how can we make the decision? We
not to ·have received. To illust1•ate: I heard a well- simply can not do it wisely alone. We have been
known elder relate in .prayer meeting an instance pro:mised great blessings if we will cultivate faith
of a man who, after a severe spell of ~ickness, died, "of a divine nature," which apparently·means faith
or as far as human knowledge could Judge, seemed like that exhibited by our Savior when in an extremto be dead. In their anguish of grief the family ity of anguish he cried: "Father, if it be possibll;l,
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Jet this cup pass by," but immediately added:
"nevertheless, not my will, but thine be done." Oh, ·
for a· faith like this! To be willing even under the
most trying conditions that his will be done who
can not err in ordering the experiences and events hi
the lives of his children, and who, we know, doeth
all things well because he knows what the result will
be of all he permits u8 to experience. Again: regarding faith in connection with temporal affairs.
In the 6th chapter of Matthew the E)avior is speaking with his disciples, and the subject of food and
clothing con;ies up. The disciples seemingly thought
it would be impossible for them to give all their
time to preaching, because they would be obliged to
provide for the physical needs of the body the same
as others. The Lord's answer was; "Behold, I say
unto you, that your heavenly Father knoweth that
ye have l}eed of all these things. Wherefore ... seek
ye first to build up the kingdom of God, and to establish his righteousness, and all these things shall be
added unto you." (Matthew 6: 37, 38, I. T.) This
instruction and great promise was. given to the
apostles, but may it not apply to all Saints in a
measure? I believe firmly that it may, and that inasmuch as we do make the advancement of God's
work our first and dearest thought, he will see that
we do not lack what is necessary for our temporal
as well as spiritual welfare. I would not appear to
mean that we should all quit work and go preaching,
or that we should sit around watching for a chance
to do some good turn for the church. Oh, no; each in
his own place, doing his own work faithfully; not
afraid to give liberally of what he has when the need
arises ; not afraid even to deny himself of some
necessaries if need be, that he may give when the
work he loves needs his help. He will not even call
it a sacrifice to do so, because he will find his greatest joy in denying himself to help that which he
loves better than he loves himself. D'are we do this,
and risk privation for ourselves? Well, there is the
promise; but have we faith sufficient to trust in that
promise, or the Giver of it? .. We do not question the
fact that God has "all power both in heaven and on
earth"; that "the earth is the Lord's and the fullness
thereof," and . that he "willeth to provide for his
Saints," yet how often we hesitate to give lest we
should suffer for lack of what we have given. Some
of us are not afraid, ·however, to pay monthly dues
to an insurance company to protect us from loss by
fire, storm, accident, etc., but I will, venture to make
the assertion-,-let me do so reverently before the
almighty Creator of his vast and unfathomable universe, the same who is our loving and compassionate
Father-that if we will get down upon our knees in
fasting and prayer oftener, striving earnestly, humbly, and diligently to learn and to do all his requirements, if we do not already· love his work above all
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else, we soon will learn to do so, a~d we will .not fear
to put his promise to the test, because w,e will know
without a doubt that he will order our lives and all
events for our eternal good.
Dear brothers and sisters, this is not written in
the spirit of criticism, nor with .the thought of being
,able to teach others, but with a sincere desire that
we may all come to a better understanding of the
eternal principles of truth; and if in any point I
have fallen into error, to be frankly corrected.
Yours in the pursuit of knowledge,
CLARA M. FRICK.

• +• +•
A MESSAGE TO THE INDIAN.

"The Book of Mormon contains God's message to the Indian."
Naturally Latter Day Saints are deeply interested in
gospel work among ·the Lamanites, and will be glad to note
any forward movement along that line. Brethren Yates, Case,
Page, and° others are pushing the work in the Southwest and
are meeting with a degree of success. To help them in their
work they are getting out tract~ addressed directly to the
Lamanites. The following article is one that is to be issued
in tract form. The Herald Office has it for sale, five cents
for one dozen copies, thirty-five cents for one hundred.EDITORS.

To Our Indian Brethren: God made all nations
of pne blood, therefore, no matter what our color may
be, we should feel that we are brethren. We, your
white brethren, have a message of great interest to
you. Hundreds of years ago your fathers and your
brethren wrote a book which was hidden in the
ground to keep it safe. When the Lord saw fit, he
chose a prophet, and directed that prophet to where
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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the book was. The prophet found the book in the
Hill Cu~01~ah, in the State of New York. The book
was written on metallic plates.
The Lord commanded his prophet to translate the
book. The prophet was not a learned man, but God
enabled him to do the work, as predicted in Isaiah
29: 11-14.

After the book was translated, it was printed, and
the Lord commanded that it should be taught to your
white brethren, and that they, in turn, should take
it to you. This is the message we come to you with,
to _tell you about the book.
There is no other book that tells who the American
Indian is. There is no other book that tells you. who
your fathers were, and where they came from. This
book says that you are of the house of Israel; that
you are descended from Abraham, whom the Lord
loved so much. Your forefathers came from Jerusalem. God led them to America about six hundred
years before the birth of Jesus Christ. In the book
you are called Lamanites, an.d your brethren are
called Nephites. You and your brethren lived together in America for nearly nine hundred years.
God did not leave his people in the western part of
the world in ignorance during all that time. He
!:;lessed them the same as he blessed hi~jj;U@_Rl~'i11 the
eastern part of the world, because he is·no fespecter
of persons. Prophets were sent to the ancient
Americans, and God's law was taught to them. Jesus
told the people at Jerusalem that there were ''other
sheep,'' not of that fold. He referred to branches of
the house of Israel scattered in other parts of the
world. (Jesus was sent in person only to the "lost
sheep of the house of Israel" (Matthew 15: 24.)
He said he must go to them, also. (See Saint John
10: 16.)

So Jesus visited his people in America, and taught
them the same things that he taught the people at
Jerusalem. The words of Jesus and the teachings
and prophecies of God's servants were written, and
are contained in this book about which we are telling·
you. You see the book is another witness that Jesus
is the Christ. If any doubt the Bible on this. important matter, they have the testimony of this other
book, besides.
It is sometimes asserted by the enemies of the
book of your fathers that it teaches polygamy, but
that is not true. It declares: "There shall not any
man among you have save it be one wife; and concubines he shall have none." (See Book of Mormon,
Jacob 2: 6.)
This book which was written by yom· fathers and
brethren teaches nothing that is not in harmony
with the will of God as revealed through the Bible.
To g·o back to your history: as we told you before,
you and your brethren, the Nephites, lived together
in America nearly nine hundred years. The Nephites

became very wicked, and were destroyed: The Loi:d
spared you, because you did not have the opportunities of knowing the Great Father's will that the
Nephites had. God promised that he wo~ld watch
over you in this land, and would not permit your
enemies to destroy you. He also promised that in
the last days he would cause that the book of your
fathers should be brought forth and .taught to you.
The all powerful, loving Father has kept his word
and we write this to tell you about it, and hope yo~
will read the book.
We call the book of yourfat,h.ers and brethren the
Book of Mormon. Mormon was a good man who,
about four hundred years after Christ, wrote a brief
record, .,r an abridgment, of the history of the Nephites and Lamanites, and of the teachings of Jesus
and the servants of God. For this reason we call
the book after Mormon.
Your fathers were not the only people in America
before Columbus discovered it. A people called the
Jaredites lived here before the Nephites and the
Lamanites. The Jaredites came from the T.ower of
Babel. You read in the Bible that God scattered the
people who tried to build the tower "upon the face
of all the earth." (See Genesis 11: 8.) The Jaredites were destroyed because of their wickedness, and
God then brought your fathers to America.
We, your white brethren and sisters, believe the
Book of -Mormon to be a true record of your fathers,
because we find in the United States, Mexico, Central
America, and South America ruins which correspond with what the book states. For instance, the
book says that there were three nations in America
anciently, viz, the Jaredites, the Nephites; and the
Lamanites. All travelers and writers tell us that
the ruins of America show that different peoples
lived in America before Columbus came.
The book says that the first people, the Jaredites,
lived in N ortli America; that they did not go into
South America. Now it is a fact that there is a feature about the ruins of North America that is not
found in South America, and that is the mound.
The Book of Mormon says that the Nephites and
the Lamanites were troubled by robbers, who lived
in the mountains, and whose dwelling places could
not be found. Does not this statement answer to the
description of those peculiar ruins in the West, called
cliff dwellings? Who, but hunted robbers, would
seek such difficult, secret places for homes? .
The Book of Mormon says that the N ephites and
the Lamanites became very numerous, occupying
South and Central America, Mexico, and the lJnited
States, and that a high state of civilization ·flourished. All who write about the ancient. people of
America tell us that the ruins denote th.ese things
to be facts.
·
The book says that when the people of whom it is
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a record went into transgression, they began to worship idols, and to offer human sacrifices. All througb
the ruins of Mexieo, and Central and South America,
signs of this sad truth a_re found.
.

There are many other external evidences to which
we might call .you;r_~ attention as proving that the
Book of Mormon is true, .but we will mention but
one other. The book tells us that God< was not
going to permit D.ll the Lamanites to be destroyed.
You are living testimonies to the truth of that promise. The descendants of the Lamanites, the Indians,
were scattered all· ()Ver South and North America
when Columbus came, and hundreds and thousands
of them are livl.ng to.,.day.
.
We, your white brethren and sisters, believe the
Book of Mormon is true because no othe:r: book of
religious faith agrees so perfectly with the truth as
taught in the Bible.
Another reason we believe in the book of your
fathers is because the Bible refers to such a book.
Isaiah prophesied about it, as we mentioned before.
The Psalmist said that truth should spring out of
the ground. (See Psalm 85: 11.) The people of
whom the· Book of Mormon is principally a record
were descended from the house of Joseph. (See
Book of Mormon, 1 Nephi 1: 47; 2: 1; Alma 8: 1.)
Ezekiel foretold another book, the "stick of Joseph,"
which would be a witness for the Bible, or the "stick
k
of Judah," and prophesied how these two boo s
would be one in God's hands in bringing about the
restoration of the hous_e of Israel.
We might go on giving you evidence after evidence
that the Book of Mormon is true, but we have made
this pamphlet large enough. We hope that we have
said enough to interest you in this book, and to lead
you to read it and learn for yourselves of God's love
for you, of the provisions he has made for you, and
the grand promises recorded if you will embrace the
truth as taught in the Bible and the Book of Mormon, and serve the God of your fathers.
·
LOUISE PALJ.<'REY-SHELDON.
It is claimed on good authority that in America
about two hundred lives are sacrificed each week to
violence, and that our country in the conviction and
punishment of criminals, pays a toll of a half million
dollars per day, or $182,500,000 annually. Still more
startling is the assertion that crimes and criminals
are on the increase the ratio now being four and
one-half times the ~umber of twenty years ago. It
has been suggested that "the only way to stop crime
is to put an end to the conditions that breed crime
and criminals." As a crime-breeder the saloon has
no equal.
"Time can have no END; it must go on for ever.
Time could not possibly have a beginning."
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Of General Interest
BAPTISTSIHEAR OF MIRACLES.

MR; ELBERT A. SMITH, LAMONI, IOWA.
Dear Brothe1· Elbert: I am sending you a clipping from
the Boston Post of April 19. I think it a very good article,
an:d considering the one from whom it came, it seems to me
a very good defense of our position as Latter Day Saints. At
first, I thought I would write an article on it but I do not
feel able to handle the subject justly, and am going to ask
· you to make mention of it if you think it worthy of comment.
If Archbishop O'Connell had made such a statement in 1830
or· 1844, he would have been classed as a heretic, thief, liar,
and almost everything under the sun that was mean and
despicable; but our beloved leaders, Joseph and Hyrum, and
many of their followers took the stand boldly and contended
·· that Jes 1s Christ was the same yesterday, to-day and for
ever, and that his teacliings, life, and acts of love and mercy
were for us to enjoy in our day, as weil as for former day
saints, that miracles were for the confirmation of the believei·,
etc., and they were despised and persecuted even unto death.
Alld so on down through time, we as a people (a peculiar
people as the world calls us) have maintained the precious
truths of God and Jesus Christ; and revealed words both
in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants have
verified these things to us. The American Archreology Society with their wonderful research is daily proving the
divinity of our precious book, until to-day people of all classes
are awakening to their senses and are more liberal in their ·
belief, and a Latter Day Saint is· not looked down upon so
much.
But to God all praise be given, for all that we are or ever
expect to be. I am making an extended trip through the
Eastern and New England States. My work now takes me
into every State in the Union. I have met with the Saints
wherever it was possible for me to do so, and am trying in
my weak way to do all I can to help in the work. .
Yours in the bonds of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
FRANK W. BRIGGS.
1620 WALKER STREET.
1

PAPER BY ARCHBISHOP O'CONNELL READ BEFORE BIBLE
CLUB.
"Professed exponents of Christianity in Boston
pulpits," were denounced by Archbishop O'Connell
in an address yesterday afternoon before the memhers of the Bible Club of Boston in Gilbert Hall,
Tremont Temple.
The address of the archbishop on "The Miracles
of the Bible," was delivered at the invitation of. the
organization. In the absence of Archbishop O'Connell, who has been away from Boston since shortly
after Easter, the address was read by the Rev. David
J. Toomey.
The Rev. Dr. 0. P. Gifford of the Brookline Baptist Church, president of the organization, presided
·and introduced the Rev. Dr. Toomey.
THE ARCHBISHOP'S ADDRESS.
The archbishop,. in his address, said in part:
"I have approached the task with which you have
honored me to-day with the conviction that nothing
could be more timely, nothing perhaps more welcome, than a succinct setting forth of the position
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of the Catholic theologian, scientist, critic with regard to Biblical miracles;
"When I speak of the misunderstanding of religion I have in mind revealed religion. No man who
pretends to be a Christian can have any other in
mind. By revealed religion I mean one which is
based upon God's manifestation of Himself, of His
will, His truth, His goodness, to His creatures by
other than the normal forces of nature.
"Such was the religion of the Hebrew; such the
religion established by Jesus of Nazareth.
BELIEVES IN REVELATION.

"Let us at this point understand each other
frankly. I believe in a personal• God and in .revelation. I conceive of Christianity as a revealed religion. I presume that you do, too. I would ~ik~ to
believe that every professed exponent of Christianity in Boston pulpits believed so. But I am forced
to conclude that some do not. For so completely has
Christ been divested of the supernatural by them
that naught remains but His title to be ranked with
those who by their philosophies influenced the religious beliefs of mankind, a Zarathustra, a Confucius, a Gautama, a Mohammed.
"With 'Christians' such as these, who arbitrarily
cast out of the gospel of Christ whatever does not
suit their passing fancy and then read into his character and into that of the God of whom he taught
whatever accords with their present philosophical
conceits, I have no word to say on miracles. I can
1have none.
NO COMMON GROUND.

"For we have no common ground to stand upon;
no more than have atheists and believers. For totally to deny to God the power to act on his creation,
save through laws that scientists and philosophers
have framed in laboratories of physics and psychology, is just as fatal as a denial of a personality to
wield the power, and even more foolish.
"Whatever we may think of the deistic or atheistic
Frenchman, we can not but admire the logic that
carries him, in his apostasy, at only one step from
belief in revelation to extremest rationalism. There
can be no lasting middle ground. Those who, want
to find it evince a pitiable want of logic as well as a
pathetic esteem for the title of Ohristian.
"Granted, then, that God has, at any time and' in
any way revealed himself to man other than by the
merely ~ormal laws or processes that govern mind
and matter it follows that these laws may suffer
exceptions. ' And to a\:}mit' it fo one instance is in
principle to admit it in a thousand.
"To serve the purpose of a sign, God'~ action must
necessarily be out of the ordinary, and mcontestably
so.
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PRIMARILY A SIGN.

":Since, then, the miracle is, primarily and essentially a sign, an evidence of revelation,.it follows the
laws of revelation.· It does not occur without plan
or purpose.
"On the contrary, miriacles have their economy,
and though, in the very nature of the case, we can
not fully understand it, it lends itself to a very satisfactory analysis.
·
_
"If we examine the Biblical miracles in detail we
may divide them into three groups. .There are those
by virtue of which God exercised some special protection or directive providence with regard to
His chosen people; the miracles of the Old Testament a~ _· largely of this sort.
"Secondly, there are the signs by which He revealed His more personal intervention, as ·when He
appeared in the buti1ing bush or on Sinai, or confirmed the mission of His messengers by remarkable
facts in their own lives independently of their influences on others; thus, for ·example, the Virgin
birth and the resurrection of Jes us, and the conversion of Saint Paul.
MIRACULOUS INFLUENCE.

"In the third place there is the miraculous influence exercised on behalf of individuals or groups,
such as the diverse miracles of healing so numerous
in the New Testament.
"With regard to all, but to this latter class particularly, I would call your attention to the fact that
miracles are not performed to enforce belief in God;
but rather that they may confirm the faith of the
witness or beneficiary.
"Why is this so? Why did He not perform a
miracle that would startle the world and compel
belief in even the most incredulous? Or, as some
would put it, why would He not dispel 'aII doµbt by
performing such a miracle here in Boston?
"The answer to these questions throws into yet
more conspicuous relief the part played by the miraculous in the economy of revelation. Revelation
itself.is not a compelling force. It makes its appeal
to the intellect, but it does not inexorably compel
intellectual consent. Were it to do so the intellect
would cease to be what God had made it.
"So too with the will. Revelation does not force
its action that it ceases to be free.
"In no sense then does revelation force its credentials on the mind of man. No one is perforce compelled to believe, even as no one is' compeIIed to be
saved; for foith and grace leave intellect anq will
in possession of their native functions and freedom.
MIRACLES PERFORMED.

"Applying these principles to the miraculous; 'we
can readily see that if the stupendous all-convincing
miracle had been performed in such circumstances
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of publicity as would compel conviction in the mind justified by logic, while on page 32 he concludes that
of every man, the liberty to choose would be denied ·.'to minds impressed with a profound sense of natuto men in circumstances where free will is abso: ral law ... the miraculous is an intrusion if not an
lutely necessary, that is in affairs of salvation. Qnly impertinence.'
· "This is not historical criticism; it is not even ina logical predestinationist could ask for such a miracle; only such a miracle could produce a logical tellectual honesty. Voltaire himself was more honpredestinationist.
est when he said: 'If I were given assurance that a
"Ther(;l is no better evidence of the misunder- man had been raised from the dead at Passy I would
standing of the miraculous than the complaint so take care not to hurry out to see him; for I would
often made in literature on this subject that no one become, perhaps, as much a fool as the rest of them.'
miracle has left undeniable evidence of its occur"This systematic denial of the miraculous is
rence; as if indeed miracles were like the fossil destructive of all the laws of historical .criticism.
fauna of the glacial epoch ! Like revelation,. of The witnesses to the facts were numerous, of every
which it is an adjunct, the mi~acle is not meant to age and social condition, of both sexes, of different
force conviction; it is merely meant to help it.
nationalities and schools· of education. To brand.
"God will force no one, least of all the critically them all, in the name of an assumption of scientists,

curio.us, to accept Him, His truth or His salvation.

as victims of blind credulity or hallucinations, as im-

But he is generous to one who brings a docile spirit,
evert if such a one in presence' of stubbornly lingering doubts 'kicks against the goad.'

postors or fools, is destructive of the basic principles of historical criticism.
"But now note the strangest inconsistency of all.
ALLEGED IMPROBABILITY.
Though the miracle stories in the gospels are denied
credence, the gospel story yet remains. Though the
"The case against miracles to-day rests on their miracles attributed to Christ are declared to be ficalleged improbability. The argument against them Wms, yet the. character of Obrist is still revered.
takes ordinarily two forms. The first is based on the That he went about doing good is not denied ; nor
constant uniformity of nature, by virtue of which that he spake as no man ever did; nor that he sufscience has been able to formulate laws which ex- fered a life of pathetic sacrifice and died like a
perimentation throughout the entire domain of . malefactor.
exact knowledge has found. to be absolutely invari"But who saw his going about? And who are the
able.
witnesses to his benefices, his privations, 1his death?
"The second, virtually an amplification of the first Who heard him speak and who cherished up his
argument, is based on the laws of historical criti- words that to-day bring comfort to our wearied
cism. It is maintained that paucity of witnesses for souls? Who indeed, but the very same witnesses
the biblical miracles, their lack of scientific training who are branded as liars or visionaries when they
and spirit and their consequent credulity, divest tell of something that does not fit in with the contheir testimony of any worth in view of the non- fessedly limited experience of science.
corroboration of their stories and the universal coun"I have no patience whatsoever with those who in
ter-experience.
pulpit or press pose as the champions of the cause
"There are indeed scientific laws expressive of a of Christianity, but false to their sacred trust, yield
metaphysical, an absolute, necessity from which God its most cherished principles. Fearing to be thought
himself can not escape.
unscientific in the age when science is the fashion,
"The laws of mathematics for example, are im- they acquiesce to the empty claims of ephemeral
mutable.
scientists; but because they are in truth unscientific
"But there are besides these the physical laws, they can not see that the call that beckons them
which are contingent.. They are based upon experi- is fa1se."-Boston Post.
ence and induction; that is, a series of observations
~
ti
has demonstrated that in given conditions a certain
WAVE.OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS.
phenomenon occurs always in a certain order.
Infantile paralysis is most common in ef!rly childhood,
"But, and here is where the argument limps, this with the exception of the first year. The greatest number of
confidence is based upon experience alone; and all cases occur in the third and fourth years. This disease apmust concede that, apart from this exr,~rience., there .Pears from three days to a month after exposure, usually
is absolutely no reason for concluding that the order before the tenth day. For many years it was impossible to
say definitely where the seat of infantile paralysis was loof nature must be uniform.
cated. However, to-day, with all the auxiliaries of modern

'*' • '*'

"technique, and a careful study of the blood vessels which supply the spinal cord, we have positive pfoof that th.e disea~e
"Dr. George A. Gordon, in his book, Religion and is an inflammation of the gray matter in part of the spinal
Miracle, tells us on page 29 that dogmatic denial of cord, and in the small blood vessels leading to this area.
The early symptoms of this di~ease, in many cases, are
miracle on tlhe ground of natural law can not be
DOCTOR GORDON'S BOOK.
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characterized by the child complaining of headache, listlessness, weakness of the limbs and loss of appetite. Thi~ ·condition is followed by fever (from 101 to 103 degrees Fahrenheit), distress in stomach and intestines and vomiting.· The
fever lasts from one to four days. In other more severe
cases the disease begins early with fever, followed by marked
distu;·bance in the brain, accompanied by spasms or convulsions. Another uncommon type is where a child will go to
bed apparently in perfect health and awaken in the morning
paralyzed in one or more of its limbs.
The symptom of the second stage is paralysis itself. Generally speaking it is rather extensive. In many cases, all four
limbs are involved, and sometimes the muscles of the nape
of the neck. In other cases, the paralysis involves only a
group of'muscles of one or both legs.
The extent of the immediate damage from the paralysis
is usually complete within a few hours, although it may
extend over a period of three or four days. In a week or
ten

da~1s, son1e in1proven1ent

begins, and this continues us-

ally until only a small degree of paralysis remains.-Samuel
G. Tracy, M. D., in The Christian Herald.
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Daughtero of Zion Reading for November.
CASTLES OF

MYSTERY.

To ninety per cent of the mothers and practically all of the
fathers, the schools in which their children spend their days
are but castles of mystery.
School buildings externally attractive, beautiful piles of
brick and stone approached by cement walks and surrounded
by velvety lawns that must never be prnfaned by a childish
foot, are the boast of all cities and the pride of individual
taxpayers, but how much do these same taxpayers know of
the actual life lived within the walls?
Their children come and go, bringing all sorts of rumors
of the doings of the days and of the individuals in charge.
There are tales of tyrants who rule without mercy, of absolute
monarchs from whose will there is no appeal, of ogres whose
only pleasure is the torturing of youth, of taskmasters who
expect the impossible. Occasionally we hear of a man in
authority who is considerate, who remembers that he, too,
was once a boy; occasionally of a woman who ·also understands. These become respectively hero and fairy princess.
Sometimes there are tales which make one wonder if the
characteristics of demon and angel are rolled into one individual teacher.
Matthew, Mark, ·Luke, and John all gave different accounts
of the life and death of Jesus Christ. The world has been
through the ages,· hunting for the truth. that lies somewhere
among these varied accounts. Out· of the same conditions
and about the same school organi:Zation, the .children bring
into the home conflicting ·accounts of the same circumstances.
But these are all rumors, based upon a. child's point of view,
and tinged with his stron~ personal feeling. · Without the
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slightest intention of deceiving; these reports _are often
misleading, often entirely unjust.
An early breakfast, a sctamble for wraps,. and possibly for
a book brought home for some reason unknown to the parent,
and the child rushes off into the unknown, there to stay until
late in the afternoon, with perhaps a hurl'ied run home at
noon for luncheon, if the home happens to be near enough.
Few would let their children wander at will through an
unbroken forest, yet for twelve or more consecutive ~years,
five days in the week for ten months, the majority of parents·
leave their children to the mercy of a school system of which
they know absolutely nothing, and to the care of teachers
whom they do not know by sight, and whose names, even,
they do not always remember.
You may answer that .the public school system of America
is the finest in the world; Perhap.s it is and perhaps it isn't.
Some of the best educators in the land are very s·eriously
asking c.. emselves whether we may not be uttel'ly mistaken
in the high connnendation 've have bestowed_ u:Pon it.-=But granting that it is the best the world has yet developed,
the fact still remains that the schools are not nearly as good
as they should be. The people pay enough for the best,
but that money is disbursed, sites are selected, buildings are
erected, teachers appointed, text-books bought, janitors hired
by men elected by a so-called vote of the people, when a very
large majority of the men and women who have children. in
school, never take the trouble to cast a vote for or against
these same men.
That the schools are as good as they are, is due not to the
personal interest of the parents, to the conscientiousness of
the voter, to the integrity of the school boards; not always
to the efficiency of superintendents, but to the high character
of the individual teachers. No one profession or group of
people shows a more unselfish devotion to their work than the
teaching body. In this statement exception need scarcely be
made of the mothers. Because of thi~ <Jevotion, because of
their conscientiousness, results have been reasonably satisfactory. They have supplied in countless instances the shortcomings of the school system. They have stood between the
child and incompetent supervision, and, sad to say, they have
over and over again, stood between the child and the ignorance or indifference of the parents; . But how much better
might be the results, if these same teachers could always be
sure of the cooperation of the home, the sympathy and
assistance of the parent, instead of, as is too often the case,
being compelled to work in opposition to both home and
parent.
Some one has said that the education of the child should
begin with the grandmother. The teacher of to-day would
be reasonably well satisfied if she could have a little to do
with the education of some of the parents.
No teacher ever had a visit from a parent, even when that
visit was prompted by indignation because of some supposed
injustice, without gaining from that visit new light upon the
especial pupil. When the visit is made in friendliness, the
gain to both parent and teacher is inestimable.
Young people are queer creatures. A boy or girl, more
frequently a boy, will reveal at school an individuality differing markedly from the one shown at home. The teacher
sees one side of a pup.ii, sometimes several, b.ut every conver-rntion with a parent brings to light some characteristic that
is bound to modify that teacher's attitude toward the youth
in question. Parents do not always know -their children as
well as they think they do, and a detailed knowledge of how
those children conduct themselves in school, may result in
some surprises.
Parents generally- have an idea that their presence is not
desired in the schoolroom. If that is true, then there ill
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certainly good reason why a visit should be ·made. The questions, and base future actio~ upon her answ ers to them:
well-ordered household is riot thrown into commotion if an
1. Do I knowjust what studies my child is pursuing and to
unexpected guest arrives; the same is true with a good school. whom he recites?
One rightly organized and properly conducted should not be . 2. Do I know my child's teacher personally, and is that
disturbed by :visitors, always, of course; understanding that teacher, in mind, inanners, and morals worthy the responthe visitor dogs not demand -the personal attention of_ the sibility?
'
teacher.
3. Is the child's standing in class above, below, or j\1St about
the average?
It should be possible :!'or parents to go naturally into a
4. Do I know from the teacher, how much time should be
schoolroom, meet the teacbei· as one would any other person,
state briefly the wish to visit the school, and then sit as long spent in study at home?
5. Do I see that he is protected from all interruption when
as desired and watch the work go on. The few parents who
dare trust themselves in these mysterious castles, come in . he is doing that home study?
6. Is the light of the room in which he passes five or more
fear and trembling, and, this timidity does not always escape
hours each day, adequate, and is the ventilation good?
the notice of· the children.
7. Do I know whether the entirely different and wider inOne little Cbicago girl has a mother of whom she is very
proud. This mother has the habit of going, each fall, to fluence of school life is developing tendencies which the home
school, meeting. her little daughter's new teacher and so put- has not brought to light?
8. A1·t these tendencies desirable?
ting herself in a position to communicate with her later, if
9. Am I working in harmony with the school?
communication becomes necessary, on a personal basis.
10. Am I fulfilling my whole duty in the education of my
The child enjoys her mother's visits and has contrasted the
child, or am I expecting of the school, training which belongs
manner of them with that of others.
legitimately to the home?
"Most mothers,'' she once said, "when they come to school,
The mother who is unable to answer these questions and
act as if they were afraid. Now my moth.er comes in like a
robin and talks like a parrot."
All of which, to her mind, others that will occur to the individual when once she gives
was high. praise, as indicating the ease and naturalness with her attention to her own shortcomings, should set aside househ_old cares, social demands, and even religious duties, until
which her mother made her calls.
When once the ice is broken, a visit should prove intensely she can give an intelligent answer to most of them. Her
interesting; it will be full of surpl'ises, for a school is a little steps should be immediately turned toward the particular
world in itself, with a life quite apart; and to anyone who castle in which her child is confined, perhaps wandering in
has spent no time in one since his own student days, will darkness or chained in a dungeon of dullness, when a little
care from the mother might give that child freedom and joy
reveal an unknown world.
in what should be a princely palace.-Florence Milner,· in
A mother once went on an errand to a school of high school
American M othm·hood.
grade which her son was attending. She had some slight
acquaintance with the woman in charge of the study room
Questions on November Reading.
where the hundred and fifty or more boys were assembled,
How many fathers and mothers do you know who visit the
and with whom this teacher lived from eight o'clock in the
morning until late in the afternoon. Upon urgent invitation schools attended by their children? What do you know of
the mother entered the room and, with a decided show of your child's school life? How may you know for a certainty
what are the conditions of his schoolroom? How should r~
timidity, followed to a seat at the. desk.
The teacher went on with her work as though no stranger ports brought by the children be received? What interest
were present, occasionally turning to her guest to explain a should the parent take in books brought home at night? Have
change in classgs or to say something that would convey new you realized the amount of time spent by your children in
surroundings unknown to you?
light on the spirit of the school.
What is your estimate of our school system? On what
The lady had insisted that she could stay only a few minutes, but one hour passed, two hours passed, and she still knowledge is it based? To what extent have you used your
sat fascinated by the mystery of this big crowd of boys, all influence to turn the vote in the rig·ht direction in school
going eagerly and definitely about their business, evidently affairs? How does the teaching body compare with people of
other professions? Has it been necessary for the teacher to
contented and happy.
stand between you and your child's best interests? What is
Noon came and still she tarried.
The school all had luncheon in the building and the mother to be gained by friendly visits between' parent and teacher?
accepted the--teacher's invitation to remain, thus seeing an- In what manner should a parent be able to visit the school?
Are the benefits to be gained by visiting the school confined
other phase of her son's daily life.
When work was resumed after luncheon, she was in her to those who are parents? To what extent should parents
place by the desk, and sat out the afternoon with constantly be interested in the sports of their children? Might it not
increasing interest. She learned by sight her boy's com- be well to preserve this list of questions and keep them in
panions, some of whom she had before known only by name; sight until you can answer them creditably to yourself?
she saw deeper into the relation existing between teacher and What sacrifice should you ·make for your child's good in this
pupil; in fact she learned many things of which, that morn- matter?
ing, she had not even suspected her ignorance.
Program.
At half past thi'ee, as the school passed out, she rose with
the remark, "I suppose there is nothing more to see, so I
Hymn; prayer; reading from Home Column with discusthall have to go home now."
sion; paper, The needs of our school as I see them; roll call;
"No," replied the teacher, "we have a base ball game. I business; closing prayer.
think you would like to see that, for we count all our athletic
Notice.
sports a real part of the school life."
So they attended the game, and the visitor went home at
The Daughters of Zion have on hand leaflets on the followsix o'clock, a wiser- woman and a happier one.
·
ing subjects, which they will send to anyone who will pay
Each mother would do well to put to herself a series of the postage on them:
0
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Founding a Home and the Rights of Each Other in the
Home· The Fire Builders; the Care of the Cripple; Inherited Tendencies and Their Relation to Character. Building;
Bennie's First and Last Whipping; The Woes and Joys of
the Backward Child; Workers Togethel' with God; One
Mother's Way; Reverence; Courtesy in the Home; Family
Courtesy; Individual Responsibility; A Protest against Corporal Punishment; The Autobiography of a Dull Child,
Parts 1, 2; The Age of Conflict; Two Pictures, by Mary Wood
Allen on Respect for Rightful Authority; The last four numbers of the five series article, To Whom Does the Child Belong.
Send to Mrs. B. C. Smith, 214 South Spring Street, Independence, Missouri, for them, and state how many you can
use.

MRS. B. C. SMITH, Pres-ident Advisory Board.
42-4.

Letter ·Denartment
-----

&

WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON, October 3, 1910.
Dear Herald: You are a welcome visitor at our home every
week, and how I do enjoy reading the good letters from the
brethren and sisters! They are very encouraging, especially
since we are isolated. We still try to let our light shine as
best we can.
Dear Saints, if we are not privileged to meet together to
worship our heavenly Fathet, we still have a work to do. We
must not forget to fast and pray often, and read the church
papers. We all can find comfort in them. I feel lonely sometimes, and my mind is ofttimes carried back with my brothers
and sisters and father, (C. B. Givens,) in Ohio; thence to
Wheeling, West Virginia, where we often met with the
Saints.
I am in poor health and the doctor has advised a change of
climate for the winter. I will ask if there are any Saints
living at or near Pomona, California? Also I would like to
know the price of land. We would be glad to hear from any
of Lhe Sainls, personally, or through the HERALD, as we want
our next move to be near a branch. I desire an interest in
the prayers of the faithful.
Your sister,
MRS. ELIZABETH BLAIR.
Reunion of Eastern Michigan District.

The first reunion of the Eastern Michigan District, which
was held at Port Huron, Michigan, has passed into history,
and in the opinion of the writer it was a decided success in
every way; so much so, in fact, that those who attended it
were unanimously in favor of repeating it next year at the
same place, commencing on June 23 and continuing until aft~r
July 4. The reunion committee, as well as all who ··had to
do with the management of it, are deserving of much credit
for the efficient manner in which they conducted"the affair
throughout. While at no time, perhaps, did the number of
campers exceed the hundred mark, yet the sessions were -well
attended; in the evenings frequently the seating capacity of
the preaching tent was taxed to its utmost.
The organization effected was as follows: Presidency, A.
Allen, J. W. Wight, William Davis, and William Gric~; secretary, Joseph Carpenter; organist, -Sr. Jennie Hunter;_ choristers, J. J. Emlaw and Fred Gregory; police, A. Kessler;
janitor, George Myers; press committee, E. B. Blett and
Joseph Carpenter.
The following is a summary of the. work done: Preaching
services 19, social sei·vices 7, noi·mal sessions 4, Sunday
school sessions 1, Graceland _Lecture by E. B. Blett 1, historical lecture by R. Etzenhouser L
..
During the second Friday of the. reumon, September 9,
the Sunday school an·d Religio conventions were held. On

Saturday and Sunday, September 10, 11, the conference of
the district was held, presided over by J. W. Wight and William Davis. The credential committee reported the following
branches duly represented: Minden City, Port Huron, East
Fremont, Lang, Saint Clair, Valley Center, Applegate, Cass
River, McGregor, Evergreen; Cash, Belle River, Buel, Hurouth, Bay Port, Pigeon River; Sandusky, Black River, second
Detroit and Saint Gideon.
Bishop's agent reported as follows: On hand last. report,
$2,064.06; receipts plus ·balance, $3,131:12; expenditures,
$2,051.29. Balance due church, $879.83. Following are some
of the more important items of liusiness: The establishing
of a more permanent reunion committee of four members: A.
Allen and C. C. Whitford for one year, and J. A. Grant and
H. H. Huston; for two years. Election of delegates to General Conference, leaving time and place of next conference in
hands of minister in charge and district president.
The n.~~ter touching the scattered Saints of near Vassar
who have _no baptismal certificates Was left in hinds of president and secretary of the district. A committee consisting
of Sister Plato, D. E. Dowker, and Fred Gregory· was selected- to confer with committee of the western district, looking toward the organization of a musical association ii1
Michigan. The vote charging ten cents a -meal at conferences
location was so satisfactory and the people of the surrounding
branches at Allenton and Caseville was left in the hands of
the presidency of the district.
F. 0. BENEDICT, Secretary.
APPLEGATE, MICHIGAN, September _17, 1910.
Reunion at Bass Point.

The first reunfon of the New York and Philadelphia District convened at Bass Point, a beautiful pine grove overlooking the Manasquan River, at Manasquan, New Jersey. The
location was so satisfctory nd the people of the surrounding
country so friendly, that the Committee was instructed to and
has hired the grounds for the summer of 1911, when, it was
decided, another reunion will be held.
The Saints of this distiict were with one accord in this
place from August 23 to September 5. The last meeting of
the reunion being Saturday- morning, September 3, the
remainder of the time was occupied by the meetings of the
district conference. Those- chosen to preside over the reunion
were Elders U. W. Greene, William Anderson, and A. D.
Angus, as a presidency. The presidency were empowered to
prescribe the necessary rules for camp regulation and appoint
other necessary officers. Bro. Paul Craig was appointed
chorister; Sr. Ella Squire, organist; Bro. Charles Scott,
chief of police; Bro. Ephraim Squire, postmaster; and Bro.
0. T. Christy census taker. The Sunday school and Religio
interests were cared for by a committee of five, and the in. teresting items of the two auxiliaries were sent to the Exponent, to be published in the October number.
The afternoons from 2.30 were spent in playing baseball;
in fishing, crabbing, bathing, rowing, and sailing.
Did we have a good time? Did we enjoy the Spirit's presence? Do we feel that it was a success? Has the district
been benefited, the gospel spread? Do we feel to rejoice and
praise God? YES.!
Fifty small tents,• and three large ones. About two hundred Saints during the week and 25 more during conference.
Many nonmembers from the near by and some from far
away towns at the services. Favorable mention in the local
and metropolitan newspapers. Interest warranted the missionaries' -stopping to do street preaching in Manasquan
after the reunion closed; a number of new openings made;
two baptisms. A deeper and broader conception of the.gospel
and of our privileges and. opportunities to do our Master's
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will. Do we rejoice? How can we help singing praises to
His holy name?
A111ong the elders not hereinbefore mentioned, there were
present, Bro. F. G. Pitt, W. W. Smith, William Hawkins;
Daniel Carter, Bishop Zimmermann, Thomas Truman, James
Wilson, and D. T. f?haw.
,
Sister Copeland was a fi~st-class chef, Brothe1• Shaw a
capable quartermaster, and Brother Lawrence took the
change over the counter of his general store in a most businesslike manner. Everyone tried to make the reunion a
success. If we were to try and mention all who assisted to
this end, it would be necessary to print the names of all those.
present, even the babies that- slept during the services. I am
sure that no one will feel offended because it is not mentioned
that he was present, as ea,ch soul in attendance rejoiced in
contributing his presence and helped to make all the others
happy.
Well, very good! _ How did you come out -financially?
We paid expenses, and have a clean sheet for next season.

At the reunion business meeting a committee of seven was
elected, consisting of the missionary in charge, district president, Bishop Zimmermann, and Brethren John Lawrence,
John A. McGuire, George Potta.
To our many brethren and sisters who read this: May the
good Spirit that was ours to enjoy bless you. We feel we
shall .receive an interest in your prayers that our zeal and
capacity to do God service will be commensurate with our
opportunities.
B. R McGUIRE, Secretary.
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, October 4, 1910.

News From Missions
NEBRASKA.

In the present age persons who have reached the age of
maturity, though they are not old, have lived a long time.
We are confronted with wonderful achievements, marvelous
discoveries; political disturbances, social disquietude, and the
most casual observer can not but note a general indifference
to sound religious teaching. And so the world moves on.
Anything in the form of a show makes the strongest appeal.
But it should not be forgotten that the things which are seen
are temporal; the invisible forces are what give shape to the
material things, and, for that reason, should not be given
secondary consideration.
I am filled with optimism respecting Zion and her cause.
Even now Zion is being redeemed. It is decreed that the
Lord's people shall be gathered together, and his power shall
be over them. And so I rejoice in the latter day glory. What
I have done, or may do is naught compared with the lovingkindness which. comes from the Father, the light of the
church, and Zion?s cause. Even the stones of Zion's foundation are precious to me, and I am made happy in the contemplation of her glories.
Good news comes from abroad. From a New Zealand paper
I learn that Elder Robert Hall delivered a lecture in Kaitangata, dealing with the ,subject of the Book of Mormon, the
paper commenting very favorably on the effort. Brother
Hall is one of the converts who entered the church soon after
the arrival of Bro. D. E. Tucker and the writer in the colony.
How pleased I would be to see the church ,able· to maintain
field worke~·s in every mission ever opened by it.
And from Jerusalem come encouraging words. I am inclined to believe that the .time is near when our work shall
be established there. The witness of the Spirit to me when
there was that the sound of the everlasting gospel should
soon be heard in that land; which means that a work identical to what was offered to the world in New Testament
times would again be represented in Palestine.
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The great work of the Lord looms up before me, and I am
anxious to do what I can in its interest; the remote parts
of the earth have not seemed too far for me ,to go with the
glad tidings of great joy; and now as I look out upon the
harvest fields I see in many parts of .the world a need for
laborers. May the Lord come into the lives of the S~ints,
the church be strengthened financially, infused with the true
missionary spirit, and the nations of the earth be visited by
the power of the Spirit and the ministrations of the elders
of the church.
'In this district many of our Saints' are sacrificing and devoted to their faith; others, indifferent, half converted, on
whom environments tell, their energies and means not being
consecrated to the church or to hardly any department of
it, all spent for self and things that pass away. And in the
homes of the dilatory the Spirit of the Lord does not abide.
The happy Saints are those who give supreme thought to the
churcl'., and the result of their devotion and intelligent zeal
is that, as a rule, their children are growing up strong in

the Lord.
My mission address is Nebraska City, Nebraska, 1207-3
Corso.
PAUL M. HANSON.
FAIRFIELD, October 6, 1910.

KENTUCKY AND TENNESEE.

I have just closed an interesting meeting at this place;
baptized three this afternoon, all heads of families. Bro.
Jesse Sullivan, wife and sister. The first two were led to investigate the angel's message through the efforts oi, the
Brighamite elders, who had been visiting them regularly for
three or four years. Elder J. A. Dowker and the writer
were the first of the Reorganized elders they have met. We
visited that place last fall, by invitation of Bro. George
Brush, who had secured the Macedonia schoolhouse, where
we held a few meetings and met these people, who became
very much interested in ou1· claims. They were persuaded
to believe that Joseph Smith, Junior, was a polygamist.
When Brother Dowker and I found them they were about
ready to accept the doctrine as taught by the Brighamite
elders, believing that Joseph Smith had made a mistake on
the polygamy question, bu't otherwise was a true prophet of
God. So we taught them the true origin of polygamy, and
they began an earnest investigation of our claims.
'While the Btighamite elders visited them often and tried
hard to prove to them that Joseph Smith, junior, was the
author of polygamy, after reading "Corner stones of the
Utah church" by Elbert A. Smith, they were fully convinced
that the Reorganized Church was the true church in succession.
The drought was broken here Monday night, when it began
raining and continued for forty-eight hours almost without
ceasing, and much of the time falling in torrents; consequently our meetings have been hindered. I am to begin a
meeting at Bethel Church, near Cottage Grove, Tennessee,
Saturday; will probably continue untiJ the 15th, when our
district conference will convene with the Foundry Hill
Branch. We have many calls for preaching, mc_>re than we.
can possibly answer; only two missionaries in the Kentucky
and Tennessee District, Elder J. T. Davis and the writer,
and but little local help.
The 1st of September Brother Davis went to Arkansas to
hold a debate with the "Campbellites, while I. went to Lexington, Tennessee, to visit the Liberty Hill Branch, it being
nearly two years since I visited them. Held a week's meeting, with good interest, and left the Saints rejoicing in the
faith. I was invited to come to Polk Station on the 24th and
went down and began meetings in an arbor built by the
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Holiness people, and was assisted by the Holiness preacher
and several of their members in song service, which was inuch
appreciated. Held forth day and night, baptizing one at the
close, and left a fine interest.
I wish to say to the Saints of the Kentucky and Tennesse
District, that any desiring to pay tithing should not wait
till I visit you, but send it to my address, Fulton, Kentucky,
and I will receipt you for same. I expect to visit all the
branches in the district between now and the end of the
year. Quite a number have filed inventories and have begun
paying tithing, while some have not.
If all would do their duties along this line, we could
support at least two more missionaries' families. May the
Lord help us to see the importance of keeping the whole law.
Your co laborer in the gospel,
J. R. McCLAIN.
SWEDEN.

As it is now a good while since anything appeared in your
pages from this far off place, this southern part of Sweden,
where I have been doing missionary work the last three
years, I thought it would be of interest to send you a few
Jines. Part of the first year myself and Bro. Swen Swensen
labored together, he being here then, but since that· time I
have been all by myself. I have labored in several places,
against much opposition, yet I have made some friends to
the cause, but only a few.have accepted our message.
By advice of Bro. Peter Anderson, missionary in charge, I
have moved my family to this town, and it is my intention to
labor here this conference year. I have lived here only about
three months, yet I did some preaching here last winter and
spring, and I have succeeded in making many good friends.
Last week I had the pleasure of baptizing two noble souls,
a man and his wife, and others are almost ready. I have
baptized two before this summer, the result of our Sunday
school where I lived before. One of these was my own
daughter.
We have rented a place where we are having our meetings,
and I went to work making the seats myself. I am preaching
there Sundays, and sometimes a good many eome out, although there have been times when only a few have come,
and a couple of times none. I did not get discouraged, but
kept right on, and now some are beginning to think there
must be something in it, or else I would give it up; so I
think a good work will be done here, and my prayer is that·_
the Lord will move among this people with his Spirit, that
they may wake up to a realization that the Lord is working
a work in our days, a marvelous work and a wonder.
It seems like this people are somewhat slow to take hold
of it. I have worked hard among the people ever since I
began, about three years ago, and comparatively few have
accepted it. Yet I am hopeful, and intend to· labor on, because I want to be among the faithful ones, and gain eternal
life.
·
When not. otherwise engaged, I have thought·'to make
myself useful in translating some of our books ·and tracts
into this language. I have just finished translating the Book
of Mormon, after having worked on it for about two years,
and will submit it to proper authority for consideration and
printing if they so decide.
·
Have also succeeded in getting the Voice of Warning
printed in Swedish, and it is a good :help to us. I mention
this because if some one thinks it could _be of any use in the
States, it can be had by addressing me at Helsingborg, the
price being thirty cents.
.
·
.
Your bi·other in gospel bonds,
•c. A. SWENSON.
HELSINGBORG, Septembe1' 25, 1910.
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COLORADO.

Somewhat slowly, but surely, the latter day work is moving forward in Co!Orado. The State is crowded. with people
with various purposes in view, mostly of a temporal character, and pei.· consequence religion comes last, and occupies
but little of their time and attention. Speaking of things in
general, people are restless and excitable; are moving to and
fro, reminding us of the angel that spoke :to the Prophet
Daniel of ·conditions to prevail "ill the time of th:e· end."
"Many shall run to and fro and knowledge shall focrease."
The whole world is on the move, like the ever restless
ocean tides, and not knowing why; and Colorado,· as a part
of the whole, must move also. Recent bringing of the ends
of the world together by recent scientific develop~ents, and
rapid transit, such as wi)l enable us to know, tocday that
Portugal, a kingdom of yesterday, is a republic; and that
Spain ill"" be changed from a monarchy to a republic tomorrow or next week, keeps the whole world in an unduly
agitated state of great unrest, all of which makes it seem
that the gospel plow covers the land slowly.
Colorado has now seven general missionaries at work
within her ·borders, representatives of the Reorganized
Church, besides local and branch workers, and it can not
be but that the gospel influence is reaching out to some extent, and Saints are striving to keep the camp fires blazing
and gospel light glowing. We hear of but little agitation on
the part of the Brighamite faction in Colorado this season,
but it is being published throughout the State that they are
to largely abandon the State of Utah and make a settlement
in Old Mexico, or enlarge their borders down there,. with
the understanding with the Government of President Diaz,
that Brighamite peculiarities of religion, including polygamy,
can be cultivated and flourish there!
Mexico is largely Catholic, however, and it may be harder
than they anticipate to set the civilization of Mexico so far
back into barbarism, and the -darkness of past dark ages; If
this should occur, it will show the difference between the Brighamites and the Reorganized Church to the people of the
United States, including Colorado people, beyond question.
People are beginning to surfeit on divorces, even in Colorado. A case of bigamy has just been concluded before Judge
Lindsey's Juvenile Court, of a Colorado miner and a sixteen
year old girl, and the man sentenced. The girl is likely to
be sentenced, and is the daughter of a once Latter Day
Saint mother.
The law relating to foreigners becoming citizens in this
district, including Utah and Colorado, forbids those in polygamy, or ~ho believe in, or who anticipate entering into it,
from becoming citizens in the two States. This may largely
account for the abandonment of Utah by our Brighamite
neighbors. This will surely mean progress for the Reorganized Church.
Events are surely moving the work in Colorado, and, as
society becomes more settled down, will make ·openings for
preaching easier to obtain. Our people are coming to seemore fully the necessity of circulating our church literature
as freely as possible among the people surrounding them.
Some will do a little reading at least, and some are attracted to the work in this way. We are expecting our other
missionary in charge, Apostle John W. Rushton, soon, and
with his supervision and additional la:bors, an .additional
impetus should be given the work here.
So far as debates here are concerned, they are few. The
one began last March between Bro. Jacob ·Curtis and Elder
Frichu, of the Church of Christ, so called, was brought to a
premature end by the latter, because, as then made clear,
the Saints believe the Bible so far as it is correctly translated, and he was unable to convert Brother Curtis otherwise, while at the time he carried a copy of the American
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Standard, revised translation. And he backed out, and re"
fused to conclude the.· debate at Denv!lr, and scattered his
little paper' over the country containing the false statell1.ent
thaot he refused to finish and repeat tlie debate at the city
of Boulder, as he agreed to do, because the Saints_refused
to state that, they believe the Bible to be the word of God,
as a whole,· without modification. And under this glaring ~
misrepresentation refused to discuss the issue at all, while
at the same time on~ of the rules to govern the debate was:
The Bible is to be the final standard of evidence to be accepted fol' what it may be worth. How inconsistent men
who fear the truth can be!.. But debates along the lines of
gospel faith attract but small attention in Colorado.
The gospel seed is being sown in Colorado, so strenuously
as the circumstances will permit the laborers to find openings
for preaching; A number of young men have been ordained
to the ministry in various capacities, which seems encouraging for the cause here.
The Sunday school and Zi.on's Re!igio-Literary Society both.
have district organizatfons, and the work 0£ both is being
pushed by the officers -of each, and their borders are being
enlarged, and they are moving forward at a modei·ate pace.
All seem earnest· and manifest a zeal becoming kr10wledge.
Financial aid for the work was at least forty per cent more
in 1909 than any previous year in the history of the work
in Colorado. Most of the Saints. are willing to do in this
respect, as they come to understand ihe law governing.
This is one of the evidences of growth, we think, in this
marvelous work and a wonder. We think we can see the
work, on the whole, is moving onward and upward in ColoCOLUMBUS SCOTT.
rado.
DENVER, October 7, 1910.
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day, and we must obey." "He has the right to command
on·e thing to-day and another to-morrow."
.
Well, we won't take up more of your time in this communication; we are in the fight, and the battle is not simply one
for~o~
·
We feel that we are making progress. Only yesterday,
as we were standing in front of the Information Bureau, a ,
stranger to us stepped up and introduced himself, saying· that
he had listened to us the night before on the street; he then
asked us a question, and as we were answering, and a small
group of perhaps a half dozen were listening, the. one in
cha1;ge of that institution-an Elder· Goddard--ordered u~
to get off of the grounds to talk such things. Well, we told
our questioner to come down to Lamoni or Independence and
he would not find such a rufo. N:_ext we stepped over to
where Elders Hansen, Stead, and Davis were standing-, and
were listening to Elder Hansen recount some of his experiences i.. a recent encounter with our Mormon friends in
the southern part of the State, where he lately was engaged
in discussion with one 0£ ·their men. I noticed the "Elder"\ Save the mark! )-Goddard sidle up and listen for a moment
oi· two. I thought I knew what was coming, so (though there
were no others near, or whose ·religious thought we were
corrupting, as it was early in the morning and the crowd
had not yet gathered) I was not surprised when he ordered us
off of the grounds, threatening us with an officer. As we
were disturbing no one, and they had no signs up forbidding
us to visit, nor were there signs to the effect that their theology was fragile and easily broken, though "Handle with care"
would be an appropriate sign to erect on those grounds, we,
-no, Brother Stead told him that we were American citizens,
and we paid no more attention to him.
Well, we hear something, occasionally, of the signs of the
times, and this is one of the hopeful ones out here, and we
are reminded of the question, "What have the righteous to
fear?" And so sure as fear hath torment, will the "fearful
and unbelieving have their place in that lake that burns with
fire and brimstone." \Xf c only pray for grace to assist the
honest ones to come to that point where they will have
nothing to fear.
We promised to stop, so here we say, May God hasten
the day.
Yours for the spread of the truth,
A. M. CHASE.
SALT LAKE CITY, U•rAH, 171 P STREET, October 8, 1910.

DESERET.
About three weeks since, we were preaching on the street
of Murray, and at the close of our meeting a Mr. Sanders
t?hallenged us to ans\ver, at ou1· next meeting there, a list of
fourteen questions that he would submit to us in writing.
Of course we consented to the proposition and the following
Tuesday received his questions, with a challenge to publish
the same in our paper. On account of this challenge we
made answer in writing with a counter challenge as you will
note. This challenge of ours was not accepted,~as we were
sure it would not be--on the grounds that while his questions
"could be read in ten minutes, it took an hour and a quarter
to deliver my answer"; of course we laughed at the excuse,
THE WORK IN ARIZONA, AS WE SEE IT.
and showed the audience that it was simply a "Play to the
Comparatively speaking, Arizona is a new field for the
footlights."
gospel. At this writing we have but one branch organization in
We are under no obligation to publish these questions and
. the State, but we hope ere it is published we will have inanswers, but I submit them that you may have them; and if
creased one, as we intend to 01·ganize a branch soon. at the
you think it profitable to publish them, you may do so.
capital city, Phoenix. The one already organized is at BisThe big event of the fall, in the general conference of the
bee; organized in June of this year by Bro. W. S. Pender.
dominant church, as well as the state fair, is on now. The
Prior to our arrival in this field on the 15th of last June,
fair closes to-day and the conference to-morrow, meanwhile,
we
knew but little about the work here, so will only speak of
with Brn. H. N. Hansen, J. D. Stead, and John Davis, we
it as we see it. Arizona, not unlike any other part we have
are busy with the street work, holding two meetings each
labored in, has a great variety o_f people, good, bad, and inday,
,
different, but in the main we consider it equally as favornble
Some of the speech.es during the conference have been very
significant. This was especially true of the opening speech for gospel work as any other part of the world we have been
permitted to labor in. At Bisbee, the Saints through their
by Joseph F., sr., one yesterday by Joseph F., jr.,, and one by
Apostle Orson F. Whi.tney. In the fhst two speeches, the energy, frugality, and sacrifice have a little chapel in which
matter of criticising the president of the church was the to worship.
The branch there is presicled over by Elder John Lamb,
theme, as also his innocence of the things for which he was
criticised. In the last we were given to understand that W'e T; W. Davis (a brother of our missionary, John Davis,) is
could not judge the church to-day by the "gospel of the priest, and Bro. James Farley is deacon. The Bisbee Branch
Nephites" nor by the Bible, but, (as I have it in my notebook, is largely the fruits of the labors of our devoted and enel'though it ·may not be his precise words, as I do not write getic Bro. and Sr. W. S. Pender.
Personally we labored at Bisbee and vicinity for about three
shorthand) "We receive commandments from the Lord to-
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months street preaching being the principal part of the work.
A goodly amount of literature was distributed, and several
gospel visits were had with the people there.
The work at Phoenix is also largely the result of the energetic and self-sacrificing efforts of Bro. and Sr. Pend~r; however, we have been informed since coming here that a public
debate was held here last winter between Bro. F. M. Sheehy
and an infidel whose name we do not now remember, but was
no doubt a fa~tor for good.here.
Since arriving at Phoenix, on the 17th of September, we
have been quite busily engaged in street work, and am glad
to report it promising, have ~ade a folding street stand, the
Russell-Bailey pattern, and have held some very successful
street meetings; have already created quite an interest, and
have some investigating and not far from the kingdom.
We are very much encouraged in the work at Phoenix, with
the interest manifested and the liberty had in delivering the·
angel's message to the people. We have a membership of
about twenty in Phoenix, and environ, and while they have
not a permanent home in which to worship, they have the use
of the "Labor Party" hall on Sundays. Of course they have
to pay rent for it, but it is within their reach, so they are
cheerful. However, we look for a time when the work will be
permanently established here, and that not in the far distant
future. Tempe, the town in which the State Normal School
is situated, is about nine miles east of Phoenix, and Mesa, a
thrifty Mormon settlement, is just a few miles further east,
and we anticipate opening up the work in both those places
before our conference year is out. The greatest handicap we
have in this part is the lack of laborers, and we hope the time
will be hastened when more laborers can be sent, for the harvest truly is great. We hope the young men of the church
will prepare themselves for the work, that they may enter in
and reap where we older one> have sown.
There are people in Arizona who are languishing for want
of spiritual food, and we seem to hear a cry, "Come over to
Arizona and help us." May the Lord send forth the laborers
is our prayer, daily.
Respectfully,
OCTOBER 4, 1910.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
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ment. From 7.45 to 9 the time was occupied very profitably.
Outside speakers were J. ·A. Gunsolley, president of Graceland
College, and Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser, of Independence, who
represented the Religio; D. J. Krah!, superintendent of the
Independence Sunday school, :i;epresented the interests of the
Sunday school. It was certainly a big day for Central, and a
very enjoyable time was had. The Ladies' Aid looii:ed after
the physical needs of the people, and all were bountifully
supplied; we could hardly get along without the .Ladies' Aid.
Yesterday _morning Bish op Kelley was the speaker and Pastor LaRue in the evening. The ·attendance and interest were
good at all meetings.
Since our last report the following have moved her.e from
other parts: Bro. and Sr.- Henry Smith and Bro. and Sr.
G. G. Buell, from Bemidji, Minnesota; Sr. W. E. Park has
moved back from Dubuque, Iowa; Bro. and Sr. F. E. Gray
from Pitt•burg, Kansas; Bro. and Sr. William Rippey.
Bro. and Sr. Charles Zerr have. a baby boy, born the 24th
ultimo, at the Sanitari~m, at Independence, Missouri.
Bro. C. P. Faul, of Stewartsville, was taking in the sights
P. 0. P. week, and incidentally making one of his usual calls.
We are always pleased to meet "Uncle Charley."
Bro. Earl Stoker surprised his many friends by taking unto
himself a much needed companion on Monday evening, the 3d
instant. Daisy Robinson was· the lucky one. Bro. W. E.
LaRue said the words that made them one. Here's congratulations and good wishes to all.
We are glad to report that Bro. John Givens, who was so
seriously injured in a railroad wreck about two months ago,
has sufficiently recovered as to be about on crutches, and was
greeted by his many friends at Sunday school yesterday;
Our special meetings commence Sunday, the 23d, and continue two weeks, closing November 4. The speakers will be
A. H. Parsons, G. E. Harrington, M. H. Bond, Ammon White,
and possibly others. Institute work every afternoon at 2.30.
You can not afford to miss these meetings.
The directory made its first appearance last Sunday. ·It is
a very useful book and should be in the hands of each member. You ought to know who the members of the church are
and where they live. Ask the committee or the pastor about
it if you want one. P1·ice 15 cents.
H. S.
OCTOBER 10.

FIRST KANSAS CITY.
FALL RIVER, _MASSACHUSETTS.
You will recollect we announced in our last report that we
The Fall River Saints extend the best of wishes to their
might have something interesting to say about the Sunday brothers and sisters in other localities. Since our last com- ·
school and Religio, and we have. October 6, 1907, the at- munication we have been trying to do some little good each
tendance was 41; October 4, 1908, 74; October 3, 1909, 185; day, and to refrain from dreaming of great things to do
October 2, 1910, 291. Of course, the last two years, rally day bye and bye.
occurred on the first Sunday of October and· had something to
.During the past summer months we have been holding open
do with the attendance. Yesterday the attendance was 223. The air services in various parts of the city. Sunday afternoon
average attendance at Religio is also climbing; each month we would gather at the North Pa1•k while Bro. R. B. Howlett
showing an increase over the preceding since January 1, 1910. would preach a doctrine sermon to all who would stop and
The average for September was 70. This is a very good show- listen .. Tuesday evening we would assemble at the South
ing so far as numbers are concerned, but· are we keeping up Park for the same purpose; Thursday evening at Ruggle's
the standard of work accomplished? that is the all-.important Park, and Friday ·evening at. the Eastern Playgrounds.
question. We believe we are; we must, or in a short time our Brother Howlett was ably assisted by his son and our pastor,
attendance will dwindle.
.
Horatio W. Howlett, who preached when his father had to
Our fondest hopes were realized on rally day; the attend- be elsewhere. Occasionally 'the priests and teachers were
ance at all meetings· was good, better than last year; the called upon to deliver the sermon. We young fellows furprogram was better .than ever.. Pres. Fred M. Smith was nished the vocal music. Our audiences were, as a rule, very
the speaker at 11 o'clock; 2.30 to 4, experience or informal attentive, and not once do I know of an insulting l'emark
meeting. Mother. W. ·w: Blair, of Lamoni, who is visiting being made. After each sermon we would pass out tracts,
relatives here,.. spoke very· encouragingly; Sister Strickland, gratis, to all who desired them, excepting, of course, small
who was present at the reorganization of the church in 1860 children. The children were very attentive listeners; and
also spoke, besid~s a numb.er of others• Sp~ce will not permit after awhile became so familiar with our hymns that quite
us to mention all. The sacrament meetmg at 6 was the frequently they would sing. them with us. More than once
largest ever heid in the church, 186 partaking of the sacra- when going to work a child has asked me if she could look on
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my book when we cal_Ile ·preaching again. i believe that a
great deal of good was done by the services. I am certain
that we shall never regret having made this effort to bring
the truth before the people. 'Tis said, "Great oaks from
little acorns· grow," and perhaps our efforts may bring forth
results equally as great,
"Grandma" Sinclair,·of the local branch has been sudd~nly
called to Canada to care for her son's wife and children, who
are very m; We of Fall River hope that her children may
soon be restored to ·health and strength. so that sorrow may
not again darken her declining years.
On the first.and second of this month conference was held
in New _B.eciford. Saturday aiternoon, business meeting began at 2.30 p. m., Bro. U. W. Greene being the presiding
officer, assisted by his counselors, M. C. Fisher and Horatio
W. Howlett. Business was transacted in an excellent manner; in fact,· I believe it was transacted without a dissenting
vote.
Sunday morning, being the first Sullday n1oruing in the-month, sacrament was served. As there were about two
hundred in attendance, the partaking of the sacrament lasted
somewhat longer than usual. After the sacrament thirteen
of our young brethren were ordained to various positions in
the priesthood to which they had previously been called.
Three young brethren were ordained to the office of deacon,
three were ordained to the office of teacher, two were ordained to the office of priest, two were ordained to the office
of elder, two were ordained counselors, and one was ordained
president of the Nineteenth Quorum of Teachers. Those
ordained from Fall River are as follows: John F. Sheehy,
elder; George Sinclair and James. W. Heap, priests; William
Roberts, teacher, and Charles Cockcroft and Alma M. Coombs,
deacons.
Following the ordinations, prayer service was held, which
remained in session about one hour and thirty minutes. Many
and varied were .. the testimonies given during prayer service, and which combined, greatly strengthened the faith of
the Saints. Excepting reunion, there's no place like conference that so strengthens a Saint of God for his daily
battle against the ridicule and antagonism of the world. The
Saints make a: special effort to come to conference, and from
Cape Cod on the east to Connecticut on the west, and from
New Hampshire on the north to Nantucket Island on the
south you will find Saints there.
During the afternoon Bishop M. C. Fisher delivered a
fine sermon in which he spoke words of encouragment and
also warning to those who had just been called to uphold and
defend the banner of Christ. He told us that we should be
Christians, not only on Sunday, but seven days a week.
Those of the world do not judge· us by our deportment on
Sunday but by our conduct during the other six days of the
week, when we are brought face to face with opposition in
our daily struggles to obtain the necessities of this life. If
at any time we are pei'plexed we should inquire of the Lord,
for, "God wants us to take him into all of our confidences."
After the service he came to us and said, "If there is any-.
thing I can do for you boyi;, or any way in which I can help
you, do not be afraid to come and ask me"; but thoughts of
Myron and fear do not go well together. To know him is
to love him. He does not let his position in the church form
a barrier between him and God's people~
Sister Whiting sang a solo· in the afternoon, the words
and music of which were composed by Bro. A. B. Phillips.
Brother Phillips spoke in the evening along Book of Mormon
lines. One statement that he made is still quite fresh in my
mind. ·It was that "No published book in all the world condemns _polygamy as strong~y as does the Book of Mormon."
I have not yet heard the Book of Mormon defended in a more
able manner than the way Arthur defends it.
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Bro. R. B. Howlett, who has been labol'ing during the
.summer at or in the vicinity of Fall River will soon-leave
us to labor for the Master on Nantucket I~land du~ing the
winter months. He will also visit and preach at Wareham
and New Bedford. While we, of_ Fall River, would like
to have him remain still longer with us, we realize that there
are other places to be visited, other Saints to be comforted,
and other souls to be sought for than what dwell ·in Fall
River. So we must not monopolize his services.
· To-morrow night, Class No. 4 of the Sunday school gather
at the home of their pastor and class president to honor the
anniversary of his birth. He will be, but why tell his age;
he says he feels just as young as he ever did, ·and we cer~
tainly consider him as being "one of the boys!' These little
birthday gatherings by our class are always eagerly looked
forward to. We, of course, take our lady friends foi· the
simple reason that they will not let us go without 1 them.
Quite r~~ently we visited the home of Mr. and M1·s. George
Millward for the same purpose. Vie. consider George as

being one of the bravest of our members. Why? Well, because he has done what so few of our number have had the
courage to do. He is a married man.
To-day Sr. Lucy Sears, of New Bedford, and Sr. Susie
Jordan, of Haverhill, are visiting the Fall River Branch.
Sister Sears represents· the Sunday school, being superintendent of the district, and Sister Jordan the Religio, as
president. We hope that they will be pleased with the
manner in which the Sunday school and Religio of Fall
River are conducted, and show us wherein we can improve.
In conclusion, permit me to say that we are trying to obey
the commands of our heavenly Father, so that those of
·the world may realize that we are not "hearers. of his word
alone, but doers of it, too."
Personally, I believe that the
pure life of a Saint will do more toward bringing souls into
the kingdom of God than any argument that could be presented. No matter how strong our arguments may be, if we
are not living as we should we will always experience difficulty in winning converts. With the best of wishes for the
success of this great latter day work, and a desire at all
times to do what little I can, I consider it an honor to_ be
known as your brother,
ALMA M. COOMBS.
82 BARRE STREET.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Growth and development seem to be going on both within
and around us, and while a few weeks ago we suffered from
_the heat, now the coolness as well as the fading brilliancy of
Indian summer is here, and the sweetness of Nature's violets
has changed to the gaudy beauty that clothes the russet ash
and maple trees; and even the morningglories of the byways
and hedges, while they deck the moldy fences, tell of development going on.
People in the church and Sunday school are also making
changes and moving to and fro. Some have left us for the
winter and are now in California; others have moved on to
the farm they lately bought, and some have lately departed
on their missions.
Something good is on every hand being wrought out. Great
events like the ceremony attending the laying of the corner
stone of the new thirty thousand city hall, on the 12th, and
the passing of the electrical parade which all Independence
attended in a body, on the 4th, have occurred, but they are
soon forgotten.
Less showy occurrences in the interest or the church _are
certainly of greater importance to the Saints, and we remember that on Graceland day, the 2d, the offering of the Sunday
school was $29.20, which was donated to the college, and also
that at the Sunday school business meeting on the 14th, four
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scholarships to the college were awarded by the executive
committee.
Just as great an event as any of these occurred· on the 3d
inst., when, at the branch business meeting, a preamble and
resolution was presen_ted by Pres. Joseph Smith. It stipulated
that all collections, donations, or subscriptions taken in the
branch, the Sunday school, Religio, Men's League, Athletic
Club, Daughters of Zion, Ladies' Aid, or any society be turned
over to the Bishop or the committee and the necessary exnenses of each be paid out of this general fund,_ and the
~·esidue be applied on the dining hall debt. This order to
continue till the debt is entirely liquidated.
The Saints are responding to this important call faithfully.
As to the Sunday school, the amount on hand of its building
fund, $150, and also the future third Sunday collection for
this fund was voted to be turned over toward the debt referred to.
On Graceland day a collection of $117 was taken up, in
harmony with an earnest appeal made on Sunday, the 2d, by
Pres. E. A. Smith. Our brother's theme was "Ideals of the
early church," and with much zeal he discoursed on good
citizenship, temperance, home influence, and education, which
led up to the consideration of Graceland College, in which
Independence has fifteen students.
This institution, the speaker said, is conducted in conformity
with the church ideals.
At the close of Elder I. N. White's sermon on the 25th
ult., wherein he set forth the necessity of keeping the commandments, touching impressively upon the subject of the
Order of Enoch, Bro. F. M. Smith spoke earnestly in. favor
of the college, stating some of its present needs and urging
the Saints to be helpers financially in this direction and in
all needful things.
Also, on the- 9th, Bishop G. H. Hilliard preached on the
subject of an unselfish life, and in no uncertain tones told
of the duty of the Saints, which was to strive to reach "the
perfect condition" set forth in the word of God. His text
in Matthew 19: 20: "What lack I yet?" The meeting was
closed with an appealing invocation by our beloved president.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
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dent of Nineteenth Quorum of Te_achers; _Henry Arnold,
Providence, second_ counselor. Treasurer's report: Balance
last report, $23.05; income with balance, $71.42; expenditures,
$5.65; balance on hand, $65;77. Next·conference-to be held
with the Boston Saints, February 1, 2, 1911. A profitable
time was had by all. This -was :the first conference held in
New Bedford for a number of years. Everybody was anxious
to attend so we had a large delegation; the. local Saints cared
for the visitors .in royal order, and all felt that they would
like to return again to worship in conference with the New
Bedford Saints. W. A. Sinclair, clerk.

KEWANEE.-District conference convened with. the Dahinda
Branch, at Dahinda, Illinois, October 1, 2, 1910. Elders
Oral E. Sade, Charles L. Holmes, and Amos· Berve presided.
Mary E. Gillin and Maud Dawson acted as secretaries. Statistical reports from branches were Kewanee 140, gain 4;
Millersburg 123, gain 1; Joy 85, gain 2; Twin City 66, gain
1; Buffalo Prairie 61, gain 1; Dahinda 51, gain 1; Peoria 50;
Media 21. Ministerial reports were read from C. E. Willey,
seventy; 0. E._ Sade, elder; Oscar Harter, priest. . The district pre~- lent's report showed that twenty-three were laboring as branch officials; that they h,ad preached 92 sermons,
held 104 fellowship meetings, -visited'•58 famili!ls, administered
to sick 58 times, and baptized 6. The district- librarian
reported the purchase of one new library of sixteen volumes,
this making four now in circulation. Statistical report of
district showed Kewanee District to include all oi' parts of
eighteen counties in northwestern Illinois. The nine branches
within this territory have 671 members. Since last report
there have been 5 baptisms, 4 marriages. Priesthood numbers 57, including 1 high priest, 4 seventy, 18 elders, 13
priests, 12 teachers, 9 deacons .. Three of these are General
Conference appointees. In the last ten years the district has
gained one branch and lost one. The membership in 1900
number(ld 476. The gain has been just 5 short of 200. Bishop's
agent's report showed total receipts with balance, $463.99;
total expenditures, $421.75; balance September 1, 1910, $42.24.
Treasurer's report: Recei)J~s, $28.23; expenses, $28.23;. no
balance. Missionary fund, unchanged. All these had been
audited and found correct. Resignation of C. E. Ball as
Bishop's agent and district treasurer was accepted and vote
of thanks tendered for faithful service. Charles L. Holmes
was elected treasurer and recommended to the Bishop to act
as agent. Amos Berve, C. G. Dykes, and G. E. Ball, of the
reunion committee, submitted financial reports which were
referred to auditing committee appointed last year. .These
reports showed balance due committee, $58.30. A motion to
approve the action of the committee in calling upon the several branches to help make up this deficit was carried. Delegates to General Conference of 1911 were chosen as follows:
J. L. Tel'l'y, 0. H. Bailey, C. E. Willey, Joseph Arber and
wife, Oral Sade and wife, Charles M. Gillin and wife, Amos
Berve and wife, Alfred Needham, Anna Amos, William Norris and wife, Kitty Pine, John Hyett and wife, Edith Cole,
Conference Minutes.
Clara Davis, George Sackfield, Harlan Cady, E. C. Dillon
MASSACHUSETTS.-District conference convened at New and wife, Myra Cady, Oscar Bogart, Bertha Mahaffy, Della
Bedford, Massachusetts, Saturday and Sunday, October 1 and Sackfield. Two were, baptized during conference. Preach2, 1910. Presidency chosen: U. W. Greene, M. C. Fisher, H. ing was by Elders Berve, Holmes, Ball, and Sade. Adjourned
W. Howlett. Delegates were present from eleven branches. to meet at Joy, June, 1911. Mary E. Gillin and Maud DawMinisterial reports showed work as follows: Sermons, 173; son, secretaries.
number services attended, 548; presided over, 269; baptized, 7;
INDEPENDENCE.-The nineteenth semiannual conference of
confirmed, 11; ordained, 2; married, 3; children blessed, 11;
administrations, 170; families visited, 48. Statistical ieports: the Independence Stake was held at Knobnoster, Missouri,
Attleboro, 58, gain 1; Boston 201, gain 13; Brockto~ 32; September 10, 11, 1910. Organization was effected by electCranston 33; Denni sport 65, loss 2; Fall River 153, gam 6; ing G. E. Harrington and W. H. Garrett to preside; W. S.
Haverhill 31, gain 3; Little Compton 19, loss 2;.New Bedfo;rd Brown, secretary; W. H. Deam, B. J. Scott, and L.A. Fowler
38, gain 1; Plymouth 40, gain 2; Providence 260, l~ss ~· Dis- credential committee; George Hancock and G. J. Pierce, ushorganized branches: Douglas 13 Pawtucket 6, Plamv1lle 62. ers; George Jenkins and J. C. Grainger, press committee;
Scattered 1. Net gain 20. M~mbership of district, 1,012. Bertha.Grimes, chorister; Mabel Redfield, organist, and F. C.
The Nineteenth Quorum of Teachers reported: Sermons? 17; Warnky and John Lovell, administration committee. Presimeetings presided over, 32; services. atte?~ed, _95!; assisted dency reported a successful season with tent among branches
in services 25· social calls 16· official v1S1ts, 13, cases ad- of the stake (in lieu of annual reunion), and by vote, they
justed, 7; ~ase~ pending, 6 ;' lite{·ature distl'ibuted, 45. Pr~si with the stake bishopric were given full charge of tent work
dent, W. A. Sinclair; secretary, John. Heap. The f<?llowmg and were authorized to procure a larger tent. Presidency also
ordinations took place: W. A. Sinclair, ~osto?, elder; ~ohn reported the establishment of the Order of Enoch, which was
F. Sheehy, Fall River, elder; George D: Smcla~r" Fall River, considered a fo1·ward step, and that it was slowly and carepriest; James w. Heap, Fall River, priest; W1lh.am J. ~ob fully moving forward. Sixty-eight of the local ministers
erts Fall River teacher· James W. Heap, Fall River, pnest; reported 83 baptisms. Stake bishopric reported, including·
Wiliiam J. Rob~rts, Fali River, _teacher; Herman A. Chellin, the balance last report, $459,24; receipts, $8,605.82; expended,
Providence teacher- Abraham Law, New Bedford, teacher; $8,252.09; balance on hand, $352.73. Sixteen branches reGeorge F.' Robley,' Providence, deacon; ~harles Cockcroft, p_orted a net gain of 248, of which number 146 were by bapFall River deacon· Alma Coombs, Fall River, deacon; John tism? present membership, 4,639; two branches organized,
Siddall Attleboro 'president. Nineteenth Quorum of Teach- one m eastern Kansas City, Missouri and named the Ceners; William Wyiie, Fall River, first counselor to the presi- tropolis Branch, with 40 members; th~ other in south Incle-
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pendence and named the South Independence Branch, with uplifting all through. Adjou1'ned to meet in Burlington the
125 'members. A. committee of five brethren appointed at fa:st Saturday and Sunday in February, 1911. M. H. Sieglast conference to consider and report on entertainm.ents in fried, secretary.
churches of the stake, stated it was their opinion that where
such are held, only those of an intellectual and helpful charThe ,Bishopric.
acter should· obtain, and that they. 19ok with disfavor upon
suppers and all socials in the .churches, where eatables are
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT.
sold or any..§ntertainment where an admission fee is charged.
To Whom These Presents Shall Come: This is to certify
Their report was adopted. Ordination of Rothford E. Bozarth
to office of elder was referred to stake presidency and presi- . tha~ Bro. Char!es °!--'· Holmes, Joy, Illinois, has on recommendent of Knobnoster Branch: Ordination of L. A. Fowler and dat10n. of the d1str1ct conference, Kewanee District of the ReThomas Newton to office of elder 'Yas referred to missionary orgamzed C!rnr~h, ~een duly appointed Bishop's agent in said
in charge and stake presidency, they to confer with Fourth Kewanee D1st~·1ct m place of Bro. C. E. Ball, resigned on
Kansas City Branch and proceed accordingly. Ordination of .l}.ccount of havmg to be absent fr9m the district. .
.We commend Bro. Charles L. Holmes to the Saints and
W. A. Bushnell and J. C. Nunn to offices of first and second
counselors to president of FiT_st Quorum of Priests was dis- f~·iends of the Kewanee District and trust the Lord will espeposed of by indorsing the ordination of W. A. Bushnell, who cially bless h.~m in ?is labors, and bespeak for mm the assisthad been previously ordained, and by ratifying the choice of ance and cooperat10n of every lover of the truth and the
J. C. Nunn. The committee in whose hands the ordination Master's work in said district.
.Bro. ~· .E. Ball has been good and faithful help to the
to office of elder of J, W. Wilson was placed at last conference, reported not ready. Next conference to be held at B1shop~·1c. m and for. said .dist1:ict in the past, and we take
pleasm.,
m commendmg hrs faithfulness as he retires from
Independence, Missouri, March 11, 12, 1911. The conference
indorsed a resolution passed by the stake Sunday school asso- the office as ag.ent. '~'rust the Lord wi!1 especially bless him
ciation favoring state wide prohibition in the State of Mis- and ~hos~ of his family that he must specially ca1·e for and
souri. Preaching by. R. May, A. H .. Parsons, B. J. Scott, reqmre !us absence at the present time from the district.
Trustmg every member in the district may be alive to perW. S. Macrae, Ammon ·White, and George Jenkins. W. S.
formance of the duties required by the Lord of his children,
Brown, secretary.
and that no one may be found a laggard in the work I am
In behalf of the Bishopric, '
NAuvoo.-District conference convened with the FarmingE. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
ton, Iowa, Branch, October 1 and 2, with Charles Fry, the
INDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI,
October 12, 1910.
.
president of district, in cliarge, associated with James McKietnan, the submissionary in charge of the district. M. H. SiegNOTICE OF BISHOP'S AGENT TERRITORY.
fried, the district secretary, acted as secretary of the conference. The minutes of last conference were read and apTo Sa~nts and Friend;; of the New Yoi·k District: . Please
proved. Reports were received ·from Rock Creek, Farming- take notice, that pm:sua.nt to action of last district conference
ton, Keokuk, Burlington, and Montrose branches; Ottumwa of the New _York D1str1ct, Bro. F. J. Updyke, of Greenwood
and New London not reporting. Of the ministry present and N!Jw York, 1s the duly appomted agent in and for said dis~
reporting were George P. Lambert; Charles Fry, James Mc- tnct. Bro. U~d:yke will receipt for all moneys and look after
Kiernan, F. M. McDonald, and M. H. Siegfried; present and al! work pertammg to the Bishop's agent in and for said disnot reporting were 0. H. Bailey and ·W. T. Lambert. The trict.
district treasurer reported: Balance on ·hand June 5, $15.06;
Yi'e co!nm~nd him to !he S~ints. and also ask their hea1t.y
total receipts, $24.30; expenditures, $28.47; balance qn hand, c?operat10n m the work m which he is engaged. In sending to
October 1, $10.89. The report \vas audited and found correct. him, please address F. J. Updyke, Greenwood, :New York.
The following preambles and resolutions concerning reunion
Trust the Lord may bless Bro. Updyke in his labors and
work were adopted: Whereas, The reunions held in our dis- also each ~nem~er of the New York District in their !~hors
trict for two years past have, in our opinion, been productive together with him and the Master for the spread of the trtuh.
of much good, and Whereas; The last reunion at Montrose,
In behalf of the Bishopric,
Iowa, at its business session August 6, favored the holding
E. L. KELLEY, Pi·esiding Bishop.
of a reunion in 1911, and Whereas, We believe the prospect
INDErENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 8, 1910.
for good to be done by this means is worthy of our best
effort, and that in order to make our efforts more effective,
Addresses:
provision of a more permanent character should be made;
John W. Rushton, care of William Rushton 821 South
Therefore, Resolved, That a board of five, to be known as The
Delaware
street,
Independence,
Missouri.
'
Reunion Board, be established, composed of the district president and district secretary who shall occupy during their
tenure of office and to be succeeded by their successors in
Died.
office, and one to be elected for a term of three years, one for
JoHNSON.-Sr. Effie Johnson died at her home, in McPaul,
a term of two years, one for a term of one year, an.d that
hereafter one be elected annually. This board shall be privi- Io.wa, September 26, 1910 .. She was born July 3, 1886, united
leged to choose its own officers, and shall have full power to with the church September 16, 1899, and was married to Mr.
decide as to the advisability of holding a reunion each year, Loren R. Johnson, December 24, 1905. To this union two
and to make all arrangements, such as appointing time and children w~re bor~, one of ,them being not quite two years
place, securing grounds, providing board and lodging, obtain- old at the time of its mothers death. Funeral services in the
Saints' church at Thurman, conducted b~ Elder Paul M. Hanmg speakers and -distributing money for the purpose herein
named, and to take <;harge of all property acquired for reunion son. Interment at Thurman, Iowa. In life her faith was in
purposes. It shall also be the duty of this board to keep the Lord; her rest must be glorious.
BLACKETER.-At her home near Arco, Missouri, Sr. Lena
a ,record of its proceedings ai}d finances, such record to constitute a history of the reunio'n work in this district; and to Blacketer, born July 23, 1880, at Aastrup, Denmark. Died
make a report to each fall conference, and at other times if September 30, 1910. She was married to Bro. Gus Blacketer,
February 10, 1903. The husband, three sons and father Bro
de~med necessary by them. Resolved further, That this board
bemg a creature of the district conference shall be so con- · James Hansen, remain to niourn their loss.' Funeral s~rmo~
sidered, and subject to further or special instruction by the by A. C. Silvers.
MILLER.-Sr. Mary Jane Miller died August 24 1910. She
conference. In harmony with the above resolutions F. M.
McDonald was elected for the three year term, James McKier~ was born in England, April 26, 1840; emigrated 'to America
nan the two year term, and L. H. Haas the one year term. and wi~h her husband !Hade -~he journey to f?alt Lake City'.
A report was read from the 'secretary and historian and a Returnmg later she umted with the Reorgamzed Church m
bill of $2.59 was allowed him. ·The district' president occupied Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, being baptized by Elder George
Hulmes in 1884. She leaves 5 sons, 19 grandchildren· and
a~out·forty minutes during. the afternoon business session in
discussing points uertaining to offenses and the reconciliation 3 great-grandchildren. Interment in Kirtland Cemetery. 'Fun-.
for them. Bishop George P. Lambert preached Saturday era! service conducted by J)Jlder A. E. Stone; sermon by Elder
·
•
evening on the law pertaining to temporalities. Sunday school L. W. Powell.
.LLOYD.-William L. Lloyd was born April 2, 1882, at Macew1;1s held ~undayJnorning .at 10 a. m., in charge of the district supermtendent; Charles Fry preached Sunday at 11 a. donia, Iowa. Was baptized into the Reorganized Church of
m., and O. H. Bailey >lt 7.30 p. m. A good sacrament meeting· Jesus Christ, August, 1894, by Elder Henry A. Stebbins. Was
was held at 2.30· p. m. The conference was spiritual and united in marriage to Miss Alta Yoeman, July, 1908. Died

:a.
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
August 4, 1910. Brother Lloyd was employed as a detective
by the Union Pacific railroad, and was shot down from behind by one whom he had ordered out of the yards at Evanston, Wyoming, where he lived at the time of his untimely
death. He was 28 years, 4 months, and 2 days old. The remains
were sent to Davenport, Iowa, where his parents reside, his
wife and her sister accompanied the remains here. The services were in charge of Elder C. E. Ball, and the sermon by
Elder Amos Berve. He was laid to rest by the side of his
brother Albert, who preceded him only one week.
BOOKER.-At Independence, Missouri, September 25, 1910,
William B. Booker, who was born in Monroe County, Alabama,
August 29, 1851; baptized September 5, 1887, by Elder George
T. Chute. He leaves to mourn after him, three boys, five
girls, five brothers, three sisters, and a mother-in-law, also
many friends. He came to Independence, March, 1906. Funeral services at his residence; sermon by Elder J. C. Foss
assisted by W. A. Smith.
'
BOYS! GIRLS! FREE COLUMBIA BICYCLES for a little easy spare time work for Hampton·s Magazine. Send
postal for wonderful FREE Bicycle Offer. Address "Bicycle
Club," Room 538, 66 West Thirty-fifth street, New York. 41-4
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.

You are coming back now from summer play and idleness
from the sweet green woods and the blue ocean, from lake o~
camp, back to the towns and cities, to school and work to
!ong winter evenings and busy winter days. You will flnd
1t good to read some of Lincoln's writings, with their high
appeal to all that is most generous and elevated and human
in its best sense, within us. A half hour every now and the:r{
spent in his society is surely worth an effort-what would
you not gi_ve to sit with him just one half hour in life? And
yet there 1s so much of him in the words he left behind that
too often we let pass unread and unnoted. The Gettysburg
address is probably the most perfect specimen of his style,
of the clarity, consciousness, and universality of his mind,
and of the tenderness and beauty of his heart': but everything
he wrote is worth reading as everything he did'is worth remem~eri,~~.-From Hilde~arde Hawthorne's "Books and
Readmg m October !:it. Nicholas.
Tuberculos~s
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The paper will _not be sent to persons who are six months in
nrrea.rs, unless special arrangements are made.
·
All a!tlcles~ letters for publicatlon,-rtotices, etc., and-communications
con~ernmg the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald."
All
busme~s letters should b.e addressed to Herald Publishing House
Lamom, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same'.
All err~rs In ~he filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
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Entered at post-office, Lamoni,1 Iowa, as second-class mail- matter
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For ~~e past thre!! ye_ars this department has maintained
an exh1b1t on tuberculosis at the State Fair. In addition to
the fact that thousands visited this exhibit, there :were many
w~o made the exhibit a particular point of interest at the
fair.
The sup~ression of tuberculosis is now becoming a matter
not of sentiment but o:f business sense. This was evidenced
by a visit to the exhibit o:f a gentleman who undoubtedly will
be a member o:f the next legislature. This man spent considerable time in viewing the charts and pictures, and made copio_us notes, anq informed l!le that ~e came to the fair :for practically one thmg, to get mformation on tuberculosis.
. ~ ot only did thousa~ds of people visit the tuberculosis exh1b1t at the State Fair, but they took the free literature
which was on _distribution. Very little o:f this literature was
destroyed or thrown away as was disclosed by a careful inspection of the grounds. A very interesting fact was noted
that a large number of young men not only took the literatur~
for themselves but secured additional copies for friends in
trouble.
Now that the thousands of boys and girls o:f Iowa are in
school again the sanitation and -ventilation of schoolhouses
should be carefully inspected. It should be remembered that
lJ!-UCh tuberculosis has been induced by the insanitary, unventilated, unwholesome schoolroom and sleeping apartment.
Abundant exercise and fresh air :for children can not be
divorced from good health.
It will be interesting news to tuberculosis workers that
The American Red Cross Society has reduced its percentage
on phr}stmas stamps ~rom twenty per cent to twelve per cent.
This g~ves local committees a much larger income on -the sale
of Christmas stamps and offers an ideal method o! securing
funds :for local wor~. Any persons or committees desiring
Red Gross stamps will address Department on Tuberculosis
State House, Des Moines.-A. E. Kep:ford, Lecturer. '
WANTED AT O~CE.-Ha1npton's Magazine wants a reliable man. or woman. m pecatur County, Iowa, to sell the :fastest .gr~wmg ~agazme m America. Earri $1.50 to $5 a day.
Write immediately for "Salary Plan" and FREE outfit AddTrhi;ss "VON,'' Sales Mgr., Hampton's Magazimi 85' West
1rty-fifth street, New York.
'
41-4
In the October "Century."

News.

DES MOINES, September 15.-News from various parts of
State confirms the fact- that much progress is being made
m the fight against tuberculosi~. The people are- becoming
so generally aroused that one has but to be a casual observer
to see that practical steps are being taken by the rank and
file of the people to protect .themselves against this disease.
It is the exception for one riding O)l a train to see the public
drinking cup used: - The individual' drinking cup is now generally carried by all clas'ses. This is significant, as there is
no more pernic1ous1 disease."scattering ag~ncy to be found
and it .is gratifying to know that the public drinking cup i~
- fast falling into disrepute.
~he

October 19, '1910

The. last-and the. most sensational, if one may use the
word m that c~nnect10n--0:f the "Holy Land" papers, which
have bee!! runnmg through-The Century, will appear in the
O~tober ISsue,. I:t describes Holy Week in Jerusalem and the
:-v1ld ceremomes m the Church of the Holy Sepulcher "Havmg watc~,ed t~e people o~ this extraordinary occasiod at close
quarters, wntes Mr. Hichens, "I am unable to doubt that
hu~dr.eds, probably thousands, of them do believe they are
;ssis~mg a~ a miracle. I can not other,:,ise account for their
. rantic excitement-an excitement such as I have never seen
~~ any ot)ier crowd 1!ot. intent on violence or slaughter. After
0 workmg of the miracle,' delirium is the only word that'
accurately expresses the condition of the multitudes." . -
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"At Last."

Fireside Talks With Our Girls.

This book was put out especially for the- holiday
trade. It is an illustrated poem of David H. Smith.
It is put up .in a dainty form and would make a nice
present. _ The number is limited, there being about
one thousand copies left. No more to be printed.
Order "At Last," price 25 cts.

is a book put forth by the Daughters of Zion. Its
name should bespeak a ready sale for it. Every
paren~ should see that his girl has one of these books.
To fall to prop~rly instruct you children is criminal.
Order No. 213, limp cloth, 30c.
·

The Instructor.

is a book carefully written,. expressly to meet an
attacn. upon our faith. Our work is a positive one, ·
and as such, we are bound to strike no uncertain
blows at error wherever found. This means that we
tnust be as good anvils as we are hammers. This
book prepares you to be both. Order No. 215, cloth,
50c.

One of the very best books to have for ready reference on any of our distinctive, doctrinal features.
No library complete without it. It saves you hours

of weary research.

No. 126, cloth, 75c; No. 127,

leather, $1.00; No. 128, flexible, $1.50.

The Christian Sabbath, or Weekly Rest Day

is a complete refutation of the claims of our
Seventh Day friends. It is brief, but comprehensive.
You ought to be able to give some good reasons why
you do not keep the seventh day. Get posted on this
much discussed subject. No. 133, 40c.
What is Man,

by Elder J. R. Lambert. This little book is without doubt one of the biggest little books ever printed.
It completely routs the fallacious idea of soul sleeping. It fairly scintillates with its clear cut reasoning. If you want to think, buy this book. You will
never regret what you have spent for it. No. 140,
cloth, 50c.
Compendium of Faith.

. Gives a splendid arrangement of our faith aB
stated by the three books, i. e., Inspired Translation,
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. You
need this book. It is of inestimable worth to every
Latter Day Saint. :No. 141, cloth, 75cts, !'ro. 141~,
leather, $1; No. 174, flexible, $1.50.
Objections to the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants Answered and Refuted.
·

It is almost impossible for the average Saint to
be able to meet the many objections urged by our
opposers against us, on account of lacking the necessary books and information. This work just fills the
bill. You have a complete refutation of many of the
so-called objectjons against us in a concise and handy
form. Order No, 143, cloth, 40c.
Joseph Smith and his Progenitors.

T.his book gives an intensely interesting account
of the early days of the church. It has convinced
many of the truthfulness of the latter day work. It
is written in a plain, simple, truthful style; it apneals to the best elements in man. Don't fail to send
,~': '·t'i· it for you library. It is also a splendid adjunct
m~ p· for missionary work. No. 150, cloth, 75c.
True Succession in Church Presidency.

A book for the student who wishes thoroughly to
post himself on the question of the true successor of
the Martyr Joseph Smith. Order No. 153, cloth, 50c.
Rulea of Order and Debate.

All our church business meetings as well as those
of the auxiliaries, are, or ought to be, carried on by a
close adherence to parliamentary usages. This book
is the official parliamentary book of the church. You
can't get along without it. No. 161, cloth, 40c.

~
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The Truth Defended.

Autobiography of Elder R. C. Evans.

· ~his very. in_teresting w:ork should be read by every
Samt, and 1t 1s a splendid work to put in the hand
of. an investigator. The many marvelous manifestations of God as recorded in it are a source of strength
to the readers' faith. Order No. 216, cloth, 75c:
Divinity of Book of Mormon as Proven by Archaeology.

is a book written for the archreological student.
It forms a scientific basis for the defense of the

Book of Mormon which is simply unanswefable.
Order No. 234, cloth, 50c.
Book of Mormon Lectures.

This book contains a series of lectures, proving in
a convincing manner that the Book of Mormon has
a divine mission to perform. These lectures are
given in an interesting style, and hold the attention
of the reader thoughout. A splendid book to put in
the hand of the truth-seeker. Order No. 235, cloth,
50c.
Joseph Smith; Who Was He?

,So many books have been written unfairly concerning the Seer of Palmyra that it is only justice
that a book should be written explaining fully his
mission and placing him before the world in a proper
light. This book does this work. Order No. 238,
cloth, 50c.
Joseph Smith Defended.

A companion book for the above. This book fearlessly takes up the many so-called evidences against
the Seer and riddles them with clear statement of
facts. Both this book and the preceding one are well
worthy a place in your library. No. 241, cloth, 50c.
With the Church in an Early Day.

Is an absorbing story of the lives of a :tew who were
connected with the church at its commencement. The
unanimous verdict of those who have read this work
and who know, is that it portrays truthfully the
condition incident to those who sacrificed all, and
united their :fortunes with the angel's message, This
book will make its readers better for having read it.
Order No. 243, cloth, 75c.
.
Memoirs of W. W. Blair.

This book will increase your faith in the promiges
of God. It portrays vividly the stirring events incident to the Reorganization. No. 249, cloth,.50c,
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OF . MERCHANDISE.

ent a Farm?
Big Horn Basin
where the annual cost for absolute ownership of the perpetual water right, in
ten yearly payments, is less than the cost each year of renting a farm in the
Central States; where you can raise all kinds of grain crops, root crops, apples·
and small fruits to perfection on your own land and get the benefit of the
increased value that is sure to follow; where you can raise a good crop the
first year, in some cases one crop being sufficient to p~y the entire cost· of the ·
water; where dairying and poultry raising is already successful.

- A nice clean sto~k of up-to-date merchandise invoicing from $7,000 to $10.
000 located in good town of 2 000
inhabitants and doing a good busii{ess
is offered for sale ·on account of ni
health '·°'f. the owner. . A fine opening
for the'.pght man. Live branch of the
L. p. s': church is located at this place. ·
If mterested· address~ ·
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W; .• B!a:ir, Sec.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

·Five per c~nt interest

Carey Act Lands

Paid on Time Deposit.a at tile

FAR.i~ERSSTATEBA,,~K

Also Carey Act Lands-only 30 days' residence required. Deeded lands, small

stock ranches, etc ..

LAMONI, IOWA

GO WITH ME on one of our personally conducted excursions to Powell,

Wyoming, any first or third Tuesday, where you can meet the Government
officials and let them show you the Government irrigated farms around Powell,
with their splendid growing crops, as an object lesson of what you can do
yourself. Write to-day for our booklet with large map, telling all about these
lands.

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the h~ laws of the
StAte of Iowa, and under direct control

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

of the Auditor of State.

NEW SACRED SONGS
Sheet music form.

By A. B. Phillips.

THE KING OF PEACE

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All nece11ary operationa in writing, billing or atatiatical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Modal 10 (Visible)

Smith Premier
• Write for information

The Smith -Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
'. 1_9~b. rtnd Dougla.1 Streets, OmRhu., Nebraaka

Capital and Surplus $50,000.00 '.

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will he paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds .to this Banlt by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. An~erM>n, Alice P .. Dancer, Anna A. Dnncer, Oscar Anderson,
. W, A. HopklllS, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

4 pages. Endorsed by music critics as
a most beautiful and effective song.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.

I

WITHIN THE VEIL
Lovely words and melody. Price 15
cents. Both for 35 cents. List free. 41-4*

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. ehurch
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

GOOD HEALTH FLQ~T~"· _
contains all the necessary elementst- ..._"
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cuIL
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
-muscle, Main, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white ·flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life." I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc per day, feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
2g pound sacks at $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to .every sister
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables 'you to live the celestial law.
You loose all desire for meat a'nd unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A; B. KLAR,
Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
- 42-tf
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"If ye continue ia my word, the.n ~e ye my disciple• indeed; and _ye ahall know the truth, and the .
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

"There shill! not any man among you have

be one wife; and concubine• he shall haYa
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, OCTOBER 26, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH ON HEALING.

That the onsweep of the movement in regard to
the principle of _healing by faith which has been and
is being manifested among religious circles is destined to meet strong opposition, and to win its way:
slowly, is .discoverable by the following clipping,
taken from the Kansas City Journal, for October 12:

HIV..

it

DGill.e."-

NUMBER 43

the report, and while the matter will come up before the house
of bishops at some future date, it is regarded as improbable
that the upper house will take any action on it.
.
WhiL ~he large vote polled for the resolution came as ~
surprise the belief prevailed to-night that the subject is dead
so far as this convention is concerned.
·

The Reverend Bishop Gray, of the southern district
of Florida, is with the movement and will eventually
see that the only possible true solution of the difficulty is to adopt the declaration of the Savior to his
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Octobei.· 11.-Giving the sanction of the
disciples, as found in the sixteenth of Mark. It is
church to the healing of the sick by prayer was proposed to
trite· saying, that man proposes and God disposes,
a
the Episcopalian convention in a report of a committee of
which the Right Rev. William Crane Gray, bishop of southern and this is true of this great movement. The one
Florida, is chairman. It waa argued in the ensuing discus- who said that this healing principle was a gem
sion that a belief in the supernatural power of healing is wide- thrown aside by them and picked up by i ~ nan,
spread in the church.
referring to the Christian Science movem~
led
"A jewel which the chui·ch cast away and a woman picked
half
right
in
this
.
~ice.
by
Mrs.
Eddy,
was
only
up," was the way in which one speaker referred to Christian
The gem may have been thrown aside ·
~:he
Science.
The report of the committee made the following recommen- churches, but the gem was not picked up
~he
dations:
·
··
woman, as she has made no pretense to an a ::§ ~ u"In view of the widespread desire and earnest longing for· ....
. . . ,..,,.4- C\.lJ}JUL.c::t.lr.lVU
................ 1.:n..-.+.:,,.....,. .n~ +hn C'ln""";""4-n"""nl
e , . .,
L'10ll an d d:11\::VI.>
V.L lrU'V ov.1..1.p\lu.1.u..1. rfl ....., ~ ...
some recognition of the possibility of healing the sick through
the power of prayer with symbolic anointing, manifested by :ment in its reality, but has so spiritualized th o ~ bishop, presbyters and laymen of the church, and in view of ings of the Savior as to rob them in this part t:e. ~ ~
the general seeking after divine healings by faith-cure people, of their beauty and force of their character a,; "the
Christian Scientists,.followers of spiritual healing and others, teachings of the divine Healer.
it seems eminently fitting that a suitable, proper and wisely
It is astonishing to us everyday thinkers, who beprepared office for the unction of the sick should be put forth
that God sent his Son into the world to heal
lieve
by the church on true lines:
"First--Looking to and praying for a restoration to health, his people both in spiritual and a literal physical
not in anticipation for death.
sense, the idea of introducing something else as an
"Second-Avoiding the comparatively recent diversion to- eg_uivalent for the Master's direct teaching.
It
war~ the idea that the scriptural unction of the sick is a-true
would appear silly if it were not too pathetic. The
'sacrament' in our Anglican use of that word."
"Your committee, therefore, would recommend that a com- committee which reported and preceded the_ir resomission of two bishops, two presbyters and two laymen be lution with such striking arrays and the naming of
appointed to prepare and report an office for. the unction of anointing of the sick by introducing "unction" as
the sick, on the lines of the scriptural and Catholic usage, apparently held by the Catholic Church, seems to
avoiding any appearance of a sacramental rite immediately
show a fear of using direct terms in treating of the
preceding death."
A resolution giving the sanction of the, church to the heal- subject. It is well enough for the Episcopal Church
ing of the sick by pi'ayer was adopted in one section of the to avoid a too close analogy to its predecessor, the
house of deputies of the Protestant Episcopal convention in Catholic Church, in adopting rites and ceremonies;
session here to-day, but was defeat~d in another section of the but how they can account in a reasonable way for
house by the narrow mal'gin of five votes, voting being by their failure to recognize the anoihting of oil and
dioceses.
laying on of hands for the sick is a curiosity indeed.
That a majority of the house of deputies were in favor of
the report was shown clearly when the clerical branch adopted The ministration of the Spirit of the Master when
it by a vote of 41 yeas to 17 nays, with nine dioceses not the rite of laying on of hands was administered by
voting or divided. The laymen of the house, however, killed himself and by his immediate disciples was as real
the report by a vote of 27 ajes to 32 nays, four dioceses not to the receiver of the benefit, which was designed to
voting.
·
follow the administration, as was the same Spirit
It required a majority in both orders of the house ·to carry
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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given in acceptation and obedience of the. ~eliever the end of the year will receive the HERAL!:? free for
the balance of the year 1910.
.
hei1 the rite of baptism by water was admm1stered.
w
l'
d
f
In
other
words,
if
you
subscrfbe
:ilow
you
will
get
What other reasonable conclusion a p am ~·ea er. o
the
SAINTS'
HERALD
from
now
until
the
end
of
the
the word could obtain is one of the mysteries which
year
1911
for
the
regular
subscription
price
of
one
has followed the departure from the truth for a long,
dollar and a half.
long time.
The offer applies only to new subscril:Jers. Send at
It is curious that when the committee were seekonce.
The sooner you send, the more free numbers
ing for a true way by which to i:nake use of the
get before the end of the year.
you
will
sacred rite they did not quote directly from the
Scriptures,' "They shall lay hand~ on the. s.ick ~nd
they shall recover,'' co.upling it with the .mJuncbon
ITEMS FROM THE PAST.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO.
f
J ames "Is any sick among you? let him call for
0
the
elders' of the church; and let them pray over h'1m,
The HERALD for October 24, 1885, appeared in
anointing him with oil in the name ?f the Lo~d," mourning, having all rules turned, i!l memory of,
and thus give the Master's words a hteral applica- and announcing the death of Bro. Josiah Ells, at
tion to aid them in their search.
Wheeling, West Virginia, on_ the 15th of the same
The saying, "Great is the mystery of Babylon,'' month.
is exemplified in the episode, that there was not one
"Pres ..J. Smith, writing from Malad, Idaho, Sepbrother in this convention of clerical and lay depu- tember 29, says they had full and-interesting con·
ties or officers of the Episcopal Church, assembled gregations there."
at Cincinnati, Ohio, who should have been willing n?t
"Bro. M. R. Scott, of Galena, Indiana, writes that
only to introduce such a resolution, but to vote for it, the Methodists of that place have excluded him from
and is a potent sign that the end of the spirit of Christian courtesies, though with some others he
inquiry poured out upon the people has not yet been finds favor, and at Edwardsville, was invited to adreached. One by one have the principles of the.doc- dress an assembly of near one thousand at a Union
trine of Christ been forcing themselves into the at- Sunday school celebration. He wish€s to obtain a
tention of the ecclesiastics of the present period, good work against atheism.".
though a resolution introduced at this convenContributors to this number of .the HERALD were
tion to change the name of th~ Episcopal Church to J. S. Patterson, J. F. Burton, J. J. Cornish, J. R.
that of the Holy Catholic Church, seemed to show a Badham, E. W. Lloyd, J. T. Davis, Oliver Hansen,
willingness on the part of some to strike hands in and Mary S. Gill.
unity with the Roman Catholic Church. It is not
strange, for it is indicative of a backward movement,
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
and that when it finally culminates it will not stop
"
'The
unfit
die; the fit both live and thrive.'
at the adoption of name only but must result in the
Alas, who say so? They who do survive.
acceptance of the distinctive articles of faith and
doctrine which marked the primitive church and
"So, when her bonfires lighted hill and plain,
which have been left on record for us. It is well
Did Bloody Mary think of Lady Jane.
enough for men to have a decent respect for that
"So Russia thinks of Finland, while her heel
which age has made reverent and. holy, but the
Falls heavier on the prostrate Commonweal.
healthier minds of these latter days are wont to lift
the mist and hanging moss by which.they are made
"So Booth of Lincoln thought; and so the High
holy, to· look beyond, to see what is natural, what
Priests let Barabbas live, and Jesus die."
has been concealed, nor are they content or dismayed
by the uplifting of hands in. horror and ·cry of deBro. Hubert Case writes from Weathe1'ford, Okception or blasphemy, but are wrning to take th~1-1e lahoma, urtder date of October 20, as follows:
that are of real worth and stand or fall by that which "While preaching at Weatherford, Brother Curtis
has been established as truth by the .word of God.
and the write'r visited the Indian Fair. , Forty-seven
.Let us hope then, that sooner or la~er. the Bon rd hundred red men were in attendance, most of whom
of Bishops will take up the healing prmciple and .be were Cheyennes and Arapahoes. There were a few
led by a wiser counsel to a reasonable and effective of other tribes. We distributed tracts among them,
conclusion.
and talked with some who are much interested in
the Book of Mormon. The lecture which I. delivered
NEW SUBSCRIBER<;,,. ATTENTION!
to the educated Indians at Kingfisher in June is
We are prepared to offer an unusual inducement talked of far and near. We met one from Darlington, who has the Book of Mormon, and has read it
to new subscribers to th.e SAINTS' HERALD.
All new subscribers sending in their money before for four years. She says it is true, and corresponds
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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with many of their traditions. The leaven is be- spicy article, and will be read with interest. Later
ginning to work and we feel that God's former love it will be issued in tract form.
is about to return to his ancient covenant people.
There are about thirty-one tribes in Oklahoma, conIn order to systematize their office work; the Hersisting of one hundred thousand Indians. We feel ald Publishing House requests all agents to send in a
we need a special endowment of power to fit us to monthly report, giving invoice of books, etc., on
cope with .the powers of evil and darkness in gather- · hand, and remit with cash statement any cash on
ing out the Israel of God. The Saints need to live hand. All Herald Office agents please take notice
nearer to the great gospel standard, in humility and of this. We will furnish all agents with blanks for
in unity. Brother ,Curtis baptized two fine people :reporting.
last Sunday, Sisters Goad and Richards, and more
In the last paragraph of the editorial in the
are to follow soon, I believe. Bro. W. R. Smith
baptized thre.e near Anadorko last Sunday, and re- HERALD of October 12, the clause, "Eve~ quite under
ports a good interest. May the Lord ever bless all the condemnation of the ancient prophet," should
read, · 3vrn if not quite under the condemnation of
the household of faith."
the ancient prophet."
The local newspaper of Blenheim, Ontario, gave
We have received a copy of the Walkerville, Michia column and a half to a very fair report of the
News, in which we find the following item:
gan,
recent conference of the Chatham District held at
"THE MORMON HAS GONE.
that place. The conference was presided over by
the missionary in charge, Elder F. A. Smith, and orie
"Such is the remark we have heard the past week.
of our corresP,ondents writes from that place, stat- In addition to that one of our earnest church working that the people there have greatly appreciated ers was heard to remark 'that is more Bible doctrine
his labors.· A more recent personal letter from Bro. than I ever heard before.'
Fred A .. speaks highly of the Canadian people and
"Elder B. S. Lambkin closed his services Sunday
the general outlook for the work there.
evening, as he was called to Traverse City, where
their conference is on. It was on this evening the
Elder J. E. Vanderwood writes from Phoenix, subject of polygamy and plurality of wives was
Arizona, under date of October 15, concerning a brought up, disproving such and taking scripture
recent bap1;ism as follows :
as proof. Very clearly he explained that the 're"I herewith send ·you items of a baptism per- organized' faction was not the sect which sanctions
formed by me yesterday. Floro Flordelis, born such. Upon closing he remlitrked that many thought
August 24, 1888, at Cebu, Philippine Islands, was otherwise and spoke in part as follows:
baptized October 14, 1910, at Phoenix, Maricopa
" 'There are individuals who will always believe
County, Arizona, by J. E. Vanderwood, confirmed we do. The person who will ever tum a deaf ear;
same day by same person. He is in this country to who will not investigate and through ignorance, or
be educated, and ·came here a few weeks ago for his who have investigated, maliciously lies.'
"Much interest was shown, throughout the week,
health, and, as he said to me. yesterday, it proved to
be for his spiritual health, which was the greatest and he was asked to come again. This he would not
blessing. He heard my first sermon on the street promise, but he would do what he could to influence
here and has missed but one night since. He said a more able speaker, and if successful same will b:
the message came to him in power and filled his made public prior to arrival.''
heart. He is being educated for the governmental
service. His father was a general in the SpanishElder J. Charles May writes from Papeete under
Philippine war, and was killed by the Spaniards. date of September 25, saying that things are movHe was raised a Catholic, but after coming to this ing nicely in that field. Brother Savage and his
country joined the Presbyterians. He says, 'I did bride are on the island of Tubuai, some three hunnot feel any different when I joined them than I did clred miles from Tahiti. ·He expresses a hope that
while I was a Catholic, but I feel so much better Bro. Charles Lake may recover so that he can return to the islands, as he was a very zealous and
now, since I am baptized.' "
faithful laborer and is m:ssed.
Next week we will begin the publication of an
We again call attention to our column, "News from
article, entitled, "Polygamy from the viewpoint of a
non-Mormon;'' This article was written by Mr. Missions." Since writing last we~k's item the folC. L. Crow, of Logan, Iowa, in answer to the tract lowing brethren have responded to our personal re- .
bearing the same name, recently issued by the North- quest for contributions for this department: Brn.
ern States Mission of the Utah church. It is a Columbus Scott and J: E. Wildermuth.
<
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THE LEAKAGE.

The natural tendency of mankind is self preservation. To eat, drink, and have something to wear is
the born instinct in man. To hinder his exercise of
any portion of this tendency would crush out his
idea of existence; and while every ability of man
may be used to an extreme, and to the exclusion of
others, it is the balancing p~·ocess of faculty that
makes him harmonious with fixed laws.
To sustain himself is man's highest ideal, and if
there is no hindrance to this, his generosity increases, but the first attempt to hinder his progress
lessens his generosity and finally culminates in selfishness, a condition he rarely, if ever, emerges from.
Understanding the conditions, the Lord tells us in
section 127, paragraph 7, of the Doctrine and Covenants: "The spirit of speculation, the exhibition
of greed for gain is unseemly in the Saints and
officers of the church, and should be avoided. It
has the appearance of evil."
The "spirit of speculation" is no doubt used in
a commercial sense, and implies the purchasing of
goods, chattels, or land, with a view to advancing
the price, which would make more money for the
purchaser. This act within itself does not represent
labor in any form, either with hands or brains; it
only represents the power of money.
The "exhibition of greed for gain," coupled with
the "spirit of speculation" are two things that make
men selfish. For example, we will say: I have
$50,000, and live somewhere in the Kewanee District, and being acquainted with the larger portion
of the Saints there, and hearing them discuss the
matter of gathering in the regions round about
Zion, we will say Knobnoster, Missouri, and feeling
quite sure that several families will go there next
spring, I go to that place and spend my money in
all the available property there is there, and then
advance the price fifty per cent. I have simply
hindered those people fifty per cent from coming UP
to the land of Zion.
"But," says one, "brother, they ,don't have to move
there, they can go to some other place." But suppose
that ninety-nine and three fourths per cent of the
other places are fixed the same way; then where?
There is speculation; there is greed.
Now go back and talk with the man who is outside
of Zion's stakes. Says he: "I can't· see. any more
generosity (not greed) in one place than m another,
and I think I'd just as leave stay here as the1:e."
He quietly settles down to his selfi~h way of. domg
business and the more he deals with that kmd of
, a world the more selfish he becomes, until his tithes
and offerings . come like squi;:ezing honey out of a
basswood stump. Why is it so? Because some one
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tried to hinder him by an advance of fifty per cent
and his generosity became a.blank: Who suffers for
it? The man spiritually, the churchfinancially; This
is one place where there is a· leakage.
I am accosted on almost every hand with the
question, "Do you think it right to insure one's life
and property?" And invariably I feel as though I
wish they had not asked me. It costs money to
insure one's life and p1·operty, and that money must
go to some concern outside the church.· The church
has another leakage there. Now just here we are
met with what at first seems just the thing. "Why,
brother, have you no faith in God?" . "Yes, plenty
of faith in God, but not so much in man: because,
you see, I am the fellow they advanced the price of
land fifty per cent to. You don't blame me, do you?"
"Well," says one, "if you pay your tithing and
offerings, the church will take care of your needs."
Now, let me say this: There is no man who wants
to sit down and be fed for nothing when he has come
to want, excepting a tramp. There-is no man or
woman who can take his ease, feeling he is totally
dependent on those around him. You who have
plenty now; think how you would feel reduced to
circumstances where some one else had the right to
say the kind of a hat you should wear for·the next
two or three years, or just what room in a certain
house they had picked out for you, that you should
live in. You don't aim to be there, do you? Neither
does the man ·or woman who insures ltis life and
property.
Of course we can say in theory, the church will
take care of every want, insomuch as the wants are
just; but at the same time we know if a brother's
barn burns down the church can't make that, as well
as many other losses of a like character, good. I
believe the church should establish some sort of
insurance in the church among its members, not for
speculation, but for the benefit of all its members.
Every member should pay his·tithing; that is true,
and it is right. But to get them to feel free to do
so, is the thing. To tell one it is right, does not
mean anything to him, but to create the feeling
within him that he will be benefited when the time
comes, not only spiritually, but by something that
he may use materially while here on earth, does
mean something.
So long as the money power of any organization
asks its members who have less than they to pay
the "speculation advance" that organization will
not prosper financially. The money power may
prosper, but the organization never will.
Christ's. church was not established with a money
power. The only object in gathering goods .in this
world by the members of his church should be to
assist the less fortunate, whose ability has been
small and whose burdens have been heavy, 'to make
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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life less a burden. This does not mean that if I
should have th~ milk, that I am to drink the cream
and feed the skim milk to my brother. If I do that
I go just a little beyond greed, and become gluttonous.. Jes us said one of the things that choked out
the growth of the good seed was the cares of life.
Lesse~ th~ cares of life and allow the seed of truth
to grow.·
There are many who in theory are just waiting.
to do something for the church, but consider it is'
not time; until everybody else has done as he thinks
they should. He just can't make himself believe
that the other brother will do his duty. He loves
him in prayer meeting, but can't have ariy confi_.
dence in him outside.
·
If we are laborers together, why separate our ef-

forts?

Speculation. and greed are unseemly.

Let

us avoid both; keep the law, lessen the burden of
life of others, restore confidence and stop the leakage.
0. H. BAILEY.

• +

8

+ "

WAS ONE OF GOD'S ELECT DECEIVED?

In one of the late issues of the island mission paper
of the Brighamite Church in the Southern Pacific
Ocean, was printed an article headed with the statement of Paul in .which he said to the Romans, "Who
shall lay anythfog to the charge of God's elect,"Romans 8: 33; after which the writer endeav.ored to
establish.their claims in ~·egard to Brigham Young,
stating that he was one of God's elect, having been
chosen of God to be president of the twelve apostles
in the year 1841, and that ·anyone who charged Brigham Young with having deceived the people would
stand condemned befor~ God. However,. it will be
remembered that Christ himself charged Peter, who
is supposed to have been the president of the twelve
in his time, and also that Judas, one of the twelve,
apostatized, as did Brigham Young and others in
the; latter days. Thomas B. Marsh, who was also
president of the twelve in the early church, apostatized.
Let' us give this question a candid consideration.
Does this statement of Paul to the Romans, shield
Judas Iscariot, Thomas B. Marsh, Brigham Young,
and others ·who were formerly chosen of God, afterwards deserting the faith? It certainly does not, but
it is fiardly probable .that a person who is an elect of
God and.who abides continually in the doctrine will
be, deceived, and undoubtedly thii;; statement will
apply to them.
· Is it _possible for llS to point out any one person
chosen of God, a:µd called by~ him an. elect person, of
wh.ot# it can be proved' remained infavor with God
fro:in the balmy days of youth until death found her
head adorned with gray hairs? Unhesitatingiy, we
answer, yes ..
We read in the Doctrine and Covenants 24: 1, that
• .

-
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Emma Smith was called by the Lord, "my daughter."
"And a revelation I give unto you concerning my will,
and if thou art faithful and walk in the paths of
virtue before me, I will preserve thy life, and thou
shalt receive an inheritance in Zion. Behold, thy
sins are forgiven thee and thou art an elect lady,
. whom I have called."
In this verse, Emma Smith, the wife of the martyred prophet is .called a daughter of God, and an
"elect lady," and it is said that if she would walk"continually in the paths of virtue before the Lord her
life would be preserved and she would receive an
inheritance in Zion.
We are assured, therefore, by the nature of this
promif.~ that it can be easily ascertained as to
whether Emma remained an elect lady in the sight
of God through the things that came to ·pass in he1•
lifetime after said promise was given.
This promise was given to her in the State of
New York, but she with the family moved westward,
afterwards locating in Nauvoo, which was called by
the Lord, "the corner stone of Zion." She was there
given an inheritance upon which she Hved until she
died. Her life having been pre.served, she reached
tbe seventy-fifth milestone of life's journey. This is
conclusive evidence to the unprejudiced reasoner that
she remained under the election of God until death
OV\)l'took her.
There are other evidences of her having remained
an elect lady in the sight of God. It was promised
that the Inspired Translation would be given ·and
preserved in safety (Doctrine and-Covenants 42: 15).
It was given and was preserved in safety, that is, .
through the hand of Emma, which was a place of
safety in the mind of the Lord, according to the revelation, for twenty-three years after the death of
Joseph the Martyr, when it was turned over to the
Reorganization for publication, and from that time
forward, Emma and the Reorganized Church have
received it as the word of God: We are told that it
was given for the salvation of God's "elect," (Doctrine and Covenants 35: 4,) therefore, the elect must
be found among those who receive it, and those who
reject it can not be truly considered the elect. How
about Brigham Young, who is said to have called
Orson Pratt to task for accepting the same and
preaching from it; also his followers who now reject
it? Another thought in regard to Emma Smith: We
are told in Doctrine and Covenants 64: 7, that the
willing and obedient shall eat the good of the land
of Zion in these the last days, and that the rebellious
. shall be cut off. out of the land of Zion, and shall be
sent away, and not inherit the land, also that they
shall know those who are not apostles and p?'ophets.
Did Emma not eat the good of the land of Zion
from the day this revelation was given until her
death? When· Strang went north, Rigdon, east,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Wight, south, and Brigham Young, west, and their
followers, as it were, scattered to the four winds,
having been cut off and sent away out of the land of
Zion, because of rebelliousness, did Emma follow
them? Did she not know those who were not prophets, as the above verse states?
Christ also said that false christs and prophets
should arise and if possible shall deceive the. very
elect. There seems to have been some doubt in the
mind of the speaker as to whether the elect could. be
deceived, also informing them that if they should say
he is in the desert they should not go there. While
we know that this has a very broad meaning, meaning
undoubtedly, here or there, yet we know that Emma
was told that a prophet was in the desert, and it is
also a fact that she did not go. We are also informed
by the Deseret News of January 5, 1883, that the elect
are almost in danger of being led astray, by tbe false
prophets of the last days.
We are also informed by Jedediah M. Grant in
Journal of Discourses, volume 2, page 15, "Let Lucifer mix in truths with error and work great signs
and wonders to deceive the very elect, but it is not
possible." He evidently lost sight of this in Emma's
case.
Orson Pratt said in his works, under the subject,
"More revelation is indispensably necessary," article
24, "The elect can not be deceived; for they have the
infallible detector of all delusions, however cunningly devised; they have a test by which they can
try all things, prove all things and overcome all
things not 'ordained' of God.
"Could Emma the 'elect' have been deceived 1 Did
she not have the infallible detector of all delusions,
though they were cunningly devised? Did she not.
as one of God's elect have the test that proved ·au
things, judged all things, and overcame all things not
'ordained'. of God? Was she deceived by the one
who went to the desert lands of Utah, whose followers stated that he was the true prophet and that
they saw the mantle of Joseph fall upon him, ·yet
he afterwards confessed that he was not a prophet
like unto the martyr?"-Millennial 'star, volume 16,
page 442. According to Brigham Young they must
have been deceived in the "mantle," and in his succeeding Joseph as well. - Brigham Young admitted
that he was not ordained and that he was elected by
the Twelve and was the choice- of the people, therefore Paul's question has no place .in the-consideration
of Brighafu Young, for the reason that it does not
read, "Who shall lay anything to the charge of the
twelve's elect and the people's choice.'' .
Thus a~. Orson Pratt said, so was Emma's experience, she "overcame ::i,ll -th;ngs not ordained of God,
insomuch that he was· but the choice of the people,
neither being ordained. of• God nor by men to the
presidency, an assume_d position only.
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Who shall lay anything to the charge of God's
elect? Yet Emma is charged with having sanctioned
her husband. in the receiving of many wives, when
she testified to the fact that her husband had no
other wives to her knpwledge than herself. Whn is
it that. also charges her with having been de&eived
by her seed, whom . the Lorg said would. beco_me a
blessing unto the kindreds of the earth?
Were they to become a blessing unto the kindreds
of the earth by deceiving God's elect? • May these
few thoughts comfort the hearts of those agreeable
to the defending of injured innocence- and affprd cnIighten~ent to the minds of all in searc~ of truth.

J. CHAS. MAY.
PAPE!: ·B, TAHITI.

Original Articles
LOVE OJ'. GOD AND MAN.

From Matthew 22: 35-40 we learn that the gr,eatest commandment in the gospel is to love God with
all our heart, mind, and strength ; and the- second
commandment is like unto it-love your neighbor
as yourself.
What is it to -love God? John declares, "If you
love me, keep my commandments.'.' So it means
much to love' God and to worship him yvithout any
reservation. These idols on the shelf behind the
door have all got to be cleaned out. The shelf must
come also.
·
Men may break forth in streams of eloquent oratory about their love-toward God, but if we have
not love for our fellow-man how can we have love
toward God? John the Beloved has said: "If a man
hateth his brother whom he has seen, how ·can. he
love. God whom he has not seen." Again the Apostle·
James says: "If a man has the abundance of this
world's good and seeth that his brother has need
and shuts up his bowels of compassion against him,
how dwelleth the love of God in that man."
God has made of one b1ood all nations of men.
Like Abraham said to his nephew, Lot: "Let' there
be no strife between my herdsmen and your herdsmen, because we are brethren." This "almighty
dollar" oftentimes alienates man from the' love of
God and his brethren. James has said: "The love
of money is the root of all evil." Men have aiways
been willing to risk their lives for money. h_ :But
oftentimes we find they are not willing to spen<J
little time and labor to bring .the true riches to the
hearts of the children Of men. "What shali it profit·
a man if he gain the whole ·world and lose his own
soul." A man may have all of this world, anctifhe
be destitute of the love of (}od he would ·be naked,.wretched, poor, and miserable. Friends, let· 'be
sure that we buy the true riches. Lay. up for our:,;
selves treasures ·in heaven, where .moth and- rust

a
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doth not corrupt, and where thieves do not break needs were supplied. Which of these three manithrough ·and steal.
fested the part of a neighbor?
In Matthew 19: 16-26 we have an account of the
When a man is converted he needs to be conyoung man that came to J~!3US and inquired: "What verted all over, even down to his pocketbook. Peter
good thing must I do that I may have eternal life?'' said to the Savior, when the dark clouds of despair
This young man had some way obtained one good came to the disciples: '!Wf? have left all to follow
idea, that it was necessary for him to do some good thee." "Oh," says one: "All Peter had to leave was
thing. But when he found out what it was he was the fish net and his boat." If this was his means of
not prepared to do it. - I believe it is like Robert obtaining a livelihood, and he left this vocation to
Collyer has stated, "that God hides some ideal in preach the gospel, then he made just as great a
every human soul. At some time in our life there consecration as though he had endowed the church
comes a _fearful, trembling longing to do some good with millions; so far as individual reward is conthing. Life finds its noblest spring of excellence to cerned.
do our best."
A man may give much to the poor and the needy,
Jes us said to this young man, that he should go and sti!: not have the love of God. As Paul has said:
-and sell all he had, and take up his cross and follow "Though I give my body to be burned; and· give all
him. Jesus, by the Spirit of. inspiration, ·could see my goods to the poor, and have .not charity [love]
the principle of selfishness in this young man's it profiteth me nothing." Then we become as the
heart, and .lie knew this was the only way for him sounding brass and the tinkling cymbals. Charity
to get rid of it. .This was his idol. No man can be and almsgiving is all right in its place; but the
saved with the. principle of selfishness in his heart. best way to help a poor man that is able to work, is
It must come out. This young man turned away in to place him ,in a condition where he can help himgreat sorrow, because he had great possessions. He self. This is one of the conditions we are striving
was not willing to serve God with all his heart. He to develop among the Saints.
had not made a complete consecration.
In the church ori the day of Pentecost a similar
What temporalities we hold in this world should condition existed. Tlie record says they had all
be considered only a trust. Riches are all right in things common. Of course they .had their indithis world, if we use them for the right purpose- vidual homes. For the book declares they met from
the honor and glory of God. "The love of money . house to house and broke bread. Neither did any
is the root. of all evil." A young doctor was prac- man say the things which he possessed were his
ticing medicine in one of our large cities. At one own. You see they had their individual belongings,
time he was visited by hts father from the country. but they did not worsl!ip them. They considered
they could be used for the good of God's work .
.. Well, how are you getting along, son?"
Now Christ sanctioned the law of tithing in Ma~
"Not getting along at all. ·Nothing doing."
Next day the father went with the son to one of thew 23: 23: "Ye pay tithe of mint ... and have
the free dispensaries, where the son went daily to omitted the weightier matters of the law, ... these
practice for one hour-an unsalaried position. Dur- ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other
ing the hour perhaps twenty-five people were bene- undone." Genesis 14: 18-20 teaches that Abraham
fited by the prescriptions, and consultations with paid tithes to Melchisedec. The Inspired Transla- ·
the doctor; The father was a silent but interested tion reads that it was over and above that which
spectator. When the door had been closed on the he did not need. His tithing here must have been a
last one,· :he_ spoke to the son and said, "I thought you surplus.
In Genesis 28: 10-22 we have an account where
told me . ygu were not doing anything. If I had
benefited as many people in the last month as you Jacob vowed to commence paying ·his tithing. He
have in one hour, r would thank God that my life laid that night with his head upon a stone, blanketed
with the heavens, yet his slumbers were refreshing
counted for something."
"Oh;" says· the son, "there is no money in this." and his dreams sweet. He saw a ladder reaching
L! ·''Money; money! What is. money! in comparison unto ·heaven, and the angels of God descending and
to being of benefit to your fellow-l:)eings ?" That is . ascending; and Jacob came to his senses al}d said:
"Surely God is in this place." And here is where
the thought.
The• keynote ;of -r~ligion is helping some one who' he made a special· covenant with God,: and told the
needs help, like .the good Samaritan. The priest was Lord if he would .preserve his ,life, and permit him
too good to think about helping this distressed ·to return to his. father's house, giving him bread to
pilgrim, and edg(ld away out around him. The Le- eat and raiment to put on; I will give you a tenth
vite did the same.. But the good Samaritan· went of all that thou shalt give me. So, according to this,
to him and ministered to his wants. Poured oil in every man. is suppose'd to 'live, and if he makes an
his wounds. Took .him to the inn and saw that his increase one tenth of. it belongs to the Lord. This.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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is a very small interest. Of course God wants his
people to do this wiliingly and with a free mind and
heart. Then, if a person has paid all his tithing and
is really anxious to do something for the Lord's
work, perhaps he can make a free will offering.
Our Holiness friends oftentimes refer to this experience of Jacob's as where he received the second
blessing, or the second work of grace, and I am convinced that this is a good place for the second blessing to commence. This harmonizes with what Malachi teaches, that if the law of tithing and free will
offerings is observed, the Lord has promised to
pour us out a blessing that we are not able to contain.
May the Lord help all his Saints to observe this
law until Zion may be redeemed and the gospel
preached to all the nations.
Yours in gospel bonds,
A. M. BAKER.
LEAVES FROM LIFE.

A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF SISTER ELSIE
FYRANDO, OF MAGNOLIA, IOyYA.

Believing that every good example which is set
furnishes a useful lesson to those who have seen or
read of that example, and especially when that example has extended through a long life, and has been
made a blessing to those with whom the exemplar
has been surrounded in life, I conclude that a brief
record of the same may be made a blessing to the
present and coming generations. Hence I have· felt
it my duty to write the following short sketch of the
life of our beloved and aged sister, Elsie Fyrando,
the widow of the late Elder Magnus Fyrando and
mother of our beloved Bro. Alma Magnus Fyrando
and Sr. Josephine Chambers, of Magnolia. It was
my sad duty to deliver the memorial sermon over the
remains of our aged sister, named above.
Bern in Sweden, she there first heard and received
the everlasting gospel, unmixed with the errors of
polygamy, and other false doctrines. The pure
angel message was received by her, as by one hungering and thirsting after, righteousness, and her
soul was satisfied. Her husband received it at the
same time, and for many years was a very earnest
and successful ·minister of the gospel. Together
they made sacrifices and endured much for tne cause
of Christ. They heard of a so-called "Zion/' where
the pure in heart were supposed .to, dw.!'!If, and they
left their native land braved the dangers of the
deep and of the desert 'and mountains, only to find to
their deep regret that the pure stream had been corrupted ; the water of life no. longer fl.owed in its
heavenly, crystalline pu:rity ! Their hearts sickened
as the horrible consciousness burned itself into their
souls. They would feign J;lave turned away and fled
from the loathsome conditions; but their .means were
exhausted, and th~re were ov~r a thousand miles of
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mountains and desert between them and any place
where they might expect to find true civilization;
hrnce they must remain until a kind providence
should aid them to accomplish the desire of their
hearts.
·
,,
·
T_he lamp of eternal trutli never ceased to burn
in the heart of our beloved sister, but with a Joblike patience she endured the terrible disappointment, still trusting in God, that he would deliver
them in his own due time. That time came, and they
wended their way ·to the East. ·On arriving in
Omaha, Nebraska, they heard the glad news of the
Church of Christ reorganized, the sound of the gospel trump as first proclaimed in the angel's message.
They k •. Jw its sound and felt its power and, anxious
to taste its swe~tness and partake of its blessedness
once more, they determined to be b.uried with Christ
in baptism, that whatever of uncleanness which
might have attached to them in that quagmire of
iniquity might be washed ·away, through their faith
in Christ, and they be ·delivered from the bondage
of a false system. Hence our sister determined not
to await the morning's dawn, but then, beneath the
rays of the beautiful moon, to renew her covenant
with God. She did so under the hands of one of
God's consecrated servants, Joseph Gilbert.
They now employed their energies with _the selfsame spirit of sacrifice and devotion.with which they
had embraced the truth in their earlier days. She
yielded up her only earthly stay and staff, that he
might go fmth to proclaim the glad message committed to the Reorganization, to the people of her
native land; and again, also, to those of the salt iand
who had lost their hold of the rod of iron, that he
might call them back from their wanderings to the
way which leads to the tree of life.
In yielding up her husband to this God-given task
she was compelled to look stern, gaunt poverty in
the face and provide for herself and children by her
own feeble exertions. The church was poor and its
treasury low, and scarcely any help could be expected from that quarter, yet no murmur escaped her
lips, no gloom shadowed that brow. A smfie·of sweetness and content always greeted her visitors; she
labored as best>she could and trusted in God.
Upon one occasion the wife of the writer visited her
while her husband was on a mission in ·their native
land, and the writer was on a mission in the salt land.
Both these sisters then lived in Magnolia, Io'va.
Everything was neat and clean in our sister's home,
and to a close observer there was no evidence of
poverty. But it did not take long for my wife to
discover that her friend was destitute, yet no complaint had been uttered, no desir~ to murmur was
manifest_; she remembered the greatest missionary
of all had once said, "The foxes have holes and the
birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man hath ..
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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not where-to lay his head." But her hungry balies
caused he~ to discIOse the true condition. · My wife,whose hea;rt was tender as that of an angel, soon
found the . way to apprise the Bishop, Israel L. Rogers, of the destitution of· her friend, and as
quickly as the mail could carry it, relief was obtained,
for the Bishop had a large and generous heart.
Mr. Editor, I read a fine article from your pen on
the subject of heroes, but I want to say that the true
heroic spirit is not confined to the sterner sex, nor
are the men who obey the call to preach the gospel to
the nations, without purse and without scrip, the
ones who m_ake the greatest sacrifice. I know some~
thing of the world's hatred of the truth, its bitter
opposition, its cold, unfeeling heart, . and its stern,

her tears. Oh, that ev~ry mother and father would
do likewise !
The husband and father was. in due time called to
his rest. The little boy grew. Disease fastened upon
him and weakened his frame, but his mental powers
were strong, and as he grew he applied himself to
the cultivation of his mind in order that he might
be useful to himself and those around him; and as
God has blessed his parents with better conditions, .
the boy, as he grew, realized that it was his duty to
seek to repay his widowed mother for her loving care
of him and his sister. God prospered. his efforts,
increased his substance, and thus he was enabled to.
bless and comfort his mother in her declining years,
and, unuke many others, he waived the tenderness of

repelling influence; but harder is the lot of the wife

connubial joys while his sainted mother lived.

He

and mother, le~t behind, with a family to care and watched over her in her long ·and painful illness, and
provide for, both physically and mentally, in sick- although racked with severe pains in his own body,
ness and in health, with but little means at her com- he nerved himself for the loving duty of caring for
mand, hence dependent upon the church treasury, her, and his hand performed the last sad duties to her
which is by no means full-her motherly heart full lifeless frame, and this at her earnest request ere
of care for the spiritual as well as temporal welfare her spirit had departed.
A true and noble spirit has gone to rest, awaiting
of her children, and the world with its subtle influences in ten thousand ways seeking to influence those the great reward promised of God to the pure and
little minds 'in its own corrupt and devious ways. true. May her blessed example of unyielding faith,
Added to this is the bitter envy of some who profess enduring patience, firm integrity, constant devotion,
to be Saints, who if they see a new dress upon the and godlike love inspire our hearts and impel us on
mother or her children, or a new carpet on the floor to the same holy, enlightened zeal, that our lives may
of their humble cot, or her children more neatly be made a blessing to all around, that though, like
dressed than theirs,.Iet loose that member of which her, our names may not be known beyond the narrow
James speaks as being "s~y on fire of hell" and every circle in which we move here, yet, like hers, they. may
word burn.s like fire and cuts like a sword. I say, be for ever recorded in the Lamb's Book of -Life,
to bear all these evils would test the courage and · among the redeemed of all ages, is the prayer of your
GHARLES DERRY.
endurance of the most devoted and heroic missionary humble brother.
that ever obeyed the divine call. Yet the tender and
delicate woman whom he loves to call and honor as
A good story is told of a great man in India, who
his wife, and the mother of his children, is often was so careful in the education and training of his
compelled to drink the-bitter cup to the dregs!
son that he engaged an old servant to be constantly
Our departed sister endured all these evils and in the presence of the boy for this purpose-that
murmured not. But God loved her and sent his angel whenever he was keenly enjoying some pleasure, the
to strengthen and comfort her in life's darkest hours. old man might say, "The day hath but twelve hours,"
I remember visiting her in Blair, Nebraska, as 1 was and whenever the la<l was sick or in trouble, he
passing on my ministerial rounds. She had two chil- might repeat the comforting message, "The night is
<lren, a giri and a boy. The boy was about four·· but twelve hours long." A strange and yet admiryears old. Her heart's desire for her children was able idea. The first message would rouse the youth
that they might grow up in usefulness to the cause to make the most of time and opportunity, the secof .Christ, and, telling me. of the birth of her boy, ond would console and cheer him and show him that
she said that she desired that he should be made an the night of suffering would soon end. Would not
instrument in the hands of God in the building up of that first motto be a good one to hang up bef01~e our
t~e kingdom of God, an~ to this..end. she dedicated desks? The day hath but twelve hours. Then why
him to the Lord at the time of his. bath'. All who - waste any of them? Twelve hours will be enough to
know Alma M. Fyrando_ have . evidence that God · accomplish all that needs to be done, if they are well
accepted the offering of that faithful mother.. She used and carefully planned.-The Canadian Epworth
not only dedicated him thus, but she taug~t him _to Era.
walk in the path of righteousness, as she did her lit"Too many think the foundations of religion were
tle daughter, and continually prayed for their guidance, by the Holy Spirit, an.cl watered her efforts with made to sit on instead of to ·build on."
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Of General Interest
FLETCHER'S RULES.
John Fletcher was a man of deep piety. He drew up for
his own guidance the following rules for daily self-examination. They help me. I pass them along to others.
1. D:d I awake spiritual, and was I watchful in keeping
my mind from wandering this morning?
2. Have I this day got nearer to God in prayer, or have I
given way to a lazy, idle spirit?
3. Has my faith been weakened by unwatchfulness, or
quickened by diligence?
4. Have I walked by faith and seen God in all things?
5. Have I denied myself in all unkind words and thoughts?
Have I teen delighted in seeing others preferred?
6. Have I made the most of my time as far as I had light,
strength, and opportunity?
7. Have I kept the issues of my heart in the means of grace,

so as to profit by them?
8. vVlrnt have I done this day for the souls and bodies. of
God's dear saints?
9. Have I laid out anything to please myself when I might
have rnved the money for the cause of God?
10. Have I governed well my tongue this day, remembering
that in a multitude of words there wanteth not sin?
11. Jn how many instances have I denied myrnlf to-day?
12. Do my life and conversation adorn the gospei of Jesus
Christ?-Selected by Ida W. McNeal.

DYING WORDS OF FAMOUS MEN.
Beethoven, Ludwig (1770-1827), German composer: "I
shall hear now." (He was deaf.)
Brno~· s, Phillips (1835-1893), American clergyman: "I am
going home."
Burke, Edmund (1730-1797), English statesman: "Gc;d
bless ~ ou."
Calvin, John (1509-1564), Protestant reformer: "Thou
Lord hruisest me; but I am abundantly satisfied, since it is
from thy hand."
Cha'mers, Thomas (1780-1847), Bcotch divine: "A general good-night."
Columh1s, Christopher (1440-1506), Italian navigator:
"Lord, into thrhands I commit my spirit."
Franklin, Benjamin ( 1706-1790), American philosopher:
"A d' ing man can do nothing easy."
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey (1539-1583), English navigator:
"V{<' are as near heaven by sea as by land."
Havelock, Henry, (1795-1857), English general: "Tell my
son to come and see how a Christian can die."
Henrv, Patrick, (1736-1810),.American orator and patriot:
"Here is a book (the Bible) worth more than all others ever
printed; yet it is my misfortune never to have found time to
read it. It is now too late. I trust in the mercy. of God."
Holmes, Oliver Wendell (1809-1894), American poet and
prom writer: "That is better, thank you." (To his son, who
had just assisted him to his favorite chair.)
Humboldt, Frederick (1769-1859), German savant and
traveler: "How grand these rays! They seem-. to beckon
earth to heaven."
'
Jefferson, 'Thomas (1743-1826), Americ.an ·statesman:,, "I
reEign my spirit to God and my daughter w my countrv.
Latimer Hugh (1472-1555) English reformer: "Be of
good chee~, brother; we shall' this_ day kin~le ~~ch ~ torch
in England as I trust shall never_ be extmgm,hed.
(To
Nicholas Ridley who was burneci with.him.)
Louis XIII, ~f France_ (1601-1643), "There come to me
thoughts that tormen·t me."·
,
· .
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Marion, Francis (1732-1795), American general: "Thank
God, I can lay my hand upon my heart and say that· since I
came to man's estate I have never intentionally ,<lone wrong
to anyone."
'
McKinley, William 0843-1901), American statesman and
president: "Good-bye all. Good-bye. It is God's way. His
wi!l be done."
Moody, Dwight L. (1837~1899), American evangelist: "God
is calling me."
Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832), Scotch poet and novelist:
"I feel as if I were to be myself again. God bless you all."
Vane, Henry (1612-1662), English _statesman: "Ten thousand deaths for me ere I stain the purity of my conscience."
WaEhington, George (1732-1799). "It is well, I am about to
die, and I look upon it with perfect resignation."
Weester, Daniel ( 1782-1852), American statesman: "I
still !iv<>"
Wesley, John (1703-1791), English divine: "The best of
all is, God is with us. Farewell.-"-Selected.

• + "

•!+ •

POLYGAMY.
It is twenty years since the Mormon church repudiated the
doctrine of plural marriages which resulted, shortly after, in
the admission of Utah as a State in the Union. If the doetrine of Brigham Young had not been repudiated, there would
be no State of Utah to-day; there would be no members of
the United States Senate from such a State.
·
Since the Republican organization contrived to turn the
Democratic majority of that State into its partisan support,
there has been a recurrence to earlier practices. The polygamous character of the domestic relations of a member of the
United States Senate has been called in question, and the
whitewash brush has been applied with sufficient formal effect.
So far, indeed, has the license of Republican control been
allowed that, at the recent conference~of the Mormon church
at Salt Lake City, it has been necessary to declare that plui·al
marriages since the manifesto of 1890 are contrary to the rule
of the church.
There have been one or two "ex-communications" of members-one was a "bishop" and another was a "patriarch." But
the conclusion is evident; namely, that the· p1:etended suppression of a practice inimfcal to the social conditions of people in the United States is a farce continued for partisan
political purposes.-Selected.
POLYGAMY AMONG MORMONS.
President Smith of the Mormon church has just notified the
Latter Day Saints that polygamy must cease as contrary to
the rules of the organization. Shortly after this pronunciamento two members in high standing, one
polygamous
·bishop, the other a patriarch who had officiated at a polygamous marriage, were excommunicated. What will surprise
most persons in the East is not so much the attitude of President Smith as the necessity for such an attitude. Twenty
years ago, after the very drastic legislation against the Mormon church and when Utah was hoping .for early admission
to the Union as a State, President Woodruff issued a proclamation to the Saints forbidding polygamous _ marriages.
Six years earlier the Supreme Court' had held the Edmunds
Law against polygamy constitutional, and about . one thousand Mormons were punished _for violation of the law, while
many of the guilty, but unconvicted, went into hiding.·- The
law of 1862 against polygamy had been openly defied for more
than twenty years, and when the Edmunds Law :was enacted
polygamv not only was flom'ishing in Utah, but was spreading
into neighboring Tenitories. Utah came into the Ui1ion eight
years after President Woodruff issued his proclamation, arid

a
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immediately. controversy arose over Representative Rober.ts, being originally what is now called Taoism, meaning the.
who was accused of polygamy. As a . matter of fact, the o~·d:r of the universe. Taoism ls a system of ethics and disWoodruff procl!lmation resulted from a sort of compromiEe c1plme, based upon divination and the observation of naturn
agreement between the Federal administration and the Mor- There is a Tao of heaven and_ a. Tao of earth, and creatio•i j~
mon leaders, in which assural).ces were given that no new the spontaneous work of the two. By the Tao of man is
poiygamous marriages .should take place. The bargain ~as meant his adaptation of himself to the Tao of heaven, and the
not kept, however, upon thR part of the Mormons, and Mor- Tao of earth to the end that he may secure the fullest life and
mon society continued to be honeycombed with ·polygamy. In the greatest happiness. Heaven is the highest god -for the
the early nineties some of the most i;onspicuous men in the Chinese. Besides the Tao there are 'Ghen ' spirit gods and
public affairs of Utah were known polygamists, and even .the ·'Kwei,' spirit Epecters. All good comes fr~m the 'Ghen: and
educational institutions of the Saints were tainted with the all evil from the 'Kwei.'
evil. Now at l~ngth, more than ten years after the admis"'Ih~ two clarnes of spirits are continually in conflict, and
sion of Utah to the Union, we have the official admission of the um verse is crowded with them.· The 'kwei' not only attack
the church '.that the :practice continues. The hopeful fact, and harass man; they inflict disease and death upon whole
however, is that President Smith's proclamation, accompanied
communi~ies and have to be driven away with gongs, spears,
as it was with the reported acts of excommunication, conies , and flammg torches. They take the form of animais and
without known-·pressure from the Federal Government 01; any · sometimP~ that of men. The Chinese thus live in terror of
hostile action upon the part of the Gentiles. Polygamy is the specters and demons whose existence and evil powers are
apparently. still rife in Utah, but the church may perhaps vouched for by· their religion. The supreme heaven sometimes
be sincere in its renewed diEapproval of the practice. If so, permits or even a.uthorizes the attacks of the 'kwei ' and worwe may be near the end of a national disgrace.-Boston Ehip is a means of obtaining the aid of the gods ~gainst the
Herald.
evil spirits."-Selected.
ASKS . JUSTICE FOR JEWS.
CINCINNATI, October 10.-"Do not try to convert them at
all, but be just to them," was the comment of the Rev. William
Grosvenor of New York on a committee report on "How to
convert Jews to the Episcopal faith," in the Episcopal convention to-day. The committee recommended "not to teach the
Jews morals, but to teach them that Jesus is the true Messiah,"
should l::e the object of the church. Mr. Grosvenor opposed
the repQrt, Eaying in part:
"The Jew knows what the Christian has been to him through
the centuries. He has been herded into pales and ghettos and
suffered inquisition and persecution. In America he is doing
his l::est to fit into American institutions. After the ·Jews have
enjoyed a long period of Christian mercy, justice and brotherly
love, then the Christian church may well look to them for
converts."
Action on the report was deferred.
No longer will Episcopalians in their prayers on Good Friday refer to "Jews, Tui'lrn, infidels, and heretics."
A resolution to alter the phrase to read: "Those who are
without the true faith," was introduced a few da~•s ago in the
Episcopal convention and received a favorable vote to-day.
There will have to be further technical legis!ation before the
change becomes effective, but final passage is assured.-Sel.

RELlGIONS OF THE CHINESE.
The demono!ogical aspects of Chinese religion were impressively brought out in Huntington Hall, last night, by Dr. J. J.
M. Groot, professor of archooo'ogy at the University of Ley_.
\}en, in his first Lowell Institute lecture, on the "Development
of religion in China." The speaker began his address by
explaining how· it happens that three religions exist in China
side by side-Taoism, BuddhiEm and Confucianism.
"As a matter of fact," he said, "the only state religion, th!"
only true and orthodox religion, is Confucianism, and it is
bound to persecute the two others. In consequence of its intolerance, Taoism and.Buddhism have nearly dis11ppeared as
churches; they rnrvive only in the form of countless sects.
"There are three religions in China," continued Doctor
Groot, "but they are Jike three branches growing from a common stein which has existed as such from prehistoric times,
and that.is why every Chinese fee!s himself at home in all
three. This ancient stem was the religion of the universe,

LIQUOR DEALER SCORES SALOON.
George B. Hugo, whose family has been in the liquor trade
for three generations, and who himself is one of the largest
bottlers in this State, declared as a speaker in the pulpit of
the Maverick Congregational Church in East Boston that the
drink evil must te exterminated and that it is due to the existence of the criminal saloon. H~ said the retail and who!esale liquor trades should be separated, and that the sale of
liquor in places where no food was served with it ought not to
be permitted under the law.
Intemperanc.\? was not to be prevented by prohibition, he
thought, and the saloon, which was the product of centuries,
could not be wip~d out, as zealous sentimentalists imagined,
with one blow. He derided the saying that the saloon is
"the poor man's club" and said it was a poor club for any
poor man to belong to. He said saloon keepers should not be
taken seriously in the argument that shutting up saloons is
interference with personal liberty.
"Putting down the gates at a railroad crossing interferes
with personal liberty," he said. "So does compulsory vaccination, but both are necessary to protect the individual. Society
has the same right to prevent contagion and the evil results
of drunkenness.
"The saloon as a proposition is undoubtedly the most dangerous part of the liquor traffic. Seventy-five per cent of the
evils connected with the liquor business can be traced directly
to the saloon. The drink evil must be exterminated and it
will be exterminated. Economic necessity now demands it.
No longer is it a moral issue. Moral suasion and restrictive
legislation will rnlve the liquor problem."
He said economic necessity demanded the extermination of
the drink evil for the structure of morality had to rest on
economic foundations to be permanent.

"Not until religion is manifi;rnted as the power that is able
to sul:-due the kingdom of the world, will· it command the
respectful attention of men. And when you have made it
mean all this -nay, when you have even made it manifest
that this is what you mean by it, and are bound to make it
stand for, the question about reaching the masses will drop
out of your programs; the masses will come as clouds and
doves to your windows.-Washington Gladden.
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avenue, Independence, Missouri:

the needle. Many times when baby was cros$ he could deftly_
mend a rent in his own clothing.
·
In this day man tailored garments for ladi~s command high
prices, too. Everyone kllows these tal'!ks are lmirned easier in
childhood, and stay with us longer. The Sallie ·of evil things.
They are harder to overcomethe longer they: st[iy with· us.
Now, mothers, encourage the boys, and get them interested
in making things for their own Toom. Beaut_ify .their homes,
and thereby lessen the desfre to 1•un doWp. · t9Wh where too
many evils await them, and whei·e they go just _fol' the sake
of doing something to pass away time on a rainy day. By all
means, I say, teach the boys tO sew.
Notice.

Should Boys be Taught to Sew?
BY

KINOKA.

"Why, of course they shou~d,'' we hear some mothers say.
"Oh, pshaw! What do you want to make mollycoddles of
the boys for?" we hear some of the fathers say:
Well, now, let us just talk it over and see. When there
comes a rainy day and the little boys and girls are obliged to
stay in the house, the mother can say to the little girls, "Now,
it is a good time to make dolly a new dress, and that will
teach )OU a good lesrnn. Later on you can make yourself a
dress."
Now the little girls get busy, and soon are enjoying the
pleasure of seeing the garments grow under·their busy fingers.
Time passes swiftly and the rainy day is forgotten.
But what about the boys? Maybe they will read awhile,
whittle awhile, and yet they feel like they haven't accomplished
much and as they want to be with mother and sisters, for
they 'do ~ot like to be alone, there commences a sort of
teasing, till mother and sisters hope rainy days won't be very
many. While, on the other hand, if mother gives Johnny a
piece of linen with a pattern to outline with ,bright colored
thread, or even checked gingham to cross-stitch a pattern, and
teaches him, he or m·ost any boy will soon husy himself trying
to see how well he can fo!low the pattern.
Or if the mothers would say, "Johnny, I am going to make
you rnme new waists; yoi;; come and fill me some bobbins and
thread my needles, for your eyes are so strong and bright,
then you can try sewing some of the straight seams," he may
be a little awkward at first, but have a little patience; you
have your boy with you, and in a little while-he will take an
interest in his work and be a great help to you. No time is
wasted, and he learns the use of need!e and thread, and all of
this is done before he is old enough to take his place among
the wage-earne1·s in the drama of life. Nor does it make him
less manly to learn these little things, and many times when
he is away from the home he can mend his own clothing,· and
when he enters college he can be envied, even by the young
ladies, because he can neatly darn his own socks if his washerwoman forgets it.
_
Now I know one boy that learned to ·sew. when he w~s a
little fe!low with his mother and sister, and it p1:oved ·qm~e a
pastime for him in later years. One time after his. marriage
he contracted a contagious disease. and was quara11t111ed a;-'ay
from his family. Not sick enough to stay in bed all.the time,
he read for several days, did wood carving, and time grew
ve1'Y monotonous. Then he said,--"Oh, if I had some fancy
work!" So some embroidery !}oops were found, some. Harsoon. deep m the
danger cloth procure d ,,iO<'- h'im, a nd ho. was
.
· of a. b eau t'f
mys t er1es
i u 1 pattern
. ' countmg
. threads and weaving a beautiful de$ign.
·
?
A
·
Now was he less manly for dping such work.
s he s.aid,
f
· t' g ·_and help_ ed to pass the long, tedious
·
iht was vedry ascm~ m of_ work prized by wife ·and daughters.
ours, an was a piece .- ..
·
·
h
He often remai;ked he w~s. glad he had been taug t to use
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The Daughters of Zion have on hand leaflets_ on the following suc:"cts, which. the_y will send to anyone who will pay
the postage on them: ·
_
Founding a Home and .the Rights of Each Other in the
Home· The Fire Builders; the Care of the Cripple; .Inherited Tendencies and Their Relation to Character Building;
Bennie's First and Last Whipping; The Woes and Joys of
the Backward Child; Workers Together with· God; One
Mother's Way; Reverence; Courtesy in --the Home; Family
Courtesy· Individual Responsibility; A Protest against Corporal P~nishment; The Autobiography of a Dull. Child,
Parts 1, 2; The Age of Confli.ct; Two Pictures, by Mary Wood
Allen on Respect for Rightful Authority; The last.four numbers of the five series article, To Whom Does the Child Belong.
Send to Mrs. B. C. Smith, 214 South Spring Street, Independence, Missouri, for them, and state how many you ~an
use.
MRS. B. C. SMITH, President Advisory . Board.
42-4.
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· Letter Denartment
RUSHVILLE, ILLINOIS, October 5, 1910.
I humbly ask a little space in your dear
pages to write a few lines to ask each and everyone of the
Saints to pray for me. I have been sick four weeks and have
asked God to help me and give me strength that I might have
a chance to obey God.
I was baptized about thirteen years ago, but my husband
was against the work, and there is no Latter Day Saint
church here, and I am sorry to say that I have drifted far
from God. But I have six children, and have promised God
if he would spare my life to raise my children, that they may
not drift apart· in this sinful world, that I would obey him,
and do as he wished me to do, and teach my children the
right way, that we may be ready when called to go.
Pray for my husband that he may do better and be shown
the right \~ay, and pray for my sisters.
I will close by wishing to be remembered in the prayers of
God's people.
MRS. STELLA ARGANS.

Dear Herald:

CLANDELL, NEW MEXICO, October.,12, 1910.
Starting from my home, Tucumcari, on
the 4th, traveling across country by team, I find myself today one hundred miles south, in Roosevelt County, sixty
miles north 0£ Roswell, New Mexico. I preached at· Jordan,
Tolar, and this place; at all of these piaces I have had the
pleasure of telling the angel's message to good crowds, ·which
have given the very best of attention, but _i want to _speak a
word especially of the people at Jordan which is the home
of our youfig brother, Charles Stringer, who was absent when
I visited that place, yet his quiet, exemplary life has made
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lasting friends for any. of our brethren who may pass that
way.
I was cared for at the pleasant home of Father Jordan
and his noble companion, in whose home abides the Son of
peace. To-day I had the pleasure of leading one noble woman
into the waters of baptism, Mrs. Namius~Myers, who is
daughter of old Uncle Dickie Boren, of Montague County,
Texas, who has now gone to his. reward.
Some of these elders will remember the kindness of Uncle
Dick 'in opening hi_s home for the preaching of the gospel and
making welcome the elder in his home. Sister Myers has the
confidence and respect of all her neighbors, and we bespeak
for her a bright and useful future, if she remains faithful.
May ·God's divine /Spirit attend the lonely ones who are
scattered in these lonely p·arts till others are raised up to
stand with them in defense of the truth.
·
Yours for gospel truth,
T. J. SHEPPARD.

a

Dow CITY, IowA.
Editors Herald: Would you be kind enough to say through
the HERALD that if Sr. Phoebe Jane Baker will be kind enough
to send me her address, I will send her blessing? Her blessing
was given by the undersigned at the Moline, Illinois, reuniqn
last August. It was completed soon after the reunion and
sent to Clinton, Missouri, which was the address she gave at
the time, but her paper has been returned. She gave me
neither street nor number of house, and there was no rural
free delivery number- given.
I have tried to find this sister without troubling you, but
thus far I have failed.
'
Yours in gospel bonds,
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
BERRYDALE, FLORIDA, October 17, 1910.
Editors Herald: The First Quorum of Seventy appointed
a committee; during the last General Conference, to examine
the Book of Commandments and report as to the difference
between some of its revelations and those in the Doctrine and
Covenants;
This committee was composed of W. E. Peak, George Jenkins, and J. E. Vanderwood:
Before the committee met W. E. Peak was called· home by
the sickness of his child. The remaining two of the committee
did the work and made the report, and sent it to me for my
signature.
I signed it through courtesy, as requested, but failed to
state that I had nothing to do with its preparation. So I here
disclaim any c1'edit for the report that bears my name.
Yours truly,
W. E. PEAK.
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CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA, October 11, 1910.
Editors Saints' Herald: The district conference held -at
Clarksburg passed off pleasantly. The preaching was counted
good and of a spiritual character; three were baptized, ahd a
good feeling pnwailed. On Sunday a basket dinner a·nd supper were served by the sisters, and all enjoyed it. The writer.
had .the honor of being chairman, having as his a·ssociates
D. L. Shinn and J. M. Stubba:l·t, it being the first conference
held in that place by the Reorganized Church. It adjourned
to meet a year hence at Indian Creek, in Ritchie County, at
a place where the Saints are building a church.
On the 8th I left for Cabin Run, to attend to the dedication
on Sunday of a church in that place. Bro. Charles Williams
having given a clear deed for it, on Sunday we dedicated it
to the Lord. Bro. D. L. Shinn preached the sermon, as per
request of rnme years ago. Bro. Charles Williams presented
the deeu and key to Bro. B. Beall, who represented the
~iEhopric. He gave a very fitting address with reference to
the church and its object, after wnich the writer offered the
dedicatory prayer, presenting it to the Lord and his work.
Bro. L. R. Devore is credited with doing the first mi~sionary
work in that place, in the year 1880, as per request of Sr.
Eliza Jane Leeton, now a resident of Shinnston. The day's
work was one to be held sacred in the memory of the Saints,
and friends to the cause.
The church at Clarksburg is moving on nicely towards
comp 1etion, under the management of Brn. Frank L. and
Charles Shinn, who are builders and contractors of a hustling kind; the brick work, as don·e by Bro. Charles and his.
force of bricklayers, is like a mushroom, of a night's growth. '
The size is 28 by 40 feet, about fourteen foot walls, with
three windows on each side, two in the front, a double door,
the 1:oof shingles dipped in red paint before being laid, and
a rake cornice of about eighteen to twenty inches projection.
with a square belfry of about si~ or seven feet square, inclosed with 1hi11gles; the brick, as well as the mortar, is red,
the cornice and window frames to bE\ painted white, so when
done it will be of a neat appearance and its builders will feel
that they have clone their duty. A baptismal font will be installed within its walls. They are gre,atly in need of means at .
the present, and I might add that anyone having a desire to
assist can do so by sending same to Bro. Frank L. Shinn, 404
Staley avenue, Cla1·ksburg, West Virginia, as some have
expressed their willingness to me to do so. I leave this
afternoon for Waynesboro, Virginia.
In gospel bonds,
SAMUEL BROWN.

THAYER, MISSOURI, October 19, 1910.
Dear Herald: I desire to acquaint your many readers with
some of the advantages and opportunities that are offered
to the people. in this ~outhern Missouri country, where land
NEW DECATUR, ALABAMA, October 16, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: We are among the isolated, and are the only is comparatively cheap, although the land values are rapidly
Saints here, My brother a.nd I attend the Baptist Sunday increasing. Of course this is a broken country, with plenty
school and church. I was baptized in 1904. A short time of rock, hills, and timber, and we would always advise people
after we moved here and stayed 'four years. Papa's work clos- to come and look for themselves before purchasing, and reing down; we moved. to Louisville, Kentucky, and stayed seven- member that we have no ax of our own to grind. I have
months, and last November moved back here again. I feel received letters of inquiry from different ones concerning this
lonesome at: times, but when I read the HERALD or Aiitwnn country, and I take this means of informin,g all that are in··
LP.<1.ves, I feel encouraged to go ahead. If there are any terested.
I have lived in this country all my life, and I ought to have
Saints living near New Decatur I would like them to write ine
or give me their addresses through the HERALD. Should any a better understanding of what the country can produce than
elders pass through here, I would be glad to have them stop some who have passed through the country on an "excursion.".
To my mind. 'we could get an Order of Enoch established in
here several days.
Dear Saints,. pray for me that I may be faithful to the end. this southern clime, where land values are not so high and
such a large capital would not be required. However, there
RUTH RIGGLE.
is splendid opportunity here for individual investments, where
704 SIXTH• AVENl!E. WEST.
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every man may own his home. I know of one tract of land,
one thousand acres in the body, twelve miles from the railroad, and about eight miles from the county seat, which can
be purchased for ten dollars per acre. I own a three hundred
acre farm adjoining this land, and the land is just about like
mine. It is what we call table land. Any ,kind of farm
machinery can be run over this land after it is cleared, and
put into cultivation. Com, wheat, and oats; in fact alf the
cereals can be raised here; and fruit is raised in abundance,
such as apples, peaches, cherries, pears, grapes, and all kinds
of berries and small fruit. Hay is one of the stapfe crops
also.
There is another five hundred acre tract lying south of this
that can be bought for five dollars per acre. It is not quite
as good land as is this. Then there are small farms, improved and unimproved, which can be purchased. There is
no organized branch in this locality, but there are a few
scattered members. I would be glad for Saints who have
money to consider this proposition and see if we can not
get an Order of Enoch under headway, and build up a society
of thf', Saints in this country which will be of spiritual benefit
to all who would desire to come. To my mind we can start
an enterprise here that will not only benefit the members in a
spiritual way, but temporally alrn, and by observing God's
law the church would have its share of benefit.
I know of many Saints in this district that are isolated,
without church privileges, who are not able to go into better deve 1oped countries, but here they could come and partake of the good that the •society would offer. Is not this
worthy of our thought? I would be pleased to correspond
with any that are interested. Just inclose stamp for reply.
Yours truly,
J. F. CUNNINGHAM.

LENORA, KANSAS, October 17, 1910.
Editors Herald: We. are out here in western Kansas, where
there is no one to defend the cause. We are but lay members,
but we are embracing every opportunity we get to say a word
in defense of the cause, which I deem is the duty of every
Latter Day Saint. About all that the people out here seem
to care for is worldly amusement. They turn a deaf ear to
ever~ thing that is calculated to make better men and women
of them and prepare themselves for the life to come.
Last spring there was a reverend divine from Denver
Colorado, out here, and he dedicated a Methodist church. H~
announced that on Sunday night he. would lecture on Mormonism. For some reason he postponed the lecture at that
time, but said he would come back some time in October.
October came, and he notified the pastor of the Methodist
church that he would be on hand October 14, on Friday, so
we went out to hear him. He had a big audience-something
like two hundred and fifty. All through his speech, the
audience would app 1aud him by clapping bands arid stamping their feet. I thought the house of God was· a house of
order, not of confusion.
He commenced his lecture with Joseph Smith, giving dates
which were correct. He went on to tell about the angel
appearing to Joseph and giving him the plates from which
the Book of Mormon was written, then went on and told the
same old story about the Spaldi_ng romance and Joseph Smith,
that Sidney Rigdon got the. document and wrote the Book of
Mormon, and then trfod to p-alm it off on the people, claiming
the plates the book was written from ·were gold plates that
the angel gave him. He said _it was a fraud, a d_elusion, and
a lie. I thought the way the divine acted, with the assistance
of the audience, _the floor might need the attention of the
carpenter;- but no damage .was d_one.
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'-':he spea~er followed the g~urch from th~ death of Joseph
Smith, tellmg about the Samts being driven from Illinois
and Missouri; then after J o8eph and Hyrum were killed
Brigham.Young became his legal successor. He took the lead
of the church and led it. into the Salt Lake Valley. Then
h·e went on to tel_l of the different crimes they committed
giving a histoi;y of polygamy, not telling any difference be~
twe,en the Brighamites and the Josephites.
I attended the-lecture· with the intention of -defending our
side, if the speaker would allow me the privilege. While the
lecture was coming tq a close, I felt that I could not arise
to my feet, if I was granted the privilege to talk. But I sat
in silent prayer, and ·asked God, if it was· his will for me to
defend his cause at this time, to give me strength to. arise.
As soon as the speaker closed, I arose and asked the privilege
to say a few words, which was granted by their pastor, and
can say c.iat the Lord was with me, and I felt as though I
could have given them a long talk if I had been allowed th"

time. I gave a little. history of the church in Utah, which
pleased them. I think if I had stayed with the subject I
could have held the a1.1giencE1, for I hear the divine -ivas
pleased with what I said. He said that was true.
I then started to take up the subject of Joseph and follow
the speaker. I did not get to hold the floor very long. As
sobn as he saw where I stood, the divine jumped to his feet
and sa.id I did not have any right to hold his audience, for
he had held them for one and three fourths hours,-"We will
close." I still was on my feet, and I asked privilege to say
a few more words, which was granted. I asked if he was
acquainted with the Reorganized Church?
He said he was; h-e had nothing against us, except that we
believed Joseph Smith to be a prophet.
·
I said, "Yes, sir; we believe that."
He said he had met the head men of the church, and had
talked with Joseph Smith and Joseph Luff, and we were good,
law-abiding citizens; and he told his audience to treat us as
such. I thanked him for this, then the benediction was
offered, and we made our way to' the front and had a chat
with him in regard to the differences between the two
churches. He said he did not have the Josephite church
under consideration; it was the Brighamites he was dealing
with.
My nephew, Arthur Boyd: and I, challenged him to meet one
of our elders and prove whether the Book of Mormon was a
fraud or not: He said we would not believe it if he did
prove it. We told him we would leave it to the audience, but
he refused. So we asked the use of their church to preach in,
but he rnid, "No, sir; build your own church."
The Reverend divine claims he has been in Salt Lake City
thirty years.
If any of our elders come out this way, we would be glad
to e~tertain them. Notify me at Lenora, Kansas, Route 2.
I will me.et them. While in town call on W. A. Steunkel;
he will tell them where to find me.
Your brother in the faith,
J. N. BOYD.

!

Burr-Etter Debate.

have just closed a debate with one Reverend Etter, of
this place, .'~ho represented the Missionary Baptist Church.
The !lropos1t1ons called for each disputant to affirm his respective church four sessions, each speaker to occupy alternate half hours.
After urging every available excuse for a back down, he
consented to discuss for three two-hour sessions, but
after he had occupied three sessions without putting up his
church, only with an attempt to trace Jts succession back
to New Testament times, he was then very aniious that I
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should affirm for the church which I represented the full and not able to indulge in the exercises as· we wished, yet
four two hour Eessions, which I did.
we were strengthened spiritually during our pleasant and
He and His moderator would not consent that a third man
quiet visits with the Saints there and at Port Huron. ·
should be chosen as moderator and to act as chairman, as
. During the following week we were benefited both physiper signed articles o.f agreement, unless said moderator was
cally and spiritually, so that on our return home we felt
either a minister, other than oile representing our faith, or
cheered and renewed in gospel courage, able to take up
else a lawyer. Of course they knew that no such man was duties with a greater pleasure and with a stronger determinaavailable at that time and place.
tion to do our very best. Hoping that when the Allenton
Blackguard arguments, slander and vituperation were the Saints have another two-day meeting it- will be our pleasure
stock in trade used by my opponent, and the Braden ;_,it- to be there.
nesses as found in the Braden and Kelley debate were put
EMMA VOLZ.
to the forefront for all they were worth.
MINDEN CITY, MICHIGAN, October 11, 1910.
We heard the first day of the debate that we were to be
treated to "canned 'goods" and were also told the nature· of
said goods; and sure enough, in his last session the Reverend
( ?) Gentleman produced his strong argument. As he brought
BELLAIR, ILLINOIS.
it forward he said: "I have here a hissing, writhing arguI left home, the land of the big red appl~s, (Springfield,
ment, and I want to see the gentleman meet it." So he unwrapped a two quart glass fruit can containing a live ser- -Missouri,) the queen city of the Ozarks and metropolis of the
pent, a spreading adder, also produced a vial containing what southwest, which also contains an attraction for one Eng·lishhe said was poison.· He said, "It will kill you if you drink man if no other. But I see by the government census report
it; but if you are what you claim to be, drink it, and handle we have 35,201, a gain .of 51.3 per cent in the laEt ten
this snake, and I will present myself up -to your church in years. We have a nice, healthy city; a nice church house,
Pana next Sunday and you can baptize me into your church." a few good Saints, and would like to see many more. If
This was
course a clincher with him and the class he any are looking for a southern home, none better can be
represented. Latter Day Saints, draw your conclusions. found, and I will gladly answer any questions if you address
The Pana Daily Palladium of Saturday has a column me R. F. D. 10, Springfield, Missouri.
On my w~y here I called and preached at the progressive
article from the pen of one Reverend Fuson, p3.stor of the
Missionary Baptist Church at Pana, and his moderator, and Lansdowne Branch.· Though few in numbers it does an
that article, is as void of truth and as abundant in falsehood elder good to see such a spirit of hospitality and earnestness
and misrepresentation as the arguments made by his col- on the part of most of the Saints. It makes an elder feel
good, and we were more than glad to also hear of the imleague.
proved conditions of things in Saint Louis, and to learn that
CHARLES H. BURR.
the last district conference was one of the very best ever
PANA, ILLINOIS, October 17.
held in the district, both in attendance from other branches
and in the good spiritual time which was had.
The Bishop's agent reports Saints paying their. tithing
Two-Day Meeting at Allenton, Michigan.
The Allenton two-days' meeting convened October 1, 2. much better, and the further prosperity of both branch and
The attendance was not as large as hoped for, but all present district looks much brighter. The organization of a new
app3.rently enjoyed themselves. The peaceful influence of branch at Bourbon, Missouri, is provided for, which will
God's Spirit was present at all services to enlighten, cheer start out with a membership of thirty-five. Prospects for
and strengthen, and· during intermission the pleasant spirit other new organizations seem good. The prospects are .i:tood
for the reviving of the old Kibbie Branch. The brethren
of sociability.
All were well cared for as to lodging and food, and that Shannon Harris and Martin Edmunds, who were ordained
gratuitously. There was plenty to spare. We were sorry here to help the work along, keep the camp fire blazing by
that more of the Saints did not avail themselves of the last doing all they can preaching, keeping several places supplied
opportunity for this year of attending a district gathering monthly.
There seems to be a greater desire on the part of most all
at which we can all give and receive benefits that help us
onward and upward in the divine life, for we need all the our local force in both districts to keep busy; glad to see ·
help we can thus obtain in order to keep growing spiritually. it, and everything seems good for a banner year.
Yours for the good of Z!on,
The meetings were held in Bro. R. H. Huston's hall, on the
HENRY SPARLING.
second floor of his large store building, dining hall on same

News From Missions

of

floor. They were quite well attended from the outside, especially on Sunday. Some very ·good sermons were delivered.
The speakers were: Brn. J. J. Bailey, William Dowker.,
J. A. Grant, William Grice, and R. H. Huston.
Brother Grant remained at Allenton after the close of the
two-day meeting and conducted a series of meetings there.
The two social services were good. On Sunday morning it
was above the a'17erage. The song service rendered during
the meetings is worthy of comment, for it was above that
which we usually hear at .our district gatherings. The
Allenton Branch, prospective, cah well be congratulated on
their development in musical talents. We wish that more
might thus be heeding t}\e oft repeated admonition, "to cultivate the gift 0£ music and of song," but not forgetting to
sing with the Spirit and with the understanding.
We feel grateful for the privilege of attending the above
meetings; though we felt physically weak some of the time

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH.
'It may be time for me to let your readers know a littll!
about conditions here "in the top of the mounhins," or,
speaking more correctly, in the "Salt Lake Basin." Together with Brethren Stead, Davis, and Chase I have attewled
the semiannual conference of the dominant church which
closed day before yesterday, after having been in sess;on
thTee days.
There was nothing new or unusual, ?mt it was much like
other sessions of the past that I have attended. The bueiness was all disposed of in less than ten minutes, and consisted only in granting the congreg3.tion the privilege of
"sustaining" what was "proposed," and which had beforehand been cut and dried. Not a sing!~ vote in the negative
on any proposition; and this was afte1•ward .referred to by
some of the speakers as a wonderful manifestation of the
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spirit of unity that had characterized their gathering, when
in fact the good members understood that to vote in opposition would be considered as an act of rebellion against "the
Lord's anointed," and the whole thing can only be regarded
as a farce and a useless form.
Sixteen men, that is: The Presidency, the Quorum of
Twelve, and the Presiding Patriarch, were sustained as
prophets, seers, and revelators; but, judging from the
speeches made, the only revelations looked for were the
high sounding and boastful assertions, that fall so copiously
from these so-called "living oracles."
Pres. Joseph F. Smith had, since his return from Europe,
been confined at home on account of bodily ailments, but had
so far recovered as to be able to attend the conference. He
made the opening address, in which he informed us that early
in life he had made the pledge to be true to God and the
Latter Day Saints; and he felt sure that no man or woman
could point to an instance where he had violated that pledge.
He repeated: "I have been true to my God, to his· people,
and the world." He claimed to have been wrongfully accused of being a hypocrite, but said such unwarranted accusation must cease, at least as far as the Latter Day Saints
are concerned. He concluded by bearing testimony that
Joseph Smith was a true prophet of God, and that Brigham
Young, John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff, and Lorenzo Snow
had been pure, upright, and worthy men.
·
Nearly all the succeeding speakers testified to the truthfulness of the testimony of President Smith, but none of them
could outdo the young apostle, Joseph F. Smith, jr., in this
line. He pronounced a curse upon all who would dare lift
up their voices against the. Lord's anointed, saying that the
judgments of God would overtake all such. He was convinced that there was not a person in the house but felt.that
the brethren of the presidency had spoken by inspiration and
had told the truth. He and other speakers referred to
meetings that had been held on the street,-evidently alluding
to our efforts, as we held two meetingR ilaily during conference,-at which meetings it had been declared that they had
received no revelations; but said he, "We have received
revelations; some have been published, while others have
not." He thought that those street preachers ought to preach
their own doctrine, and let them alone.
Apostle Whitney gave us a spicy and old fashioned discourse that was a reminder of the old times when Brigham
Yo''"~ · .. ared that the church books were not worth the
'"'"''es of a rye straw. His text was: "Obedience is better
than sacrifice." He claimed the Lord may command one
thing to-day and another thing to-morrow, and the latest
received is the law under which we live. He came out and.
stated plainly: "We are not governed by the commandments
from the Bible, nor by the gospel to the Nephites. ·No man
in our day can stand up and claim justification because he is
doing what the Nephites were commanded to do, and because
he condemns what the word of the Lord to them condemned;
but present day revelation is our law."
Pres. Joseph F. Smith evidently believed" in the doctrine, "the first shall be last," for as he had madi;i th.e opening address, so he also made the closing speech. He bore
testimony to the truthfulness of the · testimony of the
brethren, saying he could indorse every word; so it was
indeed testimony upon testimony, made· doubly sure.
The Senator Apostle Smoot did not miss it far when he
said, "The distinctive feature of this conference has been
the many testimonies that have lleen borne concerning the
· authority of the leaders of ·the church." A_ stranger could
not help but wonder· why all tl;tis was necessary at a conference of believers -in .God's work. Must vie take it to mean
that they recognize .their· spiritual structure is so insecure
against the storms of "life tha.t: it must constantly be propped
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up by a repetition of testimony; and that thes!'l. leading officials feel the weakness of their claims?
Pres. Joseph F. Smith soniewhat surprised us ·.Jhen in his
closing remarks he made the assertion: "Oui· enemies have
abandoned the thought that. they Call meet. us on scriptural
grounds." ;He said their only stock is ridicule, misrepresentation, anfl. slander, for uppn scriptural· grounds they will
not now try to meet us. If Mr. l:lmith means to apply this
to the elders of the Reorganization he is apt to find that he
is laboring under a delusion ..
It is onfy two weeks since the writer met Elder J. E.
Hickman in a four nights' discussion, at Greenville, Utah,
ancJ he is not yet so· discouraged but what he is willing to
meet him again. I am, however, .informed that the Deseret
News has published that it resulted. in a great victory for
their side;·but I ve1'y much doubt that they care for another
such v.~~ory. The discussiQn was ·on th_e, question of successorship in the presidency of the church. By succeetljng
in -getting a Mormon· for chairman, I was prevented from
bringing in the doctrines taught by Brigham Young, but it
was publicly agreed by Elder J. T. Tanner, who acted as
moderator for Elder Hickman, that we should afterward discuss the docfrinal points upon which we differed, yet in
this he· finally failed and publicly refused to carry out his
own offer. It is strange that while they claim such a grand
victory, and while their chieftain toasts of their willingness
to meet their "enemies" on scriptural grounds, that they fail
to carry out agreements along that line, already made. Must
I think it is out of pity for me; or have they had all the
discussion they want for the . present?
It is true the Mormon people are not easily reached with
either evidence or argument. It is as was stated by a Mr.
Connell, a teacher in the public school at Greenville and
himself a Mormon: Elder Hansen may talk about the revelations, the law and the Scriptures all he will, yet Hickman
need only to arise and deny the same and to bear his testimony, ·and the people will withoµt question believe Hickman
and take his word." This is1true ·as regards the masses of
the go!ld Mormons; but I am glad that there are a few
among them who ca·n not be fooled that way, but who will
think and consider for themselves, and not be led as dupes.
Of course it is only that class that will ever be benefited by
the preaching of the truth.
Your columns have already contained an account of my
eviction from the tabernacle grounds simply because I ventured to ask questions which the speaker himself had invited. I was informed that it was not the right kind of
questions, hence was ordered to leave, which I did. I had
asked if the Book of Mormon taught polygamy, which was
answered rather reluctantly, but we were finally informed
that it rather condemned that practice. When I asked from
whence came the doctrine of polygamy- and celestial marriage,
I was informed, from modern revelations. But when I asked
if we were to undenfand that there was a conflict between
the teachings of the Book of Mormon and modern revelations, the climax was reached, my question declared out of
order, and I was condemned as only seeking for contentipn.
A special police was on hand and displayed a badge showing
his authority, and I was ordered to leave the grounds forthwith.
.
. I~ is not a little amusing to see with what cai·e j;h~ "Joseph1tes' arc watched. They are evidently afrafd that some
word may be dropped which will lead their people to think.
When during conference Elders Stead, Chase, Davi"s, and myself were on the tabernacle grounds, .they had their eyes
upon us, as if we we:i·e wolves .among the sheep. When we
were standing convening among ourselves, "we were informed that such must stop, as they had already had trouble
enough and wanted no more. Evidently, if they had the
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power, ~~Jos~pliites" would not be permitted to preach in
conditions, have been att<icked with the same diseases as
Utah.
-those around them. But we are thankful to r'eport that
While I have no great progTess to report, I am glad to say through the gospel ordinances some have been wonderfully
that the outlook seE)mS 6righter, and we feel hopeful. Our blessed and restored. At our district reunion the . Lord
street meetings during the conference week were largely promised his S~ints relief from the trying conditions that
attended, and. many tracts were distributed that will reach are and would come upon the world as the restilt of the
distant parts of the State, as well as other States; as_people wickedness of the world, if they would remember to call
·upon him and try to be worthy of hi; promised blessings.
were here from many parts of the country;
Brother Chase is active in the work in this city, and his And many can testify that he has verified his wonderful
family is rendering valuable help, both in the Religio and promise.
Sunday school, and ·especially in the song servi!!e, which
During the latter part of the summer a finely dressed, dislends quite an.inspiration to2;he street services, as well as to tinguished looking man began preaching on the .streets of
the meetings in the .hall.
Fargo, the principal city of this State. His wife and daughter
Bro. J. D. Stead is looking after the work at Ogden and were with him, one holding a large United States flag and- the
the northern part of the State~ He reports good inte-rest at
other a gasoline torch attached· to a staff. One peculiar
Brigham, where some may unite with the fold.
thing about him was that eve1·y'night lie brought four books.
Bro. J. Davis is on the warpath at Malad, and southern and spread them out en the pavement, calling them the "Four
Idaho, and there is no danger of him offering any compro- Bibles:· They were the common King James Translation,
mise with the errors 0£ Brighafnism.
the American Revised, the' Douay, or Catholic, Translation
Bro. M. F. Gowell has only been in the field a little over of the Bible, and the Book of Mormon. The latter he somea month, but is getting .acquainted with the situation. He times called the American Bible and sometimes the Mormon
is in charge of the work in Provo and· feels hopeful. He is · Bible. He continually attacked the Christian world and said
nobly and faithfully .assisted by his companion.
it was ruled by priestcraft. Especially did he attack the
Some of the local elders are rendering some- valuable help Catholics, but said all were in the same boat. He claimed
in the work, and among them we will mention Bro. G. J. to believe the books, but said there was no resurrection of
S. Abels, the Bishop's agent. He will endeavor to visit the dead, and that man had no individual ex:stence after
most of the Saints in the district this fall, in the interest of _ this life; he denied the existence of a devil, and the personhis department of the work. But if he should fail to call ality of God; said that we were as much God as anything,
upon some, let them not feel slighted, or for a moment enter- and if we were good we were good parts of God; if bad,
tain the thought that their help is not needed; for it is ·then bad parts. He denied the second coming of, Christ to be
desirable, and in keeping \vith God's plan, that ·we .should all a literal coming, saying that he had already come,-that.
be laborers together in the grand and good work. .Just "quickly" was past. Before he left he proclaimed himself
remember that Brother Abels' address is 420 Twenty-fourth "an Isaiah to the people of this age." He said he was out to
street, Ogden, Utah, and he will be plearnd. to hear from San Francisco shortly before the earthquake and they re-:
you, and to credit you with such as you can contribute for jected his message, and that he .told them that a great
the upbuilding of the kingdom of God.
destruction would come upon them. ,Then he warned the
Though we may meet with .opposition and the scorn of men, people of Fargo that they would be visited with something
we feel hopeful, and certain of ultimate triumph for the terrible if they rejected him. He threw out great challenges
cause of truth, and for those who continue faithful.
that their greatly educated men ·could not meet his proposiln gospel bonds,
tions and that to talk to him a man must be able to use all
H. N. HANSEN;
four Bibles.
When I came home our brethren wanted me to g() and hear
him. I did so, and at the close offered him a copy of proposition to discuss on the streets. You see I was willing to use
NORTH DAKOTA.
This is the land of wheat and small grains; but this year the "Four Bibles," as he called them. He read it over and
the yield was very poor. There are many faithful and sac-· saw Latter Day Saints, and turned and looked at me and
rificing Saints scattered .over these northern prairies. So said, "Let me alone; I have nothing to do with you,'' and
the Lord's work has not suffered financially here, and we turned and walked away. f'io I turned and told the crowd
that I would take the opposite street corner and commence
have faith to believe that it. will not.
The frosty nights and some cold, windy d~ys tell us that a~swering him the next night. He soo.n left town, only comour cold season will soon be here to stay for six or seven ing out about three times after. But we continued our
months. But yet we look for many weeks'of fine, bright days, street meetings for some time.
We are planning a district confei·ence in January sometime.
for this is surnly the land of sunshine.
·
Our "p!oneer missionary," Elder William Sparling, has This will be the first time a ·winter conference has been
of late bought a home in Minot, the Magic City: It will be held in this i:ltate. The exact date has not been set yet, but
convenient to the northwestern part of the State, where he will be anp.ounced later.
JEROME E. WILDERMUTH.
does the greater part of his mission work. But the Fargo
Saints are disappointed that he did not decide to make his
home in the Bigg~st Little City on Earth, as it is called.
lVIEXICO AND TEXAS.
Elder Alonzo Whiting, who for a number of years_ was asJust now boarded the train for Torreon, Mexico, where
sociated with Cutlerites, has spent most of the summer doing
missiona1;y. work ·in the central, western, and the southern we will join Bro·. W. S. Pender and wife in· the first mission
parts of the State. He reports some 'pleasant and profitable -- work of that republic. Our party indudes Bro. Pender ahd
wife, and myself and wife,
work,
I hope foi· a reasonable opening, although our southern
Some baptisms and good interest at Anamoose, . as also
other places. 'The long continued dry weather seems -to Saints seem to shudder at the thought of our preaching across
have caused considerable sickness in this usually healthful the border; however, I find that our ·own United States is
country. Fevers and pneumonia have been most common. not yet free from religious into!erance. Three weeks ago; on
And in many -cases, the Saints being subject to the same returning from our night· service in Saspamco, Texas, Bro.
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A. R. Wheeler and myself were. visited with a shower of
stones. No bodily injuries were sustained, but if the rocks
that hit his sleeve and marred my hat had struck us squarely
we would have been badly hurt.
·
Following this we made a new opening of nineteen days'
duration, in San Antonio, where we established. a mission for
the local bre.thren to preach every Sunday ·night.
Your brother,

W. H.

MANNERING.

OKLAHOMA.
That the Saints who are interested in this Oklahoma field
may know how the cause is flourishing here, and for the
encouragement of all who love to learn of many true hearts
responding to the Lord's latter day call, this brief letter is
written.
Covering my own very busy campaign of the last ten weeks,
and a portion of the labors of the-,brethren with whom I have
been permitted to labor with a part of that time, we have
the pleasure to report such a continual stream of oaptisms
and beautiful spiritual confirmations as is seldom experienced
in just such a volume.
Beginning at Holdenvi!le, in the eastern part of the central district, in August, and covering various points from
there to Seiling, in the western part of the State, during the
ten weeks following, and including a baptismal service at the
river here at Ripley yesterday, I have officiated or assisted at
the brink of some Oklahoma stream in the sacred ordinance
of baptism ,each consecutive week, excepting two. These
baptisms, thirty-four in number, besides the many others
brought in at different points in the State, are not usually
the result of the labors of any one man, but in many instances
are the harvest of former gospel sowing, which has been done
by faithful and sometimes weary hands. Neither is it alto.
gether due to the ministry, but to each faithful Saint be the
credit, and God giveth the increase.
Let me counsel the Saints everywhere that if you would
see the work move on in increased numbers and renewed
spiritual power, cease to be overly anxious concerning the
conversion to our faith of those who, because of their social
standing, would seem to add prestige to our cause if converted. Their self-sufficiency is too often against them. The
power of this gospel can not work effectually upon a proud or·
a haughty spirit. Seek out the poor and the oppressed, and we
may do the most wretched sinner more good with the gospel
than these self-sufficient ones, whose polished exterior, or
real morals, supported by a good bank account, c;ommand
general respect and make them desirable marks. It was tl:).e
common people who heard Christ gladly. He came not to call
the righteous, .but sinners to repentance. Are you, dear
reader, seeking the welfare of that one whose life is being
blighted !jnd seared by sin; that one whom you may have
access to? Have you been guilty of thinking ''Well, what
good could such a one be to the church?" If so, you should
banish that thought immediately, or trade .it for, one :which
puts the other end to, and asks, "What good can the church
do for this sinner~" And if it is not the duty of the church
and i.ts members to try to get this sinne.r out· ot'.darkness and
into light, whose duty is it? Get inter.ested in the downtrodden and those who are under the blight. of sin and its
curses. And remember when dciirig personai'labor with such,
that our interest in· hi~. welfare m\i.st be real, and that none
will detect a sham or mer·e pretense' quicker than he; and
as for the hqnest-hearted amoti.g those of better advantages
and higher standing in. generi!-1,- they ·are finding us out and
knocking for admittance fl\ster than we. could, by choice and
selection, drag them in.
And as was- augge.sted by a .writer of the work in the
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Stat~ of M_aine, Sometimes t~e gospel n~t dips .c!,eep« We say,
Let it contmue to be so, for if the apphed reg,,lations-of the
great gospel school which God has given us place in as teachers and classmates can not. in the dtie process of time educate
a sinner to separate from his folly, no other school need attempt it.
.,
Let .pot the experienced Saint expect the beginner to measure up to his own standards in every instance at once. It
will take experience and the help of the Saints to. !iring him
there. Herein are we laborers together with God.

JAMES

E.

YATES,

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Northern California is one .of the outskirting American
missions of the church, and being the natural_ inlet door for
the orie.. ~als, we find here a cosmopolitan people. In fact,
on our city streets one hears some foreign language about
. as often as he hears the English. We have Chinese, Japanese,
Portuguese, Italians, Turks, Medes, Persians, Brahmins, and
all kinds of heathens.
·With these we have the descendants !?f the forty-niners to
the fifty-eighters who came as adventurers, drawn hither by
the wea 1th of gold discovered. As time passed new features
peculiar to this coast were noted, such as climatic conditions,
productiveness of the soil, and the wonderful adaptation to
fruit raising, all of which have drawn here the admirers of
these things; so, as we look out upon California to-day, we
see a remarkable field for missionary work. Instead of going
to all nations, all nations come to us.
However pleasing this may look, the fact remains that the
people are s 1ow to accept the truth; but when we consider the
prejudice and superstition of Catholicism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Socialism mingled with the common prejudice, climaxed by the prevailing indefinite, we have the reasons.
Yet this mission is salted with a goodly sprinkle of good
Saints, th.e Etrength of \vhich was shown at our ·]ate Teunion.
We are and have been very· deeply interested in· this mission, and Jove dearly our work and calling, and appreciate
the hand of kindness and welcome that is extended wherever
we go. There are many true, noble-hearted Saints in California: What is gained here is by dint of persistent effort.
There is not so much persecution as indifference, and indifference is felt by all the churches. This is the ninth year
•!m: wife and I in this fie!d, and there seems work enough
ahead for ninety more for some one.
We have rPasons to believe the Father's hand directed in
the appointment, and we are anxious that the same hand
shall guide our future, as it has done the past. The most
trying feature of the work is the dragon of indifference which,
unless watched, insinuates itself into the church. We are at
constant war with it within and without.
Some of the more pleasing features are the annual gatherings in our reunions, which are growing in interest and good
results. The last one was the best. The gather.ing .was larger
and the general spirit of love and patience was greater.
Among the veterans who were present, and gave grace and
strength to the meetings were Elder J. C. Clapp, who for
over forty years has labored up and down the coast in the
direct interest of the work. He related some striking testimonies of the work, and was, as he expresses·,j;tr,wait(ng in
sore affliction "for the curtain to drop and clo.se the drama
of mortal life." Sister Knight waD there in her invalid chair
and rejoiced in all the meetings. · She was baptized in tlle
days of the Martyr.
·
Elder W. 0. Clark, ninety-three years old, was there and
gave us a good temperance lecture. He was an elder in the
, days of the Martyr and was closely associated With him. The
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most of his life has be.en spent in the temperance '*ork. He
has not yet identified himsdf with the Reorganization, but we·
hope he will before passing on. _
Bro. Timothy Cook was there, and though weakly in· body
was strong in the faith of the latter day work. Just nineteen
days after the close of the services he was carried by the
angels to a· better reunion in the paradise of God. We committed his mortal remains. 'io the pleasing embrace of Mother
Earth on last Saturday, at Irvington, where he had lived
for ten years, and leaves behind a good name~
We never before sensed the strength of the work in this
district as we did at one of the prayer meetings, when the
tent was well ·filled with Saints with countenances beaming
the love of God, ·· Oh, what an impressive scene it was to me!
Our worthy and well beloved minister in charge, Bro. F. M.
Sheehy, with Bishop E. L. Kelley, who also he 1d the highest
esteem of the Saints, were in attendance, and we hold them
largely responsible, under the providence of God, for much
of the good resulting from the metings. Aside from these
ministers may be mentioned Brn. F. B. Farr, C. W. Deuel,
C. J. Cady, Bishop Parkin of the missionary force, also Brn.
J. A. Saxe, J. A. Lawn, C. W. Earle, Jacob Smith, J. A.
Anthony, E. Ingham, C. W. Hawkins, and others of the willing local force, each of whom added his quota to the success
of the meetings. We noted the general spirit of unity and
love among the members from the various parts of the district, and the abscence of sectional strife and bitterness. To
God be praise and honor for this~ It is becoming quite
unpopular here to be cranky and faultfinding, and it should
be more and more so, till trouble makers will be chased from
our ranks or reformed.
As a mission, it is difficult to get into new fields to break
up the fallow ground, on account of the expense of halls and
the lack of homes for the missionary. How this is to be overcome is an important question, worthy of consideration. My
own dullness and slowness along this line often causes me
regret, but I am- ahvayS i·eady to appl'eciate and encourage
the brave missionary who can cope with the situation. We
have two places in view, new fields which we hope to reach
before long. We. find lodged here and there considerable
driftwood from the fint church and from the Utah departure;
people who have.lost the -spirit of the work, yet who retain
the faith in a skeleton form. S01:pe revive and others remain
as they are. ,
Some may incline to the belief that Zion should have been
located over on this coast, but while we love the climate and
admire the scenery, yet we think no mistake was made in
the location of Zion. We are convin!ed there are yet many
here w'ho will embrace the truth ere long. A number are investigating, within our knowledge. This district has a mem•
bership of over one thousand Saints, with branches at San
Francisco, Oakland, San Jose, Chico, Sacramento, Stockton,
Santa Rosa, Ceres, Modisto, Tulare, Lower Lake, with a
remnant in Modoc and Humboldt counties, also at Monterey
and Santa Cruz. The shepherds of these flocks are respectively: J. A. Lawn, J. M. Terry, ·c. W. Hawkins, J. S.
Hommes,:T. ,J, Lawn, A. Kern, B. N. Fisher, I. A. Phelps,
J. B. Carmichael, E. Ingham, E. F. Adamson, all of whom
are men of integrity and• worthy their calling, with possibly
one exception. · Our missionary force is small, there being
now but .five.. active workers in the field, but perhaps enough
to fill all the demands for preaching under present cionditi"ns; but the·need ·of the mission is men and means to press
out and open ne..y 'fields, not waiting fol' 'calls, to press out
and find wci1;k.
What we need ·is "a gospel. extension fund" to be created
and maintained by collection or taxation, to be used expressly
in opening. up new fields by way of hall rent and othe.r nee•
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Aggressiveness should be our shibboleth.

It is easy for me to sit here and write what should be done,
but am I willing to be one to do it? I think I am.

J.M. TERRY.
1230 MAGNOLIA STREET, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

News From Branches
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.
August 27 found about thirty-five Saints from this city
either at camp or on their way to the first reunion that our
district has held at Bass Poi:lt, Manasquan, New Jersey,
a small town about sixty miles from New York on the
Jersey coast. The location was ideal, being a point of land
on bot" sides of which flowed the Manasquan River. The
tents, of which there were about fifty, were so arranged that
all commanded a view of the river.
To the visitor it was impossible to discern this as the
first-born reunion of our district, so well were all arrangements made, refiectilJ,g credit on the reunion committee.
The services, which were of the usual character at such
gatherings, were such as to make the attendants wish to .. be
present at them all, and the rule was good congregations;
The census taker reported one hundred and thirty-five visitors in the camp on the last Sunday. The owner of the
grounds, a Mr. Osborn and his family, were amongst the
regular visitors, and at the breaking up of camp expressed
himself as being favorably impressed with what he saw and
heard.
The missionary in charge, U. W .. Greene, and an able
corps of workers, dispensed the word to attentive listeners,
and all felt that good was done. It was decided to "reune"
next year at the same place.
It was indeed pleasant, on the 11th ult., to meet the Saints
who had kept the "camp fire" burning at home, and as we
related the pleasant experiences of our reunion vacation we
detected an "I'll not miss it next year" expression in many
faces. We hope it will be so, as the results from a ten-day
assbciation with church, Sunday school, and Religio workers
are not to be overestimated. Wish it were possible to
have canned all the good thoughts and ideas we heard, and
taken them out one by one and enjoyed them all over again.
An echo from the Eastern Reunion says that "enthusiasm
is keeping everlastingly at a thing," which I guess is what
our chorister caught in the woods down there at Manasquan,
as every Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday evening there's
music in the air at the church. Strangers admit they are
attracted by the singing, and what sounds sweeter than
Zion's songs sung with the Spirit? Bro. Paul Craig deserves
our support for his "sticktoitiveness."
We note with pleasure that our Wednesday evening prayer
"'services are oeing attended by greater numbers of late, as
some one has said that the popularity of Jesus Christ with
the congregation is to be estimated from the attendance
at these services. This service opens at eight o'clock sharp.
During the past month we were favored with a visit from
our· patriarch, F. G. Pitt, !l_nd his companion, who remained
in our city a few days. after attending the reunion previous
to sailing to foreign ports. Ye writer bade them "hon"
voyage as they sailed out of New York ·harbor on the
be~utiful morning of September 8, and have since noted thefr.
safe arrival, for which we are glad. We also had the
pleasure of meeting Charles Craig, brother of our chorister,
who was a visitor to our city recently, and all Saints visiting
here please note that we would be pleased to welcome you
at any of our services.
· EPHRAIM SQUIRE,
210 $CHENECTADY AVENUE.
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Miscellane ... us Department
Conference Minutes.

GALLANDS GROVE.-District conference met with the Saints
at Dow City, Iowa, at 10.30 a. m., October 8, 1910, continuing over Sunday with Charles J. Hunt, district president, presiding, assisted by W. A. Smith, submissionary in charge.
Branches reporting were: Deloit, Dow City, Galland's Grove,
Salem, Cherokee, Mallard, and Coalville. Ministry reporting
were: Alfred Jackson, A. R. Crippen, George Juergens, W.
A. Carroll, W. A. Smith, C. J. Hunt, Frederick Hansen, and
John Rudd. Bishop's financial report: On hand and ·received
since last report, $1,604.50; expended, $1,424.22; balance on
hand, $180.28'. Tent and expense fund on hand and received,
$18.64; expended, $12.10; leaving on hand, $6.54. Grac;eland
College fund received, $5.65. Received for United Order of
Enoch, $10; C. J .. Hunt, bishop. Speakers during conference
were W. A. Smith, Charles Derry, J. C. Crabb. Conference
to meet at Deloit, Iowa, February 11, 12, 1911. Edith Dobson, district secretary.
PoTTAWA'fTAMIE.-District conference convened Saturday,
October 1, 1910, at Boomer, Iowa. After being called to
order by district president S. Harding, he, with Elders J, C.
Crabb and J. P. Carlile were chosen to preside over the conference. A report on credentials prep;;ired by the district
secretary was adopted, and that officer being absent, J. A.
Hansen was chosen secretary pro tem. All branches in the
district reported. Boomer 60 members, gain 2; Carson 3·1,
gain 2; Council Bluffs 338, loss 1; Crescent 157, gain 8;
Fontanelle, 35, no change; Hazel Dell 61, no change; North
Star, 136, gain 2; Wheeler 46, no change; total 867, net gain
13. Priesthood reporting: Elders Joshua Carlile, baptizrd
12; J. P. Carlile, baptized 2; D. Parish, baptized 1; C. B.
Bardsley, R. McKenzie, A. J. Davidson, M. F. Elswich, J. A.
Han!'en, J. C. Lapworth, baptized 1; S. Harding; Priests J. R.
Christensen, A. C. Riley, C. 0. Christensen, C. C. Carson;
Deacon A. A. Gaylord. In four months 119 Eermons, lo
baptisms, 3 marriages, 16 children blessed, 116 sick administrations, 9 official visits, 36 patriarchal blessings. The secretary presented claim for ~1.85, which was ordered paid by
the treasurer. The bishop's agent reported: On hand la!'t
report $313.89, received since $718.35, total $1,032.24, paid
Bishop E. L. Kelley $3.50, elders' families $300, ministry $20,
aid $65, total paid out $1,735, balance on hand $297.25, received for Graceland Co!lege account $5. E. H. Carlile, C. B.
Bardsley, and J. P. Carlile appointed to audit accounts for
1910. Preaching by Elders J. C. Crabb and Joshua Carlile.
Conference adjourned to meet the. second Saturday in February, 1911, at Underwood, Iowa. J. Chas. Jensen, secretary.
Conference Notices.

Western Maine district conference will convene with the
Mountainville Branch, Saturday and Sunday, December 10,
11, 1910. Please send all reports to Florence Wallace, Stonington, Maine.
The Minnesota district conference will be held at Clitherall,
Minnesota, Novemuer 5 and 6. Prayer service at 9 a. m.,
Saturday, in charge of L. Whiting. Business session at 10.30.
Leon A. Gould, district president.
Convention Notice1.

The joint session of the Massachusetts district Sunday
school and Religio association will convene in Fall River,
Massachusetts, Saints' church, Claflin street, November 12,
at 2.30 p. m., continuing over the 13th. Ira. Viola Holmes,
secretary, 141 Prospect street, Providence,, Rhode Island;
Mary Ocelia Lewis, 202 School street, Winter Hill Station,
Massachusetts.
·
,.

Died.
.BoYo.-At hor home near Hill· City, Kansas, Sr. Catrie
Boyd. She was born March_4, _1878. In early life she formed
a disposition to follow her LOl'd and Master, and for some
time was associated with· the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Apr!! 15, 1901, was· mal'l'ied to Bro. ~rthur ~oyd, who was
the mstrument in God's hands of leadmg her mto the fold of
Christ, and on A,pi•il 3, 1904, was baptized by Elder ·John A.
Teetel's. She departed .this life. September. 24, 1910, firm in
the faith of the restored gospel, and was highly esteemed by
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her .many friends. Funeral sermon· September 25, 1910, by
Elder James J. Teeters.
LLOYD.-Albert Llojd was born February 17, 1892, at Macedonia, Iowa. Was baptized into the Ri:organized Church of
Jesus Christ, December 8, 1907, by Elder James W. Davis. On
August 28, while walking from the home of his sister Grace
Webber, 1020 East Fifteenth stre_et, to his home on A1?lington
avenue, Davenport, Iowa, he had proceeded -only about two
blocks when he fell on the sidewalk and died immediately of
heart failure. He was 18 years, 5 months, and 11 days old.
The sermon was preached by Elder Amos Berve, assisted by
Elder C. E. Ball. He will be missed very much by the branch
S?nday school an!1 Religio, but most of. all _at his home, by
his parents and sister,, to whom he was a loyal soh and true
brother.
THOMPSON.-At Liberty Home, Lamoni, Iowa, October 11
1910, Mads P. Thompson, who was born at Landomsagen'
Hjorring, Denmark, Janua1·y 1, 1828; baptf:i:ed at Nebmsk~
City, Nebraska, July 6, 1870, by Paul C. Peterson, confirmed
by R. C. Elvin. He held the office of teacher. He leaves a
wife, tw sons,. and three daughters. Funeral in charge of
Pres. John Smith, sermon by Robert M. Elvin, prayer by
George Kemp at the Home, and at the grave by John Smith.
An honest, good ·man hath gone to rest at the age of 82
years, 9 months, and 11 days.
KNAPP.-Sr. Meleda Knapp was born in Putnam County
Missouri, March 20, 1863, died September 25; 1910, at he~
home in Maxwell, Nebraska, aged 47 years, 6 months, 5 days.
Baptized at the age of fourteen years at Wheeler Grove, Iowa,
by Elder George Campbell. Married August 15, 1882, at
Wheele1: Gr~ve, to Frank Knapp, by Levi Graybeal. She
leaves six children, who were all present at the funeral. Their
names being Myrtle M.,- George E., Frank D., Bernice V.,
Bertha G., Edith D. Th_e funeral sermpn was preached September 27, 1910, by Elder G. W. Johnson, of Eustis, Nebraska.
SHIPPY.-Elder John Shippy died at Lamoni, Iowa, September 25, 1910, aged 87 years, and 8 months, He was born
in Canada and lived there the most of his life. In 1886 came
to Lamoni. Obeyed the latter day message in 1842, and joined
the Reorganized Church in 1860. Was an apostle from 1860
to 1868. In 1862 organized the first branch in Canada, now
called Blenheim. Married in 1843, and his wife died in 1905.
Five sons and daughters living. Funeral sermon by H. A.
Stebbins, prajer at the house, the church, and the grave by
Heman C. Smith, R. M. Elvin, and John Smith.
CoRLEss.-Erwin G., eldest son of Hiram J. and Ada Corless, was born in Quincy Township, Branch County, Michigan,
N0vember 10, 1884. Died September 9, 1910, at his home on
the old homestead of his father and grandfather, where he
had spent the brief 25 ·years and 10 months of his life. His
disease was pronounced spinal meningitis. After his death,
the physician was puzzled as to what it was, but the family
believed it to have been from a strain, received when he was
weak. He was only sick tln:ee days, and no one realized it to
be serious. His trust was in God, having asked his family to
pray for him many times during his sickness. He was baptized when ten years of age by Bradford Corless, and lived,
loved and defended the work at all times. He was married
February 7, 1906, to Lulu Long, and they have spent. 4 years
and 7 months of very happy married life. A baby daughter
was born to them January 16, 1909, being twenty months old
at the time of her father's death. These, with the parents,
;in aged grandmother, a brother, three aunts, one uncle,
numerous cousins, and many friends, mourn their loss, but
not as those who have no hope. Funeral services by Elder
Samuel Stroh. Interment in Lake View Cemetery, Qumcy.
JACI<SON.-Sr. Susan Jackson was born July 15, 1870, at
Louisville, Kent County, Ontario. Baptized March 16, 1885, at
Louisville, by Elder Gordon E. Deuell; confirmed by Gordon
E. Deuell and Richard· Coburn. She was married to Mr.
Jackson October 3, 1888. Her maiden name was MaGkenzie.
She died May 30, 1910, at Louisville, 'Ontario. Funeral
sermon by Elder Samuel Brown, assisted by Elder J, H.
'fyrrell, from 1 Corinthians 15: 22. She leaves a husband,
a number of children, a father, and two sisters to mourn.
SMITH.-The funeral services of Sr. Sarah Smith, of Union,
were held in the union ward meetinghouse, Saturday, ·October 1, at 1 p. m. Elder A. M. Chase, of the Reorganized
Church, conducted. the services. Sister , Smith died at. the
home of her daughter, September 26, 1910. She was born
in Waplode, Lincolnshire, England, March 4, 1825, being 85
years, 6 months old at the time of her death. She joined the
Methodist Church when a girl and later the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, after which she and her sister
came to Utah. They crossed the plains along "'.ith an ox
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team company, known as the Ten Pound Company, arr1vmg
in Utah in the fall of 1853. In the spring of 1854 she married Joseph Griffiths, of Union. Three children were born to
this union, Josiah, Lucy A. and George Henry, the two boys
dying in their infancy. Mr. Griffiths died in 1860. For seven
years Sister Smith supported herself and child by sewing,
often having to endure many hardships. In 1867 she married William P. Smith, of Union, and lived with him until
his death in 1893. Two children, twins, were born to this
union, Isaac and Sarah. Isaac died when 8 days old, Sarah
lived to the age of seven years. In 1870 Sister Smith and her
husband joined the Reorgani~ed Church, being dissatisfied
with many of the teachings of the Utah church. To the very
last Sister Smith :ttever lost faith in her religion. She was
greatly respected by all who knew her, and has the name of
being honest, charitable, and loving. One daughter, Lucy A.
Smith, wife of Hyrum Smith, six grandchildren, fourteen
great-grandchildren,_ and her sister, Elizabeth P. Anderson,
who now lives at Lamoni, Iowa, are left to mourn their loss.
She was laid.to rest in the South Catherwood cemetery. Rest
in peace, dear. mother, .till the resurrection day.
WANTED AT ONCE.-Hampto11 1s Magazine wants a reliable man or woman in Decatur County, Iowa, to sell the fastest growing magazine in Americ~. Earn $1.50 to $5 a day.
Write immediately for "Salary Plan" and FREE outfit. Address "VON," Sales Mgr.; Hampton's Magazine, 85 West
Thirty-fifth street, New York.
41-4
"Kate" the "First Citizen of Oklahoma."

ESTABLISHED 1860..
Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Assoclato Editor; Israel
A. Smith, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subacrlptlon price $1.f;Q per year I~
ttdvance.
When payment Is made, the date ~n :Yellow label always shows the
time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
expires.
If not changed within a month after payment Is made notify us.
The paper will not be sent to persons. who are six months In
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
All articles, letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be addressed to Het·ald Publishing House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same..
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering or accounts should be
.reported Immediately, ns receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the olllce.
_
Marr' ·e, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words
or fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that .number, uO

cents per 100 words or fraction thereof.

Ephraim Squire.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
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B!rths, 40 cents pe1• 75

'l'o Jnsure prompt 1nsertlo~, make remtt-

For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered ~t post-ofllre, Lamoni, Iowa ns second·claes mall matter.
Subscrlpt10ns received tor Zion's Ensign, also orders !or all Ensign
publications.

plicitly on election day. 'Where are you going, boys?' she
would ask a group of toughs in tow of a saloon-keeper. 'fhen
she wou!d remind these human wrecks that she had sent Jack's
Httle daughter to school, had nursed Bill's wife through typhoid fever, and had found a suit of clothes for Jim's boy,
Further, she would tell these outcasts that they must vote
against the saloon cand.idate and for the decent man who was
a friend of hers. Then, while -the saloon-keeper looked on
helplessly, the boys would follow 'Kate' to the ballot-box.
When the State Department of Charities was established ·she
received a majority of fifty-six thoµsand votes for the position of Commissioner. She is now (so runs the rapturous
comment of one Oklahoma editor) the incarnate spirit of the
new State."
A Little Lady of Mercy.
. It was chi~fly due to Florence Nightingale that the profes-

sion of nursmg has become the noble work it is to-day. For
many years she was ·one of England's most famous women.
King Edward singled her out as the one woman to receive the
Order of Merit, and the people of London gave her the freedom
of their city. She died last August, having celebrated her
ninetieth birthday in May. The Dean of Westminster Abbey
asked that she might be buried in England's temple of fame
but in her wi!J she left other directions. Her memory does not
need that honor, for her monument stands in the record of
her noble life.
The story of the work of this woman who tended the sick
and the po.or is one of the most beautiful in history. She
asked nothmg but the chance to serve, and thereby won the
love of all the world. To tend her flowers, to nurse the sick
to serve her fellow-creatures, were the dearest wishes of th~
girl of Lea Hurst Manor and of the woman we know as
Fl_orence Nightingale.-Rupert S. Holland in November St.
Nicholas.

"When the politicians of the now sovereign State of Oklahoma want something done that is really worth the effo1·t,"
says the Woman's Home Companion for October, "they always make a trip to Guthrie, the capital city, and present
The Personality and Career of Professor James.
themselves at a little office on the top floor of the Senate
building. There they shake hands with a graceful little
William James was an unusually charming and lovable per"
dark haired young woman, on whose door is the legend 'Com- sonality; a friend as few; a student without bias or fear; a
missioner of· Charities.' This is Miss Kate Barnard, famil- born teacher; an artist possessed of a rare power to move and
iarly known as 'Kate.' She is to Oklahoma what Jane inspire. He was the modern American thinker whose name·
Addams is to Chicago, its First Citizen. The politicians see appears with greatest frequency in European works of Ie;1rn'Kate' first, and- the governor and the other State officials ing. But he was somethmg much more; a prophet in the
afterward. Through her little office there pours a steady highest sense--one of those epoch-making men in whom the
Stream Of people all day long, people whom Ehe has met or advanced ideals of vast social groups and whole periods bepeople who want to meet her. 'Kate' is, and has been for come articulate. The intellectual brilliancy which enabled
several years, one of the contro!!ing spirits of Oklahoma. ·him to see a little more deeply and to think a little more
This Nebraska girl of Southern parentage began her interest clearly than the rest of his generation would not suffice to
in Oklahoma by winning against three hundred and fifty explain his position as one who, according to G. IC Cheste'rcompetitors the position of manager in charge of the exhibit ton, was "really a turning point in the. history of our own
made by Oklahoma (then a territory) at the Saint Louis Fair. time.'' For such an explanation we must bear in mind the
Then she started a charity organization with the object of presence within him, from first to last, of a living fire, a
finding emp!Oyment for the stranded people on the newly- passionate attachment to real life, that made him a natural
opened lands and the newly-built cities of the Territory. She leader in-to quote his own words-"the long, long campaign
soon became almost the patron saint of the human driftwood for truth and fair dealing, which must go on in -all the counof the city slums. These moral derelicts all obeyed her im- tries until the end of time."
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· rFOR SALE

Herald Publishing House
$100.00 Gold Bonds, bearing
interest at five per cent
Dated August 1, 1909

I have a complete outfit, consisting of
'.antern, acetylene gas . generator and
amp, large screen and adjustable frame
for same, and over ·two hundred slides
ll::out fifty of· them pertaining to Book
>f Mormon; some of. them very fine.· Will
·ell. the lot for fifty-five ' ( $55) dollars.
\bout one third the cost; or.will sell any
part of them. For particulars address
H. H. BACON,
'
198 Wesf Ninth street, Bloomsbury,
.>ennsylvania.
43-1 *

. Due August 1, 1914
Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens

Redeemable after due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1st and August let.
Both principal and interest payable.at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa:
··
These Bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and affo:-d the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.
Note some of the facts about our bonds. ·
(11) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very mo•'erate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We have issued only 250 bonds-$26,000 dollars' worth
-all of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet records
,f copper, clay, and stone. Forty-four
"uts, among them seven of Flood, live of
l'he Tower of Babel, live of .Hf monLh or
Lunar Calendar. The Ttn Commandments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and antiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archreology and
all that appertains to the Book of Mormon and Restoration. Explanatory notes
1and data. Price $1.00 at Herald or En·
2laltlyr.
!sign Office.
.

1--T-HE--TW-O-ST_O_R_Y_B_OO_K_._

' This is a splendid book ta.hand inquirjers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinat'-----------------------------------~ mg story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.
Like most men, he had his sorrows and his joys, his rewards
and his regrets. But, taking it all in all, his life would have
been called uneventful by most men. There was an excursion
into art during early youth; a tropical expedition under the
great Agassiz somewhat later; and, throughout the entire
initial period, the stirring influence of his father, the elder
Henry James.
But the greater part of his life was almost wholly given
up to quiet, patient, unostentatious study, leading him by
degrees from chemistry through biology, medicine, physiology,
and psychology to philosophy. And for more than forty years
his life was largely confined within the sheltered precincts of
old Harvard-as student, instructor, assistant professor and
professor of psychology and philornphy. But, as the course
of his life began to slope downward, while his spirit kept
soaring to higher and higher altitudes, there came at last
calls from the outer world, showing the men in many lands
had caught his voice and felt its message.-From "William
James: Builder of American Ideals," Edwin Bjorkman, in
the American eview of Reviews for October.
Easter in Jerusalem,
After the wonderful midnight mass on the eve of Easter,
when at 12 o'clock bells sounded within the church, and, as
each one of the thousands assembled lighted hi!l can.die, the
cry went up, "Christ is risen!" eame the Easter morning
ceremony in the court of the Holy Sepulcher.
Ah, how gentle, how tender how touching, how vital it was,
that simple greeting of the ~onderful morning after the delirium and the fury of the holy fire! A,U heart~ were exci!ed
to frenzy by the holy fire. The Easter morn!ng procession
moved hundreds to tears ·held 'them tensely silent. Instead
of the blue dome, spangl~d with artifici.al stars, a faint blue
sky was over our heads. Instead of the glare of the torc~es,
the sunreams fe!l mildly upon us. Instead of the yellmg
multitudes, we heard the sound of the wonder!ul bells. They
began to peal forth- just liefore the procession entered ~he
court from the city. _By•the door of the .c~urch the Abyssmians in white and black 'Were already waitmg. And the bells,
one deep and booming, the· o~ht;rs lighter in timber, "".ere harsh
and very barl:>aric, but thr1llmg and f,ull of. meanmg-:bells
never to be forgotten; They ~01.~nded hke stiange, emotional
voices of Jiving thip.gs,- proclmmmg. a great, a superb truth.
Down below me I saw· tears. streammg ·over the seamed faces

of many Russians as they signed themselves, kissed one
another, told one another, "Chi·ist is risen!" answering to the
triumphant proclamation of the bells, whU:h, unwearied, reiterated their marvelous message to the chl'Idren of men. And
the cavasses in blue and red and gold came slowly into court,
and a man carrying .the cross, and boys in red and in gold
with swinging lamps on chains, and many priests in black.
And there followed a priest with his arms full of flowers, and
behind him another bearing on high the risen Christ crowned
with a halo of gold, and framed in a glory of blossoms. Then
there rose from the thousands of pilgrims a cry of sweet
exultation, and the bells seemed to grow louder as they told
Jerusalem that the marble house was empty, that the stone
haa been rolled away. The bishop3 appeared in pale yellow,
pearl color, and gold, all holding lighted candles. And last
of.all .came Da_mianos, bearing a. staff and a jeweled picture of
the nsen Chnst. The process10n stopped. The bells were
silent. There was a pause. Then the patriarch took a step
forward, gazed at the immense crowd of adorning pilgrims,
lifted the jeweled picture of Chl'ist held it out toward them
and said, "Christ is risen!"
'
.
. As his voice died away, the priest with the flowers raised
his a1·ms and showered blossoms over the crowd; the bells
pealed forth again; the procession moved on· and the pilgrims, eagerly lighting their candles and emb:acing one ano~her, closed in behind, crying, "Christ is risen!
Christ is
risen!"
And so into the darkness of the great church, quietly, softly,
the procession gradually vanished. The gloom was _lit up by
the candles of priests and pilgrims. Through the doorway I
saw _Damianos in his gorgeous vestments. sink humbly do:wn
to. k1~s the stone of unction. Then the Russians, weepmg
with Joy, moved forward and hid him from my sight.
The crowds melted away; but the bells never ceased proclaiming their message. It was as if they knew that their
voices were destined not only to tell to Jerusalem, but to all
the world that lay beyond the confines of the city of Jesus,
t~e truth of the resurrection-"Christ is risen!
Christ is
~·1sen from the dead !"-From Robert Hichens's "Holy week
m Jerusalem," in October Century.
BOYS! GIRLS! FREE COLUMBIA BICYCLES for a lit·
tie easy spare time work for Hampton s Magazine. Send
postaJ, for wonderful FREE Bicycle Offer. Address "Bicycle
Club, Room 538, 66 West Thirty-fifth street, New York. 41-4
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"At Last."

This book was put out especially for the holiday
trade. It is an illustrated poem of David H. Smith.
It is put up in a dainty form and would m§ke a nice
present. The number is limited, there being about
one thousand copies left. No more to be printed.
Order "At Last," price 25 cts.
The Instructor.

.

One of the very best books to have for ready reference on any of our distinctive, doctrinal features.
No library complete without it. It saves you hours
of weary research. No. 126, cloth, 75c; No. 127,
leather, $1.00; No. 128, flexible, $1.50.
The Christian Sabbath, or Weekly Rest Day

is a -'complete refutation of the claims of our
Seventh Day friends. ·It is brief, but comprehensive.
You ought· to be· able to give some good reasons why
you do not keep_ the seventh day. Get posted on this
much discussed subject. No. 133, 40c.
What is Man,

by Elder J. R. Lambert. This little book is without doubt one of the biggest little books ever printed.
It completely routs the fallacious idea of soul sleeping. It fairly scintillates with its clear cut reasoning. If you want to think, buy this book. You will
never regret what you have spent'for it. No. 140,
cloth, 50c.
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Fireside Talks With Our Girls."

is a book put forth by the Daughters of Zion. Its
name should bespeak a ready sale for it. Every
parent shou 1d see that his girl has one of these books,
To fail to properly instruct you children is criminal.
. Order No. 213, limp cloth, 3°0c.
The Truth Defended.

is
book carefully written, expressly to meet an
attack upon our faith. Our work is a positive one, '
and as such, we are bound to strike no uncertain
, blows at error wherever found. This means that we
mmt be as good anvils as we are hammers. This '
book prepares you to be both. Order No. 215, cloth,
50c.
n

Autobiography of Elder R. C. Evans.

This very interesting work should be read by every
Saint, and it is a splendid work to put in the hand
of an investigator. The many marvelous manifestations of God as recorded in it are a source of strength
to the readers' faith. Order No. 216, cloth, 75c.
Divinity of Book of Mormon as,·Proven by .Archneol-.
ogy.

· is a book written for the archooological student.
It forms a scientific basis for the defense of the
Book of Mormon which is. simply unanswerable.
Order No. 234, cloth, 50c.
Book of Mormon Lectures.

Compendium of Faith.

Gives a splendid arrangement of our faith as
stated by the three books, i. e., Inspired Translation,
Book of. Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. You
need this book. It is of inestimable worth to every
Latter Day Saint.· No. 141, cloth, 75cts, No. 14H,
leather, $1; No. 174, flexible, $1.50.
Objections to the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants Answered and Refuted.

This book contains a series of lectures, proving in
a convincing manner that the Book of Mormon has
a divine mission to perform. These lectures are
given in an interesting style, and hold the attention
of the reader thoughout. A splendid book to put in
the hand of the truth-seeker. Order No. 235, cloth,
50c.
·
Joseph Smith; Who Wp.s· He?

It is almost impossible for the average Saint to
be able to ·meet the many objections urged by our ,
opposers against us, on account of lacking the necessary books and information.· This wvrk just fills the
bill. You have a complete refutation·'of many of the
so-called objections against us in a concise and handy
form. Order No. 143, cloth, 40c.

So many hooks have been written unfairly concerning the Seer of Palmyra that it is only justice
that a book should be written explaining fully his
mi~sion and placing him before the world in a proper
lil!ht. This book does this work. Order No. 238,
cloth, 50c.

Joseph Smith and his Progenitors.

A companion book for the' above. This book fearlesslv takes up the many so-called evidences against
the Seer and riddles them with clear statement of
facts. Both this book and the preceding one are well
worthy a place in your library. No. 241, cloth, 50c.

This book gives an intensely interesting account
of the early days of the church. It has convinced
many of· the truthfulness of the latter day work. It
is written in a plain, simple, truthful style; it appeals to the best elements in man. Don't fail to send
for it for you library. 'It is also a splendid adjunct
for missionary work. No. 150, cloth, 75c.
True Succession in Church Presidency.

A rook for the student who wishes thoroughly to
post himself on the question of tue true successor of
the Martyr Joseph Smith. Order No. 153, cloth, 50c.
Rules. of Order n~Cl Debate. ·

.

All our church business meetings as well as those
of the auxiliaries, are, or ought to be, carried on by a
clorn adherence to parliamentary usages. This book
is the official parliamentary book of the church. You
can't get a1ong withortt it. No. 161, cloth, 40c.

Joseph Smith Defended.

With the Church in an Early Day.

Is an absorbing story of the lives of a lew who were
connected with the church at its commencement. The
unanimous verdict of those who have read· this work
and who know, is that it portrays truthfully the
condition incident to those who saci:ificed all, and
united their fortunes with the angel's message. This
book will make its readers better for having read it.
Order No. 243, cloth, 75c,
Memoirs of W. W. Blair.

This book will increase your fafth in the promises
of God. It portrays vividly t]le stirring. events incident to the Reorganization. No. 249, cloth, 50c.
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Homeseekers' Rates·
November 1 and 15

The

The

To

Golden W est---La.nd of Opportunity
$2J65 toPueblo,
Denver, Colorado Springs, $5500 to Spokane and ·other points
and other Colorado

STOCK OF MERCHANDISE
of

A ~ice .clea~. stock
up-to-date merchandise mvo1cmg. from $7,000 to $10.
~00 !ocated in g?Od. town of 2,00'0
mhab1tants and domg a good business
is offered for sale .on account of iii
health. c?f. the owner.. A fine opening
for the:•:~mht man. Live branch of the
L. D. S'tchurch is located at this place
If interested.:address,
·
·
Lamoni Land and Loan Co
. G. W. Blair, s·~c.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

in Eastern W ashingtort~

points.

$2750 tropolis
to ·Billings, Mont., the me$J865 other
to Salt Lake and Ogden and
of the rich Yellowpoints in Utah.

Five per cent. interest

$Ji:50

FARMERS STATE BANK

stone Valley.

·

V

to Butte, Helena, and other
points in Montana.

$?1""/50
w

Paid oa Time DePeait!_•t the

to Cody, Basin, Powell, Worland, and other points in the
famous Big Horn Basin.

LAMONI,

Similar Low Rates to Hundreds of Other Pointe West and Northwest

l~WA

Capital ·and Surplus, $30,000.00

If you have never been west, this fall would be a good time to go. Make
your trip one of ousiness as well as nleasure and investie:ate the vast opportunities offered there by joining one of our personally· conducted excursions the first or third Tuesday of each month.

Incorporated undei the banking law• of tho
State of Iowa, md under diract control

Let me give you further information and folders.

of the Auditor of State.

L. F. Siltz, Agent, C. B. &. Q. R. R.

NEW SACRED SONGS
Sheet music form.

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY oF INDEPENDENCE, Mrssoum.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, assocfation and business.
ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

COMPL~TE

CONTROL

All neceHary operation• in writing, billing or atatiatical work ..re accomplished
from the keyboard of the light runninu, easy action Model 10 (Visible)

Smith Premier
Write for information

The. Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Do~u~laa Streets. Omahtt, Nehrulca

Capital and Surpllla $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per a11num will be paid on one year deposits. Send
y~~; surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven.

Addr2ss, The Stale~ Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Io.

UST OF Dl~CTORS: V/m. Am!moD. A1Wice P._ Dancer, Anna A. DllllUll", Oacar Anderaon,
W, A. Hopkins, Geo.
• 8 lair, A. K. Andercon.

By A. B. Phillips.

THE KING OF PEACE
4 pages. Endorsed by music critics as
a most beautiful and effeqtive song.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.

I

WITHIN THE VEIL
Lovely words and melody. Price 15
cents. Both for 35 cents. List free. 41-4*

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.
J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded schooland L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains

muscle, brain, nerve; bone, and tooth

element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life." I contract to
feed the Saints on 10c per day, feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
2H pound sacks at $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and brother that will par'take of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
You loose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to SaintB.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR,
Health Builder and Instiiuctor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
42-tf
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, an.d the
truth shall make you free;"-John 8:.31, 32.

VOLUME 57

"There shall not any maµ among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36;

LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 2, HUO

Editorial
A MORMON EXODUS.
After years oi planning ~nd experiments in various directions the Utah Mormons have solved to their own satisfaction ·
at least the problem of finding a place of residence where the
members of their sect will be free to practice the tenets of
their religion in peace and quiet, without the interferep.ce of
outside •authorities or the violation of the law of the land.
About three years ago.the Utah hierarchy established a colony
in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, as a test basis for the
study of conditions in that country, the treatment which
might be expected of the Mexican Government and to pave the
way for the acquisition of more land if the expeliment proved
satisfactory; This test colony flourished to such an extent
that it was decided to purchase 65,000 acres in the State of
Coahuila and to move the colony there. They also acquired
another tract of 50,000 acres, with options on nearly 500,000 .
acres more in the immediate vicinity. The colony's new site
is opposite Eagle Pass, Texas, anc!, according to a report from
Prophet Smith, President Diaz has promised the Mormons
foll liberty for the practice of their religion, which means
polygamy without interference. The church officials announce
that in the near futu,.e Utah and Idaho will be abandoned by
the Mormons, who will find more profitable homes in Mexico
where they will no 19nger be subje.cted to government regulation. It is further stated that the Mormons do not really
intend to return to plural marriages, but that it is a part of
their religion which has been forbidden in the United States
and they desire to be free in all things pertaining to their
religious creed. It ·is planned to have fifty families leave
Utah within the next few weeks for their new homes in
Mexico, and it is expected that five thousand Mormon families
will follow 'within the next eighteen months.
If this movement proves successfol and the polygamous
Mormons·of Utah, Idaho;· and adjacent States abandon ·their
homes in the United States, there will be left in this country
only the non-polygamous branch of Latter Day Saints, who
make their headquarters at Independence, Missouri. This.
branch has flourished and increased in wealth and numbers in
the past few years, until they now feel able to undertake the
accomplishment of their long cherished dream to build a·
great temple at Independence, which will be the largest and
finest religious edifice in the world. The building of this
temple; it is claimed; is enjoined in tlfo religious works discovered by the founders of the church in New York almost a
century ago. This sect of Mormons are almost invariably
honest, industrious citizens who practice charity. to others as
well as among themselves.

The clipping which we give above is from the Kansas City Journalfor October 19. Whence the inspiration by which it was written we do not know, but
some weeks since similar statement was made in
the Saint Lo'1iis R~public, which paper has for many

a
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years had, every now and then, a Mormon fit, almost
amounting to a scare, in which peculiar statements
have been made with reference to the future movements --f' the Utah Mormon church.
Tl)ere are a few statements in this article, which appeared in the Journal as an editorial, that challenge
belief. For instance, the church in Utah has been
building at a great deal of expense large buildings to
accommodate their present and future needs and
their church offices, and at present are engaged in the
erection of a great hotel on the site of the old Deseret
News publishing offices. There is not the remotest
probability that the authorities oi the Utah Mormon
church contemplate removing from the f'·r::· of Utah
in a body. How men of ordinary under. ,. . ing ,can
get such ideas into their heads and sprl
~tern before the public can be accounted for 1
c<1 )n one
hypothesis, and that is, that when eithe: ~ clergy
or the newsmonger undertakes to wrih ~ it 'the
Mormons, their belief or their mov.emenh S, 0 spirit
of misrepresentation invariably inter:~ w and
greatly distorts the facts and discolors ;::. :::\ ;ruth.
-~
.
There are four large temples in Utah \\>men have
been built by the people, and in three of which settlements where the temples are built, there is not a
very great admixture of the ,Gentile element. These
are: Logan, in Cache Valley on the north; Manti, in
San Pete Valley, and Saint George, in the extreme
south. In the Salt Lake Valley, where the great
temple is built, there is a strong admixture of the
Gentile element, and several large churches, together
with a cathedral, have been built by the Gentiles, and .
the American party is securing rapidly the preeminence in political and municipal affairs in Salt Lake
County.
It is not to be supposed that a people t'!O strongly
entrenched in their settlements, the majority of
whom are peaceable and fairly good law-abiding citizens, will be expected by their leading authorities to
abandon their well established homes and seek new
ones under the IVIexican Government .. The chances
are that the main administrations of the church
affairs of the Mormon church will be inaintained in
Utah. The laws of that State make the living in a
condition of polygamous marriage a misdemeanor
punished upon c_onviction by a comparatively light

'&
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fine -a penalty which any of the leading authorities and the church authorities in Ut~h, ·under the exwh~ are still living in the practice will readily pay, ample set them by Pres. Brigham Young, evidently
even if by any means they are informed upon and contemplate making· provision for . those becoming
are found guilty of living in what is called jn the members of the faith, where they may ;control the
local affairs and thus live among themselves as
lmv, "unlawful cohabitation."
.·
.
The fact is, that the arable portions -0f Utah as a nearly as practicable.·
We do not believe in painting the Devil blacker
State are pretty well occupied, and every nook and
corner nearly of the StaJe have been ransacked for than· he is, and we believe that· the exercising of
eligible locations for settlements. Years ago the fairly g-0od common .sense would give the people so
authorities found it necessary that settlements written about the credit for what they do.
should be made elsewhere. Hence their attempting
That th~ writer of the clipping is given to drawto colonize in the British possessions, in Alberta for ing upon his imagination is clear from the statement
instance. The laws of Great Bi·itain, however, en- concerning the non-polygamous body contemplating
forced in the Dominion of Canada, are strongly at the building of the largest and finest religious edifice
variance with the practice of polygamy or plural in· the world, at Independence, Missouri. That is
marriage, and the practice as it exists among the not the first time that this statement has been made
Mormons in the Dominion has only a precarious concerning the non-polygamous -Latter Day Saints.
lodgment, and if it be discovered would lead to a It used to be stated, that this "peculiar people" berapid and vigorous enforce.ment of the law against lieved that such a magnificent building was to spring
wrongdoers.
up in a night upon consecrated ground; but the lapse
It is not credible, either, that President Diaz of time and the prevalence of common sense among
should have so publicly pledged the Mexican Govern- observing neighbors has put a fairly good quietus
ment not to interfere should the Mormons colonize upon such a strange misrepresentation_. We know
in Mexico, in the provinces of Chihuahua and Coahu- of no branch of believers in so-called Mormonism
ila, with the understanding plainly stated upon the that have even thought that the temple, to the erecpart of the Mormons, that they would introduce the tion of which they looked forward, was to be accompractice of polygamy as one of their church tenets. plished in such a miraculous manner. Such a temple,
Besides this, Diaz is an old man and he will be suc- if it is ever built, will be built by lat>or and by sacriceeded by some one else, and the Government will fice, not of the rich, but of the resources of a comvery likely be administered under the domination of paratively poor people.
the Catholic Church, which as a religious body is
We feel grateful for the good word of the writer,
largely in excess of all others in the republic. The testifying to the good character of the non-polygaCatholic Church has no favor to show to polygamist.s. mous Mormoll.s, as he styles them, and hope they as
Its strong adherence to the holiness of the marriage a people will continue to bear such -praise ·worthily.
relation is well known, as divorces are not provided
We are skeptical in regard to the misrepresentafor in their church curriculum, and separations be- tions against the Utah Mormon church authorities,
tween Catholic husbands and wives are very rare, or a people so strikingly apparent as · the stateand if they occur do not meet the sanction of the ments made in this clipping appear to be. The time
church, either local or general. To believe then that is coming, and now seems to be rapidly approaching,
these colonists from Utah would have a-clean:bill of when only the truth should be stated of any people,
health to practice polygamy under the Mexican Gov- religious or otherwise, as truth only will be perernment seems to us to be largely a mytp ..
mitted to survive and triumph. We believe in the
That the Utah people are acquiring land and colo- motto, "Great is truth and it shall prevail."
nizing in Mexico is not strange. Land is yet cheap
there, and it is within the Mormon program to .coloNOTES AND COMMENTS.
nize with those for whom there is.not room in Utah
On slender stalks that softly sway
and the near adjoining· States where •such colonies
And gently nod,
can profitably be planted; and there is no reason why
We see the annual display
they should not do so· in peace under .the Mexican
Of goldenrod.
Government, if indeed the statement . is true, that
As to its merits few agree.
they do not really intend tO introduce the pi·acti~e of
The bards assume
plural mafriage Into the set.tlem~.mts in that country.
The nodding goldenroi:i to be
That there may be families moving out of Utah,
A lovely bloom.
Montana, Colorado, and other States adjoining
The farmer's views are rather grim,
Utah, into Mexico is possible, under the shifting
Severe, indeed.
spirit of the timei;i. Families are growing larger,
The goldenrod is but to him
and young people growing up means "find room,"
A pesky weed .

.
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A "mixup" occurs in the report. of the Eastern the final standard o{ evidence, other evidence to be
Michigan Reunion, in· t4e HERALD fol· October 16. received for what it is worth."
The closing lines ·should . read : The vote charging
ten cents a ITieal at conferences was rescinded. The
Graceland College puts out .a football team that
matter regarding tlie organization of branches at can play a game without drinking, smoking, or
Allenton and Caseville was left in the hands of the swearing. This peculiarity has attracted some fapresidency of the district.
. vorable comment in neighboring towns~ Saturday
·--last they met a visiting team of heavier and older
An exchange has the following news item : The players. The visitors were liberal in their use of
longest step which has yet been taken towards the profanity. Further, deponent saith not. At the
unity of the Protestant denominations of q1ristian- end of the game the score stood thirty-six to nothing
ity was accomplished at- the annual convention of "in favor of Graceland. This shows that young men
the Protestant· Episcopal Church at Cincinnati last can be decent and yet be men. In fact that is the
week. Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan was appointed treas- only Y."'Y to be men. After the visitors had received
urer of the movement, and he ·announced his suscrip- a -severe drubbing; one of them stro11ed ovei· to a
tion of $100,000 to the fund. The purpose of the group of Graceland students, and in an evident
Episcopalians is. to raise a fund sufficient to meet the attempt to be funny, said, "Somebody pray."_ Quick
expenses of a world's conference of Protestant de- as a flash came back the reply, "No use, you're too
nominations, 'with a view to uniting all of them far gone."
under a common head and the adoption of a common
creed which will settle - the denominational differenres that now divide them:

Hymns and Poems

The Gospel Trumpet, October, 1910, takes a fling
Selected and .. 9,riginal
at the Latter Day Saints, in answer to an inquiry
sent them. The Gospel Trumpet people may have
Confidence.
occasion so:ine time to change their attitude in regard
The author of this hymn, Helen Maria Williams, probably
to the question of future probation. We quote:
was born in London in 1772; she died in Paris in 1827, after
How do you explain 1 Peter 3: 19, 20? The Mor- _a life of more than usual interest and usefulness. In her own
mons claim that Jesus preached the gospel to the day she was known both as a polished writer and a capable
b translator of scientific works. She also was a political leader,
spirits of the departed while his body lay in the tom ' being concerned at first hand in the French revolution. When
and that after death there will .be a chance of salva- , we picture her imprisoned in the Luxembourg during the reign
tion.
T. C.
of terror and read this hymn in the light of those events it
The Mormons claim many things that are not acquires a new interest.
true. Whatever be the meanipg of these verses or
While thee I seek, protecting power,
whatever be the nature of the preaching referred
Be my vain wishes stilled;
to by Peter, it is certain that such a doctrine as t~e
And may this consecrated hour
one they seek to base upon this text has no place m
With better hop,es be filled.
.
the Bible .... While this obscure text, taken alone,
Thy love the powers of thought bestowed,
To thee my thoughts would soar;
might seem to favor the idea of gospel preaching to
Thy mercy o'er my life has flowed,
some people after death, the whole tenor of !he
That mercy I adore.
Bible is against it. Gospel preaching and salvation
are now, in this life, or never. The means and moIn each event_of life, how clear
tives to induce a. change of heart from selfishness to
Thy ruling hand I see!
benevolence are all here. It would be only unalloyed
Each blessing to my soul more dear,
Because conferred by thee.
selfishness that would prompt men in hell to lay bold
In every joy that crowns my days,
of an offer of salvation from their tormen~. No
In every pain I bear,
such offer therefore could ever be made by a God
My heart shall find delight in praise,
'
'
d
.
who can have no-pleasure in a surrender an servi.ce
Or seek relief i.n prayer.
founded in selfishness. N oab preached to the dis- .
obedient people in his day.
When glad1iess wings niy favored hour,
Thy love my thoughts shall fill;
Resigned, when storms of sorrow lower,
Elder Columbus Scott desires us to correct an unMy P-oul shall .meet 'thy will.
fortunate error· appearing in his letter in the l?AINTS'
My lifted eye, withou~ a tear,
HERALD for October i9. The words "The Bible is to
The gathering sto1'm shall see;
be the final standard of evidence, to be accepted for
My steadfast heart sh~ll know no fear,
That hea1;t will rest on thee.
what it may be worth;" sho!fld read, "The Bible to be_
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ness. Did it io in with or without. 'the priesthood?
Can there be a· church of -Iesus Christ \vithout the
SOME DAY.
priesthood, without the gospel? We are . told in
Some day I'm going to study,
Doctrine and Covenants, _sections 5 and 32,·that the
Some day I'm going to learn
Lord is going. to bring the church out of the wilderOf doctrine I've ac.cepted,
ness.
Not choosing it to spurn.
Now, in these latter days, where did this church
come from? . it came from he~v:en, 'where the child,
Some day I'll test its proof, and
Its every claim I'll try,
the undeveloped form, was)ake:ti as the woman gave
By delving into scripture
birth to it. Was the church called out of the wilderI'll study, by and by.
ness with or without the priesthood? The facts are,
the form of church · organization, the gospel, the
Some day when I am idle,
priesthood were revealed before the church· was orWith nothing else to do,
I'll search for every passage
ganized in.1830 .... The revelation came from heaven.
That proves the gospel true.
It takes not orily the priesthood to m~ke the church,
but also officers, and the message-the gospel. Can
Some day I'll heed the sermons
we imagine a church of Christ .not having:the gospel?
By chosen men of God,
When the woman gave birth-to a child, was the
When I am not so sleepy,i\'Iy head is bound to nod.
law of her being carded out or was it not? If the
law which was _instituted at creation 1:ind which has
Some day I'll be more faithful,
been going on ever since, was recognized by heaven,
And testimony bear,
that woman reproduced hM' species! She didn't give
By word and by example,
birth to an arm only, but a duplication of hm· species.
That I'm the Savior's heir.
Hence the church reproduced her form and life. The
Some day I'll be as active
child was caught up into heaven,-but it was to come
As any in the work,
back to earth. again, as a little child~a little church!
Because I feel so zealous
This interpretation may soqnd like heresy, but
I do not want to shirk.
the Inspired Version is clearly in harmony with
In days that still are future,
truth when it says in verse 7, "And the dragon preFor which I ever pray,
vailed not · against Michael, neither the child, nor
I'll be a faithful servant,
the woman which was the church of God, who had
For I'll have time some day.
been delivered of her pains, and brought forth the
kingdom of God and his Christ."
Some day, among the righteous
And resurrected throng,
The little church was to come 'from heaven. It
I'll dwell among the perfect,
did come in 1830, as a little stone cut out of the
If I wait not too long.
mountain without hands, and is eventually to fill the
LEONARD S. RHODES.
whole earth with its power. Revelation 12 leaves no
room for apostolic or church succession, as the
woman was to go into. the wilderness a,nd her offWHAT DID THE WOMAN OF REVELATION 12 GIVE
spring was to come from heaven. .The woman gave
BIRTH TO?
birth, not only to the priesthood, but the entire kingWe shall take the position the woman .carried ,out
dom of God, as she herself was.
the law of her being; that she reproduced her spe. C, ED. MILLER.
cies. The majority of the elders, I believe, preach
FAYETTE CITY, PENNSYLVANIA.
that the woman is the church and that she ·brought
forth a child-the priesthood! T dori't knovv where
the authority is found for such an,illogical,'unscienAccording to a report found in the Kansas City
tific interpretation.. "And the womap. being with Journal, October 12, the convention of the Episcopal
child, cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be Church recently held in Cincinnati; Ohio, took up
delivered. And she brought:forth a man-child, who the question of divine healing. A resolution was
was to rule all nations with a rod of iron ; and her presented giving sanction to the dqctrine .of healing
child was caught llP unto; God and his throne."- of the sick in answer to prayer in connection with
Revelation 12 : 2, 3, Inspired Translation.
"symbolical anointings." Tl;le resolution was lost.
Did this woman, this church, have the priesthood? A majority of the clergy favored it, but' a majority
Yes. Then: it was 'alre.~dy •in·. existence and was al- of the laity opposed it.
·
·
ready born. ·.Tp.e priesthood could duplicate itself.
If so, 'our argm:nent:will hold. good that the whole
"Consecration comes up agai:r{st a hard test when
·church could ~lso:: . The ~hurch went into the wilder- a man tries to handle a calf." · ·
.·
'
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·Original Articles

· ___ God created, not seven hundred wives and three
hundred concubines, but Eve, a helpmate for .Adam
and the mother of the human race.
.
POLYGAMY FROM A .NON-MORMON VIEW POINT.
-PART 1.
"Therefore shall a man leave his father .and his
mother and shall cleave unto his wife: and they
BY CHARLES L. CROW, OF LOGAN, IOWA.
shall be one flesh."
Notwithstanding :that polygamy is condemned and
After Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord .
prohibited by eve-,:y State in the Union save one, aband
had built the ark God said, "Thou shalt come
horred and condemned by every religious organizainto
the ark, thou and thy sons, and thy wife, and
tion in the Union save one, yet V. S. Peet, in a bookthy
sons'
wives with thee. And of every living
)et published and. circulated gratuitously throughout
thing
of
all
flesh, two of every sort shalt thou bring
the Northwest, by some unnamed. publisher and orinto
the
ark
to keep them alive with thee : they shall
ganization, seeks .to justify, dignify, and beyond
be
male
and
female."
doubt to obtain tolerance, sanction, and an enlargeg
In t: . .; creation of the human race, God created
field in .which new adherents to the practice of poman, and then he created not a plm·ality of wives,
lygamy may be found.
As there are no tribes, save the savages, no citi- but one wife. In the preservation of the human race
zens of the United States, save those of Utah, no and animal kingdom, at the time of the flood, Noah,
religious organization- save those who indorse the who had found favor in the eyes ·of the Lord had but
belief and wish to follow the practice of Brigham one wife, and he and his household were saved; and
Young and-his so-called religious organization which the remaining portions of the human race, because
he and his kind established after the death of Joseph of their sins, were destroyed.
Marriage is of divine origin and sanction, but
Smith, it is not difficult to see and to understand
which of the two, savages or Brighamites, may be polygamy is without recognition _by the Creator of
responsible and sufficiently interested in the spread the human race. When a boy is born there 'are not
of polygamy to finance the publication and circula- seven hundred girls and three hundred affinities born
tion of the booklet purporting to have been written as helpmates, but on the contrary, while the bfrths
by V. S. Peet, a non-Mormon.
of boys and girls are almost equal in numbei;, the
Notwithstanding that polygamy. finds acceptance boys slightly outnumber the girls, as may be shown
and maintenance among the lowest and most blood- by the following reports of county superintendents
thirsty tribes of darkest Africa, cannibals of the of schools to the state superintendent of schools of
islands of .the sea, bloodthirsty, half-civilized nations Iowa, showing the number of males and females beof the Orient, aborigines of the American Continent, tween the ages of five and twenty-one:
and later, Brigham Young and his followers, yet
V. S. Peet would have us believe that polygamy is of
BIENNIAL REPORT, 1895.
divine origin and sanction, and he holds up for our
Males.
Females.
Counties.
admiration Solomon, whom he affirms had seven
3,214
3,111
hundred wives and three hundred concubines, as a Hamilton County
1,938
2,161
Hancock
County
verification of his assertion !
3,525
3,828
Hardin County
Among the wandering tribes of Asia, Africa, is- Harrison County
4,178
4,299
lands of the seas, savages of the American Conti- Howard County
2,420
2,485
nent, polygamy was and is practiced for one, or for Humboldt County
1,926
2,019
all of the following reasons: 1. Gratification. 2.
Escape of physical labor on the part of man, and For the same year of which the foregoing is a part,
imposing the same on woman. 3. Increasing the there were 362,364 males and 350,577 females benumerical strength of the tribes reduced by warfare. tween the ages of five and twenty-one in the State
In such conditions, under such influences, and under of Iowa.
s'uch circumstances, the debauching of women, the
Most Certal'nly 1 it may be seen that nature's God
treating of them as beasts of burden, the breeding, .
buying, selling, trading of women as so many head· makes no provisions for plurality of wives. None
·
was made following the creatioi1 of Adam, J'ust Eve
of live stock, is a matter of common history. But
Mr. Peet would have us believe that polygamy is of _as a helpmate and no others; none were .recognized
divine origin, of divine sanction.
·
at the time of the flood, male and ·female, two and
We read, "In the beginning God created the two, went into the ark.
·heaven and the earth," and then God created Adam
Bringing the comparative number of males arid
and pfaced him in the, Garden of Eden, after which females to date, we have in/Iowa:
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BIENNIAL REPORT, 1909.
Counties.

No. of persons between No. of persons between
the ages of 5 and 21. the ages of 7 and 14.

Males.
Females.
Females.
Males.
1,724
1,695
2,945
3,012
Hamilton
1,239
1,245
2,213
2,314
Hancock
1,871
1,872
3,265
3,231
Hardin
2,071
2,052
3,812
3,832
Harrison
1,299
1,330
2,419
2,407
Henry
1,239
1,160
2,061
2,237
Howard
1,ioo
1,063
1,952.
1,982
Humboldt
Total number of persons between the ages of 5 and· 21, in
Iowa, 1909, male;, 346,123; females, 338,623. Total number
between 7 and 14, males, 181,623; females, 179,796.

Especial attention is called to the law of relative
proportion of births of boys and girls in the Jo~eph
F. Smith family (Utah church) : 21 boys and ~1
girls. (Latest additions to his entirely polygamous
family not known.)
Different pupils enrolled in the publiy schools of
the following cities shown by last census:
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
Boston
Detroit
Sioux City
Indianapolis
Chicago
New York
Philadelphia

Males.
46,394
19,974
3,237
17,214
127,394
264,167
91,574

Females.
44,212
19,176
3,273
17,408
128,467
259,803
90,877

For companionship and the perpetuation of the
human race God created male and female and placed
them in the Garden of Eden; at the time of the flood
God saved "male and female," and by the foregoing,
it may be seen that the ratio in the creation of males
and females, six thousand years after it was established, is still unchanged. If polygamy is God ordained, it .is without record in the Bible; if God
sanctions the practice of one man taking ten, twenty,
or one hundred wives, why has not God changed the
ratio of the birth of males and females correspo:i°idingly?
Professor Milton S. Terry, D. D., Garret Biblical
Institute, Evanston,. Illinois, writes: ''Herodotus
tells us that each Egyptian had but a:single wife~ arid
C eol'ge Rawlinson says, 'There is no instance on the
monuments of Egypt of a man having more than one
wife at a time.'
"Monogamy seems also to have been the_ common
practice among the kings of Assy1'1a. ·
"Plato speaks of marriage as a n:i.atter· of great
importance, of which men ar~ hard to p-er?uade. ;a:e
goes through pages to portray ·a· marriage umon
based 'on loving with the soul, and living c:hastely
with the chaste ~bj ect of his. affection.'
"Aristotle also writes 'It was for the sake of the
gods that mari not only' took to }limself a wife, but
also gave himsel:I' ~ver< to honp1• his bride next to

N?vember·2, .1910

his parents. But that which is mo~t precious in the
eyes of a prudent wife is to see her )J.usband preserving himself entirely to her,. thinkihg of no other
woman· in comparison with her,. and regarding herself above all other women, as peculiarly his own,
and faithful to him.' "
'
Notwithstanding that the members of ·the Utah
church, which Brigham Young established, style
themselves Latter Day Saints, and notwithstanding
the acts and practices of David and· Solomon have
been condemned by the Book of Mormon, one of the .
standard books of the church, translated and published by Joseph Smith long before Brigham Young
became president of the Utah branch, yet he and his
followei-.,, justify polygamy because Solomon, David,
and others practiced it centuries ago.
The quotation from the Book of Mormon is as
follows: "And now I make an end of speaking unto
you concerning this pride. And were it not that I
must speak unto you concerning a grosser crime,
my heart would rejoice exceedingly, because of you.
But the word of God burthens me because of your
grosser crimes. For behold, thus saith the Lord,
This people begin to wax in iniquity; they understand not the scriptures: for they seek to excuse
themselves in committing whoredoms, because of the
things which were written concerning David, and
Solomon his son. Behold, David and Solomon truly
had many wives and concubines, which was abominable before me, saith the Lord, wherefore, thus saith
the Lord, I have led this people forth out of the land
of Jerusalem, by the power of mine arm, that I
might raise up unto me a righteous branch from the
fruit of the loins of Joseph. Wherefore, I, the Lord
God, . will not suffer that this people shall do like
unto them of old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me,
and hearken' to the word of the Lo1·d : For there
shall not any man among you have save it be one
wife; and concubines he shall haye none: For I, the
Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of women."
If in the days of the Prophet Jacob those who
sought to justify themselves because of the acts of
David and Solomon, understood not the Scriptures,
what shall we say of the Rev. Martin Madan,. et al,
including Brigham Young, V. S. Peet, and Company.
V. S. Peet again justifies the practice of polygamy
because it is written, Isaiah 4: 1, "And in that day
seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, .. ,.
let us be called by thy name, to take away our reproach.'' Mr. Peet might find seven women in the
red light district of our great cities who would be
willing to .make the same propo~ition, but cert;:tinly
such a deplorable state of affairs would not justify
polygamy. In the first line of the fourth, verse we
find a sentence which does not help Mr. Peet in his
extremities: "When the Lord shall have washed
away the filth of the daughters."
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Mr. Peet is guilty of misinterpreting the Scrip- demands and direct understanding of-Congress, the
tures in stating that "In _marrying two wives, Joash polygamous members of the Brigham You11g church
did that which. was right in the sight of the Lord." of Utah were divorced froin their many wives, preThe Bible reads, 2 Chronicles 24: 2, 3, "Joash did cisely the same, in effect, as a diyorce granted to an
that which was right in the sight of the Lord," but · applicant in the State of Iowa.
·
"Jehoiada took for hiin two wives; and. he begat
. Not only was the enabling act so understood, but
sons and daughters."
·
.,
also was the manifesto Pres. Wilford Woodruff isThis productiveness is a peculiarity of polyga- sued in 1890 so defined and interpreted by the leadmists, as may· be- verified in Utah.
ing authorities of the Utah church. Mr. Peet's deIn Deuteronomy 17: 17: "Neither shall he multi- fense and justification of polygamy is most certainly
ply wives to himself, that his heart turn not away,'' contrary to their own interpretation of the Woodruff
is authority for polygamy, according to V. S. Peet; manifesto issued in 1890, and in open, willful conflict
a fair ·interpretation would prohibit plurality. of with the express understanding by which the church
wives.
of Utah secured the restoration of certain church
Again Mr; Peet says: "Let it be remembered that property, and also by which the admission of the
when Congress admitted Utah into the Union of Territory of Utah into the Union was secured.
In the suit brought before the Master fn Chancery
States that it studied the polygamy phase. very carefully, and it did ordain in the enabling act, passed in · by the church in Utah to secure the restoration of
1894, that 'polygamous or plural marriages are for church property, in the hearing before Judge,C. F.
ever prohibited.' Not 'one word about polygamous Loofbourow, October 19 and 20, 1891, several of the
cohabitation, because Congress readily understood church authorities declared th&t the manifesto proas well as nearly all orthodox religious organizations, hibited polygamous cohabitation as well as polygathat when a man has married more wives than one, mous marriages.
when he thought he had a right to, he may Qe
Pres. Wilford ·woodruff's testimony was as folallowed to keep tlJ.em all."
lows:
In the foregoing, Mr. Peet misstates law, and
Q. Did you intend to· confine this declaration (the
historical facts. It is a well established rule of law manifesto) solely to the forming of new relations
that a man may be required to support the woman by entering new marriages?
from whom he is divorced, but thus supporting her
A. I don't know•that I understand the question.
carries no right for him to occupy the relations that
Q. Did you intend to confine your declaration and
existed prior to ·the date of his divorce. In the advice to the church solely to the forming of new
event he disregards -the laws of divorce, and an marriages, without reference to those that were exissue results, the child would be regarded by all laws isting plural marriages?
as illegitimate, and he and his consort guilty of adulA. The intention of the proclamation was to obey
tery,
the law myself, all of the laws of the land on that
"When a man has married more wives than one, · subject, and expecting the church would do the
.
when he thought he had a right to, he may be allowed same.
to keep them all," was what sent S. E. Tidd to the
Q. Let ine read the languag·e, and you will underpenitentiary from Harrison County last year. The stand me, perhaps, better: "Inasmuch as laws have
court's ruling was that Tidd could not plead "what been enacted by Congress forbidding plural marhe thought" to escape punishment. Provision made riages, I hereby declare,'' etc. Did you intend by
for the sustenance of polygamous wives or polyga- that general statement of intention to make the
mous children neither carries with it an indorse- application to existing conditions where the plural
ment of polygamy; nor makes lawful polygamous -re- marriages already existed?
lation or practice. As well might Mr. Peet claim
A. Yes, sir; that is, to the obeying of the law.
Q. In the concluding portion of your statement
that the laws of the land justify adultery because a
man should and may be compelled under law to care you say: "I now publicly declare that my advice to
for his illegitimate offspring.
· the Latter Day Saints is to refrain from contracting
When Utah was seeking admission into the Union. any marriage forbidden by the iaw of the land." Do
as a State and was finally admitted in 1896; also you understand that language was to be expanded
when the Government restored church property, · and to include the further statement of living or·
October 25, 1893, it. was with tfie express undei·- associating in plural marriages by, those already in
standing "that the church had discontinued the praQ- the status?
. A. Yes, sir; I intended the proclamation to cover
tice of polygamy and no longer «:\~courages or gives
the ground to keep the laws, to obey the law myself,
countenanc~ in any mannei: to practices in violation
of law or contrary to-good morals or public policy/' and expected the people to obey the law.
By Mr. Dickson of counsel for the church.
Hence by their own concessions as well as· by the-·

.
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Q. Your attention was called to the fact that nothing was said in the manifesto about the dissolution
of existing polygamous relations. I want to ask
you, President Woodruff, whether, in your advice to
the church officials and the people of the·chui·ch, you
have advised them that your intention was and that
the requirement of the church was that polygamous
relations already formed before that should not be
continued, that is, there should be no association
with plural wives, in other words, that unlawful
cohabitation, as named and spoken of, should also
stop, as well as future polygamous marriages?
A. Yes, sir; that has been my view.
At the same trial Apostle Lorenzo Snow (afterwards president of the church) testified as follows:
Q. Do you believe that the association in plural
marriages by those who are already in it is forbidden
by the manifesto?
A. Well, I can not say what was in the mind of
President Woodruff when he issued that manifesto
touching that matter, but I believe from the general
scope of the manifesto that it certainly embraces the
plural marriage, because it is clearly an intention,
as indicated in that manifesto of President Woodruff, that the law should be observed touching matters in relation to plural marriage.
Q. You mean the law of the land?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Do you understand now that the manifesto
covered that prohibition-the prohibition against
the association in plural marriages between those
who had already entered into it at the time the manifesto was given, as well as a prohibition against the
contracting of future plural marriage relation?
A. Well, I do; I thought I had explained that;
perhaps I might be unhappy in my expression, but
as I said, the intention and scope of that manifesto
was expressing President Woodruff's mind in regard to himself and every member of the church,
and that was, that the law should be--observed in all
matters concerning plural marriages, embracing the
present condition of those who had previously entered into marriage. Is that a plain answer?
Joseph F. Smith, the present president of the
church of Utah, said:
Q. Do you understand that the manifesto applies
to cohabitation of .men and women in plural marriages where it had already existed?
A. I can not say whether it does or not.
Q. It does not in terms say so, does it?
A. No. I think, however, the effect of it is so.
I don't see how the effect of it can be othcnvise.
To show how tne, Ut:;i;h church has.kept faith with
its own interpretation of the )llanifesto, terms by
which the Territory was admitted into the Union as
a State and have observed the constitution of the
State. of Utah, your attention is called to the speech
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of Julius C. Burrows, United States Senator from
Michigan, made in support of the resolution reported
from the Committee on Privileges and Elections
"That Reed Smoot is not entitled to a seat as ~
Senator of the United States from the State of Utah.
"The fi:i:st witness called i'n behalf of the protes~
tants was Joseph F. Smith himself, the head of the
church of Utah, who, from his position, would be
more apt to be cognizant of the fact" if it existed
than anyone else, and could therefore speak with
greater accuracy in relation to the continuance of
these crimes. He testified as follows :
"Mr. Tayler. Is the cohabitation with one who is
claimed to be a plural wife a violation of the law of
the chui·ch as well as the law of the land?
"Mr. Smith. That was the case and is the case today .... I have cohabited with my wives; not openly
-that is, bot in a manner that I thought would be
offensive to my neighbors; but I acknowledge them;
I have visited them. They have borne me children
since 1890, and I have done it knowingly.
"Mr. Tayler. In 1892, Mr. Smith, how-many wives
did you have?
"Mr. Smith. I had five.
"Mr. Tayler. How many children have been born
to you by these wives since 1890?
"Mr. Smith. I had eleven children born since
1890.
"Mr. Tayler. Were these children by all of your
wives-that is, did all of your wives bear children?
"Mr. Smith. All of my wives bore children.
"Mr. Tayler. Since 1890? [Date of manifesto.]
~'Mr. Smith. That is correct.
"The Chairman. How many children have you in

ail?
"Mr. Smith. I have had born to me, sir, fortytwo children-twenty-one boys and twenty-one girls.
"Mr. Tayler. The revelation which Wilford Woodruff received in consequence of which the command
to take plural wives was suspended did not, as you
understood it, change the divine view of plural marriages, did it?
"Mr. Smith. It did not change our belief at all ....
"Mr. Tayler. You continued to believe that plural
marriages was right?
"Mr. Smith. We did.
"Mr. Carlisle. Do you not believe in the principle
of plural marriages-that is to say, . . . do you or
do you not believe it is right in and of itself·?
"Professor Linford, ·president of Brigham Young
college. Yes, sir, I believe it is a correct principle
to-day."
So from the head of the church and the head of
the University comes the common affirmation that
belief in polygamy as a .principle of human conduct
is still adhered to and maintained as a true tenet of ·
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the Utah Mormon faith.
· father began traveling and selling books for the
Hon. Charles B: Landis; of Indiana, House of American Tract Society, of Philadelphia. That left
Representatives, having under consideration. the my brother,four years my elder, and my good mother
matter of expulsion of Brigham H. Roberts, a Utah to look after the newly bought farm, so we all had
polygamist,' in speaking of the president, professors, to work very hard to pay for it. We lived about
and trustee of the agricultural college at· Logan, three miles from the old log schoolhouse, with~ slabs,
Utah, said: "The president of that college is a po- the soft side up, for benches, and a board on pins in
lygamist, living· in. open, notorious polygamy with the wall for a writing desk, and there we were,
three wives. One. of the .. leading professors is a happy that we had so good an oppo1;tunity to go to
polygamist, living in open and notorious polygamy school. My first, second, and third readers was the
with two wives. A trustee who guides and directs New Testament, but I loved to go to school. As soon
the business interest of that college is a polygamist, as I was large enough to stand the trip, I would not
living in open and notorious polygamy with seven miss a day when the weather was fit for me to go.
wives, and they have blessed him with thirty-nine But we had only four months of free school a year;
children.
the rest of the time we had to pay e:x;tra, that is, a
"The courts in my State in divorce .proceedings dollar a month for each scholar.
issue decrees for separate maintenance. If a man
When I was sixteen, we got a schoolhouse built
becomes the father of an illegitimate child, he has half a mile from our house. Oh, how I rejoiced at
to make provisions for that child. Every instinct that: and then luck seemed to favor us, .for we got
of nature· says no, leave not these. plural wives nor the best teacher in the county. He had been in the
their children without support. But there is noth- schoolroom twenty-nine years; and after the best
ing in the sentiment of civilization, either here or in .class went to him three terms, we were all examined,
Utah, that compels the production of all of these. ille- and got second grade certificates. I began teaching
gitimate children, a thousand of whom, by reliable at once. After I had taught a while, I concluded
accounts, were born there to polygamous wives that I would work my way through college, and
within eighteen months after January, 1896, when study for a Lutheran minister; for it was my ambiUtah was admitted as a State. There are two thou- tion to be a preacher. I well knew that my father
sand polygamous families in the State to-day."
could not help me, although he was very willing, ye.~,
Your attention is again called to the remarks of anxious for me to do so. So I started to go to the
Senator Burrows, of Michigan : "In spite of the Muhlenburg Lutheran College, at Loysville, Pennsylmanifesto, 189.0, in spite of the most solemn pledg~s vania. As soon as I had learned to read; before I
made by the convicted and imprisoned leaders m had started to school at all, I, according to church
order to secure amnesty for past offenses ; in spite of rule, had to begin to study the catechism ; then at
the express inhibition of the constitution of the State . the age of fourteen, I was confirmed by the laying
under which they live and upon the faith of which on of hands as a member of the Lutheran Church;
Utah was admitted into the Union; in spite of the for when one answers all the questions in the catec;tatutory prohibition of the commonwealth, it ap- chism he is converted, but just how the conversion
pears that a majority of the members of this hier- takes place, I am not able to say.
archy have continually and persistently lived in
·r continued my college and teaching work alterpolygamy, and are to-day openly and confessedly denately, till 1864; then the war fever got so high that
fying the laws of the}and prohibiting such crimes."
it disarranged everything. My older brother went
(To be continued.)
at the first call for seventy-five thousand men. I
0 '*'(I+ 0
was almost wild to go, but being only nineteen years
LEAVES FROM LIFE.
old my parents positively forbade me going; so I
ga;e it up for that time. But in 1864 the president
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER J, S. ROTH.
Elder J. S. Roth, the subject of this sketch, was of the college (Prof. D. L. Tressler, who after the
born in Uni<;m County, aft!)rwards called Snyder _ war organized the Lutheran college at the famous
County, Pennsylvania, on the 8th day of September, Carthage, Illinois,) raised a company of volunteers
1842. My parents were German; father was of at the college, and he was chosen. their captain. He
royal descent, a fine scholar in German, and a school~ was a brave, good man, and the best orator I ever
teacher in German, and· a preacher in German and heard. I was sworn in on the.first day of February,
English, first for the Lutheran, later for the Unit~d as a.private in Company E, One_ Hundredth ReguBrethren Church. To the~ were born seven chil- lars (or better known as the l'oundheads) of the
1
dren, one of them 'died in infancy, six grew to· ma-. Ninth Corps of Pennsylvania V 9lunteers, to serve
one year or during the war. In five days after, ~Y
turity, and five are still living.
· · ·.
·.
When I was about six years old my folks moved to regiment was in front of Petersburg, and was m
Peru MJlls; Juniata County, Pennsylvania:. Then my that siege till the 2d of April, 1865. Theil we took
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the city, then Richmond, then went after Lee until
he surrendered. I was hono\·ably discharged on the
24th of July, 1865.
My army life and experience was not very profitable to me in spirituality. Our chaplain would
preach, swear, drink, gamble, and I do not know
what he would or would not do. I hope none will
call me egotistical, for I aim to tell the truth, and
as I write this all from memory, there may be some
minor inaccuracies, but in the main it is correct.
From my boyhood on, my character and reputation were dearer to me than life, and although I was
in the toughest (if there was a toughest) company in
the army, yet I never smoked, chewed the weed, to
this day never touched a cigarette, never drank
liquor, nowithstanding it was furnished to us while
in the front, never gambled, don't know one card
from the other now, never swore but twice in my
life, (once was at a preacher,) and I always despised a man who had no respect or regard for his
character.
After I came back from the army I continued my
school work till 1870. I made my home at my
father's house, and that was the preacher's home.
It would have been better for me, (for I was a close
observer) if I had not been in their company quite
so much, for I was compelled to doubt their sincerity,
and placed many of them on the list of hypocrites.
Their actions made me very skeptical.
On the 26th of October, 1866, I was married to
Miss S. B. Garber. In March; 1870, we moved to
Scranton, Iowa. That was on the frontier of settlements. In 1875 my father urged me to come and
take charge of his farm in Poweshiek County, Iowa,
twelve miles northeast of Grinnell. I did so.
While living there, I got more disgusted with all
that was called religion than ever before. But~ (I
am almost ashamed to tell it now) after a while the
Methodist Episcopals began a protracted meeting 1n
their church not far from us, and, to satisfy my
wife, we attended, although I had no faith in them.
But after several weeks the excitement and the
power ( ?) got so high, that it actually excited me,
too; and, shall I tell it? yes; the truth must be told,
no difference how hard it hits. I got so excited that
I went to the mourner's bench. l hope and believe
that God has forgiven me, foi· I did it ignorantly,
The third night that I was there the class leader
came to me and said, "Neighbor Roth, what are you
doing here?"
I said, "I am trying to get religion."
Then he said, "You've got religion, but you don't
know it. Get right up, now, and confess Jesus; that
is .all that you must d.o now.'~.
Well, I thought, if I can get religion and not know
it, I can lose it and not know it. And that proved
true with me; for I got i·eligion and did not know it,
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and I lost it and di<). not miss it; and when I lost
what I did not have, r·had as much left as the man
who teaches that kind of balder.dash. That episode
confirmed me that religio'n was a farce, and I was
done with the.churches and their delusion.
In 1879 I moved from my father's farm to Tama
County, on my own farm, which I had.just bought.
In June of this year my neighbor, R. Goreham (and I
always loved that man, from the ve1·y first time I
ever saw him, yet I did not know why till later on,)
came to me in my cornfi~ld and wanted me to come
to preaching that night. I told him no; I was done
with that kind of work. "Well," he said, "it is a new
kind of preacher; he is a Latter Day Saint."
I said, "A Latter Day Saint; what is that? What
is a Latter Day Saint?"
"Well," said he, "they are called Mormons. The
Methodist Episcopals will not let him preach in the
church, so he will preach in our schoolhouse." That
at once aroused my sympathy, for I favored liberty
and equal rights.
I said, "All right, Rube, all right; I'll be there. A
Mormon, a Mormon; yes, I must hear a Mormon,
sure."
I went, and quite a good crowd was there, and I
was glad, too; for if there had not been a good many
of my neighbors there, I would have felt ashamed to
be found in company of those degraded Mormons.
So I felt somewhat relieved, at least, for .I always
prided myself on my standing in society.
After a ·while the Mormon preacher came. Well,
he was only a man after all, and a fine looking one,
too. Neighb01; Goreham told us that the preacher's
name was I. N. White. I thought that the name was
all right, although the man was not so very white.
Well, he preached; yes, he· preached; and in all
my life before, that was the first sermon I ever heard
from the Bible. I said right away, If the Bible is
true, that man has it, Mormon or no Mormon. The
more I attended, the more I wanted to hear. After
some time, W. C. Nirk and D .. C. White came also,
but they all told the same story, and among other
things the most prominent to me was a quotation
they very often used, and said it was found. in John
7: 17: "If any man will do his will, he shall know.
of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself." And then the preacher would
urge us to take the Savior at his word; try him; obey
him; and find that God is the same to-day that he
has always been, and that the same gifts· and blessings do follow the believer to-day, just as they did
in Christ's and the apostles' days.
After they preached a while, the' very 'old Devil
seemed Lo be let loose .. That is, just as soon as some
of the other church members began to talk of being
baptized. I have often, since I obeyed, thought of
an expression made by Professor D. in a debate with
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E. L. Kelley once. It was this : '~When the Latter
Day Saints· ge,t into a new place, they claim to heal
the dead, cast orit the sick, and raise the De:vil." And
I came to the conclusion that the last one was surely
true.
So one day the Methodist Episcopal preacher announced that he would expose all the Mormon
frauds. We all went; the excitement, ran high.
And he did expose Mormonism, but not one word had
he to ·say against the Reorganized Latter Day Saint
Church individu'ally. But in ignorance he classed
us with the Mormons of Utah. His whole stock in
trade came from Ann Eliza, Beadle, etc., etc. But
not one word from the Bible to pr-0ve them wrong.
After he was through with his harangue and abuse,
Elder White asked permission to correct some of
the mistakes he had made. But the answer came in
thunder tones, "No, sir; sit down; you can't talk
here." So Elder White answered him on the next
night in the schoolhouse, to the satisfaction of most
all who were there, and to all who were looking for
light.
But the Methodist Episcopal preacher, in concluding his harangue, said, "I admit that when the ~or
mons preach here among you, they preach mce,
smooth sermons· but just wait till they get you into
their meshes ; then they take you out west; you will
then get the rest."
I could not get rid of that: it stuck to me like a
leech. I thought, Is it possible that they withhold
some things here? For by this time I was deeply interested. Therefore I concluded to go to the bottom of
it, and, like Nicodemus of old, I was a little ashamed
to let the people know that I was so deeply interested. I m-ade business for myself out in Woodbury
County, so that I could attend the fall conference of
1879 in -Gallands Grove; for I wanted to see what
they got out west.
Ever since I can remember anything, my good
mother would read in the Bible twice a day to h~r
children, and many, many a time when she re~d
about how the Savior talked to the children, and laid
his hands on them and blessed them, did I from the
very depth of my soul wish that I had lived :"hen he
did so that I could have had that grand blessmg, too.
And then, when she would read how God had .organized his church with apostles, prophets, seventies,
and so on· and how the Holy Ghost used to come -0n
them and' they prophesied, spake in tongues, and
- interpreted the tongues, the thought would come to
me Why has God so changed? Oh, why can not or
' not God give us such blessings
•
does
now ?· I co ul,a
not understand how God could be unchange~ble,
and at the same time the churches were en~1rely
different from what they were in Bible times,' and
none of the spiritual bJessings could be seen or heard
now. I never for one 'moment thought that man had
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changed, and not God, but I took it for granted
that it was all God's fault, for we were told that
those things were not to continue, but were only
given to establish the early church, and were then
to cease; and, of course, as we did not have them
we had to take it for granted that it was so, and that
they were not for us. But when the Latter Day
Saint elders came, they told us that God had, not
changed, but that man had changed, and by transgression lost the authority of the priesthood ; and
.- that God had restored the authority, with the officers,
gifts, and blessings. When I. heard it, it ·brought
back to my mind, very. vividly, my boyhood desires;
- and tl,".t was a stunner to my skepticism, for it
was on the ground that God had changed, and would

not bless his children -now, as he did anciently,
that I had stumbled.
When I was on the way to Gallands Grove, I
stopped between trains at Jefferson, to visit Rev.
Charles Eckles. He used to preach for the United
Breth1:en, then the Methodist Episcopals offered him
more money and he went- to preach for them.
I used to see him at my father's house in Poweshiek
County, and I counted him a smart young man, and
was well acquainted with him, so I stopped with him
several hours. I took good care not to tell him
where I was going, but, "from the fullness of the
heart the mouth speaketh," so in our talk I ventured to say to him, "Mr. Eckles, please tell me why
do the churches of to-day not have apostles, prophets, seventies, and an the officers that God set
in the church? And why do they not have the gifts
and blessings that we read of in the Bible?"
His answer was, "Mr. Rqth, you are too inquisi-tive; we have outlived and outgrown them, as they
were only for the early church. We have the Bible,
and that is enough. So you ought to be satisfied
with that, and not long for, and seek after that
which is not for us."
·
Well, I had heard too much Latter Day Saint
preaching, and believed too much Bible now, to believe all that. But of course I did not dare to go into
an argument about it with him, for fear that I might
give myself away as to where I was going. But I
really wish that I might have a talk with Mr. Eckles
now. Perhaps I might be able to give him some
light on that subject. I would try, at least.
When I was on my way back from Sargent's
Bluffs to Dow City, at little Sioux, an old, venerable
. looking· man got on the car. I thought that it might
be old Abraham, of Bible times. I gave him part of
my seat.
The first thing he said was, . "Where are .,you
going?" I could not evade so straight a question,
although I did not want to tell him, so I said, "I am
going to Dow City to-day."
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"So," said he, "perhaps you are going to attend
the Latter Day Saint conference?"
·
That was another stunner for me, so I answei·ed
straight, "Yes, sir, for a few days at least."
"Are you a member?" came next.
"No, sir; but I am investigating their claims.'' I
saw that I was into it, so I was going to -make the
best of it. As I was not known out there by anyone,
I did not care so much.
Then I said, "Are you a Latter Day Saint?"
"Yes, sir; I am an elder in the church. My name
is Josiah Ells. I am on my way to Dow -City, too,
and I shall be glad to have you go with me, and I
will see that you are cared for."
·
Oh, I thought; how kind of you, good old Abraham; and the lump was all gone out of my throat; So
we talked like old-time friends. I told him ali about
Brother White's work, and the terrible persecution
that was aroused against it, and why I was going
so far to investigate still further into -the work.
We arrived at Dow City in a terrible rain. Joseph
Luff was at the depot to meet those coming to conference. Brother Ells was the only Saint that got
off the train, so Brother Luff said, "Well, come,
Brother Ells, let us go."
"Oh, hold on,'' said Ells; "here I have an fovestigating brother; we must take care of him, too."
Then Brother Ells introduced us to each other, and
Brother Luff took me along to Elder J. R. Lambert's.
Of course I got a Latter Day Saint welcome. We
had 110L been there long till Bro. D. C. White and
wife came in on. the train from the east.- He had
been to my place, so I felt a little more at home.
They had started to drive through with a buggy;
but on the way their little .girl had taken deathly
sick, so they had to leave their rig in care of the
rest of their party, and they _took the train to get
there in time to save the child's life. As soon as
possible the elders present had prayer, ·then
anointed the child with oil, as James says to do;
then they laid their hands on he}: and pray~d earnestly for God to heal her, and in less than ten
minutes the child was perfectly well, and playing
on the floor. I thought, is it possible that the Methodist Episcopal preacher meant that, when he said
we would get the rest out west? I concluded .if that
is what we would get out west, I could endure all
that, and_ more like it without shame. But the shame
was on him, that he denied all that. That instance
strengthened my faith at once, and I knew that the
Methodist lj}piscopal reverend had misrepresented
them.
Soon the teams came· .to take us out to the camp
grounds. I wish I dare use the space I need ··to
tell you how I was impressed with the kindness of
all the Saints, and especially with the care· I got
from dear old Brother and Sister Pett and their fine
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family; God bless· them. For I knew th~t they were
God's true children by their actions, and their treatment to me made me love the. gospel for their sakes,
though I had been ap. entire stranger to all of them.
When I left the conference I had made up ·my
mind that I would obey, at a more convenient season; but· persecution ran high when I got home,
and I felt. discouraged. I began to lose interest, or
rather the desire to obey, yet I believed it to be the
truth, still by times my old doubts_ would loom up,
mountain high, and I would say, Is there a reality
in anything called religion? Are they not all humbugs? for I had seen much of humbug in what was
called :.. _ligion.
About this time I had a dream; I can give only
part of it, for want of space. I thought some strange
men came into our lawn; everybody set them down
as terribly bad men, and anybody found in their
company when they would be arrested would be
sent to prison with them; and yet it seemed that I
was inclined to be with them. What a disgrace it
would be t.o me, should I be found with them when
caught. So I kept back far enough just to be in
sight of them, and yet not in their company. Some
one, I knew not who, gave me a sharp ax to defend
myself with, should I ~eed to do so. I was told by
some one that the test was soon going to be made,
so as to see whether those men were cutthroats, and
the test would be like this. That there was an exposition building erected and the outside door was so
built that no one could tell where it was, but when
those who were worthy to enter would touch the
door with a finger, the door would open of itself at
once, and as soon as they had entered, the door
would close again; and no unworthy person could
get in, for the door would not open for them. And
if the door would open when those suspicious men
touched it, then that was sure proof that they were
honest men. So when I saw that they were going to
enter the building, I kept a close watch on them, I
kept back a block or so, so that I was not with them,
and yet not so far away that, if the door opened for
them, I could run and enter the building with them;
but if the door did not open for them, I would· be
far enough away so that no one would suspect me
of knowing anything about them. I followed along
at a safe distance, so that I could see them plainly,
and just as soon as they got in front of the building.,
one of them touched the door with his finger, and it
opened so quickly that I hardly saw it. I said, They
are all right; they are going in. So I started to run
with all my might, in order to get in with 1them
before the door closed. But, to my horror, before.it
was possible for me to get there they were all in
and the door closed, and I outside. Oh, I suffered
the horrors of hell! What was I to do? Will there
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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ever be another 'chance for me to 'enter that g~and
building?
When I was in the deepest agony, a person appeared from somewhere, and asked me what my
tl'Ouble was? I told him of my-disappointment. He
said, "You have delayed," and that being my own
fault, gave me very little consolation. But after·
a while he said for me to wait a little and perhaps
there would others come who were worthy to enter,
and the door would open for them, and if I were
ready, I could enter with them. In a short time
some more of the Saints came. I stood close to the
door. One who had the authority to do so put his
finger on the door~ and at once it opene,d, and they
all passed in; I among them. Oh, glory; how happy
I was! I was inside now; the door closed after us,
and we seemed to be in a new world. Oh, how grand,.
no tongue can tell; no pen can describe the beauty
and grand~ur, but just inside of the entrance there
were small apartments or rooms, one for each person who entered the building; and before anyone
was allowed to go farther through the building, he
had to go into his own room and there change his
habiliment, from the top of his head to the soles of
his feet, and put on the suit especially prepared for
him, all uniform. Then, after he was adorned with
his new suit, he was urepared to associate with
the inmates. Well, I changed; I was in now, and I
was happy.
I will leave the remainder of the dream and come
back to this life again. I became more and more
indifferent about obeying. But that dream made a
deep impression on my mind. For a long time I
could not get rid of it; I would hear that voice say,
"You have delayed," but I shook it off, and it kept
getting fainter and fainter, Still I kept going to
hear the elders every time they came, for I loved to
hear them, but it did not take hold on me as it did
before. I realized that the Spirit was gradually
withdrawing itself from me, yet I believed, just as
much as ever, that it was the truth from high heaven
restored again. But I realized, too, that if ever I
was baptized, it would be by the principle of doing
right, and doing my duty, and not because that I
had a desire to be, for the desire was all gone.
On the 18th of January, 1880, Elder I. N. White
was to preach again in the Bown .Schoolhouse, eight
miles from my place, as that was where most of the
meetings were held; but we never missed a meeting.
I told my wife before we started that morning, that
if I did. not change my mind, I would be baptized
that day; but I had no desire to be. Oh, how I hoped
that she· would say something to discourage me, so
that I would have an excuse. But she said, "You
can do· just as you please," so that threw the responsibility all on me. I took my clothes along, but after
meeting I had.given it up again. Brother Goreham
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came to me and said, "Well, Neighbor Roth, what
do you think of it, now?" He was anxious to have
me obey.
I said, "Well, I believe ·it is all right."
Then he said, "Well, if it is all right, what are
you delaying for?" Delaying,-that word came like
a thunderbolt to my soul; that was the word the
person used against me who stood at the door of the
exposition building. He said, "You have delayed,"
and oh, what misery it caused me. I did not want to
go through the same ordeal again. And I answered
Brother Goreham, "I ·am ready." We immediately
went two miles south, to Walnut Creek, and I was
baptized. An hour later, at Brother Lyke's, Brethren White and Lake, I believe, confirmed me. After
confirmation we had a testimony meeting. During
the meeting a very strange, but very pleasant feeling came over me. I did not understand it at the
time; it was something different. from what I had
ever known before. One of the brethren arose and
said that the spirit of prophecy was resting on some·
. one who refused to yield to its promptings, and he
turned and said it was me, and that the Lord had
a great work for me to do if I was faithful. I beg·an
to feel as I did when I got into that grand building.
Yet it was all so new, so strange, so different from
·what I had ever felt before, that I did .not understand it. But I was satisfied that it was the work of
the Lord, and that I had done his will and my duty.
The news spread like wildfire that Roth had joined
the Mormons, as some had said, "He will be the last
one that they will ever get." I stood high in society,
held an office, and was township treasurer.
Three days later my father (then a United Brethren preacher) heard of it. Immediately he· sent my
sister to tell me that if I did not renounce Mormonism, he would erase my name from the family record, disinherit me, and never own me as a son any
more. And that neither I nor one of my family
should ever set foot on his premises again. But I
told my sister to tell him that if he 'had the State
of Iowa to give to me, he could never change my
faith. What made it still worse for him, I had lost
all confidence in his kind of religion. He erased my
name from the record. His will read, "John shall
have ten dollars and no more, because he.joined the
Mormons." If anyone would inquire for John Roth,
he would say, "I don't know a John Roth. There is
a John Mormon living over there; I guess that is
the man you want to find." He would not notice me
as we passed each other on the road. He never
spoke to me after I joined the church, excepting
once, and that time he wanted to read my title not
clear to me. And in part he said, "You have made
your father and mother out liars.'"
I said, "How so, father?"
He said, "You deny'your baptism, and we had you
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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baptized when you were a baby; and now you deny
that, and went and got dipped by those C-- Mormons."
I said, "Father, you won't allow me to come to
your house, but I want you to come to my house, and
fetch your Bible along; and if you can show me one
place in your Bible where it intimates that they
sprinkled babies for baptism, then I will return
again."
He replied, "Oh, you little snot nose; you; you,
you try to teach your father Bible. You, you ought
to be ashamed. You ought to know better. I taught
you better than that."
·
.
But that did not convince me that he was right
and I wrong. But he clung to it ti}l his death.

About sixteen years later, my good old mother,
(she never was prejudiced against me,) took sick.
Doctors and all thought she would die. They sent
for all the children, except me; but she wanted to
see me, too. But no, the verdict stood that John is
a son no more. I got home on Tuesday from the
Logan reunion. My sister saw me go by father's
house, she told mother that I was home. Mother
said, "Oh, call him in; I want to see him." My
sister watched my return, and told me that mother
had been longing to see me before she died. She
wanted me to come in. I told her to go in and ask
father whether he would allow me to come in to see
my dear old mother? He said, "No; not until he
renounces Mormonism." The next day he took sick,
the next day he was delirious, and did not know anyone. I went to see him and mother then, but he did
not know it. On the second day following he died
a bitter enemy to the true gospel, restored by th~
angel.
. But the work spread, more were baptized every
time the elders came, (or nearly so,) till perhaps
thirty or forty were baptized. Then late in the fall
of 1880, the subject of organizing a branch came
up. Bro. I. N. White took it to God in earnest
prayer and asked him to direct in the organization.
I will give his own words, as nearly as I can remember. He said, "I asked God who wilt thou that shall
be ordained to the office of elder, to preside over the
branch? And I saw a light as bright as the noonday
sun come down and rest over Brother Roth's house"
I believe he said he heard a voice saying, "He sh~ll
be the elder." Then a light inferior to that came
down and pointed out the next officer, and so on till
all the officers were pointed out. Brother White told
the vision to no one concerned at the time. The
time for organizat_ion came, we met at Bro. J. c.
Reams' house, Brother White in the chair. He
~rst · call~d ~of .~ vote for the elder. Who shall
it be? ~nu so on till every officer was chosen; .and in
every mstance the choice was without a negative
vote, and it. was just precisely as was shown to
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Brother White. Then he told us how the Lord had
shown him just what had been done now. And that
·was a great confirmation to all of the Saints, that ·
God was directing them in the work. · On the 12th
clay of D~cember, 1880, I :vas ordained an elder by
I. N. Wlute and W. C. Kirk, at Newton, Iowa. I
was immediately chosen as branch president. I
served for several years, and my constant prayer
was, Oh, my God, give me wisdom, _so that I may be
able to understand thee and tJ1y word, and be able
by thy wisdom to do that which will be for thy glory,
and for the good of thy work restored again to man ...
I was always afraid that I would do something that
"·ould not be pleasing to God, which would injure '.
his worlc.
·
I went to work at once with a will, and God blessed
me. It was no task for me to get up before a crowd
for that was not new to me, having been before th~
public for some years. The first sermon I preached
a full hour, with good liberty. I was happy. The
happiest hours of my life are when I am preaching.
All was peace and harmony in the branch·; God was
with us by his Spirit, and blessed us. But the Devil
saw that that would never do, so he began to throw
obstacles in the way in order to discourage me and to
hinder the work. Too much peace and unity among
the Saints to suit him. So he sent a man by name of
P-t, (a member,) to sow discord and contention
among the members. And he began to whisper to·
me that I was not called of God; that it was all
man's doings; that they had done so, only to keep
me in the church, so that I would not go out imd ·
contend against them.
.
About this time, when Satan was trying me the
hardest, to quit the mi?istry, for I had been ver,v.
zealous in the work, and made great sacrifice; paid
all my own expenses, etc., etc., Brethren Gorcham
and D. C. White went with me eighteen miles south
to open a new place, and continue for a week or
more. Brother Goreham spoke on Saturday night,
I on Sunday morning and Brother White Sunday
night. At the close of the Sui{day night meeting, I
surprised the brethren when I announced that the
r~1eetin~ was closed. Oh, I was in misery. I had no
liberty m talking, and. they none too much. I came
to the conclusion that I was not· called ·and that I
would quit, and never try to preach agafn.
So we started for home, eighteen miles away, in
my cutter, on a bitter, cold, winter night. A deep
snow was on the ground. After we got away from
the crowd I told the brethren that I was going home,
and to stay there, too; that I would never preach
another sermon unless I got more evidence that God
had called me. I had no doubt of the work; the
only doubt was of my call. The previous evidence
of I?Y call was all gone from me. I could not recall
a smgle evidence of my calling. When we got to·
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Brother Gorehain's jt was was very late in the night, I did not know why, but I had to go; and i went. I
and yet two miles to my home. I was heartsick; had found the child dying. I anointed the boy with oil
the ·"blues" terribly. I was disappointed. So Brother · and administered to him· as we are commanded in
Goreham pe1•suaded me to stop till morn'ing. We ~ames 5: 14, and the Lord heard us. Th~ boy was
put up my team. I went to bed heartbroken ·and I mstantly healed. ·Also a boy at Mount Pleasant who
had a talk with the Lord about the matter. 'I told
had a deformed foot. The foot was all out of shape,
him that I was going home to stay unless he gave me
an unmistakable evidence of my calling. I soon· and he hobbled along on the ankle. Mrs. Miller, the
found myself. at the foot of a very high mountafo, mother of the boy, was not a member, but she had
I had just started up. I had gone only a few rods ; faith in God's work, and she asked me to administer
had made the start, but had stopped ; the road to the boy. Brother McDonald and I anointed him
seemed very solid and safe, but very steep. While with oil and administered to him, and the bones were
I was standing- there I noticed that Brother White . all straightened out, each one to its proper place,
was close_ to me. I looked ahead up the road, and and the foot was well, and he was happy. The
there I saw a man coming directly towards me, and I moth€. was baptized afterwards. God can and does
knew him at once, and said, That is the Savio1·. He answer prayer now, as well as in the past. He has
.
came directly to me, reached out and took me by the not changed.
I want to give just one more. When Brother and
hand and said, "I have called you to preach my gospel. Warn the people of their wickedness tell them Sister W. H. McCoy lived south of Grinnell, their
daughter Mabel took very sick, I .believe it was
that I am coming to take vengeance on them in years, - months, and - days, (these figures were pneumonia. The doctors said she could not live and
taken from -me again.) I will stand by you and gave her up. They sent for me. I went out there'
after dark, and the child seemed to be dying. I
bless you."
Well, from tbat time to this I have never doubted anointed her according to God's law, and prayed for
my call. I started again ; he has blessed my feeble her, and she was instantly healed, went onto the
efforts. He has enabled me to baptize nearly five floor to play, and wanted something to eat.
Oh, how good God is to his people! Mabel is now
hundred. I immediately went to work again, and
in a short time after this presented myself to Gen- grown up, and is a fine Latter Day Saint.
eral Conference for the field. I was appointed at
I could write much more, but I have gone over my
once.
allowance of space. In conclusion I want to say,
On the 14th day of April, 1884, I was ordained as this work is of God ; let us all be faithful to our
first counselor to I. N. White, president of the calling, and win a crown of eternal life in the ceSecond Quorum of Elders, by E. C. Briggs, J. H. lestial glory of God. I hope that I shall be able to
Lake, and J. R. Lambert. On the 10th day of April, bring still a few more ··souls into the kingdom of .
1886, I was ordained a member of the First Quorum God. I only wish that the five hundred that I lfapof Seventy, by C. Scott, E. C. Briggs, and J. W. tized were five hundred thousand, and all of them
Gillen. And now for more than twenty-six years would prove faithful to the end. May God bless his
I have been sounding the gospel trumpet, and it is people, and all be ready for Christ when he shall
my heart's delight to do so. May God give me come. Come quickly, Lord Jesus, come.
A minister for Christ.
strength to continue for some time yet, for I dread
J. S. ROTH.
to think of the time when I shall have to lay down
the armor. For the Lord has fulfilled his promise
to me, and has stood by me in various ways. When
October 5 the branch of the church at Los AnI was surrounded by a ·mob he took all fear from
geles, California, adopted a resolution expressing
me, and I received no harm. When threatened with· condemnation and abhorrence of the terrible outtar and feathers, knives and revolvers, he protected rage in the dynamiting of the Times building, and
me. . Why should I not serve him?
extending sympathy and financial aid to the beI would like to gi~e many, many instances to show . reaved families of those who were killed as a result
how God has blessed my work, but space will only of the explosion. Copies of the resolution were furallow me a few.
nished the press and .the mayor.
On one oc_casion, when Sister Perry's child was
dying with a dread disease, she prayed with all the
Oh, I wonder, wonder- when I see so many good
zeal of a devoted mother for God to send an elder
to her before her boy should die, as all the children ministers at home, crowding each other, I wonder
in town wbo took that disease died. The doctor said. that they will not part with their home privileges,
there was no help for· them. God heard her suppli- arid go out to the heathen world, and reap a joy like
cation, and moved me to go to Oskaloosa at once. this,-the joy of the Lord.-John G. Paton~
0
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that f(\11 from the lips of the fi;imed .orator. Colonel Ingersoll was unprotected by either hat or umbrella, and his invOcation th1illed his hearers with awe, each eye that had .previously been bedimmed with tears b:i.·ighte,ning, and sobs becoming hushed .. -
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[How strong the contrast between the eloquence Qf man as
shown in the speech of Colonel Ingersoll and the faith which
which in the darkest hour looks upward and above and beyond the dark clouds of grief and recognizes the wisdom of
a loving Father's hand, as shown in the touching poem of
Helen Hunt Jackson. Oh, how much it means to be able to
trust in God! Able to say with Job, "I know that my Redeemer liveth."-EDITOR.]
Infidel Eloquence.
On the 8th, the eloquent Ingersoll was called upon to
deliver an address at the grave of the dead child of a friend
at Washington City. In a remote corner of the Congregational cemetery a small group of people, with uncovered heads,
were ranged around a newly opened grave. They included
Detective and Mrs. George 0. Miller and family and friends,
who had gathered to wi,tness the burial of the foriner's bright
little son Harry, a recent victim of diphtherja. As the casket
rested upon the trestles there was a painful pause, broken
only by the mother's sobs, until the undertaker advanced
toward a stout, florid complexioned gentleman in the party
and whispered to him, the words being inaudible to the lookers-on: This gentleman was Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, a
friend of the Millers, who had attended the funeral at their
request. He shook his head when the undertaker first addressed him, and then said suddenly; "Does Mrs. Miller desire
it?" The undertaker gave an affirmative nod. Mr. Miller
looked appealingly toward the distinguished orator, and then
Colonel Ingersoll advanced to th<> side of the gi;ave; made a
~otion denoting a desire for silence, and in a voice of eiquisite cadence deliv,ered one of his characteristic eulogies for the
dead. . The_ scerie was intensely dramatic. A fine .drizzling
rain was falling and every head was bent and evei'y ear
turned to catch the impassioned words of elo~uence and hope

THE COLONEL SAID:

"My frie11ds: I know how vain it is to gild a grief with
words, and yet I wish to take from every grave its fear.- ·
Here in this world, where life and death are equal kings, all
should be brave enough to meet what all the dead have met.
The future has been filled with fear, stained and polluted by
the heartless past. From the wondrous tree of life the buds
and blossoms fall with ripened fruit, and in the commo~ bed
of earth patriarchs and babes sleep side by side. Why should
we fear that which will come to all that is? We can not tell.
We do no-t .mow which is the greatest blessing, life or death.
We can not say that death is not as good. ·We do not know
whether the grave is the end of this life. or the door of
another, or whether the night here is not somewhere else at
dawn. Neither can we tell which is the more fortunate--:-th.e
child dying in its mother's arms, before its lips have learned
to form a word, or he who journeys all the length of life's
uneven road, painfully taking the fast slow steps with staff
and crutch. .
·
"Every cradle asks us 'whence?' and every coffin 'whither?'
The po.or barbarian weeping above his dead can answer 'the
questions as intelligently and Ea tisfactorily as the robed priest
of the most authentic creed. The tearful ignorance of the
one is just as consoling as the learned and unmeaning words
of the other. No man standing where the horizon of life has
touched a grave has any right to prophesy a future filled with
pain and tears. It may be that death gives all there is of
worth of life to live. If those who press and strain against
our hearts could never die, perhaps that love would wither
from the earth. Maybe a common faith treads from out the
paths between our hearts the weeds of selfishness and hate.
and I should rather live and love where death is king, tha~
have ete:i'llal life where love is not. Another life is naught
unless we know and love again the ones who know us here.
"They who stand with breaking hearts around this little
grave need have no fear. The large and the noble faith in
all that is, and is to be, tells us that death even at·its worst
is only perfect rest. We know that through the common walks
of life-the needs and duties of each hour-their grief·. will
lessen day by day, until at last this grave will be to them a
place of rest and peace----almost of joy.
"There is for them this consolation: The dead do not suffer. If they live again, their lives _will surely be as good as
ours.
"We have no fear; we are all the children of the same
mother, and the same fate awaits us all. We, too, have our
religion, and it is this: Help for the living, hope for the dead."
-Selected.
The Best.
Mother, I see you with your nursery light,
Leading your babies all in white,
To their sweet rest;
Christ, the Good Shepherd carries mine to-night,
And that is best.

I can not help tears when I see them twfne
Their fingers in yours, and their bright curls shine
On your warm breast;
But the Savior's is purer than yours or mirieHe can love best!
··
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You tremble each hour becauoo your arms
Are weak, your heart is wrung with alarms,
And ._sore oppressed;
My darlings are safe, out of reach of ha:i·ms,
- And that is best.
You_ know; oyer yours may hang even now
Pain .and disease, whose fulfilling slow
.
Naught can arrest;
Mine in God's gardens run to and fro,
·
And that iS best.
'You know that, of yo-urs, the feeblest one
Arid dearest, may live long ye.ars alone,
Unloved, unblessed;
Mine are cherished of sain:ts ·around God's throne,
And that is best.
YOU must dread for yours the crime that Sears,
Datk guilt, unwashe1 by re.pentant tears,
And unconfessed;
Mine entered -spotless on etemal years- Oh! how much best.
But grief is selfish; I can not see
Always why I should so stricken be
More than the rest;
But I lmow that, as well for them, for me
God did the best.-Helen Hunt Jackson.

Letter Department ·
.COLORADO CITY, COLORADO, October 24, 1910.
Edito1·B Herald: One evening of last June when looking
for something suitable to present to the public in replying to
the Brighamites or Di.sorganites, (why not call them by that
name? it is a ·suitable exchange for "Reorganites,") I came
across the statement of Brigham Young as copied in True
Succession in Church Presidency, page 125, which reads, "I
have many a time in this stand, dared the world to produce
as mean devils as we can. We can beat them at anything.
We have the greatest and smoothest liars in the world, the
cunningest and most adroit thieves, and any other shade of
character that you can mention. We can pick out elders in
Israel right here who can beat the world at gambling; who
can handle tlie cards, can· cut and shuffle them with the
smartest rogue on God's footstooL I can produce elders here
who can ·shave thefr sma1·test shavers, and take their money
from them. We can beat the world at any game. We can
beat them because· we live in the light of the Lord; we have
the holy priesthood and hold -the keys of the kingdom of God.
But you may go through all the sectarian world, and you
can not find a ma~ capabl.e of opening the door of the kingdom
of God to admit others in. We_ can do that. We can pray
the best, preach the best, and sing the best. We are the best
looking and finest set of people on the face of the earth, and
they can begin any gai;ne they please and we are on hand,
and can beat them at anything they have a mind to begin.
They may make sharp their two-e.dged swords, and I will turn
out the elders of Israel with greased feathers and whip them
to death. We are not to be beat. We expect to ]:>ea stumblingblock to the whole world, and a rock of offense to them.Deseret News, vol. ·6, p. 291; Journal of Discourses, vol. 4,
p. 77.
I decided not-to use this claim of rascality, and demoralizing
corruption; so base and foreign to even secular civilization,
much less that of the kingdom of God. It did seem to me,
that to 'a thinking man of just ordinary ability this open confession to sin and crime of almost ·every character would
appear. too absurd to credit as being trlily said by the man.
And besides,_ it was just the statement of one man and with-
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- Ol~t sanction of the church over which he was presiding. But
· with other books I put True Succession in my book satchel
bu~ with a firm resolution not to use this seemingly ihct~dibl~
claim. But to my surprise that eve-ning on the street of
c.olorado Springs, be~ore a large. crowd of people, the Spirit
d1T~cted me to read that statement conceming liars and mean
- deVlls; accordingly I did so, and just as I pronounced the last
word, that same directing Spirit said: "Now read 132: 26,
Utah edition of Doctrine and Covenants." I read as follows:
""." erily, verily I say unto you, if a man marry a wife accordmg .to my word, and they are sealed by the Holy Spirit
of promise, according to mine appointment, and he or she shall
- commit any sin or transgression of the new and everlasting
covenant '".'lrntever, and all manner of blasphemies, and if
they conmut no murder wherein they shed innocent blood, yet
the! shall come forth in the first resurrection, and enter into
theIT ex_ '~ation; but they shall . . . be delivered unto the
buffetings of Satan unto the day of redemption saith the Lord
God."
'
.
I was then directed to offer the following: Now if the
claim of having liars, etc., was but the words and d1aim of
on~ man, though he was president of a church, I would not
thmk. of presenting it here, because of its ridiculously silly
and srnful aspect. But here, in one of their standard books,
accepted and fully indorsed by the whole church, a book you
will never find a Mormon elder minus of, is something back
of Brigham Young, a doctrine permitting the commission of
any and all crimes, save one, the shedding of innocent blood
(polygamous blood). It is no longer chargeable to one man,
but to the Mormon church, who, when they said, "He or she
s~all commit any sin or transgression," said as did Brigham,
he, steal, gamble, and be as mean as the devil himself in any·
shade of character mentionable. The point was well taken·
by the bystanders. Some said aloud, Good; others, Let the
blame go where it belongs; and I felt rejoiced and thankful to
God for the evidence that he does help in time of expediency,
for I had not seen this connection before.
I have followed those "Disorganites" in reply seve.ral evenings on the street, have given that part o~ their doctrine to
the public that they invariably fail to present, reserving it
for private proselyting; and even· then, as Peter says, with
"pernicious ways" they leave out "blood atonement"; that is,
that the blood of Christ is inadequate to cleanse from all
sin, and hence requires the shedding of the sinner's own
blood; and the Adam-god theory, which is that Adam was
God, and the only God with whom we have t~ do; also the
denial of the Holy Ghost conception, but liberally open the
beauties of polygamy. I can say for one, that always under
favorable circumstances I shall make reply to these people
who deny the only Lord God, and our .Lord Jesus Christ;
Jude 1: 4.
Peter said, "And many shall follow their pernicious ways,
by reason of whom the way of truth shall be evilly spoken of."
-2 Peter 2: 2. "Pemicious: having the quality of destroying; producing great injury, or mischief; deadly, tending to
injure or destroy."-Webster.
My observations of late cause me to conclude that of all
evils that those "Disorganites" have done, the bold and unwarranted assumption that God and Joseph Smith are responsible for the induction into the church of polygamy, is
the most pernicious. And Peter declared that many should
follow their mischievous, injurious, and deadly way. So we
find men and ministers of every shade charging God and
Joseph Smith, just as do the Utah Mormons, declaring that
when they testify before a notary public that.,they, Mormons,
can not be mistaken, as in the case of R. B.,Neal in Swo1·d of
. Laban leaflet No. 10, commenting on the oath of Lucy Walker
Smith, reputed wife of Joseph- Smith, jr. But her testimony
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FULTON, IOWA, October 19; 1!!10.
Editors Herald: We had one of the best conferences of the
Eastern Iowa District that was ever- held. The Sunday school
convention was well attended. At night the local Sunday
school rendered a very nice program.
Saturday morning there was a prayer meeting appointed at
9 o'clock; business_ at 10, and all went along nicely. Sunday
at 9.30, Sunday school in charge of the district Sunday school
superintendent, Elder C. G. Dykes, and the local superintendent, Clarence Heide. At 11 o'clock was the dedication of
the church. John Heide, president of Fulton Branch,. .in
charge. Elder James McKiernan preached the dedicatory
sermon, which was indeed cheering, and Elder J. B. Wildermuth, district president, offered the dedicatory prayer. In
the afternoon a sacrament meeting was held, in charge of
Elder Warren Tumer and Elder Ira Chamberlain, and at 8
o'clock, preaching by Elder Hills. We had a feast of good
food all day Sunday; the good Lord cheered us, and the conference goes down in history as the best we ever held in this
district. Saints came from all over the district, and we had a
very large attendance, both of Saints and outsiders. The
house was too small to hold all who came.
The Fulton Saints feel thankful that they have such a nice
place to worship in. Brn. James McKiernan and L. E. Hills
are here holding meetings, with a fair turnout, hoping that
good will result from our conference and the continuing of
the services since.
We have a nice Sunday sr.hool, and the attendance is fair.
The last quarterly report shows an enrollment of fifty, an
average attendance of forty-five. We feel cheerful here, hoping for good in the future. The Saints of the Eastern Iowa
District are helping and sustaining the temporal arm of the
work by their tith_es and offerings, but thei:e is still room for
improvement.
·
-. JOHN HEIDE.

While listening to the govemor, we only wished that he
might be able to spend the rest of his time in the Missouri
cam_paign till the day of election. ·If people everywhere could
only hear this chief executive of a State' \vhere they do things,
it would have a great influence in favor of prohibition. I
_hope that :riot one Latter Day Saint in Missouri will fail to
go to the polls on the 8th day of November and vote for the ·
tenth constitutional amendment, which provides for state wide
prohibition.
.That part of the conventfon referred to which we ::tttended,
was the "Brotherhood of Disciples," ~n organization of men.
Some of the chief things set forth by the different speakers
as mostly demanding th.eir attention, were the following: A
necessity for more temporal work in connection with religious
work. Temporal salvation as well as -spiritual. Social conditions "· be considered and dealt with. Politics should not
be neglected by Christian people. A decline in the number of
men entering and occupying in the Disciple ministry. The
cause assigned,-"salaries are too small."
We notice that many of the problems that are being considered 'by our people, (and we have the plan by which. these
problems can be solved, if we will only make use of it) are
also being thought about by others. It seems that almost
everywhere people are seeing the need of a religion that is
more practicable. Oh, that we might more fully conform to
that plan God has given us, and thus become "the light of
the world"!
I have always believe that it helps us to appreciate the
truth we have received, when we go and see what others
have, and what they are doing.
We found Brother Okerlind holding meetings •at Topeka,
but he had to leave for home on Sunday afternoon.
We remained in Topeka, holding some meetings, till Thursday night, and on Friday came to this place. There is a
Union church four miles south, where we will try to commence a series of meetings on Sunday.
Still in the conflict,
H. E. MOLER.

DENISON, KANSAS, October 21, 1910.
Dear. Herald: Dropping in at Topeka on the 15th, we
found a large convention of the Disciples assembled, and
availed ourselves of the privilege of attending some of the
few remaining meetings. On Saturday afternoon we saw the
parade of the "Men's Bible School," headed by a squad of
police, the city marshal, Topeka band, and Governor Stubbs.
In the parade were men from seventeen States, carrying their
respective banners and mottoes, many of which were attractive and interesting.
After the parade, Govemor Stubbs delivered an ~ddress in
the auditorium, where the main meetings of the convention
were held, on the subject of good citizenship. But _his talk
was mostly on the temperance question. This being the first
privilege we have had of hearing this noted' governor, we
were especially interested, and were impressed with his frank,
earnest manner, and the straight, plain way in which he
deals with the question. He referred with apparent pride to
what had been done in Kansas, and said: "I don't know of
a single open saloon or joint in Kansas, and if any man in
Kansas will sh.Qw me an open saloon or joint running in this
State, and I don't close it up, and close itr up quick, I will
resign my job as governor. •."cNow, that does not mean that
there is no· whisky sold here, for we have a few bootleggers
and people who peddle whisky in satchels, and men who drive
over from .'Missoul.'i under the protection of the interstate
commerce law."

SHARON,.PENNSYLVANIA, October 19, 1910.
Edito1·s Herald: I thought a few lines from the Sharon
Brauch would be of interest to some of the Saints. The w'ork
is still gaining in this part of the vineyard. We have over a
hundred members in our branch, and about one half- of them
attend. Bro. R. Baldwin has been holding street meetings,
with good crowds and much intei·est. Bro. T. V. Thomas has
also been holding street meetings at Middless, with good
crowds, and as the good seed has been sown, we pray the
honest in heart may see .the, light and be gathered into the
sheepfold.
·
I have been only engaged two years in this glorious work,
and I feel that I am one of the weakest of Saints, but my
desire is to do what little I can for the advancement of this
cause. I have never regretted the step I have taken, but have
been made to feel glad that I ever embraced it. I have seen
the power of tlie Lord made manifest in my home. I had· a
little boy lying very sick, and as my husband belonged to the
church, we sent for Bro; T. V. Thomas to administer to him.
He slept all ,that night, and in a few days he wanted to play. :
That shall be a testimony to me as long as_ I liv.e that this is
the work of the Lord.
I ask the Saints to pray for me, that I may nold ·fast to
that which is good and endure to the end.
Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. HELENOR RICHARDSON.

turns the "sword" upon
gave her a powerful and
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Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, October 12, 1910.
Editors Herald: I feei constrained to encourage you, by
complimenting the Sunday evening effort of August 21, 1910,.
HERALD editorial, ·October 5, 1910. Subject, "The church as
a benefactor." It did my heart good to read it. I thought if
we could only see eye to eye on the fundamentals of the temporal law, as we all see eye to eye on the fundamentals of the
spiritual law, we would as a church go ahead by leaps and
bounds; but the Lord is working and will cut his work short.
Truly the church is a benefactor in more ways than one.
your position is col'l'ect. After reading the sermon through,
during the quietmoments, I tried to mentall( and spiritually
digest it. To one like -myself, who has be'en prostrated upon
the burning sands of affliction, flat on my back for three
months, it was as a luscious feast of new hay to some poor,
famishing animal. It did my hungry and thirsty soul good.
It cheered and strengthened. May the, God of our fathers
bless and keep you as a choice olive branch, that you may
bear much precious fruit. The following verses are the prod-

ucts of the sermon:
EQUALITY.
Tune: America.
Our Father hear our plea,
Author of equity,
To thee we pray
That thy great will be done,
Commenced by thy dear Son,
To make us all as one,
Be soon fulfilled.
Thy law, ~e do regret,
Is unfulfilled as yet,
·- But still we pray,
Oh, give thy people strength
To ba:Oish self at length,
Nor from this task to shrink,
Till victory's won.
Thy golden rule, would we,
Be oh, so glad to see
Kept by thy band,
That all the world may know,
We are thy people true; ·
So help us thus to do
On this blest land.
Except ye equal be,
In earthly things, said he,
I will withhold.
Now thus my people you,
Should all your journey through,
Not only say, but do
My will. Amen.
Your brother,
SYLVESTER H. GARNER.
KANSAS CITY, Mrssomu.
Edit01·s He1·ald: I have been back to Brookfield, Ohio,
where I once lived when a boy. I have a love for that place
for several reasons;· i.t was there I first remember hea1ing the_
gospel. Although I was born in the church, I can not say I
remember much about the church until I heard it in Brookfield, as preached by W. W. Blair and Elijah Banta, who were
on a mission if my memory serves me right, in the year 1866.
They were hunting for those who belonged to the church in
earlier days,. and they had learned that there were a. few
scattered sheep on those hills in Opio, so they came and stayed
for some time with the Saints there,- and preached for us. I
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well remember those brethren, although Brother John Phillips
and a Brother Anderson had been there and had ·done considerable preaching before Brethren Blair and Banta came.
There used to be a good branch at Brookfield, and when I
went back there, September 23, it all came back to me. How
sorry I felt when I saw the little church that was built by
those good Saints who once worshiped there. I thought .
about my mother who had been in that building many a time; .
also my father. They are now with thti faithful, I believe.
Perhaps it was childish in me to look into the building on tip
toes, and there picture in my mind where once those good
Saints sat and worshiped.
It was there that I first heard the gift of prophecy and the
gift of tongues. How strange it was for me to hear those speak
in other tongues, when I knew that they could,not speak but
one language, and that was Welsh. I also remember seeing
little g' 's trembling under the power of God's Spirit. It
was a feast for me to have' those days come back. I thought
about Brother William, but a boy that he. was, called and
ordained in that church to the office of elder, and how glad I
am, and how proud that he has been faithful and is to-day
numbered among the patriarchs. He is living to-day in
Cameron, Missouri.
There are others that come to my mind, who are still holding fast to that rod of h·on, which, if they are faithful, will
land them among the blest. I visited the old log cabin where
my be.st friend died, and oh, how I thought aboi1t her I I went
to Sharon and got a man to go out to the old home and take
a picture of what was left, and then I went to the graveyard,
standing by that tombstone, and had my picture taken; and
what though ts came over me! After they. all left I went back
again to the grave, and I thought I heard her say, You have
been gone nearly forty-three years; .now sit down and rest
yourself. I sat and thought I shed a good many tears, and
then I knelt with hat in hand and offered up a prayer, hoping
that when my days were over it might be as well with me
as mth mother.
In order that I might learn who was living I went on
Sunday, September 25, to the Welsh Congregational Church,
and I was surprised that I was allowed the privilege to make
inquiries about some I wanted to find. I was treated kindly,
and at the close of the meeting quite a number came and took
me by the hand and were glad to see me. In the afternoon,
in company with a Samuel Jones, one of t)le sons of the Saints,
I went to Sharon to worship with the Saints. Brother Sam
seemed to enjoy the meeting.
One word I want to say about Sharon Branch. It is a
good, spiritual branch, Bro. T. W. Thomas is in charge.
October 1 and 2 they had a two-day meeting, and I will say
it was a feast for me to be there. Brother Thomas makes a
good president, a spiritual man, and is able to fill the place.
One thing noticed in the government of the, p1:ayer me.eting
was when one knelt, all knelt. I was pleased with ·that.
O~ Sunday I was there all day; at prayer meeting at 9 a. m.,
Religio at 1'0 a. m., preaching at 11 a. m., Sunday school at
2 p. m., prayer meeting at 3 p. m., preaching at 7.30 p. m.
How is that for meeting; and mostly all the young were
_ present. Brother Thomas is district president. I also. heard
Brother Baldwin preach Sunday evening. He is indeed able
to tell the gospel story.
Now, dear Saints, when I w_as but fourteen years of age,
and had not heard much about the gospel, I could see that
God's hand was over me, and h,e has,. protected me many
times. since. The Lor.d did not want me to die at that time,
and he protected me; he wanted me to live and embrace the gospel. He had a work for me to do, _and whethe1: I have .
done or am doing that work I know not; but one tlung I do·
know, he has always been near me, and he has watched over
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me many a time. Once I remember I became despondent and
vexed with myself because I could not do better, so I caine
to the conclusion to give up the. fight and keep away. from
the Saints, for I felt that I was a disgrace to them, and I
resolved to quit trying. In this frame of mind I reth·ed to
bed and had a dream that I was traveling in a strange country,
but in the distance I could see a large. building and men and
women were going in. I did not know the nature of the
gathering, so I resolved to investigate, and in I went.. My
custom when I go into a strange church is to sit in the back
part, but in this case the seats were all taken, so I made. my
way up the aisle; but all were taken even on the platform.
No seat for me; so I was about to turn back, when some one
started to sing a favorite hymn of mine, and he broke down;
so he called me by name and said, "Brother Lewis, sing that
hymn," and tllen Joseph, who was in charge, arose and said,
"Yes; Brother Lewis," and handed me the Hymnal, and I
rnng: "Let us shake off the coals from our garments." I
awoke to plead with God for help, and ever since I have been
trying in my weak way to please ·God, who is ever watching
over me, day and night.
I am still in the faith,
Your brother,
JOSEPH R. LEWIS.
Extracts from Letters.

Benjamin Pearson, writing from Tigris, Missouri, says:
"We appreciate the good work you are doing, as we read the
editorials first, then the items of business throughout the
church, and judging from them we realize that the work is
advancing, and we .pray that it may continue."
Bro. J. W. Morgan, Colorado City, Colorado: "I have just
returned home from Raton, New Mexico, and Trinidad, Colorado. During my stay of ten days I held four preaching
services and blessed two children, presided over one prayer
service, administered three times to the sick. I was called to
Raton by telegram to conduct the funeral service of our young
brother, Levi Turner, son of Bro. John and Sr. Maggie Turner, of Yankee, New Mexico."

News From Branches
CAMERON, MISSOURI.

Your pages contain valuable information, and food for
thought. \Vith interest I search from week to week the contents of the same. I have been a constant reader of your
col.umns for over forty-five years, and you have long since
become one of the essential things of our home, and without
you we certainly would be very lonesome. You are· a great
power for good, and no Saint's home should be wit)10ut you.
Long may you live!
As there are many inquiries about the price of land, church
and school privileges, etc., I will answer through your columns.
This is a good farming country; also fruit and stock; healthy;
good water. Cameron is on the main line of the Burlington,
and the Chicago, Rock Island Railroads, thirty-five miles ea~t
of Saint Joseph, fifty-five miles northeast of Kansas City, with
Chicago and Saint Louis on the east. In those four cities we.
have an excellent market; as good as can be found in the
United States. Farms can be had from fifty to one hundred
dollars per acre, depending on improvements and location.
Cameron has a population of four thousand and five hundred.
It has good schools and good society. Bt\ilding lots can be
had from one hundred to five hundred dollars, fifty by one
hundred a~d 'fifty feet, in the residence. parts. Homes from
·one to. ·three thousand dollars. Some good homes with two
lots, for. ·~·ale at fifteen hundred dollars. There is a good
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branch here, with a neat church building; membership about
one hundred and twel).ty. There are two services Sunday,
besides the Sunday school and Religio; mid-week prayer
meeting.
·
The crops here this year are good, including fruit. The
first frost of the season was October 21. Ice in some places.
My advice to all contemplating locating in the ,regions round
about, either in the country or town, is to rent for the first
year. That will give ample time to look around; and locate
where it suits. Do not buy in haste; nor because some one
thinks you have a bargain. Satisfy yourself first'. Farms
rent for half the crop, or from three to five.dollars per· acre
cash. Town pr6pei'ty, thtee and four· room cottages, five to
six dollars; five and six rooms, eight to twelve dollars, close in.
On October 10, seventy of the Saints- by actual count, old
and young, gave Bro. and Sr. J. C. Elvert a surprise. It was
their for'"-second wedding anniversary. In a short but impressive speech, in behalf of those present, Bro. I. McCord
presented the highly respected, aged couple with a handsome
library table, as a token of the respect and esteem in which
they are held by their friends. Brother and Sister Elvert
expressed their gratitude in words, with tears of joy, which
were very impressive. Refreshments were served from wellfilled baskets, brought by the good-natured company, and the
evening was spent in a social way. The time to return to
their :respective home,s came much too ·Soon. Evidently there
were many present that did not wish to retire, for the clock
was put back two diff!)rent times; but fortunately for .those
who did not believe in being out after midnight, some carried
the correct time; so, after wishing them many happy returns,
the good old hymn, "God be with you till we meet again" was
sung, and the benediction was pronounced by the writer.
I am pleased to say that the spiritual condition of the work
in Far West District is very satisfactory, and it is encouraging to see so many of the young renewing their diligence. in
the work .. I wish to say to the various branches that have
kindly answered my former letters, relative to the holding of
meetings, that I have been delayed some in getting out to my
fieid, owing to the necessity of getting ·my home completed
before cold weather. I shall soon, however, be at liberty to
enter upon my work.
The reunion held at Stewartsville, Missouri, was a success
in every respect. A request came from the citizens of
Cameron, asking the Saints to hold their next reunion, 1911,
on the Chautauqua grounds, near this place, which is provided
with plenty of good water, electric lights, and good sidewalks.
A vote of thanks was· extended to the citizens for their kindly
offer, but it was decided by small majority that the next
reunion be held at Stewartsville. I believe, however, that a
mistake was made in turning away from this open door; nevertheless, we are submissive to the will of the majority, until
such time as we will be able to convince them· of their error.
Your brother,
WILLIAM LEWIS.
SEVENTH AND HARRIS STREETS, October 24.

CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sunday, October 16. Elder F. M. Cooper was called to Mission, Illinois, to preach two funeral sermons; so he did ~ot
occupy the pulpit as was announced. Elder Pement preached
an excellent sermon on the seriousness of the work we are
engaged in, that we do not fully appreciate our privileges and
are not improving the opportunities as we should. We were
pleased to have Bro. A. N, Hoxie, jr., with us Sunday morning. His talk to the Sunday school was much appreciated i
also his violin solo and talk to the young folks in the evening.
Wednesday evening the services were quite well attended;
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in charge of Elder Cooper and Bro. James Lang. We were
quite pleased to have Sister Cooper worship with us.
·
The Gleaners met at the home of Sr. H.P. W. Keir ThursINDIANA.
day, and it was previously decided to postpone the Pioneer
Writing last to your pages found me at Wirt Indiana
Social indefinitely.
Friday evening the subject, "Does it pay to be popular " getting ready for the two-day meeting, which was iield ther;
will be discussed by repi·esentatives from the West and South · J.uly 2, 3. We were all glad to see Elder John Harp back in
Sides, at our Religi9 session. Although_ many may not con- tune for the two-day meeting, as he had been called home in
sider it propel' to gain popularity, yet we all desire to be May to lay away his beloved wife and daughter. We had a
good time with the Saints there.
,
popular, or held in high esteem.
Our next two-day meeting was at Byrnev111e, where we also
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
had good meetings, and Elder Harp baptized a sister. As
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.
EI~er Harp was called to Bicknell to baptize a sister, the
wnter and Brother Zahnd. took charge of the two-day meeting
at Leavenworth. The writer continued the meeting through
BAY CITY, MICHIGAN.
As it has· been a long time .since anything has been said the week and baptized three before leaving, and at the next
of Valley Bi'anch, perhaps .a few words will not be amiss. two-_day ~neeting, at Derby, was met by Brother Harp,.and we
.Bay City is said py some to be the county seat of Satan; and contmue the meetings for a week. As we had a very good
yet .all of the eldership have stayed entirely away, or nearly interest the writer stayed a week longer, while Brother Harp
so, for a long time, excepting during the reunion which con- went to Millstone to hold a t\vo-day meeting.
While
at
Derby
the
writer
was
privileged
to
baptize
two
vened here_. in Aqgust, from the 12th to the 22d. Some good
was done; some are investigating thE\ work, from what was more. into the kingdom, and the writer joined Brothel• Harp
at Millstone, where we had large, int()rested crowds. After
taught at that time.
It was the privilege of the writer to attend the Whittemore leaving Millstone, we held two-day meetings together at
conferepce, and our worthy leader, Elde,J.· J. W. Wight, came Lamar, New Harmony, Hyatt, and Clay City, with fair interhome With us and tarried four days; and it was surely a est. While at Clay City, Brother Harp baptized th1·ee, a
.
source of comfort to the Saints of Bay City to receive the Brother and Sister Russell, and a Sister Hyde.
After leaving Clay City, Brother Harp took charge of the
good instruction and wise counsel of Brother Wight.
Bro. H. A. Doty came and tarried till Thursday morning, two-day meetings at Indianapolis, New Trenton, and New
when he, in company with Brother Wight, went to Lansing to Albany, and the writer held some meetings at Bicknell, Leaven- ·
attend the Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana confer- worth, and Milltown. While at Leavenworth the writei· bap~
tized two more, a Sister Allan, and Frank Lahue, a promising
ence.
young man.
While Brother Wight was with us he set in order our
Last Saturday and Sunday, October 15, 16, we held our
branch, by way of ordaining the proper officers, to more perfectly carry on the work of the Master. The writer was district conference at Byrneville. The conference was a
ordained to the office of elder, and Bro. John Bellenger to the spiritual one; some said the meetings were the best they ever
office of priest. This will give Valley Branch a full quorum attend~d. Br?ther Harp is still continuing the meetings there,
preachmg to mterested crowds.
·
of officers, and so we hope to improve every opportunity, as
The
writer
arrived
here
yesterday
and spoke to an interested
our church work here "has passed through some discouraging
times. We hope to rebuild the waste places, and again estab- .crowd last night; and ,after he had closed the meeting queslish the Religio work, and we invite the elders to come and tions were put to him from every side, and we had an interestassist. Ever praying for the redemption of Zion, I am your ing time for a while. There is more work in the district than
we can attend to. Pray the Lord of the ·harvest to send us
colaborer,
E. S. WHITE.
more laborers.
As ever in gospel bonds,
COMINS, MICHIGAN.
JACOB HALB,
The branch business ni.eeting was held October 1; was well
CORYDON, INDIANA, October 20, 1910.
attended, and a good spirit prevailed. The Saints are waking
up to the fact that it is their duty to be present at business
SOUTHERN KANSAS.
meeting. It makes us feel glad to see Saints coming along ·
I read with much interest the news of the different misthe line of duty. We are glad to report that the secretary of
the Religio and Sunday school said hw· reports showed . the sions. I thought a word from southern Kansas might interest
others. I entered the mission field with Bro. F. C. Keck July
largest average attendance she has ever reported.
Our members are scattered from one mile to nine miles. 1, to labor in southern Kansas. We started operations at
We are glad to note the zeal of the Saints who live so far" Wichita, first preaching in private houses, then in front yards
away. Our deacon, Bro. Delmont Mm'shall, is about the far- of Saints, and finally on the streets. Th.e result was that we
thest away, but !)lost always has the schoolhouse open on time. baptized a fine young man and his wife. Many heard the
word preached, and we got the Saints together and organized
The sacrament was well attended and enjoyed.
Octobe1' 9, E. D. Fultz occupied the speaker's stand. The a Sunday school of more than thirty members. We hope to
writer had the pleasure of meptlµg with the Saints at Hill- see ·the work grow there till a branch may be organized, and
man, attended the mo1;ning meetfog; and prayer meeting in we are going to work to that end. There are others there who
the afternoon. I went to the -high school and preached at 3 are interested and investigating.
From Wichita we wended our way to the western part of
o'clock, and at 7.30 in the eveni~g occupied the stand at the
Rea schoolhouse with good attendance. We were glad to the State, Lakin being our first stop, where Brother and
meet ,With the Saints at that place again. Bro, Emory D. Sister McLain, with their son, live. We started immediately
to secure a place to occupy. Found five churches, only two
Fultz started Wednesday for the Whittemore conference.
with pastors, but all too good for a servant of God to preach
ERNEST N. BuR·r;
· . in. · However, the Methodists, ·after voting us out, i·econ, L. R. FULTZ,
sidered and allowed us to preach Sunday night, wh~ch we did,
P1·ess Coinniittee.
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showing them the difference between us and the Utah Mormons, as the cry had gone over town that two Mormons were
in town seeking a place to preach.
Our effort, we believe allayed much prejudice. As we
attended their Sunday school, the following Sunday, and while
the pastor gave u.s the cold '.~houlder, the young people came
to me and said that everyone in the class had voted to have
me teach them. Well, the owner of the opera hall heard of
us and sent us word we could have his building to preach in as
long as we wanted it. His name is Snow, and is a nephew of
Pres. Lorenzo Snow, of the Utah church. He told me President Snow came to him one· time and told him if he would
join the church they would ordain him a bishop and give him
charge of a ward-and they preach a God-called minist.ry.
We got out bills and advertised our meetings. But few
came out, and at the end of two weeks we closed our effort.
One of the business men of the town, belonging to the Christian Church, attended some and bought a Book of Mormon and
other literature. I saw him a month later, and he told me he
believed the Book of Mormon, and that he had showe.d it to
as many as sixty persons since he got it, only a very few had
ever seen the book, and the few who pretended to know all
about it, his minister among them, when asked their opinion
of it, ·he could tell right away they knew nothing about it,
before they had said a half dozen words.
·
Having earned some money here working, and the railroad
offering reduced rates to Denver, Colorado, we took advantage
of it and made a flying tl'ip and attended the Colorado district conference at Denver, held September 8 and 9, which we
enjoyed very much. Brother Keck had a pleasant visit with
his brother, A. J., and we enjoyed the wonderful scenery that
country afforded; especially the mountains, the first· we had
ever seen.
In a week we were back in our field and started preaching
in a schoolhouse near Kendall, Kansas, having arranged for
it before going to D~nver. He1;e live two noble sisters, Helmick and Clayton; and here we experienced ~ real taste of
missionary life. The. first two weeks everythmg went well,
the house was full nearly every night. A HoHness preacher
asked permission to occupy Sunday night, stating it was his
regular appointment. We gave .way to him, and he attacked
our position, but I must say it. was the weakest effort I ever
listened· tm · But this stirred up Satan's hosts, for they sent
us word .that they were going 'to mob us the next night. We
were not to·be scare!} by th:i;~~ts, so on Monday night our

EJSTABLISHEJD 1860.
Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Associate Eldltor; Israel
A. Smith, Al!slstimt Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription . price $1.50 per :rear In
advance.
When payment Is made, the date on yellow label always shows the
time to which you ha;ve paid, or the time when your subscription
expires.
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crowd 'vas as large as ever, and a· good majority were our
friends and they dared them, the mob which had come, to
start anything. Realizing their position, they kept still. We
continued. till Thursday, when we closed our effort there.
Brother Keck baptized three, all heads of families. One of
them, Bro. Thomas Dodge, owns the land on which the schoolhouse stands. He has a lovely family of wife and six children
and by the Spirit, through Brother Keck, he was told. he would
live to see everyone of his family in the church. ·
Many othe1;s were convinced we have the true way, but put
it off. We sold them supplies to start a Latter Day Saint
Sunday school, in place of a union one which they were
carrying on. We were receiving so many calls for preaching
that Brother Keck and I had decided to separate; and just
before leaving Kendall, received word from Brother White
that he was transferring Bro. R. F. Slye from the Far West
District to this field, and -instructing that Brother Keck could
go alone, while Brother Slye could be associated with the
writer.
Brother Slye came to Wichita; I met him there, and after
preaching to the Saints there over Sunday, October 9, started
together for Winfield, where we are now domiciled at the
pleasant and hospitable home of Bro. J. J. Boswell, preaching
in a schoolhouse ne111: his home, and having fair attendance
and interest.
Brother Keck went south, into Stevens County, where several had written for preaching. We have several places ahead
of us that are looking and waiting for us to visit them. We
will get to them as soon as possible. I have had good success
in selling Brother Macgregor's work, A Marvelous Work and
a Wonder. I consider it very good in setting forth the claims
Hopefully in the work,
of the restored gospel.
OCTOBER

21, 1910.

JAMES C. PAGE.

Miscellaneous Department
Bretl11ren, Sisters and Friends: We wish to ask each and
everyone who can, or will help in the indebtedness of the new
Latter Day Saint church at Andover, Missouri, to please send
the offering to the treasurer or clerk, on or before Thanksgiving Day, or ·1eave at the State Savings Bank of Lamoni.
There will be one Thanksgiving service held that day.
•
Gus BERGMA.N, Treasure?'.
ARTHUR HEIDE,
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STOCK OF MERCHANDISE ' CHURCH .PUBLICATIONS WANTED,

A 1~ice .clea!1.stock of up-to-date merchand1se mvo1~mg. from $7,000 to $10,00
located m goo. d town of 2,000
0inhabitants
and doing a good business,
. offered for sale on account of ill
~ealth of the owner•. A fine opening
for. the right man. Live branch of the
L. D. S. church is located at this place.
If interested address,
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
. G. W. Blair, Sec.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Bound or unbound volumes of SAINTS'
HERALD volumes 1 to 30· Saints' Ad o'
·
· '
v
cate, volum_es 5 ~o 8; Ti11ws ~nd Seasons,
1, 2, 3; Millennial Stars; Kirtland Doc~rine and Covenants; Evening and Morntng,Star; Messenger and Advocate. Utah
publications: Journal of Discourses. Also
Anti-Mormon works. For church use by
an active minister. Address stating
prices,
R. S. SA~YARDs,
Lamoni, Iowa. 44-5alt

Confer:ence Notice.
The Southern Missouri district conference will convene with
the Thayer Branch, on Saturday, Novembe1~ 12, 1910, at 10
a. m. It is essential to'the best interests of the work that
every branch. be represented. at the conference, sending full
and correct reports, also their quota of the assessments,· to
help pay the district expenses. Reports sent by mail should
reach the undersigned by November 9, at the latest. Benjamin Pearson, secret&ry.
The Presidency.

To the Presidents of Districts and of Branches not in Districts: Kindly send me the following information: A list
of all the branches in districts and the name. of the town
nearest to the branch, also the name and the town nearest to
your branch, not organized in a district. Further, I wish the
names of all towns where we have Saints living, not in
branches, as far as you may have knowledge of the same.
Respectfully,
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
630 SOUTH CRYSLER STREET, INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
The Bishopric.
AGEl'[T'S NOTICE.

To the Saints of the Portland, 01;egon, District, Greeting:

.

Having my hands tied.so I am not able to meet with you personally, I take this means of letting you know the condition
of your Bishop's •agerit. Last month the families' allowances
overlapped our bank al!count about fifty dollars, and another
month's allowance is about due.
I raised the money myself last month, and expect to this
month if some one·does not respond, for I can not think of our
missionaries having their self-sacrificing wives communicate
the news to 'them that they are deprived of their scanty
allowance. You Saints who have any heart in you, and have
been blessed with the good things of earth, think of this; especially those who have not paid their tithing. God has said
that he has created sufficient for all, and to spare, and he
who will not impart of his substance to the poor and needy ,
shall lift up hi!l eyes.in hell, being in torment.
While in conversation with one of our elders a sho1,t time
ago, I asked if he was teaching the law of tithing. His
response was that he did not know as it was wise to teach it,
for fear of doing harm; and here our salvation is han~ing
upon it. I believe this financial Jaw should be taught b¥.
every traveling elder. Let us all wake up to the fact that
we arc robbing God by withholding our tithes and offerings.
We say we love ·God, and the plan he has given to save us.
Then who should be backward in teaching it?
True, many orthe Saints in our district have done well.
So remember the law is not for the righteous, but for the
transgressor. Saints, I do not write this to s~ol~, but it is.
your duty to pay your tithing. We need your tithmg to help
carry on God's work.
.
L. STOVERr Bishop's Agent.
My address is,·
VANCOUVER; WASIUNGTON.
Pastoral.

1'o th!l Officers qnd Saints· of the q;·itish Is~es, Greeting.:

I herewith mform you that the followmg breth~ en hav~ ·been
appointed as assistants in charge of the followmg territory:
G. W. Lcggott in the Manchester District and the ~or1}'1er
Leeds District;',J. W. Taylor, in the Birminghi:m _District;
E. B. Morgan in En.stern· •and Western Wales D1st~1cts .. All
matters requiring the . attention of the minister 1n charge
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J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
G d
d d h I
d L D S ch h
oo gra e sc oo an
• ' • urc
privileges.
Memoership about three
hundred. Are you looking thiS way' for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN;
Knobnoster, M(I.

should be communicated to these brethren Bro. Rees JenMns, until_ further notice, will have charge of the work in
Leeds, actmg as pastor. Thomas Jones will labor in southweste~·n Englai;d, and Eastern Wales District. Thomas Tay101: w1_Jl 'ab~r m the Sheffield District, with Sheffield as the
obJective pomt.
Th~ London District will be provided for in the near future.
I. desire .to give a hearty invitation to the local ministry to
give assistance in the various localities of the mission. We
fee! gratef~l to. those who have already endeavored to do
th~n· duty m t~1s rnspect. I am sorry to say that but one
thll'd of the Saints have· already responded and as a conse9uenc_e the failure of the other two thirds' to do their duty
m this regard has left the mission hundreds of dollars in
debt._ _If all the membe1:ship could see their way to sacrifice
a s_hilhng per month, sufficient ~oney would be in h;md by
which we should be able to mamtain the work and to be
independent of any outside help.
Now, dear Saints, there is much required of us both
in the way of sacrifice and labor, , to make the work 'of the
Lord a success in this land. I feel confident that if we will
only work ha1:moniously, each doing his work faithfully, that
great g?od will accrue to the church. There are many obstacles m the way of progress. Utah Mormonism has to be
contended with. They have about three hundred missionaries
in the British Isles. When God and his people are working
together~ there is no power that i:an impede its progress. Let
us combme our efforts, and press forward with greater diligence in the conflict against sin, and bring victory to the
cause of om· Redeemer.
Trusting that we will have the blessing of God to attend
our. fui;ure efforts, I remain,
·
Your well wisher and colaborer,
GOMER T; GRIFFITHS.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, October 15, 1910.
Marriages.
(The following marriage notice was received some· time
ago, but was delayed in the business department of the office
by being mislaid. We trust this will satisfy the re.cent inquiry
from Brother Hawkins.)
>
A beautiful wedding, with a very impressive ceremony, was
one of the closing features of the reunion of the Northern
California District, held at Irvington, September 2 to 11.
The contracting parties were Bro. William H. Dawson, of
Sacmmento, and Sr. Rose A. Post, of San Jose. The wedding
took place -at 12 o'clock, noon, on the last Sunday of the
reunion: Elder C. W. Hawkins, stepfather of the bride, officiating. The bride and groom left on the afternoon train for
Los Angeles; and on their retui·n will make their home at
610 Thirtieth street, Sacramento.
WANTED AT ONCE.-Hampton's Maga.zino wants a i·oliable man or woman in Decatur County, Iowa, to sell the fastest growing magazine in America. Earn $1.50 to i5 a day.
Write immediately for "Salary Plan" and FREE outfit. Address "VON," Sales Mgr., Hampton's Magazimr, 86 West
Thirty-fifth street, New York.
·
41-4
When some people go to church, they , always think the
:preacher is shooting straight at the,people in the- next pew.
BOYS! GIRLS! FREE COLUMBIA BICYCLES for a little easy spare time work for Hampton's Magazine. Sencl
postal :for wonderful FREE Bicycle Offer. Address "Bicycle
Club," Room 638, 66 West Thirty-fifth street, New York. 41-4
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"'Homeseekers'

ates

Novem]?er 1 al)d 15

The Old Reliable

The

To

The

'

Golden W est... mLand of Opportunity ····
_$5500 into Eastern
Spokane and other points
Pueblo, and other Colorado
Washington
points.
··
$2750
to . Billh.;gs, Mont., the me$J865 to Salt Lake and Ogden and
· tropolis of the rich Yellow~236$ to Denver, Colo1=ado Sprirtgs,

·eaking Powder
ltbsolutel_y Pure

The only baking powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
No Alum

other points in Utah.

$J650 points
to ~utte, Helena, and
in ·Montana.

No Lime Phosphate

Five per cent interest

stone Valley. ·

other

$?"'I 50
&.

to· Cody, Basin, Powell, Worland, and other points in the
. famous Big Horn Basin.

Similar Low Rates to Hundreds of Other Points West and NOrthwest

If you have never been west, this fall would be a good time. to go. Make
your trip one of J:msiness as well as nleasure and investigate the vast opportunities offered there by joining one of our personally conducted excursions the first or third Tuesday of each month.
,
Let me give you further inforll)ation and folders.

Paid on Time Depo1ita at the

L. F. Siltz, Agent, C. B. &. Q. R. R.

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI,

rowA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
State of Iowa, and under direct control

JACKSON-COUNTY BANK

of the Auditor of State.

OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

Incorporated under the booking lawt of the

NEW SACRED SONGS
Sheet music form.

By A. B. Phillips.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation.
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

THE KING OF PEACE

4 pages. Endorsed by music critics as
a mQst beautiful and effective song.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPo'SITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

WITHIN THE VEIL

Lovely words and melody. Price 15
cents. Both for 35 cents. List free. 41-4*

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
muscle, brain, nerve, bone, and . tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in· short it is
the real "Staff of. Life." I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc per day 1 feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
241; pound sacks at. $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. -S. A. fri;ight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every. srnter
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to · live the· celestial law.
You lose all .desire for meat a~d unnatural diets. Free lec~ure to Samts.
.
· (Bro.} A. B; KLAR,
·.. Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
:c,,
42-tf

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operations in writing, billing or etntistical work are accomplished
from the keyboar~ of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible)
~·--

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Dhuglas StreetB, Omahtt, Nebraska.

Capital and Surplus $50,000.00

Asset& Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni; Lamoni, Io.
LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A, Dancer, Oscar Anderson,
W. A. Hopkin., Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderoon.
·
.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples indeed;. and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:.36.

LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 9, 1910

Editorial
CONCERNING COMMUNI.CATIONS TO THE PRESIDENCY.

NUMBER 45

· the hearing of others. Mischievous gossip is bad
enough in anybody, but it is far worse and more
despicable among those who are associate officers in
_the ge"' 'Wal work. If anybody offers an evil tale to
an officer in the field of a fellow officer he can without
discourtesy at once refuse to hear.
Copies of important papers lodged in the hands of
the Presidency may be obtained if the demands for
such copies are legitimate, by request made in writing to the proper officers in whose custody the papers
are held. Copies of papers in final cases before the
High Council will not be granted to those who may
desire them, except upon request to the Presidency
and their direct order upon the secretary of the
Council, for the making and delivery of such copy.
Original papers will not be allowed to be withdrawn
from the custody of the secretary.
The Presidency is willing to give such information
concerning procedure in stated cases as may be
within their power, but must not be expected to
express opinions or to give decisions upon ex parte
statements; that is, statements made by those on one
side of the controversy. This is ba:sed upon the unfortunate failing of humanity which causes every
man to state his case most favorably for himself.
He may do this unconscious of any intent to really
injure his neighbor or the one with whom he disagrees, though he may be just as unconsciously·
biased in his own favor.
By remembering the foregoing, individuals sending communications to the Presidency will be better
able to keep within the lines -of propriety in their
comwunications. It is a safe rule in private or
general correspondence to observe this rule, not to
write to another person that which the writer would
be ashamed or afraid to have read by a third party,
should it fall into such hands. Especially is this
true if writing with reference to the conduct of ·
others. A word to the wise is sufficient.

We have thought' for some time that a few words
of instruction touching matters of complaint and
letters asking for info_rmation as to church procedure might be effective of good and in some cases
relieve the situation to; a degree at least.
All persons writing the Presidency for information or instrue<tion, especially officers in the field and
men in charge of local work, should keep copies of
their letters and not request that those they write
be returned to them, as such letters are kept on file
in the office of the Presidency both for reference and
for security in case co,ntroversy should arise on the
matters involved in the correspondence. We have
neither the disposition nor the time to copy such
letters, and if matters of importance are involved
the safety and good will of all parties will be best
maintained by those who write keeping copies of
their own communications.
Officers writing to the Presidency asking for the
expression of opinion or for decision, said opinions
or decisions to be based upon suppositious questions,
will do well to remember that the Presidency can
not justly express such opinions or Tender such decisions where it is obvious they may be made applicable to actual existing conditions in cases which
may in time come up in controversy before the High
Council.
Officers should not take up stories of ministerial
misconduct or charges of immorality, and send these
stories and charges to the Presidency without securing the statements of complaint and the charges
mad'e in writing, together with the names of such
witnesses as may have actua.J knowledge of the matters stated. They should not listen to charges
against others for misconduct unless the parties
JOSEPH SMITH, fo1· the Presidency.
making such charges reduce them to writing with
a view to their being lodged with the proper officers
of the branch district or general church, ·with a
LIPS THAT PRAY AND HANDS THAT HELP.
'
view to action' against sMh
wrongdoers. Elders m
Some
one has said that it takes at least three inthe field should neither ·listen to stories of evil
dividuals
to live the Chdstian 1·eligion-two men
about their compeers,. unless the parties telling them
are willing to reduce them to writing, nor should and God. Perhaps there is a degree of truth in
the elders if they do listen to them relate them in that statement.

.
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the poor have lost confidence in the churches. Wage
earners are joining labor unions and ffaternal societies, but they are not joining the church.
What is the attitude of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints on this question of brotherhood? Our position is outlined for us in the revelations of God in which we learn ·that class distinctions are not to continue in the church. There are
to be no bond or free, Jews, or Gentiles, but all are
to be citizens of one kingdom, 'children of God and
The hands that help are better far
brothers
in very deed, having not respect of persons,
Than lips that pray.
being mutually helpful. and full of love.
That sentiment may have pleased the great agnosIf this be true, then let us consider the following
tic but there is a higher ideal than that. We say questions: What shall we do for the woman whose
let' the lips that pray and the hands that serve be husbai1..; dies and leaves her \\-1th five c:hildren to
united in one individual.
support? What shall we do for the man who is
Belief in the fatherhood of God inspires those stricken with tuberculosis, who will die of conwords of song and prayer that spring from the lips sumption if he continues at his present work, and
that pray. Belief in the brotherhood of man leads will die of starvation if he quits it? What shall we
to those acts of service that give employment to the do for the man who is down and out? . What shall
hands that help. The man who believes · in the we do for the wage-earner who is thrown .out of
fatherhood of God and the brothel'hood of man, and work during a business depression?
so shapes his life that it expresses such belief, is the
We do not refer to tramps or beggars. We refer
true Christian and the best citizen.
to worthy people who are unfortunate. They are
It is not enough that we shall worship God; we our brothers. Shall we wrap our cloaks around us
must administer to the needs of our fellows; and not and hie away lest they get a dollar away from us?
spiritual needs alone, but temporal needs as well. Here is work for the hands that help.·
"We then that are strong ought to bear the infirmiWhat is the solution of the problem? The old
ties of the weak, and not to please ourselves," is the Jerusalem church had the solution. Those members
scriptural injunction.
who had possessions _that they could spare sold them
It is charged that right at this point the Protes- and gave to those who were in need. The same plan
tant churches have broken down. They have no will workto-day, with modifications to meet changed
message for the poor and the oppressed. They have conditions. It matters not whether that which we
not emphasized the brotherhood of man. In his ar- can spare be goods, or land, or labor. In the church
ticle on The Spiritual Unrest; Ray Stannard Baker there are hundreds who earn daily ·a little more than
said:
they need, some of them earn much more than they
One of the most evident tendencies of Protestantism in New need. They are strong and capable. To keep all that
York City has been the movement of the churches up town,
they earn might be pleasant; but what was the inor out of town, following the movement of the rich or wellto-do people. In fact, the Protestant churches for over a junction:
"We that are strong ought to bear the infirmities
century have been in a constant condition of flight away from
the common people. When poor people, or foreigners, or of the weak, and not to please ourselves.'' If we do
Jews moved in, the Protestant churches moved out.-Ameri- not do that we had better cease to pray,. lest in the
can Ma.gazine, June, 1909,'
absence of the hands that help the lips that pray be
On the same subject, Rev. Charles Stelzle, super- accounted blasphemous. ·
We have every reason to suppose that this work
intendent of the labor department of the Presbyterian Church, said:
was done in a systematic manner in the Jerusalem
Nearly every city in America is witnessing the .removal of Church. When possessions were sold the means seits churches from the densely populated sections where the cured was placed in the hands of the proper indichurch is most needed.. Within recent years forty Protestant
churches moved out of the district below Twentieth street in viduals to be distributed in a just and equitable
New York City, while 300,000 people moved in. Alarmed manner on the basis of needs. The Lord has outlined
for her safety and her very life, the church has sounded a to us a systematic and orderly plan for the carrying
retreat in the face of the greatest opportunity which has ever on of such work. To cast nickels or dimes to blind
come to her.-Ibid.
',
people on street corners by no means meets the needs
These 'conditions moved the Reverend Dr. Crapsey of the situation. ·
to say that we "are standing at the deathbed of a
The mere giving of money is not all that is con-·
great religion."-:-Evei·ybody's Magazine, April, temnlated. Often the best way to help individuals is
1906.
to help them to a place where they can help themThe churches have withdrawn from the poor, and selves. That is all. that many unfortunate people ask
"vVhat," we are askea, "Can not one live his religion alone?"
N 0 one can not live the Christian religion without
coop:rating with God, which makes two, arid. Cli.rist
said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. There
we have the other indivigual, making the three, two
men and God.
In one of the poems written by Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll we find these lines:
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for. To help them in a practical way is applied ·· Pitt's letter will appear in-full next week. His adChristianity.
. dress in Jerusalem will be, Jerusalem, Palestine,
A part of the·work of the church is to extend finan- care Thomas Cook and Son, Tourist Office, David
cial aid to the needy in ·such a way as not to Street.
.
destroy their self-respect and natm'lll independence,
We are also in receipt of a letter from··Bro. Gomer .
but rather .in such a way that in time they may become self~supporting. It is a part of the work of T. Griffiths, from London; England. He was to
the well-to-do to contribute of their means so that have sailed with Brother Pitt, but could not secure
the church may be equipped with the necessary passage on the same boat, so sailed one week earlier,
funds with which to carry out such a program in a October 25. A card received ·at about the same time
systematic and lawful manner, thus giving employ- announces his anival in ·Marseilles. He will visit
ment to the hands that help as well as to the lips Port Said, then take steamer to Jaffa, and from Jaffa
proceed to Jerusalem by rail. He reports that
that pray.
·
ELBERT A. SMITH:
Brother and Sister Pitt accomplished good by their
NOTICE TO THE ELDERS.
labors iri England. He also reports that Brother
A letter recently received by a member of the Rushton and family sailed for America on the
Presidency from ·a man not a member of the church lvernia, October 11. Brother Griffiths' letter will
calls our attention once more to the matter of the appear next week.
recent "finds" in Michigan of archreological significance. For som,e time we have felt disposed to issue . The Macomb Journai, Macomb, Illinois, October
a word of warning to the elders in this direction. 28, contains an excellent four column •article from
Inasmuch as various leading authorities in Ameri- the pen of Elger Mark Siegfried, historian of the
can archreology have pronounced these Michigan Nauvoo District. · The article is entitled, : "The
finds frauds, we think it inadvisable for any of the Smiths were not polygamists." This is the second
elders to advance these finds as evidence, in debate article to appear in the Macomb Journal, from
or otherwise, as the statements of the authorities Brother Siegfried, and we trust will be productive of
thereon would at once be offered in refutation. If good in correcting popular errors.
these finds are genuine "relics of the past"' we have
nothing to lose in awaiting·proper and complete de- · A Christian man was being urged to invest a small
termination thereof. If they should finally prove sum of money in an enterprise which was perfectly
to be fraucls or "fakes," then present caution will legitimate, and which gave strong indications of
earning inordinate returns for all who helped to
prove future satisfaction.
establish the business by their invpstinents. As he
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
weighed the matter, and discussed it with some
ELBERT A. SMITH.
friends who, like himself, were considering investing
NOTES AND COMMENTS.
in it, one of them asked him whether he hesitated
Next week .we will begin the 'publication of a because he was afraid that the enterprise ~ight fail.
series of six articles from the Presiding Bishop, "No," was his answer, "I am ~fraid that it may
Bro. E. L. Kelley. This series will include articles - succeed." In astonishment, they asked him if he was
on Surplus, Consecration, the Order of Enoch, etc. joking. He replied that he was perfectly serious;
The first wHI be entitled, "The discharge of duty." and then he explained how he meant literally and
Every reader of· the HERALD should read the ad- exactly what he had said: that he feared for the
vertisement of the circulation department on next to effect upon himself if, by the investment of a small
the last page of this issue. After reading it please amount of money, he should' receive a return that
hand the HERALD to some Saint who is not a sub- would be so out of proportion to the investment that
scriber, calling his attention to. this announcement, it would amount to wealth for him; he feared the
and thus "warn your neighbor." Let every HERALD unsettling influence of such speedy and disproporsubscriber become a "booster" for the next two. tionate dividends; he feared the effect of wealth won
months .and note the splendid results. Does this . in ·that short-cut way, and by his own seeking; he
mean YOU?
was ready to accept the responsibility and stewardship of wealth if God wanted to send it to him unA letter from Bro. F. G. Pitt, dated at London, sought, but he hesitated to seek it in any such easyEngland, October 23, received too Iate for publica- going way as this.
tion says that he and Sister Pitt are about to leave
for Marseilles, ..thence to Alexandria about N ov:em"His grace turns our grief to glory.'~
ber 2, by steamer. They· proceed from Egypt to
"The new life is full of new beginnings.''
Palestine; · On acoount of cholera in Naples they
."Christ answers our heart-cries; not our words."
will abandon. their proposed visit to Italy. Bro.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articles·
POLYGAMY FROM A NON-MORMON VIEW POINT.
-PART 2.
BY CHARLES L. CROW, OF LOGAN, IOWA.

v.

S. Peet justifies polygamy because :David practiced it. Why does not Mr. Peet justify murder because David committed it?
.
Though Joseph Smith and ms followers were an<;l
are of the belief that salvation was and is attained
through righteous obedience to God, yet Brigham
Young promulgated a different doctrine to his followers: "Verily, verily I say unto you, if a man
marry a wife according to my word, and t~ey are
sealed by the Holy Spirit of promise, according to
mine appointment, and he or she shall commit any
sin or transgression of the new and everlasting covenant whatever, and all manner of blasphemies, and
if they commit no murder, wherein they shed innocent blood-yet they shall come forth in the first
resurrection, and enter their exaltation."-Utah
Doctrine and Covenants 132 : 26.
~
Here the innocent are understood to be the followers of Brigham Young; those who rejected Brigham
Young, the sinners.
Though divine and statutory laws forbid murder,
yet Brigham Young taught "a saving ordinance."
"This is loving our neighbor as ourselves; if he needs
help, help him; if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood on the earth in order. that he
may be saved, spill it."-Journal of Discourses, vol.
4, p. 220.
Just how this blood spilling salvation was to be
accomplished, w~s set forth in the following direct
language by one of the high counselors of the Utah
church: "I say that there are men and women that I
would advise to go to the President immediately,
and ask him to appoint a committee to .attend to
their case; and then let a place be selected,_ and let
that committee shed their blood."-Deseret News,
vol. 6, p. 235.
"The Danites," "the blood atoners," -and "the destroying angels," under varying pretexts, caprices,
or whims, or for greed or direction, according to a
preponderance of evidence, have committed almost
every crime known on the calendar of crime.
Respected citizens of Iowa and Nebraska, who
were once residents of Salt Lake City, but became
disgusted with the loathsome practice of polygamy,
and horrified at the atrocious acts of the "destroying angels," tell of their flight from Utah and of
their narrow escape of the cold steel of the pursuing so-called· legions and destroying angels of the
Lord at Utah.
Said Mrs. J. Chatman;-for many years of Harrison
County, "I, with many -0thers, heard Brigham Young
direct that certain .apostates be cut off from the
church, and suiting the action to the word ,by draw-
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ing his finger from ear to ear,- said: -'Cut them off
here.'"
Says Mrs. Blair, of Harrison County: '"We shipped
our household goods to Utah in advance of our
crossing the plains ; my husband died en route, and
when I reached Salt Lake City I found much of my
household goods gone, including five swords which
had been given my husband while in the British
•army for acts of valor; however, I· had the satisfaction of unbuckling two of the swords from officers of Utah legion."
Government officers came to western Iowa, some
years ago, to act as a guard for a man wanted as
a witness against a leader of one of these bands of
"destroying angels" to be placed on trial for murdering, in cold blood, a helpless young man bound hand
and foot and completely at the mercy of the captors
who, after taking his life, marched by in single file,
and each one of the destroying angels fired point
blank into the bloody and lifeless body of the young
man.
While with a: surveying party some twenty years
ago, the writer was shown· a ·crevice in the rocks in
the mountains where one of the surveying party had
secreted himself from the destroying angels when he
was not wanted as a witness. And while the writer
was in a little town in ·Ida:ho, a young man
who had become an informer of polygamists was
waylaid by a committee of six, but before the blood
spilling act could be administered, he, with almost
superhuinan strength, flung his self-'appointed executioners aside and escaped under a moving train of
cars.
Says Senator Bu·rrows: "From the hour they took
possession of the Territory the domination of this
Mormon hierarchy in civil as well as so-called 'religious' affairs has been absolute and supreme, and
there was then inaugurated and carried on for over
forty years a carnival of crime in the Territory unexampled in the history of a civilized State. The
armies of the United States were forbidden to come
within its borders; federal judges -and other goverment officials were driven from the Territory; the
statutes of the United States spurned and trampled
on; the minister of the law insultj:!d and defied; lawlessness ran riot and there was no authority in the
Territory respected or enforced but that of the Mor· mon hierarchy."-Congressional Record, December
1~

1906.

.

.

The Mountain Meadow Massacre and other similar
atrocious crimes were but the natural results of the
teachings of Brigham Yroung and his immediiate
associates, hence the instituting of polygamy with
all of its repulsiveness, and attempting to justify its
practice by alleging its divine origin; by 'direct revelation, which he and his asssociates had kept from
the world eight or ten years after the purported
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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revelation was alleged to ihave taken place, was but
one -0f the many attending acts resulting from a depraved nature, corrupted by all that is wicked and
loathsome.
In the Life of Brigham Young, by Edward W.
Tullidge, page 395, . memorial to Congress by the
church of Utah, we· read: "We believe in the preexistence of the spirits of men; that God is the
author of our being; that marriage relations exist
and extend throughout eternity, and that without it
no man can obtain an exaltation in the celestial kingdom of God.
"The revelation commanding the principle of plural marriage; 'Behold, I reveal unto you a new and
everlasting covenant; and if ye abide not that covenant, then are ye damned; for none can reject this
covenant and be permitted to enter into my glory.'
With this language before us, we can not view plural
marriage in any light than as a vital principle of
our religion."
Again quoting from Utah authority, Doctrine and
Covenants, Utah edition, 132: 6, 7: "And as pertaining to the new and everlasting covenant, it was
instituted for the fullness of my glory; and he that
receiveth a fullness thereof, must and shail abide the
law, or he shall be damned, saith the Lord God.
"And verily I say unto you, that the conditions of
this law are these: All covenants, contracts, bonds,.
obligations, oaths, vows, performances, connections,
associations, or expectations, that are not made, and
entered into, and sealed, 'by the Holy Spirit of promise, of him who is anointed, both as well for time and
for all eternity, and that, too, most holy, by revelation
and commandment through the medium of mine
anointed, whom I have appointed on the earth to
hold this power, (and I have appointed unto my
servant Joseph to hold this power in the last days,
and there is never but one on the earth at a time, on
whom this power and .the keys of this priesthood are
conferred,) are of no efficacy, virtue or force, in and
after the resurrection from the dead; for all contracts that are not made unto this end, have an end
when men are dead."
The references to several societies quoted by Mr.
Peet alleged to baptize polygamists and allow them
to live with their plural wives, but exClude them
from holding office, is not parallel to the question
at issue in any sense. With the member of the Utah
church, no restriCtion was placed upon men Who
practiced it; but mi the contrary, it is taught to be
a religious duty, even enjoined under penalty of
damnation.
Page 12, V. S. Peet says: "When :the Mormons
first :settled in Utah in 1847, it was then a province
of MexiCo and there in •accordance with the teachings of the Bible and to multiply and replenish the
earth, that is to populati;i the. then great and unsub-

dued West, they married into polygamy and reared
large families as a rite of their religion."
In the foregoing, Mr. Peet, unwittingly, but accurately locates the beginning of polygamy,-Utah.
However, on page 13, Mr. Peet alleges that polygamy
did not originate in Utah, but was the outgrowth of
the teachings of Joseph Smith, at Nauvoo, Illinois.
"To populate the great and unsubdued West, they
married into polygamy,'' would not ·apply to· the
church in Illinois in Joseph Smith's lifetime.
As "sibboleth" for "shibboleth" betrayed the Ephraimites so does "Reorganites" for "Reorganized"
betray the Brighamites as the author of "Polygamy
from a non-Mormon viewpoint." Why? Because
the Bri'.:"11amites are the only ones who use the term
Reorganites in alluding to the Reorganized Church
of Latter Day Saints, the followers of Joseph Smith.
The affidavits from the Nauvoo Expositor, published June 7, 1844, are used to show a harmony between them and the so-called 'revelation first made
public in August, 1852, in Salt Lake City, Utah.
There is no question but there are certain points ·
of agreement, and one document was evidently based
on the other. It appears, too, that the most feasible
solution is that when the Utah authorities conceived
the idea of writing a revelation to justify immoral
acts already committed, and date it back to Joseph
Smith's time and forge his name to it, that it occurred to them to make it conform in some essential
features to these affidavits, so that they could be
used to bolster up their crookedness. These very
affidavits were condemned and branded as false at
the time by some of the very men who subsequently
quoted them as evidence of the existence of polygamy
in the days of Joseph Smith. The Exposito1· was
destroyed by order of the city council, after declaring it a nuisance.
Men who used those affidavits to bolster up their
contention, condemn them still and justify the destruction of the Exvosito1· press.
As a case in point of their condemning testimony
and then using it for their purpose, attention is
called to a letter dated Carthage, Hancock County,
Illinois, October 8, 1888, and signed Andrew Jensen,
Edward Stevenson, Joseph S. Black. These men
were historians of Utah. They say regarding these
same affidavits :
"Mr. Sharp was kind enough to show us a bound
volume of the Warsaw Signal for 1844, and by looking over the file we soon found that extra number
issued in June, 1844, in which the editor ca)led upon
the old citizens of Hancock County to exterminate
the Mormons ! The readers of the News \Vill remember that it was this article which was read to
the Saints in Nauvoo, June 18, 1844, on the o~casion
when Joseph delivered his last public address, speak. ing to the Nauvoo .Legion from the frame of the un·
finished building.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"Bound together with the Signal was a copy of the
Nanvoo Expositor, that infamous sheet which was
published by the apostates in Nauvoo, June 7, 1844,
and which three days later was declared a nuisance
by the city council and abated as such. We had long
desired to peruse a copy, but never saw one until today, when we vvere permitted to see the one in Mr.
Sharp's possession. After reading some of its filthy
contents we could not blame our friends who sat in
the Nauvoo city council for doing what they did. It
was indeed a nuisance. But nasty as the sheet was,
it nevertheless contains something which now can be
usE:d for altogether a different purpose to that which
was originally intended."-Infancy of the Church,
page 58.
After declaring the Nauvoo Expositor an "infamous sheet" and its contents "filthy" "indeed a nuisance," "nasty," etc., they deliberately proceed to
quote the affidavits published and circulated in the
V. S. Peet booklet, to sustain their contentions.
Regarding the article of Elder. Isaac Sheen, published in the HERALD, volume 1, number 1, there is
nothing that partakes of the nature of testimony.
Elder Sheen simply makes an argument based upon
the story circulated by B1~igham Young and his adherents to the effect that Emma Smith, wife of
Joseph Smith, burned the alleged original revelation
concerning polygamy. He does not claim to know
anything of the facts. Besides, it was not written
for the HERALD, but was copied into the HERALD
from the Saturday Evening Post of October 9, 1852.
It was written at a time when the stories of Young
and company had not been sifted, and Sheen doubtless accepted them, and based his deductions upon
them.
But the stories have since been exploded by the
very best testimony.
Mrs. Emma Smith, who was reputed to have
burned the document, testified. In April, 1867,
Elder Jason W. Briggs sought and obtained an interview with l\1rs. Emma Smith, (then Mrs. Bidarnon,) and the following is her statement as published in the Messenger, several years before the
death of Mrs. Bidamon:
J. W. Briggs. Mrs. Bidamon, have you seen the
revelation on polygamy published by Orson. ·Pratt,
in the Seer, in 1852?
Mrs. B. I have.
J. W. B .. Have you read it'?
·Mrs. B. I have read it, and heard it read.
J. W. B. Did you ever see that document in manuscript; previous to its publication, ·by Pratt'?
Mrs. B. I never did.
J. W. J3. Did you eve1;- see any document of that
kind, purporting to be a revelation to authorize polygamy'?
Mrs. B. No; I never did ..·
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J. W. B. Did Joseph Smith ev_er teach you the
principle of polygamy as being revealed _to him, or
as a correct and righteous principle? ·
Mrs. B. He never did.
·
·
J. W. B. About that statement of Brigham Young
that you burnt the original manuscript of that revelation?
Mrs. B. It is false in all its parts, made ·out of
-\vhole · cloth, . without any foundation in truth.
-The Messenger; vol. 1; Ji. 23.
The foregoing ·clearly shows that Elder Sheen's
conclusion was based upon wrong info~mation.
Elder ;William Marks' statement, as quoted in Mr.
Feet's booklet, pages 15 and 16, shows that polygamy oxisted in theory at Nauvoo in the lifetime
of Joseph Smith, but had l\fr. Peet quoted Elder
Marks' statement infull, instead of in part, it would
have shown Joseph's attitude towards it and his
determination to expel its advocates.
Elder William Marks' statement, not only in part,
but in full, is as follows:
"A few days after this occurrence, I met with
Brother Joseph. He said that he wanted to converse
with me on the affairs of the church, and we retired
by ourselves. I will give his words verbatim, for
they are indelibly stamped upon my mind. He sairl
he had desired for a long time to have a talk with me
on the subject of polygamy. He said it eventually
would prove the overthrow of the church, and we
should soon be obliged to leave the United States,
unless it could be speedily put down. He was satisfied that it was a cursed doctrine, and that there
must be every exertion made to put it down. He
mid that he would go .before the congregation and
proclaim against it, and I· must go into the High
Council, and he would prefer charges against those
in transgression, and I must sever them from the
church, unless they made ample satisfaction. There
was much more said, but this was the substance.
The mob commenced to gather about Carthage in a
few days after, therefore there was nothing done
concerning it. After the Prophet's death, I made
mention of this conversation to several, hoping and
believing that it would have a good' effect, but to my
great disappointment, it was soon rumored about
that Brother Marks was about to apostatize, and
that all that he said about the conversation with the
Prophet was a tissue of lies. From that time I was
satisfied that the church would be disorganized, and
the death of the Prophet and Patdarch tended to
confirm me in that opinion. From that time I was
looking for a reorganization of the church and kingdom of God. I feel thankful that I have lived to
again behold the day, when the basis of the church
is the revelation of Jesus Christ, which is the only
sure foundation to build upon. I feel to invite all
my brethren to become identified with us, for the
Lord is truly in our midst."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Is it re_
"She f ace d him· with an expression so like his own
bl'asonable
1
1to· suppose that Joseph Smith
would pu ic Y proc aim against the doctrine, prefer -~hat it was absolutely startling, and, with terrible
charges against those in transgression and demand· mtensity replied,
that they be e~pelled from the church, if he had been
in transgre_ssion·.hjmself, or even taught it to the.·
"'Well, what else am I? And whose teachings
have made me so? .. .'
guilty parties?
Though it is alleged by members of the Utah
"Not long after, she was found dead in her bed
church that Joseph Smith was the founder of ·po- with a bottle, labeled poison, by her bedside.''-Wif~
ly~amy, and that he had twenty-seven wives, yet N~; 19, ~~n Eli.za Yo~ng, page 482.
Wilford Woodruff,_ when president of the Utah
~usp1c10ns, Jealousies, heart burnings, strifes of
church, also all others who have given the matter all kinds are engendered by this system, and it' serves
investigation, have been compelled to admit that · to lower the moral tone of women as well as of men.
Joseph Smith had no children by any women save Bot~ ar~ suff~rers alike in this respect, althoug·h
his legal wife, Emma, whom he married January possibly m a different degree. The women have all
18, 1827.
through the more conscience in the matt~r, though
Not ·one ·published word favorable to polygamy they ~row bitter, and ·spiteful, and revengeful, while
alleged to have emanated from Joseph Smith, has 'beanng ~he cross.'"
been found; but on the contrary, "there shall not
"I (Bngham Young) wish my own women to unany man among you have save it be one wife" (pub- derstand that what I am<going to say is for them as
lished in 1830), "thou shalt love thy wife with ·an well as for others, and I want those who are here to·
thy heart, and shall cleave unto her and none else" tell their sisters ... ·. And my wives have g·ot to do
(published iri 1831), "marriage is ordained of God; one of two things: either round up their shoulders
wherefore it is lawful that he should have one wife" to endure the afflictions of this world, and live their
(published in 1831), were handed down by Joseph religion, or they may leave, for I will not have them
Smith, accepted and followed by the church at Nau- about me. I will go into heaven alone, rather than
voo until his death, June 27, 1844, and are still ac- have scratching and fighting around me .... I want
cepted and followed by all members of the church of to go somewhere, and do something, to get ·rid of
Latter Day Saints, except the Utah church, which the whiners. If my wife had borne me all the chilth1;ough Brigham Young as its president publicly dren that she would bear, the celestial law would
indorsed polygamy and its practice at a special con- teach me to take young women that would have chilference held at Salt Lake City, August 29 1852. - dren .... But I do know that there is no cessation to
It may thus be seen that Brigham Young ~ras the the everlasting whinings of many of the women of
Mephistopheles who sowed the valley of the Ameri- this territory. And if the vrnmen will turn from the
can Jordan with dragons' teeth· it was he who au- commandments of God ... I will pray that the curses
thorized and ·practiced polygau'iy; it was he who of the Almighty may be close to their heels ... those
created and sane:tioned the accursed practice of dei- that enter into it and are faithful, I will promise
fication and enthronement of human passion in lusts them that they shall be queens in heaven and rulers
and blood atoners; it was he who authorized and for all eternity.''-Judge Cradlebaugh: Life of John
sanctioned the importation of women from foreign D. Lee, p. 24.
countries and sealed them to himself and other offi~
Pres. Heber C. Kimball in discourse delivered in
cials of the church and the laymen "to populate the the tabernacle, November 9, 1856, (De8eret News,
unsubdued \Vest," and "to silence in death the voice vol. 6, p. 291) : "I have no _wife or child that has any
of apostasy" and terrorize those who hesitated to right to rebel against me. If they violate my laws
surrender their ,property or daughters at the caprice and rebel against me, they will get into trouble just
and fancy, and for the gratification of a corrupt and as quickly as though they transgressed the co~insel
lustful priesthood.
and teachings of Brother Brigham. Does it give a
"That the 'peculiar institution' was the cross of woman a right to sin against me because she is my
the sisterhood in those days, it would be heartless to wife? No. . .. It is the duty of a woman to be obeattempt to conceal.''-The Women of Mormondom, dient to her husband, and unless she is, I would not
by E. W. Tullidge, Salt Lake City, 1877, page 293. give a damn for all her queenly rights and authority,
"She (Mrs. Alice Young Clawson) was always nor for her either, if she will quarrel and lie about
very fond of dress, and was somewhat loud in her the work of Goel and the principles of plurality....
style. She was dressed this day to pay some visits The principle of plurality of wives never will be
and was finer than usual. Her father looked at her· done away, although some sisters have had revefrom head to foot, then said, fo the most contemptu- lations that when this time passes away, and they go
through the vale, every woman will have a husband
ous manner which he could assume,
. " 'Good heavens, Alice! What are you rigged out to herself. I wish more of our young men would
111 that style for? . You look like a .prostitute;'
take to themselves wives of the daughters of Zion·
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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and not wait for us old men to take them all. Go
ahead upon the right principle, young gentlemen,
and God bless you and make you fruitful that we
may fill the mountains and the earth."
Following his Prophet's lead comes Jedediah
Grant, in this fashion: "We have women here who
like anything but the celestial law of God; and if
they could break asunder the cable of the church of
Christ there is scarcely a mother in Israel but who
would do it this day."
"There was not a woman th en who would not h·ave .
· I'f s h e cou Id , let the chui·ch call_
bro1rnn l1er ch ams
these fetters what they might, and there is not a
-day who would not sli"p her
woman among th em to
fetters if she knew how."-Wife No. 19, Ann Eliza
Young, pages 391-393.
"Women are the greatest sufferers. The inoral
natures of the men must necessarily suffer also; but
to them comes no such agony of soul as comes to
women. Their sensibilities are blunted; their spiritual natures deadened; their animal natures quickened ; they lose manliness, and descend to the level
of brutes; and these dull witted, intellectually
dvvarfed moral corpses, the women are told, are their
only saviors."-Wife No. 19, Ann Eliza Young, page
591.
Senator Burrows contrasts the two churches as
follows: "Judge Phillips in the circuit court of the
United States for the westem district of Missouri,
. . . Temple Lot Case, said: Beyond all cavil, if
human testimony is to place any matter.at rest, this
church was one in doctrine, government, and purpose from 1830 to June, 1844, when J.oseph Smith,
its founde1-, was killed. It had the same federal
head, governing bodies and faith. Duririg this
period there was no schism, no dissensions, no parting of the ways in any matter fundamental or affecting its oneness.
"The death of Joseph Smith in 1844, however,
carried dismay and demoralization throughout the
entire membership of the church, scattering the adherents in divers directions. . . . Recovering, however, from the shock, the scattering barids soon reappeared in the various parts of the country, promulgated their doctrines ... and reorganized their
scattered foi·ces in what is now known and recognized as the Reorganized -Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints with headquarters at Lamoni,
Iowa, and presided over by Joseph Smith, a son of
the Prophet. The cou;rts have repeatedly declared
this organization to be the legitimate successor of
the original Mormon. church, and its adherents, n umbering some 5o;ooo peaceable, patriotic, and law
abiding citizens scattering throughout the United
States ·in small societies, conforming to the laws of
their countcy wherever they may be and adhering to
the faith of the founder of thei~ creed, repudiating
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and denouncing. the doctrine of polygamy and its
attending crimes."
And in speaking of the Utah church, the Brigham
Young branch, Senator Burrows said: "An organization that fosters and encourages crime, tramples
upon law, human and divine,._practices polygamy,
and polygamous cohabitation, desecrates the home,
debases 'man, degrades womanhood, debauches publie morals, st~ikes at the Christian civiliza~ion of the
a~e, undermnies and shakes the foundati_on- of soc1ety .and government,
destroys the .sanctity of the
.
marriage
. relation,. defies the authority. of the state
and ~ational government · · · · and br!ngs t~e. name
and _ame of the good people of Utah mto d11~1epute,
d h
dh
·1· t' t th A
.
. 1 "
an 8 ame an umi Ia ion
e mencan peop e.

°_

THE END.

PATRIARCHAL• BLESSINGS; THEIR
INDIVIDUAL EFFECT.

DESIGN~

AND

While it is true, as the writer sees it, that the giving of patriarchal blessings is not the leading -and
most important work of a patriarch, it is, nevertheless, important; and this work, as well as the blessings which are given, should be much better
understood, and more fully appreciated than they
are.
In one of the sacred records of the chm"ch, containing the word of God to us, is found a plain provision for the ordination of patriaxchs, and the
bestowment of patriarchal blessings. (Doctrine and
Covenants 104: 17; 125: 3.) Therefore; so far as
divine authority for the patriarchal work is concerned, (which includes the. giving of blessings,) it
would seem that all Latter Day Saints should be
prepared to accept it without question. But there
are additional proofs which mak.:i the chain of evidence complete. In this article, we will try to indicate some of the evidences, while treating on the
character of patriarchal blessings, and their effects
on the persons receiving them.
DEFINITION.

What is a patriarchal blessing? It is a spiritual
blessing, conferred by the laying on of hands, and
through the instrumentality of a patriarch. (See
Doctrine and Covenants 107: 29·, 38; 125: 3.) However, the writer is not prepared to say that, in cases
of emergency, there are not other ministers in the
church who may bestow patriarchal blessings. Probably the First Presidency and Twelve, and, possibly,
others. ·
Thus it may be seen, first, that God calls these
patriarchs to do special and important work belonging to their office and·calling, which is not only in
harmony with his character but with his dealings
with his people from the beginning, as shown in
sacred history. . And, second,· that the blessings
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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which they are authorized to bestow, are given
through the _laying on of ·hands;' the very ordinance
th1xmgh wliich spiritual blessings of various kinds
and very precious, are bestowed. For, according
to the Bible, the ancient· patriarchs bestowed blessings by the laying on of hands. (Genesis 48: 9-20.)
Through the Jaying on of hands the Holy Spirit
of promise was given, whicp is the greatest blessing
mortals can_ receive in this world. (Acts 8: 14-17;
19: 1-6.)Men were blessed by the laying on of hands and
set apart in different offices of the ministry, to officiate for God and Christ. (Numbers 27: 18-20;
Deuter-0nomy 34: 9; Acts 6: 5, 6; 13: 1-3; 1 Timothy
4: 14; 2 Timqthy 1: 6.)
"Little children," or "young children," were
blessed of God by the Master himself, and in the
restoration of the gospel, this blessing of children is
revealed as one of the ordinances of the church.
(Matthew 19: 13-15·; Mark 10: 13-16; Doctrine and
Covenants 17: 19.)
In the administration to the sick, by the servants
of God, is another way in which physical and spiritual blessings are bestowed by the laying on of hands.
(Mark ·6: 5; 16: 18; James 5: 14, 15.)
So far, then, as the provision for giving patriarchal blessings is concerned, we find it to be in complete harmony with God's word. And we say now,
as we have said before, That which is in harmony
with God is ri,ght; only that which is in confiict with

God is wrong.
PURPOSE AND CHARACTER.

When any· doctrine or ordinance claims to be divine, it is entirely pertinent to ask: For what purpose was this instituted? If divine, the purpose will
of necessity be in harmony with the character and
ways of God ; and when we find the purpose or purposes, so defined by God himself, it is certainly good
evidence that the doctrine or ordinance is of divine
origin.
We have accepted the ordinance of patriarchal
blessings as a part of the restored gospel, just as we
accept the blessing of children who have not reached
the years of accountability, or the laying on of hands
and anointing with oil for the benefit of the sick. If
we have been right in this, then the purpose of the
ordinance is to contribute its part to the salvation
of all who place themselves in a position which entitles them to its benefits.
The word of God to Hyrum-Smith, when he was
called of God as a patriarch, to succeed his father,
quite clearly reveals the character and purpose of the
ordinance:
First, I give unto you Hyrum Smith to be a patriarch unto
you to }:iold the sealing blessings of my church, even the
Holy Spirit of promise, whereby. ye are sealed up unto the
day of redemption,-that ye may not fall, notwithstanding the
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hour of temptation that may come upon you.-Doctrins and
Covenants 107: 38.
.
- _

From this statement we jnfer that the leading
characteristic of a patriarchal blessing is the sealing
power of the Holy Spirit, (Ephesians 1: 13,) that
those receiving the blessings "may not fall, [not can
not fall] notwithstanding the b,our of temptation
that may come upon" them. All this is in the way of
salvation, and is, therefore, in harmony with God.
Right here, while considering the purpose of patriarchal blessings, we propound the following pertinent question: What is the design of the whole
gospel plan? Answer, to bring us to God, and thus
e~1~ble us to secure, through its ordinances, prov1s10ns, and promises, the "great salvation." Under
all, we find the atonement of Christ, which makes
every part of the divine plan efficacious.
Then opened he their understanding, that they might understand the scriptures, and said unto them, Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ to. suffer, and to rise from
the dead the third day: and that repentance and remission
of sins should be preached in his name among all -nations
beginning at Jerusalem. And ye are witnesses of thes~
things.-Luke 24: 45-48.
For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the
unjust, that he might bring us to God.-1 Peter 3: 18. (The
italics are mine.)
Therefore, in the ordinances thereof the power of godliness
is manifest; and without the ordinances thereof, and the
authority of the priesthood, the power of godliness is not
manifest to men in the flesh; for without this, no man can
see the face of God, even the Father, and live.~Doctrine and
Covenants 83: 3.

It may be easily seen from the above that the leading purpose of a patriarchal blessing is that we may
receive a greater degree of the·Holy Spirit of promise, hence more of the light of God; more divine
knowledge and wisdom; a better understanding of
God and Christ, and our own duty to God and each
other. In a word, it goes a long way toward enabling us to make our "calling and election sure>'
We are quite willing to admit that there may,
sometimes, be a conflict between a patriarchal blessing as it is, and as it should be. But is not this
equally true in every department of church work?
A patriarchal blessing, proper, is one given through
the instrumentality of a patriarch who is striving,
every day and every hour, to be a true spiritual
father in the church,~one who keeps himself near
to God, striving to act wisely and carefully in all
things. Th~ quality of the work done is far mo~e important than the quantity performed.
But the character _of a blessing does not depend
altogether upon the patriarch. There must be a
proper candidate. One who understands that the
benefits of this ordinance, like all others, will be en- .
joyed in exact proportion to -our effoi<ts to render
more perfect and ·complete service. The blessing is ·
not given to take the place of gospel conditions, but
to help us, under all conditions and at all times; tel
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more fully and perfectly observe them. God, we
know, will not fail to do his part faithfully ?-nd well.
Now the question is, Do we need all the helps
which God has provided for his people? Or, in other
words, Do we need more light, knowledge, wisdom,
strength, etc., in the service to which we have been
called? I fear that this important department of
church work is too little appreciated by some, and
hence too much ignored. Here, as elsewhere, "to be
carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually
minded is life and peace. Because the carnal mind
is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the
law of God, neither indeed can be." (Romans 8: 6,
7.)
The character of the work belonging to the patriarchal office, and the special provision made for
the bestowment of blessings by the laying on of
hands, indicate the high and spiritual character of
patriarchal blessings.
We are more and more convinced of man's fallibility and weakness, no matter to what office he may
be called in the church of God; but actual experience
in the patriarchal work has convinced us, again and
again, that the work is divine. Many of those who
have received blessings at the hands of different
patriarchs, have been· similarly confirmed and
blessed in the work. "If any ml;Ln will do his will he
shall know of the doctrine," etc. In submitting ourRelves to these provisions of the word, which claim
to be divine, the promised knowledge has been graciously given.
A LEADING OBJECTION.

But here is one of the leading objections urged by
some, which is thought to be a valid one. "No nrovision for patriarchs, or the giving of patriarchal
blessings, can be found in the Book of Mormon,
though this book is declared to contain the fullness
of the gospel!" This objection seems to be founded
upon the belief that God can not, or will not, give
a revelation to his people, except when the same
revelation, or a similar one, has already been given,
mul vrescrvcd in some of the sacred records of the
church. This is too absurd to require extended notice. Traced to its logical limit, this position will
require us to reject every revelation which has been
given by the divine Being, till we come to the first,
and of course we would have to reject it, with the
entire doctrine of divine revelation to man, because,
in the very nature of the case, no other revelation
could be found as a divine precedent! That is, no
other revelation had been, or could have been, given!
When a purported revelation from God is preS('nted to us, we are not under obligation to show
that it, or a similar one, has already been given, before we can properly accept it; but, rather, to see
that the provisions and promises of the new are
made with a view to meet true and important de-
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mands, and that the revelation as a whole, is in copi- .
plete harmony with God ·and that portion ·of his
truth which is already in our possession.· This position is scriptural and logical, and, therefore, absolutely safe.
As to that tortured and much abused phrase, "the·
fullness of the gospel," we can not do better than to
incorporate the writer's reply to this objection, which
is found in the doctrinal part of "The Patriarchate.''
But we are told by the small class whi:> reject the
work of patriarchs, and yet claim to be believers in
the latter day work, that they are justified in rejecting them because they are not even mentioned in the
Book of Mormon, which is said to contain "the fullness of the gospel."
If on this ground we may properly reject the call-·
ing and work of patriarchs, why not, on the same
ground, reject the calling and work of bishops, seventies, and deacons, as set forth in the Bible and
Book of Doctrine and Covenants? The Book of Mormon fails to specifically state that any such office as
that of bishop, seventy, or deacon, .was established
in the primitive Christian church on this continent.
It must be admitted, that while the Book of Mormon is plainer and much more complete, on some
important matters of history and doctrine, than the
Bible; on other matters, including church organization, it is very incomplete. Mormon, who abridged
the record, so far as it was abridged, says: "And
now there can not be written in this book, even a
hundredth part of the things which Jesus did truly
teach unto the people."-3 Nephi 12: 1.
Is it wise and safe to reject the provision made in
later revelations for the office and work of patriarchs, because they are not mentioned in the record
which does not contain a hundredth part of what
Jesus taught the people? We think not, provided
this provision is in harmony with the word of God.
That phrase, "fullness of the gospel," has been
c<lrnost as badly used, or abused, by some Latter Day
Saints, as Revelation 22: 18 has been by those who
reject all present revelation. The Doctrine and
Covenants teaches that "the fullness of the gospel"
is contained in the Bible and Book of Mormon.
(Doctrine and Covenants 42: 5.) It also states that
the Book of Mormon, by itself, cmi.tains "the fullness of the gospel," ( 17: 2, 26: 2.) It must be
admitted then that the Bible, when properly translated, contains the "fullness of the gospel," as well
as the Book of Mormon; and inasmuch as each book .
contains important matter which the other does not,
and the usual interpretation is that the phrase denotes that the Book· of MormQn contains all g·ospel
truth, then, upon this ground, are we not driven to
the conclusion that each book contains more than
"the fullness of the gospel," or each one contains
less than the "fullness"?
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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What; then, are we to understand by tlie much
abused phrase, "fullness of the gospel"? We are to
understand this; and this only: In the Book of Mormon, also the Inspired Version of the Bible, is contained the gospel as it was given of God to those
ancient worthies, who wrote and spoke as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost, without garblingor foss
of "plain and precious parts."
The statement of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants is, "The Book of Mormon, containing the fullness of my everfasting gospel."-Doctrine and Covenants 26: 2.
TherE). is a difference between "the fullness" and all "the fullness." Let the Doctrine and Covenants
explain itself on the use· and meaning of this phrase.
In the vision seen by J aseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon (see 76 :' 3), speaking of Christ, we read:
Of whom we bear record, and the record which we bear is
the fullness of the gospel of J_esus Christ, who is the Son,
whom we saw and with whom we conversed in the heavenly
vision.

Their testimony is a presentation of the truth, as
it is with God, concerning Jes us Ghrist and his gospel; nevertheless, there is much valuable information
concerning Ghrist, the ordinances of the gospel, and
the work of the ministry, which is not found in the
vision.'
A witness, when in court, is sworn to tell "the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth";
that is, he is to tell the truth in its fullness; and yet,
all the truth he knows, at the most, is a very small
fragment of what exists in the universe of God.
We believe that this exegesis of the phrase referred to, is correct, and if it is, it will stand the
test of all proper criticism. And, as a consequence
of this belief, we also believe that the use which is
being made of this phrase, "the fullness of the gospel," il). "Anti-Mormon League" literature, is erroneous and anti-Christian.
From what is written in latter day revelations,
concei·ning the calling, duties, and privileges of the
office, including, of course, the bestowment of patriarchal blessings, as well as from experience and
observation, we justly conclude that the character
and purpose of patriarchal blessings, like all other
parts of the divine plan, are such as to bring us in
more complete rapport with God. In other words,
this ordinance does its full share in increasing our
usefulness in tnis world, and in preparing us for
the enjoyment of true bliss .in time and eternity. The
·ordinance is so much like God, as he stands revealed
in his word, that we are compelled to believe that its
effects, individually and collectively, are good and
important.
,
The very work whfoh is so plainly indicated as
belonging to the patriarchs, (not exclusively, but as
specialists in this line) is that- which is most needed·
in the church to-day, in.order to bring her up to tqat·
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high standard of moral goodness and spirituai
power, without which Zion can never be i·edeemed,
and the great battle of God Almighty for truth and
right can never be fought and- won.
J. R. LAMBERT,

Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

Mrs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krahl, secretary, .724 South Crysler
street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L. L. Resseguie,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
avenue, Independence, Missomi.
Notice.

The Daughters of Zion have on hand leaflets on the following subjects, which they will send to anyone who will pay
the postage on them:
Founding a Home and the Rights of Each Other in the
Home; The Fire Builders; the Care of the Cripple; Inherited Tendencies and Their Relation to Character Building;
Bennie's First and Last Whipping; The Woes and Joys of
the . Backward Child; Workers Together with God; One
Mother's Way; Reverence; Courtesy in the Home; Family
Courtesy; Individual Responsibility; A Protest against Corporal Punishment; The Autobiography of a Dull Child,
Parts 1, 2; The Age of Conflict; Two Pictures, by Mary Wood
Allen on Respect for Rightful Authority; The last four numbers of the five series article, To Whom Does the Child Belong.
Send to Mrs. B. C. Smith, 214 South Spring Street, Independence, Missouri, for them, and state how many you can
use.
Mus. B. C. SMITH, President Advisory Board.•
42-4.
Somebody Care•.

Somebody knows when your heart aches
And everything seems to go wrong;
Somebody knows when the shadows
Need chasing away with a song·;
Somebody knows when you're lonely,
Tired, discouraged, and blue,
Somebody wants you to know Him,
And know that He dearly loves you.
Somebody cares when you're tempted,
And the world grows dizzy and dim;
Somebody cares when you're weakest,
And farthest away from Him.
Somebody grieves when you've fallen,
Though you are not lost from His sight;
Somebody waits for your coming,
Taking the gloom from your night.
Somebody loves you when weary;
Somebody loves you when strong;
Always is waiting to help you,
Watches you-one of the throng
Needing His friendship so holy,
Needing His watchcare so true.
His name? We call his name Jesus.
His people? Just I and just you.
. -Selected.
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The Reward of Virtue.
It is a very strange fact, like other curious ·facts of our
exceedingly curious human nature, that while we were all
brought up on the proverb that virtue is its own reward, and
all repeat it glibly, we seldom learn or accept its truth. It
may be proved to us in our own experience a hundred times
over, that goodness in ourselves or others does not pay, except
in being goodness. But we always expect it to pay next
time; we are inwardly rebellious minded because it does not
pay; we wonder whether Providence really is watching, and
why the laurel wreath is not forthcoming. And meanwhile
the wicked flourish like the green bay tree, and selfishness
luxuriates in the good things of life, and popularity comes
to those who are anything but upright, and, altogether, ·we
feel like the old woman who said that there was one promise
in the Bible that· she had never found to fail, though she
had leaned on it a hundred times, and that was, "In the
world ye shall have tribulation."
Out of this recurrent frame of mind comes the popular
insistence that virtue is actually rewarded. The "industrious
apprentice," as set forth -by Hogarth, pleased his age and -all
succeeding ones. To-day every periodical in the land that
looks toward the great American idol, Success, repeats constantly that diligence, punctuality, accuracy, temperance,
thrift, etc., are rewarded by high positions and growing
wealth. Young America is exhorted to believe in these rewards of virtue. There is a great deal of truth in the exhortation. But nevertheless, there are two evident drawbacks to its doctrine. The first is, that the higher virtues of
faith, hope, and love, the most noble and generous ideals of
self-sacrifice and brotherhood, are entirely left out of the
calculation. The second is that young America may pick up
the next public spirited magazine, or look out into the nearest
market place, and see the great successes and the big prizes
in the hands of the most unscrupulous tricksters and traders
of the lot. If a long line of our Crmsuses, our best paid
lawyers, our senators, ou~· ruling politicians and even our
"popular" preachers, were to be marched before us, could we
believe for one moment that they were living examples of
the reward of virtue? A child of twelve would know better
than that. Respectability is eminently successful, but virtue
-that, as Kipling puts it, is quite another story. It is a
characteristic of virtue, rather, that it is always out somewhere in the thick of the fight, uncomfortable, hard pressed,
and battling against odds.
Yet, why not, since that is what jt is here for? Once make
up our minds to that, and follow virtue with our eyes open,
and things are greatly simplified.
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If there is a bedrock fact in history, indeed it-is that virtue appears to be_ always getting defeated-the highest virtue, that is. There is no reason to suppose that it ever will
win material rewards. It is -an intruder in material things
anyway. That it lives on. and on, that it grows and strive~
forward,· so that the world, in spite of all its crucifixions of
virtue, has to take account of it and respect it,_ is. a continual
·and mysterious fact that .. few of us think about. Why are
we good, when we keep finding it doesn't pay in terms of
material pleasure and prosperity, except that virtue itself is
a reward that draws our hearts after it? Those who love
virtue, love it more passionately than ever after their hardest
trials. They do not want ease nor rest; they want to press
on, with perfect indifference as to earthly rewards. It is
the innate, divine pleasure of goodness that endears it to
the good. The robust saints who were willing to be damned
for the glory of God, were really not in the slightest doubt of
their everlasting bliss if their ·willingness was accepted. When
we once get to the point of accepting virtue as its own reward
and not asking anything fmther, we step into a joy beyond
the world and not of it, transcending it, and not affected by
its gifts or withdrawals;
The Chinese have a saying: "He who finds pleasure in
vice or praise in virtue, is a novice in both." The beginner in
loving his fellow-men expects gratitude-and does not get
it. But the pain and disappointment of that early novitiate
fade away as the love grows toward the gospel standard of
enduring all things, hoping all things, being kind to the
unthankful and the eVil, forgiving enemies-and dying for
them if need be. As long as we expect any reward from
goodness except the opportunity to do good and be bej;ter, we
shall be rebellious minded and doubting. As long as we
believe and teach that goodness pays in terms of success, we
will train up weaklings in virtue, "goody-goody" types, triumphant neither in this world nor the next. "'Learn to do
right, and suffer for it," is teaching that puts iron into the
the blood and backbone into daily religion. Then we can
complete the old woman's quotation (of which she q\1ite forgot the important clause) and lean on the mighty promise, ·
"In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer;
I have over-come the world." The world crucified the Speaker
of that promise next day; but every saint and martyr since
has entered into his joy._:Priscilla. Leonard in Christian

Home.

Letter pepartment
HOLLISTER, CALIFORNIA, October 23,

1910~

Dem· Herald: I am a subscriber to the HERALD, and enjoy
"The wages of sin is death; if the wages of virtue be dust,
Would she have heart to endure for the life of the worm
and the fly?
She desires no isles of the blest, no quiet seats of the just,
To rest in a golden grave, or bask in a summer sky;
Give her the wages of going on, and n"ot to die!"
That ringing last line shows that Tennyson agrees somewhat with the wisdom of Bacon, wisest of modern men, _who
was afraid to endure the hardnesses of virtue himself; but
saw clearly its nature when he wrote, "Prosperity is the blessing of the Olcl Testament, but adversity is the blessing of the
New." Bacon's marvelous sagacity showed him that virtue
did not and could not bring worldly reward, and he let it alone
accordingly, while admiring it genuinely in the abstract. In
that, at any rate, he was honest; and the great queen he
served \Vas like him. Elizabeth was a splendid success, imperious and imperial; but truth -and love were not in her,
let alone humility or generosity.

reading it very much. Our little town has six churches, but
none of them are ours. We have a few Saints here, but no
branch, so it is hard for us to live as we should.
Sometimes I go to church here, but clo not enjoy it as I do
our own.
There are nine in our family, and three belong to this
church, and the others do not belong to any church. But I
hope that some day we will all be of one mind. I am teaching
a country school not far from home and like it fine. I keep
my horse and buggy ahd drive around a good deal, as that is
about all there is to"· do unless one goes to dances or theaters,
and there is a plenty of both here. There is one moving pictui·e
show and one opera house now and they are building two
theaters.
I sometimes feel like I am not doing anything for my
Master's cause, but I do what I can, arid hope that some clay
I may be able to do much more. I wish one of" our ministers
could preach here occasionally. I know it would help the
Sii:ints and might interest others.
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I pray that we may have more knowledge of the truth and
that others may profit by our. example. It is my desire to be faithful always.
BERTHA GILBERT.

Dear Herald: It has been a long time since I have written
to your pages, and I can say that the HERALD is worth its
weight in gold, and I long for it to come every week. I have
heard some make the remark that it is the only preacher we
have. I can not say that, as we have some good preachers
in this branch; some old ones and some young ones also. We
have two young brethren that were called into the ministry
less than a year ago, that would make some of the older ones
blush; these young men are in their teens yet: Bro. Clyde
Ellis, son of Elder W. D. Ellis, and Bro. R. D. Davis, son of
Elder James Davis. It is a positive proof that God is in this
work, that the gospel has been restored and is now being
preached in its fullness.
Bro. Clyde Ellis was our speaker last Sunday evening, the
23d. His subject was, "If a man die, shall he live again?"
and before he was through with the subject, on the resurrection of the dead, 'both of the just and the unjust, he certainly
proved that a man may die and will be resurrected again.
And he also proved to the satisfaction of the audience, or at
least of all the Saints, that he was a servant of God and his
calling was sure.
We have many f:i.ithful workers in this branch; a good
orchestra, and a Sunshine Band organized and in good working order. There are many who are not in the church who
attend. The Sunshine Band has done much in bringing young
people into the church, who are not of our faith, and by their
coming in and joining the band, it will have a tendency to
bring them into the true church to stay. And I would
say this much, that in every branch of Saints who have not
yet organized a Sunshine Band: do so at once, especially for
the young, and it is a good thing for the old-a good thing to
· help us get over· our bashfulness.
Bro. James Davis has again left us and gone to Canada to
fulfill his calling; we miss him very much.
Bro. JQhn Hanson, recently from Sweden, is with us now,
but away most of the time. He certainly had a hard time in
Sweden, and needs a good rest. Brn. W. D. Ellis and Brackenbury are now in the field laboring for the Master. May God
bless these brethren, ·as they are faithful workers for their
Master, and for the upbuilding of the church and kingdom.
A few of the Saints have left this place; some have moved
to Canada and some to Washington. We wish them all
success, and hope before long some will come here to fill
their places, and whoever will come will find a good live
branch of Saints of the reorganized class, full of love and
hospitality. May God speed the day when we may all be
united.
Your brother in bonds,
W. H. WAKEFIELD.
WILBURTON, OKLAHOMA, October 10, 1910.
Editors Herald: The work here is moving off very well;
Saints here as elsewhere are, some of them, careless about
their soul's salvation, while others seem to be earnestly engaged in the work. I find the Saints wherever I go striving
to come up higher; showing they want to let their light shine.
I am only a local worker, and have only been ordained
fourteen months; have done some pi·eaching since my ordination. Brother Erwin and myself just closed a meeting in
northeastern Texas with good success. My wife has an aunt,
Mrs. Lizzie Ensey. She lives at 1551 Moss avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana,. and she would like to get acquainted with· the
Saints at that place; so if there are any there who see this,
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she would like them to hunt her UJ!l or write her. She is not
a member of the church, but wants to be baptized. She has
been acquainted with the work for several years, as she used
· to live in Texas and Oklahoma, where the gospel has been
preached to her.
I find there is lots of room for preaching. I can always
find a place to preach whenever I can get away from my work
to go, for most of the people here have to work for a living.
I am a blacksmith by trade, so you see I can not shut my
doors any day, as can the man who plows. I only get loose
Saturday nights and Sundays, but put in most of that time.
Ever praying for the welfare of the work,
V. L. LUM.
ASHTABULA, OHIO.
Dear Herald: I have not before written any for your
columns. I love this gospel work and can say that it is the
true work of God for I have seen the power of God manifested
many times. Let us not be like the parable of the sower,
Then cometh the wicked one and catcheth away that which
was sown in his heart; but let us be like the good seed that
fell in good ground that heard the word and understood it.
Let us be faithful to the Lord, for the time is too short to
fay up our riches here; pay our tithing and send more laborers into the field; be up and doing while it is day.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
MRS. C. C. DAWSON.
COLDWATER, MICHIGAN, October 26, 1910.
Editors Herald: Am to meet Bishop Dillon, of the United
Brethren Church, in discussion at South Boardman, Michigan,
the coming month. This engagement will consume more than
twenty days, as there are four propositions to discuss. We
then are held to account with a Mr. Walker, of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, "President of State Association of Spiritualists,"
on two propositions. Our conference was fine; one hundred
and seventy-two dinners were served by the sisters in dining
hall on Sunday. One of the largest representative gatherings
we have held in years. Seven were baptized Sunday afternoon. The State Republ-ican, and Lansing Journal gave excellent write-ups, and on returning to Coldwater yesterday,
our eyes were greeted with copy of same in Daily Reporter.
I :inclose you clipping from the Lansing Journal, Monday,
October 24.
We think a fine :impression was made at the Capital City
of our State, and credit given to the local branch for rendering
it so practicabJe, comes not untimely.
Your brother,
s. w. L. SCOTT.
PHCI;;NIX, ARIZONA, October 25, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: In your issue for October 19, page 1029,
article, "The work in Arizona as we see it," the fourth line
from the bottom of the page has an error in it. It has the
name James Farley, which should read John Farley. Both
brethren live at Bisbee, but Brother John has the responsibility
of the office of deac.on. Please make the correction and oblige.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, October 29, 1910.
Saints of Southern Indiana District: As the financial law
is not regarded as it should be, by money being collected as
tithes against my consent and spent without my authority, I
wish 'to state to one and all tha,t I will not write receipts for
a,nyone, unless the money comes through. my hands. The
only authorized collectors I have in the district are as
follows: Jacob Halb, E. 0. Byrn, E. A. Jeagers, D. H. Baggerly. Either pay your tithes to the above brethren or ma:ii
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them direct to me. In complying with the above you will all be
aiding the Bishopric in their work.
Trusting God may prosper you all in the keeping :of his
JOHN ZAHND.
will, I am, as ever,
BULWELL, NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND, October 17, 1910.
The HERALD dated September 28, 1910, has an editorial
article under the caption, "On the road from Bethany to
Jerusalem," by E. A. S. I can not help taking exception to
its teaching. As a Latter Day Saint I, with others, am not
perfect, either in understanding or knowledge,- teaching or
practice; otherwise the Church of Jesus Christ would not
require the officers set in it, as stated in Ephesians 4: 13,
"till we all come unto or in the unity of the faith, and of the
knowledgE) of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ"; and verse
14, "that we henceforth be no more chil<:!Ten, tossed to and
fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine." Mind,
this is not with any spirit of controversy, but that unity of
understanding may prevail.
In the second part of HERALD, the letter part, however, the
fig tree is to be pardoned, for it is not the time of the year
when figs are to be gathered. Now I contend that the fig tree
is not to be pardoned, but condemned, as our Lord condemned it.
Leaving for a short while the lesson our Lord intended to
teach us, let us imagine ourselves of the party, (and as is
well known, the fruit of the fig tree sets before the leaves
unfold.) We are walking along, hungry, and on lifting up
our eyes behold a fig tree with rich, large leaves on it, which
could or might be taken to imply it to be fruitful. Eagerly
pressing forward to appease our appetites, lo, nothing but
leaves greet us--a tree apparently most vigorous, but fruitless. A tree, according to appearance, which should be expected to have on it the delicious bakkooroth, or first ripe
spring figs. Being thus deceived we lift up the large leaves,
expecting to find the kernwuses hidden underneath them;
but again we are disappointed. These kermouses, or autumn
figs, often remain hanging on the trees all through the winter,
even until the new spring leaves come. See Josephus, by
William Whiston, on the war of the Jews, book 3, chapter 10,
paragraph 8, as follows: "The country also that lies over
against this lake hath the same name of Gennesareth; its
nature is wonderful as well as its beauty. Its soil is so
fruitful that all sorts of trees can grow upon it, and the
inhabitants accordingly plant all sorts of trees the.re for the
temper of the air is so well mixed that it agrees very well
with those several sorts. Particularly walnuts which require
the coldest air, flourish there in vast plenty. There are palm
trees also, which grow best 1n hot air; fig trees also and
olives grow near them, which yet require an air that is more
temperate. One may call this place the ambition of nature,
where it forces·those plants that are.naturally enemies to one
another to agree together. It is a happy contention of the
sea-sons, as if everyone of them laid clailJl to this country,
for it not only nourishes different sorts of autumnal fruit
beyond men's expectations, but preserves them a great while;
it supplies men with the principal fruits, with grapes and
figs continually, during ten months in the year, and the rest
of the fruits as they become ripe together through the whole
year." Now had the tree. borrie fruit last year there would
be every chance of finding the violet colored kermouses or
. the spring balclco01·oth ·figs, thus proving the tree to he barren· and our God being the same yesterday to-day and for
eve;., the eve1;lasting fiat 'had ,gone forth, Cut it down; why
cumbereth it the ground.
In same paragraph,,just p1•evious, it says, "Like some Christians, it is profuse with promises, but empty of good deeds."
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Would it not be more correct tO say, Lik~ some so-.called or
professing -Christians, but not possessors ·or practicing it,
or in the word of James, "Not hearers only, but doers."
This fig tree being a symbolical emblem of the nation of
Jews, laudatory pl'Ofessors, Pharisees, the whited sepulchers
full of dead men's ,bones, without -life, pl'Ofess unto perfection, who had tithed mint and cummin, and had left the
weightier matters undone. But seeing such - a ·profusion of
leaves, our Master might reasonably expect to find the last
year kernwuses, autumn figs, or the bakk601·oth, spring figs,
but finding neither, the tree was therefore barren; the curse
was then pronounced upon it, -and the lesson or application
to everyday life may be deducted as follows:
First. The uselessness of the professors without possessing that spirit which-will bring forth good.fruit through repentance unto good works.
Second. A warning of the peril ·and uselessness of the
cloak of. hypoci'isy, or Pharisaical doctrine and practices.
Third. An illustration of the_ mighty power given thrnugh
faith in God, as we are taught that faith is the moving principle of all action.
_
Let each orie of us ask ourselves the question, To what extent have I faith in God? Am I keeping his co_mmandments?
and, as John in his epistle says, doing those things that are
pleasing in his sight?_
May we each desire the help of God to be consistent in all
things, having a unity of the faith in the bond of peace. I
pray no one will think this in a spirit of controversy, but
with a desire to obtain perfection in all things, even Christ;
serving him with fear and trembling, lest we become a castaway. I desire knowledge, but rather wisdom to do, or put
my knowledge into practice. May the ke1·nwuses and the
bakkarooth abound in each· of" our lives is the continued prayer
of your brother in the restored gospel.
Respectfully,
GEORGE GAYDON.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, October 21, 1910.
Dear Herald: In giving the names of speakers of our late
reunion at Ir-vington, I see the secretary has unintentionally
omitted the name of Bro. Edward Ingham. In justice to the
brother, I write this card, as I am sure the secretary did not
intend to slight him, and especially as he preached orie of
the best sermons of the reunion. Pardon me, Brother· Adamson.
c. A. PARKIN.
CHARLES CITY, IOWA, October 26, 1910.
Editors Herald: From time to time the Saints say to the
missionary, "Why don't you write? We would like to know
what you are doing," etc. So for the benefit of all who may
see these lines, I will say that the past two weeks have been
spent in this State. Sr. S. K. Foye, of Lime Spring, an
aunt of my wife, has often desired me to come their way; so
for a week I was made welcome at their home, and although
W. W. Foye, her husband, is not a member of the church,
yet the missionary is ever made welcome. And by the way,
he remarked the day I left, "Tell any of the boys that the
latchstring hangs out." I preached three sermons in their
roomy house, but by that time Sunday came and the pastors
said, I think, "Beware," for only two came the following
night.
I have been at the home of Bro. and Sr. ·H. S. OU:, in
Charles City, for nearly a week, and have been holding preaching services in their house with some success. There .are
only five members here. Beside Brother and Sister Ott, .there
are Thomas Spencer, who with Brother and Sister Ott were
all baptized in Madison, WiSconsin, Mrs. Alice Hering and
her brother, Albert Horn. These five are all active members
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who are anxious to see th~ cause of Zion move forward, but of God and battle on in spite of all our fellow-men can do
they have to labor against heavy odds, as the only way they .or say, for we will not lose our reward~ we must be brave;
can get a public place ·for services is to hire a hall, and that have courage to confess Christ to all the world and not be
takes too much money. As a missionary, I believe it a good ashamed of him. "Whosoever, therefore, shall be ashamed
place for a tent in warm weather, and I think by planning of me and of my works in this adulterous and sinful generaahead this_ c_an be accofuplished, as Sister Hering's husband, tion; of him also shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he
"Irving," as everyone_ calls him, while he is not a member cometh in the glory of his Father, with the holy angels."
to-day, we all hope and pray that he may be soon. He has
-·we should always be ready to acknowledge ourselves chila large lot where they live, in the central part of town and
dren of Christ, and always be looklng· for oppoi·tunities to
it would be roomy enough for a tent. This city is gr;wing
put in a word or two for his cause, in which way we will be
fast, and is_ composed of people who have moved here from
warning our neighbors of their danger, when the appointed
other cities and -States to make their homes here.
day shall arrive that all our works, good and bad, 'viii be
The Hart-P.arr -Company -is ·a thrifty ·company, and is brought to light.
·
affording lots of employment in up-to-date shops with- good
I
will
now
relate
how
I
came
to
investigate
the claims of
wages. I expect to 1·eturn ·to Wisconsin Friday, and will try
and answer some of the calls for preaching there. We are the Latter Day Saints and to obey this glorious gospel, which
thankful to have Bro. E. J. Goodenough in Wisconsin ag~in, now I esteem and love above all else. Just about two years
ago, I returned home from a few months' sojourn in Fo1;t
as the laborers are few and plenty to do.
Stanton, New Mexico. I decided to stay out in the country
Hopefully lab01ing,
with my mother through the winter, and iiot try to get work
JASPER 0. DUTTON.
in town until spring. There was not much affection lost beP. S.-Since penning these lines, the name of "Irving" tween us, that is, between work and me, and as hunting promcame in for baptism, so that the prayers of the Saints are i!?ed to be good sport, I thought I would enjoy shooting much
answered and there are now six members in Charles City, better than work. How little I thought of the great blessing
but no officers; so for a branch they must wait a while. - that was in store for me at that time.
However, there are young men here who, if faithful, .will be
· I owned a Bible which I had purcha~ed some years before,
called to labor in the vineyard of the Lord.-J. 0. D.
and much against my will, I now regret to say; and as I had
read all the old papers and novels in the house, and some of
WEST DERBY, VERMONT.
them twice, I took to reading the Bible to pass the long winter
Editors Herald: The dear HERALD comes each week, sent evenings, but did not find it very interesting. I knew no more
by some kirid one, and I am very gratefui. I wish there were when I laid the book down than when I took it up, for I did
some Latter Day Saints 'at West Derby. I get ve1·y lonely, not know how to study to get any sense out of it.
as we live out of the village and seldom see anyone, but we
There was, at that time, a faithful sister teaching school
are trusting in our Savior's blessed promise. I want you all in that district, a Sr. Helen Cator, who was staying at the
to pray for us, that we may be blessed with health and means home of one of my friends. It was there that I met and
of living.
got acquainted with Sister Cator, and in course of time our
I am· able to sit up a little, but unable to work, and my conversation drifted to religion, and she told me that she
husband has only done a few days' work in the past year. was a Latter Day Saint. It was beyond me. I had heard
We would like to take up the prison work once more, as_ we of many denominations, but nothing like that. When she
have lots of good reading to pass them, and many a weary told me that some people called them Mormons, I thought
heart may be reached by a paper or a good letter. So, sisters, then it must be the Utah church, and when she mentioned
let us scatter what sunshine we can, as we shall pass this prophecy and gift of tongues, I thought of Spiritualism. You
way but once, and may we each be the means of brightening see I had been confirmed in the Presbyterian Church, and
some saddened soul. Stamps and stationery will be g11atefully consequently did not hear mucli Bible preached, if any; and
received.
Your sister in the faith,
going to church had been only a form with me.• and for years
I did not even do that.
MRS. Roy COWLES.
Well, I was positive that the Saints had the gospel twisted
and I undertook to straighten it out. for them, so I got some
literature from Sister Cator, and got to comparing it with
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.
"Let your light so shine before men that they may see your the Bible. At first I hardly knew how to go about it; I was
good works and glorify your Father which is in heaven."
looking for the New Testament books in the Old, I did not
How many of us take heed of the foregoing and set our even know that the Bible had an index that showed what
light up high, sg its rays may penetrate far into the darkness pages they were on. One of the first things I learned was to
that we see all around us, that by those rays some soul may pray to God for light on the subject that I might be guided
into the way of truth, and_ I was guided aright. The more
find the way to salvation ..
Dear brothers and sisters, let us keep our lights burning I studied the more I wanted to know. Some things that I
brightly at all times and everywhere we go; let it shine could not see through I went with to Elder L. E. Hills, at
forth by every word and every action, for we never know Marion, Iowa, and he explained all to my satisfaction. When
how much influence we have over those with whom we come I saw that this "marvelous work and a wonder" was the true
in contact in discharging our daily duties. How do we know work of God I was anxious to obey. I thank God for the
but_ what some of our associates have taken us for an- exam- way I have been blessed in this great work, and I pray his
blessings on those who were instrumental in my being led to
p~, as a sort of standard which they are trying to live up to?
In such cases, many a· word can be spoken and much seed the truth, and buried in the waters of baptism, which ordinance was administered by Brother Wildermuth.
sown, and who can estimate the fruit of it?
Dear Saints, my· case can be but one of many, where just
Let us try to live our gospel every hour in our lives, no
mattei· whei·e we are, among the Saints or among the worldly. a word or two dropped was the cause of a soul finding the
diligent in working for the
If we are -laughed 1at, ridiculed, and abused, it can but con- gate to salvatipn; so let us
firm us in our faith, for has it n()t truly been said, "every- . cause of Christ, and he will surely bless our effo1;ts.
R. El. MOTEJL.
where t~is sec,t is ,spoken· against." - Let us put on the armor

be
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CASTANA, IOWA, October 24, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: I will trouble you for a little space, as
I wish to ask a very great favor from some of our ablest
writers. My letter writing is getting me into a squabble with
some of the various religionists. The Ahma Publishing Company takes exceptions to a letter of mine in the Ensign.
They say some one has sent them a copy of a paper called
Zion's Ensign, and "our attention is called to a letter by you.
There is just one item to which we take exception, and that
is where you say we are striking at the heart of your beloved
religion." They say they are not fighting anyone's •religion,
but are simply presenting God's truths as they appear to them.
Now the stuff and nonsense I referred to was their explanation on "temples" and "temple building." They give a
mythical meaning to every passage of sc1ipture they quote.
I suppose they will be teaching next that heaven is a place
where disembodied spiiits with wings to support the weight of
their disembodiment are flying around through endless space
singing praises to" a God wiLhout body, parts, or passions,
sitting on the topmost top of a topless throne, casting poor
sinners to the bottom of the bottomless pit, which is filled
with the darkness caused from never ending fires of 9amnation, and if there are any more contradictions to their imaginary religion I leave them to find it out, for they are full
of contradictions.
They say they are thankful to me for writing the letter,
and very, very thankful to the Ensign people for publishing
it, as it gives them lots of free advertisement, and they are
already receiving letters asking for their literature on account
of it. They say, "May God bless you, dear lady, and give you
a heart to prove all things and hold fast that which is good,"
and I say, "Amen," real Methodist like.
About six weeks ago I wrote a couple of letters to the Gospel
Trumpet, asking them to explain Isaiah 29: 4; 11, 12; 18;
Psalm 85: 10-13; Ezekiel 37: 15-21; Ezekiel 17: 1-24; Isaiah
37: 31, 32; Genesis 49: 22-26; Exodus 14: 22; Genesis 49: 22;
Genesis 15: 18-21; Genesis 49: 26; Deuteronomy 33: 13-17;
Psalm 80: 1, 2; 8-12, 16; Jeremiah 49: 30-32; Isaiah 16: 8;
Isaiah 18: 1; Zephaniah 3: 10; Matthew 15: 23, 24; ·Ezekiel
34: 6; .John 10: 16; Jeremiah 22: 3; Acts 17: 26, 27; Genesis
11: 8, 9.
I gave them a brief explanation to each quotation as we
understand them, and asked them for their light on the subject as they claim to be tile ehurch, or church of God.
Now, I wish some of our more able writers would expound
these quotations to the Trumpet family. I do not think they
will ever answer any letters personally or through the columns
of their paper, but there are very many honest hearted Saints
being deceived by them. They call them out of great Babylon
and turn them loose without a shepherd. I think we ought
to make an effort to get the truth before these people. Let us
unitedly bombard them from every quarter. Address all
letters to Gospel Trumpet Company, Anderson, Indiana, and
join with me in pmyers to God for results.
In fighting harness,
SADIE BURCH.
PLAINS, KANSAS, October 24, 1910.
Saints' Herald: We. were glad to have Bro. F. C. Keck
with us recently. We enjoyed three good sermons from him
while he was here. Some few noriniembers were interested.
This little village is not very religiouRly incli~ed, but it do~s
very well considering that there are eleven rea) estate firms
here, with only three "sto1'es.. -The ,people here did not know
the difference between the Utah church ;ind the Reorganized
Church so I ordered• one hundred copies of the October issue
of lla:i,pton's Magazine; which gave a nice writeup about the
Reorganized Church. I also sent and got one hundred tracts,
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"Latter Day Saints; who are they?" by T. W. Williams. I
gave a tract out with each magazine. Being in business ancl
dealing in' magazines and books, I had a chance to put the~
out where I thought they would do the most good.
I am inclined to think we will get my brother Dick, (R. M.)
arid my friend and brother, James E. Yates, up here this
winter to warm the people up with a few sermons.
I would like to state, through the HERALD, that I can give
employment to a young man and wife without children if
they can take the kitchen, and do the cooking and- so forth
for <about forty people, with some short oi·der work. Could
use three people by taking in the dining room. Am paying
twelve dollars a week for a cook, and if there are any of the
Saints within a reasonable distance who want a good all
winter's job at good wages, let me hear from you at once.
Yours in bonds,
W. S. MALONEY.
NOVEMBER 1, 1910.

Editors Herald: I come again, asking the prayers of the
Prayer Union in behalf of my sister-in-law, Mrs. Sadie
Kerney, who requested me to write for her. She had to go
to the hospital about eight years ago, and fears that she will
have to go again, except God in his mercy will heal her of her
afflictions. Pray that she may have faith to be healed, and
that she may be led to accept of the true gospel, so she may
enjoy the blessings of God, and become a worker for him.
I thank all who remembered my boy in their prayers. I
feel that God heard and answered your prayers, as my boy
is feeling better at this writing.
Your sister,
MRS. ALEX MELLON.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, October 25, 1910.
Editoi·s Herald: Since I came to Nevmrk I have not been
able to locate any Safots, and the last t\vo months I have not
had much chance to hunt for any, as I have spent the time
here in the hospital.
I was baptized at Comins, Michigan, in 1904, by Elder
G. W. Burt. Since that ·time I have made many mistakes,
but I am striving to overcome my faults, and I ask my
brothers and sisters to remember me in their prayers.
If there are any Saints here, I would be pleased to have
some of them call and see me. I am very lonely, and anxious
to meet some of God's children. Will close by asking the
Saints to' pray for me, that I may gain my health and
strength.
Yours in gospel bonds,
DAVID R. HOLLY.

Florida Reunion.

Florida r~union convened at Santa Rosa church, 'October 14,
at 10 a. m., Bro. F. M. Slover presfding. The reunion held
forth for ten days, giving way th!J 15th for district conference. There were two business sessions, two sessions of Sunday school, sixteen sermons, six praye~· and testimony services. Friday, the 21st, was spent in temperance lectures.
Brn. F'. M. Slover, J. W. Peterson, W. E. Peak, A. Van
Cleave, of the missionary force were witll us, and they with
Bro. G. T. Chute did the preaching. The preaching was of a
high order; spiritual and instructive.
"'
The Saints seem to be encouraged, strengthened, and therefore glad we had the reunion. We trust that all the Saints
will heed the grand instruction given to live meek and Christlike lives, so that we may be worthy an inheritance in Zion.
W. A. West, W. M. Hawkins, and missionary in charge were
appointed as the reunion committee for 1911.
E. N. McCALL, Secretary.
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News From Branches
SAINT L9UIS, MISSOURI.
Strength and encouragement was received at our regular
sacrament service, also through the word as received from
Brn. T. J. Elliott, our pastor; Charles Jones and Bishop
Anderson of Lamoni; _J. A. Tanner, our former pastor, now
of Chicago; and Brn. Rhoades and Davis of the Saint Louis
Branch.
We esteemed it a great favor and received much strength
and comfort through the visit of our Brethren Jones and
Anderson and Tanner. We trust_they will soon come again.
The tent services now held ·in Saint Charles have been
having good interest. The Saints there entertained the Saint
Louis chofr the evening of the 18th, with an ice cream social,
and they report an enjoyable time.
The district Sunday school and Religio held a joint session
recently an'd an instructive program was rendered.
Bro. R: Walters passed through the city, October 20, en
route to his home in Eldorado Springs.
Brother and Sister Radford are rejoicing in the arrival of
a sweet baby boy, and Bro. and Sr. R. A. Lloyd in that of a
sweet little girl. May God's blessings attend them.
Your sister in Christ,
E. M. PATTERSON.
2739 DEJONG STREET.

NORTHEAST MANCHESTER.
As members of above branch we ask with your kind permission to publish the following letter and appeal. Ever
since the latter day work was established in this part, we
have felt concerned about having a place of worship of our
own, but realizing this could only be accomplished by real,
practical effort, it was resolved on April 3, 1910, that we
commence a new building fund, and for those who were able
and willing to pay the sum of three pence each week, which
has continu.ed up to the present date, not one having withdrawn their name of support; but our membership has
greatly increased at the present time, our members number
twenty-six, paying their weekly contribution.
In the year 1903, we purchase<! our present place of worship, which is a wooden erection, but as we had to pay the
sum of fivi{ shillings each week for the land which the building stood upon, we came to the conclusion it was not to our
gain and interest to continue to do so; so we purchased the
same from the owner, paying him the sum of two hundred
pounds, and as land has become very scarce in this part, it
adds to its value. And thus having land we are very earnest
and anxious to place upon it a good, plain, substantial building which will be capable of holding the largest gathering the
lVl'lnchester District can command; And if this is accomplished,
which it surely will be, by our continued effort and the help
we plead for, it will stand to the everlasting credit of the
members who have paid so long and so well.
We have no selfish motive in the matter, but we do long to
see this great need met, which might have been accomplished
years ago had the early Saints in this part given it their
thought and put -the same into operation; but it is never too
late to mend; thus oui· ambition and effort to see a building
. fully paid for and dedicated to the service of God and in
due time, I believe, handed over to the church.
May say for the information of the Saints at large, since
we commenced -this fund we have raised the sum of about
three hundred pounds, which has come from the effort of the
branch, save it be for three gifts of five pounds, one from a
brother in Birmingham, one from a brother in Manchester,
and one from a sister in Kent; ·and four pounds seventeen
shillings and six' pence which was the proceeds of a collec-
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tion box which was placed on the table in the house of a
brother and sister in l\1an~hester, for \Vhich '\Ve were truly
thankful, and which inspired us to continue our effort,
th?ugh we realized we had a long way to go; but truly, in
this case we might say, Now is our salvation nearer than
when we first believed. So with your permission we make
an appeal to the Saints throughout the church for help and
support, that we might more speedily accomplish it, by the
help of God through his people, and to those who feel our
effort is worthy of sympathy.
The undersigned will be pleased to receive donations, however small.
G. W. LEGGOTT, P1•esident,
135 Clayton Lane, Clayton, Manchester.
FRED TAPPING,
30 Ashton Old Road,
Lower Openshaw, Manchester.
MARTHA SCHOFIELD,
35 Barlow Street, Bradford, Manchester.
THE foregoing appeal has been duly considered by the·
Bishop's agent, of Manchester, England, District, Joseph
Dewsnup, who is also knowing to efforts of the brethren of
the Northeastern Manchester Branch, and he cheerfully indorses the same.
Approved and recommendea,
E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 25; 1910.

CENTRAL CHICAGO.
October 23. Elder Cooper occupied in the morning; theme,
to be truly converted we must set our affection on thing·s
above. "Faith without works is dead." Human affection
should be controlled by divine love. "To be carnally minded
is death, but to be spiritually minded is life eternal."
Sermon in evening was by Elder James Keir, showing that
we all should have a high ideal. With Christ as our example we should endeavor to make progress day by day.
Wednesday evening prayer meeting in charge of Elders
Tanner and lVlcGahen. We are glad to welcome Brother
Tanner to our city again, as he was greatly missed when
away.
Sr. H. Bradbrook has been on the sick list for a few days,
but is much improved. Sr. W. I. Cochrane also felt the need
of the elders, but was much improved after the administration.

"The great Physician now is near,
The sympathizing Jesus,
He speaks 'the drooping heart to cheer,
Oh, hear the voice of Jesus."
AI,ICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

To those in search of entertainment there recently have
been events of much interest; namely, the annual track meet,
at the fair ground, of the pupils of the high and ward schools,
with their rivalry in contests and thei1· varied assortment of
yells and pennants; the Central High School morning assemblies,-at one of which a few days ago one. of our Sunday
school pupils gave an interestfog lecture on mythology; and
the evening speeches by campaigners on their way to Congres_s, also by men like Breckenridge and Borland, W. S.
Cowherd and Governors Francis and Stubbs.
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Then there have been the gatherings of the Socialists and
Synods, the Rebeckahs, and Royal Neigbhors, the Homesteaders' Brotherhood, Bible classes, and Bankers' convention, and
with the rest, the Jackson County teachers' two-day meetings,
and most important of all, the mass meetings and cottage
prayer meetings of the Ministers' Alliance and W. C. T. U.,
both ·of which are being held at this momentous time in the
interest of the great state-wide prohibition movement.
. On the afternoon of the 30th ult., many of the adult Saints,
- together with the Sunday school, met at the church and
marched in a line about two blocks in length to the Christian
church, which we helped fill to the doors, and then thern was
given a fine program of singing by the host of children present, and an address on prohibition by Doctor Palmer, an eloquent speaker from Kansas City.
"Missouri's going dry," was their favorite gospel hymn,
and they sang it to the tune of "Bringing in the sheaves,"
with a zeal worthy of the occasion.
In the evening an educational and interesting temperance
lecture with stereoptican views was given before an immense
congregation at the Stone Church by Pres. F. l\-I. Smith, on
the theme, "Why I shall vote 'Yes' on the 8th of November
on the question of state-wide prohibition." Our brother, also
Brn. Ammon White, are well fitted for temperance work, the
one being a logician, and the other a revivalist, and both
being strong and forceful in speech.
November 1, under the auspices of the Ministers' Alliance,
an all-day meeting was held in the basement, the following
ciders of the churches taking charge: I. N. White, B. J.
Scolt, L. E. Floyd, Baptist, G. E. Harrington, F. F. Walters,
Christian, and D. J. Krah!.
A few fervent prayers were offered and many earnest talks
given b~: the thirty or forty Saints there-all -in the~ interest
of stale-wide prohibition, and the singing of our favorite
hymns, "Goel is marshaling his a.rmy," "Awake, ye Saints of
God, awake," "Oh, Goel, give strength to all thy Saints," and
a few others enthused our friends, and gave much pleasure,
as they so expressed it. Pres. Joseph Smith was present during the last hour, gave an interesting account of his labors in
the temperance cause, and with his wonted fervor pronounced
the benediction.
In the opening prayer, at the morning service of October
lG, in charge of Brother Joseph, Pres. F. l\-1. Smith petitioned
that "the burden of years might be rolled from his shoulders
and the vigor of life return" to benefit and bless the hearers
of the venerable speaker, and the prayer was answered as he
launched forth, so to speak, into a world of "fads."
All the church services and Sunday school exercises have
of late, as usual, been well attended; the prayer meetings,
especially those on Sunday morning and afternoon, are always
full of spiritual life, although too frequently some think th~y
are not patronized by the younger Saints as they should be.
On the 16th, Elder A. I-I. Parsons lectured on the subject
of the Order of Enoch, to the edification of all present; also
on the 23cl Bishop Kelley took up the same them~: - He mid,
"It is a benevolent a_ncl helping order in the church, the
object of which is to so arrange for the Saints that they may
develop and be built up in the proper way."
Our brother held forth again the following evening and
with untiring patience answered .more than thirty questions
on this subject.
Bro. William Newton from England preached for us on the
23cl.
ADBIE A. HORTON.
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News From

Miss~ons

- COLORA.D.O.

A year ago l~st spl'ing'. I came out here on business at my
cattle ranch, eighteen miles south of Holyoke, -and was invited to preach in -a large schoolhouse, just built nine miles
ea.,st of our ra11ch, where they· had organized ·a union Sunday
chool. I preached three sermons, and had the assurance that
it was a ripe field, and so stated to my son Walter and wife.
Therefore, on my return here last spring, I felt I- should
hold a lJrotracted effort, and did, just before going to General
Conference. But in the m.eantime, while away, two elders
brothers, by the name of McDorman, one being a Quaker and
the other one being a faith missionary, had come in and held
a series of meetings, and organized a class of sanctified believers; therefore my son and- wife supposed that all my interest was killed. But on preaching the first se1•mon, I had
the assurance that God's people were still there hence I
continued my meetings from August 20 up to the ti:Ue 0£ our
conference at Denver.
Just before going to our Denver conference, one night in a
dream I saw myself feeding a large pool of fish. I held a
~oaf of bread between my hands and crumbled it, by rubbing
it, and watched the fish eat it. Most of them were deep in
the- water, but as the _bread sank down they ate it, while a
few were very hungry and caught their food at .the surface
of the water. Therefore, while at Denver, I insisted on the
presidents of the district coming to help me; but their minds
seemed to be bent in other directions, hence I was compelled
to labor alone; and yet not alone, for I never enjoyed better
liberty and the interest increased, notwithstanding the report
had gone out that I was a Salt Lake Mormon and did not
use King James' Translation, etc. But
I had my horse
and bugg·y during the day, I drove around and visited those
who were the most prejudiced.
On visiting one man and wife of considerable note who
had been on a visit out West, and had visited Salt Lake'. they
informed me that the reason they had not attended my meetings was because they had been informed by those who had
attended my meetings, that I was a genuine Salt Laker and
preached everybody to hell who did not accept of our faith;
but I informed them differently; told them that the Bible
taught that every man would be saved in his own order
except the sons of perdition, etc.
I took dinner with them and preached them a sermon, since
which time they have been attending my meetings, and
stated in our last meeting that they were almost persuai:Ied.
He examined my Bible and found it to be a copy of King
James' Translation.
On October 15' I baptized four, and on the 22d one more,
all heads of four different families, while there are as many
more at the door awaiting my return. One excellent lady,
who is very highly respected by all who know her, and would
have been baptized this time, was opposed by her husband;
but she is fully converted to the faith by reason of a dream
she had some time back, when she saw the world all on fire
and everybody terrified and running in all directions, except
the writer, who was calm and could pass through the fire
unharmed.
Before I met the reverend gentleman, Robert McDorman,
he had stated to some that he would be glad to get hold of
Curlis; so, after I had preached a week -and came up to his
appointment on Sunday, he invited me to open with prayer,
and I soon discovered that from his heavy thunder with very
Seek happiness for yourself, and you will lose it; seek it
little lightning, that he was loaded for ·bear. H~ informed
for others, and you -will find ft ..
the people that we were no longer under John's baptism, but
Hath any woU:ncied thee? Soft language d;esses it, forgive- Christ's only, and if baptism was for the remission of sins
- ness cures it, and oblivion takes away the scars.
then we should keep paddling in water all the while, etc., and

as
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he had no use for church unity; all that was necessary was to memories of the past, according to history. Many of the
come to U1e altar arid get sanctified, etc. He said that bap- visitors carried away souvenirs. We visited the ·old spot
tism for remission of sins was nonsense. When he got through pointed out to us as being the place where the ·hotise of the
he said I could have the floor and I occupied to the satisfaction Prophet Joseph at one time stood, and our depar~d and beof all but his class. I shamed him for perverting the Scrip- loved patriarch Alexander was born. An old well is still
tures and. said, "I hope you will never be guilty of such a visible, and by it remains two stumps, and from these stumps
thing again, and that God may have mercy on you," etc. I
Bro. J. A. Roberts and the writer obtail!!ld pieces from which
asked him to meet me in joint discussion, but he declined.
souvenirs were made, and we are proud of them.
Well, what seemed to me to be prov·idential, just a day or
The Saints of Far West were pleased to have our Historian
two before I baptized aIJy, two elders of the Utah faith were and his wife in their midst a few weeks ago. They said his
passing through and heai·d of my meetings and stopped over visit was too Ehort, so, H. C., come when you can stay longer.
to attend. I met them before entering the house and they in- Nothing of the city of seven thou~and remains, excepting hisformed me as to who they were, etc., saying that they had tory and a few landmarks.
never had the privilege of hearing one of our elders. I told
We have a fine class of IJeople in Far West District, who
them that I was.pleased to meet them, and for them to feel at ·are, I believe, making progress toward the standard hoisted
home,.~s I presumed my subject for the night would be of
by the Christ. I think of the opportunities and pi·ivileges
interest to them. I had announced the evening before "False one time held out in the gospel of Christ, and they polluted
Prophets" would be the subject for the next evening. I had their inheritances by their jarrings and contentions. Will
excellent liberty, and Brigham Young came in for his share. we do likewise, or will we profit by the mistakes of the past?
At the close I announced for the next evening, "The Authority When we think of the greatness of God, and the weakness of
of the Reorganization," and as they seemed to be anxious to man, I see no possible chance for a single individual to make
get to the fresh air I ·caught the ablest. one by the arm and .a success in the gospel warfare, regardless of what our name
held him, and told him that the subject I had announced for _may be. Our name merits_ us but little if we fail to take hold
to-morrow night was· for their benefit, and as several were of the gospel in a proper manner. As Jesus made it so plain
almost persuaded I would give them one half of my time to when he said, Without me ye can do nothing. We can not
inform the people as to their authority, etc., but they were afford to stumble because some other brother does; but_ the
undecided as to whether they could stay or not, but wanted to man who stumbles and falls and wants up, we should assist
know how long I would be here. I informed them about a to get up. I believe the Order of Enoch is the opening wedge
week longer.. They said they would see me by that time: the to better conditions. Men will have opportunities given them
time has expired, but no retur'n. Howevei", they informed my now, that they can prove their faith by their works.
friend with whom they stopped that they thought it advisable
The situation, as I see the work, is in fair condition. Some
to go on to their Denver conference and get a man there to of the branches are hungering for spiritual food, very lnuch
come back and look after me. They stopped over with a so. We had six different invitations .·to come and hold meetthrasher crew who insisted on their attending my meeting, ings. Why proselyte continually and neglect the sheep? The
and dividing time with me, but to no avail. Some who were Master insisted on Peter feeding the sheep.
present told me 1after they were gone that now they were
The ministry present at the conference were: I. N. and
satisfied as to the difference.
J. A. Roberts, Swen Swensen, and Charles P. Faul, Bishop's
In conclusion I will say that Brother Aaron Sweet, formerly agent; District President T. T. Hinderks, S. H. Simms, the
of Iowa and lately of Oklahoma, and family are here, and he assistant; V. M. Goodrich, pastor of First Saint Joseph
ably assisted me. He is a deacon, and I am leaving him to take Branch; W. P. Pickering, Third Saint Joseph Branch; David
charge in my absence. Last Sunday I administered the sacra- Powell, A. 'W. Head, Coleman Snider, B. J. Dice, Charles
ment to .the Saints, and arranged for them to meet every Householder, J. C. Elvert, Elza Adkins, John Argnotine. Bro.
Sunday at 11 a. m., at some house for prayer. The Saints and Adkins used his automobile as conveyance for several of the
those almost persuaded are anxious to have me come back minlstry, as Far West is ten miles from Cameron, where we
between now and Christmas. They say they thii1k if I can do were to get off.
the preaching for nothing· that they can pay the railroad fare;
The noise of battle is heard in the distance from the now
and I agreed, as I feel that the good Lord has a work for me
progressive wing of Campbellites. One feature of said conto do in this vicinity. Where our faith has never been known
ference that is out of the ordinary: Sister Seeley, living at
I never had better liberty, and I am determined, God being
Kingston, seven miles away, walked over to the conference.
my helper, to labor on until the end of life, and make the
She is past seventy years of age. What think you of that
cause honorable. My two sons, Walter and Edward, who are
sisters? And in the afternoon she bore a strong testimony of
still interested with me financially, say to me, Go ahead in
this gospel.
the field.
I beg to remain, your colaborer,
I will close by saying I am in the faith of the angel's mesEMSLEY CUR'rrs.
sage,
satisfied it will accomplish all designed by it having
Home Address: 3804 SECOND STREET, DES MOINES, IowA.
been sent. I hope to be able to endure to the end.
CHAU!,ES E. HARPE.
MISSOURI.
Agreeably"to your request, I pen a few J.ines to your valuaFLORIDA.
ble columns. Sitting on the no1thwest corner stone where
Florida
is
growing.
Our
reunion in Florida closed yesterat one time the Saints started a temple, but just the excavation of the same, and the corner stones remain to tell the day, October 23. We had a v;ery excellent time. Seven were
story, outside of history. JusL across the road on an eighty baptized at this reunion and about the same numher at Mcacre farm owned by the Reorganized Church, stands a church .Kenzie. Outside of Tennessee and Kentucky, the ·Southeastern Mission has members only in a circle of about one hunbuilding owned by our people.
•
The conference of the Far West District met at this church, dred and fifty miles, comprising· southern Alabama, northOctober 15 and 16, and had an enjoyable time; as well as a western Florida, and southeastern Mississippi, ab_out two
profitable time. Several Saints visited this historical place;_ counties in Florida, and perhaps·three in Mississippi. There
a place that· has endeared itself to the Saints because of are thre~ districts. The Alabama, the Florida, and the Mo-
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FLORIDA.
bile. There are two working branches in Florida, about
three in Alabama, and about four in the Mobile District.
We have good rea_sons for b~Iieving i;hat. the work of God
About thirty-one persons have been baptized in this section is moving· on to victory in some places in the sunny South.
in the past two months, and a majority of them in ·Florida. Reunion just closed -here, which is said to be the best ever
Some of the discouraged missionaries have been revived, and held in the Florida District. Seven were baptized. Five
the work in general is improving. Bro. Moroni Hawkins, were baptized at the Alabama. distrjct reunion, which was
formerly a priest, was recommended by the Santa Rosa Branch 'held at McKenzie, August 12 to 21. Saints said it was the
best reunion they ever attended. Here we have the largest
for ordination to the eldership, and the recommendation ratibranch in the Southeastern Mission, and quite a number of
fied by the conference. Bro. Emmet McCall, Bishop's agent,
excellent people, but we have some excellent Saints here and
was ordained to the office of priest, with indications of greater there in different places, with whom it·has been a great pleasprivileges if diligent. Bro. Decatur Allen, who for a number ure to be associated. Several good people have been brought
of years was a conference ·appointee, and district president, into the church lately, and there are many opportunities for
but later grew inactive, because of mistreatment, as he presenting the gospel, which is the very thing to keep the misthought, has renewed his covenant and desires from this on sionary from getting homesick and downcast.
to do all he can for the Master.
The missionary force who have been laboring in this part
Bro. L. F. West, who for nearly half a century has been of the mission, consisting of W. E. Peak, J. W. Peterson, and
one of the wheel horses of the South, together with his good A. VanCleave, have all done· well, and God has blessed them
wife attended the reunion and grew more and more inter- in their labor, and the work has been built up as a result.
ested in the work. Brother West would be an excellent man Brother Pete":rson has done very effective work he1;e in the
as a bishop in the South; a man of excellent judgment and Florida District.
The writer lately met J. L. Love, M. D., of .the so-called
considerable means. One of Brother West's sons will doubtChurch
of Christ, in eight sessions of debate, on church propoless be elected to the State legislature this fall. Four sons
and a daughter of Bro. 0. 0. Simmons, postmaster at Botts, sitions, at Finklea, Alabama. Brethren Peak and Peterson
rendered valuable aid in the battle for truth. This debate
were baptized, thus bringing all the family, except one, into
was brought about by reason of a public challenge to the
the bond of the gospel covenant. Brother and Sister Simwriter, and afterward a series of lectures against the faith,
mons appear exceedingly happy. For a number of years
and finally a writeup by Doctor Love, to their church paper,
Brother Simmons was inactive, but one time after hearing
stating that I had backed down. All of this pla~ed us on the
a number of men ridiculing the church, he was ashamed to
defensive. I had good liberty most of the time, and our
make himself known as a member, and that night the Savior
people felt well over the result. This was his fifth debate
appeared to him and said: "You have been ashamed of me,
with our elders, and he is about as strong a man as any that
and I am ashamed of you." Since then Brother Simmons has
they have among his people; but he is very· weak, as they all
given no occasion for anyone to think he is now ashamed to
are. The weather here is very beautiful.be a Latter Day Saint.
Hopefully in the faith,
The church is proud of him and his family, and no doubt
BERRYDALE, FLORIDA.
'F. M. SLOVER.
the Savior is, too. What an influence a true, zealous, and
wise father can exert over his family! On the other hand,
what little confidence children will have in the church if their
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS.
parents are faithless and work less!
Those of the Saints and others who are interested in the
During the month of September, I preached a sermon for work of the Lord in this corner of the vineyard, may be
every day, and baptized nine. Have baptized five since. pleased to hear that the work still progresses. While it is
There are many calls for preaching here, and the example but slow, yet we trust it is of a permanent nature.
and influence of former missionaries are telling for good.
We closed a protracted meeting a week ago Sunday evening.
Financially the people in the South are poor compared While our church was not overcrowded, yet a number who are
with those in the North. The land is sandy and unproduc- without the fold, heard the gospel sounded; and if they really
tive, and it requires several dollars' worth of fertilizer to the desire salvation they will, ere long, unite with us. Tl'uth is
acre to raise anything. The climate is splendid, excepting mighty, \vho can stay it, is still as forcible as when first exsome of the hot days. There has scarcely been wind enough pressed. One was baptized, and a number of church publicahere to blow a hat off during all the summer and autumn. tions were sold, totaling ·nearly twenty dollars. We- believe
Such a pleasant, balmy air, and gentle showers are almost a good was done, but much more could be accomplished if all
curiosity to an Iowa man. The recent Florida gale did not who have named the name of Christ, would let their "lights"
reach here. The day was as calm as any, _and the reunion shine. The work then of necessity will grow, not only in this
wore on apace. Peaches are out in bloom, and woodland city, but everywhere.
flowers are in evidence everywhere. The westiirn snowstorm
The apostle gave expression to a truism, when he said
lowered the temperature here to very near the frost point.
they would be lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God.
Besides holding two reunions and three confe"rences in the The Ministers' Association of this city are complaining that
territory described above, we- have enjoyed a discussion be- the theaters and other places of amusement are robbing them
tween Doctor Love, of the Christian' Church, and Bro. F. M. of their audiences, and they are seeking redress by appealing
Slover. Be it said, to the credit of Mr. Love, that his deport- to the city council, that they might close these places on
ment was all that could be expected of an opponent; how- Sundays.
ever, he says he has a chip on his shoulder for every Mo11non
We are contemplating holding some meetings this month in
elder who.'comes down the pike, and challenged us to meet Galva, nine miles west of us, where we have a few members.
him any time or anywhere. Bro. W. E. Peak accepted his Perchanc~ some good may be done.
challenge, and asked him to meet him in his church in PenThough we may have to meet with opposition, we ar~ still
sacola. Arrangements are not complete yet. Brother Peak hopeful of success.
was called home bef0 re the reunion ended.
.
JOSEPH ARBER.
.
J; W. PETERSON.
802 NORTH MAIN STREET.
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NEBlt~SKA.

West Branch, October 15, 16. Elders Temme T. Hinderks,
Charles E. Harpe, and Samuel H. Simmons in the chair,
Charles P. Faul, A. A. Richardson, and S. J. Hines, secretaries. The branch statistical report was as follows: Saint
Joseph Branch 567 last report, present number, 568; Second
Saint Joseph Branch 90 last repoi-t, present number 101;
Third Saint Joseph Branch 56 last report, present number
67; Norborne 42 last repo1-t, present number, 43; Pleasant
Grove 74 last report, present number, 77; German Stewartsville 86 last report, present number, 86; Far West 56 last
report, present number 52; Delano 102 last report, present
number, 103; Cameron 116 last repo1-t, present number, 118;
Stewartsville 239 last report, present number, 241; Alma 31
last report, present number, 36; Edgerton Junction 51 last report, present number 51; Dekalb 53 last report, . present
number, 53; Oakdale 38 last report, present number, 41;
Kingston 81 last report, present number, 81. Bishop's agent,
Charles P. Faul, read receipts and disbursements from Janu,
a1-y 1 to .July 13. The auditing committee found the bishop's
books to be correct. B. J. Dice, district treasurer, reported
receipts $37.94; on hand last report 42 cents; disbursement,
$37.94; on hand, 42 cents. Summarized reports, as presidents
of branch: A. J. Seely for Kingston Branch; V. M. Goodrich
for Saint Joseph; T. T. Hinderks, German Stewartsville; J. L.
Bear, jr., Second Saint Joseph; S. H. Simmons, Fa:r West;
W. P. Pickering, Third Saint Joseph; John Piepe1·gerdes,
Dekalb; B. J. Dice, Stewartsville; Coleman Snider, Oakdale;
L. L. Babbitt, Pleasant Grove; Frederick Palfrey, Cameron;
·Benjamin R. Constance, Delano; E. F. Ferguson, Norborne;
T. J. Mauzey, Edgerton Junction. Missionaries reporting;
Charles E. Harpe, J. A. Roberts, Swen Swensen, W. P. Pickering. The Pleasant Grove Branch sent in a recommendation
foi• the ordination of Bro._ S. J. Hines to the office of elder.
This was left to the presidency _and submissionary in charge;
Conference Minutes.
Far West Branch also recommended the ordination of Bro.
,
Samuel Andes to the office of elder. This was granted, and
NORTHER~ CALIFORNIA.-Conference of the Northern Cali-_ the
secretary of the district was requested to notify the
fornia District convened at Irvington, September 5, 1910, missionary
charge of the Montana District of the action
during the time of the reunion held at that place. J. M.. of the Far in
West district conference, Brother Andes having
Terry, district president, presiding, assisted by F. M. Sheehy moved his family
to that State. The secretai-y consented to
and C; A. P.arkin; J. A. Lawn, secretary, A. C. Hawley,
notify. A collecti?n was taken on Satur~ay for the P'!rp~se
assistant secretary; . Minutes of last COJ?ference read and so
of
purchasing
a
smt
case for the carrymg o~ the district
approved. Elders reportingi. C. A. Parkm, J. A. Anthony, records· $8. 76 was the amount
Preachmg on SaturC. W. Deuel, E. J. Clark, H.,D. Simpson, W. H. Yo~·k, Geo~·ge day by' I. N. Roberts, assistedcollected.
by W. P. Pickering; Sunday
S. Lincoln Edward Ingham J. A. Saxe, J. F. W!les, J. A. by T. T. Hinderks, assisted by D. E. Powell.· Branch me~ting
Lawn, C.
Earle, J.M. Te1'.i-y, and F. B. Farr; Priests E. F. at 2 p. m., in charge of A. W. Head and 9oleman Smder;
Adamson, A. Kern, F. H. Lawn, and W. H .. Dawson; Teachers preaching at 7.30 by Charles E: Harpe, a.ssisted by Charles
A. C. Hawley, Leslie Darrow, and B. R. Gilb~i-t. The follow- P. Faul. Adjourned to m_eet with the Samt Joseph Branch
ing branches reported: Fres1!0, Stockto!1, Ukiah'. Santa ~osa,
Ceres San Jose Oakland Irvington, Chico, Tulare, San Fran- the first Saturday in March, 1911.
cisco,' and Sac1?amento. 'C .. J. Cady resigned as member of
FREMONT.-District conference convened at 10 .o'clock a. m.,
Librai-y Committee, and Mip.a Deuel was elected t? fill ~he president, T. A. Hougas; secretary, C. W. Fol'ney. Prayer
vacancy. Sacramento was chosen . as the_ p~ace for h?ldi!lg by N. L. Mortimore. Minutes of last. conference read and
the next. confei;ence. Time left to the president of district approved. Sadie Leeka was chosen chori:;ter. Branch repo_;-ts
and missfonary in charge. J. A. Lawn, ·secretary:, .
from Thurman, 207; He~d~rso~, 89; Riverton, 53; Shen.~n
FAR WEST.-Disti~ct conference convened with the Far doah, 128; Tabor, 58. Mimsterml reports from High Pr.test

The field seems to be widening, and the opportunities for
preaching seem to be more frequent. The people appear to be
more liberal in their views and the call comes to us, Come
and preach in our church or our town, for we have heard that
which is uplifting. and satisfying to our souls, and our faith
in God has been strengthened by listening to you preach. And
so we have been holding forth in the Christian Church of
Brownville, Nebraska, with good siZed crowds and attentive
listeners and we trust good was done for the cause of truth,
as some 'have been moved upon to unite with us.
Thus far we can record sixteen baptisms and the outlook
for the future is very favorable, as we have the work firmly
established in several places and the Saints are doing their
part in various ways; .and we believe as the Saints may more
fully comply with the law of God in spiritual and temporal
things the work will advance and good will be accomplished
in a greater measure. Life is too short to lend our energies
to that which will profit the work of God and truth.
We should always bear in mind the work of God should
have first claim on our talents and energies, that they may
be brought to bear upon the cause of Christ, and that our
usefulness ·may be _felt by many and our work approved by
God.
W. M. SELF.

Miscellaneous Department

W.
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STOCK OF MERCHANDISE CHURCH PUBLICATIONS WANTED,
A nice clean stock of up-to-date merchandise invoicing from $'7,000 to $10,000 located in g?od town of _2,000
inhabitants and domg a good busme~s,
111
is offered for sale on account of .
health of the owner. A fine openmg
for the right man. Live branch of the
L. D. s. church is located at this place.
If interested address
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Bound or unbound volumes of SAINTS'
HERALD,~ volumes 1 to 30; Saints' Advoc.
cate, volumes 5 to 8; Times and Seasons,
1, 2, 3; Millennial Stars; Kirtland Doctrine and Covenants· Evening and Morn.
' d Ad
t Ut h
ing f?tar_; Messenger an . voca e.
a
pub~1cations: Journal of Discourses. Also
Anja-Mormon works. For church use by
an active minister. Address, stating
prices,
~· S. SALYARDS,
Lamom, Iowa. 44-5alt

T. A. Hougas; Elders D. Hougas, Jame~ Comstock, N. L.
Mortimore; Priests C. W. Forney, H. N. Pierce, John Huston,
L. C. Donaldson; Deacons S. S. Clark, G. Fred Skank, A
motion that each branch be authorized to purchase its own
blanks was made, and after some discussion was lostH Report
of T. A. Hougas on Hamburg matter was presented: . "Hamburg Iowa October 15, 1910. To the Fremont distl'lct conferei:ce · B~ethren: The matter of elders' court for matters
referred to us was disposed of as follows: The court appointed was Paul M. Hanson, Frank Goode, and M. W. Gaylord. The court fixed September 23 for trial of the cases.
They met at Hamburg with all present but M. W. Gaylord.
The cases were called and disposed of. They sent reports to
me and I in turn forwarded to the Hamburg Branch. We find
that the records of the Hamburg Branch fail to show that
Sr. Ella Vanderpool was ever received a member of the
branch, though her name stands on the record. We recommend that a committee be appointed by the conference to
investigate the matter and report to the session this afternoon,
if practicable. Respectfully submitted, T. A. Hougas, president of district." The report was adopted by a vote. C. W.
Forney, James Comstock, and H. N. Pierce were chosen for
the committee. Short speeches were made by H. N. Pierce,
James Comstock, John Huston, N. L. Mortimore, and
T. A. Hougas. Adjourned to meet at 2.30. At 2.30 conference assembled. Committee's report presented and read:
"Hamburg, Iowa, October 15, 1910. To the conference assembled: W c, your committee, having carefully examined_ the
records and evidence concerning the name of Mrs. Ella Vanderpool, find that there is nothing to show that she is, or
ever was, legally accepted as a member of the IIambm·g
Branch, and recommend that her name be stricken from the
record. Signed, C. W. Forney, H. N. Pierce, James Comstock." Motion to adopt the report carried. Moved that the
time and place for holding the next conference be left to
the district presidency. Carried. A motion that T. A.
Hougas now take up the subject of the Standard of Excellence in Sunday school work, prevailed. T. A. Hougas then
led ii} a discussion of the ten points in the Standard of
Excellence. At 7.45 preaching by H. N. Pierce, assi~ted by
John Huston; at 9.30 Sunday school; at 11 preachmg by
T. A. Hougas, assisted by M. W. Gaylord. At 2.30 social
meeting, in charge of C. M. Roberts and J. B. Cline; a.t 7.45
preaching by H. N. Pierce, assisted by N. L. Mortimore.
Adjourned. C. W. Forney, secretary.
Convention Minutea.
KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE,_:District' Sunday school association met in convention with ·Foundrr Hill Branch, near
Puryear, Tennessee, October 15, Supermtendent J. R. McClain occupying the chair. Bro .. B. F. Webb acted as secretary for the meeting, owing to the absence of the secretary.
The convention was opened at 7.30 p. m. Remarks by the
district superintendent, after which a short program was
rendered by the Sunday school students. At the business
session, Bro. J, R. McClain offered his resignation· as district
superintendent which was acoopted, and Bro. 0. S. Caldwell
was chosen a~ our district supari~tenden~, Sr. Lou Seay,
assistant superintendent. Con"!ent10!1 ad3ourned to meet
again at the next conference, which will meet at Bethel, near
Cottage Grove, Tennessee. ,alma Snow, secretary.
LAMONI' S,TAKE.~Sunday scho<?l an4 .Religio associations
met, October 20, 21, .at Ola~d, M1ss.our1. Reports 'Y'e~·e read
from the various officers. · 'Il}e pre~1dent .of t~e Rehg10 association Roy. M. Young, tendered his 1·es1gnation, and W. E.
Shakelpeare was elec~d to fi,11 the vacan~~· .c. I. Carpenter
was then chosen
as v1ce-pres1dent
of association. Ad3ourned
.
'
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privileges.
Membership about three
hundred, Are you lciokiiig this·way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

to meet again at. the same place as and just prior to next
stake conference. Martha Martin, secretary.
The Bishopric.

To the Saints in the Spokane District; Greeting: The present year is drawing to a close. Will it be success or failure
on your p!/.rt? You have done· well in the past· and many
have done well this year; let us all remember the Lord's portion is needed to carry on the work. Our records will not be
complete without your name. Saints living in the following
counties please send tithes and offerings to me: Stevens,
Ferry, Okanokan, Chelan, Douglas, Grant, Lincoln, Spokane,
Whitman, Adams, Franklin, Kittitas, Walla Walla, Columbia,
Garfield, Asotin, Benton, Yakima, and Klickitat; in Idaho,
Bonner, Latah, Kootenai, Shoshone, Nez Perce. •We hope to
hear from all before the close of 1910.
·
W. W. FORDHAM, Bwhop's Agent.
SOUTH 238 HAVEN STREET, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON.
Conference Notice.
The Mobile district conference will be held at the Bay
Minette Branch on December 10 and 11, 1910. W. L. Booker,
president.
Com1ention Notices.
The Sunday school and Religio associations of the Mobile
District will convene on Friday, the 9th, at 3 o'clock p. m.
AddreHes.
Elder J.M. Baker, 2914 North Twenty-fifth street, Omaha,
Nebraska.
Graceland CollegP..

'WINTER TERM BEGINS NOVEMBER 29.
i'
At this time of the.year there is always a number of new
enrollments. M;!tny people enter for a short course in review
of the common branches. Some of these are teachers desiring
a few weeks' review; some. are prospective teachers desiring
to prepare for examination; ··some are persons who have failed
in entrance requirements and enter to "make up"; and sgme
are individuals who have not had opportunity of attending
school in former years, or who have neglected to improve the
opportunity, and now realize the necessity of making use of
the time.
Classes will be formed to meet the needs of these various
classes of people so far as possible.
·
Excellent facilities are offered to pursue work in· Piano and
Voice, Oratory, and Manual 1'raining. Our Commerci~l
School will give you the best of opportunity to train for buSIness.
Our rates are low; our instruction excellent; our surroundings unexcelled.
.
Write for catalogue, and then come on November 29, and
prove our claims.
Address Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa.
The contribution plate in church very often comes back
nickel-plated instead of silver-lined.
If you are seeking your own glory, rather than the glory
of the Lord, you are on the wrong track.
\
Do you ask me, beloved, what it is that chiefly strengthens
faith 7 It is having much to do with Jesus.
·
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To all new subscribers sending us

$1.50 for one year's subscription to

the Herald we will s~nd the Herald
-FREE until January 1, 1911.
l''nty

.l'. ears

of :::ierv1ce, 1860-1910.

Reasons Why You Should Subscribe
1. THE SAIN'I'S' HERALD is the official paper of the church.
2. It pubHshes as a supplement each year the Bishop's Annual Report and the minutes of General Conference.
3. It publishes letters each week from Saints in all parts of the church, giving their experiences and imparting strength.
4. It prints original articles from the pens of many of our ablest writers on gospel themes.
5. It contains biographies and autobiographies of prominent church workers, past and present.
6. It contains at intervals, pictures of church workers and church institutions that are worth
more than the subscription price.
7. It promotes discussion of important subjects now demanding solution at our hands.
8. It seeks in' every legitimate way to promote the ca.use of Christ as represented in his church
and point the seeker to the right way.
9. Its mission is to warn the world and help save mankind.
.
.
You can not live spiritually without spiritual food. Here is one of the opportunities to secure
the food that never perishes.
This is our jubilee anniversary. For fifty
years the SAINTS' HERALD has been carrying
the news of the restored gospel to many parts
of the world, and contending for the pure
principles taught by the Palmyra Seer. During nearly all of that time, the present incumbent, Pres. Joseph Smith, has acted as
its editor, . and has successfully overcome
every obstacle and weathered every storm.
Thousands have been blessed in reading
the message ·of cheer brought by each iSsue.
The list of subscribers has grown from a
mere handful to a list of many thousands. Is
your name on the Ji.st? If not, will you not
join us ·and fittingly assist in celebrating our
fiftieth birthday? Subscription price $1.50
per year. SPECIAL OFFER: We will send
the HERALD FREE until January 1, 1911, to
all new yearly subscribers.
1

•

Herald Pub. House, Lamoni, Io.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Homeseekers' Rates
The

Golden W est-.. ~Land

The Old Reliable

I

.

,.Baking Powder·
Absolutely 1111,.a
The only baking powder made
from Boyul Grape Cream of Tartar
No Alum
No Lime Phosphate

Five per cent interest

Novembe~ 01 an~~.~15 The .

$2J65

to Denver, Colorad.o Sprmgs,
P~eblo, and other Colorado
pomts.

$J865

to Salt Lake and Ogden and
other points in Utah. ·

$;lfi50

to Butte, Helena, and other
points in Montana.

._.

:1

I,

<>~:Opportunity.

$5500 m~ Eastern
Spokane and~other points~1%
Washington.
' ·.
$2750 tropolis
to Billings, Mont.~ the meof the rich Yellowstone Valley;

$2750-to Cod:i'. Basin~ Powell, Wor-

- -

land; and other points in the

famous Big Horn Basin.

'

Similar Low Rate& to Hundreds of Other Points West and Northwest

If you have never been west, this fall would be a good time to go. Make
your tri:ti one of business as well as nleasure and investigate the vast opportunities offered there by joining one of our personally conducted excursions the first or third Tuesday of each month. ·

Let me give you further information and folders.

Paid on Time Depo1ita a.t the

FARMERS STATE BANK

L. F. Siltz, Agent, C. B. &. Q. R. R.

LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the banking law1 of the
State of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.

NEW SACRED SONGS
Sheet music form.

By A. B. Phillips.

THE KING OF PEACE
4 pages. Endorsed by music critics as
.a most beautiful and effective song.
Price 25 cents, postpaid.
WITHIN THE VEIL
Lovely words and melody. Price 15
cents. Both for 35 cents. List free. 41-4 *

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly Will cure
cons~ipation, headache,. ne~ralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains

muscle, brain, nerve, bone and tooth

JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any . business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business .

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Vi1ible)

Smith Premier
-!~c

· J."l'rlte for information
-'/..;

element which are positiveiy not to be
The Smith P~~mier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life/' I. contfact · to
19th nnd Do\ii<lna Streeta, Omah1t, Nebraska
feed .the Saints on lOc per. day, feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
24~ pound sacks at $1.
Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight Capital and Surplus $50,000.00
Assets Over $400,000;00
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
Five per cent per annum wiil be paid on one year deposits. Send
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables. you to live the. celestial Jaw.
your surplus funds to this Bank ,by mail and prompt attention will
You lose all desire for . meat. and unnatural diets, ; ]free lectUre to·Saints.
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Io. ·
· . .•. (Bro') A. B. KLAR,
·
:Health. Bmlder 'and Instructor. LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderoon, Alice P; Dancer Anna A D~cer Oaca~ Anderaon,
Canal Dover,;<:>~i~: : . ,> . :. • 42-tf
W. A. Hopkin., Goo. W. Bloir, · A. k. Ander.;,n.
'
.
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..ERALD
Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni post-office.

"If ye continue~ in my word, then are ye my disciple• indeed; and_ ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you.free."--,John 8: 31, ·32.

"There shall not any man among you have 11ave it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none.''...,Book of Mormon, Jacob' 2: 36.

LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 16, 1910

VOLUME 57

Editorial
"THE JEWS RETAKE JERUSALEM."

The Saints used to sing a :familiar and favorite
hymn, beginning:
on in faith, ye Saints, go on,
Fear not, the cause is good,
The Jews rebuild Jerusalem,
As prophets said they would.
The prophets said in latter days,
The Jews would once again
Return '<Ind build their city up,
Their loved Jerusalem.

GQ

The Jews re3ected their Messiah, crucified him,
and scattered his followers from the city of J erusalem. Shortly afterward they were themselves
scattered far -and wide, their city destroyed, and
their temple torn down, as Jesus had predicted. For
many centuries their city was trodden down of the
Gentiles. The Jew remained an -outcast, a man without a country.
But the Scriptures were replete with prophecies
that the Lord would.again remember his covenant
people, and gather the children of Israel back to
Jerusalem. In the eleventh chapter of Isaiah it was
stated that God would set his hand "the second time"
to gather his people from all parts of the world,
d
gathering the "outcasts of Israel" and the "disperse
of Judah" from the "four corners of the earth."
Joseph Smith declared during his lifetime that
the angel that appeared to 'him during the night of
September 21, ·1823, referred directly to this prophecy and said that it was about to be fulfilled. This
·

testimony was often delivered orally and was published at least-as early as 1842 (see Times and Seasons, volume 3). There seemed at the time little
prospect of its fulfillment, but since that day wonderful changes have taken place.
As evidence that the prophecy is indeed being
fulfilled we note an interesting article from the pen
of F1;ank G. C~rpenter, entitled "How the Israelites
are to-day retaking the Holy City," published in the
1 • th [(
Omaha Bee October 30, 1910, a so m e ansas
City J ourW:,l of the . same date. Ill' part the article
is as follows :
,
JERUSALEM:_:_ (Special Correspondence of The Bee.)-The
.Jews are rapidly coming into· their oyro. This holy city now
contai11s more than 60,000 of ·them, and they form· over two

NUMBER 46.

thirds of its whole population. By the new constitution of
Turkey they have acquired the-right to own land in Palestine,
and they can come and go as ,th_ey please. This ·has not been
the c_ase until now. Jewish immigration has been prohibited,
and such Jews as bought real estate have had to purchase
and hold it under other names. This was so not only here,
but all over the country. But, notwithstanding ;!;hey acquired land, and I am told that some -of the best farming
properties of the plains of Sharon are in thefr lands, and
that they own the most valuable business sites of Jerusalem.
The new constitution gives them other advantages, and it is
probable that they will rapidly increase in number and
weaith.
The Jews of Palestine are not like those of America. They
have a costume of their own, and come from so many different localities that -it is not always possible to tell who .they
are. Among them are Persians, Spaniards, Russians, Bohemians, Poles and Germans. There are many Algerians and Moors, and I have seen some from Abyssinia and Egypt.
They speak forty different languages, and there are many
whom the others can not understand. In the main there are
just three different classes. First is the Ashkenazium, made
up of Jews from Russia, Poland, Austria and Germany.
These people are much like the lower class Jews of America,
and their common language is Yiddish. The <Second class
is of the Sephardim. They are Spanish Jews, descendants
of those wh;i came here centuries ago. These Jews speak a
mixture of Spanish and Jewish. The third class is the
eastern Jews, made up of Israelites from Syria, Persia,
Arabia, and central Asia. They ·speak Arabic and loolt
much like Moslems.
As to the American Jews, they are comparatively few,
and it is seldom that you meet one that· has been born in
America. Those who claim to be such are chiefly natives,
who ·have gone to the United States to get their naturalization papers, and then return here to live. Many of the latter
are frauds, and our consul believes that some of .them have
bought their naturalization papers, and have never been out
of the country. American citizenship is a valuable badge of
protection in the lands of the sultan; and for this reason
naturalization papers have been sold by returned Jews who
have again left this country.
As far as I can learn the American Israelite does not
stand high among his fellows of Jerusalem. The most of
the Jews here pride themselves on their piety. They think
themselves above the Jew who has suffered long contamination by mixing with foreigners and they especially despise
the American. Meeting one on the street they may slap him
o~ the stomach and sneeringly ask how much pork he ate
.when he was in the United States. In this I ·refer to the
fanatics, who are composed more especially of .the Spaniards
. and the members of the Ashkenazim. These people have
"inner circles of religious aristocrats, some of whom are -supposed to have magic powers of healing. Among them are
many men of education and culture, men who know the Bible
from beginning to end, and who speak several languages.
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One can tell nothing of the Jerusalem Jew by his dress, for
a dirty, ragged old man is often a scholar.
And still the dress here is about the same among all classes
of the Israelites. The boys and men wear coats without
belts, which reach from the neck to the feet. They are full,
and are slightly open at the front, showing gowns under
them. Many of the Spanish Jews wear black turbans or
velvet caps, with a wide fringe of fur outside: Some wear
broad-brimmed felt hats, which come far down over the forehead, half hiding the ears. They do not shave, and a long
beard is a sign of wisdom, dignity and piety. They wear
the hair long, and each has a long, curly lock on each side
of his face, in front of the ears. T.hese locks often reach
down to the breast, and are allowed to grow, accoi·ding to a
saying in the scriptures, which states:'
"Thou must not mar the corners of thy beard."
Many of the Jews never cut the hair in front of the ears
for fear of touching the beard, and I see boys with the
rest of their head shaved and these ·two earlocks left.
These Jerusalem Jews have fine faces. Many of them have
high foreheads, strong noses and mouths and beautiful eyes.
Some are fair and others have olive complexions. Their hair
is of all colors from jet black to blonde and fiery red, and
there are many old men with beards of silver.
Indeed, the most .of the Jews of the Holy City are old men
and old women, many of whom have come here to die. Jernsalem is to the Jews what Benares is to the Hindoo. They
hold a superstitition that this city is on the direct road t~
heaven and that they must come here in order to attain the
latter place. I am told that many of the Jews of this city
believe that if they should die in other lands they will be
dragged under the earth through the· globe to the Mount of
Olives, where the resurrection is to take place. There is a
Jewish cemetery on the side of that mountain which contains thousands of tombs, and it is there that the Jews are
laid away. It is said that soil from that spot is sent all over
the world in order that it may be put in Jev.-ish coffins. Not
a few of the old men who live here have left their businesses
to come. Some ·have given their foreign estates to their
sons and relatives, and receive allowances from them. Not
long ago one such came to the American consul and said he
would like to leave some money to found a synagogue in Jerusalem. He looked dirty and ragged, and the consul asked
what he had to leave. He replied that he owned under other
names six good houses in Jerusalem and that the ·money
from these had been saved out of an allowance of a thousand
dollars a year which his sons in New York had been sending
him.
The Jews of Jerusalem are far more particular as ·to the
observance of their religion than are the Jews of America.
There are more than one hundred synagogues in this city,
and in all of these worship is held. I have attended many of
the services and find the churches usually full. The men
read Hebrew aloud. They come in ·their best clothing, and
some of the old men are gorgeous in rich gowns of velvet
and silk.
The Sabbath here begins Friday night, and it does not end
till 6 o'clock Saturday. The beginning is just as soon as
the stars can be seen Friday, after which no work of any
kind must be done. Neither fire nor lamp may be lighted,
and the most of people light their lamps- before the dark
comes and hire Gentiles to come in at bedtime to blow them
out. The meals for the Sabbath are all cooked beforehand,
and if .there are any hot dishes they must be cooked by the
Gentiles.
The orthodox Jew will not carry a bucket, an umbrella or
even a baby on the Sabbath day; I ·have just heard of a boy
who was given a new suit. of clothes Saturday, his Sabbath.
The gift was made by one of the American colony outside
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the walls, ·and-th_e p~pl~ _·th~re'.W~tc:hed-.t-0.-~ee-how :the- bon
could keep hi~ religion and still carry them home.'· He po;
de1>ed some time, and finally: put the clothes ·on and wore
them, thus escaping the sin of carrying them on God's holy
·
· · ··
,
day.
It is on the edge of this Jewish quarter, just below the
Mosque of Omar, wher~ Solomon's' Temple once ·stood, that
·the Jews come weekly tO sorrow over the loss of Jerusalem
and pray God· to give the lan(l back to them. 'Dhe custom
has be.en observed since the middle ages, -and it is still celebrated every Friday afternoon and Saturday morning. It
takes place in a narrow alley surrounded by:miserable houses.
One side of this alley is walled with great blocks of limestone, which .forni a part of the temple area. · Against this
wall about fifty men and women were leaning when I visited
·the place last week. They had their heads bowed, and many
of .them shook with emotion as they prayed, sobbed and
wailed. The most of them were old, and .the long curly locks
which fell down in front of their ears were of silver. Others
were just in their prime. _There were also young men and
young girls. Not a few of the male mourners wore European
clothes, and I saw on() woman wailing in a hat and gown of
Parisian construction. Most of .tl:ie women, however, were
dressed in J e\vish costume with shawls wrapped around their
heads.
·
.
Each of the mourners had a book in his hand and read the
Lamentations of Jeremiah, swaying back and forth as he
did so. Now and then the whole party broke out into a chant,
a gray-haired rabbi acting as leader and the rest coming in
on the refrain. The irubstance of one of the chants was as
follows.

0 Lord, we pray Thee have mercy on Zion,
Gather the children of Jerusalem together!
May •the kingdom soon return to Zion!
Comfort those who mourn over Jerusalem,
And let the branch .of Jesse spring up in Zion!
The Jews of other lands are liberal in their gifts to the
Jews of Palestine. They have established schools and hospitals in and about Jerusalem, and have agricultural colonies
scattered over ·the country. These colonies already comprise
5,000 members, and-they own something like_l00,000 acres of
land. Some are- in Galilee, some in Judea and a very large
one is not far from the seaport of Jaffa.
The latter is known as the Rishon le Zion. It supports a
village of 500 people, who cultivate 2,500 •acres of rich vineyards and orchards. This colony annually makes millions of
gallons of wine and it has a large export of Jaffa oranges.
It was founded by the Rothschilds and afterward managed by
the Hirsch colonization fund, It is now said to be run at
a profit. The other colonies m·e similar to it, and some of
them nearly as large. Each has a school, a drug store, a
hospital and a synagogue.
The Sir Moses Mont-<!fior colonies and schools here at Jerusalem are doing good work, and the l~rench-Jewish society,
:Vhich has 1,000,000 members, is now maintaining 140 schools,
mcluding manual training schools for girls and boys. If the
students do well they are given a capital fo start out with
and are established in little shops of their. own. In some of
these schools the children are so poor that they are futnished
one meal a day, and one suit of clothes every year.
In addition to the above there are many other sources
from which money, comes here. There is one fund collected
from the synagogues of the United States, whkh is regularly
sent from New York to the holy land. It is contributed to
by Jews all over our country. I understand that there is
some question as to whether this fund is as well managed as it
should be and it is said that our consul has been ·asked to
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investigate its distribution.

There are so many Jews here

that the ~eateSt car~. ..should be taken that the n1on,ey sent

should reach the .right• parties.
ITEMS FROM THE PAST.
FIFTY YEARS AGO.

(Taken from the HERALD for November, 1860.)
. "ELDERS ABROAD.

"Brother James Blakeslee started ·on his eastern
mission November 16, and 1arrived that day at Galien,
Michigan, where he tarried, and over two weeks
after he was yet preaching there. We suppose that
he will next visit Whitestown, and Franklin, Indiana,
and this city, and afterward Symcuse, Ohio; Wheeling, Virginia; Alleghany City, Elizabeth, Pennsylvania; Kirtland, etc. He says : 'I have received aletter of Novembei· 16, from my son Harvey, from

· 1111

college communities has noticed this tendency. The
-coliege hero is the football man or the basebali man
or the society favorite or the college politician. The
student who looks upon'the college as an institution
for serious, laborious, intellectual culture is a
"greasy grind."
The remedy for this situation' lies in the hands of
college authorities. College authorities should elect;
if colleges are to be mere social and athletic clubspleasant loafing places for ~thletic young men and
socially attractive young women-let it be so determined and annoi.mced. Then when philanthropists
arid taxpayers are called upon for funds they will
know what they are doing. And ·parents, when they
send their children, will know what to expect:·
It colleges are to be institutions of learning, institutions for hard, stern, intellectual and moral train-

Franklin, Iowa. \He and Brother Blair had baptized

ing and culture, i;adical reformation is needed of

four 1at that place, and expected to baptize more before they leave for Pleasant Plains. They had good
success in their mission.'
"Brother Lanphear has started on his mission.
tle was at Troy Grove, Illinois, and intended to go to
the north part of Iowa.
"Brother I. L. Rogers wrote, November 22, that
Brother Powern expected to start in a few days. He
expects to go to Canad•a.''
"The numerous letters, which we have received
recently show that the branches of the church, generally, iare blessed with prosperity, and the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. Many Saints, who were
heretofore unacquainted with the resuscitated latter
day work, have been made to rejoice in the glorious
news."
"The annual conference of the Churoh of Jesus
Christ of Latte~· Day Saints is appointed to be held
at Amboy, Lee County, Illinois, April 6, 1861. Strangers on their arrival at Amboy can inquire for Bro.
Edwin Cadwell."
"The Latest Utah News.-We received a letter,
.i ust in time to extract a few highly interesting statements from. It describes a small settlement in Utah,
in which it is stated that there are ·about forty
families believing in the new organization. There
are about two hundred souls in these families, who
are mostly from Wales. At least three of these
Saints have been presidents of conferences in Wales.
The majority of them intend to emigrate eastward iri
the spring.'' ·

college "spirit" and college sentiment.
The sentiment to which Doctor Lowell alludes is
created at Harvard and Yale by rich young loaf~rs
who congregate there for sporting purposes and because it is the fashion to go to college, and because
their fond parents don't know what else to do with
them. These loafers should be sent home. They are
doing themselves hrarm and the ins.titution harm. ·
It is a rank breach of trust to ·Spend money on them.
They don't belong in college. '.Dhey contaminate their
fellow-students. A man who looks on the college
mainly as a place to acquire athletic fame or in which
to have a good time should be promptly driven out,
even though he be making "passing'; grades. He is
injuring himself. He is injuring ·his fellow-students.
He is vitiating public sentiment. Hundreds of young
men are ruined by being allowed to "dally" four
years in college. They read an hour or two a day
and persuade themselves they are "working" when
in fact they are only acquiring habits of laziness and
self-indulgence and a small, deceptive, surface conceit of knowledge which is much worse than ignomnce. When they get out of college many continue
to dally and indulge themselves. They never learn to
work. The college student who has not learned to
do hard intellectuai work-who has never sweat intellectual blood--'has wasted his time. It is these
loafers with nothing else to do who created the
fashion of despising scholarship.
The trouble with the colleges is that they have
given way to the materiialistic spirit of the time.
They must "succeed." They must have numbers.
They don't care to put in. the lmife and reform the
college "spirit." It is almost true now that the
·athletic associations run the colleges. The spirit of
rivalry, the desire for buildings and money and numbers run the colleges. The thoug.htless crowds gatherect' to see the great spectacular games run the col· leges. The materialistic mob spirit of the day con-

COLLEGE LOAFERS.

President Lowell of Hannard notes a growing contempt ~mong college students for scholarship. Formerly this contempt found expi:ession in the epithet
"grind." With increasing contempt the hard-working student has now come to be called a "greasy
grind." Every thoughtful man at all _familiar ~ith
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trols the very institutions which ought to curb and
temper the materialistic spirit. Scholarship, science,
culture, religion, are merely for the "greasy grinds."
There are exceptions, of course. The evil is
greatest where students are richest. But the evil
has touched the entire country. And the "greasy
grind" comes quite naturially along with the glorious
athlete."-Kansas City Journal.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

We learn that the Saints of Toronto are engaged
in the work of enlarging their church. The building
was erected comparatively recently, but is not large
enough to accommodate the increasing audience.
Bro. R. C. Evans is to commence winter meetings in
the opera house Sunday, November 20. Evening
meetings are in the opera house, Sunday morning,
afternoon, and week evening services in the church.
At the recent election Bro. I. A. Smith, of the editorial staff was elected, on the Republican ticket, to
the state legislature as representative, from Decatur
County.
The editors are arranging to issue another Magazine Number of the SAINTS' HERALD. This will be
a holiday number, to appear December 21. · As announced last week, new subscribers will receive the
HERALD from now until the close of the year free.
This will include the special Magazine Number, a
fact that should interest new subscribers. In the
past our magazine numbers have been soinething
fine. They have been very popular.· We are confident that this will be no exception to the rule. Some
of our very best writers will contribute.
"In the days of my childhood and early youth,
I made a pledge with God and with his people that I
would be true to them. In looking over the experiences of my life, I can not now discern, and do not remember a circumstance, since the beginning of my
experience in the world, where I have felt, for a
moment, to slacken or 1·elax in the pledge and promise that I made to God and to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Laitter Day Saints in my youth. If there
is a man or a woman in the world who can point out
to me an instance, in 1all my life, where I have been
untrue to my pledge or promise or covenant,. I shall
be glad to receive that information from that man
or woman."
The foregoing challenge was delivered by Joseph
F. Smith, president of the dominant church in Utah,
in an addresl} at the opening of the semiannqal conference, October 6, 1910, ·as published in the Im. p1·ovement Era for November, 1910. In reply to
this challenge we cite Joseph F. Smith to his own confession before the U~ited States Commi~ee on Privi-
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leges and Elections, in th~ Reed Smoot ·Case, that
he had not been true to his God .. We quote from
volume 1, page 334, where Mr. Smith explains why
he does not obey the law and sever his polygamous
relations:
Mr. Smith. I have chosen not to do that, Mr.
Chairman.
The Chairman. You have chosen not to do it?
Mr. Smith. That is it; I am responsible before
the law for my action ..
The Chairman. And· in not doing it, you are
violating the law?
Mr. Smith. The law of my State?
The Chairman. Yes.
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.
Senator Overman. Is there not a revelation published in the Book of Covenants here that you shall
abide by the law of the State?
Mr. Smith. .-It includes both uniawful cohabitation and polygamy.
Senator Overman. Is there not a revelation that
you shall abide by the 1aws of the State and of the
land?
Mr. Smith. Yes, sir.
Senator Overman. If that is a revelation, are you
not violating the laws of God?
Mr. Smith. I have admitted' that, Mr. Senator, a
great many times here.
1

THE UNCHANGING LOVE.
[Cowper. published this hymn in 1768. It is at this day
one of the most familiar and best loved hymns in the churches
of Great Britain; indeed, it was one of the hymns taught in
the schools there. Cowper hardly would be called the poet
of cheerfulness; he was of an erratic and melan<;holy disposition. Yet his hymns have become a rich heritage of
strength and comfort to many people, perhaps because they
contain the healing which he applied to his own inner
wounds.]
ff~rk, my so~J! ! it is the Lord; .
Tis thy Savior, hear his word;
Jesus speaks, he speaks to thee!
"Say, poor sinner, lov'st thou me?
"I delivered thee when bound
And, when bleeding, healed thy wound;
Sought thee wandering, set thee right,
Turned thy darkness into light.
"Can a mother's tender care
Cease toward the child she bare?
Yes, she may forgetful be,
Yet will I remember thee.
"Mine is an unchanging love,
Higher than the heights ·above,
Deeper than the depths b.eneath, ·
Free and faithful, strong as death.
Thou shalt see my glory soon,
When the work of faith is done;
Partner of my thl'One shalt be:
Say, poor sinner, lov'st thou me?"
Lord, it is my chief complaint
That my love is still so faint;
Yet I love thee and adore·
0 for grace to love 'thee ~ore I
-William Cowper.
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Original Articles

Jesus Christ is founded in the principle of doing.
He taught:

THE LAW OF- CHRIST AND ITS FULFILLMENT.

Verily I say unto you, it is. not every one that saith unto
me, Lord, Lord, that shall enter into the kingdom of heaven;
but he that doeth the will of my Father who is in heaven.Matthew 7: 30, Inspired Translation. -

AS THA';[' LAW RELATES TO DUTIES WHICH MAY BE
TERMED BOTH SPIRITUAL AND TEMPORAL.
BY E.-L. KELLEY, PRESIDING BISHOP.

. The Apostle John in later years applying the prinThis is written pursuant to resolution of the bish- ciple as a test to the true religious life, says:
ops and agents in _their meeting, and approved by
_He that saith· he abideth in _him ought himself also so to
General Conferen~ejn April last. When published,
walk, even as he walked.-1 John 2: 6.
it will be put in pamphlet form, so those may have it
Jesus ever walked in accordance with the law,
who wish. __ It is treated of under the following
never disobeying; Adam d_isobeyed; but in nothing
heads:
did Jes us, and. so he may well say referring to his
Chapter 1, The Discharge of Duty.
·Father,
"I do always those things that please· Him."
Chapter 2, When to Render the Account.
·There is no room to make the claim of being children
Chapter 3, Tithes and Offerings.
.
Chapter 4, Special Consecrations and Surplus of -0ur heavenly Father unless we are "doers of the
word," and not "forgetful hearers." Whatever we
Properties.
Chapter 5, Special Benevolent and Helping Work. do touching the religious question, we can not afford
to let self, the pleasures of life, the love of money or
Chapter 6, The United Order of Enoch.
Chapter 7, Special Articles Reflecting the Law of friends cheat us out of the reward which comes
by reason of a faithful performance of duty. This
Heretofore Published.
is worth all else, and the apostle warns the churches
in this language:
CHAPTER 1.
THE DISCHARGE OF DUTY.
Fulfilling of the Law of Christ touching Duties, whether
relating to Spiritual or Temporal things, is Essential
to a T1'Uly Religious L-ife and Character.

It is a fundamental principle of divine law, that
God "will render to every man according to his
deeds." (Romans 2: 6.) And again it is said: "So
then everyone of us shall give account of himself to
God." (Ibid., 14: 12.)
Jes us taught:
Whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them,
I will liken him unto a wise man, which built his house upon a
rock.-Matthew 7: 24.

The Apostle Peter commends the principle of doing in the following language:
Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth
through the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see
that ye love one another with a pure heart fervently.-1 Peter
1: 22.
.

James points out particularly the value of the performance of duty to a truly religious character, in
what may be termed the everyday work of life. He
says:
Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is
this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, and
to keep himself unspotted from the world.-James 1: 27.

Now it is granted that many persons may be found
who appeai· tO be very religious, and yet claim that
doing, that is fulfilling the law, is unnecessary. But
they forget that religion is one thing, and that "Pure
religion and undefiled" is a very different thing.
There is plenty of sentimentalism in the world that
people mistake for true religion; but the religion of

Be not deceived; God is not niocked; for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap.-Galatians 6: 7.

Wherever and whenever in the world there has
been an accepted church, men have recognized and
honored God by faithfulness to duty in rendering
their accounts to him, through those whom he has
chosen. Abraham honored the servant the Lord
had appointed, l\1elchisedec, and paid his tithes to
him. (Hebrews 7: 6.) Jacob, his grandson, recognized the justice of the rule and the divinity of the
law and covenanted with the Lord at the altar at
Bethel: "And of all that thou shalt give me I will
surely give the tenth unto thee." (Genesis 28: 1822.) This was under the gospel economy, that being
presented as the order of life in Abraham's time.
And the scripture, forseeing that God would justify the
heathen through faith, preached before the gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be blessed. So then they
which be of faith are blessed with faithful Abraham.-Galatians 3: 8, 9.

And when Jes us preached the gospel in his time
the same principle was recognized and reaffirmed.
He taught:
For ye tithe mint, and rue, and all manner of herbs, and
pass over judgment, and the love of God; these ye ought to
have done, and not to leave the other undone.-Luke 11: 43.

The people then, as now, were prone to think that
if they did a few of the things directed in the law,
fhe others might be safely overlooked, -0r omitted;
but Jes us ever taught the reverse of this, and so in
the matter of the .tithes: "These ought ye to have
done, and not to leave the other undone." The. condemnation was in consequence of a failure of duty in
some of the things.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Jes us is ever in harmony with himself; again he
taught:
Whosoever, therefore, shall break one of these least. commandments, and shall teach men so to do, he shall m no
wise be saved in the kingdom of heaven.-l\1atthew 5: 21.

The only true order is this clearly set out by Jesus
and later specifically enjoined by the apostle in his
instruction to Timothy:
I charge thee before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ, and
the elect angels, that thou observe these things without preferring one before another, doing nothing by partiality.-1
Timothy 5 : 21.

The recognition of the sacred order of the tithe
was also fully given in the church in the wilderness,
and all were required to observe and keep it, because
it was founded in righteousness. The law reads :
And all the tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the
land, or of the fruit of the tree, is the Lord's; it is holy unto
the Lord. . . . And concerning the tithe of the herd, or of
the flock, even of whatsoever passeth under the rod, the tenth
shall be holy unto the Lord.-Leviticus 27: 20-32.
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neither malt thou bury thy talent that it may not be known.
-Doctrine and. Covenants 60: 3.

In January, 1832, further urgent instruction in
keeping with the thought· of being diligent ill the
observance of duty was given iri. this language:
Behold, I say unto you, that it is my will that you should
go forth and not tarry, neither be idle, but labol.· with your
mights, lifting up your voices as with the sound of a trump,
proclaiming the truth according to the revelations and commandments which I have given you, and thus if ye are faithful ye shall be laden with many sheaves, and crowned with
honor, and glory, and immortality; and ete1;nal life.-Ibid.,
75: 1.

There is no promise of reward for the elder who
tarries at home when he should be in the· field; nor
for one who leaves home and sits around whiling
away his time, idly visiting and gossiping, instead of
being earnestly engaged in the Mastl;l_r's business
who sent him forth to labor, not to look up a light
job.
Again speaking to all, we are charged:
Let every man be diligent in all things. And the idler shall

This was for the benefit of the Lord's work and not have place in the church, except he repents and mends
his children who might need; and the truly religious his ways.-Ibid., 75: 5.
man will remember God's children when they are
In December 1832, other special instruction was
in need. The promise is:
given calling attention to many things that are oftBlessed is he that considereth the poor; the Lord will deliver times deemed unimportant or unnecessary, but
him in time of trouble.-Psalm 41: 1.
which must have been looked upon as essential to
God is interested in his children in this world as the good, development, and success of his children,
in the next, and commends those who make efforts_to or the great Teacher would not have communicated
care for them. In the midst of the fasting and feast- it.
ing of Israel in the time of the prophets the Lord
Read particularly :
spoke to them disapprovingly, directing the messenSee that ye love one another; cease to be covetous; learn to
ger to "Show the people their transgressions, and impart one to another as the gospel requires; cease to be idle;
the house of Jacob their sins." The instruction fol- cease :to be unclean; cease to find fault one- with another;
cease to sleep longer than is needful; retire to thy bed early,
lows:
Is not this the fast that I have chosen? to loose the bands
of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the
oppressed go free, and that ye break every yoke? Is it not
to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor
that are cast out to thy house? when thou seest the naked,
that thou cover him; and that thou hide not thyself from thine
own flesh ?-Isaiah 58: 6, 7.

The instruction under the restoration of the gospel
in our own time is positive in enjoining upon the
people the necessity of complying with "every word
that· proceedeth out of the mouth of God." It reaffirms the instruction of Jesus contained in the
records of the past and gives additional and specific
direction in the present, looking to the fulfilling of
the law revealed, thus furnishing an additional· witness to the sureness of the law, being directly in
keeping with the instruction:of Jesus, "That in the
mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be
established."
In the special instructlon to the elders August,
1831, the following ·is urged:
Behold,. they have been sent to preach my ~ospel among
the congregations of the .wicked; wherefore, I give unto them
a compmndment thus: Thou._shalt not idle away thy time;

that ye may not be weary; ,arise early that your bodies and
your minds may be invigorated; and above all things, clothe
yourselves with the bonds of charity, as with a mantle, which
is the bond of perfectness and peace; pray always, that you
may not faint until I come; behold, and lo, I will come quickly,
and receive you unto myself. Amen.-Doctri.ne and Covenants
85: 38.

In February, 1831, less than one year from the
time the organization was effected with but six members, the following instruction was given, showing
the Saints what to do, and how to do. It embodies
so much in a few words, of the merit of performing
duty and the method of procedure contained in the
testimony and practice of the church under past
fruitful conditions, but which at the time had be.come obsolete, or wholly unknown, that the stamp
of divinity is borne upon the message given. God
ever speaks like himself, and his commands harmonize with that which he has before spoken, whatever
the age or whoever the children addressed. And
here he speaks:
If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my
commandments. And, behold, thou wilt i·emember the poor,
and consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which
thou hast to impart unto them, with a covenant and a deed

..
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which can not be broken; and inasmuch as ye impart of your
substance unto the poor, ye will do it unto me, and they shall
be laid before the bishop of my church and his counselors, two
of the elders, or. high priestts; such as he shall or has ap- ·
pointed and set apart for that purpose.-Doctrine and Covenants 42: 8.

The necessity of fulfilling every duty of the many
enjoined under the law, whether relating to matters
which are termed spiritual, or temporal, is unwaveringly set forth in the divine records ; the witnesses
are accessible to all and the law is binding upon all.
Let us examine these, then, doing so with the like
frank inquiry of the young man who came to Jes us,
pleading: "Good Mastel'., what good thing shall I
do, that I may l!ave eternal life?"
(To be continued.)
e-.!+"9•!·~

MONEY.
EDITOR'S NoTE.-There are some very excellent ideas presented in the following article. They will furnish valuable
food for thought for those who are inclined to be extravagant,
wasteful, or thoughtless in the m&tter of incuning financial
obligations. But we suggest that the strictures contained
therein be not made to apply to those individuals who are
plunged into debt by sickness or misfortune, who lament their
condition and will escape from it if given a chance; nor yet
to those missionaries whose families are in debt because the
allowance that they receive is inadequate to meet present
conditions. There are hundreds of families in the church
that would be dumbfounded and utterly at sea if they were
required to live-on the allowance that a missionary's family
of equal size would receive. Let more people pay their debts
to the Lord and the missionaries would find it easier to keep
clear of financial entanglements. The church as a church has
always stood for honesty. At a general conference held in
Nauvoo, in 1840, the church passed a resolution to disfellowship those Saints who should gather to Nauvoo without settling with their creditors in their home towns. And Ap.l·il 8,
1871, the Reorganization adopted the following resolution:
That members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints shall not be counted in good standing who shall contract
debts without a fair prospect of being able to pay the same."
That resolution is still in force.-E. A. S.

Should Saints go in debt? The money question,
in these last days, is the chief theme of the press and
the statesman, the merchant and the mechanic, the
clerk and the farmei'.
Money seems to be the main source of power and
standing in social life, and the foundation of business in all lines~
This being true, it would seem to be a proper subj ect for counsel and prayer. The Holy Spirit, speaking through Paul, in 1 Timothy 6: 10, 11, Inspired
Translati~n, gives warning and counsel in these
words:
For the love of money is the root of all evil; which while
some coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced
themselves through with many sorrows. But thou, 0 man of
God, flee these things; and follow after righteousness, godliness, faith, love, patience, meekness.

These words spoken to Timothy apply to every
child of God. But whether from .love of money,
covetousness, or some other cause, it is a fact that
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many Saints are deeply in debt, and that to the serious injury of their life and testimony; Now a scriptural solution of this question is presented. All we
should want to know, as Saints, is, What saith the
Scriptures? and then cheerfully and faithfully obey;
f_or in no other way can we manifest our love for
Jesus. But it may be that the subject of indebtedness by the Saints is not supposed to have reached
that degree of injury to our testimony as would
justify such special consideration. This is a great
mistake.
Debts are being effectually used by Satan to injure, and in many cases, utterly break down the
testimony of Latter Day Saints. This is true of ministers, Sunday school superintendents, Religio presidents, teachers, officers, and members of the church.
Ministers have been known to J:JOast of their financial incapacity, and some have been known to manifest astonishment at being called on ·at maturity to
pay a just debt, seeming to forget the message of
the Holy Spirit in 3 John 4, wherein he says, "I have
no greater joy than to hear that my children walk
in truth." Being a Saint means restitution, and
righting wrongs. Debt is theft when bills. are contracted without prospect of paying possibility, and
debt goes along with vanity, pride, personal ind11lgence, and covetousness. It is easier to get into debt
than out of it. Debt hinders the "testimony" of the
Saint and the church of Christ.
There is a right place for credit in business, and
it is justified to a limit, but a man ought to be taught
to look upon debt with horror and often as a sin.
Notice what the Holy Spirit says to all of us in·
Romans 12 : 17 : "Provide things honest in the sight
of all men." This indicates that all men are looking
at us, and a failure to keep a promise to pay is like
a dark shadow thrown over our light. Thus is that
sweet command of Jes us ignored in Matthew 5 : 18
wherein he says, "Therefore, let your light so shine
before this world, that they may see your good
works, ·and glorify your .Father who is in heaven."
If it is a Saint we owe, he may at once stumbl~
and fall into Satan's service, and if it is a sinner, he
may be lost, all because of our offending. Excuses,
in such cases, do little to mollify the offense; they
are too often untrue in fact; then they ·add greatly
to the offense. If really true, excuses do not save
the untold evil consequences of a broken promise.
"Therefore owe no man anything, but to love one
another; for he that loveth another hath fulfilled the
law." That is, do not contract any financial obligations that you are not able to pay.
Most people of the world measure Latter Day
Saints by their faithfulness or unfaithfulness in paying debts, in keeping financial obligations. Bishop
Hilliard says, "Keep your credit good." Herein we
have one of the causes of so much lethargy and inwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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difference in Christian service, and so little results
from that service.
God can not honor a messenger fed and clothed
with false promises; nor can he fully and freely give
a message through lips freighted with deception.
God wants undefiled sowers to scatter his seeds, and
clean vessels with which tq water his lilies, although
the vessels may be frail and small.
No man will likely be able to point a lost soul to
Christ who has broken a financial promise to him or
within his knowledge. Imagine a man, reeling under
the influence of liquor, trying to instruct people on
the virtue of temperance; or a tobacco slave with a
chew, or a cigar in his mouth, warning men of the
fearful ravages of the tobacco poison, (which perhaps is the greatest now in use among men), and
we will get a fair sample of the result of a Saint
behind ·with his debts, trying to persuade his creditors, or their friends, to become Saints. They are
likely to think one of two things, either that we, who
thus act, do not ourselves know Jesus and are therefore hypocrites, or that Sainthood is a sham.
If a stranger, who knew all about Christ from the
word, should hear that he was in our town in person, and should come there to see him, would such
stranger likely mistake one of us for him?
Then, if Christ should come to-day for the Saints,
what would be the condition of our finances? Would
we have to blush for shame on account of unpaid
clehts, which we could then never settle?
And now, little children, abide in him; that, when he shall
appear, we may have confidence, and not be ashamed before
him at his coming.-1 John 2: 28.
The borrower is servant to the lender.-Proverbs 22: 7.
The wicked borroweth and payeth not again.-Psalm 37: 21.

Another great evil from going into debt is the
encouragement that such a course gives to extravagance, which is also a sin. We always spend more
on credit than we do for cash. This comes of our
always hoping for better times in the future, ·and
the fact that it puts out of sight the evil day, pay
day; and out of sight soon puts it out of mind, and
in we go again, deeper and deeper. And oh, how
our Father must be grieved when he sees us plunging into this whirlpool of sin, where deceit and false
promises enthrall us on one side, and wrecked Christian character dims or puts out our light for Jesus
on the other.
.
Then, Saints, going into debt constitutes one of
the great obstacles to tithe paying, in at least two
ways. When the Lord calls on his child for a gift,
he at once finds ready excuses for not giving at all,
or giving with stint, by looking 'at his debts, and
saying, "Oh, I am so deeply in debt, my interest is
eating me up," and so on. And .thus God is robbed.
Secondly; many preachers and teachers are so
involved in debt, their own testimony is thus so injured that they are unable t? preach and teach tith-
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ing. Ground down with their own financial mistakes, they have no heart; or conscience, to teach
others the blessedness of giving to a Father who has
done so much for us. And herein lies the chief cause
of the financial dearth that now has settled down
on the church.
There will be little giving without the people are
taught to give, and very little teaching from those
who can only teach by precept, and still less the
effect of such teaching. What has been, said ag~inst
individual Saints going in debt may be said with
greater emphasis against _branches going in debt.
No branch needs a thing it can not pay for, and no
branch can be fully used with such a cloud over it.
Far better use the old church house than create a
debt to build a finer one. God does not promise to
bless those that worship him in a fine church.
And the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshipers
shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth; for the Father
seeketh such to worship him.-J ohn 4: 25.

As proof that church debts are dishonoring, no
respectable financial institution will accept a church
mortgage or loan. This comes of the fact that they
are not paid on time, and, too often, never paid at all.
The Holy Spirit speaking to the church through
Joseph Smith, on April 14, 1906, said: "In the
establishment of the sanitarium and the home for
children debt should not be contracted nor too large
nor expensive buildings be built at the outset," thus
indicating that the Lord has not changed his mind
since the time when he fil'.St said, "Owe no man anything."
.
Apostle I. N. White says, "Get out of debt and
keep out."
What has been heretofore said about Saints going
in debt is not intended to puff up those who by accident, good judgment, or faith, have kept out of
debt. Let such a Saint deal gently in his criticism
with poor, debt ridden Saints, lest in his own heart
and· life there be a sin of equal or greater magnitude,
(if such is possible) : that is, the sin nf being a
proud, selfish Saint, or a miserly Saint; heaping up
dirt in this world to leave for the disturbance and
ruin of others, and not laying up any treasures in
heaven. Between the debt ridden Saint, .the proud,
selfish Saint, and the miserly Saint, Satan will, in
all probability, get the most out of the latter, and
God will get little or nothing out of either.
Let us, as the children of God, humbly seek the
guidance of the Holy Spirit in all of our financial
affairs, whether in our income, or in our ·investments; in our spending or in our saving; in our
debts or in our dealings ; in our getting or in our
giving; and he will guide us into all truth. Close
economy in all things, with much earnest and faithful prayer, will bring speedy and certain relief from
all our financial embarrassments, -and this will bring
sweet peace and rest.
J. C. GRAINGER.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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RACE POISONS.

Alcohol, tobacco, opium, tea· and coffee, all recognized narcotic poison,s, have within the last fifty
years come into such general use in all countries and
by all classes of. people as to be properly designated
"race poisons"·; and the effects of this wholesale
poisoning are apparent in every civilized land in the
obvious race dege11eracy which is taking place.
Of these several poisons, alcohol is the most ancient enemy of the race, 'having been used as an intoxicant from the earliest times; but it is only in recent
times that its toxic effects have been recognized.
Until the contrary was proved by the exact-labora~
tory researches of modern times, alcohol was supposed to be a stimulant and a food. Its ill effects
were supposed to be due to excess, just as any food
might be used in excess. Now alcohol is known to
be a narcotfo and a poison in all doses and under all
conditions. .The results of modern scientific inquiry
leave no foundation for its use in any dose or at any
time. It is a poison pure and simple, and in no
proper sense a food in any quantity or under any
circumstances.
And yet its use is increasing. If the present wide
agitation of temperance and prohibition have to some
degree restricted the use of the drug in this country,
this small falling off is more than made up by 1;he
increase in other countries.
The poison appetite appears to be growing. Tobacco, always known to be a poison, has steadily
gained ground among civilized nations since the
discovery of its use by the American aborigines four
centuries ago. The increased use of tobacco, especially by women, in civilized countries is a most
alarming and surprising/ fact, to which the serious
attention of sanitarians and sociologists should be
directed. - The tobacco habit is a filthy and destructive practice which civilized man has adopted from
savagery in return for the many evil habits which he
has taught the savage.
Tobacco is ·a poison in all doses and to ·all persons.
It is a poison to animals and plants as well. It is
one of the few universal poisons. The man who
says, "Tobacco does not hurt me," might just as well
say, "Gravitation does not attract me. I am an
exception to all other materiial bodies. I am exempt
from the operation of. a universal law."
Tobacco is a muscle poison. It is especially a
heart poison. No man in training for an athletic
event of any sort is ever permitted to smoke. All
trainers and athletes are perfectly well acquainted
with the weakening and paralyzing effects of tobacco
in every form.
Opium is another poison whioh is gradually bring-
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ing every civilized nation under its spell. China is
just now making a desperate effort to free herself
from this awful curse, but civilized nations are doing
nothing to stop its insidious advance. Every year
thousands of new victims are added to the tens of
thousands already enslaved.
.
A peculiarity of the opium habit in ·all lands is
that it finds its victims almost wholly among the
educated, intelligent and refined. Professional men,
cultivated women, physicians, lawyers, teachers, are
the chief patrons of this enthralling drug, whose
victims rarely escape when once the soul and body
destroying habit is well formed.
·
Still more universal than any other poison habit
is the use of tea or coffee; whether the leaf of the
tea plant or the berry of the coffee tree is used, the

poison is the same-we are dealing with the caffein
habit. Cocoa or chocolate is another source of a
poison which is practically identical with that just
named.
The theory promulgated half a century ago by the
late Doctor Hammond that tea and coffee are really
foods in the sense that they prevent the destruction
of tissue and so save food, is now so thoroughly discredited that it has ceased to app_ear in. scientific
treatises. The contention made by the editor of
Good Health thirty-five years ago in writi'ug against
caffein, that any effect it might have to limit tissue
activity must be due to a toxic action, 'has been fully
substantiated by modern scientific inquiry and is
now universally -admitted.
Probably ninety-nine per cent of ·the entire population of the United States and of other civilized
countries are habitually addicted to the use of one
or more of these poisons. In not a small proportion
of cases· all are in use.
All of these drugs are nerve poisons. Their continued use weakens nerves and nerve centers, muscles, heart, digestion, liver 'and kidneys, and disturbs
every vital process. All tend to produce the most
terrible and incurable of all degenerative processes,
·hardening of the arteries, so-called arteriosclerosis,
with its associated decay of brain, heart, liver and
kidneys.
The poison habit has fixed itself upon our modern
civilization like a great vampire which is sapping
the vitals of the race and leading the way to race
extinction.
Here is to be found one of the causes of the astonishing increase in the mortality from diseases of the
heart and blood vessels. Here also may be found,
in part at least, the explanation of the enormous increase in insani-ty and other forms of brain disease
and degeneracy. Here, too, we may find a legitimate
cause for the growing army of neurasthenics and"
incapacitated business an'd professional men who
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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haunt the watering-places, health resorts and sanitariums of the country.
Here may be found also one explanation of the
increasing prevalence of crime, the record of which
in the United States eclipses that of any other great
country of the world.-Good Health Magazine for

Novembe1·.
PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.
(The following interesting wTiteup of President Smith is
taken from Hampton's ]}[agazine for October. We do not
know who the writer was, but we wish to thank Hampton's
for the manifest fairness of this sketch.)

THE HEAD OF THE REORGANIZED MORMON CHURCH.
Those good ladies who believe it is undesirable to be only a
fraction of theiT husband's wives, also those who dwell upon
the present high cost of living, may read with mixed emotions
the name of Joseph Smith, son of the founder of the Mormon
church, and President of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints. That, however, is because too
few people understand that Joseph Smith, of Independence,
Missouri, President of the Reorganized Latter Day Saints, is
the head of an organization which does not believe and never
has believed in polygamy.
The Mormon church which the original Joseph Smith
founded not only did not accept polygamy in its tenets, but
forbade it with more rigorous and insistent prohibition than
you will find, unless you carefully search, in the Old Testament. Polygamy was no part of the original creed of Mormonism as written into Joseph Smith's Book of Mormon.
When Brigham Young became head of the church following
the murder of its founder and the hegira from Nauvoo, Illinois, he inserted in the Mormon scripture an indorsement of
polygamy. The church split on this and other issues, and
while the larger body followed Young to Utah, a minority
established another branch of the church in northern Missouri and southern Iowa, where it still flomishes.
Joseph Smith was called in 1860 to be President of this
church and has been its head ever since. The Utah Mormon
Hierarchy is called The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints; the Missouri-Iowa bTanch, The Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Joseph F.
Smith, president of the Utah church, is the nephew of the
Joseph Smith who founded the church,· and the cousin of
Joseph Smith, President of the Missouri-Iowa branch.
Joseph Smith's branch of the Mormon church has to-day in
all parts of the world some two hundred thousand communicants. To these good people-for they are good, devout,
thrifty, earnest, and conscientious people--the word of Joseph
Smith comes as near to being law as is the word of any
spiritual ruler to any body of highly intelligent religionists in
the world to-day. He is no religious faker. Like most of
the men who have succeeded in founding religious sects, he
has the business, the organizing,. the financial faculty well
developed. As a religious leader he is sane enough to reconcile religion and science, progressive enough to be always
abreast of the times, and conscientious enough to be, at
seventy-eight years old, a . poor man despite that for half a
century he has had the administration of the tithes which his
followers devoutly contribute.
If you call on him at his office at Independence, Missouri,
or at Lamoni, Iowa, you will ·be impressed with the fact that
he is surrounded by none of the pomp and show with which
men thus elevated ·m·e wont to robe themselves. The interesting little church· of which he is head is a business as well as a
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religious establishment. At Independence, 'Missouri, it has
built a splendid .temple, and at Lamoni, it .has a most interesting group of· institutions, including Graceland College, a
splendid home for aged people of the church, and a great
printing establishment from which are turned out huge editions of the Book of Mormon and tens of thousands of religious documents, Sunday school lesson leaves, quarterlies,
hymn-books, and like religious literature. Th,is product is sent
literally to every quarter of the world, for missiOnaries for
The Reorganized Mormon church are maintained everywhere.
The Mormon communities of southern Iowa and northern
Illinois are notable for their thrift, their good citizenship,
MiEsouri are notable for their th1ift, their good citizenship,
their interest in the diffusion of education, and their day by
day living of the life.
Joseph Smith was trained at Nauvoo, Illinois, to be a
lawyer. He has been all his life a student and a thinker, as
well as a man of affairs. He is a real modern patriot. His
splendid figure, more than six feet tall and still straight
despite his burden of years; his fine luminous eyes, still
shining with earnest purpose to serve his people; his flowing
white beard; his direct, keen manner in dealing with all the
affairs that come to him day by day for the word of final
authority-these and the fact that, if your taste leads that
way, he will talk philoEophically with you of the Book of
Mormon, the Bible, the Koran, the Talmud, of Buddha, Confucius, Socrates, Kant, Huxley, Darwin, Spencer, Swedenborg,
or Doctor Koch can not fail to convince you that he is a man
of large parts and high character.-Ha1npton's Magazine.
O-t-!+O+}O

EPISCOPAL BAN IS PUT ON DIVORCE.
CINCINNATI, October 13.-The House of Bishops of the
Episcopal Church to-day placed a ban upon the marriage of
divorced persons. _The church canons relating to marriage
were voted on during to-day's session of the triennial convention of the Episcopal Church, and the result was the
addition of stringent rules.
Clergymen of the church are now forbidden to unite divorced persons in marriage _under any circumstances. Formerly clergymen of the Episcopal Church were permitted to
remarry divorced persons if they were parties to divorces
obtained upon statutory grounds.
It was expected that the House of Bishops would to-day
place its official seal upon faith. cure and healing by prayer.
The House of Deputies was expected to put its official seal
of approval on faith cure and healing by prayer at a late
session to-day when the matter of the "unction of the sick"
will again be brought up in consequence of the present indorEement by the House of Bishops.
At their afternoon session the prelate voted three to one in
favor of the resolution. Although the original resolution
favoring the anointing of the sick with holy oil to further
their recovery was lost in the House of Deputies by a nonconcurrence of the clerics and lay deputies another resolution
of a less pronounced character was later favored. This resolution asking that a committee be appointed to "revise and
enrich' the office of the. visitation of the sick is now in the
hands of the committee on prayer books.-Selected.

The only way to make sure that to-morrow will be good
is to do the best to-day.
No man can make God a present of his heart and retain a
mortgage on his mind and might.
"The man who can lose himself in his work is the one
who will succeed best."

www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"Modern Savonarola" Tells Eucharistic Congress Men and
Women Feed on Garbage and Live in
Legalized Vice.

"Truth is truth wherever found,
Be it on heathen or Christian ground."
[To our readers we commend the following article, taken
from a speech made at the recent Eucharistic Congress, held
in Toronto, Canada, and we fully indorse the words of the
one who sent us the clipping: "I am thankful that one man
at least has courage enough to speak the truth."
While we may not indorse, as "the Church of Christ" the
identical church to which he refers, neither regard as infallible the church we do indorse, yet it is sure that the one
refuge, the one place of safety from the tidal wave of corruption now deluging the land, is this Church of Christ.EDITOR.]
FATHER VAUGHAN'S DENUNCIATION.
"A tidal wave of paganism is sweeping the world."
"The one cry beating the air is 'hurry up.' "
"Old ideals are yielding to pressure for creature comforts.''
"The sense of sin is being regarded as a superstition.''
"The relations between the sexes take us back to pagan
times."
"Marriage has become debased and defiled."
MONTREAL, September 8.-"The Eucharistic Life, the
Antidote for Modern Life" was the subject of an address
delivered to-day before the Eucharistic congress by the Rev.
Father Bernard Vaughan, of England, brother of the ·noted
Cardinal Vaughan and a preacher whose sensational attacks
on modern society have stirred London and caused him to be
likened to Savonarola.
The speaker painted a vivid picture of modern conditions
as he saw them, and pointed to the church as the refuge from
the direful consequences he foresaw resulting from what he
described as a "tidal wave of paganism" now sweeping over
the world.
"We are living," said Father Vaughan, "in a day of headlines, snapshots, taxicabs and music halls; in a day when
the scramble for the prizes of life has become a mad passion.
It is a day of fever, fret, and fume, when competition for
earthen toys is so keen, and the margin of profit in commerce
has become· so fine that the one cry beating through the air
is 'hurry up.' l'[o one seems to have time for pause till, worn
out in the pursuit of gewgaws and vanities, a real cure becomes imperative, the clock is stopped, and all action, mental
and physical, must be proscribed as prohibitive for an eighth
part of a year.
"We are living in a day when the high ideals of old are
fast yielding to the pressure of creature comforts, when.principle is being exchanged for expediency, in a day when selfsacrificing ·catholicism is being bartered for self-centered
materialism, ·when the Christian sense of sin is being re;
garded as a bygone superstition; in a day when it matters
not what you believe, but only what you do, and when you
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may do what you like, provided you are not found out; in a
day when the relations between the sexes takes one back to
pagan times, while the garbage on which men and women
feed is as foul and loathsome as the stuff over which they
gloat and chatter; in >a day when marriage has become so
debased and defiled that not even the pledged truth can make
it_ long and endurable without change of prospective partners\
in a life of legalized vice; in a day when there is no empty ,
place but in the cradle, no room in which to move but in the
churches. Well may a leading Parisian physician sum up
the.situation, exclaiming: 'It is a mass of rottenness.'
"Observe that the cleavage to-day, as in no previous time
since the dawn of Christianity, is between God and Mammon;
or shall I say, in language more definite still, between Catholicism and Agnosticism, if not evolutionary materialism itself?
For confirmation of my strong assertions read the story of
present day life, as it is reflected in society, as it is mirrored
forth on the stage, as it is shown up in the law courts, as it
is writ large on our book stalls, or, if you will, a& it is published in society journals, in the monthly magazine, in the
weekly pictorial and in the daily press.
"With Mammon, then, asserting· itself, as it does amid all
sections of the community in this twentieth century, with
home life gone, with social life demoralized, with our marts
of industry like gambling hells, and the very streets like a
nightmare, what I ask is to lift up and proclaim the interests
of God against the devastating plague of frivolity, folly, and
riot.
"Note well that before this tidal wave of paganism,
stretching from sea to sea and river to river, everything is
going under with one exception, and that is our holy religion.
The Church of Christ indissolubly one, infallibly true, indestructibly good, is the one and only institution that is holding
her own and is unchanged and unchangeable, amid all ·this
wreckage and ruin littering the spaces of the world, like
Christ, the church too remains yesterday, to-day, and the
same for ever. Her center of gravity never shifts.''

Letter Department
COLTON, CALIFORNJA, November 2, 1910.
Dear Hera.Id: The longer I defer writing to your pages,
the harder it is for me to do so. Sometimes while reading
the good things you bring to us, and those of the Ensign
also, I feel impelled to respond, and let it be known how
greatly I appreciate the reading matter. But instead of
carrying out my good intentions, I read on, then let other
matters occupy my time, or perhaps write some and leave
it till it gets out of date. Thus the words that might have
encouraged are never heard and I continue to receive and
enjoy, but render nothing in acknowledgment.
It has been my privilege, this year, to attend the reunion of
both southern and northern California. Both were unusually
good and uplifting; at least the spirit of them was (I heard
very few words), the Saints were strengthened, and made to
rejoice -in the good, peaceful, happifying spirit that prevailed.
The financial side of the law of God was taught to the Saints
by Bishop Kelley, in great plainness. By request of those
of the northern district he continued the subject from day to
day. The interest was so good throughout, that one can not
doubt but both the Saints and the church will reap the fruits
of it.
I heard four sermons of the northern reunion, which seemed
indeed like getting out .into the living world. Yet, just the
mingling and talking with the Saints, and partaking of the
spirit of the occasion, was very enjoyable, so like the dear
old life again, notwithstanding I sense my loss more· keenly
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at such places, yet could realize more clearly that my loss
was his gain. Therefore, why should I mourn. When one
gets out of the rut of everyday life, and drinks in the spirit
of the work, and sees more plainly the spiritual side of life
and its real duties, one feels like making a renewed effort
to serve God and keep all his commandments; to endure cheerfully whatever comes in the path ·of life, that God's will may
be done in us. Yes, it is good to meet with the Saints in
those annual gatherings, where all are reminded of duties,
responsibilities and obligations already known, perhaps, but
too often lost sight of.
I, for one, feel that the time is near at hand, if not already
here, when the Saints can not trifle with their opportunities
as they have in the past, without sustaining greater loss;
for there is something for all to do, who will keep pace with
the onward march of this great, latter day work. And the
young people have no thought of being left behind; they are
taking their part nobly in the work, especially in northern
California, where there are a greater number of them. May
they continue faithful, to be ready to buckle on the armor
and go forth in the service of the Master when he shall call.
The love and unity among the Saints is pleasing to witness,
and to the writer they were very, ve?·y kind. We hope that
some of the good friends at Irvington will receive the gospel
in its fullness. They treat the Saints kindly, but as yet have
not seen the kingdom.
The writer did not learn the number of persons on the
grounds, but there were fifty tents, besides the large one, and
streets and avenues named. There was Terry street, and
Lawn avenue, Bush street and San Jose avenue, and others.
A brother, George Driver, I think, donated several pieces of
oecond-hand furniture in the way of spring seat chairs,
lounges, and settees, which furnished comfortable sitting
for several of the aged and afflicted ones, besides ·furnishing
the misoionary's tent, quite comfortable and home-like.
On returning home I found that the prayer meetings were
kept up here in Colton during my absence. I left the house
all arranged for them, and daughter Addie either came l)r
sent one of the children to open and light the house.
The Tuesday evening after I came home a lady from Texas,
who was visiting her son who lived near, came to meeting
with Addie. There being few to take part, and the writer
wishing to let the stranger know something of our faith, took
the liberty to speak of the latter day work, giving. some
instances where it was identical with the church nineteen
hundred years ago, both in its claims and in its operations,
in its powers, gifts, and blessings. Brother Crumley also
gave a good talk on the inception of the latter day work,
and after meeting he talk~d long with her. on the subject.
She was deeply interested in all. She. had never heard of
it before. I gave her some tracts and Ensigns, and by
request called on her the next day and had' another good
talk. She left the place the day following. Should the
missionaries of· that field see this, and it is in their power
to call upon her, I ;hope they will do so. Her address is
Mrs. Mary Trafton, Graham, Texas. Tell her by whose
suggestion you called, and I am sure she will receive you
kindly, and I hope your words will be blessed to her, that
she may be led into the kingdom.
EMMA BURTON.
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Egypt, then on to Jerusalem, where we expect to· arrive about
November 15. We expect to rem~in in Palestine about seven
weeks, then take ·steamer from Port Said, January 11, for
Australia.
Bro. G. T. Griffiths had intended to have accompanied us,
but on account of the crowded condition of the steamers, we
were unable to secure accommodations on the same vessel, so
he starts one week ahead of us.
We have just received a letter from Jerusalem containing
disappointing news. One of the p~arty desiring baptism has
died, and the others are about to leave Palestine; they may
be gone before we arrive. It is possible, therefore, that our
efforts in the Holy Land will not be as fruitful as we had
hoped; but of this we can tell better later on. If the time
has ·come to begin a work in Pales~ne, the Lord will open up
the_ way, otherwise we must abide the Lord's. -time.
While in England we have visited Plymouth, Bi'istol, London, Birmingham, and Manchester; and in Scotland, Glasgow,
Douglas, and Ayr. We have been well received everywhere
we have been, and have tried to tell the gospel story to the
best of our ability. Where we could not preach, we sang.
Some have told us that our songs were whole sermons in
themselves.
We are made sad to see the poor condition of 'the work
over here. Brother Griffiths has a difficult mission, and needs
all the support the church can give him. While in Palestine,
address us, Jerusalem, Palestine, care Thomas Cook and son,
Tourist Office, David street.
In gospel bonds,

F. G.

PITT.

LONDON, ENGLAND, October 23, 1910.

Editors Saints' Herald: I leave this country the 25th for

Marseilles, by way of Paris, and will sail from that city,
Wednesday, the 26th, ,on the steamer Prinz Heinrich, North
German Lloyd, for Alexandria, Egypt. From there by train
to Port Said, thence by steamer to Jaffa, and from there by
train to Jerusalem. Am very sorry that Brother Pitt and
wife and I couldn't have gone on the same steamer, but by
reason of circumstances over which we had no control, we
could not make connections; principal reasons being-that we
could not procure berths on same steamer. However, they
sail one week later, and I am consoled in :the thought that I
will have their associations soon after arrival. It is very
difficult to predict at this juncture what the result of our
visit there will be, as time alone will have to develop.
Conditions in this mission are not very favorable at present,
but I am in hopes they may be more encouraging later on.
If we have means and men at our disposal, could soon make
a change for the better, but the trouble -is, we are creatures
of circumstances; so we are praying that deliverance will
come soon from these conditions. We are reminded of the
maxim that all things come to those who wait; but patience
is required to do the waiting.
Brother and Sister Pitt have visited a number of our
branches, and their presence has given some impetus to the
work, ·and encouragement to some of the Saints. We regret
that he and his wife could not have "remained in this mission
for a year or two, as their labors here would have been
an advantage to the church. We have thought of making an
LoNDON, ENGLAND, October 23, 1910.
effort to have them assigned to this mission for a while.
Editors Herald: Our brief sojourn in England is fast Perhaps this is selfishness on our part, at least Brother
drawing to a close.. Next week we leave for Marseilles, and Butterworth would think so. We feel confident that they
from there take steamer, November 2, for Alexandria.
will do good to the cause wherever they may go, and wish
Our tickets called for passage by steamer from Naples, but them abundant success in their far away mission. ·
on account of the cholera we had to abandon our contemI was sorry to bid farewell to Brother Rushton and family
plated hip through Italy. We expect to make a brief visit to on the 11th inst., and must confess that it made me feel a
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little lonesome as the Ivernia pulled out from the dock. They
will be missed_ by many in this mission, especially by myself,
but we think and feel the move is for their good, and in the
interest of the church· there.
Wishing all. success who are called to labor in the interest
of the church, -and salvation of men, I am,
G. T. GRIFFITHS.
OTTUMWA, IOWA, November 5, 1910.
Editors Herald: I am sorry to tell I was hurt by the
street cars on· the 1st of November; had my iight limb hurt
so -am laid up. In reading the SAINTS' HERALD, the first
thing I ·saw was Bro. Joseph R. Lewis's letter. It made me
shed tears, for I ·was raised in dear old Brookfield, and it
brought to mind my childhood days. I have loved ones in the
old graveyard, too. Just as I got through reading it, Brother
Lewis's only sister came in to see me, and I read the letter
to her. You can imagine how we all felt. We were all
school children together. Brother Lewis's father and mine
were among the first families there. Sam Jones' father and
Bro. William Lewis administered to me when at Ottumwa,
and I had a grand blessing. I was reared in the Congregational Church at Brookfield, and remained a Congregationalist until I manied Bro. D. T. Williams; then I began to seek
for the true gospel, and .I found it and obeyed it, and have
had many grand blessings.
Your sister in the faith,
MRS. CASSIE WILLIAMS.
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WEBB CITY, MISSOURI, November 5, 1910.
Editors Herald: I am a constant reader of our much beloved weekly visitor, the SAINTS' HERALD. I always find
something in its columns to cheer, and gladden 'the heart; its
pages are full of good instruction, and as I read I can feel
the influence of the Sphit, so I can rejoice with those who
rejoice and weep with those who weep. I· do not believe any
Saint can keep pace with the work and not read the HERALD.
The articles of a newsy character from the branches are of
interest, as I believe everyone interested in the work feels
that they are acquainted with the Saints. The letters expressive of the heart's desire, are strengthening and upbuilding, the same as similar thoughts expressed in testimony
meeting.
I have a desire to be placed in life so I can do more to
build up the kingdom of God than I can under present conditions. As it is now, the cares of life weigh heavily on me
and it seems that I am not able to extricate myself. Ver;
poor health adds much to already heavy cares, yet beyond
all I have hopes and take pleasure and comfort in the promises of the gospel.
I long to see the time when the Saints may arise and
shake off the old habits and customs of following after some
one, and not thinking and acting for themselves. Instead of
taking the Holy Spirit as the man of their counsel, they take
some brother or sister. All such, I understand, will be with the
foolish virgins. Take heed that no man deceive you, is the
word of the Savior. Now let every Saint heed the counsel and
the church will be on a much higher standard than now. This
work is an individual work and it is absolutely necessary to
our salvation to receive our instruction from God and not
from our fellow-men. If we fail to commune with the Holy
Spirit, we fail altogether-no light in us. No oil in our·
vessels, so we will not be permitted to enter.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion,
N. J. RANDALL.

EDGERTON, ALBERTA, November 3, 1910.
Editors Herald: My missio11ary experiences this summer
are not what might be termed encouraging. We find this a
very hard field for various reasons. Prejudice is prevalent
everywhere, and people do not seem to want anything in a
gospel line. It is a very rare thing to find an inquiring mind.
So we talk, talk, and preach when we can effect an opening,
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 26, 1910.
and do the best we can, ieaving the results with God. LookEditors Herald: On last Wednesday I was visited in my
ing back we can say we have done some good. We have .
caused some to respect the name Latter Day Saint, which repair shoe shop, by old Elder Benjamin Davis, of Paisons,
Kansas, formerly seven miles south of Mound Valley, Kanhad formerly been held in contempt.
The Saints in the various branches are prospering very sas, where he baptized my father, mother, youngest brother,
nicely. Trusting God may assist us in our efforts and that and sister Mary, and naturally we had a little talk over the
we may occupy when and where opportunities present, I am, past. It reminded me of, as we sometimes sing,
Your colaborer,
"How will the Saints rejoice to tell, and count their wanderFRED A. ROWE.
ings o'er,
When they upon Mount Zion dwell, and view the landscape
CORYDON, INDIANA, October 31, 1910.
o'er."
Editors Herald: Hei•e we are again with good news from
So·
I
write
to tell you of some of the many things that gladden
the old Hoosier State. Brn. John Harp and Jacob Halb
closed a two weeks'' meeting last night; had a good interest our hearts and cause our souls to rejoice in the goodness of
the mighty God of Israel, who has restored the everlasting
and large crowds; some are almost ready for the water.
The funeral sermon of Sr. Mary Hannel was preached gospel in its fullness, (Revelation 14: 6, 7,) as in days of
yesterday, October 30, at our house. Her father was re- old, confirming through the faithful and obedient.
'l'he food our silent messenger is laden with weekly is what
fused the use of the Lutheran church.
These Hoosier hills ·are. full of religion, but Christianity we hunger for. We have feasted on the word rightly divided,
in editorials, letters, sermons, etc., since the early seventies,
is scarce.
The elders wished to meet the Lutheran preacher, but he when it was more like the Hope for size; coming twice a
kept shy of them. Brother Halb had a talk with him last month, at $2.50 per year; and now see what a square meal
fall. It was not long till he was ready to go. He affirmed it b1•ings weekly for $1.50 per year. Oh, what we will and
the prisonei•s would never come out of the prison house. Bro. do miss by not reading its pages. We have been compelled
Halb quoted where Christ went to preach to the spirits in to borrow it for a long time. True, it is just as good; but
prison. The Lutheran preacher said Christ just went to tell when we get real hungry, we don't want to wait, unless we
have been compelled to. So, many thanks to the Giver of all
them they were in prison.
· ·
Love to all the Saints; and also asking an interest in the good, my family and myself are in better health and favor;
-also we have more shoe repaiiing, and dressmaking, etc.
prayers of all God's people.
Our oldest daughter, Sr. H. E. Band, has helped us, so once
Your sister in Chiist,
more we feel that by denying ourselves, we can spare $1.25
EMMA E. WYM
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for HERALD and Leaves for six months, and trust the good
Lord will help us with health and favor, so we may be· able
to pay the next six months. We pray, and are· willing to
work, yea more, anxious to work, for, oh! what blessing we
have enjoyed since we espoused this great latter day work.
Such wonderful confirmation the good Lord gave to us at
the time of confinnation, and at the same time I was ordained
to the office of teacher.
My oldest b1·other, Phineas, was a chronic, rheumatic cripple, who had spent all his living with the doctors. I went
with him to town, and he went in to see the doctor. By this
time the affliction had left his left limb and gone to the
right knee, 'vhich had become twice its usual size, bent and
stiff, so he had to use a cane and crutch to walk with. The
doctor looked at it and remarked that he had consulted the
bed authors, and that there was but one other treatment, and
that was to apply medicine powerful enough to remove all the
callotff, and he would have but one chance in ten, for if the
remedy got into the joint it would be stiff ever after; so
brother's answer was that he would wait.
There were four families of Welch Saints located near us.
They said they would like to preach if they could get a place.
I said they could use my house; it was a small log cabin, but
as people used to take out the beds to have dances in, I
thought we might be willing to do so for preaching; and so
we did. Notice was given and some came. The Presbyterians had been holding meeting from house to house, and I
had asked them to come over, if the preacher would come,
come, and stay with us, reading and reasoning for two weeks.
But no, they thought me a tough disciple of Col. R. G. Ingersoll.
So we had meetings, and an English elder and family were
found some four miles down the creek, the elder being J. S.
Hart, and he preached and I and wife went to spend the
evening with Brn. J. F. and J. A. Davis, and we talked and
reasoned. I denied the existence of the God of the Bible.
Well, I asked, have you any conditions we can comply with,
that we, too, may come to know that there is a God, as you
say you know? and they said, Yes, sir. And they refe1;red me
to Hebrews 6: 1, 2, with other scriptures, as also the saying
of our Lord, "Let any man do the will of the Father, and he
shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether
I speak of myself." And we are authorized to say, Let any
man do the will of God as it is in his revealed word, believe,
repent, and be baptized in water for the remission of sins, be
confirmed by the laying on ot" hands for the baptism of. the
Holy Ghost, by one called of God and ordained to officiate in
these most holy ordinances, and he shall know whether it is of
God or of puny man. Well, it came to us with much force
and power. I said, I am a candidate. We soon repaired to
the water as did the Philippian jailer, not to wash any stripes,
but many sins.
My wife and I were baptized by Elder John T. Davis, and
the next morning my oldest brother and his wife, of Pittsburg,
Kansas, were baptized and confirmed. Promises were given
to cheer and confirm. If my memory serves me correctly, my
brother was administered to. The next meeting was at our
home, and they coming took the west way, and while crossing
a boggy place, his crutch stuck in the. mud, and he left it.
We had a good meeting. The gifts of the gospel were manifest. Brother was administered to, and on their return he left
his cane, and was made sound and ·well. In some months I
was called and ordained to the office of priest, and he to the
office of teacher. So, through the goodness of Israel's God, he
lived and enjoyed life for many years.
I had the blessed privilege of going out with Brethren T.
and John A. Davis, A. J: Cato; D. S. Crawley, and others.
Eternity will reveal the.good done.
Your brother.
C. M. FOULI<S.
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AYLBURTON, LYDNEY, GLASGOW, ENGLAND, October 19, 1910.
Edit01·s Herald: I wish to express my appreciation of the
good articles and encouraging letters that appear in the
HERALD from week to week.
We saw a correspondence debate a little time ago between
some of our Utah friends and a Church of England clergyman
in the "free press of Monmouthshire." The one party was
pulling cheese cutters through the God of the othei· party;
namely, that God without body, parts, or passions. We endeavored to persuade the Utahists to make comparisons between that bodiless, partless, and passionless thing, that goes
when it moves, and that marvel that Brigham taught them
to have to do with; that brought one of his Wives with him
into the Garden of Eden.
Our articles were published, but no replies came to hand;
our articles were rich with promise, foreboding a more difficult
task than smashing at that anglican creed which Saint
Athanasus is charged of making. It was suggested-backed
home with quotations that the influence of Brigham Young's
God ideas were more corrupting upon the morals of mankind
than the anglican creed God. Sad to say, I was as the voice
of one crying in the wilderness. How soon is the bright
gold become dim! When will these people denounce these
wretched doctrines? How fitting is the story of the mote
and the beam.
The work goes on· in this land; a few now and then have
obeyed. I have heard it said by some of our brethren that
"John Bull is hard to move."
Yes; he is stubborn about
receiving the gospel; so is Dame Wales. Neither of them
call with open schoolhouses for the elder to go in and occupy.
There is just that difference and more in presenting the gospel in this land and what it appears to be in America. However, we are anxious that all .nations should become affiliated
with that family that should know no national pride nor
disdain toward any of the units which compose the human
race.
I trust that Brother Rushton has· arrived safely to the land
of the stars and stripes, with his family. I do not need to
talk or beg the question, Brother John will find a welcome
over there, as Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths has, and will find in this
country.
I would suggest to some of my own countrymen that in the
future they should not undertake to speak for Wales on this
and the other question unless they are so authroized. Because
all people are not good at saying what they want to; and
comparisons are odious, according to an old adage. It sometimes means the rising of one and the sinking of another. A
word of commendation is the due of each and everyone who is
worthy. We have a custom here of' flowe1ing the graves of
our departed friends. It may be a kind expression, but I
have often thought of the words of my father. He used to
say, "Give me the flowers now; I can not appreciate them on
my grave.'' But there is danger of overcrowding the frailty
of man with too many flowers. We need to always strike
the happy medium. In my time several of the missionaries
from America have brought their wives and fainilies here at
their own expense, so as to stay right here. I state this to
enlighten some that it was a sac1ifice to those brethren or
their friends there, not here, that made it possible. Saints,
in these matters of living for the wives of missi~naries, it is
not a case of asking the bishop, and you shall receive, knocking and it shall be opened immediately.
We had a nice time at Aberaman the early part of October, at our reunion; good was accomplished. I hope to see
the work, by the cooperation of all in that love which is
boundless, go on to victory over self, for the emancipation of
our fellow-creatures in Adam. Your brother in·the one and
only true faith,
THOMAS JONES.
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DETROIT, TEXAS, November .5, 1910.
compromise truth with error to get it. He says he· likes to
Editors Herald: Will write to you to-day as I have never .stop at Kirtland because our people seem friendly and sociawritten before. Will tell you of a dream I had the-other night. ble, and this such a beautiful place for a church.
-·
I thought that Bro. P. B. Bussell and myself were walking
Mr. Rockefeller is now in York State, and will go south for
through the ;voods, and looking around I saw a long funnel th!J winter, but intimated to us he would visit the temple
come down from heaven, and I said, "Let us go to it"; and we again next season, and left a st~nding invitation to Sister
went. Brother Bussell stopped before we got there and· I
Tucker to go with them to Chardon next summer; but she
went on. When I .got there I heard some singing and told told him she did not know she would, be here next summer.
Brother Bussell to come there, and he came and listened and He asked if it would do one any good to be baptized if he did
said it was up above us. So I looked down at the bottom of not repent. He is good and kind to children; he will allow
the funnel. and saw it \vas hollow, and looked up in it and as many to get on his auto as can stand on any part of it,
saw many people and said "Hello" to them, and a woman and will take them down the hill from the temple for a
answered me. I asked her what they were doing? She said ride.
they were having a meeting. -I asked her what kind, and she
Temple work is growing more important to the. church
said, "Latter Day Saints, for that is all the kind there is each year. Many are made acquainted with the fact that
up there." I asked her what about Joseph Smith, and she there are two churches styling themselves Latter Day Saints.
said not to bother about him, for he wore a crown; for ine The one in Utah being an offshoot and not entitled to the
to be a good boy and I would wear one, too. I asked her if church prope1ty, having gone away from the· origini<l church
I was right, and she said, "Go on, and do not join anything and its teachings, while the Reorganized Church is in sucelse," and I said to her, "I believe it is true." She said again, cession and eniitled to the church property.
I had the privilege of conducting Mr. Cowdery, son of
"Be a good boy," and we walked away and I could not see
Oliver Cowdery, through the temple. Who knows but some
her any more, so Brother Bussell and I walked away.
I pulled the Saints' Hymnal out of my pocket and said to of the sons may return to the faith of their fathers and beBrother Bussell, I will hunt that song they were singing, but come helpers in the good work, just befo1:e the work is fully
could not find it. I have not belonged to the church very accomplished? We do not know whom the Lord may add to
long. I belonged to the Baptist Church six years, and now his church in order to bring about his righteous purposes in
I know I am light, for in my dreams I shall sing, Nearer, my the earth.
November 3. I am now in New Castle, Pennsylvania,
God, to thee.
Yours in gospel bonds,
having closed my work in the temple for the season. During
J.C. Cox.
the six months I was in charge of the building, one thousand six hundred and sixty-five people visited the temple.
The contributions to the church \vill be $10 per month for
the eleven months i have been in cha1·ge of the temple, clear
of all expense. I love to see every business of the church
OHIO.
prosper, in a financial way •as well as in a spiritual way.
WORK IN THE TEMPLE.
And if it prospers in a spiritual way it will in a financial
As my second season's work in the temple is drawing to a way; and if it does not, there is something wrong and needs
close, a few lines in regard to my work therein may be of looking into. No one should find fault with the one who
interest to some of the HERALD readers.
looks in and discovers the wrong, because we are all interLast season, during the five months I was in charge of the ested, or should be, in the prosperity of the church, and in
temple, one thousand, four hundred and thirty-six people her w01·k, for we missionaries, especially, are dependent upon
visited the temple, from many different States in the Union, the church for support; and if we, through neglect, or the
and from foreign countries as well-England, Ireland, and spirit of timidity allow the church to suffer loss financially,
France. Many bought cards and photos of the building, which we suffer loss, also, financially and spiritually. So we as
together with the tracts given them, will help to advertise our watchmen in the towers, should "keep our posts with sleepwork, as well as the temple, in different parts of the world.
less eyes," "while the private out on picket, guard~ against
My work along gospel lines this season was better and more the least surprise." I hope to be able to accompl!sh somesuccessful than last, though many visit the temple who have thing in New Castle, but hope· sometimes ends in despair.
not time to talk gospel or hear it, but simply wish to walk in
Your colaborer in the world,
D. E. TUCKER.
and look, and then walk out and go.
Among the number who visited the temple most regularly
WILLOUGHBY, OHIO, October 19.
this season was Mr. John D. Rockefeller, who came quite a
number of times, bringing a different crowd ?f seven or
ILLINOIS.
eight each time. He likes the temple and !ocat10n, and the
As
an
individual
I
have
been much interested !n the News
workmanship of the building, and seemed to take pleasure in
telling the people that all the work about the building is hand from Missions department. It has_ furnished an idea of what
work; and that which astonishes him is how they raised the is going on in all parts of the world in the_ missionary line.
The work in this district is improved, seemmgly, from what
$60,000 to pay for it out here in the woods. :i:e ~!so t:lls the
it was a few years ago, and we hope it will continue, as there
people this church has no connection or affihat10n with the
church in Utah. On one or two occasions he has quite ably is much room for improvement yet. This year we have three
missionaries appointed to our district. Two of them came
defended that position with some who hold opposite views.
directly here from General Conference, _thi~ being. th.cir
On one or two occasions while in the temple, he has taken the
they have been almost constantly m the d1stnct.
·
d
privilege to tell the peo~le that this church is organized after l10mes, and
The other one has 'attended our conferences and reun10n, an
the same pattern as the church we read of in the Ne": T:staassisted in holding three series of meetings. _
ment with all the officers that church had, and of the mc1dent
Our conferences were both spiritual and uplifting. They
of th~ little infant child praising the Lord at the dedication of
should have been encouraging to all who attended. The only
the temple, who had never spoken a word up.to that tim~.
regret of a serious nature was that one branch has been enIt is better to have the good will of the richest man m the
tirely unrepresented in both of them. We think they should
world than his bad will'; especially when we do not have to
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have been represented there and received the strength that
might have been derived had they come praying for light and
strength.
Brethren Bailey and Fry held a very successful series ofmcetings at New London, Iowa, (where Brother Bailey met
w. G. Roberts in debate last winter,) there being from one
hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty out to hear the
preaching. None wel'e baptized, but much good will sur.ely
result, in the own due time of the Lord, from the preachmg
of the gospel to so many listeners.
During the time these meetings were being held, our 1·eunion
began at Montrose, July 29. The reunion can surely be said
to have been a decided success. It was spiritual all through.
The work of the auxiliaries was good, the preaching and
prayer meetings spiritual and enlightening. Not so many
were out during the day, but a goodly number gathered to
hear in,. the evenings. It was a decided improvement over
the one held last year, though it was good. We hope to
make the one next year better yet. After the close of the
reunion here the writer and Brother Bailey attended the
reunion at Moline, while Brother Fry, the president of the
district, having been elected in June, attended the one at
Thurman, Iowa.
The work of the Sunday school is looking better than during the past year we think, and we hope the Religio work
will improve also. The serious drawback to both is the lack
of young local workers in most of the branches. Several Sunda~ schools show a decided improvement, and one new Religio
has been organized. Also one new school, at Montrose, the
result, largely, of home department and the reunion auxiliary
work.
The fall conference was held at Farmington, Iowa, after
which Brethren Bailey and Siegfried held a series of meetings with good interest and attention and one baptism at the
close, and with several others sedously thinking. We hope
they will be found willing to be led farther and farther into
the light.
The financial condition of the Bishop's fund is better this
year than for several years. Several reasons might be assigned for this. Quite a number are willing to sac1ifice to the
interests of this work, while others seem to be a little selfish.
Some pay their tithing but fail to support the missionary
when he meets with their branch, •and others assist him but
fail to pay their tithing. If both were properly attended to,
much more good could be accomplished, because the hearts
of those thus complying would be much more easily touched.
Some branches are neglectful of their duty to the missionary,
allowing him to leave them not knowing whether he has
enough to go to the next place or not. What the cause is we
are unable to say, but surely it is as bad as thoughtlessness,
to say the least. Remember, the missionary is making a great
sacrifice. Being associated with the bishopric of the district,
I feel like talking plainly.
The president of the district, Brother Fry, and his associate the writer arc planning a trip around the district
duri~g the winte~. We hope to spend iabout two weeks in
each branch and teach them their duties where they seem to
need it, encourage and strengthen wherever possible. It seems
that many of the branches have been neglected in the proper
teaching individually, in the past; and while we do not
intend to put anyon£ in tho "straight jacket," we hope Oltl'
visit will result in good to them as well as us, and the work
thereby be built up. Mutual improvement is what we need
and want. The branches seem to need building up, so that
when sheep enter the fold they need not starve.
Our great need in the .district is local men for the m~nistry
to look after and care for the branches, .and our hope 1s that

the Lord will hear our pleadings in this matter and raise
them up to that work.
Only one debate has been held dming the conference year.
Three during last winter. Nothing of importance concerning
other churches has taken place in the district, that has come
to our notice. The Mintun-Roberts debate has been well written of in·your columns. There m_ight have been another had
the president of the Utah conference cove1ing this territory
not flatly prohibited 'any debates with elders of the Reorganized Church, as he did Elder Meacham, who has been located
in Nauvoo during the summer, now removed to Chicago,
farther from danger. They held their conference here during
September. Nothing of importance happened, that we know
of, only all who spoke testified that Brigham Young did not
tell the truth when he said he was "not. a prophet nor the
son of a prophet," for they said he was a prophet of God as
well as Joseph Smith.
The historian of the dist1ict has written two lengthy articles for a widely cil'culated paper in l\foDonough County; next

to Hancock, on the "History of Nauvoo,'' and "The assassination of Joseph and Hyrum Smith," and has one yet to write
on the "Fall of Nauvoo." Possibly others. The article on the
assassination was published in the weekly as well as the
daily, aiid thereby reached about four thousand and five hundred readers. Friends were made, and prejudice broken
down as a result, we think.
Yours for a final victory,
M. H. SIEGFRIED.
NAUVOO, ILLINOIS, November 5, 1910.
SCANDINAVIA.
It is more than nine years since I was sent to Norway, my

native land, in order to do missionary work, and during that
time I have tried to interest the people in the gospel from
heaven. In this I have partly succeeded, inasmuch as some
few, about fifty, have accepted our message, of whom the
greater number are striving to live worthily. Some are excellent people, whose life and example are worthy of imitation, and it is a source of joy and satisfaction to realize that
our work is not in vain even if we are not able to gain the
hearing of the masses or convert a great number.
We have here as elsewhere the same opposition to meet,
mainly on account of the Brighamite apostasy, a work known
everywhere; and to get the people to see and admit that their
work is an ·apostasy from the original latter day work is next
to impossible. It is a peculiar inconsistency, that the people
have no faith in the Utah representatives at all, only with
regard to their testimony of the Prophet Joseph Smith being
the author of their abominations, and consequently a bad
man. That part of their testimony the world has believed
almost unanimously, !lnd in this the Brighamite church may
boast of success. Consequently it must be a slow work, demanding much love, patience, faith, and determination, to
gain the people for the true latter day work, at least under
present conditions. But I have been made to feel, often in
a very marked degree, the blessings of the good Master and
his watchcare over me and his interest in my effort; and tMs
is a sufficient reward to give courage for continued service.
The spreading of suitable literature is an excellent way
of making the people acquainted with the truth, and a way
that will reach those who can not be reached otherwise. It
is not very often that we are able to draw large crowds to
our meeting, hence, it is only a few we can reach in this
way. We have therefore printed small editions of tracts on
the principles of the gospel, and one on the difference between
us and the Utah church, but our means of supply have been
too small. This has hindered our efforts and curtailed our
usefulness.
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We• wish therefore now to appeal to the Scandinavian pleasant, all things being considered, and. the Saints have
Saints; those_ who have means and are able to help us. to been kind. I trust good has been done. I exnect to contillue
send us some of their earthly means for the furtheranc~ of my labors there at once, and letters addressed to me at Dow
God's work in Scandinavia; in exchange for heavenly riches City, Iowa, will reach me quic)rnr than any address that I
which he has promised all those who will give out of love could give in that district, as Siste1• Butterworth is very
for him and his cause. We need your assistance, dear Saints, ca.reful and prompt in forwarding my mail.
and whatever you send us, it being little or much, shall be
On my way to the Moline reunion, I made a S]Jort stop at
used as wisely and carefully as we know how. We are on a
Iowa City to visit son Julian and wife, which Yisit I enjoyed
fm; mission, placed under very trying conditions at times, and
very much. The reunion at Moline was, in i;ome ways, the
while our families are supported by the church we desire to
best I have attended this year. The meetings that I was perbe so supplied in our work, that the most good possible may
mitted to attend were spiritual, and of a very high order.
accrue to the people, and the latter day work be made known:
Tlieir hospitality was ample, as it was at the other reunions
It fa such a glorious privilege to be permitted to be colaborers I have attended.
'
with the great Jehovah, that all who are able--and everyone
Saints
who
have
not
received
their
blessings
that were
is in some degree or way-should do all in his power to _
further the cause among. the children of men. It brings given at the Moline reunion will please be patient, as the
peace, joy, and comfort he1<e; and an eternal glory and hap- stenograprl.!r reports having been very busy and is doing the
piness hereafter. Please let us hear from the Saints as soon work as fast as she can, without neglecting other duties. I
as possible, as we desire to do what we can while we are here. will forward to each their blessing, as soon after I receive it
We are now trying to get a foothold in the three capitals of as possible. All other blessings have been forwarded._ ·
From Moline I went to Menomonie, Wisconsin, for the pm·Scandinavia. Bro_. Peter Anderson is now on his way to
Christiania, Norway; Bro. Oscar Johnson is in Stockholm, pose of calling upon my son Willie, whom I found not so well
Sweden; and the writer is in Copenhagen, Denmark. You as last year, and he needs the prayers of the Saints and the
may send to any of us at our mission addresses, which are help of God. Who will remember one of the members of the
given below, or to my home address, as I am the financial church who can not well help himself, owing to conditions
agent for this mission: P. Muceus, Ravnsborggade 5 A 1, existing?
The scenery that may be viewed as one passes from MeKopenhagen, N. Denmark; home address, Porsg1'Und, Norway.
Peter Anderson, Postrestante, Christiania, Norway. Oscar nomonie to Madison, Wisconsin, over the Chicago NorthWestern Railroad is very grand. Indeed the scenery at
J ohnrnn, Ploggatan 12, 3; Stockholm, Sweden.
Upon the part of all the Saints in Scandinavia I can send Menomon'e and vicinity is very beautiful, but as one passes
you our best wishes for the work in Joseph's land, and our through or by the side of those high ridges of rock the
heartfelt thanks to all who thus far have aided us and our scenery becomes grand. However, one can notice that the
little mission paper. May we all unitedly strive for the tooth of time has left its mark, even upon the rocks that
honor and glory of God and the salvation of his people is form these ridges. The cliffs are full of seams and seem
our humble prayer.
P. MucEus. - ready to topple over at the shake of the earth, as the heavy
iron horse and its load passes along. Indeed, if my eyes did
not deceive me, some of those high cliffs have been shaken
IOWA.
loose by the locomotive, and rocks of all sizes and shapes have
Since writing aside from the short notice that appeared rolled down lhe steep hill by the thousand train load.
in the HERALD of recent date, duty has made it necessary
At Madison, Wisconsin, J. W., Wight, W. A. McDowell, and
that I pass over a good deal of territory, and I have mingled J. 0. Dutton were in charge. We had a very pleasant reunion,
with the Saints at distant points. It is a year to-morrow and the kindness of those who assisted the writer, and those
since I started to Saint Louis, Missouri, to do some special whose hospitality the writer shared is remembered with gratiwork in the Saint Louis District, at the request of those in tude. Madison, with a beautiful lake of clear water on the
authority. I remember the assistance and kindness of J. A. north and another on the south, is vel'Y pleasantly situated.
Tanner, and the good Saints where I stayed, and the special
The State University buildings are located on a gentle
assistance furnished me by the brothers and sisters who acted_ slope from the top of which one has a fine view of one of the
as my scribes, as well as the pleasant services I attended lakes, and of a part of the city, and judging from what I
while there. The kindness of all is appreciated, and will be could see as I passed through one building after another,
without a guide, I judge they have a very fine institution of
long remembered by the writer.
My return ·h<>me from this trip early in December seemed learning.
Sister Butterworth accompanied me to the Little Sioux,
very providential, as I found Sister Butterworth in a vei'Y
critical condition, and I thank God that I was permitted to be I<>wa, reunion, where we were royally cared for, and the
good services, and the rest of ten days, did the good sister a
by her side when most needed;
While in Saint Louis, in company with Bro. Henry Roberts; great deal of good.
we visited some of the scenes of my early childhood. My folks
V..'e read in the good book that when the Israelites were on
resided in the cit:1' from the spring of 1851 to the fall of 1854, their way to the promised land they "rose up early on the
when they moved to Crawford County, Iowa, and first located morrow, and offered burnt offerings, and brought peace offerwithin a mile and a half of where I now reside, in Dow City. ings; and the people sat d<>wn to eat and drink, and rose up
It was in Saint Louis that I lost my dear mother and sister to play."
Under the Christian system the eating and drinking, and
and brother of cholera; about three weeks after the family
located t]lere. The time and experiences of this early bereave- the offering of peace offei,ings, may be, in a sense, ali necesment ·is still fresh in my memory, and T can scarcely think · sary and good in their place, but the time for the true disciabout those early experiences without feeling the pangs of ple of Christ to play is very limited indeed. 'fhe order seems
sorrow peculiar thereto. Time does not erase the deep im- to be watch, pray, wrestle, fight, labor, bear and forbear;
pressi.ons made in early childhood. How sweet the meeting if we shall ever succeed, and be permitted to wear the crown
will be in the world to come, when sorrow, death, and sepa- of righteousness.
. Yours in bonds,
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.
ration shall be go~e for evermore.
My labor in the Des Moines District this year has been quite
Dow CITY, IOWA, November _4, 1910.
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We have just arrived home from Stonington, Maine, where
we labored again this year for ten weeks.
Arriving there in the fore part of August, our hearts were
made glad in meeting and greeting the .many dear Sain~s of
that place. They who have never expe~·1enced such m~etm~s,
after months of separation, can not estimate the pecul!ar JOY
and satisfaction that surged through our beings as we took
by the hand one after another of. those we had labored with
and prayed for in bringing them mto the church. An~ when
we found them still rejoicing in the great cause of Chnst and
grown and adval).ced in the work by what they were when
we last saw them, we were happy indeed. For of the seventynine baptized into this branch last fall, not more than three
were lagging in the work, and the advancement of many was
surprising to us. Two of the number were manifesting the
gift of prophecy, while healings, visions, and inspired dreams
were the common diet of the Saints, and faith and faithfulness
were seen on every hand.
Time and again as we sat in the prayer and testimony
meetings and heard 'those :who less than a year ago were
living without God and without hope in the world, arise and
testify of the goodness of God and their satisfaction in the
gospel, we have been thankful that we were the privileged
instruments in raising them to the higher life.
Another pleasure which came to us was this: In visiting
among those not of our faith we have heard them express
themselves as follows: "The Latter Day Saints are doing
well; they are the best living people in town." "They are all,
so far as we know, living all right." "They are the happiest
people I ever knew." "I like to go to your church, the people are so friendly." "We do not mind going there though
we have no good clothes, for we are treated so nicely." These
expressions and many more of a like character were especially
pleasing to us, from the fact that last year the general cry
among them was: "Oh, yes; you are getting a lot of people
in now, but when Mr. Macgregor is gone they will go back to
their old ways-they will not stand."
During the first few weeks in the place we had much
opposition from the outside, especially from the religious
element. The meetings were held on the street, and while
large numbers came to hear, Satan came also. Loud-laughing
young women, and rude men and boys played their part in
the disturbance, while from open doors and windows near by
the loud playing of a piano accompanied by shrill, high
pitched feminine voices saluted our ears nightly. This continued for a number of evenings, and so did the preaching.
But one night it came to a head when a band of young lads
interested themselves by running almost up to the speaker
and cheering and then racing off again. The names of the
lads were taken and it was found that they were being encouraged in their conduct by leading men of the town. But when
they realized they might have to answer to Uncle Sam for
their actions the boys apologized for their conduct and we
had no more trouble from that source.
The spirit of mobocracy followed.. Threats came in from
several quarters, and one night, as_ we afterwards learned,
all things were ready for action. A dreadful stor~ gathered
just before time for service, but Dan felt res~r~med from
coming, and looking at the threatening clouds ren_iamed away.
Not so with the mob however. They were there m force, and
stayed for nearly half an hour afte.r time for meeting to
commence; never moving, in fact, ~ntrl ~he storm burst upon
them. That night the Congregational church was burned,
presumably struck by lightning.
.
The mob spirit prevailed for- some time, but through the
goodness of God and the watchfulness of the S::iints, and m~ny
friends who were raised up, they were restramed from domg
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any violence, except throwing a few stones, rotten pea-Ches,
mud, etc., none of which did any material damage.
Then another difficulty arose. The damp atmosphere, and
talking against so much opposition, was too much for Dan's
throat, and he was threatened. with an undesired rest. The
Saints unitedly prayed for his recov£ry and he was innnediately restored; he continued preaching out-of-doors nightly,
his voice being stronger and better than ever beforn.
Finding dishonorable means frustrated on eve.ry hand, the
church-going people sent for a minister to come and champion their cause. He came in the person of Mr. Robinson,
a Congregational minister, noted for his historical information and oratorical powers. He was heartily welcomed by all,
the Saints being joyons in the presence of this kind of opposition, and our opponei~ts uplifted in the anticipation of a
glorious victory over Latter Day Saintism.
He utterly refused to sign propositions, but made a speech
at the close of the sei·mon. It was delivered in a very confident manner, full of gush and assertions, b•.it entirely lacking in proof of any kind. His strong arguments were that

Joseph Smith was a sheep thief, and we are all Mormons, no
matter by what name we go. In thi~ he was loudly applauded.
When Dan replied Mr. Robinson began to shrink until
finally he burst through the crowd and ran off shouting to
the people, "Go home, go home," but they did not go; and
the parson never came back. This little skirmish did our
cause a great deal of good and made us lots of friends.
The Saints stood by us nobly, and their efforts were very
helpful. Every morning at 10 o'clock the sisters met in their
various neighborhoods to pray for the progress of the work.
We felt so blessed in these little meetings that we would
rather have gone without a meal than to miss one of them.
Truly the fervent, effectual prayer of the righteous availeth
much. The Spirit of the Lord was poured out on the community to a wonderful degree.
·
Tw~nty-eight were baptized, many friends were made to
the cause, and the branch came into a spiritual condition
such as we have never witnessed in any place in the past.
We have often seen the sisters leave the washtub and run
to the place of prayer, fervently, and without bustle or hurry
take part in the service, and return to their labors happy in
the consciousness that they were permitted to aid in so grand
a work. At different times in these little meetings the Lord
manifested his approval in promises to hear and answer our
prayers.
.
Many of the Saints are pooi· in this world's goods, but
oh,· so rich in faith! What they lack in temporal blessings
is certainly made up in the abundant manifestations of the
Spirit. Their prayer meetings are heavenly seasons. Almost
every meeting the Spirit is present in vision, in healing, or
in prophecy. On one Wednesday evening seven distinct gifts
of •prophecy were given, besides other manifestations of the
Spirit.
We would that every branch of the church were like Stonington, and that we could ever labor to win souls for Christ
supported by such wholesouled efforts, and that all those who
are brought into the church would magnify their calling to
be Saints as these do.
The closing down of the quarries has driven a number of
the Saints to other places to seek work; but they are holding
the light aloft where they are. At. Winterport, where we
called after leaving Stonington, :we found nine of them. They
were holding three prayer meetings a week, and Religio and
Sunday school. They assured us that when they met for
prayer and testimony there were nine prayers and nine testimonies offered every time. Eight of these nine are only a
year in the work, and two of them are childpm.
Your sister,
MAGGIE MACGREGOR.
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News From Branches
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Time flies, and we can hardly realize it has been so long
since you last heard from Boston. Our winter season is
opening U)l, and we are made to pause a m~ment to look back
over the summer now past, golden opportunities either utilized
or wasted. Our ideas regarding Boston Saints may be slightly
distorted, from constant association with them for several
years, but it is our candid opinion that an alien or Saint
could scarcely fall into better hands than among the Boston
Saints. The early pa1t of the sulftmer saw an exodus,· as
usual, of a percentage of our pe<?ple to country and seashore.
Interest kept up, but not as we might wish.
Prior to the eastern reunion, Brother Macgregor came
among us with a couple of weeks to spend with us in interest
of our spiritual welfare, and proclaiming of the truth to outsiders in our city. As it happened, nearly every day of those
two ~eeks was intensely hot, and the evenings as well. Owing
to this, and the fact that preparations for the coming reunion
w~re going on,. not so much was accomplished as perhaps
might have been at some more convenient season. However,
good was wrought. Under the circumstances the Saints turned
out. well. ·Brother Macgl'egor told us our duty as Saints, in
plam language, and we surely appreciated his noble efforts.
We strongly desired that many of our friends might see their
way clear to come with us to hear the angel's message told in
such a splendid, convincing manner; but few came.
About this time, four ordinations took place in our branch:
Alpha N. Baker and Lloyd Newcombe to the office of priest,
and Wallace Carter and Cecil Knowlton to the office of deacon.
We surely have a retinue of officers in the Boston Branch, and
they will CO!l)e in haridy soon, we believe. We are in a big
city, on the borders of a still bigger city; many to be warned,
many honest hearts to be gathered out. The sooner we get
to greater activity along this line, the sooner will greater
blessings be ours.
The eastern reunion this year, of which you. have heard
reports before, was an impetus to better work along all lines
and we have been benefited as a result of it.
'
In September, Bro. U. W. Greene, with his family, came to
Somerville to live. Mildred, the older daughter, is studying
at Winter Hill Business College. She and Marion are both
musicians, and will be a help to us, we anticipate. Brother
Greene has been sorely afflicted with a carbuncle on the back
of his neck, at the base of the brain, which has kept him in
the hospital since about 6ctober 11, until November 1, when
he was permitted to come home for a few days, returning
for further treatment, skin grafting, November 5. Hopes to
be home for good in about fifteen days. His family express
themselves as quite at home in Somerville, and happy, which
makes us glad.
Bro. Harry C. Smith, of Independence, is back with us
again this year, attending "Tech." He and Bro. Harry Kozman both make their home at the Greene's.
At our late branch business meeting, October 28, C. H. Rich
was elected president of the Boston Branch. A vote was
passed authorizing Brother Rich to organize a missionary
club among our young men of the priesthood. Class No. 4,
Bro. M. C. Fisher's class, were given the privilege of furnishing a chandelie1:.for the center of our chapel.
A motion recently carried in a special business meeting
that those Saints who:rn names are on our books and who live
near another branch, be requested by the clerk to obtain letters of removal. Hear ye this, ye wandering Boston Branch
Latter Day Saints? Last Sunday, while visiting another
branch the clerk informed a sister belonging to us, but who
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has been gone for some time, of the action taken by the branch
immediately replied, "No, you can't get rid of me s~
easily as that, I am returning to Boston to-morrow morning
where I have a position." Consequently we are glad to we!~
come back to Boston, Sr. Anna Thompson, of the Cape. If
the trouble of ye scribe was all overcome as readily as this
case, she would have little writing to do, and Boston's "absent
from branch" list would be slim.
2.u~_she

Doctor Sinclair, the chairman of our delegation to the late
conference at New Bedford, reported a good conference, the
most remarkable feature of it being that thirteen ordinations
took place. The entertainment of the New Bedford Saints
-;as all ~!~at anyone could ask, and all agreed they wou~d.
hke to vrn1t there again.
.The stork has lately visited the home of Alma and Mary
Nickerson. Sr. Genesee Lewis Enos also has a little girl born
in July. If he has any more calls to make we will let him
record them.
So many of our people were either teaching or studying at
the Fisher Business Colleges, (at night school,) which are
open three nights a week, including Wednesday, that the
branch voted to change our mid-week prayer service to Thursday night until April 1. Visiting Saints will please take
notice.
Much business was transacted at the business meeting before referred to and the Spirit's presence prevailed throughout. We hope such unity may exist through the entire administration of Brother Rich. A rising vote of thanks was tendered Bro. E. H. Fisher, our retiring president, a brother of
whom we sometimes speak as being "good as gold"-a man
who has the love and respect of all who know him. He took
the opportunity of making a few remarks which we will not
soon forget, admonishing us to be united, cease finding fault,
and anything else we might be doing that would interfere
with our spiritual progress collectively and individually. He
eaid he felt a heavy burden rolled from his shoulders; expressed himself as satisfied with our choice of Brother Rich.
His experience as president evidently caused him to review
the past anc! experiences of other branch presidents, sper1king
especially of Brother Bullard, and his earnest and splendid
work among us in years gone by, and we were made to wish
we could, one and all, at that very moment express to him
our appreciation of him and his work. · He is absent from us,
but not forgotten.
Our Sunday school and Religio are both increasing in interest and attendance. A novel feature of our Religio now
is a monthly Surprise paper (its full title has escaped my
mind) contributed to by our Religians, and edited by our
president, Bro. C. H. Rich. A still more important feature'
instituted by the president is a drill each night on the officers
of the two priesthoods, their duties, the principles of the
gospel, and scriptural passages to substantiate the same.
Surprising, how badly we as Latter Day Saints need such
lessons.
We are fortunate in having still more young people with
us for the winter; in fact, "we are delighted with our nice
band of young men and women. Our choir is sta1ting its
work to add interest to our services. You will undoubtedly
soon read of J3rother Sandford's wonderful class and
its workings in the Exponent. The young ladies' organized
class, about fifteen in number, is of no less importance we
believe, if they are single; they can't help that, or at least
they don't seem to. Sr. Rena Rich has taken Sr. Ada Newcombe's position as their teacher, and Sr. Clara Johnson is
president of the class. 'l'he class meets.every two weeks, and
at the present time are spending the evenings making some
cl?thes for a poor family of children. Sister Johnson is teach-
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ing in the new Fisher College, in Roxbury, which opened up
in September, and which has succeeded splendidly. M. C.
holds forth at the new school, and E. H. at Winter Hill.
Yours for the work,
MARY 0. LEWIS.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

SEATTLE AND BRITISH COLUMBJA.-District semiannual conference convened with the Seattle Branch September 17, 1910,
at JI) a. m., with William Johnson in the chair and Frederick
W. Holman at the desk, both being subsequently sustained in
said positions by motions. All visiting Saints were granted
deliberative privileges. Branches reporting: Seattle with
a total membership of 217, net gain 1; New Westminster 29,
loss 3; Chiliwack 37, no change; Nanaimo 10, loss 1; making
a total of 293 members as reported. Adding this to enrollment of Castle Rock and Tacoma branches, now disorganized,
having a membership of 33 and 25 respectively, makes a
grand total of 351 for the district. Bishop's agent, Frank
Holmes, of Roslyn, Washington, reported an amount of cash
on hand February 12, 1910, $216.35; subsequent receipts
$280.45, making a total of $496.80, leaving a balance of $58.86
on hand September 17, 1910, after deducting disbursements.
Reunion board reported a shortage in funds as cause for not
holding reunion this year, also an indebtedness of $52.79 incurred by the purchase of the new, large assembly tent, which
amount was very nearly covered by general collections taken
during some of the services. Ministry reporting in writing
were Elders William Johnson, George W. Thorburn, Samuel
Pope, and D. W. R. Davis. Also Teacher T. R. Davis. The
presiding authority of the Aaronic priesthood as compared
with that of the Melchisedec was profitably discussed in the
afternoon Eervice, in which Bishop E. L. Kelley, with others,
took prominent part. Second Saturday and Sunday of
February, 1911, at Seattle, was fixed upon as time and place
for holding next conference. Brother Kelley ably presented
portions of the temporal law on both Saturday and Sunday
evenings, and Brother Thorburn forcefully proclaimed the
gospel theme at 11 a. m., Sunday. Members enrolled upon
the records of Castle Rock and Tacoma branches, now disor~anized, may .obtain letters of removal therefrom by applymg to Frederick W. Holman, secretary, 4106 Sixth avenue,
N. W., Seattle, Washington, or to William Johnson, president,
611 Bell street.
SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.-District convened with the Poplar Creek Branch, October 15, 1910. District President I. A.
Morris and H. Sparling, missionary in charge, were chosen
to preoide. Ministry reporting: Elders Henry Sparling, I. A.
Morris, Samuel Hoover, F. M. Davis, M. R. Brown, P. T.
Pl~mb baptized 2, J. F. Henson baptized 12; Priests Fred 0.
Prickett, R. H. Henson, A. H. Burroughs; Teachers J. W.
Slover, L. l\I. Edmonds. Branches reporting: Poplar Creek
59, Dry Fork 51, Parrish 106, Springerton 146, Bungay 50,
Tunnel Hill 175, Kibbie 56, Brush Creek 370. Assessments
paid in to district treasury by branches: Brush Creek $1.40,
Dry Fork $1.45, Tunnel Hill $1, Parrish $1.15. Bishop's
ag·ent's report: Receipts, $359.88; expended, $296.54; Balance due church, $G3.34. The following brethren were recommrndcd for ordination by the branches where they belong:
Walter E. Burroughs, Brush Creek Branch, office of priest;
William G. Smith, Dry Fork, office of elder; S. J. Harris,
Kibbie, office of elder; L. M. Edmunds, Kibbie, office of priest.
A motion prevailed that the conference provide for their
ordination. Walter E. Burroughs and W. G. Smith were
ordained in afternoon at the sacrament service. The preaching was done by Brethren Davis, Sparling, and Plumb. Adjourned to meet at Brush Creek the first Saturday in January,
1911. A. H. Burroughs, secretary.
LONDON.-DisL1·ict confer~nce convened in the Saints' chureh
at Stratford Ontario on Saturday; October 15, 1910, Elder
R. C. Longh~rst, president of the district, calling the assembly
to order at 10 o'clock a. m. Bishop R. C. Evans, with Elder
F. A. Smith, was chosen to ·ll;ssi~t the qis~rict presidency, Elders Longhurst and McKenzie, 1_n pr<>;s~dmg over th~ conference. The chief cause"of \lclay .1~ wr1tmg up the mmutes of
the conference has been the wa1tmg for reports from two of
the branches of the district. No report has been forthcoming
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to date. In all, twelve of the branches. of the district have
Teported to date, and there remain two branches tQ, hear from.
The present membership of the branches having reported is
861; with or in.eluding a ministry of 59 persons. Of these
brethren, one is a high priest, four are seventies, 17 are
elders, 17 are priests, 10 are teachers, and 10" are deacons.
Number at last report of the two delinquent branches was:
McKillop 29, including a minist1'.y of 1 elder and 1 deacon;
and Selkirk with a rnembershi~ of 15, including 1 seventy,
i elder· and 1 teacher.
The gam of the branches reporting
has been, by baptisms 36, by letter 7; total 43; the loss, by
removal 22; by death 14; total 36. Leaving a net gain of 7
members. The branch at Walsingham Center was by resolution of the conference declared disorganized. " The district
president stated that according to the resolution of the previous conference, he had gone· to Walsingham Center and had
done or sought to do what could be done to reyive the branch
there, but the priesthood were all gone and he could find only
one family of Saints left in that section of country; and it
was absolutely useless to continue having a branch upon the
district records which really had ceased to exist. A further
resolution prevailed that the district presidency and the secretary be authorized to issue letters of removal to all the
members of the Walsingham Branch, to the nearest or most
convenient branch to their locality, as the law directs. Other
important items of business done by the assembly were: To
abolish the present system of handling the finances of the
district by appointing an officer as the treasurer of the district. It was resolved that we observe the General Conference ruling, No. 260, adopted in 1882, and that henceforth
the Bishop's agent be the treasurer of the district. It was
moved that we do not sustain any officer holding license who
uses tobacco, or liquor as a beverage; this motion prevailed.
The election of officers for the district for the ensuing year
resulted as follows: Elder R. C. Longhurst was sustained as
president; Elder J. L. Burger was chosen vice-president; Bro.
P. H. Philippin was sustained as secretary; library commissioner, Bro. B. Richardson; Bishop's agent, Elder J. L. Berger. Delegates to General Conference: Apostle F. A. Smith,
and Bishop R. C. Evans. One other important resolution
carried. It was, that we accept an invitation from the
Toronto District presented by Bishop R. C. Evans, to meet
and cooperate >vith the Toronto District in a ten days' reunion,
beginning with the last Sunday in June of next year. The
matter of two-day meetings for the London District was
relegated to the missionary in charge and the presidency of
the district. The conference resolved to take up a special
collection as a donation to the Stratford Branch, to apply upon
the debt of the building, which was much appreciated. The
Bishop's agent's report concluded as follows: Balance at last
report, $187.50; amount received, $1,675.44; total, $1,862.94;
expenditures, $1,291.93; present balance, $571.01. Treasurer
of district reported: Receipts, $22.41; expenditures, $18.17;
balance, $4.2,1. The conference resolved that when we adjourn
we do so to meet again in October next, time and place to be
left to the presidency of the district and the missionary in
charge. The entire proceedings of this conference seemed to
be conducted under the influence of the sweet Spirit of the
Master. .Not a jar occun:ed to mar the general enjoyment of
the occas10n. The preachmg was of an unusually high order.
The speakers appointed for the various services were: Elder
J. Pycock, Saturday evening at 8 o'clock; Elder J. T. Thompson Sunday at 11 a. m.; Bishop R. C. Evans at 2.30 p. m.;
Apos.tle F. A. Smith at 7 p. m. Bishop R. C. Evans was
appomted as the speaker for the Sunday evening service, but
as he had appointment in Toronto for that hour he requested
appointment for the Sunday morning or afternoon service,
:;o that he might reach Toronto in time to fill his appointment
111 that city. There was a meeting of the priesthood following
the Sunday evening preaching service over which Brother
F. A. Smith presided, and it was certainly a treat seldom
~njoyed, by the writer at least. Brother F. A.'s counsel was
mdited by the Spirit of God. He talked to us for over two
hours, and we are safe in saying that everyone present was
m~de to realize the sacredness of the trust repo8ed in the
priesthood as never before, and left that little building nearer
to God1 and a better man for having heard the godly counsel
and wISdom, touching the work of the ministry given to us
by Brother Smith. A unanimous vote of thanks to the Stratford Saints for their hospitality and cheer and to the press
of that city for their disposition to fairly represent us in their
columns, was the final resolution of the conference. P. H.
Philippin, district secretary.
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IDAHO.-District conference convened at Hagerman, Idaho,
October 15 and 16, 1910. S. D. Condit was chosen to preside,
assisted by E. Keeler. J. E. Condit was chosen secretary and
A. J. Layland chorister. Branch reports were read and
approved from Boise Branch, gained 15, Hagerman Branch,
gained 2, Leton Branch, no change. Elders reporting: S. D.
Condit baptized 3, Adolphus Hendrickson, Robert Owens baptized 1, A. J. Layland baptized 14, J. H. Condit and William
Glauner. Priests reporting: T. B. Jackson. Teachers reporting: J, 0. McKnight and J. E. Condit. The Grove City
Branch was declared disorganized. Conference to meet at call
of district president. J. E. Condit, secretary.
CLINTON.-District conference convened October 15, with
the Coal Hill Branch.· Brn. James Moler and W. S. Macrae
were chosen to preside over the conference. Business session opened at 10 a. m. Reports were read from the following branches: Lowry City, present number 96, gain 1; Taberville, present num):Jer 58, loss 2; Veve Branch, present number 94, no change; Rich Hill, present number 157, gain 2;
Coal Hill, present number 62, gain 1; Eldorado Springs,
present number 149, ·gain 8; Fort Scott, present number 102,
gain 23; Walker, present number 17, no change. Ministerial
rnports were read from the following brethren: James Moler,
of the High Priests, W. S. Macrae of the seventy. Elders
reporting were: C. H. Athey, W. E. Reynolds, S. C. Williams, G. W. Beebe, Abner Lloyd, W. H. Lowe, C. M. Schroder,
T. R. White, C. J. Peters. Priests reporting were: E. E.
Morman, John W. Noyes; Teachers T. L. McCormick, J. Sandage. Auditing committee's report on Bishop's agent's books
was as follows: Since last report, total receipts, $452.31 ;
total disbursements, $448.58; balance on hand, $3. 73. The
place chosen for our next conference was Eldorado Springs.
Preaching by W. S. Macrae and James Moler. John W.
Noyes, secretary.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.-District
conference met with the Lansing Saints at 9 a. m., October
21. After an hour's prayer service in charge of J. W. McKnight the business session opened with district president,
S. Stroh, in the chair. An organization was effected as follows: For president, J. W. Wight, assisted by district presidency; secretary, Mrs. J. H. Royce, assisted by John H. Royce;
organists, Srs. J. Dean Corless and Carrie Brand; choristers,
b. W. L. Scott and Charles Doty. Eleven branches reported,
with a net gain of 21. Present membership 814, entitling
district to 32 delegates to General Conference. Said delegates
duly chosen. Ministerial reports showed 261 sermons preached,
122 administrations to sick, 26 baptisms, and much -other
work. Bishop's agent's report gave a showing of $464.53
receipts, with a balance on hand October 17, of $18.71. John
L. Roark, of . Lansing, was ordained priest under the hai;ids
of J. J, Bailey, E. IC. Evans, and J. W. Buckley. Preachmg
services were conducted by E. · K. Evans, J .. W. Wight, and
S. W. L. Scott. J. W. Wight gave a very pomted talk on the
"Word of Wisdom," expressi;ng it as his opinion . that many
were now ill and othe1;s slept in the grave by reason of fail-

For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-office, Lamoni, Iowa as second-class mall matter
pu~tl~if~~~l.ons received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ens!gii_

Ure in observing its divine teachings. The consideration of a
state musical as.sociat!o.n was taken up. Purposes of same
were presented m wntmg by Brother Doty some of which
were to arouse the latent musical talent of our people to
magnify the injunction as found in Doctrine and Coven~nts
1~9: 6, .and by so do!ng enlarge our scope of usefulness. The·
d~scuss10n resulted m the selection of a committee of three
viz.:· S. W .. L. Scott, Mr~. J:o~ Sincla~r, Ralph McElherrie'.
Said CO!f1m1~te7 to meet. m Jomt session at the .reunion of
1911, with similar committees from the western the cei1tral
and ~he north7rn districts. Seven were baptiz~d. A spirit
of umty prevailed ~hroughout. Conference adjourned to meet
at Clarksdale, Indiana, at call of diStrict president. Officers
c~osen for ensuing year: President, G. A. Smith, Ray, Indiana; Mrs. J. H. Royce, secretary, Three Oaks, Michigan.
EAS'fERN M~INE.-District convene~ at Jonesport, October
15, 16, 1910, with Elder U. M. Kelley m the chair. Brn. S. F.
Cushman and E. C. Foss were chosen to preside. E. M.
Walker, secretary. Branches reporting:
Olive Branch
J _onesport, 192; Indian River, 61; Little Kennebec, 72. Offi~
era! reports: E~ders S. O. Foss1 S. F. Cushman, U. M. Kelley,
E. C. 1Foss; Priests F. P. Smith, L. W. Hinkley; Teachers
B. F. Foss, A. D. Mattatall, W. E. Rogers, W. C. Smith. The
Bishop's agent's report, S. F. Cushman's, was read and approved. It was as follows: Receipts from June 19 to October 1, $177.95; disbursements, $194.70; due agent since June
19, $16.75; due agent from last quarter, $25.85; total due
agent, $42.60. U. M. Kelley was sustained as district president, with Bro. F. P. Smith as assistant. It was moved and
carried that Brn. U. W. Greene, S. 0. Foss, J. A. Koehler,
S. F. Cushman, and Srs. E R. Koehler and Bertha Woodard be
delegates to represent this district at the General Conference
of 1911. A vote of thanks was extended to Jonesport Saints
fqr their entertainment of Saints and friends during conference. Expressions that this was the best conference in
the district for some years were heard at the close. Confei·ence adjourned to meet with Little Kennebec Branch, June
next, at the call of the president. E. M. Walker, secretary.
EASTERN IOWA.-District conference convened at Fulton,
Iowa, October 15 and 16, 1910. Branches reported: Marion,
Baldwin, Green Valley, Clinton, Oelwein, Davenport, Osterdock, Fulton, Muscatine. First Seventies reported: James
McKiernan, J. B. Wildermuth, L. E. Hills; Elders E. W.
Voelpel, John Heide, Edwin Lowe, jr., Ira A .. Chamberlain,
Robert Smith; Priests D. L .. Palsgrove, A. W. "Heide. There
are four hundred and seventy-two members in this district,
besides a few scattered members. Delegates to General Con-.
ference were: James lVlcKiernan, J, B. Wildermuth, John
Heide, Dora J. Wildermuth, Amos Berve, Minnie Berve, Warren Turner, Alma Turner, Martha Roush, Fred McClout,
Eliza McClout, David L. Palsgrove, Edwin Lowe, jr., Willii1m
Stoll, Charles G. Dykes, Mary Effie Dykes, Melvina K. Dykes:
Motion prevailed that delegates present at General Confer- ·
ence be instructed to cast full vote of district,· and in case of
a division to cast majority and minority vote. On Sunday
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for partii;s fro~ a distance, ai:d
it is our purpose to handle any busmess ip.trusted, to us. m
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer s relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

Noveinber 16, 1910

Stereopticon for.· S~le.
I have·a complete outfit, consisting of

.,lantern, acetylene gas generator and
lamp; large screen and adjustable frame
for same, and over two hundred slides,
about fifty of them pertaining to Book
of Mormon~ some of them very fine. Will
sell the lot for fifty-five' ($55) dollars.
About one third the cost; 9r will sell any
part of. them. For particulars address,
.H.~H. BACON,
198 West Ninth street, Bloomsburg·,
Pennsylvania.
·
46-1

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.
~

Capital and Surplus $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits.

Send

your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention wiii .

be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank .of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dan~er, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderson,
W. A. Hopkins, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

Home for . Sale.
430 North Sixteenth . st~·eet, Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8 rooms, large hall, 3
clm:ets, cistern, 2 lots, 80 foot east front
on brick paved. street, bay window; all
sewers, pavbg, etc;, are made in the
district; two blocks from the Saints'

brick chapel; 8 or 9 blocks to center of
city, walking distance to ·high school.
Will arrange easy terms. Price $3,000.
A ·great bargain. Would exchange for
land.
· C. A •. BACUS, Boone, Iowa.

morning the 16th of October, 1910, the church at Fulton was
dedicated. Elder James McKiernan preached the dedicatory
sermon, and Elder J. B. Wildermuth offered the dedicatory
prayer. Robert Smith, district secretary.

afford you? A thoughtful reading will convince you of its
merit. Not only should parents of boys read this book, but
all who are interested in the mission of the home should have
the inspiration -and help to be gained from it.

Notice.

Died.
HoVENGA.-Trientje Hovenga was born January 17, 1843, in
Germany. Came to America in 1866; married Elsa Hovenga.
To this union were born four children·. Two died in ·infancy.
She leaves to mourn her loss one son, John Hovenga, and one
daughter, Hattie Constance; one stepdaughter, Rachel Wilke;
four grandchildren; two brothers, Casper and T. T. Hinderks; two sisters, Leana Rasmus and Ann Jensen, and a
large circle of friends. She was a faithful Saint. In 1881 her
husband died; she has remained a widow until de.ath, Was
baptized August 10, 1873, near Burlington, Iowa, by Elder
John. G. Bauer; died October 22, 1910, aged 67 years, 9 months,
5 days. Services in charge of I. N. Roberts,. William Lewis
preaching the sermon to a large audience. She was laid to
rest in the German Cemetery, near Stewartsville, Missouri.
ELEFSON.-Ann Elefson died at her home in the town of
Miller, Lasalle County, Illinois, October 12, after an illness
of about three weeks, at the age of 79 years, 2 months, and
5 days. Deceased was born in Telsmarkan, Norway, August
7, .1831, and came to this country with her. parents when
eleven years old. They first located near Milwaukee, Wisconsin·, but about two years later settled in Lasalle County, Illi.nois, near where the village of Danway now stands. Sr.
Ann Hayer was united in wedlock with E. H. Elefson,
December 19, 1852; to this marriage were born eleven children; three sons and eight daughters. One son died when
18 years old, and a little daughter at the age of 7 years.
Nine children are living; Oliver, Woolstock, Iowa; Louisa,
Osborne, Missouri; Julia A. Teal, Daroline Hougas, Martha
Johnson, Alice Anderson,. Ellen Williamson, Sarah A. Olson,
and Andrew Elefson, all reside in the vicinity of their par.ental
home. At death, Grandma Elefson had forty-five grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. She united with the "old
chu.rch" when a child, but became a member of the Reorganizat10n by baptism administered by Elder W. W. Blafr, October 20, .1878. Through her life she was recognized in the
comm.umty as a person of sterling worth and invincible pur~ose. m the practice of those Christian virtues which give to
hf~ its tr1;1e worth, and qualifies the soul for a more glorious
existence rn the better world. Her upright life her patience
and dev~ti<:m to duty, her virtue and honesty ~s a neighbor
and Chnstian mother, endears her memory to all that knew
her, and her good life on earth will entitle her to a home in
th~ heavenly kingdom. Funeral services were held in· the
~amts' chapel, Mission, Illinois, Sunday, October 16, · 1910,
m charge of Elder Thomas Hougas. Elder F. M. Cooper, of
Plai;io, Illin9is, delivered the funeral address before a large
audience.

In several instances persons ~ending for Daughters of Zion
leaflets according to notice lately published in HERALD and
Ensign. have sent much more postage than was required for
the order. If such persons wish more leaflets or would like us
to make any other disposition of the excess and will let us
know, we \Vill do with it as they direct, otherwise it will be
turned over to the general fund of the Daughters of Zion and
we will thank those sending it.
We can still sunnlv orders for leaflets excent two or three
numbers.
·• •
·
MRS. B. C. SMITH, President Daughters of Zion.
The H. P. Annual, 1910.
To the Brethren of the Quorum; Greeting: Have mailed to
each member of the Quorum of High Priests a copy of our
1910 Annual to your last stated permanent postoffice address. If you are absent from home, make .inquiry of home
folks if the Annual be there. Should any fail to receive their
copy, and will so notify me, another copy will be mailed you.
I find it a heavy task to get the brethren to report changes
of their postoffice addresses.
Your fellow-sel'vant,
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Secreta1·y.
LAMONI, IOWA, November 11, 1910.
Our Boys.

A BOOK· FOR FATHERS AND MO'fHERS ..
There will soon be issued from the Herald ·Publishing House
a book bearing the title, Our Boys, which will contain a
revised edition of articles written by Sr. Marietta Walker,
better known to many of our readers as Frances. '.l'hese
articles have appeared in the Home Colurl)n as ~wo series of
Daughters of Zion readings, and are no:w offered m book form
with some additional matter for the benefit of those who
have appreciated them in the pas~, and in the hope that they
may reach a host of new readers. ·
.
.
The book opens with these words from an emment wnter:
"Parents everywhere, be they ri~h ·or poo~', read or unre~d,
in the city or in the town, in the village or 1~ the woo~~' with
anxious arms are reaching .out ~or somethmg to cooperate
with them in the guidance of. t~e1r boys, w/10 to-da~ may be
bent, but to-morrow will be 1'1gid men, set 111 the stillness of
adulthood."
.
·
h
If this anxiety has found place 111 your eart, would it not
be worth while to read this book for the portion of help it may
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~'At

Last.''.. This· book- was put out especially for the holiday
trade. It is an illustrated poem of David H. Smith.
It is put.up-in-a dainty form and would make a nice
present. The number is limited, there being about
one thousan_d copies left. No more to be printed.
Order "At Last," price 25 cts.
The Instructor.

One of the very best books to have for ready reference on any of our distinctive, doctrinal features.
No library complete without it. It saves you hours

of weary research.

ff rs

y

No. 1.26, cloth, 75c; No. 127,

leather, $1.00; No. 128, flexible, $1.50.

The Christia.n Sabbath, or Weekly Rest Day

- is a complete refutation of the claims of our
Seventh Day friends. It is brief, but comprehensive.
You ought to be able to give some good reasons why
you do.not keep the seventh day. Get posted on this
much discussed subject. No. 133, 40c.
What is Man,

by Elder J. R. Lambert. This little book is without doubt one of the biggest little books ever printed.
It completely routs the fallacious idea of soul sleeping. It fairly scintillates with its clear cut reasoning. If you want to think, buy this book. You will
never regret what you have spent for it. No. 140,
cloth, 50c.
"
Compendium of Faith.

Gives a splendid arrangement of our faith as
stated by the three books, i. e., Inspired Translation,
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. You
need this book. It is of inestimable worth to every
Latter Day Saint. No. 141, cloth, 75cts, No. 14H,
leather, $1; -No. 174, flexible, $1.50.
Objections to the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants Answered and Refuted.

It is almost impossible for the average Saint to
be able to meet the many objections urged by our
opposers against us, on account of lacking the necessary books and information. This work just fills the
bill. You have a complete refutation of many of the
so-called objections against us in a concise and handy
form. Order No. 143, cloth, 40c.
Joseph Smith and his Progenitors.

This book gives an intensely interesting account
of the early days of the church. It has convinced
many of the truthfulness of the latter day work. It
is written in a plain, simple, truthful style; it appeals to the best elements in man. Don't fail to send
for it for you library. It is also a splendid adjunct
for missionary work. No. 150, cloth, 75c.
True Succession in Church Presidency.

A book for the student who wishes thoroughly to
post himself on the question of the true successor of
the Martyr Joseph Smith. Order No. 153, cloth, 50c.
Rules of Ord.;r and Debate.

All our church business meetings as well as those
.of the auxiliaries, are, or ought to be, carried on by a
close adherence to parliamentary usages. This book
is the .official parliamentary book of the church. Youcan'-t get along without it. No. 161, cloth, 40c.
-,,

Fireside Talks With Our Girls.

is a book put forth by the Daughters of Zion. Its
name should bespeak a ready sale for it. Every
paren~ should see that his girl has one of these books.
To fail to properly instruct you children is criminal
Order No. 213, limp cloth, 30c.
·
The Truth Defended.

is a book carefully written, expressly to meet an
attack upon our faith. Our work is a positive one
and as such, we are bound to strike no uncertaii{
blows at error wherever found. This means that we
must be as good anvils as we are hammers. This
book prepares you to· be both. Order No 215 cloth
50c.
·
'
'
Autobiography of Elder R. C. Evans.

This very interesting work should be read by every
Saint, _and i~ is a splendid work to put in the hand
o"! an mvest1gator. The many marvelous manifestat10ns of God as recorded in it are a source of strength
to the readers' faith. Order No. 216, cloth, 75c.
Divinity of Book of Mormon as Proven by Archnool·
ogy.

is a book written for the archreological student.
It forms a scientific basis for the defense of the
Book of Mormon which is simply unanswerable.
Order No. 234, cloth, 50c.
.
!look of Mormon Lectures.

This book contains a series of lectures, proving in
a convincing manner that the Book of Mormon has
a divine mission to perform. These lectures are
given in an interesting style, and hold the attention
of the reader thoughout. A splendid book to put in
the hand of the ttuth-seeker. Order No. 235, cloth,
50c.
Joseph Smith; Who Was He?

So many books have been written unfairly concerning the Seer of Palmyra that it iB only justice
that a book should be written explaining fully his
mission and placing him before the world in a proper
light. This book does this work. Order No.' 238,
cloth, 50c.
Joseph Smith Defended.

A companion book for the above. This book fearlessly takes up the many so-called. evidences against
the Seer and riddles them with clear statement of
facts. Both this book and the preceding one are well
worthy a place in your library. No. 241, cloth, 50c.
With the Church in nn Early Day.

Is an absorbing story of the lives of a tew who were
connected with the church at its commencement. The
unanimous verdict of those who have read this work
and who know, is that it portrays truthfully the
condition incident to those who sacrificed all, and
united their fortunes with the angel's message. This
book will make its readers better for having read it.
Order No. 243, cloth, 75c.
Memoirs of W. W. Blair.

This book will increase your faith in the promises
of God. It portrays vividly the stirring events incident to the Reorganization. No. 249, cloth, 50c.
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FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Baking Powder

Capital and Surplus, ' $30,000.00

ABSOLUTELY PURE

fncorporated ~d.. lhe ·banking law1 ~I the

S!!.!e o! low!!, !!!!d u!lder &e.:t control
of the Auditor of Stale.

Where the finest biscuit, calm, hot-breads, crusts or
puddings are required Royal is indispensable.
Royal is equally valuable in the preparation of plain,
substantial, every-day foods, for all occasions.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR

Royal is the only Baking Powder
made from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
-made from grapes=

ti

i

~.j

lj

contains ·all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dys-

pepsia, nervousness, and many more dis-

WWWfuf..J

If You Are Going to

Californi

Save money by using one of our comfortable through tourist sleeping cars.
Go with one of our Special Conductors. Men paid to look after your comfort,
attend to all the little details for you and explain points of interest along the
way-courteous, competent and glad to be of service. You can have all of
these advantages and save a good sum of money by joining one of the

Burlington's
Personally Conducted Parties
·to Califorriia ·
Ask me for information, illustrated folder and how to join one. Let me help
you in making your pl~ns.

L. F. Siltz, . Agent, C. B, &. Q. R. R.
'·

COMPLETE CONTROL

All neceaaary operations in writinii, ~illinii o~ atatia,tical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Viaible)

~ . hp
.
µm1t
rem1er
Write for information

The· Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douala• Streett, Omnbai., Nebraaka

Q

eases too numerous to mention; Contains
muscle, b1·ain, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white. flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life.... I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc p_er day,. feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
24~ pound sacks at $1.
Will ship a
barrel to any part of U.· S. ·A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
You lose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A; B. KLAR.
Health Builder and Instructor.
· 42-tf
Canal Dover, Ohio.

STOCK OF MERCHANmSE
A nice clean stock of up-to-date merchandi11e invoicing from $7,000 to $10,000 located in good town of 2,000
inhabitants and doing a good business,
is offered for sale on account of ill
health of the owner. A fine ·opening
for the right man. Live branch of the
· L. D. S. church is located at this place.
If interested address;
Lamoni Land and ·Loan Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.,
. Lamoni, Iowa.
J, E. Bozarth.

w:·A.

Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL· ESTATE
Go9d graded school and L. D. S. church
pri\rileges.
Membership ' about three
hundred, Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliabie information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnaster, Mo.

Diatrict and Branch Preaidenh
· Ta~e Notice.
We.have just printed a reporting blank
for branch officers. One blank provides
for all branch officers.
No. 165 1-2 Per dozen-. • •· .os
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"If ye coriti~ue
my word, then are ye my disciples inde_ed; and ye shall ~now the truth, and the
truth shall make you: free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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at Lamoni post-office.

"There shall not any man among you have save it
he one wife;, and concubines he shall have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36;

LAMONI, IOWA, NOVEMBER 23,

Editorial
SAINTS' HERALD" DOCTRINAL SERIES FOR 1911.

One of the special features of the SAINTS' HERALD
for 1911 will be a doctrinal series to run during the

entire year;
In response to invitation from the HERALD editors

capable writers from various parts of the world will
contribute to this series.
Following is a partial list of subjects. Other subjects will be assigned ·later:
1. The character of God; his attributes.
2. Jes us Christ ru? the Son of God.
3. Jesus Christ; his mission to destroy the works
of the Devil.
4. Faith; its necessity, how obtained, etc.
5. Repentance.
6. Baptism; its object.
7. Baptism; scriptural mode.
8. Baptism; prerequisites.
9. The Holy Ghost; its office work.
10. The Holy Ghost; can men receive it now?
11. The Holy Ghost; its gifts.
12. Laying on of hands ; for the healing of the
sick.
13. Laying on of hands ; for the bestowal of the
Holy Ghost.
14. Laying· on of hands; for ordination, blessing
of children;· etc.
15. The priesthood ; Aaronic and Melchisedec.
16. Authority; who may preach_ and in other ways
represent God?
17. The Lord's supper.
18. The resurrection.
19. The eterl}al judgment.
20. Second coining of Christ; will it be literal?
21. Second coming of Christ; signs that indicate
its approach.
22. The millennial n~ign ; its nature ; conditions
then to· obtain.
23. The new heaven and new earth.
This will. be a very interesting. and valuabl~ feature of the HERALD during the coming year, and in
connection with many other valuable features of the
paper oughtto hold our old friends and win us many
new ones.

rnio

-NUMBER 47

A LETTER FROM ABROAD.

A letter received from Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths, en
route to Palestine,· comes too late for space in the
regular letter department, so we give it place in the
editorial columns, feeling sure that it will interest
our readers. The reader will note that like Paul
Brother Gomer is all things to aH men :
On board the steamer Prinz Heforich, Mediterranean Sea,
two days and two nights from Marseilles, France, October
28, 1910:
.
Editors Saints' Herald: I left England on the morning of
the 25th inst., for Palestine, via Paris, Lyons, and 1'farseilles.
After about ten hours' ride by train and boat I arrived in
Paris on time. What a wonderful city. I doubt if the1;e is
another city that can compare with it in all the world for
beautiful, clean, and wide streets; also fine buildings. Paris
is a continuous revelation' of grandeur. If you want to see
the latest styles and fashions of the day just visit Paris.
Leaving this city at 7.20 p. m., I reached Marseilles at 9
o'cloek next morning, after about fourteen hours' travel on
th" fastest express train I ever rode on in any country. I
was very favorably inpressed with the country that I passed
through.
Lyons is a lovely city and the French people have cause to
be prnud of their lovely France. Marseilles is the second
most important city in France and the first commercial port
in the country and the whole Mediterranean region. It has
500,000 inhabitants. Some ,very strange looking people were
wandering about on its streets, and the town looked as queer
to me as some of the people that I met; however, I was very
much interested in many things that I saw, as I journeyed in
an old queer rig that they called a carriage, from the central station through Boulevard D'Athenes and the Allies des
Capucines and Meilhan to the Rve Noalles, said to be the
most interesting and beautiful streets in the world.
On board the ship we had panoramic views of the whole
port, the great docks crowded with ships from all countries,
also the broad quays, with their warehouses . and cranes.
Then there is the old fort and the old town with its picturesque houses and its quaint life, and above the fort is the
new cathedral: in fact there are beautiful views to be seen
fr~Ih all sides 'of the ship.
At 3 o'clock the steamer -starts, towed by two tugs. She
carefully and slowly passes through the sluices of Adene de'!
Abbatoir, which are both provided with swing bridges. She
makes a slender curve southward at the h'<ad of the city, and
once more the city lies before us in its full beauty. We pass
by islands and mountains until dusk. After seven next rooming we approach the Corsican .coast Saint Aquila, at the entrance to the Straits of Bonifacio. The journey through
these is very interesting, as we can distinctly see varied
coasts on both sides for a long part of the way. Early on tha
second morning the Lipari Islands appear, that wonderful
volcanic group whose·highest summit, Stromboli, rises from
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the waves directly in front of us. We sail close to it and
can see the fire and smoke issuing from a chasm in the side
of the volcano. One hour and a half later we enter the
straits of Messina and on either side of us are good sized
towns; namely, Bognara and Messina, which were almost
completely destroyed by the awful earthquaK:e of December
28, 1908.
The ship passed close to the shore, which gave to us a
grand view of the towns on both sides of the strait. The
sights that I saw here will never fade from memory. Most
of the towns have been rebuilt, but we could see a number
of tumbled down buildings. We also had a fine view of the
Sicilian Mountains. The face of the country is very rough
and brown. I did not like the appearance of it, and was
glad that I did not have to live in such a country. I noticed a
few orange groves alongside of the water.
Saturday, the 29th. We are now sailing near the coast of
Greece. For two days we were traveling near the coast of
Italy. We expect to land in Alexandria to-morrow evening
(Sunday). We have had a fine voyage. No seasickness on
board as yet. Am enjoying the best of health. I have enjoyed the journey so far. We have all kinds of people on
hoard, but all are friendly and cheerful. I was very sorry
that I could not have the company of Brother and Sister
Pitt on this voyage; however, they will soon follow. I have
met with friends all along the route. Germans take me for
German; ·French for a Frenchman; when I get to Egypt I
wi II pass for a Turk; and the Jews say to me, "Don't you
was a Jew?" So you see I am all right. I have no trouble
in making friends wherever I go. I sincerely trust that our
trip to Palestine will be blessed of the Lord and that we
will find people there who love God and the truth.
Good -bye for the present. I will write again after J erurnlem has been reached.
Your brother in Christ,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.

My address is Jerusalem, Palestine, care Thomas Cook and
Son, Tourist Office.
FAITH.

The Saints freely confess that at times they must
walk by faith and not by sight. Others there are
who profess to walk by sight alone, and reject all
that can not be demonstrated to the mind through
the five senses. Perhaps such men do not realize to
the extent to which even men of science have been
obliged to move by faith in their investigations ; as
the Honorable David Brewster says, "First a
thought, a wish, then a faith, next a struggle, at
last a fact." A writer in the Youth's Companion
presents it in this way :
"The trouble is," said Harold Raymond, on his return from
his second year in college, "that when you enter the- sphere
of religion, you deal with something quite different from
anything that you meet in science. In the one you move step
by step along lines of induction or deduction, and in the other
you fling a highway through the air, in a bold and beautiful
manner, but in a way quite different from that of science."
"I am not sure that the difference is so great as we are
accustomed to suppose," replied his ·friend. "I have been
thinking how scientific faith is,- or,_ rat}ler; how large a part
faith plays in science. No man ever made a great discovery
that was wholly .an accident. Even if he were seeking the
Northwest Passage· and found America, it was faith that was
guiding hlm."
'
.
"But it is a v.er.Y different thing from what you call faith,

·-
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isn't it?" asked Harold. "Faith seems very vague as compared with the processes of science."
"I don't think so. I have wondered how it ·"would seem
if we were to try to add some modern names of science to the
great muster-roll of faith in the eleventh.chapter of Hebrews."
"I should like to hear how it would sound." ·
"By faith Columbus, when he was called of° God to discover
a new world; went out, not kn.owing whither he went. By
faith he sailed strang,e waters, with Cabot, Magellan, Vespucius and Balboa, the heirs with him of the .same promise.
"By faith' Copernicus lifted the earth from its solid base
and set it to moving in rhythmic order round the sun; and
all the suns and sons of suns with planets. in bright array
that circle round the throne of God. This he beheld by faith.
"By faith LaPlace understood how the worlds are made
from star dust; and Newton beheld in the fall' of the apple
a :force that holds the worlds in place, and that not by things
that do appear.
"By faith the men ·of science, who did not always call
themselves men of faith, found substance in the things hoped
for, and moved from experiment to hypothesis and from
hypothesis to theory, and from theory to fact, and from fart
to sight; and all these were the children of faith.
"And what more shall I say? For time would fail me to
tell of Stephenson and Fulton, of Morse and. Roentgen and
Edison and Lister; of Cyrus Field and Alexander Bell and
Marconi and Wilbur Wright, who through faith made iron
float, yoked chariots to the invisible power of steam, causEd
the voice of man to be heard by ·his fellow-man at a distance
of a thousand miles, filled the air· 'vith voices inaudible to
the ear, but intelligible to the mind of faith, and lifted the
bodies and the minds of men ·on wings of wonder, and set
them to sailing amid the clouds.
"By faith they_ built railways, irrigated deserts, ci'ossed the
trackless ice to the poles; subdued climate, overcame hardship
and incredulity; out of weakness were made, strong, and
added to the space and comfort of human life, and gave wonderful analogies to those who seek the farther knowledge
which is by faith.
"Now they who do such things all die in faith, and none of
them fully receive the promise, God having provided some
better thing that we too, should leam the lesson of faith, and
follow their steps.
"And wherein we have learned from saints and apostles,
and the Lo1;d of life, and have found sure footfog for faith,
let us not count it unreasonable that still we follow, and live
the life of faith."
MODERN PHARISEES AS WELL AS OLD.
CHRIST, WERE HE TO COME TO DES MOINES, WOULD
PROBABLY BE FORBIDDEN SOME OF THE
CHURCH PULPITS.

Had Christ postponed his advent on ea1th a little
more than 1,900 years and chosen the twentieth century as th.e time and Des Moines as the place, he
would have met the same kind of Pharisees as he did
on the streets of Jerusalem, according to the speculation of the Rev. W. B. Gage, of the Highland Park
Presbyterian Church.
That the Pharisees of Palestine have thei'r prot~
types pn the streets of Des Moines, believes the Rev.
Mr. Gage. The amount of local pharisaical bigotry
may be easily attested by anyone who clares to stand
for some new phase of religious truth, declared the
Rev. Mr. Gage in 'his morning sermon.
·
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"Fascinating is the speculation as to what would
An editor, in one of our western cities, not a memhave been the fate of Je_sus had he chosen Des Moines her of the church, sends us a letter that he has
and the twentieth century as the place and time of receive
· d f rom an individual who· offers to come and
his advent,'' he said. "In arriving at some cohclu- lecture against the Reorganized Church of Jesus
sion it must be remembered that Pharisees of mod- Christ of Latter Day Saints, providing he is supplied
em stripe still tread our streets and find their way on with a hall, "board and lodging,'' and the privilege
the Sabbath day into our places of worship.
to "take up a collection." He says that he has tried
"The amount of present day pharisaical bigotry
can only 'be estimated by one who ha~ dared to stand to induce leading elders to meet him and has failed,
for some new but true phase of truth, being brought bra~cls th~ .Book of Covenants a~ a set of lies, and_
thereby into contact with it. The church to-day as . offern to anv~ all Latter Da~ Samt elders from the
of old, grows rank with ·weeds of conservati~m. to~n. To thi.s the gentleman replied that the lecThere is a vast deal of suspicion as to anything new turer ':'as at hberty to come, as the Saints came, seBecause of its very freshness it seems hard for man; cure his own. hall, and look out for his. own lodging.
people to believe that it is true. Hence did Ch1"st That the Sa1~ts of the community were good citicome to teach theol~gical and religious 'truth in ~II zens, and thell" church, as nearly as l~e could judge,
of its ultimate splendor, piercing the mists, and rub- ,more, near~,Y than .any other church m accord with
bing clouds from the sky, how great the opposition t.he Master s teachmgs. Our correspondent does .not
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''as always considerate ~nd exceedmgly kmd. But that he brands as a mass of lies: "He that looketh
t! 1 er~ are. so many who .sm and are. not sorry; who upon a woman to lust after her, shall deny the faith,
Ji;~ .~n evll and do not smcerely desire a better way and shall not have the Spirit." It has happened
0
1 e.
before that such men when expelled because of their
CONDEMNS INDIFFERENCE.
crimes have turned to be most bitter enemies of the
"These usually plume themselves on their mor'ality church. The blacker they ..paint the church the
and are proud of the virtue possessed. Be that as it worse they fare themselves; for if the brethren are
may, they are supremely indifferent to him. They bad, how much worse are they who are too vile to
resist every approach he may make. And to them, hold fellowship with the brethren. 'l'his man laas to the Pharisees of old, he would probably some bored in the church for years and found nothing
day speak, exhausting the vituperative adjectives of wrong until he was caught in a disgusting crime and
his vocabulary. He would, without doubt, call many expelled. So long as he could draw his bread and
mocl,ern men "wolves in sheep's clothing"; style them butter from the church he defended it. If the
"oppressors of the poor"; proclaim that they were church would admit an error and restore his former
members of "an adulterous generation," possessed of official standing he would return to-morrow to its
"eyes but see not--of ears but hear not," "blind defense. But when his efforts to hold membership
leaders of the blind." Thus speaking, truthfully, failed he turmd against it, and is wHling to fight it
fearlessly, how great the opposition he would have for the privilege of "board and lodging" and the
to meet. I am sure that he would be excluded from chance to "take up a collection." We submit the
many of •our pulpits and ·perhaps, as of old, be com- thought that the elders ai·e under no obligation to
peHed to preach in the streets. Soon there would be meet such a man in debate. He represents no one
formulat,ed ·plots -and plans. Persecutions would but himself. He is not indorsed by any other
thicken, and only the progress he has instituted church; neither by man nor God. Every 1argument
would prevent the reenactment in Des Moines, in that he has to present has been met repeatedly in
some form, of the tragedy of Calvary and the cross." public. There are other men of some character,
-Register and Leadm', October 17, 1910.
honor, and moral standing· who will meet us in debate if we wish debate. The elders may meet this
man if they choose, but they are under no obligation
"All some people lack of being backslidden is ac- to do so, and if they do they confer upon him an
unmerited honor.
knowledging it."
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"The Kansas City Times of last Thursday said:
'Independence went "dry" by a majority.of 207~ That
vote is explained by the stand taken by· the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints, whose members, including five hundred voters, declared for the
abolition of saloons. The surprise of the election
was that while Independence voted dry, Mount
Washington and Maywood, with their residence population, voted "wet" by large majorities.' The vote
here referred to includes all Blue Township, and
there is good evidence that Independence city went
dry by 400 majority. In sending out 'dry' literature
the committees, both here and at Holden, omitted
sending to Latter Day Saints, because they said the
Saints would vote 'dry' anyway. This is a high
tribute to the Saints. One ·prominent gentleman in
Kansas City said to us that ·he thanked God the
'Latter Day' people could be depended on to vote
'dry.' We wished he might not be mistaken in a
single instance. Saints, let us hold fast to that reputation, not only as regards the abolition of the liquor
curse, but as regards every other good work. How
could the Saints be in harmony with their profession
and do otherwise?
"Jn working and donating money in the cause of
prohibition there was not a selfish interest involved.
Jt was all done for the good of humanity, for reducing crime and suffering. They were actuated by
noble principles. What actuated those on the other
side'! Was it dollars and cents'! Was it anything
of a noble character? Was it for the good of humanity, that there might be less poverty and suffering'! Can these questions' be answered without
equivocation and without a blush? The Kansas City
brewers boast that they defeated the prohibitory
amendment, and that they will make Kansas 'wet'
in the next two years. God forbid that these homedestroycrs and pove1ty-making concerns be allowed
to pervert contented, prosperous Kansas for their
own greedy desires for gain.''-Zion's Ensign.
The following comments from Leon, Iowa, papers
speak much for Graceland College and Graceland
students. These appeared in write ups of the recent
game of football between the Leon High School and
Graceland College teams·:
"The members of the Graceland team are to be
complimented on their sportsmanlike conduct during
the game and to 'their absence of rough or dirty
tactics. If there were more teams like the Graceland
team no one could have any objections to the modern
game of football.'' ~Journal.
"The Graceland boys are gentlemen, everyone of
them, and are to be complimented on their absence
of 'dirty work' in the game."-Reporte?".
The He1'ald Publishing House is giving away
teacher;s Bibles. selling at $3 and $4 each, as pre-
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miums for securing subscribers to Poultry Pointers
the poultry journal published by Graceland College'.
An excellent chance to exchange a little spare time
for a Bible. Those who are· interested .may write to
Herald Publishing House, ;Lamoni; Iowa, for Ptitrticulars. ·
We are in receipt of a letter from a correspondent,
a member of the Utah church, who writes from Salt
Lake City, as follows: "Have read several of your
tracts given to my son by one of your elders who is
preaching here. I find they are only too true. I
would like if you would s.end me a catalogue of your
books. Please to mail it under cover; if you don't,
we are liable not to .get it."
Fear is not caused by the difficulties that confront us, but by the spirit in which we confront our
difficulties. Before the same set of difficulties., one
man goes down in abject failure,_ another rises to
greater manhood and strength than he ever had before. It was not the difficulty that unmade the one,
or that made the other: it was what each man saw
in or through the difficulty. "Fear sees giants, but
faith sees God.'' That ·is the secret of the difference.
To God, there is no such thing as difficulty; therefore
to one whose whole life is God's, and to whom God
has pledged his own powers and resources, there is
no fear or hold-up in difficulty, but only an opportunity to draw in faith upon God's overcoming
power. To one who is trying to live without conscious and continued dependence upon God, every
passing year exposes more ·of his own weakness, and
the giant in every fresh difficulty looms larger and
larger. The slavery of fear or the freedom of faith
is ours for the choosing.-Sunclay School Times.

Hymns and Poe;ms
Selected and Original
Prejudice.
Up from the bogs· of Indolence,
An~ the bitter stream of Inference,
It rises, gaunt, a fit incense
Unto the goddess Ignorance.

And with its damp and chilling mists
It settles thick where e'er it lists,

And with a legion phantom fists Enslaves and blinds what e'er it wists .

F'it potion of Satanic brew,
Instilled within the heart of you,
'l'o make appear of loathsome hue
The crystal drops of Truth-God's dew.
F'ling back the clammy shroud which lies
Above the mires of Prejudice;
Breathe in the air of free, blue skies,
And let your prayer for Wisdom rise!
..
E.A.W.
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Elcle~s' Note-Book

the use of meat. It is true there are other con. tributing causes to their ailments, but if meat posse~sed the strengthening and vitalizing influence asTHE ~DVANTAGES OF A NON-FLESH DIET.
to it, we would not expect such an extensive
cribed
(Read and presented by John Scholefield before the Birmingham District, England, priesthood association,,at Sutton amount of si~kness amongst its consumeri. Listen
to what Adam Smith, a Scottish Political Economist
Parlr.)
~
,
Food is a main source of energy in the human and once professor of Glasgow University, extract~
body. Energy is in great demand at the present from the book, "Inquiry into the nature' and causes
day. This is a competitive age when "the pound of of the wealth of nations." The peasantry of Wales,
flesh" is exacted. We need to be at our best physic- Norway, Sweden, Russia, D~nmark, Poland, Gerally and mentally to cope successfully with the con- many, Turkey, Greece, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal
ditions of life as· we find them to-day, as Saints, a~cl almost every country in Europe subsist prin.•.c1pally, and most of them entirely, on vegetable food.
,
and the priest}!ood of God especially.
The Persians, Hindoos, Burmese, Chinese, JapanI hold that the continued use of flesh meat as an
article of food is a hi.ndrance to our acquiring a ese and in fact most of the Asiatics live upon vegesound and healthy physique capable of endurance. table productions. The great body of the ancient
To the average man meat seems to be the source of Egyptians and Persians confined themselves to a
all strength, other foods being only incidental. "The vegetable diet, and the Egyptans of the present day
man who eats meat is never stronger than his neigh- ··as well as the negroes whose great bodily powers
bo1· who does not eat meat, other things being equal, are well known. The bmve Spartans, who for musand he is notably inferior in point of endurance." cular power, physical energy and ability to endure
hardships, perhaps stand unequaled in the history
This has been proven in scores of instances.
·
The most recent tests of this kind were those of of nations, were vegetarians.
The departure from their simple diet was soon
Professor Irvinj(Fisher, of Yale University, applied
to some of his students who were athletes. As a followed by their decline.
The armies of Greece and Rome in the times of
scientist he was unbiased either by personal prejudice or accepted tradition, and was one who had no theil' unparalleled conquests subsisted on vegetable
productions. In the training for the public games
ax to grind.
The first test was holding arms horizontally, in in Greece, where muscular strength was to be exwhich forty-nine persons took part, representing hibited in all its various forms, vegetable food was
two types of dietetic habits, those who ate flesh meat adhered to, but when flesh meat w.as adopted afterwards those hitherto athletes became sluggish and
and those who did not.
stupid.
Second test, deep knee bending.
From two thirds to three quarters of the whole
Third test, leg raising with the subject lying on
human race from the creation of the species to the
his back.
The first test showed a great superiority for flesh present time have subsisted enti1'ely, or n.early so,
abstainers, even the maximum record of the flesh on vegetable food, and always when supplies of this
eaters was barely more than half the average of kind have been abundant and of good quality and
flesh abstainers, only two of fifteen flesh eaters suc- their habits in other respects correct, they have been
ceeded in holding their arms out over a quarter of well nourished, and well sustained in all the interests
an hour, whereas twenty-two out· of thirty-two ab- of their nature. So much from outside sources
stainers of flesh meat surpassed that limit, none of against the use of meat and advocating the advanthe flesh eaters reached half an hour, but fifteen of tage of abstinence or very moderate use of the same.
Last but not least; the. Lord has spoken, and as
the thirty-two exceeded that limit, of these nine
exceeded an hour, four exceeded two hours and one Latter Day Saints we profess to believe it. Doctrine
exceeded three hours. In respect to deep knee bend- and Covenants, portion of 86: 2:
"Yea, flesh also, of beasts and the fowJ.g of the
ing, if we take No. 325 for reference, we find that
of the nine flesh eaters only three surpassed this air, I, the Lord, hath ordained for the use of man,
figure, while of the twenty..one abstainers from meat with thanksgiving. Nevertheless, (don't forget that
seventeen surpassed it. Only one of the nine flesh word, Saints,) they are to be used spariingly; and
eaters reached 1000, as against six of the twenty- it is pleasing unto me that they should not be used
one abstainers, none of the former surpassed 2000, . only in times of winter, or of cold, or famine. All
as against two of the latter. The next feat showed grain is ordained for the use of man and of beasts,
to be the staff of life."
little difference, but I pass on.
All Saints who remember this one thing, not forNote carefully the dyspeptics among your friends
or acquaintances and you will probably find that in getting· the rest in this section, shall receive health,
nine out o~ ten 'cases they are practically inclined to and finally "health is the first wealth."
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Original Articles
FUNERAL SERMON OF ELDER ELI A. STEDM.AN.
PREACHED BY H. A. STEBBINS, AT LAMONI,
TEMBER 11, 1913.

i:owA; SEP-

(Reported by Sr. Annie Allen.)

When I was in this house at prayer meeting a
week ago this afternoon I had no idea that but one
week would pass until we would be called to such a
sad event as this, even the funeral service· of one
who, it seemed to me then, might live for some time
vet and all of. us hoped so.
· 1' will read the items of Brother Stedman's life
that I have gathered and written:
Bro. Eli A. Stedman was born near Henrietta,

Lorain County, Ohio, November 7, 1840. Died September 8, 1910, aged 69 years, 10 months, and 1 day.
In ,Ta,nuary, 1862, when past twenty-one years, he
en! isted in the army, serving three years, guarding
rebel prisoners on Johnson's Island in Lake Erie.
While on one trip south for prisoners the fever
seized him and he was brought to his parents' home
in Ohio, and was sick eight months before he could
return to duty.
A ftc1· his discharge on February 28, 1865, he
\\'t•nt to :\linnesota, and on December 18, 1866, at
Hed\\'ay, was married to Miss Adelia L. Cole.' In
May, J 8~l2, they came to Lamoni to dwell. To them
were born five children; one son, Squire, and four
daughters, Srs. Marie Bu If um, Ru hy Cummins,
Ht!Lta Robinson, and Ruth Schoolcraft. All are present to-rlay, from Missouri, Iowa, and North Dakota.
Brother and Sister Stedman obeyed the gospel in
Minnesota, in 1869, being baptized hy Bro. W. H.
Kelley. In 1875, he was ordained an elder, aind a
lai·ge part of the time he has been engaged in the
work of the ministry until his health failed. He
held the offices of a seventy, a high priest, and a high
counselor in the Lamoni Stake; also at death he was
Post Commander of Lamoni G. A. R.
He was a man of pure mind and of noble character, one who kept his promises and met his· ob1igations honestly. Was not proud or dictatori'aL in
manner, but kind and friendly. Did not surmise
evil, nor insinuate wrong, nor hold 'animosity. We
.
shall feel his loss greatly.
.
I will also read from the Psalms certaiin·prayerful
exclamations made unto the Lord. It seems to me
that they are such as· our JJrother would make and
doubtless has made in his devotional thoughts and
meditations before God.
Unto thee O Lord do I lift up tnY soul. .. · Show me thy
ways, O Lo~·d; teach me thy pa,thS:. Lead me in. thy truth,
'and teach· me . . . ·.
. ·
.
Judge me, O Lord; for Lluwe walked in mine intcgri.ty:
I have trusted also in: ..the Lord; therefore I shall not sh de.
Examine me"O Lord, an'd'·i>rdve:me; try 'my reins· and my
heart. For.'th'i lovin~-kln.d.ness is before mine eyes; and I

N oveniber 23, ·1910

have walked in thy truth. 1 ha,ve .not sat with Vl\ill persons,
neither will J go in with dissemblers. · I have hated the congregation Of. evil-doers; ahd will ·n9t sit with the wicked ..•.
Lord, I have loved, the habitation of. thy _house,. and the
place where thine honpr dwelleth. . . .
· · · ·.
The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear?
The Lord• is the sti·ength of my life; of whom shall I be
afraid: . . One thillg have I desired of the Lord, that will
I seek after;. that .I m11y dwell in the house of the Loi·d all
the days of my life, ... Hear, 0 Lord, when I cry with my
voice; have n1ercy also up9n me, and answer me. When
thou saidst, Seek ye my face; my heart said unto thee, Thy
face, Lord, will I seek.-Extracts from Psalms· 25, 26, 27.

Probably they have been read and spoken of by
Brother Steelman many times during his life, when
his heart yearned towards God.
. And now it is fittiiig that .we should speak and
think -upon those things .for which this~ma.n stood
for over forty yeiars in the earnestness and integrity of his heart and of his life. There comes to my
mind in the begii;ining this scripture:
What is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son
of man, that thou visitest him? .For thou hast rriade him a
little lower than the angels, and hast crowned him with
glory and honor. Thou madest him to have <lominion over
·
the works of thy hands.-Psalm 8: 4-6.

These words are significant and fullof meaning.
Evidently they were inspired by the Jiving God as
given to his servaints the prop:hets in days of old,
and they inspire us to believe in God and in his love
for man. They give us ·sublime thoughts about the
Lord and ·his purposes, his motives, his intentions.
They give us ex•alted ideas of the possibilities for
the created being called man. And indeed there
come joyful thoughts about God, and angels, and
men, who are spoken of here as associated beings.
Thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, and
hast crowned him with glory and honor. 'fhou madest him
t!> have dominion over the works of thy hands.

And although man fell afterwards, and t~e ·race
has not yet risen to its destined place, yet:lit was a
great creative act when God inade:man a perfect
being in his own image; when he sent him forth as
the crowning pie'ce of his worl{manship on· earth,
the one far above all the other forms of life. And
although man's body was mortal like those of the
lower orders of creation, ·yet there was. something
within man that was not in the others. And that
was the inteliigent mind, the immortal spirit which
came from Cod, one into each of these tabernacles
made in God's image. And thus God created man
to dwell upon the earth, to have the rulership, and
to have happiness and joy. The Book of Mormon
says that "Man is [or exists] that he might have
joy." And therefore God crea·ted. man for man's
happiness both here on earth and in the eternal
·
world.
The foregoing texts also bring to us the glad truth
enunciated by the Savior that "God so loved the
world." Not hated it, but loved it. Also 1another,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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that "Like aS a f3-ther pitied his children so. doth the. that which went back whence-it came, even "to God
Lord pity J~em that serve ohim."
who g'ave it."
·
And sJ,irely We dan belieye that Brother Stedman
Another thing: It is evident. that the spirit of
did love God and his cause during his life, perhaps man is in the form of the body of man, as angels are
from his youth. He and I did not know each other also. When the disciples looked out upon the water
as boys,. nut ~we. were in and near the same towi~ ' amd saw Jesus walking there they recog11ized him.
Yet because he did not sink, they thought it was orily
Henrietta,· Ohfo, when- he was seven y~ars old and
was four. Twas born in Toledo but afterward my _ his spirit. But he assured them that he wa's- in the
mother removed to Lorain County, and for a time mortal body yet. Likewise when he had risen. from
we sm1allboys '\\'.'ere near each other, but we were not · the dead they knew he had died and they supposed
that this was only his spirit. Buthe s1aid, "Handle
acquai~ted u~iilafter -we 'had heard the gospel and
me, and see, for a spirit hath not flesh and bones as
obeyed it; he in Minnesota and I in Wisconsin. How- you see me have." Thus, notwithstanding the fact
ever, I ·am satisfied that the Lord guided him, and that it was his resurrected body they saw, yet his
that he. had the principl_es of honesty, integrity, no• language shows that he knew it might have been his
bility, and such love 'for truth that it caused him to spirit without the tabernacle. The Jews in general,
obey the gospel when he heard it. Had •he not such except the Sadducees, understood the truth that the
principles in youth he could' not have come out from spirit is in the form of a body and that it exists inthree years. of army life so uncontaminated, with his dependently of the body, when separated. It can··
ways clean and r 1igiht, as I believe they were, and not be otherwise and God's word be true.
scch as he maintained through the years since he
1n 2 Chronicles 18: 18-21 is also clear proof that
accepted God's work.
spirits without bodies have the power of sight of
What is man, that. thou art mindful of him, or the rnn of hearing, and of movement. The spil'it mentio~ed
man that thou visitest him. Thou madest him a little lower . stood before God ; it was seen, it heard, it spoke, -it
than the angels.
was an intelligence, although evil in its nature.
Yes, and·also God said, "Let us make man in our Many scriptures cause us to lmow that the body is
image, after our likeness, and it was so." Evidently but the outer form for the living tenant. When the
he spoke to his Son, who was with him "in the begin- spirit c!eparts the body is indeed dead, a~ James
ning." He was the Master Workman under the wrote. "And we fly a\vay" when the spirit departs,
Father's instruction. Therefore Jesus said in word ·as Psalm 90: 10 rel ates.
And Brother Stedman, the real, living entity, who
and meaning, ''My Father is greater than I. The
works that I do are done because my Father sent spoke the words of love to wife and children, who
me. I and my Father are one." Yes, they are one in declared the message of eternal truth from the desk
purpose and in plan, one in their exclusive work, in many places, in earnestness and sincerity, in
both intent on carrying out the great plan of salva- purity of thought and speech, the tenant who looked
tion for man. We are told that they are working out of those eyes and heard w.ith the ears, and spoke
"to bring to pass the immortality and etern1al life of with that tongue; that intelligent entity has gone on
man." :,Nqt-' th9 jmmortality of the spirit, as some and left this mortal tabernacle that is here before u.s.
say. For the spirit.is already immortal and can not The thinking, speaking, acting person has departed
cease to exist. But •if the spirit alone is to live here- and gone to a happier company beyond. Thp,t which
after, then there would be no redemption of man as controlled this body, which told it what to do and
he was created, no salvation of man as man. But what not to do, has left the mortal tab()rnacle. The
Christ's atonement was instituted for the redemp- body is but the machine under the governing and
tion of the entire man, body and spil"it, as Christ controlling authority of the ever living soul. Though
demonstrated by his own resurrection from the the body is dead the spirit is not dead. Brother
tomb, also by his prophecy that the time is coming Stedman is now among those who await the giving
"when all who are in their graves shall hear his of immortal, eternal bodies. Let us think of this as
a very important arid a very happy truth.
voice and live."
Go to the pi·ano there ·and strike the keys. Do the .
But I want to speak more fully about the "inner
keys
cause the music? One not knowing better ·
m'an," the spirit. It is wl'itten, "There is a spirit
might
say thait they do. A child may suppose the
in man, and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth
them understanding." Also when Jesus died he said, keys make the sweet sounds. But we know that
"F1ather, into thy hands I commend my spil'it." And what is back· of or behind the keys produces the
when Stephen was stoned to death he looked up into music. Take the soul out of the box and· one may
heaven and• saw God and Jesus Obrist at his right strike the keys all day and there will be no music.
h'and, and he saidi "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit/' . So with the_ human ear, and eye and tongue. You ·
Then he gave.up
the ghost (or guest), ,he gave up may call now 'in the ear of this body before us, but
-- . ' .
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it no longer hears anything. The loving family have
cried out and mourned by his side; but then;! has
been no •answer, because the person who before this
heard their calls has now moved out. That which
once could speak by the use of that tongue has. departed. The tongue itself did not speak. It ":'as
only the instrument for the use of the one who dwelt
within, as the keys move to let the music come foi;th.
But I want to say to you, to the widow and these
daughters, and son, and sons-in-law, and daughterin-law that if the cmtain were drawn aside to.:day;
if you'. Sister Stedman, could see Eli over yonder,
where I am satisfied he now dwells, you would say,
"Why, Eli, what a happy home you have." And
the son and daughters would say, "0, father, what
a glorious place you live in; how lovely it is, and
how happy the people are." And your tears- would
dry and your hearts would be filled with joy to know
that he has gone to such a happy country, to dwell
with such a glad company as you saw him with.
I remember well about the experience of Bro. John
Pett, of Gallands Grove, Iowa, some fifteen or eighteen years ago. They had traveled from England to
Utah in belief that there was the true church. On
the plains in an unknown grave lies the body of one·
of their children. They continued on, and "In Utah
found the evils existing. Then they returned east
in the faith of the Reorganized Church and located
in Crawford County, Iowa. During a conference
held in Gallands Grove, over thirty years ago, Bro.
W. W. Blair and I were bedfellows at their house.
Their home was a place of peace and love. By and
by Sister Pett died and Brother Pett was bereft
after fifty years of companionship. And he grieved
so much that he asked the Lord to permit him to see
her happiness on the other side, that he migh~ be
content. He prayed in earnestness and the Lord
was good to him in giving him a view. He wrote
me about it.
He saw that she was not as in youth, but on her
mature countenance there was a radiant joy, such
an infinite peace and the brightness of a supreme
content, such a look of eternal happiness, that he
could not be other than completely satisfied as to
the glory that she had share ·in over yonder, where
dwelt the blest who die in ithe Lord. The face was
hers exactly, but it had no longer the marks of care,
or toil, or pain, or pld age. It made him so.happy. to
see her so ithat he did not wish he;r to return to. him,
but only ,that he might be permitted soon to go and
dwell where she was.
And I say to· you fo~day that if the veil ~ould be
drawn aside and you could· behold·the obedient and
faithful ones who have gone over, you would cry out,
"Oh, what happiness they h_ave there,"· arid. it would
cause you.
want to .be· worthy fo be with them.

t0:
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Indeed, it is where· _all are invited to go aud to be
prepared.
Those before me ·who have sons or dau'ghters· who
live in happy homes' of their own, you rej olce_ that
it is so and do not expect them to ocnie back and live
with you. · You say, "Th_ey haye good <!.Ompanions
and obedient children, and even if I do not see__ them
I know they are comfortable and happy; I am satisfied." Then why should. we not think of those who
go from ·this life to far, happier homes than our
earth affords.anywhere, even though it be a six hunclred room .palace like the one recently finished at
Posen, Germany, by the emperor. It is the fiftyfirst palace of royalty in Germany. It is occupied by
one of the princes. -But we common people would
not want such a house on earth. We would not know
what to do with all those rooms, ariy more than we
would with the fifty thousand dollars daily income of
Mr. Rockefeller. We could use a part and we could
help the church and give to the needy, but the immensity of the home and of the income would overcome anyone of us ·who might receive ithe burden.
But the eternal home and the everlasting possessions prepared for thvse who live for them ·here,
they are what we want. All of you are invited to
share those happy conditions which God has provided, which he has promised to give his people. So
we believe of Bro. Eli A. Stedman, that he has
passed over to that happy waiting place.
The scripture says, "Blessed are the dead that die
in the Lord; yea, saith the spirit, they shall rest
from their labors and their works do follow them."
Therefore make yourselves ready. And our homes
should be houses of faith and of'prayer, houses of
study and of learning, learning about God and his
plan bI salvation for mankind. What can, I speak
of better than this glad message th~t, th~ Son,it~f God
gives' warrant for saying about. the dead that "die
m the Lord," the death that I believe Brother Stedman died after a noble and worthy life here. I do
not think that I say too much in .this. I enjoy
speaking of the virtues and merits of people, .of
those who are honorable and clean, without dishonesty and deceit. Indeed, to give credit to everyone
according to the good in each one, but not to praise
the corrupt or the evil. And I rejoice that so many
good men and women are earnestly making themselves ready for the paradise of God and for the
resurrection of the just.
May God comfort you, Sister Stedman, and you,
the son and the daughters. May you l:!o live as ~
be prepared to j'Oin the husband and father over ·
there. May we all have help to work righteousness~
to have pure motives, and to live so as to obtain everlasting life when our time shall come to pass over.
In Christ's name, Amen.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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WHEN TO RENDER THE ACCOUNT.
BY BllilHOP E. L, KELLEY.

CHAPTER. 2.
AN ACCOUNT'OF THE STEWARDSHIP SHOULD BE RENDERED IN THIS PRESENT LIFE, NOT POSTPONED.
-UNTIL THE NEXT.
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God ; the time of the trial and testing passes as the
acts of life are wrought. lf you have ·not been fai.thful in the unrighteous mammon, who will -give to you
the true riches?
·.
..
The charaoter has already been formed, and if
not found perfected under a compliance with the law,
not by the failure to obey, it is found wanting. .''Po
such, the true riches can not be inti·usted: There is
a good and wholesome reason then for the scriptural
instruction :
.

'Dhe principle which ·exacts obedience as a means
of perfection, and condition of reward, must haye
associated a&fandard by which to determine the fulfillment, and an authorized 1administrator who must · For, for this cause pay ye your consecrations also unto
instruct in and pass upon the act of compliance. The them; for they are God's ministers, attending ci:mtinually
rule in the law ·of Christ holding out a certain ait- upon this very thing. But first, render to all their dues,
tainment of perfection in order to meet the approval according to custom, tribute to whom tribute, custom .to whom
· custom, that your consecrations may be done in fear of him
of 1Jhe final Judge, demands teachers and advisers to whom fear belongs, and in honor of him to whom honor
along the way, to whom reports may be made, the belongs.-Romans 13: 6, 7. ·bearings taken, and without which no man can be
The Apostle again makes more prominent the ofsaid to "walk in the light."
ffce and work of the minister of the law here in this
It is illustrated in the parable of the vineyard:
present time, when he: contrasts the work of i\folWhen the Lord therefore of the vineyard cometh, what chisedec with that of Abraham. He writes:
will he do unto t,lrnse husbandmen? · · · He will destroy those
Now consider .how great this man was, unto whom even
miserable,' wicked men, and 'viii Jet out the vineyard unto ··. the patriarch Abraham gave the tenth of the ·spoils.
other .husbandmen, who shall render him tlie fruits in their But he whose descent is not counted from them received
seasons.-Matthew 21: 41-43.
tithes of Abraham, and blessed him that had the, pro!llises.
Propedy speaking; men in this life are stewards, -Hebrews 7: 4-6.

not owners, and they should recognize the condition
as it is, and nO't assume ownership, when that rela- ·
tionship does not exist, but render the account of
the stewardship in the season thereof. The strictly
honest tenant in this life does not seek to put off
the settlement of the rent with his landlord from
year to year; and the strictly faithful steward, after
that he is advised, will not defer rendering his account, but whether intrusted with much or little, will
render the account "in the season thereof"-in the
proper time; why not?
It is in keeping with su'ch illustration and the
rendering of such account that Jesus says:
He \vh6"·i§' falthfill in that which is least, is faithful also
in much; and he who is unjust in the least, is also urtjust'in
much.-Luke 16: 10.

This furtlufr stamps the strictness of the justice
of Cod in rendering to every man, place according to
his works. Merit is attained by faithfulness on the"·
part of the children here, and each is promised that
he shall receive according to his faithfulness, with
the assurance to all set forth in the Roman letter,
2: 11, "For there is no l'espect of persons with God."
With such a rule of life, and under such covenant of
promise, everyone should strive in the race that is
set before him, and whatever others may do, make
a faithful account.
The necessity for speciaI effort in fulfilling the
law and making answer for our work in the present
life is definitely set forth in the divine instruction to
Israel in later times. The command given December,
1831, is' as follows:

The test of worthiness is made as we move along
For verily thus saith the Lord, It is expedient in me for -~
in life and not left to be determined and fixed in . bishop to be appointed unto you, or of you unto the church,
some future.by and by. Do not overlook the impnr- in this part of the Lord's vineyard; and verily in this thing
tant lesson to be had from the instruction. Faith- · ye have done wisely, for it is required of the Lord, at the
fulness ig shown in rendering the account here, not
by waiting until we shall have reached the other
side. It is too late after we have passed to the other
side to do this for .we are already dispossessed of
'

the things of this presept life then, ana can not readjust our· work, -if we would, but must answer for
what we have done, or what we have failed· to. do.
Hence the instru 0 tion: "If therefore ye have not
been faithful in the· um:ighteous mammon, who wm,
~ommit to: your tr~st the true riches."-;-Ibid., verse
ll.
·.·. .. . -. ,. . .
.
. .
·.
.
It is a· false position p0 assume ithat we ;will Wait
the other side,· and then answer to
till we pass

to

hand of every steward, to render an account of his stewardship, both in time. and in eternity. For he who is faithful
and wise in time is accounted worthy to inherit the mansions
prepared for them of my Father. Verily I say unto yon,
'fhe elders of the church in this part of my vineyard shall
• render an account of their stewardship unto the 'bishop
which shall be appointed of me, in this part of my vineyard.
These things shall be had on record, to be handed over unto
.the bishop in Zion; and the duty of the bishop shall be made
. known by the commandments which have been given, and
the voice of the conference.-Doctrine and 9ovenants 72: 1.

.~ .. There is complete order and harmony of work in·
the household of fkaith andd ~o. otnet?an prt·ohpe~lty igfrtore the office wor , or a m1111s ra: 1ve; au or1. y, o
'another. To do this is to hold iightly, or ignor~, thei
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Lord who appoints these messengers, and thus ·!pse
the blessing accompanying, as stated.by Jesus, He
that heareth you heareth me."
. .. · . .·
No one is so great by birth, or calhng,. ~s to be
exempt from the law of duty, or of_ recognizmg a~d
properly answering to the authority and place of
others. Jesus set the unparalleled example W:l!e.n he
came to John, and demanded that he humbly. coinply
with the rule of baptism in water, thi;i,t ·John had
been sent and authorized to administer. When .John
recognized the special worth of the g:·eat character
who came to him, he refused to baptize Jesus;))Ut
Jesus answering said, "Suffer me to' be baptized uf
thee for thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness'. Then he suffered him."-Matthew · 3: 43. ·
What a great impetus, to the great work of the
church if Christ's professed children to-day would
heed the example; all come to God's authorized ministers and ask to comply with the divine order,- if
anything has been omitted, ·thereby livfog by "every
wdrd that proceedeth from the mouth of God,'' in'stead of, as may be observed occasionally, trying to
change the order and direct the administration of
the law after the peculiar notions which have "crept
in," and in a manner "perverted tl!~ right wl_iy."
We plead for 'a holier and heartier desire to move the
Saints universally to fulfill the entire law of Christ;
and that they shall for their own good, and the glory
of God, earnestly strive, in this present tim~, to render to the Lord that which is his own.

about the latitiu;ie Qf:Cape Colb~y, ir(South Africa,
and· extends even· farther-south than Cape of Good
Hope.
- ·
.
..
' · ;
:c. · .
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Not far froin its stately capital city of Montevideo,
in the y~~r-·Il.amecI above, 'a fariri~r_ofjnflij.ence in
the community near the .citY, ca.rue_ upon_ a strange
discovery. Making
slight excavatioJ:i in a. field,
he discovered alarge, flat stoil.e. 'Hcraping the dirt
from it, he foulJ,d to-hissurpriSethat it contained
some l~ttering carved on its sm•:face.; On_removing
the ea:rth abouf it the stone was found to i~est upon
a stone vault; or.cellar' of snialL dirjfensfons. The
tablet sili:me was removed,~and the contents of the
vault were b1'ought to light. These.ihcluded)t large
earthen vessel,: two ancient swords, ~e1met; and a
shield.
was at once apparent that these relics,
with the -possible exception o(the urn, wel'e of ancient Greek pattem.
.
Despite the ·dryness· of -the climate an~ the care
with which the walls of the vault had" been sealed to
exclude the air, the metallic artfoles were for the
most part deeply ·rusted. But fortunately_ it was
possible to make out clearly the designs which they
bore in relief: ·
·

a

It

a

HEAD OF ALEXANDER ON SWORD HILT.

On the handle of one of the swords was. molded
the head of a Greek, supposedly Alexander the
Great, whose profile is familiar to students of antiquities. The helmet was elegantly wrought in bas
relief, and the scene which it portrayed was unmistakable. - It represented the "stock" picture of all
lovers of the "Iliad"-the picture of JEneas dragging the dead body of Hector around ithe walls of
DID THE GREEKS DISCOVER AMERICA?
.
The Greeks discovered America. They were the Troy.
Nothing·
more
was
needed
to
demonstrate
\the
first to discover it, so far as the records of history
Greek
character
of
the
relics,
but
a
further
reyelago. Long before Leif Erikson, the hardy N orsem1.1n,
sailed with his vikings across the North Atlantic; tion was made when the inscriptio;n i01J.AJt~_,~tablet
long before the days of the Irish Saint Brend~:µ, or ,~~!?.; J:?tudied. It was in Greek characters, neatly
the Welsh Prince Madoc, or the Genoese Columbus, done. But it seemed at first impossible to .demonthe Greeks discovered the Western Hemisphere. It strate anything more than this single fact. The
was 2,228 years ago, during the reign of the great weathering of the stone had S'o obliterated the charAlexander, that Ptolemy, a Greek navigator, was · acters that but fe\v of them could ·be read with cerswept by storm and wind with his sailors to the. tainty. A careful cleaning of the stone brought out
more of these, and the initial words stood out pretty
shores of Uruguay, South America,. '
· .·
_
clearly:
The evidence ·of the discov._ery is incontestabl~,. It
OBVIOUS ERROR IN TRANSLATION OF DATE.
came to light in 1827, at a time when Uttle a~te~t10n
The inscription was translated thus\ ··
·
was given to archmology, and when few·Ame~1cans .
"In ·the Reign of Alexander the Snn of· Philip,
ever had heard of Leif Erikson,: the Norse discoverer, or of Prince Madoc, the \;Velsh:Jiscov~rer, or King of Macedon in the Sixty}I'hird Olympiadi' Ftolemy"of Sainrt Brendan, the· Iris:h (liscoyerer · · .
The land reached ·bi· the Gieeks :of old ·1~ not ~a
Here the letters became so ·obscure as to be unmiliar to us, though it is a,S.SoCicated inJhe mmd with decipherable.
.
,
.
Garibaldi-, that hero of twqw(Jrlds to whom .the I.ta~y
Let us be thankful, however, that we have. th'e
of "to-day is i:;o greatly;Jl\d.ebtedo ~or G~ribaldi; m date and the subject of the story which the tablet
his youth,·. fought l;>ra..y~ly~·J<>r;the intlepe~dei;ice ?f sougiht to tell, although we have not one:'word of the
iUruguay. · T}liS S()'utli·':A:n1.e~1can .r.epubhc hes m story itself.
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First let ilfi not(:! the date. Alexander reigned empire so suddenly bl'Olce to piece13,.he becal~e king.
from 336-:B. cC:to 324 B. c.-that is to say, from the _of Egypt, founding a dynasty of Greek kings which
llOth Olympiad W the 113th. The Greeks used lasted three centuries in the land of the Nile 7__ter~
Jette1·s for figures~ - The letters "xi," and "gamma'' minating with the famous Cleopatra, who died in
repres.ented 63,_ and~ the letters "rho" "iota" . and .. the year 30 B. C.
.
"gamma" 113. :Elvidently in the first reading of the
As if this were not •glory enough ·for one fatpily
inscriptfon "rho" and "iota" were·inistaken for "xi," name, the great astronomer and geographer Ptolemy
and the.i:eading should have been "in the one hun- - arose in the second century af.ter Christ, to set forth
dred and thirteenth Olympiad."
the theory of the universe which obtained with
This would mean some time within the last four scarcely any modification for fourteen centuries. years rof Alexander's reign. That wonderful reign How grateful it would have been to him to know
of twelve years was so filled with great events th~t that a hero of his own illustrious name had borne
it c~ptivat(:ls the boys and girls in the history classes the arms of Greece to a New World beyond the·
of all our high. schgols. It will add to their interest Western Ocean !-By Hubert M. Skinner, in the
in that period to rrote this evidence of another Chicago Tribune.
achievement.
G $
G $
0
ALEXANDER MAD TO SUBDUE THE WORLD.

TESTIMONY BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.

Alexander was absorbed in the story of the Trojan
war; he slept with his book of Homer under his
pillow; he delighted in everything Greek-; he burned

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER. 6, 1910.
I am thankful for this opportunity to meet \vith you and
partake of the solemn ordinance of the sacrament on my
birthday. I may never again be permitted to do so, and I
to conquer ·remote ·1ands and to spread the Greek cio not remember when this has occurred before.
civilization over the world. Gold_smith represents_
I desire to manifest by my presence and by my partaking
him as looking out upon the moon with longing eyes, of the sacrament with you that I have nothing to prevent
and lamenting that he could not extend his conquests me from offering a gift afthe altar. I have no remembrance
beyond the ether to include that heavenly ball.
'that I ?ave wronged anyone. I ha;e no r~memb_tance -that
.
'., ·
-:
•
otliers Justly have cause for complamt agamst me. If they_.
But Alexand,eI s conquests we1 e not all of war· have they have failed to. make manifest to me in order that
among the ornaments .of his reign was the Greek -~-ther~ might be a reconciliation.
Pytheas a geographer and astronomer, who became,
I need not say that I love the gospel. I believe that it is
under the royal patronage, a navigator as well. The t?c power of God unto salvation, and if my belief is sufli·t·
E t th
h ·
d
1 t
cwntly strongly grounded, I feel that I have no cause to fear.
Gr~e l{ wri er, ra OS .enes, W 0 IS secon on Y .0 What my merit may be at the close of my life and when the

Anstotle arp.ong the philosophers of the old Hellenic
world, 'tells us that Pytheas made several voyages
into the Atlantic.
Doubtless we should have heard more of these
.

.

.

voyages but for the convuls10ns of the _era m which
they occurred, when Alexander's arms and fame
were advancing.through the old nations and making
changes'~verywhere.
·
'·th",
Pt·
I
f which the Uruguayan
WhO was
e · 0 emy 0
tablet sought ~o tell us?
.
.
Evidently he was a Greek navigator and warrior.
Whether ·he sailed in. a little fleet commanded by
Pytheas. or independently in his own vessel, he was
' . · · b
· d d t' d t th s uthwest
d OU btless earned Y wm an i e 0 e 0 .
. ward, never to return. The student of physical geography will see how Ptolemy's course was marked
out for him by the trade winds and the ocean cur-

t

·

ren s.
·_
.
.
nd this
The P.tolemys became a fam~us fami 1y, a.
. ·
man probably was the first of his name to wm high
distinction. His discovery ·of America never could
have been announced to the Greeks. To them he was
·. ·

·

a lost man.

.

.

'ENTURIES
STORY CAME TO LIGHT AFTER TWE~TY ~ '
.·
'

For twenty-one !J,Iid a half cen,turies his story-r~mained untold', Another Ptolemy became great. Ill
the army of Alexander; and when the Macedonian
.

P'.

-,

judgment takes place, I do not know. It is not fot me to
say; it will be for the Judge that sitteth upon-the throne and
before whom I must answer, to determine whether I am to
receive the re.ward ~f merit or whether ~ am to ~uffer the
loss of demerit, havmg come short of domg what I should
have done in my day and in my calling.
·
Now, praise God, I have eaten with you the bread, I have
drank with you of the wine, emble~s of Him whose service
we thus recor.d. It witnesses t~ you :hat I ~1ave .. ~o ch~rges
_to prefer agamst any_ of yo~, either m publ'.c or 111 pnva~e.
I have' no word of fault-findmg, I have no- pght to speak ill
of you, or to call your defects up in 'private conversation
with any, by which it might be possible to hurt you., I have
publicly partaken of the emblems of peace with you. None
of us have a. right to carry ou~ fro~ this assembly any ea~se
of fault-findmg, any cause of ill will or an.y reason to brmg
the church or the courts of the church against a brother or
a sister, or reiterate any tale of evil that we may have
found or heard, of which. we have not made a practical complaint before the proper officer.
Too many of us forget that in this sacred ordinance we
put to ou~· hands and tvitness before God that we not' only
1:emember Him whose flesh suffered l.lpon Calvary's Cross for
us and whose blood was shed for· us, but that w~ should
al~o remember those with whom we are associated, and bless- _
. ing them by our life, by our precept and our· example as we
were striving to walk uprightly, fully answering unto the
understanding that we have, that in _thus partaking of the
emblems before each other and before God and the angels,
we have partaken of tha.t· that increaset)l and sustaineth our·
spiritual life, .and retaining_thereby a remission of. our sins
from sacrament time unto. saci·ament . time. I believ~ .that

,
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to partake of ·this sacrament service is for the p~rpose of
giving us spiritual food, partaken in the spirit of the emblems and the office work of the Holy Spirit in attending
upon it. I believe tha·t.
Hence, to-day, I renew my covenant before God and before my brethren, and hope to stand steadfast whether my
life now be long or short from this time; and so, desiring
that I may walk carefully the ways of life with each and
everyone of you and when the time shall come for my departure I shall be able w look up, and conscious of all my
defects, of my shortcomings, of my secret sinning, I have
the confidence to put myself in the hands of a just God and
trust him for what may await me.
May God, in his infinite mercy, enable each one of us to underst;nd the sacred character of the work we have been doing
this day in thus partaking of the~e emblems, that they
may be blessed to each of us, that we may walk the ways of
life with such carefulness that we may indeed witness w
them that are without 2.nd those that are within, that our
lives are before Him and that they may be known and read
of all men-all things of lovely repute, things that are lovely,
of good repute and of good report, that we may think upon
them and make them a part of our inner life and our manifest life before each other and the world. May God add
his blessings as he sees that we need, in Jesus, our Lord.
Amen.-Zion's Ensign.

Mothers' Home Column
EDITED BY FRANCES.

Advisory Board, Daughters of Zion.

l\Irs. B. C. Smith, president, 214 South Spring street, Independence, i\Iissouri; Mrs. H. A. Stebbins, vice-president, Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. D. J. Krah!, secretary, 724 South Crysler
street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. F. M. Smith, 630 South
Crysler street, Independence, Missouri; Mrs. L; L. Resseguie,
Lamoni, Iowa; Mrs. M. E. Hulmes, treasurer, 909 Maple
avenue, Independence, Missouri.
Daughters of Zion Reading for December.
THE BOY IN HIS 'TEENS.

Among the perplexing questions that assail a mother at
a certain point in the home history, the "boy in his 'teens"
is most insistent. A lad between fifte~n and eighteen has
arrived at a place where his life is beset with difficulties.
Transitions are proverbially embarrassing.
When a boy resents being called "Master So-and-So," yet
is not rnfl'icicntly grown up to be addressed as "Mister Soand-So," there are moments of awkwardness for all concerned. The tactful mother knows how to smooth these away.
She can talk on subjects he likes, without obvious effort or
offensive patronage. She recognizes his dawning manhood
and never wounds his self-esteem.
Mothers are about the only ones it seems who take :the
trouble to understand boys at this age; fathers. and elder·
men in general, either purposely o.r through heedlessness,
snub the hobbled boy, treat him with arrogance, and heedlernly ignore the fact that he is leaving the plane of childhood and shuffling forward to the levels where. they already
stand. . . . The mother's attitude towa1;d her boys is otie of
pride, and she longs to let every friend see them as she does.
A boy in his 'teens is often shy ·and retiring, often clumsy,
often ill at ease in sciciiety. He sidles (!Ut of the. room when
company ent(\rs~- He goes ·o!f to ;the barn.~ or hang~. about
the corners of the street w1th_h1s boy fnends. Gals are
alarming creatures, and he Jrneps out of their way. How
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shall he be coa;.ed from the· diffidence and reserve w:hjch are
his shield, and yet make hi.!fi appear forbidding and awkward?
Certainly not by direct attacks upon the defects of his temperament, or the immaturity of his character. A mother does
well to accuswm her boys to being her escorts when she
goes out. Women are unwisely independent. They lose
some very precious things by their Jack of-shall we say,
selfishness. A mother should never go out alone in the evening when there is a son .under the same roof. Even if such
going forth be perfectly safe and proper, she should expect
Joe or Frank to attend her. For if a mother takes her
young sons out with her, they will unconsciously leam the
little ways of social grace. They will cease to be hobbledehoys
and become young gentlemen.
Next let the anxious mother provide for her sons pieJsant
girl companions, encouraging -a healthier intercourse, which
never tends towards the dangerous ground· of love.
Young people ought to enjoy each others' society in the
years that precede the twenties, without a single thought of
anything except good comradeship. They should go together
in groups, rather than by twos, and mothers have it in
their power to forward agreeable acquaintance between their
sons and daughters, and those of others, and tO promote
innocent merrymakings. ' Fun and frolic belong to youth, and
laughter fhen "doeth good like a medicine."
The self-conscious, possibly timorous boy, has his counterpart and opposite 'ih the self-conceited and over aggressive
lad, who often arouses antagonism through his ·positive air
of knowing all that is to be known. With this type of
character, strong a11d determined, and likely w make its
mark in the future, the mother's province is to exercise a
gentle repression. This boy must be curbed, held back, restrained, lest his impetuous rush be misunderstood, or his
eager actions result in some perplexing complicatiOns. The
time is passing swiftly. A little later his energy and resolution will enable him to take an important place among
the workers, if not among the leaders of the community.
Now, though he may make large demands on maternal
patience, mother must stand beside her boy, straighten out
his tangles, and,make friends for him on every side. This is
a home question; mothers can not ignore it. It means not
only a happier present for the growing boy, but a happier
future for the man, a happy home life for the woman he
marries, and the right kind of a father for his children.
-Harry E. Adams in Anwrica1~ MotheJ•lwod.
Questions on December Reading.

What transition takes place with the b~y in his 'teens?
What are some of the characteris.tics of this period? How
will the tactful mother deal with his self-esteem? How may
this be curbed at times without offending his developing.manhood? What may be the effect of snubbing a boy during this
period? What is accomplished for the boy by feeling that
he has his mother's confidence? What habits may result from
a boy's hanging around the street corners? How may this be
avoided? What help may it be to a boy w feel his mother's
dependence upon him? What may be gairied by accompany-·
·ing her in the evening? How may our boys be kept from
b~comin.g so-called "hobblcdehoys"? Should the effort to provide smtable companions be allowed to become apparent to
the boys and girls themselves? What should be the status
of association betwem1 boys and girls under tvienty? What
treatment should be given the aggressivf!, self-conceited boy?
In \~h_a~ _manner should they be repressed? What are ·the
poss1b1ht1es f<;>r such a boy if rightly curbed? What is the
boy's need of his mother at this time? What is involved in
the right solution of the boy problem of this period?

..
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Hymn No. - , -Saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading with discussion; paper, "Associations for young people under
twenty"; roll-call; business; hymn No. - ; prayer.
Thankful's Thanksgiving.

Only a few days· remained until Thanksgiving, and the
little town of W-hately was alive with interest in the coming
feast day. The air was redolent with the odor of mincemeat,
and preserves, and pumpkins simmering into sweetness.
The .hard- times seemed only to have increased everyone's
appetite and hospitality, and Mr. Hodges, the veteran storekeeper, was· authority for the statement that there had not
been, for thirty years, so many orders for turkeys.
Thankful Bean lived right in the center of the village,
and many an anxious matron had consulted her judgment
in the festal preparations. Bags of sage and summer ;;avory
from her garden, waited in many a pantry for the grand
turkey stuffing, and every family for a mile around had her
recipe for plum pudding, which had been given her by Governor Henshaw's wife, and had been the standard recipe for
Thanksgiving pudding, in his family, for years. Thankful
had helped them all, as they desired, no more and no less,
but she had gone about with a stern look on her face, and
with no pleasant thoughts for the near Thanksgiving Day.
Ever since she was born the day had always been sacredly
observed at Thankful's home. Time was when the dining
room table had to be reinforced by the kitchen table and
two light stands, to m:)ke i;oom for the large family and the
invited guests. But the number had gradually grown less
until, for years, Thankful had kept the day alone in the
silent, old house, browning her turkey and steaming her
diminntive pudding, and eating her dinner, with no company
but her memories.
This past year, _as Thankful looked back upon it, seemed to
have brought nothing but trouble apd loss. A bank in which
some of her money had been deposited had failed, and other
investments had kept -her constantly anxious. Then Millie
had gone away with the summer. The very thought of her
made Thankful's heart sore. Millie was an orphan niece who
had come last. winter to live with her aunt. She was a
sweet young girl, and, in the few months of her stay, she
had grown into Thankful's heart as no one ever had before.
Her bright presence had brought an unwonted softness into
Thankful's .face, and her dainty touches had transformed the
house.
The girl seemed happy and contented, until the city people
up at Hudson's had chosen to be attracted by her pretty face
and winsome ways. 'fhey had fascinated her with their
stories of city life and of the art schools where her talent
could be cultivated.
When the city people went back to their homes, Millie
went with them, and Thankful said good-bye with a steady
voice and went back to the old life, and no one knew the
bitterness in her heart.
Then followed a slow fever, days and nights of sleeplessness and pain, and the torture of having to accept the unloving service of an ignorant girl. Thankful's strong constitution had tri.umphed, and she was about again, but it had
been in spite of utter indifference.
So, with Thanksgiving near, Thankful, knittillg by her
fire, thought the whole year oyer, and she said to herself
that fo1•onc<1 in her life thiJ; day should be the same as every
other day. The outward observance of it would be hypocrisy,
for the year had .brought nothing but trouble, and she had
no thankfulness in her heart.
Thankful -had just. c;ome to this decision when she heard
a knock at the door. A little boy stood on the step. He
had an honest face, framed in a shock of red hair, which
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fairly lifted up his small cap. His gray, theadbare coat had
black sleeves in it, and his shoes were patched.
"Mother told me to tell you I was Mary Ellis' boy. My
name is Billy Peters. Can't I come in?" he said. .
Thankful led the way into her sitting room, with a little
more warmth of manner than shc:i usually -showed to boys
of Billy's age. Mary Ellis and she had been nearest neighbors
and intimate friends in girlhood, but after the farmer's
marriage her home had been a mile awav. and. as the cares
increased with the years, she and Thm~kful drifted ap;1~t:
Her husband had died recently; leaving her penniless, with
four Ii ttle boys.
Thankful had heard sometimes of her friend's brave struggle to keep the wolf from the door, but her own misfortunes
had absorbed her mind so completely that she had little place
for thought of others.
"I'm a committee," said Billy, settling himself in the big·
chair which Thankful drew out for him, and . holding his
hands up to the cheerful blaze of the hearth.
"You are?" said Thankful, putting on her glasses to examine him more minutely.
"I be." And Billy drew himself up proudly, "You see it's
like this: There's ten poor children down to the country farni
'this year, and Mr. Walker, what manages the farm, says he
11ain't got 'thority to git up Thanksgivin' dinner for 'em. So
down in our Sabbath school, some committees was ~hose, ~
go·round and see what folks would give towards g·ittin' 'em a
Thanksgivin' dinner. We want 'em to lrnve a first-rate oneturkcy, 'n' cramberry sarce, 'n' onions, 'n' pumpkin pie, 'n'
a puddin' chuck full o' raisins, 'n' an orange apiece."
Billy dwelt long and lovingly on each item of the Thanksgiving dinner.
"Are you going to have all those things yourself?" said
Thankful, looking keenly at the poorly clad child.
"No'm, not this year; but we ha'l'e had 'em some years.
Father's dead, 'n' the rent's high, 'n' mother don't get much
washin' now. But she says things might be a good deal worse,
'Tain'c as though we were poor, like them children. We're
goin' to have some fried liver. We ain't poor," he said,
stoutly.
Somehow Thankful's glasses needed wiping as she looked
at· Billy, who had his mother's eyes. Indeed, he was not
poor! His bravery and utter forgetfulness of self were
possessions a king might envy!
"How much shall I put you down for?" said Billy, taking
down his little stump of a pencil from behind his ear. "Some
folks gives five cents. Mother give ten, and she said she
guessed you'd give that."
"You may put me down foi; twenty-five cents," Thankful
answered, with a burst of generosity.
Billy almost bounced out of his seat at the munificence of
the gift, and he mentally resolved to add nuts and raisins to
the Thanksgiving bill of fare of the county farm children.
Long after Billy's sturdy figure was out of sight, Thankful
sat idly with folded hands, gazing into the fire. Billy's
earnest little soul had awakened new thoughts within her,
which were destined to change the current of her life. Could
she, too, not be thankful that things were no worse? She
had lost her small deposit in the -bank, but another investment had proved successful beyond her expectation. She
had got up from her illness better than she had _lieeri for
a long time before. Millie had gone, it was true. But had
she not cause for thankfulness that the bright young life
had touched her own, even for a little time? If she so willed
it, might not this tender memory keep her heart from being
quite the withered thing it was?
Now that Thankful was in a softe1• mood, there came to
mind many' little causes for gratitude which she had not
reckoned before. How they grew as she thought of them,
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everyone standing out clear. and beautiful, a gift o~ a Father
who never forgets his children!
At length Thankful arose, and, going to her desk, she wrote
in a fine, old-fashioned hand, an invitation to Mary Peters to
eome with the boys and take 'fhanksg·iving dinner with her.
Then she went out and ordered the largest turkey Mr. HQdges
could procure. After that her kitchen was a scene of unusual
activity. Cranberries popped and sizzled, pies and cairns
baked inlo odorous richness, and jellies quivered in the most
approved way.
Early Thanksgiving morning a little procession of red
headed boys, led by Widow Peters, wended its way toward
Thankful's home. Billy meant to be decorous, but just as
they passed the kitchen window, Thankful had Qpened the
oven to g; ve the turkey a basting. It lay in full view, in
all ;t:; grnnd proportions, and was a sight to turn an older
head than Billy's. ,
Tlrnnkful'.e C'ttrrant. cookies kept the boys in a state of
bliss till dinner time. And that Thanksgiving dinner! It
stands out clear and delicious in the mind of everyone presenL. Thankful heaped up the plates and filled them again
and again, ancl when, from sheer exhaustion, the boys had
i.o ~-top, the turkey seemed hardly worsted by the encounter,
so _1.'."ir;anlic he was!
At last it was all over. Thankful watched the happy company g-oing- homeward, Billy b1·inging up the rear- with a
baskl'l eonlaining the remains of the feast. Long after they
were out of sight she sat with folded hands, gazing after
llwm. !Ic1· house was in a stale Qf wild disorder. There
were three sharp dents in the carved legs of her dining room
ta hie, where Iit tie .Joe Peters had pounded with his boots to
<'XJll'<'SS his delight at the sight of the steaming plum puddini;.
.Joshua, her pet cat, had taken lo the woods, and she knew it
would rcqui re a great deal of diplomacy to bring him back
again. ll had been a busy, anxious day, and she was tired
frnm head to foot. But lhern was a strange warmth in
Thankful's heart, and, looking hack upon the day, she felt
that it was the pleasantest one she had known for years. She
Iiad entirely forgotten her own troubles in looking after the
comfort of he1· own guests, and she was conscious of having
given them an unusual pleasure.
.
Thankful did not hear the whistle of the incoming train,
nor the light step on the garden walk. Some one operied the
door softly, hesitatingly, but she did not hear. Then Millie
knell down beside her, and Millie's voice said, tremulously:
"Oh, Aunt Thankful, I've been so homesick. Won't you
take me hack again?"
And, with Millie's arms around .)ler neck, Thankful felt
that the clay had, indeed, been a blessed one.~Martha H.
Pillsbury in -'/'he IIousehold Jo1irnal.
.

Letter Department
Lr;gs SUMMI'r, Mrnsoum, September 26, 1910.
Dear II ernld: There arc many untold beµcfits to be derived from the children of men having faith in God and his
laws. As we go through the world and see the degradation
and sin, the troubles and sickness of- humanity, the low and
base. condition of many, we are tr1,1ly ,made to, realize the
many benefits in Christ, and appreciat~ the many bleRsings
and favors to those who trustin him;
In the life of perfect peace and .victory the will plays a
most important part. T1·ue religion 1'esides in the will. As
long as we entertain the thought that salvation resides in
the feelings or .emotions,. we - cart .never be settled in our
actions. 'l'hc wlll is that faculty of the mind by which we
determine ·either to do or not to do an action. 'l'he will is
the real man. When we choose .to quit sin and serve God, it
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is the will that does it. - It..is not how we feel-ii.bout it. We
do it from a different standpoint than feeling. As_ long as
we· will to serve ,God, we ca:ri do it, and as long as we will,
all we hand over to the -Lord he takes it· as his- own and
cares for it; riothing can alter .this, 01ir··feelings may clamor
against it, or rebel, Qr be indifferent about it, nevertheless, if
we will ourselves to the Lord, we are . his. anyway. . Here
is where many are accused. If they are sensible of, a certain
duty and their feelings rebel or rise against it, they instantly
conclude that they are _not going to ignore that feeling.
Hold fast to that will and go ahead and do that which 'God
wants you tQ do. You see it is how our will is; and not how
we feel about it that counts with_ God. _Which shows the
greater fidelity .to God, to do God's -will even if we do not
feel like it, Qr do God's ,will because we feel like doing it?
Which is the best developer of character?
Some people wait· to feel dike it. The will plays an important part, especially when we are tempted to doubt. If doubts
come up we.trust God, and pray for faith and light and dec"1dc,
I will press on. The decision of the will is what counts. The
will holds fast and wins the day.. You come off more than
conqueror. Do not forget that patience is a great help to
holding the will steady, and that humility also will be a great
help to patient faith. Then it will nQt be JQng, dear reader,
if you thus fasten your will, until your feelings will become
natural and soon will contribute to your enjoyment.
May this gospel spread and take ·root in the hearts of
Your brother,
honest men and women.
W.R. RUSH.
MULBERHY, CAUFORNIA, November 11, 1910.
Editors Herald: I desire the prayers of. the Saints in behalf of our aged and afflicted mother, Sr. R. A. Lawn, who
has been in very poor health for more than a year, that if it
be God's will she may be restored to health.
I also wish to acid that although being isolated we arc
striving in our weak way to let oui· light shine, and to raise
our children up to fea1· and love God. I realize there is a
great responsibility resting upon parents. May we all do
our duty is my prayer.
With love to all Saints,
Mns. H .. L. wATERS.
PEUl!Y, IOWA, November 9.
. Edi_to1·s Herald: In writing to yQu again'\~6 ~an tell of
joys commingled with sorrows. The sac( news came to us
on 'l'hursday morning that Sister Emberling's husband was
killed by the cars. The trncks struck him just above the
knees. He lived twenty minutes, was not ·a member of the
church, but considered our elders the best posted men in the
world. His people, however, arc very bitterly opposed to the
Latter Day Saints' Church, and demonstrated t11e fact at the
funernl. Brother Salisbury of Des Moines was called to
preach the sermon, and his effort was granci. "No human
tongue can express the beauties of the beyond as does the
1·ecord called the Bible." "If a man die can he live again?"
and "reward comes to all in some manner in .that- alf men do
some or much good and will be so rewarded " was the embodiment for his sermon. People were asto~ished and· are
still asking who was the man, where from, and will he preach
some again. The result was_ very gratifying tQ our 'people
here.
•
·
,
Sr. Chloe Grigsby of· Woodbine had charge of ·the singing
and rendered a Eolo for the occasion that was much apprecir
atecl. It seems that Brother Salisbury's sermon fitted into
the song perfectly and thaot each sentiment in it was enlarged
·
to all the ·beauties that could be brought out.
Those of whom we wrote you would soon be. baptized have
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all come into -the_ chuTch. One of the ladies_ was a leader in: all were seated in a very haiidsome motor car and ·had a
the Campbellite ·church, and her departure 'from .them has inost interesting ride through part of- Lancashire, Cheshire,'
caused rirnch grief.ti> that· entire body. She is honorable, a and Derbyshire.
.
-worker, arid ,.has a very pleasing personality along with her
In the evening we called at the home of Bro. and Sr.- Ji\mes
depth _as a thinker. Orte of the other ladies is one of Perry's
_Clarke, of Manchester, \~ith whom we have so often somost respect_ed _and wealthiest widows. • Her step toward the
journed, and on this occasion it was with profound regret we
happy future caused them to ··say: "Oh, what a shame. Do.
realized that this was pl'obably the last occasion we should
you suppose shr~ -:Will give her money to the Latter Day
all be enjoying the hospitality of "127 Stoclcport Road."
Saints? -Wouldn't that be awful!"
This makes. eleven new members and we will surely have - Tuesday, the 11th, we were up early, 'and after packing
some more_ soon. Many are investigating. W c now have our valises and grips we were driven down to the station by
forty dolla1;s saved up toward a tent meeting here in June. Brother· Worth and met Brother . and Sister Isherwood 'i\nd
We will make a house to house canvas with invitations ex- Sister Nodin. Again sorrowful good-byes were said, and we
were on our way to Liverpool.
.
tended in the- most inviting manner.
Eu mute we "picked up" Brother Chandler, the jo-viai and ·
NELLIE MARTIN.
_tactful president of the Warrington Branch. We reached
Liverpool central station, about noon, and were met by
SPOI<ANE, wASHINGTON' October 27, 1910.
Brolhcr and Sister Pitt and Brother Griffith·s. We then met
Editors J{erald: I surely enjoy reading your dear pages; a .number of Saints from Leeds and Bt•adforil,- Bro. and Sr.
so much to encourage us, so much to help us live better lives. F. I ssott (our sister and husband,) with their little soil NorThe Mothers' Home Column is very interesting. All who man, Sisters Wormald, Schofield, Horton, Mandeficld, Altken,
have the talent to write o_n home training, do so. You help and Bro. and Sr. Thomas 'l'aylor. We all repaired lo a
many mothers who are busy attending to the children's needs restaurnnt and enjoyed a farewell dinner, and then went
and have hardly time to think of so many little things that - down lo the landing stage. By this time the rhin was falling ..
will make our _boys and girls better men and women.
heavily, and the general depression of our party was inI would like· to help others by writing to the Home Column, creased.
but I feel that I have not the talent.
The steamship lvernia of the Cunard Line was anchored
Ever praying for the redemption of Zion,
in the middle of the estuary of the Mersey on our arrival,
SISTER JANE.
but shortly the anchor was weighed and by al~10sLilnpercep
tible motion, she swept up alongside. After tedious waiting
the 1rnsscngers were embarked and then friends who had
GAI,ENA, KANSAS, November 11, l!JlO.
Dear lIM·ald: It has been a Jong while since T have penned passes were permitted to come aboard.
By and by the special London train came and the bell
anything fo11 your pages. I see from to-day's HERAW that
therc are some who don't think that the Book of Mormon says -sounded; then the stewards began to call, "All ashore!" It
anything about patriarchs. There arc some of the finest was hanl to sec the sorrow which was in evidence as friends
patriarchal ·blessings _in the Book of Mormon, in the Second and loved ones were separated [incl those "going ashore," per- ·
Book of Nepl1i, chapters 1 and 2 and a part of 3. To my mind colalccl slowly through the covered •gangway,. every few steps
.turning to look backwards, through the heavy tears, and wnve
MEJ,VINA ULMl>It.
lhcy arc fine.
"good-bye."
,
Olli' pa1'ty of friends stood in a· group and we gathered on
, BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI, November 13, 1910.
Dear Herald: I thought a few lines from this part would the deck and we looked a;t each other with strainint~ eyes.
All was hustle and turmoil while the big ropes were cast olf,
be gladly received by some of your readers. It seems that
and 'oon the great liner was gradually widening the distance
<>Lt!' missionaries have forgotten that there are a few lost
oheep in old Biloxi, as none of the force, except Brother Van- between us. We all were waving o.ur handkerchiefs and trycleave, __ have. visited us this year. He preached twice for us ing lo identify our party.
We were now speeding seaward, and the_ great dty of
in Jmic,,,~ .th,fok 1it 1 was, but has not been back since. He·
passed through Bilox.i twice not Jong since, but failed to stop . Liverpool, with its environs of Bisherhead, Leeccimbe, and New
off for a cause we do not know. We wish they would send Brighlon, conspicuous by i"dason of its stccii columns which
W. L. Booker back.to us again. May God bless him, wher- tower up over five hundred feet, slipped away very' nwidly.
ever he is, for he never forgot there were a few Saints in old
The gong sounded for ten, and ns we were booked for
Biloxi, .and he woi.tld stop and break the bread of life to us. second sitting, we took advantage of the opportunity to wash
Biloxi is a hard place to make a Jiving this winter, as and prepare ourselves for the voyage. After tea was over,
all of the oyster factories excepting one have shut down for we went on deck and enjoyed the weird spectacle of a night
two years.
Your brother,
at sea. We could see grclm lights, red lights, and white lights,
GEORGE W. ENTREKIN.
which denoted ships passing tis, and along the Welsh coast
one could sec rellections of lights which denoted towns, then
nearer a Jong row of electric llarcs which spoke of the
!NOI~PP.NllENCE, MISSOURI.
Saints' lieralcl: Many of our friends will be anxious to promenade of some pleasure resort._ Then we saw the beams
know how We are and hOW WC fared in the Jong journey from of light from lighthouses, which at regular intervals would
>Stream across the .\•mters and billow away beyond us for
England to this ~lace; and we thcreforn ask the pr~v.ilege of
using your- columns to infof•m them of om· concht1on and miles.
The awful quiet, the sense of isolation from the worlcl, tho
whereabouts.
- .
subdued throbbing of the sea quails ·and the hum of conversaAfter taidng pal't in a most enjoyable conference with the
tion from within the brilliantly lighted saloon had a peculSaints of the Ma;nchester District, where we also had the
ia-rly solemnizing effect. Our first nighf at sea was not spent
plcasui·c of renewing the friendship with Brother Pitt andin sleep, but in meditation _and thought of our friends who
making tho acquaintance of Sister Pitt, also meeting wjth
wero left ·behind.·
Brother Griffiths; we i!njoyc.d a splendid day's outing' alon11;
'l'he next day we arrived at Queenstown mld took in the
with our host· and hostess, Bro. and Sr. William Worth, of
Stockport.• At11oon, Brothci• Griffiths accompanying us, we Irish contingent and the- mail, so completing our cargo and
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company. The boat was full, having 1,500 steerage, 38Q
second cabin, and 160 saloon passengers.
.
We met Mrs. ~nd Miss Delorma, relatives of Brother E. A.
Wehbe, of Cleveland, Ohio, who were going to take up their
residence in Collinwood, and had arranged to be our. ~ellow
voyagers. It was a lovely day and the Irish coa~t wa~ l?oking very beautiful in its Octobi;r dri;ss, and the .white bmldmgs
showed up very quaint and bright m the mornmg sun: A.bout
four hours steaming from Queenstown brought us Jnto the
rolling billows of the Atlantic Ocean, and as we crept away
from the Irish coast we began to feel the force of the northwest wind, and seasickness thinned out our company.
Tea time found the writer in his bunk. The children,
except Frankie, were also sick; but Sister Rushton 'vas successful in resisting the attacks of seasickness. Our log shows
that every day we had heavy seas, strong winds to gales,
unlil within one day's steaming of Boston.
Sea life is very much the same, so will not consume space
to describe it again. On 'fhursday morning at 9 o'clock, on
October 20, we safely berthed in ;Boston and after passing
the doctor and other officers we finally landed and then. commenced the tedious business of gathe1·ing up our cases and
baggage for inspection. Never before have I known the
oflicern to be so strict and thorough in their examinations.
Owing to the kindness of Brother Salyards, who had put
the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad people in touch
with me, one of the officials of this line was there, and he
rendered valuable assistance in consigning our goods and
also securing our tickets for the railway journey. We had
the pleasure of renewing our acquaintance with. Brother
Wehbe, who came to meet. his relatives. We bade them
good-bye at the south depot. At 6 p. m. we left for Fall
River, and embarked in the magnificent steamer Com11wnweallh, and at 8.30 we were steaming for New York.
Promptly at 7, on the morning of the 21st, we were berthed
in New York and were met by Bro. and Sr. George Baty, late
of Stockport. We were taken to their home and made welcome. We stayed here until the 26th ult. We enjoyed our
association with the Saints. in Brooklyn and were privileged
to preach the Rally Day sermon on the Sunday. Brethren
Christy, of Philadelphia, and James Wilson, our old friend
late of Glasgow, were in attendance.
We shall not forget the many kindnesses we received and
enjoyed in company with our brethren and sisters in Brooklyn.
'l'he branch seems to be in a very good condition. Brother
McGuire is ably assisted by faithful men and women; and
especially did we enjoy the singing, under,thc leadei;ship of
Paul Craig of lnd<ipcndcnce.
'·!
I could not begin t~ recount all we had to say to Brother
and Sister Baty; we had much to say and tell of the many
friends in I~ngland, and they enjoyed learning the ·latest news.
Our nex_t stop was Columbus, Ohio; where we arrived
Thursday morning, after riding from Wednesday noon. Sr.
G. T. Grilnths met us at the station, took us to their home,
and made us very welcome.
.
.
We were very pleased to meet Brn. A. J. Becker and II. E.
French, also Brother I'ilatthews, the enei:getie branch president; also Bm. Wynne and Lewis. It ,\ras a most enjoyable
visit for us in this pleasant city; we cnjoye.d the prayer services, the Sunday schooi and the Re!igio sc1;vic~, besides p1:ca~h
ing at the Sunday evening service to a large af!d apprcmat1ve
audience. We also attended 'a .baptis)lial service on the Sunday afternoon', when Brother Matthews bap~izcd four souls
into the church including one si~tcr who is seventy-three
years of age. We visited tbC' South Mi~sion, in charge of
Brother Necmans, and· enjoyed 0111' association with the little
band of earne.~t. workers.,. :. ..
, ... '
In Columbus we m'et Bro. an<l Sr. Charlie Foster and their
. two.,Jittle on\!~• J3to. an4 Sr•: Na,than Wrote and their, little
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ones, also Sr. Wrote and Alma. All-were well and comfortable. We also niet Bro. Nephi Mills, the son of Bro. Thomas
Mills late of Manchester. Nephi.has,.g1:own to oe a fine, tall
young man, and is' well spoken of. Brother Mills we were
sorry not to see; he was in Canada at Lathbridge.
Hallowe'en was enjoyed by us at the home of ·Siste1: Farnham in a social gathering.• We had ice cream, arid so one, at
least, was ·happy. We felt sorry to leaye Columbus when
Tuesilay came, but we had to board the 5.15 train for Cincinnati, en 1'oute for Kansas City. OWing to being an hour
late we missed the connection and as a consequence had to
wait until Wednesday evening at 9.10 to get ·out of Saint
Louis.
.
We arrived in Karisas City Thursday mofoing at 7.30,
November 3, and were met by my mother and father, who
were glad to._ see their grandchildren fm: the first time.
On our arrival in Independence we were mlit by Sr. E. L.
Kelley, who took us to.their home and made us very welcome
and comfortable. Bishop Kelley shortly took us in the buggy
to see a house, and it suiting us, we engaged to have it; and
we hope soon to be settled in our new home.
We had the pleasure to meet Brother Joseph Smith and
were glad to see him looking so well, considering his ad·
vancing years. He remembers still with remarkable accuracy
the many happy .times and experiences enjoyed during his
visit there with Brother Evans in 1903. He inquired after
many of the Saints and was deeply interested in the account
rendered of them.
·
·
We have been very kindly received by the ·saint.s hel'C and
appreciate all the interest shown in us. We have had the
pleasure of meeting Brother and Sister Bowker, Brother and
Sister Howden, Sister Barrett (fol:merly. Dalley), Brother
and· Sister Sneyd, and others from the homeland; all seem
well and happy.
I will now close this long letter with ·best wishes to our
dear friends in England and Wales, praying that prosperity
and 'peace may attend each and all in the cause.
Our address will be 701 North Cottage, Independence,
Missouri. Sincerely,
JOHN

W.

RUSHTON.

_ LonAIN, Omo, October 23, 1910.
Dear Herald Readei·s: Having read 'the remarkable case
of healing in .the' HEnALD of October 19, I wish to relate the
healing of our daughter Hazel, who was taken ~ic~ the ~5th of
'la1it Ap1;Wwith what is known as Grav.es; Qiseas<} 1 or exolthalmic goitre. We summoned the best medical aid in Lorain,
who. after having treated her for several .weeks said they
could do nothing for her, as their efforts ·to help her retain
their medicine were of no avail.
She grew worse rapidly, -her pulse reaching 180 a minute,
and when we called an osteopath he did not expect to be able
to help her because so many of the symptoms characteristic
of the disease were present. Hazel had always given careful
acceptance to the gospel from childhood, and when first .taken
sick I asked if we might send for an elder to administer-.to her,
as we arc commanded to in James 5: 14. She protested against
it, saying she was unworthy. As she grew worse I plead with
her again, and she gave consent to send for B1'0. F. 'l'. Haynes,
president of Cleveland Branch. ·Brother Haynes' work in
the shops prevented him from coining during the week, so
'.1c asked Brother Farnfield to come, and a blessing. w!is ,given
msomuch that she called for food and ate. But in a few
days she again grew worse, saying her faith, was too ,weak.
Our hearts were breaking, for we felt the end was very 1ie11r..
Br?tl,er Haynes came the 2!lth of May and .through adm.inistration she seemed, to get relief. 'fhe' same again the next
clay, and ,while his hands were ;upon he~·- head she fell into a
peaceful sleep, such as she. had not known .during her sick-
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ness, and ·the night following. she slept so quietly we thought
she was· depa·rting this mortal life.
But it was the healing power of God according to promise,
and when she awoke she raised· her hands and exclaimed,
"Oh, mamma, I am loosed from prison, and it is all of God!'>:'
The nausea ceased ·and she began to mend from that ·hour.
Elder _Haynes c,ame each week, and sometimes oftener, as
circumstances would permit. He did not consider his need
of rest from physical labor, or the excessive heat, for he
realized as did we, that God was working with us, and the
prayer of faith was saving the sick. Although in bed five
months, with the worst case the doctors said that they had
ever read or known of, and that she had bad heart lesions
(of which there are no traces now), she did not suffer; as
grace and returning strength were given each day. Her
average weight- being one hundred and sixty pounds in health,
was reduced to about eightY,• She is now well and quite
strong. I Ji.ave written thi's, hoping others of the faith may be
strengthened. We find "these signs" do not make believers,
but they strengthen those who believe.
· In gospel bonds,
KITTIE M. MINKLER.

years of our married life in the active ministry, but for some
. misunderstanding, or misdemeanoi· on-his part, I never knew
the reason why, he was put ou~ ,of the fiel<;l. Since his death
God 11as seen fit to :afflict my body with tlie terrible cancer'
disease, and unless I receive help from the only source from
which help comes in a case of my kind, I will. be obliged to
give up trying to make a home for my three children, who
are still in school. ·
My boy is sixteen, and in the high· school, the second year,
Ralph W.; and a girl fourteen, 'and one twelve in gran1mar
·school, and if God can see fit to heal my body and cleanse me
from all sin so that I may be a blessing to my whole fa:lnily
for a few years to come, I would be very thankful, for it is
. hard to leave any of my loved ones; more especially the
younger ones, who will have no home when I am unable to
keep it for them.
Now, if you will offer my name to your Prayer Union, or·
have an elder call on me if one is passing through Portland,
Maine, I shall be grateful to you. I am not able to pay the
havcling expenses of an elder; if I were I would gladly do
· so. 'l'hey can find me by taking a Deering Highland or Westbrook Vic of Woodforcls car, at the corner of Congress street
and Preble street: Get off at Glenwood avenue. My number
is 296 Woodfords street.
CASTANA, IOWA, November 14, 1910.
Yours in the faith,
Editors Herald: I am sorry to bother you so often, but the
MRS. W.W. BLANOHAJW,
Lord's interests are being overlooked in Castana and vicinity.
There is only a handful of Saints there, and most of them
poor but f~ithful.
SOUTH AUBURN, NEBRASKA, November 14.
Bro. W. A. Smith .held meetings there last winter for
· Dear Herald: I will write a few lines, for I know I can
about four weeks with· fairly large, and I believe interested say this great latter day work is of God. Our heavenly
audiences.
·
Father has revealed it to me. I know that God i.s confirming
He baptized two young ladies, and others expressed a de- his words in his church. I have seen the sick healed and I
sire to obey the gospel. If one may judge from appearances, have been administered to by the elders of God and have been
he won the love of most everyone who met him, both Saint healed. I am thankful to God for his blessing. 'l'o Him be
and sinner. ·
all the glory.
Dear Saints, pray for me that I may live faithful to his
Castana is a fruitful field, and the fruit is ripe, ready for
the gatherers; and if some of God's servants do not come in cause. Bro. William Self has· been preaching here. He
and do the gathering, some other servant will, to our loss. baptized live this summer.
Yom• sister in Christ,
Brother Smith told them he (or some one else) would come
MARY UMLAND.
back this summer and do the watering where he had done
the sowing. Precious souls are thirsting for the truth and
SmOMNESS, ON'rAino. November 10, 1910.
waiting a chance ·to .obey the everlasting gospel. Will not
Editors Ileralcl: I have just returned from the northern
some of our missionaries try to get away for a time and
attend tO this very important matter? '!'here is a woman par.t of Michigan on a visit, and believing that there is a
(Church of God) in there who is trying to spread the Gospel good work to be done there would like anyone traveling that
1'rmnpet r'eligiOii:. · She has written to me, stating her inten- way to call on friends of mine in Manton, a village in Wextions of sending foi• a Holy Ghost man to come in and rpeach ford County and in Mcsakie County. Names of those friends
the pure gospel. I call it a will-o'-th'-wisp doctrine, it is so are· William MacDonald, Ensign MacDonald and ;Robert Runchey, as they have agreed with me to give our elders a
very deceptive and delusive.
·
0, brother missionary, my heart is so burdened for the hearing.
Your brother in .the gospel,
people! Won't you come. to the rescue at once, and strike
HIRAM MACDONALD.
whilo the iron is hot~ and reap a rich reward.
Praying for the cause of Christ, I remain,
SADIE BUIWH.
WooDI<'ORDS, MAINE, November 10, 1910.
Dea?' Ileral<l: I am an iMlated member of the church. It
has been eight years since I heard preaching by an elder,
with one exception. _About a year ago I heard Bro. U. W.
Greene speak at Dixfield Center. My faith in God's work is
still strong, bti.t not being in touch with the preaching or-in
fellowship with the Saints, I am often discouraged, and can
only get light and comfort by prayer. ·
I was told by a sister a few weeks ago that you have a
Prayer Union in the church; I am greaitly in need of help;
although I _am poor in this world's goods, it is not for gold
or silver that I ask but 'such healing power as you have I
pray you give me;
am. the widow of w. w. Blanchar~, w~o·
died nearly four. years ago. , We spent eleven of the sixteen

i

Ministerial Labor and Reporting.

Jesus said: "'l'he night cometh, when 'no man can work."John 9: 4. Lying before me are the reports of 76 mei1, and
altogether for the three months ending September 30, we have
preached 2,760 sermons, or an average of 36, plus. Of the
number reporting 42 are seventies. Of thes?, just half have
fallen below the average, 9 preaching less thaff twenty sermons each for the quarter. In most eV\3l'Y instance, however,
these latter have had sickness and other hindering causes to
contend with. Eighteen have gone .above the average, while
but 10 have preached fifty or more sermons during the three
months. Some of those~. preaching the largest number of
sermons have done so. in some of the poorest· parts of the
mission. 'fhere are but four who have preached as many as
sixty sermons each. These range 63, 66, 76; and 90, ·respectively. On the other hand, there are 3,. and all able-'
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lodicd men, one of whom has preached but 18 and the ·other
two 21 each for the three months.
Turning to the high pr'.ests and evangelists, (one of the
latter though superannuated and eighty-four years old has
yet reported 19 sermons,) of whom there are 15, 9 are below
the average, while one only has reached over fifty (56), none
of the other 5 reaching higher than 43. Of the 17 elders, 6
have fallen below the average and 3 have over fifty each to
their credit--53, 62, and 66, respectively. Of the three priests,
but one has gone over the average; the others 8, 14, and 17
respectively.
The above is but the revea!ment of figures, with no thought
of casting reflections; rather a desire to stimulate to greater
activit:.·. Judging from the standpoint of personal effort, it
would seem that more might be accomplished, for during the
rnme period and occupied the entire time in either reunions or
conferences where and when there are so many others' present
to share in the number of sermons preached, there were a
total of !i9 sermons to individual credit. This accomplished,
be;o'des all the traveling and volume of correspondence neces~ary, it would seem that able-bodied men ought to make as
good a showing, and especially when not burdened with these
two latter duties.
The serious question confronting all of us is, Can I afford
to be other than energetic in laboring for God and his church?
With me it is a matter of comcience as well. The church
tells me that a family "allowance" will be given for my
service, and it is not a question of a nonsufficiency that offers
nny excuse for lack of diligen~e, for I know the price when
I make the agreement. Let greater diligence be the watchword.
A' to promptness of reporting: Though I have notified
through lcoth HERALD and Ensign prior to the time on both
occaEion~, it has yet been a fact that the, reports were not all
in rn that I could report to the Pres:dency until near a month
had elapsed. This is not right. Charge the memory with
the fact that January 1 and March 1 are the two next times
for reporting. Delinquents need not be surprised to see their
names published hereafter! For better reports and the obliteration of tardiness entire,
Yours in bonds,
J. W. WIGHT.
0

0

Book of Mormon Vindicated.

The morning of October 21, I was out hunting-Lamanites.
was armed with a Book of Mormon presented by L. J.
Johnson, 1887 Terrace street, Kansas City, Missouri. Wending my way nprthward across the Black Bear River, then
through the woods, on the side of a beautiful, tree-covered hill
I found a modern home belonging to one of the wealthy
Pawnee Lamanites, Charles Knifeehief. I found eight Lamanites there, and through the kindness of Mrs. Knifechief,.
who gave me the front room parlor to talk in, the hour was
spent profitably; perhaps more so to me than to them.
One Lamanite to whom I had presented a Book of Mormon,
said the book was in harmony with a traditiori of four brothers who tried to come from heaven. 'fhe.oldest started, and
he could not get out; the next one the same; the third the
same, but the youngest finally succeedJJd.
I turn to my Book of Mormon, first chapter of .1 Nephi. I·
find that it was· just four times that all the brothers come
away from Jerusalem. First, with their - father Lehi; the
next they cast Jots, and it fell u,pon:Laman, the oldest brother;
the next time, they all went into. Jerusalem, unto the house
of Laban, and Laban thrust _them out, and robbed them of
their gold and silver,· and precious thin~s and sen: his s?1-vants to kill them· the fourth, and last. time, Nephi goes mto
the city· alone. How .beautifully they .fit together!
Nephi was,:the youngest of the four brothers who, from
the oldest to·the -youngest1 had striven and risked their lives

•.

for the then wicked city of Jerusalen},.the beloved city spoken
of in Rev.elation 22; also by Moroni, and Ether/ as found in
Book of Moi·mon, Ether 6, as seen by the prophets coming
down out of heaven, a name given to .lands and cities on this
land. The four b1•othe1:S loved their home at Jerusalem. They
also were taught, as people in all the generations~of the past,
in all gospel dispensations, of the city Ne\v Jerusalem in
heaven, that should come to .earth. · Thus we can see where
the Lamanites get their heaven .tradition. Accoi·ding to the
tradition after they come to earth, it took them -some time to
come around the· mountains of ice..· We read in· the Book of
Mormon that the Nepliites wer.e in. the wildei·ness several
years before they came across. - It proves that the fathers of
the Lamanites were taught that there were ·people in the
north country,. as found in Doctrine and Covenants, section
108, as spoken of by Jesus when on this land; the ·Lamanites
getting the two accounts mixed: The facts ai·e :strengthened
by traditio,n, and that too, being handed down through fifteen
hundred years of darkness.
The last little find on the Teahuanco Island in Lake Titicaca, of a temple built like Solomon's temple at Jerusalem;
rocks fastened by bronze pins inserted in hole.S drilled in
upper and lower surfaces, the account of which is found in
Wonders of America, by James P. Boy·d, page 535, is what
brought forth this tradition from our Lamanite brother,
when we read the account of the temple that Nephi builded
after the manner of Solomon's temple. It only pleased our
Lamanite congregatiou to put them in a corner, as it were,
the thought daw11ing upon their minds that it is possible
that the book is an. account of our fathers, as I believed I
could read behind their eyes while telling them the old Jerusalem story.
JEUOME E.· PAGE,

.A11wng the Lamamitcs.

News From Missions
OKLAHOMA.
This is the day that some of the States are-making the
firial fight for the prohibition amendment.1. Not so with Oklahoma; she has a prohibition clause in her constitution; but
there is an amendment to be voted on to-day fol: local option
and high license; that is, it claims to be, but it is one of the
most nefarious documents I ever saw put before. any people
to vote upon. If it passes it takes the matte~·.,~,C!!~p)etely out
of the country people's hands and puts it solely in the hands
of the mayor, and four committeemen whom he may appoint,
of the incorporated towns. And then the whisky element can
petition and force an election, at least three times a month,
till they get saloons in their town. I have known of lots of
tricks; but I believe that to be the trickiest trick I ever heard
of. I do hope and pray that the people of Oklahoma will set
down on it so hard that it will be many a year before the
whisky element will try for another amendment of its kind.
As it is, there are lots of bootleggers in Oklahoma; but it is
not on account of the prohibition law, it is because the officers fail to do their duty; and. lots of times they are connected with the bootleggers in the cursed traffic.
I have tried to do what little I could against' it, in talking
with the people; and I also had the opportunity of making
one public talk against it, and for. prohibition, in' the fullest
sense of the term.
I am glad that our people are -standing almost as a unit
upon the side of right. That is, that prohibition shall prevail.
I came into my field of labor, western Oklahoma, in May,
and have been in new places most of the time, only visiting
one branch,-that of Davidson. ·
,
·r was called home the 1st of August on account of sick-
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ness of our babe, which was very low for quite a 'Yhile; W:heeling, Gleneaston, Clarksbm·g, and· Mount Zion branches
While thei·e r 'vas taken do\vn with congestion of_. the stomach are the only one~ that can be said to be in effective working
and liver, and_ have not entirely recovered: Every three or order. There are foul.· or five others that act somewhat
four wc;eks I wm· -have an attack of it. But I am slowly . spasmodically. The local officers, in tht;!se; a1;e not strong in
gaining. I have had some ye1'y fine meetings in this district, defense of the cause, and seldom get the Saints together
while in-· some places the plan of freezing out has b,een· except whrn a missionary comes. Some, before being visited
adopted. I am now ·at one of those places; but .very. few by. the writer, had not held meetings for from one to severa.l
come out..
··years.
We _have no Saints here; but a family (J. C. Woolf's) are
The Saints are widely scattered over the State, and for
friends to thecl!_use and care for us while here. I hope they a missionary to hunt up all the scattered ortes and impart to
will feel to ohey· ei•e long. . them and their neighbors the _bread of life, would require his
I held a fine _meeting at Cogar, ·where Bro. and Sr. A .. M. entire time for a year, and he would have little or no time to
WhiJ;iow live. They had not seen a Latter Day Saint minis- !)lake a second yisit.
ter for 'the past· seventeen years. I left them greatly encour·There are but two missionaries this year, for this State
aged and strengthened in the work, and f~eling that good .and Virginia, except for the Panhandle of this State, which
will be ·accomplished in that community. Brn. I. N. White ·is included in the Pittsburg District. Bro. S. Brown and
and Emsley Curtis will remember them, in southwestern Mis- - the writer have been ·able to labor but a short time together,
som'i; some twe_nty years. ago, where they found a welcome owing to the many demands on our labors. Shinnston, Clarksto open up the work in that vfoinity.
burg, Cabin Run, and Indian Creek are the only places where
I have been forced to labor by myself all the year, which has we have been able to keep the injunction that says to go
been ve1'y discouraging at times when I was hardly a_ble to "two and two."
go,' and one time-I had to close my meeting and go under treatAt Shinnston we did some street preaching which was
ment of a physician for ten _days. I see the need of the elders· encouraging to the Saints, and gave some an opportunity to
traveling two: ,and two, and would be glad indeed if I could hear the gospel that could not be reached in any other way.
have some one with me all the time.
At Clarksburg, the conference wa·s held, and a time long to
Evei; praying for the ultimate ti1umph of Zion,
be remembered, by many of the Saints, was enjoyed.
W.R. SMITH.
.The Cabin Run Saints succeeded in paying .off the debt on
ALDEN, OKLAHOMA, Novembers:
their church and h·ad it dedicated. Bro. D. L. Shinn and Bro.
S.' Brown were the pri ncipal ones in officiating. Brother
Shinn preached the dedicatory sermon, Brother Brown offered
WEST VIRGINIA.
the prayer and preached that afternoon and night. The
ThiS is one of the oldest missions of the Reorganized Church. writer was at Orlando at the time, attending to other duties.
Brother Ells lived and died here, and his memory is che.rished
At Clarksburg, the Saints are building a nice brick church
by many of the Saints. Many of the followers of Rigd.on, that will be a credit to the cause. It is going to be a heavy
known· in later years as Bickertonites, lived in this State. burden on a few Saints, and they are surely very courageous
Some a1;e still to be found in the northern part of the State. to have undertaken it; an'cl if more of the Saints and friends
From them some of· our able workers have come, such as do not come up liberally to their support, there will be a
.!!;Ider D. L. Shinn, "'.ho has been a father to the work in a grievous debt to he bor~e by the building committee. I hope.
number of places. Brother Devore was very active in estab- all the Sailtts near there will do their full duty in the ·matter.
liEh ing the·work in many places in the State, and his memory
The Saints at Indian Creek have tried unsuccessfully at
is held in. high esteem by the older members of the church. di,ffercnt times, to build a church. They have most of the
Brother Godby spent much time here in the missionary work m.aterial on hand and the prospects, at present, a1;c that
of the church, and many ·of the Saints speak highly of his they will succeed in the near future. They need a church
efforts. Many other· elders are mentioned by the Saints as very much, as they have no access to any public building,
efficient \Vorltmen.
'
and it is difficult to get even a private house to worship in.
I think the Saints have but four church buildings in· the
This mission has been the field of many a forensic battle.
Among the: defenders of the faith are mentioned Brn. Devore, State and other public biiildirtgs are seldom accessible, so that
Shinn, J. F. McDowell, ·R. M. Elvin, and others, who suc- the Saints, in most places, must occupy private houses for
cessfully routed their opponents. But no debates have been religious purposes.
.
As the gospel has been' presented for a good many years,
held in this State recently.
in most places where there are any number of Saints, a~d
There have been· a r,-ood many converts made to the cause
meetings can only be he!d in ·private houses, the result 1.s,
in this State, and a goodly number of branches organized with
audiences are usually small, and but few non-members will
large enrollments; but. time has worked changef! here as else. attend. This is very discouraging to the Saints and the
where, and in place~ where once were flourishing b-ranches,
minister, but as the members need spiritual food and a little
now scarcely a member is to be found. M_any have gone to
is being accomplished in the spread of the gospel, we press
Missouri, or other points in the West;~ others are scattered
on, leaving the results to the "Judge .of all the. earth, ~ho
about in different poi.nts in this and other of the surrounding
will do right " and "reward all accorclmg to their works.
States, and a few have denied the faith.
May the ~ood work go _on, and eternal blessings come to
This State has had its share _of bitter opposition to the all the faithful, is the desire of your humble servant.
J. M. STUilBAHT.
gospel;° eggs and stones and threats have been freely us~d
in places .to hold the gospel in check. Brother Odell .had l11s
Brn SrmNGS, WEST VmGINIA, November 8.
jaw broken with a stone, and others escaped with less serious
injury; but the Saints have not been the only ones to. feel
KANSAS.
the dire effects of bitter· persecution. This fall a Holmess ·
.This year my appointment ·by the Twelve is as sub-minister
preacher was nea\:ly whipped ·to death for preaching in the
in charge over the twenty-five counties in southwestern part
C<rn11ty where I am laboring at the time of this writing.
Out of the· nurilher of branches organized in this State, of Kansas. It is in unorganized territory. We have new
0
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ground to work in. Since June we lhave .been busy as we
could be in our line of work.
Bro. J. C. Page has been with me from July until fore part
of October, then we separated. Bro. Roy Sly, of Far West
District, was sent to labor in this district, so we asso~iated
them, and they make a nice pair, and I am proud of them.
They are doing good work, preaching to crowds of interested
listeners near Winfield, Kansas.

November 23, 1910

Report was sustained. Brancheff reporting: · Hope Branch
number at last report 43, present numbe1; 46, gain 3; Byrne~
ville _B1·anch; last report 102, loss 2, gain 3, total gain 1,
present -103; New Albany Branch, last report ·24, present 26
gain 2; Woodside Branch received, to be returned for branch
approval. Report of committee on arranging two days' meeting read, accepted, and the committee discharged, Report of
committee on compiling new district record was read and
accepted; and as requested, further time__ was granted the
committee. The matter of branch organization at Indianapolis was presented, and it. was moved that the· district officers be authoiized to organize said branch; and a substitute
prevailed, that the submissionary in charge be authorized to
organize said branch. Report of the organization of Zion's
Religio-Literary ,Society of district was made to conference by
Bro. Charles H. Fish, president of the ·ass'ociation. Upon
motion the following named persons were chosen as d{llegatcs
to the next General Conference: Jacob Halb, Edward Martin,
D. H; Baggerly, Johh Harp, John Zahnd, Erma Zahnd, Charles
H. Fjsh and wife, Edwin Perry, G. B. Miller, Sr. Nettie Martin, Sr. Charles F. Davis. Delegates were authorized to cast
majority and minority vote. 'fhe ·Woodside Branch, at Clay
City, Indiana, was chosen as the place for the next conference: The 7.30 l10ur, October 15, was given to the district
Sunday school association. October 16, the meeting was called
to. order by Elder Jacob Halb. Upon the recommendation of
the Byrneville Branch, Bro. John Harp presented the name of
Bro. Charles H. Fish for ordination as an cider, and upon
motion such ordination was ordered. Conference voted thanks
to the Saints of Byrneville Branch.for their kindness in caring
for the Saints in conference. It was moved and carried that
the Oriole Branch be disorganized. The .various officers were
sustained in their places, and a -collection of $2.85 was taken
up to support the district !,rcasurer.

We have many calls for preaching in this field, and every
place we have been, excepting one, have had a fine interest.
While preaching in Kearney County Brother Page and I came
very near getting egged. We baptized three heads of familic~ and Satan raged. Some eggs were brought to the schoolhouse, but our friends protected us and they were not thrown.
Our friends protected us the last four nights. We believe
more would have been baptized if it had not been for the
excitement. 'l'wo nights we came near having a riot. Brother
Page tried to reason with a professor, and the way he swung
his lists I thought he was going to hit him, and the way I
was falsely accused, I feel sure they were trying to get to
whip me. The same spirit that crucified the Savior was there.
Brother Page and I ran out of money and we went into
the alfalfa hay field and pitched hay; and we pulled broom
corn and did some carpenter work to keep up our expenses.
Brother Pag-e is a fine youl1g man, is going to do a good work,
and is developing finely.
It is more expensive in this field than any I ever have
FLORIDA.-District conference met with the ·santa Rosa
labored in. I am way off from the railroad, at Brother Branch October 15, 1910, at lQ !l· m., W. A. West presiding;
Kramer's, preaching at their schoolhotrnc, full of interested 0. 0. Simmons, secretary; Bessie McArthur, organist; W. M.
liste1ie1·s. Some of my mail forwarded from home has never Hawkins, chorister. Ministry repor.ting: Elders W. A. West,
come lo me, and if any letters are unanswered, the Saints B. L. Jcmigan, I~. M. Slover, A. Vancleave, W. J. Booker,
J. W .. Peterson baptized 9; Priest W. M. Hawkins, preached
will understand why. I have answered all I have received. 8 times; Teachers Willoughby Dixon, J. G. Dixon; Deacon
Bro. Chal"lcs Barmore is assisting me in the meetings, which Ma.ck Barnes. Bishop's agent, E. N. McCall, reported reI appreciate very much. I am enjoying a large measure of ceipts 35 cents, expenditures 35 cents., Ruby McCall, district
the Spil"it in all my work, and while in the pulpit, under the treasurer, reported receipts 25 cents. A communication from
Santa Rosa Branch was read in which it was recommended
power of the Spirit, the audiences arc held spellbound.
that Bro. W. M. Hawkins be ordained to the office of eldcl'.
Saints arc very much scattered in this field, few and far Motion prevailed that the rccommcndatiQn be ratified. Motion
apart. Bro. Hubert Case, I stepped over the line and held also prevailed that E. N. McCall be ordained to the office of
Both ordinations were attended to during conference.
one series near Boyd, Oklahoma, by special request of Sister priest.
Branches reporting: Santa Rosa 85, Calhoun 74, Coldwater
Dowers, whom I was acquainted with in Missouri. I hope you 81. Coldwater Branch is to·be the place of next conference,
will forgive me.
to be held the Saturday before the second Sunday in February,
The following officers were elected: W. A. West presiThis is a very dry country. They have good crops of their 1911.
dent, E. N. McCall secretary, Ruby McCall treasurer. A
kind, great broom corn country. Milo maise and kaffir corn motion prevailed to appoint a committee of three to look
are the main crops, and alfalfa where they irrigate, and· I after reun,ion in 1911. W. A. West, W, M. Hawkins, and
have had the experience of stopping in sod houses and dug misi;ionary in charge, were selected, and the committee emto select place and time of next reunion. 0. O.
outs. This is the fiandiest country I ever saw; many home- powered
Simmons, clerk.
steaders hcl'C. I wished I could have been at home in MisCHATHAM, ON'rARIO.-District conference convened at Walsouri, and voted dry. I am hopeful of the triumph of the
lace~urg, June 11, 12, 1910. Elder Arthur Leverton, district
angel's message.
In gospel bonds,
president, was chosen to preside and district Vice-presidents
F. C. KECK.
David Snobelen and Hichard Coburn 1 also Missionary George
M. Shippy were chosen to assist. B ranch reports were read
as follows: Blenheim 51 members, Joss 1; Ceda1; Springs 25,
loss 4; C~atham 204, gain 5; Lindsley 39, loss 1; Olive 56,
los_s 3; R1dgc~own 126, gain 5, 3 marriages; Stevenson 42,
ga~n 1, mar1:iage 1; Wabash 80, gain 3; Wallaceburg. 52,
Conference Minutes.
gam 1, marrmgc 1; Zone 115, Joss 2 ordination 1 marriage
SoU'fIIEitN INI>IANA.-Distri~t convened· with Byrneville 1. The Sunday school reported ha~ing 16 scho~fs with a
Branch, October 15 and 16, 1910 •. Meeting called ~ ~rder by membershiJ? of 652. Ministry reporting, Evangelist A. Levthe district president Elder Jacob Halb. Orgamzation was erton, baptisms 4; Elders David Snobelen1 baptism 1; R. Coeffected and Jacob H~lb chosen to J>residc, Bro. John Harp to burn; J. I-I. 'l'yrrcll; J. W. Badder; David Johnston; Priest
assist; district. secretary, E; 0 •. Byrn, as secr~tary, Bro. W. H. Taylor; 'feachers Ambrose Wraneher and A, R.
Charles H. Fish as assistant; D. H. Bag~~r!Y chorister; C. N. Hewitt. Bishop's agent, J. II. Tyrrell reported total· receipts
Maymon usher to choose assistants. V1s1tmg. brethren were (incl~ding balance on hand last report) $1,674.39; total exgranted the cdurtesy of the floor. Report~ were ~·cad from penditure, $1,362.91; balance on hand $311.48. District treasElders John Harp, Jacob Halb, and-P. A; Flmn; Prrns~s E. A. u_rer reported: Bala!lcc on hand :Iast rep~rt $38.43; receiyed
Jeagers, Charles F. Davis, E. 0. Byrn; Charles H. Frnh, ~nd smcc $67.81; expenditures $68.20; balance on hand at presJohn Zahnd. Bishop's Agent Joh.n Zahn~ reported receipts ent $38.04. It was decided to adopt the new system of loose
since January 1, $270:63; expenditures since th.en, $280.63; leaf record for the district and the secretary was instructed
amount due the agent -.$10.63. . Same was sustamed. E. O. to at once purchase them. The following officers·. were
Byrn reported aino1mt on. hand :\l[ay .15, $392; total expendi- c~ccted ~or the. coming term: President, David Snobelen;
tures to October 15, $21,3; balanc;e on hand, October 15, $1.79. v1ce-pres1dents, Stewart Lamont and R. ·coburn; secre~ary,

Miscellaneous Department
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'"A.nthony R. Hewit.t; tre~surer,'J. W. Badder; memb~r library . CHA'l'H~M, ONTA~IO.-;-Co~ference convened at 10.30 a. m.,
·board, A. R. Hewitt; Bishop's agent, J. H. Tyrrell was.sus- !n Blenheim.,Ontario, D1str1ct President David Snobelen calltained. On Satm;ilay evening, hfo worship, the rdayor was mg ~he meetmg· to order, Apostle F. A. Smith was elected to
pres~nt and y.relcomed the Saints to the city. Fello~vship pre~1dc over the conference, with the district presidency to
assist. Branches reported as follows: Blenheim 49 memservice was m charge of Elders Leverton and Snobelen
Preacl!ing durin~ conf~rence by Elders W. L. Bennett, Georg~ b!'!rs, loss 2; Cedar Springs 26; Chatham 205, gain 1, marM. Shippy, David Smith, and Arthur Leverton. A suitable' riage 1; Green Valley 34· Lindsley 47, gain 81 ordination 1•
resolution of thanks was presented to Elder Leverton the .Ridget.own 126; Stevenso1~ 50, gain 8, ordination 1 • Wabash
retiril}g presidE.mt of the district. Conference adjourn~d to 8~, gam 1; ."'.alla~eburg 67, gain 15; Zone 119, gai;1 4, marmeet m Blenl}e1m, October 9, 1910. Anthony R. Hewitt, sec- ·rrnge 1. Mm1sterrnl reports were read from High Priest D.
reta,ry.
Spobelen; Elders S. Lamont, .R. Coburn, J. w: Badder, J. 'I;f.
NoDAWAY.-The Nodaway district conference convened with Iyrrel.l, ~nd D. W. Johnston; and Teacher A. R. Hewitt.
the Sweet Home Branch at 10 a. m., October 15, 1910. Elders ri:he d1stnct secretary reported as acting under the instrucE. S. Fannon and A. C. Silvers were chosen to preside over t10ns of last conference of making a comparison of branch
the ·conference. W. B. Torrance was chosen as secretary, Sr. r~cords and .to date had covered Blenheim, Cedar Springs
Mac Jensen as organist, and Bro. A. C. Silvers as chorister · Lmdsley, Olive, Wabash, Wallaceburg, and partly covered
Brn. T. A. Ivie, J. T. Ford, and W. T. Ross were chosen t~ Zone .. The new records had been procured and the work of
act as credentials committee. Statistical reports showed the rccopymg would soon be under way. The district treasurer
following: Guilford 83, loss 6, by letter; Bedison 73, Joss 9, reported: Balance on hand last report $38.04; received since
, by letter; Ross G1:ovc 53, gail! 5, by jlaptism, 2 by Jetter; $~2.55; expended $65.27; balance on hand at present $5.33.
Sweet Home 54, gam 3, by baptism. Tent fund committee re- Bishop's agent reported; total receipts including balance on
ported through Brother Silvers; $10 collected, and $9.88 ex- hand last report $801.58; expenditures $565.48; balance on
pended, leaving a palance of 12 cents. The balahce of $36.70 hand at present $236.10. It was decided to have a reunion
of the reunion fund, which was turned to the tent fund by next year either acting in conjunction with the Toronto and
· last confe1'ence, was not needed, so it still remains in the London districts or to have one separate, as the presidency of
care of Bro. R. K. Ross, Bishop's agent. The reunion com- the district may decide best. To get into harmony with Genmittee reported that no suitable place could be secured either era! Conference Ruling No. 260, it was resolved, That hencein Barnard, Guilford, or Ravenwood, and the extreme. dry forth the Bishop or his agent be the financial agent of the
weather and busy condition of the farmers, etc., prevented district. By resolution the Rising Star Branch was declared
the holding of a reunion in Nodaway District. A suggestion · disorganized. Officers were all reelected for the coming term
was offered by the committee as the sense of the district The following were chosen delegates to General Conference;
that we go to the noithwestern Missouri reunion. By motion D. Snobelen, D. W. Johnston, J. H. Tyrrell, Arthur Leverthe i:eport was·adopted and the committee was honorably dis- ton, Stewait Lamont, G~orge M. Shippy, Richard Coburn,
charged. 'The auditing committee filed an incomplete report John C. Dent, A. R. Hewitt, John. W. Badde1:z. David Thorpe,
with the conference. Th11 books did not show a complete Sr. Thorpe, Sarah I. Shippy,, Agnes Shaw, u. Orio Coburn,
record, stubs for receipts nor all of the vouchers for moneys Lizzie Leverton, W. H. Taylor, Mary Vince, Elizabeth Tyrrell,
paid out were not present. Following the report the Bishop's Isaac Andrews Elsie Edmunds, Mary E. Dent, Mary Dent,
agent reported as follows: Oh hand Jap.uary 1, 1910, $86.50; Apostle F. A. Smith, F. A. Smith (Essex), Leah Veale, Wilreceived sfoce, $309.25; total,.$395.75; paid out, $404; balance liam 1i]. Hewitt, 'l'homas Vince, jr., Sr. M.A. Coburn, Charlotte
due agent, $8.25. Moved that the same committee be retained Kimball, and Henry Atkinson. They were instructed in case
ai:iother quarter to audit the '.13ishop's agent's books. A sub- of division to cast the majority and minority vote. By order
stitutc was offered that the: _chairman appoint a new com- ·of General conference and oy consent and approval of district
mittee to audit the books. · Substitute prevailed. Brn. A. conference, and Bro. Stewart Lamont having stated his willJ cns·en, John 'l'. Ford, and, b.: C. Nelson, were accordingly ingness, he was .ordained to the office of High Priest by Aposselccted as this committee. Ministry rcpo1ting wei·e: Elders tie F. A. Smith, Evangelist A. Leverton, and High Priest
A. C. Silvers, baptized 6; E. S. Fannon, T. A. Ivie, Joseph David Snobelen. Preaching during conference by Elders
Powell, baptized 3; C. C. Nelson, J. T. Ford, R. IL Ross; G. C. Tomlinson, John Shields, F. A. Smith, and A. Leverton.
Priests W. T. Ross; I. M. Ross;. Deacon Robert Nelson. Bro. Fellowship meeting Sunday morning in charge of Presidency
R. K. Ross presented to the conference a recommendation of the conference. Confercncc adjourned to meet at the time
from the Ross Grove Branch to ordain Bro. John Rowlett to and place selected by the district .presidency. Anthony R.
the office of teacher. Moved and seconded that this matter be Hc,witt, district secretary.
referred to the' Ross Grove Branch and the district president. ·. Preaching. during the, conference was by R. IC Ross,
A word in due season, how good it is.-Proverbs. .
A. C.· Silvers, and E. S. Fannon. Conference ·adjourned to
"Things go better for people who take them as they come."
meet with the Bedison Branch, ·February 25, 26, 1911. W. B.
"Folks who wait for applause never win it."
Torrance, secretary.
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JACKSON COUNTY' BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties {rom a distance, and·
it is our purpose to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable. ~
·

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

November 23, 1910

WANTED.
Any Latter Day. Saint wanting to rent
out his farm, furnished complete· with
stock and implements . please write me
your proposition and all particulars concerning same. I ·can give good reference.
I want it to be in a good· locality. I am
a married man. A. A .. Chrestensen, J oplin, Missouri, 2310 Bird street. ·
47-tf

We solicit your acquaintance, association and qusiness.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

Home for Sale.

430 North Sixteenth street, Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8 roonis, large hall, 3
cistern, 2 lots, 80 fciot east front
Capital and Surplus $50,000.00
Assets Over $400,000.00 · closets,
on brick paved sti'eet, bay window; all
paving, etc., are made in the
sewers,
·
Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
district; two blocks from the Saints'
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
brick chapel; 8 or 9 blocks to ·center of
city, walking distance to high i'ichool.
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of.Lamoni, Lamoni, Io.
Will arrange easy terms. '. Price $3,000.
A great bargain. Would exchange for
LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alire P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oacsr Andenon, · land.
C. A. BACUS, Boone, Iowa.
W. A. Hopkins. Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Andenon.
Convention Minutea.

ToRONTO.-The district Religio convention met at Port
Elgin, Ontario, September 30, 1910, with Vice-president J. T.
Whitehead in charge. The following district officers were
chosen for the ensuing year: President, Floralice Miller; vicepresident, J. T. Whitehead; secretary, Victoria Snell; treasurer, N. E. Leader; librarian, Will McCarthy; home class
superintendent, Lizzie Morrison. Convention adjourned, leaving time and place lof next convention in the hands of the
executive. Victoria Snell, secretary.
CLINTON.-Sunday school association of the Clinton, Missouri, District, met in convention October 14, 1910, with district superintendent in cllarge. All active schools reported.
Each district o!Jicer reported to the convention. The assistant superintendent, Ira W. Roberts, resigned, and his resignation was accepted. John W. Noyes, Nevada, Missouri, was
elected to fill the unexpired term. A resolution concerning
state wide prohibition was adopted by the association. The
Sunday school known as the Rock Ridge Sunday school of
Mapleton, Kansas, having an enrollment of forty-eight, was
received into the association. A peaceful convention was en•
joyed. Zora Lowe, secretary.
CLINTON.-Religio association of the Clinton, Missouri, District met in convention October 14, 1910, at 2.30 p. m. As
president or vice-president was not permitted to attend the
convention, Pleas Budd was chosen to preside over the session. The regular business of the convention was transacted ..
Miss Jessie E. Higdon, of Fort Scott, Kansas, was elected as
home department superintendent. Zora Lowe, secretary.
SOU'nlEIIN MICHIGAN AND NOit'fHERN lNDIANA ....,-The .first.
district convention of Zion's Religio-Literary Society for the
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District, met with
the Saints at I,ansing, Michigan, October 21, at 10 a. m. The
district president, Bro. Ralph McElhennie, called the meeting
to o~·der, after which he was chosen to preside ovei; the convent10n. Four locals reported, viz: Blissfield, Gahen,.; Coldwater, and Clear Lake. 'fhe reports showed a total member~
ship of 103, There were two locals having home department
classes; viz, Coldwater, 11 members; Clear Lake,, 8. Bro.
S. "!f. L. Scott read a paper on the critical periods through
which the Bible has passed. Another .Jlaper was read, showing the difference in the rendering . of certain J?,assages of
Isaiah, between the King Janies' Versiop of the Bible and the
Book of Mormon. Sr. Lou Sinclair·sang a solo. Should t~ere
be other locals in the district not represented :_it the con'V~n
tions, please notify the secretary and-blanks W]ll be s!-lpphed
for reporting. Let:us be·pi:ompt·and accurate m keepmg .our
records._ Adjourned to meet· at Clear Lake ope ~ay previous
to district conference.. Mrs. Etsie Lockerby, d1str1ct secretary,
Coldwater, Michigan; · · ·
·

·

Addre~•e•·
Henry R." ;E~.ttm; ~7 Rankin street,. Rockland, Maine;

Church Directory.

Boston Branch, located 10 Sewald street, Somerville, Massachusetts, holds services as follows: Preaching services 10.30
a. m., except first Sunday in the month, which is sacrament,
and 7 p. m. Midweek prayer service hereafter, till April 1,
1911, to be held 'fhursday evening, 7.30; Sunday school 12 m.;
Religio 5.45 p. m. Sunday. Pastor, C. H. Rich, 202 Pearl
street, Somerville.
Died.
WINE.-Samuel Wine was born May 23, 1826, in Rockingham County, Virginia, and baptized July 1, 1889, at Mount
Sidney, Augusta County, Virgmia, by James Moler; he died
March 29, 1910, at Seawright Springs, Augusta County, Virginia. Sermon by Peter Barber, of the Dunkard Church, as
no elder of the Latter Day Saints could be had. He lived
a Saint and died in the faith.
ANDEl!SON.-Margaret Anderson died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Helen Peterson, Ellsworth, Iowa, October 8,
1910, aged 81 years, and 23 days. Deceased was born September 15, 1829, lit Nestran, Norway. With her parents she
emigrated to America in 1846. Her maiden name was Gunnerson. Her parents located near the present site of Danway,
Lasalle County, Illinois. Margaret Gunnerson was united in
marriage to Ener Anderson June 23, 1847; to this union were
born eleven children, six of whom are now living. Andrew
I-I. 1 ai:id Jeremi~h, live. in the to.wn ~f Milici:, La~alle Count.y,
Illmorn; Cornelrns resided at R1vers1de, Cahforiua; and William, 'the youngest, at Ellsworth, Iowa. The daughters, Mrs.
Martha Hanson, resides at McCallsburg, and· Mrs. Margaret
Peterson at Ellsworth, Iowa. Two brothers also survive her,
Fulton Gunnerson, Riverside, California and Gunner Gunnerson, Hershee, Illinois. "Grandma" Anderson leaves thirtytwo grandchildr~n and twenty-nine great-grandchildren. She
wa~. a fl.rm b~h.ever in. the· Christian religfon, alld in her
eari1er hfe afilhated•w1th the Lutheran Church.. In later
yeai·s she was associated \vith the Methodist Episcopal Church.
Through the strength of her moral fiber and he1; faith in
God. the world was made better by her having lived. She was
buried from the Latter Day Saints' chapel, Mission, Illinois,
October 14, 1910. Funeral services we're in charge of Elder
Thom.as Hougas. 'l'he sermon was preached by Elder F. M.
Cooper, of Plano, Illinois.
REYNows.-William I-I. Reynolds was born in Conquest,
New York, October 1, 1827. Ifo was married to Mary Jane
Corless, May 17, 1854. Two sons were born to them, May 26,
1864: He united with the Latter Day Saints' Church and was
orda!ned ·an elder June 2, 1864. He wa:;i chosen ·.to be first
p~·es1dent of the Coldwater, Michigan, Branch. He died at·
his home October 18, 1910, aged 83 years. His wife . and
e!dest son preceded him in death. He .was a devoted Christian to the end. Sermon by Elder Samuel Stroh, assisted by
Rev. R. D. Freeman.
·
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FREE
To all new subscribers

sending us

$ 1,. 50 for one year's subscription to
the Herald we will send the Herald

FREE until January 1, 1911.
l"lity Years of :::iervice, 1860-1910.

Reasons Why You, Should Subscribe
1. THE SAINTS' HERALD is the official paper of the church.
,
,
2. It pubUshes as a supplement each year the Bishop's Annual Report and the minutes of General Conference,
,
3. It publishes letters each week from Saints, in all parts of the church, giving their experi,
·
·,
ences and .imparting strength.
4. It prints original articles from the pens of many of our ablest writers on gospel the1nes.
5. It contains biographies and autobiographies of prominent church workers, past and present.
6. It contains at intervals, pictures of church workers and church institutions that are worth
,--- ,
,
!
more than the subscription price.
_" , 7., It promotes discussion of important subjects now demanding solution at our hands. · - , 8. It seeks in every legitimate way to promote the cause of Christ as represented, in his church
and point the seeker to the ?'ight way.
9. Its mission is to warn the world and help save mankind.
· You can not live spiritiially without spiri,tual food. Here is one of the oppo1·tunities to secure
·
the food that never perishes.
This is our jubilee anriiversary. For fifty
years the SAINTS' HERALD has been carrying
the news of the restored gospel to many parts
of the world, and contending for the pure
principles taught by the Palmyra Seer. During nearly all of that time, the present incumbent,, Pres.· Joseph Smith, has acted as
its editor, and has successfully overcome
every obstacle and weathered every storm.
'rhousands have been blessed in reading
the message of cheer brought by each issue.
The list of subscribers has grown from a
mere handful to a list of many thousands, Is_
your name on the list? ,If not, will you not
.i oin us and fittingly assist in celebrating our
fiftieth birthday? Subscription price $1.50
per year. SPEOfAL OFFER: We will send
the HERALD FREE until January 1, 1911, to
all new yearly subscribers.
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KNOBNOSTER REAL ·EStATE
is

Good graded scliool and L. D, S; church
privileges. . Membersbip about three
hundred. Are. you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor·
mation, call on or wri~
··
BOZARTH & DUNCAN;
Knobnoster, Mo,

more

tasteful. healthful
and nutritious
when raised with

ROYAL

· Boys and Girls. . . · .

•Five per c~ntJpterest
.·Paid on Tim~ Dep~alb atiiia

.FARMERSSTATE~BANK

.LAM«?NI, IOWA_ .
Capital and Surplus, $30,0oo;oo
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Do you want to earn XMAS MONEY?f.,;,=,,,,,..;~,,;,,,,==~,,,;;,,,,,,,,=~,,,;,,,~==
Send for special offer which tells how; TRUE .SUOOESSION. IN OHUROH PRESIDENCY.
also earn valuable premium. Send car_d
to-day and receive our splendid offer. · qur:Brigha~ite friend~ (lre makin~ an
Samples of our Sunshine Sachet Per- active campaign .amon_gst .•. the . Sam ts.
fumes 10c. Sanitary Sunshine Dust 'You need this book.. · lt:is the deathCloth lOc: .Many other specialties. knell fo all pretenders-to tli~ Pr~sidency
Sunshine Specialty Co., P. O, Box H 271, of the church. . By Heman Co Smith. 35
Arcade Station1 Los Angeles, California. cents, paper; No. 162. 60 cents, cloth:
Agents Wantea.
47-4*
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Baking
owoet

The only baking
powder made ·
with Royal
Grape Cream
of Tartarmade from
.grapes.

Apple Growers Attention
Read what Professor Aven Nelson, State Horticulturist of the State of
Wyoming, says regarding

.J'

,

STOCK OF MERCHANDISE
A nice clean stock of up-to-date merchandise invoicing from $7,000 to $10,000 located in good town of 2,000
inhabitants and doing a good business,
is offered for sale on account of ill
health of the owner. A fine opening
for the right man. Live branch of the
L. D. S. church is. located at this place.
If interested address,
Lamoni Land and Loan Co.,
G. W. Blair, Sec.,
Lamoni, Iowa.

The Big. Horn· Basin Country·

"I beg to state that my visit of inspection to the fruit section of the Big
Horn Basin was exceedingly satisfactoi·y. The orchards that . I visited
along the Big Horn River are in full fruit, even this year.- I :regard the
outlook for the lands along the river from Worland to the Canyon and the
lower course of the Shoshone from Cowley to Ionia as exceedingly promising. My observation Jeads me to believe tliat these lands. will become as
valuable for the production of high grade apples as even the best of those
in Idaho •and Montana. Shell Creek this year was certainly a srtrprise"to
anyone who visited the locality. I think anyone would be justified in
predicting that these lands will very shortly become more valuable for
fruit than for any other crop that might be grown.''
Such expert opinion as the above, given by· an unprejudiced State official,
should have weight with those looking for orchard lands. . ,
WRITE TO-DAY for .our illustrated literature and you will be surprised
how cheaply these choice apple lands can be purchased.
D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent

LANDSE~KERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnam St., O.maha, Neb.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly, . Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention: Contains.

....
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.
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and brother that will partake o~ it, and
enables you to live the ,celestial l11w.
Write for lnform11tlo11
You lose all desire: fo~·.meat .. i!.)\d :unnatural diets.· ·Free lecture' to Saints.
The Smith Pr~mier ·Typewriter Co., . Irie.,
· · . ·.•. (Bro.) A•' B; KLAR. · ·
Health B.uilder and. Instructor.
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the increasing weight of years, sti 11 retains"his cheerfulness and good will toward his fellow-men~ and·
especially those engaged in the Master's work.
'l'he purse. referred to in Bi.·other Bond's address
was delivered at the close of his speech.

Editorial
A BIRTHDAY GREETING.

On the· evening of Friday, November 11, a number
of the Saints, friends of Pres. Joseph Smith, gath.
ONE WHO WAS PRESENT.
ered at his home, 1214 West Short street, Independence, Missouri, in· a kind of afterthought reception
POEM BY DR. JOSEPH LUFF.
and birthday greeting, he having attained his sevWhat is here in sight '
enty-eighth birthday on Sunday, November 6. They
Is only;· a' mite,
began coming at 7.30 in the evening, and kept comAnd, perhapl?, would the scales hardly turn,
But what is behind it
ing and going until some one hundred and more had
(Though lens might not find it)
been present.
We leave for your heart to discern.
The evening was a delightful one in more than
one way. The air was rleasant and balmy without,
The motive impelling
Must fail in the telling,
and the atmosphere of friendship, love, and deep-felt
For (unless it be mansions above)
esteem was within the rooms where this assembl'Y
No place hath the mold
was gathered.
That can shape or unfold
The affair was under the management of Sr. Eva
The ample dimensions of love.
Short, wife of .Bro. Ellis Short; who gave notice of
Read, then, brother dear,
the gathering, and issued a hurried invitation to
'Twixt the lines that appear,
many nearby neighbors and associates in faith with
And accept this dimjnutive token
President Smith, which met with a cordial response,
J\s a suggestion merely
resulting in a very gratifying and entertaining visit
Of. what we sincerely
Feel-the volume imsvolcen.
to the one whom they sought to honor, in thus gathering at his home.
The services, aside from the handshaking and
ADDRESS 01' BRO. MYRON o. BOND.
usual congratulations by the individual members
To President Joseph S1nith: By those having the matter
present, were in charge of Bro. Myron H. Bond, of in charge we have been selected to offer you, in behalf of your
the Stake Presidency, who at a proper moment called brethren and sisters in church association and fellowship,
your neighbors and friends, a brief,,statement or address by
the assembly to quiet, the buzz of conversation which we may in our own poor way express to you our appreceased, and stillness ensued, when the following ciation and estimate' of yourself, as a man of God, chosen of
poem by Dr; Joseph Luff and the address of congrat- God, and indorsed by his people as the chief elder and leader
ulation 'by Brother Bond were read, to which Presi- · of his people, a revealer of the will of God to his church;
·
one who has served God and the people long and well.; 'on!'
dent Smith responded as given below.
who "when the enemy came in like a flood" to overthrow the
The event. closed by the singing of two hymns, "I pure standard of the gospel of the Son of God, the cause of
· know that my Redeemer lives/' and that plaintive, truth and humanity found in you a sufficient and courageous
prayerful, "Father, when in love to thee," and a defendant of the message from the angel world first delivered
to this generation by your illustrious father; whose favor
short but impressive go.od-night prayer by President· must augment as the coming years and genlirations of men
Smith. These beautiful hymns were sung effectively will demonstrate in its repetition of history, thatthat which is
under'the lead of Sr. Wallace N. Robinson, the choir great and lasting and permanent in human affairs is not·
leader of our people at the Central Kansas City ·begotten or born or reared to its final acconiplishinent,in a
unnecessary to name those who were dayWeorate
a year.
Church.· It is
·
all filled with a sense of the profound significance
present, but it is only fair to presumQ that these gave of the calling and mission of your father and yourself, and WC
expression to the feelings of the entire membership . feel-sure that honors now withheld by the sons of nien and of
at In(Jepenpence and :Kansas City. Long live· Pres. men of the world will yet be accorded and recorded in future.
Joseph Smith ·who though 1;1uffering somewhat ftom history to the man and his legitimate successor, the wo,rthy son
1
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of a noble sire, men who have offered to the generation_ in
which they lived the priceless boon of absolute religious liberty
and freedom untrammeled by the craft, cunning, or ignorance
of men, or the subtle doctrine of devils.
We are glad to-night, President Smith, and expect to be
always, and more glad in the coming years, to_ have had the
honor of calling you brother and friend; for, with gratitude
and a measure at least of appreciation do we record tO ourselves the fact that not in the spirit of autocmtic assumption
of the rights belonging: to your high office in God's church
and among his people have you ruled among us; but,_ on the
contrary, with forbearance, long-suffering, in the humility
with which the divine imitation of Jesus Christ finds so large
an exposition in your life work, we have found in you a
friend to the friendless; a defendant of the weak and defenseless; quick in your sympathies in answer to the call of distress; a servant of God, and for all the people.
But, President Smith, and Brother Joseph, we are pressed
somewhat in what might be an otherwise and-altogether joyous occasion, by a spirit of sadness which we may-not altogether restrain, as we contemplate with sorrow the patent
truth that we can not hold you always among us; but we
are really anxious that you should be made to know and feel,
while you are yet with us, how much and by what strong
ties you have attached yourself to us. We shall all be very
sorry and very sad, all of us who remain behind in the struggle and fight for truth, when you are called from us, to go
away from us. But the blessedness of memory of yourself
and our relations together as workers in so glorious a cause,
a cause so profoundly and strongly entrenched in God's
eternal and unchangeable truth, must be our consolation;
and the anticipated associations in the great future with the
general assembly of the church of the First-born and the
hosts of the redeemed through the blood of the covenant
revealed to us by the will and power of Almighty God in
our day and generation that gives us sure anchorage for our
hope in the wisdom and province of God for all the races of
man.
And now in a closing word, and as a feeble expression of
the truth of what we have said or may say, we want you to
accept this purse of money for uses such as your thought and
wish may suggest, and from your friends and brothers and
sisters of Independence, and with prayer for your health,
comfort, and a life prolonged to the limit of God's good
pleasure and will concerning you and yours, and all of his
people.
RESPONSE BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.

Words are but the outward symbol of what may be in the
mind and heart, and a celebrated French wliter has said· that
language was invented for the purpose of concealing thoughts
rather than revealing them. I have prized exceedingly, not
the wealth of the world nor the praise of the world, and I
have never feared, consciously, its frown or its antagonism;
but the wealth of regard of those with whom the words'/wnor,
virtue, integrity, faithfiilneBB, and BteadfaatneBB of purpose
were of value, recognized of value, and not subject to shift or
ch.ange to suit the unworthy burdens which men in their
criminality choose. to carry. It is this that makes me prize
this assembly to-night, having attained the years to which I
have come.
I regret my infirmity more, that I can not see the new
faces with whom I -am being surrounded from year to year.
'l'he old ones I can recall: They live in my memory, and it
_is wi'th gratitude to God to-night,-that as.I regard your presence here I remembei; one of the mottoes with which I undertook my -public work-it is suggested by .the words anciently
written: '"Remember the quarrY, whence thou wast hewn,
the pit whence thou wast digged;'' No man is well prepared

_ Noyember 30, 1910

to live and work among his fellows who fa n<>fwilling to share
the foothold on which he stand_s; to any ·who'Work with him,
who are 11ssociated with-him on equal terms:
No man is worthy to stand among his feliows as a worker
who is not prepared to give every _ni:an his just due. And in this spirit I have tried to- remember in;
public careei', my
brother ::is my friend, - He may differ from ·me in 'opinion, but
he is my brother; and notwithstanding he may differ from
me, associated in the cause an:d moved by the Spirit, he is my
friend. I have ·no wish, no. business. to huit_. his· sense of
friendship, or to ·throw ·doubt or stijQna upon his .work and
his integrity.
·Thank God, I have proved many of these friends: - I know
them. I may never see the face11 of son:ie of them here, but
if God is willing, I will meet them hereafter. No man's
merit, established.by .himself, is to be .the c1iterion by which
he shall be judged _by and by. - It must_ be that his merit
will be determined by one greater than he. . And fortunate is
it for me, fortunate will it be for mariy, ·if He. judges me
leniently; and for this reason, I. could· not afford; nor can I
now, to judge m;y- associates 4arshly. ,
I thank you more than I can express, as much perhaps as
you have expressed in your language to me, that which you
have done for me-above all the motive that Iieth beneath.
I remember a favorite quotation by our whilom brother, Zcnos
H. Gurley:
"Cruel and cold are the judgments of m_an,
Cruel as winter, cold as the snow;
But, by and by, will the deed and the plan
Be judged by the motive that lieth below."
May God help us that we may be so judged and continue
steadfastly forward. I had hoped that. the prophecy might
be fulfilled that I should live to see the name of- Latter Day
Saint made honorable. Thank God I have lived to see that
day, to perceive it, to acknowledge it before God, and to be
assured of it in the midst of my brethren. When I go, I
hope, I trust, I believe that it will be but the sinking of
a pe]?ble in the wave, lost for a time, but that the currents
will move just as smoothly, the surface unruffled, the work
accomplished as God has intended it shall oe done, though
thousands perish, those who remain unmoved, immovable,
·steadfast, to the honor of God and the glory of his Son.
May peace rest with you all, is my prayer. Amen.

my:

AMERICA.

It was not a mere accidental fact that for numbers

of succeeding centuries this Western Hemisphere
was withheld from the eye of civilization. In a
sense profoundly true it was up to four centuries
ago a virgin continent-mi untraveled land-and
in the then bringing it within reach- of civilization
there was some purpose, which will be accomplished.
If I should state in a single. sentence that which
seems to me the great purpose, it would be that here
was to be developed a society and a government
based upon the brotherhood of man. All through the
Eastern Hemisphere, during its centuries of struggle, the underlying political facts had been the rule
of a chief or king, and the organization of tri.be or
nation on the selfish basis of personal interests.
Each nation lived for itself, prosecuted wars with
othe1' states -and nations to satisfy the ambition of
its rulers or to promote its . selfish interests. ·The
idea of humanity, bound ·by any obligation of any of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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'iits members to allthe rest, was a thing unknov11n in to the several races of the Old World. These hetero- --·
practical life and. almost unmentioned in the theories geneous elements are to fuse into one national Amerof social philosophers. In consequence, everything _ican life. By association in work, in business, in
was determined by the mere matter of might. Igno- political life, in the schoolroom, and a little through
rance and· superstition prevailed. The great masses inter-racial marriages, the brotherhood of man~fii1ds
of humanity were the spoil and prey of a few indi- its best illustrations in Ainerican life. The Bible,
viduals. Government of ·and by the people was a which is the great American book; affirms the unity
. thing l.md~eamed of. But about the time of the of the race, proclaims the brotherhood of man.discovery.of America came the invention of printing, Hon. David J. Brewster, associate justice of the Su-·
which·-opened the doors of knowledge to all. The preme Court of the United States, before New State
Bible was unchained and with it the ·bondage of Association, Atlantic City, June 12, 1909.
superstition was · thrown off. The common people
TUDY AND PREPARATION.
began to assert themselves and claim tlie right to
control their own government and society. There
One of our correspondents, Sr.. A. McKenzie, of
was fluttering through the world the ever-growing Saint Clair, Michigan, contributes the following
thought of personal, political, social, and religious words of advice, that if heeded will be of especial
liberty. It is not strange that as this continent was value to our young people:
settled, and. social and political conditions were esThere is looming upon the horizon of the not far distant
tablished; a republic, the commQn school, and the future, the outlines of a great drama, the actors in which in
free Brble became the recognized rules and bases the nature of things, come from the auxiliary societies of the
of life. All these are significant of and affirm the church. This great work will require preparation and study
to be successful, success will not follow a pogrly prepared
brotherhood of man.
part. 'l'he door of oppo1:tunity stands wide open, great re" ·
Another thing which affirms the same is the ming- - sponsibility rests upon each and every one in this work, and
ling of races. The allegory of the dispersion of much will depend upon the amount of preparation now being
Babel presa:ged the national life of the Old World. made. A patient, painstaking effort in study is rcqufred to be
During all that life the human family lived in iso- successful in any line of work, then how much more is prepalated and antagonistic races and nations. It still ration necessary in a work of such great proportions.
remains there the significant fact. You go to China,
Those who will be called upon; to take a part in this great
and the Chinese have monopolized that country; into arena will not be those who keep posted on the latest score of
Spain and only Spaniards are found. In France
and Germany are French and Germans. Single
races form no.t merely the numerical majority, but
they are, if. not the sole inhabitants, the controlling
f t
L 11
h Id t 't
1
ac ors.
oca Y every race e 0 1 s own P ace. on
the face of the globe and maintained its isolated life.
But this republic is a new experience. We have
every year and for a century past have had great
streams of population flowing in from every race,
the ·Anglo-Saxon,· the Frenchman, the Teuton, the
Scandinavian, the Italian, the Japanese, the Chinese
and the Ethiopi.an. · They have gathered here not

the baseball game, or the latest freaks in fashions, but those
who prepare themselves by reading and study. 'l'he Lord is
looking for such and has a watchful eye on them and when
the time comes they will be in demand. Lµkewarm Saints
are not at a premium in this work. They can never accomplish anything. What the Lord is looking for is Saints who
ard filled with celestial fire, who are fearless and faithful and
can. be depended upon in an emergency.

This is a work of progress. Onward is the. word, and it
is of the highest importance to make ourselves acquainted with
all that is good in Jiteratul·c. We arc commanded "to obtain
a knowledge of history and of countries and of kingdoms, <if
laws of God.and man, and all this for the salvation of Zion."
It is vain for us to try to meet the prejudice of the world
with ignorance; the Lord knew this when he said that knowlmerely as visitors or travelers, but to stay and be- edge of history and laws was for the "salvation of Zion." ,.
come citizens. The dispersion which began at Babel
Again, he said "Study out of the best books words of wishas ended on the banks of the Hudson and the <lorn;'' The fullest knowledge available is necessary to meet
Mississippi. ·All races are mingled in our citizen- the prejudice of the world. There are many departments
ship, a conglomeration of heterogeneous elements, ·being formed in this work for advancement and filled with
but all ·part and parcel of the life of the republic, busy, successful workers. There never was a time in the hist
tory of our church when so many avenues were open to the
here to live and work out with us the destiny of his worker, and no Saint who aspires to become a factor for usenation. · Statistics illustrate the significance of this: fulness in this work can afford to neglect the church publicaBy the census of 1900 the total population was sev- ·. tions.
enty-six mi:llions, of which nine millions were
Consecration is what we need to enable us to "come up
colored. Of the other sixty-seven millions ten mil- higher." Cultivation of talents for God's work. The world
ions were of foreign birth and sixteen millions more has no temptations alluring to the Saints with this one· object
·
fixed firmly in his mind; he has no time to waste, his thoughts
of foreign parentage. So that out of the sixty-seven arc 0~ eternal things. We can not afford to neglect the purmillion whites the1;e were only. forty-one millions of·· suit of knowledge. Knowledge is power, and there is no
native parentage, and. they, .as we alLknow, trace limitation to the number of subjects for study in the g:reat
their ancestry' back, at longer or shorter _distances, unive1;sc of God .
.... .
-
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The Herald Publishing House wishes to call the
attention of all purchasers of books to the fact _that
number 179 in Herald Publishing House catalogue
has been changed in price. This book is now $3.50.
Number 155 is now $2.90. In addition to thiS change
in your catalogue note that number 1791;2 (new) is a
better grade Bible, price $5.00.
The Saints will please take note that Bro. Hale
W. Smith has been released from the missionary
force and is now engaged as a traveling representative of the Herald Publishing House. Brother Smith
is working for the Herald Publishing House ~n the
same basis as a missionary. He gets no salary, and
we commend him to the Saints wherever he goes.
Brother Smith will take subscriptions for all church
papers and also orders for books and j<Jb work, both
in printing and binding.
One does not need to make a great show of fighting sin in order to be on his guard against it. Those
who talk most about the evils of dishonesty are not
always the safest perS'ons to deal with. It has been
said of Paoli, the French Republic's official guardian
of visiting kings, by a writer who described him in
McClure's Magazine, that, "his art was always to appear ignorant of the fact that there were anarchists
in the world, while at the same time keeping the
strict.est watch upon them." Those members of
Christ's Kingdom who are keeping the strictest and
most successful watch against sin in their own lives,
and who are doing the most to guard others from its
attacks, work in the ·same way. They talk little
about it; they watch and pray much. Their conversation is of a healthy, whole-souled, sunshiny sort,
interested· in the interests of others, not dwelling
on the sin-darken,ed gloom of life. But they . are
sensitive and instantly alert to the actual approach
of sin, and rigid in opposing its entrance or attack
when the time comes. Paoli never carried a weapon,
-of the ordinary police sort. It was hard for the
King of Siam, for whose safety in France Pao_Ii was
responsible, to understand this.· "B'ut where are
your weapons?" the king repeatedly asked.· Paoli's
weapons were of a more effective sort than revolvers,
daggers, or bluster; they were weapons of intellect,
foresight, planning, and knowledge. · The Christian's
weapons of faith and prayer ~o not impress the
world very much,· and they. are quiet· 1J,-nd ·unseen in
their working; but. they· have D.e\}er been knowi1 to
fail.-Sunday School Ti?il;es. ··
.
Endurance is a high test of character. To keep up
and keep on ; to stand u:p under pressm·e; to bear
strain without giving way,-"--these are ~he marks of
the kind of strength. thiat counts for largest service.
The V{oman who can ;i;a.:ice care of her several little
-t
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children and her siCkhusband:and helpless father-inlaw an. day long, day after df!.Y; and then appear at
a formal dinJ).er Jn faultless attire and with cheerful
words for everyone, and not one word about hE>r
burdens, has-character marked byari endurance that
the hardiest athlete might envy. The man in busin,ess who braces his e¥ergies against the onset of
almost U.nbeara:ble shocks of disappointment, and
pushes on and 'On, never yielding to the ttigiging grip
of discouragement, shows character by his enduraiice in toil and struggle. It is not .that 'these brave
souls rise to the occasion, p_erform sudden ·feats of
strength, do brilliant work for a singfe shining hour.
But day after day, week l.n and weekout, endurance
is the habit, the atmosphere of their steadfast dutydoing; Character has· not met its severest test until
it has proved its :ability.to endure.---.::.sunday School

Times.

·

·

Hymns and Poem~
~ATIENCE.

I must learn to !Ove the gaii,
Knowing sweet is not for all;
Not my will but thine be done
Till a crown of life I've won.
I must learn to face disaster
With that courage of my Master;
If he wills me trials and pain, ··
I. should bear and not complain.
I must learn that greatest pleasure
Comes to him who bears his measure
Of earth's hardships with least shrinking
From the bitter eup he's drinking.
Patient I through life should run,
Worshiping the Patient .One.
LEONARD S. RHODES.
A CLOSING HYMN.
· Author of every good, once more before we part
We raise to Thee our voice in song, a tribute from the heart.
We praise Thy wondrous name for gospel light .restored,
Through all the world let Thy great name be honored and
· adored.
·

·Wi'th
pleasui·e we h ave me t wit
· h t h ose we love so dear,
.

. But more than all the. joys of earth we've met Thy Spirit
here,
Bless Thou with richest grace, the message from Th~ word,
May every waiting Saint that's here with holy zeal be·stirred.
Guard us from every ill, until we meet again,
.
Let Thy pure Spirit still be near to comfort and sustain
Guide safely through life's maze, then take. us home to Thee,
To bask in radiance divine, through· all eternity.
·
THE ABOVE POEM'S PLEA.

I am a_ new born hymnlet, and not so very long,·
T~e height of my ambition is, to pi'aise the Lord in song.
Will so~e L. D. S: musician who these lines may chance to see
Take pity· on my ignorance and make a tune for me. .
NORTH WEYMOUT~, MASSACHUSETTS,

J.

L. EDWARDS.
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AS I SEE IT.

After reading and rereading Bro. C. Ed, Mill~r's
. ~rticle in the HERALD of November 2, upon the subJect of the woman (which was the church) as referred to in the 12th chaptei of John's rev;lations
Twill give my views upon the same subject, foi' What
·they are worth ; as Brot~er Miller said, they may
seem to be heresy to some.
.
.

In our labors we have:) nrany times been made to
goodness of God and the plainness of his law, ·and during the last month we were
confronted wit_h a new question to us, one that had
neve1~ in om labor before been asked. Thinking
othe1;s might- be confronted with the same kind of a
question I furnish it here with the answer we gave
"And there appeared a great sign in heaven in the
and the evidence supporting our answer.
likenes1:1 of things on the earth; a woman clothed
We had been speaking on the eoming forth of the with the sun, and'the moon under her'feet, and upon
Book of Mormon, and giving evidences both scrip- her head a crown of twelve stars."-Revelation
tural and scientific to support it, and as we gave 12: 1, Inspired Translation. John surely saw in.
opportunity for questions au old gentleman asked: heaven the things that would be transacted upon the
"How many tribes remained at Jerusalem under Re- · earth; John tells us that the woman (church) went
hoboam, and _who were they when the other portion _into the wilderness; let us· see if we can not find .out
of the tribes followed Jeroboam to Samaria." Of what is meant by the term wildemess and wher; it
course we answered, two tiibes, Judah and Benja- is located.
'
. min. The.question then came quickly: "Now you
Look to Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, and
have stated that the Nephites left Jerusalem about you will see that the only definition that can be
600 B. c., and that the Nephites were descendants of applied to this term, as here used, is diso1·de·1·. We
Manasseh, .and I believe you so read from the Book see that the church went into disorder. -Where did
of Mormon. Now since the ten tribes were carried she go? To a place that God had prepared for her
captive by Shalmaneser about 721 B. c., and only in this world; for it is written that the world did
Judah and Benjamin remained, how could the de- help her. Any person can see that if she went to
scendants of Joseph or Manasseh be at Jerusalem in heaven, that the world could not help her.
How long was she to remain in the. wilderness?
the year 600 B. c., when they had been carried away
at least one hundred and twenty-one years before?
This proves your Book of Mormon a fraud."
'Dwelve hundred and sixty-three years, says the Inspired Version.
Answer. · There was a remnant of the tribe of
Manasseh still at Jerus~lem. Proof. In the days
I will now call your attention for a brief period to
of the good King Hezekiah, a proclamation was sent the man child that the woman was pained to' be deto all Judah and Israel to come to Jerusalem and livered of. This man child was Jesus Christ, that
celebra.,te the feast, and worship the God of their pained the church so badly to deliver him up; he it
fathers; and while the text informs us that the is that wiU rule the nations with a rod of iron. Yes,
majority of Israel treated it lightly I read this state- when the kingdom is established that Daniel saw
ment: "~evertheless divers of Asher and Manasseh as it is recorded in the 2d chapter and 44th verse of
and of Zebulun humbled themselves, and came .to the prophecy of Daniel. 'After Christ's ascension
Jerusalem."-2 Chronicles 30: 11. Here is a plain he sent the Holy Ghost to occupy his position in the
statement that Manasseh or a part of his tribe at church i his church. "There are save it be two
least, returned to Jerusalem about five years befoi·e churches, one is_ the church of tl;J.e Lamb and the
the captivity of Shalmaneser, and if we turn to the other is the church of the Devil"; they both P.xist at
works of Fiavius Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, the same time here on earth. So the war is on now,
book 9, ch?-pter 13, paragraph 2, we read this:
between right and wrong.
"However, many there. were of the tribe of ManWe see that after the woman fled into the ·wil'derasseh, who were obedient to what the prophets ex- ness, the kingdoms that Daniel saw in vision were
horte.d t}iem to do, and returned to the worship of_ to materialize on the earth; and by reference to
God. Now all these came running to Jerusalem, to Daniel 9: 7 and ·following verses (Inspired TranslaHezekiah, that they might worship God (there)." tion), we learn,that Michael or ancient of days is to
So that we not only have the Bible, but the H1story come before the advent of Christ; an'd· there is to be
of Josephus also, to bear witness to the truthfulness · a great battle fought 'by him and his associates and
of the Book of Mormon. Surely there is no weapon ·,the wicked, and the judgment.is to be set; and then
that is d'~rmed against· it can prosper. The Lord Christ will come and reign, from the rivers to the
h~s· been true to his promises and he has ,not left end o~ the .earth. .!l·W'e s~e .that ~he dragon will not
h1m1;1elf ·without· witnesses.
prevail agamst M1cl)ael, nor the woman, nor the man
child;
·
1May the honest hearted be brought to the· light
and tr'utb iS·lllY prayer~
J. E. VANDERWOOP.
I::have passed over the ground occupied by the
rejoiceb~a,use of the
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church, and will be until the final triu!Uph over all
that it is opposed to.
I wHI now notice the claims of a number of the
elders as to the man child referred to in Revelation
12. As Brother Miller said in his artide, I do not
believe as many do, in this matter. I will now proceed to give my reason for not believing as some of
the elders do. It is claimed that the man child was
and is the priesthood of God, and that he took it
from the church about the year 570, and it was restored in the year 1830; while I have read this position without numbering the times, for the last
twenty-five years; yet I have never seen it proven by
the Holy Scriptures or reliable history. We are to
prove all things, and hold fast the good. If the man
child is the priesthood of God, when it was taken
from the church, there was no authority left in the
church or out of it, in all the world; to teach the
gospel and administer the ordinances; for a period
of twelve hundred and sixty years;· the whole world
was turned over to the Devil exclusively; no one in
the whole world could hear, believe, or obey the
gospel or God's law, for the very good reason ·that
he had no representative in all the world. It seems
to me that any person of common sense can see that
the people had no law in operation; and a law without an executor is equal to no law; Paul said where
there is no law there is no transgression, and of
course there could be no condemnation ; then all
that lived in that period, were saved; for they all
lived and died without a knowledge of God's law.
After the man child was taken from the church, she
went into the wilderness (confusion or disorder).
Brother
Miller says she went to heaven , to remain
.
for twelve hundred and sixty years; afterward she
came back to earth again. John the revelator said
while she was in the wilderness the earth helped her;
I can not see how the earth could help her w4ile she
remained in heaven. I understand that she: wa~ in
the wilderness (in disorder) here on the earbh all
these twelve hundred and sixty years; and at the
end of that period she was to come out of the wilderness. Some say that Christ did not have a church
earth for 1260 years, but as for me, I can not see
how the church could be, and not be, at the same
time ; i can not see how the churcih could go into the
wilderness and remain 1260 years, and then come
out and not be in existence all the time; if any
person can show nie how anything can he,, and not be,
at the same time he will show me something I have
yours for truth,
.
never seen. .

OrigiQal · Articlea ·
LOYALTY..

Loyaltyi faithful to plighted love andduty.-Webster.

In this paper the writer wishes to call. the reader's
attention to the important events of the very near
future as foretold by the _spirit of prophecy, and endeavor to point out the great need and ·the importance of being loyal t.o each other so that we might
the more successfully. carry on the "marvelous work
and a wonder."
From Doctrine and Covenants section 45, paragraphs 2 (latter part), 3, arrd 4, we.glean the following: It represents Ghrist-·as telling the church of
to-day what he told his disciples when he was with
them puring his ministry with them in Jerusalem.
They wanted to know the signs~<>f liis coming.. They
were deeply concerned· about it, and one reason that
seemed uppermost in their minds was that they
looked up.on the long separation of their spirits from
their bodies as a bondage; they were looking forward
to an early death, at least some of them, and the
thought of being so long away froni their beloved
Master bore heavily on them. He told them he would
show them how the <lay of redemption would come
and also about the restoration of Israel. The enemies of Christ and his disciples, they were specially
the Pharisees, said the temple would not fall. He
said desolation would come on them as a thief in the
night, which came to pass when J erus-alem was
besieged and captured hy the Roman army in A. D.
70.
.
He told them the temple would be destroyed, and
in that generation the Jews would see every desolation fulfilled that he had told them about. He told
them a remnant would be scattered among all nations and--that they would be gathered again, but it
would not take place until the times of the Gentiles
would be fulfilled. Wars and rumors of wars, and
commotion and distress among the nations would
precede, and be when the Gentiles' times came in.
' When the times of the Gentiles were come in a
Hght would break forth among them, and it would be
the fullness of the gospel, and it would not be receive?, ;iv:hich is a well-known fact after eighty years
of m1ss10nary work. It is an easy matter to locate
the time when the "times of the Gentiles would come
in." It could not have been later than 1830; that is
the year when the church was organized, and from
that time the fullness of the gospel was preached.
In Luke 21: 32 in the Inspired Translation, we are
.
E. W. NUNLEY.
t?ld as follows: "Verily) say unto you, this generation, the generation when the times of the iGe~tiJes
• +. +.
., • '
t
be fulfilled, shall not pass ,away till all J;>e fulfilled."
"Thei Father: 'knows n:o 'seryi'C'~ except from sons." ·Wha~ fi~es the time: vevy d!lfinitely when::thework of
·1 pr•-•; 'J , ·
Ch~·1st, as it affects thi,s present .generation, will be
"God do(;lsn1t aPPe!lr at night to those who do not fi.ms~ed, and he will come to his people. ·The generaworship in the day/' ,; ·.
tion m which the Jew·s as a. nation were destroyed

on
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was seven~y years, reckoning from the birth of
Another important event is the building, up of
Christ. .The four generations wihich Paul referred Zion, of the success of which some seem to be doubtto in c.onnectiori wi.th the children of Israel in Egyp- "fol. Moses, with God's assistance, led nearly three
tian bondMe ·averaged 107112 years. The four million Hebrews out of Egyptian bondage to the
generations of Nephite history when they were de- promised land. The promise to us in this day is
stroyed as a nation was 384, years, or an average of that, "I will raise up unto my people a man who shall
96 years. It is now 80 years since the 0hurch was lead them like as Moses led the children of Israel,''
organized, and taking the greatest number of years and the promise is further made that "mine angels
for a generation, 107%, it would leave only- 271;2 shall go before you, an'd ailso my presence, and in
years to complete the generation when all things time ye shall possess the goodly land." (Doctrine
would be fulfilled.
and Covenants 100: 3.) Where is there room for
Christ taught that no man would know the day doubt with these facts and promises before us'? It
or the hour_ wihen he would come, but the three books can only come from a lack of faith in God, and that
give us a great deal of light, so that we can know" kind of a person can do but very little to advance
when the day is "nigh at hand" and "even at the the work intrusted to our care. If there is any man
door." . (Doctrine and Covenants 34: 4.) "Those or set of men in the way of the a:ccomplishment of
the work before us, God will find a way to remove
who treasure up his word will not be deceived."
them
so his work will not be hindered.
Having a1Jproximated the time in which the work
is to be accomplished, we wiH now notice the very · . In 1831 (Doctrine and Covenants 57: 1) the Lord
important things that are to happen in that seem- said the land of Missouri was the place he had aping shol't time. In Doctrine and Covenants 87 : 3, 4, pointed and consecrated for the gathering of his
we have outlined the magnitude of the missionary Saints ; he said it was the land of promise and the
work. 'l'he •!word is fo go forth unto the ends of the place for the city of Zion, the place for the temple.
earth," to the "Gentiles first," as we have been send- The Saints were commanded to purchase all the land
ing it for eighty years. After going to the Gentiles, west of Independence to a certain designated line.
Jn 1833 the Saints were driven out of Jackson
"Lo, they shall turn unto the Jews."
Two years ago at General Conference in a prayer County by the mob, and went north across the river
meeting in a tongue and prophecy given by Bro. into Clay County. In December, 1833, (Doctrine
J. W. Wight, it was· said,"the time is near at hand and Covenants 98: 1-4,) the Lord said he permitted
when the gospel will go to the seed of Abraham." the Saints to be afflicted because of their transgresWhen this event takes place the revelation says, sions, and at the same time he comforted them with
"then cometh the day when the arm· of the Lord the thought that Zion would not be moved out of
shall be revealed in power" in convincing the nations, her place. Her children would be scattered, but
the heathen nations, the house of Joseph, (Indians) after many days (verse 8) they and their children
of the gospel of their salvation. The people are to 'would return and .buHd up the waste places. Where
hear it_.in their own tongue and language. How is would the waste places be? In J~ckson County?
this great work to; be accomplished? Paragraph 4 That is where they were driven from, so while there
says "by the administration of the Comforter, shed ; are other places whei;·e they afterward suffered a like
forth upon them, for the revelation of Jesus Christ.'~ fate, it is certain that that is cine of the places ap·pointed for the return of the Saints. It further
The history of the past tells us what followed· the
bestowal of the Holy Spirit upon the ministry of says there is none other place appointed than that
the people. On the day of Pentecost, Peter's grei:it which he had appointed, and would not be until
there was need for more room, and then he would
sermon, accompanied by the power of God's Spirit,
enlarge the territory, and then purchases would be
conve·rted three thousand. In the fourth chapter of
made in the regions round about Jackson County, as
Acts an ·account of. Peter's preaching and persecustated in Doctrine and Covenants 98: 9.
tion is given, which resulted. in five thousand converts. In Helaman 2: 80-82 (authorized edition of
Because of the persecutions of the Saints the work
Book of Mormon) an account of the preaching .of of the Lord was temporarily hindered, and so. that
Nephi and Lehi is recorded, in which the Spirit of we need have no room for doubt as to his purposes.
God was given in great power and eight thousand He ·has revived by command all that was contemwere .bttptized. A conservative estimate of the aver- plated in the past, which is very clearly set forth in;
ag~: .number of'baptisms in the church from 1830 to Doctrine and Covenants 122: 6. The salvation· of
1:8li4 i's ab'out dne thousand per •month. If we have his people, the gathering, the temple, and the city
ariy doubts in~our mind about the· succe!!sl of'.the "of Zion ar.e all;to 1;>e realized aC(,lordi.v.g tm hill'llromwork it:is 1because of a lack of faith, for the history ises, and it must be accomplished during this gen.. of the past abundantly proves that God ls able· and ·eration. There is one class of peopJerthat are to be
i· doe::t his work according to his promises'.·· ' · • ·
very prominent in tMs latter day work. They appear
.
1

.

.
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way of doing thh1gs, an,d where wrongs; exist they
must be removed in a ·lawful and orderly way.
In Doctrine and Covenm1ts 128 : 2, 3
are told
that this special line of work·belongs to the bishopric,
and in consultation with others of the eldership they
would be "guided by the spirit of wisdom and revelation to do the work intrusted to their care/' In
Doctrine and Covenants 129 : 8 the Lord admonished
the Saints as follows: - "The chtJ.rch has been directed to accede to the rendition of the bishopric
with respect to the temporal faw; and until such heed
is paid to the word which has been given, and which
is in accordance with other revelations· given to. the
The promises of God to the Indians are very gre~t,
·church which had been before given, the.church can
as found recorded in the Book of Mormon. In Jacob
not receive and enjoy the blessings w:Qich have been
2: 56 the Lord said he would not destroy them; he
looked for, when Zion should be fully redeemed."
would extend his mercy to them because they pad
What kind of a charge would an army'ofsoldiers
kept sacred their marriage vows, and the promise is
make if one bugler sounded the charget;i another rethat "one day they shall become a blessed people."
treat, and another the sick call, and still another,
In 3 Nephi 10: 1, 2, 3, and Ether 6: 6, 7, 8, we are
breakfast? Had such calls been made at Gettysburg
told they shall help in the building of the city New
the high tide .of the Civil war, our Nation, our beJerusalem. That city is to be in Zion (Doctrine and
loved Union, would not exist as it does to-day.
Covenants 57 : 1) . It is reasonable then to expect
The Bishop has sounded the call for· a f 01•ward
that many of the Indians will accept the gospel and
will be gathered among their white brethren. We move in the redemption of the land of Zion" by purwill have them as neighbors, and it is quite certain chase, so that homes- may be found for our people
that history will repeat itself. In former times when and industries established to give employment to
they were converted to Christ they became examples the hands that toil, and farms for the husbandman
to their white brethren. They will perhaps give us to feed the many thousands that will yet be gathered'
examples in the simple life, how to live without being to the promised land. When elders or others sound
carried away with the vanities and frivolities of the calil, "Come to this locality; we have land for $10
the world; show us how to pay tithing, and conse- per acre"; "Come to this country, we have orange
crate of their surplus to accomplish God's great groves and 'Pe1:petual summer," they create confuwork. Perhaps they will make us feel somewhat sion and hinder the work of the building up of Zion.
ashamed to see a class of people one generation re- While every Saint has the right to live in this broad
moved from savagery, surpass us in those things land wherever he chooses, if they want to help build
that go to make up the character of a true disciple up God's work they must work according to his plan,
of Christ.
which says "they are to consult with the elders
and
bishops before removing into those regions"
From these facts, gleaned from the scriptui'-e; ·it
is very evident that there lies before us in the near (Doctrine a!ld Covenants 128: 4).
so insignificant in the eyes of the public that it seems
as if sometimes we have forgotten the promises concerning them. I refer to. the Indians. There are
about 100,000 in Oklahoma; in all the States west of
the :Missouri River the aggregate number is many
thousands; all of whom have come under the influence of civilization, and most of them have had t:\_J.e
advantages of education. They are npt confined to
our own nation. Canada, Mexico, and South America have many who are among the advanced thinkers of our day, occupying positions of influence in
their respective countries.

future the accomplishment of the greatest work
ever committed to the human race, and it must be
accomplished in God's way or it will prove a dismal
failure, so far as we are concerned ; for if we are not
willing to do the work we will be pushed aside and
some one else found to take our place. While it is
enjoined upon us to give faithful support !o those
who have charge of the work (Doctrine and Covenants 122: 1, 2, 3) as leaders, and. the same spirit
should extend to the branches and auxiliaries, there
is at this time a speciail need of loyal support to the
bishopric. We are entering into a transition period
which will result in a gradual change of om· social
and economic conditions,. :and to joggle the boat
means an upset .and disaste.:t'. Jt, must :q.ot be that
blind, fanatical. loyalty that comes from ignorance
and fear, but that which springs from a heart im7
bued with the thought. that order and system is God's

we

l once heard a sister say, "Why, my husband is a
business man, and the idea of him consulting the
Bishop about moving into Zion is ridiculous." Her
husband might have ·been very wise in worldiy wisdom, but Paul tells us (1 Corinthians 1: 20) : "Hath
not God made foolish the wisdom of thi~- world?"
What do we want to go to Zion for? Is it simply
to be where there is a large number of Saints, so
that we can worship where there is a large branch?
If that is our idea, we hav.e a misconception of our
calling. It is the Lord's purpose to establish a community where the social and economic conditions will
b~ in harmony with his will, where rightec>usneas
will prevail, thereby creating an environment ,that
will conduce toward the development of the Christ
character within us. In order to. do so God )ms a
plan ~ounded in wisdom and justice, and to carry
out his purposes he has selected. certain brethren as
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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leaders; arid if we want to be , "workers together preacher, it was taught and practiced, the record
with him"·. (2 Corinthians 6: 1) we should give them revealing quite cleafly that those who gave of their
1our loyal support. The work will not be .accom- IJleans shared the labor, the favor, and .doubtless
plished il}. ;any other waiy, and a:H our efforts to work ·the perplexities, of the gospel preacher: "And it
in some other way hinder the Father's work. Some- · came to pass afterward, that he went throl,Ighout
times som.e 0£ the ~3airits go to Zion, look around a every city and village, preaching and shoWing the
little and secure a home, and by and by they say, glad tidings of the kingdom of God; and the twelve
"Well, I don't like.this country," and they are soon who were ordained of him, were with. him; Aild
gone east, west, north, or south, looking for another· Joanna the wife of Chusa, Herod's steward, and
home,· and by their conduct they injure themselves Susanna, and many others, who ministered unto.him
and God's work also. Is that the way we will do . with their substance.''-Luke 8: 1 and 3. ·
when· we get to heaven, if we are so fortunate?
As we might expect to firid in a divine plan, the
"Lord, this is. so much different from what I ex- system is a means of development and growth, and
pected to se~, I don't· think I will stay." Did Lehi men and women are blessed under its operation,
and his familSr leave Jerusa:lem for America because being t.ested and tried in its keeping, and rewarded
they liked it, or was it in obedience to God's com- and strengthened according to its provisions. It
mands? When our Government sent an officer to is that part of the law of life that. brings. out and
take care of the Island of Guam, a coaling station develops the noblest character,· and cori·ects the evils
for the. navy in the Pacific Ocean, did he go because · of selfishness and covetousness; thus bringing up
he liked it, or was it in response to the call of duty and rounding out tlie higher and better qualities, disthat he owed as a soldier to his country? God is tributing the burdens of life, as it is written: '.'For
calling fur loyal men and women to stand at the. every man shall bear his ·own burden."-Galatians
pm1t of. duty, who will not .be swayed by the senti- 6: 5.
ment of likes an:d dislikes, but who will respond to
The first gift accordin:g to the books required
the sentiment, "I will go where you want me to go, under this provision of the law of life is the tithe,
dear Lord.. '' If we ·have no higher motive in going or tenth. Also that of freewiH offerings, hence: the
to Zion. than because "we like it," we had better stay formal statement: "The law of tithes and ofaway ; oui· going should be in response to the call of ferings.''
duty .and loyalty to Go.d and his work.
The word tithe signifies a tenth, or to give a tenth:
Your brother ih gospel bonds,
"For you pay tithe of mint, and anise, and cummin,
EDWARD RANNIE.
and have omitted the weightier things of the law;
judgment, mercy, and faith.''-Matthew 23: 20.
TITHES AND OFFERINGS.
"To whom also Abr:aha:m gave a tenth part of all.''
. BY E. L. ICELLEY, PRESIDING BISHOP.
-Hebrews 7 :· 2. Specifically the tithe is a tenth
part of the i.ncrease, and would not include a tenth
CHAPTER 3.
THE LAW OF TITHES AND OFFERINGS. WHAT IS IT, AND of property a person may have and upon.which there
is an indebtedness, but the net, after deducting the
. HOW AND BY·WHOM IS IT ADMINISTERED?
Wherever in the w01,ld the gospel has been indebtedness. Neither would it include property
preached, of which .we have any history, there has upon which the tithing had already been paid; if so,
accompanied the same a financial system forming a l::y tithing the same property over each year for
part of the gospel plan, and consequently ordained ten years there would be but little left. The object
as the just and impartial means of sustaining the of the law is not to impoverish, but to afford
. work giving to those who love the truth an oppor- opportunities to God's family to ·help, that they may
tunit~ to help it along, and thus manifest by their approve themselves and be blest.
The early hist01'Y shows, "that when Abraham
works that they are "laborers together with God."
.Jn this work as with any other part of gospel labor came up out of Egypt, he was rich in silver, and
it must
a voluntary 011e on the part of the people, cattle, and gold." 1'his was increase. And he gave to
but being left tO each to act for himself it is eyidence Melchisedec, the high priest, "a tenth of all." The
of the greater merit attaching to the' law, as is also· Lord had blessed him with this while he was in
Egypt, and when opportunity offered he ,rendered
shown in every other gospel principle.
The ·apostle referring to the plan says: "Even so the account.
Jacob; the grandson of A:braham, who had achath-,,the .Lord ordained that they which preach the
goilp(31 should live of the gospel."-1 Corinthians cepted the· gospel as· preached by these great men,
9 i 14: It is not a man's system that we shall look was taught the principlEl•'of tithing ·also, !for· as he
journeyed down to Padan;.aram he erected an altar
for ' then
but one·. ever submitted. with·
the gospel
- ·'
.
.
.
and
worship.ed God ahd entered. into· this covenant
itself, ordained of God. .
·
In the time when Jesus of Nazareth was the with the Lord: "And the place, of this stone which I
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have set for a pillar, shall be the place of. God's ing is much further from the facts. It was •intro-.
home; and of all that thou shalt give-me I will surely duced with the gospel atleast four hundred years
give a tenth unto thee."-Genesis 28: 22. This woul~ · ·before Moses was born; taught under the prophets;
be in strict harmony with the law of increase. taught and indorsed by Jesu~, and extended after
Whatever was added to Jacab,-"all that the Lord the ascension of Jesus into heaven, and
which
should give him."
the apostle writes: "And here men .that die.receive
The law is affirmed and set forth through the tithes: rbut the1·e he receiveth them;
wh~m it is
prophet Malachi in this language: "Bring ye all the witnessed that he liveth." -Hebr~ws 7:
tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat
How does Christ receive tithes now? By the apin mine house, and prove me now herewith, saith pointment of officers whom he authorizes fo receive
the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the windows for ·him and his work, and which with other offerings
of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there and consecrations are placed in the hands of the
shall not be room enough to receive it."-Malachi Bishop or his agents. See Doctrine and Covenants
3: 10.
42: 8. Are there any withholding the just tithe from
Here again the tithe is strictly a tenth of the in- Christ now, and yet hoping to be comm~nded by him
crease. A tenth of the fruits of the ground, and a by and by? No wonder he said: "It is not everyone
·
that saith unto me Lord, Lord, that shall enter into
tenth of the fruit of the vine.
Jes us speaking of the law states: "For ye tithe the kingdo~ of heaven; but he that doeth the will
mint, and rue, and all manner qf herbs, and pass of my Father who is in heaven."-Matthew 7: 30.
over judgment, and the love of God; these ought ye
Under the restoration of the gospel the law is
to have done, and not to leave the other undone."- specifically set forth and enjoined: "Behold, now it
Luke 11: 43.
is called to-day (until the coming of the Son of
The tithe is a tenth of the increase, so used scrip- Man), and verily it is a day of sacrifice, and a day
turally. It is a tenth of what a person is able to for the tithing of my people; for he that is tithed
make when he lives economically, by diligence and shall not be burned (at his coming) ; for after to-day
industry. For illustration: A young man without coming the burning: this is speaking after the manothers to support, labors and makes fifty dollars a ner of the Lord; for verily I say, To-morrow all the
month and his board. His increase is fifty dollars, proud and they that do wickedly shall be as stubble;
the tithe would be five, the amount being increase. and I will burn them up, for I am the Lol'd of hosts;
But should he have to pay ten dollars a month for and I will not spare any that remaineth in Babylon.
his board during the time, this sum would be de- Wherefore, if ye believe me, ye will labor while it is
ducted to get the true increase. Also a man with a called to-day."-Doctrine and Covenants 64: 5.
family, if he received fifty dollars per month and
The suggestion is often made that this does not
forty dollars of this amount is required for '-the mean the tithe, a tenth, but consecrations. The corliving for the time, the family during the time hav- rect view is that the Lord meant just what he said.
ing done its part toward the living as is right, the Jesus taught and approved the tithe; tenth as we
increase would be but ten dollars.
-have before cited. He also taught the principle of
It is found a wise and satisfactory way of esti- consecration. "This he spftke unto his disciples, saymating, to exempt the living; all may -properly de- ing, Sell that ye have and give alms; provide not
termine this; but when it comes to saying what for yourselves bags which wax old, but rather prowould be the necessary clothing, incidental expenses, vide a treasure in the heavens, that faileth not;
etc., for the time, the views are so variant and in where no thief approacheth, neither moth corruptmany instances so extravagant, that the only certain eth."-Luke 12: 36.
way not to use up the -Lord's portion is to furnish
Under the restoration of the gospel the same printhese things from the nine teµths with which the ciple is found and plainly set forth as not only being
Lord has blessed us, and given us as our own.
applicable to the· minister but to all. "If thou lovest
The reference to the tithe, in the record of the me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my commandpeople upon the Western Continent, is quite clear, ments. And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor,.
and in harmony with the Bible teaching. It reads: and consecrate of thy properties for their support,
"And it was this same Melchisedec. to wl).om Abra- that which thou hast to impart unto them, with a
ham paid tithes; yea, even our father Abraham paid covenant and a deed which can not be· broken· and
tithes of one tenth part of all that he possessed."- inasmuch as ye impart of your substance unil~iithe·
Book of Mormon, Alma 10 :. 8.
.
poor, ye will do it unto me, and they: shall be laid
Some .h~ve ha,stily 1conc}u(ied that the tithe was an before the bishop of my church and his couhselors,
institution started in .Moses' time aild to ·be found in two of the elders, or high priests such as he shall .
· i.na.t_ed .w. ith the entrance or h as appom
· t ed and· set apart for' that purpose."- .
Moses' law, and·. th.a.t it te.rm.·
of. the. gospel.· uncier · Christ a;nd the apostles. Noth- Doctrine and Covenants 42: 8,
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Jesus ever teaches the same and he does not hold
forth one _thing in one age as having a place in the
gospel system and then in another, renders it nuga-
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the law in the section: Let us not forget the instructi on of the Master to consider "the revelations as a
whole," in arriving at our conclusions.
·

tory ·
'l'he declaration already quoted, section 64: 5,
His special instruction. upon this is: "T·hat the making it obligatory upon all to obey the law of
Book of Covenants as accepted by the church was to tithes, if they are to escape the calamity referred to,
guide the advice and action of the bishopric~ taken - does not limit it to Zion and her stakes. It reaches
as a whole, each revelation contained therein having everywhere. And it is a misconception of what is
its.appropriate· bearing .upon each of the others and really taught in section 106, that leads to the-, idea
their relation thereto."-Doctrine and Covenants that the law of tithes and offerings is binding only
126: 10.
in Zion and her stakes. According to such reasoning
This is in harmony with the character of God. His •better that nobody go to these places and then all
word is ever the same. It is puny man who picks up may escape the burning, and not fulfill the law
one idea, or thread, and runs wild, concluding all either.
else are NONESSENTIALS.
The statement in section 106 is made in answer to
In section 106 the law of consecration is further an inquiry by the Saints at Far West in 1838, as to
explained showing the disposition of surplus prop- what was required of the properties of these people
erty. This is in strict harmony with the law of for a tithing. The answer comes specifically to this
consecraticin set forth in section 42: 8, before re- same people who were then within a stake: "Verily,
ferred to, for sections 9 and 10 of the same are suffi- thus saith the Lord, I require all their surplus propciently explanatory _to show that the law refers to erty to put into the hands of the bishop of my church
the surplus, although it does not set it forth under of Zion, for the building of mine house, and for the
such name.
laying the foundation of Zion, and for the priestSpeaking of the surplus tithe, or consecration, in hood, and for. the debts of the presidency of my
section 106, the supplemental instruction is given of church, and this shall be the beginning of the tithing
the tithe in this language: "And after that, those of my people; and after that, those who have thus
who have thus been tithed, shall pay one tenth of all been tithed, shall pay one tenth of all their interest
their interest annually." Whatever may have been annually; and this shall be a standing law unto them
thought then, by parties, that the tithe, the tenth, no for ever, for my holy pi:iesthood, saith the Lord." The interrogatory was by this special body that
longer has place in the law, is clearly erroneous.
In the instruction to the church upon this part of had been under the law of tithes and offerings sevthe law in 1861, we have as follows: "In order to eral years; the answer was for this special body and
place the church in a position to carry on the promul- made spr,cially applicable; for they were to "build
gation of the gospel, and as a means of fulfilling the a house"; and pay the "debts of the presidency," as
law, the twelve will take measures in connection with -Well as perform general work, and evidently
the bishop, to execute the law of tithing; and let them although they had been under the !aw of consecrabefore God see to it, that the temporal means so tion for_ several yeal's, they had not complied with it,
obtained is truly used for the purposes of the church, for' section 102 shows -wherein they had come short.
and not as a weapon of power in the hands of one
They stood in a similar pos'itioii to the young man
man for the oppression of others, or for the purposes who inquired of Jesus, "What lack I yet?" "Jesus
of self-aggrandizement by anyone, be he whomsoever said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, go, sell that
he may be."-Section 114: 1.
thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have
The work was to be carried on then in the Reor- treasure in heaven, and come and follow me."-Mat- _
ganiz-ation, and nothing left the obedient to do but thew 19 : 2i.
to move forward and fulfill the law. The law must
This was the special work for the young man to
be fulfilled, if we are to be accepted as the children take up at that time, but it was not the beginning of
of God, otherwise we are no better in our works the law. The paying of the surplus tithe was the
than others, "who leave undone the things that they duty of the hour for the Saints at Far West, and it
should do."
is the duty of others, too, as duly provided in paraObjection has been made that the tithing could graph 2, but it is not the beginning of the law of
only apply in Zion and her stakes, so declared, it is tithing.
'
clt11imed1; in section 106.
BY WHOM IS IT ADMINISTERED?
But our' heave:nly Father enjoined the administra.:
tion of the faw fwhen tMre was 'no membership!'in:
According to -the,,Scrfptiires it is by the ..keeper
'
Zion or any stake. ·see section 114: 1, just _quoted. - of the storehouse, and referred to as follows~.
1
The trouble_ then, is· in the private intetpretation
''And he lifted up his voice, and he blessed Abram;
that some have placed upon section 106, and n°.t upon -- being the high priest, and the keeper of the storewww.LatterDayTruth.org
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house of God; him whom God had appointed to receive tithes for the poor."-Genesis 14: 37, 38,
In our own time the church is instructed as follows: "And again, let the bishop appoint a storehouse unto this church, and let all things, both in
money and in meat, which is more than is needful
for the want of this people, be kept in the han'ds of
the bishop."-Doctrine and Covenants 51: 4.
Again it is stated December, 1831, "For verily
thus saith the Lord, it is expedient in me for a bishop
to be appointed unto you, or of you unto the ehurch,
in this part of the Lord's vineyard; and verily in
this thing ye have done wisely, for it is required of
the Lord, at the hand of every steward, to render
an account of his stewardship, both in time and
eternity. For he who is faithful and wise in time

is accounted worthy to inherit the mansions prepared for them of my Father."-Doctrine and C9venants 72: 1.
Upon the calling of George Miller to the office
work of a bishop the statement is made: "My servant George Miller is without guile; he may be trusted
because of the integrity of his heart; and fo1' the
love which he has to my testimony, I, the Lord, love
him: I, therefore, say unto you, I seal upon his h~ad
the office of a bishopric, like unto my servant Edward Partridge, that he may receive the consecrations of mine house, that he may administer blessings upon the heads of the poor of my people, saith
the Lord."-Doctrine and. Covenants 107: 8.
The church is further instructed in 1873, touching
administration of the law, as 'follows:
"It is expedient that the bishop of my church shall
choose two counselors, and that they be ordained to
their office as my law directs, that there may be
henceforth no caviling among my people. The
bishop of my church may also ·choose and ~ppoint
bishop's agents, until it shall be wisdom in nitdo ordain other bishops, in the districts and large
branches of my church."-Doctrine and Covenants
117: 10.
It must not be lost sight of that this is applicable
to the administration of the law of tithes and offerings as set forth in the books. It does not take away
the right of the people to make an offerjng to help
along any special work, in which they may be engaged, or to help specially the work of the gospel
minister by extending .him an offering as they are
able to do so, thus aiding the work and encouraging
the minister in the per.formance of his duty. All
should remember and perform such work as this,
and in so doing they are laborers together with the
Master, and have the dir,ec~ ·promise of the Master
that such offe.rings and such remembrances of the
work of the Lord will not be forgotten by him, not
even in the time of the final·judgment, for referring
to such offerings he says ,him.self: "Inasmuch as ye
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did it to one of the least of these, my brethren ye
did it to nie."
··
.·
·
·
'
These offerings, necess;!try, essential· to the·· development of the people and the good of the Lord'~ work
are a special gift of the peqple for the special objects
that come under the.ir .. observation as they· move
along the way, much as the special prayer of the
minister, the spe(}ial administfation of the elder if he
is called on to perform such work. c The Apostle
Peter showed this· when he was confronted by the
crippled beggar: "Such as L have give I thee: In
the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and
walk," is the answer lie made.
It will be noticed, then, the administration of the
law interf€res with no good work that any person
may do. God has given liberty to his yljildren that

they may move out and walk in the light, proving
themselves to be the salt of the earth ..
To those who bring forth fruit he has promised to
strengthen and bless, "that they may •bring forth
more fruit." The man who fails to. do, gathers no
strength from his ~naction. J'es'us .further says :
"Herein is. my Father glorified, tliat ye bear much
fruit; so shall ye be my disciples.":__J ohn 15: 8.

Of General Interest
They are trying to revise the fine old hymn, "F.rom Greenland's Icy Mountains," and there is general protest from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. A writer in the New York World
says: "The revisionists take the ground that the ·hymn in
question deals rather with the sublimities of naturaJ. scenery
than with the omnipotence of a Creator. Perhars by no other
plea could they reveal more definitely the weakness of their
case. They have submitted the hymnal lines to the cold
analysis of the study table. Setting aside the obvious fact
that few compositions in the book of song would pass unscathed through this form of censorship, we may remark that
the committee has by its method of criticism lifted itself
entirely out of the congregational spirit. True believers do
not worship by construing the lines in gospel minstrelsy;
they do not dissect while they sing. Left to themselves, we
believe they would have sung of icy mountains and coral
strands to the end of time without discovering the· worldly
point made by the revisionists. It is a question, indeed,
whether the mere words of hymns have not lost place in the
congregati?nal mind to the tunes with which. they have long
been associated. Melodies can inspire without words. They
also. ~an repeat inspirations absorbed from words grown
fam1har. The 'Old Hundred' on the organ is impressive without t~c chorused 'Doxology.' We do not believe any revision
committee can keep the churches from singing 'From Greenland's Icy Mountains' to the old tune or could lead them to
sing it to a new tune.''
·
'
"
·
Ref~nfog to tho famous old hymn a Lock Haven (Perinsylvama) reader of the Philade,lpliia P1tblic Ledger. says:
"In connection with tho current talk relative to the famous
hymn, 'Fr~m Greenland's Icy Mountains,' by Bishop Reginald
Heber, which a certain Episcopal bishop ,proposes omitting
from a proposed new hymnal, and which has ci·eated a very
gr~a.t deal of fidverse comment, permit me to give you the
or1gm of said hymn, as found in the Rev. Edwin M. Long's
Hymns and Their Authors, page 208: 'Of the fifty-nine
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elegant hymns :Written by Bishop Heber, none are so widely
known or· so ·frequently. sung as his missionary hymn. In
1819 a royal letter.authorized collections to be taken in every
church and chap~lin England connected with the establish-.
ment,. in furtherance of the society for propagating the gospel. On the. evening of Whit Sunday,. which was the day.
appointed for this purpose, Heber had engaged to deliver the
first of a series-!)f- Sunday evening lectures in the church at
Wrexham, which was in charge of his father-in-law, the Rev.
Dr. .Shipley. On the Saturday previous, as they were seated
around the table in the parsonage, the dean requested his
son-in-law to write something for them to sing in the morning
tha't would be suitable to the missionary service. Heber at
once retired from the circle of friends to a corner of. the room.
After . a while his ·father-in-law inquired, 'What have you
written?' Heber then i·ead the first three verses, which he
had already produced. 'There, that will do very well,' ,said
the dean. ·'No, no,' said· Heber, 'the sense is not complete.'
added the fourth verse, commencing, 'Waft,
.Accordingly
waft, ye winds, His story.' Next morning it was sung in the
church at Wrexham, and soon after caught up as the grand
missionary hymn of the church universal, reaching 'from pole
to pole.' The~Rev. Dr. Raffles was in possession of the original
manuscript, from which it is seen that so accurately was it
written at first that he had occasion to alter but one word.
It would seem from the above that our modern bishop has
set his. opinion over against that of a very much greater man
in his own communion.''-The Commoner.
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free public libraries, and when- books are no.more a rarity,
but can be purchased so cheap that almost every home can
have a library of its own, we sell more and more the necessity
· of a careful selection of the reading matter placed before our
~ilin~
,
The reading of fairy tales, which is so much indulged in
to-day, even in our public scohols, I _think should be discouraged, as it tends to develop the. imaginative faculties
far in excess of what they should b.e, even to the extent of
untruthfulness. If we can develop in them the 'desh-e to read
, true stories, we will find it less difficult to teach' them to be
truthful. As our creed is "All truth," and we, are taught to
accept truth wherever found, we must .develop the desire for
that class of reading that will store our minds with the kind
of knowledge that will elevate us not only spiritually, but
morally, intellectually, .and scientifically as. well.
We have among our juvenile books of to-day a large number of books on the different s11bjects of nature, .such as plant
life and animal life, which are gotten ,up in very interesting
stories, by which we, as parents, can develop in the little· tots,
too young yet to read for themselves, a love for nature, and
plant the first seeds of the gospel by instilling in them· faith
in the God who created all things good. Then as they grow
older there are the books on geographical,. historical, and biographical subjects, gotten up in story style, which. not only
make them interesting, but help to impress those topics upon
their minds, and thereby become quite a help to them as they
take up those subjects in ·school.
·
As the desire for fiction begins to manifest itself, let us
be very careful in the selections, that only the best. authors·
· are placed before our childre!l.
If we have succeeded in creating a desire for the more
solid reading matter, or that which not only strengthens the
memory, but develops the mind, we will not find it so difficult
.to get the children to read the church papers and books which
are necessary to their spiritual growth; and as the habit of
reading only good books is formed while young, we will not
find it hard to obey the divine injunction as found· in 2
Timothy 2: 15, which says: "Study to show thyself approved unto' God, a workman that ncedeth not to be ashamed,
·
rightly pividing the word of truth."
NELLIE HEMPEL.
Request for Prayer.

I sincerely ask your prayers, dear Saints, in behalf of my
sister who is sick in North Dakota. She is a nonmember, but
she said she would very much like to have an elder come and
visit her. Her name is Mrs. Hattie Peterson, Bluegrass,
North Dakota. She was sick all last winter, and has a family
of little ones. Pray that she may be spared on that account.
L. K. GERMAN,
SUFFIELD, ALBERTA, CAl'JADA.

This subject is of. such great importance that I do not feel
competent to handle it as it should be; but, nevertheless, will
do my best.
Human minds have been likened unto the potte1·'s clay in
the molder's hands, and as the molder forms the rude clay_
into beautiful figures of statuary, so likewise the human mind
may be developed to a very high degree morally, scientifically,
and spiritually, or debased and stamped by crime and
debauche1;y by the early impressions which, if left to grow,
form habits hard to 'change. These impressions are made by
our associations with one another, and also by the reading on
which the mind is fed. We can not always have control over
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT, November 20, 1910.
our environments, but we can and should exercise complet.e
Editors Herald: Allow me a line or two to express to you
control over our reading matter, that our minds may be fed
on that which would be elevating; for in that way we can my appreciation of the SAINTS' HERALD, and the pleasure I
rise above our enviro~mentll and stand out as beacon lights to take in reading it each week. I am especially pleased with
others, encouraging them to strive to come up higher, thereby the current issue. It contains several articles both interesting and instructive to those interested in this latter day
blessing the human family.
·
Ghildreri should be encouraged to rea'd from the time the~ work .. l refer in particul>\r to the letter from Sr. Margaret
first' begin· to.·learii how to read; but great care sh9uld be · Macgregor, dealing With' the 'past year's work in and ai·ound
taken in what is placed before them, that the ~esire for ~he Stonington, Maine. . .
The Lord has· certainly· shown his . hand in a wonderful
right kind of reading :inay be developed along with the desire
manner in that little place' and through the efforts of Mrs.
to read.
·
. .
Inthis: day and age of the world, when there are so many Macgregor and her. pteacher husband, ·great good has been
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done there. To this I can testify, as I am one of the _"79"
who were brought to a knowledge of the restored gospel
through their untiring efforts. . ·
I do not exactly agree with the sister in giving so much
of the credit for the good done, to _the assistance rendered
them by the Saints there. I venture· to say. that, were it
not for the forcible, aggressive, and permit me, inspired
preaching of our brother Daniel, not a soul of the "79" would
have accepted the work. Although the Saints- did much good
work, it was he who woke them from their slumber, organized
their Sunday school and Religio in a systematic manner, and
in various ways aroused their interest in their branch.
There are many in Stonington who formerly regarded the
Saints as a band of crazy fanatics, but who now, though they
Jove them none the better, have considerable respect for the
faith of the Latter Day Saints.
·
The article on "Race poisons" was also timely and interesting. The prevalence of the tobacco habit among men and
boys to-day is appalling. In the factory in which I am
employed and which employs a large number of young men
and boys, about nine out of every ten either smoke or chew
tobacco, and many of them have both habits. The younger
boys seem to have the idea that in order to be manly it is
necessary to acquire these habits, and it is worse than useless to try to convince them to the contrary. A person who
can exist without the use of the weed is quite a novelty to
them, and more or less of a mollycoddle, too.
I notice with pleasure that the article on "The head of the
Reorganized Church" which appeared in the October number of Hampton's Magazine has been brought to the notice of
the editors of the HERALD and that they have seen fit to publish it for the benefit of those of the Saints who were unable
to secure a copy of the magazine. It is the fairest write up
I have seen for some time, and I should think it would make
an excellent tract. For the benefit of the one who inserted
the article and who stated that he did not know who wrote it,
I add the following information. It was written by three
different people. Part of the data was secured in Mr. Smith's
home town, part from New York, and part from a representative of the magazine in Washington. It was rewritten
~=
Wishing the HERALD continued success in its work, (am,
Your brother in the faith,
WILLARD NEWMAN.

-

,, r

WEST DENNIS, MASSACHUSETTS, November 21, 1910.
Editors Herald: I noticed in the HERALD for October 12,
the letter of a sister who is much troubled thinking of her
dear sons who are not with her. If she will give me her
full address I will try to drop her a few lines. I have two
sons who have ho.mes of their own, and I do not hear from
them and do not know where they, are. They are on my
mind much of the time. The sister signed her name, "A sad
hearted sister."
Your sister,
FISH STREET.
B. A. KELLEY.
CAIRO, EGYPT, November 2, 1910.
Editors Saints' Herald: The steamer Prinz Heinrich arrived in Alexandria on Sunday evening. We gained ·from
twelve to fifteen hours 'by passing Naples,-cholera at· the
place being the reason for passing. Alexandria .is the second town of Egypt as to -size, and its chief port. . It has
about three hundred and. twenty thousand inhabitants.· Sixty
thousand ·of thes'e· are'. .foreigners; TMre-Js a governor, a
Coptic, arclibishop and art internation!!-1 .court of arbitration
for ·disputes between Egyptians. and-;fore1gners.
The town•waa· founded by Alexander the Great, on the verge
of the sea, and
the. countryall
around
'
-_.
. i~. is flat. The build'.
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ings, or the houses, are in·the Egyptian· style:· At the first
view of the eity it is. disappoin~ing to the ·foreigrier, however
there are many things. to ·be seen that are of great interest
and worth seeing. Alexandria is up-to-date with its. modern
appliances. They have electricity, but I was greatly amused
on landing, as the steamer had no _more than come to a standstill, until she was filled up with . Ambs, dressed. in all manner of styles and colors and.all talking at once.. They flocked
around us !ike a swarm of bees all tryiJ!g to get hold; of our
baggage. As I was going up the steps.on deck, one Qf those
Arabs had a trunk on his head and a box in front of him.
As he was nearing the top his foot slipped and down he
came, baggage and all, but that didn't discourage him in the
least. He was soon up again and off. I really thought I
would never get off that ship. Of all the confusion that I
have ever run up against in my time, this excels all, and I
don't care to have another such experience. In about an
hour. and a half I finally reached the custom house, and I
was no wiser when I got through than when I was in, as I
did not understand one word of what the officers said to me.
One of the Arabs grabbed my satchel and took me by the
hand and led me on to the train. My word, I was glad when
I got there! Of course, he demanded five piasters, and I
gave it to him freely. I was fortunate in meeting a young
Englishman on the train, who was going to Cairo. He t.ook
special pains to give me the needed information about hotels
and so on. I wish to state at this juncture that they have
fine trains in this eastern country. Second class accommodation is superior to what you find on the English trains.
The conductor was a la1·ge, fat fellow, Egyptian, with a blue
uniform, white vest, and stand up collar, and a .very dignified
appearance. They also have a ticket collector who was dressed
in khaki. I was greatly surp1ised to see such dignity and
style displayed by the Eg.yptians.
We arrived in Cairo at 12 o'clock at night, but had no
difficulty in finding a suitable place to stay at a very reasonable rate. As you enter the city, the railroad on either side
is lined by beautiful gardens, and the trains enter the splendid new Cairo station which is built in arabesque style. The
city of Cairo is situated ten miles south of the Nile and is the
capital of Egypt, called by the Arabs simply Masr or Masrel-Kahira, meaning victo1ious. It if: the greatest town of
Africa, and its population is half a million, of which about
twenty-five thousand are Europeans.
The native population is composed of Fe.Jlahs, Copts, Turks
and Jews, to which must be added negroes, Bedouh1s, and
people from the neighboring countries. The history of Cairo
begins with the Arabs in A. D. 638, founded on the spot of the
ancient forest of Babylon. The town of Fostat named thus,
because Amr-ibn-el as having invaded Egypt on the date
above given pitched his tents and called it Fostat. The
stranger is amazed at the variety of wonderful scenes that
are to be seen in and out of the city, a few of which I will
call tlie attention of the reader to. First the tombs of the
Khalifs. On the east side of the town at the foot of the
Mokattam Mountains are the tomb m~sques of the Circassian
Mamelu Re Sultans who reigned over Egypt from A. D. 13811&17, known by the name of the Tombs of the Khalifs. These
fine buildings with their bold and elegant domes and slender
minarets may be numbered among the most beautiful examples
of Arabian art, and deserve to be. visited.
Next are the tombs of the Mamelakes,' Then comesi 1fhe
citadel which dominates the town, constructed in 1166 A. D.
by the order Saleheddin. The stones were taken from the
small pyramid at Ghizeh, a beautiful site; rand must be seen
to be appreciated. The Arab museum which is another great
attraction of the city, contains. mu~mies of most of the·
Egyptian kings and other precious curios. . The Ghizeh
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zoological gardens are visited by everybody as much for. the.
history as well. as_ the beautiful variety of animals to be ·.P~sse? since,. yet there is sufficient of importance associated
· •t
t
.
. with it that it should even now be c'ons1'dered. · Some "'easo.ns.•
f oun d th. ere, as .1 was a one t11pe part of the pleasure gardens of ·Ismal Pasha Khedive of Egypt. But the most won~:~:.sary to mention have caused the delayed items relatderful of, all sights. are the pyramids,. the sphinx, the tombs
N 0 t'ices and .programs
· had· been sent to all the membe1·s
1 w h ICh are close togeth'er.
an d t h e t emp.e,
The greatest of 0 f th h
'd ·
e c urch who had ever been associated with the b1·anch
. h
·
the Gh1ze pyram1 .s wa.s er.ected by Chufer (the Cheops of or won
1 m
· t he city of _Des ·Mo1'nes, "'hose add1·esses were
t h e Greek) th
"· e second· k. mg of the fourth dynasty, B. c. 3733, known, and several of those who
• do not" l1've 1'n the c1'ty wer·e
t h e present measurement of each side is seven hundred and
fifty-five fe.et at the base, and four hundred and fifty-one feet P.r?sent. The . d.ay. was an ideal one, and the local Saints
high. The blocks of stone of which it is constructed are from en~o.yed the pr1v1lege of social enjoyment thus afforded, while
the quarries. of Mokattam ~nd Turra. The blocks average · spmt~al foo~ ';as secured. Three were baptized during the
three feet high ..· The top is about twenty-five feet square n<>?n. mtermisswn, who bid· fair to become a help to the
M
b
bmldmg ~p.of God's kingdom on earth. The program was
space.
any tom s are to be found in the interior and some fully carl'led out, except in the five minute talks and one duet,
mummies have been taken. out, and put in the museum. There
Th e effect of this event has been for good, and wi'll be
are three
close together, . and five in. the Sahara a short dis- rememb ered as one of the pleasant spots in the life of this -··
tance
away.
.
.
branch of the church.
Your brother
The Sp h mx Is near.by to the large pyramid and just a few
'
yards away is· to be found the temple of granite.
The
J. F. MINTUN.
Sphinx is most famous and interesting. It is cut out of the
An Alabama Thunderstorm,
.
natural .rock, and represents a crouching lion with a human
_The ~rst week of September, 1910, I was preaching near
head. The body .is one hundred and fifty feet long, the paws
fifty feet, the head is th,irty feet high and fourteen feet broad. ~1xonv11Ie, Alabama, when one afternqon a small cloud m;ose
The Arabs call the Sphinx Abou-el Hon, Father of' Terror m the southeast and after passing over the residence of
and believe it has power to protect the crops from the en~ Bro. Emet M~Call, where I was staying that day, it began to
croachment of the sand. The origin of the Sphinx is sur- thunder teiT1fically. The storm had almost passed out o{
rounded by myatery, but it is certain that it already existed memory when ~ro. W. E. Peak and myself were passing
in the time of Chufu, as proved by our inscription found by t~rough, about six weeks later. Noticing a number of dying
Mariette. One of the inscriptions· mentions the restoration pmes I re~arked about the storm. We began counting the
of the Sphinx by Thothmes Fourth, B. c. 1533. I visited the trees, and m the short space of about one mile we counted
tombs near one of the pyramids that had been hewn out of a twenty-one that had been killed with lightning, and. none of
solid rock, out of which many kings and queens have been them much over two hundred yards from the road. A week
taken. You can see the pictures of animals cut in the rocks later Bro. W. A. West and myself were driving through the
and also names of kings and queens. Some of these had same place, and I called his attention to the trees, told him
been buried here between four and five thousand years ago. about the storm, and asked him to help me count them for I
I experienced a very strange sensation as I wandered to and intended to publish an account of it as a partial fulfillrr:ent of
fro in those tombs.' It brought to mind very vividly the fact the following prophecy: "After your testimony cometh the
that we all have to succumb to the same old enemy-death! testimony of earlhquakes .... and also cometh. the testimony
There is a tower in the citadel said to be built by Joseph and of the voice of thunderings, and the voice of lightnings and
a well, too, called to-day Joseph's well. Rhoda Island about· the voice of tempests."-Doctrine and Covenants 85: 25.'
By a correct count we,numbered thirty trees; but as two
ten miles out from Cairo in the River Nile is supposed to be
the place where Moses was rescued by Pharaoh's daughter of them seemed more dead than the others we concluded they
and raised. One remarkable scene we witnessed here was the were not struck at the same time. We also excluded three
cafes in front of the buildings, where both old and young others that we thought were more than two hundred yards
feast and drink until the early hours of morning. The mor- from the road. We also took notice of the distance and
ality of most· of the people is way down the scale. The :figured that the distance through the belt of the storm was
sights all along the Esbekieh are so bad that they can not about a mile. Thus within a space of' timber a mile long
and four hundred yards wide the lightning had struck twentybe described. I leave Friday morning for Port Said, Jaffa,
five trees. There were alsCl dozens of old dry trees on the
and Jerusalem. Wishing all farewell, I am,
same space of ground, and doubtless a number of them were
Yours hastily,
sti-uck which we did not observe. Quite likely not every stroke
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
hit a tree. I inquired if there were any mineral in that
country, and was informed that there were no signs of mineral
BURLINGTON, KANSAS, November 11, 1910.
of any kind. That some hidden mineral was not the cause of
Edit01·s Saints' Herald:· March 9, 1909, you promised me such an electric display is evident from the fact that no
to place
request for "a list Of facts contained in the such signs remain of any previous happening. The dozens
Book of Mormon, unknown at the time of its publication, of varied trees I mentioned were not killed by lightning, but
which have since been verified by archreological research," in by fire years ago. Throughout all this southern country
the hands of some of" your church representatives who might there are thousands of dead trees, caused usually by fire,
be able to compile such list, and you would publish it, and The mile we traveled through is no exception either way.
try to remember imil send me a copy. .Has such a. list been
During the progress of the storm we had remarked as to the
published yet? If so will you kindly forward the same to me ·terrific thunder and· when Brother McCall returned that
and qplig~v· ·•
·
Yours for the truth,
ev~ning from teaching school, I asked him if his· school was
in the path of the storm and ,he remarked: "Not exactly;
. . .1.
,~, WM. H. HAUPT.
, ,~ •
.·1
• .,:J'lo
1 i."biit1.I never heard such'i terrible thunder."
,That ·was •the
~ 'DES MOINES, IOWA, November 25, 1910,.
. verdict of all of us.
'.:.:,
Editors Saints''.'Hercildi, .The ·Home Coming Socia-I Day at·
At the rate we counted, the lightning struck· about one
Des Moines; Iow!\; ()ctober. 9, should be noticed• as one Of the hundred and forty times on: ·a section. Think of the lighthistorical events of the year, and while over a month' has n:ing. striking' one hundred, and forty times in the town of.

?:;

my
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Lamoni. If each time it struck a house, it would. make a
b ·g hole in the town and the rest would burn up with fires.
0 fire protection would be adequate t~ stop its sp.readi~g.
If Kansas City is ten miles square, thrn~ of t~e hghtn~ng
striking one thousand and four hundred times rn that city.
May not Sodom and Gomorrah have been destroyed in a
similar way?
.
Surely such a thing could occur any time and any place,
seeing it has occurred one time in one place. How much we
are dependent on our Maker for protection, and in this time
of God's judgment how should we live, not alone for physical
protection but for lighteousness' sake as well! At least
when Jiving right before God no harm shall befall us.
Was Joseph Smith inspired or not?
OCTOBER 29, 1910.
J. W. PETERSON.

i-:

News From Missions
AMONG LAMANITES.
My Jetter of October 12 has only caused fifty books to come
to light, but maybe there are a few more. There are seventy
or eighty thousand Lamanites in Oklahoma. I figure two
cents per head for the church, traveling expenses, book,- a~d
all, giving or selling fifteen books to each thousand, you will
find five times that many learned men and women in each
thousand, but the church has moved in the right dil'Edion,. as
a starter; you have got to start somewhere. I have 3tudied
this book question from all sides. To talk Book of Mormon
to the Lamanite without leaving the record with a few of the
learned ones is the height of folly. Send your book mon(ly lo
Herald Office and my expense money to me or the Bishop, at
Indepeadence, Missouri. I do not care which way, so you will
let me move in this matter. I think you can or ought to sec
the situation and the momentous hour in which you are living.
You are living in an hour when your wealth will not
amount to the ashes of a rye straw, only as th!) God of
heaven may preserve it for you. On the night of the 9th of
November, while in a dream or vision, a Lamanite wo1:ker
saw the heavens lettered unwarranting the abominable wick'
'
edness in the land, and it was right at the door of present time.
Pestilence, storm, earthquake, and these like words were a
part of the writing that was seen in the heavens. "It must
needs be that I destroy this people."
_ ., ,. "
Let us remember the prayer that was offered up througho~t
all the generations of the .Nephites and Lamanites for then·
children at this very moment. Will we east our all at_the feet
of the Bishop, and the God of heaven,_ and have resp?ct for
the prayer that was offered up in such great faith, and m part
fulfilled?
-·
We have laid all at the Master's feet, for this~cause_, can
you not sacrifice some?
Yours in gospel bonds,
JEROME E. PAGE, among- the Lamanites.
-

.

OHIO.
I have been highly entertained by. the many letter.s, and
other good things from your columns, and have not m ~ny
way done anything myself to let.others know what was b~mg
done in that part-of the field in which I h~ve been lab?rmg.
I also know that there are those of my friends that w1Sh to
hear from time to time ·as to what" is being done, though it be
but little.
•
·· - · - · ·
-- ' '
Having been 1assigiled to _the ,pittsbu;g District by Gene~·al
Conference' I took the field ·about the middle of May; bu_t with
little suc(e~s, perhaps owing. to _the ~ime o.f the year. I foun_d
' it almost impossible to find places m"\Yhich to preach. This
may have been_ in part. owing to the fact that I was unac-

- -

-

quainted with the territory, forwhen I came_ in contact with
the Saints I was well received.
After -trying_ what could be do~e airing the Ohio .River, I
went to, Fayette -City, Penpsylvania! and met, with the -Saints
there, which was· a treaj;, I assure you. I did not stay in that
neighborhood long as the reunfon was to~take place at New
Philadelphia, Ohio, ·and I wished to attend that.
On my way to the same I had' an invitati~n to stop off and
visit a brother at ·Monesson, and this· nearly proved my
undoing, as I met with an accident that might_have proved
very serious, but which i_s-now_almost overcome. Anyone that
has been in that part of the country knows of the--many steep
hills the:i;e are, and in order to reach some parts of the country it is done by means of-stairs. In some. instances these
are quite steep. Well, in going do-wn one of these with two
suit cases in my hand, I ti·ipped and fell down eighteen steps.
To say that I wa:s thoroughly shaken up would be putting it
mildly, for -I was all that and .more, asT received Some ugly
cuts, and my whole internal system seemed to be disarranged.
But I went to the reunion, and as my· wife was there I had
good attention; -and at its close I was glad to get home for a
time that I might get in shape for a new field- of labor.
After staying home two week's I agaih took the field, having
been sent by the missionary in charge to the western part of
Ohio. In response to a call for an elder I went to Portage
Center, Ohio, and had the pleasure of agafn meeting with old
friends as I had reached there nearly four years ago; in fact
had op~ned up the work therE: I am pleased to say that I
found them all well, and a few of them hungry for the gospel.
They had secured the town hall and we started in to tell the
story to a good audience; and as there are but five Saints here,
it shows that those that came were mostly outsiders. We
continued here for five weeks, holding forth each night, and
while we had great hopes of at least inducting some into the
kingdom, we failed to do so because of the opposition of their
friends. Three had expressed themselves as being fully convinced of the necessity of being baptized in order to c.mter into
the kingdom, but the influences that were present held them
back.
We then went to a place called Jerry City •and secured a
place to hold forth. This was new ground entirely, as the
attempt had been made a number oi times to get in here,
but without success. · Suffice it ·to say that we had good attendance each night and on the Sunday night on which we
closed there were sixty-three present. We would have continued these meetings longer but for the fact that we had to
travel back and fortJ:i each night, and pay hall rent as well,
but we have promised to return in the near future when we
hope to continue for some time.
In response to letters sent out, I came to this point on
October 29 and held services twice the following day to a
very interesting audience. Like many other pfaces, the
Saints are few here, but most of them are Saints indeed, and
a few, though they do not belong to the church, are in full
accord in desiring to see the work grow. They ought to be
inside, and I hope will be soon. This is a place that has been
given the word in the past by some of our most able men,
but seemingly they have been unable to biing many into the
church. I can not say what may be done. iii, the future, but
hope that the seed sown may bear fruit soon; I had poor
success in the hall which had been secured, as politics had
the right of way; so we decided to hold meetings front ·hbuse
to house, and I am satisfied it was a: wise move, as• the
attendance is good and new homes are• offered ·continually.
I know good is being accomplished.
In bonds for Christ's saJrn, · ·
J. C. F ARNFIELD..
UNIOPOLIS, OHIO, Novembei• 15.
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IDAHO.
t
.
- -- coun cy greeted his vision as far as the eye could reach, We·
Permit ·as to hand you some inklings from Idaho-which may: were truly amazed at the_ wondei;ful transformatfon brought
indicate interest in Ziim's weal.
about by the application of water undei; the Twin Falls
Bro. B: cF\ Bensoii ~nd wife are affording us hospitality project.
·
-while we ·are occupying· a ,few nights in their schoolhouse. and '. B~t our vi~it here was -_to find Saints and, after- some.
waiting, the_ co!lling of_ Dr. Joseph Benson, who has pi;o~sed mqmry and driving about, we were successfutin finding Bro.
to fit us: u_p hetter for the eating habit. Brother Joseph Albert Faucett and wife, and his mother and sister, recently
enjoys a g()i><i'repuj;ation for ·such work. I obsei·ved in report- -from Independence, _Missouri, where they had passed through
of college 'endowments iii a HERALD a while back that Idaho Abe trying ordeal of laying to rest a loved husband and father·
got but littl!l~of the .cl'edit due her. Should not the score of- a;nd in her hour of grief she h<1s returned to weep with he;
unmentio1ie4 supporters receive recognition even though ~ ~sons and daughter who had remained in Idaho.
little tardy with subscriptions? _We were told authoritatively
We held services_ with these Saints, administering the sacthat if all· did as well as Idaho the financial question for _ rament, and being mutually cheered by the presence of the
Graceland would speedily _be settled, but no word of approval· Spirit and testimonies and associations of these isolated through ~he church organ.. _
S,aints. Another road back via the Great. Sho~hone Falls,
Bro. E. Keeler_-was a welcome v-isitor and worker in Idaho where the waters of Snake River plunge two hundred and ten
during a part -o_f _October. A half hundred· or more of the - feet deeper into the rock chasm that confines her waters here
Saints· receiving their blessings and became witnesses to the for miles, and th-is adds interest to this trip and pleasant visit
divinity of this feature _of the _church work. From the fore:. with our new friends and coworkers of Hanson.
·
casts we may- expect Idaho to contribute her proportion of
We should add that ·an immense power piant at the foot of
field-workers ·by_ and by. Boise and Hagerman were benefited these falls furnishes light, heat, and power for towns cities
and factories for miles.
'
'
by his visit. By the way, in "CulTent events," July Jounwl
of History,_we hoped_ to have seen among branch organizations - While visiting Albion Sa-ints and relatives, we learned that
that of Boise: Branch,- but were disappointed ·again. It is not - Sr. Pearl Albertson was teaching school at Twin Falls; It
an insignificant affair, and the Saiints there are alive.
would have been a privilege for the Saints to meet her also.
- Saints desiring to hear from us can address us at Logan,
The same can be _said of the Saints at Weiser; a month of Utah.
In bonds,
tent work there closing with an eight-night debate with
Denton Collins, Campbellite, and nine baptisms, also the
MINIDOKA, IDAHO, November 12 .
S. D. CONDIT.
organization ()f a Sab!Jath school, and a semi-Religio organization, have assisted to put the Saints there to the front as
SOCIETY ISLANDS MISSiON.
workers.
Perhaps to cover the defeat, Brother Collins prepared furWe are pleased to inform the Saints that the work, is prother debate with us on Book of Mormon propositions, and gressing very nicely in the southern seas, and we feel much
arrangements were seemingly completed for a six-night debat3 ·encouraged at the present outlook.
-· to be held at Midvale, beginning October 3, but he proved
We have again commenced the publishing of the island misequally as_ ingenious as his colleague, S. 0. Pool, in wriggling sion paper, the Oro11wtua, and through its columns we are
out of a situation of his own choosing. Elder Pool wanted endeavoring to enlighten the minds of those desiring the
to meet us ·at Portland or any'-place but Chitwood, and so with gospel, and we trust that in due season it will bear good
Collins, any place but Midvale. Too many of their people fruit.
there, and their protest may have accounted for the back
There are many i_slands inhabited by the Saints, and but
down.
'
·
two white missionaries to do missionary work, therefore it is ,
Rev. L. 'G. Dix, a Christian Adventist debater, after much thought wisdom that one of us remain in Papeete, the headcorresponden-ce •and bluff, has withdrawn their proposal for a quarters, to look after the work of the mission -and to print
debate at Weiser on church, immortality, and Smith proposi- the paper which is a twelve page paper printed once a
tions, on the plea that Weiser does not seem to want to bear month, and is, as it were, a wJssionary which arrives at the
the expense of a debate now. He says, "Yes, I fully in- various islands each month.
tended to have a friendly debate with you, but am not able
Although I had not been here quite a year when I underto. bear :rhy own expenses, so will have to call it off for the took the work as its editor, I feel encouraged in all of the
present, at least." Not very complimentai'Y to the pastor of efforts put forth, and trust that through continued assistance
their church at Weiser, who proposed this debate and wrote of the Lord and his servants here that the printed word may
Mr. Dix, then at Spokane.
be an edification to all, even as it was under the labors of
The Oriano, published at Vale, Oregon, October 28, is just Brother Lake.
received,- containing a communication from Sr. O. W. Propst,
I am especially pleased that it has so far been unriecessal'Y
explaining·.that the two Mormon elders 'who have been dis- '- to hire an interpreter.
-.
tributing tracts there, and the -ReorganiZed Church of which _ The Brighamites are upholding their blood atonement
she is a member, are distinct organizations, we accepting theory before the natives in their periodical here, but the
Joseph. Smith, soil of the _translator of the Book of Mormon; Orotnetua is endeavo1ing to enlighten the people as to the
as our president- and prophet, and challenging any elder of teaching of Brigham Young upon that proposition.
the Mormon church or any other church to prove that Joseph
I have just finished printing a tract in the_ Tahitian lanSmith; the .translator of th•at book,_ was a polygamist,
.
guage entitled, "Joseph (the Martyr) wounded in the house'
_ October~ 30 found us, in company. with Sisters Gill, of ·of his friends,'? in which I endeavor to prove that Joseph did
Heyburn,. and'.Shively 'and her husband, of Hanson, driving not enter into -its practice, but_ condemned the same· vei'Y
from•theirpleasant home through seven l!liles of finely culti- emphatically, as did also the early church; also that the con~
vated farms ()f fruit, gfain) hay, etc., :to the city.of Twin tradictory testimony oLthe women of Utah was bu~1an• ~vi
Falls, teeming with ~ts thousands of population, -beautiful. and dence that thefr charges were like under the word of David;
costly buildings; ,paved streets, etc., supported on• all sides by -which says, "False witnesses did rise up; and they laid to ·my
the succ~ssfulfa,fmers,·~ei·e six:years ago as the tfaveler - charge things that I knew not."-Psalm 35: 11.
passed .through this country an unbroken waste of· sage. brush
.I hope that -this tract may result in good .. Brother and
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Sister Savage are now upon the island of Tupuai,, which is
about three hundred miles below us. They arrived there in
safety and are endeavoring to build up the work there more
firmly. They may return to Tahiti next month and go to.the
upper islands.
The Saints are very active in the building of the wall
around Tarona which is the "Saints' home" in Papeete. They
have now completed· 440 ·feet, and are c;ontinuing the ·work.
One of the Saints has built a new house in Tarona which
adds much to the appearance of the church property here.
In the island of Makatea the Saints are building a new
chapel and next month, on Christmas Day, a new 'chapel is
to be dedicated upon the island of Rairoa.
This letter leaves us all well in body and encouraged in
spirit, for which we are truly thankful.
My wife is able to converse somewhat in the language and
hopes soon to be able to take up part of the work which was
done by Sister Lake while here. Little Paul is singing songs
in the Tahitian tongue already. We hope to become efficient
workers for the Lord and live exemplary lives before this
people, that they may become a "delightsome people," that
when the time comes for the gathering that there might not
be few but many who will be in a condition in due time to
march into Zion, the gathering place of the Saints, singing
songs of triumph and everlasting joy.
Trusting that we may be remembered of the Lord's people
in connection with our endeavors, I am
J. CHARLES MAY.
PAPEETE, TAHITI, November 3.
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erence prevails to the ext~nt it does, and I can . only report
honestly and make mention .of ·these· conditions. that are a pparent.
·
·
·
To smooth these matters over an:d report only the pleasing
features of the work, seems to add encouragement to the
prevailing conditions.
.
Brethren Russell and Curtis, who are laboring together in
the southwestern part of the ·Stafai, report good prospects
ahead, and have baptiz¢ several; Brother Holloway is doing
a good "vork in the eastern part of the State, and reports
·..
baptisms. So the good work goes on.
The Saints of Colorado Springs need help to finish the new
building mi their lot; no city in the United States has greater
need than at that resort, and mecca for. the afflicted and diseased,· that throng for relief and cure. The few struggling
Saints there should be assisted in their effort to fill' the long
known need.
·
The work is onward and if we should all put to' with all
our might the redemption of our beautiful Zion· is assured
and the preparation required. by the Mast_er of his people'.
will become a reality, and the reign-of peace will begin. Thus
may it be.
R. BULLARD.

MISSOURI.
As it has been some time since I added anything to your
columns I will drop a few lines from this part of the vineyard.
Sunday, October 9, Bro. E. A. Davis and the writer assisted Bro. I. N. White in organizing a branclr at Purcell,
Missouri, -0f twenty-eight members. Bro. W. B. Mullen was
ordained an elder and chosen president. Bro. J. Worren
called and ordained a priest and chosen to preside as priest
COLORADO.
of the branch~ Brother Lowe ordained teach.er and chosen
Responding to your request, I will send you a brief report, to preside, and Bro. A. A. Walters ordained deacon and chosen
or outline of the work as I view it from this mile high posi- to preside. This branch was organized principally of the
tion.
members belonging to the Webb City. Branch. From this
There has been a commendable activity among the servants place we went to· Webb City· preaching Sunday at 7.30 p. m.
of the Master this conference year, and we believe, a corre- Monday and Tuesday, Bro. I. N. White gave us two excellent
sponding response to the labor performed, in winning souls se1mons, making all rejoice. Brother White knows whe1·e to
for the kingdom of heaven, not as numerous as in some parts find the anvil and how to place· the iron on and strike, for I
of the vineyard, but still gratifying to those who understand ·think all caught a spark from the gospel anvil as he wielded
the conditions existing in this peculiar section of the Lord's the hammer of truth.
earth.
From here we attended the Spring River 'district confer'l'here are certainly many places opened for the preaching ence. The church house proving too small for the congregaof the word, and an interest manifest in the hearers that is tion, the I. O. 0. F. hall was secured for the·Simday meetings.
encouraging to those with the message of life to the people. rl· think I am safe in saying that .this was ·thEf best conferBrn. C. Scott and Emsley Curtis have reported at length of ence I ever attended in the Spring River District. Leaving
the work in this State, so little remains for me to report Joplin we went to Fairland, Oklahoma; held a meeting at
along the same lines. The condition of the Saints genera!ly, that place, ·with good interest. From this place I went to
from a spiritual standpoint is that of lethargy; surely many - Pleasant Valley, continued at this place several evenings,
are sleeping on their rights and privileges, hence dul,1, un~ · giving a temperance lecture, as the State of Oklahoma would
spiritual meetings, and not the hearty response to the finan- vote on constitutional amendment so to make the State "wet"
cial demands of the work that is so much needed ?WW. There instead of being "dry."
are good, faithful Saints here as in all places where the work
. Monday, October 7, at half past seven I went to Fairland
has been established, but there are many who seem to be in and. gave another temperance lecture; large crowds were in
no way interested in the welfare of Zion's redemption, and attendance and so far as discernible I think much good was
altogether indifferent to the call of the Lord; repeated again accomplished. Returns show that the infant State is still dry
to us through the Presiding Bishop. How long will our and in the lead, unlike old Missouri. She is weaned from the
heavenly Father withhold chastisement from his heedless chi!- bottle-too big in morals to be climbing to and sucking the
bottle which kills the brain for activity, man for usefulness,
dren, when so often reminding them of their' duty?
I want to commend the faithful ones, who have done so degrades society, debauches humanity, breeds profanity, robs
well for the cause, of God, and my .criticism is not directed to man of reason, makes brutes of husbands, wives widows,
them, and I feel sure they will riot think I lack appreciation children homeless. Drink. destroys the happiness of home;.
of the faithfulness they ma11ifest ,to the work.
it takes the bread out of children's mouths, caui3es"m~thet'!dO
There are scattered Sairi'ts!:who:'sadly need the care and weep for their lost and ruined boys. Saloons niali:e·d1;unlfards;
labor of1those who can Strengthen"'themi! Such is the case at ·:.it can·not run: without them. The mothev.wh<Yhas boys ls the
·Fox, Falcbn, ~nd other places. :<i.Who· is sufficient for these one who suffers with her daughter-in-law because the saloon
has made.her boy a drunkard; He that·v~tes for open saloon,
, many demaridi!? •: · · ",;: "' .'' ' · ". ·
· I wish I could,l.'e):>oi:t '!Ill welH1mong the sons .and daughters votes to make his boy a drunkard,.,p: gambler.<' We will con'of Zion, in aJI·pll\ces;•but' it" Cari riot be done while·'indiff- tlnue ·the fight •until the stuff is driven from the nation. '
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November 8,_ in company with Bro. J. T. Riley we went to
Spring~a~e, Arkansas, some ten miles west of this place, on
White Rive1;;· Some sixteen Saints had been baptized by Brn.__
Smith, -Riley, and Reecer. The gospel was brought to them
through-the effort of G. C. Connelly.
Sunday, the _13th, we organized them into a branch, ·Bro.
J. T. Riley assisting in organizing. The branch is named the
Lowell Branch~ The officers are Brn. W. J. Robinson, priest;
A. D. Nelson, teacher; Alfred Lauber, deacon; W. J. Robin-·
son, the presiding officer. The day was spent in fasting. AH
the Saints fasted all day, eating nothing for breakfast or
dinner. This was commendable for young Saints, as all had
been baptized since September, excepting Brother Connelly
and family. Sunday morning Brother Robinson took Brother
Riley and the writer out to the cave where he and his brother
have been at work off and on, for two years, taking away a
wall in front of the· cave. The walls are about twenty-five
feet long and· tw~nty feet or more high, several feet thick,
made of cement and stone; one layer of stone, then cement.
After it was completed the sm•face of earth and rock above
the wall had been shot down to cover. up the wall they had
built so it would not be noticed by the passers-by. Brush and
trees were growing on top of it, having the appearance that
it had been built centuries ago. Some think the Spaniards
have a hidden treasure in it. The brethren will soon have the
wall all i:emoved so they can enter the cave.
Wife and I have secured a room for the winter of Brother
and Sister Hutchinson, at 2226 Pitcher street, Joplin, Missouri, so th.is will be home for the present. We are kept busy
all the time-no time to stop and look back, but just keep
plodding along.
Ever laboring for the building up of Zion,
.
GEORGE JENKINS.
JOPLIN, MISSOURI; November 17, 1910.
INDIANA.
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organized a few years ago, there .still exist soine loyal sol'diers of the cross at this point. Some IOyal Saints still remain
·at the old New Trenton Branch.
The Oriole, Mount Eden, New Morion, and Lillydale
branches have bee!l disorganized, but -yet a few· scattered
ones remain. Prospects -are fairly gciod for the establishing
of the work in Indianapolis at present; regular meetings, and
a small Sunday school and Religio are being held with good
interest.
We were pleased with the presence of our worthy missionary, J. W. Wight of the Twelve, who came to our district
November. 17, and will visit as many places as possible with·
the short time he has to stay. Taking it all in all, we can
see a gradual increase in the work, and while some old
branches have been lost to view, others are being raised up.
·The financial law is better responded to than it has been for a
long while; however, same can· yet be very much improved.
. Hoping that as the year will soon come to a close, that we
may yet hear from many.
Ever hoping for a better day,
.
JOHN ZAHND, Bishop's Agent.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, November 21.

News From Branches
CENTRAL CHICAGO.

Sunday, November 13. Services in charge of.Brother Fred
Johnson, Apostle J. W. Wight discoursing on the text, "Judge
not that ye be not judged; but if ye judge, judge righteous
judgment." A truly great man or woman will not become
- affronted if they are not called upan to occupy fo a prominent
place. We should always hear both sides of the case before
·
forming an opinion or passing judgment.
Elder Tanner occupied in the evening, to the edification of
his audience, on "Sanctification," and many good points were
brought forth.
Beginning Thursday, the 17th, we were asked by our pastor
to consider the time until Thanksgiving ns denial week and
bring our offering to the church on that memorial day to
assist in defraying the branch expenses, etc.
The gleaners met on Thursday of this week at Sister Pement's, 5217 South Forty-fourth avenue.
,,, eo· "The soul reposing on assured relief,
Feels herself happy amidst all her grief,
Forgets her labor as she toils along,
Weeps tears of joy, and bursts into a song."
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.

No doubt a few lines relative to the Southern Indiana District will be of some interest to some that have labored here
and lived here in the past. The work is progressing as nicely
as can be ~xpected under the existing conditions. At Wirt, Indiana, where we have the Union Branch, the work has prospered fairly well, having a Sunday school, and considering no
presiding officers live there, the Saints seem to hold up well.
At N.ew Albany, Indiana, the branch is in a very nice condition. Of course, there are times when difficulties arise, but
are overcome and the work which is in immediate charge of
that noble a~d trusty brother, E. A. Jeagers, moves aiong
.
·
nicely.
At Byrneville there is of late an increased tendency for the
advancement of the work, having of late revived the Sunday
TRINIDAD, COLORADO.
school work, and we trust that it may prosper. At Derby,
Indiana, the Saints are holding out loyal to the work, .and
It is not often that anything appears in your columns from
the Sunday school as well as other interests are not lost sight
C
ht
b
"ew wor•ds fr·om
d
W th
e oug · may e a I h
of, wh_ich is pleasing indeed. At Millstone, while t h e b ranch ··southern o1ora o.
f
h t th
this locality might be of interest to some. 'T ere are a ew
has fallen away iiome of late years, we still hope t a
e Saints here who are trying to keep the banner floating to
few loyal ones there will remember that God can do much the breeze but under very adverse circumstances. The work
if even the few are willing.
'
· t
J •
At 'Leavenworth some have been baptized of late, and we is in charge of Bro. H. W. Berry, a young prrns '. w io is
·
Id
b
h
doing
the
best
he
can.
The
writer
having
visited
this.
loca]Jty
are glad to note that there is a reviving of this 0
ranc ' several times while under General Conference appomtment,
Quite a ·nice Sunday school work ·was done there the past and realizing the need of the work, a few weeks ago decided
year, and we hope same will continue. A ne.w bra~ch :nas to fake. up his. abode here and do what he could toward getrecentl.v:organ.ized at Bic_knell, Indiana, and q.mte a mce httle
l
"
f
Oh
d t 0 g th r : tfpg the gospel b~fore the 1peop e.
band!,of Saints ·have moved there; ro:m
IO; an ;
e . e .. On the llth of la&t.rmonth .we. drove the1 lautid1•y, wagon
·witli a -few baptisms make. t}je prospe<1ts .good .. for.,,renewihg : lnto the barn. and took;.train for Trinidad; ari·ivingrhere, we •
the work which- is near the old Plainville Branch.
.
at -once found employment at the carpenter trade, and began ..
.. A Sund. ay. sc_h_o.ol was recently organized at Glay· City, ·and·
h
· t
f .a w
·
t
f
:'preparations
for public services. · By
we hope a greater:interest wnI:be wrought on;accoun
,.sa1?1e
1 tHe JIass1s
f ance
s do a_ . ierv
in thiEL braJ1ch. While the New Harmony· Br&nch· was·-.d1s- i_n·a·financial way,:we.,seci,wed .Caste_ a , or un ay se -

°
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ices, at a very reasonable rent, and we are holding- forth there
every Sunday at 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
While the hall is not crowded, yet some attend eve'ry service, to whom our explanation of the Bible is new. _The writer
has felt impressed for some time that there was a work to be
done in this city, and we still believe there will be an ingathering in time. We have enjoyed excellent liberty in. presenting the word, and have some interest manifest on the paTt
of strangers.
Surely, with the terrible accidents that have taken place
in this locality of late, the people ought to begin to awaken
to the fact that life is very uncertain. On October 8 there
was an explosion in the Starkville mine, about eight miles
from here, that snuffed out the lives of fifty-six miners, and
last Tuesday, the 8th of this month, an explosion at the
Delaugua mine, twenty-two miles from here, caused the death
of over eighty, and the death roll may reach over one hundred. The city of Trinidad has been the scene of the saddest
occurrences ever noted by the writer. There has been almost
one continuous funeral procession for a month; as high as six
and eight hearses in line at a time. One night last week there
were thirty-two bodies taken to the Catholic cemetery on transfer and express wagons, the undertakers not being able to
furnish a sufficient number of hearses to accommodate so
large a funeral. Last January the Primero mine, near here,
had an explosion that killed seventy-six miners, to say nothing
of the few that have been killed in other ways in these coal
mines.
While these things are terrible to note, and may not be of
interest to many, yet it is very evident that we are living in
perilous times, and it is an evidence to us who believe the
prophecies that the end is near. We contemplate moving the
family here soon and making this city our abode for a while,
as we think we can make a living here as well as in other
parts, and hope to be of benefit in church work.
S.
DES MOINES, IOWA.
Des Moines is now in the midst of a bitter fight. The
saloons have only till July 1 to enjoy the privilege of conducting a legalized criminal business, and can only continue
thus longer by the voters of this city saying that they have
their consent to break the statutory laws of the State of
Iowa, by the payment of a certain amount of bribe money,
which the State of Iowa has said they will take prov_iding the
majority of the voters consent that they shall, and to let this
criminal business continue. Some of those who ai•e numbered
with the Saints have been made to think, that so long as
intoxicating liquors are made. therefore they will oe sold, but
they forget that by not filing their protest against the sale of
it they are consenting to the existence of the sale of it, for
the enrichment of the few to the despoiling of the homes of the
many. They are also consenting to a business, the proceeds
of which arc found in poverty, filth, -and crime; in divorces,
theft, lying, and murder, in sapping societ.y of its peace, .our
young men of their manhood, and giving to the fair daughters
of our country for husbands this blighted mannood, and· to
business those incapacitated for the best service, and many
of the defaulters of the country. Shall we.who worship the
God of temperance consent to Jet such business exist that
tempts our neighbor's son,· if not our own, and brings him to
a drunkard's grave and the father and mother to a premature death, preceded by dayi; of blighted hopes, and grief for
which there is no healing?. The name Saint would very illy
apply to one who w~uld ·thus consent, :and. tho~? who will not
come out openly against such a_ grave evil,; will not be considered valiant'in the faith that leads the child of God to add
to his faith virtue, and to virtu~ knowledge, and to knowledge·
temperance, and. such very crudely"; represent the golden
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rule, to do to others as they would have others do to them
for we would want our neighbor to consent tci·nothing ,existin~
that would tempt our boy or bring sorrow fo a single brow
within our home; We know that there are<fo n_(JarJi every
home those who are_ easily· tempted by_ the saloon_ and those
who frequent such places to their enslavement, making it
impossible for th.em to be ti-uly happy -themselves or to make
others happy. To sigp. a mulct" petition: is to' consent to the
legalizing .of a crime, and who -would want to ·meet such a
record at the jJ!dgment of the-Lord? I do not exp-ect to see
a single name of _a Latter Day Saint published as attached
to a petition that legalizes a crime, any more than I would expect to see their name appear on the docket of the police
courts as a criminal,-a self-confessed criminal. Many prayers
are ascending to the God of nations that he will ·ove1•rule that
our city will be freed from the saloon, and much of money
and time is given freely by the business nien and women, to
give us freedom from this germ of crime an,p. poverty.
Sunday, the 13th, the district presidency and assistant minister in charge wer(;) at Boone, and enjoyed spititual ·liberty
in an all day service, during which time three sermons were
preached and.a Sunday school session was held. The liberality
shown at this place among the Saints is exceptional, and to
be commended. We feel sure that something better awaits
this branch and people.
Bro. Adam Wylie, of Perry, with a stranger associate, was
at the evening service last Sunday. There was also present
at the same time an old gentleman who knew of the Saints
in Ohio, when a boy, then moved to near Nauvoo when the
Saints were there, and lived a neighbor to Elder Jason Briggs
for several years in this State, He has nothing but commendation for the faith of the church, even expressing belief in
it, but has never obeyed it. He remembers Brother Roth, who
lo_dged at his h.ome while holding meetings in Hardin County,
and has· nothing but a good word for him. He may be remembered by others of the Saints to whom he has shown
kindnesses. His name is Calvin Jones. At the close of the
service last night he remarked that he had heard the first
sernwn since he lni:d heard the Latter Day Saint elder,s before.
He does not attend the services of other churches very often,
but he says when he wants to hear a sermon he comes_ to the
Latter Day Saints.
Since writing the above I have enjoyed a visit from the one
above referred to, and learn that he was baptized a member
of the church, by Brother W.jlsey many years ago, but
through the teachings of Brother Jason Biiggs after he fell
into spiritual darkness, he stumbled, yet always retained belief-in the gospel principles, and has tried to live an honorable
life. He rejoices, he says, .to be permitted to hear another
gospel sermon, and to enjoy the association of the Saints. The
fires that have remained latent for years have again sprung
up, and he hopes to live in the light of them the few remaining years of his life.
A very commendable effort is being continued to ;reclaim
the wayward members of this branch, and ive are thankful to
record that some are returning to confess their waywardness,
and to begin anew, but _some are quite determined in wrongdoing. Mercy is being shown, but when it is known that they
care nothing for the church and can not be awakened to the
necessity of repentance th.e Jaw will be honored. How sad to
know that any one of God's children will so far be overcome
that he loses all interest in the loving work of the_ Savior I
The Utah elders have been and are very. active in this.district and city, and have darkened counsel with words without knowledge, and brought confusion to the minds of some
who had become somewhat unfaithful to their covenant
A special effort is now being made to unite all the churches
in on:e missionary effort, to have one mission house centrally
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located to be supported conjointly by all the churches in o~·ga~ize~ one. Sunday school in Tabor City. Sadie Le~ka;
wli1ch the urifoi'tunate· will be cared ·for; and while b~ing d1str!ct hb1:aria~, reported having ·exchanged tlie books for
cared for temporally they will be ~aught the better things ~of the c1rculatmg hbrary, and several new books had been added.
the kingdom. This is - commendable from a charitable and A large number of books had been read and those who had
· -access to publi~ libraries were requested to take advantage
social point of view, but since they have not· the bread of of the opportumty to .read .as many good books a.s possi\)le, to
heaven to .minister)o thefr poor souls it is but a partial re- find n~w books for h~raries. Reports were read from the
lief. Could we have a public place where such an effort could followmg schools showmg enrollment· Glemvood. 26 ShenanTabor 23, Zi~n's Hope
be made, ·1 am sure that much good could be done, ~nd many doah 51; Henderson ~3, Thur!na,n
(Hambu!·g) 44. A bill of 11rmtmg programs was presented
be bro)lght. to see the beauty of the kingdom of God.
by supermtendent, one dollar and twenty-five cents which was
J. F. MINTUN.
allo"'.ed and ordered paid from treasury. A motion that we
provide for an. in~titute session, the time, place, and nature
to b.e le~t to d1str1ct officers, carried. At- 3 o'clock institute
sess10n m charge of superintendent, in which the points in
the standard of excellence were discussed; the blackboard
work. "'.as by T. A. Hougas. At 7.30 an instructive and enConfere;.ce Minutes.
tei:tammg program was rendered. Adjourned to meet just
WESTERN MAINE.-Con'ference of the Western Maine Dis- pr10r to and at s~me.place of .holding next district conference.
tri~t, Reorganized 9hurch of Jes~s 9hrist of Latter Day · C. W. Forney, d1str1ct supermtendent; Roy Dunsdon secre.
·
'
Samts, convened with the Mountamv1lle Branch, November tary.
12, 13, 1910. Business session opened the 12th, with district
president, H .. R: -Eaton, in the chair. Chose Elder E.
Hull :president of conference; assisted by district president.
The Bishopric.
Chose W. A. Small, secretary; Louise J. McDonald, organist;
AGENT'S
NOTICE.
and J . N. -Ames, chorister. Minutes of last conference read
and approved, after slight correction. Elders reporting: H, R.
Dear. Sdints of Chatham District, Canada: The year 'of
Eaton, G: H. Knowlton, J. J. Billings, J. N. Ames, James 1910 ;vill soon be closed; kindly ask yourselves the following
H. Robbins. Priests reporting': Harlem Billings, Moody quest10ns:
Eatqp,, Mark_ Billings, J. K .. Eaton, and Pearl Billings. Sta1. Have I individually paid my tithing and offering?
tistical reports received from Stonington, Little Deer Isle,
2. Am I keeping my tithing and offering back for the lack
and Mountainville branches. Bro. Nathan Eaton of commit- of faith in God and his church?
tee on organ fund, stated he had ·collected $3. Bro. A. Koehler;
3..Am I satisfie~ to see others pay in their tithing and
through letter, stated he had collected as follows: From off~rmg and get then· reward, and I have a burned conscience,
Stonington, $4.30; Little Deer Isle, $3; Mountainville, $4. 79; losmg my reward both here and hereafter?
total, $12.09. Voted to receive report and continue committee.
. 4.. Am I an h<?nest Latter Day Saint and not paying. my
District treasurer reportjjd: Balance ·on hand last report, tithmg and offermg?
· ·
$17.01; receipts, $13.43; total receipts, $30.44; paid out, $5;
5. Can I truthfully say I love this latter day messaV"e and
·
balance on hand, ·$25.44. Bishop's agent, H. R. Eaton re- not pay tithing and offering?
ported: Amount oh hand last report, 418.75; receipts, $226.03; . 1:h~se are very important questions to you my dear Saints,
total on hand, $644.78; expended, $558.73; balance due church, md1V1dually. The work of God needs your financial help and
$86.05. Reports referred to auditing committee, who reported you need the help of God and his church.
them correct. Chose officers as follows: District president,
Others paying in their tithing and offering will not pay
G. H. Knowlton; councilors, J. J. Billings, James II. Robbins; yours, even supposing millions were paid in .
secretary, W. A. Small; treasurer; Pearl F. Billings. Above . · Our Bishop's agent's books close on the 15th of December
elected for six months. Voted to hold next conference at 1910, and it would be well to see your name appear on th~
·
Stonington on Saturday and Sunday before the full moon in 1910 report.
May. Chose for delegates to General Conference: E. B. Hull,
You will feel better and be enabled to have faith to ask the
J. J. Billings, G. H. Knowlton, Arthur Koehler, Agustus Lord to ble~s you in your basket and store.
Your brother,
Koehler: Those attending to cast full vote of district, and
in case of a division to cast individual votes. Time and nature
J. H. TYRRELL.
CHATHAM,
ONTARIO,
197
King
Street
West, Oct. 31, 1910.
of meetings left with the presidency. Voted that money received from Brother ·Koehler for organ fund be placed in
district treasury., Voted to furnish money to help defray exThe Bishopric,
penses of the Rockland debate if such sho'uld take place.
W. A. Small; district secretary.
To the Saints of the Nauvoo ·District, Greeting: The yea1·
.NORTHEASTERN M1ssoum.-District conference convened 1910 is drawing to a close. Only about one and one half
with the Saints at Lagonda, Missouri, August 27, 1910. Brn. months till our report to the presiding Bishop must close,E. L. Henson and F. T. Mussell presiding, William C. Chap- J anuary 1. We should like to have every Saint whose name
man and William B. Richards secretaries. Bevier, Higbee, is on our branch records respond before we close our books;
and Green Leaf branches reported. Ministerial reports were if possible. If you have no tithing to pay, perhaps you can
read from. Elders William B. Richards, F. T. Mussell, F. A. spare an offering of either a great or a small amount. It will
Evans, ·and Ed. E~ Thomas; Priest George Essig; Teacher do you good; it will do us good; it will help the work. Your
C. A. Brown. Bishop's agent, William B. Richards, reported: help is needed and always appreciated. "The Lord loveth a
Balance due church at last report, $21.60; receipts, $312.48; cheerful giver." He has promised to reward those who do
disbursements, $318.60; balance due church, $15.48. District give. Has he rewarded you? It is a day of sacrifice wnd of
treasurer William C. Chapman reported: On hand at last tithing. What can you sacrifice? Are you willing to give up
report1 $14.99; receipts; $16; expenditures, $18.27; balance that you want for yourself in order to help the work? Let
due district August 14, 1910, $12.72. These reports were us examine ourselves. The work needs your assistance·along
audited and found correct. Bro. J. A. Tanner having re- this line, and you need the assistance the church can give you
signed as district historian, a motion prevailed extending to in a spiritual response. Let our labors be mutual.
GEORGE P. LAMBERT,
him a vote of thanks for his long and faithful services. Bro.
DON C. SALISBURY,
William C. Chapman having been chosen as district historian,
MARK H. SIEGFRIED,
a motion was passed indorsing the choice tnade by Heman C.
Bishopi·ic of the District.
Smith, Church Historian. Bro. F. 'f. Musself was elected district president.for the next year; William B. Richards vicepresident· William C. Chapman secretary and treasurer.
Conference Notices.
Preaching by E. L. Henson, William B. Richards, and F. T.
The Spokane district conference will convene on Saturday,
.
Mussell .. Adjourned to call of district pres!de_ncy.
· FREMONT.-District ·sunday school associat10n met m con- December 10, 1910, at 10 a .. m. at the Spokane chapel, corne1•
vention at Hamburg, Iowa," October 14, 1910. At 10 o'clock Third avenue, and Smith street. It is essential to the best
a social service in charge of N. L. Mortimore and James Com- interests of the work that every branch be represented at the
stock was held.· At· 11 o'cl0ck joint business session in .charge conference, sending flill and complete reports, these sent by
of Supt. C. ,W. Forney. C. W. Forney reported havmg at- mail should reach the undersigned by December 8, at the
tended to the duty of superintendent of the district and had latesf. W. W. Fordham, secretary.

73;·

Miscellaneous Department
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i\JJSCEf,LANEOUS DEPARTMENT
The Saskatchewan district conference will meet with the
Minnesota Branch, December 31, 1910, January 1, 1911. All
trains will be met at Vanscoy, on the Goose Lake route of the
C. N. R., about twenty miles southwest of Saskatoon. Anyone sending reports, please have them sent_ to district clerk at
least two weeks before conference. Mrs. Alvin Backman, district secretary, Nutana, Saskatchewan.
The conference of the Northwestern Kansas District will
convene with the Wakeeney Saints, fifteen miles north of
Wakeeney, Kansas, Saturday, December 10, at 2.30 p. rn.
Please send reports in on time. Mail being sent to conference
should be in care of Dave Williams, Wakeeney, Ka·nsas. Invitations for next conference will be gladly received. We
hope that a proper representation may be had. John A.
Teeters, president.

ElSTABLIS_HElD 1860.
Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert' A. Smith, .Associate ,Edlfor; Israel
A. Smith, Assistant Editor~
Published every Wednesday. _Subscrlptltm pr~c9 _$1.50 per year In
advance.
Wheri'payment Is made, the date on yellow label always shows the
time ·to which you have paid, or the time, _#hen your -subscription
expires.
'
If not changed within a month· after payment,fs made notify us.
The paper will not be sent to persons who are six months In
arrears, nnJess special arrangements are made.

All articles, letters- for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be_ addreased to Herald Publishing House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should ~e made payable to the snme.
All errors In the filling of ~rdcrs or' rencferlng of accounts should he
reported lmmedlafelyh, llS receipts for money received 'are sent ·within
two days after reac Ing- th_e ofilce.
Marrlnge, death and birth notices:, Marriages, $1 ,per 100 words
er fraction thereof. Deaths, 10_0, words free; above that number, 50
cents per 10.0 words -or fraction

~ercot. -·-

Births; 40· cents per 75

words or traction thereof. -To Insure prompt lnsel'tlon, make remittance with notice.
· For advertising rates apply to the business -department.
Entered at post'office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mall matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all 'Ensign
publlcatlona.
Third Quorunl' of Seventy.

Will each member please send me suggestions, for the 1911
program? Not having your addresses, I can not write you
personally.
R. W. FARltELI,.
8 BAitTTJETT STUEET, SOMEitVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.
Notices of Release.

To Whom it May Concern: ·For the good of the work in
general and the college in particular, and at the solicitation
of the Board of Trustees of Graceland College, we deem it wise
to realease Elder Amos Berve from ministerial work to labor
in the interests of Graceland College.
Your brethren,

' _ J. W. WIGHT,
Minister i1i General Charge.
JOSEPH SMITH,

, For the Presidency.

Convention Notices.

The Saskatchewan district Zion's Religio-Literary Society
convention will be held at Vanscoy, Saskatchewan, December
29, 1910. A train leaves Saskatoon every afternoon at ten
minutes to five. Teams will meet the train every day from
Wednesday, December 28. Mae Williams, secretary.
Spokane district Sunday school convention will convene at
Saints' church, Spokane, Friday, December 9, at 2.30 p. m.
The Sunday schooJ and Religio will unite in an entertainment
in the evening. Please send Sunday school reports early.
Oliver Turnbull, secretary.
Resolution of Appreciation

To Whom it May Concern: .This is to certify that Hale W.
Smith.has been released from missionary appointment, at his
own request, in order that he may travel in the interests of
the Herald Publishing House.
J. W. WIGHT, Minister' in Charge.
ELBERT A. SMITH, foi· the Presidency.
Change of Appointment,

1'o Whom it May Concern: - In harmony with his own re-

for

quest, and
what we believe will be for.the betterment of
the work in general, Elder J. H. Baker is hereby transferred
from the Iowa to the Oklahoma field. We take pleasure in
recommending the brother to the latter field.
J. w. WIGH1',
I. N. WHITE,
J. F. cunns,

OF THE SE!IVICES Ol" ELDEit ARTHUR. LEVEltTON AS PitESIDENT OF
'fHE CHATHAM DISTRICT OF 'rIIE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHR!S'r OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
Ministe1·s in Cluurge.
Whereas, God, in his infinite wisdom and goodness has
JOSEPH SMITH,
called our beloved brother to the sacred office of patriarch,
and,
,-- ·
Fo1• the Presidency.
Whereas, 'fhe duties of this office open up- a new field of
Died.
spiritual labor for our brother, causing him to 1·etire from the•
, DESALJ,JEn.-George D~Sallier died at Oakland ,California,
district presidency;
'fherefore be it resolved, ~hat we take this opportunity to O~tober 5, 1910, of pulmonary trouble. He lea;es a loving
express our warm appreciation of his long and faithful serv- wife, two sons, and one daughter to mourn. He was baptized
at Santa Rosa, May 20, 1894, by M. H. Forscutt, and conice in the interest of this -district, and,
,
•.
- That our prayers be unanimous that God's choicest blcssmgs firmed by_ M. H. Forscutt and C. A. Parkin. He died in hope
may attend his labors in his new calling;
_ _·
of a glor10us resurrection, at- the age of 58 years Fmv:iral
Signed on behalf of Chatham District, ' ..
sc~·~on by C. A. Parl~in, at Oakiand, October 7 1 1910.
,
G. M. SHIPPY,
lUI!NER.-Bro. Levi Turner son of Bro. and Sr. John TurDAVID SMITH,
ner, Yanl~ce, :t;rcw Maxico. H~ was 19 yea1's and 10 days old;
STEWAR'f LAMONT,
~as
baptized into the church when twelve years of age. Met
·
· .· :Co1nmittee.
sud?cn_ death by the fa!. of rock while corning through the
Unanimously passed. at the eonfer!lnce'of the said Chatham entry to the mouth of the mine. Service was in cha1·ge of
District held at_ Wallaceburg, Ontfll"loi...June 14, 1910.
Elder E. F. Shupe, of Denver, Colorado· sermon was delivered
'
_
' - - ANTHONY .11., HEWITT, Sem·etary.
by Elder J. W. Morgan, of Colorado City, Colorado .. A special
0
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WANTED.

.

.OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR . THE CITY OF INDE.PENDENCE~ MISSOURI:
-We a~t as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
j t is our purpose to handle any• business intrusted to us ·in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
·with this bank satisfactory and profitable.

. INTEREST PAID ON TIME DE~OSITS
· We_. solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

Any Latter Day Saint wanting to rent
out his farm, furnished complete with
.stock and implements please write me
your proposition and all .particulars concerning same: I can give good reference.
I_ want it to be in a good locality. I am
a married man. A. A. Chresteilseri, Joplin, Missouri, 2310 Bird !itreet.
47,tf

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.
Capital and Surplus $50",000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five·per cent pe_r annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention wiil

be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF. DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderson,
W. A. Hopkino, Geo. W. Blair, A. ~· Anderoon.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. . Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
muscle, brain, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life.'' I contract to
feed the Saints on 10c per day, feeling_
fine and perfectly. satisfied. I have_ it in
24!! pound sacks _at· $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a go.dsend to every.. sister
and brother 'that will partake of n;, and
enables you to live the celestial . Jaw.
You lose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR,
Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
42-tf

Home for Sale.
430 North Sixteenth street, Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8 rooms, large hall, 3
closets, cistern, 2 lots, 80 foot· east front
on brick paved street, bay window; all
sewers, paving, etc., are made in the
district; two blocks from the Saints'
brick chapel; 8 or 9 . blocks to center of

city, walking distance to high school.

Will arrange easy terms, Price $3,000.
A great bargain. Would exchange for
land.
C. A. BACUS, Boone, Iowa.

Engravings of Prehistoric Specimens '
from Michigan U. S. A. Tablet' records
of copper, clay, and stone. · Forty-four
cuts, among· them seven of Flood, five of
The Tower of Babel, five of 13 month or
Lunar Calendar. The Ten Command-.
ments, Elijah and Priests of Baal contest, Chisel, and Compass, etc. Their genuineness and antiquity established. New
book of rare interest in archreology and
all that appertains to the Book of Mormon and Restoration, Explanatory notes
and data. Price ·$1.00 at Herald or En·
sign Office.
·
2laltlyr.

NEW SACRED SONGS

of exceptional merit, by A. B. Phillips.
THE KING OF PEACE.
4 pages. Sublimely beautiful. Don't
miss it. Get it for Xnl.as. Po,stpaid, 25
cents.
WITHIN THE VEIL.
A lovely solo. Easy.. 15 cents. Both
songs 35 cents. Get our 7c list.
48-4*

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

This book was written :for those who
wished to become.well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
This is a splendid book to hand inquir- library ·of information within itself.
ers. The Old Gospel is told in a fasc;inat- Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
$1.50. Nos. 141-U-4, respectively.
ing story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

THE TWO STORY BOOK.

train was run from Yankee bearing the many friends and ·Houghton. He was a bright, blue-eyed little fellow, and was
relatives of the deceased to the funeral, which was held at the taken to his heavenly home while his earth life had just begun.
chapel of Undertaker Fugate, of Raton. Broth!3r Turner was
held in the highest esteem by all who knew him. He never
A Wonderful Newa Service.
knew the taste of rum, being strictly temperate_; was also considered .to be one of the mont competent men m the work he
Have you ever paused to think what a marvelous organifollowed, being that of a mine driver.
zation must be necessary to lay befoi·e you· each day an acDECKER.-George Earl, son of Bro. Zed. E. and Mrs. Mae curate account of the happenings of yesterday in Europe,
Decker, was born March 31, 1907, died Sept!3mber 30, 1910, Asia, Africa, South America, Australia, the islands of the
after but two days of sickness. FuneTal .services at the Bap- . sea, and the \Vhole expanse of our own continent, all in a
tist church in charge of Elder BenJamm Pearson; sermon sirigle newspaper? The intricate network of cables and teleby Elder~: D. Williams; interment in the Dogwood Cemetery. graph lines, the complicated chain of news-gathering agencies
stretching across continents and oceans, the innumerable reComc.-Bi·o. Timothy H. Cook was born. in. Turry Cou~ty, . porters working daily for you under tropic; sun~ and . ovel'.
England, October 2l, 1834. C~n_ie to Amer~ca m ~853. Be1.ng arctic snows-have you ever felt the romantic thrill of 1t all
disappointed in the Utah r~hg10n,, he umted with ~he true in reading a great modern ne\vspaper such as The Chicago
church .at Long Valley, California, Ma,y 26. 1891, bemg bap- Record-Herald? We mention this paper especially because of
tized by Bro. J. F. Burton, of blessed memor¥• w4om he has the completeness of its domestic and foreign ne.ws service. ;It
gone to see. He passed suddenly away on Frida}', September has a correspondent in ~very town or city o~ nnportance 1!1
30, leaving to mourn a wife, two son;S, and one. dau~hter. the United States,. a veritable army of them m all. In addiFuneral services at the h01_ne near Irvmgtol}; Cahforma, on tion it has the benefit ofcthe foreign news service of the New
Sunday October 2. Prayer by Elder J. A. ljaxc, sermon by York Herald, famous for its world-wide cable system, and for
Elder J. M. Tel'ry. He served faithfully as a bra~ch office,r, .the reliability of its foreign news; also that of the New Yorlc
as a reuniOn committeeman and a follower of Christ.
Wo1·kl and the New Yorlc' Journal of q01mnerce._besi~es that
of the great co-operative news-gathe1•mg organmzat10n, ~he
· W ALDEN.-Little Richard Andrew, son ?f Brother and Sister 'Associated
Press. With such a vast and complete !1ews se1'V!Ce
Henry.Walden, was born July 13, 1909, died October 10, 191~; it is not strange
that 1'he Record-Herald so easily holds its
was blessed Ju1y 24, 1909. Funeral was held at the home m _own
as
one
of the great newspapers of the world.
Frazee; Minnesot(li October· 12, 1910, sermon. by Elder L.
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W. A. Duncan.

J. E. Bozarth.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. chµrch
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this. way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

Five per cent interest
Paid on.Time Dep01ita at the

,FARMERS. STA'PE BANK
LAM_ONl, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under .the banking law1 of th~.
Stale of Iowa, Gd Under direct control
of ihe Auditor of State.

Boys and Girls.

Do you want to earn XMAS MONEY?
0

~l~~d e!~~ ~1~~~1e ~~~nri~~~ ~~~d ~~';J TRUE SUGGESSION IN GHURGij PRESIDENCY.
to-day and 1·eceive ou: splendid offer;
Samples of our S_unshme Sai:het Perfumes lOc.
Samtary Sunshme Dust
Cloth . lOc. . Many other specialties~Sunshme Specialty Co., P. O. Box H 271,
Arcade Station, Los Angeles, California.
Agents wantea.
.
.

This is the chief
requisite for
making Perfect
Bake Day Foods

Our Brighamite friends are making an
active campaign amongst the· Saints.
You need this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders· to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman C Sniith 35
cents, paper; No. 152. 50 ~ents 1 cioth ·
No. 153.
'

Weatlun~:

No More Cold

.,

-

,-f

If you spend this winter in

·· ,
Ca_1rforn1a
.

~

wJtr

Think what it would mean to you to avoid the unpleasant weather which
soon
be he~·e. Go to the LAND OF OUT-0'-DOORS where towering ranges and broa_d
valleys, ·lakes and rivers, forests and orchards, breakers and beaches await you,
but best of all, Health, Rest and Rejuvenation.
Let me give_ you complete information and illustrated folders explaining in detail
just how a trip of this kind can be accomplished with the least expensepersonally conducted by our representative whose business it is to make your
journey there one round of pleasure.

Absolutely Pure

The only Baking Powder made from Royal
Grape Cream of Tartar
-Made from GrapesNo Lime Phosphate
No Alum

L. F. SILTZ, Agent
C. B. & Q. R. R.

' NDl·SE
STOCK OF MERCHA
A nice clean stock of up-to-date merchandise invoicing from $7,00P to $10,- .
· 000 located in good . town . of ~.ooo
inhabitants and doing a good .l:!usme~{
is offered for sale .on account of • II
health of the ·owner;. A fine openmg
for the right man.· ·.Live branc~ of the
L. D. S; church is· located at this place.
If interested address;
Lamoni Land and Loan Co., ·
G. w. Blair,,:Sec.,.
.Lamoni, Iowa.
'~·~

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operation• in writing, billing or atatietical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible).

Smith _ Premier
Write for Information
l(l'

· · The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Doua!aa Str~oto, Omah.. ,. Nebrruka

-
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9,fficialPublication of the Reorganized Churph of Jesus Christ of. Latter· Day Sairits
Entered as secorill-class mattet" at Lamoni post-omce.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis·
ciples h1deed; and ye shall .kn'ow the truth, and the
truth shall make yo:i'u.free."...:.:John
8; 31, 32.
.
0

"There shall not; any man- a~ong you have nave. it
be one wife; and. concubines he shall have none/'Book of Mor.IIlon, Jacob 2: 36.

/

LAMONI, IOWA, DECEMBER 7, 1910

VOLUME 57

.··Editorial
.

. THE CHURCH IN COURT.

DECISIONS OF UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN COURTS AFFECTING
THE STANDING OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS.
0

(This article will be published in tract form.)

NUMBER 49

Kirtland Temple, an edifice erected during the .
· early days of the church, and prior to the death of
Joseph Smith the Martyr. The church in Utah, then
presided over by John Taylor, was named with
others as defendants.
.
Judge L. S. Sherman rendered the following decision:

Now at this term of the Court came the Plaintiff by '"
attorneys, E. L. Kelley, and. Burrows and Bosworth, and l\
The ·church of Jesus Ghrist of Latter 'Day Sl),ints Defendants came not, but made default; and thereupon, '\\
~·
was organized April 6, 1830. Joseph Smith, some- the assent of the Court, and on motion and by the consent
<'1
t!ie Plaintiff a trial by jury is waived and thds cause is st
, times known ·as Joseph Smith the Martyr, was the mitted to the Court for trial, and the cause came on·· for tr!· ti~
chief instrument in the hands of God in perfecting to the Court upon th~ plea~ings and evidence, and was a1·gm· ~,
b;y: counsel; on consideration whereof, the CoUl't do find ~ -~r I
this organization.
~{A..
Joseph' Smith was slain June 27, 1844. A period lllfl.tters of fact:
of ·confusion and disorganization ensued. Ambi- . 1st. That notice was given to the Defendants in this actim O 1',
by publication of notice as required by the statutes of thi., ~~::,
tious leaders arose. Among them was Brigham State of Ohio; except as to the Defendant, Sarah F. Videon)· ·
Young, who led a certain number to Utah, where who was personally served with process.
they acquired more· 01:' less temporal power, and
. 2d. That there was organized on the 6th day of April,
where they began to promulgate certain doctrines, 1830, at Palmyra, in the State of New York, by Joseph Smith,
such as polygamy, that had been no part of the belief a relig:ious society, under the name of "The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints," which in the same year removed
of the church in the days of. Joseph the Martyr.
in a body and located in Kirtland, Lake County, Ohio; which
Other members of the original church came to- said Church held and believed, and was founded upon certain
gether arid reorganized on the original plan, forming well defined doct1·ines, which were set forth in the Bible,
what has since been termed the Reorganized Church. Boole of Mormon, and Boole of Doctrine and Covenants.
3d. That on the 11th day of February, A. D. 1841, one
Joseph Smith, the oldest son of Joseph Smith the
William Marks and his wife, Rosannah, by Warranty Deed, of
Martyr, took his place at the head of the Reorganized that date, conveyed to said Joseph Smith as sole T1:Ustee-inChurch April 6, 1860. He had received a divine Trust for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
personal call to that position, besides having been being the same Church organized as aforesaid, the lands and
tenements described in the petition, and which are described
blessed and set apart for that work by his father.
·
The Reorganized Church claims to be in fact the as follows:
[The description of the land is omitted.-E. A. S.]
chu~ch of Christ. H claims fµrther to be the legal
And upon said lands said Church had erected a church
heir and in succession to all rights, privileges, and edifice known as The Temple, and were then in tlie possession
pro~erties pelonging to the church established -in and occupancy thereof, for religious purposes, and so continued until the disorganization of said Church, which oc1830.
.
·These claims have been challenged, and on sev- curred about 1844. That the main body of said religious
society had removed from Kirtland aforesaid, and were loeral occasibns the question has been carried to the cated at Nauvoo, Illinois, <in.1844,when said Joseph Smith died,
civil courts where evidences could be weighed be- and said Church was disorganized and the membe1•ship (then
fore unprefudiced tribunals and where an authori- lieing estimated at about 100,000) scattered in smaller fragments, each claiming to be the original and true Church betative. decision could he rendered.
fore named, and located in diffel'ent States and places.
'!'hat one of said fragments, estimated at ten thousand,
THE KIRTLAND TEMPLE SUIT.
removed to the Ten·itory of Utah under the leadership of
February 23; 1~80, the Reorganized Cl].ur~h of o Brigham Young, and located there, and with accessions since, ·
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, by its attorneys, :now constitute the Church in Utah, under the leadership and
appear~d before the Court of Common Pleas, Lake Presidency of John Taylor, and is named as one of the de.
County, Ohio, (see journal entry, February term, fendants in this action.
That after the departure. of said fragment of said church
188q;) · .as plaintiff, asking for ·possession . of the
INTRODUCTION.
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f r Utah a large number of the officials and membership of
church which was disorganized at Nauvoo,_ reorganized under the name of the Reorganized Church .of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints, anq on the. 5th day of Febru. 1873 became incorporated under the laws of the State
aiy,
'
·
f ·
t
f
"d
of lllinois, and since that time all other ragmen s. o sa1
.· · 1 Church (except the church in Utah) have dissolved,
m1~na
·
.
d "h
and the membership has largely become. 1~co~pora_te ':rt
said Reorganized Church which is the 1'.lamtiff m this_ action.
That the said Plaintiff, the Reorgamzed Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints is a Religious Society, founded
id organized upon the same doctrines and tenets~ and hcw:i:g the same church organization, as the o~gina~ Church of
.Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, organized in 1~30,. by
Joseph Smith, and was organized pursuant to the const1tut10n,
Jaws and usages of said original Church, and has branches
located in Illinois, Ohio and other States.
That the church in Utah, the Defendant of which_ John
Taylor is president, has 111.aterially and largely departed f1·o~n

tl~e origi~al

the faith, doctrines, laws, ordinances and usages. of said
original Church of Jesus Christ of Lat~er Day Sain~, and
has incorporated into its system of faith the doctrines . of
celesticil marriage and a plurality of wives, and the ~ctr~iie
of Adani-god worship, contrary to the laws and constitution
of said original Chu1·ch.
And the Court do further find that the Plaintiff, the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is
the True and Lawful continuation of, and successor to the
said original Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
organized in 1830, and is entitled in law to all its rights and
property.

December ~. 1910

Armour, as ;eported fo the Toronto Mail, November
28, 1893;. also in the Globe:
'
. ·We think it quite clear that this convictfon can not be
maintained: The defendant was clearly a. duly.ordained minister of this· religious body, and there is no doubt· that it is
a religious. denomination . within the words o} ~the statute .
Assuming that Christianity is the law of the land in a
sense, thei·e Js nothing .contra~·y :to Christianity in. the tenets
of this body. It is trne they ha:ve something supplemental to
the Bible, b11t that is. the case with eve1·y churcl! or denomination. The Church of Englanct has its creeds and the Presbyterian Church its confession~ That: dbes not make the
church an anti-Christian one. .The statute does not say
"Christian," but. "religious.''. - ·If it said "ChriStian" it would
exclude Jews. The' fundamental law Of the country makes
no dist\nction between churches or denominations.. Every
person -.is at liberty to worship - his ·Maker in the way he
pleases;.. We have, or ought to· have, in this country perfect
freedom of speech and· perfect ·freedom of worship. Conviction quashed. ·

Under the above decision Latter Day Saints enjoy
equal rights with other churches in. Canada and retain their standing as a religious body. Enemies of
the church sometimes charge that it is not Christian,
but the charge can not be maintained before an unprejudiced court.
THE TEMPLE LOT SUIT.

This case was tried before Judge John F; Philips,
in the Circuit Court of the United States; for the
Wes tern District of Missouri~ Western Division, at
Kansas City, Missouri.
·
The property i:11volved wa~ tract of land in the
city of. Independence, Mis_souri, known as the Temple
Lot, acquired by the church in the early thirties, and
at a later date claime~ by· a body of people known
as the Church of Christ, more commonly called
"Hedrickites."
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ appeared
as plaintiff, the Church of Christ or "Hedrickites"
as defendant. The dominant church in Utah came
to the ·aid of the defendant, not openly, but to such
an extent that Judge Philips in his decision spoke of
it as "the power behind the throne." They furnished
many leading witnesses, including .Wilford WoodTHE RULING OF A CANADIAN COURT:
ruff, president of the .Utah church, Lorenzo Snow,
May 19, 1893, Hiram Dickout, a reg.ularly or- president of the Utah Twelve, and at least two of
dained priest of the Reorganized Church of ,Jesus the women who had become notorious by reason of
Christ of Latter Day Saints, at Niagara Falls, Can- their claim that they were plural wives of Joseph
ada, solemnized the marriage of Abraham. H~ T11ylor Smith the Martyr.
and Alice E. Vance.
·
·
Able attorneys represented both sides, and many
Priest Dickout was arraigned before a police mag- witnesses were summoned. An abstract of'the eviistrate and fined ten dollars.· .The charge in effect dence fills a book of five hundred and ninety-seven
was that the Reorganized Church of Jesus C~ris~ of pages. The decision of the judge occupies an addiLatter Day Saints was not a Christian denommat10n, tional twenty-eight pages.
.
and hence under the laws of tlie Dominion (R. S. 0.,
'The question was largely one· of doctrine, and a
ch. 13, sec. 1,) a minister of that church could not despera~e attempt was made to prove that Joseph
legally solemnize a marriage.
Smith the Martyr taught polygamy. Every effort
An appeal was taken Jmd the case came before possible was made to break down the claim of the
Chief Justice Armour, at Toronto; November 27, Reorganized Church to succession.
1893. The followiiig decision w~s rendered by Judge
The judge sustained the Reorganized Church on

The leading points sustained by the above quoted
decision may be summarized as follows:
The Reorganization is the legal successor to the
church organized April 6, 1830, under the leadership
of the Prophet Joseph Smith.
That polygamy and kindred false doctrines were
first promulgated and adopted by the church in
Utah, such doctrines not having any place in the
faith of the original church during the days of the
Prophet Joseph Smith.
That the Reorganized Church, being one with the
original church in organization and doctrine, is the
legal continuation of said church, and heir tq all its
rights and properties.
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every materfal point. On an appeal-to the Appelfate ·. and of the Twelve, and. established the doctrine to "Obey
Court :the>(fecision· as to the possession of the prop~ Counsel," and has changed the order. of the "Seventy, or
erty was_: set aside and the defendants were p. er- Jl)vangelists." · · ·
.
-,A considerable number of the officers and members of the
mitted to retain possession of the Temple Lot, soleiy ·church at Nauvoo did not ally the~seives with any of the
on the- gi·ound that the Reorganized Church had not factions, and wluirever they were· they held onto. the t ai~h,
moved S()On\morigh, a question of laches. The. de- rnfuse~ to follow Brigham Young to Utah, and ever., repudicision o:f Judge Philips as to the'weight of evidence ated the doctrine of polygamy, which was the great rock of
presented; arid the standing of the Reorganized offense on which the church· split after. the death of Joseph
Church as the legal successor to the church estab- · Smith.
In 1852 the scattered fragments of the. church, the remnants
lished April 6, 1830, was never reversed and still of· those who held to the fortunes of the present Joseph
stands. The Reorganized Church was merely un- Smith, son of the so-called "Martyr,'/ gathered together suf- ··
fortunate in.not presenting i:ts claims at a date suffi- fic'ently for a nucleus of organization. They took the name.
ciently .early to come within the statute of limita- of "The Reorganized Church of }esus Christ of Latter Day
tion. · ·
·
. Saints,'' and avowed their allegiance to the teachings of the
·

ancient church; and their epitome of faith adopted, whilil con-

In his decision, rendered March 16, 1894, Judg"e taining differences in phraseology, in its essentials is but a
PhHips said:
· reproduction of that of the church as it existed from 1830 to
1844. To-day they are twenty-five thousand strong.
It is charged by the Respondents, as an echo of the Utah
Beyond all cavil, if human testimony is to place any mate
ter for.Elver at.rest, tliiJ? church was one in doctrine, goyern- Church, that Jo~eph Smith, "the Martyr,n secretly taught and
ment, -and. purpose from 1830 to June, 1844, when Joseph .practiced polygamy; and the Utah contingent furnishes the
Smith, its founder, was killed. It had the same federal head, evidence, and two of the women, to prove this fact. It pergoverning bodies, and faith. During this period there was haps would be uncharitable to say of these women that they·
no schism, no secession, no "parrting of the ways,'' in any have borne false testimony as to their connection with Joseph
matter 'fuiidamental, or affecting its on~ness.
Smith; but, in view of all the evidence and circumstances
The only. authorized and recognized books of doctrine and ·surrounding the alleged intercourse, it is difficult to· escape the
laws -!or the government of the church from 1830 to 1846 conclusion that at most they were but sports in "'nest hiding."
were the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine In view of the contention of the Salt Lake party, that
and Covenants. The Book of Doctrine and Covenants, which polygamy obtained at Nauvoo as early as 1841, it must be a
consisted principally of claimed divine revelations to Joseph :·little embarrassing to President Woodi'uff of that organizaSmith, was the edition published at Kirtland, Ohio, in 1835, tion when he is confronted, as he was in the evidence in this
and at Nauvoo in 1845. . . •
case, with a published card in the' church organ at Nauvoo in
There can be no que!;tion of the fact that Brigham Young's October, 1843, certifying that he knew of no other rule or
assumed presidency wa8 a bold a:nd bald usurpation. The system of marriage than the one published in the Book of
Book of Doctrine and Covenants (printed in 1846) page 411, Doctrine and Covenants, and that the "secret wife system,"
containi'rtg a revelation to Joseph Smith, January HJ, 1841, charged against the church, was a creature of invention by
gave untO them "my servant Joseph, to be a presiding elder . one Doctor Bennett, and that they knew of no such society.
ovei· all my church, to be a translator, a revelator, a seer, That certificate was signed by the leading members of the
and a prophet.?' ; . _. The book clearly taught that the sue- church, including John Taylor the former President of the
cession shoµld descend lineally and go 1;o the first-born. Joseph Utah Church. And a similar certificate was published by the
Sniith so taught, :and, before his taking off, publicly pro- ·Ladies' Relief Society of the same place, signed by Emma
claimed his son Joseph, the present head of Complainant Smith, the wife of Joseph Smith, and Phoebe Woodruff, wife
of the pre?ent President Woodruff. No such marriage ever
Church, his successor, and he was so anointed. . . .
..The Book of Mormon. itself inveighed against the sin of occurred under phe rules of the church, and no offspring came
polygamy. • • . _Conformably to the Book of Monnon, the from the imputed illicit intercourse, although Joseph Smit_h
Book of Doctdne and-Covenants expressly declared "that we was in the full vigor of young manhood, and his wife1 Emma,
believe thatone man should have but one wife, and one woman was giving birth to healthy children in regular order, and
but one husband." And this declaration of the church on this was enciente at the time of Joseph's ,death.
subject reappeared ·in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
But if it were conceded that Joseph Smith, and Hyrum, his
editions of' 1846 and 1856. Its first appearance as a dogma brother, did secretly practice concubinage, is the church to be
of the. church (the dogma of polygamy) was in the Utah charged with those liaisons, and the doctrine of polygamy to
Church in 1852.
. be predicated thereon of the church 7 If so, I suspect the
·Claim is made by the Utah Church that this doctrine is doctrine of polygamy might be imputed to many of the Genpredicated of revelation made to Joseph Smith in July, 1843._ tile churches. Certainly it was·never promulgated, taught,
:N0 ·such i;evelation was ever made public during the life of nor recognized, . as a doctrine of the church prioi· to the
Joseph Smith,· and under the law of the church it could not assumption of B~'igham Young.-Decision of Judge Philips in
become an article of faith and belief until submitted to and Temple Lot Case, pp. 20-26.
ad6pted by the church. This was never doiw. · • ·
By reading the fore,going decision th_e reader will
The· Utah Church further departed from the principles and discover the following facts:
doctrines of the original church by changing in their teach-'
f h
·d
ing the first. statement in the Ai·ticle of Faith, which was, . . Brigham Young's ·assumption o t e · pres1 ency
"We believe in God, the Eternal Father, and in his Son, Jesus was a bold and bald usurpation.
·•
Chdst, and in the _Hply .Ghost,"and in lieu thereof t~ught the
He it was who introduced polygamy and kindred .
doctdne of "Adam God worship." · · ·
false doctrines.
It has intr~duced societi~s of a secret order, and established
These false doctrines are denounced by the Bible,
0
secret oaths and covenants, .co~trary to the book ~ teac?ings_ B·o· olr of Mor~on, and Doctrine and Covenants,
of the.old church~' It has' changed the duties of the PreSident,
~
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which three books were the standards of authority mythical story. palm~d off on a deluded people.-Congressional
in the church during the days of Joseph Smith, and Record, December 13, 19.06.
are still standards of authority to ~he Reorgan~ed
Concerning the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Ghrist of Latter Day Saints, he said:
Church.
An effort·to prove that Joseph Smith was a poThe death of Joseph Smith in 1844, how~ver, carried dismay
lygamist ~an not sucessfully be made befor(l a. com- and demoralization throughout the entire membership o{ the
petent court that is capable of weighing evidence, Mormon church, scattering its adherents in divers_ dfr~tio~s
not even when his reputed plural wives are present. and for the time being seemed to presage the complete.overThe Reorganized Church is in line of succession throw and dissolution of tlie organization. Recovering,·how- .
ever, from the shock, the scattered bands soon reappeared .in
and has kept the faith, having shaped its course in various parts of the country and promulgated their doctdnes
harmony with the word of God and in such a way with increased zeal, and set to work to reassemble and reorgan:.
as to merit the approval of .all good nien:
ize their scattered forces, resulting finally in the formation of
A STATEMENT BY HON. JULIUS C. BURROWS AND THE
HON. FRED T. DUBOIS.

Reed Smoot, a member of the twelve apostles of
the dominant church in Utah, having been elected to
the United States Senate, took the. oath of office,
March 5, 1903.
A protest against the seating of Reed Smoot having been filed with the Senate, the matter was referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections.
This committee, composed of leading senators of
the United States, summoned many witnesses, including the president of the dominant chui·ch in
Utah, investigated a great mass· of documentary evidence, and made a thorough and exhaustive investigation of "Mormon" history. Their work of investigation continued until June, 1906. A transcript
of the evidence taken and speeches made fills four
large volumes.
The Committee on Privileges and Elections was
not a court, in the strict sense of the term,. but it
had some of the functions of a court.· The Reorganized Church was not directly involved, as it had
no interest in .tl].e seating of Reed Smoot, but the
matter was overruled, divinely or otherwise, so that
it terminated to our favor.
For these reasons, we have decided to use in this
connection certain statements made by the chairman of the committee, United States Senator Julius
C. Burrows, while reviewing the matter before.the
United States Senate, December .11, 1906. The position of the man making the 'statements, the unusual
opportunity that haq been his to discover the truth,
the great publicity of the utterance, and the fact
that it was made before one of the ·greatest legislative bodies in the world, gives great weight to. that
which we shall quote.
•
·
Concerning the origin of polygamy Senator Burrows saiCf.:
·

what is now known and recognized as the Reorganized Church.
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day· Saints, with headquarters at
Lamoni, Iowa, and presided over by Joseph -Smith, a son of·
the Prophet. The courts have 1·e.peatedly declared this organization to be the legitimate successor of the original Mormon
church, and its adherents, numbering some 50,000 peaceabl!~;
patriotic, and law .abiding citizens scattered throughout the
United States in ~mall church societies, conforming to the laws
of thei?- country wherever they may be and adhering to the
faith of the founde1· of their creed, repudiating and denouncing
the doctrine of polygamy and its attendant crimes, .without
temple, endowment house, or !leCret order, worship in the Opell.
like other church organizations, unquestioned and unmolested. ·
-Cpngressional Record, Decembe1· 13, 1906.

An.other member of the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, Senator Fred T. Dubois; in a ·speech
before the United States Senate, De'cember 13, 1906,
confirmed the statements made by Mr. Burrows.
Senator Dubois said :
It is only fair, I think, for me to say-and I ani glad the
distinguished Senator from Michigan (Mr. Burrows) .treated
upon it the other day~that there is a branch of the Mormons,
called the "Josephites," 'vho ought to be separated dearly in,
the minds of all Senators from the Brighamite Mormons. The
Josephites claim that they are the custodians of the church as
it was founded. They claim that .Brigham__ Young-has interjected doctrines into the church which the Mormons did not
accept in the beginning. At a~y. rate, however that may be,
the Josephite Mormons, with their headquarters at Lamoni, in
the State of Iowa; and wherever .they are, no matter in what·
part of the country, are among the best of our citizensJn all·
respects.-Congressional Record, Deciimbe1· 17, 1900:
ELB.ERT A. SMITH;
.

.

John Calvin's temper was such that there arose
a saying among the Germans that "it were better to
be in hell with Beza than in paradise iwth John Calvin." Which only goes to show that the great reformer had overloofred his opportunity of making
religion atttactive.-NM·thwestern Christian Advo-.

cate.

The i 1beauty that was Greece" was the result of
training. "'fwentY. centuries ago," we are told, "it
In order to Induce his followers more readily to accept this was the practice of Greece to display. scenes and ob.,·
.infamqus doctrine, Brigham Young himself invoked the name .iects the' most beautiful, edifying, and ~levating,
of Joseph Smith, the Martyr, whom many sincerely believed with results whfoh the world has not ceased to adto be a true prophet, and ascribed to him the reception of a
revelation from the Almighty in ·1843, commanding the Saints mire and en~y." Children t~ke as naturally to the
to take unto themselves a multiplicity, of wives, limited in good as. to the bad, to the fine as to the. poor.number only by the. measul.·es of their desires. . . . Such the
~:---; ~·,.::,-_;.·~,
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local work and the help rendered by the local org~ni
zation either as an 01·ganiZation oi·
as individuals
.
.
CITY MISSIONARY WORK.
composing it.
.
Every org~nization has its beginning in what may . The first missionary work done in this city and ·
be properly termed missionary work.
the church, vicinity was :by Elders Ebenezfi)r Page, John Swain,
both in its local and general organic forms, has had and John A. Mcintosh; then followed William
its ex~stence in special missionary work
·
Stephens, who was. appointed the first missiori in
Missionai-y_ work comprehends in its entirety the "Des Moines and vicinity" specially. Then followed
work of the Christ, and may be divided into the Elder Goi·don E. Deuel, who did very efficient work,
general and. the local departments of that work. and for qnite a length of time; then Elders t. N.
City missionary work is much misunderstoo.d, White and W. C. Nirk, in about 1868 to 1870, assosome gathering their understanding from what they· ciated at times with Elder N. Stamm, a man of great
have kn_own of missionary work in the' country or in · faith, through whose adminish'ations many have
country towns, and others from what they have been healed. The work of Father Nirk was so
known of missionary work in the years past; City acceptable that he was continued in responsibie posi- ·
missionary. work of to~day is vastly different from tions in the district till his age and health. forbade
what it was ten and more years agone, and it is his trying to do more. He lives in the memory of
very much different from country work or work in all who know him, whether in the church or out, as ·
country towns. In the country places where the "Father Nirk, 11 "Daddy Nirk, 11 or some very familiar
elders ·have gone there is generally some Saint lo- title, that shows that he has been ever near the
cated .to furnish a home for the missionary, and to people in all his ministrations. Following them· was
use influence and time in securing a place for· serv- Elder A. White, and later. Elder R. Etzenhouser.
ices;· and generally the places secured are inexpen- From a letter of his of late date I read: "I think
sive; while in country town_s there is generally a hall my first advent there was in 1880, in winter. Bro;
secured by a small rental paid by the located Saints I. N. White and I labored near Brother Vice's. A
or secured without expense through the influence of distant appointment had been made. We stai'ted by
some mem;ber of the church or friend of the mission- cutter to fill it about 5 o'clock p. m. · Reaching the
ary.
schoolhouse, no one was there· or came later, the
In the city, if a hall is secured it is quite expensive, house was locked, and we in the storm, an Iowa
and the .Saints have but little time to spend in se- blizzard. Had we been soldiers inclined to retreat,
curing a place for service, or for attending; or so it our course would have. been easy. A twenty-five mile
has 'been in some of the cities in which I have la- drive in pelting sleet that almost cut our eyeballs
bored. To hold services in private houses is not like open, landed us at the friendly home of Bro. C. F.
it is··in the country, for in the country the neighbors Merrill, at a late hour. The next morning Brother
are au ·acquainted and feel free to attend such serv- White departed for ho:n;ie, leaving me to begin work
ices, while· in the .cities the acquaintance of the in the city. The team was fed from Brother MerSaints is not so extended, and there is a timidity rill's crib, I at his table, and those of other Saints.
about ~ttending services in a private home; and a o·ur church was anybody's parlor, or kitchen, as it timidity about permitting a private home to be used happened. Some baptisms occurred. Among others
for services.
old Siste·r Parmenter, about seventy-five years of
In the cities the tension is great upon every mem- age. With ice house tools it took half a day to locate
her of any church to· ~eet every obliga_tion sociaUy,· and make ready a place, because of the var~ing ·
financially, and religiously of the church of which depths of the water, and two feet of ice. The day'
they are· members, and they have but little time to was fiercely cold, the mile and a half drive did
attend other services, and but very little time to not deter the earnest candidate, and all went well,.
i•ead if literature is furnished them .free; while in Among others, at another time, a colored lady was
the country thei•e are not so many demands made · baptized, whose name I do not recall. Neither do
upon members of other churches, and by society I recall the number. The services lasted some weeks.
upo:n others, and therefore they have more time to While much had been done before, there had come a
read;- and to attend the services when held.
. . lapse. From this time the progress, I believe, was
City- missionary work in cities where there is a more steady. The summer of 1881 Bro. I. N. White
1~ranch partakes, more W-' less, of both the local and arranged to hold thr.ee open air services on Gover~
· general missionary features, and a uniting of those nor's Square, not far from the State Capitol, on a
who,are selected to care for the local organization given Sunday. Circumstances defeated his attend-and the missionary in all'the work that is done,·the ance, so it fell to my lot to fill the appointments. I
extent of· the missionary efforts depending very. felt about as well as Jonah with his undesirable job.
largely, if not altogether, upon the conditions· of the To add to my discomfiture some of the Saints ( ?~
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said they would not go; nor did·they. They did not
want to be humiliated by a gi.'een boy. I was coinpelled to, in a way, admire their judgment, but could
not appreciate their help. Old Bro. Robert Yourig,
a fine appearing man, a good singer, and ·eloquent
and earnest in prayer, aided me, as also the Saints
generally. The attendance was good, the hour was
filled, God's blessing attended, and the interest of
the cause was maintained to the degree -that the
venture was repeated with the same preacher. Even
those Saints ( ?) who had taken leave of absence
from the first occasion were there. They were usually loyal, and later removed from there and aided
elsewhere. . . . I have noted events as they have
transpired there and rejoiced at their success. My
largest pleasure, perhaps, issuing from there was
that from the young, efficient workers have arisen
to aid in the work of the Lord."
Elder J. R. Lambert assisted in the work here in
his duties to set in order, in 1885, as an apostle,
followed by Elder E. C. Brand. The next two,
Elders W. T. Bozarth and James McKiernan, were
for a time presidents of the branch during 1888 and
1889. Then came Elders 0. B. Thomas and C. Scott,
and along during these years Elder J. S. Roth came
to minister from time to time. Elders D. M. Rudd
and F. A. Smith ministered in the year 1894: and
rendered some valuable help in adjusting conditions
that had become quite complicated. In 1898 and
1899 Elder T. J. Sheldon labored and acted part of
the time as branch president. ,,
The next missionary that the records make special
mention of in the city work was the present incumbent, who was first appointed to the district, with
special instructions from the minister in charge to
minister principally in the city of Des Moines during
the latter part of the year 1900, and then followed
the further appointments growing. out of _what
seemed to be a necessi-ty that continued m_issionary
work should be carried on in the city.
What might have been th:e rei;nilt had perfect
unity existed among the children of God in support
of the missionary efforts of the past we ·can only
conjecture, but that the church here would have been
much advanced numerically and spiritQallY we are
safe in deciding. To show the conditions that have
confronted some of the missionaries who have been
sent here to regulate and set in orde1: accordii}g to
their office and duty, I only quote a brief statement
from one of the letters received from one who has
labored here. He 'says in answer to my request from
him for a brief history of ·his missionary work in
the city of Des Moines: "My e;:irlier ye~rs _of service
in Des Mohies were most· anythingi but_ pleasant experieric~s'; l'don't think i-t. would inake ·gopd reading." I 'believe that 1;he city -will not require any
future m:issionary tC> make such historical state1

a
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ment. This expe_rience was the result of some'not
wishing to be set in order, and as a result some went
out of the church, and without being within. the
order of the church passed from this .stage of action. .
With the inany opportunities now lying before the
missionary, the prospects ar{l encouraging; are
bright for seed sowing in the private home of those
from whom invifatfons have come, and iri.vifations
coming every day or so to mal{e visitations whera
the party or parties are somewhat interested. ·
·
A person to do effectual missionary work in the
city must be very humble, quick' of discernment,
patient, yet fil'm, and one with a general knowledge
of men and conditions that prevail in citi{ls, and with
the many religions and religious influences that have
their influence upon the people, and able to give an
answer to everyone with meekne~s and fear, relati11g
to our hope, and to the history of the church growing out of the sins of the past.
However much Lmay lack in being what a city
missionary should be, yet these are some of the
special qualifications. May God grant to prepare
many who may be more eff~ctual to :minister in· city
missionary work than those who have labored in the
past, and give to such ones added power, is my earnest prayer.
·
(Written by Elder J. F. Mintun, and read at the Home
Coming Social Day exercises, at Des Moines, Iowa, October
9, 1910.)
.

UTAH CHURCH DOES ,NOT \'IANT

TOURIST~.DISTURBED.

·While on our way to this mission · field, Bro.
Charles May and I stopped for a .few days in Utah
to see how the dominant church there flourished "in
the parched places 'in the wilderness in a salf land."
This was in July, 1909. Upon entering the temple
lot, Brother May became jnterested in conversation
with some man; and I strolled on to see all the wonderful things which Adam, their God, had enabled
them to produce. 1
Following a large company of tourists I soon
found myself in the Tabernacle, where a man stood
nearly two hundred feet· away and dropped a pin
on the floor which we heard quite plainly. We did
not see the' pin and do not know how large it was.
Our guide, a lady, then ·told us the story of how
the Saints were persecuted and driven over 'the
mountains, about the Book of Mormon, the building
of the 'femple, which was forty years under construction, and after .covering briefly the history of
the church from Joseph Smith's first vision down
to date our guide gave a liberal opportunity to a:riy
and all.Hf us to ask questions of any.kind about the
church. Your .writer availed himself of the opportunity and the. questions ran as nearly a~ I cari ·;re•
·
member as follows:
1
'Journal of Discourses, vol. 1, p. 50.
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Q. Does this Book of Mormon, of which you h~ve . Q. Is it not a fact that Joseph F. Smith, the presibeen tellillg us, teach polygamy?
dent of your church; is now living-here in this city
A. No; it, does not. It emphatically fotbi_ds it. -__with five wives?
·
Q. Do the people ·of this chm'ch practice poA. Yes; ibut there is a provision in the law passed
.
by Congress which permits those :Who had a plulygamy? ..
A. No; we do not! (This short and curt.)
rality of wives before· the Manifesto was given, to
Q. Do you people n9t have a revelation on po- retain the same; as you know it would be yery un- ·
lygamy? ])id not this people practice polygamy at just for Congress to pass a law which would compel
one time?
.
a man to turn his wives out"'of-doors ·without shelter
A. Yes; formerly there was a revelation given or means of support.•
through Joseph Smith, the Prophet, commanding
Q. Is it not a fact that Joseph F. Smith is a man
the practice of polygamy, and it was practiced to possessed of considerable wealth, and could he not
some extent; but the Manifesto was given later, put these superfluous wives Blway and feed and clothe
which- prohibited the practice.
them without living with them as wives; and at any
Q. When was this polygamous revelation given? rate, did not Abraham turn Hagar out without shelA. It.was given soon after the organization of the ter or means of support? See Genesis 21.
church;-about 1832, I think, but 'do not just rememA. I am not so well posted on: that, but you :may
ber the date.2
· be a "Josephite" trying to defend your position, and
Q. And the Manifesto, when was it given?
we do not wish to discuss these matters with you at
A. It was given in 1890.
all. But if you want aD-Y information go to the
Q. So as a result of this Manifesto you ceased to 'bureau of ·information and they will tell you anypractice polygamy as a people?
•
thing you want to know.
Q. Did Joseph Smith, this s0-called Prophet,
A. Yes; there is no. more polygamy here now.
August 29, 1852, the revelation on the celestial law of ma1•-. whom you say received this revelation, pr~ctice po2

riage was first made public. Hand Book of Reference, page
72. Juvenile Instructor Office, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1884.
lygamy?
. At a conference in Salt Lake City, August 29, 1852, Orson
A. Yes.
Pratt said: "It is quite unexpected to me, brethren and sisQ. Is there anything to prove it?
t(lrs, to be called upon to address you this forenoon; and still
more so to address you upon the principle which has been
A. Yes; his history.
•named namely a plurality of wives. It is rather new ground
Q. Are you acquainted with the Times ancl Seafor m~; that is, I have not been in the habit of publicly sons, the official paper of the church in 1844?
speaking upon this subject; and it is rather new ground to
A. No·, I am not very well acquainted with it.
the inhabitants of the United States, and not only to them
but to .. a portion of the inhabitants of Europe, a portion of
Q. Do you have access to it?
them. have not been .in the habit of preaching a doctrine of.
A. I could if I wanted to.
this descriptiqn; consequently we shall have to break up new
Q. Do you know what is written on page 423,
·.
ground . . • . "
Brigham Young said the same day, "You heard Broth~r volume 5 of that paper? 4
Pratt state, this morning, tha:t a revelation would be read this
A. No.
afternoon which was given· previous to Joseph's death. It
contains ~ doctrine ·a small portion of the world is opposed
a The "Edmunds Bill" is recorded in their Hand Book of
to;. but I can deliver a '[Yrophecy upon it. Tlwugh that doc- Reference, page 34, thus: "It. proposes to disfranchise and
trine. has not been practiced by the elders, this people have disqualify from holding office, without judi~ial con~iction, all
believed. in it fol""yeai·s . . . . The principle spoken upon by who have a plurality of wives, though their marriages may
B~other Pratt, this morning, we believe in. And I tell you-for have been contracted before the first law here mentioned; all
I know it it will saH over, and ride triumphantly above all the such are to be held equally guilty and are to be punished
prejudic: and priestcraft/of the day; ip will be fostered and · alike under its provisions." For the first law herein men-. ·
believed in by the more intelligent portions of the world, as tioned see page 32 of same book: "In 1862 a law was passed
.. one of the best doctrines ev:er proclaimed to any peo~le. Y~ur making it criminal for a person to have more than one wife."
hearts need not beat; you need not think t?at a ;mob is ~om~ng
•Times and Seasons, volume 5, page 423:. "City of.Nauvoo,
here to tread upon the sacred liberty wh~ch the Const1tuho_n Illinois, Tuesday, February 1, 1844. We have lately bee!J.
of oui· country gua1;antees unto u·s, foi· it will not be. Tlus credibly informed, that an elder of the Chur~h of Jesus
revelation has been ~n my possession for many years,. and Christ of Latter Day Saints, by the name of Hiram Brown,
1
who has known it? None but those who should know it..
has been preaching polygamy and other false. and corrµpt
keep a patent lock on my desk and there d?es n9._t anythmg doctrines, in the County of Lapeer, State of Michigan. .
.
1
1
This is to notify him and the church in general, that he h.as
'leak out t}jat should no_t."-Journal ,of Discou ·ses, vol, •
·.p. 110j . ·
· ·
·
.
·
. t d been cut off from the church,for his iniquity; and he is further
. ,· : .:wl}~n :in :Utah I did not know that ~he ab~ve notes ~xis e. . . tified to appear at the special conference, on ,the ..6th of
.. nd.m, Y. object. m P.uttmg_ them. m here no
h ·· h
"
..
l.n.l.th'e'·1·r·!·o·w' n' li.te"atm'e,· a
'
h · bl Q t
April next to mak~ answer to t ese c &rges. I · .: ·
fs.fo 'hpose the f~lstihnpression conveyed tot e pu IC •• U? '
.
· ;;-; "JOSEPH ~.¥ITH,.
· · · M H :Siegfried "If they have any truth on the .mside
· ·"HYRUM SMITH,
mg · ·
'
h
·1r
t t
on
.· why do they shut it from those w o are WI mg 0 urn .
''.P1·esident~ of said Church."
the light."
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Q. And page 474, same volume?

5

A. No.
Q. Do you know what is on page 500--of that volume 5?"
A. No! but we do not want to discuss these things
here with you at all; and I shall see that another
party is not interrupted in this manner! !
Thus reminded of the party which had been interrupted I turned to them and began to apologize fc:>r
having taken up their time. But they would not
have it so and said they had been very much interested and' shook hands very hea1~tily, though they
were all perfect strangers to me.
Leaving the Tabernacle the party scattere~ in all
directions, and the guide, with irritated step and
poised head, walked straight for the bureau of information. Two persons very much interested in what
had just passed walked with me and we read from
Times and Seasons as we strolled toward the gate
of the temple lot. Just as we paused on the sidewalk outside the gate, a big man, a bishop, to whom
I had been formerly introduced, came out of the gate
after us and showed a policeman's star pinned on
his vest inside his coat, and· said to me, "Young man,
I am an officer of the law here, and I want you to get
right off these grounds ; and don't come back. This
is private ground, and we do not permit anyone to
distribute literature, express an adverse opinion, or
interfere in any way whatever; so you must leave
the grounds at once, and don't come back." I ventured one question: "Is this private ground, this
sidewalk and street here?" "Yes, sir;" said he, "this
is private ground right to the middle of the street;
now go right away, and don't come back."
The police star pinned on such a portly looking
gentleman had to be respected. So I said, "All right,
sir," and walked off like a little man. But that half
of the· street on the south side of the temple lot in
•Times and Seasons, volume 5, page 474.
NAUVOO, March 15, 1844.
"To the b?·ethren of the Church of Jesus Cllll'ist of Latter
Day Saints, living (on) China Creek, i?i Hancock County;
Greetings: Whereas Brother Richard Hewett has called on me
to-day to know my views concerning some doctrines that are
preached· in your place, and states to. me that .some of· your
elders say, that a man having a certain priesthood, may have
as many wives as he pleases, and that docti'ine is taught here;
I say unto .you that that man teaches false doctrine; for there
is no such doctrine taught here; neither is there any such
thing practiced here. And any man that is found teaching
privately or publicly any such doctiine, is culpable,· and will
stand a chance of being brought before the High Council, and
lose his license and. membership.· also: therefore he. had better beware what he is ab,o-µt. · ;
.
"HYRUM SMiTH."
'This ii; what we hi!;dJri mi~d: • "'rhe l~;v of. the. land and
the rules of the ·church· do,-not .allow one man to have more
than one wife ali~e. ~(once.'; .
- •,
.. '
.

''

-

-.

_.,.,

-

-

-

-

:

Salt Lake City is, in tMmindof_the writer, disputed
territory. - 'Methinks- it pul:Jli.c iround. ·
· Vecy respec_tfully;

H. w. S,A.VAGE;

.
-

-

-

.

O_rigi~al ·~rticles

-·,,,

CHRISTIAN UNION.

Christian Union is in fact the union of'the followers of Christ, and not of.the prof.essed followeis of
Christ,-the former is a possibility, the latter- is
not. Union can never be brought. about by every
man following the word of God as he miderstands it,
unless that understanding is obtained by .the enlightening power of the Holy Spirit, which. Spirit
guides into all truth. When thus· guided' all ·wni
understand alike, for the~ will be. in possession of
that which was in the mind of God when he spoke.
There should be more consideration -shown to
those who differ from us· in belief, but the fact of a
difference existing is. evidence that union. does not
exist, and our efforts should be in a Chrj.stia:n way,
to present the evidences why we beli~ve that we are
followers of Christ and they are not; ·
There is but one creed recognized by the divine,
and that is the truth. Jesus declares, "I am the
truth." He was the living activity of .What truth
requires, and unless we as an individual or a collection of individuals, foilow him as living activities of
all that truth requires we . are not followers of-.
Christ,-hence not Christians._
The heart may be right in its desire for truth, and
in a desfre to do right, but unless the head, or intellect, is enlightened so that correct understanding
is had the heart may be deceived in what it desires;
or how to accomplish it. If the head is right it makes
it possible for the heart to -be right in a complete
s~nse, but yet it may not be, for the heart may ti1rn
away from that which is known to be the truth; but
if the heart is actuated with a pure desire for the
truth, though the mind may be dfl,rkell:ed by cr~edal
tradition, superstition or priestcraft, yet so long as
that heart is open. to rece_ive ti·uth from whatever .·
source it may come God -will continue ·to give
light, here a little and thei:e little, till the dark~
ness resulting from 'past environments will be
displaced · and prejudice · give way to a just con-· sideratio11 of all that claims the element of truth,
with a devoted petitioning interest, asking God
fqr that wisdom needed to rightly determine what
is truth, and to be equally able to eliminate error ·
when error exists in the mind, or to determine what.
is truth in that which professes to be: ·
The expressed opinion, either written or spoken,
of an individual or a ·collection of individuals .is'a
formulated creed. Only when this opinion r~sults
in everyone speaking "the same ·thing," ·and thlit
expressed opinion be the same thing which God com- .

a
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m~n:dedJesus Qhristto express, will this formulated. must be true that if a person is saved it will be in
creed bring"aboutthe union that Christ has required, ·the church that acknowledges that it is the Church
_:::_when all
"be· tme, even as we are one." _:John· of Jesus Christ, while at the same time it must teach
17: 21. ·
.
. · the same principles of truth which he taught who
·r :ha\,e_yet to-·become acquainted with a shigle bore that name, and that they taught in past ages
church organizatiOn which has not a formul~ted who were inspired by the Holy Ghost to correctly
cre¢d, even though some claim they have'not . .The': teach in that sacred name.
veiyclaim not t<> have a creed is a part of a formuSome even claim that the term "Christian" refers
lated _expression of their belief. In order to lead only to character, and not to those who accept of
another to believe as -we do, there must be a f~mu- some particular belief, and yet such ones will
13,ted expression of thl:tt believed by some one, with .strongly affirm that Jesus Christ came to teach a
whi!Jever proo( we may have to prove that our be- .particular belief; and so partieular was God in relief~ is correct and in agreement with the word of gard to what he taught, that Jesus says, "For I
God.
have not spoken of myself; but the Father which
-The fellowship of every chu~ch is bounded by the sent me, he gave me a commandment; what I should
ideas of; her .representatives in regard to what the say, and what I should speak. "And I know that his
Scriptures 'tt!ach. ·· The fellowship of those who were commandment is life everlasting; whatsoever I
members of the Church of Jesus Christ in New speak therefore, even as the Father said unto me,
Testament 'times was bounded by the ideas of her so I speak."_,John _12: 49, 50. This proves to a
representatives and their interpretation of the Scrip; certainty that. Jesus Christ was sent to teach a partures upon every doctrine and commandmeut taught, ticular belief or doctrine, of which he 'says in
arid that fellowship accepted of only such as believed one place, "My doctrine is not mine, but his that
in their interpretation of what was required. to be sent me,"-John 7: 16; and that the command of
Christ's. It is true that those who do not or did not his Father who sent him as to what he should .say
believe in the doctrines, commands, ordinances, and and speak was "life everlasting." Then had he not
laws of organization as taught by Christ and tho:Se have spoken as his F-ather commanded, no one could
qualified .by the Holy Spirit to represent him, have have secured through him "life everlasting" by beno true fellowship with him, and they can not be liev.ing what he taught. Only those ·ministers, then,
correctly called "followers of Christ,'" however hon- who teach the same belief or doctrine as he was
est and sincere may be their desires and intentions commanded of· God to teach are Christ's followers,
to·foIIow him, for wherein one deviates from the and only when men thus teach do they bring to
formulated system of salvation, or "that form of others the basis upon which "life everlasting" is
doctrine-whioh was delivered,'' in the least degree, predicated. This is supported by tl:ie inspired utterthey are in tbat deg1•ee not following Christ. To say ances of John the Baptist,-"He whom God hath:
we accept Ghrist as a "personal Savior,'' and to sent, speaketh the words of God."-John 3: 34.
accept him- in fact as such, are widely differing
The term "Christian" was first used as a teri11 of
propositions. .
'ridicule or opprobrium; being used .by the enemies
The Catholic Church has ever plead for Christian of Jesus Christ, though now it has been accepted as
Union, and their devotion to the faith they advocate, a term of respect and· to be associated· w-ith holy
·as they claim to have gathered it from divine sources, thoughts by all who claim to believe in''Christ; but
is very much in evidence by reason of the sacrifices the term can not be applied to character without
they make for its advancement. What we have said representing the particular· belief advocated by Jesus
Of the ·catholic Church may be said of nearly every Christ, and the Holy Spirit through men who were
organization calling itself the fellowship of those sent to represent him.. Furthermore, character is
. who believe in Christ as a personal Savior, as inter- the result of· belief, and unless our belief is what
.preted by them. The great difficulty with all organ- Jesus Christ taught we do not and can not repreizations, wherein difficulty exists, is in that which is sent the fruits· of the Christ life, for his life was
not after Christ, that in which they do. not follow spent· in representing a particular belief both by
. the formulated doctrine taught by him, and of which word and de&!, and his character is reflected in this,
. he became the author. The interpretation of the and we can not consistently concede that anyone is
. Christ ahd the apostles, under inspiration, upon a Christjan in the sense of representing the Christ
. every principle of truth w~s and is narrow, for they character unless he believes, teaches, and practices
· taught\ the wiiy that leads to life, and Jesus. said . the same- doctrinal principles which He did.
''narrow iS the way which leadeth unto life; an:d few
The union'.' represented ·a;t Pentecost, when the
there be that' find it."
"one Spirit" held control over ·men's minds and
Again since; there is no other n'aine "under heaven hearts, and controlled their characters was in what
given a~ong ·men, whereby we must be saved" it was taught as weIL as what was done. All the one
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hundred and twenty were as one because they_ wei·e
filled with the "one Spirit"; but were such experiences claimed to be enjoyed now, the majority of
those who profess to be Christian and Christian
representatives w:ould cry "delusion," "away with
such deceptions," and would compass sea and land
to keep them out of -their minist~rial alliances or
associations, on the claim that they are not evi.i,ngelical. What was this unity at Pentecost-? What
are the conditions that must obtain, that we inay be
in unity now, as they were, and in unity with them?
Can we be in the enjoyment of such union now, unless like them, we enjoy the same spiritual eX:periences and teach, believe and practice the same things
which they did? Were they not Christian in the
sense in which we would desire to be Christian, and
in the only way that one can be a true follower· of
Jes us Christ?
An examination of the conditions upon which their
union was enjoyed on the day of Pentecost discloses
that the ministry spake in other "tongues" than the
one with which they were naturally acquainted, that
they declared, under the influence of the Spirit with
which they were filled, unitedly, the wonderful
things of God, and represented that Jesus of Nazareth was approved of God by miracles, wonders and
signs ; and although persecuted to his death by the
ministry of that day, because he did not teach
what they believed, yet God raised him from the
dead; that while his soul was in hell it was not left
there; and that he was raised from the dead to sit,
at some future time, "on David's throne," which is
the place where Solomon's temple was builded, but
that this will not occur till "I make thy foes thy
footstool." We learn that he is now at the right
hand of God, so that the time when he shall sit on
David's throne will be yet future, and when he "shall
reign over the house of Jacob for ever," as declared
the angel to Mary, his mother. These truths were
advocated by those who held apostolic authority sent
as Chris.t was sent and endued with the same Spirit
with which he was anointed "to preach the gospel to
the poor," and their testimony then was that "God
hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified,
both Lord and Christ." There accompanied this
~estimony such power, such convincing power, that
it caused those who heard it to inquire, "What shall
we do?" and by this same spiritual power the apostles gave the particular instruction, "Repent, and _be
baptized everyone of you in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the
gift of the. Holy Ghost, etc." Unity exist~d in the
minds and hearts of thof!~ taught as well as thoae
who t_aught them, and with the Holy Spirit that
guided ·them to present this partidular belief t~ .be
obeyed ; · and those who, believed were baptized,.. as
instructed, as a result of their _repentance, "fo; the
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name of Jesu;·_cfu·ist," and this, too, "for tlie remission of sins," believing that God would 'fulfill his
promise to i·emit sin,s repented -Of, -d~d theycolhply
with the condit~ons; ~nd all this was done -that they
might presenUhemselves. as.--fitted for the indwelling
o~ the Holy Spirit as a gift, which "gifi/' Was promised to all, "even as-many as the Lord our God shall
call." To be in the'same Christian Union they were,
we must agree to all this and show a practical faith,
in tliis particulat belief. They who were at this time
baptized contined in this unity by "continuing stead~
fastly _in_ the apostles' docti~ine and· fellowship,'' ~s
well as "in breaking bread and in prayers." At that
time the ministry of this lin_ion in Ghrist had pow~r
from God that when righteously exercised soundness
of body was given to cripples, sight restored to the
physically blind, and the sick were healed;'and. this
was surely the heritage of the United church of our
Lord Jesus Christ, and is its heritage to~day.
This was at a time when Jesus revealed himself
to those~_whose minds were darkened,. because their
hearts were right before him, as he did also to Saul
of Tarsus, whose inind was darkened by erroneou~
traditions to that extent that in him was stirted up
such a prejudiced and persecuting spirit, that he
even consented to the ·death of God's servants. The
revelations of Jesm1 Christ is what sets .the mind
right, by giving it a propei~ understanding of errors
believed, and the truth to be followed, as. was done
in the case above referred_ to, and to Ananias, the
latter being instructed to minister to Saul, although
his mind was darkened as to the condition that Saul's
mind was then· in, insomuch that Saul might "receive his sight and be filled with the· Holy Ghost,"
and this was done, so the Scriptures say, by Ananias
"putting his hands upon him." -All this _represented
the' "unity of the Spirit in the bonds of peace," and
it must be conclusive in the minds of Bib,le believers,
that if any deviate from this belief or course, they
are not the followers of Christ.
There is but one body,_ or church, acknowledged
in the Scriptures as the body of Christ, and this
church was organized under the direction of God,
through Christ J·esus; out of those who- were united
in this one particular faith advocated by inspiration,
and who had become subject in mind as well as inheart to the "one Spirit," having the "one hope"
of our calling, - Every church claims· for itself
to be the body of Christ, the church, or . did
at its. origin ; but because it would be to them
trouble ~f quite a serious character, as is evident,
for this claim to be prov~n true by the word _of God,
and recause_- th:re are good-hearted, well-m~a;ning, .
devoted people m other churches that have become
somewhat. populai-, which _class of people they do
not desire to decide will be lost, there is. an argument.
made of a compromising character; that we can have
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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"Qhrii:1ti_an Union" while beljeVing conti·ary tbe one ·contact that claims to be the Church of Jesus Christ
to the other, and it matters not what is ·believed, or until they find the one; the doctrine of which they
in_ what church we are members, just so ·we are know is divine, and the ofijces of which they know
· honelit To acareful thinker this argument had its God has set there; and that the officials are divinely
origin in .and its continuance with those who are •appointed and qualified .
. not sure that th~y-are in i:t:nity with Christ in belief,.
To such an organization l invite the attention of
and in be~ng part of "his body, the church," for 'if the reader when I·invite you-to an investigation of
they.· were sure, 'they would contend for the faith a church that advocates as its doctrine what is
they advo~te, believing ·it to be "the faith one~ taught in Hebrews 6: 1, 2; Mark 11: 22; Hebrews
delivered to the saint_s," -(Jude 1: 3,) and this con- -11: 6; Luke 13: 3, 5; Mark 16: 15-18; Acts 2: 35'_3g;
tentron would spoil the~possibility of such a union as . 19: 1-6; 1 Corinthians 15: 12-26 ;. John 5: 28, 29;
was exp:erienced on the day of Pentecost.
Matthew 16: 27 ;· 2 Corinthians 5: 10; and Revela,Every church that advocates "Christian Union" · tion 20: 1-15; that advocates as· its organization
dries so with the thought that they are the church · what is tau~ht in 1 Corinthians 12: 28; Ephesians
that should formulate the nucleus of that unfon, and 4: 11; Acts 20: 17, 28; Titus 1: 5; 1 Timothy 3: 1-10;
\fherein otli,ers differ from them, these differences . Luke 10 : 1-16 l' and Hebrews 5 : 4; and is in the enshould be laid aside in their favor for the sake of j ?Yment of all the assurances of its divinity expeunion. This .would be a correct position to take if rienced by th~ saints of God, in every previous gospel
that particular church was in union with Christ, in age. This church is the Church of Jesus Christ combelief and .works; which, if the representatives of posed of Saints in latter days, and is now acknowl. that church are honest, they believe to be the cas~. ·. edged by the ordinances of men, to which the church
But whether this is the case or not, is the questi<;>n has become subject by incorporation, as "The Reto be _proven before we can hope to realize the union .organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
that all true worshipers desire to see.
Saints," under which name we can legally hold title
The only way that union will or can be represented to properties that may be laid at the apostles' feet, to
is by organization, and this organization must be as ' be used for. th~ benefit of the individual members of
perfect in its general and local character·as God is t~at orgamzation, or for others when thought adpei•fect, for it is to represent Christ's body. It is visable, so th~~ every man may have as he ·has need,
this kind of an organization that was represented in and th~ conditwns be brought about represented as
New ·Testament times and so far as a record is "all thmgs common," and thus perfect unity in
made of what then exi~ted we can understand what tempor~l as well as in spiritual things be realized,
kind of"an organization should exist now, or when
It w;ll be this condition an.d this condition only ·
Christlike unity exists. This would necessitate an that will lead the world to beheve that Jesus Christ
agreement as to this organization in the following wa.s sent of God, to redeem ~nd save the entire race
particulars: 1. Who should be accepted into mem- thrnugh the one .means provided,-the gospel of the
bership; 2. Who should represent it in an official Lord Je~us Ch:·i~t,-the ~ord of G?d,-the truth.
way· and 3. How such ones should be selected and When t~is condit;0~ prevails, then will all speak the
auth~rized to a~t. This the New Testament teaches same thi~g; no dlVISIOns. ~ill exist; and the children
yet those who claim to believe it are not agreed upo~ of. God will be p~rfectly Jome~ together, in the same
.
· .
mmd as well as m heart and Judgment
these matters of first importance. Even those. ~ho
.
.
. .
· .
.
claim to take the "Bible and the Bible alone" disN.ot~mg s~ort of this conditwn of thmgs will be
. t s t o b e fi rs t dec1·ae d, -I say fi rs t . Ch.nstian Umon.
agree upon the porn
J. F. MINTUN.
to be decided, because these questions are. of first
importance: ·The church being the body of Christ,
it must be decided which is the church, ~fore there
Even a little effort on our part is multiplied by
can be a start towards unity, and if the church of the outpourmg of God's power in our behalf. The
Christ does not exist ujion the earth in an organized man who makes an honest effort to break with a bad
form, then such a ·condition as "Christian Union" habit finds that he is. at once in the sw~ep and lift of
·can not obtain. Now, if we are not of the body of a power not his own. His ability to resist, to get a
Christ, if we are not a part of that organization of new viewpoint, to make a brave stand, he can not acwhich the Spirit of God is its life, then we certainly count for by anything of his own. God is at work,
can not claim to be a part of this Union that is in with limitless resources, for his upbuilding. Encour· Christ. Are we "in Christ," and have we -"put on agement is on every hand. The struggle may be
· ·Christ," \should be ~he questions that every honest, severe, but it is not heading toward failure. And the ·
de-voted "in.an and woman should be fully decided more a man1puts into the struggle, the mor'e he is
upon, ana not cease an untiring, prayerful investiga- conscious .of the presence of God ili every hionient
tion ·of every organization' with which they /come in. of it.-Sunday School Times.
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Of General Interest
Service for the Pulpit.

"Decline in the authority of the' pulpit" and "the intolerable demands upon his profession" are given as reasons why
a Chicago Protestant clergyman has resigned his charge. This
minister finds that it does not matter much to public opinion
what he says, however earnestly; and that the calls upon him
to be a charity trustee, bond broker, gymnasium director,
chief settlement worker, corresponding member of the American Peace Society, member of the Civic Federation, and trustee of the boys' athletic field, are too exacting and not altogether to his taste. So he has doffed .his "customary suit of
solemn black," this Chicago clergyman, and will look about for
secubr employment.
Complaint about the waning authority of the pulpit is not
new and the occasion for it is, perhaps, the highest tribute
J

which can be paid to the free press, the free school, and to
free speech. A theocracy,. to be a successful one, must count
upon a certain degree of superstitious acceptance, not to say
credulity, among those who receive the pulpit's message. No
one knows this better than the Vatican, which keeps its followers ignorant where it can, and where it can't, seeks to
supplant the influence of the common school and the free
college with that of parochial schools and church universities
where knowledge is elaborately misdirected. In New England
and the communities derived from it, the Protestant pulpit
held its supremacy so long as the Sunday school influence
could be extended to public schools and the colleges were
kept sectarian; and while the press, for business reasons, did
not dare express itself on religious questions in a way not
pleasing to the presbyte1ies. Over a large part of the East
the atmosphere was pretty black with sermons even into the
'"ixties, and in the 'seventies also until, at last, the prosperity
which vanished in 1873 came back in quadrupled volume and
t.urned human interest to the more material things of life.
Then there came a visible decline in the ·influence of preaching.
Schools multiplied and expanded and the protests of Roman
Catholic taxpayers did something either to take scripture
readings and hymn singing out of them or to render the
usual morning services perfunctory. In the older universities
attendance on chapel was made elective. State colleges or
universities grew in number, and these, of course, had to be
non-sectarian. They loosed a host of young investigators who
would not take the Bible, least of all the theological speculations derived from it, for granted. Cornell University, founded
in 1868, never required compulsory religious attendance, but
employed the greatest preachers of whatever denominations
would lend them in turn Sunday mornings. Even Catholics
were not disbarred, but they held aloof. Finally Ingersoll took
the popular platform, and his influence, which grew more expansive with every year until his death, had much to do with
the spread of agnosticism in the pulpit under the guise of
Higher Criticism, which has sapped the old foundations .of
theology and l<\~t the Protestant minister without a defin~te
answer to the questions of the inquiring soul. And the mmister without a gospel which he believes himself and which ~e
can ·impress upon others has no reason to wonder why ~1s
authority is gone. When the pew can l"eply to its own s~n·
itual inquiries as well as the priest, it has. no use for the pnest
·as a teacher.
This state of dissatisfaction or apathy in churches makes it
·difficult to get the best class of young men to enter the. min'istry, and this, in tu'rn, adds to the causes of pulpit. decadence.
It is noticeable we have no ministers left who are 1ntellect?~I
rivals of our statesmen our university presidents, our poht1ical leaders, our best editors, or our captains of industry. The
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Beechers and Spurgeons, ,the Channings and Cuylers, of
America and England, have left no spiritual descendants of
their own stature. At the great c1,ises who wants to hear the
word from the pulpit? Generally the solvent.phi·ases come
from the editOrial rooms, to which :the seats of the mighty
·have long since been transferred.
Yet in the very complaint of the Chicago clergyman-the
"intolerable" call for the things which direct and ameliorate
the life of the young and the poor, is revealed a· mfasion for
the ministry-one which is needed and· for which tlie ministry
is fit. · One may no longer reach the peopl~ with the i'illics of
an outgrown theological dogmatism. The pew may no longer
feel interested when a preacher takes a mindless flight into
the unknown. Dogma, dealing in miracles and relying upon
credulity, may no longer loosen the devotion of men and
women who think. But, for all that, the pulpit has its mission of good, its revelation-to humanity, its appeai to the
higher nature, its function of relief for mind and body. The
Chicago pulpiteer, now happily out of an uncongenial life,
had no reason to sneer at the pursuits of charity, which were
those of the Master; he could have been in much worse work
for his kind than to inculcate the' souna mind in the sound
body; settlement work is a proc'ess by which the apostles made
their proselytes among the lowly and the poor; the inculcation
of peace is labor worthy of the followers of .the Prince of
Peace; all these semisecular activities which the Chicago man
found too exacting are those which mark some· of the spheres
of influence in: which the Protestant minister may still be of
service and gain reputation. Nor need he cease to be a
spiritual force while the worship of God remains common to
all religions and all sects. But let him for ever dismiss the
hope, ·if he ·holds it, that he will rule from a high pulpit as
Cotton Mather and Jonathan Edwards did or even as Finney
and Moody did, sphitual popes whom their followers bowed
down to as to those who could loose or bind in the world to
come. The day for that illusion has gone; the day of reason
is here; and if there is -not so much faith as there was in
old forms of biblical interpretation, there is. still the opportunity to lift men to higher• levels and nobler altitudes of
life-to make them better fitted, not for a problematical future
world, but the world they live in.-The Argonaut.

Mothers' Home Column
At Thia Christmastide.
There is in the very atmosphere of the Christmastide, as
well as in the days which ·precede it, an influence which melts
and softens the heart; an influence which makes us susceptible as at no other time to emotions of gentleness, of lovingkindness, and charity towards all.
It <is largely owing to this influence that to-day in almost
every home in the land busy housewives, loving mothers, aunts,
and grandmothers, to say nothing of sisters, brothers, husbands, and wives, are plannin1,i'or· going about from place to
place in search of gifts for fliends and loved ones.
How near the Savior seems to come to those who open. their
hearts to the gentle influence of his Holy Spirit at this
season!
John says of the Master, "having loved his own which were
in the world, he loved them unto the end." Loved his own I
What a world of meaning in three short words.
"If ye were of the world, the world would love· his o'Wn,"
Jesus had said of his disciples. And to-day these thoughts
have come with peculiar force to our mind. Thoughts of his
undying love for his own, a love which must be and is diffei·ent
from that love felt for those who as yet are not adopted
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childr~n_:.._n.~t hi his kingdom. A love which enjoins good that craves truth, love, and loyalty and fidelity. Life here is
unto allt but espemally to the household of faith.
·
too short to ruin. one life or to lay up bitter heartache and
His-cause. is heeding our aid. The world does not love it, remorse for our own reaping. Oh~ that each would Jive every
will ·not _aid it. At this time when we are seeking for and day as if it were the last one we expected on earth with the
planning what we shall give to our friends and dear ones are dear ones! for
.
.
we rerriemberfr1g our own publishing house? The world at - '."Oh, our incense has no meaning to .the 'still unconscious clay,
large has' small interest in it, and this ought most strongly
Yet its perfume might have cheered the lonely years;
to appeal to us in its favor. Can we afford to buy fro~· the
Why not lavish on our dear ones all the wealth of love
world ~ookl~:t_s mid have the one thousand of our own upon
·
to-day,
the Herald Office shelves, unsold?
Why not save ourselves the heartache and the tears?
"At Last''<is a strong, beautiful, comforting poem, writt~n
Why not bring our cherished.to the sunlight of the day,
by David -Hyrum Smith, our own "sweet singer in Israel,"
And bestow our hidden treasure on our friends along the
and tlllustrated with pictures taken from life. It'is neatly
way?"
PRISCILLA.
bound and worthy a place among the most select holiday gifts.
We mention this especially because ·it is a holiday book, but
if you will read over carefully the list of books recently sent
out from the Herald Olfice, you will find many others men6 JANUARY STREET, C ON M, November 11, 1910.
tioned which would make most acceptable gifts, especially to
Editors Herald: This is the first time that I have written
your .friends in the church.
Le_t us, as far as we possibly can, remember the needs of to your columns. I was baptized into the church on June 8,.
the church when making our Christmas purchases, and in 1905, by my father. I want to be a good member of the
this way manifest that we are not forgetful of Him, who, church and do what I can to help it forward. We have a very
"having loved his own which were in the world, loved them good Sabbath school. Bro. J. W. Greene is our superintendent. It is well attended, and we have experienced teachers.
unto the end."
I have learned many useful lessons there. We have a Religio,
too, where we study the Book of Mormon under the direction
Too Late.
of Bro. N. J. Weate. I like to attend, for it is of interest
Too late! What terror these short words strike to one's to me.
heart, when after hours of mental agony we reach a loved
A sewing class has been orga~ized in our branch. Its
one's deathbed only to be told it is "too late," the dear one object is to obtain money to enable us to buy a ·plot of land
has passed beyond our reach and can not hear or appreciate on which to build. a house for worship. This class is in
a kind, loving word, or an agonized plea for forgiveness for charge of our dear sisters M. and A. Lenton. We pray consome wrong done. It is too late! Oh, then how memory goes tinuously for our heavenly Father's blessing on their sacr~d
back over the past, the cruel, unkind word, the neglect or work.
willful sin against the dear one all come up so vividly! And
Our Sister Alice has recently undergone a severe operaoh, how our heart aches, and how we would gladly undo them; tion, but the Lord has brought her safely through. We all
prayerl earnestly for her and the Lord heard us. We are
but, alas, it is too late I
And still, day after day, we go on, laying up bitter remo1•se glad she is better. She will soon be able to help the good
and heartache for "our reaping by and by." Why, oh why -work on again. Our Bro. G. T. Griffiths has been staying with
will we, while we have our loved ones with us, be so heedless us, but he is now in Palestine. We have also had our dear
of the pain we cause them? For we, too, mu&t pay the Brother Pitt and wife with us. They have cheered our
hearts with their sweet music and sacred songs. They, too,
penalty by our remorse and heartache when it is too late.
There are so many ways we may lay up hea1tache for our- have sailed for Australia.
Hoping the Saints will specially remember the work of
selves when it is too late to undo them. It may be neglect
or thoughtlessness of a dear mother or father, and oh, how the Lord in the British Isles is the prayer of your brother
it all comes back to us as we stand by the open grave, but-- in Christ,
CYRIL F. ARMSTRONG.
it is too late. Then they need none of our kindness, but we
must bear the bitter remorse. It may be a cruel, unkind
word to a dear, innocent little child, a betrayal of a dear
NEBO, ILLINOIS, November 22, 1910.
friend who has loved and trusted us. It may be a sister or
Editors Herald: The work is not altogether dead here, nor
brother that has proved untrue. And how many of us that
have seen once happy homes that are now only skeletons of yet as lively as it might be. Some things are indicative of
what once they were, from the breaking of the marriage vows further developments nearing. On last Sunday night I
such as is filling our divorce courts day after day, when it is preached to a full house near Nebo, in a large schoolhouse
too late for forgiveness. And many homes are ruined by this where I used to go to school. I enjoyed good liberty and
sin even· though ·there may not be a divorce and the home was treated with due respect and given attention for nearly
stiil kept together for the mutual love for the children, or one hour. It has not always ·been that favorable here.
One party asked me if they could get our church to hold
the dread 'of the disgrace. But the old confidence is gone, and
the love can never be the same. It is too late! For where some lectures on Mormonism, the lecturer to be the Reverend
there is not perfect confidence, perfect love can not exist, and Moore, Baptist. I told him so far as I was concerned, if
so at least one life is ruined. And what an abundance of heart- equal time were given to us, I would vote favombly. Now
the facts are these, the Reverend Moore has advertised in
ache and bitter remorse (unless dead to repentance) the other
Illinois Bapt-ist for a job and has been indorsed by Doctor
must sufrer when he stands before the one he has so cruelly
Throgmorton, its editor, and 1 suppose .. there may be a twowronged as that one lies "at rest," and it is too late to undo
fold object in view. , First, this party thinks we are having
the -terl'ible sin or'bring back the life that has gone out, per. too much success here; and second, Elder Moore needs a job.
haps hastened by the suffering that he has caused, who sho_uld
He said he "could make twenty-five dollars," and would give
instead. have loved through life, in death, and all etermty.
five out of his own pocket, notwithstanding he was a poor
But-alas it is foo late and no need to break the alabaster
man and his family needed all his earnings. I suppose if
box on the dead heart. ' It is the living, loving, feeling heart
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he comes to these parts he will come with another bottle
of poison and one of Elters spreading adders, or invite ye
scribe to the pinnacles of the hills and with great. swelling
emphasis and defying tauntings characteristic of the author
and originator of that oft repeated proposition, "Show me
a sign and I will believe," demand that the long plunge- be
displayingly made, that he may peradventure believe. However, we bide the time until the purse is made for Moore.
We will be there if the Lord is willing.
On October 12 last I was at our county seat as juror, but
knowing or hearing of an advertised lecture to be held in
Presbyterian church on "Mormonism," I attended. It was
a Presbyterian stereotyped stereopticon piece of entertainment, "The Smith family, noted for their lying and stealing,
the six original members a tramp outfit, Smith accustomed· to
hearing Spalding read his manuscript," etc. Said, "In a
hundred years hence it would be believed as divine and he
would fix it up," etc.

He made but one distinction between us and Utah people,
and that was polygamy. "This evil was fast getting its
hold on the people." Reverend Sager was the parrot, with
the use of his stereopticon machine; he before this crowd of
his own and in his own building refused to discuss or defend
what he'd aped and was to ape over the county. I, however,
g-ot a few minutes' hearing, and I told them where I was
from, who I was, and that the lecture was a mixture of
truth and falsehood; and as Reverend Sager was to repeat
it, I challenged him to public discussion and he could go
on coll er ting and keep the proceeds provided only the time
was divided. But no. I told the story of the Spalding manuscript finding, etc., dates of Smith's birth, and Spalding's
death, Smith but eleven years old at his death; rather a
young chap lo plan such a stupendous fraud!
The tendency and trend of these lectures is to laud the
Presbyterian Church and warn the people against the coming
Jllllilical forces of Mormonism; how political parties pander
to them for their support, to place all factions as resting on
a rollen anti-God, anti-Christian, anti-citizen, ungodly foundation.
I g-ol one partial explanatory article in one of our county
papers, with promise of continued space. l\Iy second article
went to the waste basket, but through the first article I
challenged him to meet me on the ground where he delivered
ihc lectures; hut no. Some inquiry was aroused, and during
my slay and talks with different people, and being acquainted
with most of our county oflicers and some of the members of
the har, it was a missionary trip for me. One of my associate jurors invited me to come to his home and preach in
the ~ehoolhouse neai· his place, where I had preached before.
Although he had not heard me or any of our elders, yet his
nice home was open for me as a result of our association at
court.
I board!!d at a place where one of the lawyers did, and
maybe you think there wasn't wind and noise as the result
of that collision. Wife said Rhe wouldn't like to have been
there. He had heard our people preach in Pittsfield, Illinois,
and said it was the ablest he ever heard. Our people are
Bible students and scholars.
I believe the time is ripe for a good work in Calhoun and
some places in Pike County. As for me, it isn't a problem
of where to find a place to preach, so much as what to do;
how can I find time to meet all of.the demands of temporal
business and the spiritual. I do not need General Conference
. appointment; the opportunities .are within• a radius of not
more than one hundred miles. There arc hundreds. of thousands of good men and women· that would favor;lbly consider
this message if we could only reach them with .this wonderful
work.

December 7, 1910

May the .Saints wake up to these conditions which prevail
all over this world; I presume more can· be done ..than. by
those giving- their entire time. Saints, have more .P1:ayers,
more consecration of self, more money, and more wakeup!
How can any of us have the presumption to ask God and
his .Son's cooperation in our behalf, while we with one hand
up, and the other in our pockets, hold fast to the dollar: that
they' tell us is theirs, and repeatedly tell us to hand over?
May the work advance and the Lord's people cease to find
excuses. We are expecting Brethren Sawley; Paxton, and
Sparling here before conference year closes, and . take this
means to invite Brother Dowker to make arrangements to
visit this ·part.
Yours for victory,

W. A.

GARY, COLORADO, Nove.mber 22, 1910.
Dea1· Herald: The gospel net is gathering a few honest
hearted souls into the kingdom of God here in this district,
but not the number we would like to see accept the angel's
message. It seems hard to persuade men and women to
accept the gospel plan, that will not only give encouragement
here in tl]is life but will guarantee them eternal life in the
presence of the infinite One.
Since August 1, we have been trying to do what we could
in active missionary work, having entered the field at that
time. My labors have been confined to the eastern part of
the district, and I have been encouraged in the work by
knowing that some have entered the fold. under my ministration. I rather transcended the territory lines assigned me
and for two weeks preached in Kansas, and as a result of
my labors I baptized Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cottrell, who are
the first in a large circle of relatives to. accept the gospel.
I feel sure they will prove themselves loyal soldiers of Christ
and will help in getting the gospel before others.
I also held a series of meetings about twelve miles from
Wray. The greater part of the time the attendance and
interest were good. If I remember rightly the name of the
schoolhouse was "The Starr." I left some interested, whom
I think in time will accept the truth.
Some were anxious that I preach in Haigler, Nebraska, and
thought the Methodist church at that place could be had for
our services. I assured them that I would be glad to hold a
series of meetings, but did not think they would succeed in
getting the church, judging from past history. An effort
was made to procure the house, but to no avail. The reason
given was that our conception of the gospel was so much
different from theirs that it would produce a division in their
church. Some, learning that we were refused, thought it
strange that we could not use the church when other denomi··
nations had been. granted the privilege of using it, and so
arranged for the use of the Odd Fellows hall and offered it
to us for our service~. Circumstances were such that it was
thought best to wait until a later date, when I expect to
return and avail myself of their kindly offer. The J,ord never
made cowards of his Saints, so that they were afraid to lisfen
to what other men had to present against his work 1 and that
which had been accepted by his disciples as the means of
salvation.
I am more and more .convinced that the gospel as accepted
by the Reorganized Church can be defended from every standpoint, as far as the church being in harmony with the Scriptures is concerned. It is true that the falsehoods that arc
hurled against truth are the hardest things we have to combat.
We have them to meet wherever the gospel is presented. 'fhe
most powerful weapon that Satan ever hurled against the
work of Goel is lying, evil speaking, etc.
Truth has nothing to fear, so we are always ready to compare our work with any .system that professes to be the plan
of salvation. Ignorance is one of the hardest conditions to
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meet in connec1ion with falsehood. They go 1 d · h d
I
k
f
t"
. W
ian m an .
spo. e a ew ~mes in ray and was pleased to find Bishop to re;c,ive baptism, but God's will be done. I have be~n Jed
~· Bullard holdmg up the gospel banner in a series of meet- to reJ01ce greatly in reading news from every part of the field
mgs at that place. I understand 'he also held some meetings and to .know of the miraculous power of the Lord being dis~
played m an unusual manner.,
near Fox, some fifty miles south, and baptized s~me while
Dear Saints, let us lift up our heads and rejoice knowing
th~re. The work se~ms _to be in fair condition in the Wray
Branch,
under the direction of Bro· A. E . Tabor· a s pres1"d. ent that ~o weapon formed against the truth shall pr~spcr but
.
of the branch. He is ably assisted by other officers. We failed by muted prayer and faith Zion will put on all of her bca~tiful
~ state .tha.t Bro. E. D. BuJlard helped us some in the meet- gar~ents, even the righteousness of Saints and we shall
mgs wh1~e 'm Kansas. Bro. C. Scott is kindly spoken of in rec~1ve such blessings that there shall not be ;.oom to contaln,
which shall cause the enlargement of the borders of Zion until
that section of country.
. Here in this locality nothing has been done al~ng gospel we shall be made worthy to see the King in his beaut; and
Imes, non~ of our i:epresentatives having been here. I have , meet to dwell for ever with the Lord. It matters not so ~uch
preached m two different schoolhouses with fair success. where we have to lay our armor down in this life, as to be
;i'here are two other places where we expect to hold meetings ready for the change. This is a beautiful Thanksgiving Day·
~n the near future. In both places there seems to be some warm enou.gl~ ~o have the doors open and no fire this afternoon'.
mterest, or desire on the part of some to hear our work as ·I We are reJ01c1.ng over prohibition of saloons, and every open
.door for reachmg the people with the truth
was urged f:? come and preach for ·•hem. One gentieman
lovi; to all the household of faith, am yours in hope
offered to board me as long as I' wished to preach and seemed of Wilh
eternal hfe.
very much interested. The last named place is' in the town
MRS. HAllRIET A. CRAWLEY,
of Gary.
This is a new homestead country, and several of the Saints
are located. on 'homeste~ds. In fact, ye missionary is holding
SAINT CLAIR, MrciuGAN, November 22, 1910.'
Dear Herald: I feel as a writer to your pages has written
down a clam~. There 1s almost enough material to organize
a branch, which may materialize in the near future. Several "The longer I defer writing to your pages the harder it is foi'.
Saints from near Lamoni are located here. Among the re- me to do," and having deferred from time to time "the words
cent arrivals are Bro. Arthur M. Smith, son of Bro. Alexander t~at might. lmve encouraged arc never written," and I conH. Smith, (our late beloved Patiiarch), and Bro. M. J. Dan- tmuc to cnJoy what others have written and give nothing in
ielson, also Brother Lambkin from Wray. Brother Danielson's return. I feel sometimes that the beautiful, spiritual l~tters
daughter Pearl, also filed on a claim. They expect to move from all parts of the world are so much better than anything
.
on their claims in the spring, and no doubt when Uncle Sam I could say that I let the opportunity go by.
I would that I could give expression to the fettered longings
gives them a 'deed they will be ready to return to Zion,
We are glad to note the progrnss made with those who are of my soul for communion with the beyond, but in secret
identifying themselves with the Order of Enoch. Mav the prayer my thoughts can wing their way to the great, white
time speedily come when Zion may be redeemed, and oniy the· throne, and he~·e lies our only strength and safety-in prayer.
pure in heart be found within her border. We have much to Neglect of tl11s duty opens the flood-gates to disaster and
ruin, for Satan is not slow to take advantage of our neglect
~ncourage us and so move on in the conflict that is being
and prey upon our weaknesses. "Satan trembles when he
waged against the powers of darkness. ·
sees ~he weakest Saint upon his knees," and well he may, for
In the conflict,
cter111ty alone can reveal the wonderful things that have been
L. G. Hou,owAY.
accomplished through earnest, pleading prayer. Prayer can
turn aside the lightning shafts of Satan and they will fall
SHAWNEE, OKLAHOMA, November. 24, 1910.
Dea1· llerald Reade1's: Having a desire to send a few words harmless at our feet. What a privilege is yours, ye Saints of
of greeting to the dear sisters of the Prayer Union and Ladies' God, that the great heart of our loving Father can be touched
Aid Society of Independence, with many others there and at by the feeble prayers of his humblest child! Even the elevarious branches to whom I have become endeared by the ties ments are subject to our prayers. There is nothing that
of flienclship, kinship, and above all by the ties of the glorious united prayer can not do; but what a terrible loss to the soul
who neglects to pray, roaming in spiritual darkness, without
·.
gospel, I take this means of writing to each one.
I have been with the family oi my son (James Yates) at God or hope in the world. "Let us pray for ono another, for
Ripley, this State, for the past two months, and although some- the day is fading fast."
MRS. A. MCKENZIFJ.
what afflicted for a time, have felt encouraged by the association of Saints and seeing ten fine people enlist in the army of
the Lord. 'fhrough the mercy of our heavenly Father and
OIWNOGO, MISSOUitI, November 24, 1910.
the prayer!! of the Saints I am •again well and back with my
Dear llemlcl: The desires that I have had in the past to
son Ernest in Shawnee. We are having our Sunday school and write for your pages have never been complied with,, but
prayer meetings in private houses, and are patiently telling as this is the fiftieth year of the the HEitAW's publication,
the gospel story to as many of, our neighbors as seem to take I do not want the year to pass without writing a few lines,
an interest.
and with others bearing my. testimony to the truthfulness of
I have one dear old lady neighbor who came from Grinnell, this latter day work. Not only do I know it is true by the
Iowa, and having known some of the Saints personally has no written word, but by the Holy Spirit, which has brought
prejudice. She says that Brother Condit used to visit them assurance to me that the work is divine.
Fifty years ago my homo was in Utah, a fact which has
when her husband, James Johnson, was living. She says they
used to say to Brother Johnson, We need you in the church been very repulsive to me, and if I could ·avoid it I would not
with
I believe if she lives until it is warm weather again tell that I had ever lived there. Little did I think the time
and has an opportunity she will obey the gospel, and I have would ever come when the Lord would require of me not
hopes of her son also. I take solid comfort in reading the only to tell but to write my memories of Utah for the church
HEI!ALD and A utimin Leaves and feel often lifted above the publications. So must the time come to all when our will
cares and sorrows of this inconstant world.. How anxious I must be brought into subjection to the will of God. 'l'here
felt that clear Brother Gould, of Palestine, should be spared was a time when I djd not care to read the HERAW, when in
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its pages were W1'itten the names of Biigham Young_ and
Utah. I thought those names _should be for ever barred from
the pages of the HERALD. But I have learned to know that
as long as the HERALD bears 'the message of truth _to the
nations of the earth, so must it ever tell of the wrongs of
those who brought reproach- upon the church and· c~used the
way of truth to be evilly spoken of, and thus defend the
name of the church and the honor of our martyred prophet.
At times when reading those controversies in the HERALD,
I have felt to say, How long, 0 Lord, how long must· thy
people bear the reproach of those who have brought a stigma
to the nation? While so meditating, these words of God spoken
in prophecy some years ago came forcibly to my mind: "Mine
angels are waiting to pour out the vials of wrath of an
offended God upon the wicked inhabitants of the ea1th; bu:t
my Beloved is pleading before my face saying, Father, spa1·e
th.em a little longer until my servants shall have gathered
out the honest in heart from their midst. "
When first the HERALD came to our home I was too yo1mg
to understand the message that it brought; too young to know
why mother wept for joy; but the time came when I knew
well why that message brought joy and peace to our home, as
well as others. It told of a call that came from heaven,
naming young Joseph as the seer to take his father's place
and call the scattered, wandering Saints back to the true
principles of the gospel. In those intervening years he has
been faithful to his mission and he still teaches the same
eternal truths of heaven. And how faithfully he has obeyed
that call d·11fog those fifty years of service was well portrayed at the last General Conference, by the honor' and
esteem shown him one special day; also po1trayed by the
great advancement the church has made in its different departments and by the peaceful spirit which prevailed through
that large congregation.
Still walking in God's holy ways
May years be added to his days.
Oh, may he live to see the time
When the dispersed of Judah will with reverence say,
Your Savior too, is mine.
Your sister in the gospel,
LOTTIE J. HARTMAN.
WEATHERBY, MISSOURI, November 20, 1910.
As it is a long, long time since I wrote
to your valuable paper, I will write a few lines now to tell
you that the good Lord has blessed me very much this
summer. I left home about the first of June, and was gone
about five months. During that time I preached one hundred
and twenty-five s'ermons, baptized twenty-two, administered
to fifty-five, blessed ten children, and organized a Religio at
Boone, Iowa. I have had better health this summer than I
have had for ten years, and the Lord blessed me wondel'fully
when preaching the word, and also in administering to the
sick.
When I closed my last meeting at Hiteman, their, Jarge
church was packed full, and I was told that quite a n.umber
who came could not get in at all and had to leave for wa.nt· 0~
room. We had the best interest there that has beeri there
for a long time. There is a noble cla.ss of Saints_there, hospitable and liberal. I baptized five there. _ . . _
ba _
I then held a series of meetings at Ward m1Ssion and
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were baptized there since I- was there. - I assisted Btother
Mintun at a tent meeting ill: Des Moines; where 13rother
Chandler baptized five nice Simday school scholars (not only
one, as somebody made me say iff my letter fo the Ensign).
Held some. meting$ at· Bo~ne, and had thec-plea~-ure of
baptizing Brother and Siste1' Robert Chenise, a Brighamite
elder and his good Wife; fine, intelligent-folks. '.~The Lord,
through Brother Mintun, has desiinated Brother Chehise for
the Melchisedec priesthood. Organjzed a Religi_o- at Boon<J,
which is d()ing fine, with good officers at the head of it;
By request of the 1•eunion committee, I a·ssisted at the Fraser
reunion, _which was well attended at evenings. Two -were
baptized there since the reunion, which were fruit -of the
reunion preaching. Then the dis:trict officei's requested me
to take the tent to Tama -County. We set it up in a vei·y
prejudiced neighborhood, about four or five miles from -Montour. Threats were made that the tent should not_ be permitted
to stand, but it did; except when the storm o_f wind and rain
tore it down, and tore a large hole into it. ·
Here an old Dunkard preacher threw the Book of Mormon
on the floor in the schoolhouse and jumped on it with his feet.
In this he was almost as bad as W. G. Roberts, at Ottumwa.
After he and Brother Mintun got through with their debate,
I was told that Roberts told the people orie night in his sermon
that he would show them the quickest way to dispose of the
Book of Mormon. He then took it and tore it ail to pieces, and
threw it down. It seems to me that it is almost impossible for
a man to get so wicked as to do that; I hope that it is only
a rumor.
I began the tent meeting with about fifteen, and closed with
about one hundred and twenty. But it was the most uphill
business I sti'Uck in thhty years of work in the ministry. One
fine old lady was baptized, a Mrs. Harris.. Mr. and Sr. V.
Kennell, and Mr. and Sr. L. Houghton gave me a good home
while there, and did all they could for the success of the meetings. Many friends were made, and good was -done. But
it was just in threshing time, and it was so cold, and rainy
that we almost froze out, and were rained out three Sunday
evenings.
I had intended to set the -tent up in Boone, but it got so
cold and rainy that the majority thought 1t would not be
wise to set it up so late. So it· was stored for winter I suppose.
I must not forget to mention the· splendid meeting at Runnells. I was told _that it was the best attended meeting held
there for fifteen years. One was baptized there. We made
the appointment to meet at the river about two miles from
town at- 2.30 p; m., for baptism. When we had been there
about three minutes, another crowd came also. They stopped
about -two rods from our crowd. I was told that they were
the Campbellites, tha,t they were going to baptize some also,
5o I called to them and invited them to come on and join with
us,_ a_nd they then came close to our crowd. I gave them a
sermon on the "laying on of hands" as well as "baptism."
Was I mean to take them so unawares? After I had baptized
Sr. Charley White, I told the Campbellite preacher that he
was at liberty to go on now and do his baptizing. He addressed the people, advising them to remember what they
had heard, that there was no other way for salvation than to
be baptized for the remission of sins, but he did not say a
word about the laying on of hands. Then they Sllcng _the
hymn:
·
"Shall we gather at the iiver,
Where bright angel feet have trod;
With its crystal tide for ever
Flowing by the throne of God.
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. however, to prosecute the missionary work with renewed zeal
as soon as we are in our new church.
Brother Smith writes me that he did some preaching at
Emo, Ontario, and "troubled the water." We found him to
be a genial companio'.1 and an earnest gospel preacher.
. We were given quite ·a treat i·ecently in the way of an
Oh, I wish you could have heard the Saints sing, "Yes
illustrated lecture by Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt, Director of the
we'll gather .... with the Saints at the river, that flows b; School of American Archreology, of Sante Fe, New .Mexico.
the throne of God." They made. the very waters ring. I The ~llustrations were the best I have ever seen, and the facts
thought they could not have selected a more appropriate relative to the advanced culture of the ancient Americans
hymn. for that occasion. Yes, they gathered with the Saints clearly brought out, nicely corroborating the Book of l\Iormon
at the beautiftil Des Moines River, but I fear that if they story, and only ten persons present who could appreciate it
do not teach and practice more of the teachings of Christ fully. The audience, though small, was composed of doctors,
than. they do now, they will not be permitted to gather with lawyers, preachers, college professors, and others, who pronounced the lecture "fine"; and as I sat there and noted their
the Saints at the iiver that flows by the throne of ·God.
Well, the Lord blessed me wonderfully while preaching at expressions of belief in what was being told, I wondered.how
Runnells. · The house was well filled almost every night, and much credence they would give to the same lecture coupled
a fine crowd the last night. There is a class of good, liberal with the Book of l\Iormon. Surely the understanding of the
"prudent" is hid in this thing.
Saints there. God bless them for their ldndness.
Well, I think I have exhausted my supply of news, if it
I. will be at ho:riie for a few days, then out again to work
may be called such, unless I should mention the fact that we
for the Master. I love to work for him~
are to have a wedding soon; but I presume that would be
In bonds, I remain,
considered "purely local," so we will pass it up. The writer
J. S. ROTH.
has the "job," anyway, though we have been told that an
Home address: WEATHERBY, MISSOURI, R. R. No. 2.
American could not perform the ceremony in Canada. But
wait and see.
E. E. LONG.
736 SINCO STREET,
. "Yes, :we'll gather at the river,
The beautiful, the beautiful riverGather with the saints at the river'
That flows by the throne of God."

News From Missions
CANADA.
In response to your request for news from this mission, I
must confine myself to the city of Winnipeg, as I am not in
touch .with the. work at other points, and I will have' to say
at the outset that news of "general interest" is scarce.
The work here has been at a low ebb for some time, owing
to adverse conditions, and we are making strenuous efforts
to rec'uperate. Beeause iniquity "did abound the love of some
"waxed cold." How hard it is to build up the work again,
when it has been brought into disrepute by the unchaste conduct of some who had espoused the ca urn! '!It must needs be
that offenses come,'' said the Master, and a "woe" was pronounced ·upon the offender. Repentance, however, is a merciful provision of the gospel economy by which the offender may
become reconciled; but what of those who by reason of the
offenses· have been made to stumble and lose their hold on
the "rod of iron,'' and perhaps lose their souls also?
But since it was "news" you ask for, perhaps I should not
sermonize, tliough I feel more inclined that way just now.
We are doing big things in Winnipeg; that is, a few of us
are. • The long talked of effort to secure a permanent place
of worship has taken concrete form, and we have the building
under way. We are building a nice little church, thirty by
forty-two feet, just outside the city limits in the parish of
Saint· James. The weather has been cold, and the ground
covered· witl!;,snow, yet it is said we are having ~ne weather
for Manitoba-your peach blossoms would lose then· fragrance
up he1•e, J. W. P.,-the mercury hanging around the twenty,
mark; but we are pushing the work with all possible speed in·
hope of holding our Christmas entertainment in the new
church. The work is being done mostly by the brethren; they
~re nearly all carpenters, the writer acting as a roustabout
and "boss." I am good at that, so things certainly do move.
·During· the summer Bro. David Smith and the writer con"
ducted street meetings on the Market Square with good results. a man and his wife being baptized who there heard the
gosp~l for the first time, and others were interested. Brother
Smith started homeward October 10, since which time we
have· been trying to hnprove local conditions. We expect,

PENNSYLVANIA,_ OHIO, WEST VIRGINIA.
Because of the environments of the church becoming more
unfavorable every year, the Pittsburg Saints concluded to sell
their house of worship, and have disposed of the property to
a Jewish congregation, and have purchased a lot in the desirable suburb known as "Beechview." It is expected a number will move near the new church in the spring, when the
building will probably be erected. The branch is holding meetings at the hon1e of Brother and Sister Dershiner, 2G3 Dinwiddie street, near the old church. A number have expressed
a desire to get away from theregulation small church architecture, and are talking about a "bungalow church" with
"mission" interior finish.
Apostle R. C. Russell has been acquainting himself with
conditions in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia of late,
by personal observations. The writer has had the privilege
of some of his congenial association. We left Pittsburg together, then to Steubenville, Ohio; Wheeling, West Virginia;
to the Fairview Branch, Glen Easton, and are now in Sharon,
Pennslyvania, the home of our silver tongued brother, Richard
Baldwin. Brother Baldwin's parents are demonstrating their
ability to make the missionaries feel at home. Whi)e at
Wheeling, Brother Russell had two Utah elders in the audience. "R. C." didn't know ( ?) they were there; but they got
so much to think about they concluded to return the following
Sabbath in double force; but Bro. F. J. Ebeling will be on
hand with plenty of ammunition.
Brother Bald,vin has been holding services at Fairview,
Glen Easton, baptized seven, and more are to follow. Brother
Russell preached once at "Easton" as he passed through. The
services there are being held in the l\Iethodist church, before
good audiences. After hearing Brother Russell one of the "big"
men of the town wanted to know if Canada could produce any
more like him. The sermon made a "hit." Elder A. l\1. McVey, of the Campbe!lite Church, of Fayette City, Pennsylvania,
has challenged Brother Russel! to debate; propositions have
been signed for h~elv'e evenings, commencing January 26. My
address hereafter will be· 233 Diamond street, second floor,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.
C. ED. MILLER.
SHAR~~' PENNSYLVANIA.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

A mission letter! How many things flood one's mind in an
attempt to respond to your kind invitation! Instantly-the revered names of Mills, Burton, Clapp, Uncle Alexander, Father
Brush, Heman C., and D. L. Harris appear in emblazoned
letters. Southern California has a church history second to
none. In the early days the Rockies formed an almost impassible barrier and this mission was more inaccessible than
the British Isles. However, this was the land of faith and
power. Some of the greatest miracles of modern times were
enacted here. The traditions of the faithful abound with a
staying of the deep; a resuscitation of the apparently dead;
faith as an antidote to poison; eyes of the blind opened; ears
of the deaf unstopped; broken bones made whole; prophecies
remarkably fulfilled; tongues through ignorant instruments
identified by scholarly auditors.
The early California eldern were men of sublime faith, great
courage, indomitable will, and unmeasured energy. Ofttimes,
even now, the experiences of those early days are recited at
eventide, when family circles form.
'
Here now reside the marital companions of several of our
pioneer missionaries and workers. Sisters Burton, Mills,
Harris, Badham, Schnell, and others; all devoted, loyal Saints.
The years have left their impress, but their hearts and minds
are siill young and bouyant. It is an inspiration to us younger
men to spend an hour with them.
The history of this mission is one of growth and expansion;
difficulties have been met and overcome. Our expansion may
not compare favorably with the land of Zion, but conditions are
different here. For a number of years we had only three
branches; Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Newport. San
Bernardino was one of the pioneer branches of the Reorganization. Originally it was a Brighamite colony; a "Mormon"
legend has it that Brigham, moved by inspiration, sent a colony
to the "Pacific Sea," and with instructions that when they came
to a fertile valley where an "Arrowhead" was clearly outlined
on a northern mountain side there they were to abide. It
would he interesting to behold a transcript of that prophecy;
more convincing if we could have a copy in Brigham's handwriting, for not many years afterwards an inspirational call
came from Brigham for the faithful to return to Zion or disaster would overtake them; only those "weak in the faith"
remained, but some of these became the backbone of the Reorganization; and what stalwarts they were! At one time the
branch numbered between three and four hundred. To-day it
has a membership of about two hundred and fifty. The expansion of civilization and the opening up of California resulted
in the scattering of the flock throughout the land. On looking
over the old branch records one finds inserted under the
"removed, expelled, or died" column these suggestive words,
"Gone to the upper country." It is presumed that those
expelled would go down rather than up; the term would not
apply to letters of removal, for such go everywhere. In trying
to solve the matter I was left to decide that this was a delicate
way of recording the death of the righteous. I was, however,
doomed to disillusionment, and was later informed that whenever a member moved to northern California the clerk inserted,
"Moved to the upper country." · One of the unfortunate results
of this general scattering is that many, very many, (If the
children have grown up without church influences and are
practically lost to the church.
Newport is the modern name for the oM· "gospel swamp"
colony of Saints contiguous to Newport Bay. Everybo<;ly in
California knew of Gospel Swamp. ·The)laint~ at this point
·approximated· n:iore nearly to the, "all things common" p\an
than anywhere in the land. They lived ,almost. as on~ big
. family,-"each for all and all for, each." Some .wond~rful
experiences are re}ated. of these old~n days. Los A~Zi!l.es ,can
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not boast of so g1;eat antiquity. One comes across the names
of Badham, Schnell, Bosshardt, Howland, Dana Earl and
Van Fleet in reviewing this branch history. The;e are ~any
others equally honorable. They used to hold their meetings on
Monday instead of Sunday. Cause,-most of the members
were women whose husbands did not belong to the church, but
who insisted that their wives should spend their Sundays with
them, hence the Monday meeting. Leave it to the sisters to
find a way to do right. God bless them all.
During· the past few years branches have been organized at
Santa Ana and Cucamonga, with· a promising mission at San
Diego. We hope to see a branch there in the near future.
Bro. T. G. Brown has purchased a schoolhouse and fitted it
up for Sunday school and church at Hemet. We are planning to make a concerted effort there shoi·tly.
In this district, we have quite an array of men holding the
priesthood, yet the engrossing cares of life seem to ·overwhelm most of them, precluding extended service. This,
coupled with an indifference on the pai1; of m_any, necessarily
weakens our forces. As elsewhere, the people here have
grown accustomed to having the missionaries among them,
and the general acclaim is, "We want a missionary to preach
for us." I assure you, I would much prefer to listen to any
of the local force than one missionary, with whom as yet I
am not very well acquainted. We have a number of exemplary
young men coming to the front who are developing forensic
and executive powers which promise well for the future.
The San Bernardino church owes its success and preservation largely to the untiring, persistent presidency of Bro.
Alonzo E. Jones. His entire life was spent in church work
here, most of the time as pastor, which in those early years
meant a general roustabout, deacon, janitor, doctor, nurse.
Cei·tainly the San Bernardino Saints in grateful remembrance
should for ever appreciate the service of this estimable, meek,
and loving brother. And there is William Gibson, the stanch,
unyielding "Scotchman." God bless the dear old man! To-day
he stands like a lone oak ii:i a forest of growing, tender saplings; the result of an abstemious diet. For forty years he
has refrained from eating any meat or any animal products.
He is strictly vegetarian and abstemious. · Many men of
stronger physique have minimized their usefulness and hastened their demise by a failure to observe these great laws
of nature.· Brother Gibson's record is a synonym for lofty
purpose and high living. He has been a father in Israel
indeed. If every man, woman, and child, to whom· he has
ministered, in word or act, could bring a blossom as a token
of affection, our brother would be buried in a sea of flowers.
Un.der the presidency of 01Jr well known brother, Charles
E. Crumley, San Bernardino church is forging ahead. They
are adopting advanced methods and taking advantage of
every facility for progress. They are now busy shi~gling,
painting, papering, and varnishing the chapel.
;Los Angeles, the metropolis of the Southwest, presents a
problem in church work. The phenomenal increase in population, the cosmopolitan character of her peopl<ll;,crcate conditions to be met not found elsewhere. We are now inaugurating a plan whereby we can hold monthly meetings thro:ugh·out the distiict at every strategic point where we have a
number of members. If our plan materializes we will have
from twenty to twenty-five points where local workers can
busy themselves. Brother and Sister VanFleet reside here .
both pioneers in church work. They have been pillars in th~
c~urch. Their unswerving adherence to the faith once de~
livered to the Saints has been of incalculable value in souther~
California. The· name of .Cai:michael hath charm for the
Garden. Grove. Saints; A,lbert, "once pedagogue,, theii pasu;1:,
subscqqently bishop, and now busipess manager of the Herald
Office, presided over the destiny of°the Saints at this point for
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many years. When he left, Bro. Nat Carmichael was selected
in his stead. What can I say more? To mention all who
have. served the purpose of God's work here would fill ~
volum_e; .If. I have overlooked any, take consolation, read
1 Cormthians.12: 23, and be pacified.
Our Sunday .schools are up-to-date and progressive. The
Los Angeles Sunday school has nearly doubled in attendance
the past year. Religio work is advancing. As to the needs
of the mission, they are many. We need more consecrated
men, a more complete surrender to God and his work· more
love for him and more love expressed towards each 'other.
May Jesus be our ideal; his life our pattern. May we emulate
his unselfishness, make his devotion our watchword. Brethren, in spite of vicissitudes and trials, in the face of difficulties
and distress, environed as we are in a world of sin, injustice
and wrong, yet I can say we are in the faith, and the little
band of loyal workers of this glorious, sunkissed land are
doing something to keep the camp fire burning. To each and
all we send greeting, and good cheer.
..
Situated on the western slope, where the sun sinks daily in
a sea of blue, yet even now we see the gray streak of· the
eastern morn. Hope rises in our bosom, and a still small
voice whispers low and sweet, "The day is almost here."
A day of peace and of plenty; a day of justice and love; a
day of servic_e and of song; a day of joy and haJliPiness, of
fellowship and good will. Take heart, my comra'l'l.es. The
aims and aspirations of all the ages focus in this our day.
Six thousand years of faith and service look down on us.
Our responsibilities· are enormous, yet strength comes with
the task. To love God and fellow-man is the object of our
being. May this be our united aim.
T. W. WILLIAMS.
MICHIGAN.
For several years I have contributed but little to our several
columns. My present purpose is not to apologize, though it
might be in order. If in not writing more I erred, and I may
have, others, perhaps too numerous, have also erred. An
increased ministry, as also membership, has made correspondingly less space. This has not seemed to dawn on some minds,
as reference to index pages will reveal. The recurrence, not
seldom, of, "We make extracts of letters crowded out," I
think has not a~rcted some in the least, and they give us about
the "same old thing in the same old way," at about regular
intervals.
Michigan, I believe, has no very persistent contributor.
Events there, perhaps, average with the rest of fields. The
last two summers two reunions were held. In a brief write up
of the one of 1909 at Cadillac, I made the blunder to say it was
the first one in Michigan. Our genial S. W. L. Scott very
properly corrected me. If those people had hustled up and
held another ori'e, perhaps my dullness would have been
avoided. The project was approached with some misgivings
in the more northern districts, but a success was made in the
initial efforts of last year, and a measure more of success
this. Beginnings are but beginnings, and of course can only
yield corresponding results.
Reunion opportunity and processes should result in large
returns to those of the church, affording as they do, time,
opportunity, and conditions that no other gatherings afford.
Two-day meetings arc excellent, conferences also, and accomplish a pui;pose, but are too short to accomplish needed results.
'fhe church progressed without either Sunday school or Religio,
but the'y now rate as ,indispensable helps. It was largely in
western Iowa that the work of the Reorganization developed.
Thei'e, too, the •reunion developed and ha:S heen persistently
maintained; its,.benefits realized._' Many other localities hli,ve
taken Up the work of reunions; few have discontinued. if
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these on examination should be found· to be otherwise more
progressive, then it would certainly score against the project.
It is just possible, the. mission of the reunion is for the
chu~·c.h rather than others; and hence, if no great·number of
additions result it need not alarm. The ever increasing entangle~en~s .. of the world, especially to entrap the youth,
makes md1spensably necessary safeguards, sufficient. Places
t~ go, outings, are more and more the order. 'Young people
will ~o more or less, and the reunion opportunity will partly
· provide for this, and its helpful, developing opportunity is
afforded beside.
Ohio, this year, tried a longer reunion and, ·according to
one report, proposes a shorter one next time. Ohio has not
been engaged in it so long as some other localities. The
Eastern reunion, as it is sometimes called, on the reverse,
proposes a longer session next year. Can they stand more of
the instituted sports? And also more church work? Localities and people differ. Why not? It is just possible reunions
can oe improved on the whole. Some comparisons of what
was reported will be made by many and will do to think
about.
For instance, at the Northern California reunion they reported less than one hundred and seventy testimonies as the
total. At a meeting of ordinary duration at each of two
Michigan conferences eighty bore testimony. Two, three, or
more on the floor at once was common. All but one, waiting
modestly their turn. Where wisdom and consistency held so
high a place it is almost needless to say that wisdom and consistency also manifested itself in what was said.
At both the Ohio and the Northern California reunions there
were evidently more of the outward manifestations, prophecy
and tongues, than the conferences and reunions of Michigan.
Why? It will do to think about. Prophecy and tongues are
by no means always inperatively necessary, neither the spirituality always higher where they occur, but usually where
they do occur there is the higher degree of spirituality.
At the October conference at McGregor, last year, it is safe
to say the highest general spirituality wa.11 reached in th1:ee
districts referred to. This was the concensus of opinion. It
applied to all sessions, which is not often experienced so
generally. Among the other spiritual manifestations there
were the outward gifts. The reunion occasions scarce exceeded the conference occasions, though they might, because of
more time and other opportune conditions, and perhaps will,
when the "beginning stage is past."
It is common knowledge from experience that work produces hunger and thirst. "Blessed are they which do hunger
and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled." Spiritual work produces spiritual results. To promote musical
interests special organization was effected at the reunions, to
be continued at the home stands. This is well; it was badly
needed. Library work, sought to be established by a few
earnest workers, has but little recognition as yet here, as
well as in some other parts, and for two reasons; first, it is
but partly understood, and then, it means workr and present
day tendency and inclination is largely to leave the work to
others. The Master laid out a large com·se of study when
he said: "I am the door: by me if any man enter in, he
shall be saved, and· shall go in and out, and find pasture."
"In,'' must have meant all that-could be found within. "Out,"
must have correspondingly meant all, out that would contribute to that end. Hence the command to the Seer for the
study of all· good books.
Our Sunday ~chool, Religio, and al.I allied ·lines, normal
work, and other features should have fullest attention. Neglecting them will not 'only be present, but eternal loss. To
~ppear well in face, attire, and form, is one of the special
ambitions of the time. Intellectual attainment on spiritual
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Jines is a higher achievement and ordained of God in order
to secure celestial life. How much energy there is devoted to
the passing, transitory, lesser. How little, comparatively, to
that of eternal duration and importance. The library work
comes in for consideration and use to this end. Think it over.
How appropriate the injunction of the Master, "Seek first the
kingdom of God and its righteousness," etc.
Many Michigan Saints are trying to make the necessary
advancement, others should fall in line and fulfill their heavenimposed responsibility. Well done, awaits the faithful;
Weighed and found wanting, the heedless.·. The times are
portentous. The end nearing. The "perplexity" and. "commotion" due to nations according to Christ's ·announcement is
here. The late political landslide of the United States is in
evidence. The mighty fall at times. Commotion; perplexity,
fear are experienced, religiously and politically.
And now as to the "relics," the "Notice to the elders," in
late HERALD is quite in harmony with proper carefulness,
especially if it had occurred a good while ago. I have counseled to that effect from the first, in the light of conditions
stated, and for other significant and prudential reasons, but
not for one moment because there was something "shaky" in
the case. Different brethren wrote me as to using in-the way
of evidence. My uniform answer to all was that it was not as
yet timely; nor is it now. That, however, did not forestall the
development of it as evidence, which is the proposition in
hand; hence, none should lessen, but enlarge their support.
LasL yrnr will be replete with more when all returns are
made. The latest, from a "probationer," if not recent "convert," is: "If scientists knew of this they would run over
each other to get on the ground." He is, perhaps, the peer
of any of them, came onto the ground and made the necessary spade examination.
Among the tasks of the year was to locale the opposition
through the papers they have written. This is done and they
have been submitted to some of the principal brethren, if we
have such. Those brethren are supposed to be well along
with their work, hence it may not be inopportune to say those
papers have the full tensile strength of any rope of sand. The
men behind the papers who avoided getting onto the ground
say, Farce, forgery, fake; just half as many, of same standing from scientific point of view, who made "on the ground"
investigation say, Fact. Take your choice. The finds of last
year were more than thirty. So far there have been more than
twenty-five this year. This means for all engaged at it.
This will, as a report, be viewed as dark sayings by some.
I have reported as deemed expedient. No one is more anxious
for the entire completion of it than I. Time and tide are said
to wait for nobody. Some events, at least, are not much more
controllable in some phases. We, at times, must wait for
events. My patience, perhaps, has been drawn upon as heavily
in the matter as anyone may have experienced. Patience is
supposed to be inexhaustible; our stock may be too· limited.
Though by no means so intended, that "Notice" will handicap
considerably. Let those aiding rally with the fuller help.
Scientific indorsement for some things comes slowly. ·The
creation story has not received the full scientific O~ K. as yet.
Some other matters of fact a~·e as yet· shcrrt such· indorsement. l<,acts are facts, and will remain as such, whe.n much
of the so-called scientific will come up as much miSs\ng as the
poor tail of Halley's comet.
·· ·
There was published in Ensign last· spring. and ·later in
Glad Tidings the data for previous photographs and ~ook.
Was supplied at General Conference.· and othe1· gathermgs,
sent in quantity to branches.where sales had been made. J\ny
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unsupplied sending address and two cent stamp will receive
it. This is the last notice.
· ·
Yours in the conflict, and in full hope for success;
In bonds;
R. ETZENHOUSER.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, 1285 Brooklyn Avenue.

News Fron1 Branches
KANSAS CITY, . MISSOURI.
One week ago yesterday Bishop Kelley spoke_ in the evening, and gave us a very interesting as well as educational
sermon on temporalities, moi·e especially stewardships. The
following Monday night he spoke to the Seventh Quorum of
Priests ·on the subject of the Order of Enoch. This was an
open meeting, and quite a number were present besides the
members of the quorum.
··
Yesterday morning and evening we were given a treat of
good things from our brother, Apostle John W. Rushton.
After hearing these sermons we could· but feel. proud of the
fact that we are members of an organization that stands for
such a high and noble cause.
The Sunday school fell away some in attendance yesterday;
that is, v.ffmean, the dry weather members. They all stayed
at home; and our attendance was but 145.
As stated in our last report, we were then endeavoring to
raise two thousand dollars towards the church debt coming
due soon. We are pleased to state that through the strenuous
efforts of our pastor, the goal has been rnached. This is an
increase of some seven hundred dollars over what was raised
in the branch last year. So, as long as we are climbing some,
we should not complain.
The Sunday school is making preparations toward a Christmas entertainment. Announcements later.
At our last regular quarterly business meeting of the
branch, all the officers of the branch were sustained.
A committee composed of J. H. McVay, F. P. Hitchcock,
and Robert Winning was appointed, whose duty it shall be
to draft rules and by-laws for the ~stablishment of a bureau
for the temporal helpfulness of our people. This committee
is to report soon and we will be able to give a more comprehensive outline of what is to be accomplished by the bureau,
which is to be known as the Information aYtd Employment
Bureau of Central Latter Day Saint Church.
A committee composed of Robert Winning, Dr. Charles·
Sandy, and S. Dempsey was appointed to draft resol~tions
indorsing and commending the non-smoking order of th,e
Metropolitan Street Railway Company.
An historical committee; of which the pastor is chairman,
was appointed, whose duty it shall be to make and keep an
accurate account of all matters and events pertaining to the
branch.
Through the initiative of our choir, we have taken one more
advance step. At one of its recent meetings the choir ap~
pointed a nursery committee, whose. duty it is to take charge
of the babies and small children of mothers who come to
church, especially those inclined to be restless and disturb
the preacher in his line of reasoning, and prevent the moth.er
from getting the benefit of the sermon. It has been a decided
success so far, and no mother need be denied the privilege of
hearing a good sermon in quietude, if this committee may be
intrusted with the care of the children. With few exceptions,
all mothers are glad to avail themselves of the opportunity,
and we want to thank the choir for it.
Some of the members of one· of the Sunday school classes
conducted a rummage sale at Nineteenth and Oak streets last
week, and notwithstanding the unfavorable conditions, $52.10
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was cleared;· which· will be applied towards paying for th~
piano recently pur<;hased for the P!lrlors of the church, and
other needed improvements there.

H. S.
NOVEMBER 21.

'Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

S()UTHERN Mrssoum.-District conference convened with
the Thayer Branch at the Cone Hill Schoolhouse, on Saturday,
November 12, 1910, with vice-president J. F. Cunningham ill
the chair; On motion Elders A. M. Baker and James T. Davis
were chosen to preside 'over the conference. Minutes of last
conference read, corrected, and approved. Statistical reports
were read from the following branches; Beaver, last report
78, gain 9, present number 87; Springfield, last report 169, r.o
change; Thayer, last report 29, no change; Pomona, last
~port 86, gain 1, present nmµber 87. Branches not reporting:

Ava, Grove Spi'ings,

Denlow~-

Woodside, and West Plains.

Ministry reporting; Elders A .. M. Baker, C. Quick, J. F. Cunningham, J. W. Quinley, Fred Moser, jr., T. D. Williams,
J;lenjamin Pearson, G. W. l;l<iotman, G. A. Davis, J. C. Chr,~s
tensen, and A. J. Fletcher; Priests H. W. Winegar. Bishop's
agent reported balance and receipts $196.95; expenses $162.95;
balance on hand $32. This was referred to an auditing
committee, consisting of J. F. Cunningham, Fred Moser, and
Benjamin Pearson. District treasurer reported balance and
receipts.$57.69; expenses $64.32; balance due treasurer $6.63.
A collection was taken up to defray district expenses, $5.47.
Preaching on Saturday night, Sunday at 11. a m. and 4 p. m.,
by Elders J. W. Quinley, A. M. Baker, and J. F. Davis, iri
the order named. At 1.30 p. m. on Sunday, the social service
was· in charge of Elders G. A. Davis and Benjamin Pearson,
the sacrament of the Lord's supper was administered. Bro.
Riley Cunningham was ordained to the office of teacher by
James T. Davis and A. M. Baker. Five children were blessed
under the hands of Elders Baker, Cunningham, Quinley and
MoEer. During the service 10 prayers and 23 testimonies
were offered and the whole company of Saints were moved
to tears of Joy by the influence of God's Holy Spirit, which
sppke in unmistakable words to those who know· this work
is true. At the close four gave their names for baptism. The
auditing committee reported the Bishop's agent's book and
report correct. A vote of thanks was extended to the Saints
and ·friends for their kindness to visitors, and conference
adjourned to meet at Springfield,. o~ the last Saturday and
Sunday in March, 1911. Benedictwn by G. W. Bootman.
Benjamin Pearson, secretary.
LITTLE S10ux.-The conference of the Little Sioux Distri.ct,
was held at Pisgah, Iowa, Oi:tober ~. 1910. . Opened with
prayer service at 9 a. m., durmg w~ich the time was fully
· occupied with prayer, son~, and te~~1mony, atte1!ded also .by
prophecy, exhorting the Saints .to d1h.gen.ce. Bu~mess se.ss10n
began at close of prayer service, District President Sidney
Pitt, j1·., and his assistants, Jame~ A. D~naldson and _Joseph
W. La~e, placed in charge. President Pitt r~ported ht~le of
discouragement and much of encouragement m the affairs of
the district. The statistical reports from the twelve branch~s
of the district showed a total me~be~·ship of 1,917, a. gam.
of. 23 over last report. Mem?ersh1p mclud~d one patrrnrch,
· one high counselor, 4 high priests, 3 sevent!es, 42 elders, 32
· priest&, 32 teachers, and 20 deacons. A gam of 41 by ba11tisin and 3 by letter, and ~ Io~s of 13 by let:~r, 1 by e:i:~~l
sion, and 6 by- death, 5 ordmatwns and ~ ma1 nages. Thu o:Vone ministerial •reports .were made, ~howmg 310 sermons, 3.65
times .assisted 46 priesthood meetmgs attended, 19 officrnl
visits made, a~d 11216 other s~rvices atte.nde~. Twen~y-~ve
baptisms reported, 37 confiri~abons, 5 ordmati~p~, 8 c~Ildi en
blesimd, 2 marriages solemmze~1 and 249 .a~mmistrations .1:°
the sick. The committees appomted to solicit fund~ t~ assist
the Missouri Valley .Branch to e~·~ct a church buildmg reported progress, but not ·in conditwn to repo1~. They h.ad
authorized William R. Cuffman to act as c~mm1~tee. at la1ge
to solicit The Bishop's agent reported receipts m tithes and
offerings" from June 1 to October 1, $800.15; on hand from
previous i·eporting, $221.56; total cash, $1,021.71; expended,
.$338; remitte<;l to .. Bishop J~elley, $575; balance on hand,
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$108.71. Moorhead and Sioux City branches each asked for
the next conference. A vote resulted in the choice of Moorhea.d. by 10 majority. February 4 and 5 was the time set. A
petitwn from the priesthood of the Logan Branch asked that
proper steps be taken to organize the elders, priests, teachers,
and deacons of'the Little Sioux District into quorums. 'l'he
conference adopted a resolution which provided that the conference request the propei· authorities of the church to enroll
the pr~esthood of the district into quorums at their earliest
convemence. The list is to be furnished by the district clerk.
The present method of ministerial reporting was ordered
change~ to the method in vogue just prior to present method.
Preachmg by J. A. Donaldson, Charles Derry, Alvin Knisley,
and Sidney Pitt, sr. James D. Stuart, clerk.
Convention Minutes.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN INDIANA.-Distri~t
Sunday school convened October 21, 1910, at Lansing, Michigan, with district superintendent in the chair. All -active
schools reported to convention. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing te1•m: Bro. Star Corless, superintendent; Bro. Ralph McElhennie, assistant; Sr. J. W. McKnight,
secretary; Bro. O. H. Story, treasurer. If there are any
schools in the district that are not represented, please write
Mrs. J. W. McKnight, Galien, Michigan.
MASSACHUSETTS.-District Sunday school and Religio societies met in joint convention November 12 and 13, 1910, at
Fall River, Massachusetts. Sunday school business session
at 3 p. m., was in charge of Superintendent Lucie H. Sears.
Local schools all reported and were well represented by delegates. Election of officers resulted in the reelection of Lucie
H. Sears as superintendent; E. A. Fox was elected associate
superintendent; Ora V. Holmes reelected secretary and treasurer. Reports from the various schools were encouraging.
Religio business session was held in the evening in cha1;ge of
Pres. Susan Jordan. Officers for the convention: chosen by
the Sunday school were elected to ·serve the Religio. St1J,tistical reports of locals and written reports of presidents of all
locals but one, as well as written reports from the district
officers were in. Next convention was voted to be held at
Providence, Rhode Island, in May, 1911, second Saturday
and Sunday. The delegates to General Convention were instructed to endeavor to have the basis of representation
changed from one for every ten to one for every six,. in
accor-dance with a vote passed at our last convention to ask
the General Convention to do this. Election of .officers resulted in choice of Susan Jordan, president; Frank Dobbins,
vice-president; Mary 0. Lewis, secretary; George Robley, jr.,
treasurer; member library board, E. M. Brown; home depart-.
ment superintendent, Emma Dobbins. A c'ommunication: of ·
greetings and god-speed was received from minister in charge,
U. W. Greene, confined at Massachusetts General Hospital.
M. C. Fisher and E. N. Brown ·were chosen to frame ,resolutions of regret and sympathy to be forwarded to Brother ·
Greene. The convention moved the adoption of certain resolutions sent in by the Boston local, who had tried both, first;
that they recommend to the distlict convention to donate
ten dollars per year for a Graceland scholarship; als? t.hat
the convention recommend to the locals to· take Similar
action; second: that they recommend to the locals of the
district through th!} convention that each local devote ten or · ·
fifteen minutes of each session for a drill on the officers of
the church and their duties. The remainder of the evening
was devoted to the reading of the district paper, The Gleane1·,
by the editor, Lucie H. Sears. ~und,ay _was devoted to a
prayer meeting Sundar school session, mstitute work, papers,
-talks a:nd a c~ntata m the evening by the Bethel Sunday
scho~l. Further details can be obtained i~ the Sunday S~hool
Exponent at a later date. Mary 0. Lewis, Press Committee.
The Bishopric.

TO THE SAINTS OF LITTLE SIOUX, IOWA, DISTRICT.
We all desire the best results obtainable. All should seriously consider every duty, under the law of God .. Our earnest hope and effort should be for gospel extension. Help
to the needy, and our final victory, and et~rnal life. Do .YOU
work as you pray? Do you know that .ti~hes and offernws.
·:\re a part of the gospel law? Are you willmg to comply with
it? Consider prayerfully, then act truly.. Let us h~ar from
you before December 31, and as much earher as possible, and
record your name on our books before our annual report.
MAGNOLIA, IOWA.
A. M. FYRANDO, Bishop's Agent.
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NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT.
The Saints and friends of the Winnipeg District of the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
please take notice that upon the resignation of Bro. L. H.
Carter, as Bishop's agent for said district, Elder William
I. Arnold, 736 Simcoe street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been
duly appointed in and for the said dist1ict.
Brother Carter has performed his work well, and it is with
regret that we have accepted his resignation, but conditions
are such that he is leaying the northwest; hence his resignation.
Brother Arnold has been a supporter of the work for many
years, both in Manitoba and Ontario, and we feel sure that
the Saints of the district will find in him an efficient agent,
and we trust that the urgent calls for help will be answered
by you as a district, so that the work we all love may find its
way to every home in your great country.
R. C. EVANS, Bishop of Canada.
AGEN't'S NOTICE.

To the Saints of Western Nebraska and Black Hills; Gteeting: Having changed my address from Belmont, Nebraska,
to Lees Summit, Missouri, you will please send all tithes
and offerings to Lees Summit, Missouri. I hereby sincerely
thank each and every one who has assisted me in my labors
as agent, by their kindly offeiings, and as we have another
month ahead of us in 1910, I hope to hear from you all in
a substantial way before the year's account closes. Let us
all send in what we can and make a banner year for Western
Nebraska and Black Hills in 1910. Please remember my
addresss, and in case you send postal order make it payable
at Lees Summit post-office.
Your servant in gospel bonds,
NOVEMBER 20, 19Hl.
R. S. MENGEL.
Conference Notices.

It has .been found wise to make the time for the North
Uakota district conference to be the first week in March, instead of in January. Watch for the detail notice later.. J. s;
Wagner, district president.

Joseph Smith, Editor ; Elbert A. Smith; AssoC!ate Editor ; Israel
A. Smith, Assistant Editor.
Pub!lshed every. Wednesday, _ S_ubscrlptlon price $1.50 per year In
advance.
,1
__
When payment ls made, the date oii yellow label always. shows the
time to which you have pajd, or the time when your· s_ubscrlptlon
expires.
.
If not changed within _a month after-· payment· is .made ~otlfy: WI.
The paper wlll not be sent to persons who are slit months in
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
. ..
All articles, letters for publication, notices, e_tc., and comrimnlcatlons
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald.":· All
business letters s}lould be addr~ssed to Herald Publll!hmg House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be· made ·payabie to· the same.
A.II errors in the filling· of orders or rendering of accounts ·•hould be
~:0or~'i.~sl°i'ft~~ia.ii:fc\.~~ r~:IpJ&c~~r money received are sent within
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words
or fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free ; above .that number, 50
cents per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40' ·cents :per· 75
bi~te" .;;!tJr~~?i~~. thereof. To Insµre prompt lns~rtlon;- lllake remitFor advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post-offire,. Lamoni, -Iowa, as second-class mall matter.
Subscriptions recelYed for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all ·Ensign
publlcatlons.

The Nodaway distiict Sunday school convention .and institute will be held with the Bedisort school on Saturday and
Sunday, December l 7_and 18, 1910. All are invited to· come.
Let the schools select their delegates and all repotts and
credentials be in hand on schedule time. w. B •. Torrance,
superintendent.
Error.

. In t~e minutes of the Nodaway district conference published m HERALD of November ·23, 1910, there occurred two
errors, caused by myself by an oversight. In the twentythird line where yo~ read, "The auditing committee filed an
incomplete report with the conference," should read, "The
auditing committee filed a repo~-t with the conference." The
report was as complete as could be on account of the books
being incomplete. Also where it says, "Conference adjourned
to meet with the Bedison Branch, February 25, 26, 1911,"
should be February 11, 12, 1911, it being Saturday and Sunday just before the full moon. in February.
W. B. TORRANCE.
Missionary Release.

At his own request, made necessary because of sickness and
physical disability, Elder S. M. Reiste has been released ·from
missic.nary appointment for the remainder of the confei·eucc
year, and will be at libe1-ty to retui·n home.
·
FREDERICK M. SMITH, For the First PresUknc;1.
JOHN W. RUSHTON, Ministm• in Chm·ge.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, November 25, 1910.
Died.

TROSPER.-Violet Kemba, infant daughter o-.f Mr. and Mrs.

R. S. Trosper;was born July 5, 1910. She was a sweet chee·r-

.ful c:hild, and is missed greatly by those she left behi~d • but
we m_ust not . let s':lfish grief mar her present happiness.
She died of cholera mfantum on Sunday November 20< 1910
after an illness of three days. May he~ life be an e~ampl~
to us older ones, aly1ays patient and loving. She left three
brothers and one SJSter ·and her pare.nts. May her life be
an . example.
·.

B~KER.-Charles W.· Baker, little son of George L. and
Convention Notices.
Amanda Baker, of Prng'ah, Iowa. He was born September
The Saskatchewan district Sunday school will co~yene Fri- 28, 1909, blessed February 13, 1910, by Elders Joseph Land
day, December 30, 1910, at Vanscoy, Saskatchewan. They ·and W .. W, Bake1;, and died October 24, 1910. The remains
~ff be ?CCUpied S?mewhat as follows: l\forning soci~l se~-V1ce, busmess meetmg; afternoon, Sunday school session; in- were laid to re.st m th.e Magnolia Cemet_ery. His little spirit
stitute work, also papers and talks on. different --subjects;, has go~e to mmgle wi~h the blessed in the paradise of God
await the resurrection morn. Funeral services conducted'.
evening joi~t program of Sunday school \ind- R~lig,io. ' All to
by Joseph Land.
officers not. mtending being present, please send 'm your reports and credentials to the undel'signed not later than the
SWEELEY.-At the State Hospital Clarinda'- Iowa No25th. Minnie Smith, secretary, Ribstone, _Alb~rta.
vember 22, 1910, Sr. Harriet J. Sw~eley, aged' 58 ye~rs, 2
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOlJ81

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Yfe. act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our. purpo~e to handle any· business intrusted to us in
su~h a f~ir and hbe~al manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.
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WANTED.

Any Latter Day Saint wanting to rent
out his farm, furnished complete with
stock and implements please write me
your proposition and all particulars concerning same. I can give good reference.
I want it to be in a good locality. I am
a married man. A. A. Chrestensen, Joplin, Missouri, 2310 Bird street.
· 47-tf

. INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

.we

solicit your acquaintance, association and business.
ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

Home for. Sale.

430 North Sixteenth street, Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8 rooms, large hall, 3
closets, cistern, 2 lots, 80' foot east front
Assets Over $400,000.00 · on brick paved street, bay window; all
Capital and Surplus $50,000.00
sewers, paving, etc., are made in the
Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits. Send
district; two blocks from the Saints'
brick chapel; 8 or 9 blocks to center of
your snrpfos (rinds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will

.be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni; Lamoni, lo.
LIST- OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Andenon, Alice P. Dancer, Ann11 A. Dancer, O=r AnderSOD,
·
W. A. Hopkin., Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderron.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
muscle, brain, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life." I contract to
:feed the Saints on 1Qc per day, :feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
24l! pound sacks at $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. :freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and ·brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
. You lose all desire :for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR.
Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
42-tf

Wanted

city, walking distance to high school.
Will arrange easy tei·ms. Price $3,000.
A great bargain. Would exchange :for
land.
C. A. BACUS, Boone, Iowa.

NEW SACRED SONGS

A girl or womari to ·do house work in of exceptional merit, by A. B. Phillips,
a family ,of Saints. Church privileges.
. THE KING or PEACE.
Answer and state salary expected. Ad- 4 pages. Sublimely beautiful. Don't
dr~ss5 _
~ ~SM:fils~1:!~~~~1Rid. :~:s.it. Get it~ for Xmas. Postpaid, 25

14

1

THE TWO STORY BOOK.
This is a splendid book to hand inquirers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

WITHIN THE VEIL.
A lovely solo. Easy. 15 cents. Both
songs 35 cents. Get our 7c list.
48-4* .

Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH.

This book was written for those who
wished to become well posted on the various parts of our faith. It is a small
. This book is deservedly popular among
those who are making a close study of the library of information within itself.
Book of Mormon. You need it in your Cloth, 75 cents; Leather, $1; Flexible
library. No. 235, cloth, 50 cents.
$1.50. Nos. 141-111-4, respectively.

BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.

months, and 2 days. She was a granddaughter of Bro. John was laid peacefully away in Pleasant View Cemetery. He
Landers, so widely known in the early days of the Reorgan- leaves to mourn, ;vife, daughter, and two sons, also two
ized Church. She leaves two sons and one daughter, and two brothers, Alma of Chicago, and George of Barbeton, Ohio;
sisters, Sr. Anna Salyards and Mrs. Lottie Hopper, and three one sister being in Oregon, and one half brother of Springbrothers; also her mother, Sr. Catherine Stedman, survives field, Illinois. He was a good father, a patient husband.
her. Funeral in charge of John Smith; sermon by H. A. Those that knew him best, loved him most. The funeral
Stebbins. She and her :four children were baptized in 1903 services at the grave was in charge of the Odd Fellows, and
Elder Joseph Arber.
by Brother Stebbins.
CALKINS.-Sr. Olive Almira Calkins died in Portland, OreATTLEBERRY.-Lee Orin, infant son of N. L. and Eunice
Attleberry, passed :from this earth life, Monday, October 21, gon, October 2, 1910. She was born April 26, 1845, and was
-married
to William R. Calkins in 1867, March 7, at Pottawat1910, aged 1 month and 15 d~ys. . Interment in Rose Hill
Cemetery, Lamoni, Iowa. Services m charge of Elder Joseph tamie, Iowa, and baptized by W.W. Blair. Nine children were
born to this union, eight of whom, with the husband, survive
Roberts.
her. Fµneral sermon by Elder W. A. Goodwin, at Sherwood,
HINTON.-Bro: Mark Hinton was born October 24, 1887, at Oregon. Said sister lived and died a faithful Saint, and we
Ellensburg, Washington. Baptized February 3, 1907, and hope to all so live that, when the trumpet sounds calling the
died October 31 1910 He came to Seattle several years ago dead to come forth out of their graves, we may meet her again
and was baptiz~d by Bro. J. E. Rhoads.- Was united in mll;r- where death shall never be known.
riage to Iva Line, December 25, 1908, by Elder D. W.· DaVIS.
TROWBRIDGE.-Sr. Emma A. Trowbiidge was born at Sydney,
To. them was born one child. The brother leaves wife, son, Iowa, October 10, 1867. Died at her home in Staples, Minfather mother two brothers three sisters, and many friends nesota, October 26, 1910, being 43 years, 16 days old. She
to mo~rn l)is departure :from' this life. He was killed by two came with her parents, when a child 3 years old, to Clitherall,
large Jogs. which rolled over· him. Funeral serm,on, preached Minnesota, where she spent her girlhood days. She was marby: Elder William Johnson, with Elder D. W. Davis m charge. ried to Bro. Albert H. Trowbridge, February 13, 1888. To this
WHITEHOUSE.-Bro. Thomas Whitehouse was bor~ June 4, · union were born nine chil<lren; eight still live to mourn the
1861 at· Princes End Staffordshire, England; baptized May, loss of a devoted mother, as do also .the husband, her mother,
1875; at Kewanee, Iilinois, by ~Ider Th<?mas Charles; <!e- several brothers, one sister, and a large· circle of :friends. She
parted this life October 23, at his home m Ba;rbeton, Ohio. Jived an honest, saintly life, and was beloved by all who
The remains were brought to Kewanee :for burial, where he knew her.
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Do You now
that one of the' very best apple-growing districts in this
, country is being developed in the Big Horn Basin of
Wyoming? This is a district now in crop with ·alfalfa,.
grains and small fruits. · People are just wakening' to
the great possibilities of this industry. NOW is the time
to investigate, because land that can to-day be bought
as ordinary farm land will soon be recognized as orchard
land, worth many times its present value.
·YOU will be surprised how cheaply these-ehoice apple·
lands can be purchased. It is one of the great opportunities of the day. Any one looking for property of this
kind should write me at once for illustrated literature,
telling the story of this wonderfully attractive country. I
am prepared to furnish complete detailed information.

Absolutely Pura
The only baf:ingpowdermadefrom

Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATE

HOMES NEAR OR IN LAMONI, IOWA
120 acres, 6 miles from Lamoni, New
improvements, land rolling. $60 per acre.
$3,000 cash, balance easy terms.
80 acres 4~ miles out, fair improvements, $55. $2,000 cash, balance timi>.
200 acres 6 miles out. Good improvement, good farm, good terms. $75 per
acre.
160 acres joins town. Highly improved
and land lies practically level, $110.
160 acres 3 miles out, highly improved,
no better farm here, $100 per acre. .
In town. 7 room house, good, about
4 acres land. $1250. Good terms.
6 acres of land. Fine house and barn.
Beautiful home, $3,000. Terms.
Smaller properties ranging from $250
up. Write us what you want.
LAMONI LAND & LOAN CO.,
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnham St., Omaha, Neb.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All neceaaary operations in writing, billing or atatietical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model 10 (Visible),
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·Smith Premier

(',,__...;§
-~ ---~

Write for informa,tfon

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douglaa Streets, Omabt<, Nebr111ka

A genuine leather folding pocket-book,
can not break or get out of order, just
W. A. Duncan.
the thing for small change or can be used J, E. Bozarth.
as well for bills. It is very popular with
all who use it, made in three colors of
imitation Morocco leather, black, green Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred, Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

KNOBNOSTER REAL]STATE

and red at 25c each, with name in gold,
35c. Autumn leaf leather-a beautiful
blending of colors to look like the autumn
leaves, 30c, With name in gold, 40c. Genuine Morocco, black only, 40c, with name
in gold, 50c.
What would be more appropriate than
a card case with 50 or 100 cards? The
case is made of a good grade of leather
with name stamped in gold at 50c with
50 cards, $1.00, one hundred cards, $1.25.
All sent postpaid to ·any .address on
receipt of price.
·
"
M. T. WlLLIAl\iS,
·Lamoni,. Iowa.

Presidency and Prie$thood ..••••
· Thia book has been enlarged by the addition of over eighty pages.
No.. 134-Cloth . . . $1.00

Are you aware of _the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a mod~rn
equipment, and is prepared to do any
printing jol! you may· send its way? Ask
for· prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

Five per cent in~erest
Paid on Time Depooil& at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

TRUE SUOOESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our Brighamite friends are making an
active campaign amongst the Saints.
you . rteed this book. It is the deathknell to all pretenders to the Presidency
of .the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35
cente1 · paper; No. 152. 50 cents, cloth;
No. i.53.

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated under the bankin11 lawa of the
Stale of ~owa, and under direct control
of the Auditor .of State.
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Entered as second-class matt~r at Lamoni post-omce .

. "If ?'e .continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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"There shall not any man among you have eave it
~e one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:.36.

1
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-

Editorial
S

V. S. PEET, "NON-MORMON," COMES TO LIGHT.

.
ome time ago we reviewed a little tract sent out
as we believe, by the Northern States Mission of th~
Dominant Church in Utah. The tract was entitled
"Polygamy from_a Non-Mormon Viewpoint," being
a transcript of a lecture delivered in Philadelphia in
1906, ·by One V . S . P eet , w h o posed as a non- Mormon.
The tract was very evidently one of a series sent
out by the Northern States Mission, but in this
instance their mission address and publishers' notice
were omitted in an effort to conceal their connection
'th th
Wl
·. e tract andmake it appear that it was solely
a non-Mormon affair. This underhanded effort to
teach the doctrine came as a climax to their series of
tracts, and when exposed effectually, defeated their
efforts at p:roselyting among fair-minded readers.

At tlie time we did not know just where to locate
the corporeal Mr. Peet, though we ventured the
assertion that he was either a Brighamite or else
hopelessly under the influence.
Now, however, we know where to find him. He is ,.
editor of a little eight page paper published in Salt
Lake City, called the Utah Independent. The paper
is now in its second volume, so it will be seen that
since the delivery of his lecture in 1906; he has gathered to "Zion." That need not surprise one, because
his defense o.f polygamy indicate·d the tendency of
the feet of Mr. Peet.
In his paper for November 24, Mr. Peet has this
to say of the "Reo1~ganites," as he has been trained
t.o call us:
- It is -strongly in evidence that the Reorganized Mormons

have received a severe shock that has caused them much pain,
by a little pamphlet on polygamy. It appears that the Reorganites do not have any gospel of their own to preach. They
are church wreckers, like the house wreckers in our cities,
they live on what they pull down. A house wrecker would
much rather tear down a good new building than an old one,
because there are more spoils for him. The Reorganite Mormons, living among "holy jumpers,'' "the sanctified," "the
baby roasters," and scores of other sects that live by begging
arid graft in Ohio and the Eastern States, overlook that lower'
class of religionists and come way out to Utah to vilify a
religious sect that has done something for humanity on this
side pf the peal'ly gates. Nearly all other religious sects
prepare their people to bccupy mansions in the skies i'lfter
0

'

NUMBER 50

they have passed through the dark and forbidding valley of
death, while the ·utah Mormon leaders teach their people to
own good comfortable homes and well tilled farms and to
enjoy the "here .and now," rather than to tell them about the
"~olden hereafter"-that imaginary country "on the other
side of ~ordan" of which so little is known. Not only do the
Reorgamtes take supreme delight in slandering the Utah
Mormons, but to vilify and injure Utah is heaven itself to
them. When it comes to polygamy the Reorganites talk it
all the time. They seem to know its . length, breadth and
th'ICk.ness; t h.ey claim to know its origin, its end and its
sp~1fic gravity. To hear a Reorganite talk you would be
led to believe that he had even wallowed in polygamy all:his·
l~e, as he talks of it so freely. FJe has it for breakfast,
dmn~r and supper, and indulges in it at night. I have never
heard a Reorganite talk but what he spent most of his dis·-~
course on that subject, and I have heard them in Michigan
'
Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, New York, Iowa and Utah'.
Polygamy is their stock-in-trade, and they use it as a fractional currency when they exchange thought. Their teachers
use it as a punching bag when they train their missionaries
for the field. The Reorganites talk polygamy one thousand
per cent more than their Utah brethren, and should a Reorganite attempt to preach without polygamy he would be as
weak as Samson was when Delilah reiieved him of his long
bushy, hairy waterfall.
'
~.j:'.
Polygamy and the Reorganites appear to be twins, and they
both blow hot air through the same quill.
,
To yell polygamy at a Reorganite makes him as hilarious
as a young pup· with a ball of yarn, but when you speak to
him about the awful destitution, crime, immorality, poverty,
rags, almshouses, intemperance, and the price of coal in Utah,
that was "directly" caused by polygamy, he will get as solemn,
meek and mournful as an undertaker at a Dunkard funeraL
With all the solemnity of a Quaker and with the meekness
of Moses, a Reorganite will declare that polygamy originated
in Utah, and that Brigham Young started it. I heard that
statement made so many times by the Reorganites that I began
to believe that the Reorganites had become so calloused in
telling that falsehood that they actually believed it themselves.
Now let us look into their story a little. The first plural
or polygamous marriage of which there is any record occurred six thousand years before Brigham Young was born,
;rnd that marriage is recorded in the fourth chapter of Genesis, the nineteenth verse, which reacis as follows:
"And
Lamech took unto himself TWO WIVES: the name of one
was Adah and the name of the other was Zillah."
In the little old red schoolhouse in Burljngton, Pennsylvania,
we sang when I was a boy, "I want to see father Abraham,
and I'll praise him till I die."
And I learned in Sunday school in that same schoolhouse
that father Abraham had a wife named Sarah, and then there
was Hagar who bore Abraham a son, and then a little further
on it is recorded that "Then again Abraham took him a wife
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and her name was Keturah." I also learned that Jacob:had
two wives and two hired girls, and that David had many
wives, and David pleased God in all that he did except in one
instance. And then we came down to Solomon.
In 1 Kings 3: 5, "In Gibeon the Lord appeared unto.Solomon in a dream by night, and God said, Ask what I shall
give thee." Solomon asked God for wisdom. In 1 Kings
4: 29 and .30, "And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much and largeness of heart,. even as
the sand that is on the seashore. And Solomon's wisdom
excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east country,
and all the wisdom of Egypt. For he was wfser than all
men." "And he spake three thousand proverbs; and his
songs were a thousand and five."
You see that Solomon was the wisest .man of all times.
His wisdom was God given and he was also a thirty-third
degree Free Mason, and with his .great wisdom he was the
greatest polygamist of all times. At one time he had 700
wives and 300 concubines.

Again, in the New Testament it says that a bishop must

· ·December

i<!, 1910

in aill his life liea1~d a repfesenta:tive elc'ler Of the
Reorganized Church teac'kj;hat polygam;y 01igiilated
in Utah or with Brigham Young ...• He may have
heard such a statement regarding the origin of polygamy in the United States, or more especially the
origin of .. polygamy among professed Latter . Day
.
···
·
Saints.
Our elders have not been obliged fo take a trip to
Washington to discover that polygamy existed in
other ages and lands before Br.igham Youi1g lived.
We have often traced it back to the Lamech, mentioned hy Mr. Peet, whose deeds are recorded in
Genesis; and going a little further than the discreet
Mr. Peet, we discover that said Lamech WaS a murderer and had covenanted with Satan. Tlrns we
iearn a fact carefully concealed by Mr. Peet in his

lecture, namely that 'P9lnamy originated among

be the husband of one wife, which plainly shows that the criminals.. It is still maintained by. criminals; the
members of the church had more than one.
chiefest exponents of it having confessed ·before the
With all of the polygamy I learned in that good old-fashUnited States Committee on Privileges arid El()ctions
ioned Methodist Sunday school; and then years afterward to
that
they are living in violation of the laws of God
hear a Reorganite speaker say that polygamy originated with
Brigham Young in Utah. I knew that the Reorganite was and the laws of the land and intend to so c.ontinue.
either a liar or a fool, or both. Then, again, I thought that
Mr. Peet complains that elders of the Reorganized
there must be some record of polygamy during the time be- Church talk too much about polygamy. In his heat,
tween the Bible and Brigham Young in Utah.
Mr. Peet forgets that his pernicii.ous activity in teachTo satisfy myself on that subject I visited the National
library in Washington, District of Columbia. There I learned ing it, has rendered necessary some of .this talk
that polygamy has been in practice since it was first 1·ecorded against the doctrines of Lamech the murderer. But
in the foUl'th chapter of Genesis down to the present time. how about Mr. Peet? He seems always to have had a
I also learned that good Methodists, Presbyterians ·and Lu- tender spot in his heart for the doctrine .. He studied
therans, long before the Mormon church was founded, sancabout it •away back in the "little ol~ red scho.olhouse
tioned polygamy, and down to the present time nearly all
orthodox religious societies will admit polygamous converts as in Burlington, Pennsylvania," when he was a lad.
members, and allow them to retain and raise children by their Years later he was deeply grieved to 1hear the "Reorplural wives. I recorded all I learned on the subject and put ganites" attack the doctrine. To satisfy his restless
it in the form of a lecture, which I delivered, by invitation, longing he made a pilgrimage to Washington ( prnbbefore the Friendship Liberal League in Philadelphia. I ably at the expense of the Northen States Mission)
gave good and sufficient reasons some time ago in the Utah
Independent why I had that lecture put in pamphlet form. I where he could delve among the musty tomes and
also told them who had sent many of the Reorganites a copy find all thrut Martin Luther, Reverend Madan, and
of that lecture. That little pamphlet feels as hot on a Reor- others had written in support of the institution. He
ganite's cranium as a mustard plaster on one's chest in a
searched the Scriptures, and was mightily, impressed
Turkish bath. To offset it the Reorganites have published a with the family of Solomon, a "thirty-third degree
little cheap, weak pamphlet, in which it states that Mormons
Mason." Finally he arranged a lecture on the subare responsible for my polygamy lecture in the following:
"Why do elders of the Northern States Mission put it up to 'ject. Next he claims that he caused a report of
V. S. Peet, a non-Mormon, to tell of the joys of 1celestial the fecture to be published in pamphlet form. Now
marriage'? Let Brigham Young tell it; he had experience at. he appears in Salt Lake City, under the shadow of
first hand."
the "Beehive," and still he is thinking and writing
Here· the Reorganites tell another whopper, for there is not
about polygamy. We have heard from Mr. Peet all
one word about the joys of celestial marriage or one word
the
way from Philadelphia to Salt Lake City and we
about any celestial marriage in the pamphlet. · There is not
one word where I approve polygamy. I do not approve of have never heard from him when he did not "spend
anything I do not believe in. I simply told the story of. · most,of his discourse on that subject."
.
polygamy as I found it recorded, and let my hearers use their
Mr. Peet complains that we are wreckers, that
own judgment in regard to it. To tell the story of a· war,
we are destructive. This charge is true. Jesus
or intemperance, or of a wedding, is no sign that ~he writer
believes what he re.(!ords is right, although it is true. The Christ was destructive. Listen:
Reorganites better knock the balls off from their heels and
For this purpose the Son of God was manifested that he
back up and take another start.
"
V. S. PEET.
might dest?-oy the works of. the Devil.~1 John 3: 8.'

we wish to note a few facts fo connection with the
above quoted ebullition. With all (11,le regard to the
veracity of Mr. Peet we do ::not beHeve that he ever

We are also constructive, iill line with the commandment found in the Inspired Tr:anslrution of the
Scriptures (not had by Mr. Peet) where it says:
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Seek ye.first to build up the kingdom of God, and
lish Ms righteousness.~M:attbew 6: 38.

1207.

to estab~

There are quite a few who could give to this one
thousand dollal'S each. Many who could spare five
Whenever we attack the spiritual edifice. of the hundred dollars. Many more who could give one
·Utah Mormons or _others we invariably offer them a hundred dollars, and several thousand·· who could
·better
· t en do11ars each . onee th e proper 1uas1s
h ad ,
•
1'
- . · htiildirig.
.
· -·
.
.
sen d m
_Mr. )?,eet S<ays that he did not defend polygamy m we move forward to·the full.accomplishment of the
his lecture. We say tha~ he did. :Vhenever a man, wo1,k which will bring peace, favor, and true equality
arranges _a lqt of quotations and cites a number of irt the Lord's time and without which effort we wanprecedents, _all favorabl~ to ~olygamy, and excludes der in the 'wilder~ess.
·
Before the closing of the year 1910, we ought to
all th~se that are agamst it, artf.ully weaves the
~hole mto a ~ecture, and then permits a chur~h that hear from five thousand Saints touching this special
is an ardent\ advocate of polygamy to publish the work. Shall :we? And may the Lord and his bless- .
lecture in :tract for1:11 for wide, free, distribution, irig guide you.
·
·
that !Ilan 1s defendmg polygamy. And Mr. Peet . Address The United Order of ·Enoch Box 52
can not evade that fact by wea~dy insinuating. that . Independence, Missouri, or the undersign~d. Ever'.
after all he does not really believe all that he has with confidence in the Saints performing their work,
said .. E. A. S.
Very respectfully submitted,
E. L. KELLEY, President United Order of- Enoch.
THE WORK OF THE UNITED ORDER OF ENOCH.
INDEPENDENCE, M1ssoum, December 10, 1910.
THIS IS THE BENEVOLENT ORGANIZATION OF THE.
CHU.RCH FOR THE BEN.EFIT OF THE POOR AND NEEDY.
·

THE MAGAZINE NUMBER OF THE HERALD.

We are often asked, "What can I do to help along
Our next magazine num'ber· will be issued Decemthe Order of Enoch ill its work?" Well, now just ber 21. Some unusually fine articles have been sethink a moment. What is this order? Answer, it cured for this numlber, and we are sure that as a
·is the special organization for benevolent purposes whole it will be very readable. The following table
ill the church in the interest of the poor. This iJJeing of contents has been arranged and all articles there
true and the society fully organized for its work for announced will appear, providing space will permit
more than six months past, should not everyone have when we come ito make up:
put forth an effort of some kind to furnish it means
EDITORIAL: Preaching Jesus.
to carry on its work?
HOLIDAY SECTION: Christmas Comes, by Sr. M.
Other !benevolent societies in the world are all the Walker, formerly eddtor of Autnm.n Leaves. _
time soliciting the people for '.help ·and nothing can -- A Christmas Morning Reverie1 by Bishop R .. C.
be done without the help. The United Order of Evans.
.
Enoch does not go out into the world in this way
6ur Mission, or Thoughts for the New Year, by
soliciting its funds.. Its mission, however, is ac- H. 0. Smith, editor of Zion's .Ensign.
lmowledged to be more important, and purely chariChristmas at Gracefand College, by Roy Hopkins,
table and helpful when carried out, than they all; Professor of Ancient Languages and Instrpctor in
.,, ;why then •should any member or friend fail to com- Athletics.
..
prehend just what his duty is..to the order? .
ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS: The Value of pooperaNo institution can perform the work outlined for tion~ by F. M. Smith, of the First Presidency.
this without due capital as a basis for its work. Thi§.
God With Us, by John Garver, of the Lamoni
is the preparatory step. For the work of this ~r~er · Stake Presidency.
it should be ~ good basis too; at least one half million
The Mission of Jes us Christ, by Daniel Macdollars. With this amount the work can be safely, gregor, Superintendent of the Sunday School Assojustly, and fully carried forward. The amount can ciation.
easily be furnished and without injury to the
The Message of Jesus to the Classes, by Bishop
church. treasury •by everyone doing his duty, but C. J. Hunt.
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: Christmas Bells; Two
not otherwise.
.
· We are in this· reg'ard where the Saints were m ·Incidents in the Life of President Smith.
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS: The
1832 to 1834. ('See Doctrine and Covenants 1~2: 1,
. 2.) The opportunity is open to us, 'but it is for the Brook F'arm Experiment, by Elbert A. Smith.
entire body. to -answer to the ·occasion. Now there
is no one, nor no ten nor twenty ·persons who can do
A PROPHECY OF VICTORY.
this ; Jbut all can, and without injury to any; on the
"Turn
now
to the temperance revolution. In ft
contrary, it will :be to the special. blessing and good
we
shall
find
a stronger bondage ·broken, a viler
of those who put forth the helpmg hand for them
slavery manumitted, a greater tyrant deposed-in it'
to do so.
1
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more of want supplied, more disease healed, . more
sorrow assuaged.
. ·.
"By it, no orphans starving~ no widow~ ~eepm~;
by it, none wounded in feelmg, none mJured m
interest.
· _
.
"Even the drammaker and dramselle:r will have
glided into other occupations ~o gradually ·as n~v~r
to have felt the change, ·and will stand ready to J~m
all others in the universal song of gladness/'Abraham Lincoln.
~==~

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

AcCording to the No1·th American for December
4 considerable indig~ation is felt inUtah among nonMormons over the alleged fact that money raised in
the State by -subscriptlon for-the purpose of presenting a silver service to the battleship Ut11h is to be
expended for a. service bearing a design showing
as iits most prominent feature the figure of Brigham
Young. The majority of the commit~ee ai;>pointed
to select a design were Mormons and it ·is charged
that they secretly selected this design and arranged
for the making of the service without the knowledge
of the Gentile member. We can riot touch for the
truth of the story.

The December number of Everybo(ly's Magazine
contains the first of a series of al1ticles by Frank J.
Elder Frederick A. Smith, minister in charge of
Cannon, called, "Under the Prophet in Utah." Frank
Canada
desires us to insert the following notice:
J. Cannon is the son of George Q. Cannon, formerly
' March 1, my field address will
. 1be 95. SanUntil
first councilor in the Utah church. As senator from
Utah he played an important part in helping to se- ford avenue, North Hamilton, OntanO: Home address,
cure statehood for Utah under a pledge that the Box 225, Lamoni, Iowa.
--church would thereafter obey the.law. He now holds
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy, founder of Christian
that the pledge then made has been grossly violated. Science, passed away December 3. News of her
He further holds that the church leaders in Utah death reached us too late to appear in our issue last
have established a sort of religious despotism over a week. Thus ends a strange and eventful life. It
people whose sincerity and religious fervor make the remains to be seen how Christian Science. will prosdespotism more secure, and that they are using the per devoid of her personality.
financial resources of the people to their own enrichment.
The editorial a;ppE!aring in our issue for last week,
Mr. Cannon was excommunicated some years ago entitled "The Church in Court; decisions of United
because of his opposition. He edited the Salt Lake States and Canadian courts affecting the standing of
Tribune for a time, and is now engaged in newspaper the Reorganized Church," will be put in tract form
work in Denver. He has a pleasing style and makes as soon as possible. This tract can be secured for
his article as interesting as fiction. As his story twenty cents per dozen. Orders sent in now will roe
develops we may be able to give our readers some filled as soon as the tract can be plated.
pa1its of it that will be valuable. Of course we would
take exception to his position that Joseph Smith the
Elder H. O. Smith has a valuable three column
Martyr was the instigator of polygamy in the article in Pearson's Magazine for December. It is in
church. Mr. Cannon may be a good witness regard- the form of a letter and appears in the editor's
ing things that transpired in Utah in his personal department. It is a refutation. of the charge that
experience; his testimony would not be so valuable polygamy was introduced into the church by Josep.h
regarding things alleged to have transpired 1before Smith. The editor commenting on it says that it
he was born. We must have other evidence than his . sets straight what may have been misunderstood by
unsupported word in matters of that nature.
many readers.
The Christian Standard for December 8 contains
Brother Griffiths reports than on the ·rnth of Noa letter from R. B. Neal, of Pikeville fame, concernvember he. and Bro. F. G. Pitt each bapti~ed two
ing the recent debate between Dr. Jesse F. Love, of people in the River Jordan.· These, we.believe, are
the Christian Church, and Elder F. M. Slover, in the first baptisms to be performed by representatives
which Mr. Neal takes unto himself most of Doctor
of the Reorgani:z;ation in Palestine. Letters from
Love's glory, Mr. Neal being a sort-of "power behind
Brethren Griffiths and Pitt received too late. for
the throne." Mr. Neal needs no press agent.. ·
insertion will appear next week.
'

•••
The Deseret Evening News for November ~9 con-·
The
best
evidence
of
loyalty to truth is ltberality
tains an editorial notice of the work of Elder J. E.
enough
to
give
all
iruth
a chance.
Vanderwood in Arizona. They complain of his
. It's no use talking about the peace of God if your
methods. The Utah faction always complain. when
.
the facts concerning their own l<!ade'.rs and. history life is a provocation to your neighbors.
are shown. The Reorganization ·has never feared
The man who is only marking time is most likely
to be singing about marching to Zion.
the truth.
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Elders' Note-Rook
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF 'Ji'HE DES MOINES BRANCH.

A correct · history, no matter however much
·a:bridged, contains both the good and the bad, the
pleasant and the unpleasant. It has ever been thus,
whether the history given was of angels or of men,
so it will be with the history of the work of God
among men m Des Moines. Do we want to hear only
pleasant things when history is given, we should be
more careful to so act and so speak as those who are
to be judged by. the "perfect law of liberty."
In writing a history covering a period of such
length as· that covered by the work of the church in
Des Moines and vicinity to be read at an assembly
like this it necessarily must be very much abridged,
but to make it a truthful outline of what has transpired in the conflict of truth against error, of the
struggles of the divine against the human as it now
is affected by sin, ·there is necessarily a commingling
of facts unpleasant as well as pleasant to be related.
Desirous of making this brief outline as profitable
as possible, an effort is made to make it comport with
the facts as they are found on the pages of the past,
as handed down to us, yet only touching upon the
more prominent points contained therein.
Beginning as early as 1862 missionary efforts resulted in the baptism of a few, Bro .. William Stephens being the first fruits. He was soon after ordained an elder and appointed to labor in "Des
Moines and vicinity" the following year.
.f..;mong the first laborers in this part of the Lord's
vineyard were Ebenezer Page, John Swain, and John
A. Mcintosh, all of whom have passed from this
sphere of action. The labors of these men of God
resulted in the organization of a branch at Fort
Des Moines, consisting of six members, on July 10,
1864, and called in history the "Polk County
Branch,'' or Fort Des Moines Branch." Of those
who were membe1:s of this organization only one
remains a member of this branch, Sr. Elizabeth
Sheeler,. then Sayer. One, who was a member of
this branch ·before its disorganization, which occurred in the latter part of 1866, Sr. Emma Young,
yet· remains a member of this branch, though not
present with us to-day.
During the time of the existence of this first organization one was baptized in 1863, five in 1864, ·
and four in 1866. The historian's record states that
· "discord and strife entered in among the people of
God." This is as it was in Galatia, when Paul furnishes us the history that some were "soon removed
from him that cal'led them into the grace of Christ."
Some time prior to 1873, prdbably aJbout 1868 to
rn7o a branch was organized in the vicinity of Des
Moi~es, known as the Pleasant Grove. Branch; This
.branc:µ had in its membership several who after-
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wards became a part of the Des Moines Branch. It
was disorganized in 1877. Of its members who a1:e
now living and members of the Des Moines Branch
are William R. Vice, C. F. Merrill, Jacab· Shelhart
and Sr. Elizabeth Hufford.
It is recorded that from 1870 there was a branch
organization in Des Moines.. As to just when it was
organiz,ed or disorganized we have no .data; but we
are infol1!lled from the report to district conference
in .1870 that the branch consisted of sixteen members, with R. Young as president. This bra.nch must
have been disorganized prior Ito 1875, as the records show that a. branch was organized in the city
in that year with John Watkins as president. Three
bf those who were among the first members of this
organization are still living and members of the Des
Moines Branch: M. T. and Sarah Cracraft, and C.
F. Merrill.
The records show that since 1884 the branch has
been organized at least three times, disorganization
resulting from the same cause that the historian
records early entered the church here,-the same
condition that we learn existed in New Testament
times for which they were reproved by the Apostle
James in the following language: "From whence
come vvars and fightings among you? Come they
not hence, even of your lusts that war in your members ?"-Jam es 4: 1. It is an historical axiom that
in an organization where envy, jealousy, anger, and
hatred are permitted to exist to any degree, the
seeds of disorganization already exist, and it is only
a matter of time, except these evils be subdued and
overcome, that a disorganization will ensue. Paul
so understood this when to the Galatian church he
says, "But if ye bite and devour one another, take
heed that ye be not consurned one of another."Galatians 5: 15. While the branch has been .consumed by disorganization, the gospel of the resurrection caused the seeds of organization to develov,
and to-day can be seen what the gospel has accomplished, even though adverse conditions have prevailed for a time; but what might the gospel have
done if each one had wrought to the sacrifice of
himself for the others' welfare.
Since September 1, 1884, the following brethren
have occupied as presidents of the branch, some of
whom occupied several terms, and in faithfulness till
circumstances made it necessary for a change, while
others failed or fell by the way: M. T. Cracraft, C.
F. Merrill, Joseph P. Knox, W. N. Ray, H. M. Daniels, N. A. Baker, W. T. Bozarth, R. Young, James
McKiernan, V. W. Gunsolley, Joseph Lilly, William
Johnson, M. H. Cook, E. 0. Clark, E. Curtis, and 0.
S'alisbury; while at the same time the following
have served as clerks: George Wyman, William M.
Emslie, W. R. Chandler, C. F. Merrill, D. W.
Thomas, M. H. Cook, S. Armstrong, S. l.. Ades,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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George .Davis, Fred Chandler, E. F. Hall, Ray Chan1. A part of the branch ~cting for .itself without a
.
. .
vote of the entire branch.
dler, C. Skinner, and G. F. Mintun.
·
2.
The
branch
electing
theofficers.of
the
Sunday
At one time the branch had a presiding clerk, and
twice were vice-presidents elected, but lhese are school, and deciding fhat, "No presiding branch officer shall hold office in the Sunday school."
-some of the historical peculiarities.
3. Dropping members from , branch membership
The branch has been outspoken in regard to the
position the church occupies in regard to the,, social by a vote of the branch without a trial.
At
one
time
adopting
the
following:
"That we
4.
evils and immoralities that do and will exist in the
ta:ble
the
Rules
of
Order."
present evil world. In 1883, when an effort was
5. Electing officials by drawing names from a hat.
being made to adopt constitutional prohibition, this
The branch has had as auxiliaries to their work
branch with the others composing the district
the Prayer League, (one hour for prayer, and a half
adopted the following:
"Whereas, we, as Latter Day Saints in conference hour for theology), Sunday school, Gospel Research
assembled at Edenville, Iowa, representing the in- Society, Zion's Social-Literary Club; Religio Ladies'
terests of our church in central Iowa, do believe in Aid Society, and the Choral Society, all ~f which
constitutional prohibition of the manufacture and have been of great assistance to the local and general
_
sale of all intoxicating liquors as a beverage, as the interests of the chur~h.
To-clay
we
are
making
history.
Every day-we are
only safe and true policy of the state and church,
making
history.
The
sins
of
the
past may. be fortherefore, be it Resolved, That we, so far as practical, will not support by our voice and vote, any given of God and man, but they are on record as a
man or party that is not in direct sympathy with part of the liistory of our organization. We should
be more careful to make history the· entirety of
the true spirit of prohibition."
·
which
will be pleasant as well as profitable to be
In harmony with this, the branch, with very few
read
by
our childr~n. Although an acquaintance
the
establishment
of
a
brewery
exceptions, opposed
in Des Moines ; the president of the branch and the . with our mistakes may be somewhat profitable, yet
city missionary assisting in every way possible to not altogether pleasant, the best and most satisfacmake it impracticable for such a corrupting institu- tory monument to be erected for all future beholders
tion to exist, and two of the members of the branch is an uncheckered history of a righteous life of
which intelligences governed by purity and vi~·tue
are state trustees of the Anti-Saloon League.
The branch has spoken very plainly about gaming can and will say, "well done."
J. F. MINTUN.
on the Lord's Day. As early as 1887 there seemed to
be a necessity for some action to be taken in which
the branch decided that it was a "desecration of the
Lord's Day: therefore, is unchristian conduct."
When Roberts and Reed Smoot,. of Utah, sought
CONSECRAtIONS.
to occupy as legislators in the United States Senate
BY E. L. KELLEY, PRESIDING BISHOP.
the branch uttered its protest in unmistalrnble terms.
CHAPTER 4.
While the spirit of adultery and fornication has afThose who devote their time and energies, or their
fected some who have been members of the branch
yet the records show that active steps have bee~ means as they can spare the same, to the service of
taken as ~oon as it was known, to eliminate this evil, God, are consecrated to Him and the holy life.
Gifts, donations, offerings set apart for the worand to. give no encouragement to its existence, not
even shun,ning to declare against undue intimacy of ship and service of God and duly placed in the hands
of the ministers whom God has authorized to receive
the sexes whenever known to exist.
for
the uses of his work; are consecrations:
In 1882, the church took formal steps to build a
For, for this cause pay ye your consecrations also unto
pl~ce of worship, having previously worshiped in
private houses or public halls. In this church erected th~m; for th?y are qod's ministers, attending continually upon
,thrn very thmg.-Romans 13: 6, Inspired .Translation.
on East Sixteenth and Des Moines Streets the local
Again, t~he wo:d consecrate means to dedicate, deorganization continued to worship till 1904, when
.
vote; or appropriate to sacred uses :
the present building was secured, ,and at a commendHavii;ig.
therefore,
brethren,
boldness
to
enter
irito
the
·Jioliest .
able sacrifice it was paid for,within two,years, ,with
bz t~e ~lood. of Jesus, by a new and living way; which he
such improvements as were necessary to ·make it ·~ hat'h consecrated for us, through the veil th t . to
·h'
,
'. a is
say, is
comfortable and convenient place in ·which to worc- flesh.-Hebrews 10: 19, 20.
ship, and November 12, 190]5, it was dedicated to··:the
. Referring to consecrations of r
'.t . J'e..sus
worship of God.
· .. · ·. ·· .
·· :
taught as follows :
· P oper Y,
.Same of the peculiarities noticed in the reeor.ds,
Jhi~ he spake unto his disciples, saying, Sell that ye- have
such as will bring to memory old experiences, are: an give alms; provide not for yourselves bags which wax
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old; but 'rather. provide
.. f a treasure in the heavens, th a t f ai·1 eth
not ; w h ere no .thie app1:oacheth, neither moth corrupteth.
For where your_ treasure is, there will your heart be also.-'
Luke 12: 36, 37.
-

In keeping wij;h ·this the instruction to the churcih
in the present age is :
·

If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my commandments. And, behold, thou .wilt remember the poor, and
consecrate of. thy properties for their support, that which
thou hast to, impart unto them, with a covenant and a deed
which can not be broken; and inasmuch as ye impart of your
substance unto the poor, ye will do it unto me and they h Jl
be laid before the bishop of my church and' his couns:r~:s
two of the elders, or high priests, such as he shall or ·ha~
appointed and set apart for that purpose.-Doctrine and
Covenants 42 : 8.
In performing this special work we may gain the
special favor and 'approval of the Lord:
Blessed is he that considereth the poor; the Lord will deli;er him in time of trouble.-Psalm 41: 1.

To let the light of Christ shine in upon this world
men must not live to themselves nor simply for
themselves; the way of life is a truer and better way
than the way of self and selfish pleasures. How
much more like Christ is the discipleship brotherhood: "Every man seeking the interest of his neighbor, and doing all things with an eye single to tll.e
glory of God."
Men and women in this life should not make the
fatal mistake of living for the world, which with
all its pleasures is sad and disappointing at best,
when they have set before them the royal way of
usefulness and good. works whicih fit and qualify for
a fullness of joy and happiness in everlasting life.
Jes us, at the beginning of his personal ministry
taught:
·
Lay not up for yourselves tresi.sures upon earth, where
moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through
and steal. · But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and where thieves
do not break through nor steal.-Matthew 6: 19, 20.

In this we find the highest and best ideals of life.
The world is before us; we all have our opportunities
and it is left with each one to occupy in accordance·
with these. The person, however, who uses these
opportunities to gather worldly things for himself
and neglects to lay up more enduring treasures as
'lie engages in life's warfare, makes a failure. Jesus,
the great witness of what is highest and best in making up the successful life, taught:
..
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out in life's battle we must be willing to extend our
energies to the development and growth of what we
:i;ieet wfth, that is the highest and. best, and the man
who will not do •this through covetousness or for
fear of losing hold upon some of the treasure~ of this
world which he has gathered, proves himself unworthy" and must lose all by and by. Who can say
that God's way is not just?
.
The law of consecration opens up the way then
for usefulness and good works on the part of men.
Neither is it the correct thought that in the consecration, persons shall dispossess themselves of all
they have, so that they shall not have control over
anything, or ample for themselves.
Such a consecration as this would only take away
the ability of the people to do, and the little or great
amount turned over would pauperize the donors and
consecrations would stop, for nobody would have
anything to give.
A better idea is the procedure pointed out in the
law:
And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor, and consecrate
of thy properties for their· support, that which thou hast to
impart unto them, with a covenant and a deed which can
not be broken.-Doctrine and Covenants 42: 8.

. The law is plain •and definite then; besides, it is
just and right, and no one should think for a moment
of failing to comply with, or seeking to evade the
same. The language is, "consecrate of thy properties,'' for the good of the poor. How much of it?
Answer: "That which thou hast to impart." The
man, or the woman, who is not willing to do this,
is serving himself, nbt the Lord. We must heip
along the work of the Master if we are to receive
from 'him on the other side the approV'al, "Well done,
thou good and faithful servant."
In the administration of the law it is evident that
justice and right are the objects sought and not
simply to get all possible from a person.
Doctrine and Covenants 42: 10, giving further di,
rection states :
And again, if there shall be properties in the hands of the
church, or any individuals of it, more than is necessary for
their support, after this first consecration, which is a residue,
to be consecrated unto the bishop, it shall be kept to administer unto those who have not, from time to time, that every
man who has need may be amply supplied, and receive according to his wants.

The law affords opportunities to help in the service
of God, and in this help others are blessed so they
Take heed, and beware of covetousness; for a man's life
.consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he may have an opportunity, and in their turn assist
and bless others of the wor:thy, needy in this life.
po~ni;~seth.1,Lukr,12: 17.
•
That which has been presented is referred to
. The man•rW}ilo has gathered much of this' worl4's
goods then :ean not truly have it said that he has under the law under the term consecrations. , The
made a success, until he has used properly the things same instruction, however, is presented to the Saints
which have come into his hands, and hence our heav- under the name of surplus properties. Under the
enly Father :has revealed through his word the divine term consecration is presented the thought of a first,
pla:n ·of consecration. In other words, as we move and also a second consecration. The first, is set
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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forth in paragraph eight, section forty-two. It is,
"consecrate of thy properties" ... "that which thou
hast to impart." Then afrter this first consecration
if there shall be properties in the hands of .the
church, or any individual of it, more than is necessary for their support, the second consecration· is
made; this, in fact, includes all of what is properly
termed surplus property, hence :bhis section and section 106, are in fact one lam presented at different
times and under different conditions, and in different
language, yet in strict harmony.
The surplus property called for, section 106, is
that which a person can spare without injury to
himself or his business. In other words, "that which
he can do without and yet perform all of his duties
to himself, his family and his creditors." Some have
interpreted the term surplus properties as being all
a person has over his day's rations. This is as far
short of being right as is the idea that under the
"distribution to every man as he had need" it simply
meant feed him vvhen he was hungry.
Surplus means excess, over-plus, or above, and a
man's surplus coat would not be the only coat he had,
nor would his surplus properties be all the possessions he has. Surplus is the amount which he has
that he can do without, without injury to himself or
business, and this he should turn over to aid the
Lord's work; to so do is to walk in the path of duty
and wisdom.
The manner and method of dispensing these gifts,
offerings, consecrations or surplus properties, however, is just as special and important a matter as is
the gathering under the law, and requires equal
\rntchcare and diligence on the part of those having
the rna.tter in charge, and herein lies their responsibility and the strict account they must render to God
of their work.
The question of uses and disbursements we· will
treat of under the terms used in the law of "stewardships," and "all things common."
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have cle•arly set forth the condition of men in this
world and their duty in connection therewith under
the parable of .the wise steward. (Luke 16: 1-12.)
While men have place and opportimity in this life
to make themselves useful and beneficial not only ito
themselves but others, they are not· placetl .h~re as
owners wherein no responsibility, or account, is to be
rendered; but they are stewards, and as such they
must answer by and by for whatever comes into
their hands and however well they may have used
the same. The principle of stewardships is not only set forth
in this Scripture lesson, but it is p~airily shown also
that in the work of these same persons is formed the
charaoter ilhat stands for their approval or disapproval in time that is to come. The ·1angm1;ge is:
He who is faithful in that which is least, is faithful also
in much; and he who is unjust in the least, is also un.iust in
much. If therefore ye have not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your trust the true iiches.
-Luke 16: 10, 11.
The plan of extending to all,· stewardships, is set
forth further by Jesus and recorded in the twentyfifth chapter of Matthew. Jesus here is giving instruction with reference to the conditions which
were to obtain in the church and uses this language:
Now I will liken these things unto a parable. For it is
like as a man traveling into a far country, who called his
own servants, and delivered unto them his goods. And unto
one he gave five talents, to another t'wo, and to another one;
to eve1·y man according to his several ability; and straightway went on his journey.-Matthew 25: 13-15.
When did the church or kingdom of heaven take
upon itself the work as outlined here by the Master?
What were the arrangements for the distribution. of
the goods to every ngm, according to his several
a;bilities, and when was this made? It can hardly be
said that Jes us was talking idly or with reference to
a work that had no part nor lot with his church; but
the reasonable side is, that like himself, he wrought
out or revealed a system for his children .that would
work to perfection if they would live in accordance
1. STEWARDSHIPS.
with that system, and the system pertains, as we
The question has already been asked, how do you may gather from the reading or the teaching itself,
harmonize the doct1·ine of stewardships, as taught in to the work of ;the church, as he says of this "man
the revelations,, with the condition of "all things traveling into a far country, who called his own
common" as set forth in the New Testament? Par- servan.ts ancL delivered unto them his goods;" He
ties mal\ing the inquiry seem to have overlooked the di'd not call anybody; servants that were not his own.
fact that if they see a conflict in the two positions, He is rep1•esenting the work that is among his own
that it must be in the interpretation they have given disciples, andiUs in agreement with the doctrine of
to one or the other of these conditions. Our heav- consecmiJion that we have already seen set forth in enly ~ather never contradicts himself, nor is his law other parts of the Scriptures.
The ·object of the experiences of this probationary
found out. of harmony with itself.. The question of
stewardships was not introduced info the church Ji.fe is ·that the people may gather and develop
through the revelations of our own time. These, strenwth and character,, thus doing much good themrevelations only reflect light. arra direotion. upon the: selves, and it ought not to be thought that our heav~
methods to pursue under the' law as it is set :forth in enl:y Father has ever adopted a system which would
the Scriptu,res. Early in th,El teaching of Jes~s we · take away the agency, the responsibHity, and the
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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free _aciion of any of his children. He gave proper man who has need may he amply supplied, and redominion to man; put him in position to overcome ceive according to his wants.'' The Master taught
with reasonable energies and activities, if he would: the same in both instances. It is men who don't
Man may thliough his own misdeeds an'd evil works see. Sometimes beca;use they· are 'looking the wrong
close up these avenues, to an extent, against himself; way.
.
· but ·God has extended the opportunity. It is men
Turning to the record, which shows the organizaand tne :powers· of evil thait shut off the light and .turn tion and work of the church as it was in the time of
away the people from the way of life.
Enocih, we read as follows :
Referring rto the history of the church a short time
Therefore, a commandment I give unto you, that ye shall
afiter the illustration of the pa1•able of the man organize yourselves, and appoint every man his stewardship,
traveling ~n a far country, we find that certain that every man may give an account unto me of the stewardchanges were made. The disciples ha'd been together ship which is appointed unto him;· for it is expedient that I,
a number of days waiting and preparing for the the Lord, should make every man accountable, as stewards
over earthly blessings, which I have made and prepared for
special work that 1had been outlined that they should 'my creatures.-Section 101: 2.
pe1':form. Pentecost Day finally came. With it more
Under what has been te1med -the perfected church
light and judgment to act and the church was blessed under Enoch, the law of stew.a1'<lships is strictly
and the people moved out in the work that had been applied, and it must not be lost sight of that in the
outJJ.ined by their great Leader. And among other statement the Lord uses this pointed language: "For
things which th'ey engaged in was the distribuition of irt is expedient that I, the Lord, shoul'd make every
the earthly effeeits in a manner that doubtless was man accountable, as stewards over earthly blessings,pleasing to God and just to themselves. The state- w'hich I ·have made -and prepared for my creatures.''
_ment is made and "distribution was made unto every This makes an end of controversy with man. If it is
mari accord1ing as he had need." Upoh what basis expedient, or necessary, for the Lord to do uhis, man
in the law was such a distribution as this made, if can not approve himself nor fill the measure of. the
we discard the law of stewardships as it is set forth oreation, in which he has part in this world, within the teaching of Jes us in :the record? Persons have out it.
misunderstood and misoomprehended the statement
The question of stewardships then, is a settled
on account of the fact tha:t they have supposed tfuat .question introduced by Jesus into the church in the
the distr'ibution referred to was to individuals as first century, introduced under him in the present
they might need a meal's victuals, or a day's rations, time, made the order of the church in the time of
and· they wouM come and get it. This is the erro- Enoch, of which it is started that this instruction
neous sid'e of the picture.
was given to Enoch concerning the order ·of 'the
"Distribution was made unto every man according c:hurch for the benefit of the poor, setting out clearly
as 'he had need." The work is in keeping wirth the thiait the object of these stewardships is to give every
illustmtion in the twenty-fifth of Matthew, where m:an an opportunity; and our heavenly Father has
the outline of the church in this part of its work is expressed his special pleasure at men and women
set forth. Among other things was that of steward- having an opportunity for themselves in this present
ships, providing tha:t the membership should have an life. But again the inquiry is made, how do you
opportunity, "ev:ery man according to his several make this harmonize with the doctrine of
ability,'' and according to his needs. If we compare
ALL THINGS COMMON.
thlis rendering with modern revelation toucihing the
It is suggested first that "all things common" as
work of the church in its development and organization, ~e have a complete antitype. The instruction is: the same is set forth in the law of Christ, and in the
Every man shall be made accountable unto me, a steward work of his 0hurch, is •one thing, and the common
over his own property, or that which he has received by v<iew in the world of this term "all things common,"
consecration, inasmuch as is sufficient for himself and family. is qnite another thing.
And again, if there shall be properties in the hands of the
The trouble is that people have had an erroneous
church or any individuals of it, more than is necessary for idea of what the conditions were under the doctrine
their s~pport, after this fil'st consecration, which is a resid~e,
of "all things common" as they have had erroneous
to be ccin.secrated unto the bishop, it shall be kept to admmister unto those who Ji.ave not, from time to time, .that every ideas of many other conditions and of many other
man who has need may be amply supplied, and receive accord- statements that rare found in the word of God. The
teaching in the law ·is plain and direct, and when
ing to, his: want~.-Doctrine and Covenants 42: 9, 10.
Under the New Testament church it is said: "And comprehended, every part agrees with every .othe'r
distr.tbution was made unto every man according as part. It is only when our ideas in some particular
he ha:d need.') In th·e church of the present time, the thiing are wrong that we seem to have found the cla~h
direction is: . "It shall be kept to administer unto in the teaching of the word. The clash, however, is
those who have not, from time to time, that every in the man 1and not in the law of life.
1
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Turning to the fourth chapter of the Acts of the
Apostles, thirty-second verse, we read:
And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart
and of one soul; neither said any of them that aught of the
things which he possessed was his own; but they had all things
common.

It does not state that they did not have anything;
but that they had risen to the height of the teaching
of Jesus in the olaw where they considered the doctrine of stewardships and did not claim that the
things were their own. They were simply stewards
of God over the things which they possessed.
In the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth verses it
states:
Neither was there any among them that lacked; for as
many as were possessors of lands or houses sold them, and
brought the prices of the things that were sold, and laid them
down at the apostles' feet; and distribution was made unto
every man according as he had need.

Now those who may have thought that the law as
outlined here was that everyone should bring all
that he had and lay it down at the apostles' feet and
go away without possessing anything, we think are
mistaken in their comprehension of it. A .better
thought is that brought out in section 42: 8:
If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and keep all my
commandments. And,, behold, thou wilt remember the poor,
and consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which
thou hast to impart unto them, with a covenant and a deed
which can not be broken.

The consecration was made by laying all things
before the apostles in a proper statement. We perform this work in the church to-day by our inventories which contain the proper statement. The
statement is made in the law: "Every man that
cometh up to Zion must lay all things before the
bishop in Zion." He lays everything before the
bishop, however, by making a correct statement of
what he has. Now if we fake the record of the work
accomplished in the first century as set forth by the
Apostle Peter in the fifth chapter of the Acts, we
have it clear that there was no law then of the
church requiring these parties to give everything
they had to the church, any more than there is in
the church to-day. He says:
While it remained, was it not thine own? and after it was
sold, was it not in thine own power? Why hast thou conceived this thing in thine heart? thou hast not lied unto men,
but unto God.-Acts 5: 4.

Ananias was not compelled to sell his possessions
and bring the money, and after he had soid the property he could do with the money as
thought
proper, but he could· not came m}.q cover up, through·
falsehood, a part of the proceeds and find favor in
the sight of God any mor~ thal} cguld AC{ha~ in the
time of Joshua, who violated the covenap.t that he
had made, and took and hid -the gold and. silver
underground in his own tent.

he
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A view of this is given _by noticing the history set
out in the first five verses of the sixth chapter of the
Acts, and it is clearly indicated that there was a
daily ministration to certain persons in the church.
They were not those who could· help ·themselves,
however. T.hey we1·e the widows, and when there
came complaint of the Grecians against the Hebrews because of the neglect of these widows in the
daily ministration, then the apostles took the matter
up and armnged for the carrying out, in a more
perfected way, of the rules that had been adopted.
By turning to the record in the epistles it is shown
very clearly that there was an arrange:m'ent made
for those who were widows indeed, necess-ari,ly such,
and the arrangement was different to those who had
received their stewardships and. who could stand
responsible for themselves. The statement 'is clear:
Let not.a widow be taken into the number under threescore
years old, having been the wife of one man, well reported of
for good works; if she have brought.up children, if she have
lodged strangers, if she have washed the saints' clothes, if
she have relieved the afflicted, if she have diligently followed
every good work.-Timothy 5: 9, 10.
-

The society of widows and the ministration to
such society, however, was a different distribution
than the distribution made to the people, "unto
every man according as he had need."
Again the apostle states:
If any man or woman that believeth have widows, let.them
relieve them, and let not the church be charged; that it may
relieve them that are widows indeed.-1 Timothy 5: 16.

This shows that under the law of the church in
the first century everyone stood responsible for his
own, and this was under the direct teaching -0f the
apostles themselves. It is_ in harmony with the
doctrine set fqrth hy ,the apostle as follows:
But if an~' provide not for his own, and especially for those
of his own house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than
an infidel.-1 Timothy 5: 8.

It is not the doctrine of Christ that men shall not
look after their own and feel the responsibility of
so doing in this world, :rior is there any arrangement
of the church that will bring about such a condition
as this, nor would it be a Christlike condition if it
were brought about.
"All things common" then does not mean that the
people do not possess anything, but it refers tO the
fact that what the people do have in their possession
is used. for the benefit C>f their neighbor as well as
themselves, and thus aill things are done to the glory
of God. Instead of bre:aking up homes and sending
f?rt~·families tramping over th~ w(;>r~~;. the.p'rovi!\JOJ;l is that every man shall have his 'inher.itarice and
: his .stewardship,, his place of living and thl::l oppor. tumty und~r whrnh he may make his ljving:
.
In the time of the New Testament church• '!all
things. common': found men under responsibility;
they did not claim what they had as their own, but
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they claimed that they were stewards of the sa~e, in the matter the better for him and the better .
st~wards unto God, and they made use of these for all.
thm?s as good· and wise stewards should, not only
The question is asked again, How much is necesheipmg themselves; but helping their neighbors.
sary to the stewardship? We can only answer in
· If.· we turn to t{le law of the church where all · the language of the Iaw. People who wish a more
things common was carried out upon the western definite answer than our heavenly Father has furContinent, it is in strict harmony with this work nished •are not satisfied with the word. They have
upon the Eastern. The statement is:
some purpose in view that is special to themselves.
And. m~ny of them saw and heard unspeakable things which The language of the law is, "ample for their needs
are not lawful to be written; and they taught and did ;inister
and according to their wants." That does not mean
one to another; and th.ey had ·all things common among th m
.
.
e ' first a stingy supply and, secoi1dly it does not with:
d
1
every man ea mg J_ustly, one with another.-Book of Morhold the proper help to carry on the business of the
mon; authorized edition, page 672, paragraph 11.
"All things common" where every man dealt stewardship. The words "according to our wants"
justly one with another shows that every man had refer to what people may ask and think they should
his stewardship, and he could have some credit for have for carrying on their work. For illustration
dealing justly with his neighbor un'der such circum- one man might want an extra team, another a fe~
hundred dollars to assist him, and another to change
stances as that.
But to say that every man dealt justly one with from city to country life so that he could carry on
another when no one had anything to deal with the work of farming. All of this comes under the
would simply be putting the matter in a wrong light: head of "wants" and we must not forget that the
and make a farce of the boasted oneness attained wants are to be supplied providing that the "wants
are just."
under the law of all things common.
The amount of the stewardship is to be deterUnder the management of all things common
mined
by the individual and the bishop and his counthere is a treasury, storehouse, also called "The
Lord's storehouse,'' the same as is provided in the · selors having charge of the matter. If they fail to
giving of stewardships. This treasury or storehouse agree upon this then it is referred to a high council.
contains the common property of the whole church This is the method given in the law for detern1ining
'and those who are stewards, and the poor, may the amount. It is not left for any person to judge
properly look to this for assistance when such is for himself what amount another should have, no
needed, but it does not contain 'the in'dividual posses- one should judge of these matters unless he is put
sions of the people, except under such instances as in the judgment seat. If the matter could have
where a brother or sister through inability to con- better been determined in some other way than by
tinue to act longer for themselves, desire that the leaving it so that each instance should be passed
church hold for them, when due account would be upon by those who are placed as judges, no doubt
taken and the possessions placed in the storehouse. our heavenly Father would have given the direction,
Referring again to' the ah·angement as it was in but this is the Lord's plan. Men ought not to want
the time of Enoch, set forth in Doctrine and Cove- to change it to some other way, because it ~ould not
stand approved of him if they did carry it out some
nants 81:·4:
other way.
And you are to be equal, or in other words, you are to have
The object in the exposition of the law is to show
equal claims on the properties, for the benefit of managing
the concerns of your stewardships, every man according to what the law .is, not what somebody thinks the law
his wants and his needs, inasmuch as his wants are just; and ought to be, or what somebody would like to have the
all this for the benefit of the church of the living God, that
law to be. There has been too much of that kind of
every man may improve upon his talent, that evei;y man may
teaching
in the world. The question is, What is the
gain other talents; yea, even an hundredfold, to be cast into
the Lord's storehouse, to become the common property of the law? and let us abide by that, and no man's views
whole church, every man seeking the interest of his neighbor, are to be 'followed if they are outside of the law or
and doing all things with an eye single to the glory of God.
contrary to the same, whatever his place in the
Here is contained a definite statement of the work church.
of ·stewardships, and all things common, carried out
The theory that the living priesthood do not have
for the same purpose by the same people at the same to move in harmony with the law is not the Christ
time, and the order is spoken of in the subsequent theory. That. is anti-Christ. When any person
claiming to be of the priesthood does not move in
patagraph' ~s being "an everlasting order."
If1 the S~intii attain to the standard of perfection, accordance with'the law, of Christ, he is not moving
as did' the church in Enoch's time, there is no ques- with Christ. He is at variance with him when he is
tion but that the entire law will be' carried out since · at variance with his law_, The true doctrine is, "He
it is for the good of the people, and betterment in -th'at transgressetli and ,abideth i!10t in the doctrine of
every way, and the sooner that each person moves 'thrist hath not God." Who? Anybody; whatever
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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official place he may hold or claim to hold. The law
tries men. Men do not try the law. Christ Was subservient to the law in all instances. He did not
make the law subservient to himself.
We bespeak then for the carrying out of the law
of consecmtion as it is revealed in all the books, not
waiting for some other people to perform the work,
or promising ourselves to do it at a later time. True
faith is, and it should be manifest on the part of
every member, to move forward according ·to the
direction in the law. Then we may expect to reap.
Shall we do so?

Of General Interest
COX MAKES STATEMENT.

lVI. L. Cox of the state municipal examining board

to-day issued this statement comparing the finances
of dry towns with wet ones:
"Answering your request for a statement as to the
financial condition of the different cities of Iowa,
making a comparison of those which desire a revenue from the saloon business with cities which have
no saloons, I will say that after completing the examination of all the cities of the State of Iowa for
the second time (under the direction of the auditor
of state) I have discovered that a saloon revenue is
not necessary for a city's maintenance; instead I
have found, as stated to you before, that from a financial standpoint, saloons are a menace and hindrance to the welfare of any city. Having formed
this opinion after making a comparison of cities of
near the same population and surroundings, one with
and the other without saloons, I found that without
exception the city without saloons was in the better
financial condition. After discovering that this condition existed I undertook to find out the reason
for it.
"I will state further that there are two or three
cities in Iowa which have a larger city debt than
Des Moines and each of these cities has more saloons
than Des Moines. About the time of the closing of
the 1mloons in Muscatine I visited that city. My
attention was called to the vacant buildings caused
by the closing down of the saloon business, and I will
admit that the old town did look bad, for the breweries had placarded the windows of these buildings
calling attention to the deplorable conditi.on .of
things. Two years from this time I again made an
examination of the accounts of the above city. I
found every one of those empty buildings occupied
by some legitimate business, new business blocks had
been erected, one banking interest had already
erected a very commodious cement· structure, and
another had its foundation started .. A business mm1
told me conditions were better, as the laboring people·
were able to pay him for what they bought.; I aske~l
one of the city officials as to what he thought o;f the
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change and he said he had been ~onverted to· the ·
change, as he was an officer in one of the banks and
the small s-avings deposits in his bank had increased
over one hundred thousand dollars, and by inquiry
·had found the other banks had increased accordingly.
- "After discovering the facts I have here enumerated I am convinced the saloon is a curse to a~1y
city."
(Signed by)
"M. L.· COX,
"State Municipal Exiaminer."
_:_Des Moines Capitat, N;oyembe11 28, 1910.
RAIN IN JERUSALEM.
Just now the Holy Land is suffering from drought and the
people are praying· for rain .. We have had one. or two
showers in the past few days, but more is needed or the crops
will fail. The most of the inhabitants here are religfous.
They believe in prayer, and Mahometans, Christians, and
Jews are now all holding services at which they .ask the· Lord
to send water.
We had a slight rain yesterday and more is eiwected. The
people evidently. think their prayers will be answered. As
I walked through David street I heard two l\:Iahonietans talking. Their language was Arabic, but my dragomlln told me
that one had just said to the other:
·
"How good God is, after all. We have prayed for the rain
and, lo, it has come." .
When the first shower began to fall I was standing at'·the
door of my hotel. A little girl passed. She had a platter of
bread on her head and tho rain was pouring down upon it.
She was wet to the skin, but nevertheless she was singing.
I asked my guide the words of her song. He replied: "She
cries: 'Praise God for the rain! Praise God for the min!
Praise God for the rain!' "
This little girl was perhaps eight years of age.-Frank G.
Carpenter.
0

.:+ • •) •

DOCTOR MYERS FLAYS THE BLASPHEMERS.
"The foul language by, which a man won the presidency of
a London club of· atheists ·might go for some political conventions in Boston," declared Courtland Myers, D, D., in his
address last night in Tremont Temple on the third commandment.
In his usual emphatic phraseology, Doctor Myers flayed the
blasphemers, declaring that the sin was one peculiar to
America, and comparh.;g it to a .subterranean fire which would
ultimately consume towns and cities. "Profanity· is the fool's
dress, the gentleman's shroud, and the sinner's nakedness,"
said he, "and. shows the truth of the quotation, 'Out of the
abundance of the. heart the mouth speaketh.'"
"Our life to-day has little reverence for parents, old age,
religion, or the Bible. Even a religious service is touched
with little -reverence to-day. Many persons interrupt the
Rormons oi" the prayers; overcoats, unbrcllas and hats are
seized in a mad effort to be the first out of the door. of the
house of God, while in the midst of the prayer you can heai·
the whispers of the irreverent.''
P~ssin~ .thC>n t~ t~e t~pic of actual profanity, which he
characterized as msmcer1ty, Doctor Myers continued: ."It
is _the wickedness of a .man's life revealed. Men, who, are in
this house .of God to-mght to-morrow will use profanity ten
thousand times, ten thousand times a day, Not a man would
be. n:iean e~ough to want his worst enemy to be damned. He's _
tr1fimg with. God, ·God never damned a man.''-Boston
Journal.
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Dear Friend: In your Christmas giving you will not fprget;
will you, the one thousand unsold copies of that beautiful
poem "At last"? It is full to repletion of comfort and hope.
Thousands in the church are not able to afford a copy but
would appr~ciate one, more than you can imagine. Do you
know of one such to whom you can send a copy? It contains
besides the picture of David Hyrum Smith, that 0£ his only
son,. Elbert, ·his wife, mother, and little son, and the very
best picture of 'Brother Joseph ever taken. These groups,
with others of his relatives, have been used in illustrating
this neatly bound booklet. You can not find in any bookstore in the land a more suitable holiday gift, not to mention the fact that in ordering this you are patronizing your
own publishing house.
Only twenty-five cents. Order right away or you may be
too late.
To the Daughters of Zion.

Dear Sisters: I want to ask your candid opmwn as to
what should be taught the children in regard to the nativity
of Ghrist. Should it not be the truth as we find it written?
The children's minds have been disabused concerning Santa
Glaus,· and yet there is not a Christmas but what an error
is plainly taught them concerning the star. Sometimes it
appears in either poetry or prose that the star appeared with
the angel, lighting up the plains where the shepherds were
watching their flocks. And again that it led the shepherds
when they went to Bethlehem to see the infant Christ, and
from some that the star went before the wise men on their
long joumcy from the east of Bethlehem.
It always makes me feel sad, because there is no foundation ·in the New Testament for either of the foregoing statements, and some· day the children must leam that they have
not been taught correctly about the star. You will see that
in the beautiful narrative that Luke gives of the nativity
there is no mention made of the star, neither of the wise men
being present with the holy family at the time the shephei·ds
were there. It seems to me if the star guided the shepherds
to Bethlehem Luke would have said so, and if he did not,
should anyone else add to his words? The shepherds would
be perfectly familiar with the way to their own town Bethlehem, and the angel told them how they should know the
babe. There is no mention in the New Testament of the
star being in Bethlehem until it went before the wise men
after they had left the courts of Herod and stood over the
house, not the manger where the young child was.
According to Smith's Bible Dictionary it was two months
after.<the birth of Chr.ist that the wise men came, and they
came in February. But that is not the question now. It js:
Shall we ·teach the children what is not found in the New
'festament conceming the birth of Christ? 'fhe star was the
token to those wise men that dwelt in the cast that the
Messiah of the Jews was born, and it was in the east that
they saw it, which would be just as interesting to the childi·en as to say that it guided the shepherds to Bethlehem ..
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By a careful reading of the third chapter of Matthew
(Inspired Translation) one will find that there is no intimation of its having guided the Magi to Jerusalem.
Yours for truth,

E.

B. BURTON.

P. S.-Now for just a little on that supposition. I am of
the opinion, not to say belief, that the Magi were representatives of the people in the east who were looking for tho
birth of the Messiah, and very probably the descendants of
Ishmael the son of Abraham, and though not of the seed of
promise, except that God would make of him a great nation,
some may have obtained the knowledge of and held to the
faith in the God of their father Abraham, at least in that one
great promise. And it is. not incredible to think that God
'ivould nurture that belief and give them a sign of the birth
of the Messiah who was to be the Savior of all mankind, as
well as to the believing seed of Abraham- on this continent.
At least the Magi knew enough about the "Messiah of the

Jews" to speak very definitely when they came in search 0£
him, and very positively of their knowledge of his having
been bom. "For we have seen his star in the cast," as though
that was evidence that none could gainsay, nor were they
daunted when they found no such child in Jerusalem. They .
also knew that he was the Son. of God, and of his mission,
or they would not have called him the "Messiah of the Jews."
E. B. B.
Requests for Prayer.

Sr. Jennie Milner, of Johnsonville, Illinois, writes: "My
father, also our brother in Christ, Henry Ayers, desires a
special interest in the prayers of all the Saints, even in the
prayer meetings. He requests the prayet·s in this way, that
if God can sec fit to heal him, pray for it to be so; if not,
pray Him to be merciful, and if this affiiction is to be his
final suffering, that God in his mercy could see fit to relieve
him of his suffering and to bless and help him to be removed
from all earthly ties, and be perfectly resigned to our worthy
Master's will. Pray that God may bestow a special blessing
on him in some way, whatever may be pleasing to him. Anyway, so he may know. God is the author and has recogni:\ed
and owned him enough to bless him or manifest hims<>lf t<•
him that he may be comforted thus, as his heart seems to be
mourning and longing for."
Brother and Sister Albert P. Langdon, Dickinson, North
Dakota, write as :(allows: "Dear Saints, will you plensc pray
for our darling baby of whom God has given us charge. 8ha
has ruptured herself, and is sorely affiicted with skin trouble.
She is two months old and weighs four and one eighth pounds.
Her name is Beulah. We arc isolated Saints and have not
the pleasure of meeting with God's people."

______.,

Letter Department
HOUSTON, 'l'EXAS.

Dear Saints: I have just arrived in Houston, Texas, where
expect to remain during the winter months and, if thera
are any Saints here, I wish some of them would write to me,
general delivery, giving· address, as I would like to associate
with the Saints as much as possible. It has been a little over
fourteen months since I have had the privilege of being ;,1
a branch of the Sain'ts. It is with sweet memories that I
think of the branch at Lees Summitt, Missouri, \Vhcrc I lu~t
had the pleasure of associating .with the Lord's people. I
have often thought of, and prayed for the Sunday school class
I loved and taught there. Some of the Saints may be interested to know that my health has greatly improved since I
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those who have gone and those who will go hereafter, that
they may be more able to battle with the world. ·
I have had many enjoyments in the service of the Master,
though I have not taken up all the duties that rest on me.
God knows why, and in his own due time will give me strength
to do those things that arc most needful. I feel my weakness
and many times feel unworthy to take my Maker's name on
my lips, but I hope and trust you will aid me by your prayers.
Your brother in the one faith,
WILLARD GREEN.
Editors Herald: I wish to present a few lines relative to
conditions where I· have labored since the April conference.
I have spent some time in localities where our work is new
and prejudice is strong against us, and in a few places succeeded in stirring the opposition to activity. At Go1'don the
Presbyterian minister announced a lecture on "Mormonism"
after I had preached a few times and left the town. Sister
Baber notified me of the proposed lecture; I was present and
took notes, and gave notice of reply, inviting the minister and
his congregation to hear the reply. I had a full house at
the reply and am persuaded much prejudice was removed.
The thco1·y that Joseph Smith wrote the Book of Mormon
while under the influence of epileptic fits was advanced with
as much gusto as though it were true. I am more and more
convinced of the divinity of the work when I see the methods
resorted to by those who oppose it. Also I learn that it is true
now as in the past, "Ye shut up the kingdom of heaven
against men; for ye neither enter yourselves, neither suffer
ye them that are entering to go in."
At Chadron some interest was manifest while holding meetings in private houses.
My perrnnal needs have been cared for wherever I have
been, but one occasion deserves special mention. Before my
coming to a wild locality in the sand hills a lady dreamed of
my coming, and as it seemed to me was thus wrought upon
to entertain me while in that locality, for it was done at a
g1·eat sacrifice of comfort to the family. Surely such will
not lose their reward, and I hope to be always appreciative of
the motive that prompts such sacrifices.
I would again remind the Saints of the Central Nebraska
District that our church funds in the district treasury arc
exhausted, and if I shall be able to pay the allowances to
families of missionaries and the poor, some one must put
the means in my hands. Do not wait till you can pay all
you owe to the Lord, but send what you can to the Bishop's
agent by drnft, post-office or express money order, to Inman,
Nebraska, and you will receive your receipt in due time.
We ought to have the name of every Saint of mature age
on the record as contributing to the advance of the Lord's
work.
Y om• brother in gospel bonds,
LEVI GAMET.
JOHNSONVILLE, ILI,JNOIS, November 28, 1910.
liJd'.tors Herald: I certainly feel my weakness and inability
to write to you, but through the wish of my dear, old, afilicted
and suffering father, as well· as the desires of my own heart,
I shall do the best I can, that you may know that I am among
the many who arc trying to do all the good they "can for the
•1pbuilding of the cause of Christ and for the salvation- of
eouls that have never accepted the trµth, ,and. became obc- ·
tlicnt to the commandments, even before we can justly .claim
a blessing of everlasting life ,with. Chi"ist and his an_ge!s.
I am so thankful ,that I ever heµrd the gospel,preachcd.in its
fullness, and that God blessed me with the understandmg to
believe, accept and, better yet, obey· it; a'nd be.st of all has
given me strength to stand firm for the truth, though ?pposi-
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tion and persecution have pressed greatly upon me_. I do not
care h_ow hard. I may be pressed, how ha1~d· the trials may
come, if God will help me ever to look to hiin, and deliver me
as he_ always has; and I know ~od will ever do his part, if
we will do ours. I know, as well as I know I now oreathe
that this latter day work is true. I. know that is.the selfsam~
gospel that Christ taught when here on earth, also that ·sarne
gospel which he commissioned his. apostles to go and preach
I know it is the gospel that calls us to the straight and
narrow way, and they that climb up any other way a1·e the
same as thieves and robbers, but Saints have much to do
after becoming obedient to the gospel, f_or then we are only
on the first round of the ladder, and we can never leap from
the bottom to the top, but must come step by step.
Let us constantly watch and pray that. we may never be
guilty of a work that will bring reproach upon the chui'ch
for we will certainly be held responsible if we do.
'
May God help us so to live that we can easily be pointed
out by the world, whenever we go, and be marked as a :Latter
Day Saint, Mormon, or whatever they see fit to call us; so
we live in a way that we are not oµe of the number walking
in the broad way.
Let our daily walk be by dress, actions, and conversation
such as Christ demands of his people, thel'efore be known b;
our fruits.
I ask an interest in the prayers of all the Saints th~t I may
ever be found faithful in doing my duty, and that God in his
mercy would spare me, even though it may_ not be for my
good to be healed of my many afflictions, spare me to overcome
every weakness and help me to do much good in and for his
cause. Pray with me that I may know how to come to Him,
how to praise him and that I may never be deceived in myself
and think I am doing his will when I am not, and that I,
alone, may not be found faithful, but that my husband may
continue to grow rapidly into spiritual knowledge and that
our house may be a house of prayer and of sunshine ·to all
that may enter with us. My husband is the only one of his
family or relatives on either side, so far as w1; know, that
has ever accepted the truth of the gospel.
We trust he may be· found faithful that many others may
be brought to the fold by and through his works and to God
be all the praise .. May 1God _help ·us, each and all, to so live
that when done with this life ·we may be worthy to inherit
everlasting life in God's kingdom, is the prayer of your
unworthy sister.
JENNIE E. MILNER.
Coo1ms PO!N'l' TEXAS, December 1, 1910.
Saints' Herald: I will write you a note to let· you know
that I am not dead yet. I left home_ last Saturday for Falls
County, to visit and preach to the Philadelphia Branch; I
preached Sunday and at night to fair audiences, which gave
good attention and interest. There is great need of pastoral
work in this branch.
·,
I next went to Texas Central Branch. There I met Bro.
E. Bates. I visite.d mo,9t of the members at their homes; I
found that they still had an interest in the work .and seemed
very anxious to have me preach to them. I v'isitcd Bro
Willia~ Do~son: w?o lives near Hearne, twice. He is ver;
low with Brights disease; I don't think he can live very long.
I returned ho?1e by way of Hearne. Here I met a doetor
by name of Irvm, who don't belong to any churcii but had
belqngcd
to the Baptist
' 111
· my
. r.;
· Chu I·c·h . I·I e told . the people
, presence that there were some traits 0 £ character that the
·Latter Day Saint,s had that he admired; one was when you
Day Sam
· t you found him ,opposed 'to whisky•
found a .Latter
'
~h~y arc Prohibitionists. He also said that a few nights be:
~IC }e had passed by one of our church houses and it was
8
an mg open, and it made an impression upon him that the
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Latter Day Saints surely had a spark of religion, as they
did not try to make a display in the sight of the world.
Another thing 'he noticed was, that they would assist one
another in need. At that juncture a bystander remarked that
was his·religion, but he was not a member of any church; he
was an old ;Federal soldier.
I appreciated the high compliment payed our church and
people. ·If we live our religion it will tell, no matter how
great the prejudice is against the church on account of the
doings of the Brighamites, who are apostates from the church.
There ·are many h_onest people that don't know the difference
in the doctrine of the Brighamites and the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Yet they can and do
see that we do not ,practice the doctrine of the Brighamites.
The divinity of this work is of God, and will triumph over all
that oppose it. In view of this let us continue to fight the
good fight of faith, and earnestly contend for the faith once
deli.vered to the Saints, and practicing in our lives the religion
of Jesus Christ, and the victory will be ours through him.
I am still in the conflict and expect to remain until I
obtain the victory and crown.
E. W. NUNLEY.
KINROSS, MICHIGAN, November 30, 1910.

Editors Herald: · The HERALD is the only minister of the
true gospel we have here in Kinross. Brethren Cornish and
J. Goodman were here one week this fall and gave us some
good sermons, and have promised to come again in the spring.
There seems to be quite an interest. I think some will be
baptized in the spring if the elders come. I am anxious to
see a branch of Saints in this place, as there is no place I
enjoy myself as I do among the Saints of God. I am striving
to do what good I can, although it seems but little. I hope
some time to be able to do more.
Your brother,
WILUAM DUNLOP.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, November 26, 1910.
I hope you will not consign this to the
wastebasket, as I want to let the Saints know that I am
still interested in the gospel of Christ, and I think the signs
of the times herald the near approach of the coming of the
Lord and Savior Jesus. Christ. 'I know that if I had not
received the evidence I have while in this great work, I
would likely have been an infidel or taken my own life, as
there are thousands who have not passed through half I have,
and arc putting themselves out of the world. I have been
worse off (I think) than .Job, as I have lost all I had three
times, besides a companion whom I loved better than my
own· life, of whom I often dream, and whom I hope to meet
in the better world. She was indeed a faithful Saint.
I am over four hundred miles from home, as I can not get
work at home on account of the persecution subject to a
Sajnt; and 'also the smallness of the 'town, there being only
six hundred people. I have only been home twice in three
years. My wife says if she can get where the church is
she will join, but it is harµ to get the means to move so
far. I have no church privileges, and ask the prayers of the
Saints as I have trials without end.
Yours in gospel bonds,
WM. C. CUMMINGS.

Editor; Hera.Id:

'LOWER LAKE, CAI,IFOl!NIA, November 27, 1910.
Deai· Iierald: As I was appointed superintendent of Gospel Literature Bureau for the Northern; California ,District,
:1 realize that a great resp·onsibility rest's upon me, the work
being a broad one, and humanity will be bles~ed more or less,
according to my effoi·ts in circulating good hterature. I ,beg
to say that I am ·not very well versed in the work. Bro.
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Joseph Ferris gave me some valuable instructions by letter,
for which I am thankful, but conditions here are not to be
compared with the environments of his locality. We are
isolated, living on a small farm, three miles from the little
village of Lower Lake, so it will be impracticable to do as he
suggests, but I am doing what I can to distribute good literature, where I think it may do the most good. But as to
visiting local branches, it is seldom that I can avail myself of
the opportunity, as there are too many miles intervening.
Brother Farr and wife have just returned to their temporary home at Stockton, after a stay of three weeks with us.
We enjoyed their company, and would that they could have
remained longer. While here he preached eighteen grand
and convincing sermons. Although no one was baptized they ·
made many friends and much prejudice was removed, and
nil, both Saints and outsiders, were sorry when the 'parting
came. May God's blessing attend them wherever their lots
may be cast.
While here Brother Farr reorganized our little branch of
thirteen members, and organized a Sunday school of eleven
pupils, all bright and well behaved children, and they are all
very much interested in their little work. One of the pupils,
Sr. Gladys Hinton, is organist and secretary. Bro. E. B.
Hinton (priest) speaks alternately on Sundays with the
writer.
Yours in gospel bonds,
EDWAHD F. ADAMSON.
INDEPENDENCE, M1ssoun1.
Editors Herald: I have been reading the Herald, and when
read the sermon of Pres. Joseph Smith, I thought of the
.first sermon I heard him preach in 1879. The text was, '"l'he
world owes me a living." I thought that was a funny text,
but he made a sermon otit of it. I have been in the church
for thirty-three years and until that time there was nothing·
that troubled me and I thought it was foolish to be in
trouble, but I have found that when we try to serve the Lord
the opposite power can cause trouble.
I feel thankful to Goel now that he has guided me from
my boyhood, as my blessing tells me, and that he has given
his angels charge over me, and they have been true to their
trust. I believe them to he true and that he is well pleased
with me. That was told me by one elder that administered
to me and that my name was written in the Lamb's book of
life. These four promises cheer me to stand the persecution
that has been heaped on me.
In 1897 it seemed that something said to me, "You don't
go to church; your deafness docs not hinder you, and you arc
not obeying the law that God has given." 'l'hen I went; but
a few would speak to me and others would seem to shun me;
but there was something that would prompt me to go. Now
things have changed, and I go to church and I hnvc no such
feelings. I don't know that I have wronged anyone. If I
have and they will let me know what I can do to make it
right, I will do it with gladness.
I have no ill will against anyone, and I don't think I have
many years yet to stay here, and I want to be ready when
the time comes. May God's choicest blessings rest and abide
Your brother,
with all.
F. T. DOBIE.
SUTTON IN ASIIFIEW, ENGLAND, November 19, 1910.
I am a little· girl, twelve years old, and
proud of being a scholar of the Sutton in Ashfield Sunday
school. At the request of our superintendent, Sr. Mary Jane
Ralli11gs, I am ti'yin'g with the Lord's help to write a little
in regard to the history of 'the church, which my father, Elder
John Holmes, is teaching us from time to time.
EFFIE HOLMES.

Dear Herald:
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SUTTON IN ASHFIELD, ENGLAND, November, 1910.
Dear Herald: I am a little sister, aged twelve years, and
a scholar of the Sutton in Ashfield Sunday school. At request
of our worthy superintendent, Sr. Mary Jane Railings, I am
trying with the Lord's help to write a little essay on the
history of the church, that our brother, Elder John Holmes,
teaches us from time to time.
Your sister in the gospel of love and peace,
MARY JANE WESTON.
A Tithe Paying Working Girl.

While reading my HERALD to-day and noticing the article,
"Tithes and offerings" by Bro. E. L. Kelley, I took especial
notice of the illustration he gave: "A young man without
others to support labors and makes fifty dollars a month and
board. His increase is fifty dollars, the tithe would be five.
But should he have to pay ten dollars a month for his board
during the time, this sum would be deducted to get the true
increase." This is so plain we can not help but understand,
and because I have had some experience and my sentiments
are the same I felt as though I should write and tell my
experience, which perhaps might help some one.
I am a working girl. At present I work at the Saints'
Home here at Lamoni; but prior to this time I worked in the
silk mills at Belding, Michigan. I have, since I began to
work for myself, paid one tenth of what I have made above
my board for tithes and I am sure I have received blessings
for so doing. It would be impossible for me to name them all.
When I first began to work for myseif my health was very
poor indeed. I did not make very much, but I willingly gave
one tenth of what I did make. I did not feel as if the Lord
was under obligations to me because I paid my tithes, but I
felt as if I owed him the one tenth. In his own time he gave
me pcl'fect health.
I do not believe that if we keep the law of tithing and do
not keep the rest of the commandments we are entitled to the
full blessings of God, and of course "God is no respecter of
persons," and if we are not entitled we will not receive.
I have heanl remarks similar to this: "We can not expect
a very poor person to be spiritual because the cares of life
and how they can make a living occupies their mind." I do
not believe a person who is not spiritual when he is poor will
be Epi ritual when he is rich. The cares of life will still engToss his whole attention. It has been my experience that
when I have trusted fully in God, my work has been made
lighter, my cares have been fewer, and my soul has been more
satisfied.
I have only begun to walk the pathway of life, and realize
that I have much to learn, but I am sure that God will be
with me to guide me if I only live close to him. I am not
entirely satisfied with the records that I have made, but I
hope that each year I can sec where I have gained. A true
Christian life is not reached by a single bound.
The gospel is indeed worth living, eithe1· for the youth or
~he aged. I fear my life should have been dark indeed had
it not been for what the goEpel has done for me. I trust
none. will thi~k I have said what I have in the spirit of
boastmg.. It 1s ~nly to help other working girls and boys see
that God recogrnzes the gift, no matter how small it may be.
Ever praying for the welfare of the people of God, I am,
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the public hall. A resolution was passed that Elder G. T.
Griffiths, with J. W. Rushton, preside at the reunion. Pres.
A. T. Trapp was elected secretary. Reunion opened with the
singing of a hymn, followed with prayer by G; T. Griffiths,
who afterwards made a few remarks; the remainder of Saturday evening was taken up with business relative to the
reunion, and a permanent committee on same was appointed
viz, the assistant missionary in charge, together with th~
president and secretaries of both districts.
Sunday meetings were Seventh Quorum ·of Elders' meeting at 9 a. m., Ehler J. E. Meredith, president, in cha1:ge;
priesth.ood. meeting at 10 a. m., Elder G. T .. Griffiths in charge;
preachmg at 11 a. m., Elder J. W. Rushton; priesthood meeting at 1.30 p. m. to 2.30 p. m., Elder G. T. Griffiths in cha1·ge·
social meeting at 2.30 p. m. At this meethJ.g many testi~
monies giving encouragement were uttered.
Elder J. W. Rushton, who was on his last visit to Wales
before leaving for America, occupied the _evening hour.. His
discourse was much enjoyed.:
A. T. TRAPP, Sec1'etm~y.

News From Missions
, THE MEXICAN MISSION.
It is too soon to give much definite information respecting

the above named mission; however, I am glad to comply with
your request, and let HERALD readers know what we are doing
and how things look to us.
Wife and I an5ved in Torreon, Mexico, October 21. We
were preceded by Bro. W. H. Mannering and wife over two
weeks. We first intended to locate in Durango, the home of
Bro. David S. Anthony, but through advice of the minister in
charge, Bro. F. M. Sheehy, Torreon was selected instead.
The first meeting attempted was held in one of Brother
Mannering's rooms Sunday, October 23, at 7 p. m. Brother
Mannering was the speaker, but only a few children ventured
within the room. After the meeting was regularly ciosed, a
few adults came, but only one came in. We decided, our meeting was too early and so held another, the w1'iter speaking
~t Brother M~nnering's request.
I think we had two good
'.1steners, one m the room; the other leaning against the door
Jamb.
The Lord had something better than this for us to do .but
we ~id not kno.w it then. A small congregation, perhaps' fifty
or Sixty, countmg the children, worship in a hall in the same
block in which we rented rooms. Wife and I attended one
of their meetings; and, having no organist, they invited her
to play. ·This, of course, she did. They seemed to greatly
appreciate this help with the music, and insisted on us
returning to other services. She soon became their permanent
organist.
They had no pastor and had been praying for the Lord
to send them one. They invited us to preach for them. This
we did, Sunday, October 30, at 7.30 p. m. The writer spoke
first and Brother Mannering f?llowed. I explained to them
in detail why I had begun the study of Spanish and why I
was trying to preach the gospel to the Mexican people. I
also called attention to facts which indicated that we had
been sent to them in answer to their prayers. After Brother·
Man~e1-ing had spoken, three of the. leaders spoke, indorsing
VIVIA DAV(S.
the, vie.a that we had been sent to them by the Lord, and
LAMONI, IOWA, December 1, 1910.
approvmg much that was said by us both.
Sunda~, November 6, Brother Mannering spoke, the wdter
Reunion of Eastern and Weatern .Wale• Diotr!ct.
also makmg a short talk by invitation.
.
A reunion of the Eastern and Western. Wales districts conf
are now regularly installed in the worship and service
vened at Aberaman South Wales October 1 and ·:2. The 0 •• 16 congregation. We are active participants in all the
Saints there secured' for the t~o d~ys fine aecommodations 'in services. Sabbath school 10.15 to 12; . practice of music in

V:,:.
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one of our rented rooms, at 4 p. m.; preaching at 7.30 p. m.;
. prayer meeting eyery Wednesday evening. So weli were
they pleased with the pulpit work, there was quite. a sentiment. last Sunday in favor of a preaching service Sunday
~Ol'l}ing; but this did not prevail. They are the most friendly·
people I have ever met. I make no exception. At the close of
the meeting the most of· the people, including the children,
come and shake hands with us and bid us "buenas noches."
Even strangers will sometimes come forward and smilingly
shake hands with us, as though we were old friends, whom
they were delighted to see. Where do you find such friendship manifested among the Americans?
The hall is carpeted and has a neat pulpit decorated every
Sunday with two fine bouquets. At the close of the evening
meetings, the bouquets are given to the sisters, Mannering and
Pender.
Our little band of workers have all we can do and all feel
perfectly satisfied. A better opportunity to win the love and
confidence of the people, to become acquainted with their customs and to learn their language better, could hardly be
asked for. In pulpit work in the Spanish language we have
already attained some competency. Of course there is much
room for improvement. Brother Mannering has improved
. much since General Conference.
Our greatest deficiency consists in our inability to understand the language when spoken to us. Not much difficulty
to communicate in Spanish, but considerable effort required to
receive communications from them. This is particularly true
of the writer. Partial deafness hinders. But he does not
feel so depressed since being informed by the Adventist Mexican. preacher here that the uneducated Mexicans abbreviate
many words. He gave illustrations, of which was Colorado,
red, which they pronounce colored,.omitting the final "o." No
wonder the student is confused! However, we are all improving, and no doubt will soon understand the spoken language
better. At present, Sister Mannering excels in this.
The above named minister made us a friendly call and gave
us £ome valuable information. He claims Torreon is the
best city ip Mexico for missionary effort. There are Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Adventists, an Independent Congregation, not connected with any church, to whom we are
preaching, Catholics and .perhaps othqrs.
In our Sunday school, the Senior Quarterly is up-to-date,
equal to English quarterlies published by the nominal
churches. I have had no opportunity to examine the intermediate or primary, but the exercises are too lengthy and too
prolonged, occupying from 10.15 to 12. The same criticism
applies to most, if not all their services; too lengthy. But
this feature, ,I am told, characterizes the services of the
Mexican Protestants generally, in this city.
I will close this narrative by relating a dream the write1·
had shortly after arriving in Torreon. I saw myself in a
room waiting to converse with an individual, but understanding there was a waiting congregation in an adjoining room.
Presently a party entered, opened the door of the adjoining
room pinned back a white curtain, but in such a way I
could' not see the people. But referring to them he said:
· "These are Israelites. They come next."
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announced I would speak Wednesday night, instead of prayer
meeting. We do not know just how soon we will be called
on to clash with Adventism, but sooner or later the contest
must come. It is to our interest to defer the conflict till we
are better equipp.ed with the Spanish language. To do this
we propose using diplomacy with our friends and try to keep
the Adventist minister out of our way for a while. In the
meantime, I am· preparing a tract on "The law" and intend
writing another on the "Sabbath" and publish same here, as
will not cost so much to publish here.
At the prayer meeting Wednesday evening, November 16,
the writer, assisted by Brother Mannering, blessed a child,
probably the first ever blessed by elders of the Reorganized
Church in Mexico. Its name is Joel Rosales, born in Tor1·eon, Mexico, January 18, 1910. The father is a barber.
The following prayer meeting November 23, the writer,
by invitation, took charge. I would conduct the meeting in
my own way. I did, and one of the leaders criticized departing from the usual plan. But he excused me, saying "the
brother did not understand." They are certainly our warm
friends and I recite these facts to show this.

W. S. P.

KANSAS •
Bro. Roy Slye and I ·came to Wilmore November 11, upon
invitation of Bro. and Sr. Earl Redfield, who live three
miles north of town on a farm. They were baptized this
summer by Bro. C. J. Scott. They have been workers with
the Baptist people here, the only church in town, and had
been promised, should the elders of their church come, they
might use the church here for meeting. But upon our arrival
the minister advised against it. We asked them Sunday night
to announce our meeting for Monday night, at their '111eeting,
if we could have the building·. We were there Sunday night
and waited in vain for the atmouncement of our me~ting, and
when the minister announced the closing song, I arose and
asked what they had decided to do about our using the
church, whereupon the minister informed me that they had
decided to refuse us the use of it (and that, too, after two
of the trustees had told Brother Redfield he might have it).
I then asked the privilege of making a few remarks. This
was granted. I told them what I thought of such procedure
and quoted several injunctions of the Scriptures that they
were not living up to.
I told them we were not Mormons, and briefly explained
the difference. I told the people we had a message for them
from God, and that we would proceed to secure a place to
·hold meetings, and invited them to come and hear the truth.
The minister said they had been hearing the truth, and he
hoped t)iey would all abide by it. 'l'he next day we saw
the school board, got the consent of each one. They have
a lovely building, just finished at a cost of over five thousand
dollars. We commenced our meeting next night, November
·15 to fair audiences which have increased till we could not
se~t them all. Our preaching has stirred the whole community, and is the subject of discussion among· all the people. One man said he had heard all kinds of comment on
our preaching, from one extreme to the other.
WILL S. PENDER.
The Baptist minister tried to refute our position in his
P. S.-Later: Om• friends have arranged for two sermons service Sunday morning, but he was weak. His own memeach Suriday• .,, The Adventist minister is a pleasant little bers told me it was a failure. He asserted the Baptist
fellow, but very aggressive. No more so, 1Jhough, than we. Church existed all the· way since the days of Christ, and
He wishes to preach one of those two sermons, and succeeded urged them to contend earnestly for the faith once delivered
in , doing so yesterday. However, the ti~e was. mine, the to the Saints. He quoted Jude, third verse, and said Paul
writer having been announced a week be~ore. I thm~ he lost wrote this fo Jude. · He said 'the words for ever in the Bible
with . them /however I had put an outlme of my mtended meant always, without an end, and all you had to do was to
sermon on' the blackboard. This of course was noticed. So pray and read the Bible, and you could not go wrong. ·
Now the Christians say they have sent for a man to
at the close a brother called attention to this fact, and they
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come and show the people we are preaching false do~trine.
We intended closing last night, November 27, but we,felt the
interest demanded a continuance, as several came to us and
asked us to continue. Some of them. took us to the hotel,
and told the landlord to keep us as long as we wished_ to stay,
and charge same to them. There are some fine, noble people
interested. So we will continue leaving the resu}ts in the
hands of the just Judge.
We hope to keep ourselves in a humble manner, that the
Lord may use us to bless others and glorify-- his name and
principles among the children of men.
Your brother in Christ,
JAMES C. PAGE.
MONTANA.
Seeing reports in the HERALD from other fields reminds me
that Montana District is not altogether asleep ,and that some
things are being done that are worthy of a place in the dear
old HERALD.
Our district conference was held at Race Track, October
15 and 16. This was the first conference ever held at Race
Track, and it was the largest gathering of Saints I have ever
seen in the State. Arrangements had .• been made to have
dinner in the hall, both Saturday and Sunday, and we took
supper in the hall,' too, on Sunday evening. This arrangement,
besides making it much easier on the sisters living near there,
gave the Saints a better chance to visit. At the social meeting
Sunday afternoon Brn. John E. Eliason, of Race Track, and
Jerome P. Wyckoff,' of Deer Lodge, were ordained elders.
They are both good men, alive in the work, and will be a great
help to the Saints in that part of the district. A good feeling
prevailed throughout the entire conference, and the social
service on Sunday afternoon was especially uplifting and
encouraging.
On November 4, I received a phone message from Reese
Creek asking me to come there, November 8, and assist
Brn. A. J. Moore and Gomer Reese in a series of meetings.
I went as requested and stayed with them until November
21, helping what I could. A good attendance greeted us,
most every service, and many were interested in the preaching.
Ten were baptized, and one (Bro. Dan Moore) was ordained
a priest. The best interest at Reese Creek I have seen there
since I first came into this field, more than four years ago.
Saints at Bozeman are still working, trying to hold the
fort, spiritually, and pay off the financial obligations hanging
over them, also. Yes, and they are making some headway,
too.
Brn. W. P. Boatman and Thomas Reese (our Bishop's
agent) have been working together of late, teaching the
Saints the financial law, in different parts of the district.
They have had good success, too, along that line, and have
baptized some. Montana will show up more tithes, offerings,
and consecrations this year than ever before; and I think
the number baptized will be greater than for several years
past, at least. Yes, and I think there is a general forward
movement along spiritual lines, too, although it is not so
pronounced as it should be. The victory is not yet fully won,
and there is no place to stop-onward is the watchword.
In gospel bonds,
ISAAC M. SMITH·
BOZEMAN, MONTANA, 23.North Seven~1f Avenue ..
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News From Branch~
CENTRAL CHICAGO.
Sr. Laura Sherman, eldest daughter of Bro. and Sr. A. F.
::iherman, was married ·Thursday evening, Novembei; ·24, to
Mr. Alfred G. Boehm,_ at her -home, 3630 Rhoades avenue,
Elder E. J. Lang officiating. About sixty guests were present.
Sunday, Noveinbei· 27, Elder Tanner occupied in the morning, discussing on baptism, and showing how the Father wili
feel after us when we are careless .and indifferent, and if
are sincere we will return.
Bro. A. F. She1;man preached to quite a small audience in
in the evening, par.tially due to the very heavy rain in the
afternoon.
Wednesday evening prayer meeting in charge of Brother
Newton. As the weather was very cold not many were
present.
The Gleaners met Thursday of this week ·at Sr. George
Warlick's. Sister Warlick has been on the sick list for a number of weeks, but is now improving.
ALICE CARY SCHWARTZ.
6549 MARSHFIELD AVENUE; Phone, Wentworth 8731.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.

The speakers at the Stone Church during November. were
Elders J. W. Rushton, G. E. Harrington, Alvin Knisley, G. H.
Hilliard, lVI. H. Bond, W. H. Kelley, R. M. Elvin, and Hale W.
Smith; also, Pres. Joseph Smith delivered an address on
Thanksgiving Day; and Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt gave an archreological lecture, with stereopticon views, on the 28th, which
was a grand effort and highly appreciated.
The morning prayer meetings and Sunday school, together
with those of the Religio, the emollment of which, with Home
Department is six hundred, and average attendance two hundred and sixty, Ladies' Aid, Laurel Club, and Daughters of
Zion, with the Men's League, all continued their regular sessions; also the athletic clubs, Sunshine Band and Band of
Mercy, the Boy Scouts and, last though not least, the Sisters'
Surprise Visiting committees, all continued to pursue their
laudable and varied vocations.
The special events occ1ffri.ng were ~he march of the Sunday
school and others, old and young, to Brother Joseph's residence
on the morning of November 6, the occasion being his seventy-eighth birthday.
Then in the evening the Saints ·attended the two big
church rallies held at the Christian church, and First Presbyterian, the former being a Prohibition mass meeting for men,
addressed by Dr. Samuel M. Neel, of Kansas City, and the
latter, one for women, Mrs. Katherine L. Wolfex of Chicago,
a ~ealous temperani;:e worker, being the speaker.
To the ladies of the W. C. T. U. is due much credit for
their efficient service at luncheons given during the week,
. also on the· 8th :when they also visited en m.asse the polling
booths, singing such songs l!;S "Rescue the perishing" "Where
is my wandering boy to-night" and other gospel hymns, as
they di&tributed their state-wide prohibition literature,. humbly; assisted by one Latter Day Saint sister, and members of
the Ministers' Alliance. Among the pleasant social events we
note the marri.age in their cozy home on the 12th, of oui• Y,oung
brother a11d srnter, Hugo Kepley and Dorcas L. Carson:• '-also
Bi}?~l\er Joseph's anniversary reception on· thh').1th, ~hich'
1
"o/as attended by a large number of Saints who presente'd him
"".~th the love toke~ purse of about sixty dollars, a·ccompanied
Selfishness can not forgive. .LOV'il .can not help _foi;~ with a poem from the facile pen of Dr. Joseph Luff Brother
g1vmg. . . . Love defines our neighbor as the man whom )~ Bond making a fine speech in behalf of the donor~, ~rid ''it
wa~ ~·esponded to in an impressive manner by the venerable
can help, and measure oui· duty cto l)im by what. ~e: 'You
recipient.
wish for ourselves.-WilliaJll De Witt Hyoe.
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In filling up the measure of happiness for about thirty of the
-elderly ones, on Thursday, the 17th, Bro. and Sr. Ellis Short
entertained them with cheer and good-will and an accustomed
annual dinner, the ages of those present reaching a total of
one thousand six hundred and ninety-five years.
Added .to these have been the· greetings and "showers" of
the Surprise Visiting Committees, showing the Saints' appreciation of the homecoming- of some of "the family" from
abroad; and of others among us also. Through the kindly
offices of the Sunshine Band twenty-nine families on Thanksgiving Day were the happy recipients of their loving bounty
and good wishes.
· The -Laurel Club held a bazaar on the 24th, continuing from
5 until 10 o'clock, and serving supper also; and the result
of this delightful occasion was a free-will offering of about
$260, contributed to the dining hall fund.
The Boy Scouts likewise helped to make the day one of
joyfulness, for with Bro. W. 0. Hands as their Count master
they hiked early in the morning to McCune Farm, only seven
niiles away, and ere they returned were the means of adding
to a fai·mer's store of cheer by saving much damage to his
fields by fire.
The Thanksgiving sermon by Pres. Joseph Smith was a
true thank' offering to God for all his mercies. He spoke
before a large audience of the sterling quality of character
of our forefathers and of the men of this republic,-Washington ·and Lincoln,-and rendered due meed of praise for :1-ll
who had held for a true and noble citizenship in this chmce
and gracious land of plenty and freedom.
_.
At the close of this eloquent. address the congregation
joined in singing the oft-repeated prayer
"Long may our land be bright
With freedom's holy light,
Protect us by thy might,
Great God, our King."
ABBIE A. HORTON.

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
Our speakers during the past month have been Brn. S. A:·
Burgess, T. J. Elliott, Geo'rge Reeves, C: J. P~at of. Lamom,
Iowa, and Brother Barron of Kansas City'. M1ssour1 ...s?me
of the subjects discussed were, momentous times; pro~1b1t10n;
the price of peace; give thanks to God; all of which were
edifying and -instructive.
The district priesthood meeting was held the evening of
November 21. The subjects considered being, public speaking,
gifts to-day as formerly, all gifts of God.
.
District conference will convene December 10 and 11, m
Saint Louis. The district priesthood meeting will be held
some time during the afternoon of the 11th.
The Mite Society gave a fine turkey dinner and oyster supp·er Thanksgiving Day, also bazaar ~nd entertainment, whi_ch
were highly appreciated, and a decided success, as the Mite
Society affairs usually are.
.
The Religio and Sunday school had a rally day 1~ Belleville Illinois November 13, at which time subjects of mteri;st
wer~ discuss~d and benefit was derived, both socially and spn·itually.
.
. . I k • •
' A ·. thank~gl'ving prayer service was h_el_d Th!\n sf1v,mg
mor~in~ whe~ the Saints were given the pr1v1lege of ~cknowl
edging G~d's goodness to them during th~_ye~r. While some
of us have had much of· trial and sorrow still we k~ow we
As Latter Day Samts we
h ,.ave h a d ~uch to be thankful for.
bl .
fl , ,,
can "Praise God from whom all essmgs ow.
·
.
.
.
E. M. PATTERSON.
2739 DEJONG STREE'l'.
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.
A few words from this part of the field may be of interest
to the readers. We have little to say in a general line, that is,
for any great development, but we have something to say in
a special way that is noteworthy. One year ago Bro. Fred A;
Smith and the writer, with the consent of the majority of the
Saints of the Seattle Branch made the initial payment of
twenty-five dollars on a church building that the Presbyterians
had for sale. The purchase pl'ice was two thousand five hundred dollars, to be paid off at five hundred dollars a year, at
seven per cent interest. The outlook was anything but encouraging. Because of the attitude of some towards the payment
of it, it looked at one time like failure; and some that could
have done a great deal to promote the success of the undertaking, have seen fit to ignore all appeals for help. Had it
not been for some of the Saints in the district we should have
failed in the first payment. One friend, a nonmember, gave
us great encouragement, not only in word but in deed. He
said, "You will pay for it and will never miss it."
The second payment looked an impossibility, but there are
some sisters called the Ladies' Aid in Seattle, who took it
upon themselves to do what they could, not knowing how much ·
they could accomplish. They thought they might raise one
hundred dollars, by sewing and selling articles. 'l'hey continued work, and as a matter of fact produced a surplus. A
bazaar was held in the church the 17th of November and the
result was sales aggregating ninety-six dollars for the day.
To date there have been about sixteen hundred dollars paid
in principal and interest, and repairs, the Ladies' Aid having
paid about two hundred and twenty-five dollars. They are
worthy of greater praise when it is under~tood _that there are
only about six who contributed towards this ~~luevement ..
I wish we could say as much for the spiritual feature of
the work. "A little leaven, leaveneth the whole lump.''. This
is true in more respects than one. The Lord has said that
the purchase of this building, "will be a place wher: man;,
will be brought int-0 the work if the Samts ai:e fmth.ful.
May God enable us to realize that what we lack m obedience
here we shall lack in reward in the sweet by and by.
With a prayer for the ultimate success of the "marvelous
work and a wonder," I am as yet a lover of truth.
WILLIAM JOHNSON.

Hymns and Poems
Selected and Original
Christmas•

Along the slopes of Olivet
A hush and halo linger yet;
A whispei·ed homage stirs the treesVocal through twenty centuries.
The stable where the oxen stood
Left us Life's best beatitude,
Where, in a manger, it gave breath
To Him of lowly Nazareth.
Ah<l still Wise Men come from afar,
To seek there that strange, unmapped Star;
To Bethany wend, and Galilee,
· '·'
·
Some -traceries of His steps to see.
His Life is now a 'di!!dein
For quiet, nestled Bethlehem;
Though crushed on cruel Calvary,
What greater on this earth can be?·
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Hallowed is Kedron's pensive stream;
No room remains for doubt or dream,
Since the World's Hope, dear and divine
Gilds thus-for ever-Palestine.
Ode to a Star.

0 yon bright star, so far away,
The only one I see,
Who cares enough to peep within
This lonesome cot for me!

Tell me, 0 star, art thou too far
To see and sympathize
With lonesome man here on this earth,
Or care thou if man dies?
I wonder me if where thou art,
They have these whitewashed walls,
With rows of cots all standing close,
And nurses' waiting calls.
Ah, no! I hope that where thou art
There's neither pain nor woe;
For when I leave this sin-cursed world,
To thee I wish to go.
That God is good, there is no doubt,
He placed us where we are,
But, when I leave this world of pain
I'll go .to thee, 0 Star.
R. E. STONE, Independence Sanitarium.
NOVEMBER 26, 1910.
Compensation.
If earth's flowers never faded,
If earth's fruitage never failed,
If the glad and golden sunlight
Of earth's summers never paled;
If no blighting breath of winter,
Ever brought the frost and snow;
We would miss the sweet contrasting
That the changing seasons show.
If life's pathway ever led us
Through a smooth and flowery mead,
Or through quiet, peaceful valleys,
Vine embowered, it should lead;
With no need of toilsome climhing
The desired goal to gain;
We would mirn the glorious outlook
Those who scale the heights attain.
If earth's wealth would never vanish
If earth's gems ne'er turned to d~st ·
If earth's treasures fondly cherished, '
Could escape the moth and rust;
We might miss the heavenly treasufe
That has never yet grown old;
Jewels of unchanging luster,
Star-gemmed crown and ha113 of gold.
If earth's friendsh'ips never failed us,
If earth's loves were always· true,

If life's wine was never wasted,
Or was never wet with due;

· : December14, 1910

We might miss the lasting friendship
Of the Changeless -One; nor taste
The wine of joy and bread of heaven,
Whereon: now oui· souls may feast.
So I hold that. over yonder,
When we see with clearnr eyes,
We shall learn in all ciiit losses,
Some sweet hidden meaning lies..
And we'll find our compensation
Far outweighs the pain and loss;
And our missed and mourned-for treasure
Will appear a!\ worthless dross.
ALICE R. CORSON.

rvtiscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

CENTRAL NEBRASKA.-The semiannual conference of the
Central Nebraska District convened at Clearwater, August
13, 1910. Called to order by district president, Bto. J. H.
Jackson, at 11 a. m. There being but few present the })our
was spent in prayer and testimony. A good spirit previiled.
In the afternoon the conference was organized by choosing
the district president as the chairman, and W. E. Kester as
secretary. The minutes of previous meeting were read and
approved.
Branches reporting were Bonesteel, Inman,
Meadow Grove, and Clearwater. Bonesteel, number at last
report 75; present number 8~; Inman, number at last report
69, present number 69; Meadow Grove, number at last report
56, present number 55; Clearwater, number at last report 81,
present number 81.- The ministry reporting were: Elders J. R.
Sutton, Levi Gamet, J. F. Grimes, J. H. Jackson; Priests C.
H. Derry and W. E. Kester. Bishop's Agent, Bro. Levi Gamet,
reported having received $1,127.68; expended $943.50; balance
due church $184.18. Brn. J. F. Grimes and J. R. Sutton were
appointed to audit the agent's books, but on account of not
having all the stubs of receipts given by· the agent they
recommended that the auditing be deferred until next district
conference. There were two contestants for the February conference, viz, Round Park Branch, and Bonesteel. The vote
resulted in the choice of the fatter named place. The. date to
be fixed by the district president, J. R. Sutton. Recommended
that with the sanction of the Clearwater Branch, W. E. Kester be ordained to the office of elder and Bro. Thomas Rutledge to the office of teacher. After due consideration it was
deferred until the next regular business session of the branch.
It was moved and seconded that the chairman of the conference name the nature of the meetings and the speakers. The
preaching was by J. F. Grimes and J. R. Sutton; a sa~rament
and prayer meeting was held, and the conference adjourned.
W. E. Kester, district Fecretary.
Conference Notices.

In accordance with pursuant action, the conference of the
Southern Nebraska district will meet at Eustis, January 15,
16; opening session, prayer service, 10 a. m. Let an effort be"
made by as many as possible to attend. ~au! M. H_anson, district president, 1207-3 Corso, Nebraska City, Nebraska.
Conference of the Southeastern Illinois District will con~
vene with the Brush Creek Branch, Wayne County, on Saturday, January 7, 1911, at 10 a. m. Branch clerks, please send
repo1ts to me at Xenia, Illinois, in time for the conference.
Also send assessment along. Hope to have reports from all
the ministry in the district. A. H. Burroughs, secretary and
treasurer.
The Saint Louis district conference will convene at Saint
Louis, Missouri, Saturday and Sunday, December 10 and 11.
· ~lection of officers, and other matters of importance to the
d1stri~t, and work in general will· come up. Let as many in
the district attend ·as can, so the entire distl·ict may be benefited .. Do not fail to send or bring your branch reports. C••J.
Remmgton, secretary. ·
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Notice.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the following who used
to be members of a branch now disorganized, and whose
names have been placed on record of Condon, Oregon, Branch,
please notify the clerk of that branch, W; F. Tharp:
.
Clarinda E. Cowdery, Charles E. Aldrich, Lucinda Aldrich~
James A. Olney, Lucinda Harper, Charles E. White.

Died.
B. Newkirk was born July 3, 1834, in
Fairfield County, Ohio, and died October 6, 1910, at Richland Center, Wisconsin. He was married February 26, 1866,
to Louvenia Newkirk, who with four children still survive
him. Was baptized by Z. H. Gurley. His companion says
of him, "He was faithful to the end. He always loved that
faith and no other." ·Services by Reverend Warren.
BATES.-Sadie, daughter of Bro. and Sr. William Hawley,
1and wife of Bro. John Bates was born February 19, 1887, and
died at Hubbard Lake, November 11, 1910. She was baptized
July 4, 1895, by Elder R. Davis, and was a firm believer in
the faith. A husband and two small children survive, also her
aged parents, one brother, and one·sister, all believers in the
restored gospel. The funeral was conducted by Elder E. N.
Burt, brother-in-law of the deceased.
. DILLON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, November 15, 1910, Bro. James
D. Dillon, aged 50 years, 10 months, and 16 days. For two
full years his health declined. He was baptized in 1871 by
Elder Z. H. Gurley, and lived a worthy and honorable life.
He leaves wife arid one daughter, an aged mother, three broth. ers · one sister and two half brothers. Funeral sermon by
H. 'A; Stebbin~. Service in charge of John Smith, prayer at
residence by F. A. Smith, and at church by J. R. Lambert.
As a member of the Odd Fellows Society, and of the Rebekah
Lodge and of the Mo<lern Woodmen, he received aid and
attention from them during his illness; also a large number.
from them attended the funeral .and marched in a body from
the residence to the church and to the cemetery.
BROAD.-William ·Richard Bi·oad was born May 10, 1910,
and departed this life October 30, 1910. He was the only
child of Edward and Ada Broad, of Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Though his ·life was short, yet it was hard for our b~·other
arid sister to part with him. Funeral sermon was 4ehvered
by John Jordison of Coalville, Iowa. The many relatives and
friends present a't the services gave evidence of great respect
had for the parents of the deceased.
TAYLOR.-Wallace Taylor died November 9. He was born
November 29, 1836, at Greenack, Renfue, Scotland, and was
baptized arid confirmed by John Taylor.
STEVENS.-Charles Marshal Stevens, at Eau Clare, Wiscqnsin, in the hos.pital, November 24. 1910, aged 31 ·years, 8
NEWKIRK.~lsaac

lllS'l'ABLISBilllD

Births. 40 cents per' 75

To Insure prompt Insertion, make remit·

mont.hs, 14 days. He was the son of Bro. H. D. and Sr.
Hattie Stevens, o~ Madi~on._ Wisconsin. He was accidently
shot by a compamon while m the woods deer hunting. His
body was brought to his home at Madison, Wisconsin. The
funeral was held November 27, at the chapel near their home.
A very large gathering of friends and neighbors assembled.
He leaves to mourn a father, mother, four sisters one
brother, aud many relatives. The family were all pres~nt at
the funeral excepting one sister. Marshal was loved and respected by all who knew him;- was honest, kind hearted, and
true in all his dealings. Brother and Sister Stevens have the
sympathy of all who know them. Sermon by W. A. McDowell,
assisted by J. 0. Dutton.
LADUE.-Kathryn M. LaDue was born June 13, 1882, in
Calhoun Township, Harrison County, Iowa. Married to Roy
E. Adams, October 26, 1906, at her home in Missouri Valley,
Iowa. She united with the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Sainfa, on June 9, 1907. She died
at her home, Logan, Iowa, November 17, 1910, aged 28
years, 5 months, and 4 days. She leaves to mourn a husband, mother, three brothers, and many other relatives and
friends. She was conscious to the end, her last words being,
"Abide with me," and "Think thou of me," these being
favorite hymns with her. She bade her relatives goodbye, saying, "Bid all inquiring friends good-bye. Tell them
not to mourn for me, for I am relieved of my suffering."
She always expressed her heartfelt gratitude to God for leading her by his Spirit to see and obey the gospel, as revealed
through Jesus Christ. She trusted in his merits alone .. In
Him she found sweet repose. She waited patiently for the
change and was ready to welcome the pale messenger without a
dread. For two years she had suffered without a murmur. She
honored God's ordinances and was grateful for the help received from medical aid. "For her to live. was Christ, foi:·her
to die was gain." But her loss to loved ones and the church
was and is deeply felt. The funeral sermon was preached in
the Saints' Church, Logan, by Charles Derry, assisted by
Elder W. W. Baker. She was laid to rest in the Logan
cemetery.·
Coo1c-Timothy Cook was born October 21, 1834, at Wandsworth, Surrey County, England; was baptized into the Reorganized Church, May 26, 1891, at San Lucas, Mo_nterey
County, California, by Elder J. F. Burton, and ordamed a
teacher the same day. In 1895, he was called to the office of
priest. Up to the time of his death he was stanch in the
faith. He was loved and esteemed by all who knew him. A
wife two sons, and a daughter survive to mourn the loss of a
kind' and loving husband and father.
LAUREN SON .-At Saint Joseph; Missouri,' of Bright's disease,
August 27, 1910. Elder William Laµrenson, aged 71 years,
...$ months and 19 days. He· was born at Prescott, England,
May 8, 1S39. He was married to Miss Mary Ann Walker,, at
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
We act as financial agent for parties from a distance, and
it is our purpose to handle any. business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this ·bank satisfactory and profitable.

WANTED.
4.ny Latt~r Day Saint wanting to. rent
out his farm, ·furnished c9mplete with
stock and implements please -write me
your proposition and all particulars con_cerning same. I can give ·good reference.
I want it to be in a good locality. ··I ·am
3:. mar,ried · n:ian. A. fl.· Chrestensen, J oplm, Missouri, 2310 Bird stre~t.
-~ 47-tf

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Home for Sale.

We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.
Capital and Surplus $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

will be paid on one year deposits. Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be g!ven. Address, The State Savings Bank cif Lamoni, Lamoni, Io.
Five per cent per annum

LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Andenon, Alice P. Dancer, 'Anna A. Dancer, Oscar Anderson,
W. A. Hopkim, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.
.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
muscle, brain, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life." I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc per day, feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
241; pound sacks at $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
You lose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lectm·e to Saints.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR.
Health Builder and Instructor.
42-tf
Canal Dover, Ohio.

Wanted

430 North Sixteenth . street; Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8. rooms, large hall, 3
closets, cistern, 2 lots, so· .foot east front
on brick paved street,_ b~y winaow; all
sewers,. ·paving, etc., are made in' the
district; two blocks from the -~faints'
brick chapel; 8 or 9 blocks to center. ~f
'city, walking distance to. high school.
Will arrange easy terms. Price $3,00.0:
A great ba·rgain. Would exchange for
land.
c. A. BAcus, Boone, Iowa ..

Free

Books for Everyone

Four wonderful books by :the great
Swedish scientist, _philosopher, and 'theologian, Emanuel Swedenborg, absohitely
free to any person who sends only the exact amom1t o~_postage required for transportation. About 600 pages in each book.
Heaven and its Wonders ·and Hell, The
Four Leading Doctrines, The Divine Lov(l,
NEW SACRED SONGS
and Wisdom, The Divine Providence,
of 'exceptional merit, by A •. B. Phillips.
Postage 8 cents each.
THE KING OF PEACE.
Address, C. W. CLODFELTER,
4 pages. Sublimely beautiful. Don't
Princeton, Missouri,
miss it. Get it for Xmas. Postpaid, 25 50-4
cents.
WITHIN THE VEIL.
ZION'S PRAISES
A lovely sol6. Easy. 15 cents. Both
songs 35 cents. Get our 7c list.
48-4* No. 70, cloth ...........•• , . , , ..• $AO
Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.
No. 70%, leather ...........••.•• 1.00
No. 70%,
leather, flexible ....... ·.. c1.60
.
A girl or woman to do house work in
a family of Saints. Church privileges.
Answer and state salary expected. Address,
MRS. J. LA WREN CE,
51-4
Elk l\Iills, Cecil Co., Md.

Manchester, England, December 24, 1864. Six children were
born to t?-em; Alfred, of Denver, Colorado; John and William
H. of Samt Joseph, and Frederick W., of Hamilton Missouri
who with the w~fe and.mother ai:id a granddaughtei:, Jennie,~
member of then· family from mfancy, are chief mourners.
Two daughters, Amy, born 1866, and Alice W. born 1876
died in infancy. Deceased joined the Utah church in England'
and removed to Utah where he soon discovered that he had
been cruelly deceived, and in August, 1870 at Heniferville
Utah, he was baptized into the Reorganized 'church, by Elde;·
E. .c. Bra_n~. The .same year he made his way across the
plams arr1vmg at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, the latter part of
the year. September 3, 1871, he was ordained.

London, Sewell Ford, Cyrus Town~end Brady and Roy'tNor~on ll;l'e counted among the contributors to ;, Sunday paper
its trmmph can no longer be doubted.
The Sunday Magazine of The Record-Herald is far and
away t~e best literary treat offered to newspaper readers in
the Umted States to-day. The largest monthlies and independent weeklies. can, not surpass it in quality or sustained
mterest. You will aiways find one of the finest serials of
the year in its pages, often captured from the big monthlies'
at record prices. Its· short stories, :including those of the
delectable Shorty McCabe,. can not be surpassed.

The Triumph of a New Idea.

The Des Moines Capital can be secured from now until
January 1, 1912, for $2. This gives new subscribers the
bal~nce · of this year ~ree.. This. is their annual Bargain
Per10d offer,. T.he qapital is pubh.shed six days a week. It
stops when its time is out. It pubhshes no liquor advertisi--g
It will cover the big events of the year 1911 in a thorot;~h
man~er. Its market. reports are unexcelled fo 1• accuracy and
de!ail. Its leadership for the upbuilding of Iowa is be ond
price; to the people .o~ the State. Good roads, better seed-~orn
and improved cond1t10ns on the farms more interurbans b t
ti;r . schools . and colleges, and pub!ic'ity of Io ,
' ,.;e :
virtues are important efforts Let us send . was subpe,:01
·
m your su scrip· tion.

The Daily Capital. until 1912 for $2.00.
About the quantity of reading matter furnished in the
averagi: Sunday newspaper there is no reason to complainunless it be on the score of too-muchness-but the quality
ofte~ leaves m~ch to b~ desired. The only shining and unquahfii;d except10n to .this rule is found in the unique Sunday
Magazme of The Chicago Record-Herald. There is nothing
else like it in the whole range of American journalism .. It
is a real magazine. that is regularly issued as a part-ot the
Sunday paper. It is filled with first-class fiction, able articles, ..
choice pictures and a wide range of good miscellany, al.I by_
popular or really famous authors· and artists ... When. wnters
such as Conan Doyle, Anthony Hope, Rudyard. Kipling, __Jack
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"At Last."

· This book was put out especially for the holiday
trade. It is an illustrated poem of David H. Smith.
It is put up in ·a dainty form and would make a nice
present. The nu1!1-ber is limited, there being about
one thousanq. copies left. No more to be printed.
Order "At Last," price 25 cts.
The Instructor.

One of the very best books to have for ready reference on any of our distinctive, doctrinal features.
No library complete without it. It saves you hours
of weary -research. No. 126, cloth, 75c; No. 127,
leather, $1.00; No. 128, flexible, $1.50.
The Christian Sabbath, or Weekly Rest Day

is a complete refutation of the claims of our
Seventh Day friends. It is brief, but comprehensive.
You ought to be able to give some good reasons why
you do not keep the seventh day. Get posted on this
much discussed subject. No. 133, 40c.
What is Man,

by Elder J. R. Lambert. Th'is little book is without doubt one of the biggest little books ever printed.
It completely routs the fallacious idea of soul sleeping. It fairly scintillates with its clear cut reasoning. If you want to think, buy this book. You will
never regret what you have spent for it. No. 140,
cloth, 50c.
Compendium of Faith.

Gives a splendid arrangement of our faith as
stated by the three books, i. e., Inspired Translation,
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants. You
nefd this book. It is of inestimable worth to every
Latter Day Saint. No. 141, cloth, 75cts, No. 14H,
leather, $1; No. 174, flexible, $1.50.
Objections to the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and
Covenants Answered and Refuted.

It is almost impossible for the average Saint to
be able to meet the many objections urged by our
opposers against us, on account of lacking the necessary books and information. This work just fills the
bill. You have a complete refutation of many of the
so-called objections against us in a concise and handy
form. Order No. 143, cloth, 40c.
Joseph Smith and his Progenitors.

This book gives an intensely interesting account
of the early days of the church. It has convinced
many of the truthfulness of the latter day work. It
is written in a plain, simple, truthful style; it appeals to the best elements in man. Don't fail to send
for it for you library. It is also a splendid adjunct
for missionary work. No. 150, cloth, 75c.
·
True Succession in Church Presidency.

A book for the student who wishes thoroughly to
post himself on the question of the true successor of
the Martyr Joseph Smith. Order No. 153, cloth, 50c.
Rules of Order and Debate.

All our church business meetings as well as those
. of the auxiliaries, are, or ought to be, carried on by a
close adherence to parliamentary usages. This book
is the official parliamentary book-of the church. You
can't get along without it. No. 161, cloth, 40c.

Fireside Talks With Our Girls.

is a book put forth by the Daughters of Zion. Its
name should bespeak a i·eady sale for it. Every
paren~ should see that his girl has one of these books.
To fa!l to properly instruct you children is criminal
Order No. 213, limp cloth, 30c.
·
The Truth Defended.

is a book careful~y written, expressly to meet an
attack upon our faith. Our work is a positive one
and as such, we are bound to strike no uncertain
blows at error wherever found. This means that we
must be as good anvils as we are hammers. This
book prepares you tb be both. Order No 215 cloth
50c.
·
'
'
A.utobiography of Elder R. C. Evans.

This very interesting work should be read by every
Saint, .and i~ is a splendid work to put in the hand
mvestigator. The many marvelous manifestivtions of God as recorded in it are a source of strength
to the readers' faith. Order No. 216, cloth, 75c.

o! an

Divinity of Book of Mormon aa Proven by Archaeology.

is a book written for the archreological student.
It forms a scientific basis for the defense of the
. Book of Mormon which is simply unanswerable.
Order No. 234, c;loth, 50c.
Book of Mormon Lectures.

This book contains a series of lectures, proving in
a convincing manner that the Book of Mormon has
a divine mission to perform. These lectures are
.given in an interesting style, and hold the attention
of the reader thoughout. A splendid book to put in
the hand of the truth-seeker. Order No. 235, cloth
50c.
'
Joseph Smith; Who Was He?

So many books have been written unfairly concerning the Seer of Palmyra that it ii! only justice
that a book should be written explaining fully his
mission and placing him before the world in a proper
light. This book does this work. Order No. 238,
cloth, 50c.
Joseph Smith Defended.

A companion book for the above. This book fearlessly takes up the many so-called evidences against
the Seer and riddles them with clear statement of
facts. Both this book and the preceding one are well
worthy a place in your library. No. 241, cloth, 50c.
With i:he Church in an Early Day.

ls an absorbing story of the lives of a tew who were
connected with the church at its commencement. The
unanimous verdict of those who have read this work
· and who know, is that it portrays truthfully the
condition incident to those who sacrificed all, and
united their fortunes with the angel's message. This
book will make its readers better for having read it.
Order No. 243, cloth, 75c.
Memoirs of W. W. Blair.

This book will increase your faith in the promises
of God. It portrays vividly the stirring events incident to the Reorganization. No. 249, cloth, 50c.
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Bak.inf :Pow.tier

California
.

Absolutely Pure

via

Distinctively a cream of
tartar baking powder

The only baking powder
made from Roy~I grape
cream of tartar.
Pure, Healthful, Depend:able

HOMES

~~EAR

OR IN LAMONI, IOWA

120 acres, 6 miles from Lamoni, New
improvements, land rolling. $60 per acre.
$3,000 cash, balance easy terms.
80 acres 0 miles out, fair improvements, $55. $2,000 cash, balance tim(>.
200 acres 6 miles out. Good impi:ovE-ment, good farm, good terms. $75 per
acre.
160 acres joins town. Highly improved
and land lies practically level, $110.
160 acres 3 miles out, highly improvcJ,
no better farm here, $100 per acre.
In town. 7 room house, good, abo;1t
4 acres land. $1250. Good terms.
6 acres of land. Fine house and barn.
Beautiful home, $3,000. Terms.
Smaller properties ranging from $250
up. Write us what you want.
LAMONI LAND & LOAN CO.,
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

'N

1 nru
IUl:HL

;i-a·

A Popular Winter Route
It holds first place for magnificent sce~ery and for comfort, t~o, for!
those· who take advantage of the opportunity to join. one of the BUR.;;·
LINGTON'S through-to-destination-unde1'"personal-e:;;cort ·parties.
·Some folks fear being snow-bound via this route in winter. This is
a great mistake! Because, in Colorado there is more sunshine· than in
Florida, and less snow than than in any State east of the Missouri River.
There is less delay from snow blockades on this route than on other, less
attractive routes.
Get a· copy of our "California Exeursions--Personally. Conducted"
folder. It will tell you a whole lot of things about California. Then ask·
me how to join one of these special parties.

L. F. SILTZ, Agent
C. B. & Q. R. R.

The Standard Railroad of the West

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operations in writing, billing or atatiatical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running,· easy action Model 10 (Viaible) _

Smith Premier

Cnu ff•llll.IYIHIJ
t'T111n

I'! 1 CT
011 I
A genuine leather folding pocket-book,
can not break or get out of order, just
the thing for small change or can be used
as well for bills. It is very popular with
all who use it, made in three colors of
imitation Morocco leather, black, green

R
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Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th end Douglas Streets, Omah .. , Nebr...ka

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred, Are you looking this way for
a home.? if so, and desire reliable infor-'
mation, call on or write
·
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

and red at 25c each, with name in gold,
35c. Autumn leaf leather-a beautiful
blending of colors to look like the autumn
leaves, 30c. With name in gold, 40c. Genuine Morocco, black only, 40c, with name
in gold, 50c.
What would be more appropriate than
a card case with 50 or 100 cards? The Pr~sidency
case is made of a good grade of leather
This book has been enlarged by the ad.
with name stamped in gold at 50c with
50 cards, $1.00, one hundred cards, $1.25. dition of over eighty pages.
-· No. 134..:.Cloth • · • . _$1.00
All sent postpaid to any address on
receipt of price.
M. T. WILLIAMS,
Lamoni, Iowa. · TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.
Our Brighamite friends are making an
campaign amongst the, Saints.
RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE•. active·
You need this book. It is the deathknell
to
all pretenders to the Presidency
Every Saint should have this book. It
js complete as well as explicit in its state- of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35
cents
paper;
·No. 152. 60 cents, cloth;
ments as to how to conduct all business
1
_meetings. Only 40 cents,.cloth .. No. 161. No. J.63.

and Priesthood.•••••

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and is prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? .Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself.· Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

Five per cent interest
Paid on Time Depoiita at the

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
Incorporated uodei the banking lawa of the '
State of Iowa, and undei direct conllol.
of the Auditor of Stale.
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Hymns and Poems for the Holidays.·
Bow, ye angels, chant his praises,
Strike your lyres with one accord,
While each voice melodious raises
Preans unto Christ the Lord.

New Year's Day Poem.

Year that is passing away,
Fold up the robe and be gone!
Numbered at last to a day,
Thy work and pleasure are done.
Thou hadst never been before,
And never shalt come again;
A wave on Eternity's shore,
Rolled up, but not to remain.

Men and angels, seraphs joining,
In one grand, harmonious chord,
Voice and instrument combining,
All, confess that Christ is Lord.
MARK H. FORSCUTT.

The things that were done in theeThe mighty deeds and the small, ·
Are graven in history,
For ever beyond rncall.
And many a year to come,
. Shall weep for deeds thou hast known;
While others shall glow with bloom,
From deeds of worth thou hast sown.

"Peace on Earth; Good Will to Men."

'Twas night; night dark and lone.
On each Judean hill,
The sleeping flocks were silent;
The watching shepherds still.

What good to weep o'er the grave,
The passing year has made?
· What good to grieve o'er the wrongs,
That thick in its path are laid?
Let them sleep-but gird the heart,
The coming year to own;
Its joy to share, its work to bear;
With lessons the past has shown.

When,. from the sable, starlit sky
A golden path was laid,
And angels swept from heaven to earth,
With songs by seraphs made.
Lo! in yon stall a baby sleeps;
A babe of royal birth;
fhis message bearing unto man" Good will," and "Peace on earth,"

Its steps start with the snow,
And pass through springing flowers;
Over the summer harvest glow,
And fruits of autumnal hours;
The leaves fall round its steps,
In the Indian summer clime,
Till trailing its robe and garnered load,
In snow the second time.
But its lips refuse to tell
Of the joy or grief it brings;
Whether its song have a major swell,
Or moans in the minor strings.

Where shadows lay, outside that scene,
A cross loomed, veiled with tears;
But far away, above, beyond,
The Christ enthroned appears.
VIDA

Peace on Earth.

Bloodshed and fear and cruelty ran rife,
To "sacrifice" meant take another's poor life,
Till God sent his Son to teach them that strife
Was never a part of his Holyrood!
And what did they do with the Prince-tell me?
They spat in his face-he was slain on the tree!
"As a Lamb to the slaughter," all innocently!
Did the Lord say that was good?
But he left us this-"I will come again;"
Then the lamb will nestle in the lion's mane,
And never the blotch of a bloody stain
Shall hinder our vision of God.

A.

SMITH.

Welcome Song.

DAVID H. SMITH.

EARNEST

E.

WEBBE.

Precious Name.

Bow, ye mortals, bow befoi;e him,
Bow and keep his sacred word;
Bow in reverence and adore him,
Bow, confess your Savior, Lord.

Welcome, welcome friends of Zion,
We await your joyful lay;
Touch the lyre in mournful gladness,
Help us celebrate the day;
Heaven bends with ·golden glory,
Come and join the grand amen;
Do you ask, "What is the story?"
'Tis the babe of Bethlehem.
Hark! what melting strains of music,
Greet the lonely shepherd's ear;
· 'Tis the midnight song of gladness,
Hear it echo far and nnu;
Now its melody betokens,
Theme of joy so seldom told;
Will .you tell us, choir of angels,
How you strike your lutes of gold?
Death, with all your dark'ning legions,
Look upon your conqu'ring King,
Cradled low within a manger,
He will life and blessing bring;
Oh! how joyful is the era,
Pris'n·e~·s loosed from bondage free;
Jesus reigns, the King eternal,
Captive leads captivity.
S. W. L. SCOTT.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free."-John 8! 31, 32.

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
PREACHING JESUS.

The great lesson of the Christmastide is the fact
that Jesus was the Son of God. That is the under-

lying fact of Christianity. It is the very rock upon
which our faith is predicated and upon which our
church is builded.
It is the mission of the gospel to teach men this

all the eloquence of Savonarola or Paul, preach to the
world the fact that he was the Son of God. The
crowds may listen spellbound; but what do they
hear? The history of a man-nothing more.
How shall I preach Christ?
In desperation I may invoke the aid of art. I
prepare my canvas and my paints and bestow upon
my work the best labor of a lifetime. I think about
my Lord by day, and I dream of him by night, until
mine eyes pierce the obscurity and I see the lineaments of his dear face, and with all the skill of
Raphael of Hofmann I faithfully outline my ideal
upon. the retentive canvas.
Then I turn to the world and say, "Come and see
the picture of the Son of God." They look, and what
do they see? The picture of a man !
It is useless!
Tear the canvas asunder.
Let us go back, if we may,· to the days of Christ
himself. For us let time be reversed. Back to the
days when America was born. Back to the days

THE CHRIST.

"Mine eyes piei·ce the obscurity and I see the linea1nents of
his dea1· face."

. fact. It is our work as his followers to help men to
see that he is in'deed the Christ. But how shall this
be done? How shall we preach Christ?
We may place the Bible in their hands and they
may read all the record of his matchless life; but the
infidel does that and so does the Unitarian, and
neither 'discerns anything but the record of a good .
and great man.
We may travel to the Holy Land and retrace every
step that our Master took, thus imbuing our minds
with the spirit of the past; we may study well the
history of our Lord, and then from the pulpit, with

SEEKING JESUS.

"Let us go back, if we rnay, to the days of Christ hirnself.
Let us seek Jesus."

when Britain was bom. Back to the days when
Rome fell. Back to the time when Christ called his
twelve apostles. Let us seek Jesus. And as we enter
the narrow streets of J erus1:1Iem, and thrill with the
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life of the Holy Land, we come upon the object of our
search. It is ours to touch his hand, to listen to his
voice. Eagerly we turn to the rthrongs of by-standers and in the language of John cry, "Behold the
Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world."
They look, and what do they see? They listen,
and what do they hear? Having eyes they see not.
Having ears they hear not. "Is not this Jes us, the
son of Joseph? His father and. mother are well
known to u·s: · Why then say that he is the Son of
God?"
In despair we cry out, "O God, if they are to see
this great fact you must reveal it to them! We can
not."
Ah ! there is the secret of it all. For the Master
himself said that flesh and blood had not revealed

that fact to Peter-nor indeed could it do so.
Therein is shown the need of present revelation.
Without a constant revelation to each generation
now born into the kingdom, there would soon be a
church composed of members who would be ignorant
of the great fact on which the church rests. For it
is not a fact that can be made known by word of
mouth alone, or by written word or by art or science.
"No man can say that Jes us is the Christ but by the
Holy Ghost."

Therein is revealed the cooperation between man .
and God. It has pleased God to save the world by
the foolishness of preaching, and to that end preachers are sent; yet it is equally true that no man can
discern the Son excepting as divine influences make
him known.
The apostles had been with Christ. They could
tell of his life and teachings down to the minutest
detail. They were those "who from the beginning
were eye-witnesses," they told what their "eyes had
seen and what their hands ha'd handled" of the word
of life. Yet these facts did not qualify them to present Christ to men. They had to tarry at ·Jerusalem
until they were endowed with power from on high,
so that when they preached Christ that Spirit would
whisper to the hearer, "It is true," and being powerfully drawn he might obey and be born again by
that same power from on high.
Let those who preach Christ. ever bear this in
mind. The Comforter is sent to testify of him and
without its cooperation we are command_ed that we
shall not teach-it is useless and even dangerous to
attempt to portray divinity to humanity unless divinity shall aid us.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

HOLIDAY SECTION
CHRISTMAS COMES.
By il'Irs. 111. Walker, founder and for many years editor of
Autumn Leaves.

Christmas comes again! It comes but once a year,
but ever comes as fresh in its associations as though
it came but once in a lifetime. It comes to stir, to
waken the better part of our nature, to touch the
te.nder impulses of humanity. It comes with all its
festivities, the most picturesque customs and happy
fancies of our race. It comes with such dreams of
delight to the little folk and such tender memories
to those older grown !
It comes with its holly, its mistletoe, its divertive
cheer ever new. It comes with its chants of the
nativity, with its anthems and carols,-that first
were sung by the angels on the plains of Bethlehem.
It comes with new repeatings of that ever strange,
ever wonderful story of the shepherds watching
their flocks by night-of the light that shone upon
them, of the message, "Peace on earth ; good will to
men," of the star that led the wise men to the Savior
that was born-a ba:be in a manger.
It comes with its family reunions, with its restorations of friendships and peace, where the heart fires
of. love are fanned and made to burn more brightly;
comes with its impulses of charity, and fresh desi_res
to make others happy and brighten their way with
our sympathy and good .will.

It comes with special attention to the hearts of
the little ones, to make their little spirits happy with

MRS. M. WALKER.

"Christmas comes wi,th special attention to the hea1·ts of the
little ones ... to give them such proofs of love as time shall
never da?·e to touch."
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delig.ht, to give to them such proofs of love as time
will never dare to touch, as memory will ever delight
to recall ;-comes with all its suppression of self,
with its lessons of generosity, with its true ideas of
happiness, its best conceptiqns of living, its awakening of kindness, its outgoings of love to otherscomes with the name of Christ to make men better
than .before; lift them higher, to learn love, peace,
and good will; to bring forth holy impulses, to
sweeten trouble and pain; to bless mankind.
It comes with all these boons and blessings-yet
comes as it always has since God revealed himself in
his Son as the embodiment of infinite tenderness,
pity, and love:

1233

Nazareth, to keep the grim wolf of pove1'1;y from his
widowed mother's door. Gladly would I take that
long walk over the hills and through the valleys, an
hundred miles of stony toil, over which Mary hurried
to tell Elizabeth of her condition and to hear her

"All hail to its brightness, its infinite glory,
All hail to the beams of its wondrous star,
Let it shine o'er the world in its unrivaled splendor,
Diffusing its gladness both near and afar.
"Cold, cold lay the world in the dawn of that morning;
And colder the hearts of the children of earth;
All hail to the message, the angel-brought tidings;
All hai] to the matchless, mysterious birth."

• + • + •
A CHRISTMAS MORNING REVERIE.
By Bishop R. C. Evans.

I would like to enter the grotto at Bethlehem
where the manger-cradled King first blessed the

AT THE OPEN SEPULCHER.

"Mary was made the honored instrument, to beconw the fii•st missionary of
the grandest story that ever thrilled the
heart of humanity,-the i·esurrection
from the dead."

story of the coming of the one to prepare the way of
the wonderful unborn child.
I would suffer much could I rest upon the well of
Jacob where the weary Master of men leaned, hungry and tired, aind told the fallen woman the greatest
love story her ears had ever heard-the story that
changes life.
Oh, to stand in the room where the last supper
was eaten and the last hymn sung, while throats
were bursting with the lump of sorrow that human
tongue has never been able to describe.
Oh, think of it; to stand gazing on the spot where
the three apostles fell asleep while He suffered the
pains of the world ; to go to Gethsemane; to listen to
BISHOP R. C. EVANS.
the echoes from the rocks as they come back from
"I would like to enter the grotto at
the dead past, the agony clothed in the saddest words
Jerusalem where the mangei·-cradled
King ffrst blessed the woi·ld with his
that ever were uttered; "Oh, my Father, if it be
baby prattle. Oh, that I could go to
·possible let this cup pass from me." Only to kneel
the hill crest where stood the old carwhere he bowed when the weight of the world's sin
pentei· shop in which he toiled at
was upon his head. Just to stand upon the spot
Nazareth."
where he met the midnight mob, headed by the
world with his ba;by prattle while illestling amid the selfish Judas. To hear again those words, as he
straw. Oh, that I could go to the hill crest where calmly faced the assassins, saying, "Whom seek ye?
stood the old carpenter shop, in which he toiled at I am He. Think ye not that I could pray the Father
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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and he would send me twelve legions of angels?"
Oh, what power. Even when he submitted to.'become
their prisoner he stood in all the majesty of a king,
-surely his captors were his slaves.
Would I, Peter-like, follow him afar off? No; a
thousand times no. If I went to that garden to-day

ON THE ROAD TO EMMAUS.

"Oh, could I follow with him as he talked
with the two disciples by the way! Could my
heart burn with theirs!"

December 21, 1910

That nig'ht tht'l stars hid for shame and the pale
queen of night refused to shine, when rended rocks
and tattered temple vale bore testimony to the death
of God's gi·~atest child.
But, thank -God, that darkest of nights gave bfrth
to a day whose sun will never know a setting. Sunday' morning came at last; the twilight morn revealed to Mary him whom she supposed to be the
gardener. One word from his blistered lips dispelled
the night of sorrow from her life,-"Mary." Oh, to
see her spring forward to press a warm kiss upon
his once dead brow. Thank God woman has redeemed herself. True, she made the mistake that
brought death and sorrow into the world; but has
she not made atonement, not only by her sufferings,
but she it was that brought the Light of the World
to redeem man. And in that garden, just merging
from the night, Mary was made the honored instrument to become the first missionary of the grandest
story that ever thrilled the heart of humanity, the
resurrection from the dead.
Oh, could I follow him as he talked with the two
disciples by the way. Gould 1 sit with him at the
table as he asked the blessing upon the common meal.
Could my heart ·burn with theirs. Could I go to the
seashore and watch him make breakfast for the
hungry fishermen of Galilee. And last, could I go
to the mountain crest where he gave his last blessing
and see in memory those clouds receive him out of
their sight.
OUR MISSION; OR, THOUGHTS FOR THE NEW YEAR.
By H. 0. Smith, Editor of Zion's En.sign.

I would gladly place my feet in his footsteps and go
to the judgment hall with Him. Heaven grant that
no cock will ever crow as the signal of my profanity
and base denial. Poor, impetuous Peter. How
gladly would I go to the spot where he fell beneath
the cross. Oh, that I could be Simon of Cyrene to
help him as he went his weary way up the hill to
Golgotha. I would sooner have a piece of that cross
he .carried than a king's royal palace.
Just think of it, to stand on the ground where they
cast lots for the seamless coat that poor fallen Mary
made for him in her little home at Bethany, after he
had bathed her tarnished head in the pure waters of
his unexampled love; to perhaps gaze upon the hole
made by the cross in the rocky place on Calvary's
hill; to witness again, as back through the ages we.
travel, the grand sacrifice to save the world.
Oh, to walk through the grass with Mary, ~nd tJhe
other Mary, as they neared the sacred spot where
lay all that was dear to their broken hearts. I seem
to see them, in the semidarkness, nearing the tomb.
.Aih, Joseph of Arimathea, could I 1but place my head
in thy new tomb, given to the dead son of Mary.

Ever since I can remember, whenever missions or
missionaries were mentioned, visions of foreign
lands and savages called heathen would come to my
mind. But as I gi·ow older each succeeding yea.r
more firmly impresses upon my mind the fact that
to ·be missionaries we do not need to go beyond our
own doors to find all the missionary work that we are
capable of doing.
There is an old saying, and a true one, "Charity
begins at home" ; and we might say with equal truthfulness that "missionary work begins at home," or
at least that it should begin at home. AH are, or can
be, missionaries if they will. God tells us in the
Book of Doctrine and Covenants that men should be
anxiously engaged in a good cause, and do many
things of their own free will, and bring to pass much
rig.hteousness; for the power is in them, wherein
they are agents unto themselves. And inasmuch as
men do good, they shall in no wise lose their reward.
And Peter says we should be ready always to give a
reason for the hope that is in us to every man that
asketh us .
If we follow these injunctions we will become prowww.LatterDayTruth.org
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mulgators of the faith, and in consequence missionaries for Christ and his gospel. I am sometimes,
(yes quite frequently when I solicit the aid of some
one in my church work) met with the declaration,
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So, in this work of G-Od, none need fear for the
qualification necessary for the work, if they go humbly and prayerfully at work, doing whatever presents itself, seeking for opportunities to do good.
Do not neglect the little things that lie around your
daily path, and above all do not dream and build
castles in the air of what you will do upon the
morrow.
"There's a young man on the corner,
Filled with life, and strength, and hope,
Looking far beyond the Present;
With the whole world in his scope.
He is grasping at To-morrow,
That phantom none can catch;
.To-day is lost. He's waiting
For the eggs that never hatch.
"There's an old man over yonder,
With a worn and weary face,
With searching, anxious features,
And weak, uncertain pace.
He is living in the Future,
With no desire to catch
The golden Now. He's waiting
For the eggs that never hatch."

ELDER H. O. SMITH.

"If by teaching and example I shall be able to greet
my neighbo1·s and friends m·ound the glo1·ious throne
of God, I shall be satisfied, even though' the convei·sion of nations be denied me."

"Oh, I can not do that." But in a Saint's vocabulary
there should not exist the words can not. I think
that it is Shakespeare who says:
"Our doubts are traitors,
And make us lose the good·
We oft might have
By fearing to attempt."

The same author also says:
"He that of greatest works is finisher,
Oft does them by the weakest minister,
So Holy Writ hath babes in judgment shown,
When Judges have been babes; great floods
Have flown from simple sources,
And great seas have dried
.
Where miracles have by the greatest been demed.
Oft expectation fails, and most oft there
When most it promises.
And oft it hits
Where hope is coldest aml. tlespair most fits."

Do not wait for the magic wand of the priesthood
to be waved over your head. Do not think, as thousands think, that othe1,wise you have nothing to do.
Some of the grandest achievements that the world
has ever seen have been worked out by men who did
not know the meaning of the magic word, and God
has without doubt approved their actions. I believe
that everyone has a mission to perform in this
world, and everyone is born for a purpose, and unconsciously we work out that mission, or that purpose. I was reading not long ago one of T .. S.
Arthur's matchless temperance novels, and in it he
narrates the saving of a man bcmnd in the toils of
the demon drink, by the influence of a little child
who, all unconscious of its power, crept into the open
door of the man's room. So we, passing through the
world all unconscious of the influence we exert,
leave along our pathway that which leads to a higher
and a nobler life, or that which blights and destroys.
If you should ask me in what way you could best
become a missionary for Christ, I should unhesitatingly answer, by example. It is in this way that the
most eloquent se1~mons have been preached, and are
being and will be preached. A good example has
saved' thousands from evil; a bad example has driven
thousands to evil. The effect of some of the most
powerful sermons has been destroyed by the daily
life of the sermonizer, or some of his followers, as
Solomon says, one sinner destroyeth much good.
"Go forth with a smile for the weary,
Go forth with a word for the sad,
A sweet song of hope for the mourner,
An anthem of peace for the glad."

1n this essay I have confined myself entirely to the
·everyday work that surrounds us, because I consider
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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that these are within the reach of all; and further, tions of like nature. We do not feel this to be a rash
because I believe that this is the grandest missionary statement, or one borill of superfluous enthusiasm;
work that can be done; and I am sure that when I but one based upon experiences gained from -several
stand before the one Great Judge, that the approval of the colleges and universities of our country where
of those that have been most intimate wi<th me in this the writer has attended and visited.
life, will be far sweeter than the plaudits of the
The furtherance of this common purpose is what
nations for great deeds done; but of course if we can ·binds us together in one family here at Graceland;
receive both it will be far better, but if either be ·and so when the happy Christmas time rolls around
lacking, let it be t:1e latter.
we rejoice with those who cam participate in its
If by teachi,ng and example I can ·be able to greet pleasures with loved ones at ·home, and mourn with
my neighbors and friends around the glorious throne those whom circumstances force to remain. That is
of God, I shall be satisfied, even though the conver- why the subject appeals to our sympathy. It means
sion of nations be denied me.
much after a separation of four months to be able
to
look forward to spending the Christmas at home.
•+••!••
How many times that thought has comforted and
THE HOLIDAY SEASON AT GRACELAND COLLEGE.
cheered us in hours of sadness ; for such hours do
WHAT IT MEANS TO THOSE WHO MUST REMAIN IN come even at college.
The greeting of mother,
LAMONI, AS WELL AS TO THOSE WHO
father, brothers, and sisters, the little presents,
CAN VISIT HOME.
sweet tokens of love and kindness, found in their
By Roy V. Hopkins, professor of Ancient Languages and purest form in the home circle ; the Christmas dindirector of athletics in Graceland College.

To one who has lived the college life with the
students of Graceland, who has been intimately
associated with their home life at the dormitories,
whose sorrows have been his sorrows, and whose
pleasures, his pleasures, the subject assigned by the
editor is one which appeails to the human heart and
to human sympathies.
If there is any period of life that requires love,
kindness and sympathy more than another, it is that
of youth. Youth is tender, trusting and confiding,
and there are many who unconsciously abuse it becaw;e they ·have let advancing years and the cares of
life callous their hearts to the fresher and sweeter
impulses of youth. Unkind, unjust, endless criticism, ceaseless harping, will never reform. It can
never accomplish what reason, patience, and a true
appreciation of the principles of the doctrine of
Christ will. The writer has seen the evil effects of
these things in a number of cases among our own
boys and girls, and can not refrain from here mentioning it, although the matter may appear to be
foreign to the subject. Yet not so much so when we
consider that a sympathy with the inner impulses of
the lives of our students is necessary, so as to understand what are the pleasures and disappointments of
the holiday season to them.
We are glad that our environments have been such
as to enable us to understand these things, and to
have ·been thus associated with the young men and
young women of Graceland College, and we venture
to say that nowhere upon earth will you find so many.
of the young gathered, who are so united in one
common purpose, of common preparation "to serve
God and man. To find so many fo. one body whose
lives are clean and pure is as -beautiful to behold as it
is rema1,lmble, when compared with other institu-

PROF. ROY V. HOPKINS,

"To find so many in one body
whose lives are clean and pure is
as beautiful tr> behold as it is remarkable."

ner prepared as mothers only can, with an extra dfsh
or cherished dainty saved until the absent one comes
home from college; these are pleasing anticipaitions,
to say the least.
But there are those who must miss all this, and to
them our sympathies go out. Arrangements are
usually made for some entei'i;ainment for such during the holidays, and many who are not able 'to go
home on account of the distance, knowing it beforewww.LatterDayTruth.org
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hand, become reconci!led: just as one student remarked a few days ago: "Whether I am .happy or
unhappy while I remain at Graceland during the
Christmas vacation, depends largely upon myself."
Graceland has representatives from several States,
from parts of' Canada, and even from far away
across the Pacific; from Saskatoon, three hundred
miles north of the Canada line, where the thermometer sometimes registers as low as fifty degrees below zero, to the ba;lmy shores of the Gulf of Mexico
where it scarcely ever even freezes; from the mountains of Montana to the Rhode Island shores of the
Atlantic. Graceland claims one representative from
faraway Japan, the land of flowers. We have students also from Illinois, Iowa, Tennessee, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Missouri, and from the
Golden Gaite of California.
Perhaps it may be interesting to some to know
what the Christmas holidays mean to these students
so widely separated, some of the anticipated pleasures of those who can go home, also the pleasures
and regrets of those who must remain. Then, too,
the manner of celebrating Ohristmas in different
sections of the country is interesting. We thought
it would be more acceptable to our friends to hear
these things from the students themselves, so we
asked one.from each State and district to write us
a short article on the subject, so we could get at it
from all standpoints.
One of our industrial students from Missouri,
W:hile he dreams of home, fireside, and the family
circle is inclined to look at it from a practical and
phmosophical standpoint and says emphaticailly: "I
say the student who works his way through college
should consider seriously the advisability of spending $12 or $15 of his hard-earned money only for a
trip home," and consoles himself with the thought
thait "the faculty who remain here spare no effort to
make the time pass pleasantly, and indeed they certainly succeed, for the time passes rapidly away,
occupied as it Is by little parties and other socia;l
events."
Several of those who were obliged to remain expressed the thought that the holidays would be pleasant or dull just as they chose to make them. One
who lives in Lamoni is certain that she can keep the
time from becoming irksome by completing some of
the tasks she has left over for the vacation.
A young lady wiho expects to go to her home in
IIIinois to spend Christmas takes pleasure in the task
of "helping to provide amusements for the little folks
of the church," who are in a measure dependent
upon her for their Christmas enjoyment. Surely a
noble ambition.
One from the snowclad prairies of Norfill Dakota
misses the coasting, skating and sleighriding amd the
visits to the neighbors, adding that upon one such oc-
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casion, the snow was so deeply packed around the
house that the visitors were obliged to gai.11 an entrance through a hole cut in the roof.
The voice of one of our big, good-natured boys
comes rumbling down from the mountains of Montana. His Christmas ambition is a big deer hunt on
tlhe mountainside, camping in abandoned cabins,
which he shares with the horses, and breakfasting
upon prairie chickens and rabbits, shot just as occasion required. (I fear we Iowa hunters would have
to fast.) After three or four days' sport he would
go home and regale himself on fat venison, during
the remainder of the holidays.
One of our ·boys from away up in Saskatoon speaks
of the !hockey games, and the cai·nivals at the skating
rinks. He mentions one thing that may seem
strange to some, stating that the principal ·and most
cheri~hed Christmas gift to his English friends·
there is a plum pudding sent from "Merrie England," clear across the ocean. He says that last year
just before Christmas a special mail train left Montreal bound for the western provinces bearing nothing but plum puddings, unloaded from a steamer
from England. This is quite unique. We have heard
of Christmas trains from Saint Louis and Milwaukee
bearing nothing but bottles labeled "glass"; bound
for Kansas, but never before of plum pudding trains.
Michigan also claims its share with its "beautiful
lakes covered with snow and ice," its skating and
sleighing parties and . its beautiful and fragrant
Ohristmas tree of evergreen gayly decorated and
lighted with candles.
A rosy cheeked lad from Rhode Island gravely
asserts that the Christmases in his State are like
those "pictured by Washington Irving in his Sketch
Book for England,'' and thinks he detects a tendency
in the race toward a lack of appreciation in the
ce~ebration of the happy Yuletide as it was formerly
revered.
Another boy fl."om southern Canada, of a serious
strain of mind at first debates with himself thus:
"Is education worth this_ separation? but when we
think of the hope of future usefulness and the value
of preparation, every other consideration is outweighed."
A student formerly from Tennessee remembers
t'he big free-for-all hunts, and a little girl from still.
further south, away down where the Mississippi
tongues its way into Louisiana, says Christmas is
celebrated there with firecrackers and noise muc!h
the same as we celebrate our Fourth of July, and
ponders within her own mind as to whether that is
a "fitting way to celebrate the birth of Christ." Sudh
is the softening influence of the gospel.
Last, but not least, is Christmas in ;Japan. What
it means to a Japanese boy who has been converted
to Christianity, and how it is celebrated by Chriswww.LatterDayTruth.org
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tians in that country will perhaps be interesting to
the most of us, so we shall let him speak for himself
in his somewhat quaint but clear English.
"In Japan Christmas is celebrated only by Christians, and there are many who do not even know
w!hat is 'Christmas.'
"Chi:ldren of Christian parents enjoy Christmas
just as they do in this country. On Ohristmas Day
there is special service for the day at every church.
From several days ·before some of young members
are employed busily, to decorate the church with
Christmas tree and other things. In the evening
there is very brief service, and after that whole
evening is spent for various programs and entertainments. While the programs are going on we are
served with Manjew and tea. Manjew is a kind of
steamed rice-cake; remember candies are not very
popular in Japan, in suoh case at least with tea. As

the number of Christians is comparatively small,
uhere is not any sort of feeling on the day as to
national air. This is one difference we feel on the
day here and in Japan, and one more difference is, in
this country they prepare so-called Christmas dinner, and invite friends or relatives, and celebrate the
day at home; but in Japan all families gather in the
0hurch on the evening, and celebrate the day together. This I think is due to the fact that the number of the members is small and they are attached to
one another so well."
I wonder if any of us could do as well in Japanese
composition after a residence of only four years.
We have tried to give you a "cosmopolitan" view
of the holidays at Graceland, and trust that our
humble efforts in attempting to help the HERALD
celebrate may not have •been in vain.

ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS
THE VALUE OF CO-OPERATION.
By Frederick M. Smith, of the First Presidency.
(Read before the Men's League, Independence, Missouri.)

It seems useless to speak of the value of cooperation, so widespread and omnipresent are its manifestations and blessings; but that we have not yet
learned to cooperate to the extent we might or
should, may be sufficient excuse for a few thoughts
thereon.
Jf we admit with one writer that it is "unity of
effort that makes society,"' the importance of cooperation is at once apparent. On every hand are its
fruits; every social convenience exists because of it.
To deny oneself the results of cooperation would
mean complete isolation. Outside the breath we
draw our every want is supplied by cooperation, and
even the air we breathe in some places is supplied
through cooperation.
If we accept the Bible theory of bhe creation of
man, cooperation began in the Garden of Eden; or
if we hold to the idea of the evolutionist, then
cooperation began when precivilized man began to
collect in groups or even in pairs. It has ever furnished the power of social progress. Even in the
processes of differentiation and integration Which
have ever been successively going on in social affairs
cooperation has been an always present factor in the
equation of progress. Indeed, as man has scaled
the heights of intellectual and social progress cooperation has ever been a factor of increasing magnitude
in human attainment; and in the solution of the
great problem facing the present generation, the
establishment of industrial or economical liberty, its
value as a factor can not be less but greater.
'F. W. Blackmar, Elements of Sociology, page 4.

These ai·e general truths perhaps generaHy admitted, and it is not necessary for us to go further
<into a discussion of the pure sociological functions
of cooperation, but we shall try to make application
more or less specific.
It may be that we shall fly into the face of tradition or belief when we say the sum total of righteousness is on the increase,-that good is gradually
predominating over evil. Akin to this or as an outgrowth of it is the belief that the majority of people
prefer to do good. At first thought it is a startling
proposition that an increase of crime statistically
might mean social progress or a higher moral standard of society. That is to say, because of the changing "attitude of society towards human conduct, it is
well within the limits of possibiiity that a community
might become, generation by generation, more
moral, and produce increasing crops of the 'peaceable fruits of righteousness,' and yet show in its
moral statistics a steady increase of crime, in excess
of the increase of population.'" Not that an increase
of crime in excess of increase of population according to an old or a fixed standard would indicate
moral progress, but because as society progresses
the category of crime expands, and acts are now
considered criminal and punishment administered to
the perpetrator which only a few years ago were
tolerated complacently by society.
If, therefore, a community is characteristically
bad it means the bad elements are cooperating to a
greater degree than the ·good, if we accept 1fue idea
that the majority prefer to do good. Righteousness
is a distinct community asset-a community is rich
or impoverished to the degree that l'ighteousness or
right doing exceeds or is less than wrongdoing.
'F. II. Giddings, introduction to Crime and Social Progress.
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And furthermore righteousness is or ought to be
something concrete, not an abstrac,tion to be learnedly discoursed upon in pulpit or Bible class but not
made a factor in community life. Hence every minister, every Bible student, every Christian especially,
should be actively about adding to the community's
stock of righteousness,-making it a concrete mani·
festation.
It can hardly be denied that in America, the
boasted land of liberty and "natural born statesmen," we have the worst governed communities or
municipalities in the world. There must be a reason
for this. Perhaps there are many reasons. One may
be that Americans have not made sufficient study of
civic affairs and government; but another and we
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moral standards, learning to cooperate, control civic
affairs and reap the "spoils." Intelligent, rnuchneeded cooperation of the religious or moral elements in the various communities of this country
would speedily decapitate the hydra-headed monster,
civic graft, that greatest of curses in American government to-day. Whether it be commission form of
government, the old ward system, unicameral, bicameral, or what not, the one great thing needed for
success is cooperation of the elements of the community standing for righteousness.
The basic principle of Christianity is cooperative,
for it takes at least two men and God to live the
Christian religion, "Love thy neighbor as thyself,"
and "No man lives unto himself,'' make it a community and social factor.
With constantly increasing intelligent cooperation,
well seasoned with the characteristically Christian
principle of altruism (without which there is not the
higher form of cooperation), a pure and righteous
civic government becomes possible and a broader,
more significant social life is ushered in. Without
it any even admirable form of government will be
a failure; with it any reasonable form will become
a success.
Let us hail with delight the present day movements looking towards the cooperation of men of
morals in civic reform and community cleanliness.
Before such cooperation lie almost untold possibilities. Let the men of the churches forget their sectarian quarrels and as religious men and Christian
citizens work for purer, cleaner civic and social conditions; let them actively and intelligently cooperate
against the forces of graft and community vice and
it will not be long till America's cities would be the
best governed in the world, not the worst.
GOD WITH US.
By John F. Garver, of the Lamoni Stake Presidency.

The story of the virgin birth of the child Jesus is
told with a straightforwardness and a simplicity at
once impressive. No persuasion, no argumentative
style-nothing suggesting that there is the lea~t
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
thought in the minds of the biographers that thell'
"As man has scaled the heights of intellectual and soll'ial
story was in any wise to be discredited. So imbued
progress cooperation has evei· been a. factor of ~ncreasing
magnitude in human attainment; and ii~ the solution. of the with the idea of the Christ are they that t]\eir narragreat problem facing the present generation the estabhshnient tive is childlike in its earnestness.
Angelic messengers, singly, and in hosts, appear
of industrial 01· economical liberty, its v~lue as a factor can
as heralds ·and directors of the coming, the birth,
not be less but gi·eater."
and the protection of the baby King. A heavenly
believe a fundamental reason is the lack of coop?ra•body is created or awakened, and sweeps athv.:art
tion of the religious or moral element of the var10us
the skies leading unknown peoples to the new shrme.
communities. Because of this lack of cooperat.ion And lo ' most wondrous of all, from the councils
among the better individuals of t?e community,
abo;e a~pears one to the foster father of this Jes~s
brought about by indifferenc~, sectaria~ .guarrels, or to be with the declaration: "They shall call his
from whatever cause, ·politicians and citizens of low
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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name Emmanuel which being interpreted is, God
with us."
Amid all this splendor the baby comes, of humble
motherhood, born among beasts, and cradled in a
manger. Yet to his lowly couch journey wise men
from afar, laden with their gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh; and here among the beasts of the
stall they worship before the little prince, returning
to their own country with the beautiful story of the
guiding star and the coming of the anointed into the
world. Here come the believing shepherds, telling
to the glad ears of the blessed mother the appearing

ELDER JOHN F. GARVER.

"In joy and in sonow, in prosperity and adversity,
in everything God may be our helper."

of the heavenly messenger and the accompanying
host, not forgetting the wonderful words : "Beh-old,
I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be
to all people." An unusual baby this, a heavenly
baby this,-designed to fill no mean place in the
great world drama,-a place hidden wholly or in
part from those touched by skepticism, scientific
conclusion, so-called, and kindred influences; but
sensed to a degree, at least, by those believing like
the shepherds and willing to be lf)d like the Magi.
"The child grew and waxed strong in spirit," until
at the age of twelve years he was able to declare
with firmness, "I must ·be about my Father's business." Following this conviction that he was the
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Son of God, sent on the .business of his Father among
men, while increasing in stature, Jesus increased "in
wisdom" and ·"in favor with God and m·an" ; and,
finally, unswerving in purpose, with untold devotion
he moves out into the broad field of his work upon
earth.
His words fall with no uncertain sound upon the
ears of Israel, "He spake as one having authority" ;
"The father which sent me, he gave me a commandment, what I should say, and what I should speak."
As he declares the father to be the author of his
words, so he proclaims him to be the direcfor of his
works-works as assertive as his words were indisputable: "I do nothing of myself"; "The father that
dwelleth in me, he doeth the works." In the synagogue, on the mountain side, in the crowded thoroughfares, apart from the press of the ever
increasing multitude, everywhere Jesus gave forth
the words of God and performed the works of God.
Thus in the person of him of whom he himself said
"This is my 'beloved Son," "God was manifest in the
flesh"; of a truth Jesus ·became "God with us."
In another sense had ·we "God with us." Jesus
entered sympathetically into the lives of the people
about him. He was gladdened by their joys ; he
shared their sorrows ; he held himself not aloof from
their social standings; he participated in their social
functions; and in every instance he ministered to
their needs. He attended the wedding, partaking of
the joy and adding to the pleasure of the occasion; he
wept with and comforted the sisters of Lazarus; he
abode with Zaccheus, the rich publican ; he dwelt
among the poor; in each instance delivering words
of correction, words of life. By these and many
other associations did .Jesus reveal his mission
among men : To temper their pleasures with wisdom;
to soothe their sorrows with comfort; to call them
from evil through love.
Little wonder the apostles were saddened at the
departure of this companion and friend. Yet in the
hour of despair these consoling words are spoken :
"I will not leave you comfortless, I will come to you."
While it was expedient that Jesus go away, his
friends were not to be left without God in the world.
By the indwelling of his Holy Spirit was he to continue in their lives. And even by this divine influence were the disciples thereafter directed and comforted.
This hope was in turn planted by the apostles in
the hearts of "all that are afar off." The promise of
the angel had been that the tidings of great joy were
to be "to all people." Indeed, an occasion for joy"God with us!" Not only during the lifetime of his
Son among men, but on through the ages by his holy
influence; again in the person of his Son during the
thousand· years ; and finally •by his very presence in
the New Jerusalem. This, then, is the great purpose
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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of God: The preparation of man for companionship
with him.
At the Christmastide, when our thoughts turn in
reverence to Christ the Son, and to God the Father,
how good it is to realize that God is with us not only
in the cold letters of the law, but that he is with us
by the presence of his Spirit in our hearts. As Jes us
ministered among Israel, so God desires to minister
among us. In joy and in sorrow, in prosperity and
adversity, in everything God may be our helper. Our
pleasures need to be directed; our sorrows to be
softened; our. riches to ibe guarded ; our poverty to
be overcome. The experiences of the human family
teach us that this can not be done by man alone; but
the achievements of the especial people of God assure
us that all may be accomplished through the presence
of God in the lives of men; for where God is, there
all things are possible.
Have you joy? Take there the companionship of
God, that your joy may have its proper limitations.
Have you sorro:w? Permit the holy presence of God
to pour into your bieeding heart the healing balm,
that bitterness of spirit find not lodgment there.
Have you riches? Let Cod's Spirit shed the light of
love abroad in your heart, that selfishness take not
hold therein. Have you poverty? Let contentment
through God's influence fill your soul, that the seeds
of covetousness bury not themselves therein.
The simple faith of the shepherds, the willingness
to be led of the Magi, bring into our lives the unmistakable presence of God. Others may doubt, others
may scoff, but acting upon that "wisdom" witbin us
and that "grace" "upon" us we move along among
men as conscious of the "God with us" as were the
disciples of old. Permitting this presence to perform its work with us we shall learn wisdom in our
joys, comfort in our sorrows, unselfishness in o~r
riches, and contentment in our poverty; there will
come gradually into our lives a knowledge of God
that shall eventually open up to us the personal presence of the Son and tlie Father; and in .the New
Jerusalem, where tears shall be wiped from all faces,
our lives will find their completeness.
e+!-+O+}O

THE MISSION OF JESUS CHRIST.
By Daniel Macgregor, superintendent ?f the General Sunday
School Association.

As a leader, legislator, and benefactor, the mission
of Jesus Ghrist can not be compared with the carnal
conqueror crimson with the blood ?f ~is brother;
with the labbying politiciani wire pulhng m the councils of a nation; nor yet with the hypocritical philanthropist doling out a few dollars to a frenzied hu. .
manity. I.t was nobler than all these.
His was not a mission pandering to the preJud1ces
of the people, and courting the. fancies of the fickle.
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Lt was a mission simply incomparable with the
brightest and 1best that man ·has produced, and is
gauged the ·better by contrast.
It was one thait stood forth isolately grand, for he
was interested in the welfare of all and promoted
it by those broad, underlying principles that remodel
empires, alter ages, and harmonize the vicissitudes
of time with the raptures of eternity.
It ·was a mission that reached and reaches into
every avenue of society, benefiting in a particular
way the minutest veins of the lower stratas. Behold
the King of kings, the Creator ·of all creation, disrdbing himself of royal attire and descending among
the most polluted and perverse of all his subjects,

ELDER DANIEL MACGREGOR.

"The brief ministry of our Lord was but the planting of
the acorn from whence must proceed in later years the giant
oak of storm resisting strength."

for no other purpose and for no other reward than
to please the Father and bless mankind.
It was not for the hope of earthly gain that he
entered upon the labors of his life, nor yet because
enticed by an ignoble death which 'he foresaw and
foreknew. The efforts of thousands to make him
king he frustrated, preferring rather the unpopular
path his inimitaible proclamation had mapped out:
"He hath anointed me to preach the gospel to the
poor; }le hath sent me to heal the broken hear~ed, to
preach deliverance to the captives and recovermg of
sight to the blind, to set ·at liberty them that are
bruised."
In this there was no seeking for favor, no deep
laid scheme to corral the public vote and public
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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purse. No price was put upon his service and no
salary was asked for a consultation.
It was not a mission of promises alone. It was
demonstrated by deed. We shall not attempt a
recital of those innumerable mercies extended the
sick, the suffering, the poor, the needy, the burdened
and th a bereaved. Every shade of society felt the
edifying and vivifying influence of his dynamic presence, from the beggar Bartimeus who lived by the
wayside, to the robber Bacceus restoring his steals
fourfold; from the rich young man of moral goodness, to the unfortunate female of immoral practice.
It was a mission fragrant with favors for others
from first to last. Yes, to the very latest and most
agonizing hour of his life, when he was found invoking blessed benedictions-"To-day shalt thou be with
1

me in Paradise."
His mission was not crucified with his person. It
had but begun. The cross was the -mainspring
setting in motion all the marvelous mechanism of
gospel machinery.
We see him resurrected from the tomb. In this he
demonstrated his power over that which had hitherto exercised unconquered control, and he arose
with mightier strength. It was almighty and justly
proportionate to the great love he bore for perishing
humanity. Indeed, it has always been that power
for good has ,been limited only by lives of love. No
longer were his blessings to be confined to his own
who received him not, 'but rather "Go ye into all the
world and preach the gospel unto every creature."
Assuring us of his predestined plan to accomplish all
his pleasure he himself hasted away to his "other
sheep" situated at the utmost bound of the lasting
hills. It was a mission universal.
Nor did he overlook the interests of.the dead and
of those imprisoned in "the nether parts of the
earth"; and "for this cause was the gospel preached
unto them that are dead that they might . . . live
according to God in the Spirit."
He ascended to heaven,-and was it that his work
was finished? Ah, no. The retrenchments of Satan
and sinners reinforced for four thousand years were
well nigh impregna;ble and their occupants could
scarcely be persuaded to surrender after so short a
siege of three and one half years. This brief ministry of our Lord was only the ·breaking up of the
fallow fields of unfruitful centuries. It was the
planting of the acorn, from whence must proceed in
later years the giant oak, of storm resisting strength.
The power of Jehovah is not limited. He could
have accomplished all his purposes long, long ago, if
consistent with his counsel, but pledged as he iS to
a policy of saving only such as sincerely seek it, he
must bide the time, for surely, ·
"Time and ·ages must roll rouµd
Ere man will yield an inch of ground."

The mission of Christ continued. We ·behold it in
the commissioning of a ministry, in the preaching of
the word, in the baptism of the unsaved, in the
healing· of the sick, in the bestowal of gifts, and in
the helping of the poor, for surely all things were
once held in common.
Success has attended that mission. Nations and
empires to-day reverence that name which is above
every name, where once he was unheard of. And
while that reverence may not be as unalloyed as we
could wish, yet the wondrous transformation of faith
and the unreserved surrender of Baal and kindred
gods for whom myriad generations had developed an
almost indissoluble attachment is in itself an amazing stride toward the goal of a full salvation. Aside
from this, revelation's story tells us of "a great
multitude which no man could number" clothed in
white robes and shouting hosanna to the Lamb.
The weapons used in the prosecution of his mission were neither crude nor carnal. Prayer and
preaching, faith and fasting, was the shining cimeter
for ever in his hand. He carried no shield; he
needed none. The power of scintillating truth, so
dazzling, turned and returned every shaft- of the
adversary, boomeranging his opponents. Thus the
battle of the Universe was fought, not by a display
of might, not by threat or destruction; and not by
the shedding of blood, save that of his own.
The work goes on, and while we can not follow
with prophetic eye the details of progress through
approaching ages, yet we know that unltimately
there will be a happy attainment of iall that is
couched in that enduring declaration, "And I, if I be
lifted up, will draw all men unto me."

• + • + •
THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST TO THE CLASSES.
By Bishop C. J, Hunt.

The hills and the valleys of J:udea were fertile.
The .plowmen overtook the reapers. The herds and
flocks grazed "upon a thousand hills" and were carefully watched day and nig.ht by shepherds and wageearners. The vine dressers prided themselves in the
wealth of their cultured enterprise. The tax gatherers diligently sought to please the appointing powers.
'I\he money lenders, "takers of usury" of that time,
watched with keen interest the industrial enterprises. 'I\he energetic rabbis were found daHy in
the temple teaching "the law and the prophets" according to their ideas. Faithful and persevering
also were the housewives, the ·beloved mothers in
Israel, who performed well their consecrated duties
in the historic country of Palestine and the beloved
city of Jerusalem.
Yet with all these blessings and home comforts
the~·e :vas everywhere felt the need of a Savior, for
thell" JOY and hope was not full. Their. longing in
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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this respect was provided for, however, for the
prophets of God had carefully written of His birth
which place of his mOTtal life should 'be heralded
from Bethlehem, near Jerusalem, and his very works
were known in all their midst.
IN ANTICIPATION.

The wodd's calendar now showed that for nearly
four thousand years people who believed in the heavenly .instruction to Adam and Eve regarding the
promised Redeemer, from generation to generation
had kept that blessed assurance ever brigiht by ob~erving the .sacred law which pointed to His coming,
i. e., selectmg the firstlings of the flocks and the
herds, killing and making sacrificial offerings. This
pledge made by the Creator of a Universal Bene-
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heard the joyful news from the angel who sang the
sweetest words and music that the heavens ever gave
to men.

~.11 people ougiht to have received this blessed
proclamation with gladness, but it was not so. When
that news was taken to king Herod "he was troubled
and all Jerusalem with him." How strange it wa~
that He who would so soon be "a witness, a leader
and commander to the people" in all righteousness
should in his infancy be sentenced to death by ~
worldly ruler; but such was the case.
However, his life was miraculously saved by the
loving hand of God, and at the age of twelve we
learn of his being in the temple at Jerusalem "sitting in ~he midst of the doctors, both hearing' them

and askmg them questions," and the record further
says, "All that heard him were astonished at his
-understanding and answers," for said he, "I must be
aibout my Father's business," which unselfish labor
he freely gave for the benefit of the world's rich and
poor a~ike. He also said, I_ am come that you might
have hfe, and that you might have it more abundantly, which love, service, and glory he afterwards
demonstrated to the world. In our lives to-day we
should with gratefulness to Him grasp and live in
accord with the words of the poet, who wrote:
"Were the whole realm of nature mine
That were an offering far too small,
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands my life, my soul, my all."
THE CHRIST NOT UNDERSTOOD.

BISHOP C. J, HUNT,

"Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews, was taught the first principles by our Loi·d; while the poor heard hini gladly."

factor, and the observing of that law of "types and
shadows" was for the rich and the poor alike for all
should take part in the altar service without class
distinction, pointing as it did to "the Lamb of God
who taketh away the sins of the world," the very
"Bright and Morning Star."
THE ANNOUNCEMENT.

The announcement of Christ's birth was not unlike
other great events that had blessed the world, for the
enunciation was made by those of the humbler walks
in life. How precious to the shepherds on the hills
of Judea while watching their flocks on that cloudless
night when they saw thait long promised star and

A cold and unbelieving world was experienced by
the Prince of Peace. It should not have been so, for
had all whose calling it was to be teachers of men
from the days of Malachi to the great event named
above, been fully sustained as God had directed then
the king on his throne, the rich living in luxm·;, and
the peasant, (the bone and sinew of the nation)
would all have known the very day the sacred star
would appear. But they lost an opportunity, a blessing, and the signs of failure to receive began to be
manifest over four hundred years earlier, when
their fathers foolishly saia, "It is vain to serve God:
and what p:-~fit is it that we have kept his ordinance,
and that we have walked mournfully before the
Lord of hosts ?"-Malachi 3: 14.
Those ordinances and requirements that should
have been faithfully observed, that the Levite ministers and others might have magnified their calling
in preaching and building up the kingdom of God,
so the church could have continued in an unbroken
organization with prophets, arid other officers in it,
till the Lord's forerunner came; •but, alas, the
Prophet Malachi ·had written, "From the days of
your fathers ye are all gone away from mine ordiwww.LatterDayTruth.org
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nances, and have not kept them. Return unto me,
and I will return unto you, saith the Lord of hosts.
But ye said, Wherein shall we return? Will a man
rob God? Yet ye have robbed me. . . . In tithes
and offerings." "Ye are cursed with a curse: for
ye :have robbed me, even this whole nation."-Malachi 3: 7-9.
Here is a lesson to •be learned to-day, for duties
were left undone, and the failure to do these duties
gradually brought darkness to their minds, the
teaching lost its power over their hearts; hence, long
before the fourth generation had passed, Judea and
Jerusalem were not ready to receive the joyous news,
"the Savior is born.'"
TIME AND ITS CHANGES.

The loving entreaties of God were renewed to all
through his prophet-forerunner John, who said of
Jes us, "He shall increase.'' He did, for very soon he
began to build his church, setting in it officers to
teach and to administer "the new and everlasting
covenant" to all classes, demonstrating the true
meaning of the "fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man," living true lives of service regardless
of man',; rank and distinction: Even Nicodemus, a
ruler of the Jews, was taught "first principles" of
the Lord, while "the poor heard him gladly," and the
masses finally credited him as a teacher having
authority. They were made to realize that he "regarded not the person of men" but "taught the way
of Cod in truth.''
In order to eliminate that soul destroying principle
of "Oh, God, bless me and my wife, my son John
and his wife, us four and no more," so often seen,
the Master said, "That a rich man shall hardly enter
into the ldngdom of heaven." A word of caution to
those in the humbler walks of life; "Thou shalt not
covet," was also fitting, for the great Teacher of men
was indicating danger lines to all.
Time passed. The true leaven of the gospel was
working, the Lord had just ascended to the heavens,
the day of Pentecost had come and gone, and the full
fruition of combined teaching and pmctice was being
realized by the rich and the poor, for the assembled
thousands at Jerusalem, "continued steadfastly in
the apostles' doctrine and fellowship," and "many
wonders and signs were done by the apostles. And
all that believed were together and had all things
common ; and sold their possessions and goods, and
parted them to all men, as every man had· need.''
And they "did eat their meat with gladness and
singleness of heart, pr;?.ising God, and having favor
with all the people. And the Lord added to the
church daily such as should be saved."-Acts 2: 4247.

A QUESTION.

Who of earth's children to-day would not have
willingly joined that happy throng? Does your aching heart ask for a return of those very conditions?
If so, we tell you that with the coming of the latter
day angel's message just such provisions and heavenly blessings are provided for. Hear the divine
instruction: "If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me
and keep all my commandments. And, behold, thou
wilt remember the poor, and consecrate of thy properties for their support, that which thou hast to
impart unto them."-Doctrine and Covenants 42: 8.
In further explanation and promise to his people
the Lord said : "That you may be equal in the bands
of heavenly things ; yea, and earthly things also, for
the obtaining of heavenly things; for if ye are not
equal in earthly things, ye can not be equal in obtaining heavenly things; for if you will that I give unto
you a place in the celestial world, you must prepare
yourselves by doing the things which I have commanded you and required of you."-Doctrine and
Covenants 77 : 1.
Dear reade1;, the sweet message of Jesus, that
saluted the ears of his Saints at Jerusalem, Palestine,
nineteen hundred years ago, has brought peace and
good will to earth again, and if heeded will bless our
lives. Will you, with all your "might, mind, and
strength" join with the thousands to-day who are
"seeking first to build up the kingdom of God, and
to establish his righteousness," which work is truly
making advancement; and to all his Saints the following heavenly words are addressed: "So be ye
encouraged and press on to the consummation designed of God for his people-unity, honor, sanctification, and glory.''

The disturbance between the Portuguese Government and the Vatican is becoming quite as complicated and sensitive as that between the Vatican and
Spain. To the Portuguese Government's order canceling a Vatican decree the Vatican has replied by
an agitation against the Government through clerical forces. To the Vatican's demurrer a:bout receiving an ambassador from Portugal the Portuguese Government replies by leaving the position
vacant. The Government is also promoting a measure to provide for the civil registration of births,
deaths, and marriages, and as this threatens a large
source of income to the clergy the fear and irritation
of that body keep it in lively protest. So far the
temper of the Spanish and Portuguese governments
is alike in protesting against Vatican interference in
domestic matters.-Northwestern Christian Advocate.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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MOTHERS' HOME
Christmas Bells.

"I heard the bells on Christmas Day
Their old familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
"And thought how as the day had come,
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along
The unbroken song
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
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yet never has it so thrilled us as to-da~. Never has the truth
and beauty of its words so come home to us as when we
turned to it after having read the two incidents given below
-incidents which we deem ourselves fortunate in being able
to give to our readers at this glad Christmas time, the time
of "peace on earth, good will to men."
Should you ask how they came into our possession, the
answer, briefly, is this: Sr. C. B. Stebbins, having some
years ago heard Brother Joseph tell the first one, and wishing
to have others enjoy what had seemed so fine and tender to
her, so fully imbued with the divine Spirit of the Master, she
wrote asking if he would not write out the incident and give
her permission to use it in some one of our church publications. When granting her request, he added the other incident, and Sister Stebbins, knowing that we were in need of
Christmas matter for the Home Column, kindly sent them

to us.
It has been suggested, in fact Brother Joseph himself
thought, that possibly if told in the third person, the interest
of these 'simple but truthful incidents might be enhanced.
This, however, is not our opinion, and we believe our readers
will thank us for giving them in his own language, just as
he told them. May God grant that if any who read these
incidents have an enemy on earth to whom they can render
good, that they, too, may heed the injunction, "Throw your
log chain into the wagon.''

PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH.

"Till ringing, singing on its way,
The world revolved from night to day,
A voice, a chime,
A chant sublime,
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
"But in despair I bowed my head,'There is no peace on earth,' I said;
'For hate is strong,
And mocks the song
Of peace on earth, good will to men.'
"Then pealed the bells more loud and deep,
'God is not dead, nor doth he sleep!
The wrong shall fail,
The right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men!' "
Many times this beautiful poem of Longfel!ow. has cau.sed
our heart to thrill with joy-joy in contemplatmg the sublime
truth which is breathed in every line, and in anticipation of
the glad time when
"The wrong shall fail,
The right prevail,"

"INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, September 16, 1910.
"In 1860 when I joined the Reorganized Church, at Amboy, Illinois, there was considerable excitement at Nauvoo,
and in Hancock County, in reference to that movement. Quite
a number of the citizens, especially among religious devotees,
including all the Protestant denominations, met and held meetings at Carthage, Basco, Dallas, and Montebello, passing
resolutions warning me against propagating the tenets of
Mormonism in the county.
"Among the men who were the most outspoken in regard
to the matter was a Mr. Thomas, a member of the Christian
Church, as I understood. His hostility went so far that he
not only said harsh things against us boys, but at a public
gathering for the purpose of erecting the Fourth of July pole,
on which to fly an American flag, he told a rather roistering
crowd that the people who killed our father and uncle ought
to have killed us boys; for they might have known if they
left us alive to grow up to be men that we would take up
our father's doctrine and be preaching it.
"This somewhat aroused and angered Jim MacGregor, who
had married a niece of my wife, and who was present at this
gathering,, and he took Mr. Thomas to task and challenged
him to tell what I had done that was wrong. But he kept
muttering, and repeated his observations elsewhere. I had a
number of friends in the township, for I had farmed in it, .
and I then had an interest in a farm there with my brother,
Frederick. He repeated his remarks at different places in
the townships of Sonora and Nauvoo; but I did not have the
fortune or the misfortune of. meeting him for some months,
though I often heard of him.
"Just how long I do not know, but I think it was in the
early fall of 1861 that I was going to town from the farm
with the team and lumber wagon. As I drove up to the gate
leading out of the barnyard into the lane running to the main
road going into town, I opened th'e gate, spoke to my team,
and they passed on through the gate and stopped at my
command. As I began to shut the gate I heard a voice speak
plainly-as plain as I ever heard anybody. I looked around,
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surprised, for the voice said to me, 'Put your log chain in your
wagon.' There was no one on the farm but myself, no one in
sight that I could see, either on the farm or in the road anywhere.
"I said to myself, 'Pshaw, it is heavy enough for the team
to drag the wagon,' for it was very muddy, and rains had
made the roads almost impassible, though I had a good stout
team. I had nearly shut the gate when the voice repeated,
'Throw your log chain into the wagon.'
"I again questioned myself as to what business I would have
with a chain. As I thought rapidly I knew of not a thing I
would need that log chain for. As I started to close the gate
again, the voice repeated the command, 'Throw your log chain
into the wagon.' This time, like one of old, I was not disobedient. I knew of nothing for which I would need a log
chain, but the voice was so imperative, that without questioning further I went to the fence where the log chain hung and
threw it into the wagon.
"The summer had been a wet one, and about one half mile
from the lane which led from the farmhouse into the traveled
road, going east and west, there had been a very bad mud
hole, reaching clear across the road. It had been an eye sore
all summer, and many a team had been stalled in it. As I
drove up to the east side of the mud hole going towards
Nauvoo, which was west of the farm, and just before I was
going to drive into it I saw a man in a buggy, driving a
good sized horse, start into the mud hole. Just as he got
into really the worst place in the mud hole, the horse began
floundering in the mud so that she did not hear him when
calling for her to stop, but was plunging in the muddy water
making considerable noise. The singletree broke, the lines
slipped through the man's hand, and the mare plunged out
of the. mud hole to the bank on the east side. The man had
his overcoat on and a cap on his head, and as I came up close
to the mud hole, he managed to get out of the buggy, and
climbed along on the fence until he got on the east side where
his horse was, then he began washing his hands and wiping
the mud off his shoes and pants.
"I good-naturedly said to him, 'That is a pretty hard fix,
neighbor.'
"'Yes,' said he, 'I would give a dollar if that buggy was on
the solid ground here where we stand.'
" 'I can put it there for one half that money,' I replied.
"I knew then what the voice had meant, and what use my
log chain was. I had on a pair of tall boots. I got out of my
wagon, took the singletrees off, and waded out to the buggy,
laid the singletrees on top of the mud, put the chain around
the chossbar, and fastened it to the doubletrees. I took my
team, drove around and hitched them on to the doubletrees,
took hold of the shafts, raised them up so that they would not
stick into the mud, and drove out the east side of the mud
hole, drawing the buggy elear from the mud out on the solid
ground. I then put my team back onto my wagon, and by
this time the man had gotten his horse hitched to his buggy.
He called to me as I was getting in my wagon, and said: 'Hold
on, I want to pay you?
·
"In the meantime he had washed his hands and cleaned his
shoes in the little puddles in the edge of the pond, and still he
was not looking at me and did not look me in the face.
"I told him 'No, I ean not charge a neighbt;>r for helping
him out of a fix like that.'
"'Well,' says he, 'I said I would give a dollar if. my buggy
was out here on solid ground. But you said you could put it
out for half that amount.' ·
..
"'Yes, I did say that, but I had no poi;sible thought of taking it for helping you out of that mud hole.'
"I jumped into the wagon as I was talking to him.
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"He then said, 'Hold on, I want to pay you. You have
earned your money and I want to pay you.'
"I then told him: 'Mr. Thomas, I charge you nothing. I
could not take one cent from you. If you ever find a man
in a tight place in trouble, and you can help him out, do so,
and charge it to the Smith boys, and it will be all right.' .As
I called his name he looked up. He was the man who had for
months been railing about the township about Mormonism and
the Smith boys, telling lies about them, and this was the first
time that I had been permitted to meet him.
"At that time I knew nearly everybody in the two townships, Sonora and Nauvoo, .and I had ll'!et Mr. Thomas somewhere and knew him, as I always remembered faces and
names in those days.
"I drove on, thinking that notwithstanding that it was a
sloppy, nasty mud hole that I had helped this reverend gentleman out of, I had filled the scriptural injunction, helping
those that are in need, being neighbor to him that was in
necessity, and heaped figurative coals of fire upon his head. I
heard nothing· of him for some weeks, and then through the
husband of my wife's niece, MacGregor, I heard that he had
said to a crowd that Joseph Smith was not so bad· a man as
he thought he was.
"Another incident that occurred some years after may be
interesting to you, Sister Stebbins, and it is this:
"In the same year of 1860 there was a Ch1istian preacher,
Lincoln by name, who lived out in either Sonora or Appanoose
Township, and had a bright and intelligent son. A neighbor
in the west side of the township, by the name of Putnam Yates,
also had a son about the same age as Mr. Lincoln's son. There
was a school near to which both these men lived, and on
Friday nights they had spelling matches and there was quite a
rivalry between Yates' and Lincoln's boys. When they went
out to play, the Lincoln boy, who was very hot tempered, made
assault upon Yates, and was worsted, but the older boys separated them and prevented any harm at the time.
"The next Sunday the Lincoln boy took an old case knife,
and had his little brother turn the grindstone while he ground
that knife to sharp edges on both sides, and to a point. He
remarked to his little brother that that would fix him. The
next Friday night when they went to the schoolhouse, at the
few minutes intermission, the Lincoln boy raised the trouble
again and in the scuffle that ensued he stabbed Yates to
death with this knife.
"It was a terrible deed. He was sullen; went home to his
father's place, and of course was arrested. The proof was
especially plain, and he was sent to the jail and awaited his
tiial, which, when it occurred, sent him to the penitentiary
for manslaughter.
"Time passed on, and I saw this Mr. Lincoln only at rare
intervals. Upon one of the visits that I made to Nauvoo
from Plano, I borrowed a buggy from a friend by the name
of Horton, whom I had known for years, and started to go
down to visit my wife's niece, Mrs. MacGregor, and two or
three other old time acquaintances, whom I was anxious to
see. As I turned a corner of the old farm, on the road running south, I saw a man sitting against the bank in the shade.
It was nearly noon. As I got pretty nearly to him he arose
to go on the road, the same way I was going, and I called to
him, and asked him if he was going down the road and he
said, 'Yes.' 'Well,' said I, 'I am going as far as Ja~es MacGregor's, and I never pass a man, when I can carry him,
without asking him to ride. Will you get in?
"~e looked up at me. He was thin, pale, a~d haggard
lookmg. His clothes were shabby, and he had a little old
~lasped cloth satchel, pretty well worn, which. he was can·ymg. He looked distressed, as if he was a man who knew both
poverty and sorrow.
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"I got him into the buggy and we fell into conversation,
when he told me the story of his trouble, what his son had
done, and the effort he had made in his behalf, first to get him
clear, and afterwards to get the punishment as slight as
possible; and that it had cost him his farm and every dollar
that he had ever had. His wife was dead, one of his other
children was dead, and the others had gone from home, and
he was utterly alone, a broken down, sick, discouraged man.
He was unable longer to work, had nothing, and did not
know what was to become of him. He was goihg down to a
friend's house for a little· visit. I had not betrayed any
knowledge of the man. I thought it strange that he should
have picked upon a stranger to tell his story, but I was
sympathetic, listened to him, and tried to encourage him as
best I could. I had known him and known the man, Yates,
whose son was killed, for a number of years.
"Just before parting with him he spoke to me in this way.
He says:
" 'Mr. Smith, I owe you an apology. I talked very hard
against you in 1860, when you began to preach. I said very
hard and ynwarranted things about you and your brothers,
especially about you. I thought I wanted you to know the
affliction and sorrow that I had passed through. I did wrong,
I know I did wrong, .and I am suffering the penalty. I have

lost property, wife; children, and have the stain of murder
upon my family.'
"I tried to comfort him by telling him that he would not be
held accountable for the act of his son, as he had not encouraged it, and that no one would find fault with him for
protecting his son by giving him a fair trial. So far as I
was concerned I had never thought ill of ihe man. I had
never allowed it to· rankle against him, and I hoped that he
would so consider it, and if there was anything to pardon, it
was freely granted. He alighted from the buggy at the
place where he was to leave the road and went about his
business and I went about mine. I never saw him after.
"It was a pitiful story, but under God,. I remember the
saying of the Scripture, 'Vengeance is mine, and I will repay,
saith the Lord.' I never harmed the man, never said anything against him, and yet I pitied him from the bottom of
my heart.
"In bonds,
"JOSEPH SMITH."

"Then pealed the bells more loud and deep,
God is not dead, nor doth he sleep!
The wrong shall fail,
The right prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men!'

SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS
THE BROOK FARMf..EXPERIMENT.
BY ELBERT A. SMITH.

During the past two hundred years there have been numerous efforts to found cooperative colonies, mo~'. of which have
embraced in their scheme of affairs collective ownership of
property. More than fifty such communities, of some importance, and many smaller ones, have existed in America alone.
There seems to be an impression that these experiments
have invariably· failed, but such is not the case. For instance,
Amana, the Community of True Inspiration, still exists and
prospers, as it has done since 1842, first in. New ~ork and
later in Iowa. Yet it is true that the Nemesis of failure has
pursued communists who have attempted to realize their i_deals.
Many of these communities were founded by very smcere
and earnest religionists. They were the result of man's desire
to enjoy conditions that are pictured as existing in the New
Jerusalem. Very talented men, and at times very wealthy
men, have wrestled with the problem presented in the effort
to establish a community that shall be "in the world" and
yet not "of ,the world,'' and they have found it too grave a
problem for human wisdom to solve. Sooner or later the
world has prevailed and claimed its own.
A study of the methods employed in such communitie_s is of
interest to those who believe in any form of commumsm or
even in the results that are sought after by advocates of
communism, namely, fraternity, equality, and liberty. Tho~gh
our scheme of things may differ radically from anythmg
undertaken by any of the fifty or more communities mentioned and though we may not at all agree with them as to
what 'is meant by the scriptural term " a 11 th"mgs common, "
and perhaps may not concede that such a condition can obtai~
until Christ shall come, we can with profit study these expe1"1ments with the desire to discover the factors that made for
success and those that tended to bring disaster ..
The causes of failure were many. In some mstances there
was mismanagement, lack of business ability, unwise inve~t
ment. Consecrated purpose will never make a bad bargam
financially profitable.
.
..
Another fruitful cause of failure was mab1hty to ~old the
younger generation. The enterprise prospered durmg the

active life of the founders, but they could not hold their
children, and could not make proselytes, and so when they
grew old the community went to pieces, even when there was
an accumulation of property and good credit. In some
instances, as with the Shakers, celibacy was the rule, which
was suicidal, as there was no natural increase.

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Founder of Brook Farm.
Those communities that have tampered with marriage or
the home life have especially and urgently invited disaster.
Jn other instances lack of unity was the rock on which the
ship was wrecked. Where unity did not.exist wealth could not
long hold the enterprise together. Perhaps the most spectacular failure of all was the community at New Harmony,
Indiana, financed by Robert Owen, a man of almost unlimited
wealth and great personal ability.
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Another cause of failure has been inability to find men to
succeed pioneer leaders who have held the people together
almost solely by their own personality and ability as leaders
and thinkers. Where a few leaders do all the thinking a low
level of intelligence obtains among the followers; and when
the leaders pass away or go astray the masses fall helpless
victims to circumstances.
One of the most noted of these cooperative societies was at
Brook Farm, near Boston, Massachusetts. This movement
was founded in 1841 by Reverend George Ripley, pastor of a
Unitarian Church in Boston and member of the Transcendental Club. It attracted many men and women of exceptional
ability and world-wide reputation, among them, Charles A.
Dana, afterward editor of the New York Snn, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Doctor Codman, and many others, and had the friendship and moral support of Emerson and his following.
These men sought to found a society in which justice and
equality should prevail. The members sought to occupy on a
common plane, making their interests all one, though there
was not strict collectivism in property (there was a joint-stock
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dwellings, instead of separate family homes, and putting all
of their eggs into one basket, finally expended all of their
capital in building an enormous community dwelling called
the "Phalanstery." Evidently they had neither adequate
fire protection nor insurance, and this building was burned
before it was ready for use, thus bringing upon the community a very severe loss.
Third, though religious people, they were of the literaryreligious type, not filled with intense religious fervor, and
lacking that strong tie that holds men together who verily
believe that they are members of one church, and that the
church of God. So they never rallied from their losses, and
were soon scattered. After his own failure at New Harmony,
Robert Owen declared, "It is impossible to carry out a communistic system, unless in a place utterly removed from the
world, or with the help. of some powerful religious conviction.
iHere benevolence, mere sentiments of philanthropy are far
too weak to bind the self-seeking affections of men."
The Brook Farm Community existed for about six years.
In 1844 it was reorganized to conform with the ideas of

In the Woods at Brook Farm.
proprietorship, with capital divided into one hundred dollar
shares, drawing five per cent interest per annum.)
The most intellectual of the members took part in the most
menial of occupations, usually without protest, though Hawthorne disliked such work, and when asked to assist in the
dairy, declared that he could not endure being "chamber
maid to a cow." Life at Brook Farm was very happy, and
the members afterwa.rd looked back to their experience as one
of great pleasure and profit.
Revenue was derived from the farm and the school, but the
society did not prosper financially, and finally failed, evidently
for the following reasons:
First, business was not well managed. There were plenty of
men of ·a literary turn of mind, philosophers, poets, journalists,
and story writers, but they lacked the necessary admixture of
business men and laborers. The organization was not well
balanced. It was top heavy. As one of the members said,
"There were philosophers enough in it, but the hard-fisted
toilers and the brave financiers were absent." The writer is
of a literary turn of mind, but has enough. saving practical
sense to distrust any enterprise undertaken solely· by men of
his own type.
Second, they committed themselves to the idea of communal

Fourierism, was inc.orporated under state law, and a complicated system of government was adopted. At the same time
mechanical industries were established. But none of these
things brought financial prosperity or stayed the processes
of disintegration. ·
The Good Health magazine for September of the current
year contained an article of more than ordinary interest giving
the experiences of Mrs. Rebecca Codman Butterfield, one of
the survivors of the community, now living near Boston. She
thus describes life at Brook Farm:
"At five o'clock in summer, the rising horn sounded for
those belonging to stable groups or engaged in teaming, also
fpr those whose duty it was to prepare the breakfast. I
often used to get up early, and go from house to house, giving'
a peculiar whistle, the signal for certain members of the
singing group to make ready to sing under various windows
from six_ until seven. It was soul-inspiring, indeed to sing
Mozart's and Haydn's Masses in the early freshne~s of the
morning air. I shall never forget it!
''At half-past six a second summons came, which meant that
'
breakfast would be ready in half an hour. It was a time of
good cheer, the half hour or more spent at table.
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"After breakfast men and women all started for the morning's work in class room, in field, in shop, or about the house.
"It must not be forgotten that there were some men whose
duty it was to help the women in the parts of their work

-

..:........-'""'--'----'-·__:__--.-~

various subjects, which were attended by grown people as
well as the young. The shoemaker often left his work to
attend a class in Shakespeare, and one of the tillers of the
soil would leave his task to enjoy a reading in Greek. But I
never knew anyone to shirk his
-- -------1
labor or fall short in the amount
expected of him during the week.
"When supper was over, any
enjoyment might be indulged in,
and there was no rule regarding
the hour for retiring, though the
house was usually quiet by ten
o'clock.
"On entering the grounds, one
came immediately to the 'Hive,'
where I lived with my parents
and my two brothers. The Hive
was a large two and a half story
wooden building with a long 'ell'
attached. The lower floor contained a reception room, the dining room, kitchen, wash room,
and shed. There were sleeping
.:
.__ --.:.........;
rooms on the second floor, and
others in the attic. Our family
sleeping rooms were at first all
remains.
on the second floor of the 'ell' of
the Hive. But later the place became so crowded that my
brothers were obliged to sleep in the attic. The luxury of
the attic may be imagined when· I tell you that my brothers
would often waken in winter to find that a large mound of

---~-------·

THE COTTAGE.

This alone of the Brook Farm buildings
requiring especial strength (our doctrine of mutual helpfulness
rendering it possible to work at anything without injury to our
dignity).
"I do not believe that the common tasks of life have ever
been done under such charming conditions as existed here.
I remember that I once made one of the washing group, of
which Mrs. Cheswell was chief. As I have already said, Mrs.
Ripley joined regularly in this work, usually termed drudgery,
though no work ever seemed so at Brook Farm. Peter Baldwin, our baker, worked the pounding barrel, and there were
two or three young men to work the wringers or presses, and
do other hard portions of the labor.
"Quotations from Byron and Shakespeare, and from Festus,
a· recent book (in 1844), made the work which I was doing no
task whatever-rather, wholly enjoyable. I honestly think I
should have chosen washing as my life work if I could have
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BROOK FARM SCRIPT.

been certain that I might always do it to the accompaniment
of the rhymes of the poets.
"At noon the horn blew half an hour before dinner, to allow
plenty of time for those working at a distance to get to the
house.
"At bre~kfast and supper, there were young women waiters,
but at dinner young men waited on the table. At one time,
Charles Dana was the head of the waiting group, in other
words the head waiter.
"After dinner we worked once more until six o'clock. I
forgot to say, however, that there were classes all day in

MRS. HEBECCA CODMAN BUTTERFIELD.

One of the few surviving members of the Brook Farm community.
snow had drifted in on top of them. During all our stay at
Brook Farm, my parents and I occupied the ·same two chambers in the 'ell' the windows of which can be seen in the paintings.
"Back of the Hive was the workshop, in which were the
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shoemaking, woodworking and other workrooms. (About the
end of the second year of the Brook Farm community, there
were various mechanical industries introduced.)
In the
illustration, the workshop shows just above the Hive.
"About an eighth of a mile further on, stood the Eyrie, a
two story, flat roofed building, built on rocks on the highest
land on the place.
"If you will look at the water color of Brook Farm, just
below the Eyrie, you will see the ruins of the Phalanstery,
which was burned before it was occupied.
"Near the Eyrie and at the left of it, was a small house
called the Cottage, the only one of the bu;jdings now remaining, and not far from this was another wooden house, Pilgrim

talent given to them. Of course, we had many talented members, who afterward became very well known and even
famous ....
"At the expiration of seven years, the end came, the reasons
being wholly financial. The situation selected for the Farm
was beautiful, but poorly suited to an experiment greatly
dependent upon agriculture. Then there was no sufficiently
large stream near by for water power, and so it was necessary
to use steam for mechanical industries. All this demanded
capital, and in spite of retrenchments the finandal problems
were difficult of solution. I think, however, that the majority
of us would have continued somehow to remain together had it
not beeri for the accidental burning of the Phalanstery which
had been built to accommodate the entire community."

OIL PAINTING OF BROOK FARM, PAINTED IN

House. The longest distance between the houses was about a
quarter of a mile. . . .
"I suppose our amusements will seem very simple, as
indeed they were, but the entire life admitted of so much sociability that we did not feel the need for complicated amusements. You know that in many of our members there was,
ability both to entertain and instruct. Our musician, John
Dwight, afforded us many hours of pleasure, improvising upon the piano. I well remember one young man, unaccustomed
to good music, who would sit·night after night by the piano,
completely spellbound. He used to say that his entire life
was influenced by his entrance into a hitherto unknown world.
Frequently there were talks or lectures by the members or by
some visitor. Often we had dances in the large dining room,
and the dancing would begin when the supper dishes had been
washed and the room put in readiness, for no special changes
in dress were made. Both young and old joined in the dance,
and there was plenty of time afterward for good sound sleep,
so there were no dull, listless people with aching heads the
next morning. Dancing, as canied on there, was innocent,
inexpensive, and beneficial to all, and even the ministers joined
heartily with us in the amusements, and I remember one occasion when ther~ were four minislers upon the floor.. • · Our
festivals held in the pine grove were alway_s occasions of
remarkable enjoyment with musical, intelle_ctual and dramatic

1846.

IT IS estimated by the secretary of the United States Treasury that about half a million dollars' worth of money is destroyed in our country every year by one means and another.
The greenbacks disappear in various odd ways, and a large
quantity of them is eaten every year by mts. Sometimes remnants are left by the rodents so that the bills can be redeemed,
but often they take the money in its entirety. One specially
odd case reported was where a robin, engaged in the laudable
enterprise of building a nest, flew into a window and bore
away a $10 bill which had been left on a table, using ~he soft
texture for a nest. Enough of the greenback was recovered
to warrant its redemption.

PAUL makes clear that the unity of the Spirit, or the unity
which is by and of the Spirit, is needful to the strength and
peace of the church. Outwardly there may be great diversity.
There is certain to be. In the church the humble and the
great, the unlearned and the wise, the rich and the poor meet
tog~th~r'. but ~one of these differences have aught to do with
then· c1tizensh1~ in the kingdom of God. The bond that holds
them together 1s spiritual.
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Letter Department
JERUSALEM, PALESTINE, November 19, 1910.

Editors He1·ald: _ After a stay of about seven weeks in
England, duuing which time we visited Plymouth, Bristol
Bh•mingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and London; also Glas~
gow, Douglas, and Ayr, Scotland, on October 27 we took
train for Marseilles on our way to Jerusalem. We stopped a
few days in Paris, and were delighted with the beauties of
that city. We visited the art galleries and other places of
interest, then continued our journey to Marseilles, where we
arrived about eleven o'clock at night, but had little trouble
in finding a good hotel, where we put up for the night. We
had intended going through Italy, and sailing from Naples,
but on account of the cholera, steamers were prevented from
stopping at Naples.
Our journey through France was a most delightful one.
We had an apartment to ourselves nearly all the way and a
good part of our time was spent in singing out of Zion's
Praises. The country was beautiful, and the day fine and we
enjoyed every moment, so that when we reached our destination, we were not the least tired after our fourteen hours'
ride. We only remained in Marseille~ two days, then took
steamer for Alexandria.
()ur voyage on the Mediterranean was very pleasant. The
sea was a little rough at the start, but in a few hours it
ca~med down, and all the rest of the journey it was just beautif(il. The weather was cold when we left England, but every
day it grew warmer, and as we approached Egypt it was
almost like summer. From Marseilles to Alexandria is a five
days' trip, bµt every day was so pleasant we were almost
sorry when it came to an end. The day previous to reaching
Egypt we passed some interesting points, among which was
a volcano, Mount Stromboli, which was smoking, also the city
of Messina, now in ruins, the effects of the great earthquake
which we read about in the papers last year.
We landed at Alexandria soon after breakfast November
7, and on going up on deck while the steamer was coming
into port a wonderful sight met our gaze. Great hordes of
orientals were waiting to board our ship and assist in getting
the passengers and their baggage ashore. For a few pennies
they would load themselves with ti-unks and satchels. It
E:eemed for a time that they would take the vessel by storm.
The guards had to strike some of them to protect the passengers. One Cook's men assisted us and we were soon on
board train for .Cairo, Egypt. It was necessary for us to
go there to get to Port Said, to take steamer for Jaffa, three
days later.
We found Cairo a very interesting place, and we put in
every moment of our time taking in the sights which we will
tell you about later. We visited, among other notable places,
the house where Christ was kept in hiding from King Herod;
also the place. where Moses was hid in his infancy. We took
pictures of the Palace. The natives of this place are very
dirty, loathsome in mariy instances. But more of this when
we have time to write up our experiences.
3{e arrived in Jaffa on the- morning of the 11th. The
morning was delightful and warm and the sea calm. As we
neared the shore and our boat came to anchor, another wondetful sight met our gaze. Great hordes of natives put off
from shore in row boats to take us ashore, each trying his
best to be first. It was a great race. Cook's boat got in first,
fol!owed a moment later by the others, and then came the
fight for passengers. We were fortunate in forming the
acquaintance of a Mr. D. N. Domian, on our way to Jaffa, and
for one dollar he took us in his boat, passed our baggage
through the custom house without trouble, took us to a hotel
where we rested and had a good dinner, while waiting for the
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train which left about 1.30 for Jerusalem. While at Jaffa we
v'.s'.ted the House of Simon, where Peter had his wonderful
VISIOn on the housetop. We stood on what is said to be the
same housetop.
. Our t1:ain ride to Jerusalem was very interesting. The
Journey is only fifty miles, and yet it took us nearly all the
~fternoon to make it, as the grade up hill nearly all the way
is very steep. Jerusalem is truly "on top of the mountains "
being two thousand six hundred and seventy feet higher th;n
Jaffa.
We first pass over the plains of Sharon. We pass the site
where Samson caught three hundred foxes (Judges 5: 4).
The firs~ station at which our train stops is Lydda, the site of
Lad, which was built fourteen hundred years before Christ
This is where Peter visited the Saints and cured lEneas.
who was sick of the palsy (Acts 9). Soon after leaving Lydd~
we see the site of Gimzo, one of the royal cities of the Philistines, which they took from the Israelites, in the reign of
King Ahaz (2 Chronicles 28). We can also see in the distance
the Valley of Ajalon, over which Joshua commanded the moon
to stand still. The entire journey is filled with historical
interest, which we have not time to mention here. Our train
continues to climb up, winding around the mountain sides
whose great, high peaks tower hundreds of feet on either side'
till we finally cross the Valley Gihon, where Solomon wa~
anointed king. We ride along the west side of Mount Zion
near the tower of David, and our train stops at the statio~
outEide the walls. A few minutes' carriage ride brings us to
Jaffa Gate, which seems to be the center of the business portion. Jerusalem is built on four hills, and yet the mountains .
around are higher than the city.
Brother Griffiths had preceded us about a week. He had
found the few Saints here, and I found him nicely cared for
in the home of Brother and Sister Floyd. I call them brother
and sister, for so they have proved themselves to be to us,
though not fully identified with us in the Reorganized Church.
Brother Floyd was baptized by Elder Adams, and Sister Floyd
by Elder Brown. They are with us in spirit, and will doubtless be fully identified with us before long. We are made very
welcome at their pleasant home. Brother Floyd has gone with
his son to America. We are in hopes that he will return
before we have to leave for Australia. ·
Jerusalem, within the walls, is not what we would call a
beautiful city. The streets are narrow and dirty; some are
filthy. There are some spots, however, where it is not so
bad, but in the main the city is anything but a desirable place
to live. But on the outside of the walls it is quite different.
Here there are some beautiful structures, and improvements
are going on in good shape.
People are coming here from nearly all pa1'ts of the worl<J.
Many come from Germany. Some say the Gentiles are coming in here more than the Jews. One thing is very evident,
many are spending their wealth in improving the place, and
I am inclined to believe that before very long the city on the
.inside of the walls will be cleaned and built up anew. I shall
not be able to say much about the city in this letter without
lllaking it too long, but will try to tell you more about it in
our next.
We have been to the Jordan and baptized four. Brother
Griffiths baptized Sister Carr and her eldest son, I baptized
Brother Carr and their son Paul. Sister Carr is a sister of
Brother Gould, of Independence. We hold preaching meetings in private houses, and have been greatly blessed. We
hope to have to visit the Jordan again before we leave. But
in order to get this letter off on the next steamer I must close.
Our health is excellent, and I am thankful to say we have
been blessed in every way. Will write you soon again. Our
address is Jerusalem, Palestine, care of Thomas Cook & Son,
David street.
.
·F. G. PITT.
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Miscellaneous Department
Notice to the Priesthood of Lamoni Stake.

The general priesthood meeting of the Lamoni Stake will
be held at Lamoni, on December 25, at 2.30 p. m., and the
subject for consideration is a continuation of last month's
program, "Who has the right to grant stewardships, the
Bishop or the 'Order'?" and "In whose name should the title
to the property of the stewardship be held, the name of the
steward or the name of the 'Order'?'
These are vital questions and should have the careful and
pra~'erful consideration of all. There should be a full attendance at this meeting,
PROGRAM COMMITTEE.

.Joseph Smith, Editor; Elbert A. Smith, Associate Editor; Israel
.\. Smith, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per year In
advance.
When payment Is made, the date on yellow label always shows the
time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
expires.
If not changed within a month after payment Is made notify us.
The paper will not be sent to persons who are six months In
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
All articles, letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House,
Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same.
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering of accounts should be
reported Immediately, as receipts for money received are sent within •
two days after reaching the oll!ce.
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words
or fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free ; above that number 50
cents per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births 40 cents per 71\
fa~~s ~ft~r~~\ii~~- thereof. To insure prompt tnse'rtion, make remitFor advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post·o!fire, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mall matter.
pu~~~ij'~~;l,ons received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ensign

"The Advance of the Water Wagon."

State-wide prohibition is now the law of nine States having
a.n ~p-greg_ate population. o! o'.'er twelve millions. "L~cal optwn applied to commumbes m other States b1ings the total
number of people living in theoretically "dry" territories to
about forty millions. Temperance lectures under official
auspices are being delivered in many countries abroad. The
!atest inyestigations, conducted independently in Europe and
m Amer1c_a, s_how a _remarkaJ;>le fallin&" off in the average use
of alcoholics m medical hospital practice on both sides of the
water. These and many other interesting facts will enter
into an article called "The advance of the water wagon" in
the November Century, in which Henry Smith Williams, M.
D., author of "Alcohol," discusses the notable change of sentiment in.regard to liquor drinking, and the significance of this
lessening use of alcohol.

Died.

SANDERS.-,Annie Lee, the daughter of Bro. and Sr. Jerome
Middleton, and wife of Mr. C. E. Sanders, was born August
19, 1886, died at Fort Collins Hospital, Colorado, October 10,
1910. The remains were brought back to her former home,
Edgerton Junction, Missouri, and laid to rest in Mount Zion
Cemetery, in the presence of a large number of acquaintances
and friends. She was baptized in her ninth year, by Elder
William Summerfield. She leaves a husband, one child, father,
mother, and three brothers, five sisters; also Grandfather
Middleton, and Grandmother Gwyer. All were present; also
several uncles and aunts. Services in charge of T. J. Mauzey;
sermon by William Lewis.
BABCOCK.-Eliza Elizabeth Wachs was born July 26, ·1833,
in eastern Pennsylvania. Married to Daniel D. Babcock September 27, 1855, and baptized September 5, 1864, by Elder
Nathaniel Finch. Died at Holden, Missouri, November 14,
1910, of acute pneumonia, aged 77 years, 3 months, and 19
days. Funeral in the Saints' i;hurch at Holden, sermon by
H. E. Moler, services in charge of R. 0. Self; interment in
the Saints' cemetery. She was a true wife, an affectionate
mother, and a Saint of God. She was a diligent worker in
the Latter Day Saint Ladies' Aid Society. Of her it may be
truly said, "She hath done what she could." Her faithfulness,
patience, and humility are worthy of imitation.
CONYERS.-Sr. Priscilla Conyers was born in Ken~ucky,
December 11, 1824; mariied John Conyers. Twelve ch1ld~en
were born to this union; five survive her, her husband haVIng
departed ten years ago. They left Nauvoo in 1846, and C!l;me
to Council Bluffs and later to Hariison and Monona c<!unt.ies.
They were among the first to accept the Reorgamzation.
Aunt "Prissy" died October 3, 1910, at the home of her son,
J. J. Conyers, with whom she resided, aged nearly 86 _Years.
Funeral sermon by Elder.Mark Jensen at.the family residence,
and she was laid to rest m the Preparation Cemetery.

The Daily Capital until 1912 for $2.00.

The Des Moines Capital can be secured from now until
January 1, 1912, for $2. This gives new subscribers the
balance of this year free. This is their annual Bargain
Period offer. The Capital is published six days a week. It
stops when its time is out. It publishes no liquor advertising.
It will cover the big events of the year 1911 in a thorough
manner. Its market reports are unexcelled for acchracy and
detail. Its leadership for the upbuilding of Iowa is beyond
price to the people of the State. Good roads, better seed corn
and improved conditions on the farms, more interurbans, better schools and colleges, and publicity of Iowa's superior
virtues are important efforts. Let us send in your subscription.
Ninety-three Years of Publishing.

The death this week of Joseph Abner Harper recalls the
founding of the house of Harper & Brothers. Joseph Abner
was the SOJ?- of Colonel J?hn Harper, ·One of the four brothJ;rS
who esta.bhshed the busmess of Harper & Brothers ninetythree years ago.. He entered the house in 1852 under the
~areful eyes of his fat~er and uncles and continued active in
its. co.unsels for ovi;r thirty-five years. His chief work was in
~u1ldmg up the series of :aarper educational books which were
~n. com,rnon use a g;en~ration ago. With the growth of special1zmg m the J.?Ubhshmg business, this feature of Harper &
Brothers' b?smess was transferred to another house, and
abo.ut .that tm_ie Joseph Abner Harper retired from active life.
It is n1ti;restmg: to note that the publication of educational
books, with which he was engaged so Jong ·
·
b ·
taken up
·
b
, is now emg
. . .•
a!\'am
Y, • general publishers. Joseph Abner
Hadrper s ~ peci'.11 qu.aht1es of character were fair-mindedness
an a ma1 rnd JUdJC1al temperament.

1
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JACKSON COUNTY BANK
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

DEPOSITORY FOR THE CITY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
yY e. act as financial agent for parties from a , distance, and
it 1s our. purpo~e to handle any business intrusted to us in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
with this bank satisfactory and profitable.
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FOR SALE
An eighty acre farm. 40 acres . improved with house and barn. Saints'
church and schoolhouse on one corner.
Address, RANSOM Come, 441 Garfield
Avenue, Traverse City, Michigan. 51-lt

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.
ELLIS SHORT, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.

Capital and Surplus $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Fiv~ per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits.

Send
your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
he given.

Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.

LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Anderson, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dance1', Oscar Anderson,
W. A. Hopkina, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contams
muscle, brain, nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of J,ife." I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc per day, feeling
fine and perfectly satisfied. I have it in
20 pound sacks at $1. Will ship a
barrel to any part of U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
You lose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR,
Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
42-tf

Wanted

Free Books for Everyone

Four wonderful books by the great
Swedish scientist, philosopher, m"fl:I theologian, Emanuel Swedenborg, absolutely
free to any person who sends only the.exact amount of postage required for transportation. About 600 pages in each book.
Heaven and its Wonders and Hell, The
Four Leading Doctrines, The Divine Lovl'c
NEW SACRED SONGS
and Wisdom, The Divine Providence,
of exceptional merit, by A. B. Phillips.
Postage 8 cents each.
THE KING OF PEACE.
Address, c. w. CLODFELTER,
4 pages. Sublimely beautiful. Don't
Princeton, Missouri.
miss it. Get it for Xmas. Postpaid, 25 50- 4
cents.
==================================
WITHIN THE VEIL.
ZION'S PRAISES
A lovely solo. Easy. 15 cents. Both No. 70, cloth .................... :J .40
songs 35 cents. Get our 7c list.
48-4 * No. '10 \4, leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass.
No. 70%, leather, flexible ........ 1.60

WANTED.

CHURCH PUBLICATIONS WANTED.
Bound or unbound volumes of SAINTS'
HERALD, volumes 1 to 30; Saints' Advocate, volumes 5 to 8; Times and Seasons,
1, 2, 3; Millennial Stars; Kirtland Doctrine and Covenants; Evening and Morning Star; Messenger and Advocate. Utah
publications: Journal of Discourses. Also
Anti-Mormon works. For church use by
an active minister. Address, stating
prices,
R. s. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa. 44-5alt

HOME FOR SALE

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
Offers exceptional advantages to L. D.
S. ladies who may desire to become
"Graduate Nurses."
Tlrnre is still opportunity for two or
three to join the class starting this fall.
For particulars address the INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM, Independence, Missouri.
51-3

A girl or woman to do house work in
a family of Saints. Church privileges.
Answer and state salary expected. Address,
MRS. J. LAWREN CE,
51-4
Elk Mills, Cecil Co., Md.

A good trusty man to work on farm
for about nine months, one who can and
is willing to do any and all kinds of work
incident to running a large dairy farm,
in Iowa.
A LATTER DAY SAINT PRJ!]FERRED
Write C. J. C., Westgate, Iowa.
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 7.
51-tf

430 North Sixteenth street, Saint
Joseph, Missouri. 8 rooms, large hall, 3
closets, cistern, 2 lots, 80 foot east front
on brick paved street, bay window; all
sewers, paving, etc., are made in . the
district; two blocks from the Samts'
brick chapel; 8 or 9 blocks to center of
city, walking distance to high school.
Will arrange easy terms. Price $3,000.
A great bargain. Would exchange for
land.
C. A. BACUS, Boone, Iowa.

THE INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM

THE TWO STORY BOOK.
This is a splendid book b hand inquirers. The Old Gospel is told in a fascinating story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.

BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.

WHAT IS MAN?

One of the best works on one of the
This book is deservedly popular among most interesting and important subjects.
those who are making a close study of·the It is a complete refutation of the falBook of Mormon. You need it in your lacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 cents,
cloth. No. 140. By Elder J. R. Lambert.
library. No. 235, cloth, 50 cents.
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Mr. Farmer
You can get rich raising alfalfa in the Big Horn Basin. If you will go with _;:_
me on the next excursion I will show you many fai~here there is now enough ···
alfalfa in stack, grown ·this year, to repay the owner the purchase price of the
land, and in many cases far more than the originall!lost of the farm.
'7':

Absolutely
Pure

EASY MONEY. There is no other farming quite as easy as alfalfa farming.
You do not have to "sow and reap" in this case, for each crop; you simply
seed the ground to alfalfa once, and then reap,,..J;_hree times each year the rest
of your life.

Royal is the
only baking
powder made

YOU CAN HOMESTEAD 40 or 80 acres of this land under the Gpvernment
Canal, repaying the Government actual cost for water in ten yearly payments without interest. Seed this farm down to alfalfa and stock it with
hogs, a few milch cows, and some chickens, and you have an easy living the
rest of your life.
WRITE TO-DAY for maps and full particulars.

from Royal

Grape Cream
of Tartar

Highest in
·Leavening
Efficiency
No Alum
No Lime Phosphate

D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnham St., Omaha, Neb.

COMPLETE CONTROL
All necessary operations in writing, billing or statistical work are accomplished
from the keyboard of the light running, easy action Model.10 {Visible)

Smith Premier
Write for information

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Dougli1s Streets, Omah .. , Nebreska

HOMES NEAR OR IN LAMONI, IOWA

J. E. Bozarth.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
Good graded school and L. D. S. church
privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable information, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN, .
Knobnoster, Mo.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.

120 acres, 6 miles from Lamoni. N .:w
improvements, land rolling. $60 per acre.
$3,000 cash, balance easy terms.
80 acres 4~ miles out, fair improvements, $55. $2,000 cash, balance timP.
200 acres 6 miles out. Good improvE.ment, good farm, good terms. $75 per
acre.
160 acres joins town. Highly improved
and land lies practically level, $110.
160 acres 3 miles out, highly improvc,l,
no bett&· farm here, $100 per acre.
In town. 7 room house, good, aboat
4 acres land. $1250. Good terms.
6 acres of land. Fine house and barn.
Beautiful home, $3,000. Terms.
Smaller properties ranging from $250
up. Write us what you want.
LAMONI LAND & LOAN CO.,
·
G. W. BLAIR, Sec.

Pres1"dency and .pr1es
. thoo d..••••

Every Saint should have this book. It
This book has been enlarged by the ad;
is complete as well as explicit in its statements as to how to conduct all business dition of over eighty pages.
No. 134-Cloth . . . $1.00
meetings. Only 40 cents, cloth. No, 161.

Are you aware of the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and is prepared to do any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly.

Five- per cent interest
Paid on Time Deposits at tbe

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, 0 $30,000.00
Incorporated under the bnnkigg law• of the
Stale ol Iowa, and under diiect con!rol
ol the Auditor of State.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

Every year almost every commodity becomes a little
.poorer in quality and a little higher in price.
But Autumn Leaves is a little better every year and
the price remains the same.
If you are a subscriber, we want you to CONTINUE AS
SUCH. We are confident that you will, for your past
actions slww that you know a good thing when you see it.
If you are not a subscriber, will you join the boosters

THE STUDENTS' SOCIETY, by Lucy L. Resseguie. The
Students' Society of Lamoni was a forerunner of the
Religio, and this is a continuation of a series of historical sketches of similar kind. Sister Resseguie was one
of the first officers of the Students' Society.
WOMANS' WORK IN THE CHURCH, by Mrs. M. Walker,
~ounder of Aiitumn Leaves, and prime mover in organizmg Sunday school and Religio workers, Prayer Union,
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A Sample Autumn Leaves Illustration.
(Aztec Calendar Stone and Idols, National Museum, City of Mexico.)
an d send m
. your subscription.f or 1911? PAY YOUR GOOD Christmas Offering, and other important movements.
JUDGMENT A COMPLIMENT AND SUBSCRIBE NOW.
With pictures of leading women workers of the church.
AiitU1nn Leaves comes to your home every month,
LAND OF THE NEPHITES, by H. A. Stebbins, author of
beautifully bounid and illustrated, and full of good
Book of Mormon Lectures. With South American and
sto1ies, articles, and poems. You will enjoy reading it, Mexican scenes.
and it will help you to be a better Latter Day Saint.
THE PATRIARCH ALEXANDER H. SMITH, by Inez Smith,
We will name A FEW of the MANY special articles that author of The Elect Lady. Those who read the history
will appear during the coming year, just to give you an
of Emma Smith in the December number will wish to
idea of what is in store:
read this sketch of the life of the beloved Patriarch.
THE MORMON GIRL, by Paula Brown. This is a story of
These articles will be illustrated. We will also have
life in ·Utah in an early day. It is written by a Utah many other splendid articles, stories, poems, and autowoman who has lived in Salt Lake City practically all . biogrnphies and biographies SUCH As HAVE MADE AUTUMN
of her life. Her parents were formerly members of the LEAVES POPULAR. ·Paul M. Hanson will continue his
Utah church. The story is based on facts.
travel sketches. Earnest A. Wehbe will continue his
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK, by Gomer R. Wells, editor story of the visit of a young Latter Day Saint to the
of the Sunday School Exponent. A splendid article that Mexican ruins.
will interest Sunday school workers. With .pictures of
Autumn Leaves is .published monthly for only one dollar
Sunday schools in America, Germany, Australia, Hawaii, per year. Address Herald Publishing House, Lamoni,
Canada, and Great Britain.

I'

Iowa.
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Herald· Publishing House
$100 Gold Bonds
Bearing Interest at Five Per Cent
Dated August 1, 1909, Due August 1, 1914
Redeemable after due notice is given by the Herald Publishing House.
These bonds are offered to the purchaser at par.
The· interest coupons call for payment semiannually-on
February 1 and August 1.
Bot)l principal and interest payable at the State Savings
Bank of Lamoni, Iowa.
These bonds are backed by the very best of security, consisting of assets of $100,000, and afford the purchaser a
chance to invest with perfect assurance as to the soundness
of the investment.

Note Some of the Facts About Our Bonds
(a) They are of small denomination, thus enabling those
of very moderate means to become purchasers.
(b) We ask no premium-your interest is clear.
(c) We ·have issued only 250 bonds-$25,000 worthall of which goes toward payment of our debt incurred in
adding improvements since the fire.

Better Investigate This
Proposition

Write for Further
Particulars.
www.LatterDayTruth.org

.THE SAi TS' HERALD
Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Entered as second-class matter f!t Lamoni post-ofilce.

"If· ye continue in my word, then are ye my dis, ciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the
truth sh~ll make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.

LAMONI,

VOLUME 57

rowA, DECE·MBER 28,

·Editorial
A FLASH OF GOSPEL INTELLIGENCE.

The Pittsburg Presbytery, of the Presbyterian
Church, at its late session heia •at Pittsburg, December 13, had a good sized pebble thrown into the even
flow- of its ·business affairs, by a resolution introduced by one of its members, the account of which
. we clipp from the Kansas City Journal of December
14, and give to our readers below.
PRESBYTERY REJECTS IMMERSIONAL BAPTISM.
PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA, December 13.-A
movement .to substitute immersional baptism for
the sprinkling method in Presbyterian churches was
approved by a committee of the Pittsburg Presbytery to-day, but after a heated discussion was rejected.
The Rev. Dr. D.S. Schaff of the Western Theologioal Seminary reported .the recommendation that the
words "sprinkling and pouring" be striken from the
book of discipline and the word "baptize" substituted.
The Rev. W. L. McEwan, pastor of the Third Presbyterian Church, cautioned against hurried action.
'I\he Rev. John Royal Harris, of the Shady Avenue
Church, said : "I would not immerse in the name
of the Trinity, and I would leave the church first."
The Rev. C. S. George suggested that those who
desil~d the radical change should be sent over to the
Baptist Church. Others pointed out the expense of
. installing baptismal pools in the churches. The
~change finally was defeated by a large majority.
Whether this resolution was intended as ·a genuine
effort on the part of the persons introducing it to
bring al.lout a reform in the old-time declaration of
faith of the Presbyterian Church, or was a sort of
challenge to the supposed conservative element of
the church to reassert its fidelity to old~time declarations we upon the outside may never know; but the
-peculiar vehemence of one of the speakers against
the resoiution that he would leave the church before
he would ba;tize in the names of the Trinity,' and
the final result of the vote conclusively that the Presbyterian Church is not yet. prepared for the change
that must come when every knee shall bow and every
tongue shall confess to the glory of God. We com1

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shali have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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mend the courage of the men who introduced the
resolution. It is entitled to a better fate than so
inglorious a defeat. It is a straw, however, that
shows that Reverend Jasper, colored preacher, was
right when he said, "The world do move."

AN APPEAL FROM BISHOP EV ANS •

This is the seventh winter that Bishop R. C. Evans has
conducted special meetings in the great halls of the city of
Toronto, aud still the street cars stop at the Princess Theater
doorn to accommodate those attending those meetings, that
seem to be growing-ever growing in interest.
We have been trying for some years to have some of the
papers of this city publish the sermons of Brother Evans,
but with the exception of a few "write ups" they refuse to
print a line without the cash. We have written the editors
and called upo~ them. Some have promised and failed, and
others have not even promised.
Last Friday Brother Law called at the home of Brother
Evans and suggested that he visit the editor of the Toronto
Sunday World, the greatest Sunday paper in Oanada. Brother
Evans thought that Brother Law could accomplish more with
the brilliant editor than he could, being a stranger. Brother
Law went direct to the editor, and soon the telephone called
Brother Evans to the editor's room. He went and the result
is as follows;
"The illustrated Sunday World will have our Sunday night
sermons reported every week in the year if we will agree to
furnish five hundred subscribers to the Smulay World for
one year at two dollars and fifty cents in advance."
Brother Evans at once agreed, and he here and now commences a work that he thinks will excel all his former efforts
to reach the people. Just think about it a minute, and then
sit down at once and send him your full addresa, plainly
written, and inclose two dollars and fifty cents, then R. C.
and the W01·ld will do the rest.
We are informed that the Sunday World has a circulation
of over forty thousand in the city, and besides this it goes to
every village, town, and city in the Dominion. Perhaps five
hundred thousand people will read fifty-two of Dishop Evans'
sermons in the next year if you will act now and send him
the two dollars and fifty cents.
Just think, not five cents a week; not one cent a day to
have hundreds of thousands read the gospel story as told by
Bishop Evans.
, If you can not read, if you are blind, if yo~ think Brother
Evans can not tell you anything but that which you already
know just sign for the paper and send it to the old ·home.
Your' father or mother may read it. Send it to some one who
can not afford to pay for it or has no interest in the latter
day glory. Send it to a friend. Yes, and it would be one
of the best things you could do for even your enemy. Just
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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send him the sermons; it may convert him to the truth. Now,
if need be, sacrifice most anything and send the money at once.
Don't wait an hour; send it 1at once, and have a· copy sent to
your city reading room. Everyone may read this gre!llt illustrated Sunday paper. The authorities of every re(l.ding room
in the world will give this paper space on their files;while our
church papers would not be permitted to remain on the table
in many reading rooms on:e hour.
Now, do you love the latter day glory? If so, how much?
Here is your opportunity to open the way to have hundreds
of thousands hear the gospel; so if you love it, just less than
one cent a day, prove it by sending the money at once to
R. C. Evans, 35 Huron street, Toronto, Canada.
Your co-laborer with Christ,
R. c.
NOTES AND COMMENTS.

We are pleased to note the success of Frank Jones,

a Lamoni boy, son of Bro. .and Sr. Daniel Jones.
This year he was leader of the Iowa University debating team which met the Wisconsin team. The
Iowa boys scored a signal victory. Last year Frank
was a member of the Iowa team which defeated
Nebraslm. He is taking law and was formerly a
student in Graceland College.

The Kansas City Post, December 18, has this to
say about Elder John W. Rushton: "John W. Rushton, one of the Twelve Apostles of the Latter Day
Saints' Church, recently arrived from London, England, is holding a protracted meeting in Independence. His evangelistic themes: "Ecclesiastical authority," "Authenticity of the Book of Mormon" and
"Purpose of the Kingdom of God" are replete with
references to modern situations, especially the
suffragette movement in England. The Reverend
Rushton knows Mrs. Emeline Pankhurst, Lady
Lytton, Lady Granard, Lady Somerset, Beatrice
Harraden, Mrs. Isaac Zangwill, and others distin~
guished in the cause."
The same number of the Kansas City Post that we
have mentioned in connection with Brother Rushton
contained the following item regarding Sister Horton, our co1,respondent from Independence:
"Mrs. Abby Wingate-Horton celebrated her seventy-fifth birthday in Independence last week. She
was born on Bunker Hill, Oharleston, Massachusetts,
and was five years old when· the famous monument
was dedicated in 1843. For a quarter of a century
she has sung alto in the choir of the Latter Day
Saints' church at Independence."
The HERALD editors desire to secure a copy of
Hesperis, the book· Qf · poems by Daifid H.· Smith.
These poems are to be republished, andthe book is
needed to use in the work of reprinting .. Will be
pleased to hear frorn anyone havfog ·a copy to sell or

· riecenibei; 28, 1910

exchange for other church books or periodicals.
Address the editors.
Elder M. A. McConley, of the Hawiaiian Mi-ssion,
ha1:1 an 'exceJ.lent article in the Sunday Advertise1;; ·
Honolulu, of recent. date, setting forth the differ,.
ences .between the Utah church and the Reorganiza-;
ti on.
Pres. Joseph Smith would Hke rto get copies· of
tracts published by Dr. Wyl during anti-Mo~on
agitation oorly in the eighties. Address 1214 West
Short street, Independence, Missouri.
·For some time efforts 'have been made to estatblish
the Archreological Institute of Amerfoa in Independence, as an adjunct of the Kansas City society of the
institute. This has finally been .accomplished,- and
tne Independence local starts out with an initial
membership of fifteen, but that number will very
likely be increased soon. The members in Independence will be enrnlled for the present at least in .the
Kansas City society, but special lectures will be given
before the local society, the first of which will be
given in the Stone Church, West Electric street,
Monday evening, November 28, by Doctor Hewett,
head of the American School of Archreology at Santa
Fe. His subject will be, "Ancient Cities of Ceritral
America."
Admission to these lectures is by invitation, any
who desire to attend may receive invitation 'by applying to any of the local members. Invitation cards
will also be found at ·the Jackson County Bank after
Wednesday. It is desired to give Doctor Hewett a
large audience, as he is America's leading American
Archreologist, a:t?-d is master· of his subject. His
lecture will be mustrated by lantern views from his
own camer<a.
Names of Independence members:
E. L. Kelley, B. Zick, ·John R. Haldeman, F. · M.
Smith, C. 0. Leeka, John Lloyd, Mrs. J. G. Pofnter,
Mrs. Doar Glines, W. A. Bushnell, Frank Rudd, Alva
Christiansen, C. N. Craig, C. A. Resch, James M.
Kelley, J. L. Gmy.-Jackson Examinm·.
(Doctor Hewett's .lecture on Monday evening was
listened to by a large audience) .
"A godly fatherhood is the best exposition of the
fatherhood of God."
Reunion of the Smith Family.
The family of Joseph Smith the Martyr held its annual
meeting at the home of Elbert A. Smith, on the evening of
December 23, 1910. This was the one hundred and fifth
anniversary of the birth of Joseph Smith. Pres. Joseph Smith - '
and Elder F. A. Smith were reelected associate presidents of
the family association. The association now has one hundred
and two members, resident in Australia and America: Forty
w~re present at the annual meeting.
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Original Articles

cessity of obedience to all the laws of God, and instruction plainly given, that 'Zion can not be built
CONSECRATION AND SURPLUS PROPERTIES; up unless it is by the principles of the law of the
BYE, L. KELLEY, PRESIDING BISHOP.
. celestial kingdom, otherwise I can not receive her
CHAPTER 5.
unto myself; and my people must needs be chastened
There has been in general, unity of sentiment in until .they learn obedience, if it must needs be, by
the church and by its officers as to what the law is the things w:hich they suffer.'-D0ctrine and Coveupo~. this subject. The prime question confronting nants 102 : 2.
us is; ·have we the faith to move out and conform?
"It is not our object in this review to judge ·any
Historically, the first step taken in the Reorgan~ brother or sister as to ·their standing, or worthiness
ized Ohurch looking to a general administration of or·unworthiness, under the law. Each is to do that
the law of special consecrations, or surplus proper~ for himself. But it will be expected of us to point
ties, was in the presentation of the same by the out, in so far as we are able, in much plainness, the
Bishopric, December 23, 1901, in ia speciial address requ~rements under the law, that all may have a
entitled Duties, Responsibilities, and Faith of the gJJickened sense of duty ·and a clearer conception, if
possible, of the law relating to the unrighteous mamSaints.
mon,
or riches of this world, as illustrated by Jes us
At the General Conference following the paper
in
the
parable of the unjust steward.
was taken up and discussed by a number of the
"The Master taught plainly the results and con. quorums, and ,the positions duly and critically examined, as was prnper to do, and finally reference sequence~ ,of both the performance and the nonperhad to the joint council of the Presridency, the formance of duty in these things, not leaving the
task to those who might err. He said: 'He that is
Twelve, and the Bish~priic.
'I'his c01.~ncil reported and the report was printed faithful in that which is ~east is faithful also in
.in tract form and circulated under the title of An much: and he that is unjust in the least is unjust also
Address to the Saints, and subsequently ,the same in much. If therefore ye have not been faithful in
was taken up by the quorums and also by the General the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your
Conference and adopted by a nearly unanimous vote. trust the true riches? And. if ye have not been
If there is ·any specific pairt of the law of Christ faithful in that which is another man's, who shall
where action has been :had where there has been give you that which is your own ?'-Luke 16: 10-12.
more complete unity of decision, I do not .remember
"The things which we now have are not our own,
what !it is, Bro. E. A. Blakeslee's signature was but God's. Christ has wrought out for us a rich innot attached to the first publication because his copy heritance which is to be giiven as our 'own,' if we
had not been returned at the time, but he joined in shall prove ourselves faithful. Each then should
the same. ·lit r~flected the law then upon the mwtter awake and examine himself faithfully, as the Lord
treated and does so to-day. Following is the article: · shall judge in faithfulness by aind by.
"Seventy years are now accomplished since the
"DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND FAITH OF
instruction was given : 'Behold, now it is called t-0THE SAINTS.
day (until the coming of the Son of Man), and verily
."As we shall soon reach the closing of another it is a day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of
year, it will be well to look back over the immediate my people; for he that is tithed shall not be burned
past ·and review the work done, comparing the same (at his coming) for after to-day cometh the burncrJ•ticaUy wHih the written word, so as to determine ing; this is speaking after the manner of the Lord ;
whether the law of Christ has indeed been fulfilled for verily I say, To-morrow all the proud and they
in our work, or whether we have come short. Forty that do wickerliy shall be as stubble_; and I will burn
years ago attention by divine commandment was them up, for I am the Lord of hosts; and I will not
called to the necessity of 'fulfilling' the law relating spare any that remaineth in Babylon.''-Doctrine
to temporal matters. (Doctrine and Covenants, sec- and Covenants 64 : 5.
"This harmonizes so wonderfully with the testition 114; para~aph 1.) And it will require but little
_reflection on the part of anyone in order to know mony given, by the inspired Psalmist, and of which
that so long as the law of Christ, or any part of it, he states, ·'The migihty God, even the Lord, hath
remains unf.uJfilled, ·as a people we are lacking, not spoken,' that no doubt need arise as to the divine
touch of the revelation. 'Out of Zion, the -perfection
·- having performed the duties required of us.
· ·· · "As children and foUowers of the Holy One, who of beauty, God :hath shined. Our God shall coone,
became such be0ause he was obedient in all things, and sh1all not keep siience; a fire shall devour before
we can not in any .sense afford to fail in keepi•ng the him, and it shall be very tempestuous round ·about
· -le~st of the commandments which he has given us. him. He rshall call to the heavens from above, and
The church was aidvised as early as 1834 of the ne- to the em·th, that he may judge his people. Gather
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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my saints together unto me; those that have made redemption.' This is not to be interpreted to mean
a covenant with me by sacrifice.'.-Ps alm 50 : 2-5. that we shall waii.t until the redemption has been
"The establishment of Zion, the coming of the completed before any part of the Jaw -is applicable
Lord, the terrible burning, the testimonies of heaven and binding, but as 1a 1Step is made in the work of
and of earth, and the gathering of the saints who redemption, so the Saints must occupy acc01;dingly
have made a covenant by sacrifice, are all here set _ and fulfill the law relating to such new condition.
forth in majesty· and power. Surely no faithful
"Following the order of development and growth
S1aint can ever hesitate to perform his duty because intimated in the law, on the 15th of Api·il, 1901, the
it will be a sacrifice to do so, ,after studying this following instruction was received and subsequently ,
accepted and acted upon by the church_: "My peolanguage.
"In the ministration of the law of Zion touching ple are directed to establish two stakes ; one rat
temporalities, as with the law relating to spiritual Independence, one at Lamoni, Iowa, organizing them
things, there is a proper order, and each step is after the pattern which is found in the la;w.'-Doctaken as men and women are in condition to make trine and Covenants-125: 10. Authoritatively, then,
the same. ~aith in God is not had without hearing we pass in part at lea§lt from the govei·nmental
the word of God. There can be no true baptism forms of bmnches and : districts to that of stakes,
without faith and repentance. But after the con- and by this step take upon ourselves all the respondition of hearing the word, faith is possible; and sibilities and duties. incident to the new relation, and
under the conditions -of both faith and repentance, are entitled to all the privileges and blessings prombaptism may be administered; all these having been ised for the new order, providing we are faithrful
performed, another new and extended step,' the lay- in carrying out the laws revealed for the government
ing on of hands, is provided for under the law. of the same.
Should a person demand the ministration of the lay"Under these advanced conditions none ought to
ing on of hands as a first step he would never gain be surprised that greater sacr.ifices are expeoted, and
the position of practical advancement in divine that a fullei· consecration of our powers, affections,
things.
and interests are required to the service of God by
"This principle is equally true in the administra- the people than before. When a staJrn had been
tion of that which relates to temporal matters. Had appointed and the Saints were gathering to Far West
the church, when under the form of branch and dis- in 1838;-special petition was made of the Lord to
trict government only, demanded the administraition know what was required of the people: they prayed :
of the law that is made applicabl'e in Zion and her 'O Lord, show unto thy servants how much thou restakes, failure and confusion must certainly have quirest of the properties of thy children for a tithensued. The distinctive line outlining the conditions ing.' There could have been little or no question as
was clearly drawn in the revealed law, so that no to what was a proper tithe under the law as applimistake need be made in a proper administration. cable to the church in a scattered condition at the
The instruction is given : 'It is not expedient in me time, for numerous instances of precept and eX!ample
that there shall be any stakes appointed until I com- are contained in the Scriptures setting forth the
mand my people. When it shall be necessary I will rule and practice. The people at this itime, however,
command that they be established.'-Doctrine and seem to have been ·apprehensive that the special
Covenants 117: 11. If there was no necessio/ for a work they had undertaken would require special dilistake there was no necessity for the administration gence and sacrifice- .on their part, and they seem 'to
of a section of the law that was made applicable have done that which was eminently proper under
under the condition of a stake; and the work of such circumstanceil,-appealed to the Lord for ingathering tithes and offerings would lbe carried on, struction and received the following: 'Verily, thus
as in the case of the preaching of the gospel by saith the· Lord, I require all their surplus property
John, preparing a people for more perfect things, if to be put into the hands of ·the bishop of my church
they should not reject the counsel of God by refusing of Zion, for the building of mine ·house, and for the
laying the foundation of Zion, and for the priestto obey what rbhey could obey.
"We are called upon to occupy ground as we ad- hood, and for the debts of ·the presidency of my
vance, not before. It was necessary for Ismel to church; and this shall be the beginning of the tithing cross the Jordan before attempting to apply certain o.f my people; and -ai:f.ter that, those who have •thus
laws and usages to Canaan; and we have our Jordan been tith~d, shall pay one tenth of all their interest _
before ·us and the wilderness about us in a spiritual annually; and this shall be a standing, law unto them
sense, atid <are required to work accordingly. These for ever, for my holy priesthood saith the Lord'·
conditions were foreseen and pointed out i_n the reve- Doctrine and Covenants 106 : 1. '
lations, ihence some features found in the law: 'Let
"The law is not local in the sense thait it was for .
Zion and her law, be.executed and fulfilled, after her these people alone, however; for the senv0nd para1
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graph, like _the promise of Peter on Pentecost Day,
extends the application, as- follows : 'Verily I say
_unfo you, H shall come to pass that all those- who
gather unto the· land of Zion shall be tithed of their
surplus properties, and shall observe this law or
they shall not be found worthy to abide among ~ou.
And this shall· be an ensample unto all the stakes of
Zion: Even so. Amen.' This instruction more
fully revealed the law applicable under the conditions na:med. Nearly seven years before the Lord
spoke of_ the work of_ sacrifice and gathering as
follows: 'And now I give unto you further directions Concerning this land. It is wisdom in me that
my servant Martin Harris should be an example
unto the ·church; in laying his moneys before the
bishop 0£ the church. And, also, this is a law unto
every man that c-ometh unto this land, to receive an
-inheritance, and he shall do with his moneys accord1ngly 1as the law directs.'-Doctrine and Covenants
58: 7.
·· "The example here presents also another feature
of importance to the Saints-that of inheritances.
And the important instruction, 'concerning the residue of the elders,' as set out in the ninth paragraph,
should not be overlooked. Considering the general
sentiment known to have been held to by the people
at rthe time, the statement becomes a wonderful
prophecy, now Hterally fulfilled, showing that time
would be required to accomplish the work and the
necessity of carrying .the gospel message to all people. It .reads: 'And now, verily I say, conceming
the residue of the elders of my church, The time has
not yet come, for many years, for them to receive
their inheritance in this land, except they desire it
through the praye1· of faith, only as it shall be appointed unto them of the Lord. For, behold, they
shall push the people together from the ends of the
earith.' No place is found, it seems, for either elder
or layman in the gathering without proper sacrifice
and rthe exercise of ~mpreme faith in God; nor should
anything· less be expected. Men and women in order
to 1nhe1,it heavenly things shou!Jd show by their
obedience and fidelity to the pdnciples belonging
thereto that they are worthy. It may require greait
sacrifice on their part to aittain it. It may demand
the manifestation of great courage and faith, or all
of these; but it is certain that attainment is only had
under these conditi'ons. Jesus said to his disciples:
'Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's good
pleasure to give you the kingdom. 'Dhis he spake
unto his disci·ples, saying, Sell that ye have and give
alms; provide not for yourselves bags which wax
· old, but rather ptovide a treasure in the heavens,
that foHeth not.'--:--"Luke 12: 35, 36, I. T.
·
"To have required less of rbhe Saints ~n 1838 than
was ·asked in the first century would have been
unlike God.
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"It is stated in section 42 : 8 : 'If thou lovest me,thou shalt serve me ·and keep all my commandments.
And, behold, thou wilt remember the poor, and consecraite of thy properties for their support, that
which thou hast to impa1-.t unto them, with a covenant
and a deed which can not rbe broken; and inasmuch
as ye impart of your substance unto the poor, ye will
do it unto me, and they shall be laid before the bishop
of my ohurch and his counselors, two of the elders,
or high priests, such as he shall or ·has appointed and
set apart for that purpose.' This applies to all the
church, and in effect is much the same as surplus, as
stated in section 106. In laying the foundation ·of
Zfon, lands have to be purchased, and storehouses
established, and all kinds of industries set in operation as fast as possible, that there may be places for
the Saints ito live, something for them to do,· and
their necessities supplied; but this will take time.
In order to have means to operate with, it will be
necessary for all who can to turn over their surplus,
or now make a first consecration, according to their
circumstances a:nd ability, that there may be means
to establish storehouses, buy lands, and make the
necessary preparation for the complete consecration
of the residue ·as stated in paragraph 10, se0tion 42:
'And again, if there shall be properties in the hands
of the church, or any individuals of it, more than is
necessary for their support, after this first consecration, which is a residue, to be consecrated unto
the bishop, it shall be kept to administer unto those
, who have not, from time to time, that every man
who has need may be amply supplied, an~ receive
according to his wants.'
"To reach this final condition and to make our
work a success, this law must be fulfilled, iihat all
thmgs may be prepared, and nothing done in haste.
When the Saints began to gather to the land of Zion
in 1831, they were requested by revelation in Ohio
· to give of their means to buy land in Zion; all the
churches being called upon to do the same. 'And
let all the moneys which can be spared, it maittereth
not unto me wh~ther it be little or much, be sent up
unto the land of Zion, unto them whom I have ap•pointed to receive.'-Doctrine and Covenants 63: 10.
"This seems to be the Lord's way to establish Zion,
and all should gladly labor with him to accomplish
the work intrusted to the church. The apostle says:
'For we are laborers together with God; ye are God's
husbandry, ye' are God's building.'-1 Corinthians
3: 9. Then we must work according to his direction
and pattern, else we toil in vain. With the law demanding the surplus let us comply, and all everywhere make a first consecration as a beginning at
least; and when there is sufficient in the treasury,
those in charge will move forward with their part
of the work as fast as deemed wise, or as the Lord
shall direct. We do not want the cries of the worthy
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poor to ascend to God in vain, and .we must do the vancing toward the accomplishment of the things
l.lord's work in this way. Both propositions must spoken of in the law? lt is also a truth that must
be met.
not be overlooked, if we would judge aright in these
"In the fiftieth Psalm the Lord says, 'The world matters, that notwithstanding the fact that ·thern
is mine and the fullness thereof.' We then, are only lLre many calls for help for first one special necessary
stewards under God. This is in haimony with what church work, and then another, the Saints who have
he says in section 101 : 10 : 'Behold, all these prop- sacrificed and helped in all of these things are better
erties are mine, or else your faith is. vain, and ye prepared to comply with. the last call made than they
are found hypocrites, and the covenants which ye were the first. It is said that 'giving does not imhave made unto me are broken; and if the properties poverish the Lord.' True ; and it may ~lso be truly
are mine then ye are
ewards, otherwise ye are said that giving, for the benefit of the Lord's work,
no stewards.
does not impoverish his chHdren. This is one of the
"The full time having arrived under God's order frnits of righteousness to be shown forth in the lives
and blessing, the Bishopric calls upon the Saints of God's children. Men and women glorify God by
everywhere to yield full and complete obedience giving of their means as they may also in other
to every mandate of the law, with a free heart, work, hence, the law of giving. The apostle ·says: willingly, and as the Lord has blessed every one, 'Let every one of you lay by him in store, as Goel
whether with much or little, and all to be used for hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings
when I come.' Again, 'Every man according as he
the purpose designated in the revelations.
purposeth
in his heart, so let him give; not grudg"The presiding Bishop, therefore, will administer
this law, take the testimonies and receive surplus ingly, or of necessity; for God loveth a cheerful
properties and special consecrations of the Saints g1ver.' Jesus said: 'Every branch in me that beareth
in every place according to the provisions of the law fruit he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more
concerning the same. And the bishops in the Stakes fruit.' This is true of the one who 'horrors God with
of Zion will proceed to administer the law of the his substance' as in anything else. And instead of
Lord touching surplus properties and consecrations saying to the members who have done a good work
in connection with tithes and offerings in their re- in anything, It is enough, you need not do anything
spective stakes according to the rules and regula- further, ·the promise is that the Lord will help them,
tions furnished by the Bishop of the church, that that they 'may bring forth more fruit.' We trust,
there may be harmony and equality in the adminis- then, that we shall never be called upon to meet the
tration of the law among the people, making due· excuse that a person has already done something,
therefore, should not be called upon again. We are
report of the same to the presiding Bishop.
"Bishops in districts, and Bishop's agents, will called upon to give as we are able, not more than we
also carry out these provisions so far as the same are are able to give, and the motto and prayer of every
applicable, under the instruction and advice of the member, of every elder in the field, of every general
Bishop and his counselors. Thus the church will and local officer in the church should. be, Lord, help
work unitedly for the building up and establishing me that I may be a:ble to do more, rather than reof Zion, and her interests, according as the Lord has lieve me from helping further.
"We are engaged in the most important work
designated concerning stakes, and of churches outknown to man. Do we think it will be accomplished
side as provided by section 58: 10, 11; 63: 8, 13.
"Carrying into effect these provisions will not in without extraordinary faith, courage, and sacrifice?
any manner interfere with the contributions in the Let us not deceive ourselves, and let every man and
way of special offerings made for college purposes. woman ma:ke choice of what they will do. RememThe law directs the application of the funds herein ber the exhortation of the Lord to Joshua: 'Have
called for, and every cent of it is needed for the pur- · not I commanded thee? Be strong and of a good
poses named. The law is also definite touching the courage ; be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed ;
duty of the Saints to the college, and this duty for the Lord thy God is with thee whithersoever thou
should be discharged by every member, for none goest.'-Joshua 1: 9 ..
should neglect to heed the voice of the Master touch- . "Trusting fully in the promises of the Lord to his
ing it, and fulfill the obligation. All unpaid sub- Saints, and that his work will be fully accomplished
scrivtions to the. college should be forwarded as in his own due time, we are,
. "Your colaborers in the truth,
soon as possible, s~ they may be applied and the :debt
canceled.
.
"E. L. KELLEY,
"It may be said that the Bishopric is niaking a
"G. H. HILLIARD,
good many calls for money for church pUr>poses, an
"E. A. BLAKESLEE,
of which is frankly conceded. But we.{l,f!k ill reply,.
"Of the Bishopric.
"LAMONI, IOWA, December 23, 1901."
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The article· is resubmitted in the confidence that
upon the questron of consecrations it just now turns
in the Jight needed, and which all may well walk by
and do much good. It was. upon questions raised in
the examination of this article and another which
wliill appear in this series, ·that brought out the instr"uction touching "the gathering," the "work of the
bis.hopric in regard to the law of tithing and consecrations," in the important instruction to the church
April 18, 1902, as follows·: "In regard to the ga·thering and the work of the bishopric in regard to the
law of tithing and consecration, I made inquiry
what should be the attitude of the church in regard
thereto. To this question I was answered, that the
Book. of Doctrine and Covenants as accepted by the
churc:h was to guide the advice and ·action of ·the
bishopric, taken as a whole, each revelation contained theretn having its appropriate bearing upon
each of the othet·s and ·their relation thereto; and
unless the Jiberties of the people of the churclh
should be in jeopardy, the application of the law as
stated by the Mshopric should be acceded to. In
case there should be a flagrant disregard of the
rights of the people, the quorums of the church in
joint council should be appealed to, and11their action
and determination •should govern. I inquired what
quorums of the church were meant, and I was answered, the three quorums the decisions of which
are provided for in the law~the presidency, the
twelve, and the seventy."-Doctrine and Covenants
126: ro.
Few more important questions to the church and
people than these were e\rer settled. But the manner
and force of the declaration bears with it the divine
stamp. In the administration of a law there must
be committed authority and order, as well as the
1~ights of the people safeguarded and preserved.
Every demand is met in the instruction, ailld the
Saints are privileged to move forward and manifest
their faith in God, not man.
As in all instances, however, where the divine decree marks the way, responsibility attaches here,
and the Saints must not underestimate or overlook
the importance of discharging the duties enjoined.
Let us r.ise to the supreme occasion of making the
Lord's work first, in our respective efforts to push
forward in life's warfare, for this should be first,
and thus stand where we have the commendation of
heaven, whatever shall occur. The special charge
of the Master to the stewards in the .time of the
apostles was, "Occupy till I come."-Luke 19: 13.
Shall we not Elllso be reminded of duty and occupy
in our respective places? help his· cause and be
one with the workers in his household? The wise
w.iU move forward and "he ready in every good
work," and may everyone be .found thus wise,
faithful in his place on the Lord's side.
1
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Daughters of Zion Reading for January.
THE FATHERHOOD OF TO-DAY AND THE MANHOOD OF TO-MORROW,

A few years ago a lad l knew pretty well went out of one
of the homes of this State to .take a course of training in
a normal school. He was then just turned seventeen, and
you might look a long· time and not find a more bright, active
young fellow. He did well in his studies-that you might
have expected; but the thing that interested me was, that
when Friday night came, that boy hurried to slip his books
into a satchel, board the train, and make tracks for home.
After he reached the nearest railway station there were ten
long miles of hilly road yet to be traveled, but it was nothing
to him, for he had his wheel and it seemed only a smal\ job,
for at the other end of the trip was home, and he "wanted
to help father about digging the potatoes."
This home coming was kept up all through the four or
five years of work at the noi'mal. Home kept it.; place in the
warm heart of the boy. When vacation came and there was
a let up in the school work, home he hastened and gave the
best help he could to father and the farm work.
Another thing that was worth while was ·this: twice a
week all through the course, a letter came from the boy telling all about the work, how he was getting on and all the
thousand and one things that interest such a 'wide-awake
lad as :bhis. And you may set it down that when a young
man lays aside everything twice a week and takes the time
to write home, there is a warm place for somebody at the
other end· of the line. Sometimes we try ·to figure it out why
there should be such a close bond between the boy and home. ·
We think of many things; there may be brothers :md sisters;
quite likely there is a good kind mother. Not always do
we give the father credit· for being the magnet that draws
the young life home. In the case I have been thinking about,
however, this was so. Not alone the farm home, dear though
that was; no; the brother left behind; not alone the good
mother; the father also held a place in the hm.:·t of this
impulsive lad that made it easy for him to leave every school
attraction and fly away homeward the mc5ment ·the bell rang
on Friday afternoon for the last time.
Can it be doubted that a fatherhood so strong, so. winning,
so all-persuasive as that would have a mighty influence on
tlrn life of a young man? If we could have gone hack through
the years that lay before the boy went away to school, no
doubt we would have discovered the secret of this impelling
force homeward. Beyond question we would have learned
that between father and son there had always been the
warmest kind of a link binding heart to heart. Unquestionably we woul"d have brought to light the fact that never a
day had gone by without some little' heart to heart talk,
binding the boy more and more closely to his father, until
•at last the tie became a veritable chain of steel. What could
break such a bond? Does it seem as if anything short of
death itself could do it?
Standing in the presence of a love like this, let us ask
whether or not it is easy to find many such cases in our
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day and age of the .world. Just put on yom:. thinkiµg cap knowledge of all business principles, but.these are not to be
now, and tell us how many fathers you !mow .of that ·have the ·highest aim in life. Our boys and girls need to know that
such a hold on their boys. It would <be interesting rto know the poorest thing in all the world and the most dange~:ous
what answer would be made to that question. Perhaps for thing, is the dollar that has not 'honesty and integrity for
our own peace of mind and in the interest of the optimism
we all so mightily long for, it is well that we can only specu- its wings. The true fatherhood of our times knows this.,arid
. late on what the answer might be. It would be better for is concerned that the young shall understand it 'too. .- . ., Men ·
who have little ones at home are not as apt to commit wrong
the world if in every ·home a love so strong and a confidence
so abiding might exist. God give us homes where the fathers as are those whose lives are not thus sanctified: .. ·.
are worthy to be loved and trusted by the boys and girls!
Not in many generations has there been a more decided
It is not an uncommon thing .to hear in these days that we movement in the interest of clean living in civic and national
are losing our homes; that there is no longer in fact, a ·home affairs. No more cheering aspect of American life ·has been
in America. The fathers, so we are told, ·have substituted witnessed in this generation than this stri~ng <J,fter purity in
the club and the society for the home circle. Business ciaims the political and husiness affairs of the nation. Just'what
the daytime, and fraternity, the strange fraternity that this will lead to no man can foresee. Surely it muSt result
creeps into the life and wins away from the fathers the in a great awakening everywhere and a consequent wholesome
place the boys and girls ought to have, stea,!s the nights. effect upon the hearts and the lives of the young of our day.
The mothers, these critics of American 'home life tell us, are It always pays to clean house. No matter»110w_wellregulated
so busy with their social cares that they do not have time may be the conduct of affairs in the home, in the course of
to make friends with those who should hold the neal·est and time there will be corners which should :Pe swept .and doors
dearest place in their hearts. The boys and gh,ls of Africa behind which the broom may well be called into play. It
are more upon their hearts than are the little ones around is helpful to the boys and girls to see this going on and
their own firesides. So the lads and lasses seek the street, to know that father has a hand in it. . . .
the school society, or the many questionable resorts that
Never before have so many men been banded together in
beckon so loudly for them.
good causes as now. Take it in the field of Bible study. It
Let us pass all these things by unnoticed for the moment. is not so very long ·ago that it was thought a thing to be
You and I know whether or not they are really so. Do not our ashamed of that a grown man should have his name on the
own hearts condemn us sometimes when we look into them rolls of the Sunday school. The Sunday school might be
and then on into the great future lying ahead? "What," we well enough for the boys and girls; men had nothing to do
can not help asking, "what will be the to-morrow of the with it. . . . Itl·is growing mightily everywhere and is becomAmerican home?" Big as this problem looms before us, grave ing a power for good all over the country. In some of the
as may be the prophecies of the days to come, as they are cities of this country this body of men has taken hold of
portrayed by the Isaiahs of the present, there is still a brave civic reforms with a will that has wrought splendid results.
hope in our hearts that it is not all strictly true; that there Still greater things will surely come from this body of orare still millions of homes in this country of ours that are ganized men in the future. Other bodies of men organiz_ed for
worthy the name. That we are not growing to be a race the improvement of society may be found all over the country.
of sojourners in tents, looking for something to take the place In their influence upon the manhood nf to-morrow .these must
of home, but that our hearts are even now turning with a
be a leavening force of no slight power.
great yearning toward home as a place which nothing can
The fatherhood of nur country is also making itself felt
crowd out. It may be a fact, as we are so often told, that in legislation for the good of the child. In almost every
the best and purest home life is to be found to-day away out State Jaws are being enacted to safeguard the boy and girl
in the country. That the quiet of the farm and its isolation of tender age. No discount can be. placed upon this drift
from the multitude of attractions which lie in wait for us all toward the betterment of the citizenship 'Of coming- years.
in the city do tend to foster the real home life may not be Anything which helps to give childhood a chance to make
disputed. Blessings on the farm home. It always has been the very best· possible for itself is a blessing.
a tower of strength for the nation. May it never be any the
Have we, then, reached an ideal condition of things in
less so! But. it has been my privilege to know something of
any of these particulars? Ideals are difficult of attainment.
the home life of many, both in city and in town, and I feel
Sometimes this is discouragingly true; and yet, fa it not better
sure that there .is not a city so great that it ·has not its
to try to measure up to fine things than to be satisfied with
thousands of good homes, where father and mother are loved
talking about them? It may be we never will see an ideal
and respected, and out of which there goes a sacred influe!lce
fatherhood in this country., But. if we have a high· standard
for good which will temper every wind that sweeps over om·
and work faithfully toward it, that is a thousand times
national life.
better than to sit down and say, "It is impossible! We would
It is not my purpose to speak now of the ideal fatherhood.
like to be brave and true, but we know we would fail if we
Rather let me say a word about the American fatherhood of
the present <lay, the fatherhood which is now actually one attempted it!"
In all these things the best way to reach up to the highest
of the bulwarks of our greatness as a nation. The fatherhood
of America to-day that is worthy to be given the name, is a possible fatherhood is to keep just ·as close as we can to the
fatherhood which has something bc::tter in view than the build- child. Strange, is it not, that if we would be kind. and tening of a place to stay all night or the adding of a few more der and loving and true. we must find our examples in the
boys and girls to the census list. It is a fatherhood that little one nestling in our boso~I W<mderful 'that when
looks beyond the present hour and sees the manhood of to- we seek puri,ty of heart, gentle:qgss of ~ife, and sweetness of
morrow. It recognizes the fact that it is only a handbreadth soul we must look. deep into ibhe fountam of childhood! And
from the now to the by-and-by, and that the boys and girls yet 'when we do this, what are we doing but following the exwho sit about our tables to-night will in the morning be· out am~le of the best anq wisest and the tenderest Man that ever
yonder doing the world's work. It sees that somehow these Jived? V{as it not he who said, "Except ye turn and become
young people must be firmly grounded in principles of right. as little children, ye .shall in no wise enter the kingdom of
Clear views of the sublimity of life must be impressed upon _heaven"?
·-Edgar L. Vincent in American Mothe1·hood.
the hearts of the dear ones. There is a demand for ac'*:ro.te
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Questions on January Reading.

... bf what advantage is 1ihe frequent home coming to the boy
away from home? Wbat is the gain to parent and boy of
the frequent exchange of letters? What are more frequently
the _attractions when a boy ,has love for his !iome? Can anything_ folly compensate for the lack of the -strong tie between
:father and son? When should this bond be established?
What must be started in infancy and pursued through th"e
-following years _in order to hold father and son together?
What place should the care of children be given in compal'ison
with other worthy objects in life? Do we recognize danger
for the hnme in· the present cnnditions of the world? What
encouragement do we see? In the short time allo.tted parents
to prepare their sons· and daughters for future work, what
views of life should be impressed upon them? What should
be the hlghest aim in life? W•hat· other things are also
necessary? What is one of the greatest dangers? What
safeguard are children to fathers? In what progressive
movements should the father have a hand? What effect will
this have upon the children? What is the benefit of having
high ideals? What is the result of keeping close to the child?
Program.

Hymn No. 135 Saints' Hymnal; prayer; reading from Home
·Column with discussion; paper, "The sublimity of life"; roll
call; business; hymn No. 119; closing prayer.
Request for Prayer.

Dear Edito1· of the Home Column: My mother, Sister
Quigley, is suffering from cancer. I never give up hope of
her ·healing, however, because of our reason for faith in God.
We -are using remedies, but I do not think anything sufficient
to heal without God's blessing or power added. I thought of
·the sisters' Prayer Union or Daughters of Zion, but did not
decide to send in a request for prayer until after a sister
suggested it to me. I then saw that it was a matter of faith
just to ask their prayers, and I could see why the prayers
of many would be more effective than the prayers of one,
when the circumstances were such that the many could know
so as to add their faith and appeal. It seems to me it is because
of its effect on us, God's people. He wants us to be bound
together in love and works. He wants the development in
each of us that can come only through realizing we are our
brother's keeper.
So, feeling this bond of love which prompts the sisters to
meet and pray for all the great family of our Fiather, I
send in a request for special prayer for my mother in your
meetings and in your homes. Mother and I are the only
members of our family who are in the church. I ·send the
request with great faith, and rest in the .thought that in
many different parts of the world prayers will be offered for
mother from the hearts of other mothers and children of the
one Father, and :his ears will be open to all. Mother's vitality
is low now, but I know that is no obstacle to God, nor is
anything hard for him to do for us. With love.
,

.

SR. MAY DUNLAP.

NEW WESTMINSTER, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The first one to get a Bible for turning in-fifteen cash sub-·
scriptions to Poultry Pointers was a missionary, which shows
what one can do when he tries. ·
Within yourself lies the cause of whatever enters into your
life. To come into the full realization of your own awakened
powers is to be able to condition your life in exact accord with
what you would have it.-Ralph W·aldo Emerson.
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News From Missions
JERUSALEM, PALESTINE.
My last communication was written at Cairo. 'Took departure from there to Port Said, taking four -hours and a
half by train to make the journey. The landscape is somewhat interesting, the wide expanse of the flat country of the
Nile delta, with its green meadows and fields and oriental
viUages, wit~ the low, mud houses, within v:ry filthy,· and
the people dwty and poorly clad. I looked into several of
the huts, which were· minus furniture or cooking utensils.
They sleep on the floor, huddled together like pigs, in their
rags. These are some of the pitiful sights wl1ich the .toudst
has to gaze upon. I was wondering how long such conditions
can continue. Surely these unfortunate creatures are just
as much in bondage and slavery as the children of Israel
were during -their captivity, if not in a worse state, consider- ·
ing the advancement and boast of our Christian progress
and civilization. One of the peculiarities of these people is
the fact that wherever you meet them the old and young
alike reach out their hands and beg for backshcesh, thrut is,
money; and strange to say, some are amply able to provide
for .themselves.
The roads are in fairly good condition, which are traversed
by camels, donkeys, men and women, and children loaded
down with heavy burdens. My heart went out with sympruthy
for them many times. After the numerous sad and horrid
sights that I have seen among these people, I can truly
realize and sympathize with the children of Israel as never
before, and do not wonder at Moses when his wrath overcame
him, when he accidentally slew one of the oppressors of his
brethren. The conditions referred .to above were experienced
in the same country where Moses lived for forty years.
'.I'hroughout the delta country, cotton, corn, clover, and other
grains, vegetables, etc., thrive luxuriantly; also palms, dates,
figs, oranges, lemons, olives, peaches, etc:, etc., are to be
seen in great abundance on both sides of their railways.
As we proceed on the journey we strike the .Dreary Desert
and for two hours and a half suffered from the sand, dust,
and intense heat, which made the passengers feel most uncomfortable; until we reached the Suez Canal on one side and
Lake Menzaleh on the other-the change from the deseiit
to this district was delightful. The canal is sixty to one
hundred meters wide, and one ·hundred kilometers long. It
connects Cairo, Ismaillia, and Port Said with the Red Sea,
and· was a most unique sight to see one of those magnificent
steamers crossing the desert, and seems to all observers a
most miraculous feat to accomplish sucll' work. Without
doubt the minds of men that designed such gigantic plans
were and are inspiTed by the spirit of the Great Architect,
God.
Arriving at Port Said I was taken in carriage by Cook's
men to the steamer Equato1·, of French Line, sailing for
Jaffa. T-he country around Port Said is very flat and the
town is small in comparison with Alexandria and Cairo, and
owes its existence to the Su~z Canal. Reached Jaffa (Joppa)
early on the morning of the 5th inst.,' in a fog, and miraculously escaped being wrecked on the rocks close to the town.
Had the steamer gone a few yards further she would have
stranded on the rocks. The officers were greatly surprised
at the situation when the fog arose. We were taken to shore
in small boats.
Jaffa is one of the oldest cities in the world, and was the
port for Jerusalem in the days of King David. The cedar
and fir wood cut in Mount Lebanon and used in King Solomon's Temple was sent in floats to Jaffa (Joppa). (1 Kings
5: 8-10; 2 Chronicles ~: 11-16.) Here Jonah embarked fo~
Tarshish (Jonah 1: 3), Peter raised Tabitha from the dea
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(Acts 9: 36-43), and he also had a vision of a sheet let down
from heaven (Acts 11: 5-9). Here is to be seen the house of
Simon the Tanner (Acts 10: 6). In the division of the land
by Joshua, Joppa was given to the tribe of Dan (Joshua
19: 46). This city, as seen from the ship, is beautiful in
appearance, being elevated gradually from the beach, and
the surrounding country is very fruitful. Extensive groves
of oranges, lemons, pomegranates, apricots, and other delicious fruits are some of the sights which we see on every side.
At 1.30 I boarded a train for the Holy City, and soon we
were crossing the Plain of Sharon, which was noted for its
variety of flowers in the days of King Solomon (Songs of
Solomon 2: 1). Who has not read of the Rose of Sharon in
the Bible? We travel over this plain for about twenty miles,
until we come to the base of the mountains of Judea and
Benjamin. In the meatime we have passed a Jewish agricultural school, established in 1869. There are many colonies
established by the Jews, Germans, Greeks, ancl others. Judging from outward appearances, these colonies all are very
prosperous. The first town of importance is Ramleh, said to
be Arimathea of Matthew 27: 57. From this summit a good
view can be had of the whole plain from Gaza on the south
of Mount Carmel, on the north about one hundred miles, and
within this circuit can be seen Ashdad, Gath the home of
Goliath (1Samuel17: 4).
Then comes Gezer, the town which Pharaoh took and gave
to his daughter, Solomon's wife (1 Kings 9: 16). As the
train speeds along we pass through a country which is full
of biblical interest, viz: The town Lydda; it is here where
Peter cured .A<;neas of palsy through the power of God; then
passing through the village of Gasur on the site of Hazarshual (Joshua 19: 3). It is claimed that Samson caught
three hundred foxes and tied their tails together and burned
up the grain. Opposite the station a hill to the left, is Zarah,
the birthplace of Samson (Judges 3), next stop is Bittin
Station, which is on the site of Bether (Solomon's Songs
2: 17). Here, it is said, that the Jews undeJ? their commander
Barroch made their last stand against the Romans, and
800,000 persons were slaughtered, their blood running so
strong that it carried away stones weighing 4 pounds (Robinson's Researches, volume 3, page 268). After leaving this
station soon arrived at or near the fountain where Philip
baptized the eunuch.
After steaming over twenty miles of plain we climbed the
mountains for thirty-five miles, reaching to the height 2,670
feet above Jaffa, where we finally land in the city of the
Great King. In spite of its decay, Jerusalem has an interest
and a surpassing .charm which no other city on earth possesses for Bible students or Christians. Although it has
been destroyed many times it still retains its attractiveness
to Jew, Moslem, and Christian. Here the tourist is reminded
at almost every turn of the footsteps of the Savior. We know
the streets have been changed; however, we also know that
nineteen hundred years ago a mournful procession passed
along the streets of this matchless city as the Lamb of God
was led by wicked men to be slaughtered upon Mount Calvary.
Here are to be seen Mount Olivet, the Brdok Kedron, and
the city crowned Zion, Moriah; also the site upon which King
Solomon's temple stood, now covered by the Mosqu_e of Omar.
A short distance east of this spot is to be seen· the Garden of
Gethsemane, and within the walls of Old Jerusalem are tq
be seen the church of the Holy Sephod, Skull Hill, the Hons~
of Caiphas, the Tomb of David, the Tombs of the Kings, the
Jews' wailing place, the Church of Saint Anne, _the Pool Bethesda; Ecce Homo (Pilate's Judgment Hall), and innumerable
other points of interest, which we. will write you .about later
on. The eonditions of most of'the inhabitants and the streets
are ve.;y filthy, as they have_ no idea of cleanli:µess or decency· inside the old walls;
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The New Jerusalem outside is very fine. Most of the buildings are substantial edifices, and will compare ·favorably with
any modern city. The climate is superb, warm through the.day and nights cool. The country round about to tlie observer
is rather rocky and rough, with an occasional olive tree ·here
and there. Water is very precious, having to depend on -the
rain for supply the whole year,-no rain, no water.
·Brother Pitt, •his wife, Sisters Floyd, Brown, Carr, and
family, and self made a trip to Jericho, Dead Sea, and River
Jordan on the 16th and 17th inst., and Brother Pittand I
had the honor to baptize four in the waters of Jordan, about
ten or twelve miles from where Jesus was baptized by John
the Baptist. Will send you a full account of the baptism and
sights we experienced on our journey to and from Jordan
and the Dead Sea, which will be of much interest to those
who lrnve not seen this country.
Have also visited Bethlehem, Bethany, .and other places, an
account of which \vill reach you in due time. Many people
have requested me to write them concerning my trip to the
East, especially Palestine, but having neither time nor means
to comply, I herewith desire to write up an account of my
travels through the columns of SAINTS' HERALD, provided the
editorial staff considers it of sufficient interest to its many
readers. Good~bye for the present,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
NOVEMBER 21, 1910.
Since my last communication I have made a journey to
Jericho, the Dead Sea, and the River Jordan. At the break
of day on the 16th inst., Brother Pitt, wife, and I, Sisters
Floyd and Brown, Brother Carr, wife, and their two boys
left Jerusalem in two carriages for the above places. Our
route was along the north and east walls of old Jerusalem
passing Damascus, Herod, Saint Stephens, and the Golde~
Gates; thence along and across the Brook Kedron, and p!!!st
the Garden of Gethsemane, and over a part of the west side
of Mount Olivet, ascending gradually until we reach the
historical town of Bethany.
A short distance this side of Bethany you have a grand
view of Mount Zion and Mount Moriah; it was on the latter
mountain that Abraham was commanded to offer his son,
Isaac, as a burnt offering, on which spot also Solomon built
the memorable temple; also from this point we have a good
view of the Pool ·of Siloam. In Bethany is to be seen the
tomb of Lazarus, whom Christ raised from the dead; also the
house, or remains, in which Martha and Mary lived in whose
company Christ spent many hours. during his lifetime, and
it was from their home he went to his death.
Leaving here we descended a long· steep hill, at the base.
of which we arrived at the Apostles' Spring·. Tradition has
it that the apostles used to drink from this spring as they
journeyed to and from Jericho plain. Water is very scarce
in this eountry, and as a geenral thing you have to travel
many miles before you ca~ find a spring from which you
·can get water to drink, hence travelers are obliged to carry
water with them in bottles and goat skins. I do not wonder
since coming to Palestine that the eunuch said to. Philip
"'See, here is water; what doth hinder me to be baptiz'ed?"
From this we conclude that the eunuch understood that
baptism by immersion was the true mode, and took advantage of the opportunity to be baptized where there was
suffieient water t6 be immersed in; and for the same reason
John b~pti~(ld in Enon, because there was much water there.
· If. sprmklmg or p_ourin~ had answered the purpose they
evidently had sufficient with them in bottles to baptize without discommoding themselves to get out of the chariot; or,
why s?ould so many people flock to Enon to be baptized?
Havmg traveled for some miles up and down hills we
reached "The Good Samaritan Inn" which is located on a high
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hill. Here it was where a man fell among thieves and the
Good. Samaritan carried him home and cared for his need.
(Luke 10: 30-35.) Brother Pitt took a picture of the party
as they stood around this historical spot. Our next stop is
at the Brook of Cherith. At the bottom of this brook Elijah
was fed by the ravens (1 Kings 17: 3-6).
Arriving at Jericho at 10.15 a. m., we proceeded to Elisha's
fountain and the ruins of the old walls of Jericho. This
reminded us of Joshua's victories; however, nothing remains
but a few mounds and traces of ancient walls and foundations
of the old city ·of Jericho. Here it was that the spies sent
by Joshua were hid on the •housetop and let down over the
walls by Rahab. Wh-at confusion must have ensued when
those massive walls crumbled to the earth as the priests of
God blew the trumpet:;, and the army of Joshua shouted in
t1•iumph over the great victory gained through the power of
the almighty God. In the afternoon we wended our way over
the Jo1;dan plains, which were given unto Lot for an inheritance, and here he sojourned for many years. The plain is
very flat and spreads for miles around. About two miles
this side of Jordan is Gilgal, nothing there but "thicket of
thorn trees." lt is here where the Israelites first encamped on
this side of Jordan (Joshua 4: 19). Here the last manna fell,
and near here Joshua saw the captain of the Lord's host
(Joshua 9: 15). The tabernacle was ·set up and remained
until the dividing of the land of Shiloh (Joshua 15: 1). Here
Samuel came every year to judge the people (1 Samuel 7: 16).
Saul was made king here (1 Samuel 11: 16), and here Saul
disobeyed God and lost his kingdom (1 Samuel 13: 5-13). At
this place Elisha paid a visit to the sons of the prophets and
performed two miracles (2 Kings 4: 38-44). Here it was the
tribe of Judah came to welcome David (2 Samuel 19: 15).
At 1.45 p. m. we arrived at the River Jordan, which
averages ninety feet wide, and its depth is about ten feet; has
a very strong current and muddy bottom. Brother Pitt and
the writer had the honor as well as the pleasure of leading
four precious souls into the waters of Jordan; namely,
Brother Carr awl wife, and their two boys. Brother Pitt
baptized the father and younger boy, and I baptized the
mother and elder boy. The glorious king of day shone
brightly on us, and the Spirit of the Lord was present in
great power as we administered the ·holy ordinance of baptism. As I stood in the water and on the bank of the river
my mind reverted to the time wheri Jesus the Christ was
also baptized by John the Baptist in the same river, a few
miles further up the stream, where John baptized hundreds
during his ministry. I was also reminded of the fact that I
was the first apostle to baptize in the River Jordan since the
time of the ministry of our Lord; also that Brother Pitt was
the first patri9.rch to officiate in like manner.
I can assure you that I felt a joyous sensation come over
me when I realized that such a high honor had been conferred upon me, and '1 truly felt in my heart that it was a
great honor to be permitted to raise my ·hand to heaven in
the presence of God, angels and men, and be able to say:
"Having been commissioned of Jesus Ghrist to beaptize, 'in
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost," and to think that after an elapse of over eigh~el')n
hundred years, during which time the authority of the priesthood was taken away from among men, that I could stand
in the water of the same river and baptize by the same
authority and power that Christ and the apostles baptized in
their day, "for the remission of sins." I wish to ·state at
this juncture that I greatly appreciate the honor that the
First Presidency have conferred upon me in placing me in
charge of Palestine; an honor which I did not anticipate to
ever enjoy; as I can hardly realize that it ~s a .reality th~t I
am here ,in the land where the ancient worthies lived and died;
namely, patiiarchs, pi·ophets, Christ -and the apostles to
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whom God the Father gave of his Holy Spirit to give light
~nd ~eace to a dark, sinful world. At every turn .you make
m this country, you are reminded of some biblical incident
which enables you to better understand and study the Scriptures with new interest.
Palestine, of all countries that I have traveled in, was
the only land that I had a longing in my heart to see; and
I truly feel thankful to the Lord that he opened up the way
whereby my heart's desire was granted. My presence here is
· in fulfillment of many dreams that I have had for the past
thirty-five years, an intimation of the Spirit to me. From
Jordan we returned to Jericho by way of the Dead Sea.
Standing on its shores we are thirteen hundred feet below
the level of the Mediterranean; its ~vaters are clear and
beautiful in appearance, very salty and bitter, but more
buoyant than Salt Lake, Utah, and contain fifteen per
cent more salt than other seas. From this point is a grand
view of Mount Nebo, also the !\fount Temptation, where they
·claim Christ was led by t11e Spirit to be tempted by the Devil
for forty days. Ten miles eastward is to be seen "The Castle
of Machrerues," where John the Baptist was beheaded. It
is evident that the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah were locat~d
originally between the Dead Sea and edge of Jordan Plain, as
we are informed in Genesis that they were neighbors of
Lot, who at that time was in possession of the Jordan Plains;
·hence it is that these cities are now under the Dead Sea.
As we near the modern town of Jericho, the tree is
pointed out to us in the yard of the home of Zaccheus, on
which he climbed to look at Jesus as he passed by. 'rhis can
be taken with a pinch of salt. The people can point out
the tombs of all the ancient wouthies, including Adam. For
some reason, poor Mother Eve's tomb is left out. Too bad,
that her earthly place of rest has been so neglected.
We spent the night at Bellevue Hotel, resuming our journey
early next morning, arriving in Jerusalem in the afternoon,
safe and sound, after an enjoyable tri1i. The sights and
scenes that our eyes have gazed upon and the pleasant and
enjoyable experiences of those two days wi!! never fade from
our memory~ Yours hastily,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
NOVEMBER 24, 1910.

Miscellaneous Department
Conference Minutes.

SPOKANE.-Spokane district conference convened in the
Saints' chapel, Spokane, Saturday, December 10, at 10 o'clock,
with A. V. Closson, president, in the chair. On motion A. V.
Closson and T. C. Kelley were chosen to preside over conference. Minutes of last conference read and approved. Statistical
reports were read from the following branches: Sag le, number last report 48, present number 47; Ellensburg 13, no
change; Roslyn 37, no change; Spokane, last report 236, present number 248, gain 12. No report received from Columbia
River Branch; last report, December, 1909, gave 31 members.
Ministry reporting: Elders T. C. Kelley, A. J. Smith, H. P.
Hanson, Oscar Case; High Priest A. V. Closson; Priests W.
Yates, L. W. Silver, W.W. Fordham; J. E. Turnbow; Teachers Evan Richards, John R. Allen. Bishop's agent rep01-tcd
balance and receipts, $1,007.24; expenses, $849.55; balance
due church $157.69. This was referred to an auditing committee consisting of T. C. Kelley, Oliver Turnbull, Oscar Case.
The auditing committee reported account correct. A resolution from Sagle Branch was read and adopted a!Jd referred
to a committee to report to conference. The committee recommends that a hoard of arbitration be appointed to adjust matters. On motion the following were appointed by the cha.ir:
T. C. Kelley, A. J. Smith, W.W. Fordham. Repor~ of reumon
committee read and committee released. On motion the following names were selected as delegates to General. Conference of 1911: W. W. Fordham, A. V. C.losson, Loms Clark,
Oliver Turnbull, Emma Bell, T. C.. Kelley, Fra!Jk Holmes,
Oscar Case, Samuel Wood, Dora Smith, L. W. Silver, H. P.
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Hanson, N. V. Sheldon, H. P. Je~kins, Ja_ne Turn_bull; ~~011e
present to cast full vote of distnct, and m ~ase of diV1s1on,
majority and minority vote. A motion prevailed that a committee be appointed to ascertai!1 the cost of tents, e~c., and
make arrangements for a re!lmon next s~rmmer. This committee consists of A. J. Smith, L. W. Silver, A. G. Crum.
Bro. A. V. Closson resigned as district president, on account
of going away, and A. J. Smith was elected to fill vacancy.
Adjourned to meet in Spokane the second Saturday and Sunday in June, 1911. W. W. Fordham, district secretary.
l\'IONTANA.~District conference convened at Race Track on
October 15, 1910, at 10 o'clock a. m. Called ~ order by Bro.
A. J. Moore, district president. Bro. I. M. Smr~h was elected
clerk pro tem, Sr. Victoria Beck elected chorister, and Sr.
Earnestine Davey organist. Reports were read from the
Deer Lodge and Bozeman branches. Bishop's agent's report
read and referred to an auditing c~mmittee of the f~llowing
brethren: W. P. Bootman, J. E. Eliason, and F. Christofferson. Priesthood reporting: Elders I. l\'L Smith, W. P. Bootman A. B. Moore, F. Christofferson, A. Christofferson, A. J.
l\Ioo~·e· Priests John E. Eliason and John Eliason; Teacher
T. Re~se. Petition from Deer Lodge Branch recommending
that John E. Eliason and Jerome P. Wyckoff be ordained
elders was read and approved by the conference. Auditing
committee reported that they found the Bishop's agent's report correct. Moved to hold the ne~t conference on. Saturday
and Sunday before the full moon m March; carr:ied. Deer
Lodge and Bozeman were placed in nomination for next conference. Deer Lodge was selected by a large majority.
Moved that no one be allowed to hold office in the district who
uses tobacco. Carried unanimously. Sacrament services Sunday at 2.30 p. m., at which time Bro. John E. Eliason was
ordained an elder by Brn. I. M. Smith, W. P. Bootman, and
Jerome P. Wyckoff was ordained an elder by Brn. W. P. Bootman and I. M. Smith. I. M. Smith, clerk pro tem.

Convention Minutes.

Worthy occupation is the b~st moral policeman.

c

SPOKANE.-Semiannual convention of.the Spokane ·district
Sunday school association. convened at Saints' chapel,- Spokane, December· 9, 1910. Meeting called to order by W. W ..
Fordham, superintendent. After reading minutes of _last
meeting, quarterly reports were read from the following schools: Sagle, 31 members; Valley, 20 members; amQunt in
treasury $3.42; Roslyn, 35 members, amount in 'treasury
$26.87; Spokane, 98 members, amount in treasui'Y, $15.29.
The following officers were elected for 1911: Superintendent,
W. W. Fordham; assistant superintendent,. Emma. Bell; sec~
:retary and treasurer, _Robert McDole. Delegates .to General
Sunday School Convention, 1911--: W. W. Fordham, Dora
Smith, L. W, Silver, Frank Holmes, H. P. Jenkins, H. P.
Hansen, Oliver Turnbull, Dana Crum, Ella Fordham, Emma
Bell, Dana llfoDole, T. C. Kelley, Thomas_-Holmes, W. 4: Borton, A. V. Closson, l\'Iatie Wilson, Thomas Winegar, Oscar
Case. Delegates present were instructed to cast full _.votej
also majority and minority vote. A motion prevailed to continue Sunday school paper, The Outlook, and Emma Bell to be
editor and T. C. Kelley assist. Evening session consisted of
. entertainment given by the Sunday School and Religio societies, including reading of The Outlook. A motion prevailed
that the Sunday school and Religio unite in giving an entertainment at the next convention in June, 1911. W. W. Fordham, secretary pro te?n.
·

MINNESOTA.-District comerence convened at Clitherall,
i\linnesota, November 5 and 6, 1910, L. A. Gould, district
president, in charge, assisted by L. Houghton, sub-missionary
in charge. Three branches reported: Minneapolis 85, Bemidji 49, and Union 159. Ministry repo11;ing: L. A. Gould,
L. Houghton, W. C. Griffin, Delbert Whiting, Alonzo Whiting,
Lurrette Whiting, and Arthur Whiting. Moved and carried
that all holding the priesthood be requested to place with the
secretary at each conference ·a written report of labors done
since the preceding conference. Nineteen delegates to General Conference were chosen: Bro. and Sr. Lurrette Whiting,
Bro. and Sr. Charles Lundeen, L. Houghton, Alonzo Whiting,
Hallie M. Gould, Ellen Whiting, Bro. and Sr. G. G.
Buell, Bro. and Sr. W. W. Gould, Ida Horne, Bro. and
Sr. Joseph Elliott, L. A. Gould, Bro. and Sr. Ralph Murdock,
Ethel Tucker. They were authorized to cast a majority
and minority vote in case of division. Leonard Houghton
was chosen vice-president, to fill the vacancy occasioned by
the death of Bro. E. A. Stedman. Motion prevailed authorizing the secretary to purchase a branch record and make a
new record of the Oail: Lake Branch. The district secretary
was constituted secaetary-treasurer, and permitted to rece_ive
private donations to meet expenses of the office. It bemg
considernd proper and desirable that the ci,mference issue
resolutions of condolence on the death of Brother Stedman,
a committee was selected who drafted the following resolutions: "We the Saints of the Minnesota District, in conference assembled, extend to the relatives and friends of our
esteemed brother, E. A. Stedman, our profound s~patJ;y
and condolence in the loss they and we -have sustamed m
his death. Ou~· deceased brother at the time of ·his death,
was vice-president of the district, and had stient man.y years
in the Master's service in Minnesota, domg consrderab}e ·
pioneer missiona1·y work, and assistin~ in many ways m
building up the church. He is very kmdly remembered . by
many of the Saints of this district for his faith!ul service.
We feel assured that .he has gone .to the Paradise of ~<?d,
to mingle there in the kingdom of God :with l?right iJpmts.
who have gone before. We tru!>t that :his ser"!-ce am<?ng us
will not soon be forgotten, and pray the Master •s blessmg Qn..
his memory. .Signed, Leonard Houghton, Leon -.A. Gould,
A W Whiting committee" The conference ad3ourned .to
m~et. during the' reunion of 1911, •at Frazee, at i:all of district
president. Hallie M.· Gould, secretary.
0
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NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI.-Convention met with the Saints
at Lagonda, Missouri, August 26, 1910, district superintendent in charge. The minutes of the previous conyention were
read and approved, also the reports of the different schools
and reports of distiict officers. Bro; C. W. Miller was elected
home department superintendent. Time and place of next
convention were left in the hands of district officers. Christina Edmunds, district secretary.
MINNESOTA.-Sunday school convention met at .Clitherall,
Minnesota, November 5, 1910, at 7 p. m.; Elder L. Houghton,
field worker, ·in charge. Five schools were reported with a
total enrollment of 145. T·he following were chosen delegates
to ·represent us at the next General Convention, and were
authorized to cast a majority and minority vote in case of
division: Bro. and Sr. P. W. Martin, Bro. and Sr. Lurrette
Whiting, Bro. and Sr. L. Houghton, Ellen Whiting, Hallie
M. Gould, Ethel Tucker, Eva Elliott, Matthew Jepson, Delbert Whiting, Bro. and Sr. G. G. Buell, and Ruth Serrell.
Only a short program was given on account of the superintendent, Kate Martin, and a number of other·s Who were expected not being able to attend. Hallie M. Gould, secretary.

Conference Notices.

The Northern California district conference will convene
at Sacramento, California, February 25, 1911, at 9.30 a. m.
A complete Teport from each branch or fragment, also from
all who bear the priesthood, in writing is desired. Important
business will be presented, hence as good an attendance as
practicable is desired. Send all reports to our secretary,
Elder J. A. Lawn, 48 West avenue, San Francisco, CaJ.ifo1:nia. If sent to me I will care for them. J. M. Terry, president of district, 1203 Magnolia street, Oakland, California.
Convention Notices.

All persons expecting to attend the Religio and Sunday
school convention and confer.ence near Vanscoy, Saskatchewan, commencing. Thursday, Dece1!1ber 29, are requested to
notify the udners1gned, as the tram leaves Saskatoon every
afternoon at 4.50 o'clock, on the Goose Lake line, and arrives
at Vanscoy at 5.40. All comers will be met by teams at
Vanscoy. _A. E. Nunn, chairman of committee.
Vacancy in Board of Auditor•.

Israel A. Smith having been selected as representative to
the Iowa Gener.al Assembly for Decatur County, at the late
N1Jvember elect10n, has .tendered his resignation as a mE>mber of the Board of Auditors, for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, as appointed at last annual session of
conference, assigning as his reason that his duties as such
representative would necessarily prevent him from serving
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· on .s.ueh .board ·at· the time the work would. be required. His
resignat10n has been accepted.
·
1
. JOSEPH SMITH, Fo1· the Presidency of the Chu1·ch.
._INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 14, 1910.
Appointment to FiH Vacancy in Board of Auditors.

·A V·acancy in the. Board of Auditors of the Reorganized

Qhurch of ! esu~ Christ of Latter Day Saints having occurred
by ~he resignat1on of Israel A. Smith, appointed at the last
April. conference, notice o~ whi«h has been given above, the
comll'!1ttee herntofore .appomted by conference to fill vacancies
o~ ~a~d Board occmT~ng between .sessions of conference, conSistmg of .E. A .. Smith, H. A. Stebbins, and the President
of ~he church, '!lpon consultation has appointed George W.
Blan·,. of Lamom, Iowa, -to fill said vacancy.
· ·
· JOSEPH SMITH, Chairman fo1· Committee.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 14, 1910.
. Notice to All Elders.
If you have not sent in the duplicate certificates for the
children you blessed during the last year, please do so now,

so they may be accounted for in this year's work;
If you have baptized anyone during the year whom you have
reason to believe was not. enrolled and reported by a branch,
·please report. same to th IS office at once, that proper credit
may be given for the work of the year.
C. I. CARPENTER, Church Recorder.
LAMONI, IowA,.Decernber 17, 1910.
Notice to the Fifth Quorum of Elders.

Report blanks for your annual reports havC" been mailed to
each member at your latest known address. If you have not
received yours by the time you read this, write at once to the
secretary, giving your present address, and another will be
furnished you.
·
·
A full and prompt report is desired from each member, so
that the quorum may have proper credit for all work done by
its members.
C..B. WOODSTOCK, Sec1·etar1J.
LAMONI, IOWA, December 17, 1910.
·correction.

In the letter Of Bro. R. Etzenhouser, in the-issue of HERALD
for December 7, on page 1200, near the bottom of third paragraph, at center of column, occurs an error. It should read:
"Last year experiences were replete with sufficient establish•
ing evidences. This year will be replete with more when all
returns are made."
Addresses.

George Gaydon, .13 Martin street, Guide Bridge, North Manchester, England.
Elder F. G. Pitt, care French Post, Jerusalem, Palestine.
Died.

LASLEY.-Ait Lamoni, Iowa, December 13, 1910, of paralysis,
Mr. Andrew J. Lasley, aged 83 years and 1 day. He was
born. in Ohio in 1827; had resided in Lamoni for fifteen years,
and had an excellent name for honesty and integrity. His
wife, four sons, and two daughters survive him. One son
and one daughte1' obeyed the restored gospel. Funeral sermon
preached by Bro. H. A. Stebbins, assisted by Bro. J. R. Lam"
be rt.
_
Cox.-Inez Marie, infant daughter of A. M. and Sr. Mary
E. Cox, died at their home in Caldwell, Idaho, December 10,
of pneumonia .. She was born June -10, 1910; blessed by Elder
S. D. Condit, August 3, 1910. Sermon by Elder R. Owen, of,
Boise, Idaho. Interment in the Canyon Hill Cemetery.
SPENCER.-Sr. Genisa Spencer died at the home of her son,
Elijah Spencer, November 24, 1910. She was born December
6, 1841, and was married to George· L. Spencer in 1861, and
was baptized August 15, 1862, by Elder John 'Stevenson, at
Glovel'S Gap, West Virginia. Funeral sermon by Thomas
Park. She was laid to rest in Delta Cemetery. She leaves
five sons, and three daughters. She suffered long and .bore
it well. She was a good mother and a faithful Saint.
CLARK.-Martha Clark was born in Manchester, England,
May 26, 1884. Died November 11, 1910. Was baptized Febru-
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ary 6, l902. She was the wife of Bro. Fred Cark, and the onl
d'.lughter of Brothe1: and Sister Schofield. She was a mos~

~md and devoted wife and daughter, highly respected both

m and out of the church. Services were held in our church
and ~t th~ grave befo~·e la_rge gatherings, November 16, Eldei•
Henry G1eenwood bemg m charge. November 20 Elder G
W. Leggott prea<;hed the funeral sermon to a large 'gathering'
EDSON.-Ruth, only daughter of Bro. C. I. and Sr: M. L.
Edson, was born No':em~er 28, 1907, and died November 19°
1910,_ after O!Je w~ek s sickness, of diphtheria. Was blessed
at Mmneapohs, Mmnesota, by Bro. C. I. Sh'allbetter.
BERRY.-Sr. Jane Berry, of Aitchison Kansas died of
hemori1hage of the stomach, very suddenly, l~avlng one son
a!1~ one daughter, .two brothers, nine grandchildren and
eig 1t great-·~randchildr~T\ to mourn the Joss of a io,;in
mother a~d s1st!'lr· She JOmed the church in 1842 or 1843 an~
was baptized mto th.e Reorganized Church Septembe;. 21
186~; at W ei".t Bromwicp, StaffoFdshire, England, by Charle~
Deny, and ·died strong m the faith. She asked for the sacrament ·the last Sabbath. S-he was 85 years 9 months 1 da
?f age, and a m!'mb,er of the Atchison Braii~h. Funer~I sm~.X
ices at the Saints ehurc.h, and sermon by Elder Samuel
Twombly.
•
SHUE.-At her home at Atchison Kansas Sr BaTbey
A. E. N. ~hue died, leaving one dau~hter and tw; so~s to
rnom:n. then· loss. She was baptized August 11, 1895,' at '
At:hison, Kansas, by C. E. Guin;;in~. Funeral services at
he1 ho~e, Samuel Twombly offi~iatmg-. Sister Shue was
44 yearn, 3 .months, 6 days old. Sister Shue is not a member
of the Atchison Branch, as she had taken her letter out when
she removed to Nebraska and did not ·bring the letter back
~ROWN.-Edwaird Brown died .at his home, Brooksville;
Mame, :qecember 2, 1910, aged 81 years, 8 months. He
was bapti7:ed July 14, 1.873, by Thomas Amos, confirmed by
T. W. Smit~, and has hved a g_ood, consistent life. He will
be muc~ missed among the Saints. He leaves a wife and
;three children. Funera~ at his horn!' by J. J. Billings, Decernbe1" 4, 1910. Many Saints and friends attended.
"In the January Century."

The full st~ry of the sensational voyage last October of the
ball~on Amenca II, a~1d of Alan R. Hawley's and Augustus
Post s . adve1!-tures durmg the day~ of their escape from the
Canadian. wilderness, ha~_been wntten for the January Century by Augustus Post, mr. Hawley's aide in the winning of
the Gordon Bennett cup.
The patient housewife, who is trying to cater to the needs
of her family on a moderate income, has to solve daily the
same old problem, "What shall I cook for breakfast for
luncheon, for dinner?" The very monotony of the qudstion·
gets on one's ne.rves, and there is a lot of real difficulty In
planning a wholesome variety for each day. The Chicago
Record-Herald has mercifully come to the aid of puzzled
housewives by printing in each issue a set of three menus
with receipts, under the title, "Meals for a day." What i~
more, it gives four cash prizes every week for the best· of
these menus, and 'Yomen all over the country are invited to
compete. The terms of award and the names of the latest
winners may be found in any Monday issue of The Chicago
Record-Herald. That is the day, too, when the 'Martha's
Management" column appears, with its helpful hints and advice to cooks and housekeepers. Marion Harland's Sunday
page also gives a group of selected recipes, which if cut out
of each week and kept in .a scrapbook will make a most valuable collection. Women not familiar with the prize menu feature of The Record-Herald should investigate it at once. Many
have found it a handy means of getting fresh ideas and
securing cash for those they already have.
The important and valuable work being carried on by "an
Iowa plant breeder," Mr. Charles G._ Patten, of Chester City,
Iowa, is the subject of a paper in the January Cent.11-1'y, describing new methods in plant production as contrasted with
old. It is by L. H. Bailey, director of the College of Agriculture, Cornell University, and the chairman of the Commission on Country Life in President Roosevelt's administration. It is Proiessor Bailey's contention that the rational
breeding of plants is to be a necessary part of the agriculture of the future, and that'we are to look to this work for
help in feeding and clothiilg the race.
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Curtis, J. F., 836.
Cmtis-Roberts debate, 720.
Cushman, S. F., 36.
Gusler, Rosa, 531.
Davenport, W. H., 934.
David, Addie, 235.
Davis, Charles F., 165.
Davis, E. R., 386.
Davis, John, 862,
Davis, J. T., 1005;
Davis, Mae, 577.
Davis, Mrs. C. F., 674.
Davison, H. J., 120.
Davis, Vivia, A tithe_paying
working girl, 1220.
Dawson, Mrs. C. C., 1097.
Dawson, W. M., 164.
.
Defence, From H. M. S., 935.
Dent, John C., 327;
Derry, Charles, 626, 785.
Derry, Ollie, 979.
Des Moines -reunion, 887.
Dickson, J. R., 979.
Divorce, 436.
Dixon, Sam, 42.
Dixon, Thomas, 305.
Dobbs; C. E., 189.
Dobie, F. T., 141, 1219.
Dodson, Mrs. E. C., 717.
Dorsett, James Edward, 39.
Dorsett, Mrs. Ida, 141.
Dowker, William, 139.
D1'azey, Stephen, and Gelplra
M. Gigler, 327.
DuBois, J. W., 328.
Dulin, Mrs. L., 20.
Dungan, Isaiah M., 303.
Dunlap, Minnie, 14.
Dunlap, William, 1219.
Dutton, Jasper O., 1098.
Dyke, L., 552.
Eastern Michigan District,
Reunion of, 1026.
Eastern Michigan reunion,
100~
.
Eastern Oklahoma District,
· Reunion of the, 936.
Ebeling, F. J., 553.
Edwards; James L.; 411.
Ellis, Henry, 886.
Elmer, Mrs. F. A., 577.
Entrekin! George W., 1147.
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Environment, 479.
Harpe, Charles E., Stewartsville .reunion, 887.
Epperly, John C., 409.
Harper, J. R., 308.
Erickson, 0. A., 814.
Hait, Bert E., 529, 885.
Edwin, E. A., 673 ..
Etzenhouser, R., 205; In an- Hartman, Lottie J., 1195.
swer to Bro. C. J. Hunt and Haunch; Mrs. M. C., 553.
others, 788.
Haupt, William H., 1171.
Eugene, 531.
Hawkins, Mrs. Mary, 163.
Eulitt, John, and wife, 412.
Heide, John, 1078.
·
Evans-Phillips debate, 213.
Heiszler, Nettie, 166.
Extracts from letters, 121, Hemenway, L., 551.
240, 283, 329, 455, 480, 532, Hemenway, M., 185.
700, 744, 769, 866, 1080.
Henry, Lena Voltz, 306.
Farber, Mrs. J.E., 475.
Henson, E. L., Curtis-Roberts
Farnfield, J. C., 233.
debate, 720.
Farrar, Mrs. H. E., 39, 906.
Herring, Mrs. George, 505.
Farrell, Ralph W., 698; A let- Hewitt, S. E., 578.
ter and a reply, 239.
Hill, Mrs. M. F., 887.
Farr, Fred B., '904, 1003.
Hills, Elder L. E., 718.
Ferguson, L. F., 236.
H. JVI. S., Defence, From, 935.
Ferguson, Mrs. Mary A., 865. Holloway, L. G., 188, 1194.
Ferris, Joseph A., 1006.
Holly, David R., 1100.
Field like the church, The, Holmes, Effie, 1219.
455.
Holney, Annas, 452.
Field, Mrs. Fred, Two-day Hommis, J. S., 741.
meeting at Sparta, Michi- Houghton, L., Minnesota regan, 936.
union, 700.
Fields, S. H., 625, 837.
Howard, Maria, 453.
First Kansas City Branch, Howery, Mrs. Mattie E. S.,
191..
783.
Fleeharty, Mr. and Mrs. J. F., Hoxie, A. N., 577.
Hoxie, Albert N., jr., 788.
304.
Hoxie, Mrs. Addie V., 552,
Flinn, P. A., 624.
553.
Florida reunion, 1100.
Huff, MJ"s. H. A., 956.
Fordham, W. W., 411.
Hull, E. B., 40.
Foss, J. C., 191.
Hunter, Eliza, 787.
Foulks, C. M., 1221.
Hunter, Mrs. Rhoda, An open
Fowler, Joshua P., 672.
letter, 506.
Francis, Rosa, 838.
Hutchins, Anna M., 578.
Frazier, A. E., 835.
Hyde, Mrs. Malinda Jane,
From Canada, 578.
120.
From Massachusetts, 603.
From the Lamanites to the In answer to Bro. C. J. Hunt
and others, 788.
Saints, 1006.
Irvington reunion, The, 1006.
Fuller, W. H., 18, 784.
Israel astray, 67.
Fyrando, A. M., 205.
Jenson, A., 140.
Gamet, Levi, 410, 1318.
Jewell, Fannie, 838.
Garver, Sylvester H., 1079.
Joehnk, C. C., 65.
Gatenby, F. S., 451.
Gaydon, George, 626, 1098; Johnson, Beulah, 238.
Johnson, Clara M., Reunion
Sheffield reunion, 480.
of Kewanee and Eastern
Gifford, Ruth, 906.
Iowa districts, 958.
Gigler, . Gelpha M., and
Johnson, William, 384, 1004.
Stephen Drazey, 327.
Jones, Edward W., 211, 578.
Gilbert, Bertha, 1096.
Jones, Emma J., 281.
Gillin, Mary E., 1002.
Jones, J. H. N., 261.
Gott, L. L., 672, 698, 743.
Jones, Thomas, 411, 1122.
Gould, Leon A., 1002.
Jordan, T. J., 837.
Gray, Addie, 434.
Jordison, John, 161, 263.
Gray, Mrs. Lizzie, 505.
Jubb, F. P., 408, 862.
Gray, William H., 38.
Kearncs, Mrs. Frank, 646.
Gray, Robert, 434.
Keck, F. C., 600.
Green, Mrs. George, 238.
Greenough, Mrs. Lindy E., Keeler, F. L., Reunion at
Myrtle Point, Oregon, 839.
786.
Keeping the Sabbath, 238.
Green, Willard, 1217.
Greenwood, W. H., A mes- Keill, William, 39.
Kelley, B. A., 1170.
sage for Australia, 412.
Kemp, Henry, 65.
Gregory, Frederick, 17.
Kemp, James, 783.
Greiss, Mrs. Sarah, 768.
Kentucky and Tennessee reGrieve, Robert, 576.
union, 790.
Griffiths, Gomer T., On board
. express liner Lusitania, 816, Kewanee and Eastern Iowa
districts, Reunion of, 958 .
.1120, 1170.
'
King, R. M., 234.
Grimm, J. F., 20.
Guthrie, W. A., 387, 978, Kite, Margai:et S., 475.
Klar, A. B., 185.
1193.
Knisley, Alvin, 18, 624.
Halb, Jacob, 385, 695.
.
Koehler, H. Arthur, 813.
HaH, Warren, 262.
Kuykendall, Glaud R., 934.
liansen, H. N., 207, 783.
L. A. B., 603.
Hansen, J. A., 957.
Harder, David 0., 20; Re- Lake, C. H., 528.
union of the Eastern Okla. Lamanites to the Saints,
From the, 1006.
homa District, 936.

Lane, I. M., 39.
Lane, J. M., 718 .
-Lane, Mr. and Mrs. I. M.,
935.
Langdon, A. P., 476.
Langdon, Mrs. A. P., 887.
Langdon, Albert P. and wife,
305.
Larmann, Mary, 205.
LaRue, W. E., First Kansas
City Branch, 191.
Latter Day Saint woman, A,
Divorce, 43.6.
Layland, A. J., 42; Lost,
strayed, or stolen, 309, 767.
Layton, C. A., 308, 555.
Layton, Mrs. A. V., 932.
Letter and a reply, A, 239.
Letter from Mexico, A, 604.
Letter from Puget Sound, A,
790.
Lewis, David, 788.
Lewis, J. H., 305, 452.
Lewis, Joseph R., 1079.
Lines from Lamanite lands,
by James E. Yates, 555.
Lindsey, G. W., 385.
Logan, Mrs. H. L., 933.
Lombard, Eldora, 646.
Long-Roberts debate, The,
215.
Long, E. E., 980.
Lone Nephite, The, 813.
Lost, strayed, or stolen, 309.
Lounsberry, Isabel, 386.
Lovejoy, Mrs. H. E., A letter from Puget Sound, 790.
Lukecart, Mrs. Mollie, 741.
Lum, V. L., 955, 1097.
McAlister, Miss Lillie, 19.
McCall, E. N., Florida reunion, 1100.
Mcconnaughy, James, 553.
MacDonald, Hiram, 1149.
Macgregor, Daniel, 309.
McGuire, B. R., Reunion at
Bass Point, 1026.
McKenzie, Mrs. A., 1195.
McKinnon, Mrs. Dora, 191.
McKnight, W. D., The field
like the church, 455.
·
McLean, A. F., 434.
McMullen, Isaac, 956.
Maloney, R. M., That Kirby.
ville debate, 674.
Maloney, W. S., 1100.
Martin, .Leona, 601.
Martin, Nellie, 577, 812, 1146.
May, J. Charles, 530.
Mellon, Mi·s. Alex, 139, 1100.
Message for Australia, A,
412.
Metcalf, J. W., 672, 932; The
Long-Roberts debate, 215.
Miller, A. J., 886.
Miller, C. Eel., 38, 304; New
Philadelphia reunion, 907.
Miller, 0. R., 40.
Milner, Jennie E., 1218.
Minkler, Kittie M., 1148.
Ministerial labor and reporting, 1149.
Minnesota reunion, 700.
Mintun, Alice, Des Moines
reunion, 887.
Mintun, J. F., 15, 233, 453,
671, 1171; The temperance
forces and their work, 603.
Mitchell, J. T., 14, 261.
Maddock, W., Keeping, the
Sabbath, 238.
Moler, H. E., ··40, 237, 784,
933, 956, 1078.
Moler, James, 767.
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Morgan, E. B., 64.
Morgan, J. W., 1077.
Morphew, Joseph, An appeal.
for help, 437.
Motejl, R. E., 1099. .
Muir, Margaret Jenme, 215.
Munro, Agnes, 576.
Nelson, W. E., 476.
Nephite, The lone, 813.
Newcomer, Addie B., 625.
Newman, Willard, 1169.
New Philadelphia reunion,
907.
Norman, Mrs. Ella, 979.
North Dakota reunion, 769.
Northern Wisconsin reunion,
789.
Nunley, E. W., 43, 119, 531,
742, 1218.
Observer, Another, 211.
Oliver, Henry, 212.
Oliver, Pearl, 603.
On board express liner Lusitania, 816.
One night in the Nebraska
penitentiary, by Edward
Rannie, 531.
Open letter, An, by Mrs.
Rhoda Hunter, 506.
Ott, Mrs. H. S., 161.
Owen, R., 506.
Page, James C., 237.
Page, Jerome E., Book of
Mormon vindicated, 1150;
From the Lamanites to the
Saints, 1006.
Palme, H. A., 552.
Parker, Annie J., 783.
Parkin, C. A., 1098.
Passeman, Harry, 212.
Patrick, Mrs. Jennie, 39.
Payne, E. A., 863.
Peacock, W. W., Simmonsdebate, 719.
Peak, W. E., 189, 1049.
Pearson, George, Portland
conference notes, 720.
Peek, Lilly A., 140, 575, 904.
Penman, W., 435.
Perkins, J. N., 409.
Perkins, Lula, 785.
Peters, Alice, 185.
Peters, C. J., 696.
Peterson, J. W., An Alabama
thunderstorm, 1171.
Philippin, P. H., 232.
Pierce, Harry N., 904..
Pilling, John, 671.
Pitt, F. G., 601, 958, 1120,
1251.
Pitt, Sidney, 786.
Plumb, P. T., 211.
Portland conference notes,
notes, 720.
Powers, W. S., 17, 211, 304.
Pratt, C. F., 837.
Pratt, Sarepta Reeves, 505.
Quick, Lee, 191.
Raher, H., 814.
Randall, N. J., 1121.
Rannie, Edward, 41, 165, 184,
261; environment, 479,; one
night in the Nebraska peni. tentiary, 531; 576, 602, 955.
Rasmussen, Christina, 602.
Rasmussen, John, 65.
Reams, A. A., 17, 165, 282.
Reed, W. C., 863.
Reporter, 742.
· Reun,ion at Bass Point, 1026.
Reunion at Myrtle Point,
Oregon, 839.-.
) Reunion Eastern Michigan,
1007.
.
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Reunion of Eastern·and-Western Wales Districts, 1220.
Reunion of Kewanee and
Eastern Iowa districts, 958.
Reunion of the Eastern Oklahoma District, 936. Reunion, The Irvington, 1006.
Rhodes, Leonard S., 578.
Richardson, Mrs. Helenor,
1078.Richai·dson, Pearl, 1004.
Riggle, Ruth, 1049.
Righteousness, 839.
Riley, Mrs. D. S., 282.
Roberson, Mr. and Mrs. Met,
408.
Roberts, Catherine, Western
Nebraska and Black Hills
reunion, 936.
Robinson, Mrs. Mary, 864.
Robinson, Sr. H. H., 600.
Rockhold, Mrs. 0. L., 262.
Ross, A. B., 184.
Ross, Mrs. Ellen, 263.
Ross, Sarah J., 815.
Roth, J. S., 328, 1196.
Roth, W. C., 161.
Row, Fred A., From Canada,
578; 1121.
Rushton, John W., 186, 1147.
Rush, W. R., 478; Righteousness, 8S9; 1146.
Rust, J. L., 191.
Saints in West Virginia, To
the, 411.
Savage, Alice, 235.
Schenkel, Fred, 601.
Schmidt, l\Irs. P. H., 885.
Schofield, Martha, 787.
Scott, A. I., 19.
Scott, C., 209, 282, 861.
Scott, S. W. L., 211, 1097.
Scudder, J. B. and Jennie E.,
186.'
Secrest, Rena, 161.
Self, William l'o1., 211.
Sheffield reunion, by G. Gaydon, 480.
Sheppard, C. T., 234.
Sheppard, T. J., 1048.
Shields, John, Evans-Phillips
debate, 213.
Shinn, D. L., To the Saints in
West Virginia, 411; 624.
Shinn, F. L., 624.
Shippy, L. B., 32.8, 554.
Short, B. F., 139.
Short, Sister, 283.
Shoup, Mrs. Emma, 934.
Siddall, John, 601.
Sills, Lake, 262.
Simmons, F., 600.
Simmons, Jesse M., 37.
Simmons-Setzer debate, 719.
Simpson, Emmet W., 478.
Simpson, Lillie, 455.
Sister, A, 166, 933; A widow's
prayer 435.
Sister Jane, 1147.
Sister Short, 283.
Slover, F. M., 15; Tennessee,
and Kentucky 1•etmio1T, 816.
Small, Wallace A., 120.
Smith, Agnes R., 787.
Smith, David, 787.
Smith, E. A., 786.
Smith, Harriet M., 699.
Smith, Isaac M., 506, 767;
corrections, 817.
Smith, J. A., 207.
Smith, Mr. Walter K., 65.
Smith, M., The Blue Ranids,
Kansas, reunion, 907;
Smith, W. R. 231.

Snow Alma, The Kentucky ·._Wheeling City Branch, 2B3.
and Tennessee reunion, 790. Whipple; Thomas G., 625, _
Snow, C. L., 208, 236.
Whipple, -Thomas -W., 528.
Sparling, Henry, 835.
White, Asa, 12L.
Sparta Michigan, Two-day White, Alex. S. A., 476.
meeting at, 936.
White, S., 165.
Spurlock, C. J., 551, 719.
Whiteside, C. T., 262.
Squires, M. F., 885.
Whitman, Mrs. G. A., 934.
Steel, Mrs. H. M., 43.
Wh- · I am a Latter D ""
Stewartsville reunion, 887.
Y
·Saint,
627. _·
. a3
S to dd ar d , P ear1' 577 ·
Why I became a Sairit, 121.
Stoft, Dr. and Mrs. W. E., Widow's pfayer, A; 435.
119.
.
Wight, J. W., 38; Miriiste1ial
Stone, A. E., 384.
labor and reporting, 1149.
Stroh, Samuel, 66.
Wight, Rmp.anan,-141;
Stubbart, J. M., 141.
Wildermuth,· Jerome
E.,
Sutton, J. R., 864.
North Dakota reunion, 769.
S. W., 166.
Williams, D. D., 238.
Sweet, G. L., 307.
Williams, J. W., 235.
163
Sykes, Mrs.· Olive A. ,M.,
· William·s, T. W., 328, 906.
Teeters, John A., 81'±.
W'll'
· 1121.
1 iams, M-rs. c ass1e,
Temperance forces and their
work, The, 603.
Williams, Mrs. Charles E.,
8· J W
Tennessee and Kentucky reunion, 816.
Wi son, .
., 16 4.
Test of reason, The, 789.
Wilson, Louise C., 387.
That Kirbyville debate, 674.. Wilson, Mrs. E. C., 626.
Thomas, o. B., 164.
Wilson, William, 140.
Wood, John T., 475.
Th ompson, J · T ., 719·
W 00 d "d Ph b E 307
Thompson, Miss. Mollie C.,
SI e,
oe e ..,
·
327.
Wyckoff, Jerome, 262.
?
Wym,
Emma
E.,
1121.
Th ornt on, J 0 h n, 3~ 8 ·
Wym, James M ..; and family,
.
Thornton, Noel, 552.
1004
Thorp, Martha, 452.
Yates, James E., 210; Lines
Tibbles, John H., 307.
f
L
't I d 555
Tithe paying working girl, A,
rom amam e an s,
.
1220.
Youmans, E., 119.
Zahnd, John, 283, 553, 906,
T·1'tm;, I · p ., 451 ·
1097.
Tomlinson, J. R., 955.
Zearley, A. D., 797.
816
·
Tong, Mrs. C. B.,
Zigler, Zelpha M., 477.
Topman, William, 37.
Tragic death of Bro. Joseph NEWS FROM BRANCHES.
Ross, J. M. Stubbart, 141.
Trapp, A. T., Reunion Qf Baker, J. M., 263.
Eastern
and
Western Bay City, Michigan, 1081.
Wales districts, 1220.
Benjamin, .Tennie, 744.
Tripp, Solomon, Why I am a Boston, Massachusetts, 330,
Latter Day Saint, 627.
1127.
Trosper, Mrs. R. S., 1003.
Brooklyn, New York, 1055.
Turpen, T. C., 576.
Burlington, Iowa, 122, 959.
Turpen, T. Gomer, 862.
But, Emest N., 937, 1081.
Tubb, F. R., 186, 477.
Cameron, Missouri, 1080.
Tucker, D. E., 307.
Central Chicago,.43, 240, 284,
Two-days' meeting at Allen331, 437, 480, 556, 578, 628,
ton, Michigan, 1051.
647, 722, 769, 840, 908, 961,
Two-day meeting at Sparta,
1010, 1080, 1101, 1175, 1222.
Michigan, 936.
Central Church, Kansas City,
Two marvelous manifesta721.
tions, 40.
Chico, California, 122. ·
Tyson, Mrs. L. A., 836.
J. C. Clapp, 722.
Ulmer, Melvina, 1147.
Cleveland, Ohio, 43, 68, 122,
Umland, Mary, 1149.
194, 310, 507, 628, 721, 817,
Van Alstin, Edna, 866.
982.
Van Cleave, Albert, 672, 935. Comins, Michigan, 937, 1081.
Vanderwood, J. E., 743, 1097. Coombs, Alma M., 122, 457,
Voelpel, E. W., 303.
1030.
Wadkins, Anna, 306.
Des Moines, Iowa, 168, 309,
Wadkins, Caddie, 306.
480, 605, 908, 1010, 1176.
Wadkins, Thena, 307.
Elk Mills, Maryland, '458.
Wahlstrom, John, 884.
Fall River, Massachusetts,
Wakefield, W. H., 1097.
122, 45'{, 1030.
Waterman, William, 698.
First Kansas City, 68, ,283,
Waters, Mrs. H. L., 1146.
458, 627, 960, 1030 .
Watson, Mrs. Della, 38.
Flint, Michigan, 744.
Weaver, A. A., 410.
Fultz, L. R., 1081.
Weaver, Richard D., 696.
Hintz, H. A., 122.
Weddle, E. E., 262.
History of the Des Moines
Weems, Miss Bessie, 164.
District, 480.
Wells, G. R., 213.
Horton, Abbie A., 169, 310,
Western Nebraska and Black
627, 676, 722, 791, 866, 908,
Hills reunion, 936.
961, 1030, 1101, 1222.
. Weston, Mary Jane, 1220.
Humes, Ira W., 458. ·
Wheaton, Cora B., 43.
Independence·, Missomi, 169,
Wheeler, Carl F., 884..
310, 627, 676, 722, 791, .866,
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908, 961, _1030, 1:101, 1222.
Johnson; William, 1223.
Kansas City, Missouri, 1200.
LaRue, W. E., 283.
Lawn, John A., 330.
Lewis, Mary 0., 330, 1127.
Lewis, William, 1080.
London, England, 141.
London, Ontaiio, 121.
Los Angeles, California, 167,
•.
283.
McLean, Mrs. A. F., 960.
Melbourne, Australia, 700. _
Mintun, J. F., _168, 309, 605,
908, 1010, 1176.
Mountainirille, Maine, 240.
Myrtle Point, Oregon, 722.
Newton, J. T., 141.
Northeast Manchester, 1101.
Omaha, Nebraska, 263.
Patterson, E. M., 20, 167, 241,
457, 556, 578, 647, 791, 866,
960, 1101, 1223.
Plano, Illinois, 167.
Providence, Rhode ·Island,
216, 456, 556.
·Reams, A. A., 480.
Reporter, 722.
Ridley, S. T., 216.
Riverton, Iowa, 722.
Saint Louis, Missouri, 20, 167,
241, 457, 556, 578, 647, 791,
866, 960, 1101, 1223.
Sandy, Harvey, 721, 960,
1030.
San Francisco, California,
330.
Schwartz, Alice C., 43, 240,
284, 331, 437, 480, 556,. 578,
628, 647, 722, 769, 791, 840,
908, 961, 1010, 1080, 1101,
1175, 1222.
Scribbler, 283.
,
·
Seattle, Washington, 1223.
Small, W. A., 240 ..
Spinnett, Georgie M., 216,
-- 556.
Squire, Ephraim, 1055.
Toronto, Canada, 168, 216,
960.
Trinidad, Colorado, 1175.
Tubb, F. R., 168.
Warkny, F. C., 458, 627.
Watchman, 700.
Wehbe, F1,ank C., 43, 68, 122,
194, 310, 507, 628, 721, 8.17,
982.
White, E. S., 1081.
Wildermuth, Eli M., 167.
MISSIONS.
Among Lamanites, 1172.
Arber, Joseph, 1007, ~104.
Arizona, as we see 1t; The
work in1 1029.
Arkansas, 1008.
Baker, A. M., 959.
Bellair, Illinois, 1051.
Bullard, R., 1174.
Butterworth,
Charles
E.,
1125.
Canada, 1197.
Chase, A. M., 1029.
Clements, G. W., 1008. ·
Colorado, 1028, 1102, 1174.
Condit, S. D., 1173.
Curtis, ~msley, 1102.
Deseret, 1029.
Etzenhouser, R., 1199.
Farnfield, J, C., 1172. ·
Farrell, Ralph W., 1009.
Florida, 1103, 1104.
Griffiths, Gomer T., 1265.
Halb, Jacob, 1081.
Hansen, H_. N., 1051.
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Hanson, Paul M., 1027.
Harpe, Charles E., 1103.
Idaho, 1173.
Illinois, 1007, 1123.
Indiana, 1081, 1175.
Iowa, 1125.
Jenkins, George, 1174.
Jerusalem, Palestine; 1265.
Kansas, 1151, 1221.
Keck, F. C., 1151.
Kentucky and Tennessee,
1027.
Kewanee, Illinois, 1104.
Long, E. E., 1197.
McClain, J. R., 1027.
Macgregor, Maggie, 1126.
McLean, John H., Work in
Toronto, 981.
Maine, 1009.
Mannering, W. H., 1053.
May, J. Charles, 1173.
Mexican Mission, The, 1220.
Mexico ·and Texas, 1053.
Michigan, 1199.
Miller,
Ed., 1197.
Missouri, 959, 1008, 1103,
1174.
Montana, 1222.
Muceus, P., 1124.
Nebraska, 1027, 1105.
Northern California, 1054.
Noi-th Dakota, 1053.
Ohio, 1008, 1123, 1172.
Oklahoma, 1054, 1150.
Ontario, 1126.
Page, James C., Southern
Kansas, 1081, 1221.
P·age, Jerome E., 1172.
Pender, W. S., 1220.
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, 1197.
Peterson, J. W., 1103.
Salt Lake City, Utah, 1051.
Scandinavia, 1124.
Scott, Columbus, 1028.
Self, W. M., 1105.
Siegfried, M. H., 1123.
Silvers, A. C., 1008.
Slover, F. M., 1104.
Smith, Isaac M., 1222.
Smith, W. R., 1150.
Society Islands Mission, 1173.
Southern California, 1198.
Southern Kansas, 1081.
Sparling, Henry, 1051.
Stubba1-t, J. M., 1151.
Sweden, 1028.
Swenson, C. A., 1028.
Terry, J. M., 1055.
Thorburn, George W., 1008.
Thomas, 0. B., 1008.
Toronto, Work in, 981.
Tucker, D. E., 1123.
Vanderwood, J. E., 1029.
Washington, 1008.
West Virginia, 1151.
Wildermuth, Jerome E., 1053.
Williams, T. W., 1198.
Work in Toronto, 981.
Yates, James E., 1054.
Zalmd, John, 1175.

c.

MISCELLANEOUS.
CONFERENCE MINUTES.

Alabama, 388.
Birmingham, England, 769.
Central Illinois, 264.
Central Nebraska, 286, 1224.
Central Oklahoma, 285, 888.
Chatham, 1152, 1153.
Clinton, 284, 579, 1129.
Des Moines, 310, 648.
Eastern Colorado, 285, 937.
Eastern fowa, 286, 770,,1129.
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Eastern Maine, 722, 1129.
Eastern Michigan, 21.
Eastern Oklahoma, 333.
Eastern Wales, 333, 700.
' Far West, 286, 647, 1105.
Florida, 310, 579, 1152.
Fremont, 312, 723, 1105, 1177.
Gallands Grove, 284, 648,
1056.
Idaho, 68, 311, 648, 1129.
Independence, 332, 1032.
lCentncky and Tennessee, 388.
Kewanee, 676, 1032.
Kirtland, 264.
Lamoni, 311, 722.
Little Sioux, 21, 287, 439,
1201.
London, 21, 1128.
.Manchester, 507.
Massachusetts, 241, 1032.
Minnesota, 723, 1268.
Mobile, 169, 458, 677.
Montana, 286, 676, 1268.
Nauvoo, 332, 628, 1033.
New York and Philadelphia,
438.
. Nodaway, 334, 648, 1153.
North Dakota, 744.
Northeastern Illinois, 909.
Northeastern Kansas, 284,
982.
Northeastern Missouri, 458,
1177.
Northern California, 333,
1105.
Northern Nebraska, 264, 648.
Northern Wisconsin, 311, 909.
Northwestern Kansas, 45, 937.
Oklahoma, 311.
Oregon, 334.
Pittsburg, 438.
Portland, 388, 769.
Pottawattamie, 285, 647, 1056.
Saskatchewan, 141, 723, 792,
840.
Seattle and British Columbia,
438, 1128.

Sheffield, 285, 792.
Society Islar!ds, 648.
Southeastern Illinois, 285,
700, 1128.
Southern California, 311.
Southern Indiana, 579, 1152.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana, 648, 1129.
Southern Missouri, 439, 888,
1201.
Southerrt' Nebraska, 793.
Southern Wisconsin, 285.
Spokane, 141, 701, 1267.
Spring River, 334.
Toronto, 44.
Utah, 332.
Victoria, 791.
Western Maine, 142, 5'19, 909,
1177.
Western Oklahoma, 961.
Western Wales, 648.
West Virginia, 388.
Winnipeg, 333.
CONVENTION MINUTES.

Central Oklahoma, 241, 909,
910. , ..
Chatham, 288, 793.
Clinton; Missouri, 242, 649,
1154.
Eastern -Colorado,. 287.
Eastern Iowa, 312.
Eastern Michigan", 1010.
Eastern Qklahoma, 335, 962.
Far West; 142.
Fremont; 288.
Gallands Grove, 287.

Idaho, 312.
Kentucky and Tennessee,
1106.
Kewanee, :/70.
Lamoni, 335, 1106.
London, 45.
Massachusetts, 1201.
Minnesota, 677, 1268.
Mobile, 458, 677.
New York and Philadelphia,
312.
.
-·
Northeastei11 Illinois, 194,
242, 677, 909, 910.
Northeastern Kansas, 287.
Northeastern Missouri, 334,
1268.
Northern Illinois, 701.
.
Northern Wisconsin, 287.
Oklahoma, 264.
Portland, 335, 701, 770.
Pottawattamie, 242.
Seattle and Bl'itish Columbia,
287.
Southern Indiana, 142.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana, 1154, 1201.
Southern Nebraska, 287, 910 .
Southern Wisconsin, 287.
Southwestern Oregon, 288.
Spokane, 1268.
Toronto, 1154.
Winnipeg, 335.
PASTORAL.

Aylor, W. M., 508.
Baker, A. l\!I., 580.
Case, Hubert, 580.
•
Chrestensen, J. C., 651, 983.
Curtis, J. F., and I. N. White,
533.
Greene, U. W., 580.
Griffiths, Gomer T., 605, 1083.
Gunsolley, J. A., and Daniel
Macgregor, 629.
Hansen, H. N., 580.
Jenkins, George, 580.
LewJs, William, 910.
Macgregor, Daniel, and J. A.
Gunsolley, 629.
Mead, James H., 938.
Mintun, J. F., 629.
Moler, H. E,. 558.
Moler, James, 629.
Rannie, Edward, 581.
Russell, R. C., 557.
Self, R 0., 606.
Sheehy, F. M., 580.
Slover, F. M., 678.
Smith, Frederick A., 533.
Smith, Isaac M., 217.
White, I. N., and J. F. Curtis,
533.
Wight, J. W., 170, 459, 938.
Vanderwood, J. E., 724.
GENERAL <,MISCEI,LANY.

Appointments, General Conference, 413.
Appointment,
Missionary,
651.
Bishopric, The, 46, 144, 170,
242, 335, 482, 508, 557, 650,
724, 771, 817, 888, 1033,
1083, 1106, 1177, 1201.
Bishop's annual report, 983.
Change in price of board for
General Conference, 194.
Change of appointment, 1178.
Chrestensen, J. C., 983.
Church Recorder, 744.
Church Secretary, 144, 194,
264, 312, 336, 483.
College opening, 867.
Condolence, Letter of, 217,
242, 288, 889.
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1257.
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Is made, the date on yellow label always shows the
1257 time to payment
which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
expires.
If not changed within a month after payment ls made notify us.
The paper will not be sent to persons who are six months In
arrears, unless special arrangements are made.
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·
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1259
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1263
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.
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1265
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cents per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75
fa~~·
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For advertising rates apply to the business department.
1267
Entered nt post-office, La·moni, Iown 1 aa -second-class mall matter.
Subscriptions received for Zion's Ensign, also orders for all Ensign
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;f

Gomer T. G1iffiths.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Two-day meetings, 46, 605, Vacancy in Board of AudiCorrection, 460, 605, 744, 794, Notice of restoration, 1011.
629, 650, 678, 793, 841, 937.
tors, 1268.
Notices, 22, 143, 170, 194, 217,
911.
264, 336, 481, 482, 508, 581,
Corrections, Bishop's annual
605, 724, 841, 867, 888, 962,
report, 889.
An Amazing Success.
1010, 1082, 1130, 1225.
Dedication, Notice of, 70.
Do it now, 288, 313, 337.
There never was a time in the history of the world when
Notice to First Quorum of
Eastern Michigan District
good stories and articles could command such prices as they do
Seventy, 46.
and schools, Notice to the, Notice to First Seventy, 312. to-day. It is an extremely expensive thing to publish a high459.
class magazine nowadays, filled with the best work of the most
Eighth Quorum of Elders, Notice to the priesthood, 938, famous authors and artists. Yet is is exactly such a magazine
1252.
264, 483.
to the priesthood of that The Chicago Record-Herald furnishes as an integral part
Eleventh Quorum of Teach- Notice
of its Sunday issue.
Lamoni Stake, 630.
ers, 144.
The Sunday Magazine of The Record-He1·ald compares
Our
boys,
1130.
Errata, 388.
favorably with the best weeklies and, monthlies, and has some
Order
of
Evangelists,
217,
Error, 1202.
merits peculiar to itself. Its outward form and its cover
482, 557;
.
Evangelists, The Order of,
pictures in colors are beautiful. The most famous writers and
Priesthood meeting, 217.
217, 482, 557.
illustrators contribute to it. Some of the choicest novels of the
Field workers, Sunday school P1iesthood of the Lamoni year are published serially in its columns before they see the
Stake, To the, 508, 1252.
and Religio, 459, 483, 509.
light in book form. Its editor has secured exclusive control
Presidency, The, 793, 1083.
First Quorum of Seventy,
Presidents of Seventies, 288. of the writings of the best new humorist who has risen to fame
265, 459.
in the last deea<le. To furnish such. a magazine with every
First Quorum of Seventy; Proposed amendment, 70.
Quorum of High Priests, 143, copy of a big Sunday newspaper is an amazing venture, yet
Notice to, 312.
several years of complete success have proved the wisdom of
265, 678, 911.
Forger beating Saints, 508.
the idea. Nothing else of the kind can touch the Sunday '
Fourth Quorum of Elders, Quorum of Twelve, 170.
Magazine of The Reco1·d-Herald in popular interest and literReporting, 630.
724.
ary excellence.
General Conference appoint- Request, A, 144, 867, 888.
Request for prayer, 217, 841.
ments, 413.
.
Resolution, 867.
Graceland boosters, 771.
Ventilating Living Rooms.
Resolution of appreciation,
Graceland College, 1106.
Minimize
as
we
may the progressive contaminati.on of an
1178.
Graceland College financial
Resolution of condolence, 217, inclosed inhabited space, the contamination is still progresreport, 983.
sive, and without renewal of the air, in a few hours you will
889.
'
Graceland College report, AdResolution of respect, 242.
reach the boundary beyond which lies impaired health. Open
ditional, 1011.
·
Respect,
resolution
of,
242.
your windows, pull up your blinds, turn up your mattresses
H. P. Annual, 1910, 1130.
High Priests' Quorum, 678, Restoration, Notice of, 1011. and bedclothes, and every morning let the products of the
Saint Louis reunion post- night be swept out by the incoming currents of fresh air.
911.
poned, 794.
Then, all through the day remember to have a small chink
Independence
Sanitarium,
Saints of the Northeastern open at the top of yom· windows; or, better still, mise the
889, 911, 938.
Kansas District; Attention, lower sash, close the opening beneath with a piece of wood
Lamoni Stake,. To the Priestfitting clos;ily, and so the air will enter at the junction of the
963.
hood of the, 508, 630, 1252.
Independence, sashes, and pass upwards without draught. The secret of
Library Commission, The, Sanitarium,
889,
911,
938.
ventilation without draugbt is: a little and constantly. Once
483.
Letter of condolence, 242, 288. Second Quorum of Seventies, permit the air to become close and stuffy, and the moment
288.
you endeavor to remedy this result of carelessness a cold
Missionmies' attention, 483.
draught will rush in, and the fear of injury Will prompt you
Missionary appointment, 651. Standing High Council, 265.
Missionary
appointments, Sunday school and Religio to stop it. The mere fact of living in a close 1artinosphere
field workers, 459, 483, 509. begets a shivery, susceptible condition of body, which is in·
Transfer of, 144.
Third Quorum of Elders, 288. tolerant of the slightest sensation of chills. If you accustom
Missionary release, 1202.
Montana Saints-Attention, Third.. Quorum of .,seventy, yourself and your children ito fresh air, you become robust;
1178.
J ·,
;. o,
your lungs play freely, the vi-ta! heat is ·sust~iined, -and even
288.
.
Northeastern Kansas Dis- Thirteenth . Quorum \ of a draught becomes exhilimting.-Doctor Russell.
P1iests, 70.
l
trict; Attention, Saints of
Three-day meeting; .650. '
the, .963.
There is a wide difference between haphazard and exact
Notice of appointment, 534, Transfe'r of missionary i apmethods. Learn to know exactly how long it takes to do
poinfanents, 144. .
,
581.
things.
I asked an old cook how long it took to cook a cer·
Twelfth 'Quorum of Priests,
Notice of dedication, 70.
tain article, and she couldn"t tell me; then I asked a young
70.
'
.
Notice of meeting, 265.
Twelfth Quorum of Teachers, cook how long to cook tenderloin, and she told me to the exact
Notice of release, 1178.
144. ~
· ...
minute. See the difference? Be accurate, and know how.
Notice of reinstatement, 170.
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JACKSON COUNTY BANI<
OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
. DEPOSITORY FOR THK C!TY OF INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
· We act as financial agent for parties from a distance and
it is OUl' purpose to handle any business intrusted to ~s in
such a fair and liberal manner as to make the customer's relation
·.-1ith ·this bank satisfactory and profitable.
·
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FOR SALE
An eighty a~re farm. 4Q.. acres improved with house and barn. Saints'
church and schoolhouse on one corner.
Address, RANSOM COOK, 441 Garfield
Avenue, Traverse City, Michigan. 51-lt

INTEREST ·PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
·We solicit your acquaintance, association and business.

ELLIS SHORT;, President,
M. H. BOND, Vice President.
Capital and Surpliis $50,000.00

Assets Over $400,000.00

Five per cent per annum will be paid on one year deposits.

Send

your surplus funds to this Bank by mail and prompt attention will
be given. Address, The State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, lo.
LIST OF DIRECTORS: Wm. Andeoon, Alice P. Dancer, Anna A. Dl!!lcel, Oscar Andeuon,
·
W. A. Hopkiru, Geo. W. Blair, A. K. Anderson.

GOOD HEALTH FLOUR
contains. all the necessary elements to
rebuild the body perfectly. Will cure
constipation, headache, neuralgia, dyspepsia, nervousness, and many more diseases too numerous to mention. Contains
muscle, brain,~ nerve, bone, and tooth
element which are positively not to be
obtained in white flour; in short it is
the real "Staff of Life." I contract to
feed the Saints on lOc per day, feeling
fine and perfectly ·satisfied. I have it in
24~ pound sacks at $1.
Will ship a
barrel to any part of. U. S. A. freight
prepaid. It is a godsend to every sister
and brother that will partake of it, and
enables you to live the celestial law.
You lose all desire for meat and unnatural diets. Free lecture to Saints.
(Bro.) A. B. KLAR.
· Health Builder and Instructor.
Canal Dover, Ohio.
42-tf

WANTED.
A good trusty man to work on farm
for about nine months, one who can and
is willing to do any and all kinds of work
incident to running a large dairy farm,
in Iowa.
A LATTER DAY SAINT PREFERRED
·
Write C. J. C., Westgate, Iowa.
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 7.
51-tf

T.RUE SUCCE.SSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.

THE INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
Offers exceptional advantages to L. D.
S. ladies who may desire to become
"Graduate Nurses."
There is still opportunity for two 01
three to join the class sta1'ting this fail.
For particulars address the INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM, Independence, Missouri.
51-3

Free Books for Everyone

Wanted

Four wonderful books by the gi·eat
Swedish scientist, philosopher, and theo- ·
logian, Emanuel Swedenborg, absolutely
free to any person who sends only the exact amount of postage required for transportation. About 600 pages in each book.
Heaven and its .wonders and Hell, Tho
Four Leading Doctrines, The Divine Love,
NEW SACRED SONGS
and Wisdom, The Divine Providence,
Qf exceptional merit, by A. B. Phillips.
Postage 8 cents each.
THE KING OF PEACE.
Address, c. w. CLODFELTER,
4 pages. Sublimely beautiful. Don't 50 _4
Princeton, Missouri.
miss it. Get it for Xiµas. Postpaid, 25
cents.
WITHIN THE VEIL.
ZION'S PRAISES
A lovely solo. Easy. 15 cents. Both No. 70, cloth ........ , •.••••••• , .$ .40
songs 35 cents. Get our 7c list.
48-4* No. 70%, leather ..•.•.....•••••• 1.00
Phillips Music Co., Dorchester, Mass. No. 70%, leather, flexible •••••••• 1.150

A girl or woman to do house work in
a family c;if Saints. Church privileges.
Answer and state salary expected. AdMRS. J. LAWREN CE,
dress,
51-4
Elk Mills, Cecil Co., Md.

CHURCH

PUBLICATIO~~S

WANTED.

Bound or unbound volumes of SAINTS'
HERALD, volumes 1 to 30; Saints' Advocate, volumes 5 to 8; Times and Seasons,
1, 2, 3; Millennial Stai·s; Kirtland Doctrine and Covenants; Evening and Morning Star; Messengm· and Advocate. Utah
publications: Journal of Discourses. Also
Anti-Mormon works. For church 11se by·
.an active minister. Address, stating
prices,
R. s. SALYARDS,
Lamoni, Iowa. 44-5alt

Our B:righamite friends are making an
THE TWO STORY BOOK.
active campaign amongst the Saints.
You. need this book. It is the deathThis
is a splendid book to hand inquirknell to
pretenders to the Presidency
of the church. By Heman C. Smith. 35 ers. The Old Gospel is told in fascinatcents1 paper; No. 152. 60 cents, cloth; ing story. No. 247, cloth, 50 cents.
No. 153.

all

a

BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.

WHAT IS MAN?

One of the best works on one of the
This book is deservedly popular among most interesting and important subjects.
Overthree hundred receipts for prepar those who are making a close study of the It is a complete refutation •.of the falirtg things to eat.
Book of Mormon. You need it in your lacies of soul sleeping. Only 50 centE,
cloth, No. 140. By Eldor J, R. Lambert.
library. No. 235, cloth, 50 cents.
·Price • . • • •
80c

Graceland Receipt Book • • · •
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You can;get rich raising alfalfa in the Big Horn Basin. If you will go with
me on:.the :iiext excursion I will show you many farms where there is now enough
alfalfa in stack, grown ·this year, to repay the o'Wner the purchase price of the
land, and tn many cases far more than the-. original cost of the farm.
EASY MONEY.' There is no other farming quite as easy as alfalfa farming.
You do not have to "sow and reap" in this case, for each ·crop; you simply
seed the ground to alfalfa once, and then reap three t~mes each year the rest
of yout life.

Absolutely Pure
The only bal:ingpowdermadefrom

Royai Grape Cream of Tartar

NO ALUM, NO LIME PHOSPHATE

Religio's
Normal Book
A normal book containing lessons
upon the Book ot Mormon and
Religio Society. Every student of
the Book of Mormon should have
one.

No. 258---Cloth, 25c

YOU CAN HOMESTEAD 40 or 80 acres of this land under the G,overnm~nt
Canal; repaying the Government actual cost for water ·in ten y~arly payments without interest. Seed ·this farm down to alfalfa and stock it with
hogs, a few milch cows, and some chickens, and you have an easy living the
rest of your life.
·
WRITE TO-DAY for maps and full pai'ticulars.
D. CLEM DEAVER, General Agent}
LANDSEEKERS' INFORMATION BUREAU
1004 Farnham-St., Omaha, Neb.

-

COMPLETE CONTROL
All neces~ary operations · in writing, billing or ntatistical work are accomplished
from· the keyboard of tho light running, easy action Model .10 (Vhible)

Smith Premier
Write for information

Bible References-By Alvin Kni1ley

Paper cover
Cloth cover

5 cents
• • 10 cents

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL
No. 108-Leatherette. each p· !l•r 'lozen $8.20.
No.110-Llmp Cloth. each 8fx.;·per dozen $8.76.
No. 111:-Cloth and Leather, aach 60c.
No. 114-FlexibleLeather. eacl:- ~1.60.-

J. E. Bozarth•.

W. A. Duncan.

KNOBNOSTER REAL ESTATE
!}ood graded school .and L; D. S. church
. privileges.
Membership about three
hundred. Are you looking this way for
a home? If so, and desire reliable infor·mation, call on or write
BOZARTH & DUNCAN,
Knobnoster, Mo.

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE.

The Smith Premier Typewriter Co., Inc.,
19th and Douglo.11 Streeh, Omah11, Nebras1ca

HOMES .NEAR' OR IN LAMONI, IOWA
120 acres, 6 miles from Lamoni, New
improvements, land rolling. $60 per acre.
$3,000 cash, balance easy terms.
. 80 acres 41; miles out, fair improvements, $55. $2,000 cash, balance timf>.
200 acres 6 miles out. Good improvE-ment, good farm, good terms. $75 per
acre.
·
160 acres joins town. Highly improved
and land lies practically level,- $110.
160 acres 3 miles out, highly improvcJ,
no better farm here, $100 per acre.
In town. 7 room house, good, abo;1t
4 acres !arid; $1250. . Good terms. .
6 acres o:f la:nd. .Fine house and barn.
Beautiful horn~', :$3,ooo. Terins.
Smalli;r propei'ties ranging :from $2ii0
up. Wnte ,us what you .want.
LAMONl LAND & LOAN CO.,
. G. w. BLAIR, Sec.

Are you aware o:f the fact that the
Herald Publishing House has a modern
equipment, and is prepared to do. any
printing job you may send its way? Ask
for prices and samples and surprise yourself. Nothing too big, nothing too small.
All work turned out promptly~

Five per cent_ interest
Paid on Time Deposits at.,tha

FARMERS STATE BANK
LAMONI, IOWA

Capital and Surplus, $30,000.00
0

Presidency and Priesthood..... .

Every Saint should have this book. It
is complete as well as explicit in its stateThis book has been enlarged by the adments as to how to. conduct all business dition, of over eighty pages.
meetings. Only 40 cents, cloth. No. 161.
No. 184-Cloth . . . $1.00

Incorporated under the banking laws of· the

Stnte of Iowa, and under direct control
of the Auditor of State.
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